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England. The [leople of, not truly Christian, 359.

Industrial methods in, compared with those of

the United States, 373.

Church of. Poverty among the clergy of the, 06.

On the observance of the '' Sacrament " by the,

331.

Epistle from the General Meeting of Fiieuds held at

Fritchley, An, 37.

Evangelism. Claims of the new, 207.

Evans, Elizabeth. Keminisccuccs (if, :i.",:;.

An impre.ssive lestiiiiniiv <it', ::'.M).

Evans, Dr. Charles. Brief uicminu <if, 316.

Kvans, Jonathan. Brief notice of, l.ili.

Evans, Thomas. Letter of, to Ebeuezer Worth, 29.

Brief mention o(, 267. 276.

A remarkable communication of, 275.

Evans, William. Brief mention of, 15t). 275.

Letter written on the death of, 307.

Divinely instructed in regard to engaging in

business, 405.

Events concerning the Society, 78.

Everard, Barbara. Britf account of, and letter of, 226.

Evolution. The theory of, disproved by chemistry, 195.

Everything for everything, 2-5.5.

Exercise. On the, of the spiritual faculties, 53.

Exercise for the Truth. Essay entitled, An, 3.

Exham, John. The chaiacter and prophetic gilt uf,

Exposition in Buffalo, New York. Keligious cutinsel

against visiting the, 3.

Faith of hope. The, 141.

Feeb'encss of, due to a lack of nutrition, 18S.

Faithful service. Illustration of, in a young girl, 10.

Faithfulness in littles, 192.

I'arin, The old, was not sold, 77.

Fashionable life. An illustration of, 47.

Fatherhood of God. Essay entitled. The, 332.

I''ault. On reclaiming a brother in, 130.

Fault-finding not a remedy, 138.

Fellaheen children of the Nile's side. On the, 243.

Fenelon. Extracts from, 411.

Filtration of water. The agencv of bacteria in the, 25 1

.

Fire. Ammonia water an extinguisher of, 128.

What to do in case of a, 204.

Long continuance of .a, in Jacksonville, Fla., 363.

First day of the week. On the proposed opening of
saloons on the, 197.

Demoralizing elfecls of reading newspapers on
the, 287.

Fitch's famous rules, 122.

Fish. On the supply of, in the sea, 213.

The brilliant, of the West Indies, 403.

Fleisclinian, Louis. Bread-giving by, in New York
city, 75.

Florida. The phosphate rock industry in, 114.

Fog signal. A submarine bell off Egg Kock, Lynn,
Mass., as a, 319.

Food. Horse chestnuts made into a palatable, 127.

Cereals recommended for, instead of meat, 383.
" Follow thou me." Essay entitled, 217.

Forests. On the importance of increasing the, 39. 58.

Establishment of a national Bureau of, 58.

Threatened destruction of, for making spools,

149.

Forgiveness and conversion. Remarks of Thomas
Letch worth on, 98.

Foster, .John W. Notice of the death of, 103.

Forth bridge continually getting painted, 155.

Fowler, John S. Notice of a concern of, for the help
of the blind, etc., in Egypt, 76, 157.

Comments on the above, 73. 95. 153.

Fox, George. On the doctrine of holiness by, 22.

Letter of, to Friends, 2.57. 281.

Account of the death and funeral of, 303.

Remarks of C. H. Spuigenn on, 370.

Fiithergill, Samuel. Extracts from, 255.

Four pitiable things, 261.

France. The bondage of Romanism in, apparently
weakening, 171.

Sufferings of a young man in, for his testimony
against war, 209.

The depopulation of, 391.

FuiBND, The. On making selections for, 209.

Friends Religious communications addressed to, 3.

6. 19.34.53 110.11.5.158.187.217.235.293.
301. 306. 314. 320. 339. 378. 390.

On the state of the Society of, 4. 33. 95. 105. 135.

175. 233. 241. 255. 256. 258. 274. 287. 2S9.

297. 313. 376. 390.

Counsel of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of, in

1901, to its members, 4.

Counsel of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

women, in 1901, to its members, 5.

Friends. On preserving valu:djle records relating to, 7.-

Historical sketch of the raeetiug-hou.se of, at

London Grove, Pa., 11.

On maintaining a meeting for worship of, when
H marriage is solemnized, 17.

On longevity among, 23. 103.

The " morning meeting" of, in London discon-

tinued, 23.

Remark of Charles Lamb in reference to, 23.

On a body of professors under the name of, in

Cuba, 26. 47.

A correction of a misapprehension of the views
of, concerning Christ, 29.

On separations among, 19. 3.3.

Some tluiuglits on the principles of, by C. L.

Maynar(l,35.
( )n (he real need of, in their meetings for wor

ship, 47.

On the views of, in regard to worship and min-

^
istiy, 49. 222. 369.

The views of, in regard to the tfoly Spirit, 50.

105.

On bearing a testimony against war by, in Phil-

adelphia, in 1812, -54.

On dangers threatening the Society of, 55.

A result of the pastorate system among, 63.135.
258. 287. 289. 376. 392.

Notice of Eistern Quarterly Meeting, N. C, of,

78. 95. 399.

Appeal on behalf of a school under care of, at

Atlantic City, N. J., 78.

Account of the I3rick Meeting-house of, in Cecil

Co, M(l., 79.

Notice of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting of

held Ninth Month 12tl., 1901, 87.

Remarks to on bearing trials, 93. 115.

In relation to statistics of, 95. 103.

in Australia. Account of, 103.

Are, Friends of the Holy Spirit? 105.

Encouragement to exercised, entitled, Be not
dismayed, 116.

A remark respecting, in England, 119.

On misrepresentations of, 129.

The prooer feeling of, in going to and from sea-

sons of worship, 138.

Notice of Concord Quarterly Meeting of, held
Eleventh Month 12th, 1901, 144.

The views of, relatin.g to dress, 148. 326.

Notice (if meetings for worship appointed by
Philadelphia (iuarterly Meeting of, 151. 159.

167. 295.

Encouragement to, conveyed thiotigh Matilda
Branscorabe, of Canada, 158.

Comments on the above, 323.

The need of, to wait on the Lord in meetings

for discipline, 158.

Notice of Governments which respect the con-

scientious objections of, to war. 161.

Little Egg Harbor Monthly Meeting, New Jer-

sey, of, discontinued, 167.

Individual faithfulness among needful, 174. 313.

326.339.361.
Remarks on an uniform .system of instruction

in the schools of, 178, 179.

Notice of a Peace Conference of all under the

name of, 134. 174. 177. 209. 255.

Counsel to, to walk in the cross of Christ, 179.

339.

Desire of one not a member that the peculiar

testimony of, should not fall, 181. 263.

The remote location from each other of the set-

tlements of, in Australia, 183.

On a proposed connection of, in England with

the FreeChu ch council, 183.

The views of in regard to ministry, 193. 222.

Remarks of The Evening Bnlkiin. approving of

the simple salutation of, to President Roose-

velt, 202.

On the testimony of, in reference to war, 209,

337.

Testimony to the value of spreading the writ-

ings of, 212.

On attempts to le-sen the influence of faithful

early, 217.

Notice of Charles Robert's valuable collection

of ancient manuscripts, etc., relating to, 231.

A concern for, at the present season, 235.

Concern of John Woolman for moderation in

business, etc., by, 238.

Notice of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting of,

held Second Month 3rd, 1902, 240.

On the labors of, on behalf of drafted members,
during the civil war, 243. 267.

On the early regard for the insane by, 244.



Fricuds. On the deiline of, in Burbadoes, 245.

List of jieriodicals published under the name
of, 256.

Palheticletlei-s reviewing the degeneracy among,

250. 2si7.

Letter of George Fox to, 257.

A neglect of the testimonies of, fallowed by

other marks of weakness, 2(52.

Comment of a Konian Catholic on, 274.

Advice of George Fox to, upon settling in Amer-
ica, 281.

On maintaining the testimony of.against heathen

names for days and months, 281.

The grace of repose seen in, 287.

Notice of a letter of Weslern District Monthly
Meeting of, to its absent members, 287.

Remarks of John Churchman on the immunity
of, from persecution, 280.

On the lessening of numbers of, by the pastoral

system, 289.

Solemn inquiries addre-sed to, 290.

^^ Notice of the settlement of, in Hendricks Co.,

/^ Indiana, 295.

Report of a Committee to ihe Quarterly Meet-

ing of, in Philadelphia, 295.

in Tortola. Account of the rise, etc., of, 298.

308.337.

On the baptism and communion believed in by,

303.

The constancy of the early, under persecution,

305.

The need of. to abide in Christ, 313.

Minute of advice t", issued by the Meeting for

SuHerings in Philadelphia, 1902, 321.

A prciphery concerning, through Francis How-
gill, 32ti.

A declaration of, in Philadelphia, concerning

Christ, 332.

in Anguilla. Notice of, 337.

An account of the imprisonment of two women,
in the island of Malta, 341. 347.

Ad' Iress of, to the Christians of the Universal

Brotherhood in Canada, 341.

A persecutor of, instructed by a dre im, 342.

Uistory of the meeting-house of, at Lansdowne,/— Pa., 343.

Notice of an interest in England in the writings

of early, 343.

Notice of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeiing of,

held Fifth Month 5th, 19U2, 343.

Remarks on the profession made by, 345.

On witnessing for the Holy Spirit by, 353.

Notice of evening meetings he'd by, in Phila-

delphia, in 1843, etc., 35(1.

The important influtnce of women, against in-

toxicants, 357.

A boarding-house for, in Philadelphia, needed,
369.

The individual responsibility of, 361.

Notice of meetings appointed by the Committee
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of, 375. 384.

392. 407.

Notice of the sale of C. C. Cresson's collection

of books relating to, 384. 400.

The (-oUege Pari Association of, 383.

The goodly and the godly heritage of, 401.
Martyrdom of William LeJdra for preaching

the doctrines of, 413.

Friends' Educational Association. The Third annual
meeting of, 335. 351.

Friendships should be subordinate to the Divine will,

3G(3.

Fritchley Friends. Notice of a general meeting of, in

1901, 159.

Funerals. Testimony against display at, by the late

Judge F. Stump, 87.

Gambling. How the fascination for, grows when
yielded to, 347.

Ge.ilogy. On the confirmation of the Biblical account
of the deluge from, 5.

(ieorge Junior Republic vindi. ated, The, 220.
Germany. On the " Away from Rome " movement

in, 104

Account of the Imperial Institute in, for accu-
rate measurements, etc., 180.

tiibbons, Hannah. Brief mention of, 191.

On the character of, 202.
Gift. The unspeakable, 101.
Girl who cleaned the steps. Extract entitled, The, 99.
Gibbons, Jane. Remarks on the character of. 202.
Glass. On blowing, for thermometer tubes, 124
Gospel purifies society through individuals, The, 255.
Gold. On the cost of, in human lives, etc., 121.

INDEX.
Gold. On submarine mining for, in Alaska, 1(52.

On, used in book-binding, 206.

GoMen Rod. Remarks on the, 42.

Grafton Richard, one of the earliest printers. Notice

of, 335.

Grandmother. On caring lovingly for the, 199.

Grape. On the origin of the Concord, 109.

Gray. William C, editor of The Inlerior. On Ihe

character of, 117.

Gray, James H. Brief mention of, 228.

Great Salt Lake a haven for bathers, 49.

Greatness shown more in constructive than destructive

actions, 172.

Greece. The recent crisis in, respecting translations of

the Ho'y Scriptures, 294.

Gre-nland. Incidents in the life of a mi-sionary in, 15.

Grellet, Rachel. Remarks on the deith of, 7. 55.

Grellet, Stephen. Notice of the collected papers of

the late, 55.

Griffin, Mary. Care of, in the exercise of the minis-

try, 393.

(ium arable an exudation caused bv ants, 142.
" Gum and sheep-skin days." Explanation of the ex-

pression, 207.

Half-holiday on Seventh-days of ancient observance,

183.

Habit. On the force of, 139, 140.

Hague Conference. Remarks on the, 177.

Hanbury, Elizabeth. Account of, who died aged 108

years, 103.

Happiness. The highest, to live to the glory of God, 70

A waste of, 134.

On cultivating the habit of, 228
The surest way of promoting, 342.

Hats. Account of Panama, 31.

Haverford College. A collection of Babylonian (ab-

lets presented to, 107.
" His love to me." Extract entitled, 389.

Haviland, Daniel. Incidents in the life and ministry

of, 84.
" Hazing " that is Christian, 152.
" He shall teach his people himself." Incidents illus-

trating, 151.

Helioo, the costliest substance known, 45.

Health. On the promo! ion of, by the social meal, 9.

The importance of fiisting to, 22.

On the benefits of perspiration to, 39.

The injury to, by intoxicants, 61.

as affecteil by curvature of the spine, 02.

On the importance of work to, 82.

Antiseptics in connection with, 90.

A menace to, in stables, etc., on the farm, 127.

On the abundance of tetanus germs on Long
I.sland, 149.

The average length of human life has now in-

creased, 106.

Inoculation against small-pox introduced into

England by a woman, 226.

On keeping the feet warm, 252.

The number of sweat glands in the skin, 252.

The modern need of sleep, 252.

The reading of the Bible prescribed to nervous
invalids, 252.

On the care of the ears, 342.

Injurious efi'ects ofcamphor smoking on the,375.

Treatment of persons who have been poisoned,
375.

The use of cereal foods conducive to, 383.
Smoke as affecting, 404.

Healy, .Christopher. Reminiscences of, 285
Heroism. On true, 296.

Hidden things. Ej-say entitled, 301.
Ilillman, Sarah. Reminiscences of, 333.
Hoag, Joseph. Remark on the ministry of, 183.

Holiness. True, not a thing to be worn for occasions,

90.

is to be like Christ, 123.
Hooten, Anna W. On the character of the late, 243, 250.
Holy Scriptures. The truth of the, confirmed by geol-

ogy, 5.

A testimony to the value of the, 7. 88. 111. 229-

The sublimity of the, considered only as a lit-

erary production, 13.

On the Revised Version of the, 23.

The reading of the, in India, blessed, 28.

The statements of the, confirmed by Chinese
records, 28.

The witness of the Old Testament, to Christ, 44.

The American Revision of the, 47.

The circulation of the, in Spanish, 03.

The New Testament of the, in Hebrew, for

Jews, 09.

Holy Scripture-s. Statistics in relation to the publica-

tion of the, 87.

A translation of part of the, into Tannese, 94.

Inspired readers of the, wanted, 100.

The reading of the, in the family, blessed, 122.

The reading of the, by Cree Indians, 126.

Data rtspecting the revised version of the, 133.

The damaging eflects of the '' higher criticism "

of the, 136.

A spiritual knowledge of the, necessary, 145.

The Word of God spoke to men, before the,

were written, 153.

The inward Witness for truth testifies to the,

153, 174, 349.

The testimony of monuments in Egypt to the,

157. 268.

The work of the Oxford press in printing the,

102.

The oldest copy of the, known in the United
Slates, 178.

Remarks on the above, 221.

The doctrine of salvation by Christ pervades
the, 183.

Remarks of Bishop Potter on the, 212.

The maknig of the, covered 4000 years, 215.

The absence of the, in South America, 215.

instrumental in the conversion of a Jew, 258.

The results of '' higher criticism " of the, agn
with those of infidels, 263.

The prophecies and history contained in tl

confirmed, by modern explorations, 268. 27

282. 291.309.315.
translated into the language of the Greenland

Eskimos, 287.

Recent translations of, in Greece, 294.

Rem irk on commentaries on the, 323.

The subordinate to Christ, of whom they testify

349.

The authenticity of the book of Jonah, 354.

Homage to success. On, 401.

Home. Cultivate courtesy at, 66. 100. 307. 402.

The training, in a happy, 107.

Don't forget to write, 188.

House-wife. The, has a recompense beyond figirres, 2-3

On proposed reforms to benefit the, 72. 155.

Statistics of some labors of the, 155.

Favorable conditions for the, in Australia, ISI

Honest. The average person scrupulously, 175.

Honesty illustrated, 71.

Hospital. Notice of a woman 62 years a nurse in

French, 134.

Horses. A scarcity of, due to the South African war, 22;

How we may rest. Essay entitled, 300.

How he conquered the plumber. Extract entitled, 4

1

Howgill, Francis. A prophecy concerning Friend
through, 326.

Holy Spirit. On the dispens.ition of the, 50.

On living and walking in the, 81.

Remarks on the language ''f the, 82.

Are we the Friends of the ? 106.

The perpetual working of the, in physical n;

lure, 133.

The difi'erence between learning of the, aii

about the, 185.

On minding the in'iiuations of (he, 273.

On witnessing for the, by our daily lives, 353.
" Humanism and Christianity." Essay entitled, 27.

Hunting. The dangers of, 223.

Huntingdon, Lady. The example of, in charitab

giving, 387.

Hurls. Little, which cause sorrows, 362.

Hussey, Timothy B. Notice of travelling' compani l

collected by, 47.

Hutchinson, Abigail. Brief mention of, 193.

Margaret. Brief mention of, by Joseph Scatui

good, 193.

Margaret and Abigail. Reminiscences of, 4(

Impracticable men Extract entitled, 398.

Imprinted on the face. Remarks on a beautiful chi

alter, entitled, 170.

India. Natives of. hesitate to drink water from c

works, 266.

The child-widows of, 388.

A leader of the Brahmo Somaj on the Chi
tianization of, 394.

Independent Holiness Church. The, 384.
Indian names in the United Stales, 356.
Indian. Testimony of George Smith, an, to Christ,

True courage in an, 247.

Testimony to Christ by an, 388.
Account of John I). Bemo, a Seminole. 203.
Essay by Felix H. Scott on the outlook for I:,

405.



Indian. Remarks of Chief Pokagon, on tlie tolerance

of llie liqnor traffic by (lie Government, 413,

Indians. Notice of the, in New York and Ohio in

ISl'J, 84.

On the eflbrts of Friends for the help of the

(?eneca, in New York, etc., 131. 340. 356. 405.

Sorrow of, on the death of Bishop Whipple, I(i5.

Remarks of President' Roosevelt on protecting,

from intemperance, 183.

mtist cut their hair. Comments on the order of

Commissioner Jones that, 239.

Kotice of proceedings of Lake Mohonk Con-

ference, in regard to, 328.

Advice of Geo. Fox to Friends in relation to

the, 281.

Remarks on the "Quaker policy " of President

Grant towards the, 316.

Notice of the etibrts of Friends in behalf of the

Corn Planter, 340.

On maple sugar, made by the, 71.

The Osage, the richest people in the world, 76.

luGdelily. The comfortless etfects of, 46.

Awful results of, 84.

Testimony of Joseph Barker, respecting, 141.

The results of " higher criticism " agree with

those of, 263.

Infidel. A daughter of, taught not to follow his views,

218.

An, convinced through a flower, 308.

Infidels. Remarks entitled, How to make, 130.

Insane. On the early regard for the, by Friends, 244.

On the new treatment of the, in Palestine, 250,

Notice of an appeal for the Lebanon Hospital

for the, 279.

Insanity from war. On, 9.

Individualism and organization in religiou.s labor com
pared, 174.

Instructive narrative. An, 247.

Intemperance. On trying to make the anti-canteen

law odious, 10.

A touching incident, 14.

The great danger of, to health in hot weather,

61.

The successful enforcement of prohibitory law
in Portland, Me., 71.

The influence of the saloon upon anarchists, 119.

On an international eflort to protect native
races from, 183.

On the evils of opening saloons on the First day
of the week, 197.

The continued evils of, in the New Hebrides
islands, 218.

The importance of total abstinence in industrial

competition, 299.

Total abstinence the only effectual remedy for.

The important influence of women in discour-
aging, 357.

Remarkable instance of the Saviour's love in

reclaiming from, 390.

The duty of preventing, as seen by an Indian,
413.

ts Jesus impractical ? Extract entitled, 140.

It costs more to live now," 367.
(terns concerning the Society, 7. 15. 23. 39. 47. 55. 63.

87. 95. 103. 119. 135. 144. 151. 159. 167. 174.

183. 200. 2i6. 223. 231. 240. 255. 263. 279.
287. 295. 303. 320. 328. 336. 342. 351. 369.
376. 383. 392. 399. 407. 415.

Correction of a statement in the above, 55.

vory. Antwerp the great market for, 229.

fapan. Universities for women to be opened in, 215.
fapanese perplexed with diilerent professions of re-
ligion, 135.

few. Remarkable conversion of a, 258.
ews. Notice of a movement among, in Siberia,
towards the Messiah, 231.

fonah. The authenticity of the book of, 354.
'ordan Richard. Brief mention of, 276.
udgment. The meek will He guide in, 154.
akes-Edwards. On contrasts of character in the
families of, 178.

Cellar Helen, instructed directly by the Holy Siiirit,

Keeping one's temper." Extract entitled, 134.
vendall Eliza' eth. 'Ihe convincement and religious
character of, 355.

Ceith George. Remarks on the schism caused by, 29.
Cidd Benjamin. Account of the character and min-
istry of, 349.

Cindness to a horse rewarded, 334.
lUngdom of God is within you, The, 90.

I N D F, X.

Kite Benjamin. On the life of, 43. 54. 67. 74. 84. 92.

Comments on the above, 81. 98.

Thomsis. Notice of the religious character and
ministry of, 67. 366.

Korinlhian capital. The reputed origin of the, 142.

Lake. The petrifying waters of Hanging, in Colorado,
364.

Labrador. The destitute people of, 266.

Lake Mohonk Indian Conference. Notice of proceed-

ings of, 328.

Lamley Mary. Account of dying expressions of, 269
277. 286,

Language, English. On the derivation of certain words
in the, 195.207.

Lawson Thomas. Letter of Margaret Fell and com-
ments, 182.

Layson island, abounding with birds, 86.

I^banon Hospital for the Insane. Notice of the, 250.

Leddra William, the martyr. Account of, 413.

Letchworth John. Extracts from letters of, 64. 67.

74. 92.

Lectures. Remarks on, 136.

Let Zion arise and shake herself from tire encumbrance
of the worl.l, 314.

Let thine eye be single. Essay entitled, 378.

Letter of Thomas Chalkley on separations among
Friends, 33.

Peter Verigin an exile in Siberia to Doukhobors
in Canada, 293.

John Bellows, 386.

Ebenezer Worth, 317.

Letters of Joseph Scattergood, 233. 212. 267. 285. 307.

John Pickering of Tortola, 298. 308.

Statistics of the number of, received daily by
certain rulers, 47.

on tissue paper carried by the "pony express" 83.

of John Carter, 156. o'.lo.

Lewis Joseph J. Notice of the late, 182.

Liberty. Essay entitled, The true, 18.

Life. The conflicts of, helpful in the development of

character, 11.

A comparison between natural and spiritual, 23.

In 300 years the average length of, has doubled,
103.

The average length of, has increased lately, 166.

Maxims for a noble, 274.

Remarks on the ceaseless changes in, 298.

Life saving service on the sea coast. 'The early liistory

of, 95.

Light by lonely rock. Touching incident entitled,

The, 10.

Lighthouse. A perpendicular search light proposed
instead of a, 311.

Limiting the acquisition of riches. On, 404.

Lincoln Abraham. Anecdote of, 63.

Litigation prevented, 86.

Little things. The ministry of, 53.

Lockjaw. On the prevalence of germs of, on Long
Island, 149.

London. Notice of night laborers in, 63.

Notice of Newgate prison in, 167.

London fogs. Costly, 60.

The evil effects of, 214.

Loneliness. A cure for, in overcoming selfishness, 255.

Louisiana. On the Tagals of, 189.

Love that does not die. Incidents illustrating, 118.

The, of God to man, illustrated, 389.

Essay entitled, 390.

Lowell the poet. Declaration of, respecting his re-

ligious views, 247.

Luther. The maintenance by, of the outward sacra-

ment, 331.

Maelstroms on the coast of Norway. On, 399.

Malta. Account of the imprisonment of two women
Friends in, 341.347.

Marriages. J. Clinton Starbuck and Louisa W. Parker,
160.

John Hutchinson and Rachel Evans Barton,
208.

William Martin, M. D., and Elizabeth E.
Kaighn, 216. 224.

David Brinton and Eleanor P. Fisher, 232.

T. Harvey Haines and Rachel A. Kus.sell, 256.

Edward II. Jacob and Edith C. Dillingham, 320.

Magnetic needle. On the variations of the, 223.

Mahogany. A great log of, 252.

Making the best of our surroundings. On, 163.

Mammoth in cold storage. A, 387.
Marriage. For happiness in, begin poor, 103.

"Mary had a little lamb." Mary Tyler, the girl re-

ferred to in the poem, 175.

Marry. A bad girl to, 63.

Masters Parvin. Remarks on the death of, 7.

Mary and Martha. On judging of the character of
the, 203.

Maxims from Thomas C. Upham, 13. 52. 60. 86. 90. 123.
Me is a most exacting personage, 183.

Measurements. A world wide authority for, ISO.
Memory. A phenomenal, 187.

Men. Celebrated little, 272.

Mennonites. A settlement of, in Siberia, 415.
Merchantville, N. J. Notice of a meeting-house lately

built in, for Friends, 78.

Mercy. On showing, impartially, 81.

Methodists. A bishop of the, on the stale of his
church, 91.

The number of members among, 176.

MethodistM, Independent or Quaker. Notice of, 351.
Milhurn William II. A faithful reproof by, 87.
Milk. Ou the value of condensed, 199.
" Ministerial whines." Remarks on, 152.

Mir.icles. IIow to begin, 57. 65.

Ministry. A caution in regard to tlie, 22. 63.

A preparation of heart necessary for receiving
help by the, 49. 141. 351.

The, of little things, 53.

On a hired, 118.

of John Letchworth. Incident in the, 92.

On, in business and in every day life, 138.

The true anointing for the, 161. 193.222.351.
That, only is helijful, which is sympathetic, 161

.

Experience c.f John Banks of a call to the, 188.
The (pialilication for true, the same as for true

prayer, 193.

Providential direction in the, 198. 351.
Incident illustrating the need of humility in the,

274.

Experience of Thomas Raylton in the, 310.
On the distemper in the, by Robert Jordan, in

1736, 369.

On a brief and lively, 415.

Missionaries massacred hy cannibals in British New
Guinea, 47.

Missions. The true basis for, 274.

Mississippi River. On the currents of the, 66.

Mistakes in meetings. Incident entitled, 377.
Monroe doctrine as maintained by John (hiincy
Adams. The, 361.

Months. Lines on the length of the, 335. 343. 375.
Mormonism. The growing power of, 118.

Comments on the above, 137.

Mother. Illustration of the love of a, for her children
263.

" Mother Shipton's prophecy," 87.

Mount Desert Island. Notice of highest penk on, 77.

Mouse's sermon. On the uncertainty of circumstantial
evidence entitled. The, 246.

Movements of ministering Friends, .3. 7. 15. 23. 47. 65
88. 95. 103. 144. 169. 167. 175. 200. 21.5. 223. 295.

Murmuring and complaining. Little talent required
for, 161.

_

Murray Lindley. Brief account of, 343.

Music. Pathetic incident relating to, 62.

not an antidote to anarchism, 105.

Military, an incentive to bloodshed, 124.

is for pleasure, truth for practice, 32-1.

Mushrooms. The nutritive value of, 181.

Muskets in the stern sheets. An incident in the in-
terest of peace entitled, 356.

MacCormac. Sir William, a nature's nobleman, 255.
McCreery Joseph. Anecdote of, 63.

McLeod Norman. Remarks of, on his life, 218.

McKinley President. Remarks on the assassination
of, 65.73. 81.87. 88.89. 1-59.

Extract from the last speech of, 96.

The last words of, attested, 106.

Resolutions of condolence of Filipinos on the
death of, 207.

Nation conduct, isWhat is right for in.

right for, 197.

The need of religious principle in the, 199.

Native races. Notice of an inter national movement to

protect the, 159. 183.

National Reform Association. The objects of the, 71.
Nature study. On new methods in, 83.

Nature's seed planting. On, 283.

Natural History. Fishes and their eggs, 60; The
Esquimaux dog, 60; The bee, 61 ; The destruction
of mosquitoes by certain bh-ds. 71 ; Penguins, 74

;

An island abounding with birds, 86 : The gophers,
93; The mink, lul ; The nuniming-bird, 132 ; How
creatures hide, 132 ; Cats, 149. 167 ; Storks in Con-
stantinople, 162; Wasps, 164; Sagacity of a dog,
167. 314 ; 'The English sparrow as a weed destroyer,

174; Indifl'erence of camels to heat and cold, 181;
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I ; I'll, skvlark, 3.S3
;

TlK-clotlu- II !

'

. iMilliMiil lislioCUic West
Imlies, 40;; ;

^ inc -li:n,^«' lonl »:.vs, IV2._

Naylor James. The powerful iiiiiii-li_v ul, 1.'71.

Dying expressions of, 2S',i.

" Nearer, my GoJ, to thee." On ihe authorship of the

hvniii, etc ,
82.

NewsLiapers. Oil the inllueiiee for good or evil of, 274.

Newfonndhmd. The isohited condition of,_194.

New Hehrides islands. The continued iniiiuity of

traders to the. 2 l.S.

On a bill to prohibit the sale of liquors, etc., to

the natives of, '2'."o.

New York city. A midnight bread giving charily in,

iger to, from Hoods, 404.

workers protecte 1 by la

New Orleans. On the i

New Zt-aland. ludustr

in, 2(i2.

Nineveh. The fuUillmenl of propliecy in the ruin of,

309. 315.

Nobody's child. Tiieidents entitled, 3'Jl

.

"No man was ever lost in a straight road," 181!.

Noise ;ilid il~ :ir,l Mliii.
,

:;"i I.

Note-...! I'll-! '
I -..mil, 201.211.220.

Notes fn.1,1 .ill.. , ,
,

I . J :;w. 47. ()3. 71. 87.95. lOM.

U.S. i:;.,. l.M. I-,.!. 1.;,, 1~:;. 207. 21-5. 231. 247. 26;!.

287. 205. :;o:;. ;;i2. 3-7. 335. 343. 351. 359. 407. 416.

Nothing fortuitous in nature, 195.

Nottinghaui meeting. A proposed bicentennial cele

bration at 55.

Nurse Maria's story, 102.

Nutmegs. On the growth, etc., of, 220.

Oath. The form of an, in United States courts in

Maryland, 231.

Oaths. On Spanish and other, 20.

prohibited bv tlie Christian religion, 39.

liiemei..n. V .".I, ,„ ,.,. vuling falsehood, 78.

Obedienc'e. K. .. i.^uTn, 7.

Kemarl ^ .
.

.

•

,
-VJ.

to the Ib.lv >|.ii It, ill. «ay to learn of Ilim, 185.

Obstacles disappear to those who are in earnest, 175.

Ocean. On the depth of the, 223.

On the minuter animals of the, 227.

Appeal on behalf of sailors on the, 259.

Oil of sun-tlower seed. The value of, 223.

Old age. The value of, 90, 91.
' The beauty of a serene, 138.

An active, 183.

On valuing the counsels of, 215.

The heroism of, 265.

Old men. Powers of mind in famous, 139.

Oleomargarine. Notes on the production of, 375.

Opening in the light, of great encouragement to

Friends, through M. Branscombe, 158.

Comments on the above, 323.

( Ipiuiu. Great Brit-iin unwilling to reduce the tax on,
63.

Memorial to the British Goverument against
the traffic with, in China, 29.5.

Our inheritance. On the love of God througli Christ
to man, entitled, 172.

Outward ceremonial as a manifestation of unity. On,
331.

Paraguay tea. On, 3 1 1

.

Parent. The example aud labors of Daniel \VhL.e!ei-

as a, 339.

Parents. On the influence of, in connection with
schools, 190.223.

Value of religious discipline by, 322.
The duties of, from a father's point of view, 324.

Pastoral system. The results of the, among Friends
135.287.289.370.392.

Patieace. On the virtue of, 45, 190.

Helps to, 405.

Passiuore Pennock. Brief mention of, 210.
Peace Conference of all bearing the name of Friends.

Notice of a, 135. 174. 177. 200.
Comments on, 209.

Statement of principles adopted by, 177.
Pennies. The composition of, e!c., 342.
Perseverance—a chapter for boys, 198.

Peuington Isaac. Exhortation of, to live in Christ,
229.

Ik- gift of, t.) Friends, of

luuse property, 79._

pwards Pennsylvania, 100.

and Maxims by, and the

Admiral Penn, upon the

ity compared, 257.

mof integrity, 291.

I'erjiirv increasing in American courts, 78.

Peru. A short history of, 184.

Petroleum. The large gushing well of, at Beaumont,

Petrilied forest in Ariz' na. Account of a, 142.

Comments on the above, 145.

Philiiipines. On the Protestant Evangelical Union
in the, 7.

Natives of the, colonized in Louisiana, 189.

Account of schools in the, ;^60.

Photograph. Notice of the first, of a human being,

293.

Pickering John, of Tortola. Letters of, 29S. 308.

Plainness and self-denial. The testimony of Friends

to, 326.

Comments on the above, 361.

Plants. The golden-rod, 42; 'Phe Concord grape, 109;

The coloring of autumn leaves, 115; The mat ing

reed of China, 127 ; On the need of rest for, 149
;

The nutmeg, 229; liubber treis, 235; Tlie new
knowledge of weeds, 253. 261. 270 ; The number of

plants ued commercially in Europe, 269; Methods
used in sowing the seeds of plants, 283 ; Signs of

God in the fiower-s, 308 ; Paraguay lea, 311; The
lily fields of Bermuda, 319 ; The trailing aibutus,

335.
" Pleasure book." A, 263.

Poetry—Original. Let us trust Thee, 4 ;
Only to feel

thy presence, 29; No more sea, 45; The world's

crisis, 52 ; Unstudied praise, 85 ; Friends, 97 ; Lines

97 ; A garden enclosed, 100 ; Lines on John i : 9, 117.

Life's lesson, 126; The ultimate appeal, 170; Sou-
nets, 2-53; My strength, 284 ; Work and rest, 301

;

Written of Rachel Grellet, 373 ; As a little child,

388; The light of conscience, 389; The signal call,

412; The Master's (Juest, 394; Consecration, 406.

Poetry— Selected. Abide with us, S3 ; The arm chair

92; Asters, 110; Art thou weary, 387; " Auld Lang
Syne," 399; The better song, 138; Beautiful hands.

179 ; Beautiful things, 179 ; The child, 4; The chil-

dren, 140; The crip[)le, 167 ; A confession, 173;
Crying Abba, Father, 188; Contentment, 197; The
Crocus's Soliloquy, 277

;
In memory of George Dill

wyn, 131; Evening devotion, 90; Fruition, 382;
Golden rod, 116; The German watchman's s<mg,

126; On the death of Henry Gibbons, 210; The
Guest, 242 ; Good rules as to rumors, 365 ; How to

live, 74 ; Hassan's proverbs, 147 ; Heroes and he-

roes, 148; Hymn to the Deity, 246 ; The house and
the vine, 300 ; The heroes of the road, 363 ; John
Howard, 366 ; Intercession, 124; " I shall not pass

this way again," 380 ; To keep a true Lent, 263

;

Lines, 26.31. 90. 142. 158. 195. 204. 214. 235. 243.

246. 293. 356. 402 ; The Life School, 195 ; Lead ns

gently, 285 ; Lead Kindly Light, 398 ; The meeting,

4; My prayer, 12; My youth and my age, 91 ; My
Lord and I, 147 ; My Lord and I (corrected re-

print), 202 ; To the meek, 243 ; No more sea, 91
;

New Year's wishes, 185 ; Ode to Green Mountain,
77; Only, 86; An old fashioned woman, 164 ; The
old fashioned Inmie, 254

; OurMaster, 281; Old year
meniorie.s, 309; Put up the sword, 22; Prayera, 55.

66. 69; A prayer, 154; Patience with the living,

183; Put-off town, 283; A prayer for gnidame,
302 ; Rest, 53 ; The robin's message, 349 ; Southport
Friends' meeting, 156; Song of the spinning wheel,

195; The secret, 284; Spiritual growth, 357 ; A
song of trust, 396 ; Too late, 69; Trilles, 146; Trust,

276 ;
The thinker and the doer, 365 ; Until to-mor-

row, 179 ; The unnoticed bound, 378 ; Under the
leaves, 396 ; What does it matter? 54; Waiting, 222.

246; Winter's triumph, 268 ; The year of release,

221.

Pompeii. What became of the inhabitants of? 199.

Pocono Mountain. On camping on the, 300.
Postal check currency proposed. A, 359.
Potato. Investigating the, 333.

Practice of the presence of God. The, 111.

Prayer. Eflectual, a spiritual wrestling, not a recita-

tion, 1. 106. 268.

Prayer. Answers to, 14. 15. 78.

not a substitute for obedience, 58.

not to be interfced with by drowsiness, 267.

True inward, described, 305.

On saying, and praying, 306.

The need of, in the church, 353.

Preiieher. Remark of a stated, in reference to prayer,

63.

On an empty, 1 1.5.

A complaining, instructed, 357.

Preachers called hire critit-s, 6;}.

No warrant in Scripture fcr talaried, 118.

A hint to, 135.

On the degeneracy of the pulpit, 204.

Notice of a decline in candidates for, 215.

Remark on non-collegiate, 408.

Predestination. The doctrine of, blasphemous and
pernicious, 1.

Preaching Christ, and preaching about Christ. On, 349.

Present need. Essay entitled. A, 354.

Preaching the gospel. On the preparation for, 141.

296. 355.
_ _ I

Women have been Divinely called to, 145.

Remarks of Augustine on, 191.

The qualification for, the tame as for true

prayer, 193.

Pastoral service distinct from, 258.

Prejudice an hindrance to truth, 346.

Prelacy upholding worldliness. Essay entitled, 283.

Presb\ terians. The action of a late General Assembly
of, in regard to predestination, etc, 1.

On the early character of, 35.

On the revision of the creed irf, 247.

Principles and men. E.xtract entitled, 117.

Prison. A successful method of maintaining discipline

in a, 135.

Comments on the above, 148.

Prisoners. Successful attempts to reclaim discharged!

250.

Remarks on refonuinir, 287.

Providential deliverances, 78. 92. 246.

Direction. Incidents illustrating, 198.

Progressive because conseivative. Remarks entitled

153.

Promotion. On the solid and best way of, 306.

Prunes. On growing and preserving, 66.

Puritans. On the early religious character of, 35.

Price Philip, of Chester Co., Pa. Notice of the dt

of, 125.

Quakerism. The present need of, 263.

Radclifle Mildred. Anectlote of, 255.

Railroad. The Siberian, 311.

train. Fastest, in the world, 375.

A proposed, on Mont Blanc, 213.
j

Railroads. I'lie strain on engineers, etc., of ruiuiinj

fast express trains on, 116.

The relaiions of employers aud employees o

143.

A contract for bridges for, in South Afric

given to Americans, 223. !

Rain. On the weight of falling :is hail, 127.

Raindrops, On the size of, 125.
;

Rayllon Thomas. An account of the convincemei
and life of, 301.310. '

Reading. On cultivating good habits of, 163. 165. ISI

205. I

Reilman Elizabeth, providentially directed, 198.

Reed. The, used in China for matting found in Nor'
Carolina, 127.

Reform. No true, without Divinegrace, 118. 165. 11

Relaxation from care at limes essential to the acti

mind, 85.

Regeneration. On the evidence of, 126. 202.

Regeneration and signs following. Essay entitled, 2i

Comments on the above, 266.
1

Religion. What is your, worth ? 37.
J

On culture and 52. !

Simplicity in, too little accounted of, 69. ,'

Goodness the purpose of, and its best proof, .

Mere talking upon, at times woi-se than i-

protitable, 84.

On carrying out, in every day life, 98.

The enjoyment of the Divine presence a bles I

fruit of. 111.

The danger of procrastination in the work f.

162.

Instruction to others in, must be preceded v

experience, 355.
Reminder. Essay entitled. A, 115.

Repentance means a change of heart, 5. 298.

Remember the days <.f old. A letter from CIuts. '•

Thomson, entitled, 228.



Reminiscences of departed worlliies, memlieis of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting, 13. 29. 4G. 77. 89.

124. 131. 156. 169. 182. 191. 193. 202. 210.

218. 233. 242. 250. 267. 275. 285. 307. 316.

340. 350. 355. 382. 393. 409.

Comments on the above, 249.

Resignation to the Divine will, 364.

Retirement necessary to the Christian, 2.S5. 253. 283.

Rhoads Joseph. Reminiscences of the late, 210.

Ridicide often an effective weapon in the devil's hands,

275.

Rich. On hastening to get, 407.

Riches. Remarks on ihe vast accumulation of, in cer-

tain individuals, 17.

The pursuit of, a snare to many, 238. 407.

On observing proper limits in the acquisition of, 404.

Right use of the [..ord's outward gifts. Remarks iS

John VVoolman on the, 238.

Righteous. The preserving power of the, in a com
miinily, 359.

Roberts Phebe W. Remarks on the ministry of, 193

Charles. Notice of a valuable collection of

manuscripts, etc., relating to Friends, by the

late. 2.il. 295.

Remarks on the up ight character of, 233.

Roll the stone you cannot drag, 307.

Roman (Jatholics. An important movement in Austria

towards Proleslantism, 63.

Notice of the "Away from Rome" movement
in Germany, 164.

Notice of a large business done in France by,

professedly on brhalf of souls in purgatory,

171.

Language of Leo XIII on the power of religion,

A testimony of a priest among, against euchre
parties, etc , 288.

The martyrdom of Henry Zuphten, by, 292.

Roosevelt President. Account of a late visit of Friends
to, IGl.

Comments of The Evening Bulletin on forms of

addressing, 202.

Remarks of, on the influence of (he Holy Scrip-

tures, 408.

llnssia. The large emigration of Slundists from, to

1

the United States, 215.

Sands David. Confidence of in Divine power, 266.

?andham Robert. Hrief account of the life and re-

ligious character of, 307.

Sabbath. On the Christian, 31.

Sacraments." The, not instituted by Jesus Cli i ist, 1 '22.

Catharine Booth on the, 139.

On observing the, as a manifestation of unity,

331.

Sailors. Appeal on behalf of, 259.

Salvation. Fssay entitled, The way of, 110.

Salvation Army. Remarks on the, 15. 03.

salt. On the mining for, on the shores of Louisiana,
199.

Large bed of, in Hungary, 383.

!arpi, Fra Paola. A notable Venetian of the 16th
century, 230. 236.

•andwich. The origin of the word, applied to food, 135.

iaxe Winifred as the queen of a Kingdom, 143.

Icattergood Joseph, Sr. Reminiscences of the late,

131. 156. 169. 182. 191. 233. 242. 251. 267.

285. 307. 316. 340. 350. 3.55. 382. 393.

Comments on the above, 222.

Thomas. Notice of an interview of, with
(ieorge HI, 170.

Remarks on the ministry of, 182. 233. 275.
Ichcol. On the co-education of boys and girls at, 154.

Notice of a Frier ds', at Lansdowne, Pa., 343.
A Spartan, for boys, 359.
at Atlantic City, N. J. Appeal on behalf of a

Friends', 78. 178.

chools. Strengih in unity as respects Friends', 178.

179.

On the close relations between parents and, 190.
The injurious effects of athleiic games in, 196.

Comments on the above, 213. 217.
for artisans, etc., in Oermany, 199.

On teaching farming in, 310.
in the Philippines. Notice of, 366.

:!ence and industry. Selections in reference to, 114.
127. 142. 149. 15.5. 162. 181. 199. 204. 213. 22'.i. 229.
251. 266. 293. 311. 319. 334. 342. 350. 363. 375. 383.
391. 403.

.olten Robert. Reminiscences of, 307.
:^ruple. The value of a conscientious, 189.
-'a Islands of South Carolina. On the labors of R. C.
Mather among the, 25.

I N n R X.

Secret Societies. Remarks on the costliness of the

charily of, 107.

Objections to, 147. 343. 359.

Sect. A, called '' Holy Ciho.st and u.s," 63.

Sectarianism v. lovaltv to Truth. Extract entitled, 14.

Sea. A dead, lately discovered in Thibet, 34.

Seeds. Essay eniitled. The two, 34.

Self-indulgence is innate weakness, 114.

Selfishness. Self-weariness a punishment of, 313.

Self-control. The high value of, 1.35. 334.

Self-sacrifice. On, 408.

Self study. Remarks on, 222.

Separation, its cause and cure. Es.say entitled, 19.

Ri marks on the above, 33.

John Wesley's advice against, 231.

Servant of all. The, 357.

Shakers. The passing away of the, 87.

Sheppard Clarkson. Brief mention of, 310.

Extract from a letter of, and comments, 320.

Ship dating back to the time of Columbus. A, 342.

Ships. How the speed of, is measured, 189.

Shelter for colored orphans, Philadelphia. Notice of

the, 151.

Sbillitoe Thomas providentially directed, 198.

"She hath done what she could," 6.

Sickness as a time of spiritual discipline, 94.

Silence of Jesus. The, 210.

Silence. Remarkable testimony to, during President

McKinley's funeral, 81.

The majesty of, 354.

When, is leaden, 406.

Siberia. A recent trip through, 317.

On the settlement of West, 415.

Silent inrtuence-s are often the most powerful, 31.

Silk. On artificiitl, 117. 364.

On the production of artifical, 213.

Simplicity of discour>e recommended, 6.3. 85.

of life. A plea tor, 334.

that is in Clirist. Es^ay entitled. The, 187.

Singing in [ilaces of worship a cause of worldliness in

the church, 7.

The effect of a sermon marred by, 257.

Sin and the law. E.xtracl entitled, 205.

Sketches of sermons formerly heard, 333.

Slave. What perseverance did for a, an account o(

Henry Boyd, 239.

Slaves. Manumission of, in Jamaica, by David Bar-
clay, .54.

Small pox. Inoculation against, introduced into Eng-
lanil by a woman, 226.

Smcal Mary,(if Gliisgow. Brief mention <'f, 228.

Smithsonian Institution. A room of marvels in the,

Smedley William P. and Edward G. drafted during
theoivil war, 267.

Snow Hill Institute. Account of the, 158.

Snowdon Joseph. Reminiscences of the late, 156. 182.

191. 19.3. 202. 210.

Snow of different colors, 254.

Soap no longer made from cotton seed oil in Marseilles,

251.

Soldier. On a Christian, 86.

Song of the shirt. The new, 262.

Soul's hope. The, 57.

atmos]iliere. On the, 172.

Spainhower Henry. Notice of the character and death
of, 10.3.

Speculation. Against countenancing the sjiirit of, 179.

Spiriiual strength is largely in proportion to the
absence of self-confidence, 86.

experience of John Banks, 188.

growth, 357.

Spices. Where, come from, 26.

Spinge. On the collection and preparation of, for

Sport in killing. Self-rep ro.ach of a woman for, 146.

Spreading the Truth through religious books. On, 212.

Spring River Academy, Kansas. Appe.il on behalf of,

263.

Steam engine. The oldest working, 335.

Storm. Notice of the eff'ect.s of tlie sleet, of Second
Month 22, 1902, 26S.

Stundisls. The large emigration of, from Russia, to

the United States, 21.5.

Struggle. The blessing in the, 317. .342.

Substitutionary Saviour. Ess.ay entitled, A, 114.

Successful men. On, 166.

Sultan of Morocco. The comfortless palace of the, 127.

Summary of Events, 8. 1 :.. -j I, :;•_'. Hi. 17. 56. 64. 72. 79.

88.95.104. 112. 119. IL'^. i:;i;. III. 1.52. 159. 168.

175. 184. 192. 200. 207. lili;. 2J:;. -l::-!. 240. 248. 256.

264. 272. 280. 288. 296. 304. 312. 320. 328. 336. 344.

352. 360. 368. 376. 384. 392. 400. 408. 416.

Submarine boat. Notice of a, 223.

Sun. Notice of engines using the bent of Ihe, 251.

On spots on the, and seismic activity, 404.
Swearer. A, taken at his word, 312.

Talking. The art of, 306.

Telegraph. Crooked path of messages by ocean, 46.

On sending pictures, etc., by, 229.
Cost, etc., of ocean cable.s, 375.

Temper. Experience of a Friend on the mastery of,

94.

Telescopes. The world's largest, 68.

Telegraphy. On ancient, 230.

Telephone. The early history of the, 404.
Temptation. The godly man may expect Divine

strength to resist, 157.

Testimony of true witnesses. Account of Jeremiah
Wiring, 338.

Testimonies for Truth still in force, 202.
" That's what I am here for." Incident entitled. 322.
Theatre. Testimony of an actress against the, 135.
Thornton James, of Byberry, Pa. Incidents in the

ministry of, etc., 43.

"Thought I was driving." Incident entitled, 91.

Thoughts. The government of our, under Divine
power, 33.

Titles and degrees. Anti-Scriptural, condemned, 61.

Tobacco. A library purchased with money saved
from, 228.

Tolstoi. Why Count, was excommunicated, 45.

Remarks of, on living according to one's own
conscience, 205.

Tongue. Divine grace alone can tame Ihe unruly, 45.

Tract Association of Friends, Phil.idelphia. Notice of
proceedings of 287. 303.

Annual report of the Managers of the, .340.

Tract. The distribution of, blessed, 218.

The very extensive distribution of the, entitled
" Come to Jesus," 303.

Trumpet. Let the, give the certain sound, 63.

Tiust. A, in the Lord not unrewarded, 81.

Trust funds. Notice of a careful management of, .39.

Truth as a guide, 103.

Trusting the Lord for tlie present as well .as for the
future. On, 156.

Tree. A blazed, as a land mark, 350.

Tramps. How, are treated in Kansas, 71.

Tranquillity. On, among troubles,- 283.

True witnesses. Account of P^liz. Kendall, entitled,

355.

Tsangpo, loftiest of rivers. Account of the, 59.

Tuskegee Institute. Notes on a recent visit to the, 201

.

211. 220.

Turner Mary. Account of the character and happy
death of, 31.8.

Type 1 On an electric, 149.

Unfitness for the Lord's work. Remark on pleading,
314.

ITnited States. Warning of Daniel Webster in regard
to the accumulation of property in a few
hands in the, 18.

On curing the paper money of the, 26.

Statistics of consumption of intoxicating drinks,

etc., in the, 39.

Women millionaires in the, 63.

The importance of religion to the, 70, 71. 136.

An .\nti- Polygamy amendment to the Constitu-

lllustrations of great developments in the, 83.

The order of succession to the Presidency of, 103.
I )n the present storm clouds in the, 117.

On race prejudice in the, 118.

Militarism leading the, towards imperialism,
1.37.

On the developement of the North West portion
of the, 16.3.

On truck farming in the, 186.

The need of a parcels ^ost in the, 204.

The only four corners in the, 213.

The number of religious denominations in the.

The consumption of coffee in the, 229.

On education in the Southern, 237.
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"
I Will Rebuke the Devourer for Your

Sakes."

The purpose of this periodical is to persuade

men.

It belongs to men, by Divine invitation, to

persuade God.

Abiding under an indwelling exercise of soul

[before the Source of all-Sufficiency, which at

^seasons rises into a wrestling for the blessing,

Iraeii are iu the place where true '"prayer is

wont to bs made." This exercise of a recep-

|tive and submissive heart before the Father of

lall our sure mercies alone deserves the name

jof prayer, such as we are asked by the apos-

itle to "pray without ceasing." Prayer is a

[state—the craving of faith, the prostration of

[dependence. It is not a recitation. So the

iFather "would that all men pray everywhere.''

In this wrestling of spirit— in the cry of faith

with the Spirit that "maketh intercession for

us, with groanings which cannot be uttered,"

jis not the "All-power in heaven and in earth"

[effectually laid hold on, and his loving com-

jpassion moved, "like as a Father pitieth his

children?" He permits unseen spiritual forces

|of his infinite power to be laid hold on by fer-

jvent prayer, and He moves the prayers that

[shall move his love and power, that men may
jknow that Holy Help is placed within the

|reach of their holy appeal.

I Have Friends been availing themselves of

jthis mighty enginery in heavenly places to

[overcome the spirit of war that is stalking

lover the earth? Have they satisfied rather

ithemselves with official protes ,s and documents
|of their Yearly Meetings as clearing their own
Ispirits, and then looked on as idle spectators

|to see the "potsherds strive with the potsherds

of the earth." saying "Now they are doing it,

and we are clear; we issued our protest?"

And so have we passed on, sorry indeed, but

in a sort of spiritual indifference before the

throne of grace, as if our part against the De-

stroyer was discharged?

It is high time that we should see that all

this atrocity must be overcome from above!

Vain is the help of man against the sin of man,

except through God. We work on too low a

plane when we accuse men, and motives, and

policies; for we are merely taunting them as

ourselves on their own level. We must fight

down war from the heavenly places in ('hrist

Jesus, and with the heavenly powers. The

Lamb and "they that are with Him" shall

overcome those that "receive power as kings

one hour with the Beast," and "have one mind,

and give their strength and power to the

Beast." The Spirit of the Prince of Peace,

we believe, yearns for the co-operation of the

living members of the Society of Friends in

living prayer, that the remainder of wrath may

be restrained. The weapons of our warfare

are to be found in this great and effectual

department of spiritual exercise. "They are

not carnal but mighty through God to the. pull-

ing down of strongholds;" even to cause "wars

to cease unto the ends of the earth."

For "The Friend."

Predestiiiation_an_d_PresbyteriaDS.

BY CHARLES RHOADS.

The late session of the Presbyterian Genera!
Assembly in Philadelphia, has been an event
of public interest to others, arising from a

proposition within that body to modify some
of the articles of faith known as the "West-
minster Confession of Faith, which has been
supposed to define the belief of the Presby-
terian Church for the past two hundred and
fifty years. The specific paragraphs which
have become obnoxious to many members of

this religious body relate chiefly to the doc-
trine of unconditional election and reprobation.

It is interesting to the Society of Friends
to recur to the fact that these views formed
an important subject of dissent by the early

Friends from the doctrines of the established

Church in England during the Commonwealth
under Cromwell, and the dominance of the
Presbyterian party.

In 1643 an act of the Parliament of Great
Britain was passed "for the calling of an As-
sembly of learned and godly Divines and others

to be consulted with by the Parliament for the

settlement of the government and liturgy of

the Church of England; and for vindicating

and clearing of the doctrine of the said Church
from false aspersions and interpretations."

I This body convened in that year, and, after

spending three years in formulating a confes-

sion of faith and the longer and shorter cate-

chisms, these documents were confirmed and
adopted by the Parliament in 1649.
Among the articles of belief put forth by

this conclave we find the following:

Chapter 3rd "Of God's Eternal Decree."
"By the Decree of God for the manifestation
of his glory, some men and angels are predes-

tinated unto everlasting life, and others fore-

ordained to everlasting death." ....
"Neither are any others redeemed by Christ,

eft'ectually called, justified, adopted, sanctified

and saved, but the elect only." "The rest

of mankind God was pleased ... to

pass by, and to ordain them to dishonor and
wrath for their sin, to the praise of his glo-

rious justice."

Chapter 10 "Of Effectual Calling." "All
those whom God hath predestinated unto life,

and those only. He is pleased in his appointed

and accepted time, effectually to call by his

Word and Spirit out of that state of sin and
death in which they are by nature, to grace
and salvation by Jesus Christ." "Elect in-

fants, dying in infancy are regenerated and
saved by Christ through the Spirit." . . .

"Others not elected, althouqfh they may be

called by the ministry of the Word, and may
have some common operations of the Spirit,

yet they never truly come to Christ, and there-

fore, cannot be saved;" much less can men not

professing the Christian religion be saved in

any other way whatever, be they never so dili-

gent to frame their lives according to the

light of nature and the law of that religion

they do profess; and to assert and maintain
that they may is very pernicious, and to be

detested." In the larger catechism, question

sixty-eight reads, "Are the elect only effectu-

ally called?" The answer is thus stated, "All
the elect, and they only are effectually called."

It is not surprising that members of the
Presbyterian Church should shrink from sub-

scriptions to dogma like the above, which seem
to exclude a part of mankind from the univer-

sal love and design of our heavenly Father to-

ward the whole human race in sending his only

begotten Son into the world "that whosoever
believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life;" and whom the Apostle John
declares "is the propitiation for the sins of

the whole world."

Such views are founded upon certain por-

tions of Scripture written for particular condi-

tions of people, as in the ninth chapter of

Paul's epistle to the Romans, wherein he treats

of the state of the unbelieving Israelites, and
the choice of Jacob over Esau, as the pro-

genitor of Christ the true seed, citing the case

of Pharoah in his refusal to liberate the Israel-

ites in Egypt, and Gjd hardening his heart in

order that "He might show his power in him,

and that the Almighty name might be declared

throughout all the earth." If we examine
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the context of these Scriptures we may observe

that in the case of Pharoah he had acted very

unjustly, and indeed cruelly, toward the Israel-

ite's by the slavery in which he had kept them

before the Lord hardened his heart; so that

his condemnation was the result of his own sin

rather than that of the foreordination of God,

and his irrevocable decree to destroy Pharoah.

There was nothing unjust in the Almighty pre-

ferring Jacob to Esau before their birth, as the

ancestor of the Israelites. Esau was favored

afterwards in an outward point of view to be-

come a wealthy and powerful chief among his

people.

The reprobate Israelites in Paul's age who

"had not attained to the law of righteous-

ness," he asserts had failed because "they

sought it not by faith;" "they stumbled at

thai stumbling stone" Christ Jesus. In the

eleventh chapter of this epistle, Paul confi-

dently states that these broken branches may
be grafted in again," if they abide not still in

unbelief;" and triumphantly concludes that

"so all Israel shall be saved!"

There are undoubtedly many passages in

the New Testament that speak of "God's

elect," and "the election" of believers; indi-

cating a choice by Him of some as the recip-

ients of his favor, and the final condemnation

of others, but it may be confidently asserted

that none of the reprobate have become

by any antecedent and irrevocable decree of

the Creator prior to their wilful rejection of

his laws. The history of the Hebrew race is

a standing proof of the long sufl:ering mercy

of God to mankind. Their repeated rebellion

against his commands after such signal favors

shown them, was forgiven times without num-
ber, upon their repentance and return to his

service again. That it has pleased the Most

High in his wisdom to bestow more abundant

grace and gifts upon portions of mankind or

particular individuals than upon others, in the

economy of his administration of earthly affairs,

in no wise derogates from that universal grace

and favor through his beloved Son, whereby
He "would have all men to be saved and to

come to the knowledge of the Truth." Robert

Barclay in his Apology, V and VI, Propositions

on "Universal and Saving Light" comments
upon Predestination in these words, "As for

that doctrine which these propositions chiefly

strike at, to wit, absolute reprobation, accord-

ing to which some are not afraid to assert,

that God, by an eternal and immutable decree,

hath predestinated to eternal damnation the

far greater part of mankind, not considered as

made, much less as fallen, without any respect

to their disobedience or sin, but only for the

demonstrating of the glory of his justice; and
that for the bringing this about He hath ap-

pointed these miserable souls necessarily to

walk in their wicked ways, that so his justice

may lay hold upon them, ... I say, as

to this horrible and blasphemous doctrine, our
cause is common with many others, who have
both wisely and learnedly, according to Scrip-

ture, reason, and antiquity, refuted it. . . .

We may safely call this doctrine a novelty,

seeing the first four hundred years after Christ,

there is no mention made of it. The first

foundations of it were laid in the later writ-
ings of Augustine, who in his heat against

let fall some expressions which some
unhappily gleaned up to the establishing

of this error. Afterwards was this doctrine

fomented by Dominicus, a friar, and the

monks of his order; and at last, unhappily

taken up by John Calvin, otherwise a man

in divers respects to be commended, to the

great staining of his reputation, and defama-

tion of the Protestant and Christian religion."

"It is highly injurious to God, because it

makes Him the Author of sin, which of all

things is most contrary to his nature. . . .

"For if God has decreed that the reprobated

ones shall perish, without respect to their evil

deeds, but only of his own pleasure, and if

He hath decreed also long before they were

in being, or in a capacity to do good or evil,

that they should walk in those wicked ways,

bv which, as a secondary means, they are led

to that end ; who, I pray, is the first author

and cause thereof but God, who so willed and

decreed?" . . .

"These are Calvin's expressions 'I say that

by the ordination and will of God, Adam fell.

God would have man to fall. Man is blinded

by the will and commandment of God.'
" 'God,' saith Beza, 'hath predestinated

not only to damnation but also unto the causes

of it, whomsoever he saw meet.' 'Repro-

bate persons,' saith Piscator, 'are absolutely

ordained to this two-fold end, to undergo ever-

lasting punishment, and necessarily to sin.'

"If these sayings," resumes Barclay, "do
not plainly and evidently import that God is

the author of sin, we must not then seek these

men's opinions from their words, but some
way else. This doctrine is injurious to God,

because it makes Him delight in the death of

sinners, yea, and to will many to die in their

sins contrary to these Scriptures, "Say unto

them as 1 live, saith the Lord God, I have no

pleasure in the death of the wicked but, that

the wicked turn from his way and live; turn

ye, turn ye, from your evil ways, for why will

ye die, 0, house of Israel?" (Ezk. xxxiii: IL)
"God our Saviour will have all men to be

saved, and to come unto the knowledge of the

truth." (1 Tim ii: 4). The Lord . . . .

is long-suffering to us-ward, not willing that

any should perish, but that all should come to

repentance" (2 Peter iii: 9). It makes the

preaching of the gospel a mere mock and illu-

sion, if many of these to whom it is preached

be, by an irrevocable decree, excluded from
being benefited by it." R. Barclay then cites

his fifth thesis in opposition to the foregoing

views of unconditional reprobation, which is

in these words, viz: "God out of his infinite

love, who delighteth not in the death of a sin-

ner, but that all should live and be saved, hath

so loved the world that He hath given his only

Son a Light, that whosoever believeth in Him
shall be saved (John iii: 16), who enlighten-

eth every man that cometh into the world

(John i: 9), and maketh manifest everything

that is reprovable TEph. v: 13), and teacbeth
all temperanoe, righteousness and godliness:

and this Light enlighteneth the hearts of all

for a time in order to salvation; and this it is

that reproves the sin of all individuals, and
would work out the salvation of all if not re-

sisted. Nor is it less universal than the seed
of sin, being the purchase of his death who
tasted death for every man; for, "as in Adam
all die, even so in Christ, shall all be made
alive" (1 Cor. xv: 22).

The action of the late General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church respecting the West-

minster Confession consists in the acceptance

and adoption of a Report by the Revision Com-
mittee in which they recommend that a Com-

mittee be appointed by the Assembly, and

"that this C:ommittee be instructed to pre-

pare and to submit to the next General Assem-

bly for such disposition as may be judged to

be wise, a brief statement of the reformed

faith expressed as far as possible in untechni-

cal terms. The said statement is to be pre-

pared with a view to its being employed to

give information and a better understanding

of our doctrinal beliefs, and not with a view

to its becoming a substitute for, or an alter-

native of our Confession of Faith." The Re-

port further recommends that such Committee

prepare amendments to certain chapters of

the creed therein specified "either by modifi-

cation of the text or by declaratory statement,

so as more clearly to express the mind of the

church, with additional statements concerning

the love of God for all men, missions and the

Holy Spirit; it being understood that the re-

visions shall in no way impair the integrity

of the system of doctrine set forth in our

Confession and taught in the Holy Scrip-

ture."

It seems to those not connected with the

Presbyterian Church impossible to reconcile

the instructions given to their Committee by

the above resolutions with the obvious un-

easiness long felt by a portion of that denomi-
;

nation with the expressions in their ancient '.

creed quoted in the antecedent part of this

article. If the "system of doctrine set forth

in their Confession" is to be maintained in its

integrity, any declaratory statements concern-
I

ing election and reprobation and the perdition

of infants which have so exercised the mal-

contents must be excluded by the Committee.

The New York Independent in commenting on

the subject, uses this language, "If the Re-

vision Committee work along the lines indi-

cated in the resolutions, we may look for a

new Calvinism." . . . . "If they

build on an arbitrary Divine election, and a

'limited elective purpose on the part of God,'

it is to be feared that all the new cloth which

they may sew on this old garment will only

make matters worse. 'The love of God for

all men" would poorly join with such a prin-

ciple. It is doubtful if even the determina-

tion of the Assembly to save the babies from

damnation could be consistently maintained.

For if God might of his own good pleasure

elect any one to be damned, there is no

signable reason why babies should not be am(

the non-elect. There would be no greater in-

justice in the one case than in the other. Of

course the Confession has never specifically

taught the damnation of infants ; but its

possibility is so manifestly a logical impli-

cation of the scheme, that in the good old

times it was no uncommon thing to hear Cal-

vinistic preachers of rigor and vigor setting

forth the existence of non-elect babies in hell

as a specimen of Divine justice. Whether

this is the Calvinism which is to be maintained

in its integrity, or whether the logic of the

doctrine is to be set aside by a resolution that

all who die in infancy are of the number of the

elect, we are not able to say."

"What the Revision Committee will report

and what the next Assembly will do is mattei
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for uncertain prophecy; but in any case the

prominent features af Calvinism, as it

been historically held are obsolescent, and
largely obsolete even in the Presbyterian

Church."

For "The Friend."

Canada Yearly Meeting.

Canada Yearly Meeting of Friends began its

sittings on the twenty-first of Sixth Month,
ending on Third-day, the 26th of the same.

From beginning to end, Friends conducted
the business coming before them in unity and
love, believing it is only as we abide in the truth

which is the foundation of true fellowship, and
communion with God and one another, and
ire obedient thereto, in its every requiring,

that we can rightly lay claim as being those

to whom the Lord Jesus said, "Ye are my
friends if ye do whatsoever I command you."
The whole of the meeting was conducted

ifter the ancient and true gospel order of

Friends, acknowledging no other Leader in the

various exercises of the meeting than He who
)f God is made Head over all things to his

Church, directing each and every member in

;heir approaches to the mercy seat. And we
enow that whatsoever He aforetime by the

ieachings of his Spirit of judgment condemned
ind brought his people out of, giving to them
I testimony against it, is never to be rebuilt

)y any who are true Friends, and lovers of the

;ruth as it is in Jesus. Our true liberty, both
ndividually and collectively, is that no one is

jailed to offer any thing publicly to God, ex-

;ept by the promptings of the spirit of Christ,

;he Head, and no one has a right to mar this

iberty in Christ, by offering any thing not so

sailed for, much less to call upon others to

oin with him.

The various testimonies for Truth which the
Liord gave to our forefathers, and which they
;o faithfully bore suffering, for so doing, we
ind no less laid upon us to bear; for we be-
ieve there is a wide departure in the world
rom the meek, lowly, humble and prayerful
valk of the Christian, as it ever will be found
n him who walks with his Lord; and no other
ralk will avail anyone, for they alone are sons
•f God who are led by his Spirit.

Reduced greatly in number, compared with
i'hat Friends once were in these parts, we
/ere yet made to rejoice that the Lord had
lercifully preserved a remnant to himself to

i/hom the Truth with its testimonies was dear;
;or was He whom we serve forgetful of us in

jirecting the steps of his servants to labor
|a this part of his vineyard; whose labors

JTOved comforting and confirmatory to our
laith.

!
Eli Harvey, of Western; Thomas A. Craw-

prd, of Ohio, also Abraham Fisher, of North
|arolina, were very acceptably with us, with
pveral other Friends without minutes.
i But above all, God's promise was graciously
blfilled, "Ask ye of the Lord rain in the time
if the latter rain; so the Lord shall make bright
ilouds, and give them showers of rain, to every
:ne grass in the field" (Zach. x: 1). Thus
lathered by the crook of the Good Shepherd,
I
e led them into pastures of life, satisfying
liany hungry souls.

Yonge Street Quarterly was, by request of
|iat meeting, changed into a Four Months'
f.eeting, and a few minor changes were made,
|3
will be seen in the printed minutes.

Benjamin W. Wood, a minister of the gospel
amongst Friends, believing himself called to

labor in Great Britain and Ireland amongst
Friends and others, and also to visit in the
constraining love of Christ, the meetings of

Friends in the south of France, Germany and
Norway, and to other labor thereabouts, as
way may be opened, and having laid his con-

cern before Pickering Monthly and Yonge St.

Quarterly Meeting, his prospect of labor was
laid before the Yearly Meeting of Ministers
and Elders; when, after solemn consideration,

seeking counsel from above. Friends unani-
mously concurred therewith, and with prayer
on his behalf, he was finally liberated there-

for, and commended to the care and guidance
of the Good Shepherd of Israel, and to the
kindness of Friends abroad.

Epistles from the five sister Yearly Meet-
ings in correspondence with us were read, we
sweetly realizing our unity in the faith, and
oneness of concern for the welfare of the

Truth, and that the glory of the Lord may
cover the earth as the waters cover the sea.

Words fail to express the sweet fellowship

and love in the gospel experienced in our gath-
ering together, time and again wherein we sat,

as it were, under the canopy of Him who, ever
the same, abode above and within the taber-

nacle in the wilderness; to Him and to Him
alone be all the glory.

A general letter to all lovers of the Truth
from a body of Friends in England was laid on
the clerk's table and a small committee report-

ing favorably as to its contents, it was read
in both men's and women's Yearly Meeting.
We all united with the principles of truth em-

bodied therein, as being those of Friends since

their first rise; and a hope was expressed that

true Friends the world over might come into

oneness in the Truth, knowing Christ and Christ

Jesus alone to be their one Head and we one
body, baptized by one spirit, being led and
guided thereby, and knowing each other therein.

For one of the last of the fervent prayers of

the Lord Jesus was that the children of the

one true God, the world over, might be, with
Him, one, of whom "Jesus is the first-born

among many brethren" (Rom. viii: 29).

George Pollard, once an Ackworth scholar,

was appointed clerk in place of George Rorke,

a Canadian Friend, the latter being in failing

health.

Do Not Worry.
Nature, reason and Scripture all coincide

in this command. It should be written in

letters of light. It contains within itself the
blessing of health, morality and religion.

There are few things more closely connected
with happiness, or practically of greater im-

portance, than strict obedience to this man-
date. No Christian character can be consid-

ered complete if this is left out or but par-

tially included. And tried by this test, it

must be admitted that nearly all are incom-
plete. "Sufficient unto the day is the evil

thereof," said Jesus. Seemingly very few
believe Him or proceed on that principle.

Anxiety is manifestly and demonstrably use-

less. More than that, it is so positively harm-
ful that both soul and body are made to suf-

fer bv it immeasurably.
It is very, very far better to let the morrow

take care of itself, better to bear the troubles

simply as they come, by which process we es-

cape that large number of troubles which never
really come, but which are borne in advance
by the average mortal who thus robs himself
ruthlessly and needlessly of very much peace.
To be quiet and tranquil, bright and cheerful,

seem to many people a luxury unattainable.
It is on the contrary, an imperative duty for
all, wholly within their reach.— Times-Herald.

For "The Friend."

An Exercise for the Truth.

What need there is in this our day for a
secret exercise and travail of spirit by Zion's

travailers? Not only for their own preserva-
tion, but for the preservation of those who
not having seen or known perhaps so much,
are not so able to apprehend so quickly the
tendency of things, by which they or the
Church may be tempted. Assailed it seems
sometimes on each side, tempting, alluring

aside from the path of truth or hindering from
entering into it. Ought we to be satisfied to

go along as a door on the hinges and not
know a progress? There is a growth in the
blessed Truth. This cannot be obtained in

mixtures, but by coming out of contamination.
"Ye are not of the world but I have chosen you
out of the world." Now if we are not of the
world, being chosen, (if we are known to

labor for the truth or in the Church in any
wise it is an evidence of something), how can
we safely mix?

True we are in the world; the prayer was
not for us to be taken out, but preserved from
the evil. The spirit of the world is evil.

That which is entered into in the spirit of the
world is of evil tendency. Can we join hands with
any enemy of the Lord or their works and be
clear? I feel to ask those candidly who seem
concerned for the welfare of Truth, and who
fill appointments therein, is there a concern
to examine if we are building up in all that
we may feel liberty to enter into? What bet-

ter preaching is there than example? We
might think we felt a liberty, when if we con-

sidered our brother, we must refrain, and this

might often be unconsciously our preservation.

I have had before me the Exposition in New
York, as I have been writing, and feel con-
cerned that we should know of that travail of
spirit for ourselves, our wives and households,

as well as for Zion, that would not permit of
a thirst for such things. We may be concerned
for those who have a thirst for strong drink.

Is not a thirst for such things somewhat of
the same kind, is not anything which would
disqualify us for the worship of our heavenly
Father, restricted by the spirit of Truth?
Ought it not to be prohibited from the life of
the si'ncere traveler of Zion ? Some may say
we are not such. All ought to be. Then if

any are not, how much more important to

keep clear of anything that may hinder us
from the right condition, to honor and glorify

our Creator, in everything give thanks. Let
none of us give just cause for any to be stum-
bled. Let us examine ourselves if we be in

the faith. That which is not of faith is sin.

It is time for Zion to arise and shake her-

self from the dust of the earth, her garments
are polluted. A watchful daily walk, thereby
preserved from all contamination, will result

in the cleansing, that there may be a shining
forth, bright as the sun, fair as the moon, and
an unspoken power against all evil. May it

be so, sayeth my soul. Cyrus Cooi^k.
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THE CHILD.

The world was dark with care and woe,

With brawl and pleasure wild.

When in the midst, his love to show,

God set a Child.

The sages frowned, their beards they shook.

For pride their heart beguiled ;

They said, each looking on his book :

" We want no child."

The merchants turned towards their scales,

Around their wealth lay piled
;

Said they :
" 'Tis gold alone prevails

;

We want no child."

The soldiers rose in noisy sport,

Disdainfully they smiled.

And said :
" Can babes the shield support ?

We want no child."

The merry sinners laughed or blushed
;

Alas ! and some reviled ;

All cried as to the dance they rushed :

" We want no child."

The old, the afflicted and the poor,

With voices harsh or mild.

Said :
" Hope to us returns no more

;

We want no child."

And men of grave and moral word,

With consciences defiled,

Said :
" Let the old truth still be heard

;

We want no child."

Then said the Lord, "0 world of care,

So blinded and beguiled.

Thou must become, for thy repair,

A holy child.

" And unto thee a Son is born.

Thy second hope has smiled
;

Thou mayst, though sin and trouble-worn.

Be made a child."

—From " The Rivulet" k; T. T. Upich.

THE MEETING.
Dream not, friend, because I seek

This quiet shelter twice a week,

I better deem its pine-laid floor

Than breezy hill or sea-sung shore
;

But nature is not solitude :

She crowds us with her thronging wood
;

Her many hands reach out to us,

Her many tongues are garrulous
;

Perpetual riddles of surprise

She oifers to our ears and eyes
;

She will not leave our senses still.

But drags them captive at her will:

And, making earth too great for heaven.

She hides the Giver in the given.

And so I find it well to come
For deeper rest fo this still room,

For here the habit of the soul

Feels less the outer world's control

;

The strength of mutual purpose pleads

More earnestly our common needs
;

And from the silence multiplied

By these still forms on either side,

The world that;time and sense have known
Falls off and leaves us God alone.

— Whittier.

For "The Friend.'

LET TJS TRUST THEE.
Dear Father, let us ever trust

Thy love to guide our souls aright,

Then we need have no cause to fear.

If we will follow in thy light.

Thou wilt protect us through our triahs,

And thy sweet consolation lend.

And when we place all trust in thee.

We shall find blessings without end.

« Martha Shepard Lippincott.

Death of Joseph Cook.

The passing of Joseph Cook closes the

career of one of the most notable men of the

last half century. For years he was easily

the monarch of the American lecture platform.

His career may have been meteoric, as one

newspaper describes it, but while it filled the

heavens with its brilliance after the manner of

meteors, it yielded a substantial and permanent

contribution to humanity. The Boston Mon-

day lectureship marked the highest point of

his course, but it was so high that after the

lapse of years men marvel at the intellectual

achievements which it produced. Week after

week Tremont Temple was crowded beyond its

capacity by busy, earnest people, who were

willing to give up the most important hour of

the day to hear this remarkable man discourse

on a vast variety of subjects; and while thou-

sands in Boston heard him gladly, millions

throughout the world read him with the same

eagerness. While his one supreme theme was

the relation of science to religion, he discussed,

as preludes to his lectures, questions of public

interest, especially in their bearings upon

politics and morals.

He was born in Ticonderoga, N. Y., in 1838,

and died in the same place on the twenty-

fourth ultimo. His father was a farmer.

Being a lad of studious habits, he was encour-

aged in his ambitions for a thorough intellec-

tual training. To this the country school,

Phillips Andover Academy, Yale and Harvard

Universities, Andover Theological Seminary

and several of the leading German universities

contributed. He graduated from Harvard in

186.5, and after four years at Andover prose-

cuting his studies in theology, he was licensed

to preach, and for two years he hid his light

under a bushel at Andover and Lynn; then fol-

lowed his tour of the German universities. In

1874, upon his return from Europe, being

then but thirty-six years old, the "Boston
Monday lectureship" was instituted, and from

the beginning the scheme was successful; and

when the Park Street Church building became
too small to hold the multitudes that clamored

to hear him, the old Tremont Temple was
opened. Upon the conclusion of his courses of

lectures in Boston he delivered them to vast

audiences throughout the country, and the

popular interest was unabated, in spite of the

fact that the lectures had been scattered broad-

cast by the daily papers upon their first pro-

duction. This was in itself a remarkable
tribute to his personality. In 1880-82 Joseph
Cook engaged in a lecture tour of the world,

and wherever he went in Great Britain, on
the Continent, or in Australia he was wel-

comed by great crowds of eager listeners. In

1895, while on a lecture trip in Australia, the

first serious symptoms of a physical breakdown
appeared. He immediately returned to his

home and enjoyed a period of rest and recu-

peration, and when he seemed to be in good
physical condition, again he resumed the" Mon-
day lecture," the last and two hundred and
fifty-third of which he delivered in Boston on
[Third Month 4th,] of this year.

Joseph Cook was possessed of prodigious
intellectual strength, and of a physique which
constituted an admirable complement to it.

Of heavy build, with a large head, a powerful
voice and, in the days of his prime, a full,

thick beard, a nervous temperament, and a

rare genius for rhetorical statement, he de-

livered himself always with a dogmatic posi-

tiveness that made what he said seem like the

message of a prophet, and to the popular

mind it had all the force of unquestioned and

unquestionable authority. It was as if the

lecturer had introduced his theme with a sol-

emn "Thus saith the Lord." While he had a

remarkably strong hold on the popular mind,

he failed to receive the fullest measure of

respect from a certain class of scholars, who

regarded him as an ultra conservative, espec-

ially on matters relating to biblical criticism.

Nevertheless, his sincerity was no more ques-

tioned than his courageous tenacity. He pro-

claimed the truth as he believed it; he be-

lieved it with all the strength of his marvelous

intellectual powers, and in the proclamation

of it he was undaunted.— CArisfian Advocate.

Counsel to Members.

BY PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING, 1901.

A lively concern spread over us, not only

that diligence be observed in the attendance

of all our meetings, but that these shall bear

evidence they are held as George Fox exhorted

they should be, "in the power of God." When
this is the condition, the true worshipper finds

the grace of the inspeaking Word and quicken-

ing Spirit sufficient for him, and satisfied

therein, craves no voice of man to supersede

the precious communion of the Spirit of Life.

If an authorized vocal ministry is brought^

forth, it must be on the condition of a silent!

in-gathering of Spirit to understand the voice

of the true Shepherd thus putting forth of hisl

own for the hearing of men. We can hardly!

overestimate the value of such anointed min-

istry in our meetings.

In considering the state of our Society as

portrayed in the reports from its various

branches, the Yearly Meeting was favored

earnestly to travail for an increase of spiritual

life in the hearts of its members. This in-

crease must depend in large measure on the

prevalence of Divine love over those propensi-

ties of human nature, which lead into an in-

ordinate attachment to the pursuit of gain am
pleasure. As worldliness disolaces Heavenly-

mindedness, a distaste for religious retiremen"

and introversion increases, the attendance o:

public worship becomes irksome, and the timet

of silence which characterize our observanci

of this incumbent duty, prove unprofitable

Roving thoughts unchecked, debar the entrant

of Him who stands at the door and knocks

his reproofs of instruction are unheeded; neith

er is there a partaking of the heavenly breaw

which his presence brings. This course, i

pursued, must result in the withholding o

spiritual gifts, and consequent unfruitfulness

The first duty of the gathered church is tha

of worship. This implies an offering to ou

Father in Heaven of that which He hath give

us, and includes our whole being as a sacrific

to Him.
A desire has been strongly felt that belit

in God as Father, Son and Holy Spirit, may b

possessed as a gift from above. That a

which has been revealed to men in the giviD

of the Son of God for the life of the work

may be ours through faith, and that our rel

ance for the forgiveness of sins may be in h

sacrifice, "whom God has set forth to be

propitiation through faith in his blood, to dt
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ire his righteousness for the remission of

is that are past through the forbearance of

d—that He might be just, and the justifier

him who believeth in Jesus."

Watching for a call to service, and diligence

the occupancy of spiritual gifts, were pressed

on our attention. The zeal and fervor of

i young working in conjunction with the

ler experience of the elder, will strengthen

5 church and tend to the extension of the

deemer's kingdom.

Attendance on a paid and stated ministry

s deprecated because of its weakening effect

our testimony to the immediate supply from

rist Jesus as Head of his church, of grace

i wisdom to utter counsel and comfort for

! help of hisdiciples and for the publication

his gospel. To seek entertainment in elo-

3nt sermons and the melody of so-called

;red music is an indulgence beneath the

ndard of those who realize the pure worship

ich is in Spirit and in Truth,

rhese outward and audible attractions pro-

ed for occasions of public worship are prac-

ally attractions to the outward ; and as diver-

ns of the mind from inward communion
;h the Father of Spirits tend to defeat the

•y purpose of Divine worship.

Robert Barclay says of his experience,

k'hen I came into the silent assemblies of

d'spiiople I felt a secret power among them
ich touched my heart; and as I gave way
;o it I found the evil weakening in me and
i good raised up."

rhe temptations to which our young people

: exposed; who leave their homes and friends

find employment or business, were dwelt

)n with tender solicitude. They are encour-

)d when thus cirumstanced to seek the so-

ty of their religious friends; and those who
'e homes in places where such young per-

s may come are encouraged to use an open
pitality toward them, while thus dissociated

m the shelter of parental care. The nrompt
ding of certificates of removal in many in-

nces is recommended as a means of intro-

;ing sojourners to the knowledge and notice

the meetings and Friends where they may

iVe have been cheered and comforted by the
je attendance of our dear young Friends
oughout the sittings of the Yearly Meet-
. Their manifest interest in its proceed-

j3
we have trusted is a token for the good

[h to themselves and the future of the body
vhich they are members. As all classes

preserved in singleness of heart to the
d, and devotion to his service, we have
•h to believe a revival of spiritual life and
er will be known amongst us, and the
ised Head of the Church will be exalted
rail.

BY THE women's MEETING.

1 consideration of deficiencies in regard to

attendance of our meetings for worship

j
discipline, the desire was expressed that

i effect might be to stimulate us to greater
|hfulness in little things, and that we might
l!

our strength to serve Him who hath
jited us for purposes of his own glory, and

I

to serve ourselves.

loving sympathy was given to members of

i' small meetings, that they might be faithful
peir attendance, and by their faithfulness

i' would not be sent empty away, but strength

would be given whereby they would be found
growing in the knowledge of best things.

There would be a coming forth in the beauty
of holiness, and the name of Israel's God
would be praised.

We were reminded of the language of king
David, as he was preparing to build an altar

unto the Lord, "Neither will I offer burnt

offerings unto the Lord my God of that which
doth cost me nothing." Should we not wil-

lingly press through a crowd of difficulties in

our desire to serve our loving Father in Heav-
en, who daily loadeth us with benefits?

The situation of mothers was feelingly al-

luded to—those having the care of young chil-

dren—they being encouraged to do the duty
that lies nearest to them. As they cannot
leave their precious charge to attend to these

religious duties, that they commit themselves

and their all unto Him who watcheth uver

them in their homes. Then as the children

are older, that they take them to meeting,

bearing the same language upon their hearts,

"Here are we, Lord, and the children thou hast

given us."

The encouraging language was revived,
'

' Hast thou not known, hast thou not heard, that

the everlasting God the. Lord, "the Creator of

the ends of the earth fainteth not, neither is

weary? There is no searching of his under-

standing. He giveth power to the faint and
to them that have no might He increaseth

strength. Even the youths shall faint and be

weary, and the young men shall utterly fall;

but they that wait upon the Lord shall re-

new their strength."

A lively exercise spread over the meeting
on account of exceptions in the several re-

ports, regarding a paid ministry. Where we
gather in our meetings with true living desires

to the Head of all rightly gathered assemblies,

that He will be in our midst, we believe that

He will dispense to the needs of each condi-

tion. Friends were exhorted not to turn to

this and to that one for instruction in the way
of salvation, but to learn more and more to

depend upon our blessed Saviour, and in hu-

mility to come and sit at his feet, as Mary
did, and He will teach us the mysteries of his

kingdom as we are able to receive them.

There is encouragement in the promise that

if we be not weary in well doing, "in due sea-

son we shall reap if ye faint not."

Much excellent counsel was extended for

the help and encouragement of our members.
Our desire is that we may treasure this deep

instruction in our hearts, take it with us to our

homes, there in the quiet, meditate upon it,

as that upon which our souls may feed.

great deal about believing, but very little

about repenting. It needs to be remembered
that a faith which does not lead to genuine
repentance is not a faith that saves.—J. R.
Miller.

Repentance is not merely a little twinge of

remorse over some wrong thing. It is not

simply a gush of tears at the recollection of

some wickedness. It is not mere shame at

being found out in some meanness or unclean-

ness or dishonesty. It is the revolution of

the whole life. Sins wept over must be for-

saken forever. Repentance is a change of

heart, a turning of the face just the other

way. It is well for us to make diligent quest

to be sure that we always abandon the wrong-
doing which we deplore, that we quit the evil

course which we regret, that we turn away
from the sin which we confess. A good many
people get only half the gospel. They talk a

Geology and the Deluge.

Geological conditions in Central Asia are
such as can be explained only on the theory of

extensive submergence of the region where
the Scriptures and tradition locate the Flood.

This is the conclusion which has been reached
by Prof. G. F. Wright, of Oberlin College, the
well-known geologist, in a recent journey
through Mongolia and Siberia, and stated by
him in an article in McClure's Magazine (Sixth

Month). Dr. Wrighi asserts that the evidences
of a deluge are not one, but several, and ex-

tend from Mongolia to the western borders of

Russia. In the first place, he tells us, there
is no evidence in this region of a glacial period
such as once existed in Europe and North
America. He writes:

"On the contrary, throughout this entire

region, we were confronted with the evidence
of a great subsidence of the land which had
taken place in recent geological time, and
which, in date, would correspond roughly with
that of the glacial period in North America.
For several hundred miles, while driving

through the region south of Lake Balkash
and the Aral Sea, we were evidentlv upon a
terrace of the fine loam which is called loess,

about two thousand five hundred feet above
sea-level. Indeed, at different elevations this

loess extends continuously in a broad shelf

along the base of the mountains, from the Ir-

tish River to the Caspian Sea, and is found in

extensive level areas over various portions of

the Caucacus and Northern Persia around the

base of Mount Ararat; while the so called

'black earth' of Southern Russia is a deposit
of the same material, and probably of the same
age, one hundred or more feet in thickness.

The distribution of this loess is the key to the
whole situation."

That these deposits are the result of sub-

mergence and are not wind-transported as
some travelers have maintained. Dr. Wright
is convinced. To quote again:

"On coming around to the northwestern
side of the great Asiatic plateau, in Turkes-
tan, which is in almost the exact centre of the

continent, the wind hypothesis became entirely

incredible, and the evidence accumulated that

the land had lately been depressed to such an
extent that the water of the ocean reached the

base of the bordering mountains, rising to a
height, certainly, of about 3,000 feet; for, at

this level, south and southwest of Lake Bal-

kash, we found the loess spread out in such an
extensive terrace that the wind would be en-

tirely incompetent to produce the results.

We were interested to find, upon visiting St.

Petersburg, that the chief Russian geologists

had arrived at substantially the same conclu-

sions which we had formed."
The recent depression of Central Asia, Dr.

Wright holds, is also proved by the fact that
Lake Baikal and the Aral Sea are fresh. We
should expect both to be salt, like the Dead
Sea and our own Salt Lake, as they have no
outlets. Says the writer:

"The only explanation of the freshness of

the water in these two great seas is that there
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have recently been great changes both in

the climate and in the level of that region

Salt is washed into such inclosed basins so

rapidly that it would take no prolonged period

of evaporation to render them salter than the

ocean. In general, such seas may be com-

pared to enormous salt vats which are approach-

ing nearer and nearer the point of saturation

In the case of Great Salt Lake and the Dead

Sea this point was long since reached; but m
the case of the Aral and Caspian seas little

progress has been made.

"It is therefore clear that this region has

lately emerged from below sea-level, and, in

consequence, rapidly passed through climatic

changes which have transformed it from a re-

cently well-watered region to one that is now

a desert. During this transition stage, the

rivers coming into the Aral Sea were so much

larger than now that the sea overflowed the

rim of the basin in such volumes that nearly

all of its salt was carried into the Caspian, and

the sea thus became practically fresh."

This submergence took place after the crea-

tion of man. Says Dr. Wright:

"The crowning point of interest is reached

in the discovery by Professor Armashevoky,

at Kief, of flint implements and burnt stones

in connection with the bones of extinct animals

fifty-seven feet below the undisturbed surface

of this soil. The discovery was made in the

bluff of loess, bordering the river Dnieper,

whose general surface is six hundred and thirty-

three feet above the sea, and three hundred

and forty feet above the present stream and

totally unconnected with any deposits that

may have been made bv it. In this discovery

we have the link connecting the recent geo-

logical changes in the east with those in the

west. The flint implements of glacial man

found in France, England and the United States

indicate the same stage of culture as that

attained by the men who were overwhelmed in

the great subsidence of Central Asia and South-

eastern Russia, and of the region about the

base of Mount Ararat."

In the opinion of the writer, the Biblical

story of the Deluge is shown by these facts to

be in substantial harmony with geological his-

tory. He says:

"If . . . we may be permitted briefly

and provisionally to summarize the facts as

they appear probable, both from the Biblical

story and the illustrative geological facts, the

completed narrative might be made to read

something as follows:

"Some time during the prevalence of gla-

cial ice over Northern America and Northwest-

ern Europe man came into existence in Central

Asia, where the climate was still congenial.

From this point he spread as far west as the

Atlantic seaboard in Europe, and eastward to

the Pacific coast, whence he succeeded in reach-

ing, by way of the Behring Sea and Alaska,

the western coast of North America, and thence

migrated to the Atlantic coast, where his re-

mains are found in the glacial gravels of Tren-

ton, N. J. But the extreme and rapid changes

incident to the closing stages of the glacial

period naturally, and very likely, exterminated

man in company with many of the animals ac-

companying him, both in America and in Eu-

rope. The destruction of many of the species

of animals accompanying man at the close of

the glacial period is a well-known fact. It also

seems probable, from scientific evidence, that

man shared largely in the destruction. There

is everywhere a sharp line of distinction be-

tween Paleolithic and Neolithic man, i. e.,

between the men who were limited to the use

of flaked or rough stone implements and those

who used smoothed stone implements. It is

Paleolithic implements only which are found

in the glacial gravels of America and North-

western Europe, and beneath the loess at Kief

and at three or four other localities in South-

ern Russia. The Paleolithic man of science

may well be the antediluvian man of Genesis.

"In Asia the rapidity of the subsidence

spoken of, though so great that man could not

adjust himself to it, might still have been so

slow as to be almost imperceptible. But to-

ward the close of this period there were one

hundred and twenty years (specially mentioned

in the Bible as a time of warning) in which

the movement was accelerated ["the fountains

of the great deep were broken up"] to such a

degree that the rising waters gave point to

the preaching of Noah. During the last three

hundred and seventy-one days of this period

the catastrophe culminated in the facts specifi-

cally related in the Book of Genesis, when the

reverse movement began and cleared a space

near Mount Ararat on which the ark could

rest, and where the race could make a new

start under more favorable conditions.

—

Liter-

ary Digest.

The Friend."For

The Peace of God.

I hear of others who rejoice in this peace.

I read in the Holy Scriptures how that it is

spoken of as of inestimable value. Can this

then be mine? Undoubtedly, without money

and without price, for it is God's free gift to

all who obey Him, to all who come unto Him,

in the way He has appointed. Nor is there

any other than the one way to God,even through

Him the one appointed Mediator, the Lord

Jesus Christ, who himself the Truth, declared

"1 am the way, the truth and the life. No
man cometh unto the Father but by Me."

The Lord Jesus, when about to offer up him-

self as a sacrifice for the sin of the world,

when about to leave his beloved disciples, told

them in order to comfort them, "My peace I

leave with you. My peace I give unto you,

not as the world giveth, give I unto you."

God his Father is called "The God of love and

peace," and Christ Jesus, the Son of God, is

the "Prince of Peace."

When the Lord destroyed the old world by a

flood, there were but two classes of men in

the world those within and those without the

Ark, wherein Noah and his family found safety.

Even now none but these two classes are found

among men, those who are in Christ, walking

in obedience to his Spirit, in the fear and love

of God, and those who have not yet found

safety therein.

Every man will be judged according to his

works. The Holy Spirit which is Christ's

spirit, reproveth and now judgeth the world.

Those whose works are not in accordance

with Christ's spirit are evil. From such the

Lord withdraws his peace, that man may feel

his need of reconciliation and exhorts, "Ac-
quaint now thyself with God, and be at peace,"

for "there is no peace to the wicked, saith

my God."
Whosoever in obedience to the reproof of

God's spirit ceases from any evil made man

fest by that spirit to him, comes into the pat
i

of obedience, the way of the cross; this is th

path that leads to righteousness, whose crow

and evidence is the peace of God that passet

all understanding. "Great peace have thosi

that do thy will. " As we thus hearken to th

voice of the Lord by his spirit speaking to ot

hearts, and by his power bestowed on us, obe

Him and keep his commandments, then tt

promise is fulfilled to all such, "thy peace sha^

flow as a river, and thy righteousness as tl

waves of the sea."

God through Christ calleth all, him that

far off and him that is near, offering free
|

forgiveness and mercy to every man, irresper

tive of the magnitude of his sins, as hearke;

ing to God's spirit, he through true repentanc

toward God and looking in faith to Jesus

receiving power from Him, forsakes the ev

present with him and made manifest to hir

for, this sin is the stumbling block of

iniquity. As other sins are brought to ligh

these are brought to judgment, and, as tht

are forsaken, the soul is brought nearer

God. Thus is the power of sin weakened in n

and we become stronger in the faith that ove

comes, stronger in Christ by whose pow

alone any sin is overcome. And though

this fight of faith the soul may at times

suffered to be sorely tempted and tried ai

the battle sore, like Israel's under Joshua

the valley of Gibeon, the Lord gives repose a:

the blessings of peace, to the faithful out

and the effect of this righteousness is ret

and assurance forever, that rest to which 1

calls all- "Come unto me all ye who

and are heavy laden and I will give you i

Deny self, "take my yoke upon you and lea

of me."
Those who obey do come. Whoever obe

receives of Christ's Spirit. With the spi

He receives somewhat of Christ's nature, w.

power to overcome sin. This is all and oi

to those who continue in his word, in thew

of the cross, doing his will as made maniftj

to them. The rest of God is enjoyed whii

doing the Divine will, abiding under the croi

It is as the ladder of Jacob, whose foot resi:

on earth, and on whose top the Son of M|

did sit; it is the path of the cross that les;

to the crown of life and peace, glory and i;

mortality.
'

Man of himself has no power to climb i;

ladder, neither to walk in this path, but G-o

angels are near to help, and the angel of Go

presence goes before, and God's will on ea

is done. He translates his servants from

kingdom below to his kingdom above in
'

realms of peace and joy and love, to se>

Him forever and ever. W. W. B.

"She hath done what she could." I wo

very much rather have that said over my gra

if it could be honestly said, that to have

the wealth of the Rothchilds. Christ rai

a momument to Mary that is more lasting ti

the monuments raised to Cffisar or Napole

Their monuments crumble away, but her's

dures. Her name never appeared in p:

while she was on earth, but to-day it is fam

in three hundred and fifty languages,

may never be great, we may never be kn(

outside our circle of friends; but we may,

Mary, do what we can. May God help e
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of us to do what we can. Life will soon

3ver; it is short at the longest Let us

and follow in the footsteps of Mary of

lany.

—

D. L. Moody.

lese Trouble an Example of a Mohammedan

Christendom.

ur silence in nresence of the appalling and

1 unnamable atrocities recently perpetrated

Jhina by the nations calling themselves

istian, is a terrible blow dealt to the faith

ommon men in a religion whose professors

I allow its fundamental principles to be

ipled under foot without a word of protest

eprobation; and if the faith of our laboring

)le in the ethical ideals of Christianity is

! destroyed by its professors here, as its

essors destroyed it among the laboring

)le of France a hundred years ago, there

be lost one of the most valuable and con-

ative influences we possess—an influence

ih it is not too much to say may yet prove

B absolutely indispensable to the preserva-
" of that respect for law and order upon
ih, in the last resort, American society

t depend for its peace. Let us therefore

ntly hope that the true American ideal

eace on earth and good will to men will

n take possession of our hearts and enable

clergymen and laymen alike, to believe

it is not robbery or conquest, or slaughter,

xpansion, or even wealth, but righteous-

only, which exalteth a nation; for if in

ie state like ours you substitute the Mo-

tnedan ideal, which is now so popular, of

on earth and the subjection of the weak
le strong you help to undermine the very

nd upon which respect for private prop-

when gathered in great masses in few
Is, and often displayed in vulgar and oft'en-

forms, must ultimately rest. If fighting

killing are to be encouraged; if those who
Ige in them are to be especially honored,

f oppression of the weak is to be cherished,

II be diflScult to prevent the class of the
intented from familiarizing themselves too

jughly with fighting and killing, and from
ling to cherish in their hearts a desire to

ess the weaker but more wealthy fellow

3ns. It seems to me quite too plain for

ite that no single member of a weaker
can be killed, no hut of such a race, how-
humble, can be burned, no one can be
ted for special honor for his part in such
ttl warfare, without its helping to light

orch which starts the fire by which some
!ss Negro is to be burned at the stake in

own country, not only in defiance but in

;mpt of law, and all such acts must be

y followed by greater insecurity for the
us wealth which the contented class pos-

We all read the other day that in a
aunity almost within sight of Wall street,

e the cruel plot for killing the king of

,
plots as cruel are now hatching for the

ig of more crowned heads of the Old
d, and I beg you to believe that insensate

against the sense of inequality and of
inded superiority to their fellows which
I maddened members of the working classes
bute to crowned heads to-day may easily

:anferred to-morrow to those of our citi-

whose distinction rests upon the posses-
of too abundant riches; and for that rea-
svhile the Mohammedan ideal of war on

earth and the subjection of the weak to the

strong must always lessen the security of pri-

vate property in America, the Christian ideal

of peace on earth and good will to men will

always increase it.— Wayne MacVeagh.

First Lesson in Obedience.—Ruskin, who
wrote so many famous books, said that the

first lesson he learned was to be obedient.

"One evening," he says, "when I was yet

in my nurse's arms, I wanted to touch the tea-

urn, which was boiling merrily. It was an
early taste for bronzes, I suppose, but I was
resolute about it. My mother bade me keep
my fingers back. I insisted on putting them
forward. My nurse would have taken me awav
from the urn, but my mother said, 'Let him
touch it, nurse.'

"Sol touched it, and that was my first lesson

in the meaning of the word liberty. It was the

first piece of liberty I got, and the last that

for sometime I asked."

—

Presbyterian.

A Testimony to the Worth op the Scrip-

tures.— "Nowhere are there more noble

prayers and more exalted praise; nowhere are

the varied phrases of human life and of spirit-

ual feeling more divinely expressed; nowhere
are the high motives of life so loftily thrown
into form; nowhere are more splendid exam-
ples given of the beautiful and holy way of life

;

nowhere is there such a character revealed

as that of Jesus Christ, and with Him are a

host of men and women who have well earned
the admiration and imitation of all those who
wish to live in hearen while they move on
earth. To read, mark, learn, and inwardly

digest them, is one of our highest duties—a
guard, a strength in life, and an impelling

power. Let them be a daily companion and
friend whose voice, in a hundred recollected

texts, comes to you in hours of temptation, in

the days of desperate crisis, in trials that

seem too much for human weakness; to inspire

patience, to give you an immortal strength, to

comfort you with hope of eternal joy. God
speaks through them to your soul, and mighty
as his love is the power of his Spirit in them."—Stopford A. Brooke.

Notes from Others.

No earnest minister would call upon an unre-
newed man and one indifferent to spiritual truth to

pray, and how shall we justify the frequent invi-

tations from the pulpit for " every one in the con-

gregation to sing ?" How can an unrepentant sin-

ner participate when such words of adoration,

worship or praise are employed, as in the hymns
" Jesus, Lover of My .Soul," and " Jesus, I My Cross
have Taken ?" And does not this inquiry suggest the
question whether a great deal of church singing,

especially at prayer meetings and in Sunday-schools
is not mainly for entertainment and to enliven the
occasion ? I do not recall that I have ever heard a
warning from the pulpit when a hymn is given
out, that singing does not honor God unless it is

with the spirit and with the understanding. Need
we wonder at the comparative inefficiency of church
services and of increasing worldliness, in view of

the misapprehension upon this subject, both by
ministers and attendants at the churches?

—

J. C.

Havemeyer, in The Evangelist.

There is great danger that men will first give up
the Bible in order to fall back on Christ, and then
give up Christ in order to fall back on ethics, and
then give up obligatory ethics until it comes down
to this, that, with the decadence of sin, it turns
out that good form is' a more cogent argument
with people than the law of God.

—

President Patton.

The problem of church union, a difficulty pre-
sented by rival sects, seems to be solved in the
Philippines, by an association of all the Protestant
denominations represented in those islands, calling
itself indeed simply the Evangelical Union, but
presenting itself to the people of the islands as a
Church, which indeed it is : the Iglesia Evangclica,
or Evangelical Church, of the Philippines. While
each Protestant denomination there represented,
Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, Episcopal, Disci-
ples, retains its distinguishing characteristics of
doctrine or polity, and its original relations with
the home Church, these distinctions must present
them.selves to the native peoples of the islands in

very much the same light as the various orders in
the Roman Catholic Church : and Protestantism
thus stands before them as one Church.

Items Concerning the Society.

^
Readers will notice in the account of Canada

Yearly Meeting with which we have been fur-
nished, that a minute was granted to our friend
Benjamin W. Wood, a minister (and not infrequent
contributor to our columns), for religious labor in
Great Britain and Ireland, in the south of Prance,
in Germany and in Norway. May the kingdom of
Christ be increased and the churches strengthened.

It is a matter of more than a passing interest,
that we observe in a daily paper a simple men-
tion of the decease of the daughter of .Stephen
Grellet, which occurred on the fourth of Seventh
Month. Doubtless many others besides the present
writer have thus been awakened to a realization of
the fact that such a link to an important figure
and permanently historic character in the Society
of Friends has been so long abiding among us since
her memorable father passed away. Living in se-
clusion for many years past in the town of Med-
ford, N. J., in the tender care of relatives and
friends, Rachel Grellet was as one much shut off

from the knowledge of her fellow-members by
reason of her delicate health and difficulty of hear-
ing. She fondly cherished the memory of her
father, devotedly treasuring all that could be gath-
ered concerning his life and extended labors, and
distributing copies of his biography whenever she
apprehended there would be a service in presenting
the opportunity to read it. She believed this to
be, as indeed it was, no small mission of her life,

so long protracted, even to the age of ninety-one
years. Some of us feel a sense of personal loss in
not having seen so interesting a relic of one who
was known in Europe as a " modern Quaker apostle,"
when in several years past we might, but for pro-
crastination, have visited her.

We note also the decease of our friend Parvin
Masters, whom Friends from a wide area of our
country have known as long the faithful caretaker
of Arch Street Meeting-house, in which Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting is held.

The Li brary and Printing Committee of the Meet-
ing for Sufferings (London), has reprinted an ar-
ticle from The Friend (Philadelphia), which gives
some sound and pertinent advice as to the preserva-
tion of old documents and other data for the future
historians of such societies as our own. It has
pointed out that very often most valuable papers,
such as letters, pamphlets, minute books, and the
like, are thoughtlessly burnt or thrown away. The
appeal is made, and it is one that we heartily en-
dorse, that such material should be preserved and
sent to some suitable centre.—British Friend.

In accounts given of the late Hannah Wallis, of
Southport, England, it is stated that as one intimate
with the Bright family, she was present the first

time that John Bright spoke in public, the only
time that he ever committed his speech to mem-
ory, and the only time that he ever broke down!
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Oratory, fine sentences, noble thoughts, grand

a'^pirations abounded, but that quiet, reverent,

worshipful spirit, so precious to us as Friends, was

conspicuously absent.-F. D. Fhilbpf, on the Free

Church Cmincil at Cardiff.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— The Chinese Government, through

Minister Wu Ting Fang, has filed a claim for indemnity

to the amount of half a million dollars on account of a -

leaed outrageous treatment of Chinese at Butte, Mont

tfs char^'ed that some of them were killed, others lost

their property, and nearly all were ruined in business,

and many of them were driven out. The claimants num-

ber several hundred. The outrages date back to 1886,

and it is declared that the City Council of Butte upheld

the rioters and the boycotters. The claim raises some

novel points of international law.

There has been an interchange of official notes between

the Russian and United States Governments touching the

tariff controversv.in which Minister DeWitte proposed to

vacate the additional duties levied on American goods if

the United States would vacate- its action on the sugar

tariff To this Secretary Gage has replied that the offer

cannot be accepted, as the question of the sugar differen-

tial is now before the courts, precluding action by the

Executive branch of the Government.

President Shaffer, of the Amalgamated Association of

Iron Steel and Tin Workers has issued an order for a

strike in the plants of the American Steel Hoop, Ameri-

can Sheet Steel and American Tin Plate companies Many

thousand men, it is expected will cease work, and many

manufacturers and lines of trade more or less dependent

upon the steel industries will feel the effects of it.

On the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,

telephones, equipped with phonographs, so that an exact

record of every word spoken can be obtained, are being

substituted for the telegraph keys. This experiment has

been tried on the Morris and Essex division of the rail-

road, and is said to have proved more satisfactory than

even' its most sanguine supporters anticipated.

The Census Office has issued a bulletin concerning the

urban population of the country. It shows that 28 41 1,-

698 people in the United States live in cit.es and towns

of over 4,000 population. Ihis is 37.3 per cent., of the

entire population, a gain of almost 5 per cent, since the

census of 1890, when the percentage was 32.9. The

States having the largest urban population after Rhode

Island are : Massachusetts, 86.9 ; New York, 71.2 ;
New

Jersey, 67.5 ;
Connecticut, 65.5 ;

Pennsylvania, 51.1 ;

Illinois, 51.0 ; California, 48.9 ;
Maryland, 48.2 ;

New

Hampshire, 46.7 ; Ohio, 44.8 ; Delaware, 41.4 ;
Colo-

rado, 41.2, and Michigan, 37.2.

The statement is made that J. Pierpont Morgan & Co.

have purchased the Northern Pacific Steamship Co., plying

between Tacoma and Japan, and controlling the business

of the Glen Line, operating between Tacoma and London

by way of the Suez Canal. This purchase gives the Mor-

gan interests a complete transportation system around

the world, and includes the Layland Line from London to

New York, and the Erie, Burlington & Northern Pacific

Railroads from New York to Tacoma.

A despatch of the 12th from Memphis, Tenn., says :

"This was the hottest day of the year in the Central

Southern States. Many places in West Tennessee, Ar-

kansas, North Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama and Texas

report all heat records broken during the afternoon. In

Memphis the official report was 102 degrees at 5 o'clock

This is the highest temperature ever recorded here."

Reports to the Weather Bureau show that the hot

weather continued on the 14th in nineteen States and ter-

ritories of the great corn belt, the Ohio Valley, and various

portions of the South. Reports received indicate that in

no county of the State of Kansas are the crops damaged

less than fifty per cent. In many counties more than

fifty per cent, would be necessary to cover the estimated

damage.
The announcement is made through official channels

that there are nearly 900 cases of leprosy in the United

States and that the disease occurs in nearly every portion

of the country. The largest number of cases of this dis-

ease appear in the returns from New Orleans and San

Francisco. In the latter place the victims are chiefly

Chinese. The Government maintains institutions for the

isolation and care of lepers in both these cities. It has

been found that many lepers are engaged in various active

business avocations, and by habits of extreme cleanliness

and precaution, are able to move about among their asso-

ciates without danger to others. The report points out

the great danger that exists in the possibility of the im-

portation of leprosy from Hawaii and the Philippines.

From the statistics of States thus far examined it ap-

11.8 per cent, of the total po'pulation. In 1890 the pro-

portion was 11.9 per cent.
„, .l o j

The Peary relief expedition has sailed fron North Syd-

ney, Cape Breton, in quest of Lieutenant Peary who set

out in search of the pole in 1898 Including this it is

said that no less than eight expeditions will enter the

Arctic region during the present year. Four expeditions

have been planned for research and discovery m Antarctic

'^''oil°has been discovered near Granite, Oklahoma Terri-

tory, at the depth of 107 feet. It spouted to the surface

in ereat quantities when a well was sunk.

The total imports by the United States during the fiscal

year ended Sixth Month 30th, 1901, amounted to $822,-

756,533, and the total exports were $1,487,656,544, an

excess of exports over imports of $664,900,011. The im-

ports are $27,184,651 below those of last year, and the

exports $93,173,462 above those of last year.

There were 668 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 189 less than the previous

week and 35 less than the corresponding week of 1900

Of the foregoing, 366 were males and 302 females: 45

died of consumption of the lungs ; 34 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 4 of diphtheria ;

9 of cancer ; 19 of apoplexy ; 13 of typhoid fever and 1

of scarlet fever.
, , j

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid-

'"'FioTO^-Winter, super, $2.10 to $2.25 ;
Penna. roller

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.40 ; spring, straight, $3.35 to $3.60.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 704 to 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 54 to 54Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 40c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5? to 6c.; good, 5J to 5|c.
;
me-

dium, 5g to 54c.
, „, 1 o3

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3i to 4c.; good, di to djc;

common, IJ to 2c.; spring lambs, 5i to 7ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8i to 8|c.

Foreign.-It is stated that Chinese officials at Pekin

are making elaborate preparations for the return of the

Emperor to the capital. Li Hung Chang has requested

the withdrawal of the foreign troops by Eighth Month 15,

and this has been agreed to. ... „, .

A statement has been prepared by missionaries in China

in relation to the recent outbreak, which contains the

following :
" When the facts concerning this uprising are

rightly understood, it will be found that its causes are

deep-rooted and manifold. The history of foreign rela-

tions with China has all along been that of hereditary

prejudice on the one hand and force on the other. The

Government of China has never given a friendly reception

to foreigners. It has resented their presence and yielded

grudgingly the few rights obtained from it by treaty.

This long-standing ill-will was deeply intensified by the

political humiliation and loss of territory which followed

the war with Japan. Both justice and mercy require the

judicial punishment of the wrong-doers in the recent out-

rages. For the good of the people themselves, for the

upholding of that standard of righteousness which they

acknowledge and respect, for the strengthening and en-

couragement of those officials whose sympathies have

been throughout on the side of law and order, and for the

protection of our own helpless women and children and

the equally helpless sons and daughters of the Church,

we think that such violations of treaty obligations, and

such heartless and unprovoked massacres as have been

carried out by official authority or sanction, should not

be allowed to pass unpunished. On the eve of the new

era which is about to dawn upon this ancient empire, we

would appeal to all who own the authority of Jesus Christ

to aid us in bringing about a better understanding of the

true position of affairs, and our relation to them."

A despatch from London of the 10th says: "Great heat

extends throughout Western Europe from Spain to Scan-

dinavia. Heat prostrations are reported from many points.

They have been very numerous in Paris, and there were

twenty deaths attributed to heat in Copenhagen yester-

day. Violent hail storms have ruined the crops in the

province of Salamanca, Spain. In London the thermome-

ter has stood near 90°, and in the lack of ice much suf-

fering has been experienced. A despatch of the lOth

from Christiana says :
" Intense heat prevailed here to-

day, the temperature reaching 91° Fahr. Many persons

and horses were overcome."

A despatch from Paris of the 12th says :
" There is

scarcely room for doubt that Santos Dumont has definitely

solved the problem of aerial navigation. During a couple

of hours this morning he conclusively proved this by steer-

ing his new airship, the Santos Dumont V. through the

air in every direction—north, south, east and west, turn-

ing to the right and to the left, wheeling round in wide

du Boulogne, and finally sailing

The airship consists of a ballc

provided with "a petroleum motor of 16 horse power a,

a propeller making 200 revolutions in a minute. I,

machine is supported by a triangular framework made
;

aluminum and strengthened with pine, measuring eights

metres in length. It was proved that the airship has
;

average speed of forty kilometeres per hour ;
that it i|

swered its rudder with most perfect docility, and that I.

problem of landing was solved, each voyage rigoroB

ending with a descent at a spot indicated beforehand. ,

The British war office reports that the total number i

Boers who have been killed, wounded or made prisonc,

during the past four months, to have been more tl,

'

Consul Johnson of Amoy, China, under date of Fi

Month 14th says :
" The spread of plague during the p

ten days has been rapid and the fatalities most appalli
|

It is impossible to give approximately accurate dataa^^

statistics are kept by the officials, and no amount of.

quiry can result in accurate figures. It is my opini,

based upon the best data, that during the week ji

closed there were as many as 100 deaths a day in Ai;

and its suburbs. The same condition of affairs^ exists,

surrounding cities within thirty miles of Amoy."

On the 8th instant it was stated in Parliament t;

there are now 251,000 British soldiers engaged in s

pressing the Boers, and of these about 14,000 are on
i

sick list.
. u f »i, n-'

" The expedition to Patagonia in search of the bi;

Sloth has returned without having discovered it, says
;

London Daily Express. " Hesketh Prichard chief of

;

expedition, found some remains of the Giant Sloth beai;

an extraordinary appearance of freshness. He discovji

a new lake, in which were many icebergs. Large zooli

cal, ornithological, geological and botanical collectj

were brought back."
\
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Phila.; Elisha Roberts, N.J. |io or himself D
Roberts, Joseph H. Roberts William H. Rot

and Edith S. Raiford Va.; Elizabeth Wiggim

Mary A. Wiggins and Mary ].\\ hite, N. C.

E Howell and for Aubrey Howell, G 1

1

Anna Sharpless, Pa.; Wm Biddle, Jr.. Pa^:

G. Biddle, G't'n; James W. Edgerton O.

S. Walton, Penna.; Tacy M. Bines Phila.; t

Foulke, Philada. and for Susan Y. Foulke, Pel

Samuel Biddle, Phila.; John W. Biddle, Pa

nab P. Smedley, Pa.; Lydia Ann Hendricksoi

J.;
Susanna Kite, Phila.; Jos. C Exton for

_

S. L, Exton, N. J.;
Ellen LJL.ghtfoot, Pa.; Sa

C Webster M. D., R. I.;Thos. Woolman, PI

Walter P. Stokes, N.J.; Elizabeth Wright, 1

Mary Ann Haines, N. J. ; J.
Elwood Hancock

for Robert Taylor, N. J.; A. F. Hus on an.

Elizabeth B. Galley, Pa;.,Dan>e! Gr.est, KaiB

Joseph S. Elkinton, Phila. ; William W. Ha
A^'ent N. Y. |i6 for himself Samuel G.t
Elisha'Cook, Elizabeth Gardner, Persis E. Hal

Isaac P. Hazard, Hazard Library and Jesse M.

1 Barclay Hilvard for Mary E. Hilyard N. J.;

B. Reeve, Phila.; Henry B. Leeds Agent

$44 for Ebenezer Roberts, M. and R. Matla<

N and A. B. Warrington, Anna W Hooton J.

H. Matlack, John M. Roberts William E Da

Miriam L. Roberts, Dr. Joseph Stokes Edw

Bell Henrietta Haines, Mary Anna Matlack,

H Roberts, Uriah Borton, Samuel L Allen.

A. Kaighn, Beulah S. Leeds, Howard H Bell,

Maxwell, Ind., Deborah W. Buzby and for W
M. Winner and Walter S. Reeve.

S^-Remittances receired after Tliirdday ru

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICE.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated mee"

the Committee on Admissions will be held at tovu^

Arch streets on Seventh-day, the 27th inst..at 10 «

John W. Biddle, C '
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The Commercialism of Our Times.

Hear this, all ye people give ear, all ye

habitants of the world: both low and high.

;b and poor together.

They that trust in their wealth, and boast

eniselves in the multitude of their riches;

ne of them can by any means redeem his

other, nor give to God a ransom for him:

3r the redemption of their soul is precious

d it ceaseth forever): that he should still

'e forever and not see corruption. For he

eth that wise men die, likewise the fool and

e brutish person perish, and leave their wealth

others.

Their inward thought is that their houses

all continue forever, and their dwelling-

aces to all generations; they call their lands

ter their own names. Nevertheless man be-

g in honor abideth not: he is like the beast

at perish. This their way is their folly; yet

eir posterity approve their sayings.

Like sheep they are laid in the grave; death

all feed on them; and the upright shall have

miinion over them in the morning; their

auty shall consume in the grave from their

i'elling. But God will redeem my soul from

e power of the grave: for he shall receive

e.

Be not thou afraid when one is made rich,

ben the glory of his house is increased. For

hen he dieth he shall carry nothing away;

s glory shall not descend after him. Though
hile he lived he blessed his soul (and men will

aise thee when thou doest well to thyself,)

i shall go to the generation of his fathers;

ley shall never see light.

Man that is in honor, and understandeth not,

like the beasis that perish (Psalm xlix).

The Solitary and the Social Meal.

In an article entitled "The Indigestion of

Loneliness a writer in The Lancet tells us

tha,t one of the reasons why it is "not good for

man to be alone" is that lack of company at

dinner will cause his food to disagree with

him. He says:

"There are some few happily disposed indi-

viduals who can dine alone and not eat too

fast nor too much nor too little. With the

majority it is different. The average man
puts his novel or his paper before him and

thinks that he will lengthen out the meal with

due deliberation by reading a little with, and

more between, the courses. He will just em-
ploy his mind enough to help, and too little to

interfere with, digestion. In fact, he will

provide that gentle mental accompaniment
which with happier people conversation gives

to a meal. This is your solitary's idea. In

reality he becomes engrossed in what he is

reading till suddenly finding his chop cold he

demolishes it in a few raouthfuls; or else he

finds that he is hungry, and, paying no atten-

tion to the book which he flings aside, he

rushes through his food as fast as possible, to

plunge into his arm rbnir j>iid lit'^rHture '-ifter-

ward. In either case the lonely man must
digest at a disadvantage. For due and easy

nutrition food should be slowly taken and the

mind should not be intensely exercised during

the process. Every one knows that violent

bodily exercise is bad just after meals, and

mental exertion is equally so. Wise people

do not even argue during or just after dinner

and observation of after-dinner speeches will

convince anv one that most speakers neither en-

dure themselves nor excite in their hearers any

severe intellectual efi:ort. In fact, the experi-

ence of countless generations, from the Red In-

dian of the woods to the white-shirted diner of a

modern party, has perpetuated the lesson that

a man should not eat alone, nor think much at

this time, but should talk and be talked to

while he feeds. Most people do not think

much when they talk, and talking is a natural

accompaniment of eating and drinking."

Women, we are told, fare even worse than

men when obliged to make a solitary meal.

A man may generally be trusted to take food

enough, even if alone: but a woman "is less

inclined to realize the gross necessities of ex-

istence, therefore when doomed to dine alone

she often does not dine at all." Says the

writer further:

"She gets dyspepsia because her digestion

has not sufficient practice; a man gets it be-

cause his functions practise it too often in the

wrong way. Worst of all, perhaps, is the case

of the solitary cook. In the myriads of small

flats in London there are thousands of women
'doing' for their solitary masters or mis-

tresses. These women whose main occupation

is to prepare food for others find it impossible

to enjoy or even to take food, themselves. As
confectioners are said to give their apprentices

a free run of the stock of the shop for the first

few days, knowing that it will effectually cure

appetite afterward, so the women who are

always occupied with buying and preparing

food grow unable to use it for themselves.

These people suffer from dyspepsia which is

cured if somebody else manages their kitchen

for a week allowing them to make meals with-

out preparing them. It needs no moralist to

declare the evils of solitariness. Man or wo-

man is a gregarious animal. I'hysically and
intellectually we improve with companionship.

Certainly it is not good to eat and to drink alone.

It is a sad fact of our big cities that they hold

hundreds of men and women who in the day

are too busy and at night too lonely to feed

with profit, much less with any pleasure"

Whether the social or the family meal be

more wholesome than the solitary repast, de-

pends on the tempers, dispositions and moral

or spiritual atmosphere one has to swallow

with the company of others. Evil co^mmunica-

tions corrupt good food as well aS manners.

And tho romnv.inion t-ible of fault-finding,

complaining of members present, or insidious

slurs on absent acquaintances, is certainly a

school of sin for children to sit at, and an

imbibing-place of spiritual poison for all who

participate. Said the apostle, "Ye cannot be

partakers of the Lord's table and of the table

of devils" (1 Cor.x: 21). And table-companions

by the savor of their spirits seldom escape mak-

ing their meal-lime rather the one or the other.
'

' Christ at the daily meal, " is a suggestive title

of a recent book. And we are as responsible

for bringing the savor of his spirit with us to

the meeting about the table, as to the meet-

ing on benches or pew-seats.

Insanity from War.

Less is said about insanity as a part of the

harvest brought home to us by war, than of

intemperance and other vice. But, as the

Friend in Nebraska who sends us the following

extract from the New Republic Patriot says,

"Insanity among soldiers is no new thing.

Everybody that reads the events of the sol-

diers expects that many of them will go crazy.

But the fact of their being so is generally con-

c?aled from their friends, if they are danger-

ous, until recovery or death. The concealment

from their friends as to where they are, hor-

rid as it is, seems politically needful."

One of the saddest results of war but com-

paratively unknown to the nation at large,
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and entirely unreckoned in the glories of ex-

pansion, is the large number of once promis-

ing young men made hopelessly crazy by it,

who are now worse than drivelling idiots com-

pelled to spend the remainder of their ruined

lives in close confinement, says the Washington

correspondent of the Indianapolis Sentiiid.

A great many of them—just how many is a

secret carefully kept by the powers that be—
are incarcerated in the government asylum for

the insane, called "St. Elizabeth's," which is

situated just inside the District line between

the river and the Maryland hills. On last

Decoration day the graves of more than one

thousand eight hundred insane soldiers, most

of whom died at St. Elizabeth's since the be-

ginning of the war in China, were strewn

with flowers; and if tears were shed, heaven

knows they were not for the poor fellows at rest

beneath the sod, but for their infinitely less

fortunate comrades, whose living tragedies

are hidden within the gloomy walls of the

asylum. The little God's acre with its rows

of plank-marked graves occupies a shady dell

at the foot of the hospital grounds. There a

speaker's stand had been erected, festooned

with bunting conspicuous among which were

the flags of Cuba and the Phillipines. About

four hundred of the less dangerous soldier

patients took part in the proceedings with

veterans from the Washington Grand Array of

the Republic post named ".John A. Logan"

There was a choir composed of employees of the

institution and inmates who have their "lucid

intervals," besides the St. Elizabeth's home
band of fifteen pieces, which may generally be

depended upon to do excellent work, though

now and then some daft performer forgets his

score, and goes ofi' on a rag-time air of his own.

The asylum authorities, by the way, encour-

age music at all times among the patients,

believing that it has a beneficial eff'ect upon the

mentally unbalanced. The strange choir has

many excellent voices, especially among the

females and it was noticeable that the most

restless became quiet while the singing was
going on. But oh! it was pitiful. Meanwhile

at barred windows pallid faces overlooked the

scene with gibbering lips and eyes that had

"no speculation" in them. Wild yells were

occasionally heard, subdued by the thick walls

of padded cells, and the keepers watched with

the eyes of hawks every movement of those

at temporary liberty. It seemed like a hor-

rible travesty when the speaker thanked the

Lord that so few had been removed by death,

and the band played "He Giveth His Beloved

Sleep."

There is no doubt that everything

IS being done to relieve the condition of the

wretched wearers of Uncle Samuel's army and
navy uniforms who are imprisoned in the va

rious government aaylums, but their grim walls

conceal horrors of which the world knows ab

solutely nothing, and besides which Dante's

hypochondriacal visions of Inferno fade to

insignificance. It is said that to St. Eliza-

beth alone upward of one thousand crazy sol-

diers have been sent from the Phillipines, but

for some unknown reason the exact number is

withheld by the authorities and a complete

list of them cannot be obtained. Even their

names and real condition are carefully con-

cealed from the public. People who have
relatives and friends in the asylum and have

tried to find out something about them, say

they might as well be dead and buried for all

the information they can gain. Thus men

drop out and are forgotten while yet in the

and of the living.

Trying to Make the Anti-Cauteen Law Odious.

A letter from Manila has come to our place

of sojourn in the East, from which we reprint

the following extracts:

From the very first there was a determina-

tion among the drinkers and those desirous of

perpetuating the canteen to make the law ex-

pelling it odious. There was evidently boast-

ing in more than one regiment that people

would find out that there was more drunken-

ness and more court raartials without the can-

teen than with; and soldiers seem to have pur-

posely gone on drunks and been most promptly

arrested that the boast might be made true.

It also appears as though during the canteen

days many a soldier under the influence of

liquor was quietly taken care of and sobered

ofl' who in anti-canteen days is put under arrest

thereby purposely swelling the number of ar-

rests.

Last evening I listened to a talk by Captain

Stewart of the Twenty-fifth Infantry (all col-

ored troops). This regiment is stationed in

the province of Zambeles. The colonel said

to the chaplain as pay day came around after

the canteen was abolished that he now would

see such drunkenness and vice as had never

been before. Six days passed, the soldiers

having usual freedom and everything was or-

derly and quiet. When the chaplain showed

the colonel the figures and statements, com-

paring that pay day with others and the colonel

had, and did acknowledge that it was the most

orderly and best time they had ever had.

My belief is that wherever excessive drink-

ing and bad conduct have followed on the pay

days after the abolishing of the canteen, it

is because it was deliberately determined that

it should be so. There is much complaint be-

cause of the loss of the canteen fund, and cut-

ting down to army rations, and many of the

boys do not look beyond to the evil of making
men drunkards in order that the mess-table

be better supplied, for it inevitably followed

that the greater the canteen fund, the greater

the amount of liquor consumed,-

In a recent report of "Fragments of a

Symposium" the editor found himself injecting

comments of his own, with the apologetic

remark that if the conversation was "hastily

yet he hoped not impertinently interrupted,

and not without sympathy, as groping after the

same end" (which we hold dear—the develop-

ment and propagation of our spiritual prin-

ciples). The urgency of mail time in a distant

place prevented a desired revision which would

have made the spirit of this remark more man-

ifest.

In attempting to turn the mind a little

deeper we would by no means discourage those

who have the welfare of any portions of our

profession at heart and are well aware that it

is unfair to judge a speaker by his detached

sentences. All personality, however, was

eliminated, and no reflection made (for lack oi

acquaintance) on the Quarterly Examiner.

The Light by Lonely Rock.

That is a very tender story concerning faith-

fulness in humble places, which Jean Ingelow

has related for us. It was in one of the Ork-

ney Islands, far beyond the north of Scotland.

On the coast of this Island there stood out a

rock, called the Lonely Rock, very dangerous

to navigators. One night, long ago, there sat

in a fisherman's hut ashore, a young girl, toil-

ing at her spinning-wheel, looking out upon the

dark and driving clouds, and listening anxious-

ly to the wind and sea. At last the morning

came; and one boat, that should have been:

riding on the waves, was missing. It was her,

father's boat. And half a mile from the cot-

tage her father's body was found, washed upon

the shore. He had been wrecked against this;

Lonely Rock.

That was more than fifty years ago. The

girl watched her father's body, according to

the custom of her people, till it was laid in the:

grave; then she lay down on her bed and slept.

When the night came she arose and set a candle

in her casement, as a beacon to the fishermen,
|

and a guide. All night long she sat bv the;

candle, trimmed it when it flickered down, andl

.=!pun. So many hanks of yarn as she had spun

before, for her daily bread, she spun still, and

one hank over to pay for her nightly candle.

And from that time to the time of the telling

of this story, for fifty years—through youth,

maturity, into old age—she turned night into

day. And in the snow-storms of winter, in

the serene calms of summer, through drivingj

mists, deceptive moonlight and solemn dark-;

ness, that northern harbor was never once

without the light of that small candle. How--

ever far the fisherman might be standing out,

to sea, he had only to bear down straight for

that lighted window, and he was sure of safe

entrance into the harbor. And so for all these

fifty years that tiny light flaming thus out of

devotion and self-sacrifice, helped, and cheered

and saved.

Surely this was finding chance for service

in a humble place. Surely this was lowliness

glorified by faithfulness. Surely the smile of

the Lord Christ must have followed along the

beams of that poor candle, glimmering from

that humble window, as they went wandering

forth to bless and to guide the fishermen toss-

ing in their little boats upon the sea. "Let
your light so shine before men that they may
see your good works and glorify your Father

which is in heaven."

We long to do the great deed, to strike the

mighty blow, in the sight of the world and

we are apt to fail when life makes its severest

demands upon us. and calls us to do our work
patiently and well, however humble it may be.

Arthur Hugh Clough has well put it:

We ask action.

And dream of arms and conflict

:

And string; up
All self-devotion's muscles.

And are set

To fold up papers.

But it is the folding up of papers that most
of us have got to do in this life; and the real

test of life is, not whether we fight battles

and slay enemies, but whether we fold up

our papers well.

—

Henry L. Schwab.
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For "The Friend."

listorical Sketch of the Friends' Meeting-house

at London Grove, Chester Co., Pa.

In the year 1714 several Friends, having

ettled in the western part of Marlborough

ownship, held a meeting for worship, by com-

lon consent, at the house of John Smith, one

f their number.

Ten years later, in 1724, a meeting was
ettled there by Chester Quarterly Meeting

now Concord), and Friends were given leave

a build a meeting-house near by on the north-

rly corner of London Grove Township. We
re not informed as to the character of this

uilding, but it was presumably a temporary

tructure, perhaps of logs, as we find Friends

oncerned to build a new and larger house in

743, less than twenty years after. There is

eason to believe that the latter was of bricks,

ut the record does not reveal its dimensions,

hough it was doubtless large enough to ac-

oramodate the Western Quarterly Meeting,

'hich was established in 1758, and held at

lOndon Grove. However, in the Second Mo.,

775, New Garden Monthly Meeting suggested

D the Quarter that the house be enlarged,

the better to accommodate this large Quar-

;rly Meeting," and offered a subscription of

^175 towards defraying the expense.

A committee was appointed by the Quarter

) confer with New Garden Friends, and the

3sult was that the other Monthly Meetings

'ere asked' to raise ^125 (making a total of

^300), which they did promptly; and the addi-

ion was made by putting an extension to one

nd of the old building, leaving the brick wall

tanding between the old and new apartments.

his arrangement, however, does not appear
3 have been satisfactory, as the records oc-

asionally refer to the "inconvenience of this

ouse"

Being floored with bricks, steps were taken

1 1782 to substitute one of boards "The
fiends appointed in Fifth Month last to pro-

ure a boarded floor for this house, having

erformed the service, now inform the amount
f expense to be i^28, 5s, 3d, of which the sev-

ral Monthly Meetings are desired to pay their

uotas at or before next Quarter to Joseph
ennock"

But Friends were not yet satisfied, and after

in years of patient endurance the Quarterly

[eeting makes this minute. Fifth Month, 1792,

iz: "On consideration of the inconvenient

onstruction of this house, Benjamin Mason
ind others) are appointed to inspect the same,

nd, if a profitable alteration can be made, re-

ort accordingly." At next meeting thecom-
littee recommended "that the middle wall

'hich divides the two houses, be taken down,
nd falling partitions substituted in their

aom; that the galleries in the large house
sr elderly Friends be taken away, and a gal-

)ry be placed along the west side of both
ouses for their use ; that a part of the youth's

allery in the west of the house be taken down,
nd tlie upper windows glazed; which, with

wo stoves for the large house, and some other

mall alterations, we think will for the present

emove the inconveniency Friends have so

)ng labored under, all of which we submit to

he Quarterly Meeting." The proposition was
dopted by the Quarter and carried out sub-

tantially as outlined by the committee, at a

est of about sixteen hundred dollars. So far

as a meeting place was concerned. Friends

now evidently enjoyed a good degree of tran-

quillity for eighteen years; but in 1810 their

minds were again disturbed by the announce-

ment that the house was unsafe, as is fre-

quently .the case where walls have been tam-

pered with. A committee of inspection re-

ported that, in their opinion, a few inexpen-

sive repairs would suffice for the present;

which were ordered made. But only one year

later (1811), the building was pronounced too

small to accommodate "the large number of

Friends who generally attend this meeting."

A committee was appointed to consider the

subject. After considering the proposition

for nine months they reported in Fifth Month,

1812, that "no way opened with clearness to

move forward in the case." Thus the matter

would appear to have closed; but it is not yet

abandoned, for one year later we find it revived

by London Grove Monthly Meeting, and as

usual, a committee was appointed. At the

next meeting. Fifth Month, 1813, instead of

a report of the committee, the following brief

minute appears, "The further consideration

of altering or rebuilding the house occupied

by this meeting is discontinued."

It would seem as if the case was now almost

consigned to oblivion. However, four years

later. Fifth Mo., 1817, London Grove Monthly

Meeting again comes forward, but this time

with a definite and business-like proposition,

as follows, viz: "This meeting, in view of the

incommodious and decaying state of what is

called the old meeting-house at London Grove,

has taken into consideration the expediency of

building a new one, of nearly the following

dimensions, to wit: Ninety feet long, by forty-

five feet wide and twenty feet high from floor

to ceiling, with a youth's gallery in front to

contain five benches, and a sliding partition

across the middle of the building for the ac-

commodation of the Quarterly Meeting; and

such other arrangements as may be found

necessary for the use of this Monthly Meeting;

also a cellar or wood-house underneath, fifteen

by twenty-five feet, and the building to be

roofed with cedar. The members of London
Grove Monthly Meeting have subscribed three

thousand dollars towards the expense of the

said building; provided the rest of the Monthly

Meetings of the Quarter should approve of the

proposition, also the plan of the house, and

should conclude to make up the remainder of

the money required to complete the same."
Which being read in this meeting "the further

consideration of the subject is referred to the

following committee, viz: Thomas Berry [and

thirty-four other Friends].

At the next meeting the committee reported

that "having twice generally met in free con-

ference, and deliberately considered the sub-

ject, we agree in judgment that it would be

right, if agreeable to the Quarterly Meeting,

to adopt the proposition of London Grove

Monthly Meeting, with a little change in the

plan, viz: To take down both the present houses

and erect a new one, ninety-five feet long by

forty-three feet wide, of the height, and with

a gallery for youth as suggested; the cellar

to be twelve by fifteen feet; the front and

back of building to each contain two doors and

ten windows, and the ends one door and five

windows each. A double sliding partition is

to divide the house into nearly equal parts,

and a single one to run across one of these
apartments; with an adjoining building for

the Teception of wet clothes. The cost has
been estimated at five thousand five hundred
dollars— all of which we submit to the Quar-
terly Meeting. Eighteenth of Eighth Month,
1817." Which being approved, it is recom-
mended to the constituent Monthly Meetings to

promote subscriptions among themselves for the

purpose of carrying \he proposal into eftect;

and transmit to next meeting an account of the

several sums subscribed. In the Eleventh
Month the Quarter records, "that the Monthly
Meetings inform the following sums have been
subscribed toward the erection of a meeting-
house at London Grove, viz: Centre Monthly
Meeting, four hundred and eighty-seven dol-

lars; Kennett, seven hundred and fifty dollars;

New Garden, eight hundred and nine dollars;

Fallowfield, five hundred and eight dollars;

amounting in all to two thousand five hundred
and fifty-four dollars, " and with London Grove's

contribution the sum reaches five thousand five

hundred and fifty-four dollars, "which, claim-

ing our attention, the following Friends are

appointed to receive the money subscribed and
proceed, when the season will admit of it, to

provide materials and procure the erection of

the house according to the plan already de-

cided upon, viz: William Elliott [and fifteen

other Friends].

The work now proceeded without interrup-

tion, or change of plan, except that five feet

were added to the width, making it forty-eight

long by ninety-five feet. The Quarterly Meet-

ing in the Fifth and Eighth Months, 1818, were
held at Nottingham, but the new house was
ready by the Eleventh Month, the first Quai terly

Meeting being held the eighteenth of that month.

And now, after a lapse of eighty-three years,

the substantial stone walls of this house seem
to be as solid as ever, and good, apparently,

for another eighty or one hundred years.

Thompson Frame.

Too Easy.— Earth's garden spots — the

places where the air is most balmy and the

skies most sunny, where the ground brings

forth abundantly with but little cultivation,

and food can be had for the plucking—would

seem at first thought to be the most desirable

places in which to live. So much of time, toil

and worry, might be saved in such a paradise.

But ease brings degeneracy, and these places

where the soil is richest and the climate kind-

est do not produce the highest type of man-

hood. The place where nature simply opens

her hand and pours out her bounty with no de-

mand for an equivalent in labor, is not the one

where man develops in intellect or enterprise.

Something to battle with, something to con-

quer—something that opposes his progress

and calls out his strength, man must have, or

he ceases to grow. As it is in the natural

and physical world, so it is in the mental and
moral. Ease and what we call prosperity are

not the material out of which strong and no-

ble characters are wrought. The treasures

dropped at our feet are not the ones which

really enrich us, but those for which we must
toil and strive with all that is best and noblest

of our being.

—

Selected.

"To have wrong done to us is never so ex-

pensive as to do wrong"
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MY PRAYER.
Father, lead me day by day.

Ever in thine own sweet way ;

Teach me to be pure and true.

Show me what I ought to do.

When in danger, make me brave ;

Make me know that thou canst save
;

Keep me safe by thy dear side ;

Let me in thy love abide.

When I'm tempted to do wrong.

Make me steadfast, wise and strong :

And when all alone I stand

Shield me with thy mighty hand.

When my heart is full of glee.

Help me to remember thee—

Happy most of all to know

That my Father loves me so.

May I see the good and bright

When they pass before my sight

;

May I hear the heavenly voice

When the pure and wise rejoice.

May I do the good I know.

Be thy loving child below,

Then at last go home to thee,

Evermore thy child to be.

— The Child's Compa

Mohammed bstead of ChristiaDity.

I observe with especial sorrow that many

Protestant clergymen mistakenly suppose that

they can safely substitute at this day and m

our country the teaching of Mohammed for the

teaching of Christ. We all know the tempta-

tions to which such clergymen are exposed.

It is so much more comfortable lo "swim with

the tide," and it is so much more certain that

the incomes on which themselves and their

families are dependent for the comforts and

luxuries of life will share in the commercial

prosperity of the country if the doctrines

preached by them and advocated in their re-

ligious journals recognize that the making of

money is the first duty of man in the new cen-

tury, and that keeping one's self unspotted

from the world, so far from being, as was for-

merly supposed, true religion and undefiled,

is a foolish and sentimental expression, incapa-

ble of application in the rough world in which

we live, where each man's duty is to take care

of himself. Knowing the despotism the prac-

tical men in the pews exercise over the pulpit

in such matters, we ought to think with great

charity, not only of the clergymen who fail to

preach Christianity and who substitute Mo

hammedanism in its place, hut also of the mis

sionaries who, in distant lands and surrounded

by traders and soldiers, have persuaded them-

selves that the robbery and murder of weaker

peoples, with their attendant horrors, cannot

really be helped in an age so practical as ours

and so determined to pursue only pracncal

ends, and that therefore such crimes are no

longer to be unsparingly condemned; but, after

making all the allowance the most abundant

charity can suggest, it will still remain a grave

and menacing peril to American respect for

the moral law if clergymen are permitted with-

out rebuke to preach the righteousness of un-

necessary or aggressive warfare, the killing

of weaker peoples in order to reduce them to

subjection and the robbing them of their pos-

sessions.— Wayne MacVeagh, Oration at Cam-

bridge.

Captain Mahan on Christianity.

" Captain Mahan must be awarded the honor

of applying the 'higher criticism' to CUiris-

tianity in order to make out a pious defense

for war. At the Episcopal Church congress in

Providence, R. I., he argued that war is not

antagonistic to good old Christian doctrine.

To be sure, there is an 'uneasy feeling that

war is never just right, but. says the captain,

'this feeing is not of Christian origin, but has

rather been imported into and imposed upon

Christianity by those alien to its beliefs.' And

this is where the captain's 'higher cnticisni

comes in. He proceeds to show that the anti-

war feeling finds its extremest exemplars now-

a-days in persons who are not Christian believ-

ers at all, such as the agnostic philosophers

and humanitarians, like Herbert Spencer, Fred-

eric Harrison and John Morley. Those_ wicked

men have attempted to ingraft their alien

anti-war principle upon the main body of Chris-

tian doctrine, but the captain is too smart for

them, and has now learnedly exposed their un-

godly exegesis. As a higher critic the cap-

tain seems to be a stunning success, yet the

triumphant reception of his ideas by the bulk

of Christian scholars and teachersmay prove

rather disastrous in the end to Christianity."

The foregoing from the Springfield Republi-

can is very interesting. Captain Mahan's con-

tention that the "uneasy feeling" that war is

never just right "is not of Christian origin, but

has rather been imported into and imposed

upon Christianity by those alien to its beliefs,"

will make some persons who have tried to un-

derstand and be ruled by the spirit of Christ,

rub their eyes. The first witness of that spirit

in the heart of man was declared by a pretty

good Christian authority to be "joy, love,

peace." Supposing that a man had "joy, love,

peace" in his heart, how could he go into war

except under the direst compulsion of necessi-

ty. And if he did go into it, to what extent

would "joy, love and peace" remain with him?

General' Sherman, as good an authority on war

as Captain Mahan, said, "War is hell." Ac-

cording to Sherman, then, a man being in war

would be metaphorically "in hell." Could he

be in that condition and yet have "joy, love

and peace" in his heart? Another good Chris-

tian authority, of higher standing than Captain

Mahan in things spiritual, said, "Unless a man

have the spirit of Christ he is none of his. " But

how could a man in the spirit of Christ do those

things, for example, which have been done

during that war which Dr. Lyman Abbott told

us was more unselfish and noble even than our

Revolution—roast Spaniards to death in the

iron hull of a stranded ship or deliberately

shoot one in the back as he was running away,

and then record the exploit in a magazine ar-

ticle? Or how could he have the spirit of

Christ and yet directly or indirectly kill eighty

odd Filipinos in a single town because one

Filipino in that town killed one American? Or,

how could he have "the spirit of Christ" and

yet directly or indirectly fill his enemy with

gallons of water, and then torture him by

stamping on his stomach and chest until agony

compelled the victim to tell where he hid his

gun? Christ, it is true, said, "If thine enemy

hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink,"

but it is evident He did not mean by that to

sanction the "water cure" torture. To most

frank minds there is ghastly contrast between

the spirit of Christ and the actual deeds of

war. We are not now saying that these things

are in any way wrong from another point of

view than that of the Christian, but they are

clearly so from that. Captain Mahan, it would

seem, has not quite caught the idea of the New

Testament. He need not blame poor Herbert

Spencer or Frederic Harrison or any other

agnostic for adulterating Christian doctrine

with modern humanitarianism. The Founder

of Christianity Himself is to blame for the

troublesome peace notion which they have

taken up with. Captain Mahan must first get

rid of the Sermon on the Mount and the preach-

er of it before he is driven to the necessity of

laying this sin at the agnostic's door. After
i

disposing of the agnostics as being beyond the

pale what will Captain Mahan do with the

Prince of Peace? He has explained to the

world the significance of Lord Nelson's career

'

and the influence of sea power on history.

Will he likewise tell us what is the significance

of Christ's accepting the cross rather than be
j

saved from it by the sword? who declared that

!

He had power to summon to his defense the

leo-ions of angels, but who said to his disciple

who struck the first feeble blow in his defense:

"My kingdom is not of this world, for then

would my servants fight;" and "put up thy

sword within the sheath, for all they that take

the sword shall perish by the sword." The

whole tenor of Christ's teaching, as was his

personal example, was toward peace and not

toward war. While it is perfectly true that;

He never specifically said war is wrong any-

more than slavery is wrong. He gave the most

impressive sanction to the command, "Thouj

Shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." A grow-,

ing comprehension of what the power of that

commandment is ultimately makes human slav-,

ery impossible. It is equally true that it makes

war impossible; for as
'

' love worketh no ill to his!

neighbor," a deep and true love for men is ordi-

narily inconsistent with slaughter of them. Th(

man who really loves his neighbor (and th«

nation is but man "writ large") will certainlj

exhaust every expedient to avoid killing him.

So far in the world's history it seems to havr

been impossible to wage even the holiest o:l

holy wars, like that with Spain for example

without stirring up the most ferocious passions

without adding enormously to violations a;

those commandments on an observance of whicl

Christ founded his Church. Greed is let loosi

and runs from heart to heart like a prairie-fire

adultery and fornication enormously increase;

falsehood is exchanged for that truth whicl

every man should speak with his neighbor

stealing, great and small, is rife and meet

with no rebuke; murder is frequently com

mitted under indifferent eyes. Finally, bai

runs to worse until that extreme contradictio

is reached in which the chief magistrate of

great nation orders a war of extermination o-

men fighting for their liberty—just such a wa

as Weyler waged under the Spanish flag i

Cuba, and which led us, in a spirit of righteou

indignation to begin war to stop it. This;

the sequel of a war begun for humanity. W h£

man in the face of such awful facts as thes

dares to stand up and justify war and clan

for it the sanction of the Founder of Chrii

tianity? One is equally stupified by the inte

lectual folly and by the impiety of such an a-

tempt. Every word of Christ and every a(
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his, from birth in the humility of the man-
r to death in the shame of the cross, con-

idicts such a claim. Let men claim, if they

11, that war may be demanded for the satis-

:tion of lusts they have not learned to curb,

that it may be the outcome of a hard police

cessity, but they will try in vain to reconcile

ivith the ideals of Christ. From the instant

jy abandon their lives to the utter self-

lunciation of the teaching of Jesus Christ

iy will know that an irrepressible conflict

ists between his Spirit and that of war. War
ists in the world as slavery existed, in spite

Christianity; but as the calm light of Chris-

,n love and self-denial spreads over the trou-

id and suffering earth, the lurid glow, the

3sions, and the anguish of war inevitably re-

ie. The kingdom of Christ is within not

thout, and its weapons of conquest are spir-

al not carnal. At least this is the gospel

wording to the four evangelists and St. Paul,

)ugh evidently it contradicts that according

Captain Mahan. The process by which war
II be driven out as a discarded agency in hu-

,n affairs is analogous to that which has ex-

ided torture from judicial procedure orslav-

r from among the institutions of civilized

antries. It will become at once so shock-
f to the enlightened mind and so great a

ick to real progress that men will turn in

rnest to the cultivation of those higher mo-
es and resort to those practical expedients

it will loosen the hold of this disease on hu-

mity. The simple principles of action that

rist taught, a rational consideration for the

;ht and the welfare of others, these are the

itives which, gradually extending from in-

'idual to national conduct, will win the vic-

•y. The practical expedient which will ac-

npany and act in obedience to the higher

itive is judicial arbitration in some form.

advance, while comparatively slight in pro-

rtion to the final result to be gained, is great
comparison to the barbarism of past centu-

s. It looks now as though the world were ap-

)aching one of those great critical periods

as though all nations were descending into

'valley of decision"— in which it is to be
termined whether we are to move back
vard a fresh and destructive reign of blind

•ce, of passionate, conscienceless rule, or

)m which we shall emerge toward a larger

asure of truly democratic and therefore
iceful sway. The men and women who
uld render any real service in having a ver-

;t rendered in favor of democracy and peace
ist be prepared to sacrifice lower interests
• the higher. Their function is to hold the

rror up to the base nature of war, to show
fallacies and sophistries, its cruelties and

moralization, its false glory; to expose as

zh war impends, or is being waged, the false-

Dd and deceit by which its advocates and
)moters seek to justify it. This work means
irtyrdom, petty or great, but those who see

i splendid final victory to be achieved, who
luld wear the enduring crown of the future,
II not hesitate on that account. They will

'fully, enthusiastically continue their work
they have caught the spirit of that Leader
lom Captain Mahan seems to us to misinter-
3t, and who, with an infinitely severer trial

undergo than can threaten them, said that
i work in the world was to bear "witness
to the truth."—(7% and State.

Maxims from " The Interior Life."

BY T. C. UPHAM.

The value of a thing is known by what it

takes to preserve it, as well as by what it

originally costs. Men may steal your diamonds

who would not trouble things of less value.

The cost of holiness was the blood of the Son

of God; and greatly does he mistake who sup-

poses it can be preserved by anything short of

eternal vigilance.

It is of the nature of holiness to unite with

whatever is like itself. It flies on eagles wings

to meet its own image. Accordingly, the soul,

so long as it is stained with sin, has an affinity

with what is sinful. But when it is purified

from iniquity it ascends bodily upward and

rests by the impulse of its own being in the

bosom of God. The element of separation is

taken away and a union, strong as the universe

and lasting as eternity, necessarily takes place.
'

' He that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit.

"

A fixed, inflexible will is of great import-

ance in a holy life. Satan will suggest a thou-

sand reasons, why we should yield a little to

the temptations by which we are surrounded,

but let us ever stand fast in our purpose. A
good degree of decision and tenacity of pur-

pose is of great importance in the ordinary

affairs of life. How much more so in the things

of religion. A double-minded man—he who
has no fixedness of purpose, no energy of will

— is unstable in all his ways. Ye who walk

in the narrow way let your resolutions be un-

alterable. Think of the blessed Saviour's,

"Mv God, my God, why hast thou forsaken

me?" Though He was momentarily forsaken,

at least lo be left to anguish inconceivable

and unutterable, his heart nevertheless was
fixed and He could still say, "My God, my
God."

The Scriptures surpass in simplicity, strength

and grandeur all the writings of Rome and

Greece. Even Homer never approached the

sublimity of Moses in his holy songs, especially

the last which all the children of Israelites

had to learn by heart. No Greek or Latin

ode ever could attain to the sublimity of the

Psalms; for example, that which contained

"The God of gods, the Lord, has spoken,"

surpasses all human conception. Never has

Homer or any other poet equalled Isaiah in

portraying the majesty of (iod, in whose sight

kingdoms are but a grain of dust; the universe

a pavilion which is raised to-day and taken

down to-morrow. Sometimes the prophet has

all the sweetness and all the tenderness of a

pastoral in the smiling portraits which he

makes of peace; sometimes he soars to such

a height as to leave everything beneath him.

But what is in heathen antiquity at all com-
parable to the tenderness of Jeremiah deplor-

ing the evils of his nation; or to Nahum view-

ing far off with his prophetic eye the proud

Nineveh falling under the assaults of an in-

numerable army? We seem to see that army;
we seem to hear the clash of arms and noise

of chariots; everything is painted in a lifelike

style that seizes upon the imagination. He
leaves Homer far behind him. Also read Dan-

iel, declaring to Belshazzar the anger of Jeho-

vah about to fall upon him, and search in the

most sublime originals of antiquity for some-

thing to compare to them.

—

Fenelon.

For "The Friend."

Some Reminiscences of a Good Man—Ebenezer

Worth.
(Continued from page 41.1, vol. Ixxiv.)

On Ebenezer Worth's farm there was a pretty
large tract of woodland. A Friend desiring

to purchase some wood as it stood, they walked
through the part he wished to buy, and each
as they went, put down on paper what they
thought it was worth. After getting through
and comparing figures, they had each reached
the same amount as to the value of the timber,

their figures were the same.

Another triangular tract was looked over
and a price agreed upon per acre. On sur-

veying it, there turned out to be about double
the quantity supposed. The purchaser being
still willing to take it. E. W. became uneasy
lest he might not realize what he had first an-

ticipated, and said, "Now when thou has dis-

posed of this wood, if thou fails to make out
of it what thou first expected, let me know
and I will make it up to thee."

It is understood that it was not unfrequently
the case for him to ask to have the oxen put
to the cart and send a load of wood to some
poor family in the neighborhood.

It was the writer's privilege to accompany
E. W. on three visits to a person (W. E. Udder-
zook) condemned to death for the murder of

his brother-in-law, in order to obtain an insur-

ance that had been placed upon his life. His
voice in addressing him was mellowed down
into a tone that was both tender and entreat-

ing, but it is feared, failed to make much last-

ing impression. W. E. U. was an uncommon
man, of fine physical development, cleanly in

person, neat in his dress, and courteous in

manner.

Dr. Charles Evans, Aaron Sharpless and
other Friends being at the writer's house, in-

quired what efl:'ect Ebenezer's communication
seemed to have on the poor man: they were
informed as above stated. When Dr. Evans
remarked that it reminded him of a visit of

George Dillwyn to a similar prisoner in Bur-
lington jail ; on returning from which, he met a
Methodist minister on the street, who inquired

of him as to the spiritual condition of the pris-

oner and was informed that he seemed indif-

ferent to anything they could say to him. The
minister then said, "Ah, Mr. Dillwyn, you are

not the man to preach to such a hardened sin-

ner as he is, let me go and see him and I will

shake him over—about ten minutes, and then

you can go and preach to him, and it may do
him some good." Another of our ministering

Friends did subsequently so shake him over the

"bottomless pit" as to make him quake, and
in great measure to confess his guilt to the

writer in his cell.

Robert Scotton, an esteemed minister, and
Joseph Elkinton, Sr., a valuable elder, spent
some time at Tunesassah usefully employed
in caring for and instructing the Indians. The
latter, after his return, paid a visit to them
when under the care of E. W., and remarked
to the writer that E. W.'s talking to the In-

dians was at times so reverential and impres-

sive as to seem almost "apostolic," they (the

Indians) held him in great esteem. E. W.
was mindful to visit the sick and infirm, but

not many socially.

When taking leave, on one occasion, he re-

marked, "he hesitated to invite persons to
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visit him, as he had no wife." He usea to tell

the Indians that when persons were rightly

joined together the connection was so intimate

and sacred that neither one could ask for a

blessing alone without including both. Ln-

married as he was, he certainly had a just con-

ception of what constituted a true unity in

married life.
. , , ^.

The late John G. Whittier in a private letter

thus sneaks of him, in allusion to some ex-

tracts from his journal, that had recently been

published: "I think the extracts indicate a

character of rare unselfishness and practical

piety and faithfuless to the Divine Monitor

and Guide. One is glad to get away from

the empty noises of self righteous presump-

tion, and contemplate such a beautiful unvvorld-

liness, such a close walking with the Maker.

I think the papers very valuable, as they

furnish a lesson greatly needed, at this time

of loud profession and irreverent familiarity

with Divine things and offensive self-glorifica-

finn " W. I . 1-

"For The Friend.'

True Worship.

Some thirty years ago an aged Friend felt

a concern to hold a special meeting in the old

meeting-house at Settle (York, England), to

which the public were to be invited. When

the time arrived, a goodly number of the latter

responded to the invitation, and the meeting

was gathered for some time in solemn silence,

when the Friend rose to his feet with these

words, "Doubtless many of you who are un-

accustomed to our meetings for worship are

wondering when the service will begin. The

service will begin when you begin to serve."

He then resumed his seat, and the silence con-

tinued and deepened. I do not know his name,

1 do not know what the rest of his vocal ser-

vice on that occasion was, but I do know one

heart to whom those few words went home, in

an eloquent and never to be forgotten lesson;

and to my own mind they have often returned

in times of meeting, recalling the wandering

thought, and reminding of the true spirit of

worship. When we begin to serve—when the

spirit of the created soars beyond its earth-

born cares and fetters, and meets in sweet

communion with the Spirit of the Creator,

then, and not till then, can the service be

said to commence, can the true meeting be

held. Not in the earnest listening with the

outward ear to the words of man's wisdom,

however intellectual and improving to the un-

derstanding these may be, but with the spirit-

ually hearing ear, and understanding heart;

attuned to catch the softest whisper of his

voice, whether it be in reoroof, instruction or

consoling love, attuned to listen for that still

small voice, that was never yet listened for in

vain.
Mabel Thompson.

York, England.

George Whitefield on Wak.—Those who,

like myself, have studied the .Journals of the

greatest preacher of the eighteenth century,

(jeorge Whitefield, will have noticed that he

not unfrequently refers to the Quakers, and

to the kindness and hospitality shown him by

them. I was lately looking through two vol-

umes of his letters, published in 1771, and the

accompanying extract is of such a character,

that I think it cannot fail to interest thy read-

ers. The letter is dated "Philadelphia, Nov.

10, 1739."
. u- , I, 1 ft

The Quakers I think have left

us an example of patient suffering, and did

more by their bold, unanimous and persever-

ing testimonies, than if they had taken up al

the arms in the kingdom. In this respect I

hope I shall follow them as they did Christ,

and though I die for Him, yet take up no car-

nal weapon in defence of Him m anywise.—

Joseph J. Green in British Friend.

As Quick as the Telephone.

One night a well-known citizen, who had

been walking for some time in the downward

path, came out of his home and started down

town for a night of carousal with some old

companions he had promised to meet. His

young wife had besought him with imploring

eyes to spend the evening with her, and had

reminded him of the past when evenings passed

in her company were all too short. His little

daughter had clung about his knees and coaxed

in her pretty wilful way for papa to tell her

some bedtime stories, but habit was stronger

than love for wife and child, and he eluded

their tender questioning and went his way.

But when he was blocks distant from his

home he found that in changing his coat he had

forgotten to remove his wallet, and he could

not go out on a drinking bout without money,

even though he knew his family needed it, and

his wife was economizing every day more and

more in order to make up his deficits; and he

hurried back and crept softlv past ihe windows

of the little home in order that he might steal

in and obtain it without running the gauntlet

of questions and caresses.

But something stayed his feet; there w

fire in the grate within—for the night was

chill—and it lit up the little parlor and brought

out in startling effects the pictures on the

walls. But these were nothing to the pictures

on the hearth. There, in the soft gloom of

the fire-light knelt his little child at her moth-

er's feet, her small hands clasped in prayer,

her fair head bowed, and as her rosy lips whis-

pered each word with childish distinctness,

the father listened, spell-bound:

Now I lay me down to sleep,

I pray the Lord my soul to keep.

If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.

Sweet petition! The man himself, who stood

there with bearded lips shut tightly together,

had said that prayer once at his mother's knee.

Where was that mother now? The sunset gates

had long ago unbarred to let her through. But

the child had not finished, he heard her say:

"God bless Mamma, Papa and my own self.

God—bless Papa—and please— send him—
home— sober. Amen."

Mother and child sprang to their feet in

alarm when the door opened so suddenly, but

they were not afraid when they saw who it was

returned so soon, but that night, when little

Mamie was being tucked up in bed, after such

a romp with papa, she said in the sleepiest and

most contented of voices:

"Mamma, (Jod answers almost as quickly as

the telephone, doesn't He?"

—

Our Paper.

Truth is the apostle before whom every

uowardly Felix trembles.— W. Phillips.

Sectarianism vs. Loyalty to Truth.
_

^

Narrow sectarianism is out of date. It is a
j

block in the path of progress. It is scorned
\

by all right-thinking persons. So strong and !

healthy is the objection to it, that there is no

longer need to fight against it. To do so is
|

to fight a man of straw. The real danger,

is from the opposite quarter. We are be-)

coming so fearful of sectarianism that we!

need to remind ourselves that Christian man- '•

liness and loyalty to truth demand that we(

shall maintain a strong attitude, none the less,

strong because courteous, in upholding and

snreading what we are assured is true. i

*

No truth is the exclusive property of any

man or any denomination. There is no such;

thing as Methodist truth, or Presbyterian truth,;

or Quaker truth. But there is such a thing as.

forgotten and neglected truth. There is such,

a thing as a man, or a denomination discover-,

ing this truth, and compelling others to recog-

nize it. This is what has actually happened

in the case of Friends. The truth that God;

speaks in every heart has in its practical ap-,

plication been largely left to Friends to em-,

phasize. Yet, if we will but calmly think iij

out, we shall see that this truth is of the mos'j

vital importance. If we can make men realiaj

this, it will have a tremendous effect npoiij

their attitude towards God. The truth thai

God actually does dwell in his children, thaj

He does supply them with the strength ami

comfort and purpose they need, if only the;';

will submit to Him and co-operate with Him;

is held by very many Christians, but it re

ceives an emphasis among the Friends whic

is rarely seen elsewhere. Yet it is one of th

chief purposes of the work of Jesus Christ t

show this to us. It is upon this that most c

what are often considered our peculiarities

rest. Do we seek for outward as well as ii

ward peace—peace among men, as well £

peace with God? It is because the spirit (

Christ within us is the spirit of justice an

peace. Do we disuse outward rites and cen

monies? It is because the Lord has shown i

that no outward ceremony is in itself pleasit

to Him, and that outward ceremonies tend I

take our attention from the very reality th(:

are intended to typify. Therefore, as we si

no command of Christ's that indicates that t

wishes us to accept any rites, we disuse then-

but would lay additional emphasis upon tl

spiritual and practical fact that we are

be brought into and to maintain co-partnersh|

with Him in everything. Do we conduct o^

worship without pre-arrangement, and do v

uphold the voluntary system in our ministr;

It is that Christ may have the leadership, ai

that everyone may be equally open, whatev

his or her occupation may be, to receive t

call into that department of work which Chr

may indicate. Our plea is for reality, for t

actual untrammeled work of the Holy Spirit

the hearts of men to-day. It is a plea th

should have its foundation in a living expe,

ence of our own, and which we should th

neither apologize for, nor hide, but make '-

effective as possible, that men may recogn:!

the living and perpetual youthfulness and ;

plicabilitv of the message of Jesus Christ.

This is in no wrong sense sectarianism.

differs from it as the davlight does from can.!

light. It rests not upon prejudice or traditi'.

but upon principle. It is consistent with H
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lest appreciation of truth brought to us by

ers, and with fellowship wfth all who love

Lord. It can modify its methods but can-

sacrifice principle.

<io good end is gained by ignoring or hiding

truth we have once grasped. The fewer

number who hold it, the more important

t for us to be faithful. It is our solemn

y and welcome privilege to do what in us

to bring others to grasp the same truth

enter into its wonderful privileges.

—

R.

T. in the Interchange.

The Greenland Missionary.

Ve must be willing to be despised and re-

ted, if we would follow Jesus. The success

;he missionaries in turning the Greenlanders

n darkness to light soon roused the hatred

;he sorcerers, who had been accustomed to

eive the people, and they stirred up some
ked men to murder them. These men came
•Jew Hernhuth and made their way into the

sion-house while the native Christians were

ly, and they found only one of the mission-

is at home. This was Matthew Stach, who
busily engaged in translating. He showed

;igns of fear and made no effort to get away
n them. After they had sat a little while,

ir chief said, "We are come to hear good."

ira glad of it," replied the missionary and,

nee being obtained, he commenced by sing-

a hymn and next prayed that the Lord
lid open their hearts. He then proceeded

alk to them. "I will not say much to you
he Creator of all things. You know there

Creator;" and to this they all assented,

ept one. "You also know that you are a

ked people." "Yes," they all replied.

/, then," said the missionary, "I will tell

what is most necessary to know. You
I have a Saviour—He who created all

gs. He came into our world like another
I, did the will of his Father, instructed

kind, was nailed to a cross, and slain,

lugh the malice of his countrymen who
Id not believe his word. On the third

He rose from the grave, and ascended to

?en, whence He will come again in the

ds, when all the dead shall rise and appear
ire Him as the righteous Judge, and He
render to every man according to his

ks."

Then, turning to the leader of the band, he
iinued, 'But thou, poor man, what wilt

1 say when all the persons that thou hast

dered shall cry out against thee at his trib-

and say, This wicked one destroyed us
n thou hadst sent thy messengers to call

IS, and prevented our hearing about thy

ation?' What wilt thou then answer?"
poor wretch stood silent and trembling,

1 his eyes downcast to the earth, while the

ionary proceeded: "I will tell you how to

pe this dreadful judgment. Fall at the
of Jesus. Thou canst not see Him, yet
s everywhere. Tell Him that thou hast
d He loves the human soul, that He rejects

)ne who cries for mercy. Cry that He
Id cleanse thee from thy sins in his blood,

put not off thy prayers, for thou art old,

death will soon forever cut off thy hope."
fter Matthew Stach had done, Anna, who
a Christian, whose brother had been mur-
d, spoke of the power of Jesus' blood, and
them she had felt its blessed effects, and

entreated them to resist the truth no longer.

They all listened with great attention, and
afterwards walked before the house for some
time with their hands folded, and towards
evening went away, without offering either

insult or violence.

Thus God can turn the hearts of men like

water, and can cause difficulties to melt away
like snow before the sun.

"This poor man cried, and the Lord heard
him, and saved him out of all his troubles.

The angel of the Lord encampeth round about
them that fear him, and delivereth them. 0,
taste and see that the Lord is good; blessed

is the man that trusteth in Him."

Notes from Others.

Can men justly shed blood for commercial ends'
-Franklin.

" I am not disclosing any state secret," said the
French embassador at the University of Chicago
last month, " when I say that my experiences among
the diplomats of many lands has strengthened the
belief that I have always held that arbitration

boards, not swayed by business or sentiment, but
by intellect alone, must of a surety bring about a
peaceful solution of the most difficult questions."

This is the view of a practical man of long experi-

ence in diplomacy. His words strengthen the be-

lief that the forces of development are slowly
working toward a final solution of the question of
war—^ solution which will satisfy the highest
morality of which mankind is capable.

—

Spring-

field Republican.

Herbert Spencer has written a letter pleading
for mitigation of the war spirit, says a London
despatch to the New York Journal and Advertiser.

In it he says :
" Whatever fosters militarism, makes

for barbarism ; whatever fosters peace, makes for
civilization. There are two fundamentally opposed
principles on which social life may be organized

—

compulsory co-operation and voluntary co-operation
—the one implying coercive institutions, the other
free institutions. Just in proportion as military

activity is great does the coercive regime more
pervade the whole society. Hence, to oppose mili-

tarism is to oppose return toward despotism. My
fear is that the retrograde movement will become
too strong to be checked by argument or exhorta-
tion."

Valuable Birds' Eggs.—Ex-Senator John Lewis
Childs, of Floral Park, L. I., purchased of Jean
Bell, of Philadelphia, a collection of North Ameri-
can birds' eggs and nests said to contain at least

one specimen of every kind of egg known. Jean
Bell has spent twenty-eight years in gathering this

collection. In size they range from that of the
Great Auk, which is valued at $1800, to that of
the smallest humming bird. The collection cost
over .$25,000 in actual cash outlay for eggs. J. L.

Childs will add the collection to his own, which is

very large. He has a collection of stuffed North
American birds which contain 700 species, with
1000 of all known varieties.

Ex-Mayor Hewitt, of New York, declares that

to be rich and not to use riches for the general
good is to be disgraced, " because, after all, riches

are but the result of general co-operation."

A recent writer in the Evening Bulletin of Phila-

delphia has this to say about some religious sects :

"The religious clubs (the churches) have in them
many unselfish human beings, but an order in

which the members would sacrifice themselves ab-

solutely, effacing their own personalities absolutely

(the most difficult of tasks), enduring persecution

and contempt, poverty and the almost complete

severance of social ties, for the purely unselfish
object of saving their fellows, was needed badly,
and the Salvation Army was born. The Army saves
immense expenditure of Divine grace. It is on its
knees not for praying only, but for scrubbing. It
shows the world a combination of faith and works
that appears to our imperfect vision something like
perfection. If a good hustling job of hard and
unpleasant labor will pave the way to the salvation
of a human soul, the Army does the job first and
prays afterward. It gets hold of a drinker ; it

shows him a better way of life ; it gets the drinker
to take that way, and thus it saves praying against
the rum-seller. The Army aims to obliterate the
drinker; then the seller will shut up shop. To
most of us the minstrel business of the Army is
repellant. For many a year I hated it with the
sour superciliousness of a Quaker, until I began to
understand that the work justified the advertise-
ment."

Items Concerning the Society.

Our friends John S. and Esther .Fowler having
felt clear of further service for the present in
these parts, have returned to their home.

John and Elizabeth Bellows, after visiting a
relative in New York State, propose taking pas-
sage for England in the Oceanic on the 24th inst.
They were for a time guests of United States Sen-
ator George F. Hoar, at Worcester, Mass. Senator
Hoar's immigrant ancestor came to New England
from Gloucester, John Bellows' home, and the latter
being applied to, several years ago, by the Senator,
for aid in tracing the connection, this led to a
friendly acquaintance and correspondence

; and so
to John Bellows' recent presentation at Harvard
University by Senator Hoar for the degree of A. M.

Abram Fisher writes of his return home to Wood-
land, N. C, in peace, after attendance of New York,
New England and Canada Yearly Meetings. He
had service in New York Particular Meeting on a
First-day

; also attended the Portsmouth, R. I.,

meeting twice on First-day. Being invited to
"take charge "of the meeting, he declined. He
encloses a portrait, with printed recommendations,
of a Methodist evangelist who, he writes, " wanted
my help to get employed. But I told him we did
not believe in paying for preaching ; and beseemed
surprised, as he said Friends in New England had
employed him."

Two articles in the Atlantic Monthly of this
month have the titles :

" Two Generations of Quak-
ers," one of these, contributed by Logan Pearsall
Smith, being extracts from "An Old Diary," and
the other, by Rowland E. Robinson, presenting
"Recollections of a Quaker Bov." The pictures
thus presented represent two widely removed gen-
erations.

Anna Votaw, of Richmond, Ind., who spent the
winter and spring with her son, Albert Votaw, of
Westtown School, Pa., recently returned home,
having visited many meetings in and around Phila-
delphia.

A book of sermons by "representative Friend
ministers," illustrated with portraits (!) is said to
be in process of publication.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In consequence of the refusal of the

men to work who were engaged in feeding the boilers in

the anthracite mining region of Pennsylvania, 1200 in

number, about 100,000 miners and others have been
thrown out of employment. It is estimated that the wages
of these men would amount to over $200,000 a day. The
loss to the coal companies for each day of idleness is com-
puted to be nearly as much. Collieries that are idle are
theatened with damage by flooding and accumulated gas.
This strike was not approved by the United Mine Work-
ers, who have influenced the firemen to return to work.
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The number of men unemployed in consequence of the

strike in different steel works is stated to have been

74,000 on the 17th. The stopping of these mills has se-

riously affected the canning industry and manufacturers

of various kinds.

A despatch from Washington of the 17th says :
" Ac-

lion was taken to day by Japan and the United States

which will, it is hoped by the authorities, lead to a

prompt settlement of the Chinese indemnity question. In

order not to delay a settlement, Japan has magnanimously

withdrawn her claim for increase of her indemnity. Au-

thorities here say that Japan, by withdrawing her pro-

posal, has given the Christian nations a lesson in mag-

nanimity which some of them should take to heart.

Lewis Elkin, late of Philadelphia, has bequeathed a

large estate to create a fund for the relief of disabled

women school teachers of the public schools in the city.

His will provides that, " Any unmarried female teacher,

who shall have taught in any of the public schools of

this city for a period of twenty-five years, and has, at

the time of her application, no means of support, shall

receive from the income of my estate the sum of $400

per annum, to be paid to her quarterly, clear of all taxes,

during the term of her natural life, if she should con-

tinue without means of support for that period."

On the 16th the Weather Bureau's weekly summary of

crop conditions is as follows : The States of the middle

Rocky Mountains and Missouri and Mississippi Valleys

have experienced another, the third consecutive, week of

intense heat, the maximum temperatures over a large

part of these districts ranging above 100 daily during the

week, many stations reporting from 100 to 107. With

an almost entire absence of rain, the crops in the region

named have been subjected to most unfavorable condi-

tions. The Governor of Missouri has in consequence of

the heat and drought, designated the 21st as a day on

which " the people are requested to assemble at their usual

places of worship ta invoke the blessings of Almighty

God." Little rain has fallen in the State since Fourth

Month 27th. Cattle owners are preparing to send thier

cattle to Northern Wisconsin, a well watered and grass

producing country.

The great gushing oil well near Beaumont, Texas, is

creating considerable interest in the Southwest. The

well far eclipses any ever drilled in the United States,

and the output is 7,000 barrels daily, greater than the

largest gushing well in Russia. It is estimated that this

flow exceeds 25,000 barrels every twenty-four hours, and

the flow is constantly increasing in volume.

It is said nearly 2000 farmers within thirty miles of

Chicago have had their houses equipped with telephones.

Details of the new Edison storage battery have been

published which explain that the positive pole contains

iron or a compound of iron, finely divided, mixed with

graphite, and the negative pole contains an oxide of

nickel, also mixed with graphite. The weight of this bat-

tery is less than one-third that of the lead storage battery.

The advantages claimed by the inventor for it, are little

weight, indestructibility, rapid charging, and that it^ is

entirely unaffected by changes of temperature. The
only attention needed in operating it, is said to be the

occasional addition of water to the solution of potash in

which the poles are immersed.

The Chief of the Bureau of Statistics announces that

Pennsylvania has for a century held first place in the

Union as a glass making State. Throughout the entire

West and Northwest is a vast deposit of flint sand rock,

which when crushed yields the finest material for glass

making. The number of factories in this region has

nearly doubled in the last ten years.

A recent paper states that although the diameter of the

earth has been roughly known for many years, it has

only lately been accurately ascertained, after thirty

years' labor and a cost of $500,000. It is 7,926 miles at

the equator and 7,899 from pole to pole.

The thirty-one beet sugar factories in this country now
yield more than a third of the domestic sugar pro-

duct.

The steamship Northwestern is the first boat of a regu-

lar line to make the trip from Chicago to Europe and
return. The round trip took thirty-four days, but it is

expected this time will be materially lowered on the next

voyage.

A preliminary statement of the Chinese population,

derived from the returns of the twelfth census, shows
that there are approximately 89,800 Chinese in the

United States proper, as against 107,475 in 1890. About
67,700 or 75 per cent, are contained in the Western di-

vision of States and Territories.

There has been a remarkable increase in the number of

Japanese in the United States since 1890, the preliminary

figures of the present census showing a total for the

United States proper of about 24,300, as against 2,039 in

1890.

There were 443 deaths in this city last week,

to the Board of Health. This is 225 less than the previous

week and 121 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 239 were males and 204 females: 61

died of consumption of the lungs ; 20 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 5 of diphtheria ;

15 of cancer ; 9 of apople.xy ; 10 of typhoid fever and 3

of scarlet fever.

Cotton closed on a basis of S/,,". per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.10 to $2.25 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.40 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.60.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72 to 72Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 57 to 57Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 40Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5J to 6c.; good, 5^10 5ic. ; me-

dium, 5i to 5|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3i to 4c.; good, 3J to 3|c.;

common, IJ to 2c.; spring lambs, 4i to 6Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 84 to Sjc.

Foreign.—The brutality of German troops in China has

aroused a profound impression in Germany, and it is re-

ported that German soldiers are being brought home in

chains, after having been court-martialed for cruel con-

duct in China.

The Government of Canada is making great efforts to

explore the large tracts of almost unknown territory

within its domain ; and millions of acres of land, it is

proposed, shall be granted to railroads for this purpose.

The mineral wealth of these regions, and the value of its

extensive forests are expected to be very great when

made accessible. Canada, it is said, has the largest

forest in the world. It is in the Labrador and Hudson

Bay district, and is, roughly, 1,000 by 1,700 miles.

A despatch of the 18th from Constantinople says :

" Following the graduation of the first Turkish girl at the

American Girls' College, the Turkish Government has is-

sued an edict prohibiting Turkish children from attending

foreign schools, the employment of Christian teachers in

Turkish households, or the appearance of Turkish ladies

in public accompanied by Christian women companions.

The edict deprives hundreds of foreign governesses of

the means of subsistence. It is intended to prevent the

dissemination of liberal ideas."

A despatch from St. Petersburg to the London Daily

Express says Mongolia is now Russian, and a Chinese

frontier station has been fortified and garrisoned by Rus-

sian troops.

A period of oppressive heat has continued in England

and on the continent. Great Britain has had no similar

experience within eleven years. Sunstrokes, apoplexy

and heat prostrations have been frequent in London and

Berlin. The crops are believed to have been much in-

jured by the prolonged heat and in some places by

drought.

A despatch of the 22nd instant says :
" Phenomenal

heat prevails throughout all Northern Russia. The tem-

perature in St. Petersburg to-day was 117 degrees Fahr.

In Odessa it was 103, and the rate of mortality there is

70 per cent, above the normal."

An apparatus has been invented by J. Gardner, of

Manchester, England, to give information to vessels pass-

ing at sea of impending danger, by means of wireless

telegraphy. A mast is set up on the danger spot, equipped

with instruments, which issue at intervals of two, three,

or more minutes, signals mentioning the name of the

danger spot. Vessels supplied with suitable instruments

receive these messages automatically, as long as they

remain within the influence of the tiansmitting apparatus.

A telegram from Tacoma announces an outburst from
the volcano Kloet in Northern Java last month by which
700 natives and a number of Europeans perished.

A statement was recently made in the British Parlia-

ment that the concentration camps in South Africa num-
bered 14,624 men, 27,711 women and 43,075 children,

also that the mortality for the Sixth Month was 63 men,
138 women and 576 children.

The population of Belgium, according to official figures,

reached 6,744,532 on Twelfth Month 31, 1899, of which
total 3,362,439 were males ; 2,485,384 spoke Flemish
only, 2,485,072 spoke French only, and 700,997 both Ian

guages.

New South Wales has 15,000 miles of wire netting as a
fence protection against rabbits.

A despatch from Manila of the 18th says :
" The United

States Civil Commission announced to-day that after

three months' trial of a provincial form of government ii

the islands of Cebu and Bohol and the province of Batan
gas, Luzon, control of those districts, owing to their in

complete pacification, has been returned to the military
authorities, it having been proved that the communities
indicated are backward and undeserving of civil adminis-
tration.

RECEIPTS.

Jacob R. Elfreth, Pa.; John S. Palmer and l<

William S. Palmer, G'fn.; P. Ellis DeCou, N.J
A. Ensile Haines, N. J.; Rebecca A. Co.x, N.J
Henry Hall, F'kf d.; William Wendte, Mass.; Ge^

Foster, R. I. |2o for himself, John W. Foster, Ei

win B. Foster, George C. Foster, Simeon F. Perr

Arthur Perry, Charles Perry, Mary A. Gardne
Martha B. Sheffield and Lydia F. Nichols; John]
Carter, Phila., JS for himself, Rebecca S. Conar
Shelter for Colored Orphans and L. M. Thornto:

Samuel C. Moon, Penna.; Joel Bean, Cal.; Joshi

Jefferis, Pa.; J. Benjamin Glavin, Phila.; Edwai
S. Lowry, Phila.; Lydia 5. Thomas, Phila. and fi

Sarah V. Willits, la.; Evan Smith, la.; Joseph I

Truman, Jr., Phila., J6 for George School, Libra
Association of Friends and Ellen A. Pine; Georj

Foster, R. I. |6 for Elizabeth P. Foster; Eliza :

Browning and Mary F". Collins; Elmira S. Deal

N. J.; Wm. Scattergood and for Charles C. Scj

tergood, Pa. ; Anna M. Warrington and for T. .

Warrington, Penna.; Mary E. Cadwalader, Phil;

Emily Pusey, Penna.; Ezekiel C. Shoemaker, Ca
R. B' P. Haines, Phila.; Matilda Yerkes, Philad;

Charles M. Cooper, N. ].\ Henry Haines, Phil;

|6 for himself, Newbold R. Haines, N. ]. and Hati

L. Deacon, Kv.; Ruth S. Abbott, Phila.; Willia

H. Moon, Pa.; Hannah Mickle, N. J.; Peter Thou
son. G't'n ; Jesse Negus, Agent, la. I6.25 for Arc!

bald Crosbie, Joseph Hawley, Rezin Thomps(
and Lars C. Hansen, 25 cents; W. H. Gibbons ai

for Sean Miller, Pa.; Mary N. Glover, N, J. ^61
herself, Virginia Nicholson and Eliza C. N. Brow
ing; Joshua'T. Ballinger, N. J.; Levi R. Cowpert
waite, N.J.; N. R. Whitacre, N. J.; Richard As
bridge. Pa.; Mary C. Satterth waite. Pa.; Clarks.

M. Clifford, Mass.; Rebecca E. Haines and i

Susan L. Haines, Pa.; Henry B. Leeds, Agent,

J. |6 for Elizabeth H. Bromley, William Matla

and Howard A. Mickle; R. H. 'Reeve, N. J.; Jo
Tatum, Phila.; Barclay R. Leeds, Phila., |io

himself 2 copies, William E. Tatum, Daniel

Leeds and William H. Leeds; Jesse W. Tayli

Phila.; George S. Hutton, Phila., |S for hims<|

Phebe Hutton, George Pandrich and Anne
]

Thompson.

S^"Remillances received after Third-duy noon wilt

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICE.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meeting

the Committee on Admissions will be held at Fourth

Arch streets on Seventh-day, the 27th inst., at 10 A. >

John W. Biddle, Clerl

Died, Fifth Month 23d, 1901, of consumption, at !

home of her brother, Ashley Johnson, near Monn .

Morgan County, Indiana, Emeline Airy, widow of Wil

Airy, in the seventy-second year of her age ; a bel< :

member and elder of West Union Monthly Meeting, j

the end drew near, the charity which characterized r

life, her peaceful mind and bright hopes for the fu »

were a benediction to beholders. The language is ajl-

cable, " These are they who came out of great trit.-

tion, having washed their robes and made them whin
the blood of the Lamb," and from henceforth eteri f

praise Him.
, on the eleventh of Seventh Month, 1901, at e

residence of Caleb T. and Rhoda M. Engle, his pap*
of Whittier, Iowa, Edgar Louis Engle, aged twenty-s

«

years and four months ; a member of Springville Moilf

and Particular Meeting of Friends. For about t»

years he was nearly blind. He bore his suffering («i

was very great at times), with much patience. The pS'

ant countenance, which continued to the end was, a«
trust, an evidence that he has been received, and 4'

rest with his Heavenly Father.

, Fifth Month 28th, 1901, at her home near T( k-

kenamon, fa., Sarah B. Chasibers, in the forty- Ii

year of her age, daughter of Jael C. and the late Ji P*

P. Chambers, and a member of New Garden Monthl oJ

Particular meeting of Friends. She was a patient if-

ferer during an illness of several nfonths, saying sb ell

resigned to her Heavenly Father's will, however the di

«

might terminate. The quietness of her spirit, th a-

pression of feelings of comfort during her sickness ^
the favor of the Divine presence at the time of the fu >!'

afford surviving relatives and friends a comfortable 'P«

that, through the mercy of our Heavenly Fathe i«

spirit has been safely gathered into rest.
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Who is the Richer?

be inordinate and stupendous power appar-

i about to be held over the commercial

industrial world by J. Pierpont Morgan

be apprehended from the fact that he and

colleagues are reported now to control

ness interests representing over eight bil-

sIa hundred million ($8,620,-581,9.58) dol-

; and his practical control over other lines

Dusiness is enlarging. "The truth is,"

the Pall Mall Gazette, of London, "that

organ and his brother financiers continue

bey have been doing of late they will soon

up the empire [British] and there will be

lore chance for war."

11 depends on the righteousness of the

•acter holding the power. That so wide a

iping can remain untinctured with selfish-

seems boyond human probability. Then

n selfishness hath once conceived it brings

h despotism and a general crushing out of

vidual rights and the liberties of manhood,

if the motive be unselfish, and a reservoir

[lissionary power is becoming stored up un-

the sense of a mission to bless humanity,

is a wise steward who so ministers his

er, and history shall rise and call him

sed. We are not afraid that He to whom
iven all power in heaven and in earth will

overrule this vast accumulation, capable

)eing a civilizing force, for ultimate sav-

and blessing uses unto the ends of the

;h. But a grave responsibility for blessing

'or cursing rests personally upon the mon-

lies of the world's wealth and labor,

at have they that they have not received?

Dowest thou not" said a great magnate on

th," "that I have power to release thee,

have power to crucify thee." Jesus an-

swered him, "Thou couldst have no pow^at
all against me except it were given thee from

above." But Pilate disposed to release the

Christ nevertheless stifled his conscience lest

he should not be "Caesar's friend." Use the

world-power as a man's heart will, upward or

downward, still "there is no power but of

God," and to Him he shall answer for it.

—

"Be not thou afraid when one is made rich,"

—except it be thyself. Why does any friend

of Christ, being a child of God, stand, move

or speak in awe or in any obsequiousness be-

fore a representative of world-power, a multi-

millionaire, when a Christian's own God and

Saviour is infinitely more a millionaire? Let

suclT continue to be rich in realizing that

trulv our fellowship is with the supremely

Richest, and Wisest, and Mightiest
—"our

fellowship is with the Father and with his

Son .Jesus Christ." Untold wealth is ours

though stored away from our carnal touch for

in that kingdom to which we are joined all

things are ours, and we are Christ's, and

Christ is God's.
—"Wherefore let no man

glory in men" (1 Cor. iii: 21—23).

The MaintaiQing of a Meeting for Worship

When a Marriage is Solemnized.

The advocates of a resort to private dwell-

ings for the solemnizing of Friends marriages

have already occasion to see their cause effect-

ively set back by the liberties taken with ap-

pointed meetings for marriages, which we

cannot suppose would primarily have been

ventured upon in the regular meetings for

worship. These beginnings of encroachments

in indulged meetings cast no small flood of

light on things which would further be as-

sumed in meetings for marriages at home

May it not be forgotten that both our spec-

ially appointed and our stated meetings are

equally meetings for public worship, and that

an appointed meeting for the convenience of a

marriage is not an occasion leased to the con-

tracting parties, but dedicated to the Head of

the Church.

Danger developments have been so clearly

pointed out in a letter addressed by a Friend to

an overseer of one of our meetings, that his

own language seems preferable to quote here:

My Dear Friend:

I don't wish to be understood as objecting

to Meetings being appointed for the accom-

plishment of a marriage —there may some-

tirnes be a necessity for it— but I have noticed

with regret that such meetings have been at

times an opportunity for the introduction of

new things -in imitation apparently of the

"churchly" way of doing things.—A liberty

seems to be felt by the young people to take

such appointed meetings into their own hands

and to do much as they choose—the restraint

of an ordinary meeting for worship seems to

be laid aside and the dignity and solemnity of

the occasion is hurt. I wish that our young
people who ask for the privilege might feel the

burden of simplicity laid upon them and do

nothing that would tend to fasten upon the

meeting adherence to a form as such. Ex-
tremes beget extremes.

Invitations to the ceremony are issued in

vast numbers limited only by the capacity of

the meeting-house and sometimes it is given

out that others are not expected— i. e. this is

not a meeting for worship^ a serious change

truly and far-reaching in its consequences.

—

Other practices also have shown up at appoint-,

ed meetings, quite subversive of good order.

I have seen a bride and four brides-maids

carrying bouquets of flowers as they marched
into onp of these appointed meetings—and

recently "the wedding march" has been

played as the company passed into what was
called in the news-papers "a meeting appoint-

ed by the monthly meeting of
—

"

"Married by the Rev" So-and-so is not un-

frequently seen as part of the programme of

a so-called Friend's marriage.

Our members who have no sympathy with

the Friendly conception of simplicity and still

less with the oflicers of a meeting whose busi-

ness it is to "persuade men," will grow res-

tive under advice—but advice should not for

this reason be withheld.

The mode of accomplishing marriages that

is prevalent in real Friends' meetings is conced-

ed by outsiders to be consonant with religion

and good sense and withal beautifully impres-

sive. Why change it?

I shall hope for kindly condescension on the

part of our dear young Friends, even when
their sympathy is wanting—expecting that

mature years and deeper experience will bring

them to Truth's side.

The most serious objection urged against

the use of the public meeting for marriages

seems to be the temptation to display which

they afford. But (to repeat a former observa-

tion) if we should drop our present public

mode we should drop a most telling testimony

for the one Mediator of a Divine covenant.

We should dispense with an emphatic" oppor-

tunity of testifying to the Truth as we hold it,

especially before strangers who would never

otherwise have attended one of our meetings

for worship. If the spirit of ostentation could
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be eradicated from the human heart by pri-

vacy of marriage ceremonies, this would then

be worth considering. But as we know that

secret power does not reside in home wed-

dings, we should cherish the public testimony

as a service too valuable in other respects to

be set aside.

For "The Friend."

The True Liberty.

Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

liberty (2 Cor. iii: 17). Perhaps there are

no words more dear to English or American

ears than those of freedom and liberty; in a

thousand different ways, as a race, we show

our love of both. Free speech, liberty of con-

science, free will, liberty of choice—were
either of these to be in peril, a thousand differ-

ent voices would at once be raised in protest.

Nor is the liberty which the true believer

finds to be his, in the new life which is in

Christ Jesus, less precious or worthy to be

maintained. Precious indeed is "The liberty

of the glory of the children of God." The
Psalmist speaks of this liberty when he says,

"So shall I observe thy law continuously for

ever and ever, and I shall walk at liberty; for

I have sought thy precepts." (Psalms cxix:

4.5). But there may be a very large amount
of misconception as to the real, the true mean-
ing of liberty. We are accustomed to hear it

defined as "The power of an agent to do or

forbear any particular action." Our voung
folks like to define liberty as "freedom from
restraint," or power to do as they like; to be

free to follow the dictates of their own will.

Probably some such misapprehension as this,

led the Apostle to warn the Corinthians, "Take
heed, lest by any means this liberty of yours
become a stumbling block to the weak." The
great preacher. Philips Brooks, gave to the
word a nobler turn. "Liberty," said he, "is
full power to do our best." Here is a liberty

within the reach of all. Full power to do one's

best, is a liberty that cannot be restricted by
age, by outward circumstances, worldly con-
dition or varying gifts. For Christ, for the

Church and for each other, we may all do
our best. "For freedom did Christ set us free,

stand fast thereto." We surely lose that
glorious freedom when we excuse ourselves
from Christian life and service on the score of
inability! Full power is given to each of us
to do our best! In the simple lines which fol-

low, it has been well expressed that as our
motive counts with God, and not the results of
our effort, so none may be excused from tak-
ing their right place:

He cast his net at morn where fishers toiled.

At even he drew it, empty, to the shore
;

He took the diver's plunge into the sea,

But thence within his hand no pearl he bore.

He ran a race, but never reached the goal
;

He sped an arrow, but he missed his aim
Andslept at last beneath a simple stone

With no achievements carved about his name.

Men called it failure, but for my own part,
I dare not use that word, for what if heaven

;

Shall question ere its judgment shall be read.
Not "Hast thou won?" but only "Hast thou

striven ?"

Mabel Thompson.
York, England.

Daniel Webster's Warning.

Macaulay was not a profound student of

comparative politics, and his well-known pro-

phecy of the evils days, which await the re-

public need not greatly disquiet us, although

part of his prophecy has already been verified

lay the result. But Webster was a wise states-

man, perhaps our wisest, and a profound stu-

dent of our system of government, and he has

left for our instruction this grave and weighty
warning:

"The freest government," says he, "would
not be long acceptable if the tendency of the

laws was to create a rapid accumulation of

property in few hands, and to render the

great mass of the population deoendent and
penniless. ... In the nature of things,

those who have not property and see their

neighbors possess much more than they think

them to need cannot be favorable to laws made
fur the protection of property. When this

class becomes numerous it grows clamorous.

It looks upon property as its prey and plunder,

and is naturally ready at all times for violence

and revolution."

Now, it is at least quite possible that in the

not distant future American politics may trans-

form Webster's warning into history, for our
electorate is already beginning to be divided,

and must, in obedience to the law of social

evolution, continue more and more to be divi-

ded, by that sharp cleavage which separates
those who are contented with their lot from
those who are discontented with their lot.

Under whatever disguises, called by whatever
names, inheriting or seizing whatever partisan
organizations, the alignment of the two great
political divisions of American voters, who
will sooner or later struggle against each other
for the possession of the Government, will

inevitably be upon the basis I have named.
The party of the contented will be ranged
under one banner, and the party of the dis-

contented will be ranged under the other, and
that alignment will steadily develop increasing
sharpness of division until the party of the
discontented, being the majority, has obtained
the control of the Government, to which under
our system, they are entitled; and then they
will be sure to remodel the present system
for the distribution of wealth, unless we have
previously done so, upon bases wiser and more
equitable than those now existing. The one
party will be, under whatever name, the party
of capital, and the other party will be under
whatever name, the party of labor. If any
doubt had existed upon this subject among
nien accustomed seriously to reflect uoon polit-
ical

_
problems, it ought to have disappeared

in view of the developments of the last two
presidential elections and of the present grow-
ing tendency alike of capital more and more
to consolidate itself in great masses as in
preoaration for the coming struggle, and of
the brotherhood of American labor more and
niore to consolidate itself in one organization
in like preparation. Ominous signs are in-
deed almost daily discernible that those leaders
of confederated labor who are really loyal to
It and are not purchasable by the oarty of
capital, have discerned that the true remedy
for what seems to them the present unjust in-
equality in the distribution of wealth is through
legislation. If yesterday they foolishly resorted
to attempts to overawe the nominees of the

party of capital, sitting as legislators, by

display of force and threats of violence, by t

morrow they will probably have learned th

the ballot in America, while not so noisy,

far more peremptory than the dynamite bom
It does not explode, but it controls; and i

control will be as resistless as fate if the par

of labor decides to clothe all its demands,

it has already clothed many, in acts of legi

lation, for then will occur what the Duke
Wellington foresaw, "a revolution under tl

forms of law."

—

Wayne MacVeagh.

War and Degeneracy.

The following pertinent comments on a n(

book entitled "The Individual," by Profess

N. Shaler, of Harvard University, are tak

from The Advocate of Peace (Boston):

Professor Shaler's opposition to war aris

fundamentally from his position that eve

man's life is most valuable in the scheme
nature, and that premature death is an e

ceeding evil. "The idea," he says, "that t

death of the young under any circumstanc

can be other than calamitous ... fin

its only real support among those who he

to the notion that war is a help to the bett

motives of man. . . . They indignani

ask of those who are for peace whether th

are willing to purchase it at the cost of ;

the hardy virtues and noble devotions whi

uplift our race." "The error of these unc

servant persons ... is due to the co;

mon mistake of supposing that the qualif

displayed in an action are derived from t

action itself. . . A man does not deri

from the fight the muscular strength he m'

use in battle. . . His courage, his obe

ence, his endurance in the trials of the ca^

paign are not bred in it; they are the prodii

of his whole life and that of his ancestO\

who gave him his nature and nurture." \

draws an instructive comparison, by way
illustration, between the hardy, courageoj

high-minded Swiss, who have scarcely felij

touch of war for a hundred years, and
French, "a folk of endless warring, whi
hardly a generation in a thousand years

has known camnaigns."

The result of this age-long process of ei^

less warring, as among the other Latin p)-

ples, is not "courage, high-mindedness, i-

triotic self-devotion." The reason is pUi.

The able-bodied young men die in battle oi^f

disease. "The result is the impoverishimt

of the nation's blood." Keep up the prociS

for a few generations and the inevitable veii

is a decadent folk such "as we find among e

nations who have most amply made the hideis

experiment of breeding nobility by sendg
their best to premature death." "The fay
that war is necessarv to maintain the idib

of manly courage is as mistaken as the nol'n

that the system of the duel was required*
uphold the sense of personal honor."
"Whoever would mitigate the supreme il

of untimely death, whoever would give to is

naturally glad world a chance to win its I)-

piness, cannot do better service than to (J-

tend against war. . . If we can but sf'e

the evitable wars—those which could beavoi A
if all decent men saw the measure of the a-

iquity—the world would be safely enough it

peace."
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Separation, its Cause and Cure

The Church of Christ is not divided, nor
16 prayer of the Lord Jesus unanswered, that

ley may be one as we are one. And this

lity of heart and feeling, is the necessary
isult of the unity of each and every member
ith the Great Head of the Church, the Lord
!sus Christ; for all who are of that one
lurch are baptized by one spirit into one
idy. And one of the main duties of every
ember, is in all meekness, lowliness, long-

ffering, forbearance, and in the spirit of love

"endeavor to keep the unity of the spirit in

e bond of peace." For this end are the

fts of the spirit bestowed by Christ on the

urch, "that all may be brought into this

lity of the faith and of the knowledge of the
n of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
sasure of the stature of the fullness of
irist" (Eph. iv: 13).

It is true that the members of this church
ly in our days, as in all ages, be found scat-

-ed here and there, like a lone, solitary flock

a wood, hidden to the eye of men among
ferent nations, languages or creeds, but that

lich constitutes their oneness is the same
all. And the Lord knoweth them that are
3. as He knew the seven thousand among
3se called Israel though to the eye of the
jphet, he seemed to be left alone. But even
30, God was not the God of the Jews alone

t the God of the Gentiles also and all who
'8 and serve him and work righteousness,

:ording lo the measure of light that God has
stowed on them, are accepted of Him. But
will not do for any man or any body of men
whom more light has been vouchsafed, to

Ik according to the way of those who have
;eived less light for to whom much is given,

him much shall be required,

rhe things that are written in Scripture are
our instruction. And the same God and

riour, who was with Israel in the wilderness
1 who led them by the hand of Moses has
raised saying, "Lo, I am with you always,
!n to the end of the world." Israel was
led by God to be a peculiar people sepa-
ed unto God, from among the nations. And
may derive instruction from considering

lir successes and declensions, and the
ises that led thereto and so avoid the rocks
1 guide our course by these friendly beacon
hts, that we may reunite in the harbor of
ice.

\fter a long night of apostacy wherein men
>ped after the truth it pleased God to
eal himself and his power more clearly and
inly to our early Friends, when the clouds
ng parted, the Sun of Righteousness shone
arly on their souls when they felt the heal-
beams thereof. That unity and gladness

3d their hearts notwithstanding that both
'
civil and ecclesiastical powers strove to

ish them. It was all in vain, and trusting
the Lord they came off more than conquer-
,
for they not only baffled the efforts of

ise who only strove to do them harm, but
n their admiration and respect.
But now alas! what the enemy of our Zion
led to do by strength he has accomplished
stratagem, owing to unwatchfulness on
part. He has entered within our very

tes and amongst those calling themselves
riends," are those who set up their stand-

ards of error as being those of the Truth.
These despise her holy feasts and mock at her
holy solemnities. They contemn the elders and
make light of the princes. Altars do they
build of brick and they hire priests whom
they have made to minister at them. For
these things the Lord doth hide his face from
Jacob and the anointed priests and Levites sit

dumb in the dust Our children go up and
down in our streets seeking some to give them
bread to satisfy the longings of their soul.

Some wander from city to city, from one meeting
to another, where may be found sufliciency of
bread, but few indeed there are wherein may
not be found the leaven of the world. Surely
Zion has cause for lamentation and fasting for

these things, lest her light be extinguished.

It is indeed possible for those who live in

the spirit of the world to hold the truth in

words but what a momentous question. What
will it avail any one member to have a form of

godliness and yet not live in the power of it?

Such may hold the truth in unrighteousness
yet are they stumbling-blocks in the oath of

those who would seek the way to Zion, for they
have a name to live and yet are dead.

There neither is nor can be unity between
the two seeds, the flesh and the spirit. Those
who walk in the flesh after the light of their

own eyes cannot please God. And they who
are led by the spirit all walk in the same way,
her watchmen see eye to eye. That which is

of God cannot separate. All that separates
arises from the perverse will of man or the
machinations of Antichrist

As sure as Zion is, so is there a path that
leads thereto. A path the unclean, the
unholy, cannot tread. A path which the wis-

d jm of man cannot discern for it is not in

man nor of man but of God. But as the Lord
led Israel of old in the wilderness by the pil-

lar of the cloud by day and the pillar of fire

by night, so does He give his word to be a
lamp to his feet and a light to his path to

him who walketh therein. It is the Lord by
the light of his spirit, who leads in the way.
His spirit of promise condemns the evil, leads

into all righteousness, and into all truth.

Led by the spirit, the wayfaring man, though
accounted a fool by the worldly-wise one, yet
shall he not miss his way therein. And as

Zion is one, the way is one. As Jesus said,

"I am the way, the truth and the life; No man
cometh unto the Father, but by me."

Pilgrims to heaven "seek those things that

are above where Christ sitteth at the right

hand of God" and the way in which they walk
is that path in which Christ the Good Shepherd
leads them. And as his voice is heard and he

himself is seen and felt by each individual

member of his flock so is his presence known
and felt amongst them as He leads the way.
What, then, separates and divides amongst
Jacob? Both Christ and his Apostles foretold

that like as there were false prophets amongst
Israel in ancient days so should there be false

Christs and false teachers among the Chris-

tians, grievous wolves devouring the flock

feeding themselves and not the flock, and

speaking and teaching things which they ought
not for filthy lucre's sake. These seek not the

glory of Christ and the good of the flock, but

they seek their own glory and profit. Many
such teachers are there now, and if denounced
they cry "0 charity! charity!" as if it were

greater charity fo spare the reputation and
profits of their craft than it is to show the
people how they are misled. Should the wolf
be left alone which worries the sheep?
Should not rather the sheep be brought under
the care of the Good Shepherd? "cease ye
from man whose breath is in his nostrils for
wherein is he to be accounted of."

^

For the great and exceeding glory of the
Christian dispensation is that all shall "be
taught of God," and God hath given his Son
to the church to be their prophet, priest and
King. As God spake in times past to the
fathers by the prophets, so does he now speak
to us by his Son. He writes not his law on
tables of stone but on fleshly tables of the
heart. The light of the spirit shines thereon
in the sanctuary of each heart. He unfolds to
the understanding that they may read therein
and rightly interpret it, and also expound to
them the Holy Scriptures which speak of Him.
As the sheep know Christ the Shepherd's voice,
so by the same ear do they try and distinguish
false spirits and false teachers and both teach-
ers and doctrines are also known by their
fruits. A walk with God is essentially one
of inward peace but to imbibe false doctrines
from a false teacher gives pain, and wounds
the tender conscience.

The more polluted Christ's doctrine be-
comes, being mixed with the commandments
and doctrines of men, the mjre diseased is the
flock likely to become. So that the Christian
graces of love, benevolence, charity, meekness,
humility, gentleness and the like are seen
neither in the preacher nor the people, and
there is little in their life and conversation to
distinguish them from the non professors of
the world. Amongst them are found pride.
vanity, jesting, backbiting, evil speaking,
hard-heartedness, being lovers of ease and
pleasures, and grinding down the poor, not to
speak of the selfish gratification of grosser
lusts, which are all condemned by the law of
Christ.

So long as these corruptions exist and
remain uncondemned by the church, there can
be no proper union, for unity must be in

spirit, and that the spirit of holiness. No liv-

ing body could or would, desire to be united
to a dead body, and neither an empty name nor
priestly rites give life. For life is manifest
by works, but these things declare them to be
yet among the congregation of the dead.
Long continued times of ease have never

conduced to the continued welfare of the
church. And its times of greatest glory have
followed periods of distress. It was so to
Israel of old. Israel cried to the Lord whilst
in Egypt and the Lord hearkened and saved
them to a man. After forty years in the wil-
derness the tribes who had received their por-
tion on the East side of Jordan failed not to
assist their brethren in the field. David with
his brethren, suffered affliction, and God gave
deliverance by his hand. But Solomon in

times of peace and plenty, forgot the Lord's
commands, and division and separation took
place in his son's reign. As oft as Israel

turned to serve the Lord, he helped them, but
forgetting him they were diminished in number
and brought low till at last a small remnant
alone remained in captivity and the prophecy
was literally fulfilled that the city which went
out by a thousand should go out by a hundred
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fW Ld already crept in, Antichrist

SSHis'lrf"?e fe,.rand ,a,. .each-

ers did abound. It is recorded that during

Snext three hundred years tbe^h>arch suf-

fered ten cruel persecutions. Tnese actea a.

he fierce wind on the traveller with his coa ,

causinc- them to cling closer one to another

But the flood-gates of iniquity were opened by

Snstantine, cl^lled the Great,
f^^^y

consti-

tuting Christianity as the religion of the

Empire, caused the pagan temples with their

pagan priests, to become nominally teraples

for Christians. Neither the rites nor idols suf-

^ed much change, except in the non^nc a

ture, and pure (Christianity fled into the wilder

ness and t'ound shelter in the fastnesses of the

Alps A dark night of apostacj set in over

the world-for fully one thousand years-with

here and there a glimmer of light from some

individual. But God was pleased to revive his

work among men, by faithful witnesses some

of whom became willing to seal their tes imony

with their blood, such as John Huss, Jerome

of Pra'^ue, Wycliffie, and finally Martin Luther

and his coadjutors; by means of whom many

of the corruptions were cut oft and the body

''^B^tthough a great advance had_ been made

these forgot that "it i^'^otby might nor by

power but by my spirit saith the Lord. And

reverting to the fleshy arm, Europe was

deluged in blood. Since Christ always suffes

in his members He surely grieved for these as

he did over Jerusalem in the days of his flesh.

The church of Christ never yet made a true

advance by means of the sword. Through suf-

fering Jesus obtained his crown as Lord ot all.

Through suffering Jerusalem was purged ot her

idols, and both Daniel and his three friends

were advanced to favor. And it is through

suffering that the church has always come out

of it in fellow sympathy, in unity ot mind and

soul. So was it in England where the faggots

that blazed around the martyrs, kindled the

work of a more thorough Reformation than

even Germany experienced, and had it not been

for the different sects seeking political power

by force of arms, how much more thorough

and permanent would that work have been. It

was reserved for our forefathers, the Friends,

filled with the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ

and the love of God, to trust themselves

wholly and unreservedly to the care and keep-

ing of Whom it was the great aim of their life

implicitly to obey and serve. And though at

one time over four thousand of them lay m noi-

some prisons great was the victory they won,

and all done in the gentleness of the Lamb fori

b^fSSt^tsiisis^Stetl

to a 1 al ke provided that that liberty does no

JntSrfere wi'th the rights and privileges of

°
But'^their continued and grievous suffering

had the same effect as such had produced in

an a^es and welded them together as one man,

and thou-h there were petty schisms at times,

;;ch as ex sted in the apostle's days they were

coniparatively few and unimportant and bu

served to show more clearly the unanimity of

bought and feeling m the body at large

Such were the fallings away of James Nay or,

who was happily reclaimed; o George Keith,

John Perrott and others with them.

Not for one hundred years after the death

of George Fox were there any serious seces-

sions or dissensions in the Society at large,

but though there were not a few faith ul ser-

vant of the Lord who diligently labored

Imongst Friends and others, the godly zeal

vrch'those who were first gathered d^played

in disseminating the gospel abroad, evident y

abated in proportion as the members grew n

wealth and'worldly care. Now, «« succe^ 1

campaign of man was ever accomplished with-

out great self-denial and hardship. Those of

the true missionary in the service of King

Immanuel are often none the ess so- as ^6":°

by the recount by the Apostle Paul of the dan

/ers and scourgings, and labors he had under-

lone in his love and service for his Lord, and

the same may be said of George Fox^ It is

the power of discipline together with the sense

of loyalty and duty that obliges the soldier to

undergo "the hardships of a campaign, it is

the power of love and the sense of loyalty and

duty to his Divine Master that actuates the

minister to go forth to proclaim the gospel to

his fellow-man. The first obeys man and seeks

so to act as to obtain the applause of men

The latter seeks the approval of God alone, and

looks for the honor that comes from Him, in

the reward of the peace of God in his soul for

service acceptably done. It is a humble and

a humbling service, but the reward is more

than earth can give. But as faithfulness to

duty on the part of a few individuals only or

even on the part of a force alone, does not

ensure success no more does the same in the

army of the Lord. Paul felt that those who

tarried with the stuff were not only partakers

of his joys, but that they were fellow-helpers

by their prayers and means, in the propagation

of the gospel, and keenly did he feel, when by

their conduct the word was evil spoken of.

To be a true missionary church the word of

the Lord must have free course and be glo-

rified, which can only be when the members as

a body are living in obedience to the teach-

ings and leadings of God's spirit. For it is

Christ's prerogative alone to call, furnish and

specify the field of labor of those whom he

sends into the field. Such is a live church,

far removed in character from that wherein

others, otherwise moved than by God's spirit

enter into the labor and choose their own line

of service, or leave this choice to others.

Christ sent his disciples whither soever he

himself would come. The Lord directed Phihp

Sgo toward the South into tbe deser ,
where

his'missionwas to Pleach. the gospel o^h

lone charioteer lActs vni: 26) Paul w a

directed to go into Macedonia, whilst Peter

was prepared to go to Cfesarea.
_

i

As a church declines in the Divine life, J

i

godly zeal for the good of others grows cool

Norcanacreaturelyzeal taking these thing
,

nto its own hands at all compensate for th..

Z. The beginning of this century fonnc

he Society of Friends a united body but th.;

seeds of dissension had been scattered amongs

ts members, and ere long a separation siniila

tSof the Ten Tribes of Israel from Judah

Benjamin and Simeon took place. It was no,

S Jeroboam alone by his influence cause;

the revolt, but he was the ordained and fort

dd leader. The cause of the revolt h

deeper. So it will not do to say that Eha.

Hicks was the cause, he was but a prominer

instrument in propagating what he c aimed

be a new and forward departure and an orgai,

izer of those who held the fame ^^th hin,

Suffice it to say he himself acknowledged th

he had departed from the. truth as held t:

George Fox, William Penn, Robert Barcla,

and the other early Friends ,

In a healthy body a wound comes not wit,

out cause. And the true physician endeavo^

to seek the cause that he may remove it ;

probing to do so, he may give pam. But is

better to let a festering sore go unchecked

temporarily to suffer, that it may be heale.

W'e know the long standing cause of Israe,

revolt, viz: the high taxes, consequent on u

holding the splendor of Solomon s court a

other paraphernalia of royalty; a reques f

>

an easement therefrom, and a refusal with

^
Israel, through iniquity lost the care

God's ark and with it lost the protection :

Him who manifested his presence and po^s

there. Jerusalem never fell before her ei

mies without her inhabitants first departi.

from the law of God. Neither would the g

rious manifestation of God's power and pr

ence as known amongst the early Frien

have been withdrawn had their children yll;

as closely to God as they did; nor would si

grievous division at a later date have separa

brethren. Rather then than justifying o

selves, or glorifying our beloved society

though in it was found no cause for th

things, let us remember that God gave e

that sacred ark which had so often witnes

such overshadowing glory to be carried a,^

captive by the enemies of Israel, and fin;

to be lost to human ken; and let us, with

remnant of Judah, who returned from B

Ion, acknowledge our sins and seek the

doning mercy and favor of our God; tor ti

were it not that He remains the same,

changing, gracious, loving Lord, we haa i

ago been consumed and our name but a m

ory of the past.

In view then of our sad, broken state,

are led to enquire "Is there no balm in GiU

Is there no physician there?" Yea, the sa

who from common Scribes, Pharisees, G

leans and Publicans; sects bitterly ant

nistic, chose his apostles, and united the

the bonds of an everlasting brotherh

Jews, Samaritans, Gentiles, felt his he£

power and became one in Christ Jesus.
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;e remains the same, to-day, yesterday and for-

er, in love, in power, in willingness to

ather and to bless his people. What closer

,es of nature are to be found than of parents

) children, brothers one to another, or of the

usband to the wife. Yet too often we see

liese estranged and the intensity of the dis-

ke is proportionate to the former love. So

lys Solomon "A brother offended is harder to

e won than a strong city; and their conten-

ions are like the bars of a castle" (Prov.

vii: 19. But even then when those come un-

er the kindly influence of Christ's spirit they are

econciled and their mutual love restored.

'rue repentance bringing unto the footstool of

lercy teaches us ourselves to be merciful and

haritable to our fellow-man. So John's bap-

ism was "to turn the hearts of the fathers

9 the children and the hearts of the children

the fathers," (Mai. iv: 6). It rejoiced the

elieving Jews, that God had also granted re-

entance, to salvation, to the Gentiles, and

hat Samaria had received the word of God.

Are we then, of the church of Christ? If

0, have we been baptized by his spirit into

is name, his nature? If so, then shall we
Dve all men, even our enemies, and be at

leace with all men as far as in us lieth seeking

he good of all and the welfare of the breth-

en.

Why then should Israel contend against

udah and Judah against Israel? Shall the

word devour forever? Can a house divided

.gainst itself stand? Would not the Kingdom
le stronger to resist enemies were it one?

Vnd whether is it more important to contend

ind separate concerning minor matters when
1 world lying in wickedness, awaits to hear the

oyful news of salvation or to strive to obey
lur Lord's mandate and the burden of his

)rayer that the church may be one as He is

me. "By this shall all men know that ye are

ny disciples if ye have love one to another";
ind this we should do that the world may be-

ieve that God hath sent his Son into the

vorld to be the Saviour of the world, and that

ve having received him are saved from all

nalice, ill will, evil speaking and the like,

vhich separates very friends. So should we
)e living epistles, known and read of all men.
jet us remember "How good and pleasant it

s for brethren to dwell together in unity."

]an the world with all its wealth compound
inything so precious as that holy anointing

)il which flows to every member? the same
;hat was poured on Jesus' head now runs
lown to the least one of the flock. He,
inointed of the Holy Ghost, went about doing
?ood, preaching the gospel to the poor. In

;hose who truly come to sit at his feet,

vhere is there found a place for ill or unchari-

table feelings? And as we abide under his

ieachings, shall we not learn alike, if we do
is He said: "Learn of me." There is a one-

aess a blessed unity and here alone is it found,
on the Truth itself. For as the sun remains
the same through all the changing seasons
and through every age, so Truth is unchange-
able. The earth may change its position,

clouds and tempest intervene still the sun
3hineth in its strength, and moveth in its ap-
pointed course. Let us not say then that the
difference of the unity and strength of the
Society in its early days lay entirely on the
will of God, and in his special favor to them

as not given to us. Did we see aright: God
hath poured out his blessing abundantly upon

us. We have entered into the fruit of their

sufferings and labor. Peace and plenty smile

on our homes. Learning is widely dissemina-

ted in our midst, and the Holy Scriptures, that

precious volume, are accessible to every one.

Every man may meet to worship God under his

own vine and under his own fig tree and no

man dare interfere. The uttermost parts of

the earth are by improved means of travel

brought near to our doors, and nations, like

Ethiopia are stretching out their hands to God.

Are we as a people gratefully repaying by a

loving, diligent service, all these unmerited

favors? Are we not too generally sitting

down at ease, too much concerned for tempor-

al things, for worldly pleasures, for our

comfort and ease that we may set our house

on high, that our children may not see want?

Let each one judge for himself, for the

time will soon come when the Just Judge
whose law is "to whom much is given much
shall be required" will unerringly distinguish

in his own light between Dives and Lazarus.

Our brother's shortcomings, if we think we
perceive them, will not justify ours nor make
us any better by comparison; rather if our

eye sight be clearer, it is plainly our duty to

walk accordingly, that we may, by loving

counsel and example, win our brother. The
receiver of the five talents, by use gained five

others, and he with one, gained the one, both

were equally commended as were the laborers

in the vineyard, some of whom worked but

one hour. Now the design of the Christian

religion is to elevate man to his right sphere.

And Christ Jesus had compassion on the infir-

mities of man whether of the body, mind or

soul. There is then in the storehouse of

Truth abundance found to minister to his men-
tal and spiritual needs, and our physical needs

are amply provided for by God's bounty in

nature. The benevolent may find work in

these three fields of service, for all conduce

to the happiness of men whilst passing through

their pilgrimage below. The sun of God's

grace shines over all, and gladdens the giver

as much, if not more, than the receiver.

But the brightest beams of the grace of God
are seen in what he has done and provided, for

our spiritual wants, as being heirs of eternity.

And God's greatest gift is that of his beloved

Son, both as he came in the flesh as a sacrifice

for sin as a teacher and example to man, that

he might assure them of the truth of God,

manifesting his power and glory by miracles,

such as the Creator alone could perform; and

as he now comes in spirit, as the grace of God,

as the great teacher, leader, and sanctifier of

men. Perfect in his attributes for "All

things that the Father hath are mine." One
with the Father in power and glory, God
blessed forever.

He is all essential as our enlightener, our

Redeemer. But other gifts hath God be-

stowed and doth bestow more especially on His

church. Gifts of the spirit for the edification

and comfort of the church and the Holy Scrip-

tures, which are the written utterances of

those having the gifts of prophecy. These

latter, though not all essential to salvation,

are yet highly conducive to the profit and sal-

vation of those who hear and obey and those

in whom God has bestowed them will be held

accountable for their proper improvement
thereby. It is clearly the Divine will that

man should grow in grace, in knowledge, in

wisdom, in faith, and make increase of every

gift; and this is done by a diligent and daily

use. And what can compare to what has been
povided when God himself by his Holy Spirit is

man's teacher and the Holy Scriptures are his

text book, wherein man may meditate and di-

gest his law, and confirm his faith. We are

therein instructed diligently to teach these

things to our children that their hearts may
be as a garden prepared for the good seed of

the Kingdom. In very early years the Lord
may be pleased to reveal himself to them, to

open their ear, that they may hear his voice,

that he may enlarge their understanding and
give that faith unfeigned which purifies the

heart. Such cases we see in Samuel, Timothy,

and many others since. The children ar^ the

hope of the church Time will soon bear them
on its wave to fill the places of those who are

fast laying down their arms. And God is able

out of the mouths of babes and sucklings to

ordain strength, that He may still the enemy
and the avenger. Among our early Friends

were those who, like Timothy, had been fa-

vored with pious parents who thus trained

their children in the knowledge of Scripture,

such as George Fox, Isaac Penington, Rich-

ard Claridge and many others. These men
growing up under the enlightening influence of

God's spirit became able scribes in the law of

their God, and their administrations were com-
forting and instructive to the brethren, con-

vincing, and converting gainsayers.

Let us then see to it, that no feeling of ig-

norance or weakness on our part thwart our

known duty in this respect. "He that lacketh

wisdom, let him ask of God, who giveth to all

men liberally, andupbraidethnot." And having

done according to our ability, our just Mas-

ter will not exact more.

Again does family prayer and family worship

hold that place which it ought in all our fam-

ilies. Rather is it not in many sadly neg-

lected, and in some wholly absent?

Our worship is to be in spirit and in truth.

Silent it may be, as to outward words, yet

silence of mind is a necessary preparation to

this most solemn duty. "Be still and know
that I am God." "Keep silence before me,

Islands! and let the people renew their

strength; let them come near; then let them
speak; let us come near together to judg-

ment" (Is. xli: 1). In every place where the

two or the three are gathered together in the

name of Jesus there doth he himself draw nigh.

But we are not thus gathered though our bod-

ies be present, if our minds and souls are not

centered on Him who alone can supply our

need. When collected for the purpose of

Divine worship let then the door of our heart

be closed to the world and to earthly things

and awaiting in silence the coming of our Lord

He will lead us into the sanctuary, He will

provide a sacrifice of praise or prayer or

thanksgiving and kindle the fire in our hearts

with that from off the holy altar. We should,

as George Fox exhorts, and as our early

Friends were in the practice of doing, thus dil-

igently wait on the Lord, and when called for

not withhold the sacrifice of the lips, for "He
that offereth praise, glorifieth me and to him

that ordereth his conversation aright will I
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Show the salvation of God" CPs. 1: 23). Yet,

let none appear in words without or above the

measure of the motion of God's spirit •nclining

thereto, for that brings not life but death.

For words are far from being essential to true

spiritual worship, as we read of the worshipping

hosts in heaven "When he had opened the sev-

enth seal there was silence in heaven about

the space of half an hour" (Rev. vur. l).

But thus to prav for and with our family or to

instruct them in the fear and nurture of the

Lord, is a dutv not at all confined to those who

are called to' service in the church. Every

man according to his Particular gift. 1

faithful in these things can we doubt but that

God would pour out a blessing upon us and we

should know that "because He lives w-e live

also-'" Our doubts would be removed, our

faith established, our knowledge of doctrine

increased, our love to one another and to our

Lord and Saviour be more fervent, and, above

ail our unity and fellowship one with another,

and with our glorified Head would be known

and felt as a covenantal bond, not to be

broken.
, . , , <.

Let us then seek for things whereby to

edify one another, have fervent charity towards

all, and if the place of anyone be to reprove

or rebuke, let it be done with all long suffering

and forbearance. Differences of opinon on

minor matters may exist as they did amongst

the early Christians, yet do not these alone

justify separation. Only differences on fun-

damentals, producing discord and that contin-

ually, can justify any member in refusing pa-

tiently to bear the burden of others, and when

counsel is contemned, then may separation be

right and proper. Such did take place^ on

such an issue in our Society from 1826 to

1830, and such also in our own day. But now

the sharpness of dissent is passed should we

not be willing to humble ourselves before the

Lord, become willing to learn of him, trust

his grace divine as all sufficient for our every

need, that following our Good Shepherd we

may be brought into the one path of truth and

present an unbroken front to the power of

evil. For assuredly as a divided house cannot

stand, so an army in the field acting under con-

flicting counsel, can hardly expect to be victo-

rious.

Let then our prayer be "Thy Kingdom

come, Thv will be done, in earth as it is in

heaven";' nor let our will prevent this happy

consummation.

This, dear reader, is presented for thy con-

sideration from one whose travail of spirit has

long been "that we all come in the unity of

the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of

God unto a perfect man, unto the measure of

the stature of the fullness of Christ" (Eph.

iv: 13). ,

W. W. B.

Mildred Ratcliffe was at Caleb Pierce's in

company with W. K. an esteemed minister from

Pennsylvania, but one who sometimes caused

uneasiness to his friends by a restless uneasy

disposition. They were strangers to each

other, but after dinner Mildred entered into

some close conversation with him, as to where

he was bound, and the nature of his errand,

etc., concluding her remarks by saying, "I

feel to leave thee this legacy—If thou goes

where Master don't send thee, the devil will

set thee to work." P H.

PUT UP THE SWORD.

I have sung of the soldier's glory

As I never shall sing again ;

I have gazed on the shambles gory,

I have smelt of the slaughter-pen.

There is blood in the ink-well clotted

There are stains on the laurel leat,

And the pages of fame are blotted,

With the tears of a needless grief.

The bird is slaughtered for fashion

And the beast is killed for sport

;

And never the word compassion

Is whispered at Moloch's court.

For the parent seal in the water

Is slain, and her child must die

That some sister or wife or daughter

Her beauty may beautify.

And the merciful thought we smother—

For such is the way of man

—

As we murder the useless mother

For the unborn astrakhan.

But a season of rest comes never

For the rarest sport of all

;

Will his patience endure forever,

Who noteth the sparrow's fall ?

When the volleys of hell are sweeping

The sea and the battle plain,

Do you think that our God is sleeping,

And never to wake again?

When hunger and ravenous fever

Are slaying the wasted frame.

Shall we worship the red deceiver,

The devil that men call fame?

We may swing the censer to cover

The odor of blood—in vain
;

God asks us, over and over,

"Where is thy brother, Cain?"

—James Jeffrey Roche, in the Century.

Fox on Holiness.

In Tenth Month, 1650, having been driven

out of Chesterfield in the dead of night, George

Fox and his companions came to Derby, where,

as was common with him, they were soon under

arrest and before the magistrates. After

divers questions, "At last they asked me,"

says Fox, "whether I was sanctified?" I an-

swered, "Yes" for I was in the paradise of

God. "They then asked me if I had no sin?

"Christ my Saviour has taken my sin." They

asked how we knew that Christ did abide in

us? I said, "by his Spirit that He hath given

us." They temptingly asked, if any of us were

Christ? I answered, "Nay, we were nothing,

Christ was all." When they had wearied

themselves in examining me, they committed

me and one other man to the house of correc-

tion in Derby for six months, as blasphemers.

"While I was here in prison divers profes-

sors came to discourse with me. I had a sense

I
before they spoke that they came to plead for

1
sin and imperfection. I asked them whether

they were believers and had faith They said,

yes. I asked them in whom. They said in

Christ. I replied, if ye are true believers in

Christ, you are passed from death to life; and

if passed from death, then from sin that bring-

eth death; and if your faith be true, it will

give you victory over sin and the devil, purify

your hearts and consciences, and brinsr you to

please God, and give you access to Him again.

But they could not endure to hear of purity,

and of victory over sin and the devil. They

said, they could not believe that any could be

free from sin on this side of the grave. I bid

them give over babbling about the Scriptures,

which were holy men's words, whilst they

pleaded for unholiness."

"AC another time a company of professors

came, who also began to plead for sin I asked
j

them, whether they had hope? They said

yes I asked them, what hope is it you have .'

Is Christ in you the hope of glory? Doth it

purify you as He is pure? But they could not

abide to hear of being made pure here. Then

I bid them forbear talking of the Scriptures,

which were the holy men's words; for the

holy men that wrote the Scriptures pleaded

for holiness in heart, life and conversation

here but since you plead for impurity and sm,

which is of the devil, what have you to do

with holy men's words?"

Passing over twenty-four years we still find

Fox contending for the same doctrine of

purity. As before, he is a prisoner. A priest

and some people come to him and ask if he

was grown up to perfection? "I told him,

says Fox, "what I was, I was by the grace

of God. He replied, 'It was a modest and

civil answer.' Then he urged the words of

.John, 'If we say we have no sin, we deceive

ourselves and the truth is not in us.' He
^

asked, 'what did I say to that?' I said with the
:

same apostle, 'If we say that we have not sinned,^

we make him a liar and his word is not in us,

who came to destroy sin and to take away sin.

So there is a time for people to see that they

have sinned and there is a time for them to

see that they have sin; and there is a time for

them to confess their sin, and to forsake it,

and to know the blood of Jesus Christ to'

cleanse from all sin. • ] told him.

There is a perfection in Christ above Adam

and beyond falling, and that it was the work

of the ministers of Christ to present every

man perfect in Christ, for the perfecting of

wnom they had their gifts from Christ. . ._
.

The priest said, 'we must always be striv-

ing.' I answered, it was a sad and comfort-

less sort of striving, to strive with a belief

that we should never overcome."

The Hygiene of Fasting.—Almost all the

great founders of religions have deemed it

salutary to prescribe a certain amount of fast-^

ing for their disciples. The reason for this,

says a (German) writer, is not only the knowj-

ed<^e that it is well for man to conquer his

bodily desires, but also the experience that

persons eat too much. To overload the stom-

ach with food is not less unhealthy than t(

deluge it with beverages; the more nutritious

the food the more hazardous are the conse

quences when excess is habitual. Of all thi

sins of nutrition, the immoderate use of mea

is certainly the most grievous. It gives t.

the body in a form that is favorable for eas;,

assimilation the albumen that is absolute!

necessary to life, and hence the earliest ettec

of its excessive use must be to surcharge th

body with nutrients.

The chief point here is the critical exam

nation of what is called hunger. Many persor

believe that any and every sensation of hungt

must be satisfied immediately, but this is

great mistake. An equally great, if not wors'

mistake, is the opinion that one must eat unt

a sense of satiety arises. These two mistak<
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ombined lead to an unfavorable development
f the human body, for the weight of the

ody grows to a degree that is detrimental to

be activity of most of the chief and finer

rgans.

For every stature an approximate weight
lay be stated that may be accepted as normal,

nd in accordance with this weight are adjusted

16 vital organs, particularly the heart. When
heart has volume sufficient only for a body

f one hundred and fifty pounds and is put to

ork to satisfy the demands of a body of two
undred pounds, it soon shows that it is un-

gual to its task. It is just as if an engine

lat was built to pull only a prescribed weight
ere used to pull a large additional weight.

he activity of the other organs as well as of

le heart is hindered by the fat that is de-

Dsited about the latter Excessive nutrition

ijures the mental capabilities, also. Of the

irticular consequences of excessive nutrition,

ich as hypochondria (the very name of which
ifers the reader to the region of the abdo-

en), and the gout, it is hardly necessary to

jeak."

—

The Literary Digest.

Natural and Spiritual Life.

A fine specimen of vegetable life is much
ore admired than a miserable specfmen of

limal life yet it must be admitted that the

tter possesses a higher kind of life than the

irmer. And the finest specimen of a natural

an, un-Christian, may be much more pleas-

g to men than a wretched specimen of a

liritual man, a Christian. Yet the latter

)ssesses a form of life which promises even-

:ally to land him much higher and farther

an the former can possibly attain. The
itural man, so noble and excellent, may have
imbed to the highest round of the ladder,

le poor spiritual man is only standing perhaps
1 the lowest round of his, but, if not in this

jrld then surely in the next, he will reach a
uch higher position than the other. There
e in every community some splendid people
10 have made the most of themselves every
iy except spiritually.

How much more useful they would be, how
uch better hope for ihe future they would
,ve, if they would but allow Christ to enter
and impart to them the gift of eternal life!

lere are also in every community, we deplore
e fact, many Christians whose lives are not
lat they should be. We do not excuse their

perfection or justify their sins. But if they
ve Christ, He will see that character is per-
3ted, rounded out, sanctified, and they will

entually attain to "the measure of the stat-

e of the fulness of Christ." The Son of God
me from heaven that He might reach down
us. He tabernacled in the flesh that He
ght attach us to himself, and lift us up.
i brought himself in touch with us that we
ght obtain quickening and be brought into
llowship with his life. ^The gulf between
in and Cod is bridged from the Divine side
it we might cross over and be with God.
hat is our attitude toward Christ? "He
it hath the Son hath life but he that hath
t the Son of God hath not life."—A'. Y: Ob-
•ver.

If a tree be fixing itself in the earth and
reading out its roots, it is certainly grow-
?, although it be nothing taller than for-

merly. So, albeit a Christian may want the

sweet consolation and flashes of affection which
sometimes he has had, yet if he be growing in

humility, self-denial and a sense of needy de-

pendence on Jesus Christ, he is a growing
Christian.

—

Thomas Boston.

Notes from Others.

The Revised Version.—The Committee of the

British and Foreign Bible Society, who at their

last meeting passed the following resolution with
reference to the circulation of the Revised Version
of the English Bible :

" This Committee thinks it

desirable to issue the Revised Versions of 1881
and 1885, either by themselves, or as alternative

readings to the Authorized Version, or in both
forms, and suggests that steps should be taken to

revise the laws of the Society to attain this object."

We are frequently cheered by instances in which
others than Friends are speaking out on the great
question of peace. At Llandrindod Wells a dinner

was held last week to welcome home certain local

soldiers, and Stephen George, B. A., Presbyterian
minister, was one of those selected to respond to

the ministerial toast. He did so in a plain, out-

spoken utterance against war in every shape and
form, pointing out that it was only when pure re-

ligion begins to decay that it was found out that
war was compatible with Christianity. The stand

point of the early Christians was clearly put before

the audience, and many faithful words spoken, thi

address being concluded with an apt quotation from
John Ruskin. A bolder action than this can scarcely

be conceived, but this minister was nevertheless

listened to with respect and even cheered.— Lo7ido;i

Friend.

Art foe Art's Sake.—The last blow struck by
Joseph Cook, the best equipped all-round reformer
this country has developed, was against the Pagan
nudities of the Boston Museum of Art. It was a
warning against the "art for art's sake" that
puts beauty above duty, which has been at least

contemporaneous with the moral, physical and
political decline of Babylon, Greece, Rome and
France.

"Well," says another periodical, "it is some-
thing of this spirit that has found its way into

the church choir and organ loft and brings forward
the stage prima donna to sing the songs of Zion

—

a sort of Jezebel high priest, praising God on
Sunday and Satan on Monday.

" We recently met a young woman, a member
of a well known vaudeville society, and by no
means a total abstainer, who told us that she was
a soloist in a prominent church in Brooklyn, and
sang there regularly when business is slow. She
used her church singing as a sort of side line, and
was glad for the air of respectability it gave her.

The minister we suppose, would say in answer to

this, that he was catching his people with guile,

and that ' art ' was necessary in singing. Well,

then, there is no reason why his pulpit should not

be filled by a good actor occasionally, for surely
' art ' is as good in the pulpit as in the choir."

Chinese Christians.—In a paper before the New-
castle Church Congress, it was said of native

Chinese Christians (now numbering about 250,000)

:

" Everywhere small, ofttimes very small communi-
ties of persons have been formed, who by their

abandonment of ancestral worship and idolatrous

social customs, are subjected to a social ostracism,

and who, partly in consequence, cling together as

brethren, with a tenacity similar to that which
finds its secular expression in the powerful Chinese

organizations known as " guilds.' These converts I

live pure and honest lives, they are teachable, !

greedy of Bible knowledge, generous and self-

denying for Christian purposes, and so anxious to

preserve the purity of their brotherhood that it

would be impossible for such abuses as disfigured
the Church of Corinth to find a place in the infant
churches of China. Above all, every true convert
becomes a missionary, and it is in this spirit of
propagandism that the hope for the future lies.

After eight-and-a-half years of journeyings among
Asiatic peoples, I say unhesitatingly that the raw
material out of which the Holy Ghost fashions the
Chinese convert, and ofttimes the (Jhinese martyr,
is the best stufl: in Asia."

Another writer says: "The same marvellous
fortitude and recuperation have been demonstrated
by the native Christians in China that surprised
English Christians in relation to the Malagasy
when the missionaries were driven out of Madagas-
car. Why is it? It is because the omnipotent
Christ-Spirit is living in the midst of his Church
always, whether in China, or Madagascar, or Eng-
land."

Items Concerning the Society.

By direction of York Monthly Meeting, England,
the " Plea for a Peaceable Spirit," issued by Lon-
don Yearly Meeting, has been printed as a poster,

8 feet 4 inches by 4 feet 2 inches in size—a form
in which it is attracting the attention of many
who are not Friends.

Thomas William Marsh's reference at the Friend's
Quarterly Examiner reunion was to the saying of
Cliarles Lamb, that the sight of a Friend did him
good for the rest of Itie day.—London Friend.

This corrects the extravagance quoted in these
columns as from Carlyle.

The tract entitled "The Society of Friends,'"

which was reprinted in The Friend for Seventh
Month 13th, is from a reprint which William B.
Kirkbride, 908 Berkeley Ave., Trenton, N. J., was
concerned to have issued, and further copies doubt-
less may be obtained of him.

Our friend Jo-seph S. Elkinton has obtained a
minute for religious service in the counties of
Morris, Essex and Warren in the State of New
Jersey, and in Dutchess County, New York—es-

pecially the appointment of one or more public
meetings in the county towns thereof.

The last minute book of the historic " morning
meeting " has been duly inscribed with the full

particulars of the laying down of the meeting by
London Yearly Meeting. The records fill ten large
volumes, from 167.3 to 1901. The last regular
meeting was held on the twenty-eighth of First
Month.

A concrete example often impresses where sta-

tistics and generalizations fail. The longevity of
Friends is a well-known fact, an interesting illus-

tration of which has recently come under our
notice. A young Friend of Birmingham (aged
two), the daughter of Paul and Isabel Impey, has
not only both her grandfathers and grandmothers
alive, but is also favored with three great-grand-
fathers and one great grandmother, not to speak
of a great-great-great uncle. They are all Friends.

London Friend.

The minute for religious service in a part of
New England, which was granted by Philadelphia
Monthly Meeting in the Fourth Month, to Edwin
P. and C. Virginia Sellew, was returned by them at
their last Monthly Meeting, with interesting in-

formation. They had attended the Yearly Meeting
at Westerly, R. I., the two Particular Meetings
and one of the Monthly Meetings composing it

;

and one of the meetings of the larger body held
at Amesbury, Mass., on a First-day morning. They
had met with members of a third body of Friends
also. By all they had been kindly received. They
had appointed three public meetings, viz., at Spring-
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field, Mass., East Longmeadow, Mass., and at West-

erly—the two former not being among Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The strike of the firemen in the an-

thracite region has been ended.

Registration for the drawing of farms on the kiowa-

Comanche reservation, thrown open to the public by

President McKinley's proclamation, has been ended. The

total number of names is 105,865. The number to whom

land is to be assigned is 13.000. The selection is to be

made by drawing names as for a jury. The successful

applicants will be required to pay $1.25 per acre for 160

acres or $200 in all, before they get title to the home-

stead! This will make an aggregate of $2,600,000. The

Government paid the Indians $2,000,000 for the property.

Each Indian also had 160 acres reserved for him. The

Government is now distributing to the Indians $o00,000

of the purchase price. The remaining $1,500,000 is to

be held in the Treasury for them. As there are only

4 000 of the Indians, each will be the owner of 160 acres

of land, have (for the moment at least) $125 in cash and

$375 held in trust for him. The Indians will also have

500 000 acres of grazing land reserved for their use.

A despatch from Washington of the 28th says :
" To-

day's Weather Bureau advices from the great corn belt

were the most encouraging that have come to hand for

the past forty days, showing in ihe opinion of the fore-

casters that the great drought has been broken by a gen-

eral visitation of showers in many portions of that sec-

tion, and with a prospect of their continuation. Coin-

cident with the fall of rain has come reduced tempera-

tures. With few exceptions the temperatures reported

were not abnormally high, no maximums of 100 degrees

being reported. West of the Mississippi river they were

generally in the neighborhood of 90 degrees. The fore-

casters, while not making any specific predictions as to

the effect of the rain on the crops, express the opinion

that all those crops which have not been irreparably

ruined will be benefited by the breaking of the drought.

The President has issued a proclamation establishing

free trade between Porto Rico and the United States,

and declaring the organization of a civil government for

the island.

Statistics have been published of damage done by

lightning during the year 1899, which show a total loss

of about $6,000,000. It is also noted that the great ma-

jority of buildings struck by lightning were not provided

with lightning rods. This was also the case in 1898. On

the other hand, seventy buildings provided with rods were

struck and damaged in 1899.

Valuable information respecting the habits of the mos-

quito has been collected. Prof. John B. Smith, State En-

tomologist of New Jersey has discovered that the species

anopheles that carries the malaria germ does not breed in

stagnant waters, but in quiet eddies of running streams.

Its extermination can be best accomplished by draining

its breeding places, and straightening the channels of

streams, so as to do away with the quiet eddies. Run-

ning waters do not attract the mosquito.

The Penobscot tribe of Indians, number now about 400

Maine appropriates annually $8,000 for their benefit.

An oil well which will flow several thousand barrels a

day has been drilled at Lima, Ohio.

A despatch from Los Angeles, Cal., says :
" A prehis-

toric city of immense proportions is said to have just

been unearthed on the Navajo Indian Reservation, be-

tween Duryngo, Col., and Farmington, N. M. A palace

has been found containing, it is said, about 1,000 separate

apartments, some of them in an excellent state of preser-

vation. Another stone castle contained 100 separate

apartments. In some of the remains inspected were found

the finest of woods and other relics of a valuable char-

acter, specimens of which have been gathered and sent to

the Smithsonian Institution."

In the Alabama Constitutional Convention a section has

been adopted providing that " the Legislature shall pass

snch penal laws as they may deem expedient to suppress

the evil practice of duelling."

More than $50,000,000 worth of timber was destroyed

by forest fires last year. A portion of this destruction

was due to incendiarism, still more to carelessness, but

most was through sparks from locomotives.

It is stated that the present force in the Philippines is

to be reduced to between 20,000 and 30,000 men.

A report from Col. Jasper Morrison to the War De-

partment says of slavery in the Philippines :
" The slavery

here has all of the essentials of the negro slavery for-

merly existing in the United States. When a slave is ob-

tained in any way he is simply the property of the owner.

The owner will find him and otherwise take care of him.

It is to his interest to do so, for the same reason that it

is to his interest to take care of a horse or a carabao

that belongs to him—!, e., because he is his, and is prop-

erty that has a value. The master has the same right to

sell him that he would have to sell a horse, and they are

constantly being bought and sold everywhere on the is-

except among the Zamboanganians in the Zamboanga

district. The offspring of slaves belong to the masters

of the parents."

There were 461 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 18 more than the previous

week and 71 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 231 were males and 230 females: 55

died of consumption of the lungs ; 14 of inflammation of

he lungs and surrounding membranes ; 4 of diphtheria ;

3 of cancer ; 13 of apoplexy ; 7 of typhoid fever and 2

of scarlet fever.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.20 to $2.35 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.25 to $3.35 ; Western winter, straight, $3.30

to $3.40 ; spring, straight, $3.60 to $3.80.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72J to 73c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 57^ to 58c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 47c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5J to 5*0.; good, 5 to Sjc. ; me-

dium, 4i to 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3| to 4c.; good, 3i to 3|c.;

common, IJ to 2c.; extra lambs, 4 to 6Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 8i to 8ic.

Foreign.—Prince Chun, brother of Emperor Kwan Su,

who is at the head of a special Chinese mission bound for

Berlin to make atonement for the murder of Baron von

Ketteler, has sailed from Hong Kong on the German war-

ship Bayern.

A rising of the Chinese in Manchuria is reported in

which manv villages and hundreds of the inhabitants have

been killed' and which the Russian forces have been unable

to quell.

In a recent discussion in the House of Parliament, the

Premier said in reference to war :
" The tendency to ex-

travagance is increasing. We have no choice. We have

had to protect ourselves and must pay the cost. For

years public opinion was in favor of a pacific policy, but

now that state of opinion has passed away. The tide has

turned, and who am I and who are we that w.'e should at-

tempt to stem the tide? If the tide has turned, we shall

have to go with it. We are in the presence of forces far

larger than we can wield."

The British Congress on Tuberculosis, for the preven-

tion of consumption, has been held at Cambridge, Eng-

land. Prof. Koch of Berlin, the discoverer of the phthisis

bacilli announced that bovine tuberculosis is not trans-

mittable to the human system. He says : "I have ar-

rived at my discovery through what I consider practical

and indisputable tests. They lead me to believe that hu-

man and bovine tuberculosis are of a totally different

species. I found that human tuberculin is capable of in-

oculation in the animal system, but that bovine tuber-

culin when introduced into the human system is harmless."

He also said that human immunity to bovine infection dis-

posed of the belief of infection through dairy products,

and he considered this source of danger so slight as to be

unworthy of precautionary measures. Heredity was also

an unimportant factor in the transmission of tuberculosis,

though the contrary had long been believed. Dr. Koch

said the chief source of danger of contagion lay in the

sputum of consumptive patients, and that a remedy was

to be found in a law preventing the consumptive from

strewing contagion about him. The views of Dr. Koch

that bovine tuberculosis cannot be communicated to man
are controverted by many, but his remarks on the danger

from contagion appear to be generally accepted, and give

force to the movement towards the isolation of consump-

tives and the establishment of sanatoria for such patients.

The weather in Europe has continued very hot. The

temperature in Christiana on the 21st ult. was the highest

ever recorded—95° in the shade. In Spain it has reached
125°.

An Egyptian boat, said to be 4,000 years old, recently

dug out of the bed of the Nile, has been sent to the

Carnegie Museum, at Pittsburg. It is about 20 feet long,

7 feet wide and 5 feet in depth.

Reports from South Africa show that there is still

fighting between the British and the Boers. It is said

that the Boers are almost exhausted, they are without

resources and their forces are reduced to a handful

Sven Hedin, the explorer, has discovered a second Dead
Sea in the highlands of Thibet—a vast lake so impreg
nated with salt that indigenous life is out of the question

The entire bed

Tafilet. The French were victorious. The Moors assert

that the French Government has 90,000 troops on the

Moorish border.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, two doUarB have been re-

ceived from eauh person, paying for vol. 75.

Eli Sharpless, N. ]. $4; Jas. G. McCollin, Phila.

|i2 for himself, Frances B. McCollin, Thomas H.

McCollin, Benjamin Vail, Charles Potts and Mar-

garetta E. Reed; Susan J.
Pa.xson, Pa.; Stephen

W. Post and for Henr>' R. Post, N. Y.; Emilie F.

Metzler, Phila.; Beulah Palmer and for T. Chalkley

Palmer, Pa.; William Trimble, Pa.; Charles Lee,

Pa.; Sidney Garrigues, Pa.; Sarah T. House and

for Lena H. Sharpless, Pa.; Joseph L. Bailey, Pa.

|io for himself, Sarah Bailey, Jos. Bailey, Franklin

G. Swavely and Susan W. Warrington; William

Archut, Phila.; Rebecca F. B. Hulme, Phila.; Jos.

T. Whitson, Pa.; Joseph B. Bettles and for Susanna

G. Bettles, 111.; Richard C. Shoemaker, Pa.fSfor
himself, Coinly B. Shoemaker, Jr., Elizabeth L.

Iredell and Jonathan R. Lukens; Phebe H. Bur-

gess, Pa.; Benjamin Heritage, N.J. ; Jane P. Corse,

Phila.; Jonathan E. Rhoads, N. J. |8 for himself,

Joseph Rhoads, George A. Rhoads and Robert R.

Tatnall; George Abbott, N. 1. 16 for himself, Geo.
Abbott, Jr. and Henry A. Lippincott; Sarah A.

Gilbert, Pa. Jio for herself, Eliza G. Cope, Ann
Case, Albert M. Cope and Dillon Gibbons; Robert
P. Gifford for Elcy M. Chace, R. I.; Mary W.
Roberts, N. J.; Julianna N. Powell, N. J.; Sarah

P. Darnell, N. J.; Phebe P. Stokes, N. J.; Samuel
Haines, N. J.; Alfred C. Haines, N. J.; Dr. S. S.

Haines, N. J.; Sarah C. Glover, Pa. and for Lydia

Embree; Phebe S. Gawthrop, Pa.; Jesse Negus,

Agent, la. $4 for William D. Branson and Hannah
M. Knudson; John Carey, Agent, O. |io for Ruth
B. Mather, Catharine Aiin Stanton, Jacob Barrett,

William Haworth and Isaiah M. Haworth; T. Lee
Haines, N. J.; B. V. Stanley, Agent, la. 154 for

himself.Thomas E. Stanley, Morris Stanley, VVilson

Hodgin, vol. 74, John E. Hodgin, Samuel Bedell,

Wm. E. Bundy, Thos. H. Binns, Frances Jackson,

William G. Hoyle, Joseph L. Hoyle, Eliza Hodgin,
Rhoda M. Engle, Delitha Emmons, E. Dean Em-
mons, Robert W. Hampton, Pearson Hall, Tlios.l

E. Mott, Abigail B. Mott, Milton J. Shaw, Branson'

D. Sidwell, Zaccheus Test, Thomas Thomasson,
Russel Z. Taber. Aaron H. Williams, Thomas D.

Yocum and George E. Young; Sarah E. Wright.

N. I. for Charles Wright and Sarah B. DeCou; K.j

L. Roberts, N. J.; David Heston, F'kf'd; Addisor'

Hutton, G't'n; Joseph J. Hopkins, Pa.; James C
Chappell, N. C; Charles Darnell, N. J.; Mary M
for Wm. F. Michener, Cal.; Debbie E. Cope am
David Cope, Pa. per Jane M. Cope, Lydia C. Cad
bury, Phila.; Joseph Evans, N. J., Nathaniel B

Jones, N. J.; Margaret Maule, Pa.; Thomas Black

burn, la.; Elwood Cooper, Phila.; Mary B. Clement
N. y.; Reece L. Thomas, Pa.; Annie Mickle, fO|

Wm. Mickle and Thomas Evans, Pa.; Jos. Trimble:

|io for himself, T.T. Sharpless, Mary W. Sharpless

Ann Ashton and Phebe M. Hawlev, Pa.; Joshua S:

Wills, N. J. and for Rachel A. Wills; Benjamin L;

Bates, la. $5 for himself, Jos. Edgerton and Pheb,
.McBride }i to No. 27; Edward Richie, Phila. an

for Hannah D. White, O.; Elizabeth Allen, Phila

E. K. Alsop, N. Y.; Geo. Forsvthe, Pa.; S. Masoi
McCollin, Phila.; James W. Oliver, Mass.; Wm. C]

Warren, G't'n and for S. Eliza Warren, N. J. ^

S!^ Remittances received after Third-day noon wiU n
appear in the Receipts until thejollmving week.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—A young Friend to assist in the care of (

infant in a Friend's family. Address "W,"
Office of The Friend.

Thomas H. Whitson is appointed Agent for Ti

Friend, in the place of Richard S. Griffith, deceased.

Address, West Chester, Pa,

Died, on the first of Fifth Month, 1901, WiLU,!

Heston, in the forty-ninth year of his age. an esteem

member of Frankford Monthly and Preparative Meeting

f the" fake appeared to consist oYsalt^ I

Friends, Philadelphia. He bore an illness of a few

and the density of the water was very high.

It is reported that a great battle has been fought be-

tween the French and the Moors near Figuig. It was the

result of the French operations to subjugate the tribes

south of the Atlas Mountains and to occupy the oasis of

with much patience and composure, and his friends a

relatives feel a comforting assurance that he has be

safely gathered with the just of all generations.
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"When the enemy' shall come in like a

ood the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a

tandard against him" (Isaiah lix: 19). That

nemy is now materialism,
—"professing that

;ain is godliness," instead of godliness being

he great gain. Nations and men have caught

he spirit of grasping, scruples are brushed

,side, inconvenient principles of Truth laughed

it. Mammon is the god of this world which

tlinds "the eyes of them that believe not, lest

he light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who

s the image of God, should shine into them"

2 Cor. iv: 4).

"Afterward that which is spiritual." If

inly these "hewers of wood and drawers of

vater,"—the laborers for material prosperity,

ire building better than they know a frame-

vork of a coming civilization which the spirit

)f the living Christ shall come into and dom-

nate, then his brethren can but rejoice in the

'esult, though the carnal builders "meant it

lot so." Theirs is not the blessing whose

vork is wrought for the aggrandizement of

self; but Christ is the glory who turns their

3lind working unto the uses of his love, and

nakes even the wrath of man praise Him;

ivhile they who were not conscious co-oper-

itives with Him and the word of his grace,
'

who meant not their babel-building so, have

their reward and go to their own place.

What satisfying riches are known when we

believe we are laborers together with God!

That our work is a work of harmony with the

Eternal Spirit, and not of proud defiance for

our own emolument. Doubtless grander

works for true civilization had been done in

the name of Christ had his name, through

faith in his authority, made men or nations

spiritually strong who have given their

strength to that which perishes.

He must increase, they must decrease. We
apprehend an infilling of the Spirit into much

that has been and shall be wrought, though

under motives so far below the high calling

of God in Christ, and that a spiritual day will

in his own best time be dawning, or is already

dawning, to supersede the carnalism of Church

and state and business.

We, the Society of Friends, should have

been found vanguards of his spiritual day. The

standard which the Lord will uplift when the

enemy comes in like a flood is the same spirit

which George Fox and his successors to this

day have been raised up to be forerunners of,

and to prepare the way of the Lord. "As for

me this is my covenant with them," the

prophecy continues to say, "My Spirit that is

upon thee, and my words which I have put in

thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth,

nor out of the mouth of thy seed, nor out of

the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the Lord,

from henceforth and for ever."

The Sea Island Work.

Just after the great storm and inundation

among the Sea Islands of South Carolina in

1893, whereupon two members of the Phil-

adelphia Meeting for Sufferings visited the

destitute inhabitants in their scene of desola-

tion., R. C. Mather found the condition of that

people increasingly laid upon her for their help

and upbuilding. She opened a relief mission

for the utterly destitute and feeble old ueople.

It is now a veritable Old Folks' Home in suc-

cessful operation and humanely conducted.

For many years she has been a faithful Chris-

tian laborer among the colored people of the

island about Port Royal, and many owe it to

her efforts that they have had food, clothing

and an education.

She is endeavoring to erect a school-house

to be opened in Tenth Month next for the

pressing needs of the younger generation ; and

is anxious to add a hosoital department to the

Home as a much needed Christian charity,

without sectarian bias, and to increase the

inmates of the Home as soon as means received

will permit. "Since I began work here,

thirty-four years since," she says, "mercy has

inspired all our efforts, nor will the work be

in vain if it prove an object lesson of mercy

to counteract the cruelties one witnesses in-

flicted on man and beast. We have an inter-

esting school of forty pupils at Peacehaven, an

industrial school similar to this."

A Recompeflse beyond Fipres.

One would like to see the housewife's labor

more fully remunerated and her work more
professionally handled, but that she has com-
pensations it is impossible to deny, says the

Philadelphia Ledger. In a large sense the liv-

ing wage is hers; she works not to make a
living, but that all about her may be enabled

to live.. She has the control of the conditions

of life; she can say whether it shall be one of

enjoyment or mere existence, and can ease

the burdens of others, even if she have no
power to lighten her own. She knows tha.t it •

can never be said of her that her work does

not pay; that she does not give good value;

that she takes more out of life than she brings

into it. She has the unique joy of always

giving full measure, pressed down and running

over, and she may even whisper in a confiden-

tial ear that her receipts are in like propor-

tion, even though her pocket may be empty
while she says it.

If you would know whether the housewife's

work is worth doing, you must ask those for

whom she toils; but if you would know whether
or not it pays her to do it, you must ask her

herself alone. Of a truth, she is one who
faces life as a giver and not as a taker; who
regards work as her glory and not merely as

her duty; can we say, then, that she is not

treating her situation on the broad lines of

race, and that her work is anything else than

a valuable social function, performed for all

society as well as for her own individual set?

Let us rejoice that in our utilitarian age,

when men measure success by facts and figures,

there remains to us some who have eyes to see

beyond and through these; who have ideals

above realities, who can gild common clay un-

til it looks like gold, and who can find in love

the fulfilling of the law.

The worker whose heart is in her work, be

it professional or trade work, or merely that of

a housewife, will always make that work pay;

will make it yield her a recompense be-

yond that of figures. There is a reward in

work, both for men and women, when it is hon-

orably and creditably performed and which
benefits others, even if it leaves the worker
monetarily poor. To all true workers there

can be but one standard of value by which to

test work—namely is it worth doing? If it be

so then it never can be unpaid.

The strongest confidence in the protection

and favor of God does not preclude the use of

any of the proper means of self-preservation

and defence which his providence has put

in our power.
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The soft, soothing zephyrs of springtime

That cause baby buds to awake,

And the glorious rays of the sunshine

Are not merely for man's own sake.

For each tiny flower or leaflet,

As it grows in garden or sod,

Is doing its best and its fairest

To tell of the glory of God.
—W. N. Yates.

Cuba.

[We have from time to time given notes of

information concerning Protestant effort in

Cuba under the name of Friends, and in con-

tinuation of such information the following

offering may suitably be added.]

The wonderful dealings of the Holy Spirit

with his almost unknown and unworthy follow-

ers are far past comprehension to the human

mind, but one can exclaim with Abraham's

servant "I being in the way the Lord led me.

"

Two of us went to Cuba over a year ago,

but we are both now back in the United

States, and though we may have done little

ourselves, yet the Holy Spirit has so worked

on others also that there is now there a meet-

ing of two or three hundred worshippers and we
believe that it is through the working power

of his Holy Spirit. One who has brought to

the Lord at Aquacate writes: "I had such a

fine meeting in the prison in Havana; such

attention, and God was with me. Many of the

men were in tears, and after meeting they

came forward very eagerly for tracts" He
further says, "Quite a new thing in the prison

—they have an altar fixed up after the Roman
church and the figure most prominent is that

of the Virgin Mary, and here was a Quaker

talking to the men. Perhaps there has never

been this before, but I felt that fact before I

had spoken, that there the Roman priest used

to say his Latin.

"Now here is a clear trial for us, Quaker
against Roman. May God help his own serv-

ants." But perhaps never before has a Quaker
poured forth his exhortations to repentance

with a Roman altar behind him." One of the

curious facts about the above is that the

writer, Arthur B. L. Pain, comes out as "a
Quaker" entirely upon his own responsibility.

A year ago he was a wild young Englishman

in South America, straying where he would in

vice and sin, and the only Friends he has ever

seen have been Ellen Woody and the few of

El Faro Christians, who are of that persuasion.

From The Friend, which is well read there,

he has read much and also the Friends' books

we have there.

The Lord has laid his hand heavily upon him
and has made him to work mightily for the

advancement of his Kingdom.
There are many things connected with his

life and our life there that we do not feel at

liberty to put in print, but which make us able

to say unquestionably that God is with the"El
Faro Cristiano." We almost regret that we
have not the freedom to tell them, still we
believe many Friends can join with us in

praises to the name of the Lord that He, him-
self has raised up one who can speak his words
in the Spanish language. It certainly is his

own work. Much has been written about
Cuba, that if the writers knew more of what
they were writing about, probably would not
have been written. These remarks are copied
back into the Spanish papers there, and have

prejudiced the Cubans against, not only

newspaper correspondents, but also Christian

men, who have really been anxious to do good.

So we refrain from remarks except to say that

little is known there of pure Christianity and

there must be at least one thousand places

where the light of the gospel can be sown by

any who are so called of God.

John B. Wood.
Seventh Month 29, 1901.

Arthur W. Dowe stayed with us until Arthur

Pain seemed fitted to take his place and then

went on to fulfil his call at Calcutta, where he

arrived safely some month or so ago.

Where Spices Come From.

Salt is obtained from brine springs, or salt

mines. The salt from the mines is called rock

salt, and looks like dirty pinkish glass. The

rock is crushed and dissolved in water. The

dirt, being heavy, settles to the bottom, and

the clear water, which is poured from the top,

is evaporated, leaving the salt behind. It is

then dried, says McCaU's Magazine, and ac-

cording to the size of ihe grains, is called

hay salt, household salt, or table salt.

Pepper comes from the berries Of a plant

which grows in tropical countries. The ber-

ries which grow in long clusters like small

bunches of grapes, are green before they be-

come red. They are dried in the sun, and the

red coat shrivels up and turns black. When
the berries are ground they give black pepper.

White pepper is obtained by drying the ber-

ries in the shade, soaking them, and by re-

moving the outer skin by rubbing with the

hand before grinding them to powder. The
white pepper is less pungent and acrid than

the black, and generally costs twice as much.
Cayenne pepper does not come from the

pepper plant, but is obtained by drying and

grinding the seed pods of capsicums or chilis,

which are the fruits of plants belonging to

the same family as the potato and tomato.

Mustard has been in use for a long time.

It was used as a medicine before the Christian

era. The oil was extracted and used for rheu-

matism, or mixed with other ingredients and
used as a remedy for snake bites. The Saxons
used it as a condiment, crushing the seeds and
mixing them with honey and vinegar. Gen-
uine mustard is obtained from a mixture of
white and black mustard seeds.

The housekeeper's trouble is to keep the
mustard pot supplied with freshly-made mus-
tard. Unless frequently attended to the mus-
tard becomes dry and unsightly. Made mustard
will be found to keep fresh much longer if it

is mixed with water which has been boiled and
just allowed to get cold. Another plan is to

add a little salt or a little vinegar to the
mustard, but either addition alters the flavor

of the mixture.

Vinegar is made by the fermentation of
some liquid containing alcohol. In this coun-
try it is usually made from cider. In France
and Germany it is made from wine, and such
vinegar is superior to the vinegar made from
malt, as in England. The sharpness is due to

acetic acid, which is always present in vinegar.

Justice.—Believe nothing against another
but upon good authority ; nor report what may
hurt another, unless it be a greater hurt to
others to conceal it.— W. Penn.

The Spanish and Other Oaths.

In Austria a Christian witness is sworn be^

fore a crucifix between two lighted candles,'

and, holding up his right hand, says, "I sweai;

by God, the Almighty and All Wise, that
"

will speak the pure and full truth, and nothin|j

but the truth, in answer to anything I may be;

asked by the court."

Jewish witnesses, while using the same

words, add to their solemnity by placing theii

hands on the page of a Bible on which is

printed the third commandment.
[How could a Christian swear at all, witl

his hand placed on the Sermon on the Mount

verse 34?]
A Belgian witness swears to be veracious

in these words, "I will speak the truth, th(

whole truth, and nothing but the truth; so helj

me God and all the saints."

The Spanish oath is more elaborate. Th(

witness kneeling on his right knee, places hii

hand on the sacred Book, and, being askec

by the judge, "Will you swear to God and b]

those holy gospels to speak the truth to al

you may be asked?" answers, "Yes, I swear.'

Thereupon the judge says, "Then, if thus yoi

do God will reward you, and if not will requinj

of you." In some parts of the country th(

ceremony is different. The witness forms ;

cross by placing the middle of his thumb 01

the middle of his forefinger, and kissing his

thumb—a practice which would probably b(

very familiar to some English witnesses—ex-

claims "By this cross I swear!"

—

Law Notes

Curing United States Money.

It has been stated that United States green

backs are wearing out fast and a big reservt

fund is to be established, to be kept in tht

Treasury vaults until it is more thoroughb

cured than the notes now in circulation

Orders were given the other day for the clerks

of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing en

gaged in printing greenbacks to work om

hour extra each day beginning Seventh Monti

1st. One hundred million dollars in green

backs are to be accumulated and will be lai(

aside to get completely dried out before be

ing issued. They will be one, two and fiv(

dollar notes and it is estimated that it wil

take three months to print them. Whenevei

possible it is the policy of the Treasury de

partment not to issue greenbacks until the\

have been stored six or eight months. B}

that time they are well-seasoned and are in ;

condition to withstand considerable handling

During the last two years, however, the un

precedented demand for notes, especially thosi

of small denomination, has not permitted tht

department to lay aside any quantity. Mosi

of those printed during that time have beei

put into circulation within one or two months

after being received from the big money mill

Anyone accustomed to handle paper monej

can easily detect the difference between greet

and seasoned bills. A note that has beei

thorougbly cured is crisp, firm and tough,

while a green note is thick, soft and mushy.

After the latter has been in circulation it be

comes rough like a piece of blotting paper ant

is soon unfit for currency. It rarely lasts

more than a year, while the life of a well-sea

soned note is anywhere from two to ten years

Keep thy tongue from evil.
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"Humanism and Christianity."

"Humanism" is a modern term for that re-

lement of civilization and culture which,

iwever vitally dependent for its development

the life of faith, may be cognizable as the

ghest worldly excellence even by the unre-

nerate instincts of "the natural man."
rhe present, " remarks a recent writer in the

indon Quarterly Review, in enlarging upon

e works of the late Walter Pater and other

lumanistic" authors "may be a propitious

)ment for dwelling on modern humanism and
phenomenon intimately connected with it

lich has received much attention of late

ars, namely, the curious confluence of clas-

:al and Christian ideas in a synthesis of Pa-

n and Christian culture, deeply affecting

ristian thought." Some specimen extracts

)m the Review article, entitled as above, are

re subjoined. If in any degree illustrative

the Divine possibility and purpose of gath-

!ng all "folds" of earnest seekers into one

lock" of happy finders, their reproduction

II not be unwelcome to Catholic spirits.

"For the origins of the humanistic move-
int we must go back to the fourth century

d the gradual assimilation of antique

3ught by Christian writers, such as Paulinus

Nola, Prudentius, and Claudian, themselves

3 representatives of what Niebuhr charac-

izes as an early Renaissance, produced by

3 freshness and ardor of the new creed try-

; to find expression for its higher thought in

Itured language and therefore turning to

16 spring of antique wisdom,' in order

jrewith to fertilize Christian thought. In the

irk ages, ' long before the full efflorescence

the Renaissance, in spite of the animosity

the Church towards culture, humanism had
secret devotees among scholars, clerical

i lay—a kind of esoteric clique hiding its

ht from the profane crowd but keeping up
certain continuity of thought and feeling,

til papal Rome, either from taste or policy,

sorbed Pagan culture and, so to speak, Ro-
mized literature.

"Erasmus, 'Prince of Humanists,' or, as

oude calls him, the prophet of the Renais-

ice in his enthusiasm for the 'new learning,

'

d apparent lack of religious zeal, in his

iny-sidedness as a master of style, a scholar,

30et, in his preference for moderation and
aceful development as opposed to the viol-

ce of militant Protestantism, may fitly be
yarded as the ancestor of our modern de-

tees to culture. He was a Unionist too, if

I may use the term, who never for a moment
ve up the hope of preserving the alliance of

Iture and religion. 'May Christ's dove come
long us or else Minerva's owl, ' he writes to

ike George of Saxony. If at times he pre-

•red worshipping at the shrine of Minerva
being with Christ in the temple, we know

10 from his writings, that he was very ap-
ahensive lest the revival of classical learning
ght lead to a recrudescence of Paganism with
demoralizing tendencies. Erasmus, as a

in of wit and humor—the 'mocking reform-
,' as he was called, with Lucian for his fa-

rite author—suggests a kindred mind at a
;er stage of the Renaissance, viz: Mon-
igne, an equally pronounced humorist, yet a

ofessed Catholic, charmed by the religious
ne of Romanism, but far from convinced by
e tenets of the Roman faith, handing down

the succession in the apostolate of humanism
to Goethe, 'the last Hellene,' as well as the

archimandrite of the religion of culture in its

modern dress, summed up in the formula 'To

live resolutely in the whole, the good, the

beautiful.'
"

"It is Goethe who, to use Pater's expres-

sions, represents the breadth and centrality,

with blitheness and repose, which, as he tells

us, are the essential marks of Hellenic culture.

His influence on modern humanists cannot be

over-rated; and Pater himself owes not a little

to him in the breadth and depth of his culture

. . . Pater appears at times enigmatic; yet

there is no lack of lucidity in his style. . .

He treats literature as distinctly a fine art,

with the tact and taste of an accomplished

'master of sentences'; . . . Less picturesque

than Carlyle, less florid than Ruskin, less in-

sinuatingly insistent than Newman, he illus-

trates in his own writings what he advances

as an axiom in his Essay on Style, that 'imag-

inative prose' is the 'special art of the modern
world.'

"The tendency of mediaeval religion had

been to depreciate man's nature; the tenden-

cy of the Renaissance, to rehabilitate human
nature, the body, the heart, the senses, the

intellect. This antagonism is not so pro-

nounced now; and Pater in his writings has

done much to effect a reconciliation. 'The

perfection of culture,' as he says in his stud-

ies of the Renaissance, 'is not rebellion, but

peace; only when it has realized a deep moral
stillness has it really reached its end.' But
beyond this process of pacification there is,

on the part of cultivated men and women in

the present day, a yearning regard for the

ages of faith, their healing virtue and invigor-

ating force, which is in strong contrast to the

repulsion felt by some of the leaders of the

sixteenth century Renaissance for the relig-

ion of their day. Even so pronounced an ad-

vocate as Matthew Arnold speaks of the 'sad

lucidity of soul,' yearning for something more
than culture; and looks back with regret to the

lost faith which he would revive and reform,

so as to bring it into closer agreement with

what is best in modern thought. Modern cul-

ture seeks for a complement, and finds it in

reasoned religion, which takes account of and

provides for the serious exigencies of human
life.* 'Culture,' says the author of 'Natural

Religion,' 'is properly a direction given to

the development of life; but religion is the

principle of life itself.'
"

"Platonism,' says Pater in his book on Plato

and Platonism, the result of his ripest

thought, 'is in one sense an emphatic witness

to the unseen, the transcendental, the non-

experienced, the beauty, for instance, which
is not for the bodily eye.' This is the distin-

guishing mark of latter-day Hellenism, as

tempered and corrected by modern science and

modern thought. Its attitude is no longer

that of antagonism to religion; it has no

longer any desire to supplant religion by a

'gospel of culture;' it begins fully to acknowl-

edge a latent power in religious faith to work
out man's higher destiny. It calls to mind
that the best work of the Renaissance itself was
accomplished when 'the glow of mediaeval

faith' inspired it; that Michelangelo himself

*I. E., Furnishes the "counsel of the godly"
implied though not e.xpressed in Ps. i: i.

coming to it 'with a genius spiritualized by
the reverie of the Middle Age, penetrated by
its spirit of inwardness and introspection, liv-

ing not a mere outward life like the Greek,
but a life full of inward experiences, sorrows,
consolations,' discovered that a 'system
which sacrificed what was inward could not
satisfy him;' and that 'for himself he had
long since fallen back on that Divine ideal

which above the wear and tear of creeds, has
been forming itself for ages as the possession

of nobler souls. And now he began to feel

the soothing influence which since that time
the Catholic church has often exerted over
spirits too noble to be its subjects, yet
brought within the neighborhood of its action;

consoled and tranquilized as a traveller might
be resting one evening in a strange city.'

"

"As we noticed in Michelangelo a return

to the soothing influences of the religion of

his day, as was also the case in Goethe towards
the close of his life, so in the case of some of

our modern men of culture, such as Pater and
Symonds, there comes a time when a yearning
for the faith of their childhood comes back
with a rush and a strong desire to recover it

in one form or another. 'I would give a great
deal,' Symonds once declared, 'to regain the
Christian point of view.'

"

"In an obituary notice of Pater in the Ox-
ford Magazine from the hand of a clerical ad-

mirer and constant friend, we have an inter-

esting picture drawn of Pater, as the 'Brazen-

ose Recluse,' as a student of deep religious

feeling keenly sensible to the influence of a
stately ritual; a man of transparent natural-

ness; ready good-humor and courtesy; but,

above all, never happier than when discussing

with childlike simplicity and submission some
of the cardinal mysteries of the faith.'

"

"The modern man of culture, like Pater's
Marius [in his 'Marius the Epicurean'] finds

that life can alone attain to something like

completeness with 'the advent of some new or
changed spirit into the world, mystic, inward
hardly to be satisfied with that wholly exter-
nal and objective habit of life which had been
sufficient for the old classic soul. ' The late

F. W. H. Myers, in whom literature has re-

cently lost one of its most cultivated represen-
tatives, expresses the same conviction in his

essay on 'The disenchantment of France,'
where the lack of 'the tonic faith' or the fee-

ble acquiescence in a filmy, formless pretence
of it, has produced, as he tries to show, that

helpless fatalism which lies at the root of lit-

erary decadence.

"It is this danger which just at present in-

spires the more vigorous of modern men of
culture with alarm and a strong desire to

avert it in the interests of humanism and in-

tellectual development. It is on this ac-

count that they set themselves to accentuate
the importance of reasoned religion, reason
being considered an important element in it.

Thus the late Dr. Martineau, in his 'Study of

Religion,' whilst emphatically denying that

there is any antagonism between 'the modern
culture and the ancient sanctities,' and indeed

admitting that the functions of art and liter-

ature are in a sense sacred, goes on to say that

they are so 'because concerned with a universe

already consecrated by a Divine presence.'

Equally emphatic in pointing out the insepar-

ability of culture from religion is Professor
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Eucken of Jena, in his work on 'The Struggle

for the Spiritual Contents of Life' . . . Thus

we see humanism in its most recent manifest-

ations, emerging out of the chrysalis state of

Neo-raganism, and, on the whole, making for

spiritual idealism. In the region of senti-

ment, too, . . the moral defects of aesthetics

are becoming recognized; and a way is being

discovered by which to escape out of the en-

nui, brain-weariness, malaise, produced by the

excessive aesthetic sensibilities of those who,

a little while ago, professed to find complete

satisfaction in the 'cult for loveliness.' We
are arriving at a more practical and healthy

conception of the function of culture, as a

'tone running through conduct, ' rather than

as an end in itself.
.

"The work of the Renaissance, of which

modern humanism is a continuation, is, like

that of the Reformation, still incomplete; con-

sequently it becomes a question what develop-

ments of it may be expected in the immediate

future. There are certain layers of society

which it has as yet barely reached, or into

which it has only imperfectly penetrated where

culture is still regarded as merely a graceful

adjunct to life, a decorative appendage of

doubtful value, a harmless pastime leading no

whither, if not a positive hindrance to suc-

cess. For this reason 'sweetness and light'

have been as yet suffused but moderately into

those dim Philistine regions which Matthew

Arnold set himself industriously to convert,

so as to stem 'the common tide of men's

thoughts in a wealthy and industrious commu-

nity.' If he failed, it was not so much be-

cause his message came to the middle class

before its time, as that his method of ironical

criticism missed its mark. It would seem that

the airy tone of intellectual superiority he as-

sumed towards the masses, 'the populace,'

as he called them, was ill adapted to win them

over to his own way of thinking, though he

graciously told them that superior men of cul-

ture like himself were 'the true apostles of

equality.

'

"Modern attempts at 'humanizing education'

—to adopt a term used by Coxerthope in his

recent Oxford lecture on Taste—by means of

University Extension Lectures for the middle

class, may prove eventually more successful.

University settlements in the neglected re-

gions of Whitechapel and Bermondsey and

elsewhere may bring about in time a closer

union between labor and culture. Here, at

least, are fields left for future cultivation.

Nor is there any cause of despondency on ac-

count of the comparatively slow progress made
hitherto. It is forgotten sometimes even by

students of the Renaissance, that culture had

even then to struggle hard for existence. No
doubt -need be entertained that in the future

as in the past the [social] supremacy of mind

will eventually assert itself.

"But if destined to succeed in conferring a

nobler dignity on trade and struggling labor

in developing and refining the capacities of

the man in the street in a democratic age which

sadly needs its mollifying influences, humanism
must have the support of religion. On the

one hand, religion must be enlightened, broad-

ened, deepened by culture. On the other, cul-

ture, informed with the spirit of religion, ac-

knowledeing the supremacy of the Divine in

humanity, must become 'transmuted from an

intellectual attainment into a spiritual grace.

\Ve may therefore congratulate ourselves on

the confluence of humanism and religion to

which we have drawn attention in the preced-

ing pages. Concurrent and concomitant in-

fluences—the one supplying the mental, the

other the moral discipline, amid the fierce act-

ualities and activities of life under modern

conditions—they will produce that calm self-

recollection and cheerful serenity of spirit

which may save what Emerson calls our 'cor-

poreal civilization' from sharing the fate of the

civilizations of the past."

Use of Human Attainments.

I think I have seen the danger of young

men or women dwelling anywhere else than in

the valley of humility. Human learning, hu-

man attainments and excellencies—I mean all

those things that are obtained by the memory,

judgment, reasoning powers, and mental abili-

ties, separate from any immediate influence

and assistance derived from the Source of all

true wisdom—these natural acquisitions and

talents are well in their places, and are ser-

viceable 10 us when kept in subjection to the

pure teachings of Him "who teaches" by his

Spirit "as never man taught." ... I

have been in company with some young per-

sons of our Society who have been not a little

injured by giving way to pride and foolish talk-

ativeness in respect to many matters in which,

though they seemed well informed, yet, not

keeping in the littleness and lowliness, they

have acquitted themselves but ill, through

letting in a forward, prating spirit.

Now, the best light in which we can view

true talents and virtues, and in which they are

set off to the best advantage, is the sombre

shade of humility. For the more the frame-

work is colored, or gilt, or carved, or orna-

mented, the more there is to take off the at-

tention of the eye from the picture itself. So

that it seems to me best for each of us to

dwell in the littleness, in the lowliness; always

bearing in mind where we are.

—

John Barclay.

What a Book Can Do.—In a retired valley

of Joshua, in India, there is a little hamlet of

charcoal burners. A few years ago their lit-

tle manner of life was the rudest possible.

There seemed no glimmer of hope for better

things.

A missionary passing through the village

spoke to the people. Two men became inter-

ested and purchased copies of the New Test-

ament. Their employers soon noticed a

change in the grade of charcoal from these

two men— it was more carefully burned, was
better packed and free from stones and grass.

This charcoal was looked upon as a special

brand, and brought a special price. On First-

day work was suspended, and these men and
their families, gathered for religious worship
and the study of the Bible.

Shortly after, they began to reclaim the
mountain land about them, to plant wheat and
garden stuff, and recently one of them became
foruhanded enough to build a neat farm house
in place of his old hut. His employers say he
is the most efficient and trustworthy man in

the mountain. He himself says he owes his

new vigor to his weekly day of rest and that
without it and his Testament he could not do
his work.

"Sun, Stand Thou Still!"

There are certain items of history or trad

tion which seem to militate against Holy Wri

—these skeptics receive readily and remembe

long. Of ten thousand facts of a different d(

scription they treasure none.

If you will go to that opposer of Christian

ty who appeals loudly to the Chinese chrono

ogy and ask him a few questions you will fin

that part of Asiatic history with which he

utterly unacquainted. Ask him what he thin!

when the Chinese speak of Yao their king, di

daring that in his reign the sun stood still s

long above the horizon that it was feared ti

world would have been set on fire; and fix(

the reign of Yao at a given date which corr.

sponds with the age of Joshua, the son i

Nun. You will find in nine cases out of tf

the objector knows nothing of that part of tl

Chinese record.

Of the Bible, and of ancient literature co

nected with the Bible, he is uninformed; tl

cause is his appetite for darkness rather th;

light.

The Latin poet, Ovid, amuses the schoc^

boy greatly in his fanciful narrative of Phil

ton's chariot. This heathen author tells
j

that a day was once lost; and that the earj

was in great danger from the intense heat t

an unusual sun. It is true that, in attemptiij

to account for this incident of peril and

wonder, the writer, as is his custom at

times, consulted only his imagination, a

clothed it all with an active fancy. But o

notice is somewhat attracted when we find h:

mention Phaeton, who was a Canaanitish prim

and learn that the fable originated with t

Phoenicians, the same people whom Josbf

fought. If you ask an unbeliever of these :!

cidents, or of the common tradition with ear

nations, that a day was lost about the tii

when the volume of truth inform us that "t

sun hasted not to go down for the space o:

whole day," you will find that he had ne^

thought on these points—they are not of t

character that he is inclined to notice.—

i

David Nelson.

The Woman and Her Clothes.— "Whei

woman devotes one-half of her life

thoughts of dress she absolutely takes \

whole question out of its proper relation
j

her life, and belittles the talents which G

gave her for far greater things," writes 1

ward Bok, in reply to a woman corresponds

in the Ladies' Home Journal. "It is,

deed, a grave question, whether she does li

debase herself. Nor will she be 'well-dresse

the chances are far greater that she will i

'over-dressed.' No woman who has any regii

for what is worth while in this world, and ;

what will bring her the surest and fullest h

piness in the long run will so dissipate her •

ergies and vitality. The right to dress pr-

tily and becomingly belongs to every worn

.

It is her birthright, and her duty. A dis-

gard of dress, or the affectation of queer i

freakish dressing does not belong to a non)

woman. But to make dress one of the y:l

things of life is carrying it beyond the ric

ulous point and close to the criminal, ii

it is just this rightful adjustment of the thi;!

in life which simplicity does for us. It gis

a rightful place and a rightful value to ea

.

It doesn't belittle the one or distort the othe
'
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For " The Friend."

a Misapprehension of Our Views Concerning

Christ.

A writer in a recent issue of The Evening

illetin, of this city, over the signature of

nn, gives an account of a subject of local

;erest—the small burying ground now cov-

3d by the pavement of the Bourse building

ar Fifth and Market streets which was first

ed as a burying ground by the Seventh-day

ptists in 1716, and also alludes to some of

3 events of the early history of Philadelphia

nnected with the career of George Keith.

After mentioning some circumstances con-

cted with the controversy which Qeorge

iith had been engaged in, this writer says:

"Keith finally left the city, and then took

fuge, disappointed and embittered, in the

urch of England. But the several hundred

lowers whom he had gathered around him

d who had established meeting-houses here,

the present Berks county and in New Jer-

jT, began to decline as a faction or sect

len they were deprived of their leader,

ey were known as Keithian Baptists or

laker Baptists. Some became Baptists, oth-

3 went into the Episcopalian Church and

me became Seventh Day Baptists. One of

ese Seventh Day Baptists was Richard

arks, a carpenter who was the owner in the

ginning of the eighteenth century of the

istern part of the ground on which the

lurse now stands, as well as of the southeast

rner of Fifth and Market streets, which was
t far from one of the branches of Dock
eek. When Sparks died in 1716, it was
und that he caused this ground to be given

his will to his little band of religious cora-

des, the Seventh Day Baptists, for a perma-

nt burial place. The first grave dug there

IS for the reception of his own body. Prom
at time, or until about nine years ago,

len the construction of the Bourse began,

is graveyard on the corner of Ranstead

ace was a singular survival of ancient times

the heart of the city."

It is not our purpose to enlarge upon the

cidents connected with the life of George
iith who on his death bed expressed his wish

at he had died while he was a Quaker, be-

sving that then "it had been well with him,"
it to correct a statement in regard to the

3WS of Friends, contained in this article.

The writer remarks:

—

"The schism which Keith opened in the

nks of the Quakers was due to his advocacy
the teaching that they were in error when
ey worshipped only the Inner Light or Spirit

Christ, that it was their duty to pay hom-
;e to the Mediator in Heaven, who, as a

in, had been put to death, that there was
much vagueness in their spirituality, and

at their doctrine needed body and form to

ake its true meaning properly understood.

1 the other hand, the regular authorities of

e denomination at that time contended that

e only Christ whom they worshipped was a

Iritual Christ, existing in the heart of each
srson, and that the sufferings of the man
irist at .Jerusalem were only incidental feat-

•es of his earthly life."

The following passages from an epistle of
ving counsel which some Friends in Eng-
nd, addressed to George Keith and others
hile he was yet in Philadelphia, contain a clear

statement of the doctrines which they held, and

which Friends still hold, upon the important

subjects referred to, and show unmistakably the

soundness of their religious belief in the ef-

ficacy of the offering made upon Calvary for the

sins of mankind.

These Friends say that though they have

always believed the Gospel dispensation to be

a spiritual dispensation, yet it was "In no

wise to oppose, reject or invalidate Jesus

Christ's outward coming, suffering, death,

resurrefction, ascension and glorified estate in

the heavens; but to bring me:, to partake of

the remission of sins, reconciliation and eter-

nal redemption, which He hath obtained for

us and for all men, for whom He died and gave

himself a ransom; both for Jews and Gentiles,

for Indians, Turks, and Pagans, without re-

spect of person or people. And Christ is to

be fully preached unto them according to the

Holy Scriptures, by them whom He may send

unto them for that end; that as the benefit of

his sufferings extends to all, even to them

that have not the Scriptures or outward his-

tory thereof, they may be told who was and

is their chief friend, that gave himself a ran-

som for them and hath enlightened them; yet

not excluding those from God's mercy or sal-

vation by Christ who never had nor may have

the outward knowledge or history of Him, if

they sincerely obey and live up to his Light;

for his Light and salvation reach to the ends

of the earth. Yet still we that have the

Holy Scriptures, and those plain outward con-

firmed testimonies concerning our blessed Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ, both as to his com-

ing in the flesh and in the Spirit, have cause

to be thankful to God for the peculiar favor,

and that the Scriptures are so well preserved

to posterity; and we beseech you let us keep

to the plainness and simplicity of Scripture

language, in all our discourses about matters

of faith, divinity and doctrine; and sincerely

believe, own and confess our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, the Son of the Living God, in all

his comings, appearances, properties, offices

and works both for us and in us."—G. J. S.

Phil.\delphia, Seventh Month, 1901.

The Christian's Mode of Conquest.—As
long ago as the fourteenth century, Raymond
Lully, scholar and missionary, saw through the

hollowness of that sort of religion, which had

sent so many thousands of Europe's bravest to

fight the battle of faith with carnal weapons

in the Holy Land; and he wrote a book in

whioh he discusses the question whether the

heathen should be converted by force or whether

men should labor for the spread of the gospel

by persuasion, according to Christ's example.

He declares for the latter method as the only

Christian mode of procedure; and in his trea-

tise on the Contemplation of God, where he

makes all Christendom pass in review before

his mind's eye, he says, concerning the knights:

"I see many knights going to the Holy Land,

in the expectation of conquering it by force of

arms; but instead of accomplishing their object,

they are in the end all swept off' themselves;

therefore," he says, addressing Christ, "it is

my belief that the conquest of the Holy Land

should be attempted in no other way than as

thou and thy apostles undertook to accomplish

it—by love, by prayer, by tears, and the offer-

ing up of their own lives. As it seems that

the possession of the Holy Sepulchre and of

the Holy Land can be better secured by force
of preaching than by force of arms, therefore,

let the monks march forth, as holy knights,

replenished with the grace of the Holy Spirit,

and proclaim to the infidels the truth of thy

passion; let them from love to thee exhaust
the whole fountain of their eyes, and pour out

all the blood of their bodies, as thou hast done
from love to them."

—

Henry L. Schwab at an
Episcopal Church Congress.

For " The Friend."

ONLY TO TEEL THY PRESENCE.
[The late William Shaw, during his last illness, on being

asked by his wife if he wanted anything, replied, " I want
to feel his Holy Presence."]

Only to feel Thy presence.

As a child on its mother's breast,

And the weary, suffering soul.

Finds rest, sweet rest

!

Only to feel Thy presence.

And the world with its sin and deceit.

Shall fade as the mist of the morn.
And all is sweet, so passing sweet.

Only to feel Thy presence.

When crossing the dark valley o'er,

To comfort and cheer till my feet have reached
That shore, that shining shore.

Only to feel Thy presence

When parting with all most dear.

Till I reach the loved ones immortal
In the land just over there.

Only to feel Thy presence

When Thou my life shall sever.

In glory to sing Thy praises

Forever and forever.

Springville, Iowa. P. E. T.

For "The Friend."

Some Reminiscences of a Good Man—Ebenezer

Worth.

In a previous article mention was made of

a remark of Joseph Elkinton, Sr., that Eben-
ezer Worth at times, when addressing the In-

dians— "Seemed almost apostolic" — prob-

ably in reference to some such occasion, or a

similar one, that the following entry was
made in his diary under date of Tenth Month,
19th. 1863, at Tunesassa: "Last night and
this morning was much favored to trust in the

Great Head of the Church that he would help

me this day. Went up to the council house

to meet tlie Indians; after waiting awhile a

good many collected. Peter Grouse was inter-

preter. 1 think I was much favored to feel for

them, and raised above the fear of man in ex-

pressing my feelings, and was truly comfort-

ed, hoping I had in unmerited mercy been
enabled to discharge my duty; they felt like

brethren and sisters to me; the praise be to

Him, the Great Head of the Church, who is

worthy.
'

'

While at Tunesassa he received the follow-

ing interesting letter:

Philadelphia, Ninth Month 15, 1843.

My Dear Friend:—
I've often thought of thee with feelings of

affectionate and brotherly sympathy in thy

lonely situation, far from the flock with whom
thou hast been wont to mingle in spirit and
take sweet council. But the everlasting Shep-

herd and Bishop of souls, Christ Jesus, is as

near at Tunesassa as he is at Bradford, or in

Philadelphia, and when He, who is indeed our
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Light and our Life, appears in our seeking

souls we thirst not for any other streams.

I doubt not thou wilt have thy seasons of

desertion and stripping, when the Chief Shep-

herd mav seem entirely out of view; but keep

a steadfast and single eye to Him and He will

assuredly appear again to thy comfort and re-

joicing.
, . ,

I shall not be surprised if thou feels as

though thou were doing little or no good, and

even^be ready to call in question sometimes

the propriety of thy present allotment. This

is no new thing to them that are endeavoring

to serve the Master and 'tis good to bring us

to try the grounds of our movements like

proving them by the fleece, both wet and dry;

but they are no cause of discouragement;

they rather show that the spiritual life is pre-

served and the soul not resting at ease upon

the unrefined lees of its own works. Thou art

not forgotten by thv friends who have unity

with thy service in this allotment, and be-

lieve thou art in thy right place. Be not too

much cast down then, when the enemy may

try and buffet thee, for this is his way with the

upright in heart; but as they keep their love

and allegiance to their Holy Head, He will

bring them out of the furnace pure as gold.

In love I am thy attached friend,

Thomas Evans.

The following is from E. W.'s diary, re-

lated to him, it is thought, by Asher Wright,

a Presbyterian missionary, residing among the

Indians.—"George Smith had been a member

of the mission church on the Buffalo Creek

Reservation, maintaining a consistent Christian

character, he died of a lingering disease,

bearing his sufferings with Christian patience

and fortitude, and giving earnest testimony to

the preciousness and sustaining power of the

gospel.

"A day or two before his death, he was

thought to be already dead by those who had

the care of him, and was dressed for the

grave. After lying in this apparent lifeless

condition for an hour or two he revived, and

began to relate the wonderful views of heav-

enly things with which he had been favored

while in that seeming unconscious state. I

called at the house soon after he revived and

found hira bearing earnest testimony to the

truth and preciousness of Christianity, and ex-

horting all round him to embrace it. He soon

after directed his remarks to me and urged me
to make all possible effort for the people and

said among other things, 'I am a poor Indian

and do not even know how old I am; but I

know this, that .Jesus Christ came into the

world to save sinners, and that He will save

all that come to Him. I know He will, for

He saved me; tell them of it, tell it to the In

dians, tell it to the white man, tell it to the

negroes, tell everybody—He will save all who
believe in Him. He will not cast away any
who come to Him. Persuade them to believe

in Him that they may live forever.'
"

W. P. T.

The Scriptures give four names to Chris-

tians, taken from the four cardinal graces so

essential to man's salvation: "Saints" for

their holiness; "believers" for their faith;

"brethren" for their love; "disciples" for

their knowledge.

—

Fuller.

Catherine of Siena.

Among the leaders in the new life which

quickened Europe in the fourteenth century,

when the shadows of the dark ages were pass-

ing away, there is none more fascinating than

Catherine of Siena. As contemporary of John

Wyclif, the two have many points in common.

Of course, she made no pretence to his schol-

arship, and she was no courtier, as be was.

But both of them were heart and soul engaged

in winning the world which they influenced to

Christ. The coarse robe and simple mode of

life of Wyclif found a counterpart in Cathe-

rine's ascetic self-denial, and in the old worn

Dominican cloak so familiar on the streets of

Siena and Florence, and in which she slept her

last sleep in Rome. Alike Wyclif and Cath-

erine were reformers before the Reformation.

Each lived and died in the Roman Church. A
century had to pass before the seed sown by

Wyclif's Bible and preaching bore fruit in the

Protestant Reformation in England; and for

her reformation Italy is waiting yet.

It was a wild and even savage life in the

midst of which Catherine grew up. The feuds

between Siena and Florence were not so much

wars as raids with the bitterest jealousies of

rivals in trade and politics inciting to such

hand-to-hand conflicts as school boys are sup-

posed to put away with their childish things.

The noble still held his serfs in shameful bond-

age. The infamous Bernabos Visconti, Duke

of Milan, put to death any of his vassals

caught killing hare or wild boar or other

game, and when two friars dared to expostu-

late with him on his inhumanity to his depend-

ents, he immediately sent them to the stake.

Again and again, during Catherine's short life,

the plague carried off thousands of victims.

The land was cursed by the presence of mer-

cenaries who, strangers to the love of home or

the pride of patriotism, sold themselves out to

the highest bidder for their brutal services.

The pope had left Rome for Avignon, living

there with his cardinals and courtiers in

shameless profligacy, while Italy was farmed

out under legatees more rapacious and cruel

than even the nobles and the mercenaries.

So much needs to be said before we can

appreciate to the full the marvellous life of

Catherine, the wool dyer's daughter of Siena,

the child of parents pious, indeed, but wholly

illiterate and entirely without influence in the

republic or the city. To ascribe her successes

to any other than a Divine source is to refuse

to recognize the supernatural only to be chal-

lenged to explain facts that cannot be account-

ed for on any human grounds. That from in-

fancy she was conscious of a Divine leading,

and that obedient to the heavenly vision slie

devoted herself to God and his world, moving
among the plague-stricken in ministries of

mercy; pleading for peace first with her

neighbors and then before the leaders of the

warring republics; winning the ear of political

leader, prince and pope; preaching so that the

tongue of the unkindliest critic was forced

to say, "It is not a woman that speaks, but

the Holy Spirit himself;" appealing to the

consciences of the foremost men of her times

by letters which are still quick with righteous
indignation; and crowning her other successes

by bringing a vacillating and self-indulgent

pope, in the teeth of his cardinals and of all

the influences of statecraft and selfishness, to

abandon beautiful Avignon, and once agai

make malarious and melancholy Rome the sea

of the papal power—that all these triumph'

of heart and mind and soul were the achievt

ments of a poor, frail woman who died £j

thirty-three, cannot be explained on any tht

ory which denies the superhuman a place i

the government of our world.

It is my purpose now, without arguing th:

point, to note a few of the characteristics c

Catherine, and in doing so I may commend t

the reader who wishes to study more in deta

this wonderful life, her biography by Josepl

ine Butler. Catherinel
'

' practised the presenc
j

of God." "While I was praying" she wouli

say, "my Saviour showed me the meaning d
this, and spoke thus to me." Under a sensj

that she was the messenger of the Divine wij

to man she would often be crushed to thi

earth. "1 conjure you," she writes to h(i

trusted spiritual friend "to pray for me thatj

may be guided in the path of humility. Dwe
ever in the remembrance of God."

Very early she learned from her Lord thi

she must "banish from her heart all anxioi

thought concerning herself and her own salv;i

tion." At the bidding of love of ease or safij

ty she dared not pause and say, "I shall m
find peace in doing this or that" "When v

live for the honor of God," she wrote in hi

last letter to Pope Urban, "without thinkir

of self, we receive light, power, and constam

and a supernatural perseverance."

And yet the Catherine of these heaven

gifts did not cease to be a sweet, simpl

minded woman. "I never," writes her disc

pie. Friar Bartholomew, "saw the least me
ancholy in her countenance, which was alwa;

cheerful and even merry." At the sight of
j

bank of mountain flowers in sunny Provenc

her face would flush with pleasure; and as si

watched an ant-hill she bade her fellow trav<

lers believe that "these little creatures can

from the sacred thought of God."
Although she had no schooling, she taug

herself to read, that so she might study t!

Scriptures, and when, many years later, s"

learnad to write, she commanded a style

poetry, philosophy and correspondence whi<

has been held to give her rank even with P

trarch and Dante.

The presence of the titled and wealt

seemed to awe her as little as the threats

the brutal or the blandishments of the courtl

To the fair but infamous Joanna, Queen

Naples, she writes, "If ypu will take up t

cross, many will follow you Awake, my sistt

and act courageously. It is no time to slee

time itself sleeps not; it flies like the wind^

Sir John Hawkwood, the free-lance whose ve

name sent terror into the hearts of his eij

mies, is to her a fellow-sinner needing as mu:

as she, a Saviour. "Retire, I beseech you,

little into yourself, mv brother, and conte

plate the dangers and punishment to whi

you are exposing your soul in the service

the devil." Amid the splendors of his priv;

room in his palace at Avignon, Pope Gregc;

quails before Catherine as she looks him in t

face, and says "In the name of God and :"

the fulfilment of duty, you will close the ga-

of this magnificent palace, and set out

Rome. " And Gregory had to surrender. 1
'•

successor, Urban, who ran to the opposite <

treme, was bidden by her "to temper zl
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h charity," and to accept all contradiction

opposition with "tranquillity of heart."

)ver wild and depraved natures her power
I equalled only by her courage. Climbing

) the cart which bore the tortured criminals

execution, she pleaded and prayed with

m until their hearts were melted to repent-

e. Her evangelistic labors over for the

, she would mount the hill to the old Uom-
an church at Siena, and lay at the feet of

Lord and Saviour the spiritual conquests

the hours just past. Under her appeals

ly a young nobleman forsook his profligate

rse and yielded himself to Christ and his

se, and when the world drew him back she

ild refuse to give him up. "The time will

le" she wrote to one in words which were

phetic, "when God will enable me to throw

oose around your neck which will prevent

r ever escaping again." Long after she

dead, the vile Bernabos, once the power-

Duke of Milan, betrayed and imprisoned,

n out and dying, clutched with foul and

y fingers the bar of his window, and without

sing gasped out, "A broken and a contrite

rt, God, Thou wilt not despise." When,
the streets of Florence, a furious mob,

ed with swords and clubs and thirsting for

blood, cried, "Where is the wicked woman?
ere is Catherine?" she t;irned and kneeling

jre the ring-leader as he brandished his

pon aloft, said, "I am Catherine. Do
itever God permits you to do to me.

'

' And
man slunk away unnerved.

t was in prayer, however, that her most
arkable victories were won. As we read

56 prayers to-day, we touch the secret as

I as the source of her power. In the last

them of which any records remain, she

ids: "Eternal God, I commend to Thee
i my beloved children; leave them not or-

ned and comfortless; visit them by Thy
38, and make them to live in the perfect

t." And in every prayer there is a clear

3 of trust in Christ as her one and only

I. Her dying words were the expression

fier whole life. "Yes, Lord, Thou callest

I come to Thee; I go to Thee, not on ac-

Qt of my merits, but solely on account of

mercy, and that mercy I have implored in

name, Jesus, of Thy precious blood."
lothing is more marked in her life than
spirit of true, pure faith in her Saviour,

ould seem as though fanaticism, so rife in

day had little power over her. To the the-

;ical subleties of the doctors of the Church
paid slight heed. In a corrupt age she
fearless in exposing the weak spots in

archy and ecclesiastical system. "The
rch," she says, "has no need of perfumes,
incense or of precious stones and gold.

needs courage and faith." In her dying
iients some one had placed before her a
e table on which were some relics of
ts, but she did not look on them. The key-

! of her whole course was trust in Christ.

words with which she incited the pope and
linals to do battle for God and his right-

sness were words which she must often
i urged home on her own heart. "Enter
j

this conflict without fear. If God is with

I

who can be against you? Unite your-
!es with Christ, and fight like men for Him;
i. yes fight; but let your only weapons be
^ntance and prayer, virtue and love.

'

'

To-day it is not difficult, as we walk the

narrow streets of Siena, to picture her as she

lived among her friends and neighbors. The
spiritual life is the same in all centuries and

lands. The errors inevitable to her age no

doubt affected her. She was no paragon of

perfection, "faultily faultless, icily regular,

splendidly null," but a true woman of like pas-

sions with others. But the one clear note of

love to God and to his world is what we catch

as we listen now. The doctor of theology who
ascended the pulpit to preach her funeral ser-

mon found himself speechless. "This holy

one," was all that he could say "has no need

of our preaching, and eulogy; she herself

speaks, and her life is her eulogy." So has it

always been with all true lives. So may it

be with ours.— T. H. Pattison, in Episcopal

Recorder.

Panama Hats, so called, have not been so

much in use for many years as at present.

They are not, however, the product of Panama
at all, or even of the State of Columbia, says

a correspondent of The Times, but are manu-
factured in the neighboring Republic of Ecua-

dor, and sold in enormous quantities under

the general name of Guayaquil hats through-

out Mexico, Central America and South Amer-
ica at from fifty cents upward. But the true

Panama hat sells at prices varying from twenty

to one hundred and fifty dollars each, accord-

ing to their fineness. They are prized in South

America because their closely woven texture

not only renders them impervious to the sun's

rays, but likewise waterproof, which is highly

esteemed where it is deemed desirable to keep

the head dry during the constant equatorial

showers.

This hat is made of a single piece of straw,

and is extremely light and flexible. The plant

from which it is made is the jipi-japa. The
hats are made by Indian women, and require

infinite patience and delicacy of handling, the

very finest quality often requiring many months
to bring to perfection. They are made on

blocks placed between the knees, making it

necessary to be constantly pressed close to the

breast. The headquarters for the purchase

of the bona fide hat is at the little mountain
village in Ecuador called Monte Cristi. The
correspondent affirms that purchases often

amounting in value to thousands of dollars

are made in the dark, the dealers being en-

tirely guided in estimating the value of the

goods through a sense of touch. The Indian

women squat in a circle around the market
place, each with her little bundle of hats, a

dim oil lantern indicating their presence, and

there they await the purchasers from all parts

of the continent.

So flexible and fine are the hats that some
years ago a present of a hat was made to the

President of Mexico, inclosed in a small cigar-

ette case of the same material without any

injury.

The Cost of the Boer War.—The loan of

$300,000,000 which Sir Michael Hicks-Beach

is negotiating is one index of the cost of the

Boer war.

There is another cost, however, than that

which appears in the Budget, and one for

which the nation cannot be recouped. A
recent return of the War Office reports the

cost of the war in human flesh and blood down
to a month agu. From this it appears that

the number of deaths has been 14,728. Of
these 3936 were killed in battle, 1301 died

of wounds soon after battle, ninety-six died

in Boer prisons, three hundred and four died

after having been sent home as invalids, two
hundred and ninety-three were killed by acci-

dent, and the appalling number of 8793 died of

disease. No fewer than seven hundred and sev-

enty-five are still missing or in captivity

among the Boers. And 2189, having been

sent home as invalids, have so far failed to

recover their health as to remain permanently

unfit for duty, if not quite disabled. If we
reckon that most of the "missing and prison-

ers" will eventually be reported safe and
sound, we have a total of 17,000 men forever

lost to the working force of the British Em-
pire.

That is a loss of the heaviest kind, and one

for which there can never be compensation.

Seventeen thousand lives, of her best picked

men! And it was to have been merely a

"military promenade" to Pretoria! It is an

appalling proof of the illimitable uncertainties

into which a nation plunges blindly and

headlong whenever it goes to war.

—

N. Y.

Tribune.

" Commend me to that generous heart.

Which, like the pine on high
;

Uplifts the same unvarying brow
To every change of sky.

Whose friendship does not fade away,
When wintry tempests blow,

But, like the winter's icy crown
Looks greener through the snow."

The Christian Sabbath.—The Christian

has a Sabbath. But it will be observed most
completely in heaven. All the Old Testament
institutions are typical. The Sabbath typified

rest. "God rested on the seventh day." At
first, the rest, like all types instituted among
the .Jews, was physical, but the anti-type is

never other than spiritual. Our rest is spir-

itual and eternal and heavenly like God's. The
fourth chapter of the Hebrews makes this

plain. "There remaineth therefore a rest to

the people of God." Indeed we may have
foretastes here below of the supreme peace

and tranquillity of soul which is to characterize

our heavenly existence. But then it will be

complete and uninterrupted.

One word of warning, however. Because

the Christian has not embodied the Jewish

Sabbath in his creed, he should not therefore

hastily and wantonly conclude that he is jus-

tified in keeping nothing, and working seven

days in the week and ten hours every day
thereof. Nor will he be inclined to do this.

The Christian welcomes stated and set seasons

of worship. He need not have a law to drive

him to the place of worship. Yea, if he could

worship with his brethren an hour or two
every day of the seven, he would count it a

great privilege. It is the beauty of the Chris-

tian dispensation that God's laws are written

upon the heart, and that God works in us

mainly through the Holy Spirit both to will

and to do of his good pleasure.

—

The Mennon-

itc.

It is not always the man most ^yy
who is most serviceable in either State or
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Church It is he who aims to mould and in-

spire, not he who seeks to please that leaves

the most lasting impression upon mind, heart

and life. The more unobserved forces are us-

uallv the more potential. The deep cur-

rents are more enduring than the surface

ones The real leaders in the intellectual, so-

cial and religious world generally come m for

the least flattery and approval. Some of

them have even been abused, resisted and

hated. The cheers of the multitude may be

pleasant, but the prizes of life can be, and

are won without them.—Presbyterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The strike of steel worlters has con-

tinued, notwithstanding several conferences between the

renresentatives of the combined steel organizations, and

the organization of working men. In some places the

mills are idle. In Cleveland, Ohio, the steel combine is

utilizing negro labor to supplant the white workmen in

the Newburg mills. Several hundred of colored men have

come to the city from Pittsburg, Homestead and adjacent

iron centres in Pennsylvania. They are brought here by

one of their own race, who is acting as agent for the steel

corporation. It is said that an order from the Amal-

gamated Association of Workers will be issued this week,

to call from their woik all the men engaged in the mills

of the steel combination.

The drawing for lands on the late Kiowa and Comancbe

Reservation has ended ; and a town of about 10,000 peo-

ple to be known as Lawton, has grown up almost in a

night Already Lawton has 400 temporary business

houses, including a grocery firm and a newspaper, and

three streets have been laid out. A national bank has

been projected.

The amount of gold in the United States Treasury now

exceeds that held at any previous time. Speaking of this

immense volume of gold, Treasurer Roberts has said :

'• The dimensions indicate a great era of prosperity now

prevailing throughout the United States. It can always

be regarded as an accurate barometer of industrial and

commercial conditions, and the fact that it is now in ex-

cess of anything we have ever held indicates that the

volume of our business has assumed corresponding pro-

portions."
, J r It

It has long been known that immense beds of salt un-

derlie the coast of Louisiana, but they have been little

worked hitherto, because of the difficulty of reaching

them. They are overlaid by a bed of quicksand, which

has interfered with the workings. Now, it is said, a way

has been found to control the quicksand by means of

caissons filled with compressed air until substantial shafts

can be built to the salt beds. If this is true, the supply of

salt in the world's markets may be largely increased from

this source.

One of the great packing houses of Chicago has pro-

hibited profanity upon its premises. In commenting on

the order the Chicago Post truthfully says :
" It is one of

the better signs of the times that in these days the men

at the head of affairs are presumed to be, if not Chris-

tians, at any rate, gentlemen. They find ways enough of

making their wishes intelligible and effective without re-

sort to bluster or swagger or the indecencies of blas-

phemy."
A large number of the horses in Chicago are said to be

afflicted with the grippe, and the disease has taken such

a severe form in some localities that it has been necessary

for owners to stop working their horses and put them

under the care of veterinary surgeons. Thus far the

disease has not been fatal to an alarming degree, but it

is stated that the utmost care is necessary.

The number of cases treated in the Pennsj'lvania Hos-

pital during the month ending the 28th ult., is probably

in excess of that of any like period in the history of the

Institution. In the emergency wards 3,252 cases were

attended to, or on an average of one case for every four-

teen minutes during the term, working day and night. In

addition to this there were 1798 cases in the dispensary.

The St. Louis Reputtlic states that city hospital phy-

sicians have asserted that 95 per cent, of the patients

treated there for sunstroke are users of intoxicants in

one form or another. While the greatest danger is to

those who have drunk to excess, the man or woman who

attempts to find relief by drinking wine, whiskey or beer,

even in moderate quantities, has weakened his or her

powers of resistance to the effects of heat.

Grasshoppers are reported to be destroying acres of

buckwheat in Bradford and the upper part of Lycoming

County, Pa. When they fly from field to field they pre-

sent the appearance of a great dark cloud.

In Alabama, the census returns show that the colored

voting population has gained 7.3 per cent m educational

progress, while the whites have advanced only 2.1 per

cent. This seems to speak well for the influence of Tus-

kegee Institute, as well as for the future of the colored

"'* Notwithstanding the reports to the contrary it is said

that there is a prospect for unusually large crops in the

Western States of wheat, oats, barley, potatoes and hay.

The eighty-fifth Annual Report of the American Bible

Society in New York shows that in the Philippine Islands

some progress has been made in carrying forward tenta-

tive versions of the Gospel in Pampanga, Visayan, Cebuan,

Zanbal and Llocano languages.

Aluminum is beginning to be used very largely as

electrical conductors, as it gives nearly the same con-

ductance as copper, weighs only half as much and costs

less. Twenty years ago the total output in the world did

not exceed four or five tons, and its price was !)>dO,OUU

per ton ; ten years ago its price was reduced to about

$10 000 per ton, and the output increased to about thirty

tons' per annum ; now the price is $650 to $700 per ton,

and the output during the last twelve months is reckoned

at 5,000 tons. ,..,,, , , j
There were 474 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 23 more than the previous

week and 35 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 258 were males and 216 females: 61

died of consumption of the lungs ; 17 of inflammation of

the luniks and surrounding membranes ; 7 of diphtheria ;

8 of cancer ; 13 of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever and 2

of scarlet fever.
. , „ , , . •.

Cotton closed on a basis of SiVc. per pound for mid-

Flou*/—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.33 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.50 to $3.75.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 71i to 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 56J to 57c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 45c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5i to 6c.; good, 5i to 5fc. ; me-

dium 4^ to 5c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3| to 4c.; good, 3J to 3ic.;

common, IJ to 2c.; extra lambs, 4 to 6ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to 8|c.

Foreign.—The Secretary of War, Joseph Chamberlain,

has lately announced on behalf of the British Govern-

ment that greater severity will hereafter be used in the

prosecution of the war in South Africa. This declaration

is regarded by one of the London papers as " the opening

of an epoch of terror and shame," by others it is com-

mended. Secretary Chamberlain has also said that the

vast majority of the Boers would surrender " but for the

omparative handful of irreconcilables who are carrying

on a guerrilla war which is degenerating into brigandage."

A despatch from Canton of the 1st says :
" Violent

anti-foreign placards, emanating from the Boxers, have

been posted in the vicinity of the Christian chapels. The

placards protest against the imposition of the house tax,

saying it is only exacted in order to meet the indemnity

to be paid to the Powers, and proceeds to incite the peo-

ple to take up arms. On the other hand Pekin is being

placarded with a vigorous proclamation recounting that a

national crime was committed by China last year and

that the punishment inflicted is a warning against its re-

lowest recorded temperature was forty degrees belo

zero, Fahrenheit.

Martial law has been declared in Venezuela by tl

President of the country, in consequence of the invaaic

of a revolutionary force from Colombia. It is report

that an army of 10,000 men will meet the invaders,

battle is reported to have occurred in which the invade

were repulsed and 1400 men were killed.

Preparations are going on for the departure of the

allied troops from China. A proclamation has been is-

sued by the Governor of Shan Tung province, declaring

in forcible terms that the missionaries have no authority

to interfere in the affairs of the Chinese people, and di-

recting that equal justice shall be meted out to disturbers

of the peace, whether professors of Christianity or not.

A Belgian pigeon has lately flown from Burgos, in

Spain, to Brussels. The distance is 700 miles, and the

time taken was just fourteen hours, which is at the rate of

fifty miles an hour.

The dowager empress of Germany, the mother of the

present emperor, died at Cronberg, Germany, on the 5th

inst., in the 61st year of her age. She was the eldest

daughter of Victoria, late Queen of England.

In paving streets in Paris with glass it is found that

this si;bstance, while practically indestructible, is ad-

mirably suited to the feet of both men and beasts, and is

easy to clean. Its only fault is that it somewhat increases

the noise of the traffic.

The power of a volcano was shown in the last eruption

of Vesuvius, when a mass of rock, weighing thirty tons,

was projected high above the crater. To do this, accord-

ing to an Italian professor, the volcano exerted a force

of nearly 7,000 horse-power.

Dr. Suering Berson, of Berlin, a member of the Meteor-

ological Institute, has just completed a balloon ascent,

during which he reached a height of 33,500 feet. The
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'HE Establishment of Thought.—That our

ughts may not be dissipated they need a

tral purpose. That the soul may not float

ift it needs an anchor. Our thoughts take

direction of our works. So it is a proverb

Afisdom which says: "Commit thy works

the Lord, and thy thoughts shall be es-

lished." Oar thoughts are committed to

same that our works are, and it is for the

ining cf thought and inward oharacter that

•ks are supplied.

'he alternative would be: Commit thy

•ks unto self and thy thoughts shall be

le selfish, continuallv meaner, and unstable,

'he rescue and salvation of our thoughts

mind is the committal of our works to the

d, doing them all as unto Him, consulting

Q about all that we propose to do, that He

J be the central authority of our deeds to

)ra the gathering of our thoughts shall be.

'hese will be prone to take the direction of

hearts' strongest love, for where our

isure is there will the heart, and the

ughts of the heart, be also. "I," said

ist, "if I be lifted up from the earth, will

w all men unto me." His love so man-

;ted by the Cross is the attractive power of

Cross for all men. "We love Him be-

se He first loved us," and reconciled us by

death, that love, as the new commandment,

f be "the fulfilling of the law." So with

motive of our works and purposes centered

h our "Chiefest amons ten-thousands and

jgether lovely," our works are committed

.0 Him as their authority, that whatsoever

hands find to do we may do it heartily as

the Lord. What a gatherer and savior

our thoughts into a healthy and living one-

s of purpose and of power, and what an

:hor to our souls both sure and steadfast.

Christ in us the hope of glory is thus found to

be!—the Establisher of the thoughts of all

those whose works are committed unto Him,

and done in singleness of heart as unto the

Lord. What a security against the growing

insanities of the world, disestablishing and

distracting the powers of thought and inward

control, so that they are like the chaff which

the wind of caprice or passion driveth away!

Many a home is a hospital of deranged

thoughts and inward instability, because men

and women will be careful and troubled about

many things instead of gathered unto the

"one thing needful." Many a business is

wrecked because of a disestablished mind too

impatient to wait upon the Lord. We know

not how many commercial establishments have

been saved by the right use of a Friends' mid-

week meeting; or how many a family has been

established "in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord," as the blessing that follows the

committing of our works unto Him.

"Be careful for nothing. But in every-

thing by prayer and supplicatiuii with thanks-

giving let your requests be made known unto

God; and the peace of God which passeth all

understanding shall keep your MINDS and

hearts by Jesus Christ."

A Dividing Spirit.

Without being aware of any spirit of sepa-

ration being at work, we note the coincidence

that the writer of the following letter was

moved to copy for our readers' perusal an ex-

tract on that subject from Thomas Chalkley's

Journal, before he had seen the communica-

tion of W. W. B. in number 3 of The Friend.

We feel at liberty to quote the following from

his letter, before giving the extract:

Dear Friend :—In reading over Thomas Chalk-

ley's Journal yesterday I happened on the para-

graph which I forward with this. I do not know
that the spirit which he intended to discourage is

as prevalent now as it was forty years ago, but I

thought the revival of his objections to a dividing

disposition might at least do no harm with some.

I have since read " W. W. B's " article on Sepa-

rations [in number three]. It seems to me to

contain just views, and if the professing churches

among Friends of all shades of sentiment could but

act in accord with them our Society would be a

united body. But alas, when we survey the whole
field in England and America, and read of the al-

most entire sacrifice in practice of the original

testimonies that characterized Friends in worship,

ministry, music, ornaments in apparel and furni-

ture, art, complimental language, vain amusements,
fiction-reading, etc., on the part of all the Yearly

Meetings, except our own Yearly Meeting and a
small remnant here and there, one feels that there
is no reasonable hope of such unity in the future.
I can see nothing to distinguish most bodies of
Friends now extant from other Christian denom-
inations but our peace principles. Forms of wor-
ship are somewhat different, but seem fast assim-
ilating to those of the Methodists.

There are those who glory in these changes and
there are periodicals which sustain them in their

tone, and sometimes editorially. And yet I am
unable to see any open path for those Friends who
wish to sustain our valuable testimonies to stem
the torrent of revolt (if I may so term it) that has
set in and been sweeping away one landmark after
another for the past fifty years. Separations are
no remedy if we read their history, and note their

results on the Society during that time.

The Friend, I believe, has been always loyal to

the pure Truth, and I hope may have the support
of the Friends of Truth in upholding that standard.
Not that I am much of an advocate for contro-
versial essays. They are necessary at times to de-

fend the right, but unless written in a charitable
spirit often fail to convince an opponent.

The "open path" which our correspondent

does not see, for the preserved rernnant to fol-

low, may yet exist without being visible, ex-

cept at the opening. It consists in our fol-

lowing faithfully the openings before us for

each day. What they will lead the flock out

into, we leave to the Shepherd.

Thomas Chalkley on Separations.

About this time a loving friend of mine in-

formed me that one whom I very well knew in

Barbadoes, a minister of our Society, had gone

into an open separation, so as to keep meet-

ings separate from his brethren and contrary

to their advice. 1 was concerned in love to

write to him a few lines to remind him of the

unhappy state and end of such who notwith-

standing the brotherly love and kind treatment

of Friends had separated from us, and losing the

sense of truth which had made them service-

able in the church, were actuated by a rend-

ing, dividing spirit, by which the enemy of our

happiness had so far obtained his end, as to

make some disturbance for a time; but few, if

any, of these separatists, have had further

power than to promote and maintain their

separate meetings during their own lives; such

meetings having in every instance I have

known, except one, and that lasted not long,

dropped on the death of the founders. And
though we think it our duty to testify against,

and disown all such, yet this disowning is only

until the persons oflfending, from a real sense

of, and sorrow for, their faults, acknowledge

and condemn the same; then the arms of
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Christ and his church, are open to receive and

embrace them.

I therefore earnestly besought him to con-

sider the danger of offending any who love and

believe in Christ, though ever so little in their

own or other men's esteem; for we cannot

have true peace in departing from the pure

love of God, his truth and people; to which I

added the following sentences out of the New
Testament:

"By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one to another."

Do not lose this mark.

"We know that we have passed from death

unto life, because we love the brethren. He
that loveth not his brother abideth in death.

He that loveth not, knoweth not God; for God

is love. He that dwelleth in love dwelleth

in God, and God in hini."

Eulogy of the Deceased.—In sending a

notice of the death of Mary Wood to our

present number, a relative remarks in his let-

ter, "More might have been truthfully said,

but there seems to be a little testimonv

against eulogy."

Where the object of a eulogy is to please a

family, relatives or friends, such a testimony

may well be heeded; but where it is for the

honor of truth, we deem that the truth shall be

clearly spoken so far as it is to the glory of

the grace that made one what he or she was.

Under gospel concern "there shall also this

that this woman hath done, be spoken for a

memorial of her," is sometimes due to the

church and the cause. We sympathize with

our friend in his caution. It is on the right

side.

For "Thb Friend."

The Two Seeds.

"And I will put enmity between thee and
the woman and between thy seed and her
seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt
bruise his heel" (Gen. iii: 1.5).

As the seed so the fruit. From wheat oats
do not grow; nor from the apple grows the
pear. Before the fall of man, man was of
God, and God saw that man, with all things
that He had made, was good, and Adam is

called in Scripture "the son of God" (Luke iii:

38). But having fallen, another spirit is

found in man. Hence is found in him the
spirit of God, which is Christ the Word, and
the spirit of evil, which is satan. And which-
ever rules in man and which man obeys, his
servant man is, "for his servants ye are to
whom ye obey, whether of sin unto death, or
of obedience unto righteousness." Neither
can any man serve the two masters. Christ
Jesus, in the parable of the tares, calls "the
good seed, the children of the kingdom, but
the tares, the children of the wicked one"
(Matt, xiii: 38). Again, Jesus, who came into
the world "to save his people from their
sins," laid it down as a standard, "Whosoever
coramitteth sin, is the servant of sin" (John
viii: 34).

And the converse as given by the Apostle

John is equally true, " ye know that every one
that doeth righteousness is born of God" (1

John iii: 29). Jesus, the first-born of God's

new creation knowing that He came from, and
was born of God his Father, told the Jews who
claimed to be Abraham's seed, that if they
were his children, they would do the works of

Abraham, the works of faith and righteous-

ness, in which God found Abraham when He
ratified his covenant to him, when He gave to

him and to his seed the rite of circumcision as

a seal of righteousness in obedience to God's
commands. But the Jews not obeying the in-

speaking Word of God, obeyed satan, and
doing so, Jesus told them they were "the chil-

dren of them who slew the prophets," and
that "they were of that Father whose works
they did," even of the Wicked One, for they
sought to slay the greatest of all God's pro-
phets even his dear Son.

The "seed of the woman" is the seed of
Abraham, in whom all nations were to be
blessed, and this seed, as the apostle says, is

Christ. To be born of Christ, is to be "born
of the spirit," for "the Lord is that spirit"

and this is "to be born of God." Those, then,

are "Sons of God" who are led by God's spirit,

and these only constitute the true church of
God, of whom Christ is the first-born, and as
such the Head, the Priest and Prophet of the
family and household of God.

These seeds are not carnal, nor material,
but spiritual. And between them, in man, is

a strife for the mastery, as God said of the
wicked world, who, obeying evil, perished in

the flood, "My Spirit shall not always strive
with man, for that he also is flesh," (Gen.
vi: 3).

The prophets and apostles often speak of
the wicked spirit as the flesh, as says Paul,
"For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and
the Spirit against the liesh, and these are con-
trary, the one to the other"(Gal. v: 17.) So
also, says James, of the spirit that ruleth in

the natural man, "Do ye think that the Scrio-
ture saith in vain, the spirit that dwelleth in
us lusteth to envy" (.Jas. iii: 5). This in-
dwelling spirit of evil, the seed and growth of
the serpent, must be cast out by one stronger
than he, and none is able to do this but Christ
Jesus, who has all power given to Him both in
heaven and in earth, and Christ is the seed of
God. Man, then, as a free agent is the
battle field between these two opposing seeds.
Naturally man chooses the evil, but God, dis-
quiets him there and inclines him to obey the
good. Happy for that man who, hearing this
Almighty Saviour and Friend, thus knocking
at the door of his heart, yields his will to
serve Him, admits Him there to cleanse his
soul, to cast out the evil one who once bare
rule that Christ may take up his dwelling
there, as God hath said, "I will dwell in them
and walk in them; and I will be their God
and they shall be my people" (2 Cor. vi: 16).'

Thus is the Kingdom of God set up in the
heart; for God by his spirit, dwells, rules and
reigns there. "Know ye not that ye are the
temple of God, and that the scirit of God
dwelleth in you" (1 Cor. iii:16). Then is that
prayer of the longing soul fulfilled,

" O, Saviour, welcome to my heart
Possess thy humble throne,
Bid every rival, Lord, depart,
And reign, O, Christ, alone."

That man is then truly of the seed of Abre,

ham to whom are the promises and of thi

royal seed of David; and Christ the seed ij

them, to whom all God's promises are sure, ;i

become "in them the hope of glory."
\

For such have entered into God's covenanl;

become circumcised in spirit, and sanctifiei

and made holy, "by the blood of sprinkling,!

"the washing of regeneration and the renev

ings of the Holy Ghost." These stumble n(

at God's word, like the Jews of old, being dii

obedient thereto, but "having in obeying tl

truth through the spirit, puT\fied their souls

and having been "born of the incorruptibl'

seed, the Word of God, which liveth

abideth forever," they become "a chose!

generation a royal priesthood, a holy nation,

peculiar people; that ye should shew forth th

praises of Him who hath called you out

darkness into his marvellous light."

It was in the happy retrospect of his accon

plished work that that eminent servant of tl

Lord, George Fox who had been called of Gk

to proclaim the acceptable day of God, to tui

men to the light of Christ which alone cou'.

lead them into all truth, and many having bee

turned thereto by the Spirit's power accompj

nying his testimony and come to sit down
the kingdom of God which is righteousne:'

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, and in a sen.';

and spiritual communion with these whil

patiently awaiting his last summons to h

Heavenly Father's home he praised God
Spirit and exclaimed, "All is well; the seed •

God reigns over all and over death itsel

.'\nd though I am weak in body yet the pow>

of (iod is over all and the Seed reigns over ;

disorderly spirits. " After saying this he 1;

in a precious heavenly frame of mind ai'

quietly fell asleep in Jesus. W. W.

A New Dead Sea.—The Swedish explore

Sven Hedin, has discovered a very curious lal

in Tibet, says the Revue Scientifique, which J

describes as follows:

"It is a very large sheet of water, hither

unknown —a new Dead Sea—almost as inte

esting as that of Palestine. It is one of ti

strangest sheets of water that I have ev

seen, writes the learned traveler. It is

enormous extent but not very deep. To sa

on it you have to walk through it on foot f

a kilometer (over half a mile) from the edg

to reach the boat; then the boat must '.

dragged another kilometer, so that a distan

of two kilometers must be traversed from t]

shore before the boat with its equipment c;

be really floated. But the most curious ai

most remarkable feature of this inland sea

the incredible quantity of salt that it contait

The bottom is a compact mass of salt, on who
rough surface it is very disagreeable to wal

as one must do to reach the boat. The bo

itself, our oars, our clothes, adds M. Hedi

were all as white as chalk, and when drops

the water fell on the ground they left globul

behind them as if they were sap from a ca

die. It is not remarkable that this sea a

its neighborhood are as sterile as the De
Sea of Palestine. "

—

The Literary Digest .

Economy is far removed from meanne;
There is a proper husbanding of resourcf

but it must not be at the expense of a not

spirit and a wise expenditure in the home al
religious_duty. I
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Some Thoughts Upon Friends' Principles.

It may seem to savor of arrogance that one

ID stands on the outside should undertake to

dress the Society of Friends on their own
inciples, but occasionally it is those who are

t committed to a certain mode of thought

lO see the most clearly whither it is tending,

any rate it is good now and then to see

rselves as others see us, and be spectators

;her than actors.

[ am one of those who believe that the exist-

ze of the Society of Friends has been be-

ad value to the Church of God in England,

i that not only as giving clearer light to

) individuals who have composed it but fully

much, or more, in the effect that its pro-

it for the simplicity of truth has had on other

igious bodies. The doctrines for which it

d in its youth are no longer resented, but

7e been as it were gradually absorbed into

! main body of Christian thought and feel-

;, so that the distinction between Friends

i others is not so strongly marked as

was in the beginning. To me personally

) Society of Friends is not on this ac-

int merely an historical body that has done
3d work in the past, but is a necessary fac-
' in our present religious life, an ever-

!sent testimony in favor of purely spiritual

rship, beyond all value in face of the ten-

icy to formality and routine that besets all

us, especially those of us that belong to the

arch of England. For the time being let

fix our minds on the differences rather than

i unity.

lo an outside and superficial observer, the

ints that first attract attention are apt to be

native points. Friends do not have any
bward observance of the Sacrament; do not

i^e any organized ministry, specially ed-

ited; do not approve of war with all its vast

chinery; do not sing hymns in their wor-

p; do not share in the recognized amuse-
nts of the world; do not take the oath in

! courts of law; and so on, even with the
ser things, till one wonders what it is they

They give the impression of standing
;k; of not sharing, of reserve rather than
action.

Now, it is always a pity to fix the mind and
ention on a negation, an empty space, a

p, a not doing anything; for negations,
)ugh useful to clear the gruund of error,

1 never be found to do active work. Let
fix our minds on the positive, the contruc-
e, the living side of the Society of Friends,

1 we shall find it is most distinci; the prin-

iles taught are by no means negations, but
it the reverse, and are diiferent branches of
i living and organic whole, which bears
lit in many directions.

VVhen a division arises in the church of
rist, it is always useful to find out what
ased it. It is wholly impossible it should
the work of one man or a dozen men: it is

i necessity, the call of the age, and has a
il definite meaning. The true unity of the
urch is like the depth of the sea, and the
'isions are like the waves on the surface; the
ves attract the attention of the mere on-
iker, noisy, uncertain, aggressive, superfi-

cial, known to everyone who sails lightly over

the surface, but it is the firm solid depth be-

low that is the real thing, miles and miles of

it unmoving clear and mighty, and only known
by those who sound it or dive into it. That is

the proportion between the division and the

unity, and all are so one in Christ that as soon

as the surface is left and we speak of things

Divine we do not know to which division of

the Church the speaker belongs.

Taken historically, these divisions have done
nothing but good, because each one at its rise

is the remedying of a serious defect in the

Church that gave it birth and the embodying
of the truths previously overlooked and under-

valued.

To start with the Reformation was the great

reaction against the power of the priesthood.

The doctrines of life and salvation are all there

in the Church of Rome, but they are very

nearly neutralized in actual force by this one

doctrine of the existence of a priesthood, the

priest so standing between man and God that

all ofli'erings, all blessings, must pass through
him. The terra Protestant sounds negative as

though protesting against all this, but really

it is positive, a protest for one and one only

doctrine, that every human soul has the right

to stand face to face with its Maker as the

flowers stand before the sun in the sky.

That it was not on the twelve but on the one

hundred and twenty that the Spirit fell, and
that no person, or system, or ceremony, or any
external thing whatever, has been made nec-

essary, but that the desire of the soul after

God and his pardon and his holiness is the sole

qualification for receiving all his blessings.

Christ who is the exponent of God that we can

understand, who is indeed God in relation to

man, is the sole Mediator.

Now Luther did not invent all this. He is

not the founder but the spokesman of Protest-

anism. Just as again and again Peter spoke

out what the other eleven were thinking or

wishing, so Luther spoke for thousands and

thousands of hearts captive and pining to be

free. The axe must have an edge, the needle

must have a point, and one man must go be-

fore the others and bear the brunt of the at-

tack, but he is very little use, he is only a

voice crying in the wilderness unless he has

the weight and force of other lives close be-

hind him. The Reformation was like the com-
ing of spring after a severe winter, when all

the face of nature is renewed at once.

In like manner George Fox was no inventor or

even founder. He was a man in whom the

Spirit of God dwelt with a pervading presence

such as has been seldom seen on this poor

earth and when he spoke and testified and

preached he gathered in all prepared and ten-

der hearts to see things in the light in which
he saw them. They were ready, and it was
"a word to the wise" when he spoke. For
example, "William Dewsbury was immediately

convinced, as G. Fox himself was, who coming
to him found himself in unity with him"
fSewell). The plough had painfully traversed

up and down, tearing out weeds, and exposing

the hard soil to rain and dew and the benign

influences of the sun and air, but it was empty
and bare and as soon as George Fox scattered

the Divine seed it was sheltered and cared for

and nursed by these honest and good hearts,

and brought forth a harvest of goodness and

beauty and the reality of spiritual force such as
perhaps has never been known before or since.

From whom did the Friends re-act or break
off? Undoubtedly from the Puritans, as is

proved by considering the following list which
shows the stock from which some of the lead-

ing Friends sprang:—George Fox's parents
were staunch Presbyterians ("Righteous
Christer"); Robert Barclay was a Presbyte-
rian; Isaac Penington, a strong Independent;
John Audland, an Independent minister.

Anne Audland (Newby) was brought up among
strict Puritans. Edward Burrough belonged
to the Church of England, but left and became
an ardent Presbyterian. Elizabeth Stirredge
was brought up the strictest Puritan. Wil-

liam Dewsbury joined the Parliamentary army,
and lived among Independents and Anabap-
tists. John Crook, apprentice, joined a Pres-

byterian congregation. Stephen Crisp, of ar-

gumentative learning, speaks of "acquaint-
ance with many sects." John Banks used to

preach in a chapel, and read long prayers.

William Bailey was a Baptist minister; John
Gratton, a Presbyterian, who heard all the
great preachers. William Edmundson be-

longed to the Parliamentary army. Richard
Claridge, Church of England, Oxford scholar,

joined the Baptists. George Whitehead, was
a Presbyterian. This being the case, Puritan-

ism becomes even more important from our
immediate point of view.

We must try and state clearly, first, what
were the main ideas or central aims of the
Puritans and, secondlv, what were the main
defects of their system which produced so

strong a reaction.

The main ideas that are embodied in Pur-
itanism are strong Protestantism, complete in-

dependence of man, and the soul's right to be
alone with God. Individualism was at its ex-

treme, each heart separately taught by the
Spirit. Self-discipline was a strong point,

starving every lower taste to try to increase

and strengthen the spiritual life. Also, see-

ing that it was a wicked brutal age, and the
tyranny of the throne had become insupport-

able, they believed themselves called to give

their lives in fighting for freedom and right-

eousness and the supremacy of the law of

God. They were exceedingly strict with
themselves as to "keeping the Sunday," hear-

ing sermons, and exercising their spirits in

orayer and self-denial and in every way they
knew. The infusion of their sincerity lasts

even to this day, and is the backbone of Eng-
lish integrity. Carlyle speaks of them in his

"Letters of Oliver Cromwell as follows:

"Perhaps no nobler heroism has ever trans-

acted itself on this earth. And the soul of it

remains part of the eternal soul of things.

Here of our own land and lineage, in practical

English shape, where Heroes on the earth once
more who knew in every fibre, and with heroic

daring laid to heart, that an Almighty Justice

does verily rule this world; that it is good to

fight on God's side, and bad to fight on the

devil's side. The essence of^all Heroisms and
Veracities that ever have been or will be."
The defects, in spite of all this good, were

mainly three:

(1) Undervaluing the word of God speaking
in the heart. They were so profoundly, so lit-

erally attached to the written Bible that their

attention was confined to its pages.
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(2) Too little sympathy with all the human
affections. Willing to suffer direst pains and

losses themselves, they expected it from oth-

ers, and the mere fact of suffering was no ar-

gument at all.

(3) They inflicted their own standard in all

things on" others. There was the "right"

supported by the words of the Bible, and every-

one must conform to it, better voluntarily, of

course, but if not, why involuntarily. All the

less noble of them easily became bitter and

narrow and ready to persecute all who differed

with them, and all the younger generation and

the more careless tended to become mere for-

malists.

Thus one of the most utterly sincere move-

ments the world has ever seen became in time

the parent of hypocrites who have been a re-

proach and a by-word ever since.

Now the early Friends, almost every one

without exception, were converts from this re-

ligious atmosphere, born and brought up in it,

impregnated with the Puritan way of looking

at things, and taking over their very modes of

expression. The three defects were becoming
oppressive and grievous to all those among
them, and there were thousands, who were
truly taught by the Divine Spirit, and the rise

of the Friends was the necessary reaction.

Of the two churches that formed the true

Puritans, the Presbyterians were by far the

more intolerant and hard towards others, but

the Independents were equally strict with

themselves and their own children and depend-

ents, and they stood firmly with each other

and with the milder Baptists too, against the

Church of England and the Royalists. Univer-

sally and as it were unconsciously,they laid very
great stress on the opposite of the three great

defects:

—

(1) They laid first emphasis on the word of

God that speaks in the heart of men. The
Reformation abolished the priesthood, and this

further step abolished the ministry as a separ-

ate body. Among the Puritans the ministry
had become too important; every part of the

Bible was considered equally inspired, and the

most obscure themes were chosen, and then,

on any important occasion, they would preach
from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. with one half-hour's

interval. All this was swept away, and
though some Friends still preached very long
sermons, the general meetings were in great
simplicity and often silence, a few words from
the heart taking the place of these learned
and involved discourses. With such speaking
"there is neither male nor female," but the
spirit speaks through all alike.

(2) An abundant spring of sympathy was
opened with all human ills. Not only for their
own friends under cruel persecution, but for
all. They have held to this strongly altruistic

principle ever since. The emancipation of
slaves, the reform of prisons, the attempts to
lighten the condition of the Stundists, and
now the help given to the Doukhobors, the in-

quiry into the opium traffic; indeed we may
say that whenever some difficult, delicate, and
tedious piece of work is no one's business and
has a philanthropic object, there the Friends
are to be found. This was true from the ear-
liest days. See the beautiful account in

John Woolman's Journal:—"In a time of sick-
ness, a little more than two and a-half years
ago, I was brought so near to the gates of

death, that I forgot my name. Being then

desirous to know who 1 was, 1 saw a mass of

matter of a dull, gloomy color between the

south and the east, and was informed that this

mass was human beings in as great misery as

they could be and live, and that I was mixed

with them, and that henceforth I might not

consider myself as a distinct or separate

being."

(3) They never fought these battles with

material weapons; they never worked by

force, but by reason and love only. The Pur-

itans could be almost as bitter persecutors as

the Roman Catholics, and the Quakers are the

only older sect that has never retaliated. The

fires of Sniithfield, the pillory, and the stocks,

had not taught the Puritans any better, but

the pure love spread abroad in the hearts of

the Friends, had taught them that man's cru-

elty is just short of limitless, and that pa-

tience and generosity conquer where the most

stubborn resistance fails.

This solid foundation and groundwork of

Puritanism, built on the superstructure of

these three beautiful alterations in its stern

spirit produced those characters that for pure

spirituality and devotion, for utter disinter-

estedness and the power of forgiving love, must
always hold one of the very foremost ranks in

the story of the Church. There seemed abso-

lutely no difficulty and danger and misery over

which they could not triumph, so truly were
they made "more than conquerors through
Him that loved us." And how they suffered!

From 1662 to 1697, only thirty-five years,

thirteen thousand five hundred and sixty-two of

them suffered imprisonment in England, and
if you count the Commonwealth, Ireland, New
England, and all, you must add ten thousand
more, and the number of those who died in

gaol or from direct hardships is three hundred
and eighty-eight.

It is a elorious childhood for any community
to have had and to be able to look back al-

ways to such a spiritual ancestry is a posses-

sion for life. But do we wish to have all our
good things in the past? Is it really a good
thing to have started on so high a level and to

have been coming down ever since? Suffer

the word of warning, and see whether the his-

torical view I have tried to give you does not
even of itself suggest where the weakness has
come from, and in consequence where the rem-
edy might be sought for and found. A man
of great insight said to me the other day, "I
cannot take the interest in the Friends that
some of the isolated characters deserve, be-
cause they lack that main sign of the force of
healthy life, the power of reproduction. " We
must admit there is some truth in these words,
and that even since the first rank of the con-
verts from Puritanism, the children have tend-
ed not to be the equals of their parents. In
actual numbers you are not nearly what you
once were, for in the year 1700 you were sixty
thousand or seventy thousand, which would
be equivalent relatively to eight hundred thou-
sand now and you would be the first to say you
were not of the generally heroic mould that
they were. What is it that has been lost? I

believe we may go back on the three reactions
I brought before your notice, and you will find
that they need reacting from again.

(1) The written records of the Bible tend to
be undervalued. [Doubtless the doctrine of

the "inspeaking word," or the universal and

saving life of Christ, can be and has been thus

abused,—even to a sifting of our membership,
i

And we have been dismembered also by a reac-i

tion from this to the other extreme of making

^

the Bible "the sole rule of faith and practice.";

But these swayings backward and forwarct

are incidental to human weakness, and th'

strong, fundamental truth of our spiritua;

standard is not to be judged by them. Thesii

are as "waves" on the majestic deep, so apth'

described in the fifth paragraph hereof. Wn
believe no organization has proved practicall;

more loyal to the Scriptures than the Societ;:

of Friends, and that its holding of them i)'

the Spirit is the surest hold on them for thei.

perpetuation that the Church will find.

—

Ed.

It is far easier to do without the Bible, but i

we neglect it we shall find that the Spirit O;

God does not speak more to us but less

we drift into vagueness of doctrine and thenc

into worldliness of aim and practice. "Tak
heed to the doctrine" is as truly a comman
as "Take heed to thyself," and if we lay dowi

our weapons we shall do very little true wor i

for God.

(2) The very beauty of philanthropy makf

a formidable rival to the true missionary mc'

five. [Both in their true sense are of tb

same root, if by "motive" is meant moti\^

power, the moving of the Divine Spirit.] Hi

man suffering may occupy too large a she

our attention, and human sin too little. W
find it far easier to deal with the bodies

men than with their souls, and our energi(

run to changing their circumstances, and

like the true evangelist, changing their hear

and lives. This is the black shadow alwa;i

attending .that noble thing, philanthrop

[For philanthropy as a gospel shadow.

Acts v: 15].

(3) The beauty of toleration may easily ri

into that spurious charity that leaves peop

alone. Hoping for the best may easily be

deluded and false hope, and again and aga

we are warned by our Lord that we must
his witnesses, his messengers. It is f

easier to leave people alone and not interfe

with them, for we get no thanks for awakh
them. It is considered "bad form" now-a-i"

to blame anyone directly or set them rig!

Whatever the faults of the seventeenth ce

tury were, they were not lukewarmnes

Everyone loved their own religion and was a

dently anxious others should love it to

Lukewarmness is more violently rejected

our Lord than error. The easiest of all thin

is laissez-faire, and to swim with the streai

Indifference is our real enemy and now
takes the form of kindness and toleration it

hard to combat, and indeed no form of opp

sition is so hard.

Let us leave all difficulties and look at wfc

can be, for it has been. The Puritan* mi

do the ploughing, with its deep conviction

sin, before the Friend* can rightly do t

* We take these names, not in the sectarian ser

but as principles : that is " repentance towards God
"

in the necessary line of preparation for saving faith

growth in our Lord Jesus Christ. The thought of

writer—that of the " terror of the Lord " being nw
before we can "persuade men," appears the same asb]
conveyed on our page 13 of number 2, in the Remir
cencea of Ebenezer Worth, where two kinds of labor »
hardened prisoners were distinguished from each other

I
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wing. A quite humble and obscure instance

mes to mind, very touching in its simplicity.

is in the life of George Whitehead, who
ing greatly dissatisfied with the Presbyterian

nistry he attended, and hearing of Friends,

13 anxious to know more about them. He
snt to a meeting at Sunnybank, and was very

tie impressed in any way by the words of

e Friend who spoke, but profoundly impressed

the effect produced on the hearers. What
ruck him most, he says, was "seeing a young
lid go mourning out of the meeting, and be-

Iding her seated on the ground with her

:e toward the earth as if she regarded no-

dy present, as she, mourning bitterly, cried

t, 'Lord make me clean! Oh Lord, make me
(an!' This did far more deeply and tenderly

ect my heart than what I had heard spoken

d more than all the preaching that ever I

d heard from man." Here the true unspar-

; plough of the Puritan had been at work,

d we must use it. If not, the precious seed

) often falls on ground pre-occupied and

illow ground that needs to be pierced

rough and through by the sense of the de-

mds of God, and our own inadequacy to

set them.

With this preparation and the true seed, the

rvest will be as good as ever, for the princi-

5S of God never grow old. We have always

th us the same soil, for the heart of man re-

lins the same through the ages; the same
;d, for the word of the Lord endureth for

er; the same climate and enemies, for life

es under much the same conditions; the

ne sun in the sky, the force of the Spirit of

d, and if we add the same method of work-

j, both in ploughing and sowing we may
in yet expect the same glorious results.

—

ndon Friend.

What is Youk Religion Worth?—A gen-

man was traveling from Cambridge to York,

li as a true servant of the Lord Jesus he
ight ever to be about his Divine Master's

siness. Ere he started, he furnished himself

th a pocketful of tracts; and as the train

ded out of the Cambridge station, he began
hand them round. One of the passengers
?u3ed, and taking a race card out of his

eket, he held it up, saying, "You see this;

it's my religion." "It is, my friend?"
^es," he replied. "I suppose you have a
oi many of those cards?" "Oh, yes, I have
im pinned all over my mantel-piece.

'

' "Well,
m, go on and collect as many more as you
i; pin them all around your room; and when
) doctor tells you that you have only ten
nutes to live, take them all down, count
!m over, and see what your religion is

rth."

rhey sat quiet, the one in silent prayer and
! other in anxious thought. When the gen-
man opened the door to alight, the man said,

say, you can give me one of those papers if

1 will." The tract was immediately given;
t the result is known to Him who will not
his word return void, but will make it ac-
nplish its purposes.

Dear reader, what is your religion? Every
i has a religion of some sort or another, for
n must worship and make a god of some-
ng or somebody.

—

British Evangelist.

UCHARD Baxter's dying words were "Almost
11!"

An Epistle

From the General Meeting of Friends, held at

Fritchley, Derbyshire, the ninth of Fifth

Month, 1901, to the Members and Attenders

of its Meethigs and any others to whom this

may come.

Dear Friends:—We are assured by the

apostolic declaration, and experience confirms

it, that "the grace of God that bringeth sal-

vation hath appeared to all men, teaching,

that denying ungodliness and worldly lusts,

we should live soberly, righteously and godly in

this present world, looking for that blessed hope
and the glorious appearing of the great God
and our Saviour -lesus Christ, who gave himself

for us that He might redeem us from all iniq-

uity and purify unto himself a peculiar people

zealous of good works" (Titus i: 11—14).
The way of salvation is made open to all by

what Christ has done for us by his coming,

death and resurrection, and by what tie is

seeking to do for us, by his Spirit, if we are

willing to receive Him in the way of his com-
ing to our souls. And those who thus receive

Him, He will gently teach and lead forward in

the way of his choosing, which is ever the

best, for "it is not in man who walketh to di-

rect his steps" aright.

Let any who have felt the visitations of Di-

vine light or grace, still look for that blessed

hope (which is Christ in you, the hope of

glory) for its further appearances from time

to time, which are needful for us in our jour-

ney through life towards "that city which
hath foundations, whose builder and maker is

God."
That which may be known of God is man-

ifest within. He shews it unto us. How
needful then that we turn from ourselves to

Him who is the way, the truth and the life,

and seek Him where He.may be found, even

within, for as our Saviour declared "the King-

dom of God is within you." He will not be

lacking in teaching and leading all who thus

turn toward Him, but let us not only be will-

ing to be taught and led, but also to be bap-

tized with the Holy Ghost and fire; with the

Holy Ghost to renew and bring forth that birth

which is of the Kingdom of Heaven; and with

fire, that all that is of a contrary nature may
be consumed.

Regeneration is a great work; do not let

us think it is already accomplished, but rather

seek that its further work may be wrought in

us. Then shall we be kept humble and truly

helpful to one another. There are, we believe,

many up and down who have known something

of these saving visitations to their souls, and

who have been enabled thereby to make some
straight steps to their feet, but whose spirit-

ual eyes have not been fully opened to behold

clearly the Divine source from which they

spring. Oh, that these may not be satisfied

to remain where they are, but be willing to

cease more from themselves and seek for more
of the appearing of Jesus Christ, so that the

work of their salvation may go forward,

through the operation of Divine grace in their

hearts. For if we are not on the watch, eye-

ing our Divine light and Leader, the enemy
will have us either to stand still too long or

move when we should stand still, and so hin-

der our spiritual growth and progress We
are his servants whom we obey, and though

we have to contend against the world, the
flesh, and the enemy, let us not be discour-

aged, for "greater is He that is in you than
he that is in the world." Therefore be of
good cheer and seek the Lord and his strength.
He will not leave any of his little ones who
put their trust in Him.

As there is more of an individual faithful-

ness, we may believe that there will be more
of a gathering and drawing nearer together.
In a living and growing Church there are
differences of growth and experience from
that of the child, to the father and mother in

Christ. It is not so much all coming to the
same stature, nor mere conformity to an out-
ward standard, that has the gathering influ-

ence, as being individually faithful to the
measure of Divine light with which we are vis-

ited. Then shall we truly help one another,
and having our lamps trimmed and burning, be
ready to enter in with the Bridegroom of Souls
at his coming.

Those who are in measure purified unto
Christ, are zealous that their works should be
wrought in Him, for only such works gather
unto Him and are to his praise and glory, and
it is unto Him that the gathering of the peo-
ple must be. He is our High Priest and King.
He alone is head over all things to his Church
and people— to all those who allow the gov-
ernment of their souls to be upon his shoulders.

Living in a day of outward ease and pros-

perity, yet of much mental strain, hurry and
excitement, there is great danger to us as in-

dividuals and as a Church of leaving our first

love, of losing in degree that zeal for God and
the saving knowledge of his truth with which
our souls were visited at the first. There is

danger, lest in pursuits which are deemed law-
ful the wings of the soul be clogged, lest

heavenly aspirations have less and less place

in our minds, and the things which are seen
and temporal gain our attention over those
things which are not seen and are eternal.

Our unwearied enemy lays his snares on the
right hand and on the left, to entangle the
feet of the unwary. The mystery of iniquity

works in hidden and insidious ways, and often
under the appearance of good and the leaven
of the spirit of this world permeates in a
greater or less degree all that bears not the

seal of the Divine Spirit. Therefore "let him
that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he
fall," and all give diligent heed to the Mas-
ter's injunction: "What I say unto you I say
unto all, watch."

Our worthy predecessor, William Penn, in

addressing Friends in his day gives this coun-
sel and admonition:—
"Wherefore I cannot but cry and call aloud

to you that have long been professors of the
Truth, and know the Truth in the convincing

power of it, and have had a sober conversa-

tion among men, yet content yourselves to

know the Truth only for yourselves, to go to

meetings, and exercise an ordinary charity in

the Church, and an honest behavior in the

world, and limit yourselves within these

bounds, feeling little or no concern upon your
spirits for the glory of the Lord in the pros-

perity of his truth on the earth more than to

be glad that others succeed in such service.

Arise ye in the name and power of the

Lord Jesus. Behold how white the fields are

unto harvest in this and other nations, and
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how few able and faithful laborers there are

to work therein. Your country folks, neigh-

bors and kindred want to know the Lord and

his truth and to walk in it. Does nothing lie

at your door on their account? Search ye,

and see and lose no time I beseech you . . .

Let the Lord be chiefly in your eye, and pon-

der your ways and see if God has nothing

more for yuu to do, and if you find yourselves

short in your account with Him, then wait for

his preparation, and be ready to receive the

word of command, and be not weary in well-

doing, when you have put your hands to the

plough and "assuredly you shall reap (if you

faint not) the fruit of your heavenly labor in

God's everlasting kingdom."

On behalf of those young in years our ear-

nest desires have arisen. Dear hearts, untried

as yet in the furnace of afliliction, before

whom life stretches out as a flowery path, give

heed, we beseech you to the injunction "Re-

member now thy Creator in the days of thy

youth, while the evil days come not nor the

years draw nigh in which thou shalt say 'I

"have no pleasure in them.'" The time of

flowers will not last always, but if in the

Spring-time of life, your hearts are given up

to follow the heavenly leadings, when trials

and temptations befall you, you will have an

unfailing comforter, a helper in every time of

need. "Seek" then "the Lord while He may
be found, call ye upon Him while He is near,"

give not sleep to your eyes nor slumber to

your eyelids, till you have found the Beloved

of souls, who is calling you to himself that his

blessing may rest upon you: "Behold I stand

at the door and knock, if any man hear my
voice and open the door, I will come unto him

and sup with him and he with me." Where-
fore dear ones, do not put off or withstand the

day of your visitation, but humbly yield there-

to, and your spiritual eyes will be opened to

see the beauty of holiness and your hearts

prepared to receive the treasures of the heav-

enly kingdom. Think not that it is impossible

to arrive at this state because so few are will-

ing to strive for it. "Ask and it shall be giv-

en unto vou, seek and ye shall find, knock and

it shall be opened unto you;" yea dig deep

and search diligently until you have found the

pearl of great price, and be willing to sell all

and part with all that you may obtain it, and
you will indeed find it a treasure of priceless

value and know a joy and peace in its posses-

sion which nothing of this world can give.

And to all who are in measure faithfully

endeavoring to let the day's work keep pace
with the day, a word of encouragement goes
forth. Let nothing hinder you dear friends,

from going forward in the heavenly journey,
nor from a willing and faithful obedience to

the Divine reauirings. You will not be ex-

empt from trials, but they will bring no evil

upon you, but be as the furnace fire which pre-

pares the metal for the Master's hand to fash-

ion as He will. We do not know what may be
required in the future, and therefore cannot
tell what baptisms are necessary now, so let

there be no shrinking from suffering, or want
of faith when the way seems dark or long,

but cling close to your leader and hold fast

your confidence in Him, and He will prove a
sure refuge until the storm be overpast.

Beloved friends, older and younger, let us
be concerned in all the designs and purposes

of life, the occupations and pursuits, the re-

creations and enjoyments, in which we spend our

precious time, constantly to bring our deeds

to the Light that it may be made manifest

if they are wrought in God, and may we day

by day seek to gather yet more deeply with

humility and watchfulness into that true in-

ward silence in which the Divine presence is

felt, where we shall be baptized into oneness

of heart, our spiritual strength be renewed

and ability received to wrestle for a blessing

upon the Lord's heritage. Thus will the weak

be strengthened, the wounded bound up, the

ignorant instructed, those out of the way re-

stored, and the Church enabled to put on

strength in the name of the Lord, for they

that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength, they shall mount up with wings as

eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they

shall walk and noi faint.

And now brethren we commend you to God

and to the word of his grace which is able to

build us up and to give us an inheritance

among all them that are sanctified.

Signed in and on behalf of the meeting,

John E. Southall, Clerk.

The Language of the

That hackneyed American maiden who said

London was a nice place if you knew the lan-

guage was not a bit absurd. We speak Eng-

lish; but we have built up our forms of Eng-

lish expression upon the English of a few
shires of the old country as it was spoken be-

tween two and three centuries ago, while they

have been blending and changing the speech

of all their home peoples during the same per-

iod. The result is that an American can hard-

ly utter a sentence in England without calling

attention to the difference between his speech

and that of the people about him. Only yes-

terday, after eighteen months' residence in

England, I rushed up to a conductor in Charing
(Jross Station, and asked, "Which car for

Bromley?" He stared at me and I knew I had
spoken a foreign tongue to him because street

vehicles like omnibuses and horse-cars, are

called road cars and tram cars, and there are

no other cars in England.

If you ask a guesc at your home in England
whether he likes his meat rare, he asks what
you said because he does not understand you.

He calls meat underdone when it is not thor-

oughly cooked. If you tell him you fear the
asparagus is canned, he is at a loss again, be-

cause he would have said it was tinned. To
ask him to pass the powdered sugar will again
set him to wondering, for he calls it icing su-

gar, generally, though he knows that it is some-
times called caster or sifted sugar. And if

you have candy on the table you may not call

it so without betraying your foreign origin,

for he calls candy "sweets," abbreviated from
"sweetmeats," and used to designate all pre-
serves, puddings, pies, candies and jams.

To go farther along the eccentricities of
English at the dining-table, most persons
know, I suppose, that the beet is called beet
root, corn starch is corn flour, corned beef (or
a particular cut of it) is called "silversides of
beef," and napkins are serviettes.

The American who believes, as thousands
do, that to betray one's nationality is to invite
overcharging and extortion in the West End
shops of London is not only hard pressed to

choose the peculiar words the English employ,
[

but he has quite as many and as deep pitfalls
'

to avoid in the methods of pronunciation. I

will not refer to the false or ignorant methods

of illiterate persons, but will confine attention

to some eccentricities of pronunciation of gen-

tlemen and ladies of education, rank, and
|

breeding. They say immejitly, injin for en-

gine, militry, figger and figgers, dark for

clerk, paytent, naytional—and so on through -

a long list. The peculiarities of their mode of

;

pronouncing their own names of families, pla-

ces, and things are not open to criticism, be-
\

cause if they may not do as they please with

their own, it is hard indeed. They pronounce
\

Berkely barclay, Cowper is cooper, Cadogan
is kerduggan, Ralph is rafe in some shires, '

Craven is sometimes crawveen, Derby is darby,

'

Leveson-Gower becomes loosun-gore, Hertford

'

is hartford, and Albany is spoken so that the

first syllable shall rhyme with shall, instead of

'

with hall, as with us. I hesitate to say that

Cholmondeley is called chumly, and that

Beauchamp is beecham, as every one knows

these eccentricities yet they are the most re-

markable of all the liberties the English take

with their language. You must say Balmo-ral

and Tra/bZ-gar and you must chop the follow-,

ing names very short: Lud-get Ho-b'n,

,

South-uk, and Merrybun, whenever you wish|

to say Ludgate, Holborn, Southwark, and

Marylebone. I have heard the Prince call his

own house Mobrer House, though we call it

Marlborough House.

—

Julian Ralph in Har-

per's Magazine.

Pennsylv.\nia and South Africa.—While
the "repetitions" of history are often far from

parallel, we may learn lessons from past

events which point to principles rather than

methods. Such an instance our friend Howard
Hodgkin justly finds in the principle which

actuated William Penn in his action toward

the Indians of Pennsylvania. There can be

little question in the minds of any that had

the principles of Penn animated either party

in the conflict, war in South Africa would

never have broken out, or if it had broken out

would never have reached its present stage.

We cannot, however, mend the past; the war,

with all its sufi'ering, its hatred, its meanness,

its destruction, as well as its heroisms, its

generosities as displayed by individuals, is a

matter of history, fresh pages of which con-

tinue to be written every day. Have the prin-

ciples which governed the founding of Penn-

sylvania no practical application to the posi-

tion of affairs in South Africa to-day? Howard

Hodgkin rightly argues they have. "It is al-

most bewildering to think," he writes in the

Westminster Review, "how rapidly a change

for the better might be effected if only oui'

statesmen could first appreciate and theil imi-

tate the wisdom of the Quaker courtier of thf

seventeenth century." "Penn," he believes,

"would have united with us in desiring the ex-

tension of a beneficent British rule, which his

justice and gentleness might have rendered

acceptable, but he would not have forced it bj

arms upon an unwilling people ... It wen
better to be on friendly terms with tuo con-

tented peoples outside the British Empire thai

on terms of enmity with two rebellious people.'

lately introduced within it." "If only tht

English will rise to the high level of the firs
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ttlers of Pennsylvania, the other inhabitants

South Africa will rise (at least) to the level
' the Red Indians."

—

London Friend.

"But above all things, my brethren, swear

)t, neither by heaven, neither by the earth,

)r by any other oath."

And yet they tell us that these oath-bound

stitutions of darkness "do not interfere with

lyone's religion!" What kind of religion i

that blasphemy will not interfere with

hat kind of religion is it that a positive

ansgression of Uod's holy law will not inter

re with? Is it the Christian religion, or ii

Pagan?

—

Octographic Review.

Nothing does reason more right than the

iolness of those who offer it; for truth suf-

rs more from the heat of its defenders than

om the arguments of its opposers.— W.
mn.

Notes from Others.

It is highly probable that Christ would confine

e "Boss " to politics, and not recognize his place

the Church.—TV. C. Friend.

Although the diameter of the earth has been
ughly known for many years, it has only lately

en accurately ascertained, after thirty years
oor and a cost of $500,000. It is 7,926 miles

!the equator and 7,899 from pole to pole.

jThe Customs Collector of San Francisco reports:

)pium brings in a big revenue of more than
:,000,000 a year. The total importation to San
iancisco of opium prepared for smoking is 1,804,-

3 pounds.

iFhe new interest in animals and birds is a re-

hl of Christianity in the very spirit of Jesus,

iiere a real love to animals springs up, cruelty
man can have no place.

—

Christian Register.

Dr. Scalich, in a recent address before the Lon-
1 Society of Arts, sounded again the timber
jnine alarm. A deficiency of wood will soon be
it, he said, unless systematic measures for in-

asing the world's supply be adopted. He points
f. as a remedy the cultivation of timber upon
Iste land, just as other crops are raised. It is

i.tain that the nation which enters upon forest-

ising on a large scale will eventually have valu-
:.e resources.

ioMucH FOR THE " FREE GiFT."—King Edward
t is cutting down many useless expenditures of
I crown. The royal buckhounds and the wild
(rs at Windsor have been given up, and lately
B number of king's chaplains in ordinary has
(to reduced from thirty-si.x to twelve. The ec-
|iastical establishment at St. James' Palace has
nerto comprised a dean, a sub-dean, eight priests
jrdinary, thirty-six chaplains in ordinary, twelve
ijorary chaplains, a master of the Chapel Royal,
te " gentlemen " and ten " child " choristers, an
(|anist and other officials.

'. M. Sheldon, of Topeka, Kansas, author of " In
Steps," in Chicago, lately said :

" Last year the
ted States paid over .$1,000,000,000 for intoxi-
^ng drinks, $600,000,000 for tobacco, $25,000,-
G for kid gloves, $5,000,000 for ostrich feathers
rionly $12,000,000 all told for mission work at
file and abroad. Yet we call ourselves a Chris-
ii nation. Some of the followers of this Esau of
Bworld are denominational rivalry, sectarianism,
l.|S distinctions, gambling and spoils in political
fie and drink and lust and contempt of the mar-
i!:e relation. All these are coming up fast. If

we shall overcome these evils we must have the

Divine blessing."

Carnegie to an Envious Friend.—One of Car-

negie's friends says :
" I remember as we drove

down to the station on his four-in-hand coach. I

was saying how I envied him his wealth, and he

said :
'
I am not really to be envied. How can my

wealth help me ? I am sixty years old and I cannot

digest. I would give you all my millions if you

could give me your youth and health.' And then I

shall never forget his next remark. We had driven

on some yards in silence, when he suddenly turned,

and, in a hushed voice, speaking with a bitterness

and a depth of feeling quite indescribable, he said:

' If I could make the bargain, I would ; I'd gladly

sell anything to have half my life over again.'

And I saw his hands clench as he spoke."—Mainly

About People.

The Philo.sophy of Perspiration.
—"There are

many troubles which you cannot cure by the Bible

and the hymn-book,'' said Henry Ward Beecher,
" but which you can cure by a good perspiration

and a breath of fresh air."

There is a large paradox in the philosophy of

perspiration. The hotter the healthy human body

becomes the more freely it perspires, and yet the

more freely it perspires the cooler it grows.

Many persons try to keep cool by avoiding all

unnecessary exercise and lounging in the shade.

That is entirely unphilosophical. Perspiration,

instead of being a symptom of suffering from the

heat, is a sign of relief therefrom. And it may be

accepted by all persons in normal health that

moderate exercise, sufficient to induce a liberal

moistening of the skin is the best specific that can

be prescribed for their use in hot weather. None

suff'er more torture on a sultry day than those who
make it their special effort to avoid perspiration.

~N. Y. World.

A Valuable Pamphlet.—The directors of the

Old South Work in Boston, says the Intelligencer,

have rendered a distinct service to the public in

adding The Hague .Arbitration Treaty to their

series of "Old South Leaflets," constituting No.

144 in that large and valuable series. It is not

the first service which they have rendered in this

international field. William Penn's " Plan for the

Peace of Europe " and the introduction to Grotius's

great work on "The Rights of War and Peace"

have both been published among the Old South

Leaflets, and other historic peace documents are to

follow. None, however, can be more useful than

the present issue, giving the full text of The

Hague Arbitration Treaty. Furnished for the

mere cost of printing, five cents a copy, it makes

it easily possible for the students in our schools

and colleges, and for the general public, to become

familiar with its provisions ; and it is to be hoped

that thousands will do so.

Address " Directors of the Old South Work, Old

South Meeting-house, Boston, Mass."

Items ConcerniDg tlie Society.

What a glorious thought it_is [that of a Yearly

Meeting] where having our own way is no part of

the satisfaction; where love rules and self is slain !

—A^. Carolina Friend.

The possibilities of careful management of trust

funds have been illustrated in a case recently

brought to attention. In New Jersey, in 18.51, a

young woman, L. L., came "of age," and received

as her inheritance $25,000 in personal property,

with a farm, etc. Her own mental capacity not

being strong, she gave a power-of-attorney to a

friend (a Friend, also), to manage her estate for

her, and he, after about twenty-five years of charge,

resigned his attorneyship to his son. Some time

since she died, the trust having thus lasted almost

precisely fifty years altogether. So successful

had been her two agents that while she had been
maintained and cared for, during the half century
in entire comfort and independence, out of her
property, the $25,000 had been increased to $377,-
000. Two well-known Burlington county Friends,

who were requested to audit the account, found it

a task requiring a week's steady work, and were
not a little impressed by the final showing.

—

In-

kUigencer.

The Y'early Meeting, held at Portland, Maine,
last month, followed the lead of New York and
agreed to refer to the next Quinquennial Confer-
ence the question of bringing the entire Christian

Church of America into a united movement against
the liquor traflic. The Uniform Discipline has now
been adopted for active operation. After a year's

study the Representative Meeting found no real

changes needed. The membership is 4,5.32, a gain
of 34. There were 19 births, 81 deaths, and 151
admissions to membership. J. Elwood Paige was
reappointed Clerk. An elderly member, Nathan
Douglas, in his ninetieth year, sat through most of
the meetings.

Edward Grubb took up the duties of Editor in

chief of The British Friend with its number for

the present month, succeeding William Edward
Turner who has, for several years conducted the
paper with marked ability. The new editor an-

nounces his purpose as follows:
" To receive and deliver the message of early

Quakerism; to carry to the present generation the

gospel of a living Christ; to face with resolute

courage the facts of life, and to hold up to a dis-

tracted age, torn with conflicting passions and
" hastening confessedly to unknown ends," the

calm, sure beacon of the Divine purpose revealed

in the person and teaching of Jesus; to learn and
to teach the inward power of his cross; to bear

witness to the reality and directness of Divine com-
munion, the certainty of the Father's guidance of

his willing and waiting children; such are among
the aspirations with which he enters upon a task

that can only be performed with a higher than
human help.

" That our Christianity may be conservative, as

holding fast to all that is deep and true in the faith

of those who have gone before us; evangelical, as

being a real gospel for the sins and sorrows of

men and women to-day, both as individuals and in

their social and national relations; catholic, as

recognizing the many-sidedness of truth and the

multifarious character of human needs, these are

the thoughts we would hold before us, and for

faithful adherence to which we would be-speak the

earnest prayers of all who have at heart the cause

of spiritual religion."

An Aged Armenian Friend.— Constantinople

Monthly Meeting, says the London Friend, has re-

cently lost by death one of its members, Ibrahim,

a minute being recorded in which he is stated to

have left " the example of a devout, grateful and
loving spirit."

Ibrahim was born in Rodosto. Soon after he

left school, having been trained for a teacher, he

felt dissatisfied with the old Armenian form of wor-
ship, and so began to study the Bible both in the

ancient and modern language for himself ; in this

he received new light and life, and was anxious to

learn more. At that time, about sixty years ago,

American missionaries had just begun to preach

simple, evangelical truths, and Ibrahim was much
interested in what he heard, but still he was not

satisfied with some of the views the missionaries

had expressed, so for many years he felt he could

not join in membership either with the Armenian
or Protestant Church. As he had been teaching

all his life he often came in contact with indi-

viduals who held similar views with himself, and

that was all the Christian fellowship he enjoyed

till the Friends' meetings started in 1881, when he

began to attend the meetings and apparently ap-
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predated them. As he became more acxiuamted

with Friends' views he was convinced that un-

knowingly he was one of us, and some three years

later applied for membership.
, v,„

He was much beloved by all who knew him
,
he

attended Friends' meetings regularly and occa-

sionally took acceptable ^;ocal part. Fiends and

others used to look up to him, and seek his advice

in Prions difficulties of life. His quiet, though

-

ful disposition exerted a good influence over a 1

who came in contact with him. Since his wifes

death, ten vears ago, he lived with his married

S t n the late massacre in 1896, when his son

had to leave the country, and Friends took steps

to protect and provide for him in a room over the

dispensary. He was about eighty years of age

At the funeral the Gospel was preached in Turk-

ish by a Greek Friend to different nationalities

surrounding.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Un-ited STATES.-An estimate has been made of the

loss to employers and workers by the strike thus far which

amounts to over $8,000,000. The number of men « ho

are called out is likely to be much n':'-^^!^.^.^"™?
f^^

present week. One estimate says that 4o,000 men are

[die under the first strike call, and that the general call

will increase the number to 125,000, including men who.

Tre or will be involuntarily idle as a result of the strike

Ohio will have 25,000 idle men; Pennsylvania 17,000

Indiana, 10,000; Illinois, 30,000, making a total of 'Si,

boo. While New York, Michigan, West Virginia. Wiscon

sin Iowa and other States will have 43,000 Idle men. t

is impossible to estimate how many men will be indirectly

affected. Some of the working men in Illinois have re-

fused to strike. The command of President Shaffer of the

Amalgamated Association to the men to leave work was

to take effect throughout the United States on the 12th

inst The announcement has been made by the employers

that some of the mills now idle on account of the strike

will be dismantled and moved elsewhere.

In 1840, Harriet Martineau when visiting this country

found but seven occupations which were open for the em-

ployment of women; there are now three hundred and

fifty, including many of the professions, offices under L.ov-

*"'he°announcement is made by Professor Starr of Chi-

cago that the leaves of the castor bean plant will drive

mosquitoes away.
^ j *.

Residents of Washington, D. C. who have returned to

their homes after an absence of some weeks have been

surprised to find their houses overrun with fleas The

Health Department has issued a circular telling how to

fight the pest by removing fabrics and metals from rooms

and burning sulphur candles to kill them. It is also re-

commended to use sticky fly paper. The chief entomolo-

gist of the Department of Agriculture says: Infestation

is not likely to occur if the floors can be frequently and

thoroughly swept. When an outbreak of fleas comes the

easiest remedy to apply is a free sprinkling of pyrethrum

powder in the infested rooms. This falling, benzine may

be tried, a thorough spraying of carpets and floors being

undertaken, with the exercise of due precaution in seeing

that no lights or fires are in the house at the time of ap-

plication. If the plague is not abated, all floor coverings

must be removed, and the floors washed with hot soapsuds.

It has long been evident that an understanding exists

between the police of Philadelphia and certain notorious

and dissolute law-breakers, by which the latter are shielded

from arrest on the payment of money: further proofs of

which have lately multiplied. The padding of assessors

lists the polling of fraudulent votes and the making of

false returns are some of the methods relied upon by cor-

rupt politicians to maintain their tenure as ofiice-hoders.

An earnest effort is now being made to unite the well d

posed of all parties in the support

election who will enforce the laws

punishment.
. - j xt i i,t

The plague of grasshoppers has visited Naples, JSIew

York, and has assumed serious aspects. Farmers have

cut their grain prematurely to save a part of it.

A comparative study of the debts of all nations by 0.

P Austin, Chief of the United States Bureau of Statistics,

shows that the national debts of the world now aggregate

$31,800,000,000, or ten times the sum owed by the na-

tions a century ago. The major part of this startling in-

crease has been incurred in the last half century. Wars

and the maintenance of great armies and navies have

been chiefly responsible for this increase, but in some

cases the debts represent investments in railways and

other public utilities.

,de to unite the well dis-

t of men at the coming

s and bring the guilty to

aeneral MacArthur in a late report upon the condition

of^heUn ted States troops in the Philippines, reviews the

nol cy of the Filipinos who were hostile to the Americans

saykig that their action since the practical collapse of

he insurrection has been a perpexing problem WUh

"rmy and navy. Anything in the i™7«d'f'« f"'"^,^^„'j

culated to impede the activity or reduce he
^^<^^^<^^^

these instruments, will not only be a menace to the pres

ent. but put in jeopardy the entire future of American

possibilities in the archipelago.
t„„rthrnnFh^

Secretary Wilson, who has just concluded a tour through

the corn belt, in a communication received at the Depart-

tnt of Agriculture says: " The corn crop is very seriously

ininred in all the great corn growing States.

hv the Pennsylvania R. R.
. . .

%he Alabama Constitutional Convention now in session,

has adopted a provision authorizing the Govertior to re-

move from office any Sheriff who fails in his duty when

an attempt is made to take a prisoner out of his protec-

i°on U is charged that two-thirds of the -o^ execu ions

of prisoners is due either to the cowardice of the Sheriffs

or lo their willingness that the mob shall succeed in its

-''"There were 477 deaths in this city last week, reported

to ihe Boird of Health. This is 3 more than the prevvous

week and 25 more than the corresponding week of 1900

Of the foregoing, 236 were males and 241 females. lO

dild of cls'umpfion of the lungs ; 17 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 6 of diphtheria

4 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 9 of,.typhoid fever and 2

of scarlet fever. _ _, , , _.

,

COTTON closed on a basis of 8c. per pound for mid-

"TJut-Winter, super, $2.15 to $2 30 ;
Penna roUer

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, %6.di>

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.50 to $3.7o.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 74| to 74ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 58 to 584c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 45c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6 to 61c.; good, 5| to 5Jc. ;
me-

"^"sh'eep'and LAMBS.-Choice, 3J to 3|c. ;
good, 3i to 3ic.;

common, IJ to 2c.; spring lambs, 3i to 6ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to SJc. a c

Foreign.—Great floods, caused by the overflowing of

the Yang-tse, have caused the death of many thousands

in China The river has risen forty feet, and for hundreds

of miles the country is a great lake, with only tops of

trees and an occasional roof showing. Lower down the

river towards Swu Hue, the destruction was greater, and

boatmen estimate that 20,000 were drowned in the dis-

"oeneral Kitchener has issued a proclamation in South

Africa telling the Boers that all of them found m rebel-

lion after Ninth Month 15th will be banished from the

"^"The^remains of Baron von Ketteler, the Minister of

Germany who was murdered at Pekin at the outbreak of

the Chinese troubles, were buried at Muenster, Westphalia,

oa the 10th inst.
, , , , ^

King Edward VII, of England, attended the funeral of

his sister the late Dowager Empress of Germany, at Cron-

berg, on the 11th inst.
, , .. r

It is said by a Japanese newspaper that the action ot

the Russians several months ago in causing the deaths of

several thousand Chinese by driving them into the Amur

River was due to an order sent by telegraph to General

Gribski, the military Governor of Blagovestchensk and

surrounding districts, which had been mis-interpreted.

The telegram sent directed him " to fling Chinese across

Amur," it was interpreted to read " fling Chinese in

Amur." The Governor was called to account by the

Russian Government, was degraded, and is said to have

since taken his own life.

Statistics show that of the population of Pans, only 2b

per cent, are natives, whereas the figures for the other

capitals of Europe are as follows: St. Petersburg, 40 per

cent.; Berlin, 41 per cent.; Vienna, 45 per cent., and

London, 65 per cent.

Another invasion of Venezuela by Colombians is re-

ported from the island of Curacao, led by the Colombian

Minister of War. A dispatch of the 7th says that the in-

vaders have been completely defeated.

Telegrams from Rome on the 10th said nothing like the

heat wave which is felt in all Italy has been known withit

living memory. The thermometer in many parts of the

- ' country registers 43 degrees Centigrade in the shade. T

vineyards in whole districts have been shrivelled up .

the sirocco and ruined to the very roots, as though set

.

fire The people have been forced to sleep m the op.
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Agent, N. J., for Anne W. Leeds; Mary \V Stoke

N I

• Jacob L. Evens, N. J.;
William G Englan.

Nova Scotia; R. B. Lowry, Phila., to No. 27, vc

76; James Lee, Jr., Pa.; Laura A. Osborn, Conr

Matilda W. Warner, Pa.; Sarah L. Smedley, Pa

Wilson Hutchens, Mo.; Dr. Wm R. Bullock, De

Walter E. Vail, N. J.; Anne Roberts Phila.; Ma

P. Nicholson, Pa.; Anna Pancoast. Pa.; Jonath;

Chace, R. I.; Henry H. Ellyson. la.; Goergen Eng

la.; Truman C. Moore, Pa.; Edward Lippinco

G't'n; Frances E. Jones, G'fn for Margaret 1

Jones; |ane E. Mason, G't'n and for Jonas Edg

Kans. ; Wm. C. Stokes for Mary E. Braiison, Phil,

Thompson Frame, Pa.; Samuel A. Wil its N.^

B. V. Stanley, Agent, la., |io for Samuel Embre

Joseph S. Heald, lames McGrew, Joseph Patters,

and Barclay Smith; Wm. Stanton Agent O. Si

for Asenath Bailey, Ann Eliza W. Doudna Sam
,

C. Smith. L. P. Bailey, Allen Bailey, Mary P. Dou^

na, James Steer, Bertha M. Steer and D. H.

Stanton, Iowa; Ephraim Smith, Phila., $12.50 f

himself, Morris S, Cope, Elizabeth Hughes. Joel

Smith. la., L. M. Williams, M. D., Cal. and He

rietta Green, Ireland; E. & S- Barton, N J.;
M

rice D. Engle, for Hannah S. DeCou, N. J;
Sopl

P. Pusey, Pa.; Geo. A. Keely Del.; J. R. Ham,

G't'n; Hannah Hoyle, O.; HiUes Lippincott

1 • Comlv B. Shoemaker and for Anna \\ .
BaiU

Pa. ; Seth Shaw, Agent, O. |22 for himself Hann

Blackburn, N. M. Blackburn J. Ho^^^-'d Edg"t.

1 K. Blackburn. Luanda AUman, Phebe hll>bc

Nathan Kirk, Abner I. Hall Theoph.lus Mori

and Gulielma Neill; Dallas Reeve N. J ;
R b

terthwaite, Del.; Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J.

Isaac Powell Leeds.

8®>iJemi(tonce« received after TIdrd-day noon wilt

appear in the Receipts until thefoUmoing week.

NOTICES.

Westtown BoARmNG School.—The school year c^'

on Third-day, Ninth Month 3rd, 1901. New scholars sh

be at the school before noon, if convenient.

Applications for admission should be made to
*^

Wm. F. Wickersham, Principal.

Westtown, Pe

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meeting

the Committee on Instruction will bo held on Seventh-

the twenty-fourth of Eighth Month, at 10 A. M.

George M. Comfort, t/cr*

Western Quarterly Meeting of FRiENDS.-^The til

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, ..1, A. M
|

the 23rd inst., will be met at West Grove, to convey i

of charge) those desiring to attend the Western Quart.

Meeting of Friends, to be held at London Grove Che: t

County! Pa. It would assist the committee if those .-

tending to come would inform by postal in advance.

Tri'Man C. Moore, /. commitl
George R. Chambers, S

Died on the twenty-first of Seventh Month 1..

Henry Gordon, of Pickering, Ontario, aged eighty-*

years and four months. The husband of Rachel Gor^.

His remains were interred in Friends burial grouncji

tha^ace^
the sixth of Fifth Month, 1901. JOHN JaU

aged seventy-six years, a beloved member of West Che

Particular and Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Fr.eV

'.

at the residence of her nephew, John C. Mai,

Bristol,' Pa., Seventh Month 7th, 1901, Mary Woot

the seventy-second year of her age a "uch estee

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel, <

for the Western District.
. .

"v^IlZlAjilirHlLrE'S SONS, PRINTERS.

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Does Christ's Church Haog on a Date?

[
Individual churches are sometimes as foolish

wards each other as individual men would

[a, should they rest their claim to be called

Ian on priority of birth. If one should say,

|You have no right to claim the title of man,

\)T I came into manhood seven years before

pu were born!" he would be using the out-

'ard church logic.

I Some Protestants, instead of resting spirit-

|ally on the one Foundation, other than which

b man can lay, even Christ Jesus, allow

jieraseives to be vexed with the unworthy

jme-question; as "Where was your church

'3fore Luther?" As if spiritual life and au-

jiority could subsist in a date. They who are

lima! enough to see nothing deeper for the

3urch of Christ than shell and outward or-

anization, will have to be left to their puzzle.

•n a certain island they claim the right to be

jilled the holy catholic church, the commun-

b of saints, as against a certain peninsula,

lacause missionary stations for Christianity

ire traced back rather farther in Britain than

j

bishopric is at Rome. A little of this sen-

Iment was not absent from a church called

jriends, in a section not long settled, when

jiembers were asked why, since their principle

.ad conduct of public worship and religious

iperations were the same as those practiced

ly the other church in the same place, they

laould not enter in with them under one or-

janization? The only answer was, "Because

|e got here first!"

I

Some have been accredited with solving their

time-puzzle by their quick wit. We observe

|i the Herald of Truth the statement that:

I Sir Henry Wotton, when at Rome, having
one to hear vespers, the priest, with whom
e was acquainted, sent to him by a boy of

the choir a small piece of paper on which was
written: "Where was your religion to be

found before Luther?" Sir Henry immedi-

ately wrote under it: "My religion was to be

found then where yours is not to be found

now—~m the written Word of God." When
the same question was propounded to Joseph

Mead, a man of great learning, he facetiously

answered: "Where was the fine flour when
the wheat went to the mill?" And on another

occasion: "Where was the meal before the

corn was ground?" A still more pointed

answer was given more recently when the old

taunt was launched by an American priest in

Rome at a Protestant fellow-countryman.

The Protestant answered by pointing " to a

cleanly worshiper, whom he and the priest had

met earlier in the day, with his face begrimed

with soot. "Where," he asked, "was the

man's face before it was washed?"

The concluding remarks of the same article

approach the truth more nearly than we us-

ually find it described in the periodical press:

It is, however, not age—so far as organiza-

tion is concerned—that gives a religious body

the right to be known as the church of

Ciirist; but the faith to whici; it holds. Any
body of people, who obey from the heart the

form of doctrine delivered to the saints, who
worship God in the spirit as well as in the

truth, must be regarded as the church of

Christ. Age cannot cover up corruption, nor

can it bind to Christ a body of people who
have departed from the doctrine, and cease

to manifest in their daily lives the true fruits

of the Spirit.

We feel no interest in breath and paper

thrown away on arguments contending for

earliness of time, as between the claims of

Waldensians, Armenians, Abyssinians, Greeks,

Anglicans, or Romans; as if the element of time

or outward framework, were fundamental for

the genuineness of the living church of Christ.

It is not time, earlier or later in any place or

in history, that makes the right to be the

church, but union with the Spirit of Christ.

At any time true church life or authority ebbs

or flows with that. Or if the symbol of a

stone, which . Peter's name means, must be

rested on, it is of the same Rock of Ages,

Christ Jesus, who is the one foundation on

which his Church is built, being the Divine

Word and Revelation of the Father. The liv-

ing stone bears witness to the Rock as being

of the same substance, and is "blessed" as a

recipient from the Father of the direct rev-

elation of Christ. "Other foundation can no

man lay."

We belong to a Society which George Fox

and others began to organize two hundred and

fifty years ago. Are we any better for those

years? Is the Society purer than in the day

of its espousals? Are more of its adherents

living members of the church of Christ? Or

take any church of the oldest organization^

is it found now more Christian in life by its

earlier date? An association is only a society

when it poses on its date or history, and only

a church as its members are actuated by the

living Word,—who is Christ, the Head over

all things to his Church.

So if any one asks a true Quaker "where

his church was before Fox, " he will have it to

say that his church antedates all Christian so-

cieties, for it consists in being joined to the

Word which was in the beginning. His fel-

lowship is in common with all those ancients

to whom the Word of God came both before

and since the Scriptures came,—with all

those to whom John declares Christ came before

the incarnation, to whom, receiving Him the

Word, " He gave authority to become sons

of God, even to them that believe on his

name; who were born ... of God." All they

are of the church of Christ that are of his

Spirit and "if any man have not the Spirit of

Christ he is none of his." "And He is before

all things, and in Him all things consist. And

He is the Head of the body, the church: who

is the beginning" (Col. i: 17-18).

Creating Markets by Impoverishing Customers.

"Killing the goose that lays the golden

egg" is an old and fabled expedient which

some nations, employers and laborers do not

yet appear to have outgrown.

A laborer may get better wages by helping

his employer to be able to pay them than by

hindering the employer's success and reducing

his profits. Laborers have no small part in

making it pay to employ labor.

The success of employers is often dependent

on the heartiness to labor for them which

they encourage in workmen. We hear of a

once prosperous industry which produces a

much smaller output with the same number of

hands, since by putting unkind pressure upon

them it has lost their sympathy.

Capital that promotes the strength of labor,

and labor that strengthens capital, are mutual

upbuilders one of the other.

A grocer that pauperizes his neighborhood
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by rum, so reduces the paying power of his

customers as to destroy his own custom or

trade.

It is difficult to see the business policy of

opening markets in the far East by starting

the process of making hostile feeling in cus-

tomers for generations, of depleting their

.strength and purchasing-power by war and

sullen subjection. How can the cannon blast

a people into being well-to-do customers?

How can we create a wilderness and call it a

market? To make a people furnish us a mar-

ket shall we make them able and willing to

buy, or shall we crush their spirit for pros-

perity and alienate their patronage?

We may get of natives reluctant markets

laggardly following a war with them, yet not

because of our violence but in spite of it.

But our memory fails to recall trade as pros-

pered between peoples by their fightings with

each other. Armed and pugnacious commercial

travellers, irritable to take offense and fight

are, indeed, sent forth by governments; but

not if they know it, by sane business houses,

to expand their trade. Wise merchants win

their trade, but merchandizing governments

think to demand trade for themselves at the

pistol's mouth, and so they paralyze it.

Trade voluntarily follows the gospel and its

love, not the flag and its hate. And if the

professing church militant had not chosen to

be the church military, it could long ago have

promoted peace and the arts and commerce of

peace by the sword of the Spirit as nations

should flow together in mutual confidence un-

to Him to whom "the gathering of the people

shall be."

But the sin of taking life for commercial

ends which Franklin so justly condemns in a

nation has its wages in death; and the setting

aside of a pure Christian conscience cannot

annul the verdict, even now looming up before

some nations, "Thy money perish with thee."

A L.A.RGE Gushing Oil Well.—The great
gushing oil well near Beaumont, Texas, is creat-

ing considerable interest in the Southwest.
The well far eclipses any ever drilled in the

United States, and the output is seven thou-
sand barrels daily, greater than the largest

gushing well in Russia. It is estimated that
this flow exceeds twenty-five thousand barrels
every twenty-four hours, and the flow is con-
stantly increasing in volume. This is due to

the fact that when the oil was struck the iron

casing was blown out of the hole, and the size

of the hole gradually increased. A solid six-

inch stream of oil shoots into the air a height
of two hundred feet. It is thought that the
only way to save the oil is by dirt reservoirs,

and they are being constructed as rapidly as
possible in order that none of the oil may be
wasted. As is usual in such cases almost fab-
ulous prices are being paid for almost waste
lands. Thousands of people have visited the
well, and it has served to depress prices in the
oil market. —Railway Review.

Golden Rod.

"In the first drowsy heat of summer's noon,

Ere yet the pastures are embrowned and dry.

Or yet the swallow breathes her parting sigh,

Under the red sun and the crimson moon,

Greeting us all too soon,

" Comes the plumed golden rod with flaunting train,

And lifts her yellow head along the way
Where sweet wild roses bloomed but yesterday

And foamy daisies nodded in disdain

At earlier sun and rain.

"With thy approach the year seems waxing late.

And yet its ripest fulness is not come.

Far off we scarce can hear the " Harvest Home!"
The apple-pickers loiter at the gate.

Well pleased with maids to wait.

" When I the sunshine of thy bloom behold,

And pluck and bear thee home with fond caress,

I am the richer for thy lavishness,

Thy Midas touch hath turned the land to gold

For me to have and hold."

The Solidago, or golden-rod, belongs to the

family of composites. Solidago Virgaurea

was the original species and because of the

golden-yellow flowers massed in small clusters

on a long interrupted spike, it received its

common name golden-rod. In ancient times

magic wands and divining rods were consid-

ered of great importance for ensuring success

in the performance of certain mystic rites.

According to tradition the golden-rod was
one of these sacred rods. In competent
hands, it was said to point to hidden springs of

water, as well as to hidden treasures of gold

and silver. A poet of 1600 puts it

—

Some sorcerers do boast they have a rod.

Gathered with vows and sacrifice,

That borne aloft, will strangely nod
To hidden treasure where it lies.

As to the competent hand that should wave
this rod the seventh son of a seventh son was
considered to be the most fitting person.

At one time the golden-rod was called

wound weed on account of its healing powers,
and thus it received its scientific name Soli-

dago from in solidum ago vulnera, "I consoli-

date wounds."

Herbalists of two and three centuries ago
pronounced it "one of the most noble wound-
herbs." A tea was made from the young
leaves, either green or dried, and used exten-
sively in their prescriptions. In this country
it has also been used as a curative especially

the species odora, or sweet golden-rod, the
leaves of which contain an aromatic, stimu-
lating, volatile oil that when crushed will give
out a pleasant odor much like anise. An in-

fusion of the.se leaves was employed to relieve
spasmodic pains and nausea, while from its

dried flowers and leaves there was concocted
a popular beverage called Blue Mountain tea.

Gerarde tells us that in the days of Queen
Elizabeth golden-rod leaves were brought
from abroad in a dried state and sold in Lon-
don markets by herb-women for half a crown
an ounce. About that time however, it w^as
found growing in English soil and when it was
discovered to be a native plant it soon became
valueless and was discarded from use. As
Gerarde says—"plain?ly setteth forth our in-

constancie and sudden muiabilitie, esteeming
no longer of anything how pretious soever it

be, than whilest it is strange and rare. This

verifieth our English proverbe, 'Far fetch
j

and deare bought is best for ladies.'

"

At one time the kind known as nemoralis

or what we locally call dyers-weed was useii

largely in Europe as a dye.

It will also be remembered that the golden!

rod has been quite extensively recommendeil

as the national emblem of our United States]

This has come I think, from the fact that th
j

genus is known to be one of the most charac)

teristic of this country, numerous both in spej

cies and varieties, and not entirely wanting ij

any State of the Union In the northern am'

central States particularly does it abound, be.

ing an important element of beauty until lat^

autumn. Out of one hundred species eight

are natives of the United States, while th

others are nearly all American, only two o

the species being natives of the old world,

Hovie Magazine.

The Dukhobors in Canada.

JOHN ASHWORTH'S SECOND VISIT.

John Ashworth has recently returned fror

a second visit to the Dukhobor settlements i

Manitoba. Before returning, his impression

were communicated to a representative of th

Manitoba Morning Free Press, from whose re

port the following points will be of interest t

f>iends. John Ashworth's tour was divide

into three sections. On the conclusion of th

first he reported finding, among other things

that the idea of living together was \ei

strong than twelve months ago and the sent

ment of independent action was growing. I

one case a man had provided a special bran

for his own cattle, and in other ways indivic

ualism was asserting itself.
^

Within two years a large number of thee

people have, to a large extent, become sel:

supporting on their own land. In one villag

John Ashworth found that a covered "demc

crat" wagon had just been bought and pai

for by the village. Elsewhere he found

man turning the leg of a chair with a hom(

made lathe, and in another village a homi

constructed loom was in operation. Contrar

to usual practice the Dukhobors have solicite

no help from the Government for publi

works, such as bridge building. Last yes

they constructed a bridge over the Swa

River and have just completed a substantii

truss bridge across the Assiniboine. A ferr

has been made in another place, and is opei

ated without charge, for their own conven

ence and that of the general public. Tw

windmills have been erected for grindin

corn. In one village .John Ashworth found a

excellent graded road with ditch on eithe

side, and crossings in front of each house, an

they had already erected and arranged a houf

for school purposes.

The eleven villages in the Saskatchewan di;

trict were next visited, and were found to ha\

a population of one thousand four hundred ar

eighty-three; two thousand and fifty-one acn

were ready for sowing. Horses, oxen, and a

stock were in excellent condition, the peop

being contented, and rapidly improving the

circumstances. At the village of Horelofft

a flour mill was in working order, with a wel

built dam and flume. At Terpennie anotht

mill was almost ready to begin work, a cu

ting half a mile in length having been mat

for the flume. An implement agent nearl
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iformed John Ashworth that last year he

l)ld the Uukhobors two thousand dollars worth
'.: implements, which had all been paid for.

ie said he would gladly let them have a car-

;iad of implements, taking in return the prom-

e of three of the head men that the goods
ould be paid for.

"The Dukhobor who drove us from one of

16 villages to another," said John Ashworth,

has applied for a section of land, and an-

;her homestead application was made at the

ime time as his. I mention this as an indi-

[ition of how they are adapting themselves
|i the conditions in which they find themselves

I

this Country."

I In every Saskatchewan village there is a

nssian bath-house, which it is one of the

[•st cares of the settlers to erect. It con-

sts of two rooms. In one corner of the in-

'ir room there is a large pile of stones which
In be heated by a fire to a very high temper-

ure. Water is poured on the hot stones,

iling the room with steam, and a copious

prspiration is thus produced, the whole pro-

idure being the same as that of a Turkish

•th. The outer room is a cooling room,
iiere the bather disrobes before going into

ie inner room. All the Dukhobors take one

[ch bath weekly. At first they carried the

flter from the river or the nearest creek.

Dw, however, wells have been sunk in the

llages. John Ashworth used several of

e baths and found them most refreshing.

also slept in several of the Dukhobor
les, and found the utmost cleanliness pre-

iling. The settlers in the Saskatchewan
strict are making good progress, and there

no foundation for the idle tales that have
en put in circulation about them. Their

ide is being reached out for, one of the big

illing companies especially having taken

3ps to introduce its products amongst them,

me twenty men from each village (that is,

er two hundred in all), have worked this sum-
tiT on the Canadian Pacific Railroad. Four-
fen men of this district who worked last year

i
drillers in the Garson quarries gave such

ftisfaction that the quarry company sent

j'em word that they were wanted again.

Our friend subsequently visited the Dukho-
rs in the Yorkton district.

[John Ashworth lays much emphasis on the
|ed of teaching the Dukhobors, and we are

'ad to hear of prospects opening in that di-

fction. Offers to settle for the purpose of

iching have been received from Michael
herbinin, who has visited the Saskatchewan
lony, and from Almanofsky, of Winnipeg,
d her son, Georee, also from R. G. Benner
|d his wife (the latter a daughter of Alman-
Iksy). The proposals are warmly endorsed
I
the Commissioner of Immigration at Win-
peg, who writes of the Almanofsky family,

I have had occasion to engage them for

;erpreting and other purposes, and I think

ti opportunity has arisen for a solution of

educational question among the Dukho-
to a certain extent.

—

London Friend.

Work for some good, be it ever so slowly
;

Cherish some flower, be it ever so lowly.

—F. S. Osgood.

Selfish is the heart that seeketh Him
ly in sorrow "

Some Brief Extracts from a Manuscript.

LIFE OF nENJAMIN KITE.

Having completed his term of apprentice-

ship at Merion Benjamin Kite returned to re-

side in Philadelphia and obtained employment
as a journeyman with T. Scattergood. He
had now an opportunity—denied during his ap-

prenticeship—of attending week-day meetings.
Of this he availed himself and soon won the

confidence of his employer. But the labor

was too severe for him, and one day Thomas
coming into the yard and seeing him standing
with his hand on his breast in evident pain,

approached him with affectionate commisera-
tion and said: "This trade is too hard for thee,

it is killing thee;" to which he received for

answer, "I know it, but do not know how to

help it." Thomas quickly replied, "Thou
dost not know how to help it, indeed, and hast

had so good an education! Why, teach

school, and I'll go and get thee one." He
was as good as his word, and a teacher being
wanted at Pair Hill, Thomas secured the place

for him. He was also concerned to find a

suitable place for the young teacher to board
at and was equally successful in this kind

office. The home he selected was that of

Benjamin Mason who had living with him his

two pious single daughters, both in delicate

health and the younger not far from her end.

Benjamin Kite opened his school Second
Month, 1775, and found the income would be
sufficient to satisfy his moderate desires. He
was contented with his new employment and
much gratified with the society of B. Mason's
daughters. He found them more refined and
intellectual than the females he had been ac-

customed to associate with, and although ill-

health in some measure curbed with them the

vivacity of youth, yet resignation gave a

sweet cheerfulness to their conversation.

Their society was exactly such as was most
agreeable to him and he always looked back
with tender emotions to these companions of

his youth and was firmly persuaded that the

time spent in their society had a very benefi-

cial influence upon his character, improving his

literary taste, polishing his exterior deport-

ment and strengthening every aspiration after

virtue. Such is the influence ever exerted by
truly good female society upon ingenuous,

clean-hearted young men. Sarah Mason was
at this time about twenty-eight years of age
and Martha twenty-two. They had been
blessed with a religiously concerned mother
who had carefully watched over and instructed

them, and ihe blessing of the Most High
rested upon them and his peace was round
about them as they passed through "the val-

ley and shadow of death." They treated the

teacher as a brother, and he soon felt them
as sisters. It was the first year of the Revo-
lutionary war and though feeling a warm in-

terest in the welfare of his country, he
believed it necessary for him to refrain from
much political conversation. Some of his near
relatives in Philadelphia were warm Whigs,
and although he could but sympathize with,

he dared not encourage them. He therefore
mingled little with them. To keep out of

party excitement he remained more at home
than otherwise he would have done. And
when free from school duties spent much time

with the two sisters, while Martha was able to
bear the exercise, rambling through the
neighboring fields and meadows. This had
soon to be given up and in peace and quiet-

ness her gentle spirit was released from its

worn tenement. Her death and the increas-

ing indisposition of her older sister rendered
the breaking up of the family necessary.
This doubtless loosened the tie which bound
the teacher to Fair Hill and an offer being
made of a situation at Byberry, which would
afford an increase of salary, he resigned his

school at the end of 1776. On removing to

Byberry he became an inmate of the family of
Tliomas Walmsley, whose wife was a sister of

S. and M. Mason.
The American Revolution was now raging,

and the inhabitants of that township, not hav-
ing given in their allegiance to the govern-
ment there were no persons appointed to look

after the roads or care for the poor. To rem-
edy the inconvenience likely to result from
this state of things, the inhabitants concluded
to do what appeared needful without authority

from any higher power. They acordingly met
at B. K.'s school house and elected necessary
officers; these assessed taxes which, though
no compulsion could be used, were readily

paid, and B. K. writes of these occurrences:
"I may truly say that I never knew the poor
better taken care of, nor the roads in better

order than while this in imperio imperium
lasted, which was several years." S. Mason,
who was now rapidly sinking, in a decline,

came to reside with her sister, and her old

friend, the teacher, had an opportunity of

watching the closing hours of her life, as he
had done those of her sister. She had ap-
peared at times in the ministry, and being
faithful in the stations allotted her, her Heav-
enly Father was near in the time of suffering

and her end was peace. At the funeral that

faithful, clear-sighted minister James Thorn-
ton, bore testimony on her behalf, "She hath
done what she could."

Some members of the Society in Byberry
suffered much in consequence of their relig-

ious scruples against being in any way con-

cerned in war measures. B. K. was twice ar-

rested on account of military fines and marched
part of the way to Philadelphia. The collector,

however, finding he could not be frightened

into paying the demand, released him saying,

"I will take you at another time." On the

second occasion he appeared to have made an
arrangement for them to meet a man who paid

or seemed to pay the money for him. This

he did under the impression that the prisoner

would not let a compassionate man suffer for

doing a kind act. The manoeuvre, however,
did not answer the expected end.

Among the valuable friends B. K. became
acquainted with at Byberry, none stood so

high in his estimation as James Thornton.

Respecting him he wrote, "I was favored

with as much of his friendship as was suitable

considering the difference of our ages and sit-

uations. He lived midway between my home and
the school-room and he would frequently walk
up his lane, at the time of closing my school,

and so meet me on my way home, and I would
always return with him to his door, passing

the time in improving conversation. The re-

membrance of these seasons has a pleasing

relish at this time." Of him he says, "Sol-
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enmity was the prevailing feature of his char-

acter. In the ministry how weighty did he

appear! How heart-reaching, how tendering

his expressions while he pleaded with us in

the name of the blessed Redeemer, to be

reconciled to the Most High. In prayer

how solemn were his approaches; a weightier

frame of spirit than his when thus engaged I

could not conceive of. His fervent labors did

not seem to produce all the good they were

calculated to effect. This, no doubt, had a

gloomy effect on his susceptible mind. I was

present at a meeting there when he stood up

and after dilating on the abundant labor that had

been bestowed upon them, and the little good

fruit produced, and telling them that instead of

minding those things that make for peace,

their hearts were gone after their covetous-

ness, he made a solemn pause and then after

a few minutes added, 'I have received in this

meeting the command, Pray not to me for

this people for their good, for I will not

hear thee. ' From the sorrowful state of that

people since it plainly appeared they were

scarcely worthy to be prayed for.
'

'

On another occasion he wrote of James

Thornton: "Often have I been struck with

something like awe in viewing his solemn

countenance, when he seemed as if endeavoring

to pierce the world unknown and catch a

glimpse of the gates of that city which hath

foundations."

Benjamin Kite preserved some records of

the sufferings and distraints which his friends

endured during the war. To-day their wheat

was seized for the use of the American army;

to-morrow the British troops drove off their

horses and in neither case was compensation to

be looked for, but such scenes are the usual

attendants upon war and among its least evils.

Jas. Thornton was indefatigable in his exer-

tions to relieve the suffering and distressed,

and by his influence with the oiBcers of either

army could often put a stop to meditated

plans of outrage, or obtain for sufferers that

relief which their innocence pleaded for in

vain. Time passed on, the war was at an end

and independence acknowleged by England.

Soon after peace was proclaimed, B. K. being

in his thirtieth year, thought the time had
come for him to make a home for himself.

His affections were placed upon Rebecca Wal-
ton, an active maiden much his junior, and
one of his scholars. After securing her con-

sent he thought an increase of funds would be

desirable, and an opening offering in the vil-

lage of Frankford that promised such a re-

sult, he removed thither, after a seven-years'

tarriance at Byberry. Jas. Thornton preached
their wedding sermon, and prophetically

pointed out some of the coming events in their

lives. He then fervently prayed for their

preservation. The humble home of the newly-
married pair at Frankford was the abode of

much peace and enjoyment, for Benjamin
Kite was well fitted for domestic happiness.
In the year 1788 Jas. Thornton paid a relig-

ious visit to Friends in Great Britain, and he
stopped at Frankford as he was journeying to

Philadelphia, to bid an affectionate farewell to

his young friends. Benjamin was not at

home, and the next day wrote him as follows;

Frankford, Fifth Month 23, 1788.

"I should have been very glad to have been
at home yesterday to have taken my farewell

of thee, a long farewell ! It is a close trial to

some of us to part with thee, to part with our

father in the gospel. But we must submit,

and I wish freely to acquiesce in all his ap-

pointments who hath called thee to visit the

churches in thy native country, there to do as

as thou hast in this land. Endeavor to rebuild

the waste places of Zion, to bear thy part

in the afflictions of Christ for his body's sake

which is the church, that where He reigns

thou mayest reign with Him. But it ill be-

comes such a one as I to treat of the minis-

try. I only want to express my love for thee

and to assure thee that I shall often remem-
ber thee. . . .

"There are so many better entitled to thy

correspondence that I cannot expect letters

from thee, but if I hear frequently from thy

sons that thou art well, it will be a great

pleasure to thy affectionate friend,

Benj. Kite.

Eight happy but uneventful years were

spent in Frankford, and then came the remov-

al to Philadelphia, where he taught Friends"

Select School for girls, this soon becoming
large. Its duties, in addition to many meet-

ing appointments, engaged his time pretty

fully. When at Byberry he had opened to

Jas. Thornton his prospect of removing to

Frankford, that wise man had said. "Ah! thou

art bound for Philadelphia. 'Tis only a stop-

ping place," and so it proved. A circum-

stance occurring later I may mention here.

About the beginning of the Seventh Month,
1804, Jesse Kersey attended the Market
Street meeting in the city, being then on his

way to pay a religious visit in England. In

the course of his testimony, he said, "There
were those present who if faithful would be
called to the ministry of the gospel." Per
haps Benjamin might have meditated on this

prediction, perhaps he might have looked
around upon the members of the meeting to

judge upon whom such a service would fall.

However this may have been, a few nights
after he dreamed that he was in his school

room when the door opened and in walked
Jesse Kersey, accompanied by Sarah Harrison,
whom he knew had both sailed for England a
few days before. The school-room and the
girls had by this time been replaced by the
male members of the Market Street meeting.
Jesse addressed them as he had done before,

stating that some would be called to the min-
istry. S. Harrison then went among them
and laying her hand upon six of them said,

"these are the ones alluded to." Benjamin
would often tell the dream, but would not
mention a name until as one after another ap-
peared, he would say, "That was one of Jesse
Kersey's preachers." This went on until five

had spoken when a Friend evidently in much
distress of mind inquired of him if all those
designated had spoken, and when told that
only five had done so he turned away in tears.
"That man," said B. Kite, "was to have
been the sixth, but he never gave up to the
heavenly vision." Doubtless he had asked ii

the hope that if it was said all had appeared,
he would find in this assurance some relief
and hope that his apprehended call was not a
real one.

(To he continued.-)

We are never well informed of the truth
till we are conformed to the truth

—

Mason.

Danish Butter.

The butter of Denmark, writes W. E. Curtii

to the Chicago Record-Herald from Copenhagen
is considered superior to that of all othei

countries. It brings the highest price ii

fancy markets, and can be 'found all over th(

world in shops where luxuries are sold. Ii

South America, South Africa, in the East ani

West Indies, in India, Egypt, and in tropica

countries generally it is used by epicures whi

pay one dollar a pound for it in tins of one

two and three pounds weight. No other coun

try has been able to produce butter that wil

stand changes of climate so well. In HoUani

and Sweden attempts are made to competi

with the Danish dairymen, but the butter fron

those countries is worth only half as much am
does not keep half as well, while the efforts

dairymen in the United States have practical!;

failed, with a few isolated exceptions. Ther

is one creamery in Iowa, I believe, which pro

duces butter that stands the tropic heat com

paratively well, and will melt and solidify a

it passes from a colder to a warmer and the

to a colder climate, like the butter made i

Denmark. Refrigerator ships are now foun

on nearly all the big steamship routes, an

they can carry perishables as long and as fa

as necessary, but butter shipped by the ordii

ary cargo steamer usually melts and remain

in a liquid state as long as it is exposed to th

tropic heat. W'hen it passes into the ten

perate zone again it hardens, and the chang

usually spoils it for the taste, entirely d(

stroying the flavor and leaving it like ordinar

grease or oil. The Danes, however, produc

a butter which will endure this ordeal witl

out affecting its flavor or sweetness, and the

are the only people of whom this may be saic

Therefore, it is the popular impression ths

some secret process is used either in the pn
paration or the packing of their butter, and

was diligent in trying to ascertain the facti

Every butter man I met assured me that tl:

Danish butter was made in the same manm
and contained the same ingredients that ai

found in the butters of other countries, exce]

that the Danish dairymen were more patiei

and careful in its preparation. There was r

secret process; no preservatives were used; r

chemical change was produced before packinj

Nevertheless, none of the several butter pad
ers in Copenhagen would allow me to inspe(

their establishments. They explained thi

strangers were not admitted under any ci

cumstances, although there was no partic

lar reason why they should not be; that a

plications from American dairymen to witne;

butter packing in Denmark were numeroi

and frequent, and were always denied. Th

seemed to confirm the stories of secret pr

During the forty days after his resurre

tion, the Lord spoke to his disciples of tl

things pertaining to the Kingdom of Go"

showing that "all things must be fulfilh

which were written in the law of Moses, ai

the prophets and in the Psalms, concernii

Me. " Jesus opened their understanding, th

they might understand the Scriptures, Mos
and the prophets. How precious, how full

Christ and his future glory, as well as t

accomplished work, must the Hebrew Scri

tures be!"
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NO MORE SEA.

JOEL BEAN.

i
little child once more

sit upon the shore,

,nd see the billows break, and hear the ocean's roar.

t would be dreadful here,

|y heart would quake with fear

1 1 were left alone ; if my Father were not near.

ut He commands the deep,

'nd lulls the winds to sleep,

nd bids the swelling tlood its boundaries to keep.

1 earth, and sea, and air,

(11 life receives his care,

lithe world which He has made s I excellent and fair.

his is a goodly tent,

jut for a sojourn meant,
/ith a curtain of azure spanned—the star-decked

I firmament.

y altars of unhewn stone

he presence of God is shown,
nd the glow of the sunset clouds is a veil before

his throne.

little child once more, •
ireading life's western shore

;

}
vast unfathomed deep stretches far out before,

et led by my Father's hand
the realms of the Spirit land,

.e will more and more reveal what I do not under-

stand.

/hat wonders await the sight

1 the city celestial, whose light

i the glory of God and the Lamb ! There shall be

I
7W more night."

jnsealed the great Book shall be,

Infolded the mystery
;

jhe tides of unrest shall cease :
" There shall be no

I

—
' Costliest Substance Known.—That rare

lament helion, which was found first in the

tin by the spectroscope, and then by Profes-

Dr Ramsay in the mineral clevite, is the cost-

est substance known. It has been found re-

cently in the gases given out by the hot

jprings at Bath, and there Professor Dewar is

collecting it to submit the element to his

igh pressure and low temperatures. It

lOsts i^200 per cubic foot to collect, or more
iban one million times the price of coal gas.

!0 freeze it, enormous pressure and almost the

jbsolute zero of heat will be needed. The
irocess is difficult and rather dangerous, and
he professor and his assistants at the Royal
jQstitution require to exercise the utmost care
3r the escape of only five feet of the gas
'ould mean /^1,000 gone irretrievably.

—

Lo?i-

on Lancet. ^^^
Patience.—No amount of hatred or ill us-

ge can injure any one if only he possesses his

3ul in patience; from this discipline of suf-

lering he may rather win the virtues of meek-
iess and charity. His one danger arises not
jrom his enemy, but himself—that he should
iwell upon petty wrongs and grow garrulous
ibout himself, and in the end become peevish
jnd irritable. Persecutors in history never
pjured their victims by fire or sword. They
I'adly succeeded when the blood of the perse-
juted turned into gall. He who thinks kindly
jf his enemy gathers a quick reward into his

Iwn bosom. How soon will it be over! How
iittle does any man's word matter! How
Teat is the love of God.~ Watson.

Why Tolstoi was Excommunicated.

The Russian Church has excommunicated

Count Leo Tolstoi, the eccentric novelist, his-

torian, religious reformer, philanthropist, and

the announcement published in the organ of

the Holy Synod is so peculiar, says the Chris-

tian Advocate, that it is worth publishing.

The effectual part of it will remind us of some
testimonies of disunion in the Society of

Friends.

In its solicitude for the children of the Or-

thodox Church, to guard them from being led

into corruption, and in order to save those

who have gone astray, the Holy Synod has de-

liberated on the anti-Christian and anti-eccle-

siastical teachings of Count Leo Tolstoi, and

has deemed it expedient, in order to preserve

the peace of the Church to issue a circular

dealing with the heresies of Count Leo Tolstoi.

The circular runs as follows: "Count Leo

Tolstoi, to the grief and horror of the whole

orthodox world has, by speech and writing,

unceasingly striven to separate himself from

all communion with the orthodox Church, and

this not only clandestinely but openly, in the

knowledge of all persons. All attempts to

dissuade him from this conduct have proved of

no avail, and consequently the orthodox Church

no longer considers him as one of its members
and cannnot regard him as siich so long as he

does not repent and become reconciled to the

Church. We, therefore place on record his

apostacy from the Church and we pray that the

Lord may restore him to comprehension of the

truth. We pray Thee, therefore, merciful

God, who desires not the death of a sinner,

hear us, and have mercy on him and restore

him to Thy Holy Church. Amen.
"Antonius, Metropolitan of Saint Peters-

burg; Theognose, Metropolitan of Kiefl";

Vladimir, Metropolitan of Moscow; Hie-

ronymus, Archbishop of Kolm and War-
saw; Jakofp, Bishop of Kichineff; Mar-
kel. Bishop; Boris, Bishop."

The wife of Tolstoi has addressed the pro-

curator of the Holy Synod protesting asrainst

the action. After declaring that her indig-

nation and grief are immense, she says:

"Now that, owing to this document, the

spiritual death of my husband follows, that

is God's concern, not man's. The life of the

soul, thank heaven is not within the jurisdic-

tion of the powers that be, but when I see

this excommunication delivered by the Church

to which I belong, established by Christ in or-

der to hallow the solemn acts of a man's life

—birth, marriage and death—whose mission

is to proclaim the law of charity, the remis-

sion of sins, and the love of our enemies,

whose duty toward all is to pray for all, then

I am at a loss to understand."

And after this she denounces her husband's

persecutors as renegades who proudly placed

themselves at the head of the Church, and

who, breaking the law of love and humility,

have behaved like spiritual executioners.

Last of all she declares that "God will be in-

dulgent to those even without the Church, who
have lived a life of humility and who have sac-

rificed their worldly possessions through love

of and devotion to Him. His pardon will go

to them rather than to those whose miters

and decorations are set with precious stones,

but who, like bad shepherds, cut away mem-
bers of the Church whose pastors they are."

The excommunication of Tolstoi is in har-

mony with the system, and the authorities of

the Holy Synod bore with him for many
years. If they believe in the system, they

have done right. If they are hypocrites, his

wife's imprecations are undoubtedly deserved.

The Count, of course, so far as the world to

come is concerned, is not afraid of their ful-

minations.

The Untamed Tongue.—Of all the members
of the human body there are none that can be

used to such good advantage in promoting the

welfare of all mankind as the tongue; and yet

the vast amount of evil done by this little

member none but the omniscient God will ever

fully know.

Many able writers have exhatisted their store

of knowledge trying to teach the race how to

control this member, and after all it was ap-

parent that they had not learned the art them-
selves. Great sums of money have been ex-

pended in all ages of the world to tame and
discipline the untamed tongue, but none have

been able to reach the good of their aspira-

tions. Indulgent parents have sacrificed many
home comforts that their children might re-

ceive a good education and learn to use the

tongue in a proper manner, and to speak cor-

rectly, who have received in return for their

kindness abusive language from the tongue

yet untamed.

The great Creator has endowed the race of

mankind with the blessing of speech. What a

good privilege it is to be able to express our

thoughts and feelings in this way. It is in-

deed very sad that anything that is so capable

of doing good should ever be used for any oth-

er purpose; but alas, it is too true that even

the children of God do not always keep their

tongues from evil nor indulge in conversation

becoming the gospel of Christ. Many bitter

tears have been shed by some who have sought

to control the tongue and failed because trust-

ing in themselves and not in Jesus. He alone

by his restraining grace can calm the wildest

passion of the human heart and tame the un-

ruly tongue.

—

Selected.

Christian Arithmetic—Some one has

compiled the following Scripture rules for

Christian arithmetic.

Notation, "1 will put my laws into their

minds and write them in their hearts."

Numeration, "So teach us to number our

days that we may apply our hearts unto wis-

dom."
Addition, "Add to your faith virtue; and

to virtue knowledge; and to knowledge tem-

perance; and to temperance patience; and to

patience godliness; and to godliness brotherly

kindness; and to brotherly kindness charity."

Subtraction, "Let us put off the works of

darkness, and let us put on the armor of

light."

Multiplication, "Mercy unto you, and peace

and love be multiplied."

Division, "Wherefore come out from

among them and be ye separate saith the Lord

. . . and I will receive you."

Peace is not merely quiet upon the surface,

but a deep-seated rest of the inner life. It is

such an inward reality—quiet within the soul,

restful, life beneath all other life—that Christ

gives to them that are his.
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For "The Fribn

Some Reminiscences of a Good Mai

Wortii.

Under date of Second Month 19th, 184.5,

Ebenezer Worth wrote in his diary: "Al-

though unworthy of the least of the mercies

which a kind and merciful Master bestows

upon his people, I may again acknowledge his

unmerited favors to me which have been

many. 1 have at times been brought very

low, feeling but little strength to move for-

ward, and have felt the necessity of making

a pause and waiting upon the Lord; passing

through that fire which can consume our cor-

rupt and unregenerate nature; this is at times

trying, but I find it necessary and profitable

and have great reason to be thankful that the

Lord is still mindful of me and continues thus

to visit me. 0! his dealings with his creat-

ure man are in wisdom and mercy. There is

great cause for thankfulness and encourage-

ment. I went yesterday to Cornplanter's, 1 was
much favored in an opportunity with Charles

and William O'Bail."

"Fourth Month 21st.—When I have endeav-

ored to give myself up to the Lord, placing

my dependence on Him; I have experienced

strength and comfort. Yesterday in my sit-

ting with the Indian children in school, I felt

a good degree of strength to enter into secret

spiritual labor, and I think 1 may say, consola-

tion in it, the praise is due to the Lord. May
what I have written be blessed to me, in time

to come, if I should be spared to read it."

"1845. Eighth Month 20th.—Attended the

funeral of John Blacksnake, son of Owen and

Ann Blacksnake, (one of the scholars at Cold

Spring) ; it was conducted in a sober and or-

derly manner. The parents and relatives ap-

peared to feel their loss keenly, but were, I

trust, in a degree resigned to the will of the

Lord. I understand his mother, when she

went to take her last look at the corpse, spoke

as follows: 'My dear little boy, thou hast

left this world, yet I continue to love thee. I

have been thinking in my heart to help thee

and make thee well (happy). I cannot help

thee dying, for the Lord has promised that we
shall all die and leave this world. It is now
better for me to try to be good, that I may
meet thee in heaven for I should like to meet
thee there.' I was present at the time, but
I did not understand the language and I un-

derstood from the interpreter that thinking in

her heart meant prayer."

"31st. May the Lord in his mercy be with
us, for his life-giving promise can alone min-
ister consolation in all our trials, and at times
when we are favored to partake largely of it,

makes up more than we are called upon to sacri-

fice for our Divine Master. What an inexpres-

sible favor it is to come under his blessed wing,
to be near Him, whom we love, and in whom we
trust; who has in his his infinite mercy,
granted us the privilege of addressing Him
in the endearing language of our "Father,
who art in Heaven." 0! it is comforting
beyond the power of language to express to

the soul that is bowed under a sense of its

own unworthiness, and at the same time fa-

vored to feel a living sense of the loving kind-
ness and goodness of our Heavenly Father and
his dear Son, our blessed Saviour. It has
frequently during the past week been the
breathing desire of my heart, that my time

might be more fully given up to the Master's

service, that I might perform the duties re-

quired of me in his time and in the way that

would be most pleasing to Him, that when the

right time for me to be released shall come I

may be favored to feel that the service re-

quired of me here is performed, and that I may

return home with the reward of peace."

In the Third Month, 1849, he writes to his

friend Jos. Elkinton. "I have lately passed

through some close trials and exercises, after

which I have been favored to experience a

good degree of peace, quietness and compos-

ure of mind, accompanied with love to my Di-

vine Master. Now, under that feeling I have

tried to weigh the subject and think it right

to inform thee, my dear friend, and other

members of the committee, that I feel liber-

ty to return home in the Fourth Month and

attend the Yearly Meeting. As to ray re-

turning to this place, I must now leave it,

with desires that 1 may be rightly directed

and obedient to what my Divine Master is

pleased to require.

"Thou hast probably been informed that

there is a party among the Senecas to estab-

lish what they call a republican government,

and do away with the office of chief. That

party has sent on a delegation to Washington.

The chiefs have also sent on a delegation. On
Sixth-day evening last there were a number of

white men, who live up Cold Spring Creek,

came to the council house where the Indians

had been holding their New Year's meeting or

dance; they had been informed that these

white men were coming to injure them or their

property. I understood the most of the In-

dians were in the bushes near the house.

Not finding the Indians they commenced
breaking windows and doors and attempted to

set fire to the house. When the Indians saw

them destroying their property they went to

them. It is said the whites were armed with

clubs and abused the Indians. Thomas Ja-

cob was so badly hurt that his recovery is

thought to be doubtful. The chiefs have sent

to Lodi for their attorney to advise and assist

them."

Crooked Path of Cable Messages.—When
we follow the course of a cable dispatch and

see how many hands it passes through before

reaching the person it is intended for, the

wonder is that all cipher messages do not

contain mistakes. The operator ticked it off

to the cable station at Hong Kong. Prom
there it was sent to Singapore; it entered In-

dia, was caught up at Madras and hurried on

to Bombay; with lightning winds it flew to

Aden, in Arabia, where it was put on the ca-

ble to Suez, Africa. Then began the race

towards Europe by the way of Malta, Gibraltar

and Lisbon, ending in the eastern hemisphere

at London. From the English capital it made
another deep sea journey to New York, and

from there was telegraphed overland to

Washington, having been transcribed no fewer

than fifteen times.

By thine own soul's law learn to live ;

And if men thwart thee, take no heed,

And if men hate thee, have no care.

Sing thou thy song and do thy deed
;

Hope thou thy hope and pray thy prayer.

And claim no crown they will not give.

—Joh7i G. Whittier.

What Has it Done for You?

After a noted skeptic had concluded one oil

his infidel lectures in a village in the north ol

England, he challenged those present to dis-

cussion. Who should accept the challenge bul

an old, bent woman, in most antiquated attire,

who went up to the lecturer and said:

—

"Sir, I have a question to put to you."
"Well my good woman what is it?"

"Ten years ago," she said, "I was left a

widow, with eight children utterly unprovided

for, and nothing to call my own but this

Bible. By its direction, and looking to God

for strength, I have been enabled to feed my-

self and family. I am now tottering to tht

grave; but I am perfectly happy, because 1

look forward to a life of immortality with

Jesus in heaven. That's what my religion has

done for me. What has your way of thinking

done for you?"
"Well, my good lady," rejoined the lec-

turer, "I dont' want to disturb your comfort;

but—"
"Oh! that's not the question," interposed

the woman; "keep to the point, sir. What
has your way of thinking done for you?"
The infidel endeavored to shirk the matter

again; the feeling of the meeting gave vent

to uproarious applause, and the skeptic had tol

go away discomfited by an old woman.
Let us change the picture. The mother of

Hume, the infidel philosopher, was once a pro-

fessor of Christianity. Dazzled by the geniuB

of her son, she apostatized from her early

faith, and followed him into the mazes of

skepticism. Years passed, and she drew'

near the gates of death, and from her dying

bed wrote to him the following pathetic

letter:

"My Dear Son:—My health has failed me.

I am in a deep decline. I can not long sur-

vive.

"My philosophy affords me no comfort it

my distress. I am left without the hopes and

consolations of religion, and my mind is sink-

ing into a state of despair.

"You can afford me some substitute for the

loss of the hopes of religion. I pray you

hasten home to console me or, at least, write

to me the consolations that philosophy affords

at the dying hour."

Such are the straits into which infidelity

leads its votaries. To them death is at best

but a leap in the dark, and they shrink with

fear lest it be a leap into "the blackness of

darkness forever and ever." Said the learned

and courted infidel Voltaire:

"In man there is more wretchedness than

in all animals put together. He loves life,

and yet he knows that he must die. If he en-

joys a transient good, he suffers various evils,

and is at last devoured by worms. This

knowledge is his fatal prerogative; other an-

imals have it not.

"The bulk of mankind are nothing more

than a crowd of wretches equally criminal and

unfortunate, and the globe contains carcasses

rather than men. I tremble at the review of

this dreadful picture, to find that it contains

a complaint against Providence itself, and 1

wish I had never been born."

This is the best that infidelity can do for

man. Listen now to the words of a dying

Christian. Said the godly Haliburton:—

^

"I shall shortly get a very different sight
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f God from what I have ever had, and shall

e meet to praise Him forever. What a won-

er that I enjoy such composure under all of

ay bodily pains, and in view of death itself!

Vhat a mercy that, having the use of my rea-

on, I can declare his goodness to my soul! I

iless his name, I have found Him and die re-

oicing in Him.

—

Blessed be God that ever I

'MS born."— The Armory.

Notes from Others.

From the Land of the Pharaohs.—Securely
ished on the forward deck of the German steamer

{ohenfds, which arrived in New York recently

rom Calcutta, was an Egyptian boat, said to be

our thousand years old, recently dug out of the

ed of the Nile. The boat is stoutly boxed up,

nd was shipped at Fort Said. Freight charges

fere paid there amounting to two thousand marks.

[he boat is for the Carnegie Museum, at Pittsburg,

t is about twenty feet long, seven feet wide and

ve feet in depth. It will be sent to Pittsburg by
pcpress.

I

James Chalmers, noted as an explorer and mis-

lonary : Dr. Oliver Fellows Tompkins, of the Lon-

on Missionary Society ; James Walker and Thos.

;athbone, young men who accompanied the expe-

(ition from Australia ; and eleven native converts,

ave been massacred and eaten by the inhabitants

jf the island of Caribatta, in British New Guinea.

I. "punitive force" was organized in Australia,

['hich encountered violent opposition, making it

fficult to land. They, however, " marched into

e interior and destroyed several villages.'

Men with their millions are pointed out as models

newspaper articles and addresses delivered to

ung people on commencement occasions, and
ung men and boys are told that they may emu-
te them ; and they will do so. Young Americans

Ire not to be challenged in that way in vain. They
('ill make great fortunes also. If it seems best

lo them to steal a railroad, or to wreck a bank, or

10 adulterate spices, or to create a war in order to

ring it about they will not hesitate. It is the

)rtune they must have.

—

Christian Advocate.

An illustrated periodical recently contained a
artoon representing the treadmill of fashion. On
le tramping-apron composed of boards labelled

Cards," "Balls," "Dinner parties," "Theaters,"
iperas," " Summer resorts," and so on, an elegantly

pssed lady was placed, tramping at the height of

|er speed to keep up with the revolution of the

ndless chain, while her husband was down by the

de of the machine laboring with all his might
leveling gold into the fire-box to keep up steam..

is a faithful representation of the ideal of life

eld by many Americans.

As a result of the Japanese Buddhist mission to

is country, instituted a year or so ago, a church
lUed the " Dharma-Sangha of Buddha " has been
stablished in San Francisco, with three branches
other California towns. In the San Francisco
mple there is a membership of three hundred in

lie Young Men's Buddhist Association, mostly of

apanese. At an English service on First-days,

iventy or more Americans are present, of whom
leven have already been converted to Buddhism,
nd have openly professed that they " take their

fuge in Budda, in his gospel and in his order."

A German paper is authority for the statement
hat the Pope receives more mail than any other
erson, his mail bags containing daily from 22,000
D 23,000 letters and newspapers. King Edward
3ceives about 3,000 newspapers and 1,000 letters

!very day ; while the Czar and the German em-
leror receive each from 600 to 700 letters and ap-

peals ; the King of Italy, 500 ; and the Queen of

Holland from 100 to 150. Emperor William gives

a good deal of personal attention to his mail, and

answers many of his letters himself, using since

the death of his grandmother. Queen Victoria, a

black-bordered paper. Ordinarily, however, he

uses large sheets of light blue or dark gray paper.

At Pitman Grove, evangelist Smith, speaking of

the cry raised of the depletion of church statistics,

said that before the " inquest " was held he was

convinced that lots of " our bigness was dropsical,

and needed to be tapped rather than exhibited."

" All the heresy and " isms,' " he continued, " are

but old ideas dressed up in new clothes."

He declared that where one man falls through
" fanaticism " a hundred fall through " formalism."
" Holiness," he said, " means death to a lot of that

curiosity which keeps you running around after

all these new fads."

"There is lots of work you can do in the Church

without religion."

Curiosities in Literature.—Probably the most

extraordinary journal in the world is published

weekly in Athens. It is written entirely in verse,

even the advertisements.

The most remarkable book in the world, so far

as its appearance is concerned, is neither written

nor printed. It is in the Imperial Library of Paris

and the letters are cut out of tissue paper with a

pair of scissors. A sheet of blue tissue, in which

the letters are cut, is placed between two pages of

white, and so the matter is read.

The first book printed within the limits of the

United States was the " Bay Psalms Book," which

was issued in Cambridge, Mass., in 1640. Speci-

mens of the publication are extremely rare and

command very high prices.

In his last lecturq, Joseph Cook declared his be-

lief as follows :
"

I believe in the Ten Command-
ments, and in the nine beatitudes ; and in the

seven petitions of the Lord's prayer ; and in the

four ' alls ' of the Great commission ; and in the

six ' whatsoevers ' of the apostle ; and in the strictly

self-evident truths in the ' cans ' and ' cannots ' of

the Holy Word and of the nature of things ; and

that it is He who was, and is, and is to come
;

both exhaustless love and a consuming fire ;
Father,

Son and Holy Ghost ; one God, infinite and un-

changeable in every excellence ; of whom the Uni-

verse is the autograph and the conscience of man

the immortal abode ; and the character and cross

of Christ, the most glorious self-manifestation;

our Saviour and Lord to whom be adoration and

dominion, world without end."

The American Revision Committee have com-

pleted their work of revision of the Holy Bible,

and it will be published by Thomas Nelson & Sons,

New York, in Eighth Month. The committee state

that they have, besides incorporating the appendix

in the text, bestowed much time in rectifying the

errors, inconsistencies, oversights, and infelicities

which have been detected. Moreover, inasmuch as

the American Revisers, in preparing the appendix

of 1885, aimed to reduce the differences to the

lowest limit, they waived the larger part of their

preferences, many of which they regarded as of

decided importance. This new edition will em-

body a considerable part of these emendations

which represent the deliberate preferences of the

whole American Committee, but which were not

put into the appendix. Furthermore, carefully

selected marginal references and concise topical

headings have been added.

The present age bears a considerable resemblance

to the declining days of paganism, when the phil-

osophers were undermining the old religion with

their criticism and the new religion was struggling

into life. While Christianity is not, perhaps, being

destroyed as paganism was destroyed, it is un-

doubtedly going through a very critical evolution-

ary phase, and it seems inevitable that it will issue

from the ordeal a very different kind of religion

from what it was, say, a century ago.

Such ages of tradition are frequently periods of

melancholy. Men's minds are un.settled, and there

is a general spirit of uneasiness abroad. When
the Roman Empire was under the government of

the Antonines, although the period was one of

great material prosperity (just like our own Vic-

torian epoch in that respect), it was yet tinged

with a kind of intellectual .sadness.— Westminster

Review.

Items ConcerniDg the Society.

At Concord Quarterly Meeting held at Media on

the 13th instant, Thomas Whitson was liberated to

attend Ohio and Western Yearly Meeting.s, and
Jonathan E. Rhoads the Yearly Meeting to be

held at Sugar Grove, Indiana.

Francisco G. Cala writes to this paper from Ha-
vana as follows :

" The Church of the Friends of

Havana has ceased its connection with the Ameri-
can Friends' Board, but it still retains its denom-
ination of the Friends. It sustains itself on its

own resources, and at present the services are

very well attended. " There is a fund of .$150 for

the construction of a meeting place."

He desires all correspondence, remittances, etc.,

to be addressed direct to the Cuban Mission, No.

52 Teneife, Havana.

Nearly two years ago Timothy B. Hussey, of

North Berwick, Maine (formerly clerk of New
England Yearly Meeting), who has resided several

years in Palestine, organized a large party of

members of our religious Society, with others, on

a journey by steamship to the Mediterranean and

the Orient. He is now forming another company,

preferably of the same class, to accompany him

next Spring (Second Month 8th to Fourth Month
22nd) to Palestine and the European and North

African countries on the way while going and re-

turning. The steamer engaged for this one of the

Clark's Cruises, is the Celtic, of the White Star

Line, the largest steamship in the world.

Some persons want silence, some want singing,

some want intellectual discourses, some want emo-

tional excitement, some want spicy and entertain-

ing talk. But what all need is a sense of God.

They need to feel the " real presence " in their

meeting places. If they really did find Him they

would have " good meetings," and they would come
away with new power upon them for the work of

life. Perhaps it is not easy to find out how to do

this, but surely it is strange that so few give it

any thought or show any concern about it, for there

will never be great transformations and baptisms

in our meetings until we learn how to find the
" real presence " in them.

—

American Friend.

summary'of events.

United States.—Minister Rockhili'a advices that cere-

als and flour have been included in the free list of the

new Chinese tariff are regarded in Washington as an im-

portant provision, owing to the growth of American ex-

ports of wheat and flour to China. In 1899 these amounted

to $2,298,033, which was almost double the shipments of

the preceding year. The trade has continued to increase

and the Pacific coast interests have looked forward to

supplying China with a considerable part of her consump-

tion of wheat and flour, most of which heretofore has

gone from Atlantic ports around Cape Horn.

The Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin

Workers have issued an appeal to organized labor and the

general public for funds to aid them in their strike against

the United States Steel Corporation for complete recog-

nition of the union. The number of men who have quit

work in response to the strike order is estimated at 65,-

000.
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It is stated that J. Pierpont Morgan has planned the

greatest labor union of the age— a union of labor and

capital. According to the plans, stock of the United

States Steel Corporation, valued at several millions of

dollars at par, has been set aside for the purchase, at in-

side figures, by the 165,000 men employed by the com-

panies that make up the great Steel Trust. It is contem-

plated to form this copartnership between the share-

holders and the employes of the United States Steel Cor-

poration, so that every employe may be a co-partner in

the business. In Wellsville, Ohio, serious collisions are

feared between the strikers and the authorities.

A strike of the operatives in the cotton and other mills

near Fall River, Mass., has taken place, in which about

30,000 persons are involved. The strike is intended to

prevent a reduction in wages.

In San Francisco a strike of 15,000 men engaged in

the shipping interests has taken place.

A severe tropical storm on the 15th inst. visited Mobile,

New Orleans and other points. Mobile was cut off for a

time from outside communication. This storm in its pro-

gress northward has caused heavy freshets and considera-

ble damage in Central Pennsylvania, detention of trains,

etc.

A late despatch from Havana says: Chief Surgeon Ha-

vard announced that the experiments in the investigation

of the progation of yellow fever, so far as these have in-

volved the mosquito test, will be discontinued. This deci-

sion was taken because one of the non-immunes who was re-

cently bitten by an infected mosquito died of yellow fever.

The man was a Spaniard, desired to become an immune,

and therefore allowed himself to be bitten by an infected

mosquito. Another man who was bitten is also suffering

from a very bad case. Both were bitten by insects which

had been set apart for the experiments of Dr. Caldas,

the Brazilian expert, who has been arranging to demon-

strate the alleged eJBciency of a serum as a preventative

against yellow fever.

The Philadelphia Ledger has lately published a news

message sent by wireless telegraphy from the Lucania

when she was sixty miles out, and, of course, invisible

from any station. It was received by instruments on

board a vessel moored about forty sea miles south of

Nantucket and thence transmitted to Siasconset on that

island.

The cost to this country of every soldier is said to be

annually $1014.
The development of ocean steamships is thus stated:

In sixty years speed has been increased from eight and

one-half to twenty-three knots per hour; the time on the

voyage has been reduced to about one-third of what it

was in 1840; ships have been trebled in length, about

doubled in width, and displacement has been increased

tenfold. The engine power is forty times greater; the

ratio of horse-power to the weight driven has been in-

creased four-fold. The coal consumption (measured per

horse-power per hour) has been reduced to one-third.

Dr. Doty, health officer of New York City says that

petroleum oil will surely and promptly destroy mosquito

larvfe, and, so far as careful experiments indicate, it is

the only agent which can be depended upon for this pur-

pose.

The capacity of the Beaumont oil wells in Texas al-

ready aggregates 1,500,000 barrels of fuel oil daily. This

output is equal to about 350,000 tons of coal, while the

annual coal production of the State is only about 4,400,-

000 tons. The oil producers say they can reduce the

price of fuel oil to ten cents per barrel, if necessary. At
present the ruling price is thirty cents per barrel.

Grain is lying on the ground in Kansas awaiting cars

to be shipped to market; grain elevators are filled, and

railroads and shippers unite in clamoring for more cars.

Kerosene emulsion is said to go far to compensate for

the loss of insectivorous birds out of doors, and is abso-

lutely indispensable in dealing with the pests in poultry

houses and stables, and the San Jose scale.

The total disbursements for pensions from Seventh

Month Ist, 1790, to Sixth Month 30th of this year, ag-

gregate $2,763,3.50,033. The total number of pensioners

on the roll Sixth Month 30th, 1901 was 997,735, the

largest number on record. The largest number previous-

ly was in 1898. The amount paid out during the last five

years has averaged about $140,000,000.

There were 507 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 30 more than the previous

week and 43 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 264 were males and 243 females: 58

died of consumption of the lungs ; 35 of infiammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 9 of diphtheria
;

20 of cancer ; 11 of apoplexy ; 24 of typhoid fever and 1

of scarlet fever.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller.

straight, $3.20 to $3.35 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.40 ; spring, straight, $3.60 to $3.85.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 74i to 75c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 62 to 62ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 45jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5i to 6c.; good, 5i to 5Jc. ; me-

dium, 4J to 5c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3J toSfc; good,3Jto3Jc.;

common, IJ to 2c.; lambs, 3i to 6ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to 8Jc.

Foreign. — It is reported that shipments of 12,000

reindeer from Russian ports to Alaska have begun.

The population of the Dominion of Canada is given at

5,338,883, an increase of 505,644 over the census of 1891.

London had by the last census a population of 4,500,000;

New York, 3,500,000; Paris, 2,500,000; Berlin, 1,885,000

and Vienna by the census of ten years ago, 1,365,000,

which has probably been increased to 1,500,000 now.

Plans have been prepared for the new harbor at Bere-

haven, Bantry Bay, Ireland, in connection with a proposed

steamship line, which is to have steamers capable of cross-

ing the Atlantic in four and a half days. It is the inten-

tion to burn Texas oil on these steamships.

There have been further encounters between the troops

of Colombia and Venezuela.

Civil Governor Taft has addressed a letter to the new

Justices in the Philippines, urging that the courts be so

conducted as to create a good impression. The natives'

first offences should be treated with paternal clemency.

Frederick W. Holls, United States member of the Inter-

national Court of Arbitration at The Hague, after pro-

longed visits to St. Petersburg, Berlin and Vienna, has

recently said: "Although my trip was of a professional

and private character, I have had the opportunity of

seeing leading statesmen and foreign Ministers, as well

as numerous publicists and international lawyers. From
all we have heard we believe that the outlook for peace

among the great Powers and for the gradual but unmis-

takable development of the intent of the peace confer-

ence could hardly be better. No European people wants

war any more than the Americans. Notwitlistanding all

appearances to the contrary, public opinion is to-day the

greatest European Power. Of course, it would be folly

to say there is no longer danger of war, for popular ex-

citement in any one quarter may upset all calculatiogs.

Still, the existence of a permanent tribunal to decide in-

ternational disputes, the well recognized economic break-

down which war now means for all beligerants, the lessons

of the Boer war and the frightful fiasco in China, all these

elements of the situation are working powerfully for

peace."

The production of the gold mines in the Transvaal in

1899 was over $306,000,000. It is said that this year it

will be about $7,000,000.

The Secretary for India in the House of Commons has

presented the financial statement for India. He said that

in spite of the three years of famine and acute depression

in the three agricultural staples, tea, indigo and cotton,

he was able to present the most favorable balance sheet

since India came under the crown. The relief expenditures

for three years totalled £15,000,000, but the same period

showed a surplus of £6,377,000. The season's rains,

though below normal, had been sufficient for agricultural

purposes. The crop outlook was fair, and there was a

prospect of a material reduction in the relief expenditure.

The results of the gold standard policy had more than

realized the Government's expectations.

Another famine is impending in Russia, and it is said

that it will affect 43,000,000 people. Its area is about

the same as that of the great famine of 1891, when thf

attention of the whole world was called to it, and strenu

for relief were made in this country.

RECEIPTS.

Walter L. Moore, N. J.; Susanna T. Clement,
N. ].; L. O. Stanley, Agent, Ind., $6 for Joel VV.

Hodson, Wm. C. Stanley and R. B. Pickett ; John
VV. Tatum, Pa.; George Haines, jr., N. J.; Mahlon
M. Child. Phila.; Hannah E. Sheppard, Phila.

George B. Allen, Pa. ; Charles Grimshaw, Pa
Barclay Penrose, O.; Jos. S. Middleton, N. J. and
for Deborah B. Parry

; J. A. Holloway, Agent,
O., |22 for Joseph Bailey, Asa Branson, Ellen
Branson, Thomas Conrow, Sarah F. Holloway,
E. F. Holloway, A. G. Holloway, Mary J. French!
Ann B. Hoge, Abigail Sears, and George W
Stratton ; Eli Hadley, Ind.; Samuel P. Leeds, N
J., $8 for Samuel P. Leeds, Jr.; Henry W. Leeds,
Sarah W. Leeds and Edward C. Leeds; Josiah W.
Cloud, N. J.; Mary E. Ogden, Pa.; John Letch-
worth, Gtn., Jos. J. Coppock, Agent, la., I30 for

Joseph Armstrong, Lewis W. Bye, Peter N. Dyhr,

M. A. Fritchman, Benjamin Ellvson, Edwin T.

Heald, Wilson C. Hirst, Wm. G. Hall, Nichola<

Larson, John E. Michener, Elwood Spencer, Wil-
son T. Sidwell, Wm. Thomas, Samuel S. Thomas
and Pearson Thomas

;
Joshua Brantingham, agent,

O., |44 for James E. Bailey, Alfred Brantingham,
Wm. Brantingham, Alice G. Cope, Jonathan Deanj
Walter Edgerton, Martha Harris, Lousina Harris,

Charles Gamble, John Hoyle, Mary Fritchman,!
Anne Hutton, Jos. Masters, Hannah P. Oliphant'
Wm. D. Oliphant, Rebecca Price, Chas. W. Sat
terthwait, Isaac H. Satterthwait, Jos. C. Stratton,

Dellwyn Stratton, Mary L. Test and Lydia Winder
Hetty B. Garrett for Frances Garrett, Gtn.; Geo.
Blackburn, agt., O., $8 for Ardella French, Marths
H. French, Fmley Hutton and John M. Stratton

Joseph E. Barton and for Nathaniel Barton, N. J.

E. B. Moon, $6 for James H. Moon, Pa., Everetl

Moon, Minn., and Dr. W. W. Moon, N. Y.; A.
J.

Smith, agent, Kansas, for John E. Hinshaw and

Joshua P. Smith ; David Brinton, Pa.; P. Gregory.

Cal.; George Russell, N. ).; Ehza Yeates, Pa.; Eli

H. Harvey, Ind., per William C. Cowperthwaite
Sarah L. North, Phila. ; Ellwood Evans. N. J.

Benjamin F. Starbuck, agent, O., I26 for himself,

Lindley M. Brackin, Martha Binns, Asenath H,
Bundy, Lindley Hall, Jacob Maule, Joseph P. Lup
ton, Oliver S. Negus, Israel Steer, Nathan Steer,

Elisha B. Steer, Wilson J. Steer and John Starbuck
Thomas H. Whitson, agent. Pa., $18 for John M.
Rasmussen, 111., Gilbert Cope, Anna T. Griffith,

George O. Hibberd, Mary E. Webb, Thomas F
Scattergood and for T. Walter Scattergood, Mary
E. Forsythe and Debbie C. Spackman ; Samue
R. Cooper, N. J.,to No. 6, vol 76; Rachel S
Hulme, Phila.; H. Y. Pennell, M. D., Pa.; Paschal

Worth, Pa.; Charity Baldwin, Pa. ; Henry W. Sat

terthwaite, Pa.; Wm. Smallwood, Pa ; H. B. Leeds
agt., N. J., 16 for Margaretta W. Satterthwaite, N
Newlin Stokes, M. D., and for Gideon Coutant, O.

Thos. K. Wilbur, agt., Mass., $14 for himself, Jesse

Tucker, James H. Tucker, Job S. Gidlev, Sarah E
Mitchell, Isabel L. Gifford and John S. Wright
Clarkson Moore, agt. Pa., $^2 for himself, J. Ad
rian Moore, Pemberton Moore, Pennock Cooper
Elizabeth C. Cooper, Elizabeth W. Moore, Zebe
dee Haines, Wm. B. Harvey, Mark Hughes, Thos
D. Hoopes, Harvey Murray, Hannah J. Reid, Wm
Wickersham, Thos. L. Passmore, Sarah L. Pass
more, and Joel C. Chambers; Anna Eastburt

Willits for Rebecca M. Willits, N. J. ; Abram Strat

ton, Phila.; E. S. Smith, agt., O., 136 for Willian

Atkinson, Richard S. Ashton, J. Hervey Binns

Nathan L. Hall, Marv T. Hall, Tabitha D. Hall

Deborah Hall, Lewis' Hall, Joseph C. Hall, Gil

bert McGrew, Hannah Mary Matson, John VV

Smith, Robert Smith, Nathan R. Smith, Ellwooc

D. Whinery, Thomas B. Whinery, Louis Taber
and Robert P. Thomas; Samuel L. Fo.x, Pa.; Sam
uel Trimble, M. D., Pa.

S^^Remittances received after Third-day noon will no

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—The school year open!

on Third-day, Ninth Month 3rd, 1901. New scholars shouli

be at the school before noon, if convenient.

Applications for admission should be made to

Wm. F. Wickersham, Principal,

Westtown, Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meeting

the Committee on Instruction will be held on Seventh-da;

the twenty-fourth of Eighth Month, at 10 a. m.

George M. Comfort, Clerk.

Western Quarterly Meeting op Friends.—The trail

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, 7.17 A. M., 01

the 23rd inst., will be met at West Grove, to convey (fre

of charge) those desiring to attend the Western Quarterl

Meeting of Friends, to be held at London Grove, Cheste

County, Pa. It would assist the committee if those in

tending to come would inform by postal in advance.

Truman C. Moore, ( Commiltec
George R. Chambers, j

^ "
'

Died, at Narberth, Pa., Seventh Month 28th. 1901. i

the seventy-third year of her age. Elizabeth Lewi.

daughter of the late Evan and Sidney .\nn Lewis, a mer

ber of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia f

the Western District.
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'reparation for Hearing, and for Answeriug.

During a Friends' meeting in a place of

ummer resort, a prominent merchant from

Soston arose recently and testified that he

iiever understood till that day how it was that

lie received more spiritual help and uplifting,

ind came away more enduringly fed with living

ubstance through the ministry given forth in

[, Friends' meeting than he had ever known

I'rom the best discourses of other churches,

[•lot that the Friends' sermons could approach

.he others in ability, in perfection of con-

itruction, in well chosen language, in precis-

on of scriptural truths and doctrine, in ac-

;eptable manner or style, in strength and force

)f address. Were that the root of the matter

n preaching or in worship, he would go else-

vhere than to a Friends' meeting. But he

lad learned to love their mode of worship as a

!ondition of the true feeling. In his first sit-

ings in our meetings he had found the spaces

)f silence very queer and not easy to endure.

3ut in the midst of one of them the language

lad secretly laid hold on him. "Where two

)r three are gathered together in my name,

;here am I in the midst of them." Thence-

forward a real engagement of spirit with the

Master had proved to him the value of this si-

lent intercourse with Him, together with his

waiting people. He now had found why he

had profited so much by the Friends' ministry,

however uncouth the sermons. It was because

of his individual exercise of spirit which pre-

ceded any of the spoken words,— the entering

linto that preparation of heart which is from

ithe Lord, to fit the soul for the reception of

jthe message and answer of the tongue which

[should in due season follow. This ministry

was wont to come on as an opening of light

and life, and brought the satisfaction of an

edifying and solid feeding, which without that

inward preparation would fall on the outward

ear as canting sound. It is unto deep that the

Deep calleth, and it is for a waiting worship

that a waiting ministry is preparing.

Authority, or the Scribes.

Why should it be thought that the Kock of

Divine revelation must so readily give place

to the unstable sands of conjecture, and the

supernatural, be at once scouted when rivalled

by a vague and scholarly surmise? Why

should raising a dust clear the sight of faith

so much better than the Sun of Righteousness?

or the principle of guessing in the dark carry

more authority than the principle of Divine

revelation?

We form into a list this specimen cabinet of

current drift (gathered in the Episcopal Re-

corder), to show the sandy foundation which

some think more scientific to build on than the

Rock:

1. The miraculous interruption of the laws

of nature .... hampers the narrative with

extreme improbability;

2. It would seem more rational to suppose;

3. One is tempted to conjecture;

4. Probability is our only guide;

5. Ic is unthinkable;

6. Any conclusion can be reached only by

an induction founded upon matters which do

not afl'ord perfect certainty;

7. A fair amount of circumstantial evidence

pointing to conclusions of a pretty definite

kind;

8. This view carries with it almost irresistible

conviction;

9. So far as may be approximately guessed

;

10. We may conclude with considerable cer

tainty;

11. Perhaps we should occupy no untenable

position;

12. Recent investigations make it not im

probable;

13. Unfortunately we are reduced to infer

ence and conjecture;

14. If it is allowable to form a judgment,

it seems to us very doubtful whether;

15. We shall probably not go very far

astray if we assume;

16. This cannot be ascertained with ever,

approximate probability

;

17. We may therefore fairly presume;

18. This internretation is at least preferable,

but it is not free from all objections, but if it

fail us we have no data for precisely deter-

mining;

19. We are therefore justified in coming to

the provisional conclusion;

20. Which renders the accuracy of ai

conclusion more than suspicious.

The blind leaders!—go ye not after them.

To What is the Lowered Public Moral

Sense Due?—Referring to one of the recent

wars, .John M. Robertson, of London, says:

" War-mongering in the case before us has

visibly involved an enormous amount of social

malice and social arrogance, habits of mind

plainly unpropitious to civilization; and in the

opinion of some of us, an immense demoral-

ization in the way of reckless credence, reck-

less villification and unscrupulous argument."

A Haven for Bathers.—The water of the

Great Salt Lake is clear and transparent, with

a bottom of white sand and a margin of in-

crusted salt. It is one of the purest and most

concentrated brines in the whole world. Its

waters give substance to no living thing; there

is not the smallest insect or worm to frighten

the most timid bather and the bathing is the

most perfect sea-bathing in the whole of North

America or in Europe. No human body can

sink in it. One may actually walk the water,

no matter how deep it is. Your body will

persistently rise up, the shoulders above the

surface, or you may even sit down in it. Its

wonderful buoyancy must be experienced to

be realized. No knowledge of swimming is

necessary; one may enter the lake without the

slightest fear, all you have to do is to lie

down and float. But to swim in it. that is

another thing! When your hands are put un-

der water to take a stroke your feet "will not

down;" it is impossible to keep more than one

end of your body under water at a time. You

cannot swim but if you are a man you may
float on your back with your arms crossed un-

der your head, and smoke your pipe or cigar

with as much ease as if in your own room.

The water is so salt that it cannot be swal-

lowed without great danger of strangulation;

a small drop in the eye, too, gives much pain.

But in spite of all the dangers bathing in

the Great Salt Lake is refreshing and invigor-

ating notwithstanding that the body must be

rebathed in fresh water afterward to remove

the immense quantity of salt which adheres to

the skin. It is hard work to make any head-

way, even against the smallest waves. Nearly

half a million people bathe in the Great Salt

Lake every year; they come from all over the

world, and tourists are beginning to realize

that Salt Lake City and the magnificent sur-

roundings present the greatest scope of nov-

elty and is destined to be a leading watering

place.

—

Hojne Maqazine.

Thou shalt be served thyself by every sense

Of service which thou renderest—E. B. Browning.
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The Holy Spirit.

BY JOEL BEAN.

During a visit in the city of Boston when a

boy, I took the opportunity one First-day

morning, to hear Theodore Parker preach to

his large congregation in the llnitarian

house. He was then in the height of his

fame, and New England was stirred by his in-

fluence. One short sentence of his eloquent

sermon that day fastened itself indelibly upon

my memory.
It was this—"The Universe is God's Body."

This is one conception of God,—as the soul

of the universe.

It is a terse statement of the doctrine of

the Divine Immanence. A special emphasis

was put upon this conception by the Unitarian

revolt from an extremely exclusive view of the

Divine Transcendence taught by New England

Trinitarianisra.

The history of religious thought has abun-

dantly shown the inadequacy of either one of

these conceptions, without the other.

The thought of God as immanent in all the

works of Creation;—as moving in all motion,

and living in all life, may be held without

faith in his personality as disclosed in the

Revelation of himself to mankind, in the tri-

unity of Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

On the other hand, the doctrine of the

Trinity may be so held and taught as to give

the idea of three Gods: separately operating

to reclaim a portion of a banished race.

Upon this line of teaching the reality of the

nearness of (Jod to man is often obscured, and
the Light and presence of his Spirit in every
soul is sometimes denied.

Admitting all that science can discover of

God, as

" Light of all our light the Source,

Life of life and force of force,"

we need more. We need the fuller truths of
Revelation, that which science never could
discover, that He is our Father; that man
was created in his image; and that He is the
Divine Original to which all the essential at-

tributes of our humanity correspond, such as
Will, Purpose, Love.

"He that planted the ear, shall he not hear?
He that formed the eye, shall he not see ?

He that teacheth man knowledge, shall not he
know?"

But "God is a Spirit."

How could spirit find expression but by
some word? So, from the beginning God has
declared himself through the Word. First in

Creation. "He spake and it was done." He
said "Let there be light, and there was
light." By his word was every thing made
that was made. From the tender grass yield-
ing seed, and the tree yielding fruit, thro'
advancing gradations of vegetable and animal
life, the Creative Word was uttered until the
crowning work appeared in Man, made as "in
the image of God. " In man the word became
articulate in human speech. And finally, in
the fullness of time in man "the Word was
made flesh and dwelt among us."

It seems to me the Incarnation was a ne-
cessity, in the very nature of things, for the
full revelation and expression of God. And
not for that alone. It was no less a necessity
for the regeneration, the redemption from

sin and death, the sanctification, the spiritual-

ization of man. It was a necessity for the

working out of our human destiny, as foreor-

dained before the foundation of the world.

Our existence here is but a stage in the pro-

gress,—the primary term of an unending

school.

Its purpose and end as disclosed in the

Revelation of God is through the processes of

a Divine training to bring us up out of the

grossness of material conditions and the vile-

ness of sin into a fitness for our inheritance

as children of God. From the material to the

spiritual. For "not that which was first is

spiritual, but natural; afterward that which is

spiritual."

The first creation is natural. The new cre-

ation is spiritual. The word of God that was
clothed with power in the first, is the word
of God incarnate in the second. He is the

second Adam, the head of a regenerated race.

"The first man Adam was made a living soul,

the second Adam is a life-giving spirit."

"The first was of the earth earthly; the sec-

ond is of Heaven."
The Lord from Heaven has entered into our

humanity (as I conceive it) in a two-fold

sense. First, in a unique sense, as the Son of

God, to show us the Father, and to set before

us the pattern of the perfect man. Second,

in a universal sense to carry forward the work
of God within us, for the liberation and devel-

opment of the spiritual nature,—the regener-
ated life.

The great procession of mankind is forever
moving on to a spiritual world, for the enjoy-

ment and intercourse of which we shall need
spiritual faculties and capacities. "The nat-

ural man receiveth not the things of the

Spirit, neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned."

There must be "the ear to hear what the
Spirit saith." There must be the eye to per-
ceive the heavenly vision. There must he the
capacity for intercourse with spiritual beings;
—for communion with the "Father of Spirits.

"

This must be possible since all our means of
communication, and of enjoyment here,— all

seeing, hearing, feeling, speaking, have their
origin in God who is a Spirit.

He sees. He hears. He speaks. He speaks
mystically through all the voices of nature;
but to man He has spoken audibly and intelli-

gibly through his Son.

And through the Son we are taught the true
conception of the Holy Spirit.

God has manifested himself in the flesh, that
we might come to know Him in the spirit.

Then the outward presence was withdrawn
and his Spirit was given to be our teacher.
The veil of the flesh was rent to show us the
way to the Holy Presence in the inner Sanc-
tuary. The Holy Spirit is the interpreter of
the Word. He brings to our remembrance
and understanding what the Father has spoken
through the Son. He is given to lead us into
all truth.

So far we may speak with confidence, since
it is a part of the instruction clearly given us,
and adapted to our human capacity.

But there are definitions and attempted ex-
planations of the Trinity, which have been
pressed so far as to scatter and divide rather
than to gather and edify the churches of
Christendom. To my own mind it has always

seemed confusing to speak of the Holy Spirit
|

as a personality distinct from the Father and

the Son. The Holy Spirit is the Spirit ofj

Christ. The Holv Spirit is God. ^

The Holy Spirit has always been in thej

world,— has always been a Divine witness in

'

human hearts, has always been the "Light of Ij

men." \

How then are we to understand the Pente-]

cost, and the gift of the Holy Ghost on that

day?
How are we to understand the present age

to be the dispensation of the Holy Spirit?

The increasing manifestations of God
through successive dispensations appear to|,

correspond to successive stages of human ad-;

vancement.
I,

The primitive ages of patriarchal rule pre-

pared the way for a clearer disclosure of the]

Divine government and the revelation of law.]

Then the Law was a schoolmaster to bring

to Christ, who is the embodiment of Love.

All led on in one direction, towards one end;

from the outward and formal to the inward

and spiritual ; from the visible to the invisible

realities of the Kingdom of God.

Not until the revelation of God in Christ,

and only I believe through the knowledge of

that revelation, could there be any full appre-

hension of the priceless gift of the Holy Spirit.

To them that know not Christ, the Spirit is a

light shining in a dark place, a Divine spark

to point the way of life.

But them that know of his advent and work

and teaching;—of his trials and triumphs; of

his cross and crown, the Holy Spirit is present

to take all these things and show them unto us.

The Law of God was over all. Just the

same before as after it was apprehended bj'

man. The love of God was over all, just the

same before as after it was shown in Christ.

So the Spirit of God was always the same, be-

fore, as after Pentecost. The difl'erence was

not in him, but in the content of his message.

Since that memorable day He is the Represen-

tative of the Saviour, the Crucified, Risen and

Glorified Saviour.

The Pentecost has therefore, I believe, like

the Passover before it, a great dispensational

significance. They mark, on the dial plate of

time, the historic disclosure of eternal facts.

What is the value that we set upon this gift

of the Father? Little, it seems to me, have

the churches of Christendom come to appre-

ciate, or eveo to recognize, the wealth of

blessing offered in this gift.

The Holy Spirit is the present Christ; the

fulfillment of his assurance to his disciples—

"Lo, I am with you always."

The peculiar distinction of the Society of

Friends has been their vital testimony to this

fact; and their practical recognition of it in

worship and ministry and daily life. The

early Friends believed in ("hrist present, "to

speak to their condition." to inspire and direct

their religious exercises, and to counsel and

guide them in temporal affairs. They be-

lieved in Him as acting not only insensibly

through all the faculties of the enlightened

mind, to ensure a clearer view and better judg-

ment, but as consciously indicating the Divine

will, when important decisions are to be made,

or untried paths are to be chosen in the jour-

ney of life. They believed that in the silence

of the soul waiting upon God, the voice of the
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ihepherd could be known, to point the way,

,0 show the work, to give the message that

vouid be beyond the scope of human wisdom

.0 discover.

Has such high faith been verified by a cor-

esponding life and character in those who
leld it? I think it has. Our libraries are

ich with annals of beautiful lives framed to

he pattern of this ideal. And our memories

ire stored with personal pictures of such

aints.

Moreover there are those now living, not a

ew, who from their own experience can bear

witness to the reality of spiritual guidance in

hings great and small, and to the safety that

las never failed to be found in following it.

The fact of a very definite interior direction

3 attested by countless incidents that confirm

t, in the history of those who have believed

n it.

We all acknowledge the omnipresence of the

Ipirit. But I am aware that there are those

/ho seem not to accept this doctrine of a con-

cious, superhuman, individual guidance. To

le it seems a necessary corollary of the Chris-

ian faith in God as our Father. A belief in

lod which owns no supernatural action of his

lower and no supernatural evidence of his

iresence is far from the faith illustrated and

aught by Jesus Christ.

To those who saw and heard Him in the

lesh He said, "I will not leave you orphans, I

vill come to you." The Presence with you

iow will be a presence in you, to guide, to

[each, to comfort, to convict the world of sin,

if righteousness, of judgment. We have all

|elt the convicting power of the Spirit of

Phrist for sin and unbelief. We have felt the

eace of heavenly approval, the joy of angel

ninistry, when we have met some strong

emptation and overcome or wrestled for a

ilessing till we have prevailed with God.

"What is this that I feel that condemns
le when I do evil, and justifies me when I do

Veil?" was the secret query of one on her way
|o a meeting appointed by George Fox. "In
;his state," she records, "I went to the meet-

ng. It was a large gathering. George Fox
i.rose with these words: 'who art thou that

lueriest in thy mind, what is this that I feel

|hat condemns me when I do evil, and justifies

|ne when I do well?' I will tell thee what it

3. He that formed the mountains and cre-

Lted the hills, and declareth unto man what

iiis thoughts are— it is He by his Spirit that

jondemneth thee when thou dost evil, and jus-

ifieth thee when thou dost well. Keep under

its influence and it will be thy preserver to

'he end." To this declaration the ancient

jViend added "It is the truth, the very truth,

[,nd I have never departed from it."

I

Christ has taught us to come to God, to

iray to Him, not as to a mute Jove, but as to

, loving Father. The Holy Spirit is given to

nake clear and to make real to us this rela-

ionship. In Christ we have the Father re-

ealed, and the perfect man exemplified. In

he Spirit we have the power to become like

Jim.

Bryant to the waterfowl has voiced the in-

uition of the poet:

" He who from zone to zone

lUides thro' the boundless sky thy certain flight,

n the long way which I must tread alone.

Will lead my steps aright."

Much more than the instinct that guides the

bird is the spirit given to man in proportion

to the higher place he occupies in the chain

of being.

The Spirit on Jesus descending

Took the form of a dove

;

On his followers it came in the semblance

Of fire from above.

These visible manifestations were emblematic

of the Holy Spirit's work and effect. To im-

perfect disciples his coming is with fire. So

the baptism of the new Dispensation is spoken

of as "The Baptism of the Holy Ghost and of

Fire." It is to cleanse, to purify, as well as

to fill. On the purified, brought into the like-

ness of Christ, He rests as a dove, in gentle-

ness and peace. The fire must do its work
ere the dove can rest.

The later discourses of our Lord, recorded

by John, dwell upon the Spirit which would be

more to his followers than his bodily presence

could be. He designated him especially as

the "Spirit of Truth." tie shall lead into

Truth. They who love the truth will be led

into it. With those who love Christ and keep

his commandments, will the Father and the

Son come to abide in the Spirit. Another

special designation given was that of "Com-
forter." While plainly setting before them
what they would have to suffer in a world that

would hate them as it hated Him, Christ told

his disciples of what the Comforter would be

to them in the midst of the trials of earth,

that their "joy might be full." How many
since have proved the truth of his words, as

they have been made to "rejoice in tribula-

tion," and when besieged by the manifold

powers and agencies of evil have been upheld

and strengthened to be "more than conquer-

ors " through Him who loved them. The
Holy Spirit has brought blessing out of adver-

sity, and turned sorrow into joy.

With such thoughts of the Spirit in our

minds we learn the importance of that intro-

version which feels after Him and opens the

heart to his presence. Silent waiting, silent

worship, silent pauses for thanksgiving and
prayer at the daily board, can never be mean-
ingless nor profitless. They must be recog-

nized as the becoming attitude of the human
Spirit in the presence of the Divine in order

to hear the inspeaking Voice to learn the

will of God, and to receive the commission

and anointing for Christian service. In this,

as in other things—"according to your faith

will it be unto you."

" Whoso has felt the Spirit of the Highest,

Cannot confound, nor doubt Him, nor deny,

Yea, with one voice, World, though thou denyest,

Stand thou on that side, for on this am I."

But for all good there seems to be a corres-

ponding counterfeit. We know that many are

the forms of error and falsehood which lay

claim to the fullest attainment of spiritual

possession and leadership. Why such cases

of deception are permitted we shall know when
we learn why evil is permitted at all.

It is described by the Apostle Paul in the

Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, as a

part of the working of the "mystery of iniq-

uity," whose coming is "with all deceivable-

ness, with power and signs and lying won-
ders." It is a part of the revelation of the

"man of sin, who .opposeth and exalteth

himself above all that is called God, or that

is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the

temple of God, showing himself that he is

God." And the reason why any come to be

deceived by the false spirit is clearly given.

It is because they received not "the love of the

truth." Somewhere in the secret place of

choice the temptation has been yielded to, to

prefer the flattering falsehood to the self cru-

cifying truth. In following the flatterer they

come to "believe a lie," and then in all sin-

cerity it may be, they are subject to a false

spirit; they enthrone a false God.
" Awful is the moment that comes to every man

and nation to decide.

In the strife twixt truth and falsehood.

For the good or evil side."

On the side of evil stands the tempter to

persuade and beguile.

On the side of Good is the "faithful and

true witness."—the Spirit of truth to show
the way of righteousness. One appeals to

the lower nature with promises of immedi-

ate reward for some soul-surrender. The
other points to the "straight and narrow

way" of the Cross, to eternal life. I cannot

believe that the child of the Lord who loves

the truth and keeps to it, will be left to

"strong delusion."

But all the false profession that is in the

world can never disprove the true.

Patriarchs, prophets, apostles, and the

great procession of confessors and martyrs,

and saints, adown the aees to the present day,

form "a great cloud of witnesses" in heaven

and in earth to the possibility and privilege of

"walking with God;" and to the grandeur of

the life, that redeemed from sin, is shaped

and controlled, and graced and beautified,

sanctified and glorified by the indwelling Holy

Spirit.

I have endeavored to write of what our

Lord has taught, and of what has been known,

and may be known of the Holy Spirit, by lov-

ing, believing and obedient souls.

But perhaps one balancing thought may be

needed to guard against disappointing expec-

tation, or discouraging self-examination on the

part of those whose experience seems not to

answer to these views. There may be not a

few to whom the terms in which the doctrine

has been presented, is as an "unknown," or

at least an "unfamiliar tongue." It should

be borne in mind that the Spirit is a "still

small voice" often unrecognized. But lack

of recognition, or lack of truth is no evidence

against any truth.

Like the babe Immanuel, for whom no room

was found in the crowded inn, the Divine vis-

itant is unnoticed by the thronging multi-

tude, while positively witnessed by wise seers

who followed the "Star in the East," and by

humble watchers whose ears are open to angel

ministers, and to heavenly messages. The

waiting Simon sees "the Salvation of God,"
the light of the nations, and "the glory of

Israel, in the Child that the great world, and

the crowds of common worshippers heed not.

And the aged Anna, "serving God with fast-

ings and prayers night and day," when she

sees Him, knows Him, and gives thanks, and

speaks of Him to all who look for redemption

in Jerusalem.

"The pure in heart shall see God."

Look to behold Him in his gentlest appear-
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ance. Harken to hear the softest whispers

of his Spirit. Be ready to obey his manifested

will; and light will shine on the one right

way, and as it is followed it will grow brighter

and brighter "unto the perfect day."
Tottering age may become childlike in the

spirit of the welcomed Child. And youth may
be made valiant in discipleship and apostleship

through the baptism and power of the cher-

ished Holy Spirit.

For " The Friend."

from " The Interior Life."

BV T. C. I'PHAM.

Think much and pray much and let your

words be few and uttered with seriousness and
deliberation as in (Jod's presence. And yet

regard may be had to times and seasons. We
may innocently act the child with children,

which in the presence of grown persons, would
have the appearance of thoughtlessness and
levity, and may perhaps at times express our
gratitude to God and our holy joys with an
increased degree of freedom and vivacity, es-

pecially in the company of those who bear the

same image and who know what it is to re-

joice in the Holy Ghost.

Some persons think of obedience as if it

were nothing else than servitude. And it

must be admitted that constrained obedience
is so. He who obeys by compulsion and not
freely wears a chain upon his spirit which
continually frets and torments, while it con-
fines him. But this is not Christian obedi-

ence. To obey with the whole heart, in

other words, to obey Christ, would have us
essentially the same, as to be perfectly re-

signed to the will of God; having no will but
his. And he must have strange notions of
the interior and purified life, who supposes
that the obedience, which revolves constantly
and joyfully within the limits of the Divine
will partakes of the nature of servitude. On
the contrary, true obedience, that which has
its seat in the afl'ection, and which flows out
like the gushiuK of water, may be said, in a
very important sense to possess not only the
nature, but the very essence of freedom. We
may pray with the intellect without praying
with the heart, but we cannot pray with the
heart without praying with the intellect.

Such are the laws of the mind, that there can
be no such thing as praying without a knowl-
edge of the thing we pray for. Let the heart
be fully, wholly given up to the pursuit of the
object, but let the perception of the object be
distinct and clear. This will be found 'honor-
able to God and beneficial to the soul.

"It is well to distinguish between prin-
ciple and method. The first has a moral qual-
lity and must be maintained at all hazards;
the other pertains to expediency and as a
question of opinion permits of conference and
of concession as circumstances may require.
Conscience comes into play in the one case
and mere judgment in the other."

Under the rule of Mammon, wars are in-

evitable. Ever dividing and destroying, pas-
sion is then swollen into fury. Would we
have peace, we must change the present tem-
per of the soul of society all over the world
from greed to self-sacrifice, from selfishness
to love of one another.—^ta/orc^ Brooke.

THE WORLD'S CRISIS.
'' Peace be on earth," 0, Jesus Christ,

Where is the mercy thou hast taught ?

It seems the mission of thy life.

The sinful world hath not yet caught.

'Tis seeking still the golden calf

And sacrificing lives to it.

How shall we answer for such waste,

When at the judgment seat we sit ?

The universal brotherhood

That thou wouldst have mankind to feel

Is turned to bitter enmity.

When we at mammon's altar kneel

;

Then strife and crime and war combine
To add their horrors to the world.

And men forget the flag of peace
That thou dost so desire unfurled.

The mind of mankind seems on fire

And burning to acquire vast wealth.

While love and happiness and peace
Will disappear, as if by stealth.

Men kill each other for their gold

And nations now for mammon fight,

Forgetting all God's higher laws.

As they their country's honor blight.

Will selfishness destruction cause,

Or will the nations cease to fight

Ere they have lost the power to see

And follow in our Father's light 1

Let men regain their trust in thee.

Dear Christ, and learn thy peaceful ways.
Then earth will find its sin removed.
And will be blessed with joyful days.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.
moorestown, n. j.

Culture and Religion.

As facts and doctrines form the intellectual

outworks of faith, historical criticism must
make good the one, and sound philosoDhy must
so far warrant the other. But when" all that
argument can do has been done, it still re-

mains true that the best and most convincing
grounds of faith will still remain behind un-
shaped into argument. There is a great re-

serve fund of conviction arising from the in-

creased experience which Christian men have
of the truth of what they believe. And this
cannot be beaten out into syllogisms. It is

something too inward, too personal, too mys-
tical to be set forth so. It is not on that ac-
count the less real and powerful. Indeed, it

may be said that once felt it is the most self-
evidencing of all proofs. This is what Cole-
ridge said, "If you wish to be assured of the
truth of Christianity, try it." "Believe, and
if thy belief be right, that insight which grad-
ually transmutes faith into knowledge will be
the reward of thy belief." To be vitally con-
vinced of the truth of "the process of renewal
described by Scripture, a man must put him-
self within that process." His own experience
of its truth, and the confident assurance of
others, whom, if candid he will feel to be better
than himself, will be the most sufficing evi-
dence. But this is an evidence which, while it

satisfies a man's self, cannot be brought to
bear on those who stand without the pale, and
deny those things of which they have not
themselves experienced.
A clear and trained intellect is one thing,

spiritual discernment quite another. The for-
mer does not exclude, but neither does it

necessarily include the latter. They are en-
ergies of two different sides of our being.

Unless the spiritual nature in a man is alive

and active, it is in vain that he works at re-

ligious truth merely from the intellectual

side. If he is not awake in a deeper region

than his intellectual, though he mav be an

able critic or dialectician, a vital theologian

or a religious man he cannot be. Not long

ago I read this remark of the German theolu-

gian Rothe,
—

"It is only the pious subject

that can speculate theologically. And why?
Because it is he alone who has the original

datum, in virtue of communion with God on

which the dialectic lays hold."

So soon as the "original datum" is there,

everything else becomes simply a matter of

right reasonableness. Or as a thoughtful

English scholar lately expressed it:
—"Of all

qualities which a theologian must possess, a

devotional soirit is the chief. For the soul is

larger than the mind and the religious emo-
tions lay hold on the truths to which they are

related on many sides at once. A powerful

understanding, on the other hand, seizes on

single points, and however enlarged in its own
sphere, is of itself never safe from narrow-

ness of view. For its very office is to analyze,

which implies that thought is fixed down to

particular relations of the subject. No men-
tal conception, still more no expression in

words, can give the full significance of any

fact, least of all of a Divine fact. Hence it

is that mere reasoning is found such an in-

effectual measure against simple piety, and

devotion is such a safeguard against intel-

lectual errors." Yes, "the original datum,"
that is the main thing.

And what is this but that which our old

Puritan forefathers meant when they spoke of

a man "having the root of the matter in

him?" The devout spirit is not fed by purely

intellectual processes, sometimes it is frus-

trated by them. The hard brain work and the

seclusion of the student tend, if uncounter-

acted, to dry up the springs alike of the hu-

man sympathies and of the heavenward emo-
tions. It is said of Dr. Arnold, certainly no

disparager of intellect, that no student could

continue long in a healthy religious state un-

less his heart was kept tender by mingling
with children, or by frequent intercourse with

the poor and the suffering. ^

Principal J. C. Sharp.

Character will Shine.— .A jeweler in a

western town recently found a precious treas-

ure in a peculiar place. His home coffee mill

was broken and he took it apart to find what
was the trouble. He discovered that it had
been wrecked by the action of a stone of some
sort that had even cut its wav into the metal

of the grinders. He took the stone to bis

jewelry store and putting it under a micro-

scope discovered that it was a large diamond
of the blue tint variety and worth about two
hundred dollars. It is thought that the dia-

mond got mixed up with the coffee when the

grain was screened in South Africa where the

coffee was raised. The diamond was about
the size of a coffee grain, and had the same
dull color.

What a striking illustration of the value of

reality over sham and pretense! The diamond
was plain and unpretentious but being a dia- 1

mond wherever it was found, no matter howj
humble the circumstances, or associations, it]
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I'as- a precious treasure. So true character

[all ever come to its own in the end.

—

L. A.

'ianks.

BEST.

f we believed, we should arise and sing,

Dropping our burdens at his pierced feet,

orrow would flee, and weariness take wing,

I Hard things grow fair, and bitter waters sweet.

'f we believed, what room for fear or care

Within his arms, safe sheltered on his breast?

I'eace for our pain, and hope for our despair

Is what He meant who said, " I give thee rest."

;Vhy linger, turn away, or idly grieve?

; Where else is rest—the soul's supremest need?

ilrandly He offers; meanly we receive.

Yet love that gives us rest is love indeed.

he love that rests, say, shall it not do more?

Make haste, sad soul, thy heritage to claim,

t calms ; it heals ; it bears what erst ye bore,

And marks thy burdens with his own dear Name.

arried in Him and for Him, can they harm

j
Or press thee sore, or prove a heavy weight ?

:Iay, nay ; into thy life his blessed calm
Shall drop, and thou no more be desolate.

Jo more with downcast eyes go faltering on,

I
Alone and sick at heart, and closely pressed.

I'hy chains shall break, thy heavy heart be gone.

For He who calls thee. He will " give thee rest."—M. L. D., in Home Magazine.

The Ministry of Little Things.

The humility of Jesus in respect to little

hings is well worthy of imitation on the part

if his disciples. Many young converts, in the

Irdor of their new love for their Saviour, ex-

jiress a willingness to do anything for his

sake, but often when an opportunity for some
jiumble and apoarently insignificant service

Presents itself they hesitate, and, as the cru-

jiial moment of the opportunity passes, they
pecome indifferent or try to believe that the

chance for service was not, after all, of much
importance or value. And this is true of many
Ivho have been longer in the way. They are
[uite ready to do a great thing, or attempt

do it but are not willing to cast themselves
nto the performance of the humbler service.

If we did not measure our work by human
itandards we might see the real relations of

jhings more clearly. With men a single

ichievement is sometimes so distorted as to

ill the whole heavens. They speak of it as
threat, and really come to believe it great, al-

ihough, according to the standard of God, it

bay be of relatively insignificant value; while
ji deed which receives no attention from men,
imd for which there is no applause, may be
liealed with Divine approval, and cause the
'ingels to rejoice; and in the outworking of
|rhe Divine plans for the redemption of men
It may become truly great, and even sublime.
!tVe are inclined to forget too, that through
;.he performance of the humbler task we de-

i'elop the ability required for the performance
|)f the so-called greater. This is a natural
jaw which finds expression on every hand,
md in no department of human activity is it

jnore forcibly manifested than in the practical
[iffairs of the Christian life. To him who
lias employed his talents faithfully and well
in the Master's service, even though they
oe of an apparently indifferent sort, shall be
l;iven the ability and the opportunity for the

larger service with the larger talent. But
one must be willing to do the smaller and sim-

pler service first. The student can know
nothing of the profound scientific problems of

astronomy unless he has already mastered the

simpler forms of mathematics; nor can one

expect to do great things for God and human-
ity until he has learned to do and is will-

ing to do the smaller things.

There is a wonderful potency in the littles

of life, since it is these that exercise the de-

termining influences, as a general thing. Not
many lives are affected for good or ill by

what are usually spoken of as great move-
ments; indeed, most great movements are but

the natural development and fruitage of

things small and humble A cup of cold water
is an insignificant thing, and not worth saying

anything about, but it is dignified into great-

ness when the Master says of it, "Whosoever
shall give to drink unto one of these little

ones a cup of cold water only in the name of

a disciple, verily I say unto you, he shall in

no wise lose his reward." To feed the hun-

gry, to relieve the thirsty, to receive the

stranger, to clothe the naked, to visit the

sick and the prisoner—these are humble serv-

ices, and not much is said of them before the

world, but those who engage in them in the

Master's name have the supreme satisfaction

of knowing that they are doing his work, and
theirs will be the ineffable joy of hearing the

King say unto them, "Inasmuch as ye have

done it unto one of the least of these My
brethren, ye have done it unto me."

If the things we do were related only to

this life it might be different, but as every act

of our lives is related in some mysterious and
essential way to the life that is to come, this

present life becomes a serious affair. As the

majority of people are unable, because of their

limitations, to accomplish the great things,

but are able, no matter how humble the sphere

of their activity, to do the little things, it is

the duty, as it should be the privilege, of

everyone who acknowledges himself to be a

disciple of .Jesus Christ, to do with all his

heart whatever his hand finds to do; and if

the "whatever" should be confined to the little

ministries of life, the privileges of this kind

of service should be sought after the more
eagerly.

—

Christian Advocate.

For "The Frihnd."

Exercise.

The World's Athlete seeking the honor of

men, observes strictly the laws of physical

health, exercises daily in his training that his

body may be fitted to excel to win the race,

and gain applause from men. But after all

what doth it profit?

Yet it is a fit type of the Heavenly Pilgrim,

seeking only the honor that cometh from
above, with eye fixed upon, and ear intent to

his teacher, whose will to him is law, daily

exercising himself to hold always a good con-

science towards God and man, that he may
keep himself in God's love and may overcome
all obstacles and every hindering thing (the

besetting sin, trials and temptations of life,)

and at the end of life's race receive a crown
of glory that fadeth not away.— W. W. B.

Whoever undertakes a friend's great part

Should be renewed in nature, pure in heart.

— Wm. Cowper.

Words of Truth and Soberness.

I have found my mind engaged to be some-
what particular concerning the manner of my
entering into the work of the ministry, to
stand by way of caution and proper encourage-
ment to others who may peruse the same;
having in the course of my observation had
cause to fear some have taken the work of prep-
aration for the ministry for the thing itself;

and so have proceeded very far to their own
great wounding, and the hurt of others, in

bringing forth the untimely fruit, which is ex-

ceedingly dangerous, and carefully to be
avoided. Nothing is a sufficient guard to pre-

serve therefrom but the single eye through the

Divine blessing, awfully considering what a

great thing it is for dust and ashes to speak
as the Apostle Peter directs. "As every man
has received the gift, even so minister the

same one to another, as good stewards of the

manifold grace of God. If any man speak, let

him speak as the oracles of God; if any man
minister let him do it as of the ability which
God giveth."

The Apostle to the Hebrews saith that "no
man taketh this honor to himself, but he that

is called of God as was Aaron." So that

whatever some may pretend to, and intrude

themselves into, unless they are really called

of God, they will have no share in that honor

that cometh from God only. The church of

Christ hath not been without its troubles from
false ministers, neither in its primitive times,

nor in ours. That excellent gospel liberty of

all who feel themselves inspired thereunto

whether male or female; speaking or proph-

esying one by one, hath been and still is

abused by false pretenders to Divine inspira-

tion; yet the liberty ought to be preserved in-

violable, and other means found out to remedy
this impropriety, which would not be difficult

were the members in a general way spiritually

minded, rightly favoring the things that be of

God. Forward and unsanctified appearances

by way of ministry would then be easily awed
and suppressed, so as not to disturb the peace
of the Church.

The case has been otherwise as I have ob-

served in some nlaces; but little minded, if the

words and doctrine were sound, and nothing

to blame in the conversation. Here the main

thing which is the powerful demonstratiun of

the Holy Spirit, is little regarded; and if a

few are deeply pained at heart with such life-

less ministry, they find it exceedingly difficult

to lay hands thereon for want of more
strength; especially when they perceive what
strength there is against them; for formal

professors love to have it so. rather than to sit

in silence. . . . Nothing of or belonging to man
can possibly add any lustre or dignity to so

Divine a gift. Neitlier will the best adapted

words or doctrine, ever so truly and consist-

ently delivered, be any more than as sounding

brass or a tinkling cymbal, without the power,

light and demonstration of the Spirit of

Christ. There is no occasion at all for those

who regard his power as the substance of their

ministry, to be any way solicitous about

words, as the lowest and most simple are

really beautiful when fitly spoken under that

holy influence.

—

Journal of John Griffith.

Christianity is an experience; not an

opinion.
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WHAT DOES IT MATTER?
It matters little where I was born.

Or if mv parents were rich or poor
;

Whether they shrank at the cold world's scorn,

Or walked in the pride of wealth secure.

But whether I live an honest man,

.\nd hold my integrity firm in my clutch,

I tell you. brother, as plain as I am,

It matters much !

It matters little how long I stay

In a world of sorrow, sin and care
;

Whether in youth I am called away.

Or live till ray bones and pate are bare.

But whether I do the best I can

To soften the weight of adversity's touch

On the faded cheek of my fellow-man.

It matters much !

It matters little where be my grave,

Or on the land or on the sea.

By purling brook or 'neath stormy wave,

"it matters little or naught to me.

But whether the Angel of Death comes down.

And marks my brow with his loving touch.

As one that shall wear the victor's crown,

It matters much !—From the Swedish.

For " The Friend."

Some Brief Extracts From a Manuscript.

LIFE OF BENJAM I.X KITE.

(Continued I rom page 44.)

Much interesting matter concerning the

prevalence of the yellow fever and the doings

of the commissioners to aid the poor—of which

body B. K. was clerk— is here given, which I

pass over, and come to a unique circumstance,

which may be of interest. David Barclay of

London—descendant of the apologist, having

through the failure of some creditor come into

the possession of an estate on the island of

Jamaica, together with a number of slaves, de-

termined they should be freed, and directed

his agent to manumit them. This the man re-

fused to do on the ground that such an act

would render him so unpopular among the

planters, that the matter rested for a time, till

at length a person was engaged to bring them

to Philadelphia, put them in charge of a "so-

ciety for improving the condition of the

blacks," of which Jas. Pemberton was pres-

ident and B. Kite clerk. The agent found

sixteen able-bodied persons and some children;

these all expressing their willingness to go

with him, passage was engaged for them, but

when they came in sight of the ship they were

afraid and refused to embark, having been told

by some evil-minded persons that they would

be sold to the Spaniards. Thereupon the

agent found himself in great perplexity and

knew not what to do. At length calling one

of the most intelligent of them aside, he ex-

plained his purpose and urged him to induce

the others to consent to go. The reply was,

"We are your slaves and we must do as you
bid us." Finally after much trouble they

were gotten aboard. During the voyage the

agent entirely won their confidence and deliv-

ered them over safely to the society. David

had sent friends to start them well on their

new career of freedom in which they mostly

did well for themselves. The liberation of

these slaves cost D. Barclay^including what
they would have brought in .Jamaica—over

thirteen thousand dollars, and so well was he

pleased with the care of the committee of

Friends that he sent each one of them a copy

of the Apology, a Cheshire cheese and what

he might well have omitted, a pipe of his

brown stout.

I find nothing of special note until 1813,

when Ohio Yearly Meeting was first held, his

beloved brother, John Letchworth, being there

with a minister. Thus he wrote of his sur-

roundings: "The Men's Yearly Meeting is

held in a shed adjoining the brick meeting-

house belonging to Short Creek Quarterly

Meeting, which women Friends occupy, and I

understand, fill. If thou pictured to thyself

one of the sheds of your brick yards extended

forty-five feet one way by seventy-five the

other, with blocks on the ground on which

rough boards are laid for seats and midway of

the long side a passage from the road two-

thirds of the way across, at which place are

two benches with backs, with the front side of

the shed boarded up about three feet, thou

wilt have a tolerable idea of the men's apart-

ments, and yet here Benjamin, even here, bus-

iness can under proper qualifications be trans-

acted with propriety. ..."
Concerning this Meeting John Heald, a

worthy minister and very particular friend

and correspondent of B. Kite, wrote him:

"It was attended by about, I suppose, two

thousand persons, though I am ready to con-

clude there were rather less. A solemnity

continued to attend the several sittings and

deliberations thereof. Near the close my
mind was led to view in retrospect the time

when the number of Friends' families (in

Ohio) was less than ten. My father, one

young man and myself were all who attended

one meeting and that the only one in the west-

ern country, less than forty years ago. I re-

member the first established meeting -the

opening of a Preparative Meeting, then a

Monthly Meeting, Twelfth Month, 1785; a

few years since a Quarterly Meeting and now
a Yearly Meeting is opened attended by such

a large body of Friends, and with such over-

shadowing solemnity; I said in my heart,

'How great things Thou hast done and art do-

ing for thy people, oh Lord ; how dost Thou
delight to do us good.' How small, but a few

years ago and what a great multitude now!

All this brought about in the compass of my
own knowledge and the opening of all these

meetings I have attended except the Prepara-

tive." After J. Letchworth's return B. Kite

writes to him:

"Beloved Brother:—Thy safe arrival at

home after thy toilsome journey is an addi-

tional proof that He who puts forth his own
is not only able but willing to guide and guard
them securely on their way and return them in

peace and safety. I several times heard tid-

ings of thee and that Friends were pleased

with thy company and service. If it was con-

sistent with my proper business 1 believe I

should have ventured to come and see thee,

having a great desire to be informed of the

state of Friends where thou hast visited, and
as to how it fared with thee both in height

and depth, suffering and rejoicing. But as

this is not the case, can thou not come to

see us and stay a few days? I often think of

Friends in Ohio and condemn none of them for

going there to settle. Where there is no law
there is no transgression. But for those who
know that the poor Indians were obliged to

part with their land against their will is it not

contrary to the principles of Immutable Jus-

tice—is it not contrary to the spirit of the

gospel which breathed peace on earth and

good will to men, for the followers of the

Lamb to possess those lands? This subject is

much on my mind this evening and I just

throw it out as a query.

Hast thou heard of the death of Nicholas

Wain. He appeared to die of mere decay of

nature. I did not hear that he said much on

his death-bed. Just before the close, his poor

deranged son came into the room and was

much afi'ected. Nicholas fixed his eyes on

him and said, "To die is gain. To have this

evidence sealed upon the mind is a favor in-

deed Many who are girded with the linen

ephod are running to and fro that knowledge

may be increased."

J. L. replies, "To hear that my company
was not burdensome is pleasant, for I had to

use plain dealing. In my first setting out I

felt like a child at a man's work. Y^et I can

truly say that I have been helped out beyond

expectation. I have had to marvel at the

kindness of our Heavenly Father at the indul-

gent manner in which he deals with his chil-;

dren. ... I am pleased with thy honest zeal

and don't wish to abate it, but when I take in-

to view in how many ways professed Christen-

dom is acting contrary to the golden rule, 'tis

marvel all.'" ... In a letter to J. L., B.

K. says, "It seems that I reported Henry

Kull as being a gentleman in the best sense."

What did thou mean by that expression?

thou asks. I have no recollection of so writ-

ing but when I inform thee that he is simple

yet polite, humble yet accomplished, thou

wilt not think it a very strange characteriza-!

tion. C Healy was in town yesterday. He

is a very interesting man. I attended the

opening of Western District Monthly Meeting

on Fourth-day. This meeting will no doubt

tend to promote the good cause if the mem-

bers will be willing to keep little enough. As

dear Jas. Simpson said, "as little as the snow

birds so that the arrows of the evil archei

may not strike them."
Yes it is true, that officers called a "court

martial" sit in this city and men are beinf

brought before them by force to answer foi

not drilling. Fines have been paid, and fron

the ignorant collected. None, I believe, havt

yet been imprisoned or distraint made. Mj

Thomas was one who was drafted (war o:

1812). He was most easy to go at the sec-

ond summons, without waiting for the bay

onet. I went with him. He let them knov

he did not acknowledge their authority am
desired his protest against their jurisdiclioi

might be recorded. It was so done. This i:

pretty much the way in which our younf

Friends have acted. When they appeared ti

be done with him, I asked liberty to say a fev

words. I told them in as concise a manner ai

I was capable of why they could have no au

thority, and ended by saying, "This the judgi

advocate will not deny," and he d'd not den;

it. What amount they have fined Thomas W'

have not heard, but it is an alarming piece

dent . . .

(To be continued.)

" Aim high

!

No shaft is ere mis-spent

Which aimed with true intent,

Strikes near the mark."
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PRAYERS.
'here are prayers of the heart,

ere are prayers of the head,

ere are prayers that are prayed, and prayers

that are said,

e prayer of the head is well rounded and wise,

e prayer of the heart may bring tears to the

eyes,

t the prayer that is quickest to reach the Most

High,

;d the surest to bring back the Father's reply,

e prayer that the world least misunderstands

—

the prayer in the Spirit, of Heart, Head and

Hands."

Items Concerning the Society.

" A few people may hold a good Quarterly Meet-

j," was remarked by a Friend as they were riding

me from the recent sitting of Cain Quarterly

leting.

Elisha Steer of Ohio has a minute for the same

tent of service as .Jonathan E. Rhoads, namely,

astern Yearly Meeting and the meetings consti-

,;ing it.

bne of our Friends travelling on religious ser-

se, whose letter quoted in these Items in our

i. 2 seemed to say that it was " Portsmouth, R.

,'in which he was requested to "take charge" of

neeting called Friends, has since written that it

,s
" Portsmouth, Va."

[.John S. Rountree has prepared with much care

!
important statistical review of the position of

itish Friends during the past forty years. It is

played on seven pages of the London Friend for

jhth Month 9th. We note that in 1861 the mem-
rs and attenders of Friends' meetings amounted

17,034 ; in 1891 the number is 25,143. Those

,0 joined the Society in 1861 were 368 ; last

r, 528. Married in Friends' meeting-houses,

bn, 58 ; last year, 80. Number of meetings,

fen, 317 ; now, 373.

A correspondent writes: "To my mind the

jeatest peril to our religious Society at this time

B along intellectual lines, particularly in the sys-

Uatic study of the sacred Scriptures on a literary

ji scientific basis. First-day schools have taken

rery limited hold upon our Yearly Meeting thus

•, except in union and missiori work ; but the

jiors of our members in these union and mission

iiools reveal how faint and imperfect a concep-

;'n of the true Friend many have, and also tend

.'further dim that vision, and to lessen the pros-

;;t of their becoming such themselves.

JThe Late Rachel Grellet.— The following

pears in the London Friend of the 9th inst.:

I'he death of Rachel Grellet claims more than

mere passing notice in these pages. She was
only child of Stephen Grellet. Her mother

a sister of our late dear friend Isaac Collins,

r death will recall many recollections of her

oved father.

'She resided for many years at Medford, Bur-

jton County, N. J., where she passed into her

ivenly rest on the 4th ult. She became gradually

onscious, and passed away, without apparent

ifering, shortly after midnight.

"~"e was warmly interested in the Christian

?jrk in France carried on by Friends, and to the

t was a liberal subscriber to it. So lately as

;•, sixteenth of First Month last she writes (after

ticing her advanced age): 'It does seem a very

;at age : but if I can only be fully prepared,

QUgh the mercy of our beloved Saviour, I shall

glad to depart and to be with Him, which is far

t:ter. I can testify that He is very gracious to

i'

It was a great satisfaction to her to know that

trunk full of her father's papers had been safely

iliosited in the Loganian Library in Philadelphia,

where they had been carefully arranged, pasted,

and bound in twenty-four folio volumes. Many

are charts of sales, and deeds made to the original

inhabitants of Philadelphia.- Many deeds of Wm.
Penn, not bound, belong to the collection.

"J. B. Braithwaite."

Bi-Centennial Celebration of Wm. Penn's

Gift of Land to East Nottingham Meeting.—It

has been arranged by those having charge of the

property, to hold, on the 14th of Ninth Month, an

assembly at the old house at Calvert, known in

Friends' records as East Nottingham, Maryland,

to celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of

William Penn's gift of that property to the Society

for the maintenance of a place of public worship.

The committee have made arrangements for an

all-day meeting, and persons from a distance will

find conveyance from the railroad at Oxford, Pa.,

or Rising Sun, Md. Papers and other sketches of

historical interest are to be presented there, and all

Friends and others that are interested in this old

Meeting property, that has now stood nearly un-

changed for the past hundred years are invited to

attend. It was the meeting-place of John Church-

man and other ancient worthies.

Nottingham, as a Quarterly Meeting, was set

off from the Western Quarter of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, before a Yearly Meeting in Balti-

more was established ; and later it became a part

of that organization.

North Carolina Yearly Meeting.—From the

report of a correspondent, the following portions

are selected :
" North Carolina Yearly Meeting of

the religious Society of Friends (one hundred and

ninety-fourth anniversary), met at High Point on

Fourth-day, the seventh of Eighth Month, 1901,

and closed on Second-day, the twelfth. The at-

tendance was about the same as usual, but the in-

terest manifested was much more marked, and the

issues before the meeting aroused intense interest

and attention. When the proposed new uniform

Discipline came before us for consideration it re-

ceived strenuous opposition, some of the Quarters

reporting that their Monthly Meetings were against

its adoption and that some were divided and that

some were in its favor, the result reached this

year was not absolute rejection, but compromise

for another year, to allow time for full considera-

tion."

"As subject after subject came before us all

were treated in that spirit of love so conspicuous

in Christ's disciples. The Epistle from London to

our Yearly Meeting was particularly satisfactory,

other Epistles were fairly so. We had the com-

pany of several Friends in the station of ministers

from other Yearly Meetings and of some who were

not, all of whom were welcomed and had their

place, one Philadelphia brother included. At the

Meeting for Worship held on Fourth-day, a young

minister from Ohio spoke about Micaiah and the

false prophets in Ahab's day, and afterwards suc-

ceeded by emphatic calls to work on several to

come to the front and kneel at wnat some call

mourners' benches, which caused a disturbance in

that meeting, but was not again repeated. There

was some attempt at congregational singing."

"The meeting for Divine worship was held in

the meeting house and proved a favored one. True

prayer, refreshing silence, then ministry by a

young woman so clear and convincing that a Bap-

tist minister present said he had never before

heard such, then silence, then ministry from a

Philadelphia Friend, then silence, concluding in

quiet solemnity, evidencing living worship. Other

meetings were held in the grove under the tent

and in the open attended by other ministers. In

the evening a lecture was given in the house on

Quakerism. The speaker gave some fair enough

definitions, but got oflf the track, I think, when he

spoke about Friends' testimony about dress being

past and gone.'"

" All appropriations asked for before the Y''early

Meeting are now referred for consideration to the

representatives, who had a pretty hard time this

year '' [concerning the claims for mission work.]
" Friends are looking to build a boarding-house

with committee rooms on their own ground near

the meeting house for the convenience of the meet-

ing and its attenders, and it was referred to the

representative meeting in Fourth Month. We had

a lively time when questions of education and

Guilford College came to be considered. The trus-

tees reported a deficiency of income this year

amounting to near two thousand dollars, which

shortness in income now amounts to near twenty
thousand dollars, and they are seeking for a fund

of one hundred thousand dollars, to enable them
to continue their work in its present way. Only
about four per cent, of our young people have at-

tended it during later years, leaving ninety-six out

of every one hundred members without any benefit

from the funds and property subscribed by the

donors for the benefit of the entire body. We are

mostly agricultural and handicraft people, and

need industrial training in harmony with our sur-

roundings and for the age in which we live, and

particularly to assist our poor children, of which

we have many. Now if we take a Northern Yearly

Meeting who are more wealthy, we find twenty-

two per cent, of their children going to Westtown,

and if the same proportions attended Guilford

there would be four hundred or more. It is a se-

rious question, and of still more importance to

have the young people grounded in the safe and

solid principles of Divine truth which we profess.'"

" The view of Friends who favored the adoption

of the new Discipline was that we might keep in

touch with the meetings which adopted it ; while

others believed we had received injury already by

too close contact with the fast Friends, who liave

paid pastors, music and singing, gone ofl' in dress

and address, hat honor, heathen names for the days

of the week and months of the year, calling on all

present to stand up and sing the doxology and

then dismissing the gathering, etc. While if any
_

one should conscientiously keep seated he is called

a Wilbur or a Gurney or some other human name.

As to music and singing, about twenty-two years

ago at our Yearly Meeting held in Tennessee, the

representatives agreed on and presented to the

Yearly Meeting a minute to this effect :
' Being

satisfied that during the services of our past

Yearly Meetings, as well as this, the views which

we as a Church have ever held upon the subject of

worship have been in some measure violated, in

the giving out of hymns and calling upon the con-

gregation to rise and join in singing them, the

representatives have agreed to recommend that

any repetition of such action in the sessions of

this meeting will be considered out of order.'

" I would also call attention to the fact that

after praying or preaching, singing has a ten-

dency to lightness and removing of serious im-

pressions; how impossible it is for a congregation

of diflierent kinds of people to join in singing what-

ever may be given out, whether suitable to their

conditions or not, much of which could not be said

by any without falsehood. Now it is the language

of the heart which God regards, and considering

the variety of conditions and the different sub-

jects of praise, adoration, confession, petition, etc.,

contained in every collection of hymns, how can

any one in the fear of the Lord with propriety be

ready to sing whatever may be given out ? It

follows that if all sing, some must utter words

with the mouth contrary to the language of the

heart, which so far from being acceptable to the

Lord, is hypocrisy and an abomination in his sight.

Again, if the language of the heart be spoken in

prayer, does it not show indifference whether our

prayers be heard or not, to begin singing immedi-

ately after, perhaps very different in matter from

what has been prayed for ? Ask yourselves seri-

ously, is outward singing intended to please the
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carnal ears of men or the Holy Spirit or a Holy

God ? Whv such anxiety about tunes, voices and

music ? Is"the Lord to be pleased about such poor

things ? How can people who live in open oppo-

sition to God join in singing without uttering

falsehood ? and the Lord requires truth in the in-

ward parts. We want emancipation from the

possibility of human control, and the uniformity

we desire is on the lines of the teaching of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Hence we raise a

protest against the proposed subservience to a five

years' body of unknown people on Episcopal pre-

tensions. We love our friends too well to trust

the cause of Christ to any other president but Him

whom God has set forth to be our Leader and

Commander.
" A few words more, and I have done. We want

to preserve and transmit to our successors the

principle and practice of disinterested service un-

der Divine control, and if our exchequer is full, to

distribute it wisely, but if empty, to be content

and honest. I simply allude to this as we are

called on for money, money, to appropriate now-a-

days along so many lines.
" A. Fisher.

" W00DL.4ND, N. C, Eighth Month 21, 1901."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The strikers in the steel industries

appear to be weakening. In a recent statement President

Shaffer of the Amalgamated Association said in reference

to colored men who have been excluded from tne organiza-

tion: "In this strike colored men have done much damage

by going to work. Some of them have wanted to stay

out with us, and could not become members of the organ-

ization. Naturally they went to work and took the places

of our men because they had been spurned." The num-

ber of members of the Association when it began the

strike is said to have been 13,892, and the balance in the

national treasury of $74,898. It is stated that in conse-

quence of the strike American consumers of finished goods

are placing orders in Great Britain on quite a large scale.

The petrified forests of Arizona were recently examined

anew under the direction of the General Land Office. The

silicified logs lie in the greatest abundance within an

area of eight square miles in Apache county. In some

places they lie more thickly than they could have stood

while living as trees, and it is thought that they must

have been carried there by a swift current of water.

Six students from the Pei Yong College, at Canton, who

arrived from China several days ago, will enter the Uni-

versity of California to complete classical and scientific

educations. They were selected by the Chinese Govern-

ment to study modern American methods, with a view of

spreading them in their native land.

A union of the women employed as clerks in retail

stores in Chicago has been formed, intended to secure

shorter hours of work, a day of rest on the First-day of

the week, and better conditions in other respects. It is

the purpose of the clerks to form similar unions, to be

composed exclusively of women, in every section of the

city.

The census returns show that an increase of longevity

has taken place since 1890. The average age at death

in 1890 was 31.1 years; in 1900 it was 35.2 years. In

the registration area the principal causes of death with

the rate per 100,000 was as follows: pneumonia, 191.9;

consumption, 190.5; heart diseases, 134; diarrhceal dis-

eases, 85.1; kidney diseases, 83.7; apoplexy, 66.6; cancer,

60; oldage,54; bronchitis, 48.3; cholera infantum, 47.8;

debility, 45.5; inflammation of brain and meningitis, 41.8;

diphtheria, 34.4; typhoid, 33.8. Death from all the prin-

cipal diseases shows a decrease since 1890, the most no-

table being in consumption, which decreased 54.9 per

100,000.

The second annual session of the National Negro Busi-

ness League, an organization founded largely through the

efforts of Booker T. Washington has lately met in Chica-

go. In an address B. T. Washington said: "The object

lesson of one honest negro succeeding magnificently in

each community in some business or industry is worth

100 abstract speeches on securing opportunity for the

race. In the South, as in most parts of the world, the

negro who does something and possesses something is re

spected by both races. Usefulness in the community
where we live constitute our most lasting and potent pro-

tection. We want to learn the lesson of small things and

small beginnings. We must not feel ourselves above the

most humble occupation or the simple, humble beginning."

In reference to the lynching of negroes one speaker said:

"
It is a disgrace to American civilization that such atroci-

ties are committed. Let the law be carried out against

offenders as individuals, and leave races and classes to

enjoy the freedom which belongs to them."

The State Department has received a report on condi-

tions in South Africa from Consul General Stowe at

Cape Town. He says the imports from the United States

in 1900 were greater than those of 1899, and that this

country still stands second among the nations exporting

direct to South Africa, and, in addition, ships a large

amount of supplies via England. The natives, he says,

are astounded when they view the work of our agricul-

tural machinery in the fields. The children sit in school

at desks made in America and in American pews in their

places of worship.

In the United States a first class locomotive passenger

engine makes from 100,000 to 110,000 miles a year, and

at the end of twenty years is supposed to be worn out.

In England the length of time an engine is run, is con-

siderably greater, but the Americans claim that their plan

of using them is the more economical.

The down of the thistle is said to be much used abroad

in mixing it in silk goods. It makes a very strong yarn

when rolled. It is also used as a stuffing for pillows,

cushions, etc. A considerable quantity is imported into

the United Slates annually in tight, iron-bound bales of

from 250 to 300 pounds. Its competition with cotton is

now being felt by the Southern growers. Most of it comes

in duty free or under a very small tax.

It is stated from Washington that the rural free de-

livery service will, in a few weeks furnish to its patrons

stamped envelopes bearing return notices, stating the

route on which they were mailed. In case of non-delivery

they will be sent back to the carrier who first collected

them, and be by him returned to the person who deposited

the letter in the mails. This new feature of the service

is intended to give the rural patron the same facilities

that are now enjoyed by those who live in the cities and

to render their letters more secure in the mails. The

service will be greatly augmented during the next few

weeks.

With the object of recording instantly and accurately

the height of the tide in the Delaware River at the foot

of Chestnut Street, the United States Coast and Geodetic

Survey is installing in the office of the Maritime Exchange

five squares away, in the Bourse, an electrical tide indi-

cator, which, it is said, is the first instrument ever to be

set up in this country to record the tide electrically at a

distance from the official gauge.

There were 491 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 16 less than the previous

week and 119 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing. 256 were males and 235 females: 47

died of consumption of the lungs ; 35 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 6 of diphtheria ;

of cancer ; 8 of apoplexy ; 10 of typhoid fever and 3

of scarlet fever.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 74i to 74|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 59J to 59|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 44c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5J to 5ic.; good, 5i to 5fc.; me-
dium, 4| to 5c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3J to3Jc.; good,3J to3Jc.;

common, li to 2c.; lambs, 3 to BJc.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to 8Jc.

Foreign.— The steamship Islander of the Canadian
Pacific Co., on the 15th inst. struck an iceberg off the

coast of Alaska and quickly sunk; about forty passengers

it is believed perished.

Major 0. J. Sweet, in command of the Third District in

Mindanao, one of the Philippine Islands, says: "The ques-

tion of slavery, although not recognized by the United
States, is still a fact, and is a constant source of trouble

on account of slaves escaping from one master to another,

or their being stolen. Whenever a question relating to

slavery comes before me I simply make the owners prove

they are slaves beyond doubt, in which case I have noth-

ing to do with them, but in case I can pick a flaw in their

title I give the alleged slaves freedom papers. Thousands
of Moros are held as slaves who are by right free people."

Three deaths have occurred in Havana from the bite of

a mosquito infected with the yellow fever.

The population of Venezuela is stated to be 2,444,816;
about 2,000,000 are unable to read and write.

Wireless telegraphic stations are being established
along the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Recent observations published at Toronto of the height
of clouds, show that cirrus clouds varied from 26,500 feet

to 36,000 feet in height, and the mean height of cumu-

lus clouds was 5,500 feet in summer and 4,300 feet

winter.

The Mark Lane Express summing up the crop situatio

ys: " The best authorities estimate the wheat crop.

the United Kingdom at 56,000,000 bushels, that of Fran.

at 300,000,000 bushels and the crops of Belgium ai

Holland at 40,000,000 bushels, a total of 396,000,0(

hels for the great wheat importing area of Nort

tern Europe, which needs 664,000,000 bushels. Amei

with home wants not exceeding 400,000,000 bushel

has 675,000,000 bushels, and is, therefore, able to de

with the deficit single handed.

Steam motor wagons have commenced to run regular

between London and Tunbridge Wells.

is supposed there are now but about 11,000 Boe

r arms in South Africa. Frequent collisions with tl

British troops in small bodies are reported. The latt

number in the neighborhood of 200,000. Martial law h;

been proclaimed in the Queenstown District.

A recent act of Congress authorized the appointme'

of 1,000 school teachers for the Philippine Islands, 8,0('

tten applications for these positions have been receive <

. have been appointed and 600 including both men ai

women have arrived at Manila.

The immigrants arriving in this country last year (44S

572) were greater in numbers than since 1893 (502,911

Since 1896 the heaviest immigration has been 623,000,

1892; the lightest, 229,000, in 1898.

RECEIPTS. I

Unlessotherwise specified, two dollars have been re-

'

ceived rrom each person, paying for vol. 75.

Mary M. Dillon, Kans.; Jacob V. Edge, P;

Martha R. Newkirk, Phila.; Edward Comfort, Gtr

and for Edith C. Tatnall, Pa.; Milton Slanle'

ascent, Ind., |i4 for Joel D. Carter, Hannah
Home, Addison Hadley, Albert Maxwell, Jo

Newlin, Nancy Jane Newlin and David Thoma:
Hannah M. Sharpless, for John P. Sharpless, P;'

Isaac N. Vail, Cal.; Gertrude Whittier, Cartlan

Mass.; T. C. Cope, O.; John S. Keeling, Irelan

ID shillings; Henry Stanton, O-; A. E. Harve
Kans., $3 to No. 14, vol. 76; Joseph Henderso
agent, la., f22 for Lorenzo Rockwell, Lewis

Rockwell, Roy W. Rockwell, Archibald Hendi

son, Leah J. Paxson, Daniel J. Peckham, Ole

Tjossem, Seven Tow, Christian Thompson, Oni

K. Tow and Hugh L. Knowles, N. Y.; R. P. Lt

ett, Pa.; James F. Reid, Pa. Philena Y. Sniedl

and for Horace VV. Smedley, Pa.; John H. B^

linger, N. J., $6 for himself, Edward H. Jones ai

Charles D. Ballinger ; J. Clinton Starbuck, M. I

Mass.; Edwin Ballinger, N. J., for Charles Balling

and Mark B.Wills; Annie J.Jones, Del.; J.

German, Phila.; Daniel D. Test, Phila.; Ruth An
Harned, N. J.; Wni. Bishop, N. L; Thos. 1

Whitson, agent. Pa.; $46 for Hannah F. Fell,

Malin Hoopes, Ralston R. Hoopes, Thomas
Hogue. Susan C. Garrett, Ruthanna Hoopes, [or

than Eldridge, Rebecca G. Passmore, Mercy
Roberts, Elizabeth L. Roberts, Phebe 1. Walt.

Hannah F. Webb, Deborah J. Windle, Philena

Yarnall, Susanna F. Sharpless and for Thoir

Sharpless, Wm. T. Sharpless, M. D., and Is.i

Sharpless, Jane S. Warner and for Electa J. W
ner. Mo., loseph E. Mvers, la.; Martha Price, P

and Elizabeth W. Simms, N. J.; Aaron Meke
agt., N. Y., #S for Chas. B. Owen, H. Foster Ow.
Freelove Pyle and Edward Wood ; Matilda

John, la.; Margaret Ward, Canada ;
Elizabeth

Tavlor, Phila.; S. L. Whitson, Phila.; Thomas
Whitson, agent. Pa., for Stephen W. Savery ; Jo

M. Sa2;er, Pa.;Wm. B. Moore and for Oscar Moo
Pa.; Hannah F. Smedlev, Pa.; Jane G. Smedb
Pa., 14; Rebecca E. Buzby and Hannah T. P

yard, N. J.; Samuel A. Bacon, N. J.; R. Nich

son, N. J., |io for Sarah Nicholson, Rebecca
Tavlor, Henry Read, Hannah J. Prickett a

Louisa W. Heacock ; Wm. F. Wickersham, P

$4 for Sharpless Mercer and Hannah N. Harry.

e^RemUtnnres received after Third-day noon trill

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

Westtown Boarding School.—The school year op

on Third-day, Ninth Month 3rd, 1901. New scholars she

be at the school before noon, if convenient.

Applications for admission should be made to

Wm. F. Wickersham, Principal,

Westtown, ?!

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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The "Open Door."

Perhaps more than one apprehended that a

lent article in The Friend, entitled "Great-

Markets by Impoverishing Customers,"

3 aimed at the President's policy. Had it

in written for his benefit, the writer's con-

n would have been sent to him privately,

heretofore has been done on other concerns,

thing from these columns would probably

lich the President's eye. Neither was he in

|3 eye of the editor as responsible for such

)olicy. But what was in mind was unsound

pular opinion—unsound as to war for its

ithod—which was voiced by a leading United

ites Senator recently in these words:

We have reached a Doint in our industrial

|?elopment where we produce more than we
nsume; we must find markets for the sur-

is. We can get partial relief by tariff re-

lion and reciprocity treaties with European
d South American countries, but the great-

; markets of the world are in the far East.

(8 want our fair share of them, and intend to

jve it; and the way to secure it is, not to

ul down the flag and run away, but to re-

lin and hold on to the position, the prestige,

i advantage, and the opportunities that we
w enjoy.

iThis is a somewhat mild way of putting the

|ich more unscrupulous language of others

!the doctrine of bloodshed for trade;—not

)e President's language or policy, for of that

! are not aware. But a broader burden than

|r own nation's policy was really the weight

\
our mind,—that mammon god of all those

Itions who insist upon forcing by arms "an
|en door in the East." Whatever may be

id of the work of the Christian missionaries

l|ere, we believe a leaven was working under

f'Spel love that would have hastened the day

( an openness of heart for western trade

through Christian intercourse, which is a far

surer and really quicker open door than any

which hate or greed can force.

Doubtless our government's exceptionally

humane and considerate policy towards China

in her distress, will demonstrate the greater

openness won for trade by the more peaceable

spirit.

The little protest on our mind we discover

thus expressed in William Vaughan Moody's

Our fluent men of place and consequence

Fumble and fill their mouths with hollow phrase,

Or for the end-all of deep arguments
Intone their dull commercial liturgies

—

I dare not yet believe ! My ears are shut

!

I will not hear the thin satiric praise

And muffled laughter of our enemies,

Bidding us never sheathe our valiant sword

Till we have changed our birthright for a gourd

Of wild pulse stolen from a barbarian's hut.

How to Begin Miracles.

"Except ye see signs and wonders ye will

not believe." Our Saviour would invite belief

even by these, if necessary. But still graver

would be the rebuke, "when ye see signs and

wonders ye will not believe!"

He has visited and revisited us with eviden-

ces of his will and our own duty. We have

not lacked for signs,— secret signs and open

signs. These, if we would heed them, would

be followed by wonders. "Whatsoever He

("the inspeaking Word) saith unto you, do it."

This is the "beginning of miracles" of grace

to one who does what he believes Christ says,

feeling his Lord's secret signsby the witness

for truth in his heart.

It was pronounced the "beginning of mira-

cles" at Cana of Galilee, when men obedi-

ently filled the water pois with water. The

water of obedience will still be turned into

wine of spiritual life which Christ will drink

anew with us in his kingdom. The witness

for truth is sign enough, and wonders enough

will go along with it if heeded.

How many deliverances have we had, for

which we could remember we had prayed in

faith? These are of the same working as

those wonders which should have helped the

hearers of Jesus to believe If we have been

careless to believe his inspeaking Word, shall

we not believe for the very works' sak(

How many providences have shaped our course,

in which, when looking back into them, we

read wonders of a Wisdom above all human

planning. Again the retrospect constrains us

to believe a present Saviour.

Well it is for us if, when we see signs and

wonders, we will believe. Better is it when

we will believe the pure word of Truth on the

strength of his own secret Witness, without

waiting for wunders and perhaps at length

judgments, to reinforce it. So shall the ver-

dict without rebuke bless us in saying, "Be-

cause ye have believed ye have seen signs, and

because ye have obeyed the signs, ye have seen

wonders!"

The Soul's Hope.— my soul, dignified

with God's image, redeemed by Christ's blood,

betrothed by faith, enriched by the spirit,

adorned by graces, ranked with angels— love

Him by whom thou art so much beloved! Be
intent on Him who is intent on thee; seek Him
who seeketh thee; love Him who loveth thee

—whose love anticipates thine, and is its

cause! He has all merit. He is thy reward;

He is the vision and the end! Be earnest

with the earnest, pure with the pure, holy

with the holy! What thou shouldest appear

beforu God, that should God appc^^r to thee!

He who is kind, and gentle, and of great com-

passion, requites the meek, the kind, the hum-
ble, and the compassionate. Love Him who
drew thee from the lake of misery, and from

the miry clay. Choose Him for thy friend

above all friends, who when thou art bereft of

all things, can alone remain to thee. He will

not forsake thee, but will defend thee from

devouring foes, lead thee through an unknown
region, bring thee to the streets of the heav-

enly Zion and place thee with angels in the

presence of His Majesty, where thou shalt

hear the angelic melody,— holy, holy, holy!

There is the chant of gladness, there the voice

of exultation and salvation, of thanksgiving

and praise, and perpetual hallelujah! There

is accumulated bliss and supereminent glory!
—Augustine.

Need Not Uncover Before the King.—
The present holder of the Barony of Kingsale

celebrated his birthday recently. This title is

one of the most ancient in the peerage, dating

from 1181, but its chief distinction is the

curious privilege which attaches to it—the

right to remain covered in the presence of the

sovereign. In the reign of John, Lord King-

sale's ancestor, John de Courcy, Earl of

Ulster, was granted this right among his

rewards for successfully championing King

John's cause in a duel. This is one of only

three cases. The others are those of Lord

Forester, and the master of Trinity College,

Cambridge, to each of which titles attaches

this curious right.

—

London Daily News.

God's nobleman is he who ennobles man.
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"Dwelling in Light Unapproachable."

[A friend in New England has left on record

a remarkable dream or vision which he wit-

nessed in the Twelfth Month, 1890.

The description, however, of what he saw in

the dream, says the Friend who sends it for

our perusal, "1 have thought might be com-

municated to others, yet with a feeling that

such manifestations of the Divine Being,

which He has at times condescended to make

known to mortals on this side of eternity

should be received and published under feel-

ings of awe suitable to the solemn nature and

incomprehensible majesty of Him who has thus

appeared to man."]

He savs one night soon after falling asleep

he thought it was time to arise, and going out

of the house as he thought, "it occurred to

me that the air and all things about were of

more than common clearness and brightness.

A place was soon reached where a better view

could be had, and upon looking up I saw in

the heavens before me a bright and shining

One whose countenance was of most awful

beauty, majesty and power, and he seemed the

very embodiment of all purity and goodness, and

I involuntarily cried out, 'Pure pure! 0! how
pure!'

"And gazing spell-bound it appeared to me
that it was not the coming sun that made the

heavens light, but this glorious Heavenly One

who was all light and purity.

"And it occurred to my mind at that time

that there were perhaps many more like myself

who were early abroad in the land, and by the

mouth of many who should see this it would be

established; and speaking to myself I said,

What now can the atheist and the unbeliever say.

"How long this glorious appearance was

I cannot say, but directly coming rapidly to-

wards me it passed by to the right, and imme-

diately all was thick darkness; and awaking I

found myself in my room.

"This Heavenly One had that upon his head

that was like pure gold and his countenance

and the expression of it 1 will not attempt to

describe,—there are no words in which an

adequate description could be given. And he

had on a garment that was like a mist for

lightness and 'whiter than any fuller's soap

could make it.' Blessed indeed will those be

who have a garment like this when they have

done with earthly things.

"As I was lying there lost in wonder and in

deep thought as to what had been seen, my
mind seemed to go back over my life to that

time when I first thought upon a future state

and what it might be like unto, and remem-
bered that it was very strange to me at that

time how it could be light in heaven as there

was no sun or moon there as recorded in the

sacred writings. Now I saw it very plain,

having beheld the whole heaven lighted by the

very presence of the Heavenly One. It was
very wonderful. Everything seemed to be

light from this very presence there."

A Coincidence.—The late ex-Judge Fan-
cher, of the Supreme Court of New York, in-

formed us that he consented to deliver a lec-

ture in New Jersey for the benefit of the

church. The night was stormy and dark and
he debated long whether or not he should go.

He went, and to his great delight one of his

clients, in no way connected with his denom-

ination or the church, had driven over from

his tine estate out of compliment to his law-

yer and asked him home with him for the

night. The next morning before he returned

to the city he conducted him through his

greenhouses. Two days later Judge Fancher

received a letter from a firm of solicitors in

England, informing him that they were em-

ployed by the executors of a will disposing of

a great estate, to make search in the United

States for a certain man who was one of the

heirs. The man had come to the United

States and was supposed to be a florist. His

name was given. The judge had no particular

knowledge on the subject, and was about to

write to them that tlie information was too

meagre, and to suggest another lawyer who
would probably do the work better than he

could, when it occurred to him that as his

friend who entertained him had unusually

fine greenhouses he would send the letter to

him, and his gardener proved to be the man
looked for. He was soon put in possession of

a large fortune and went back to his native

land to enjoy it.

—

Christian Advocate.

The National Bureau of Forestry.

The rapid growth of sentiment in favor of

forestry culture is gratifyingly illustrated by

the establishment, at the beginning of the

present (Eighth) Month, of the National Bu-

reau of Forestry, under the act of the last

Congress. The growth of sentiment in favor

of this important work is interestingly shown
by the annual increase in the appropriations

during the last few years. In 1899 it was
only $28,520; in 1900 it was increased to

$88,520, and this year that sum is advanced

to $185,440, nearly seven times what it was
in 1899, and more than double that of last

year.

One secret of the success of the movement
in favor of forestry culture is that, after

painstaking effort, it was clearly demonstrated

to the farming interests that woodland cul-

ture is of direct and vital import to them in

many ways. It was proved beyond dispute

that forest areas had a tendency to prevent

prolonged droughts and to preserve an even
flow of water in the streams which irrigated

the farms. Proof was also furnished that

where ordinary intelligence was displayed very

satisfactory financial returns might be had
from otherwise waste land by the cultivation

of trees. The experimental work of the Di-

vision of the Forestry attached to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture was of such a surprisingly

effective character that its advancement to

the status of a bureau was inevitable.

The field of work of the new Bureau will

be much broader than the work of the branch
of the Department of Agriculture, and it

should, and doubtless will, be correspondingly

greater in valuable results. There will be
three important divisions, one having charge
of forest management, a second of forest in-

vestigation and a third of records. The ob-

ject of the first is to assist owners of forest

areas to develop them so that they may be
handled as an unfailing source of timber sup-
ply. To this end an expert is sent to ascer-

tain the condition of the standing timber, the
prospects of reproduction, the facilities for
marketing, the best method for harvesting

the crop so as to secure the largest preset t

and future yield, and the prospect of succet

under intelligent management. A workin

plan is furnished, together with much impor

ant and necessary data.

Something of this work was done under tb'

old Division of Forestry, and how popular '

was is demonstrated by the fact that privat)

owners of about 3,000,000 acres applied U[

advice, and more than one-half of the acrea^

named was placed under management. Pn
tection against fire, browsing animals ar

thieves, the study of trees, their rates (

growth, distribution and reproductive prope

ties and other scientific matter connects

therewith form some of the functions of tf

new Bureau. There are many perplexin

problems to be solved, and without the aid (

the forestry knowledge of foreign countrie;

Climatic and other conditions in this counti

are totally difl:erent in many respects to thoi,

existing in Europe, making it obligatory c

the part of the new Bureau to pursue origin

lines to reach success.

—

Phila. Ledger.

Why Don't He?—A little boy was attea

ing a campmeeting with his mother, and tl;

place where they lodged was only separate

from the adjoining apartment by a thin cu

'

tain. As the mother was putting her litt

boy to bed they heard the voice of some on'

praying in the next room, and the little fe^

low inquired,

"Ma, what is the man doing?"

"I should think," said the mother, "he wi

praying and wanted to be whollv the Lord's.'

"If he wants to be," said the child, "wl
don't he be?" And this is a question whic!,

though easily asked, might puzzle wiser heaij

to answer.

There are multitudes of persons who pra;

and sigh and cry, and desire to be wholly tl

Lord's, but if they want to be, why don't tht

be? In ma:.y instances they ask the Lord

do the very things which He has asked ai

commanded them to do; a procedure, the re;

sonableness of which seems to be not clear

apparent. The Lord is "a present help"

every time of need; but He helps those wl

help themselves, he listens to those who listf

to Him, and His blessing is on those who ai

ready and willing to receive it upon the cond

tions which He imposes. There are mult

tudes of people who are more ready to pr<'

than to work, and are more willing that tl

Lord should do for them, than they are to u

dertake to do the little that He requires i

them. Prayer is a gracious privilege, but

is not designed to be a substitute for obed

ence, or an excuse for idleness. When v

have done all we can there is still enough le

to ask Cod for; and when the Lord has doi

all He can for us, there is still enough left fi

us to do for ourselves. Let us see to it th;

our prayers express the things that we tru

desire, and let us not while praying in oi

direction be acting and living in another.-

Common People.

Holland has ten thousand one hundn
windmills, each of which drains on an averai

three hundred and nineteen acres of land.

God's gifts bless as they are received; th(

less twice as they are imparted.
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The Tsangpo, Loftiest of all Rivers.

t The Tsangpo is in several respects the most
'jable river in the world. It is the high-

t of all navigable streams, flowing for nearly

thousand miles at an elevation of from
ven thousand feet to fourteen thousand
t. During the greater part of its course
current is sluggish, but for a hundred miles

more the mighty river, in its descent to the
plain, runs with the speed of a mountain

(rrent. Though one of the largest of Cen-

tal Asian streams, it has never been followed

jam its source to its mouth, and until recent-

lit was doubtful of which of two well known
t/eis it was the headwaters.
iThe Tsangpo rises in the extreme south-
jjstern corner of Tibet, at a height of nearly

[jteen thousand feet. Receiving the drainage
;' the slopes of the Himalayas and of a little

town Tibetan range running parallel with
kae mountains, it soon becomes a stream
jde and deep enough to be navigable. There
k considerable boat traffic upon it, at an ele-

tion of little below the summit of Mount
lane. It flows due east for some eight hun-
(sd miles, receiving numerous large tributa-

!S from both south and north, and when near
asa it is, at low water, nearly a third of a
le wide and twenty feet deep ; in flood, two

fes
wide and of unknown depth. In longi-

e ninety-four degrees east it makes a sharp
d to the south, and passes through the
malayas in a course known only to the sav-

who dwell upon its precipitous banks.
When last seen by an explorer it is at a
ght of from eight to eleven thousand feet,

when it emerges in Assam it is only four
.dred feet above sea level. Prom this

int it pursues its sluggish way for another
Ijht hundred miles as the Brahmaputra to the
Inges and the Bay of Bengal. There has
en a long controversy, into the details of
jich it is not necessary to enter, as to

I
ether the Irrawaddy or the Brahmaputra is

i continuation of the Tsangpo. Though
;re has been as yet no direct evidence—the
t expedient of throwing in marked logs in

)et having failed—the general consensus of
entific opinion is in favor of the Brahma-
|:ra, and the latest English gazetteer de-
[ibes it under this name.
|[t is hardlv to be expected that pure science
1 be much benefited by the lifting of the
il which hangs over this part of the river's

jirse. But there can be little doubt that it

es scenes of magnificent beauty and gran-
ir which will thrill the expectant world and
|e it new and nobler conceptions,
rhe imagination fails to grasp the reality as
;re is no other instance on earth of a large
ier dropping eight thousand feet in one hun-
id and fifty miles, plunging with a mad
h of a mountain brook hemmed by ranges
ose peaks are from thirteen to twenty-two
'usand feet in height. The native testimo-
is conclusive as to the existence of at least

) awe-inspiring fall before Tibetan territory
:eft.

ts attempted ascent from the plains of As-
a has been absolutely prohibited hitherto by
Indian Government on the entirely reason-

e ground that there is almost a certainty
•t the explorer would be killed by the sav-

! Mishmis, who are intolerably jealous of the
sence of a stranger in their country. This

wjuld necessitate a punitive expedition costly

in treasure and in life—an evil by no means
commensurate with the gain of having satis-

tied what is, after all, pure curiosity. The
Tibetan officials also, while preventing so far

as they are able, any white man from Tibet,

for some unknown reason forbid Tibetans even
to attempt to descend the river beyond their

own frontier.

The Tsangpo has been explored, however,
with the exception of this one hundred and
fifty miles, notwithstanding the opposition of

the Tibetans and the difliculties presented by
the highest mountain region in the world,

though not by white men.
At any time within the last thirty-five years

the trans-Himalayan traveler might have met
a caravan of Tibetan and Indian traders with

their pack-laden sheep climbing or descending
some steep mountain pass, or crossing the

Tsangpo on rafts. Walking humbly with the

servants or slaves, for to walk is a mark of

servitude with those people, there would be an

Indian with tea bow! and prayer barrel sus-

pended at his girdle, counting his rosary as he

walked, differing in nothing apparently from
his companions, except in his more intelligent

face and the greater interest with which he

noted everything about him. But open his

prayer barrel, which he piously twirls when he

comes to some particularly dangerous spot,

and there will be found in it, instead of the

scroll with the Buddhist prayer, "Om mani
padmi hom," notes of the journey after the

boundary was crossed, observations with sex-

tant and compass and a simple route survey

showing the length of each day's march, the

relative position of the prominent peaks, the

course of the streams and their approximate
breadth and depth.

Examine closely his rosary, and one would
discover to his surprise that, instead of the

orthodox one hundred and eight beads, there

were only one hundred, and that he dropped
one at every one hundred steps, which were uni-

formly two and one-half feet long. If he

were watched carefully, he would be seen to

steal from camp at night, when all else were
sleeping, if biting wind, freezing cold and
driving snow permit, with his box and tea

bowl. Taking from beneath the false bottom
of his box a few instruments, and pouring

some quicksilver into his tea bowl for an ar

tificial horizon, he makes an observation of

some star, notes the condition of barometer
and thermometer, compares his chronometer
with his watch, and then goes back to camp
to write up his journal, and at length to sleep.

Years after, the traveler might see this

same man at the Great Trigonometrical Survey
in Calcutta, reading to an English oflicer his

journal, explaining his observations and route

survey, and narrating his adventures— in one
instance these included a seven years' slavery

in Tibet. He asks who he is, and is amazed to

learn that he is only a schoolmaster in a little

Himalayan village in the district of Kumaon.
What is his reward for these year long

toils, sufferings and dangers, this daily risking

his life in an attempt to add to the world's

knowledge. A little piece of land, possibly a

small pension, and, while he is able to serve

—

oblivion. But soon the scientific journals will

be full of accounts of the wonderful journey of

the native Indian explorer, the great extent

and marvellous accuracy of his survey, his

pluck and endurance, his fertilty of resource,

and, above all, his single hearted devotion to

the cause of science. If his services are pub-
licly recognized by some great society, with
the names of world renowned explorers, we
read merely, "The Pundit employed by Cap-
tain T. G. Montgomerie—a gold watch—for
his route survey in Great Tibet."

It was in 1861 that the successful opposition

of the Tibetans to the exploration of the trans-

Himalayan region by Europeans, as well as

the fact that Indian traders were permitted to

travel freely throughout Tibet, suggested to

an officer connected with the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey of India the expedient of em-
ploying native surveyors.

The village schoolmaster, Nain Singh, who
had been in the service of the brothers Schla-

gintweit during their explorations in Kashmir,
was the first man to receive the necessary

training for the work. At the headquarters

of the survey he was taught the use of the

sextant, compass, etc., to recognize all the

larger stars, to walk with paces of uniform

length and to make a simple route survey.

When these things had been sufficiently ac-

quired he was sent to explore the Tsangpo
from its source to India if possible. It was
in 1865 before he succeeded in establishing

himself in Tibet as a trader desiring to buy
horses and at the same time as a pious Bud-

dhist to do homage to the Lhasa Lama. His

"instrumental equipment consisted of a large

sextant, two box sextants, prismatic and pock-

et compass, thermometers for observing tem-

perature of air and of boiling water, pock-

et chronometer and common watch, with appa-

ratus, the latter reduced as much as possible."

After numerous adventures he finally

reached Lhasa, where he had an interview with

the Grand Lama, whom he described as a fair

and handsome boy of about thirteen years of

age, seated on a throne six feet high, attended

by two of the highest priests, each holding a

bundle of peacock feathers. In this journey

he was able to follow the course of the river

only to the neighborhood of Lhasa, some six

hundred miles. Nor did he succeed in tracing

it further in a second journey, made seven

years later, —a journey memorable, however,

from the fact that he made a route survey of

four thousand three hundred and nineteen

miles, twelve hundred of which were through

country never previously explored, and took

four hundred and ninety-seven observations.

During all this time he was known to the sci-

entific world only as the "Pundit," but the

sufferings of this last journey having so affect-

ed his health as to compel him to give up his

connection with the survey, his name was dis-

closed. He has been followed by others,

among whom those known as A—k, D—m—

g

and K. P. have accomplished the most in

trans-Himalayan exploration, all men of like

courage, endurance, and animated by a single

minded devotion to their duty. But none has

succeeded as yet in tracing the Tsangpo's

course through the mountains to Assam.

But there are indications of a change of

feeling of the rulers of Tibet toward the In-

dian Government which promises free inter-

course between the two countries in the not

diistant future. As the deadly hostility of the

Mishmis to strangers penetrating their moun-
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tain fastnesses has been largely due to Tibetan

influence, we maj' look in time to a similar

change among them to friendliness. If this

should be the case, we trust that the man who

lifts the veil which shrouds this wondrous pas-

age of the river through the Himalayas may
be one of that noble band, a native Indian sur-

veyor.

—

Xational Geographical Magazine.

Fishes and Theik Eggs.— Birds, which

hatch their young from eggs, are pre-eminent

for their parental care, fashioning nurseries

with extraordinary ingenuity and skill, and

giving unwearied attention to the brood until

they are fledged and able to fly. Fishes,

which are two steps lower in the ladder of

life, also, as a rule send their young ones into

the world in the shape of eggs; but from the

nature of things are unable to lavish on them

the same elaborate care. To a large extent

they are at the mercy of storms and tides, and

have few facilities for the enjoyment or the

comforts of home-life. Eggs which are sim-

ply shed in the open sea, and float where the

tides are able to carry them, cannot be guard-

ed by the parents; but they have a protection

peculiarly their own in being so transoarent

as not to be easily distinguished from the

water itself. Even when contained in small

numbers in a bottle of sea-water they can

hardly be seen. But fishes, like other an-

imals, love fresh eggs; and, in spite of their

transparency, find and eat them. The eggs

are often so numerous that the hungry fishes

need only open their capacious mouths, and

strain the water through their gill openings,

to ensure an excellent meal. The eggs which
sink to the bottom and adhere to stones and
shells are more troublesome to gather, but

they are a great attraction to many fishes.

For instance, haddocks often lose their lives

while stealing the eggs of herrings; for they

resort to the beds where the herrings spawn,

and the trawlers, knowing this, go after and
capture the haddocks.

—

Ilovie Magazine.

Inwakd Peace.—There are persons who
school themselves to external composure, main-
taining a calm, unrufiled exterior amid all the

disturbing circumstances of life. The power
to do this is frequently a great advantage to

its possessor. He controls himself, and he
avoids many incautious acts and unpleasant

circumstances. But this external calmness
may be illusive. There are persons who main-
tain this aspect of quietude when they have
very little true inward rest. They conti'ol

their feelings for the time, but the tumult and
the storm rage within, and they have no rest

to their souls.

Very difi:erent is the condition of those who
have the inward peace of God; those hearts
are filled with the deep content, the abiding
rest, which is the portion of the soul centered
in God, and free from all the tumult and dis-

turbance of a restless and disordered world.
The storm may rage without, but there is

peace within. The hurricane may roar, but
the soul which has found refuge in Christ and
has built upon the everlasting rock knows no
ill and fears no danger. There is not merely
the appearance of calmness and composure,
but the calmness is real, the rest is genuine,
the composure is not pretended; it is an inner
calm, such as the world knows not, neither
can comprehend.

—

Home Magazine.

For " Thk Friend."

Maxims from " The Interior Life."

BY T. C. UPHAM.

No man ever arrived at Christian perfec-

tion, no man can ever arrive at that ennob-

ling state, who walks by sight, rather than by

faith, of whom it cannot be said, as of the

father of the faithful, "he went out not know-

ing whither he went." Perhaps we may say

it is the highest attainment of the soul (cer-

tainly it is the foundation of the highest or

perfect state in all other Christian attain-

ments) that of entire and unwavering confi-

dence in God. God, we are thine, forever

thine. We will not let thee go until thou

bless us. And when thou dost bless us, still

we will not let thee go; we will ever trust in

thee.

It seems to have been the doctrine of some
advocate of Christian perfection, especially

some pious Catholics of former times, that

the various propensities and aflfections, and

particularlv the bodily appetites, ought to be

entirely eradicated. This doctrine when car-

ried to its full extent is one of the artifices

of Satan, by which the cause of holiness has

been greatly injured. We are not required to

eradicate our natural propensities and affec-

tions, but to purify them. "We are not re-

quired to cease to be men, but merely to be-

come holy men."
Our spiritual strength will be nearly in pro-

portion to the absence of self-dependence and
self-confidence when we are weak in our-

selves, we shall not fail, if we apply to the

right source for help to be found strong,

"strong in the Lord."

Costly LondoiN Fogs.—A London fog, says

the London Chronicle, is an expensive visita-

tion. A day of it, counting the day at eight

hours, is estimated to cost anything from £50,-
000 to £100,000 in hard cash. No small pro-

portion of this goes to the gas and electric

light companies, which have to supply about a
third more power than usual. But there are

also the railways. For signaling is expensive.

At Clapham Junction alone, £50 has been spent
by a single railway company during a day's
fog in extra pay to the plate layers. When
the red light cannot be seen at a distance of
a hundred yards the plate layers become fog
signalers, and for this they are paid a shilling

a day in addition to their regular wages, and
4d. per hour overtime, provided the overtime
does not run into a second shilling.

Fog signals, like a cuckoo, are more fre-

quently heard than seen, and, like a number
of things, such as babes, cats and crickets,

make an amount of noise altogether out of
proportion to their size. The largest of those
in use is scarcely bigger than a crown piece,
and is a quarter of an inch in depth. The
little tin box contains a teaspoonful of gunpow-
der and three percussion caps, and is fitted on
to the rail by a red ribbon. It comes from
Birmingham mostly, and costs exactly a penny
apiece. A hundred and fifty thousand or so are
purchased by a big railway company in the
year, and there are not many left over at the
end of it.

'Virtue alone outbuilds the pyramids;
Her monuments shall last when Egypt's fall.'

Rare Talents of the Esquimaux Dog. i

R. G. Tabor, concessionaire of the Esqu;

maux Village at the Pan-American Expositio-j

thinks no other breed of dogs equals theEJ
quimaux dog in versatility.

'

"The Esquimaux dog is not only good fd

draft purposes, but he is a splendid huntej

and, unlike our dogs here, of which each brei'

is good for some particular kind of game, tl

Esquimaux dog is good at all kinds, large

small, and varies his methods to suit the Kii

of game he has in chase.

"He is the only dog that I ever heard

that would fish. In the summer time no £

quimaux ever thinks of feeding his dogs, a

one of the prettiest sights in the far north

to get up on a summer morning and see t

Esquimaux dogs standing in the wash of t

ocean watching for fish.

"The dogs do not like the water because'

is extremely cold; therefore, nothing but hu

ger will drive them into it. But in the mor

ing you will see them wade out breast deep
'

the ocean and stand as motionless as status

When a fish comes within range a dog w

dive just as a seal would do, and come up t

or fifteen feet farther out with the fish in I

mouth.

"They are good at any kind of game whi

is native in the North, but their greati

value to the Esquimaux is as seal hunte '

The surface of the Arctic Ocean freezes

winter to a depth of from seven to nine fe

Now the seal, while he lives a great deal i

der water, is obliged to come to the surf;

to breathe. In the winter time he has

blow holes, which are conical in shape, i

apex, which is perhaps not more than an ii

in diameter, coming through the surface

the ice. This may be covered with snow

even a coating of thin ice, which the seal 1

to thaw if he wishes to blow there.

It is utterly impossible for a man to f

one of these holes. He couldn't tell it if

were standing right on it, but the scent of :

dog for them is unerring. When the dog i

located a blow hole for him the Esquim;:

cuts it large enough to admit his harpo

stakes the dog out and sits down to wait

the seal. When he appears he is harpoor

then enough ice is cut away to allow the b
to be lifted out.

"The Esquimaux dogs are insatiable li

ters, and if, when they are attached U

sledge they see deer or other large game
is utterly impossible to hold them in conti

.

The hitch to the komitek is made with li

knowledge. You will notice that each ^',

has an individual leash in which he pu.

These are all gathered on une common the

,

which is fastened to the komitek, or sledi,

by a half hitch. When the dogs sight gje

and become unmanageable the sledge drir

simply pulls his hitch, they are loose and f

they go, each dog for himself.

"In the winter time the dogs cannot h

for themselves and the provident Esquima ,

who, however, are not numerous, have s>-

plies of capelin for them. The capelin a

fish about a foot in length. It is the fooi f

the cod, and after a big storm will be fo d

washed upon the beaches in winrows. T .v

were caught up there when the waves '

ceded, were unable to get back into the oc n

and died. All the Esquimaux have to d ?
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ring them up a little further so the water

on't reach them again and let them dry

"But the Esquimaux are not only careless

f their dog's future, but their own as well,

nd in the winter time many an Esquimaux

nds himself reduced to the necessity of kill-

ig his dogs and eating them. This is one

sason why the Esquimaux own so few dogs.

A man with a whole team of seven dogs is

ich. Usually you will find one or two dogs in

yery family and about two full teams to a

"ibe.

"Another reason why they have so few dogs

! that they run away. While ferocious

raong themselves, the dogs are naturally very

Affectionate to men, but the Esquimaux over-

work them, underfeed them and treat them

rutally. When thev run away they join some

ack of wild Arctic wolves. Nearly all of

hem have strains of wolf in them, and many
!f them have pure wolf blood in them. It is

lid that the ancient Esquimaux domesticated

pe Arctic wolf, and that the change brought

jbout by domestication produced the Esqui-

liaux dog.

"There is a strange tale told of the Esqui-

laux dogs, which would make it appear that

hey are superstitious, and I have had it told

many a time by an Esquimaux and by

.merican and European hunters and mission-

ries. Kikkertavak Island is the place where

he Esquimaux made their last stand against

he invasion of the Montanier Indians, which

iccurred some time in 1820. There was a

ireat slaughter of the Esquimaux and the rem-

ant of the race fled far to the north, leaving

|heir dead on the field. Even to-day you can

jralk around the island and frequently find

kuUs of both Esquimaux and Indians. But

|he point I was making is that the dogs will

liot go near the place in the night.

I "Why? Well the Esquimaux say that the

logs are able to see more than they do. Ac-

lording to the Esquimaux belief there is no

Supreme Deity, but death is only a transfor-

pation, and everything, animate and inani-

pate, has its spirit. They believe that the

ogs experience fear because they see the

pirits of the dead in such numbers. Of

,ourse this is only a remnant of the old super-

htition of the Esquimaux himself."

I

A Temperance Lesson.—Better than all the

Impersonal arguments of temperance advocates

13 the fact that self-preservation during the

|iot weather demands curtailment of the use

jif intoxicants. Scores of interviews have

keen printed in the Republic concerning the

lest way to pass through the hot spell. In

[very instance the physician advises absti-

ience.

City Hospital physicians have asserted that

|iinety-five per cent, of the patients treated

(here for sunstroke are users of intoxicants

jn one form or another. While the greatest

jlanger is to those who have drunk to excess,

ihe man or woman who attempts to find relief

|)y drinking wine, whisky or beer, even in

Inoderate quantities, has placed his system

jn first class shape for a subsequent visit to

[he isolation ward.

j
To those accustomed to beer, a cool

when the sun is hovering around the 100

mark. It is a shock to the system. Moral

considerations aside, the physical harm of in-

toxicants should act as an effectual deterrent.

There are plenty of substitutes, the best of

which is water. Ice cold water used in

quantities is almost as harmful as beverages

with an alcoholic basis. For men who are ex-

ercising, lemonade is found to stimulate thirst.

Cool water—not cold—with a little oat meal

soaked in it has stood the test on all occas-

ions. It may not taste pleasant as some of

the more popular drinks, but it at least has

the basis of common sense, which should gov-

ern every hygienic consideration in the sum-

mer time.— -SJ. Louis Republic.

jtf the beverage affords temporary relief

;iothing more. It exhilarates the blood to an I was in the habit of

action that is nothing less than unhealthy he should rise to judgment, not as

Anti-Scriptural Titles and Degrees Condemned.

"How can ye believe, wliich receive lienor one of

another, and seek not the honor that Cometh
from God only (John v; 44).

John Wickliff, that chosen servant of

Christ did witness aeainst these anti-christian

degrees, who saith—"The clergy do busily

seek their own worship, and glory, and by

gifts and costs, to be called Masters in divin-

ity, and to sit at meat with great people ; and

not to teach truly the gospel to all manner of

men, by an humble life and freely, as Christ

bids."

Again, saith Wickliff, "Every sect, state,

and operation, which Christ doth not approve,

in his gospel, is in reason to be rejected; and

therefore seeing Christ doth not approve, but

reprove the forenamed heathenish doctorship,

it is manifest that it is to be discharged, and

cast out of the church."

—

Wickliff, fractal, in

cap. 23, Matt.

John Huss saith
—"They who take to

themselves academical degrees, and titles an-

swerable, do go in the apparel and harness of

the mystical body of Antichrist, who is the

king of all the children of pride, to wit of the

Masters and Doctors in Divinity." Again

Huss says—"Christ saith, Johnviii., "Neither

came I of myself, but the father sent me;"

so the saints have come in the manner of the

Lord Jesus and in the name of Jesus they have

a spiritual priesthood, and He is the crown of

their glory; and by this, they are distin-

guished from those who are crowned as mas-

ters, and bachelors and doctors, and others of

other kind of titles, according to the wisdom

of this world; for these excelling others by

their pains, and through their own science and

learning, are notably beautified with their own

titles and crowns! and, therefore do rather

perform their office in their own name, than

in Christ's."

—

John Huss, Lib. de regno etc,

Antichriste, chap. 14.

Zuingluis on that Scripture, Matt, xxiii.

"Be ye not called doctors, for One is your

Master Christ, etc., saith, "Thou hearest

here, that these titles of Masters and doctors,

are not of God, seeing Christ forbids them."

(Audis hie hujumodi titulas magi.strorum et

doctorum non ex Deo esse, quam Cristus hoc

vetat."- -Zuingle.

Conradus Pellican, a godly preacher, having

the sense of the anti-christian character of

all titles, and degrees of honor in the Church

of Christ, "desired his friends that he might

by no means be buried, as the manner then

doctor, because he hoped

doctor, but

as an humble Christian.
' '

—

Life of Conrad Pel-

Mean by Adam.
Pellican was born in Alsace, in 1478. He

entered into the order of Cordeliers, and was
chief of a convent at Basle; but on renouncing
popery, he went to Zurich, where he preached

the gospel. He died in 1556. His works,

chiefly illustrations of the Scriptures, make
seven volumes folio.

"I am come in my Father's name, and ye
receive me not: if another come in his own
name, him will ye receive" (John v: 43.)

"See here some plain and evident marks
that they were not animated with the love of

God, and that therefore they were under great

delusion. The first is, that they have received

persons who come in their own name, and re-

jected those who were authorized by the gifts

of the Holy Ghost," etc.

"The second mark is that pride, and the

love of vain glory, two vices most opposite to

faith and salvation, have been their distin-

guishing character; whereas that of the Apos-

tles, and of apostolical men, consisted in hu-

mility and in carefully avoiding all human
glory."

—

Quesnel's Reflections on the Gospels.

Pasquier Quesnel was a French Roman
Catholic priest, he was born at Paris, in

1634. He published the work above quoted,

which received the formal or otticial approval

of the Cardinal de Noalles, and even had the

Royal privilege, but when the book reached

Rome, it was denounced— it displayed the

truth of God in a manner dangerous to the

papal faith—and was formally condemned at

Rome in 1713 by the Bull called "Unijenitus."

The Busy Bee.

The school-boys who have dealings with the

bee will realize that the tiny creature has

something sharper than a tongue. Still the

account the scientists give of the wonderful

jaws and curious tongue of the bee, form

interesting reading.

With the closest scrutiny it becomes evi-

dent that the bee does not, like other creat-

ures, house its tongue in its mouth, but neatly

folds it back beneath its head. Bumblebees,

when disturbed, have a way of threatening

with their jaws, while the honeybee has the

more direct method of settling intruders with

her sting.

The jaws of the bee can give quits a for-

midable nip. Catch a bee in a net and see

how viciously it will bite at the meshes, work-

ing its jaws sideways instead of up and down.

We call this wonderful implement of the

bee a tongue, but in reality it is more than

this for the whole arrangement consists of

two slender filaments called maxillEe, the under

lip and the actual tongue. If a drop of honey

lies near the surface of a flower, the slender,

active tongue darting out from the case formed

by the maxilla;, licks it up with the same ease

that a dog licks a plate. Should the tube of

the flower be elongated the bee has at com-

mand another length of tongue, which is shot

out from within and shuts up like a telescope

when no longer wanted.

To appreciate fully this delicate organ you

should watch the bee separate it into its com-

ponent parts and clean it out. The length-

ening process of the proboscis as the tongue

and Its allied parts are sometimes called, is

accomplished by a series of springs and hinges.
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In addition to this telescoping power, the

tongue is a hairy member, the hairs arranged

in rings, the longest ones toward the center.

They assist in lifting in the nectar and in

pumping it into the mouth. Thence it goes
to the honey sack.

Curvature of the Spine.

In infancy and childhood lateral curvature

of the spine develops very readily. In some
cases, as will be presently shown, the causes

are very slight; so that, to use the words of

one of our most eminent medical authors, "It

is really wonderful that most of us are tolera-

bly straight."

A slight asymmetry of any one of the ver-

tebrse of which the back-bone is built up, or

an abnormal development or lack of develop-

ment of one of the muscles which hold it up-
right, is sufficient to produce a deviation from
its proper position.

This of itself would be of comparatively
small moment if the organs contained within
the trunk were not affected by any consider-

able change from its proper upright position.

A lateral curvature cannot exist without a
shortening of the trunk, just as a bow when
bent measures less from tip to tip than when it

is unstrung. This shortening in turn necessa-
rily implies a crowding together of the organs
contained within the trunk.

Constitutional weakness naturally tends to

make lateral curvatures of the spine more
readily acquired. Of specific disorders which
produce the same effect, rickets is perhaps the
chief.

With the knowledge that lateral deviation
is thus easily caused, it is not to be wondered
at that causes apparently very slight are fre-

quently the only ones discoverable to account
for certain of the many cases coming under the
physicians' notice.

A baby can scarcely support its back before
it is three or four months old. Yet the proud
nurse or mother not infrequently sets it erect.
or carries it on her arm without a proper sup-
port, at a much earlier age.

Children who go to school at six or seven
years of age are often compelled to sit on a
badly shaped bench sometimes with no support
for the back, during school hours. The mus-
cles become tired, and the child leans to one
side, usually to the right.

A narrow space between the seat and the
desk obliges the child to push between them,
so that, in girls particularly, a drag is ex-
erted on one shoulder; or the skirts form an
uneven cushion, tilting the spinal column out
of the perpendicular. Even in grown men
and women, occupations requiring a one-sided
muscular action affect the vertebra, and,
therefore, the shape of the spine. In children
the much softer bones are still more readily
affected.

Parents may therefore, be pardoned, if they
insist on abundance of room and considerable
lack of restraint for young children in the
school room.

Teachers have frequently to take the initia-
tive in matters of school hygiene, especially
when their pupils are from homes in crowded,
unsanitary city tenements.

Lateral curvature is rarely congenital. It

is in most cases preventable, and cases taken
in hand early are usually checked by strict

observance of

Com-panion.

hygienic measures.— Youth's

For " The Friend."

Depths of Mercy.

I have somewhere read of a young woman
belonging to an aristocratic city family who,
while spending some time at a country place,

and in one of her solitary rambles, came near
a humble place of worship and heard the con-

gregation singing the hymn beginning

"Depth of mercy, can it be,

That mercy is reserved for me."

This, through the accompanying visitations of
the Holy Spirit, produced a great change in

her views of life, she found herself attracted
time and again to the place where she had
been thus favored. And when she returned to

her father's house it was with a set purpose
to lead a distinctly religious life of simplicity
and self-denial. She did not by any means cut
herself off from social intercourse, but re-

nouncing all ornaments and dressed in perfect
simplicity she moved among her former gay
companions, carefully abstaining from all that
she saw to be wrong; and such was the meas-
ure of Divine sweetness— if I may use the
term—that pervaded her presence, that all ad-
mired and paid a willing homage to that life of
Christian holiness they could not resolve to
adopt. The theatre was wholly declined, and
social parties she would not attend. This was
a great trial to her loving father, who had
been used to take pride in seeing her the ad-
mired of every assembly. Firmly she refused
all his solicitations. At length a grand dem-
onstration of this kind being about to come off

at his house, the parent was importunate for
her attendance, and here she felt it to be
right for her to yield to his wish, he promising
that if she would do so this once, on no future
occasion would he ask it of her. She only
stipulating for freedom from taking any part
in the proceedings. Accordingly, arrayed
in her sweet simplicity, she appeared among
the gay throng. The song and the dance
went forward, but she who had used to be
the life of the assembly sat silent and apart.
Knowing her possessed of great skill as
a musician, the whole company now gath-
ered around her, begging for a song with
its accompaniment. Gently but firmly she
refused, pleading her promised exemptions,
until at last the father audibly laid his com-
mand upon her as parent and required obed-
ience. Then she felt it her duty again to
yield. Breathing a secret prayer for aid, she
took her place at the instrument and played
not the lively air they anticipated but the
hymn,

"Depth of mercy, can it be,
That mercy is reserved for me."

The effect on all was overpowering as the
strains ceased. The father came and taking
her in his arms carried her into another
apartment.

It was indeed the last concert he asked her
to attend, the last ever held in his house
Henceforth father and daughter walked hand
in haiid in the way that leads to life.

Writing of daughterly influences reminds
me of a case I was cognizant of. The youn^
woman was gay and fashionable. All her de"-
light, she told me was to attend balls and par-
ties and so forth. Teaching school, she was

boarding away from home when she was sud
denly taken ill and life was despaired of
Greatly alarmed she covenanted with hei

Maker for a change of life, if spared. In tht

extremity of the disease the people she livec

with wished to send for their preacher to comt,

and see her; this she felt a repugnance

^

toward. Yet as they were earnest Methodists,

she yielded. But afterwards feeling that any-

thing availing must be wrought between hei

own soul and her Saviour she wassodistressec
that when the man came she had to declint'

seeing him. The crisis soon passed, and wit!

returning health she found worldly amusemeni
fast regaining the ascendancy in her heart and

she was led earnestly to supplicate that sc

thing might be permitted to overtake and stof;

her downward course, and in effect a disabling

disease of years' continuance supervened, anc

she was obliged to return to her father'j'

house. Himself and two daughters comprised
the household. The father was not a meeting-

going man, and had he been so E. could scarcely

have accompanied him. She was not satis-

fied to go along with no attempt at worship,

and so arranged for their sitting down First-:

day mornings, but often she said, neighbors

would call in, and then father and daughter'

would fall to conversing while she would have;

to retire and finish her meeting alone. She

thought it not right for their effort towards
worship to be thus broken in upon, and so she

arranged to have a fire in the spare room on,

First-days and sit there, while she would go to

the door herself, if anyone knocked. It may
well be believed that this all did not take place

without deep feeling on the part of my friend.

Her countenance, she said, must nave "be-1

trayed her" on the first occasion of this kind,

as the neighbor appeared "shocked" on seeing

her. She informed him how they were en-

gaged and that they did not wish to be dis-

turbed, but he might come and sit with them.
As she was not over twenty-five, I think it will

be conceded that it required no little strength

of purpose, and some added grace to have en-

abled her to stand her ground as she did

among companions with whom she had been so

thouffhtless but a few months before. The
father became religiously minded and perhaps
it is not too much to believe that the daugh-
ter's faithfulness was instrumental to the sal-

vation of his soul. J. K.

Aluminum.—Aluminum is, at the oresent

price, the cheapest metal in the market, with

the exception of iron, zinc and lead. The
metal is now extensively used in place of cop-

per, brass, tin and in some cases even iron,

especially when the reduction of dead weight
is a question of great importance. Alum-
inum is also beginning to be used very largely

for electrical conductors, as it gives nearly the

same conductance as copper, weighs only half

as much and costs less. The progress made
in the use of aluminum in the past few years

justifies the most sanguine expectations.
Twenty years ago the total output in the

world did not exceed more than four or five

tons, and its price was thirty thousand dollars

per ton, ten years ago its price was reduced
to about ten thousand dollars per ton and
the output increased to about thirty tons

per annum; now the price is six hundred
and fifty dollars to seven hundred dollars per

g
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ra, and the output during the last twelve

onths is reckoned at five thousand tons.

—

'ledricity.
.

A Bad Gikl to Marry.—A bad daughter,

lys a writer, seldom makes a good wife. If

girl is ill-tempered at home, snarls at her

arents, snaps at her brothers and sisters, and

shirks" her ordinary duties, the chances are

>n to one that when she gets a home of her

wn she will make it wretched. There are

iris who fancy themselves so far superior to

leir parents that the mere privilege of enjoy-

ig their society in the house ought to be all

le old people should have the assurance to

3k. While their mothers are busy with do-

estic duties they sit in the easiest chait or

9 on the softest sofas, feeding on cheap and

ashy novels, and cherish the notion that

ley are very literary individuals.

The household drudgery is too coarse for

ich ladies as they. Girls of this sort are

enerally very anxious to be married, that

iey may escape the disagreeableness of a

Dme where they are held more or less under

ibjection. A caller, who doesn't have a

iance to see how they behave as daughters,

ay be excused for fancying them lovely and
'vable beings; but one who does see it is

lolish if he commits himself by offering mar-

^ge to a girl of this sort. If she will not

tsist her mother in the domestic labors, is she

|)t likely to be equally slothful and ill-tem-

^red when she marries? If she now thinks

^rself too fine to work, is it safe to expect

lat her views as to that matter would radi-

,lly change if she became a w\fel Selected.

For "The Friend."

It was said of Abraham Lincoln that when
quired of as to his success in obtaining and
Iding the attention of a large and mixed au-

nce, he answered something like this. That
ben speaking to such an audience, if two
jrds presented to convey the same meaning,
would always take or choose that word the

aning of which was known to most people,

le instance in speaking of the height of a

)untain, he would not say "altitude," he
ould say "height."
[Would it not be well for writers to observe
)e same rule?—W. P. T.

Notes from Others.

The Salvation Army has representatives at work
forty-.seven different countries, and issues forty-

e periodicals printed in twenty-one languages.

In all big cities there are multitudes of folk who
rk in the night time. In London fully one
ndred thousand inhabitants earn their bread by
sweat of their brows between sunset and sun-

PuLPiT Prayers. — Sometimes " fools rush 'in

ere angels fear to tread." But necessity compels
Sunday by Sunday we must offer public pray-
that are good or indifferent or poor.

—

F. B.
eper.

There are three hundred and seventy-eight
men millionaires in this country. In New York,
men, alone, pay taxes on property, as valuable
all the property in the whole United States at

time of the Revolution.

clergymen who can accept salaries for teaching

things contrary to their ordination vows have

lately been called hire critics. But there are

many others who are still "hampered with an old

fashioned conscience."

In the eastern part of Maine is a sect known as

the " Holy Ghost and Us." The head of that move-
ment in Calais is Elder George W. Higgins, who
was tarred and feathered in Levant in 1899. It

appears that the members in case of sickness refuse

to employ a physician or to administer any medicine.

The gospel according to Mark in Spanish and

English, an edition prepared especially for the

Pan-American Exposition, and taken from the

Spanish and English New Testament, by the Ameri-

can Bible Society. This society has sent into

Spanish-American countries since its organization

in 1816, to the close of the year 1900, about two
million volumes—Bibles, Testaments and Scripture

portions.

The birds' nests which the Chinese eat, ' and

which Li Hung Chang recently served to his guests,

and which are considered such a delicacy, are built

by a sort of cave swallow and are made of grass,

seaweed, fibres and small twigs, and are glued to

the rocky sides of caves by a saliva which comes

out of the bird's bill. Men go with ladders and

ropes and gather the nests after the young ones

have flown, three times a year, and sell them at

from ten to thirty dollars a pound. Wealthy
Chinamen buy them and make a soup of them,

which is said to be very wholesome and nourishing.

The Missionary Herald expresses its regret that

Great Britain is unwilling to consent to an increase

of the duties on opium by the Chinese government.
It is said that China has long desired to increase

the duty on opium as a means of lessening its con-

sumption by her people, while she is naturally

looking round for means for increased revenue to

enable her to meet the large indemnity she is to

pay the allies on account of the Boxer war, but

the cultivation of the poppy is so important a

matter to Indian finances that the opposition is

not unexpected, however lamentable. But any
one who pays attention to the long drawn out

negotiations at Pekin must recognize the all-

controlling influence exerted by the lust for gain,

even when so solemn a matter as peace or war is

at stake.

In giving some reminiscenses of Joseph McCreery,

the Free Methodist quotes a characteristic speech

of his, given in a ministerial conference, as fol-

lows :
" When I was a little boy I lived on the farm

with my grandfather. They had a hired girl by
the name of Peggy. Grandfather and Uncle John
would go over the hill to work and when Peggy
had dinner about ready she would take a great

conch-shell and give a tremendous blast to call

grandfather and Uncle John to dinner. They had
a little yellow dog, and when Peggy would give a

blast on the conch-shell the little yellow dog would
whine and cry and lie down and roll over and take

on fearfully. Finally some one told Peggy to put

some soft soap in the conch-shell and then when
she blew on it the yellow dog wouldn't take on so.

The next time Peggy went to blow on the conch-

shell she put in some soft soap and blew a great

blubber. The yellow dog didn't whine or cry, but

grandfather and Uncle John didn't come to dinner.

Now," said he " boys, whatever you do, don't put

any soft soap in the gospel horn ; let the yellow

dogs howl, but have the trumpet give the certain

An Anglo-american Alliance for Universal
Peace.—The Anglo-American idea of unity in the

near future between all communities of the Eng-
lish speaking race has taken firm hold in Great

Britain and to some extent has been implanted in

the minds of thinking men and women in the United
States. Whether erroneous or not, the idea is vital

and working, and it is well worth while to take cogni-
zance of the fact. What is looked upon by some as
rather a whimsical development or outcome of this

idea was the formation in London last year of the
Atlantic Union for the promotion of peace on earth,
good will to man, among the Anglo-Saxon and the
Anglo-Saxon-American peoples. It is expressly
stated that its name is not quite adequate because
it is by no means restricted by the seaboard of the
Atlantic ocean, but, on the contrary, would include
within its confines all the English speaking com-
munities in every quarter of the world. The most
prominent of the Atlantic Unionists are Dr. Stop-
ford, A. Brooke, Dean Farrar, Lord Coleridge, Sir

Michael Foster, and Dean Hyde, all of whom are
fairly well known in this country.

Rare Religious Speech in a Parliament.—A
movement in Austria called " Away from Rome,"
has excited much interest in Europe for a year or
more past. The following is the part of a con-
fession of faith representing the new movement,
as pronounced by Dr. Eisenkolb in the Austrian
Parliament :

" We have joined this movement out
of the inner convictions of the heart. We do not
intend to act dishonestly in the adoption of our
new confession. We have taken our catechism in

the hand and we have been learning what the true
character of Christian faith is. Our hearts have
been opened to the influences of the Gospel, and
we now belong to Jesus Christ, our Saviour. We
will not allow that anybody, be he clerical or lay,

step between us and our Saviour and claim to be
the mediator. We are happy in being able to take
up the battle for true Christianity for the Gospel,

because our hearts belong to the Saviour. There
was a time when Austria was at the point of be-

coming Protestant, but the murder of John Hus
and the slaughter of many thousands of the Czechs
and the battle of the White Mountain forced our
ancestors into the folds of Rome. We are now de-
termined to carry this propaganda for Protestant-
ism to all the corners of the empire, but it is not
done for the purpose of offending the Roman Catho-
lics, and least of all out of personal enmity to the
priests and other church officials ; but it is done
for the cause of the Gospel truth."

Items Concerning the Society.

Ohio Yearly Meeting, held at Barnesville, com-
mences on Seventh-day the 28th inst. Meeting of

Ministers and Elders on the day previous.

One of the smaller Yearly Meetings records that
its members are careful to avoid the use of spirit-

uous liquors " with possibly one exception."

Does it not seem to be a time when the leaven-

ing influence in the world of such a people as our
high and holy profession calls us to be, was never
more needed ?

—

Ohio to N. England Yearly Meeting.

A Typical Instance. — We observe in the
Knightstown (Indiana) Banner of Eighth Month
16th among its church notices the following natural
outcome of the pastorate system— one of those in-

stances such as a few years ago it was pronounced
uncharitable for Friends to predict :

" Friends Church—Services will be held at the
regular hours next Sunday. Preaching at 10.30
a. m. and 7..30 p. m. We are especially anxious
that those who are members of the church shall be
present next Sunday. Loyalty to God and the
church makes good men and women and also makes
the church strong. In the absence of Dr. Carson,

we cordially invite our Presbyterian friends to join

us in our services. We will make you welcome.
We also invite all others to come and enjoy the

Sabbath with us. Our music will be good and the
sermons will be helpful. We have a subject of

special interest for evening service. Hear it."
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The American Tin Plate Company,

following up its announcement to open all mills now
closed by the strike, has advertised for non-union men to

fill the places of the strikers. All applicants are offered

the highest wages and permanent jobs, but in every case

the application must be made personally and the applicant

declare himself free from all union control.

An offer of arbitration made to the U. S. Steel Corpora-

tion by Simon Burns, of the Knights of Labor, has been

rejected, on the grounds that there is nothing to arbitrate.

The Labor World demands the impeachment of Presi-

dent Shaffer, of the .Amalgamated Association, for calling

the steel strike, because, it is charged, among other

things, he compelled the steel workers to violate contracts,

and because the whole strike is unconstitutional and has

brought ruin to men who have made the Amalgamated

Association.

The«teamer City of Trenton was lately wrecked in the

Delaware River, near Torresdale, by the explosion of the

boiler, and twenty-five persons are known to have per-

ished.

The amount of milk received in New York daily is about

1,000,000 quarts. In e.xtremely warm weather this

amount is often exceeded by one-fifth. The supply comes

from points ranging from 20 to 350 miles distant from

the city.

A despatch from Stockton, Cal., of the 30th ult., says :

A special train of about forty carloads of potatoes will

leave here to-day for the Middle and Southern States.

The potatoes are raised on the river islands, west of this

city, and towed here on barges. The demand for pota-

toes, onions and cabbage throughout the Middle States, is

large, owing to the drouth, and hundreds of carloads will

be sent there from Stockton this year.

In view of the prevalence of smallpox in parts of the

city, the Board of Health has issued a statement urging

that all persons who have not been vaccinated within the

last seven years be immediately vaccinated.

The American workingman is paid on an average twice,

and in some occupations thrice, as much, and for shorter

hours, as the highest paid workingmen of Europe, accord-

ing to statistics issued by Carroll D. Wright, Commis-
sioner of Labor. In Austro-Hungary iron and steel roll-

ers receive 39 cents a day ; in New York, $6.75. In Spain

a carpenter and joiner averages 29 cents ; in New York,

$2.25 ; in California, $3.80 ; in Montana, $4.42. The
American workingwoman is as well paid, proportionately,

as the American workingman. She receives about 80 per

cent, of men's wages, as compared with as low as 30 per

cent, paid in some foreign countries. There has been a

steady increase of wages in this country. The earliest

reported blacksmith's wage in Massachusetts (1825) was
$1.50 a day for sixty-six hours a week. In 1900 it was
$2.41 a day for only fifty-five hours a week.

Taking frogs for market as a business has so steadily

increased during recent years that, according to the esti-

mate of the United States Fish Commission, the annual

catch in this country is but little less than 2,000,000
frogs. In all sections of the United States frog hunting

has been carried on, in fifteen of the States to such an

extent that it may be said to be of economic importance.
" Ranches " for the development of soft shell crabs con-

stitute one of the many fishing industries found along the

Eastern Shore of Maryland The greater number of these
" ranches" are formed by the waters of Chesapeake Bay,
and are located between Princess Anne and Crisfield, Md.

Nine hundred and forty-one thousand seven hundred
and sixty of the total population of New Jersey are males
and 941,909 females, the total population being 1,883,669.
The foreign born residents in the census year numbered
431,884, or 22.9 per cent. The colored population was
71,352, or 3.8 per cent. Of the colored people in New
Jersey 1393 were Chinese, 52 Japanese and 63 Indians,

the remainder being negroes.

Twelve workingmen nave arrived in this country from
England, sent by an English newspaper firm to study dif-

ferent trades. One of them has said :
" Our study has

shown us that the British workman is really as well paid

as the American, when the relative purchasing power of

their wages is considered. Everything is dearer here, in

proportion, than in England, and we have found that the

majority of British workmen in this country would be bet-

ter satisfied to return to their own land. Many of them,
after a fair trial, do so. Rents, living and traveling ex-

penses are all higher than in England. The one great
thing we have noted is the enormous aid the American
workman receives from machinery, and it is that which
undoubtedly gives America her great advantage in the
competition for the world's markets. Everything that
can be done by hand in our country is done quicker and
generally more accurately, if not better, by machinery in

this country."

An important extension has been made in the region of

observation and forecast of the weather during the past

three years. Stations in the West Indies have been thor-

oughly equipped and manned by regular observers of the

Weather Bureau. Reporting stations have been estab-

lished at Turk's Island and Bermuda, and provision has

been made for receiving daily reports by telegraph from

various points in Mexico. Through the medium of the

Meteorological Office, London (England), reports are re-

ceived daily by cable from various points in the British

Isles and on the West European coast, and also from the

Azores. The object of the West Indian branch of the

service is to give warning to shipping and to American

coast interests of the approach of tropical hurricanes. An
extension of the region of observation also has been made

in the Northwest British Territory, Barkerville now being

the extreme northwest station from which reports are

received.

It is said one New York dealer has this year sent out

more than three thousand cages of American queen bees

by mail to different parts of the world. The cage is of

wood, covered with wire netting at the top.

The orange and lemon crop in California this year has

been phenomenal. The total shipments from Southern

California for the season are 21,343 carloads, of which

1,581 carloads were lemons. This is against 15,778 cars

last season to the same date. At Riverside, which

is the centre of the orange belt, and from which about

5300 carloads oforanges have been shipped this season,

scores of acres of new orange groves are being laid out,

with the belief that the American and foreign demand

for oranges is capable of indefinite expansion.

A contract has been closed between the Gulf. Colorado

and Santa Fe Railroad Company and a fuel company of

Beaumont, Texas, for fuel oil. Under the contract the

Santa Fe Railroad agrees to take from the fuel company
a minumum of 9,000,000 barrels of oil during the next

twelve months. The daily shipments from the Beaumont
oil field now average eighty-five cars.

There were 410 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 90 less than the previous

week and 12 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 205 were males and 205 females: 37
died of consumption of the lungs ; 18 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria ;

19 of cancer ; 12 of apoplexy ; 8 of typhoid fever and 2
of small-pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8fc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5J to 6 yVc. ; good, 5f to 5Jc. ; me-
dium, 4i to 5Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Choice, 3J to 3|c.; good, 3J to 3Jc.;

common, U to 2c.; lambs, 3 to 6Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 9 to 9Jc.

Foreign.—The plague is reported to be widespread in

Kwang-Tung, one of the southern provinces of China.

Some of the villages have been nearly depopulated on
account of the flight of their inhabitants to escape it.

Byron Brenan, British Consul General at Shanghai, has
said: "From the standpoint of foreign interests the

position in China is far worse to-day than before the in-

ternational occupation of Pekin. The Chinese are now
better able than ever to play off one power against an-

other, so clearly have the interests of the several Powers
been shown to diverge. There is a very hostile feeling

in many parts of Northern China, and local disturbances
may be expected."

German papers state that the total population of China,
according to a Chinese journal, is at present 383,253,000.
On account of delays in settling certain claims of

France against Turkey, diplomatic relations between the
two countries have been interrupted, and the French am-
bassador has withdrawn from Constantinople. The French
Government holds that the Sultan has broken his word.
He has promised full payment of the long-standing in-

demnities to the Frenchmen, amounting to 12,000,000
francs, but has lately declined to pay the full amount,
and offered a reduced sum, which was refused by the
French ambassador, Constans.

Twenty years ago kerosene oil was practically un-
known in China. In 1890 more than 100,000,000 gallons
were imported.

The number of persons on the famine relief lists in

India has somewhat lessened, but numbered 507,000 on
the 26th ult.

The War Department at Washington has published a
statement respecting the success which has attended the
efforts to rid Cuba of yellow fever by killing infected
mosquitoes, which says, " It is believed that by pursuing
the present methods the island can be rid of yellow fever,
and its spread may be prevented, even when introduced
from the outside. If this condition can be brought about,

many of the restrictions now imposed upon commerce 1

quarantines can be done away with."

One newspaper is published in Greenland.

Congressman Hull, of Iowa, who has recently visiteq

the Philippines, remarks in reference to the natives, "Ol|

course, we shall have to govern them with firmness, at'

well as with kindness. I think 40,000 soldiers should be

'

kept there for some years to come."

At the beginning of the Eighth Month there werti

about 100,000 persons reported as inmates of the

centratioff camps in South Africa.

There were 1.50,000 children at school in India sixt}i

years ago. There are 4,000,000 now.

Some recent experiments have shown that when siftec

bone meal was inoculated with various bacteria, and kepi;

wet, a remarkable resolution of the constituents of tb(

bone, including the inorganic as well as the organic mat
ters, took place. The latter resolved themselves intc

simpler compounds of the type of ammonia. '

RECEIPTS.
Uulessottierwise specified, two dollars have been re-

.

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 75.

Henry S. Williams and Frances S. Williams, Pa.
,

Mary Annajones, G't'n.for Charles Jones and Johi

Barclay Jones ; Levi V. Bovverman, Canada, $i

No. 27 ; Anna Horst, Pa.
; J. S. Moore, Kans.

Mahlon Johnson, Ind
, |S, for himself, Ashley John

son, Nancy T. Hadley and Ruth Ann Stanton
Thomas H. Whitson, agt.. Pa., |S, for George Bj

Mellor, J. B. lacobs, Chas. S. Carter and Samuel
Forsvthe; Aiin Elfreth, Phila. ; Isaac Hall, Pa.

E. H. Richie, N. J. ; Mary Reynolds, Ind. ; Pheb;
A. Batting, Pa., per Wm. Trimble ; Anna P. Cham
bars and for Alfred Sharpless, Pa. ; Milton Mil!s|

la. ; Ole T. Sawyer, la., I15, for himself, Johi

Knudson, her Olson, Sigbjorn T. Rosdale, Ma
linda Thompson, Anna T. Tostenson, and $1 eaci*

for Ole H.Bryngleson. Salve K. Roseland and Knm
Thompson ; Wm. Stanton, agent, O , $14, for Wt
Bundy

, Joseph Gibbons, John G. Hall. James He
derso'n, Charles Livezey, Wm. Pickett and Robei,

H. Smith ; L. O. Stanley, agt , Ind.. for John R

Hodson, Kans.. Vol. 74; Caspar W. Thompsor.
N. I. ; Joseph Warner Jones, Pa. ; E. B. Stanle\

Ia.,"|i : Mary W. Bacon, N. J. ; Mary W. Carslakt

N. J.;Benj. P. Hoopes, Phila.; Phebe E HaF
agt., O., $4, for Hannah A. Webster and Lydia ?[

VVebster ; Henry B. Leeds, agt., N. J., fS. for Ann'
K. Woodward, Benjamin S. DeCou, William I!

Haines and Edward S. Harmer ; Lloyd Baldersto

and for George Balder.ston, Md. ; Anna Spencei

G't'n
; Joseph B. Kester, Pa.

S!^ Remittances received after Third-day noon v

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth Month V

1901. J. Henry Bartlett, Sup't.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St . Phila.-

On and after Ninth Month 2nd, 1901, the Library will 1

open on week-days from 11.30 a. m. to 2 p. M. and fro

3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.— Reduced rates from Phil

'

delphia and points west to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting,

be held at Barnesville, Ohio, can be obtained via B. &i

R. R. for a fare and a third—that is the round trip fro

Philadelphia to Barnesville and return for $15.50,

regular fare being $23.20. Tickets must be purchase

between Ninth Month 23rd and Ninth Month 26th incl

sive, and are good only until Tenth Month 7th, inclusiv.

giving the purchaser two full weeks from Ninth Mod

23d in which to make the trip. For further informatic

call or address Bernard Ashby, 834 Chestnut St., Phil

or T. C. HoGUE, West Chester, Pa.

Died, the sixteenth of Eleventh Month, 1900, in t

ninetieth year of her age, Esther Green, an esteem

member of Hickory Grove Monthly and Particular Mei

ings, Iowa. During a lengthened illness which terminat

her life, she was an instructive example of quiet patiem

, at her home in Lynn, Mass., on the eleventh

First Month, 1901, Mary M. Gove, aged nearly eigh'

four years, a daughter of Joseph and Mehetabel Meac

of South Berwick (near North Berwick) Maine.

The remainder of this notice will be found on page S

of the last volume of The Friend, (No. 44f. this be!

now inserted by way of correction of that notice.
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Jhe Christlike utterance of our beloved

jsident, "May God forgive him!" which he

like when pierced by an assassin's bullet,

;1 disarm more Anarchists than all that

In's vengeance or gibbets can deter. That

line expression dates from Christ on the

|»ss and has done more than all wars to ten-

•, redeem and civilize mankind. The win-

Ig power, of Him who was so lifted up as to

jiw all men unto Him, is still potent,' and it

i boon to this generation that the wrath of

i.n can still praise Him in showing to the na-

m an evidence of the Spirit of Him who said,

j'ather forgive them, for they know not

at they do." President McKinley has not

(ad in vain if only to have been brought to

Is place of such gospel preaching, which will

come again historic.

But how blind sin makes the foolhardy, who

(st always find that for every head of a gov-

>|iment which they cut off, another forthwith

rings up in its place. Rebels to civil gov-

!Jiment because rebels to the word of Divine

iice in their hearts, may they be tendered

some sense of the virtue of Christ's spirit as

)wn in William McKinley's words, which for

he knew, were dying words.

We know not the result thus early in the

lings, but can only wish blessing to our

Resident's life, and if that be inevitable, his

idth.

Miracles of Grace Continued.—The fol-

iving extract from the Boston Congregation

id failed of being appended to our last week's

tlnarks entitled, "How to begin miracles:"

JThe church can maintain its supremacy in

h world only by the evidence of Divine au-

tjjrity within it. And the evidence of that

slthority in its members which ever has con-
uced the world has been "the Lord working
vth them, and confirming the word by signs

tlit followed." The company of believers in

Christ will imnress the world only by showing

that they have power which the world has not.

Men will pray when they see that prayer brings

answer in gifts of power. Men will learn and

obey the words of Christ when they see that

knowledge of Him enriches and transfigures

life. The Church must show itself different

from and above the world if it is to transform

the world. And all that the Church needs for

this purpose is the gift of the Holy Spirit.

That gift is promised to them that ask. The

result of his indwelling wilF be signs which

will demonstrate his presence. Whether or

not they shall include manifest banishing of

disease from the body we do not affirm. But

they do include transformations of character

which are miracles of grace, and which enno-

ble and purify the body. They include self-

denial for Christ's sake and sacrifice for oth-

ers for the sake of mankind for whom Christ

died, which are the fruit only of the Holy

Spirit, and which are the deeds always

wrought in men through complete surrender

to that indwelling Spirit. These are the mir-

acles which the church imperatively needs.

She can have them for the asking.

Pay in Kind.

We have nothing to say against human la-

bor, or the exercise of the natural faculties of

man, being employed and paid for by man,

and with man-made money. The Scriptures

have something to say for it, in the words,

"The laborer is worthy of his hire;" pay of

the kind that he and his work is; also the

needful maintenance of the bodies of men

when spiritually engaged under conditions that

make such maintenance on their own part out

of the question. When self-support was prac-

ticable, even in religious journeyings Paul

manfully undertook it by his trade or handi-

craft. And as a usual practice the Society of

Friends assumes the needful expense of an

approved religious .iourney in the cause of the

gospel.

"The laborer is worthy of his hire. " —This is

indeed true J'or the labor of the natural parts,

and when so accepted for a minister's work

amounts to a confession that his is the minis-

try of the natural parts. But the hire of the

man spiritual is not of the carnal order. The

verdict upon a laborer that he is "worthy of

his hire" when that hire is in carnal form

seems for such ministers as are willing to put

their ministry on that kind of estimate, like a

withering sarcasm; as if that is just what

they are worthy of,— carnal hire if their

preaching is man-made; but spiritual hire

when ii is of the immediate Divine hiring, in-

spiration and authority. And it is of that

gospel "the power of God unto salvation"

that they who preach the gospel will live.

Without living of it they could not have the

true life to preach it however highly salaried

they might preach about it.

Money and articles of exchange get all their

exchangeable value between men from man's

labor which they cost. Money buys man's

labor only; it never purchases the directly

Divine labor, operation or spiritual gift. Pe^

ter denounced a seeker for power as having no

part or lot in gospel work because he "thought

the gift of God could be purchased for

money." Therefore that can be no immediate

Divine gift, but merely man's work, that

is hirable by man. Human talents about Di-

vine things may be hired, but the effectual

operation of the Divine gift is the Divine pre-

rogative only, and not for sale. Lectures may

indeed be paid for, and the taking pay for dis-

courses confesses that they are lecturers, not

the Divine ministry, preaching, or message

from above, but human products. In short,

the kind of pay one asks for his labor is a con-

fession of the nature of his labor.

These remarks have been written after a

reading of words in an exchange contending

that the Apostle Paul applies the maxim quo-

ted to the work of the ministry. The article,

however, goes on to say:

But that is not saying that it is right for

them to labor just for the support. Thus they

would become mere hirelings, like a man who

puts in his day and gets his money and de-

parts. Such a hireling ministry would soon

ruin the Church of Christ and turn it into a

money-getting machine. The true minister

will work for souls and let the hire take care

of itself. Neither Christ or any of his apos-

tles fulfilled the oflice of the ministry for the

money they could get out of it. Judas was

the only one who labored for money, and he

made a bad wreck. The hireling ministry will

not work unless they are paid in actual cash.

The true ministry will work whether paid or

not. They cannot cease from preaching the

gospel as they have opportunity and author-

ity. These principles need to be kept to the

front continually, so carnal and selfish is the

human mind. It will therefore be readily seen

how spiritually-minded the work of the minis-

try requires us to be. The old priests said:

"Put me into the priest's office that I may eat

a piece of bread." It was the r?ign of that

priesthood that scattered the chosen people to

the four winds.
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Poverty and Plenty Among the Anglican

Clergy.

The London correspondent of The New York

Evening Post writes in a pathetic strain of the

pecuniary distress of the clergy of the Estab-

lished Church in England. He said that the

condition of poverty of many clergymen of

the State Church is simply deplorable, and

that this is due almost entirely to the system

of "livings" from which the Church suffers.

In the Established Church there are fourteen

thousand benefices, seven thousand of which

are worth less than $650 a year; fifteen hun-

dred more of them less than $.500 a year,

while about three hundred others furnish an

income under $250 a year. There are sixty-

one livings in the diocese of Petersborough

furnishing an average annual income of $225,

while the occupants of several in the diocese

of Newcastle receive about $125 a year.

When one considers what is demanded of a

minister of the Established Church in the way
of education and preparation of various kinds

for his peculiar work, it does not need a math-
ematical demonstration to prove that it is

difficult and practically impossible for a man
to live within the bounds of decency upon such

meagre income. The bachelor clergymen find

it extremely difficult to make both ends meet
under these circumstances, but when the cler-

gyman has a wife and children and other de-

pendents it is not strange that a condition of

absolute penury ensues.

In striking contrast with the paltry salaries

furnished in thousands of these livings are the

stipends which are given to the archbishops
and bishops of the Church. While the aver-

age annual value of many of the English liv-

ings runs from $125 to $200 the stipend re-

ceived by the Archbishop of Canterbury in ad-

dition to his historic London abode, Lambeth
Palace, and his London residence in the neigh-

borhood of the Croydon suburbs, is $75,000.
The Archbishop of York and the Bishop of
London receive $50,000 each, while the other
bishops of whom there are thirty-two, receive
stipends ranging from $25,000 to $7,500.

The Post's correspondent says that one
class of reformers is demanding an equaliza-

tion of these stipends in order to relieve the
destitution of the poorer clergy. The bishop
of Southampton is represented as informing
his clergy, however, that even if the bishop's
incomes were divided among their poorer
brethren, the incomes of the latter would be
increased by only $55 per annum. On the
other hand many of the clergy insist that the
fault lies with the laity, who are woefully
wanting in the broader and deeper manifesta-
tions of the spirit of beneficence. It is not at
all remarkable that a spirited controversy is

raging because of the existence of these great
extremes of poverty and wealth in the Angli-
can Church, and that the authorities of the
Church may feel compelled at an early date to
institute practical measures for the relief of
their humbler, and not less worthy, though
poverty-stricken, brethren.

—

Christian Advo-
cate.

"One member of the body may seem to
profit at the expense of another for a time;
but sooner or later the whole organism will

suffer on account of the weakening or destruc-
tion of the neglected or abused member."

The Mississippi River.

"I have been very much impressed with the

importance of small things in late years,"

said an old steamboat man, "and the Missis-

sippi River has furnished me some rather

good examples. I can understand now why
Ctesar looked out upon the Nile in such curi-

ous amazement and offered all that he stood

for to the Egyptian priest if he would show
him the source of that wonderful river. But
the antics of the Nile look like insignificant

nothings to me when compared with the

strange conduct of the stream that oozes out

of the earth at Itasca and hurries on its mur-
ky and devious way toward the Gulf of Mex-
ico. Towns along the xMississippi that stood

right on the bank of the river have been iso-

lated even in my day, and there are, too, all

along the course of the stream little empires in

view where the river has encroached upon small

centers of population, finally eating the earth

away and forcing the inhabitants to seek
other quarters. There are hundreds of these

places that are almost forgotten now, even by
the men who are constantly on the river.

"What brings about these violent changes
along the banks of the river? Not floods. It

is just the ordinary doings of the stream. In

the first place the current of the Mississippi is

wonderfully swift, and the sediment deposited
at any point where resistance to the flow is

offered is very great. Tie a string to the
neck of a bottle and sink it with the mouth of

the bottle up and open.

"If held in one place where the flow is nor-

mal in an extremely short period of time the
bottle will fill with sediment. Stretch a net
across the river, a net so finely woven that
nothing but the pure water of the river can
pass through, and on account of the rapidity
of the flow and the greatness of the deposit of
sediment, almost in a twinkling the river
would be dammed at that point. Experts
have admitted this This brings me to the
point of my narrative.

"The flow of currents is frequently inter-
fered with by sunken boats, perhaps by a
jackstaff sticking up above the surface. The
current is diverted by degrees, generally
touching the far side of the stream a mile
from the point where it again meets resist-

ance, and immediately begins the building of
a sandbar. I have seen a thousand examples
of this sort during my career on the river, and
I have known of instances where the root of a
tree or the mere twig of a willow have brought
about similar conditions. These things have
tended to make a riddle out of the river; yet
the stream after a while will be handled so as
to undo all that it has accomplished in this
way."—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

deportment and character. We say to ever

boy and girl, cultivate habits of courtesy an'

propriety at home— in the sitting room an

,

kitchen as well as in the parlor—and you will

be sure in other places, to deport yourself
:

becoming and attractive manner."

—

L. G. £
in Herald of Truth.

Habits of Courtesy.—"A boy who is po-
lite to his father and mother is likely to be
polite to everyone else. A boy lacking polite-
ness to his parents may have the resemblance
of courtesy in society, but is never truly po-
lite in spirit, and is in danger as he becomes
familiar of betraying his real want of courtesy.
We are all in danger of living too much for
the outside world, the impression which we
make in society; not coveting the good opin-
ion of those who are in a sense part of our-
selves and continue to sustain and be inter-
ested m us notwithstanding these defects of

About Prunes.

Prunes are just now, says the Preshyteriai,

being recommended by some physicians, t

the mothers whose children are very fond o

candy. These doctors say that prunes, espt

cially the delicious ones that grow in Califoi

nia, are not only as good to the taste as cat'

dy, but keep the stomach in much better cor

dition, while still supplying the needed suga

to the system
The prune grows in California, Washingtor

Oregon, Idaho, and some parts of Europe, bli-

the soil and climate of California seem espr

cially adapted to it. The prune tree, whic

'

looks much like a plum tree, grows from
seed, but in a very odd way. A peach o

apricot seed is planted, and when the littl

tree is one year old it is cut off close to th

ground. A piece of live prune wood is fast

ened to it. That is called grafting. By an'

by the stem of the little peach tree and th

piece of prune tree grow together. Then i

is a prune tree.

The trees begin to bear fruit when they ar

about three years old. The trees bloom in th

Third month and are virtually covered wit

blossoms somewhat smaller than white appl

blossoms. A prune orchard in bloom look

just as if it were covered wiih snow, and is

pretty sight. '

The prunes are green at first, then they ar

red, but when they are ripe they are a dee

blue. They ripen mostly in Eighth Month.
As soon as they are ripe they fall oil

Then the boys and girls and other people pic

them up and put them in boxes. The boxe

are put in a wagon, the wagon goes to th

packing house, and at the packing house th

prunes are graded and placed together accorc

ing to size, like the soldiers in a companj
The prunes are dipped in a hot liquid so th

skins crack a little. Then they have a col

water bath. After that the prunes are pu

out on trays to dry in the sunshine. It doe

not rain on them, because in California it doe'

not rain in summer. It rains hardly any ei

cept from Eleventh Month to Third Month
After the prunes have been in the sun four o

five days, they are put in stacks for a fei

days. Then the prunes are sorted into te

different lots. Of some lots it takes fror

twenty to thirty to make a pound, of other

thirty to forty, of others forty to fifty, of otb

ers fifty to sixty, of others sixty to seventy

of others seventy to eighty, and so on. The
are heated so like molasses taffy they won'

go to sugar. They are then packed for ship

ment.

" God answers prayer ; sometimes, when hearts ar

weak,
He gives the very gifts believers seek.

i.

But often faith must learn a deeper rest,
|And trust God's silence when He does not speak j

I

For He, whose name is love, will send the best. '

Stars may burn out, nor mountain walls endure,
But God is true, his promises are sure

To those who seek."
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Some Brief Extracts From a Manuscript.
(Continued [rom page 44.)

Benjamin Kite writing to John Letchworth

,ys: Within the last week there have come
cm Alexandria and settled among us Thomas

id Sarah Matthews, Friends in the ministry,

ho from their appearance will be likely to

•Qve a valuable addition to our meeting.

linking of the many Friends leaving the

mthern States has brought to my mind the

les of the pious Cowper:
" He hears the wheels of an offended God
Groan heavily along the distant road."

Many Friends voted at the late election. I

ve not for several years. I never voted for

jvernor,* but once for Mifflin . . . Thyreflec-

jns about dibbling in politics are very simi-

r to those which have often occurred to my
ind. Yet I by no means censure those who
el free to vote even for Governor, which I

a restrained from doing. My desire of be-

^ less confined by employment increases,

|d of leaving the city decreases. I think I

iast stay and suffer with our "degenerate

urch, " as Jas. Pemberton calls it, though I

ly not be able to do much for its assistance.

lave often thought that if some of our goodly

ung men would now and then put a shoulder

Ithe wheel, it would be of singular service. Oh

!

is of good savor when words spoken to the

icipline are not spoken from habit but neces-

jy. J. M. has several times appeared as a

Inister since I wrote, so that Jerusalem is

it yet forsaken, thanks to her unslumbering

lepherd. Not all who rightly open their

i)uths in public testimony become established

j
living ministers of the Gospel. In some

p call to this exposure may have been but to

Imble and prove them. But I apprehend

lat in most of such cases, those set aside

ive failed in dedication in other things—-un-
jalified submission to the heart-cleansing

jeration of the baptism of fire and of the

!)ly Ghost has not been abode in, and so the

(ring of spiritual nourishment has gradually

lied up. Though like a tree whose main
ots have been cut off they may still for a

ison show some greenness, yet too often the

ives cover barren branches, or those which
: not perfect their fruit. If the love of the

.,irld in any form gets into the heart, if

?y of the corrupt propensities of the man
iture obtain dominion, the gift and grace of

^3 Spirit must wither, must weaken, must
•ji. What then can be expected but that

^lat was committed to them be taken away?"
John Letchworth having returned from a

nit in Maryland wrote of Baltimore Yearly
lieting: "There was but one subject which
f|5med much to agitate the minds of some,

t|it of receiving persons into membership
ithout regard to nation or color. As I had
:;ce passed through such a scene in our own
Wly Meeting, I was enabled to enjoy a calm
ijhat shall I say?)—in the midst of a storm —
[[lieving the time would come when they, too,

(luld settle calmly under it. What seemed a

litle singular was that it was not so much
Iirylanders who objected as Pennsylvanians
\io had removed there before we had gotten
si far along as at present. Poor things!
tisy seem not to have progressed an inch since.

•' . Such is the instability of thy weak brother

'His objection to this was that according to the Con-
station he is a military officer.

that twice has he been reproved by an elder

for being too cheerful. It is not always easy

to wash and anoint when fasting is our por-

tion, and I have not yet learned always to look

grave and sober when my heart is merry. I

was in company with those I loved and could

make free with, and I suppose I was off my
guard. As thou sees that I am tolerably

honest I hope thou wilt bear with me . . .

Just here I will state having heard my
father speak of being at a Monthly Meeting,

where the case of^ a colored applicant was
adversely decided, when a zealous young man
being requested to inform him of the result,

arose saying, "Well, Friends, what shall I

tell him! That he is too black to become a

member amongst us?" That worthy minister

Micajah Collins related that a colored man
having at times appeared— in the meeting he

was a member of the elders waited upon him
with a request that he withhold his exercises.

After sitting a time in solemn silence the col-

ored man said, "I shall be obedient to your

commands but I have this to testify to you.

'As you have rejected the messenger sent, so

there shall no ministry be raised up among
you while the present heads of the meeting re-

main in mutability,' " or words to this effect,

and Micajah added, "It proved a true predic-

tion. I was the first." Alas for human pre-

judice!

Benjamin Kite replies to the foregoing:

"Beloved brother, thy letter was more than

agreeable to me, it was cause of rejoicing,

and let who will, chide, I wish neither of us

may pretend to be grave when we do not really

feel so. How can I do other than rejoice

when I find that one so dear to me has per-

formed through Divine assistance a weighty

undertaking to his own solid peace ... It

will no doubt be cause of wonder to thee that

thy timid brother is about to involve himself

in debt. Thomas (his son) and I expect to be

in business pretty largely in the spring. As
a first step we mean to publish an interesting

little piece—"Life of E. Ashbridge," which

we hope will sell, as it will come home to the

bosoms of those who experience domestic

afflictions."

John Letchworth writes to his nephew Tho-

mas: "Thy father hints that he has a pros-

pect of entering into business with thee. I

hope, indeed, I expect that it has been well

considered. I was going to hint that as thou

has served a regular apprenticeship and has a

pretty large acquaintance, perhaps by this

lime thou hast large ideas of doing business;

for youth is sanguine, and wonderful instances

of this your city has produced. Thy father

styles himself, and perhaps justly so, timid.

Now I wish if there is any portion of rashness in

thy composition, this timidity may act as a

just counterpoise, that so you may get along

with reputation." ... To this Thomas Kite

replies: "Thy letter and the concern it ex-

pressed for my welfare were both acceptable

to me, and I hope thou wilt never omit com-

municating whatever thou may think benefi-

cial. Youth, as thou observest, is rash and

ofttimes exposed to temptation, which renders

the advice and counsel of those who have al-

ready trodden the slippery path both safe and

useful. Independently of wishing to form an

establishment which may afford a livelihood,

can my attention be turned to a more proper

object than relieving my beloved father from
the laborious and irksome employment from
which he feels himself much released? I hope
in accordance with thy advice to pay proper

attention to his caution and not undertake

any thing of importance without his concur-

rence." Soon after this Benjamin Kite re-

signed his school.

Although actively engaged in prosecuting

his temporal business, Thomas Kite had given

evidence of dedication to what he considered

his religious duties; and from the time of the

remarkable dream, heretofore related, his

father had believed that he was under prepa-

ration for usefulness in the church and would,

if faithful, have a gift in the ministry con-

ferred upon him. Thus he heard with joy of

his first appearance, which was at Frankford

Meeting, to which he went in company with

that true-hearted elder Mary Harper, who on

the way believed it right to incite him to

faithfulness, saying, "Thomas, if thou hast

anything for us to-day, be faithful." Strength-

ened doubtless by the sympathy of his honored

friend, he expressed a few words in great fear.

His growth in the gift received was gradual

and solid, until he attained the stature of a

strong man in Christ Jesus. And here I may
remark that I apprehend that few since Sam-
uel Emlen's day, who said of himself that "by
jobbing he earned his daily bread," were more
engaged in visits to the sick and afflicted

than was Thomas Kite. An inmate of his

family said that often of evenings while en-

gaged in reading they would notice the book

was laid aside and after sitting awhile in si-

lence he would get ready and go out. They

knew that he had felt drawn to some
mission of consolation. The late William

Kite told me that in earlier life he was ac-

costed by a stranger attracted by his, at that

time, infirm health, who after some remarks

in relation to futurity, and finding out his

name, asked if he was related to Thomas Kite,

and then said "Ah! you don't know what you

have lost as we missionaries do."
[To be continued.)

The Vital Problem of Civilization.—In

Plato's "Republic" one may see an up-to-date

editorial satire on the faults and foibles of

democracy as exemplified in Tammany Hall,

the principles of education involved in such

current topics as the kindergarten, the elect-

ive system, physical culture and many other

things. The reason so much remains of Pla-

to's theory of education is that the problem

to him is one of making good men and women.

For a good man or woman is a good citizen

and a good citizen is the vital problem of civ-

ilization .... not the sacrifice of the weak to

the strong, but the devotion of the strong to

the weak. This is the only law of progress.

To-day the world needs prophets, saints and

heroes more than ever before. The splendid

ideal of citizenship and fraternity which Pla-

to narrowed to an aristocratic privilege our

modern civilization has extended to all. Our

democratic ideal is far nobler than Plato or any

ancient ever dreamed of. It demands great

things, for the crisis of our civilization is at

hand. The miracles of industrial progress in

the nineteenth century must be followed by

miracles of moral progress in the twentieth,

else all our wealth, leisure and opportunity

will be our ruin.

—

Edward Cumminqs.
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Romance of 1

Sponges are not so cheap as they look,

though one can buy an inferior quality for

very little money. The best sponges in the

market come from the Mediterranean, and a

few, almost as good, come from the north

coast of Cuba. The quantity of the latter is

so small that they make little impression upon

the market. Four-fifths of the sponges

brought to New York are from Key West and

the West Indies, the very cheapest grade

being imported in great quantities from the

Bahamas. Nassau, the capital of the Baha-

mas, is the greatest sponge market of the

world, and about nine hundred thousand pounds

of sponges are shipped from there to the

United States every year. New York dealers

who absolutely control this output, ship a

large share of the sponges to European mar-

kets.

"Sponging used to be a very interesting

and picturesque performance," said a New
Y'ork wholesale dealer to a Sun reporter.

About nine-tenths of the native population of

the Bahamas is interested in one way or anoth-

er in this industry, and in the old days the

natives owned their boats and were spongers

on their own hook.

"They took small schooners provisioned for

five or six weeks, loaded their wives and chil-

dren aboard, and set sail for the sponging
grounds. Sometimes they got a load in a
week or two. Sometimes they were out six

weeks. If the weather was good, everything

went easily and the excursion was one festive

and protracted picnic. Cooking was done
over a fire built upon the sand in a box lashed

to the side of the boat. When the weather
was bad no cooking was done, but in good
weather the fire flamed up from every boat
all the evening, and, as there were usually a
good many boats on the sponge grounds at

once, the sight was picturesque. The Nassau
Sponge Exchange runs the whole business
now, and some of the zest seems to have gone
out of it.

"There are no sponges right around Nas-
sau, but the Exchange is there and each of
its members sends out his own fleet, which
is busy all the year round. The merchant has
a number of schooners of from ten to twenty
tons. Sometimes he owns two boats. Some-
times he owns thirty. He engages the negro
captain for his boat, and the captain chooses
his own crew. The owner provisions the boat,

and the provision included in the contract is

always the same— so many pounds of flour,

rice and salt pork, and so many quarts of gin
for each sponger. If a man takes wife or
children along, he must provide the extra food
for them.

. . . "The boats are made with heavy glass
set in their bottoms, and the water down
there is so clear that one can look through
this square of glass right down to the bottom
of the sea. Sometimes instead of the glass in

the boat the men carry a glass box, that is a
wooden box with a glass bottom. They hold
this over the side of the boat with the glass
just below the level of the surface; and no
matter how rough the water is the bottom
may be seen through the glass. The boat
cruises around until it strikes a place where
the sponges are thick. Then it anchors.

"If the water is shallow the sponges are

raked up with rakes a good deal like those

used for oysters. If tne water is deep the

spongers strip and dive for the sponges. A
man will dive down in two hundred feet of

water, and then come up again, having gath-

ered all the sponges for two or three yards

around.

"The waters are full of sharks, but nobody

seems to mind them. If one happens to be

swimming along right beside the boat the men
wait until he passes before they dive. That's

all. When there are children on board they

frequently fall overboard, but even the babies

can swim.

"When the live sponge is brought up and

thrown on deck it looks more like a lot of un-

commonly nasty liver than like anything else,

and it smells rankly. Right there's where
sponging ceases to be attractive. The spong-

ers drink quantities of gin, to keep them from
being chilled by being so much in the water.

"As soon as a good number of sponges have

been collected the boats put into the nearest

land and the sponges which are dry and dead

by this time, are put in kraals. That is they

are put where salt water can reach them, but

are picketed so that they cannot be washed
away. After a day or two of that they are

washed by hand and laid out in the sun to

bleach. Part of the men stay and watch
them while others go off after more.

When a full load is ready the boats put back

to Nassau. There the sponges are sorted ac-

cording to quality and put in piles on the floor

of the exchange. The dealers walk around,

examine the lots and write the prices they are

willing to pay on slips of paper, which are

handed to the clerk. He reads out the names
of the highest bidder on each lot. There is no
bargaining, no talking, no second chance. It

is perhaps, the most quiet market in the
world.

"Each dealer carries his purchases off to

his own sponge yard, a place enclosed in stone

walls and partly covered by a shed. There
hosts uf colored people, men, women and chil-

dren, clip the sponges, cut away the roots,

wash out or cut out the lumps of hard sand,

etc. There is a great art in sponge clipping.

The aim must be to cut out all ob.iectionable

matter with as little injury to the shape and
size and texture of the sponge as possible.

Often the cuts are invisibly sewed together,
so that no ragged hole will show. The bits of
sponge clipped off are used for packing pur-
poses or for fertilizer.

"The sponges would in their normal state
take up too much room in shipping, so they
are pressed .into bales, and the degree to

which they are capable of compression may be
understood from the fact that the natives
boast they can pack a bushel of sponges into
a cigar box. The sheep's wool sponge, which
is the finest variety, sells in Nassau, for
about $1.15 a pound, while the cheapest qual-
ity brings about twenty-five cents a pound.
The owner of the boat takes half the profit of
the load, and the crew divides the other half,

so the men's earnings vary, but they seldom
exceed forty cents a day."

Modern doctors are inclined to frown upon
the sponge. They say it is a refuge for mi-
crobes, big and little, and that the lack of
care in regard to bath sponges, is responsibl
for much trouble.

"It is simply astounding that decent peopl.

can use sponges as they do," said a Nev

York doctor. "A sponge should always bi

carefully washed, in very hot water, after be

ing used, and every few days it should h
washed in an antiseptic."

The World's Largest Telescopes.

It has long been k^own that if telescope

could be produced large enough and with len

ses powerful enough an intimate acquaintanc

might be gained with worlds now separate

from us by immensity of space. To this em

the philosophers and astronomers have beei

working for centuries and with comparativel;

good results. The first telescope, it is said

was made in Holland about 1608, practical!

applied by Galileo in 1610 and gradually im

proved upon from the time of Sir Isaac New
ton to that of Herschel. Great telescope

may be said to have made their appearand

with Sir William Herschel's big forty-footer

finished in 1789, with which he, first of al

astronomers, discovered the volcanoes of tb

moon. England took the lead and held it fo

years, while good work was also done in Eu

rope. But lately the English astronomers ad

mit that while America has advanced, thei

country has fallen behind in this regard. I

was in 1828 that Lord Ross built the first gi,

gantic reflecting telescope, with a focal lengtli

of fifty-two feet, the tube being fifty-six fee'|

long and seven feet in diameter and its mir.

ror six feet across. This telescope and th'i

mounting cost all of $100,000, but at its besi

worked imperfectly and is now obsolete,

though still in occasional use.
,

j

It may be debatable whether the reflectioj

or refracting telescopes are to be of greate

service in the future, for, while the larees

"reflector"—that of Paris—was the lates,

made, the largest "refractor"—the Yerke

telescope of the Chicago university—immedi

ately preceded it, and both have fully realize^

the expectations of their constructors. Les

than eighty years ago the largest refractini

telescope had an object glass only five inche

in diameter, yet it was with this one that Si

John Herschel made his famous observation

of double stars. Soon after, object glasses o

nine inches, then of fifteen inches, were man

ufactured and mounted, one of the latter be

ing placed in the Harvard college observator

in 1847. Then followed the Princeton tele

scope with a twenty-three inch aperture, thi;

Washington Naval observatorv with one o

twenty-six, Greenwich, England, with twenty

eight inches; Meudon and Nice, France, eacl

with one of twenty-nine inches; Meudon agaii

with a thirty-two inch, the Lick, California

with its big thirty-six inch, and the Y'erke

at Geneva Lake, Wis., with the largest of it

kind ever produced—forty inches in diameter

The largest reflector of recent times is thi

telescope first exhibited at the Paris exposi

tion of 1900. with object glass forty-nio'

inches across, and which is nearly duplicate

by that of Melbourne University.. Australia.

If the makers of lenses or object glasse

could keep pace with the demands of the a?

tronomers, it would not be very long befor

all the important heavenly bodies would bi

brought, visually, within a few miles of tb

earth; but there is a limit to the size of th
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ises they can cast and polish, and that

iiit, it is thought, has been nearly reached,

e process is complicated and costly, and

are are but few successful makers of tele-

jpic lenses in the world. There is none, in

ct, who can surpass the Clarks of Cam-
'idgeport, Mass., who shaped and polished

3 immense disks for the Yerkes telescope.

ie firm, at present represented by Alvan G.

|irk, was founded by his father, Alvan L'lark,

'arly fifty years ago. Experiments begun as

fly as 1846 resulted in a world-wide celebri-

I and culminating in the grinding of the

'ises for the thirty-six inch Lick, the largest

jn attempted, and later of the forty-inch

IS for the Yerkes telescope. Yerkes paid

ire than $20,000 for the rough disks of the

jescope that bears his name, and paid Clark

'6,000 for working and insuring them. As
;,ny lenses are fractured in the grinding and

ive to be replaced, sometimes again and

jain, the business of polishing is attended

jth enormous risk.

;ln a comparison of the world's telescopes

; to the present time, there is no doubt that

i United States is in advance both as to the

imber and size. With the sole exception of

3 Paris telescope of 1900. which has a tube

(3 hundred and eight-six feet in length, the

irkes telescope, with its focal length of

tty-four feet, is the largest in the world,

fe second largest being the Lick, which is

iy-seven feet ten inches. It should be said

( the Paris instrument, however, that it

lifers from the American telescopes in being

I'unted horizontally on a rigid bed and in

j?ing a reflector instead of a refracting

j:S.

The United States, then, still holds the

(hors for refracting telescopes and, more-

let, it is admitted by all that if the French

itrument were mounted in some elevated po-

Jion, having the clearer atmosphere of Amer-
i, it would do much more for science than

has done already. It is the advantageous

j^ition of the Lick observatory, situated as

is four thousand three hundred feet above

i sea in the clear atmosphere of California,

it has caused an English scientific writer to

lint out the fact of its having done more for

f'dern astronomy than any other instrument

I
the world. The Lick telescope weighs

Hy tons and the Yerkes seventy-five tons.

'T the construction and mounting of the for-

tra fund of $700,000 was available, and for

k latter $1,000,000. The lens of the great

Iris telescope weighs seven hundred pounds,

casting and polishing being looked upon as

miracle of ingenuity. The Yerkes object-

i, as mounted in its iron cell, weighs one

i)usand pounds.

One of the world's curiosities is the "el-

;W telescope" of the Paris university, the

pe of which is bent, with a reflecting mirror

I
the angle, into which the observer looks

j-ough the eyepiece.

ilt is the opinion of an acknowledged astro-

Imical expert that the giant astrophysical

lescope of the future is to be of the reflec-

]• class, owing to the fact that it gives

lighter images, both in the visual and the

iotographic regions, with an aperture more
iin forty inches in diameter and also can be

?rked and mounted at less cost and trouble

\m the refractor.

—

Brockton Enterprise.

TOO LATE.
Nora Perry.

What silences we keep, year after year,

With those who are most near to us and dear !

We live beside each other day by day

And speak of myriad things, but seldom say

The full, sweet word that lies just in our reach

Beneath the commonplace of common speech.

Then out of sight and out of reach they go

—

These close, familiar friends who loved us so
;

And, sitting in the shadow they have left,

Alone with loneliness and sore bereft,

We think with vain regret of some fond word
That once we might have said and they have heard.

For weak and poor the love that we express

Now seems beside the vast, sweet unexpressed,

And slight the deeds we did to those undone.

And small the service spent to treasures won,

And undeserved the praise for word and deed

That should have overflowed the simple need.

This is the cruel cross of life, to be

Full-visioned only when the ministry

Of death has been fulfilled, and in the place

Of some dear presence is but empty space.

What recollected service e'er can then

Give consolation for the might have been ?—Independent.

PRAYER.
There is an unseen battle-field

In every human breast.

Where two opposing forces meet,

And where they seldom rest.

That field is hid from mortal sight

'Tis only seen by One
Who knows alone where victory lies

When each day's fight is done.

He speaks to all a glorious truth,

A truth as great as sure.

That, to be victors, they must learn

To love, confide, endure.

This faith sublime, in wildest strife.

Imparts a holycalm
;

For every deadly blow a shield.

For every wound a balm.

—Anonymous.

Working Against the Truth, but for it.

—The New York Observer records the follow-

ing instance where the opposition of a learned

Jew was overruled to the diffusion of the

gospel

"It is not anything new, but it is well worth

reminding this generation that more than one

hundred and fifty years ago a learned Jew in

Syria believed he could make a translation of

the New Testament into Hebrew, and then use

his translation to refute it. It was admirably

and faithfully done, as he was a master of the

Hebrew language; not a passage was know-
ingly perverted. He relied upon his ability to

refute the whole, and so gain a grand triumph!

At the end he calls heaven and earth to wit-

ness that he had done it with the special view

of opposing the Christians. But an unseen

hand was in the matter. This translation was
brought to England and published, and is the

one now in common use, and is doing, not the

work the Jewish translator designed, but the

opposite, making known the blessing of re-

deeming love to his Hebrew brethren. The

British and Foreign Bible Society is giving it

a wider flight in the world than the gospel-

opposing Jew, as he labored upon the transla-

tion, ever conceived. He would have made it

a weapon of destruction, but the Divine pur-

pose overruled, and the hand that would have
ruined was made to save."

The Element of Simplicity Too Little Accounted

To many men of the present day faith ap-

pears, as it did to the man in the parable, as

a hidden treasure— to obtain it they would
sacrifice all that they have. Like the Jews
and the Greeks of the Corinthian church, they

require a sign and seek after knowledge.
They rush to scientific men to hear about mira-

cles, and to historians that they may witness

the weighing of evidence. Science and his-

tory, like art, are long, life is short, death

pursues and faith eludes them—they have
sought early, but they have not found. Is it

not possible that they have mistaken what
faith is and have looked for it too far afield?

St. Paul, when he tried to steady the wavering
faith of the intellectual Corinthians threw
down, as it were, his intellectual arms alto-

gether, realizing that among such gladiators

of controversy as the Greek learning could

produce they were powerless to help him.

The church in Corinth was divided, some say-

ing, "I am of Paul," some "I am of Aoollos,"

some "I am of Christ." Some, as we gather

from the epistle, trusted in ceremonies and
were very superstitious, while others re-

nounced the supernatural altogether, declaring

that "there is no resurrection," no new birth,

unless in a moral sense, in which case it "is

past already." To quiet this strife of tongues,

to ease these searchings of heart. St. Paul

came "in weakness and fear and trembling,"
and offered to them all alike "the foolishness

of the thing preached," that their "faith

might not stand in the wisdom of men, but in

the power of God"; and he resolved to know
nothing amone them but "Christ and Him cru-

cified." by which phrase we suppose him to

have meant that he would set forth only the

precepts of Christ unsupported as they were,

by the arguments of human wisdom and the

humiliating fact of his crucifixion and appar-

ent failure, out of which two things would
spring, be knew, the strongest moral impetus

the world had ever received, the surest hope

of immortality mankind had ever known.
For, he said the "foolishness" which is of

"God is wiser than men and the weakness of

God is stronger than men." At the time of

St. Paul it was said by the Greeks that "at
Corinth you may learn and hear even from
inanimate objects so great are the treasures of

learning and literature in every direction."

Speaking of the apostle's teaching in that

city. Dean Stanley says that its simplicity

"was a rebuke to the superstitious craving of

the Oriental and the Jew, and also to the in-

tellectual demands of the European Greek.

The charm which the former found in outward
miracles the latter sought in theories of phil-

osophy. The subtleties of discussion which
had appeared already in the numerous schools

of Greek speculation, and which appeared af-

terward in the theological divisions of the

third and fourth centuries, needed not now,

as in the time of Socrates, to be put down by

a truer philosophy, but by something which
should give them fact instead of speculation,

words and theories."

According to Dean Stanley, and, so far as
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we can find, his dictum has never been re-

versed, the two epistles to the Corinthians are

the earliest of the Christian Scriptures, writ-

ten within thirty years of the passing away of

our Lord and before the oral tradition of his

teaching had been committed to paper. It is

a noticeable thing that St. Paul, while the

tradition was still fresh, while its proportions

were still perfect in the minds of those to

whom he must have talked, should have been

so struck by the element of simplicity in

Christianity; and we cannot but be impressed

by this same element as we read the far less

perfect account of the "good news" which

has been preserved for us. Our Lord, we may

remember, thanks God at the beginning of his

ministry that the greatest revelation of his

spirit should have been hidden "from the wise

and prudent and revealed to babes." St.

Paul most likely had this saying in his mind

when he tells the Greeks that "the world in

its wisdom knew not God." Again, Christ

continually points to childhood as if the les-

sons to be learned from the eager simplicity

of children were an esseniial part of his

teaching. He never displays the least subtlety

of dialectic, and seldom upholds a precept by

an argument, but almost always makes a

frank appeal to the moral instinct of men, to

the "commandment which ye have had from

the beginning," to the light of conscience

which is in men of single mind rather than to

the light of reason. "Take heed," he says,

"that the light which is in you be not dark-

ness.
'

'

Apparently this light is not so much some-

thing which we are to work to obtain, as

something which we are to dread to lose. All

Christ's teaching suggests that good is some-

how in human nature. Our Lord distinctly

implies that children are born not without

light and good, and his sternest condemna-

tions are reserved for those who lead them

astray. He says "Become as children," with

very little explanation—far less than nowa-

days we desire. Yet hitherto the church has

not spent much thought on his meaning—sin-

gularly little, considering how reiterated is his

teaching on the subject, and how directly it

appeals to men's hearts. He does not explain

why the poor in heart are blessed or in what
sense they shall see God, but "the spirit bear-

eth witness with our spirit," and we all know
that even if there were no God to see, a good

man is in some very true sense more blessed

than a bad one. No sane man is without a

conscience, and without a witness within him-

self to the kingdom of God. It is this king-

dom within us to which Christ bids us surren-

der allegiance, without calculation of earthly

consequences, not even "fearing them which

kill the body and afterward have no more
which they can do." In this surrender lies

the germ of faith, and a faith thus generated

is the only faith which can save a man's char-

acter. Without it he may be convinced of

every miracle in the Bible as firmly as he is

convinced of the miracle of this year's spring,

and yet such certainty may be utterly dead

and unproductive, the mere summing up of

Certain items of intellectual conviction. Re-

ligion cannot consist in a calculation of prob-

abilites, however accurately worked out.

Such intellectual exercises belong to the wis-

dom of the world, not the simplicity of the

"things preached." Christ's counsels against

giving away to anxiety, against "thinking

beforehand what ye shall speak," his>arn-

ings against the Scribes and Pharisees all sug-

gest to us to preserve a simple attitude of

mind, just as his injunction tolthink little

about dress and food, always making them

subordinate to health—"is not the life more

than meat, and the body than raiment?"—

suggests a simple manner of living. Salva-

tion comes to men through a spiritual life not

through argument, and if a man has Christ

for his living standard he has believed on

him," and he that believes has "that which

shall raise him up at the last day," that is, he

has begun a spiritual life in obedience to a

power not himself in which he has faith. To

use our Lord's simile, he has obtained the

small grain of seed, whose powers of develop-

ment are not understood by man.

Many people who are not accounted "spirit-

ually minded" are, nevertheless, led by the

spirit. A "spiritual mind" too often means a

keen interest in religious controversy. The

captain of a sinking ship who some years ago

gave up the last place in the last boat to a

little stowaway, whose very existence he had

been unaware of two minutes before showed

"the same mind which was in Christ," wheth-

er he had been accustomed to say unto Him
"Lord, Lord," or not. And the stewardess

on board the Stella, who gave up her lifebelt

to a woman passenger on whom it had been

her duty to attend, obeyed an impulse which

we can only consider to have been Divine, and

which controlled in an instant the instinct of

human nature, the instinct of self-preserva-

tion. These people were not actuated by the

"wisdom of the world," but by the "power
of God." Probably both gave up their lives

for the sake of their moral inferiors—for the

sake of two persons who would be of less use in

the world than they. But it is by such un-

reasonable actions, by 'such Divine folly as

these people committed, that a nation is made
great, and the equally unreasoning admiration

which they awake in the hearts of men is a

greater testimony to the truth of Christianity

than any that can be evoked by "the scribes

and disputers of this world."

—

London Spec-

tator.

May our American system of social and po-

litical life, by far the best ever yet enjoyed

upon earth, be placed upon the broad and en-

during basis of true religion and true natriot-

ism, and then at last the nation long foretold

may appear, whose foundations are laid in fair

colors and whose borders are of pleasant

stones, and to it the promise of the prophet

may be redeemed: "All their children shall be

taught of the Lord and great shall be the

peace of their children."

—

MacVeagh.

To BE in accord with the will of God is all

that any of his children need desire. We
admire the ability possessed by some of
those around us, but we need not envy them,
for it is a matter of daily observation that
they are not necessarily more happy than oth-

ers. To lie passive in the hand of God is the

high privilege of his children, and to use the
gifts with which we are endowed to his glory
is the highest success to which we need—Ep. Recorder.

Low Wages and Low Life.

The Pennsylvania Bankers' Association hel

a convention in the first part of Sevent

Month in Erie. Thomas B. Chantler. of Pitts

burgh, gave an address on "The Banker a&

the Criminal." We extract a few passages
" 'The laborer is worthy of his hire.' A

long as the earnings of the laborer, in mill o:|

shop, or store, in any vocation, are not suffi

cient to enable the honest workman to fee

and clothe his family and give them at leas

few of the comforts of life, injustice is don.

him, and a readjustment should be made intbjf

distribution of the products of labor. Neei

we be surprised at the discontent among thu

working classes, and with their belief that toi

many of the employers are growing opulent a

the expense of the employed, that there is tw

much money at the top and too little at thi

bottom? Many millions are in these dayi

donated by the rich for the people's advance

ment along many lines; but an increase of wa

ges up to the living point would do more to

wards lessening crime, closing slums ant

haunts of vice than does building unnumbere(

libraries, museums and conservatories. Wt

find no fault with these generous gifts of no^

ble men, but we do contend that there shoulciji

be a readjustment of the distribution of wealtl

and the rewards of labor, that poverty ant

pauperism could not longer enslave honesi

labor.

"Inadequate wages brings poverty. Wit!

poverty comes want, and with want unsatisfiec

comes the commission of theft. And wit!

self respect and ambition gone, good impulses

vanish and all manner of crimes are commit

ted. And out of the hovel comes the embryc

criminal who eventually becomes the profes

sional law breaker. Again I contend thai

much of the crime that inflicts our country is

traceable to the reduction of wages below tht

living point,

"Without trespassing on your time, I refei

to but a few of the evils of society that must

bear the onus of the creation of the great ma-

jority of this class of criminals. At the heac

society should awake to the necessity of some

better regulation of a traffic that causes so

much of our crime and misery?

"Society is also responsible for that manner

of living that breeds social castes that stir up

envyings and competitions that are the root of

embezzlements, forgeries and other crimes

against property. So many single offenders

are embezzlers. Low salaries with family so-

cial ambitions, have caused the downfall of

countless men of promise. Foolish striving to

ascend the social scale on the part of those

whose means are scant, often causes the pil-

fering that ends in vast embezzling or forgery.

"Society's worship of the almighty dollar,

and admiration for those who possess it,

whether obtained by prolonged and honest

effort or by sudden means or questionable

methods, go a long way in influencing the

young of the day to acquire wealth, either by

fair means or foul. And when once in the

race for gold, fine sense of honor and the

whole moral fibre often seems to weaken and

when the emergency arises when money must

be had in order that one continue in the race,

the hitherto seemingly honest man suddenly

startles the community by his monstrous acts

of embezzlement or forgery or bank wrecking."
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Indian Maple Sugar Making.

/ery few of the people to whom maple su-

• is an entirely familiar and commonplace

ng are aware of the fact that the method

making sugar was taught to the white peo-

by the Indians, and that they made sugar

g before the discovery of America. This

)nly one of the many things that the white

)ple learned from the Indians. Others were

I weaving of cotton, the cultivation of In-

n corn and the use of tobacco.

3ome of the early writers tell us that the

inch were the first to make this sugar, and

;t they learned how to make it from the

ian women. The sap was collected in a

le way, a gash being cut in the tree and

5 this a stick was thrust, down which the

ely-flowing sap dripped into a vessel of

ch-bark, or a gourd, or into wooden

ughs hollowed out by fire or the axe. Then

D larger wooden troughs full of the sao,

-hot stones were thrown,—just as in old

es they used to be thrown into the water

which food was boiled— and by constantly

owing in hot stones and taking out those

t had become cool the sap was boiled and

porated, and at length syrup was made,

Ich later became sugar.

Chis manufacture of the sugar was not con-

d to any one tribe, but was practised by

inorthern Indians, and was known to those

ng as far south as Florida and Texas,

'ong the sugar-making tribes a special fes-

il was held, which was called the maple

'ce, which was undoubtedly a religious fes-

\\ in the nature of a prayer or propitiatory

lemony, asking for an abundant flow of sap
' for good fortune in collecting it.

k.mong many if not all the Indians inhabit-

the northern United States, maple sugar

1; not merely a luxury—something eaten be-

se it was toothsome—but was actually an

lortant part of their support. Mixed with

Inded, parched corn, it was put up in small

intities and was a concentrated form of nu-

pent, not much less valuable in respect to

I

quality of support than the pemmican
fch was used almost down to our own
ies.

iimong the older writers who had much fa-

jiarity with the customs of the Indians, ac-

nts are given of the manufacture of sugar,

I this custom was so general that among
tiy tribes the month in which the sap ran

t was called the sugar month. By the

pois the name Ratirontaks. meaning tree-

fers, was applied to the Algonquin tribes

I

an eminent authority, Dr. Brinton has

jgested that they were probably "so called

n their love of the product of the sugar
lie." On the other hand, A. F. Chamber-
has very plausibly said: "That it is

ly likely that the Iroquois distinguished

If tribes by this term, if its origin be as

gested, they themselves were sugar makers
eaters." A more probable origin of the

d is that -given by Schoolcraft, in sub-

!ice as follows: "Ratirontaks, whence Adir-

acks, was applied chiefly to the Montag-

us
tribes, north of the St. Lawrence, and

': a derisive term indicating a well known
Bit of these tribes of eating the inner bark
itrees in winter when food was scarce, or

'Im on war excursions." This habit of eat-

ij the inner bark of trees was, as is well

known common to many tribes of Indians, both

those who inhabit the country where the sugar

maple grows and also those in other parts of

the country where the maple is unknown.

On the western prairies sugar was made

also from the box elder, which trees were

tapped by the Indians and the sap boiled down

for sugar, and to-day the Cheyenne Indians

tell us that it was from this tree that they de-

rived all the sugar that they had until the ar-

rival of the white man on the plains some-

thing more than fifty years ago.

It is interesting to observe that in many

tribes to-day the word for sugar is precisely

the word which they applied to the product of

the maple tree before they knew the white

man's sugar. It is interesting, also, to see

that among many tribes the general term for

sugar means wood or tree water—that is to

say, tree sap. This is true of the Omahas

and Poncas, according to J. 0. Dorsey, and

also of the Kansas, Osage and Iowa, Winne-

bago, Tuscarora and Pawnees. The Chey-

ennes, on the other hand, call it box elder

water. A. F. Chamberlain, who has gone

with great care into the question of the mean-

ing of the words which designate the maple

tree and its products, is disposed to believe

that the name of the maple means the tree-

in other words, the real or actual tree, or the

tree which stands above all others.

—

Forest and

Stream.

The wise life is that of avoidance of wrong.

The wiser life is that of abundance in good,

memories of which will yield sweetness and

gladness. Fidelity to truth, adherence to

righteousness, discharge of duty, sacrifice in

loving helpfulness will never color the cheek

with the blush of shame or moisten the eye

with the tears of sorrow. On the contrary

such deeds will prove well-springs of joy.

Notes from Others.

The edict of the Governor of Kansas that all

tramps in the State must go to work in the grain-

fields, was the setting up as an economical prin-

ciple, the old declaration, " If any man will not

work, neither shall he eat." The result of such a

promulgation was clearly foreseen. The tramp

wants to eat, but he insists on some other man
paying for his food. In this case, when he found

that he must work, every Weary Willie in the

State crossed the border.

The action of the librarian of the Boston Public

Library in refusing to allow a woman patron to

take from the shelves certain books of questionable

morals, has roused much comment. Some persons

denounce the librarian on the ground that an adult

woman should be as free to read what she pleases

as an adult man ; others think the official rightly

reserved the books in question from general circu-

lation. Others still, criticise the authority by

which such books are permitted in libraries main-

tained by taxation, wliile there are those who in-

sist that the literary quality of a book should take

precedence over everything else in the mind of the

committee of selection. Numbers attack the books

excepted to, and others shrug their shoulders and

remind us, " Honi soit qui mal y pense." It is sig-

nificant, however, that no one actually defends the

objectionable hooks.—Presbyterian.

Successful Enforcement of the Maine Law.
— Sheriff Pearson of Portland thus replies to a

Pennsylvania correspondent who has asked him

whether a newspaper item alleging that Prohibi-

tion in Portland did not prohibit, was true :

" Dear Doctor

:

— I take pleasure in replying to

your letter of the 22nd inst., with newspaper clip-

ping enclosed. Since the enforcement of the law
began, the first of the year, the closing of the rum
shops has driven the traffic into somewhat unusual

channels, and the method of pocket peddling re-

ferred to in this clipping has been, and is, prac-

tised to .some extent. My deputies are constantly

on the watch for such offenders, and a special form
of warrant for their apprehension is being used. I

assure you that this form of the traffic is being
pursued relentlessly. The latter part of thi.s clip-

ping is not only misleading, but absolutely false.

The cost of enforcement to date will be more than
offset by the amount of fines which will be im-

posed at the present term of the Superior Court.

The grand jury during their recent session, re-

turned nearly fifty indictments for the unlawful

sale of liquors, and these are now being success-

fully prosecuted in court. The arrests for drunk-

enness since January 1st have fallen off more than
sixty per cent., as compared with the same period

for the preceding year, and the number of prison-

ers in the jail has decreased more than forty per

cent, during the same time. Grocers, coal dealers

and others furnishing family supplies find their

trade increasing among the poor. A coal dealer,

whose place is in a poor part of the city, tells me
that he is now selling coal in ton quantities to

families who formerly had only sufficient money to

purchase it by the basketful. The proprietor of a

candy store assures me that my enforcement is

worth $1,000 per year to him, because of the in-

crease in penny trade from the children of the

poor. A man and woman recently visited a fur-

niture store and purchased a chamber set. The
wife said to the salesman, ' We would not have

been able to have this but for my husband saving

the money he spent for drink before S. Pearson's

time.' These are some of the facts of enforce-

ment. I think they answer satisfactorily, and dis-

pose of effectually the misrepresentations in this_

newspaper squib. Very sincerely yours,

Samuel F. Pearson."

It is alleged by certain lovers of birds that

nighthawks, otherwise known as whipporwills, and
swallows, and above all, purple martins, hunger for

mosquitoes as a steady article for breakfast,

luncheon, five o'clock tea, dinner, supper, and fre-

quent snacks and appetizers in the course of every

twenty-four hours in the summer. If this is true,

societies for the increase of the numbers of these

graceful couriers of the air should be organized

without delay. More birds and fewer mosquitoes

—that's what we want.

The Christian Observer relates the following tel-

ling fact :
" Recently at a church service a stranger

dropped in. His presence led one of the regular

worshippers to describe him. ' Years ago that

man asked me to endorse for him to the extent of

five thousand dollars, and I did it. Soon afterwards

his partner mismanaged and his firm made a bad

failure. That man got a position as bookkeeper at

fifty dollars a month : he rented a cottage, denied

himself new clothing, bought meat for his table

only twice a week, and at the end of a few years,

out of that salary of six hundred a year, repaid

me the whole five thousand dollars.' That is hon-

esty—whole-souled honesty. Would there were a

hundred times as much of it in the world."

The National Reform Association is an organi-

zation of American citizens which seeks to main-

tain and promote the influence of the Christian re-

ligion in the American government. This move-

ment assumes that a nation and its government

may and ought to be Christian. It accepts the

fact that this nation and its government are, in a

certain .sense, Christian ; and the equally patent

fact that we are far from being what a Christian

nation ought to be, and that it is only by the in-
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telligent and united efforts of favoring citizens

that this or any other feature of the national life

can be maintained and perfected.

Fundamental principles— Like every historic

movement this movement proceeds upon well-

defined principles. These are the following :

1. Nations are moral beings, capable of doing

right and wrong, subjects, therefore, of moral law

and accountable to God for their conduct.

2. Nations, like all other moral beings, are

under the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ, the

moral Governor of the world, and ought to acknowl-

edge and serve Him.

3. The will of God, however revealed and es-

pecially in the Holy Scriptures, is the supreme

standard for deciding moral questions in the life of

nations.

Prepared petitions in sets of three, to be used in

petitioning Senators and Representatives to work

and vote for the proposed Anti-Polygamy Consti-

tutional Amendment are to be had, at twenty-five

cents for ten sets, of the Willet Press, 142 Fifth

Avenue, New York City.

Causes for dissatisfaction with the Protestant

churches are touched upon in an article in the

New York Evangelist under the caption " Is the

Church Christian ?
" In conclusion the Evangelist

says : Christ came not to destroy but fulfil the

law. He had no idea of turning the wheels of time

backward, or of starting a social process which

would be antagonistic to the process of law. Nev-

ertheless his especial care was for those damaged
in the splendid struggle of the survival of the fit-

test—those we call to-day the poor, the dependent,

the defective, the weak, the prisoners, the broken-

in-heart. He went so far as to say that he had no

immediate interest in the successful, the well-to-

do and prosperous
—

" those who are whole need no

physician, but those who are sick." Christ did not

call every one to follow Him in his peculiar minis-

try, but He did call certain chosen ones —the twelve

and [all] Christian ministers. It is strange to

think how to-day, in almost direct antagonism to

the purpose of Christ, the church had been com-
pletely taken possession of by the successful and
respectable classes, and how far the life of its chief

ministers has departed from the kind of life por-

trayed in the gospels. It is futile to point in re-

buttal to all our missions and settlements among
the poor. The church is not of them nor for them
It is supported by and composed of the successful

and the prosperous. Its ministers are a profes-

sional class, able, efficient, honest—but their work
and life is exceedingly unlike the work and life of

Christ. Can it be said that such a church is in

any vital sense a Christian church ?

For Authors Only.—There is near Philadelphia

a really wealthy publishing house that brings out

only worthless books ; volumes of verse and of

prose fiction which have no literary value, and
which the house issues at the authors" expense,

says the Philadelphia Record. These volumes do
not sell ; they never appear on the bookstands

;

their editions are about large enough to supply
five hundred copies to the newspapers to review
and five hundred copies to the authors for distri-

bution among their friends. The contents of the

volumes never fail to include the author's portraits

and brief biographies.

—

N. Bedford Standard.

The New York State Household Economic Asso-
ciation proposes to discover how many steps a

housewife takes in a day. It is estimated that

two thousand steps make a mile, and the proposi-

tion is to compute how many miles are covered a day
by the housewife in the preparation of her meals
and washing of dishes. The object of the proposed
investigation is to discover how often two steps

might serve instead of three, and to use the sta-

tistics as a basis of reform.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—On the 6th inst., about 4 o'clock p. m.,

President McKinley was shot twice by an assassin at the

Buffalo Exposition, while engaged in receiving callers in

the Temple of Music. He was quickly removed to a hos-

pital, where one of the bullets was extracted ; the other

had penetrated deeply into the abdomen. In the evening

he was taken to the residence of the Milburn family in

the city, where he and his wife had been entertained.

The assassin was immediately arrested, and conveyed

through an infuriated crowd to prison. He gave his name
as Leon Czolgosz, lately residing at Cleveland, Ohio, a man
of about twenty-nine years of age. The present condition

of the President encourages the hope of his recovery.

Vice President Roosevelt and members of the Cabinet has-

tened to Buffalo to consult upon measures required by this

sorrowful and sudden emergency.

Offers have been made by the Associated Steel compa-

nies to President Shaffer, of the Amalgamated Associa-

tion, looking towards a settlement, which have failed, the

latter hoping to make better terms. In the meantime a

number of men have returned to work. It is estimated

that on the twenty-first of Eighth Month the corporation

was sending out about seventy-five per cent, of its normal

amount
The negro population of the United States is not di-

minishing, but increases. The figures, according to the

latest census, are : Colored population, 8,500,000 ; in-

crease, 1,029,960. This is the largest increase shown by

any census since 1790, excepting that of 1880, when the

gain was 1,700,784.

Estimates have been made of the probable yield of corn

in the country the present year, which indicates a prob-

able yield of at least 1,400,000,000 bushels. This would
be a decline of about 700,000,000 bushels as compared
with 1900, and a reduction of about 600,000,000 from the

estimates made before the drought.

The cotton crop of the United States for 1900-1901
amounts to 10,383,422 bales, against 9,436,416 last year,

and 11,274,840 the year before. Its value is nearly $500,-

000,000, a larger sum than ever was obtained for any
crop in the South.

A Pittsburg despatch says : All the bituminous coal

mining companies of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

West Virginia and Kentucky are to be consolidated into

one great corporation by the J. P. Morgan syndicate.

The completion of this great project will mean the consol-

idation of from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000 of invested

capital. This will represent not only the undeveloped
properties in the six States, but also the actual coal prop-
erties under development.

The Chicago Tribune has preserved statistics of the
number of deaths by lynching in the United States for
sixteen years past, by which it appears that 3130 persons
were thus executed without due process of law. Fifty-
one were women and 2465 men ; 1678 were negroes, 801
white, 21 Indians, 9 Chinese and 7 Mexicans.
Two hundred anthracite coal miners at Jeddo, Pa., have

joined in a pledge to abstain from the use of intoxicating
liquors. The wives of the men were a factor in bringing
about the promised changed conditions.

The postal authorities of Chicago recently made a test
of automobile vehicles for carrying the mails. The re-
sults are reported to have been entirely satisfactory.

At the Broad Street, Philadelphia, and Camden stations
of the Pennsylvania line an average of 631 trains and
more than 54,000 passengers arrive and depart daily dur-
ing the year. On the Reading Railway an average of 219
trains depart from and 214 arrive at the Terminal daily.

There were 399 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 11 less than the previous
week and 29 more than the corresponding week of 1900.
Of the foregoing, 205 were males and 194 females: 42
died of consumption of the lungs ; 16 of inflammation of
the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 4 of diphtheria ;

14 of cancer
; 13 of apoplexy ; 12 of typhoid fever and 4

of small-pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8ic. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,
straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25
to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.
Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73 to 73Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 59J to 60c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 41c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5i to 6i'5C.; good,5i to5Jc.; me-
dium, 41 to 5ic.

Sheep AND Lambs.—Choice, 3| to 4c.; good,3ito3Jc.;
common, IJ to 2Jc.; lambs, 4 to 6ic.
Hogs.—Western, 9 to 9Jc.
Foreign.—The Chinese embassy to Germany, headed

by Prince Chun, the brother of the Emperor of China,
sent to apologize for the murder of Baron von Ketteler,
the German minister in Pekin, has had an interview with

the German Emperor. A letter from the Chinese Ei

peror was presented by Prince Chun, contained the fc

lowing :
" We regret most deeply that Baron von Kettel

met so terrible an end among us. The fact that we we

not in a position to take due protective measures w
painful to our sense of responsibility. It was the feelii

of responsibility which prompted us to erect a monume
on the spot as a sign that the crime should not rema

unexpiated. Further, we have sent to Germany with thi

letter, the Imperial Prince Chun Tsai Fong, heading

special mission. Prince Chun, our own brother, will a

sure your Majesty how deeply the events of the past ye

have grieved us, and how deeply feelings of penitence ai

'

shame still animate us." The manner of Emperor Willia

at the reception " was marked with all the severity co

sistent with an audience nominally friendly," but subs

quently he manifested a kindly spirit and visited Prin^

Chun at his stopping place, and has shown him other a

tentions.

The Government of France is said to be determined

compel Turkey to fulfill her entire obligations. The Suit!

has appealed to Germany to use her good offices to sett

the dispute with France, and Germany, it is nnderstoo

will advise the Porte to settle as soon as possible.

King Edward has appointed a Commission to investiga

Professor Koch's tuberculosis theory. The scope of tl

inquiry is to be whether animal and human tuberculos

are identical, whether animals and humans can be r

ciprocally infected and under what conditions, if at a

transmission to man occurs and the means of combating

A despatch from Colon, Columbia, says the revolutii

in Venezuela is spreading over the whole country.

The Paris Fire Department has adopted automobi

fire engines and hook and ladder trucks, and they a

notably superior to the old apparatus. The engines a
*

run by storage batteries. The electricity is used n

'

only to propel the engine, but to work the pumps als

There is no delay getting up steam, and one charge of tl

accumulators will keep the pumps going five hours.

RECEIPTS.
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Doudna ; Lydia C. Hoag, N. Y., $1 to No. 35

Clayton Haines, N. J.; Nathan Pearson, Inc!

Rachel F. Parker, Pa., Elizabeth Taylor, Pa.; Ji

ianna Peele, N. C; Edmund S. Fowler, agent, C
for B. ]. Hobson ; John W. Garwood, agent, la

lor William H. Cook ; Aaron Mekeel, agent, N.\
for Elizabeth Mekeel and Marv E. Wood ; VVr

Hoyle, O., A. L. Hoyle, N. J.; Robert R. Hulm
Pa.; Edwin A. Hoopes, Pa.; Ruth K. Smedle
Fkl'd ; Elizabeth S. Brinton, Fkf'd ; Mariani

Darnell, N. J.; Susan H. Sharpless, Pa.; B. i

Coppock, agent, la., $28 for himself, Mary Brigg

Albert Emmons, Edward Edgerton, Ruth E
mundson, Lydia Hampton, David Holloway, £
win J. Hoge, Elisha Hoge, David Sears, Thorn,

E. Smith, John Q. Spencer. Lydia S. Worthins;!.

and Edward G. Vail
; John G. Haines, Pa., |S 1

himself, Levi S. Thomas, Thomas W. Fisher ai

Wm. T. Zook; Alva J. Smith, agent, Kans., I

Sarah Ann Hinshaw and Hannah A. Hinshav

Jesse Negus, agent, la., J5.80 for Jane Lloyd. A
ders Wisborg, Ore., and Lars C. Hansen,' f 1.81

Thomas W. Newby, Ind., $6 for himself, Natha
Little and Joseph Little ; Amelia Bedell, Ca
Ruhama J. Barnett, Wash., $1 to No. 27 ; R.

Gibbons, Del.; Mary Hodgson, Gtn.; Richard V
Hutton, Pa.; Lindley M. H. Revnolds, N. C. ; Ber

P. Brown, agt., N. C, |io, for Walter J. Brov^

$2, and Joseph E. Fell, Va., $8.

tl^'Remiltances received after Third-day noon will r

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth Month 1

1901. J. Henry Bartlett, Sup't.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.— Reduced rates from Phil

delphia and points west to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting,

be held at Barnesville, Ohio, can be obtained via B. &
R. R. for a fare and a third—that is the round trip frt

Philadelphia to Barnesville and return for $15.50, t

regular fare being $23.20. Tickets must be purchas

between Ninth Month 23rd and Ninth Month 26th incl

sive. and are good only until Tenth Month 7th, inclusive

giving the purchaser two full weeks from Ninth Mod

23d, in which to make the trip. For further informatk

call or address Bernard Ashby, 834 Chestnut St., Phil

or T. C. HOGUB, West Chester, Pa.
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The hour of death is an honest hour, and it

IS in such an hour that the end of our late

isident's life crowned other hours

jd deeds with the most solemn and valuable

;timony of his life: "Nearer My God, to

ee!" and "It is God's way. His will be

ne, not ours." While last words are not

3 Power that justifies, yet the momentous

jnts of the past two years have turned the

;ention of a world-wide audience now to

ir such a sermon, under conditions which

ist make it sink most deeply into all men's

arts.

So the Most High evinces his power to get

3 victory of every weapon wielded against

1 will. So He proves that not every deed

erruled for good is good, else an assassin's

nd might sometimes in the light of some

iDsequences be miscalled good; even as wars,

jiich are multiplied assassinations, are so

jscalled when seeming to have been overruled

|r benefit.

JAnd who shall say that this appalling event

tnot one of the reactions of war which makes

lie-taking a familiar thought and bloodshed

53m cheap, and the instinctive remedy for

i|3 real or fancied, where the carnal mind,

indedof its moral light, learns too readily

te method of nations.

We are not, however, the judge of William

I|;Kinley's course or Christian condition; and

\jiuld place hope elsewhere than on last words

^r the Atonement, though prizing their tes-

!nony where man is brought low. As for

ir we have deemed he approached it with

Sicere reluctance, and sought to postpone

i[i declaration for time enough to prove the

lir unnecessary, as it is seen now that a few

jieks would have shown, but was overruled by

gislative authority. He acted in regard to

iir as he had ever been popularly taught,

—

icording to the light he had or recognized

I that respect. Yet we as Friends, must deem

the popular vision of such light, which seems

to let the people adopt war, an impaired vision.

If our warfare is to entail upon us coming

evils, we may yet have to acknowledge that

President McKinley, who did not covet the

war, is mercifully taken away from such evil

to come. We can be thankful that he left to

the world the legacy of such dying words, that

will live. We have desired that ne upon

whom his mantle falls, as the successor of

Elijah stooped to take up his, may be so

bowed in heart and soul while taking up the

great responsibility, that he too, may reflect

those dying words of submission to the Divine

will and way, and feel the grace of his Saviour

in saying, "I came not to do my own will, but

the will of Him that sent me."

We trust the righteous concern of the

Friend who, since visiting Egypt with his wife

on a gospel mission, has felt a burden to plead

for the help of the blind and destitute chil-

dren of that land, will be met by a Christian re-

sponsiveness in such funds as Friends and others

can spare. The method of help and instruc-

tion proposed is commended to the sympathy

and attention of readers, as printed in another

column. May Friends be blessed in having

some practical part in making good those

words uttered on the Egyptian shore: "Take
this child and nurse it, and I will give thee

thy wages."

George Whitehead.

Proably there are few Friends of the pres-

ent generation who steadily prod through

George Whitehead's "Christian Progress,"

and Samuel Tuke's "Memoirs of George
Whitehead" were published so long ago that

there was ample room for the little book recent-

ly prepared by William Beck* on one of the most
remarkable of the early Friends, and probably

the last survivor of the valiant band of

"sixty," who in the year 1650 went forth

from their northern homes on the mission

which originated the Society of Friends. In

efforts on behalf of sufi'ering Friends no man
was more persistent, probably none so abund-

ant in labors, in his appearances before royal-

ty and Parliament, as George Whitehead.

As long as he lived, if King or Queen or Par-

liament were to be approached on behalf of

Friends, he was almost certain to be among
the ranks of the deputation, were it large or

small. After early life he suffered less from

the bitterness of persecution than many of his

fellow-believers, compared with many of whom
his terms of imprisonment were light. This

comparative immunity was not selfishly used,

* " George Whitehead : His Work and Service as a Min-

ister for Sixty-eight Years in the Society of Friends."

Compiled by William Beck. (Headley Bros.; 2s. 6d.)

but his^libertytdevoted with untiring zeal to

the service of his brethren.

Early in the reign of Charles II., we find

George Whitehead as one of a deputation of

four Friends, led by Edward Burrough, who
appeared at the bar of the House of Com-
mons to plead against the contemplated Act

for repressing all forms of worship other than

that of the Established Church. The dep-

utation and the bold words of Edward Bur-

rough evidently made an impression on the

House, and as he withdrew, several members
gently pulled the coat-sleeve of Georee White-

head for the pleasure of a close view of his

features. He was then a young man of

twenty-four.

In the year 1672 the condition of about four

hundred Friends languishing in the prisons of

England and Wales came as a deep concern on

the mind of George Whitehead. Some of them

had endured ten or eleven years' imprison-

ment. After preliminary negotiations, and a

short interview with the King, in company with

two others he appeared before the King and

full council at Whitehall. After some argu-

ment, a "pardon" was granted for four hun-

dred and ninety-one persons then lying in

prison on account of their religiou-s convic-

tions. The document on which the pardon

was written consists of eleven skins of largest

size vellum, and several copies were issued.

Each of the four hundred and ninety-one names

appears eleven times in the documents, among
the names of those pardoned being John Bun-

yan, who although not a Friend and having

strongly opposed their teaching, did not ap-

parently object to be released from Bedford

gaol through their intercession. A copy of

this historic document, which bears as its ini-

tial letter a portrait of King Charles, lies

among the archives at Devonshire House.

The serving of the document upon the differ-

ent sheriffs was a work of time, but before it

was completed a meeting of all the sheriffs in

London afforded an opportunity which George

Whitehead was quick to seize.

Relief, as the result of this pardon, was but

temporary and a year or two later Thomas

Moor and George Whitehead were at Hampton

Court pleading for ihe release of their beloved

leader, (ieorge Fox, from Worcester gaol.

Though the mission was not immediately suc-

cessful, release soon followed. Again and

again thereafter George Whitehead, in com-

pany with others, appeared before King and

Council; and he was probably the last Friend

who ever spoke to King Charles II. on this

account. When Charles died, about fifteen

hundred men and women Friends were lying

in gaol. Early application was, of course,

made to .James on behalf of these sufferers,

with considerable success.

What was obtained by royal favor from the

Stuarts was placed on a more secure founda-
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tion when the House of Orange ruled. At the

beginning of the new reign, George White-

head, with two other Friends, attended the

House of Commons in Committee on an Act for

the relief of Nonconformists. Both before

King and Parliament in this reign George

Whitehead was prominent in his services on

behalf of suffering Friends. Again before

Queen Anne the same Friend appeared on more

than one occasion; and when the House of

Hanover succeeded to the throne, George

Whitehead was the leader of the band of

Friends who offered their congratulations to

King and Crown Prince. His last appearance

at court was when, a few years later, the

Yearly Meeting sent a deputation to the King
congratulating him on the suppression of an

insurrection on behalf of the reputed son of

James H. ; his apt words in introducing the

deputation are characteristic of his courteous

style. He said.

—

"That in their annual assembly, held for the

religious concerns of their Society, endeavor-

ing to promote and put in practice the duties

of religion professed by them, the sense of the

great deliverance had such weight upon their

minds, that they were willing to express it in

an address to King George whom (Jod by his

Providence had brought hither and preserved,

so that he could well say, he was George, by

the grace of God, King of Great Britain.

And that as men carried that saying, stampt
on the money in their pockets, so it was to

be wished it might be imprinted in the hearts

of the subjects."

—

London Fi-iend.

How Penguins Train Their Young,

We can scarcely imagine the solemn look-

ing penguin having any fun in him, but a re-

cent observer, who is a member of the Royal
Geographical Society, has described entertain-

ingly the manner in which these birds amuse
themselves by sporting in the water. He
also tells of their social customs, wherein
they show many human attributes. These,

taken in connection with their almost human
appearance when walking over the snow,
seemed incredible to him, until closer observ-

ance convinced him of the truth of what he
saw.

In their rookeries the visitors found crowds
of young penguins, whose plumage was still too

delicate for them to enter the water and
swim. Their parents went away to seek food,

and then jumped out of the water one after

another, and brought morsels to the young
ones. The coming and going were incessant,

but in order to prevent the youngsters from
following their parents or otherwise getting
into the water and coming to harm, a number
of old birds kept watch over them. These
were drawn up in line some distance from the
edge of the ice, and remained impassable each
in his place. The adventurous youth who ran
risks received punishment by strokes from the
wings of these grave elders. The explorers
often met companies of six or eight or more
penguins promenading on the ice pack in the
sunshine. The birds generally exhibited cur-
iosity, and approached to get a nearer view.
They occasionally became very aggressive.
One would first approach and reconnoitre, and
then on his order the others would advance
with a menacing air, and the battle began—
a battle in which the sailors sometimes had

trouble to demonstrate effectively their super-

ior strength. The interest these strange birds

displayed in music is also worth noting. One
of the sailors delighted to exercise himself on

the trumpet, and the penguins came in -great

numbers and from a long distance to listen to

him.

HOW^ TO LIVE.

By thine own soul's laws learn to live

And if men thwart thee, take no heed,

And if men hate thee, have no care
;

Sing thou thy song and do thy deed,

Hope thou thy hope and pray thy prayer,

And claim no crown they will not give,

Nor bays they grudge thee for thy hair.

Keep thou thy soul-sworn steadfast oath,

And to thy heart be true thy heart

;

What thy soul teacheth learn to know,
And play out thine appointed part

;

And thou shalt reap as thou shalt sow
;

Nor helped nor hindered in thy growth,
To thy full stature thou shalt grow.

Fix on the future's goal thy face,

And let thy feet be lured to stray

No whither, but be swift to run.

And nowhere tarry by the way
Until at last the end is won,
And thou mayst look back from thy place

.\nd see thy long day's journey done.
— The Spectator.

Some Brief Extracts From a Manuscript.

LIKE OF BENJAMIN KITE.

(Continued from page 67)

John Baily, from New England, being con-

cerned to visit the meetings in New Jersey,

and wanting a companion, Benjamin Kite
thought it right to accompany him. At Salem
they dined with Elizabeth Miller, who though
entirely deaf, joined in the conversation, be-

ing able from the motion of the lips to under-
stand much that was said. When a young
woman, finding that her hearing was likely to

fail, she practised speaking before a glass,

carefully noting the motion of her lips, and
finally became so skilful in reading their lan-

guage that many persons have conversed with
her without becoming at all aware of her de-

privation. Many a secret whispered in her
presence she might have told had she been
so disposed. At one time a Friend having
preached in their meeting, observed afterwards
that there was a very rudely behaved girl

that kept making mouths at a Friend in the
gallery; this was a relative of Elizabeth's,

who was silently repeating the sermon for her
benefit. Micajah Collins, who was also visit-

ing in New Jersey, came to one of John's
meetings to see, as he expresses it, "how the
battle went." In reply to this observation
Benjamin Kite said, "John's gun goes hard
upon the trigger. " At Upper Evesham they
attended a Monthly Meeting at which were
twenty strangers, fourteen of whom were min-
isters. "The meeting was opened in a rous-
ing testimony bv M. Collins. I hope that I at
least, may profit by it. At Rahway M. Col-
lins had much service in the morning and J.

Baily in the afternoon. He was nrincipally
engaged in showing religion in her simple
loveliness, without trappings and ordinances
which man has disguised her with." Of J.

Baily Benjamin Kite, wrote: "He was truly
an interesting companion. The gravity of
his behavior ought to have a tendency to cor-

rect the lightness of mine. Though
in mixed company, he was remarkably fre*!

with me and I could but marvel at the sound
^

ness of his judgments and the depth of hii;

reasoning ..." In a letter to Benjamiij

Kite, Micajah Collins says: "Though we art;

cautioned against being troubled at the sounci

of wars and rumors of wars, yet gloomy in]

deed is the prospect when we see the prepara
i

tion making for rapine and bloodshed; whei'

we see men forget that they are brethren]

oceans "interposed making enemies of na

tions." The depredations already committee]

are but too sorrowful to view and what wil

be the result is not easy to foresee. Pri,

vateering has already commenced and nrizi

after prize are entering our ports. Many ari

running to and fro in these days, and I wouiiij

that knowledge might cover the earth as thi]

waters do the sea. May the Master of thij

harvest prosper the work of their hands ...

John Heald wrote: Thy acceptable letter wa]

received. To my mind it savored of a livinj

concern to be found filling up thy alloted por]

tion of duty. I wish to be one with thee i

this. Peace will flow through the mind sweet

ly, and at times a well-grounded hope tha'

we shall be permitted to enter into rest tha^

has no end. The comfort who can know tha

has not felt it? If our public labors in what

ever time they may be called for are accepted

what a favor! I do not doubt that many \

of precious enjoyment for want of faithfulnes

in the little things . Sometimes by not
"

ing themselves little gratification; sometime

by not carefully attending to little duties.'

John Letchworth was plunged into deep bar

tism because in a concern he had opened i

his Monthly Meeting to go west no one ha

offered to accompany him. Of this he wrot

his brother, Benjamin Kite: "Thus is

faith sometimes tried to an hair's breadtl

perhaps to see whether we will place our de

pendence upon the arm of flesh. I may ac

knowledge that if I was disappointed I wa

not much cast down; or if cast down not

despair. I have believed and do so still tha

the Master put me forth to go on this erran

and his gracious promises are yea and ame

forever, and if He goes before He can remov

the hills of discouragement out of the way c

his dependent little ones. That I may be on

of these is my earnest desire" . . .To thi,

was replied: "Though this failure is trying

there is no reason for despair; there is n

cause for thee to doubt the rightfulness of th

concern and I have no fear but that a compar

ion will be provided for thee through tha

western country." . . . This was the case an

it was during the visit now paid that the ac

count of the first Yearly Meeting in Ohio wa

written as was related out of place. Whil

on this visit Benjamin Kite wrote him: "Wi'

thou think me superstitious if I relate the fo

lowing dream? I had been like Nebuchac

nezzer musing on what should be hereaftei

when I fell asleep and dreamed that a larg

book was brought for my information, whic

on inspecting I found to be the proceedings (

a Yearly Meeting of all the inhabitants of tl:

earth for the year from 2*200 to 2296 inch

sive. From this I inferred that all the won

was at that time of one religion. This hoc

contained an account of the inhabitants of tl

earth by houses; these regularly but rapid'
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jlined from hundreds of millions to millions,

i hundreds of thousands to thousands, and

on. The minute for the last named year

30 impressed on my mind that I give it ver-

;im in as near the character as I can, as

sy stand on my memory. 'At a Yearly

eting for the year of our Lord 229C the

labitants of the world being now reduced to

;een houses it is not probable that another

arly Meeting will ever be held.' Where-

jn I awakened without being informed what

8 to become of the world when bereft of its

abitants" ....
3n the subject of giving money to provide

nkets, etc., for the soldiers and in aid of

lir poor families, John Letchworth holds

!se unfashionable views. "We often hear

large contributions to relieve our fellow

n. It looks well, it sounds well, and we

iak well of it. And yet there is a more ex-

lent way, a way that does not indeed make

fine a show but which yet will yield a peace

! world can nol give: 'Let not our right

]d know what our left hand doeth.' Not

it I am against public contributions on cer-

n occasions. Many are thus drawn to give

ose purse-strings would otherwise remain

sed. Of these may we not safely conclude

it what they do is to be seen of men.

ley who give to the poor l^nd to the Lord,'

i I believe He will repay it. But let the

tive be pure; some may talk of their con-

butions until every avenue of charity is

ed up . . .

'Thou will no doubt anticipate my opinion,

thou hast assisted all thy relatives and ac-

iintances who need it, all the peaceable

')r who have come to thy knowledge, and

I'
purse and thy benevolence remain unex-

bsted, then thou may freely give to the ne-

isitous warrior. Here thou may say, 'what!

|st these poor fellows be but last, the very

jt?' I answer 'Yes! I believe war ought to

Ibanished from the Christian borders.'"

3. K. writes to his brother, 1814:—"Hav-
j- mentioned that dear old servant, John

lily, I may inform that I have a copy of a

iter of his addressed to all Select Meetings

the two quarters he had attended. It con-

iQS weighty counsel to all,—describes the

:inster self in its various forms according to

I'ipture figures, as that Leviathan whom no

rtrument can pierce, save the sword of

in who made him—neither spear, nor dart,

,.'; habergeon can avail against him . . .

I'Micajah Collins has been in the city several

res lately, but has attended no meeting.

Jy

should a gospel minister be afraid of

'ering among us? But it is natural to

Jink from the cup of bitterness. And even

11 great Master's human nature revolted from

1 dreadful cup of trembling handed out to

|ihn Letchworth heard that John Heald was in

>Ijiv Jersey and not getting along as fast as

(i expected, remarks: "I said in my heart,

i\ him alone; he is no doubt doing what he

!:|i. It is possible to make more haste than

tlid speed. I have known some to be so

'tid in their movements as to appear as if

itrying home to their outward affairs. Yet
'.

p not approve of loitering our time away
. . —It must be understood that I onlv

e scattering paragraphs as observations

m pertinent.
—"Thus death continues his

wonted work of thinning our ranks. Sarah

M. Watson has passed away. Seldom, very

seldom, has a purer spirit left a more afflicted

tabernacle. 'Precious in the sight of the

Lord is the death of his saints.'
"

Richest People in the World.

The popular conception of the Indian even

in this city, so near to the "nation," is that

he is an ignorant chap, with a blanket and

squaw, and that all he has in the world is a

government ration and a pipe. This is true,

too, of some of the noble red men, but, in the

language of the day, "there are others," and

they are not squalid, poor, or unthrifty,

either.

The Osages are not only the richest Indians

in the world, but there is no other people on

the globe that compares with them in this re-

spect—white, black, red, yellow. They live

in Oklahoma, and they have more money than

they know what to do with. So a man from

their country. Major A. E. Whiting, says, and

he ought to know, for he has been trading

with them for years.

"I was recently in Washington," said Major

Whiting the other day, "and 1 learned while

there that the Osages have made new con-

tracts for the rental of their pasture lands.

They have eight hundred thousand acres of

land altogether, and of these six hundred

thousand acres are leased for grazing at an

annual rental of $120,000. The Osages now
have on deposit in Washington with the United

States something like $8,000,000, for which

they sold their lands in Kansas, and this

brings them annually $400,000 income. Be-

sides they own more than one million five

hundred thousand acres yet, easily worth five

dollars an acre. Their land holdings are worth

nearly $8,000,000 all told. There are one

thousand nine hundred and seventy-two Indians

in the tribe, and they have all their holdings

in common—men, women and children. When
a child is born it becomes a joint owner with

all the rest. Thus there is a continual incen-

tive for the individual family to increase.

"The profits from the money in the United

States Treasury, the recent leasing of lands,

and other sources of revenue, give the tribe

about $600,000 annually as an income. This

figures out a little more than three hundred

dollars for every man, woman and child.

When a family consists of half a dozen or

eight or ten, as it often does, you can figure

for yourself that it is a pretty good thing.

The realty holdings of the tribe have a oer

capita value of about $4,000, and that means
for a small family of five—and that is a small

one—about $20,000.

"As might be expected this wealth has at-

tracted to the reservation many white men
who seek alliances with the Indian maidens.

The foxy old governors, however, have fore-

seen this and they collect a poll tax of $1 per

month from every white man there. This

keeps the white population down and makes it

really desirable. The adventurer is given a

cold greeting, let me tell you.

"These Osages have not failed to profit men-

tally from their prosperity. They have fine

homes and schools, and the sons and daugh-

ters are sent east to college, and their homes

are richly and tastefully furnished with car-

pets, pianos, and good furniture. Of course,

a few families still live in the old fashion, but

they are becoming fewer and fewer all the

time. In the main, the Osages are well wor-

thy of their inheritance, and when, in a few

years, they become citizens in full they will

not be the worst we have, by any means."

—

Chicago Inter-Ocean.

New York's Midnight Bread Line.

Toward midnight, when all New York, with

the exception of the comparatively few people

whose callings keep them up at that hour, is

fast asleep, and the great avenues of trade are

silent and deserted, any pedestrian who hap-

pens to walk in the vicinity of Tenth Street

and Broadway witnesses a singular sight. The

Christian Herald thus describes it:

Along the sidewalk on the northerly side of

Tenth Street may be seen a long line of men,

poorly clad, with hungry looking, eager faces

and a general air of hopeless poverty. This

line, usually of about three hundred persons,

but sometimes of nearly five hundred, is

formed every night at the same hour. By

12 o'clock it is completed. Sometimes there

are a few destitute looking women in the line,

but the great majority are men. The head of

the line is midway between Fourth avenue

and Broadway.

At the stroke of midnight a door opens and

light streams out on the dark sidewalk. The

crowded line presses up toward the open door-

way, where several white capped and white

aproned men stand beside great piles of

loaves of bread. There is a grateful odor of

coffee, too, and it is soon apparent that the

outside crowd is appreciative of the fact, for

they press harder as one after another at the

head of the line receives from the white

capped men a loaf and a mug of hot coffee,

and then, mumbling his thanks, marches off

to make room for the next. Some receive

half a loaf, others a whole one, and if the

night is chill and frosty, the coffee is in as

much demand as the bread.

The distribution proceeds until all are supplied.

Some carry their loaves home to wife or chil-

dren, hungrier perhaps than themselves. Oth-

ers begin to eat their portion at once, and

gulp down their steaming coffee. By one

o'clock the crowd has vanished, the door has

closed, and Tenth Street has resumed its

wonted quiet.

This unique scene, the only midnight char-

ity in America, has been enacted nightly for

twenty years. Louis Fleischman decided twen-

ty years ago to give to the poor all the bread

that was left undisposed of after his wagons

came in for the night to his bakery in West
Tenth Street.

He gave away a few dozen loaves at first,

but the demand for them grew, and the gift

brought blessing, for his business steadily in-

creased. The midnight distribution is made

all the year round, in the hot, sweltering

nights of summer and in the arctic chill of

winter.

There are never any discords in the quiet

line that gathers nightly, and which encircles

nearly half the block. The men know that a

disturbance might mean the stoppage of the

benefaction, and such a loss they cannot afford

to risk. A loaf of bread means much to a

penniless, homeless man in New York.
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For "The Friend."

A Concern for Egypt.

In the year 1S95, John S. Fowler, a member

of the Society of Friends in America, being

in Egypt with his wife, upon a religious er-

rand, was deeply impressed with the constant

sight of neglected, destitute children, wan-

dering in the streets of the cities; and with

the extraordinary number of blind persons,

without occupation for their support. In

Cairo, alone, it is believed there are more

than five thousand blind people, for whom
there appears to be no public provision for

education or for their training for any indus-

trial pursuit.

John S. Fowler and his wife had visited the

Protestant Mission Schools in Cairo, to which

they had felt a call for religious service. In

the American Mission building they found an

enrollment of over six hundred pupils; among
them, more than sixty young men, who were

being educated as teachers for their own
people. The marked difference in the coun-

tenances of these students, as well as in many
of the children in the different schools visited,

from those to be seen without, was very strik-

ing.

On the return voyaj^e from Alexandria to

Marseilles, the distressed condition of these

thousands of destitute children, and especially

of the blind, strongly impressed the mind of

John S. Fowler, followed by the conviction,

after his arrival in America, that the duty was
laid upon him by his Divine Master, to en-

deavor to interest the religiously minded both

in America and in Great Britain, to furnish

means sufficient to provide for a large number
of these children; to clothe, feed and educate

them, and to introduce into Egypt the methods
for training the blind to useful pursuits which

have proved so effective in Christian commu-
nities.

The American United Presbyterian Mission

for North America, who have an educational

establishment already in successful operation

in Cairo, have heartily entered into sympathy
with the concern, as will be seen by the ac-

companying circular letter.

The field of labor being so large, it is

thought that the sum of $150,000 will not be

an over estimate, and $200,000 would be very

desirable, for erecting the buildings and for a

proper endowment of this benevolent work
Although the raising of this sum seems like a

great undertaking, it is hoped that when the

Christian reader contrasts his own favored

condition with the forlorn and benighted
state of these poor outcasts, equally with him-
self the children of one Almighty Creator, his

heart may be so moved with pity that he will

resolve to do what lies in his power to alle-

viate their condition, and to remove some of

the obstacles existing in that dark land to the

spread of the Redeemer's kingdom.
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of

the least of these my brethren, ye have done
it unto me."

Chas. Rhoads,
Jonathan E. Rhoads,
Geo. J. Scattergood,
William Evans.

Philadelphia, Penna.,
Ninth Mo. 13, 1901.

Articles of Agreement.

Whereas, John S. Fowler, of Winona, Ohio,

having a few years since, visited the city of

Cairo in Egypt, was much impressed whilst

there with the great number of destitute and

outcast children, and the prevalence of diseases

of the eyes, and blindness, among both child-

ren and adults, and he having since felt an

impression of mind that it is the will of the

Lord that he should use efforts to raise a sum

of money by the contributions of charitable and

benevolent people for the building and estab-

lishment in the said city of Cairo or vicinity, of

an Orphanage for the relief of this class of

children, and a Hospital for blind persons, or

those with diseased eyes as above mentioned;

And whereas the United Presbyterian Church

of North America have for several years had

and maintained a mission in Cairo for the prop-

agation of Christianity; and the said John S.

Fowler in a recent interview with the Board

of Foreign Missions of the United Presbyterian

Church aforesaid, at one of their meetings held

in Philadelphia, laid before them his concern

for the aforesaid class of people in Cairo, and

requested said Board to undertake the care and

administration of such funds as he, the said

John S. Fowler, might raise for those objects;

Whereupon after due consideration, the said

Board accepted the proposition of the said John

S. Fowler, and it is understood and agreed be-

tween them as follows, relative to the same,

to wit:

First.—That whilst the said Board of Foreign

Missions of the United Presbyterian Church of

North America, cordially approve of the ob-

jects and plan of the said John S. Fowler in

this proposition, and recommend to the benevo-

lent and charitable everywhere to contribute

to their establishment and endowment, they do

not make the said Board or their successors or

constituents pecuniarily responsible for any ex-

penses that may be incurred in carrying them
out, only so far as moneys may come into their

hands from contributions raised expressly for

the said purposes through the solicitations of

the said John S. Fowler or other persons.

Second.—When such a sum of money has

been subscribed and paid in as in the judgment
of said Board will justify them in proceeding
in the above project, the said Board agrees to

accept the same upon the above and following

trusts and conditions, and hold it and all other

sums of money paid over to them for these

objects as a special deposit in a bank or Trust
Company separate and distinct from their other

funds.

Third.— It shall be the duty of the said

Board, whenever in their discretion a sufficient

sum of money has been paid over to them, to

select suitable pieces of land in or near the

said city of Cairo, and to purchase them and
erect buildings thereon and furnish them for

the purposes herein expressed. They will for-

ever thereafter use and apply all moneys do-
nated to them for these purposes, both prin-

cipal and income, to the maintenance and car-
rying on of such orphanage for the relief,

support and education of the destitute, aban-
doned, and orphan children of the said city of
Cairo and vicinity in Egypt, and the hospital
for the help and education of the blind, or those
afflicted with diseased eyes, whether children or
adults, who are in poverty, so far as the means
thus raised will extend; with the desire that the
blind which were so much the object of his com-
passion when He walked amongst men, might be

enabled to trace with their fingers the accoun

of the coming of Christ as foretold in the Oli

Testament, and fulfilled in the New Testament

thereby hastening the day spoken of by thi

prophet: when the "knowledge of the Lon
shall cover the earth as the waters cover th^

sea." Said Institutions and their managemen
to be under the sole direction and control

the Board of Foreign Missions of the Unite-

Presbyterian Church of North America, an

their successors in office. Provided, however

that the said Board will consult and advise wit

the said John S. Fowler, whilst he may be liv

ing and able to co-operate with them, wit

regard to the site and building and such de'

tails respecting the prosecution of the work a

may be practicable, and will give his view'

and suggestions due consideration, but n
serving to said Board the ultimate decision i

all cases. It is provided, however, that the li,

stitution shall always be kept under the infli

ence, care and superintendence of Protestai

Christian officers and teachers, who shall ei

deavor to instruct the inmates in the precepll

of the New Testament; and that war or mil

tary drill shall never be taught therein. In cas

of the death of John S. Fowler before the ol

jects and plan as herein described have beei

carried out, the Board of Foreign Missions
'

desired to confer with such members of the cii'

ciety of Friends in, or in the neighborhood (/

Philadelphia as may have subscribed to th;

fund, or to such individual or individuals i

they may select, as to the steps it may 1

necessary for them to take to complete tP

benevolent purposes herein indicated, and t

represent his interests in advising with tl

Board.
;

Fourth.—And further, that we, whose don.

tions are hereunto attached, reserve the rigl

and privilege for ourselves, our heirs, or a

signs forever, to draw out the amount of 01

donations to the endowment fund and our rel

tive proportion of the cash value of all buil

ings, lands, or any other rights or privilej

belonging to the aforesaid Institutions, pr

vided, they should come into possession of, '

under the control of any people, or religio

denomination claiming Protestantism but

the same time not holding either in doctrii

or practice a full belief that our Lord ai

Saviour Jesus Christ, came into the world

testified of in the New Testament, and whi'

He had finished the work here given unto Hi

of the Father to do, gave his life a propiti

tory sacrifice for the sins of all mankind.

Fifth.—And further. That there be a reco

of the names of such of the donors, as may
willing to have their names so exposed, with t

amounts given by each, placed in the rece

tion room of said Institutions, for the observ

tion of Christian tourists and philanthropic

of other lands, with the hope that it raig

impress upon them the language, "Go thou a

do likewise."

Sixth.— In case at any time, in the judgme
of the Board, there has been raised a sufficie

fund to warrant them in renting a building a

land and furnishing it for the above purpose

but not adequate to buying land and buildi

a house on it, they mav do so, and carry

the Institution in such rented premises,

long as they may think best.

In testimony whereof the said Board of F(

eign Missions of the United Presbyteri
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!lurch of North America, have affixed their

mmon or corporate seal hereto, attested by

ie signatures of their President and Secre-

ry, and the said John S. Fowler has signed

ese articles dated at Philadelphia, in the

ate of Pennsylvania this ninth day of Ninth

3nth. A. D., 1901.

Subscriptions may be sent to the Provident

fe & Trust Co., 409 Chestnut Street, Phila-

Iphia, with the address of the donor.

'he Board of Foreign Missions of the
United Presbyterian Church of

North America.

Phila., Pa., July I2th, igoi.

The Board of Foreign Missions of the Uni-

id Presbyterian Church of North America.

I

To Brethren in our Lord .Jesus Christ every-

•lere, greeting.

Dear Brethren:—Friend John S. Fowler,

iter a visit to the land of Egypt, has repre-

inted to us the deep and abiding impression

ade upon his heart by the need in that dark

tad of those blessed influences and fruits of

(e gospel found in Christian lands, and es-

icially by the peculiar destitution and dis-

l3ss of the orphaned and the blind little ones,

ir whom a non-Christian civilization makes
itle or no provision. Moved as he believes,

|d as we believe, by the Spirit of Cod, after

terviews with our Board as the great mis-

)nary agency in that land, he has entered

to a written agreement, a copy of which he

Ids, which is designed to give effect to his

nevolent desires and intentions for the re-

:f and support of the little ones whose con-

tion has so tenderly moved him to sympathy
d effort in their behalf.

iWe desire as a Board to express most em-
|iatically our approval of Friend Fowler's
loject and plan. The distress he seeks to re-

ive in both souls and bodies is truly appall-

ii? beyond description, and the blind consti-

|te a proportion of the population in that land

'eadful to contemplate. Without some such
iecial provision made, it is scarcely possible

ij carry into their dark lives the light which
kistianity and Christian civilization gives,

breover, from an examination of our Char-
fr and our annual Reports, which may be ob-

(ined through John S. Fowler, it will be

fn that the proposed work is exactly in line

ijth the broad Christian work of evangeliza-

l|in and education, which for nearly half a
(ntury we have been carrying on in the great
lile valley from Alexandria to the First Cat-
act.

IWe believe the undertaking of this Friend
•Id brother to be of God, and most cordially

;|mmend his laudable work lo the charitable

d benevolent everywhere.
Given by order of the Board of Foreign
ssions of the United Presbyterian Church of
irth America, at Philadelphia, Pa., this 12th

y of July 1901.

M. G. Kyle, President.

C. S. Cleland, Rec. Secretary.

jAs the winter season is the time for pros-
ijuting building work, in Egypt, to the best
^vantage if the benevolent-hearted to whom
liese lines may come should feel it their duty
U send in rheir subscriptions in time for it,

le work may be entered upon during the next
liming winter.

j

John S. Fowler.

For "Thb Friend."

Some Reminiscences of a Good Man—Ebenezer

Worth.

It may, perhaps, be both interesting and
instructive to revive a few of the incidents,

trials and exercises that our dear Friend

passed through, as well as the Divine support
under them, in his long continued care and
interest for the natives of our land, whom he
not unfrequently referred to as "Brethren and
Sisters."

The following is a letter, or part of one,

to his friend. Joseph Elkinton, Sr., dated:

"Ti-.NEBASSAH, Ninth Month 13, 1849.

"I have once more in unmerited mercy been
favored to reach this place in good health,

after passing through some trials. Before

reaching Auburn, I felt unwell. Passing

along I saw in large letters on the wall, 'Be-

ware of pickpockets.' The man who sat next

me on the same seat said he thought there had

been two attempts to take his pocketbook in

Albany. I felt for mine, and to my surprise,

found it was gone. 1 had a little money in

my purse. When I got to Rochester my pain

was so great that I did not know whether 1 was
able to go any further. I thought I had

strong symptoms of dysentery. Perhaps thou

can form as correct an idea of my feelings,

by supposing thyself in similar circumstances

as by anything I could write thee. Sick, far

from home, among strangers, and having but

a dollar and a half in money. The agent told

me there had been an accident on the railroad

out west and the cars would be detained. 1

got a cup of warm coffee, took some medicine
I had with me, put on my overcoat, seated

myself and thought seriously of my situation.

The pain gradually abated, and before I got

to Buffalo I felt pretty well; in looking back
at the gloomy prospects which, but a few
hours before, were mine, and thinking of the

feelings of those passengers in the cars that

had collided 1 felt thankful and comfortable."

"TuNESASSAH, Eleventh Month 2d.

"To J. E. ... I continue to feel a deep in-

terest in the welfare of our poor brethren, for

there are times when they feel like brethren

to me. There are such floods of obstruction

thrown in the way of their improvement by
the whites as at times to make it very discour-

aging. Yet I am sometimes comforted in be-

lieving there is a Power that can overrule the

designs of the wicked one, and that we do not

serve a hard Master. If we do what he re-

quires of us, we shall be clear and our reward
sure. It feels to me, at times, it is enough
to know we have done our Blessed Master's

will! The riches and honors of the world are

mere bubbles compared to it. Oh! the peace,

the quietness of mind, and perfect enjoyment
which it affords."

I am comforted in believing that the labors

of Friends in this place have not been lost;

some of the elder ones have spoken to me of

the benefit it has been to take the advice

Friends have given them a long time ago.

W. P. T.

In a recent private letter appears this lan-

guage:—"The further I advance in age the

more I feel how necessary it is to learn to

'become as a little child' in the kingdom of

the Father."

Mount Desert Island's Highest Peak.

Probably no mountain in America, says
President William De Witt Hyde in the Con-
gregationalist, draws each summer to the re-

sorts at its base a larger or more select group
of college-trained men and women than Green
mountain, the highest peak on Mt. Desert
island. Yet of all the wealthy and learned
people who throng the famous harbors of the
island, certainly no one has— 1 venture to say
no one could— give as fine an expression uf
the scientific and spiritual significance of its

chief mountain as the following "Ode to

Green Mountain," one of a number of poems
which Livy Penney, my neighbor, in a little

red farmhouse, has contributed to the Mt.
Desert Herald, and which I leave as a monu-
ment to the education a farmer, a stonecut-
ter and a digger of wells has been able to ac-

quire through fourscore years of kindly human
fellowship and reverent communion with na-
ture in a simple life of honest toil.

••Stupendous pile, I gaze on thee with rapture.

Thy cold bald summit turbaned in a cloud.

In nature's volume vast thou art a chapter
That speaks the wisdom of thy God aloud.

Ancient beyond all human comprehension.
No history notes the date when thou wast born;

Man's epochs are too trivial to mention.
Too limited to reach thy natal morn.

The solid crust of earth was rent asunder
To give thee passage to the upper air.

Thy birth cry was the earthquake's sullen thunder,
Thy christening light the red volcano's glare.

Those deep-grooved furrows on thy ribs of granite
Were plowed by icebergs countless years of yore;

When unrelenting winter ruled our planet,

And icy mountains scoured the ocean floor.

The storm-gods fierce from winter's arctic regions

Rave in their madness round thy head in vain
;

Thy granite buckler foils their wildest legions.

And halts at will the headlong hurricane.

Hail! ancient coast-guard, even the mighty ocean,

Whose haughty challenge bids thee to retreat.

At thy stern bidding curbs his wild commotion.
And piles his waves in thunder at thy feet.

Ah, thou shalt stand when this frail frame shall

molder
Back to the formless dust from which it rose,

Affording theme for many a new beholder.

Yet resting still thyself in cold repose.

The Old Place Was Not Sold.—We
have heard of an old farmer who became
tired of farming and had a longing for town
life. He engaged a real estate agent to

advertise and sell the old homestead. This

man had little sentiment about him, but he

knew what appealed to buyers, and he wrote a

description of the farm and printed it. When
the paper containing the advertisement came
and the wife read it aloud, the old farmer sat

silent in his easy-chair for a long time. At
last he said: "Mother, that's a description of

our farm is it? The grand old lane,— fine or-

chard of all kinds of fruits—cozy homestead,

surrounded with magnificent trees and shrubs

—an ideal spot in nature, eh?" "That's what
it says here," answered the wife, as she looked

out on the sloping green pasture field at the

cows contentedly chewing their cud under the

shade of an elm tree. "Well," said the far-

mer, "I'll countermand the order, for Old

Elms farm is not for sale. If others see all
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these attractions on the old farm, why, they

must be here. We've kinder grown up with

them, and didn't notice 'em. I guess it's

good enough place for us to end our days on,

too." There was a man whose life had grown

on so softly and slowly amid familiar scenes

that he could hardly realize the beauty and

peacefulness of his home until they were

pointed out by others. It is a sad thing that

so few farmers can fully enjoy and appreciate

nature in all its bountiful beauty. The dollar

and cent vision will, if we permit it, cloud

over and obscure the best things of farm life

—best because something better than gold

must be paid for them."

Perjury Increasing in American Courts.

At the annual raeetinsf of the Iowa Bar As-

sociation at Council Bluffs, Iowa, on the 16th

of Seventh Month, the President, J. J. Mc-

Carthy, of Dubuque, made a startling state-

ment regarding the prevalence of perjury in

American courts. "Where," he asked, "is

there a lawyer who has not seen a guilty crim-

inal pass out of the court room acquitted and

set free because of perjured testimony?

What one of us but has seen sacrificed the

rights of prisoners, and property sacrificed

and trampled under foot, presumably under

due form of law, but really and truly by the

use of corrupt, false and sometimes purchased

testimony ?

"One judge of long experience upon the

bench, writes me, that, in his opinon, about

one-half of all the evidence received on behalf

of the defence in criminal cases is false. An-

other judge of equally high repute says that

he believes that seventy-tive per cent, of the

evidence oft'ered in divorce cases approaches

deliberate perjury. Another writes that per-

jury is committed in many important law

suits, and that the crime is increasing. In

short, with reference to the prevalence of

perjury, the time has come when, in the

words of another, justice must wear a veil,

not that she may be impartial, but that she

may hide her face for shame."
"These are the things," exclaimed the

speaker, "that beget distrust and disrespect

for the Courts and for verdicts, and for our

boasted forms of law. These are the things

that produce anarchy and lynching, and invite

a just contempt, as well as a lack of confi-

dence, in those tribunals called courts of jus-

tice.

"Who can blame a poor outcast of society

for false swearing when presumably reputable

citizens do the same thing? Why do we ex-

pend time and money in prosecuting some
poor tramp for stealing another's overcoat to

keep from freezing when the wrecker of a

bank, the despoiler of a home, the taker of a

human life or the embezzler of thousands goes
unwhipced of justice.

"Why should a nation or a State cry out

against discriminations, trusts, corporations

and 'watered' stocks when the very crime that

makes them possible is passed unnoticed?

Why does the press of a country write volumes
on the Constitution 'following the flag' when
the sanctity of an oath that gives both the

(Constitution and the flag their real significance

is almost ignored."

Tne speaker discussed the causes for this

prevalence of false swearing. "Some place

the blame upon the skeptical and free thinking

spirit of the times; some censure the courts

for the careless, flippant, meaningless and in-

different manner in which oaths are permitted

to be administered; others severely censure

the county attorneys and grand juries for

their indifference or apparent incapacity to

effectually and properly indict and prosecute

those guiltv of the crime. Blame is also

laid at the door of a class of attorneys who

advise or encourage, or at least condone per-

jury; and still another very respectable num-

ber say this because of the lack of fear of

prosecution and certain temporal punishment

for the crime.

"It is doubtless true that all these, and

perhaps other causes, combine in creating the

evil complained of. The grasping and com-

mercializing spirit of the age, where every

man's standard seems to be measured by the

amount of money he has accumulated, might

well be added to the catalogue."

As to remedies, J. J. McCarthy said oaths

were too common, and favored "the abolition

of allofficial oaths and the emphatic adminis-

tration of the judicial oath. He believed the

judge himself should administer all oaths,

that it should be done with gravity and solem-

nity, and that witnesses should be told that

extreme punishment would be meted out to

perjurers. Then the law should be enforced.

Perjury should be swiftly and severely pun-

ished, and if it was so punished a strong pub-

lic sentiment would rapidly grow up against

it, and men would hesitate before committing

this most heinous, wicked and cruel crime."

[The above remarks, taken from the Chris-

tian Statesman, show how one more failure to

observe Christ's law comes to grief. But the

remedies proposed by the speaker fail to reach

the root of the matter. Agree with Christ

in abolishing all oaths and swearing "not at

all," and punish every violation of the aflir-

mation in testimony with the penalties pre-

scribed for perjury, and we shall go far in

bringing false witness under disrepute, and

elevating the popular valuing of simple truth.

But we do not get down to the root of the

matter short of fidelity to the witness for truth

in man's heart. A general inculcation of this

doctrine by religious teachers, and churches

would forward the day when men's yea would

be yea, and their nay. nay.

Talking to God.—A few years ago Ur.

Leonard Bacon, the venerable patriarch among
Congregationalists, was travelling with one of

his sons in the far interior of Asia, on their

way to the ruins of ancient Nineveh. I be-

lieve it was along the same path which the

prophet Jonah took, ages ago, to that famed
city. They had passed safely through many
perils along that dangerous road, and had
crossed a large river which intervened, and
were proceeding on their way to Nineveh.

Suddenly they were met by a band of robbers

which roam over that wild country, and who
took them captive,—prisoners at the mercy of

these marauders.

The little helpless caravan was placed under
the shade of a large tree to await their des-

tiny or doom. The band of robbers were a

few rods off, deliberating on their fate. The
captives were in momentary expectation of

hearing the crack of the guns whose balls

would end their pilgrimage on earth, and the

were anxiously watching the looks and move

ments of the robbers, who often turned thei

,

eager eyes towards their victims.
,

In these moments of deadly peril their onl;

resource was the power and providence of Goi.

for protection. They all kneeled down in th
i

attitude of prayer and looked up, and Dr. Ba'

con prayed earnestly, while the robbers wer

;

watching. "What are they doing?" saidth'

robbers among themselves. The guide an^

interpreter of the caravan replied, "They ar,'

talking to God!" The robbers, doubtless im

fluenced by a Divine power, thought it wa,

not best to shoot and kill persons who coul i

talk thus to God. The captive prisoners wer

released and saved. Dr. Bacon and his so!

faced about and made the best of their wa!

back to Europe and to London, where the write:

of this met them at the dinner-table of an en;

inent American, and heard frum the lips c

Dr. Bacon this exciting narrative which

now written, with some exactness, from tli

memory of by-gone years.—Advance.

Events Concerning the Society.

Eastern Quarterly Meeting, recently held at Ric

Square, N. C., is reported as having been a satij

factory occasion. Mary J. Pretlow, from Blac

Creek, Va., and Abbie Hollowell from Neu;,

Monthly Meeting, N. C, were in attendance. (

First-day at Cedar Grove, Henry T. Outland w;
,

exercised with the language, "What doest thi

here, Elijah?"

The new meeting-house which has been in prep

ration for a few months past in Merchantville, ]

J., was opened for Divine worship on last First-da

the loth instant. Some two hundred are reportf

as attending on that occasion, with the ministej

who have been prominentia the concern to provii'

a place where any ministers of orthodox belief und

the name of Friends may be free to participat

under right authority.

The Friends' School in Atlantic City.—V
willingly give place to the following appeal of t

trustees of the Atlantic City Meeting-house pro

erty. Such a school under the fostering care
^

the Yearly Meetings committee is properly describ i

as a providential opening for inculcating our pri '

ciples, and we trust it may have the needed fina

cial support.

—

Ed.

"Through a brief notice in The Friend, a

some mention in the report of Anna Walton befc

Friends' Educational Association at its meeting

the Fifth Month last, it has been somewhat_g«,

erally known that a Friends' School was establish
,

'

in Atlantic City last year, under the superintei

ence of the Educational Committee of Philad

phia Yearly Meeting. The Trustees of the Meetir

house were appealed to for accommodations for t

School and they granted the use of the Meetiii' i

house for the first year. Naturally, such provisi I

would have been made by a Preparative or Monti
|

Meeting, but in the case of Atlantic City, there

no such body with jurisdiction. The property w

placed in the hands of a board of trustees by t

late John M. Whitall and his co-adjutors, so tl
^

it might be held for the use of Friends with(
'

any special limitation to the membership of (

meeting. The trustees, however, recognize t

responsibility of providing for all right demai

upon the property for meeting uses. That o'

school seems to them one of the most important

these, so that now the appeal of the school ci

mittee for suitable school rooms has induced

trustees to have plans made and to proceed

carry them into effect. ,

"A second story to the meeting-house will f
•

vide three nice school rooms and the necesa' i

toilet arrangements. This is all the accommo I
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tjn that a first-class elementary school would seem
^require, and the ambition of the committee is

K to go beyond this, but to depend upon West-
tlVn or other large schools already established by
liiends for secondary education.

j'The estimated cost of this improvement is

(put .$5,000. This includes a new roof and a new
»ting plant, both of which are now required by

i£ meeting-house, so that the whole sum can not

b chargeable to the school. The trustees have

S)ut $2,000 of the $5,000 guaranteed. Their ap-

pal then is to Friends and others who may be in-

tested, for the remaining $3,000. The interests

» education, especially of elementary education,

dsely concern every true Friend. By no other

pcess can we so well expect the propagation of

jt- principles, and the promising school in Atlantic

[>y seems to the trustees one more providential

tening for this work. Large sums are constantly

j^ributed by Philadelphia Friends for educational

pfjects within our own borders and beyond them,

i;l we have confidence on this very account that

!J
worthy an opening as the present will not be

ithted. The e.xperience of the school last year

Ses every promise that it can be easily self-

Ijiporting, so that this appeal is for an invest-

rint and not for money to be spent on a deficit.

j' Checks may be mailed to David Roberts, treas-

ilir, Moorestown, N. J.

' Alex. C. Wood, Joshua Wills, David Roberts,

*ry W. Leeds, Charles Evans, Walter Smedley,
fHenry Bartlett, Trustees.

!' Atlantic City, N. J., Ninth Month 2nd, 1901."

|3i-Centennial of William Penn's Gift.—The
"lage of Brick Meeting-house, in Cecil County,
dryland, suggested and laid out in 1701 by Wm.
^in, celebrated its two hundredth anniversary on
^t Seventh-day, Ninth Month 14th. For more
tn a century the village bore the name of " Brick
leting-house," until in 1878 the Post Office De-
ftment gave the name of Calvert to the locality,

j
brevity.

jThe following historical information appeared in

[i Philadelphia Ledger of the 9th instant

;

'Two hundred years ago a company of Friends
le forth from Chester into the wilderness to select

lite for a new Quaker settlement at the head of

pwater of Chesapeake Bay. On the second day
ftheir journey through the forest they reached
ir destination. Well pleased with its beauty

|l evident fertility, they gave several days to

limination of the region. On the last day Wra.
!m, who had led the company, assembled them
j

a knoll overlooking the ground, and in the
irds of an old chronicle, ' in acknowledgment of
joverruling Providence by whom they had been
ed for in the wilderness,' he ' then and there

j

apart and dedicated forty acres of land to them
|l their successors forever, for the combined pur-
e of public worship, the right of burial and the
vilege of education.'

'The bicentennial celebration of this gift of

d will be held at the 'Brick' Meeting House,
it iNottingham, Cecil County, Maryland. But
celebration will, in fact, commemorate an event
greater historical importance than the giving of

I ground for community purposes of worship,
•ial and education. In leading this company of
akers to a new home, William Penn intended, by
|-ing possession, to assert his right to the terri-
'y at the head of Chesapeake Bay, as being
.hin his Pennsylvania charter. To this ground
losing claims had been made by Lord Balti-
re, and, as King William had shown unfriendli-
s, the founder of Pennsylvania was fearful of
ing it.

' When Penn made his purchases of land from
Indians in 1683 he believed that the land

'Und the head of Chesapeake Bay was included.
t on a visit to England, he had some difficulty

h the Crown, and learned that Lord Baltimore
3 laying claim to that territory.

" Upon his return in 1699 he found that a com-
pany of Friends from Chester had penetrated

through what was then a trackless wilderness to

the remotest parts of Chester county, and, finding

there a beautiful and fertile country, were minded
to form a new settlement, on the Pequa, Conestoga

and Octoraro creeks. But they were averse to

losing the peace and tranquillity, to enjoy which
they had crossed the Atlantic, by coming into con

flict with Lord Baltimore. Perceiving the advan
tage of possession, and understanding the value of

the region as giving another outlet to the sea for

trade and commerce, Penn prevailed upon his hes

itating followers to go under his lead and occupy
the land. Therefore it was that in 1701 the com'

pany of Chester Quakers set out on horseback to

journey into the wilderness, for the purpose of es-

tablishing a new settlement.
" With Penn rode Andrew Job, a former sheriff

of Chester County, who had united in urging that

they take possession of the ground, and behind,

among others, came James and William Brown, of

whom J. A. M. Passmore, of this city, is a lineal

descendant ; John Churchman, Joel Baily, Edward
Beeson, Henry Reynolds, Cornelius and Ebenezer

Empson, John Richardson and James Cooper. They
carried provisions for a week and were equipped

for a night's camping in the woods. Arriving at

their destination, they found there a camp of Sus-

quehannock Indians, who received them kindly, and

they took possession of the land without encoun-

tering opposition.

"The territory thus possessed and later called Not-

tingham Quarter was in length ten miles, in greatest

width three miles, and contained 18,000 acres.

Its beginning was seven and one-half miles from
the northeast corner of Maryland, as the Friends

made the boundaries of that State. It now lies,

however, about one-third in Maryland and two-

thirds in Pennsylvania. This tract was divided by

a road running east and west through the middle,

and other roads vertical to this, into thirty-seven

parts, of which one was allotted to each of the

company which followed Penn. It was not until

1702 that the first Friend settled upon it. He was
William Brown, and he gave the settlement the

name of Nottingham.
" In 1706, probably the first meeting-house, built

of logs, was raised on the plot of forty acres given

by William Penn. No record was kept, but in that

year Thomas Chalkley, a Friend, who traveled

through that region, makes mention of the build-

ing. A quaint and interesting account Chalkley

kept of his journey through the woods, an account

which gives a view of the Indians quite different

from that ordinarily taken. ' We spread our food

on the grass,' he says, ' and went on cheerfully and
with good-will and much love to the poor Indians,

but when we came they received us kindly, treat-

ing us civilly in their way. We treated about

having a meeting with them in a religious way,

upon which they called a council, in which they

were grave, and spoke one after another without

any heat or jarring ; and some of the most es-

teemed of their women do sometimes speak in the

councils. I asked our interpreter why they suf-

fered women to speak in their councils. His an-

swer was that some women are wiser than some
men.

" ' At this meeting an Indian woman spoke as fol-

lows : she " looked upon our coming to be more than

natural, because we did not come to buy or sell or

get gain, but came in love and respect to them,

and desired their well being, both here and here-

after."
'

"In 1724 a brick meeting-house was erected,

the bricks being imported from England. That

was destroyed by fire in 1751, and the following

year it was rebuilt, with a stone addition of equal

dimensions with the brick main structure. In 1810

this was also burned, and was rebuilt in the same
way, half stone and half brick. The name ' Brick

Meeting-house' has endured, however, from the

first. For awhile during the Revolution the meeting-
house which then stood was used as a hospital by a
division of the American forces. On his march to
Yorktown Lafayette encamped on the grounds."
The Baltimore Sun says :

" Here a large com-
pany worshipped, and of it John Griffith, a travel-
ing minister who had visited all the meetings in

America and England wrote :
' It was a very large

meeting and a zealous body of Friends then be-
longed thereto, amongst whom I had good service
and great unity of the Spirit being lovingly en-
joyed.'

" It was Andrew Job's son Thomas who, in 1725,
married Elizabeth Maxwell, niece of Daniel Defoe,
she having run away from her mother and uncle
in London when but eighteen years of age, on ac-
count of being refused encouragement in a matri-
monial engagement. She agreed with the captain
of the ship, having no money to pay her passage,
to be sold on arriving in America for a term of
years, the purchase money to go to the captain for
her fare. Andrew Job was a visitor in Philadel-

phia the day Elizabeth Maxwell was offered for
sale, and he bought her for a term of years. After
her marriage, Elizabeth Job wrote her mother and
uncle of her surroundings. Her uncle replied to
her letter, stating that her mother was dead and
had left considerable property. Among it were
several pieces of furniture, some that Defoe had
used in his study while writing the story of ' Rob-
inson Crusoe.' Some of this furniture was sent to
his niece, and one of the chairs is now in the family
of Hannah Griffith, of Brick Meeting-house, a de-
scendant.

"Elizabeth Job died in 1782, at the age of

eighty-two years, and all of her descendants have
worshipped in the meeting-house, and only one of

the name, Haines Job, remains in the village.
" Brick Meeting-house proper is in an excellent

state of preservation and stands upon a knoll from
which six roads course. The arched hoods over the
doors, the quaint locks and heavy handles belong
to other times. The benches are highbacks, and
the clerk's leaf-desk is ink-spotted. A gallery runs
around the room, and back of its open front of
narrow wood are rude, heavy benches without
backs, which tradition says were used in the meet-
ing during Penn's day."

The exercises of Seventh-day, the 14th, included
the reading of a history of the meeting by Kirk
Brown, of Baltimore, an address by Edward R.
Buffington, of Rising Sun, Md., on " Quakerism as

a Factor in Modern Thought ;" address by Charles
S. Pennypacker of West Chester, Pa., on " What
have Friends Accomplished," and one by Dr. Petty-
man on " The Influence of the Settlement of Friends
in Maryland and Pennsylvania."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—President McKinley died about 2.15
o'clock on the morning of the 14th inst., at the Milburn
home, in Buffalo, New York. His invaMd wife, whom he
cherished with the warmest affection, remained with him
at intervals until consciousness ceased. Among his last

words were : "It is God's will. Let his will, not ours, be
done." He was in his fifty-ninth year. The remains were
taken to Washington on the 16th, and the interment is to

be at Canton, Ohio, tne President's former home.
Theodore Roosevelt entered upon the Presidency on the

afternoon of the 14th inst. at Buffalo He was born in

New York City in 1858, and is the youngest of the Presi-

dents of the United States. At his request the members
of the Cabinet retain their positions for the present.

Emma Goldman and Johann Most, Aflarchist leaders,

have been arrested, the former in Chicago, the latter in

New Y''ork City.

The steel strike has been settled at a conference of

representatives of the Amalgamated Association and of-

ficials of the Steel Corporation held on the 14th inst.

Census returns show that in Pennsylvania there are :

Males, 3,204,541 ; females, 3,097,574 ; foreign born, 985,-

250 ; colored, 160,451, including 156,845 negroes, 1927
Chinese, 40 Japanese and 1639 Indians. The males pre-

dominate, there being 50.8 per cent, of males, as against
49.2 per cent, of females. The foreign born element con-
stitutes 15.6 per cent, of the total population of the State.
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Advices received at the railroad offices from points west

concerning freight traffic are to the effect that never be-

fore has such a freight tonnage been carried or the de-

mand for cars been so great.
.

Fiftv-siK men were rescued by life-saving crews from

vessels wrecked on Lake Huron during a fierce gale on the

'

Elaborate experiments in feeding wheat to farm ani-

mals and swine have been made this year at the Kansas

experiment station, and also in other btates of the corn

belt The experts conclude that wheat has greater nutri-

tive" value than corn, and maybe used either crushed,

mixed with oats or corn, or in connection with straw in

time of extreme scarcity.

PhcEbe Hearst has agreed to pay all the expenses of a

department of anthropology at the University of Califor-

nia, which will be devoted «^P«'=''»l'y.'V''\'''J l.n nnn
dians of the Pacific coast. The cost will be about $50,0UU

^
ThTpearv exploring expedition has been heard from

under date "of Fourth Month 4th. 1901. In asummary of

last year's work Lieutenant Peary mentions : The round-

ing of the northern limit of the Greenland^ archipelago,

the most northerly known land in the world, and the at-

taining of the highest latitude yet attained in the Western

Hemisphere 83° 50' north.
, r -i

To-day there are 195,000 miles of main track of rail-

roads in the United States, as compared with 271,000

'

miles in all the rest of the globe.

There were 430 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 31 more than the previous

week and 10 more than the corresponding week of 19U0.

Of the foregoing, 220 were males and 210 females: 47

died of consumption of the lungs ; 32 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 4 of diphtheria ;

14 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever and 1

of scarlet fever.
, , -j

Cotton closed on a basis of 8|c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flodr.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ;
Penna. roller

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73J to 74c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 60J to 61c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 41Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5i to 6iVc.; good, 5| to 5ic.; me-

dium, 41 to 54c.
, „ oi 11

Sheep—Choice, 3J to 3ic.; good,3to3ic.; common, 1*

to 2Jc.

Lambs—4 to 6c.

Hogs.—Western, 9 to 9Jc.

Foreign.—The Chinese protocol has been signed by the

Powers at Pekin. Minister Rockhill, who conducted the

negotiations for the United States, has started for home.

A despatch from Pekin of the 9th, says : The imperial

edict, issued recently, providing for reform of the exami-

nations, seems to indicate that the Liberals are in control

of the court, and its importance, if enforced, is difficult

to overestimate. It provides that the examinations must

include Western history. Western sciences and industrial

methods. It abolishes the traditional eight part classical

essays and verbatim reproductions of the classics, profi-

ciency in which has been the chief qualification for office

holding. .

Reports from Shanghai of Seventh Month 2oth state

that the most disastrous floods were prevailing in the val-

ley of the Yang-tse River. The farms, especially in the

rice-growing region about Wu Hu, are so completely

flooded that there is no hope for the crop this year. In

addition to this, thousands of lives have been lost and un-

known numbers rendered homeless by the overflow. The

stoppage of trade is very serious. The destruction of the

crops in the fields and particularly the probable loss of the

rice crop in the region of Wu Hu, the great rice exporting

centre, will probably add famine in the Yang-tse Valley

to the other difficulties besetting the empire.

The total number of professing Christians in China (ac-

cording to the Catholic Champion) is 700,000, of whom

more than 500,000 are Roman Catholics. At the present

time the foreign missionaries number some 3000 men, half

of these being Roman Catholics, and 1600 women, 300

being Roman Catholic Sisters.

The population of Manchuria is estimated at about 20,-

000,000. For a distance of four hundred miles, extend-

ing from the Sungari River to New Chwang, the railroad

passes through a level, well watered region, dr— -'"

crowded with population and under a high state of

vation.

A meeting of the Czar of Rnssia and the Emperor of

Germany has taken place at Hela, Prussia, and the former

with his wife and children have been warmly welcomed

during a brief stay in Germany. This visit is regarded as

an indication of friendly relations which it is hoped will

strengthen the peace of Europe.

The head of the Fire Department of Rouen has sug-

gested to the Mayor a novel project in the fire extin-

guishing service. Inasmuch as this city is traversed

everywhere by electric street-car wires, it is suggested

there should be provided pumps, driven by dynamos, to

take currents by means of a trolley hooked to the street-

car wires at the nearest point to the fire.

Most of the Berlin papers protest against the retention

of the astronomic instruments from the Pekin Observa-

tory that were brought to Germany recently.

In a report to the Ecumenical Methodist Conference,

lately in session in London, it was stated that there were

''4 899,421 adherents of Methodism in the world.
"

'zion's Herald states that preparations are being made

for a most extensive crusade against vice in London.

More than one thousand prominent persons, representing

every borough in the metropolis, have associated them-

selves together for this purpose. They will undertake to

repress public immorality, disorderly houses, obscene lan-

guage, pernicious pictures, publications and plays.

The protest of Prince Lowenstein, President of the Ger-

man Catholic Union, against dueling has been signed by

four hundred and forty-one members of the German no-

bility and gentry, mainly Catholics. Fresh signatures

continue to arrive daily.
, , , r.

Cards are being used in Switzerland and Germany to

check profanity. People go about with the cards in their

pockets, and whenever they hear bad language, present

one to the swearer to sign. The card has printed on it a

pledge to abstain from swearing for a specified time or

to pay a small fine for each oath to some chanty.^ Nearly

40,000 of these cards have been distributed in Switzerland

Prof. 0. T. Mason says that there are in the Philippines

150 native tribes with names ; and the population of about

7 000,000 contains races of the colors, black, brown, red,

yellow and white, and that the mingling of these races has

produced a great variety in the character and appearance

of the inhabitants. , .

The municinalities of Stockholm and other cities ot

Wanted—A position, to care for children, or an it

valid. Testimonials given and expected in return.

Address F. E. G.,

Office of " The Friend."

Family of two desire woman to assist in housekeeping :

suburb of Philadelphia ; Friend preferred.

Address L,

Office of " The Friend.'

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for tb

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regard t

;

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Willia
, ;

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and con^

munications in regard to business should be forwarded t

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. C, Chester Co., Pa.

All members of the Westtown Old Scholars' Associi

tion, who have paid or shall pay their annual dues to Wi

Ham T. Elkinton, Treasurer, No. 121 South Third Stree

Philadelphia, are invited to attend the Fifth Annual R

union to be held at Westtown Seventh-day, Tenth Mom

5th 1901. Those who prefer to bear their individn,

share in the " Expenses of the day," are encouraged

add one dollar to their annual dues. The program of e

tertainment and exercises extends from 9 A. M. to 2.^

p. M. At the meeting in the tont, the condition of vario

departments will be presented by those best able, and a

dresses will be given

For the Undergraduates, by Walter S. Thomas ;

For the Friends of the School, by Agnes L. Tierne'^

For the Old Scholars, by John B. Garrett.

Sweden have entered into contract with the Salvation

Army to look after the poor and distressed and to take

care of the tramps and other floating population. There

are similar arrangements between the Salvation Army

and the city governments of Melbourne and Sydney, Aus-

tralia. ____^_
RECEIPTS.

Unlessotherwise specifled, two dollars have been re-

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 7o.

Susan B. Smith and for Susanna Brinton, Pa. ;
Hannah

P. Rudolph, N. J. : Wm. W. Cooper, N. J. ; Sarah A. Long-

streth, Phila. ; Margaret J. Jones, Canada ; Sarah Emlen

Garrett, Pa. ; D. P. Mendenhall, Pa., to No. 27 Vol. 76 ;

J Albin Thorp, Pa. ; S. Eliza Spencer, N. C, $1.50 to No.

14 ; Ann Shoemaker, G'fn ; Edith Sharpless, Pa., to No.

27 Vol. 76 ; Lewis Harvey, Pa., per Jos. Elkinton ;
David

G. Alsop, Phila. ; James Edgerton, 0. ; Mary J. Rezner,

III., to No. 27 ; Joshua Brantingham. agt., 0., $6, for Jon-

athan Brown, Griffith Dewees and Geo. G. Megrail ;
Seth

Shaw, agt., 0., $8, for W. M. Hall, Charles P. Morlan,

Charles Blackburn and Linton Hall ; Edward G. Smedley,

Pa. ; George Rorke and for Sarah V. Rorke, Canada ;

Susan R. Williams, Phila., $6.50 for herself, Mary Roberts,

N. J., and James Hunt, England ; Elizabeth L. Thomas,

Pa. ; George Vaux, Phila., and for Caroline W. Moffitt,

Pa. '; Robert H. Russell for Anna P. S. Russell, Calif. ;

Caspar T. Sharpless, N. J. ; Anna P. Sharpless, M. D.,

Phila. ; Hamilton Haines, N. J. ; Wesley Haldeman, Pa. ;

Henry B. Leeds, agt.,N. J., $10, for Margaret C.Venable.

Elizabeth G. Buzby, Hannah R. Maule, Amos Ashead and

Morris Linton ; Elizabeth F. Darnell, N. J. ;
Thomas H.

Whitson, agt.. Pa., $6, for Sidney Temple, Thos. C. Eld-

ridge and Roland Smedley ; Sam H. Headley, Pa. ; Mary

Ann C. Scattergood and for Abiah Cope, Pa. ; Abel Mc-

Carty, Pa., per Anna Walton.

ts^ Remittances receivfd after Third-day noon will not

appear in the Receipts unlit the following week.

Bible Association of Friends in America.—Agei

are requested to send their annual reports at once to

Edwin P. Sellew,
207 Walnut Place, Phila.

of per-Westtown Boarding School.—For
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will meet

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and 2.50

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requested.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-five

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, wire

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't.

Died, at his residence in West Falmouth, Mass.,

the twenty-ninth of Twelfth Month, 1900, James E. G;

FORD, a member of Sandwich Monthly Meeting, aged sixl

eight years. Endowed with strong natural powers whi

made his personality felt (and now peculiarly misse

throughout his neighborhood, he rose to places of d

tinction in public affairs of his town and State. Use!

also in the clerkship and other business of his Monti

Meeting, yet he set before him too high a standard

some of its more spiritual offices to accept of an .

pointment therein. He was concerned for the true ma

tenance of the principles of the Society of Friends, s!

as one of the signs thereof deemed by him as of val

would stand alone in his public adherence to the tl

and thou of the Friends," whether as a frequent admir

trator bufore courts, in public life as a postmaster,

moderator of the town-meetings, or as a member of

State Legislature. He pressed through much of the s

vice of the latter years of his life under burdens of sev

bodily suffering. Y'et his mind seemed continually go

out to a larger life in the thoughts of the great and w

and was as one expanding to a higher sphere. His sp

under the ministry of suffering was steadily becom

sweetened and mellowed, and his last day continued bn

with his usual words of cheer for those about him.
j

expectedly, while performing an act of household serv

" he was not, for God took him."

, at the residence of her son-in-law, St. David,

on the sixth of Second Month, 1901, Mary R. Deacon I

the ninety-fourth year of her age ; a beloved member
,

|

elder of Burlington Monthly Meeting, N. J. The M, I

ment of a meek and quiet spirit and a natural loveln

of disposition made this dear Friend a truly noble c

acter. She was exercised for the welfare of the ch

and for those around her ; and was also concerned t^

found faithful herself in the performance of all her

;

gious duties, especially in the attendance of our relig >

meetings ; in this she was an example until near the c

of her long life. Beloved by relatives and friends, i

has, we reverently believe, been gathered to her ever;

'"^_!!l;at the residence of James E. Gibbons, his sci

law. near Barnesville, Ohio, Daniel Stephen, on fourte

of Fourth Month. 1901, in the eighty-first year of his -

He had been a lifelong member of the Society of t rif

^
and firmly attached to the ancient principles thereot. •

also endeavored to be careful not to speak m » <=»' *

way of the failings and shortcomings of his fellow- *

and to live in love and unity with all good and goodly >

pie, thus endeavoring to keep a clear conscience m •

might be ready when the solemn summons came, m

left to his children and friends a consoling hope tba

spirit has only passed to one of the mansions _ot»

blessed world, where there is no mor

habitants never say, " I am sick."

,
and i

»•

WILLIAM U. flLE'S SONS, PRINTKRS.

No. 422 Walnut Street
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A Popular Testimony to Silence,

t was reported to us by an eye-witness that

the hour when the remains of our beloved

sident were committed to the tomb on the

h inst., a great throng of people entirely

rounded Independence Hall, in Philadel-

1, and filled the square in front of it, so

; one could hardly find standing room. As

I

bell announced the moving of the funeral

bession a wonderful silence spread over

j.
great throng, and for ten minutes, at

it, men and women stood with bowed heads

I'hat seemed to our informant "the great-

Friends' Meeting" he had ever witnessed,

[liar reports were printed in the newspa-

!ii from other cities over the land.

/here reverence is felt in its true depth,

Iran silence alone is found as its worthy

:j'ession, and words and sounds do violence

i|he sacred covering that hushes the spir-

ifi men as under the Divine Majesty. So

ii)nation has once in one of the soberest me-

ets of its history, set its seal to the valid-

ji'f the Friends' principle of Divine worship.

An Improving Deposit.

is a practice of some on departing from

)le for a sojourn in the summer season, to

BJisit their valuables in a trusted place for

il-keeping. Sometimes these are not re-

lied to them unblemished by moth or rust

: re, and sometimes thieves break in and

;e . But it is enuugh for the depositors if

ii?s trusted for a season out of sight are

?in restored to their hands unimpared.

ke one taking a far journey our Lord

I
:
presented in his well-known parable as en-

M'.ing valuable talents to us, his servants;

ntjdisappointed, if when the season of the

:uj. is over, he does not find his own returned

rill increase and improvement.

His expectation of finding his trusts to us

enriched and enlarged when he comes to claim

them, comforts us with the thought that He

who is more righteous and beneficent than we,

proceeds by the same rule and minds the same

thing which in matters of trust He commends

to us. We are at times brought to where we

must consign to his holy keeping precious in-

terests, and especially precious ones for whom

we can ourselves no longer have the care.

We go out of their sight, or they depart

from ours. We may see them no more in

time. But whether it be in time or eternity

that a precious object of trust, once in whole-

hearted faith committed to our Lord's care,

is again beheld, will He not be found to jus-

tify our trust with a better increase and a

higher glorifying of its object than we could

have asked or thought? Will He merely lay

up our trusts in a napkin? Shall we not be

abundantly satisfied when we see the result,

that it was in his keeping rather than in ours?

Did any one ever trust in the Lord for safe-

keeping, and was disappointed in the increase

of his blessing? Shall we be afraid to "com-

mit the keeping of our own souls also unto

Him, as unto a faithful Creator?"

Impartial Mercy.—An esteemed Friend

questions a passage in our last week's num-

ber, page 75, where John Letchworth said:

"If thou hast assisted all thy relatives and ac-

quaintances who need it, all the peaceable

poor who have come to thy knowledge, and

thy purse and thy benevolence remain unex-

hausted, then thou mayest freely give to the

necessitous warrior." Our correspondent re-

marks. "The Apostle says: 'As we have op-

portunity let us do good to all men, ' none ex-

cepted. If the course he recommended were

pursued, might we not let a Daniel Wheeler

perish, or helpless women and children?"

Difference in sentiment or practice or dis-

tance in kindred, seems not a gospel ground

for slowness to render relief. Witness the

good Samaritan, and the example of our

Heavenly Father in sending his rain and sun-

shine on evil and good, just and unjust.

"Whoso seeth his brother (fellow-man) have

need, and shutteth up his compassions from

him, how dwelleth the love of God in him?"

Goodness may win gold, but gold will never

win goodness.

Walk in the Spirit.

As walking after the flesh is yielding habit-

ually to its dominion, even so to "walk in the

spirit" is to yield ourselves habitually to the

guidance and control of the Holy Spirit. It

is to keep the heavenly Comforter consciously

enthroned in the heart, and at every point in

the life to consult his guidance and give him

absolute control over our choices, relations

associations and doings. It is to keep the

Holy Spirit with us and to realize its quicken-

ing, illuminating, guiding, inspiring, comfort-

ing, and empowering presence and ministry in

the details and routine work of daily life as

well as in the more exclusively religious serv-

ice. It means to be spiritually minded in the

performance of what are generally called sec-

ular duties— in the kitchen, the shop, the

oflSce, the store, the school room, on the farm,

or wherever one's daily avocation may call

him.

There are many who receive remarkable

manifestations of the Holy Spirit at times, but

who have not learned the secret of living in

the Spirit and walking in the Spirit in daily

life. On this account the influences of the

Spirit bestowed upon them, even on those oc-

casions of particular spiritual quickening and

uplift to which we have referred, are largely

lost. On certain occasions they rise to an ex-

alted spiritual level, only to lapse a little later

into their former semi-carnal state. In the

assemblies of the saints and under favorable

religious conditions they are blessed, quick-

ened, strengthened and even used of the Lord

in a goodly degree for the promotion of his

work; but when back amid the cares, labors

and petty annoyances of the home, the farm,

the shop, or the store they fail to keep in the

Spirit and to retain their exalted and heaven-

ly frame. All this lapsing and failure is dis-

couraging and weakening, and not unfre-

quently it ends in utter backsliding.

Such a vacillating, up-and-down life, how-

ever, is by no means a necessity. We may
and we should learn to "live in the Spirit"

and "walk in the Spirit." To do this we
must as a first condition receive the Holy

Spirit as our indwelling Comforter and Sancti-

fier. He must become the central, abiding

and all-controlling force within our lives.

Then we must cherish his presence and minis-

try and beware of everything in spirit and life

which will grieve that tender, holy guest.

Also we must remember that a life of holiness

can be lived only by his indwelling and inspira-

tion, and so must learn to rely upon him and

to keep in communion with Him by the mo-

ment, that He is at all times our light, our life,

our guide, our strength, our holy, heavenly

Comforter. Thus we shall "live by the Spir-

it" and living by the Spirit, by the Spirit we

shall walk.

As a result of this walking in the Spirit we
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shall ever walk in truth, in love, m faith, in

hope, in charity, in peace, in patience and in

all the sraces of saintly character. xN'ot that

we shall always be in ecstatic frames, or rav-

ished with transfiguration glories, but we shall

become established in holiness, and, amid the

most wearying toil and the most vexatious

cares incident to the daily routine of our lives

we shall preserve a spiritual frame, and our

peace shall be like a river and our righteous-

ness like the waves of the sea.

odist. _^^

What is Your Boy Reading?

"Oh, he reads everything he can get a hold I

of—novels, story papers, sea voyages, robber

exploits, pirate yarns, and everything to make

him discontented with his home, sick of his

work, and ready for any sort of crazy adven-

ture."
, ^ J

But what have you given your boy to read,

which has left his mind open for such occupa-

tion as this? Let us look over the bookshelf.

Here are patent office reports, agricultural

documents, dissertations on bugs and beetles,

pages of statistics concerning corn and swine,

"public documents" which the farmer gets

because they are given away and cost him

nothing; all very important no doubt, but not

the most interesting reading for young per-

sons. Then here are political and sectarian

newspapers, containing some wheat and not a

little chaff, gospel in fine print, and staring

advertisements of patent purgative pills, com-

pound cereals ; exhortations to repentance

and remedies for diseases, side by side; and

these are not what usually attract the atten-

tion of the young and rising generation.

There is many a father who has a good

house, fine barn, well-stocked farm, and

money at interest who has not a dozen books

in the house worth reading. An intelligent

child would read on the average at least

twenty ordinary volumes in a year, without

interfering with his usual duties. Of course

those books should not be the thrilling com-

pounds of love and murder, blood and thunder,

which once taken up can not be laid aside un-

til they are finished, and which people sit up

in bed till past midnight to read; nor should

they be the average novel, nor the goody

goody, wishy washy Sunday school tale, of

which you can read a score without gaining a

new thought or finding a new fact; but some-

thing sensible, instructive and interesting,

which gives the mind matter to think of, and

the tongue something to talk about when the

hands are employed; which can be taken up

and laid down again without sitting up all

night to see how it comes out, and which

will instruct, encourage, and profit those who
read.

Twenty-five such well-chosen books pur-

chased every year, and costing perhaps a few

shillings each, would keep a family out of

mischief, cultivate a taste for good reading

and loathing for trash, and in ten years would

give children more help in the line of educa-

tion than they could obtain for five times the

cost in schools, which after all do little more

than teach children how to study a:,d read

outside; and would give a family such a start

in general education, information, and fitness

for the duties of life as could never be ob-

tained by mere academic training. Children

would thus be taught lessons of wisdom, in-

telligence, virtue, and purity, and the whole

expense of the operation would be less than

many a man has gladly paid to get a wayward

son or daughter out of some dirty scrape into

which they had been led by the wretched trash

which they had devoured because their parents

provided nothing that was really fit for them

to read, as lambs eat laurel leaves when the

sno\vs cover up the grass.

It is not enough to say to a child, you

should not read this, or you must not read

that. The better way is to surround children

with plenty of safe and proper reading, and

I then a gentle hint will serve to restrain them

from the wrong and guide them in the right

path.

Books are silent teachers, and there is no

other method of instruction so cheap; and it

is not easy to find any method more important,

or more fruitful of good results. Give your

children something to read that is worth

reading, and avoid the shame and misery which

a child left to himself is sure to bring upon

those who have neglected him.

The time occupied in reading a book is

worth more than the money spent in buying

it. Many a child has wasted years in reading

books full of wishy washy drivel and half-

baked fancies, which have left them soft,

silly, sappy, and full of romantic nonsense,

when a small sum of money invested in good,

pure healthy literature, would have endowed

them with knowledge, good principles, solid

facts, sound judgment and common sense.

Children will read,—give them something

worth reading; they will learn, give them

something worth learning. More books in

the library and fewer pigs in the pen, may
mean less money and more brains, a smaller

stock of dumb beasts and a far better grade

of sons and daughters—clear-headed, strong-

handed and pure-hearted, ready to serve their

God and ^erve their generation by his will.—

Common People.

The Languages of Man, and of the

Spirit.— I went to my old friend John Bevan's

house (in Wales) with whom I had been well

acquainted in Pennsylvania He received me
kindly, and I attended their meeting, which

was small. Although eighty years of age, he

went twenty-two miles with me to Pentypool,

and that evening we had a meeting among the

Friends there. He spoke Welsh, and, tho' I

understood not that language, yet I was much
comforted in the Truth by which I perceived

his ministry was from the right ground. His

speech flowed very free and smooth, carrying

a proportion and satisfaction to the ear not

easily expressed, for though the languages of

man differ greatly, yet the language of Truth

as to the comfort of it are one in all nations.

— Thomas Story, in 1717.

"I have observed that health and longevity

are indissolubly connected with work. Work
furnishes the ozone for the lungs, the appe-

tite, and the digestion which support vigorous

life, the occupation which keeps the brain ac-

tive and expansive. When a man from fifty

upwards retires, as he says, for rest, his intel-

lectual powers become turbid, his circulation

sluggish, his stomach a burden, and the coffin

his home.— Chauncey M. Depew.

"Nearer, ly God, to Thee."

The use of the hymn murmured by the dyi

President, usually with very slight alteratioi

but often with the omission of the last stan:

is very general in all English-speaking coi

tries. It has been translated into many f

eign languages. Like many a song that 1

be'come famous, it was the upspringing

gratitude in a reverent soul, written with(

any expectation that it would become a po)

lar hymn.
Sarah Flower Adams, author of the hyr

was a daughter of Benjamin Flower, an Ei

lish writer and editor of The Cambridge Im

ligencer. She was born at Harlow, Ess

England, in 1805. Her mother, a woman

refinement, died early in life. There w
two daughters, Sarah and Eliza. Both p

sessed the fine feelings of their mother, ;

were fond of books, music, poetry and art.

The pastor of this estimable lady was V

Ham Johnson Pox, known as the founder

the Westminster Review. He was an In

pendent, usually classed among the Llnitaris

and by some considered a deist rather tha

rationalist. This fact and also the fact

her father was a very liberal writer,

availed to place this author among Unitaria

but in her later years she is said to have

come a Baptist.

Though her other writings are reported

having been much read, poems and art ci

cisms having been considered quite valua

nothing has come across the sea into popir

recognition except this piece, which is, ind

more a poem than a hymn. It first appea a

in the volume published by her pastor, i-

titled "Hymns and Anthems," 1841. To

Sarah Adams contributed no less than thirt

poems, and her sister sixtv-two tunes.

It is a beautiful study of Jacob's visioul

Luz. In the second verse the young wani

ing Jacob, going out from home sad at he

with a burden of sin upon him and all the

ture looking dark and yet longing somehow

find his way back to God, is very strikii \

portrayed.

And nothing could be finer than the sp

ualizing of the old Scriptural record wlh

tells the story of Jacob's waking in the m i-

ing, and realizing then even that lonely p'e

was a Bethel to him because of the prest f

of God. Multitudes of burdened and son •

ing souls lying down lonely in their det t,

have been encouraged to mount up as

wings on her splendid song

—

" Then with ray waking thoughts.

Bright with Thy praise
;

Out of my stormy griefs

Bethel I'll raise ;

So by my woes to be

Nearer, my God, to Thee ;

Nearer to Thee."

The hymn is such a universal favorite at

there are many incidents telling of the !»

cheer and comfort it has brought in timtol

trial. Bishop Marvin relates that during le

War of the Rebellion he was once travellirH

a wild region in Arkansas. He had a

driven from his home by the Union troops, ml

was greatly depressed. But as he drew ar

a dilapidated log cabin he heard some ne

singing, "Nearer My God, to Thee." «

got down from his horse and entered he

house. There he found an old widow wc an
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inging in the midst of such poverty as he had

ever before seen. His fears and desponden-

f vanished, and he went on his way hanoy

nd trustful because of the faith which he had

eheld and the hymn which he had heard,

iter the battle of Fort Donelson, as the hos-

ital corps went over the field searching for

le wounded, they discovered a little drummer
jy, one of the many lads who ought to have

3en at home with their mothers, but who in

lose terrible days of carnage found their way
jf hundreds to the front. He had been fear-

illy wounded, one arm having been entirely

irried away by a cannon ball. The brave

)T died before they could carry him off the

jld, but he kept up a cheerful heart, and

)mforted himself by singing Sarah Adams'
•ecious hymn. Up from the blood-stained

ittlefield and through the murky clouds of

)wder smoke rang the half-childish voice as

i sang

—

" There let the way appear
Steps unto heaven :

All that Thou sendest me
In mercy given

;

Angels to beckon me
Nearer, my God, to Thee

;

Nearer to Thee."

This hymn is always sung by caravans of

Igrims from Christian lands when in making
,e tour of Palestine they camp at Bethel.

A touching incident occurred on the day

I
Washington, when the bier of our late be-

ved President passed up Pennsylvania ave-

|ie, amid the mass of anxious mourners;
,,rdly a whisper could be heard when sudden-

i

a woman softly and tenderly started to sing

i^earer. My God, to Thee.
'

' Instantly every

jiice took it up.

The author died young, and the prayer of

j:r hymn was answered in that she passed

/ay from earth with trustful song upon her

)s, thus fulfilling the glad expectation of the

\it verse of her noblest poem

:

" Or if, on joyful wing.
Cleaving the sky.

Sun, moon and stars forgot,

Upward I fly

—

Still all my song shall be.

Nearer, my God, to Thee
;

Nearer to Thee."

—The Record.

Goodness is the purpose of religion, and its

st proof. Conduct is the end of faith and
(1 strongest support. God has revealed him-
Slf in Christ in order that we may love Him
[|d live with Him and be like Him. If we do
lis we shall be sure of Him and help other
ipn to be sure of Him too. The best evi-

ances of religion are holy and kind and use-
lil and goodly lives, really moulded and con-

li)lled by the Divine Christ. The world
>liits and we must pray and labor, not for a
fire complete and logical theology, but for a
nre real and true and living Christianity.

.|e best thing we can do to help the world to
lilieve in a Divine Revelation is simply this:

lust in Jesus Christ, love our fellow men,
m trust Him in the path of daily duty.—
knry Van Dyke.

iHow many great lives distinguished in the
wth, have had their birth because of some
tscure soul speaking at the right time the
ijjht word.

—

Meyer.

ABIDE -WITH US.

[The following lines appeared in The Friend several

years since, but are so pleasing as to bear republishing.

W. P.T,]

The tender light is fading where
We pause to linger still.

And through the dim and saddened air.

We feel the evening chill.

Long hast thou journeyed with us. Lord,

Ere we thy face did know
;

(^h! still thy fellowship afford.

While dark the shadows grow.

For passed is many a beauteous field,

Beside our morning road
;

And many a fount to us is sealed

That once so freely flowed.

It is not now as in the glow
Of life's impassioned heat.

When to the heart there seemed to flow.

All that of earth was sweet.

Something has faded—something died.

Without us and within
;

We more than ever need a guide.

Blinded and weak with sin.

The weight is heavy that we bear,

Our strength more feeble grows
;

Weary with toil and pain and care,

We long for sweet repose.

Stay with us gracious Saviour, stay

While friends and hope depart

;

Fainting, on thee we wish to lay

The burden of our heart.

Abide with us, dear Lord ; remain,

Our Life, our Truth, our Way
;

So shall our loss be turned to gain

—

Night dawn to endless day.

Letters on Tissue Paper.—"In looking

over some old papers the other day, " said a

wholesale merchant, "I ran across a very sin-

gular document. It was a letter of instruc-

tion sent forty years ago by one of my uncles,

then in St. Louis, to his agent in San Fran-

cisco. It related to the disposal of a lot of

goods which had been shipped by way of the

Horn, and although it contained over fifteen

thousand words and a copy of a good-sized

invoice, it was written on just two sheets of

paper. The paper itself was a sort of tough,

opaque tissue, very thin and light, and when
folded the letter slipped easily into an envel-

ope about three inches wide.

"Why it was gotten up in such a peculiar

style was explained by the stamp in the cor-

ner, which was one of the old 'pony express'

series and was embellished with a picture of a

man on horseback, spurring at a dead gallop

across the plains. I knew, of course, that

the Pacific mail of the period was carried by

relay express riders, but I never before real-

ized what great pains were taken to reduce

the weight to the lowest possible point. I am
told that the letters were stored in little flat

pouches under the flaps of the saddle and that

they were always written on a specially pre-

pared tissue.

"The one I have described must have oc-

cupied an expert clerk several days, for the

penmanship, while microscopic, is beautifully

executed, and as clear and as legible as print.

The stamp was of the denomination of fifty

cents, and taken altogether, it would be hard

to find a more striking reminder of the aston-

ishing progress that has been made in this

country in a trifle over one generation. Ev-
erything about the little brown letter—its

lightness, its compactness, and the cost of its

carriage—spoke of dangers, difliiculties, and
rude, primitive conditions. It is ditticult to

realize that the route it travelled is now the
great highway of a thousand rushing trains

bearing the transcontinental commerce of the
nation."

—

Philadelphia Times.

New Methods of Nature Study.

It is refreshing to note that nature study is

becoming more and more a common feature of

school and college work, and also that the

methods used are somewhat diflferent from
those in vogue some years ago. Time was
when the study of birds meant shooting them,
or collecting their eggs and nests, and when
the ardent student of quadrupeds, insects,

reptiles, or any other living thins, felt it nec-

essary to prove his love for his subject by
knocking it in the head, and to measure
his knowledge by the size of his collection.

Thanks to the camera and common sense,

things are different now. The naturalist has
learned that he can find out more about birds

and animals by making friends with them
when alive than by dissecting them dead.

At least half of the popular books on na-

ture study which have appeared in the past

few years have evidently been the work of the

out-of-door naturalist. The lover of nature
takes his camera, his opera-glass, his text-

book and his note-book, and hies him to the

woods or fields, where he quietly sits down on
the ground or props himself against a tree,

and keeps very still. It is not his purpose
to interrupt, but to watch, the housekeeping
of his friends in fur or feathers. He knows
that the report of a gun or the smell of blood

will effectually put a stop to the kind of study-

ing he desires to do. It is not practicable to

kill a person and make friends with him at

one and the same time, and the rule holds just

as good if the person is a squirrel or a robin.

The nature-lover, therefore, sits for hours
in his chosen place, tramps for miles over
wood-paths or through untrodden wilderness,

not for the sake of bringing home a well-filled

bag of game, but in order to store his head
with interesting information. He wants to

find out, perhaps, what the habits of a certain

bird are, and how its song at certain seasons

of the year differs from the mere twitter

heard at other seasons; what it lives on, and
"

how far north it ranges. Can he discover all

these things by lying in wait for the bird and
shooting it, or taking it home to live the rest

of its short life in a cage? Nothing of the

kind; this is a case in which he, not the bird,

must pay for his knowledge. So like an honest

man, he pays, and in return learns more not

only about that bird, but about various other

creatures met in his travels, than the mere
sportsman would know if he hunted a hundred
years.

Old woodsmen, it is true, often know a

great deal of the habits of wild things, not

only from the hunter's but the naturalist's

point of view; but it is well known that they

seldom hunt for mere sport, and never kill

more than they need for actual consumption or

for sale. One does not find an Adirondack
guide running amuck in the woods, blazing

away at everything he sees. Powder and shot
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are too precious, for one thing. Consequently

the people in fur and feathers, not desired by

him for food and other purposes, soon learn

to know him, and he understands them.— jV.

Carolina Friend.

Some Brief Extracts From a Manuscript.

LIFE OF BEN^IAIVIIN KITE.

{Continued trom page 75)

"Old Daniel Haviland attended our meeting

and I believe he intends to be at all our meet-

ings this week. He was engaged in preach-

ing, praying and exhorting nearly the whole

time. Said that it seemed as if he could not

die in peace without again visiting us in this

favored city, many of whose inhabitants were

very dear to him, a place in which he had

borne heavy burdens and been grievously af-

flicted."'

The following anecdotes may be here re-

lated:

Accompanied by his daughter Hannah, then

quite a child, Daniel attended a neighboring

meeting. The young girl was impressed that

her father ought to preach from a certain

text. Soon to her great comfort he arose

with it, and she was enabled to travail along

with him in his exercise up to a certain point

where she thought he ought to stop. But to

her great grief he continued on. They went

home with a Friend and after dinner Daniel

got into a corner with his pipe, as if desirous

to avoid conversation, evidently feeling dis-

tressed and likely not fully realizing why.

On the way home the little damsel cast about

in her mind for some dutiful way of making
him know her distress and began by asking

how he felt. But he was not disposed for

conversation so she finally told him plainly

how it had been with her, how comforted she

had been during the first part and where she

thought he should have stopped. As she

finished the conscience-stricken parent laid

his hand upon her head and said, "Flesh and

blood has not revealed this to thee, but my
Father who is in heaven." Hannah (Wanser)

became an acceptable minister and died in

peace.

A writer on infidelity (Cunningham) records

that an association was formed in the part of

New York where Daniel Haviland lived, most
of avowed infidels, who also held themselves

absolved from obligations to any moral law.

He says, "D. Haviland arose in a public

meeting with tears streaming down his face

and said, 'I have seen a vision of those who
conspire against my Master. Friends, keep

from them! Keep your children from them!
I saw the wild boar of the forest making in-

roads upon them and their steps were tracked
with blood. I shall think it strange if they

do not come to some untimely end.' " And
he goes on to describe the fearful deaths that

overtook them. "Not one being permitted

to die a natural death, or to survive by three

years the prophecy of D. Haviland. "I can,"
he says, "give the names of those who thus

sacrificed themselves to the philosophy you
call liberal."

Towards the close of the summer of 1819
John Letchworth again felt it his duty to pay
a religious visit in the west, this time extend-

ing his trip so as to embrace the Indian set-

tlements in New York and Ohio His pictures

of their then situation may afford a not un-

pleasant view of the progress since made un-

der the Yearly xMeeting's concern: "My mind

has been much drawn into sympathy for the

poor inhabitants of the wilderness since my
late little tour among them. To hear our an-

nual report and understand that they are pro-

gressing in the useful arts of civilization is

pleasing. I wish not to cast an unnecessary

gloom over the picture. The morning is

gloomy, peradventure I am more so, but to

thee I trust I may unburden my mind with the

freedom of a brother. When I consider the

length of time we have had the Indians under

care and the little apparent result I am lost

in wonder. Think not I romance. If we go

to Cataraugus and find the women and old

men dressed in blankets, the young men and

boys either hunting or playing ball, the houses

not much larger, nor so clean as our corn-

crib, surely we shall think there is room for

some improvement! If we go to Cold Spring

orTunesassa, how are things there? A most

delightful situation, but the dirt much the

same. If we go to Pipetown we may find a

dozen Indians drunk by the wayside, and gal-

loping for more whiskey and five or six wait-

ing to buy it, and if we look into their huts

the same wretched appearance. At Upper

Sandusky, we may find them returning from

the chase with blood-stained venison on their

horses. This does not look like civilization.

" At Solomon's-town though one woman has

near one hundred bushels of corn, yet except

R. Armstrong's family none seriously engaged

in farming, and in other places it is much the

same." John Letchworth then refers to the

Indians' kindness to our forefathers, and the

debt we owe them.

Amongst those whose poverty and affliction

recommend them to the benevolent care of

Rebecca Kite, was Ellen . She had

been from childhood confined to a sitting

position, and though not remarkably short yet

so little flesh inclosed the limbs that an at-

tendant could carry her about as easily as if a

child. When Rebecca Kite had anything on

the table which she thought would tempt the

sluggish appetite of an invalid, a portion was
laid aside for Ellen, and she or her ever-ready

daughter soon conveyed it to the bedside of

the sufl'erer. As a skilful nurse she knew
that often when the patient feels a loathing

for the ordinary fare some little delicacy

brought unexpectedly by the hands of a loving

friend may be eaten with relish. A few days

before Ellen's death she sent for some of those

whose kindness had often cheered and suc-

cored her. She was looking forward to her

release with rejoicing and her grateful heart

prompted her to take a kindly farewell of

some whose benevolence had enabled her to

partake of many earthly comforts her own
family could not have afforded her. Eigh-

teen years of affliction were ended, and she

thankfully believed herself just about to enter
- through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus

—that city where sickness and suffering are

unknown. As an acquaintance wrote of her:

"She died as one who wished to die,

In hope of Heavenly rest.

To wake to immortality,
To be supremely blest."

Benjamin Kite says: "Jesse Kersey was si-

lent at our meeting in a very crowded house.
In the evening he gave us a very close lecture,

showing the necessity of our becoming a mon
humble and simple people, mure weighty anc

serious in all our movements. Solomon W.
Conrad gave us a very precious discours*

from: "I will not hold him guiltless thai

taketh my name in vain." He thought then
was more in it than some were aware of. Ii

did not only mean a profane use, but affecting

to be religious when we were not so, wai

taking the great Name in vain." In regan
to iterating religious discourse a Friend tok
me that when that wise man and true minister
Micajah Collins, was in Salem, Ohio, on i

visit, a female elder annoyed hira so with sucl

talk in season and out of season, that a

length in the midst he broke in with an expos
ure of its nature. And it seems to me tha

there is also a writing by rote on religiou

subjects, in which there is such a lack o

action that although the words be good it i

the veriest husks on which one can find. A
dear quaint old Christopher Healey said o

such a production, "I can hear the bells, bu

cannot taste aught of the savor of the pome
granate.

"

William Williams being in Philadelphia on
religious visit, accompanied by his son, Hezj

kiah, Benjamin Kite accompaned him througi

Chester county. Of a meeting at Willistow,

he writes: "It was a very crowded housi'

Many out of doors. William was led in a vei

close line. I have no doubt it was right thi

the trumpet should sound an alarm in an awft

manner. The meeting ended solidly.

Some object to any pleasantry in a mini
j

ter. After William Jackson had been vei!

seriously and weightily and seriously engagt

in a meeting, he was very free and pleasa:i

after it; and when taken to task in regard
an apparent incongruity, after a solemn pau
replied, "I find that I can keep a varety
stock on my small farm by keeping goo
strong fences between them." This is the ii

portant point, to keep up strong fences th

things may not go astray. Of Goshen Benj,

min Kite says, "William spoke, I believe, ti'

hours to a crowded house, on the whole encoi'

agingly." I have heard it said that W. W
Hams seldom stood less than two hours. Spea
ing of this to a Friend, he remarked, "Aserm
ought to be very good to be two hours long

And surely it should be. William had oft

to treat on deep and weighty matters. On c

occasion at Wilmington, Delaware, war o

slavery both coming before him in a large •

sembly, he was so fearful of his ability )

treat them properly, that he begged fori-

cuse and struggled long before standing i

Sitting on a Friend's porch after themeetii,

Solomon Baily, a worthy colored man,—me

-

ber of the Society—came by, and being •

vited in he said, "No, he only wished to spti

to the Friend," and addressing William sa,

"Master required a great work of thee to-d .

Thou wast unwilling to give up to it, but w' i

thou yielded He brought thee through ^m

honor. I thought I had this much for the-
-

always trust Master." This showing that -

colored man had been enabled to travail w H

him in spirit, was a great comfort and encc-

agement to the oft deeply exercised minis".

I copy from the manuscript. "Life abou s

with serious exercise and of trial from wl h

no situation is exempt. The Most High I b

his way in the clouds and the dispensatioD >f
i

I
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s wisdom are often inscrutable to man. In

j) case are astonishment and consternation

:ore awakened than where true-hearted dis-

ples of the Lord Jesus are removed from
nong us by those awful providences we are

|ont to call accidents. On the morning of

ijcond Month 5th, 1S20, Henry Warrington,

j;
Westfield, N. J., left his residence to drive

|nn Edwards, Esther Collins and Ann Stokes to

[sit some sick friends in Byberry. The
leather had been severely cold, the Delaware
as frozen over, and there was no way of

rossing short of Trenton, except on the ice.

\it as teams had been passing for some time
:) danger was apprehended. When they had
iiached the middle of the river the ice sud-

|!nly gave way. Henry Warrington instinct-

lely sprang out, Ann Stokes who was on the

;ont seat, did so likewise, but the carriage

ith the other two passed down under the ice

iid they were lost. Ann Edwards, though
lit forty-eight, was a valuable minister who
jid done much in her Master's cause Esther
i)llins, aged sixty-nine, was a valuable, clear-

|3;hted elder, and a mother in Israel To have
Iten the driver of the carriage in such cir-

iimstances would have been trying to anvone,
it for Henry, with his tenderly sensitive

elings, it was acutely and overwhelmingly so.

is friends, while sorrowing for the loss sus-

jined by the church, did not fail to condole
!th him under his peculiar trial. His cousin,

Bn.iamin Kite, sympathized deeply with him,

>d under a concern that he might not be too
ijach cast down, wrote him as follows:—"It
la settled conviction in my mind that there is

ji dispensation of Divine Providence, however
riictive, from which the religiously attentive

iind may not draw instruction, and even
insolation. In the late severe trial there
le sources of consolation, and causes for de-

lut resignation. The life of one of those
ho have been removed was one of almost
jntinual suffering from bodily disease and she
d been so devoted a servant that we cannot
jr a moment doubt that she was accepted in

le Beloved. The other, whom I consider as
]ly a mother in our Israel, I consider as hav-

z done her day's work, and having been
ithful in life has doubtless received her re-

ird. You who survive, when I look at your
tallies and at the church, it appears to me
jident that you have not yet fulfilled the du-
|S of your day. I have felt much for thee,
(owing that from the tenderness of thy mind
3U must be afflicted. But I beseech thee,
not brood over the distressing circum-

mces. Thou was doing what thou thought
;ht and the event was kindly hidden from
be. I know thy ingenious mind will be
jlful in afflicting thyself. Thou art as well
pre as I can be that this will answer no val-
ble purpose. Would it not be better to
\r, 'Thou doest all things well. Oh, strength-
tme with calm resignation to submit?'" . . .

jTo THE man who is bent upon the highest
|-sonal efficiency through the most complete
|f-development a large part of life must be
aside for that relaxation which, by relief

[to tension and from concentration, puts the
•rker into relation with the influences and
ces that nourish and inspire the spirit.

|3
more one can gain in his passive moods

the more will he have to give in his active
moods; for the greater the range of one's
thought the truer one's insight, and the deep-
er one's force of imagination the more will

one's skill express and convey. A man's life

ought to be immensely in excess of his expres-
sion, and a man's life has its springs far below
the plane of his work.—//. W. Mabie.

UNSTUDIED PRAISE.
A Friend feelinu moved to take up a pencil, unexpect-

edly found herself writing lines without conscious mental
effort, and the following are the verses which appeared :

Jesus, spread thyself within me,
Stretch Thy arms and make Thee space.

Closer let me feel Thee with me,
Saviour of the human race.

Condescending Love unbounded.
Fallen man to reinstate

On the Rock ('hrist Jesus,

Open wide the pearly gate.

Making us thy habitation.

With Father, Son and Holy Ghost,
Bows us down in deep contrition.

Numbered with the heavenly host.

Heaven unites with earth its glory,
Fills our souls with Life divine,

Eternity must tell the story.

Tongues will cease for want of time!

The Little Fence.—A good lawyer learns
many lessons in the school of human nature;
and thus it was that Lawyer Hackett did not
fear to purchase the tract of land which had
been "lawed over" for years. Some of the
people wondered why he wanted to get hold of
property with such an incubus of uncertainty
upon it. Others thought that perhaps he
wanted some legal knitting work, and would
push in red hot to fight that line fence cues-
tion on his own hook.

That's what the owner of the adjoining land
thought. So he braced himself for trouble
when he saw Hackett coming across the field

one day.

Said Hackett: "What's your claim here,
anyway, as to this fence ?"

"I insist," replied his neighbor, "that your
fence is over on my land two feet at one end
and one foot, at least, at the other end."

"Well," replied Hackett, "you go ahead,
just as quick as you can, and set your fence
over. At the end where you say that I en-
croach on your land two feet set the fence on
my land four feet."

"But," persisted the neighbor, "that's
twice what I claim."

"I don't care about that," said Hackett.
"There's been fight enough over this land. I

want you to take enough so you are perfectly
satisfied, and then we can get along pleasant-
ly. Go ahead and help yourself."

The man paused, abashed. He had been
ready to commence the old struggle, tooth and
nail, but this move of the new neighbor
stunned him. Yet he wasn't to be outdone
in generosity. He looked at Hackett.

"'Squire," said he, "that fence ain't going
to be moved an inch. I don't want the land;
there was nothing in the fight anyway but the
principle of the thiug." —Christian Observer.

A PURE, sincere and stable spirit is not dis-

tracted though it be employed in many works;
for that it works all to the honor of God, and
inwardly being still and quiet, seeks not itself

in anything it doeth.

—

Thomas dKempis.

Prince Albert and his Son.

The young Prince of Wales was standing
one day in one of the long windows of the
Royal Palace, studying his lesson. But his
eyes wandered constantly from his book to-
wards the lovely grounds outside, and with his
fingers he was drumming on the window.
His governess, the gentle and pious Hill-
yard, observing his behavior, asked him kindly
to study his lesson attentively. The young
prince answered: "I do not want to." "I
will have to place you in a corner," replied the
teacher. "I will neither learn nor stand in a
corner, fori am the Prince of Wales, "and
saying this he knocked his foot through the
window pane. Leaving her seat and walking
up to the prince, she said: "You must study
your lesson; or I will be obliged to put you in
a corner." "I will not," he repeated, and
the foot went through another pane. The
lady now rung the bell, and sent for Prince
Albert, requesting his Royal Highness to
come immediately to the room, since she
needed advice. The faithful father came, and
after hearing of the disobedience of the young
scholar, turning to him and pointing to a low
seat said: "Sit down there till I come back."
Fetching a Bible from the adjoining apart-
ment, and seating himself near the son, the
father .'said: "Listen now what Paul says to
you and other children of your rank." Then
he read Gal. iv: 1,2: "Now I say, that the
heir, so long as he is a child, differeth nothing
from a servant, though he be lord of all; but
is under tutors and governors until the 'time
appointed of the father." Then he added:
"It is true you are the Prince of Wales, and
if you conduct yourself properly you may be-
come a great man; yes you may become King of
England after the death of your beloved moth-
er ( whom may God long preserve to us). But
now you are a little boy under governors and
tutors whom you must obey. And again Sol-
omon says, Prov. xiii: 24: "He that spareth
his rod hateth his son; but he that loveth him
chasteneth him betimes." Thereupon the
father took the rod, and punished the heir-
apparent of the mightiest kindgom of Chris-
tendom in a manner which he felt. Then
placing him in a corner, he said: "Here you
will remain standing and learn your lesson un-
til Hillyard gives you freedom; and
never forget that you are now under tutors and
governors, and always under the law of God.

"

—From the German.

Simplicity of Discourse.—I came across a
nice little anecdote the other day. A child
was asked if she would like to stay with her
Aunt Mary or her Aunt .Jane; both aunts were
very kind. She said she would like to stay
with Aunt Jane best, because, though both
aunts made some tarts and cakes. Aunt Jane
always set them on a low shelf, and she could
easily get at them. Some teachers have very
good addresses and talks to children, but
they are rather stylish—upon a high shelf.
Others are so simple that they can get the
cakes! and children like that. Have you
never heard of the minister who used such big
words in his sermon that one said to him, "I
thought your Master sent you to feed sheep,
but you preach as though he had sent you to
feed giraffes." Very few of our children are
giraffic. Put your cakes low.Spurgeon.
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Maxims from " The Inner Life."

BY T. C. UPHAM.

Our spiritual strength will he nearly in pro-

portion to the absence of self-dependence

and self-confidence. When we are weak in

ourselves, we shall not fail if we apply to the

right source for help to be found strong in the

Lord. Madame C.uyon, speaking of certain

temptations to which she had been exposed,

says, "I then comprehended what power a

soul has which is entirely annihilated." This

is strong language! but when it is properly

understood it conveys important truth. When

we sink in ourselves we rest in God. When
we have no strength in ourselves, we have Di-

vine power in Him who can subdue all his ad-

versaries. "The Lord is my rock and my
fortress, and my deliverer, my God, my
strength, in whom I will trust; my buckler,

and the horn of my salvation, and my high

tower."
Speak not often of your own actions, nor

even when it can be properly avoided, make
allusion to yourself, as an agent in transactions

which are calculated to attract notice. We
do not suppose, as some may be inclined to do,

that frequent speaking of our actions is ne-

cessarily a proof, although it may furnish a

presumption of inordinate self-love, or vanity

;

but it cannot be denied that by such a course

we expose ourselves to temptations and dan-

gers in that direction. It is much safer, and

is certainly much more profitable to speak of

what has been done for us, and wrought in us

—

to speak for instance, of ourselves as the re-

cipients of God's goodness, than to speak of

what we have ourselves done. But even here,

also, there is need of deliberation and caution.

There are many persons who would willing-

ly be Christians, and eminent Christians too,

if Christianity were limited to great occas-

ions. For such occasions they call forth what-

ever pious and devotional resources they have

or seem to have and not only place them in the

best light, but inspire them for the time

being, with the greatest possible eflSciency.

But on smaller occasions, in the every-day oc-

currences and events of life the religious prin-

ciple is in a state of dormancy; giving no

signs of effective vitality nor movement. The

life of such persons is not like that of the sun

—equable, constant, diffusive and beneficent,

though attracting, but little noticed, but like

the eruptive and glaring blaze of volcanoes,

which come forth at remote periods, in com-

pany with great thunderings and shaking of

the earth and yet the heart of the people is not

made glad by it. Such religion is vain! and

its possessors know not what manner of spirit

they are of.

The Right Sort of Soldier.—The current

Our Mission, referring to the picture of a

Malagasy soldier, says: "He reminds us that

we too ought to be soldiers; that just as he
'

doing his duty in his poor, blind way, so we
ought to be up and doing ours. The more we
believe all war between man and man to be

wrong, the more we need to remember that

there is a warfare of spirit that is right. If

men fight so faithfully in a wrong cause, how
faithfully ought not we to be who fight right-

fully; not blindly, but in the light; who are

soldiers of no earthly captain, but of Christ?"

ONLY.
Only a little seed, but it chanced to fall

In a little cleft of a city wall,

And taking root, grew bravely up

Till a tiny blossom crowned its top.

Only a flower, but it chanced that day

That a burdened heart passed by that way.

And the message that thro' that flower was sent.

Brought the weary soul a sweet content.

For it spoke of the lilies so wondrously clad.

And the heart that was tired grew strangely glad.

As the thought of a tender care over all,

That noted even a sparrow's fall.

Only a thought—but the work it wrought

Could never by tongue or pen be taught

;

For it ran through a life like a thread of gold,

And the life bore fruit a hundred fold.

Only a word, but it was spoken in love,

With a whispered prayer to the Lord above,

And the angels in heaven rejoiced once more
;

For a new-born soul entered in by the door.

An Island Owned by Birds.

Laysan island is one of the wonder spots of

the world.

On this little lump of rock and land, poking

up its nose in mid-Pacific, so many thousands

of birds gather year by year to lay their eggs

and rear their young that one can scarcely

step anywhere on the narrow confines of the

isle without treading on a bird, a bird's nest,

or a bird's egg.

On the map, Laysan, or Moller island, will

be found among a number of small isles, rocks

and reefs that stretch away in a northwesterly

direction from the Sandwich group—Necker,

French Frigate shoals, Gardner, Maro reef

and Lisiansky.

Layson is three miles in length, and two and

a half miles in breadth. It is sprinkled with

vegetation in the form of strong, bushy grass

and some low shrubs, between which a few
pigmy palms struggle for existence. A long

lagoon stretches across, filled with remarkably
salt water—no fresh water exists on the

island, a curious fact, considering the number
of land birds who make it their nesting place.

And everywhere there are birds—thou-
sands upon thousands of albatrosses, white and
brown, in great, distinct colonies; great rook-

eries of terns and petrels and frigate birds;

countless rail run everywhere in the long

grass; bright red tropical honey birds, bright

yellow finches flutter in the shrubs; curlews
scream; ducks quack; crake chirp all the day.

Bird lovers hearing of these wonders had
cast longing eyes on little mid-Pacific

Laysan long before Walter Rothschild—most
ardent of naturalists—sent his collector, Wil-
liam Palmer, on a voyage of scientific exolora-
tion in these regions. The fame of Laysan
had spread abroad from various sources—no-
tably from an interesting general description
given by the great German ornithologist.
Von Kittlitz, who visited the island in 1834.
But it remained for Rothschild's emissary to

make a complete survey of Laysan's feathered
world.

When Palmer reached Laysan—sailing from
Honolulu by way of Bird island or Niihau,
and visiting the other rocky islets to Laysan's
north— he was astounded, bewildered—the
place was alive with birds. His foot sank in

birds' burrows at every step. He had been

told that rail were "tolerably plentiful'

wherever he walked these little creatures h

ried out of his way. Acres of albatrosses m
his gaze. Where to begin the work of cat,

loguing was a bewildering problem.

At this time a Laysan Guano company w;

managed by Gov. Freeth, of the island. Ii

had built a tram line on his guano field—b'

when he took his visitors for a ride he had

send a man on before to clear the line of t

young birds!

The albatrosses on Laysan are absolute,

fearless. They take not the slightest noti

of the raiders who come to despoil them

their eggs, and all the other birds are as tai'

as pet canaries, with the exception of the cc

lews and the ducks—these alone cannot

caught in a hand-net.

—

Pearson's Magazine.

A Single Idle Word.

"I was not a bad young man," said an

derly gentleman lately, "but was given to ft

enjoyed a good time, and while not usua

vulgar or low in my conversation, had a ke

sense of the ludicrous, and could not alws

resist the temptation to make an apt rejo

:

der, even when it involved some coarseness.

"A party of us were camping, mostly you

fellows but one or two were middle-aged mi

We had a good time and there was only c

thing to regret, and that I have regretted

my life. We sat around the fire the fi

evening, telling stories, and a story which c

of the older men told suggested an obscc

comment, which I uttered before I thouf

twice.

"I could have bitten my tongue off the m
instant. The man simply looked straight

me for a moment across the fire, and I kn

that he judged me by that remark. I kn

that I did not deserve the opinion which

that instant he formed of me; but I kr

also that I had given him just cause to ei-

mate me as he did. That one careless w
did not fairly represent me, but I could

deny that it was my own.

"All that night I lay looking up at •

stars and thinking over what I had said.

.

could almost have counted on my fingers all !

other sentences of like character that I :i

ever spoken. I was not habitually vule

but for that one word, and all like words

thoughts, I despised myself.

"I determined to be so careful during

remainder of the week as to redeem mysel

the sight of that man; the others knew

better. But a telegram called him baclj

the city the next morning, and I saw him inl •

quently after that.

"He always treated me civilly when we n

,

but I never saw him without feeling that 6

still measured me by that word. I had op]'-

tunities to show him that I was not wh J

bad, but there were too few to give a comp
hensive view of my character, or really to i-

fluence his opinion of me.

"In a strange way, after a year or two

passed, my name was mentioned for a :

tion that was desirable, and which I see

likely to secure, but this man was one of tl •«

to decide the matter. Without positi y

knowing how it came about, I could ni*

doubt that a quiet intimation that he cor 3-

ered me unfit was what defeated me.

"Later I found a situation which, altk;!
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;ood one, was in a very different line of

k from what I had chosen, and I have
er doubted that my whole life was changed
that idle word.

'Did I learn the lesson? Yes, I did. My
it, now almost life-long, has made impurity,

n in its milder forms, repulsive. The
nory of that incident has stopped many a

ty utterance, and in the years that fol-

ed it the warning of the Divine Searcher
added a sense of responsibility to the

se of shame. 'I say unto you, that every
I word that men shall speak, they shall give

ount thereof in the day of judgment.' "

—

dli's Companion.

fou can never tell when God will take a
le word you may drop, like an arrow shot

a venture, and cause it to strike some
rer between the joints of the harness and
ig him down.

—

SchauMer.

Notes from Others.

I closing his sermon to an audience on a steam-
;, Wm. H. Milburn, then at the age of twenty-
! turned to a group of congressmen whose
'ts and conduct on the voyage had burdened
Spirit, and told them that he had supposed that
'representatives of the nation at its capital

3 representatives of its character as well as of

|!ntellect. " But," he said, " if I am to judge
kiation by you, I can come to no other conclu-

I

than that it is composed of profane swearers,
players and drunkards. As a preacher of the

Del I am commissioned to tell you that unless

renounce your evil courses, repent of your
and believe on the Lord Jesus Christ with

• hearts unto repentance you will certainly be
ned."

n unexpected result of this act of faithfulness
that these congressmen presented his name at
next election for chaplain of Congress, and he
chosen. He held the position a number of

s, and was held in high esteem by lawmakers,
gh he fearlessly rebuked them for their sins.

I

the nineteenth century there were fifty ag-
nations of ruling statesmen and crowned heads.

i-om time to time people ask what " Mother
jton's Prophecy" was. The original version is:

I

" Carriages without horses shall go.

j

And accidents fill the world with woe.
Around the world thoughts shall fly

In the twinkling of an eye.

Waters shall yet more wonders do,

I
Now strange, yet shall be true.

The world upside down shall be,

And gold be found at root of tree.

Through hills man shall ride.

And no horse nor ass be at his side.

Under water man shall walk,

I

Shall ride, shall sleep, shall talk.

In the air men shall be seen.

In white, in black, in green.

t
Iron in the water shall float,

I
As easy as a wooden boat.

I

Gold shall be found 'mid stone,
In a land that's now unknown.
Fire and water shall wonders do,

England shall at last admit a Jew,
And this world to an end shall come
In eighteen hundred and eighty-one."

ere is some doubt as to the time when this
was written, but according to the common

f it was first published in England in 148.5,
f'e the discovery of America.

will of Judge Frederick Stump, as reported
Elkton, Md., Ninth Month 17th, who for

thirty-four years was on the bench in this judicial

district, reads in part as follows :

" Disgusted with the foolish display almost uni-

versally made at funerals, to the great gain of un-

dertakers and to the deprivation of many families

of even the necessities of life for a long time

thereafter, I hereby direct that I be buried in a

white pine coffin (because the wood decays more
rapidly underground than any other I know of),

without any stain, paint, covering or other em-
blems of woe on it. . .1 direct that I be buried

in a suit of clothes I have worn, as I do not see

the sense of wearing old clothes when alive and
being buried in a new suit, when it is of no use to

you. I desire that my executor see that all my
wishes are fully carried out."

The Passing of the Shakers.— The Shakers,

the oldest, most unique and most successful co-

operative communities in this country, are going

the way of all similar organizations. At New
Lebanon, Hancock and West Pittsfield there has

been such a loss of membership that it has been

necessary to hire help to carry on the business of

the communities, and this not being profitable, it is

proposed to sell lands and withdraw from many of

the industries that in former years yielded large

profits. The strong personalities of the founders

of the communities and their immediate successors

in leadership and their unquestioning acceptance
of the peculiar religious trusts of the sect were a

vitalizing force that kept the communities inspired

with the belief that it was a good thing to live

apart from the world. When the strong leaders

died off, there was no one to take their places, and
then the disintegration of the communities began,

members leaving them to go out in the world and
few converts coming to take their places.

—

The

Kingston Leader.

" Men ! High-Minded Men." — The Empress
Dowager of China in a reformatory edict lately

issued inculcates these wholesome sentiments :

" The most important principle of government is

the selection of men. It cannot be possible that in

all this great empire there are no talented men.
If there be those of earnest purpose and pure loy-

alty, of broad mold and extensive learning, versed

in foreign and domestic affairs, let the presidents

and vice presidents of the boards, the viceroys

and governors and provincial . directors of educa-

tion, prepare a statement of their qualities and
recommend them, and let the Board of Reforms
devise a system of examinations and submit the

same for the imperial approval. The court is eager
for all sorts of suggestions to promote the pros-

perity of the Empire. Mother and son are one in

the purpose to correct the mistakes of the past,

and long to obtain talent to assist the government.

Dr. McConnell of Brooklyn said in his discourse

after the assassination, that the teachings of Christ

were making progress, although after twenty
centuries of Christianity only one-half the world
had been touched by them, and although even in

the Christian countries themselves great evils exist,

and great crimes, like that at Buffalo, are com-
mitted. But Dr. McConnell called attention to the

moral and religious condition of the world one hun-
dred years ago as compared with the present time

as proof of the steady progress that is being made.

The attributing of motives, the attacks upon
character, the suggestion of wrong purposes, the

reckless and random assaults upon those in author-

ity, are sapping the sense not only of reverence

for rulers, but of recognition of the rightfulness

and needfulness of rule. Who shall dare to say,

tracing things back to their spring and source,

how far this thoughtlessness of harsh judgment
and the irresponsibility of contemptuous speech

are the seed and the root from which have sprung

the horror of this attempt upon an invaluable life?— W. C.Doon.

Bible Publication Statistics.— Heavier than
the entire population of Liverpool are the 165,-
000,000 copies of the Scriptures distributed during
the nineteenth century by the British and Foreign
Bible society. They weighed about 30,700 tons.
To transport this mountain of Bibles a train 16
miles long, drawn by 1.50 locomotives, would be
necessary. The area of the printed pages would
furnish standing room for twice as many persons
as are now living throughout the world. If all the
Bibles were made into a single volume, the book
would be 202 feet high (as high as the London
monument), 140 feet wide and 41 feet thick, each
page would weigh sixty tons and to turn one of
them over would take the strength of 1,200 men
or 40 horses. Further, the Bibles would make 197
1-3 columns, each as high as Mount Everest (29,-

000 feet).—Pittsburg Bulletin.

A Technical Dictionary.—A complete diction-
ary of technical terras would be a welcome addi-
tion to the library alike of the scientist and the
technical man. The Society of German Engineers
of Berlin has undertaken to provide such a dic-

tionary in German, French and English. The name
of this work will be " Technolexicon." The society
has already established editorial offices. Dr. Hubert
Jansen, the well known lexicographer, being editor-
in-chief of the work. The society asks for co-
operation in the effort to make the " Technolexi-
con " a complete work in the three languages
named and invites help from individual contribu-
tors.

—

Dry Goods Economist.

Most Durable Binding for Book.s.—The re-

cently published report of the committee appointed
by the Society of Arts on bookbinding condemns
the use of calfskin and Russia leather as most liable

to decay. Of replies from thirtv-nine libraries

thirty-one recommend morocco and pigskin as the
most durable. There is a general agreement that
the use of gas in libraries has a most deteriorating
effect on the bindings, the electric light being
preferable.

Items Concerning the Society.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting was held at Med-
ford, on Fifth-day, Ninth Month 12th, being the
last in order of the eight Quarterly Meetings be-
longing to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to hold its

session. As the time drew near for the holding of
this meeting, no doubt the hearts of many of its

members were raised in secret prayer to the Giver
of all good, that He might please to make the occa-
sion one of renewed visitation of his love to the
company which might assemble. In this they were
not disappointed, for it was indeed a time of rich
spiritual blessing, wherein the weary traveller in

Zion's road was endowed with fresh strength to

pursue his course with faithfulness, having regard
to the end of the journey, even the spread of the
Redeemer's kingdom, and the salvation of his own
soul.

The deep silence that overspread the large as-
sembly, when gathered, was broken by an earnest
supplication for the Divine blessing and an out-
pouring of the Holy Spirit ; that old and young
might lay hold upon the opportunity afforded, and
by allowing their thoughts to dwell only upon the
object of the meeting, experience the uplifting in-

fluence that would reward their patience and faith-

fulness in this engagement. A number of exhor-
tations followed. We were reminded that a talent

had been committed to each of us, for the keeping
of which in full weight and purity we would be held

accountable at the day of reckoning. Others were
led to speak of the spirituality of the Redeemer's
kingdom, and of the necessity for the true child of

God to seek earnestly those things which are from
above ; not allowing ourselves to be led captive by
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the manifold temptations which surround us. by

the necessities of our existence here that we should

endeavor to pursue with as much eagerness those

things which pertain to our spiritual deyelopnient

as most are apt to do with regard to that which

tends to promote their comfort and advancement

in this life. , „, i • i

Near the close of the Meeting for Worship a be-

loved minister from another Quarterly Meeting

was led out in fervent supplication, m which the

faithful were encouraged to hold on their way,

the indifferent stirred up to a fuller consciousness

of their jeopardv. and all to remember their ac-

countability for the manifold blessings which of

latter time" have been poured out upon the mem-

bers of this Quarterly Meeting. Under the bap-

tising influence of these several exercises, the

meetino- proceeded to the business claiming its at-

tention In the course of the consideration of the

state of Society, as shown by the replies to the

Queries, some excellent counsel was delivered, iale-

bearino- could be efficiently discouraged through

the attitude of the listener. If he betrayed his

unwillingness to listen to any recital defaming the

character of another, the would-be tale-bearer

would to that extent be discouraged from further

spreading this kind of information.

Another Friend spoke of the importance of those

who were faithful in the attendance of meetings,

showing forth to those who might be careless or

indifferent in this matter, that these opportunities

had produced a work upon their souls, which mani-

fested itself unmistakably in their lives and con-

versation.

The committee which for more than four years

has had the oversight of the indulged meeting held

at Merchantville upon First-day afternoons, having

made report that it believed the time had come

for that meeting to be discontinued, its judgment

was united in by the Quarterly Meeting.

Under a quickened sense of our individual re-

sponsibility, arising from this favored opportunity

in which we had been permitted to receive afresh

tokens of the watchful care of our Heavenly

Father, the Meeting closed.

Harvey H. Haight, a minister, has been liberated

by Norwich Quarterly Meeting, Canada, to attend

Western and Kansas Yearly Meetings.

Anna B. Crawford has been liberated by Western

District Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, to attend

Ohio Yearly Meeting and some service in its

vicinity.

Joshua Smith, a minister, and his companion,

William Smith, from Ohio, who have been engaged

in religious service in parts of North Carolina,

have attended meetings in Philadelphia while on

their return to Ohio.

I believe we who take part in government affairs

by voting have not only a right of judgment, but

a duty to criticise the doings of the officers elected,

irrespective of the degrees of office. I consider

their case different in this respect from that of

private individuals.

Correspondence.

I have just finished re-perusing "Paradise Re-

gained," and marked the passage in Book IV :

" Who reads

Incessantly, and to his reading brings not

A spirit and judgment equal or superior,

fAnd what he brings, what needs he elsewhere seek?)

Uncertain and unsettled still remains

Deep-versed in books and shallow in himself."

It seems to me, however, that one cannot be
' deep-versed" in the Bible till we realize its true

unity of purpose, and how the letter, so to speak,

vacates itself in pointing beyond itself.

As in one person Christ once came to bless,

So now in many comes He none the less.

I have thought that the American people would

do well to consider the meaning of the calamity

which has come upon the nation, and for what it is

a reproof.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The funeral of the late President took

place at Canton, Ohio, on the 19th instant. The sorrow of

the people has been strikingly manifested throughout the

country. Business was largely suspended during the

day, places of worship were attended by great numbers

and at the time of the interment railroad trains, street

cars and other vehicles were stopped for five minutes in

various centers of population. Upon orders from the of-

ficials of the different telegraph companies, or upon the

common impulse of the operators where direct instruc-

tions were not received, the entire telegraph system of

the United States was suddenly hushed for five minutes,

at 2.30 P. M., the hour set for lowering the President's

body into the grave at Canton. Evidences of sympathy

have been shown by perhaps all the civilized nations in the

world, and especially by the King and people of Great

Britain. The day of the funeral was also observed in

India and in China. No evidence has been found that the

bullets used by the assassin were poisoned.

President Roosevelt has announced that " It shall be

my aim to continue absolutely unbroken the policy of

President McKinley for the peace, prosperity and honor of

the country." Among the subjects which he has expressed

himself as favoring is the use of conciliatory methods of

arbitration in all disputes with foreign nations, so as to

avoid armed strife. These and other utterances have es-

tablished feelings of confidence in commercial circles,

and tended to allay anxiety in this country and elsewhere.

The assassin of President McKinley, Leon F. Czolgosz,

was indicted in Buffalo on the 16th instant for the crime

of murder in the first degree. He maintained a sullen

silence in the court room.

In New York city a resolution has been adopted that

" any saloon keeper who shall be charged by the police with

harboring anarchists, or permitting them to hold meetings

in their places of business, and make speeches against the

Government and the good order of community, shall be

deemed to be not the kind of person to conduct a business

of this character, and any person guilty of such an of-

fence shall suffer the revocation of his license and" be de-

barred from again receiving a license to do business in

this city."

The loss in wages by the men during the late strike of

the steel workers is estimated at $7,000,000, and that of

the employers at a rather larger sum. A few thousand

men who are dissatisfied with the late settlement made by

President Shaffer of the Amalgamated Association pro-

pose to form a new organization and continue the strike

in certain mills.

There were 379 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 51 less than the previous

week and 23 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 182 were males and 197 females: 42

died of consumption of the lungs ; 22 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 6 of diphtheria ;

11 of cancer ; 14 of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever and 1

of scarlet fever, and 4 of smallpox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8i>,c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73J to 74c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 62i to 62Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 42 to 42Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 5i to 5|c.; good, 5J to Sfc; me-
dium, 4| to 5c.

Sheep and Lambs—Choice, 3| to 3ic.; good,3 toSJc;
common, 1§ to 2Jc. Lambs, 4 to 6c.

Hogs.—Western, 91 to 10c.

Foreign.— The foreign troops lately

withdrawn, and given the city into the hands of the

Chinese.

The Czar and his wife have been the guests of France,

for several days. When travelling by trains the railroad

is said to be lined on either side throughout the whole
way by armed soldiers. The effect of this visit, it is be-

lieved, will be to strengthen the bonds of amity, and tend

to the peace of Europe.

It is oflicially reported that the deaths among the British

troops from the war in South Africa number 20 961.
Recent encounters between the Boers and British have
resulted in serious losses to both, and have shown that

I the former are not disposed to surrender. They have ap-

I

pealed to the Hague tribunal for arbitration.

Cairo is the greatest town of Africa. Its inhabitai

number 500,000, 25,000 being Europeans.

The Government of New Zealand is successfully pi

viding allotments near the large towns for workme;

homes, in the hope that this may relieve poor men fr<

the excessive, almost prohibitory, rents of cities. A m
who has an acre of fertile land near a town at an alm(:

nominal price can partly keep his family by grow!

vegetables and working at his garden in his spare tin

It is announced that the Department of AgriculU

and Commerce of Japan will send eighty-four studen

abroad this month for practical training. Of these twea

five will go to America and twenty-seven to Europe.

RECEIPTS.
Unlessotherwi.'ie specified, two dollars have been rt

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 75.

James E. Meloney, Phila.; Elhanan Zook and for R.

Zook, Pa.; Homer Child, la.; John W. Garwood, agt., I

for Abner L. Newlin ; Mark H. Buzby, N. J.; Carol

Cope, California.; Anna Freeman, Ind.; Alonzo Mosh

la • John R. Tatum, Del; Wm. D. Smith, Kans.; Susai

S. kite, Gtn.; Maria S. Reeve, N. J.; R. S. Reeve, Phi

Rose M. Osburn, Ore.; Henry B. Leeds, agent, N. J.,

Elizabeth T. Engle and Louisa Lippincott ; Wm. Stant

agent, 0., for Mary P. Taber and Esther S. Sears ;
Thor

H Whitson. agent, Pa., $13 for James Davis, Albert

Entrikin, Eiward Savery, Thomas B. Taylor, Lydia

Darlington, Sibella S. Cope, and $1 for Dr. Joseph Bri

hurst ; Elizabeth R. Reeve, Pa.

S^'Remitt'inre.^ recemd after Third-dny noon u-il!

the Receipts until the (oUowing week.

Correction.— In last week's receipts William

Cooper should have been Warner W. Cooper.

NOTICES.

Bible Association of Friends in America.—Agf

-e requested to send their annual reports at once to
,

Edwin P. Sellew,
207 Walnut Place, Phila.

«PP"

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of )-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will n'

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and 1

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reques

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-'

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

'

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup
.

Wanted—A position, to care for children, or an -

valid. Testimonials given and expected in return.

Address F. E. G.,

OfiBce of " The Frie>

Family of two desire woman to assist in housekeep

suburb of Philadelphia ; Friend preferred.

Address L,

Office of " The Friend.'

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

;

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regai

)

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WiLi i

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and i-

munications in regard to business should be forwardt o

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

All members of the Westtown Old Scholars' Ass

tion, who have paid or shall pay their annual dues t"

Ham T. Elkinton, Treasurer, No. 121 South Third .-

Philadelphia, are invited to attend the Fifth Anr.i.

union to be held at Westtown Seventh-day, Tenth

5th, 1901. Those who prefer to bear their iiid

share in the " Expenses of the day," are encourn.

add one dollar to their annual dues. The program

tertainment and exercises extends from 9 A. M. t

,p M At the meeting in the tent, the condition of v.i

P^kin ^have departments will be presented by those best able, an >

dresses will be given

For the Undergraduates, by Walter S. Thomas ;

For the Friends of the School, by Agnes L. Tieb '

'•

For the Old Scholars, by John B. Garrett.

The Corporation of Haverford College.—Th' o-

nual meeting will be held in the Committee Roo «

Arch Street Meeting-house, Phila., on Third-day,
'

»

Month 8th, 1901, at 3 o'clock, p. m.

J. Stogdell Stokes, Secreta

64 N. Fourth St., ;l»

lM k. piles sons, printers,
No. 42-2 Walnut street
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The Larger Anarchy.

To teach the people of Prance that the

ristian religion is the scirit and practice

ich their prevailing church and priesthood

hibit, has been to extinguish in many their

th in Christianity. Christ makes no infi-

jjis; but we cannot say that of the professing

jurch where it fails to represent his Spirit.

Whatever may be similarly said of certain

jvernments being the provokers of their own
jiarchists, or manufactories of them for

|;s oppressive states, we deem the larger

jith should come into view that both the un-

pupulous oppressed and unscrupulous oppres-

rs derive their characters from insubordina-

I'n to that higher Potentate, the Spirit of Di-

le grace offered within their hearts. We he-

ld under the same svstem of human laws

th the evil choice of anarchism made by one
rtion of inhabitants, and that noble choice

the better part made by the suffering Douk-
bors.

Accordingly we do not regard anarchism as

argeable to any system of government, but

proceeds from within, out of the perverted

jrt of man, which disinclined to be subject to

; law of God, naturally continues the same
ubordination to the law of civil government.

5 ought not, however, to overlook the fact

it home government also, whether by its li-

ise or its arbitrariness may be no small fac-

in the making of repudiators of all govern-
nt. In quoting typical antecedents of a

lical Anarchist, we call no names. Not

y are we told that the parents "were
ined to anarchy and rebellion under the
a hand of Russian tyranny," but that "his
her brought him up with the unsparing
of the strap," and other home conditions
ined him to hate a discipline devoid of

love. Said to be "a physical degenerate

also and hence a man of unbalanced mind,"

and with the saloon as an early educator,

he became such a criminal as we could ex-

pect though never excuse. Where sin abound-

ed, grace, if heeded, could much more abound.

His is the responsibility, how great soever is

that of state, home or society. But the root

of the matter in him, in them, and in us is

anarchy towards God.

According as we will not, at points where
it is inconvenient, have this One to rule over

us, so all are concluded under sin by repudiat-

ing government at its source. Sin takes di-

vers forms in divers persons, but in every case

it is that one thing,—rebellion against the

Seat of Government, "the Head of all princi-

pality and power;" who even so accommo-
dates himself to our condition as to be the

witness for Truth in every man's heart. He
who stifles this, suppresses for himself the

Head of government For that mental anar-

chy, or lack of control of thoughts, which is

called bewilderment or insanity, there may in

some be no blame. But moral anarchy which

is named vice or license of natural passions;

and spiritual anarchy which seems when com-

plete another name for perdition, are the out-

come of guilt and sin. The political anarchism

is but a phase of the spiritual or moral, and

the gospel is its true remedy.

Rightfully our Father's by creation and by

our indebtedness to Him ever since for all

things, we are in addition to that mercifully

"bought with a price," and are not our own.

What more reasonable service than to serve

Him in our body and our spirit which are his?

What higher privilege? Surely the Christ

who has tasted death, the wages of sin, for

every man, has fairly earned the government
of man. The irreconcilables to government are

not to be found among those who are recon-

ciled to God by the death of his Son. The
government of these is upon His shoulders,

and He ordains civil government as his minister

to us for good. "Of the increase of his gov-

ernment and peace there shall be no end."

To Him eventually "every knee shall bow and
every tongue confess. " "For every eye shall

see Him, and they also who pierced Him."

It is well after a man has stood in the fore-

front of his people for years on the sum-
mit of national place, power and human ambi-

tion, if he can sum up his best conclusion of

the whole matter in the words, "God's will,

not ours, be done." Usually when dying men
use these words, it has not been the first

time. They have known a bowing to the Di-

vine will before. Else such words would not

be the ready breath of an outgoing life.

But our last submission is best made possi-

ble by beginning now. How knows the reader

of any later season possible? An early sac-

rifice is loved of the Lord and without it no

late dedication may be known. Because one

owned not the day of her visitation, the things

that belonged to her peace were finally hidden

from her eyes. "Blessed are the dead who
die in the Lord," saith the Spirit concerning

the living: who lived in the Lord.

Some Reminiscences of a Good Man—Bbenezer

Worth.

Ebenezer Worth writes in his diary under
date of 1858, First Month 23rd.:

Another wseV of my precicus time is al-

most past, a solemn subject when properly
considered. I feel very unworthy of the
many precious seasons I have been favored
with of late. May I be more grateful and
faithful.

"14th. We have been much favored (I think
I may say) with the presence of the Great
Head of the Church in our meeting to-day.
When thus favored how sweet, solemn and
precious are our meetings. His life-giving

presence, with a sense of his Divine approba-
tion, is a feast to the soul that is alive to a
sense of good. Oh! what an unmerited mercy
that our Divine Master, after all our back-
sliding, continues to visit us with a sense of
his loving kindness. May these mercies not
be slighted, but increase in love, gratitude and
obedience to our dear Master.

"Second Month 4th. Monthly Meeting. All
the Queries were read and 1 think deliberately
considered. I think some of the concerned
members were brought to feel for the welfare
of our religious Society and their own respon-
sibility, which I esteem a blessing. Oh! that
we may be preserved in that state, compara-
ble to little children, walking in obedience to
all the Divine requirings. I think it more to
be sought after, than length of days. There
is a precious peace in a life of dedication to
our dear Master.

"Sixth Month 11th. I have passed through
some close trials on account of heaviness in

meetings, sometimes attended with pain in

my head. I hope it has in some degree had
an humbling effect. I have also had some com-
fortable and very encouraging seasons."
"To Joseph Elkinton.—In regard to A. H.
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Blackburne's inquiry I have always thought it

was no disadvantage to lend a little to the In-

dians, making it clear that they were to use

the article and return it soon.

"Such small acts of kindness are felt by

them, and seen at times, through the blessing

of our Divine Master to open the way to use

much freedom and plainness in explaining to

them the great advantage there would be in

their owning all necessary articles themselves,

and being industrious in using them ; and they

have sometimes afforded favored opportunites,

when the minds of those who are laboring

amongst them are religiously concerned for

their best welfare, to advise them against the

evils of intemperance and other immoral prac-

tices which are amongst them . . .

"1860. Eighth Month 24th. May the writ-

ing down of the many blessings and kind deal-

ings of a Merciful Providence to me, a poor

unworthy sinner, be of some use to myself, if

spared, in days to come; they are worthy to

be held in sweet remembrance with deep feel-

ings of gratitude to the Giver of all our bless-

ings.

"1861. First Month 16. I think I have

been favored of late to feel a quiet, settled

state of mind in our religious meeting, and I

trust at seasons, through unmerited mercy,

have felt my mind clothed with the spirit of

supplication, for myself and for those assem-

bled with us."

East Bradford, Fifth Month iS, 1862.

To Joseph Elkinton:

"Dear Friend- -Thou hast at times been the

companion of my mind, since we parted at

Downingtown, and I have felt much sympathy
with thee, and sincerely desire thou may be
preserved and favored to perform the service

required of thee to the peace and comfort of

thy own mind; or may I, in other words, say, be

favored with a sense of Divine approbation,

which gives that sweet and precious peace, that

the Christian so much desires. I believe servi-

ces required by the Great Head of the Church
and faithfully performed in the ability which
He is graciously pleased to give unto those who
humbly look unto Him and wait for it, will

often leave behind them a sweet and precious
savor, that may be long felt by those labored

with. May it be so with thine. That thy In-

dian brothers and sisters and all with whom
thou may feel it right to labor, may feel the
sweet savor of the Master's Spirit whilst

thou art laboring with them, and remember it

when thou hast returned to thy home and
friends, that thy fruits may be to the praise

of his excellent name, which is forever worthy,
is the desire of

"Thy friend,

"Ebenezer Worth."

Earth is old, and time is hoary
;

Systems to confusion slide
;

God forbid that I should glory,

Save in Jesus crucified !

"I am glad to think

I am not bound to make the wrong go right

;

But only to discover and to do
With cheerful hand the work that He appoints."

We rail at Time and Chance, and break our hearts
To make the glory of to-day endure.

Is the sun dead because the day departs ?

And are the sons of Life and Love less sure ?—Richard Hovey.

EVENING DEVOTION.

S. T. Coleridge.

Ere on my bed my limbs I lay,

It hath not been my use to pray

With moving lips or bended knees

But silently, by slow degrees.

My spirit I to love compose,

In humble trust mine eyelids close,

With reverential resignation.

No wish conceived, no thought
Only a sense of supplication,

A sense o'er all my soul imprest

That I am weak, yet not unblest.

Since in me, round me, everywhere.
Eternal Strength and Wisdom are.

Concerning Antiseptics.

Since the general acceptance of the germ
theory of disease, the class of remedies called

antiseptics has become a very important one.

This class includes all those agencies which
have the power to destroy or at least to arrest

the growth of bacteria.

Many of these, salt and heat, for example,
were employed as preservatives of food long

before the germ theory came into existence,

and therefore before an explanation of their

action was possible. The two agencies men-
tioned afford examples of the two forms of

antiseptics—those which kill the germ, such
as heat, and those which only prevent their

growth and further development, such as salt.

There is no hard and fast line between the

two classes, however, for the difference is

often one of degree only; a substance which in

concentrated form will kill the germs, being
then a true germicide, may in more dilute so-

lution act only in a repressive manner upon
the growth of bacteria. All antiseptics are
not of equal power, nor do they act upon all

bacteria in equal degree. Some antiseptics

are harmless to man; others are virulent poi-

sons, which must be used with the utmost cau-
tion. The most commonly employed antisep-
tics are, in the general order of their strength,
the salts of mercury, especially corrosive sub-
limate, and of silver, peroxide of hydrogen,
carbolic acid, creosote, formaldehyde gas,
chlorine, thymol, salicylic acid, benzoic acid,

chloride of zinc, quinine, boracic acid and
borax, alcohol, sulphate of iron, common salt,

sugar and glycerine. Heat, cold, sunlight and
air (oxygen) are nature's antiseptics, and
most effective ones they are, when acting un-
der favorable circumstances. In addition to
their use as food preservatives (most of them
should never be employed for that purpose)
and as disinfectants, antiseptics have a wide
field of usefulness in surgery, although they
are now less freely employed than formerly,
as it has been found that, if the instruments
are clean, washing the wound with sterilized

water will answer the same purpose as delug-
ing it with antiseptic solutions. The instru-
ments are boiled, and the surgeon's hands are
cleaned with soap and alcohol, while the water
used for washing the wound is previously
boiled or distilled.

As to the value of antiseptics given inter-
nally, physicians are not agreed, some regard-
ing them as most serviceable in the treatment
of typhoid fever, diphtheria and certain other
infectious diseases, as well of intestinal indi-
gestion, while others think all such attempts
at internal antiseptics are futile.— lowWt's
Companion.

For '* The Friend.

Maxims from " The Inner Life."

BY T. C. UPHAM.

If earthly plants are permitted to spring

in the heart, how is it possible for the tree

holiness to flourish? With the ground alrea

occupied by earthly products, the roots

sanctification, deprived of the nourishme

which should sustain them, necessarily with

and die. There is not nourishment enouj

sustain both. Hence it is that our Saviour,

his Divine Wisdom, tells us of those who £|

choked with the riches, cares and pleasures

that life, and bi-ing no fruit to peifection.

The power of satan is great; and it is 1

appropriate business continually to assault t)

saints of God. If then in some unguard'

moment (by thy own fault, be it remembere:

he gain an advantage, lament over it deep^

but do not be discouraged. Remember, if t

great enemy gets from thee thy resoluti(

thy fixed purpose, he gets all. To be defeat

is not to be wholly destroyed. But, on t

contrary, he, and he only has victory writt

upon his forehead, who in the moment of 1

severest overthrow has still the heart to si

"With the Lord helping me, / will try a(,

It is a melancholy fact that the religion

many persons is not constantly operated, I

is manifested periodically, or at some part

ular times. 'Tis assumed, for instance,

the "sabbath," but is laid aside on the sh^

during the week days.

But true holiness, be it remembered, is i

a thing to be worn for occasions, to be put t

or put on, with an easy accommodation to c

cumstances, or to one's private convenient

It takes too deep a root in the heart to be

easily disposed of as such a course would ;

ply. It is meat, with which we are fed, clo

ing with which we are clothed; the inter

and permanent principle of life, which a

mates and sustains the whole man.

The Kingdom of God.—The kingdom
God is within you, saith the Lord. Ti'

yourselves with ail your heart to the Lord, a

unfix your affections from this sinful wor
and you shall find rest for your soul. Le;

to think little of externa! things, and to g
your thoughts to the things internal, and y

will find that the kingdom of God will en

into you; for the kingdom of God is rig

eousness, peace and joy in the Holy Gho
and this is not given to the unholy. Chr

will come to you giving you his own conso

tion, if you prepare him a worthy mansi

within. All His glory and honor are fri

within, and there it pleaseth Him to dwi

He who frequently entertains Christ will he

sweet discourse with Him, comfort and ci

solation, much peace, a friendship too wond
ful for the heart of man to have conceived.

Thomas d Kcmpis.

Undoubtedly the after half of life is t

best working time. Beautiful is youth's c

thusiasm and grand are its achievements, 1

the most solid and permanent good is done

the persistent strength and wide experiei

of middle life. Contentment rarely comes
then; not mere resignation, a passive acq

escence in what cannot be removed, but a

ive contentment.

—

Dinah M. Craik.
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The state of the Church.

jrhe Methodist Bishop R. S. Foster thus
(lents the decline of spiritual life in his

irch:—
The Church of God is to-day courting the

rid. Its members are trying to bring it

vn to the level of the ungodly. The ball,

theatre, nude and lewd art, social luxur-

with all their loose moralities, are making
ads into the sacred Inclosure of the

urch, and as a satisfaction for all this

rldliness, Christians are making a great
1 of Lent, and Easter and Good Friday, and
jrch ornamentations. It is the old trick of

;an. The Jewish Church struck on that

ik, the Komish church was wrecked on the
ne, and the Protestant Church is fast reach-

:
the same doom.

)ur great dangers as we see them, are as-

ilation to the world, neglect of the poor,
stitution of the form for the fact of godli-

is, abandonment of discipline, a hireling

listry, an impure gospel, which summed up
a fashionable church. That Methodists
uld be liable to such an outcome, and that

ijire should be signs of it in a hundred years
"m the "sail loft, " seems almost the mir-
e of history; but who that looks about him
ay can fail to see the fact?

|Do not Methodists, in violation of God's
d and their own discipline, dress as extra-
:antly and as fashionably as any other class ?

not the ladies and often the wives and
ghters of the ministry, put on "gold and

iris and costly array?" Would not the
in dress insisted upon by John Wesley,
hop Asbury, and worn by Hester Ann
gers, Lady Huntingdon and many others
bally distinguished, be now regarded in

thodist circles as fanaticism? Can anyone
ng into a Methodist Church in any of our

lief cities distinguish the attire of the com-
nicants from that of the theatre and ball

iers?

lis not wordliness seen in the music? Elab-
litely dressed and ornamented choirs, who in

.ny cases make no profession of religion and
e_ often sneering skeptics, go through a cold,
:istic, or operatic performance, which is as
ich in harmony with spiritual worship as
opera or theatre. Under such wordly per-
mances spirituality is frozen to death.
Formerly every Methodist attended "class"
i gave testimony of experimental religion,
iw the class-meeting is attended by very
V, and in many churches abandoned. Sel-
m the stewards, trustees and leaders of the
iirch attend class. Formerly, nearly every
ithodist prayed, testified or exhorted in

lyer meeting. Now but very few are heard,
rmerly shouts and praises were heard, now
;h demonstration of holy enthusiasm and
' are regarded as fanaticism.
Wordly socials, fairs, festivals, concerts,
i such like, have taken the place of the re-
ious gatherings, revival meetings, class and
lyer-meetings of earlier days.
How true that the Methodist discipline is a
id letter. Its rules forbid the wearing of
Id or pearls, or costly array; yet no one
3r thinks of disciplining its members for
ilating them. They forbid the reading of
;h books and the taking of such diversions
do not minister to godliness, yet the
arch itself goes to shows, and frolics and
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festivals and fairs, which destroy the spiritual
life of the young as well as the old. The ex-
tent to which this is now carried on is appal-
ling. The spiritual death it carries in its

train will only be known when the millions it

has swept into hell stand before the judgment.
The early Methodist ministers went forth to

sacrifice and suff'er for Christ. They sought
not places of ease and affluence, but of priva-
tion and sufl:ering. They gloried not in their
big salaries, fine parsonages and refined con-
gregations, but in the souls that had been
won for Jesus. Oh how changed! A hireling
ministry will be a feeble, a timid, a truckling,
a time-serving ministry, without faith, endur-
ance and holy power. Methodism formerly
dealt in the great central truth. Now the
pulpits deal largely in generalities, and in

popular lectures. The glorious doctrine of
Entire Sanctification is rarely heard and sel-

dom witnessed to in the pulpits.

The Railroad as a Civilizer.

Sir Guilford Molesworth has expressed the
following opinion concerning the effect of the
railway in the development of this great coun-
try: "In East Africa the railway takes the
place of roads, which are practically valueless

owing to the absence of water and the mor-
tality in transport animals.

"It must be borne in mind that the construc-
tion of a railway in a new country often de-

velops trattic from entirely unexpected sources,

more especially by checking lawlessness, which
might previously put a stop to small trading.

"As one of the numerous cases which has
come under my own oflicial experience I would
instance the Rajputana railway. This was
made for political purposes, and was never ex-

pected to pay its working expenses; yet, by
enabling the petty trader to pass through the

various small states without ruinous blackmail,

which had previously put a stop to all enter-

prise, it, immediately after opening, stimula-

ted trafiic which made the railway a complete
success financially, as well as politically.

"Broken up as East Africa is into various

petty tribes perpetually at war with one an-

other, it has been hitherto impossible to carry

on any trade, except by means of large and
well armed caravans, and even then at great
risk. Some tribes have subsisted to a great

extent on plunder from their weaker neigh •

bors, so that there has been no stimulus to the

more peaceable to produce anything beyond
the smaller requirements of their own tribe.

With the completion of the railway, the

whole lake coastline of eight hundred to one
thousand miles, with the adjoining fertile and
populous districts will be opened up by water
communication to railway traffic. And as the

Uganda railway will be the first to tap the

lake, the trade of these districts will natur-

ally gravitate into this channel."

—

F. W.
Emett, in the Engineering Magazine.

MY YOUTH AND MY AGE.
Days of my youth, ye have glided,
Hairs of my youth ye are frosted and gray

;

Eyes of my youth, your keen sight is no more;
Cheeks of my youth, you are furrowed all o'er

;

Strength of my youth, all your vigor is gone

!

Thoughts of my youth, your gay visions have flown.

nays of my youth, I wish not your recall.

Hour of my youth, I'm content you should fall;

Eyes of my youth, ye much evil have seen.
Cheek of my youth, bathed in tears ye have been

;

Thoughts of my youth, ye have led me astray.
Strength of my youth, why lament thy decay ?

Days of my age, ye will shortly be pas.9ed,

Pains of my age, yet awhile ye can last

;

Joys of my age, in true wLsdom delight
;

Eyes of my age, be religion your light

;

Thoughts of my age, dread ye not the cold sod
;

Hopes of my age, be ye fixed on your God.

NO MORS SEA.

The warlike attitude of the nations is in-

deed deplorable, and bears sad evidence, that

there is much in the world of so-called Chris-

tianity, that is not of Christ, and remains to

be destroyed by that stone that was cut out

of the mountain without hands, which de-

stroyed all else that came in opposition to it,

and became a great mountain and filled the

whole earth.

—

Kaiisas Epistle.

BY F. C. T.

The wrecks that strew life's strand with desolation.
Upon that distant shore shall never be.

No watching eye shall ache with expectation,
" There shall be no more sea."

No ships shall sail into the rosy distance,

With snowy sail, and pennons floating free.

To come back worn and scarred by sharp resistance;
"There shall be no more sea."

No thickening fog, dark cloud, nor fierce wind
blowing.

No shifting sands, where treacherous depths may
be;

No changeful tides, with ebbing and with flowing,
" There shall be no more sea."

Oh hearts, sore tried with earthly change and
losses,

Look forward! to " the land where you would be,"
Where crowns of joy replace these heavy crosses.

And there is "no more sea."

Each time has its burden, and that which
may justly work our weariness, yet infancy
longeth after youth, and youth after more
age; and he that is very old, as he is a child

for simplicity, so he would be for years. I

account old age the best of the three; partly

for that it hath passed through the folly and
disorders of the others, partly for that the in-

conveniences of this are but bodilv, with a
bettered state of the mind; and partly for

that it is nearest to dissolution.

—

Joseph Hall.

Thought He Was Driving.—A father and
his little son were once riding along a familiar

road with a gentle horse. To gratify the child

the father placed the reins in his hands, but

at the same time, unseen, retained his own
hold upon them. As they rode on they saw
approaching them at a terrific speed a run-

away team. The danger was great and immi-
nent. But the father guided his horse so that

collision was avoided and the danger es-

caped.

When all was over the little son looked at

is father, and with choked utterance said,

I thought I was driving, but I wasn't; was I,

papa?"
So often does the child of God, when some

peril has been escaped or deliverance has been

vouchsafed in ways unseen and unthought of,

have occasion to say, "Father, I thought I

was driving, but I wasn't."

—

Zion's Watch-

man.
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Some Brief ExtractsJ^rom a Manuscript.

LIFE OF BENJAM IN KITE.

(Concluded from page 85.

1

That Anne Edwards had some foreboding of

what was impending, appears from her remark-

ino- when it was proposed she should take

more money with her. "It will only help to

drown me if I get in the river." Also it is

said that Esther Collins, who was sitting on

the front seat, had shortly before requested

Anne Stokes to change places with her. Ihus

she who doubtless was fittest for the heavenly

o-arner was taken, and the other left. As in

the case of a vessel which in a storm was be-

ino' drawn upon the rocks, a little lad was

heard praving, "That only the ripest might

be taken" "and it doubtless was so, for he on y

lost his life. During the summer of 1S21

there was a long, dry spell, in which vegetation

suffered much, prayers had been made by the

"clergy" for rain. This was followed by a

severe storm causing much damage. Of this

Rebecca Kite writes to her brother, John

Letchworth, and he replies, "How much did

they pray for? Was it to come down m gentle

showers with the sun shining between, or in

a continual downpour? . . Shall we continue

to have our affections so set upon temporal

blessings,—be so perverse as to endeavor to

put the unslumbering Sliepherd of Israel in

mind of his duty? Him who ever has sent

and as we rightly put our trust in Him ever

will send rain in due season."

Tnere is an Oriental tale of two Anchorites

to each of whom was given a fine young olive

tree. One planted his and, when he thought it

needed rain, he prayed for rain and it came.

When he thought it would be better for the

warm sunshine he got that for it; and so of

the cool bracing wind. But for all that his

tree died. Visiting his brother hermit he

found his tree flourishing vigorously. "How

had he managed it?" "He had planted it and

commended it to Allah to give what it needed."

And yet it is still true that the effectual,

fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth

much and may in many ways.

As an illustration of John Letchworth's

sometimes pleasantry I quote from a letter:

"Dear Brother—As I have attended an astro

nomical lecture, a lecture on mineralogy,

-

viewed an orrery and seen the Schuylkill

water-works, I may be supposed to be a philoso-

pher, all but. This "but" is sometimes a

very important word and is so in the present

instance. I find I know but little, very little

indeed. To increase one's knowledge I know

no better way than to ask questions and be

attentive to the answers. Do plants breathe?

Perhaps it may not be amiss to state my rea-

son for this inquiry. On coming from the

city I remarked to a neighbor how well our

grain fields were covered with snow compared

with those about Chester. He said it was not

the right kind; there was an icy crust which

sometimes smothered the wheat, etc. Re-

flecting on this the aforesaid query was sug-

gested. This I submit to thy superior wis-

dom, not doubting that with thy charity thou

will pass by my ignorance and give me thy

opinion.' ... B. Kite thus answers: . . .

"It seems that notwithstanding thy many ad-

vantages, the mortifying truth forces itself

contrary opinion I should have had small hope

of thee, for

" Who thinks himself already wise,

Of course, all further knowledge will despise.

'Do plants breathe'? Though we may not

understand how, yet I have no doubt that

they do, at least, air is as necessary for their

life as it is for ours. But as to the suoposi-

tions that an icy crust will be injurious, I have

no idea that it is correct, and I have never

seen the grain look better than when it had

been covered for a month or more with so

hard a crust that we could walk upon it. In-

terstices suflicient to admit air will always be

As sometime during the year 1823 J. Letch-

worth, feeling himself much relieved from

service at Fallowfield, removed to Philadel-

phia, so his correspondence ceases. He had

not been called to travel extensively and ap-

pears to have passed the remaining twenty

years of his life quietly in that city, taking

his part in the troubles of that exercising

time. One incident may be thus briefly told

as a fitting close to this meagre account of a

worthy and—though in an humble way— fa.

vored instrument. A Friend having pur-

chased a lot of land in the southern part of the

city, borrowed $5,000 to improve it with. Be-

fore he was enabled to realize anything on it

the troubles connected with President Jack-

son's veto of the U. S. Bank charter causing

a panic, this money was suddenly demanded of

him. He was greatly distressed, apparent

ruin staring him in the face, at a forced sale,

and he had no other way of raising the

amount, the improved property would not

bring enough to pay the incumbrance. He

could not accuse himself of having acted

rashly. The property was valuable, but a

state of the money market had arisen that

could not be foreseen. Of this money $3,000

had been borrowed of an individual, $2,000 of

an insurance company. Both demands reached

him in one day, and the measure of his dis-

tress was full. At meeting that day J. Letch-

worth arose with a message of consolation for

some one, and held forth this language: "Do
not be cast down The money will come be-

fore thou needs it." The Friend felt much
relieved and yet a disposition prevailed to put

off to some one else what had been said. Go-

ing at the appointed time to the oflice where

his principal creditor's business was done to

see if the evil day could be put off and inquir-

ing for his creditor, he was met with this re-

mark: "He sailed to-day for Europe. We
know you owe him money, but as he left no

word about it, you may take your own time

in paying it." So far it was well, but he

knew the other must be paid. As he walked

musingly along, the late Thos. Stewardson met

and addressed him abruptly thus: "Dost
thou want to borrow two thousand dollars?"

Thus the worthy Friend was saved from finan-

cial ruin.

The correspondence of B. Kite during the

ensuing ten years is rather voluminous, but it

is as might be expected, much filled with the

difliculties attendant upon the spread of un-

sound sentiment over which I think it best to

draw a veil. Some extracts, however, from
the last letter received from his life-long

upon thee that thou knows but little—very friend and correspondent, John Heald, may be

little. Very well, if thou hadst taken up the
I
given: "I received two letters from thee

that I am thankful for. I do not expect t

write much, my inability is too great. Yoi

are dear friends whom I look back to with af:

fectionate remembrance. The precious feelinj

I am permitted to enjoy when rememberinji

some who I am not likely again to meet i;

mutability is comfortable . . . When Johi

the divine saw a Lamb standing on Moun

Zion, there were many thousands with Hir

who had come out of great tribulation._ The.

had known a preparation to stand with th

harps in their hands and we ought to know

being redeemed and prepared to stand in th

place allotted us . . . My scribble must close

my course draws towards its end. Infirmitie

attend, bodily ability fails. I am not in hast

to go, nor crave to stay long. My emplo

has been in little things. When the tim

comes may I be ready, having done and sul

ered my allotted portion. 'It is done!' This

when applied to life, how solemn! I woul

willingly send sincere love and good will t

you, my dear friends, as this is likely the las

time I shall write. May that love which i

pure be yours to enjoy. Fare ye well, if i

should prove a long and last farewell. Th

time is far past, the long home is at hand

There seems to be great need of heai

iiig in our Society. When will our defile

ment cease? We have need to do our fin

works. We have need to repent. W^hat mor

could have been done for us tu recover th

hurts, the bruises, the putrifying sores?

thought years ago that I should have been i

another state of being before this. Still hei

I am. An uncertain stay, but sure to gc

May the Divine will be done.' . . .

My MS. continues somewhat as follows

"Benjamin Kite continued to the last to tak

a deep interest in everything that concerne

our religious Society and was never absei

from meetings where he could possibly attenc

In these he was an example of reverent wai

ing. No symptoms of drowsiness were ev(

apparent upon him. He was often much

fected in reading the Scriptures and gave ev

dence that his religious faculties continue

in lively exercise. In the Seventh Monti

1838, he was disabled by a fall, from takin

his usual exercise, on which his appetit

failed. Thus without marked sickness an

with little pain he weakened from day to daj

To one of his sons he said, "Though I enk'

the valley of the shadow of death, with aw(i

yet it is not with fear." Thus in serenit

and holy trust the hours of his earthly lit'

wasted slowly away. When the last sigh wa

over and the spirit liberated from its fra

tabernacle, to partake of the inheritance (

the redeemed, in the quietude of holy feelin

the spirit of supplication and thanksgivin

came upon us, and was openly poured fort!

He was nearly eighty-five years of age.

I close with two versified—I will not sa

poetical—tributes. His son Joseph says i

the "Arm Chair."
" Ye who my being gave, ye too have flown

To join the ransomed round the eternal Throne.

The venerable sire, as death drew near,

Saw the vale awful, but devoid of fear.

Before thee, mother, rose a brilliant path.

For thee thy Saviour had no look of wrath;

Oh, ye had owned him long and at the last

His arm supported, as ye Jordan passed."

The other (by my father) is more pretei

tious:

—
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old arm chair, I sing, but not to prove

asted title to the muses' love,

yet an envious spirit to display

:ing for praise that greets a brother's lay.

'"rom far other cause the motive springs

—

wife requests it and the husband sings.

ivho for five and twenty years has given

love, her labor, everything but heaven,

le in trust to keep till time shall fade,

ands this tribute, and it must be paid.

old arm chair, twin with that honored seat,

re as a brother sang, in calm retreat

incient worthies sat at even tide,

spoke of Him who for a lost world died
;

s thine to grow beneath his skilful arm
left his workshop 'midst the wild alarm,

re yellow fever's burning breath was sent

d our town her guilty deeds repent,

left it not with coward feet to Hy,

thousand others fearing but to die.

called by duty's voice, he sought to give

3uffering victims aid, to bid them live.

when death's work was done, by pity led,

igned their relics to earth's narrow bed.

!of the few he was who stood between

living and the dead, with placid mein
;

(te to die, if death their warrants bore,

ent to live, if earth required them more.

ar fifty varying years have passed away,

p first that yellow scourge sought here its prey,

bf that noble band to memory dear,

Hchworth and a Wistar still are here,

man senate would a civic crown
to each, in token of renown,

Philadelphia gave a deed of praise
" on parchment, thus her debt she pays.

ave I seen those marks by fingers made,

ing with varnish, on the parchment laid,

n Letchworth took the scroll and stood to hear

:overnor's praises sotinded in his ear.

'twas no hope of human praise that led

botsteps near contagion's sickly bed.

his meat to do his Maker's will,

s his drink to do his bidding still,

blessed with strength he preached that Sav-

I

iour's love,

ch now in weakness it is his to prove,

{lengthened day of labor nearly o'er,

jyaits his summons to the heavenly shore,

re is for him who .Jesus' love has shared

{ansion in his Father's house prepared.

r old arm chair, thou for a friend wast wrought,
iore than friend, brother in word in thought,

^he my father, guileless was his heart;

t Mary, too, he chose the better part.

ijthough he was not called to preach the Word,
girded loins still bore the gospel sword.
jfeet were shod with peace, and o'er his head
ijheavenly canopy was ofttimes spread.
i|' score and four the years to him were given.

ijank to sleep on earth to wake in heaven.

Iw have I known whom sympathy has led

Ift beside the sick man's bed,

iihe my mother, many a midnight hour

!Jde some sick man's couch. With magic power
ihand was felt, her gentle hand was known
liase the sufferer's pangs, to soothe his moan,
il^atch with skilful eye the time to give
jhealing balm, that bids the sick man live.

i|i vigils o'er, her daily labor done,

jight to the gates of day, the setting sun;
i|i too, this evening hour, devoid of care
II mother nodding in this old arm chair,

^mother ! Ah, that name recalls to mind,
Ijthat we ask or wish in parent kind.

^s was the form that stood erect to meet
Ijthe dark waves that broke around her feet.

ii her's the heart that meekly bowed to hear
Ithat her heavenly Father gave to share,
ss too, to find when outward sight grew dim,
i lamp of truth replenished still by Him

Who sells the oil, that each wise virgin's flame

Might not go out before the Bridegroom came.

He came ; he found her waiting with the last.

Ready to enter the marriage feast.

So died my mother, what of hers I share,

I value not the least her old arm chair.''

Note.—We had (and in it I am now sitting) an arm
chair made by John Letchworth for my grandfather in

1792 ; and so when the Arm Chair was published, my
mother said to my father, " Now thee must write a verse

on our chair." The above is the result.

J. K.

The Gophers.

In St. Nicholds we find a description of a

little underground worker, whose habits are

not widely known.
(jophers had no lovable traits to strongly

attract us. At least, when untamed, they are

very vicious. When caught in traps they

fight with astonishing ferocity, biting the

steel so fiercely as to break off their teeth.

They can easily bite through a shoe, and will

attack a foe with utmost fury, never manifest-

ing fear in a fight. The fierce little animals

can lay no claim to beauty except in the per-

fect fitness to the life they lead, for there is

no grace of form, nor pleasing contrast of col-

ors. However, their coats of fine hair har-

monize in color with the soil, and are so

smooth and glossy as to repel the dirt, which

keeps the animals bright and clean.

In making the underground tunnels, a go-

pher uses its front teeth as a pick to loosen

the soil, which it throws back by the front

feet. Occasionally the little digger turns in

its burrow and places the palms of its "hands"
under its chin and pushes the accumulated

loose earth out, thus forming a little "gopher
hill." It adds to the burrows year by year,

one animal digging as much as a mile in

length of the crooked tunnels. The eyes of a

gopher are small and the sight is not very

keen. The large teeth grow so long as act-

ually to prevent shutting the mouth, thus ad-

ding greatly to the unattractive appearance.

On each side of the mouth is a big hairy

pocket that is used for carrying food. As

you all know, squirrels can take food in their

mouths and with their tongues push it Dut

between their teeth into elastic pouches as

boys put marbles in their cheeks. But with

the gopher the pouch opens from the outside

and extends back to the shoulders. In empty-

ing these pouches the animal brings its fore-

feet along the side of its head to the rear of

the pouch, and then the "hands" are pressed

firmly against the head and carried rapidly

forward, thus squeezing out on the ground the

contents of leaves, stems and roots, to be

eaten at leisure. Sometimes several such

strokes are necessary, "like a boy playing a

jews'-harp," as the young folks would describe

it, except that both hands are used in the for-

ward strokes.

Gophers have never been known to drink.

Evidently no water is needed other than

that contained in the plants that are eaten.

If a gopher is captured when very young it

may become tame and gentle.

We have been repeatedly admonished to at-

tend to our intimations of duty in small

things, that we may receive strength and

ability to perform the more extended service

that may be made manifest to us. — Western to

New England Y. M.

Peculiar Times.

We often hear it said, the times in which
we live are peculiar; without sufiiciently con-
sidering that in every age of the Church there

have been afl^ictions deemed peculiar by those
on whom they fell; therefore the Apostle
Peter says, "Beloved, think it not strange
concerning the fiery trial which is to try you,

as though some strange thing happened unto
you." What are our sufferings when com-
pared to those of the first followers of Christ?

They endured a great fight of afflictions; and
how? Not by giving way to gloomy fears,

uttering doleful complaints, or casting re-

proaches one upon another. They put on
"the breastplate of faith and of love, and for

a helmet the hope of salvation," and nobly

pressed toward the mark for the prize of their

high calling; and surely it is with the same
heavenly armor we must be equipped if we
would maintain our posts as good soldiers of

Christ .Jesus. Let us not then pore over each
others errors, but rather seek for more of

that grace which will enable us to detect our

own. I think I never felt more strongly than at

present the necessity for all who seek the

welfare of our Society to endeavor to follow

diligently their individual path of duty, as it

may be clearly made known to them, looking

as little as possible to the right hand or to

the left. Cth for a single eye and a simple

heart! but how deficient am I herein! We
know who it is that hath said, "If therefore

thine eye be single thy whole body shall be

full of light." With change of place our
circumstances vary; and, if exempted from
some trials that have formerly attended our
path, it is to be expected new ones will arise

and the enemy also will change his tempta-
tions and adopt fresh methods of assault.

This life is to the Christian the scene of his

warfare, not of his rest. Self may be fed by-

recounting our trials, which we are apt to

dwell upon. If they spring in any measure
from our attachment to what appears to us

impotant principle.s, we are in danger of con-

sidering all our disquiets as sufferings for the

Truth's sake; whereas they may be partly pro-

duced by our indulgence of an unchristian dis-

position or by the prevalence of unmortified

self-love. In this way we may increase our

discouragement; whilst an endeavor to num-
ber our blessings and stir up the mind to

a grateful remembrance of the Lord's mer-
cies is both animating and humbling. Oh, how
craftily does the adversary work! represent-

ing that as all important to one which, with

equal success, he exhibits to another as of no
importance at all. He cares not in what di-

rection we wander if he can but turn us out

of the strait path and rob us uf that peace

sought in simply following our heavenly Lead-

er in the obedience of faith. It is true there

are discouragements enough, -—such a mass of

opinions and inconsistencies amongst men that

we might well sink at the view, were it not

for that consoling and strengthening assurance

of the Lord -Jesus, that his sheep shall know
his voice, and that He will give them .such a

discriminating knowledge of it as shall enable

them to distinguish it from the voice of the

stranger. It is the policy of the enemy to

raise a clamor, that men may not hear or at-

tend to this gentle inspeaking voice. He
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knows how to take every advantage, and per-

haps is now seeking to hinder the pi;ogress and

to lessen the usefulness of some :n our Society

by unduly casting them down.
^^^_

The Discipline of the Sick Room.

While every important experience in life has

its pe manen effect on the character perhaps

he results of a period of severe illness are

rnore marked than any other. One always

"omes"orth a different being from the person

that lay down in pain and prostration. The

sickbed is God's crucible, especially we be-

Ueve for God's children. Such are raised

up with less dross and with clearer shining

^°A remarkable instance of the Lord's deal

ings with one of his children m the me hod

ndicated, has been a subject of careful study

of late to the writer. It has given new views

of the comfort of the presence of the^aviour

by the bedside, in full accord with the prom-

ise of Psalm xli: 3. It also in ensihes the

necessity of being P'-fa/ed beforehand n

getting right with God for the solemn hour

when repentance and trust may seemingly be

too long delayed. ,

A frtend has lain for weeks very ill with

pneumonia, following an attack of a grippe.

For two weeks the fever raged with this_ pecu-

liar effect. Where ordinarily the mind is

clouded or delirious, in this case it was most

intensely clear, thoughtful, active. Not a

suspicion of delirium, but just the opposite.

The whole past life came up m review. Acts,

words, scenes, everything that had long been

forgotten, were beheld as if of yesterday

The memory was a recovered palimpsest that

o-ive out clearly all the hidden past.

"
The sick man was one who had years ago

made his peace with God through -Jesus Christ,

and while once a great sinner had for a long

period been an active worker for the Saviour.

In this vision of the past, every sin of his lite

stood out. They were all there of whatever

kind, not one missing. But, thanks be to

God between them and him stood the bora

Jesus, with outstretched arms and a smilins:

face, yet clear, transparent, beautiful, the

sins were seen, but Christ was this side ot

them all, and they were all behind the Sav-

iour's back. He looked at the multitude of

sins boldly. They gave him no atom of fear

or pain, for they were all seen through the

alorifled body of a living Saviour. The good

that he had been able to do did not appear.

But in place thereof came an impression of

heaven." Here on earth the sins appear; but

there shall you find some laid up treasure.

Wait for it patiently. While my friend can-

not say that the Saviour spoke audibly to him

in this vision, yet an overpowering impression

rested upon him of gratitude that he had made

his peace with God long ago, for now it would

be too late. And he comes forth from his

sick chamber determined to warn men as never

before to get right with God, before it is too

late. The bed of pain is a poor couch for an

unforgiven sinner.
. ^ ,, , 4. v, i

After this vision of ineffable comfort had

passed away came a solemn consideration of

the question of living or dying. Was he to

recover, or did this very vision mean that he

was to be taken from earth? At first, all the

dread of death pressed upon him heavily

When one thinks of the lonely grave, and the

decaying form, it is impossible to dis-associ-

ate a l^'from the horror of being torn away

?rom life and home and friends He began to

pray agonizingly that he might live. But he

did not pray thus for any length of time.

Again the power of the Saviour's presence was

felt and the sick man was quiet, merely

breathing forth again and agam Not my

will but Thine be done, Christ, my Lord

and Saviour. " AH fear of death passed away

;

and he was ready to accept anything that the

Master might deem best. This very condition

of fearless rest on God's will, seemed to have

much to do with his recovery.
_ _

One more phase of his experience is worth

quotin<^ All his life he has been troubled with

doubts about a future. Probably many of us

can understand this. And now as he ay there

with an intensely quickened mind, all the old

doubts came up as he looked for h beyond

the grave. He might die soon. Much con-

nected with this illness seemed to indicate a

near solution of the question: Does death

end all?" The old arguments, pro and eon,

were all rehearsed. But yet again, came the

blessed influence of the Saviour; not to answer

his queries in the slightest degree, seemingly,

in any logical argumentative way, but still

bringino- o-reat rest and peace m the thought

that thfs tangled problem, like all others, can

be rolled off on the Christ. If there is, or is

not a future according to man's conception,

what matters it, as long as there is a Saviour

in whom we can trust. If he stands between

me and my sins in the past, I may know that

he will stand between me and my doubts m
the future.

. ^, , j

My friend has come out into the world

again. Not yet strong, or ready to take up

life's work; but with the promise of recovery.

He is a changed man, however. Life has a

new meaning. The discipline of the sick

room, with its visions as indicated, has made

him something like Paul after he was caught

up into the third heaven. The Saviour stands

to him in new and most precious relations.

But one great impression he brings forth with

him, to warn his fellow men to make their

peace with God now; to urge every one to ex-

amine his foundation principles and be sure

they are right with God before illness comes.

He does not hesitate to say, that if he had

not already settled those matters long before

his illness, he could not have done it then.

He may be mistaken; but I am inclined to think

that this too was a revelation from God, who

has sent him back to the world to warn, urge,

entreat, while freely declaring that now is the

accepted time, and now the day of salvation.

He loves to tell with beaming face of two

verses that brought inexpressible blessing and

comfort to him while undergoing the above

peculiar experience. One was Psalm xl. : 1,

"I waited patiently for the Lord, and He in-

clined unto me and heard my cry." The other

verse was from the pen of Harriet Beecher

Stowe, in that exquisite poem beginnin™-

Tenth Mo. .5, 190:

Temper and Tongue.—A London mercha

had a dispute with a Quaker about a bill. T

merchant said he would go to law about

the Quaker tried all means to keep him frc

doing so. One morning the Quaker resolv

to make a last attempt, and he called att

merchant's house and asked the servant if i

master was at home. The merchant h

him and knowing his voice, called out L

the stairs: "Tell that rascal I am not

home. " The Quaker looking up at him, ca.,

ly said • ' ' Well, friend, God grant thee a k
termind." The merchant was struck wi,

the meekness of the reply, and he looked m,

the disputed bill, and found that the Quaki

was ricrht and he was wrong. He called

see him, and after confessing his errors,
!

said " I have one question to ask you
:

Hi

were you able so often to bear my abuse w:

patience?" "Friend," said the Quaker,

will tell thee. I had once as bad a temper

thou hast; I knew that to yield to this temf.

was sinful, and I found that it was unwise,

noticed that men in a passion always spo

loud, and I thought that if I could control 1

voice, I should keep my passion. 1 ha

therefore made it a rule never to let my voi

rise above a certain key, and by carefully (

serving this rule I have, by God s help, m

tered my temper."—Setected.

"Still, still withThee when purple morning breaketh

When the bird waketh and the shadows flee;

Fairer than morning, lovelier than the daylight,

Dawns the sweet consciousness, I am with

Thee."
Leavenworth, Kansas.—Wm. N. Page in N. Y. Observer.

My First Book in Tannese.—An ev

memorable event was the printing of my fi

book in Tannese. Thomas Bmnie, Lsq., U
o-ow gave me a printing-press and a ton

type. Printing was one of the things I 1

never tried; but having.now prepared a bo.

let in Tannese, I got my press into ord^

and began fingering the type. But boi-

printing turned out to be, for me, a mu

more difficult affair than house-building 11

been. Yet by dogged perseverance I succe

ed at last.

My bio-gest difficulty was how to arraii

the page" properly. After many failures I

folded a piece of paper into the number,

leaves wanted, cut the corners, foldmgthi

back, and numbering them as they would i

when corectly placed in the book; then Ic-

ing all back without cutting up the sheell

found now by these numbers how to arraii

the pages in the frame or chase for printn

as indicated on each side. And do you th,

me foolish when I confess that I shouted ini

ecstacy of joy when the first sheet came tn

the press all correct? It was about >i

o'clock in the morning. I was the only ivt-

man then on the island, and all the nati

had been fast asleep for hours; yet I liter:?

pitched my hat into the air, and danced lik

school-boy round and round that printing-pr

till I began to think. Am I losing my reasn.

Would it not be like a missionary to be u)

my knees adoring God for this first_ portion i

his blessed Book ever printed in this new i-

^"Snd. bear with me, and believe me 1

1

was as true worship as ever was David s da|

ing before the ark of his God. Nor tbl

that I did not. over that first sheet ot v..

Scripture ever printed in the Tannese tong;

<ro upon my knees too, and then, and ev,

day since, plead with the mighty Lord to c£,

the light and joy of his own Holy Bible^i

every dark heart and benighted home in i|

na,.—John G. Paton.
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[T is unbelief that begs and cries, pleads

1 teases and yet will not receive in simplic-

the gift in the outstretched hand of God.

ith is always receptive.

Many unregenerated people are willing to

nit that Christianity has brought out the

;hest and best there is in humanity, but

ly do not seem to realize that this is due to

! fact that something that is better than

nanity has been the agency through which
best in man has been brought out, and

,t it is their duty as well as their privilege

come personally under the benign. Divine

uence that makes all things new.

—

Zioii's

itchiiian. ^
Notes from Others.

!od and man have linked the nations together

nation can any longer be indifferent to any
er. And as we are brought more and more in

sh with each other, the less occasion is there

misunderstanding and the stronger the dispo-

3n, when we have differences, to adjust them in

Court of Arbitration, which is the noblest form
the settlement of international disputes,

let us ever remember that our real interest is

oncord, not conflict, and that our real eminence
iS in the victories of peace, not those of war.

—

m President MeKinlcy's last public speech.

he late Governor Newell, of New Jersey, has

1 called the father of the Government life-:

iservice on the coast. He witnessed a wreck on

;

Jersey coast in 1839, when a dozen or more
3 were lost, which could have been saved had

I'e been means at hand to throw a rope to the

:. This led to experiments by him in firing

'i cannon a ball which carried the end of a rope,

I

when in Congress in 1848 he made a speech

he subject and finally secured an appropriation

1 Government service on a section of the New
ey coast, which should apply this means of

hing wrecked vessels. From that beginning
grown the great life-saving service as it exists

ay. Dr. Newell was supported in this by Abra-
Lincoln, among others, Lincoln occupying a
next to Newell's in the House and boarding
le same place with him in Washington.

)rd Melbourne is said once to have remarked
npily, after hearing a very strenuous and earn-
ermon on Christian duty :

" No one has a more
lire respect for the Church than I have ; but I

k things have come to a pretty pass when re-

n is allowed to invade the sphere of private

Items ConcerniDg tlie Society.

correspondent of the Manchester Guardian
"John S. Rowntree has prepared— what

have cost him great labor—a very suggestive
stical summary of the condition of the Society
lends in Great Britain during the past forty
5. And yet who could tabulate the influence

at Society ? For though its membership is

aratively small, its influence for good is as

ilspread as that of any of the larger Free
ches. What a distinguished Cambridge scholar
had been one of his pupils said of the late
ip of Durham—'Oh, Westcott is almost a
er ' applies to thousands who are outside that
lunity. Taken as a whole, the membership
lade comparatively good progress during the

I 'orty years."

e " Quinquennial Conference " is due to be held
. 32, and a suflficient number of American Yearly
! ings having now adopted the new constitution
qliscipline, the "Five-years' Meeting" thereby
Wuted is to be held at the same time and
i| the Yearly Meetings which have adopted the

constitution and discipline appointing the same
delegates to both bodies.

A fuller account of Eastern Quarterly Meeting
as held at Rich Square, N. C, Eighth Month 31st,

than the sketch recently noted, is desired to be

found in these columns by a correspondent who,
with others, bears witness to the unusual and re-

markable favors of the occasion.

The more select meeting of the preceding day
was larger than usual. In the solemn waiting on
the Lord there seemed overspread a precious cov-

ering of his presence, under which the meeting was
gathered in one accord. The gospel was preached
with power, the doctrines and principles of the So-

ciety were clearly set forth, and much pertinent

counsel and advice meted out,
—

" so that we were
reminded of the early rise of the Society when
Truth reigned over all."

On the next day, though it was rainy, the large

house was filled. The silence which seemed spread

over the entire congregation was first broken in

an earnest, weighty supplication that the Master
of assemblies would be pleased to pour out his Spirit

upon them ; after which the vocal ministry was
earnestly engaged in directing all to the grace of

God that bringeth salvation and has appeared unto

all men. There seemed to be an earnest desire

with many to seek a closer walk with God.

Under the same precious covering the business

of the meeting for Discipline was prayerfully taken

up. Minutes were read for two women Friends,

one a minister from Baltimore Yearly Meeting,

accompanied by her husband, and one a minister

from Contentnea Quarterly Meeting, N. C, accom-
panied by two of her children, who were acceptably

engaged in the ministry.

From Piney Woods Monthly Meeting, fifty miles

distant, there were about forty present, who had
driven over a difficult way,—the largest attendance

for many years from there. A Friend from that

Monthly Meeting was recorded as a minister. A
young Friend from another Quarterly Meeting ex-

pressed in a weighty manner his thankfulness for

the privilege of attending another Friends' meet-

ing, held after the long established manner of our

religious Society ; and he entreated the young
Friends in particular to hold fast to those precious

testimonies and principles which were so near and
dear to our early Friends that they were made will-

ing to sacrifice their lives rather than give them
up. This earnest appeal, coming from a young
man who for several years had been surrounded by
the active innovations of the modern unsettlement,

made a deep and, it was hoped, lasting impression

on members of this Quarterly Meeting who have
not been so exposed to the unsound proceedings

which had surrounded this young Friend.

The meetings on First-day were largely attended

by Friends and those of other denominations. So
impressive was the outpouring of the Spirit vouch-

safed that many hearts were tendered, and tears

bathed the cheeks of many in both meetings, as

held at Rich Square and at Cedar Grove. It was
at Rich Square and not at Cedar Grove (as stated

in our first account) that H. T. Outland was en-

gaged. Under the weight and power which carried

home the ministry of older and younger, many in

both meetings were convinced of the Truth. In

the view of not a few of other denominations the

meeting at Cedar Grove was unprecedented in its

interest to them.

A prominent Friend of another Yearly Meeting,

who is not in the custom of speaking in public, was
so reached that he arose and declared in that meet-

ing what the Lord in great mercy had done for

him :—that he had lived for most of his days a

good moral life, and thought that would do. But
bout ten years ago he was left all alone and was

three days and three nights with God, and saw that

beautiful city, the New Jerusalem, and a great

company who had washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb, praising God.

"But I was not in that company, said he, "for I

was not worthy, but was trailing on behind ; and
it was clearly shown me that the Lord would be
merciful to me and give me more time, if I would
serve Him, which I promised to do ; and at the next
meeting I requested to become a member with
Friends."

This declaration made a deep impression on the
congregation, among whom there were those who
were living as this man had lived,- without God
in the world. It was deemed by some that this day
was like early days of our religious Society. But
such seasons are not at our command.

On Ninth Month 13th, Joshua P. Smith and his

brother William, of Kansas (formerly of Iowa), ar-
rived in the limits of Rich Square, N. C, in time
to attend the funeral of our beloved aged Friend,
William C. Outland, father of Henry T. Outland.
He departed this life at his old home residence, on
Fifth-day, Ninth Month 12th, where the meeting
was held, which proved to be a favored one. Sev-
eral lively testimonies were delivered to the excel-
lency of that grace by which this dear Friend had
endeavored to be led and guided through a long life

of usefulness. These dear visiting Friends attended
the regular morning meeting at Rich Square. On
First-day we had an appointed meeting at ("edar

Grove in the afternoon, which was largely attended,
and was a precious sea.son. They remained in the
neighborhood, making calls on Friends until Fourth-
day, when they left for Piney Woods, Perquimons
County, N. C. After finishing their service in this

quarter they expect to attend Ohio and Western
Yearly Meeting, if consistent with the Divine Will.
They expressed much satisfaction in their visit

South in mingling with their friends and brethren
who are earnestly concerned to uphold and main-
tain those precious doctrines and testimonies held
by our worthy forefathers in the Truth.

Correspondence.

In the edition of The Friend, issued Ninth Month
21st, our attention is drawn to the sad condition
of the native children in Egypt and of the extra-
ordinary number of blind adults. Having spent
two weeks in Egypt in the spring of the year 1900,
the writer was very much impressed with the prev-
alence of a dangerous type of Ophthalmia in Alex-
andria, Cairo, and the villages of the upper Nile.

Various theories have been advanced for this sad
condition of the eyes of the native population of
Egypt. The brilliant light, and the reflection from
the sand of the desert, the high winds, which at
certain seasons of the year blow for three or four
days, carrying sand in the air as if it were dust,

the superstition of the native population, which
prevent them from killing the flies, which abound
in great numbers in Egypt, so much so that nearly
all the tourists who ascend the Nile, both men and
women, wear veils to protect them from these trou-

blesome insects, and which undoubtedly carry the
infection amongst the native population ; the dirt,

destitution and suffering of the lower clas.ses from
this cause can only be appeciated by those who
have witnessed it. The establishment of an or-

phanage in Cairo for the blind, and for the desti-

tute children suffering from these causes would be
a most worthy charity, and I trust that sufficient

funds may be procured to erect the buildings and
to form an endowment for carrying on this work.

Very truly,

Henry S. Williams.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A new political party has been formed
in Pennsylvania called the Union party, which has chosen
candidates intended to represent the best sentiment and
highest purpose of the comraunity. Its platform says :

" The sole purpose of the Union party is to restore the

administration of the affairs of our city and State to an
honest, efficient and economical basis. The only issues

at stake are those which concern the moral and material

well-being of the community. The present campaign is
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but the beginning of the struggle. The battle is for pure

elections, honest and capable officials, prompt punish-

ment of evil doers, equitable assessments of taxes, wise

expenditures of public funds, and recognition of the

rights of the public in franchises of every sort. We shall

welcome the aid of all honest and public spirited citizens

and organizations in the conflict."

On the 26th ult., Leon F. Czolgosz was sentenced at

Butfalo to be executed in Auburn prison during the week

beginning Tenth Month 28, 1901. The only statement

m^de by the prisoner in court was a reiteration of the

claim that he had no accomplices. He was given every

legal advantage, and counsel of the highest rank were as-

signed to defend him. The trial, conducted in an im-

partial manner, was concluded within two days. He was

afterwards taken to the penitentiary at Auburn. Booker

T. Washington has given out a statement in reference to

the assassination of President McKinley, in which he says:

" In all sincerity I want to ask is Czolgosz alone guilty ?

Has not the entire nation had a part in this greatest

crime of the century ? What is anarchy but a defiance of

law, and has not the nation reaped what it has been sow-

ing? According to records 2516 persons have been lynched

in't'he United States during the past sixteen years. There

are or have been engaged in this anarchy of lynching

nearly 125,800 persons. Let us heed the words of our

departed and beloved chief, as he lay upon his dying bed,

referring to the murderer. ' I hope he will be treated

with fairness.' If William McKinley, as he was offering

up his life in behalf of the nation, could be brave enough,

though thoughtful and patriotic enough, to request that

his assailant should be fairly and honestly tried and pun-

ished, surely we can afford to heed the lesson."

Post Office inspectors all over the United States have

been ordered by the Department to obtain a complete list

of all the anarchists in their respective districts and for-

ward it to Washington. In addition, it is desired that

the names of the Anarchists' wives and children also be

sent, together with the names of those who have attended

a meeting of anarchists or who rent buildings and halls

to them. In fact, all the information that can be secured

about this class of people is wanted. Chief Wilkie, of

the Secret Service Bureau, will compile the names and

data and have it printed in the "Red Book" for the

information of Congress, to aid in shaping such legis-

lation as may be deemed necessary.

President Roosevelt has declared his intention to follow

President McKinley's policy, and has reaffirmed it in this

statement outlining his course :
" A more liberal and ex-

tensive reciprocity in the purchase and sale of commodi-

ties. The abolition entirely of commercial war with other

countries and the adoption of reciprocity treaties. The

abolition of such tariffs on foreign goods as are no longer

needed for revenue, if such abolition can be had without

harm to our industries and labor."

A package postmarked New York was recently received

at the Treasury Department addressed to Secretary Gage,

which contained $6,150, accompanied by the following

note, to which there was no signature or any mark to in-

dicate from whom it came :
" After much thought, I have

been convinced that duties were not fully paid as desired,

difference estimated at about two per cent. The wish

now is to rectify what was done during some years ago,

and amount is being sent which it is felt must be paid to

the U. S. A. Treasury to discharge those duties and do

the right. Above has been great grief."

A further shipment of reindeer from Siberia, has been

received in Alaska, making a total of 3,912 of these ani-

mals now belonging to the U. S. Government.

The number of "communicants" in the Episcopal

Church in the United States is stated to be 712,997.

While the production of Indian corn in this country has

not greatly increased in ten years, the amount exported

has increased nearly seven-fold. The increased consump-

tion in Europe is largely due to the efforts made by the

Government to introduce it there by means of corn kitchens

established in nearly every country in Europe, where the

corn was cooked and distributed to all who cared to eat

it. In 1900 192,519,785 bushels were sent abroad.

The Board of Health of Philadelphia has advised that

all children who cannot show evidences of having been

successfully vaccinated be denied admittance to the

schools. It is estimated that from fifteen to twenty per

cent, of the pupils now in attendance have not been suc-

cessfully vaccinated.

There are 11,000 Indians in South Dakota, which is

more than any other State. Of the Territories Indian

Territory has 56,000 and Arizona 25,000.

A contract has been made by which the British mail

from Australia to London will hereafter go by the United

States route instead of by the Suez canal route. The

railroads having received this contract have shown their

ability to cut down the time from Sydney to London just

s«ven days.

The Chicago Stock yards are the largest in the worid. ocean by means of the wireless telegraphy.

They can hold 20,000 cattle daily, besides 20,000 sheep

and 10,000 pigs. They contain twenty miles of streets

and fifty miles of feeding troughs.

In a report to the County Medical Society in New York

city on the work of a special milk commission. Dr. Henry

D. Chapin says : "The chemical composition of the milk

is not the only thing to be considered. As a matter of

fact, the chemical state of the milk we examined was

nerally good. We devoted our attention to bacterio-

logical conditions. The standard prescribed by the com-

mission is that the milk must not contain more than 20,000

germs of bacteria of any kind per cubic centimetre. We
examined ttie milk produced in a dirty barn, and we found

it to contain an average of 120,000 bacteria This barn

was then thoroughly cleaned. When we examined the

milk which was obtained under the new conditions the

average number of bacteria proved to be 26,000. An-

other source of bacterial infection is the uncleanliness of

the cow itself." The commission has issued a circular to

milk dealers and farmers containing instructions as to

the proper care of stables, cows and of the milk itself.

The United States Department of Agriculture states

that bees may be kept profitably even in great crowded

cities. One large apiarist annually moves his bees from

the country to Washington, a distance of ten miles, in

order to gather in the rich harvest of honey furnished by

the linden trees and the shrubs of the city's parks and

lawns. Indeed, one of the largest yields of honey on

record, forty-three pounds in three days, was obtained en-

tirely from linden trees.

There were 365 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 14 less than the previous

week and 32 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 200 were males and 165 females: 44

died of consumption of the lungs ; 16 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 7 of diphtheria ;

8 of cancer ; 10 of apoplexy ; 8 of typhoid fever and 1 of

scarlet fever.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8ic. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.20 to $3.30 ; Western winter, straight, $3.25

to $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72§ to 73c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 61 to 61ic.

Beep Cattle.—Best, 5i to 55c.; good, 5i to 5ic.; me-
dium, 4i to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3J to SJc; good, 3 to SJc.

IJ to 2hc.

Lambs.—3i to 5ic.

Hogs.—Best Western, 10 to lOJc.

Foreign.—The Emperor of China has made an apology

to the Emperor of Japan for the murder of the chancellor

of the Japanese Legation in Pekin, couched in terms of

deep regret, and asking the Mikado to be graciously dis-

posed to draw closer the bonds of friendship uniting the

two empires. The Mikado, in a gracious reply to the

Chinese envoy, expressed a belief that the relations be-

tween the two countries would be closer in future.

A despatch from Pretoria says :
" Ten Boer leaders,

who have been captured since Ninth Month 15th have

been permanently banished from South Africa." The re-

sult of the British Government's invitation to the Imperial

Yeomanry to re-inlist has proved a great disappointment.

It was expected that a majority of the men would rejoin.

Instead of this, the first week witnessed only thirty ap-

plications. New measures will have to be taken to secure

recruits.

The official return just issued shows that the South

African concentration camps in the Eighth Month con-

tained 137,619 persons. The deaths numbered 2,345, of

which number 1878 were those of children.

An appeal has been made for arbitration to the Hague
Conference by the Orange Free State and the South Af-

rican Republic. This appeal dated at The Hague Ninth

Month lOth says: "Now that this war has gone on for

nearly two years without any prospects of an end thereto,

except in the way only recently acknowledged as being

the most efficacious and at the same time the most equita-

ble means of deciding international differences, to wit :

Submission to arbitration, the desirability, mutually, for

such a peaceful termination cannot but become more and
more acknowledged. The States represented by the un-

dersigned, therefore, consider that they should repeat the

proposal already made by them before the war, but re-

jected by England, to submit to arbitration the settlement

of the differences which gave rise to the war."

A despatch from Queenstown of the 27th says :
" The

Cunard Line steamer Lucania, which sailed from New
York Ninth Month 21 for Liverpool and arrived here at

2.57 P. M., reports having communicated for two hours
with the steamer Campania of the same line, which left

i

Queenstown Ninth Month 22nd for New York), in mid-

The she .st

distance in which communication was effected was thy.,

three miles and the longest sixty-five miles. Many ,(..

sages were exchanged. .

Famine conditions exist in thirteen districts in Rt|a,

and relief for the sufferers has been granted by the t- '

ernment.

President Roca, of Buenos Ayres, has signed a di'M

declaring that the port of Rio Janeiro is infected la

the plague.

France has as oldier to every 59 inhabitants. Gen ly

one to every 89, Italy one to every 126, Russia, oi to

every 124, Great Britain one to every 100.

Terrible forest fires have raged in many parts of r-

way and Sweden this summer, causing heavy losses.

The Russian Minister of the Interior has procla }i

that famine exists in several districts of that countr

The interesting discovery has been announced of b ad

glaciers from the glacial period, covered with more riint

post-glacial deposits containing branches and roots i er

the seventy-fourth degree of latitude, on the Greaiy.

akhoff Island of New Siberia. The discoverer, Ion

Toll says :
" The mammoths and the other contemp' ry

mammals lived on the spots where we now find 'ir

relics ; they died out owing to a change in the phj o-

geographical conditions of the region."

RECEIPTS.
vodoll
,
pay in

D. Thompson Mitchell, Pa.; Elizabeth C. Job m,

Pa., to No. 27 ; Marietta Wilkins, N. J.; Mary War or

Thomas Ward, Cal.; Lars B. Wick, agent, la., $li:or

Andrew Tow, Lars Tow, Axel Melberg, 0. G. Sevignd

Thor. G. Tow to No. 14, vol. 76 ; John E. Darnell, lU.;

Caleb S. Cope, Fla.; Wm. C. Allen, N. J.; William B Is,

N. J.; Thos. S. Downing, Pa.; Charles C. Haines, ;ij.;

S. S. Cowgill, for Eunice Thomasson, Cal.; Anna H. ir-

ney, Gtn., $6 for herself, J. Wilbur Tierney to Nm4,

vol. 76, and Bertha H. T. Ulford to No. 27 vol. 76; Hit

H. Moorman, la.; John B. Rhoads, N. J., to No. Sol

76 ; Gulielma Smith for James Smith, Pa.

9^'RemiUances received after Third-diiy noon winol

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience oW
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will let

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and 50

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when requisd

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent m
cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, ire

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Su

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo.hj

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regi t«

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wham
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and m-

munications in regard to business should be forward to

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

On account of a case of diphtheria at the school ;ia

been decided to postpone the reunion of the Weslwi

Old Scholars' Association, announced for Tenth Mon 5,

1901. Henry W. Comfort, Presidt

The Corporation of Haverford College.—Th w-

nual meeting will be held in the Committee Roo ol

Arch Street Meeting-house, Phila., on Third-day, 'iti

Month 8th, 1901, at 3 o'clock, r. M.

J. Stogdell Stokes, Seereta

.

64 N. Fourth St.,: i!»

Died, on the sixteenth of First Month, 1901, a '.In

home of her sister Mary A. Wright, in Ackworth, W -ei

Co., la., Elizabeth Maxwell, daughter of Willian.M

Charity Maxwell, in the seventy-seventh year of hei^

a member of South River Particular and North B cl

Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa. She was a fin »•

liever in the principles and practices of true Frit

During a long illness, borne with much patiencfih

often expressed a desire to depart and be at rest M
would say " The Master's will be done." Her many fi i*

believe she has been received into one of the " i")

mansions " prepared for the righteous.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTKES,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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FRIENDS.
Lightly we bear the name of Friend

With passing thought
;

And but too dimly comprehend
'Tis with deep meaning fraught.

" Ye are my friends if ye obey,"
Thus saith our Lord

;

We must obey him day by day
In thought, in deed, in word.

Friends of our God ! If we aspire
His friends to bo,

Our hearts with zeal must be afire

To serve Him loyally.

No base design or selfish thought
May enter there

;

This world's ambition must be brought
Under his watchful care.

Each other's friend, love's tie unites
;

Oh, how the bond is blessed !

He who would greatest be delights

Humbly to serve the rest.

In sweet accord we here must live

Before His face.

Because He died that He rnight give
To us his plenteous grace.

And we are friends to all mankind
If friends at all

;

The sick, the needy, and the blind.

We must attend their call.

To every weary sin-sick heart
Our Lord his message sends

;

How short the time to do our part
If truly we are friends !

Dntario, Tenth Month, 190L

" My soul, be on thy guard
;

Ten thousand foes arise
;

The hosts of sin are pressing hard
To draw thee from the skies.

" watch, and fight, and pray
The battle ne'er give o'er

;

Renew it boldly every day.

And help divine implore."

We look for inward peace,
Yet will not look within

;

We would have misery cease.

Yet will not cease from sin.

The Infallible Teacher.

The following letter has appeared in an even-

ing paper of this city:

Was Christ divine ? Yes ; then He v.'as an in-

fallible teacher. When He died. He left an infal-

lible guide after Him, who at all times would an-

nounce the doctrines which He himself would an-

nounce if on earth. What means did Christ adopt

to convey his thoughts to future ages ? He trusted

to speech. If He was not divine. He adopted the

most foolish method imaginable ; for committing
thoughts to writing is by far the more secure

method of transmitting ideas. Speech is the only

method used by Christ to transmit infallible doc-

trines. Who is authorized to speak infallibly ?

Somebody, and that somebody is the representative

of Christ on earth. Who is that somebody ? Who-
ever he is, every man calling himself a Christian

is bound in conscience to discover. Christ himself

was the infallible teacher up to the day of his as-

cension ; after that day, his infallible successor.

Who is that successor? He must, of necessity, be

as evident to the Christian world to-day, as was
the infallible teacher himself, when Christ walked

the earth. If Christ did not leave an infallible

successor. He was not divine, for He did the very

foolish thing of not writing his doctrines and put-

ting them in such clear language that misinterpre-

tation could not honestly be given them. This ar-

gument shows the necessity for the existence of

an infallible teacher on earth.

There is a sense in which these statements,

rightly interpreted, may be accepted, till we

come to one more sentence which is the writer's

conclusion, namely, that "There is no middle

ground between an infallible church and no

church at all."

Here it is assumed that the infallible Teacher

must, since the ascension, be an infallible visi-

ble church. We doubt the identity of the in-

fallible Teacher and any group of men "hav-

ing infirmity." Let us rejoice that we do have

an infallible Teacher and that we imperfect

beings, if yielding to be his pupils and members,

are of the Church to which the living Christ

"is Head over all things," and that the best

teaching which we as his fallible assistant

teachers are commissioned with is to turn men
to that infallible Teacher, "who will teach his

people Himself." As said the Apostle John

to Christians in general of Christ's Spirit:

—

"The anointing which ye have received of Him
abideth in you. and ye need not that any man
teach you; but as the same anointing teacheth

you of all things, and is truth, and is no lie,

and even as it hath taught you, ye shall abide

in Him."

We agree that "Christ Himself was the

infallible teacher up to the day of his ascen-

sion; after that day, his infallible successor

was." Then we are asked, "Who was that

successor?" Let Peter answer as to the value

of the ascension in affording us a successor:

"Therefore being by the right hand of God

exalted, and having received of the Father

the promise of the Chost Spijit, he hath shed

forth this, which ye now see and hear" (Acts

ii: 33). The descent of his Spirit was and is

the descent of his successor and vicegerent on

earth, to "take of mine, "as Christ said, "and

show it unto you." "If I depart, I will send

Him unto you. And when he is come He will

reprove the world of sin of righ teousness and of

judgment. ... I have yet many things to say

unto you but ye cannot bear them now. How-

belt when He the Spirit of Truth is come. He will

guide you into all the truth" (.John xvi: 7-14),

The same apostle who records this "expedient"

going away of our Lord from outward sight

that He might return all the more intimately

to us by his Spirit, confirms afterwards in his

general epistle to all believers the fulfilment

of the promise; saying to little childre.i, to

young men, and to fathers, "We know that

the Son of God is come, and hath given us an

understanding that we may know Him that is

true."

In short, we must believe that Christ, by his

immediate Spirit, is his own successor; that all

who are actuated by his Spirit make up his

Church, whether in an outward organization or

not; and that "if any man." in any church

organization, "have not the Spirit of Christ,

he is none of his;" that the Church, though

commanded to teach with baptizing power, has

no member authorized to baptize a soul into the

Divine name while he is personally out from

under that living power and spirit.

"Christ Jesus, the same yesterday, to-day,

and forever" remains to be the spiritual life,

power, and teacher of men, "the light that

lighteth every man that cometh into the world,"

the "one Mediator between God and men." The

risen Christ still quickens our hearts to burn

within us as He walks with us by the way, and

opens to us the Scriptures as being himself the

Word of (lod. Ever since the promise was

made."To them that look for Him shall He come

the second time," it should have been fulfilled

to all who did truly look for Him. The failure

of any to recognize his spiritual appearing as

Christ in them, the hope of glory, does not

annul the fact that He came and comes to

them.
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Is it for this that churches have gone into

business,~to keep the living. infallible Teacher

out of sight, that they may have in all things

the pre-eminence, the authority, the agency in

Divine things, and the fees? Man is a power-

loving animal. He naturally rejoices to see

spirits made subject unto him rather than

that his name is written in heaven. But what

a ditference the professing church, under all

denominations could have made on the face of

the earth ere now, had its concern been, not

to be a substitute for Christ on earth, but to

refer every man to the witness for Truth in

the inward life and motives; to the Lamb of

God that comes to take away every secret sin

of the world ; to the inspeaking word as a dis-

cerner of the thoughts and intents of the

heart; to the lusting of the Spirit against the

iiesh; to the Qoming of Christ himself to each

heart as its "one Mediator;" to the allowing

of "nothing to come between the kouI and God

but Christ." If there was a season when this

principle of Christ's direct light and life made

a small Society a light in the world and a "city

set on a hill." the sooner that season can be

repeated the better for the salvation of our

country and the christianizing of churches, our

own outwardness not excepted.

Religious Specialization.

The following incident and the reflections

upon it, delivered to the graduating class of

Wellesley College last Sixth Month, seem to us

to have a very pertinent lesson. The Society

of Friends has stood with some measure of

faithfulness, for a protest against the division

between the religious and the secular. What

is perhaps more important than this, or possi-

bly the same thought from a different stand-

point, the Society should have a positive test-

imony in favor of imbuing all that domain of

life generally known as the secular with a re-

ligious spirit. Whatsoever we do should be to

the glory of God. There is a tendency how-

ever, even with Friends in some places, to mea-

sure religious life by special religious move-

ments, and to censure a membership that can

not join in such movements. With the world

of religious feeling turning to the pole of every-

day Christianity as practised in the duties of

the hour, let us see to it that we are not turned

in the opposite direction.

The quotation enforcing this lesson is as

follows:

.My husband has but a narrow income. We
are not able to keep a servant unless we spend

all his income, and I think now is the time to

lay by a little for our old age. My boys are

at school, and I want to spend a little time

with them, entering into their studies, giving

them what little help I can, assuring them at

least of my sympathy. When my husband

comes home at night, he is tired out, and I

really do not see what better thing I can do

than to read to him, for his eyes are rather

weak. And so with the housekeeping and the

children and the husband, I have no time left

to serve the Lord.

The speaker's comment to the class upon

this incident was in part as follows:

I think there are many such women and a few

such men—more women than men, for the sim-

ple reason that women are more conscientious.

You have gone through your college course.

You are going out into life, and the tempta-

tion is to say to yourself, "Now I must do

something to justify the expenditure which

has been put upon my education; I must find

some mission to accomplish, some place to fill,

some deed to do, else the time and money spent

in school and college will have been spent in

vain." This is an honorable feeling, but

it is a mistaken one. We are not put into

life for a mission; we are not put into life to

do great things. We are put into life to be

made men and women, and to do the things

which God has put into our hands to do, be

they great or be they little. No person can

do a great work who says to herself, "Go to, I

will do a great work." Great work is not

done in that way. All great work is spon-

taneous. Out of our character grows our

life; we do as we are. B.

Correction.—In number 11 of the present

volume, in the account of Benjamin Kite, a

statement attributed to William Jackson should

be attributed to John Parker, as may be seen

by referring to "Biographical Sketches and

.\necdotes of Friends," p. 376, where the

subject is mentioned in detail.

Thomas Letchworth on Forgiveness and Con-

version.

The poor publican had nothing to plead, no
merit to recommend him; and therefore, un-

der the contemplation of the infinite Majesty
he was about to approach, he had not courage
to lift up his hands towards the habitation of

his holiness; but sighing said, "Lord, be mer-
ciful to me a sinner!" If we possess these

penitential affections, we shall become objects

of that mercy which our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ exemplified in his ministry, in his

character, in his crucifixion, in his resurrec-

tion, and ascension into glory. It is a faith-

ful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that
Jesus Christ came into the world to save sin-

ners; and we have all sinned and fallen short
of the glory of God; and we have done the
things we ought not to have done, and left un-
done the things we ought to have done. And
such is the marvellous condescension of Him
who inhabits eternity, that He sent forth his

Son, not with a message of unrelenting venge-
ance, not to assign to fallen spirits a habita-
tion in those realms where the worm shall

never die and the fire shall never be quenched,
but with the glorious and interesting message,
that whosoever forsakes his sins shall be for-

given of his Father who is in heaven; and who-
soever frames his life and manners, in conse-
quence of it, with this penitential affection, he
shall possess that inheritance which is un-
speakably glorious; his sins shall be cancelled
from the book of the Divine remembrance, and
shall not stand against him in the judgment of
the last day. If we confess our sins, God is

faithful and just to forgive our sins.

I distinguish between the forgiveness o

sins, and the conversion of our souls. Th

forgiveness of sins is purely owing to th

mediation and intercession of Jesus Christ

but the work of conversion requires and call

uDon the object to be a co-worker with the in

fluence of grace to purify the soul, and turn it

feet into the just man's path, which is as th:

shining light that shineth more and more unt

the perfect day. Therefore, saith our Lore

"My Father worketh, and I work." Worky
also.

"He came to his own, and his own receive

him not; but to as many as received him, gav

he power to become the sons of God, even to a

many as believed on his name." Therefor

we experience the remission of sins throug

the forbearance of God ; but the work of sane

tification is not yet completed; the office c

the Mediator is not only to procure for us th

remission of sins past, but it is to correct thos

vices in our very souls which the gospel ax

is laid to the root of, the corrupt tree in ut

the root of uur corrupt affections; and till th-

has effectually done its office, we shall not li

cleansed from all unrighteousness.

—

From ".

Public Declamation by Thomas Letchworth, i

1780."

For "The Friend."

Life.

One morning in the Ninth Month I was wall

ing in our garden in P.osc Valley, when
young night heron ran off the path in front i

me into the standing corn. About four o'cloc

of the same day a pack of boys like hounc

chased the same bird about the garden. W
saved the bird, however, and I took it hon:

where it was found to be sorely wounded an

nearly starved.

We thought best to feed the bird and let

rest till after supper and then dress the woum
When the poor bird was again examined

was found to be so weak it could not stand u]

so our entire family gathered about to fee

and S3'mDathize with the heron. A little mill

some raw egg, a little meat and water wei

gotten down after much patient coaxing, I'l

Caroline Smith then examined the wound ar

found that the upper leg was shattered to piect

by .shot, little pieces of bone could be set

looking something like a broken match stick

The condition of the limb made it necessai

to cut the leg off. We talked it over, woul

it be kindness to kill the bird or try and sa\

it? Was not life dear to the bird? Had v

any right to take away what we could not give

The leg was cut oft', the best care we knew aboi

was bestowed, but the bird died.

A gunner caused several days of severe pai

to a useful and beautiful creature.

Flocks of birds are being shot into by gin

ners in all parts of our country to day, unto

torture is borne by wounded birds who slow

die.

The above incident has caused the writer I

reflect upon the sacredness of all life. Frienc

have always borne a testimony against wai

largely because it was the taking of huma

life. Should we not again with "old tiro

vigor" renew our testimony on this subjei

and at the same time include a protest again!

the needless taking of any life? This test

mony would not be full round if it ended wit

a protest against the killing of the body onl;

It should include all those tendencies of oi
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ly which help kill or stunt or starve the soul

id mind of our brother man, and everything

at cheapens human life.

Behold a dead President, many dead Philip-

nos and Samoans, many men, women and

didren working long hours in unhealthy and

iraoralizing surroundings. Do not these

ings recall us to our mission, respecting the

credness of life? Nathan Kite.

The Girl Who Cleaned the Steps.

Thomas Champness, in an address at Exeter

all, while speaking of the young servant

rls in the west end of London, said, "I am
e son of a household servant. My mother

IS a London servant maid, and I love these

asant women and poor farmer's daughters

10 come to London. We see mothers com-

g to the station to see them off, and we
low something of what they feel. Early in

f ministry a gentleman said of me, 'His

eaching is only fit for servant maids.' I

ve learned this lesson, that if there are no

rvant girls in the congregation it is a poor

arterly collection!

"We find that a girl that comes from the

unti'y, knows when there is a preacher who
alive, and a congregation that can worship.

"You have thousands of young girls who are

ing service in the West End, for whom you

ould care. They make some of the grandest

imen in the world. I am proud that my
)ther was of that class. I want to tell you

story. I find folks remember my stories

en when they forget my sermons. I do not

ve to go to books for them. I meet with

3m in my daily walks.

"Some years ago there was in the North of

igland a family of farmers well-to-do. They
me down in the world, as many farmers

ve done in recent years. The sons emigrated,

|t the girl said she would not emigrate, she

uld go out and seek a situation; and she

jame not a governess, not a 'comoanion,'

just a straightforward servant girl. This

did a nobler thing to come and work in a

town and earn wages as a servant girl,

m to idle at home.

One day when she was cleaning the steps

rick-layer came by. He saw this nice girl

anins: the steps, and he said, 'I will see

again.' So he managed to find out what
ice of worship she went to, and it turned out

e a Methodist chapel. So he said, 'I will

there.' And when he went there for

lething he liked, he got something he did

like; he found out he was a sinner and
ded a Saviour. He gave himself to Jesus
ist, and then he asked her if he might

Kie and see her a bit. And so they 'made
tp;'—you understand what I mean—They
5(| married.

I

He worked at his trade some time, and
i(X on saving money, till by and by he said,

I'lall build a house for myself.' His ambi-
i': was to build a house fit to receive Meth-
>ct [ifeachers. He built his house, and
villi it was finished he took his wife and chil-

Irli in a sort of little procession from the old

id;e to the new. When they got to the
ir t door, he said to his wife,

'Dost thou see those steps, Mary?'
'Av, surely!' said she.

J
'Well, Mary, them was the steps thou

wa; cleaning when first I saw thee, lass,'

The master's house was pulled down, and I

went to the auction and bought the steps. I

said, 'When thee has a house of thy own
those steps shall be in the front for thee to

walk over.'

"And up these steps have walked Dr. New-
ton, Dr. Bunting, and the great and mighty men
of the Methodist past.

"It is too long a story to tell now. Her
son went into business with his father,—

a

smart Methodist lad, a local preacher, and he

said one day to his father,
" 'We must not always be working like this;

we must make some more money. Why
should we not buy a clay tield and make our

own bricks?' The father said, 'Well,' and so

he bought the field, and it turned out to be

a field of gold. Some of the best bricks in

England were made there. It made their

fortunes, and the son of the woman who cleaned

the steps when I saw him last, was living in a

villa of his own, a rich man, and a great

blessing to Methodism in his time."

A Discourse on Peace.

[By G. R. Mente, a native of Alsace, whose
father was the last survivor of the guards of

Napoleon Bonaparte He was at the time of

his death nearly one hundred years of age.]

All about us we hear of wars and rumors
of war but the end is not yet. It does the soul

good to turn away from these painful specta-

cles and think of that time when the sword
shall be transformed into instruments useful

for the peaceful pursuits of life.

We may dwell this morning on a word
which opens the way of initiation into that

great secret which constitutes the very foun-

dation of a true Christian life; this word is

"peace," whose soothing tones still the dis-

may of the heart and quiet the perturbations

of the soul that listens to the voice and obeys

the precepts of Him who said, "My Peace I

give unto you.
'

' Let this Spirit of Peace take

possession of our soul to-day, and our weary
hearts and tired heads will lind a resting place

in the bosom of his love. The question upper-

most in many minds is how to attain to this state

of perfect rest and peace? While some seek

to find it in the fading pleasures of the world,

others are seeking their ideal in wealth or

fame without being able to gratify their

longings. Wanting to find a man of perfect

peace I should not look for him among the

people of great wealth, nor among the pleas-

ure seeders of this world; but I should look

for a man who has been in personal contact

with Christ and has tasted the sublime essence

of peace at the foot of the cross, resting in

assurance of the same, because his mind is

stayed on Christ, the great burden-bearer of

the world.

A man of this class stands on the solid

ground of conscious certainty respecting his

salvation and hope, knowing of his acceptance

into the Divine family, and conscious of the

indwelling presence of Cod's Holy Spirit.

Fear then gives way to spiritual freedom, and

the dread of duty, haunting so many Christian

lives, paralyzing the sensibilities of the soul,

thus incapacitating the same for the full en-

joyment of heavenly privileges here below,

leaves the soul, changing crosses to delights,

service into joy, and completely emancipating

the soul from bondage. I sincerely believe

the chief reason why so many professing Chris-

tians hesitate to say, "My all is on the altar

a living sacrifice to God," is a constant fear

that they may have to say "Not my will but

Thine be done." All this will be chaiged and
the soul full of Divine peace adores God's
sweet will, knowing full well that the Divine

love of our Heavenly Father will choose for

us only the things which are for our advance-
ment in the spiritual life. The heart in pos-

session of perfect peace is enabled. Divine

grace upholding it, to live above the clouds

and hardship on celestial altitudes of experi-

ence, although surrounded by pressing duties,

cares and perplexities of this world. Thus by
the power of the fulness of peace the soul not

waiting for final dissolution may be lifted into

experiences of tasting and living the heavenly

life while still in the body. The soul thus

animated sings out, "Oh, glorious, wondrous
peace! which enables us to know our heaven
begun below. " Each new sorrow should stir

the longing, and each new conflict should make
us glad to know that there exists a possibility

of attaining to a state of peace.

The Krakatoa Earthquake.—The most
terrible earthquake of modern times, that of

1883, in the straits of Sunda between Java
and Sumatra, in which the island of Krakatoa
was blown into space, has been very fully in-

vestigated by a committee sent out by the

Royal Society of England. Their report has

been published in a bulky volume of five hun-

dred pages.

The cause of the explosion was the fact that

for some time previously to Eighth Month 27th,

1883-when the disaster took place-the sea had

been pouring into the craters of the volcano,

and had thus chilled the lava, imprisoning the

volcanic gases and a vast quantity of steam,

and the pressure becoming greater, on the

above date two-thirds of the island was blown

into the air, and the remainder sank far under

the sea. Myriads of tons of volcanic ashes,

rocks and lava, combined with enormous vol-

umes of steam, sea-water, and spray, were

ejected to heights varying from twelve to

twenty-three miles. These heights could be

accurately calculated from the distances from
which the phenomena were seen.

The earthquake wave swept over the whole

of the neighboring regions, destroying many
towns, and resulting in the death of 37,000

people. The coast line was altered. The sky

was blackened for days. So terrifically pow-

erful was the explosion, and into such minute

particles did it divide the volcanic matter,

that the air was charged with volcanic dust

for many months after, during which time the

sun and moon kept changing color, sometimes

looking like silver and copper, and at other

times being of a blue or green color. Indeed

it was not until two years after, that this vol-

canic dust had entirely subsided. At sunset

these peculiar phenomena could be seen until

188.5.

The investigations of the Committee showed

that the sound of the terrific explosion was

heard three thousand miles away, and the

agitation of the sea caused by it was carried

right around the earth. The air-wave caused

by the eruption was recorded at Greenwich

fourteen hours after it took place.— TAe Ar-

mory.
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For "The Friend."

A GARDEN ENCLOSED" (Song of Solo-
mon, iv : 12.)

Down in his enclosed garden

Gladdened by his smile

Walks He there among the lilies

Pure and free of guile.

Spices there and rarest perfumes

Poured out at his feet

Birds and blossoms intermingled,

Paying homage sweet.

Blow, thou south wind, on my garden,

Wake, wind of the north.

Let the sweet scent of the spices

Lure my Saviour forth.

Walk Thou, Jesus, in Thy garden
;

Watch the tender vine,

Plenteous be within its borders,

Honey, milk and wine.

Every fruit of Holy Spirit

Plenteous there be found.

Every form of Love in fulness

Cause there to abound.

Drink, yea, drink. Oh my Beloved,

To thy heart's content.

Thine the fruitage of the garden

Only for thee meant.

All its fragrance, all its beauty
Spring, my Lord, from Thee.

Gladly shall heart's dearest treasures

Be poured back on Thee.

All for Thee, ray Dove, my choice One,

Pure and undetiled.

Thou hast poured Thy heart's rich treasure

On Thy willing child.

Edgar K. Sellew.
East Longmeadow, Mass., Ninth Month 22, 1901.

An Egg fok Evolutionists.—Frank Buck-
land, the naturalist, had very decided views

in regard to the teachings of nature as the

following will show:

"Birds that lay their eggs in holes have
round eggs. There are, however, certain birds

which incubate their eggs, without any nest

at all, upon the ledges of rocks. In this posi-

tion it is very possible that danger would oc-

cur to the egg by being accidentally moved by
the parent bird, or maybe by the wind. If the

egg were round it would very probably roll off

the precipice, and falling to the bottom, be
smashed.

"Let us now see how the difficult problem
of the preservation of this egg is managed by
creative wisdom. The egg of the guillemot,

to take a good example, is not round, but
elongated at one end. The consequence is,

that when it is touched the egg will not roll

away like a billiard ball, but it will simply
turn round upon its axis.

"This peculiar structure can be seen, and
the action of the force upon the egg illustra-

ted by a very simple experiment. Take a
common screw and place it near the edge of
the table; touch it gently so as to set it in

motion. You will observe that the screw, in-

stead of running off the edge of the table will

simply turn round on its small end— its own
axis. I cannot conceive anything more beau-
tiful than this arrangement of the eggs of
birds which build on ledges of rocks, and
which are very liable to destruction. This
fact, will I think, afford excellent evidence if

more witnesses were required, to show creat-
ive skill even in such simple things as birds'

William Penn's Movement Towards Penu-

syhania.

We find the following sketch in the Boston

Transcript:
'

' August 30th, 1 682, William Penn embarked

on the Welcome for America. In 1680 we find

him moving to obtain from the crown a grant

of the land in America which he was to call

Pennsylvania. At first sight this might seem

to be a rather sudden move on his part; but

there is reason to believe that the project had

been more or less in his mind for twenty years.

His biographers have usuallv assigned to him

the credit of originating this idea of establish-

ing a Quaker colony. But the idea was not at

all original with him, and if it originated with

any one person it was with George Fox. Even
the tract of land selected for the colony was
not of Penn's choosing, for both Fox and the

Quakers had had their attention directed

towards it for a long time. Almost as soon

as they were '•onscious of being a sect the

Quakers had thought of establishing a refuge

for themselves in the American wilderness.

Suffering so severely from the laws made
against them, it was natural that they should

have this thought. The Puritans had gone
out to Massachusetts, where they were having

their own way, in religious matters, and the

Roman Catholics, under the leadership of Lord
Baltimore, had gone to Maryland. But where
should the Quakers go? They must have a

territory and colony of their own, for those of

them who had gone to Massachusetts were be

ing whipped at the cart's tail, and four of

them were hung. . . . They did not care to

go among the Churchmen in Virginia, nor
among the Roman Catholics in Maryland, and
the Dutch held New York.

"As early as the year 1650, certainly as

early as 1656 or 1657, George Fox had fixed

his thoughts on that great region which lay

unoccupied just north of Maryland and behind
New .lersey. . . . There was a Quaker in

those days named -Josiah Cole, who had already
travelled in America and had been among the
Indian tribes. Vox consulted with him, and
when Cole made a second journey to America,
in 1660, he was commissioned to treat with the
Susquehanna Indians, who were supposed to be
the red lords of that great space north of
Maryland. Cole went among these Indians
and told them his errand. But they were at
war with other tribes, and William Fuller, a
Maryland Quaker of much influence, who must
be relied upon to make the purchase, was ab-
sent. Nothing could be done at that time. . .

Although nothing could be done, the subject
was no doubt debated among the followers of
Fox in England. . . .

"It was about this time that Penn received
his first impulse towards the Quaker faith,

from the preaching of Thomas Loe. The two
great things of his life his religion and his
colony were suggested to his mind at almost
the same time, or at least within a year of
each other, while he was a youth at college.
The thought of starting life and religion afresh
in the virgin forests of America would appeal
strongly to Penn and ^carry him into enthusi-
asm. It must have touched him deeply when
it first entered his young mind. He says it

was an 'opening of joy.' But when his serious
moral nature saw the vision of leading out a
persecuted people to liberty and happiness,

delivering them from imprisonment, tithes an^

corruption, and establishing for them, farfroi-

contamination, the primitive religion of Chrisl

we can understand why he describes it as 'a

opening of joy.'

"It was a stupendous plan, an heroic gras

for a whole world of light and truth by on

who had been living for centuries in darknes:

for Penn was typical of his time; he was
voice of his time crying passionately, reel

lessly, for light after the long night of tt

Middle Ages. Men came to him at this timi

and said that they would organize a compar
and give him £6000 if he would give to the;

the monopoly of all the trade with the Indiar

in his province, but he refused it. 'As tl'

Lord gave it (his province) me over all ar

great opposition. . . I would not abuse h

love, nor act unworthy of his providence, ai

so defile what came to me clean. No, let tl

Lord guide me by his wisdom and preserve n

to honor his name and serve his truth ai

people, that an example and standard may 1

set up to the nations; there may be room ther

but none here.'

"He had peculiar opinions about the Indian

opinions which were very peculiar in his tim

but shared with him by the Quakers. He ;

cepted the law of that age, that Christia',1

could take the land of heathen savages; h.j

he added to it that the Christians must p;

for every rod of the land, and in their trai

and dealings with the Indians treat them wi

perfect fairness and honor. This idea i:

scrupulously paying the Indians for their la

was not original with him, but suggested,

he tells us, by the bishop of London. It w

easy enough to write or repeat a philanthroj

proposition like this. Many have done ;

But Penn lived up to it.

"At last, in the summer of 1682, a li;

more than a year after he had received

charter, he was ready to start for Pennsylvan

For his wife and children he left a letter

farewell, which is the most beautiful thin"

ever wrote. He speaks with a reality a

directness which seem to show that his nati

was strongest and at its best when aroused

tenderness and affection. From several p;

sages in the letter one may infer that he h

learned from experience that his tender si

was also his weak side, and that he saw t

danger of wasting one's energy in friendshii

'Guard against encroaching friendships. Ke

them at arm's ends; for it is giving away o

power—age and self too, into the posse.ssion

another; and that which might seem engagi

in the beginning may prove a yoke and burd

too hard and heavy in the end. Wherefoi

keep dominion over thyself, and let thy chi

ren, good meetings, and friends be the pleaat

of thy life.'

"Another passage is of interest, not Oi

for the natural way in which it is express!

but because it gives us a glimpse of his '

the pretty Guli whom he had married with

much love ten years before. 'Therefore I

and obey her, my dear children, as yournijti

and your father's love and delight; nay k
her too, for she loved your father with a de

and upright love, choosing him above all I

many suitors and though she be of a delici

constitution and noble spirit, yet she descent

to the uttermost tenderness and care for Ji

performing the plainest acts of service to ]
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lur infancy, as a mother and a nurse, too.

irgeyou before the Lord, honor and obey,

and cherish, your dear mother.'

^'rom this letter we learn also that Penn

at that time already in debt. He lived

and his family and the public projects in

h he was absorbed consumed more than

ather large income. So he begs his wife

le saving. ' Remember,' he says, 'thy

ler's example, when thy father's public

tedness had wasted his estate (which is

:ase).'
"

—

Sydney George Fisher.

Precauiions Against Anarchists.

in Anarchist is defined by Webster to be

'who promotes disorder."

view of the sudden, distressing and un-

ng attack upon President McKinley and

ad, sad results, for which the whole na-

deeply mourns, the public mind naturally

i to the most feasible and legal means of

jnting the recurrence of such distressing

ts. This one differs in some respects

the two preceding ones on Presidents

Din and CJarfield, in that the poor, mis-

3d man, without hesitation, avows himself

an Anarchist, virtually a foreigner, whose
;t is to destroy governments; what they

d do without one, does not appear. It

be that more stringent naturalization

are needed. There is no doubt however,

a very close scrutiny on the part of the

es of our Courts before admitting immi-
ts to the right of citizenship should be ex-

ed.

all Judges were to exercise the same close

;iny practised by Judge William Butler,

ir, whilst presiding over the United States

ict Court in Philadelphia, there would
ibly be less danger to be apprehended
|this class of misguided men. During his

ial career in that Court a man presented
ilf asking to be made a citizen of the
id States. Judge Butler being a man of

close observation had his suspicions

ed that this applicant belonged to a so-

(whose avowed object is to overthrow all

nments.

j usually, or frequently permitted the
'! of the Court to propound the proper
!ons to be asked applicants, but in this

ce he apnears to have made the inquiries

If.

lething like the following in substance
lace: "Are you a member of any se-

tjociety? Yes, I belong to a benevolent
me such organization). Have you a
f the Constitution of that society? No,

I not, but his friend who had come to
for his good character had. The Judge

el for it, and at his leisure carefully ex-
^i it, and found that this applicant, on
Oing a member of that society, had taken
Mh to use all his efforts to overthrow and
tijy the government of the United States.
liiis appearance in Court the next morn-
t learn the Judge's decision he was ad-

stil by the Judge in language something
' le following:

|I|iave examined the Constitution of the
ie| of which you admit yourself to be a
n^r and I find by that, you have bound
rtf by oath to use all your efforts to
rt^ow and destroy this government. Now

you come here and propose to take an oath to

support the government of the United States.

I cannot permit you to perjure yourself—you
may go." There were other instances of the

same close scrutiny on the part of Judge But-

ler and to such extent as to bring upon him
the censure of that class of men.

W. P. T.

Do a Little Work Well.

A gentleman seeking employment and as-

sistance, writes a letter which it is a cross

and a burden to read. It is scratched, and
scrawled, and scribbled; it is hurried, and
slovenly, and jumbled; the lines ascend and
descend, and its whole aspect is that of care-

lessness haste, and disorder. And yet, this

is not through ignorance or inexperience, for

the writer is a graduate "with honors" of

one of the most noted of English universities,

and has been in respectable and responsible

positions, and is intelligent and doubtless con-

scientious. What then is the cause of such
an abominable scrawl as this, which in itself

would be well-nigh sufficient to bar one's way
and cause any application made to be received

with disfavor? It is probably simply through
haste, and such haste as hinders the proper
performance of work which is undertaken.

Such haste is wasteful. It results in turning

out half finished and worthless work, and in

causing careful men at a great expense of

time and labor, to go over work, which, had
it been properly done, they might have avoid-

ed to their great advantage. Is it any won-
der that such men are unemployed?

It is an important lesson to learn that a lit-

tle work done well is of more value than a

laree amount done in a slovenly, ill-adjusted,

and half-finished manner. Probably thousands
of people are out of work simply because
everything they do needs to be done over
again in order that it may be right. There
are such marks of slovenliness and inaccuracy
in all their doinsfs that no prudent man would
dare to accept what they had done without ex-

amination, or endorse their statements with-

out verification. Such people do themselves
great injustice, they are capable of much bet
ter work than they do; and the result is they

lose positions which they might worthily fill if

they would only use the careful diligence

which is the prerequisite to all completeness
and excellence.

Let the young especially learn the lesson of

doing a little work well, so well that no one
can find fault with it or with them. Let them,
if they would avoid failure and disgrace, see to

it that nothing leaves their hands until it is

done as well as it is possible for them to do
it. Then there may still be defects which
only greater wisdom and greater experience
can reveal, but they will not insult abler,

more experienced, and intelligent persons, by
asking them to correct errors which they
themselves might easily have corrected if they
had only taken orlinary pains to do this.

This slovenly haste betokens bad habits of

thinking and acting, and a lack of that mental
balance and composure without which no ef-

fective and permanent work for God can be
wrought. A man who does his work in a hur-

ried and slovenly manner, is likely to speak
rashly, unwisely and carelessly, and this defect
is likely to run through his entire nature, and

vitiate his life and all his actions. There is

a deep meaning in that expression "he that

believeth shall not make haste, " and happy are
the men who will not be hurried and driven
out of their wits; who know how to let alone
that which they are unable to accomplish;
and whose work, wrought in God for time and
for eternity, receives the Divine approval, and
shall stand when the heaven and earth shall

pass away.— The Christian.

The Mink:

If, in our walks we frequent the banks of

small streams, or the ditches which drain the

marshes, we may occasionally see a dark brown
animal, about two feet long, with a slender

body and a rather bushy tail, glide from be-

hind a stone, under the bottom rail of a fence,

from beneath the roots of a tree, or possibly

from a hole in the bank, and then disappear —
just where, we can never quite tell. This is

a mink.

We may find that his body is perhaps twelve
or fourteen inches in length, and his tail about
seven or eight inches more.

His coat is dark brown on the back, and
yellowish brown on the under parts, and prob-

ably we shall find a white patch on his chin,

and a white stripe on his chest, between his

front legs. The hair is of two kinds—a soft

woolly fur. beneath, with longer and stitt'er

hairs interspersed. The latter, which are

smooth and glossy almost conceal the finer

hair below. Beginning with the head, we
shall see that it is small, with a sharp nose,

beady eyes, and short broad ears, almost con-

cealed by the thick fur. The neck is long and
much the same thickness as the body, the ap-

pearance of which is rather snake-like. The
legs are short and sturdy, and the toes are

connected by short webs, covered with hair

both above and below.

How the small wild creatures fear the mink!
And well they may, for he knows the flavor of

them all. No animal save the white weasel
is more bloodthirsty than he, and even the er-

mine, that prince of murderers, cannot cap-

ture his prey in the water. The mink is as

much at home in the water as upon the land;

swims and dives better than any other quad-
ruped of his size, and the fact that he often

dines upon trout, proves that fish are no match
for him even when thev are swimming for

their lives. With incredible speed he pursues

them throueh the water, under logs, and roots,

and stones, twisting and turning as they at-

tempt to double, and, finally victorious, he
brings his nrey out upon the shore to devour
it.

Rut he often obtains food with much less

trouble, for in the spring, when the suckers

and alewives are running up into the shallow

water in schools, all the mink has to do is to

wait on the shore until they come near enough
to be seized, or until some of them are crowd-
ed bodily out of the water. Then he often

gets a chance to rob a human fisherman, and
never fails to avail himself of it. Such op-

portunities arise when an angler, having
caught a number of fish, leaves his "string"

upon the bank, while he proceeds to whip an-

other section of the stream. If there are

minks about, his fish will be missing when he

returns, and if he searches long enough he

may find their partly eaten remains under
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some overhanging bank, or beneath the half-

submerged roots of a tree.

But the mink does not spend all his time

fishing; he is one of the most skilful of hunt-

ers, and he makes the most of his ability.

Like the ermine, he follows his game by scent,

and generally kills it by cutting the main
blood vessels of the neck with his teeth. His

bill of fare is a long one, and includes rats and
mice, squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, muskrats,

birds, birds' eggs, frogs, crawfish, and fresh-

water mussels. He is also a confirmed poultry

thief and having a "narrow-gauge" body, he

can enter the henhouse by a very small hole.

But, be it said to his credit, he kills for food

only; not for sheer love of slaughter, like his

cousin the ermine; and where the latter will

kill forty or fifty chickens in a night, one or

two will usually satisfy the ambition of a

mink. Ducks, both young and old, and fowls

which drink from brooks and ponds, are par-

ticularly liable to attack; for their enemy
studies their habits very closely, and the fe-

male mink uften makes her nest near a stream
at some point frequented by poultry. This

nest may be among the rocks, in a hollow log,

under the roots of a tree which overhangs the

water; in a hole which the animal has made
in the bank, or in the burrow of a muskrat
which has been killed or driven away by the
new occupant. From such a retreat she fre-

quently rushes out to seize a hen or" a duck for

her little ones. When pursued she plunges
into the water for safety. She can run very
fast on land, however, moving at a gallop

after the manner of her race. When shot in

the water, she usually sinks, owing to the
weight of her bones. She is very much
smaller than the male, and this diff'erence in

size is said to be a provision of nature, where-
by the young are protected from their father,

who were he not prevented by his greater
size from entering the nest of the female
would deliberately devour his own off'spring.

In trapping the mink men have a double ob-
ject—revenge for his depredations in the game
preserves and poultry yards, and the gain to

be acquired by the selling of a valuable fur.

The skins are most valable in the autumn and
early winter; after that they rapidly decrease
in value, and before spring they are practic-

ally worth nothing at all. There are several
reasons for this. One is that the mink has a
habit of pushing his way through small open-
ings and narrow passages; by doing this he
rubs down the hair on his shoulders, so as to

spoil its appearance and lessen its value.

Mink skins range in price all the way from
twenty-five cents to fifteen dollars apiece, ac-
cording to their condition, the locality in

which they were taken, and the popular de-
mand for mink fur. This demand varies
greatly, and skins which are worth from five

to ten dollars apiece one year may not bring
more than a dollar and a half the next. The
best pelts come from cold countries such as
Nova Scotia and Labrador, and, generally
speaking, the darkest skins are the most val-

uable. Near the root of its tail the mink has
a pair of glands which secrete a verv disa-

greeable fetid odor, and this odor, greatly
attenuated, often clings to the fur, even after
the latter has been made up into garments.

—

E. H. Baylies, in N. Bedford Standard.

Nurse Maria's Story.

There are some trained English nurses in

charge of our hospital in C . One of

them, while visiting at the minister's house

one day, told us something of the cases that

come under her care. She was a neat, alert

woman, with sparkling black eyes set in a

clean cut face; and in her close gray gown,
white apron, and cap, gave one the idea of a

swift machine.

"Do you ever read or pray with the poor
ceatures?" asked the minister.

"No," said Nurse Maria, "that is not my
work. I have twenty-four beds, with night-

watch until half-past four. Then I make up
the ward, sponge and change my patients,

make up twenty-four beds, and attend to

twenty-four breakfasts. Four times a week
I wash the floor. I have six hours for sleep,

one for exercise, and am on duty at three P.

M. I sometimes speak a good word to a pa-

tient when I can edge it in. But reading and
prayer—that is somebody else's work," she
replied, looking about her at us all.

"I used to wish sometimes," she said,

"that some of my patients had such treat-

ment. Now there was bed No. 36, in Casual-

ty Ward. He was a newsboy—run over. I

had him two months. Thursday is visitor's

day, but he had no friends; nobody ever came.
He had no pain to occupy his mind, either.

"When it came to my watch, there was al-

ways 36 with his claw-like hands holding down
the sheet, and his bright eyes watching me,
go where I would. It was a dull life for the

boy," she said meditatively. "Dull! yes;

with nobody to speak to all day long. Medi-
cine, beef-tea, milk— alternate, every two
hours. Patients are not allowed to speak to
each other.

"One day, as I gave him milk I tapped him
on the cheek and laughed. Would you believe

it? That boy trembled all over, and the drops
of sweat came out on his face, he was so
pleased. After that, when I came in the ward
he'd watch me like a half-starved, caged ani-

mal, when it sees its food. You may be sure
I never forgot to pat him, and joke a little.

But he was moved into nurse Johanna's ward."
"Was she kind to him?" eagerly asked a

lady who had lost a boy lately.

"A nurse who was not kind would soon be
discharged. There never was a more skilful

or faithful woman than Johanna; and for this

reason she had more beds than any of the
nurses. I am sure 3S got his milk and all

regular, to the tick of the clock. But Johan-
na had no time for patting him or saying,
'Well, Bob!' or the like."

She stopped as if the story was told.

"What became of the boy when he was dis-

charged?" asked the lady, who had lost her
son.

"When he?—Oh, you don't understand!
There was no chance of the poor lad's recovery
from the day of the accident. It was only a
matter of time. I meant to go in and see him
every day. But I actually had not a moment,
and besides, nurses don't like interference,
especially Johanna.

"One day she came to the office when I was
there, and reported one dead. 'It is your
36,' she said to me.

"I asked her how he went, and she said,
'Quite quiet. He was always quiet. Never

had a word to say to me nor I to him. I vl

they were all like him! He used to be waij

ing all the time, as if he expected somebci
and when I came past the little fellow

;j

now, he was lying, his eyes open, watch!

still. When I touched him, I found thati

was dead.' i

"I went into her ward and there he was; S

lean little hands holding down the sheet fiS

his chin, and his poor dead eyes still watchji

for something that never had come to hiiji

Nurse Maria's pleasant, sharp voice chanj

a little. "I wish I had gone in sooner," i

said. "It was silly, but I tapped him on
jj

cheek, and called, 'Why Bob! Bob'! Bui|

was too late." '

The woman who was in mourning for 3

boy rose hastily to leave the room. ButS
the door she turned and said vehemently.''

was not half a square from that hojiiiJ

sitting idle and wishing God would send i

some work to do! And now the child is dea
'

and she burst into tears.

"There are many others," said Nurse il i

quietly. ^Tke Earnest Worker.

Who's Taking Notes?

" Hear, land o' cakes and brither Scot*.

From Maiden Kirk to -Johnny Groat.s,

If there's a hole in a' vour coats,

I reed you tent it

;

A chiel's among ye ta'en notes,

And faith, he'll print it
!"

It is said that no matter how well the ,i;i li

mar lessons may be learned at school, the i i!

dren of parents who speak incorrectly \vi i;

spite of better teachings, continue to sjai

incorrectly themselves if they keep on heajif

defective language at home. We know thit(

be true. And so it ptoves with many ycpf

people who go out from homes where car(!8i

and not refined little habits have been induiec

in by parents or those who are in authoi y.

A quick witted young man or woman W

perhaps, lean to avoid the crude or indelit.

habit, but the world is a hard teacher,

but scant patience or excuse for w!;

deems should have been learned before lai

ing forth for one's self into its broad auLu.-

sympathetic arena.

To our parents and housekeepers all,iwe

would sound the old refrain, "do not fonit"

that the "chiel" w'ho is in your midst ital-

wavs silently taking notes, and if there i^a

hole in a' your coats," or, in other woni a

faulty tone or habit being indulged inie

home or at the table, if the child does no'JX-

actly print it, he will be pretty sure to rtro-

duce it in some way, and perhaps all his fe.

It is a grand good thing to look upon the nl-

dren as parrots. We are all more or lesiia-

bitually creatures of imitation. The reiirk

has been made a hundred times. Acting m
this knowledge, should it not be regard* as

a privilege to set up standards in the ply

place called Home, in hopes that the chil'en

and young people will take notice and fi '™

the carefully set example.

—

Christian W

The worthies in the rise of our religiou ^v

ciety did not query, "What shall this lan

do?" but "Lord, what wilt thou have r- to

do?" This doing of his will is all thalvill

avail in this day.— Ohio Women's Epist to

Canada Y. M.
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Truth as a Guide.

Fruth is a favorite of the Scriptures and

raid be a word dear to all believers. It is

ery sacred word, for it is difficult and un-

lessary to think of truth as an entity apart

m the very being and character of God
iself. God may not make truth, but God
truth. Truth, when ascertained, must be

I guiding principle of the career of a ration-

jnd immortal spirit. It must be structural

life in all its organized forms. No soul

1 be happy that is out of harmony with the

lity of things. No earnest spirit can be

ifferent to the truth, no candid soul will be.

;'hrased in terms of common life, truth be-

nes describable as righteousness and recti-

;e. There are men about us whose charac-

s are so just and holy that they are walking

elations of eternal things, by their very vir-

1 interpreting the ways of God to men. It

I sad commentary upon the moral obliquity

mankind in general that such truth in ac-

n, or personal righteousness, is so rare as

occasion remark when we see it, instead of

ng accepted as the rule which should be

en for granted as the universal form of

ividual and social life. The need is for

re thought as to truth, but also and always

more heart-love for it, so that the heavenly

lity will be revealed so clearly and con-

ntly in human lives that none can either

ly its fact or refuse to yield to its winsome
,rm and persuasive call to like virtue, a like

'ruth is meant for guidance. Truth as

nd up with the being of God, truth as ex-

ssed in his Divine revelation, truth as given

his Spirit, can never safely be disregarded

neglected by any human soul. The wrath
lod is already revealed from heaven against

wilful and obstinate rejectors of his truth,

who make and who love truth's opposite, a

I

but, conversely, no more blessed condi-

I can be imagined than the state of the

1 who is coming more and more under the

lination of heavenly realities, and no nobler

! can be desired or held by any man than
r. of a "truth seeker."

—

X. Y. Observer.

JHERE is nothing faith cannot make noble
(n it touches it. You need not say, "I
^t to get away from my daily business or

'Ii my domestic concerns in order to show
jfaith." No, no, stop where you are and
11/ it. ~D. L. Moody.

I

Notes from Others.

three hundred years the average length of
in life has been doubled. In the sixteenth
iry it was between eighteen and twenty years;
le close of the eighteenth century it was a
over thirty years, and to-day it is over forty
.—Public Ledger.

Juld President Roosevelt die before Third Mo.,
the members of his Cabinet would be entitled
cceed him in the following order : Secretary
ite, Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of

Attorney-General, Postmaater-General, Sec-

y of the Navy, Secretary of the Interior.

enty-one mis.sionaries will depart for heathen
ries when the steamship Devonian quits her
at East Boston and starts on her way for the
orld. Of the number twelve are married, and

'i' nine unmarried all are females except one.
B are there so many more single female than

male missionaries ? Surely, the dangers and hard-

ships and privations of the life of the average

missionary are such as to require the greatest

bravery, strength and physical endurance. Does it

mean that women are more zealous than men, and

that they are willing to make greater sacrifices for

the upbuilding of the cause that is uppermost in

their life work ? It was nearly a century ago that

Barrett wrote the lines that appear to be just as

true and applicable to-day :

" She, while apostles shrank, could danger brave.

Last at his cross, and earliest at his grave."

—Boston Herald.

But really the outward joining with God's peo-

ple is only a sign of what has already taken place,

the inward taking of our place amongst those who
delight to do God's will. The invisible Church
precedes the visible. No man, is really, at heart,

a member of the Church who has not become
mother or sister or brother to Christ.

—

F. IF.

Tompkins.

For HArpiNESs in Marriage—Begin Poor.—So
far from accepting the theory that marriage is

justly to be regarded as a business transaction, I

should claim it to be one of the best means of

curing happiness in married life that young people

should not only love each other warmly, but should

begin, poor, if possible, and thus have the disci-

pline of mutual sacrifices, and the pleasure of mak-
ing their way upward in prosperity by gradual

steps. It is one of the merits of human nature, or

at least of American nature, that a young girl may
be brought up to every luxury, and may still, after

marrying the man she loves, take a positive delight

in sacrificing, for his sake, all her previous ways
of living ; and she will do the honors of the log

cabin as if it were an ancestral hall. I knew a

young girl connected with a fashionable New York
family, a person of whom her own aunt said to me
that, of all the girls she had ever known, this one

was at least fitted to be a poor man's wife. She

became the wife of a young naval oificer who was
not even a lieutenant, but only an ensign ; and she

went and lived with him at a naval station, and

managed so well as to save money on his first

year's scanty pay. Such a beginning of married

life seems to me very desirable [but let it be clear

of war.—Ed]. I am conscious of no stoical aver-

sion to wealth, but I think it is a bad thing for

young people to begin with : that they are better

off without it, and that it always gives them a

sense of security to look back in later life on their

day of small means.

—

Thomas Wentworth Higgin-

son on " Success in Marriage," in this month's "Suc-

cess."

Items ConcerniDg the Society.

A letter received from Joseph J. Neave, dated

Longueville, Sydney, New South Wales, Eighth

Month 16th, 1901, contains the following :

"
I quite hope that Friends in these Australian

colonies have commenced a new and brighter era

in their history. A conference was held in Mel-

bourne in Fifth Month last, in which most of our

ttered meetings were represented, and seems to

have been a time of blessing and much helpful in-

terest. We are quite hoping that London Yearly

Meeting may grant the powers of a Quarterly

Meeting to a gathering of this kind, meeting an-

nually, as such a meeting might be very helpful in

many ways to our various and widely scattered

gatherings, with one exception all of them being

four or five hundred miles from the next nearest

one. While there is much among Friends in these

colonies that may rightly cause a good deal of

"ving concern for the right upholding of the Truth,

yet I thankfully believe the Spirit of the Lord is

working in our midst, and that in all our meetings

there are those that honestly desire to know and

to do the Lord's will. .Just now we are having a

very helpful visit in some parts from three dear

women Friends from England. S. J. Lury being
in New Zealand, and Henrietta Brown and E.
Maria Bishop in Queensland. Here in Sydney we
have just lost our meeting-house and premises, as
the Government required them for railway im-
provements, and we are meeting for the time being
in a public hall, till we can get suitable premises.

" I was glad to hear of our Friend, John Bel-
low's visit to you, and enjoyed his address to your
school children [in The Friend].

" With this abundant wheat harvest in Canada,
I hope the poor Doukhobors are past needing
further care for bodily needs, but trust that the
needed help in educational matters will be given
them, as Friends on both sides of the Atlantic have
great responsibilities and great privileges in this

respect.
" I hope that Friends generally are growing and

deepening in the Truth, and that the Truth prospers
in your midst, and amongst others through you."

The uncommon longevity of members of the So-

ciety of Friends is noted by a correspondent of the
Times, London. He says ;

" During the year end-
ing in 1900 there were reported the deaths of two
hundred and ninety-nine members of the Society of

Friends in Great Britain and Ireland. The pro-

portions were one hundred and fifty-nine males and
one hundred and forty females. The average age
at death was a little over sixty-one years and
seven months. A table compiled from the returns
show that there is a very limited mortality of chil-

dren, and that it is chiefly in this respect that the

death rate of the Society of Friends diff'ers from
that of the general population. Only fourteen
deaths out of the two hundred and ninety-nine

were reported as those of children under five years
of age ; between five and twenty years the number
was nine ; between twenty and thirty years the

deaths were sixteen, and the same number was
that of the deaths between thirty and forty years.

From forty to fifty there were twenty-four deaths,

and from sixty to seventy there were sixty-two

deaths. From seventy to eighty the number was
fifty-seven, and from eighty to ninety, sixty-nine.

There were eight deaths of Friends between ninety

and one hundred years of age, and there were two
deaths of persons over one hundred. One of the

latter died at Croydon in her one hundred and first

year, and the otfier had passed one hundred and
one years of age.

—

Boston Evening Transcript,

Eighth Month 24, 1901.

A large and solemnized assembly was gathered
last First-day morning, the 6th instant, in the

Presbyterian meeting-house at Leed's Point, N. J.,

under the religious concern of Zebedee Haines, of

West Grove, Pa., whose service to all the meetings
of Haddontield Quarter and four appointed meet-
ings, seems now discharged.

The passing away of a beloved minister, John
W. Foster, on the .5th instant, from his long ser-

vice in the meeting of Friends held at Westerly,

R. I., is an event which claims wide-spread sympa-
thy of Friends with the meeting thus sadly stripped,

especially when we recall its late loss of another
valued member, Barclay Foster, and are under the

fresh sense of our own loss in this city, of our

friend Thomas Elkinton, a useful counsellor and
helper in many a good cause.

Harriet Green, from England, is about to re.sume

her visit to this country to complete her work left

behind some three years since, the steamship bear-

ing her and her companion, S. M. Fry (a grand-

daughter of John Pease), being due at New York
at the present date.

An Aged Friend of Truth.—The last column of

The Friend is open to the obituary and marriage

notices of members only. But an account received

from Ruthton, Kentucky, concerning a constant
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reader of The Friend, Henry Spainhower, who

died at the age of ninety-two, contains features of

interest to us. After settling in Kentucky, we

are informed, "he took to reading the Bible, and

it was no uncommon thing to hear him quoting

passages of Scripture, such as, 'Let us not sleep as

do others, but let us watch and be sober.' ' Watch

thou in all things.' After hewing out his own path

he then could see all kinds of professions leading

this way and that way, but he said that he would

read, think and act his part of this life the best

he could. He bolted all denominations in this

country. Some of his objections were church tur-

moil, hypocrisy and priestcraft. In latter days he

rejected wine and water as having any virtue

to save. He finally fell in love with the non-

combatants, the Quakers, or Friends, and read a

paper. The Friend, for several years. So great

an admirer was he of it that he would lay down all

other papers for it." After his decease " I found

quite a store of copies of The Friend stored away

nicely m a box."

Though driven from home twice and robbed three

times by the rebel army, he returned after the

war and "made friends of his enemies, for he loved

all mankind, and for twenty-five years he had no

thought of an enemy, and those who met him read

him as if he was a ijook, and respected him."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A case has lately been decided by the

Supreme Court in Kansas in which it was claimed that a

saloon, being under the ban of the law, might be destroyed

by any citizen without violation of law. In the opinion

the Court says :
" All places where into.\icating liquors

are sold or kept for sale, or places where persons are per-

mitted to resort for the purpose of drinking the same,

are declared by statute to be common nuisances. This

fact, however, does not justify their abatement by any

person or persons without process of law. They can be

abated only by a prosecution instituted in behalf of the

public by the proper officers. The destruction or injury

to property used in aid of the maintenance of such nui-

sances, except in the manner provided by the statute, is

a trespass."

A report issued by the United States Geological Survey

shows that the total value of minerals of all kinds pro-

duced in this country in 1900 was $1,070,108,889. The
total value of the metallic products was $552,418,627

the non-metallic, $516,690,262, and estimated value of

mineral products unspecified, $1,000,000. Among them
are mentioned 5,200,000 pounds of aluminum, 9,715

pounds of nickel, and 400 troy ounces of platinum.

The city population of the United States during the ten

years ending with the last census increased by nearly 37
per cent., in actual numbers 7,642,817, while the increase

in the total population of the country during the same
period was not quite 21 peccent.

There was an increase of 4160 miles in the railroad

mileage of the United States for the fiscal year 1900.

The total was 191,861 miles. The average interest paid

on the bonded debt was 4.24 per cent., and the dividends

paid on the combined capitalization aggregated 2.42 per

cent. The increase in the earnings of the railroads the

past year has been large.

The books of the postal service of the United States

for the year ending Sixth Month 30th, 1901, show a net

deficit in the year's business of $3,981,521. The deficit

is about $1,500 000 smaller than for the preceding year.

Owing to the extension of rural free delivery and other

augmented appropriations in every department, the ex-

penses of the service were $8,200,000 greater than the

preceding year. Receipts increased $9,250,000.

A post-office has recently been established at Point

Barrow, in Alaska, on the Arctic Ocean, which is probably
the northernmost post-office in the world. This place,

where the northernmost newspaper in the world is pub-

lished once a year, will receive the mails once a year by
a United States revenue cutter. Heretofore the few na-

tives in the vicinity have had to send for their mail about
700 miles and often much further.

The native population of the Aleutian Islands is said

to be rapidly disappearing, the people succumbing to dis-

ease, measels being particularly virulent among them.
The number of banks in the United States has increased

since Third Month 14th, 1900, from 3,617 to 4,254.

Texas has 90 banks, the greatest number in any one State.

Pennsylvania has 80.

A despatch from Washington of the 2nd says : Reports
to the Marine Hospital Service from all parts of the world

i5Jc

show a continued spread of the bubonic plague in most

sections.

Arthur J. Eddy, of Chicago, has recently made a trip,

accompanied by his wife, from Chicago to Boston and

back, including some visits in Canada, etc., in an auto-

mobile. The distance passed over was about 3000 miles,

and the time occupied was sixty days.

solutions urging Christians everywhere to use every

opportunity to discourage the use of First-day papers

were lately adopted by the Philadelphia Baptist Associa-

tion.

It is said that there are more than 25,000 Indians and

Esquimaux in Alaska, of whom 7600 are Protestants, 13,-

735 are under the care of the Greek Church and about

500 are Catholics.

An elevator is now in course of construction in Duluth

for storing grain, which is to hold 5,000,000 bushels.

Great pains have been taken to construct it of fireproof

material, and cylindrical tanks made of cement have been

built, each 103 feet high and 35 feet in diameter, which

have together a capacity of 4,000,000 bushels.

There were 392 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 27 more than the previous

week and 58 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 207 were males and 185 females: 49

died of consumption of the lungs ; 26 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of diphtheria ;

15 of cancer ; 20 of apoplexy ; 9 of typhoid fever and 3 of

scarlet fever.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8|c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.15 to $3.25 ; Western winter, straight, $3.20

to $3.30 ; spring, straight, $3.35 to $3.60.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 71 to 71Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 62 to 62|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 42Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Best, 5J to 6c.; good, 5i
dium, 4i to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3J to 3|c.; good, 3 to 3Jc,

IJ to 2ic.

Lambs.—3J to 5ic.

Hogs.—Best Western, 9i to lOJc.

Foreign.—Helen H. Stone, an American missionary in

Macedonia, was recently captured with another woman
companion by brigands, while traveling in Bulgaria, who
have demanded a ransom of $110,000 for her, which her

friends in Boston and its neighborhood have endeavored

to raise and in which they expect to succeed. The United

States Government has taken steps to secure her release

through the Turkish Government.

The South African war has lasted about two years, and

the heavy expense caused by it to England is severely

commented on. The Times, after reminding the Govern
mentof the "repeated blunders and miscalculations which
have cost the empire such a terrible price," says :

" A
third campaign has now opened in South Africa, and there

is no sign that the Government is doing anything to pre-

pare for, possibly the dragging out of the war for several

months more. In anticipation of the speedy termination

of the war, it is said that the British Government does not

propose to send further reinforcements."

Although it was asserted that when Prince Chun ar-

rived in Germany that he would be the guest of Emperor
William for only two days in Potsdam, it is ascertained

that the Kaiser paid all his bills, while in Berlin and trav-

eling about, together with the expenses of the entire

party until the expiatory mission crossed the Austrian

frontier.

A London sanitary official. Dr. Shirley Murphy, found
that the number of cases of consumption increased in

exact proportion with the number of persons living in one

room.

It is said that the French Government is having special

automobiles built to travel over the Sahara.

The Island of Java supplies practically all the cinchona
bark from which the world's supply of quinine is made.
There are about 25,000 acres of this island used in grow-
ing cinchona.

The value of vanadium as a steel amalgam has long been
recognized : the metal itself has been so rare that its util-

ity has been merely theoretical. Within the last year,
however, a mine of vanadium ore has been discovered in

one of the Western States of America, and the discoverers
have brought samples of their ore to England for chemical
treatment.

In view of the criticism of the German action in re-

moving astronomical instruments from Pekin, the semi-
official North German Gazette explains that after the final

signature of the peace protocol Germany placed the in-

struments at the disposal of China. The latter, however,
in view of the trouble in reconveying and re-erecting the
instruments, renounced her claims to them.
A Government decree in Austria in 1854, gave legal

permission to cut up and sell horse meat as an articlfj

food. During the rest of that year and in 1855,
)

horses were slaughtered for food in Vienna ; the nun^

rose in 1899—the last year for which statistics are i

tainable—to 25,640 head. I

In the island of Samar, one of the Philippines, ani,

tack was recently made by the natives upon Amer i

troops, in which the latter suffered, it is said, the heavji

loss which has occurred in any single engagement dn »

the war. The natives of this island belong to the Visa I,

who with the Tagals are the dominant tribes of the's

chipelago. Prof. Mason of Washington, says of these
jl

tribes, "They are the Anglo-Saxons of the East, in
;<

trious, intensely patriotic, sincere and earnest. They'^

fighting for the priciple embodied in the sentence, ' ^
Philippines for the Filipinos.' Hence, from a poll <i

standpoint, they are people of no mean order."

The London School Board has opened the first of a s( j

of schools for cripples. The children are taken i,a

their homes to school in an ambulance, and af ter\ i

taken home by ambulance. The school curriculun i.

eludes a substantial midday meal.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reque

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent\

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph.

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Su.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f -i

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega

;

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WiL i

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and t

munications in regard to business should be forward !

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

The Moorestown Peace Association of Frien

send, free of cost, well selected peace literature, -

for popular use, to those who desire to distribute

tuitouslv. Address Grace Evans, Treasurer,

205 E. Central Ave.,

Moorestown,

Wanted, a Friend and wife or daughter to take ire

of the meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne. n-

pensation — use of five-room house on meeting- ja

grounds, and $5 in spring and fall, when house is cli ei

Lansdowne is on the Media R. R., about seven miles'M

Philadelphia. Address J. R. Elfreth, Lansdowne, t

16t Phi.-

anc 01

Recent additions to the Libra ilf

Friends' Library, 142
Open on week-days from 11

3 P. M. to 6 " "

elude :

Beck, William, comp.—George Whitehead.

Gibson, W. H.— Blossom Hosts and Insect Gue^

GuERBER, H. A.—Empresses of France.

Hart, A. B. ed —American History Told by i

poraries (v. 4.)

HoLCOMBE, Chester—Real Chinese Question.

Leroy-Beanlieu, Pierre—Awakening of the E
LoTi, Pierre (pseud)—Story of a Child:

Lynch, Hannah- French Life in Town and Coi

Rijhart, S. C—With the Tibetans.

Tarbell—Life of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Died, in Darlington, Indiana, at the home of

Rich, her daughter. Ninth Month 26, 1901, Sallii

widow of Henry Coate, aged ninety-seven yea
months and seven days ; a member of WestfieldM

Meeting of Friends. A life-long member of the £

she evinced by her quiet and inoff'ensive life thats

indeed a follower of the meek and lowly Jesui

, on the 22nd day of Eighth Month, 1901

Wiltse, in his sixty-sixth year. He was a «
and esteemed member of and elder in Leeds

Meeting of Friends, Ontario. He died at his fc

Athens, Ontario. The local paper bears this tro<

mony :
" Of a quiet and unassuming nature, he of

dined positions of trust offered to him by his 1

preferring to move among his own people, with w
was joined in his lifelong profession." HeboreitrMI

patience a protracted illness, having been confine, o™
bed eighteen weeks. As he had lived, so he died, t it""!

in the mercy of God in Christ Jesus.

Note.—The last obituary account in No. 10 '"

present volume gives the name " Daniel Stephen, l"''

it should be David Stephens.
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'A Friend in Our Need is a Friend Indeed."

The Holy Spirit is our Friend,—are we his

iends? That is the name which our Society

rly saw fit to adopt
—

"Friends of Truth,"

—

iends of the Spirit of Christ.

Let us look well to it. Are we Friends of

e Spirit,— " doing whatsoever He commands ;"

friends of the profession of the Spirit?

The latter state is sadly too numerously in

^dence as a substitute for the really sound

'lend,—who must be a friend of the Spirit

[

Truth in all the secret intimations of so

ly a Partner and Guide.

[His Spirit is our greatest need to-day. Our

ligin was as a Society of the Spirit. Our

;e and continuance must be in the same
irit, else, though dragging on for a while a

,me to live, we are dead.

{If we are not going to be practically, by

j:h member for himself walking in the Truth,

iSociety of the Spirit, we may indeed not

ive life enough left to be honest, but the

thing to do would be to resign the

me of Friend.

The Holy Spirit, our eminent need, is

iting to be again our eminent diadem

1 glory. It is not methods we need. It is

:: this change of plan or that. It is Himself,

|will and to do of his own good pleasure in us

i(i with us. He has only to see us standing

ijidy to be a willing people in the day of his

flwer, to endue each of our surrendered souls

y wills with might by his Spirit in the in-

ij: man.

ph, that our eyes were centered on Him as

Ci' one Source of supply for every good word
»1 work—and kept singly there! Then our

itimony of Him could not fail to be testi-

nies of Truth.

Music as an Antidote to Anarchism.

Among the many medicines for anarchism

which are of late suggested from many quar-

ters (as if in a general "conspiracy of .'^ilence"

about the Gospel being the one true remedy),

music has occurred to some prescribers, whose

memory has naturally turned to the following

old verses:

—

" That naught so stockish, hard, and full of rage.

But music for the time doth change his nature;

The man that hath no music in himself.

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds.

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils
;

The motions of his spirit are as dull as night.

And his affections dark as Erebus.''

We would revive here a little of our former

contention that the field of operation of music

is the nervous system, and so, emotional rather

than spiritual. "Every soldier," says an in-

vestigator, "will testify to the inspiring influ-

ence of music in war. This, scientifically

considered, means simply that sound-vibra-

tions act directly upon the nerves;" similarly

"under the power of an eight-foot organ pipe

many a man has mistaken the shaking of his

dianhram for the trembling of his soul."

What we have objected to is the mistaking of

emotions, whether grossly or artistically manu-

factured, for the inspiration of the Holy One.

The puroose of these lines is to introduce

an editorial found in last week's Christian

Advocate, a leading Methodist paper, and en-

titled, "More than music needed:"

A convention of choirmasters and music

teachers in England received a prophecy from

their president that anarchism would "die a

sweet natural death." His theory is:

The softening influence of music is so de-

lightful that the time will come when the in-

abiliiy to sing from sol fa will be as extraor-

dinary as the inability to read or write. When
the spread of music has reached the required

degree anarchism will cease."

Goldwin Smith in a recent article, attaches

some importance to this.

Vegetarians are claiming that their method
will put an end to anarchism and assassination.

Against this is the fact that some of the most
bloodthirsty peoples of antiquity were vege-

tarians, that the assassin of President McKin-
ley hated meat, and for five or six weeks be-

fore his deed, lived on four quarts of milk and

a few cakes per day. He could not bear the

sight of pork.

The effect of music is undoubtedly refining,

but it seems to help everything it is applied

to. In a war, music stimulates people on the

wrong as much as it does those on the right

side. Some troops of brigands have been fa-

mous musicians, and have entered towns dis-

guised as peripatetic performers on various

instruments. Atheistic societies have made
considerable use of music in their meetings.

Music was by no means suspended during the

first PVench Revolution. Few countries have
made such progress in music or hear it more
frequently than Italy. The people all sing,

but they would hardly be regarded as unpro-
ductive of anarchists or as of a placid temper-
ament indisposed to resort to violence. His-

tory records music in connection with the most
oppressive persecution of religionists, and on
Easter the people of Spain pass from the splen-

did music of the churches and cathedrals di-

rect to the bull fights, whose season, in har-

mony with ancient custom, opens on Easter

day.

We are aware that Napoleon said: "Of all

the liberal arts music has the greatest influ-

ence over the passions, and is that to which
the legislator ought to give the greatest en-

couragement. A well-composed song strikes

and soothes the mind, and produces a greater

effect than a small work, which convinces our
reason but does not warm our feelings, nor
effect the slightest alteration in our habits."

But Napoleon said this at St. Helena when
he was in a reflective mood. All the music he
ever heard failed to change his essential char-

acter.

Musically inclined races have never been
specially free from excesses, nor notably

moral.

Music is [used for] assistance to true relig-

ion. But the feelings which it excites are

uften mistaken for deeper moral changes.

The teaching of music to both sexes is re-

fining, but to bring it forward as in itself suf-

ficient to destroy or check those elements of

human nature from which anarchism arises,

or as the main thing to be relied upon to miti-

gate human excesses of thought, feeling, ac-

tion or speech, or to change the nature, ex-

cept "for the time," as Shakespeare says, is

but to propose another panacea which will

disappoint. Only a union of all methods of

reformation- -instruction in religion, morals

and refinement—the constant employment of

them, and the regeneration of the human heart

by the Holy Spirit can prevent those convul-

sions of human nature which astound the

world by sudden outbreaks, when a large ma-
jority of those who are thus astonished are

more or less under the power of the same im-

perfect or distorted development.

The President's Last Words Attested.

As a matter of historical accuracy we de-
'

sire to record a recently published communica-

tion from Dr. M. D. Mann, who was the Pres-

ident's operating surgeon.

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 26, 1901.

My Dear Sir;—As President McKinley was
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dying I stood behind a screen in his room and

heard him say his last words. His wife came
into the room, and he said to her, "Good-bye,

all
;
good-bye. It is God's way. His will be

done, not ours."

There was some further conversation with

his wife in the way of leave-taking, but this

should not be repeated. About an hour later

he said to his wife, "'Nearer, my God, to

Thee, e'en though it be a cross,' has been my
constant prayer." He tried to say something

more, but I could not catch it. I gave out at

the time the first sentence as being the most

appropriate to be remembered as his last

words. I wrote them down at the time so

that there can be no question about it.

Yours very truly,

M. D. Mann.

Wanted: Inspired Readers.

That the Holy Scriptures are given by inspi-

ration in the reader as well as in the writers,

is declared by Herbert R. Ryle, President of

Queen's College, Cambridge, England, in an

address quoted by the British Friend as a

modern treatment of the old Quaker belief

that men need the life of the Spirit in them-

selves to make the Scriptures real to them

as living messages from God. He said:

—

A man will tell you he reads his Bible be-

cause it is inspired. Beware of using phrases

that you do not really think. If you say that

the Bible is inspired, be careful to say that it

is inspired because to you it is inspired, be-

cause it does contain to your heart a breath-

ing of the Holy Spirit, a true message from
on high, a message which leads you to the

feet of your Saviour. Unless that Bible which
you call inspired has to you a message froiii

God, what is the worth of your inspiration but

a mere phrase by which you may drug your
soul? I say again, if inspiration is indeed a

truth to you, if in reading the books of the

Holy Scriptures they are a source of blessing,

a comfort, a help, a sustaining power, a guide,

a direction, an elevating means by which in

your prayers and in your desire to approach
God you are given greater means of access,

then, indeed, the books of Holy Scripture are
to you inspired from on high. But if inspira-

tion is but a mere name, it is but a mere label

for a doctrine, what, 1 say, is the worth of

inspiration to yourself? It is but a hypocrisy
and a lie unto your soul.

Next Need of the Doukhobors.

In the London .Meeting for Sufferings .John
Ashworth lately repeated his conviction that
the only solution of the difficulty occasioned
by the continued refusal of a large part of
the Doukhobors to any form of registration
under the Canadian government would be
found in education. In the Saskatchewan dis-

trict only one baby had as yet had its name
registered. Their industrial condition was
good, and their health very fair. What was
chiefly needed was a supply of teachers to un-

dertake their education. They could not af-

ford to Day teachers themselves yet, but many
of them were quite willing to receive men and
women teachers from England, especially if

these were Friends. They objected to being
proselytized, but they had confidence in

Friends as they had in no one else. This laid

upon the Society a special responsibility.

Friends have already spent some £30,000 on

them, and he thought they might well find the

£2,000 or £3,000 required to carry on the

education of the Doukhobor children till they

were able to manage it for themselves. He
earnestly hoped that some young Friends

would be willing to come forward to help in

this work.

The appeal of John Ashworth was warmly

endorsed by .John Bellows, and Edmund W.

Brooks.

In the same number of the British Friend

another need is brought to view in a letter

from Anne W. Richardson, who says:

In the record of Rose Osborne's late visit

to them, the most striking fact is the great

need of nurses and doctors at the present

time. As the result of what she has seen.

Rose Osborne is about to train at an American
hospital herself and to return to do what she

can for these people. But she can do little

among so many widely dispersed groups. Is

it impossible that at this most critical time
some friends trained as nurses or doctors

should offer their services for a year or two?
Both kinds of professional help are needed,

and I gather that the Russian language is not

an essential. As I am writing, I may mention
that the need of teachers is very great, and
perhaps ought to be still more strongly

pressed, but at the present moment physical

aid is the apparent necessity. The patience of

these exiles under their many burdens is a

very touching element in a case which, as a

whole, ought to appeal strongly to Friends as
such. Unless medical aid soon comes it is

calculated that three per cent, will become
blind.

In an English magazine entitled Sunday at

Home, Hugh Price Hughes writes an article

on "The Call of the New Century," in which

he treats of "the seven deadly evils of the

day"— mammonism, militarism, drunkenness,

gambling, impurity, gluttony, and clericalism.

In speaking of militarism he says:

It is high time that all Christians should
learn from the Society of Friends that war is

ultimately inconsistent with Christianity. 1

have never been able to accept the extreme
Quaker position, but I have no doubt whatever
that as Christianity has ultimately destroyed
slavery, so it will ultimately destroy war; and
we ought to be incessantly warning all men,
and especially the young, against the favorite
delusions by which the war soirit has been up-
held in all ages ... If all Christian men hated
war, for example, as Ctianning hated it, we
never should have war. There is no worse
form of atheism than that which asserts that
because war has existed from the beginning,
it must exist forever. When I was a boy that
argument was still used with respect to slav-
ery, but to-day slavery is happily condemned
by the universal consent of all so-called Chris-
tian and civilized communities. It should be
our holy endeavor to create a similar senti-
ment in relation to war. The line of Divine
possibility is to encourage whenever possible
the principle of arbitration.

For what are men better than sheep or goats

That nourish a blind life within the brain.

If, knowing God they stretch not hands of praye

Both for themselves and those who call theii

friend. —Alfred Tennyson.

Concerning Prayer.

The following from a Washington papt

contains food for reflection:

A religious weekly remarks
nothing in particular, that "Praying is

preaching to God." With due deference t

our revered contemporary, we are moved 1

submit that a great deal—probably the majc

part, if measured by the words uttered

the time occupied in their delivery—of U
praying by ministers in regular church serv

ces bears a striking resemblance to "preaci

ing to God." Although there has been

wholesome reform in this respect in the la

four or five decades, there is still abundai

room for improvement. There are mai

preachers of various denominations who weai

their audiencej by long discourses address*

to the "Throne of Grace." This is especial

the case in churches where the audienc

stand during prayers. To a majority of

sons standinar still is far more fatiguing th!

walking or almost any other active exercii

to w-hich they are accustomed. No
or degree of piety can render long praye

acceptable to the owners of tired legs a
aching backs standing before the man who
praying.

It seems strange, in view of the admoniti

and example of the Founder of Christianit

his condemnation of those who think thi

will be heard for their much speaking, a •

his incomparable model of an invocation

"Our Father who art in heaven," that his a

bassadors should deem it necessary or ev

admissible to put a sermon, an oration,

argument, or a general review of the wet

or, indeed, anything but a brief fervid, sini]

petition into their oflicial supplications. 1

there are thousands of clergymen, some

them in this city—men of learning, of obf

vation, and experience—who stand befi

their congregations and really think they :

devoutly praying to God while they are

counting an infinite variety of events, putti

their constructions and giving their opinii

upon them.

It is this more than any other cause that

commending ritualistic services to increasi

favor. It is not strange that devout churi

goers prefer a service in which they can tf-

part to one which requires them to sta

.

or even sit or kneel, in silence, while th

pastor puts a long, rambling talk into the foi

of prayer. The Post, as a secular newspap

expresses no opinion as to the comparat

merits of various forms of service. The /

is not advocating a ritual nor condemr
the absence of fixed forms. But it is a f:

that many of the original and presumably •

temporaneous prayers of clergymen have te;-

ed to increase the number of Christians m)

favor the adoption of a plan of worship uni|j

which such praying is impossible.

In this connection it is interesting to i

that, although the membership of the Soci|

of Friends, or Quakers, is not increasing,

custom of silent prayer, which is the cbl

feature of their worship, is growing in favl
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lere is a more general realization of the

rce and beauty of this comprehensive defini-

)n of the real meaning of the heart's appeal

the Father of Mercies.

"Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,

Uttered or unexpressed,

The emotion of a hidden fire.

That kindles in the breast."

Rather Costly Charity.

By adherents of some of the secret lodges,

is held to be sufficient ground for affiliation

erewith that they are charitable in their

aracter, being founded on a basis of practi-

I benevolence. A careful examination of

is claim, however, goes to show that in very

my cases this charity is of a very costly de-

iption, the miscellaneous expenses for vis-

ng lodges, paying officials, cost of banquets

i celebrations of various sorts frequently

sorbiner a large proportion of the lodge con-

butions or asessments. The following ex-

ict from the annual report of the (Jrand

ister, at the State Grand Lodge of Odd fel-

l's, held -at Dallas, Texas, was quoted some
inths ago by the Globe Democrat, of St Louis:

rhe money paid into the subordinate lodges

t year amounted to $134,393.40. There

s paid out for sick benefits to brothers, re-

f of widowed families, educating orphans,

rying brothers and wives, support of wid-

s and orphans' homes and for special re-

F, $28,362.48; leaving a balance of $106,-

8.98. Of this balance there was paid in

• capita tax to the grand lodge, for ex-

ises and for other purposes, $100,225.07.
other words, taking this one year's busi-

iS, it cost us $100,225.07 to pay out $28,-

lAl in visiting the sick, relieving the dis-

Issed, burying the dead and educating the

I'han, and left us with only $5,803.91 more
i;he treasury of all the subordinate lodges

n we had to begin with. Don't you think,

thers, this sounds a little like giving $1.00
iihe missionary fund and it taking 95 cents

get it to the place where you want to use

J. W. L.

itouCATiON IN THE HoME.—There is a pro-

s of education constantly going on in every
3lling which care and thought can make an
peakable advantage, and at the same time
tribute to make a happy home. To keep
ects of pure and high interest before the
Idren's minds, in a natural and suitable

'—to have them supplied with such books
will occupy and interest— to talk not so

:h to them as with them about objects— to

e note of and encourage any advance they
£6, and to direct the flow not of a part of,

of the whole of their lives—physical,

ital, moral, without apparent interference
violence; this happy art—to be sought,
yed for, labored for, —under God's bless-

. goes far to make a hapoy home.
I'he tastes of children are naturally simple.
^ir child's wooden toy cut with your own
Sd, perhaps, and made a link of connection
ween your little boy and you may be more
c|him, more influential over his character,
5('e potent in binding his heart to you while
hag, his memory to you when you are dead,

h a costly gift that you ordered at the
•j'e. And when you, living a loving, nat-

ural life before your children, and with them
are led to bend the knee in their midst, and

speak to God of them and of yourself, there

is a powerful restraint being put on natural

evil, there is a pleasant type of heaven where
the whole family that is named after Jesus

shall be gathered together.

—

Dr. John Hall.

Dreams.

Some of these will no doubt be familiar to

many readers, and yet they will bear repeti-

tion. The efi'ect of an undue attachment to

the riches, the honors, and the enjoyments of

this life is well illustrated in a dream of S.

Fothergill. He says: "One night after re-

tiring to rest I was led to trace back the

transactions of my life from my vouth to that

very time. The remembrance filled my soul

with thankfulness, in the assurance that if 1

never opened my eyes more in this world, I

should be eternally happy. Falling into a nat-

ural sleep I thought the dissolution of the

world had come—that J heard the trumpet

sound at which the earth and sea were to give

up their dead, and they ascended in great

numbers before the presence of the Most
High; many on the right hand in white, and

multitudes on the left whose clothing was
dark and gloomy. I thought I accompanied

those on the right hand and we were borne

away on the wings of archangels to the re-

gions of bliss. From thence I returned to

view those miserable objocts on the left, for

whom all that was within me was concerned.

Some of these were clothed in white, individ-

uals now in the body. I said, 'Lord, what
have these done that they are left behind?'

Then instantly their white raiments fell ofl:',

and I beheld them bound up with shackles of

iron and fastened to the earth." Among those

S. F. had seen thus fastened to the earth, were

cousins to whom under much concern he wrote

next morning: "I saw a variety of states and

many clothed in different colors. Those who
were in white were in different degrees of

lustre and beauty. I saw many whom I knew,

among whom were thyself and sisters. I

thought your garments appeared more white

than many; and as I mused on this tremen-

dous yet glorious day, the trumpet sounded

with distinguished energy and seemed to say,

"Come, ye blessed." I beheld multitudes

arise as from an eminence and ascend trium-

phantly. My eye descended to the mountain

from which many had risen. I thought I

clearly saw you remain on earth, clothed in

garments measurably white, and I queried in

my heart, 'Alas! how is it that these are left

behind?' I beheld chains which seemed fast-

ened about your necks and bound every part

but the head, and these were fastened to great

rings in the earth, and held you so secure as

to prevent you from joining those who had

taken wings and risen on high."

S. Fothergill also records in substance (for

I have not the book at hand) that he vis-

ited one on his deathbed, who related that in

earlier life he had had a dream in which he

saw a beautiful green meadow, enclosed by a

strong hedge, in the midst of which was a

beautiful clear soring of water, many sheep

and lambs were grazing upon the pasture;

that a new sharp weapon was given to him and

he was told that it was to be his business to

keep the hedge in order that none might stray

away, or any hurtful thing enter among them,
and in particular that he was to see that the
fountain was kept clear, that there might be
wholesome water for the flock. He had, how-
ever, suft'ered worldly things to take up his

mind, and now he said that on his sick bed he
had had the dream of his youth renewed. But
how awful the change. The hedge was broken
down, many of the sheep had strayed and for

those who remained there was little pasture.

Poor and diseased these presented a sad con-

trast to the healthy, vigorous flock which had
been committed to his care. The fountain

was still there, but rank weeds had overgrown
it and in the midst was a nest of serpents

poisoning the water. The.se hissed at him as

he came near, and as he viewed the sorrowful

scene his ear was addressed with these words:
"All this will I require at thy hand. And he
told Samuel that in looking forward he could

see nothing but the blackness of darkness for-

ever."

There is still another dream, the significa-

tion of which is certain, and the interpretation

sure, bearing strongly on those things which
hinder our gaining heaven. This dream may
be thus rendered, premising that it occurred
to a woman Friend during a time of illness.

"I thought I was dead, and beheld my body
lie like a corpse. There appeared one in the

form of a man whose raiment was of a bright

fawn color, who said: 'Follow me.' He as-

scended a hill on the top of which was a
large building of rough stones. I followed

my guide into the house but did not at first

perceive its beauty to the full; it was bright

and a large company sitting, such a number
as I never beheld before. The further we
went in the brighter everything appeared.

My guide made a halt, and I looked at the

countenances of those near me, which were
many, but could not see to the far end of the

house, because of the brightness, which ap-

peared greater than when the sun shines in its

greatest splendor. There appeared a sweet-

ness and composure in every countenance far

beyond what I ever saw in any one in the

body; their garments appeared as a plain sim-

ple robe in one piece. At my first entrance I

thought I had been at a meeting of solid

Friends. I looked to see where the light came
from, but could perceive neither window or

opening. I asked my guide, 'What is this

place?' and he answered, 'Heaven.' The
more 1 looked the more I admired and wanted

to sit with them. My guide turned about to

go out and looked at me to follow, but I was
so delighted I was unwilling. He then beck-

oned and said, 'come.' I soon stopped, when
he again beckoned and said, 'come.' 1 then

followed, often stopping to admire the inex-

pressible happiness and content I saw on every

countenance, until we got out. My guide

turned to the left and seemed to descend. We
soon came to a lofty dome of great wealth.

We entered a large room, grandly wainscoted

and beautifully painted. The first sight of

this beautiful room abated my sorrow at leav-

ing the other, which was great while we came
down the descent. I had just time to take a

view of this fine place before a number of per-

sons passed us, richly dressed, who smelled so

strongly of brimstone that I seemed almost

suft'ocated. All were talking to themselves.
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They looked well ab a distance, but as they

came near there was a blackness in every

face. I was seized with horror, and asked

'What is this place? Who are these?' He
answered, 'these are miserable forever, they

were in tumult in the body and will be so

everlastingly.' At some distance sat an old

woman in a chair, very fine, and powdered and

grandly dressed. I made up to her to see if

there was the same appearance of misery

upon her, and was more shocked than before.

Her lips were moving and from her eyelids

came small flames of fire. Looking around I

saw a woman Friend plainly dressed, whom 1

remembered well when young:, often watching

her solidity in meetings. I eagerly made up

to her and said, 'What! art thou, too, among
the miserable? tell me what brought thee

hither?' She looked very sorrowful, wept,

and said: 'It is no wrong 1 ever done to any;

unfaithfulness and disobedience to my God
brought me hither.' I thought I wept much,

as well as she. I then turned to my guide and

said, 'Tell me, am 1 to remain here forever? I

thought in time past that had I died I should

have an inheritance among those we first saw.'

He looked steadily at me and said ' thou art

not to remain here, but to return to the world

again. If thou art faithful to thy 'jod thou

mayst obtain a place among those we first

saw. But I have more to show thee.' Then

we went further, to where appeared something

that divided this room from a large chapel

where abundance of people were assembled to

worship. These were saying, 'Lord, have

mercy on us. Christ have mercy on us!'

These appeared more white and were plainer

in dress. I said, 'these are not miserable,

too?' 'These are they who thought to be

saved by a profession of religion, but have not

the white robe of righteousness; they all

come by the way of this room. Some stay

with these worshippers; others go on to those

who smell of brimstone.' My distress was
now greater than before, for I knew many of

these, and I thought they appeared as if

they worshipped. 1 entreated my guide to let

me go. He walked gently out of this place

and came again to the entrance of the house,

and here I met an intimate friend—who died

about a month after—coming toward the

gate, two persons conducting him. He looked

very sorrowfully on me, as I on him. I asked

him if he was going among the miserable.

'What is thy offense? What hast thou done?

tell me!' He answered, 'Beware of covetous-

ness and the love of money; they brought me
here.' We both wept much and were greatly

troubled. We were now in a large inclosed

field where I saw many persons, some of

whom are since dead. Out of it I could see no

road, but was led to a place where there was

just room' to pass out. My guide, looking

earnestly at me, said: 'Thou art going into

the world again; remember what thou hast

seen. It is not enough to be honest to men,

thou must be faithful to thy God, also.' The

thought of returning to the world afl'ected me
greatly, for I doubted much being able to steer

my course, so as to be deemed worthy of ad-

mittance among those we first saw. Standing

speechless, faith suddenly sprang in my heart

with the words, 'Lord, thou canst if thou wilt

preserve me through all.' The horror and

distress I felt on awaking I am not able to ex-

press. It seemed as if I drew my breath

where sulphur was burning, and I thought I

could not live many hours, nor do I believe I

should, had not the Almighty in the extending

of his goodness caused the suffocating smell

to pass from me, and gave me power to trust

in his name, after which my tossed mind was
favored with a calm."

A dream related by Mary England may con-

vey instruction. At the time she appeared

in the ministry, several others in their meet-

ing began also to speak. These all appeared

to her to be growing in their gifts, and were

branching out in their communications whilst

she found nothing required of her but a few
words. She became discouraged, thinking

she was making little progress compared with

them. Whilst in this state of depression her

mind was relieved by a dream to this import.

She thought she was in a room with the other

young ministers, when a person of superior

appearance came in, and giving to each a

stone pitcher, bade them follow him. Glad

to be near him she at once arose, treading

carefully in his footsteps. He led the way
down a descent to a spring of water, the

purest she had ever seen, and which might be

compared to that which John saw issuing from

under the throne. He told her to put her

pitcher in the spring. She did so, and when
it was filled lifted it out and set it upon the

ground. The water at once commenced bub-

bling over the top and continued to do so until

it was empty. He then told her to put it in

again, which she did, and drawing it out the

water flowed over as before; this was several

times repeated. She noticed that the longer

she allowed the pitcher to continue in the

spring the more water remained in it after the

bubbling ceased. Her guide now told her to

leave the pitcher in the spring until he told

her to take it out. As it was some time be-

fore he did so both hands were requisite to

hold it and she became almost overcome with

fatigue. At last the word was given to lift it

out, and this time it remained full. She now
recollected that her director had not before

bidden her withdraw it. Looking around she

saw that not one of those young people who
were called when she was had accompanied

the guide to the spring. She was thus in-

structed to keep under exercise until the

command was given to hand forth, and she ex-

perienced under it, feelings of fatigue similar

to that of holding her pitcher. The young
speakers referred to all branched out into

words and never became established as minis-

ters.

A most excellent man— a Methodist—whose
memoirs I have read, records a dream to this

effect. That in company with their minister

he went up to the gates of the celestial city.

The latter knocked loudly three times, when a

door was opened and a hand stretched out

which drew him in, whereupon it was shut

against the minister, who cried out, "I am
lost! I am lost!" many times until the sound

died away in the distance. "The person who
took me in was clothed in a white garment
and said, ' Follow me.' We proceeded until

we came to a large room where were two
ranks of persons dressed in white robes, look-

ing very happy and all singing. But the

scene was strange and the words I could not

understand. My angel guide again said, 'Fol-

low me.' We ascended higher and came
where were multitudes arrayed as the othfj'

and singing tunes such as I had never heaii

My kind leader said, 'You are not to stj-

with these, follow me.' We still ascended .

a third large room, where were many st|.

singing words which I knew not. There we'i

men and women also of whom it was sjj

tl;ese are prophets and ministers of Chriij

'you must dwell with these.' Then I hearcs

voice in my own tongue saying, 'Why did yii

tarry by the way? we expected you soone?

Looking around I saw my first wii'e, who hi

been taken from me twenty years before. 'i\

this I awakened with joy unspeakable."

The father of a near friend of mine livi;

in Ohio, related as follows: " I dreamecl
was standing in a wide field and saw a grct

building in the midst thereof. The buildi,r

seemed to be of stone, very smooth, and bei-

tif ul to look upon. It was four square, ts

length and breadth and height were the san,.

A great multitude I saw standing round abdt

looking upon it with great admiration. Irt

was an open door and I entered to see wit

was inside. And there appeared anotlr

building of the same likeness as the other, lit

smaller. On the corners I saw four trei,

one on each corner, and the branches reacld

over to the other round about. On the inse

of the outer wall were benches or seats, jd

on these were seated a few persons— some th e

or four women and two or three men, althoih

there were so many on the outside. On tts

inner building there was the likeness of a nn
clothed in a long white robe, who walld

round about thereon. I could not see his fie

for the branches of the trees hid it from vie,

but I heard him proclaim in a voice so swit

and melodious as I never before heard. I ci-

not describe it. The words were, 'My ship

hear my voice and they follow me.' I h.e

often remembered this dream, and the grit

building, which so fitly represents an outwd
profession in which people come not into te

inner temple, and when I had entered I founoo
few ; for true it is that many are called it

few chosen."

I have somewhere read of a goodly Ch s-

tian woman whose inordinate grief for le

loss of a beloved and promising daughter 'is

corrected, nay turned into rejoicing bya

dream to this import. She thought a perm
of superior appearance came to her and s;l,

"Would you see Martha?" "Yes, ofallthics

she would see Martha." "Follow me,"ie

said, "and you shall see her." They ?-

preached a magnificent building, the doonf

which flew open and revealed a group of youe

persons in the midst of a gay carousal, flusid

with wine and in the excitement of gily

dance. Pointing with his index finger to le

leader of the festive throng, her guide s. i.

"Behold Martha." Awfully struck and
palled at the sight the mother said, "No, i

it cannot be. That is not Martha. I is

bringing her up for Christ and for the Chura;

that cannot be Martha." "So you though"
was kindly answered. "But she had bec(ie

your idol; you could deny her nothing. Tit

is what she would have become under \ir

care. Now we will see her as she is." 3-

proaching another building he struck a seot

spring, when a door opened, revealing a V
diff'erent scene, a group in joyous adoratione-
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ore the mercy seat. Among the happy throng

he mother easily discerned Martha as she

'as, and as it was told her she ever would be.

,nd so the before heart-broken parent awoke,

lied with thankfulness for the bereavement,

n account of which she had so greatly

rieved. J. K.

The Moon and Weather.

A belief prevails that the moon's phases and

hanges have a controlling influence over the

'Bather, but so great an authority as Profes-

yv C. A. Young, of Princeton, assures us that

18 moon has absolutely nothing to do with

le weather.

Such a belief is in the strict sense of the

ord a superstition
—"mere survival from a

ast credulity. ]t is quite certain that if there

1 any influence at all of the sort it is extreme-

T slight— SO Slight that it cannot be demon-

irated with certainty, although numerous in-

estigations have been made expressly for the

urpose of detecting it. We have never been

ble to ascertain, for instance, with cer-

linty whether it is warmer or not, or less

loud or not at the time of the full moon.

Afferent investiarations have led to contradic-

)ry results.

"As to the supposed connection between

;haiige of the moon' and changes of the

eather, it should be enough to note that

ren within the United States the weather

hanges are not simultaneous (in Kansas and

[aine, for instance), as they should be if they

ere due to the changing phases of the

lOon. Since, however, a change of the

icon occurs every week, every weather change

lUst necessarily occur within about three days

nd a half of lunar change, and half of them
aeht to fall within about forty-five hours,

ren if perfectly independent.

"Now it requires only a very slight prepos-

jssion in favor of a belief in the effective-

?ss of the moon's changes to make one forget

few of the weather changes that occur too

ir from the proper time. Coincidences

lough can easily be found to justify a pre-

(isting belief.

"From a very remote antiquity in the twi-

a;ht of natural astrology, a belief arose that

langes in the weather were occasioned by the

con. That the belief still exists is clear to

lyone who is acquainted with current litera-

jire and common folklore. In fact, it must
j) admitted that even intelligent and well-

j

formed people have been known to accept
18 theory."

I Though the spirit of discord and war brings

i;e nations into a ferment, and like the rest-

!3S sea it casts up its mire and its dirt, may
\i ever remember God ruleth over all. The
litioDS, with all the pride of pomp and
jiwer, are, in his sight, but as a drop in a

iicket, for did not one Angel of God defy
|e might of Pharoah, and slay the first born,

lom the king on his throne to that of the
iawer of water? And at another time As-
iria's host vanished as the morning dew be-

Ire the rising sun. Let then the potsherds
i the earth strive together. In these wars
le God's judgments for the unrighteousness
|d pride of nations, but those, the children

I God, who are called out of the world to

jrve the Prince of Peace, are not for these

things to be troubled. Whilst wickedness and
wicked counsels abound these must needs be.

But may the end of war soon come and its des-

olations cease, and peace and love hold sway.—Canada Y. Meeting.

American Grapes and the Discovery of the

Concord.

"There are perhaps more Concord grapes
grown in this country than all other varieties

of native grapes combined," said the proprie-

tor of a Chautauqua Lake vineyard, . .
" There

are many localities where other varieties are

scarcely known, but there is not a nook or

corner of the land where the Concord is not
found and it appears abundantly even in the

vineyards of France. Years and years ago
Horace Greeley gave the Concord the name of

"the people's grape," and in spite of the fact

that since its discovery, nearly sixty years
ago, many other excellent varieties have been
put upon the market, the reliable old Concord
has ever maintained its lead.

"A remarkable thing in the history of this

grape is that the original vine— the parent of

all the thousands and thousands of acres of

Concord vineyards and of the untold numbers
of the Concord vines that cover the arbors and
trellises of home gardens throughout the coun-
try—is alive and vigorous yet, and bearing
generously every year of the grape that has
done more for the general advancement of

viticulture as a great commercial industry

than any other grape. The patriarch vine is

on the old Ephraim Bull place, a mile from
Concord, close by the historic home of Na-
thaniel Hawthorne.

"It is doubtful if even among vineyardists

who have made fortunes out of the Concord
grape there are many who know how the pop-
ular and profitable grape originated. It was
the product of a chance wild grape vine.

More than sixty years ago Ephraim W. Bull,

an invalid, removed from Boston to Concord
for the benefit of his health. His brother

then lived in the Hawthorne house, and Ephra-
im bought the cottage and grounds nearby.

He had some knowledge of grapes and grape
growing and planted a number of Chasselas

and Black Hamburg vines—both foreign vari-

eties—and the native Isabella, but the season
was so short that it was only with the greatest

care and attention that he succeeded in get-

ting ripe grapes from them. He tried other
varieties in his experiments in raising a table

grape successfully, but none could withstand
the late spring and early autumn frosts of

that locality. He then conceived the idea of

producing a grape from seed.

"A neighbor of Bull's had two sons who
where constantly in the woods or fields hunt-

ing or fishing. In the fall of 1840 they came
home with a quantity of wild grapes, which
they said erew on a vine in a piece of woods
near the Concord river. They showed Bull

where the vine was, but the grapes then upon
it were not just in the condition he desired

for his experiment. Not until the fall of

1843 did they bear and ripen in that condition,

and that fall, early in October, Bull planted a

number of the grapes whole. They were a

large, sweet grape, tawny in color and with a

'foxy' after taste. They were unlike any
wild grapes he had ever seen, and there were
no others like them anywhere in the vicinity.

"The seedling vines that came up from the
grapes were transplanted and cared for until

1849 without result, but in that year, on Sep-
tember 10th, E. W. Bull picked a large bunch
of black grapes from one of them— the first

bunch of Concords that ever grew. Delicious
as the grapes were he continued the cultiva-

tion of the vines until 1852 before he consid-

ered that the fruit had come to a state of
perfection, and in that year he placed a basket
of them on exhibition with the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, with the result that an
instant demand for cuttings from his vines
arose.

"The creating of the Concord grape was the
first successful use of the seed of the wild
grape in obtaining a new variety of table

grapes. The name Concord was given to this

grape by Ephraim Bull. The grape itelf was
not put into the market until 1854. It has
been there ever since with a constantly in-

creasing demand for it. Millions of dollars

have been made from its sale and the sale of
vines. Its discoverer died a few years ago at
the age of nearly ninety years.

"New York city receives 25,000 tons of
grapes from the vineyards of this state alone
every season and the great bulk of that sup-
ply is made up of Concords. The Chatauqua
district of 12,000 acres grows comparatively
few other grapes, and a great part of the vast
Lake Keuka region is planted with Concords.
It is probably a fact little known outside the
trade that the favorite Catawba grape, which
is the latest native grape to come into the
market, cannot be profitably grown elsewhere
than in Lake Keuka district, owing to cli-

matic and meteorological conditions. Hence
the supply of Catawba that comes to this city

is from that region.

"It was for many years a source of wonder
to consumers of grapes why there was no
standard variety of native white grape in the
market, such as the Concord, Catawba, and
Delaware were among black grapes. In the
trade, all grapes that are not white are
'black' whether they are black, red or purple.

Ever since grape culture became an industry
in this countrv vineyardists and nurserymen
have been striving to produce a native white
grape which would possess qualities to com-
mend it as profitable in the market.

"Many excellent white grapes are the re-

sult of these experiments, among them being
the Lady Washington, Prentiss, Pocklington,
Rebecca and Duchess. These are all grapes
of fine quality, and when the Prentiss was
discovered it was believed that the ideal Amer-
ican white grape had at last been found. It

originated at Putney, Steuben County, N. Y.,

and the first year the vine was offered for
sale 70,000 plants were sold by Prentiss, its

discoverer, at $2 per plant. The .sale of
plants continued to be large annually for two
or three years, but when the grape came into

general bearing it was found that, although it

was a delicious fruit, it had not the qualities

necessary to make it a profitable market
grape.

"The trouble with all white grapes has been
frailty of berry, lack of tenacity at the stem
and a disposition to do well only in isolated

places or localities of peculiar climatic influ-

ences. Thus the Duchess, one of the choicest

of white grapes, can be grown to advantage
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in only one locality in this country, and that

is at Vine Valley, on Canandaigua Lake.

The Duchess belt, even there, is limited, and

the grape, few rods off that belt in any direc-

tion, cannot be successfully grown. The

Lady Washington is a grape of delightful fla-

vor, but it will not keep long after picking,

and trifling agitation of the bunches tends to

the shaking of the berries from the stem.

"These were faults in white grapes grown

in this country that experimental vineyardists

had been for years endeavoring to overcome.

They were believed to be due to the presence

of foreign strains in all the crossings by which

the various vines had been produced. Thirty

years ago, C. L. Hoag, of Lockport, began

experimenting in producing a marketable

white grape, and accepting the theory that the

presence of foreign blood in all previously

discovered white grapes was the cause of the

failure, he used in his experiment no cross

between grapes unless the pedigree of each

vine was unmistakably known, and the absence

of any foreign strain in its production was

absolutely certain, and unless every precaution

had been taken to prevent accidental cross-

fertilization from foreign bred vines.

"Among the white grapes which previous

experimenters had propagated was one known
as the Cassady. The vine was not productive

and the fruit was small in bunch and berry.

But it was a pure native. This was crossed

with the sturdy old Concord, and the result

was the now familiar yellowish green grape

known as the Niagara, the only really market-

able grape that can be classed as white that

has yet responded to the efforts of vineyard-

ists, although as a delight to the palate it

can in no way compare with any of the white

grapes that lack its necessary qualities, hard-

ness and tenacity on the stem.

"If it could only be marketed, grape lovers

in the North might enjoy the most delicious

grape in my estimation that grovt's anywhere

on earth, although Northern vineyards affect

to deride it, and that is tne Scuppernong of

North Carolina. North Carolina, by the way,

is a natural nursery of the grape, the like of

which probably does not appear in any other

State or Territory of the Union. In all the

other grape growing districts of the United

States the vineyards are of stock not native to

their soils.

"North Carolina grapes, of which there are

innumerable varieties, all originated in the

State, and at least two important American
grapes grown extensively in the North, the

Catawba and the Isabella, are natives of North

Carolina—the Catawba having its origin on

Cane Creek, Buncombe County, one hundred

years ago, and the Isabella near Wilmington,

five or six years later. The Delaware grape

is believed also to be the result of a graft on

the vine of a wild summer grape native to

North Carolina. But the pride of the Tar

Heel State is the Scuppernong, which is a big

russet-green berry full of meat and flavor.

"More than a century ago Charles Petti-

grew, a clergyman and naturalist, roaming in

the wilds of Tyrell county along the waters

of the Scuppernong River, found a wild grape

vine. He had a plantation in the county and

he dug up the vine, transplated it to his

ground and cultivated it. The vine was a

natural seedling of a muscadine or fox grape

and under cultivation it produced a grape the

like of which is not known. From cuttings

of that transplanted and domesticated vine

the State of North Carolina was stocked with

the srrape which is now its pride, and to which

Dominie Pettigrew gave the name of Scupper-

nong, for the river of that aboriginal name,

the meaning of which no one seems to know.

"This grape will not grow north of the line

of North Carolina, nor to any extent west of

the central part of the State. It does not

grow in bunches, but in separate groups of

two or three and must be picked one at a time,

as tree fruit is. For this reason Northern
vineyardists declare that the Scuppernong is

not a grape, but a plum.

"The Scuppernong will not be trimmed.

It must run at its own sweet will. There

are in North Carolina vineyards single Scupper-

nong vines that cover more than half an acre.

The Scuppernong is never 'sick,' never fails

of a crop, and is always a profuse bearer.

But it will not keep any length of time after

being picked, and will not stknd shipment.

For this reason the Northern market is bereft

of the mo5t delicious morsel of fruit in that

line that grows beneath the sun.

"The table grapes that come to the New
York market from California are chiefly Hun-
garian grapes of the Tokay variety, and the

Spanish muscats. California grows only for-

eign grapes, and in no other vine region in

the world are the rich varieties of grapes of

every known foreign nativity found growing
side by side, a fact that makes of California

the wonderland of the vine.

—

New York Sun.

DORA REED GOODALE.

Walled in with fire on either hand
I walked the lonely wood-road thro';

The maples flame above my head.

And spaces whence the wind has shed
About my feet the living red.

Are filled with broken blue.

And crowding close along the way
The purple asters blossom free

;

In full profusion far and wide.

They fill the path on every side.

In loose confusion multiplied

To endless harmony !

The autumn wood the aster knows.
The empty nest, the wind that grieves.

The sunlight breaking thro' the shade,

The squirrel chattering overhead.
The timid rabbit's lighter tread
Among the rustling leaves.

And still beside the shadowy glen
She holds the color of the skies

;

Along the purpling wayside steep
She hangs her fringes passing deep.

And meadows drowned in happy sleep

Are lit by starry eyes !

We are called upon to uphold the very high-
est ideals as to the headship of Christ in his

Church, and other allied truths. Our own
failure to live in accordance with these ideals
is one reason why others are so slow to accept
them. It is only as we are individually kept
in the place of death with Christ, only as we
live in Him and are filled with his Spirit, that
we can receive power to live and serve as He
would have us.

—

London Meeting on Ministry
and Oversight.

The Way of Salvation.

Salvation means absolution from theguil.J

sin, deliverance from the power of sin an^a

restoration to the life and holiness lost asn

effect of sin.
i

God's covenant with Adam was in substae
"Obey my voice and walk with me and t,u

shalt live; but if thou disobey my voice d

do that which I forbid thee thou shalt di
'

It is in mercy towards man that God modia
this covenant suitably to man's changed ci-

dition. For in the weakness and frailtijf

man as man now finds himself, in Adam, 's

first nature, all have sinned and fallen shor if

the terms of this covenant. All have (

d

and come short of the glory of God ; therll

are dead, therefore God hath included all i-

der sin, that his mercy might extend to jd

be over all.

Man being dead, God in mercy offers lifix)

man. Not a natural life in a carnal b(/,

which like the first would still be subjecio

death, such as that bestowed on Lazarus v;,

but a Divine, a soiritual life which whosocir

receives, as Christ Jesus says, "shall nea

die." God in his love towards his crealre

man moved in mercy; himself provided a lo-

rifice acceptable, even that of his dear 'a,

through whom He opens wide a door of mcy
towards all. The Lord as a quickening sjit

revisits man, his voice speaks to the soul cid

in trespasses and sins. He opens man's spiri al

ear to hear, and his eye to let man see la-

self, his lost condition and his alienation f m
God, as the effect of sin. God leads hiito

repentance, begetting in a man a hearlslt

sorrow for sin and earnest desires to forsie

it. By the testimony of his Spirit, He hda

man to the foot of the cross, pointina: to be

suffering Saviour, who once on the cross Ire-

every sinner's sins. The God of Truth w
speaks to the sinner and leads him unto m
who is "the way, the truth and the life." he

sinner believed in God, who led him into ue

repentance ; still under condemnation, od

would lead him to the Son. "yebelie\iii

God, believe also in me." No man can cm
justified into the presence of the Fatherat

in and through the Son, the only Way to I'd.

Through faith in Christ, led thereuntcoy

the Spirit, man receives of Christ's spirit nd

power therewith; power not only to becoi a

son of God, being born of his Spirit, a on

having received the spirit of adoption, buhe

receives therewith absolution from all at

sins and from the guilt thereof, and also peer

to overcome sin in the future.

In Divine justice one sin lost all. In Gii'»

mercy many sins are forgiven and washed avj/^'

through and by virtue of that one offeric of

his dear Son, who is the Way to God. or

does the Lord leave the sinner in doubt a."e-

gards his condition. Peter coming outojbe

dungeon led by the angel, half persuaded m-

self it was but a dream. Now the siier

emerging from the kingdom of darkness, sii nd

condemnation, comes into the light, joy nd

freedom from sin and its power, which s>'8-

tion is the portion of God's children. 0' of

condemnation into justification through fth.

For Christ as the true light, condemn; sin

wherever found, and justifies the righttus.

This is no dream. God's Spirit beareth wi esJ

with those who are his and all truly convitedi
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lers are such. And God's witness is true

to justification, as it was before to condem-

'Good and upright is the Lord; therefore

I He teach sinners in the way" (Ps. xxv: 8).

s it safe to sit down then on the banks of
iverance, and presume that no more is re-

red of men? If the Israelites had done so

:he Red Sea, would they have inherited the
i of promise?

Jo. This is but the beginning of the Chris-

1 pilgrim's journey. He is always liable to

iptation, for even Christ was tempted. Now
DUgh grace received, the Christian is en-

led to be watchful, prayerful to receive the

ded strength and receiving to overcome sin.

a called and chosen soldier of Christ he
' enters on "the good fight of faith."

Our Saviour, Jesus Christ, gave himself for

that He might redeem us from all iniquity"

us ii: 14). And He is able and willing too,

save to the uttermost those who come unto
by Him" (Heb. vii: 25).

ut if through unwatchfulnessand thefrail-

f the flesh I fall into a sin, do I necessarily
all I have gained? Not so. Peter

ous for his Lord, in weakness denied Him.
granted him repentance, and he was for-

m. David, too, on repenting, was forgiven,

ne sins not willingly, but is unguardedly
jht in Satan's snares, Christ Jesus not
willingly forgives, but the angels rejoice

le return of the repentant sinner. So John,
Apostle, who wrote, that those who read
lid not sin, yet did say: "If any man sin,

lave an advocate with the Father, Jesus
st, the Righteous." He never sinned, yet
he tempted in all points as we are. Know-
so well our frailty, he pities his children,
is ever ready to forgive. Still no act of
jedience goes without chastisement, and
Id any one refuse correction, he becomes
ened in sin, and forfeits God's proffered
:y. And who ever lives in any known sin,

pented of, and unforgiven and yet flatters

elf that he is Christ's may truly conclude
|

Satan has blinded his eyes, and that un
iwakened he is sleeping the sleep of the
:. Should any willingly sin, or being r

id, remain in sin, Christ's propitiation
'?th him nothing, for so doing he is des
iJ the Spirit of grace which would lead
|to repentance. "He that being often
ved, hardeneth his neck, shall suddenly
stroyed, and that without remedy" (Prov.
1).

swhole tenor of the gospel is the putting
the arm of God's power in Christ to re-
the world from sin, purifying them from
filament of it, and enabling them to over-
its motions in themselves. As men yield

(.elves to this power, God works in their

i! for this end. He who continues in sin,

I

against the Spirit of God, and frustrates
irpnse of Christ's coming in the flesh,

'his coming by the blessed invitation of

Iiirit;

he practically rejects God's offers
"cy, and bringeth swift destruction on

s having been "servants of sin" and
f righteousness, so now by the power of

il grace they become "servants to right-
3j:ss" free from sin. So Paul declares,
H? now made free from sin and become of at last,
"jts to God, ye have your fruit unto holi- Spurgeon.

ness, and the end everlasting life. For the
wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is

eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord"
(Rom. vi : 2i^, 23. ) Nor is he a faithful servant
of Christ, who teaches others that a Christian,
as lung as he lives on earth must of necessity
daily sin, in other words must serve Satan being
subject to his will; for then would it be possible
to serve two masters; but Christ Jesus says
"No man can serve two masters; for either
he will hate the one and love the other; or
else he will hold to the one and despise the
other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon"
(Matt, vi: 24). Nor can any man serve Christ
and Satan at the same time for "his servant a
man is whom he obeys whether of sin unto
death or of obedience to life eternal." Again
the Apostle says, "How shall we that are dead
to sin live any longer therein?" (Rom. vi: 2).

One becoming truly a Christian dies to sin

and to the world, and lives to holiness and to
Christ. Through faith he receives of Christ's
Spirit, the Spirit of adoption, being made "a
partaker of the Divine nature." Christ Jesus
was the fulness, ours the measure according
to the gift of God "in Christ." In Christ
Jesus the Godhead dwelt bodily. God's glory
was seen in Him. The fruits of the eternal
Spirit, the attributes of Deity as found in Him
were visible to God's children. These receiv-
ing of that same Spirit bring forth like fruits.

As God is love, so does love fill their souls;
as "in his presence is fulness of joy," so
are they joyful in the Lord; as He is the God
of peace, so does the Lord Jesus the Prince of
Peace, who himself makes peace between God
and man, give of his own peace to all who
obey Him;" gently does the Lord deal with
the children of men, so are God's children
gentlemen above all others; as He is long
suffering to sinners and restraineth his anger,
so are his people long suff'ering to all who do
them injury, and they are meek in heart.
Good, honest and true are they, for they seek
to obey the Spirit of God that beareth the
witness to the truth. So by grace received
are they enabled to walk even as Christ walked
when he tabernacled in the flesh and walked
amongst men.

This Christ Jesus, by Almighty power vest-
ed in Him for man's redemption forgives all

sin, by his Spirit breathes into man the breath
of life divine once lost; destroying the effects,

pollution and power of sin He reconciles man
to God, bringing him into a close communion
with his Maker through the Spirit of his Son
his appointed Mediator between Himself and
man his creature. And because Christ lives

in them they live in Him enjoying life eter-
nal. Truly we regain more in Christ than
what we lost in Adam for, if faithful unto
death a crown of glory awaits each one who
loves and serves Him here below.

VV. W. B.

In the Bible there is more that finds me
than I have experienced in all other books put
together; the words of the Bible find me at
greater depths of my being; and whatever
finds me brings with it an irresistible evidence
of its having proceeded from the Holy Spirit.— Coleridge.

Many Christians have to endure the soli-

tude of unnoticed labor. They are serving
God in a way which is exceedingly useful, but
not at all noticeable. How very sweet to
many workers are those little corners of the
newspapers and magazines which describe
their labors and successes; yet some who are
doing what God will think a great deal more

never saw their names in print. —

The Practice of the Presence of God.

The following letter from Nicholas Herman,
better known as Brother Lawrence, is nearly
two hundred years old, but breathes a refresh-
ing sweetness, and sets forth the exceeding
riches of grace to a fully surrendered and
trusting heart.

"I have taken this opportunity to communi-
cate to you the sentiments of one of our soci-
ety, concerning the admirable effects and con-
tinual assistance which he receives from the
presence of God. Let you and me both profit
by them.

"You must know his continual care has
been, for about forty years past that he has
spent in religion, to be always with God, and
to do nothing, to say nothing, and think noth-
ing which may displease Him; and this with-
out any other view than purely for the love of
Him, and because he deserves infinitely more.
"He is now so acustomed to that Divine

presence, that he receives from it continual
succors upon all occasions. For about thirty
years, his soul has been filled with joys so con-
tinual, and sometimes so great, "that he is

forced to use means to moderate them, and
to hinder their appearing outwardly.

"If sometimes he is a little too much absent
from that Divine Presence, God presently
makes himself to be felt in his soul to recall
him, which often happens when he is most en-
gaged in his outward business. He answers
with exact fidelity to these inward drawings,
either by an elevation of his heart towards
God, or by a meek and fond regard to Him, or
by such words as love forms upon these oc-
casions, as for instance. My God. here am 1

all devoted to thee; Lord, make me according
to thy heart. And then it seems to him (as in

effect he feels it) that this God of Love, satis-
fied with such few words reposes again, and
rests in the fund and center of his soul, that
it renders him incapable of doubting it upon
any account whatever.

"Judge by this what content and satisfac-
tion he enjoys while he continually finds in
himself so great a treasure. He is no longer
in an anxious search after it, but has it

open before him, and may take what he
pleases of it.

"He complains much of our blindness, and
cries often that we are to be pitied who con-
tent ourselves with so little. God, saith he,
has infinite treasure to bestow, and we take up
with a little sensible devotion, which passes in

a moment. Blind as we are, w^e hinder God,
and stop the current of his graces. But when
He finds a soul penetrated with a lively faith,

he pours into it his graces and favors plenti-
fully; there they flow like a torrent, which,
after being forcibly stopped against its ordi-
nary course, when it has found a passage,
spreads itself with impetuosity and abundance.

"Yes, we often stop this torrent by the
little value we set upon it. But let us stop it

no more; let us enter into ourselves and break
down the bank which hinders it. Let us
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make way for grace; let us redeem the lost

time, for perhaps we have but little left.

Death follows us close; let us be well prepared

for it; for we die but once; and a miscarriage

there is irretrievable.

"I say again, let us enter into ourselves.

The time presses, there is no room for delay;

our souls are at stake. 1 believe you have

taken such effectual measures that you will

not be surprised. I commend you for it; it

is the one thing necessary. We must, never-

theless, always work at it, because not to ad-

vance in the spiritual life is to go back. But

those who have the gale of the Holy Spirit go

forward even in sleep. If the vessel of our

soul is still Lossed with winds, and storms let

us awake the Lord, who reposes in it, and He

will quickly calm the sea.

"I have taken the liberty to impart to you

these good sentiments, that you may compare

them with your own. It will serve again to

kindle and inflame them, if by misfortune

(which God forbid, for it would be indeed a

great misfortune) they should be, though

never so little, cooled. Let us then both re-

call our first fervors. Let us profit by the

example and the sentiments of this brother,

who is little known to the world, but known

of God, and extremely caressed by Him. I

will pray for you; do you pray instantly for

me, who am, in our Lord,

"Yours, &c."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—President Roosevelt has lately stated

to a Representative from Missouri :
" I want it thoroughly

understood that no Presidential appointee has a prescrip-

tive right to hold office. I intend to consult only the pub-

lic welfare in making appointments. As long as a man

proves himself fit and efficient his position is safe. When
he shows himself unfit and inefficient he will be removed."

It is said that the President meets with the Dutch Re-

formed congregation in Washington for divine worship.

His wife is a member of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

The brigands who have captured Helen Stone, an Amer-

ican missionary, are said to have been located on the

Mountain Gueltepe, on the Turko-Bulgarian frontier, near

Dubnitza. The United States Ambassador, Charlemagne

Tower, at St. Petersburg, has had several interviews in

regard to the case with the officials of the Foreign Office.

The Russian Government is cordially supporting the ef-

forts being made to secure her release. In compliance

with a request from Washington, the search by Ottoman

troops for her abductors has been abandoned, it being

feared that the brigands would kill her should they be

closely pursued. Funds for her ransom have been sent

to Constantinople.

The report on Immigration shows that the number of

aliens arrived at the port of New York during the fiscal

year ended Sixth Month 30th, 1901, was 453,496. There

were also 133,056 citizens of the United States who ar-

rived from abroad. From a comparison of the steerage

Immigration for the last two years it is shown that nearly

30,000 of the increase of last year over the year before

was in the immigration from Southern Italy alone ; the

report says :
" The conclusion, unfortunately, is unavoid-

able that our immigration is constantly increasing in illit-

eracy. Not only are we drawing more and more from

the countries where illiteracy is high, but also the immi-

grants themselves are showing higher percentage of illit-

eracy. Nearly one-half of our steerage immigration now
presents an illiteracy of from 40 to over 50 per cent."

The Italians are by far thelargest single element, furnish-

ing over one-third of the whole, but the percentage of

increase is much greater of the Ruthenians, Armenians,

Syrians, Greeks, Croatians and Dalmatians.

The cost of the war with Spain, and the occupation of

the Philippines, thus far is set down at $489,000,000.

The final census report on the population of the United

States shows that the males number 39,059,242, or 51.2

per cent, of the total population in 1900. The increase

of 13,233.631 in total population since 1890 is made up

of 6,744,179 males and 6,489.452 females, an increase of

20.9 of males and 21.1 of females. The foreign born

element have increased only 12 4 per cent, and the native

born population 22.5 per cent, since 1890. As to color

and race the population in 1900 comprises 66,990,802

white persons and 9,312,585 colored persons, the latter

comprising 8,840,785 persons of negro descent. The col-

ored element as a whole shows an increase of 17.8 per

cent, since 1890.

As soon as the weather will permit and proper locations

can be selected, it is stated that there will be pitched near

Boston the first of a number of camps for consumptives.

This camp (and each succeeding camp to be like it) will

consist of ten tents, arranged in a circle with an open-air

fire in the centre, and surrounded by a duck wall eight

feet high. Each of these tents will be a consumptive's

home ; a consumptive will sleep there, even through the

coldest weather, with no other protection than plenty of

felt blankets, felt sleeping boots and a two-gallon jug of

hot water.

The flow of the oil wells in the Beaumont field in Te.\as

is rapidly decreasing in volume, and the owners in some
places are preparing to pump the oil from the wells.

The three States of New York, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey alone consume 65 per cent, of the total output of

hard coal. Pennsylvania, which possesses the mines,

itself uses one-quarter of all the hard coal consumed in

the United States.

A test used by the Department of Agriculture for dis-

tinguishing between pure butter and its substitutes, is

the following : A piece the size of a small chestnut is

placed in an iron spoon and held over the flame. As it

melts and begins to boil it should be thoroughly stirred,

particularly on the outer edges, with a splinter of wood.

Genuine butter boils with very little noise, and produces

an abundance of foam. Oleomargarine and " renovated
"

butter boil noisily, sputtering somewhat like a mixture of

grease and water, and produces little or no foam.

A vein of ore containing gold in large quantity is re-

ported to have been discovered in the Gallurs Mountains
in Arizona, about seventy miles north of Tucson.

Booker T. Washington thus speaks of the results of the

training of colored youth in the Tuskegee Institute in

Alabama. ' The calls that come to us almost daily, not

only from the negro race, but from whites, as well, for

our graduates to enter various fields of usefulness are

many—more than we can supply. The calls from white

people for our graduates to take charge of various de-

partments of agriculture are especially numerous. If we
had the room and means, we could find opportunities for

the greatest usefulness for many times more graduates
than we are sending out."

The Governor of North Carolina has notified the people

of that State that all petitions for the pardon of convicts

must first be advertised for some length of time in the

newspapers of the locality where the ofliender lived or

where the crime was committed.
There are more Chinese (107,000) in the United States

than Dutch (81,000), and almost as many as French
(113,000).

There were 404 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 12 more than the previous

week and 66 more than the corresponding week of 1900.
Of the foregoing, 204 were males and 200 females: 51
died of consumption of the lungs ; 29 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 15 of diphtheria ;

18 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 10 of typhoid fever; 1 of
scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.15 to $3.25 ; Western winter, straight, $3.20
to $3.30 ; spring, straight, $3.35 to $3.60.
Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72J to 73c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 62J to 62fc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 42Jc.
Beef Cattle.— Best, 5i to 5Jc.; good, 4| to4ic.; me-

dium, 4f to 4|c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3J to SJc; good, 3 to 3Jc.; common,
IJ to 2Jc.

Lambs.—3J to 54c.

Hogs.—Best Wedtern, 9 to 9Jc.
Foreign.—The Chinese Plenipotentiaries at Pekin have

forwarded to the Spanish Minister, for the diplomatic
corps, a bond for the indemnity of 450,000,000 taels, in
accordance with the late terms of settlement.
A despatch of the 7th from Pekin says : " The Chinese

officials are considering the desirability of protesting to
the foreign ministers against the conduct of the Lega-
tion guards. The soldiers continue to treat the Chinese
like a conquered people. Groups of soldiers roam about
the city, wearing their side arms, often intoxicated, mal-
treating the natives and committing petty robberies. A
party of Americans recently looted a silversmith's store,
securing several hundred taels worth of property. The
whole garrison was confined to barracks until the guilty
men were detected.'

On account of recent legislation France, directed

against Roman Catholic religious organizations, more t

;

10,000 members haw Irft France, most of whom t

gone to England to reside.
'

The eS'ect of the South African war upon the peopi
';

England is thus described by a writer in that conn;

"The enormous drain of money and men is already,

ginning to tell upon society. Although employmei|i

plentiful, prices are rising. The purchasing poweij

wages is not what it was, while the enormous propor
i

of the outlay of the British working classes devote;]

rent—amounting in many cases to as much as 30

1

cent, of their income—compels economy in necessitie

Canada, with only one-fifteenth of the populatioi'l

the United States, has a trade of more than one-sixt'j

this country.

Last year England imported nearly 5,000,000 ton 1

wheat of the 7,000,000 that were consumed.
i

Martial law lately has been extended in Cape Color g

as to include the whole country, excepting the dist j
occupied by the natives. The Dutch population of j

colony continues to be largely in sympathy with the B j.

By a recent statement the war office in England is >.

viding supplies for 314,000 persons, directly or indir
y

connected with the war ; feeding 428,000 horses i

mules and maintaining four months' reserves of fooiir

men and animals.

The average increase in the length of railways thrci.

out the world is about 11,000 miles per annum, equi.o

nearly two and one-half per cent, of the total lines e t

ing, which at the beginning of this century embiid

nearly 480,000 miles. Of the increase during not

years 4100 miles per annum are added to the Euro m

system, 3500 miles per annum to the American sy:,ii,

while the addition in Asia is at the rate of 2250 miliia

Africa 1100 miles, and in Australia 160 miles per an,

A Frenchman living at Gonesse, near Paris, h;a

asylum for domestic animals. Among them are ij

aged 25, a cow aged 36 and a mule aged 72 years.

NOTICES.
UwcHLAN Monthly Meeting.— J. Preston Th a,

correspondent, informs that Uwchlan Monthly Me ig,

formerly held at Uwchlan, Pa., in the Sixth, Eightl ti

Tenth Months, is now held at Downingtown thrui

the entire year,

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meei

the general committee will be held in Philadelphia

Month 25th at 10.30 A. M. The Committee on L

tion will meet at 9 o'clock.

Wm. B. Harvey, Ci

Westtown Boarding School.—For c

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage willetl.

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and S.IS A. M., sim.X

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requ.«d.!

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twen in,

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl 'iW;

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Si. •

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fUe

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regllo

instruction and discipline should be addressed to W IAD

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, andom-

munications in regard to business should be forwarlto

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

The Moorestown Peace Association of Frien "ill

send, free of cost, well selected peace literature, s sbte

for popular use, to those who desire to distribute i?™-

tuitously. Address GRACE Evans, Treasurer,

205 E. Central Ave.,

Moorestown, I '•

Wanted, a Friend and wife or daughter to tal-'«™

of the meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne. oi"-

pensation — use of five-room house on meetinfoiw

grounds, and $5 in spring and fall, when house is c-ned

Lansdowne is on the Media R. R., about seven mill ro"

Philadelphia. Address J. R. Elfreth, Lansdown('»-

Died, at her residence. Mount Laurel, N. J., '«•''

Month 1st, 1901, Esther J. Darnell, wife of I™'

Darnell, aged sixty-four years ; a member of E bM

Monthly and Preparative Meeting. She bore a lo wi

tinned illness with patience and resignation, anfi";

time of her dissolution drew near, fervent were h pel

tinns to be released, having in mercy an assuranciJ"'

mansion of rest and peace awaited her.

WILLIAM H. PILE'.S SONS, PRINTBB
No. 422 WalQul street
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To slay our unchristian propensities and

sts is to slay our country's enemies Here

a patriot's preeminent fiel 1 for patriotism.

A model house-keeper may be made by train-

2, but a home-maker is made by Christ's

)irit.

We sometimes speak of men as dead and

)ne. Not so of Christ, who "was dead" and

iH come."

When the guess-work of interpreters be-

)mes the revelation of the Spirit, then it will

; high time to receive it.

A MOST hurtful tare throughout a wheat-

ild is the tare-hunter. The right selection

j

tares from wheat is a work for angels.

I
All the dulness of a silent meeting for

[jrshio is in the spiritually dull. Worship-

rs find no dulness in Christ who is in the

idst of two or three gathered in his name.

War is consistent with itself on land and

a. Essentially Christless, its polish of honor

s but to be punctured by investigation, to

ove carnal warfare rotten at the core with

itual jealousies, added to its native inhu-

inities and lusts.

"The law is made for the lawless, and not

l|: the righteous man. " As the Divine law

^itten upon the heart comes into dominion

aong men (which is the work of the new
(?enant) and love becomes "the fulfilling of

li law," the need of outward systems of

ivernment may, to that extent, be dispensed

Uh. Would that the hope of the anarchist

^re turned to "the bringing in of a better

Ipe," the "law of the spirit of life in Christ

''US," as the only true freedom there can

B from the necessity of outward law, and the

'Qy "perfect law of liberty."

Not Grecian, but Christian Civilization.

The civilization of ancient Greece was far

in advance of that of surrounding nations,

and has left valuable reminders of its fame.

Out of it came a beneficent influence upon

Roman culture and refinement. The power

of its literature and art is felt even to the

present day Some modern writers have be-

come so fascinated with a study of Grecian

civilization that they have published books,

not only in praise of it, but as furnishing a

model for our generation. They regard it a^

ideal, and as a goal to which is to be directed

our highest practical efforts. The Christian

of London quotes one of them as saying that it

is "the record of the highest achievements of

the past, and the hope of the highest possibil-

ities of the future."

Uut those who are so enamored with the

civilization of ancient Greece overlook certain

facts which militate against it greatly as a

model attainment. While it had much that

was praiseworthy, it rested upon inequality

and injustice as a social organism. Slavery

and immorality disgraced it, and brought it

finally to ruin. Attica had over 40,000

slaves. Athens, the oride and glory of

Greece, had four times as many slaves as it

had citizens. At best Grecian philosophers

entertained a low conception of humanity, and

looked upon those in bondage among them

as only "living machines." Nor was there

among them a true and worthy conception of

womanhood, woman being considered as far

inferior to man. Humanitarianism, such as

obtains in the present age, was then neither

known nor inculcated. As far as the outside

world was concerned, no interest was shown

I

in man as man. The entire atmosphere of the

civil and social life was selfish. Everything

centered upon and about Greece alone, and

mostly upon her favored few. True equality

of citizenship and enlarged responsibility for

the world's welfare were unknown factors in

the body politic.

It remained for Christianity to introduce a

far higher, nobler and purer civilization.

Jesus Christ imparted grander and nobler

ideas of humanity. He embodied in Himself

the ideal of manhood. He taught perfection

of living. He laid down laws for human
well-being He became the unifier and devel-

oper of the race. In and through Him man-

kind is to be blessed and exalted. The mid-

dle-wall of partition between Jew and Gentile,

man and man, nation and nation, has been

broken down. He gave a gospel for all peo-

ples. He started a socialism, in which ail are

to share the temporal and spiritual benefits

which his religion confers. He attested by

I

his life and principles the nobility of labor.

j
He demanded the release of the captive. He
insisted upon human rights, and would have

I

body, mind and soul alike free. He taught

the brotherhood of man and proclaimed the

Gospel which bears in its wings healing for

the nations.

We are living amidst the privileges, oppor-

tunities and duties of a civilization which is the

outgrowth of his Christianity. We possess

advantages and enjoyments which Greece never

had; nay, which were impossible to her spirit

and genius. We have an aggressive and pre-

servative energy which she lacked. With our

Bible, our civil and religious liberty, our re-

formatory agencies, our moral concepts and
obligations, our life-giving and heart-renewing

Gospel, we have "the promise and potency"
of development in all directions, of which old

Greece never dreamed. She evinced a mar-
vellous intellectual activity, but it was limited

to certain classes, while ours affects all con-

ditions and relations. Hers was a physical

and mental culture, while ours is a culture of

the soul as well as of body and mind. She
had none of the regenerative, reformative,

missionary and institutional genius which is

doing so much for haman uplifting ever}'-

where.

Having the God-man ideal of humanity as

it pertains to earth's relationships and activ-

ities, it beconifS all who appreciate it to de-

vote all their energies to its larger realization

at home and abroad. What America and Eu-

rope need for the fulfilment of their destiny

civilizers is, not more of Athens, but more
of Bethlehem and Calvary; not more of Plato

and Socrates, but more of Christ. A world

lying in ignorance, degradation and sin imper-

atively requires to its enlightenment, eleva-

tion and purification, a Gospel-filled and Spirit-

energized Christendom, not a revived Grecian-

ism.— The Presbyterian.

We find another writer concerned in a simi-

lar line, as follows:
—"We live to-day in a

very revival of the Greek spirit. Art, philos-

ophy, music, culture, have asserted their

power as never before. We are conscious of

it everywhere— in our buildings, in the very

shape of things in the restless skepticism of

the age. The pulpit, the press, the whole

literature of the land testify to its sway. And
there are the same characteristics in the peo-

ple as in the Greeks of old.— the restlessness,

the intellectualism, the craving for excite-

ment, the weariness and the skepticism. How
are we going to meet it? There is but one

thing needful— that those who are called Chris-

tians will set themselves for Christ's sake to

live the Christlike life, striving to let men see

in everything the truth and ourity and coura-

geous goodness of Jesus Christ—his gracious-

ness and lowliness; his patience, and yet his

indignation, too, against all evil; striving to

bring into the world the hope for all men, and

the help for all which comes from faith in God

and his self-sacrifice.

We have no right to sigh and think how
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fficnlt it is to live such a life. If Christ

?e fus the power where is the ,1hcuUy

ccept only that we do not accept it? 1 his

hristlike life alone ^^ Ch"st,amty. Do not

t us think of it as anything else; and it is

ower for such a life that is provided for

ach one of ns.-Mark Guy Pearse.

•-•^ Selections.

Science and Industry.

According to the director of the Geological

;ufvey of Canada, at least one-third of the

rea of Canada remains to be explored. Noth-

ng whatever is known of one large area the

interior of the peninsula of Labrador, vvhich

"pSse°s at leLt two hundred and ny
thousand square miles. It is thought that tne

DoSn has dense forests o hardwood and

mineral deposits of great value, all awaiting

exDloration and development.

'?he London Zoological Society has the pho-

tograph of a pair of elephant tusks that break

the record. They belonged to an African ele-

phant and measure, along the outer curve, en

feet and four inches. Though they measure

the same they differ ten pounds in weight,

one weShing two hundred and twenty-five

"ounds and t'he other two hundred and thiry-

five The elephant had more than his share

Scarry about^four hundred and sixty pounds

of ivory, in addition to his trunk.

An English naturalist, traveling in the Malay

Peninsula has made two queer discoveries.

?ne is a kind of bamboo, in which are stored

between the joints that connect the stems,

farge quantities of naturally filtered water

Emergencies might arise in which a knowledge

of this might prove of great ™portance The

other discovery is two species of J'^rns grow-

in., on trees, the thick stems of which are

filfed with galleries tunneled by ants; the ferns

thus forming living nests for the ants.

The mining of phosphate rock constitutes

the only real mineral industry of which Florida

can boast, says George H. Eldredge, m ilfm-

ing and Metalluray. Some bmldmg brick s

manufactured in the State, and F orida s our

only important domestic source of supply tor

Fuller's earth, but these industries are com-

paratively unimportant. The hrst discovery

of phosphate rock was made in the vicinity of

Bartow, about thirteen years ago, and three

thousand tons of rock were produced in that

year In the followinec year the pebble de-

Dositsof the Alafia and Peace Rivers were dis-

covered, and a small portion of the four thous-

and one hundred tons of phosphate shipped

that vear was river pebble. From this small

beginning the industry has grown until m ISJy

nearly three-quarters of a million tons of phos-

phate rocks was produced. This is nearly two

hundred thousand tons, or about thirty per

For "The Friend."

A Substitutionary Saviour.

[She was a tall, rather thin-visaged woman,

wearin<r glasses, her peculiar, unmodish bon-

net bet'^okening her comradeship with the Sd-

vationArmy. There entered the Jram with

her occunying the seat next in front, two

jLgTom'en'gaily attired, sprightly m de-

Lan^or. and noticeably forward in hr ac-

tions. The elder woman, apparently quite ta

tigued, leaned her head back, resting side-

ways on her seat, and so continued while the

train rattled evenly on for several miles,

then rousing up, addressed herself to the one

of the girls' before her who wore a scarlet

bodice The girl was very soon thrown on the

SeSens'ive, spe'aking P-sionately a most cry-

ine the plain-bonneted woman talking quietly

hough earnestly. I could not hear wha wa

said though it seemed to me that the girl

might be protesting that she meant no harm,

^nd was better at heart than her behavior

Lemed to indicate. Evidently the arrow had

odged in a sure place, and the fleshly part

waf torn. They left the train at the -me

ocean-side station that I did It was

"the season" of visitors ^^f^mg the home

of a near relative to which I was destined, a

pamphlet on "PoP^l^^ ^'hristianity, by

Catherine Booth, was observed «" ^ table^

Following the little train incident which had

ust occurred, I read with approval, and now

transcribe what was said by that wise woman

ust named of the so-called Salvation Army,

ipon the subject of a sustitutionary Saviour.

""Another" modern representation of the

Christ is that of a substitutionary Saviour-

not in the sense of atonement merely but n

the way of obedience. This Christ is held up

as embodying in Himself the sum and sub-

stance of the sinner's salvation, needing only

to be believed in, that is accepted by the

m=nd as the atoning sacrifice, and trusted m

as securing for the sinner all the benefits in-

volved in His death, without respect to any

inwrought change in the sinnerhimself. inis

Christ is held up as a justification and protec-

tion in sin, not as a deliverer from sin. Men

and women are assured that no harm can

overtake them if they believe in this Christ

whatever may be the state of their hearts, or

however they may, in their actions, outrage

the laws of righteousness and truth. In other

words, men are taught that Christ obeyed he

law for them, not only as necessary to the

efficacy of his atonement for their justification,

but that He has placed his obedience in the

stead of, or as a substitution for, the sinners

own obedience or sanctification, which, in

effect, is like saying: Though you may be

v«ry core of my soul. He never nndertook

lo make me pass for pure, either to God or

man but to enable me to be pure He

never undertook to make me pass for hones
;

or sincere, but to renew me in the spirit of

.

my mind, ^o that 1 could not help but be both

as the result of the operation of his Sprit

within me. He never undertook to love God

histead of my doing so with all my heart and

mnd and soul and strength, but He came or

purpose to empower and inspire me to dc

E The idea of a substitutionary Lhnst,

accepted as an outward covering or refuse

Sad of the power of an "eadless life, i

a cheat of the devil, and has been the rum o

thousands of souls. I fear this view <A *

Christ so persistently preached in the presen

day, Encourages thousands in a false hop

,

whi e they are living in sm, and, consequentlj

under the curse, not only of a broken law bul

of a Saviour denied and [contemned]. Let

ask you my hearers, what sort of a Christ is

vours-' Have you a Christ who saves j/oM,wh(

Sews your h/art, who enables you to ive u

obedience to God, or are you looking to th.

outside and ^aginary Christ to d^o your obey,

'"^WiSiJut a D^ine Christ, Christianity sirfa

into a mere system of philosophy, and

comes as powerless for the renovation and

vation of mankind as any of the philosophic

which have preceded it.
.

But no, ourJoshu

has come, our Deliverer is here; He iscom.,

and is now literally fulfilling his promise

abide-"! and my Father will come unto you

and make our abode with you.". He comesno

in the flesh of his true saints, ]ust as really_

He came first in the body prepared for Hin

and He comes for the same purpose, to rene

Za to save; Heisknockingatthe door of yo.

hearts even now, through my/eeble words an,

will come into your hearts if you wdl let Hm

As He came walking over the sea of GallUe-.

to the men and women of his own day B

comes now to you, walking over the ston

raised by your appetites, your inordinate d

sires passions and sins^a storm only

g
gathering, waxing worse and worse and whict

Lless allayed, will grow to eternal thundermg

lightnings and billows; but He isable to a a,

it. He offers to pronounce "Peace, be sti^

and end this tempest of your soul forevei

Will you let Him?

Dusand tons, or about tnirty pei
^"^^^ue Christ is youl- truth; though you may common than nonesty, au^

cent, more than the largest production ever
^jg^^^ Christ is your chastity; though Kj^^j, ^ngelAsh helpfulness

obtained in South Carolina m any one year. °^,/^,„ h^^ishonesl ^ ' ^
^- *—"'^ ^^-"- ''" "

although mining in that Stc^tehas been carried

on since 1867. In the twelve years from 1888

to 1899 inclusive, the production of phosphate

rock has amounted to four million three hun-

dred and sixty-two thousand seven hundred

and ninety-nine long tons, valued at the ship-

pinff point at $15,960,117.

vou may be dishonest, Christ is your

though you may be insincere, Christ is your

^'"The'ol'tcome of such a faith only produces

outwardly the whited sepulchres of profession,

while within are rottenness and dead men s

bones The Christ of God never undertook

to perform any such offices for his people, but

He did undertake to make them new creatures,

and thus to enable them to perform them for

He never undertook to be true

Ten thousand of the greatest faults in our

Whately. I

-

Self-indulgence (and all intemperance

self-indulgence) is innate weakness It is M

mark of the child, rather than of the-man

rules with undisputed sway m the lower

«

ders of society, where men obey their ow(

JnTpulses as first law. It is among such t^ .

hate is more common than love, suspicio

more ommon than frankness, deceit mor

common than honesty, and crime more coramo

an unselfish helpfulness. The pe.son wh

chief characteristic is an "icl.na ion o i

dulge self shows himself thereby to be al d

the degree of his self-indulgence with all th<

is weak and lovv^dmiworthj^inhuman
natur.

Are we livhig^habitually in such nearnei,

to the LTrd JesJs that the gentlest intiniatic

of his wish comes to us with the force ol

command, and with the consciousness that

some way or other, it is possible to obey, a

that we Jhall be carried through in any serv..
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A Reminder.

Among the many valuable articles in The
RiEND it seems to the writer that there

ight be a service in calling the attention of

s readers again, to the article on page 93
iresent volume); entitled "Peculiar Times."
No doubt most of its readers are more or

ss deeply interested in their own and the

jciety's welfare, but the many and varied

lares of the Evil One are so well fitted to

ir individual weaknesses, that it is feared

must he said, as it was of the Jews for-

erly, the things that belong to our everlast-

g well-being are hid from our view. And
by? Truly, not from any lack on the Mas-
r's part. Did He not weep over Jerusalem?

li! The love, the unbounded love, that drew
ose tears. And in another place where the

oral young man queried of Hmi, what good
ing might he do to inherit eternal life?

hen his duty was pointed out, in love, he

3nt away sorrowful.

That there might be more of a willingness

I the part of each of us to apply the query
ade by the disciples formerly, each for him-

If, "Lord, is it I?" Not is it we, or is it

ey, but I; thus denoting that they were
mestly seeking to know each for himself,

at the betrayal which had been announced
IS not laid at his own door. So may we be

lling to search our individual hearts and
e if we are building on the sure foundation,

at which may abide in the day when every

id's work shall be tried as with fire.

For great will be our loss if our work does
it stand the test.

Many statements are made in the article ad-

rted to which are to the point.

And if this note should cause any one to re-

ad it and reconsider his standing, and to

ek strength where availing strength can
Dne be found, remembering the injunction,

ie that thinketh he standeth take heed lest

fall, " the object of the writer would be

us far fulfilled. Hakky E. Moore.
Westgrove, Pa., Tenth Month i8th, 1901.

The Inner Sound.—The most potent ele-

!nt of strength in the human voice is the

3sence of the eternal spirit of (iod, which
;elling in the human heart, speaks in the

i.ce as the embodiment of Divine truth, thus
Irking conviction in the minds of men. To

jy men who speak as they are moved by the

>\y Ghost, God gives a mouth of wisdom
ijit no one can gainsay or resist; and that
vard tone speaks to the hearts of men with
ranvicting and persuasive eloquence, the
ijret of which no human teacher can impart.

!
t is hard to imagine a more empty farce

'jn that which is exhibited when a man pro-

ving to be a messenger of God stands up
)iore the people, with attitudes taught by
i dancing master, and in tones prescribed
) the elocutionist, utters the platitudes which
ijlias been taught at the feet of some worldly
j|naliel. Honest men grow sick at heart of
!ijh emptiness, and long for reality and sin-

:<|ity, which, if it be encumbered by false

rmmar, lame logic, and discordant rhetoric,

'lating the canons which the skill of men
lie laid down, still springs spontaneously
tin the depths of an honest heart, and car-
'i conviction of integrity and truth to the
n^is of those who hear.

—

The Armory.

Studying Autumn Leaves.

The government's new bureau of plant in-

dustry is taking up the problem of how our

gorgeous autumnal foliage receives its varie-

gated coloring. This is one object of the in-

vestigations which are now being made by

Albert F. Woods, lately appointed pathologist

and physiologist of the bureau.

To preserve autumn leaves A. F. Woods says

the gatherer should immediatelv lay them flat

between two sheets of new blotting paper

spread upon a table top and covered by a stack

of high books. It is essential that all moisture

should be pressed out of them. By this sim-

ple process they should be dry within three or

four hours. So treated they will retain their

beautiful colors for years, provided they are

not exposed in the direct light of the sun. If

not thoroughly deprived of their normally large

percentage of water they will soon assume a

dirty brown tint.

The color of a leaf, said A. F. Woods, in ex-

plaining his investigations, is furnished by

minute grains of pigment within its cells.

What we see in the fresh leaf is not simple

green, but a combination of many pigments,

which when mixed appear as solid green.

Red is one of the color elements of fresh

leaves. Reddish coloring matter is usually in

liquid form, within the sap contained by the

leaf cells. Yellow, another normal color, ele

ment, when combined with green, is the natural

shade of the grains of pigment within each

cell. Brown is the normal color of the walls

of the cell. . . .

If an autumn leaf turns entirely red this

tinting is due to the fact that only its red pig-

ment is left. If it is yellow all of the other

coloring has been destroyed, except the minute

yellow grains. If the leaf turns brown it can

be safely diagnosed as dead, all living tints

having disappeared, leaving only the brown
walls of the cells. The brown leaf is a dingy

ruin, within which every spark of life has been

extinguished.

"There has long been a controversy as to

the cause of the autumn leaf's coloration,"

said A. F. Woods. "Some botanists have at-

tributed it to frosts. We are finding that light

frosts, not sufficient to kill leaves, greatly

facilitate their coloration by causing an in-

crease within them of a normal chemical fer-

ment, which attacks the color compounds or

color generators in the cells. We are finding

that the oxydation of these color compounds

by this ferment causes the various shades of

color, especially the purples, oranges, etc.

The yellows are normally present in the leaf.

"Autumn leaves containing sugar, such as

the maples, sumacs, gums, etc., easily oxydize,

and thus form the rich reds, purples and vio-

lets so beautiful to the eye. That is why
these, especially the hard maples, give the

most beautiful autumn leaves. Autumnal oak

leaves do not attract admiration because they

contain much tannin. The oxydation color of

tannin acid is dirty brown. Leaves which die

quickly never give autumnal colors."

The most gorgeous autumn leaves are pro-

duced by a long-drawn-out-fall, whose days

gradually cool from summer heat to winter

snow. But if the frost should come early and

the weather should be uneven this fall we need

not expect the true autumnal splendors. A
heavy, sudden and early frost would kill all

leaves alike and turn them to a monotonous
brown.

Crimson and scarlet autumn leaves, the most
beautiful of all, are more abundant in the cooler

parts of the country than elsewhere in the

world.

European landscape gardeners are coveting

the luxuriance of our autumnal foliage and
are endeavoring to transplant cuttings of our
most vari-colored trees in their own soil. But
thus far those trees which produce the rich

purples, crimsons and scarlets have firmly

maintained a patriotic determination to beau-

tify only the landscape of their native clime.

The East is much more productive of beau-

tiful autumnal tints than is the West, accord-

ing to botanists. Their explanation of this is

that the more humid soil of the East has its

beneficial effects.

Young Anarchists.

Anarchy means a state of lawlessness, an
absence of government. While riding on a

street car the day President McKinley was
Hearing death from the shot of an anarchist

our attention was attracted by a gathering at

a street corner. On close observation the

cause of the assembling of the people was the

sight of two boys about twelve years old,

practicing anarchy. The dark, angry frowns

on their faces, clenched fists and motions indi-

cating an intent to harm each the other,

showed that they had learned well these les-

sons in Satanic arts. A child of six years that

has to be tied up because it cannot go with its

father or mother when it desires, is a young
anarchist. Parents who indulge such demands
for the sake of peace against their better

judgment are going to reap a crop of anar-

chists.

We once sat at a breakfast table with two
of our small children. The baby boy of the

family where we were entertained was about

three years old. He was difficult to be suited

with food, and when the father tried to quiet

him by giving him the best on the table, he

was not satisfied until his uncontrolled temper

had full vent by screams, knocks, and at last

by flinging a fork across the table. A big

start toward prison and the gallows.

An infant allowed to have its own way a few

times by crying for what it wants learns the

art very rapidly, and the beauty of innocence

on its face is transformed in an instant when
control is attempted, to a wicked frown as re-

bellion asserts itself. That shows that in its

heart it has the seed of anarchy right from

the "Pit." Parents take warning and nip the

evil in the bud.— The Vanguard.

"It is a great mistake to let anything be a

substitute for a genuine Christian experience.

Some ar? apparently satisfied if they can say

that they are honest or charitable or agreeable

to those about them. Some let a knowledge

of science or philosophy or literature stand in

the place of a personal knowledge of God's

saving grace. Some are willing to take a

little money, or a little honor, or a little amuse-

ment in the place of the eternal inheritance,

or a part in the kingdom that passeth not away.

Anything substituted for that which the Holy

Spirit presses upon us must be only a delusion
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GOLDENROD.
When the wayside tangles blaze

In the low autumnal sun,

When the flowers of summer days
Droop and wither, one by one,

Reaching up through brush and briar.

Sumptuous brow and heart of fire.

Flaunting high its wind rocked plume.
Brave with wealth of native bloom

—

Goldenrod !

In the pasture's rude embrace.
All o'errun with tangled vines,

Where the thistle claims, its place.

And the straggling hedge confines.

Bearing still the sweet impress
Of unfettered loveliness

In the field and by the wall

—

Binding, clasping, crowning all

—

Goldenrod !

Nature lies disheveled, pale,

With her feverish lips apart

—

Day by day the pulses fail.

Nearer to her bounding heart
;

Yet that slackened grasp doth hold

Store of pure and genuine gold
;

Quick thou comest, strong and free,

Type of all the wealth to be

—

Goldenrod !—Kansas City Journal.

The golden rod is yellow.

The corn is turning brown,
The trees in apple orchards
With fruit are bending down.

The gentian's bluest fringes

Are curling in the sun.

In dusky pods the milkweed
Her hidden silk has spun.

The sedges flaunt their harvest
In every meadow nook,

And asters by the brookside
Make asters in the brook.

By all these lovely tokens,

September days are here.

With summer's best of weather,
And autumn's best of cheer.—Helen Hunt Jackson.

Be Not Dismayed.—The Spiritual Head of
his own Church worketh, and will work, in a
way that human wisdom and foresight know-
eth not; He will bring his own glorious work
to pass, though He leads his faithful servants
in a way they know not. You are entering
again the field of Christian warfare; bear in

mind you are one year nearer the end that
crowns all than you were twelve months gone
by. Let not go the right shield, and the bat-

tle axe. Everlasting mercy and help is on
the side of the humble and devoted, though
they have to pass through many tribulations.

As far as condescending favor has led me to

discern the work of Divine Grace in the soul,

the internal evidence of Christ revealed is the
true Light, the Life, the way to (jod the
Father. 0! I dare not enter into doubtful
disputation. Often in the day my prayer is

to be kept lowly, simple, dependent as a help-

less child. My old age, now in my eightieth

year, is calm with abundant cause to be con-

tent; yea, very thankful for innumerable
blessings. I lack no earthly accommodation.
You dear laborers who have vet to bear the
heat and burden of the day, surely your rest

will be glorious! This is the view rising be-
fore me. Mary Capper.

Boys Who Are Needed.

"I don't know what we should do in this

world without boys," said one of the members
of a large business house. "There seem to

be certain functions which only a boy can pro
perly perform, and if a boy, —the right kind
of a boy, I mean, of course— is not forthcom
ing, one feels at a loss how to get these things
done at all. We have half a dozen first-rate

boys connected with our establishment, and I

don't know how we could run the Business
smoothly and successfully without them."

This testimony, I am sure, would be warmly
endorsed by business men everywhere. The
fact that there is hardly any commercial en-
terprise which doesn't employ at least one boy
in its conduct, proves that boys are needed in

the business world; and everybody knows that
the world of education, the world of the home,
the world of society, and the world of sport,
would be utterly unable to wag without the
versatile and indomitable boy.

The qualities which make a boy so indispens-
able to all departments of our modern life are
not hard to distinguish or define. They are
evident on the front of all the boy's activity
—his frankness and honesty, his versatility,

his abounding vitality and endurance, his

teachableness, his obligingness, his good spir-

its, his readiness and enthusiasm for subordi-
nate service. Because of these characteristic
Qualities, the right kind of a boy is a treasure
to any employer. His cleverness and enthusi-
asm alone are a perpetual source of refresh-
ment and help to a busy man. The managing
editor of a great daily paper in New York City
used to call in the printer's boy when he was
tired or perplexed, and in the most chummy
and confidential manner, state his difficulty

to the boy. In nine cases out of ten the viva-
city, the quick wit, the keen enthusiasm and
unfagged nervous energy of the boy would
either suggest or inspire a happy solution of
the problem, or, at any rate, enliven and re-
fresh the worn toiler in the sanctum.

Boys put new life into the enterprises of
men. As a friend of the writer used to say,
'They_ have so much magnetic 'go' in them
that it makes a new man of one to come in

contact with them." Although they lack the
wisdom of experience, they have an undimin-
ished share of that enthusiasm, and life, and
push, which is like an injection of fresh life-

blood into the veins that have been drained by
the exactions of responsibility and excessive
toil.

But, as I have already suggested, it is only
the right kind of a boy that is needed in the
serious enterprises of life. A spurious boy,
a dishonest, selfish, lazy, uninterested boy, is

worse than none, and will soon be sent packing
by his employer.

The boy who is needed is the boy whose na-
tive moral quality has not been impaired by
wrong thinking and wrong doing. He has
honesty, obedience and loyalty in the glance
of his eye and the inward feeling of his heart.
There is something distinctly winning about
his face and personality. He may be
"green," inexperienced, awkward, at first,

perhaps, but he is the kind of boy who is

needed in the most earnest and imnortant af-
fairs, because his heart and will are pure and
right. Details and methods are something I The tests of life are given to make iis,

which he can learn—that every employer to break us.

knows. None is so teachable, so quick tc

comprehend and acquire, as a bright, goo(
boy, who is thoroughly in earnest about hi;

work. He has no false pride. He will taki

hold of his simole and subordinate duties witl

an enthusiasm that seems to quicken thi

whole business with its overflow. The proud
est and most devoted employee of a great bus
iness concern is very likely to be the boy whi

takes care of the office and does the errand
running. He is glad of a chance to serve;

and, in due time, to rise. His gratitude an]

loyalty constantly reinforce his native honest!

and obedience. In a word, his whole inteni

and conduct are that of a good servant whj
needeth not to be ashamed.

i

Such is the boy who is needed everywherj
in this busy and exacting world— not less if

the educational and social world than in induij;

trial and commercial life. His morality wii-

be grounded in a natural, religious belieijj

natural, because religon is a fundamental anji

germane to sound morality as soil is fundifl

mental to the roots of growing things. H^
life will be as sincere and pure as the nati\b

disposition of the human heart, before it hjfi

been seduced and corrupted. A good boy '":

a natural boy, and that is why we are drawj

toward him and feel the need of him, and gi|

so much personal help out of the service ai;

sympathy.

—

Pilgrim Visitor.

The Straiu of Running Fast Express Trains

Cleveland Moffett tells in the Tenth Month .^

Nicholas the story of the locomotive drive

There followed some talk about fast runs, ai

all agreed that for out-and-out exciteme
there was nothing in railroading to equal

man's sensations in one of those mad bursts

speed that are ventured upon now and then
locomotives in record breaking trials. T
heart never pounds with real apprehension

a real accident as it does through imniine

fear of an accident. And so great is t

nerve strain and brain strain upon the men w '

drive our ordinary flyers that three hours a1

stretch is as much as the staunchest engine-

can endure running at fifty or sixty miles i

hour. And the same is true of firemen ar

indeed, of locomotives, so that the fast m I

and express service between New York a I

Chicago requires relays of fourteen engim

fourteen engineers and fourteen firemen fori

single round trip of a single train. And ma'

a time it appears, when an engineer has fad
the rush of one of these terrible flyers to t'

end of his relay, say, 150 miles, you will son-

times see him descend from the cab weak ai

unstrung.

"So you see," said one of the officials, "(?

problem of higher speeds than we have at pr-

ent involves more than boiler power al

strength of machinery and the swiftness f

turning wheels; it involves the Question f

human endurance. We can build engines tit

will run one hundred and fifty miles an ho',

but where shall we find the men to drive the ?

Already we have nearly reached the limit f

what the eyes and nerves will endure. I th:'<

we'll have to find a new race of men to hane

these locomotives of the future " that tty

talk so much about."

»
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Principles and Men.

Bcently there died in Chicago a man of re-

iable character, better known in the West

I
the Bast, but not wholly unknown

ughout the country — Doctor William

ray, editor of the Interior for thirty years,

n his deathbed, knowing that his work was

1, he left this message: "Tell the breth-

that I always loved principles and never

d a man." That was a noble rule of life,

he must have been a good man who could

m that he had followed it in all the activ-

of a life that had been in a way public,

)us, and controversial, the life of an ear-

editor of a denominational newspaper re-

sably vigorous, militant, and fearless,

ng wide circulation and potent influence,

the Chicago Tribune says that every per-

who knew him will subscribe to the truth

lis dying words. "His sturdy blows for

t he conceived to be right often fell upon

riduals, but never with the slightest ani-

of personal enmity." N. D. Hillis says "he
a way of picking a man to pieces, oiling

and putting him together again without

aging his pride." In this fidelity to prin-

! without a particle of compromising of

truth, but without personal bitterness,

;he secret of his acknowledged power,

is a hiffh standard, and few attain it. If

^hose duty brings them into controversy

d on this rule, religion, politics, and busi-

would wear a different aspect. Most of

re apt to identify a cause and its advo-

s so closely that we cannot love the one

out loving the other, nor hate the one

out hating the other. This accounts for

reckless and savage personal vituperation

which life teems. But vituperation is

argument, and, of course, it is not per-

ion. Commonly, it gives satisfaction only

lose who are of the same way of thinking

18 vituperator, and to only a part of these,

mts into words the feelings they cherish,

are too polite or too cowardly to utter.

,) is not always manifested in ways so

[seas vituperation; but when it exists, it

ot to make itself apparent. There are

i who, although they feel it have the art

inceal it, being well aware that it is poor

•J
to display it, because it repels more

j
it attracts.

iirae men seem unable to be sure of their

;|lity to an idea or a principle unless they

satolerant toward all who favor it. They
ij to wreak their opposition on something
[j'ete, and especially on something human.

|;
unable to discriminate disapprobation

)| enmity, they exaggerate their dislike

I
effort to make it emphatic, not perceiv-

5jbe weakness of overstatement, and the
I'jUnt that the thoughtful always apply to

yjing which savors of rancor. A great
Bjof what passes among the thoughtless
ihe vulgar for evidence of conviction is

more account than so much profanity in

guishing truth from error. It really has
ig to do with the merits of the question

consideration, and is probably offensive

! judicious. The great point, however,
to cherish hatreds. Wm. Cray did not
!at he had never given expression to his

W, but that he never hated a man. Of
pji, then, he had no need to guard his ex-
Kon. It is out of the heart that the

mouth speaketh when men are sincere. It is

possible to suppose that a person may be insin-

cere in professing love and kindness; but more
difficult to suspect one of dissembling when he

utters the languaL^e of hatred, because hatred

is not a quality that men desire to have attri-

buted to them unjustly. The sense of its un-

loveliness is well-nigh universal. We believe

it was Dr. Johnson who expressed a liking for

"a good hater," but Dr. Johnson, learned and
wise as he was in many ways, was not alto-

gether a model of good disposition.

In the estimation of some, indulgence in

personal hatreds is reckoned as a sign of vigor

and soundness, when, in fact, it is quite the

reverse— a sign of intellectual weakness and
undisciplined emotion. The "good hater," if

his faculty is exercised toward his fellow-men,

is commonly an egotistical, unreasonable, and
prejudiced creature, whose partial judgments
are not to be trusted, whatever piquancy they

give to his discourse. Charity is a safer

guide, even in estimating the motives of men
who are promoting evils in the world. And
charity is not inconsistent with the sternest

rectitudes in all matters of principle and duty,

the most powerful advocacy of one's convic-

tions, the most effective condemnation of all

that makes for injustice and iniquity. Indeed,

the men who are most serviceable in advancing

reform are those who love principles and hate

no man. They are the winners; only they

can win their enemies, which is a more lasting

conquest than to defeat them.

—

Boston Herald.

OuK Present Storm Clouds.— What are

the causes of these clouds? First, the civil

war, for war, whether just or unjust, always

increases on both sides intemperance and im-

purity, and lessens the sacredness of both life

and property. Therefore we should seek

peace and pursue rather than invite more war,

and so more vice, by multiplying warships and

armies. A second cause of increasing immor-
ality is the beer invasion which came in under

cover of the war and filled the land with for-

eign saloons when we were too busy in another

conflict to resist them. Beer is often counted

even by Christians, the least harmful of drink,

when for that very reason it has become really

the most harmful, the bridge over which

eighty per cent, of drunkards go to the asylum

and the prison. A third cause of the clouds

named, is the flood of foreign immigration

that has rolled in on us, ever since the Civil

War started it. by the need of men to re-

place a million fallen heroes, and the sudden

opening, in the closing days of the war,

through the Pacific railroads, of our whole

vast domain, which is itself the fourth of the

causes leading to the fifth, sixth and seventh;

namely, the absorption of our strong men in

great commercial enterprises, which made

I

necessary the impersonal and so irresponsible

corporations, that, in popular opinion, could

neither cheat nor be cheated; these, in time,

developing luxury, which has never failed to

corrupt its second generation, which has late-

ly proclaimed itself in such Babylonish feasts

as the Seeley dinner. There is at least one

more leading cause of these clouds, namely,

the doubts thrown by the words of some, and

silence of more, on the doctrine of future

retribution. Whenever men doubt a future

hell they make hells on earth. When the op-

cease to believe that God will in

the future mete out justice to those who by
corrupting government have escaped their

deserts here, they seize the bomb and firebrand
and themselves make a judgment day. JMot

only in order to the salvation of individuals,

but for social salvation also we must follow
Christ in warning men of the judgment to

come.— J. W. Craft.

For "The Friend."
" That was the true light which lighteth every man th;

)meth into the world " (John i : 9).

Oh, Jesus, blessed Master,
Thou only art the Light,

Without thy constant teaching.

We cannot go aright.

But Thou art always with us.

To shine upon our way.
Thine our indwelling Presence,

The same from day to day.

We do not walk in darknes.s

But have the " Light of Life."

Thy voice is ever speaking
Above earth's din and strife.

So we go boldly onward
Without a fear or care,

Thy watchful eye will guide us
And keep from every snare

We paise thee, faithful Master,
Our glorious "inner Light;"

'Tis joy to know Thy guiding
Amid earth's darkest night.

Teach us in sweet submission

To follow thy dear "Voice,"
In meek and swift obedience

;

Lord, this is all our choice.

Edgar K. Sellew.
East Longmeadow, Mass.

Artificial Silk has been produced from a

variety of sources such as wood pulp, etc.,

and in the Glasgow Exhibition, near the

Moorish Stall, there is shown a complete ser-

ies of specimens to show how cotton waste
can be converted into silk of very fine fibre,

which takes on dyestufi's in a most perfect

manner. The product is know'n as Chardonnet
silk, and it is claimed for it that as compared
with real silk of the highest class, it is ex-

ceedingly cheap; that it shows considerable

lustre and brilliancy; that it opposes much
greater resistance to chemical influences; that

it shows greater stiffness than the best China
silk and therefore is more suitable for fringes

tassels and braids. Experiments with Char-

donnet, China and Tussore silks showed that

the first was not afi'ected injuriously by con-

centrated alkaline solutions, by ammoniacal
copper and other chemical solutions, while

China and Tussore silks were completely de-

stroyed by the same chemicals, and finally it

has been proven that Chardonnet silk does not

become brittle and rotten in such a short

time as natural silk.

In the stress of our own trial we need, per-

haps more than anything, the conviction that

God is still leading us on to the fulness of

Truth through the teachings of the Spirit sent

to us in Christ's name. May He give us grace

to welcome the lessons with reverence and to

embody them in life.^5. F. Westcott in

"Gifts for Ministry."
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Emphatic Christians.

The Lord Jesus Christ put great emphasis

on the SDiritual character of his followers.

They were to be sympathetic, and yet sepa-

rate, or peculiar, people, zealous of good

works. They were in the world and yet not

"of the world." Our Master was pre-emi-

nently sympathetic; He touched human life at

every point lofty and lowly. He did not draw

back his foot when a sinful woman's tears of

penitence trickled upon it, nor did he refuse

an unpopular publican's invitation to be his

guest. "This man receiveth sinners," was

the sneer of the bigoted Pharisee. It is a

bastard Christianity which snubs honest worth

in coarse raiment, or refuses shelter to the har-

lot who is struggling to a better life, or which

builds a "colored cew" in a remote corner of

a church gallery.

While of his infinite sympathy—which drew

not back from the bitter agonies uf the cross

—there was a sense in which .Jesus Christ was

"separate from sinners." He possesses a di-

vine holiness, an unwordly spirit, and a spot-

less life; tempted in all points. He was vet

without sin. "Ye are not of the world," He
says to his followers, "even as I am not of

this world." Just here runs the line of sepa-

ration. It is to be a separation, not of condi-

tion or daily contact, but of character.

Christ's people are to be a "peculiar people"

—peculiar in loving the truth, peculiar in

honest dealings, peculiar in works of benevo-

lence, peculiar in hating sin, peculiar in try-

ing to copy Him who was holy and undefiled

and separate from sinners. "Be ye holy"

means to be sound, healthy-hearted; it also

means to be set apart to Christ's service.

The separation of a genuine Christian must be

a separateness of Christly character. All his

power for good depends upon it. The leaven

is separate even when it mingles itself through

the whole batch of meal. The different par-

ticles of salt are distinct from the mass of

food which they season—that is, the salt never

loses its saltness.

The more oronounced and emphatic every

Christian is in his aloofness from the codes

and the fashions and the sinful ways of the

world, the more peace and sniritual power will

he have. He has his standard of faith and
practice given to him— to be lived up to.

There is an increasing tendency to sneer at

creed. But the all comprehensive creed which

a man must hold to if he be a Christian is,

"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou

shalt be saved," and "Faith without works is

dead." Strait is the gate that leads to eter-

nal life, and He whose love has opened up that

pathway has a right to demand heart-belief in

Him and obedience to his commandments.
Much of the self-styled "liberal Christianity"

is only a thin veneer to cover shallow convic-

tions; it is liberal in giving away priceless

truths, and liberal in putting down inclosures

which the Bible puts up. It is an indistinct

blur rather than a belief, and has no spiritual

emphasis.— T. L. Cuyler.

Christ's love is the constraining power and
spring of action in every good word and work,

and we are brought humbly to acknowledge,

without his holy help we can do nothing to

advance his kingdom on earth.— Canada to N.
Eng. Y. M.

Love That Does Not Die.

A pathetic story comes to us from Philadel-

phia. A man and his wife named Pritchard,

died in New York of the cholera in 1838.

They left two boys, twins, aged twelve, and a

little daughter named Ellen. Ellen was taken

by an uncle to the then wilderness of the

West, and the boys were left to make their

own way in the world. One of them died.

The other, Richard, struggled along manfully

for a livelihood. But he was beset by a ter-

rible longing for the little sister, who was the

only living creature of his kin in the world.

From the day she left him she had absolutely

vanished out of his life.

The first money he saved he spent in sending

an advertisement to some Western papers.

But there was no result. Richard grew up.

He prospered in business married, and became
the father of a family, but in all the forty

years he never forgot "little Ellen," or dis-

continued his search for her. Twice a year

his advertisements were sent to the West, first

to one section and then to another, in spite of

the arguments and ridicule of his friends.

In 1888, an old farmer in Ohio happened to

see the advertisement on a torn scrap of paper,

and thought he recognized the name of the

uncle. The kind old man made a journey of

forty miles to search into the matter, and
finally found Ellen, the mother of grown sons

and daughters. The brother and sister, who
had parted children, met after forty years,

and half the country came to share in their

happiness.

A story still more touching, of the endurance
of human love is that of a mother in a West
Virginia village whose son went out one even-

ing thirty years ago asking her to have supper
ready for him when he came back. Whether
he was murdered or ran away to sea, nobody
knows. He has never returned. His mother,
now feeble and white-haired, makes ready for

him every night, places his chair by the table

and waits. "He will come some day," she

says, "and then he will see that I have never
forgotten him." One cannot but hope that

the loving patience of the poor waiting heart

may yet be rewarded.— iV. Y. Witness.

A Faithful Christian's manner of words, as

well as of life, already has the mark of heav-
en's purity and truth upon it. Speaking the
truth in love men trust him. Seeking not his

own, men come to speak unselfishly in his

presence. Considering others, they in turn

become considerate. Cherishing no resent-

ments, he awakens no angry feelings. Such
a Christian self-control is not easily attained,

but it is worth striving for, and by God's help,

it is not out of reach.

Notes from Others.

Webster's Independence Day Speech of 1802.
—A noteworthy episode of Webster's pedagogic
stay in Fryeburg, Me., in 1802, of whose academy
he was principal at the age of twenty, was a
" Fourth of July " oration delivered by him in the
old village church to a deeply impressed audience.
For one so young it was a brilliant, a remarkable
effort. And what is still further remarkable, the
original manuscript of this youthful address, after
being lost many years, was discovered by a city
junk dealer and rescued from oblivion. It is now
in the possession of Alonzo F. Lewis, of Fryeburg.
Another curious fact about this oration is that the

peroration is almost the same, word for wo:

;

that of his last speech in the United States St [

delivered Seventh Month 17th, 1850, forty-

j

years after.
j

We have been accustomed to sneer at Mormclj

as a shallow humbug. But people are begii:

to call to mind what Josiah Quincy said, "Tit

was not impossible that the time might come ,i

to the question, ' What historic American ha e

ercised the most powerful influence on tht
(

tinies of his country,' the answer would be, ' J ;

Smith.' " Absurd as this may seem at pr^ i

Mormonism is no longer to be regarded witl'c

tempt. Its propaganda has invaded our metric

tan cities, and with no mean success. Its
^

increase is due to causes that deserve sije

study. It is our modern -Mohammedanism, j
bining church and State, and swinging jo

together with sledge-hammer force of centiii

tion. This is a reaction from the boasted s(u

tion of church and State, which lies at the b£i

Anglo-Saxon individualism. In the end whiciti

ciple will conquer ? It is as a political facto ih

the Mormon is to be dealt with, not as a sectSj

Mormonism is not another church or anothese

of Protestantism, but a new religion, and a rej;i

with political hopes and expectations.— C%rfii

Register.
\

Race Prejudice.—The two sections stanon

level in this matter, and neither is now in Ooi

tion to taunt the other. And so a boasted Jiri

tian civilization is evidently to submit in iSB

to these repeated revelations of itself as a gist

mockery. ^

The plain fact of the matter is that white itn

of people of a dark color seems to be increasig

the United States, and contempt for their rijts

at the moment a growing quantity. Howm
this has been stimulated by a national disfy

disregard for the rights of so-called inferi(|pe

pies we shall not undertake to say ; but thatsin

thing has happened to stir white savagery > n

usual depths of ferocity in dealing with thi rii

inal black, and white prejudice to renewi ai

broadened efforts for race oppression, must i n
dent to all.—Af. Y. Sun.

We believe that no one can find any Seriim

ground for a regular salary for the minister ftl

Gospel. We find no single precept in itsaT(

and there is certainly no single example tw»
rant it. To imagine any of the apostles o 'm
or any of the elders whom he appointed in 3 r,

rious churches, as receiving a stated amO'tai

nually, would be to mar a beautiful pict'e (

faith and love and hospitality and mutual iidl

bearing.— W. J. Mosier in "Word and WorP

Christian reformers should never lose shti

regenerative grace. Improvement in exter 1 n

lations can never eradicate the corrupt elernti

human nature. The heart must be changedafoi

it can be held to truth, virtue and right t a

times and under all conditions. Toning dow vid

edness will not do ; a radical cure is necsar;

Our Lord insisted on a new birth—a reneid M

ture. We can do no less. Not only the alpil

but the pew, must emphasize in all under siiig

the need for, and the power of, spiritual flovi

tion, not only for salvation, but for well-be?**

well-doing.

—

Presbyterian.

Whoever made that Book made me. hoof

all that is in my heart. It tells me thatjO on

else except God can know about me. ?oe»8

made me, wrote that Book.

—

Bishop Boone'siif^

as.iistayit in ttie translation of ilie Bible.

It is said during one of Moody's meeigs

worker approached a young man with theq stiffl

"Are you a Christian?'' The young man Id 3d HI
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ing good-naturedly, as he replied, " Oh, no, sir,

I one of the choir."

le Midland Christian Advocate says with much
inence :

" When we are considering ways and
as of dealing with anarchism and anarchists,
ould be well to keep in view the American
)n. Almost all the anarchist meetings which
made public are held in more or less close
ection with the saloon. The saloon is the
it of the anarchist, whether he is on or off

. Even the Goldman woman, cultured as she
as to be, met with her clan in a very common
in just shortly before the great tragedy. The
thoughts and evil purposes of these villains
nade more hateful and more dangerous because
le alcoholic uplift which they find in these
doggeries. If there were no saloons, there
d be fewer anarchists. If we could banish the
n as well as the anarchist, what a wholesome
le we should be in America."

of importance and that
which the founders of the Society suffered to main-, oi importance and that is our peace with Godtain shall not perish. Another minister hoped that the young w omen andSeventh-day business was begun by calling the • mothers would remember that upon their faith-

fu'pess to God largely depended the future of the

Items Concerning the Society.

the members of the conference on "the
ing Problem in Town Life " turned to their
s, it was amusing and interesting to listen to
omments of some of them on the host of the
md on the Quaker training which had pro-
I such results. An impulsive old gentleman
Kent, who had amused the evening confer-
by irascible remarks upon the folly and red
3f some Government doings, asked the writer
ler there was a congregation of Quakers near
)me. " They are the people," he said, " among
I I should like to worship

; they are the only
3 (except some of the Roman Catholics) that
a real grasp of the unseen world !" Modesty
;lled a gentle demurrer to this too flattering
ption

; and it was a sorrow to have to con-
hat he would have many weary miles to go
1 the meeting-place he wished for.—British
d.

ittle tract entitled " The Society of Friends,
only called Quakers," was reprinted in The
D of Seventh Month last. A new edition will
led during the coming month. Friends who
a supply will please order now. They will
'Dished in large or small quantities at cost
two cents apiece. Address William B. Kirk-
No. 908 Berkeley Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

Yearly Meeting.—We have had a very
stable Yearly Meeting. Parting Friends felt

representatives, all of whom answered to their
names. Minutes were read from the following
ministers from other Yearly Meetings, who were
in attendance: Anna B. Crawford, Elizabeth Cooper
and Thomas Whitson, of Philadelphia, and Joshua
Smith, of Kansas. The epistles from all the meet-
ings with which Ohio is in correspondence were next
read, and contained much that should strengthen
and encourage all to remain steadfast in the purity
of the faith. It was proposed that we send a few
lines of brotherly love and encouragement to that
small body of Friends in New York, to which the
meeting agreed. A minute declared that we must
all be certain that our foundation is laid on the
immutable rock Christ Jesus ; then our encourage-
ment and advice will carry force. A committee
was then appointed to essay replies to all the
epistles that had been received. After reading
notice from the meeting of sufferings, announcing
the death of two of its members, Samuel Walton
and George Mott, and selecting a committee to
name their successors, meeting adjourned until
Second-day morning.

" On First-day morning the rain kept thousands
away that would otherwise have been in attendance,
but the meeting was one of power. The afternoon
meeting also was believed to be one of the most
satisfactory ever held in its outpouring of good
through many ministers.

" On Second-day the representatives reported the
name of Nathan R. Smith for clerk and James
Walton for assistant, which were satisfactory to
the meeting. Minutes were read for David Scott,
of Philadelphia, and Catharine Stanton, of Indiana.
The meeting then entered into the state of Society
by the reading of queries and answers, which
showed the Society to be in a normal condition,
except that two members were reported to have
given way to the unnecessary use of spirituous
liquors, and the meeting which reported them was
encouraged to dissever them, that our records
might not be so disgraced again. Much interest
and concern was expressed by thoughtful Friends
that we might be more faithful in the maintain-
ance of all our precious principles. The school
report showed there to be five hundred and twenty-
two children of school age in the Ohio Yearly
Meeting, the majority of whom had attended
Friends schools.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.
" In the meeting held on Fourth-day the stream

of gospel ministry seemed to flow copiously and
unto much edifying.

"On Fifth-day, after other reports were con-
sidered, the committee to essay replies to the
epistles received by this meeting, reported that
they had prepared replies, which were read and
approved by the meeting. The trustees of the
Robert Miller legacy reported two hundred and
fifteen dollars interest for use the ensuing year.
The interest is used to assist the poor children of
the society to procure an education. Thomas
Whitson pleaded with the young to come unto
Christ, and return to the ancient simplicity of the
faith, believing that God would from the young
people now present raise up standard bearers on
the walls of Zion. Jesse Edgerton offered thanks
for the overshadowing of the Divine presence.
After a few minutes of solemn silence the meeting
then adjourned to meet in one year at the same
time and place, if consistent with the will of our
great High Priest.

"So concluded a meeting which has been re-
markable for the evidences of the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit, the large number and deep interest
of the young, indicating a coming together and
desire to advance the Redeemer's kingdom on the
earth."

"Third-day was taken up with the reports of
committees, and notices were read from the Quar-

enerally that we had great caule for thanks I
^^^jy Meetings announcing the death of elders.

Heavenly Father, for the overshadowing of I

which were as follows : John Hoge, Ann Dean,
^e from day to day, and the bond of love and
fellowship, as evinced by the valued corres-

|Ce, as usual, from all the Yearly Meetings
y is not abated. Dear Friends from Phila

,., Ohio, Canada, Iowa and Kansas Yearly
gs were present, all truly acceptable. Some
lines from their meetings, and some were
people. The number in attendance we
lear the same as of latter years.

detailed accounts are given in the Barnes-
pMican, from which we give the follow-
rapts, after some abridgement :

this day of rapid changes and advancement,
Jess desire for something new. it is refresh-
ind a people whose religion in its purity is
mitive Christianity revived, wearing the
yle of garb that was worn by the founders
'Ociety, in the days when Cromwell's Iron-
ook England 'neath their tread, and address
leras did Christ and his disciples when they
'On earth. While the meeting that assem-
'enth-day at ten o'clock was as well at-
is usual, yet the most encouraging feature
e unusually large attendance of young

( which indicated that the principles for

Anna B. Lee, Stephen Jackson and Nathan Sat
terthwaite, of Hickory Grove : Rachel Stratton
and Penina Shaw, of Salem

; Amy John, of Penns-
ville. The Boarding School report showed the school
to be in a healthy condition, with bright prospects
for the future. The Primary School committee's
report was satisfactory, and they asked for two
hundred and twenty-five dollars to assist in the
work for the ensuing year. The committee having in
charge the distribution of the writings of Friends
reported progress in the work and asked for an ap-
propriation of one hundred dollars. Elwood Conrad
asked permission to attend the women's meeting,
which was granted, and he, accompanied by John
Fowler and Joshua Smith, delivered a message of
love and encouragement. A committee was ap-
pointed to have twelve hundred copies of the
minutes printed, and also to have from five hun-
dred to one thousand copies of the Discipline pub-
lished. At the conclusion of the business for the

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A dispatch from Washington of the

14th says in reference to the ransom of Helen Stone
" Our Government at Washington has not modified the
opinion, uttered by President Roosevelt, that there is but
one thing to do, and that is to raise the sum demanded
for her ransom as quickly as possible. Of this sum $60 -

000 has already been subscribed, far the larger part of
it in Boston and in the immediate vicinity."

President Roosevelt has lately had the company of
Booker T. Washington by invitation to dine with him in
the White House, whither he had come at the request of
white men of Alabama. There were no other guests.
There is a feeling of indignation among Southern men
generally that the President should take this early op-
portunity to show such a marked courtesy and distinction
to a colored man. The President is said to have no sym-
pathy with the prejudice against colored people, and has
said that " the color of a man's skin should not operate
to his advantage or disadvantage in an appointment or a
removal from office."

Henry E. Cooper, Territorial Secretary and for several
months prior to his departure for the United States Act-
ing Governor of Hawaii, has discussed with Secretary of
Agriculture Wilson the conditions in the Territory. He
emphasizes the seriousness of the labor problem. The
natives are dying off rapidly, the mortality being in the
neighborhood of forty deaths to the thousand, and foreign
laborers are getting out of the country much more rapidly
than they are coming in. The encouragement of Chinese
labor, said he, is regarded as the most promising solution.
About 21 per cent, of the total population of the United

States attend public schools and 2 per cent, of the rest
attend private schools, according to the annual report of
the Commissioner of Education. The grand total in all

schools, elementary, secondary and higher, public and
private, for the year ended Seventh Month 1st, 1900, was
1-7,020.710 pupils, an increase of 282,348 over the pre-
vious year.

In Kansas apples are cheaper, bushel for bushel, than
corn or potatoes. The "Apple King" is Judge Fred
Wellhouse, who this year gathers a crop from 1240 acres
of orchard. He will have more than 100 carloads of the
fruit, and his net profit will be from $20,000 to $25,000,
or larger per acre, according to the Kansas City Journal,
than will be made on any other crop in the State.

In the convention of American Bankers, lately held in

Milwaukee, the general belief was e.tpressed that thisday the shutters were raised at the request of
Esther Fowler, who spoke very feelingly to all |

'^"'"'''y >s now experiencing a season of great and sound

present, reminding them that we should love God P^^Perity- Secretary Gage added his testimony in his

because He first loved us, and that we should be so f'.^'^\°°
'''^' ' every evidence e.xists of a general n'ell

steadfast in purpo,se that'we could feel an increase ^Z oVun^rlllefd ^en thiiihe p^fblifT^reasu
?"

-

,n nn. l.„. f.. n„^ „„,, man,_for the day is fast
|

it is said that there is one life insurance company in
our love for God and

approaching when there wi but one question this country that issues Qly to total abstainers.
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and its claim is that its death rate is 26 per cent, lower

than that of the companies that take " all sorts and con-

ditions of men." Many of the large British life compa-

nies have long made differential rates between drinkers

and teetotalers, and the records kept of their respective

death rates seem to justify the conclusion that the tee-

totalers are the superior risks by about 20 to 25 per cent.

The Board of Education in Philadelphia has notified

teachers and students in certain public schools that they

must be vaccinated, if they have not been successfully

vaccinated within five years, or have not previously had

smallpox. Vaccination is also urged by the Board of

Health.
. . . ,.•

A farmer in Western New York is preparing to culti-

vate ginseng root for the Chinese market on a tract of

about four acres.

In Boston there are forty-three portable frame school-

houses, which can be put up and taken away again, as

the needs of the locality require. They are 25 by 35 feet,

and one-story in height, and cost about $1800 each.

When not wanted they can be taken apart and packed in

a small space. The cost of taking apart and putting to-

gether again is about $200 for each house.

A message was recently received by the steamship Um-

hria, of the Cunard Line, at her dock in New York, from

the Lvcania.of the same line, while the latter was thirty

miles off at sea. This is a clear demonstration of a hith-

erto unascertained fact—namely, that high buildings,

iron roofs, masts and other tall objects surrounding a ves-

sel lying in dock do not prevent wireless messages being

sent" from and received by her through the instruments

installed on first-class ocean liners.

Johann Most, an Anarchist editor in New York City,

has lately been sent to prison for one year for promulga-

ting doctrines inciting to murder.

Minnesota is called the "Bread and Butter State.

Last year her mills turned out 26,630,500 barrels of flour

and churned over 60,000,000 pounds of butter.

The recent report of Secretary Wilson on the beet sugar

industry estimates the total product of 1901 at 198,o00

tons, of which 119,000 tons come from the Pacific coast

and Rocky Mountain States, besides 7000 tons from Ne

braska. California, with an annual output of 80,000

tons, is the leading producer. But root sugar is now in

strong competition with cane sugar.

A contract for automobile mail service in Minneapolis,

an experiment which may result in the extension of such

service generally, has lately been made by the Post Office

Department.

The late census has shown that there are 64,000 col-

ored persons in Philadelphia, an increase of over 23,000

in ten years. Most of this increase is from without.

There were 401 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 3 less than the previous

week and 37 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 212 were males and 189 females: 38

died of consumption of the lungs ; 38 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 7 of diphtheria

15 of cancer ; 12 of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 10 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller

straight, $3.15 to $3.25 ; Western winter, straight, $3.20

to $3.30 ; spring, straight. $3.35 to $3.60.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 74 to 74ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 60J to 61c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 42ic. to 42|c.

Beef Cattle.— Best, 6J to 6|c.; good, 51 to 5ic.; me-

dium, 4| to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3ic.; common,

IJ to 2c.

Lambs.—3J to 5ic.

. Hogs.—Best Western, 9 to 9ic.

Foreign.— Reports from China of the devastation

wrought by the flood in the Yang-tse Valley, above Nan-

king state the water reached the highest in fifty years.

The devastation was widespread, the flood wiping out old

villages and sweeping away the lightly constructed farm

houses. The extensive crops of rice, corn and beans have

been too long covered by the water to survive, scarcely

any live stock remains, and famine stares the people in

the face. The loss of life was very great, thousands

being drowned in the region just below Kiukiang and also

on the north side of the river. Riots and robberies pre-

vail as a result of suffering from hunger.

Minister Rockhill, who has returned to this country from

China, states that the commercial interest seemed to be

taking charge of the country, and a commission was being

organized to conduct commercial negotiations with China,

This Commission will revise the treaties and arrange for

the opening of more ports. The Commissioner is of opin-

ion that the work of the Commission will bring about

much better state

members of the Commission have already been appointed,

and the other nations have been asked to name their rep-

resentatives.

The recent action of the French Government against

the religious orders which has caused the removal of

thousands of Roman Catholics to other countries, compels

all religious associations to submit to the general laws of

the republic, and obey the regulations prescribed for the

formation of all corporate societies. Also that all reli-

gious institutions in France must submit to the inspec-

tion, approval and control of the bishop of the diocese in

which they are located, and provides that no religious as-

sociation which professes obedience to a superior residing

out of France shall be authorized to exist. These provi-

sions strike at the root of the orders of monks, Jesuits,

etc., in that country.

It is stated that any child over seven can be prosecuted

as a criminal in England, but in Germany twelve is the

limit of responsibility.

The enormous increase in the large cities of Germany,

shown by the recent census, is said to be due to the re-

trograde movement in agriculture, which has driven peo-

ple from the country. Recent Consular reports from

Germany show that all business is greatly depressed,

e is confronting a deficit. Famine threatens Rus-

The latest information from the country is that the

struggle to save the peasant population from starvation

will be " harder than has been known since 1891-92."

the prospects of the people of the United States,"

says the London Telegraph, " there appears at the pres-

ent moment to be wonderfully little cause for immediate

ty. They are citizens of a country which has at-

tained the highest level of average prosperity that the

orld has ever seen. Their commercial strength is more

invincible at home and more irresistible abroad than that

of any other nation."

A recent attempt to cross the Mediterranean Sea in a

balloon has failed. The balloon left Toulon in France,

and the passengers were rescued after a voyage of forty-

two hours.

Petroleum has been discovered about fourteen miles

from Moncton in New Brunswick.

Nearly all of Norway and Sweden are in the same lati-

tude as Alaska. St. Petersburg, Stockholm and Chris-

tiania are all in a higher latitude than either Sitka or

Juneau. Iceland sustains its hardy population in a region

similar to that around Cape Nome and in about the same

latitude.

Experiments have been made in Buckinghamshire of a

new system of wireless telegraph and telephony, using

earth currents instead of air currents, as in the Marconi

system. Operations were successfully conducted over a

distance of 500 yards.

Only two-thirds of the area of a building lot can be

covered in Stockholm, except on street corners, where

three-fourths is allowed. The remainder of the lot must

be reserved for courts, for light and ventilation. All

chimney flues must be 12 or 15 inches, and must be swept

once a month from Tenth Month to Fourth Month by offi-

cial chimney sweepers.

An investigation has lately been made of the resources

of the northwestern part of Canada, which shows that in

the great region north of the Saskatchewan water shed,

west of Hudson bay and east of the Rocky Mountains,

there were 300,000 square miles of land adapted to the

growth of wheat ; 407,000 square miles, including the

wheat area, adapted to the growth of barley and oats
;

656,000 square miles including the wheat and barley area,

adapted to the growth of potatoes and turnips, and 860,

000 square miles of good pasturage lands. This immensf

region contained great stretches of prairie land and ex-

tensive forests of spruce, poplar, balm of gilead and ban-

skian pine. South of the region lies the province of Mani-

toba, the Territory of Assinaboia, over one-half of the

territory of Alberta, and two-fifths of the territory of

Saskatchewan, with a total area, south of the north water

shed of the Saskatchewan, roughly placed at 270,000

square miles. This region is within the wheat growing

belt, and gives, with the areas suitable for the cultivation

of cereals, nortn of the Saskatchewan water shed, a total

in the Canadian Northwest of 570,000 square miles, adapted

to the growth of wheat, and of 780,000 square miles

adapted to the growth of barley and oats. Stated in acres,

this would give a wheat area of 360,000,000 acres, and

it is believed that 250,000,000 acres of wheat land in this

region is a safe calculation.
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,
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NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated mec

the general committee will be held in Philadelphi;

Month 25th at 10.30 A. M. The Committee on I

tion will meet at 9 o'clock.

Wm. B. H.4RVEY, Ct

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience n
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi n

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., ai !i

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when req la

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twe -^

cents each way. To reach the school by telegra: -'

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley,

Westtown Boarding School.—Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

instruction and discipline should be addressed t^

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition,

munications in regard to business should be for

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Wanted, a Friend and wife or daughter to

of the meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne }|

pensation — use of five-room house on meetit

grounds, and $5 in spring and fall, when house is

Lansdowne is on the Media R. R., about seven mi fii

Philadelphia.

Address J. R. Elfreth, Lansdos ti

Bible Association of Friends in AmiM
The Annual Meeting of the Corpor.\tion wil -l

in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select School

N. Sixteenth Street, on Fourth-day, Eleventh Mn<

1901, at 8 o'clock P. M. Friends generally are ii ti

attend. William T. Elkinton,

RECEIPTS.

Received from George Sykes, agent, England,
21/'. 15s.; being ids. each for himself, iMary Ashby,
lohn Anderson, Robert Bigland, John Bellows, R.

of the Commission will bring aoout a B. Brockbank, Birmingham Friends' Reading So- 1 beth Ann Aaronson, in her seventy-sixtn jei";-

of affairs. The British and Chinese
|
ciety, Elizabeth and Grace Brodrib, M. Baker, A.

|
ber of Burlington Monthly Meeting of Friends, '.

Died, Eighth Month 26th, 1901, at her horn-

ain, Ohio, Phebe A. Steer, in her forty-ninth yv

ter of Israel and Rebecca B. Steer ; a member

Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends. She was :;

for more than twenty years, but so patient an

as to be a constant example to her friends of?'

in a Saviour's love. Thus purified through sut!

seemed for several days previous to her death to

ing with those who had already entered the maros

rest and peace. "Blessed are the pure in heart, ;tl)

shall see God."

, at her home in Colerain, Ohio, on the ri

Ninth Month, 1901, Rebecca B. Steer, wife 'lai

Steer, in her seventy-seventh year ; a beloved me »•

elder of Short Creek Monthly and Concord Pie"

Meeting, Ohio. While very young she yielded to op

alions of Divine Grace, and was enabled throng il'

life to adorn the doctrines she professed with t'

sistency, and occupied important stations in tl Sin

with reverence and godly fear. She was anxij

licitious for the best welfare of her children andil 1

came under her notice, fervent in spirit, and cons «!>

in her daily walk. Her last days wore marked »

calmness and resignation to the will of Him wh

to prove her with much suffering, at one time

that "sweet passages from the Psalms of I

almost constantly before her." and repeate^i

Psalm, adding she did not feel worthy to apply

guage to herself, "Faithful unto death," 'We he:

was awaiting her " a crown of life."

, at his home in Mt. Holly, N. J., on the >
'"1

the fifteenth of Fifth Month last, Robert B. W
the sixty-eighth year of his age ; a member of 1 m
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the twenty-fifth of Sixth Month, 19'
^

BETH Ann Aaronson, in her seventy-sixth yeai
j

M
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The Cost of Gold.

are taught that all exchangeable values

f men are but the labor of men which

lave cost. But there is room for doubt

er the value of gold and precious metals

lere nearly approaches their awful cost

n's labor and suffering, to say nothing of

xander Del Mar gives a "History of the

ms Metals" as one of blood, slavery and

jr, and substantially relates the facts in

apters on the "Plunder of Europe by the

IS," "Plunder of Africa," "Plunder of

"Plunder of India, " and "Plunder in

' ending with the looting by the allied

commanded by Count von Waldersee.

1 reports give evidence that "the Trans-

lines have been worked from first to

natives who were forced into them

t their will; that they were brought from

ctors at so much per man, bound, strap-

ade drunk with rotten liquor, and thrust

into pits which avarice has dug and

isy has covered over." We are not pre-

i:o refer the guilt of these iniquities to

[ the present warring nations more than

3ier. The sin is, not one of nationality

Oman's fallen nature, as charged by Vir-

?m he exclaims, "Oh cursed lust-for gold!

ildost thou not force mortal hearts to

' And where does Paul place "the love

Key"? and James the source "whence
I nd fightings come"? Witness the ex-

;ii of the natives found by the Spaniards

K Vest Indies, and of many forced to labor

K nines of Mexico and South America,

ci we of this country boast a righteous-

s very superior, when we think what the

3 ipidity has done with our Indians and

nils, if not with slaves in mines.

To resume Del Mar's researches, he Con-

cludes that "it is quite evident that without

forced labor, without slavery, and without

working the mills on the Fahbath, the industry

in the Transvaal could not have been made to

pay." And what further price has it cost?

In another article in the Literary Digest a

writer intimates that the story that Lieutenant

Peary had discovered gold in the resion of the

North Pole, needed only to have proved true,

to cause the Pole to be discovered very promptly

by some of the many gold hunters who would

flock thither.

Take the case of the vast interior of Alas-

ka, for example. Had it not been for the

pioneer prospectors who made the original dis-

covery of gold in that region, it would have
been practically an unknown country to-day. . .

In the entire history of Arctic exploration and
adventure, prior to the discovery of gold in

the .fXlaskan peninsula, there are few such trips

recorded as can compare in hazard and hard-

ships with hundreds which have been made in

recent years, not only bv the rugged pioneers

of Yukon, but even by women and children.

Men by the dozens, by the hundreds almost,

can be found who have made during the depths

of winter sled trips on the Yukon of hundreds,

even of thousands, of miles, and this while the

thermometer was recording temperatures as

low as any encountered and recorded by the

scientific Arctic explorers. Every new min-

ing camp which has been opened in the in-

terior of Alaska has, in its early history, the

record of some such daring trip as would have
brought fame to the scientific explorer.

Had the heart of man been such that the

strenuous exertion inspired by covetousness

had been inspired by the higher motives, how

would the face of the earth and its history

long ago have been changed! The quest of

souls in the love of the gospel in strange and

barbarous lands, may in some instances match

the overcoming of outward difticulties encoun-

tered in the quest of gold, but in many more

instances will it evince a higher heroism. Of

the typical gold hunter, or money-grasper,

could it be said, "Though he was rich, yet for

our sakes He became poor, that we through his

poverty might be made rich?" Or is the mam-
mon-server ever an overcomer of self? "Who
is he that overcometh the world, but he that

believeth that Jesus is the Christ?" Actuated

by that faith should Christians of missionary

zeal know of a circumpolar people, it might

be one of the wonders of grace but need

scarcely be a surprise, if the problem of the

discovery of the Pole were valiantly met and

solved, in the quest of a higher interest.

Gold costs souls, Christ saves souls. The

love of gold is sclf-.sotking, tha spirit of Christ

is self-sacrifice. The lust of gold inspires to

stupendous endeavors and unscrupulous sins;

the love of Christ constrains to noblest hero-

isms faithful unto death. Yet the sin is not

in the gold, but in the heart that prefers it to

the heart's witness for good. Gold and pre-

cious metals are among the creatures of God

that are "good, and nothing to be refused, if

received with thanksgiving. " They have their

right place, but not above "durable riches and

righteousness." It is only sin that makes

gold cost more than it is worth, and there is

perhaps not a mentionable sin that it is not

made to cost. When it costs conscience, what

shall it profit a man, though he gain the whole

world? But when gained and used by a good

conscience, it is a blessing to the steward and

to the world. The money-seeker who always

seeks first the kingdom of God will find his

right service, and be "rich towards God."

The penniless who does the same will not fail

of the blessing which "makes truly rich, and

adds no sorrow with it."

A Friend in Search of a Society.

Instances occasionally come to our notice of

honest hearted friends of Truth coming upon

the groundwork and principles of our religious

Society by a solitary spiritual leading, and after-

wards findina our early Friends had been simi-

larly led, and that a society of such had been

gathered, whose successors still subsist in an

organization known as "the Society of

Friends," Sometimes their fellowship with

these is comforting, and sometimes they have

found the name misleading.

In a recent letter from New England one

says: "I became a member of the Society

when living about twentv miles from a Friends'

meeting, and knowing no Friends within twelve

miles of my home. I had read a small book

about the "Principles of Friends." and was

constrained to request membership against

what seemed to be common sense, as I could

and did go to a meeting of the body I then be-

longed to, a mile from my home. Finally I

went to [reside in] the vicinity of an old

Friends" meeting-hnuse. The meeting held

there was a 'union' meeting, the large

Friends' meeting having died out. Two people

had requested membership with Friends, and

the meeting became a Friends' meeting. While
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it is not large I think there is only one mem-

ber who did not come in by request . . .

"I confess I have been much disappointed

in Friends. Perhaps I made an ideal of what

I thought Friends were by reading; but thou

can well imagine how little we can tell about

the practices of a people by reading an ex-

pression of their princinles. Of course I knew

nothing of the divisions and have had much

to learn about differences in custom. There

are good things among all I have met with.

Three vears ago I went to North Carolina

Yearly "Meeting and felt drawn to Rich Square

Monthly Meeting to visit families. [Later]

I had a concern to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting,

smaller body . . . This year I felt it risrht to

go to the Westerly instead of the Portland

Meeting ... I am at a loss to know where

to find the right among Friends now . . .

Among the confusing, varying, conflicting

practices of those calling themselves Friends,

I see only one way for me to do,—that is, to

be led by the blessed Shepherd himself and go

where He shall bid me, looking unto Jesus,

the Author, to finish ray faith."

We see no better course for our Friend to

take. This was the attitude of spirit under

which the Society was first gathered into "the

unity of the Spirit and bond of peace," and it

is the one uniting discipline which has power

to succeed in gathering into one, as no out-

ward legislation can gather or bind.

It is not for us to assume to prescribe to a

Truth-seeker where his fellowship with Christ

should lead him or place him. But may any

communion which should say, "Come, and have

fellowship with us," be justified in adding,

"for our fellowship is with the Father and

with his Son, Jesus Christ."

it- take the Lord's Supper morning, noon, and

night, and every hour between. Whenever

you draw a breath, draw it in remembrance

of Christ; whenever you lift an eye to the great

heights where the stars tremble and burn do

it in the name and for the sake of Christ as a

grand covenant-making fact.

On "The Sacraments."

An eminent preacher at the City Temple

recently, says the London Friend, made such

a clear pronouncement on the subject of the

so-called Sacraments, and one so largely in

harmony with the views of Friends, that we

think readers will be glad to have his actual

words as given in the Christian Commonwealth.

There is no hint that what we call a Sacra-

ment was being established. Jesus Christ

established no sacraments. The Church in

one of her aspects has established seven, and

most of the Churches accept two; and Jesus

established neither. There is nothing of the

kind in the great, holy, mystic, spiritual Church
of the living Christ I get rid of sacramen-
tarianism by getting rid of the sacraments.

My Lord established nothing of this mechan-
ical ceremonial functional kind. ... All this

functional mechanical arrangement and sacra-

ment is so far away from the love-scene, the

love-feast of the old, good time. Surely the

earliest churches knew this, for, for more than

seven hundred years, the Christian Church
had no Lord's Supper; in a sense it is a modern
invention; but the taking of the body and the

drinking of the blood is as old as Christ Him-
self, and He brought it up from eternity.

Take the Sacrament—as we now foolishly call

Western Yearly

The letter printed in our last number as

representing "Ohio Yearly Meeting' ' (so judged

because the name "Ohio" seemed to be on the

postmark), is now alleged to refer to Western

Yearly Meeting. We are glad of the opportu-

nity to produce the foUowins: testimony from

a visiting minister concerning this Western

Yearly Meeting:

—

I have been comforted in witnessing the

weight and dignity with which Friends have

conducted the affairs of the Church, but truly

there is left but a very small remnant. In

many places they seem as the few berries on

the topmost boughs or the gleaning of grapes

after the vintage is over, but may we not be

thankful a remnant is preserved, whom the

Lord refreshes from time to time as with the

dew of heaven^

Mid-Week Meeting.

In other religious bodies the mid-week uray-

er-meeting stands in a similar relation to

that of our mid-week meeting, for worship.

Only ours is the greater testimony for the

spiritual against secular absorption, by being

held during business hours of the day. The

Presbyterian thus shows a similar concern

to that so often heard among us:

We notice that the decay of the mid-week

service is a subject of alarm and discussion

on the other side of the waters, just as it is

on this side. "The prayer-meeting" seems

to be losing its hold upon the Church at large,

and something must be done to revive it if she

is to keep up the vigorous and healthy piety

which should characterize her membership.

It is a bad symptom when there is no sufficient

aspiration God-ward on week-days to draw

Christians to the accustomed place of con-

ference and prayer. It shows what hold secular

affairs have upon the mind and heart when at-

tendance upon the weekly service is neglected,

or when conscience no longer rebukes for the

Fitch's Famous Rules.

1. Never teach what you do not quite un-

derstand.

2. Never tell a child what you can make
him tell you.

3. Never give a piece of information with-

out asking for it again.

4. Never use a hard word if an easy one

will convey your meaning, and never use any

word unless you are quite sure of the meaning
that it conveys.

5. Never begin a lesson without a clear

view of its end.

6. Never give an unnecessary command,
nor one which you do not mean to see obeyed.

7. Never permit any child to remain in the

class even for a minute without something to

do and a motive for doins: it.

—

J. G. FiteL

Reading the Scriptures in the Fam
—Some years ago, an Irish wanderer,

wife, and his sister, asked a night's shei

in the cabin of a pious school-master. V

the characteristic hospitality of his nat

the school-master made them welcome.

;

was his hour for evening worship, and w(

the strangers were seated, he began by r

ing slowly and solemnly the second chapte

the Epistle to the Enhesians. The young

sat astonished. The expressions, "Deai

trespasses and sins," "Children of wra

"Walking after the course of this wr

were new to him. He sought an explant

He was told that this is God's account o;

state of man by nature. He felt that it

exactly his own state. In this way "I

walked from my childhood. In the serv;.

the God of this world we have come to

house."
He was on the way to a fair, where 1

tended to pass a quantity of counterfeit

:

ey. But God's Word had found him out.

produced his store of coin, and beggt'

host to cast it into the fire; and asked

iously if he could not obtain a Bible for

self. His request was complied with, r.m;

moriiing, with the new treasure, the y

who had now no errand to the fair, reti

to their own home. But I cannot enum

all the conversions which have occurred

;

Church in the House. Many servants

been awakened there. Children have

heard there truths, which, when the .-

brought them to remembrance, in after

—perhaps in days of profligacy, and wlit

from their father's house— have sent

the prodigal. It is not only of Zion's si

assemblies, but of Jacob's humble dwe

—the little fireside sanctuaries—"tha:

Lord shall count when He writelh u\

people, "This man was born there." In
,

house there have been, perhaps, several;;-

its born into this world. Have there been y

born again?

—

Hamilton.

Revelations Continuing since the Be:-

NiNG OF Adam.—The existence of belitJ

one God prior to the existence of the 1 i

show that revelations were received befort f

Scriptures were compiled. It also shows ii

revelations take place independently ofie

Bible. Being the outcome of a living coi^

uous agency, they are occurring all the t ;.

God is always unveiling himself and discloS

his secrets to the minds of devout ri.

Hence there is a sense in which revelation.!

never be a finished product. We sometifS

speak of the Christian revelation as fina n

the sense that it contains all truth esseiil

to salvation ; but while no new truth respt-

ing Divine redemption has been revealed sie

the manifestation of God in Christ, ni'a

views of truth have become more adequ3i

having increased in fulness and complete*

from age to age. Man, indeed, is eonstalj

getting a deeper insight into the ways of lii

a greater knowledge of his works, a la'J

acquaintance with his laws, and, as a co^

quence, a better understanding of his per't

will.— C. C. Workman.

To return good for good is human; evi ^r

evil, carnal; evil for good, devilish; goodir

evil.ldivine.
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For"THH Friend."

Luke Cock.

ke Cock, spoken of as "That substan-

ninister of the Gospel" deceased 1740,
about 83 years. John Richardson bears

Z testimony to his worth, and says "He
i minister about 37 years, and I have
him say that he had borne the character
e greatest singer—of vain songs— in all

)art of the country. He sung then the
onian song by the muddy waters thereof;
iving drank of the brooks of Shiloh that

iftly in the new converted soul, he could
ing and rejoice in the Lord Jesus."
1 following quaint but instructive sermon
)en preserved:

ecessity, Friends, outstrips the law.

sity has made many people go by the
ng cross. I am afraid there are some
who have never gone by the weeping

I remember being once traveling and
lide .said to me: 'I'll show thee the
ig cross.' 'Nay,' said I, 'thou needest
I have borne it a great while.' Now
iace he showed me was four lanes' end.
smber that when I first met ray guide,
t led rae into a lane, a very cross one,

I was to speak the truth from my
Before this I used to swear and lie

r gain.

Jay then,' said I to my guide, 'I must
hee here. If thou lead rae up this lane I

ver follow thee. I'se be ruined of the
ir's trade if I musn't lie for gain
gre I lost my guide, and then, filled with
I went back to the place of the weeping
and said, 'if I can but find my good
again I'll follow him, lead me whither
.' So here I f jund him and began to

up this lane, telling the truth from my
I had nought but beggary and pover-

)re this but now I began to thrive in my
md got to the end of that lane, though
ome difficulty. But now my guide be-
lead me up another lane, harder than

t, which was to use the plain language,
as very hard; yet I said to my guide
ny feeble pace. I'll follow as fast as I

Don't outstretch me, prithee.' So by
! I got up this lane. But now I was
a third lane, and it was harder still;

—

;• my testimony against tithes. My
•t being convinced, I said, 'Nav, I doubt
er follow thee up here! but don't leave
e my pace, I prithee, for I maun rest

!0 I traveled hard a great while, till

urged 'We'seall be ruined; what, art
me stark mad to follow these silly

'.' Here I staggered and cried and
of my guide to stay and take my pace
resently my wife was convinced ' Well
ysshe, 'follow thy guide, let what come
le, the Lord has done abundance for
3'11 trust Him.' 'Nay,' now thought
^0 my guide again.' So I said to him,
ow thee freely.' So I got to the end
lane pretty cheerfully. Now, Friends,
ul to keep up your testimonies in this
Tell the truth from the heart. Speak
1 language and maintain your testimo-
free ministry. Though you may have
lity to make something to yourselves
mber Gehazi." Here Luke repeated
the account of Naaman—"Here a

on comes up concerning an ox, I

don't remember ever to have heard it before.
I doubt you know not what it means, but
you have heard of an ox ai'nt you ? It is a
creature put to the yoke. Sometimes it

draws, sometimes it holds. So you mu.'^t some-
times draw and sometimes hold. But I mun
read you a little more out of my journal.
Bide my din (talk) a bit pray, youse have it

for naught. My guide led me up a lane more
difiicult than the former, which was to bear
testimony to that Hand that had done all this

for me. This was a hard one, and I thought
I wud ne'er see the end of it. I was eleven
years, all but one month, in it. Here I began
to go on my hands and knees and creep under
hedges. I ne'er forgot since nor I hope ever
shall, 1 would fain think it's almost impossible
to fail now,— but let him that think he stands
take heed. I thought to have had a water-
ing, but you straggle sear (sore). I cannot
get you together. We mun have no more wa-
tering to-night. So I mun leave every one to
his own guide."

Thomas Cash, a ministering Friend in Eng-
land, was staying for a few days at a Friend's
house. Sitting in silence with his host he
said, "John, wilt thou call thy family to-

gether?" When they had assembled, Thomas
soon said, "John, are all thy children here?"
It was answered, "All but my son Samuel."
"Wilt thou send for thy son Samuel?" A lad

was told to request Samuel to come in. Now
Samuel was a disobedient, undutiful boy who
hated Quakers, and his answer to the sum-
mons was, "What does the old fool want with
me?" and refused to go. The failure was re-

ported, when again it was said, "John wilt

thou send for thy son Samuel?" To this sum-
mons a similar answer was returned. And a
third time the lad entreated his brother to

come in. "What does the old fool want with
me anyway? he had better attend to his own
busine.ss." But it being represented to him
that courtesy required his attendance, he was
induced sullenly to come in. On taking a
seat, T. C. soon began, "When I sent for thee
the first time didst thou not say, 'What does
the old fool want with me?' and on the sec-

ond summons didst thou not make a like re-

mark; and the third, didst thou not say 'What
does the old fool want with me anyway, he
had better attend to his own business. ' And
now I will tell thee what I want with thee.

As the prophet was sent to the captain so am
I sent with a message to thee." And then he
went on to say, in effect—for I cannot recall

the exact words—That a renewed visitation

was now extended to him, which was the last

he would ever receive. If it was not closed
in with, he would in a short time see his father
die in great sorrow for him, and be himself
soon after cut off in hopeless despair. But
Samuel would not submit, and all came to

pass as T. C. had foretold, and he dying in

great agony of mind soon after.

An Ancient Warning. —"The very thing
which is now called the Christian religion ex-
isted among the ancients, and was not absent
from the beginning of the human race until

Christ came in the flesh, whence the true re-

ligion, which already existed, began to be
called Christian. " —Augustine ('

' Retractions,
'

'

the author's last work.)

Maxims from " The Inner Life."

BY T. C. UPHAM.

Many persons think they are seeking holi-
ness, when they are in fact seeking the "loaves
and fishes." To be holy is to be like Christ,
who, as the captain of our salvation, was made
perfect through suffering. We must be will-
ing to bear the cross if we would wear the
crown. In seeking holiness, therefore, let us
think little of joy, but much of purity; little

of ourselves, but much of God; little of our
own will, but much of the Divine will. We
will choose the deepest poverty and affliction,

with the will of God, than all earthly goods and
prosperity, without it. If we have God, He
will not fail to take care of us.

Always make it a rule to do everything which
it is proper and a duty to do, in the best man-
ner and to the best of your ability. An im-
perfect execution of a thing, which we might
have done better, is not only unprofitable, but
it is a vicious execution; or in other words is

morally wrong. He who aims at perfection
in great things, but is willing to be imperfect
in little things, will find himself essentially an
imperfect man. Such a person wants the es-
sential principles of universal obedience. Con-
sider well therefore, what God, in his provi-
dences would have you perform, and if you feel
the spirit of those directions, which require us
to do all things as unto God rather than unto
men, you will not do them with a false heart or
a feeble hand. And thus in small things as well
as in great, in those which are seen, as well
as in those which are unseen, as well as in

those which attract notice, it shall be said of
}'ou "Well done, good and faithful servant."

A Significant Statement.—At a recent
meeting a woman from Persia remarked that
"It was forgotten to be mentioned that na-
tives have the privilege of coming to this
grand country of America to be educated, and
Americans usually receive them kindly and
lend them aid without asking the advice of
the missionaries of the countries from which
they came. Now, it is the very worst thing
in the world for them, for us and the work.
They become Americanized and return with
exalted ideas of what they ought to do, and
can do. Natives who become Christians and
want an education are very much more useful
if educated in their own land, in their own
language, and among their own people."

Another endorsed this remark by an illus-

tration of the Japanese girl who won such
high honors at Bryn Mawr College. During
an interview with this young lady, she said:
"Oh, please don't let any more girls do this!

It is a grand thing to come to America and be
educated, but for us to be useful in our own
country it is better that we do not have quite
so much education, if we must come to Amer-
ica for it. How can we ever be satisfied to
live our lives in Japan after having been in

America," and with tears in her eyes she con-
cluded: "Oh, it is so much harder to be a
Christian in America than in our own Serai-

nary in Japan!" How sad it is that such a
declaration should be made by one who knows
what it is to be a Christian in heathen Japan
and in this Christian land. The temptations
of our civilization are regarded as being great-
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er than are those where heathenism prevails.

They are of a more subtle character, and are

all the more dangerous on that account.

For • Thk Friend."

Military Music and Discord.

[The accompanying article was either writ-

ten or marked out previous to reading in the

current Fkiend (No. 14) the article on "i\lusic

as an Antidote to Anarchism." It seems to

support what is therein said.—L.]

A correspondent of the Boston Transcript,

deprecating the inculcation of warlike senti-

ments on the minds of the young, gives the

following illustration of the capability of mar
tial music arousing feelings of combativeness

and deadly wrath. "An old army officer," he

says, "sat next to me during a celebrated pa-

rade. When the music had passed he said,

turning a flushed face on which there was
painted the most repulsive expression I had
ever seen him wear. 'Look out now, I may
hurt you I never hear a military band with-

out being roused to a terrible desire to kill.

That is what such music is for.'"

This impulsive averment of the old army
officer we may find confirmatively expressed in

that treatise of Clement, of Alexandria (2nd
century) called "The Instructor," wherein
he says, defending the simple belief and prac-

tice of the contemned and persecuted Chris-

tians,
—"Man's voice is truly a pacific instru-

ment, while other instruments, if you will in-

vestigate, you will find to be warlike, inflam-

ing to lusts, or kindling up amours, or rousing
wrath. In their wars, therefore, the Etrus-
cans use the trumpet, the Arcadians the pipe,

the Sicilians the pectides, the Cretans the
lyre, the Lacedemonians the flute, theThracians
the horn, the Egyptians the drum, and the
Arabians the cymbals. The one instrument
of peace, the word alone by which we honor
God, is what we employ. We no longer em-
ploy the ancient psaltery and trumpet, and
timbrel and flute, which those expert in war
and contemners of the fear of God were wont
to make use of also in the choruses at their

festive assemblies, that by such strains they
might raise their dejected minds."

The military band is an expensive, yet
seemingly an essential adjunct of the regi-
mental equipment. Desertions from the ranks
would probably be far more frequent than
they are, were it not for the agency of the
strains of music (when in camp) in warding
off' homesickness and melancholy. In the
actual conflict of the battlefield, the fierce

blare of the trumpet, the shrill notes of the
fife, and the unintermitted rolling of the
drum, stir up the spirit of carnage and at the
same time drown the groans and the moans of
the wounded and dying. It was in the midst
of such a scene that the lamented Hedley
Vicars, mortally wounded beneath the tower
of the Malakofl:, was carried away from the
field of blood while he pathetically mur-
mured—"Cover my face! Cover my face!"
Alas, that it should have been recounted of
that other. Colonel Gardiner, so often referred
to as "a soldier of the Gross," that when
mortally shot through the mouth on the fatal

field of Prestonpans "he was calling to his

men" [says Dr. Doddridge, his biugrapher]
"probably in that horrid language which is so
peculiar a disgrace to our soldiery. " Here

indeed, was military discord! The detail of

the incidents of the recent war with Spain,

has coupled this "disgrace" with the name
of many a prominent Admiral, general or

other officer, and it is not liKely that the men
in the ranks were behind their superiors in

this regard.

An army chaplain, writing to the New York
Observer during the war of the rebellion,

said, in referring to the many evidences of

vice which prevailed in the service
—"Such

blatant and incessant profanity as I heard in

traveling from Louisville, Kentucky, to Win
Chester, Tennessee—some 750 miles— I never

had supposed possible; intemperance prevails

and vice shows itself shamelessly." The har^

monious strains of the regimental band, not

only are of no efl'ect in drowning such discord

as this, but rather seem to bring out the evil

in more lurid colors. The conclusion of ai

editorial in The Friend (Fifth Month 7th

1898) may here be pertinently repeated, ai

pointing to the only harmony that cannot be

unattuned:

"Let the time past suffice wherein any by

unoeaceableness have wrought the will of the

Gentiles. Let us be driven, though now it

may seem at the point of the bayonet, to the

Christ of Peace, and to that self-examination

for the works of the devil in our spirits, that

He may destroy them, 'bringing every thought
into captivity to the obedience of Christ.'

Let our peace be thoroughly made with God,

and it will be thoroughly made with men."
JosiAH W. Leeds.

TuEKMOMETEK TliBES.—An interesting ac-

count is given in The Idler of the wonderful
state aided industry at Jena where glass and
lenses are made for scientists. The industry

has been built up by Professor Abbe and Dr.

Schott and has throughout been conducted by
scientists whose efforts have made Jena famous
among scientific men the world over. One of

the most picturesque features of the Jena
glassworks is the great corridor where the

thermometer tubes are blown and drawn, says

a correspondent.

We saw this glass in process of manufac-
ture. A boy workman caught a bit of molten
glass from the furnace on the end of a blow-
pipe. It was hardly larger than a walnut,

but by twirling and blowing and moulding it

grew to the size of an orange, with the shape
of an orange. More glass was then added,
and there was more rolling and blowing, and
when the proper stage was reached the blow-
pipe was passed quickly to the brawny mas-
ter workman.

He, in his turn, added glass, blowing from
time to time with cheeks outpuffed until it

seemed as though they must burst, and then
rolling the great ball of glass on his iron

kneading board until it looked like a huge yel-

low gourd. Faster and faster he worked,
keeping the ball always symmetrical and vet
white hot. At length he lifted the glowing
mass quickly in the air, and a second workman
attached the blowpipe at the bottom. Then
the two men ran in opposite directions, twirl-
ing the pipes and blowing lustily from time
to time. From a thick, partly yellow globe
the glass thinned out quickly as the men ran
apart, until it became a dull red tube not
larger than a man's little finger and nearly
three hundred feet long. Sometimes in draw-

ing these tubes one of the blowers would
only run the length of the corridor, but

outside on the hill.

INTERCESSION.
BY J. H. KNOWLES.

" The Spirit helpeth our infirmities : for we kn
what we should pray for as we ought : but the S
* * * maketh intercession for the saints according tt

will of God ' (Rom. 8 : 26, 27).

I cannot pray ; my tired heart is weak.
My tongue is languid, heavy, slow to speak

;

Spirit divine, my intercessor be.

Pray Thou for me.

I am so full of need, yet cannot tell

My soul's deep want which Thou dost know soi

Spirit divine. Thy speech is strong and free,

Pray Thou for me.

I am not wise, I do not even know
What things to ask for or which way to go;

Spirit divine. Thy sight is clear to see,

Pray Thou for me.

My prayer is human, selfishness and sin

May mar what seems to me sincere and clean;

Spirit divine, its purifier be.

Pray Thou for me.

For when in me Thou prayest, calm and still

I wait the answer of (iod's blessed will
;

Content, assured, I know He heareth thee
;

Prav Thou for me.— Christian Advocat

Some Reminiscences of a Good Man—Eben

Worth.

Ebenezer Worth on the 20th of Eia

Month, 1862, writes in his diary:
—"Myi

and tender father was taken from us by d(

with about three weeks' sickness. I felti

anxious while he lay sick that he might

favored with a sense of preparation for

change before he was taken. To my gi

satisfaction he expressed in a sober calm

that he had not felt any anxiety from the c

mencementof his sickness, how it might tei

nate; he seemed resigned to the will of Pr

dence. I think while in health he was concerd-

to prepare for death. What a coraforto

feel an evidence that our departed friends we

prepared for the mansions of eternal rest.

There does not appear to be any accoun ii

the diary of the funeral of Samuel Woi.

From a letter written by a ministering Frid

who was in attendance it appears to have ba

an interesting and encouraging occasion.

Some extracts from that letter follow: e

carriage from the West Chester depot on e

arrival of the trains seeming to be full or .-

gaged, I started on foot, but was overtaa

by Joseph Scattergood who had his fatheri'

law, David Cope, with him; thev invited e

to ride with them. David was very inter

-

ing in conversation and said amongst otr

things that Samuel Worth had done a gi

deal of business, but he never knew a liil

man to speak against him. A very large ci-

pany was assembled at the house. Sani

Worth being highly respected in his neighl'-

hood. We proceeded to the burial ground'

Marshalton and after some consultation vh

the elders it was concluded to hold a meet'

The house was filled to overflowing. We
a long time in solemn silence; it did not f>

IS if there was much room for words. I thou t

f there could be such a feeling when my bj

was laid in ground, it would be all thati c(J ,
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At length Samuel Cope arose with the

age, "It is not of him that willeth, nor

n that runneth, but of the Lord that

ith mercy," or wurds to that effect. A

d elder remarked afterward, "There

uite a savor with it."

s^hile after he was done David Cope got

r rather Samuel helped him up, he could

,and straight but supported himself un his

in one hand and the gallery railing in the

. He commenced with saying, It was a

satisfaction to him when he had followed

smains of one who had led a godly life

} grave, that the company, if they were

tate to worship 'Jod, should quietly gather

;he house and sit awhile together, even

;h a word might not be spoken. He then

! at considerable length and was much

ed. About midway in his communication

id, "My brethren, I am very feeble, and

sit down;" then went on speaking from

eat. 'Twas a tendering time; old men

t be seen in tears. When David was done

:ing I thought the meeting would close

e had been together a good while. Hav-

little on my mind, I expressed it, desir-

/hat all had witnessed might not be as the

ing dew that passeth away. 'Tis upon

ender ground that the husbandman sows

eed and when heavenly visitations were

ted we knew not that we should be favored

more, therefore may we cooperate with

leasure of grace afforded and thereby be

ut of all error into all truth and be pre-

1 for the awful change which awaits us.

ceased speaking, David Cope broke forth

1, in rapturous language, manifesting

; interest in young people, encouraging

and desiring a blessing for them He
"I would ask for myself, a poor, feeble

lan, just passing from time to eternity,

God might be with me through the dark

7 of the shadow of death, and may He be

you and bless you, my dear young friends,

i you and preserve you that you may join

mgelic host on high, when time shall be

pwed up in eternity, when all enjoyments

must cease and ye can no more be in

ants of this earth."

may not be exactly as he gave it, but

so. It seemed as if the windows of

n had been opened, and a blessing poured

an another occasion several years since

sitting by the bedside of an aged Friend,

nring his long life had been a plain,

cal farmer, his end was apparently near,

lis family gathered around in silence

ng his departure. He was propped up
face toward the West and chin duwn
on the chest. Suddenly he raised his

,nd looking intently upward and outward
issed over his features such an expres

holy surprise and awe as I never be

nor since, saw on a human face. It

but for a very brief space^of time, his

ropped on his chest and the spirit had
its flight. We hope and trust, through
"ted mercy to dwell amidst some such
as had been presented to his view be

s departure.

ip Price, also a plain, practical farmer
valuable Elder of Birmingham Monthly

g of Friends, a few days before his

spoke thus to some of his relatives

sembled in his chamber: "Within two days I

have felt my close to be near, I know not why
it is; it is no merit of my own; it is adorable

mercy admirable kindness and love that death

is not appalling. 1 hope lam not deceived;

but 1 could not feel this peace, were I not

confident in his armor, in whom I have trusted

all my life long. The natural eye can have

no conception of the splendor of the New Je-

rusalem. No outward palace or representa-

tions can give us any conception of it."

City of the pearl bright portal,

City of the jasper wall.

City of the golden pavement
Seat of endless festival

;

City of Jehovah, Salem !

City of eternity.

To thy bridal halls of gladness

From this prison I would flee,

Heir of glory

That shall be for thee and me.—Bonar.

0, the joys that are there, mortal eye hath not seen

!

0, the songs they sing there, with hosannas between

!

0, the thrice blessed song of the Lamb of Moses!

0, the brightness on brightness the pearl gate en-

closes !

0, white wings of angels! fields white with

roses !

0, white tents of peace where the rapt soul reposes!

0, the waters so still and the pastures so green
;

And. the rest, oh, so sweet, more than mortal can
dream. —Nelso7i.

May all the praise, glory, might, majesty,

dominion, and thanksgiving be freely, fully

and unreservedly ascribed unto Him to whom
alone it belongs for bestowing upon his poor

fallen and feeble creature man, the ability to

leave behind them such encouraging experi-

ences, and such inspiring lines, as the fore-

going. W. P. T.

The Basis of Empire.

This empire of ours, through becoming a

very present reality to every man in the street,

is searching us all through and through; and

under its searching challenge it is strange

how godless is our instinctive interpretation

of the issues set before us. The affairs that

we are dealing with are very big and very

distant: the nations concerned, the interests

involved, are impressive in their material

bulk. And this gross bulk is all that we at

a distance can manage to realize. The result

is that we take only material, visible, tangible

matters into account. We omit, we forget,

the living hearts of the people we have to

deal with, their aspirations, their traditions,

their religions, their loves. And yet these

are the motives which actually make history,

motives far more real and more powerful than

any of those commercial considerations which

we chiefly assume to be paramount; and then

havinsf left out of our calculations all the

main forces engaged, we are surprised to find

ourselves at last, when it is too late to with-

draw, in face of some maddening Chinese

fury or some desperate stubbornness of Dutch
resistance. We have gone on interpreting

man at his lowest ratio, and the invisible and

spiritual powers in him rise up against us and
take their revenge. My brethren, an Empire
like ours, with its tremendous issues, can be

governed only by one rule—by faith in the

highest, by faith in spiritual realities, by

faith in a Divine purpose, by faith in God.

Our peril at this hour is that just at the mo-
ment when every one of us has the making of

an empire thrust upon him, whether he will or

no, we are habitually accustoming ourselves

more and more to omit God from our consid-

erations. Such a temper will, without our

ever becoming aw'are of it, build an empire
from out of which God will have disappeared,

and such an empire so built goes down to ruin

in dust and ashes.

Depend upon it that you cannot go wrong
by clinging to the right. Lift your eyes

from the narrow expediences, and remember
that there is a code of conscience which has

its home within the will of God.— Canon Scott

Holland in St. Paurs Cathedral, London.

HUKTFUL AND HELPFUL GIVING.
—"When I

was trying hard to get through the State Uni-

versity on very little money." writes Cynthia

Westover Alden, the president-general of the

International Sunshine Society, in the Ladies'

Home Journal, "one day an old-time friend

looked me over, and taking out a ten-dollar

bill, handed it to me, saying: 'You actually

look as if you did not get half enough to eat.

Take this money and straighten up a bit.

Don't forget to pay it back to me when you

can. I don't believe in giving money to any-

body.' Now I was not an object of charity,

though I was sadly in need of Sunshine. I put

the bill away and cried as if my heart would

break. After waiting some days 1 sent the

same ten dollars back, saying 1 was glad 1

could return it to her so soon. To this day I

hear of her telling how she helped me finan-

cially when I was 'hard up.'

"Another woman, that same week, asked

me why I did not take my meals at the restau-

rant where most of the students took theirs.

I replied that it was a little too expensive for

me. The next day 1 was called in by the pro-

prietor of the restaurant, and asked if 1 could

find time to look over the books of the con-

cern and verify the work done by some one

else, and if 1 would take out the pay in meal

tickets. I thought it merely a bit of luck

that had come my way. But at the close of

the term the proprietcr told me that my
friend had paid for my meal tickets. Did

the kindness offend me? I cried just as hard

as 1 had cried over the ten-dollar bill, but it

was a different sort of a cry."

" A man of no regrets

He goes his sunny way
;

Owing the past no load of debts

The present cannot pay."

0, fear not in a world like this.

And thou shalt know ere long,

Know how sublime a thing it is

To suifer and be strong.—Henry W. Longfellow.

liAiNDKOPS are, as a rule, larger in summer
than in winter. The size of a raindrop when
it reaches the earth depends on the height

from which it has fallen. In the summer the

lower strata of air are warmer than in winter,

and therefore clouds are formad at a greater

height where conditions are favorable for

rapid condensation. The drops falling from

these high summer clouds have more time to

grow and therefore become larger than those

falling from the lower winter clouds.
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The German Watchman's Song.

It was formerly tbe custom for the watch-

men in Germany to sing their national songs

at night, as well as those of a more devotion-

al character, of which the following is a spec-

imen:

Hark ye, neighbors, and hear me tell,

Ten now strikes on the belfry bell !

Ten are the holy commandments given

To man below, from God in heaven.

Human watch from harm can't ward us
;

God will watch, and God will guard us
;

May He through eternal might,

Give us all a blessed night.

Hark ye, neighbors, and hear me tell.

Eleven sounds on the belfry bell :

Eleven apostles, of holy mind.

Taught the gospel to mankind.

Hark ye, neighbors, and hear me tell.

Twelve resounds on the belfry bell

!

Twelve disciples to Jesus came,

Who suffered rebuke for their Saviour's name.

Hark ye, neighbors, and hear me tell.

One has pealed on the belfry bell

!

One God above, one Lord indeed.

Who bears us up in time of need.

Hark ye, neighbors, and hear me tell.

Two resounds on the belfry bell !

Two paths before mankind are free.

Neighbor, choose the best for thee.

Hark ye, neighbors, and hear me tell.

Three now falls on the belfry bell!

Threefold reigns the heavenly Host,

Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

The Indians and the Great Book.—
"At Norway House, on a certain occas-

ion," says Edgerton Young, missionary of the

Canada Methodist Church there, "a number of

Indians came into my room, noiselessly, after

their fashion, so that the room was filled with

them before I knew it. When I became aware
of their presence I asked whence they were.

" 'From a journey of fourteen nights,' they

replied; for they reckon distance by the num-
ber of nights they are delayed to sleep. "We
have got the Kessenaychen—the Great Book
—but we don't understand it, although, we
can read it.' I thought they were joking, for

the Indians cannot read unless some one has

taught them; and I knew from their account
they must live far away from any missionary;

but when I asked them 'From what missionary

did you learn?'
" 'We never saw a missionary nor a teach-

er.' I took down from my shelf our Bible,

printed in the beautiful syllabic character of

the Cree language, and opened to Genesis;

they read it with ease and correctness. I

turned the pages and they read in many pla-

ces. I was amazed and asked them again

where they lived. They described it to me; it

was far away, north of Hudson's Bay, hun-

dreds of miles from any missionary. Their

hunting grounds it seems, adjoin those of

some Christian Indians—they cover great dis-

tances in hunting—and, continued my vis-

itors,

" 'We visited your Indians and found that

they had the Kessenaychen. We got them to

read it and then to teach it to us; and we
were so pleased with it that we all learned to

read it during the winter.

'

"Every soul in a village of three hundred

population has thus actually learnecj to read

the Bible without ever having seen any white

teacher; and having providentially come into

possession of some copies that happened to be

in the hands of the Hudson's Bay Company's

agent, these heathen Indians had journeyed

through the snows fourteen nights' distance

that to them might be given instruction in the

Book they had thus learned to love."

Evidence of Regeneration.

xVlany persons regard themselves truly re-

generated because they are religiously stirred

in certain directions. They may be, but it is

not safe to rely solely upon such a proof of

conversion.

Some persons are naturally sympathetic.

They are touched, even to tears, at the sight

of distress. They are responsive to joy and

on occasions are lifted into raptures. A stir-

ring presentation of Christ's passion, a tender

description of the Garden-agony and a realiz-

ing sense of the tragedy of the cross draw tears

from their eyes, but this is simply the sensi-

bility which finds expression over almost any
tragic event.

As with sorrow, so with joy. Numbers much
enjoy certain religious services. They love

the minister and take delight in his preaching.

But this does not necessarily argue a renewed
soul. In one of his striking parables, -Jesus

described those who "received the Word with,

joy," but whose conduct afterward showed
that they had neither root nor the fruitage of

grace. Herod heard John gladly, but that

was all. He made no confession of sin, re-

formed not his life, and brought not forth

fruits meet for repentance, so to-day there are

many who rarely miss a Sabbath service, who
gladly contribute to the support of the church,

and who praise sermons and music, yet never
enter into the spirit of devotion and have need
to learn the first principles of vital and practi-

cal godliness.

Nor does, a desire for good always evince

the regenerated soul. Longing springs from
a sense of want. It is no uncommon thing

for unrenewed men to long after ihe Chris-

tian's treasures and to wish they were fit for

heaven and were sure of its rewards. Jesus
once so graphically and sweetly set forth the

blessings of his Kingdom under the emblem
of bread that the multitudes cried out, "Lord,
evermore give us this bread;" but their long-

ing for it was of short duration, for they soon
after basely deserted him as Teacher and Re-
deemer. To-day hundreds are anxious for

spiritual and saving benefits, but not on the

terms of the Gospel. They desire immortal
life, but will neither seek nor pursue it in the
divinely-prescribed way.

Impressibility attends, but is not necessar-
ily, regeneration. Weeping over sin, delight
in sermons or longing after heaven are no in-

fallible proufs of a radical change of heart by
the Spirit of God. They are good as far as

they go, but something more is necessary.
Life has its conflicts and trials and this good-
ness vanishes under the severe testing. Con-
ditions change and it is discovered that sin is

loved more than holiness the world preferred
to heaven and self prized above Christ. Sen-
timent is a variable and uncertain quantity.
Only as it proves its worth by suitable activi-

ties in the heart and in the conduct does

evince a regenerative origin. Regeneratior

the work of God's Spirit, whereby the w!

nature is transformed. Into it enters a
j

ciple of life. There is a restoration of

Divine image. Those who enjoy the

birth become members of Christ's family

live, as far as possible, like God. They :

sess an inner and outer purity. They ben:

sin's existence, and are bent upon its extei

nation They follow Christ as Master and i

tern and hold on in the path of righteousin

unto the end.— The Presbyterian.

A Battle as it Appeared to an Eye-Witnesf

I was at Gettysburg July 1-4, 1863, w

,

my brother Gen. 0. 0. Howard, but not ai;

soldier. It was my first and only battle'-fie

I received there, not my first impressions, I'

by far my deepest conviction as to t'

real and essential character of war. T

"pomp and circumstance" were not wanti

as we broke camp at Leesburg, Va., a

marched to the sound of music and urn

waving banners towards Pennsylvania. T

report of the first gun following a dist;

flash and the slow rising of a puff of smo

over the woods excited a thrill of patrio'

emotion. Our reinforcements hurrying l|

yond the town to repel attacks already 1'

gun, and others hastening to gain and h(

important positions on Cemetery Ridge, reus

my honest sympathy. But when the first bi'

ken line of limping, bleeding "woundei;

halted along the Baltimore turnpike, and I

;

tempted, almost alone, the work of relief

felt as never before war's cruel sacrifice

blood and limb and life. On the second evfl

ing of the battle the moon rose as peacef-

faced as ever and the silent stars loci;

down unchanged on the upturned ghastly fat

of our dead; the otherwise noiseless night)

sounded with cries of mortal agony from t

dying around me. I said to myself "0 G(

the moon and the stars thou hast made, t

not this miserable murder and mangling

men." It is not like nature; it is anti-ni

ural; it is of the pit. On the third afterno

I went up, weary with hospital work, for a f

moment's rest to the cupola of a farm-hou:

The thin line of blue-coated soldiers seem

to waver along the summit of the ridge,

involuntary prayed for their safety, my cot

try and for the right. Just then, above t

rattling of musketry and the roar of artillei

there came a clap of thunder from a rapic

rising cloud. For a moment no other sou

was heard. It w-as as if God were saying,

'

am mightier than ye all! Hear my voic

Cease your mad and tumultuous strife!"

Here the question came to me as never t

fore, "Is this the work of God or of Sata

Is there no other way of settling human diffs

ences, establishing and confirming hum

rights'? Do union, liberty and law lie alo;

no other road?" Then, as the roar of bati

was renewed and volley succeeded volley,

seemed to me that each bullet was hungry f

a life. Some lives, dear to me personally, ro

in their noble manliness before me. I spo

imagined farewells to the dying. I seemed

look upon dead faces only too familiar,

heard in each discharge the possible kn^l
friend or brother. Oh, wicked extravaffljl

and waste of most precious things! jHl
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y man has, with vast expense of time and

trained his bullet-pierced brain for great

actual attainments. The other has had

gracious spiritual experiences as to be

3ly marked as an exemplar and teacher

iligion. Learning, skill, wisdom, piety

floral power were won by him by years of

self-denial and consecration. Ability

thus acquired for which the world has a

and aching voids. Alas! his body af-

less an obstacle to the passage of a bul-

han that of a horse or even a senseless

. Surely here is a wicked waste.

lat effect has all this had on such as come
unslain, unwounded?
es not this work seem too like that of

beasts or bull-dogs and prize-fighters?

ate the military hero himself from his

S deeds; forget for a moment the cause

e war in which he fights,- -what are the

nal motives, imoulses, and passions

d into life and energy by fighting? A
tian soldier once said to me confiden-

"I cannot bear to go into the presence

d so angry as I always become in battle."

Sherman wrote, "War is cruelty. You
t refine it!" It is that and worse. It

not only kindness and humanity, it lacks

', righteousness, justice,— it is a moral

er. However justifiable we may think

leged cause, however beneficent its re-

its facts are hideously wicked. In a di-

created and ordered universe there is,

must be a better way. It is our duty to

when the heart is crushed with pain,

nd aching with its grief,

every way, it looks in vain

) find a sweet relief
;

even then, as flower crashed,

'ill sweetest fragrance give,

aves the joy of sympathy,
;ith other souls to live.

ain is given us in vain,

jid sweeter we shall grow

jp
we have learned, through our own grief,

\t neighbor's pain to know
;

through the power of our own love

id sweetest sympathy,
others in their trying times

'e's brighter side to see.

et us seek, e'en in our grief,

blessings still unseen,

the lesson we shall find,

it God for us doth mean,
ps 'tis selfishness to kill,

teach us sympathy.
ugh, at first, it seemeth hard,

16 blessing there must be.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.

N.J.

tanks and fountains must look cold and damp
in winter. There is an appearance of mys-

tery over all the great palaces, with their tall,

windowless walls inclosing acre upon acre of

courtyard and garden and palace; walls that

are topped here and there by the iridescent

green tiles of a roof, by some rich mosque
tower, or by the straight tall stem of the cy-

press. Now and again a European minister

and his suit are shown the great, neglected

gardens, the paths roofed with broken trellis

hung with vines, wildernesses of oranges and
olive and pomegranate trees. The whole is

rank with weeds, but everywhere there is wa-
ter, and in their way they are beautiful gar-

dens, indeed. Scattered al)out, almost hidden in

the dense vegetation, are little buildings, often

consisting only of a portico and one room,

rich in tiles and painted ceilings, and often

marvels of painted art. Here sometimes the

Sultan sits to receive the representatives of

the Powers, reclining cross legged upon a

sofa— a white figure, surrounded with its Ori-

ental setting—while at his side stands his

Vizier. The European diplomat, in his uni-

form of gold lace, attended by his military

and civil staff, forms a strange contrast, and
on one occasion the writer noticed that his

Shereefian Majesty was much more interested

in the busby of an officer of the Queen's com-
pany of Grenadier Guards than in the conver-

sation.

—

Next) York Sun.

liN's Comfortless Palace.—Few men
entered within the palace precincts

Inltan of Morocco, for there the wom-
1 supreme. It is known, however, that

e beautiful courtyards and rooms, with
id walls of mosaics of tiles, with ceil-

gorgeously painted and carved wood,
les that are marvels of delicate plas-

Yet the discomfort must be in-

No fireplaces, practically no drainage,

5 everywhere, and even the attractive

A Curious Occupation.—In a little house

just off Hester street, says the New York Herald,

dwells an old woman who carries on a most
peculiar trade. She is Sarah, or "Old Sal,"

as she is more familiarly called, and East Side

residents know well and most of them patron-

ize her. On the window pane of her little

shop is a sign which reads, "Buttons Inside.

Any Button Matched. From One Cent to a

Nickel." Her stock in trade is stored up in

thousands of buttons in little heaps— pearl,

glass, bone, jet, shell, brass, cloth, silk, horn

and every other variety of button made.
It is said the old woman's business is profit-

able and that she has managed to save about

$5000 out of her curious occupation.

"You see," she said to me, "it is often the

case that a woman buj's only enough buttons

for a dress, and then, when she loses one, it

is difficult to get it matched at a notion store.

Those who know me come along here, and I

can always do it from my stock.

"I have my regular customers, for most
store-keepers around here know me and send

their customers to me when they are unable

to suit them, and they seldom go away with-

out the very thing they are after.

"Where do I get them from? Many of

them come from junk shops, where, on the

rags sold, are buttons. All the rag dealers

know I pay a fair price for buttons, and they

save them until they have a sufficient quantity,

and then they come to me.
"Another way I obtain them is by visiting

the dressmakers, who often have buttons left

over, and their customers seldom ask for

them. These I can buy up very cheap. Al-

though my little board outside says that the

highest price I charge is five cents, my better

class of customers do not hesitate to ofi'er me
a quarter, or even fifty cents, in order to

make their garments look neat and complete."

THERE are many aspects of the mission of
Jesus, but we should not overlook that which
He himself emphasized: "To this end was I

born, and for this cause came I into the world
that I should bear witness to the Truth."

Science and Industry.

All explanation of the fact that our cities show
a greater decrease in the death rate than country
districts, may be found in the charge made by a
writer in a recent number of Good Housekeeping,
that the stables, chicken houses and other out-
buildings on many farms, while kept in an out-
wardly cleanly condition, in reality reek with
disease germs.

Use Made of Bad Eggs.—The bad egg is gen-
erally supposed to be an utterly useless product,
and yet at least one enterprising Philadelphian is

doing a lucrative and highly respected business by
turning a thoroughly bad egg to account, and
enabling it to add its modest share to the sum
total of American wealth and prosperity.

During the recent hot spell thousands of bad
eggs were rendered what appeared to be worthless.
En route to the city from the West the heat de-
stroyed many crates, and many eggs were found
useless by the time they reached Philadelphia.

Naturally, you would think these bad eggs would
be thrown away. Not so. Nor is the egg dealer
compelled to pay for having them hauled away.
It is here that the enterprising dealer in bad eggs
asserts his ingenuity and usefulness in the com-
munity. He visits the commission merchants and
offers to haul them away free of charge. Further-
more, when eggs are scarce he pays at the rate of
two or three cents a dozen for the decayed pro-
ducts, but now when the heat causes such a large
percentage to be rendered spoiled he does not have
to pay anything ; the dealer is glad enough to

have his assistance in hauling the spoiled and use-
less eggs away.

These he takes to his factory, and they are there
converted into a solution used in tanning. The
solution loses all offensive odor in its preparation,
and is sold to the tanner by the gallon. The latter

uses it in the seasoning of the leather, calfskin

particularly responding to its application. It is

used to whiten the leather, an experienced tanner
says, and also to fill in the grain.

—

Philadelphia
Times.

A fall of hail to the average depth of one inch
over a region four miles wide and eighteen miles
long is a fall of 167,340,000 cubic feet of ice

weighing nearly 1,000,000 tons. The average ele-

vation from which it fell may be taken as .5,000

feet. All the mass that fell must previously have
been raised to that level ; that is, 1,000,000 tons
must have been raised 5,000 feet or 5,000,000 foot

tons of work must have been done, which corres-

ponds to the work of an engine of a million horse
power working for five hours.

—A new industry is promised for North Caro-
lina in the discovery of the matting reed in its

river marshes. It has long been said that matting
could be made only in China, because the reed
suitable for its manufacture was found only in

that country. Recently reed has been found grow-
ing in the greatest profusion in the waters of the

Trent and Neuse rivers, above Newberne, N. C,
which experts state is identical with that used in

China for making matting.

Horse Chestnuts as Food.—The horse chestnut,

says the International Confectioner, is richer in al-

bumen than any cultivated plant, richer than even
peas and beans. Yet owing to its bitter and res-

inous taste the horse chestnut has never been used

extensively for food. A process of dissolving out
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the bitter resin by alcohol has been invented,

which leaves a meal containing all the albumen

and starch of the chestnut, and " is an excellent

food, possessing a pleasant taste."

It appears that ordinary aqua ammonia, or

"hartshorn" will extinguish a fire under some

circumstances by excluding oxygen. Strong am-

monia produces so large a volume of gas when ex-

posed that it is quite capable of " crowding out
"

all the air if thrown into a room where a fire has

begun. Insurance Engineering tells of a case

where the vapors of a tank containing fifty gallons

of gasoline caught fire in the linen room of a

laundry. The room was instantly a mass of living

flames, but a gallon and a half of ammonia water

thrown into it completely and almost immediately

extinguished the fire. The ammonia was in a glass

demijohn in an apothecary's shop next door to the

laundry, and was thrown into the room by the

druggist as an experiment. To us6 his own words

in reporting the circumstance, the effect was in-

stantaneous ; torrents of black smoke rolled up-

ward in place of flames and in a moment every

trace of fire was gone. But it would have been

death to any one in the room to have thrown a

bottle of ammonia in before he could get out.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—In the interest of a prompt and sat-

isfactory settlement of China's indemnity, thu authorities

at Washington are becoming impressed with the advisa-

bility of again putting forth the proposition that the

claims be referred to The Hague Court of Arbitration for

settlement. Secretary Hay and Minister Rockhill are

devoting special attention to this feature of the Chinese

• question, because it contains germs of serious complica-

tions.

The partisan legislation enacted by the Legislature of

Pennsylvania last winter intended to strengthen the con-

trol of the " machine " upon the Government of the State,

known as the," Ripper bills " has lately been declared un

constitutional by the Supreme Court of the State. The

opinion declares the acts to be unconstitutional on the

grounds of special legislation, and grants an injunction

restraining the Commissioners from putting on the ballots

the names of candidates for members of the Board of

Revision of Taxes.

An effort is being made through the courts to remove

the names of fraudulent voters in Philadelphia from the

assessors' lists, and in the few divisions already acted

upon more than 600 names have been taken off. Further

steps have been taken by tne courts to prevent fraudu-

lent voting by authorizing the appointment of overseers

in certain districts to supervise the counting of votes.

The nroduction of gold in the Stales and Territories

producing the largest amounts is estimated by the Di-

rector of the Mint as follows : Alaska, $8,171,000 ; Ari-

zona, $4,193,400 ; California, $15,816,200 ; Colorado,

$28,289,400 ; Idaho, $1,724 700 ; Montana, $4,698,000 ;

Nevada, $2,006,200 ; Oregon, $1,694,700 ; South Dakota,

$6.177,600 ; Utah, $3,972,200.

The commercial value of silver in the States and Terri-

tories producing the largest amounts is as follows : Ari-

zona, $1,857,210 ; Colorado, $12,700,018 ; Idaho, $3,-

986,042 ; Montana, $8,801,148 ; Utah, $5,745,912.

Great excitement has prevailed in Butler County, Pa.,

a great oil centre many years ago by the recent discovery

of petroleum in an oil bearing sand at a depth of 2400
feet. Many abandoned settlements are again the seat of

much activity.

A. T. Clay, an assistant to Prof. Hilprecht, lately lec-

turing in Philadelphia, upon the results of the explora-

tions by the latter in Nippur in Southern Babylonia and

the cuneiform inscriptions translated by the lecturer,

stated that the Biblical narrative is corroborated by the

writings of the contemporaries of Abraham and Ezekiel

in both Babylonia and Egypt, unquestioned evidence ex-

isting of the sojourn, the exodus and the conquest of the

Israelites. The Assyrian records are of greatest value,

because this was the dominant power in the world when
the greater portion of the Old Testament was written.
" We have many witnesses," he said, " of the truth of

the Bible, and it would take almost a month of evenings

to tell about them all."

A destructive fire occurred on the 25th ult., on Market
Street above Twelfth, in Philadelphia, by which a number
of buildings were burned and over twenty persons lost

The most healthful place in the United States is

Marion, la., according to the statistics of the Marine

Hospital Service. With a population of 4,100, there were

only six deaths in 1900, making the death rate only 1.46

per one thousand inhabitants. The average death rate

in all the 1,190 towns and cities from which statistics

.•ere obtained was 17.47. Of the populous States, Iowa

bowed a death rate of 11.17. North Dakota's rate was

6.95.

The United States census reported in 1890 4,600 persons

100 years of age and over. More than half of these were

colored. In the record for centenarians the negroes of

the United States stand first in number, and Chicago has

a larger percentage of centenarians than any other

American city.

The Delany system of telegraphy has been adopted by

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Under present

conditions from 1,000 to 1,200 words an hour is con-

sidered a maximum for the transmission of railroad

messages. Under the Delany system it is claimed that

from 100 to 8,000 words a minute can be sent, the ra-

pidity of transmission depending upon the length of the

line. It retains the Morse code and key and many of the

present instruments, but instead of the operator having

to send and receive messages all this work is done me-

chanically by the means of a chemical receiver and send-

ing and receiving tapes. It does not do away with the

operator, as he is needed in preparing the message prior

to transmitting it and in deciphering it after it has been

received.

In the seventeen years covered by the records of the New
York State Department of Health the deaths from smallpox

have been less than .07 per cent, of the total, or about

11 deaths annually per 1,000,000 of the population ;

1138 of the total number of 1275 deaths in that period

occurred in New York city, while large areas of the State

had not a single death from this cause, which seems to

imply that smallpox as a scourge is peculiar to large

cities.

The United States continues at the head of the list of

the world's exporting nations. The comparative figures

prepared each month by the Treasury Bureau of Statis-

tics, exhibiting the imports and exports of each of the

principal countries of the world, and the average per

month during a given period, show that the domestic ex-

ports from the United States are greater than those

from any other country, and that the monthly average

during the year 1901 has been higher than that of any

other country.

There were 358 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 43 less than the previous

week and 38 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 195 were males and 163 females: 47

died of consumption of the lungs ; 37 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 7 of diphtheria ;

11 of cancer ; 16 of apople.xy ; 4 of typhoid fever and 10

of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of Sfc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.15 to $3.25 ; Western winter, straight, $3.20

to $3.30 ; spring, straight, $3.35 to $3.60.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 74J to 75c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 61J to 62Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 43c.

Beef Cattle.— Best, 6J to 6|c.; good, 5i to Sic; me-

dium, 45 to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to Sic; good, 3 to 3ic.; common,

IJ to 2hG.

Hogs.—Best Western, 9 to 9Jc.
Foreign.—According to reports received 600,000 per-

sons in the province of An-hui and 300,000 in the Prov-

ince of Kiang-Su in China are on the verge of starvation,

and the famine is spreading. The available funds are in-

significant.

Minister Rockhill has brought with him from China a

corrected copy of the final protocol. Steps have been

taken for the immediate publication of the protocols,

together with such information in relation to them as will

be of value to the commercial interests of the country.

One of the important concessions relates to flour, which
was placed on the China free list. In view of the present
large market in China for American flour, and the enor-

mous prospective trade to follow closer relations, this

one concession is regarded as of great value.

A despatch from Constantinople of the 27th says :

"There has been a voluminous exchange of despatches in

cipher between Spencer Eddy, Secretary of the United
States Legation, and Consul General Dickinson who is

now in Sofia, regarding the efforts to rescue Helen Stone,
the abducted American missionary, from the brigands.

Nothing has been made public as to the progress of the
negotiations.

The Lucania and Campania recently exchanged mes-
sages with each other when at sea, and invisible to each
other, at a distance of 170 miles.

A London weekly newspaper states that King ]

is suffering from a ca-icerous affection of the throa

that three operations nave been performed.

An active insurrection has appeared in Samar, o

the Philippine islands ; 2,600 American troops are

there. The people of the island of Samar have

notified to concentrate in the towns on pain of

considered public enemies and outlaws and treate'

cordingly.

The Central Filipino Committee has issued a proc

tion confirming Malvar as the successor of Aguit

Copies of the document have been widely circulated

Over 40,000 American troops are now in the Philipi

It is believed that the recent manifestations

island of Samar were chiefly due to lack of food, tl

surgents finding it necessary to make outlets to the

in order to obtain this.

Five more districts in the Province of Samara in

Russia have been officially declared famine stri

Relief has also been extended to seven districts i

Voluntary emigration to Siberia has been lessens

account of small harvests both last year and this.

In addition to famine a circumstance that deters

grations and causes the return of many is the exhau

of available farm land. It is a fact which is not i
ciently understood abroad that many portions

are already fully occupied. This is true of nearl

good and conveniently accessible agricultural Ian

West Siberia.

A Prince Edward Island fisherman, Philippe Ga
has saved the lives of no fewer than twenty-seven

A recent despatch from Leipsig says :
" The Aati

Congress, which opened here yesterday, has appoin

committee to take active measures to foster the agil

against duelling. At to-day's session a hope was expr

that Emperor William would assist the movement."
The second Pan-American Congress has begun iti

sions in the City of Mexico. The first Cnngr(

was held in Washington ten years ago, was pru

the late James G. Blaine, who sought to .-stablish

intimate intercourse between this country and

America, and to build up our commerce by mei

reciprocity. The whole subject of international rela

was considered in the first Congress, and the delej

adopted an arbitration treaty, which was signed b

Ministers of nine South American States, subject t

approval of their several Governments. Chile prott

however, against compulsory arbitration, and has fa

declined to adhere to the principle in the present cc

ence if the arbitration is made to cover old dis]

questions now pending. A resolution has been ad'

in the present Congress urging Colombia and Vene

to peacefully settle their differences.

RKCEIl'TH.
Received from James Hobson, agent, Ireland, £6

being 10s. each for Henry Bell, John F. Duguid,

Douglas, Charles Elcock, Forster Green, Frances G
T. M. Haughton, Edward Y. Sturge. Susan Will

Henry A. Uprichard, William White, and £1 for Wi

S. Cole.

lecially invitjk.

proceedingilT

informs tliaS'

NOTICES. I

B.ble Association of Friends in Anieric

The Annual Meeting will be held in the Lecture Ro(

Friends' Select School, No. 140 N. .Sixteenth Stree»

Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 6th, 1901, at 8 o'clock*

The interest of Friends generally in the work of th »•

sociation, which has covered a period of upwanaj

seventy years, is desired, and they are specially ii

attend the meeting and take part in th

Mount holly, N. J.—Charles Darnell

time of holding their meetings, both Fir-

week, has been changed from ten to tea :

A YOUNG woman Friend desires a pusi

can improve her speed in shorthand and i,|ie,\ii

to teach it. Address " L,"

Box 54, Toughkenamon, Ps.

Westtown Boardln'g School.—For convenience oi

I

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.1S A. M., am

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqoe

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent.

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smepley, Sitj

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo'

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regi

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wll

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition,!

municalions in regard to business should be forv

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. C, Chester Co., Pa.
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srepresentations Kindly Intended, and

Otherwise.

iends in representative situations are not

^uently brought to grief by liberties

I by publishers with their names, or '.vith

en answers to interrogatories which have

sent to theui by promoters of this or that

ne. Their modes of address to editors

ily papens, when their replies or coramun-

)ns appear in print, have been so tam-

I with by the publishers as to advertise

^'riends as deniers of their testimonies.

atter how a Friend writes to a paper, an-

band forthwith makes him seem to say

" or "Dear Sir," or to have affixed flat-

titles which a Friend could not consci-

ily use. Advertisers of "Charity" Balls,

Tie other questionable project, send com-

ntary tickets to a man or woman minister

y u?, and though receiving no reply have

;hed the minister's name in their list of

iresidents or committees. A reply writ-

|y a citizen with especial care to conceal

|nowledge of his engagements in life, is

ilhorizedly published with a "Rev." pre-

I to his name and a note added as if he

t ia.stor of a Friends' Meeting.

Ise misrepresentations are made in ignor-

of the hurt they are giving to the vic-

sand are doing to impair the confidence

il'ir brethren. We can excuse undiscern-

lillow-citizens, when we consider their

iijig, for being unaware of the relation of

^inciple and spirit of truth to the expres-

islvhich they put into our mouths or pens;

I e more so when prominent public work-

Uring our religious Society's name are

lajntly free in conscience to parade before

ilijassemblies all modes of address or com-

ne^ which have their foundation in lip-

honor but not in pure truth. "The reverend

Mr. Babcock will lead us in prayer;" "the

right reverend So-and-So will now address us;"

"his honor will please observe," etc., etc.,

—

these expressions, or the like, we have in

public audiences been pained with hearing, as

coming through ostensibly Quaker lips, and

compromising the position of Friends in the

community. What wonder then that non-mem-

bers thus taught concerning us by members

should revise down our words to the popular

standard.

Let these reformers bearing our name but

otherwise independent, take notice, when they

blame steadfast Friends for not entering in

with them into associations for desirable ends,

that they have themselves to blame for much

of Friends' hesitation. When our members

seem unable to mix with others in reformatory

associations without surrendering, as soon as

it is found too singular to be easy, every testi-

mony for truth as held by us so that princi-

ples seem steadily to wane along with testi-

monies, can they wonder that they are making

of themselves conspicuous warnings to con-

cerned Friends against joining in such move-

ments? Much more good in public life Friends

might do and would be encouraged to do if so

many such active reformers were not saying,

"Look at my course! You can't enter into

public reform work and be a Friend!"

Yet it was in the days when the members of

the Society of Friends kept most consistently to

their testimonies, that they built up for the

Society that large and firm reputation which

still survives for righteous benevolence and

for being staunch in every good cause,—

a

reputation which less consistent members are

banking on now, and need to thank the living

conservatives of the former day for.

Report Concerning Iowa Yearly Meeting.

Iowa Yearly Meeting (conservative) was held

at West Branch, Iowa, from the IGth to the

21st of Tenth Month, 1901. The company in

attendance was much larger than last year,

the increase being mostly from the member-

ship of Hickory Grove Quarterlv Meeting,

though several Friends from other Yearly

Meetings were present. . . .

There was, however, no minister with cer-

tificate for service in our midst. Thomas Wit-

son, from West Grove, Penna., liberated for

religious service in the neighborhood, very ac-

ceptably attended most of the sessions.

Hitherto this Yearly Meeting has been re-

markably favored with the company and labor

of devout and gifted servants of the Lord from
the other Yearly Meetings with which we cor-

respond, and from Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing as well, for which privilege grateful ac-

knowledgment is still oft'ered to the Giver of

all our sure mercies. And it is believed and

freely expressed that on no previous occasion

was the gathered assembly more conscious of

the presence of Him whose promise to his

Church is "Lo, I am with you always, even

unto the end of the world."

On the occasions for Public Worship when
the accommodation of the large house was
fully taxed the periods of silence were to many
baptizing seasons, while the ministry oft'ered,

which was considerable, was of the same na-

ture. The testimonies borne had particular

reference to the spiritual and practical char-

acteristics which have distinguished the So-

ciety of Friends through its whole history.

In this way teaching formed no mean part of

the service, many persons in the audience

having but little previous knowledge of the

fundamental truths the body so earnestly con-

tends for and vital to all true religion. This

branch of the service seems to be cf lied for

quite as much as when early Friends pro-

claimed the necessity of spiritual independence

from all the form and ritualism then holding

the masses in ignorance and which it is evi-

dent still cling to the systems dominated by

clerical authority and teaching.

While considering the state of society it was
manifest that our high calling in the Gospel

of Christ was endeavored after in much weak-

ness and many shortcomings, while doubtless

on the part of some there is living concern to

be faithful. And the keynote of the admoni-

tion and counsel extended, was, that all might

yield obedience to Divine requiring. Walk-

ing in the footsteps of Him who in the em-
phasis and pathos of eternal love declared,

"Except a man deny himself and take up his

cross daily and follow me he cannot be my
disciple."

It was again and again impressed upon the

gathered assembly that this self-denial struck

at the root of the wide-spread worldliness so

manifest in our times, corrupting all branches

of general society, and seemingly the great

temptation presented to the followers of Christ.

That the young should receive their school

education in surroundings fraught with in-

fluence setting forth the meekness and gentle-

ness of Christ, our boarding schools and other

schools are encouraged with results worthy of

the effort. But we were forcibly reminded

while looking at this branch of the church's

service, that the home-training, the educa-

tion of the family circle, when truly pious is

of necessity the foundation effort, and valu-

able above all others in affording godly im-

press on the lives of the young, and for which
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no equal substitute can be found. And here

more than anywhere else, lies the prospect for

continuance of our beloved Society. How
important is the iniunction applicable to par-

ents, "Train up a child in the way he should

go and when he is old he will not depart from

it."

The reading of the Epistles from the cor-

responding Yearly Meeting was eminently a

season of heart tendering from the deep sense

of unity of experience in the Truth and living

concern for its maintenance in the simplicity

and devotion of former days. It was clear

that no mere formality occasioned their prep-

aration, with the feeling that this branch of

Christian fellowship is increasingly useful and

far far beyond outward acknowledgment of

union.

The proposal introduced last year for hold-

ing the Yearly Meeting altogether at West

Branch instead of alternating between that

place and Earlham, was again considered and

resulted in the conclusion that the time had

not come for making the change.

Clarkson T. Penrose and Milton Mills were

again appointed clerk and assistant clerk.

A. C.

West Branxh, Iowa., Tenth Rlonth 2S, 1901.

Signs of the Times.

There are two great masterly causes for the

present defection in the spiritual life of the

Church and the decrease of conversions:

1. The destructive criticism which impairs

and undermines faith, "the mother grace,"

in clergy and laity.

2. Our splendid, intellectual, materialistic,

and secular civilization bewitches the people

with a craze of money-making, worldly plea-

sure, and monumental egotism. Christ is

crucified between two thieves, business and
pleasure. God shows us the remedy: believe

God and come out from the world.

From these two roots crop out some seven

offshoots, or manifestations:

1. The neglect of home religion and de-

votional meetings, to counteract the outside

influence of worldliness and secular education.

2. The frenzy of pleasure in worldly amuse-
ments and the functions of hypocritical and
hollow-hearted society. "Society" is now
doing more to injure the spiritual life of our
city churches than the saloons.

3. "The amusement heresy and_ cooking
stove apostasy" in the churches, opening a

wide door for fellowship with the world in

merchandising, feasting, and fun. The less

piety a church has the more oysters, ice cream,
and fun it takes to run it, and the faster it

runs from God.

4. The general and unprecedented preva-
lence of novel reading among church mem-
bers and Sunday-school children, and the re-

hashing of them even in the puloit.

.5. The multiplication of special days which
simply create and nourish the love of novelties

outside of the Gospel and which belong to a

corrupted or a chromo Christianity.

6. The craze of organization in the church,
added to outside lodges, which cumbers and
confuses the church with the clatter of unblest

machinery promotes worldly formality and the

clannishness of classes rather than the catho-

licity of Christianity.

7. Last, but not least, the secular, sen-

sational, and cowardly preaching of the day,

which changes the emphasis from eternity to

time.

The near future will witness a separation.

Christ will soon call his people out.

—

E. P.

Marvin in Gospel Message.

How To Make Infidels.

A clergyman of London referring to the

death of a noted unbeliever, and to the perse-

cutions which perhaps drove him from honest

doubt to infidelity and atheism, remarked:

"The origin of the skepticism of this half

century has, I think, few better illustrations

than is presented to us in the story of the

youth of this skeptic. Y'ou all know that he

was an earnest and successful Sunday-school

teacher; that he wrought well at St. Peter's

Church, Hackney; that he was a diligent

student of the evidences of Christianity, and

was a master of the significance of the thirty-

nine articles. At the outset, like most of us,

he accepted just as it came to him the faith.

Christianity he took as being what it professes

to be, and especially he took it as being what

its recognized teachers professed it to be.

But there came to him as there comes to most

of us, a sifting time; a period of examination,

when he wanted to know upon what grounds

his faith rested, by what he could sustain his

convictions in the light of human reason, and

ill the presence perchance, of those who were

prepared to attack them. It is, I think, the

most painful and perilous moment of a man's

life, when he passes from the position of un-

hesitating acceptance of the faith to that of

one who begins to sift it. Especially is it a

period of peril to the youns man who hates

shufiles, who has an intense abhorrence of

anything like cant, and shifts, and devices:

and demands frank and fearless treatment of

evidence. It is impossible for him to fall into

the tricks of middle age, or to be contented

with the subterfuges of men who simply want
an easy time of it in reference to their Christ-

ianity. And, therefore, skill is never so much
in demand—the affection, the gentleness, the

kindliness, and considerateness of the best

nurse— all these are wanted when a man has

to treat with the soul and its difiiculties.

"No moment is so fraught with peril, or

so fruitful in opportunity, as that which is

offered to the religious teacher in helping a

soul to go through this sifting time, and to

find for itself a clear grip of the truth, as

truth is in itself and in Christ Jesus. Well,

it was the misfortune of this man to go to his

clergyman—a clergyman richly dowered with

bigotry, but unfortunately, very much wanting
in good sense; who was, I imagine, in the habit

of regarding every moving brain as an indi-

cation of a very black heart, and so far as the

biographers tell us anything of the matter, he
was so treated by this clergyman that the issue

was that he went out into the desert a wanderer,
penniless, without a home, and without a

situation, solely because he had ventured to

question the Thirty-nine Articles, and to in-

vestigate for himself the principles of the
Christian faith. This was pushing off this

young man from the very fringes of Christianity

into the deserts of skepticism. It was here
that his skepticism had its origin. It was at

this point, whatever may have been his con-
victions since that time, and through^this

action, that he became an atheist. Is thj'

no instruction for us in this fact? See wej
light upon our own path from this unquesti.

able error? Does not half? nay, does not ni

than half of the skepticism of our day spr

out of the mistaken way in which we deal «

doubt and doubters ? We stand by and ,-

,

'Fling your doubts to the winds, and just .

lieve. Wherefore enquire? Trust. Tak-

as you find it. The Bible is true from

first word to the last. Swallow it whole

enter into the blessedness straight av;;

So has been the habit of men. Consequ:

upon this treatment, we have had a sr.

brood of skeptics and atheists, who if t

had been fortunate enough to receive k-

ly any Christian treatment— if they had i

treated in the way Cnrist treated Thomas,

:

would instead of being assailers of Christiai.

,

have come forward as its champions and -

defenders."

Pulling Teeth with the Fingers.

In spite of China's dislike for innovations,

finds it impossible to escape ttiem. At

time, says the N. Y. Evening Post, the der.:

formed an important suild in China, bii

the past thirty years hundreds of bright y^.

Mongolians have picked up more or less k:

ledge of the profession from American
1

titioners abroad, and are now doing busi

according to modern scientific methods.

San Francisco the new school has almost i!i

the old one to the wall. Nevertheless, t

or four of the latter pursues the calling ii

same manner as their ancestors did f

thousand years. At least, one of them v

New York every year, and stays two or t

months, until all his customers have had ;

teeth put "in order."

His work is curiously primitive. For

tracting, he relies upon his fingers, and 1

these he does marvels. With thumb and f

finger he will pull a bicuspid or a raolai

which an American operator employs a po

ful pair of forceps. The dexterity is the

suit of years of practice. From boyhooi

manhood he is trained to pull pegs driven

a wooden board. Three and four times a

a half-hour at a time, he drives pegs into

holes of his practice board and then pulls'

out again. He lifts in similar fashion t'

to which are attached heavy weights,

special training changes the aspect of

hand.

The spare flesh vanishes, and the

vessels and tendons seem to double ii

The forearm grows in girth and becomefi

hard as wood. The apprenticeship periodic

two years. At the end the student hcj

finger grip which is a wonder. Its strei

is equivalent to a lifting power of three

even four hundred pounds.

Esteeming others better than oursel

let us magnify their virtues and minii

their failings. But, should we see a fani

a sister, and feel drawn to reclaim her,

our labor therefore, be invariably in

meekness and gentleness of Christ. Soe

Christ go with us and we ourselves be

served from a captious, fault-finding disj

tion, itself comparable "to the beam

our own eye."

—

Canada Y. M. Won

Epistle.
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r MEMORY OF GEORGE DILWYN.
BY CHARLES THOMPSON.

^ully ripe, like the ear for the reaper

He met the pale messenger's ward;

)h ! Sweet is the sleep of the sleeper,

That rests in the name of the Lord.

[e slumbers at length with his fathers.

Secure from the tempests of time
;

'or the storm that on earth often gathers
Is unknown in the heavenly clime.

hey have placed the cold earth on his ashes,

They have given him up to the tomb,
ut the light of his virtues still flashes.

The pathway of Truth to illume.

e is dead, but his memory still liveth
;

He is gone ; his example is here,

nd the lustre and fragrance it giveth

Shall linger for many a year.

For •' The Friend."

Reminiscences of a Good Man—Ebenezer

Worth/==

e late Eli K. Price, one of Philadelphia's

jnt conscientious, and successful lawyers,

etter to the writer about the time of the

I of Ebenezer Worth, thus depicts his

icter: "1 was made acquainted with his

icter from his labors in behalf of the In-

, and from living within the atmosphere
5 life for several summers. He appeared
1 like Abraham, as a prince among men,
lumbly walked with God. He seemed to

ke one who claimed no deference, yet was
receive the blessing pronounced upon

loor in spirit, the meek, the thirster

righteousness, the merciful, the pure in

,
and the peace-maker. Eli K. Price

ed at a farm house a few miles distant
the residence of E. W.
las been said "The hour of death is an
t hour," and so it is, or at least should

In the case of this dear Friend it was
ntly so. The day previous to his depart-
was the writer's privilege to sit by his

for some time. On entering the cham-
od approaching him, he expressed his

iction with my coming and then subsided
silence which was too impressive to be

1 by ordinary conversation.

jilst thus sitting in silence and gazing
jhis redeemed countenance the thought
distinctly through my mind, "why had

|r before observed that Ebenezer Worth
uch a handsome man'"— little thinking-

ilestial joys were already setting their
on his features, which undoubtedly they
[for he quietly passed away soon after,

aps already realizing the truth of the
ire declaration "that eye has not seen
• heard nor have entered into the heart
the things that God has prepared for

i|hat love Him."
r some time spent under this precious
[g he said, "William, I now believe my
lave been my greatest blessings," and
I more. Such a holy stillness and calm-
emed to pervade the chamber as to

le the formality of bidding him fare-
id a silent withdrawal seemed most ap-

•te.

e chamber where the good man meets

his fate is nrivileged beyond the common walk
of life," and such it was felt to be on this
occasion.

A little time before his departure he said to
his brother, John, "When the breath leaves
the body I wish the limbs to be straigthened
out, the mouth closed and thus everything in

and about the house and farm kept as near si-

lent as possible for one hour!" This request,
I believe, was complied with.

Not long after his decease the following ap-
peared in The Fkiend, which it is thought
might appropriately conclude these "Reminis-
cences of a Good Man."

B|-esent portion of th

Jut of its right place

ia page 125, first column, and
w^ graph.

iscences having
week in the manuscript

"oUowing the

Some Reminiscenses of a Few Departed Worthy
Members of Pliiladelpliia Yearly Meeting.

Joseph Scattergood, Sr., John Carter, and
Ebenezer Worth all died in the Sixth Month,
1877—all worthily in the stations of elders.

The two former conducted successfully for
nearly forty years a considerable business in

the manufacture of chemicals, etc. When
J. S., who was very ill at the time, was in-

formed of the death of his old partner he
briefly remarked "he was a just man."

With Ebenezer Worth he was for a number
of years closely associated in the care of the
Indians at Tunesassa as well as in the enjoy-
ment of an intimate social friendship which,
continued unbroken till the end of life.

Joseph Scattergood, Sr., was in many re-

spects a remarkable man. The following re-

ference to him is made by John S. Stokes in

his diary under date of Sixth Month 13th, 1877.
"Attended the funeral of our beloved friend

Jos. Scattergood. It was a solemn favored
season; several testimonies were borne to his

consistent and useful life in his day and gen-
eration. He was in the station of an elder and
beloved for his integrity and uprightness in

the ever blessed Truth as it is in Jesus."
He was a grandson of Thomas Scattergood,

the minister who went to England on a religious
visit in 1794, and died in 1814. He was one
of that band of firm defenders of the Truth
whose faithfulness and firmness withstood the
efi'orts that were made to open the way for
the spread in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of
doctrines, the tendency of which was to lower
the standard which had been raised by our fore-
fathers in the Truth.

He succeeded Joel Evans as clerk of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting in 1865, and was re-
aopointed to that service year after year, until

1877, when his health had so far failed that
he was unable to be present. He filled several
important positions in the Church, and was
generally esteemed even by those who differed
from him in sentiment.

He died at his son William's, in West Chester,
and was buried in Friends' burying ground at
that place. Our beloved Friend, John Carter
of the same Monthly Meeting, was buried just
one week before. That Joseph Scattergood
was persistent and unflinching in the perfor-
mance of what he believed to be his duty the
following incident will show. He related it

to the writer soon after its occurrence and it

is now transcribed after several years as nearly
as can be recalled by memory.
A bill had been passed by both Houses during

the last days of the session of Congress in

1873, which if carried into effect, would prob-
ably have resulted in the loss to the Seneca

Indians of fully one-half of their Allegheny
Reservation in the State of New York.
A letter from him to his friend Ebenezer

Worth may be a suitable introduction to the
narrative.

Thikd Month 4th, (Third day) 1873.

Dear Friend E. Worth:— I have just re-
turned from Washington whither I went last

night at 11 o'clock with T. Wistar, appointed
by the Special Meeting of the Indian Committee
held yesterday morning. We took with us a
short statement of our objections to the bill

which had passed both houses, and which the
President had referred to the Secretary of the
Interior for his opinion. I shall have to leave
until I see thee, a particular account of both
the bill and statement as well as of our visit.

I may say in short that we were treated with
marked respect, being ushered into the Presi-

dent's room at the Capitol in the presence of all

the heads of the departments, also towards the
latter nart of the interview of the President
himself. The secretary listened attentively to
our statement also to some additional matter
and told us frankly he could not recommend
the President to sign the bill. He wanted us
to see * Sessions who it seems has urged him
to recommend the President to sign it. He
accordingly sent for him. We read to him
our objections to it, and commented on other
parts very freely. He told us he had tried

that day to get one section repealed as he did
not like it, but failed. We told him we could
not consent to it becoming a law which he
wished us to do, promising that next winter
the objectionable portions should be repealed.
Harrison Halftown and Andrew John t came up
with us this afternoon and seemed grateful for
the attention we had given to the business and
well they might, for the design seemed to me
to be on the part of the managers of the bill

to pass it without giving notice to any one
interested and then quietly send it to the
President for his signature. We had the oppor-
tunity of impressing on Harrison and Andrew
the absolute necessity of their agreeing to

divide their land if they do not want it taken
away from them. They seemed to be at last

convinced that it will be dangerous much longer
to delay it.

I have written in great haste supposing from
what I wrote on First day thou would like to
know the result of our visit. We have cause
to be thankful to the Giver of all good inasmuch
as He opened the way so fully for us.

Hoping thou wilt soon be able to come to
the city. I am thy affectionate friend,

Joseph Scattergood.
J. S. mentioned to the writer that on their

arrival in Washington they sought lodgings and
in the morning on calling at the residence of
the Secretary of the Interior, Columbus Delano,
who had the oversight of the Indian Depart-
ment were informed that he had gone to the
Capitol to meet the President and his cabinet.

It was on the morning of the day on which
President Grant was for the second time to

be inagurated President of the United States.

He had repaired to the Capitol to meet his

cabinet and sign such bills as they approved.

Walter L. Sessions was the member of the House of

iresentatives from the district in New York State in

which the Allegheny Reservation is situated.

tHarrison Halftown and Andrew John two prominent
Indians who had come on to Washington to endeavor to

defeat the bill.
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On arriving at the Capitol the Friends were

directed to an upper room where the President

and his Cabinet were in session. They applied

for admission and were accosted by the door-

keeper by the inquiry "are you Mr. Scatter-

o-ood from Philadelphia.
'

' On being replied to

fn the affirmative the door-keeper said,
^

"I had

orders from Mr. Delano to admit you.'

On entering the room they found the Presi-

dent and his Cabinet engaged as expected.

Thomas Wistar became apprehensive they

were intruding on the privacy of the President

and his Cabinet, thought he could not remain ,

and withdrew.
,v,

I

Joseph Scattergood said he had come there

to protect the rights of the Indians and felt

it proper to remain.

He did so, and on Secretary Delano coming

to him to learn definitely Friends' objections

to the bill as passed by Congress thev were

given to him (we may readily believe) as clearly

and concisely as the circumstances would admit

of. When communicated to President Grant

by his Secretary they were sufficient to cause

him to withhold his signature.

The bill failed to become a law and the poor

Indians were protected in their rights which

they continue to enjoy to the present day.

That Joseph Scattergood returned home

with the reward of peace in his heart for the

faithful performance of apprehended duty we

may readily believe.
, , j ,l u

The timely aid which Friends had thus been

able to render to the Seneca Indians was ap-

preciated by them. A resolution of their Council

passed soon afterwards expressed their "heart-

felt thanKs" to the Committee of Friends for

their opportune assistance in the matter.

The Humming Bird.

In St. Nicholas for Tenth Month, Henry Hales

writes of the ruby-throated humming-bird.

The humming-bird builds on the upper side

of a branch, a branch generally about the size

of the nest. The nest is beautifully felted

with fine white vesfetable down and studded on

the outside with fine lichens and minute specks

of bark like the branch itself.

They do not seem to retire to secluded

places to build; they are as eccentric in then-

choice of a nesting-place as in their nature

and habits. Some suppose their nests are

near the gardens or vines they visit; but that

is not often the case. A few magic vibrations

of the wings, and they are far away in a few

seconds.

The last nest I found was on the outer end

of a branch of silver poplar that hung over a

public road; every carriage-top that passed

under it was within a few feet of the nest—

the last place in the world where I should have

expected to find such a nest. I should not

have seen it except that I was accidently look-

ing up into the tree, and I saw, protruding

over the side of the nest, the long fine bill that

happened just then to stir. The nest might

have been passed hundreds of times and been

taken for a small knot unless thus betrayed.

These birds lay but two eggs -tiny white

morsels. The young birds when first hatched

are curious little things, and feed by inserting

their bills in the mouths and throats of

their parents. As the food of the parents is

composed of nectar and fine insects, it is

easily made ready for the little ones.

A Room of Marvels at the Smithsonian Insti-

tution.

"Wonder is the beginning of science, ' says'

Secretary Langley, of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, at the National Capital. So he has

arranged a children's room, where many ex-

hibits are made, intended to please and in-

struct the youth who may have the good for-

tune to go to Washington with their parents

or friends.

In trying to interest the children Secretary

Langley has assembled as many striking nat-

ural curiosities as possible. The stuffed birds

are rare curiosities in feathers, gathered from

all parts of the world; the insects are either

giants in size, brilliant in their color or extra-

ordinary in other ways; and the whole of a

large case is devoted to marine shells of

strange and beautiful sorts, such as children

Another case bears the legend, "How Crea-

tures Hide," and illustrates some of the me-

thods by which birds and other wild animals

conceal themselves instinctively from their

enemies.

The young and the eggs of the nighthawk

are shown on the ground, among a lot of chips

and dirt, but resembling their surroundings so

closely in color as to be hardly distinguishable

by the unaided eye. In the same way the

wood peewee sitting over its nest upon a branch

is quite concealed, the nest itself closely

counterfeiting a knot of the tree. The nest

of the calliope humming-bird imitates similarly

a pine cone, and is all but invisible.

The young and eggs of the tern look so much

like pebbles and sand on which they are laid

that they are only detected on close scrutiny.

But the gnat-catcher may be said to exhibit

more ingenuity in this line than any other

bird, inasmuch as it disguises its nest by cover-

ing it all over with lichens. Concealed in this

painstaking way. the nest, resting upon a lichen-

covered tree branch, is liable to escape the eyes

even of the most expert collector.

That insects defend themselves against their

enemies by similar "protective mimicry" is

sufficiently well known. Another glass case

in the Children's Koom shows a number of such

imitators, the most striking of which are the

"walking leaves" of Java, which are relatives

of the katydids.

The "walking leaves" are wonderfully like

green leaves, but are not more remarkable than

a kind of tropical butterfly, which counterfeits

a leaf when its wings are closed. The very

manner of flight of some of the leaf-mimics

resembles that of a falling leaf, so as to lend

additional deception. But most interesting

of all frauds in this line, perhaps, are the

" walking-sticks, "resembling exactly the twigs

of the trees they dwell upon, even the knots

and the appearance of the bark being copied.

The largest diamond ever found is shown,

and the biggest gold nugget. Of course, the

former is merely a reproduction in cut glass,

while the latter is a plaster cast gilded.

The diamond is the famuus "Great Mogul,"

which was picked up in the year 1650, at the

mines belonging to the Nizam of Hyderabad,

known as the Golconda diggings. It weighed

uncut 787 carats, and was somewhat the shape

of half an egg. After cutting it weighed 280

carats.. The stone passed into the possession

of Shah Jehan, then Mogul Emperor of Hindoo-

stan, and is supposed to have been stoleE|it

the sack of Delhi by the Persians, who brie

it up into two or more stones to conceal a

identity. The Koh-i-noor, now the propity

of the British crown, is probably one of k
fragments.

The nugget exhibited is the "Welcom."

found at Ballarat, in Australia. It weijis

2218 ounces, and the original was worth soe-

what over $41,000.
\

In the mineral case are samples of "minjal

cord." "mineral wool" and "mineral cloi"

—all of them made out of asbestos, whic;i8

a kind of fibrous rock related to hornble ie.

Then there is a big lump of "natural gla:|"

a volcanic product. The Indians, in part of

the country where it could be obtained, fid

it to make knives and other implements oi.of

this glass.

Equally curious in its way is flexible s.d-

stone, which, though it is of solid rock, 'ill

bend like a pine board. Finally, there is fail

wood from the petrified forest of Arizon:-a

piece of a tree literally transformed into aite

—and a large piece of iron fallen from She

sky
, ^. .

Speaking of asbestos, it is worth menticng

that towels are being made of it now-a-cye.

They are very economical, for when theyire

dirty it is only necessary to throw them ;ito

the fire, and, on being withdrawn from.he

flames a few minutes later, they are as lod

as new and quite clean. The material islso

used for paper stock, for fireproof paintifot

stage scenery, and for gloves for handlin^ed-

hot iron.

Among other oddities are various queer rtf

of sponges. One of them, from the West Ires,

takes the shape of a huge vase, and is Cleo

"Neptune's Cup." Another is a beaifui

thing from the Philippines, known as "\mi

Flower Basket." From Japan come some hei

exquisite and rare sponees, one species m
so lovely and intricate of design— it is a " as

sponge"— that specimens of it, occasiciilj

seen in Europe, were until recently sup sec

to be works of art.

A specimen of interest to grown pip«

as well as children is a stuffed" barnacle g<ie'

—a bird that was formerly supposed to ro»

on trees. The myth regarding it is one (thi

oddest on record, and has been exploded mil

very recently. Many people in Europe sa

to eat in Lent the flesh of the barnacle pse

on the plea that the animal was not mtu

a proper sense but fish, being born of the vtei

The notion was that certain trees growing los

to the sea produced fruit in shape like a iM

each containing the embryo of a goose, wa

when the fruit was ripe fell into the iW

and flew away.

How the story started nobody knows JUi

together with the goose, some of the IrM

cles from which it was supposed to be de.'M

are exhibited.

No less curious is the ancient bel

garding the Scythian Lamb, on which .ai

travelers' tales have been based. Thou;
^

lieved to be an animal it was considered aU

in part of the nature of a plant, spr ;in

from the seed, and was said to feed c u

surrounding herbage, turning on its roc in

it had eaten 3very thing within reach, .M

it perished of starvation.

In reality the so-called "lamb" is tht <»
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ik of a plant. It is covered with soft brown

, and counterfeits an animal remarkable

orra and general appearance. It is a rare

iosity, and it was only by a lucky accident

t the Smithsonian Institution secured one.

Ine of the most attractive exhibits in the

Idren's Room is the so-called "play-room"

I pair of bower birds. The little creatures

ect all sorts of bright objects, such as

tty shells, evidently having an eye for

oration. There is a group of the largest

smallest birds of prey, from the eagle to

little sparrow hawk, and from the great

n owl to the tiny elf owl. Among the

ious birds are the huge-billed toucan of

th America ; the bell-bird of tropical

erica, which does not sing, but utters notes

a bell; the anteryx of New Zealand, which

no wings at all; the birds of paradise

n New Guinea; the Carolina paroquets,

ch hang like bats head downward when
jT go to sleep; and various species of hum-
g-birds, brilliant with metallic hues,

'he eggs of the hen, the ostrich and the

;e extinct Moa of New Zealand, are placed

! by side for the sake of contrast, the egg
,he last named fowl being as large as six

•ich eggs.

I bird's nest built in a human skull is a

]er grim curiosity. There is also a chimney
How's nest inside of a chimney, a section

vhich has been preserved with nest and all

ict; and another interesting nest is that of

eider duck, composed of feathers plucked

m the breast of the parent,

jast among the birds appears the great alba-

3S, to which so much romantic interest

aches. And in the collection of eggs is

of the extinct Great Auk, which is worth

it of money. The last three eggs of the

lat Auk offered for sale brought respec-

)ly 182.5, $1,500, $1.678.—Presbyterian.

kBOUT THE Revised Bible.—The authorized

bion of the Bible was "set forth" in the

|r 1611. The work of the revisers began
]1870. The revised New Testament was
jlished in May, 1881 ; the Revised Old Tes-

lent in May, 1885. The British revisers

jan work in June, 1870; but the American
Imittee did not get to work till October,

^^2. The British New Testament revisers

i[ 407 meetings, while the Old Testament
Jmittee held 792 sessions of six hours each,

li whole number of revisers was 101; the
ijlish company numered 67; of whom 37 la-

Bid on the Old and 80 on the New Testa-
Kit, and the American company 34, 19 on
ipld and 15 on the New Testament.
lie revised Bible contains 792,444 words
IT. (il2,530-N. T. 179,914j of which
-i;

1 2 words are retained from the version
t lijll. The revisers excluded 65,508
'cjls, and introduced 70,772. The number
fiiapters is 1,189 (0. T. 929—N. T. 260),
uber of verses 31,058. The Old Testament

l»J3 77 and 3-10 percent, of the Revised
W., and the New Testament 22 and 7-10 per
H The five books of the Old Testament
B^ig the most words are: Psalms, 43,823;
e^Tiiah, 42,960; Ezekial, 39,603; Genesis,

^j37; and Isaiah, 37,083. The five books
e New Testament having the most words

« Luke. 25.6.54; Acts, 24,211; Matthew,
1)7; John, 19,007: and Mark, 14,854.

The Upholding Power in Nature.

"And the Spirit of God moved on the face of the

waters."-lGen. 1. 2.)

The doctrine of the all-pervading action of

the Spirit of God, and the living Power under-

lying all the energies of Nature, occupies a

wider space in the pages of Divine revelation

than it holds in popular (Christian theology, or

in the hymns, the teaching, and the daily

thoughts of modern Christendom. In these

the doctrine of the Spirit of God is, if we
judge by the Scripture, too much restricted to

his work in redemption and salvation, to his

wonder-working and inspiring energy in the

early church, and to his secret regenerating

and sanctifying energy in the renewal of souls

for life everlasting. And in this work of re-

demption he is spoken of by the special ap-

pellation of the Holy (Jhost, even by the re-

visers of the early version; although there

seems to be not the slightest reason for the

retention of that equivocal old English word,

full of unfortunate associations, than t,here

would be in so translating the same word as

it occurs in our Lord's discourse at the well

of Jacob ^" God is a Spirit, and those who
worship Him must worship Him in spirit and
in truth"—where the insertion of this ancient

Saxon word for spirit would create a painful

shock by its irreverence. All these redeem-
ing and sanctifying operations of the Spirit

of God in the soul of man have been treated

with great fullness in our own language, in

scores of valuable writings. In few of these

works, however, appears any representation of

the Scripture doctrine of the Spirit of God, as

working in nature as the direct agent of the

eternal will in the creation and everlasting

government of the physical and intellectual

universe. And it is this rather frequent omis-

sion to which with unequal powers, I am ven-

turing to draw earnest attention.

Our subject is the Biblical doctrine of the

perpetual working of the Spirit of God in

physical nature, in the inorganic and organic

worlds around us, a truth much lost sight of

even by Christian philosophers to the serious

damage of science itself, of art, and of the

Christian enjoyment of the creation; a truth

unhappily wliolly forgotten or denied by a vast

number of physical science men in Europe,

who are thereby tossed about in "sunless gulfs

of doubt," or tempted to lose themselves in

the quagmires of atheism.

The very first verses of the Pentateuch set

forth the truth which I desire to bring into

prominence, that "the Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters," and was the im-

mediate agent when Omnipotence set its hand

to the last of its many direct acts of specific

creation on this ancient globe. The sacred

writings from first to last proceed upon the

theory that the material universe—so full of

blind contending forces, yet so full of the signs

of an arithmetical and measuring intelligence

in every department, so full of order, of beauty,

of utility—cannot be fully explained by self-

originating or self-developing powers, or by

any agency which is short of one which is spiri-

tual, eternal and divine. The whole series of

these sacred records proceeds upon the suppos-

ition that nature is endowed undoubtedly with

certain limited automatic energies— this is the

very woi'd used by Mark (iv: 28) in reporting

Christ's parable of the Seed and the Sickle

—

"The earth bringeth forth fruit, automatee of
herself," but the ultimate controlling power
is from une end to the other of the sacred Scrip-

tures, asserted to be divine, eternal, and om-
nipresent. "By his Spirit he hath garnished
the heavens; his hand hath formed the crooked
serpent"— probably the vast arch of the gal-

axy. It is God who is declared to govern the
evolution of all living things on earth. Matter,

in all its interwoven and ethereal forms, is

treated of but as the vesture of an eternal will:

"Thou coverest Thyself with light as with a
garment" in all its organic forms is regarded
as but the veil of a mind unseen ; and the loftiest

created spirits are represented as crying

Holy, Holy, Holy, is the Lord of Hosts; the

whole earth is full of his glory."

And it is alleged, further, that the "animal
man comprehendeth not the things of the Spirit

of God," either in nature or in Providence,

while "the spiritual man discerneth all things,"

so that he alone rightly understands the visijole,

who ihrough the quickening of his own spirit,

traces its roots and springs to the all-per-

vading intelligent agency of Him, who "work-
eth all in all." "In Him we live, and move
and exist," said St. Paul to the Athenian
Areopagus; just as earlier the Psalmist of the

Captivity has sung, "If I a-scend up into heaven
thou art there! If I make my bed in sheol, (in

the deep dark underworld of shadows) behold

thou art there!" No man of mere physical

science can understand the deepest realities

of nature born from an eternal cause.

Now, throughout the sacred Scriptures the

renewal of life in its generations is attributed

to this Divine energy informing the forces of

nature. "Thou sendest forth thy Spirit, they
are created, and thou renewest the face of the

earth." So that all that the sweetest poetry

or loftiest science has expressed of delight in

the material system ought to be translated into

the language of adoration for Him "in whom
the creation lives and moves." It is thus,

also, the Son of God himself, who had a poet's

eye, speaks of the world of flowers as "clothed"
with more than the glory of Solomon by the

Divine Artist. The soft blue sky, the infinite

azure, is his; the gulden sunrise and the daily

miracle of beauty in the sunset of the western

sky, are the works of the same Eternal Painter.

The dear birds, whom we love the more we know
them, all belong to Him, and "not one of them
is forgotten" before Him who frames their

miraculuus powers of flight provides their

food, governs their mysterious migrations, and
inspires their song.

It is this Eternal Spirit who is beneath all

that world of wonders which modern astron-

omy, geology, physiology, botany, animal me-
chanics, chemistry and art unfold to us in our

own day, until we now at last stand almost

breathless with admiration, the more we know,

in the midst of such a universe of fearful won-
ders and of splendor and intellectual delight.

One Eternal Spirit pervades the whole creation

—the "wheels are full of eyes"; the living

creatures are full of eyes also, and those eyes

represent the eyes of the all-seeing, all-uphold-

ing all-directing intellect and will of God. The

whole earth is full of his glory.—Edward
White, Merchant's Lecture.

"There can be no Christian meeting with-

out Christ in the midst."
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Colors Characteristic of Eacli Season.

When the leaves were but half expanded

on the old apple trees in the lane, I remember

the scarlet tanager that flitted among the

branches, then also laden with pale pink blos-

soms. The combination of color was superb.

The efl'ect was a tropical one—the climax of

luxury in leaf, flower and plumage. I recall,

too, the scarlet lobelia on the creek bank, a

turch with ruddv flame, that stood out so boldly

against the dark-green background. It could

always be seen afar off. Later, the rank

Virginia creepers entwining the dead trunks

of trees glowed as fire, seen at night when the

sky was black.

There is never lack of rich red color, do we

know where to look for it. We can often

scrape the snow from the mossy turf on the

hillside, and find the red berries of more than

one creeping vine and the holly holds its fruit

until long after the holidays. Red represents

the intensity of nature's effort, as it does of

our emotions. Nature gets red in the face

upon occasion. Savage human nature is fasci-

nated by it, and when they could get it, our

Indians painted their faces with vermillion,

found in glades about here. All bright colors

draw us as a magnet attracts iron. An early

autumn leaf will be quickly detected. The

wide distribution of brilliant tints repays us

largely for the loss of the cool shades of sum^

mer's greenery, that we, all reluctantly, saw

depart. Still, if the sky was one broad rain-

bow, we should soon tire of it. Bright colors

must be occasional or their charm is lost.

The eye delights only in the shortlived sunset.

To be thoroughly appreciated, a display of

color by nature should be expected by us. We
should not be thinking of it. Surprise, like

variety, is a spice of life. In Eleventh Month

nature generally is in a brown study, and the

rambler is apt to be. It is an excellent month

for serious thought; a time to get at the real

meaning of the sights and sounds of the spring

and summer that has so recently passed by; but

we must have some relaxation, and none can

be more delightful than that of such an after-

noon as this, when the setting sun shoots his

level rays through the leaves of a scarlet oak.

This oak is the only one of its kind nearby,

and stands alone in the middle of a field. Its

branches are the trysting place of many a

spring bird that tarries in the fields during

summer. It is the outlook of many a meadow
lark in autumn and the commanding point of

view of many a hawk and crow in winter. It

is as prominent a feature of the landscape as

a tent upon the plain and better than all else,

it is an old familiar oak known long to all my
neighbors and myself. The leaves hold on well

through the winter, no longer green, but now

a warm, ruddy brown that relieves the monot-

ony of the widespread ruin wrought bv frost.

As the sun was setting, the light penetrated

every leaf and brought out its real hue. The

sap had not drained away. It was still there

richly red—good blood that gave the tree a

charmed life. For the time a new season had

dawned upon it.

Approaching closely, the leaves were seen

to tremble. A ikht breeze stirred them gently,

and their crisp, rattling was not that of dry

bones shaken, but responsive flesh rejoicing

in its restoration to life. If nature's or our

own, had been a brown study until now it was

so no longer. Thought awakened to that

larger activity that "May-day" blossoms and

the summer's song birds demand of us.

Perhaps it was coincidence, but why court

prose when poetry stands byV The birds of

the surrounding field were inspired by the

lowing oak. They sought its leafy branches

and sang their praises. They wandered through

.ts colored labyrinths and rejoiced. The vesper

sparrow recalled its summer song; the lark

proclaimed that summer returned.

However bright a winter sunset it does not

give us the impression of warmth. Its beauty

is too distant to rouse us beyond realizing the

color effect produced. The imagination will

not travel to the earth's edge without a stron-

ger lure. Not so a tree, and an oak at that,

which reflects a sunset. I feel the warmth

of the color, surely, as well as see it. The

birds, too, are, in the same way, influenced.

No brilliant cloud ever tempts a bird to take

a long westward flight, but here in the oak they

are gathered in force. They well know the

delight of basking in the crimsoned sunshine,

even if it be the waning light of an autumnal

day. This day has been gloomy, but all traces

of'the desolate outlook usually ascribed to late

autumn had vanished.

It is not so long ago we heard, with sorrow,

that the bluebirds were passing away; that

they soon would be treasured like other friends

that death has claimed and many an outing

saddened by recalling them. It was a false

alarm. As I stood by the old oak there came

drifting down from some unseen current of the

air a long line of bluebirds. They, too, while

passing by were caught by the spirit of the

place and joined in the throng all ready gath-

ered. Bluebirds, vesper sparrows and the larks,

and all celebrating a trifling incident of an

autumn day.

1 say "trifling," but is any incident trifling

that gives unbounded pleasure and is long re-

membered? I know that I am living in a

wornout world, thanks to generations of greedy

folks, with all too few ideas above three meals

a day and a chance to outreach their neighbors.

They built up fine estates in their time, it is

true, but they also robbed the future of many

a charm equitably its due. Many the broad

acres now that are so tame; man, in conse-

quence, has sunk below the level that nature

had in mind. Few whom we meet who are not

as commonplace as a ploughed field; but there

is a remnant of saving grace surviving, for we
hear of serious efforts at reforesting of worn-

out lands instead of continuous stimulation un-

til the point of absolute exhaustion has been

reached. It surely were no drawback to the

general welfare if a scarlet oak stood in every

field. It would not stand alone much of the

time. There would be birds for almost every

branch, and trees and birds together are ad-

mirably fitted to call us away from the tinsel

of the town to the stateliness and real worth

of nature. We do not often value a warbling

bluebird as we should. It carries a message

that it is wise to heed. It reminds us that

the blue sky is still overhead and unmarred by

man. We can look upward when we cannot

outward and see nothing to disturb the pleas-

ing current of our thoughts. — Charles C.

Abbott, M. D. in the Ledger.

Two Jubilees.

A Frenchwoman named Bottard, who

born in the year that gave birth to -Queen

toria, has lately, says a recent paper, rece

the cross of the Legion of Honor for s

years continuous service at the Salpetri

in the ward for women who have incur

nervous diseases.

In 1840 she entered the ward at a salar

about two dollars and a half a month ai

was twenty-five years before she was pre

ted.

In the sixty-two years she has workei

the hospital she has been outside only tw

and on both these occasions she lost her

in Paris.

Her executive ability and her wonde

power over patients, soon transformed

ward from one of the most troublesome in

hospital to a place of peace and quiet,

was said of her that she slept with one

open, and in every emergency she was firs

the spot.

Humanity did not prompt her to seek

vice in the Salpetriere. Her object wa,

escape the tyranny of an oppressive misti

but, once in the hospital, her kindliest «

tions were excited, and she remained to e

cise that pity and comforting care

brought peace to so many patients.

Her jubilee may be compared favor

with that of the monarch whose sixty yeai

rule an empire celebrated.

Victoria, with all her honors, and all

consciousness of the affection of her

could not have been happier or prouder

was the humble ministering angel of the

petriere when the President of France pi'

the ribbon on her breast.

Being now more than eighty years

she retires from active service, and will

a little room of her own in the hospital-

the only home she knows,—with a small

adequate pension.

She does not contemplate her retireii

with pleasure, and somewhat naively expr

the fear that enforced idleness "will l"

death of her."

A glorious career—sixty-two years ot

istering to suffering humanity. And wht

record of good achievements is made up,

will say that the nroudest monarch has w >

higher place than the lowly nurse of the k

pietriere?" Youth's Companion.

"The only way to feed the sheep is to fol-

low the Shepherd."

Waste of Happiness.—There is m
we waste more than happiness. Even

who are thrifty and prudent in other

tions are prodigal here. They stint an'

to save a halfpenny, but they are often

ferent about the loss of days of happinesf

do not enjoy our friends with due appree

until they die, or we lose them in some

way. The early spring and summer day-

without our realizing their beauty. ^V^

through a holiday trip and miss half the

ery. because we are in a hurry, or ere

anxious about worthless trifles. Nearly

old, or even middle-aged man, who look^

honestly on his life, will admit that hov.

wretched he may be now, opportunities of
^

piness were given to him. A French w ^i

recorded what most of us know from ex '

ence to be true when he said that many 4

pie could be made happy with the happ »

il
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! lost in the world. We lose happiness

36 we often scorn calm, quiet pleasure,

ek only those that excite; or, we make
istake of thinking that happiness lies

1 big, sensational events, instead of in

trifling events of daily life; or, we seek

in the future, rather than in the pres-

hich is like a man looking for his hat

it is all the time upon his head.— The

r Pail.

the most extravagant and criminal

of all is our shunning the communion of

5 whom "we live, and move, and have

ling," and failing to acknowledge "In

esence is fullness of joy; at thy right

je pleasures foreverm ore.

"

DEPiNG One's Tempeu." We speak of a

having a great temper, as if it were a

ess, and then point out one who keeps

mper, as a wise man. Why keep that

is undesirable?

;his sense, keeping means controlling,

is all the difference betweeen a con-

and uncontrolled temper as there is

in a horse that has been trained to bit

idle, and one which is wild.

horses are not all born with the same
of spirit. Some are easily broken in,

)thers need the most careful training in

to be manageable at all. The same
s true with people. Some are naturally

ithers quick and hasty, and still others

I and obstinate.

we need not be discouraged. Any tem-

y be trained, and often the worst can
ed into the best. The spirited colt makes
3st horse. It is possible, if you begin

nough, to change a balky animal into

,y, faithful roadster.

gh temper under good control usually

ith a strong character. Such a person

k, full of life and energy. He can do
i impossible to the slower, milder man.
1 depends on the "keeping." A temper
led is one's slave, uncontrolled is one's

Which would you rather be, master

t you keep is your own, to be used as

h. A man keeps a cow that he may
rmilk; a servant to do his work; a
that he may eat the vegetables,

ire "keeping" your temper when you
benefit yourself—when it brings you
and happiness. It can make y5u high-

and gay, but when it disturbs other

it is like an animal that escapes from
.sture, and destroys your neighbor's

your face grows red, and your lips

and you say words you would gladly

k after they are spoken, then it is

r temper is keeping you, and making
,s it pleases.

you answer a cross, hateful remark
r receive a blow without striking back,
when it is far easier to frown, then
you are keeping your temper, making
jbedient, helpful servant,

libition of trained animals is interest-

luse it shows what wonderful power
)ver brutes. An exhibition of a trained

more wonderful, as it shows what a
m has over his lower self— The Pil-

itor.

For "The Friend."

Self-Discipline.

The method of maintaining discipline in the
State prison at Folsom, California, is declared

to be very successful.

There are no dungeons or dark cells and
none of the old modes of punishment are recog-
nized in this Institution.

When a new prisoner is received he is in-

formed that they have three different bills of

fare in the prison and that it is optional with
each man as to how well he lives. If he is

industrious, orderly, well-behaved and in all

things conforms strictly to the rules of the
prison, he is served with excellent food, nicely

cooked. He can have chops, steaks, eggs,

tea, coffee, milk and white bread; if he is only

fairly well-behaved, and does not do his allotted

task properly, is inclined to growl and grumble
at the regulations of the institution, he is

given ordinary prison fare, mush and molasse.s,

soup and corn bread; and if he is ugly and in-

subordinate, he is permitted to feast on un-
limited quantities of cold water and a rather

small allowance of bread.

There is said to be an intense rivalry among
the convicts to enter the first class, and, once
there, it is very seldom that one of them has
to be sent back to a lower class.

Items Concerning- the Society.

A correspondent writes :
" I see that Whittier's

line, 'and on the old meeting-house stick up a

spire,' has a fulfilment in England also, as shown
by the cut in a recent London Friend. Alas!"

The holding of the afternoon meetings for wor-
ship in Westtown School at three o'clock in the

summer half of the year and at four o'clock in the
winter half has been attended with uncertainty
and confusion at times on the part of intending
visitors. The recent decision now in operation to

begin meeting at half-past three on First-day

afternoons throughout the school year is likely to

obviate the difficulty. The same change to 3.30

has been made some time since for the afternoon
meetings held at Orange street meeting-house,

Philadelphia.

We are now definitely informed that a united

Peace Conference representing all bearing the

name of Friends in this country is arranged for,

and to be held in Philadelphia, three sessions daily,

on the 12th, 13th and 14th of Twelfth Month. For
two of the days Witherspoon Hall has been en-

gaged, and on one day the Conference is expected
to meet in a Friends' meeting-house.

The Pastok.vte Movement.—In a recent Monthly
Meeting in Philadelphia a member of a Western
Yearly Meeting with certificate as minister testi-

fied that the operation of the pastorate system
among his fellow-members had been disappointing,

not having turned out to be as many of them had
hoped it would. He regarded as commendable the

care which we were exercising pursuant to our

rule of discipline, namely, that of seeing that no
members were admitted among us by certificate or

otherwise who were approvers of paid or stated

ministry.

As we are informed by an auditor that John
Wilhelra Rowntree of England, in a special gather-

ing of members at Haverford a few days after,

reported the results of his examination of the pas-

torate system in the West as confirmatory of the

above statement. It is i-emembered that J. Bevan
Braithwaite, from the same county, while in the

West during the early beginnings of the pastorate

experiment, expressed his belief that the tendency
of the system would be to " Babyism." Besides a
creeping on among the meetings of a worship by

proxy, many now have confessed to their habit of
leaning on the pastor to do for them those ofiices

of a mutual pastorship which Paul commends in

the words, " ail the members having the same care
one for the other." The speaker could propose to

our members here no better testimony against and
antidote to the pastorate heresy, than to be exer-
cised ourselves in a more earnest spiritual life.

In a similar company in Baltimore, as appears by
the Interchange, he laid special stress upon the im-
portance of maintaining the idea of worship and of
a free ministry. He believed that the solution lay

in no one method of work, but in individual faith-

fulness and self sacrifice. "The system of ar-

ranging to supply congregations with stated min-
isters, so far from being a solution of the difficulty,

resulted in fresh difficulties, and tended to destroy
the idea of worship, and change it into the thought
that attendance upon meetings is for the purpose
of being instructed or entertained." He quoted
one known as Dr. Horton, an eminent Congrega-
tionaJist minister of London, in which he had said

how the idea of worship had been almost lost in

the churches generally, and appealed to Friends to

prove that their position as correct in practice as
he admitted it to be in theory, for, said he, this is

what the churches need for the development of a
strong Christian character.

A few months since we received word from a
correspondent residing in England to the effect

that he had written at length for the Philadelphia

Friend in response to Edward Grubb's statement
given in his description of the Society in England,
(partly quoted in our columns) that there was no
hired ministry in the Society there. He thought
the matter was left in that pamphlet "in a way
not fair to outsiders." By tliis we are to infer

that there are instances of a paid ministry under
the name of Friends in England. But our corres-

pondent's manuscript on that subject has not yet
reached us.

Notes from Others.

The Origin of the Sandwich. -How many per-

sons who daily eat sandwiches are aware that it is

to an ancestor of the Earl of Sandwich that that

popular form of food owes its name ? The story

runs that the earl in question was very fond of

playing cards, and in order to prevent having to

stop to eat he used to have a slice of meat put be-

tween two slices of bread and eat the.se as he

played. This got to be called a " sandwich."

The Japanese Christians, perplexed with fifteen or

twenty different denominational missionary head-

quarters on the public square in a single city, got
together and sent a message to America begging
the good people here not to send them any more
kinds of religion.

I have not forgotten that Dr. Upham used to say

to us at Drew [Theological Seminary] that many
of the people in the pews would be looking up at

us from week to week with this unspoken question

in your hearts, ' Man, have you seen God this

week?"'"— ir. Mac Mullen.

More than 20,000,000,000 of checks are used

annually in the United States, and of this amount
something like 18,000 are " raised," the loss falling

the drawer, for the drawer of the check is

chargeable with the amount paid on it, provided

his signature is genuine, no matter for what amount
he has previously filled it in.

The English language is annually increased by

the addition of about one hundred new words.

A celebrated actress who is about to come to

America on what she declares to be her last tour

is thus quoted in a German paper :
" I want to be

free from the slavery of the theatre, free from all
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its associations. Tiie majority of the actors and

actresses wliose acquaintance I have made are

despicable. When I am once free from this life I

shall never go back to it. I say this, I, whom the

world has called the greatest actress of the cen-

tury."

The need for such a talk as that of Justice

Brewer's Yale College address is imperative. So

much emphasis has been lately laid on the material

progress of the country and on the importance of

knowledge of the most advanced business methods

that there has been danger of overlooking the need

of spiritual and intellectual development. It is

time that educated men were calling attention to

the fact that " a man's life consisteth not in the

abundance of the things that he possesseth." But

it is necessary that some higher standard than that

of mere material success should appeal to him.

—

Brooklyn Eagle.

Higher criticism, in its destructive form, has

sent its results down among the masses, and is one

of the causes of the loss of faith. While no per-

manent injury will come to the Bible from the

most searching criticism, yet many half-informed

persons will suffer loss from this source, asthey

have neither taste nor opportunity to investigate

the facts involved. The destructive phase of this

system of thought has already been answered to

the satisfaction of scholars, but it will take time

for these answers to reach and influence the minds

which have been most injured by skeptical views

of the Bible.—J. S. Mills.

There is to be a revival this winter of the " lec-

ture habit," which was at its height fifty years

ago. At least, so says the St. Paul Despatch, nam-

ing Burton, Zeublin, Van Dyke, Burdette, Riis,

Chapman, Elbert Hubbard and Addams among
the list of lecturers. But the Despatch thinks that

the " habit " of attending lectures nowadays is

due, not, as it was when Wendell Phillips, Garri-

son, Emerson, Lowell and Holmes lectured, to a

desire to learn, but largely to gain the inspira-

tion to learn for oneself. " Therein lies the dif-

ference between the lecturer of fifty years ago

and the one of to-day. The former brought his

audience cold facts. The latter brings them warm
inspiration. It is a difference of temperament.

To-day a lecturer must have as much temperament

as an actor. What he says is almost a minor

matter. The lecture is not the thing, but the lec-

turer."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The rural free delivery of mails has

proved so satisfactory and self-supporting that thirteen

hundred new routes have been established in the past four

months.

The cereals (wheat, corn, oats, rye and barley) raised

in the United States during the past five years represent

a value to the farmer of $6,2.50,000,000, or an increase

of nearly $1,000,000,000 over the preceding five years.

On the 29th ult., three Friends bearing an address from

the Meeting for Sufferings in Philadelphia to President

Roosevelt, bad an interview with him at the White House.

A dispatch from Washington says : The President was
very much moved by the presentation of the address, and

read it aloud, while the delegation stood in front of him.

.\fter concluding the reading, the President expressed

deep appreciation of the kind wishes of the Society, and

assured the delegation that he would earnestly strive to

so direct the office that had come to him as to deserve

the commendations of every class of citizens.

The total number of Indians in the United States at

the last census was 237,196, compared with 248,253 in

1890. The loss has been general, except in the South

Atlantic States, where the Croatans of South Carolina,

counted as whites in 1890, were classified as Indians in

1900.

A dispatch from Washington, says ; Thirty-five thousand

effective men will comprise the force which will maintain

American sovereignty over the Philippine Islands.

A dispatch from Gloucester, Mass., says : The fishing

season of 1900-1901 is now practically over. Sixty-two

men liilled or drowned and nine vessels lost comprise the

casualties. The year's losses are heavier than last year's,

which was the smallest in twenty-three years. The six-

ty-two men left seventeen widows and thirty-five children.
|

The nine vessels lost had a registered tonnage of 617

tons, valued at $67,000.

A company has been started to manufacture the Elec-

trograph, which is a practical machine for transmitting

pictures, maps, designs and drawings by telegraph.

A conflict between blacks and whites, near Balltown,

La., has lately occurred, in which thirty persons are said

to have been killed. The Governors of Louisiana and

Mississippi have sent troops to the scene of the disturb-

ance.

Professor L. E.McGinnes, Superintendent of the schools

of Steelton, lately addressed the Dauphin County Teach-

ers' Institute on "The Benefits of Good Books and the

Baleful Influence of the Other Kind of Literature." He
referred to an interview with Henry Rowe and Watson

Keiper, convicted of killing Banker Ryan at Halifax. He
said they blamed their fate upon the reading of cheap

literature, and asked that he instruct the pupils under

him to refrain from the use of trashy books.

The Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, which closed

on the 2nd inst., is said to have been a heavy loss to the

projectors of it. The deficiency is estimated to be about

$4,000,000.
There have been brought about four thousand one hun-

dred reindeer to Alaska, and the herds are reported to be

thriving and increasing. They are valued for food as

well as for their ability to draw heavy loads over the snow.

General Miles has stated in an official report to the War
Department his conclusion that the abolition of the sale

of intoxicating liquors in the army canteen has been ben-

eficial.

Leon Czolgosz, the assassin of President McKinley, was

executed by electricity in the prison at .\uburn. New
York, on the 29th ult. He expressed no regret for his

crime.

Petroleum has been discovered in Honesdale, Wayne
County, Pa.

The annual report of Commissioner Hermann, of the

General Land Office, says that 1.5,562,796 acres of public

land were disposed of during the last fiscal year, an in-

crease of 2,108,908 over the previous year, which was

the largest year in public land sales. The net surplus

from the entire land and forest administration is $3,1.58,-

442.

A number of Hague bankers and other wealthy men of

Holland are making arrangements to establish a colony

of Boers and Holland Dutch in Wyoming. A tract of

300,000 acres has been secured in the valley of the Green

River in Sweetwater county. Southern Wyoming. Sur-

veys have been made for a gigantic canal and irrigation

system, and construction is to be commenced at once.

The prospective settlers are now being brought over to

do the work.

The orange and lemon shipments to the East from

Southern California last season aggregated 22,500 cars.

It is expected the shipments this season will not fall short

of 26,000 cars.

There were 415 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 57 more than the previous

week and 39 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 215 were males and 200 females: 53
died of consumption of the lungs ; 52 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria ;

20 of cancer ; 9 of apoplexy ; 4 of typhoid fever ; 4 of

scarlet fever, and 12 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8|c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.15 to $2.30 ; Penna. roller,

straight, $3.15 to $3.25 ; Western winter, straight, $3.20

to $3.30 ; spring, straight, $3.35 to $3.60.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73J to 74c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 62i to 63c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 44ic.

Beef Cattle.— Best, 5 to SJc; good, 4i to 4|c.; me-
dium, 4i to 4ic.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3Jc.; common,
Ih to 2ic.

Lambs —3J to 5ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8i to 9c.

Foreign.—A naval demonstration has been prepared by

France against Turkey to compel the latter to pay certain

claims due by it. The Sultan has ordered the speedy com-
pletion of defences at Turkish ports and at the entrance
to the Dardanelles, the laying of mines and the mobiliza-

tion of troops. A strong anti-French feeling prevails at

Constantinople.

The brigands who captured Helen Stone in Bulgaria
have been communicated with, and Spencer Eddy, the Sec-

retary of the American Legation at Constantinople, has
been furnished with authority to pay over to them $65,
000, the moment she is surrendered, but through the mis-

is endeavoring to induce them to acceji

smaller sum.
'

The wife of the Chinese Minister at Washington,
(

returned a few days ago from a visit to her native
;j

says that small feet are no longer the fashion there. '(

said: "The very first penetrating influence ofextli

civilization on the customs of my country ha

the conditions of women. The emancipation ofwi.

in China means first of all the liberation of her feeti

this is coming. Indeed, it has already come in s

for the style in feet has changed."

A revolution in the method of lighting ship channi)

about to be adopted on the St. Lawrence. It is
:

"

lighting, or, rather marking, by electricity, as if the c

nel were a wide street. A cable is to be laid in the (

nel, and an electric current sent through it feeding 1

of dift'erent colors on either side. These lights

made as numerous and be placed in such positions asi

be desired.

The system of wireless telegraphy invented by Ai

and Armstrong, in England, depends upon currents)

versing the earth, instead of currents in the air asi

Marconi system. Two short iron rods are placed

ground at any distance apart not exceeding twenty i

The receiving and transmitting instruments are at

to these rods. Then messages are sent. It is cU'

that this system can be used for telephones als

The countries of Continental Europe are becomin
i

riously alarmed by the encroachments upon their traj

American competition. Discriminating tariffs

American products are urged as the remedy.

Conflicts between the British and the Boers ii

Africa continue. In a recent attack upon the fo,

near Bethel, in Eastern Transvaal, several British of

were killed or wounded, and fifty-four men were

and one hundred and sixty wounded. The Boers an'

to have lost three hundred to four hundred

British War Office has issued orders to reinforce!

Kitchener with every available infantry man ii

The island of New Guinea is now suff'ering from

itation of whooping cough. This is the first time thi

malady has occurred there. It is well known
tious diseases occurring among a hitherto unattackft

pie rage with the greatest virulence, and the na

dying by hundreds.

Germany furnishes about seven-eighths of tl

supply of coal tar dyes, its income from this source

over $25,000,000 a j'ear.

NOTICES.

Friends' Religious and Moral Almanac
Fbiends' Card Calendar for 1902 is now on s

Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street. Price

cents each ; by mail, five cents, thirty cents per i

by mail, thirty-eight cents. The same with paper

five cents each, by mail, six cents, forty cents, pen
by mail forty-nine cents. Calendars, five cents, by

ten cents.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience (

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M.,

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqn

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twem

cents each way. To reach the school by tele

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, St

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fi

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg

instruction and discipline should be addressed toWl

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forwar

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendeni.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at his summer residence. Media, Pa., on the

ty-ninth of Ninth Month, 1901, Thomas Elkinton,

sixty-sixth year of his age ; a member of the M
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. Early in life 1

braced, from conviction, the doctrines of the re!

Society in which he had a birthright membeishi

being endowed with strong mental faculties, by s

ting to the sanctifying operations of Divine Grii

became a beloved and valuable member of the Socii

few years since his previous good health was sol

impaired by a slight attack of paralysis. And a

passed along, there was apparent a mellowness and

ness of spirit, which indicated to those with whom
'

associated a ripening for the Heavenly Kingdom_

illness which terminated his life was attended dun

last few days with severe physical suffering, WBM

borne with true Christian patience and resignatiog
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potism Traceable to Peace, or to Militar-

ism?

riter in the Atlantic Monthly of last

holds the Quakers of Pennsylvania re-

ble for unrepublican and corrupt govern-

eputed to their state and chief city, on

round that they have always refused

)rt to bloodshed:— or, to state his the-

3 baldly, because Friends have not been

Z the benefit of a war spirit through

bed to breed in them certain qualities

led to proceed from carnal warfare,

it he credits the Quaker with the staunch

e of his convictions, and a moral heroism

e for his belief ," as against the more

element in warlike colonies which would

man for his belief."

because we have preferred the weapons

ire not carnal,—the out-of-sight wea-

hicn are "spiritual and mighty through

the superficial press echoes the charge

have become too passive to use any,

'valiant for the truth upon the earth.

"

II a handful under the name of Friends,

liounting to near ten thousand men,

i and children, are thought to have

t a whole ftite of six million inhab-

Bvith that unresisting spirit that lets

\i government have its way. We had

rlccredited our religious Society with

I

! pronounced and sweeping an influence.

tihe churches of the doughty Dutch of

llrk have never been hampered by doc-

sif non-resitance, yet just there is where

Pilimany system, so directly copied here

tds an exponent of the "machine" has

3S d, was long since allowed to arise,

(f, the undemocratic system spring up

M<i earlier in a state far less touched

Jttcer principles? If the influence of

the Friends makes such a difference to a

state as was ascribed to them, why may it

not be assumed that their secret influence

has held back the evil day here, which so

much sooner overcame a more warlike state?

Friends have, indeed, felt themselves much

debarred from seeking or holding many public

offices by reason of their entanglement with

war, but because they have preferred as stead-

fast voters to be righteous rather than riotous,

are they therefore less opponents of wrong

usurpations than the classes who could use

carnal weapons? We believe that the attitude

of our members, and their diligence in correct-

ing abuses through legitimate channels may

be just as exactly expressed for to-day, as it

was expressed in one of their minutes recorded

in the year 1775, and lately quoted in Isaac

Sharpless's "History of Quaker Government in

Pennsylvania:"

"We have a just sense," said they, "of our

religious and civil liberties and have ever been

and are desirous of preserving them by all snch

measures as are not inconsistent with our

Christian profession and principles, and though

we believe it to be our duty to submit to the

powers, which in the course of Divine Provi-

dence are set over us, where there hath been

or is any oppression or case of suffering, we
are engaged with Christian meekness and firm-

ness to petition and remonstrate against it and

to endeavor by just reasoning and arguments

to assert our rights and privileges in order

to obtain relief."

Our critic reproduces a passage which, in its

application to Friends, its author later sought

to qualify, and we to forget, as from him,

namely: "In the long run, a class of non-com-

batants is as hurtful to the best interests of a

community as a class of professional wrong-

doers."

But Friends are not non-combatants, only

for righteous warfare they use not weapons

of murder. So they are said not to observe

Christian baptism,—but that is just the kind

they wish to observe,—Christ's baptism with

the Holy Soirit and with fire. And they are

said not to keep the communion,—but it is

the keynote of their profession to observe the

communion of the Spirit and partake together

of the living bread from heaven and the quick-

ening wine of Christ's life. Let us continue

to be combatants, baptists, communicants,

according to the power of an endless life.

Many in this Christian era are involved in both

Testaments: let us be so faithful to the new-

ness of the Spirit rather than the oldness of

the letter, as to be "able ministers of the

New," and "fight the good fight of faith."

Such combatants and soldiers of the cross

are not the class that are hurtful to a nation,

but they are agents of the righteousness that

exalts it, and our author remembers that they

know how to "die for their belief." But the

"professional wrong-doer" is a reproach to

any peonle, and if Pennsylvania feels that she

has more than her share of such reproach,

let her return to the principles of Penn's

"Holy Experiment," and there find found-

ations for such peace and prosperity as

she enjoyed for the first seventy years. "As

long as exact justice prevailed, peace prevail-

ed, and this is the lesson of Pennsylvania."

It is the military system from which the so-

called "boss system" is borrowed: for to it

centralized organization under a single head is

a necessity. Military government is unconge-

nial to democracy, for it is strict imperialism.

Militarism turned Rome's Republic into im-

perialism, and ours under the same spirit is

charged with taking steps on the same road.

The general dominates a military machine of

men, the boss a political machine of men, the

emperor an organization of states and the pope

a system of churches. Thus the principle of

militarism is educating us for imperialism, as

in army, so in city, and state, and church. It

is not Peace that drifts us towards bossism in

city, state or church, but War. And imperial

Rome when divested of statehood continues on

through the centuries vested in churchhood.

What Quakerism stands for is the only antidote

to that militarism which leads to an imperial

church, and that bondage under it which the

famous vision of a Friend long ago prophesied

would creep over our country.

Another Claimant for Centralized Rule.

—Inasmuch as an extract given on page 118

of this paper (10th Month 26) seems to some

Friends in one section of the country as "of

doubtful tendencies, and rather advocating

Mox'monism than otherwise," it may here be

explained that it was inserted for the .=ake of

having the opposite effect. It was intended

to sound a note of alarm against the encroach-

ments of Mormonism as no mean foe, but a

very dangerous foe, even "a modern Mo-

hammedanism, combining Church and State,

and swinging both together with sledge-ham-
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mer force of centralization." In that article

Mormonism was magnified onl)^ as a danger

not as a virtue; as other powerful influences

against our country's liberties should be magni-

fied, or reckoned at their true size, as threaten-

ing to overwhelm individual freedom of con-

science. Militarism works the same way, re-

quiring blind obedience to one head by each

man as part of a machine, and accustoms a

people to the encroachment of the same prin-

ciple of a one-man power in a religion, whether

creeping on from the East or from the West

to absorb the government in a State Church

as Joseph Hoag's vision pronhesied. Strange

that now his own religious Society should be

so generally dotted over with communities

gatheriiig themselves under the same one-man

principle, as in local training for a larger

papacy of some sort possibly ahead. May

the closer ecclesiastical union now forming,

and its central synod, have the grace to be

kept from this tendency.

The Remedy is Not In Complaining. — A

recent letter from a valued Friend remarks:

"It is hard in contrasting the state of these

Friends with that of many of our members
here, not to feel impatient with the latter for

coming so far short of the same standard.

But this is a specious, but very wrong feeling

to give way to. See how patient, and unfault-

finding our Master was with all the short-

comings of his disciples,—and they had griev-

ous short-comings!

"As [one of your members] said to me,

'There is a right way of handling wrong
things;' and the right way of handling the

wrong attitude of some Friends is, to bear

them on our hearts in a prayer that the right

plant may grow and increase in them and in

ourselves,—and then the wrong things will

lessen and pass under. I have seen this re-

markably the case in some instances where the

wrong thing seemed at one time hopelessly

dominant! We cannot win souls by fault-

finding, but we may I'epel them further!

I mean, of course, faultfinding in our own
will. As we ripen, this tendency to complain-

ing of others lessens in us."

Note.—In our last number the verses "In

Memory of George Dilwvn" which precede

the reminiscences of Ebenezer Worth were in-

tended to come immediately after them as the

appropriate conclusion spoken of.

One thing I know, and can conceive more
beautiful than youth—viz., that rare form of

old age which unites the pleasantness of an
unruffled front with the beauty of purified

emotion and the sublimity of grave experience.
- -J. Stuart Blackie.

What then can we, a people few in num-
ber, do to stem this torrent of militarism?

Truly nothing is of ourselves. We have no

strength, nor power, nor wisdom of our own.

yet we may keep the light of truth, which is

none other than the light of Christ, brightly

burning in us, and let it shine out to others.—Canada Y. M. " ' '

THE BETTER SONG.
By Minnie^.McBurney.

I thought to write a grand, sweet song

That would thrill the souls of many men

—

A symphony both great and strong.

Undying words from living pen

—

But all unsung came back to me
The tuneless notes, with empty ring.

They had not reached humanity
Nor soothed one heart's embittered sting.

In pity for a mother's woe,

I wrote a simple heartfelt lay ;

A crumb of comfort to bestow,

And light, perchance, dark sorrow's way.
Men loved my song and praised each part,

And to its every fault seemed blind ;

It touched the chord of mother heart

And lo ! it touched all human kind.—Forward.

Ministry in Business.

The following portion of a Ledger editorial

emphasizes the importance of a Christianity

that embraces the whole life. We reprint it

in The Friend not only because the senti-

ments have our approval, in the main, but also

because we feel that there is a strong under-

current of progress Christward in our modern
civilization. Truly the gospel of Jesus Christ

leaves small place for gloomy views, and the

anointed eyes hail the progress of his kingdom
beyond the borders of the Church as well as

within it.

" 'The merchant is so to carry on his business

that his clerks will be better men; the woman
is so to carry on her household that the ser-

vants will be better women; ihe statesman

is so to administer in politics that every en-

trance of his shall appeal to the higher senti-

ment; the journalist is not to forget individ-

ual men and women in his journalism, and is

to use the newspapers to lift men up, not to

drag men down; the mother is to minister,

not to a household only, but a home, and make
not only meals but life.'

"Could such a spirit be infused into business,

it would go far to settle the disputes between

capital and labor that now bring so much suf-

ering and ruin upon both, and to induce that

harmonious action which would insure pros-

perity and happiness on all sides. Could it

animate politics, what changes should we see!

How quickly corruption and trickery would fade

away, and how soon should we find men of in-

tegrity and ability filling the high offices of

the land! And if all our rulers and statesmen

were impressed with the duty of doing good

to other nations and races, as well as their

own, how soon would wars cease from lack of

impetus! It may be objected that all this

would involve great personal sacrifice and loss;

but that would depend on the strength of the

desire. Whatever we greatly wish for we
shall probably obtain and will not grudge the

price we pav for it. If we honestly desire to

benefit others through our work we shall not

feel it a painful sacrifice to do so. But the

truth is that every such effort, instead of in-

curring a loss, reacts upon ourselves as a great

gain. The interests of the community and
those of the individual are eventually identi-

cal; what subserves the one must in time sub-

serve the other, and he who so directs his labor

as to benefit others, while he may endure some
transient loss, will be far more than compen-
sated in the fuller, happier, and nobler life in-

to which he will enter."

Going to and From Seasons of Worship:

An earnest Free Methodist has recordeis

incident which may be thus summarized,

believe it would be well for the members:
consider whether the remarks made w-

1

apply to Friends generally in this day an t

themselves in particular.
j

He says: "I saw a person at a dist;;:

seated upon a log of wood, looking attenti 1

toward my house. Noticing after a time a

he was still in the same position and suppo.ij

he might be in some distress, I went to li

and found that he was a member of the Socit

of Friends who believed he had a call to si

me, and was waiting for a further opecig

I gladly invited him in. As he sat some 'a'

in silence I concluded he had not any spiis

message for me, and so ventured to inteup

the silence by asking how he thought we ci!

best improve an hour to mutual edificajn

He said 'perhaps thou hast a plan to prop'e,

I said if we could tell each other with to

temper and sufficient freedom what appefe

to us the leading defects of Quakerism mi

Methodism we might learn something usiul

He asked me to begin first, which I didio

some time, declaring my undissembled sit

ment. He heard me through patiently wilpii

any reply, and then began as follows: 'Uv
frequently observed that when thy peoplig

to their place of worship they talk of theimt

ward concerns till they arrive at the very t'es

hold ; but whenever thou sees a Friend j5ii]

to meeting he walks in silence with a ™
retired as seeking preparation for so scimi

a duty. When thy people come out of M
ing it is like bees from a shaken hive. u:

have messages to deliver, or to receiveBB

then comes the inquiry how he likedithi

preacher, etc. The reply probably is, ' e i

an excellent preacher; what a flow of lang.ge

How earnest he is! This is one of the)ej

sermons I ever heard.' Whereas, if koi

should observe Friends on such occasions hoi

wouldest remark that each retires in silice,

seeking to preserve any good that may.ari

been received, and if any remark is ma ai

to the service, it will usually be in this wii, 1

think A was much favored to-day,' ascribi;ali

praise where it justly belongs." I exclna

'Guilty! guilty! the naked truth. I ai tl«

man! and by the grace of God I hope to -oil

by what I have heard.' And he goes i to

detail at some length his care for a for

mation, ending somewhat thus: "Somcaaj

have thought me singular in this case to mi

a conversation in going to and from the )D3(

of worship, but they know not what the v

Quaker has said to me, the effect of

will I trust continue with me to my life's

This man became soon after this time emi

useful in the Society to which he beh

and may not the concerned Friend's fa'

nessto the pointing which drew to ttie s

have been helpful to this end?

As the administration of the discipl

said— in the queries—to be the Lord's or*

so in going to such meetings due prepa tioi

of heart should be sought after. I remit*

as a youth being sadly impressed in gi -

by public conveyance— to such a meeti

seeing one active in such matters e

engaged in reading a newspaper. I thf
it a poor preparation for such service.

The inexcusable tendency of allowii. •*
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es to become too much absorbed in such

ilngiswell illustrated by an incident which

r be thus told. A benevolent physician

at much pains to assist a pious patient

lis in learning to read in order that he

ht have the comfort of reading the Scrip-

is. He had lost track of him for a year

wo, on account of a removal,

/hen beinsr in his neighborhood and calling

Q him, he did not find him at home, but

liring of his wife if he enjoyed reading his

e as much as he used to, the answer was

1 no, he has got out of the Bible and into

newspapers long ago."

believe it would be a good testimony if

le claiming to be Friends would be careful

they engage in such reading in public,

may say that I have seldom taken a news-

3r in my hand on such occasions, without a

;e of condemnation and a feeling that if

•e was anything in it proper or needful for

;o see, I had better await a private oppor-

ty, where example, infinitesimally small

igh it be, could not operate.

AMOUS Old Men.—Cato, at fourscore, be-

his study of Greek, and the same age saw

;arch beginning, with the enthusiasm of a

his first lesson in Latin. "The Character

Ian," Theophrastus's magnum opus, was

iin on his ninetieth birthday. Chaucer's

,nterbury Tales" was the work of the poet's

ining years. Ransard, the Father of French

;ry, whose sonnets even translation cannot

roy, did not develop his poetic faculty until

:ly fifty. Benjamin Franklin at this age

just taken his first steps of importance in

osophical pursuits. Arnauld, the theologian

sage, translated "Josephus" in his eigh-

!i year. Winckelmann, one of the most
ous writers on classic antiquities, was the

of a shoemaker, and lived in obscurity and

irance until the prime of his life. Hobbes,

English philosopher, published his version

be "Odyssey" in his eighty-seventh year,

I his "Iliad" one year later. Chevreul.

I
great French scientist, whose untiring

irs in the realm of color have so enriched

world, was busy, keen, and active when
ih called him, some ten years ago, at the

<of one hundred and three. —Saturday Eve-

\
Post.

bw Cities Bury Themselves.—A well has

Citly been driven in the Place de I'Hotel de

i in Paris, for the purpose of ascertain-

B.he nature of the subsoil of the French
;al. The revelations throw light on the

ler in which great cities, in the course of

iries, bury the relics of their past. First

8 a layer of rubbish nearly four and
f feet thick, dating from the sixteenth

iry to the nineteenth. A second layer a

over two-and-a-half feet thick, consists

bbish recognizable by the character of its

aents as belonging to the period from the

eenth to the sixteenth centuries. This

parated from the first layer by a thin de-

of sand, and a second sandy denosit cov-

third layer which plainly shows relics of

leventh and twelfth centuries. At the
m is a clayey deposit filled with frag-

Wi of pottery and lots of oak timber be-

Higto the Gallic and Gallo-Roman periods.

lith's Companion.

Catherine Booth on the So-Called ''Sacraments."

[There was lately quoted in The Friend a

strong expression from an eminent London
authority, dissenting from the general view

regarding the obligatoriness of what are com-
monly called the sacraments of Baptism and the

Lord's Supper. The American Friend refers to

a recent meeting in Dublin addressed by Sidney

Long, a missionary of the London Missionary

Society lately in South India, who was led to

accept to Friends' views on the ordinances

from the fact that converts attached so much
importance to these observances as to cause

him to study the subject afresh from the Bible.

He had not met a Friend or seen any of Friends'

writings, but this original investigation con-

vinced him of the truth of their position.

It may be of value to add to the testimonies

of these witnesses, that of Catherine Booth as

set forth in an address upon "A Mock Salvation

and a Real Deliverance from Sin." In read-

ing her forceful charge which follows we need

to remember that there may be something of

the nature of a dependence uoon or resting in

a "form" even in an unceremonial meeting

after our own order, where such is not livingly

gathered as in the Lord's presence.—J. W. L.]

What an inveterate tendency there is in

the human heart to trust in outward forms,

instead of seeking the inward grace! And
where this is the case, what a hindrance, rather

than help, have these forms proved to the

growth, nay, to the very existence of that

spiritual life which constitutes the real and

only force of Christian experience! ... We
feel persuaded that if Paul were here now,

and could see the deadly consequences which

have arisen from the idolatrous regard given

to what are called the sacraments of the Sup-

per and of Baptism he would say precisely the

same with respect to them ; for even if

Jesus Christ intended them to be permanent

institutions (against which there are very

strong arguments, as put forth by many most

devoted and intelligent Christians ever since

the days of the apostles, amongst whom are

the "Friends" of our own time), such is the

awful abuse to which these ceremonies have

been subjected, that we feel sure Paul would

say baptism is nothing and the ceremony of

the Lord's Supper is nothing, apart from keep-

ing the commandments of God, especially that

great and all comprehensive commandment,
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

heart, and mind, and soul, and strength, and thy

neighbor as thyself." Christians often say to

me, when I put this view before them, "Ah, but

you have no authority to remit the Supper,

because the Lord said we were to take it in

remembrance of Him till He come." 1 answer

that he left the taking of it all perfectly dis-

cretional; and as to its continuance, that en-

tirely depends on which coming He alluded to.

"Friends," and many others of the most

spiritual and deeply taught Christians of all

times, have believed that He then referred, as

in so many other places which are generally

misunderstood, to his coming at the end of the

•Jewish dispensation. Anyway, our Lord, who
had long before said to the woman of Samaria,

"The hour cometh when ye shall neitner in

this mountain nor yet at Jerusalem [in any

special sense] worship the Father.. . . But the

hour Cometh, and now is, when the true wor-

shippers shall worship the Father in Spirit and
in truth, "anywhere and everywhere, could not

have intended to teach that God could be more
acceptably or profitably worshipped through
any particular form or ceremony than without

such form or ceremony, and especially if there

were weighty reasons on the other side for

rejecting it. • Neither is it creditable to a

spiritually enlightened mind that He who said,

"If a man love me he will keep my words, and
my Father will love him, and we will come
unto Him, and make our abode with Him,"
could have intended to teach that through the

earthly medium of bread and wine his people

were to remember Him on whom their thoughts

were to be constantly concentrated, or to com-

mune with Him in any special sense above

that in which they were to commune with Him
always and everywhere. The water which

Jesus gives and to which alone He attaches

any importance, is that which is "in us a well

of water springing ud into everlasting life;"

and the wine which He values and promises

to drink with us in his Father's kingdom, is

that wine of the kingdom which is righteous-

ness, and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

Friends, do you partake of these Sacraments?

If not, rivers of earthly water, vineyards of

wine, will avail you nothing; they will be

as "Nehushtan."
If we were to have any binding forms in the

new and spiritual kingdom in which all forms

were to find fulfilment, it seems to me that

there is a great deal more ground for insisting

on washing of one another's feet than for either

of those already referred to; and in this we
can see a great practical lesson on the human
side which our Lord actually laid down. How
comes it, I wonder, that many of those who
regard the former with sanctimonious rever-

ence, can utterly and without scruple, set

aside the latter? I fear that human pride and

priestly assumption must be held largely re-

sponsible.

Further, nothing is more evident to all who
have any acquaintance with the history of

Christianity, than that the undue value set

upon these ceremonies has been one of the

greatest hindrances to the extension of Christi-

anity. Again and again have its valiant

warriors paused in their triumphal progress

and turned aside from the battle with the

ereat forces of evil, to quarrel amongst them-

selves concerning these mere externals. When
I was in Ireland, some of the oldest and most

experienced Christians who took part in that

great revival some twenty-five years ago, told

me that a great proportion of the results of

that wonderful work of G( d were lost in con-

sequence of a controversy about water baptism.

"Man becomes a slave to his constantly re-

peated acts. In suite of the protests of his

weakened will, the trained nerves continue

the repetition even when the doer abhors his

deeds. What he at first chooses at last com-

pels. You can as easily snatch a pebble from

gravitation's grasp as you can separate the

minutest act of life from its inevitable efl:"ect

upon character and destiny. Success.

A Religion which fails to meet the witness

for God in the hearts of the people must be

inadequate, or overloaded. There is a univer-

sal spirit which knows its own. and owns that

which partakes of its nature.

—

London Friend.
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THE CHILDREN.

When the lessons and tasks are all ended,

And the school for the day is dismissed.

The little ones gather round me
To bid me good night and be kissed.

Oh, the little white arms that encircle

My neck in their tender embrace !

Oh, the smiles that are halos of heaven,

Shedding sunshine of love on my face !

And when they are gone I sit dreaming

Of my childhood too lovely to last

;

Of joy that my heart will remember.

When it wakes to the pulse of the past.

Ere the world and its wickedness made me
A partner of sorrow and sin,

When the glory of God was about me
And the glory of gladness within.

All my heart grows as weak as a woman's,

And the fountain of feeling will flow.

When I think of the paths steep and stony,

Where the feet of the dear ones must go
;

Of the mountains of sin hanging o'er them.

Of the tempest of fate blowing wild
;

Oh, there's nothing on earth half so holy

As the innocent heart of a child !

They are idols of hearts and of households,

They are angels of God in disguise
;

His sunlight still sleeps in their tresses,

His glory still shines in their eyes.

Those truants from home and from heaven.

They have made me more manly and mild
;

And I know now how Jesus could liken

The kingdom of God to a child.

I ask not a life for the dear ones.

All radiant as others have done :

But that life may have just enough shadow
To temper the glare of the sun,

I would pray God to guard them from evil,

But my prayer would bound back to myself

;

Ah ! a seraph may pray for a sinner.

But a sinner must pray for himself.

The twig is so easily bended,

I have banished the rule and the rod
;

I have taught them the goodness of knowledge,
They have taught me the goodness of God.

My heart is the dungeon of darkness.

Where I shut them for breaking a rule
;

My frown is sufficient correction.

My love is the law of the school.

I shall leave the old house in the autumn.
To traverse its threshold no more :

Ah, how I shall sigh for the dear ones

That meet me each morn at the door !

I shall miss the "good nights "and the kisses,

And the gush of their innocent glee.

The group on the green, and the flowers

That are brought every morning for me.

I shall miss them at morn and at even,

Their song in the school and the street

;

I shall miss the low hum of their voices

And the tread of their delicate feet.

When the lessons of life are all ended.

And death says, "The school is dismissed!"

May the little ones gather around me
To bid me good night and be kissed !

Certain habits of thought cannot be other-
wise than gradually removed. So with cer-

tain habits of body consequent on such habits
of thought, such as the habit of hurry, the
habit of worry, the habit of laying undue
stress on things not the most needful for the
hour, the habit of trouble-borrowing and many
others which permeate and influence every
act of life. Their combined effect is exhaus-
tion, and exhaustion is the real mother of
most of the ills flesh is heir to.

Is Jesus Impractical?

Hall Caine in a recent letter to the London

Daily News in reply to an Italian critique of

his latest book "The Eternal City," has this

striking parasfraph: "Is Jesus at fault? Are

the laws of life too much for Him. Has the

world found out that so far as the government

of the nations i^oes He is impractical and im-

possible? In saving the individual soul, did

Christ leave the collective soul in the lurch?

Is it right that, while men in their personal

relations should acquit themselves like Chris-

tians, they may remain pagans or barbarians

in all that pertains to their national life. Or

was Jesus a legislator for the nation as well as

for the individual? And if so, to what ends do

his doctrines of non-resistance, the fatherhood

of God, and the brotherhood of man, lead us

as nations and races."

Hall Caine declares that the main purpose

of his book was to contend that the teaching

of Jesus was equally applicable to public and

private life, and that what He taught was
taught for all time and for all possible cir-

cumstances. We firmly believe that he is

right, and that that is the only fair and logi-

cal interpretation that can be put upon his

teaching. Very pertinently the writer asks

to what end Christ's doctrines of non-resist-

ance, of the fatherhood of God, and of the

brotherhood of man lead us as nations and

races.

Christ's doctrine of non-resistance means
the ultimate abolition of war. Hall Caine

complains that "the Christian nations uphold

standing armies whose object and business it

is to do precisely that which He said should

not be done." That is true. In so far as the

world is not leavened with the principles of

Jesus Christ, in so far, that is. as its spiritual

evolution is not complete, in so far it is under
the sway of principles that are other and
lower and, in that sense, hostile to his and the

standing array and the last stern arbitrament
of kings are accompaniments of that imperfect,

that unfulfilled development. In so far, how-
ever, as Christ's principles prevail among
men, in so far as there are—and there are

—

men and women wholly subject to his sway, in

just that proportion war is no longer a neces-
sity, it is no longer even a recognizedly legit-

imate or even possible contingency. Unhap-
pily the number of such persons is not large

as compared with others in whom spiritual

evolution is not so far advanced. But they
exist. And there are more of them in this year
of grace than ever before. Not only so, but
the average of Christian life, the national, the
racial life, is rising. The evolution of the
Christian conscience is going on. It may be
a slow way in the estimation of some, but it is

God's way, and therefore, undoubtedly, the
best way and, probably, the only way for the
elevation of the nation and the race, that
gradually, bit by bit, year by year, age after
age, men in the mass should grow to see eye
to eye with God. It was so in the case of
slavery. It will be so, doubtless, it will be
even more so, in the case of war. Two thou-
sand years of evolution Christward before
slavery was sloughed off. Even at the pres-
ent rate of progress it can hardly take many
hundred more before war shall be left behind.

The same surely holds good of political and
social conditions. It is to be admitted that

there is an immense amount of pure paganiq
in our so-called Christian civilization. Ti

political life. Government theoretically sho

,

be of the people, for the people, by the pj

;

pie, to quote Lincoln's famous saying. ].
•

we are far from that. It is not very k. i

since we heard a prominent politician of ti--

very province declare in cold blood that v J

could not carry out the teachings of the S

raon on the Mount in the life of to-day.

suppose that politician lives out his creed'

his public life. In fact we have good real

to know he does. And there are others, h

questionably the coarseness, the greed, >

venality, the prejudice, the narrowness n

bitterness that characterizes too much of •

public life are of the very essence of pag.

ism.

Socially, too, we are far from the Christ

ideal. Mammonism holds this age in its g;

Jesus Christ, to quote Bryan's strong figi

is being crucified to-day on a cross of gi

Jesus Christ, in the persons of the workt

of the dependent, of the poor, is being d

lected ignored, in some cases even down-tr

den. The maximum of work for the minin

of wage is too often the only desideratum

the employer. The worker is a "hand,"

a soul, still less a man and a brother, i

wage is kept at the lowest and even his da

rest, the law of which is written on his \

constitution, is taken from him when it car

done with profit. The combine crushes

the small miner or manufacturer, and

sorbs all the business interests in monopol,

Wealth centered in the hands of a fewi

enormous disproportion and with tremeudi

power, buys and bullies all opponents into :

mission to its will and interests. Individu

,

civic corporations, even national governmfi

are swayed by its immense force. The^^

thought of the time is corrupted by gross •

terialism. Success, as taught our children

power to make money, failure is wantf

power to become rich. Honor, integr,

manly character, these ideals are subordirs

to the ideas of material advancement. In e

state, in social life, in the "church" its',

too often, the power of wealth is paramoi.

While all this is true, however, it is ;o

true that the Christian leaven is working, i

working strongly and wisely. The purest

litical and social life is found in Anglo-Sai

communities— is found, that is, where e

Bible is most read, and where the Christiar -

ligion has become most enfibred in the in

lectual and moral life of the people. Go ^^

a century, go back fifty years, and read -

tory candidly and you have to admit that •

traordinary changes have taken place and 1

1

these changes in the aggregate are on the 6

of the teachings of Jesus Christ. Go o

business life, with all that can justly be id

of its oppressions and unfairness, and you H

find more men than ever who hold themsel .

their businesses and their profits in the 1
'

of stewardship to Almighty God. The ii-

viction is certainly not practically str?

enough to control, but it is getting ne

power daily in public life—that what isr-

ally wrong can never be politically ri

Daily, too, the conviction is growing r.t

practical, more universal that from the f
'^

erhood of God follows the brotherhoocl

man, of all men, and that in social relat li

.

M
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iomraercial transactions the Golden Rule
i only safe, as it is the only permanently
;able or even possible rule,

litarism and Mammonism are undoubtedly
win giant forces of evil of our age, and
bat age has been the first to witness an
national Arbitration, and the first to give
to a Peabody and Carnegie. The King-
of God Cometh not with observation, it

th not without many an apparent back-
t and baffling. Satan rages his hour, and
's human myrmidons scoff and struggle
t it. But it Cometh none the less. It is

) nature of things that it should come,
whosoever shall fall on this stone shall

)ken, but on whomsoever it shall fall, it

rind him to powder."—TAe Wesleyan.

A Man Who Tried Bath Sides.

eph Barker, who died in Omaha in 1875
man of powerful intellect, and a dis-

shed orator. He was in early life a
ler of the gospel, but being hindered
jcoming somewhat discouraged he fell

ifidelity and until the last five years of
e was an active infidel editor and speaker,
disgust at the vileness of the men among
his lot was cast led him to reconsider his
m, and he finally became converted and
his closing years preaching the faith
e once destroyed, laboring with the ut-
jnergy to counteract the influence for
e had exerted. His excessive efforts
down his strong constitution and caused
ith.

son said of him: "He was constantly
iipt of letters from infidels in this and
countries, coranlaining that he had led
nto infidelity, and now he had forsaken
These letters he had always endeavored

wer, rising early and sitting up late,

to undo the mischief he had done. He
at what first opened his eyes and led
consider the whole question anew, was
)ss immorality and licentiousness which
)n characterizes the lives of infidels.

d he had never known an infidel that
he Bible who was not an immoral man.

"

ollowingis his own language: "Carried
is by a tempest, from ray early faith,
bred for years in the dreary regions of
|nd unbelief. 'I looked for light, and
'darkness!' I sought rest, and found
ude. And the farther I went the
fared, and the longer I remained in
nal shades, the more wretched I be-
I found myself at length face to face
;er darkness and eternal death. God
ercy rescued me from that awful state,
Jght me back to Christ. And here I

py in the light of his truth and in the
!i!e of his love. I praise the Bible and I

rist and Christianity more than ever;
3d and horror of infidelity are greater
ir. I know it to be the extreme of
and misery. —the utter degradation
of man's soul."— 7%e Armory.

EVE that any man's life will be filled

istant unexpected encouragements if

up his mind to do his level best
1 of his life-that is, tries to make
reach as n<^ar as possible the high-

|irk of pure, unselfish, useful living.
T. Washington.

For "Th

Preaching the Gospel.

It is interesting to observe in the late winter
and early spring all the work that goes on in the
country. What prodigious efforts are there
in operation year by year, as the farmers pre-
pare the ground for the seed sowing.
What a large number of people are engaged

in this work, and how heavy the work, is best
known to those who live in the country.

The work must be well done if the best results
are to he expected and all this is to prepare
for the important event to follow, viz., the
seed sowing.

If we look away to some large manufactur-
ing town, we may find men engaged there
making machines to sow the seed.

Experience has taught us that certain kinds
of seed sowing, will be better, and more eco-
nomically done, by machines specially made
for the purpose, than sowing the seed bv hand.
And so, the wisdom and ingenuity of man.
comes into operation, and a great deal of
trouble is gone to, to prepare these machines.

Springtime comes and men and horses go
over the carefully prepared ground with a
carefully made machine, and so the goodly
seed is sown!

Is there not a deep lesson in all this for those
who are called to preach the Gospel? Those
who are the instruments the Lord condescends
to use in his service.

The Lord has agencies which are permitted
to work in the great world in which we live
There is the spiritual plough of sorrow, and
the spiritual harrow of disappointment, which
are turning up the furrows of the human soul;
breaking the ground and making it even, so
that later on, in the Lord's own time. He may
send his prepared instruments to sow the goodly
seed of the kingdom. Ah! yes; instruments
that He has long been preparing for the work.
And so. one day, che prepared ground and the
prepared instrument, with the good message,
are to meet, and great will be the rejoicing.
And so. thus there are seasons in the church,

when it may be. there is not much outward sign
of great religious life; but the Lord is per-
mitting his ploughs to do their effectual work
in the human heart, a work as needful there,
as the outward work is in the country around.

So through the Lord's creation, we get
glimpses of a Divine order in the outward
world, and in the spiritual life.

Are there hearts in suffering because sorrow
seems added to sorrow, and prayer seems un-
answered?

Remember, dear hearts, the eye of the
Lord seeth it all, and He sees the necessity
of a ground well prepared for his goodly seed.
A seed which may come through his instru-
ments or be handed direct by his Spirit. It

seems to me the good ground in the parable
of the sower, was the ground that was well
prepared and ready. And if the Lord in his

wisdom is permitting the ploughs of sorrow
to dp their effectual work, and a rebellious
spirit is being broken down, rejoice ! and
look forward, and upward!

There have been many seeds sown in the
country which have come to nothing, and it may
be, there have been many visitations of Divine
love to the soul in the past, which have come
to nothing, earth.

But now the Lord in his Divine wisdom is per-
mitting some deep furrows to be cut through
the soul; that a heart wearied and sick of the
things of earth may eventually close in with
the offers of God's love.

In some grounds there is little preparation
needed, and in young hearts, which have not
yet received the sad impress of earth, these
spiritual ploughs are not always used.
How much is going to be saved; how

much is going to be gained by an early clos-
ing in with the offers of Divine love, is in
some measure known to those who have
slighted these offers in youth and then have
known the things of earth to harden the heart
so that the Lord has seen needful to permit
the ploughs of sorrow to drive the soul home,
as the wayward heart of the Prodigal Son was
driven home to the father's house.

^

How well would it be in the Church of
Christ if those who profess to preach the
gospel had more often the true eye of spirit-
ual di.<cernment as it ought to be, and that
they should stand as watchmen on the wall.s of
Zion. ready to speak the right word in the
right season to the right heart.

Surely great is the responsibility that rests
on such as are called to be ministers of the
gospel; that no earthly thing should be al-
lowed to mar the work, as again and again
the .Master prepares a heart to give his mes-
sage.

A. H. Rell.
Waterford, Ireland.

The Faith of Hope. -I began to think my
end was very near. The sense of uncertainty
was hard to bear; yet all I could Jo was to
look up and hope in the mercy which is new
every morning. Hope is a lower measure or
degree of faith; but when it is all that is

vouchsafed to us, the exercise of it is accepted
by our Heavenly Father as sufficient. I re-
member John Fletcher wrote to some one who
complained of the lack of light and comfort,
spiritually, that it is best for us to abide with
the Master in the state which He has seen fit

to allot us, until He is pleased to move us out
of it. In such a condition there remains noth-
ing for us but to watch earnestly for the aris-
ing of further light,— like the Psalmist who
could say, "My soul doth wait more than they
that watch for the morning."

The truth is that we walk partly by faith
and partly by sight,— and our natural mind,
which cannot reach beyond, always craves for
more sight, though this means in reality less
faith! But as we remain simple,— and "The
Lord loveth the simple, "~ we are safely led
along through these conflicts, gradually gain-
ing strength by what we are exercised in.—Late Letter.

"The awful doctrine of perpetually present
Deity and a hastening righteous judgment,
should be early impressed upon the minds of
all our children."

Day by day should we strive to conform our
lives to a life "hid with Christ in God," for
if we are unfaithful in little things, we shall
never be made rulers over more; but as we
seek to abide in the truth revealed by the
spirit of Christ in our own hearts, we will be
led to forsake the man of sin and walk in the

and the things of earth, highway of holiness.—A'ansas to N.
having again stepped in and marred the work. I

}'. M.
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Beyond this life of hopes and fears,

There is a region fair,

It knows no change and no decay,

No night, but one unending day ;

say ! Will you be there ?

Its glorious gates are closed to sin.

Nought that defiles can enter in,

To mar its beauty rare
;

Upon that bright eternal shore

Earth's bitter curse is known no more ;

say ! Will, you be there ?

No drooping form, no tearful eye,

No hoary head, no weary sigh.

No pain, no grief, no care ;

But joys which mortals may not know,

Like a calm river ever flow
;

say ! Will you be there ?

Our Saviour, once a mortal child.

As mortal man by men reviled,

There many crowns doth wear ;

While thousand thousands swell the strain

Of " Glory to the Lamb once slain ;"

say ! Will you be there ?

Who shall be there ? The lowly here,

All those who serve the Lord in fear

The world's proud mockery dare ;

Who, by the Holy Spirit led.

Rejoice, the narrow path to tread ;

These, these shall all be there.

Those who have learned at Jesus' cross

All earthly gains to count as loss.

So that his love they share ;

Who. gazing on the Crucified,

By faith can say, " For me He died ;"

These, these shall all be there.

Author Unkno^im.

In a Petrified Forest.

Results of investigations in the wonderful

petrified forest in the northern part of Arizona

have been reported by Dr. J. N. Pulver and

a party of scientists who have been studying

the geological formations of that part of the

Territory for several months. The remains of

the ancient forest are in the heart of the San

Francisco Mountains.

"Agate Bridge" is the most notable feature

in this land of natural wonders. The portion

of the forest where the finest of the gems are

found is in Apache county, seventeen miles

from Holbrook. The " bridge' ' is a tree trunk,

transformed into the finest agate, which spans

a chasm sixtv feet wide. This precious gem

is one hundred and ten feet long and five feet

three inches in diameter at the base, tapering

to three feet at the apex, and contains ma-

terial enough to give labor to all the lapidaries

in the world for the next generation. This

log is one of thousands. It is impossible to

conceive of the marvelous beauty of this re-

gion, for the ground is covered with amethyst,

red and yellow jasper, topaz, onyx, carnelian

and gigantic specimens of agate of every va-

riety—gems as big as flour barrels and steam

boilers.

Dr. Pulver reports that there is a fine group

of big logs in the foothills about twelve miles

east of Winslow, and probably forty-five miles

distant from the agate bridge. He was hunt-

ing lost horses when he came upon sandstone

cliffs notable because of their unusual perpen-

dicularity. These cliffs have worn away, leav-

ing exposed huge trees, which may be ob-

served from a distance of a mile or more from

the valley, standing out in bold relief, like the

pillars of some ancient temple. A closer view

shows these trees to be from four to six feet

in diameter, and often twenty to thirty feet

high with their great roots running off into

the solid rock. A great niche in the face of

the wall marks the place from which one of

these trunks has fallen. Some of the remain-

ing ones appear just ready to fall, while oth-

ers project but little beyond the face, indicat-

ing that the mountain is filled with the re-

mains of these trees.

Several miles westward, along the slope ot

the mountains, a small but remarkable petrified

forest was found. The largest tree, which

must have been the very king of its race,

stands on the summit of a sun-baked, desolate

foothill. It is twenty-six and one-half feet in

circumference and fourteen feet in height,

with roots imbedded in the solid rock. Al-

most all of these trees are perfectly preserved,

even to the bark, which in some cases is five

inches thick.

With the exception of a single cottonwood

trunk the trees are of an extinct coniferous

species. They lie prone upon the ground.

The section or ends of the logs show brilliant

reds and yellows and dull blues. The bark

is not brilliant, but dull, and wonderfully wfell

preserved. Some trees show even the knots

to perfection. Some of the petrified logs are

four feet in thickness and from ten to twelve

feet long. They have no branches, but the

hundreds'of pieces varying from a couple of

inches to one foot in diameter are probably

the remains of branches.

Here and there are heaps of chips from

the petrified trees, and their beauty of color-

ing is bewildering. There are literally thou-

sands of bushels of chips that are red moss

agate and may be beautifully polished. There

are many more times chips of amethyst, gray

topaz and various-hued agates, showing the

grain of the trees, as they grew millions of

years ago. One may obtain cross sections

of fallen trees, showing in completest detail

the annual ring marks and the separation of

the bark from the trees. The stone is of the

hardest and takes and keeps an incomparable

polish.

In the rocks all about the trees there are

impressions of branches, leaves and even cones

and fruits, that must have belonged to them.

The trees with the thick bark were conifers,

like the sequoias, or "big trees" of California,

and quite likely were their direct ancestors.

Others were like our common trees—that is.

such as oaks, chestnuts, beeches, elms, ma-

ples, magnolias and lindens. The only living

trees found in the vicinity of the fossil forests

are pines and spruces and two kinds of cotton-

wood.
The scientific theory concerning the petri-

faction is to the effect that after the forest of

pines and cedars was established the basin or

valley became a lake. This valley has an

area, approximately, of one hundred by eighty

miles, and is surrounded by extinct volcanoes.

These volcanoes emptied themselves into the

lake, and the trees became soaked with the si-

liceous water. Silicia took the place of every

fibre and atom of wood. The colors of red,

brown, yellow and purple came from the iron

and manganese solution in the water All this

took place before the existence of the Grand

canyon of the Colorado. When nature fori

that big ditch the lake was drained, and^

water, in its rush to the northwest, levt

the stone trees, breaking them off as smc

as if they had been sawed. This sustains,

theory that the trees were petrified where t

grew.

The fact that nearly all the fallen trn

lie in one direction and to the northwest i

tains the theory that the lake emptied to

northwest and into the Grand canyon.—CM
Record.

Science and Industry.

Egyptian tourists can now ride direct

trolley from Cairo to the pyramids,

declared that before long a line equipped )

American cars will be running from the oc

front at Piraeus to the Parthenon

It is said that Europe and Asia will sooi

connected with a bridge over the

This is made necessary by the demands of c

merce, the bridge forming a link for thro

railway traveling between Hamburg and

cutta. German engineers have its construe

in charge, and it is regarded as a marve

feat. The crossing, it is stated, will be at

point where the King of Persia carried hisa

over in B. C. 513. Modern science is worl

wonders. The necessities of trade are ren

ing it utilitarian and practical wherever

sible.

The Story of the Korinthian Capita:

Dr. Quinn. the well-known antiquarian,

in Harper's a charming legend of the or

of the design of the capital which charactei

the Korinthian pillar:

"In the winter a young giri had diet

Korinth."he says. "Some time afterw,

her maid gathered together various trin

and playthings which the girl had loved,

brought them to the girl's grave. There

placed them in a basket near the monum

and placed a large square tile upon the ba

to prevent the wind from overturning it,

happened that under the basket was the

of an acanthus plant. When spring came

acanthus sprouted, but its shoots were

able to pierce the basket, and according!;

they grew around it. having the basket in'

midst. Such of the lorg leaves as grew

against the four protruding corners of the

on the top of the basket curled around

these corners and formed pretty volt'

Kallimachos, the sculptor, walking that J

one day, saw this, and immediately conce«

the notion that the form of the basket t

the plaque on top of it. and surrounded byi(

leaves and stalks of acanthus, would be a coi

)

heading for columns in architecture. He in

this idea formed the beautiful Korinthian sli

of capital. Such at least is the story a3«

Architect A'itruvius told it 1900 years aK(

Gum Arabic Produced by Ants. —I"

arable is an exudation from certain sp(»

of acacia. In order to obtain the gum*

stem must be cut or perforated so that i

juice may exude, and we are told by Wi»

Busse, who has just been investigating the ft

production of German East Africa, that ii»

majority of cases this necessary perforatic'

accomplished by ants, without whose la*

therefore, the world could not get its su'

nil

It!
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arabic— at least with the present ease.

/. Busse, as reported in Le Journal d'

Iture Tropicale (Paris):

art from the rare wounds inflicted acci-

y by man, animals, storms, etc., all

on of gum in this country is provoked

;. The ants perforate the bark of the

to gain admittance into the wood, where

y their eggs in the excavation, which

metimes of considerable extent. The

1 with soft wood generally show few

i of this kind; the hard-wood acacias

died with them, each perforation being

I with a globule of gum. The ant that

oduces the gum makes no use of it; it

an obstruction to her wjrk, since it

p the galleries that she hollows out.

ir species of ant, however, sometimes

1 the exuded gum before it has become

tely hardened, and gives it the peculiar

ance well known to collectors."

—

The

y Digest.

,\VAY Employers and Employees.—
delations of Railway Employers to their

ees" was the subject of an address de-

recently before the School of Commerce,

its and Finance of the New York Uni-

by Samuel McCune Lindsay, Professor

ology in the University of Pennsylvania,

esident of the American Academy of

il and Social Science. Professor Lind-

Idress is of special interest by reason of

;t that he has now in press a report on

)]ect of railway labor, which will aupear

lume of the United States Industrial

ssion report. After being introduced

n Hoskins, Professor Lindsay said that

are over 1,000,000 men employed in

ilway service in the United States, and

ly nearly 5,000,000 persons dependent

le earnings of railway employment. The

^rs, firemen, conductors alone constitute

strial army of 116,000 men, including

trainmen, station agents, switchmen,

ph operators and despatchers. One-

f the million employees are engaged
in the operating of trains. Uver a

of a million of men are needed to keep

cks in repair, while another Quarter

are required in shoos and elsewhere to

the plant All of the mechanism is

by less than 10,000 officers, with the

30,000 clerks. "Railway business,"

"is quasi-public in character; the re-

lity of the employer for the acts of his

greater; the risks run by both

r and employee, largely financial in

and dangerous to life and limb in the

e vastly more important than in any

eneral occupation. A more efficient

af recruiting railway employees, ex-

their previous record, testing their

;ions, educating them for promotion

plining them for violation of rules has

tlved in railroad business than any

;s of industry. No one can study

M|lems and life of railway men without

it! that he is dealing with a peculiar

lip -ior class of industrial labor. Railway

ys, " added Professor Lindsay, "have
givances. There is some complaint of

lie blacklisting or combined effort on the

if lihvay officials to drive men out of the

ay ccupation because of activity in labor

organizations in participation in strikes. Such

complaints come from a few individual cascs

which may be well founded, but more often

from sore heads who are being weeded out for

inefficiency. There are a very few indications

of any present tendency in the direction of

blacklisting, and many more proofs that prac-

tices of this sort are things of the past. The

majority of the men approve of stricter disci-

plinary measures intended to improve the

service. The railway corporations are doing

much to cement the ties that bind them to

their employees by providing easy methods for

their men to secure sick and accident insur-

ances through relief departments established

by the companies, to provide for their families

through death benefits, and finally, to provide

for old age and incapacity through pensions,

largely paid out of the funds of the companies

as a reward for long and efficient service and

not as a charity." —Ledger.

Winifred Saxe as the Queen of a Kingdom.

Tradition has much to say abuut Winifred

Saxe, writes Rebecca Harding Davis in Suc-

cess. There are stories of the singular influ-

ence she had over her husband and sons.

Every man who came near her—even old

Khasuke and the few remaining Indians of his

tribe who lingered in the hills—served her

gladly, anl took orders or scoldings from her

in silence. She had not unusal beauty. There

is a silhouette of her in existence which shows

a delicately cut face, full of tenderness and

fun. But certain women in all ages have had

an unaccountable charm, a magnetism which

did not come from a beautiful person or face.

Winifred Saxe probably was one of these. In

an old letter her brother says, "Winifred has

the voice of a cooing dove, but on occasion

she shows the temper of a lioness."

Her own family and the Saxes were the lead-

ers, the dominant minority, in a large territory,

with its population of white settlers and In-

dians. The girl, as much as Victoria, was

born to the belief that she belonged to a rul-

ing class. She was a little gentle woman, but

she always bore herself with a certain quiet

consciousness of power, a native dignity befit-

ting a queen.

She had, assuredly, a wider authority than

falls to the lot of the modern woman. To be-

gin with she had eleven children of her own

and two or three orphans who never knew that

they were not her own. The house was large,

and the hearts of John and Winifred Saxe

were big and warm. An army of farm hands

was fed in the kitchen. The house servants

were slaves, both black and white, for Penn-

sylvania then had slaves. The white ones

were immigrants who were brought to Amer-

ica free of cost, and sold by ship captains in

Philadelphia for sums representing their pas-

sage money. They were bound out to their

new owners until they had worked out this

money. John Saxe crossed the mountains

once every two years, and usually brought

home some of these "redemptionists." Win-
ifred Saxe always had two. three or four

"bond-girls," the daughters of poor white

settlers. She took them when children and

kept them until they were of age, instructing

them in weaving, sewing, cooking, teaching

them to read, write and cipher and to fear

God and keep his commandments. They

served her, and she ruled them as a faithful

mistress. It was a pure, patriarchal relation.

What education had she?

None, according to our ideas. Her only

books were the Bible and "Pilerim's Pro-

gress," but she knew them by heart. Her
language in her talk or letters was modeled
on their wonderful English. All of her

thoughts were based on their thoughts. She
knew nothing of philosophy and law. She
never read a novel or a play or a scientific

book; but she talked apart every day with

Isaiah and with David; she went through life

and met death with John and Jesus Christ.

Her company, surely, was not ignoble.

As for her knowledge, she knew men and

women. It never occurred to her to paint a

picture or to make a political speech or to

dabble in science. Her errand into the world,

she well knew, was to lift up human lives

Life Power Rather than Methods.

Ministers and churches are now, and have

been for years, talking a great deal about

methods of work. Fault is found with old

ways of doing things, and various substitutions

are discussed and projected. The modern
worker must have something up to date-.

Time is wasted in pulling down and in trying

to build up. Discussion waxes warm about

this and that way of accomplishing desired

results. Some persons fall out of service be-

cause the old is set aside, and others because

the new is not tried. Every denomination is

more or less agitated over questions of alter-

ing or improving existing agencies.

Those who are always talking up or pro-

posing new methods, imagine that they are the

forerunners of reformatory movements and
that those who cannot see with their eyes are

obstructives. They claim to be the sole pro-

gressives and remand those whom they are

pleased to call conservatives to the rear.

Division of interest ensues and often contend-

ing parties arise. There is a weakening of

the forces of a congregation or of a denomi-

nation. There is much loss of spiritual and

aggressive power.

This wrangling or disputing over methods is

no good sign. It does not really indicate true

progress, or abiding zeal, or vital energy.

Method is not everythine. It varies. It is

relative. One method may be good in one

place and bad in another. Due regard must
be had to time, place and circumstance. Any
method will accomplish beneficent results if it

is properly worked. The great thing in each

and every case is not the method used, but the

life-power back of it and through it. The
best of plans, either old or new, often fails

because uf the lifeless and unconsecrated spirit

and force behind them. He who aims at suc-

cess for Christ and puts his whole soul into

his cause soon adapts himself to the situation

and makes it turn to the advantage of his

Lord's Kingdom. What we need to-day is not

so much a change of methods in the Church

movements, as more consecrated lives, a more
personal enthusiasm, a more praying spirit and

a more persistent activity. If all Christians,

young and old, would take hold of the various

instrumentalities at hand and work along the

lines already laid down, there would be less

friction and more practical results —Presby-

terian.
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Items Conceraing the Society.

The seventy-seventh annual meeting of Friends'

Bible Association was held on the 6th inst. Com-
mendable activity in distributing copies of the

holy Scriptures during the past year was shown,

its work e.xtending into the island of Cuba, and

being expected at an early date to reach into the

Philippine Islands. Copies of the selections pre-

pared in a considerable volume by the late Thomas
P. Cope have been circulated freely, and encourag-

ing observations are reported concerning their use-

fulness among the readers. The quiet effective-

ness of the work of this and other associations of

Philadelphia Friends is more than many who expect

greater demonstration are prepared to give credit

for.

In Concord Quarterly Meeting, held at Media on

the 12th instant, a committee was appointed for

the help of Concord Monthly Meeting, to visit its

sittings and be incorporated with it in its business.

In the same Quarterly Meeting. Jonathan E.

Rhoads returned his minute for religious service in

the limits of Western Yearly Meeting, giving an
interesting statement thereof.

William C. Allen is prosecuting his concern for

religious service, allowed by minute of Chester

Monthly Meeting, within the limits of Western

and Cain Quarterly Meetings.

"The right selection of tares from wheat is

a work for angels."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS^

United States.—In the recent election in New York
City, Seth Low and the entire Fusion ticket was elected.

the Republican State ticket in Pennsylvania was elected

by greatly reduced majorities, as compared with that of

two years ago.

As a rule no more prosperous or contented section of

the population within the boniers of the United States

can be found than the Swedes in the Northwest.

The number of names on the pension list is now greater

than at any previous time. There were on the rolls Sev-

enth Month ist. 1901, 907,785 names, a net increase over

the preceding year of 4206.

In 1890 the area of the national domain occupied by
the Indians aggregated 116,000,000 acres ; it now aggre-

gates 85,000,000 acres, which is about as much land as

there is in the States of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

That the rural districts are healthier than the cities, is

shown by recent statistics to be erroneous, at least so far

as this country is concerned. This is due to the improved
methods of sanitation, which are observed in all progres-

sive cities, but receive comparatively little attention in

the country districts. One of the most striking proofs

of the efficacy of modern sanitation is found in the reduc-

tion of the death rate from consumption. In 1890 the

rate was 245 persons per 10,000, and by the year 1900 it

had been reduced to 190.

Nearly 2000 farmers within thirty miles of Chicago
have had their houses equipped with telephones.

There are 70,000 clocks set by the Government every

day when the noon hour strikes in Washington. In every

large city throughout the United States time balls at the

same minute indicate the time to hundreds watching for

their fall, and hundreds of watches are regulated to cor-

respond with the signal.

About one hundred Indians on the Winnebago Reserva-

tion are now afflicted with smallpox, but every precaution

is being taken to prevent its spreading.

Roughly speaking, frorn 75,000 to 100,000 more people

are in the country west of the Mississippi than were there

one year ago. This number does not represent births,

but includes only those who have been transplanted from
other sections of the country and of the world. All that

vast section of the United States west of the Mississippi

to the Pacific coast Is now being settled more rapidly than

at any time since the railroads were first built into and

across it. Some of the settlers are immigrants just land-

ing from European ports, by far the largest proportion of

this class being Swedes.

By the last census it appears that South Carolina and

Mississippi are the only States in which there are more
negroes than whites.

Colorado and Iowa have both restored the death penalty

for murder. There are now only four States in which the

death penalty is not inflicted—Wisconsin, Michigan, Maine

and Rhode Island.

Rice culture is regarded as no longer an experiment in

Southwest Louisiana and Southeast Texas. Although all

records for drought and heat in those sections have been

broken this season, more than an average crop of rice

has been saved by the irrigation systems. The average

yield an acre has been increased, the average quality has

been greatly improved, and new varieties have been de-

veloped.

An alloy of aluminum has been made with which nails,

staples and tacks can be made to compete with copper.

Among other advantages claimed for the new material is

that it is not affected by the weather, and will not de-

teriorate, as in laying roofs, lining tanks, etc., as the alloy

is non-corrosive.

The colored element constitutes in Virginia nearly one-

third, or 32.7 per cent., of all males of voting age.

There were 365 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 50 less than the previous

week and 4 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 183 were males and 182 females: 55
died of consumption of the lungs ; 48 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of diphtheria ;

16 of cancer ; 13 of apoplexy ; 7 of typhoid fever ; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 8 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of Tie. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.— Western winter, straight, $3.25 to $3.40 ;

spring, straight. $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 76J to 77c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 65 to 65Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 46Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Best, of to 6c.; good, 4| to 5c.; me-

dium, 4| to 4|c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3Jc.; common,

li to 2ic.

Lambs —3i to ojc.

Hogs.—Western. 8J to 8Jc.

Foreign.—The French squadron despatched to Turkish

waters seized three ports on the island of Mitylene, upon

which the Sultan yielded, and it is understood the French

t,quadron has been ordered to withdraw. A circular

note has been addressed by the Sultan of Turkey to his

representatives abroad, announcing that the Porte has

satisfied all the French demands, and expressing a hope

that France will appreciate the conciliatory spirit thus

displayed and resume the relations so unfortunately in-

terrupted.

Li Hung Chang, the eminent Chinese statesman, died

at Pekin on the 7th instant. Minister Rockhill has said

of him that he had a longer and more thorough knowledge

of foreign afl'airs than any other Chinaman. In the early

sixties he was the only high official that advotated closer

relations with foreign nations and the adoption of Western
methods and Western ideas. Ever since then he has been

identified with the conduct of the foreign relations of

China. His frankness in conversation and in his dealings

with foreigners with whom he was thrown in contact

made him more acceptable to the West as the representa-

tive of China than other officials. "His memory was simply

astonishing. In his death China loses a patriot and a

statesman who ranks with great men of history."

The efforts to secure the release of Ellen M. Stone

from her captors in Bulgaria have not yet been success-

ful. A letter from her written on the 29th ult., has

been received stating that she was well, but suffering

from severe weather and the constant movement of the

brigands who have her in charge.

A fog such as Great Britain has not experienced for

years enveloped London and half the United Kingdom on

the 4th instant, blockading shipping, deranging railways,

and throwing business in London, Birmingham and other

provincial cities into confusion. Hundreds of thousands

of London's suburban population vainly endeavored to

grope their way to the railway stations. The few who
succeeded found the trains stalled. Around Trafalgar

Square and the Houses of Parliament scenes unparalleled

for years were witnessed. Hundreds of omnibuses, cabs,

carts and wagons formed an inextricable and immovable
mass. The mounted police, in trying to clear away the

jam, got lost themselves. Many vehicles were in col-

lision. The drivers, not knowing where they were, stood

at the heads of their horses, patiently waiting the lifting

of the premature darkness. The fog returned on the 7th.

The mortality in London has seriously risen since the city

has been enveloped in fog. The fog also spread over
France and the ordinary routine of Paris offices and work-
shops was completely upset, as thousands of business
men, clerks and employees were unable to report them-
selves for duty till long after the appointed hour.

The lost Tayapa mines, celebrated in Spanish annals as
having produced $80,000,000 in silver and gold in the
seventeenth century, which are described on Spanish

maps as being situated in Northwestern Mexico, s

fifty leagues from the sea, near Dos Pilares, have
found in the Sahuria district, Sonora. Explorers retc

from Cienteguita report having discovered the old s

prisons, old smelters, and also stupendous work ac

plished by the ancients.

The British Chancellor of the Exchequer on the

inst., in a speech at Bristol, after alluding to the t

mous increase in the ordinary expenditures of the

ernment, reviewed the war taxes, and said that the i

increasing demand of the national exchequer gave re:

for careful thought, and even anxiety for the fu
" The cost of the war in South Africa is enormoo;
said. " It still drags on. It may be when next

comes that I may have to ask the people of this coi

to bear even greater burdens and to make even gr(

sacrifices." He announced that the Government was
municating with the authorities in South Africa, wi

view to the change of the situation of the concentr

camps and amelioration of their conditions.

The railroad connecting Moscow with Vladivost

the Pacific coast of Siberia, is about completed,

greater part of the railroad has been in use for

time. The work was begun in 1891, and the tracks

been laid down at the rate of about 375 miles a

The cost has been about $390,000,000. The time req

to go from Moscow to Vladivostok has been reduce

nineteen days. The railroad has facilitated the s.

ment of large tracts in Siberia, an average of 14:

persons yearly having lately emigrated to it. Its

length is given as 5.542 miles.

At a session of the Pan-American Congress, on thi

inst., the project of the treaty for an international i

of claims was presented by the Mexican delegation,

proposed convention provides that the parties theretc

bind themselves to submit to an international coar

claims proceeding from pecuniary losses and damage
casioned to any State or its citizens on account of ac

omissions of another State or any of its citizens, prn

that such claims cannot be arranged diplomatically

The British Premier has lately said : "I deeply i

the ravages of the war in the colonies to which w

anxious to accord the fullest practicable measure cf

government ; but we have had neighbors in South )

whose conduct for years has been a menace to the .;

ity of that section of our Empire. Now we are ei;_

in removing this menace ; and we are determined tu

so efi'ectually that it will never require doing again.

NOTICES.

Friends' RsLiGions and Moral Almanac b

Friends' Card Calendar for 1902 is now on sa ii

Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street. Price, ii

cents each ; by mail, fit'C cents, thirty cents per d o,

by mail, thirty-eight cents. The same with paper c r,

five cents each, by mail, six cents, forty cents, per d

by mail furty-nine cents. Calendars, five cents, bii

ten cents.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience o

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. M., and

and 4 32 p. M. Other trains are met when requi

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent;

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, '(

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Suj

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foiie

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regal*

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wll «

F. WicKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forward

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

.

Address, Westtown P. , Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phil-

open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M., and ni

3 P. M. to 6 p. M., also on evenings in which Fr ii

Institute Lyceum is held, from 7 to 7.45 P. M. Th^'l-

lowing books have been added to the Library :

Cartwright, Julia — Madame; a Life of Henri.

Duchess of Orleans.

Clark, K. E.—New Way around an Old World, -i^
Dellenbaugh, F. S.—North Americans of Yeateiff

'

Burton, Richard—John Greenleaf Whittier.

Gillespie, E. D.—Book of Remembrance.
GUMMERE. F. B.—Beginnings of Poetry.

MoWRY, W. A.—Marcus Whitman and the Salji

of Oregon.

Thompson, Ernest Seton—Lives of the Hunted.

ToRREY, Bradford—Footing it in Franconia.

Wyckoff, W. a.—Day with a Tramp and Otlw
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The Outspread of Influence.

lat we do,—what we have been doing,—
now not now; it may be that we ghali

hereafter. What VVesttown does, what
'riend does, comes up into view later on
eceraeal—here a little, there a little.

now comes from Arizona to our table a
)f the Los Aneeles Daily Times, a "min-
jmber,"— full, pressed down, and well-

nirninjT over wUh information of won-
resources of that candidate for state-

On a sheet portraying "leading spirits

zona's great progress," appears a por-

above which is pencilled the words,
.town Old Scholar." and at its side the

"Now getting The Friend." Looking
h the picture we find printed the name
character for whom both institutions

Dmewhat to answer, according to their

ilness in the Truth, namely, "Judge
r Street, Chief Justice of Arizona."

t part Westtown has had in the making
character, or the Friend in the imbu-
the spirit of a chief justice, remains
revealed. All we know about it is,

ir sense of responsibility has sprung
nto life through the message of that

We can only hope that both these

ins of our Quakerism, the school and
by reflecting principles of the Law

jpirit of the life in Christ Jesus, "by
rinces decree justice, " have helped to

he administration of Law better than
had not existed. We hope that they
ferred more than one lawyer to the
n of right law and authority, whereof
Hooker, in his grave and noble dic-

ed: "Of Law, no less can be said,

(jat her seat is the bosom of God, her

<e harmony of the world; all things in

heaven and earth do her homage, the verj

least as feeling her care, the greatest as not

to be exempted from her power. I3oth angels

and men, and creatures of what condition so-

ever, though each in different sort and man-
ner, yet all with uniform consent, admiring

her as the mother of their peace and joy."

Still farther also, even from extreme bord-

ers on the Pacific slope, come occasional re-

minders to us of a far-reaching responsibility.

The sight and sense of this draws forth the

acknowledgment, that, welcome as our sub-

scribers' contributions of patronage are, The
Friend more highly needs their right contri-

butions of prayer.

It has been cheering to see, as one of the

outcomes of the Old Scholars' Association of

Westtown. such revivals of tender respect for

the underlying principles of that Institution,

as to make some Old Scholars, though no

longer members of our religious Society,

welcome the coming of some continued rep-

resentative of those principles to talk with

them from week to week. Thus the Old Schol-

ars' movement has added to the subscription

list of The Friend. Perhaps more such will

be thankful to be thus reminded of what they

want.

And as Westtown contemplates her benign

motherhood, not only of chief justices, but of

incumbents of many a high station and many
a vocation over the earth, she is doubtless

braced up in a quickened zeal to walk worthy

of the vocation unto which she is called.

Of these Old Scholars, what judicial decis-

ion has not been tempered more with (Christ,

what surgical operation has not been guided

more with holy help, what essayist has not re-

ferred his brilliant thought more closely to

the Witness for Truth, what housekeeper not

been more turned to be a home-maker, what
salesman not more concerned to give "quaker
measure," what talker not more scrupulous of

the checks and openings of truth and good,

than if Westtown had not worked, and the

Friend for these seventy-five years not fol-

lowed, in the 'upbuilding of our youth and

manhood as subjects of the inspeaking Word?
Not much are we disposed to claim for the

united service, but surely a difference has

been made.

There is but one right disposition for every

centre of influence whether editorial, judicial,

or executive, — whether parent, teacher,
fellow-pupil, doctor, elder or overseer—and
that disposition is the concern of heart which
is ever saying: "For theirsakesi sanctify

myself."

Knowing the Scriptures and the Power.
—In view of the awakening interest in Bible

study manifest throughout the country, the

(Baptist) Watchman, while in sympathy with
much of what is urged about the necessity of

inculcating a better knowledge of the Scrip-

tures, commends a spiritual, rather than a
scholarly knowledge as desirable. It says:

And this kind of knowledge of the Scrip-
ture, the most fruitful and rewarding of any,
does not come by any mere thumbing of gram-
mars, dictionaries, or commentaries; it comes
by meditation upon the words and that spirit-
ual communion with God which anoints the
eyes. It sometimes seems as if a season of
meditation and prayer gave one a knowledge
of the Scriptures, akin to that which one gets
of a book when he has the privilege of an un-
restrained and familiar conversation with its
author.

The best knowledge of the Scriptures is not
to be gained by a so-called "scientific study"
of them, and least of all by the curious inves-
tigations of dates and origins. Something of
this is needful, but after it has been done, only
the foundation has been laid.

A correspondent has pointed out, in the
article entitled "In a Petrified Forest" in our
last number, an assumption concerning the
trees described, that they grew "millions of

years ago." He makes known his distress at

seeing it, "fearing it misht prove a seed of

infidelity to many young minds ... I know,"
he says, "by sad past experience when about
nineteen years old, the effects of such a seed

on my own mind, which I was mercifully de-

livered from.

"

The editor certainly intended to erase those

obnoxious words from the article before it

was printeci, and is surprised to see that they

were overlooked. Aware of the effect of

such reckless guesses at time on those who
devoutly believe they are taught otherwise

in the Holy Scriptures, we are reminded of

the solemn responsibility of "causing one of

these little ones to stumble."

Can a Woman Speak in Meeting?

The editor of the Sunday School Times gives

the following answer to a puzzled woman who
asks the above
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"What Paul stated to the Corinthians, as

his practice among them, or as his views for

them, is one thing. They are to be acepted

and approved accordingly. But, of course,

they are not to be recognized as binding on all

and for always, where they are at variance

with God's approved course with his children

in other times and places. We know that in

the very beginning of the life of the Israelites

as a people Miriam was a woman who led and

taught the people in worship. Does that wo-

man critic of women teachers think that God

made a mistake in inspiring a woman to teach?

Deborah was a leader and judge in Israel.

What has our woman critic to say of such a

way of God in this case? But these facts are

of the old dispensation. How is it under the

new? Philip, who was inspired, as was Paul,

and whom Paul prized, had four daughters

who prophesied (taught) under the influence

of the Holy Spirit who inspired Paul. Pris-

cilla was a competent Christian teacher, cap-

able of instructing the eloquent Apollos. Paul

approved Priscilla's not keeping silence (see

Acts 18: 18; 18: 26; Rom. 16: S; 1 Cor. 16:

19; 2 Tim. 4: 19). Of one thing we may be

sure,—Paul approved of women whom God

had inspired doing God's work in God's way.

If any man or woman doubts this, it is well

for that poor, ignorant man or woman to

learn the truth. It is possible that such a

misguided person may yet be saved. Why do

not such persons study the Bible?"

The Doukhobors.

The Montreal Witness says:

—

"Our correspondent, Mr. Booth, says it is

generally believed in his vicinity 'that the

immigration department has discriminated in

favor of the Doukhobors and that if the op-

portunities given them had been offered to in-

tending emigrants in the Old Country the

places of these foreigners would have been

filled by Britishers, who, it will not be dis-

puted, are a more desirable class of settlers.'

We have reason to believe that this is a com-

mon view in Manitoba as we have heard the

same remark made by very intelligent people

from there. Yet it seems on the very face of

it to imply too much. Can anyone conceive

of any reason why our immigration depart-

ment should prefer Russians, however excel-

lent, to Britishers? There could be no race

or religious reason for it and certainly there

is no political reason. The French, if we may
judge from their press, do not welcome the

Russians, so it cannot have been they who
inspired the alleged policy. It was certain

that all the other provinces, and particularly

Manitoba itself, would immensely prefer Brit-

ish settlers. It might therefore, one would
think, be assumed that whatever has been done
for these would have been a thousand-fold more
gladly done to get English, Irish and Scotch

settlers. Of course, there is no comparison
between the Doukhobor migration of a whole
people and any possible British emigration.

There has not been, so far as we have heard,

any general movement away from Britain dur-

ing the past few years. Mr. Booth has not

particularized the differences to which he re-

fers. It is often necessary to deal wholesale

on different terms from what one deals re-

tail. But we do not know that any tempta-

tions have been withheld that could rightly

have been offered to tempt British immigrants

to Canada. The question seems to have been,

Doukhobors and (jalicians or, for the most

part, nobody. The question, so far as there

was a question at all for the department, was

whether the great west should be tilled by

these brawny peasants or not tilled at all.

Moreover, the country is equally open to all,

and especially to those who need it most.

We can hardly believe that our correspondent

would really advocate the refusal of a refuge

to these persecuted people, who had had to

flee their own country and who were dving

like sheep in Cyprus. We believe that our

country is already much the richer for their

coming. If, like Quakers, they will not fight

on the other hand they will not get drunk, and

that is practically a vastly more important item

the life of a Canadian community. Nor are

they ever idle, but always making the country

richer. In this way they in a substantial man-

ner atone for their unreadiness to fight. The

Quakers, if they have fought no other battles,

have certainly fought out the battle of liberty

on the non-combatant question long ago. Mr.

Ford's proposal to force them into the army
would be the substitution of Russian servitude

for British liberty. May the time never come
when we shall have to require military service

at the hands of those who hold it sinful."

BY GERTRUDE MORTON CANNON.

" To-day," said pretty Dolly, as

She opened her bright eyes,
" Fm going to give my dear mamma

A beautiful surprise.

I hardly know yet what 'twill be.

But I'll soon find a way
To do some unexpected thing

• To please mamma to-day.

" Im tired of doing little things.

Why, any one can sweep

And dust, or wipe the dishes.

Or sing Evelyn to sleep.

'Tis some big thing I want to do.

If I could write a book.

Or save the hou.se from burning, now,

How pleased mamma would look."

So after breakfast Dolly went
And sat beside the fire.

While mother cleared the table off,

And mended baby's tier
;

She wiped the dishes, made the beds.

And braided Bessy's hair.

While Dolly sat and pondered long

Within her easy chair.

And so Miss Dolly dreamed and planned

The busy morning through ;

She could not think of anything

Quite large enough to do !

And as she went to bed that night

She really wondered why.

When mother kissed her lovingly.

The kiss was half a sigh !— Youth's Compa n ion

.

Sport.

"I speak with the matured experience of

one who has seen and taken part in sport in

many and varied kinds in many and varied

parts of the world. I can handle rifle and gun
as well and efticiently as most 'sporting folk,'

and few women and not many men have in-

dulged in a tithe of the shooting and hunting

in which I have been engaged both at home
and during travels and expeditions in far-away

lands. It is not, therefore, as a novice tha'

take up my pen to record why I, whom so

have called a 'female Nimrod,' have come
regard with absolute loathing and detestatii

any sort or kind or form of sport, which

any way is produced by the suffering of a

"Many a keen sportsman searching ]i

heart, will acknowledge that at times a fe

ing of self-reproach has shot through him

he has stood by the dying victim of his sk

I know that it has confronted me many e^

many a time. I have bent over my fal

game, the result of, alas! too good a shot,

have seen the beautiful eye of deer, and ,

different kind, glaze and grow dim as the brij';

life my shot had arrested in its happy cou i

sped onward into the unknown; I have en(

with the sharp yet merciful knife the dy

sufferings of poor beasts who have ne

harmed me, yet whom I laid low under

veil of sport.

"I have seen the terror-stricken orb of

red deer, dark, full of tears, glaring at

with mute reproach, as it sobbed its life aw

and that same look have I seen in the glorio

orbed guanaco of Patagonia, the timid gaze

the graceful and beautiful koodoo, springb

etc., of South Africa, seemingly, as it we

reproaching me for thus lightly taking the •

I could never bring back. So, too, I h

witnessed the angry, defiant glare of the v

beasts' fading sight, as death, fast comi

deprived him of the power to wreak his \

geance on the human aggressor before h

' 'And I say this: The memory of those see •

bring no pleasure to my mind. On thee

trary, it haunts me with a huge reproach,

I wish I had never done those deeds of

and cruelty."

—

Florence Dixie in Westmiu

Review.

The New Testament Church—Some th

the churches are losing their grip on socii.

It may be true, and it is certain that the pi-

ent is an era of intense secularism. But tl

;

never has been an era when in some form i

antagonism of the world to the gospel f

Christ has not been fully as potent and unh-

sal as it is to-day. The form is not the sa

,

for the environment has changed. But '

source, man's alienation from God, and *

hostility to Divine grace is unchanged. 8

real question therefore is: Have not '.

churches lost their hold on the gospel? .8

they not secularized both in spirit and methi

Would they not in any preceding age tie-

been as powerless as they now are, if tli

spirit and methods were the same? '8

Apostolic churches were creations of the Ey-

Spirit; they were exponential of the Chui

invisible. Their constituencies were fH

with the Spirit: they wrought with joy-

consecration in the confident of the con:;

of their Lord, and the final consumraatior t

his kingdom. This was the hiding of l'

power.

We put the matter in this way, because e

New Testament Church is a Divine institu n

and can fulfil its provisional and temporal i

sion as it intensifies this idea. The

need of the world in the prosecution

cause of Christ, is to magnify the local

First, let it be a creation of the Holy

then his organism. W. H. H.M-
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MY LORD AND I.

of the Huguenots when they were hiding in rocka

and caves in France during the persecution.

I have a Friend so precious,

So very dear to me ;

He loves me with such tenderness.

He loves so faithfully,

I could not live apart from Him,

I love to feel Him nigh,

And so we dwell together,

My Lord and I.

Sometimes I'm faint and weary,

He knows that I am weak.

And so He bids me lean on Him
;

His help I gladly seek.

He leads me in the paths of light,

Beneath a sunny sky,

And so we walk together,

My Lord and I.

He knows how much I love Him,
He knows I love Him well.

But with what love He loveth me,

My tongue can never tell.

It is an everlasting love,

An ever rich supply,

And so we love each other,

My Lord and I.

I tell Him all my sorrows

I tell Him all my joys,

I tell Him all that pleases me,

I tell Him what annoys,

He tells me what I ought to do.

He tells me what to try.

And so we talk together.

My Lord and I.

He knows how I am longing

Some precious soul to win.

And so He bids me go and speak
A loving word for Him.
He bids me tell this wondrous love

And how He came to die,

And so we work together,

My Lord and I.

I have his yoke upon me
And easy 'tis to bear,

In the burden that He carried,

I gladly take a share,

For then it is my happiness,

To have Him always nigh,

We bear the yoke together

My Lord and I.

HASSAN'S PROVERB.
JAMES BUCKHAM.

[assan, well beloved, was wont to say,

aught went wrong, or any labor failed :

>rrow, friends, will be another day!"

in that faith he slept, and so prevail'd.

ve this proverb ! While the world shall roll

orrows fresh shall raise from out the night,

iw-baptize the indomitable soul

courage for its never-ending fight.

I say, is conquer'd till he yields
;

neld he need not while, like mist from glass,

the stain of life's old battle-fields

every morning that He brings to pass.

new hope, new courage ! Let this be,

l,_thv cheerful creed. What's yesterday,

1 its shards and wrack and grief to thee ?

it it, then—here lies the victors way.

as the salt savors the whole, so should
ihe hands and power of the Lord, be
of the earth, that truth and peace

evail and Christ's kingdom be estab-

mong men.

—

Canada Epistle.

In a Business Hour.

Having concluded an agreement with a me-

chanic that he should do for me a certain repair

upon a property, his attention was called to

the small copper insignia representing an In-

dian head, less than an inch in size, attached

to the latiel of his vest, which betokened his

connection with the secret order known as

that of the "Red Men." Being asked how
he, who on a previous occasion had hinted at

his connection with Friends, should have al-

lied himself with a secret order such as our

religious society has a testimony against, the

response came that for two hundred years his

family had been Friends, but he had years ago

married a iMethodist, and, in the matter of

uniting with the lodge, he had found that the

outward token he displayed on his breast was

"good for his business."

The reply was made that, conceding this to

be so, did he think that the time and money
given to lodge attendance, banquets and the

like was well bestowed ? Did he not think that the

connection militated against that "business"

which it was of the first concern that we
should attend to? Referring to his uniting

with the Methodists, he was told that an el-

derly member and trustee of that denomina-

tion, sitting in the chair which he was occu-

pying, had said to me that although he was

one of the originators of one of the most pro-

minent secret orders, he had seen the waste

of time, money and right effort which the af-

filiation involved, and he had advised his own
son not to have anything to do with any of the

orders. In the way of "business," the cir-

cumstance was recalled (it is stated by that

worthy Methodist, the late Charles G. Fin-

ney, in his forcible, printed testimony against

Freemasonry) of a man in a western State who
had come a long distance with a wagon load

of pork to the railway station; that the deliv-

ery was much obstructed by others who had ar-

rived in advance of him, but that the freight

agent, finding him to be a fellow Mason, had

conveniently accommodated him much in ad-

vance of his turn. Was this method of self-

advantage a commendable kind of dealing?

My Red Man admitted that it showed pretty

sharp practice in looking after one's interest,

yet it was not apparent that he was prepared

to condemn it; for, confessing that he was

a negligent attender of his order's meetings,

he yet insisted that he only cared for the con-

nection so far as he "found it good for his

business." Unfaithful, alas, even in the un-

righteous mammon!
It is understood that a procedure attendant

upon initiation into the secret order just re-

ferred to, includes a mock assault with toma-

hawks and other offensive weapons by the

"tribe" upon the new applicants for member-
ship. How entirely inconceivable that any of

the Scattergoods, Worths, Elkintons and

others, who, for generations, have interested

themselves in the true welfare of the Indians,

should be found entangled in such puerilities!

May any Friend who may have gone into such

secret lodge alliance come away from it, and

giving what time and service he may to the

best "business" of the religious denomination

in which his lot has been providentially placed,

so
'

' strengthen the things that remain. " The

following excerpt from a late number of a

lodge organ sufficiently evidences that the

fellowship referred to is at enmity with that

which has been taught by the Scriptures of

Truth, wherein it is searchingly asked

—

"What fellowship hath righteousness with un-

righteousness and what communion hath light

with darkness?" The frank admission of the

secret order editor is this:

"It should be remembered that a candidate

is powerless to defend himself, and that if he

attempt to do so there is added danger that

he may break an arm, or a leg, or injure him-

self seriously in some other way. Moreover,

some men have weak hearts that are apt to fail

them under a great nervous strain, and it is

not improbable that a death might occur dur-

ing an initiation ceremony that is not con-

ducted according to the ritual. [Fatal end-

ings of initiations, whether according to ritual

or outside of it, have been many times pub-

lished.]

"Who has not seen candidates dripping with

perspiration and trembling from head to foot

when no liberties whatever were taken with

them? Suppose these men were roughly han-

dled, what would be the result ? Complete

nervous prostration, undoubtedly, from which

they might never entirely recover. Degrees

are intended to convev lessons, and the mak-
ers of rituals have taken particular pains to

exclude from them anything that might savor

of the performance of the circus ring, yet the

clown is often in evidence during an initiation

ceremony. Let us by all means respect the

feelings of candidates and have a decent re-

gard for our obligation to take part in no cer-

emony that is not sanctioned by the ritual."

JosiAH W. Leeds.

The Deliverer.

The effect of the grace and coming of Je-

sus, is indeed to save people from their sins;

and to them who will be his, and believe that

He has all power committed to Him in heaven

and earth, and had the victory over the wurld,

the flesh, and the devil. He can, and doth give

power. Stronger is He that is in us, to wit,

Christ, by his Spirit, than he that is in the

world; and more powerful is Jesus to save,

than the devil is to compel men to sin; for he

can but tempt. Yielding to his temptation

brought misery upon our first parents; and

yielding is the cause of misery still.

The second Adam, the Lord from heaven,

the Restorer of mankind, did not say that we
should not be tempted, or have no onset in

the field, where the usurper goes and hath his

food— the earth and the dust thereof. He
that was so bold as to approach and tempt the

Lord of Glory, will no doubt assault his fol-

lowers; and the Lord, who well knew what we
should meet with, advised and counseled to

watch and pray, that we enter not into temp-

tation; which was as much as if He had said,

"If anything that is evil trouble you, touch it

not, but pray to me, and I will assist you."

So that it is the Lord whoworketh this deliver-

ance. God must have the praise, who is wor-

thy, for his own works praise Him, because

they are wonderfully made manifest in this

age of the world, after so long and dark a

night of apostacy.

Blessed be God, who is the spirit of light

and of purity, and has now eminently broken

forth by his Son to enlighten the children of
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men in the heart. His spirit and great power

hath been stronger than the power of dark

ness, pulling down and spoiling the works of

the old adversary, yea and binding and casting

him out; fitting the creature for his heavenly

building, to be as a stone or a pillar in this

his latter house, which God is building of liv-

ing stones, disallowed indeed by the worldly

wise of this day, but approved of God who is

the Chief Corner Stone and Lord of all.

—

Alice Hayes (1657— 1720).

HEROES AND HEROES.
We give unstinted praise to the man
Who is brave enough to die

;

But the man who struggles unflinchingly

Against the currents of destiny

And bears the storm of adversity

We pass unnoticed by.

We've plaudits and tears for him who falls,

Borne down in the shock of strife
;

But a word of cheer we neglect to say

To him who plods on his dreary way
And fights in silence from day to day
The unseen battles of life.

There's courage, I grant, required to face

Grim death on the gory field.

There's also courage required to meet
Life's burden and sorrow ; to brave defeat

;

To strive with evil and not retreat

;

To suffer and not to yield.

Some moments are there in every life

When the spirit longs for rest

;

When the heart is filled with a bleak despair
;

When the weight of trouble, remorse and care

Seems really greater than we can bear.

And death were a welcome guest.

But we crush it down and we go our way
To the duties that lie in wait,

From day to day we renew the fight.

To resist the wrong and to seek the right.

To climb at last to the suncrowned height—
And to climb o'er time and fate.

And thus—for my heart goes out to them

—

My meed of praise I would give

To those who struggle life's path along.

The host of toil, who are patient, strong.

The unrewarded, unnumbered throng.

Who are brave enough to live.

—Rocky Mountain Xews.

Sacrificing Convictions.

There are multitudes of people who in one
way or another are led to yield their con-
sciences,sacrifice their convictions,and conform
to this word's usages, maxim and principle.

They yield a little here and a little there; they
assent to something which they do not believe,

and do something which they do not think
quite right; and they think they can do so much
more good, have so much greater influence,

and live a much easier life by conforming to

*-he wills and wishes of others. They think a
little compliance of this sort will make but
little difference. But when a man has yielded
his convictions, he has lost his power, he has
taken off the keen edge of his conscience, and
from that time he becomes a crippled, help-
less, powerless man.
How many persons there are who once were

strong, but now are weak, who, while they may
have gained opportunity, have lost power, who
no longer are sustained by the deep, settled

conviction of conscience, and the conscience-
ness of right-doing, but who have yielded to
be governed by expediency, ruled by circum-

stance, and carried hither and thither by the

curents and counter-currents that are surging

to and fro through the world.

Young man, beware how you stifle your con-

victions or sell out your conscience. No matter

how fragrant the mess of pottage may be which

is offered you in exchange, if you sell your

birthright the time will come when you will be

glad to recall the past, when you would be glad

to accept poverty and suffering with a clear

conscience, and when you will hate and spurn

the price for which you have sold your con-

victions, your manhood, your uprightness of

heart. Wait till God shall give you light.

Do not make haste to yield those principles

which you believe to be true. Be strong in

God,and He shall open you a way of deliverance,

or give you strength to bear your burdens,

and bring you off more than conqueror through
Him that hath loved us.

—

The Armory.

Cruel Laxity.

The article entitled "Self-Discipline" on

page 135 of the current volume of The Friend
is calculated with the unthinking to produce
such an erroneous impression, that a short

c'omment upon it appears to be not out of

place.

On what ground it is possible to justify a

general prison di?t composed of chops, steaks,

eggs, and other delicacies it is very difficult to

see. If there were one criticism to which our
modern prisons are open as a class it would be

that their systems of discipline are not suffi-

ciently rigorous. So far has this reactionary

movement gone that a writer in one American
review remarks that the "whole system of our

criminal policy, viewed as a means of suppres-
sion, may be said to have degenerated into a

farce," and the late Charles Dudley Warner,
himself by no means inclined to err on the side

of severity, in an article in The New Princeton

Review, after commenting on prison attrac-

tions, similar to those now under discussion,

says, "Do these reformed prisons reform?"
and adds "All this better lodging and better

feeding of convicts is nonsense, because it

does not diminish the volume of crime."
Of course the loss of liberty is a serious—

a

very serious—punishment to most men; and
yet what is the moral effect upon a communi-
ty where convicts are better housed, better
clothed and better fed than the average labor-

ing man and his family? The race has prop-
erly revolted from the horrid atrocities prac-

tised on the inmates of prisons for genera-
tions. That is no excuse, however, for the
rushing to the other extreme as is now the

tendency, and through a maudlin sentimentality

making a hero of every convict, and supplying
him with luxuries which honest men are not
able to supply themselves with by their en-

nobling toil.

A prison system, if successful, should strike

terror to the heart of every offender. Cruel
laxity in punishment is a high crime against
society; a social crime, appealing to the ten-

dency of the day but one which is sowing a
wretched harvest for both the immediate and
the distant future to reap. When men com-
mit crime, as we see frequently reported in the
newspapers, with the object of being sent to
prison for a season, something is surely awry.
An enlightened sentiment will demand that all

prisons be managed upon humane principles

in every particular. But that sentiment ^

never lose sight of the fact that reformat
of the individual should be the primary obj

to be striven for. The results prove that

efforts in this line are most discouraging

measured by percentage. Yet that is no r

son for ceasing to strive to obtain better

suits.

It is a fact that cannot be refuted t

most modern prisons, where great numbers
criminals are herded together, are verita

hot beds of crime, to use a rather threadb

expression. Questions of prison reform ;

prison discipline are now receiving more i

more attention at the hands of thinking
p

pie. Unfortunately too little consideratior

usually given to the elevation of the spirit

side of the individual, where alone true

form can be hoped for. There is no substit

for Divine Grace. All other means are m
auxiliaries, which may assist, or may reta

in the upward or downward career.

The words of Scripture are that "the wa
of sin is death." Chops, steaks or eggs
breakfast are not such a diet as is calcula

to make any convict think so. Probably c

side of jail many of them lived from hand

mouth, not frequently sitting down to "exi

lent food, nicely cooked." For such men
this sort of prison discipline have so deten

an influence as to assist them to fight di

the next temptation? I fear not.

Our English Friend, William Tallack, t

sums up this question in a chapter enti

"The Social Crime of Cruel Laxity" in his

cellent book "Penological and Preven

Principles:"

"The Law and Penal System should bf

effectual'terror to evil-doers' .... And
system of utterly inadequate sentences,

pleasantly associated imprisonment, wl

deals in a lax and essentially ineffectual iii

ner with the perpetrators of such outrage-

in itself, a serious and cruel crime against

best elements of the community, howt

plausibly it may be advocated under the gi;

of a false 'humanitarianism' or of speeii

'modern reform.'

"It is not in accord with the precepts

spired wisdom, or with the example and

ation of the Divine government."
George Vaux, Jr

Philadelphia, Eleventh Month 1 901.

The Christian Principle of Dress.—He
Tuke in speaking of Friends' principles

regulating their dress, expresses himself tt—"Our principle is, to let decency, uti

and simplicity be our principal guides;

to conform to the changeable fashions

vain and fluctuating world; though
casionally adopt alterations, which a|$

convenient or useful. This is a principle,

propriety of which, I apprehend no one
'

deny; and it is easy to suppose, that sue'

rule must make those who adopt it, genen^

singular in their appearance. It is not, h'

ever, for the sake of singularity, that we,|fc;

pear different from others; yet we have I

to believe, that even this singularity isjfti;

without its use. It is, in some respects,
""

hedge about us ; which, though it
("

the ground it encloses, rich and fruitfi

frequently prevents those intrusions, I

the labor of the husbandman is injured 1

troyed.
'

'

inOlIB t|;

^d«^ k,

t
'

J
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Science and ludustry.

ATS.—There are two curious things about
that are not generally known. Yellow

s, however, few in number, always indicate

female; no male ever had the slightest

of yellow. That is one curiosity, and the
r is that a blue-eyed cat is always deaf.
16 sure, blue-eyed cats are scarce, and it

ossible that some deaf cats may not be
-eyed; but whenever you find a blue-eyed
hat feline is absolutely incapable of hear-
;hunder. Late Paper.

enough thread could be wound on these spools
to reach around the earth at the equator 3600
times. Beside the immense quantity of the
timber used here, fifteen or twenty million
feet of it is shipped to Scotland every year
in the form of spool bars.

Lockjaw, or tetanus, has caused many
deaths recently and the malady is being close-
ly studied by leading medical scientists.
The subject recalls an incident in connection
with the death of a young woman in New York
from lockjaw, which reveals some curious
facts in connection with the development and
propagation of the lockjaw germ. The pa
tient, while walking near her home, on West
Twenty-sixth Street, had the thin sole of her
shoe pierced by a wooden splinter on the side
walk, penetrating her foot, but causing only
a slight wound. She was taken to the New
York hospital, on West Fifteenth Street, but as
the anti-toxin remedy was not then in use her
death followed from blood-poisoning. The
doctor who had charge of the case, in explain-
ing it expressed his firm belief that the teta-
nus germ had been carried into the wound
from the splinter. "The probability is," he
said, "that the splinter fell from a stick of
wood brought to the city, from Long Island
probably, and after it entered the bloud the
poisoning quickly followed." He referred the
writer to a celebrated physician on Madison
Avenue for details as to the germs found on
Long Island, and the doctor told, what ap-
peared to me to be, a remarkable story.
"The hospital physician was right," said

the doctor, "when he said the splinter carried
the germ with it probably from Long Island.
In and around the villages on the Long Island
seacoast, the soil swarms with the germs of
tetanus. There are millions upon millions of
them just below the surface. The discovery
was made by noticing that many of the bare-
footed fishermen died of lockjaw while work-
ing al^ng the shore, and an investigation fol-

lowed. In all my knowledge I find no parallel
to this condition of affairs. The accuracy of
the statement was questioned for a long time,
and so interesting was the subject that a com-
mission of British scientists came from Eng-
land and made a thorough investigation. They
found the reports true, and published the re-
sults in a medical work (which the doctor pro-
duced), showing that myriads of the germs
infest the soil to an extent unknown anywhere
else in the world. They made the test by
plunging an iron rod in the soil. Clinging to
the earth, on a single rod, were hundreds of
the germs, which were subsequently developed
in a broth culture and photographed." [They
were reproduced in the medical work referred
to in little groups, in size and shape of a
small pistol cartridge.] "No one knows what
cause the enormous germ deposits in that par-
ticular part of Long Island," remarked the
doctor, "and probably never will; but the fact
is a curious one, and not generally known even
to the medical profession."

RGiNiA's Natural Tunnel.— While the
ist comes from afar to view the Natural
?e and carries away for ever photographed
is memory the stupendous spectacle, yet
latural tunnel of Scott County is conceded
est people who have seen both, to sur-

the bridge in grandeur and sublimity of
!ry.

e tunnel is situated fourteen miles west
ate City. Stone Creek, a considerable
m, flows through it, and at high tide
:s along its cavernous bed with a noise
ibling the heaviest thunder. The tunnel
)ut one-eighth of a mile in length, and
:s in the form of the letter S. At its

ern entrance it is very high, the noble

g bending gracefully, forming a circular

,
as smooth and regular as if hollowed

ly the hand of art. From this point it

ally diminishes in size, the roof coming
till at the northern entrance it reaches
;hin thirty feet of the surface of the wa-
The northern declivity above the tunnel
igular and presents little attraction ex-
ts bold and rugged height, but the south-
de fully compensates for all deficiencies.
St perpendicular wall almost as smooth
ished marble and as white as alabaster,
four hundred feet high, and curves in

i manner that to one looking up from be-
e regular rim presents a complete semi-

In the spring time the summit of the
s fringed with green intertwined with
iuckles. On the eastern side Chimney
an irregular, but perpendicular column,
rom the bottom of the chasm to the
f the plateau above, standing clear of
|ill from base to summit. The ridge
|h which the tunnel extends is covered

I

heavy growth of timber, and a public

y, leading from Clinchport to Rye Cove,
along its crest.

Virginian and Southwestern Railroad
n constructed through the tunnel and
s, perhaps the only instance of a rail-

nning through a natural tunnel. Ow-
;he curvature the railroad company had
el through the angular projection near
thern entrance, thus making a double

"^0011 County {Va.) Leader.

Spool-pest in Forests.—The white-
rests of Maine are threatened with ob-
n by the ordinary little spool on which
3 wound. White birch is the only wood

for making them and so great is

sumption that the trees have a hard Sleepless Trees.—The London Telegraph
supply the demand. The spool mills reports that some of the trees on the Embank
thirty-hve or forty million feet of ment cannot thrive because they are deprived

Jbereveryyear, turning out 800,000,- of rest at night. Powerful electric lights
3is. boraebody has figured out that take up the work when the sun sets, and the

trees, it is said, languish from arboreal insom-
nia. It is the light, not the kind of it, that
does the mischief, for electricity stimulates
growth. The victims cannot, like the tired
night-worker, draw down a dark blind and
make an artificial night, nor imitate the lyric
maiden who "closed her eyes when she went
to sleep." The tree is nearly all eye—its
leaf is eye, lungs and skin. A pretty experi-
ment which Professor Dewar showed the other
day illustrates all this. The end of a plant
covered with leaves is immersed in a small
tube containing water, and a picture is thrown
on the screen. Instantly the water can be
seen flowing into the plant. Then the leaves
are stripped off, and at once the transporta-
tion of fluid ceases. If too long continued
light be the true cause of the trees languish-
ing, then it would seem that they also need
rest for reparation.

The Electric Typewriter Coming.—Elec-
trictv is fast coming to the aid of the over-
worked typewriter. Typewriting has become
.such an important matter in all large commer-
cial houses, in almost every country in the
world, except Turkey,—where the machines
were excluded by the Sultan, because they
were manufactured in the United States,—
that the application of motive power, for the
purpose of increasing efliciency, will be wel-
comed. In the new electrical device, the
physical force is supplied by an electric cur-
rent, acting through a magnet. The operator
works with more rapidity, for the keys fall to
one-third the depth, with one-tenth the pres-
sure required on the modern machine. It is

claimed that the electricity will secure uni-
formity of the writing, and that the light
action will make it possible for the manipu-
lator to use all his fingers. An increased cur-
rent will print a dozen manifold copies with
equal eSiSe.— October Success.

Some Words anc Their Uses.

In Correct English we find the following defi-
nitions:

Anarchism, in one of its meanings, is a so-
cial theory which regards the union of order
with the absence of all direct government of
man by man as the political ideal; absolute
individual liberty. The most noted expounder
of this theory was Pierre Joseph Proudloe
(1809^1865), whose views have been adopted,
with various modifications, by many agitators.
Its present most noted exponent is Prince
Kropotkin, of Russia.

As generally understood anarchism means a
state of society in which there is no capable
supreme power, and in which the several func-
tions of the state are performed badly or not
at all; social and political confusion. Anar-
chism is the wisdom of the man who burned
down his home because his chimney smoked.
It would destroy by violence, if necessary,
all existing government and social order, leav-
ing the future to determine what, if anything,
should be raised upon their ruins.

Socialism is a theory of civil polity that
aims to secure the reconstruction of society,

and a more equal distribution of the products
of land and capital (as distinguished from
property) and the public collective manage-
ment of all industries. Its aim is extended
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industrial cooperation. Many socialists call

themselves collectivists and their sj'stem col-

lectivism.

Communism in its full sense means the aboli-

tion of inheritance, the abolition of the fam-

ily, the abolition of nationalities, the abolition

of religion, the abolition of property.

Setting the Country's Clocks.

[Although one of our columns last Sixth

Month 8th contained a portion of the follow-

ing article, yet we accede to desires forward-

ed from different quarters, to print this en-

largement of it.

—

Ed.]

There are seventy thousand clocks set by the

Government every day when the noon hour

strikes in Washington. In every large city

throughout the United States time balls at the

same minute indicate the time to hundreds

watchiiig for their fall, and hundreds of

watches are regulated to correspond with the

signal. This time service comes from the

Naval Observatory in Washington, and its

original design was to furnish mariners at

seaboard cities with the means of regulating

their chronometers. Like a great many other

Government institutions, it has strayed from

its original purposes, and now it serves an-

other of more general usefulness.

This time service is ostensibly free; act-

ually it is not free, but costs the owner of

each clock $15 a year. The Government fur-

nishes the signal free, but the Government
does not deliver it. If you want to string a

wire to the Naval Observatory from your office

in New York or Chicago, or San Francisco,

the Navy Department will furnish you the

signal every day without money and without

price. But the stringing of wires is costly

and attended with great difficulties. So you
necessarily turn to the telegraph company,
with its three hundred and fifty thousand miles

of wire; and this company puts a wire into

your office and connects it with its great sys-

tem which has a wire running into the Obser-

vatory. No one knows what the company re-

ceives from its time service, but reckoned on

a basis of $15 a clock each year, and seventy

thousand clocks, the amount should be more
than a million dollars. This sum it receives

for suspending all business on its wires from
11.57 to 12 o'clock, Washington time, each

day, giving the operator at the Naval Observ-

atory full control of them. Actually the

operator there does not send the signal— it is

sent automatically by a remarkable clock—and
so far as the time balls are concerned, the pre-

liminary work is done by a man in charge of

each, who hoists it to position and throws its

machinery into the circuit just before the final

signal goes out.

The Naval Observatory contains a great

many fine instruments. It holds what was for

a time the largest telescope in the United
States—the twenty-six inch Clark equatorial

—

which cost $46,000, and was erected in 1873.

With the Clark telescope Professor Hall dis-

covered the satellite of Mars, and there are

other discoveries to its credit in astronomical

history.

The big telescope has nothing to do with

the time signal. The telescope used in the

business of measuring time is the transit in-

strument, which is much smaller. Here, on

each clear night, an observer watches the

movement of the stars, and by their

rects the big Frodsham clock which

the signal room. In the making of the obser-

vations the web of the spider plays an import-

ant part. Threads of cobweb are not only

fine, but wonderfully strong for the fineness.

They also possess a remarkable stability, not

being affected by moisture and neither ex-

panding or contracting with the changes in

the temperature. These threads are used to

make cross lines extending at right angles

across the field of view, so as to divide it into

mathematical spaces. For this purpose it is

found that spiders' webs gathered near Wash-
ington are more efficacious than those which

can be obtained elsewhere. Some years ago
the directors of the observatory sent to China

for webs, thinking that the large spiders of

that country would produce an especially de-

sirable web. But it was found that in their

peculiar field the American spiders were su-

perior to the foreign—another triumph for

home industries. The W'ashington spider webs
are obtained by expeditions sent out in June
of each year. They collect from barns and
fences the cocoons of big "turtle back" spi-

ders. Each cocoon is bound with a single fil-

ament, and this is reeled off and used to divide

the tfelescope's field of view. By their aid the

observer measures the movements of the stars

and determines exactly the time. The big

clock is regulated to the minutest measurable
fraction of a second and left to feel its meas-

ured way through the hours till morning. It

is not effected by any of the movements that

jar tall buildings and shake smaller ones, for

it is secure in a deep sunk pedestal of granite.

All through the signal room, as the day ob-

server enters, there is a buzz as of grasshop-

pers in the field on a warm summer day. This

is the voice of the chronometers, which fill

long wooden cases. All the navy's chronom-
eters are sent here to be regulated.

Opposite the Frodsham clock are two less

costly timepieces, which contain the mechan-
ism for sending out the time signal. These
timepieces cost between $700 and $800 a

piece.

The Frodsham clock is set for sidereal time.

Between this and standard Eastern time there

is a difference of eight minutes 12.09 seconds.

The other clocks, when they are regulated by
the Frodsham, must be made to vary just eight

minutes 12.09 seconds from it. This is ac-

complished by an ingenious recording device.

A cylinder standing on an adjacent table is

made to revolve at a fixed rate of speed. A
stationary pen loaded with red ink makes a

straight mark on the paper, which is fastened

round this cylinder. In each of the two clocks

is a cogged wheel just behind the dial which
turns with the second hand. Each of the

cogs in turn touches a brass spring, which
closes the circuit of the battery. An electric

impulse from this battery passes through the

pen and by a mechanical arrangement causes it

to make a horizontal mark on the cylinder.

Thus every second is permanently recorded.

The Frodsham clock is also in circuit with this

pen. A cup of mercury rests in this clock.

It is connected with one pole of the battery.

The pendulum is connected with the other. As
the pendulum swings it touches the mercury
in the cup, closing the circuit and sending an
electric impulse through the pen. This im-

pulse also causes the pen to be deflected

to leave a mark on the cylinder.

It is easy enough to set either of the o
clocks within a second of the Frodsham-

set the minute hand at the eight minute vj

tion and the second hand twelve seconds n

But the fraction of the remaining second i

be measured with great nicety. This is

by measuring the space between the m
on the cylinder with a prepared gradu i
scale which shows the difference between

«

two beats to hundreths of a second. The--

erator doing this accelerates or retards

clock to be regulated by touching the pe

lum with his finger till the space meas
shows that the fractional difference is

nine-hundredths of a second. Then the cli

ready for the day's work.

All this takes place not too long befort

noon hour, so as to give the clock little

to lose or gain. There is a sounder on tht

of the clock which steadily ticks off the se^

loud enough to be heard in the adjo

room. At three and a quarter minutes bt

nnon approximately the big clock is switi

into the telegraph circuit.

This signal clock has a toothed whee
rectly behind the wheel which marks the

onds. The wheel is divided into sixty i

but the tooth representing the twenty-i

second is missing, and so are those repres

ing the thirty-fifth, fifty-sixth, fifty-sev€

fifty-eighth and fifty-ninth seconds. As
wheel revolves, the teeth come in con

with a spring which is in connection with

current, closing the circuit and causing

sounder to respond. The twenty-ninth i

'

drops out, and that intermission indicates

approacii of the half minute. In the same^

an intermission of five beats indicates

approach of the end of the minute. This;

trary arrangement is designed to warn open
all over the country when they cut in at

what point they have come on the ciri

Before the final signal there will be a
"

twenty seconds. „This is brought about biM

action of the operator at the observatory, id

is not automatic like the other intermissil

It is produced by the operator moving

»

switch key, which throws out of the ciiH

the wheel marking the seconds and thro'ij

into circuit the wheel that marks the miir •

If an operator comes in on the circuit am;

first intermission he notes is a single sec-

he knows that he has come in on the half fc

ute. If the intermission is five secondi*

knows he has come in just before the mite,

but not the final minute. If he counts i«

than five seconds, he knows that it is the a

intermission before the noon hour, and he t'

accordingly.

What this operator and what all oper

have to do in regulating the time ball is to
'•

a switch between the sounding of the fortl

second and the signal which marks the «

minute. As soon as the operator has coui<

more than five seconds in the interniissio i'

knows that the next signal will make thiS

act hour of noon. The time ball has «'

hoisted to its position at the top of the ;e

These poles are in conspicuous places in e T

large city in the United States, usually oib

top of the Western Union Telegraph bulk g

The ball is of canvass over a globular f

^
There is a mechanical device by which as!'

ill
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e sent over the wire when the time ball

ircuit pulls the trigger and releases the

I that it falls to the buttom of the pole.

intermission which he knows precedes

nal signal, the operator throws the

, and in this way all the time balls in

mntry are brought into the circuit with

ival Observatory.

he last one hundredth of the last second

fifty-ninth minute of the eleventh hour

shington the tooth of the big minute

touches the spring which closes the cir-

nd simultaneously the time balls all over

untry drop. When I say simultaneous-

course I make no allowance for the frac-

f a second during which the electric im-

s going out from Washington. Such an

18 has been sent from Washington to

•ancisco in one-fifth of a second.

dropping of the time ball sets the

on Governor's Island, one of the mili-

osts at New York, through the interme-

)f a bugle call. Just before noon of

ay two enlisted men are stationed at a

jommanding a view of the tower of the

rn Union building. One of these is a

nan, with a powerful field glass. The

is the nost bugler. The signalman mo-
the bugler at the moment of the time

irop, and the bugler sounds the call for

All over the Island watches and clocks

justed, and though they do not achieve

t time to that fraction of a second

marks the electrically controlled clock,

ecome accurate enough for all military

les.

clock regulating is done by another

)f mechanism. The same signal which

the time balls throws a lever in the

nds of clocks all over the country,

ever strikes a cam, which governs the

, minute and hour hands, and with one

; the lever throws these hands to the

dicular, making the clock mark the ex-

Ijr, minute and second of noon.— Wash-

For"THB Friend."

Shall Teach His People Himself."

|-y Drummond in one of his addresses

country stated the following:

t of you have heard of Helen Kellar,

girl, who is deaf dumb and blind.

IB was seven years old her mind was an

blank" (so far as outward knowledge
given her). "Nothing could get

,t blank, because all the avenues of the

orld were closed. Then by that great

which Boston has discovered, by

he blind see, the deaf hear, and the

eak, that girl's soul (mind) was opened.

it they began to build up a mind— to
• a certain amount of information and
te her. But no one liked to tell her

(
jiligion. They reserved that for Philips

|r some years had passed they took her

find he began to talk to her, through
lady who had been the means of

lier senses, and was able to communi-
_her by the delicate process of touch.

"cs began to tell her about God,

[was, what He had done, how He loved

[what He was to us. The child lis-

intently. Then she looked up and

said: 'Mr. Brooks, I knew all that before,

but I didn't know his name.' There was some
mysterious presence, some impelling power,

some guide, some elevating imoulse, within her

soul. 'It is God,' said Phillips Brooks, 'which

worketh in you. God is with us and in us.'
"

Another instance of the impression made
upon very young minds, by the Divine Spirit,

occurred near the residence of the writer.

A little girl some five years old, had been

corrected by her mother for some misbehav-

iour during the day. On retiring to rest at

night she kneeled down by her bedside, and af-

ter asking a blessing upon her father and broth-

ers added, in the hearing of her mother, who
was sitting in a corner of the room, "Not mam-
ma. There's no use; she's too bad!" Then

got into bed; but was not able to go to sleep

until she had got out the second or third time.

Then going through the same formula as be-

fore added, "and bless mamma, too." Then
she got into bed and went to sleep.

Cultivated Living.

Professor Charles Eliot Norton addressed

the Radcliffe college graduates this year. The
address was listened to with the closest atten-

tion by the seventy-four graduates and was
greeted by great applause. Among other

things he said: "The best service which you
can render in the world is to make yourselves

living representatives of ideals of beauty in

character and in conduct. This is the justifi-

cation of your education. From lowest to

highest act of daily commonplace experience

there is none in which an ideal loveliness may
not display itself.

"The world will do its best to hinder you

by exposing you to the influence of ,the low

motives and the vulgar ambitions of its vota-

ries. But be faithful to yourselves and to

your own ideals, so that you may exhibit in

the world the fair ideal of true womanhood.
"There was never greater need of the in-

comparable service which you can render by

so doing than there is to-day in our vulgar

semi-civilized America. The advance of our

civilization depends on the joint efforts of the

little band of women and of men whose edu-

cation has given them understanding of the

true aims of life.

"The final aim and effort of civilization is

to make life pleasanter, and this is the object

of what we can call good manners. With the

rapid rise in the social orders of the great

masses of men and women who. till very late-

ly, have had little share of civility, there is risk

of the lowering of the standard of manners by

the mere force of moral gravitation.

"The vulgarity of the multitude affects

even those to whom vulgarity is abhorrent.

The mind becomes more or less inured to it.

By degrees, in its less odious forms, it may
even cease to shock. And it is for you, the

gentle and well-bred, to conform in nothing

to the vulgar standard, and, in the crowd, to

set the example of refinement, elegance and

propriety.

"There is one form of vulgarity to which

young women are in these days specially sus-

ceptible and exposed. It is the exaltation of

brute force and skill in the exaggeration of

esteem for athletic prowess. You are tempted

to rival your brothers in sports fit for men

alone, and you are still more tempted to ad-
mire as the height of manly achievement what
at its best is merely evidence of qualities of
body and mind in which civilization counts for
little, and in which the barbarian may equally
excel.

"Physical strength, athletic ability ["are

good for little unless they are the basis and
support of higher moral and intellectual per-
formance. We forget the names of the win-
ners of the Olympic games. It was not they
who won the fight at Marathon. Alcibiades
might be among them, but not jEschylus or
Pericles.

"In a democracy like ours it is the women
who are the makers of manners and who, in a
great part, are the makers of morals as well.

It is not through the extension of political

privileges, not through possession of the fran-

chise, or the holding of office that you women
can exert your strongest influence in the im-
provement of politics. The greater questions
of public concern are ultimately always ques-

tions of morals, and your power, in itself

mainly a moral power, can be exercised to

most effect by requiring of men in public life

as strict adherence to the principles of moral-
ity, of manners, and of honor as is demanded
of them in their private conduct.

"The laxity of women in their condemnation
of public crime, their unconcern as to the

breaking of national faith, their encourage-
ment of the jingo spirit, their indifference to

the sin and horror of war, is one of the plain-

est evidences of the low stage of our

and beautiful civilization."

Items Concerning the Society.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting having approved
of the appointment of one or more evening meetings
for Divine worship, under care of a committee, one
such meeting has been appointed to be held on Sixth-

day evening the 22nd instant, at 7.30, in the meeting
house on Twelfth Street below Market street. All

members and attenders of iFriends' meetings are

invited to attend.

The Managers of the Shelter for Colored Or-

phans, at Forty-fourth and Haverford Sts., Phila.,

have added a well equipped infirmary of modern
design to their valuable home school. This addi-

tion, and in fact the whole institution, was opened
for inspection on the afternoon of the 15th. A
large company of Friends attested the steady in-

terest of the Society in the colored people and in

intelligent work for them. It is to be hoped that

speedy contributions will soon wipe out the debt
incurred in this addition, so that the Board of

Managers will be untrammeled in their efforts for

progress. One notes with pleasure that a number
of young women Friends are members of the Board,

and they doubtless find an ample field for useful-

ness in caring for the present inmates of the home,

and in following those who have gone from it with

a sympathetic interest. Strangers to this good
work will rejoice to know that in addition to the

elements of an English education, cooking, .sewing,

house-cleaning and washing are regularly taught.'

Notes from Others.

Whenever opposite views are held with warmth
by religious minded men, we may take for granted

that there is some higher truth which embraces

both. All high truth is the union of two contra-

dictories, and is not found in a middle path between

the two.
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The ReUgioui Telescope recently published an

article on "ministerial whines." A copy of the

paper fell into the hands of a lawyer of some

twenty years' practice, who has also served some

years as judge, and who is now one of the com-

missioners of the Supreme Court of his State. He

is said to be a Christian man and a church-goer.

He writes as follows :

"
I am just through reading your observations

on the Chautauqua. That portion relating to the

ministerial whine is so thoroughly in line with my
own views that I must thank you for it. That

whine is the fly in the ointment nine times out of

ten. Why preachers cultivate it, is one of the

mysteries. Most of them have sensible wives or

other relatives, and why such relatives don t inter-

fere, is another mystery."

"Hazing" that is Christian— "Hazing" at

Wellesley College has taken on a happy form from

the very beginning of the institution. According

to the Silver 6Voss,the upper class girls vie with one

another in making newcomers feel at home, es-

corting them to their rooms, showing them over

buildings and grounds, and relieving the sense of

homesickness and loneliness in a crowd that is

'

evitable under such circumstances. Last year the

freshmen were welcomed even before they reached

the "College Beautiful" for each girl received

during the summer a note -from some upper class

girl, proffering assistance on her arrival. The plan

was started and carried out by members of the

Christian Association of the College. It is capable

of adaptation and use in many other places. We
recommend it to the boys and girls who have just

taken up anew their school work.

Yale's Debt to Christianity.—In its considera-

tion of the late bicentennial of Yale University,

the iVe«' York Observer thus gives credit to the

Christian ideals of that seat of learning :

" The highest learning is to know God, and those

Christian ministers who founded Yale College, and

[they] who reared its buildings and presided over

its destinies, laid firm foundations, and builded a

noble edifice for broad and thorough education,

because they began with the knowledge of God,

and made all other knowledge subordinate to and

co-ordinate with this knowledge. Two hundred

years of Christian education sums up the record of

Yale. Its philosophy and ethics have been drawn

from the Bible. Its scientific teachers, like Sili-

man and Dana, have been reverent and Christian

investigators. Its Oriental scholars have found

their most interesting researches in the sacred

oracles of religion, and its jurists and publicists,

from Chancellor Kent [down], have established

the basis of their jurisprudence and statesmanship

upon the law of God, and those ethical principles

which are matters of revelation rather than of in-

tuition."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The stream of meteors expected to

appear this year and believed to be of the same group

seen in 1833 and 1867, was visible in some places on the

night of the 14th. A dispatch of the 15th from North-

field, Minn., says : Professors and students of Carleton

College recorded and charted more than 1000 metuors

last night. The shower began about 11.30 o'clock and

continued until sunrise. All the meteors of any impor-

tance were charted upon specially prepared charts. The

climax was reached at 5.18.02, when a brilliant meteor

was seen to enter the constellation of Hydra. By accu-

rate determination the trail persisted for twenty-two min-

utes. Several thousand large leonids were seen at Good-

sell last night. A dispatch from Los Angeles, Cal., of

the 17th, says : The fall of leonids was quite marked in

this city just before daylight yesterday. The display was

at one time brilliant, but there was a steady fall of the

brilliants after 1 o'clock. One watcher counted 385 be-

tween 4 and 5 o'clock, while the total number seen in this

city is estimated at a thousand. Some of the meteors

were very beautiful, leaving brilliant trails of green and

red. One hundred meteors were counted between 4.04

and 4.20 o'clock.

Carrol D. Wright, the United States Commissioner of

Statistics, computes that for the twenty years ending

Twelfth Month 31st, 1900, there was a total loss by

strikes and lockouts of not less than $468,968,581.

An ordinance has been enacted in Reading, Penna., im-

posing a fine of from $5 to $50 for spitting on the side-

walks.

A teacher in the Girls' High School, in Philadelphia,

who was lately suspended because she refused to be vac-

cinated, brought the matter into court, and a decision has

lately been announced in which Judge Arnold dismisses

the case, and says :
" As School Directors may, in the

exercise of a sound discretion, exclude from the public

schools pupils who have not been vaccinated, as was de-

cided by the Supreme Court in the case of DufReld vs.

Williamsport School District, so they may exclude teach-

ers and other employes for the same reason. The pro-

tection which vaccination is believed to afford must be

reciprocal ; teachers and pupils are alike entitled to pro-

lection against contagious diseases."

A company with a capital of $400,000,000 has lately

been organized under the title of The Northern Securities

Co. for the purpose of consolidating the great Northern

Railroad and the Northern Pacific by the ownership of the

stock of these two companies, and controlling other com-

peting roads. A community of interests has thus been

established among the railroads of the Northwest. This

combination is said to be the largest in the world relating

to railroad interests.

According to Captain Brouards, just returned from

Alaska, from the northern shores of Kotzebue Sound to

the Arctic Ocean, a distance of 300 miles, is one immense

bed of bituminous coal, and he says there is enough coal

in sight to supply the world for many years.

The preliminary estimate of the average yield per acre

of corn, as published in the monthly report of the Statis-

tician of the Department of Agriculture is 16.4 bushels, as

compared with an average yield of 25.3 bushels per acre

in 1900 and 1899, and a ten-year average of 24.4 bushels.

The present indicated yield per acre is the lowest general

average ever recorded for this crop, being 2.2 bushels per

acre below the yield in 1881, which has stood for twenty

years as the lowest on record. The preliminary estimate

of the yield per acre of potatoes is 59.9 bushels, against

an average yield per acre af 80.8 bushels in 1900, 88.6

bushels in 1899, and a ten-year average of 78.7 bushels.

The preliminary estimate of the average yield per acre of

hay is 1.32 tons, against an average yield of 1.28 tons in

1900, 1.35 tons in 1899, and a ten-year average of 1.28

tons.

A recent earthquake in Sevier County, Utah, has caused

damages estimated at $100,000. In many parts of the

country landslides have occurred, blocking railroads,

changing the course of streams and causing general dis-

order.

The annual report of Commissioner General Powderly,

of the Immigration Bureau, shows the total steerage ar-

rivals in the United States during the year to have been

487,918, an increase over the preceding year of 39,346.

During the year 363 were returned to their respective

countries, having become public charges within one year

after landing. The number refused landing was 3516, as

against 4246 for last year.

So great is the demand for freight cars that the Penn

sylvania Railroad is shortly to let contracts for 4000

more, bringing its total ordered for next year up to 19,-

000 cars. From all sections of the country the shortage

in motive power is reported to be more serious than the

scarcity of cars.

A bed of asphalt has been discovered in Northern Mich-

igan, near the Wisconsin line, which has been pronounced

by experts to be of as good quality as that found on the

island of Trinidad. A company has been formed with the

view of developing the extent of the bed.

The use of the X-rays for the treatment of cancer is

said by Dr. Gilman, of the Hahnemann Medical College, in

Chicago, to have been successful in fifty cases which he

had treated in the last eighteen months.

There were 371 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 6 more than the previous

week and 68 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 164 were males and 207 females: 52

died of consumption of the lungs ; 54 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of diphtheria
;

11 of cancer ; 13 of apoplexy ; 7 of typhoid fever ; 1 of

scarlet fever, and 12 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.50 to $2.70 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight. $3.25 to $3.40 : Western winter, straight,

$3.40 to $3.55 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 76J to 77c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 66J to 67c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 50c.

Best, 51 to 6c.; good, 5 to 5ic.; L

3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3Jc.; comni,

Beef Cattle.—
dium, 44 to 4ic.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i
IJ to 2h.
Lambs —3J to 5ic.

Hogs.—Best Western, 7i to SJc.

Foreign.—The manufacture of arms and ammuni i

is said to be proceeding on a great scale at all the p -

cipal Chinese arsenals. Large contracts for the suiv

of rifles are being negotiated by the representative 'f

European firms.

Consul General Dickinson, at Sofia, has notified e

Bulgarian Government that it will be held responsiblif

the United States should the bandits who have Ellei;.

Stone in custody become exasperated by the pursuit
f',

and slay the prisoner The ransom negotiations are bg
continued. ^

i

Terrific storms have lately swept over the British Ivg

and have resulted in many shipwrecks, involving the js

of upwards of one hundred lives, and great damage j

been wrought in inland sections.

The gales have been succeeded by frost and sno ')f

unprecedented severity for so early in the season, vie

the snow is seriously impeding railroad trafiic and is c^-

ing the rivers to overflow. The lakes in the London p;s

are covered with ice.

The British War Secretary Brodick has said G.it

Britain had 42,000 Boers in custody in the concentrsoa

camps and on various islands and that 11,000 more id

been killed or wounded, or had left the country on pa 9.

He added that he believed the number of Boers no in

the field was about 10.000.

The Hague Government has reiterated its desh to

maintain its policy of neutrality in connection witlhe

South African question, and said :
" But, while we ?!

'-'

scrupulously observe the obligations of internation.

no one would suggest that the ties of consangui-

race existing between the Dutch and the South .\i

States should be forgotten. The Government, thersre,

will always remain on the alert to seize an opport.tj

for the restoration of peace."

During 1881 and 1882 the European immigrath ta

the United States reached its maximum, and amount l«

730,000 persons. The number in 1885 was 332,00' ii

1891, 595,000 ; in 1897-98,230,000 ; in 1898-99, 31100.

From all parts of the Western United States wh ; ii

being sent to Mexico in amounts never before equ ed

It is estimated by buyers and railroad men that t^h

end of Twelfth Month more than 1500 cars will havt^ei

delivered into that country.

NOTICES.

A woman Friend desires a position as matron, w( inj

house-keeper, or companion. Address " H,"

4224ViolaSt., W.PI. ,

Wanted, a Friend and wife or daughter to tak.an

of the meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne. m
pensation— use of five-room house on meeting iw

grounds and five dollars in spring and fall, when h( e

«

cleaned. Lansdowne is on the Media R. R., about m
miles from Philadelphia. Address J. R. Elfreth,

Lansdowne, 1

Friends' Religious and Moral Almanac andFbiw

Card Calendar for 1902 are now on sale at F nUi

Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street. Price almanacs m
cents each, by mail five cents; thirty cents per do: .«;

mail thirty-eight cents. The same with paper co-

cents each, by mail six cents; forty cents per d;

mail forty-nine cents. Calendars— five cents,

(en cents.
^

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience per

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wilaw

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., an.^

and 4 32 p.m. Other trains are met when reqsw"

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. >';. t'^^'T

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap «in

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, ." <

rdU
Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

admission of pupils to the school and letters in re

instruction and discipline should be addressed to \\uu

F. Wickersham, Principal.
, . . .nm

Payments on account of boat d and tuit""'- s""?"

munications in regard to business should be forwaiwi*

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTKK
No. 422 Walnut Street

I
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To introvert is to convert, to divert is to

)rvert.

Take care of Truth, and it will take care of

3 own reputation,—and thine also.

He who loses the supreme Giver in his gifts,

aes himself also.

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of

isdom and the perfect love which casteth out

I fear is the end of it. R.

There is that which makes the hovel a

me, and there is that which makes the man-

')n a hovel; and that is, the prevailing spirit

,
the occupants.

All success in life which fails to advance

e true success of the inner life, is all fail-

iThe Prologue, Prescript and Postcript.

]The Word of God spoke to men's condition

[• centuries before the Bible was penned, and

liS that in men without which it could not

i/e been written, and it "liveth and abideth

Ej'ever" since the Bible was penned. The

Elilogue from the foundation of the world,

pjich spake also unto holy men of old the sa-

M Inscript, continues to-dav to be its Liv-

ii: Postscript and the latest note of the more

Jimdant life which He is come to be,—hav-
\\ doubtless yet many things to say unto us,

bj. we cannot bear them now.

I'Let God be True Tho' Every Man a

LIr."—Scientize and historicise the Scrip-

hes, whether down or up, as the event may

Pive; yet at its worst the whole laboratory of

cliicism cannot if it would erase the indelible,

0' obliterate that Word of God which spake

in the beginning, who midway between his old

and new Testaments was made flesh and a

dweller among men, and in these last days as

Spirit of Truth is Doured out on all flesh to be

the inspeaking Word and Witness for Truth

to every man's heart. Whatever may be done

with the Bible, the Divine Word will not pass

away, nor let the Bible pass. It would be

unlike his past workings among men, if

these apparent unsettlements were not made

to fall out rather to the furtherance of the

Gospel. By many investigators they are so

intended. But the transition period is one of

hazard and jeopardy. Yet the onward march

of the Divine reign among men is not in word

but in power. In a dangerous place indeed

are they who "know not the Scriptures,

neither the power of God." But they only

who know the power of God can rightly know

the Scriptures. That inward witness for truth

which has made men hitherto claim the Scrip-

tures as sacred to their soul's deepest needs,

wil' still recl-'.im them as undying echoes of

the spiritual life.

Progressive Because Conservative.—The

wise conservative is the wise progressive.

True progress is based upon past experience,

—upon known, tried and assured truths. It

takes its next step upon a truth surely founded

upon that which is already known as sound.

To know and conserve the truth behind us in

its consistency with views presented as truths

before us, is no easy mental process. It is pro-

foundly educating, and requires a stronger,

stabler and more discerning mind than that

which cannot weigh what has been won, but

breaks easily with the past in the glamour of the

new. This jumping from the ship upon any

promising raft that the tide may be shooting

past us, is indeed progressive till the tide

turns, if the raft holds together. But there

is a hundred-fold more motion in the coal-

bunks of the old ship that with its storage of

force steadily advances her course against

changeable winds and tides, withersoever the

governor listeth. To take sailing directions

from his proved authority only, will get our

ship and its passengers to the desired haven

soonest.

Egypt's Appeal "to Israel.—Those who

have confidence that our Friend John S.

Fowler's concern for Egypt, as detailed in his

article in our present number, is of the Lord

(and we could not fail, on hearing him relate

it, to be so impressed), will doubtless be

moved to return unto the Lord some of his

own money, for his work of relief under this

concern.

The just gauge of giving unto the Lord's

work is, not the proportion which one's con-

tribution bears to another's or to the whole

amount, but rather how much one has left.

Jesus himself was sheltered in Egypt as a

child, and wants shelter there to-day in the

children. "Ye have done it unto me," is a

plaudit from the Saviour which imparts a sat-

isfaction that money laid up on earth cannot

buy. Peradventure our own house may be re-

lieved of spiritual famine by thus, according

to our means, sending down into Egypt to buy

corn of the Kingdom for ourselves.

The Teacher Among the Dukhobors.—
Michael Sherbinin, the Russian who with his

family, has recently gone out lo Canada,

as a teacher of the Dukhobors, writes to the

London Friend from Petrovka, near Rosthern,

Saskatchewan, an account of the diflSculties

they have had to face in making a home for

themselves. Owing to the five weeks' delay

of the steamer which was bringing the lumber
for building, the work was set back, and the

family endured privation, at the beginning of

the cold season in a little single-roomed hut

ten feet by seventeen feet. The making
of a roof was another diflSculty, as the Duk-
hobors cannot make the shingle roof, which
is best. For plastering the house inside and

outside with clay there were no women to be

had. Those of Petrovka were not to be got

at any price, and the Dukhobor women of

Terpenie could not come owing to harvest op-

erations.

M. Sherbinin savs: "My famly were so

suddenly met by the cold which set in that we
were short of several necessaries; but God
mercifully protected us. Only it pleased the

Lord to take from us our beloved little baby

Salome, who was like sunshine in our home.

Her cold frame lies now beside me in the hut

where an old man and woman gave my wife a

shelter from the cold after we had in vain

sought all through the village for a warmer
shelter.

"I have not yet taken a whole homestead

[i. t., obtained a grant of land under the

Homestead Act] butCommissioner Smith writes

me that my receiving the ten acres with my
building upon it from Mr. Adamson does not

interfere with my obtaining a homestead as

well."
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FREDERICK WILLIAM PABER.

Lord ! when I look o'er the wide-spreading world,

How lovely and yet how unhappy it seems
;

How full of realities, pure and divine,

Yet how bent, alas ! on unworshipful dreams !

There was darkness in Egypt while Israel had sun.

And the songs in the corn fields of Gessen were

gay,

And the chosen that dwelt 'mid the heathen moved

on,

Each threading the gloom with his own private

day.

Ah, so it is now with the Church of Thy choice ;

Her lands lie in light which to worldlings seems

dim
;

And each child of that Church, who must walk in

the dark realms,

Has a sun o'er his head which is only for him.

Yet it grieves me sore, Lord, that so many should

wander,

Should see naught before them but desolate

night

;

That men should be walled in with darkness around

them,

When within and without there is nothing but

light.

But still more I grieve for Thy glory, Lord !

That the world should be only an Egypt for Thee,

That the bondsmen of error should boast of their

chains.

And scoff at the love that would fain set them
free.

Oh, we who have light, we must make our light

brighter,

And thus show our love to Thee, Lord, for Thy
gift;

The faith Thou hast sent us our love can make
greater,

And almost to sight our believing can lift.

Co-Education.

It is 1901 by the calendar, but the Public

Ledger in Philadelphia and G. Stanley Hall, in

Worcester, are writing against co-education!

The case of the Publk Ledger is not hard to

explain. Its educational policy is a reflection

of Philadelphia experience where conditions

are admittedly sub-normal or morbid. Taking
the case at its best in Philadelphia, and giving

principals and teachers credit for adequate
preparation and devotion to the profession, the

number of pupils per teacher and the absence of

play-ground and street supervision, are reasons

wholly sufficient for the failure of co-educa-
tion. Indeed an enlightened educational pol-

icv is insisting upon proper care during these

periods of relaxation, as more important, if

possible, than the in-school instruction. But
the case at its best is not used as the telling

evidence for the separation of the sexes in

school. In arguments on the subject, some
special situation is made to do service in a

broad generalization covering the whole
subject. Thus circumstances as follows fur-

nish the evidence against co-education in the

most recent case on record. An advanced
grade of a Grammar School under an able

woman teacher is taken out of her hands and
put in charge of a young man, an aspirant

for the teaching profession. He has had
courses in pedagogy and some college training,

and men are sorely needed in the educational

system of the city! The fifty or more pupils

under his care represent widely divergent en-

vironments, but the neglected tenth is there

and they bring with them the evil of unhappy

homes and of an apprenticeship in street

brigandage that only waits the opportunity to

spread throughout the school. Only the high-

est type of teacher has the sensitiveness to

the real life of children that can arrest such

tendencies and turn them to good account.

The average young man is insensible to such

tendencies and so the evidence against co-

education accumulates.

The case of Stanley Hall, however, is to-

tally different. He is an educational expert

of the highest order No one could impugn

his motives, and to question his authority

would surely seem like arrogance. The only

available means of dealing with the case

would seem to be to adopt the Clark Univer-

sity estimate of his limitations, and to see if

this could be applied to his position on co-edu-

cation. Nowhere is Stanley Hall more es-

teemed than in his own University, but the

atmosphere is one of calm judgment, and any

undue fervor of enthusiasm is fairly dis-

counted. So it comes to pass that one learns

there that Stanley Hall has been somewhat
"carried away" with the rapid developments

of the new science of physiological psychol-

ogy. He makes no mistakes, probably, in

handling tne facts of his science, but his act-

ive mind is stimulated into speculative views

by the facts, and his conclusions are not yet

demonstrated. There can be no question that

there are great differences between boys and

girls from, the ages of twelve to sixteen.

The whole organization of education in the

past has recognized this difference, and con-

structed different systems for boys and girls.

It surprises us, therefore, to hear at this late

date a plea for different systems for boys and

girls, because the past has apparently failed.

Until there can be some physiological and psy-

chological demonstation that it is difference

that is needed for success, why not argue the

other way, and plead for a uniform system?

This has been so ably done by Lady Henry
Somerset that we gladly invite attention to

the following from her pen:

"Closely related to the movements that oc-

cupy our thought is one which in the United

States has been worked out to an assured suc-

cess—and that is co-education. It is my de-

liberate conviction, that for the hysteria into

which so many men and women novelists have

fallen, and for the keyed-up public mind that

is willing to exploit their product, there is no

remedy so sane and sound as the education of

our young people together, from the kinder-

garten until they complete their course in the

technical or professional schools.

"If anybody dared to speak the. truth about
the boys' public schools in England, there

would be a social convulsion, compared with

which not even that of 1886 (?) or the lament-

able disclosures of the past winter are to be

mentioned. It is hard for human nature to

kick against the pricks, as hard as it was for

Saul, when the pang of 'conscience got hold

upon him, on the highway to Damascus. We
cannot circumvent our heavenly Father's
plan; He has set the earth in families, and
when we try to segregate girls and women into

the school or harem, boys and men into the

school or government, we have frustrated his

grace and we must pay the penalty. It is n J

unlikely that the more subtle revelations i--

natural law, which science is continually ma"

ing, will prove to us on the natural plane th i

what God joins man may not put asunder. I

"There is a certain stable equilibrium thi^

results from the commingling of the sexes, i'

the common interchanges of daily life, th;]

tends toward soundness and safety for evftj

member of the common family, both withj

and beyond the walls of home. And it seeij

likely that the stored-up electricity thi

should be added to the sum total, and so ge!

erally diffused as to become beneficent rath(i

than dangerous, whose most vivid illustrati(|

is a thunderstorm on the one hand, and tli

quiet fall of ripening rain upon the other, h'

analogies that we might well ponder in ther!

lations of the two interdependent halves th

make up the human family. It seems ineV

table that when this natural relation is inte'

fered with, the unnaturally pent-up powe

should wreak themselves in ways that uju

forever mar the life of those who are tht

victims, and who, in their youth and inexDt

ience, are more sinned against than sinnin

by the unwise parents and unphilosophical e^

ucators, who make a virtue of this mode

massing our sons together in the crudest pe

iod of their development. Who doubts b

that this method will yet be pointed at as t

outworn barbarism that still more heav

handicapped our young people in the time

their earlier temptation?"

The Friendly attitude from the start h

favored these apparently reasonable views, a

the Friendly experience as handed forth in

fine type of man and woman amongst us,iai

of right relations between them, seems to gi'

satisfactory force to the argument.
J. H. B.

Phila., Tenth Mo., 1901.

George Bowen of Bombay, used wor

that are just as forcible to the needs of 1

day as to the need of yesterday:—"He th

abideth in God cannot lose aught by cobe

crating it to God. More difficult to some th

the renunciation of their property is the r

nunciation of their wisdom. Generally i

find that they who are most proud of tht

mental stores have really little that is frc

above." The intellect is a noble serva

when consecrated to God, but independence

Him cripples its power and warps its dec,

ions. "The meek will He guide in judgment,!

not the self-assertive. "Them that honor J|

'

will I honor, and they that despise me shi

be lightly esteemed.— TAe Friend (London).

Splendor from within! It is the vn

thing which makes the real and lasting splej,

dor without. Trust that inevitable law 1

1

self-expression. Be, not seem! Be beau'):

ful, and you will by and by seem so. CmJ i

the face from within, not dress it from witi s

out. Within lies the robing room, the scul'

tor's workshop. For whosoever would

fairer, illumination must begin in the soul

the face catches the glow only from that sic

It is the spirit's beauty that makes the bt

face, even for the evening's company; a

spirit beauty is the only beauty that outlaw

the work and wear and pain of life. —Christi

Register.
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Science and Industry.

Phe farm products of the United States this

,r are worth about $400,000,000 more than

t year's outturn.

Phe passer-by who desires to see the bones

his hand or wrist, may now drop his five-

t piece into a slot-machine and place his

id in proper position, when the machine,

.pted to pass x-rays through, will do the

t.—Literary Digest.

Phe boiler tubes of a liner, if placed in a

light line, would reach nearly ten miles and

condenser tubes more than twenty-five

es. The total number of separate pieces

steel in the main structure of the ship is not

1 than forty thousand.

JONTINUALLY GETTING PAINTED.— Ever

ze the Forth bridge was opened—eleven

rs ago— its painting has gone on continuous-

says the Mechanical Engineer. "Beginning

;he south end, the workmen take three years

;over the entire length of the bridge, and,

three years represents approximately the

of the paint, no sooner have they finished

n the men have to begin again. In this way

ry square inch of steel comes under obser-

ion at least once in three years. The staff

nen employed varies in number from the

draum of thirty-five."

'iNE Trees Become Pen Trees.—All woods-

[1 know that pine needles grow in pairs in

same sheath, and that when placed side by

3 the sharp pointed ends are exactly opposite.

;ten these two needles together by a thread

te near the pointed end, and you will have

len with two sharp nibs, ready to write

itever you please. As a pen-holder, insert

pen into a hollow twig, letting the points

;k out about half an inch. Drop the pen

) an inkstand, letting it remain for a short

e in the ink. The ink will rise by capillarity

;he tube formed by the junction of the two

dies, and will form a reserve of liquid suffi-

it for the writing of twenty lines. The pen

|fine, simple, and anti-rusting.— Liferari/

'est.

osiAH Read's Invention; Was it Worth
fiLE?—The inventor of the cooking range

1 the other day, says a writer in the New
•k Mail and Express. He was ninety-two

rs old, and he lived at Everett, Mass., a

urb of Boston. His name was Josiah M.

id. The old man was unknown to fame,

ough his invention affected a more profound

momentous change in American domestic

,
perhaps, than Morse's electric telegraph

or Whitney's cotton gin, or even Howe's

ing machine. There had been stoves before

id. Franklin made a stove, which still goes

his name: it is simply an open grate on legs

h a pipe; the feet can be warmed at it and

room can be filled with smoke. There were

e cooking contrivances before Read made
ranges, away back in the thirties; but they

*'e crude affairs. Men who are now not old

) remember when women baked in a Dutch

'n— a movable tin box, which was shoved up

iront of a hot open fire. The cooking range

made possible an elaborate and careful arrange-

ment of the humblest cuisine. It was eco-

nomical in the sense that it gave a great deal

more heat from the same amount of fuel. It

saved heat and time. It enlarged the American

bill of fare. It increased the complexity of

the domestic organization and abolished old-

fashioned rustic simplicity.

For it is a fact that in proportion as the cook

stove saved fuel, it made heat, and put an end

to the old time cozy social kitchen life. It

made the dining-room necessary, even to the

poor. By making the menu vastly more compli-

cated, it actually increased the housewife's

labors, while apparently economizing effort.

By driving the husband out of the kitchen with

its heat, its hard, black face, its rattle and its

odors, it tended to separate the housewife from

the life of the family and convert her into a me-

chanical drudge. Where once she sat before

the fire, stirring the simple broth in the pot,

her husband at her side, the children curled up

on the hearth looking at their picture book by

the firelight, she now toiled with bent back

over a half dozen complicated dishes on the

stove, acquiring headaches and grievances,

while her husband kept away from the blistering

proximity if he could, her boy ran on the street

and her girl played the melodeon in the parlor.

For together with the cooking machine in the

kitchen other sorts of domestic machinery

came in. The attractive old cozy fireplace,

the domestic altar, was gone; the "fireside"

became a place to fly, not to seek. But the

housewife could not fly it; she became its slave.

Or else she undertook to graduate from the

kitchen altogether, and employed, possibly

when her husband could not afford it, a servant

to be her cook. This further tended to hasten

the end of the old simplicity, the old domestic-

ity.

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

An Expensive Tidbit.—China, possessing

the oldest aristocracy, may naturally be ex-

pected to furnish the most expensive luxuries.

And she certainly does in so far as_costly food

is concerned.

Compared with the peanut bud paste of

China, such dishes as nightingale's tongues or

strawberries at Christmas are merely inexpen-

sive trifles.

This paste, a combination of peanut buds

and ginger jelly, is brownish in color, and is

to be obtained in small jars. The price is $10

an ounce, more than half its weight in gold—

an almost sufficient guarantee that it is eaten

very sparingly.

Peanut bud paste is said to have a flavor for

Oriental palates ten times more exquisite than

that of birds's-nest soup. At the base of the

kernel of a peanut is a small cone shaped for-

mation, usually surmounted by two microscopic

leaves. The nuts are first roasted, then these

minute growths are carefully extracted. They

are so small that many thousands of them are

necessary to fill a small teacup, but when a

sufficient number are collected they are put

into a mortar and ground into a fine ffour, which

is afterward mixed with ginger jelly and rubbed

down to a smooth paste.- -iVei^ York Journal.

The workmen die, but the work goes for-

ward. And they die, thank God! into the

everlasting life, into the perfect work, which

is perfect rest, into the vision of the Father

and the glory of the just.

Bunkers at Meeting.

The following is quoted from Scribner's

Magazine:

"So the valley is awake to its Sabbath du-

ties. From its every quarter, along its every

road, the rockaways are crawling. They

meet at the covered bridge; they move sol-

emnly up the long hill; and our church parade

is on. How dift'erent it is from that famous

one that swings along Fifth Avenue every Sun-

day, when the human pea fowl of every class

strut and spread their plumage. Here sim-

plicity is the effect to be obtained, for the

keynote of the teaching of these somber folk

is humility. There, for instance, is the Dun-

ker bishop of the district. He drives a fat

horse with a monstrous curly mane, and the

good animal ambles along as though he is

really anxious to make time, but fears to be

seen running on Sunday. The brother sits well

back in his vehicle, and is almost hidden from

view by the dust-covered side curtains, but still

we can see his great black hat, with its high,

cylindrical crown and broad, flat brim. It
^

looks hot these summer days, but it is well in
'

keeping with his heavy brown coat, which

has a straight, clerical collar, close buttoned

at the front, and sweeps into broad tails be-

hind. The bishop's hair is long and is trimmed

off straight just below the ears, which causes

it to stick out in most inartistic fashion. His

beard is long, too, and his upper lip is clean

shaven, for among his people a mustache is a

badge of worldliness. Beside him is his wife.

They have fine faces, the women of these sim-

ple sects, and the austere scoop bonnet and

kerchief at the neck almost seem a fitting

frame for the placid countenance of the bish-

op's helpmate. Her dress, too, is plain in

color and cut, and is unornamented by frills

or furbelows.

"As it is with the bishop and his compan-

ion, so it is with every man and woman in the

long line of vehicles bound over the ridges.

You have seen them, and, unless you know

their faces, you have seen all the brethren and

sisters in the solemn procession. Yet there

are differences. To the stranger in our val-

ley these differences are so small as to pass

unnoticed, but to them so big as to divide

them at the Dunker meeting-house, to halt

some there, to send some on to the farm with

the blue gates, some to the gathering in the

grove and others to the barn service."

House-Work Figures.—A Vermont man,

with a fondness for figures, has produced the

following: "We have often heard of women
dish-washing their lives away but did anyone

ever think of the number of times, reduced to

actual figures, the table has been spread,

cleared off, dishes washed and put away during

thirty years? A black-walnut dining-table has

been in use in my family for thirty years. In

that period this table has been spread 32,850

times, and as many times cleared and the dishes

washed. My family averaged five during that

time, making 164,250 meals eaten from that

table. At the low price of fifteen cents per

meal these would amount to $24,637.50.

These figures are small when compared with

I

sixty years of continued service, which sorae-

I times happens, but they show how women

I

cheerfully do their duties from the cradle to

the grave.
'

'
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SOTJTHPORT FRIENDS' MEETING.
JOSEPH J. SPRAGGON.

In our meeting-house

I saw a stranger with a care-worn face,

A face which told of pain and inward grief.

Or memories of lost or absent friends.

He took a seat and bowed his head in prayer,

Then looked around and seemed to wonder that

No voice was raised, but all sat silently

In meditation deep.

The hush grew deeper and more solemn still—

An opportunity for quiet thought

We cannot prize too much.

Ere long we heard a woman's soft, low tones

In supplication and in grateful praise.

She spoke to God in humble, reverent words.

And bore unto the throne of heavenly grace

The wants and woes of erring, suffering men.

And sought, through Christ, the needed help,

To none denied who come in his great name.

She ceased. Again a hush o'erspread us all.

The stranger, with his tear-dimmed eyes.

Saw visions of deliverance ;

And as he sat, he thought of Him who said,

" Come unto me, thou weary one, and rest."

And now, a faithful loving minister

Gave forth the words, which in the silence

Had been brought to him, with living power,
" Why art thou now disquieted, my soul.

Why art thou still cast down ?

Hope thou in God, for thou shalt speak his praise,

And all thy mourning shall be turned to joy."

The fitly spoken words, not long drawn out

Nor amplified unduly, brought a message,

Clear, direct and unmistakable.

To burdened hearts not far from dire despair.

Then others testified that God was good.

And that in hours of darkness He had shed

His light on the untrodden path and proved

A very present help in time of need.

Again ascended prayer and heartfelt thanks
;

And after a brief pause our meeting closed

Without a formal priestly benediction.

Was this the end ? Nay, rather, the beginning

Of radiant hope, dispelling gloomy clouds

From one discouraged soul. The sunshine now.

From Christ's own face, turns darkness into light.

And makes the way of life, before so drear,

A way of pleasantness, a path of peace.

An entrance to the presence of the King.

Liverpool Road, Southport, England.

Worship becomes spiritual and uplifting in

proportion as the services have more of God

than of man in them. The question in their

arrangement should ever be, not how attract-

ive they can be made to the public, but how

acceptable they may be made to God. He
calls for an intelligent, simple, hearty and be-

coming response to his mind and will.

—

Ex-

change.

Alas for those who have not been true to

the truth given them, and another soul has

been given the truth they were afraid to utter,

and that other has taken their crown.

Oliver Cromwell's secretary despatched

on important business to the continent was

detained over night at a seaport town, and

tossed upon his bed unable to rest. At last

he awoke his servant and said "I am so afraid

something will go wrong with the embassy."

"Master," said the valet, "did God rule the

world before we were born?" "Most assu-

redly." "Will He rule it after we are dead"

"Certainly." "Then why not let Him rule

the present too." The secretary put the govern-

ment on God's shoulders and in a few moments

was sleeping soundly.

For "The Fribnd.

Some Reminiscences of Departed Worthies,

Members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

(Conlinucdirom page 132 )

In connection with the reminiscences of

Joseph Scattergood, Sr., it may not be im-

proper to state they are prepared and sent by

a Friend who is no way connected with his fam-

ily, with the hope that their perusal will afford

the same instruction and encouragement to

others as they have done to the compiler.

He was born in Philadelphia in 1808. His

parents were Joseph and Ann (Rogers) Scat-

tergood, who were the parents of several chil-

dren.

The gift of writing an intelligent, inter-

esting and yet strictly truthful letter is not

possessed by all, not even by those who are

esteemed as well educated.

To some it is a task ; to others, ideas and words

to express them flow as freely as ink from the

pen. That the former class can with patience

and persevering effort attain to much profi-

ciency in this line cannot be denied. To the lat-

ter class it would seem as though our Friend,

Joseph Scattergood, Sr., might belong; he

was what might be properly considered a

good letter writer. This was apparent from

his letters to Ebenezer Worth and others, but

more especially from the frequent intercourse

of this kind with Joseph Snowdon whilst the

latter was Superintendent at Westtown Board-

ing School.

The following appears in a letter to his

brother William, dated 12th Month 5, 1839.—
"Uncle Jonathan Evans,* has been for the

last few days alarmingly ill. On Fourth-day

he was taken with a chill, on Fifth-day morn
ing he came down stairs and attempted to ea

breakfast; had to return to his bed, where he

has been since. The family agree in saying

they have never known him so ill. Charles

(his son and a physician) asked him if he should

call in Dr. Hartshorne. He said no, he had

confidence in Charles, and added, that human
aid would be of little avail, that he believed

the time would be short; or something to

this effect, indicating that it was his own con

viction the time would not be long before he

would be released.

"While we must bow with submission to the

event if it should please the Great Master to

take from works to rewards this dedicated

servant, yet we can not help wishing that it

might be right for the church militant to have

his valuable service a little longer Our
Quarterly Meeting was numerously attended,

Daniel Wheeler, who is, I think, a truly dedi-

cated old-fashioned Friend, appeared in a

very instructive and solemnizing discourse; and

was followed by Elizabeth Evans in prayer.

"In the meeting for business, after Daniel

Wheeler's certificate was read, he alluded to

his certificates, saying he had for a long time a

concern to pay this visit, by remarking that

when he left England to go to the South

seas, he had no prospect of it, but soon after

he left he was impressed with a belief that he

should have to go to America; which convic-

tion was an evidence to him that he should be

favored to return to England; which convic-

tion never forsook him in times of peril, when

* A highly approved elder of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends, of Philadelphia, for the Southern District.

there seemed to be no hope of rescue. H
concluded by an exhortation for us to trust i

the same never-failine arm."
Third Month 5th, 1850. "Hannah Rhoad.

has the liberty of her Quarterly Meeting fc

pay a religious' visit to Great Britain; a trnb

arduous undertaking at any time, but more ea

pecially at the present. Her brother Willian

Evans is now visiting the meetings in Ne»

Jersey. Samuel Nicholson, of Haddonfieldj

N. J., accompanies him." In his partner, Johi

Carter, Joseph Scattergood found not only i

eminently wise and safe counsellor in businesi

affairs, but a congenial friend with whom hi

had true religious fellowship. In a letter ad

dressed to him while on a journey to Boston

Ninth Month 5th, 1839, John Carter adds th*

following: "At a meeting yesterday otii

faithful and exercised friend. Wm. Evans,

engaged in a close awakening, unflatterinj

testimony, the force of which was felt b;

more beside myself. The great need ther<

was for some of us who had long been de

daring ourselves as concerned for the greai

cause, to come with full purpose of heart inl

Christ's school, and, laying aside every hii

dering thing, everything that is calculated I

distract or divide our attention from the awtu

important work, and be taught and instructed

in humility by his spirit, and bear the exercise!

which he would then introduce us into,-

strongly enforced with an authority which car

ried its own evidence. May we both,

dear friend, be more wise, more devoted,

i

faithful and more diligent to labor in the vine

yard of our own hearxs and being therebj

conformed to the Divine Will, prepared tof

the places which may be allotted to us in I

Church." W. P. T.

Example of Content.—'The little way

sermons we get should be taken into acconnt

in life's valuable discipline," remarked

thoughtful society matron, "and these

more numerous than would be believed by
i

pie who overlook them. I was walking on

the street the other day a trifle perturbed i

mind about some personal matter—perhaps

a new frock which didn't fit, or a formal
"

ner that had not been without a flaw—when i

little ten-year-old black boy ran past me at i

rapid gait. It was a cold morning and he

was barefooted and thinly clad, but his face

was in a broad grin of happiness, his eyes and

teeth shining like precious stones.

"What made him so happy?" Well, he was

flying a kite and that kite was, in my opinion,

a marvelous invention. It was a good-sized

paper bag, with the bottom cut out, a rag tail -

attached and a strinsr fastened to one edge of

the end The way that simple box kite mount-

ed into the air was astonishing, and the joy in •

the little colored boy's face was merely the

result of his heartfelt pleasure in his achieve-

ment. "I had a chance to ask him where he

got his idea for the kite, and he answered me,

cheerfully:
" 'Done made it up myself, lady.'

"Really, it made me thorougly ashamed of

my recent complaining mood to witness that

half-clad, doubtless half-fed little black boy

extracting so much genuine pleasure from

such meagre material as an old paper bag and

a bit of string."—Detroit Free Press.
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BY J. S. FOWLER.

le writer has thought something more ex-

atory might be of interest to some of the

ers of The Fkiend relative to "a concern

Jgvpt, " as expressed in the tenth number

18 present volume; feeling, however, how
short any account can convey in its

ty a view of the suffering condition of

3 poor people in that ancient land, which

well alluded to in the account above re-

id to as "appalling beyond description."

motive that has led me to particularize

! of my feelings and impressions, has been

ar that I had not done what I could, in

ig the matter before my friends,

hen in the city of Cairo, and after my
(on account of whose concern for the

le of that land we had gone there), told

she felt ready to leave and proceed to

andria, and we were making preparations

) so, suddenly, and greatly to my surprise,

ling of love for the people of that land so

my heart as I never before had had any

eption of. The only thought that I could

eive was the expression of the Apostle,

i love of Christ passeth knowledge."

le all-absorbing feeling was that any sac-

1 on my part to enlighten their darkness

leviate their suffering would be an inex-

lible privilege. I reflected that I was an

lan, unacquainted with their language and

Dut means, so turned from it and we pro-

id on our way.

ter performing what way opened for in

andria, we embarked from thence for Mar-
!8 in France. Soon after getting out

le harbor, the reflection passed through

nind that "now we were leaving Egypt
er," when the language arose, "Wouldst
be willing to return again?" When the

mse came up, "Yes, if 1 had one hundred

sand dollars, or two hundred thousand

rs to rescue those poor people with."

1, immediately, the destitute, orphaned and

«ted children came up before me, and then

lind, of whom we had seen so many, espec-

in the city of Cairo. Landing at Mar-

is, awhile was spent in the south of

i^e, and then we went to England, spend-

Dur weeks there; and afterward crossing

|into Ireland. While in the last place, it

,;ame into my mind I might have to ask

;s for money for the succor and relief of
': in Egypt, referred to, which was much
brial to me.
3 night after sailing from Queenstown,
pncern again came before me, when the

le to pursue presented, as embodied in the

le of agreement under the title of "A
L„ f— L-i 1 >> ui;„u„j :_ i-u„ 4- 1.Urn for Egypt," as published in the tenth

|er of The Fkiend, vol. 75. And while

[g that the work has been long deferred,

i3ve it was not so much for want of a wil-

jjss to do what was believed to be the

Jt's will, as from a fear of making some
ike, in so great an undertaking.
y'ew statistics and observations as they

icorae before my mind when reflecting on

jnbiect, might be of interest, viz: There
|)w in Egypt nine million, seven hundred
!thirty-five thousand of a population,

'i-twelfths of whom are supposed to be

nmedans: the other twelfth, adherents

to, or in sympathy with The Greek Church,
except about twenty-five thousand Protest-

ants, or under their care. From a feeling

while in that ancient land, that it was a day
of precious Divine visitation to the inhabitants

there, I thought a little extract from a small

work entitled, "Egypt in History and Proph-
ecy," by H. L. Hastings, might be of interest,

viz: "If any one inquires the reason why Cod
should select Egypt, the house of bondage of

his people, for special favor in the latter days,

we might answer, that God is sovereign, and
declares, 'I will have mercy on whom I will

have mercy. ' And yet there are certain rules

of procedure in God's dealings with nations,

as well as persons. He says to apostate Is-

rael, 'I remember the kindness of thy youth,

when thou wentest after me in the wilderness.

Israel was holiness unto the Lord.' So. also,

Egypt, before she became 'the house of bond-
age,' was the house of refuge for the church
from famine, and Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
and their households, were fed by its fertile

soil, and drank the waters of the Nile. And
as God is not forgetful of Egypt's work of

faith, and labor of love bestowed on his peo-

ple in preserving Joseph and the patriarchs

from famine, so neither does He forget that

One greater than Joseph, greater than Phar-
aoh, when pursued by Herod's murderers,
found safety there, till God brought him back
to the land of Israel, and fulfilled the oracle,

'Out of Egypt have I called my Son.' He
who repays even the cup of cold water given

to one of his disciples, will doubtless well re-

pay such substantial aid to himself in his hour
of need."

"And now the monuments of Egypt come for-

ward again to testify to the deliverance of

Egypt from famine by Joseph, to Joseph's ex-

altation as vizier to Pharaoh, and, inferen-

tially, to the truth of the Bible history in

Genesis. Osburn in his great work, 'The
Monumental History of Egypt,' vol. ii, p. 90
describes Joseph's tomb recently discovered

at Sakkarah with his name and blazon and
titles which he thus translates from the hiero-

glyphics, 'The name of Joseph is thus written,

ei-tsupk, he came to save. ' It is paranomastic
and alludes intelligibly to the good work he
accomplished for Egypt during the seven

years of the famine besides embodying the

sounds of his name."
"The title under which Joseph was first inau-

gurated, abreeli (which our translators render

'bow the knee,' Gen. xli, 43), appears also in

his tomb, and at the head of his blazon. It

will, we believe, not be found among the dis-

tinctions of any other prince of Egypt. It is

written hb-resh—'royal priest and prince.'
' 'The office to which Joseph was appointed by

Pharaoh is in like manner fully comprehended
in the titles which appear on his tomb. He
was extensively empowered in regard of the

tame cattle of the king. He was the director

of the granaries of the chiefs of both Egypts.

The 'full and the empty channels of irriga-

tion,' were in his charge, and the adjustment
of the supply of water to them; so that 'Jo-

seph was over all the land of Egypt' in special

respect of the provisioning of the land ; which
comports exactly with the inspired narrative.

It is, therefore, historically true that Joseph
was sold into Egypt as a slave, and that he

was afterwards prime minister to Pharaoh-

Aphopis. The men named in the Bible are
real men, and the events recorded actual oc-
currences. Whatever be the value of these
facts to the history of Israel, they are far
more important to that of Egypt, where so
little that is precise and tangible has hitherto
been found."

'

' We add to this undeniable conclusion of the
learned Egyptologist, that this discovery of
Joseph's tomb, is of profound interest to the
whole Christian world. By it, he being dead
yet speaketh. It is a rare and beautiful coin-
cidence that the patriarch who, dying in th?
faith, gave commandment concerning his bones,
should from his tomb, after the lapse of sixty
generations, speak to the world with a voice
of blessing, confirming the word of the God
whom he served."

And now this work, which I have felt myself
called to, which abstractly speaking is a com-
mon charity, simply feeding, clothing and ed-

ucating orphaned and destitute children, so
that they may be fitted to exert an influence

on the side of right; as also the treatment and
education of the blind; the destitution and
suffering of both classes, any effort to portray
in this way is vain to attempt.

Having returned to Philadelphia in order to

give further attention to the concern, I wish
to say it is an arduous undertaking, and it

would much lighten the burden and facilitate

the work, if such as feel like aiding in it would
send in their contributions to The Provident
Life and Trust Company, 409 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, with their names and Postoffice

Philadelphia, 23rd of Eleventh Month, 1901.

One day a woman said: " For more than
two years I have been worrying over troubles
that I was afraid would come upon me. They
have not come yet, they may never come;
during this time I have been comfortable in

the main, and fairly provided- for, neverthe-
less I have worried and probably I shall con-

tinue to worry, but thus far, at least, there
was no need of worrying." To her as to mul-
titudes of other people, it might well be
said, "Sit still, my daughter, until thou know-
how the matter will fall;" (Ruth iii: 18)— Sit

still—Wait. There is a luxury in waiting,

when you wait upon God. "They that wait
upon Jehovah shall renew their strength."

Many a good man who trembled at his own
weaknesses, and feared to be exposed to

temptations, has found, in the critical mo-
ment, that he was stronger than he knew.
His very diffidence and self-distrust have put
him on his guard and enabled him to gain a
victory where he dreaded the possibility of

defeat. Is it irrational to add that in such
emergencies, God also intervenes by the direct

agency of his Holy Spirit to give help and
strength? Is not that, in fact, the very thing

that we should expect Him to do? If He suf-

fers his servants to be aflSicted with sore tri-

als. He will surely not forget them while the

trials are in progress.

—

Christian Advocate.

The Value OF Criticism.—"What a tame
world this would be if we had not perpetually

the shock of adverse judgment and opinion.

Storms root the oak, fire tempers steel, great

epochs make history and adversity well borne

makes character."

—

Francis E. Willard.
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This earth is but a sparlile in the glow

Of the great universe—a planet small,

Around one sun revolving, that is all

;

We reck not whence we come, nor whither go.

And of the other worlds few things we know,

Yet laws omniscient hold them in enthrall,

As in processional the}' rise and fall,

Now to our vision brought, now sunk below.

But when we think that on this lesser sphere,

Man in his Maker's Image hath a place.

And ponder on the hope, the joy, the fear.

The destiny of all the human race.

And that Chief Sacrifice once offered here.

Fain would we prostrate fall, and veil the face.—Living Age.

For "The Friend."

An Opening in the Light.

The West Lake Quarterly Meeting was last

held at Athens, Ontario, on the 5th of Tenth

Month 1901. Evidences of Divine goodness

and favor were manifested during the first

meeting for worship. In the course of the fol-

lowing meeting for discipline, Matilda Brans-

combe, a minister of the gospel among

Friends, one in good unity and held in good

esteem among them, felt, as she said, at lib-

erty to relate the following, since which time

she has expressed her willingness to let it be-

come more generally known to Friends through

the columns of The Friend that it may com-

fort them as it did her, and be an evidence to

all that we are not forgotten of our gracious,

long-suffering Lord.

"Whilst engaged in my daily employ in my
workshop, a holy solemnity overspread my
soul. I perceived the drawing nigh of my
Lord. I dropped the knife I was using, and

burying my face in my hands, I felt con-

strained to cry, 'Lord, what is it? Why,
Lord, this weight over me?' To which my
Lord replied, 'All societies have sought their

own glory, and of building up their own name
in the earth, and they have neglected my
glory; and Friends have been too fearful that

their own name would perish with this genera-

tion. But the change which shall be brought

about will not be by thy help, nor of any other

man or woman, but by myself.'

"Oh! the light and the glory, the joy and

the gladness of that day, so overspread my
spirit, that it was quite a length of time be-

fore I could resume my work. And since that

time in meditating upon the vision, I have

been led to believe that when this, the Lord's

work comes to pass, that Scripture will be

fulfiled, which says, 'Then shall ye return,

and discern between the righteous and the

wicked, between him that serveth God and

him that serveth Him not.' Mai. (iii : 18.)

And the light will be such that we shall see

and know each other in the Lord, and our sev-

eral positions which He has assigned to each

of us in the body, in such a manner as never

yet has been in any former generation."

Taken viva voce et verbatim, 24th day of

Tenth Month, 1901.

Nor is the above recorded, that it may cause

any risrhtly qualified, diligent servant of the

Lord to slacken his hand in the work, neither

he who may deem himself to have but the one

talent to bury it, for the Lord of the harvest

may send plowmen and sowers into his fields

to prepare the work, yet the increase and the

dory are his and his alone. So shall the Lord

and his faithful servants rejoice together in

the end. Benjamin W. Wood.

For "The Friend."

Waiting on the Lord in Meetings for Discipline.

The following extract from the life of Henry

Hull conveys admonition much needed among

us at the present time. There are things fre-

quently brought before our meetings for busi-

ness, so secular in their character, that it is

not best to attach any special solemnity to

their disposal. But most of what concerns

such meetings—answering queries, cases

affecting the religious rights and welfare of

our members, etc., is strictly "the Lord's

work."
In instances that have passed under ray no-

tice I have feared that the business generally

is put through as if it were a perfunctory or

mere worldly matter.

It has been a comfort that in the sittings of

our Yearly Meeting the goodly order required

by Truth is so well observed. They have

generally been kept free from the spirit of de-

bate and the clerks have proceeded as though

manifestly under the restraint and guidance

of the Holy Spirit.

It is about ninety years since these observa-

tions by H. Hull were made.

The business-like spirit he then noticed in

meetings in England has spread its influence

in those in this land also. If it should become
common in our meetings for business as these

are a reflex of our meetings for worship, we
may have sorrowfully to lament 'the glory is

departed from Israel.'
"

L. B.

COLORA, Md.

"Having the opportunity of sitting with

Friends of London in the Monthly Meetings

of Devonshire-house and Grace-church Street

I had to reflect upon the disposition there is in

men to adhere to old customs, as well from

the preference I had for the method of man-
aging the concerns of society in my native

land as from the attachment I discovered in

Friends here to their own mode; and also the

easy way in which they did business, in some
cases without waiting to feel their minds im-

pressed with religious concerns, manifesting

little mure seriousness than if met to consider

any interesting matter pertaining to the af-

fairs of this life. Yet I found they were no

strangers to the baptizing power of Truth,

which, in considering the proposal to recom-

mend as a minister a precious sweet-spirited

woman, seemed to prevail among them, and

she was acknowledaed as such. I thought I

saw that my recommending them to weighti-

ness of spirit was considered by some as

'stamping things too high;' they seemed not

to understand me, and I was grieved at the

want of a right understanding among the

knowing, who certainly had correct views of

the letter of the discipline— but where this

alone is relied upon, it renders insensible to

the Divine life, so that a resurrection through
the power of Christ Jesus, the blessed head of

the Church, is necessary in order to do his

work. I am fully of the belief that it would
be better for our Society, if there was more
generally a dependence upon the "Spirit that

quickeneth"—the humble and sincere laborers

would be more comforted by seeing an ad-

vancement in the work of reformation, and
our meetings would be more to edification than
they now are."

—

Friends' Library, Vol. 4,

page 284.

The Snow Hill Institute.

The following account is given in the C
tian Register:

"Several years ago a ragged, dirty n

boy walked into Booker T. Washington's c

at Tuskegee Institute, and announced tha

had come to school. His name was Wil

.1. Edwards, he said, and for lack of mone

had walked all of the way from his hoD'

Snow Hill, one hundred and fifty miles a-

He remained at Tuskegee until he gradna

working on the farm and in the shops to

his way. He developed so much ability

by the time he graduated he had received

eral flattering offers to work or to teach,

he declined yiem all.

" 'I am going back to Snow Hill, my
home,' he said, 'to work for my people tht

And he went.

"The young man went to Mr. Simoao

planter who owns more than four thon;

acres of rich Southern land and obtained

mission to begin a school for colored chili

in an old log barn on the place. The com

nity of colored people was one of the i

discouraging. Many lived in filthy one-r

log cabins which they did not care to n

any better. They had 'two Sundays

week. ' That is, they spent Saturday los

about the village stores. Their religion

a thing to be remembered only once in

weeks, on the one Sunday in a month wb
preacher held service for them. Few ci

whether their children went to school or

"The young teacher labored faithfully,

taught his pupils to work— as he had

taught at Tuskegee—quite as much as he tai

them books; and, when school was out,

followed them to their homes to try and

est the fathers and mothers. In time his v

began to tell. An interest in the sc

sprang up, and grew until it began to cha

the lives of the colored people in the

nity so much that Mr. Simpson noticec

Convinced that here was a movement wl

deserved encouragement, he gave forty ai

of land for a site, and the school was loG

permanently. A Board of Trustees of me

both races were chosen. Mr. Simpson is e

President of the Board, and one of his soi

!

the Treasurer. Not only have they give.f

land and money, but they have manifestei

consistent, intelligent sympathy, which t

enlisted the interest of the other white r
-

dents of the community.

"At the last census there were in Wil

s

county, in which Snow Hill is situated, twei

four thousand blacks and six thousand wbii-

There are few places in the South where «

relations between the two races aresosa*-

factory as they are here. Both whites i

blacks speak in the most friendly terms f

each other, and both declare that the iii-

ence of the school is largely responsible r

the present conditions. I believe that, i«

land-owner like Mr. Simpson and a teacr

like Principal Edwards would cooperate n

each community in the South thevexats

race problem would solve itself.

"From a log barn built of pine poles

n

1893, the school has increased until novt

has, in addition to its land, seven woon

buildings, some farming tools, and a few hd

of live stock. Last year there were four 1
1-
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)ils, and there would have been more
had been room. The school has al-

regular income, and it could not have

if it had not been for the almost con-

>lp of Mr. Simpson. The parents of

Is give produce and what little money
I, and the principal has been untiring

(forts to secure money enough to pay

hers. There has been no year when
ot gone without any pay himself for

lore months of the school vear. Other

have been secured from among the

e graduates as they have been needed.

;ion to their books the students are

lacksmithing, carpentry, wheelwright-

ting, farming, brickmakingand laying,

work, cooking, sewing and general

rk. The students have built all the

dings. The last of these is a four-

ooden structure named Washington
;er Booker T. Washington."

Notes from Others.

st words of President McKinley, " It is

<; ; his will, not ours, be done," an impres-

n of faith and trust imparted by a dying

a great people, and the solemnity with

jy were received, adds special interest to

ititled, " Last Words of Distinguished Men
en." The arrangement is alphabetical and
cient as well as modern history. There
ment, simply a description of the circum-

iirrounding each death-bed. The idea of

was possibly given by the following word
igne, quoted on the fly-leaf :

" If I were a

books, I would compile a register, with a

of the various deaths of men ; he who
ach men to die, would at the same time

m to live." (F. H. Revell Co).

Christian Intelligencer thus refers to a

orthy of public attention: "The repeated

the venerable missionary to the New
John G. Paton, to this country have had
object, in part, the securing from our

|!nt, co-operation with England and other

I

countries in prohibiting the sending of

:s and firearms to those islands. A bill

this for the New Hebrides and other

nds nearly succeeded in passing the last

It will be introduced again this winter,

not fail of passing. It is vital to the

on of the native races, and would remove
drance to their Christianization. This

sed, would be preparatory to a gen-

y like that protecting the native races

to which seventeen nations have given

ijincluding the United States. England
By such a law relating to the Pacific Is-

Dit is believed that France and Germany
i\ follow us in enacting a similar one."

jems ConcerniDg the Society.

)l'inted meeting was held at Oxford, Pa.,

'i-bytei'ian meeting-house last First-day,

' Allen, being accompanied in his service

ril':;ikinton.

H'-tt'iiy Meeting's appointed meeting for
• iiniiiced last week was held in Twelfth
M tini^-house, Philadelphia, on Sixth-day

. e i:i!nd instant. A good attendance in

-
. d in interest appeared, and living con-
s| earnest laying hold on eternal life was
the meeting.

etings, if arranged for by the com-
be duly announced.

5 OF Other Yearly Meetings Travel-
E Continent, &c.—At the Conference

on Liberation of Ministers, which met, according

to the appointment of London Yearly Meeting, at

Devonshire House, the 31st ult., the following

minutes were passed :

"The Conference recommends that certificates

should not in future be granted to ministers of

other Yearly Meetings for service abroad, believ-

ing that the responsibility of liberation can only

rightly be exercised by the Yearly Meeting that

has full knowledge of the ministers applying for

such certificates. One of the results of this ar-

rangement would be that this Yearly Meeting
would not be responsible for expenses incurred in

such visits.

" The Conference is not prepared to recommend
any alteration in the arrangements as to the ex-

penses of Friends with certificates from other

Yearly Meetings whilst in this country.
" Charles C. Morland, Clerk."

•

The Fritchley Friends, at their General
Meeting.—The following letter to a British paper

may interest some of our readers :

" If any one wants to have a peep into the re-

ligious life of England a hundred years ago, let

him go to Fritchley for the General Meeting of the

Fritchley Friends. And if he asks how he is to get

to Fritchley, he had better take the train to Am-
bergate, the station that mounts guard at the en-

trance of the lovely Matlock valley, and then walk
a couple of miles up into the heart of the hills.

There he will find one of the quaintest villages in

the British Isles, a tiny hamlet, and yet its name
is known throughout the length and breadth of

this land and of the United States.

"General Meeting was held this year on Thurs-

day, October 10th, and large numbers of Fritchley

Friends met together in the newly-opened meeting-

house. The Fritchley Friends are a secession from
the general body of Quakers—or rather, as they

put it, they are the original body from which the

Quakers have withdrawn. The leader of the se-

cession was one John Sargent, who owned a mill at

Fritchley, and who, in the middle of last century,

was a prominent member of the Society of Friends.

About the year 1860 he became very distressed

about the condition of the Society ; it seemed to

him that Quakers generally were becoming more
and more tinged with the spirit of the world, and
were abandoning many of their distinctive features.

He therefore organized a series of conferences up
and down the country for the purpose of discussing

this question. These, however, only served to

deepen his conviction that he was right, and con-

sequently in 1869 he, along with several others,

separated themselves from the London Yearly
Meeting, and formed a distinct body.

" The followers of John Sargent may be re-

garded as the Conservative section of the Quakers
;

[wherein they seem to be liberalists or ceremonial-

ists, it is for the maintenance of spirituality.]

They rigidly maintain the old dress and style of

conversation, and use the old Book of Discipline.

Their aim is to draw the hard-and-fast line between
themselves and the world that was drawn by the

early Friends. As to any amalgamation with the

parent Society, they are very pronounced in their

opinion that it cannot take place until the other

Friends come round to [the earlier] views. So

strongly do they feel that many of them do not

care to attend the ordinary Friends' meeting if

there is not one of their own at hand.
" It was very sweet to get right away up in the

hills with these simple-minded people, and join

them in their quiet meeting for worship. There
were Friends from Norwav and Ireland, Scotland

and Wales, London and Yorkshire, all drawn to-

gether for the day at the little Mecca where John
Sargent lived. Strong, sturdy men in stiff collar-

less coats and white neckerchiefs filled one side of

the meeting-house, while on the other side were
row after row of the old ' poke ' bonnets, with

many a lovely and demvu-e face just visible within

the shade. There is no bonnet so becoming to a
pretty face : let fashionable ladies take note. So
we sat in quiet worship for nearly two hours, with
a few brief prayers and addresses to direct our
thoughts. It was all so restful and simple, and
one could quite understand what one Friend meant
when he said, ' I cannot tell you how good it is to

get away from the great metropolis and spend a
few quiet hours here.' There are joys in life that
London knows not of !

"After meeting, all is life and animation.
" ' How dost thou do, John Naylor ? I am glad

to see thee. Where art thou for dinner?'

"'Thank thee, friend, I am going with Peter
and Deborah Thompson.'
"To me, a stranger, they are kindness itself,

and carry me ofi' to dine with the descendants of

John Sargent, who still live in the village.
" At the business meeting one gets an insight

into how things are going. Unfortunately, their

numbers are not growing ; no ' convincements '

have been recorded since last General Meeting.
Letters are read from the Fritchley Friends in

Pennsylvania and New York Monthly Meetings,

and a deputation of men and women Friends is ap-

pointed to visit the American societies. Many of

the older Friends are exercised by the fondness of

the young Friends for cricket, football and the like;

but one Friend puts an end to the discussion by a

beautifully expressed thought— that if the younger
members will cultivate a life of close communion
with their Saviour they will not go wrong in the

matter of sports ;

' they will be preserved,' as he
put it.

"They are so tolerant, so open-minded, are

Quakers, whether Fritchley or otherwise. There is

often difference of opinion, but each speaker is

heard in respectful silence, and there is no display

of feeling whatsoever. Can the same be said of

any other Christian body, I wonder ? When all

have had their say, there is no voting, but the

clerk sums up what he takes to be the predominant
feeling of the meeting and frames it as a minute.

Very rarely does the clerk make a mistake, or

have his 'minute' questioned.
"

' I am sorry thee has to go, friend,' said my
hostess as I took my departure, and so was I. One
does get tired sometimes of conventionalities even
in religion, and is glad to climb the hills of the

spiritual life with people who meet God face to

face, and need no mortal being to stand between
them and their Maker." G. K. Hibbert.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A convention has lately been in ses-

sion in Washington of manufacturers, representatives of

various trade organizations, &c., to consider the subject of

extending the business of the country by means of re-

ciprocity treaties with other countries. The convention

adopted resolutions favoring reciprocity, provided no

harm is done to any home industry ; and urging the crea-

tion of a Department of Commerce and Industry.

President Roosevelt has shown great independence in

the appointments he has made to various offices, and he

has apparently been uninfluenced by political considera-

tions. An order has been issued by his direction by

which 1600 persons have been restored to the classified

civil service appointments.

A number of cases of lock-jaw have occurred in Cam-
den, N. J., following vaccination. Investigation is be-

lieved to show that it has resulted from germs of tetanus,

which had lodged upon the abraded surface from dust in

the air.

Dr. Benjamin Lee, of the State Board of Health of

Pennsylvania, is emphatic in his declaration that vaccina-

tion should not be either avoided or postponed on that

account, and gives the following reasons to support his

advice :

" First, the Camden epidemic of tetanus is purely local.

" Secondly, cases of tetanus have recently developed

there in persons who have not been recently vaccinated.
" Thirdly, during the same period half a million or more

persons have been vaccinated in the city of Philadelphia

and its suburbs, and among these not a single case of

tetanus has resulted.
" Fourthly, the germ of tetanus does not exist in vac-

cine virus.
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" Fifthly, if tetanus occurs in a recently vaccinated

person, not presenting any other wound or abrasion of the

surface, it is because proper precautions have not been

observed for ensuring cleanliness both in the act of oper-

ating and in the subsequent care of the wound.

"Sixthly, smallpox is still increasing in the neighbor-

hood of this city. To suspend vaccination at the present

time would be most unfortunate, as it would undoubtedly

favor the spread of that disease."

The census returns show that there were 119,050

Chinese in the United States, 25,767 of whom were in

Hawaii, and 67,729 in the Western States and Territories.

There were 86,000 Japanese, of whom 61,111 were in

Hawaii. The statement shows a general increase of

Japanese for the past ten years and a decrease of Chinese

for the same time.

A new treaty has been concluded with England respect-

ing the construction of the Nicaragua Canal. Secretary

Hay has said that he felt highly gratified at the result,

which had been reached without the least difficulty and

with an abiding desire on both sides to reconcile differ-

ences and establish a permanent understanding as to the

questions involved. In the view of the Secretary this

country has gained all that it has asked, and there can be

no question of the acceptability of the treaty in the

Senate.

A remarkable find of lead ore has been made near

Friendsville, Tennessee. It is said a vein twenty-two feet

in thickness has been uncovered. The vein has been

traced along the side of a mountain for half a mile.

It is computed that the Catling gun has killed 250,000

men since 1862.

The cost of living to-day is a third higher than it was

in 1897, yet, according to the Springfield Republican,
" present conditions are plainly more satisfactory to the

masses of the people than were those of the low-price

period. There is more work and steadier employment for

large numbers of wage-earners, and while the great ma-

jority of the employee class find regular employment in

hard times as well as good, and hence lose most of all

from a rise in prices, they find some compensation in the

greater assurance of continuous work, which business

under rising prices gives.

C. F. Benjamin, professor of applied Science, after con-

ducting a fifteen months' crusade against the smoke nui-

sance in Cleveland, and practically clearing out the at-

mosphere, claims that the secret of his success was the

installing of mechanical stokers. These stokers range in

cost from four hundred to a thousand dollars per furnace,

and are said to pay for themselves in a short time in the

fuel and wages saved.

The Chicago Record-Herald says :
" Beyond any ques-

tion the most marvelous development of the century in

the field of applied science may be seen in the electric light-

ing industry. There is nothing comparable to it in the

whole history of civilization. The electric light was ex-

hibited for the first time in 1876, but the history of its

commercial use dates from the introduction of the Edison

incandescent lamp in 1882. In nineteen years this indus-

try has grown to where the investment in electric light-

ing plants in the United Stales alone now reaches the

enormous sum of $700,000,000."

A dispatch from Erie, Pa., says that by a consolidation

of trolley lines now proposed, in the course of a few
months it will be possible to make a journey to Martins-

ville, Ind., 562 miles from Erie.

In New York city a population much greater than the

entire population of Philadelphia lives in tenements ; that

is to say, in houses occupied by more than three families

maintaining separate households. Philadelphia is likely

to retain indefinitely her distinction as a city of homes.

No other large city contains so many separate dwellings

occupied by one family. These are the homes which

imply the largest measure of privacy, comfort, independ-

ence and happiness for family life.

Smallpox is raging among the Sac and Fox Indians on

their reservation, in Tama County, Iowa ; thirty-five

deaths have occurred.

A well of almost pure lubricating oil has been opened

in Hardin County, Texas. It flows 150 barrels per day.

It is about thirty miles northwest of Beaumont.

The Rocky Mountain Industrial Sanitarium, organized

by Denver professional and business men last spring, is

now in successful operation. On a ten acre tract five

miles from Denver fifteen or twenty patients in the early

stages of consumption are under the plans of the pro-

moters, virtually taking care of themselves. The rules

of the institution compel a continuous outdoor life to be

maintained summer and winter. Each patient is pro-

vided with a roomy tent, plenty of warm clothing and

blankets, and a small stove, to be used only in extremely

cold weather. Experience has proved that with proper

food and clothing and a life in the open air and sunshine,

artificial heat is unnecessary, and becomes absolutely

unbearable to the patients, who, without exception, are

gaining rapidly.

Allotments of land in severalty, embracing in the ag-

gregate 7,862,475.11 acres, have been made since the pas-

sage of the act of Second Month 8, 1887 to approximately

64,853 Indians.

Of 21,329,819 males of voting age in the United States

2,326,295 are illiterate. Nearly one-half of all the il-

literates in the country, it is said, are negroes.

There were 442 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 71 more than the previous

week and 16 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 219 were males and 223 females: 46

died of consumption of the lungs ; 66 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 13 of diphtheria ;

11 of cancer ; 23 of apoplexy ; 2 of typhoid fever ; 3 of

scarlet fever, and 7 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.50 to $2.70 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 to $3.40 ; Westein winter, straight,

$3.40 to $3.55 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 76i to 77c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 67i to 68c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 50c.

Beep Cattle.— Best, 6 to 6Jc.; good, 5i to 5|c.; me-

dium, 4J to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3ic.; common,

li to 2ic.

Lambs —34 to SJc.

Hogs.—Best Western, 7| to 8ic.

Foreign.— Another letter has been received from

Ellen M. Stone. Her health has been somewhat affected

by her continual imprisonment and hard fare, but she

expresses herself as confident of ultimate release. The

brigands are still claiming a high ransom.

Violent opposition has been made in Athens to the

translation of a part of the Holy Scriptures into the

language of the common people. A dispatch of the 21st

says :
" The agitation against the proposal to translate

the Gospels into modern Greek was continued to-day.

Twenty thousand persons assembled around the ruins of

the Temple of Jupiter Olympus, and took part in a de-

monstration organized by the students. A resolution

was passed, calling on the Holy Synod to excommunicate

any person who translated the Gospels into the Greek as

now spoken." Seven persons were killed in a riot which

took place, and the Ministry has resigned. The question

involved is said to be the most vital in the life of modern

Greece. It is the question of keeping unbroken the

Greek tradition against the Slavonic, and the Priests are

said to have declared against the translation.

A Mecklenburg steel manufacturer, named Griebeler,

has, according to his statement, discovered a process of

hardening steel to such an extent that its resisting power

is far in advance of the Harvey and the Krupp hardening

process. Wedges made of the new steel will split ordi-

nary steel as though made of wood.

A dispatch from El Paso, of the 24th, says : that a

raining prospector, Henry Bierman, has lately discovered

a cave near Victoria about 200 miles north of the city

of Mexico, which appears to have been at one time a

temple of the ancient inhabitants of Mexico in which

were strewn many ancient implements of warfare and

cookery, and which was decorated with inscriptions in

the ancient and unreadable hieroglyphics of the early

inhabitants of Mexico and with many carvings of

men and animals. He found room after room in

this great underground temple or palace, and stores of

prehistoric relics. Here and there were large drawings of

men apparently in ancient armor, and of others evidently

dressed as priests. In some rooms were altars with carved

idols of stone standing hack of them.

Representative Shaffroth, of Colorado, has lately re

turned from a visit to China and the Philippines, and says

in relation to the latter "For years we can expect

nothing from those islands but loss." " They will be

absolutely of no service to us in controlling the trade

with China. At the least calculation, we must maintain

an army of 30,000 soldiers in the islands for many years.

That means an expense of $45,000,000 a year. Such a

sum is all the Filipinos can pay by taxation, let alone the

cost of civil government, which is more expensive over

there than a similar government would be on this hemis-

phere. There are almost no improvements, such as civilized

countries need. I believe that we ought to let the islands

go, just as we are letting go of Cuba. Allow them to

have their independence." Five Americans and three

Filipinos form the Commission charged with the govern-

ment of the islands.

There has been an alarming spread of the plague in

South Russia, according to the despatches from Lemburg,

hundreds of fatal cases are reported in Moscow, ^
Kieff, Kherson and other towns.

A despatch from St. Petersburg, says : It is b ».

ing apparent that the famine is worse than the Gi u
ment seems to have anticipated, or at least tha t^

means now available will suffice for. From the Zen
(j

(local government boards) of many provinces and ).

vincial districts there are being sent in daily repo;
j)

deep and increasing distress and an appalling scare nf

grain and provender.

Temperance hotels have recently been establisi
||.

several Swedish towns. Meals are offered at cost ».

The plan originated in a town called Vexio, and is d
the Vexio system.

The alarming increase of drunkenness among v n

in large centres in England is creating disquiet in •

quarters.

Strong lights, with basins of petroleum belon

are now used in France to destroy nightflying i

.^

that injure vineyards. As many as 4868 insects .m

been caught in a basin in one night.

NOTICES.

Received from James Hobson, agent, Ireland, 1

Edward Bell.

The following subscriptions have been received ti rli

establishing an Orphanage and Blind Asylum in o m
Cairo, Egypt, viz : E. R. S., $1,000 ; G. J. S., $500 : S.

$2.i0 ; C. W., $200 ; L. R. T., $100 ; L. T & N, l

$100 ; R. P., $50 ; J. B. & A. C. R., $45 ; C. VV.

B., $25 ; S. I., *25 ; B. F. L.. $20 ; J. W. L., $20 ;

$20 ; R. G. R., $15 ; M. L. T., $15 ; Cash, $10 ; A

$10 ; S. S. C, $10 ; H. F. C, $10 ; P. M. L., $10 :

$10 ; M. L. B., $10 ; J. B., $10 ; H. S. & M. R

$10 ; J. & H. N. R., $10 ; W. E. & R. E. R.. $10 ;

—
H. P. 0., $5 ; , $5 ; S. E. W., $5 : E. I., $0 ;

$i ; A. W., $2 ; , $2 ; M. H. $2 ; L. H., *2 :
»

B., $2 ; E. G. P., i^l ; R. W., 50 cents.

W.4NTED, a Friend and wife or daughter to tala

f the meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne. m
ensation— use of five-room house on meetinfl

rounds and five dollars in spring and fall, when hw
leaned. Lansdowne is on the Media R. R., aboD •'

iles from Philadelphia.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications :l

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re dl

instruction and discipline should be addressed to fl a

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boat d and tuition, an' ((

munications in regard to business should be forwa 1|

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Old Scholars' Association. — «

scholars of Westtown Boarding School, with memn

their families and all others interested in the Scb «

cordially invited to attend the Fifth Annual IM

(third "Philadelphia reunion"), to be held at Inl

Meeting-house, Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelpl R

Sixth-day evening. Twelfth Month 6th, 1901 from

10 P.M. After hearing from representatives ,t

various interests cared for by the Association, tb

«

ence will listen to addresses as follows :

For the Westtown Faculty, by . . Wm. F. Wickers: i,

Prvf

For the Undergraduates, by . . . Walter S. Thoma *

For the Friends of the School, by ... . Agnes L. 1 "'

For the Old Scholars, by John B.

'

Married, in Friend's Meeting House, at Pe

Pa., Ninth Month 19th, 1901, Dr. J. Clinton Stm

of North Easton, Mass., and Louisa W. Pari •

Pennsdale, Penna.

Died, at his late residence, 460 North Seventh «

Philadelphia, on the eighth of Tenth Month, 1901, if

W. Lippincott, in the seventy fourth year of bis;

member and Overseer of the Monthly Meeting of "

of Philadelphia for the Northern District.

, at her residence, Haddonfield, New Jer

the 8th of Ninth Month last, Sarah H. RedmaNj,

seventy-fifth year. She had long expected h»j

tion, and was evidently prepared for the event

'

being dead, yet speaketh."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PEL
No. 422 Walnut Street,

NTHai ;'i(

i
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INKS FOR THE UNSPEAKABLE.—There is

pervading and baptizing all rightly gath-

,ssemblies in Divine worship, —an endow-

which cannot be put into words, for it

I in the light which no language can ap-

1 unto, and in the life which is itself the

! Word to man. It transcends all speech

d under its own inspiration, and is best

»uished, felt, and lived in when all out-

sounds are hushed and all flesh is silent

unutterable presence. Unspeakable is

ft, inspeakable are the thanks which it

to bow themselves before the Giver.

3 Understands Me."—He who

an's condition, whether it be his Saviour

fsciple that ministers, must have a sense

state, a sympathetic insight and recon-

m that is permitted only to the love

Sputs
one in the offender's place. Any

lent of hate or alienation frustrates our

3 in reaching a brother's condition, be-

lt places us outside of him merely to

t him, rather than within to labor

im, as one that he can feel under-

him. Hence the futility of censure,

utility of sympathy, if we wish to gain

er. "First be reconciled to thy brother,

ffer thy gift." There are indeed "re-

ef instruction which are the way of

vhere they win their way in love. But

t get inside of one's heart to minister

nl or conversion, or stand aloof and scold

8|ant to harden his heart. Our Saviour

le method of .ioining our humanity,

vi; what is in man, coming into touch

I 'le feeling of our infirmities, and now

kjy to our condition within us and not

1
: distance.

A Deputation of Friends to the President.

Soon after the recent elevation of Theodore

Roosevelt to the chief magistracy of this couo-

trv, a deputation from the Meeting for Suffer-

ings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting proceeded

to Washington as bearers of an address to the

President which had been prepared by that

body. We have not as yet felt at liberty to

publish the language of the memorial, since

it was offered to him as a personal letter.

Having, however, obtained from members of

the deputation a sketch of their visit, we are

able here to produce it, mostly in the language

of one of them.

In this address was expressed its Christian

interest and sympathy with Pesident Roosevelt

upon being called so suddenly, and under cir-

cumstances so sad and unlooked for, to exer-

cise the functions of the highest office in our

national government.

The address dwelt upon the great importance

of the President maintaining throughout his

administration a course actuated primarily by

the spirit and precepts of the gospel. The

practicability and efficiency of conducting the

affairs of civil government upon a Christian

basis, was illustrated by the experience of

William Penn in connection with the State

which he founded, the peaceful nrosperity

that marked the first seventy years of its his-

tory, and the dealings of William Penn with

the untutored Indians. As a like spirit and

practice should now enter into the management

of the internal affairs of the nation, and no

less control its growing international relations,

the belief was expressed that rich blessings

would thereby result to our beloved countrv

and the whole world ; and that as the power-

ful influence of the executive is exerted in this

direction, he will not only merit the lasting

gratitude of his fellow countrymen, but receive

the approval of the Most High in that day when

all nations shall stand before Him, and every

man shall be rewarded according to his works.

The deputation was received, by President

Roosevelt with his characteristic frankness

and courtesy. As they and others stood about

him, he read aloud the address, commenting

occasionally with aporeciative emphasis upon

passages that especially impressed him ; making

the remark (another informant says) at the

use of the singular pronoun in allusion to him,

that he liked those expressions, having some

relatives in Philadelphia whom he had heard

speak in that way. He then thanked the depu-

tation for their visit, and wished them to ex-

press to the Friends who sent "the message,"

as he termed it, his warm appreciation of the

thoughts and wishes regarding himself and his

administration, that had prompted its prepar-

ation.

The interview, though brief, left the impres-

sion upon the visitors, of a man of much na-

tive force and energy, who realizing the heavy

responsibilities now resting upon him, is act-

uated by an honest and strong purpose that

these shall be bravely met, and faithfully dis-

charged.

By What Governments are Friends' Conscien-

tious Scruples Against Carnal

Warfare Respected ?

In a petition from the Religious Society of

Friends addressed to the Parliament of the

Commonwealth of Australia, we find the atti-

tude of several governments towards Friends

in relatif^n to their conscience pgainst war

thus summed up:

—

In England their conscientious objections to

military service is provided for by the existing

law.

In Canada the " Militia Act " contains a con-

science clause which absolves all members of the

Society of Friends, and some others, from personal

military service.

In Tasmania the " Defence Act " (which the

present Bill would supersede), contains a similar

clause.

In Victoria there never was compulsory service,

and consequently no exemptions.

In Europe even, conscientious objections are re-

in Norway, alternate service to the State, not at

all connected with war, is accepted.

In France, Louis XIV. exempted Mennonites (a

religious sect holding Friends' views as to war),

from military requirements. The Government of

1793 did the same, and so did Napoleon.

In Denmark, they are exempted from obligations

either to take judicial oaths or to serve as soldiers.

In Prussia, Frederick the Great granted them
full liberty of conscience and exemption from sol-

diership.

Even the ultra-military German Empire in prac-

tice allows military service to be commuted (in

cases of conscientious objection), for hospital and

other pacific work.

"It requires but little talent or thought to

murmur, censure or complain. The devil cer-

tainly helps all such to cultivate the disposi-

tion; for by no other means can he so cer-

tainly gain his victories. They lay the flat-

tering unction that they are doing God's ser-

vice, when really they are sowing the seeds of

discord, envy and strife."
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The Doukhobors—From accounts given

by our Friend John Ashworth, of Manchester,

who has recently visited the Doukhobors in

Canada, the progress they are making is very

encouraging to those who have given them

help. Their thorough honesty and hard-work-

ing habits are already putting many of them

in a position in which they are self-supporting.

Some of them show no little mechanical skill;

they have constructed a bridge over the bwan

Riyer, and in one house J. Ashworth saw a

home-constructed lathe, and in another a

loom. In some places they are giving up

their communistic system, and are taking land

individually; but most adhere, as at present,

to the former method.—Australian Friend.

Printing Bibles.—Notwithstanding its en-

viable reputation for producing learned

books, the printing of the Bible is the great

glory of the Oxford University Press. Here the

Bible has been printed for over three hundred

years; and it can be printed in one hundred

and fifty languages and dialects; and over six

hundred tons of paper are used up annually

for this purpose alone. Orders for one hun-

dred thousand Bibles are common; and the

stock of printed and folded sheets is generally

so large that an order for five hundred thou-

sand copies could speedily be executed, ihe

average production is from thirty to forty

Bibles per minute; and this could easily be in-

creased. There are no fewer than one hun-

dred and ten editions of Oxford Bibles in Eng-

lish, from the stately folio for the Church

Lectern down to the Brilliant Bible, which is

the "smallest Bible in the world"; and ot

these fourteen are of the "Revised" edition.

The total average annual output is consid-

erably over one million copies, which, piled on

top of each other, would make a pillar eight-

een miles hieh. Upwards of one million cop-

ies of the Revised New Testament were or-

dered in advance of publication in [Fifth

Month,] 1881; and the honor of the Oxford

Press workpeople was proof against offers

of from two thousand pounds to five thousand

pounds by American agents for a copy in ad-

vance of the day of issue. In Bible produc-

tion, the Press holds its own triumphantly m
the new world against the severe competition

of American printers and publishers.— Caarton

Press. ^^

Indecision.—Indecision is many a man's

ruin. This is true spiritually as well as tem-

porarily. The soul's safety demands prompt

action. Favorable opportunities for salvation

must be seized at once. Gracious calls are to

be heeded without delay. When the Spirit is

working in a human heart it is a risky and

fearful thing to say, "Go thy way for this

time; at a more convenient season I will call

for thee." The wise will immediately fall in-

to line with his motions and accept the

Saviour whom he tenders, and live as He

directs. "Now is the accepted time; now is

the day of salvation." Close in with the

overtures of mercy. Run no risks. Time

presses. Eternity is near. The Judgment is

at hand. It may be now or never with you.

— The Presbyterian.

"A. MODEL house-keeper may be made by

training; but a home-maker is made by Christ's

Spirit."

Science and ladustry.

Submarine Gold Mining.—An account of

the placer mining that is now being earned on

through the ice off-shore at Nome, Alaska, as

given by the San Francisco Mining and Scien-

tific Press, is as follows:

The beach at Nome is flat and beneath the

sea slopes away so gently that at the quarter-

mile distance where the boring— or, more ex-

actly, shaft digging-in the ice is going on,

the sea is still so shallow that it is solid ice

to the bottom. Diving suits are not neces

sary. There is no water at the sea bottom to

contend with.

Geologically, there is no reason why such

explorations of the sea bottom at Nome—but

not the sea bottom at any or every other place

—should not develop payable placers, ihe

stream whose old beds and channels have

proven so rich in gold in the high lands back

of Nome once had a comparatively direct line

of flow from the high lands, though the tundra

as it now is and through a gently sloping val-

ley occupying an area now covered by the

waters of Behring sea. One of the regional

earth movements, such as is now going on on

the coast of the Baltic sea in Europe, has low-

ered the level of the old plain till the sea now

flows over it. The channel beds of the old

streams are now beneath the sea surface—part

of that old plain- and contain beneath the

sea the gold brought into them when they

were part of the land. It is this gold w-hich

will be found and mined as the result of the

novel exDloration now being carried on at

Nome, the sea-covered locus of the payable

deposit should not be particularly difficult to

locate by prospecting. It will be the seaward

extension of the richest portions of the beach

and tundra. Unlike the beach the sea bottom

will be mined through the lighter deposits con-

taining the fine gold, and beneath them will

exploit the old channel bed rock with its pos-

sible deposits of coarse gold and certainly

much larger accumulation of fine gold.

The sea-bottom mining, while novel, is not

entirely original. The Russian miners in br

beria have been doing much the same thmg

there. The difference is simply in the place

of the mining. In Siberia it is the stream

beds that have been mined. The Russian min-

er's practice is to cut out from the ice the

area he designs to make his shaft. This ex-

poses a water surface. Poles are then forced

vertically down on the sides of the shaft to

the bottom of the stream. The water again

freezes on the exposed .surface and also

freezes behind the poles. The freshly frozen

ice is cut out and the ice formed be'^ind the

poles makes a wall, preventing the further in-

flux of water. The miner then thaws the

bottom of the stream bed with fire and re-

moves to the stream bank what he wishes of

it within the limits of his shaft. Later in

summer he washes up his dump and recovers

the gold

Tweltth Mo.

kitchen chimney while they are in ^

The parents' bill of fare for their little oa

is varied. A snake or a frog is evidently

great delicacy, but the former gives its i

tor a very bad time. The writer has oftei

seen a stork cominsf home holding in its bi

a long live snake, which all the time is tryid

to get hold of the birds' feet, which al

tucked away as far as possible out of dangi|

When at last he arrives with his tid-bit, ii:

the little storks stand up, and, throwii

their heads back till their beaks rest on the

backs, begin clapping their bills, just as

they were applauding with their hands. Som

times the old bird is so pleased with this far

ily tribute that, forgetting the snake, he i

dulges in a similar display, and the sna

promptly wriggles off down the chimney.

is difficult to describe the disappointed air

the hungry group as they see their dinner d

appear. One of the disadvantages of storl

nests is the quantity of snakes and frogs whi

are constantly finding their way in this m;

ner into the "lucky" house below.

Here is a tragic stury of stork justice w(

fully misapplied. It is said to have been &<

ually observed recently by a student of bin

Some unkind person put a strange egg m c

of these homes on the housetops. When 1

Stork came home he became very indigna

and had long and stormy arguments with

wife. As she evidently could not explain I,

matter satisfactorily, he went off and collec

a large number of his fellows, who after _ca

fully examining the strange egg, evia

anger equal to his own. They then withdi,

a short distance and held an animated coni

ence, after which they all returned and :i

upon poor Mother Stork and killed her-Z^

ger.

Storks in Constantinople.—One of the

most interesting sights in Constantinople is

to watch the storks rearing their young.

Every year the old birds return to their for-

mer nests, which are generally placed on the

flat tops of the Turkish chimneys. They are

supposed to bring eood luck, and rather than

frighten them away a Turk will not use

Old Bank Notes.—A Bank of Engll

note is old when it finds its way back tu ;

bank. The note may have been in circulati

for a few days only, but if it gets back to n

bank its life is ended. It is burnt. The B;;

of England never reissues a note, and wli

change for a check is desired new notes
f-

issued. The Bank of France, more econom:!,

does not reissue a note, but turns the old oi

to some use. These are reduced to a pulp/

means of acids and the pulp is afterwards,

but it cannot be remade into notes. The pp.

is not sold until it has been examined v^,,

carefully by experts, in order that every tr«

of the old notes may be thoroughly destroj.

—Late Paper.

Depth of the Atmosphere.—The Belfn

Royal Meteorological Observatory has f
lished the estimates made by various mal-

maticians and physicians regarding the den

of the atmosphere surrounding the ea;-

The calculations of the various savants un

this subject are widely divergent. Biot r

timated that the depth was only about l( J

miles; Bravais, seventy miles; Mann, eigl-

one miles; Callandrau, one hundred mi'

Schiaparelli, one hundred and twenty-*

miles; Marie Davy, one hundred and eig
•

seven ; while Ritter stated that it reache.

a height of two hundred and sixteen m

In Great Britain, during the early par'oti

last centurv, the depth of the atmosphere «

generally accepted as being forty-seven m p.
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the fact that meteors became incandes-
at a much greater altitude incontroverti-

)roved that this calculation was fallacious.

Robert Ball states that meteors have been
rved at a celsitude of more than two hun-
miles, and since they only become incan-
ent when they come into contact with the
the calculation of Ritter appears to be
nost correct.

—

Public Opinion.

ROWTH OF THE NOKTHWEST.—A COrre-
dent of the Philadelphia Press writes as
ws. After giving some account of the
th of the railroad systems of the North-
he says:

have had some idea of that development
igh the reports that have come to us of
jommerce that passed down tne Detroit
• in the season that is just closed. It is

jcedented. Mot far from seventy mil-

tons representing the products o"f the
west were floated down the Detroit River

g the past year. Not many years aeo
the steam barge James P. Joy was built,

lie of carrying 1100 tons of ore or grain,

was deemed a remarkable exploit, and
itizens of Detroit who were so disposed,
who had summer places along the St.

River, used to sit on their piazzas of a
er evening and watch the James F. Joy
her barges not quite so large, as they
1 down the stream to Lake Erie and ex-
:ed congratulations that so great a thing
ossible for that river.

N, there are barges capable of carrying
thousand tons and in a year or two ten
jnd ton steamers will be steaming there,

: there be no slackening in the develop-
)f the Northwest they will go through the
laden to their capacity. The railways
Northwest feed these great freighters
irges, and some of the railways center-
Buffalo or Cleveland take their products,

;t this is only an item. It is that part
• development of the Northwest which
je commerce represents.

I

Oldest Newspaper.—It was supposed
acently, says the Golden Penny, that the
iH, a Chinese journal published in Pekin
last one thousand years, was the oldest
per in the world. In a very able work
? published, however, Imbault Huart,
nch Consul at Canton, shows that this

to the Tsing-Pao, or Pekin News,
s been published continuously since
710, and is even said to have been

i some two hundred years before that
in the sixth century—eight hun-

ars before a newspaper was known in

e parts of Peru—for example, in the
of Jauja— hens' eggs are circulated
coin, forty or fifty being counted for

the market places and in the shops the
:e most of their purchases with this

iort of money. One will give two or
;gs for brandy, another for indigo and
for cigars. These eggs are packed in

y the shopkeepers and sent to Lima,
luja alone several thousand loads of

mualjy forwarded to the capital.

' cements unity."

—

Dr. Jenkins.

A Long Life.

The following is found in the London Times,
of Eleventh Month 1st, 1901:

"Elizabeth Hanbury, of Richmond, Surrey,
a member of the Society of Friends, died yes-
terday, aged one hundred and eight years and
one hundred and forty-four days. We are
indebted to a relative for some particulars of
her life. She was the youngest child of
John Sanderson, who was born at Armthorpe,
Yorkshire, in 1749, o.s. Elizabeth Hanbury
was born in Castle-street, in the parish of All
Hallows. London-wall, on [Sixth Month] 9th,
1793. Her mother died on [First Month] 31st,
1795. Her father's warehouse was in St.

•Mary's Axe and he resided in Leadenhall-
street, the house having a garden at the back
in which were trees and a summer-house vivid-
ly remembered by Elizabeth Hanbury among
her earliest associations, for here her father
liked to walk enjoying the flowers they were
able to grow there. She remembered the
opening of the East India-house in Leaden-
hall-street, long since pulled down, being
on the occasion carried on the shoulder of
a man-servant to see the illuminations. She
also used to speak of being taken to a window
in their house early one morning to see George
III., who rode past on a large white horse
with a few attendants. About 1800 the fam-
ily removed to a roomy house in Old Jewry,
and E. Hanbury often spoke of her nurse fre-

quently taking her for a walk in Moorfields,
where Finsbury-circus now is, to see the cows
milked and to look at the poor patients at the
windows of Bethlem Hospital (Bedlam), which
then occupied the side of the "Fields" adjoin-
ing London-wall. A few houses only were built

in what is now Finsbury-square. She inher-
ited from her father a strong taste for poetry,
and throughout life even at the age of one
hundred and six or one hundred and seven she
would frequently quote considerable pas

About 1816 she accompanied a sick brother
to the Isle of Wight. At that time commun-
ication with the island was kept up by a sail-

ing packet between Southampton and Cowes.
twice or three times a week. When Elizabeth
Fry began to visit the prisoners at Newgate
Elizabeth Hanbury joined in the work, and thus
began many years of untiring labor among
prisoners. At this time the convict ships,

especially those for women, were sent out with
a disgraceful and scandalous disregard of
proper and even decent arrangements for
those whom they carried. No matron was
provided on board and no employment for
the convicts, during the months of the long
voyage. They were under the sole direction
of the men of the ship. Drink was plentifully

supplied and the demoralizing influences were
often ruinous to young offenders who hitherto
had been strangers to the evil influences of
those long hardened in vice. Elizabeth Han-
bury threw herself energetically into the effort

made to reform this state of things. The
convicts proved willing to second the changes
introduced and to obey a matron, to do useful
needlework, and to be taught as in a school.
An immense amount of good work was thus
achieved, but it continued to need care for
many years. Every convict ship for women
was visited before its departure, and every-
thing possible was put in order so as to ensure
to the utmost to the welfare of the many women

It was to convey. The valuable aid given in
this important work by Elizabeth Hanbury led
to requests to join other societies of a philan-
thropic and benevolent character. Of these
the Anti-slavery Society held the most promi-
nent place. E. Hanbury worked vigorously
amongiladies to^'gain their ^influence and sup-
port for the anti-slavery movement, and, in
association with the Gurney and Buxton^f'am-
ilies and William Allen and Thomas Clarkson,
she continued for years' an unbroken work for
the cause. For many years she was treasurer
of a small but very useful society for assisting
servants of the poorer classes when out of sit-
uations, and also took an active part in an
invalid asylum, a refuge, a district visiting-
society, and various means of affording sym-
pathy and assistance of less permanent char-
acter. In 1826 she married Cornelius Han-
bury, and afterward chiefly resided at Stoke
Newington. Her Christian and philanthropic
work, though begun much earlier, was largely
carried on after this date. The Society of
Friends admit the ministry of women in their
meetings for worship, and Elizabeth Hanbury
felt it her duty to speak from time to time.
In due course she was recorded as an "ac-
knowledged mininster." Her addresses were
generally brief, thorougly evangelical in doc-
trine, and always correctly and admirably ex-
pressed. She took a deep interest in the
various religious and benevolent object-s which
engaged the time and attention of her grand-
daughters, two of whom became missionaries,
one in connection with the China Island Mis-
sion, and the other with the Church of Eng-
land Zenana Missionary Society. Her sight
enabled her to read and write, though with
some difficulty, till she was over one hundred,
and she daily dressed and went into her sit-

ting-room till about the middle of her one
hundred and seventh year. During the next
twelve months of her life, she remained free
from any malady, took her meals regularly
and slept well, but her weakness slowly in-

creased, and she became less disposed to con-
verse, though her interests and the bent of
her mind remained the same. Elizabeth Han-
bury leaves a son, Cornelius, and numerous
gandchildren and great-gandchildren.

Ready access to the library tempts to quick
and hasty reading. A taste is formed for
devouring indiscriminately what comes to
hand. The habit grows, and one reads,
without due digestion, whatever lures his eye,
or he hears commended, or talked about. He
becomes the miscellaneous and omnivorous,
reader. A good thing thus degenerates into
a vice or mania. He is the best reader of
books who masters them, and makes their con-
tents his own by careful reflection and com-
parison. It is not so much the quantity, as
the quality, of our reading that benefits us
intellectually and morally.

—

Ex.

"We cannot all be in the most desirable
places or in the most favored positions, but
we can all make the best of our surroundings.
By mastering our conditions, we develop the
strongest, noblest and worthiest powers of

character, grace, intellect, heart and life which
possess, and so come to a fulness and ripe-

ness of manhood and saintship, otherwise unat-
tainable."
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wherefore being, that the Roman curia i

found the Slavs to be both more docile S

teachers and subjects.

While the Austrian law ostensibly leaves i

subject free to choose his own religion a
i

his fourteenth year, this freedom in rea
}

does not exist, except it be under very con i

erable hardships, officials who have bec( f

Protestant being summarily turned out ii

office, and pupils dismissed for the s;t(

reason. The Government, acquiescent in i(

priests' demands that it should combat u

"treasonable movement," prohibits assemt^
where religious addresses are to take plii

confiscates pamphlets which formerly coulijjt

easily distributed; seizes newspapers favoi
j

the movement, and even opens letters =

pected of containing Protestant matr.

Meanwhile, petty persecutions, set on :)t

by the priests, are prevalent, as might reaJj

be expected. It is surely cheering to k'«

of this revived Reformation in that hist ic

province watered by the Moldau and the u|;r

Elbe, where the seeds of a better manifea-

tion of the Christian faith than then ger-

ally prevailed, were sown by faithful on( i

century or more before the appearanciai

Luther. Among these gospel seed-soia

was Conrad Waldhauser, who, after leaiig

Vienna, where for fifteen years he had iai

an influential preacher, and visiting Ra
where his eyes were opened to the exceea

corruption of religion and the priesth

passed through all Austria, preaching rep

ance, and finally coming to Prague, in I

niia. A contemporary, Matthias of Ja

refers to him as a powerful preacher of

pentance, who "spoke forth to the

sharp warnings to flee from the wrat
come. No prevalent vice escaped his reb

Pride of dress, usury, lightness, and you*

vanities, were rebuked, and a powerful

pression was made. The usurer gave uiif

ill-gotten gains. The thoughtless and giijf,

became serious. Quite a number of .n

were drawn to listen to his sermons. A il-

eal change was effected in the hearts a

large number of his hearers, while the p' U

of his own life exhibited an example of ai

he commended to them."
A native of Prague was Matthias of Ja iv,

just quoted. He was the author of no

works against Anti-Christ, the Ahomina
of Carnal Priests and Monks, and <

.

writings pertinent to those decadent ti 'S,

such as might have entitled him to be c ed

the Wicliife of Bohemia. A graduate of be

University of Paris, afterward a parish pist

in Prague, and also confessor to Emjor

Charles the Fourth, of Germany, the re:ill

of his spiritual conflict is very touching wi

instructive. After telling of his eai;st

prayers "to God and the Father of my 'ti

.Jesus Christ," that he might be directed i bfl

right wav, and not be allured by worldly e-

ferment, he continues:

"Whether I should seek out and chase "

benefices, and thirstily grasp after ho

which to some extent I did, or rather go

without the camp, bearing the poverty an

proach of Christ; whether, with the nia

should live in quest of an easy and quiet

for the moment or rather cling to the fai >»

and holy truth of the gospel; whether to IB'

mend what almost all commend, lay my •!'

AN OLD FASHIONED 'WOMAN.
No clever, brilliant thinker she,

With college record and degree,

She has not known the paths of fame.
The world has never heard her name,
She walks in old, long trodden ways.
The valleys of the yesterdays.

Home is her kingdom, love her dower

—

She seeks no other wand of power
To make home sweet, bring heaven near.

To win a smile and wipe a tear.

And do her duty day by day
In her own quiet place and way.

Around her childish hearts are twined,
As round some reverend saint enshrined.

And following hers the childish feet

Are led to ideals true and sweet.
And find all purity and good
In her divinest motherhood.

She keeps her faith unshadowed still

—

God rules the world in good and ill
;

Men in her creed are brave and true.

And women pure as pearls of dew.
And life for her is high and grand.
By work and glad endeavor spanned.

This sad old earth's a brighter place
All for the sunshine of her face

;

Her very smile a blessing throws.
And hearts are happier where she goes,

A gentle, clear eyed messenger.
To whisper love—thank God for her !—L. M. Montgomery, in the Congregationalist.

Be Observant.

A child may know more than a philosopher
about some things. A little girl entered the
study of Mezeral, the celebrated historian,

and asked him for a coal of fire.

"But you haven't brought a shovel, "he said.

"I don't need any," was the reply.

And then, very much to his astonishment,
she filled her hand with ashes and put the live

coal on top. No doubt the learned man knew
that ashes were a bad conductor of heat, but
he had never seen the fact verified in such a
practical manner.
Two boys of my acquaintance one morning

took a walk with a naturalist.

"Do you notice anything peculiar in the
movement of those wasps?" he asked, as he
pointed to a puddle in the middle of the road.

"Nothing, except they seem to come and
go," replied one of the boys
The other was less prompt in his reply, but

he had observed to some purpose.
"I notice they fly away in pairs," he said,

"One has a little pellet of mud the other
nothing. Are there drones among the wasps,
as among bees?"
"Both were alike busy,and each went away

with a burden," replied the naturalist. "The
one you thought a 'do nothing' had a mouthful
of water. They reach their nests together;
the one deposits his pellet of mud, the other
ejects the water upon it, which makes it of the
consistency of mortar. Then they paddle it

upon the nest, and fly away for more mate-
rials."

You see, one boy observed a little, and the
other a good deal more, while the naturalist had
something to tell them that surprised them
very much.

Boys, be observant. Cultivate the faculty.

Hear sharply. Look keenly. Glance at a
show window as you pass it, and then try

how many things you can recall that you no-
ticed in it.

—

Ex.

The "Away from Rome" Movement in

Germany.

With a Bohemian Retrospect.

There was an account given in the New
York Independent, several months ago, con-
cerning a quite remarkable spread of anti-

Catholic sentiment in some parts of Germany
and Austria. It has come to be spoken of as

the Los von Rom, or "Away from Rome"
movement. It is reported that fully thirteen

thousand persons (another account says ten
thousand) have left the Roman Catholic de-

nomination and joined the Protestants, while

seven thousand have affiliated with the par-

tially reformed element, the Old Catholics.

There has also been a spread of the movement
over the border into Saxony. Although it be-
gan rather as a national and political agita-

tion, being violently felt in the Austrian par-
liament, it is gratifying to be assured that it

has lately taken on an increasing spiritual and
non-political character. The aflirmation of a

purer faith, by Dr. Eisenkolb, perhaps the
most prominent of the newly convinced ones,

before "Emperor and Empire," has been
given wide publicity. "We will not permit
anybody, not even if he be a minister, to step
between us and our God, the Saviour, as a
Mediator," sounds the note of a definite part-

ing with clericalism.

In the Converted Catholic, (New York), the
following remark is made by a writer concern-
ing a sympathetic movement, away from
Rome, in Germany's recently acquired provin-
ces of Alsace and Lorraine: "These two
provinces, with a thriving agricultural and
industrial population, have been for centuries
under the dominion of Rome. Alsace espe-
cially was counted as loyal to Rome and Ro-
manism as Dublin and Innspruck. In a man-
ner not to be explained by any human reason-
ing. Protestantism has made unprecedented
gains in Alsace. The severe military system
forced upon the Alsatians—and forced upon
them with all the harsh intolerance character-
istic of Prussia— would seem to be an imped-
iment to the spreading of Evangelical doc-
trines among the liberty-loving peasants of
Alsace. In spite of these handicaps. Protest-

antism has already advanced, and entire con-
gregations have turned away from Romanism
and have become sincere and aggressive Pro-

During the summer just past, the editor of
the Converted Catholic, James A. O'Connor,
was in Europe expecting to visit the scene of
the "Los von Rom" movement. Prevented
from so doing, he has given in his monthly
journal some further information thereabout,
which had just been furnished to the London
Christian by the wife of its editor who herself
is one who had come away from Romanism.
It appears from this statement that the cradle
of the movement was in Bohemia where, at
Teplitz (a town noted for its saline baths), the
first Romanists, for a long period of years,
have severed their church connection and de-
clared themselves Protestants. There are said
to be now nineteen luch congregations in Bo-
hemia alone. It is remarkable that Prague,
the capitol, with thirty thousand German
Catholics (about one-seventh the city's popu-
lation), has not one German priest, the reason I
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aany do, dispense with and gloss over the

iptures as many of the great and learned

famous of this day do, or whether man-

y inculpate and accuse their unfruitful

ks of darkness, and so hold to the simple

;h of the Divine words, which plainly con-

vene the lives and morals of men of this age,

prove them false brethren; whether I

jld follow the Spirit of Wisdom with its

gestions, which I believe to be the Divine

it of Jesus, or follow the sentiment of the

it multitude, which, in their self-indul-

ce, without show of mercy or charity,

le lovers of this world and full of carnal

ities.they claim to be safe,— I confess that

veen these two courses I hung wavering in

bt; and unless our Lord Jesus be our

per, none will escape the honeyed face and

le of this harlot—the tricks of Satan and
snares of Antichrist."

nother brave heart of the same time was
a Milicz, born in Moravia, student in the

rersity of Prague, later, preacher and

ideacon (for the limited time his conscience

Id allow him to be), in the latter city.

ing thenceforward a lowly place, his sim-

earnest efforts for the moral and spiritual

ineration of the capital, then noted for its

ravity, gained him in a degree the hearts of

populace. "Having been," says Mat-
sof Janow, "a simple priest, and secretary

he prince's court, before his experience of

visitation of the Spirit of Christ, he grew
ich in wisdom and all utterance of doc-

e, that it was a light matter to him to

ich five times a day—once in Latin, once
lerman, and then again in the Bohemian
jue— and this publicly, with a mightv
e and a powerful voice; and he constantly

ight forth from his treasure things new
old." A visit to Rome, where he was

i-isoned, writing there a valuable work
inst Anti-christ, his liberation, and return

rague and establishing a large school of

g copyists for the transcription, in order

irculation,of religious and other improv-
Dooks; his arrest by order of the pope for

tical street preaching; his appeal from
jurisdiction of the archbishop of Prague
le pope himself, with his journey to Avig-
where the pope then was; and his death

; while his cause was pending,— these

ne but briefly the usefully dedicated life

le reformer, John Milicz.

Ijitthew of Cracow, another opposer of

tcraft and reprover of the priestly cor-

don of the age, was for a while lecturer of

8ogy at Prague as well as at the University
aris; later by invitation of the Emperor
rt he was the occupant of a post at the

instituted University of Heidelberg; and
through the same high influence, he was
bishop of Worms. His treatise on

Pollutions of the Romish Court, " con-
rng which his repeated missions to Rome
iairs of high importance enabled him to

with authority, showed at the same time
»lie was free to deliver his testimony with-
sar or favor. The very usual custom of

J'lyiny; and selling of ecclesiastical offices

niy) was severely and at much length
imntMl. Replying to the objection that
t.ii'ts ought not to judge their rulers, he
uv says, "that the princiole is true in all

trs that are either good or indifferent;

but where there is manifest mischief, the case

is altered. The head ought to govern the

members but not to mislead or destroy them.

When he does that, he does not govern them,

and then neither are they bound to obey him
[in matters of conscience], because he thereby

ceases to fulfil the duties of the head."
Matthew of Cracow died in the cathedral city

of Worms, and was buried there, in 1410.

In this same year, 1410, was born at Ober
Wesel, on the Rhine, the learned and eloquent

John Ruchrath, who, half a century later, and
during the space of some seventeen years, was
found in the above city of Worms preaching
with the utmost plainness upon the need of a

reformation by priest and people. This one
passage I quote, as showing his right appre-

hension of a testimony which Friends claim to

be founded in the truth:

"The zeal with which the Saviour sought to

extinguish ambition may be inferred from the

fact, that he does not leave his followers at

liberty to take a name designative of pre-emi-

nence, but expressly forbids them to assume
the proud titles of Master and Lord. For this

reason I am often surprised that these names
have found their way to the spiritual heads of

the Church, and that theologians and philoso-

phers assume them as their peculiar privilege;

although there is but one who is our Lord and
Master, and in whom are hidden all the treas-

ures of wisdom and knowledge; not to speak
of the blasphemous and fulsome titles of Most
Wise, Most Venerable, Most Blessed, Vicar of

Christ, hero, demigod, and even Most Godly,

with which his flatterers fawn upon the pope,

and which, considering the self-love of man,
can scarcely fail to make him vain of his or-

naments, and lead him to exult and fancy

himself beautiful."

A simple reference need only be made to

the name of John Huss, and to that of Jerome
of Prague, his true yoke-fellow in the defense

of the gospel, and fellow-sufferer in tribula-

tion and at the martyr's stake. Their faith-

fulness to God and His grace, with that of

those other worthies already alluded to, will,

I have not a doubt, be renewedly and livingly

felt in the spiritual enlightenment and resus-

citation of Bohemia, and of all Germany.
The subject may now be left, in glancing at

Alsace, into which, as stated, the new protest

against Rome has extended, by recalling the

name of John Tauler, of Strasburg, the chief

city of the province mentioned. His princi-

pal work, "The Imitation of the Humble Life

of Christ," as it illuminated the way in the

fourteenth century of many seekers of the

Kingdom, on both sides of the Rhine, may
still have a service for honest wavfarers at

this late day. Josiah W. Leeds.

What are the abuses of reading? These

(1) Hurried reading without concentration.

(2) Reading for mere entertainment without
reflection. (3) Reading when we ought to be
doing some other thing.

—

Ladies'Home Journal

The stream which is to heal and vitalize

humanity must rise on a height above human-
ity. Moral and social reforms which rise

from lower levels will be like rivers in the

desert, which trickle feebly for a few miles

and then are lost in the sand.

—

Alexander
Maclaren.

Indians at the Burial of Bishop Whipple.

The Indians present in Fairbault at the bur-
ial of BLshop Whipple bore testimony to the
noble missionary work he had done among
them. About forty Sioux Indians were pres-
ent from Birch Coulee and twenty-five Chippe-
was from White Earth Reservation. Among
the eight active pall-bearers, clergymen rep-
resenting the different phases of the Bishop's
work, were two full-blooded Indians, one of

whom, a son of an Indian clergyman, is now
serving as a deacon among his own people.

The aged Enmegahbowh voiced the thought
of all the Indians present when he spoke of
the grievous loss they felt in the departure of

such a friend, "The Great Warrior," as he
called him. This reverend minister, whom
Bishop Whipple had ordained, said:

"I write the language of my sorrowful heart.

I cannot say much at this time—my heart is

too heavy. When 1 heard that our Bishop
had died, I said, 'No, this cannot be.' I did

not think our Bishop could die. But in an-
other hour a second messenger entered my
house to assure me that the loving Bishop had
died truly. I and my wife wept aloud in our
lonely room, and then for hours spoke not to

one another.

"The Indians began to come from all direc-

tions and to ask with startled faces what it

meant. I said: 'My friends, the best friend

our people ever had in this world— the great
warrior, the great Bishop, the great loving

man—has fallen.' The grief was terrible to

see. They could not believe it. Some went
away with bitter weeping; others stole to

their homes stunned to silence.

"I went to Fairbault for the last time with
my sorrowing people. I said to them: 'This

time we go to Fairbault with feelings unlike

any that we have ever had. Before we have
gone with bounding step and happy hearts.

We have known that we were to look on the

face of our loving Bishop, the friend of our
lives. It was our joy to see the face of the
man who loved and sympathized with my peo-
ple. Before we have been going to get inspi-

ration, courage, counsel. We have gone
away full of hope and courage, blessing our
Bishop and with our hearts ready to go on as

he had bidden us.
" 'Our Bishop was all love. He preached al-

ways, from the beginning, love! love! "My chil-

dren, love the Great Spirit; love one another;
love all other tribes." His one great aim
has been to unite us by close connection in

Christian fellowship.
" 'He is no more here to give us these les-

sons. His loving face is hidden from us. His

voice is silenced. Silenced, did I say? Yes,

and no. His voice shall sound, and be forever

ringing in our ears. Yes, and it shall be
ringing as long as his red children live,

throughout the Indian country.
" 'More than forty years ago, when I went

with him through the forests, he carried his

blanket, his robe case and other things, and

many times the Indians said, "We must not

let him do this. He will kill himself. He
cannot work in this way and live." But he

would smile— oh, how we loved that smile

—

at every step he took and say, "Oh. this is

nothing! This does not tire me!" And his

voice filled us with hope and courage.

'"Our beloved Bishop has stood for over forty
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years and defended the defenceless. He has

spoken and written for the rights of his red

children, and that, when no man gave much

thought to the forlorn outcast of the world

He alone the first Bishop who entered into the

Chippewa heathen land. To-day hroughout

the Chippewa country tears are blinding the

eyes, hearts are heavy loaded mth sorrow

and are looking upward, cryms, "My father!

My father!" like Elisha of old when his friend

waV taken away from him In a loud voice

he cried, "My father! My father! The

double portion of Elijah's spirit was given

him May the double portion of our departed

Bishop's love be given us! His has been a

fong battle for us. His Indian work has been

blessed in the conversion of many. He has

built churches and has o>^dained many Indian

deacons who are doing their work faithfully.

How truly can he say in the language of St

Paul, "I bave fought a good fight, I have kept

*^"
'But^wl. what are we to do? What courage

can we take away? We are-lost children.

Our hearts are lead. I bid you farewell. -
Spirit of Missions. __^^

Home Life.—There is probably no other

subiect in the world about which there has

been so much sentiment as home The swee -

est poets have sung its delights; the fine

oratory has laid the fairest garlands upon it

altars. There is no fancy so dull it does not

picture a place where tbe weary heart may

find peace and rest, and where love binds up

the wounds the world has dealt.

It is the ideal home of which every man

dreams, and in which every true woman hopes

to reign some day as queen, bo tar as tne

outward signs go, many achieve their desire.

But if "stone walls do not a prison make, or

iron bars, a cage," still less does the mere pos-

session of a house make a real home. It may

be beautful within and without, rich in art

treasure and costly bric-a-brac; yet, if consid-

eration and forbearance and love and patience

do not furnish it, it is as lackinsf in the essen-

tial attributes of a true home as the bare

stones in the street.
.

"Shall I not take mine ease in mine inn.'

asks bluff Sir John. "Shall I not take mine

ease in mine own house?" we ask. "Shall I

not there be free from prying eyes, and at lib-

erty to do even as it pleases me."

Only too many of us roughly translate this

to mean that we feel at perfect liberty to

make our homes a dumping ground for all our

bad temper and irritability, and the boorish-

ness that we would not dare to inflict on the

outside world.

It is a strange and very pathetic fact that

we give our best to strangers and chance ac-

quahitances, and keep for our nearest and

dearest only what is left of our brightness and

amiability. —Phila^ Ledger.

We often talk of men who succeed, and the

measure of success differs largely. I don't

mean by success the tumble bugs that roll

their treasure home, pigs that succeed in

finding acorns, bankers who pile up dollars,

trust organizers who rob, or gamblers who

successfully swindle. When I mention suc-

cessful men I mean those whose lives have

added something to the dignity and decency

of the human race.
j

Why We Live Longer.

The novernment bulletin showing that the

length of life in the United States is mate-

rially increasing, will be taken as a matter of

course by all observing persons. It would be

astonishing if it were otherwise. The great

gain is in the lower death-rate among infants,

among children under five. The death rate

among this class is very much lower than it

was before and by before, I mean twenty-five

years ago. The improvement within that

period has been nothing short of marvelous.

Children under the age of five are pecuharly

susceptible to bad sanitary conditions and it is

along the lines of sanitation that we have

made the greatest improvement m the period

I speak of.
. ,, j +„

Adults live longer now than they used to,

because the conditions ail about are constantly

improving. The surroundings in every dwell-

ing place are better than they were, and,

what is quite as important, the opportunities

for getting good food are very much better.

There is more money in circulation, people are

more prosperous and they are putting into

their stomachs a higher grade of food than

was the case twenty-five years ago. ihe

question of diet has received very close at-

tention and on all sides new and nourishing

foods have been put on the market at a very

low price.
, , •(.!,„

We have learned many other lessons in the

past few years that help us to prolong life by

avoiding fatal diseases. We know that con-

tagion is carried by insects. We have learned

the danger of promiscuous spitting and every-

where the health boards authorities are having

laws passed against it. We have learned the va -

ue of cleanliness. Among the masses ten people

bathe regularly now where one did a dozen

years ago. We have learned the value of

cleanliness in our food. We realize the dan-

ger of keeping pur supplies in dirty ice boxes,

where food is readily decomposed. We have

learned to guard carefully against impure ice.

A feature that has materially decreased the

death rate is the more rational system of

amusement that has come in within the last

fifteen or twenty years. People have learned

the danger of overworking and underpaying.

They take vacations during some parts of the

hot months; they live out of doors as much

as possible. Golfing, bicycling and other out

of door sports have come in, to the great ad-

vantage both of our minds and bodies.

Cities, large and small, have learned to

keep their streets clean, and clean streets

have a direct bearing on the death rate. In

New York I have seen the death rate go up

and down, according to whether the streets

were well or poorly cleaned. Towns of any

considerable size have adopted fairly rational

methods of sewage disposal.—-Dr. Cyrus

Edson.

that he is doing well. The ideal of supplyi

the people with any of the necessaries of li

such as oil, sugar or corn is also a high idea

It is one of the best forms of usefulness a

the man who does it has a right to claiml

place beside the poet and the teacher; Mi

indeed in some respects, his function is -"-

fundamental and important than theirs. ..

field of usefulness in material things is one.

which the highest qualities of humanity c

well show themselves—in which we may lo

for the devotion of saints and heroes and *

self-sacrifice of martyrs. Why do we not

these traits in the business world?
_

It is because the ideal of the business mV
is not service, but gain. The soldier •*

cleryman, the professor or the editor thrt

little of his salary. It is a mere incide«

The business man thinks of little else and'

higher he gets into the world of finance

Service Lost for Gain.

The ideals of our business world come very

near being proper ideals. The ideal for in-

stance of exerting wide influence, of wielding

power, is a noble ideal where the power is one

of character and service and not one of mere

brute force. Our business in the world is to

express ourselves, to make ourselves felt, to

leave our mark on human affairs as far as we

can. Insofar as a captain of industry is doing

nigner ne geua muu ^^^ ',
I-. jmb

more his success is measured by the monej h-

makes. There is no reason in nature wl f:

man's success in furnishing kerosene tot

world should be measured in money any mc

than another's success in providing it m
poetry or sermons. Milton got £5 for I

"Paradise Lost," and yet we think nonet

less of him. We measure his value by wl

he did and not by what he got for it

ought to be a proud thing for a man, (

things being equal, to supply millions
_

sugar, but it is a matter of comparato

little 'importance how much he gets for it.

The business world has become so one-aid ,

in its preoccupation with mere questions

gain that its highest ideal to-day is to
j

something for nothing. The man who c

"make" a million or two "on the street

a day, without rendering any service to mi' -

kind is considered pre-eminently a "success

man. " As no man can get something with(

earning it, unless someone else earns it wi

out getting it, the result is that the main <

cupation of the business world now is to j

away other people's earnings from tne

This is done in a thousand ways—by wateri

stock so that dividends are paid on nothing,

speculations of all kinds (which is. of cour

gambling, and nothing else), by munici;

franchises, by land monopoly in the erowi

cities and other similar things. Upon sv

privileges all the trusts and combines i

built. They effect enormous savings m adv!

tising, in plants, and in the number of e,

ployees, and then goon charging theprni-

fixed under the old expensive competitive oj;

ditions. or else actually raise them._ •-

ideal of service is thus completely lost in tt.

ideal of annexing the earnings of others, J

that which might be a noble, unselfish de;

tion to the interests of the human race

comes an inordinate desire to squeeze all ti*

can be got out^f it.-g. ILCrosby inSmt

If only for an hour man gets at leasl*

glimpse of the larger, nobler life, the gr.

is taken away from life, and visions ot pe;'

stir the energjesj)fJiope^-^i?crr2/.

Jesus took no man out of society wl«

founding his Church; He left him as he sto-

He changed the man, and through man

society. He withdrew no father from

family, no daughter from her mother; tie

them there, but, changing the men,

changed all.—^. M. Fairbairn.
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THE CRIPPLE.

T. WILKINS.

r meet a cripple when I'm out upon the street

wonder : Were I crippled would this life be

ist as sweet ?

le answer and its echo make me tremble on

y feet,

e truth is so apparent that the echo must
ipeat.

ich a touching sermon that no language can

)rtray,

I tongue can ever handle and no pen can e'er

splay

! sweetness of the living of a whole man day

J day,

passing by the cripples in the throngs upon
le way.

1 knows till he has tried it, what it is to lose

leg,

I be obliged to travel all through life upon
peg;
3 knows the crushed ambition of a cripple

ho must beg ;

I senses others' troubles till he tastes their

tter dreg.

e can subdue much sorrow and allay the

leper pain

cripples, by assisting with a portion of our

tin,

3 know not what the morrow will be bring-

g in its train,

is life with all its changes is uncertain in

e main.

London Gentleman.

ondon gentleman, who had a beautiful

provided him with a collar on which
'ner's name and address were engraved,

ng asked whether this had ever served

Dg the dog back to him, he told a re-

of the Boston Herald the following in-

ing incident:

one occasion I lost Scoti in Piccadilly.

low how much I rush about in hansom
Scoti always goes with me—we

many miles in a week together in this

ut on this occasion I was walking and
him. Search was in vain. The crowd
Bat, traffic drowned the sound of my
; and, after waiting awhile and look-

3where,I returned to my suburban home
my companion, and sorrowful, yet

that he might find his way back.

about two hours after my arrival a

cab drove up to the door, and out
Scoti. The cabman rang for his fare

nking he had somehow captured the

I inquired where and how he found
Oh, sir,' said cabby, 'I didn't hail him
He hailed me. I was a-standing close

mes' church, a-looking out for a fare,

J .lumps the dog. "Like his impu-
s I. So I shouts through the win-

t he wouldn't stir. So I gets down
to pull him out and shows him my

ut he sits still and barks, as much as

'Go on, old man.' As I seizes him
ollar I reads the name and address.

jht, my fine gentleman,' says I.

ve you where you're wanted, I dare
3o I shuts to the door, and my gentle-

'es himself with his head just looking

1 drives on till I stoos at this here
len out jumps my passenger, a-clear-

door, and walks in as calmly as

though he'd been a regular fare. ' I gave my
friend the cabman a liberal fare, and congrat-
ulated Scoti on his intelligence— be it instinct,

or reason, or whatever it may be—that told

him that hansom cabs had often taken him
safely home, and therefore a hansom cab
would probably do so again, now that he could
not find his way and had lost his master."

Dignified Schoolboys.

The model schoolboy is to be looked for in

China. Eleven hundred college boys, all bound
for Queen's College, Hong-Kong, and not one
of them indulging in boisterous laughter or even
letting ofl: his superfluous spirit by a run or

leap, is a sight to be witnessed any day in that
Eastern city.

A correspondent of The Captain stood in one
of the streets crowded by these Chinese school-

boys, and watched them as they passed. They
did not hurry, but walked sedately along with
their books under their arms. The utmost
exhibition of youthful feeling was a reserved
smile which lighted up the face of a boy here
and there, as he listened to the conversation
of his companions.

Boisterous behavior would have been con-
sidered by these Chinese lads as undignified

and quite contrary to all ideas of schoolboy
good form. The more sedate a Chinese boy
is in his behavior, the more he conducts him-
self like a little old man, the more aristocratic

he is considered by his school-fellows, and the
more praise he receives from his schoolmasters
and his parents.

In America and England parents and sons
do not invariably agree as to what virtues are
to be admired in a schoolboy. In China they
always do. Strange as it may seem, Chinese
youths go to school with the sole idea of ac-

quiring knowledge. Hence the stolid, deter-

mined faces of those eleven hundred boys as
they entered Queen's College.

There was little variety in the color and cut
of their dress. They wore no hats. Some had
brushed all their hair straight back into their

long queues; others had a fringe of stifi: bristles

dividing the shaven from the unshaven territory

of their heads. All carried fans.

In age the boys varied from nine to twenty-
three, and many of them had family cares in

the shape of a wife and children at home.
Every year, however, sees a decrease in the
proportion of married schoolboys and the
average age becomes less each year. In the
early history of the school, boys of all ages
were to be found in it, and it was not an un-
heard of thing for father and son to be running
a close race for the first prize.

—

S.S. Visitor.

Correspondence.

Seeing in your last issue the statement from
" late paper," that no yellow hairs are ever seen
on male cats, I want to say that must be a mis-
take. I had a pet cat when a child, yellow and
white, named Josey, and he was a large, fine fellow,

too. Besides being handsome, he was smart. When
I would chant geography, as we were taught to

give the States and capitals, he would jump up in

my lap and place a paw on each of my shoulders
and look me in the face as though enchanted. I

could tell more of him, but this will suffice. Tri-
colorcd cats, white, black and yellow, I think it is

safe to say, are always females.

Angie H. White.
Fountain City, Ind., Eleventh Month 27th.

Of late The Friend has not contained reports
concerning the doings of the Doukhobors. I trust
they are increasingly prospering, and soon will not
be obliged to labor far from home, in contact with
the motley crowds of men employed on new rail-

ways, rather rougher than the average of workers.
I can sympathize with those dissenters because an-
cestors of mine had to yield and migrate, harassed
by bitter papists. R. Hecker.

Phila., Eleventh Month 29th.

This (Wenatchee, Washington Territory), is

one of the finest fruit growing sections in the
Union. Wenatchee fruit took the premium at the
Pan-American Exhibition and a:lso at Spokane. It

is really wonderful to see the fine fruit of almost
all kinds growing in such abundance and to such
perfection.

We are here in the Squil Chuck Valley, about
seven miles from town, near one of the clearest
mountain streams that ever flowed, among the
evergreens. This is a very healthy place and land
is cheap. We are one mile from school. Some of
our neighbors have lately taken homesteads not
far away. I think it is the best place for a man
to get a start that I ever found ; many have done
well here, and many more can. Now is a good
time to get a home. Our climate is mild, with
some snow and very little wind. We have one of
the best markets on the Great Northern Railway.
I am in no way connected with the sale of land
here, but am glad we have found so good a place
for a poor man who is willing to work. Good
lumber is nine dollars per thousand at the saw mill
only a few miles from here. A man can get plenty
of work at good wages. [A meeting of Friends
held in our house].

Those wanting more information can enclose a
two cent stamp to my address, and I will endeavor
to do the best I can to answer questions.

Louis P. Hampton.
Wenatchee, Chelan Co., Washington Territory

Eleventh Month 15th.

Items Concerning the Society.

A public meeting is appointed to be held at
West Grove, Pa., to-morrow, the 8th instant, at 3
P. M., under religious concern of William C. Allen.

T. Wistar Brown has presented to Haverford
College nearly one thousand clay tablets, many of
which are believed to have been in existence three
thousand years before the birth of Christ. This
means that Haverford is in possession of a collec-
tion at least five thousand years old. The tablets,
or Babylonian books, as they are commonly called,
were recently purchased in New York by George
A. Barton, professor of the Assyrian language at
Bryn Mawr College. When the existence of the
collection in this country first became known among
the foremost historians in America, representatives
of a half dozen colleges endeavored to secure it.

Newgate Prison, in London, which will shortly be
removed, was first built in the twelfth century, but
was destroyed in the great fire of 1666 and again in

the Gordon riots of 1780. This prison was the scene
of much suffering among early Friends, confined
for conscience sake. Thomas Ellwood gives a
graphic account of a coroner's inquest held there
on the body of an inmate who died of prison fever.

Little Egg Harbor Monthly Meeting, comprising
Barnegat and Tuckerton meetings, was laid down
by Burlington Quarterly Meeting at its recent
session, and the members were joined to Burling-
ton Monthly Meeting.

A second evening meeting for worship to include

all members and attenders generally, was appointed
by a committee of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting,
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to be held last Fourth-day, at 7.30 P. M., in Friends'

Meeting-house on Twelfth below Market Street.

We observe an announcement of a book entitled

"Early Settlers of Nantucket," compiled by Lydia

S. Hinchraan, a second and enlarged edition. It

gives a brief history of the settlement of the is-

fand, and prominent events in the lives of the fol-

lowing settlers or their associates : Thomas Macy,

Edward Starbuck, Tristram Coffin and his children,

Christopher Hussey, Stephen Bachelor, John Wing,

Stephen Greenleaf, Peter Folger, Thomas Barnard,

Robert Barnard, Thomas Prence, William Collier,

Thomas Gardiner, Richard Gardner, John Gardner,

Samuel Shattuck, Peter Hobart, Thomas Mayhew,

Sr., Thomas Mayhew, Jr., Richard Swain, John

Swain. Also some genealogical detail of the fol-

lowing Nantucket families and their descendants :

Mitchell, Russell, Swain, Barker, Swift, Rotch,

Bunker, Coggeshall, Wing, Hathaway, Newhall,

Colcord, Wadley. Waterman, Stanton ; and of the

families of Lucretia Mott, John G. Whittier, Thos.

Earle, John Milton Earle, Josiah Macy, Aaron C.

Macy. (Ferris & Leach, publishers, 29 N. Seventh

St., Phila.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— In a paper read before the Philadel-

phia County Medical Society, Dr. William M. Welch,

physician-in-charge of the Municipal Hospital, stated

that since the beginning of the present year about 300

cases of smallpox have been treated in that institution,

and of this number not a single patient had been recently

vaccinated successfully. The shortest period elapsing

between a successful vaccination and the contraction of

tne disease was five years. It was the case of a boy,

who had the disease in a very mild form.

Two passenger trains on the Wabash Railroad met

in collision about 7 o'clock on the evening of the 27th

ult., at Seneca, Michigan. A number of emigrant cars

were crushed and burned, and many lives were lost, the

number of dead and injured is estimated at from 60

to 150.

The 57th Congress convened in Washington on the

2nd inst. David B. Henderson, of Iowa, was re-elected

Speaker of the House.

The Supreme Court of the United States has rendered

a decision in a case known as "The Fourteen Diamond

Rings Case," in which it affirms that the Philippine

Islands are not foreign territory, but domestic territory

of the United States. An important feature of the de-

cision is its afBrmation that all the acts of the govern-

ment in reference to these islands are valid. The way
is cleared for Congress to say what sort of government

and customs tariff shall be accorded to the Filipinos,

Negros, Mindanaoes and others of the Phillippine Archi-

pelago.

The fifth annual report of Secretary of Agriculture

Wilson, announces an important extension of the

forecasts of the Weather Bureau, which now includes

reports from certain points in the British Isles and on the

continent of Europe, from the Azores, Nassau, Bermuda
and Turk's Island. The Atlantic forecasts based upon

these reports now form part of the regular night fore-

casts issued in Washington. Three new forecast districts

have been established— in Boston, New Orleans and Den-

mark. An extension of the forecast to farmers through

the rural free delivery is contemplated.

Remarkable success is reported in experiments in

plant breeding to secure samples of cotton resistant

to wilt and other diseases.

A cross of hardy Japanese with the Florida sweet

oranges has resulted in the hardiest evergreen orange

known, and there is promise of ultimately securing a

fruit both hardy and of good quality.

The development of the rice industry in Louisiana

and Texas since the introduction by the Department of

the Japanese rice, during the past three years, has been

remarkable. At the same time the imports of this

product have decreased from 154,000,000 to 73,000,000

pounds.

Fully 90 per cent, of the date palms introduced in

recent years from Africa are now growing vigorously in

Arizona and Southern California. This year a collection

of the choicest varieties in Egypt have been obtained.

Progress is reported, in the introduction of Egyptian

cotton.

The annual report of the General Superintendent of

the life saving service for the year 1901, shows the

smallest loss of life from documented vessels suffering

disaster since the general extension of the service, and

also with respect to vessels of all classes, including the

undocumented, with the exception of the years 1880,

1882, 1885 and 1888. The average number of lives lost

annually during the entire period (twenty-five years), was

37, one life having been lost in every 13 casualities,

while the number lost during the past year was 17, or

one in every 43 casualities. The life saving crews as-

sisted in saving vessels and their cargoes valued

together at over nine millions of dollars. The cost of the

maintenance of the service was $1,640,013.

The estimates for appropriations for the War De-

partment, as presented by Secretary Root, for the year

beginning Sixth Mo. 1, 1902, aggregate J 157,409,836,

which includes about $29,000,000 for the improvement of

rivers and harbors.

The Superintendent of Indian Schools, Estelle Reed, in

her report, takes up the subject of agriculture, embrac-

ing dairying and other branches of farm study, as well

as domestic science for the girls. Speaking of agricul-

ture, the Superintendent says " No occupation will so

soon dispossess the Indian of his nomadic instincts, and

fix upon him permanency of habitation as agriculture.

Tilling of the soil will necessarily oblige him to remain in

one spot, and the performing of certain duties at proper

times of the year will instill into him the necessity for

systematic work, and for giving attention to details. To

make any real progress the Indian must have a home
wherein will centre all his interests, hopes and ambitions,

and a home on a farm will best fill these requirements.

As there is no field in which he can so rapidly contribute

to his own support, he should not only be encouraged, but

urged to cease leasing his allotment, to cultivate more

acres, raise better crops, and live the thrifty, indepen-

dent life that falls to the lot of tillers of the soil."

Attention is called to the fact that the first Government

appropriation in 1819 was but $10,000, while during the

past year the sum of $3,244,250 was expended for

Indian schools, and that the total number of pupils

enrolled was nearly 25,000. A gratifying feature of

Indian education, as indicated by the report, is the rapid

growth of industrial training methods in the Indian

schools.

There are 2800 acres of celery this year in the peat-

lands, near Westminster, Cal., which, it is estimated, will

produce 1600 carloads.

There were 410 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 32 less than the previous

week and 36 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 209 were males and 210 females: 48

died of consumption of the lungs ; 66 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 7 of diphtheria
;

11 of cancer ; 11 of apoplexy ; 4 of typhoid fever ; 3 of

scarlet fever, and 14 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.50 to $2.70 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight. $3.25 to $3.40 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 to $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.40 to $3.65.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 77i to 78c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 66 to 66ic.

No. 2 white^ats, clipped, 51Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Best, 51 to 6c.; good, 5i to 5Jc.;

dium, 4J to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3ic.; common,

IJ to 2Jc.

Lambs —3J to 5ic.

Hogs.—Best Western, 7i to 8ic.

Foreign.—In a late edict the Dowager Empress of

China has authorized the instruction of foreign sciences
'

Chinese schools.

Diplomatic relations between Colombia and Venezuela

have been severed by the act of the former Government,

A battle has recently taken place on the isthmus of

Panama between the Government troops of Columbia and

insurgents, in which several hundred men were engaged

The United States, under treaty obligations with Colom-

bia, is authorized to preserve freedom of transit across

the isthmus, and has sent war vessels there for that pur

pose. Colon, which had been taken by the insurgents, has

been surrendered to the Colombian authorities.

The Peruvian Minister and the Bolivian Minister of

Foreign Affairs have signed a protocol submitting to ar

bitration the pending questions between their respectivi

countries.

Negotiations for the liberation of Ellen M. Stone, thi

captive missionary, have received a decided set-back as ;

result of the refusal of the brigands holding her to accept

a ransom of $65,000.

The brigands have acquainted the American authori

with their purpose to hold the woman until the sum
originally demanded, $110,000, has been paid them. The

Bulgarian government repudiates the responsibility of

Bulgaria, and alleges that the officials had given every

assistance possible in the matter.

In answer to a cable message of inquiry sent by \

Christian Herald to President Washburne, of Rcj

College, Constantinople, concerning Ellen M. Stone, i

following reply was received ;
" Stune negotiations

pended. No immediate prospect of release. Satisfac

evidence she has been well treated."

Stewart Culin of the Free Museum of the University

Pennsylvania, after a visit to Cuba in search of remnj
of its aboriginal inhabitants, says : "My general coH
sions are that a considerable number of India

)s, who intermarry among themselves and are

'

scended from half a dozen different families, still sm
in the province of Santiago. They have lost their

;e and most of their customs, and can only be c

entiated physically from the other inhabitants of

part of the island. They are in no sense wild."

Secretary Root in his annual report, reviews in dj

the actions of the Taft Commission in the installaticj

the various branches of government to 70 per cen,

the estimated population of the Philippine islands

habiting 58 per cent, of their estimated area, th((

maining area and population continuing under mil:

administration.

Secretary Root reports that three religious orde

were established under Spanish rule, had at the 1

American occupation a holding of about 403,000 acri

agricultural lands. The native tenantry is hosi

friars. He recommends that the religious orders st

convert this property into money, for the protectic

their own interests ; that the lands should be purcl

by the State, and that title upon proper terms shonl

offered to the tenants, or to the other people of t\

lands. For this purpose, says the secretary, it wi,

necessary that money shall be obtained from other sor

than the ordinary revenues of the Philippine Governr

and any bonds issued can be paid for by rece

sales of the land to natives.

The latest report of the Suez Canal Company oali

tention to modern improvements, to meet the requiren

of navigation, which will be inaugurated in

future. The deepening of the channel to 31 feel

been begun, and it is contemplated to light the can

electricity, so as to let the traffic proceed at night.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—For two weeks, beginning Twelfth 1

20th, a young woman as mother's helper in a family I

in Germantown. Apply promptly to S. T. E.,

Office of The Fribi

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting is to be he

Moorestown, Twelfth Month 12th, at 10 o'clock. Pr

coming from Philadelphia and Camden may take

last boat leaving Market Street, Philadelphia, at

due Moorestown, 8.43. Or, may use the electrk

leaving Philadelphia at 8.52, and Market street, Cai

at 9.03, reaching the Meeting-house gate about 10 o"

Rachel G. Hall, plain milliner, 1953 N. Cama
between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets, will i

ders after Twelfth Month 9th. 1901.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

instruction and discipline should he addressed to Wd
P. WicKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition,

:

munications in regard to business should be forwarc

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience o

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and,

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requ ai

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., tweni in

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph i"

W'est Chester, Phone 114s.

Edward G. Smedley, Su

Westtown Old Scholars' Association. — A oW

scholars of Westtown Boarding School, with memb dl

their families and all others interested in the SchoU*

cordially invited to attend the Fifth Annual Rti*

(third
•'
Philadelphia reunion "), to be held at Ft ''

Meeting-house, Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelpri

Sixth-day evening. Twelfth Month 6th, 1901 from
"

10 P. M. After hearing from representatives

various interests cared for by the Association, the m
ence will listen to addresses as follows :

For the Westtown Faculty, bv . . Wm. F. Wickersh.,

Pri, «I

For the Undergraduates, by . . . W'alter S. Thoma,-

For the Friends of the School, by ... . Agnes L. T

For the Old Scholars, by John B.

'
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Concealed Weapons.

Tngrateful," says Cicero, "and unright-

is the citizen who, while himself exempt

the danger of arms, nevertheless retains

med spirit."

ist of us would repel the charge of carry-

oncealed weapons, yet we may be carry-

lany that are so concealed even from our

sight, that we are slow to recognize

, Our victims discover them, they find

hidden shaft of sarcasm has hurt them,

!know what dispositions have wounded

[in the house of their friends; they smart

[

the covert taunt, they learn what an

il of irritability we carry, with what

of explosives we are inwardly stocked,

poisoned arrows our spirits can throw by

or gesture, or glance of the eye.

1 what the laws call concealed weapons,

:ols or daggers, are but the outcome of

more hidden springs of warfare,—the

animosities, dislikes or ill-governed

]rs which war or slumber in our inward

Moreover, all national armaments for

destruction proceed from the same

1^1, the heart of man;—"come they not

even from the lusts that war in your

rs.

"

i(|Drdingly we would call upon the members

religious Society for a "general disar-

t." Thus will the sincerity of our peace

mies and conferences be put beyond

Concealed weapons in any of us are

laed by the spirit of life in Christ Jesus.

rjis only one war which is Peace, and

t the war of Love, which worketh no ill

tsfel low-being. There is but one Peace

CBS war, and that is the war of the Spirit

iii all the secret springs of war. Christ

is our Peace, Christ is our Overcomer in the

battle-field of the heart;—the olive branch of

the nations, because its seed and root in the

individual.

Our sole remedy for concealed weapons is

Regeneration. Congress may fulminate laws

to make assassins more cautious, but it cannot

regenerate anarchism into the spirit of peace,

and will not, we fear, lay a hand on those out-

ward incubators of anarchy which- are named

saloons. Still, legislatures are needed to leg-

islate in the outward against crime, till regen-

eration in the inward removes the n?ed.

Through the regeneration of citizens must be

lifted those higher standards of righteousness,

which will call for laws of the land to re-echo

the spirit of Christ.

The Society of Friends having given out

word to the world of its special acknowledg-

ment of the Holy Spirit as the rule of life,

cannot afford to have any concealed weapons

lurking in the hearts of its members, contrary

to the Frmce of i'eace. And as the source of

wars and fightings is abolished from heart

after heart by the washing of regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Spirit, Friends

will best become able ministers of the new

testament to advance the day when war shall

be no more. But first, last, and always, the

Gospel individually applied must be the power

by which this great change is wrought.

fContinued from p.ige 156.)

The following is from a letter addressed by
Joseph Scattergood to Susanna Bigg, for-

merly Home, a minister in England, who had
in 1812 and 1813 paid a religious vi.sit to this

country. It was written about 1837, proba-

bly upon learning of the death of her father,

Thomas Home: "The bereavement which
thou hast met with, since my last was written,

was heard of, soon after it occurred, and al-

though not qualified to enter fully into sym-
pathy with thee on such an event, yet I have
felt for thee, and believed that thou who had
so often been qualified to administer comfort
and consolation to others, under similar afi'ec-

ting dispensations, could not under like circum-
stances, be without his holy help, by which
alone afflictions are sanctified and rendered
blessings, and under the influence of which
those that sincerely trust and confide in Him,
can truly say, 'Not my will but thine be done.'

"It was this holy confidence and reliance

which enabled ray grandfather, when at your
house, when informed of the death of a much

loved daughter, to exclaim, 'The Lord gave
and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the

name of the Lord.'

"I have often instructively to revert to the

holy resignation and submission to the Divine

Will which he manifested on that and other

occasions of a trying and proving character,

and I think I may truly sav, a desire has been

raised to experience a like degree of it, what-
ever may be allotted to befall me, by Him
who doeth all things well. Thy allusions to

trials which he passed through while under thy

father's roof, as well as in other parts of your
country, brought very forcibly before me the

descriptions of them which are preserved in

his journal, in the reading of which I have so

often been instructed. The long continuance

of and peculiar character of them, together

with the manner in which they are described,

although very instructive to those who can

understand such baptisms, has induced some
to whom they have been read, to doubt the

propriety of their publication, at least in the

form in which he left them. I finished mak-
ing the extracts I thought proper, some time

since, and previously to submitting them to

the Committee n.npointed bv tlie MApting for

Sufferings to examine them, they were handed

to my brother William, to examine.

"It is very probable that it may be got

ready for the inspection of the Meeting for

Sufferings, so as to be put in the first num-
ber of the next volume of the Friends' Library.

As soon as published 1 will endeavor to send

thee a copy."

Under date of Twelfth Month 7th, 1837,

Susanna Bigg thus replied to this letter:

''My Dear Friend:— I duly received thy

letter of Seventh Month 12th, which I can

truly say, gave me much pleasure, both as it

conveyed the information of thy intention of

compiling something relating to thy valued

and much-loved grandfather, also to find that

one of his descendants appeared well disposed

and qualified for the service; believing that

the revival of the exercises and experiences of

faithful servants are of use to those who are

endeavoring to follow in the same path which

is trodden by the Company of the Suffering

Redeemer. I am sorry that I have been al-

most necessarily hindered from making any

inquiry of the very few who are at all likely to

be possessed of any material to add to what

thou already has in possession. Only six out

of the long list thou sent me, I believe, now

continue in mutability. I hope thou hast al-

ready sufficient to form an interesting Memoir.

Thy dear grandfather used to keep a kind of

Journal from which I was sometimes favored

to hear a part, by which, as also by his exem-

plary conduct, I was instructed.

"The extracts from his letters to myself are

all I have now to contribute, of which any can

be made use of that_are thought best for pub-
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lication. Athoush many years have passed

away since we witnessed the deep exercises

and conflicts he had to wade through while

detained as an ambassador in bonds among us;

his patient abiding under them is not forgot-

ten, probably by others as well as myself.

"I see you have some of the publications of

those in this country who continue to be de-

fenders of that faith which, if still maintained,

will defend from all the fiery darts of the

wicked.

"Our valued friend John Barclay, has been

well ensaged in making selections from some

of the works of our first Friends, and to the

fifth volume just printed, has written a pre-

face worthy of all acceptation in the present

day of trial."

It is known to many readers of The Friend

that while in England, Thomas Scattergood

was long exercised under the belief that it

was his duty to seek a religious opportunity

with King George III. When this duty had

been performed he was able to leave that

country in the year 1800 with peaceful feel-

ings. His absence from home in this visit

extended to more than six years. The fol-

lowing account of this interview is taken

from his Memoirs:

"It will be proper to observe, that in the

interview which his companions had with one

of the king's advisers to whom they had ap-

plied for permission to visit him, they were

infoimed that it was not likely he would con-

sent; alleging as a reason, his unwillingness

to see any strangers, in consequence of at-

tempts which had recently been made upon his

life. He, however, suggested that as he regu-

larly walked upon the esplanade at a certain

time of the day, they might have an opportu-

nity then, if thev thought that would answer.

When they met, Thomas Scattergood was in-

troduced to the king as a much loved minister

of the gospel from America, who had been

engaged in a religious visit to the Society of

Friends in England. Thomas then took ofl:

his hat and said, 'I have a message from the

Lord to thee, king.' The king instantly

uncovered his head, also his attendants, and

made a full stop at this salutation, and listened

with respectful attention to what Thomas
said. When he concluded, the king said to

him. 'I thank you,'—and instead of pursuing

his walk, returned at once to his apartment."

The following -incident in reference to Su-

sanna Home is taken from an account of

George Dillwyn, published in a former volume

of this .Journal.

"In the year 1812 she came to this country

on a religious visit, and George had near

unity with her in her ministeiial labors

amongst us. A few weeks after Susanna had

sailed from this land, George Dillwyn rose at

the close of a meeting for worship in Burling-

ton, and in much lirokenness and humility

said, 'As many Friends are interested in Su-

sanna Home, I may tell them she has arrived

safely in England.' This annunciation was

startling to all,—and the weak in faith were

no doubt full of fears, lest the slowly revolv-

ing weeks should not bring its confirmation.

But time proved that George had been enabled

to follow her in spirit even to her port, and

was made sensible, although at three thousand

miles distance, of her landing."

W. P. T.

THE ULTIMATE APPEAL.

Hold not thy peace, God of all worthy praise !

Exalt thine own above our mortal ways ;

Rebuke the erring thought

By which the sense bound world would fain ex-

clude

Each entering germ of Thine infinitude !

Reveal, howe'er unsought,

Thyself to every age increasingly.

Such large intent in all Thy works we see-
Prescribed, or life in- wrought.

Excite in us, beyond each faith effete,

New aspiration for Thy lore complete,

Counting our lore as naught

Except as we behind each partial scheme

Read Thy one method in no fitful gleam !

Imprinted on ilie Face.

The influence of beauty is universal, an in-
j

fluence to which every one will confess him-

self susceptible, whether it be the beautiful in

nature or in art. But the beauty of the hu-

man face is perhaps the most impressive,

and yet there are few who think that it

depends at all on cultivation. The commonly

received idea is that one is born good or ill-

looking, and cannot help himself, which is a

very injurious notion.

There may be cultivated upon every face an

enchanting beauty and expression which

will kindle admiration in everyone who

looks upon it, which will attract attention

and win love far more than any mere phys-

ical combination, any perfection of form or

coloring.

The psychologist insists that the character

is indelibly stamped upon the face—that what

one uniformly thinks and feels, traces itself

in unmistakable lines on brow and cheek.

It may seem a foolish motive to present to

a child the desire to be beautiful, and it might

very easily be misconstrued and misapplied.

To attempt to cultivate the expression with-

out the qualities of heart on which it alone

depends, would be very likely to stamp upon

the face a meaningless simper, a hypocritical

smile which would be anything but pleasing.

Our first impressions of a person are derived

from the expression of the face and manner.

We hear every day the expression. "There

is a good face, I like that countenance," or

"What pleasing manners," and these are gen-

erally true indications of character. And a

face from which we involuntarily shrink, will

be almost sure to belong to a character from

which we should shrink.

A young girl often met a certain old Quaker

lady in the street cars. One day, acting on a

sudden impulse, the girl turned and said.

Won't you let me kiss you?" "Yes, dear,

certainly." As the acquaintance ripened,

the young lady asked, "Weren't you surprised

that time in the cars, when I asked you to let

me kiss you?" "0, no, dear," was the an-

swer, "they often ask me that."

Some one asks, "Have you never met the

beautiful surprises of the street—met a man
or woman 'who had the Ten Commandments
written on the face?'"

—

Health.

What Ruth Had.

"Oh, there's that Ruth Knolls and

brother again! Do you know, teacher Mer

she is just awfully dull in school, and we
{

laugh at her so much. She hasn't a part

of brilliancy."

Viva chatted this speech out as she wa!

along the street beside her teacher.

"She has something far better than

liancy," said teacher Merton.

"What?" said Viva, her cheeks flus.

uncomfortably; for she felt that she

made a mistake, and she was very anxiou

stand well in teacher Merton's opinion.

"She has a courteous manner. That

grace that is Very great, but far too i

1
1 know Ruth quite well, and her kindness

courtesy are unfailing in company or at h('

She is going to grow into a lovely w(

hood."

"I am sorry I spoke so," said Viva,

really didn't know anything about her ex

that she stumbles so dreadfully in her l

"No doubt she is very sorry about it.

is a fine gift to be quick and bright in ni

standing things; but you know, my dear,

it is far more important to be kind-he.

and gentle. When you go out in the woi

one will ever ask or know whether you

good grades in algebra and Latin. lii

have done your best, it is wrought into

whether your best is very good or onlj'

diocre. But be sure of this: Everyone

meets you will know, without putting

through an examination, whether you areafl

tlewoman or not. It isn't practical to c(l

Greek or discuss psychology or read Slj

speare with every one you meet; but yoi|

always speak kindly and listen courtej

and quietly look out for the opportunity {

the little deeds of kindness that makej

lives so much more worth living." -^
Lhiion Signal.

"For if thou went to plough a hundred

years, thou couldst not bring one stalk out of

the earth. But God, without work of thine,

whilst thou art asleep, creates out of the little

grain a stalk, and on the stalk many ears, as

many as^He wills."

—

Luther.

Preparations for Work.—Work is

curse. To the first man, before his sIdIi

task was given to till and to tend; the pub

raent for his ofl'ense was that his work si li

be unproductive, that despite his effort-

h

land should give forth thorns and thist'

penalty still inflicted for ill directed ;ir

proper undertakings. Then it is of est.

importance that the young man or v-

should be fitted for the work in which <

are to engage. The dignity and reward.<

profession or business should cast no s

glamor around or obscure the real poii 1

which attention must be directed. Pa it

sometimes destine their children from t

for a certain occupation. If they consist 1

trained their off'spring for this parti 3

work, their authority might not be so misc '^

ous, as it is when without any such cariD

thoughtful provision, but by a mere arbi r

direction at a certain period in their offs]

'

life, they declare that he shall be phy-

lawyer, engineer, electrician or what

Human beings are not clay in other h 3

being's hands, to be moulded at will fo "

desired purpose; they have faculties, diss

tions, predilections and facilities \yhicli i

be taken into account in determining It '

make them most useful, and, therefore. *

prosperous and happy in the world.— t^'''

Exponent.
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For "The Friend."

mdage of Romanism in France, and Its

Apparent Weakening.

ougli the moral enormity of the sale of

inces in the Roman Catholic church

)t now prevail as it did in the time of

alius, v.hen the soul's merchandizing of

)untebank monk Tetzel hastened the

ent of the Lutheran Reformation, yet

juity of the sale of prayers— of masses

said—for the release of souls from

,tory," is continuous, as it is also a

Qctioned and highly approved ceremonial

ienomination referred to. Man's spir-

nlightenment, during the nearly four

es that have elapsed, would appear not

3 kept pace with his wonderfully en-

material knowledge. One stands

at the recital of the blasphemy of the

3an traificker, who with his I'ed cross,

vas claimed to have "as much efficacy

cross of Jesus Christ," and his big,

money chest, made bold to sound the

on,^
—"Draw near, and 1 will give you

duly sealed, by which even the sins

11 hereafter desire to commit shall be

;iven you." Nevertheless, there are

the present day a great multitude of

people who pay money for purgatory

and not a few mercenary priests re-

3 of Peter's reproof to Simon,
—"Thy

perish with thee, because thou hast

I that the gift of God may be purchased

raey."

;able revival of this method of making
)ut of religious credulity, is at present

)perated in France, the facts here

leing obtained from an article furnished

Jeaumont, of Paris, to the Converted

secluded valley of the department of

je, perhaps a hundred miles southwest

,3, on an affluent of the river Sarthe,

ty of Montligeon, a place which, until

years ago, numbered scarcely three

i inhabitants. The bishop placed a

riest here, a certain Abbe Buguet, the

poor vegetable woman of the district,

his parishioners all very indigent,

1 the view of relieving the hardship of

well as his own, Buguet went up
I secured contracts of work for the

people in the way of cutting and

ip clothes for the great shops of the

For a while the new industry seemed
them more money than their former
ccupation as small husbandmen, but,

introduction of labor-saving machin-
the tailoring craft, the abbe's parish-

came poorer than before, and grum-
ood deal at Buguet as the cause of

ery. Pondering on possible ways of

relief, the priest, one day, speaking

pulpit, broached the idea of engaging
'or getting poor souls out of purga-

seeing that there were millions thus

circumstanced, it was evident, he

t many prayers and many masses
3d to be said. His flock rather ap-

I the proposal, Buguet purchased an

and, with the help of his sacristan

1 in printing a little sheet of paper

g to be a cry of distress from the

urgatory, and addressed to the whole

Catholic believers. Working day

and night for weeks and months, the abbe and
his helper prepared and sent out a great quan-

tity of these papers on which it was stated

that by means of one sou every Catholic faith-

ful could for one year participate in a mass
daily said by the Montligeon priest for the

souls fn purgatory. This appeal came as a

great temptation to poor, weak-minded peas-

ants, who felt that they were kept in a sorry

case as compared with the well-to-do, who
could so readily leave large money to the

church for masses for the repose of their

souls.

Now, the poor French peasants, delighted

that for one sou per year they could partici-

pate not only in the alleged redeeming prayers

of the mass for their relatives but also for

themselves after death, eagerly caught at the

device. Soon hundreds, then thousands,

finally millions of sous began to pour into

Montligeon, so that the abbe, unable to keep
up with the prayers, had to hire ten other

priests to help him. The town therewith

began to prosper, for, with the superfluous

sous, Buguet built himself a magnificent

church building, superior to many a cathe-

dral; next, an immense workshop as large and
as ornamental as a university, and has since

added one large building after another to ac-

commodate all his employees, of whom he has

nearly five hundred. The regular office force,

who arrive every morning at fixed hours, to

engage in this factory, soul-redemption em-
ploy, comprises eight chaplains, fifteen inter-

preters, twenty secretaries and a crowd of

accountants and bookkeepers.

At first, the bishop had opposed the work of

the abbe, but, with the coming of great suc-

cess, he had not only consented to bless the

church building, but had raised the resource-

ful priest to the dignity of a canon. And,

now, every year, on the second day of Elev-

enth Month, Montligeon has a general festival,

when the whole population turns out in a

body, and with mournful banners flying wends
its way to the cemetery, there (outwardly) to

pray for the poor souls of the whole world.

Meanwhile their successfully enterprising

priest becomes the recipient of many plau-

dits, for the town's people feel, says the ac-

count, that their "prosperity has increased a

hundredfold since the good abbe had the idea

of making wings for the souls in purgatory

instead of slaving at making garments for

ordinary mortals." At its recent rate of

growth it would seem as though Montligeon

would in due time take its place as a favored

settlement of the Romish church, along with

their famous shrine of Lourdes in the depart-

ment of Hautes-Pyrenees in the south of

France. The latter place has a strong castle,

with ruins of fortifications of the time of .Ju-

lius Csesar; but its fame of late years is alto-

gether founded upon an alleged appearance (in

1858) of the Virgin Mary to a peasant girl,

Bernadette Soubirous, to whom was disclosed

the miraculous healing properties, so claimed,

of the grotto-spring, which is now visited by

multitudes of pilgrims.

It is to be hoped that the French people

will awaken to the degrading effects of these

superstitions and idolatries. Many, indeed,

are being aroused. The recently enacted Re-

ligious Associations bill, in recognizing the so

great mischief done by the Jesuit order, pro-

vides that all their wealth shall be confisca-

ted, to be used for the benefit of the people.

The monasteries and convents generally, here-

tofore closed to any supervision or regulation

of their afl:airs, must now submit to such in-

quiry. It is said that the number of religious

establishments engaged in traffic, reached the

surprising number of twenty-five hundred.

An outcry was made against these, because, as

the inmates had taken the vows of poverty,

and no wages were paid, they could, and did,

easily undersell regular tradesmen. While
commodities in great variety were manufac-
tured, the most flagrant "industry" was the

traffic in strong drink. The French states-

man, Clemenceau, who has published statistics

of these houses and the various branches of

trade carried on by them, says of their drink

traffic: "We know that the 'charity' of our
monks embraces speculations in alcoholism,

that is to say, in the worst vices of human-
ity—and all to enrich the cofiiers of the

church. I'ive religious communities sell

wine wholesale; six sell liquors wholesale; two.

alcohol exclusively; four sell liquors retail;

seven convents are patented as distilleries;

and nine as inns, with billiard playing al-

lowed."

While a good deal of the opposition to the

Romish religious orders may have a political

and rationalistic animus, there is no doubt,

on the other hand, that many seeking souls,

humiliated at sight of the superstitious, spir-

itual darkness and clerical bigotry so prev-

alent over the land, are sincerely solicitous

that the true Light and the knowledge that

enlightens should be more widely dissemina-

ted. The land of Irensus, Bernard, Fenelon,

Pascal, Grellet and Oberlin, of the Walden-
ses. Huguenots and Camisards, needs spirit-

ual rehabilitation on better lines. Lately,

two large meetings have been held in Protest-

ant places of worship in the city of Havre,

attended by many converted Catholics and
Roman Catholics, whereat several former
priests spoke of that new liberty of the gospel

into which they had entered, and the struggles

and difficulties met with in their path to free-

dom. Their testimony, it was said, made a

profound impression on the people of Havre.

In his review of the religious state of Eu-

rope prior to the Reformation, D'Aubigne re-

marks, that "few countries seemed likely to

be better disposed than France for the recep-

tion of the evangelical doctrines. Almost
all the intellectual and spiritual life of the

Middle Ages was concentrated in her. It

might have been said that the paths were
everywhere trodden for a grand manifestation

of the truth." Then follows the following dis-

criminating reflection in explaining how, when
a happy attainment in the truth seemed so

near, the political course of the kingdom sud-

denly turned at the moment of the Reforma-

tion, and the religious life took a contrary di-

rection. He says:
'

' France, after having been almost reformed,

found herself, in the result, Roman Catholic.

The sword of her princes, cast into the

scale, caused it to incline in favor uf Rome.

Alas! another sword, that of the Reformers

themselves, insured the failure of the eff'ort

for the Reformation. The hands that had

become accustomed to warlike weapons, ceas-

ed to be lifted up in prayer. It is by the
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blood of its confessors, not by that of its ad-

versaries, tliat the gospel triumphs. Blood

shed by its defenders extinguishes and smoth-
ers it. Francis, the First, in the very begin-

ning of his reign, eagerly sacrificed the Prag-
matical Sanction [limiting the Roman prerog-

ative] to the Papacy, substituting a concordat

detrimental to France, and advantageous to

the crown and to the pope. Maintaining by the

sword the rights of the German Protestants at

war with his rival, this 'father of the sciences'

plunged it up to the hilt in the hearts of his

own reformed subjects. His successors did,

from motives of fanaticism, or weakness, or

to silence the clamors of a guilty conscieiice,

what he had done for ambition. They met
indeed with a powerful resistance, but it was
not always such as the martyrs of the first

ages had opposed to their Pagan persecutors.

The strength of the Protestants was the source

of their weakness; their success drew after it

their ruin."

The text of D'Aubigne thus illustrates how
the fighting Protestant princes of France and
their following, reversed the testimony of the

Apostle Paul, where he said, in extolling God's

grace and strength as superior to all earthly

advantages: "Therefore I take pleasure in

infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in

persecutions, in distresses for Christ's sake;

for when I am weak, then am I strong." It

also sorrowfully illuminates the caution of

David: "Put not your trust in princes, cor

in the son of man, in whom there is no help."

JOSIAH W.

Blessed are the men and women who do not

see all clearly yet, but who feed their soul on
God and wait to know Him better!

"Greatness evinces itself more in the

constructive than in the destructive. It is eas-

ier to pull down than to build up. It requires

a genius to construct a watch, or to devise the

electrical instrument, but a child can destroy

either. It is the man of construction, not of

destruction, whom the world most needs. It

is the builder in the material, mental and re-

ligious domain who leaves behind him an abid-

ing and beneficent

The Power op Religion. —"It is religion

which, penetrating to the depth of each one's

conscience, makes him feel the force of duty
and urges him to fulfill it. It is religion

which gives to rulers feelings of justice and
love towards their subjects; which makes sub-

jects faithful and sincerely devoted to their

rulers; which makes upright and good legis-

lators, just and incorruptible magistrates,

brave and heroic soldiers, conscientious and
diligent administrators. It is religion which
produces concord and affection between hus-

band and wife, love and reverence between
parents and their children; which makes the
poor respect the property of others, and
causes the rich to make a right use of their

wealth. From this fidelity to duty and this

respect for the rights of others come the or-

der, tranquility and the peace which form so

large a part of the prosperity of a people and
of a State. Take away religion, and with
it all these immensely precious benefits would
disappear from society.

—

Encyclical Letter of
Pope Leo XIIL

Our Inheritance.

Some years ago I paused to speak to a young
man whose face attracted me.

"Yes," he replied in answer to one of my
inquiries, "I have had a hard life. I am poor
and wretched, a stranger in a strange land.

And yet, " he added, "I have heard there is

money waiting for me in the old country if I

could get back to claim it."

"If that is the case," I asked, "why do you
not go back?"

"Well," he answered, "you see it may not be
true, after all, and, besides, I would not know-

just what steps to take. No; I will try to

make my way here."
After a little talk with him about the bet-

ter inheritance that could surely be had for

the claiming, I left him and passed on.

Nearly a dozen years later, I sat listening to

the sermon of a minister from England. Dur-
ing the course of it he spoke of a Refuge for

Boys in which he was much interested; and
told of a lad who had run away from this

home, unwilling to perform the duties assigned

him there. "Shortly afterwards," he said,

"we heard that a fortune had been left to him,

and every effort was used to trace him, but in

vain." "Somewhere, to-day, perhaps," he
added, "that young man is wandering poor
and homeless whilst an ample provision is held

in trust for him, and all he has to do is to

come and claim it."

When the sermon was over, I sought a pri

vate interview with the minister, and told him
of the boy who had so interested me. The
date of his coming to America, his appearance
and his story, all seemed to point to him
the fugitive sought so long and vainly.

Again, through the newspapers, the effort

was made to inform him that an inheritance

was his for the claiming; but again it was
unsuccessful.

Often, since then, my mind has dwelt on the
wonderful teaching in this little life parable.

How many there are who like this poor lad,

are contenting themselves with a life of poverty

and hardship whilst "the glorious inheritance

of the saints" may be theirs for the seeking.

Without merit or effort of their own this in-

heritance has been provided, and He, by whom
it has been provided, is sending forth his mes-
sengers day by day to search for his wandering
sons that they may be lifted from the depths of

their degradation into the joy and abundance
of the Father's house.

We might suppose that the poor hungry,
thirsty, homeless souls, who vaguely erasp the

thought of the "all things" that are promised
them, would seek with joy for a fuller knowl-
edge; but no, like the poor boy they say, "It
may not be true after all, and I know not
what steps to take; I shall try to be content
as I am."

Ever it is the same old story— blessings of-

fered and rejected. "Ye will not come unto
Me that ye might have life," said our blessed

master and through the centuries the cry still

rings, and we see the wonderful spectacle, not

of the lost seeking a Saviour, but the Saviour
seeking the lost, and offering to sinful souls

the possibility of becoming "Heirs of God, and
joint heirs with Christ."

—

Alix.

"Goodness may win gold, but gold will

never win goodness."

The Soul's Atmosphere.
,

In these later ages the world has develop^!

new sense, that of climate. We have beC'i

mightily fastidious in breathing. There are i

medical cures which stake everything on !

air. In the late autumn increasing hosts of i

well-to-do people preen their wings and fol

the migrator birds. They are in search of a 1':

perature. Colonists settle for the winte i

the keen heights of Davos, or pursue the [

southwards to San Remo or Algiers. Wei
any price for an atmosphere. In the siii

it flashes on the retina, in the fragrances t

which it intoxicates, in the secret vigoiij

conveys, we find some of life's choichest gij

And atmosphere, now so centrally impom
to the health and pleasure seeker, has becde

in other ways, a new thins to our generat'i

It has been transformed by science. We<i

onlv know its chemical constituents, but,c

obtaining glimpses of the tremendous fee

that incessantly play through it. We ar d

vestigating the mvstery of that lurainifeu

ether of which it has been strikingly said a

"a shock in any part of it causes a tr(o:

which is felt on the surface of couna
worlds." The scientist is trying to mein
those "shivers of undulation" in it whic!i

press themselves successively as heat, or 1 it

or magnetism or electricity. We stand ,'e

struck at the stupendous energy which isjp

resented in the conveyance to us of the :ii

of a star. We try to grasp what is men; *"

the statement that one faint star ray f

on our retina represents a wave raovemei:

ried on through long years at a rate of m
six hundredths millions of millions per ee

ond.

But when we speak of atmosphere, iitJK

language either of the pleasure-seek' oi

the physicist, we are far from having exha tai

the term's significance. The universe coisti

of something more than of solid planet d
sidereal systems, and of the swift telegi)lij

of luminiferouseiher between the inter-s la

spaces. Behind that universe lies anothe ind

a bigger. It is the world of conscious*

the invisible realm of souls. That we b "i^

to both is to us all self evident, thoucl

the one is related to the other remains t!

penetrated and seemingly impenetrable \~

tery. And it is this chasm between matte in^

mind which makes it so difficult for to

think accurately from one to the other. Ai

we discuss the problems of our spirituanfr

ture our terms, borrowed from the irld

outside, are the very rudest of implerita

At best they permit us to speak only in ra-

bies. And yet we speak "not as uncerta7-'

For while the mind holds secrets of its tW

which can never be interpreted by the i^si

cal, an instinct within, which is the U'On

scious ground of all our reasoning, assun B

of an underlying unity binding these twa t»

gether; a unity which makes everywher thi

truth of the outer to be a projection .U
plain hint of the truth of the inner.

It is under this persuasion that we e»i

here of the Soul's Atmosphere. Our st V i

of a climate not mentioned in Baedeke:an'

yet as real as the sunshine of Nice or th 'in

scent of Arcachon. For as certainly a lo«

our physical organism, so certainly dd

ritual self, live by the air it bre

But the analysis of the one atmosphere "j
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ly so easy as that of the other. When we

of oxygen and hydrogen, carbon and ni-

ren, of the atomic theory and of the law

bin'ing proportions, we are in the sphere

veights and measures, of the accurately

ulable. It is a more dimly-lighted region

mter when we reach this other side, and our

suring instruments are all to seek. We
stumbling up against dim perceptions, ad-

irations of truths which, while they im-

;s with their grandeur, leave us only a

ue sense of their outline and content. The

>re of the highest in man will never be

pad, because it loses itself in the Infinite.

nd yet we can make some affirmations.

)ur planet is immersed in a deep, dense

of air, that plays incessantly through our

mism and carries in itself mysterious po-

•ies which we are just beginning to discern.

5 our thought-world to-day surrounded by

sther, not less pervasive and potent. We
lot tell its whole content, or the whole

hod of its operation. Some of this is

ed in books, is preserved for us as what we
knowledge. A Galileo, a Newton, has in

sense been the light of our seeing. But

exact knowledge which our race has inher-

forms only a small part of its thought

Dsphere. The whole past life of humanity,

soul's immeasurable movement, is in it, in

IS we cannot guess. But we should be

n a wretchedly inadequate account of the

's atmosphere if we spoke of it as merely

luch stored up world-thought. We might

rell speak of our planet's atmosphere as

ily an afiiair of a few gases. Neither the

nor the other is quite so parochial. The

mr body breathes gets most of its vitality

1 bevond its own sphere. It quivers with

BS that stream through it from the far-

t stars. It is lighted and warmed from

[out. It would become poisonous to us

ii it not for a central sun which, by the

\c of its shining, turns a deadly gas into

I for the plant-world and into vitalizing

en for our human lungs. And it is some-

assuredly, more than analogy, an as-

ice "deep seated in our mystic frame,"

h points to our physical sphere as in all

1 pattern of the word within. What is

n to silence forms the smallest half of

ystic forces that surround and incessantly

upon our soul's life. If the farthest

send on quivers which register them-

i on our earth's surface, who can say

influences from innumerable [thoughts] of

Intelligence permeate our spiritual en-

and work in ways unnoted upon our

liousness? And this inner atmosphere,

Ssible from all worlds, has also its .sun.

Boul's system has its centre as surely as

f lanetary. The history of religion is the

I'yof the soul's gravitation to the centre,

lijiration for its birthplace. The saints

?| put this aspiration into every language.

6( Behmen's words on the new birth stand

aype of the whole human movement here.

B ccount of the soul as a light originating

tl Father's essence, lumen delumine, im-

is ed in darkness, feeling "a fire of an-

is" until its longing for the light is sat-

lethv Coil's witness in it, when there arises
"

r weetness of rest and peace." is the

•inry from Plato and St. .John to

j: : i\;.\ and to William Law. A Catholic

mediaeval mystic recounts the experience in

words which one of Wesley's evangelists

might have used in an experience meeting:
"And then do we all come unto our Lord, our
self clearly knowing and God fully having . . .

Him verily seeing and fully feeling; Him
spiritually hearing and Him delectably in-

breathing, and of Him sweetly drinking."
To have moved into this climate is to have

lighted on life's best. Michelet, in his fas-

cinating book "La Montague." speaks of a
certain hill-elevation where the human organ-
ism breathes freest and reaches its height of

exhilaration. The Suul knows that height bet-

ter than the body. The luxury of climate
is missed often by the deep pursed traveller

who roams from China to Peru, while enjoyed
to the full by some humble artificer or patient

woman whose physical boundary is a workshop
or a cottage The question of the soul's at-

mosphere has, however, another side. So far

we have discussed it as a something which
works upon us and from which we incessantly

draw. But we do not merely draw from it.

We also contribute to it, and it is here uer-

haps that the chief significance of our life ex-
hibits itself. If we knew it, a bigger thing
than our arts and manufactures is the making
of atmospheres in Which souls can thrive.

When from the centre of us leaps out thought,
desire, or volition towards friend or foe we
cannot measure what we are effecting here in

the eternal world of souls. We are pouring
out powers that create or destroy. If waves
of force, flowing from physical centres, flash,

as we know they do, through atmospheres, and
penetrate every form of matter, who shall

estimate the efl:ect of the forces emanating
from our spirit centres, that beat upon our
brother's thought and will?

It is from this point of view that we best

study the significance of prayer. When a

mother wrestles in spirit for her child or a
friend for his friend, we have at work the
highest and the purest force the world knows.
And the results? We may not see them.
But unless all the discoveries' both of the
physical and spiritual universe are in a con-
spiracy to deceive us, nothing is more certain

than the certainty of these results. The forces

here unlocked may have a circuit as wide
as that of a comet, but they will not waste
themselves nor fail of their goal. From this

stand-point, too. we could best discuss the
whole life of the Church. Its business is to

create an atmosphere. More than its asser-

tion of dogma, more than the perfection of its

ritual, is its function of filling the area of its

influence with an air which the poor, poisoned
soul of humanity as it inhales the oxygen and
warms to the sunshine, shall realize as the Di-

vine it has panted for. the very breath of God.—B)-itish Paper.

A. CONFESSION.
" You ask me how I gave my heart to Christ ?

I do not know.
There came a yearning for him in my soul

So long ago.

I found earth's flowers would fade and die

—

I wept for something that could satisfy
;

And then—and then—somehow I seemed to dare
To lift my broken heart to Him in prayer.

I do not know

—

I cannot tell you how
;

I only know
He is my Saviour now.

" You ask me when I gave my heart to Christ ?

I cannot tell.

The day, or just the hour, I do not now
Remember well.

It must have been when I was all alone

The light of his forgiving spirit shone
Into my heart, so clouded o'er with sin

;

I think— I think 'twas then I let Him in.

I do not know

—

I cannot tell you when
;

I only know
He is so dear since then.

" You ask me where I gave my heart to Christ ?

I cannot say.

That sacred place has faded from my sight,

As yesterday.

Perhaps He thought it better I should not
Remember where. How I should love that spot!

I think I could not tear myself away.
For I should want forever there to stay.

I do not know

—

I cannot tell you where
;

I only know
He came and blessed me there.

" You ask me why I gave my heart to Christ ?

I can reply
;

It is a wondrous story ; listen, while

I tell you why.
My heart was drawn at length, to seek his face;

I was alone, I had no resting-place
;

I heard how He loved me, and with a love

Of depth so great—of height so far above
All human ken

I longed such love to share
;

And sought it then.

Upon my knees in prayer.

" You ask me why I thought this loving Christ

Would heed my prayer ?

I knew He died upon the Cross for me

—

I nailed Him there !

I heard his dying cry, ' Father, forgive?'

I saw Him drink Death's cup that I might live;

My head was bowed upon my breast in shame I

He called me—and in penitence I came.

He heard my prayer !

I cannot tell you how.

Nor when, nor where
;

Only I love Him now.''

It is wisely ordered, that neither nations

nor individuals can deteriorate each other,

without injuring themselves; nor promote the

welfare of others, without partaking of the

benefit conferred.— Dillwyn' s Reflections.

Christianity is not merely a collection of

propositions, whether ethical or religious, but
rather the revelation of a Saviour in Jesus of

Nazareth. Its power and value reside in Him,
in what he was and is, and in what he did and
said, and in what he is still doing. We can
detach the platonic philosophy from Plato
without harming it; but we cannot detach
Christianity from Christ, since He himself is

the substance and essence of the whole sys-
j

tern.

—

The Independent.

We are all the time in life wanting to do

some good and wondering that we fail. We
fail because we are not first full of the spirit

of what we want to do or give. We undertake

to do where we have nothing to do from. We
are dry springs, empty reservoirs. W'e have

no fountain head. We have never established

a source of supply. Before we can be the best

and do the best and it is all important that we

be ourselves filled with "sweetness and light"

have the fountain of them in us.— J. F. Ware.
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Speak Up, Boys.

Next to standing erect, and havina a manly

bearing, I like to have a boy speak up when he

is spoken to. He can never make a good im-

pression if he mumbles or "mouths" his

words when he is talking to others. Clear

and distinct enunciation is a valuable trait for

a boy to possess. I was in the office of the

president of a great corporation, one day not

long ago, when he rang his bell for his office

boy. The boy came in a moment, and the

gentleman said:

"Did you take that package over to Brown
and Smith's for me?"

"Mum-mum."
"Did Mr. Brown send any message for

me?"
"Mum-mum-mum."
"What did he say?"
"Mum-mum-mum-mum—

"

"Oh, speak up so that I can understand

you!" said the gentleman, a little sharply.

"I do not know what 'mum-mum-mum-mum'
means."

It sounded exactly as if the boy were saying

"mum-mum-mum-mum" every time he opened

his mouth. When he had finally held up his

head and spoken more intelligently, and had

then gone from the room, his employer said:

"I really think that I shall have to let that

boy go. He mumbles everything he says so

that I can hardly understand what he means.

I do not like to send such a boy with messages

to our customers. I like a boy who can speak

up like a man. He can do that, and at the

same time be a perfectly modest and respect-

ful boy. Somehow, I feel rather suspicious of

a boy who hangs his head and mumbles every

thing." I think that a good many people

have that feeling, although a boy may be ex-

cessively shy and mumble all that he says, and

at the same time be a perfectly honest boy;

but he makes a very poor impression, and will

not advance so rapidly as the boy who looks

one squarely in the face and speaks up like a

man when he has anything to say.

The voice has much to do with a boy's suc-

cess in life, and it should be well cultivated.

There are boys who speak up so that they can

be heard at a long distance every time they

open their mouths, who are even more objec-

tionable than a boy who mumbles. An over-

loud, brassy voice, with a kind of defiant ring

in it, is extremely unpleasant, and is sure to

make a very bad impression. A voice with a

whine in it is always irritating, and an inso-

lent tone of voice has told against more than

one boy when he has been in search of a posi-

tion. The voice that is clear and distinct,

and, at the same time deferential, is the voice

that makes the best impression. Don't mum-
ble, don't "meech," don't whine, and don't

use an insolent tone when you speak.

You may think that it is of no consequence
how a boy speaks, if he does his work properly

and faithfully, but I am sure you are mistaken.

There are other things to be taken into ac-

count besides doing one's work as it ought to be

done, if a boy hopes to get on in the world.

I know a young man nearly thirty years of age
who is very thorough in his work, and would

long ago have been advanced to the position of

foreman of the establishment in which he

works but for the fact that he is boorish in

his manners. The manner of one's speech,

as well as one's general bearing, are all con-

sidered at certain times, apart from his work.

So speak up and acquit yourselves like men,

boys!

—

Success.

Weed Destroyers.

The English sparrow has so few friends and

so many enemies in this country, that it is

pleasant to find some one who has a good word
to say for him. The "Year Book" of the

Department of Agriculture, recently issued,

contains some interesting information about

the sturdy little alien, derived from a careful

study of the food habits of these birds.

With all his faults, the English sparrow
does some good by assisting in the work of

destroying the seeds of noxious plants.

Flocks of thousands of these birds may be

seen every autumn on the lawns of the De-
partment of Agriculture feeding on crab

grass and yard grass, two weeds which crowd
out good turf-making grasses. The English

sparrow also deserves credit for destroying the

seeds of the dandelion, which is a prolific weed
throughout the United States.

In the destruction of dandelion seeds the

English sparrow is aided by several native

birds, chiefly the song sparrow, but so far as

observed the native birds do not usually

cut open dandelions, but feed upon those left

by the English sparrow.

In summarizing this chapter on birds as

weed-destroyers. Doctor Judd, an assistant in

the biological survey, asserts that not less than

fifty difi'erent birds serve man in this capac-

ity, and that the noxious plants which they

help to eradicate number more than sixty spe-

cies.

During the colder half of the year almost

the only food of many species of birds consists

of the seeds of well known and widely distri-

buted weeds.

Goldfinches destroy weeds which are not

touched by other birds, confining their attacks

chiefly to one group of plante, many of the

members of which are serious pests; but the

birds which accomplish most as weed-destroy-

ers are the native sparrows that flock to the

weed-patches in early autumn, and remain un-

til late spring.

During cold weather they require a good
deal of food to keep warm, and because of

their gregarious habits they are efficient con-

sumers of seeds of ragweed, pigeon-grass,

crab-grass, bird-weed, purslane, smartweed
and pigweed.

In short, these birds are lictle weeders
whose work is seldom noticed but always felt.

- - Youth ' s Companwn

The Believer.—"He finds as he reads the

Bible, certain passages that had always been
in a measure dead and uninteresting to him
suddenly becoming instinct with new meaning
and life. This is because the Spirit has opened
his understanding, so that he might understand
that passage. There is ever new truth to

spring from the Bible. If only we are ready
to accept it. No student of the Scripture will

say. '1 have come to the end, and now no
longer need the enlightening influence of the

Spirit for my study of the truth.' The more
he knows the more will he realize that he needs
divine help to know more."

—

A. F. Schauf-\

fler-

Individualism and Organization. j:

A report in the London Friend of a con£;|

eration of our Meetings for Worship and hi

to improve their attendance has the follow 8

amongst its concluding sentences: "Indiv'j

ual responsibility must, however, always

main the foundation of Quakerism." As cl

lateral testimony to this truth the follow
j

recent utterance of Bishop Potter, of K
York, has arrested our attention:

—

Bishop Potter, in an address to the Womei
Auxiliary of the Episcopal Board of Mission

said recently: "There never was a day

hostile to sentiment as the day in which

live. The tendency in our day is to organil

tion, insolent and overwhelming— the orga'

zation of labor and of capital and of religij;

Organization is fatal to sentiment. It hasi

place for emotion. It discards the persoi

Christ The touch of the hand and of

heart is needed by the heathen groping:

darkness, and by the people in our own \i

struggling toward the light."

Most of us are, perhaps, too unwilling'

excuse ourselves from personal service uni'

the plea that the work belongs to the elde!

or to the overseers, or to some committji

Indeed, there is some tendency to organ,

work amongst us so as to eclipse the e'

of personal initiative. Let us be called bij

to the principle of individual responsibili!

however hackneyed it may seem, and howe'i

out of date it may become. Another Bisll

in the Episcopal church put the case v.j

strongly when he said "The only redempti

force is positive personality." * *

The stoutest difficulties, when overcome

Divine grace, may be transformed into at

ping stones leading upward to the attainmi

of the perfect life.

—

Alabama Baptist.

Items Concerning the Society.

Teachers for the Dukhobors— In a letteiii

Anne W. Richardson in the London Friend, seH

forth the need of teachers to serve among
Dukhobors, she gives this information : "lamg
to say that a competent young Friend, with a i

versity education, has offered her services to

Dukhobor committee for this purpose. It is inl

esting to know that she is a daughter of J'

Bellows, to whose efforts these people already i

so much. It is now very desirable that a ci

panion should be found to accompany her. A

ligious concern is needed, for the task will he

some respects, a difficult and delicate one, altho:

it ought at the same time to offer a rich rewai'-

any one who goes to it in the Christian spirit

self-sacrifice."

A letter from her father shows that Ham
Bellows has for some two years felt this draw

to go and help the Dukhobor women and girl.-

school work.

There remains one principle on which the vari

classes of professing Friends are united, and t

is the cause of Peace. Representatives of all tb

have convened in this city and are holding a C

ference during these last three days of the iv

for the presentation of this great cause before

people in many addres.ses, papers and discussi

Whether the people are in a mood to hear a bie

against militarism at this juncture remains ti

seen, but it has been judged that the time m;

be opportune. Or whether the presentation

the peace question would have arrested more

tention in another than " the Quaker City," '
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en a query. Few if any known as paid pastors
pear on the program—that departure which must,
lile it lasts, frustrate much living co-operation
Friends in such demonstrations on behalf of
od objects. Accordingly the apprehension which
s been felt in prospect of a visitation of such an-
laly to our meetings for worship is considerably
erted—to that extent making peace. But what-
3r the composition of the Conference, there can
:htly be but one desire—that its effect may be
Dd, and the cause of Peace on earth be advanced
•ough its labors.

:n Western Quarterly Meeting, Guilford County,
C._, last month, a minute granted by his Monthly
eting to a member for service in New England
I Western Yearly Meetings, was, after a lengthy
;ussion, not endorsed. The trouble was that,
36 the issuing of the minute he had administered
rite of communion. " The ceremony occurred

a canvas tent on a holiness camping ground,
not in a Friends' meeting-house." If the place
lleged as a palliation, it is difBcult to see how
Iters the principle.

:esides the meeting appointed by William C.
m at West Grove, particularly for young Friends,
First-day afternoon, another is appointed for

fiorrow, the 15th instant at Coatesville.
fe now learn that in pursuance of the concern
ressed in his minute, he was in attendance
th Mo. 9th in the Monthly Meeting held at
shallton, at East Cain on the 13th, at West
1 on the 27th, and in the afternoon at an ap-
ted meeting, which proved to be large, in the
[.C. A. building at Coatesville

; at the Monthly
tmg at Parkerville Eleventh Mo. 5th, at West
re Eleventh Mo. 6th, at London Grove Eleventh
7th, at Kennett Eleventh Mo. 10th and ap-
ted meeting at Little Britain in the afternoon,
!aln Quarterly Meeting Eleventh Mo. 14th at
ihalton Eleventh Mo. 17th, in Oxford at an ap-
ted meeting in the Presbyterian place of wor-
Eleventh Mo. 24th, and on the evening of the
day in the Methodist place of worship in New
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show bits of the famous " fleece as white as snow "

in various stages of evolution, from the raw wool
mto a soft dress fabric.

The average person is scrupulously honest. This
may be denied by the skeptics who question the ex-
istence of any good traits in humanity, but it is
nevertheless a statement founded not upon mere
sentimental belief, but upon exact knowledge.
There is proof of it in the experience of people who
have to do with the " lost and found " columns of
the newspapers and the bureaus established by the
railway companies, the traction companies, the
theatres, the hotels and the great stores for the
reception and restitution of lost articles. Not
everything that is lost finds its way back to the
loser, but in these bureaus there is constantly more
property awaiting owners than there are claimants
for It. Because now and then somebody loses
something which is never found the impression is
created, perhaps, in that person's mind that the
average human being is dishonest, but the fact re-
mains that only an insignificant fraction of the
money or articles lost in public conveyances and
public places is unrecovered by the losers.— C'Ai'caoo
Inter-Ocean.

Notes from Others.

thodism's growth has been most noteworthy,
rding to the compiled statistics it now has
•1 ministers, and 7,833,456 members.

E New Diplomacy, Steaightforwaedne.<^s.—
derable interest has been aroused in our own
Jther countries by the speech recently made
.w- York City by John Hay, Secretary of State
g other things he said, were the following

my experience of diplomatic life, which now
more years than I like to look back upon,

the far greater record of American diplomacy
I have read and studied, I can say without
;ion that we have generally told squarely
we wanted, announced in every negotiation
we were willing to give, and allowed the
side to accept or reject our terms. During
le in which I have been prominently con^
in our foreign relations, I can also say that
re been met by the representatives of other
in the same spirit of frankness and sincerity,

i men of large affairs, will bear me out in
there is nothing like straightforwardness to
ts like."

Little Lamb's Mary.— Mary Tyler, the
1 heroine of the familiar poem, " Mary Had
Lamb," resided at Somerville, Mass., until

th, which occurred not long ago. The in-
)f the pet lamb following her to school ac-
ecurred in her childhood, just as is told in
:le, and was afterwards put into verse by a
ho was then one of the school children. As

A Modern Moabitess—"And Ruth said: 'En-
treat me not to leave thee or to return from fol-
lowing after thee, for whither thou goest I w
go

;
whither thou lodgest I will lodge ; thy people

shall be my people and thy God my God.'

"

An example of a wife's devotion that almost
passes understanding has recently come to light.
It did not occur in the society circles of one of our
larger cities, but in the city of Honolulu, and the
woman who was determined to follow her husband
" even unto death " was a native woman belonging
to a race that is only removed from barbarism by
two generations. Luhia, the wife of a leper who
had been deported to the island of Molokai, stained
her body with iodine and presented herself for ex-
amination, claiming that she had leprosy. When
her ruse was discovered the woman broke down
and confessed that she did not have the dread
disease, and, as an excuse for her action, stated
that in her marriage vow she had promised to re-
main with her husband " in sickness and in health."
She wished to go to the leper island to nurse him
and resorted to subterfuge in trying to gain the
end of her desire.

The action of this woman should furnish a lesson'
to those who regard marriage as a social or busi-
ness arrangement. While it could not be advised
that her extreme example should be copied, her act
of devotion is one than should call forth the highest
Q^m.Vot; Kansas City World.admiration.-

In the course of an address delivered last week
by Bishop Potter in New York City, he said :

" Over
and against the herd of men there stands the Man,
with the secret of divine strength. The vvhole
point of view changes. Step by step there comes
into the consciousness the sense of an indwellino-
strength hid with Christ in God. Here in the last
analysis lies the secret of all social and moral
problems. We are harassing ourselves here in this
city with what we call the drink problem, as af-
fecting the reverent observance of Sunday ; but we
must realize that the true solution of that and of
all social and moral problems is in some force
touching the inner springs of conscience and of
life. It is that that will make men sober, not
drunken, because they will not be drunk with
wine, but filled with the Spirit of God."

The zeal of the foes of righteousness and purity
IS a continual lesson to the friends of uprightness.

A brief note in the Public Ledger announces that
Evelyn Abbott, the Greek historian and fellow of

half of his body was completely paralyzed, and hewas Ob iged to deliver his lectures and to do hiswork all his hte lying flat on his back." Few things
can ettec ually handicap a man who is in earnest.
Evelyn Abbott, the cripple

; Helen Kellar, the girl
unable to hear or see ; and last, but by no means
least Booker AAashington, the slave, have shown
what can be done when there is the willingness to
pay the price of hard work and self-sacrificing
persevering effort. Each had to surmount a seem-
ingly insurmountable obstacle, and each succeeded
grandly, so grandly that we are put to shame
when we permit ourselves to be overcome by the
petty difiiculties which so often cause us to lose
heart in the struggles of life."

The Craze for Amu.sement.— It does not need a
long experience to show us that those who sur-
render themselves to a desire for amusements miss
Its realization. The every day duties, the close at
hand service, the longing to be worthy of the gifts
of life, while driving from the mind the unworthy
aim towards getting a good time out of the world
will instead supply that peculiar, broad, varied in-
terest, which furnishes happines.s, including that
lower order of satisfaction named amusement.—
Mary B. Baldwin, in the Interior.

The Christian Man in Politics.—The pastor of
President Roosevelt's church in Washington, JohnM Schhck, lately said :

" The Christian man is in
politics for his country's good, and not for per-
sonal profit. That is characteristic, and when
once he feels the responsibility, you are bound to
see his marks in results at the polls and his party's
councils.

''

" Do I think he is in party politics ? Why, yes.
He thinks and has convictions, and he is always
right, even when he belongs on the other side. He
has sen.se enough to see that a man may be loyal
to his country and yet vote against him. He has
both room and honor in politics. You have seen
him preside at conventions, in senates, at the helm
of the ship of State, and he always honors his
place. Unbelief may try to get him out, but it
cannot.

'

The cost of living, says Dun's Review, has ma-
terially risen in the last two or three years Neces-
sary supplies for family use that would have cost
$72.45 in the summer of 1897, and ^91.29 a year
ago, would now cost $97.74.

Lord Roberts is credited by the London Daily
A'ews with corroborating the view that the war
was re.sponsible for Queen Victoria's death. In a
speech at Manchester, he is reported to have said-

I cannot help thinking that, but for the intense
anxiety caused by the war in South Africa, and by
the deep sorrow which [she] felt for the loss of so
many of her devoted sailors and soldiers, and of
her own grandson, she might still have been with

„ „ ,,, „ , ,
-" Baliol College, Oxford, died recently at the ajre ofwoman, Mary Tyler was always proud to fifty-eight years. Soon after graduating the lower

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.- In his message to Congress President

Koosevelt enforces the need of enacting laws a^rainst
anarchists

; recommends the regulation of industriafcom-
binations, especially the publication of their financial con-
dition

;
the creation of a Cabinet officer to be known as

Secretary of Commerce and Industries ; the re-enaction
of the law e.xcluding Chinese ; the betterment of social
conditions

; the passage of a better immigration law
;

reciprocity
; the building up of a merchant marine

; the
need of strict economy in expenditures; the amendment
of the interstate Commerce Act ; the preservation of
forests,_ particularly in the West ; the construction of
reservoirs for storing water ; and the reclamation and ir-
ri^tion of arid regions

; additional legislation for the Phil-
ippines

; the construction of a Pacific cable line to Hawaii
and the Philippines ; and of a canal across the Isthmus of
Panama. In connection with the Monroe doctrine, he
says :

" We do not wiA to see any Old World military
power grow up on this continent or to become a military
power ourselves." He also recommends an increase in
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efficiency of the navy and army ; the extension of the

Civil Service Law ; the allotment of lands to and the edu-

cation of the Indians, the breaking up of their tribal re-

lations, etc.

Many measures have already been introduced in Con-

gress dealing with the question of anarchists and assaults

upon the President.

The Postmaster-General has just issued his report for

the past fiscal year. It shows that the total receipts of

the Department were $111,631,193.39. The total e.xpen-

ditures were $115,554,920.87, so that the expenditures

exceeded the receipts by $3,9-23,727.48. The expendi-

tures for the year were nearly $8,000,000 greater than in

the preceding year ; nevertheless the deficit was nearly

$1,500,000 less.

The average cost of carrying the mails is about six

cents a pound. Last year there were about 430,000,000

pounds of second-class matter which goes at pound rates.

With all allowances, the carrying of second-class matter

costs the Government about five cents a pound, so that

the total cost for this class last year was about J21,500,-

000, while the same class paid in postage about -14,290,-

000, leaving a net loss on transportation alone of about

$17,000,000. An effort is being made to lessen the

amount of mail matter of this class by the Post OSice

authorities.

During the foot ball season of 1901, there have been

nine deaths, and seventy-three cases of serious injury re-

sulting from this game, besides probably hundreds of tem-

porary bruises and sprains. Influential voices are being

raised against the brutality of foot ball as played by pro-

fessional teams ; and the etfect upon thousands of specta-

tors thus familiarized with the shedding of blood and the

suffering of others ; and also the demoralization resulting

from the betting and frequent intoxication accompany-

ing it.

It has been determined by the Board of Health to en-

force more rigidly the act of Assembly requiring all prin-

cipals or others in charge of public, private, parochial,

First-day or other schools to refuse admittance to any

child who cannot show a physician's certificate of success-

ful vaccination, or that he or she previously had smallpox.

A corps of forty-five physicians have been engaged to

make a systematic canvass of Philadelphia and offer free

vaccination to every person.

Dr. A. Leteve, of the C. L. Magee Pathological Depart-

ment of Mercy Hospital, in Pittsburg, has discovered what

appears to be a successful serum treatment for tetanus

or lockjaw. Dr. Leteve does not claim the treatment will

cure every case, but believes the problem of treating te-

tanus successfully has been solved.

On the 6th inst. very cold weather prevailed in this sec-

tion, the thermometer in some parts of Pennsylvania reg-

istering 5 to 10° below zero. In the Catskill Mountain

region a temperature of 33° was recorded at Hobart.

The report of the Isthmian Canal Commission favors

the Nicaragua route, and makes an estimate of $189,864,-

062 as the total cost of construction of the canal through

Nicaragua. With adequate force and plant the Commis-

sion estimates that the Nicaragua Canal can be completed

in six years, exclusive of two years for preparation. The

total length of the Nicaragua route is 183.66 miles, and

the Panama route 49.09 miles.

It is proposed to establish as a fog signal off Egg Rock,

Lynn, a bell to be rung 50 feet under water. The theory

upon which the plan is to be worked out is that the bell,

being under water, its sound may be heard by persons on

shipboard at a much greater distance than if the bell was

suspended above water in the open air, while for the same

reason its noise cannot be objectionable to residents along

a nearby shore.

In carrying into effect the Compulsory Education Act in

Philadelphia, the chief officer and his fifteen subordinates

made during last month 6858 visits to homes and schools

and took in one monih 438 children from the streets and

put them in the way of receiving an education, and, we
trust, of becoming useful and respected citizens.

A passenger car on the Lackawanna Railroad has been

brilliantly lighted by acetylene gas. No generator is car-

ried on the train, the gas being stored in a tank of about

eight cubic feet capacity under the car without the need

of any attention from the train crew.

The number of milch cows in the United States in 1868

was 8,601,568, valued at $319,681,153. The number in

1900 was 16,292,300, valued at $514,812,106.

Judge Sanborn, of the Federal Court at South McAles-

ter, Indian Territory, has decided that after Indians be-

come citizens they are still wards of the Government, and

that after Indian Territory shall be allotted and the In-

dians are voters it still will be a crime to sell them whisky.

Estimates have been made which show that the cost of

living for one individual for one year beginning Twelfth

Month 1st, 1901 is $101.37, while the same on Seventh

Month 1st, 1897 would have been $72.45, and on First

Month 1st, 1860, $121.75. These records are compiled

by multiplying the quotations of all the necessaries of

life by the per capita consumption. Prices are now at

the highest point in many years.

An organization has been formed in this country for

the benefit of the native races in this and other nations.

The object of the organization is to continue the agitation

for treaties and laws to stop the sale of opium and in-

toxicants to natives throughout the world.

Columbia, S. C, has been following the example of

several California cities, by sprinkling certain qS its streets

with oil. It has been found by actual practice that it

costs about $36 per block, and that it not only settles the

dust, but makes a better road.

The decision of the United States Supreme Court that

the Philippines are American territory was affirmed by 5

of the judges, 4 others dissenting. In conformity with

this decision, it is said that $7,000,000 collected in Manila

as customs duties must be returned by the United States

authorities to merchants and others.

The Pennsylvania Peace Society, lately meeting in

Philadelphia, expressed its conviction that governments

should have a Peace Department in lieu of a War Depart-

ment, and the Constitution should be so amended, and

made obligatory, that all national difficulties tending

towards war should be referred to the Peace Department,

the decision of which should be final.

In his annual report Professor Moore points to the

complete system the Weather Bureau has for the accurate

and complete collection and dissemination of crop infor-

mation, having a large number of paid employes and vol-

unteer observers and 14,000 persons reporting weekly to

central points on the effect of weather on crops in their

respective localities.

There were 440 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 30 more than the previous

week and 64 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 211 were males and 229 females: 42

died of consumption of the lungs ; 81 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 13 of diphtheria
;

18 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 4 of typhoid fever ; 7 of

scarlet fever, and 8 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of -8ic. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.50 to $2.70 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 to $3.50 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 to $3.60 ; spring, straight, $3.60 to $3.85.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 80 to SOJc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 67i to 68c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Best, 6 to 6ic.; good, 5i to 5Jc.; me-

dium, 4| to 5c.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3Jc.; good, 3 to 3Jc.; common,

IJ to 2ic.

Lambs —3i to 5Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 7i to SJc.

Foreign.— Reports received from Constantinople at

Washington state that Ellen M. Stone has been heard

from as late as the 1st instant.

The statistics of smallpox in London, England, of 420

cases, show that the rate of mortality among the vac-

cinated was 20 per cent.; among the unvaccinated 60

per cent.

Of the 32,000,000 quarters of wheat consumed annually

in the British Isles, no fewer than 24,000,000 quarters

come from abroad, for which nearly £40,000,000 is paid.

Official investigations made by the Municipal Council

as to the number of unemployed in the various industries

of Germany, show that the unemployed in the larger

towns amount to from 7 to 10 per cent, of their popula-

tions, and the aggregate of unemployed in Germany
reaches 500,000 men, or 4 per cent, of the total number

of artisans in the country.

There are schools in Germany for farmers, gardeners,

florists, fruit growers, foresters, blacksmiths, carpenters,

machinists, cabinet makers, bookkeepers, tailors, shoe-

makers, druggists ; there are cooking schools, institutes

for training servant girls, barbers and chiropodists.

These are usually supported by the Government and free

to all comers, or perhaps only a nominal tuition is charged.

It seems that girls, as well as boys, of Reykjavik, Ice-

land, have contracted the habit of smoking cigarettes,

and the law allows any adult man or woman, who finds a

boy or girl smoking to inflict on the young offender cor-

poral punishment and to seize and destroy any cigarette

found in his or her possession.

The local press of Vienna announces the formation of

an Anti-Duelling League. The league includes members of

the Reichsrath, a number of high oflicials and other nota-

ble personages. They propose to urge legislation for the

establishment of courts of honor to arbitrate in questions

of honor.

It is said that Nebuchadnezzars' throne room, 60 by 170
feet, has been discovered in Babylon.

NOTICES.
I

,

Fund pok Orphanage and Blind Asylum in or n a
Cairo, Egypt. — Subscripiions ^ni contributions, \S
names and addresses, may be sent to the Provident j9

and Trust Co., 409 Chestnut St., Phila.
[]

John S. FowleiI!

Wanted.—For two weeks, beginning Twelfth Mi 4
20th, a young woman as mother's helper in a family li Ij

in Germantown. Apply promptly to S.T. E.,

Office of The Frieni

Rachel G. Hall, plain milliner, 1953 N. Camac
between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets, will receive

ders after Twelfth Month 9th, 1901.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications i«

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in res,':

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wii

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forward

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

ivenience of r4

stage will lij

A. M., and
j

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of i

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 .

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reques

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twenty

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Friends Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phil

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M.,

3 P. M. to 6 P. M., also on evenings in which Fri<

Institute Lyceum is held, from 7 to 7.45 P. M
additions to the Library include the following :

Bacon, Lee—Our House Boat on the Nile.

Burgess, J. W.—Civil War and the Constitution (2\

Courtot, Cecile de. Baroness—Memoirs.

Gledstone, J. P.—George Whitefield, Field-preacl

Green, W. D.—William Pitt. Earl of Chatham.

Repplier, Agnes— Fireside Sphinx.

Riis, J. A.—Making of an American.

Taylor, C. M., Jr.—Touring Alaska and the Ye.

stone.

Welch, A. C.—Anselm and his Work.

White, E. E.—Art of Teaching.

Died, at his residence, Marlton, N. J., on the tw

second of Seventh Month, 1901, Samuel Woolma
member and overseer of Cropwell Preparative and C

Evesham Monthly Meeting, aged seventy-seven years,

that handeth a cup of cold water in the name of i

ciple shall receive a disciple's reward."

, on the twenty-second of Tenth Month, WC
the home of her niece at Moorestown, N. J.,

S. Troth, widow of Joseph E. Troth, aged ninet;

years and six months. She was a member and

of Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting, N. J. The (

ness and resignation with which she viewed the appi

of death, together with many peaceful expressions,

to her relatives and friends the consoling evidence

she has been gathered into that Heavenly City \

sufferings are unknown.

, at his home, near West Grove, Pa., Tenth 1

24th, 1901, Thompson Frame, in the sixty-first ye

his age ; a member and elder of New Garden Month!

West Grove Particular Meeting. During an acute il

of ten weeks, his bodily suffering was frequently int

which he bore with Christian patience, saying he

"

not have any of it taken away until all for which i'

intended had been accomplished. In the early part

sickness he seemed much exercised for himself and o l^

and the beloved Society of which he was a memb «

which he felt a deep concern, desiring none should 1
*

ceived by any feeling of security, not born of the >7

Spirit. The nature of the disease was such, that for «»

time before his death, he was almost entirely depriv ol

the power of intelligible speech, but he seemed frcqt Iff

to be in supplication, and we have evidence to believj*

petitions were understood by his Heavenly Father|

doubt not his purified spirit found an entrance into c

the many mansions prepared for the people of God.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRIiNTKBS.|

No. 422 Walnut Street
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Appeals to Heaven and to Men.

he same day that witnessed the closing of

jace Conference provided for all bearing

name of Friends on this side of the ocean,

ight mention to us of meetings appointed

he London Meeting for Sufferings for unl-

prayer "for the removal from the hearts

len" of all that hinders the conclusion of

36. The meetings on this side of the At-

ic were for persuading men, and on that

for persuading the Throne of Grace,

'hile man has not authority to "command
of the days of the Son of Man," or fore-

a day of prayer, and while no religious

can appoint prayer by appointing meet-

for it, yet we must respect the principle

lowledged by the holding of such meetings,

ely, that the cause of Peace on earth is

of those invisible spiritual processes which

jean best labor in by the true exercise of

g prayer. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

he opening of our Spanish war appointed

!eting for united waiting on the Lord in a

Inn sense of impending events, but leaving

the Head over all things to his Church."

; special form of religious exercise which

^(leeting should come under. Yet the move-

b; to assemble thus was an acknowledgment

i the turning of the hearts of men "as a man
lith the water-courses in his field." is within

t)ower of the Father of Spirits and within

.C3cope of men's labor together with Him
' 'ayer. Even science shows increasingly

lathe Father has left in store mighty un-

* forces invisible forages awaiting man's

'cine and manipulation by the proper appli-

Hj. Just as rational it is to believe that

e as in reserve an heavenly host of spiritual

fflrs available for our right spiritual touch

and travail, through the one Mediator of all

power in heaven and in earth. "Eye hath not

seen, ear hath not heard, neither have en-

tered into the heart of man the things which

(jod hath prepared for them that love Him;"

but He reveals them by his Spirit as we are

able to bear them, and often in response to the

prayer of faith, if we have it as a grain of

mustard seed. He moves the prayers that

shall move his love and power, that men may

know that holy help is placed within the reach

of their holy appeal.

A concern was uttered at the beginning of

the present volume, that Friends should be

availing themselves of this mighty enginery

in heavenly places to overcome the spirit of

war that was stalking over the earth. For it

was high time that we should see that all this

atrocity must be overcome from above. Vain

is the help of man against the sin of man, ex-

cept through God. The Spirit of the Prince

of Peace, we believed, yearns for the co-oper-

ation of the living members of the Society of

Friends in living prayer, that the remainder of

wrath may be restrained.

This praying always with all supplication in

the Spirit we ought indeed to do, and not to

leave the other undone, namely, all its forth-

going testimony and appeal to the hearts and

reason of men. Apprehending that they

should now move to persuade men, individu-

als delegated by no official bodies under the

name of Friends, came together last week in

Philadelphia as a voluntary Conference, to re-

peat our views and desires in regard to Peace

on earth, and to urge them upon public atten-

tion. Some of the papers read were remark-

ably impressive. For a company presumably

of so diverse persuasions as regards our other

principles, its unity in facing the problems set

before the nine sessions seemed unbroken.

No section under the name of Friends seemed

to think its business was to represent itself,

but simply and solely the cause of Peace. In

this single eye to Peace lay the safety of the

Conference towards itself and generally to-

wards legacies possible to be left behind on

other grounds, which had been feared. Of

the sayings of which we are informed, we can-

not say we would not have had some things

stated differently, or not at all. But as they

who came hither for Peace departed in peace,

in that we would abide, and hope for the best.

The statement of principles adopted, and given

forth to the public press, is as follows:

This Conference of members of different bod-

ies of Friends in America is convinced that

lapse of time has not made necessary any

change in the position which the Friends have

always taken on the subject of war. Rather

have reasons accumulated, with the passing

generations, for believing that war in all its

forms is not only irreconcilable with the pre-

cepts, example and spirit of the Founder of

Christianity, but that it is likewise out of

harmony with the common principles of reason

and morality, whose foundations are laid in

the essential constitution of humanity. War.

in its spirit, its deeds, the persistent animosi-

ties which it generates, and individual and so-

cial degeneration produced by it, is the anti-

thesis of Christianity and the negative for the

time being of the moral order of the world.

We believe that love, good will, self-sacri-

ficing service, the faithful and courageous in-

culcation by teaching and example of truth

and righteousness, are the divinely ordained

means for the promotion of justice and right,

for the eradication of error and iniquity, for

the creation and inainteuarice of social and

political order, and that the efficiency of these

is not promoted but impaired by the instru-

ments and methods of war.

We recognize with profound gratitude the

progress toward the peace of the world that

has been made in recent generations, in the

elimination of certain forms of war, of the es-

tablishment of peace over wide areas of terri-

tory within the nations themselves, in the sup-

planting of brute violence by law, and in the

progressive substitution of arbitration for war
in the settlement of international controver-

sies.

The establishment by the civilized Powers

of the permanent International Court of Ar-

bitration we gratefully recognize to be one of

the greatest events in the history of human
society. The setting up of this institution is

the practical adoption by the nations of the

principles and methods of settling controver-

sies which have always been agitated by the

Friends. The existence of this court makes

it practicable and therefore, morally obligatory

hereafter to adjust in a pacific international

way controversies that may arise, and, there-

fore, takes away every ground that has been

urged for considering war a necessity . . . We
believe that the time has fully come when the

voice of enlightened humanity should make

itself heard, calling for an adjustment of the

matters at issue by the Christian methods

which have in numerous instances of success-

ful operation proved themselves as practicable

as they are reasonable and humane.

In the spirit of our Master, the Prince of

Peace, we call upon Christians of whatever

name prayerfully to consider whether they are
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faithfully holding and advocating as fully and

earnestly as their profession demands, the

great principles of love, brotherhood and

peace which lie at the very heart of our com-

mon Christianity, and the faithful mainte-

nance and propagation of which by all who

call themselves Christians would, we firmly

believe, speedily make all war impossible,

and bring in the reign of permanent and uni-

versal peace.

As to our omission of a few words in the

above, it seems a rule of wisdom not to pre-

judice a good cause by directing the hearers'

attention unnecessarily to a side issue, or

special case, on which strong and perhaps

partisan feeling is apt to foreclose their see-

ing the larger truth on its own merits. We

johi in the deploring of the present wars, as

all others; but not in their intrusion here as

blinders to the pure principles held up to

For "The Friend

Jukes—Edwards.

E. Winship. the enterprising editor of

Strength in Unity for our Schools.

The well founded concern of our Friend

Dillwyn Stratton, in regard to unity of purpose

in the elementary educational mark of Ohio

Friends, is gladly admitted to our columns.

We learn also with interest of the intention of

the superintendent of the Educational Com-

mittee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to meet

the teachers of the small schools in three cen-

tres in Ohio during the last two weeks of the

present month, to further this excellent idea

of a common course of study, and of uniform

text books and methods of teaching.

This work of unification has been carried to

a good degree of perfection in the limits of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. The Superin-

tendent is fortunately connected with the large

and flourishing Monthly Meeting school in the

city. Naturally, the standard in this school

is high, and methods and means must be of the

best to meet the competition of numberless

educational institutions claiming patronage.

With such a centre of radiation of the best,

the work of unification has been simplified.

Thus the teachers in the larger school, being in

good part specialists, have gladly given the

teachers of the smaller schools instruction in

their specialties. In this way work in draw-

ing, in gymnastics and even in reading and

English has been quickened into new life all

along the line. That our Ohio teachers are

to feel this quickening and, we trust, through

a similar supervision, is cause for hopefulness,

not for education only, but also for a larger

fellowship of faith in a rich and common in-

heritance.
*

Well knows he who uses to consider that

our faith and knowledge thrive by exercise,

as well as our limbs and complexion. Truth

is compared in Scripture to a streaming foun-

tain; if her waters flow not in a perpetual

progression they sicken into a muddy pool of

conformity and tradition.

—

John Milton.

The Journal of Education, ha;

striking study under this caption.

It traces the descendants of -Jonathan Ed-

wards to the number of fourteen hundred and

contrasts their record for usefulness in the

world with the record of the twelve hundred

descendants of a criminal character under the

name of Jukes. The Jukes family was inves-

tigated by K. A. Dugdale, of New York State,

and his paper published in 1877 was something

of a sensation in the study of heredity. Of

the twelve hundred Jukeses three hundred and

ten were professional paupers, three hundred

died in infancy from lack of good care and good

conditions, fifty of the women lived lives of

notorious debauchery, there were seven mur-

derers, sixty were habitual thieves and there

were one hundred and thirty who were con-

victed more or less often of crime. The cost

to the state of this family in pauperism and

crime was over one million two hundred and

fifty thousand dollars.

In the Edwards family, on the contrary, out

of fourteen hundred there were only four for

whom an apology must be made, while the

record of college presidents and professors,

of judges and influential merchants and mis-

sionaries is quite bewildering. The conclusion

of the whole study are summed up in the

opening sentences of the monograph, and with

some abbreviation they are as follows:—

"Education is something more than going

to school for a few weeks each year, it is more

than knowing how to read and write. It has

to do with character, with industry and with

patriotism. Education tends to do away with

vulgarity, pauperism and crime, tends to pre-

vent disease and disgrace, and helps to man-

liness, success and loyalty.

"A boy that leaves school and shifts for him-

self by blacking boots, selling papers, and

"swiping" fruit, often appears much smarter

than a boy of the same age who is going to

school all the time and does not see so much

of the world. A boy of twelve who has lived

by his wits is often keener than a boy of the

same age who has been well brought up at

home and at school, but such a boy knows

about as much and is about as much of a man

at twelve as he will ever be, while the boy that

gets an education becomes more and more of a

man as long as he lives."

"Jukes-Edwards" is inscribed to Wm. R.

George and a fitting tribute is paid by the

author to all those workers who are attempt-

ing to solve the problems of crime by practi-

cal systems of education. In the face of the

statistics in this study with their overwhelm-

ing force on the side of heredity, it is refresh-

ing to find such faith in the educational pro-

cess and in the power of Divine Grace.

J. H. B.

diators that now supply the heat and seem

tirely equal to any cold weather emergencj

The three school rooms are amply lar

have an abundance of light and by means

hospital transoms can be comfortably vei

lated. So far as appears they are admira

suited to accommodate the school. Ab

fifty Friends have made contributions to

cost of this improvement, in sums vary

from five dollars to one thousand dolk

There remains about one thousand dollars tc

subscribed. It is hoped that Friends wilk

up this amount bv the end of the year,

stated in the first notice, there is no PrepE

tive or Monthly Meeting to carry this unc

taking. Its position is not unlike that of S(

other educational institutions in our midst

the appeal is to Friends generally and for

cause of elementary education under the fos

ing care of the Yearly Meeting. The Tri

The Atlantic City School House.

Some weeks since a notice of the proposed

school house in Atlantic City, to be built as a

second story to the meeting house, was printed

in The Friend. Since that time the improve-

ment has been made and the school has had the

use of the new rooms for three weeks past.

The meeting room remains substantially as it

was, with the exception of several steam ra-

David Roberts, Moorestown, N. J.

For"

Co-Education Again.

The educational public in Philadelphia

been somewhat surprised during the past w

to have the Superintendent of the Departn

make a public declaration in favor of co-f

cation. This is more notable in view of

several adverse reports on the subject

have emanated from the local boards,

following abstract of the report of Superin

dent Brooks is taken from the Public Led

In recommending the establishment of
*'

ritorial high schools," the Superintendent)

gues in favor of co-education therein in p i

of separate schools for boys and for girls,

recommends three distinct courses of sti

each school—a general course for boys i

girls, a commercial course for girls am

manual course for boys, while any boys di

ing to take the commercial course could e

the regular class in that subject.
_

Thi? •

rangement in providing additional high st

facilities, he argues, will be undoubtedly

most economical, and in his judgment c

nearest to the most advanced ideals of ^

age. "I realize," he continues, "that In

touching upon a mooted question when Ian

cate co-education in our new high schools, i

yet, from the experience of manv years me

management of a large institution, wie

young men and young women were educio

together, reciting daily in the same class( 1

do not hesitate to recommend that these »

high schools should be open to both boys

girls."

The Oldest Bible in This Country.- V^^

is said to be the oldest Bible in the W
States belongs to John Herr, of Lima, IllJi

whose family it has remained for twelve o-

erations. There are but three copies in e:*-

ence, though originally fifty were prinl.

The original binding is of Beechwood cov'ia

with stamped leather, and is in a good stat)-

preservation. It is a fine example of «

printing of the Middle Ages, it havmg I*

printed in 155a, at Zurich, by two apos*

Carthusian monks, who, we are told, \«

burned at the stake, three years later, tr

printing in German when Latin only was •

mitted to be used in religious books. It i"

tains a picture of the last judgment, «

wood engravings with hand painting.—i""*"

terian Banner.

Il
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For "The Friend."

inst Countenancing the Spirit of Speculation,

temperance paper refers to the financial

ire of an apparently very successful owner

emperance restaurants, seventeen in num-

in several large cities of the Union.

36 of these establishments were located in

ce situations for good business, in Phila-

hia. No liquor was ever served in any of

e, Bible texts were hung upon the walls,

food was excellent and prices moderate,

e the business generally was "conducted in

lonorable way in iveeping with the profes-

5 of the proprietor." The latter, the writer

re to have been a generous-hearted man and

many laborers in the Lord's vineyard had

iken of his bounty. How did this lanienta-

eversal come about? The account in the

e paper says, "It is not surprising that

failure came, through speculation in

s." A woeful sequence (there have been

many such) to a weak giving way to the

sible invitation to "invest the surplus" in

mes which may realize very large divi-

s. Some of these adventures are ad-

sed to the capitalist, some to those of

irate means, others again to those who
closely to count the pennies. Here, for

,nce, is one in the last issues of my daily

r, and it is believed to be the best daily

city of a million and a quarter of inhabi-

i. It is an invitation to help choose a

i for "a first-class monthly publication,"

ng that "you can win any amount from

hundred and fifty dollars up to thirty-five

red dollars," although the representation

3 the large figures of the grand prize is

fied by the explanation that one hundred

is of the publication concern at twenty-five

rs a share, make up the larger part of the

h." The scheme may not, technically, be

anted an illegal lottery, yet it is a strong

|pon the so-prevalent passion for specula-

the same passion which breaks out in those

mmon, morally perilous pastimes of soci-

jrogressive euchre, whist and other games
ance. A favorite line of speculative adver-

ents of late has been to proclaim the un-

;ed chance of winning a fortune by invest-

1 suburban lots of certain very progres-

ities. Very many of these alluring pros-

ses find entrance into papers of the phil-

pic and religious press. Indeed, there

one such in the excellent paper, not

3, alluded to in the first sentence of this

unication, wherein there was a plausible

|of a China dinner set for (seemingly) a

yet the very trashy paper which it was
arpose of this advertisement to "boom,"
contained many advertisements which

cover any right-minded person with

s to respond to. Many Friends, in their

3tive places keep clear of an infringe-

of that portion of the Sixth query of our

iline which counsels "against encourag-

tteries of any kind;" for the guarding

embership against encouraging the spec-

e or the gambling spirit, is surely

3d on the Truth. J. W. L.

1 E cannot be too much in earnest when
I g with the rising generation. We can-

e too careful to use the right seal in

alig with tender wax if we want the right

pusion."

glow,

BEAUTIFUL HANDS.
The beautiful hands are the useful hands.

That are ready for any work ;

That improve the moments that others waste.

And the duties of life never shirk.

The beautiful hands are the helpful hands.

That lighten a mother's toil
;

That cheer up her heart, weighed down with care,

And bring to her lips a smile.

The beautiful hands are the loving hands.

That smooth a father's brow.

When it aches with the worries and cares of life,

Or smarts 'neath affliction's blow.

The beautiful hands are the willing hands,

That gladden many a home,

With their tireless devotion and ready aid,

When hours of affliction come.

The beautiful hands are the kindly hands.

Dispensing good to all
;

Smoothing the pathway for others' feet,

And raising those who fall.

The beautiful hands are the clever hands.

Which make home attractive and bright,

With their skill and cunning in many odd ways.

To charm and gladden the sight.

The beautiful hands are the reverent hands,

Which clasped in earnest prayer,

Bring blessings down from heaven to earth,

For weary hearts to share.

BEAUTIFUL THINGS.
Beautiful faces are those that wear

—

It matters little if dark or fair

—

Whole-souled honesty printed there.

Beautiful eyes are those that show
Like crystal panes where hearth fire:

Beautiful thoughts that burn below.

Beautiful lips are those whose words
Leap from the heart like songs of birds.

Yet whose utterances prudence girds.

Beautiful hands are those that do

Work that is earnest and brave and true,

Moment by moment the long day through.

Beautiful feet are those that go
On kindly ministries to and fro

—

Down lowliest ways, if God wills it so.

Beautiful shoulders are those that bear

Ceaseless burdens of homely care

With patience, grace and daily prayer.

Beautiful lives are those that bless

—

Silent rivers of happiness,

Whose hidden fountains but few may guess.

Beautiful twilight at set of sun.

Beautiful goal, with race well run.

Beautiful rest, with work well done.

Beautiful graves, where grasses creep.

Where brown leaves fall, where drifts lie deep

Over worn-out hands—oh, beautiful sleep !

UNTIL TO-MORROW.
Oh heart ! be patient yet awhile

Until to-morrow,

Push back the curtains of the night

That hide from thy desponding sight

The stars which look with friendly light

From out the blackness of thy grief

—

Until to-morrow.

soul I be patient yet awhile —
Until to-morrow.

Lift silent lips and trusting eyes

And hands of faith to darkened skies
;

Somewhere—sometime—the sun will rise
;

Be patient till the morning breaks

—

Until to-morrow.—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

For'-TH

Primary Schools in Ohio Yearly

Of the few expressions that concerned

Friends make to the world through their Insti-

tutions, perhaps none, aside from their meet-

ing stand out so prominently to it as their

schools. Those who are drawn to us by our

Christian doctrines, held as they are almost as

free from form, ceremonials and priestly trap-

pings, as were those of the Primitive Church,

have good reason to expect a correspondent

simplicity of living in our homes, of education

in our schools, and moderation in our business.

The home life and business standing of

Friends are not so directly governed by the

organized body as the school, it being subject

to an appointed committee and conducted by

a teacher who is a member. Education has

always had encouragement from Friends, but

long established schools may come to be ac-

cepted as permanent institutions and not have

the same lively concern that their condition

demands of the body they represent. As a

consequence, a fear has arisen lest they should

lack in efiiciency.

This year's minutes of Ohio Yearly Meeting

report that two hundred and eighty-three of

the five hundred and twenty-two children of

school age in that body have attended schools

under its care, and that twenty-two terms of

primary school have been taught the past

year. It appears that the schools in different

neighborhoods lack a uniform course of study

and that students entering the Boarding

School at Barnesville difiler not only in having

studied different text books, but that there is

lack of uniformity in the branches taught in

different primaries. This has received some

attention from the teachers, but a more gen-

eral interest is desired from the committees

and employers, that all may work together to

establish such a uniform course of study as

will give system in our educational work.

The methods employed in the instruction in

different schools might be drawn nearer to-

gether, producing more harmonious results.

May we not also hope that a consideration of

these apparent defects will lead to a fuller

realization of the religiously guarded educa-

tion for which our schools are maintained.

DiLLWYN STRATTON.

What Shall Be Done to Supply the

Missing Element in Meetings?—In the sense

of the pure love of God, which flows in my
heart towards you, do I warn and exhort you

to walk in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,

which crucifieth us to the world and the world

to us. And watch in patience, and meekness,

and calmness of spirit against everything that

would draw out the mind, in any measure,

from the true meeting-place, either in or out of

meeting. For truly, my Friends, he or she

that doth not watch diligently out of meeting,

but let their minds go a gadding to the ends

of the earth, and take no heed to have them

gathered in before they come to meeting

—

truly, it is no wonder to see such disappointed.

And therefore, my dear Friends, be careful,

every one in particular, to have your minds

stayed upon the Lord, and the Lord will not

be wanting to you; for great is his conde-

scending to us in the day, and wonderful is

his work to those who truly watch and wait

upon mm\—Letter of George Gray to Friends

in 1676.
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A World-Wide Authority for Measurements.

A recently published book of travel, "Seen

in Germany," by Ray Stannard Baker, gives

an account of the Imperial Physical and Tech-

nical Institute at Charlottenburg, adjoining

Berlin, extracts from which may be of interest

to readers of The Friend.

"Here," says the writer, "are set up the

most perfect instruments in the world for meas-

uring heat and cold, for finding the pressure of

the atmosphere, for determining the strength of

electric currents, for measuring light, and for

a score of other purposes for which the utmost

exactness is required. Here are kept the pur-

est gold, silver, platinum, iridium, rhodium

and other metals in the world^the standards

of purity. Here is the purest water in the

world, and the finest glass, and the most per-

fect weighing machines. Here can be produced

and measured every temperature from that

of liquid air to that of the electric arc light

, . . Does the famous German thermometer-

maker wish to know if his thermometers or his

barometers are absolutely correct? He sends

them to the Reichsanstalt for testing . . .

When the American government wishes to be

certain that the incandescent electric lights

which it is purchasing, are marked with the

proper candle-power, it must needs send them

to this distant German institution for testing.

There is, perhaps, no other place in the world

where it can be done with such certainty.

Such a consignment of American lamps had

just passed through the Reichsanstalt at the

time of my visit."

This wonderful Institution has been estab-

lished twelve years, but is said to be little

known, even in Germany, outside of a limited

number of scientific investigators and techni-

cians, and it is probable that only a few hun-

dreds of Americans, excepting a few colleges

and manufacturing establishments, have any

knowledge of its existence.

The Institute was founded through the

foresight of two of Germany's greatest men,

Siemens and Helmholtz, the first in engineer-

ing, the latter in science. Siemens especially

saw the necessity of the greatest accuracy in

standards of measurement of temperature,

electricity and light, and also knew that Ger-

many's future lay in the development of her

manufactures, and that this exactness in

technical processes meant not only increase in

quantitv of product, but also in reputation

resulting from perfection in the manufactured
article. In order to further his idea Siemens
gave the Imperial government a plot of land

worth about one hundred and twenty-five thou-

sand dollars only a half hour's drive from the

emceror's palace, to which the government
added considerable ground, and within three

years nine buildings arose out of the sand.

"The original cost of the establishment, ex-

clusive of land, was over one million dollars,

all paid by the Imperial government . . .

Money was not stinted, and it is probable that

no other Institution in the world is so thor-

oughly equipped." For delicate tests of in-

struments of precision the utmost stability of

construction was indispensable. The two main
buildings are sunk deep in the ground, set on

a foundation of stone and asphalt, the walls

being built thick and solid, thus providing for

as even a temperature as possible. The
writer says

—"I was shown the method of con-

struction in the basement, of the physical

building, first an outer wall eighteen inches

thick, pierced with tight-fitting double win-

dows, then an air-space reaching from floor to

ceiling, and wide enough for a man to walk

in, then an inner wall of solid masonry two-

and-one-half feet thick also fitted with tight

double windows and doors. Still inside of this

there are rooms enclosed in masonry walls and

having thick glass floors and ceilings, glass

being the best heat insulator." These rooms

are not artificially heated but can be kept at

a temperature that will not vary more than

two degrees throughout the year, each room

having its own ventilation, and all the larger

apartments being arranged so that they can

be divided into smaller ones should extra

space for delicate manipulation be required.

These buildings are covered with thick layers

of soil thoroughly grown to turf, the writer

saying that he saw the grass turning green on

them, with a few dandelions shining in yellow

patches. One small building on the grounds is

set diagonally to be in the line of the mag-
netic meridian and is built without any iron

locks, nails or anything made of that metal,

being used for delicate experiments in mag-
netism. Every precaution has been taken to

keep all disturbing influences away from the

buildings, even the electric railroad passing

the grounds being compelled to bury all trol-

ley wires within a kilometer( five-eighths of a

mile), of the Institution. The streets around

the grounds are asphalted to make traflic as

near noiseless as possible and to reduce the

jar to a minimum.
The annual cost of this work to the German

government is about one hundred thousand

dollars. One department which has charge of

testing instruments of precision and measure-

ment receives about ten per cent, of its ex-

pense in fees for service rendered, the other,

dealing with abtruse scientific inquiries, re-

ceives no income whatever. "The chief work
of the Reichsanstalt in both of its depart-

ments, deals with heat measurements. It is

patiently adding figures beyond the decimal

point; in its last report there is an account of

a series of experiments which had for its sole

object the carrying of certain established tem-

perature calculations from the fifth to the

seventh figure bevond the decimal, thereby

adding just so much to the minute accuracy of

determinations in which this calculation plays

a part." An interesting and extremely import-

ant part of the work of the Institute is test-

ing thermometers. These instruments being

constantly used under conditions requiring ac-

curacy of measurement the Reichsanstalt ex-

perimented in the endeavor to produce a glass

which should be chemically pure and then

contracted to the last degree, the resulting

thermometer tubes being the most perfect

ever made. Then attention was given to se-

curing pure mercury and that the scale of de-

grees should be accurately marked on the

tubes. The thermometers were then tested

for variations in situation, horizontal and per-

pendicular; they are subjected to different

degrees of air pressure within and without, the

corrections being carefully noted, and the re-

sult was the production of instruments that

will measure to the thousandth part of a de-

gree. One of them that R. S. Baker touched,

carefully enough, he says, indicated in the

upward leap of the mercury the heat of an
!

stant's contact with the hand. These resui

were obtained in thermometers calculated

measure from —30 to 350 above zero, C(l

tigrade, and then efforts were made to ma!

instruments measuring lower than —30 a,

above 350. Mercury boils at the latter po
j

but if placed under pressure of gas within t:

tube liquid it can be kept up to 550 degre

this being the limit for thermometers as :

ually made, as the glass softens at this h;:

temperature. Beyond this point heat is me^

ured by what is termed a thermo-electric ju'

tion; two fine wires of some infusible met;

usually platinum, iridium and rhodium
,;

connected and the junction heated, when
i

electric current is sent though them, and t'l

current being measured the temperature >;

the junction can be closely calculated. I

:

arrangement has been successfully used

measurements as high as 1.775 degees, C-

tigrade, but as platinum melts not farfu

this point an end was put to the experirai.

Temperatures as low as 190 below zero, (_

tigrade, or over 300 below, Fahrenheit, \\

measured by a thermometer filled withci-

petroleum ether, the first result of distil

;

crude petroleum and hitherto a waste prodi,,

which does not freeze at the temperatur-f

boiling liquid air —192, C, although it •

comes of a molasses consistency a few deg ;

lower.

In 1899 over seventy-seven thousand pli

cians' thermometers were tested at the ii

tute, with thousands of other kinds. \\

tested the tubes are marked with the iiii

of the German name of the Institute, P. T,

,

and a certificate given, printed in nine cli-

ent languages, showing what corrections h

necessary for accurate readings. For

service a small fee, fourteen to twenty-

cents for each instrument, is chargei ;

merely nominal sum.

The improvement of the existing mear if

measuring light is another department of is

useful institution's work, and the Ui J

States government has submitted elenf

lamps for testing, and our manufacturer; •

peatedly have had standard lamps sent U\

Charlottenburg to furnish a basis of meas;-

ment for their own product.

The Institute has become a final autk-y

for the measurement of all kinds of eleiic

currents, strong and weak; in electrical us-

uring meters, dynamos, and other elect al

devices, having a laboratory with a cumuli'e

cell-battery producing twelve thousand "ts

of current, devoted entirely to testing ima-

tors of every sort. It has standard iniO-

ments for determining the purity of sbI,

measuring the accuracy of all sizes of leis,

testing safety valve caps, and for maig

magnetic determination. There are r(i!8

wherein the experiments are so extremely !'•

icate that visitors are required to 1*6

knives, keys and all articles of iron or el

behind before entering; there are mechaiHW

for balancing the delicate galvanometer

M

they will not be disturbed bv opening or *

ing doors or the tread of feet; you see s es

which weigh in water, and near by arebf

most delicate balances in the world,*

weights made of aluminum, the heaviest tj|i? -

one gramme, about a quarter the weight*!

copper cent, while on these scales, wbwWi;
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losed in an air-tight case, one may accu-

ly weigh a hair from the eye-lash.

he most remarliable part of all this scien-

work is that it is doing almost without

;, excepting some small fees, to any person

lorporation needing the Institute's assist-

3, and while this is what in this country is

ler sneered at as "paternalism," there are

ly ways in which public funds are spent in

United States for less useful purpose

1 would be the cost of an institution like

le Imperial Physical and Technical Insti-

i" of what has been hitherto considered

J and phlegmatic Germany.

Science and Industry.

ravellers in Siberia have noticed with

;h surprise the ability of the native camels

dthstand, without protection, the greatest

•ernes of heat and cold.

1 winter the thermometer on the Mongo-
plateau sometimes drops to —40° Fah-

leit, yet the camels wander about with no

ence of suffering. Un the other hand,

Russian explorer, Prejevalski, found the

perature of the ground in the Gobi Desert

ammer to be more than 140° Fahrenheit,

the camels- are apparently as indifferent

his degree of heat as they are to the winter

.— Youth's Companion.

'ARADiSE FOR SERVANTS.—Australia, es-

ally New South Wales, may be regarded

he paradise of household help. Not only

wages high, but household labors are pur-

1 under conditions much more favorable

1 those which prevail in this country,

fibers of the Australian houses are of one

y only, and few exceed two. Excepting

;he towns, where there is often a good

of dust but very little smoke, the air is

f and clear, and there is relatively very

fe cleaning to be performed. For seven or

t months in the year there are no fires

|iired except for domestic purposes, and in

rincipal cities the gas stove is beginning

ssde the kitchen range. There is no

ping downstairs in the cold and darkness

winter morning, with blue fingers and

ring limbs, to light a fire, thaw the fro-

water pipes and clean a flight of front

teps, while everything is icy to the

h and gloomy to the vision. Moreover,

are few of the restraints, wholesome or

Jrwise, which are imposed upon the free-

ij of the domestic in most well-ordered

sholds. In Australia the mistress' au-

ty is exercised on sufferance, as it were,

;he is obliged to temper it with extreme
etion, lest her cook or housemaid should

3tly leave her.

w Do They Know?—Do animals and

have within them some instinctive con-

sness of time? Naturalists believe that

do, and many well known facts observed

fferent men in different places lend color

it view.

3 oriole arrives in Massachusetts every

about the tenth day of Fifth Month,

g little attention to differences of

ler. He may have his late seasons and

rjirly seasons, but the very large number
3|irs in which his arrival has been noted

*e tenth day indicates that his chronolog-

ical machinery, like that of a cuckoo-clock,

brings him into view at a given moment.
Birds which migrate southward early, not

waiting for frost or cold winds, also seem to be

aware when the date has arrived for their

departure. Many king-birds, for instance,

may be seen in Massachusetts on the last day
of Eighth Month, but very few are ever seen

after the first day of Ninth Month.
The wood-chuck knows when the time has

come for him to "den up." He not only feels

the necessity of rolling himself up in his own
sustaining fat and going to sleep for the win-

ter, but he feels it at a particular time, quite

regardless of the state of the weather. Wood-
chucks have been domesticated, and allowed

to sleep in a warm place, with all the food

thev needed, yet they "denned up" when the

regular time came for them to do so.

They awake in the spring with much the

same regularity. The "ground-hog day" is

ridiculous. It is of course, unreasonable to

suppose that in a country like ours, with a

range of climates from the semi-tropical to

the completely arctic, a creature will come out

of his hole everywhere on the second day of

Second Month and then regulate his future

conduct according to the weather on that day,

staying out if it be bad, and going back if it

be good. But the legend belongs properly not

to the woodchuck but to the badger, and to

the European badger, at that; and moreover,

the Germans give us a version exactly oppo-

site to that which is most current. They say

that the badger peeps out of his hole on Can-

dlemas day and draws back when he finds snow
shining—not the sun. The persistence of the

woodchuck legend may thus be traced to the

regularity of the chuck's European relative.

A naturalist who has studied this interest-

ing characteristic of animals tells a story,

from his own observation, which seems to

show that some creatures mav have a still

more exact sense of time than is indicated by

the regularity of their migrations and hiber-

nations. He once enjoyed the acquaintance

of a mouse which, at exactly a quarter before

four o'clock every afternoon, was in the habit

of coming out along a wainscoting and making
its way to a pot of paste on the table, the

crust of which he then proceeded to nibble.

No "suburbanite," having his train in mind,

could be more regular in arriving at his break-

fast table than this tame mouse was in coming
for his daily nibble of paste.

How did the mouse know when it was a

quarter before four? The naturalist could not

answer the question, but he is certain that the

little creature had some way of measuring

time.—Adapted from the Youth's Companion.

Recent investigations made by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture show that mushrooms are

about equal to potatoes in the element of nu-

trition that goes to make flesh and blood, but

that, on the other hand, they do not hold much
of the fuel stufl: required to keep the body ma-

chine running

No Abiding Blessing.—"Without Christ

and vital fellowship with Him, there may be

activity enough to churn an ocean and work
that can be piled mountain high; and yet no

abiding blessing would be with it a\\."—The

Moravian.

Peculiar Names.

English proper names are often a snare to

the unwary. In Germany and on the conti-

nent generally, a business education is not
complete without a training in their pronun-
ciation. It was from a German officer that
the writer first learned the correct sound of
many of the names which follow. As all of

them occur in English history and English lit-

erature, they are here offered to the American
school girl for her study and observance:

Abergavenny Abergen'ny.
Acheaon Atch'eson.

Adye Ay'dy.

Alcester Awlster.

Alington All'ington.

Ayscough Ask'ew.

Bagehot Bag'got.

Beauchamp Bee'cham.

Beaulieu Bew'ly.

Bellingham Bel'linjam,

Belvoir Bee'ver.

Bertie Barty.

Bethune Bee'ton.

Blount Blunt.

Boisragon Bor'ragon

.

Boulger Boal'jer, Bolejer.

Bourchier Bow'cher.

Bourke Burk.

Caillard Ky'ar.

Cassalis Cassels.

Cheyne Chay'ney.

Cholmondeley Chum'ly.

Claverhouse Clay"verse.
Colquhoun Cohoon.

Creighton Cry'ton.

Crichton Cry'ton.

De L'Isle and Dudley DeLyle.
De Moleyns Demmoleens.
De Sails De Sal'lis.

Dumaresq Doo'mer'rick.

Dymoke Dim"muk.
Farquhar Fark'wer, Farker.

Farquharson Fark'erson, Fark'werson.

Foljambe Fool'jam.

Foulis Fowls.

Pontefract Pomfret.

Marylebone Marl'bun.

Pall Mall Pel Mel.

For "The Friend."

Early Friends and Modern Professors,
AND THE Difference Between Them, Clear-
ly Seen by Others.—An estimable Friend, a

minister, was lately traveling in a coach, and
had an interesting conversation with a fellow

passenger, who began by speaking of the many
leaving the Society, and said, he greatly ap-

proved of our sentiments in many respects,

and wished there might never cease to be

such a people— that we were raised up for a

good purpose, to bear a peculiar testimony,

and wished that it might never be suffered to

fall to the ground, but, said he, it must be

upheld in its ancient purity."

He then remarked how greatly we were

gone from our primitive simplicity; that we
were an industrious people, blessed in our

trade, some got rich, and then got out into

the worldly spirit—but that he trusted a little

remnant would be preserved faithful, making
a stand against these things, and then, al-

though, from these siftings that are come
upon us, we may be reduced to be few in num-
ber, yet we should shine forth more brightly,

and others would flock to us. P. H.

Infidelity and Belief.—" Infidel ty expends

its strength in fighting and trying to destroy

Christianity. Christianity expands its strength

in reforming, ennobling and elevating the hu-

man race."

—

Religious Telescope.
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Reminiscences.
(contiiiuetl Ironi page 170.)

Under date of First Month 2nd, 1838, Jo
seph Scattergood thus writes to his brother

William. "The more I reflect on the nature

of true religion, the more I know the corrup-

tion of ray own heart, the more fully sensible

I am that the work of regeneration is a deep

spiritual work, and in order that we may ex-

perience it, watchfulness unto prayer must be

maintained. I am well aware that a rational

understanding of the doctrine of Christianity,

and a faculty of writing and speaking on re-

ligious subjects may be obtained, and may be

passed ofl: with the superficial as true religion,

indeed is too often passed off as such, and

much to the reproach of Truth; but "such
draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and

honoreth me with their lips, but their hearts

are far from me," the faith of such I have no

doubt will be found to stand in the wisdom of

man and not in "the power of God" by which
alone we can withstand the "fiery darts of

the wicked one." While expressing these

sentiments I am reminded of the tone and
character of the preliminary observations with

which John Barclay prefaces the lives of Jo-

seph Pike and Joseph Oxley. They are wor-

thy of all acceptation, and I most sincerely

hope may be read with the life of Joseph
Pike by every Friend in the country.

"So far as I am capable of judging of the

state of our Society no remarks could be more
appropriate at the present juncture and with

the salutary advice and earnest exhortation

with which the journal of Joseph Pike

abounds, I think all who desire to be rightly

directed would wisely profit."

The following is a memorandum made by
Joseph Scattergood, Third Month 21st, 1848:

"This day moved into the bookstore with
a view of becoming acquainted with the duties

to be performed as caretaker of the book
room, etc.

"For the past week I have been much en-

grossed in assisting in the examination of

proof sheets of Robert Barclay's Apology, a
new edition of which from stereotype plates is

about being printed at the expense of the

Yearly Meeting. William Evans, Henry Cope,
Daniel B. Smith, Charles Evans, Nathan Kite
and myself meet almost every afternoon and
frequently in the evening. One reads the im-

pressions from the new plates while the rest

of us examine the several editions of the work
which have been printed, and when discrepan-
cies occur reference is made to the Latin and
other early editions. It appears likely that it

will require two or three weeks more to finish

the examination. We hope to make the new
edition a very correct one."

By the Yearly Meeting of 1848, Joseph
Scattergood was appointed a member of the
committee having charge of the Boarding
School at Westtown, and was at once entrusted
with the responsible duties of the treasurer-

ship uf that committee. This trust he occu-
pied until 1862, when he was succeeded by
Charles J. Allen. During the greater part of

this period Joseph Snowden and his wife
(Hannah Ecroyd Snowden) were superinten-

dent and matron, and in the course of the in-

timate relations into which they were placed,

the friendship which had previously existed
ripened into a strong attachment, which con-

tinued during the remainder of their lives.

Many important changes in the interior ar-

rangement of the school, and in the buildings

were determined upon by the committee, and

carried into effect under the oversight of Jo-

seph Snowden, in which he was efficiently as-

sisted by the treasurer, and a constant inter-

course, chiefly on the affairs of the Institution,

was carried on by frequent letters. In these

letters there are references to passing events

which have an interest at the present time.

Joseph Snowden, writing Twelfth Month
7th, 1848, observes:

—"Thy grandfather,

whose preaching made more lasting impression

on my mind than any other, said 'Westtown
was a plantation the Lord would bless;' may
we all who are charged with the care of it,

so live in the Divine fear as to witness the

prediction to be more and more fulfilled. I

cannot but believe with all the failings

and bad conduct of the boys, the moral
standing of the school is better than it

was some years ago. Still there is ample
room for further improvement and a great
deal will depend upon having religious, well

qualified teachers and caretakers."

As essential now as it was a third of a cen-

tury ago.

Somewhat similar to this expression of Jo-

seph Snowden was the experience of Joseph J.

Lewis, who, when young, resided with his

father, Enoch Lewis, at Westtown, the latter

being a valuable teacher there for some years.

J. J. L. after arriving at manhood, became a

prominent member of the Bar of Chester

County, was nominated by the Republican
party as Judge of the Supreme Court of this

State; also holding a responsible office at

Washington City, under President Lincoln.

When a young man, he married a daughter of

Charles Miner, of West Chester, who was
not a member of the Society of Friends
(though a most amiable and intellectual

woman), by which he lost his right of member-
ship. After a period of some time, perhaps
more than fifty years, and drawing near to

the close of a long and somewhat turbulent

life as a politician, office holder, etc., he felt

that he could no longer delay making an effort

to regain his membership in the Society of

Friends.

An anplication to effect that object was
made to Birmingham Monthly Meeting, bv
which he had been disowned. A committee
was appointed to have an interview with him,

one of whom was a great-grandson of Thos.
Scattergood. In the course of the interview
he said to him that the preaching of his

great-grandfather to him when a boy at West-
town eight years old, had never been effaced
from his mind, and the Lion became the Lamb,
and he was reinstated. W. T.

For" The Friknd "

A Beautiful Letter.

Among the large number of letters written
by early Friends to Margaret Fell, and pre-
served in the Swarthmore collection of manu-
scricts, at Devonshire House, London, there
are few more beautiful than one written by
Thomas Lawson (numbered 1—245), who was
educated at Cambridge and convinced by Geo.
Fox, while holding a living at Ramside, in

Lancashire. After leaving the profession of
preacher he taught a school at Great Strick-

lan, and was especially noted as a botanis

George Fox writes of him in his Journal, und
date 1652: "Some rude people cast scand;

upon him and had thought to have done h

a mischief, but he was carried over all a

grew in the wisdom of God mightily." ]

died in 1691. The letter, which is hereco
ied from the original, slightly modernized

|

spelling, is written in an even hand on bo

sides of a sheet 7i inches by 6 inches, a

endorsed "from Tho. Lawson to M. F," a

on it are added in George Fox's own wei

known handwriting, "read over 1653." 1

"Dear hearte 1

my love in the spirit of peace salutes th'

where in my measure I witnes thee and 8

with thee where all the body is knit and unit

together in unfeignedness. Deare heart

there is a pure and heavenly cry in me
dwell out of time in that which was before

time, out of willing and runnins, and when
am kept stilly and quietly in it, I finde joy a

peace. Now the enimy envies this union a

is still tempting till the union be broken a

my minde gone into time, into willing a

running, where the snares of the fowler 1:

and deare hearte I cannot conceale it frc

thee, onely here doth the enimy prevaile a

me, in thoughts and imaginations, image

pictures, likeneses, idolls, which tha enii

subtilly gets sett up in my minde and w'd ha

me to bow unto, and the lord in his endk

love still cries after me when I ame here, wi

nesses agst this spirituall idolatry, cryi

within me not to have any fellowship w
strangers nor to enter into covenants w'

the inhabitents of the land, now here th

come to vanish and passe away and are i

seen and secret joy springs up in me to see t

pictures, images, and imaginations cutt do^^

which are as thorns in my side and as peri

in my eies and here a pure resolution cen-

to be set up in me all the days of my appoint

time to waite on the lord for I see the dc

of pure wisdome, riches and ever fadei

treasures sett open and light springing i

that the enimy cannot be concealed nor hi

himselfe from the candle of the lord in n

but this the subtill serpent envies, willing tl

I be anywhere but in the light, wh. lays op

his wiles. Dear hearte, pray for me unto t

Father, yt I may be kept in his counsel!

his feare unto eternall life, fare the well, w

art beloved of the lord with everlasting Ic

"Tho: Lawson."

Then follow eleven lines as a postscript,

specting the reports put about concerning hi

Though written under very different outw£

circumstances from the present, the heart

man is much the same to-day as aforetime a

there is much in the letter of teaching for

in this day, when so many things tend to dr

the soul out of its hiding-place in God.
>

^

Norman Pen
Tottenham, England, Eleventh Month 30, 19 !|_;

In temporal affairs, "no man can getse

thing without earning it, unless some one

earns it without getting it."

'Our times," says Bishop Haygood, "ht

developed ten times as much genius for e

ting money as conscience in the use of 9 tu

And the result is, as he sees it, a tendeaiS li

Paganism.

—

Evangelical Messenger. '- ~~
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PATIENCE WITH THE LIVING.
Sweet friend, when thou and I are gone

Beyond earth's weary labor,

When small shall be our need of grace
From comrade or from neighbor

;

Passed all the strife, the toil, the care,

And done with all the sighing

—

What tender ruth shall we have gained,

Alas ! by simply dying ?

Then lips too chary of their praise

Will tell our merits over,

And eyes too swift our faults to see

Shall no defect discover.

Then hands that would not lift a stone
Where stones were thick to cumber

Our steep hill path, will scatter flowers

Above our pillowed slumber.

Sweet friend, perchance both thou and I,

Ere Love is past forgiving.

Should take the earnest lesson home

—

Be patient with the living.

To-day's repressed rebuke may save
Our blinding tears to-morrow,

Then patience, e'en when keenest edge
May whet a nameless sorrow !

'Tis easy to be gentle when
Death's silence shames our clamor,

And easy to discern the best

Through memory's mystic glamour
;

But wise it were for thee and me.
Ere Love is past forgiving,

To take the tender lesson home

—

Be patient with the living.—Boston Watchman.

The One Sacred Book of the East.

In the discharge of my duties for forty

3, as Professor of Sanscrit in the Univer-
of Oxford, I have devoted as much time
ny man living to the study of the Sacred
fs of the East, and I have found the one
lote—the one diapason, so to speak of all

e so-called sacred books, whether it be
'Veda of the Brahmans, the Puranus of

[

and Vishnu, the Koran of the Mohamme-
', the Zend-Avesta of the Parsees, the Tri-

ica of the Buddhists— the one refrain
|agh all—salvation by works. They all

(hat salvation must be purchased, must be
ht with a price, and that the sole price,

sole purchase money, must be our own
s and deservings. Our own Holy Bible,

lacred Book of the East, is from tlie be-
ng to the end a protest against this doc-
. Good works are indeed enjoined upon
that sacred Book of the East far more
glv than in any other sacred Book of
East; but they are only a thank-offer-
the fruit of our faith. They are never
ansom money of the true disciple of

It. Let us not shut our eyes to what
cellent and true and of good report in

sacred books, but let us teach Hin-
i| Buddhists, Mohammedans, that there is

one sacred Book of the East whose gos-
an be their mainstay in that awful hour
they pass all alone into the unseen world.
the sacred Book which contains that

'ul saying, worthy to be received by all

women and children, and not merely by
[[ristians, that Jesus Christ came into the
to save sinners."

—

Max Muller.

EVER trusted Christ but 1 found Him
ul, nor my own heart, but I found it— Vavasor Powell.

Items ConcerniDg the Society,

A private letter from our friend J. Francis

Mather, of Hobart, Tasmania, gives some idea of

the distances Friends in Australia will have to

travel to their " General Meeting," which is to be
held at intervals at Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide
and Hobart. We may, he says, roughly indicate

the distances thus :

Hobart may be represented by Tunis.

Melbourne may be represented by Rome.
Adelaide may be represented by Toulouse.

Sydney may be represented by Vienna.
Brisbane may be represented by Berlin.

Rockhampton may be represented by Gothen-
burg.

Auckland may be represented by Odessa.

Dunedin may be represented by Tarsus.

He also mentions that none of the possible rep-

resentatives are in easy circumstances, many are

not their own masters, and most have difficulty in

leaving their homes and businesses. We trust that

the enthusiasm which has led our Friends forward
in spite of such obstacles will be richly rewarded.—British, Friend.

The question of the connection of the Society of

Friends with the Free Church Council was brought
before the London Meeting for Sufferings by Caro-
line E. Stephen, who objected to any meeting offi-

cially sending delegates to the Councils. Her appeal

to Friends to refrain from officially uniting them-
selves with the Free Church Councils, was given with
much feeling and under a manifest sense of duty.

She felt that it was inconsistent in Friends to

countenance or support the Catechism issued by
the National Council, as it expressed sentiments on
the ordinances and other matter which we as a

Society could not accept. She reminded Friends of

their unique position, and feared they would lose

their influence for upholding spiritual ideals by
taking part io the work of Free Church Councils,

especially where this was in the direction of oppo-

sition to the Church of England. She suggested

that a minute on the subject should be sent to the

Yearly Meeting. The discussion was a useful one,

and we fully understand the feelings of those who
dread lest we should compromise our spiritual

freedom, or lose, in uniting ourselves to a militant

party among the Christian bodies, that influence

which our very detachment has given us. After
considerable expression of sympathy with her desire

for the maintenance of loyalty to our spiritual in-

heritance, some explanations were made repudiat-

ing the idea that any Society by sending dele-

gates to a local council made itself responsible

for the catechism. It was purely optional with any
Church to adopt it, or not, as it liked. There was
but little in the work of the Councils that was in

antagonism to the Church of England. Several

Friends who have taken part in this work stated

that the Catechism referred to had never come to

the front in any form, whilst they had found that

co-operation made for brotherliness, and afforded

opportunities for spreading the influence of higher

spiritual ideals, and for imparting a Quaker tone

to methods of Christian work. Though the Meeting
did not see its way to take any action, it was felt

that useful service had been rendered in directing

attention to the need for faithful adherence to

principle.

—

British Friend.

The statement is published that during Kansas
Yearly Meeting on First-day morning, a well-

known speaker "preached for an hour and forty-

five minutes. His subject was, ' Ye are a Royal

Priesthood.'

"

In this day of postal cards and condensed mes-

sages, and claims for everything to be said or

written "short, pithy, and to the point," such an

occurrence as the above seems remarkable enough

for us to have opportunity to quote it from English

and from Australian sheets. But we remember

the late John S. Stokes remarking that in con-
siderable journeys which he took as companion to
Joseph Hoag, he never heard Joseph preach in any
meeting for a shorter time than an hour and a
quarter.

Notes From Others.

Theodore L. Cuyler, the venerable preacher, says
that when little boys bring him an album and ask
for his autograph, he writes :

" No man was ever
lost in a straight road."

" It has been said that every war leaves three
armies behind it—one of mourners, one of cripples,

one of unemployed men, ready to commit crime."

The "Saturday half-holiday" is older than is

commonly supposed. King Edgar (a. d. 9.58) or-
dered that work should stop " from Saturday noon
till Monday daylight." King William of Scotland
(.\. D. 1203), determined in council that Saturday
after the twelfth hour "shall be kept holy." In
" Divers Crab Tree Lectures," published in 1639,
occurs the couplet:

" On Friday it is too late to begin to spin.

The Saturday is half holiday agen."
And there is an unrepealed law of King Canute

which ordains :
" Let every Sunday's feast be held

from Saturday's noon to Monday's dawn."

In regard to liquors among the Indians of our
own country, and the exportation of these to races
abroad, the President said :

" In dealing with the
aboriginal races few things are more important
than to preserve them from the terrific physical
and moral degradation resulting from the liquor

traffic. We are doing all we can to save our own
Indian tribes from this evil. Whenever by inter-

national agreement this same end can be attained
as regards races where we do not possess exclusive
control, every effort should be made to bring it

about." The reference in this was no doubt to the
effort that has been made to have the leading na-
tions of the world unite in an agreement to pro-

hibit the importation of liquors to the New Heb-
rides and other places. Great Britain and other
nations have already agreed to this, and our Gov-
ernment has been asked to join them in this lauda-
ble movement. A bill to this effect passed the
last House of Representatives, but failed to receive
the sanction of the Senate in the hurry of the last

hours of the sessions. Senator Lodge has already
introduced such a bill this winter.

A venerable lady, eighty-one years old, living

in New Bedford was asked not long ago if she
could go over to a neighbor's to tea. " Wait a mo-
ment," she replied, "and I will ask mother."
Which she did—her own mother still being the
competent head of the household. — Springfield

Republican.

The Church was built to disturb the peace of

man ; but often it does not perform its duty, for

fear of disturbing the peace of the Church.

Me is a most exacting personage, requiring the

best seat and the highest place for itself, and
feeling grievously wounded if its claim is not rec-

ognized. Most of the quarrels among Christian

workers arise from the clamoring of this gigantic

ME. How few of us understand the true secret of

taking our seats in the lowest rooms.

—

Ei-cry-day

Religion.

The China Inland Mission, whose missionaries

(we understand), are without guaranteed salaries,

and are poorer than most other missionaries, and

which has now some six hundred missionaries in

the field, has refused to touch the compensation

money extracted from the Chinese Government on

account of the Boxer riots.
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Peru's History.—The shortest history on record,

probably, has been written by Carlos Escribans,

a Peruvian. It is only one hundred words in

length. Following is the English translation :

" The Asiatic origin of the primitive Peruvians

admitted, their rudimentary civilization ended with

the appearance of Manco Capac, founder of the

Inca empire. His thirteen successors, continuing

his policy, constituted that vast theocratic and

communistic monarchy which astonished the world.

Conquered by Pizarro (1538), it became a Spanish

colony, whose fourteen viceroys kept it in medias-

val darkness, and whose heavy yoke provoked the

independence proclaimed by San Martin (1821),

cemented by Bolivar and Sucre at Junin and Aya-

cucho. The republic established, anarchy super-

vened, presidents rapidly succeeded, until the dis-

astrous war with Chile, which, chastening minds,

has prepared the future."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— By the completion of the Yukon tel-

egraph line there now exists continuous telegraphic com-

munication from Dawson in Alaska, to Vancouver, a dis-

tance of over two thousand miles.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has announced its

intention of carrying out a plan to extend its railroad

into New York City, and to make a through underground

connection between the Long Island Railroad and the

Pennsylvania lines in New Jersey, and to construct a pro-

per and commodious joint underground terminal station

in New York City for the Pennsylvania and Long Island

roads. The line as adopted will traverse the city of New
York from the Hudson River to the East River and be

underground throughout, and at such depth as not to in-

terfere with future construction of subways by the city

on all its avenues. Electricity is to be the motive power,

and it will be necessary to tunnel also under both the

North and East Rivers, and the plans provide for two tun-

nels under the former, and three under the latter. It has

also been advanced that the Pennsylvania Company con-

templates making Montauk Point a steamship terminal.

It is said that there is not a railroad company in this

country which does not make temperance among its em-

ployees an absolute condition. This is also true of some

other industrial and commercial companies.

A despatch from Washington, says : Russia, Germany,

Italy, France and Austria have informed the United States

that they view with especial satisfaction the President's

discussion of the subject of anarchism in his annual Mes-

sage, and the authorities understand that these Govern-

ments are prepared to take action when Congress gives

the Executive the necessary authority.

A despatch from New York, says : Dr. George D. Bar-

ney, of Brooklyn, who inoculated Emma H. King, a trained

nurse, with tuberculosis germs from an infected cow, has

on hand a clearly developed case of consumption. Dr.

Barney is a disbeliever in the theory of the German bac-

teriologist, Dr. Koch, that tuberculosis in cattle is non-

communicable to human beings, and the result in this

case, he says, demonstrates that Koch's theory is all

wrong, and that the inspection of infected cattle should

be more rigid than ever, instead of being relaxed.

The native population of the Aleutian islands is re-

ported to be rapidly dying out. It is said that the inhab-

itants formerly numbering from 1500 to 2.500 are now
not more than 1000, of whom about 700 only are Aleuts.

Measles appear to have unusually fatal results among
them.

Eighteen miles is said to be the longest distance on

record at which a man's voice has been heard. This oc-

curred in the Grand Canon of the Colorado, where one

man shouting the name " Bob " at one end his voice was

plainly heard at the other end, which is eighteen miles

away. Dr. Young records that at Gibraltar the human
voice has been heard at a distance of ten miles.

Georgia has only twenty counties in which saloons are

permitted, and 11'7 counties in which the sale of liquor is

prohibited.

There are 10,697 miles of railroad in the State of Penn-

sylvania. The number of passengers carried in whole or

in part in the State in the year ending Sixth Month 30,

1901, was 216,603,748.

President Roosevelt has received a letter from Andrew

Carnegie, in which the latter offers to make a donation

of $10,000,000 to the United States, for the purpose of

establishing in Washington a university for higher edu-

cation and original research.

Jane L. Stanford has given to the Stanford University,

in California, $30,000,000 as an addition to its endow-

ment fund.

The Georgia Legislature has passed a bill, giving the

sanction of the State to certain grants of land lying in

Northeast Georgia to the United States for the purpose

of providing a park, to be known as the Appalachian Na-

tional Park.

Justice Jerome, in a public address, has lately said :

" There are 130,000 persons," he had ascertained, "con-

nected with the liquor business in New York City, and

these are all deprived of self-respect by laws which make
their business odious. Their wives find a line drawn

against them in society, and their children suffer from it

in the schools."

It is stated that 20,000,000 tons of iron ore will have

been moved this season from the lake ore region. The

extraordinary demand for iron ore is stimulating boring

on all the ranges and far into British America. Steam

shovels of 100-ton capacity handle this ore with great

speed.

The total catch of whales this year is stated to be only

twenty-eight, and the industry seems to have almost

ceased. Half a century ago the American whaling fleet

consisted of over 700 vessels. The catch of 1846 was

valued at $21,000,000.

A rainstorm of almost unprecedented violence swept

the Wyoming, Lackawanna and Lehigh Valleys on the

night of the 7th inst., flooding collieries, paralyzing rail-

road traffic and resulting in property losses which in

Schuylkill County alone are estimated at $1,500,000. On
portions of the Pennsylvania, Reading, Jersey Central and

Lehigh Valley systems there was no train service, bridges

having been swept away and the roadbed damaged by

washouts and landslides.

There were 455 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 15 more than the previous

week and 86 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 255 were males and 200 females: 57

died of consumption of the lungs ; 70 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 14 of diphtheria ;

19 of cancer ; 13 of apoplexy ; 7 of typhoid fever ; 6 of

scarlet fever, and 8 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.60 to $2.80 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.45 to $3.60 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.50 to $3.65 ; spring, straight, $3.75 to $4.00.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 76^ to 77^0.

No. 2 mixed corn, 67 to 67Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6J to 6|c.; good, 5i to 5ic.; me
dium, 5 to 5Jc.

Sheep.—Choice, 3i to 3^0. ; good, 3 to 3ic.; common

IJ to 2ic.

Lambs —3J to 5Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to 8ic.

Foreign—The American Board of Foreign Missions

in its ninety-second annual report, says : "There is goo(

reason to think the disastrous events in North China, si

far from being the destruction or even the permanent

injury of the missionary work in China, will prove the

overthrow of seemingly insurmountable obstacles to the

opening of all doors of access to the Chinese people.

The German Emperor after an inquiry into the efl'ects

of beer drinking, regards the beer now drunk regularly

on factory premises as appreciably detrimental, both to

accuracy of workmanship and amount of product. A
movement is on foot to exclude beer from the factories.

An American firm making electrical apparatus, has

kept records of the work done before and after the pro-

hibition of beer. The result is 10 per cent, increase in

product a man. Part of the increase is due to the time

saved.

The stationary character of the population of France

is shown by the last census. Out of 38,000,000 inhab-

itants 21,000,000 live in the town or village in which they

were born and 30,500,000 have not moved out of their

native departments. Only 1,500,000 have emigrated to

France from colonies or foreign countries.

The Imperial Board of Health, Berlin, has recently

issued the statistics for the year 1899. The total num-

ber of smallpox deaths in all Germany, with a population

of 54 millions, is 28, giving a rate per million of 0.52.

In 1898 the rate was 0.28 ; in 1897 it was 0.09 ; in

1896, 0.19. The 28 deaths belong to 21 different places

in Germany. The extremely low smallpox mortality of

Germany is not an occurrence of one year only ; it has

been low ever since their law of 1874 made the revac-

cination of all school children compulsory and abolished

epidemics of smallpox.

The American Bible Society has issued a report, based

on the recent visitation of its agencies in the Le-

vant by its Secretary, which asserts that there has

been a steady increasing demand for the Scriptures

in the more than twenty languages spoken by the people

along the eastern shores of the Mediterranean. The

: L
principal circulation is in Armenian, Greek and Aral'j

The Arabic issues during the past year were over40,0(|:

The distribution of the Scriptures in the Nile Valley a'

in the Soudan is also a part of the work of the Americ v

Bible Society in the Levant agency. |'

In the island of Batavia where the cinchona bark
[^

largely cultivated, a recent sale at auction of a lot <

12,500 pounds of^ulphate of quinine took place at abcj,

$3.88 per pound.

At St. John's Newfoundland, Marconi has receiv

electric signals across the Atlantic Ocean from his stat:

in Cornwall, England. He says the system is yet in

infancy, but the possibility of its ultimate developmi

is demonstrated by the success of the experiments w
incomplete and imperfect apparatus. The Cornwall c

is 1700 miles from St. John's.

The Nicaraguan Minister of Foreign Affairs and

United States Minister to Nicaragua, Salvador and Coi

Rica have signed a treaty, by which Nicaragua agrees

lease a section of Nicaraguan territory six miles wv

which includes the route of the Nicaragua Canal, to

United States perpetually.

C. S. Hurter, Government Metallurgist of Vanconv

states that among the Yukon gold brought to
"

'

purchase by the Government this season was an abundai

of platinum, unknown to the miners. Hundreds of lit

nuggets of platinum were mixed with the coarse g(

The Dominion Government is now sending an expert

the Klondike to investigate the matter.

It is said that one of the richest sulphur deposits

the world has lately been discovered in Transcasi

Russia. The geological formation is very similar to t

in which the Sicillian deposits occur. It is only inreo

years that sulphur has been found in Russia.

Berlin pays a salary to a professional bird catcher, ?

keeps scientific and educational institutions supplied!

birds, birds' nests and eggs, and he is the only man in

empire permitted to do so.

It is estimated that there are fewer than 10,000 v

elephants left in all the countries on the globe, and t

it is a matter of only a few years when the last mnst

The British Government has decided to break up

unhealthy concentration camps and remove the overl

of Boers in South Africa to the coasts, where attem

would be made to provide them with more pc

shelters. This step has been taken in consequence of

fearful mortality which has taken place in these

amounting during the past six months to 12,441, of wl

10,113 were children.

NOTICES.

Wanted—A young woman Friend to assist in hoi

M duties in country town.

Address E., Office of Friend.

Rachel G. Hall, plain milliner. 1953 N. Ca

between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets, will recei¥e

ders after Twelfth Month 9th, 1901.

Fund foe Orphanage and Blind Asylum in orNi

Cairo, Egypt. — Subscriptions and contributions, '

names and addresses, may be sent to the Provident I

and Trust Co., 409 Chestnut St., Phila.

John S. Fowlei

Westtown Boarding-school.—Applications for

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regar

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WlU
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

munications in regard to business should be forwariei

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wifl o

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m.,

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when ri

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

'

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Suf

Died, at her late residence, Frankford, Philadelp

on the sixteenth of Third Month, 1901, Hannah WBBS!

in the ninety-third year of her age ; a member of Fp

ford Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE-S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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NEW YEAR'S WISHES.
What shall I wish thee ?

Treasures of earth ?

Songs in the spring-time,

Pleasures and mirth ?

Flowers on thy pathway.
Skies ever clear ?

Would this ensure thee

A Happy New Year ?

What shall I wish thee ?

What can be found
Bringing the sunshine

All the year round ?

Where is the treasure,

Lasting and dear.

That shall ensure thee

A Happy New Year.

Faith that increaseth,

Walking in light
;

Hope that aboundeth,

Happy and bright

:

Love that is perfect,

Casting out fear
;

These shall ensure thee

A Happy New Year.

Peace in the Saviour

Rest at his feet,

S.mile of his countenance
Radiant and sweet,

Joy in his presence !

(]hrist ever near !

This will ensure thee

A Happy New Year 1—Frances Ridley Havergal.

Books on the Holy Spirit.

•e are many books written about the

pirit, and they are so profound in phrase,

ijtitific in their systemization of Scripture,

)lcal in their inferences from the text,

ii theological library is deemed complete

i(;t them. So that on the same day one

e with the books may graduate from the

iiry knowing many things about the Holy

i

I

while another, unlearned and illiterate,

ijplete with obedience, graduates from

fijiing-sraack and knows profoundly more
h Holy Spirit. The Father has ordained

p

p who obediently runs may read of his

djf Life, and not that he who reads sound

di shall run. So that, were there no

vaunting in it, one might say, "Show me thy

learning about the Holy Spirit without thy

obedience, and I will show thee my knowledge

of Him by my obedience."

One school holds that Christ would say,

"Take treatises and learn concerning me;"

and the other, "Take my yoke upon you and

learn of me." One aims to be "well-read on

the Holy Ghost," perhaps that he may dis-

course intelligently thereon; the other seeks

to be well learned in the Holy Ghost, that he

may have fellowship with Him, even if public

praying and preaching in the Spirit has to be

a part of that fellowship. But whatever the

service, it is always that same obedience in

which the witness of the Spirit first began to

be learned. The one law and ladder of learn-

ing the things of the Spirit is always this:

"We are his witnesses of these things, and

so is also the Holy Spirit, whom God hath

given to them that obey Him."

Much sympathy is felt by some of us with

those servants Vvhose "reading up on things"

is much frustrated. But "Seek ye out of the

book of the Lord (which is found in obedience

to the secret manifestations of his will), and

read" in the lines of a witnessing experience.

That will be a reading of truth as founded on

the Rock, so much better than men's opinions

built upon the sand. Such books as are writ-

ten by the Spirit teach truly of the Spirit.

They are profitable for doctrine and for thor-

ough equipment of the man of God unto works

of obedience. We are confident of no other

treatises on truth divine, and neither of our

reading of these out of the Spirit in which

they were written. They read best who obey

best. And they read best all books that are in

the mixture, all unspiritual books also, who

obey the Spirit best. "He that is spiritual

judgeth all things, and He himself is judged of

no man." Man's diversions of his mind with

ancient phases of thought, or with the latest

thought, have their uses for the teacher, but

they easily spoil the seer, or seduce from the

simplicity that is in Christ. The singlest eye

has the straightest access to the Father of

lights. The reading of the Book of Life is

open to all as they are open to the Life; but

the books of literature to much fewer. The

question was asked how did Christ know let-

ters
'

'having never learned ?" The Life behind

the letter is the letter's essential. We might

in some such way ask. How does Electricity

know telegraphy, having never been taught

our books on the subject? Or how does Heat

know the motion of engines, having never our

schooling in thermo-dynamics? Such things

we might ask, if we can question how does the

testimony of Jesus know the letter of proph-

ecy, when it is itself the spirit of prophecy?

So he that hath the Son, though he may not

have literature "hath Life,"the Fountain of all

the True, the Beautiful, and Good that litera-

ture gropes at expressing; but he that has

literature may not have Life.

But thanks be unto Him for letters and for

standing behind letters, as in the synagogue, to

bless them and avail his cause of them!

Thanks also that when He the Opener gives

the scroll as a 'closed book to the servant,

He, himself the Word, stands forth as the fulfill-

ment of the letter, to supersede it before the

assembly and to teach his people Himself. We
are not concerned to disparage books or liter-

ature. It would be slighting Him to slight

the reading or the possibilities of literature

which He has put into our hands for the devel-

opment of man. Only let Him be the indis-

pensable Word, whatever becomes of the

words. Repine not that certain masterly

books are inaccessible, when the authority of

living Truth is made so accessible, and thou

mayst learn the Holy Spirit from the Fountain

Himself by obedience, better than from the

more distant reports of religious philosophers.

Even if they get their views not from study,

but from direct revelation, so must thou, to

know them confirmed as Truth.

The Meetings at Westtown.—We appre-

hend it will be a relief to the caretakers at

Westtown School and other such institutions

if we here re-echo the concern expressed by

.Joseph Snowdon in his letter to Joseph Scat-

tergood (to be given on another page), speak-

ing of Samuel Cope's exhortation in the school

meeting:

—

"It seemed to remind me a little of old

times, the days of thy grandfather; who, I

well remember, frequently in meeting told me
of some of my secret sins. I wish some of

our rightly concerned Friends could be stirred

up to come and do likewise, and not be put-

ting aside little openings of duty, which I am

afraid is too much the case. We have a very

interesting family here this session, and an

open field for labor. Truly "the harvest is

plenteous but the laborers are few."
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Truck Farming.

No longer ago than 1847 a clerk on a

Charleston boat chanced to speak to some

friends in New York of the fresh vegetables

to be had in the Southern city. It was win-

ter, and his statement was challenged by one

of the listeners. On his next trip North,

therefore, he brought a basket of vegetables,

including two boxes of strawberries. They

were placed on exhibition in a shop window,

and attracted much attention.

This was the beginning of the business of

truck farming in the United States. Until

the middle of the century the fruits and vege-

tables raised on nearly all farms were intended

for home consumption or for sale in markets

close at hand. To-day California fruit and

vegetables go all over the world and the

Northern cities consume all winter garden

produce raised in Florida or the Gulf States.

Many of the improved facilities now offered

by the railroads are directly due to the hand-

ling of perishable agricultural products.

Routes have been shortened, cars ventilated

refrigeration provided, and the number and

speed of trains increased, until vegetables are

now landed in good condition a thousand miles

from where they were raised. Intensive rather

than extensive farming is the watchword of

the producer of garden truck. The average

size of the farms is only about fifteen acres,

but some of the ten-acre plots are so well cul-

tivated that they produce two thousand dol-

lars'worth of truck in a season.

In the neighborhood of Boston much of the

land used for this purpose is under glass, and

the soil in which the vegetables are started

is carefully sterilized by steam. The expense

is, of course, great, but the extra quality of

the product and the higher price at which it

sells make the profits larger than in any other

part of the country. The services of electric-

ity even have been enlisted and many of the

green-houses are lighted at night by large arc

lamps, by which an improvement of fifteen per

cent, in the growth of the plants and of ten

per cent, in the quality, is secured.

To the money value of the truck farms must

be added the greater service they perform in

placing fresh vegetables within the reach of

almost every family, even in winter. That is

a contribution both to general comfort and to

public health.— Youth's Companion.

It is true that God is found in our homes

and our offices as much as in meetings for

worship; but it is also true that if we do not

yield reverent worship to Him in meetings we

shall not see Him, still less worship Him any-

where else.

The Influence of the Chukch.—"Go out

on the frontier, five hundred miles beyond any

church. Enter one of those new towns, the

upgrowth of a night. See the devil's chapels

that line the street—brothels, gin mills and

gambling dens. Observe the residents: every

man a walking arsenal, belted with bowie

knives and revolvers. Then mark how, a little

later, with the advent of churches, those walk-

ing arsenals are reduced to a peace basis—how

those devils' chapels one by one withdraw into

back streets and screen themselves from public

view. Is not this a striking tribute to the

police power of religion?"

—

From Morals and

Manners, St. Louis Republican.

For "The Friend

A Great Achievement in Engineering.

The near completion of the new Delaware

Breakwater below Philadelphia, has been the

occasion of a noteworthy statement from

General Gillespie chief of the Corps of Engi-

neers of the United States Army which we find

in the columns of the Philadelphia Public Led-

ger of Eighth Month 29th, and the substance

of which we here condense.

The old Delaware Breakwater is about one

mile long, contains 1,231,587 tons of stone,

was seventy years (1828 to 1898) under con-

struction, cost about $2,807,000, and created

a limited and shallow harbor of refuge, now

used by small coasting and fishing vessels. In

building it the greatest amount of stone de-

posited in any one year was about 32,000 tons.

The new breakwater, designed in 1892. is

about 1.5 miles long, covers an area of 552

acres, with minimum low-water depth of 30

feet, besides 237 acres with 24 feet depth;

contains 1.464,410 tons of stone, which have

been placed in nosition in forty-four working

months, the average per month being 32,300

tons, the maximum per month 62,719 tons and

the maximum year's work 4-50,460 tons. The

work has thus been done about twenty-five

times as rapidly as that of the old breakwater.

As to its cost, a direct comparison based

upon its length would not be fair. A better

measurement is found in the circumstance that

in 1892 a commission of engineers basing its

calculation upon the experience gained in the

building of the old breakwater estimated the

probable cost of the new one at $4,665,000;

whereas it will be fully completed in Eleventh

Month at a cost of about $2,239,334, or

slightly less than half the estimate.

This surprising result has been partly due to

the very low price ($1.18J) per ton at which,

by the use of powerful machinery at both

breakwater and quarry, the contractors have

been able to put the rock in place; but it is

also largely the result of the great saving of

at least 500,000 tons in the amount of stone

required, which has been effected by the new

method of construction employed. Without

going into a detailed description of this

method, we may say that it consists essentially

in adopting for the submerged portion of the

breakwater a cross-section determined by the

action of the sea itself, instead of a much flat-

ter slope, such as was previously supposed

(without experimental reason) to be necessary.

Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. Raymond,_ the

engineer in charge, is entitled to the credit of

having proposed this bold innovation, secured

for it, by his arguments and experimental

proofs, the approval of the Board of United

States Engineers, and supervised its execution

with vigilance and intelligence. In the words

of General Gillespie, the work "is a monument

to his efficiency and skill as an engineer."

During the progress of its construction the

new Delaware Breakwater has been visited by

many engineers and has been watched with

great interest, as certain, if successful, to

mark a memorable advance in the methods of

harbor engineering. Thus far the minutest

observations have failed to detect the least

sign of weakness or inadequacy in the novel

submarine section employed. For the local

conditions there is no doubt that the plan is

successful. Whether it can be employed, and

how it would have to be modified for other

calities and conditions remains to be det

mined. The theory of it, namely, that in -d

locality the sea itself should be allowed to i

termine the submerged section for a bre?

water, or, in other words, that the talus

the broken stone should be that wh:

the sea has been found to form, and the:

after not to disturb seems to be universally!

plicable.

At all events, no great structures of t

class will be undertaken hereafter in the ci'

ized world without careful consideration

this new American precedent.

Crab Apples and Choice Fruit.

Early in the present year when Presidi

Oilman in an address declared that one of

'

evils of the age was too much reading,

statement was very generally criticized, i

he stood by his opinion. He thought that

young man who gave himself to const;

delving into periodicals and books was wast

a very large part of his useful and effect

energies. Recently Lord Roseberry said ab

the same thing. He believed that there w
many books, even books vi'hich might be cal

wholesome and unobjectionable, which co

well be dispensed with. He calls them
''

mense fens of stagnant literature which

produce nothing but intellectual malaria,"

he wanders in this mighty maze "wholly wi

out a plan, without discrimination and with

knowledge." And he added, "He spends

time munching crab apples. unconscious of

immediate neighborhood of the choicest fn

of the tree of knowledge."

In the mass of printed matter that

comes from the presses, direction is absolut

necessary. Corps of experienced editors

most of the hours of every day of the weet

even keep up with the works worthy of not

that come from the recognized publicat

offices. How idle is it, therefore, to exp

any man who has a calling or who works

wages outside of editing, to know whalR

being done in book publishing unless he is ve

enough to use the work of those who give 1

their time to selecting the good from the 1 ,

the worthy from the useless? It is by .'

expert labors of the specialists that each -

partment of effort and activity in this corapt

modern life of ours is developed, while at s

same time the results are made availableJ

those of all other interests and enterprises

The enlightened reader makes use of 1

these aids. He asks the advice of libraris

and men who know books better than hedc

He reads the reviews. He collects the inl-

mation about books from the right sources ;1

then he chooses nis books according to >

knowledge, and what he reads becomes i-

uable to him. All this is vitally necessL',

for purposeless reading is worse than the dr
-

ing of a rudderless bark in the open sea.

It is not necessary to munch crabapp-

They put the mouth awry, injure the digest i

and affect the spirit. But the choice fri3

in the orchard nearby make the eve brig,

renew the soul and add to the joys of a w(l

that needs all the cheerfulness it can get
-

Late Paper.

" It is not necessary to be popular ; it is r
-

essary to be pure."
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For"TheFri

The Simplicity That is in Christ.

Jan any of our young people tell me how it

that the aged Christian pilgrim, who it

jf be has been brought through many trials,

who has received much grace, becomes

e humble, more childlike, more loving

more lovable. Is it not owing to the

ter and to the simplicity of the gospel,

which such precious fruits are brought

;h in him? How is it, that the illiterate

times exemplify in their daily life a stronger

more lively faith than the learned and the

3? Surely it must be, because the gospel,

ts saving power to change, to bless, and to

rn the character, is more readily laid hold

ly the poor of this world, than it is by the

1 and tlie learned. These are engrossed in

r own busy thoughts, and filled with their

suthciency, whereas the former feel their

i, and are more readily drawn to the source

,11 supply. Still it has ever been true and

is so, as He who was, and is, the wis-

1 of God, in his prayer said as regards the

D mysteries of godliness, "I thank thee,

ber. Lord of heaven and earth, because

1 hast hid these things from the wise and

ient, and hast revealed them unto babes.

n so. Father; for so it seemed good in thy

it" (Matt. xi. : 25-26). Now wherefore is

truth so? But that no flesh nor fleshly

iom should find place wherein to glory,

ler must every one, be he learned or un-

ned, glory in the Lord alone, in that he

y and savingly knows the Lord, and has

ed of the long-suffering, loving kindness,

mercy, of God in Christ Jesus to his own
. He knows that God is true, for he

proved Him to be so in fulfilling all that

pas promised. He knows the Lord to be

biful, for hath not the Lord time and again

[;iven him his transgressions? He knows
iLord is omnipresent and omniscient be-

that He hath heard the desires of his

and hath answered his supplications,

the fountain of all truth, is himself

witness to his own truth in the heart of

Nor can there be any greater nor more
ible witness than He. It is on this foun-

)n on^which these build, which is Christ

inwardly revealed, himself the Word
the Truth of God, the life and the light of

Their faith is divested of all the many
ts, turnings and inventions of man, by-

of error, wherein the enemy of souls

1 lead aside from the wav of life those

less souls, who in sincerity would, and do,

the Lord. Untrammeled by these, in

faith, the poor in spirit find Him to be,

leir needy, panting souls, all that thoy

re. Like lambs of the fold they lie down
ely, abiding in and trusting to the Shep-

tjs care. And God's work with the worldly

is often first to divest him of this wisdom
in, that he may come to know the hidden

E)m of God, hidden in Christ, and revealed

abes. These, born of the life-giving

t of Christ, which is one not only of

v(r and of knowledge, but one of prayer,

forth their desires to Him who through
3on hath begotten them to Himself;

riare these desires of the soul at all

n| necessarily clothed in words, for the

omniscient God, grants the desires of the

humble, contrite, believing soul. These soon

come to hear, to know and to understand his

voice. God himself now teaches them by the

Spirit of promise, and by this Spirit, through
Christ the Mediator, communion with (Jod is

again restored to man. Taught of God, they

know his will as regards themselves, and re-

ceive power through faith to do that will,

and walking therein they please (iod, and find

acceptance with Him. This will may be so

simple and so easy to do, that the child hears

and obeys. So easy is it at times, that the

worldly wise one, looking like Naaman for

some great thing to do, overlooks the com-
mand, and fails to receive the promise to the

obedient. God really needs nothing of the

creature's hand, for all created things are his.

Yet he asks obedience of us, as children; and
his reward to those who are so, is peace. The
much or the little, is from the creature's

standpoint, not from God's, who judges in

equity according to the uprightness and sin-

cerity of the heart. The widow's mite in the

balance of the sanctuary outweighed the

golden treasures of the rich. Truly none are

so poor, but that they can offer something of

God's own giving, on God's altar, his Divine

will; none are so rich, but they stand in need
of God's blessing to appear before Him with
acceptance. Here at God's footstool of mercy,
the rich and the poor, the learned and the un-

learned, meet together on equal terms.

Truly we owe all we are, and all we hope to

be, to Christ, who, one with the Father, in

love to his poor creature man alienated

through sin from God, stooped from his

throne on high, took our form upon himself,

and became obedient unto death, that in ac-

cord with the Divine will, he might become a

propitiation for the sin of the world. He
died that we through Him might live. We
are made partakers of this promised life as

we take up our daily cross, and come into the

Divine will. He died for our sins; we then
must forsake that for which he died, and live

in obedience and righteousness to Him who
died for us, that we through Him might live.

As we come into and abide in this will, we
come into the love of God. We come to ful-

fill the purpose of his death, and of his coming
in power and in spirit to redeem us from sin,

and to purify our souls. He gives to us of

his power, and enables us to come out from
the bondage of sin and serve Him in the
beauty of holiness.

Nor is a mere knowledge of doctrine, though
good in itself, the one essential which God
requires of us. For truly many, like Corne-
lius, having but little knowledge, yet a ful-

ness of love and obedience, are accepted of

God; and on the other hand the Lord Jesus
has left on record that many who have deemed
themselves to be ministers of Christ, will be
rejected.

It is the willing and the obedient whom God
is pleased to favor. It is they who cease
from their own will, corrupted by the flesh,

and who, through the Spirit, seek to know and
to do the Divine will, obtain favor from God.
These are taught by Him, and hearing his

word obey and do his will. In Christ Jesus,
the Word, as he tabernacled in the flesh was
life, and this "life was the light of men."
His own testimony is "I am the light of the

world." This "Word" which "was God"
was in the beginning. Its light shone upon
the world of souls, as many as received it.

received "power to become sons of God."
Nor did it ever cease to shine. The same
Word divine now speaks to us. The fountain

from whom it flows is this same Christ Jesus,

once crucified, now sitting on his throne of

glory, having all power in heaven and earth to

save. He is the Son of Righteousness, the

breaking forth of whose light chases the

dark shades of sin away. "He is the true

Light, that enlighteneth every man that com-
eth into the world." God's word to us makes
manifest God's will. In his shining, in his

light, we behold and believe in Him from
whom that light of truth comes. This is

God's gift of grace to every man to lead man
out of the paths of sin and transgression into

the path of holiness and obedience. Those

who hearing this inspeaking word and obey,

are brought into the kingdom of (jod, for God
himself rules here by his Spirit, that is his

grace, and as Jesus Christ said, "the kingdom
of God is within you." These are the true

Israel of God, to whom are all God's promises

in Christ. (Christ Jesus is to them the King
of Israel. The Lord now as truly leads them
by his Spirit as he did his Israel of old in the

wilderness. He tabernacles among them,

God's blessing and peace rest upon these

throughout time into eternity. W. W. B.

Trials may be our Master's testimony to our

strength.

True Worship.—"God calls for soul wor-

ship. David felt this when he said, 'To thee,

Lord, do I lift up my soul.' . . . When, then,

we put our soul into our prayers and duties,

we render Him an acceptable service, or offer

Him the 'cup of spiced wine and the juice of

the pomegranate,'—the very best at our com-

mand. A religion without soul is a mere bod-

ily exercise that 'profiteth nothing.' in which

God receives only a worthless carcass and is

robbed of the life-service which is his due."— The Presbyterian.

Phenomenal Memories.—Many of the

greatest men have had phenomenal memories,

says Professor E. S. Holden, in Harper's Mag-
azine for Eleventh Month. Caesar knew the

names of thousands of soldiers in his legions. A
modern man of science often has a prodigious

memory for special termiology. Professor Asa
Gray asserted that he could at once recall the

names of something like twenty-five thousand

plants; Professor Theodore Gill can do the

same for fishes. Our memory for mere words
is itself much more extensive than is generally

admitted. The average well to do child of

two years has a vocabulary of some five hun-

dred words, and its father may have the com-

mand of some twenty thousand more. The

ten thousand verses of the Rig Veda have,

for three thousand years, been accurately pre-

served in the memories of the Brahmins. Not

one Brahmin alone, but thousands, can to-day

recite it wurd for word. Thousands of Mo-

hammedans, likewise know the Koran by heart,

as all learned Chinese know their classic

books. The chiefs of Polynesia can and do

repeat hundreds of thousands of words in

their genealogies—taking days and even weeks

for the recitation.
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CRYING ABBA, FATHER.
From a dainty little volume, in which William Canton

has told the story of his three-year-old daughter, under

the title of " W. V.. Her Bool;," is talien the poem given

here. Its tender feeling will touch every motherly heart,

and since no one wishes to destroy a book by cutting out

a favorite poem to send away to a friend, this has been

thought a convenient form of making such a gift possible

without the labor and time needed to copy the lines.

Abba, in Thine eternal years,

Bethink Thee of our tieeting day ;

\Ve are but clay.

Bear with our foolish joys, our foolish tears,

And all the willfulness with which we pray.

I have a little maid, who, when she leaves

Her father and her father's threshold, grieves
;

But being gone, and life all holiday.

Forgets my love and me straightway
;

Yet, when I write,

Kisses my letters, dancing with delight.

Cries, "Dearest Father!" and, in all her glee.

For one brief livelong hour remembers me.

Shall I in anger punish or reprove ?

Nay, that is natural ; she cannot guess

How one forgotten feels forgetfulness
;

And I am glad, thinking of her glad face, and send

her little tokens of my love.

And Thou—wouldst thou be wroth in such a case?

And crying Abba, I am fain

To think no human father's heart

Can be so tender as Thou art.

So quick to feel our love, to feel our pain.

When she is forward, querulous or wild.

Thou knowest, Abba, how in each offence

I stint not patience, lest I wrong the child.

Mistaking for revolt defect of sense,

For wilfulness mere sprightliness of mind ;

Thou knowest how often, seeing, I am blind
;

How when I turn her face against the wall

And leave her in disgrace.

And will not look at her or speak at all,

I long to speak, and long to see her face ;

And how, when twice, for something grievous done,

I could but smite, and, though I lightly smote,

I felt my heart rise strangling in my throat,

And when she wept I kissed the poor, red hands.

All these things, Father, a father understands
;

And am I not Thy son?

Abba, in Thine eternal years

Bethink thee of our fleeting day
;

From all the rapture of our eyes and ears

How shall we tear ourselves away !

At night my little one says "Nay,"
With prayer implores, entreats with tears

For ten more flying minutes' play
;

How shall we tear ourselves away ?

Yet call and I'll surrender

The flower of soul and sense.

Life's passion and its splendor.

In quick obedience.

If not without the blameless human tears

By eyes which slowly glaze and darken shed.

Yet, without questioning or fears.

For those I leave behind when I am dead.

Thou, Abba, knowest how dear
My little child's poor playthings are to her

;

What love and joy

She has in every darling doll and precious toy
;

Yet, when she stands between my knees
To kiss good night she does not sob in sorrow,
" 0, father, do not break or injure these !

"

She knows that I shall fondly lay them by
For happiness to-morrow.

She leaves them trustfully. And shall not I ?

Whatever darkness gather
O'er coverlet or pall.

Since thou art Abba, Father,

Why should I fear at all ?

Thou'st seen how closely, Abba, when at rest

My child's head nestles to my breast

;

And how my arm her little form enfolds.

Lest in the darkness she should feel alone
;

And how she holds

My hands, my hands, my two hands in her owr

A little easful sighing

And restful turning round.

And I, too, on thy love relying.

Shall slumber sound.

Critics.—"The banner over all those who
sit in chairs of criticism must be love, not love

in a negative sense, or of the complacent sort

alone, but strong, active love for all that has

beauty and truth and goodness."

—

Christian

at Work.

Feebleness of Faith.—Feebleness of faith

is owing to the lack of nutrition. We do not

inwardly digest the word, and by the law of

assimilation utilize the productive power that

is resident in it, hence we become as weak as

other men. We have the form, but are des-

titute of the power which alone is derived

from the holy living. If we do not know the

will of God there is no hope of our doing it,

or knowing the doctrine, which is not only an
inspiration but an incentive to action, for if

any man will do God's will he must know the

mind of God, which is revealed in Him, and
which is to demonstrate by obedience to the

Divine requirement. Therefore every man
should be fully persuaded in his own mind by
an intelligent apprehension and comprehen-
sion of things concerning his spiritual devel-

opment, for God works in us to will and to do.—Philadelphia Methodist.

Don't Forget to Write Home.—This whis-

Der is for those who are living away from
home, for the girl at school, for the girl who
has her own studio or flat, for the girl who is

employed in some one else's house and for

the one who is helping her husband to create

a centre that will be home in years to come to

a future generation. It concerns the writing

of letters. So many people in these days of

telegrams and telephones adopt the practice of

inditing only the scrappiest and most abbre-

viated of epistles, even to those they love,

epistles that don't contain a bit of their real

selves, nor give any sort of an intelligent or

intelligible account of what they are doing,

enjoying or suffering.

The old folks at home crave for good long
letters. It is as the breath of life to them to

feel they are in the very presence of their

children when they open the weekly epistle

that should let them into the veriest details,

but too often merely skims the surface of

events.

They may not say much; possibly they never
complain; but they just ache for sheets of

news concerning little things as well as great,

the color of the autumn frock just ordered,

the name of the book last read, the impression
created by the entertainment lately attended.

Even those who write regularly—once a
week or oftener to their parents, do so in such
a perfunctory spirit that, but for the satisfac-

tion of knowing they are alive and gleaning
that they are well, the letters give little sat-

isfaction to their recipients. Yet, how those
recipients yearn for more than is given them.—Ledger.

A Spiritual

"I overcame the wicked one through a >

igent waiting in the light and keeping ell

to the power of God, waiting upon Him in

'

lence among his people, in which exercise

sou! delighted.

"Oh, the comfort and Divine consolat!

we were made partakers of in those (

in the inward sense and feeling of the Lor

power and presence with us, we enjoyed i

another, and were near and dear one unto

other. But it was through various trials i

deep exercises, with fear and trembling, ti'

thus we were made partakers. Blessed ;

happy are they who know what the truth

cost them, and hold it in righteousness.

"Waiting diligently in the light, and kel

ing close to the power of God; which is thf!

in received, I came to experience the w.

thereof in my heart, in order to effect

freedom from bondage, which by degrees w
on and prospered in me and so I gained groi

more and more against the enemy of my sc

through faith in the power of God; with

which no victory is obtained.

"My prosperity in the Truth I always foi

was by being faithful to the Lord, in what
manifested, though but in small things;

faithfulness in which is the cause of loss .

hurt to many in their growth in the Tru

"After I tiad passed through great tribi

tion, weeping and mourning in woods
itary places, alone, where 1 often desiredfi

be, I came to more settlement in my spi ,

'

and peace began to spring in my soul, wh?

trouble and sorrow had been. Then at tii -

I would be ready to think that I should

again meet with such combats and besetnit-

by the enemy of my soul, as I had pasi

through. But the more I grew in experie

;

of the dealings of the Lord with me, so ni i

the more did the enemy transform hims,

and as he could not prevail by his former j
-

sentations, so in his subtlety he would iuvt

new ones. Thus I came clearly to see that

was not safe for me to sit down satisfied vi

what I had passed through, or the victor!

had already obtained; but to travel on, i

faith and patience, and watch diligently i

the light of Jesus Christ, where the tJ

power is still received. For notwithstandf

the many deliverances, and strength and 'i-

tory I had experienced, the Lord, according)

the greatness of his widsom, was pleased

)

make me sensible of ray own weakness, ;i

that there was no strength to stand, no pi

;

of safety for me to abide in, but in his pow,

and under a sense thereof I was humbl.

bowed and laid low.

"Wherefore I took up a godly resolution

his fear, 'I will rely upon the sufficiencyf

thy power, U Lord, forever. ' About six yes

after I had received the Truth, through grt

exercise and godly sorrow, I came to bet-

tled in the power of God, and made weig

'

in my spirit thereby, and had some openi i

from the Spirit of Truth, in silent wait!

upon the Lord, which tended to minister ef-

fort and satisfaction to my soul, in a rene\ i

experience of the dealings of the Lord m '

me; and the Lord opened my mouth witii

testimony in the fresh spring of life, tha
[

was to give forth to his children and peopl

Having been himself taught in the schoo f

fit
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3t, John Banks was prepared to point out

;hers the way to the kingdom of Heaven,

to speak of those things which his own
s had handled of the Word of life. A
extracts from his writings will show the
• cut and pratical, yet wise and spiritual

acter of his advices to those who were

ing deliverance from the power of sin.

an epistle to the people of Carlisle he

; "This, the Light of Christ, the Grace

od, the Spirit of Truth will do for thee, if

lovest it and believest in it; when thou art

ited to sin, power from God will be given

thee through it which thou has not of

jlf, to overcome the wicked one in his

itations . . . Thus power is given over

ieniptations, and so over sin ; one tempta-

and sin after another is gradually over-

); for as many as believe in Him, who
'I am the light,' to them He gives power

icome the sons of God ... Is He not at

ioor of your hearts, to call you to repent-

, by his light, grace and Holy Spirit.

if there be not a believing in Him by

ing the same, what availeth his death and

ring to you, and the shedding of his pre-

s blood for you, if sin be not finished here,

transgression put to an end. (Eph. v: 5,

he 21st verse.) No unclean thing can

: into the kingdom of Christ and of

Was not sin the cause wherefore He suf-

i? and if the cause through faith in Him
)t laken away, how shall the effect cease?

f the cause through faith in Him be taken

, then the effect ceaseth, and everlasting

ity, world without end, ensueth ..."
xtracts from the writings of John Banks.]

R.

jiUPLE. —After a large meeting for bus-

I

in Concord Quarter, wherein some propo-

was frustrated, which had been warmly
ated by many individuals, a number of

dined at the house of C. N., who was a

r, as was also one of his visitors. The con-

tion soon turned upon the events of the

ing with an evidence of dissatisfaction at

3sue of the business; C. N. remarking,

t might have passed but for the scruples

Friend present, adding "What is a scru-

[t is nothing at last." An aged woman
i who had, until then, been a silent list-

replied calmly. "A scruple is a scruple,

f it cannot be weighed in the miller's

, it can in the King's balance!"

h the viillers engaged in this conversa-

ere carried away in the separatist defec-

P. H.

N THE Speed of Ships is Measured.—
llieed of a ship is measured by a long line

I lord knotted every fifty-one feet; one
11-3(1 ami twenty of these lengths make a

'^'ilihical mile. At one end of the line is

!;, a piece of flat, light wood, generally

m,jlar, and weighted along one edge, so

tihen thrown overboard it floats vertically

h|:s flat face to the ship, and theoretically

ti'iary. The number of knots in the cord

njuqual to the number of half minutes in

bcr, it follows that as many knots as pass

irjhe stern every half minute, so many
)gjphical miles—or knots—are being made
in: our.

The Tagals of Louisiana.

The fact that several thousand Tagals, con-

stituting the major portion of the population of

three counties, known as parishes, in one of

the richest states of the Union, have been liv-

ing in Southern Louisiana since 1781, prac-

tically unknown and without attracting atten-

tion since 1898, demonstrates in striking

fashion the vast number of curious things hid

away in the nooks and corners of this broad
domain.

The first French settlers of Louisiana estab-

lished themselves on the coast and sea islands

of lower Louisiana in 1699. Subsequently a

storm such as the one which demolished Gal-

veston, the like of which occurs on the Gulf

of Mexico, and with greater or less severity,

on or about the coming of the fall Equinox,

arose and so devastated these islands that

the Norman and Breton colonists removed to

higher land, above New Orleans, leaving the

lower coast deserted. In later years, when
Louisiana came under Spanish rule the suc-

cessor to "Bloody O'Keillj-," the Baron de

Galvez, being a man of foresight, enterprise

and judgment, and having in his lifetime

served in the Phillippines, turned his attention

to colonization, and imported from Luzon two
shiploads of Tagals. These colonists did not

arrive as slaves, although force was employt=d

to recruit their number, but as settlers and

farmers. They reached the "lower coast"

by way of Acapulco and Vera Cruz, a total of

one hundred and some odd families, the head

of each receiving from the Spanish Governor

a tract of land for rice culture. This was
the introduction of rice culture in Louisiana,

for the Tagal colonists found the "lower
coast" congenial, and, in many respects, like

the land of their birth, so that from the start

the scheme was a success.

These Tagals multiplied, and to-day their

descendants form the major portion of the pop-

ulation of the parishes of Plaquemine, Jeffer-

son and St. Bernard, in Lower Louisiana,

where they are known locally as "Malays."

They have at all times held aloof from the ne-

groes, refusing to intermarry with them, and

voting the Democratic ticket by way of demon-
strating their social and political position.

Many of them still speak the Tagal lan-

guage, while all speak the Spanish tongue and

a few a very bad French, but the writer in all

his experience with this strange people never

found one of them who could speak other than

broken English. The descendants of these

Tagal colonists are engaged in rice culture

and in fishing, and this is the only quarter of

the United States where the Malayan idea of

a house on stilts is carried into practical effect.

The chief centres of this strange population

are the towns of Proctorville and St. Malo, on

the southern shore of Lake Borgne, an inlet

from the gulf, and by reason of these strange

East Indian houses they have been able to bid

defiance to the equinoctial hurricanes and high

tides that render this region unfit as a resi-

dence for the whites.

The descendants of these Tagal colonists are

the greatest stay at homes on earth; more so,

in fact, than the Acadian or Cajien, settlers

of Western Louisiana, and for this reason

have escaped notice. Since 1897, and all dur-

ing the troublesin the Philippines the fact that

a considerable body of Tagals were citizens

and voters of the United States escaped com-
pletely the attention of the press. The liter-

ature of this people is also very scanty. Geo.
W. Cable makes no mention of them in any of
his works. Grace King seems also to have
forgotten them, while the works of Judge
Gayarre, Father Charlevoix and Le Page du
Pratz deal only with the French domination of
Louisiana and not the Spanish, so that conse-
quently these people are neglected. The Mar-
quis de Barke-Marhois wrote his "Historic de
la Louisiana" in Paris and from the standpoint
of politics, so, that, aside from some old rec-

ords and documents on the subject, these Lou-
isiana "Malays" remain a people without a his-

tory. Charles Dudley \Varner wrote them up
for Harper's Weekly some fifteen years after

the war, but the article was very brief and
unsatisfactory, and so were similar articles

published in the New Orleans Picayune written

by Catherine Cole in 1880 and 1881. Lafca-
dio Hearn, in his charming romance, "The Le-
gend of Lost Island," published in 188.5, de-

votes several pages to these people, with
whom he had an intimate acquaintance.

Satisfied with their surroundings and condi-

tion, devoted to their homes and home par-

ishes and dwelling in a region (around the
mouths of the Missisippi river) without rail-

roads and out of the beaten track of travel

and commerce, .these so-called "Malays" have
lived apart and unknown to the world about
them to an extent unequaled by that of their

fellow race members in the interior of Luzon.
Even in New Orleans it is only occasionally

that one sees or notices them.

Louisiana is a strange State, and attracts

strange colonists, and of late years Chinese
have settled in considerable numbers along the
Southern Louisiana coast, where they, too,

are engaged in fishing. While in some of the

upper coast parishes a few of the East Indian

coolies imported from Calcutta shortly after

the Civil War to work on sugar plantations in

Jamaica and Louisiana have remained, the ma-
jority of their countrymen returned home
after the experiment had proved a failure, but

these Chinamen and coolies are not to be con-

founded with the "Malay," who is separate

and distinct from both. The South Louisiana

Tagal is a Catholic and speaks Spanish, while

the more recent Chinese settlers and coolies

are Buddhists and Joss worshijtpers, speaking

the language of either China or India.

It is not remarkable that lower Louisiana,

resemblng in so many respects parts of the

East Indies, and being so well adapted to rice

culture, should attract an Oriental population.

Taking the train from Washington, reaching

New Orleans, and going from there to St.

Malo, the stranger would find it difficult to

convince himself that he was still in the

United States. Clothing of the kind worn all

over the United States is sold in lower Louisi-

ana, as elsewhere, but the Malays of St. Ber-

nard ])arish manufacture hats of their own out

of Palmetto leaves and rice straw, and have

ways of making up and wearing their clothing

that give the whole a decided East Indian

effect. Their houses, built on piles, the Span-

ish language, the brown colored, oblique eyed,

straight-haired people combine to give the

town a decidedly un-American appearance.

The descendants of these Tagal colonists

inherit the Malay fondness for gambling, and
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their chief sport here, as in the East, on hol-

idays is cock fighting.

The descendants of the Tagal colonists

whom Baron Galvez brought over to Louisiana

do not differ in appearance from their breth-

ren in Luzon. All throughout the parishes of

St. Bernard and Plaquemine the same square

headed, oblique eyed and square jawed Tagal

type is noticeable. As citizens these Malays

are peaceful, industrious and decidedly unpro-

gressive and conservative.

Since the beginning of the war in the Phil-

lippines the writer has frequently had his

curiosity excited to know what effect it was

having on the Louisiana "Malays," and on one

occasion wrote to a friend in New Orleans

who makes frequent trips into this region to

inquire concerning public opinion at St. Male.

In reply he received the following:

"You might know what the Malays think

of the war without asking. They are about

this war just as father tells me they acted and

thought during the Civil War—that is to say

they don't read anything about it, don't know

anything about it, and don't care a picayune

how it results, so long as it does not affect

their rice crops."

Such is, without doubt, the truth. The

fact that many still speak the Tagal language

is sufficient evidence of their isolation, con

servatism and stay at home qualities. They

are densely ignorant, and although preserving

traditions of their immigration to America

from Luzon, they doubtless pay small attention

to the woes of their fellow countrymen in

Luzon.

A small herd of water buffaloes, or cara-

boes, and some East Indian humped cattle

accompanied the settlers on their journey

from Manila to Acapulco, Mexico, thence

overland to Vera Cruz, and from there re-

embarked for the mouth of the Missisippi

River; but the buffaloes died from some cause,

while the Zebu cattle survived. The result has

been that to-day lower Louisiana is full of

cattle, the descendants of the crosses between

the cattle brought over by the French and the

Zebu cattle of the East Indies. Many of these

cross breeds have humps, showing a large

percentage of Zebu blood.

The "Malay" stands in the same relation to

the whites of South Louisiana as the Chinese

of Washington do to the local Caucasians,

with this dift'erence—that in the former local-

ity the Malay endeavors to exaggerate and

magnify the cordial relations existing between

himself and his white brother by way of show-

ing off his superiority over the negro. The

negro population of these three parishes is

not. however, as large as one might si

while in St. Bernard the "Malays" form at

least one-half of the population.

In his book, "The Legend of Lost Island,"

Lafcadio Hearn describes the women and

youns girls of the "Lower Coast Malays" as

being decidedly handsome and even beautiful,

but this is an exaggeration. They have fine

forms, but that is about all that can be said

of their beauty, unless one admires almond

eyes, high cheekbones and lank, wiry black

hair.— Washington Post.

Martin Luther said: "I see that which

the blessed Augustine saw not, and those that

come after me will see that which I see not."

Parents and Schools.*

BY GEORGE G. MEGRAIL.

The relationship which exists between par-

ents and schools is very close and intimate and

one of vital importance. Without parents

and children the doors of the school house

would rust on their hinges, and the places now

so full of life and interest to all of us would be-

come desolate. Without schools the home

and society in general would be without one

of their most efficient helpers.

The Church, the home and the school are

the pillars upon which civilization and our

modern social fabric is built. As long as they

are kept pure and strong, society is secure;

but when they become effeminate, civilization

itself is imperiled.

The sunshine seems bright over those path-

ways where the little feet go on their way to

school. I could not picture anything much

more sad than those pathways becoming grass

grown and choked with weeds. Let us keep

the way bright and smooth that leads from the

doorsteps of home to the threshold of the

school. Let the homes multiply! Let the

schools flourish! May it be our part, whether

we are parents, or teachers or learners, to

keep the light to shine on the paths that lead

upward.
There is tuo much destructive criticism

abroad to-day. If any of us have fault to

find, let us do so tenderly, that ours may be

criticism not destructive but constructive,

building upon the foundations already laid, the

better superstructure due the world from

those who have the light and knowledge of

a true faith.

In the discussion of our subject, perhaps,

we may be allowed to name a few of the many

ways in which parents may hinder or help the

school, and suggest some of the ways in which

schools ought to help and supplement the

work of the home.

Parents sometimes hinder the work of a

school by expecting too much. We are al-

ways on the lookout, with eyes wide open, for

the perfect teacher. We want our teacher to

be a good scholar, a good example, a good

hand at government, both in school and out;

and if there be any other goodness we want it

in our teacher. Of course, for such a work,

the training of the young immortals, we need

the very best. But teachers, being only hu-

man, like ourselves, sometimes fail in one or

more points to live up to the ideals we have

set for them ; they may not always be able to

live up to their own ideals, and they and we

are sometimes disappointed. We may easily

be too hasty in telling our fears to our friends

and neighbors, and the wrong leaven begins to

work and we hinder the work and the progress

of the school, when it would be so easy to be

quiet and hide our fears, or to pour oil on the

troubled waters.

Then I believe we often expect too much

from our children, and think their advance-

ment is too slow, and we are apt to say some-

thing to discourage them, when if we would

but remember the long, long, years it took us

to climb the hill to where we now stand, and

see in the infinite distance its summit, where

we must arrive before we know it all;— if we

Address before the Ohio Friends' Teachers' Associa

tion, 10th mo., 1st, 1901.

would only think, it might moderate our exp

.

tations somewhat, and serve to inspire us ^

speak words of encouragement and help.

Parents sometimes hinder the work
'

schools by getting behind the times and

persistently staying there. We may hang

at the tail end of every improvement in me

od and in thoaght, and raise our voices w

the suggestion that children did not do sc

our day,—when our right place is in the fc

front of the advance column, in order to ki

a good thing when we see it and adopt th

,

and in order that we may point out the wrc

thing and side-track it.

Parents sometimes retard the good work

the schools by being too one-sided. It is,

often, the old controversy over again, wh

one man looking only from his own viewpoi

thought the shield was all gold, when

other side seemed to him who saw it, only

baser metal. So, many a child has b

started out by loving and partial parents, \

seemed, in their eyes all gold, and )'et

teacher and classmates may be compelled

see the other side and reluctantly discovert

our darlings are only common clay. So

various phases of school life develop the n

of patience and everyday wisdom and an ab

dant supply of good common sense. I o

heard President Marsh say that "no one

any business to be a teacher who had not

tience;" that seemed to put some teacher;

a close place,—but he went on to say t

"no one had any business to be a parent i

had not patience." That placed us all or

equal footing. They who would educate

young, whether as parent or teacher, n

have, 10 be successful, not the patience of

difference and unconcern, but the patieno

a persistent purpose, to inform and uplift

help.

Parents, I think, set a higher value

health and some other things than teachers

apt to do. Perhaps teachers sometimes c

value the student of brilliant intellectual.q

ities, when the honest plodder, the pat

and persistent worker is just as likely

be the more useful and the more succ

ful of the two. I am glad to seesc

changes appearing in schools in relatior*

marking per cents. Let the dull pupil \t

almost as good a register at the end of i h

month as the brilliant one, if the two l'»

been equally honest and equally industriv

Results ought to count only for what they 'e

worth in view of the conscientious effort

forth. So I w'ould say, let there be less w.

given in grading a student to his recitat

and more to general habits and character. ::

grades are an essential to school life, let e

teacher mark with the whole work and el't

of the pupil open as a book before him.

The certificate of graduation is not the le

thing of supreme importance. Good heaitis

more important. The ability to do th?

worthy of one's effort is more import t.

The ability to write a good letter is more a-

portant. To converse intelligently and 1

P-

fully upon everyday subjects is more imj t-

ant. Good principles as to beliefs and actus

are more eternally important. When «

seeks a place among the world's worke >

prospective employer has his own wajot

measuring men. He may not place as t

a value upon our diplomas as we could \
»
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may want to know whether we are reliable

iiilt solidly and well from the foundation
He may want to know whether we are

ified to do the special work he wants per-

led. He may want toTcnow, not only, that

are well-educated but that we show it by
jjl-ordered life and conversation. He sees

s much more than the diploma may tell,

a parents have little ways of their own of

suring the work of a school upon their

iren when they come home after the close

be term. Happy should the homes be

a the boys and girls come back, after

luation or even before it, if they come
: better through and through;—more
ving but more humble, more loving, more
, being well grounded in those things

h make them substantial and true. An
lent teacher once said, "The first object of

ation is character, its second object is

acter, and its third object is character."
nk most parents would rather know their

!ren possessors of those sterling qualities

lind and heart which are the foundation

;s of character, than that they should
' all the sciences taught in the schools.

I knowledge should not be rated at more
its true value; should never be allowed

itrank heart knowledge. The symmetrical
icter, with powers of body and intellect

ipirit, developed through exercise and use
s the desirable attainment. Let us seek
omote that education which teaches the

3 to do, the intellect to know and remem-
nd the soul to comprehend and grow and
e. We grow through exercise, and we
ile and get weak from the lack of it.

irms of those who labor grow strong and
'heels of the world's varied industries go
i. The mind follows the same law and
3 with the exercise of thought. A

I
mind in a sound body seems a desirable

'ng. U that blessing be ours we can

I

be thankful enough for it. Victor Hugo
aid "There are moments when the soul

the attitude of prayer." Perhaps
ost earnest prayers of concerned parents
t their children may be diligent learners

school of Christ, and thus become par-

of life's blessings in all their fullness,

ould not have any become a giant in

lal strength at the expense of loss of
power; neither would we have any

le an intellectual giant and through lack

'3rcise or unconcern become a spiritual

ling. Let each God-given power grow
for use in the work of the world's bet-

it. Those who conduct schools may do
to keep the physical natures of those un-

large, active and healthy and strong;

much to train the mind in habits of

; may do much to encourage the
al part to love and aspire and grow
ward, that the child may become, in

ne, full grown.
thought which should animate and bind

3r teachers, parents and pupils in every
is co-operation. No one lives to him-

ijne. No one succeeds or fails alone,

er we rise or fall. Mutual helpfulness

the constant care and endeavor of
le of us. Luther's school teacher stood
before his pupils because he could not
3 the possibilities buttoned up under a
coat. If we feel and understand that

thought, let us, each in our places, endeavor
to lead gently but surely the feet of every
learner in those paths that lead upward. If

teachers and parents realize their privilege

and live up to their best light, theirs is a no-
ble calling There is one thing yet unmeas-
ured, and that is influence. Men may com-
pute the distance of the unnumbered worlds,
but the influence of a mother or a teacher,
who can measure that? Who can drop the
plummet line of thought down the dim future
and know one good influence cease to act? I

wonder we do not oftener cooperate in the
works that really count, not only in Time but
throughout Eternity.

Reminiscences.

For "The Friend.'

(Continued from page 182.

»

-Joseph Snowdon, under date of Ninth Month
l^nd, 1850, from Westtown, writes as follows:

"Fifth Day afternnoon. We had Samuel
Cone at meeting with us this morning very
acceptably. His communication was excel
lent, well adapted to the state of the meet
ings. attended, I thought, with the baptizing
power of Truth, by which we were made to
drink together a little of the same cup and to

realize that declaration of the Apostle to be
true, 'that we being many are one bread and
one body, for we are all partakers of that one
bread.' The burden-bearers were strength-
ened and comforted together while the state
of some of the naughty boys, of whom we
have six or eight among the smaller boys, was
very fully spoken to, and the alarm sounded
in their ears by the revival of the Scripture
declaration, 'if the righteous scarcely be
saved, where shall the ungodly and the sinner
appear?' which was very appropriately en-
larged upon and their conduct set forth in a
way which I hope may be remembered by at

least some of them. It seemed to remind me
a little of old times, the days of thy grand-
father, who. I well remember, frequently in

meeting told me of some of my secret sins.

I wish some of our rightly concerned Friends,

could be stirred up to come and do likewise
and not be putting aside little openings of

duty, which I am afraid is too much the case.

We have a very interesting family here this

session and an open field for labor. Truly the
harvest is plenteous but the laborers are
few.

'

'

The same to the same.

"Wksttown, Third Month i, 1S52.

"With respect to this place being more
sickly than it used to be, from all I can learn,

I do not think it is the case. Mary Passmore,
who was a teacher here some years aso, says

there were fifty girls out of school sick and
some of them very ill, while she was here; and
they had to turn all the school rooms into

nurseries and the teachers turned nurses; and
I believe one or two died; and Abigail Wil-

liams (afterwards Hall) says while she was a

teacher here, which was not very long, there

were three deaths and on one occasion the

school was broken up on account of scarlet

fever, and on another, a large portion left on
account of dysentery prevailing, so that I do
not know that there is much more sickness

now than heretofore. Dr. Thomas* says we

*Dr. Isaac Thomas, a most valuable practictioner, of

West Chester, and amiable and useful citizen.

are more healthy here now than the commu-
nity at large."

The same to the same.
"Westtown, Eiylith MoiUli 2, 1S52.

"We had the company of Hannah (Jibbons
at meeting to-day, who was excellent in testi-
mony, such preaching as I used to hear when
a boy. She seemed like one of a former gen-
eration and of the excellent of the earth."
Hannah Gibbons was then in her eighty-
second year and retained her mental faculties
until her death in the ninety-eighth year of
her age, and remained truly green in old age.

Joseph Snowdon writes to Jos. Scattergood,
Westtown, Third Month 20, 1854, in reference
to some improvements then being made near
the present pumping station in the meadow:
"They have had quite a serious time of it,

having had to go through solid rock some feet;
but have been amply compensated by coming
to a large spring issuing out of a sandstone
rock, clear as crystal, quite sufficient to run
the pump and ajnply large to supply the school
with water. W. P. T.

For "This Friend."

Augustine on Preacliing.

Augustine was a powerful and also a very
diligent preacher; often preaching five days
in succession, sometimes twice a day. TJie

fire which burned in his own soul kindled a
corresponding flame in the soul of his hearers.
Like all true Christian preachers, he depended
for success on the heln of the Holy Snirit. He
wrote: "The Christian orator v,n\\ succeed
more by prayer than by gifts of oratory. Be-
fore he attempts to speak he will pray for him-
self and his hearers. And when the time is

come, before he opens his mouth, he must lift

up his thirsty soul to God to drink in what he
is about to pour forth, and to be filled himself
with what he is about to dispense. For who
knows what it is exnedient at any given mo-
ment for us to say, or to be heard" saying, ex-
cept God who knows the hearts of all. He
therefore who would both know and teach,

should learn all that is to be taught, and ac-

quire a faculty of speech suitable to his office;*

but when the hour for speech arrives let him
give heed to our Lord's words, 'Take no
though how or what ye should speak, for it

shall be given you in that same hour what ye
shall speak; for it is not ye that speak but
the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you.
If the Holy Spirit speaks thus in those who
are delivered to the persecutors, why not also

in those who deliver Christ's message to those
who are willing to learn."

Augustine's practice agreed with his pre-

cepts. "One day he had prepared an elo-

quent discourse, designed to produce a strong
impression on cultivated minds. Suddenly in

his preaching he broke the thread of his ar-

gument, and turned abruptly to a more simple
and popular subject. On his return home he
related how he had yielded to an impulse of

the Holy Spirit which had driven him to set

aside the original plan of his sermon. Hardly
had he spoken, when a man knocking at the

door, entered bathed in tears. He had been

arrested by the directed portion of the dis-

course, and now confessed himself to be won
over to the Gospel."

""The Preacher sought to find out acceptable words'

Eccles. xii : 10.
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Faithfulness by Littles.—There was

once a stupendous apartment without supports

in the great cave of Kentucky. But following

the upheaval that formed the cave, water be-

gan to percolate through the dome and^fall

drop by drop to the floor. An invisible sedi-

ment of carbonate of lime was left by each

drop on the ceiling and where it fell on the

floor. Nature's workmen had begun to pillar

that mighty dome. By day and by night,

without let or hindrance, the work went on.

A-t last the stalactite began to hang from the

vault and the stalagmite to rise from the

floor, and long before the eyes of man looked

into that little world, the pillars from above

and the pillars from below had met and a

thousand columns supported the overhanging

roof, until now all the railroads in the State

might roll their cars over the place, and it

would not yield an inch. Thus character is

always stalactite in its formation, begun in a

moment, but running on through a lifetime

and coming to an absolute permanence. Never

a drop of truth percolates through the heart

that it does not leave a sediment of strength.

Never a thought, word or deed that does not

leave some eternal effect.— Gerard B. F. Hal-

lock.

It is one of ihe fine sayings of Dr. South

that "though idleness be a sin which the devil

loves to tempt men to, yet he is never guilty

of it himself."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

United States. — The treaty concluded with England

in reference to building the Nicaragua Canal, has been

ratified in the Senate by a vote of 72 to 6. It is expected

that a bill will soon be passed authorizing the President

to conclude agreements with the republics of Costa Rica

and Nicaragua in behalf of the United States for acquir-

ing the territory belonging to these countries on which

to locate and construct the canal, " with all the necessary

concessions and powers for controlling, policing and pro-

tecting the work."

A legal decision in Chicago has been lately reached by

which various large corporations who hitherto evaded

ta.xation are now obliged to comply with the law, and sev-

eral millions of dollars will probably be added yearly to

the revenues of that city. The action which has brought

this about was begun by two young women school teach-

ers, whose salaries, with those of other public school

teachers, had been reduced from time to time on account

of a want of funds to pay them by the Board of Educa-

tion. The most powerful corporations and trusts in the

State combined against complying with the law, and ap-

pealed from court to court until the Supreme Court of

Illinois has ruled that they must pay the tax.

The general committee which was chosen by the con-

ference called to consider plans for healing the differ-

ences between the capitalistic and labor interests of the

country, has organized. The following is the statement

given out by the committee :
" This committee shall be

known as the Industrial Department of the National Civic

Federation. The scope and province of this department

shall be to do what may seem best to promote industrial

peace, to be helpful in establishing rightful relations be-

tween employers and workers ; by its good offices to en-

deavor to obviate and prevent strikes and lockouts ; to

aid in renewing industrial relations where a rupture has

occurred." The Chairmau. Mark Hanna, has said :
" I

consider the conference the greatest step for speedy set-

tlement of disputes between labor and capital ever taken

in this country." " We do not expect to put an end to

strikes, but we expect to diminish them."

A recent legal decision in the United States Court at

Ardmore, Indian Territory, affirms that persons doing

business in the Territory must pay tribal taxes, or be

subject to expulsion as intruders, and their places of

business closed. The decision affects hundreds of non-

citizen merchants and means increased revenue to the

tribal government.

Of 4,670,000,000 pounds of sugar imported into the

United States in 1901 more than 4,000,000,000, or fully

85 per cent., is cane sugar from the tropics. The re-

mainder is chiefly beet sugar, chiefly from Germany and

Austria-Hungary. Of the cane sugar imported during the

year about 30 per cent, comes from Cuba, about 15 per

cent, from the East Indies and the remainder chiefly from
the West Indies and Central and South American coun-

tries. The sugar production in the United States for the

year is presumably about 600,000,000 pounds.

State Forestry Commissioner Rothrock is quoted as

saying he has found Resica, a place on the Pocono Moun-
tain, where the climate is beneficial to consumptives, bas-

ing his belief on the result of an experiment with a pa-

tient.

For the first time in seven years it is said imported

potatoes have lately been brought, to New York. An im-

portation from Belgium of 90,000 bushels is soon to be

followed by importations from Scotland and France.

It is supposed that there are still 150,000 deer in the

forests of Maine.

The 18th is said to have been the coldest day in this

month throughout Northern Florida for over twenty years.

The State Agricultural Department is advised that no

serious damage will result to orange and other fruit

groves in the Florida Peninsula, as the sap has been

driven from the trees by the cold weather of the past

month.
The recent cold weather has made Chicago apprehen-

sive of a coal famine in that city. Great suffering has

resulted from the cold among the recent settlers in Ok-
lahoma, and many deaths of children have occurrred there

from exhaustion and exposure.

The use of the magnet in lifting and handling masses
of metal is said to effect an average economy in time and

cost of handling of between fifty and seventy-five per

cent. The magnets used in some of the larger American
works have a lifting capacity of five tons.

A Washington despatch says : By a special act of leg-

lislation, the Philippine Commission has created a Bureau
to take up the work of studying the various pagan tribes

in the archipelago, and gather information to aid the

Government in gradually civilizing and governing these

people. This Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes will, by

organizing tours of inspection and by means of corre-

spondence, ascertain all the conditions of slavery among
the native tribes and the extent of the practice. The
Philippine Commission does not advise stringent meas-

ures to free the slaves in the islands, as it would no doubt

cause a fierce and prolonged war. They say that by pre-

venting slave hunting and refusing to recognize existing

slavery the evil will in a few generations remedy itself.

There were 432 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 23 less than the previous

week and 31 less than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 210 were males and 222 females: 46
died of consumption of the lungs ; 68 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of diphtheria

;

10 of cancer ; 20 of apoplexy ; 5 of typhoid fever ; 5 of

scarlet fever, and 10 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of Si'^c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.60 to $2.80 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.45 to $3.60 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.50 to $3.65 ; spring, straight, $3.60 to $3.80.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, SIJ to 82c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 67 to 674c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6 to 6Jc.; good, 5J to Sfc; me-
dium, 5 to 5ic.

Sheep.—Choice, 3J to 3ic.; good, 3i to SJc; common
li to 2Jc.

Lambs —4i to 5|c.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to Sfc.

Foreign.—An attempt was made on the 18th instant

to hold a public meeting in Birmingham, England, by

David Lloyd-George, a member of Parliament, whose
utterances in favor of the Boers and against the war
policy of the Government had awakened hostility. Many
thousand persons collected, a riot followed, and the at-

tempt to address the meeting failed.

On account of the refusal of Venezuela to pay certain

claims due to a Berlin bank amounting to $10,000,000,

Germany is reported to be preparing to take possession

of Laguayra and perhaps other ports in order to compel
payment.
A Washington despatch says that no opposition will be

made by the United States to prevent the collection of

the debt, but anything approaching the permanent occu-

pation of Venezuelan territory that may follow the seizure

of custom houses will not be permitted. The situation is

further complicated by an outbreak in Venezuela against

the administration of President Castro.

Following is the language of President Roosevelt in his

late message, referring to such a case: " We do not guar-

antee any State against punishment, if it misconducts
itself, provided that punishment does not take the form
of acquisition of territory by any non-American Power."

It is hoped at Washington that the Government of ^ .

ezuela may provide for the payment of the debt, witl

compulsion from abroad.

A dispatch from London of the 16th says :
" The f ai

snow in Scotland is heavier than at any time in fifty ye

Several gamekeepers and shepherds are missing, and

destruction of sheep in the snowdrifts, which range f

ten to twenty feet deep, is unprecedented. The r'

are impassable. Parts of England are suffering aln
]

equally from the heavy fall of snow."

In a recent gathering of public officials at St. Jol

,

N. F., Marconi said :
" If my system of wireless telegra

,

can be commercially established between different p
of the earth, the possibility of which I have not

slightest doubt, it would bring about an enormous chi

ening of the methods of communication at present f

ing. The system of submarine cables of to-day fulfils

demands of communication to a great extent,

great cost of the cables themselves, and their he

working expenses, causes the existing method to

beyond the reach of a majority of the peoples inhabit

the various countries of the world. But could this i

method be applied, I believe the cost of what we now
cabling to England might be reduced at least twentyf
The present rates are 25 cents a word. I do not s

eventually, with the wireless system, this cost should

be reduced to one cent a word or less."

A Dresden inventor has found a method to

pressed air in glass blowing. By this means it is poss

to blow vessels as large as bathtubs and kettles— wl

were out of the range of possibility in the days when gl

blowers depended altogether upon their lungs.

At a recent eisteddfod at Dolgelly in Wales, one of

principal speakers stated that in 1871 as many as 1,1

100 persons spoke Welsh, but in 1891 the number
fallen to 911,280, a decrease of 95,811, though thep(

lation had meanwhile increased.

Mount Ivitch, a volcano in Kamchatka, has lately t

in eruption. A despatch of Eleventh Month 16th sa

" A terrible roaring underground noise that was heard

nearly one hundred miles round, preceded the erupt

The lava continued to flow for several days, anf

emission of large columns of vapor then began,

lava has flowed into the rivers, poisoning the waters

killing thousands of fish. A volcanic dust covered al'

trees and undergrowth in the whole of Southern I

chatka, and the inhabitants, through breathing this d

have become affected with a peculiar cough. .'

earthquake was felt throughout Kamchatka, but no

of life occurred."

The London Daily Telegraph publishes a despi

from its Cairo correspondent to the effect that

working for two years at Geb-el-Geit, near Suez, op

tors employed by the Petroleum Syndicate have enc

tered petroleum, in the sand, at a depth of 2,155 feet,

terrific flow of gas followed the discovery and causoi

explosion which wrecked the boring plants and

up the well. This discovery is considered important,

correspondent continues, as pointing to the existenc

oil fields in Egypt.

NOTICES.

Wanted—A young woman Friend to assist in ho

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regal

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WlU
F. WiCKEESHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and c

munications in regard to business should be forwards

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will r

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when
Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twenty

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Died, at his home near Medford, N. J., on the two

ninth of Third Month, 1901, George H.unes, ia

seventy-eighth year of his age ; a member and i

of Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, in Haddonfield, N. J., Seventh Month 23d, 1

Lydia Shaepless Cope, in her ninth year, daaghte

Oliver W. and Sarah Ballinger Cope, both deceased.

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Prayerful Preaching,

was lately remarked that Jesus never

;ht his disciples how to preach,—only how

ray.

at in that very thing was wrapped up how

reach. The living qualification for true

ching is the one and the same Spirit with

living experience of true prayer. In both

J
the touch and inbreathing of the Holy

L The special steps of authorized preach-

jwere doubtless among the "many things"

ih Jesus said He had to tell, but they

i not bear them then. So these details

I left, in each instance, to the Spirit of

[h, when He should come and teach to dis-

!s"all things," including each special exer-

of preaching,

have power with God is a larger and

solemn gift than to have power with

but the greater ministry includes, in its

ice, the less, and will help determine for

one the "manner" incumbent on himself

er this manner therefore preach ye,"

—

mean for some the vocal delivery, for

•8 the savor of a life kept hallowed in

;r, for others a prophetic work of faith

abor of love in the language of conduct,

praying in the Divine communion is the

ition of rightly dividing the words, "as
f man hath received a gift." He preach-

who prayeth best,

je, the "model prayer" was not matched

sample sermon, unle.ss that simple ser-

is given as a model which Jesus first

1 to preach, that comprehensive sermon

1, were its contents observed in modern

Dns, so much of their failure would not

etting chronicled of late in the public

that first of the sermons of Jesus

ii consisted of these words: "Repent,

le kingdom of heaven is at hand!"

But what slaves to a prescription one set

formula for preaching would have made! A
free gospel ministry would have been fore-

closed, as we fear many a free gospel prayer

has been, by regarding a set form as obliga-

tory. But now "the word of God is not bound,"

neither is the statement of a prayer blocked

up in a stereotyped set once for all. Not

after this foTm, but "after this manner pray

ye," was the gracious counsel;—and what

spiritual impressiveness He gave has not been

left in words, but the words show a manner

brief, direct, simple, expressing felt praise

and felt needs, no more and no longer. Nor

was it understood by the disciples that a form

was nrescribed,—for throughout all the pray-

ers delivered afterwards on the New Testament

pages, the so-called Lord's prayer is not once

repeated. Its manner is repeated, the word-

ing is left for the freedom and working of the

Spirit. "For we know not what to pray for,

(nor how to preach) as we ought; but the

Spirit itself maketh intercession (and inspira-

tion) for us."

Let our unceasing attitude and breathing

of prayer be pure and in the Spirit, and each

one's special ministry will be under the same

anointing, and so will be effective. He need

not be careful for effects; but to be careful

that access to the throne of grace be kept

open,—that indeed, he needs. "Be careful

for nothing, but in everything, by prayer and

supplication, with thanksgiving, let your re-

quests be made known unto God; and the

peace of God which passeth all understanding

shall keep your minds and hearts by Jesus

Christ."

For "The Friend."

Reminiscences.
(Continued from page 191.)

Scattergood to Joseph Snowdon:
Philadelphia, Ninth Montli 14, 1849.

I have just learned that our dear friend,

Margaret Hutchinson, has been released from

the trials of time and has doubtless realized

the promise to the "pure in heart." She will

be much missed in our meeting, as her solid

weighty deportment and lively communications

had a tendency to increase the solemnity of

them. She was one of the few of the true

cross bearing humble followers; with great

propriety we may say she was an Israelite in-

deed in whom there was no guile.

Joseph Snowdon to Joseph Scattergood:

Westtown, Fifth Month 2;, 1855.

I thought I would inform thee that Henry
Gibbons, of Salem, N. J., died this morning.

His end was very peaceful. The last words
he was heard to say were, "Peace and
Heaven," having previously repeated part of

the tenth chapter of Matthew. Henry, during
the latter part of the term he was here, was a
very studious, orderly bo}-, and we trust

through the mercy of his Crucified Redeemer
has been received into the arms of everlasting

rest. I think I never witnessed a death here

which seemed to have such a solemnizing

ett:'ect on the children, the girls particularly.

It fell to my lot to announce it to them in the

collecting room and we had quite an affecting

time. Many of them sobbed aloud. How im-

portant for us all to bear in mind the injunc-

tion of our blessed Lord, "Be ye also ready,

for at such an hour as ye think not, the Son
of Man Cometh."

Joseph Snowdon to Joseph Scattergood:

Westtown, Second Month 14, 1856.

We had quite a good Quarterly Meeting to-

day (at Concordville). Morris Cope* and Abi-

gail Hutchinsont were with us and had good ser-

vice. After the business was nearly through

Phebe W. Roberts| requested that the shut-

ters might be opened, which was fully united

with.

It was done and I have not heard a commu-
nication for a long time, that has so reached the

land of my captivity and so evidently bore the

marks of the King's signet as this. It was
indeed a memorable time and seemed like a

brook by the way.

Joseph Snowdon to Joseph Scattergood:

Westtown, Sixth Month 14, 1S56.

This is a splendid morning. Thermometer
fifty-six degrees, it is delightful to rise these

fine mornings at from 3.30 to 4 o'clock and

enjoy the country. The air is so redolent

with sweets. These long days are delightful;

it would do the treasurer good to be here and

take a good long walk, he would get rid of his

Westtown, Twelfth Month 5, 1855.

"I thought we had quite a good meeting to-

day. Samuel Settle, the elder, was very

much favored to unfold our peculiar testimo-

nies to the children, and some of our doc-

trines, particularly that of baptism, which

seemed to have a solemnizing effect upon

them. I never heard our ancient Friend when

* A valued minister of London Grove Monthly Meeting

who deceased Seventh Month 7th, 1892, aged nearly

ninety-two years.

t A beloved minister of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting,

deceased Sixth Month 16th, 1890, in the ninty-third year of

her age. For further interesting accounts of both of these

worthy Friends see Memorials of Deceased Members of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

{Whom to know was to love. A member and minister

of Goshen Monthly Meeting, deceased Eighth Month

17th, 1893, in the eighty-third year of her age, of whom

also a Memorial was published by Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting.
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I thought he was more favored. I hope it

may have a lasting effect upon the children.

Samuel, the younger, appeared in supplication

near the close of the meeting."

The name of Samuel Bettle appears on the

records of Westtovvn as a member of the com-

mittee in charge of that institution as early

as 1804. He continued as a very useful and

benevolent member of the Committee until his

decease in 1861. It is understood that the

two nurseries annexed to Old Westtovvn were

erected very much, if not entirely, at his ex-

pense; also Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch

street. He was an esteemed minister of the

Gospel of Christ, and was regarded as one well

acquainted with the discipline and usages of

our Society. Samuel Bettle, Junior, was ap-

pointed a member of the Westtown School

Committee in 1849, and continued to serve in

that capacity until his death in 1880.

He was a man much beloved by his intimate

friends.

Both father and son were acceptable minis-

ters of our Society. W. P. T.

Remote Newfoundland.

It is prubable that no English speaking

people is at this time so utterly isolated from

all things of advanced civilization as the folk

who fish from the little harbors which lie

along that stretch of the east coast of New-
foundland beween Cape John on the south and

the Straits of Belle Isle on the north. There

are no roads, no paths, leading from harbor

to harbor. The land is a wilderness, dense,

trackless, infested with black flies and mosqui-

toes, which brave men dare not challenge for

many days in hot weather, for fear of their

lives. Shore fishermen would rather take

their little punts through forty miles of toss-

ing sea than suffer the fatigue and terrors of

a two mile tramp inland. Communication, in-

deed, is only by punt and skiff; and so rarely

do the people go from place to place that a

woman, who went from home with her husband

to settle in a harbor five miles distant, did not

see her relatives again for fifteen years.

Moreover, the mail steamer touches at but

two of the more important settlements, and

that only at fortnightly intervals in summer
months. The news of the world, in distorted

forms, is passed along by word of mouth, long

after it has ceased to be acutely interesting

to the people of more favored lands.

'"Tis said, "said an old man of Round Harbor,

who had heard of the first British defeats in

South Africa, "that the English do be beaten.

Do the Boers be after capturing' St. John's

yet? Do they be fighting there, tell me?"
One meets such absurd misconceptions upon

every hand. To many of the men of that

coast, the world, which is flat and almost cir-

cumscribed by the horizon, is a world of sea

and rocks and punts and fish. Their imagina-

tion carries them no farther, and they come
into touch with the things of other places so

rarely that they cannot comprehend the infor-

mation which the new and passing association

has brought to them.

"Does they catch fish with squid or caplin

for bait in New York 'arbor?" was a boy's

question at Englee.

Until we cease to live for self, we huve not

begun to live at all. J. R. Miller.

The Cure for Anarchy.

By Henry Sabin.

It is said President Roosevelt believes that

Congress has power to deal with anarchy in

such a way as to crush it out. It would be a

good plan for the governor of each state in his

next annual message to call the attention of

the legislature to the necessity of enacting

laws for that purpose.

It is of little use, however, to cut the tree

down if the roots are left to send up noxious

sprouts all over the land. All the checks

which the law may devise will be but tempo-

rary unless we can reach the hidden spring

from which anarchy has its life and strength.

In the first place, it is self-evident that no

anarchist can be a law-abiding citizen. The
converse is also true that no law abiding citi-

zen can be an anarchist.

The only good citizen is the man who recog-

nizes the majesty of the law and the heinous

crime of trampling upon it. Whenever a cit-

izen makes up his mind that he will obey such
laws only as commend themselves to his self-

interest, and that he will disobey such as in-

terfere with his pleasure, or with his plans for

the acquisition of wealth, he becomes an anar-

chist at heart, and by his example promotes
the growth of anarchy in the community in

which he lives.

Dr. Harris says: "Every case of vagabond-
age has its root in a neglected child." That
is true. Sarah B. Cooper once said: "The
state begins too late when it permits the child

to enter the public school only when it is six

years of age. It is locking the stable door

after the horse is stolen."

Every child who is allowed to grow up in

habits of disobedience is an anarchist in em-
bryo. This morning's papers contain the an-

nouncement that a teacher in a neighboring
state was stabbed to death by pocket knives

in the hands of four pupils, one of whom he

had found occasion to reprimand. The spirit

of anarchy was in that deed as much as in the

assassination of McKinley.
It becomes of interest to know where

anarchy breeds; where it has its spawning
places. We are accustomed to say in answer
to such questions,— in the slums or among the

ignorant and vicious classes of society. We
associate anarchy with dirt and rags and hun-
ger; with ignorance and poverty. This is a

mistaken view, and if persisted in, it will prove

a fatal error. There is as much lawlessness,

as much disobedience and opposition to whole-

some restraint among the children of the

wealthy and well-to-do as among those of any
other class. Sometimes the most difficult boy
to control, who occasions the most trouble, is

the one who comes out of the brownstone
front, imbued with the idea that his family's

position in society places him above all re-

straint in school. He has alreadv imbibed the
idea that laws were not made for him, but for

somebody else.

With others the thought prevails that the

wrong doing is not in the deed itself, but in

being detected. While the fault is undiscov-
ered, conscience sleeps, and it becomes active

only when detection is feared or punishment
is threatened.

I have just re-read with much interest the
prize essay by Cyrus Peirce on: "Crime; its

Cause and its Cure," read before the Ameri-

can Institute of Instruction in 18-54, at ] .v

Haven. At the time it brought down xi a

the head of the author much bitter c .

icism. He nowhere asserts that educatio s

the productive cause of crime. He does, h .

ever, assert, and he proves it, that intellec J

education alone is no security against an,

crease of crime. The increase or prevale

of juvenile crime is because the common i'

cation of our schools has too little of the

rect, strong, positive moral element in

Cultivating the head does not rectify

cleanse the heart. And lastly he calls u

parents, teachers, all true friends of educat

to make a larger outlay for moral instructs

assigning to it in our schools the high pi

its importance demands. The passage

fifty years has demonstrated the wisdom of

counsel, and as we look over the field to-

we are struck with the truth of his woi

No one claims that public school educatioi

productive of crime. I do not hesitate, h

ever, to make the assertion that the educat

prevalent among us is not acting as a prev

tion of crime and sin in proportion to the

creasing cost of our schools and to the grej

attention w'hich is paid to the professional

ucation of teachers and to the adoption of

entific methods of instruction.

In other words, "morals and manners" h

been relegated to the rear of the processi

while instruction in the branches which c

stitute the curriculum is always given thej

cedence. . . .

To go back to our starting point, neithei

the school nor in the family are we doing

duty in the attempt to crush out anarchy

to render it impossible for it to exist amon
free people.

There is a place in the education of

child for the coercive power of restraint

the directive power of authority. Even 1

itself, as a governing force, is based upon

authority of some one who possesses pc

to enforce law. No one ever depended m
than Horace Mann at Antioch upon the ho

of the student under his charge; yet

not hesitate to make the way of the tra

gressor hard. It is said with truth that

riotous student, no debauchee, no habit

user of stimulants, in fact, no candidate fo

degree whose life and conduct during

course had not been upon a high moral pli

ever, ever received a diploma signed by Hon
Mann.

—

Journal of Education.

Christopher Wynn, a minister among Friei

in Yorkshire, England, and who died in

year 1722, in speaking of his friend. Glib

Thompson, says: "I had true fellowship

him, being sensible in our communication t'

Jesus drew near." Oh what a blessed char*

would be manifest in mankind generally

t

their intercourse with one another partcc

more of this holy unction!

He also observes, "I am fully of the m 1

that whenever it. may please God to rede i

and recover his Church out of her prest

languishing condition, the line of discipb

must be vigorously stretched overall tra;

gressors. For unless the hidden thinss :

Achan and Esau be destro.ved, as well as -

covered, the Israel of God can neither joun'

forward, nor stand before their enemies.''

P. H
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)NG OF THE SPINNING W^HEEL.

in the attic stowed away,

t of the light of the golden day,

I in a cob-web mantle drest,

andma's spinning-wheel stands at rest.

rn it round with a motion strong,

d loud it singeth an old-time song
;

Round and round,

Round and round,

owsy droning with dreary sound
;

iady motion the spindle keeps
;

ead runs smooth while the balsy sleeps ;

Baby sleeps !

rn again and the wheel will tell,

w happy days to the old home fell,

d children played all the cottage o'er,

lile back and fortli on the sanded floor

mdma stepped in her golden spring,

d this is the song that the wheel will sing :

Round and round.

Round and round,

adly laughing with blithsome sound
;

read like gold in the sunlight's ray
;

ndle whirls while the children play
;

Children play !

fn again and the song flows on ;

t some of its merriment is gone
;

singeth now in a sadder key ;

tells of the children, one, two, three,

ya, fast growing from day to day,

m to wander from home away :

Round and round,

Round and round,

jily lagging with lonesome sound
;

read runs slow to the whirling spool

;

ppy children are gone to school

;

Gone to school !

re the old wheel a few quick turns

—

i kettle sings and the back log burns
;

3 old log cabin looms up to view
;

indpa and grandma, loving, true,

lit for the boys to come back again,

d this is the old wheel's sad refrain :

Round and round.

Round and round,

|tly singing with solemn sound
;

alas ; all the children gay,

iwn to manhood and gone away :

Gone away !

i more turn at the droning wheel,

more glimpse of the past to steal

;

s grown aged, all far away :

lin fallen to sad decay
;

) old graves on the neighboring hill

—

t will do— let the wheel be still

;

Round and round.

Round and round,

ly sighing with sobbing sound
;

y, childhood, youth, gray head :

th comes softly and snaps the thread

—

Snaps the thread!—Marblchead Messenger.

THE LIFE SCHOOL.
little boy came from his school to-day

^ith his heart in a flurry of glee :

apa ! they've taken our pencils away,
nd I'm writing with ink," said he,

his breast is filled with a manly pride,

3r it joys him much to think

las laid his pencil and slate aside,

ad is writing his words in ink.

nocent child ! Could you guess the truth

3U would ask of the years to stay

the slate and pencil cares of youth
lat a tear vyill wash away ;

out in the great, wide world of men
=16 wrongs we may do or think

never be blotted out again,

ir we write them all in ink.

m"A Book of Verses," by Nixon Waterman.

Nothing Fortuitous in Nature.

A chemist named Mendeleitf, born in To-

bolsk, Siberia, in 1834, and who for many
years has been a professor in Russian colleges,

several years ago constructed a chart of all

the elementary bodies which were then known,

showing that there was a regular gradation

in their atomic weights and other character-

istics from one end of the series to the other.

It was observed however, that there wer«
gaps in this series, and Mendeleiff predicted

that three new chemical elements would be

discovered with atomic weights approximately

44, 69, and 72 respectively, and that these

elements would be found to have certain prop-

erties which were clearly stated at the time.

Subsequent discoverers found all three of

these elements and ascertained that their

properties agreed very closely with the de-

scriptions which had been predicted respecting

them. Mendeleiff named the three elements

to be discovered, scandium, gallium and ger-

manium. The discoverers found five new
bodies instead of three and gave them other

names than those proposed by Mendeleiff. An
account of these researches as follows is taken

from a recent number of The Christian pub-

lished under the above title.

"A recent illustration of the support that

modern science gives to the "argument from

design" as the argument in favor of a belief

in the universe as the work of an intelligent

Creator is called, is furnished in the depart-

ment of chemistry, by the investigations of

two Scotch scientists."

The Hartford Times thus describes these

discoveries:

"The discovery by Sir William Ramsay and

Lord Rayleigh of five unknown elements in our

atmosphere, by completing the series called

for by Mendeleiff's law, strengthens the con-

viction that nature is an ordered system

showing no gaps or "missing links" in any

part of the line. The seventy odd elements

before known, differ from one another by cer-

tain uniform or nearly uniform gradations of

quality from the highly active and electro-

positive potassium and fluorine to the com-

paratively inert and electro-negative nitrogen.

The new gases seem to be absolutely inert or

incapable of combining with other elements,

and therefore represent the zero of a scale of

differences. The line of elements now pre-

sents a set of bodies in nearly uniform grada-

tions; there is nothing fortuitous in the ele-

mental constitution of the material world.

This is of course an evidence of an underlying

intelligence or mind, for if the qualities of

the elements were determined by chance it

is a million to one that they would not have

formed an orderly series." "Evolution has

nothing to do with atoms, and when we find

that the atoms of the various elements repre-

sent a series, we can say with conviction here

is evidence of purpose and design."

"These two Scotchmen who have completed

this evidence have shown themselves to be

mechanics of the highest order, for before

the proof of the existence of the new ele-

ments was complete it was necessary to invent

processes and delicate a])paratus and to use

them with the greatest patience and precision.

First they repeated Priestley's method of deter-

mining the constitution of the atmosphere,

first made a century ago. They found, after

abstracting the water, the carbon dioxide, the

oxygen and the nitrogen in succession, a resi-

due which could not lie absorbed. They called

this "argon" or the unenergetic substance,

because its seemed inert even in the presence

of the active agents, fluorine and potassium.

They examined a number of rare minerals, some
forty-five, in the hope of discovering argon

in the earth, but in vain, though they discov-

ered helium in fifteen of them, an element

which had previously been known to exist

only in the sun. Suspecting that their new
substance was not a simple substance, they

subjected it to a very low temperature and

discovered that as it thawed it gave off five

ditt'erent gases at different temperatures.

These they named respectively 'argon' proper,

'helium' (already known), 'crypton' or the

concealed gas, 'neon' or the new gas, and 'xe-

non' or the stranger. The atomic weights of

these proved to be precisely what they should

be to make good the gap in the list and com-

plete it according to Mendeleift"s law. That

page in 'Nature's book of infinite secrecy, is

read and proves to be a symmetrical method.

"In an ordinary room twelve feet square

and eight feet high there are about one hun-

dred and sixty pounds of air. In this there

is not far from a pound of these new gases.

As far as we know they do no good and no

harm, they simply round out the list of ele-

ments and supply 'missing links.' They may
have functions in the great scheme of life

which we can never comprehend. But just at

present they strengthen the basis of a ra-

tional faith in an underlying plan of the uni-

verse."

When a man is running for office to-day we
call him a "candidate;" that is to say,

"dressed in white." Although it is true that

the reputation of such persons is frequently

whitewashed by their friends on such occas-

ions, the etymology is not obvious. It is ex-

plained, however, when we know that it was cus-

tomary at Rome for a man to wear his freshest

robes when asking the suffrages of the people.

(An interesting survival of this tradition per-

sists to-day at Oxford, where a white tie is

required to be worn at all examinations).

"Tally" was originally a cutting; then a cut-

ting of notches to keep an account,- finally

an account whether kept by notched sticks or

otherwise. "Score" has passed through similar

changes. "Cheater" meant at first an officer

who attended to escheats, i. e., who looked

out for lands that might revert to the king

in default of heirs. Sharp practice was so

common in this occupation that it ultimately

came to mean a dishonest person.

These examples, which are only skimmings

from one of the shortest and least interesting

chapters, will give some suggestion of the re-

sources offered not only to special students

of the English language, but also to any per-

sonal reader who has a wish to become more

familiar with the history of the most common

words in everyday use.

For the sake of the children, let never a tone

Of anger from lips of yours be known ;

Let them hear no sound of the terrible strife,

Of the fearful and clangorous battle of life.

For it is right

That life be bright

To the child.
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Athletic Games and Public Morals,

"The Morals of Athletics" was the subiect
of a recent address by Henry C. McCook.

"Bodily exercise profiteth for a little time,

but godliness is profitable unto all things."
St. Paul, he said in writing to his young dis-

ciple, Timothy, distinctly asserts that there is

advantage in bodily exercise. Athletics thus
has the sanction of the great Apostle to the

Gentiles. But he is careful to limit his appro-
bation to the present time. He draws a com-
parison between physical vigor and skill and
spiritual attainments to godliness.

The former has advantage for a little time.

When the body is dissolved its advantages
cease. The latter has promise of the life

that now is and of that to come. This strikes

the keynote of the relation of the church to

athletics. Bodily exercise is recognized to be
profitable just so far as it is limited to the de-

velopment of the physical. When it hinders
the growth of godliness and tends towards de-

struction of morals it ceases to be preferable.

"The problem before us as Christians," con-
tinued H. McCook, "is the encouragement and
production of a form of athletics which tends
equally to the development of the highest
spiritual and intellectual and physical man-
hood.

"The love of sport is inherent not only in

man, but in the lower orders. Play is nature's
method of developing their bodies and train-

ing their crude intellects. Men are but chil-

dren of a larger growth and it takes the hard-
est buffeting of a long life to get that spirit

out of the ordinary man. Indeed, there are

some men and women in whom the childhood
of playfulness remains even to the end. The
Bible takes notice of this natural tendency
and it is mentioned in several parts of the
Scripture. The three great festivals of the
Hebrews served to give that natural recrea-
tion which other nations of that period sought.
"Let us note some of the advantages of ath-

letics. Athletics tend to secure vigorous and
wholesome bodies. The man whose body is

thoroughly disciplined, who is wearied by ath-
letic sports or by work, is not likely to have
much surplus vigor for rowdyism or dissipa-

tion. Athletic exercises tend to temperate
habits, 'for every man that striveth for the
mastery,' says St. Paul, 'is temperate in all

things.'

"Athletic games tend to maintain a sense
of honor and obedience to law—a lesson
which our generation needs.

"Athletics tend to develop pluck and a high
fixed purpose in duty and service, in all fields

of business life it is profitable, as also in pro-
fessional life. Such games also require the
utmost self-control. All the powers of the
body and mind are kept in command. Self
poise, self command, self control are high
qualities necessary in athletic games. One
of the profitable lessons is that individualism
which must be controlled by a sense of de-
pendence upon associates.

"We now turn to the other side. It can-
not be denied that there are certain tendencies
which, if they may not be called immoral, look
strongly toward immorality. One of the dis-

tinguished spectators at the Army-Navy foot-
ball match was heard to remark, 'I think I

an intense interest in the results as to silence

the voice of pity in the human breast, and
cause spectators to look upon the shedding of
blood and the taking of life with complais-
ance.' Certain persons become so wrought up
in the exciting contest and so carried away
by the desire to win, especially if heavy money
stakes are fixed upon the results, that the
suffering of the competitors becomes a minor
matter. It was this element in the ancient
public games which evoked the strongest pro-
test from the primitive Christians.

"It is certain that foot-ball as now played
in America is attended by a startling amount
of suffering, mutilation and death. Any per-
son familiar with the facts can readily cite a
number of examples where bright, promising
youth have been damaged for life, and every
vear a number of deaths occur, to say nothing
of those minor hurts which leave no serious
results.

"The time has come when the public con-
science should be awakened to this evil. If

it is necessarily associated with this game as
now played, the cry of pity should clamor to
those who are in authority, and are, therefore,
responsible until the game should cease or
shall be modified within the limit of reasonable
safety. The friends of profitable athletics be-

lieve that there is no need that such costly
sacrifices should every year be made to a form
of bodily exercise which might readily be mod-
ified and thus placed within the range of
Christian approbation.

"Another evil tendency is the development
of partisanship at the expense of fairness and
the honorable applause of real merit.

"One of the most immoral adjuncts of
public athletic competitions is the pernicious
development of the betting habit. This spirit

is everywhere in society. The impression is

that the betting upon the success upon one
side is a species of loyalty that cannot be held
as immoral. The demoralizing influence of
such a habit must be felt in future life and
widely extended. The young fellows strug-
gling in the arena are regarded, as the Roman
matrons and men looked upon the gladiators,

as so many agents not only for their amuse-
ments but for their profit. This spirit

everywhere in society. A ministerial friend
informed me that his two sons, boys just in their

teens, came back from a foot-ball match be-
tween the lads of their own school and another
school, with the information that all the boys
of their side had been betting their nickels and
pennies upon the result, and that some of them
had won as much as a half-dollar. The de-
moralizing influence of such a habit must be
felt in future life, and, widely extended as it

is, will affect the community. All betting is

sin; and as it is practised, much of it is crim-
inal—contrary to the law of the land.

"Again an immoral adjunct of these inter-

collegiate games is the indulgence in liquors
on the part of the spectators and associates.
A victory nearly always means, on the part
of many of the victors, a debauch. We have
learned by a few year's observation to predict
a condition of things in this vicinity after a
defeat, namely, the quietness of streets and
freedom from shouting from gangs of half in-

toxicated men about 'dear old Penn.' There
can understand how the gladiatorial fights of are advantages in defeats, although most of
the ancient Romans could have awakened such us give our strongest wish for success.

"There is a manifest deficiency in su
games as football, for out of nearly thi

thousand students in the IJniversity there i

perhaps not three hundred, certainly not fi

hundred who even occasionally receive t

profitable bodily exercise of a spirited gai

of foot-ball. Indeed, the conditions of t

play are such that it would be impossible i

more than a few persons to get any physii

advantage from it.

"One reason these young fellows
successful players at field sports and can
dulge in them with apparent safety as co
pared with othei- institutions is that they 1

come physically hardened by constant dr:

Gymnasium exercises should be placed up
the curriculum of every college and every i

dent should be marked for his eflaciency there
precisely as he is in ordinary studies. Tl

can the benefits of athletics be made gene,
and the highest results attained. It is a d,

advantage that the great body of students!
fer for the excessive development of a few.
"Thus we come to the last disadvantage

athletics as now conducted. It makes
large a draft upon the time and energy >

student to allow, at least for the ordin;

mind, a proper proportion of intellectual d

cipline. No one who has had long and
intercourse with the great body of stude;

has failed to observe this fact. Moreov
the absorbing interest of the annual pub
contest is so great that the value of intelle

ual development seems to be put entirely

the background. You can get ten,

twenty, thirty thousand people to attend
foot-ball match between Yale and Princeb
or Pennsylvania and Cornell, but how
can you assemble at the annual debating o
tests of these colleges? Last week occun
the annual debate between Yale and Pria
ton. A paragraph or two was all that

public prints could give to the incide

Broadsides of all newspapers scarcely suflBt

to satisfy the interest of newspaper readers

the reports of a foot-ball game. Is a univ
sity meeting the demands of the twentii

century by stimulating physical exercise

this extent, and awakening no correspond)

interest in intellectual competitions?
"Surely, we are not keeping up the prop'

tion between the higher and lower form
discipline. We are forgetting the Apostl
words: 'Bodily exercise profiteth for a lit

time, but godliness is profitable for all things

The Oldest Egg on Record.—A remarl

ble discovery was made by Dr. Peters while <

cavating at Nippur, an ancient city of Bal

Ionia. While the workmen were clearing aw
the debris from the walls of the temple of I

they discovered in a hole which had bt

closed up with sun-dried bricks a large goc

egg on a mat of reeds. Why the egg^R

placed there is a mystery, as it has no conn(

tion with any known Babylonian custom,
temple was built at a very remote time, pre

ably in the reign of Akur-gal (B. C. 2200);

even earlier, so that the egg is over fourtht

sand four years old.

It is not the estimated usefulness . . . whi

we may be rendering to ourselves or to .

ciety, by taking up this or that course of If

but it is being in our right places that is i

ceptable. John Barclay.
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CONTENTMENT.
iow truly blest is he who knows content

!

1 life is calm and peaceful, and the light

sweetest happiness shines warm and bright

ross his path. His mind is not intent

what God grants not, nor is his time spent
rain complaining, but he finds delight

Heaven's gifts, and walks with face as bright
gladsome as the sunlit firmament,

tastes life's sweetness, but avoids its gall
;

envies no one, nor is he oppressed

th those dull cares and sorrows that befall

1 one who murmurs and that wild unrest
ich makes men's soul's dissatisfied, can ne'er

I him of sleep, nor dim his eyes with care."—Boston Ideas.

For"The Friend "

A Pew Observations.

'he phenomenon of high church officials ad-

ating the opening of the saloons of New
•k City on the First-Day of the week, is one
th the study of all persons interested in the

al, physical and spiritual welfare of the

lan race.

n passing it may be well to observe that

ory does not show church dignitaries so

riy always right as to make it best to

ow their lead without an individual inquiry
I the soundness of their teaching,

heir argument for legalizing First-Day
or selling seems to be founded on their be-

that selling on that day can not be
iped, and that it is better to make bad
i to suit bad men than good laws that bad
refuse to obey.

he enforcement of any law seems to de-

i largely upon public opinion. An over-

Iming public opinion in favor of First-Day
bns makes First-Day prohibition difficult

pforcement.

at has it occurred to these church digni-

Sa, and college presidents and senators,

I

their published opinions become a large
I of public opinion, and that their influence

[

exerted may be the deciding force in the
lest of opinions,

all Christianity publish abroad that it is lived man,

tent to protest even one day in seven
the infamies of the saloon and thus make
iondition that it detests?

hen the Bishop said that saloons could not
osed on First-Day and therefore must be
ized, there was great rejoicing among
ers and distillers, and those who make
iy by liquor selling. If they are made
shall the followers of Christ be pleased?
what folly to be more afraid of violated

than of corrupted law. and to spend the
gth of the State to make laws to accom-
te crime and to perpetuate institutions

breed criminals; and bow down our re-

and our politics so low as to encourage
id of stamping out the official anarchy
refuses to enforce any law that the low-
" politicians do not like.

r since Moses wrote his great prohibi-
ts against theft and lust, and covetous-
falsehood and false gods, the laws have
violated constantly by part of all people,
t some times a large part, but the eter-

uth that made the laws right, has not
ed. Yea, God stands just, though all

ihould deny it. Aaron helped the ceople
ka golden calf to worship, because pub-
linion demanded it; but the worship of
alf did not make it God, and notwith-

standing its violation, the law against idolatry

stood, and Aaron soon saw the sad sight of
a stricken people whom he had helped to bring
to their miserable condition.

"Prohibition does not prohibit." This sa-

loon born sentence is prompted by cupidity
and put forth by the father of lies. When
ever any state has a law prohibiting the sale

of liquor, thousands of dollars are spent in

subsidizing the press to make the people be-
lieve the sentence true. The power of evil

always works by deceit, and it is only fit that
the liquor traffic, being the visible agency that
produces the greatest misery in the world,
should work by the greatest deceptions.
Promising law and order it breeds anarchy;
promising health and long life it begets sick-

ness and early death; promising delight, it

ends in misery. The riches it heaps up are
also as a broken promise both to the individ-

ual and to the state. It curses him that gives
and him that takes. The cost of its crimes
always overbalance the license fees. I was
in the State of Iowa when the people voted by
thirty thousand majority to outlaw the saloon.

The liquor men and their sympathizers were
always saying, "your prohibition law will

not prohibit;" "a license law would be bet-

ter." But they were false, as always. At
the end of four years of prohibition, sixty per
cent, of the jails were entirely empty—the
population of the penitentiary had fallen from
over eight hundred to less than six hundred,
and Iowa had soon paid all its bonded debt.

The liquor men would give hundreds of
thousands to have Maine given over to license,

and fearing the force of truth as to the effect

of the Maine law, are industriously spreading
falsehoods as to the success of its working.
Maine has an average of over ninety dollars

per person in savings banks, while licensed

Pennsylvania has less than seventeen dollars

per person. Railroads have learned that a
drinking man is not a safe man. Insurance
corananies have learned that he is not a long-

Banks are learning that he can-
not be trusted, and it is time that Bishops had
learned that what is bad policy for these is

neither good for religion nor morals, and the
statesman that what is bad for business and
length of life and morals and religion is not
good for the state. And the voter should see
to it (he being the source of political power)
that his vote shall float as speedily toward the
righteous side, as the saloon keeper does
toward the unrighteous mammon, and "judge
not according to appearances, but judge right-

eous judgment."

Walter E. Vail.
MooRESTOWN, N. J., J2th Month 22, 1901.

Cable Steamers.— There are over forty

steamers afloat whose sole work is the laying
and maintenance of the world's vast system of

telegraph cables. Seven of these belong to gov-
ernment administrations, and the remainder
to manufacturing and cable-operating compa-
nies. Ten of the cable-laying ships are
owned by the three largest English cable
manufacturers. One of the largest of these
cable ships is of about five thousand tons dis-

placement, with a carrying capacity of eight
thousand tons, and has carried two thousand
five hundred nautical miles of deep-sea cable.in

|

one trip.

What is Right for Individual is Right for

National Conduct.

This conception of national conduct is abso-
lutely certain to prevail. It must be talked
and written into the consciousness and the
conscience of the world. Here lies our first

international duty. We ought to promote in-

ternational travel, international trade, relig-
ious, scientific, and literary fellowship be-
tween nations. But most of all the peoples of
the earth must be taught that it is theiV duty
to feel and act toward one another as brethren
and friends and not as haters, thieves, robbers,
and cut-throats.

To sav that the Golden Rule is inapplicable
to nations is to reach the limit of moral absur-
dity, and to charge God with supreme folly.

Ruskin once wrote: "I have met men who
have boldly said, "There is no God," but
never till I began to move among English
Christians did I ever conceive that men lived
who with unblushing effrontery could say,
"There is a God, but He is a foolish God. He
has put us under laws that are unworkable."
God's Golden Rule is man's Golden Rule,
wrought out, not in some far away heaven,
but right in the structure of his individualis-

tic and social nature; and it is just as work-
able between nations as between individuals
as any two nations would speedily find out
which had the good sense and courage to put
it to the test. Emerson once said that love
as the basis of a state had never been tried,

and that it was folly to say before the exper-
iment had been made that it would not work.
The Golden Rule has never been tried between
nations except in tid-bits possibly. We must
insist that it have a full and fair trial; and
until that time the skeptical croakers have no
right to croak.

Nations have the same sense of what is just
toward themselves as individuals have. No na-
tion believes it right for another to make war
upon it, to blockade its ports, to invade its

territories, to kill off its young men, to break
up its homes, to paralyze its industries, to re-

duce it to vassalage, to slice off its territory,

or to extinguish its independence by force. No
nation in our day believes it right for another
to exclude its upright citizens of whatever
class, to make their entrance into its borders
and their residence there hard and annoying,
or to interfere with its trade by exacting and
crippling tariffs. No nation believes it right
for another stronger than itself to lay upon it

any demands however small, which are dic-

tated simply by superior might. What nation
is there whose people believe it rijiht for
those of another to malign or ridicule them,
to misrepresent their motives, to depreciate
their manners and customs, and in general to

belittle them? How sensitive nations are, in

all these respects to what justice demands to-

wards themselves. The most elementary sense
of fairness ought to lead them to do in all

these matters as they would be done by, and
any nation which does not do so is condemned,
not by others but by its own standards of

right. If the nations half lived up to their

light in this direction, there would not be half

an hour's fighting among them in a century.

~B. F. Trueblood.

'The modesty of true worth is only equaled

I by the work of true modesty."
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Perseverance—A Chapter for Boys.

"Thirty years ago," said Judge P., in about

1860—"I was standing in a booJsstore in Cin-

cinnati, when my attention was attracted by a

little boy inquiring the price of Geographies.

'One dollar,' was the response. 'I did not

think they were so much,' said the boy, shrink-

ing back; and then he began countmg some

pennies and little silver pieces he held m his

hand. Presently he came forward again. '1

have only sixty-one cents, could you let me

have one and wait awhile for the rest?' How

earnestly he seemed to await the answer and

how he seemed to shrink back into his ragged

clothes as the storekeeper kindly enough said

he could not. The boy looked up at me with a

very poor attempt at a smile and went out.

"Something in his appearance interested me

and I followed him. 'What shall you do now?'

I said. 'Try another place, sir.' 'May I go

with you and see how you make out?' '0 yes,

sir; if you want to.' We went together into

three more stores, in all of which he was re-

fused. 'How about it now,' I said. 'I shall

try them all, sir, or I should not know whether

I can get one.' At the fifth store he went up

manfully and told what he wanted. 'Do you

want a geography very much?' 'Yes.^very

much. ' 'Why do you want it so very much?' eye-

ing him curiously. 'I can't go to school now

and I want to study at home and keep up with

the other boys. Besides I want to learn about

the places my father used to sail to.' 'Does

your father sail to them now?' 'My father is

dead. I intend to be a sailor myself some day.'

'Do you, though?' 'Yes, if Hive.' 'Well, my

lad, I will let you have a new geography for

one dollar and wait for the change, or I will

let you have one that is not new for fifty

cents.' 'Are all the leaves in it the same as

the new ones?' 'Yes, just the same.' 'It

will do just as well—to me— I am glad they
*
did not let me have one at the other places,

for now I will have eleven cents towards an-

other book.' 1 now told what 1 had seen, and

when the book was brought along I saw a lead

pencil and quire of paper in it. 'A present

for you, my lad; always have perseverance

like that and you will make your way in the

world. What is your name?' 'William Ha-

verly, sir.' 'Do you want anymore books?'

I asked. 'Yes,—looking around—more than

I can ever get.' I gave him a note. 'It will

buy some for you.' 'May I buy anything I

want?' 'Yes.' 'Then I will buy one book for

mother,'—and I left him looking so happy that

I almost envied him. Last summer I crossed

to Liverpool on one of the finest vessels that

ever sailed out of the port of New York. We

had favorable weather until near our journey's

end when there came on so furious a gale that

our noble ship was reduced to an almost per-

fect wreck. The water gained on us so in

spite of the best exertions in pumping that

the sailors refused to continue their exertions.

The mates were strong, willing men, but they

could not control the crew. At this time the

captain was below examining the chart.

When he came on deck and saw the state of

things, in a voice heard above the roaring of

the tempest he ordered every man back to his

work. It was wonderful to see how they all

bowed to his strung will, and hurried back to

the pumps. Three times during that fearful

day did the men through despair refuse to

pump, and as often the captain's iron will and

dauntless resolution brought them back to

their work. As the captain passed me I asked

if he had any hope of saving the vessel. With

a look almost of reproach—'so long as I can

see one fout of this deck above water I shall

When I can see none, then, and thenhope.

only, will I give up; nor shall one of my men,
'

Bear a hand, every one of you, at the

pumps. I will land you all safe at Liverpool if

you will only be men. ' And he did land us there,

though the ship sank at the wharf. I was the

last to leave the deck. As I did so. the cap-

tain said 'Do you recollect me. Judge P.' I

replied that I was not aware that I had ever

seen him before coming aboard. 'Do you re-

member a boy looking for a geography in Cin-

cinnati. God bless you, Judge P.' 'And

may God bless you, noble Captain Haverly!'"

—Baltimore American (about 1860).

For " The Friend.

Providential Direction.

Our late friend, Thomas C. Battey, related

that while he was at one time residing in

Canada, a minister of their meeting_ felta

concern to appoint a number of meetings in

the neighborhood of his place of residence.

Obtaining liberty for this purpose, and time

being set to go forward and make the appoint-

menr.he unexpectedly found such a stop in his

mind as obliged him to lay the matter by, and

thus it rested for some months. At length

the concern reviving, the meetings were ap-

pointed, greatly in the cross -to this Friend,

both as he was not of ready utterance and his

gift small. On the First-day before these

meetings were to be held, Thomas said he no-

ticed a stranger come into the house rather

late, enveloped in rather strange looking fur

habiliments—for the weather was bitterly cold.

After divesting himself of his outer garments

he appeared dressed in a plain, though coarse,

suit of clothes. He stood by the stove for

awhile warming himself, and then looking

pointed to accompany her. When they can

for that purp"ose, she told them that the co:

cern had passed away, and that she could n<

go. In about a week after she sent to then

saying she now felt ready. The remarkab

part of it was that they found upon arrivir

there, that the prisoner had broken jail on tl

day she had first proposed going, and that 1

had been captured and reconfined on the d£

before she got there. This showed close a

tention to pointings, and it would have been

sad fault had she found the cell empty. Sonii

where about 1836, E. Pvedman found her mil

engaged to go to Baltimore and endeavor
•

find a man towards whom her mind had be«

drawn. Calling some Friends of that city^t-

gether she made known her concern, and
'-

them that passing through their city some

years previously, her attention had been

tracted to a man she saw in the stree

Whether he was a resident or merely a pas

ing stranger, she knew not, but felt she mu;

make an etfort to find him. believing that

she succeeded in doing so, he would be foui

in great distress of mind. The description

his appearance as she remembered it was

striking that it was at once recognized_

being a slave-trader noted for his inhumanit

his specialty being "to break in and

South" refractory slaves. The man was foui

upon what proved to be his death bed, and

great darkness and horror of mind. E.
"-

much to communicate, saying that though

state was an awful one, she believed that

rightly sought for. Divine Mercy yet await

his acceptance. It was believed that befo

his close he was favored with a more satisfa

tory state of mind.

Those who are familiar with Thomas Shil

toe's journal may remember the very remar

ble account he gives of a visit—when in B.

timore some six or seven years before this-

to a slave trader and how wonderfully he w

brought down, and remarking that he h

never witnessed anything so comparable to t

lion and the lamb lying down togethei

around for a seat, the Friend in the second
-pj^^ account, though exceedingly interestin

gallery making room; he sat there, and at

length arose and gave them a very instructive

and edifying discourse. At the close, Friends

gathering around and making inquiries, he

told them where he belonged, and then stated

that he had had a concern on his mind for

some time to have some meetings appointed in

that neighborhood, but that after obtaining the

needful credentials, severe sickness in his

family had prevented him from attending at

that time to the concern; that his son being

about to remove to a distance, it seemed best

for him to take a load of goods, etc. ; that the

before-mentioned concern continuing and re-

viving with might, he had concluded to take

that place on his return, and see if any way

would open for the accomplishing of his pros-

pects. He was told that the meetings were

already appointed; accordingly he remained,

and as Thomas said, had nearly all the service

in them, much to the relief of the first pro-

poser, and greatly to the satisfaction of

Friends there.

A certain man, beins confined in prison, in

Burlington County, New Jersey, under sen-

tence of death, in an aggravated case of mur-

der; our late friend, E. Redman, was un-

der a concern to visit him. This was ap-

proved by her meeting and two Friends ap-

.. too long for even a summary of it.

remark that he said his mother had been

very pious woman, through whose influence 1

father had manumitted a large number

slaves. Doubtless her piety and fervent cc

cern for him was a means towards a visitatil

being extended even at the eleventh hour.

When on a religious visit at one time._

Redman was impressed, upon being driv I

past a field where hay-making was gomg c J

with a feeling of duty to stop and address one \

the men upon the importance of a preparati *

for death. The singularity of the impressi

unhappily caused her to put it by. Keacln

the house to which they were bound, they li

not been there more than an hour before wc

was brought that this man had lost his life

a fall from a loaded wagon. Short as t

time was, there can be no question that if e:

nestly sought for, due preparation might he

been experienced. T. Scattergood used of;

to say he believed many a poor sailor clmgi:

to a wreck had sought and found mercy,

felt this omission so deeply that she_ imr-

diately returned home without finishing
''

visit.

"Religion is the Life of God in the hun i

soul."
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Science and ludustry.

'ONDENSED MiLK A TRAVELER.

—

Ainslee's Maga-
s says :

" There is no wilderness where a dis-

ded mills tin does not glitter in the suh. It has

zed the way across Africa ; it has been very

r to the Pole. In the fastnesses of northern

ion, where an American face had never been

a, General Young's soldiers found tins of the

densed milk with the brand of an American
1. It can be found all over Mongolia and Jlan-

ria, and even in Thibet. The Chinese, who do

take milk in their tea, use the condensed kind

I food, chiefly for their children. In India also

las a large sale for that purpose, and it is not

much to say that the product of the Ameri-
factory has been the pabulum of millions of

itics."

^hat Became of the Inhabitants op Pompeii?
[ax Nordeau raises an interesting question con-

ling Pompeii. He writes as follows to the Neue
ie Presse (Vienna) :

" One thing has always
1 a puzzle to me. Here was a flourishing city

bout thirty thousand inhabitants, most of whom
lently were well to do. A few hundreds, at

t, lost their lives in the destruction of the

; the rest escaped. The eruption of Vesuvius
linued only a few days, after which the district

rned to its usual placid condition. In many
as the deposit of ashes and lava was only a

1 thick, and it was not more than three yards
k at any point yet excavated.

How did it happen that these thirty thousand
eless persons showed no desire to return to

r beautiful houses, so well built that they are

ding to this day, and which could have been

sred, at the time, with very little labor? Why
they not make the slightest attempt to regain

r valuable property in land and buildings, fur-

re, bronze, marble, gold, silver and jewels ?

the men of that time have so little love of

e that they could leave it without a backward
ce at the first unpleasantness? Were the Pom-

rich that the loss of their perfectly ap-

bd homes appeared trivial to them, so that

preferred settling elsewhere to restoring their
" Or did superstition prevent the attempt?
indifferent renunciation of their patrimony
whole cityful is to me an insoluble enigma
h forces itself the more strongly upon my at-

on now as I walk along the finely paved streets

een houses which need only new roofs to make
again habitable."

—

Translation made for the

ary Digest.

LI UNDER Quicksand.—The practicability of

ig salt through quicksand has been demon-
id on Weeks Island, in Iberia parish, and the

of the undertaking opens up a great in-

ial possibility for Louisiana. For more than
ears efforts have been made to reach the salt

gh the quicksand, and now the difficulties

overcome by the Myles Salt Company by

g a caisson and the application of other

ds.

process by which this caisson for the shaft

ink and secured is interesting in many ways,
aisson is composed of circular steel bands
eighteen inches in height, and as one is sunk

,

is riveted to it, with pitch paper between
te it airtight, the earth being taken out as

sson sinks down. It took forty-three feet

sinking and mining to reach the quicksand,

the water was forced back by the applica-

f compressed air, the caisson meanwhile
; been capped by an airlock. The pressure
distance below the surface was from eighteen
nty pounds per square inch, so a very power-
sssure was necessary to keep the shaft clear

', but this was done, and, passing through
ium of clay overlying the salt stratum, the
f the caisson finally rested on the salt bed
IB sunken some feet further into it.

Below that the salt was penetrated, and a wooden
caisson, running from the water line, fifty feet

above, to a present depth of ninety-three feet below

the surface was put in, and then the process of

cementation began. First the rock salt was smoothed
off and cut in, when it was heated to an intense

heat by the flames from compressed air blow-pipes,

and the cement, consisting of pitch and asphalt,

was poured over, filling up the interstices and
sticking to every crack and cranny. Over this

was laid a covering of cement, the whole not only

securing the caisson, but making it absolutely air

and water-tight, and permitting uninterrupted

work of the miners.

But the mining will not stop at this depth of

ninety-three feet. Instead, it will be sunk to a

depth of three hundred to four hundred feet, while

tunnels will be run out and big chambers will be

blasted and mined, and the pure rock salt brought
to the surface for distribution all over the United

States and Canada. For this purpose the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company has already begun the

construction of a spur some three miles out from
its main line.

By the sinking of rods at various points sur-

rounding the shaft it has been ascertained that

the salt strata is a mile or more in width, while

the bottom has never been reached, affording what
is practically an inexhaustible supply of the finest

salt in the world.

—

New Orleans States.

Despise Not the Early Opportunity.
As she passed beyond the edge of the wood-
land, on her way into its depths, where' she

expected to find the choicest treasures and to

hear the sweetest secrets in the stillness,

Sylvia noticed a fine spray of goldenrod, the

first of the season. "How beautiful that is!"

she exclaimed. "When I come back I will

gather it and take it home." But the wood-
pilgrim wandered about, and in and out, fol-

lowing beguiling little paths that seemed to go
everywhere and led nowhere after all, and

when she turned her face homeward she came
out of the wood a long distance from where
she had entered it. The place was not very

familiar; and Sylvia, while thinking that she

knew where she was, searched everywhere

about for the goldenrod left. She could not

find it, nor any like it, and went home without

the coveted bloom. "The next time I'll take

it as I pass, and not wait until I come back,"
she resolved, with wisdom born of disappoint-

ment. "The safe way is to take such things

when you see them first, otherwise you may
miss them altogether." There is a little sermon
wrapped up in this reflection about the gold-

enrod. Expand it and it may prove practical.

Learn to take the little sweetnesses and pleas-

ant things of life as you go, and do not be in

haste to go farther, promising to enjoy the

first things upon the edge as you return. It

may be impossible to find them again. And
when a bright little opportunity blossoms as

you pass, stop to pluck and use it. You may
not pass that way again.

—

Bright Threads.

Need of the Religious Principle. —I con-

fess I look round on civilized society with

many fears, and with more and more earnest

desire that a regenerating spirit from heaven,

from religion, may descend upon and pervade

it. I particularly fear that various causes are

acting powerfully among themselves to in-

flame and madden that enslaving and degrading

principle, the passion for property. This

peril is increased by the spirit of the times,

which is a spirit of commerce, industry, inter-

nal improvements, mechanical invention, po-
j

litical economy and Deace. There is danger
that these blessings may by perversion issue in

a slavish love of lucre. I am no foe to civili-

zation. I rejoice in its progress. But with-
out a pure religion to modify its tendencies,
to inspire and refine it, we shall be corrupted
not ennobled, by it. It is the excellence of
the religious principle, that it aids and car-
ries forward civilization, extends science and
arts, multiplies the conveniences and orna-
ments of life, and at the same time spoils them
of their enslaving power, and even converts
them into means and ministers of that spirit-

ual freedom which, when left to themselves,
they endanger and destroy.— William Ellery

Channing.

The Grandmother's Place.

She was a dear, white-haired old lady—the
very ideal of a grandmother, and she sat by
the fireside rocking slowly, but with a sad look

on her gentle face.

"No, dearie, I'm not sick, but I do feel

lonely sometimes."

But why should she be lonely? She was in

a family of well-bred young people—son and
daughter and grandchildren of various ages.

To be sure, many of her dear ones had gone
across the river to the Father's house; but she
was not of a melancholy temperament, so she
did not brood over that.

She loved the young people. She would
have liked to join in their merriment; she
would have gone with them to some of the

lectures and other places, if she had been
asked. But they in their thoughtlessness
never imagined that grandmother cared for
.such things; and so they sat talking over
their plans, telling merry tales and jokes, but
leaving grandmother out of the conversation
altogether.

They were never unkind to her. She had
the best room in the house. Her bodily com-
fort was attended to first, her wishes were
immediately carried out. But she would
gladly have given up all this to have one of

those brisht-faced boys or girls for a com-
panion. If they would only have sat down
and told her some of their stories and plans,

how glad she would have been; and she had
pleasant stories to tell, too, if there were
some one to listen and care.

But she sat by the fire with a shadow on
her fovely old face, and said, "1 am so lonely

sometimes." I wish they could have all heard

it, and understood the pathos of it It will

not be long till grandmother's chair will be

vacant She has spent her life in ministry for

others. Common gratitude would demand
that her last days should not be lonely and
companionless. Love the grandmother; give

her a place in your heart as well as your
home, and make her closing hours her ha.x>-

piest.— Selected.

There are schools in Germany for farmers,

gardeners, florists, fruit growers, foresters,

blacksmiths, carpenters, machinists, cabinet

makers, bookkeepers, tailors, shoemakers,

druggists; there are cooking schools, insti-

tutes for training servant girls, barbers and

chiropodists. One can find a school in Ger-

many for teaching anything one wants to

know; and it is usually supported by the Gov-

ernment and free to all comers, or perhaps

only a nominal tuition is charged.
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Items Concerning the Society.

William C. Allen was at Downingtown Friends'

Meeting, Twelfth Month l-oth. and at an appointed

meeting in the Y. M. C. A. Hall of Downingtown

in the afternoon ; at New Garden Friends' Meeting

Twelfth Month 22nd, and at an appointed meeting

in the afternoon for the public in the Kennett

Friends' meeting-house. The appointed meetings

have generally been largely attended.

The only regret which the [Peace] Conference

left in our minds was that so few of the Christian

ministers and other members of the city churches

were present at the sessions. Twelve hundred

ministers were personally invited, and one looked

almost in vain for any of them in the audience. Yet

it cannot be doubted that a real force has gone out

from the work of these three days, and we believe

there will be good returns for the expenditure of

effort.

—

American Friend.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
United States. —Governor Leslie M. Shaw, of Iowa,

has been appointed Secretary of the Treasury, to succeed

Lyman J. Gage.

A committee of 36 capitalists, labor leaders and dis-

tinguished citizens has been selected, most of whom have

accepted the invitation, to deal with questions between

the employers and employed. One of their number, Oscar

S. Strauss, of New York says :
" All realize the supreme

importance of this committee to the future welfare of

the country: The plans are in no sense visionary or

theoretical. They have been made by practical business

men to effect practical results. Conciliation and media-

tion will be the great work of this committee. Our plan

is to prevent industrial disturbances before they have

reached an irreconcilable stage. Should they reach the

irreconcilable stage between workingmen and employers,

this permanent committee is there to bring this stage to

an end by the use of all the forces and influence at its

command. Ex-President Cleveland is one of the com-

mittee.

A Washington special despatch intimates that if Ger-

many uses force in collecting the claims of her subjects

in Venezuela, France, Great Britain and, perhaps, other

nations may take similar action for the settlement of

similar claims in the republics of Central and South

America.

The colored population of Philadelphia, according to

the twelfth census, is over 64,000. The increase for the

ten years ending 1900 was 23,6.54. The colored popula-

tion of the State of Pennsylvania, before the Civil War,

from the fourth to the eighth census, was almost station-

ary. The increase in the State of Pennsylvania during

the last ten years is nearly as great as the whole colored

population of that State was at the close of the war.

The colored population in the Norih is not only being

rapidly increased from the South, but it is said that the

very lowest of the colored people of the South are coming

North, so that the moral status of the people is much

lower in the North than it was before the Civil War.

The number of sailors and others whose business is on

the high seas, is estimated at 3,000,000. Last year more

than one-sixth of this ocean population, officers and men,

of 4343 vessels, entered the port of New Y'ork.

A writer from Los Angeles, Cal., says : In no locality

has modern stoam farming machinery been applied with

such effectiveness as upon the grain ranches in Southern

California. On one ranch the engine used to draw the

machinery is of 50 horse power, and has drive wheels eight

feet high. In plowing, fifty-five furrows are turned over

at one time, covering a breadth of forty feet. The aver-

age capacity of the machine is the plowing of 110 acres

per day. The use of this machine is not an e.xperiment.

On a ranch of 1,000 acres it is an economic investment,

but a smaller acreage would not warrant the outlay.

The rock-salt mine near Lyons, Kansas, has been

worked but a few years but its output is nearly 500,000

barrels yearly.

According to a compilation made by Director Merriam,

of the Census Bureau, it appears that there is a total of

27,60.D persons resident in the District of Columbia, i

ployed by the Government in its various departments, m-

cluding the two Houses of Congress. Of this number of

civilians, about one-fourth are females their number

being 7496. The summary does not include officers of

the army, navy and marine corp,^ on duty in Washington.

Formaldehyde, as a disinfectant of houses visited by

smallpox, has been used with excellent results in Cleve-

land. According to news reports from that city, a small-

pox epidemic has been virtually eradicated by a system of

disinfection with formaldehyde as the agent.

to the spread of this disease. Dr. Benjamin

Lee states :
" The present epidemic is of long growth.

Three years ago the disease was brought to Florida from

Cuba. From Florida, in the intervening time, we have

traced its progress northward State by State. Before

any case of smallpox appeared in this State, the State

Board of Health sent out warnings—more than 600 of

them—to all the local Boards of Health, notifying them

that the disease was coming, and calling upon them to

prepare for it by vaccination and the establishment of

emergency hospitals. At first its form was mild, and

widely diagnosed as chickenpox: The percentage of

deaths was small. But in our colder climate the virus

waxed strong, and now the death rate is high." In Boston

vaccination has been made compulsory.

The Secretary of Agriculture, speaking of the growing

of tea in South Carolina, which has been going on for

several years, recently said : "The production of several

kinds of tea in the United States is now assured, and in

addition to this, it is encouraging to note that experts

who have examined the tea produced here pronounce it

equal in flavor and aroma to the best imported leaves.

The profit in the crop raised last year averages from $30

to $40 an acre. In 1900 about 4500 pounds of high

grade tea were produced, and a ready market was found

for all of it in South Carolina."

The annual report of the Philippine Commission gives

a summary of the legislation desired from Congress. The

Commission wants its present authority continued for

two years longer, and in the plan of civil government pro-

posed provides for a popular Assembly. It is proposed

to issue bonds to buy out the agricultural holdings of the

friars and to make improvements in Manila. Plans are

also provided for granting franchises, in order to develop

the business resources of the islands, principal among
which will be the mining of coal.

The mining of phosphate rock is one of the important

industries in Florida and South Carolina. It amounts to

1,500,000 tons a year, valued at $5,360,000 at the point

of production.

The steam railways of the United States now aggregate

practically 200,000 miles, and those of the entire world

nearly 500,000 miles. This, it is understood, does not

include railways operated by electricity, of which the

mileage, exclusive of street and suburban roads, is con-

siderable and rapidly increasing.

There were 476 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 46 more than the previous

week and 7 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 277 were males and 199 females: 56

died of consumption of the lungs ; 69 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 20 of diphtheria

8 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 3 of typhoid fever ; 9 of

scarlet fever, and 19 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for mid

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.75 to $3.00 ; P.ennsylvanii

roller, straight, $3.50 to $3.70 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 to $3.85 ; spring, straight, $3.75 to $4.00.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 84 to 84Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 66 to 66Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6i to 6Jc.; good, 5i to 5|c.; me-

dium, 5 to 5ic.

Sheep.—Choice, 3J to 3ic.; good, 3i to 3Jc.; common
li to 2ic.

Lambs —4J to 5ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to 8ic.

Foreign -A dispatch from Washington of the 24th

It., says : China will be relieved of the payment of $18,-

000-000 of the $25,000,000 demanded by the United States

of China as indemnity for the outrages perpetrated

upon American citizens during the Boxer revolt of 1900.

This action will be taken because the Administration,

after consideration of all the claims filed by Americans

who suffered injury or whose property was damaged, and

the expenses incurred by the army and navy, has come
to the conclusion that $7,000,000 will certainly cover the

American bill. In justice to China, therefore, the Ad-

ministration believes she should be relieved from the pay-

ment of the remainder, or that it should be restored after

the United States receives its share of the bonds to be

issued to the Powers. At the same time, the authorities

have no intention of permitting the other Powers to seize

the sum the United States will refuse to accept. China,

and not the Powers, is to be the beneficiary.

A waterspout is reported to have burst over the town
of Saffee, Morocco. It inundated the lower part of the

town for the space of twelve hours, sweeping everything

into the sea. Two hundred persons are reported to have

been drowned.

Strained relations have existed for some time past be-

tween Chili and Argentina, in reference to a question of

boundary, and both nations have been preparing for war.

The Government at Washington has been using its ir

ence in the interests of peace. On the 24th ult ,

reement between thj t .vo countries was adopted, uh

is believed, will settle the controversy, at least for

present.

Official reports show that in India the number of p .

ffices has grown from 753 in 1856 to 29,122 in 1-

and that the number of pieces received by the post-utf
i

increased from 75,000,000 in 1860 to 489,000,0i>j
;

1899. The total number of pupils in the schools of Ii
i

is now nearly 4,.500,000, against about 3,500,000 in 1-
,

and the expenditure for public instruction was in

36,215,000 rupees, against 394,000 rupees in 1858.

ditional evidence of the general intelligence will be fo

in the fact that the number of vernacular newspa]

published in India in 1897 was 758, and the numbei

books and magazines published in 1898, 7437, of wl

6236 were in the native language.

Arrangements have been entered into between

Marconi Company and the London and Brighton Rail

and the corresponding French Railway Company to 1

an installation of a permanent character between

Haven and Dieppe across tne English Channel. The

parture of boats will be signaled, with instructions i

the amount of luggage, number of passengers and o

useful information.

The British population working underground in i

numbers 578,000.

Siberia contains about 9,000,000 people, 97 per

of whom are either natives or voluntary emigrants.

Severe fighting is reported from South Africa, and

London newspapers express the belief that it is

to expect peace in the immediate future.

Havana, which was formerly one of the unhealtl

cities in the world, has now become one of the health

The death rate in 1897 was 106 per thousand. Sinci

sanitary improvements have been introduced by

Americans it has been reduced to 21 per tho

1900. In 1901 it was 19.58 per thousand.

During the Eleventh Month there were no cas(

deaths from yellow fever. This can be said of no pr€

ing Eleventh Month since 1762. During the last el

years the average number of deaths from this dis

in Eleventh Month has been 48.

A substantial agreement on the subject of arbitr;

has been practically reached by the several delegai

to the Pan-American Conference. The basis of a(

ment is simply The Hague convention.

Botanists of the New York Department of Agricu

are reported to have found seventy new varieties of

in one mountain in St. Christopher, W. I.

NOTICES.

Wanted—A young woman Friend to assist in h

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetirol

the general committee will be held in Philadelphia, <t

Month 10th, at 10.30 A. M. The committee on Instru M

will convene at 9 o'clock same day.

WM. B. H.4RVET, Ch

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo be

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg£ l»

instruction and discipline should be addressed toWliMI

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and ni-

munications in regard to business should be forward t«

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. C, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi.

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.1S A. M., an

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when requ--

Stage fare, fifteen cents : after 7.30 P. M.. twent;«

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph W
West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley,
.'"'

Died, at his residence in Media, Pa., on the si..

of Ninth Month, 1901, Joseph Passmore. in the st .

eighth year of his age ; a member and elder of C! Ki

Monthly Meeting, Pa. Having submitted in early life ""'

purifying baptisms of the Holy Spirit he became qn i«

for usefulness in the church, and was highly val"

his judgment in many important stations. He w;i

brought under humbling considerations in the dt"

life in looking towards his approaching end, yet h.

fives and friends have the comforting belief that It

^^
the mercy of God in Christ Jesus he has receiv •
blessed reward promised to the poor in spirit.
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Notes on Tuskegee and the South.

George Vaux, Jr., David H. Forsythe and
iry Bartlett have recently made the trip to

ikegee, and at our request have furnished these
as for The Friend.—Ed].

[uskegee is about nine hundred miles from
ladelphia. We think of it as being due
th, but as a matter of fact, it is west as well
south,—as far west, perhaps, as Cincinnati,

that the Tuskegee clocks are all set to cen-

1 time, making our Philadelphia watches
hour fast. One can leave Philadelphia at
en in the evening, on the luxurious South-

I limited, and if the train keeps to its

edule can reach Tuskegee by 10 o'clock of
evening of the next day. The route car-
one by Washington and through eight

tes. Save for some elements of novelty in

ionfields and rude log cabins, one is little

acted by the scenery. In the part of the
olinas through which we passed, the sur-

) is somewhat broken, and later it becomes
8 mountainous. The railway line twists

lit among these mountains in seemingly
fiberless curves, and the swift train is af-

led with a complexity of motion not unlike
il. of a ship in a storm. The soil for the
it part is intensely red, and washed into
tature gulches and glens on the hillsides.

i gives rise to a peculiar method of tillage

^3ircular terraces about the hillsides not
ilie the banks of the Rhine in appearance.
83 and there vestiges of cotton waved a
lj.e flag of truce from the dead cotton
5ts, and with the deep red back ground
l!;ested thoughts of the carnage that had
li desolated these fields,

jar train was late, southern trains are apt
e late, and at Atlanta we found we had
about two hours. Chehaw is the station
he main line for Tuskegee, which is

by a branch road at a distance of five

We realized that we might easily be
own in the wilderness without resources
jielter or comfort for the night, and at a
estion of the ticket agent at Atlanta we
]i Tuskegee that we were late and asked
Conveyance from Chehaw. The train con-
lOr from Atlanta, however, was reassur-

ing. He would wire for the connecting train

to wait and we need have no fear. So we
were whirled on through the moonlight to the
unknown Chehaw. It was about ten-twenty
when this stop was announced and we were
put down to find no connecting train and no
conveyance for Tuskegee. A Railroad sta-

tion, with the inevitable, "For White People,"
"For Colored People" over the doors of the
waiting rooms, a very modest cottage for the
station agent, and at some distance a colored

man's cabin, seemed to make up the entirety of

the settlement of Chehaw. The station agent
was civil. He knew something of Tuskegee, had
some appreciation of it, but evidently felt we
had been at much pains in coming so far to

pay our respects to the work there. He
thought we might walk the five miles if we
were good walkers, but finally suggested that

Bob Beesley, the colored man who had been a
silent spectator of our dilemma, might take
us over.

In the moonlight—fortunately the moon
was at its full

—"Bob" Beesley presented the

appearance of a typical Southern negro. He
used the characteristic dialect to perfection
and manifested his fund of arood nature by
frequent outbursts of "Ya, ha" in inimitable

fashion. He had a "hack and bosses" and
would take us to the school for a dollar

a piece. We also learned from him that we
could find accommodations "at a hoteP'on the

school grounds and that our midnight arrival

would not be disconcerting. Evidently "Bob"
had a high opinion of the school and of its re-

sources. In something less than a half hour
we were packing ourselves into the "hack."
Two of us sat on the back seat and the third

faced us on the broad seat occupied by the

driver and his brother Hugh Edward. They
told us that they had had a good Christmas—"Never so good a time in all my life,"

was Bob's exclamation. They had feasted on

"possum" and goose and had had turkey and
a sfood sized shote besides. To the query in

regard to drinking they confessed that it had
not been absent, but that it had not reached
the danger-point. With this introduction, we
turned somewhat aside from the beaten road

and took a short cut through the wood for the

school. The station agent had assured us of

the honesty and reliability of our escort, and
our first ten minutes with him had been reas-

suring. Hugh Edward, in the meantime, had
shown himself very merry and the "get up
Fanny" and "come here Selam" only served

as a picturesque background for a dialogue

that was wholly without parallel in our exper-

ience. Gradually the road got worse, and
finally, as we were ascending a little hill, two of

the traces broke. This was but the beginning
of ills. "Fanny" began to balk and with a

balking horse and breaking traces we spent

more than an hour on the two miles of sandy

woodland road, getting in and out of the
rickety carriage quite a dozen times. In the
very midst of the woods a moving object
proved to be a person on horseback, and our
preconceptions in regard to Ku Klux gangs
seemed to have reality. The situation any-
way was doubtless serious enough, but was
wholly redeemed from seriousness by the un-
failing good nature of the colored men and
their absolute freedom from impatience or
profanity. We all gladly acknowledged that

they were a lesson to us and an example to

many who might easily feel superior to them.
It had passed the hour of midnight, but we

were at last out on the open road and dark
objects before us assumed the shapes of build-

ings and houses and spires that might be Tus-
kegee. The horses were in the spirit of tri-

umph after labor, and very soon we turned into

the school grounds, and driving past several

buildings stopped before a frame structure
where stood a guard. Eight of these faith-

ful fellows, we learned, watch the place every
hour of the night. And now afer midnight,
without previous notice or introduction, we
were turned over by "Bob Beesley" to the
tender mercies of these young colored boys.

They made no protest at our late arrival, they
regretted the inconvenience we had had, but
evidently did not think for one minute of the

trouble we might give them. To accommo-
date the three of us in the emergency, required

that a room should be furnished in part and
a bed made. They went about this with all

despatch and at 1.15 A. M. we were preparing

for bed.

Very early the next morning the bell be-

gan to ring in good Westtown fashion, and the

two of us in the newly furnished room were
sensible for a few short moments, that the

activities of the day had commenced. An
hour later a friendly knock on the door
aroused us and we found a young man pre-

pared to show us to breakfast. He awaited
our convenience and nearly an hour late we
were taken to the dining-room. Nowise dis-

concerted with our tardiness, the indulgent

housekeeper proceeded to have us a fresh

breakfast prepared and made us feel a com-
fortable sense of welcome in the hospitality of

the school. Breakfast over, the sun had suf-

ciently dispelled the mists to give us a good
view of the forty or more buildings that are

included in the school plant. Perhaps a dozen

of these are of brick and are in every partic-

ular worthy of the noble uses to which they

are assigned. The buildings are grouped

about the crest of a somewhat irregular X
_3ed ravine. The Industrial Buildings, the

Agricultural Hall and the chapel are at one

end, the Hospital and some of the girls' dor-

mitories are on one side, the Administration

building. Science Hall, Boys' dormitories,

president's and teachers' houses and new
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Carnegie library are on the otlier, while Ala-

bama Hall is somewhat in the centre. When
one reflects that these fine buildings are prac-

tically all the product of student labor a sense

of the presence of a great work is quite over-

powering. The Carnegie library is just get-

ting the roof, but one sees at a glance that

it will be an imposing structure in the best

colonial style. The plan, we learned, was drawn

by the teacher of drawing, the bricks were

burned by students and the whole structure is

the product of home labor. When finished the

building will be a fitting monument of the

triumph of Booker T. Washington's noble

ideas.

Testimonies for Truth Still in Force.

The following editorial which has appeared

in the Evening Bulletin, of this city, concludes

with an appreciation of the public value of our

religious Society to the country, wherever we
will maintain our wholesome testimonies for

truth. There are several such testimonies

which would bear their moral and spiritual

teaching, preaching, or protest to any "crook-

ed and perverse nation," among whom they

would "shine as lights in the world, holding

forth the word of truth." The article is en-

titled "Shaw and 'your Excellency,' " and is

as follows:

—

"General attention has been directed to the

telegraphic despatch in which Governor Shaw
informs President Roosevelt that he will ac-

cept the post of Secretary of the Treasury.

The Iowa Governor says with great deference

that 'if it will please Your Excellency,' etc.,

he will take the place. Where did Governor

Shaw learn this form of lowly salutation to the

President? 'Your Excellency,' which has no

official standing whatever as a ceremonial

title, went out of vogue long ago in this coun-

try in addressing the executive, although still

used in one or two States in the formal desig-

nation of a Governor. Besides, how is it that

a man in a democratic commonwealth like

Iowa pens an informal personal communication

with the words 'if it will please' after the

European manner of addressing a royal sov-

ereign. It certainly looks as if the Governor

were oppressed with a reverence for the great-

ness of Mr. Roosevelt or his ofiice or both.

It is a little thing, of course, but is one of

those little things which often go a long way
in giving the country an idea of a public man's
calibre.

' 'On the same day that President Roosevelt

received Governor Shaw's telegram, a com-
mittee of Friends in this city, of which Presi-

dent Isaac Sharpless, of Havorford College, is

chairman, forwarded to him a formal letter on

the subject of their peace conference. They

addressed it 'To Theodore Roosevelt, Pres-

ident of the United States; Honored and Re-

spected Friend.' What better example could

there be than they offer of a salutation which

combines at once simplicity of expression, per-

sonal courtesy, oflScial respect and the demo-
cratic spirit?"

To be faithful in outward things is the di-

rect way to be entrusted with spiritual things;

whereas if we neglect the first, under the

plea that they are lower or of less moment,
we cannot have the true riches committed to

us.

"My Lord and I."

BY L.^HOREY.

[An authorized and corrected reprint of the

poem which appeared in our issue of Eleventh

Month 23, entitled "My Lord and I," is nec-

essarily given below, now that we are in-

formed by Walter Morice, of England (a com-

panion of our friends Samuel Morris and

Thomas P. Cope on their visit to Denmark and

Norway), that the author was his next door

neighbor when he lived at Leytonstone. She

continues to find time amidst urgent house-

hold duties to write several such poems and

other articles. The words of this poem were

composed by L. Shorey, while busy in the

kitchen one morning. Their having been

handed in for The Friend as of Huguenot au-

thorship, has its only basis in the old Huguenot
tune in which they have been set to music.

The author has 'received many thanks "from
the most out of the way places, for the help

and blessing which her simple poem has been

to weary souls."

—

Ed. Friend.]

I have a friend so precious.

So very dear to me,

He loves me with such tender love.

He loves so faithfully :

I could not live apart from Him,

I love to feel Him nigh,

And so we dwell together.

My Lord and I.

Sometimes I'm faint and weary.

He knows that I am weak,

And as He bids me lean on Him,
His help I gladly seek :

He leads me in the paths of light

Beneath a sunny sky.

And so we walk together.

My Lord and I.

He knows how much I love Him,
He knows I love Him well

;

But with what love He loveth me
My tongue can never tell

;

It is an everlasting love

In ever rich supply.

And so we love each other.

My Lord and I.

I tell Him all my sorrows,

I tell Him all my joys,

I tell IJim all that pleases me,

I tell Him what annoj's
;

He tells me what I ought to do,

He tells me what to try,

And so we talk together.

My Lord and I.

He knows how I am longing

Some weary soul to win.

And so He bids me go, and speak
The loving word for Him

;

He bids me tell his wondrous love.

And why He came to die,

And so we work together,

My Lord and I.

I have his yoke upon me.
And easy 'tis to bear

;

In the burden which He carries

I gladly take a share
;

For then it is my happiness

To have Him always nigh :

We bear the yoke together.

My Lord and I.

So up into the mountains
Of heaven's cloudless light,

Or away into the valleys

Of darkness or of night.

Though round us tempests gather

And storms are raging high.

We'll travel on together.

My Lord and I.

And when the journey s ended
In rest and peace at last.

When every thought of danger
And weariness is past.

In the Kingdom of the future.

In the Glory by-and-bye,

We'll live and reign together,

My Lord and I.

For "The Fr

Reminiscences.

(Continued from page 194.)

Samuel Cope, referred to in a previous nui

ber, as being acceptably engaged in the rai

istry at W'esttown in 1850, was a member
Bradford Monthly Meeting in Chester count

Pa., and was not only highly esteemed fort
"work's sake," but as a private citizen in I

thickly settled neighborhood.

This was attested by the very large atten

ance at his funeral. He was a man of fi

personal appearance and commanding pre

ence. An uncompromising lover and defend

of the Truth.

• Fearless alike of friends and foes

As right and left he dealt his blows
;

But when sickness and sorrow came to be,

Gentle as a lamb was he.

His last public appearance in the minist

was at Downington meeting, when nearly blir

and spoke clearly and impressively from t

text, " Before I was afflicted I went astra

but now have I kept thy word."

He died Eleventh Month 11, 1871.

In number twenty-six of the present v

ume, mention of our beloved friend Hann
Gibbons was made, but no allusion to the hu

ble and true Christian courtesy that were

marked a feature in her character. She w

an example to all; and furnished a strong e

dence of the power of Divine Grace in t

soul of man to bring into exercise those Chr

tian graces that make the society of those

possess them, so attractive to others. Ev

to old age she was remarkable for her c(

sideration of the comfort and happii

her friends. She died in West Chest

Fourth Month 2nd, 1868, in the ninety-eigl

year of her age, and sixty-third of her i

istry. "Blessed are the pure in heart,

they shall see God."
The same characteristic which distinguish

her were conspicuous in her faithful daughi

Jane Gibbons, who also attained the

ninety-four years, of both of whom memori
were issued by Philadelphia Yearly Meetinj

" God calls our loved ones, but we lose not wl

AVhat He hath given
;

They live on earth in thought and deed truly

As in his heaven."

Joseph Snowdon, under date of Twell

Month 6, 1856, writes to Joseph Scattergc

from Westtown: "Samuel Bettle staid a

attended meeting on Fifth-day and was pre*

largely engaged in explaining to the childi

our testimonies on various subjects, that

plainness of dress, silent waiting, against

iiireling ministry, music, etc, which I lit

will have a useful effect."

Westtown, F"irst Month 19, 18

Joseph Snowdon to Joseph Scattergft

"We have had one of the most unpreced«i
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aow storms since we have been at Westtown
he thermometer stood at zero and below most
f yesterday; it commenced snowing in the

fternoon and continued all night. The roads

re completely blocked up in places. There

as been no intercourse with West Chester to-

ly. We had some difficulty in getting the

lass front doors open, the snow was so drifted

p against them. The pipes in our room are

•ozen and not yet thawed at 4 o'clock, P. W.

)hn Benington is out with several yoke of

ten to break the road from here to the farm,

ruly I am almo.st overdone with having so

any things to do, and it is high time we
ere released. I have several men out trying

I make a road to the woods, as we have not

uch wood on hand. I suppose we use from

iree to five cords per day these windy days.

have had to keep some of the water pipes

inning constantly to keep them from freez-

g. The house ought to be heated all over

ith steam or hot water.

The same to the same. First Month 24,

)57: "I have written thee a telegraphic

ispatch, requesting thee to send us fifteen

.rrels of fiour immediately, and to see that it

put on the cars. The miller has just been

) and said they cannot grind at all. The

ads are much unbroken. Samuel Alsop in-

rms, his thermometer was twenty-two de-

ees below zero. 1 believe there has not

en a single person here this week, except

e man on foot. John Benington himself

int to West Chester this morning in a one-

'rse sleigh. It is really a very trying time.

Westtown, First Month 27, 1S57.

Anthracite has been used very freely in-

ed and the circular saw cutting twelve

rds per day, has also been used with the

3atest freedom. I expect the temperature

this month has been lower than it has been

the last one hundred years, at least. Who
jr heard of seventeen, twenty, twenty-two

1 thirty-two degrees below zero in this sec-

of the country?

Under date of Westtown, Seventh Month 8,

57, Joseph iSnowdon writes: "Thy letter

the seventh was received last evening, con-

'ing the sad intelligence of the death of

ajamin Warder. He was one of my oldest

He will be greatly missed.

W. P. T.

'^0 one follower of Christ should condemn
Jbjier because the other's spiritual life is

of the same stamp as his own. Let not

rtba, busied with her much serving, run-

Ig everywhere to missionary meetings, or

visit the sick and poor, find fault with

ry in her quiet devotion, peaceful, thought-

gentle, loving, because she does not abound
;he same activities.

'lor let Mary in her turn, judge Martha, and
her piety superficial. Let her honor it

er as the copy of another feature of the

ite loveliness of Christ. The Marys are

lovely; and every woman should have the

y spirit of peace, and should set much
y-like, at the Master's feet to hear his

iS, in order to be fitted for the best serv-

But Martha's work must be done too;

hristian woman will neglect her duties of

ice in her privileges of devotion.

J. R. Miller.

Orson Douglass and John D. Bemo, the Indian.

In a stray copy of a serial leaflet, "Good
News for Sea and Land," printed about two
years ago, the writer of this read a brief sketch

of the life of Orson Douglass, a Presbyterian

minister, who died half a century ago in Phil-

adelphia. The sketch was written by Martha
D. Foulks, a daughter.

Urson Douglass was born about 1798 in

Vermont, near Middlebury, his father being a

miller. He early studied law, but his health

being impaired he went South for a year, be-

came a Christian, and, following a call to the

ministry settled first in Marietta, Pennsylva-

nia, and, fourteen years later, came to Phila-

delphia, where at the age of forty years, he

interested himself in the "Mariners' Church,"

near the Delaware River front. The Sailors"

Home was largely started through his endeav-

ors, also the plan of forecastle libraries for

the sailors. The daughter referred to remem-
bers the first bookcases her father had made,

how he solicited money with which to buy

suitable books to fill them, and how she looked

over bundles of pamphlets, papers, etc., for

distribution to the seafaring men, who were
told to hand them to others when they had

read them. Orson Douglass was much inter-

ested in the promotion of temperance. With
John Chambers, an earnest Presbyterian min-

ister (whom I remember, when in my teens,

hearing spoken of as taking a special interest

in the spiritual welfare of the University stu-

dents), he was the first in Philadelphia to take

John B. Gough by the hand after his "fall" in

New York city. The following incident, very

nearly as narrated, concerning saving a drunk-

ard, is worth preserving:

There was one family, the husband a

sailor—an oysterman—a drunken fellow, as

was the wife's father, also. The husband,

under father's preaching, was converted. One
day father called at the house, saw the old

man, ninety years old, sitting by a table in

the corner with a jug of whiskey near his

hand. He was trembling, his eyes red, his

hearing defective. Father went to speak to

him. His daughter said, 'You can't reform

him. He was in Washington's army; has been

a drunkard for seventy-five years.' But he

did talk to him and prayed that the Lord

would open his eyes to see his danger. He
did not visit that section again for two weeks,

I think. He was then standing on the other

side of the street, and he heard some one call

him; he turned and saw the old man at the

gate; crossed over and called loudly in his

ear, 'You need not do that,' said the old man.

'See, Pve got my hearing and my legs, too,

and I've not touched a drop of the liquor since

I saw you.' They went into the house to-

gether, the daughter meeting him with joyful

face, saying 'Oh, Mr. Douglass, our house

used to be a hell upon earth but ncfw it's like

heaven!' Cheerfully acquiescing in the invi-

tation to come to a place of religious worship

he was not long afterward received into mem-
bership continuing steady, while manifesting

a good relitrious spirit to the end. He died at

the ripe age of one hundred and two or one

hundred and three years."

A personal letter from the inditer of the

above account, written from a temporary rest

retreat away from her Maryland home, con-

tains some interesting and stimulating infor-

mation concerning a Seminole Indian, John
Douglass Bemo, who had been helped upon his

course in the narrow way through acquaint-
anceshio with Orson Douglass. The writer
says:

"Although I have been confined to the

house by sickness for several months, I feel I

can still be of some use in the Master's vine-

yard. I know the account of John D. Bemo's
conversion was published in the renort of the

Seamen's Friend Society of, I think, 1840 or

1841; still I can give some facts in his life

while with us. When John was a growing
lad, his father with several other Indians, went
down to St. Augustine to sell furs, etc., tak-

ing him with them. After the sale they
became intoxicated, quarreled, and John's

father was killed. His companions fearing

detection, made their escape^ leaving the lad

among strangers. Eventually he went to sea,

at one time wath a good captain who influenced

his whole life. One night, when in his bunk,

he was surrounded by a light and heard the

'Good Spirit' calling him to follow Him, to

give Him his heart—whfch he did. In a short

time he came to Philadelphia, was taken to

the Sailors' Home, and thus became acquainted

with my father. He found John was anxious

to obtain an education, and return to preach
the news of salvation to his people, who had
then removed to the Western reservation.

"Father took him into our own family that

he might the more closely observe him, and
found his conversion genuine. He was then

admitted into membership of the Mariners'

church. Father interested the members of

the Ladies' Seamen's Friend Society in his be-

half, and others of his acquaintances, enabling

him to go to school, but he always made his

home with us. I never met a more lovely

Christian character than John's, 'coveting

earnestly the best gifts,' which Paul speaks

of in 1 Cor. 13th chapter. He slept in a room
over mine, and I would often be waked up at

night by hearing him wrestle in prayer with

his God, for himself and his people. He went
to Easton to finish his studies. He was a

nephew of the celebrated chief, Osceola, and

he thought if he could go back to his people,

dressed as his uncle did, they would be more
willing to receive him. So a handsome em-
broidered garment was made by a number of

lady friends, taking as a pattern the likeness

of the chief, bv Catlin.

"On his return he was welcomed by the

tribe, especially when they found he did not

aspire to the chieftanship, only seeking to be

their spiritual leader. After he had been at

home a short time, a band of chiefs,old Mi-ke-

no-py. Tiger Tail, Tusternugger, the afterward

celebrated Wild Cat, and a colored interpre-

ter, came on to Washington on business for

the tribe ; from there to Philadelphia to see

the friends of John, and know if he had told

them the truth. Father found a suitable

boarding place, and took them round to visit

places of interest; had meetings in their be-

half, collecting various articles as presents.

The last evening of their stay, the interpreter

spoke of the kindness of their white brothers,

and what a wonderful people they were, they

could do everything but put life in the body;

he thanked them for their many gifts, but

[added], when they went home and showed
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[the presents] to their wives and children,

they would say, 'What did they send us?' So,
1

of course, their departure was delayed until

something could be collected for the women
folks, and they went away rejoicing. John

was active in his work and successful. He
married one of his tribe, and had a family,

which were educated at the Hampton Indian

School.

"While John was at school, the government

sent another young Indian to our house. He

was very smart, different from John, how-

ever, so full of mischief mother could not

keep her help; he would run into the kitchen

brandishing his knife, telling our colored cook

he would scalp her. At last father sent him

to board with a widow lady who taught school,

friend Howard. There he soon learned to

read, but was of a roving disposition, so

cleared off. Just before father's death, a

young man in sailor's garb accosted him in

the street, saying, 'Don't you know me, Mr.

Douglass?' As he did not, he added, 'I am
Indian Tom. I am mate of a vessel, and,

more than that, am a Christian, all owing [un-

der Providence] to your prayers and teachings.'

So the seed sown in weakness brought forth

fruit to the honor and glory of the good

Lord."
M. D. Foulks says more particularly of her

father: ' 'He said when [he was] young he had

a high temper, but when he was converted he

made it a rule never to answer when angry

until he repeated the Lord's prayer. He said

he was never sorry he studied law, for he could

settle the disputes of the people in an amica-

ble manner." He died in 1852, aged about

fifty-four years. J. W. L

"He Believes in Me."—There is nothing

which quite takes the place, in a boy's life, of

the consciousness that somebody— his teacher,

brother, sister, father, mother or friend,—be-

lieves in him.

One of the most discouraging things to a

youth who is apparently dull, yet is conscious

of real power and ability to succeed, is to be

depreciated by those around him, to feel that

his parents and teachers do not understand

him, that they look upon him as a probable

failure.

When, into the life of such a boy there

comes the loving assurance that somebody has

discovered him, has seen in him possibilities

undreamed of by others, that moment there is

born within him a new hope, a light that will

never cease to be an inspiration and encour-

agement.
If you believe in a boy, if you see any real

ability in him (and every human being is born

with ability to do some one thing well) tell

him so; tell him that you believe he has the

making of a man in him. Such assurance has

often proved of greater advantage to a youth

than cash capital. There is inspiration in "He
believes in me."

—

Success.

The following lines, written by Fannie H.

Marr, a Southern woman, are expressive of the

feelings of many who have been enabled to

, "Not my will but Thine be done."—J.

C. M.

Can we, remembering what the year hath brought

us

Of grief and woe, can we lift up to Thee,

Without hypocrisy, which Thou abhorrest,
" Thanksgiving and the voice of melody ?"

Yes, from the depths of sorrow-stricken spirits.

From homes whence earthly joys have fled away;

From pathways Death makes desolate and lonely.

We can be thankful with Thy saints to-day.

Not for the sorrow, Lord
;
(our hearts are human)

;

Not for the loss—tho' from it gain were shown
;

Not for the void—tho' Thy great love can fill it
;

And not for Death—but for Death overthrown
;

And for Thy Presence that through deepest dark-

ness

Kept and sustained, and left us not alone
;

And for Thy wondrous, perfect sympathy
That without sorrow we had never known.

We can be thankful for the good and faithful

Who walked with us awhile—then joined the

train

That evermore from earth is upward wending.

Perfect through suff'ering, purified through pain.

Wherefore through tears Thy pitying heart ne'er

censured,

With psalms and hymns that o'er the wide world

ring
;

With all the saints on earth, and saints in heaven.

Praise and thanksgiving to our God we bring.

One who has very notably been guided in

material things remarked: "I seek to get my
heart into such a state that it has no will of

its own in a matter. Nine-tenths of the diffi-

culties of Divine guidance are overcome when

our hearts are ready to do his will. The dis-

tance to the knowledge of his will is very

little."

Degeneracy of the Pulpit.—Considerable
attention has recently been called in the col-

umns of both the religious and secular press

to the devices adonted by some ministers to

fill the churches, which are considered by the

unthinking to be so "up-to-date." On a re-

cent occasion, we were tortured by being com
pelled to listen to an address intended for

children, which consisted in telling the story

of the prodigal son and illustrating it with

dolls and toy houses and other gee-gaws con

sidered appropriate. While we grant that

this may have been an extreme case, we can

not but remark how no opportunity seems to

be missed by some ministers to cheapen the

Gospel, which they profess themselves called

to preach. Strange robes, chemical experi-

ments to illustrate truth, exhibitions of pict-

ures, and the use of stereoptican views, may
appeal for a week or two to the vulgar-minded

but they certainly belittle the man who uses

them, and put to shame the Gospel of God's

grace. There is no doubt but that each new
age is reached bv a new method of appeal.

The appeal so powerful at the beginning of

the century may have lost its force by the

end ; but in its essence the appeal is the

same. Men are still sinners, and they need

forgiveness and the implanting of the Divine

life just the same as they ever did. To
awaken a soul-hunger for the things of the

Spirit, and then to satisfy it with the declara-

tion of the geat provision made by the Gospel

of reconciliation— this is the work of the pul-

pit, and every attempt to cheapen it will

bring disaster upon all, and the record of any
such ministry will be written in the well

known words, "The hungry sheep look up and
are not fed.

'

' —Episcopal Recorder

Science and Industry. Is

In Case op Fire.—Quick, intelligent woij

imperative when a person's clothing becomi

ignited. Your first move should be to get tl

person at length on the floor. The easiest ai

safest way to accomplish this is by trippinj

Then roll him over and over. This alone w
go a long way toward smothering the flame

but at the same time lay hold of a rug, co:

or anything thick with which the operatit.

can be more speedily and effectually coi!

pleted. A pailful of water will answer tl

purpose, perhaps, but do not take even t<

seconds to obtain it. It is of vital importan

that you make use of the nearest mear

Strive to keep the flames away from the upp

half of the body, for that is the most vulne

able portion of the human anatomy.

Should your own clothing catch fire, it w
require all your courage and training to enal

you to act rationally. The natural and alrac

overpowering impulse is to run. Don't;

only makes a bad matter rapidly worse. I

down at once and roll yourself up in anythi

which will assist in smothering the f

Fire has a strong upward tendency, and it m

soon envelop your whole body if you rem;

on your feet.

The danger of your inhaling the flames

also greatly increased, and internal burns i

pretty uniformly fatal.

So far I have used the masculine pronot

but all of my directions apply with even mc

force to women. It is a sad fact that thr

fourths of those who suffer from burns belc

to the fair sex. This is ascribable in a lai

measure to the inflammable nature of th

dress.

—

Good Housekeeping.

Need of a Foreign Parcels Post.—A 1

eign parcels post is a growing necessity

the manufacturers of the United States,

present the regulations of the postal serv

reject any packet of samples of merchanc

having a salable value. No complete arti

can be sent as a sample; only one glove o:

pair, or one shoe. The postage rate amou
to $1.60 for a pound package, or $16 for

pounds. Mr. Winters reports the case o

company, which received a small order fi

a correspondent in the Argentine Repub

The packet weighed only three pounds,

the express charges were $6.30. The Brit

postal guide shows that, under the Bril

flag, this package could have been sent to

same party for fifty-seven cents. Anotr
case was that of an English merchant, 'O

ordered a bill of goods from an Amerin

house in Minneapolis. The purhase price s

$9.30, the transportation charges $14.'.

"Need any one wonder then that the Ameri n

control of the foreign markets of the worl *

slow, when such obstacles as these are tc«

met?" At present we are not able to reb

the interior towns of South America by T

means at our command. In other words, e

must send our goods to a town on the co :,

and the consignee, in the interior, must sid

to the coast to get them. This is practJl

prohibition of all trade between the two civ

tries. in small packages. Give us a fonli

parcels post, similar to that enjoyed by ir

European competitors, and we can rapidly

large our trade with South America.

The Postmaster General, by and with

I
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isent of the President, has power to nego-

te a parcels post convention with any for-

;n government at his own discretion. We
renegotiated such conventions with Mexico

i some of the Republics of Central America,

i the West Indies. There is also in opera-

n a treaty with Germany, involving a par-

I
post; very much to the advantage, how-

er, of Germany.

—

New York Independent.

Few readers are aware of the amount and

lue of the gold leaf which is used on the

iding of books. A recent visitor to the

jkbindery of Harper & Brothers was in-

•med that so rich in value is even the waste

this flimsy material that the "planing off

)le" is furnished with a sort of wooden
pper covered with a wire screen through

lich the tiny particles of gold used in the

;orations of the book covers sift and are

•efuUy collected. This costly waste is then

d to regular brokers, who deal with jewel-

1 and bookbinders for such material. The

ste, on the average, comes to about thirty-

3 per cent, of the entire amount of gold

jd, so that it will be seen that the gold so

red in an extensive bindery must amount to

arge sum in the course of a year. It was
,ted in reply to a question that the waste

gold on the cover of "The Right of Way,"
ich is not at all garish in appearance, had

to several thousand dollars.

A Roman Station in England.—A most

eresting memorial of the Roman occupation

-England has just been sold under the auc-

Beer's hammer. This is the Roman station

I

Ambogianna, the largest on the famous
ill which marked the limit of the Roman
)vince. After an existence of eighteen

adred years, the walls of the station, five

t thick, are in a wonderful state of preser-

ion. The gateways are noble specimens

Roman work; some of the wedge-shaped

les used in the arches are still to be seen

the ground. The interior of the camp is

rked with lines of streets and the ruins of

Idings. The estate which claimed this

:ient memorial of the past, was sold for

ht thousand pounds.

—

London Chronicle.

5ees Not Using Their Stings.—There are

umber of honeymaking bees which appar-

ly do not use their stings, or in which the

are atrophied and too blunt to hurt.

ne are very small, so diminutive that they

called mosquito-bees. They gather quan-

of honey, of which Bates, in one of the

s on the Amazon, took two quarts from
I of the nests. In Jamaica, where some of

se amiable bees are also found, they are

led "angelitos," a name given to them by

original Spanish settlers in honor of their

)d temper. Some Australian dwarf bees

—

) "angelitos" so far as human beings are

icerned— do not use their stings, perhaps

(jause they are not sharp enough to hurt,

i| deal with their enemies something after

\ mannsr of the Quaker on board ship who
jused to use a gun, but threw the French-
Co overboard. An enemy is held down by

ijeral of the bees, who gradually put him on

i rack by pulling his limbs out tight and
ilping them so, for as long as an hour, by

Ich time the prisoner "dies a natural

death." Bumblebees are popularly su

not to sting. The males have no stings, but

the females have, at any rate in the common
bumblebee. There are so many sizes in a

bumblebee's nest, large females, small females,

and males, that it is a safe speculation not to

take the risk, though bumblebees are very

easy going creatures and only sting when
or hurt. — The Spectator.

"Conscience, Not Thine Own, but the Other's."
I Cor. x: 29.

The following characteristic passage, from
Count Tolstoy's diary, has been published by

Vladimir Tchertkoff :

—

"The other day a girl came asking the ques-

tion (so usual, so artificial) what she must do

to be useful. Talking with her. it became
clear to me that the great evil from which
millions sufi'er is not so much that they live in

positive wickedness as that they do not live

according to their own conscience. Instead of

their own conscience, people take some other

person's conscience higher than their own,

and obviously being without power to live ac-

cording to this other conscience, they conform
neither to that nor to their own, and so live

without conscience. I advised this young ladv

to live not by my conscience, as she wished,

but bv her own. But she, poor girl, does not

even know whether she has a conscience of any
kind or not. This is a great evil, and it is

most important that men should develop, make
clear to themselves, their conscience, and then

live according to conscience."

If for "conscience," which is largely a pro-

duct of education and environment, we substi-

tute the Quaker term "the Light within," we
could hardly have a better statement of that

which has made us what we are. George
Fox's words to William Penn about his sword,

"Wear it as long as thou canst, " show that

he expected others to experience what he him-

self knew, a personal touch with the Spirit of

Truth, which went deeper than human author-

ity, deeper than any arguments of reason, giv-

ing the individual a certitude in which he

would, if needful, stand up and say "yes," in

face of a whole world that said "no."
The difficulty is, of course, that such claims

to individual certitude savor of infallibility,

and, if made too freely by those who "have
the treasure in earthen vessels," tend direct

to anarchy. The remedy will be found in the

thought of the Unity of the Spirit under all

manifestations; and in that respect for author-

ity, whether of Scripture or of the Christian con-

sciousness, which comes of the realization that

my light is only after all a little piece of that

one Light which enlightens every man who
is obedient to it. It is as we are taken out of

ourselves, as self is lost in union with God,

that His humanity and harmony manifests

itself through us. In spite of failures, we
may fairly claim that this unity has been and
is in some real measure known among us.

—

British Friend.

Modern Literature.—The present supply

of literature has a great tendency to diminish

the appetite for, and the real search after

knowledge. Even the bee, it is said, gives

over collecting when it finds there is no win-

ter. Knowledge is now served up in many
dishes; and it is so pushed upon men at every

turn, that they are ever tasting, and so rarely

come to that healthy appetite and vigorous
search which strengthen the intellectual m\is-

des.—Samuel Tuke.

Sin and the Law.

'Sin is the 1 of the law."— 1 John 3:4.

The new revision reads "Sin is lawlessness,"

violating law, that is acting without law,

that is acting as though there were no law.

The text does not state that the law violated

is God's law. It does not state that, because
that is always understood. "Law" in the

mouth of Christ or on the pen of an apostle

always means God's law. And that is a mean-
ing of the word that it is not well, is not safe,

to let slip away.

As much as that, at any rate, is meant by
Moses when he says of the Ten Command-
ments that they were "written with the finger

of God." To-day, as four thousand years

ago, the supreme significance of those com-
mandments as moral motives lies man's in-

ward witness of them as an outcome from God,
God's mind written down, the will of the Eter-

nal put in black and white.

What the Bible intends by law, is not a

manufacture, is not an improvisation, not a
human notion set in the judgment hall and
clad in judiciary robes, but an ordinance that

does not have to be made, that is from ever-

lasting and will continue to everlasting and that

is righteous with all of God's holiness and in-

stinct with his authority, so that in obeying
law we are keeping step with God's intention

and in transgressing it we are fighting at his

holy omnipotence.

It is this that comes out in the cry wrung
from David after Nathan had completed with
him the probing process "Against thee, thee

only, have I sinned." Of course, in a sense

he had sinned against Uriah; he had killed

Uriah, and therefore in a wholesale way
trampled upon him and all his rights. In a

sense he had sinned against Bethsheba; he had
wronged her and contemptuously disdained all

the claims made upon him by her exalted

womanhood. In ihe ordinary sense of the

term he had also sinned against the whole
Hebrew people. No man can do that which
is an offense to the general conscience or

which can have a tendency to lower the tone

of the general life without therein violating

the rights of all with whom his act comes into

any kind of relation near or remote. And
then also he might have gone no farther than

to realize that he had sinned against two of the

commandments of the decalogue, which he cer-

tainly had done, the sixth and the seventh.

And perhaps in the majority of cases that is

as far as a transgressor of the law does go

—

he thinks of the law he has broken, of the

ordinance he has violated, but without think-

ing back to the Being whose authority and
purpose of righteousness comes to expression

in that law.

As soon now as we recognize in this way that

a sin is not so much an act of stepping off from

a moral chalk-line as it is an act of running

against and trying to run over, the great God
that drew the line, it becomes apparent that

there is not so much real difference in the

amount of sinfulness in the different sins as is

liable to be imagined. Perhaps we derive our

idea that some wicked things are a great deal

more wicked than other wicked things, from
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the fact that some offenses the state punishes
more severely than it does others. But the

state does not punish crimes because they are
wiciied.but because they militate against pub-
lic interest, and therefore, naturally and prop-
erly grades its penalties to match the amount
of public injury which the several classes of

crime may respectively entail. But a sin is not

a sin because it hurts the community but be-

cause it is rebellion against a Holy God, and
there is just as much of the genius of such re-

bellion in doing one thing that we know dis-

pleases Him as in doing anything else that we
know displeases Him..

This which we have been illustrating is stated

directly by James in the passage commencing.
"Whosoever shall keep the whole law and yet

offend in one point, he is guilty of all." That
means that if you have broken one command-
ment you have wrecked the whole Decalogue.

The first impression is that James's statement
is an extravagant one and to be accepted only

under reservation, and is likely to be resented

by a man who breaks some of the command-
ments but keeps himself cheerful and expect-

ant by reminding himself that there is a ma-
jority of them that he does not break or that

he is not aware of breaking.

Scripture puts side by side, as of equal

significance, sins that the common habit of our

thinking distributes into distinct classes, tag-

ging one class "permissible, "another "repre-

hensible, "and a third "awfully wicked.-" By
such an arrangement we contrive to keep clear

of unpardonable sins and lay our depravity out

in iniquities considered to be so minute that

it makes no particular difference whether they
are pardoned or not.

And as already implied it is not individual

sins so much, after all, that Scripture is think-

ing about , and particularly is this true of Scrip-

ture in its later portions, as it gets on and
deals with the race in its course of mental and
moral development, it less and less interests

itself in the forms of things and gets down
closer to their realities. So that as we come
on to the ground traversed by Christ and his

apostles, the matter we are taught to bend our
attention to is not sins, but sin; not the ini-

quity there is in a specific act, but the ini-

quity that there is in the heart and of which
specific acts, called sinful, are merely the sign,

the advertisement.

The enmity toward God that we have to get
rid of, the indifference or even antagonism to

his holy will that we need to be delivered from,

is not in what we do, but in what makes us do
it. We judge them by what they do, for if we
are going to judge men at all that is the only

ground we have to go upon. Some process

of discernment, as an ethical X-ray, may be

revealed eventually by means of which we can
skip men's behavior, and get a straight look

into their interior. It is bad enough that the

doctors can look straight into our bodies, and
it would be intolerably embarrassing if any
scheme of moral perforation should ever be

able to turn a man's heart and conscience

inside out, going right through clothes, flesh,

bones, clear to a man's ethical marrow. And
the embarrassment we should experience under

those circumstances means what our acts tell

our neighbors about ourselves is only very dis-

tantly related to what our hearts tell us about

ourselves.

And it is the "us" that counts. There are

a great many people who would not object at

all to going before God at the day of judgment
if what they had been doing and saying

through life wei'e the only things that would
come into the account. The men and women
that you and I know behave as a rule very

well. Neither our acts nor our words, gen-

erally speaking, are of a kind to make us

ashamed of them. But how many of us would
be out of jail if we did all the things that we
should like to do, and that it is very probable

we should do if it were not for hell or Sing

Sing? Now it is only when you get to that

spot in a man where he does his desiring, that

you reach the real ground of what a man is.

A man is morally to be measured not by what
he says or does or even thinks, but by what he

wants, by his likings. It is not pleasant ter-

ritory, comfortable territory, that we are tra-

versing just now, but it is good for us. Going
over ground of this kind may not in itself

make us any better, but there is something at

any rate to be said for preaching that does

nothing more than serve as a broom to sweep
out of the dusky corners of men's souls the

accumulated cobwebs of misconception. And
for a man who behaves very well, but who
would not behave nearly as well if it were not

that something or other makes him afraid to

behave badly, for such an one to claim that be-

cause he behaves well he is therefore a good
man, is a piece of transparent evasion; he is

lying to himself and he knows he is lying to

himself. Whether the Day of Judgment is

going to be in all respects what was picto-

rially represented to us in our primers when
we were children I cannot say; but every once
in about so often there drifts through our

soul's atmosphere a rather dense and murky
cloud of suspicion that at one time or another

and in one way or another that which is now
concealed in men's hearts is going to be re-

vealed, and that there is a certain residue of

solid fact denoted by the Bible's reference to

"the day when God shall judge the secrets of

men." So that this whole serious matter of

what a man is inwardly in his unacted impulses

and in his unspoken desires and passions, it is

kind and considerate to keep faithfully opened
up.

It is a thing to think of, that man, the most
wonderful of God's creations, the one that is

most like Him, is the only one that does not get

along well with Him, that quarrels with tlim

and makes sport of Him and of his ordinances;

and not only the only thing that does rebel

against Him, but the only thing that knows
how to rebel against Him. Law is every-

where; there is no form of existence, elevate

or insignificant, that is not created into a realm
or ordinance. The whole universe is tracked

with divinely ordained lines of procedure.

Everything has its way to go, and goes there,

its things to do and does them, its manner
of revolving or manner of growing, and it re-

volves in that manner and grows in that man-
ner—always.

When you come into the sphere of animal
life it is not so easy to forecast behaviour be-

cause it is not so easy to define all the laws
that are in force there and the relations in

which the several classes of law operating
there stand to each other. You cannot al-

ways tell what a bird will do, but you could if

you understood all the divinely originated c

nances that are applicable to the bird's es

ence. The bird never transgresses those k
never wants to, never can. All those th'

work exactly as God is minded to have tl

work. They do what is expected of th

The flowers have their Ten Commandents
they never break them. The stars have t

Sinai and keep to the decalogue divinely le

lated there. There is no morality in the

ena's obedience any more than the smooth i

ning of a finely built and well lubricated

chine, which does not disobey the law of

structure and cannot disobey it. The powe;

be wicked is the most awful power we hi

To stand before Almighty God on his thr

and say, "I won't," all the stars in the

ranged in solid phalanx couldn't do that. ]

can. It is a great thing to be a man; it

awful thing to be a man.
Now the fact that everything in this gi

universe, from a dewdrop to a star, from a

of protoplasm to a Socrates, has its law

down for it and that, with but the single exc

tion of man, the laws laid down are obe

with an obedience that is constant and pt

tilious, is sufficient to show us what is Gi

whole attitude in the matter, and that the

bellion against Him which exists in the

human corner of the universe is sometb
which He cannot permanently tolerate,

is rebellion against God. You might bear v

rebellion for a season, just as for a seaso:

parent, no matter how self-respecting, mi

bear with a rebellious child. Parental Ic

sagacity and even justice, might prompt s

a parent to postpone harsh measures till g

tier and long-suft'ering ones had shown tb

selves inefi'ective. But to talk about a
j

ent's permanent endurance of rebellion or

talk about God's permanent endurance of

bellion is a distinct matter; and I am cc

dent of expressing the sense of every ean
man and of being true to the spirit of Sc:

ture when I say that sooner or later the i

verse can no longer have in it either sin

sinnerS; and that eventually, if God is topr
Himself the absolute sovereign of our unive

all will have yielded themselves to his wil

heart-submission, or will have gotten th'

selves out into outer darkness.— C. H. Pi

hurst ill Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

Every one carries some burden. It maj
an affliction in the home. It may be a lurk

disease, known only to the sufi'erer and a

intimate friends, silently making inroads

on his system and bringing the end nea

every day. It may be a wandering son, wh
way the father deplores, and whose doom
dreads. It may be a financial calamity, wh

has swept all away. But whatever the tr

ble, there is a message in the Gospel to m
the case. There is a bright promise for

darkest day. God has not forgotten

troubled soul. He has remembered him in

will, saying, "Call upon Me in the day

trouble, and I will deliver thee, and thou si

glorify Me."

—

Christian Advocate.

Salvation, like air and sunshine, cannot

confined to frescoed walls. Many a chi

whose only organ is the wind whistling

tween the cracks, is a temple of God, w
many a costly edifice is a rendezvous of

clean birds and an ill savor to God.
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Notes Prom Others.

)ine of the resolutions of condolence adopted

he Philippine organizations in relation to the

h of the late President McKinley, which are

g received at the War Department are very

;ting in their quaint simplicity. One of them,

ing out the feelings of the Municipal Council

acarra, Luzon, reads, in part :

All the members, having received this news,

ve, mourn and are indignant at so lamentable
isfortune, and after a few moments of silence,

limously resolve to record in the minutes the

sorrow which the death of the honorable
ident has caused."

len they go on to name the observances which
will discharge "in support of the soul "of the

ident.

'JM AND Sheepskin Days.—The queer expres-

i often used by the mountaineers of Kentucky,
lessee. North and South Carolina and Georgia

f
under discussion by a number of Southern
among them being Commissioner Yerkes, of

Internal Revenue Bureau. He referred to a

j

peculiar expression that he had heard from a

ess while engaged in a court case in the

Stains of Kentucky, which, upon investiga-
' was found to have been used by the ances-

(Scotch) of these people two hundred and more

p ago. Then commissioner Yerkes told another

was engaged," he said, "in cross-examining

tness in a murder trial, and said to him :

! long have you known the defendant ?" His

er was :
' I hev knowed him ever since his gum

heepskin days.' I couldn't comprehend what
nan meant, and so I changed the question to

! me an idea of the number of years you have
n him.' Whereupon the witness said :

' I

cnowed him ever since he was a leetle baby,

lev already sed.'

'here was still a mystery to me in the ex-

ion, and so when the court adjourned for

I asked one of the native lawyers what the

IBS meant to tell me when he answered my
luestion. He explained that in the Kentucky
tains it is frequently a custom among the

e when a child is born to go out and cut down
m tree, saw it off about four feet long and
he piece half in two. A gum tree is hollow,

the half of the tree makes a kind of cradle

he baby. A sheepskin is placed in the semi-

lar gum log, and the baby is placed upon this

which is soft. The gum log is used as a

3. Therefore, since a man's gum and sheep-

iays is since the time of his birth."

—

Boston
•tiser.

ma Men who Have a " Chance."—It is not
iresting to note that the birthplace of the
Governor who has just been selected as Sec-
r of the Treasury was a log-cabin among the

i New England hills, that he secured his own
tion by earning money as a farm hand and
rards as a district school teacher, and that

s fought his way up from poverty and ob-

y through the exercise of unflagging indus-

id perseverance.

doctrine that poor young men " have no
e" in the United States in this era is rather
aally disproved by the career of Leslie M.

re is very little chance here or in any other
•y for young men who insist on luxuries

they cannot afford or are too indolent to

leir shoulders to the wheel and do a manful
of the world's work. But for the sturdy
who are not afraid of hard toil or long hours,

salize that knowledge is power and set them-
resolutely to learn all they can about their

or profession, who practice the virtue of

astery and keep themselves morally clean
3cent, there are probably greater and more

remunerative opportunities of advancement in this

country to-day than have ever been known at any

period in the past.

—

Phila. Bulletin.

Suffered as a Quaker.—The Minister of War
has just sent home a soldier named Gontaudier,

whose story is not commonplace. Gontaudier emi-

grated to the United States as a lad and joined the

Quakers. When his time came to serve in the

French army, he returned to France, and before

the military authorities stated that his religious

principles forbade him carrying a rifle. He was
court martialed and sentenced to two yeans' im-

prisonment. Having served his sentence out, he

was sent back to the regiment. There he stated

that his religious views had not altered, and he

was again sentenced to two years.

Probably this second penalty for one offence was
i illegal, but legality, as everybody knows, is held

by courts martial as a thing to be honored rather

in the breach than otherwise. He had served the

greater part of this second sentence when atten-

tion was called to his case by the Aurore. General

Andre, Minister of War, at once decided that he
should be sent to serve his three years in the am-
bulance corps. It now turns out that Gontaudier
being the only son of an aged mother, was liable to

one years' service only, and ought to have been

sent away long ago. The Minister of War has

just recognized this.

—

London News.

The Biblical World says :
" The new evangelism

will insist upon the teachings of Jesus as the norm
of all conduct. It will insist that theology become
more practical, and sociology more religious. It

will make use of apostolic methods which were
personal, and not merely institutional.

"It will rely upon the [deliverances] of the pew
as well as upon the pulpit, arid upon the contin-

uity of Christian preaching and life rather than
upon the spasmodic excitements of great revivals.

"Most of all, it will come to its true place only

as the evangelist himself, preacher or layman, is

not only [other things], but full of the Holy Spirit

and of power."
" Men care nothing for mere encyclopedic de-

tails. They will not listen to the statements of

matters in which it is apparent the speaker has no
vital interest. . . It is only as the facts of science

have issued in a new sense of their vital relation-

ship to Christian faith that they have value. [As
the good householder or ' scribe instructed unto the

kingdom of heaven '
—

' bringeth forth out of his

treasure things new and old.']

" In such men alone can the promise of both

testaments find fulfilment, ' He shall make his min-

isters a flame of fire.'"

Words and Their Ways.

In a late number of the New York Times is

an interesting review of a recently published

book called "Words and Their Ways in Eng-
lish Speech," from which the following has

been compiled for The Friend. Some words,

says the article, pass through as many vicissi-

tudes as fall to the lot of men and women,
their signifiance at mature age often differing

as widely from that in infancy, as does the

picture of an adult man or woman from that

of the same person during childhood. The
authors seem to have been aware of the inter-

est universally felt in the history of living

thing.s, and have so skilfully utilized it that

their work has the fascination of a study in

natural history. The reviewer says, and truly,

that the charm of the volume may be best

shown by some extracts from one chapter,

that on "Special Processes, "which sets forth

the manner in which words gradually move
away from their original meanings by succes-

sive steps of alternate specialization and gen-

eralization, until there is little or no connec-

tion between the meaning of the terms as
finally developed, and that which they bore at
the beginning. One instance: "treacle,"
which now means "sugar syrup" or "molas-
ses;" but this meaning comes in a very round-
about way from a Greek word, meaning "per-
taining to a wild beast" through the secon-
dary, or derivative meaning "a remedy for

the bite of a wild beast;" and these ancient
remedies for bites being put up in the form of
thick syrups, it is not difficult to see the pro-

gress of the definition of "treacle" to its pres-

ent form of any syrup, and during this gradual
change of meaning the word was used in its

several senses. Thus, when it came to mean
"remedy" in general, its connection with wild

beasts having probably been forgotten, "tre-
acle" was used in the sense of "comfort" or

"consolation," as Chaucer, who writes of our
Saviour as "treacle of every harm," i. e., a
sovereign remedy for all gi'iefs. There is

likewise a translation of the Scriptures which
renders a famous passage thus, "Is there no
treacle in Gilead?"

The story of the development of "parson"
from a Latin word meaning "a mask," would
be equally difficult to reconstruct if literary

history did not provide the material. The
mask worn by ancient actors was in Latin
"persona." But each particular role had a
mask of its own, and thus "persona" came to

mean "the character in a play who wears a
mask." From "one who represents a charac-

ter " the transition was not difficult to "a
representative" in general. The next step

was to "a representative of the Church."
Afterward the idea of representation disap-

peared entirely, and there survived the sense
of "a parish priest." While this process was
going on the original "persona" was develop-

ing in quite a different direction; in other
words, when it reached the point of "a char-

acter" the road divided into two branches. By
the second road we get the meaning of the

character which one sustains in the world, and
then, by transference and fading out of the

metaphor, a "personage" or "person" in the

modern sense. The dift'erence in the terminus

reached by these two journeys is now shown
by the difference in spelling between "person"
and "parson." It is curious to notice that

for the early meaning of "characters in a

play" we no longer use the word "persons,"

but the Latin" dramatis personae."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—It is understood that the property of

the Panama Canal Co. has been offered to the United

States for $40,000,000. This offer it is expected will

render the choice of the Nicaragua route by Congress
very doubtful. Attention has also been called to the greater

frequency of earthquakes and volcanic action along the

Nicaragua route as compared with the isthmus of Panama,
which is said to be the most stable part of Central

America.

During 1901 there were 1159 cases and 156 deaths of

smallpox in Philadelphia.

The Almshouse and Philadelphia Hospital are under

strict guard on account of an outbreak of smallpox in one

of the pauper wards, where a man named Riley was dis-

covered ill with it on New Year's Day, Since then nine

other cases have been found in the same ward, three of

them on Seventh-day. All were taken to the Municipal

Hospital. No visitors or able-bodied paupers are to be

admitted until the disease is stamped out, though the sick

and the insane will be received. The disea.se has not ap-

peared in the hospital.

Chicago's death rate for 1901 has been only about 13.8

—said to be the lowest mortality on record for a city of

more than 1,000,000 inhabitants.

The United States weather Bureau reports concerning
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the weather in Philadelphia for the year 1901 : "Taking

the year as a whole, the mean temperature was fifty-five

degrees, or a little less than one degree below the aver-

age for the past thirty-one years. The most remarkable

feature in the temperature was from Sixth Month 26th

to Seventh Month 6th, inclusive, when the most remarka-

ble 'hot spell' on record occurred. For eleven con-

secutive days the temperature was above ninety degrees,

and the temperature record for the extreme was broken.

As a result of this protracted spell a great number of

deaths and prostrations occurred. The rainfall for the

year was 45.54 inches, which is very nearly 5.00 inches

above the average."

The Engineering and Mining Journal states that

" Summing up the history of the year, we may say briefly

that the total production of the mining and metallurgical

industries of the United States considerably exceeded the

enormous total recorded in 1900, while there is every

prospect that a still further advance will be made in 1902."

An increase of over 9,000,000 in the fish and eggs dis-

tributed by the Government throughout the country, and

a marked decline in lobster fishing, are shown in the an-

nual report of the United States Commissioner of Fish-

eries Bowers for the last fiscal year. The total fish and

eggs distributed was 1,173,833,400, the principal species

befng shad, salmon, lake trout, white fish, pike, perch,

lake herring, cod, flat fish and lobsters.

In recent years the fisheries of the Mississippi and its

tributaries have developed to such a degree that in 1899

they exceeded in quantity and nearly equaled in value

the entire yield of the remaining interior waters of the

United States, except the Great Lakes. Mussel shells,

extensively used in the manufacture of pearl buttons,

were a valuable item, some 45,500,000 pounds being gath-

ered, for which the fisherman obtained $247,000.

Test cards have been designed for the examination by

teachers of the eyes of children in the public schools of

Philadelphia. On the back of the cards are printed in-

structions of the method to be pursued in making the

tests, and principals are directed to at once notify parents

where the tests show defective sight, with the recom-

mendation that an eye physician be promptly consulted.

The measure has been adopted by the Board of Education

on the recommendation of its Committee on Hygiene in the

interests of the children. A communication to the teachers

over the signature of Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, chairman of

the committee, says :
" It is well known that many chil-

dren are handicapped in their work by defective vision
;

that many of them suffer from headache and other nervous

symptoms which make them restless and difiicult to con-

trol, because of their eye strain ; moreover, that these

defective eyes are liable to permanent and more or less

serious injury by their school work. The majority of

these defects can be corrected by proper professional at-

tention."

The term " aerogram " has been given to messages

transmitted by wireless telegraphy.

The advancement of business during the year 1901 is

regarded as phenomenal. It is said that never in the

history of this or any other cation has such development

occurred within the space of a twelve month. The ex-

pansion of productive capacity was enormous, the im-

proved methods of work and organization were conspicu-

ous, wise economies were introduced, but, more than all

other factors that made for permanent prosperity, was

the conservative resistance to price infiation.

The farm products of the United States this year are

worth $400,000,000 more than last year's outcome.

As a result of the general prosperity, the great trans-

portation industry has reaped unprecedented profits.

On the farm of David Samuels, near Hamilton, Wis., a

cave has been discovered and in it crude drawings,

trinkets and pottery, which it is believed is the work of

cave dwellers or prehistoric races of people. The cave is

a natural formation of solid white sandstone, and upon

its walls pictures and historical characters of a very an-

cient type were found. One of the carvings represents

what appears to be a mastodon, while another is thought

to represent a hippopotamus.

Near Pana, 111 , farmers have lately been engaged in

destroying the English sparrows, and during one week

killed 24,000 of these birds.

The United States has had disgraceful eminence for

mob violence, and many of the lynchings have been ac-

companied by revolting scenes of savagery, such as are

rarely reported from the other nations of Christendom.

The crime does not seem to be on the wane, inasmuch as

there were twenty more lynchings in 1901 than in the

previous year. This brutalizing method of punishing

crime degrades the communities where it is frequent and

retards their material advancement.

In his message to the Legislature of Porto Rico Gov-

ernor Hunt says :
" Tranquillity and contentment prevail

in Porto Rico ; schools have multiplied ; railroads are

being constructed : the commerce of the island has been

developed and exports have increased ; agriculture has

become more profitable, roads are being built and debts are

being paid. Tolerance of opinion has become more com-

mon, former antagonism being forgotton." Governor

Hunt's report said further that 885 schools were open

throughout the island, 934 teachers were employed in

them and 45,000 pupils attended them.

There were 488 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 12 more than the previous

week and 35 more than the corresponding week of 1900.

Of the foregoing, 269 were males and 219 females: 63
died of consumption of the lungs ; 73 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 13 of diphtheria;

15 of cancer ; 21 of apoplexy ; 6 of typhoid fever ; 6 of

scarlet fever, and 16 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8i\c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.75 to $3.00 : Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.50 to $3.70 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 to $3.85 ; spring, straight, $3.75 to $4.00.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 85 to 85Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 67 to 67ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54c.

Beep Cattle. — Best, 6 to 6|c.; good, 5i to 5ic.; me-
dium, 5 to 5ic.

Sheep.— Choice, 3| to 4c.; good, 3J to 3Jc.; common
1| to 2Jc.

Lambs —4J to 6ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8 to 8|c.

Foreign.—The statement recently made from Wash-
ington that the United States would reduce its claim

upon China to $7,000,000, is now stated to be a fabrica-

tion. Secretary Hay says that the American claim was
moderate and just, yet that the United States was willing

to waive its pro rata share if necessary. Arms and ma-
terials for their manufacture it is said are being im-

ported into China, and a great quantity, it is alleged,

comes from the United States. Government factories in

China are working overtime to turn out arms and am-
munition, and the material is imported.

European nations claim that the several Governments,
signatory to the protocol, in order to make effective the

provision relating to the prohibition of the importation of

arms, are bound to restrain their exporters from contin-

uing this trade.

According to the statistics of the Paris Institute for

the treatment of hydrophobia ninety-seven lives out of

each hundred of patients bitten by mad dogs are saved

by the marvellous discovery of Pasteur. About the same
results have been reached by the New York Pasteur In-

stitute, which has been in operation for perhaps twelve

years.

A method of curing diseases by light has been devised

by Prof. Finsen, of Copenhagen, which has been success-

ful in certain cases of consumption and of cancer, and of

some minor diseases. The rays of the sun or of the

electric light are passed through a lens of quartz crystal

in order to deflect the heat rays from the beam to which

the diseased part is then exposed for longer or shorter

periods. A celebrated Russian surgeon announces that

he has used it with success as an anssthetic for surface

operations, and to assist healing of burns, wounds and

sores. But it is as a germicide that it is considered most

likely to be helpful.

In Bohemia the sickle and flail have not yet been super-

seded by American machinery.

The ratio of population per square mile for Japan is

about 286, or more than ten times that of the United

States by the census of 1900, which was only 25.6 per

mile. Only two States of the American Union. Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island, show a more dense population

than this.

A Bulletin has been issued by the Census Bureau,

giving the population of Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa

by religious denominations. The Roman Catholics far

outnumber the leading denominations combined, the totals

for the three cities together being : Roman Catholics,

322,423 ; Church of England, 96,358 ; Presbyterians,

68,582 ; Methodists, 62,206.

Great swarms of locusts recently caused considerable

trouble in the Orange River Colony. They settled down
so thickly in some parts of the country that they were
ankle deep. A mail train was delayed for five hours be-

cause the locusts covered the tracks and made the pro-

gress of the train almost impossible.

Two hundred thousand pounds has been placed at King
Edward's disposal for charitable or utilitarian purposes,

according to the Daily Mail, by Earnest Cassol, a mer-

chant and financier. King Edward has decided to devote

this gift to a sanitarium, which will accommodate one

hundred patients. Twelve of the beds are to be reserved

for wealthy sufferers, while the remainder will be for

those who are only able to afford a small fee. It is in-

tended to employ the open air treatment for consump g

the success of which is now considered established, j^

Official returns show ihat the Boer losses by I a

wounded and surrendered during 1901 amounted trj

887 men. The total number of British troops who ;'

been killed or who have died from the effects of dj

since the war began is reported to be 19,430.

NOTICES.

A jneeting of the Friends' Educational Associatioi;

be held in the lecture-room of Friends' Select Schoo

N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, on the afterno.

Seventh-day, First Month 11th, 1902, at 2.30 o'clocl

program :

Work in Primary and Secondary Grades

lustrated by Exercises with a class of Children Flo;

A. Elliott and Gertrude Roberts, of Friends' Select Sc

Philadelphia ; Naturalness in Writing English, Alfi

Haines, Westtown Boarding School ; Supplementary 1

ing for College Preparation, John A. Lester, Penn Ch,

School ; The Choice of Reading in the Home, '
'

Cadbury.

The attendance of all persons interested is invitei

Notice.—A meeting for Divine worship is app

by the Quarterly Meeting's committee, to be held

meeting-house at Fourth and Arch Streets, on Fourt! i

evening. First Month loth, at 7.30 P. M. All who ;

terested as attenders or members are invited to be prt t

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetii

the general committee will be held in Philadelphia,

Month 10th, at 10.30 a. m. The committee on Instra

will convene at 9 o'clock same dav.

Wm. B. Harvey, C7e:

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foi

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wil'

F. WicKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forward t

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For c

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reque

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent;

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Su}

Married, at Friends' Meeting-hoi

Jersey, Eleventh Month 14th, 1901, John Hutchi

and Rachel Evans Barton, both of Haddonfield.

Died, in Earlham. Iowa, Ninth Month 16th, 1

Richard Cook, in the seventieth year of his age ; ai

ber of North Branch Monthly Meeting of Friends. Th

a man of few words, he often expressed a living cod

that the principles and testimonies of the Societ

which he had been a life-long member might be uphe

their ancient purity by all those professing the nap

Friends. He bore a lingering illness with much patii

saying he saw nothing in his way. We reverently

he has joined the just of all generations, in the realn

peace.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, Elwood

pock, Des Moines, Iowa, Fifth Month 23rd, 1901, N
Peacock, in the seventy-seventh year of her age ; f

loved minister of North Branch Monthly Meetipi

Friends. Having passed through much affliction in

last few months of her li.fe, she looked forward to he

lease as a desirable change. She often expressed a

cern to those about her that she might abide in pati*

to the end, feeling her unworthiness. and an entire »^

pendence on the mercy of her blessed Saviour. We hu ij

trust she has entered into everlasting rest.

, Twelfth Month 9th, 1901, at his late residen. n

West Grove, Chester County, Pa., after a short iiln.

Samuel Cooper, in his sixty-ninth year; amembeii

New Garden Monthly and West Grove Particular 5
'

ing, " Be ye also ready : for in such an hour as ye t ^

not the Son of Man cometh."

, at his residence, Philadelphia, Pa., on the <

teenth of Eleventh Month, 1901, CHARLES W. Warf:-

tox, in the forty-eighth year of his age ; a member o n

Western District Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Making Selections for The Friend.

3me of our readers have expressed a little

Dusy of representatives of other denomi-

ons being exhibited as advocating, here

and there another, of our distinctive doc-

ss. But most seem to rejoice over it.

b statements of Truth from various quar-

look very much as if our religious Society

not lived in vain. They certainly show

Christ has not died in vain. ' And if jven

athens" may be quoted in testimony of his

'ersal and saving light, it is confirming al-

rather than encroaching, when a profes-

Christian seems to agree with us.

'ur own desire, in quoting Friend-like ex-

!;ts from various exchanges, has been to

firm the young or the wavering, by avail-

our cause of any testimony from others

ich would herald our views as of universal

i

saving Truth, and not as merely sectarian

pts;—to the end that, out of the mouth of

|ly witnesses, every word of our Society's

I'itual concern might be established.

]ach man, however, sees in part, and knows

lart only, and may be very imperfect in all

rest. Now if we quote one good thing

31 a man, the undiscerning youth may think

twe are endorsing him throughout. Some

not outgrow this. But ought indeed to

careful of publishing names that are equi-

al authorities on truth. Honesty seems,

require accrediting a sentiment or an arti-

to its author; but perhaps an author who

nconsistent with his sentiment deserves no

ne with it. We were much impressed in

ithful days with the old Spanish proverb:

' the counsel be good, no matter who gives

' Yet we see there is peril in advertising

author who is prevailingly unsound, as sound

spots. These good parts may serve as

its of the tempter to lure the unwary into

the unsoundness of the whole. He usually

wants goodness enough mixed with badness to

color it and carry it.

And where the mind of the selecter of an

extract has been taken up with its main les-

son, imperfections of statement in other feat-

ures may have'escaped his scrutiny, only to

be detected in print when too late. These

overlooked imperfections may be accepted by

the undiscriminating as conveying truth as

held by Friends, and so will be misleading.

We desire wisdom to be watchful of errors on

the right hand and on the left, but can rightly

give out no hope of being found infallible.

The assistance of readers of the rich ap-

proved literature of our religious Society in

furnishing us with extracts that are pithy,

lively and unquestionable, as also the assistance

of more original writers among us, would re-

lieve the editor, whose time is but fragmen-

tary, of being driven much to current periodi-

cals for matter expressive of religous or use-

ful truths. Yet it may still be due to our

readers to give them some outlook upon the

thoughts and doings of others, for a help in

discerning the signs of the times, and our

proper attitude thereto.

Probably no feature is more sought after by

some readers, or more left by them to take care

of itself, than our "Items concerning the

Society." Many bits of information of more

than local interest must be going on concerning

meetings, public friends, and events affecting

the Society, which call for but a postal card

in order through The Friend to reach an

appreciative membership at large. It may

not be found expedient to publish all that

is offered; but the supply for that department

must seem meagre, so long as the editor's

hearing of information is left to accident.

Fellowship in a Good Cause Without Compro-

mising Other Good Causes.

Our readers seem to have appreciated with

becoming, charity that in our allusions to the

recent Peace Conference held in this city by

members of several bodies under the name of

Friends who could not be in mutual unity on

certain other grounds, it was a delicate mat-

ter with us how to express our sympathy with

their main purpose—and no further.

But letting the correction of misunderstand-

ings of our words now go, we here with a sense

of unity print the following portion of a letter

from a well-concerned Friend:

"I have all along hoped and still do, that

The Friend will be preserved, as it has been in a

good degree in time past, in defence of con-

sistency in our Society, against the tide of

worldliness that seems to be gradually but

surely spreading its mantle over us; as well as

from compromising with, and excusing the

unfriendliness in general enacted by so many
of the organized bodies under our name, even

though it should be in the furtherance of an

object most desirable of attainment by all, and

on which all the bodies under our name seem
professedly to unite, that of universal peace.

"There is that that is cheering and encourag-

ing in the various movements peaceward,

wliich seem likely to operate toward checking

the effusion of blood, with the other awful and

distressing accompaniments of actual carnal

warfare. But unless the promoters are act-

uated and controlled in their movements by

the Spirit of the Prince of Peace, it seems it

can avail but little toward the final consum-

mation the supreme attainment, when accord-

ing to ancient prophesy ' The earth shall be

filled with the kr.owledge of the Lord as the

waters cover the sea,' when there will be no

need for swords and spears, as there will be

none to use them.

"The little stone which the Prophet Daniel

saw cut out of the mountain without hands

(human help) and which went on increasing

until it filled the whole earth, is doubtless

representative of the rise, progress, and final

development of Christ's kingdom on earth

—

in the hearts of the children of men. Now
we may see that all elements of power were

in that power to overthrow opposing kingdoms

and all that stood in the way of its full and

final supremacy. So we must conclude that

man has no part or lot in the great work, but

as he experiences the good Master to put him

forth and go before. This I am constrained to

believe is the true, spiritual ground, the ground

that consistent Friends have ever held, and as

we keep to it, we will doubtless be preserved

from presumptuous sins, as in going forward

or putting forth the hand, as it were, to

steady the ark, or carry it forward unbidden,

or in meeting together for Divine worship on

any other ground than as empty vessels to

wait upon the Lord in the silence of all flesh,

with our mouths in the dust, if so be there

might be hope. For thus only is it apparent

that we shall be in the way to experience a

being filled, refreshed in his presence, drawn

forth in his service, or sent empty away, as

He in his wisdom sees will best advance his

cause, and promote our soul's best welfare

individually. Thus only is it likely we shall

be preserved from spiritual pride gaining the

ascendency in our hearts, and pluming us with

real, or imagined attainments, or deservings;
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a state to be greatly deplored, and assidu-

ously avoided, and in comparison of which the

state of spiritual poverty often clothing the

mind of the humble devoted Christian is a

jewel.

David Holloway.
Coal Creek, Iowa.

(Continued from page 203.)

For some time Joseph and Hannah Snowdon

had desired to be relieved from their respon-

sible and onerous positions. The former now
mentioned to his friends their conclusion to

provide themselves a home in New Jersey to

which they should retire upon leaving West-

town. The home they selected and purchased

was a tract of land about two miles from Had-

donfield, on which was a well built house.

Joseph Snowdon to Joseph Scattergood:

Westtown, Eighth Month 4, 1857.

As we passed Everett Passmore's on our

way home we met Thomas Passmore who
stopped us and informed us of the decease of

Pennock Passmore. He died on Second-day

and is to be buried this afternoon; he was at

Monthly Meeting on Fifth-day but was seized

with violent pain on First-day; was relieved

by something the doctor save him. When
the doctor first saw him on Second-day, they

thought him better, but on feeling his pulse

he called Joseph out of the room and told him

he could not last long; he departed in about

fifteen minutes after. Thus one after another

seems to be going—Truly "Here we have

no continuing city."

This appears to be Joseph Snowdon's last

letter from Westtown, which has been pre-

served.

How many in these circling years have found

Health and instruction, Westtown, in thy bound.

How many a heart tossed on life's stormy sea.

Reverts to days of innocence with thee.

How many a one drawn by redeeming love,

That trod these halls, now treads the courts above.

Joseph and Hannah Snowdon were Superin-

tedent and Matron at Westtown from Fourth

Month 1848, to Tenth Month 1858, very ac-

ceptably. Joseph Snowdon was a man of un-

usual intelligence and what is of far more im-

portance of deep religious experience. In

manner courteous, both he and his amiable

companion were well calculated for and did

fill with becoming dignity and propriety their

responsible positions as head of that interest-

ing seminary from which have gone forth

some eleven thousand pupils we hope, to fill

many stations of usefulness in the world.

Many yet living will remember Hannah E.

Snowdon's genial smile and affable manners.

Thev removed to their farm near Haddonfield,

N. J., in 1858—where his beloved companion

died in Second Month, 1869, and he in Eighth

Month, 1873.

It is understood he passed away very quietly

and peacefully as he was sitting in his chair,

expressing it is said, "If this is death, I can

say 'Oh, death where is thy sting; oh grave

where is thy victory.'"—"Surely the last end

of a good man is peace. How calm his exit!

Night dew fall not more gently to the ground,

nor weary worn out winds expire so soft."

Joseph and Hannah E. Snowdon had three

children—a son, Leonard, and two daughters.

One of the latter married Joseph Rhoads, then

of Marple, Delaware county, Pennsylvania,

with whom it was the writer's privilege to be

on intimate terras of friendship, and he had

cause to love him, for

None knew him but to love him.

Nor named him but to praise;

in his life and death leaving behind him a lumin-

ous path of faithfulness to apprehended duty

for others to follow: An unreserved submis-

sion to the appearance of Divine Grace in the

heart does confer upon the Christian not only

humility but a dignity that "secretly ministers

grace to the beholder." W. P. T.

We here present the following communica-
tion from a correspondent:

—

Ed.

"I have been much interested in reading

the letters of J. Snowdon and J. Scattergood,

in The Friend and especially so of the former
as he was Superintendent at Westtown when my
dear brother and I were pupils there. I remem-
ber him and dear Friend Snowdon with fond af-

fection. The point most striking to me was in

the last number wherein he speaks of the

death of Henry Gibbons, which occurred the

year previous to my entering there. On my
entering the school the sad occurrence was
still fresh in the minds of the old scholars, and
one of the large girls, who was acquainted

with him at his home, composed a poem in

memory of him, and I had the privilege of pro-

curing a copy of it, and have preserved it

all these years, and although not personally

acquainted with him have always prized it.

And now as dear J. S. speaks as he does, it

occurred to me to send a copy of the poem."
Phebe a. Pyle.

West Grove, Pa.

On the Death of Henry Gibbons, who Dieo at
Westtown, Fifth Month 25th, 1855.

His brow was clothed in beauty,

And his clustering raven hair.

And intellectual brightness.

Shed its fair gleaming there.

He came in youth and beauty
To the halls of study here,

To climb the hill of science

With schoolmates young and dear.

His youthful form was hallowed.

By a brightness found within,

Which seemed to tell a heart most pure,

And free from worldly sin.

He bade adieu to home and friends

A few short weeks ago,

Thinking not it was the last,

'Ere death should lay him low.

With brilliant hopes and prospects bright.

And flashing eye he came
To store with useful worth his mind

Of learning's sacred flame.

But little know we what shall come,
Or of our future days.

But gilded o'er with hope's bright glow
They seem as fancy plays.

And we forget we should prepare

For a brighter, happier sphere,

Where shadowing clouds are never seen,

But skies are always clear.

A few short weeks sped quickly on,

When wildly throbbed his brain,

And he was laid in agony,

Upon a couch of pain.

A hasty summons called his friends,

His nearest, dearest ties,

To come 'ere his pure spirit fled

And death should close his eyes.

They miss his light and manly step,

They miss the joyous tone,

Which ever gladdened with its light.

And cheered their happy home.

The vacant chair is ever there —
A sad and speaking token.

Memorial of the golden chain

Round fireside circle broken.

Why should we mourn the dearest hopes

And earth's fair flowers be blighted?

Dear ties are broken here on earth

In heaven to be united.

The Silence of Jesus.

"Accused. . . He answered nothing," (1/

xv:3.)
"As a sheep . . . dumb, so He openeth

his mouth," (Isa. liii: 7).

The Lamb life is characterized by silenci'

"A lamb led to the slaughter," is the

tern of the true Christ-life lived again in

Silent in our lowly service among oth

not seeking to be "seen of men."

Silent over the glory of the hours on

Mount, lest others think of us above

which is written.

Silent over the depths of the Calvary p;

way that led us to God.

Silent over the human instruments perraii

of God to hand us over to the judgment 1:

and the forsaking of our dearest and our n

est.

Silent whilst we stoop to serve the a

ones who have betrayed us. Silent over

deep things of God revealed in the sei

place of the Most High, things "imposs

to utter" to those who have not yet been 1

tized, with that baptism.

Silent over questions only to be answe

by God the Holy, when "that day" da'

the questioning heart and silences all do

by the glorious revelation of Him, who is

answer to all our need.

Silent when forced by others to some p'

tion where apparent rivalry with one anot

much used servant of God seems immint

only to be hushed by utter self-effacemetit

our silent withdrawal without explanation,

respective of our "rights."

Silent, in the judgment hall of our co-re

ionists. when criticized and falsely accusec

many things.

Silent when our words are misquoted.

Silent when the character of our accus

would not bear the light if we were but

speak, yet silent like Him, for He "opened

his mouth."
Oh, thou Anointed Christ the Lamb of G

Thou alone can'st live this life of silent s

effacement in a world of self assertion

self-love.

Live Thou this life in me.

"These are they which follow the La

whithersoever He goeth." (Rev. xvi: 4).

Penn Lewis. ^.^_^___
The word rival at first meant a brook, tl

was applied to the persons who lived in oppos

sides and quarrelled about the water, and s

later it was understood as applying to c

testants for any desired object.

We count that day lost which records

victory over some fault or secret sin, no i

gain in self-discipline, in the culture of
_

spirit, no enlargement of the power of servi:

no added feature of likeness to the Master

J. R. Miller.
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Notes on Tuskegee and the South.
(continued from page 202.)

)ur first concern was to pay our respects to

^ officers of the school. The President, as

knew, was absent, and his wife, as we soon

Irned, was starting by an early train for a

p to Mississippi; but the Treasurer, War-

li Logan, and the Secretary, Emmett J.

jitt, received us most cordially. They im-

!ss one instantly as men of extraordinary

jlress and personality. We learned from
iim that our letter from Philadelphia and
!• telegram from Atlanta had not arrived.

jy both reached the school at ten o'clock

!,t morning. From the President, however,

;iy had heard of our intended visit and they

ire prepared to give us every facility for

lestigation and study. We were shown the

ly reports that are forwarded to Booker

[ishington in his absence. They are the at-

idance rolls with special reports of absences,

II receipts of cash, the returns from the two

ms, including quantity of milk separated,

[nber of pounds of butter made, eggs col-

jted and number of hens not laying, and,

iilly, the daily bills of fare in the teachers'

jl students' dining rooms. In the Adminis-

tion Building a regular banking business is

jducted, most students having accounts

'l checks circulating in the outside world as

,ely as checks on a regular banking institu-

p would. We were shown the books, and the

chinery of the bank was explained to us.

s air of the Administration Building through-

j,
is that of modern business methods, the

\a in charge have a business manner, but all

icmpered, here as elsewhere, with a degree

IChristian courtesy that appeals at once to

j>'s admiration. The treasurer quickly ar-

liged for one of the officers, J. H. Palmer, a

mpton man, to devote his entire time to us,

il under his intelligent care we entered upon

) days of unflagging interest.

tVe began our inspection in the saw mill

!i carpenter shop. Great logs are brought

im adjoining woodland, and lumber in every

|m is prepared for the building operations

jistantly in progress. One section of men
;re working on window frames, another on

ks, a third with lathes on table legs, and

!is the young men in the department would

, training over a wide range of carpentry.

} machine shop was in an adjoining building

I the chief machinist took delight in telling

how with student labor, the steam-heating

jl electric plants had been installed, and in

iwing us pieces of expert work produced by

mising boys. Across the way we entered

pattern-making shop and foundry and we
re surprised to find that the necessities of

school in castings were here provided.

e range from a weight for window cord

a fine fire-place plate with the faces of Mc-
iley and Roosevelt beautifully reproduced.

the other end of the campus we entered

Agricultural Building and met with the

ector G. W. Carver. He has the Master's

iree from the Iowa Agricultural College

i does credit to it. He exhibited the labor-

tries and lecture rooms, and with an enthu-

that was quite contagious, gave us the

ails of his efforts to increase crops, improve
ck and elevate the farmer to a standpoint

intelligent activity. In every case he
.kes it a point to start with that which the

ordinary benighted farmer has at hand. This

was well illustrated in the chicken ranges, an
industry exclusively assigned to the girls.

Common fowl found in the average barn-yard

were taken and bred up to a surprising stand-

ard of excellence. The incredulous farmer,

therefore, who came to see the experiment
was not treated to theory but to fact, and
might go home intent on improving his own
stock. In this way also the Institute has

dealt with swine and with cows, and Professor

Carver had no little pride in showing us the

Dairy and the barns and later the four hun-
dred swine at their evening meal. The Dairy
is a model of cleanliness and business man-
agement. The work is shared by boys and
girls and the adjoining class room is arranged

so that the live cow can be used for demon-
stration before the class. Over in the fine

new barns about seventy-five cows are milked

at this season. The yield from each cow is

tabulated and each day Professor Carver
knows how "Beauty" or "Jennie" or "Cow-
slip" is acquitting herself and in the event of

any sudden change of yield he is quickly to the

rescue. A system of Nature Study, much like

that inaugurated by Professor Bailey at Cor-

nell, but suited to the rural schools of Ala-

bama, is also a product of Professor Carver's

fertile brain, and the idea of elevating the

moral sense of the children through a love of

nature breathes in the leaflets that we car-

ried away.

The girls' Industrial Building is appropri-

ately named the Dorothy Dix Hall. Here we
saw interesting work in sewing, in millinery,

in laundry work, in housekeeping and cook-

ing, in mattress making and basket weaving.

The teacher of millinery showed us an elabo-

rate hat,—one of those indescribable creations

said to be stylish. To the question whether
they would sell this to a girl she quickly re-

plied that it would be very unsuitable for a

pupil or teacher of the Institute. This Indus-

trial building is the special province of the

President's wife .....
. The general su-

perintendent of Industries is J. H. Washing-
ton, a brother of the President. He escorted

us through the Slater-Armstrong building in

which printing, tailoring, shoemaking, tinnine

and smithing are taught and where the fa-

mous Tuskegee wagons and harness are pro-

duced. At this time of year considerable

stock is in hand, but as spring approaches a

ready sale is found for all. This building is

already one of the largest, but eventually the

saw-mill and other adjoining shops will be

combined with it and the result will be quite

impressive. At the Industrial end of the

campus there are two considerable barracks

for the boys. They are one-story structures

with double fronts, and a simple veranda run-

ning around them upon which the rooms open.

Some steam pipes supply heat and while many
of the rooms are sparsely furnished they are

clean and comfortable with signs here and

there that the aesthetic nature has been stim-

ulated.

So far nothing has been said of the scholas-

tic side of the institution. It is needless,

perhaps, to go into so much detail in regard

to it as to the Industrial features which are

by no means exhausted in the foregoing reci-

tal. We saw some excellent teaching. There

is no Latin or Greek in the course, but the
elements of English and mathematics and his-

tory are given with thoroughness. In one
class there was a study of "Snow Bound," and
the class enjoyed the spectacle of a Friends'

coat that was exhibited to them. It is need-

less to add that the Friend who wore it did

not enjoy the exhibition. One section of the

school with a special memorial building, is de-

voted to Bible work. There is no sign of de-

nominational bias and a devout spirit of piety

pervades the place. The night guards were
from this building and they had already given

a splendid exhibition of practical Christianity

upon our midnight arrival. There are night

schools for the students who are forced to work
all day for their support and day pupils devote

the evening hours to study under supervision.

The course of study includes some High School

work. We found Seniors reciting Psychology,

but the work is given from the teacher's stand-

point and not for flourish or effect.

At 8.30 in the evening we had the pleasure

of seeing the whole family, about twelve hun-

dred in all, in the chapel. The religious ex-

ercises were simple— a Bible reading, some
singing and an impromptu prayer by the

Treasurer. The spirit of worship seemed over

the company. At the conclusion, the Phila-

delphia visitors were introduced, beginning
with "the venerable member" and so had an
opportunity to express their obligation for

such large-hearted hospitality, and their im-

pressions of the great work at Tuskegee.

With one or two of the old plantation melodies

the company dispersed. In the audience one
might recognize several Cubans and on the

front row a son of the well-known Gomez had
his seat. In talking with him it was a pleas-

ure to find that he had learned that he was in

a community where merit only would give one
position and influence.

To be concluded.

A Word Fitly Spoken.—A youth in New
Hampshire, the son of a Methodist minister,

left his father's house and went to live with
an uncle. He forgot the God of his father,

and lived a careless life. One [First] day
morning he took his gun and started out to

a neighboring mountain to spend the day in

pleasure and sport. On his way he met a

Christian woman going to church, who looked

on him with feelings of pity and tender com-
passion. But she did not rebuke him in her

own words, well knowing that one word from
the Bible is worth a hundred words of man.
She recited in his hearing the warning of the

wise man: "Rejoice, young man, in thy

youth, and let thy heart cheer thee in the

days of thy youth, and walk in the ways of

thine heart and in the sight of thine eyes; but

know thou, that for all these things God will

bring thee into judgment." With this she

went on her way. The young man also went

his way, but not to shoot or to find pleasure.

That word took hold upon his heart. He went
out to the mountain and spent the day in pray-

erful reflection. The words of Solomon kept

ringing in his ears, "God will bring thee into

judgment." He left off sinning, and gave his

heart to God. For more than thirty years he

was an official member and teacher in a lead-

ing Methodist church. He lived a pure, god-

ly, and beautiful life, and a few months ago

died in the faith. That good woman never



knew how much good she did that morning.

-

Christian Advocate.

Spreading Religious Books.

The following unusually interesting and

striking account was published in The Friend

more than fifty years ago. The writer is not

aware that any allusion to the circumstance

has ever appeared in print since that time; he

felt that it might be an encouragement as

well as incentive to the committees charged

with the distribution of our approved writ-

ings, as also to other Friends who are like-

wise more or less so engaged, not to slacken

our hand, but be diligent to embrace every

right opening to place our books wherever

there seems a reasonable prospect that they

will be appreciated. It is also hoped that it

may tend as a check to any of our own mem-
bers in search of religious instruction from

books, who may be so inclined to turn from

our own publications to those of other profes-

sions. For, aside from the danger of becoming

bewildered and irretrievably unsettled, there

is abundant evidence that the sincere seeker

after truth will not be benefited thereby.

How strikingly exemplified in the following

account is the superiority of that outward

teaching which directs man for enlightenment

to the witness for God—the Holy Spirit within

him, and the utter fallacy of all his attempts

through his own wisdom, and intellectual en-

dowments by study and research, truly and

savingly to find out (iod. D. H.

Coal Creek, Iowa, Twelfth Month 31, 1901.

In a recent correspondence between a Friend

in Philadelphia and a teacher of another relig-

ious society, which commenced on the sub-

ject of raising and forwarding relief for the

sufferers in Ireland, we have some interesting

evidence of the convincing effects which the

approved writings of our religious Society

have, at times, upon the minds of strangers.

In the reply to the first letter written by the

Friend who sent him a paper on war, the

stranger says: "A paper, the Christian Vol-

unteer, arrived by the same mail, doubtless

from you; for which most sincerely do I

thank you; because living in a community ex-

cellent in many respects, yet blind to the atro-

cious evils of war, there is no sympathy for

me, but what I find in the New Testament,

and in such writings as Dymond's Essays, etc.

The course of your Society on all these sub-

jects, its history exemplified in acts, has since

the first dawn of religious life in my soul,

given me a yearning towards Friends, that is

daily augmenting. Our prevalent religions

are of the earth, earthy, and adapt themselves

to its interests— its views."

After speaking of the principal object of

his letter, the transmission of funds to Ire-

land, respecting which he says, "We are

ashamed to be outdone by generous Friends

who have acted merely from the impulse of

Christian charity,—but your record is on high,

your spirit has already told upon our earth,—
your testimony has already startled the despot-

ism of man, and in the efl'orts you are now
making in the cause of poor Ireland, vou have

given a beautiful testimonial to the integrity

and purity of your principles;" he asks of the

Friend the loan of Barclay's Apology, a copy

of which he had long sought in vain to ob-

tain. This, with other of Friends' works

and some tracts, were promptly forwarded, for

which he acknowledges the kindness of his

unknown correspondent, and gives him some

account of the impressions made on the first

reading of the valuable sentiments which ap-

pear to be new to him. He says: "Yours of

the 3rd ult. was duly and very gratefully re-

ceived. A reply would have been returned by

me, but I thought you expected me to read

the books first. Well, the books came to me
ten days ago—next day and the following, I

distributed nearly all the tracts." Of the

books sent, he says, "I do not know whether

you meant to present all these books to me, I

think I must misunderstand your letter. So

much kindness from an entire stranger is a nov-

elty in my experience. If I have misunderstood

you, let me know, and I will return them, or

the price; such was my design at first. I

did not know where to get the books, and

thought I might make free to borrow them, for

a season, from you."

"I have been studying the Scriptures for

fifteen years; the better to succeed I have

learned Hebrew, Greek, Latin, German and
French—some hundreds of books on the sub-

ject in those languages, and some of them of

great antiquity, are now lying round me in

this room—and yet I can say with entire truth,

that Barclay's Apology has cast more light

into my mind, than I ever had before. I was
in the middle of a learned study of the dipping

and sprinkling 'baptisms,' examining the

words in Scripture and the classics, to which
the disputants refer. When the books came,

after looking over them, I toot up Thipps
on Man' to glance at; it so interested, that I

put by my baptist study for that evening.

When retiring to bed I felt a strange and sol-

emn sobriety, never before felt, [and that

night] I felt for the first time in my life, the

terrors of the Lord. Next morning after a

most solemn season of inward searching, I

determined to spend all the day in my Quaker
reading. Not to be tedious, I finished Phipps,

—then took up Penn's 'No Cross, No Crown,'

and read it with devouring eyes, and a glut-

tonous appetite. Yesterday I finished Baiclay

and commenced 'Fox's Journal.' Barclay's

work is (some few things excepted) the best

book I ever read. After I have gone through

the Journal and tracts, I will study Barclay,

proposition by proposition. Every thing else

shall be laid aside by me in the way of study,

but my Bible, and these books, until I have

settled two questions: first, whether man can

entirely extirpate the seed of sin from his

heart, and secondly, how it is done." After

mentioning that he joined the religious society

to which he is now attached, "because they

preached that man could live without sin,

and professed to teach how, '" yet he had never

gained that ascendency over it, notwithstand-

ing he had attended upon all the means which

their system and mode of worship require,

and such was his despondent condition, that

at times he was brought almost to disbelieve

the truth and efficacy of the Christian relig-

ion. "But," continues he, "it would be te-

dious and impertinent to open my mind more
to you now; suffice it to say, that I find in

these books the very thing I wanted as regards

the outward guidance, and that I find in my
heart (bless the Lord) the answer of the

Spirit, weak, but plain: solid, but consol
j

I know that my religion hitherto has beei|

old testament life struggling with the ne\i

know that now it is the new life that is stij

gling with the old. Glory to God! I W(

not give the experience of this last week
all my previous religion."

,

It is very proper to keep in view the

junction of our blessed Lord, "Let not thy !

hand know what thy right hand doeth—
Ij :

thy alms may be in secret: and he who s«;

in secret shall reward thee openly"—and ini

lation to any good effects which may be
],

duced by the labors of his anointed serva:

written or oral, they are to be attributed

his Grace and to be spoken of to his gk(

There is, however, a possibility of underva.

ing the extraordinary gifts and degrees

Divine light, which in his wisdom He nas c

descended to confer upon a religious Sucie'

and upon chosen men and women, not mei

for their particular benefit but to make tt,

instrumental in spreading his truth in

earth, and turning sons and daughters u

Christ Jesus the captain of salvation,

ought therefore to place the candle upon
candlestick, and to spread abroad the cl

views of Gospel truth as set forth in the

approved writings of the Society. W^
George Fox's earliest addresses were brouj

to London from the north of England tj

were eagerly taken hold of by serious peoj

and no doubt were very instructive and
forming to them. There are doubtless mi
now seeking the Lord, but who are

brought into the right way, owing to the p
judices of their education, to whom clear >

positions of his dealings in the work of

generation might be of great benefit. I

there is reason to believe Friends have b<

to remiss in circulating the valuable doctri:

and biographical works written by their fo

fathers in the Truth.

In a discourse on the Bible, Bishop Pott

of New York City, recently said: "Nothi
was more natural than that the people of

Reformation should have substituted for t

conception of an infallible man the concepti

of an infallible book. Nothing was more
evitable than that this literal interpretation

the greatest masterpiece of literature shoi

be subjected to the same scrutiny as all gre

masterpieces of literature, and that its wr

ings should be collected and collated precise

in the manner that all other ancient writin

are. In the beginning it was natural that i

accuracies should creep into the books th

went to make up the religious writings of t.

times, but even this did not prevent the Bib

from being a Divine and infallible book,

pie have looked to the Bible in the hour

greatest need. They have found corafori

it that could be found nowhere else. There

something about the Bible that no other bo(

possesses. Ask the child of to-day if he hi

read Dickens or Scott, and the general i

will be that he has not, and what is more, thj

the books of those authors do not app
him. That is because in all modern liter

ture there is the time note, but the

above all other books, is perennial in its i

terest. It answers the yearnings and giv*

the man of to-day courage and inspiration 1

it did in the past, and you and I and every or

would be better for its closer perusal."
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Athletic Sports.

rhe boisterous games of college students

3upy a large share of the public attention.

It is acknowledged that some of them verge

brutality. Orderly people are considering

w they may be restrained or modified, but it

seldom we find the objections against them

sed on the most solid ground.

It is a point of so much importance that

r physical energies should be trained in

ildhood, that there is a standing occasion

r gymnastic exercise of some sort at our

hools. Therefore in treating this subject

,th anticipated spiritual development in view

3 must speak considerately. In this article

is my concern to encourage all the bodily

;ercise needed for health, but to eliminate

le "athletic" idea.

The Pkiend quotes from an address by H.

cCook in regard to the "morals of athlet-

s." In this address the author cites Paul's

Ivice to Timothy in regard to bodily exer-

,se, and then says, "Athletics thus has the

motion of the great apostle of the Gentiles."

aul's hands could administer to his necessities

[id to the necessities of others, but who can

nagine this pillar of the Church in its infancy

lingling in the heathen games of Sparta?—

ames purposely designed to train soldiers in

hose hearts the benign feelings of the awak-

ned Christian should have no place. And fur-

lier who can imagine that Paul ever encour-

ged any brought to Christ by his ministry, to

articipate in amusements whose very life is

rreligion?

"Play is nature's method of developmg the

odies and training the crude intellects of

jhildren." But the Apostle says "when I

tecarae a man I put away childish things."

McCook gives several reasons why football

hould occupy less place in the public mind"

lut the great, the overmastering reason why

t should if practis3d be done in private ob-

curity, is left out of sight.

"Amusement reigns man's great demand."

nd it is with sorrow we confess, that the

rend of thought of the present day is to tone

own the requirements of a religious life to

tolerance of all creaturely enjoyments.

"If any man be in Christ, he is a new creat-

re"—he is a changed man. Many things

?hich formerly delighted the mind, do so no

lore. Enough remains to promote happiness,

make the new life more enjoyable than a

ie "without God in the world." That large

lass of entertainments that may be character-

^ed liv saying that Satan leads them on, oflfer

attractions to the mind thus turned heav-

nward. We cannot draw a distinction that

lill meet every case, but each must consult

lis own conscience in regard to the proper

mployment of time.

There is a large field for exercise for the

lan of sedentary life without going into ex-

iting contests. It was the practice of Adon-

ram Judson to walk some miles every morn-

Qg. Several years of his life were spent in

iurmah, in translating the Bible into the lan-

:uage of that country. His daily exercise in-

tead of dissipating his thoughts afforded the

pportunity to gather fresh strength for his

?ork. Few may be situated just as he was,

ut all may find bodily exercise that does not

ebase the mind. L. B.

[Note.—E.xercise, and not contests, was our interpre-

ition of " athletics."— Ed.]

Science and Industry.

Production of Artificial Silk.—For the

production of artificial silk it is necessary,

first, to destroy the fibre and to reform it af-

terward. The process of mercerization, intro-

duced of late years, has developed a very im-

portant industry, which avoids this destruction,

producing results in a silk-like lustre by simple

treatment of cotton yarns or piece goods.

The process is very simple. Fabrics or yarns

made of long staple cotton when subjected to

mercerization, that is, treatment with strong

caustic alkali solution, will shrink. If this

shrinkage is recovered by stretching, and the

goods while in the stretched condition are

washed free from alkali, tliey will not shrink

any more, and will show after drying a beau-

tiful silk-like lustre, which is permanent,

whatever operation—washing, bleaching or

dyeing—the goods have to undergo. They

show at the same time the other remarkable

properties due to mercerization, again from

twenty to thirty per cent, in strength and a

better attraction for coloring matters and mor-

dants. The success of the process depends on

the following facts: Yarns have to be se-

lected spun from long staple cotton. They

have to be double yarns, and the more slackly

they are doubled, of course, within limits, the

finer the lustre. If piece goods are .subjected

to this process they have to be woven from

such kinds of yarns. The reason for this re-

markable improvement is to be found in the

change of the structure of the fibre.

For the practical performance of the pro-

cess it is quite indifferent whether the goods

are mercerized and washed in a stretched con-

dition or whether they are first mercerized

and then stretched and washed. Piece goods

are treated with caustic soda, in an ordinary

pad, the excess of the alkali removed by

mangling, and after this they are stretched on

a stentering machine to the originallength.

They are washed with cold, then with hot,

water, finally with dilute acids. One patented

process uses centrifugal force as a stretching

power to counteract the shrinkage due to

mercerization. The yarn is packed into a hy-

dro extractor which is put in motion. Caus-

tic soda is forced through t\\e yarn, afterward

water for washing, the hydro extractor being

rotated all the time. A machine is exhibited

in Paris for mercerization which sucks the

caustic solution through the stretched cloth

by means of a vacuum. The principle has

been adopted, with good results, for piece

goods and yarns. Metallic mordants or direct

dveing colors mav be mixed with the mercer-

izing liquid, and cotton may be mordanted and

mercerized, or dyed and mercerized, in one

operation. If dyed cotton is boiled in water

the lustre of the yarn suddenly disappears.—

Boston Journal of Commerce.

hardships of a pilgrimage to see the monu-

ment which marks the spot. The stone was

erected by the United States Government sur-

veyors, and is similar to those used to mark

other boundary lines. On a simple shaft in

the centre of the rocks are inscribed the

names of the States and Territories which

touch the spot.

The monument is reached by a trail which

leads from the road between Navajo Springs

and Aneth, Utah. The trail leaves the road

near Scott's trading post, close to the Utah

line, and crosses the San Juan River. Then

its course is along a spur of the Corriza Moun-

tains until it comes to the top of the spur,

where the shaft is situated. It is in the midst

of a country once densely populated by the

cliff dwellers. The ruins of their homes are

all about this section. The point is nearly one

hundred miles from Mancos, Col., the nearest

railroad town. Were it not for the rocks, a

wagon could be placed so that the four wheels

would be in as many different States.

This monument was destroved a few years

ago by the Navajos, but was rebuilt last sum-

mer.

—

St. Louis Republic.

The Only Four Corners.— It may seem a

broad statement to one who hears it for the

first time that the only place where four

States, Territories or provinces join is that

point where Colorado, Utah, New Mexico and

Arizona meet. Not only is this the only "four

corners" in the United States, but it is the

only "corner" of its kind in the world.

Although the locality is unique in this re-

spect, it is not often visited, as it is not easy

of access. Few tourists care to endure the

The Supply of Fish in the Sea.—In Great

Britain Professor William C. Mcintosh, the

leading British Marine biologist, has strongly

supported the view that the resources of the

sea are practically inexhaustible, and in Nor-

way Dr. Hjort and Dr. Dahl are stout apostles

of the more hopeful prospects as regards our

sea food supply. Br. Hjort's discovery shows

that there are many million times more young

fish in the sea than man had any idea of, and

the theory that the young brood carried out

to sea perished is proved to be a fable. He

made the further remarkable discovery that

away out in the open sea, where it was sev-

eral thousand metres in depth he found fish

as it were in layers or ocean strata. Some

required a line as long as the monument to

reach down to them, others were in still bwer

depths which would submerge St. Paul's and

the monument on top, and with many thousand

.eet of water below them. There, in these

still and dark and hitherto supposed barren

regions of the sea, he caught great cod and

haddock and coalflsh, sometimes in quantities.

Not of least significance is the finding of cod

in the deep places of the sea, as in this dis-

covery we have the key to solve the mvsterv

as to where the cod abides when he draws

from the coasts. It was formerly supposed

that the killing of a cod in roe meant the de-

struction of more than two million potential

codfish. Now, as Dr. Dahl says, it merely

looks like improving the life chance of the

progeny of another cod. Formerly it was

considered that the fish production of the sea

was a fixed quantity, which was being con-

tinually decreased bv man's inroads on it.

Now, it would appear to be an organism on

which the attacks of man can make no real

impression. It seems probable, indeed, that

in every second, every minute and every day

more fish is produced in the sea than all hu-

manity combined could devour in the same

time. —Nineteenth Century.

The Mont Blanc Electric Road. — The

height of Mont Blanc is about fifteen thou-

sand feet, and it has been proposed to build a
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railway with an elevating shaft to near the

summit, like that already carried out in part

on the Junefrau. The work is to be done in

three sections, an open air railway, a lower

and upper tunnel. The cost is estimated at

$4,250,000. The line will be an electric track

railway, and the power is to come from waters

of the Arve. It is expected that travelers

can be landed at the Aiguille du Gouter in

Seventh Month, ld02.--Electrical World.

A London Fog.—Some unoflBcal experi-

ments carried out at Chelsea during the re-

cent fog, according to Sir William Thiselton-

Dyer, the director of Kew Gardens, showed

that in a week six tons of solid matter were

deposited on a square mile. They included

not only soot, but a variety of tarry hydro-

carbons, highly injurious to animal and vege-

table life. Adopting the post-office telephone

area of six hundred square miles, this means

that the metropolis labored under a weight of

thirty-six hundred tons of this dreadful com-

pound before the wind was strong enough to

carry it to another part of the country. That

other part of the country might be the Berk-

shire downs, where Sir William Richmond has

sometimes seen a solid bank of fog creeping

up from the east. There they call it London

dirt.

Another instance of the destroying power

of the London fog was supplied at the meet-

ing of the Coal Smoke Abatement Society by

Professor Church, who exhibited an evil look-

ing object, two inches thick, which had re-

cently been chipped off the moulding of the

gallery outside the great dome of St. Paul's.

This deposit covers most of the building where

water penetrates, and it only contains one per

cent, of soot, the remainder comprising chem-

ical products which are most pernicious to

Portland stone. Professor Church also has a

grievance against the fog as the enemy of oil

paintings.

—

London Chronicle.

There are so many helpful things to do,

(Helps to the Helper, if we but knew).

So many troubled hearts to soothe,

So many pathways rough to smooth,

So many comforting words to say

To hearts that falter along life's way.

Here is a lamp of hope gone out.

Some one stumbled and fell, no doubt
;

Out of thy store of oil refill,

Kindle the courage that smoulders still.

Think what the Saviour would do to-day

For one who had fallen beside the way.

How many lifted hands still plead

The old, sad story of human need
;

But let us follow the Saviour's plan.

Love, unstinted, to every man,

Content if, at most, the world should say
" He helped his brother along the way."

In a long and laborious life I have found

the love of Christ the most prevailing power

to sustain right endeavor; and I know that

obedience to Christ is the secret of a noble

life. As a watchword fitted to be the inspira-

tion, the test, and the support of an untiring

service to God and man, I would leave with

you these words: "The love of Christ strength-

eneth us."

—

Westcott.

It is vanity to desire a long life and take

but little pains about a good one.— Thomas

a Kempis.

Relating to the Doukhobors.

RosTHERN, Saskatchewan, Canada.
istjan. 1902.

Wm. Evans, Philadelphia.

Dear and Respected Friend:—I would own
receipt of thy favor of Twelfth Month 20,

190L I am glad to hear from it that the

number of Friends engaged in the educational

work among our Doukhobors, increases.

I have also received the interesting letter*

from S. L. Allen & Co. enclosed in thy letter,

and am goinj; to read its contents to the

Doukhobors of Terpenie.

While I admire these people for their grat-

itude, and for their request not to send any

gifts for the material wants of these colon-

ists, I would suggest, as Teacher among them,

that any contributions made in the school line

by the Friends, for the Doukohbor schools,

have been received, and will be received, very

gratefully, of whatsoever kind they may be.

The books, slates and copy-books which were
sent were very welcome, and as the Doukhobors
themselves do not realize the need of taking

energetic steps for starting the schools, we
will be very grateful if the help, or a measure
of help, comes from other quarters. The
Doukhobor settlers have had several gather-

ings (at least three or four), to consider the

question of a school. Although much has

been spoken, they have not yet come to any

result. The building of the school house is

still a matter of the future, and I have to go
from hut to hut, assisted by my son, to gather

the school children and to attend to our teach-

ing. These boys and girls cluster round the

master, without desks, without school-bench-

es, without blackboards, waiting to see better

days, when a regular and sound school work,

in a good building, will begin. Still, I am
happy to continue the work begun. I have

also readings for the grown-up people from a

book sent to me by John Bellows, of

Gloucester—"The Southern Heroes,"—and I

am happy when I can secure their attention

for spiritual food. I will soon write again

about the ploughs, etc., and will give some
particulars about the cattle and other prop-

erty of the Doukhobors.

I send enclosed translation of their collect-

ive letter to the Pennsylvania Friends.

With humble regards, I am thy friend

Michael Sherbinen.

Translation of a letter from the Saskatche-

wan Doukhobors to the members of the So-

ciety of Friends in Pennsylvania, written by

Simon Verschagin.

TO PHILADELPHIA.

Dear Brethren and Friends:—After hav-

ing lived in Canada, which is for us a new
country, these last two years, we have tried

the land with all kinds of seeds. The earth

yields a full growth of fruit to every plant

sown on it, the climate also allows the field

crops and the vegetables of the garden to

ripen.

The crops of this year, 1901, are quite suf-

ficient, and will fully supply the yearly need
of each farmer, both for the food and for

sowing. We have also begun to make the

ends meet in the matters of our household (or

husbandry). , Now we ask you, dear Friends,

*Respecting ploughs for next spring's planting,

which the Doukhobors wish to purchase.

do not send us any more help; we thank G<

from the depth of our hearts, and also yc

all, for your great and charitable gifts, whi(

you have been sending us during the time 1

our heaviest trial. W^e are not able to e:

press to you openly, on paper, the measure <

gratitude which we do realize and feel in si

cret.

May the Lord God grant you the peace

soul and the bodily health to confess his hoi

name.
We are heartily thanking, likewise, all tb

good people who have helped us to go out c

oppression into the beautiful land of freedon

Only our hearts are continually heavily fille

with sorrow and woe, for our brothers

remain there in Russia, and who for Truth's sak

have been exiled into a far away part of Siberif

where the climate is not fit for living.

And now we bid you farewell. Please ac

cept, dear Friends, our best love, and our rt

spectful greetings. Once more we wish yo

all welfare from God. We remain

Yours truly,

Christians of the Universal Brotherhood

living in the Province of Saskatchewan. Writ

ten in Terpenie, 25th Twelfth Month, 1901

Selected for "Thb Friekd."

The Humanity of the Saviour.

Thomas C. Upham, in his "Interior Life,

well says of the language, "Therefore if an;

man be in Christ he is a new creature:"

The old life perisheth in order that there 1

a new creation in Christ. The deformity (

the ancient nature passes away and the imagi

of Christ in the soul takes its place. And wi

can try and be assured of the truth of the 1

urrection from the death of sin, only by iti

likeness to the life of the Saviour. It

matter of great gratitude therefore, that thi

gospel not only delineates holiness, which ii

but another name for true inward life, b]

means of abstract statements, but represent!

it visibly and sensibly, in the beautiful mirro)

of the Saviour's personal history.

This is a mirror which it is necessary foi

every Christian and especially for those whc

are earnestly seeking the entire sanctificatioi

of the heart, to contemplate prayerfully anc

unceasingly. The more we study the life ol

Christ, if we do it with a consecrated and

prayerful spirit, the more it is reasonable tc

suppose we shall be like Him. And in propor-1

tion as we bear his likeness, will those various 1

inconsistencies and imperfections, which offer

mar the lives of his professed followers, disap-

pear. We propose, therefore, to mention

briefly some of the traits of character which

are conspicuous in the life of our Saviour . . .

Accordingly, we proceed to remark that the

Saviour in his human nature, was a man of

sympathy. In making this remark, we mean

to imply, that he was a man of sympathy on

natural as well as religious principle; sympa-

thetic as a man, as well as a religious man.

And as such, it is very obvious, from the

Scriptures, that he felt a deep interest in all

those who are the proper objects of both nat-

ural and religious sympathy; for the sick, for

the poor, the ignorant, the tempted, the suf-

fering, of all classes and conditions. Although

he loved religious retirement, and knew more

than any one else the inestimable privilege of
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ig alone, with God, he felt deeply the

ms of a common humanity; and in obed

3 to those claims, came forth, and lived

suffered among men; weeping with thos(

' wept, and rejoicing with those who re-

ed. He gave no countenance to an exclu-

ly solitary religion, a religion which un-

the name of meditation and prayer shuts

If up in barren isolation and has no deep
operative sympathy with men. When

e were wounds to be healed, whether men-
j or bodily; where there were tears to be

d up; whenever and wherever he could add
he amount of human happiness, or detract

1 the sum of human misery, he was pres-

He deeply sympathized with those who
the subjects of religious trials and duties,

tcially with the beginners in Divine life,

I the weak ones and the lambs of the flock,

ardingly, he adapted his instructions to

r capacity of understanding, and also to

r present degree of advancement and
agth of purpose. And hence it is that
certain occasion having made some com-
ication to his disciples, He added, "I have
many things to say unto you, hut ye can-
bear them now." It is said in allusion

ihis interesting trait in his character,

iruised reed shall he not break, and smok-
lax shall he not quench." It is hardly nec-

ry to add that those who are experiencing
inward restoration and have been raised

/ in the image of Christ's likeness, will ex-

,
this interesting trait in a marked degree,
e can be no such thing as a truly holy
t which is destitute of a pure and deep
|)athy.

_

!
Back Seats for Age.

'\s the twig is bent, the tree's inclined,"

Iproverb which time has not discredited,

prn pedagogy concerns itself more and
with the careful training of the twig,

lvalue of early habit in play, work, asso-
lon, and conduct, is acknowledged every-
e. This is, we are often told, the era of
joung; children receive every advantage,
li is barred from no opportunity. Great
(•prises are in the hands of young men

;

xg women mould in the schools the citizens
lie future, serve great charities, or step
from a sheltered life to share the labors

lie world. Fittingly this young country
;ips forward toward its destiny, borne un
iipetuous wave of youth.
;|t what of age? What of the ancient
I, no longer supple, its twisted trunk hard-
s' into shape, broken, storm-rent, yet ven-
e? To the understanding eye it is more
63sting, more beautiful than the fresh and
^'le sappling. But do the eyes of our tri-

\ ant young folk see and understand ? Too
gently they do not. Our young people
(i fail, sadly, in reverence for age; often,
'J;hey reverence, yet shun it. With the
iplous rapidity of progress, requiring an
5,!cedented adaptability of mind and habit
iHerial and intellectual changes, has come
iKsed impatience of the conservatism and
I'll! rigidity natural to age. It is a regret-
Wistake, and one not at all to the credit
ijelligent young people.

h tree, fully grown, cannot bend. As it

': so it stands. Only fret, failure and

Y can result from trying to effect a

change. Nevertheless, comfort, counsel and
that wisdom which is higher than mere knowl-
edge are found in seeking the cool tranquillity

of its shade.

—

Late Paper.

When our blessed Saviour said to his dis-

ciples, "Greater works than these shall ye do,

because I go unto my Father," was it not that

they should be instruments in the transforma
tion of men from a state of nature to one of

grace?

—

Ohio Epistle.

Items Concerning the Society.,

William C. Allen, having concluded his religious

visits to parts of Chester Co., Pa., returned h'

certificate to his Monthly Meeting on the 7th inst.

He was at Cain Monthly Meeting Twelfth Month
26th, at Christiana Meeting on Twelfth Month 29th,

and at an appointed meeting at Gap, Pa., on the

evening of that day ; and at appointed meetings
in Ercildown meeting-house and in Coatesville on
the 5th instant.

To the Editor of The Friend :— Does London
Yearly Meeting of Friends by the judgment of its
" Conference '' in reference to the visits of ministers

of the gospel coming from other Yearly Meetings,
imply that she does not consider those outlying
meetings of Friends on the continent of Europe, or

those in Australia, Tasmania, or New Zealand, to

form an integral part of London Yearly Meeting ?

or as not being under her jurisdiction ? If not, to

what bodies do they belong ?

If London Yearly Meeting has jurisdiction, she
certainly retains the right to approve or disapprove
of any such laborers from elsewhere ; and if re-

ceiving her approval, it would not be like London
Yearly Meeting in all her past history, not to pro-

vide liberally to further approved messengers.
It would be well for Friends in all other Yearly

Meetings to know in what relation London holds

herself to these meetings, that others might govern
themselves accordingly. A Friend.

[Our apprehension of the minute referred to

was, that it was not intended to touch the matter
of London Yearly Meeting's jurisdiction outside

Great Britain, but only to protect herself from
abuses found to be burdensome in regard to guests

from other Yearly Meetings proposing to travel to

parts beyond.

—

Ed.]

The periodical heretofore announced as about to

be published by "The Friends' Bible Institute Pub-
lishing Company," Cleveland, Ohio, has now begun
to appear, under the title of The Soul Winner. Its

introductory language is as follows :

" For a long time there has been much pressure

brought to bear upon us to change The Bible

Student to a weekly, aggressive, holiness paper

—

a real soul winner that would feed the multitude
in the Friends' church and elsewhere, and be used
of God in preparing the Bride for the coming of

her Lord. It may seem to many that there are

plenty of such papers now. We admit that there

are plenty of the kind already published, but we
feel there is just a place, a unique mission for The
Soul Winner among the people who are bent on
finding the deeper things of God ; who, not content

th the experience common among Christians of

to-day, are ' earnestly contending for the faith

once delivered to the saints,' not content to be
ukewarm themselves nor let others be."

It is said that a valuable article by President

Isaac Sharpless has appeared in the current issue

of the Atlantic Monthly on the " Causes of Penn-
sylvania's Ills," by " A Pennsylvania Quaker." It

was written " to answer an article which appeared
recently in the same magazine entitled, "The Ills

of Pennsylvania," which endeavored to show that
' the corrupt politics of Pennsylvania are due to the

meekness and non-combativeness of the Quaker "

Notes From Others.

The Congregationalist says : "The authority even
of the Church as an institution has gone, but the
authority of truth will never fail."

To-day we have seventeen kinds of Methodists,
thirteen kinds of Baptists, twelve kinds of Presby-
terians, and some 350 different denominations, all

told, in the United States.

F. B. Perkins says in the Pacific :
" The making

of our Bible was a work of more than four thous-
and years. It was not sprung upon the world
complete. It grew. It could not have been con-
structed in any shorter period."

A writer in the Churchman says : "The truth of

God is the same always, but theology, which is our
science of the truth, cannot remain always, or even
for any great length of time, the same.

South America, called the "Neglected Contin-
ent," has a population of 34,000,000, and of these
30,000,000 have never seen a Bible, although called

a Christian country. There are now eighteen
Protestant missionary societies operating there,

and about 350 missionaries are working there.

"The Decline in the Number of Candidates for
the Gospel Ministry," was the subject of a recent
address by Henry C. Minton before the Presbyterian
Ministers' Association. Many reasons were given
for this decline, some being entered into at length
and others being only touched upon, and the remedy
was found to be in a consecrated, pious home and
an outpoured Spirit.

It is announced that two universities for women
will be opened this year, one at Tokio, Japan, and
the other at Moscow. The Russian University for
women has been endowed by a wealthy mercliant,

Astraknoff, with 5,000,000 rubles. It will con-
tain for the present only three academical faculties

—medicine, mathematical and physical science.

The Russian Minister of Education, whose sympathy
has been gained, cannot see his way as yet to the
concession of a legal faculty.

The Christian Observer remarks :
" The number

of Stundist immigrants [from Russia] in this country
is surprising. It amounts to about two hundred
thousand. Of these a part are in Canada ; the
rest, from fifty to one hundred thousand, in the
United States. They are located mostly in the
Dakotas, and are industrious, peaceable citizens.

They were willing to begin life here in mud houses,

with heating stoves of clay, and with hay or straw
for fuel. But they are people of piety, of Luth-
eran, Presbyterian or Baptist faith—and, unlike
many immigrants, are exercising a happy influence

out there. They are a welcome addition to our
population."

Forced to "Transcend her Sphere."—Women
used to be told when they ventured into some public

fields where they are now such familiar figures,

that their place was the fireside, the family altar

(typified by the cook-stove and the wash-tub in

most houses), and, in fine, the home. We do not
remember that they were in the habit of openly

retorting, " Whose home ?' but surefy their ad-

visers were open to some retort. It is because
women have, in the hideously egoistic and errone-

ous development of our commercial civilization,

been obliged so often to make the homes they were
bidden keep to, that we now find them the rivals

(alas ! sometimes the victorious rivals) of men,

not only in the graces, but the industries, the arts,

the sciences. The part they play (it is very like

working) has been less chosen than forced upon

them by the brutal and entirely man-made condi-

tions of the life which prevails throughout the

world ironically calling itself Christendom ; and
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their schools cannot do better than continue to fit

them for it, until their brothers shall imagine some

gentler and juster economy, in which they shall

each be chosen a wife by a husband worthy of her,

and dwell with him in a home of their common
creation, safe from want and the fear of want.

Even this millenial vision should not involve any

obligation to matrimony as to a state more hon-

orable or more ideal than celibacy. The apostle had

something to say for that which will always com-

mend itself to consideration, and no one can have

lived long in the world, or met many maturely un-

married women, without questioning the right of

matrimony to hold itself as the only holy estate,

or the holiest. It is holy if the married pair behave

themselves ; and if they do not, why, celibacy seems

rather preferable. In millenial conditions, even, it

is doubtful if it ought to be commended as the

chief and primary motive in woman's education.

—

W. E. Howells.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Henry C. Payne of Wisconsin has

been appointed postmaster general.

The Nicaragua canal bill has been passed by the House

of Representatives by practically a unanimous vote, only

two members out of 310 voting against it. The amend-

ment to lodge with the President discretionary power as

to the route was defeated by a vote of 102 to 170. It is

now to be considered by the Senate.

The purpose of Andrew Carnegie in presenting $10,-

000,000 to a Board of Trustees is thus stated :
" It is

proposed to found in the city of Washington, in the spirit

of Washington, an institution which, with the co-operation

of institutions now or hereafter established, there or

elsewhere, shall, in the broadest and most liberal manner,

encourage investigation, research and discovery ; encour-

age the application of knowledge to the improvement of

mankind : provide such buildings, laboratories, books and

apparatus as may be needed, and afford instruction of an

advanced character to students whenever and wherever

found, inside or outside of school, properly qualified to

profit thereby."

The Manhattan Railway Co. in New York city is in-

stalling electrical motors instead of steam upon its ele-

vated road, and in a recent trial trip, the train attained

a speed of forty miles an hour over a part of the route.

A remarkable cure of cancer of twenty years' growth,

is reported to have been effected in San Jose, Cal, by

means of the X-ray, on a person 83 years old. A daily

treatment of fifteen minutes under the X-ray was com-

menced. After the twentieth treatment it could be seen

that the cancer was healing. From that time up to the

thirtieth treatment the affected parts healed rapidly,

until the cancer has entirely disappeared, leaving only a

scar.

The statistician of the Department of Agriculture esti-

mates the average yield per acre of wheat in the United

States in 1901 at 14.8 bushels- as compared with 12.3

bushels in 1900; 12.3 bushels in 1899, 15.3 bushels in

1898 and 13.3 bushels, the mean of the averages of the

last ten years.

The invention is reported of a device by which it is

possible to talk by telephone from one trolley car to an-

other car of the same line while they are in motion.

John G. Woolley, the Prohibition leader, who has just

returned from a seven months' trip around the globe,

taken for the purpose of studying the condition of the

liquor traffic in foreign lands, says that " among all the

greater nations, I feel sure that America is at present

the farthest advanced in the struggle for prohibition."

The population of the United States, including all out-

lying possessions, was 84,233,069 in the census year

1900. It was made up as follows : States and Terri-

tories, 75,994,575 ; Philippines, 6,961,339 ; Porto Rico,

953,243; Hawaii, 154,000; Alaska, 63,.592 ; Guam,

9,000, and Samoa, 6,100.

F. L. Hoffman, insurance statistician, is reported as

stating that a comparative mortality table shows that

close behind Norway, and ahead of Great Britain, France,

Germany, and ahead of all other States of our country.

New Jersey has the lowest death rate. Certainly the

facts are abundant tending to prove that old age is being

attained by men and women in this country with an in-

creasing degree of frequency, and, " It is certain that our

American men at sixty are not broken up as badly as

our fathers were at forty."

A Boston despatch mentions that a fleet of twenty

vessels owned by two firms trading with the Gold coast

of Africa, take out about 2,000,000 gallons of rum each

T. Estrada Palma, lately elected President of Cuba by

an almost unanimous vote, has long been a resident in

New York State, and for several years has been employed

as a school teacher in Central Valley, Orange Co., where

he has a model farm. In his reply to the notification of

his election, he mentioned two things he was desirous of

accomplishing, viz : the strengthening of cordial relations

between the republic of Cuba and the United States and

conducting an economical administration. In connection

with this he hopes to develop the resources of Cuba, es-

pecially its agricultural industries.

There were 471 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 17 less than the previous

week and 2 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 247 were males and 224 females: 49

died of consumption of the lungs ; 82 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 16 of diphtheria

;

21 of cancer ; 12 of apoplexy ; 8 of typhoid fever ; 3 of

scarlet fever, and 15 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of Sic. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.75 to $3.00 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.60 to $3.75 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.70 to $3.90 ; spring, straight, $3.75 to $4.00.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 87 to 88c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 67 to 67Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6i to 6Jc.; good, 5^ to SJc; me-

dium, 5 to 5ic.

Sheep.— Choice, 31 to 4c.; good, 3i to 3Jc.; common
If to 24c.

Lambs —4J to 6ic.

Hogs.—Western, 8J to 9c.

Foreign — The Emperor and Empress of China have

returned to Pekin amid a great display of pageantry, which

was witnessed by a large number of natives and a crowd

of Europeans, diplomats, army officers, missionaries,

photographers and correspondents. The return of these

rulers to the capital is regarded as favorable to the

maintenance of peaceable relations with foreign countries.

The Director of Railroads and Mines of Shan Si province

has requested Minister Conger to exert his influence to

induce Americans to invest capital in the province, saying

that the policy of the United States during the recent

troubles had led the Chinese to prefer dealing with the

Americans, as they have greater confidence in their

Geo. S. Miner, lately returned from a ten years sojourn

in China, reports that the Chinese were greatly impressed

with the fact that more than 30,000 Chinese Christian con-

verts within a few weeks suffered death for their religion,

while scarcely one among millions of Chinamen could be

expected to sacrifice his life for Confucianism, Buddhism

or any form of ancestral worship.

The Commissioners of the Northern Lighthouses in

Scotland have decided to adopt wireless telegraphy as a

means of establishing communication between the main-

land and certain of their lighthouses.

There are but three countries which now have a greater

population than the United States, viz : China, the British

Empire and the Russian Empire. China and the British

Empire have each of them probably between 3-50,000,000

and 400,000,000, or together nearly one-half of the total

population of the earth. The Russian Empire, with about

131,000 000 people, has more than half as many again as

the United States, and has been increasing during the

century just closed with greater rapidity than any other

European Power.

It is estimated that as many as 6000 tons of coal were

carried off in suspension in the atmosphere daily from the

chimneys of London. London scientists state that there

is a decided increase in the death rate during these heavy

black fogs, and there can be no doubt but that so much
smoke in the air is a cause of bronchitis and other inflam-

mations of the respiratory tract, which in their turn give

rise to greater liability to pneumonia and tuberculosis.

The British War Office has issued a call for 9396 in-

fantry volunteers, gradually to replace those now serving

in South Africa.

Statistics collected by the National Councils of Women
show that in Germany 202,016 women are proprietors,

managers or in leading positions in business. Women
principals and managers are found in mining industries,

iron, brick, gas and electric works. There were sixty-six

chemists in active business.

A dispatch from London says : One of the most im-

portant of .American commercial enterprises in Europe

has just culminated here. It consists in the securing of

all water routes for American cargoes of grain and other

commodities from inland ports in the United States to

inland ports in Europe, and embraces the purchase by

American capital of several British and other canals.

The Vice-President of the Erie Canal Traction Company,

has been here several months, securing concessions for

the operation of European canals by electricity.

Erie concern has secured control of about 5000 mil

canals in England and on the Continent. As a r

cargoes will shortly be shipped on the same bill of I

from Duluth, Minn., to Brussels, Bruges, Ghent
Cologne, and later to many points in the United King
France, Germany and Italy.

Vladimir Bogoras, ethnologist of the Jessup explo

party in Kamchatka and neighboring regions, saj

found indisputable connection between the

Indians and the Paleo-Asiatic races on the Bering

Coast in Kamchatka and on the head waters of the i

which rise in the Stanovoi Mountains. The Indian

the Paleo-Asiatic languages are similar in struc

and their mythologies present additional proofs of cor

origin.

Cleveland and Chicago capitalists, incorporated a:

Cleveland Construction Company, have been success)

negotiating for concessions for electric lines from
Egypt> to Mount Sinai, and thence along the coast i

Red Sea, through Syria and Arabia to Mecca.

Consul General Mason sends from Berlin translati

a report by the Imperial Health Office on the succ(|

results of the open air treatment of consumpti(

Germany. The success of the treatment has causei

erection of a large number of establishments in Ger'

—60, with 5000 beds, in the spring of 1901.

half the cases, the patients had been sick for less ti

j'ear before applying for admission to the institu

The average duration of treatment was 92.4 day

each patient. Data as to the final results show th^

each 100 patients treated 87.7 per cent, were disch^

as cured or improved, 8.8 per cent, left unimprove'

per cent, were worse, and one-half of one per cent.

The favorable results were in part due to a careful s

ion of cases suitable for treatment in the institutioi

Coal of good quality has been found in the isia

Spitzbergen, near Troudhjem, about 100 feet belo'

surface.

The quantity of wheat produced in 1901 by the

largest wheat growing countries is thus stated: I

States, 720,000,000 bushels; Russia, 336,000,000 bu

France, 304,000,000 bushels; India, 240,000,000 I

NOTICES.

Notice.—A meeting for Divine worship is appi

by the Quarterly Meeting's committee, to be h
"

'

meeting-house at Fourth and Arch Streets, on Fourl

evening, First Month 15th, at 7.30 P. M. AlPwho a

terested as attenders or members are invited to be pi^

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fc

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg,

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wl
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forwa

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience fa
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage willift

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., ai,
'"

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when r.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twv

cents each way. To reach the school by telegra|il

West Chester, Phone 114x.
'

Edward G. Smedley, SiM

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Moorestown p
Tenth Month 3rd, 1901, William Martin, M. li»

Elizabeth E. Kaighn, daughter of Amos E. and Ljl

I
Kaighn of Moorestown.

Died, at his home near Salem. Ohio, on the thii :

Twelfth Month, 1901, Edward Bonsall, ag.-

1

seven years and eight months, " A shock of f;r\

ripe," a life-long member of Salem Monthly -M^ -

Friends. In 1839 he married Hanna Jones of Germ

Pa., who died eight years ago. He was a lovin-

voted husband and father. He was a firm belifv.

principles and doctrines of Friends as held forih

ancient purity, and did what he could to suppu!

After a brief illness of twenty-four hours he pea .-

,

and quietly passed away, as one going to sleep. H ttj

tives and friends have the consoling evidence that >
ki

been gathered into the Heavenly city, where sorr
' is

suffering are unknown.
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Striving for Masteries.

1 examination of the word "athletics,"

'ish to acknowledge that it includes the

of "contests,"—thus correcting a foot-

crowded into our last number (page 213),

:
based upon a temporary confusion of

iory between athla, contests, and alke,

igth. The note was not intended as a re-

ter to our esteemed Friend's article on

iletic Sports," but rather to explain why
)uld have admitted a previous discourse

ist the foot-ball evil, which at the same

had a favorable word to say for athletics,

then, athletics must mean personal an-

;iisms, they are working a moral evil, on

lea that physical good may come to theun-

Ud and unslain. Their pernicious princi-

:onsists in making victory for victory's

la motive of conduct,— the spirit of tri-

Mng over others as an end to itself. The

jit of victory over opponents is honorable

ilfor the sake of some higher cause,— the

iph of a moral purpose or spiritual prin-

l! or the greater good of the greater num-

.j
Victory for victory's sake,—the mere

t| of conquest —is ignoble because selfish,

ijparty has been worsted, the other made

f
nere it is pleaded that physical culture is

iiect and the development of bodily pow-
|id health is a duty, it is manifest that

ijprocess, while incidental as a by-product,

tjt the object, by the very fact that per-

lil victory has to be held up as its bribe.

made the object, to induce phys-B'iribe

Ijulture to bestir itself, and without which

Biresumed the culture would not be sought.
lie triumph is for triumph's sake, and so

iom physical culture being its motive, it

is pursued under about an equal pros])ect of

physical injury.

No wonder that lives and limbs and deeper

rifjhts of fellow-beings seem a small obstacle

to conscience, where glory to self or to "our

side" is the idol that blinds the eyes of antag-

onists. If hardening the heart is the price to

be paid for hardening the muscles, the beast-

like gain is too paltry, and the cost too eter-

nal. So if all our scruple as to a people's in-

alienable rights, counts nothing against an

overriding mercenary ambition or greed of

power, then, whether its money perish with it or

not, a nation pays too fearful a cost, thoueh it

gain the whole world by the sale of its own

soul. What shall it profit? And when will

nations, as well as men, learn that they are so

members oiic of another that the honest pros-

perity of one is the prosperity of all? That

reciprocity of favors is mutually enriching, and

reciprocity of blows is mutually empoverish-

ing? Why should it be thought that a nation

crippled will be a nation of customers? Or

that the makers of cripples elsewhere are true

character-builders at home and at heart, in

the righteousness which exalts a nation?

In a society choosing to carry the name of

Friends, personal antagonisms and rivalries

are nowhere admissible. It has been a con-

cern with some of us in our schools to give no

place to the motive of competition of one

with another, but to stimulate good work for

truth's, virtue's, and improvement's own sake.

So we have abolished for pupils the rank sys-

tem of invidious "comparing themselves

among themselves." "For we dare not make
ourselves of the number," as said the apos-

tle, who do that, and "are not wise."

Life is a contest, and a warfare, as he de-

clares. But the true Christian antagonism is

not personal, for its athletics are of the Spirit.

Not between man and man for mastery gained

by one in the belittling of the other, "not

against flesh and blood is our wrestling," but

it is a warfare of principles, even "against

the principalities, against the powers, against

the world-rulers of this darkness, against the

spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly

places." (R. V.) We may rejoice in the vic-

tory of truth, may labor as against those of

the contrary part for the triumph of a higher

cause, and may contend earnestly for the

faith once delivered to the saints. But even

all this exercise ceases to be Christian the mo-

ment it lets in personal rancor or personal tri-

umph.

The Christian athlete, "valiant for the

truth upon the earth," is made such through

faithfulness in inward conflicts with his soul's

enemies, while fighting the good fight of faith;

casting down, not human antagonists, but

"imaginations, and every high thing that

exaltelh itself against the knowledge of God,

and bringing every thought into captivity to

the obedience of Christ." So through inward

strivings for masteries, and striving lawfully,

he learns how to put on the whole armor of

God,—the hope of salvation for an helmet,

truth for his girdle, righteousness for a breast-

plate, the Spirit and Word of God for his

sword, faith for his shield,—and then not al-

ways that he may iight, but (a still greater val-

or) that he may be equally strong to stand.

For "The Friend."

Follow Thou Me.

We find a condition existing amongst us

which would prefer the things of time to their

chief jov, a state that looks unworthily at the

lives of our faithful Friends who have trod-

den the wine-press alone in the days of their

crucifixion, who having found liberty in the

perfect law of liberty which cometh from Je-

sus Christ to partake of the things of this life,

things given us richly to enjoy,—these Friends

are held up as examples by the carnal and
unborn in Christ, in such a manner as to at-

tempt to lead aside the tender minds of those

lambs, whom it hath pleased the Great Shep-
herd to lead into narrow paths for the more
efl'ectual fulfilment of the days of their wean-
ing.

These being bought with a price and not

feeling easy to spend time upon "that which
satisfieth, not" find a second copy set for

them lower than the upper line of Christ, who
alone has power to say "follow thou me."
This lower standard they are concerned to

cast aside, that they may follow with an undi-

vided heart and a willing mind the pointings of

the Spirit of Truth.

I am concerned for those who would be

leaders amongst the people, but whose inex-

perience would cause us to err, those who have

not felt upon their faces the breath of the

"Babe immortal," nor the touch of his soft

hands gently pressing them into his paths.

may the Spirit of God move upon such,

that he may say "Let there be light;" and

may the light ba divided from the darkness of

their minds by the day-spring from on high,

constraining them to cry, "My Father, be

thou the guide of my youth."

G. A. Keeley.
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The Daughter of an Atheist.

Strange as it seems, no matter ^vhat father

and mother, or uncle or aunt, or grandfa her

or grandmother may believe, they always pre-

ferlhat the boys and girls ^ho^W seek the

Lord earlv in life and live devoted CI ristian.

ever afterwards. This story is told of the

S<rhter of Littre, the great French scholar.

He tvas a man, learned in all human wisdom

but ignorant of God. A man must entertain

some opinions concerning religion, and this

great scholar who had experienced nothing of

ft had come to be opposed to it But fortu-

nately for his daughter the mother was a de-

voted lover of Christ.
^, , v,„ u,^ «

The great scholar, observing that she had a

possession he did not have, said:

"Bring up your daughter m the ways of re-

ligion and piety which you have ahvays fol-

lowed, but I must exact one condition and

hati , that when she is iifteen years of age

you^viil bring her to me. I will explain my

views to her, and she can choose for herselt.

The mother accepted the condition, years

rolled on, the fifteenth birthday came, and the

mother entered the husband's study \ou

remember what you said to me and \vhat 1

promised," she said. "Your_ daughter is fif-

teen years old to-day. She is now ready to

listen to you with all the respect and confi-

dence due to the best of fathers, bhall I

"Why certainly!" replied Littre. "But for

what special reason? To explain to her my

views! Oh, no, my dear, no, no. lou have

made of her a good, affectionate, simple,

straightforward, bright and happy creature.

Happy yes; that is the word that in a pure

being describes every virtue. And you fancy

I would coverall that happiness and purity

with my Ideal? Pshaw! my ideas are good

enough for me. Who can say that they would be

good enough for her? Who can say that they

would not destroy, or at least damage, your

work? Bring her in. so that I may bless you

in her presence for all you have done for her,

and that she mav love you more than ever.

The boys and girls who seek the Lord early

in life as did this daughter of the famous

atheist, will not only demonstrate the power

of a godly life, but they will avoid the pitfalls

of unbelief into which he and many others

have fallen, by waiting for a more convenient

season.— £'a;.

My life is not what I have chosen. I often

long for quiet, for reading, and for thought.

It seems to be a very paradise to be able to

read, to think, go into deep things, gather the

glorious riches of intellectual culture God

has forbidden it in his providence. I must

spend hours in receiving people to speak to me

about all manner of trifles; must reply to

letters about nothing; must engage in pub-

lic work on everything; employ my life on

what seems uncongenial, vanishing, temporary

waste Yet God knows me better than I know

myself. He knows my gifts, my powers,

my failings, and weaknesses, what I can do

and what I cannot do. So I desire to be led,

and not to lead-to follow him. I am quite

sure that he has thus enabled me to do a great

deal more, in what seemed to be almost a

waste uf life, in advancing his kingdom, than

I would have done in any other way. 1 am

sure of that.—iVorman McLeod.

The Continued Iniquity of Traders on the New

Hebrides Island Group.

Writing from Australia to friends in this

country, the veteran missionary, John h

Sn,';ome of whose interesting and helpful

experiences have been set forth m iHE

Friend, refers to a remarkable escape of his

son, also a missionary, on Tanna island of the

Ne; Hebrides, which recalls not d.ssimi ar

ncidents in J. G. Baton's own eventful life.

"Two savages," says the latter, "discharged

their rifles trying to shoot our son, when a re-

cently converted noble Christian chief sprang

forward between the rifle and the missionary;

so the ball intended to shoot the missionary

weS through the chief. He pleaded with his

sorrowing men not to take any revenge but

leave that to Jesus; to cling to the missionary,

helping him, and to love and serve Jesus

Christ so as to meet him in heaven at death,

and so praying for them he died, exulting in

Jesus andSs sdvation, while they all wept at

*^
John

g" Baton writes that there are about

sixteen thousand known as Christian converts

among the sixty thousand savage cannibals yet

on the group. Near the station at Tanna

very recently, the savages shot four men and

two women dead, and, a short jnie before

several children and native Christian teachers

and two men, suffered a like fate Further,

and shocking to relate, one of these vie ims

was feasted on ten days after the killing

Another was about to be similarly made use of

four days later but the missionary and his

converts finally succeeded in having the body

''^The "bullets that took these and many other

lives, were believed to have been secured from

a United States trader living there, who traf-

fics with the natives in these destroying agen-

"^'u'wiU be remembered that John G. Baton

has several times visited this country for the

purpose of better protecting the savages

from the demoralizing methods of so-called

civilized men's cupidity. The plea which he

personally made to Presidents Harrison, Cleve-

land and McKinley successively was for the

enactment of a law, to prohibit I nited States

subiects, living as traders on the New Hebri

des islands, from selling or giving in barter

to the natives, intoxicating drinks, opium dy-

namite, ammunition and firearms. Each of

the Presidents named, in turn, promised to

exert his endeavors to get such a law passed

and, indeed the "Gillett New Hebrides hill

to effect this obtained a ma.iori.ty in the House

of Representatives, but not the two-thirds ma-

jority requisite to pass it. That occurred

nearly two years ago. Meanwhile Secretary

Hay, as also President Roosevelt, have ex-

pressed themselves as heartily favoring the

proposed measure. It were well it Friends, as

opportunity now offers, would exert them-

selves to help remove this iniquity of the

South Seas-equalled perhaps by anything that

Daniel Wheeler witnessed
JosiAH W. Leeds.

For "Thh Frie

(Conlimuid from page 210.)

Samuel Bettle, Sr., was not only a

giver to meritorious objects, he was also al

dicious giver. It is reported of him that!

ino- present upon one occasion, when mc|

was needed for some object deemed necesf|

and quite a hesitation was mainfested by
(

er Friends there present, to contributfj.

their funds towards the desired object,

said to them, "Oh! give. Friends, give;

will be used to it after awhile."

Samuel Bettle, Jr., alluded to in a foi

number of these reminiscences, was a ma

superior intelligence and concerned abov.

things else to be found in the line of his A

In earlier life he was diligent in the wor

distributing Friends' tracts.

Boarding one summer at a farmhouse,

his family, near a town some twenty

from Bhiladelphia, 'twas his practice to

very early on First-day mornings, ride

town with his bundle of tracts and going

house to house would pass a tract undei

front door. Upon one occasion when ri

in a carriage through the town on a F

day afternoon, he purposely left fall fron

curtains at the crossing of two main stre^

tract. It was noticed by some young

sitting near, one of whom left his compan

went out into the street, picked up the t:

and at a suitable time when alone read it.

was a memoir of Thomas Chalkley. That t

under the Divine blessing, was the mea?

enabling him to take the first step out othi

broad way in which he had been walkm^foi

some thirty years, into the narrow but p«
ful way that leads to eternal life. i

Samuel Bettle, Jr., at another time ii

First-day felt his mind strongly imprsa

with the belief that it was his duty to .
ti

a certain house in a certain street in Phi lei

phia, and place under the front door a op

of Friends' tract on "Charity and For^«

ness." 'Twas about the time of day Jie

persons were returning home from the P

spective places of worship. It was a huil

ating service to him, pushing a tract una

stranger's door, but so clear and impr«ii\

was the belief that it was his religious |t]

that he complied.
, ^v, . «

It was subsequently ascertained thatir

male inmate of that house on entermjltl

door soon after, observing the tract picld

up, took it to her room and read it. Onai

ing the family afterwards she said to fii

"I have read a tract on charity and foiiv

ness and I have forgiven ," with i(

she had been at enmity.

The next day she was a corpse.

\\ . i . •

Not Much Expected of Them.—" Did you

ever know an uproar to be made because an

infidel went astray from the paths of moral-

ity''" said Dr. Mason to a young scoffer.

The following interesting tribute, it i

derstood, is from the pen of Wm. C. 1 n

author of "Boat Life on the Nile,' iij

in Egypt," etc., and is taken from thei

York Journal of Covmeree, of Third M

26, 1880.

ONE WORTH remembering.

"A plain white card comes to me to-U

with the legend on it, 'In Loving Remerat J

of Samuel Bettle, who died at his hoe

Philadelphia, on the 28th day of Fir^t V

1880. Aged seventy years. A ministr
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Gospel of the religious Society of Friends
• thirty-five years.'

li'Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord

fm henceforth: Yea: saith the Spirit that

j;y may rest from their labors, and their

irks do follow them.'

]'0, death where is thy sting? 0, grave

>)iere is thy victory.' 'But thanks be to

(Id which giveth us the victory through our

ird

Jesus Christ.'

(His last words in the ministry, First Month

, 1880.)

Perhaps my friend would not have me,

[laid he forbid it, print what I am moved to

p of him. But it is not for him I print it.

t' belongs to himself less now than ever, and

jj
all men I have ever known, he least be-

ijved that he belonged to himself. He, his

Jimory, his example, are our possession now.

JMany years ago, late one stormy night, a wild

i\e raging and rain driving through the

jitch, a loaded stage coach arrived at the

jofile House, then a small hotel and crowded
jil. The passengers looked in blank dis-

fiss at the announcement that they must re-

|ter the coach and go five miles down the

irest road to the Flume House.

'Among them my eye rested upon a man,

tl, of striking form and feature, whose face

Uld have impressed anyone in any crowd,

fere was no look of surprise or trouble on

ii face. It was then, as it always afterward

is when 1 saw it, calm, with a look rather

i pity for others than thought of himself.

|e ladies who were under his charge also at-

jicted our notice, and as my extra rooms
lire easily made available, I ventured to offer

|eir hospitality to a stranger. I am not ex-

ivagant when I say, now that he is gone,

lit I found I had unawares entertained one

'the rare visitors of earthly houses.

Rare in many respects beside that of an

lerpresent influence from above. This was
,e beginning of a long and happy friendship,

lerein many hours and weeks of pleasant

mmers at the Profile have passed profitably

me, and to many of the guests there from
ar to year, who will have heard with sad-

ss that he is dead.

He was a man of clear intellect, vigorous

ought, convincing utterance. He was a

holar both by study and by digestive think-

y. Gentle to all and a gentleman therefore

every place, he commanded belief when he
serted the truth, and respect when he re-

ked the wrong. He never hesitated to do
th.

I cannot refrain from relating a memorable
currence, and in this day of much church ri-

Iry and perhaps some enmity where ought
be only love, it may be good, and do good
tell of it.

We are Christians of various names at the
ofile house, but we have for many years
pt up a regular Sunday service, in which all

in with great satisfaction. It is a feature
the quiet family life into which even great
owds fall pleasantly in lonesome places
long the mountains. The large parlor is

led with several hundred people for this ser-

:e, which is conducted by whatever clergy-
an of whatever denomination may happen to

among us over Sunday. One Sunday it

ppened, for the first time in years, that in

full house (now grown to be a great hotel

holding five hundred guests) there was no one

accustomed to the prefix 'Reverend' on his

name. But Samuel Bettle was with uS; and

we looked to him to conduct the service. He
had much hesitation, apprehending that the

crowd of 2ay people might not be willing to

join in a simple meeting ; but to the argument,

'You may do good, it is an opportunity,' he

yielded.

Of course the idea was abroad all day among
the happy and jolly young folks that in the

evening there would be a 'Quaker meeting,'

and the drawing-room was crowded to excess.

Samuel Bettle with a few of the older resi-

dents of the hotel came in and took seats at

the end of the room.

Among the assembly were many who were

curious, and had come to be amused. Con-

trary to the usual custom of silence there was
much loud talking, some laughing, and ex-

changes of signs especially among the younger

folks. There was no signal given, as in litur-

gical and other formal services, of the com-
mencement of the worship. Our leader sat

still, his pale and striking features unmoved,
his eyes on the floor. The tittering, talking,

laughing continued for some minutes, and no

reverence or even respect for a religious ser-

vice was visible, when suddenly silence rolled

like a wave over the assembly, instantaneous,

profound. It was more than impressive, for

it was startling. Every laugh, every smile

was gone, and an anxious, uncertain, alarmed

look took possession of most of the faces of

the young. Still no movement from our lead-

er. For full five minutes that dead silence

held the entire room. The most frivolous

were awed. The strain became intense on

many minds. The stillness grew apparently

deeper and more solemn.

Then he threw himself on his knees, and

prayed. His clear voice, in a tone of passion-

ate entreaty, low and subdued but full of

emotion, asked from God what I think every

soul in the room felt to be its own desire.

When the short prayer was ended, I saw tear-

ful eyes here and there, and serious counte-

nances everywhere. For twenty or thirty

minutes he spoke of the life that is, and the

life that ought to be, the life of Christ in the

soul of man. Practical, simple, wonderfully

persuasive, his words were now meditative,

now rising to eloquent emotion, warning, ad-

monition, appeal. I think he did some of the

good he tried to do. We can never know
here what is the effect of our words for evil

or for good. He perhaps knows now more
than we of the result. There are many be-

sides me who will never— it is a Ions word

that—never forget that evening.

If I have conveyed the idea that he was in

appearance or character rigid, ascetic, I have

done wrong. He was always most genial, and

in conversation, playful at times and sparkling

with humor. His critical and accomplished

mind saw the depths of an argument instantly

and the same perception led him to instantan-

eous appreciation of wit. Strong and lovable,

I think those two words fitly express the im-

pression he made on an intellectual mind com-

ing in contact with his. He knew the world

well. He looked throuuh the filmy covering

of a 'man of the world' as if they were trans-

parencies. He saw at a glance through ex-

ternal polish, of a man or woman, and recog-

nized the worth or cheapness of that which
was beneath. While men of our annual com-
pany, clergymen, judges, eminent men of all

professions and employments, were drawn to-

ward him, it was a very striking fact, that

when he was conversing in low tones on the

front piazza, the mountain stage drivers would
gather closer and closer around and listen to

him in absorbed silence. We had had many a

great talk there, but of no other man could

this remarkable fact be recorded.

I have said nothing of his life and work in

Philadelphia, his devotion to the poor and op-

pressed, his usefulness among the Friends,

where he was a minister of the Gospel for thirty-

five of his seventy years. My knowledge of him
was not there. I know him as a man in social

life, among men. And I think I loved him and
every one loved him, and he had power and
influence, and accomplished great good, all

because in his life among men he was a man
of God. and made every one know it. He was
a living proof that a man can be a companion
of his fellow men, a scholar, a delightful ad-

dition to society, a lover of beauty, a giver of

happiness to young and old, an ornament of

social life, and yet always and everywhere
carry to the heart of everyone he meets the

conviction that that man lives close to the

other world. Meeting such men, you cannot
help— 1 care not who you are—you cannot

help feeling that though they be like us, and
of us, with our bone and blood and passion,

they have somehow, with outstretched right

hand, a grasp on something invisible but firmer

than anything our miserable philosophies and
sciences can give us to hold on by.

I am afraid that some of Samuel Bettle's

friends in Philadelphia may think I do wrong
to write thus of him who would rather go in

peace and be forgotten. It is not to praise

him I have written. But of such as he this

world has too few, and since he has gone out

of it into the light he desired, I think he him-

self approves my motives in this much, that I

would, if possible, preserve yet a little longer

the good his presence did while yet among us."

To some, the foregoing from the pen of

Wm C. Prime may appear as too eulogistic

of the creature, but having known S. B. inti-

mately, from 1843 to the period of his death

in 1880, 1 can truthfully approve of it and

willingly bring it into notice as another

striking evidence of the power of Divine Grace

10 redeem and bring poor fallen man up from

a state of nature to a state of Grace.

W. P. T.

Armok-Plated Boys.—It is important, in

these days, that America should have armor
plated boys. A boy needs to be iron-clad

on —
His lips, against the first taste of liquor.

His ears, against impure words.

His hands, that they handle nothing wrong.

His heart, against irreverence and doubt.

His feet, against going with bad company.

His eyes, against dangerous books and

pictures.

His pockets, against covetousness and dis-

honest money.
His tongue, against evil sentiments.

The Christian armor on her citizens gives

more security to the nation than all the "ar-

mor plate" can on her ships.

—

Selected.
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Notes on Tuskegee and the South.

(Concluded from page 211.)

On our second daj' we were taken by friend

Palmer, in company witli Loring A. Chase of

Chicago and Koscoe Conklin Bruce, a senior at

Harvard, on a pleasant drive in the adjoining

country. The day was summer-like and our

trip was rich in interesting incidents. We
stopped first at a typical country school.

There were forty pupils present out of eighty-

five enrolled, and the teacher was a Tuskegee

graduate. The school-house was innocent of

windows and most of the shutters must be

closed in cold weather. Two small stoves,

holding less than a peck of coal, were supposed

to furnish heat, but to us school seemed im-

possible here under ordinary winter condi-

tions. We found good work, however, and a

good spirit, and when our friend Bruce had

made a neat little speech it was re-produced

first by a boy, then by a girl in a manner

wholly creditable. Our object in this expedi-

tion was to meet a Tuskegee graduate who is

managing "The Northern Improvement Com-

pany." This enterprise is established to

stimulate the ownership of land in fee by the

negro, and in less than a year has had a meas-

ure of success. As we waited by the roadside

for a messenger to find our man, a somewhat
typical Southerner drove up in a buggy. Our

Chicago friend saluted him and an interesting

dialogue ensued. They had both been in the

war and the Southern man could only account

for the escape of the Northerner on the the-

ory that they had not then met. Speaking of

Tuskegee, brother Ashurst, for that was his

name, said, "It gets ahead of me," and,

"Booker Washington is as great as the great-

est, ain't he." Our graduate's name was Chal-

mers, and he now came up and escorted us

to the saw mill, a mile ofl: the road in a sandy

piece of wood-land. Here timber is prepared

for the houses of the settlers and the combi-

nation of enterprise and Christian philanthropv

seemed complete in our new friend. Truly the

spirit of Tuskegee is spreading!

In the afternoon the two fine teams were
again at our disposal and we turned to the

town of Tuskegee. Our errand in the town
was to see the Institute through the eyes of

the town's people, to meet a Tuskegee grad-

uate who has prospered as a merchant and to

inspect a "Female College" reputed to be one
of the leading educational institutions of the

South. The President of the Board of the

college is the senior doctor in the town and
we came upon him at once upon arriving. He
joined us in one of the carriages and we drove

to the college building. One of the Philadel-

phians, with Palmer and Bruce, took a drive

during the inspection, but those who saw the

equipment felt regret for its limited character

and had the idea that the young ladies would
be better ofl: in some well-equipped college in

the North. The President evidently is a man
of ability and admirable character, and he and
the President of the Board spoke in high terms
of Booker Washington and his work. This

testimony was further corroborated by the

member of Congress and by other prominent
white men of the town. Turning into the

principal grocery store of the place we were
met by an aff'able colored man who confessed

to being the proprietor and who had an evi-

dent pride of a commendable character, how-

ever, in the fact that he is a Tuskegee grad

uate. The brick store fronts on the Court

House Square and extends for some distance

on the side street where there is a barber shop

and a law oflice. The whole property be^

longs to the grocer. Over the store a large

room is furnished as a school-room and a

night school is conducted under the direction

and care of the Institute. A few doors be-

yond is a small library room managed by an

undergraduate of the Institute. Tuskegee

was once an aristocratic centre in the South,

and several old time mansions present their

colonial fronts to the streets of the town or

to the roads that centre in the town. On our

return trip we passed the site of the original

Institute. A new church building had taken

the place of the old structure in which Booker

Washington first taught, but we learned that

the forlorn building that served as an addi

tional school-room in which it was necessary

to hold an umbrella over the teacher during

a rain, is still standing.

Our time at Tuskegee was now about spent.

A good supper, warm farewells on every side,

and we were whirling along the road to town
again to take the train connecting with the

north-bound express. Rarely in our life-time

had two days afl'orded so much of interest and

so much for serious but hopeful reflection.

The points in the work of the great school that

most impressed us can be briefly stated, but

the range of the work and the power of it,

can not readily be transmitted in writing.

Every one must note the earnest spirit of the

place. The stafl: of teachers and the student

body are harmoniously active, and no trifling

is observed. Doubtless trifling characters come
to Tuskegee, but they are transmuted or re-

tire. Equally evident it seemed to us is the

high moral tone of the place. "Manners mak-
eth man," and not a little of that refined

courtesy for which the South has been noted

has descended upon the colored race. But
deeper than this, one is justified upon in-

vestigation in saying that the atmosphere of

the place is pure just as its ideals are noble.

The two things belong together, of course,

but they are not always found together. Fi-

nally the great ideas that we have heard the

founder of Tuskegee preach so fervently have

here a permanent form in a living and grow-
ing organism. The place still needs the man,

but should the man depart, the place and the

work will go on. Moreover, we left Tusk-

egee with the conviction that such cen-

tres will multiply, and that the multiplication

of such centres means not only a solution of

the race problem, but a solution of the world

problem as well. Trained to serviceableness

along lines of independent activity a man,
white or black, takes his place in the social

order and rejoices that God has given him
work to do.

Our return trip from Tuskegee contemplated
a stop at Asheville on our way to Christians-

burg, and a day at Christiansburg and at

Hampton. We found Asheville in the rain

but could enjoy the sweep of the valleys and
the somewhat obscured outlines of the encirc-

ling mountains. The resort is much patron-

ized by consumptives who are often benefited

by the mountain air. Our specific business

was to meet with another Tuskegee graduate,

and to observe his work as principal of the Col-

ored High School. The school we found cIoe

for vacation, but so far as a man and a sch(

house can reveal a work, we were pleas

again with the Tuskegee product. In this

stance the graduate is an expert carpenti

but beginning with elementary Sloyd he hoi

to develop a manual training course in a sch(

that has now nothing but book instructic

By his kindness W'e were shown througl

thirty thousand dollar building contributed

the Yanderbilts for a work among the coloi

people on Young Men's Christian Associati

lines. There are bath rooms in the basenie

stores and rooms for rent on the first flo(

an auditorium, reading room, sitting room a

play room in the second story and the ine

table nisht school that every Tuskegee gr;

uate seems ready to establish, in the th

story. None of these classes or privile^

are to be had free for any length of time, t]

a large and growing membership attests

value of putting some slight premium on (

portunity. Indeed, we learned that many
the so-called free schools in the South requ:

a small monthly payment from pupils, much
the principle of the penny-a-weeli charged

some Board Schools in England.

Christiansburg is not easily accessible frt

the South, but a day's journey from Ashevi

should have put us there. Two days, ho

ever, of unusual rain had caused communi(
tion to be suspended and no guarantee

trains for several days could be had from t

railroad men. In view of this and the dang

of travel after washouts, we reluctantly turn

toward Hampton. Booker Washington in 1

annual report speaks of Christiansburg as n
resenting the Tuskegee spirit in Virginia,.

a

we were anxious to see how the work fa

progressed there. Without seeing it, ho

ever, we have new confidence to believe tl

Friends have a much louder call than theys

predate to give themselves and their men
to developing this opportunity that belongs (

pecially to them. It seems shameful that t

modest but growing needs of this school t

not better supplied.

The ride from Asheville toward the

carried us through rough but attractive m
tains, through tunnels and around spiral cur\

that are certainly feats of engineering. Dai

ness found us approaching Salisbury, N. (

and here we were obliged to wait sevei

hours for the sleeper to Norfolk. It was ne

2 A. M. when we got it, and so tired were'

that we hardly appreciated the fact that

'

had been side-tracked at Danville, Virgin!

after about two hours progress. The swoll

waters of the rivers before us had submerg
the tracks and after waiting till mid-daj^^

gladly took the north-bound express for Phi!

delphia. Twice during that journey we SJ

wrecked freight trains, due doubtless to t

storm, so that we had an unusual sense

preservation from danger.

Doubtless there was an advantage in havii

Tuskegee as the single feature of our trip.

gave everything in our experiences there

individuality quite apart from the confusion

multiplied pictures. Measured, however,

any standard, Tuskegee is a very remarkal

place. Educationally, sociall}', morally it pi

sents a practical solution of the problem

the colored race, but as indicated above it

no less significant to the white race, and •
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its a very fair realization of the best edu-

nal theory the world over. So money in-

>d at Tuskegee is sure to yield a large re-

The fifty dollars a year that supports

ly or a girl may not produce a liooker

hington, but it is fairly sure to produce

looker Washington spirit, and that is the

ig spirit whether it runs a saw-mill, keeps

ire, or builds up a great school.

THE YEAR OP RELEASE.
1 the bells rang their peal through the wintry

startled the worshippers hushed as in prayer,

1 the people turned gladly to friends who

re near

—

jrhispered, " God give you a Happy New Year,"

t went forth from God's chamber of peace,

some there is dawning the year of relea.se."

knew not the sign that was set on their brow,

i happy ones soon in his presence to bow,

1 the late light came in and began a new day-
saw not the messenger placed in the way ;

said, " Will the toil and the sorrow increase ?"

Ireamed they had entered their year of release.

courage they patiently turned to their task,

itrength, not deliverance, dared they to ask
;

sighed as they took up their burdens again—
irrow and weariness, sickness and pain,

ventured to hope, that their troubles would

ise,

ly become theirs, in this year of release.

could they but know what the New Year

uld bring,

: glad songs of freedom and hope they would

g

!

willingly suffer and toil for awhile,

dng aye of their Lord and his welcoming

ile;

the " patience of hope " would grow strong and

irease,

ley counted the days of their year of release.

sre it is passed the King's face they shall see,

lever from sorrow and sighing be free
;

things that perplex them shall all be made

lin,

the evils of sin never touch them again
;

will gain the bright country of pleasure and

seace,

happy ones living their year of release.

are they thus near to the end of their way,

sad faces waiting that wonderful day !

now not, they know not. the Master alone,

who shall have rest in the joy of his throne,

nay say while our spirits grow strong in his

ice,

lay be, it may be, my year of release."

I Uve with that hope in our hearts day by

n bear that which passes so swiftly away ;

Q is work yet unfinished, tasks yet to fulfill

;

,( essons to learn of our Father's good will

;

ts spend, as for Him, the time shortly to cease,

(5od makes us meet for our year of release.

Mari.vnne Faringham.

liTH the wise and the foolish virgins rested

lij waiting for the coming of the Bride-

o|n. The wise ones enjoyed the sleep of

elust; the foolish gave themselves up to

ejlumber of the sluggard. But for these

ej was a rude awakening. When the call

ni announcing the arrival of the Bride-

oln, the wise virgins arose from their rest,

fj^hed and ready for the wedding. The
Oijh ones were confused and dismayed, for

eiwere not prepared. The Son of Man is

coming for each and all of us and at such an

hour as we know not. We may grow weary
of waiting for his appearing and must needs

rest by the way, but knowing that everything

is in readiness for the Master we may quietly

enjoy our repose and awaken ready to receive

and greet Him.

For " The Friend."

Ancient Printed Bibles.

On page 178 of the current volume of The
Fkiend there is a paragraph headed "The Old-

est Bible in this country" in which is given an

account of a (Jernian Bible printed in Zurich

in 1553. It is certainly a most valuable and
interesting volume but it is quite erroneous to

say that it is the oldest Bible in this country.

There are a number of older ones though they

are of course scarce.

In Friends' Library, Philadelphia, there is

a Crumwell Bible printed in 1539 which, it

will be seen, antedates the one above referred

to by fourteen years. It is one of the group
known as "The Great Bible" and is a large

volume about fourteen by ten and a half inches

in size, printed in old English black letter

with pictorial title pages. There are also

many small illustrations scattered through the

text. The printing is in two parallel columns
on each page three-and-a-half inches wide,

paragraphed and with chapters unly, the divis-

ion into verses having been a much later in-

vention.

The Old Testament is divided into three

sections, each of which has an appropriate

title. There is, of course, the main title page
at the beginning ; then before Joshua an-

other which designates those following as far

as Job inclusive, as "The second parte of the

Byble, " and the remaining one designates the

books from the Psalms to Malachi, both inclu-

sive, as "Third parte of the Byble." The
Apocrypha has a separate title page and there

is one to the New Testament similar in its

main features to that at the commencement of

the Old Testament.

The main title page is said to have been de-

signed by the celebrated Hans Holbein and is

most interesting. It embraces upwards of

fifty difi'erent figures. At the top the Saviour

is represented with both arms outstretched.

Immediately below is King Henry VIII, seated

on his throne with a Bible in each hand with the

appropriate metal clasps and inscribed with

the words "Verbura Dei," which he is handing
to bishops and clergy on his right hand and to

Crumwell and others of the laity on his left.

To the former he says in Latin: "These
things command and teach" (1 Tim. iv: ii), to

the latter "Judge righteously ... ye shall

hear the small as well as the great" (Deut. i:

16-17). Lower down on the King's left

Crumwell appears a second time handing the

Bible to the laity, and on the same level on

the other side is Cranmer in his cardinal's hat

likewise handing the sacred volume to one of

the clergy. Still lower down and at the bot-

tom of the picture is seen a preacher speaking
to a large gathering of people consisting of

men, women and children, many of whom are

represented as exclaiming in Latin "Vivat
rex," or in English, "God save the Kinge."

This Bible was included in the library of our
friend John Peraberton who died in Germany
in 1794 when on a religious service, and was

bequeathed by him with other books to Friends'

Library. On the fly leaf in his own hand is

written "Jno. Pemberton's, bought at Col-

chester, 9 Mo. 25, 1753."

But the Crumwell Bible is but an infant

when compared with a Latin Bible belonging
to the Biblical Library of the Bible Association

of Friends in America. Its age is indicated

at the close, as was the practice in early times,

in a brief paragraph of which the following is

the translation:

A Bible set forth imprinted at Venice by
Leonard Vuild of Ratisbone at expense of Nic-

olai of Frankford.

MCCCCLXXVIII [147S]

On the fly leaf is written "This venerable

copy of the most venerable of books, was pre-

sented to the Bible Association of Friends in

America by Samuel George Morton M. D. Sept.

28, 1833."

This splendid Bible is about eleven by seven
and a half inches in size with broad margins,

the letter press which is in two parallel col-

umns on each page, covering about seven and
a half by five inches. The old English style

of letters is used. The text is paragraphed
and the initial letter of each chapter illumina-

ted by hand. There is, of course, no division

into verses. As a specimen of printing it is

equal to the very best of the present day and
excelled by none. It is in excellent condition

in all its parts and bears no marks of decay
though its life has been four hundred and
twenty-four years.

It will be noticed that this Bible was printed

fourteen years before America was discovered

by Columbus, and seventy-five years before the

Zurich Bible mentioned in The Fkiend was
produced in 1553 by the Carthusian monks,

and most probably long before they were born.

It may be added that it is generally admit-

ted that the first Bible printed (and also the

first bonk printed with movable types) was
produced at Mentz by Gutenberg. It is with-

out date, but is believed to have been issued

some time between 1450 and 1456. The sec-

ond and third printed Bibles were also without

dates, but the former is supposed to have ap-

peared in 1460 and the latter in 1460 or 1461.

The fourth printed Bible was the first with a

date, and it was issued in 1462 also at Mentz.

George Vaux.
Twelfth Month 30, 1901.

Christ's Way with the Hopeless.—Noth-

ing is more touching in the history of our

Lord's earthly life than his manner of inter-

course with the despondent and even des-

perate. His presence inspired them almost

inevitably with courage, and He evidently ad-

dressed them in a way to which they were un-

accustomed and which others seldom used.

No matter how forlorn the case, how despon-

dent the heart of any man or woman whom
Jesus met. He never rebuked them unless re-

buke was actually the one means of revealing

his absolute comprehension of their hearts'

necessities. That was the thing which had to

be done if they were to confide in Him and re-

ceive a blessing from Him, and once in a while

it could be done only by sharpness of speech.

But ordinarily a milder method sufiiced, and

He spoke to them in tender words to welcome

and sympathy, revealing to them from his first
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syllable that they were not repulsive, as oth-

ers usually regarded them, that He valued

them highly as God's own children and his

brethren. ... The service which we render

the poor and the needy, the downcast and dis-

heartened from a sense of duty is better than

nothing and often is valuable to them. But

only that service which is the gift of love,

and of that degree of love which in some

measure approaches the love of Christ for

them, only that can do for them such a work as

He did.—Selected.

For ' The Friend.

Certificates to Friends Traveling in the

Ministry.

Friends have never considered, nor do they

now, that as brethren in Christ there is any

power vested in us as a church, whereby we

can either call or send one of Christ's minis-

ters to labor, either among ourselves or to

others. This is the prerogative of Christ

alone, the Master and Head over all. The

call and qualification for the work must first

come from Him. And even after having been

sent to labor, God reserves to himself the

times and seasons of his favor. They are es-

sentially his laborers, sent forth to do his

work, embued with power from on high to do

it. Without this power, they of themselves

can do nothing. A memorable urecedent is

related in Holy Scripture. "And it came to

pass on a certain day, as Christ was teaching

that there were Pharisees and doctors of the

law sitting by . . . and the power of the Lord

was present to heal them" (Luke v: 17). It

was for this power the apostles, after having

received their commission were yet to wait for

at Jerusalem until they had received this es-

sential qualification for the work of the min-

istry. Consequently their ministry was "in

the demonstration of the spirit and of power;"

they were not "ministers of the letter [only]

but of the power." And it was only through

this power of the Spirit by which sinners were

converted to God, or saints edified or built up

in their most holy faith. This baptizing min-

istry, converting sinners, tendering hearts,

warming brethren in Christian love to God and

one to another is the true sign and seal of one

being truly sent of God, the surest proof of

God speaking in and through him.

Yet these certificates are the outcome of

that comely gospel order and discipline be-

queathed to us by our forefathers in the Truth,

to guard against any one traveling in the min-

istry whose gift, or life and conversation are not

approved of or accepted by his brethren at home.

The certificates given simply testify the unity

of his Friends with his call, his ministry, and

the particular work or concern in which it is his

prospect to be engaged. With their in-

dorsement he becomes, as Paul said, not only

the servant of Christ, but a messenger of the

Church which "sends" him, to the churches

to whom he may be sent. All such ministry,

rightly exercised under the direction of Christ

by his Spirit, and in his power, time and again

vouchsafed as needed, is one of the chief

means by which the Lord brings his children

into the unity of the faith, into the oneness

of word, mind and heart. Rightly spoken and

rigtitly heard, its fruit is peace.

How beautiful upon the mountains are the

feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that

publisheth peace; that bringeth good tidings

of good, that publisheth salvation; that saith

unto Zion, "Thy God reigneth" (Isa. Hi: 7).

These coming in the name and power of the

Lord, are the harbingers of the day of Christ,

as it is written, Christ "sent them two and

two, before his face, into every city and place,

whither He himself would come" (Luke x: l:j

He who is faithful and true did promise,

"bo, I am with you alway, even to the end of

the world," and these his weak, dependent

ones, and his flocks whom He commissions

them to feed, have ofttimes realized the power

and glory of his presence, and have blessed

his great and glorious name, whose goodness

and mercy endureth forever. W. W. B.
' *"*

For " The Friend."

In reading reminiscences of departed wor-

thies of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting my mem-

ory was revived of the introduction I had to

Joseph Scattergood by John Read introducing

me as a Friend from Farmington, New Y'ork.

Joseph says, "John, I was not aware there

were any Friends in Farmington," asking me
if I took the Friend paper.— I replied, "1

take the Friends' Review."

Knowing Philadelphia Yearly Meeting did

not correspond with New York Yearly Meet-

ing, I felt the question as a rebuke. But

having heard others refer to Joseph as a very

strong conservative, I accepted it as lacking

in Christian charity. But some years after,

my experience taught me Joseph was right in

his conclusion, and saw me as 1 truly was.

For I was not qualified to judge by the mind

of Truth or by what little I had read of the

inroads being made upon the principles and

religious doctrine of the Society that were

then developing a separation.

It is not my purpose to reflect on the past,

although I often think there was a -mistake on

the part of many sound-minded Friends by

keeping the existing unsound sentiments a se-

cret from the young portion of the Society.

I think the Society would have suffered less

if the unsoundness being cultivated had been

met in its early rise. For when the unsound

mind was sufficiently developed to assert it-

self, that knowledge needed to meet the un-

soundness that was undermining the growth

of sniritual experience, was lacking. An
Episcopalian minister living in a western State

writes a letter to another minister living in

Canada, that the Quakers were conducting a

revival in the city where he lived, expressing

great surprise that Friends would carry on

such methods contrary to the established or-

der as he understood existed in the Society.

The Episcopalian minister who received this

letter, meeting with an elder of the Monthly

Meeting of which I was a member, related

what his brother minister had written him,

stating he was sorry to hear of "such depart-

ure from your established example. I fear

it will shake Christendom from centre to cir-

cumference."
Recently in conversation with an Episcopal

Methodist minister reference was made to the

diff'erent bodies of the Quakers (as he called

them), and particularly of the late senaration

of those who had taken the name of "The
Friends' Church," expressing fear lest the

cause of Christ had not been advanced by

them.

Such minds as these ought to be subject

for serious thought in the members of our i

ciety at the present time, lest the speculati

mind supersede the ase of sincere seekin

and intellectual imagination be taken for sp

itual guidance.

The conservative doctrine of the Society

Friends will not be lost to the world for it

primitive Christianity revived.

I fear too many of the past, as well as t

many of us of the present time, fail to val

the privileges we enjoy. How true, "I

letter killeth, but the Snirit giveth life."

If we sow to the flesh we shall reap corn

tion, but if we sow to the Spirit we shall rei

life everlasting.

This was the watchword of the worthy oi

who have finished their course and d

peace, the sweet benediction of a well spt

life. Andrew Roberts.
Caldwell, Idaho.

WAITING.
Sometimes there is more beauty shown

And greatness of his power

Within the sweetly waiting bud

Than in the open flower.

Christ's children have their waiting times

Beside some hindering sea,

To view the triumphs of his power

And blessed ministry.

These seas are all with blessings strewn,

And bordered by his grace.

And give within their hidden depths

To memory stones a place.

E. P.

Self-Study.—When I was a boy I foui

could always study better on a rainy day.

have since found that many people rather

come a stormy day, because they say they

get so much work done. Of course, the si

low reason is that they are less intermf

and less tempted themselves to go out.

the fact is that there is something in the '

atmosphere of a dark day which seems to

up the hidden forces of brain and emotion.

is said that a great composer wrote his

symphonies when he was suffering the gr(

physical pain. Certainly we know that somof

'

our richest poems, like the In Memoriam, wei

written when tears flowed and heart acll.

There is something of mystery in it; but le

fact remains. I think one reason for it ail

that pain and grief clear the mind and lip

the man to know himself. Trouble swiM

away as a mist all deceits and false living, il

leaves the man to see himself just as hiS.

Hence he can study his motives, his te&ii-

cies, his character honestly. Tempory

pleasures, momentary delights, the glanrf

sunlight, are all taken away, and just as le

eyes can often see farther on a cloudy >!

than in the full sunlight, so the man seesrr*

exactly his life and all that touches his ft

Thank God that sometimes all the f;3J

touches and adornments of existence ane-

moved, and we see plainly. For God looUt

the heart of us, not at the dress; and to i*

ter life is to see it with his eyes. So, ve»

trouble comes, when loneliness or grief P-

proaches, when a dark day dawns, be glad at

there is a chance for self-study, for stock- k-

ing, for a clearing ud, for a moral and spir lal

house-cleaning. —Tomkins.

"No man has yet been able to tell

value of one hour."
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Science and Industry.

Variation of the Compass.—Few familiar
^ings convey a more erroneous noiion than
t; phrase "true as the needle to the pole."
Ji order to keep track of the unfaithfulness
ojthe needle to the pole, or the "variations
the compass" from the true north, the

tited States maintains a separate bureau, the
dn'sion of Terrestrial Magnetism. The gov-
^iment is now preparing, in co-operation with
Bropean countries, greatly to enlarge its

nTk, and to make the investigations of 1902
nlmorable for their thoroughness.
The magnetic needle varies not only at dif-

f ent places, but the variation changes from
yii- to year, and even at different times in

t' day. On the "magnet survey" charts
t>se places which at a particular time have
t same amount of variation are connected
buhat is known as an isogonic, or equal vari-
ajn line.

Through those points on the map, in which
t re is no variation of the needle from the
: e mirth, a line, known as the agonic, passes.
roil deposits and mountain ranges modify

:
action of the unknown causes of the per-

(ical variation, and cause these lines to be-
;iie even more crooked than those which
ijrk equal temperatures, known as isother-
r|l lines.

sogonic charts may be accurate to-day and
1 of small errors in a few years. The cel-
ated Mason and Dixon's line between Penn-
rania and Maryland, which was surveyed in

years 1763 to 1767, was run by the stars
I not by the needle, a great piece of fore-
ht in that day. If it had been surveyed by
compass, in 1800, it would have shown a
iation in some places of two miles. Were
line to be run by uncorrected compass to-

,
the variation would reach nearly nineteen

is to the south and the rich coal fields of
Maryland counties would be thrown into

msylvania.

-'he discovery of the magnetic needle's varia-
13 is believed to have been made during the
age of Columbus. The disclosure really
stituted a high tribute to the scientific ner-
tions of that day, even though it spread
sternation among the ships' crews.— Lafe
J6r.

them. Cotton-seed oil is a favorite substitute,
but, according to an Egyptian newspaper, this
is soon to find a sturdy rival in the form of
the seed of the sunflower. Experiments made
by German chemists have convinced them, it

seems, of the availability of this cheap raw
material and it may shortly become a valuable
article of commerce. It is said to be convert-
ible to many uses, and, besides having possi-
bilities as a lamp oil, may be used for dyeing
purposes, and will be of service in soap
making.

The remarkable performance of the subma-
rine torpedo boat Fulton in staying under wa-
ter fifteen hours, has elicited widespread com-
ment. This was in the midst of a heavy gale,
of which those on board knew nothing. The
craft is sixty-three feet long. Its electric
motor is of seventy horse power. It also has
one hundred and forty horse power gas engine,
and could travel one hundred and forty miles
under water, coming to the surface only oc-
casionally to take observations. When the
time came for it to rise a large crowd had
gathered on the shore to witness the finishing
test. Promptly at 10.30 in the morning it

rose so suddenly as almost to startle the peo-
ple. The people within this ship of steel had
been as comfortable as if in their rooms at
home.

During the late hunting season Maine hun-
ters killed five persons and wounded several
others. In many parts of Pennsylvania a man
can be mistaken for anything bigger than a
rabbit. An end should be put to the accept-
ance of the declaration that such affairs are
accidental. As some paper justly remarks,
"Hunting moose and hunting squirrels appear
to be alike fatal to human beings."

'he ocean used to be considered about as
p at its deepest as the highest mountains
high. It has now been proved to be half
leep again—that is, forty-six thousand two
dred and thirty-six feet.

lOKE American Bridges for Africa.—"A
tract has recently been given the Ameri-
Bridge Company of New York for the

itruction of twenty steel bridges along the
of the Uganda railroad in East Africa,"

! The Railway and Engineering Review.
le amount involved is about one milion
ars. English and Continental firms com-
id m the bidding, but their figures were
ler. and they could not guarantee to com-
e the work in so short a time as that
led upon by the American company."

3NSUL Ravndal reports from Beirut, says
Scientific American, "that olive oil has
J uses, but more substitutes, and few sal-
ire compounded without the aid of one of

People are asking why it is, with the
growing use of the trolley and the automobile,
that horses are dearer than ever. One reason
is this: there are seven British transports at
the docks and one in midstream, each awaiting
for its turn to receive a cargo of horseflesh.
These eight vessels in port Twelfth Mo. 5th, rep-
resent eight thousand head of horses and mules.
Agents of the British government are scouring
the West for more horses and mules, and for
the past ninety days shipments have broken
all records.

Must you? Well, then, I've just come
from the elocution class, and I'll tell you what
the professor said: 'Never speak anything
until you have studied it and feel sure that it
IS that worth speaking, that you are the per-
son to do it properly, and that it will suit your
audience.'

"She looked at me a full minute without a
word, but the professor's rule worked so like
a charm that I've often wished since that all
persons with minds they must speak could
take lessons in elocution."—Forj^arrf.

Items Concerning tlie Society.

At New Garden Monthly Meeting, Pa., on the
Sth inst., Cyrus Cooper was liberated by minute
for religious service among Friends in Canada.
Also to appoint meetings,as he may feel drawn to
such service, in other places on his way to Ohio.

Harriet Green, from England, who has been la-
boring in the limits of Baltimore Yearly Meeting
has been expected to arrive in Philadelphia this
week.

It is announced that George A. Barton, professor
of Biblical Language and Literature in Bryn Mawr
College, has been appointed director of the Ameri-
can School for Oriental Research in Palestine, and
is released for the next collegiate year to have
charge of this work.

There are many besides Friends who have never
advocated war for the protection of Christian mis-
sions

; would that their number were very much
larger.—Lonrfo?i Friend.

The Yearly Meeting has not been remiss in call-
ing attention, from time to time, to the duties of
parents towards their children

; but I think many
of our schoolmasters and mistresses could tell us
of sorrowful evidence that has come under their
notice, that there is still, in some quarters, room
for improvement in the home-training of our chil-
dren. ... If children are sent to school without
this religious training, the work of the school-
master or mistress is liard indeed. No sermons in
the meeting-house, no instruction in "Friends'
principles" will avail to fill the void ; the seed will
fall on barren ground.—/IZ/rerf W.

A Lesson in Elocution.—"The queer thing
about the people who boast of always speak-
ing their minds," said the merry girl, "is that
they nearly always have such very disagreea-
ble minds to speak. Did you ever hear any
one preface a compliment, a commendation,
or anything gracious or pleasant, by saying,
'I always must speak my mind?'
"When any one begins that way, I wonder

whether it is my conduct, my friends, or my
last new gown, that is coming up for adverse
criticism. Of course, if it is some of your
elderly relatives or acquaintances, who have
the habit, you can only be as resigned and
respectful as possible; but I had a room-mate
at school, a girl no older than myself, who
had exactly the same kind of a mind. She
had confronted me with it on several occas-
ions, and so one day when she began, ' You
know I must speak'— I interrupted her.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A resolution has been introduced into
Congress by Senator Hoar asking for a special committee
of investigation upon the present military and civil situ-
ation in the Philippines.

Since the offer has been made to sell the Panama Canal
to the United States, the Isthmian Canal Commission
has reversed its former recommendation in favor of the
Nicaragua route, and has made another report in favor
of the Panama route.

The Philadelphia County Medical Society on the 15th
inst., placed itself on record in favor of vaccination.
These resolutions were adopted unanimously :

"Whereas, Smallpox is continuing to spread among the
people of the city ; and

" Whereas, Sensational newspaper articles minimizing
the importance of vaccination have caused a number of
people to refuse the vaccination offered by the city phy-
sicians ; and

" Whereas, Of the 977 cases of smallpox admitted to
thellunicipal Hospital during 1901 there was not a single
patient who had been successfully vaccinated within a
period of four years, those afflicted being almost ex-
clusively unvaccinated persons or adults not vaccinated
since infancy

; therefore be it

"Resolved, by the Philadelphia County Medical Society,
representing the physicians of the city and county, that
this society deems it necessary to impress upon the com-
munity that universal vaccination is the most effective
means of stamping out smallpox, and that, although
fumigation and disenfection are valuable adjuncts, they
can by no possibility do away with the necessity for vac-
cination since smallpox patients are the most important
carriers of infection, and such infection cannot be in-
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fluenced by the disinfection of smallpox. Be it further
" Resolved, That publications which slur the import-

ance of vaccination despite the incontrovertible testimony

of 100 years are to be deprecated as contrary to the best

interests of the community. Such articles are known to

have dissuaded people from vaccination who have subse-

quently died of smallpox."

The" total membership in religious bodies throughout

the United States, by the last census, is put down at

28,090,637, an increase in the last year of 2.67 per cent.

The rate of increase of the general population in the last

ten years was 2.18 per cent, showing that the member-

ship in these bodies is growing rather faster than the

population. The largest number in any one denomination

is of Roman Catholics set down at 9,158,741. A dispatch

says : It has been long known that Quakers in the

East, where they cling to old styles in dress, language

and forms of public worship, have been losing in numbers

and influence, but for many years they have been growing

in Indiana, Illinois and Iowa. Now it is shown by Dr.

Carroll that Quakers in the West, where they have

adopted the progressive methods of other religious bodies,

are losing also, and that at a steady rate.

It is stated that 7852 homicides were committed in this

country last year.

Oscar S. Straus, of New York, formerly United States

Minister to Turkey, has been appointed as a permanent

member of the Committee of Arbitration at The Hague,

to fill the vacancy caused by the death of ex-President

Harrison. He presided at the recent great conference

between capital and labor, and was made Chairman of the

committee appointed to bring about a lasting basis of

peace between the two. He now, therefore, holds a

double position as peacemaker. He says that he will

accept the appointment, which he regards as one of high

honor.

A despatch from Washington of the 17th says : Presi-

dent Roosevelt took to-day the first step in restoring to

China the property belonging to her, seized by the United

States. He directed Secretary Long to deliver to the

State Department, for transmission to Wu Ting Fang, the

Chinese Minister, the sum of $376,000. This amount rep-

resents the value of the silver bullion seized in the Salt

Yamen, at Tien Tsin.by United States marines. The silver

was found by American marines immediately after the

capture of the city. It was appraised by aboard of officers

and sold, and the proceeds were transmitted to this country

and deposited in the Treasury by Secretary Long. It was

thought that an act of Congress would be necessary in

order to draw the money out of the Treasury in case of

its repayment to China. The authorities have decided,

however, that Congressional action is unnecessary.

A circular letter sent to Indian Agents throughout the

country by Commissioner Jones contained the following :

" You are directed to induce your n^ale Indians to cut

their hair and both sexes to stop painting. With some of

the Indians this will be an easy matter ; with others it

will require considerable tact and perseverance on the

part of yourself and your employes to successfully carry

out these instructions. Witn your Indian employes and

those Indians who draw rations and supplies it should be

an easy matter, as a non-compliance with this order may
be made a reason for discharge or for withholding rations

and supplies. The wearing of citizen's clothing, instead

of the Indian costume and blanket, should be encouraged.

Indian dances and so-called Indian feasts should be pro-

hibited. In many cases these dances and feasts are

simply subterfuges to cover degrading acts and to disguise

immoral purposes. You are directed to use your best

efforts in the suppression of these evils."

An invention is announced which by means of wire-

less telegraphy notice is given to a locomotive engineer,

when another locomotive is within 2000 feet of it on the

same track, whether it is moving or standing still.

The Director of the Census has announced the percent-

age of increase of population in different parts of the

county, showing for the last decade a rapid decrease

from previous rate of growth of population in the West,

a less marked but decided decrease in the North, and a

slight decrease in the South. For the first time in the

history of the country the population of the South has

increased somewhat more rapidly than that of the North.

Prior to the Civil War the Northern States nearly doubled

in population with each twenty years, while in the South-

ern States the increase of population was only about
two-thirds as great. Since 1860 the rate of growth in

both parts of the country has been much less ; but while

the rate of growth in the North has decreased steadily,

that in the South during the last twenty years, from 1860
to 1880, has been slightly less. During the last twenty
years there has been no substantial difference in the rate

of growth of two sections. The frontier, as a large

area of rapid but intermittent growth, is no longer an

important factor in the progress of American population,

and the rate of growth in the several great areas in the

United States in now nearly the same.

A case of cancer has been successfully treated in New
Haven, Conn., by the X-rays. The cancerous growth was

of three years' duration, and was not susceptible to the

usual treatment. It was eleven inches wide and seven

inches deep. Twenty minutes every day the patient sat

before the X-ray machine. He stated that the light rays

pierced the growth with intense burning sensation, eating

through and through. The growth diminished gradu-

ally, until at the end of five weeks the patient is declared

cured.

A despatch to the Public Ledger from Washington of

ihe 16th says :
" The proposition as to whether the United

States shall be considered in the singular or plural number
was given consideration to-day by the House Committee
on Revision of the Laws. Those who contend that " are

"

is the proper verb to use in reference to the United States

rested their contention upon the language of the Consti-

tution. It having been decided to refer the matter to the

Librarian of Congress for investigation, it was found that

nearly all the messages, documents and laws in the early

days of the Republic used the plural verb. The tendency,

however, has been steadily toward the singular form,

while for the last fifteen or twenty years the singular

form had obtained almost e.xclusively. The Committee
decided after consulting the authorities that legally it is

proper to use the singular verb " is."

There were 502 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 31 more than the previous

week and 25 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 261 were males and 241 females: 42
died of consumption of the lungs ; 99 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 18 of diphtheria

;

18 of cancer ; 12 of apoplexy ; 5 of typhoid fever ; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 16 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basisof 8n;C. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.75 to $3.00 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.60 to $3.80 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.70 to $3.90 ; spring, straight, $3.60 to $3.85.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 86 to 86Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 66J to 67ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 54c.

Beep Cattle.—Best, 6i to 6|c.; good, 5J to 5Jc.; me-
dium, 4| to 5c.

Sheep.—Extra, 4J to 4Jc.; good, 4 to 4ic.; common,
2 to 3c.

Lambs —4J to6=c.

Hogs.—Western, 8J to 9c.

Foreign.—The Empress Dowager of China has issued

an edict which has been conveyed by telegram of the

11th instant to the Chinese minister at Washington :

"During the disturbances caused by the Boxers last year
the American commanding officers issued strict orders to

their troops to use strenuous efforts to protect the build-

ings within the Forbidden City. This was an act of friend-

ship worthy of imitation, for which we feel extremely
gratified and grateful. Therefore, instruct Wu Ting
Fang to convey our expression of thanks through the

Secretary of State to his Excellency, the President of the
United States. Respect this."

In a recent book of travels in China special point is

made of the general honesty of the people, as illustrated

by the numerous stalls and shops that are left to look

after themselves without danger of theft.

The Empress has also issued an edict which in strong
terms admonishes all officials to protect and maintain the

rights of native Christians, and forbids discrimination

against Christians. And another dismisses from office a

number of officials for complicity in the Boxer movement.
The British Parliament was opened on the 16th by King

Edward in person with elaborate ceremonies. In a dis-

cussion upon the war in South Africa the premier Salis-

bury said that no overtures for peace had been received
from the Boer leaders in Europe.

Of all the newspapers published in the world 68 per
cent, are in the English language.

Vladivostok, on the Sea of Japan, which forty years ago
consisted of four Chinese fishermen's huts, is now a flour-

ishing city of 50,000 people.

The North German Lloyd Company is building a steam-
ship which will have a contract speed of 24J knots an
hour, calculated to propel it from Lizard Head to Fire
Island in four days and twenty hours. The vessel will

exceed its predecessors in every respect. Its length will

be 707 feet. Its horse power will be 40,000—4400 greater
than its nearest rival, the Deutschland.
Two meteorologists, Berson and Elias, who ascended

from Berlin in a balloon during a high wind on the 9th
instant, write from a village in Southern Russia, in the
Government of Poltava, that they made 868 miles in

twenty-nine hours. The highest altitude reached
16,250 feet.

Explorations of the remains of prehistoric lake dwell

on the river Save, near Dolina, in northern Bosnia h.

brought to light four dwelling houses built on piles ;

numerous products of the potter's art, utensils of s'

horn, weapons of bronze and iron, ornaments of bro:

silver, gold and amber, seeds and bones. A boat
metres long hollowed out of the trunk of an oak has bi

exhumed, which is estimated to be 3,000 years old. '

Earthquake shocks were felt in different parts of Max'
on the 16th and 17th instants, doing great damage
certain localities. In the town of Chilpancingo, ab

120 miles southwest of the City of Mexico, it is repor'

that 300 persons were killed ; and that it will have to ,

,

thoroughly rebuilt. The volcano of Colima, about ;

miles west of the City of Mexico, is again active.

NOTICES.

Friends Freedmen's Association expect to send goi

to their school for colored youth at Christiansburg. 1

sewing class there is thrifty in making over partly wi

clothing— men's or women's. The library needs boo

Clothing, materials, shoes and books may be sent

Friends' Institute, 20 S. Twelfth Street, on or bef

Third Month 1st, marked " For Christiansburg Industi

Training School."

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regard

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Willi
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and a
munications in regard to business should be forwarded
Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. C, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of p

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will ni

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., and 2

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when request

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-i

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, n

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup'i

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Moorestown, X.

Tenth Month 10th, 1901, William Martin, M. D.,

Bristol, Pa., and Elizabeth E. Kaighn, daughter of Ar
E. and Lucy E. Kaighn of Moorestown.

Died, Ninth Month 23rd, 1901, at her home in Ches
Hill, Ohio, Gaynor P. Burgess, widow of Elwood Burg
and daughter of David and Julia Ann Ball ; was seven
five the seventh of Eighth Month. She had suffered mi
bodily affliction through life, and had been in declio

health for some years. In her last sickness, of o

three weeks' duration, she was cheerful and thoughtful
those who waited on her, manifesting an affectionate

terest in Friends who called to see her, and saying,

am glad to see all."

, at her residence near Chesterfield, Ohio, on
sixth of Eighth Month, 1901, Tacy Morris, daughter
Jonathan and Mary Perkins, and widow of the late Natl
Morris ; age ninety-five years, one month and twenty-t
days. She was a beloved member of Chesterfield Mont
and Particular Meeting of Friends, having submitted
early life to the purifying baptisms of the Holy Spi:

and joined Friends' Society as that of her choice." WI
about eighteen years of age she became very much
tached to the ancient principles and testimonies of i

early Friends, attending meeting twice a week, until I

infirmity of old age increased and confined her to her I

for several years ; but she was never heard to murm
The writer has heard her say, she longed " to go and be

rest, but wished to wait her Master's time." She continc

in a sweet, innocent frame of mind until the close. S

leaves eight children to mourn their loss with her ma
friends. She was universally esteemed by all who kn

her. We feel the blessed assurance that our loss is 1

eternal gain, in that happy home with her dear Redeem
, in Moorestown, N. J., on the seventh of Ter

Month, 1901, Edmund C. Worthington, son of Susan

R. and the late J. Willits Worthington, in the twen
seventh year of his age ; a member of Chester Monti

Meeting of Friends, N. J.

ILMAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnat Street
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Authorized Christian Endeavor.

ro-morrow marks the twenty-first birthday

the "Christian Endeavor" societies, spe-

liy so called; whose beginning was in Port-

id. Maine, under a simple plan of Francis

iClark to gather the young people of his

irch together that he might organize them
' service "for Christ and the Church." This

ivement grew to unexpected proportions,

•day it has about seventy-five thousand socie-

[i, and a membership of over three millions,

fhe event is a wide-spread echo to young

Dple's natural desire to have something to

I

in societies of which they are members;

|i if they were rightly set to work as was

: case in the days of "our young Friends"

nes Parnell, Edward Burrough, Robert Bar-

y, and a strong list of valiants under the

i of thirty, in whom the Spirit of Christ

s depended on as the fresh initiative of

iry work and service, and young men not

y saw but were obedient to their heavenly

ions,—then the problem of Christian en-

ivor would be demonstrated on lines not of

I, but of the gospel.

For law-work and gospel-work differ in this,

,t whereas the key-note of the law says,

'0, and thou shalt live," that of the gospel

"Live and thou shalt do." But "by the

ids of the law shall no flesh be justified."

sv -work may serve in the line of education

1 may eventuate as "a schoolmaster to lead

;o Christ;" but our efforts need to spring

m our life in Christ Jesus, as prompted and

messed in his living authority, if they are

be truly of Christian endeavor. "Without

B we can do nothing" in his cause. "He
it abideth in me and I in him, the same

ngeth forth much fruit." "No fruit re-

nins," says Mary Ann Kelty, "but that which

has been wrought of God, and which has been

conceived and brought forth in the abiding

Spirit of truth. Look, with a serious and de-

votional mind, upon your own past doings,

and the doings of those with whom you were

most intimately connected; and see if they

have not been 'as water spilled upon the

ground that cannot be gathered up again,'

utterly profitless and fruitless, except in so

far as a sense of God was prompter of them?"

The drill of man-made and man-appointed

services,* the gymnastics of organized effort,

have indeed all the ethical value in church

work that they develop in club or association

work and with this superiority that their ob-

ject being Christ and one's church, the higher

aim is believed to raise up a nobler zeal.

But whatever spiritual, connected with the

numerical gains have been given through this

rapidly expanding movement, doubtless every

Friend would rejoice in every evidence of

them. For spiritual gain is our business and

as we are faithful in it, it will be our rejoic-

ing wherever seen and through whosesoever

hands it is prospered. But should we see the

work of worship superseded by the worship of

work, we could only acknowledge the increase

of vivacity while deploring the decrease of

life. Then the living Friend, and therefore

living endeavorer as a "laborer together with

God," should be the one who could say, "and

yet I show you a more excellent way."

The world wants a Christian endeavor that

is Christian because Christ in every instance

is its initiative,—the Word in the beginning

of it, without whom not any thing is done that

is done. This is the more excellent way given

to us as a people to show, and not idly to pro-

fess while pointing back to the sons of our

morning who did practically show it.

The popular view of Christian work or en-

deavor work looks to the desirable end to be

accomplished as the worker's warrant to pro-

ceed in it. Whereas the Friend's view looks

to the opposite pole—the authority of Christ

at the beginninq for him to enter upon the

*The importation into our own religious Society of a

S5'stem which loolis to the assignment by a "leader" (or

book) of parts to be performed in worship, would be as

destructive of Quakerism in devotional meetings of one

class under our name as of another. Once the principle

of stated or studied e.xercises for worship gets entered,

in any apartment, then that of a waiting on the "Head
over all things to his church" sees its excommunication

awaiting.

service, and looking to that inspeaking au-

thority to be his good courage all through.

Or the popularly assumed warrant may be

some genera! text of Scripture which one may

ppropriate to himself as one of those on

whom the verbal commission was charged. In-

deed he is frequently taught that the gospel is

a gospel of "go," while the Friend is taught

that the gospel is "power unto salvation,"

and it is a gospel of "therefore" before it is

a gospel of "go." In what is sometimes

called the "great commission," and sometimes

'the marching orders of the Church," the

'therefore" of the Christian "go" expressly

refers back to Christ's authority. "All au-

thority is given unto me in heaven and in

earth. Go ye therefore,"—or in that "author-

ty," which must be the witness of his Spirit

anointing one with his commission. And he

immediately reinforces this, by making the

"go" inseparable from authority to baptize

souls into the Divine name; which is his power

and holy life, in the three great manifesta-

tions by which He is known. Because then

we say that the right authority for any piece

of Christian endeavor or service must be the

fresh witnessand commission of the Spirit, do

we preach therefore a chronic inactivity?

Sloth may indeed be fixed on the sluggard be-

cause he prefers a little more slumber to the

hearing of the word, "Arise and shine, for

thy light is come," and so he perpetually ex-

cuses himself on the plea of absence of a

commission. When commissions to duty are

inconvenient or disturbing to the creature, it

is easy not to be on the alert to hear the still,

small voice; and so the abuse of the best doc-

trine of work may turn it to a doctrine of

stagnation
—"a savor of death unto death in

them that perish." But how can obedience

to the movings of Christ's Spirit, even if it

require waiting and hearkening, be inactivity?

If for every watchful sense of his authority

there was the responsive deed done, if obe-

dience had kept pace with knowledge, the

earth would ere now have been filled "with

the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover

the sea." But in a 'world where many who

will work will not wait on the Lord for his

word of movement, and many who will wait

would turn waiting rather than hearkening to

obey into a habit, and so lose their hearing, the

increase of Christ's government and peace on
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earth, has been sorrowfully frustrated for lack

of the true Christian endeavor.

"If by the Spirit we live, by the Spirit let

us also walk."

The George Junior Republic Vindicated.

Quite recently two great daily papers, one

in New York the other in i'hiladelphia, have

published serious charges against the work of

William R. George at Freeville, New York.

These charges were summarized under ten

heads and included such matters as cruelty,

under-nourishment, overwork and immorality

in the asi^ociation of the sexes. In order to in-

vestigate the situation most thoroughly the Bu-

reau of Labor and Charities and the Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in Syra-

cuse, New York, combined in appointing a

committee of three and in sending them to

Freeville to study the case at first-hand. The

public now has the benefit of a printed report

from this committee dealing with each point

of the newspaper charges. The report is a

satisfactory indication of the unique work of

the Republic. So far as the serious charges

that concern health and cleanliness and mor-

ality were involved, the committee satisfied

themselves that there was not a little mal

nity in the evidence upon which they were

based. The children are adequately fed, fair

ly housed and carefully guarded from corrupt-

ing influences.

Upon the broader lines of the practical

working of the democratic principles in a Jun-

ior Republic the committee does not impress

us as enthusiastic. Our own observation at

Freeville has been that self-control and self

government predicate a rightful exercise of

authority beyond that which is spontaneous in

child life. Authority wrongly used is doubt-

less the prolific source of juvenile delin-

quents, but part of the Truth that makes us

free is that often neglected truth that adult

judgment and direction and control are essen-

tial parts of education for freedom.

The concluding paragraph of the commit-

tee's report is as follows:

The Committee finds that the working of

the democratic principle among children has

not shown a uniform grade of excellence, that

the citizens have not liad at all times the same
enthusiasm, nor have the ofticers always felt

the same degree of responsibility. Slack

times will inevitably recur in the future, and
if the management were inefficient such exper-

iments would fail. But making all allowance

for occasional lapses, the Committee considers

the Republic to have realized more than it

promised at its inception, and that it has well

demonstrated that the democratic principle

may be adapted to the needs of the children

who are not blessed with the most helpful

home surroundings and confer upon them a

wholesome training for mature citizenship in

the Larger Republic. J. H. B.

Barbara Everard.

In reading in Volume No. 2 of Friends' Li-

brary the life of Joseph Oxley, page 431, I

was much interested in what he writes of a

young woman, by the name of Barbara Ever-

ard, who seemed to be much afflicted in speech,

etc.. and yet her Lord and Master, whose power

is not limited, and can do 'all things, made

use of her as an instrument in his hands, to

deliver the Gospel message. It brings to re-

membrance the Scripture language, "God has

chosen the weak things of this world—and

things that are not, to bring to naught things

that are; that no flesh should glory in his pres-

ence." The circumstance S'^pms quite a re-

markable one to me. Surely, "His ways are

past finding out." I have thought the account

might be interesting to the readers of The

Fkiend. E. C. Cooper.

First Month, 1902.

Joseph Oxley in visiting says, "In this place

lives Barbara Everard, a poor, honest, de-

crepid creature, apparently convulsed all over

by which her speech is much affected, and un-

derstanding also. Yet the Lord has bee-n

pleased to make use of this young woman in

an extraordinary manner, having bestowed on

her a gift in the ministry, in which office she

appears above many of far more natural tal-

ents; in common conversation she is diflScult

to be understood, being of a .stammering

tongue, but very clear in utterance in her

ministry, her matter very correct and sound,

opens the Scriptures very clearly, and preaches

the Gospel with great power and authority and

is of singular service in this place. She had at

this meeting g"od service.

[The following is a letter written not long

afterwards by Barbara Everard to Jos. Oxley. ]

AshWELL, Seventh Month 9th, 1760.

Loving Friend:—This with my love to thee

and thy loving wife, hoping these lines will

find you in good health, as we are through

the mercy of our God who is the Father and

Fountain of all our mercies, to whom be glory

both now and forever! Although we are far

separated in body yet we are near in spirit,

for I do not forget thee nor thy labor of love

when amongst us, neither do I think thy labor

was in vain, for it tended to encourage us to

press forward towards the mark of the prize

of our high calling in Christ Jesus that so we
might come to the knowledge of the things

that belong to our souls' everlasting peace.

My desire is, that we may wait humbly for

the teaching of that blessed anointing, that

so we may witness a profiting, for the Lord
is come to teach his people himself; yea,

his presence is sometimes sensibly felt among
us in our meetings. The sixth of the Sixth

Month we were at Baldock Y'early Meeting,

which was a large, good meeting. The testi-

monies were to the reproving of the backslid-

ers from the Truth, and to the encouraging
of the sincere and unright-hearted followers

of our Lord Jesus Christ to hold on their way.

At this meeting Isaac Sharpless gave notice

that he intended to be at Ashwell meeting the

First-day following; which was very large

and a good open meeting, the Lord's presence
being sensibly felt amongst us, to the com-
forting of the mourners in Zion. and I believe

the Lord will have a people to bear testimony

to his great Name and Truth in the earth, for

He is sometimes pleased to make use of me;

and contemptible instruments, to bear tes

mony to his great Name, of which I am 01

as thou knowest very well. Yet the Lc

doth not forsake me, for He is near to hi

all those that put their trust in Him. I

some time I had a concern upon my mind

go to a place called Weson, about two mi

from Baldock, to have a meeting, where tbi

had not been a meeting held for about twei

years before, which made me loath to give

to it. But when the mighty power of C

arose in me, I was made willing, and my 1

cle and one of our young Friends went w

me, and the meeting was very large, thi

being, as was supposed, two hundred people

it; and I had a good open time among thi

and they behaved soberly, so that I came av

with a reward of peace in my own bosom;

the Lord is a rich rewarder of all them t

faithfully serve him. Having given thee

account how things have been lately in th

parts, I conclude with praises and halleluj;

to the everlasting God, who is near unto ,

people in all their exercises, to whom be gl

both now and forever, amen. My uncle jc;

with me in love to thee and thy loving w;

our love is also to all sincere and true-heari

Friends." Barbara Everard,

Lady Montagu Introduced Inocul.a.t!.

—It was Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, s

;

the Ledger, who first introduced inoculati

for smallpox in England. While residing 1

Belgrade, in 1717, she saw the Turks prac's

"engrafting," as they called it, to prodnca

mild form of smallpox, and stay its ravaf.

She examined the process, and, being c-

vinced of its efficacy, applied it to her tie

year old son. On her return to England f

introduced it in London. At that time it 1

computed that one person in every seven

of the smallpox. Yet she was opposed b\

entire medical faculty. By order of govt-

1

ment, an experiment was made upon five j-

1

sons then under sentence of death, an( 1

1

proved perfectly successful.

But, instead of Lady Mary being acki

edged as a public benefactor, she was p<

cuted with the most relentless hostility.

"Listener," in the Boston Transcript: '

faculty rose to a man against her; evei

clergy descanted on the awful impiety of -

ing to take events out of the hands of !'•

Hence. The common people were urgf

hoot her as an unnatural mother, who i

risked the lives of her own children. H'-

,

ever, the Princess of Wales, afterward Qvn'

Caroline, stood her friend, and truth and

son finally prevailed. Some historian ha.-

that England has owed her greatest bits-

to women. It was about the year 175-

Lady Montagu was honored by a momr
erected to commemorate England's grali

to her for introducing inoculation. Dr. i-

ward Jenner substituted cowpox inoculatioinl

1799. He lived to be rewarded by Parlianit

!

bv a grant of /10,000, and later by a seed

;

grant of ^20,000; and, in 1858, a statue isi

erected to him in London. As usual, on 3

1

bare credit was vouchsafed to Lady J 1
'

Wortley Montagu, who bore all the persecum I

without any of the pecuniary reward she is

'

entitled to, and by no means a fair shar )f

the glory."
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Sea Children.

Countless hosts of tiny creatures live in the

a. They are so very tiny that their very

istence would have remained a secret had it

t been for the microscope.

These minute creatures are so small that a

op of water contains many millions, and a

op of water is to them a complete world.

They are called infusoria.

They exist everywhere, in salt water and in

ish, in hot regions and in cold. The great

ers carry enormous quantities of them to

i sea. In a single year the river Ganges
rries down to the ocean a mass of infusoria

iial to the size of the largest pyramid.

Their bodies are transparent and of all kinds

shapes. Some are like a bell or a flower, or

in like a mere grain. The most tiny of all

; called monads. They are mere atoms

it spin about in the water. For a long

le people thought that the infusoria were

re transparent cells or bags that were tilled

;h nothing but water, but this was found to

a mibtake The creature, instead of being

fiere bag has four distinct stomachs. In-

id, some of its neighbors have as much as

ir hundred. Think of it! Four hundred
machs!

i'ou may imagine how difficult it is to study

1 habits and the mechanism of things so

y. Thanks to the microscope, it has been

le! Professor Ehrenberg was one of many
gave himself up to this stud}', and I will

i you how he managed to make his observa-

ns. He put a drop of colored water on a

ce of glass, and beside it he put another

p that had no color in it at all. Then—with

point of a needle he made a canal between
two drops. This answered his purpose,

means of the microscope he saw the tiny

atures pass from the colored drops to the

ar. He could distinguish their stomachs
1 of color and he could count them, too,

ough their transparent sides. He amused
iself with making the experiment first with

and then with blue.

'hese tiny creatures multiply in a variety

ways, some of which are very curious,

i creature will divide into two equal parts,

h of these parts being the exact image of

parent. Others drop tiny germs, or in

|t, eggs, which each in time begins to grow

I

whirls about in the sea a perfect creature.

l, would you believe it, minute as these in-

bria are there are creatures smaller still,

ed parasites, because they feed on others,

fasten upon them and suck the juices of

ir bodies, one infusorium sometimes having

1 parasites living on it. I have not told

the most curious fact of all, however.
infusorium has the power of dissolving

If into several parts or even into nothing,

pose we disturb with a feather the water
i/hich the little creatures are swimming,
y all stop whirling about in a moment,
n you will see a hollow place come in the
• body of the infusoria, that is, of course,

ou look through the microscope. The hol-

place increases little by little, and the en-

creature is gradually dissolved. The
cher was dipped in spirits of wine. This
what agitated our little friend so vio-

'ly. But add a drop of pure water before
as had time quite to dissolve. Wonder of
iders The creature stops in its work of

self-destruction. What is left of its body be

eins to swim about as if nothing had hap

pened.

Have you ever seen the curious sponge
called "Neptune's glove?" It is not very

handsome to look at when alive. It is dull

black above and a dirty white beneath. For a

long time people could not make up their

minds whether the sponge was a plant or an
animal. It has a kind of animal life, and nat-

uralists have placed it in the lowest rank of

the animal kingdom.
When it lies in the sea it has a horny or

stony network of a body, something like a

skeleton. This network is full of passages or

holes, aud is covered with a jelly-like mattei-,

which is really the living sponge. In its life,

even, the sponge does not move. It remains

all its days in the place to which it is attached

under the water; all it does is to draw water
through its pores or holes and let it flow out

again. This is the means of nourishing it, for

the water is full of particles on which the

sponge may be said to feed.

The little points or buds sometimes seen

sticking to the sides of the sponge are little

baby sponges beginning to grow, which at

last break away and move about it in the wa-
ter for a few days, until they, too, become
fixed. Men dive down to get the finer sponges
as they dive for coral, and when the sponge is

brought out of the water the living, jelly-like

body drops away and is gone. The skeleton

is dried and becomes an article of commerce.
So you see your toilet sponge is really a

skeleton.

A little animal found in the sea, in rivers

and in lakes of fresh v.'ater, etc., called a

Polyp, sometimes a Hydra. It is very simple

in its make-up. Its body is a mere bag with

an opening at one end crowned with six very

slender threads. This opening is the crea-

ture's mouth. The threads are its arms and

the bag is its stomach. The polyp leads a

very merry life. It fastens itself to some leaf

or plant that grows in the water, and when it

is quite settled it stretches out its arms to

find something to eat. It can eat more than

you may imagine. It often draws in more
than its bag of a stomach can hold, and, what
is funnier still, it will use one of its arms to

keep the food in its place. If it did not do

this when it had swallowed a worm, the worm
would wriggle out of its mouth. After the

worm is digested, the polyp pulls out its arm
and becomes as lively as ever. You may
think a worm is too large for greedy little

polyps to handle, but it is not so. The polyps

crowd around the worm, no matter how big it

IS, and tie it up in a network of arms until it

cannot get away. When the battle is over,

these strange little creatures slip away from
each other and go on alone again, uniting to

help each other when necessary only. What
may seem still more odd to you is the fact

that if by chance half of the polyp's body
were cut away, it would go on eating just the

same, swallowing and swallowing, even though
the food keeps dropping out through the open-

ing made in the back by the cut.

Each piece of a polyp, if cut up, soon

grows into a completed polyp. A polyp has

even been turned inside out like a glove, and

been none the worse, its outside doing the

work of the inside, and vice versa The baby

Polyp grows like tiny buds on the body of the
mother. These buds grow so quickly that a
bud will hardly have become a polyp_before, it

in turn, puts out another bud.

Have you ever seen coral? Well. there are
social or coral making polyps who live in har-

mony, each in its cell, a number of which
forms one entire house full of polyps. The
living polyp is at the top of these houses; the

dead part is at the bottom and this is the his-

tory uf the coral reefs. These greedy little

eaters work their way up through the various

changes, and in time build up this house, which
is really a kind of living house, and, as the
polyps go on building new parts of this house,

they keep on climbing higher and higher,

leaving the old part below, which becomes dead
and hard like stone. Their useful appetites

clear the ocean and other waters of quantities

of dead and decaying matter, so you see these

tiny creatures are really minute scavengers,

each one doing its part, no matter how tiny

it is.

A fish that walks on dry land. You may
wonder what kind of a fish that can be, be-

cause you know, perhaps, that a fish gets its

air from the water not on land. When a fish

wants to breathe, he opens his mouth and
takes a gulp of water. The water passes from
the mouth through a little grating into the

gills. Here it cannot get out, for some bony
lids, called gill covers, shut down and keep it

in. While the water is shut up it bathes a
number of feathery membranes in the cavity

of the gills. These membranes are covered
with delicate blood vessels, and thus the blood

gets a supply of oxygen When this business

is over, taking but an instant, the gill covers

open and let the waters out again. At the

same moment more water comes in at the

mouth, and the fish keeps on breathing.

Thus you see how, when a fish is taken out

of the water, it dies for want of air. The del-

icate gills fold together and get dry, and then

the fish cannot breathe, but in some fishes the

opening of the gills is very narrow and does

not dry up so quickly; besides, there is a little

cell full of water, which opens on to the gills

and keeps them moist. These fishes can live

much longer in the air, and one kind can live

some days out of the water. It even climbs

up trees to look for insects, of which it is

fond. There is what Aristotle called a fishing

frog that belonged to this tribe of fishes. It

has a famous line and hook in the shape of a

long tentacle which sticks up on its head with

a joint, allowing it to move about freely. At
the end of this tentacle it has a little mem-
brane of shining color which it uses as a bait

whilst burying itelf in the mud out of which
this shining tip extends to catch unwary
fishes.

Some sailors once caught such a fish with a

mop which it caught in its great cavern of a

mouth. In its greediness it caught its teeth

fast in the wood and as a result it was hauled

into the boat and killed.

A fish that shoots has a kind of popgun in

its round snout, and he shoots at flies and

other insects. When he sees a fly settle on

one of the plants that overhang the water he

fixes his eyes upon it. Then he swims to the

place from which he can best take aim. He
keeps under water and does not let himself be

seen But all in a moment a drop of water is
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shot with such force against the fly that it is

brought down. Then the fish swims up and

seizes it without any more trouble.

This shooting fish does not really live in the

sea, but in the rivers and lakes of India.

Elizabeth Kirby tells in "The Sea and Its

Wonders" of one fish that utters a cry when

it is seized; of another that wails like a child

when taken from the water; still another that

makes a sound as it swims at one season of the

year, and all the rest of the year keeps silent.

But there is a fish that sings.

There is a little white fish with blue spots

on its back in America which actually makes

a sound like music. She tells us how a trav-

eler was one day lying on the beach resting

himself, when suddenly he heard a sound; it

was like music in the distance. He got up

and looked about him, but nothing was to be

seen. A boatman was close by, and he asked

him if he heard anything. "Yes," said the

boatman, "I hear a fish singing."

The traveler pushed off in a boat to hear

the music better. He heard a number of

voices singing together. It was like a con-

cert in the water. The sound was a little

like an organ playing at some distance. These

musical fishes are said to begin to sing at sun-

set and keep on singing during the night.

They are not very timid, and will continue

their music even if people are standing by to

listen. The fish was called by some people

the "siren;" by others musico, or "musi-

cian."

—

Retold by Louise E. Hogan in the Pub-

lic Ledger.

Burning Books.—"How can you afford all

these books" asked a young man calling upon

a friend; "I can't even seem to find spare

change for even the leading magazines."

"Oh, that library is only my 'one cigar a

day,' " was the reply.

"What do you mean?" inquired the visitor.

"Mean? Just this: When you advised me
to indulge in an occasional cigar, several

years ago, I had been reading about a young
fellow who bought books with money which

others would have burned in cigars, and I

thought I would try to do the same. You
may remember that I said I should allow my-
self one cigar a day?"

"Yes, I recall the conversation, but don't

quite see the connection."

"Well, I never smoked, but I put by the

price of a five-cent cigar every day; and, as

the money accumulated, I bought books—the

very books you see.

"You don't mean to say that your books

cost no more than that! Why, there is dol-

lars' worth of them."

"Yes, I know there is. I had six years

more of my apprenticeship to serve when you
advised me 'to be a man.' I put by the mon-
ey, which, at five cents a day, amounted to

$18.25 a year, or $109.50 in six years. I

keep those books by themselves as a result of

my apprenticeship cigar money; and, if you'd

done as I did, you would by this time have

saved many more dollars than I have, and

would have been better off in health and self-

respect besides.

—

Facts.

This is the death of death, to breathe away
a breath and know the end of strife, and taste

the deathless life.

Remember the Days of Old.

A Letter to the Philadelphia Friekd and Its Readers.

When the remembrance of past days brings

sweetness and peace into the mind, coupled

with the renewed desire to press forward on

the heavenward road in the faithful discharge

of daily duty, how good it is.

As another year has closed in upon us, with

the sense of advancing age and growing infir-

mities, it is pleasant to look back and remem-
ber all the way in which the Lord hath led,

and to mark how kindly He cared for his un-

worthv. yet trusting childre.i, and how, too,

in times of trial and of seeming darkness He
hath been near and the necessities for the day

and hour have been provided; so that the an-

cient language is made ever new, surely good-

ness and mercy have followed all the days of

our lives; and the renewed assurance is given,

as faith and faithulness is abode in, the Lord's

goodness will still follow all the remaining

days of our lives here below.

My thought of late has been turned toward

the remembrance of not a few of my fellow-

travelers, some of whom have been called

home. Sucn as have helped to sweeten the

path of life, whose kindly deeds and words
have cheered and encouraged in the path of

duty.

Thus in your land and in this city as one

and another has been removed of late time,

the thought of these and their works while

with us, of how they helped to smooth away
the rough places in life and to give cheer and

comfort in the place of sadness, both in sick-

ness and in health, to those that needed it, doth
bring a sweet savor upon the spirit.

There are names on your side of the water
I might mention as typical, Thomas Elkinton

and William U. Ditzler;—different men, yet

how truly servants of the one Master, both of

whom left their impress of love and goodwill

behind them with their fellows.

And on this side of the ocean in the early

days of the year now past, dear old Mary
Smeal, whose simple faith and child-like trust

it was beautiful to behold, whose loving spirit

held many in its embrace and whose kindly

ministrations were very many.
And yet another I may mention taken away

in the meridian of life and from its business

activities, James H. Gray, whose kindy hand
ministered to the wants of very many.

These come before me not to the exclusion

of any others, but such as have come very
close and have been made very dear unto me
in many ways.

In the sense of love and gratitude for the

lives of such men and women, unto God, whose
grace doth transform and make anew and meet
for his heavenly kingdom, is this written, for

such lives sweeten and enoble life, giving
praise to his name. The remembrance of

Zion's travelers who have thus ennobled life,

tend to invigorate and cheer in the path-
way of duty, and quicken the step on the
heavenward road.

"Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of these the
least of my brethren ye did it unto me," is a

truth thankfully to be believed, that belongeth
unto very many more than can be counted up
by us, bat they are all known to the One Mas-
ter, Christ Jesus, our Lord.

Such are fragrant flowers in the garden of

God. Often in hidden paths, yet not uns
by the unseen One. And this is a

thought the Lord knows.
Thus while it is good for us to remem

the days of the right-hand of the Most Hi
and to mark all his gracious dealings with
and the many very precious places and exp

iences He hath brought us into, still He he

the unerrine: balance of all true judgmen
his own possession, and He will justly app

tion to all their due. Still, so far as is
j

mitted us to know and rightly to judge,

may do so, ever keeping in view, "It is

grace through faith" that we are enabled

triumph over all, and to bring forth fruit to

praise and glory.

We may thankfully believe the Lord of

vineyard hath many laborers therein, and ii

great harvest field. Still, there is abunc
room for the prayer that He the Lord of

harvest would send forth more laborers th(

into.

To those, like myself, who have been
]

mitted to enter upon another year and n

whom the shades of evening are falling, i

we keep our eye heavenward, through
light of his grace in the heart, and so kno\

his keeping power in our daily life to presf

to God's praise and glory. And those in yo
and middle life,—may you know am
under the yoke of Christ, and become thro

the work of grace, fruit-bearing brancb
the garden of God, and like many that I

gone before may your works and your way il

well pleasing to God, so that when to ;i,

as to us, doth come the close, there may ben
welcome of the Master, "well done good id

faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of ij

Lord."
Charles W. Thomso> i

4 Kirk Place, Bearsden, by Glasgow, Scotlan
First Month 3, 1902.

The Habit of Happiness.- Happines
habit. No person is truly happy who wkj

and hoards up nionev, building for the fu -e

only. You must get happiness out of e"y

day. For if you are irritable, restless, r-

vous, cranky and impatient, waiting for e

time when you will be on Easy street, you*e

forming habits that will soon be fixed, id

when you have affluence you will find ffl

can't be happy Here is a rule worth savj;;

"LTnless I get some happiness every ij

now, I will never be able to find it on anyo-

morrow."
This little preachment is addressed to pe le

who are discontented with their work and t ir

environment. To those who have the "H
luck face," to those who give up ea:f.

Brace up and cash in happines now. D 't

say "I have nothing to make me happy;' it

is not so. Happiness does not require mo y.

Happiness comes much through making tl«

around you happy, and you can do that)j

sharing your brother's burden, by cultivati >

cheerfulness, even though it is feigned, e-

solve not to get angry. Do not speak a ess

word. Do not roast anyone. Do whais

right. The world looks and is better if 'O

are kind and sympathetic. And get the p-

piness habit. It is easy to form, and the Ii-

tor knows it from experience. The thoiM

that the lines may build up hope and c se

some brother to resolve to get the happiss
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it makes us happy. We have tried all

js of plans, but happiness is the greatest

isure we ever possessed, and we would not

ie the happiness we have had and are hav-

every day for all the money in the world

hout happiness. Every day is worth a thou-

d dollars to us from our standpoint.

—

e Faper.

Christ Our Life.

)h! the treasures and wisdom and knowl-

e, the riches of love, mercy, life, power,
grace of our God, which are treasured up
the soul in the Lord Jesus; and are freely

jensed and given out by Him, to them that

16 unto Him, wait upon Him, abide in Him,
give up faithfully to the law of his life;

)se delight it is to be found in subjection

obedience to the light and requiring of

Spirit,

'eel, my friends, oh! feel your portion,

abide in that wherein the inheritance is

WD, received and enjoyed. For there is no
wing Christ truly and sensibly, but by a

isure of his life felt in the heart, whereby
3 made capable of understanding the things

the kingdom. The soul without Him is

d; by the quickenings of his Spirit it

les to a sense and capacity of understand
the things of God. Life gives it a feeling

a sight, a tasting, a hearing, a smelling, of

heavenly things, by which senses it is able

iscern and distinguish them from the earthly

igs. And from this measure of life, the

aclty increaseth, the senses grow stronger;

ees more, feels more, tastes more, hears

e, smells more.
lOw when the senses are grown up to

ngth, then come settlement and stability,

irance and satisfaction. Then the soul is

ired of, and established concerning the
Igs of God in the faith, and the faith gives
irance to the understanding; so that

bting and disputes in the mind fly away,
the soul lives in the certain demonstration
fresh sense and power of life. It daily

s the eternal Word and power of life to

in the heart and soul what is testified of
icripture. It knows the flesh and blood
he Lamb, the water and wine of the king-

, the bread which comes down from heaven
the vessel, from all other things, by its

y feeding on it, and converse with it in

it. What heart can conceive the right-

mess, the holiness, the peace, the joy, the
ngth of life that is felt here. For
nds, there is no straitness in the fountain,
is fulness; and it is his delight to empty
5elf into the hearts of his children, and
iioth empty himself according as He makes
in them, and as they are able to drink in

is living virtue. Therefore where the soul
enlarged, where the senses are grown
;ng, where the mouth is opened wide (the
il God standing ready to pour out of his

|es)_what should hinder it from being filled?

being filled, how natural is it to run over
i

break forth inwardly in admiration and
!

sense of spirit, concerning what it cannot
';•! saying, oh the fulness, oh the depth,
;ht, breadth, and length of his love! Oh,
pompassion, the mercy, the tenderness of
pather! How hath He pitied, how hath

!

I'ardoned, beyond what the heart could be-
'! how hath He helped in the hour of dis-

tress! how hath He conquered and scattered
the enemies! which, in the unbelief the heart
is ready often to say, were unconquerable, and
that it should one day die by the hand of one
or other of its mighty enemies, lusts and cor-

ruptions. How hath He put an end to doubts,
fears, disputes, troubles, wherewith the mind
was overwhelmed and tossed? and now He
extends peace like a river; now He puts the
soul forth out of the pit, into the green past
ures; now it feeds on the freshness of life,

and is satisfied, and drinks of the river of
God's pleasure, and is delighted; and sings
praise to the Lamb, and Him that «its oil the
throne, saying Glory, glory! life, power, do
minion, and majesty, over all the powers of
darkness, over all the enemies of the soul, be
thy name for evermore! Now, my friends, ye
know somewhat of this, and ye know the way
to it. Oh, be faithful, be faithful! travel on,

travel on! let nothing stop you, but wait for,

and daily follow, the sensible leadings of that
measure of life, which God hath placed
you, which is one with the fulness, and into

which the fulness runs daily and fills it, that
it may run into you and fill you. Oh that ye
were enlarged in your own hearts, as the
bowels of the Lord are enlarged toward you! It

is the day of love, of mercy, of kindness, of
the working of the tender hand; of wisdom,
power, and goodness of our God, manifested
richly in .Jesus Christ. Oh! why should there
be any stop in any of us?

The Lord removes that which stands in the
way; and, in the faithful waiting on the power
which is arisen, the Lord will remove, yea the
Lord doth remove; and growth in his truth
and power is witnessed by those that wait
upon Him. So, my dear Friend, be encour-
aged, to wait UDon the Lord in the pure fear,

in the precious faith and hope which are of
Him; and ye will see and feel He will exalt

the horn of his Anointed in you over the horn
of that which is unanointed, and will sweep
and cleanse and purify, even till He hath left

no place for the impure; and then He shall

become his full dwelling place, the place of
his rest, ihe place of his delight, the olace of
his displaying his pure life and glory; and He
will be your perfect dwelling place for ever-
more! i\Iay the Lord God, in his tender mer-
cy, and because of his deep and free love unto
us, guide our hearts daily more and more in

the travel, and into the possession of this;

that every soul may inherit and possess, not-

withstanding all its enemies, what it hath
travelled into, and may also daily, further and
further, travel into what is yet before.

IskAC Penington.

A WELL-KNOWN and powerful writer has
said that one evidence of the supernatural ori-

gin and character of the Bible is seen in the
fact that it finds men as no other book
does. It not only find's men; it also wins
them, and always wins them to something
better. Some books win men by deceiving
them, and those who are won thus always re-

gret the victory achieved over them. It is

said that when a celebrated infidel submitted
the manuscript of a book which he had written
to Thomas Jefferson, that great statesman
having read the manuscript, advised the au-
thor to burn it, giving as a reason that if men
are so bad while they believe in the Bible as

a book of God they would be infinitely worse
if their faith in that book were overthrown.

Science and Industry.

Sending Fictukes ok Handwriting By
Telegraph.—There are few people, says
Chauncey McGovern, in Frank Leslie's Pop-
ular Monthly, who know that letters and pic-
tures can be sent by telegraph. Indeed, nine-
ty-nine persons in a hundred imagine that such
a thing cannot be done. But they are mis-
taken. You can send your photograph from
New York City to your friend in San Francisco
and get his letter of thanks within the space
of a single hour. Nor will the letter you re-
ceive be a mysterious series of dots and dashes,
but will look exactly as your friend has written
iL It will be in his personal handwriting; not
in the handwriting of a telegrapher. If your
friend fails to dot an "i," you will receive it

without the dot. If he underlines a word, crosses
out another, puts a capital in the wrong place,
you will see the letter with all these peculi-
arities.

The apparatus that makes possible such
wonderful feats is called by the inventor the
"telediagraph." Consult "the other words
"telegraph," "telegram" and "telephone;"
the new term is their second cousin.

The telediagraph is not a mere promise
made by an over-enthusiastic inventor. The
middle of last month it had been in commer-
cial operation for a whole two years. Why.
then, do so few people know about the inven-
tion? Simply because the inventor saw fit

twenty-four months ago to give the exclusive
use of the apparatus to a syndicate of six
American newspapers for the period of two
years. On the nineteenth of Fourth month
the time expired, and the picture-telegraphing
machines can be installed in every telegraph
office in the world.

Since 1895 Antwerp has been the most im-
portant ivory market in the world. In the
three months ending 1 1th month 1st it sold one
hundred and eighty thousand pounds of ivory,
of which one hundred and forty-six thousand
came from the Kongo basin, now the greatest
source of this commodity. Most of the ivory
is not from animals recently killed, but comes
from native stores or is picked up here and
there where skeletons of elephants that died
long ago are run across.

According to the Treasury Bureau of Stat-
istics, "the people of the United States are
sending out of the country more than one mil-
lion dollars a week in payment for coffee con-
sumed in this country, all of which could be
readily produced in Porto* Rico, Hawaii and
the Philippine Islands."

Nutmegs.—The nutmeg tree is found only
in the tropics, mostly in the islands about
Asia, but sometimes in America. It is from
thirty to forty feet high, shaped somewhat
like a pear tree. The leaves are dark green,
and glossy on the top, but whitish underneath.
The blossoms, which resemble lilies of the
valley, are pale yellow, and very fragrant.

When the pear-shaped fruit is ripe it is about
the size of a peach, and breaks into two parts,

disclosing the seed with its covering.
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It is taken from the tree by means of a barb

placed on the end of a long stick. After

it is gathered the outer husk is removed,

and then the mace which envelops the nut-

meg is carefully taken off with a knife.

This mace, when fresh, is bright scarlet,

and much divided. After it is dried it

becomes the hard, yellow substance which

is so pleasant a spice. Between the mace

and the nutmeg is a thin, dark brown shell,

but before this can be taken off the nut-

meg is placed over a slow fire and thoroughly

dried, so that the nut rattles in the shell,

which is then cracked, and the nutmeg is then

freed from all its surroundings. At first the

Dutch owned all the islands upon which this

tree grew, and they endeavored not to let any

one else have any chance to cultivate it. And

for fear nutmegs would be sent to market in

such numbers as to reduce the price too

greatly, they destroyed the trees on all but

three or four islands, and even there, if there

was an unusually large crop, they burned

many of them. One writer says he saw three

piles burned at once, "each of which was

more than a church of ordinary dimensions

could hold."

However, the nutmeg pigeon, which fre-

quents all those islands, and is very partial to

the mace around the nutmeg, would not allow

the Dutch to keep exclusive possession of this

spice. They carried the seeds to other islands

in such numbers that localities of which these

Dutch had never heard were stocked with

them.

Ancient Telegraphy.—Long before the

dawn of the Christian era wireless methods of

communicating intelligence to a distance were

employed—not electric telegraphs as the term

is generally understood, it is true, but wire-

less they certainly were.

Polybius, the Greek historian, describes a

telegraph system employed for military pur-

poses, 300 B. C, in which torches were placed

on high walls in prearranged positions to cor-

respond to letters of the Greek alphabet, and

by a suitable manipulation of the torches mes-

sases were thus transmitted to a distance.

The Gauls, too, were wont to transmit import-

ant intelligence to a distance by a cruder but

simpler method. A messenger was sent to the

top of a hill, where he shouted his message,

apparently to the winds. Soon from afar a

remote voice answered him, and this voice re-

peated the message to another listener further

on, and thus, from one to another, a message

sped, and it is recorded that in three nays a

message calling all the tribes of the Gauls to

arm traveled in this way from Auvergne to the

forests of America in one direction, and to the

banks of the Rhine in another.

Later on came another wireless telegraph

system—the semaphore telegraph and this was

in operation all uver Europe prior to and for

some time after the introduction of the elec-

tric telegraph. This semaphore telegraph

employed arms on posts akin to those seen to-

day along every railway in the world, and a

certain position of the arms like the torches

in the Polybius system, coresponded to certain

letters of the alphabet, and by varying the

positions of the arms as required experts were

abled to transmit messages from one station

to the other at the rate of two or three words

per minute. The towers on the top of which

the semaphores were erected were often fifty

to sixty feet high, and were placed on emi-

nences about six or eight miles apart. In

Russia alone there was a string of these tow-

ers from the Prussian frontier to St. Peters-

burg, a distance of twelve hundred miles or

more.— Cassier's Magazine.

For "The Friend."

A Notable Venetian of the Sixteenth Century

—Fra Paolo Sarpi.

An English reviewer of the subject of this

sketch remarked, that "if we can conceive of

a Gladstone, a Huxley, a Virchow, a Helm-

holz, a Cayley. and a first-rate theologian and

philosopher rolled into one, we shall have some

notion of the wonderful attainments and far-

reaching genius of Fra Paolo Sarpi. And he

was good as he was great." It is pleasant to

add, that with the excellence of his character

and the greatness of his attainments as scien-

tist, statesman, counsellor and man of letters,

he had the clothing of modesty and humility,

as the Apostle Peter enjoined. From a re-

cently published, well compiled, though com-

paratively brief biography of less than two

hundred pages, by Alexander Robertson, a

Scottish minister, resident in Venice, the fol-

lowing sketch has been mostly taken.

The span of the life of Paolo Sarpi extended

from 155"^, which was six years after the death

of Luther, to 1623, being the year before the

birth of George Fox. His birth-place was

Venice, his father having come thither for the

betterment of his wordly affairs from San

Vito, a small fortified village some fifty miles

northeast of Venice. In his quest of fortune

the father was unsuccessful, and, dying while

Paolo (or Pietro, as he was first called) was

quite young, the latter was left to the care of

a mother who was reputed to be a woman of

much sagacity and good judgment. The boy's

early schooling was intrusted to a brother of his

mother, a priest and schoolmaster, whose pu-

pijs were largely the sons of patricians; yet

Paolo, mastering all his studies in mathemat-

ics, languages and philosophy with a wonder-

ful facility soon took and maintained his place

at the top of the class. His remarkable

memory, conscientiousness, and habits of close

application enabled him to do this, for it was

a saying common amongst the scholars
—"All

we others to our frivolities, and Pierino to his

books." The passion for gambling seemed as

pronounced then among Italians generally, as

it is to-day, but the retiring and thoughtful

Paolo would rebuke those of his high-bred

companions who were addicted to the habit

by saying—"! cannot understand the taste of

those who eamble, if they are not affected by

avarice.""' There were friendships formed

then, however, which in after life bore profit-

able results, as those with Andrea Morosini,

the historian, and Leonardo Donate, the fu-

ture Doge of the Republic.

At the age of twelve, his uncle confessing

* Only about an hour after the above was written,

the telegraphic information from Monte Carlo was read

in my daily paper, telling how a millionaire steel mill

owner of Pittsburg had taken a hand at the gaming

tables of that seductive resort by the sea so close to the

Italian border. This mill owner, who could hardly have

played from motives of avarice, seems to have placed a

low estimate on the influence of his pernicious example.

that he could teach him nothing more, P

placed with a friar of the monaster

the Servites, first as a scholar, and, a
;

later, as a novice, continuing in that relai

hile ardently pursuing his studies, for a

riod of five years. He early detected the f;

cious reasoning of Duns Scotus, the fan

schoolman," and so just and powerful \

his criticisms that they shook the faith of

master, who was frank to acknowledge

have learned not a little from Paolo in

very subjects I am teaching him.'' Ti

was he appointed disputant in public diak

contests. At Mantua, when at the age of

teen, being handed a long list of three 1

dred and eighteen most difficult theoloj

and philosophical propositions to defend

acquitted himself so satisfactorily that he

given a professor's position in the city nai

while the Duke Gonzaga attached him t(

court as private theologian. At the imj

ant Council of Trent, the long series of ii

mittent sessions of which had continued dn

a number of previous years (1545— 1563),

Duke and the Bishop of Mantua had beloi j

to the progressive Catholic section as ocpi

to that which was servilely bound to the p

And now affording shelter to some poor h

ed heretics, so-called, and Protestants,

Paolo appreciating the position of his .

friends as incurring the papal censures, ij

tified himself with it, and with the popj

feeling which then obtained at Mantua, f
indeed throughout Italy, as it does at

present day.

In 1575, Paolo Sarpi returned to Vt

after a brief, but important visit to Xl

where began his friendship with Cardinal

romeo, then laboring to repress irregular

and corruptions amongst the local monastic

priestly orders, one of the most crying of w
disorders was the immorality that was the

of confession. He even forbade most of

priests from hearing confessions, but

narrative says) "Eager to avail himself o:

services of such a pure-minded man as

Paolo, [who had taken the 'holy ordeK

priest two years before], he begged hie

undertake for a time that duty in his

dral, but he refused. He thus early tc

stand that he held through life, that coi

sion is unscriptural and demoralizing to

fessor and confessed. Like Count Camp

the present leader of the Catholic Rel

movement in Italy, when he was canon oi

Peter's, and other priests [of to-day]

might be named, Fra Paolo would never

cept a license to hear confessions, and

becoming an accomplice with his penit

in their sin, as is the case with so many _pr

in Italy at the present day. He direH

tliose who came to him to confess to God

The year 1578 in Paolo Sarpi's life, \i«

he was transferred from the chair of phs-

ophy in the Servite monastery at Venicto

that of mathematics, of which science lieS

the acknowledged head, was marked bvis

forming the acquaintance of Arnauld Feir,

the French ambassador to the Venetian (•

public. Representing his sovereign as an"-

bassador at the recent Council of Trent p-

posing the papal assumption of temporalri

Ferrier advocated the return of the churtW

its ancient usages in the matter of givintl*

Scriptures to the people generally, of rev"?
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eviaries and missals, of having the ser-

in all its parts read in the vernacular,

f permitting the clergy to marry. This

part, the teaching of the Old Catholic

! Reform Catholic element to-day, as it

ben, and it was accepted by Fra Paolo as

dant with truth.

ilo's studies at this time were as con-

as they were varied and thorough, for,

!S being deeply read in history, he mas-

(so far as the knowledge of them then

ded), in addition to Hebrew, Greek and

imatics, already referred to, astronomy,

itrition of life in animals, geometry— in-

ig conic sections, magnetism, botany,

alogy, . hydraulics, acoustics, animal

s, atmospheric pressure, the rising and

y of objects in air and water, the re-

11 of light from curved surfaces, me-

38, civil and military architecture, med-

herbs, anatomy. Withal, his moral

cter and spiritual knowledge seem not

^e been neglected or driven into a cor-

one of his brother friars testifying—

ny life I have never known any one more
rof himself." Well versed in the Scrip-

and seeking to regulate his life by the

Die of Christ and by the principles of

jaching, it was said his very presence

lufficient to raise the tone of manners

:onversation.

Dointed a Provincial of the order of Ser-

(1579), Fra Paolo quickly showed that

Iministrative faculty was not inferior to

tainments in other directions. Consid-

as a legislator, he was at the same time

ibly just, and when asked for an unwar-

concession or modification of a rule,

say "I am not able to do it, for justice

i no favorites." Advanced to the po-

of Procurator when only thirty-three

of age, Fra Paolo changed his resi-

to Rome in order rightly to fufil the

. of his office, that of appearing before

ourts and congregations in defence of

estions and discussions that might be

ed to them. With the then pope, Sixtus

lolo continued on good terms of friend-

oeing frequently appointed by him to set-

al ecclesiastical controversies and to act

piter, his decisions being always sus-

But with the intriguing of the Jes-

vith whom his own straightforward char-

could not be at peace, there was noth-

common. "I hold in little account,"
jukingly said, "these church dignities

intrigues, in fact I abominate them."*
;ay of several years at Rome enabled him
il himself of the literary and scientific

res of the Vatican library, and also of

lect collections of private friends,

narrative gives numerous interesting

:es of his critical researches in various

les of science, and of his anticipating,

gree, a number of noted dicoverers, as

y, in anatomy and physiology; Acquapen-

iend having written to Cranmer in behalf of a

he desired appointed to a vacant ecclesiastical

lis answer was sent by the worthy Archbishop:
know what ambition and desire of promotion is in

the church, and what indirect means they do use,

a used, to obtain their purpose ; which their un-
3le desires and appetites I do trust that you will

ready to oppress and extinguish, than to favour
t er the same ; and I remit to your wisdom and

t, what an unreasonable thing it is for a man to

)r his own promotion spiritual."

dente. in optics; Galileo, in astronomy; Tor-

ricelli, in pneumatics; Porta, in magnetism.

Bacon sent him his books on jurisprudence;

in metaphysics Lord Macaulay savs that Locke
was anticipated by Fra Paolo. Several Vene-

tian palaces designed by him exhibited his

practical acquaintanceship with architecture,

as, in botany, did the laying out of the first

botanical garden ever seen in Padua. Fra

Fulgenzino, his devoted amanuensis tells us

that all inventors brought their instruments

and contrivances to Paolo Sarpi, and that he

would, on the instant, tell the uses they were

intended to serve, and whether or not they

were well adapted, and how they could be per-

fected. Doubtless his studies in anatomy, of

which he was exceedingly fond, showed him in

the human structure many ante-types of the

mechanical principles employed in these var-

ious devices, so that he could adoringly say,

with such devout investigators as Newton,
Faraday and Agassiz

—
"All Thy works praise

Thee!" Following, is an interesting anecdote

of this period of Fra Paolo's life, as told by

Alexander Robertson:

"There lived at Padua at this time a most
worthy scholarly man called Gian Vincenzo

Penelli. He was very rich and very generous

—seeking out and encouraging struggling tal-

ent in the world of letters. It is said that he

helped many students at the University of

Padua. When Fra Paolo was visiting him

one day (for they were great friends), there

chanced to be with Penelli, Marino Ghetaldo,

a famous mathematician. As Fra Paolo was
leaving, Penelli showed him most marked re-

spect, accompanying him to the door, al-

though he was hardly able to move a limb

through out. The mathematician noticed

this with astonishment, and afterwards asked

rather disdainfully, 'Who is that friar to

whom you pay so much attention?'— 'He is the

miracle of this age,' was the answer. Ghe-

tado, judging he referred to scholarship, in-

quired, 'In what profession?' The answer

was, 'In whichever you please.' Then Penelli,

seeing the increased surprise of his friend,

said, 'I will give you a proof. All know that

you are a great mathematician. I will invite

Fra Paolo Sarpi to dinner to-morrow. Mean-
time you can prepare, as a touchstone, the

most difficult problems in your science that

you can think of. I do not wish you to tell

me anything about them, and Fra Paolo will

be quite unprepared. At dinner I will intro-

duce mathematics as a subject of conversa-

tion, when you can put your questions.' The

plan was carried out. Fra Paolo, without the

slightest hesitation, resolved all Ghetado's

problems, and showed a knowledge of the sci-

ence so vastly superior to that which the mathe-

matician himself possessed, that he remained

'astonished and confounded,' and said that he

never believed any one to have the knowledge

possessed by Fra Paolo. From this time on-

ward—some thirty years— Ghetado remained

not only his friend, but his pupil, for he com-

municated to him everything he did as a math-

ematician, that he might receive his guidance

and approval."
(To be concluded )

Correction.—On page 219 (account of

Samuel Bettle, Jr.,) in last number, tenth

line of third column, for "talk" read talkers.

Items Concerning the Society.

Be careful of the hour before meeting.

Probably no more complete collection of early

Friends' literature in original editions, whether
tracts, pamphlets, broadsides, engravings, auto-

graphs or bound volumes—exists in this country,

certainly in any private library—than that which
has been left in the rare antiquarian and historical

collection of our valued Friend, the late Charles

Roberts, member of the ('ommon Council of this

city. His watchfulness to detect and import from
England every original imprint not already in his

possession of Friends' writings offered for sale, was
diligent and fruitful. He recently came into pos-

session of the original manuscript journal written

by William Penn during his religious journey in

Ireland, and never yet printed. It has been in

process of transcription by a copyist familiar with
William Penn's handwriting.

Most of the historical works published of late

years relating to the history of Pennsylvania and
its founders, have found valuable supplies in ma-
terial and illustrative engravings, of which he

kindly gave to authors the benefit.

Notes From Others.

Suffer not one thought of separating from your
brethren, whether their opinions agree with yours
or not. Do not dream that any man sins in not

believing you, in not taking your word ; or that

this or that opinion is essential to the work, and
both must stand or fall together. Beware of im-

patience, of contradiction. Do not condemn or

think hardly of those who cannot see just as you
see, or who judge it their duty to contradict you,

whether in a great thing or small. I fear some of

us have thought hardly of others, merely because

they contradicted what we affirmed. All this tends

to division ; and by everything of this kind, we
are teaching them an evil lesson against ourselves.—John Wesley.

For " Euchre " Mothers.—A certain mother in

one of our small cities was very fond of playing
" progressive euchre." One evening she received

a fine silver cup for being the most successful

player in a group of her society friends. She was
much delighted with her success, and, on showing
it do her family the next morning, her son, in his

early " teens," said " Huh ! I can beat that, for I

made ten dollars at the pool table last night !"' Im-

mediately the eyes of the mother were opened in

more senses than one, for, in the first place, .she

had no idea that her son had thus been spending

his time, and, in the next place, partner in sin,

how could she condemn him ? It taught her a

lesson once for all.

News comes from ice-bound Siberia of a gospel

movement essentially the same as that of Rabin-

owitz. The leader is Jacob Scheinmann, a Polish

Jew, who, thirty years ago, through independent

thought, came to the conclusion that the Messiah,

the son of David, was the true Saviour. The strict

Talmudic Jews got him transported to Siberia,

where for fifteen years he labored, almost unheeded,

to awaken faith in his fellow exiles. Among the

uncalled-for mail matter which he found at Tomsk,

where he was engaged in business, was a pamphlet

by Rabinowitz.with whom he at once communicated.

He has been busy disseminating his views through

pamphlets called "The Voice of One Crying in

the Wilderness." Delitsch's Hebrew translation of

the New Testament is being eagerly read and

studied by the Siberian Jews. It is said fully

thirty thousand copies have been used.— Prediy-

terian Witness.

Form of Oath in U. S. Court.—By an order

passed First Month 3rd by the Circuit and District

Courts sitting in Maryland, Judge Morris presiding,
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the form of oath prescribed in this State by act of

Assembly of 1898, Chapter 75, will be conformed

to in those courts.

The law prescribing the present form, which has

now been in use in all the State courts for more

than three years, is as follows :

"The form of judicial and all other oaths to be

taken or administered in this State, and not pre-

scribed by the Constitution shall be as follows :

" In the presence of Almighty God I do solemnly

promise or declare," etc., and it shall not be lawful

to add to any oath the words " so help me God," or

any imprecatory words whatever.

The manner of administering oaths shall be by re-

quiring the person making the same to hold up his

hand in token of his recognition of the solemnity

of the act, except in those cases wherein the form

is not practicable, or when it shall appear that

some other mode is more binding upon the con-

science of the swearer.

Thus, practically, the new form of oath, which

abolishes the imprecation and the kissing or laying

the hand upon the Bible, has become uniform for

all purposes throughout the State.— Baltimore

American.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— A treaty of cession by Denmark of

its West Indian islands to the United States has been

signed at Washington. In order to become effective it

must be ratified by the Senate and the Danish Rigsdag,

and by the U. S. House of Representatives, which must

make the necessary appropriation for the purchase. The

islands are St. Thomas, Santa Cruz and St. John. The

people of the islands are to have a voice in the question

of cession, but the plebiscite will not be submitted until

the treaty has been ratified by the legislative bodies of

the two Governments. No provision is made in the treaty

for a plebiscite, but the Government of Denmark has

given notice to the people of the islands that the question

of cession will be submitted to them.

The wholesale leasing of Indian lands which had been

arranged for by Commissioner Jones at Washington has

been stopped, at least for the present, by the prospect of

an official investigation into these matters by Congress.

A delegation of Sioux Indians has lately visited Washing-

ton to protest against the leasing of their Standing Rock

reservation in Southern Dakota. Among other objections

the Indians say that they will not be able to hold their

own against the white cowboys, and that their cattle will

be gradually run into the herds of the lessees and they

will be robbed of them.

Slight earthquake shocks were felt in St. Louis and its

neighborhood about five o'clock on the morning of the

24th ult.

The largest gas well in West Virginia has been struck

in Pleasants County. It is flowing about 15,000,000 feet

of gas a day, and is also producing over 250 barrels of oil.

The census preliminary report on the manufacture of

liquors in the United States in 1900 shows the following

results, with percentage of increase : number of estab-

lishments, 2,849 ; increase, 48 per cent.; capital, $457,-

674,087 ; increase, 70 per cent. ; wage earners, average

number, 44,417 ; increase, 23 per cent. Total wages,

$28,005,484 ; increase, 20 per cent. Value of products,

$310,615,466 ; increase, 18 per cent.

The mortality from cancer among sailors is very high—
44.5 per 100,000, while that of miners is only 12.2.

In ten years the mortality from diphtheria fell from 70
to 35 per 100,000 population, largely through the use of

antitoxin.

Prof. Jewett, of the Fredonia Normal School, New
York, has found that walls and floors seem to present no

obstruction to the passage of electrical waves in wireless

telegraphy, and that with the apparatus which he used,

these waves seem to be sent with nearly equal force in

all directions. With the sender in a room on the third

floor signals were received readily at widely separated

rooms on all three floors of the building and also upon the

sidewalk in front of it.

In a recent report the Milk Commission of New Y'ork

suggested that a man with whiskers milking a cow was
liable to impregnate the milk with germs, because whiskers

are or may be microbe collectors. The various managers

of the milk depots in Binghampton, N. Y., it is said will

issue an order that all milk delivered them must be drawn
by beardless men.

There were 563 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 61 more than the previous

week and 27 more than the corresponding weelc of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 274 were males and 289 females: 72

died of consumption of the lungs ; 102 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of diphtheria

;

18 of cancer ; 11 of apople.xy ; 9 of typhoid fever ; 3 of

scarlet fever, and 19 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8y\c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.65 to $2.90 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.50 to $3.70 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 to $3.80 ; spring, straight, $3.55 to $3.80.

GR.4IN—No. 2 red wheat, 83J to 84c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 64 to 64ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 53^c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6i to 6|c.; good, SJ to 52c.; me-

dium, 5J to 5Jc.

Sheep.—Extra, 4J to 4|c.; good, 4 to 4Jc.; common,

2 to 3c.

Lambs —4J to 6|c.

Hogs.—Western, 8J to 9c.

Foreign.—The ministers of the foreign powers have

lately been received at Pekin by the Chinese emperor as

representatives of sovereigns of equal rank. The Em-
press was not seen during the interview.

A despatch from Pekin says : Chinese officials have

found treasure to the value of over 100,000,000 taels in

gold and silver, which was buried in the women's quar-

ters of the Palace before the Court fled from Pekin.

It is declared officially in China that 3,000,000 persons

in Shensi out of 19,000,000 have succumbed to the famine.

An animal hitherto unknown to naturalists has lately

been found in Central Africa. It is called the okapi and

is about two-thirds the size of a giraffe, which it resem-

bles. It is related to the American prong horned ante-

lope, and is the only living representative of the fossil

Helladotherium, of Greece and Asia Minor. Another spe-

cies of giraffe with five horns has also lately been discov-

ered in Central Africa.

Official data show that 614 houses, not including the

Government buildings, were destroyed in the first and

second earthquakes in Chilpancingo. Mexico. The people

continue panic stricken, and fear additional shocks. They

are leaving homes there to establish themselves in other

towns and cities.

The postoffice of Buenos Ayres has adopted X-rays to

discover smuggled articles in registered letters without

opening them. Watches, rings, chains and other valua-

bles have been found in astonishing quantity. More than

$25,000 worth of smuggled property was confiscated in

one week.

A despatch of the 24th ult., from Seres, Macedonia,

says : The bearers of the ransom for Ellen M. Stone and

her companion Tsilka, having with them $72,500, reached

Demir-Hissar (Roumelia), on the 21st, and proceeded to

the mountains, on horseback, accompanied by a strong

escort.

At Charkor, in Southern Russia, recently, an epidemic

of tuberculosis broke out among the officials of the muni-

cipality, and particularly among those who worked in the

recorder's office. The archives, after being subjected to

a bacteriological and micrographical analysis, proved to

swarm with bacilli. A further investigation disclosed

the fact that a former official in charge of the records

and affected with consumption, in turning over the pages

was accustomed to touch them with fingers moistened

with saliva. In this way the records became contamin-

ated. The bacilli had developed in the course of time

and created the source of tuberculosis that affected the

other officials.

One hundred and nineteen people were killed in the

Swiss Alps last year in attempts to scale mountains and

do other dangerous things.

A report to the War Department lately published by J.

Franklin Bell, military commander in Batangas Province,

south of Manila, indicates the adoption of a merciless pol-

icy towards the Filipinos, involving reconcentration in a

modified form, the application of martial law in all direc-

tions, and the unsparing pursuit and punishment of the

natives who act as spies and traitors to the United

States.

In reference to other parts of the Philippines than the

provinces of Batangas and the island of Samar, Governor

Taf t, who is now in this country, recently said :
"

I wish

to impress upon everybody that civil government is a suc-

cess. There is a strong peace party in the islands, and

it is composed of the most influential men among the

Filipinos. They are working earnestly and zealously

toward bringing about happy relations between their

countrymen and the Government."
There are now about 40,000 United States troops in

the Philippines. About two-thirds of the people of the

islands are under civil government. A large part of the

agricultural lands are unavailabe because there is no com-
munication except by water, and, therefore, only strips

along the edge of the water are available to raise any-

thing for market. The people live largely on rice.

It is proposed in the Senate to appoint a committiB
make a thorough investigation in regard to the condi
of the Philippines before enacting further legislatio ]
specting them. I

The American Chamber of Commerce of Manila j'

formulated an appeal to Congress, in which it earn/y

asks for the enactment of laws allowing Chiname
o

enter the Philippine Islands, under such restricti--

the Philippine Commission may enact.

Japan's foreign trade has in thirty years inc

from less than Si to nearly $7 per capita per annun
Gardens are attached to all public schools in Belf

j^

in which the children are taught to raise vegetables:!,

part of school work. School gardens are common aLij

France, Saxony, Switzerland, Russia, Sweden and ]

part of Austria. There are now about 500,000 chi .,

thus receiving instruction in Russia. During the w j

three hours are allotted to school room study, and fo ;«

work in the garden, vineyard, &c. In summer the ii ,i

studies last but one or two hours and " practical .st

out of doors receive six to eight hours daily. I:

cases the teachers are permitted to derive a pror.

the produce sold. In Belgium the Government has
,

tuted special courses during vacation to prepare in; ;.

tors for this work and lectures bearing on the subje( ri

also given.

In Copenhagen, a Municipal Labor Exchange has a,

established under the management of a board comi(j

of four members of masters' unions, four membe i
workingmen's unions ; two members of the city cou Lv

and the mayor of the city, who acts as chairman. I-

object is to bring employers and men seeking enijil

into contact with each other. The municipal exch

conducted without expense to its patrons, and e.xp^

has taught the authorities that it is a good f.

speculation, as when work is provided it give-

support to individuals who otherwise would b-
charge on the community. No written recommt-n

are handled by the exchange. When it sends an a;i

out for work it guarantees nothing, it simply bri::

applicant and the employer together, and it bee

private and personal matter as to what arrangenien

effect. No rules of labor unions or kindred organi

are recognized by the exchange.

NOTICES.

On account of alterations now being made in tl

mittee room of the meeting-house at Fourth ar

Streets, it is requested that the Quarterly Meetj

Ministers aud Elders, occurring Second Month Ist b .

in the second story of No. 304 Arch Street.

George J. Scattergood, CI

.

Friends Freedmen's Association expect to sen

to their school for colored youth 4t Christiansbu?-.

sewing class there is thrifty in making over parti

clothing — men's or women's. The library needs

Clothing, materials, shoes and books may be t

Friends' Institute, 20 S. Twelfth Street, on or

Third Month 1st, marked "For Christiansburg Ina

Training School."

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fi.ll«|

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regit'

instruction and discipline should be addressed to ff

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an

munications in regard to business should be forwc

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenienci

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage w.

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., a:

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when re'

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., tuv

cents each way. To reach the school by telegra:

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley. '

Married, at Friends' meeting-house. West Phila

Ninth Month 26th, 1902. David Brinton. of T

Pa., to Eleanor P. Fisher, daughter of Abrah:

Sarah Fisher.

{Britisli Friend please copy.)

Died, First Month 18th, 1902, at the residence

parents, 1626 Mount Vernon street, Phila., Ameu.

daughter of Comly B. and Martha L. Shoemake'

nearly sixteen years ; a member of the Monthly !

of Friends of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM H. ILE'S SONS, PRINTEKi

: Walnut Street
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The Prophylactic Against Contamination.

n considering our care to preserve the

mg "from the corrupting influence of world-

associations"—a care which usually deals

h outward surroundings, and it is very iin-

tant that it should,— it was feared that the

re important protection from within does not

eive that foremost attention which is due.

lere a child is early helped to take note of

inward Witness for truth, the habit of dis-

•ninating between that which serveth God

that which serveth Him not, both in him-

and in his associations, will guard him

m many a social pitfall and snare. A little

j

was instanced on whom a new plaid jacket,

lOrding to the style of the day, was placed,

lore going to meeting. On his remarking

t be would have to suffer with heat in

jiting, being asked to explain, he said

ivould have to keep on his overcoat, for he

Id not feel right in displaying so gay a

iet. Again, in a visit to the country,

3t-day came around, and it was decided

t, on account of the weariness of horses

men in the haying season, the family

Id not be taken to meeting. Later on the

e boy was found sitting on a door step

1 his face covered by his hands. Being

3d what troubled him, he said it was be-

36 he could not go to meeting. Means

e speedily found of conveying him to the

l'|;e of his desire.

jhese were simple and early exercises in

a; prompt and square discimination which

ge him a decided stand on the right side, as

^aw the right, in his business and political

aiier as a man. His faithfulness made him

ijionest man of especial mark for eighteen

years as the "Quaker Councilman" in the

Common Council of this city. In a position

where some find it so easy to drift into the

maelstrom of corruption, the principle of the

witness for truth in the heart clearly solved

the problem of preservation from the "cor-

rupting influences of worldly associations."

Decided for right and truth as inwardly felt in

boyhood, when he became a man he put on

righteousness as a breast-plate, and recently

dying (according to his oft-expressed wish)"in

the harness," he could also acknowledge the

everlasting Arm to be underneath, and an assur-

ance of life beyond.

Those interested in the bill presented to

this Congress, known as the Lodge-Cillette

bill, and which is intended to prohibit the sale

of fire-arms, intoxicating liquors, etc., by

United States traders to the natives of the

New Hebrides islands, will be glad to know
that it passed the Senate on the 8th of the

First Month. As to its prospects before the

House, Representative Gillette now reports

that "The New Hebrides dill has been favor-

ably reported by the committee, and is on the

calendar. It will be brought up very soon."

L

Reminiscences.

(Continued from page 219.)

Joseph and Hannah Snowdon were succeeded

as Superintendent and Matron of Westtown
Boarding School by our friends David and

Rachel H. Roberts, of Moorestown, N. J., who
entered upon their duties in the autumn of

1858.

In repy to a letter to Robert Forster, of

London, transmitting some papers left by Su-

sanna Biggs, Joseph Scattergood thus refers

to his honored grandfather:

Philadelphia, Twelfth Month 5th, 1853.

Few persons, I apprehend, have been pre-

served more steadily in a state of inward exer-

cise and retirement of spirit than he was. His

humble dedication to the work whereunto he

was called, his care to wait for the fresh put-

ting forth of the Great Shepherd, and patient

submission to the many proving dispensations

allotted to him, have been very instructive to

me, and I have reason to believe to many oth-

ers. . . .

He did not establish a school for colored

children; the school which he assisted in es-

tablishing, and for which he gave a lot on

which a school house was built was for "poor

children" (now known as the Adelphi school).

For many years white children only received

instruction. When similar schools were es-

tablished by law in this city, and that class

well provided with free instruction, the Asso-

ciation under whose charge the school had
been from the first, turned their attention to

the education of colored children exclusively.

That Association is still in existence, is com-
posed of members of our religious Society, and
supports two schools,— one for girls, the other

for both sexes, somewhat on the plan of an
infant school. There are at present about

one hundred and fifty children attending these

schools There are six other schools for col-

ored children supported by and under the care

of Friends in this city. Two of these are

evening schools, designed for the instruction

of colored men and women.
The following letter written to C. W. of

Liverpool, England, shows his concern on

account of the lapsed state of Society in that

land:

Philadelphia, Eighth Month 5th, 1858.

I do not know how thou views the attempts

which have been made for sometime past,

more or less openly to modify and remodel the

views and particularly the practices of the So-

ciety, but in the freedom which ought to sub-

sist among fellow professors, I may remark

that the late discussions in your Yearly Meet-

ing have given rise to very sorrowful feelings

and sad forebodings. I cannot say that I am
much surprised at the sentiments uttered on

the occasion alluded to, for they seem to be

the natural fruit of that unquakerly spirit

which through the unwatchfulness or unfaith-

fulness, or both, of those who no doubt once

knew better, has been allowed to gain such an

ascendency in your land, even may I not say

among those who have been regarded as the

"heads of the tribes." My dear friend, I feel

it to be a day of peculiar trial to those who
verily believe that the doctrine and testimo-

nies of the Society of Friends are the teach-

ings of the spirit of Truth, and believing so,

cannot admit for a moment that that infallible

guide can lead any pretending to its influence

to endeavor to set them aside as obsolete and

impracticable. I sometimes am led to in-

auire where will we float to as a Society, if

those who entertain the views so unreservedly

expressed among you, get such an ascendency

as to entirely control its proceedings. Our

profession is a high and holy one. We be-

lieve, or profess to believe, in the necessity

of waiting for the openings of the Spirit of

Truth in our minds, especially in transacting

the business of the Church. Is this profession

compatible with the long argumentative and

studied parliamentary speeches so generally

indulged in your meetings? Is not your prac-

tice in this respect of itself an abandonment

of the ancient profession of the faithful mem-

bers? Then alas, what may be said of the

sentiments uttered! How can the meeting

with any consistency continue to profess its

adherence to ancient doctrines, testimonies,
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practices, which in some of its published es-

says are still upheld, if it allows itself to be

controlled by those holding such opinions?

May it not be said of the Society in your

land as well as this. "I had planted thee a

noble vine, wholly a right seed; how then art

thou turned into a degenerate plant of a

strange vine unto me?" We have but little

of an encouraging character among us. What

is to be the end of our trials and difficulties I

do not see. I cannot, however, believe but

what there will be preserved some, I hope

man}', who, through an humble, self denying

life and conversation will manifest they are

not ashamed of the profession of their fore-

fathers, and which through Divine Mercy en-

abled so many of them on the borders of the

unseen world to declare that they "had not

followed cunningly devised fables," but the un-

changeable Truth.

Well, my dear friend, I did not expect or

intend to write in this strain when I took ud

my pen. If I have exceeded the liberty allow-

able in such communications, and especially in

the first, I hope thou wilt excuse me, and at-

tribute it to the concern 1 feel that we may

not all abandon the old-fashioned ways or lose

sight of the land-marks by which our fathers

were led safely along.

Business Ethics.

Y Walter T. Moore.

It becomes quite manifest to those who

closely observe the course of current events

that the period through which we are now
passing is marked by unusual expansion and

prosperity in trade.

At no time perhaps has business been pur-

sued with more avidity and at such cost of the

highest mentality and physical energy.

Especially is this true of our own country,

so favored by Providence in the abundance and

variety of its resources, where commerce both

foreign and domestic, manufacturing, agricul-

tural, mining, transportation and kindred in-

dustries are conducted on a scale of magni-

tude and efficiency unequalled in other lands.

In this connection we read in the public

journals of America's commercial invasion of

Europe and further that prominent officials

identified with large enterprises abroad are

coming here for the express purpose of study-

ing our advanced methods and acquiring the

secret of our apparent supremacy.

We see on every side as a conspicuous feat-

ure of the day a tendency towards combina-

tions in money and trade which have for their

object the elimination of excessive competi-

tion and the control of the supply of many
standard commodities.

This process of organization which pervades

so many lines of human effort may be the

proper exercise of power or vested rights, but

it involves as a necessary feature the concen-

tration of vast influence in comparatively a

few hands, and the outcome of the movement
is a cause of apprehension to some who view

with solicitude the religious as well as the

material welfare of our country.

We are regarded, and with reason, as a

people who lead strenuous lives and devote a

large share of our time to the acquisition of

wealth, not so much for its personal use or

gratification as for the power and prestige

which it confers upon the possessor.

Under such conditions, and recognizing the

extent to which many are absorbed in the ar-

duous devotion to business, it is opportune to

pause at intervals for introversion, and to con-

sider a few fundamental principles as applica-

ble to our various avocations and on which

true success depends. Starting at the source

and spring of morality, it is a marvelous and

deeply impressive fact that God was made
flesh and dwelt among us.

"In all points tempted like as we are yet

without sin."

It is also an unspeakable blessing that we
enjoy access in the Holy Scriptures to a record

of the life of this Saviour who came to redeem
the world and to his own words and those of his

inspired followers as an unerring guide to pure

wisdom and truth. He is the Word and the

Truth. "Let your communication be yea, yea;

and nay, nay ; and whatsoever is more than tliese

cometh of evil"—is one of those notable say-

ings so replete with meaning as to form in

itself a text broad and comprehensive enough
on which to construct any system of ethics.

It defines the position we should occupy to-

wards oaths or affirmations and at the same
time is a plea for an adherence to the truth

in its purity and simplicity.

In the dealings and intercourse with others

we should abide strictly in the truth, and so

guard our words that no misunderstanding or

question of veracity can justly arise. There
is, perhaps, no habit so insidious in its forma-

tion and fraught with more danger than that

of inaccurate expression. Such a departure

from rectitude may be ascribed to hasty or

superficial thinking, and sometimes to an in-

tention to deceive; but falsehood in any form
is fatally harmful to the individual and cor-

rect morals. As one of the chief elements

of a business qualification one should strive to

cultivate terseness, clearness and ab.solute

truthfulness into all statements whether by
pen or tongue.

This attribute is a natural feature of the

Christian character and will prove of inesti-

mable value to the man of affairs.

The power of truth is inherent and cannot
be strengthened by a needless redundancy of

words in the ordinary prosecution of our
work.

Honesty, integrity and other cardinal vir-

tues which are fruits of the Spirit, should

characterize every motive and action in the

conduct of business.

As an illustration— it is sometimes a topic

of remark that you can rely on certain per-

sons fulfilling an agreement if once they sign

it, but it must be borne in mind that the util-

ity of such an instrument rests upon the

ground of mutual advantage, and otherwise it

becomes a source of friction and contention.

One party cannot afford to profit too much at

another's loss. Hence in contractual rela-

tions one should not push his own individual

rights to the uttermost, but follow the golden
rule by also viewing matters in question from
the standpoint of tlie other parties, and thus
reach a conclusion eminently fair and equita-

ble to all concerned. Obligations framed on
any other basis, though legally valid, are mor-
ally unsound, and apt to loecome in operation
one. sided, and only invite litigation. All

such practices as come under the head (|

smartness, shrewdness and the like should h
regarded as reprehensible and be scrupulousl

avoided.

It may safely be asserted that no religioi

body has done more than the Society (

Friends to inculcate and stimulate among i,

members and others, both by example and pri|

cept, those ethical principles which underL

real prosperity and form an integral part of

consistent Christian life. Philadelphia Year

Meeting in its advices and in other ways hi

extended timely admonition of the standari;

of uprightness which should govern our opi:.

ions and actions in trade and business. Tl

Seventh Query as provided in the Book of Dii

cipline brings periodically and directly to o\

attention the matter of our responsibility '

this respect. It says in part "Are Frien.i

careful to live within the bounds of their ci.

cumstances and to keep to moderation in the

trade or business."

Reverting to the fact already mentioned

an irresistible current towards combinations

many departments of life, the question m;

arise in the minds of some as to liow this pe;

tinent inquiry can be respected without und.

ly restricting legitimate enterprise. The ai

and concern are, as I take it, that Frien,

should not embark in undertakings beyond tin

capacity, whether physical, mental or financi;i

and to the detriment of their lasting welfaii •

A business that has been long established ob'

safe basis and managed with skill and intel

gence is quite sure to grow in time to exte ,

sive proportions and may do so without spir

ual injury to those engaged in it. The n

ment, however, we permit any occupatic

though commendable in itself, to overtax o

resources, then it becomes a source of dang

both to ourselves and the Body to which '

belong.

.^ny one who aspires to and attains a coi

manding position in the commercial woj

which calls practically for all his talents, tn

and energy, cannot ])ossess that tranquillity

mind and repose of body which serve as

anchor to the soul.

There are many and diverse lines of e

ployment and therefore in choosing an occ

pation one should keep this thought in J

membrance and reserve adequate opportunil

even at some sacrifice, for home, social a

religious duties, all of which when righ

performed make for righteousness.

The injunction is "Let your moderation

known unto all men. The Lord is at hand.'

The leading idea that passes through i

mind in preparing this brief paper can be bt

conveyed in the word "personality," as sigi

tying a convinced and consistent Christi

character. Allusion has been made to t

process of organization which tends to ct

tralize authority and eliminate the individu

The evolution of this doctrine, however, 1

its limitations, and, after all, the virtue a

strength of any community or nature depe

upon the nature of its constituent membi.

or units.

We have reason to know the far reachit

influence of a vigorous individualitv and tb

influence works for good or evil as it emana '•

from a consecrated life. If we examine ca •

fully the gradual development of any gn:

undertaking that has been particularly s-
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lesful, it will be found that the management
as directed by men who were imbued with

.nd actuated by Christian principles. It is

Iso a noticeable fact that in the administra-
:
on of government and corporations there are
;3rtain individuals with clear convictions of
luty who may not occupy conspicuous positions
li the public eye and yet in the decision of
jjestions of moment are the main reliance of
iieir superiors for sound advice and counsel.

!

In a more striking manner, how vital be-
pmes the element of individuality on the
jider sphere of social, national and even inter-
itional affairs.

[History and the events of our own day
jiundantly reveal that in the consideration of
I'ave public questions, popular opinion swayed
hasty impulse is often unsound and can

My be restrained or corrected by a few cour-
;eous men or women who, wise in judgment
(d cautious in action, firmly stand for right-
usness which alone exalteth a nation.
As against the clamorous majority there is

silent yet potent minority and such a mi-
rity constitutes the saving remnant which is

hope and leaven of a community in pros-
rity or adversity, and especially in any cri-
that may befall it. Hence becomes clear

i obligation that devolves upon each and
jry one to seek the possession of those qual-
te of both mind and heart which fonu a ster-
|e character, or, in simpler and better words,
lembrace a Christian life.

We cannot overstate the urgent need, in
e of conditions pervading the business
rid to-day, of adequate preparation for any
vice to which we may be called and of di-
|tmg our course aright upon the very
eshold of a commercial career.
I'he conception and practice of ethics de-
ds in a large measure upon early training,
lave we not in this respect been bountifully
ored with advantages far above the ordi-

y, m that many apart from Christian par-
3 and homes have derived instruction from
sttown and other institutions under care of
ands, and there came under the religious
wholesome influences which they so dis-

itively represent.

1 a retrospect of this epoch in our lives we
not but feel that a tribute of gratitude is
to these institutions for the guarded ed-
tion which they have conferred upon us, and
nly obedient to their teachings we shall be
hed with ability to see and do the right,
s we emerge from the scholastic life and
•r that of business, we are confronted at
; with realities and temptations which
'rely test the ground on which we stand,
t this early and critical juncture we must
prepared to discriminate clearly between
1 and evil in order correctly to shape a
se on the long and ardous voyage that
3_to ultimate success,
lis brings us to a consideration of those
ts of mind and body that are calculated to
ribute most effectively to the growth and
action of individuality. As among these can
commended the discipline at seasons of
ement, contemplation and prayer. Both
itward nature and in human existence we
activity and rest are co-ordinate conditions
h]f followed independently are injurious,
if wisely regulated are conducive to the
beneficial results. In the Divine econ-

omy there exists as between energy and repose
a harmony which, if cultivated, will invigorate
and qualify us to perform any act of duty.
The Saviour himself exhibited in an impressive
manner energy combined with calmness and as
recorded in the Scriptures not infrequently
withdrew to solitude for communion and re-
newal of strength.

_

Imitating this example, it is also fitting for
his followers, whatever their vocation, when
struggling for a solution of the vexed prob-
lems of life, to retire for silent and devoted
reflection and while in this attitude there will
arise an illumination of the truth which will
open clearly the course to pursue.
How beautifully and aptly the words of the

Prophet here apply, "In quietness and confi-
dence will be your strength."

"There is a time to act, and equally so there
is a time to wait." Thinkers,— earnest, con-
scientious thinkers,—are the need of the hour,
and it is such that are sure to advance from
opinions to convictions, and from convictions
to good works which typify the genuine per-
sonality. It is the doing that is so acceptable
in the Divine sight. This personality derives
Its essence from individual faithfulness, —an
expression very familiar to many, and yet
sometimes sinking into such triteness as to
lose its full significance. It is the Spirit that
quickeneth. Adorned with a personality in
the sense already mentioned, one is equipped
to attain a full measure of success and with it
preserve the integrity of his principles.

There can be no more imposing and poten-
tial figure than that of a man who by dili-
gence, honesty and perseverance has reached the
fruition of a commeFcial career full of honor,
and in and through all consistently maintained
true Christianity. What a double blessing at-
taches to such an experience! "Seest thou a
man diligent in business? He shall stand be-
fore kings— he shall not stand before men."

The capacity to do constructive work, to
originate and execute large undertakings, is a
gift to be exalted and cherished. But none
the less commendable and laudable is the work
of those who by humble and devoted service
are fulfilling their respective missions in- a
smaller sphere.

We should love our business, and if with
and above it we love the Truth, I hold implicit
faith tnat a rich reward will not fail us.
We cannot ignore certain characteristics

which dominate American life—the restless
activity, the inclination to push to extremes
and to take precipitate action without prudent
forethought. All these combine to foster
speculation and aggressive competition.
No one unless conversant with the situation

can conceive of the volume of speculation
that is constantly carried on in this country
and centered principally at New fork and Chi-
cago. It is a matter of public knowledge that
about $80,000 are now paid for a membership
in the New York Stock Exchange and this in-
dicates the enormous value of transactions le-
gitimate and otherwise effected on the floor of
that institution.

All classes of society are engaged in the ex-
hausting excitement, and it is needless to say
the baneful consequences are incalculable.
Why such eager haste to acquire money?

In the average span of life there remain after
the completion of a college education thirty or

more years to pursue an occupation, and with-
in that period is abundant opportunity to ac-
cumulate a competence by safe, conservative
and honorable method.
As Friends therefore let us gird ourselves

take courage and perform our allotted tasks
in a manner worthy of our inheritance and
our environment.

In seeking this end, it is not incumbent
upon us to avoid contact with the world, but
rather to become according to the measure of
our faithfulness living epistles and ministers
of righteousness while walking up and down
the earth among our fellow men in the great
domain of commerce.

Finally, we cannot escape the higher aspect of
this subject. Sound ethics have their root and
their life in the gospel of our Lord and Sav-
iour Jesus Christ, and we all come within the
purview of that solemn admonition, "without
me ye can do nothing."

Although late, perhaps sadly late in reach-
ing a clear apprehension of this impressive
truth, yet we know the true Shepherd slum-
bereth not and ever stands at the door of our
hearts and knocks.
With the extension of such grace how can

we neglect so great salvation?

For "The Friend."

A Concern for the Present Season.

It is now near the accustomed time for
framing the answers to valuable queries hand-
ed down to us. I suggest that each member
shall read carefully the book of Discipline,
not parts of it, but all, and see if he or she
can truthfully say, I try to live by what that
calls for; it may seem to some more than they
can accomplish, but with an earnest desire,
we are helped in all that is good. This desire
keeps us from entering into good works un-
bidden—which is so prevalent at this time.

There is much reading matter put before us
that is interesting for older and younger
Friends, but it so dissipates the mind that
there is no taste nor time for the retirement
necessary for any of us who profess to be
Christians. There is the cross. It matters
not what we disobey in, if we do not bear the
Cross we cannot wear the Crown— let us put
not off till to-morrow what should be done to-
day. "For I am not ashamed of the gospel
of Christ, for it is the power of God unto sal-
vation, to everyone that believeth" (Rom.
1:16). ^ R.

When Para Rubber trees are tapped, after
the gum has run into receptacles and stiffened,
a species of large black ant is accustomed to
cut out pieces of the rubber and carry tnem
away. Bees also find uses for India rubber,
and some species in South America actually
cut the bark of trees that produce resinous

nces in order to cause a flow of the
sap. The gum is employed by the bees as a
ready made wax for their nests.

The pathway to the Land of Life
Passes the threshold of ray door.

It turns down yonder narrow street

Hedged by the dwellings of the poor.
It winds beside the house of woe,
Under lit panes where watchers wait.

Who strides too swiftly on that road
Reaches the end too late.
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A Notable Venetian of the Sixteenth Century

—Fra Paolo Sarpi.

{Concluded from page 231.)

Some works of Fra Paolo that partook of a

religious as well as of a scientific character,

were, his "Unity of all Science and of all

Goodness;" "Atheism Repugnant to Human
Nature;" and "The Medicine of the Soul." in

which he applied to the soul the principle of

health and healing which he applied to ^he

body. The prayer of David beginning, "Search

me, God, and know my heart, try me and

know my thoughts, " was often on his lips, as

we learn from his having written the tract-

ate, "An examination of our own Defects, and

how to cure them." Defects visible to no

one else he saw in himself, and mourned over.

By a new Index Expurgatorius, published in

1596, the then pope, Clement VIII., sought to

control the printing and sale of books, and

this became a matter of disagreement with the

Republic, for Venice was at that day a great

printing and publishing centre, and one of the

chief markets for books in Europe. Now, as

to this Index, few immoral or irreligious books

were condemned, but mainly such as upheld

the rights of conscience and of States, so that

it was evidently issued not in the interest of

religion, but mainly to uphold the temporal

power. Venice, therefore, refused to accept

it until the pope signed a concordat by which

only books printed out of that city, that at-

tacked religion, were prohibited. Correctly

surmising that Fra Paolo counselled this course,

Clement denied the desires of the friends of

the former that he should be promoted to a

bishopric. Nevertheless, the Doge and the

Senate, because of the frequently recurring

controversies between the Republic and the

Vatican, appointed Fra Paolo to a special po-

sition (1606), that of Theological Counsellor,

being additional to the three permanent offi-

cials who were called the Counsellors of Law,
or State Counsellors. Before accepting this

place, however, Paolo made the wise stipula-

tion that the Doge and the Senate obtain first

of all, the sanction of the general of the Ser-

vites, who was supposed to act directly under
the pope. So, in the seventeen years until

his death that Fra Paolo held this position, he

was enabled to stay at his post, when sum-
moned again and again to Rome to answer for

his conduct; yet it is said "that the history

of the Republic during these seventeen years

was one unbroken record of great intellectual

and moral victories. In every case Fra Paolo's

advice was sought, in every case it was fol-

lowed, and in every case it was right."

In the first year of Paolo's service as Gon-
sultore, the Republic having resisted certain

papal demands, a bill of interdict and excom-
munication on behalf of Pope Paul V., was
launched against it. By the like method, dur-

ing the one year that the pope had been in

power, Naples, Genoa, France and Spain had
been humbled, and similarly, he thought, the

stubborn Republic would be brought to its

knees. The Republic, however, proclaimed

the continuance of the religious services,

though the pope had interdicted them; it or-

dered the church buildings kept open, though
the pope had commanded them to be shut;

the priests to remain in their places, though
given liberty by the pope to quit the "ac-

cursed land," and so on. Very few of the

priests departed, but the Senate, recognizing

the mischief which had been worked by the

Jesuits, passed on them the punishment of

perpetual banishment, with the forfeiture of

all their possessions. Paolo, not responding

to the command of the pope to repair to

Rome, a decree of the curia was issued to

burn his books wherever found. Eventually,

the episode passed away without bloodshed

and the papal censures were removed.

The year 1607 brings us to a tragic period

in the life of Fra Paolo. The three Counsel-

lors of State successively dying, the Senate

formally made over to Paolo the duties of

their offices, additional to his own, so that

everything of national interest, no matter

what its nature, came before him for sifting

.and settlement. A signal mark of their favor

and confidence in his judgment was shown in

throwing open to his inspection the secret

Archives of the Republic, than which nothing

had been guarded with greater vigilance. The
pope, meanwhile, resenting the bestowment
of such rewards upon one whom he con-

sidered a heretic and his opposer, made at-

tempt to lure Fra Paolo to Rome under pre-

tense of showing him honor, but the intended

victim would not be entrapped. Then, in the

autumn of the year, Contarini, the Venetian

Ambassador at the papal court, sent definite

and detailed information to the Senate, of a

plot on Fra Paolo's life. The latter acceded

to the request of the Senate that he should no

longer walk alone in the narrow streets of the

city. Late on a certain afternoon, however,

as he was about to cross the bridge over a wa-
terway, to the Servite monastery, accompanied
only by his servant and an aged friend, five

ruffians sprang upon them out of the darkness.

Paolo was left for dead with several stiletto

wounds upon his head, and the assailants made
their escape. In the last thrust, which was
of a most remarkable character, the stiletto

had entered the right temple, and had come
out between the nose and the cheek, breaking

the upper jaw in its passage, and, being bent

by the violence of the stroke, could not be

easily withdrawn, and so was left by the as-

sassin in the wound. For three weeks Paolo's

life hung in the balance, but ere long he re-

covered. "It pleased God," wrote Paolo to a

friend, "that all the wounds were oblique

ones, a mercy which I know was from God
alone, whom it pleased to work this wonder.
I have no doubt that they could have killed me
on the spot a thousand times if the Divine

protection had not succored me, which be al-

ways praised."

The Senate doubled his stipend, (and later

doubled it again), and would have provided

him a more central residence, but he pre-

ferred his simple cell which he had chosen for

himself when a boy, though a special staircase

was built from it to the canal, that he might
go to and fro in a eondola, without being so

much exposed as formerly. Other violent

attempts were made upon his life, as well as

repeated attempts to poison him, but, as Fra
Fulgenzio relates, there was no probability of

such a plan succeeding, for "his sense of taste

was so exquisite, that he could infallibly dis-

tinguish the ingredients in his food and drink."

The narrative reviews a number of the

works written by Fra Paolo during the later

years of his life, but only two of them will b:

here alluded to. One of these, of great an

lasting value, was "A History of Ecclesiast

cal Benefices." Not unlikely the vicious ej;

ample of Paul V. in loading his nephews wit,

estates unscrupulously acquired, served as

stimulus to the production of this timely pre-

test. One of the beneficiaries of this papist)!

simony was the Cardinal Scipione Borghesc
who already held thirty benefices of a gros,

annual rental of two million francs, but tj

whom still another was conveyed, by excon

municating a worthy monk who had beei

chosen by his brethren as abbot. Fra Pao!

advocated, what has come to pass in large pai

in our own day, the stripping of the pope ar'

curia of all their temporalities, and the retui,

of their illegal wealth to the separate congr'

gations for which it had been intended, f(!

the supplying of the needs of the clergy ai;

the poor, particularly the latter. It may 1,

pertinent to add that Paolo himself was so U'

mercenary, that though his counsel and ser-Si

ces were given in so very many cases outsici

his State position, he in no case would acce;|

compensation.
j

It finally remains to speak of Paolo Sarp:j

great literary work, and the one by which ll

is iiiost known to the world, "The History I

the Council of Trent." In the course of 1:1

life he had been the intimate friend of emine'

men who were not only present at the Cou

cil, but had had much to do with its procee

ings. There had been handed him the copy 1

the minutes made by the Secretary to Cardiq •

(jonzaga, President of the Council, and <

had also been given the notes taken by A

nauld Ferrier, Ambassador from France.

is believed also that the minutes of the Cou

cil, and other explanatory documents we;

open to him when in Rome, and we furtb'

know that access was given him to all the si-

cret archives of Venice. Although afterwar,

the completed work was sought 10 be discrt-

ited by the Vatican, yet many editions ofi

were issued in most of the European langu

ges, and (as stated in the narrative of K(-

ertson) "it stands the most complete and oi>

accurate repository of facts connected w:i

the Council." The original manuscript :'

the History, in the handwriting of Marco Fi-

zano, one of Fra Paolo's secretaries, with ci-

rections and notes by the author himself,? ;

preserved in the library of St. Mark's, in rt

Doge's palace.

In the spring of the year 1622, Fra Pao

was laid low with inflammation of the lurs

and fever. As the evidences appeared tit

the time of his passing away was not far d-

tant, he was wont to say, "Lord, now thi

art letting thy servant depart in peace." i

rallied, however, and continued attending )

his duties as they came before him until B

forepart of the following year, when, aftei

fainting spell which overcame him as he v3

dressing, being told that he was dying, ."

calmly said, "Let God be praised, what plea 5

Him pleases me." Afterward, more tl 1

once he repeated such sentences of the Sci-

tures as "Being justified freely by his gne

through the redemption which is in Chit

Jesus, whom God hath set forth to be a pre-

tiation through faith in his blood." On e

fifteenth day of the First Month, 1623, la

Paolo Sarpi, whom Robertson, with othe,

li
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signates "the Greatest of the Venetians,

"

parted in peace.

We need not follow the details given by the

agrapher, of the several attempts to remove

d scatter the poor body's remains from the

veral local resting places where they were

ccessively interred. One sentence, further,

lon his life service I add, the sentiment of a

holarly noble, that Paolo Sarpi "exhibited

the Venetians a greater defence of liberty

celling in his own person than in towers and

mies." The reader of the biography of

itharine of Siena, unlettered woman that she

IS, will recognize a parallel (perhaps with an

ded emphasis uoon prayer) \v'ith the life of

a Paolo in religiously dedicated efforts for

e common good, and for the removal of evils

d wrongs which are the occasions of war.

JosiAH W. Leeds.

For "The Friend."

Education at the South.

No doubt all the readers of The Friend feel

iebted to those Friends who gave us the

nefit of their visit to Tuskegee. I read the

count with much interest, and am in thor-

gh sympathy with this great work for the

al emancipation of the negro; and I do rot

sh my future remarks to be in any way con-

ued as contradicting this statement. The

eling which prompts this utterance is in no

se out of sympathy with this beneficent

irk; hence, if such an idea is conveyed to

y mind, it is because I do not adequately ex-

ess myself.

The sentence which fixed itself like a nail in

sure place in my mind was this in the de-

ription of the visit to a "Female (College"

r white girls, "Those who saw the equip-

mt felt regret for its limited character, and

j the idea that the young ladies would be

tter off in some well equipped college in the

rth." In that sentence "the tale of our

•row is told," though to those who know us

i, it will convey but a small and very dis-

nted idea of the real situation. The same
ing doubtless might be said of most of our

aller colleges, whether female or otherwise.

The Northern colleges are exactly in the po-

>ion of the talented man in the Bible, "To
|i that hath shall be given, and he shall

i'e more abundance. " With iine equipments
ji large endowments, they are the constant

jipient of largess from the philanthropic,

jiile here in the South, "From him that

ijh not, shall be taken away even that which
i|hath," has been exemplified over and again.

'jth nothing by any means adequate with
I ch to educate the white children within

I borders^ we have been compelled, by our

h sense of right and knowledge of expedien-
.joe it understood, to educate the colored

ii;ulation as well. If any one doubts this

lj;ement, I refer him to the statistics of the

ijeau of Education. There he will see just

much the South pays yearly to educate
negro children. This is nearly all paid by
white people, and is consequently deducted
n what might otherwise go to their own

C)ol fund. It is well to remember in con-
<:ion ^ith this that those of us who are
(ig this are no more responsible for the po-
iim and condition of the negro in our midst
hji are our friends of the North and West.
i'e are thankful that hundreds of our young

men and women do avail themselves of the

splendidly equipped colleges in the North; but

what are the thousands to do to whom the

Northern Institutions are about as accessible

as the mountains of the moon? Often it is all

the parents can possibly do to pay the ex-

pense of school, without the additional expense
of travel and the considerable extra expense
of clothing in northern latitudes. The schools

are taxed to the utmost to keep open doors.

If endowed at all, endowments are small.

Charges are far below the charges in North-
ern schools; if they were not, the number of

pupils would be greatly decreased. There is

a constant appeal to "be allowed to come and
work the way," until those in authority get

sick at heart from the necessity of saying

"there is nothing here." I have heard this

from other colleges than the one with which I

am most familiar, and of other denominations
than Friends.

There has prevailed at the North among the
Friends and others, and especially has this

been the case with certain English Friends,

an idea that the Friends of the South do not
exert themselves in behalf of the negro as

they should. Nothing can be farther from
the facts in the case. But this help is given
in ways that do not get into print. No great
schools are founded, because we have nothing
to found them with; but there is constant
almsgiving, an unceasing assistance in daily

life, in sickness, in death. The negroes do not

take account of such things. They forget

benefits very easily, and almost never feel in

any way obligated, no matter what is done for

them. And were they questioned by any
Northern person, in nine cases out of ten,

would say, "the white folks do not pay us
any attention;" but as soon as want or trouble

comes, they return at once to the source that

does not fail them.

This statement is the literal truth, as hun-

dreds could testify. I make a digression in

order to say this because I know the condition,

and I know the Southern Friends have all

along been the friends of the colored people

In the State schools the negroes have an

equal opportunity with the white children.

Indeed, they frequently have longer school

terms than the whites because their teachers

are willing to take lower salaries than are the

white teachers. In addition to this great pro-

vision by the State, there are numberless fine

Institutions founded and supported by North-
ern philanthropy, where for a pittance, so far

as the real expense is concerned, those who so

desire may receive a fine education.

In our own immediate vicinity, that is, within

easy reach of this place, there is at Winston-
Salem the Slater School, very much such as

the Tuskegee; at Greensboro is Bennett Sem-
inary; at High Point a fine school maintained

by New York Friends; (in Greensboro, too, is

a fine graded school for the negroes, also the

State Agricultural and Mechanical College for

negroes). The expense at all of these is very

small, because of the provision made. There
are many more just such establishments in

this State; these are all within a radius of

twenty miles. At Kaleigh is Shaw University,

and at Kittrells another fine school; and oth-

ers in all parts of the State.* Now there is

nothing of the kind for white people. The
State does for them just what it does for the

negroes. In the main, Northern philanthropy
does nothing for them, while it is lavished

upon the negroes. People have a perfect
right to give their money where and when and
how they please, and I am glad that so much
has been done for the negro; but I wonder if

there are not yet other people of wealth, who
might become as much interested in these
struggling white girls and boys as the bene-
factors of the negro are in them, who will find

it in their hearts to endow some of these he-

roic Institutions which have battled along
through very adverse circumstances. Were
these endowed and scholarships founded, so
that the expense might be reduced to a mini-

mum, there would then be a possibility for our
people to become educated. They would then
have the opportunity now open to the negroes
throughout the South.

There are negro girls belonging in this

neighborhood who are at the present time re-

ceiving a far better education than many, and
I might say, most of the girls in our own de-

nomination in this State. Do I regret it? In-

deed, I do not regret that the negroes are

getting it; but it does come like an arrow to

my heart that so many bright and worthy girls

must remain uneducated because the same
kind of arrangement cannot be made for them
in schools and colleges open to them.

In a late number of The Sunday School

Times, Dr. Curry— that champion of universal

education—gives a very concise and unques-

tionable account of this whole matter. He
knows the situation as few men can know it,

and from the vantage of a life-time spent in

assisting the education of both races, he

speaks with an authority which should com-
mand attention and acquiescence from all who
desire the welfare of this section of the coun-

try. After showing the conditions which ex-

isted previous to the war, and then the posi-

tion in which the South was left after the

war. Dr. Curry goes on to enumerate the vast

sura which the South has devoted to the edu-

cation of the negro, closing this enumeration

with this sentence, "Nothing in the history of

modern civilization surpasses this sublime self-

denial." He shows that the negro is not a

sectional, but a national problem, and then re-

cords the eiforts which certain far seeing men
made toward securing national assistance.

"The general agent (of the Peabody fund)

twice presented petitions and appeared before

committees. Senator Blair and other mem-
bers of Congress, for several years pressed

the matter upon the public mind and con-

science, but all in vain. Since then, with

profuse hand, the (Congress has appropriated

money and sent teachers to Alaska, Hawaii,

Porto Kico, and the Philippines, but in the

Southern States the white man's burden has

to be borne unaided."

Next, the negro schools are described and

full justice done the great leaders, Drs. Fris-

sell and Washington, "with whom I have cor-

dialy co-operated for twenty years, and whom
I have much pride in classing as mv special

friends." We are shown how Northern phi-

lanthropy has put its shoulder to the wheel,

and helped roll back the tide of ignorance and

* Of course, there are private schools, and denomina-

tional schools and colleges, but these are quite beyond the

reach of multitudes of our people, inexpensive though

they be.
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lifted the negro upward. "Philanthropists and
libera! benefactors and religious denomina-

tions have done generously for the education

of the black man, for which grateful praise is

indeed due. Such as these have been moved
to helpfulness to fit the negroes for the citi-

zenship and suffrage suddenly thrust upon
them. They are not so easily moved by the

spectacle of the white race striving to fit it-

self for the noble discharge of an unparal-

elled duty. If Southern colleges and univer-

sities could, in endowments and equipments,

be olaced on a better footing, their uower and

utility would be multiplied tenfold;" and then

thus describes the situation and urgent needs

of Southern schools and colleges. "At the

South, since the war, these institutions have

had a hard struggle to provide necessary fa-

cilities and means to pay professors, to en-

courage special gifts and aspirations, to keep

pace with rivals, to heed the pathetic appeals

of young men and young women hungry for an

education; and they have, in hope and pa-

tience, made sacrifices almost incredible.

While Northern and Western institutions have
been endowed with prodigal munificence, and
negro schools have received from the national

government and ecclesiastical bodies and indi-

vidual benefactors many millions, the South
has received, from beyond Mason and Dixon's
line, not probably, all told, one million of dol-

lars, after substracting the noble Vanderbilt

gift, where a Southern woman is supposed to

have had some healthful influence. The Uni-

versity of Virgina, Washington-Lee, Richmond
College, Uoanoke, Sewanee. and a few others,

have had some acceptable gifts, but, as stated,

not as much as a million. The Philadephia
Record patriotically bemoans the "strange
fact" that, while millions have gone to the
East and West, very little has gone to South-
ern colleges. "It is to the interest of the

whole country that the heroic efiiorts which
the Southern people are making in behalf of

education should be aided by those who are
seeking to place their money where it will best

advance the cause of learning."

While Friends have always been generous
toward their brethren of the South, they too,

have largely endowed Northern and Western
institutions; and the only Institution belong-

ing to them in the South stands to-day in ur-

gent need of larger endowment and better
equipment. This is a matter of vital import
to the name of Quakerism in all this Southern
country. Our college stands more in the sit-

uation of a stronghold than do the colleges in

other Yearly Meetings.

Mary M. Hobbs.

Guilford College, N. C, First iMonth 29, 1902.

" No fear shall move thee, doing right.

And trusting God and loving all that lives.

Peace shall enfold thee like a flood of light,

And that sweet joy which faithful service gives."

For age is opportunity, no less

Than youth itself, though in another dress
;

And as the evening twilight fades away,
The sky is filled by stars, invisible by day.—Longfellow.

"Can Friends live in worldliness and ease,

and maintain a testimony to the freeness and
spirituality of the Gospel dispensation?"— A^.

C. Friend.

On the Right Use of the Lord's Outward Gifts.

As our understandings are opened by the

pure light, we experience that through an in-

ward approaching to God, the mind is strength-

ened in obedience; and that by gratifying

those desires which are not of his begetting,

these approaches to Him are obstructed, and
the deceivable spirit gains strength.

These truths being as it were engraved
upon our hearts, and our everlasting interest in

Christ evidently concerned therein, we be-

come fervently engaged, that nothing may be

nourished which tends to feed pride or self

love in us. Thus in pure obedience, we are

not only instructed in our duty to God, but

also in the affairs which necessarily relate to

this life, and the Spirit of Truth which guides

into all truth, leavens the mind with a pious

concern, that "whatsoever we do in word or

deed, may be done in his Name." Hence
such buildings, furniture, food and raiment,

as best answer our necessities, and are the least

likely to feed that selfish spirit which is our

enemy, are the most acceptable to us. In

this state the mind is tender, and inwardly

watchful, that the love of gain draw us not

into any business which may weaken our love

to our heavenly Father, or bring unnecessary
trouble to any of his creatures.

Thus the way gradually opens to cease from
that spirit which craves riches and things

fetched far, which so mixes with the cus-

toms of this world, and so intrudes upon the

harmony of life, that the right medium of labor

is very much departed from.

As the minds of people are settled in a

steady concern, not to hold or possess any
thing but what may be held consistently with
the wisdom from above, they consider what
they possess as the gift of God, and are in-

wardly exercised, that in all parts of their

conduct they may act agreeably to the nature

of the peaceable government of Christ.

A little supports such a life; and in a state

truly resigned to the Lord, the eye is single

to see what outward employ He leads into as

a means of our subsistence, and a lively care

is maintained to hold to that, without launch-

ing further.

There is a harmony in the several parts of

this Divine work in the hearts of people; he
who leads them to cease from those gainful

employments, carried on in that wisdom which
is from beneath, delivers also from the desires

after worldly greatness, and reconciles the

mind to a life so plain that little suflices.

Here the real comforts of life are not les-

sened. Moderate exercise, in the way of true

wisdom, is pleasant both to mind and body.

Food and raiment sufficient, though in the
greatest simplicity, is accepted with content-
ment and gratitude.

The mutual love subsisting between the
faithful followers of Christ, is more pure than
that friendship which is not seasoned with
humility, how specious soever the appearance.

Where people depart from pure wisdom in

one case, it is often an introduction to depart
from it in many more; and thus a spirit which
seeks for outward greatness, and leads into

worldly wisdom to attain it and support it, gets

possession of the mind. In beholding the
customary departures from the true medium
of labor, and that unnecessary toil which many
go through, in supporting outward greatness,

'and procuring delicacies; in beholding ho

I

the true calmness of life is changed into bii

ry, and how many, by eagerly pursuing o\'

ward treasures, are in great danger of with(;

ing as to the inward state of the mind: i

meditating on the works of this spirit, and •

the desolation it makes amongst the profe
sors of Christianity, I may thankfully acknov'

edge, that I often feel pure love beget Iod'

ings in my heart, for the exaltation of t,

peaceable kingdom of Christ, and an engag:

ment to labor according to the gift bestowj

on me for promoting an humble, plain, teii

perate way of living; a life where no unnect'

sary cares or expenses may encumber O:

minds, or lessen our ability to do good; whe'

no desires after riches or greatness may le:

into hard dealing; where no connexions wi!

worldly-minded men, may abate our love K
God, or weaken a true zeal for righteousnes'

a life wherein we may diligently labor for i,

signedness to do and suffer whatever our hej'

enly Father may allot for us. in reconcili:

the world to himself. When the prophet Isi

iah had uttered his visions and declared that

time was coming wherein "swords should \

beaten into plowshares, and spears into pru'

ing-hooks, and that nation should not lift

sword against nation, neither shall they lea

war any more;" he immediately directs t

minds of people to the Divine teacher in this j

markable language: "0 house of Jacob, coi

ye and let us walk in the light of the Lord."

wait for the direction of this light, in all te

poral as well as spiritual concerns, appe;

necessary; for if in any case we enter ligh'

into temporal affairs, without feeling tl

Spirit of Truth to open our way therein, a

through love of the world proceed on, and se

for gain by that business or traffic, which
'

not of the Father, but of the world," we f

in our testimony to the purity and peace

his government, and get into that which is 1

chastisement. This matter hath lain heav

on my mind, it being evident, that a life k

humble, less simple and plain, than that whii '

Christ leads his sheep into, necessarily in-

quires a support, for which pure wisdom do

not provide; hence there is no probability '

^

our being "a peculiar people, so zealous

good works, as to have no fellowship with t

works of darkness," while we have wants

supply which have their foundation in custc, i

do not come within the meaning of the

expressions, "your heavenly Father knowi

that ye have need of all these things." Thi

things which He beholds to be necessary

his people. He fails not to give them in hisoi

way and time; but as his ways are above c
ways and his thoughts above our thoughts, *

imaginary wants are different from tho

things which He knoweth that we have nd

of.

As my meditations have been on thii '

things, compassion has filled my heart towa;8

fellow creatures, involved in custor,

which have grown up in the "wisdom of t5
^

world, which is foolishness with God." tit

the youth may be so thorouglv experiend

an humble walking before the Lord, 1

1

they may be his children, and know IJim to 5
i

their refuge, their safe unfailing refu

,

through the various dangers attending ts

uncertain state of being. If those minds e

redeemed from the love of wealth, and'o'
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contented with a plain, simple way of
ng, find that to conduct the affairs of a

1 ily, without giving countenance to unright-

;s proceedings, or having fellowship with

I

works of darkness, the most diligent care
jecessary; if customs, distinguishable from
jrersal righteousness, and opposite to the
li self-denying life, are now prevalent, and
imixed with trade, and with almost every
Idoy, that it is only through humble wait-
on the inward guidance of Truth, that we

I- reasonably hope to walk safely, and sup-
; an uniform testimony to the peaceable
Ijrnment of Christ; if this be the case, how
'jntably do they expose themselves to temp-
ODS, who give way to the love of riches,

I'orm to expensive living, and reach forth
gain, to support customs which our holy
oherd leads not into. John Woolman.

What Perseverance Did for a Slave.

enry Boyd having an aspiration after free-

,,
made a bargain with his claimant pur-

ling to buy himself for a price. He then
i to the Kanawha salt works, the place
re Senator Ewing, of Ohio, chopped out
iducation. and there Henry Boyd chopped
his freedom. This accomplished; he ap-
ticed himself to a carpenter and joiner,
ng fully mastered that art, he proceeded to
innati, purposing to work at his trade. To
stonishment he found the color prejudice so
ig that no master carpenter would employ

After many repulses he at length found
nglishman, not resident there long enough
lave imbibed the prevalent prejudice,
iwhat surprised, however, he asked, "Are
i mechanic?" and handing him a plane,
Dsed that he should make trial of his

"But this plane is not in good order,"
Henry and he gave it a few taps till he
jht it to suit his practised eye. As he
}0, the other said, "0, I see you are a
man. I will employ you." Henry, how-
proceeded to dress a board in a masterly
er. The hands from several benches
ired around, interested spectators, and
began to unbutton their aprons. "What
this mean," asked the Englishmen, in
ise. "It means that we won't work
a nigger." "Then I will build him a
outside, and he shall work there."
we won't work for a man who hires a
r. Pay us up and we'll be off." To
'—"I am sorry, my friend, but you see
.' men will leave me if I employ you."
fas sufficiently trying; but Henry was not
intirely discouraged. There might be
one man in the city who would give him
nor did he desist until he had applied
ry one he could find in the then compar-
7 small city. The refusal from the last
und him near the bank of the river. He
himself down in utter discouragement.
;3gradation of his position had never ap-
,1 to him so great, even when a slave,
should he do? The river at his side
i to offer the only resource. This was
ii strait as tries men's characters. The
ir ones succumb in the manner pointed
the tempter. Some of those of stronger
Ijecome depredators upon society. Only
|_of a high order can rise superior to ad-
i:ates, and achieve victory over imminent
• But of this character was Henry

Boyd. As he lay there a new thought came
to him. He arose and walked rapidly toward
the business part of the town;- his attention
was soon attracted by a man inquiring for
sonie one to help in unloading a flat boat con-
taining pig iron. "I am the man for you,"
said Henry, taking off his coat and laying
hold of the work with a will. "Yes, you are
the man for me," said the merchant, observ-
ing his motions, during three or four days in
which flat boats were being unloaded with un-
common dispatch. An acquaintance was
formed, which resulted in Henry's being es-
tablished as porter at the store. Now the
merchant was annoyed because a carpenter,
whom he had engaged to make a counter, had
repeatedly disappointed him. At last he said,
"Henry, you can do almost anything; why
couldn't you make this counter?" "If I had
my tools and the stuff, perhaps I could," and
then he learned ihat Henry had learned the
trade, and had no objections whatever to try
his hand. Some money was thrown down and
he was told to get the board and make the
best counter he could. The work was done
with such promptitude and finish that his em-
ployer broke off a contract for the erection of
a large warehouse, which he was about closing
with the man who had disappointed him about
the counter, and gave the job to Henry. He fur-
nished the money and allowed Henry to man-
age it as he pleased. Among the many hands
he employed were some of the same men who
had taken off their aprons to him at the Eng-
lishman's. The merchant was so pleased with
his warehouse that he recommended the intel-
ligent builder to his friends, and thus Henry
soon had his hands full of contracts. "He is

now living in his own house at Cincinnati, a
man knowing his rights and fully competent
to maintain them. '

' This account appeared in
the Baltimore American about forty years
ago. An anti-slavery tract of that period
names among the enterprising colored people
of Cincinnati, Henry Boyd, represented to be
worth, in property, nearly four thousand dol-
lars.

Indians Must Cut Their Hair.

The toilet of the Indian has been decreed by
the Secretary of the Interior, says the Wash-
ington Star. Hereafter, unless the orders of
the Department are speedily repealed, the red
man will cease to wear his hair long, paint his
face and enliven the journey to the happy
hunting ground with sacred dances.

The explanation is that Commissioner Jones
has sent to the asrent in charge of nearly
every Indian reservation a circular letter di-
recting him to forbid, in the name of the In-
terior Department, the wearing of long hair
bythe male Indians under his cnarge and the
painting of their faces by Indians of either
sex. To accomplish the complete cessation
of these practices the agent is directed to
employ all the means at his hand--to suspend
rations and other supplies, to confine the
younger recalcitrants in the guard house at
hard labor, and by tact, perseverance, and
firmness to induce the old men to give up the
customs which bind them to barbarism. Even
the blanket is to give way to the clothes of
American civilization.

It happens that several small tribes have
anticipated this action of the bureau, and have

given up the signs of their nomadic life volun-
tarily. By far the greater number, however,
still cling to costume and custom with the
saturnine tenacity characteristic of their
race. It is thought possible, therefore, that
the new attitude of the Department may pro-
voke some determined remonstrance, and in
preparation for this the agents have been cau-
tioned against proceeding with precipitate
haste, and to rely on tact rather than force
until the latter becomes finally necessary.

The text of the order is embodied in the
following circular letter, a copy of which is
now in the hands of nearly every agent em-
ployed by the Indian Bureau:

"This office desires to call your attention to
a few customs among the Indians which, it is
believed, should be modified or discontinued.
"The wearing of long hair by the male

population of your agency is not in keeping
with the advancement they are making, or
will soon be expected to make, in civilizat'ion.
The wearing of short hair by the males will
be a great step in advance, and will certainly
hasten their progress toward civilization. The
returning male student far too frequently goes
back to the reservation and falls into the old
custom of letting his hair grow long. He
also paints profusely, and adopts all the old
habits and customs which his education in
our industrial schools has tried to eradicate.
The fault does not lie so much with the schools
as with the conditions found on the reserva-
tions. These conditions are very often due to
the policy of the government towards the
Indian and are often perpetuated by the
agent's not caring to take the initiative in
fastening any new policy on his administra-
tion of the affairs of the agency.
"On many of the reservations the Indians

of both sexes paint, claiming that it keeps the
skin warm in winter and cool in summer; but
instead this paint melts when the Indian per-
spires, and runs down into the eyes. The use
of this paint leads to many diseases of the
eyes among those Indians who paint. Per-
sons who have given considerable thought and
investigation to the subject are satisfied that
this custom causes many of the cases of blind-
ness among the Indians of the United States.
"You are, therfore, directed to induce

your male Indians to cut their hair and both
sexes to stop painting. With some of the In-
iians this will be an easy matter; with others
it will require considerable tact and persever-
ance on the part of yourself and your employ-
ees successfully to carry out these instruc-
tions. With your Indian employees and those
Indians who draw rations and supplies it should
be an easy matter, as a non-compliance with
this order may be made a reason for discharge
or for withholding rations and .supplies. Many
may be induced to comply with the order vol-
untarily, especially the returned student. The
returned students who do not comply volun-
tarily should be dealt with summarily. Em-
ployment, supplies, etc., should be withheld
until they do-comply, and if they become ob-
streperous about the matter a s'hort confine-
ment in the guard house at hard labor, with
shorn locks, should furnish a cure. Certainly
all the younger men should wear short hair,

and it is believed that by tact, perseverance,
firmness and withdrawal of supplies the agent
can induce all to comply with this order.
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"The wearing of citizen's clothing,

of the Indian costume and blanket, should be

encouraged.

"Indian dances and so-called Indian feasts

should be prohibited. In many cases these

dances and feasts are simply subterfuges to

cover degrading acts and to disguise immoral

purposes. You are directed to use your best

efforts in the suppression of these evils.

"On or before June bO, 1902, you will "re-

port to this office the progress you have made

in the suppression of these evils."

Items Concerniag the Society.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting was held on the

3d instant, and was favored with living exercise.

The way of holiness was evidently set forth, and

much of spiritual value appeared. The meeting

continued in joint session to hear and consider the

report of the committee in care of three evening

meetings for Divine worship, two of which had

been held at Twelfth street, and the third at Fourth

and Arch streets. The interest in these meetings

had increased to the end, the closing one being at-

tended with especial life and power. The com-

mittee in their report brought to view its concern

for the more distant parts of the membership,

whom these meetings could not reach except in

spirit. A goodly savor attended their counsel to

distant meetings, and a covering of exercise on

their account seemed to overspread the assembly.

The language of the report was directed to be sent

to these and all the subordinate meetings. In the

separate men's and women's sessions, a measure of

the life vouchsafed seemed to abide to the end.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States— The amount specified in the treaty

with Denmark for the cession of its West Indian islands

is $5,000,000.

A bill providing for the creation of a new department

that of Commerce and Labor has passed the Senate.

Discussion of the Philippine Tariff bill has occupied

much time in Congress lately, and has assumed the form
of a struggle between political parties. An amendment
proposed by Democratic members, commits that party to

the policy of relinquishing the islands.

The question of reducing the duties upon certain pro-

ducts of Cuba, especially sugar brought into this country,

is receiving much attention at Washington. The pro-

ducers of sugar in this country oppose these concessions,

and a final decision in regard to the subject has not yet

been reached.

In a public speech, Andrew Carnegie has lately de-

clared :
" The killing of men by men under the name of

war, is the foulest blot upon humanity to-day. We see

much discussion as to what is or what is not permissible

under civilized warfare. My view is that this is a con-

tradiction in terras. There can be no such thing as civ-

ilized warfare. Britain, having refused arbitration in its

dispute with the Transvaal Republic, is responsible for

the e.\termination of a brave and heroic Christian people.

But let us also remember that we are to-day engaged in

shooting down Christian Filipinos, whose only crime is

that they believe in the Declaration of Independence.

Sad, that both branches of the so-called most highly civ-

ilized race should be guilty of the most uncivilized crimes.

Let us pray that this disgrace is soon to pass away."

A dispatch from Memphis of the 31st ult., says : The
weather of the present week has brought disaster to all

the small and many larger towns and villages in the States

of Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi. It is difficult to

estimate the amount of damage. It is known that at

Little Rock, Ark., the damage amounts to half a million

dollars. The damage to stocks of goods is due to the

tremendous weight of accumulated ice and sleet and to

the insufficiency of roofs to sustain such loads. Such a

siege of sleet and cold rain is altogether unprecedented.

In some places the ground has been covered with ice to a

depth of six inches.

A dispatch from Washington of the 31st ult., says :

The disputed question as to permitting the leasing of the

grazing land of the Standing Rock Indian Reservation in

the Dakotas was settled to-day by a decision to go ahead

with the leases. The Interior Department will proceed

immediately with the execution of leases to W.I. Walker,
of Rock Island, III., who gets 460,800 acres, and a cattle-

man of South Dakota, who gets 477,480 acres. This

leaves over half of the reservation unleased and re-

maining for the use of the Indians themselves if they so

desire. The signing of the leases, which seems to be a

sudden reversal of the Government policy towards the

Sioux Indians, and the abrupt and hasty manner in which

it has been accomplished, are much criticised by those

who are interested in the welfare of the Indians.

In answer to questions before the Senate Committee

of Inquiry in Washington, Governor Taft stated that he

estimated that from 5 to 7 per cent, of the people of the

Philippines read and write the Spanish language, but that

he could not say what proportion of the people could

write their own language. One great difficulty encountered

is the fact that the people of the different provinces do

not understand the language of another. The witness

said that many of the 835 .American teachers are engaged

in instructing the Filipino teachers. As a rule, the people

appeared anxious to get the education thus given, but in

some cases the priests were manifesting a disposition to

establish parish schools for their people. Governor Taft

said that Spanish is the only language that is common
throughout the archipelago, and that this was the only

instrument of communication with outside thought. This

condition of affairs. Governor Taft said, had led him re-

cently to vote for the continuance of Spanish as the offi-

cial language of the islands.

The report of the Commissioner of Patents shows that

in proportion to population, more patents were issued to

citizens of Connecticut than to those of any other State

—

one to every 1198.

A collection of butterffies and moths, made by the late

Dr. Strecker, of Reading, Pa., is said to contain more than

100,000 distinct specimens from all parts of the globe.

The Tennessee temperance law provides that no saloon

can operate within four miles of a school-house in cities

of less than 10,000 population.

It is said that the list of gifts and bequests made dur-

ing the year 1901 for public uses amount to $107,360,-

000, far exceeding previous records. The highest pre-

vious record for one year was J 62,750.000.

South Carolina and Mississippi are the only two States

now in which the negroes outnumber the whites. In

Louisiana the relative decrease of negroes has been very

marked, but in Alabama and Florida the relative propor-

tion of negroes has increased. The black population ap-

pears to be concentrating in the low and warm regions of

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi

and Louisiana.

The monthly statement of the public debt shows that

at the close of business First Month 31,1902, the debt,

less cash in the Treasury, amounted to $1,005,926,898,

which is a decrease for the month of $5,701,388.

There were 530 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 7 more than the previous

week and 22 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 257 were males and 273 females: 51

died of consumption of the lungs ; 96 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 16 of diphtheria ;

21 of cancer ; 15 of apoplexy ; 21 of typhoid fever ; 9 of

scarlet fever, and 13 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of SJc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.65 to $2.90 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.50 to $3.70 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 to $3.80 ; spring, straight, $3.55 to $3.80.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 85 to 85§c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 65 to 65§c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 51c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6i to 6Jc.; good, 5J to Sfc; me-
dium, 5i to 5|c.

Sheep.—Extra, 4| to 4ic.; good, 4J to 4Jc.; common,
2 to 3c.

Lambs —4J to 6Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 8J to 9c.

Foreign.— The Government of Holland has offered, in

the most friendly terms, to help in bringing about peace

in South Africa. In a communication to the British Gov-
ernment the Dutch Government suggests that it might be

permitted to act as a sort of diplomatic agent for the

Boer delegates. The Government, however, expressly

disavows any attempt at intervention, and does not men-
tion any terms. It is said that these overtures for peace
are approved by Germany.

Great Britain has announced her purpose to observe
the policy determined upon by the United States with
respect to the return to China of that portion of the

Boxer indemnity which may be in excess of actual injuries

and expenses.

An edict has been issued by the Dowager Empress of

China to discourage the binding of the feet of Chinese
female children, because this is a barbarous custom.
A treaty of peace, signed by the Central American

Presidents recently, has been subscribed to by the Si|

taries of Foreign Relations of Salvador, Honduras, Ij

ragua and Costa Rica. The treaty provides for
i

maintenance of harmony between the four republics!

for the establishment of compulsory arbitration for
|

settlement of all troubles between the countries.

The London Graphic now estimates the total coij

the Boer war at £220,000,000, or about $1,100,000

and notes by way of comparison, that England's

costly war during the last hundred years was the P(

sular war, which cost £145,000,000. The cost of 111

the Boer war, up to the close of 1901, is officially repc

as 931 officers and 18,0-33 men.

It is officially stated that in Russia the average i

land, because of bad cultivation, produced but one-

the amount produced by an acre in America.

It is estimated that there are at present about 300

domestic ostriches in South Africa.

The planetoids, of which there are over 300 kn^

have all been discovered since First Mo. 1st, 1801.

NOTICES.

A stated meeting of the Committee on Admisi

will be held at 304 Arch Street, on Seventh-day, the

instant, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

John W. Biddlb, Cler

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega:

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WiL
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, ;

munications in regard to business should be forward/

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. C, Chester Co., Pa.

Died, on the sixteenth day of First Month, '.

Theophilus Morlan, in his seventy-sixth year, an

and member of Middleton Monthly and Particular Me
of Friends, Ohio.

, on the thirtieth day of First Month, 190

his home in Mariposa, Ontario, Canada, Elihu Ro(

son of Wing and Rebecca Rogers (both deceased),

age of seventy-four years, nine months and six days-

was a member of Mariposa Monthly Meeting, a man il

meek and quiet spirit, breathing love to God and mai ]

, at her home near Burr Oaks, Kansas, Fii-

3, 1902, Mary M. Dillon, widow of Samuel Dillnr

seventy-seven years, four months, nineteen day

esteemed member and elder of Walnut Creek 11

Meeting (said meeting about to be attached to a

meeting). She was a life-long member of the Six

Friends, ever endeavoring to live by precept and ex:

according to the principles and doctrine of her mucli ..

,

Society. Her friends and relatives have the contii8|

belief that her end is peace. Deceased was boil

Beaver Co., Pa.
'

, at his home in Mariposa, Ontario, Cana

the twentieth day of First Month, 1902, Richard C

the eldest son of John and Eliza Cruess, the forn

ceased, at the age of thirty-nine years, eight moni

eighteen days, he having been a member of Mr
meeting. This promising young Friend leaves a

with four young children, all of school age. Duri:

course of a long illness the Lord visited him, tencns i

his heart by the meltings of his love. Througl l»

humbling operations of the Holy Spirit, he was pern ed
|

to see his many shortcomings in not having serve hi

Lord with more of a holy zeal, more especially with ml I

to his non-attendance of all the midweek meeting ml

worship, and he vowed to the Lord, should it please*
|

to raise him up from his bed of sickness to seek ean 1) j

for Divine grace and strength to be more faithful •

known requirements of God. Nevertheless the ho:

ciously manifested his forgiveness, affording him

sufficient to bear a long and painful illness in quiet „
^

nation to the Divine will, and enabling him peacefu tit

trust in his mercy in Christ Jesus. He prayerfully*

mitted his dear wife and children to the care and ke «S

of Israel's Shepherd. The presence of his aln-
''

sympathizing Saviour, spread a holy solemnity ovi-i

in the sick chamber, witnessing to them that He is

" a present helper in every time of trouble," and th

sealed to them as an evidence that his spirit had

permitted to join that holy throng, who " having p

through great tribulations, have washed their robe "ii

made them white in the blood of the Lamb."

ILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.

No. 422 Walnut Street

I
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aether Voice for Spiritual Christianity.

new periodical comes to us from England,

tied "Waymarks. A Religious and Lit-

•y Journal in unity with the Testimony of

Early Quakers."' Published by J. E.

thall, Newport, Mon. (Subscription, 3 shill-

6 pence.)

^e have no doubt there is a large void

;h a rightly conducted paper with the pur-

: announced might fill, and we hope the

/marks may be blessed to fit and occupy

field for which it is intended. We would

ome the advent of this monthly, as a coad-

r with us in the cause of the same testi-

y. Its prospectus, entitled "Our Mes-

," is too long and full to be quoted here,

g addressed in one portion "To the Con-

sd," next "To the Seekers," then "To
Families," and then announced "To

:h the Springs of Human action." It

ludes with this language:

—

is through a people gathered into depend-
upon the inspeaking Word, that the reign
hrist, by the Spirit, will be extended in

larth, when all the temporary and outward
Ijnsations which have been permitted in

3 of ignorance, and when forms or faiths

h have been set up by men in the apostacy
God, pass away in the fire of the day of
jord.

"James to denote things and principles

13 we have hinted above, necessary to the
leteness of human intercourse, but we
never idolize a word or phrase. The
is of secondary importance, and whether

Deople has the Quaker name or not, they
;arry out the Quaker work and represent
er principles, if we may so distinguish
:ruth of Christ and his Apostles in this
lal. It is with these principles that we
e to be associated."

|e editor of Waymarks takes note of our

bg with the remark of "a Friend in

search of a Societj-," who had said, "Among
the confusing, varying, conflicting practices

of those calling themselves Friends, I see only

one way for me to go, that is to be led by the

blessed Shepherd himself, and go where he

shall bid me, looking unto Jesus the Author,

to finish my faith."

While commending so much of our answer

as said, "We see no better course for our

friend to take," the editor of Waymarks finds

in our next remark a permission to join in

several unsound departures which we cannot

believe "fellowship with Christ would lead or

place" a Truth-seeker in,—our remark being

this: "It is not for us to assume to prescibe

to a Truth-seeker where his fellowship with

Christ should lead or place him."

Such is our confidence in the leading by

Christ of those who are in fellowship with

Him that we could not presume such leading

could be into "a hireling ministry, and a de-

nial of the fundamental doctrine of the light

of Christ, as God's gift for man's salvation,"

or into unity with any other Society, than one

"which the power of God has gathered out of

worldly ways and fashions and worships into a

pure testimony for Him and his Truth."

This is what it is advised we should rather

have said: "Peel thy way in the leading of

Truth, but thou canst not, while in the Truth,

unite with those who hold it in the notion

and not in the Life; neither canst thou unite

with those who are neither in the notion nor

in the Life; but thou must unite with those

who are gathered into a living testimony such

as has arisen in thy own breast and who will

help thee therein."

We accept with gratitude the help of the

Editor in unfolding more explicitly this por-

tion of the contents of our remarks,—for we
did not see that the remark could cover any-

thing but pure Quakerism, —even as was doubt-

intended by George Fox when he said that

his concern was to bring men to the foot of

the Cross "and leave them there."

While adopting the Editor's language, the

present editor may acknowledge that it was the

Scriptural answer that soberly confronted his

mind in responding to the seeking Friend:

Come and have fellowship with us, for our

fellowship is with the Father and with his Son

Jesus Christ." Our mind was saddened with

humiliation that we could not confidently give

the answer of the apostolic church,—that we
could not with a holy boldness feel warranted in

vouching for the ranks of our neighboring mem-
bership, that truly,"Our fellowship is with the

Father and with his Son Jesus Christ." If

there is any meeting, or body that can, in all

humility, declare this, happy is that people.

But we know not where to look for it. It is

our concern that this should be the case with

us, and we look upon many of our local mem-
bership as having this experience and fellow-

ship. Hut we feel that our shortcomings as a

professing people forbid us to arrogate to our-

selves generally that apostolic fellowship

which could warrant the claim, "Doubtless we

are the people; "and so, while welcoming any

true knocker at our doors, we would refer every

Truth-seeker to the previous and continued

guidance of his Master, desiring we may be

found worthy to receive him that he may have

fellowship with us on the grounds marked out

by our well-concerned, cotemporary.

Live and Let Live.

The humanity for which our Spanish war

was alleged to be declared will receive its

vote of sincerity according to our Congress'

grant to Cuba of a possibility to live indus-

trially. If, as indicated below, one third of

the present tariff on sugar will not solve the

problem of her depression, shall we not coun-

sel our representatives to vote for a concession

of fifty per cent, towards confirming the "hu-

manity" fought for by some, and now yearned

for by the moral sense of the better class of

the people?

We follow up a letter received from one of

our citizens now in Cuba, by a statement from

Tomas Estrada Palma, the President-elect of

Cuba, and by a portion of a letter from ex-

President Cleveland.

Jaruco, Cuba, Second Month 2, 1902.

To The Fkiend :

Yesterday we visited the sugar estates of

the De Castro family, about four miles from

here, and employing in the mills some three

hundred and fifty men and in the cane fields

some five thousand people.

Rafael Fernanda de Castro informed me that

they were losing a great deal of money, and

as we were walking through his garden he

said, "The only rose I now think of \s Roose-

velt, the only root. Secretary Root, and the

only wood General Wood," which for one
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speaking indifferent English, I thought showed

the trend of his mind.

General Wood gave me the following state-

ment as near correct as could be made. The

words are his own:

"The average cost production of sugar

(which includes the handling of the cane,

grinding of the sugar, sacking and putting

alongside of ship) is two cents a ])ound. Two
or three plantations can produce for less, but

with a great many it costs more.

"The selling price is 1.6 cents per pound,

or $4.80 per sack of three hundred pounds.

The cost price at an average of two cents, is

$6 per sack, which makes an average loss of

$1.20 per sack.

"The duty is $5.04 per sack. Thirty-three

and one-third per cent, reduction means $1.68

off, which added to $4.80, the present selling

price, is $6.48, leaving an average net possi-

ble profit of forty-eight cents per bag, which

is very low."

When I see and live with these people and

see how without a reduction in the United

States duties they will, humanlv speaking,

be reduced to starvation shortly, I do appeal

to all Friends who see that article that they

will immediately communicate with their Sen-

ators and Members of the House of Represen-

tatives requesting them to vote for a recipro-

city tariff with Cuba, of not less than fifty per

cent., though General Wood hopes only for

one-third off the present tariff rate.

These people are our neighbors, they are

very industrious, they certainly have the en-

tire sympathy of every one of this mission,

now seven in number. They live in a town of

some twelve hundred people and, against the

advice of the priests of the late Cuba church,

flock to hear the gospel; our meeting before

cane-cutting numbering at times five hundred

present.

Last Fifth-day night I counted one hun-

dred and twelve present. They listened at-

tentively for two hours, and then nine present

expressed their conviction that we are right,

and desired to join in with us in their belief.

William Penn said, "Let men be good and

the government cannot be bad." And when
men like General Wood are striving for good

government, should not we join and help?

For about five hundred years these people have

been taught only to look out for themselves.

Won't you, dear Friends, exert yourselves a

little to look out for these your neighbors in

the way I have before indicated as an example
to them, and believe you are doing your Mas-

ter's will? I feel very sure both He and they

will appreciate it. We will tell them about

it, if you will inform us.

John B. Wood.

President-elect Palma, in his statement to

a correspondent of the New York Tribune said:

Unless we receive a reasonable reduction pros-

perity will be an impossibility. If this is denied

it will be the ruination of the country. It is im-

possible to improve the bad condition of our prin-

cipal staple, sugar, by reducing the American duty

one-third. In that way the problem will not be

solved at all. The clamor for further reduction

will continue. The producer, unreleased from the

embarrassing conditions which confront him now,

would be unable to operate his mills for lack of

money or credit to meet the expenses. Some fig-

ures will clearly explain that the reduction of one-

third of the actual duties is not sufficient to place

our sugar on the footing needed to give the growers

some benefit. Under the present scarcity of labor,

increased taxes and scantier yield from neglected

and impoverished fields, the average cost of pro-

duction may be reckoned as not less than two dol-

lars and a quarter a hundred pounds.

Then General Talma went to his desk and

compiled the following table to substantiate

his argument. [We omit all but the footings.]

Total expenses, per 100 pounds [production

freight reduced duty] $3.87

Gross market value in New York . . . 3.75

Net loss per 100 pounds (probably more) . 12

Continuing, he said:

Therefore, it is absolutely necessary that the

concessions should reach fifty per cent, of the

actual duties, so as to give the producer a reason-

able gain. The question of reduction for Cuban
products is certainly one of the most important

problems that the United States has to deal with,

and much depends on its solution.

The discharge of the nation's moral obliga-

tion to Cuba in opening the only market that is

possible to Cuban products, after what he

calls "all our fine words and lofty profes-

sions," is thus commented on by ex-President

Cleveland in a letter to a friend of his:

I received your letter yesterday, and was much
impressed by the manner in which you discuss our

relations and our duty to Cuba.

The arguments used in opposition to the tariff

concessions she implores, based upon our material

interests, are fallacious, mistaken and misleading,

while their source and the agencies of their propa-

gation and spread cannot fail to be recognized by
every honest, patriotic citizen with shame and
humiliation.

It seems to me, however, that this subject in-

volves considerations of morality and conscience

higher and more commanding than all others.

The obligations arising from these considerations

cannot be better or more forcibly defined than was
done by President Roosevelt in his message to

Congress, nor better emphasized than has been
done by Secretary Root, and yet Congress waits,

while we occasionally hear of concessions which
rich sugar interests might approve in behalf of

trembling Cuba.

I do not believe that nations, any more than in-

dividuals, can safely violate the rules of honesty
and fair dealing. Yours very truly,

Grover Cleveland.

THE GUEST.
One answered, on the day when Christ went by,

"Lord, I am rich
; pause not for such as I.

My work, my home, my strength.

My frugal store.

The sun and rain—what need have I of more ?

Go to the sinful, who have need of Thee,

Go to the poor, but tarry not for me.
What is there Thou shouldst do for such as I ?"

And He went by.

Long years thereafter, by a palace door.

The footsteps of the Master passed once more,
From whence the old voice answered piteously,
" Lord, I am poor, my house unfit for Thee

;

Nor peace nor pleasures bless my princely board,

Nor love nor health ; what could I give Thee, Lord'
Lord, I am poor, unworthy, stained with sin."

Yet He went in.

Mabel Earle.

.At no period of life and of service can we
dispense with faith in the unseen forces in the
spiritual realm.

Kemmiscences. ij

(Continued from page 234.) I|

Joseph Scattergood was appointed cleijlo

the Meeting for Sufferings Twelfth Monthig,

1863. I

His feelings in regard to the qualificanns

for such services are thus expressed in f;et-

ter dated Twelfth Month 25, 1863, tohis

friend Joseph Snowdon, whom he succeled

in that appointment: .

"I received at Westtown thy kind, syi|a-

thizing letter of the 20th inst., and felt ifit-

tie cheered, and strengthened by its peru'l.

"I can say, as Rebecca Jones did to gibd-

father, 'I'm a much poorer thing tharaiT

friends have any idea of.' and I am very (ien

aware of it. There are times, however, Liay

greatly acknowledge, wherein I've had sijh a

sense of the degeneracy among us as a soctty,

and the need there is for faithful labors,

that earnest desires have been raised -a
qualification to be made useful in buildiiiup

the waste places of our Zion, having bet! in

measure clothed with a feeling in which I 'iuld

say, 'Here I am, send me, if thou deemei^Die

worthv to be employed in so great and imirt-

ant a work.' But notwithstanding thestiea-

sons, when I come to perform the state or

other services which the partiality o'my

friends have introduced me into, there fpnis

such a lack of life and right authority ifttl

am disposed at times to think I do the inse

no good, and might as well be set asidi 1

feel very sensibly the additional responsiility

that attaches to prominent stations a the.

present time. When there is such a div'Sitv

of sentiment among us as to what we s >

do or leave undone in reference especia

the course of those meetings which have

tioned those things which a faithful adhe

to the pointings of Truth would lead c

and which some of us can not approve

reflecting upon them, 1 cannot but shrinkron;

the responsibility attached to the statioiihoui

hast recently occupied, for I can honest say:

that I do not like to differ with those ! am

disposed to prefer before myself. But I now.

no better method than to endeavor to ( the]

best and leave the rest. I hope I may it be'

permitted to bring reproach upon the Trii byi

anything I may do, either in or out of thsta'

tion, and that no spirit of exaltation (

resemblance to it may be raised within

the confidence and esteem which my f

show me. I am abundantly convinced t

is only as we are kept in true humility si.

daily Divine strength that we can exp

become helpful to each other or to the I

or enabled rightly to stem the current

seems likely to carry so many into the

less fields of an empty profession. Th;

may be more and more our mutual cc

and experience is the desire of thy frier

The outbreak of the rebellion of the 1

ern States, brought much anxiety and :

exercises to Friends in this neighhorhoo

only to tnose who were of an age to be 1

upon to serve in the army, but to othei

were deeply concerned that our Christiai
'

ciples should be maintained in this (ryiii :

iod. The Meeting for Sufferings in L^

pointed a committee of twenty-five of it^

bers "to give such advice and assista-t-j

our young Friends as they may be favcidto

give, encouraging and strengthening tim 'H
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e faithful support of our Christian testimony

;ainst war.
'

'

Joseph Scattergood was named on this com-

ittee, and was frequently called on to ren-

:r assistance to Friends who were drafted,

ith members of our own and of other Yearly

eetings. 'Tis a cause of deep gratitude to

e Almighty Disposer of events that this com-

ittee in making their report to the Meeting

r Sufferings, Ninth Month 1.5, 1865, could

y "They had given attention to every case

lich had come to their knowledge on which

vice was desired or assistance needed,

irough the blessing of the Most High, and

e kindly consideration of the officers of our

ivernraent, their labors in behalf of those in

ffering have been in every instance success-

1."

Aubrey de Vere.

The death of this aged poet, who was born

ar Limerick, Ireland, in 1814, the year he-

re Waterloo, has recalled to mind the fol-

A-ing lines, which the writer has thought are

plicable to the life of our dear friend Anna
. Hooton, recently deceased at Moorestown,

>w Jersey.

De Vere, it is said, was essentially a relig-

as poet, and one of the most interesting fig-

es of the Nineteenth Century. He was a

)se friend of Wordsworth, Leigh Hunt, Ten-

son, Browning and Matthew Arnold.

W. E.

To THE Meek.
How much that genius boasts as hers,

And fancies hers alone,

On you, meek spirits, Faith confers !

The proud have further gone
Perhaps, through life's dull maze ; but you
Alone possess the labyrinth's clue !

To you the costliest spoils of Thought,

Wisdom unclaimed yields up :

To you her far-sought pearl is brought.

And melted in your cup :

To you her nard and myrrh she brings.

Like Orient gifts to infant kings.

The " single eye " alone can see

All truths around us thrown,

In their eternal unity :

The humble ear alone

Has room to hold and time to prize.

The sweetness of life's harmonies.

Notions to thought made visible,

Are but the smallest part,

Of those immortal Truths which dwell

Self radiant in man's heart.

With outward beams are others bright.

But God has made you " full of light."

One science well ye know ; the will

Of God— to man laid bare
;

One art have mastered ; to fulfil

The part assigned you there.

If other, meaner lore ye sought.

This first ye learned—to need it not

!

bn the door of the soul, let in

ong, pure thoughts, which shall banish sin
;

h will grow and bloom with a grace divine,
i|l their fruit shall be sweeter than that of the

j

vine.

Open the door.

|m the door of the heart, let in

Japathy sweet for stranger and kin
;

Till make the hall of the heart so fair,

'it angels may enter unaware.

i
Open the door.

The Fellaheen Children of the Nile's Side.

While the larger part of that interesting

book, "A Thousand Miles Up the Nile," by

Amelia B. Edwards, (1889) is devoted to de-

scriptions of the ruined temples and other

stone monuments which are the characteristic

historical features of the great river of Egypt,

the authoress nevertheless gives many details

of the people and the land which add to the

value of the narrative. The passages that

follow, for a reason not far to seek, exhibit

the woeful sides of the picture.*

"It may be," she says, "that opththalmia

especially prevailed in this part of the coun-

try, or that being brought unexpectedly into

the midst of a large crowd, one observed the

people more narrowly, but I certainly never

saw so many one-eyed human beings as that

morning at Minieh.f There must have been

present in the streets and market-place from

ten to twelve thousand natives of all ages (it

was the Christmas time), and I believe, it is

no exaggeration to say that at least every

twentieth person down to little toddling chil-

dren of three and four years of age, was blind

of an eye. Not being a particularly well-

favored race, this defect added the last touch

of repulsiveness to faces already sullen, ig-

norant and unfriendly. A more unprepossess-

ing population I would never wish to see—the

men half stealthy, half insolent; the women
bold and fierce; the children filthy, sickly,

stunted and stolid. Nothing in provincial

Egyot is so painful to witness as the neglected

condition of very young children. Those be-

longing to even the better class are for the

most part shabbily clothed and of more than

doubtful cleanliness; while the offspring of

the very poor are simply encrusted with dirt

and sores, and swarming with vermin. It is

at first hard to believe that the parents of

these unfortunate babies err, not from cruelty,

but through sheer ignorance and superstition.

Yet so it is; and the time when these people

can be brought to comprehend the most ele-

mentary principles of sanitary reform is yet

far distant. To wash young children is injur-

ious to health; therefore the mothers suft'er

them to fall into a state of personal unclean-

liness which is alone enough to engender dis-

ease. To brush away the flies that beset their

eyes is impious; hence ophthalmia and various

kinds of blindness.

"I have seen infants lying in their mother's

arms, with six or eight flies in each eye. I

have seen the little helpless hands put down

reprovingly if they approached the seat of an-

noyance. I have seen children of four and

five years old with the surface of one or both

eyes eaten away; and others with a large

fleshy lump growing out where the pupil had

been destroyed. Taking these things into ac-

count, the wonder is, after all, not that three

children should die in Egypt out of even five

* It may be as well to say that these memoranda were

not prepared at the request of any Friend directly inter-

ested in the amelioration of the condition of the blind and

orphan children of Egypt, but arose from the desire of the

writer and another, independently of each other, to pre-

sent corroborative data supportive of a concern which

seems to call for sympathy.

tMinieh, on the west bank of the Nile, 136 miles by

rail south of Cairo, with a population of 11,000, has an

earthenware manufactory, and a government cotton

factory.

—not that each twentieth person in certain

districts should be blind; but that so many as

forty per cent, of the whole infant population

should live to grow up, and that ninety-five

per cent, should enjoy the blessing of sight.

For my own Dart I had not been many weeks
on the Nile before I began systematically to

avoid going about the native towns where it

was practicable to do so. The condition of

the inhabitants is not worse, perhaps, in an

Egyptian beled (village) than in many an Irish

village; but the condition of the children is so

distressmg that one would willingly go any

number of miles out of the way rather than

witness their suffering, without the power to

alleviate it."

This corroborative evidence is given in a

foot-note: "Miss Whately, whose evidence

on this subject is peculiarly valuable, states

that the majority of the native children die off

at, or under, two years of age; while M.

About, who enjoyed unusual opportunities of

inquiring into facts connected with the popu-

lation and resources of the country, says that

the nation loses three children out of every

five."

At Siout, a hundred miles further south,

and with more than double the population of

Minieh, the writer says: "The thoroughfares

are dusty, narrow, unpaved and crowded, as at

Minieh. The people are one-eyed, dirty, and

unfragrant, as at Minieh. The children's eyes

are full of flies, and their heads are covered

with sores, as at Minieh." Referring to the

persistence of the Egyptian racial type, she

remarks: "So strange is the tyranny of nat-

ural forces. The sun and soil of Egypt de-

mand one special breed of men, and will toler-

ate no other. Foreign residents cannot rear

children in this country. In the Isthmus of

Suez, which is considered the healthiest part

of Egypt, an alien population of twenty thou-

sand persons failed in the course of ten years

to rear one infant born upon the soil. Child-

ren of an alien father and an Egyptian

mother will die off in the same way in early

infancy, unless brought up in the simple na-

tive fashion. And it is affirmed of the de-

scendants of mixed marriages that after the

third generation the foreign blood seems to be

eliminated, while the traits of the race are re-

stored in their original purity."

The trip up the Nile was not made by rail,

but in the native, sloop-like dahabeeyah, hav-

ing a good-sized deck-cabin, with promenade

above, in the aft part, and seats forward for

the use of the rowers, when head winds or

calms made the sails unavailable. The crew

for the Edwards' small party numbered fifteen,

including the captain, dragoman and cook.

"We had now been long enough afloat to

find out that we had almost always one man

on the sick list; and were, therefore, habit-

ually short of a hand for the navigation of the

boat. There never were (seemingly) such fel-

lows for knocking themselves to pieces, as our

sailors. They were always bruising their feet,

wounding their hands, getting sunstrokes, and

whitlows and sprains, and disabling themselves

in some way. L., with her little medicine

chest and her roll of lint and bandages, soon

had a small but steady practice, and might

have been seen about the lower deck most

mornings after breakfast, repairing these

damaged Alis and Hassans. It was well for
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them that we carried ' 'an experienced sur-

geon," for they were entirely helpless and de-

spondent when hurt, and ignorant of the com-

monest remedies. Nor is this helplessness

confined to natives of the sailor and fellah

class. The provincial proprietors and officials

are to the full as ignorant, not only of the

uses of such simple things as poultices or wet

compresses, but of the most elementary laws

of health. Doctors there are none south of

Cairo; and such is the general mistrust of

State medicine, that when, as in the case of

any widely spread epidemic, a medical officer is

sent up the river by order of the Government,

half the people are said to conceal their sick,

while the other half reject the remedies pre-

scribed for them. Their trust in the skill of

the passing European is, on the other hand,

unbounded. Appeals for advice and medicine

were constantly being made to us by both sick

and poor; and there was something very pa-

thetic in the simple faith with which they ac-

cepted any little help we were able to give

them. Meanwhile, L.'s medical reputation,

being confirmed by a few simple cures, rose

high among the crew. They called her the

Hakim Sitt (Doctor's Lady); obeyed her direc-

tions and swallowed her medicines as rever-

ently as if she were the College of Surgeons

personified; and showed their gratitude in all

kinds of pretty, childlike ways— singing her

favorite Arab song as they ran beside her

donkey—searching for sculptured fragments

whenever there were ruins to be visited—and

constantly bringing her little gifts of pebbles

and wild flowers."

It being a market day when the dahabeeyah

reached Esneh, they walked through the town,

diverted by the strange sights of the bargain-

ing. "Most welcome of all, however, was a

dingy chemist shop, about the size of a sentry-

box, over the door of which was suspended an

Arabic inscription; while inside, robed all in

black, sat a lean and grizzled Arab, from whom
we bought a big bottle of rose water to make
an eye lotion for L's ophthalmic patients."

Approaching Denderah, famed for the well-

preserved ruins of a large and handsome tem-

ple of the Roman period, an object, appear-

ing like a large grizzled ape, was seen on an

eminence near the river bank, sitting on its

haunches. Several Arabs stood around, one

of whom had dismounted from his camel for

the purpose. A strange excitement broke out

among the crew, who crowded the boat's side,

shouting and gesticulating. "That is Sheyk
Selim!" the voyagers were triumphantly told.

"And so we find out that it is not a monkey
but a man—and not only a man, but a saint.

Holiest of the holy, dirtiest of the dirty, white-

pated, white-bearded, withered, bent, and
knotted up, is the renowned Sheyk Selim, he

who, naked and unwashed, has sat on that

same soot every day through summer's heat

and winter's cold for the past fifty vears;

never providing himself with food or water;

never even lifting his hand to his mouth; de-

pending on charity not only for his food but

for his feeding. He is not nice to look at,

even by this dim light, and at this distance;

but the sailors think him quite beautiful, and
call aloud to him for his blessing as we go
by." He did not raise his head.

Perhaps this incident will help to explain

why cleanliness is not highly extolled as a vir-

tue along the Nile, and to that extent may
also offer an explanation why eye complaints

among the children are so common. Further,

the irritation arising from the frequent sand

storms should likewise be taken into account.

While there are very many wide expanses of

fertile, alluvial soil (kepi so by the annual in-

undations) along the great river, in other pla-

ces the desert and hill country reaches close

to the bank, and the yellow, moving sand is

sifted down, and when a high wind rises is

caught up and dashed about in a way very

uncomfortable to those who have to encounter

it. "At Beni Suef," says the narrative, "we
encountered our first sand storm. It came
down the river about noon, showing like a yel-

low fog on the horizon, and rolling rapidly be-

fore the wind. It tore the river into angry

waves, and blotted out the landscape as it

came. The distant hills disappeared first;

then the palms beyond the island; then the

boats close by. Another second, and the air

was full of sand. The whole surface of the

plain seemed in motion. The banks rippled.

The yellow dust poured down through every

rift and cleft in hundreds of tiny cataracts.

But it was a sight not to be looked upon with

impunity. Hair, eyes, mouth, ears, were in-

stantly filled, and we were driven to the ref-

uge of the saloon. Here, although every win-

dow and door had been shut before the storm

came, the sand found its way in clouds.

Books, papers, carpets were covered with it;

and it settled again as fast as it was cleared

away. This lasted just an hour, and was
followed by a burst of heavy rain; after

which the sky cleared and we had a lovely

afternoon. From this time forth we saw no
more rain in Egypt."
"And the Lord shall smite Egypt; He shall

smite and heal it: and they shall return even

to the Lord, and He shall be intreated of them
and shall heal them" (Isaiah xix: 22).

JosiAH W. Leeds.

"There is another depth profounder yet.

It is prophecy. That is the immediate touch

of God upon man's spirit."

Early Regard for the Insane by Friends.
— Isaac Sharp copies for the London Friend
the following instruction from the Six Weeks'
Meeting to the London Monthly Meeting, in

1671;—
"That frends doe seeke some place conven-

ient In or about ye Citty wherin they may put
any person that may be distracted or troubled

in minde, that soe they may not be put amongst
ye worlds people or Run about ye Streets."

Through the kindness of John S. Rowntree
my attention has been called to an extract
from Samuel Tuke's "Selections from the
Epistles of George Fox," enjoining Friends
"to provide a house for those who are distem-
pered" (second edition 1848, page 125).

Turning to the "Collection of Epistles of

George Fox" (1698, Vol. II).. I find that

Epistle 264 contains recommendations to

Friends, from time to time, to be taken notice
of at their Quarterly and other Meetings.
Amongst these occurs the following;

—

"And Friends to have and provide a House
for them that be distempered, and not to go
to the World. And to have an Alms House or
Hospital for all poor Friends that are past
work."

Bte

Doukhobor Matters.

Anastatia Verigin will be remerabereci

the aged mother of Peter Verigin, who is f

in exile in Siberia as a chief man among le

Doukhobors. The dear old lady is caref
y

cherished by all the inhabitants of her vilU

Proterpevshy, in Canada. Her son writes'

casionally from his distant home, Obdoii]

near the Gulf of Obi, giving counsel, and

tiently expressing the hope that he majj

permitted to join his loved relatives and frie;

this year. Asks if the children go to scl

The following is extracted from
from A. Verigin to J. S. Elkinton

before the last wheat harvest;

—

(After alluding to the comfort that f
been afforded her in her old age to have had

visit and conversation with the representat

of the Society of Friends, she adds), "Tni

fer my love, and good wishes from the

to all the spiritual brethren and sisters

live in your land, that have shown us so m,

pity; we are very, very grateful to you

that you tried to help us all in our first n(

and now, by the mercy of God, we hoi

have a full economy. We are very glad

we have sown of the holy gift. The wl'

and other vegetables, and everything, ;»
'

grown in abundance, but the maturity i

crops is not yet seen, all depends on how i

will give the increase.

I will tell you, dear friends, a little te

back 1 was sick, but now by the grace of e_

Almighty God I am a little better.

We received letters from my children

beria; they are alive and well.

My children Masha and Graunia, and all *

brethren and sisters that live with me, sd

greetings to all the Friends."

The general health of the Doukhoboris

_good; there being no epidemic. A few ar n

hospitals, and a number continue to be tii-

bled with inflamed eyes, possibly increasecy

poor ventilation in their homes. This s;e

disease, it would appear, is common am;

the peasantry in Russia. One of the ill
-

suits of a lack of general education, from e

enforced restrictions of the Russian Gov(-

ment, has been to prevent the Doukhols

from being enlightened in some general p
•

ciples of hygiene. They are, however, ok-

ly, from careful ablutions, using vapor ban;

water is poured upon hot stones in hovs

erected near the water side.

Anyone going among them must soon

cover, notwithstanding the disadvanta

thrown around them by tyrannical po

general superiority of character, arising

their adherence to religious principle,

absence of hypocrisy, or of anything sinisi

Their best friends recognize defects of .iu

ment resulting from the teachings of -

cialists, and from this source probably ar:s

a hesitancy in some, to carry out Governmt>

requirements, as to Homestead Entry, Rej-

tration of Marriages, of Births and Deat,

etc.

The Dominion Minister, Jas. A. Sm;,

having traversed a large portion of the Noi-

west Territory, a few months ago, repcs

having seen the Doukhobors of the Prince •

bert District, and that none of the Canaoi

settlers were more happy, contented and pi'

perous.

The forty thousand dollars contributed?
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srican Friends and Mennonites, have large-

lided to bring about this good result.

laps no equal expenditure has ever accom-
led more good, as it served to tide the ex-

over their worst time, helping to keep soul

body together, until they could raise grain
vegetables, and obtain employment in

itructing railroads. The blessing of Di-
Providence in permitting two successive

n crops to be harvested, without injury

1 frost, is cause for great thankfulness,

as estimated that the 7,300 men, women
children who came from the Trans Cau-
s, had no more than an average of ten

irs apiece when they arrived in Canada;
the patience with which they passed the
winter, living largely upon miserable

hs, insufficient to keep them in health,

inadequate to fit them for their daily la-

their plaintive psalms of thanksgiving

g up daily to the Throne on High, ought
ly to be instructive to us, who are living

of comparative luxury,

has been the desire of the Committee in

ge of the contributed funds, to supply

y village with twenty ewes, of good
is, whose wool could be converted into

ing. It is hoped that this has been
ly attained, and the following report will

how carefully the immigration authori-
bave performed their duties.

Winnipeg, Sept. 10th, 1901.

JK Pedley,

Supt. Immigration, Ottawa.

•;—I beg to report to you that I have
lased and shipped to the Doukhobors at
ton, two hundred and forty head of good
ling sheep. These sheep I carefully
d over myself and shipped them from
e Jaw to Yorkton. I secured a rate of
ht of thirty-five dollars per car load,

I was one-half of the regular rate; I also
:d the cars, and the total freight paid on
vo hundred and forty head of sheep was
;ty dollars. I paid four dollars and fifty

I per head for the sheep. I loaded them
carefully myself, and arranged when at
on to have them distributed among the
[lobor villages, in compliance with the
of the donors, the Philadelphia Quakers,
is a balance of a few hundred dollars
hands, but no doubt I will be able to
d this money judiciously on a few good
sheep, which I will forward to the Sas-
wan Doukhobors. The sheep I purchased
rwarded to Yorkton were all two years
d under, and were a very desirable lot.

purchased four thoroughbred Oxford-
ams, and shipped them with this con-
Jnt. Y'our obedient servant,

(Sgd). C. U. Speers, G. C. a.

lael Sherbinin, the Russian teacher sent
the English Committee, reports to

ssioner Smith a careful distribution of
thing, etc., last sent from Philadelphia,
subject perhaps now pressing most

he minds of the Philadelphia Committee
; may take place if some of the Douk-
persist in the refusal to come into the
and just requirements of the Domin-
'ernment, in the matter of making en-
>r the sections of land which they now

Their difficulty lies in entering upon
as individuals and not as a

community. The following notice shows the
stand which the Government has taken; and,
after the date fixed by the notice, anv quar-
ter section not legally entered by a Doukhobor
with the Government's Agents, may be entered
upon rig.'it in the heart of a village: and houses,
fences and cultivated fields may at once pass
into the hands of unwelcome and uncongenial
strangers.

Department of the Interior, Canada.
PUBLIC notice.

The purpose for which the lands, belonging
to the Government of Canada within the
townships which have been reserved, so as to
permit Doukhobor settlers to select suitable
homesteads and sites for their colonies, is con-
sidered to have been fully served, such settlers
having located their villages, and taken pos-
session of parcels of land. As many, how-
ever, have not so far arranged to make entry,
therefor, in accordance with the provisions of
the law, the Government has decided not to
further continue the reserve in question.

Notice is therefore given, hereby, to all

settlers in the above colonies, that on and
after the first day of May, 1902, the lands re-
ferred to for which entry may not have been
made, shall be thrown open for general home-
steading, or for such other disposition as may
be decided upon by the Government. Settlers
interested are hereby notified that entries for
their respective homesteads must be made,
with the agent of Dominion lands for the dis-
trict, before the date above mentioned, failing
which the lands will be thrown open to settle-
ment by any person who may desire to acquire
the same. By order

(Sd). P. G. Keyes,
Secretary Department of the Interior.

James S. Crerar, assistant commissioner of
immigration at Yorkton, Assiniboia, who has
been a humane and faithful friend of the Douk-
hobors, has been for a long time seriously ill,

part of the time in a hospital. We do not yet
learn of his recovery, so as to be able to re-
sume his duties.

A rumor has recently reached us that twenty
thousand Molokans, (milk drinkers), are ex-
pecting to emigrate to Canada from Southern
Russia. They are represented as non-combat-
ants, and that they abstain from swine flesh.

Peter Jansen, of Nebraska, whose people (Men-
nonites) formerly lived in the neighborhood of
the Molokans, states that they are not nearly
as neat and cleanly as the Doukhobors.
No offer has been made to our Committee for

the position of teacher among the Doukho-
bors, from a member of our own Yearly Meet-
ing; but two young English Friends, Hannah
Bellows (daughter of our friend John Bellows,
of Gloucester), and Helen Morland, are expect-
ing to enter, next spring, upon the work of
teaching Doukhobor sirls at Good Spirit Lake,
north of Yorkton, under the care of the Com-
mittee of London Meeting for Sufferings.

Wm. Evans.

For "The Friend."

The Decline of Friends in Barbadoes (Supple-

ment.)

Subsequent to the preparation of the article
under the above title which appeared in The
Friend in Third Month, 1898, I obtained from
a Friend who visited Barbadoes, some infor-
mation as to the situation of property there
formerly owned by our Society.

At Bridgeton, the old Burial Ground, and
former site of the Meeting-house on Tudor
street, which adjoins the Jewish Synagogue,
is enclosed with a stone wall, and within the
enclosure are a modern house and other build-
ings, all of which are used by a Wesleyan
mission.

A resident of Bridgeton who was about
sixty years of age, told my informant that he
remembered when a boy seeing the tombs in
this grave yard, but none are now visible. It

was then in possession of the Gibson family,
who appear to have been the last survivors of
the Trustees who held it for Friends, and they
sold it to the Methodists for the use now made
of it, probably appropriating the proceeds to
themselves. There is in addition to the mod-
ern buildings on the lot a small square stone
house which tradition says was originally a
tomb of the Gibson family, but this is hardly
probable. One of that family converted it

into something like an office. It has since
been further altered into a carpenter shop by
making windows and doors in the sides. An
nteresting photograph of this spot showing
the structure above referred to, and also a
portion of the stone wall which encloses the
mission grounds, is in my possession. Also
another giving a view of the interior of the
ground, which is tastefully planted with shrub-
bery and has a large tree growing apparently
about the centre of the lot.

At Pilgrim, the site of the Burial Ground
is known, marked by a little enclosed grove
on the rear of the Governor's house, but there
are no signs of grave stones or tombs to be

"We don't really get inside ourselves, even,
into the closet of us, where the Lord tells us
to go in and shut the door and speak to Him.
We act in a hurry, on the outside, according
to the way things touch us and people seem.
We even say our prayers outside. It's the
reason of much of the wickedness and the
pain and the trouble."

At Heathcote Bay, near Spightstown, the
Burial Ground and the former site of a Meet-
ing-house has been taken possession of by the
Episcopalians, who removed the wall formerly
surrounding it and merged it into their own
graveyard, and there is nothing to mark its

identity separate from the rest of the enclos-
ure. There are no gravestones to the graves
of Friends to be seen, or at least, none which
can be identified

At St. Philips, the burial place of the
Weeks and other Friends' families, which is

witnin the limits of the large graveyard for-

merly there, is still preserved, mainly in its

primitive condition, and is in reality the only
remaining monument of Friends in the island.

It is undoubtedly one of the most ancient pla-

ces associated with the history of the Society
in any part of the world, dating back nearly
two centuries and probably to a considerably
earlier time. This venerable place of sepul-

ture is close to the edifice known as "St. Phil-

ip's church" and appears to have some kind of

care from the minister.

It is comprised in a small lot about twenty-

four feet square, and is surrounded with a
high stone wall in a good state of preserva-

tion. Entering at an iron gate you descend a
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number of steps to a considerable depth below

the surface of the surrounding ground to an

open pit in the shape of the letter T On the

sides of the steps and the sides of the two

right-angled passageways are seven rock-

hewn tombs, all of which are arched at the

entrances. From two of these tombs the

arches have crumbled away, disclosing leaden

coffins within. There are no inscriptions on

the tombs except the initials R. W. on one,

and the letter G on another.

It is probable that the larger part of the

extensive graveyard which Friends formerly

possessed at this place has been absorbed by

the Episcopalians. This rock-hewn sepulchre

may be said to be all that is left of Quakerism

in Barbadoes. ^v.„vGeorge Vaux.

HYMN TO THE DEITY.

Oh thou whose vast existence knows

No era whence its ages ran,

But full and independent rose,

Ere yet eternity began.

Amid the dark and void profound,

To roll its nightly periods round.

Cause of all causes, and the source

Whence universal being sprang.

Thou wert, ere time began its course,

Or morning stars thy praises sang
;

When mighty psens, loud and long,

Broke rapturous from the exulting throng.

Age upon age successive hurl'd,

And myriads joined to myriads still.

The atoms that compose the world.

The drops that ocean's caverns fill;

All but a trifling point appears.

Compared with thine eternal years.

Existing through all ages. Thou

The events of every age can st tell

All things above, all things below.

And all within the depths of hell.

For blazing noon and midnight shades.

Alike, thy piercing eye pervades.

Through the vast regions of the air

The trackless wilderness of space.

The worlds and systems wandering there.

Thine everlasting arms embrace :

The various parts, the mighty whole

Submissive own thy strong control.

Thou first. Thou last. Thou cause and end

Of all that is, or e'er shall be ;

To Thee their source, all beings tend.

All things that are, exist for Thee,

Thy great designs shall all fulfil.

And bow obedient to Thy will.

WAITING.
Sometimes there is more beauty shown

And greatness of his power

Within the sweetly waiting bud

Than in the open flower.

Christ's children have their waiting times

Beside some hindering sea.

To view the triumphs of his power

And blessed ministry.

These seas are all with blessings strewn.

And bordered by his grace.

And give within their hidden depths

To memory stones a place.

" The highest duties oft are found

Lying upon the lowest ground

In hidden and unnoticed ways.

In household works, on common days
;

Whate'er is done for God alone

Thy God acceptable will own."

The Mouse's Sermon.

A clerygman has recorded this experierice:

I had lately a very good sermon preached to

me by a mouse, and the text was 'Judge not.

I had married a couple and the fee was a htty

dollar note in a dainty little envelope. It was

lyino- on the sideboard in the room in which

myself and wife were sitting, when a much

trusted servant, who had long been in my

family, came in; taking it up, she made some

playful remark in relation to it. Presently

we were called down stairs to entertain com-

pany. Returning to our room after a couple

of hours, the envelope was nowhere to be

found. No one could have had access to the

room except our two servant girls, both of

whom bore unexceptionable characters, and it

was hard to suspect them. They were in-

formed of the loss, and manifested great con-

cern, for though no charge was made, they

could not help feeling that appearances were

against them. And as an exhaustive search

failed to show any trace of the missing prop-

erty, we all passed a very uneasy night. De-

termined, if possible, to solve the mystery, 1

went at it in the morning with the precision

of an experienced detective, and found at

length a small opening by the hearth, and re-

moving a brick, there was my note safely

stowed away in a mouse's nest. The matter

was now clear; seeking what he might devour

and attracted doubtless by the gum on the

envelope he had carried it off as a prize. It

is needless to remark upon the relief thus

brought to the unjustly suspected ones, while

I was taught a useful lesson: 'Judge not ac-

cording to appearances.'
"

Another case of circumstantial evidence

may be thus related. A certain storekeeper

being unable to find a twenty dollar gold

piece, which he knew had been taken in that

day, was induced to suspect his clerk as being

the only one who had access to the money

drawer. Yet as he had borne a uniformly

good character, he refrained from even men-

tioning his loss, concluding to await develop-

ments. Now it happened that soon after this

occurrence, the young man made his appear-

ance in a new suit of clothes. This, owing to

his known poverty, might have given occasion

for remark at any time, but now more espe-

cially so. Taking occasion therefore to notice

them he asked where he had made the pur-

chase. This was freely told. Proceeding

thither the merchant asked if the dealer could

remember with what kind of money they were

paid for, who answered, "A twenty dollar

gold piece." Having now a strong case of

circumstantial evidence, as he thought, the

clerk was taxed with purloining the gold. At

first he seemed unable to realize that he was

suspected; but finding he was so, the charge

met with an indignant denial, and he affirmed

that the money was his own and had been

given him by a female friend as a New Year's

present. He was asked if he could bring tes-

timony to that effect from her. He said he

could not. she being since deceased. This

story was disbelieved. And then the young

man added, "I have at my lodging— if I have

not mislaid it— a note from her in which the

money was enclosed." He was told that the

production of such a note would be satisfac

tory. It did not take him long to ascertaii

that it was not among his papers. What was
|
self

he to do; ruin was staring him in the fa-

He felt that only a Divine hand could a^

in this fearful dilemma, and so, kneeling,

asked that if consistent with the will of

Almighty he might be enabled to find thise

dence of his innocence; but if il; was i

found he supplicated that he might h

strength given him to bear this great ti

with becoming fortitude. In rising from

.

knees his foot turned up a corner of the pi^

of oil cloth that was under his stove and tl

disclosed a piece of paper which proved to

the much desired note. His employer p

fessed himself satisfied with this eviden

Yet what had become of the money reman

for many months a mystery, until putting

his overcoat the next winter, the missing c

was found in a pocket where he had put it,

stead of the drawer, as he supposed.
_

Of \\

discovery it may be remarked that it mi

;

have been too late to have saved the cleii

reputation from irreparable injury, and hac-

not been a man of prayer it seems altoget:

unlikely that the note would have come to lif

.

A writer assures us that "Man's extren;

is God's opportunity." This truth was pk,-

antly exemplified in the experience of a pT

widow in one of our Western States, bhe
,1

her husband had left their Scottish home vi

a view of improving their condition, j

having means enough to pay for the land tf

purchased, they gave a mortgage to one ')

professed a desire to befriend them. S:-

ness resulting in the husband's death, causo

great waste of money. Unused to busus

the widow found it useless to struggle \b

increasing difficulties, and now m her distis

she found her professed friend to be j

greatest enemy. Not content with sellmg'e

farm-so that at a forced sale it did it

bring enough to pay claim and interest e

proceeded to bring the household goods uii

the hammer. It is not easy to conceive e

distress of the poor woman, as piece a r

piece her treasured belongings, some of t n

heirlooms, passed away from her. All s

she saw and felt and remained silent, until

sheriff held up the old family Bible and af

for a bid This was too much and she des i

that this at least might be spared her. e

man of the law would have given it in oi

hand but the relentless creditor declag

he would have all that was due him, ^

dered the sale to go on. Unable to cod

herself, she started up and cutting s-e

threads which detained a muslm cover,*

exclaimed that she would have some memio

of those she had loved, intending to keep a

at least; upon which two pieces of paper

upon the floor. These proved to be
,

Bank-of-England notes, inscribed respectiij

in her father's and mother's handwriting:.

If trouble comes upon you seek to ,«

Bible." At"
"Your Father's ears are never deal.

It is needless to say that the hard-hea^

creditor being paid to the full, the sympa
;

ing neighbors gladly relinquished their

chases

If you live close to God even the cl is

have a voice for Yon.-Alfred^A. H r#/.

tion of such a note would be satisfac- It has been the plan of "^ '^^«
f"J""^!

It did not take him long to ascertain convictions at w'hatever perbonal cost lo

)

i i,;„ .,„^«^o, Ti7i,of «>oo I ooif —James A. Garp^ld.
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An Instructive Narrative,

t long ago I was reading some anecdotes

) life of a Friend, whom I remember in my
hood as a very good old man. He has

since changed mortality for immortality.

;ircumtance in particular seemed to have

,sou of deep instruction for us all who
ble so easily in the rough road of life, re-

ing us that "Verily there is a God that

>th in the earth." E. T.

)n after going into business, when young

ars, a stranger, J. W., came to me one

ffering to sell me one hundred barrels of

s at one dollar per barrel, and deliver

at a warehouse on the Ohio River before

tain day. After the bargain was closed

t a man to Pittsburg to engage a steam-

to stop for the apples on its way down
•iver. For some cause J. W. failed to

the apples delivered at the warehouse

e the boat stopped for them, which was

lays later than the day set for their de-

len the time fixed for payment arrived,

, came to me for the money. I told him

3 apples had not been delivered in time

le boat, I had received nothing from him,

fore owed him nothing. He claimed that

^ent had informed him that after our in-

>w 1 had said to him if J. W. could not

'v them at the time appointed a later date

I do, as we might go down the river again

lembered after due consideration to have

some such a statement privately, but

ent him no word to that effect.) He re-

to compromise the matter and said he

I sue me in court. I was soon summoned,
18 trial was a short one. The jury de-

entirely in my favor. He afterwards

id to the overseers of ray meeting, ask-

hem to investigate the case. We met
;he overseers and they heard us fully and

Uy decided that he had no just claim on

Thirty years after the above circum-

j happened, at a time when my mind was
led in desiring help and preservation

all that might be in the way of my land-

fely in the end, the pathetic language of

iper forcibly presented, and was repeated

1 heart: "Lord, if Thou wilt Thou canst

me clean," with the gracious reply as

in adorable mercy, the Saviour put forth

nd and touched him, saying, "I will, be

lean." Then to my astonishment there

imediately brought, pointed and clear to

Tiembrance, the transaction I have just

1 and I was thus commanded: "Go,
.0 that man money that he claimed of

These words, in connection with a real-

f the expression, "I will, be thou clean,"

s distinct as if proceeding from one im-
ij ely by my side.

aid not doubt the Divine source and au-

of the impression and command. Al-

my conduct was considered right by
s of our country and I was justified by
cers of our meeting, still I had not done

tin the eyes of Him who watcheth over
qildren for good, and I saw that obedi-

1 my part was necessary in order to the

operation of that great and solemn
mplied in the word, "I will, be thou

3on as I could conveniently, I took the

one hundred dollars and started for the home
of J. W. When about a mile from his dwell-

ing in passing through a small village, and
seeing the storekeeper at his door, I asked if

he had seen J. W. that morning. He replied,

"He is in my store now." I went in and
found him alone and apparently disengaged.
I soon told him I knew he claimed that I had
long owed him one hundred dollars on a trans-

action we once had, and that I had now
brought the money. I handed it to him. He
looked at me in evident astonishment, and said

as he took it in his hand, "The whole
amount?" I told him there was one hun-
dred dollars. "Yes," he replied emphatically,

"that is the whole amount. Well nuw!" he

exclaimed, "we will both go to heaven to-

gether!"

I came home rejoicing, being permitted to

see and feel to my humbling admiration, that

in unmerited love and condescending mercy
my heavenly Father's hand had guided and di-

rected in accordance with his own will and in

his own unerring wisdom. Unto Him be all

honor, thanksgiving, and praise.

True Courage.—Bishop Whipple related

the following illustration of the moral courage
of Christian Indians: One day an Indian came
to our missionary and said, "I know this re-

ligion is true. The men who have walked in

this new trail are better and happier. But I

have always been a warrior, and my hands
are full of blood. Could 1 be a Christian?"

The missionary repeated the story of God's
love. To test the man he said, "May I cut

your hair?" The Indian wears his scalp-lock

for his enemy. When it is cut it is a sign

that he will never go on the war-path again.

The man said, "Yes, you may cut it. I shall

throw my old life away." It was cut. He
started for home, and met with some wild In-

dians, who shouted with laughter, and with

taunts said, "Yesterday you were a warrior;

to-day you are a squaw." It stung the man
to madness, and he rushed to his home and
threw himself on the floor and burst into tears.

His wife was a Christian, and came and put

her arms about his neck and said, "Yesterday
there was not a man in the world who dared

call you a coward. Can't you be as brave for

Him who died for you as you were to kill the

Sioux?" He sprung to his feet and said, "I
can, and will." I have known many brave,

fearless servants of Christ, but I never knew
one braver than this chief.

When the elevated railuad was first started

in New York the people were a litte timid

about riding on it; so the proprietors of the

road took great pleasure in apprising the pub-

lic of the fact that this road had been sub-

jected to a most abnormal and enormous ton-

nage, and that consequently people of ordi-

nary weight might deem themselves quite safe

in traveling over that road. I feel the same
way about the four gospels—that I can take

my way to heaven above the din and dust of

daily life because this elevated road has had

Germany upon it, and that as yet it has

given no sign of instability. Francis L.

Patton.

Why should you be forlorn? Death only

husks the corn ; Why should you fear to meet
the thresher of the wheat?

Notes From Others.

Lowell's Religious Views.—"I have always
been a very Quaker," says Lowell, "following the
Light, and writing only when the Spirit moved."
In that early book, long out of print, the "Conver-
sations," he maintained that "every man has his

infallible and inexorable monitor within." Thirty
years later he had to say, "I don't think a view of

the universe from the stocks of any creed a very
satisfactory one; but I continue to shut my eyes
resolutely in certain speculative directions, and am
willing to find solace in certain intimations that

seem to me from a region higher than my reason."— Christian Register.

College Athletics vs. Study.—President Eliot,

of Harvard, in his annual report deals a shrewd
blow to the superstition that college attendance
is "boomed" by athletic prowess. He cites Har-
vard's wonderful recent growth in spite of disas-

trous reverses on river, field, and gridiron as proof

of his theory that study is still the main purpose
of college men—or at least of their parents—and
athleticism a "by-play."

Figures seems to bear out his assertion. Har-
vard had at the close of the academic year five

thousand one hundred and twenty-four students

and has now nearly six thousand. In eleven years
her roster has grown one hundred and twenty-six
per cent., and her primacy among American insti-

tutions of learning is practically unchallenged.
Columbia, not very prominent athletically, has
jumped to second place with a growth of one hun-
dred and eighty-eight per cent., owing largely to

removal to Morningside and the addition of new
departments under Seth Low's Presidency. Yale,

second in age and prestige and long first in mus-
cle, has apparently dropped from fourth place to

ninth, being now surpassed in numbers by Cornell,

Chicago, California, Illinois, Michigan, and Minne-
sota, and nearly equalled by Northwestern and
Wisconsin.

The public will not regret to learn upon such
high authority as President Eliot that a college

education is still sought for education's sake.

—

N.
Y. World.

"We give you just what you ask for."

We are glad to seize upon this occasion, says the

N. Y. Journal, to pay a tribute to this motto, and,

incidentally, to point out a dishonest and very com-
mon practice among merchants—that of substitu-

ting one article for another.

One business man devotes all his energy, his

money and his time in building up the reputation

of a certain article. He enables the retailer to

make a large profit, and he spends his money that

customers may be plentiful.

When a customer asks for the article in ques-

tion, it is dishonest to say to him, as many do,

"Don't buy that. We have something else just as

good and much cheaper."

If the merchant has something good and cheap
of his own, let him sell it to his customers by all

means. But let him not steal the trade of a man
whose energy helps to build up his business. Let
him not divert to his own poclcet all of the profit

which he ought in honesty to share with another.

Revision of the Presbyterian Creed.—Decla-

tory statements have been adopted by the Presby-

terian Creed Revision Committee, which set in a

new light the doctrines generally known as "pre-

destination" and "infant damnation."

The Committee announces that it has decided

upon a form of a declaratory statement, "that the

doctrine of predestination is held in harmony with

God's love for all mankind, and that no man is

condemned except on the ground of his sin."

As to the phrase "elect infants," it is declared

that the Presbyterian Church does not teach that

any dying in infancy are lost, but that all dying

in infancy are included in the election of grace.
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The members denied that American Presbyterians

ever taught the doctrine of infant damnation.

There are three points in the Confession which

remain to be acted upon. One declares that "it is

a sin to refuse an oath touching anything that is

good and just being imposed by lawful authority."

The second refers to "works done by unregenerate

man." The third declares that "There is no other

head of the Church but the Lord Jesus Christ."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—An extensive fire in Paterson, N. J.,

,_ the 9th inst., destroyed a large part of the

and dwelling-house sections of the city. The loss is esti-

mated at several million dollars.

Senator Hoar on the 4th inst. presented a petition to

Congress, signed by a number of distinguished citizens of

this country, praying for the suspension of hostilities in

the Philippine Islands, and asking that an opportunity be

given for a discussion of the situation between the Gov-

ernment and the Filipino leaders.

The Industrial Commission has submitted its final re-

port to Congress. It is a document of more than 1000

printed pages. Among its recommendations are:

" That railroad companies be prohibited by law from

making lower freight rates upon imports billed to the in-

terior of this country, in connection with ocean transpor-

tation or otherwise, than are made on similar articles

from the seaboard to the interior, or than are made from

one inland point to another, when the distance is not

greater."

"That the Secretary of Agriculture be given authority:

" To inspect dairy products intended for export, and to

certify to their grade and quality.

" To fix standard grades for cereals, based on season

of growing, quality and weight per measure, and, when

intended for export, to inspect and certify the same.
" To cause stock cars and stock yards to be cleansed

and disinfected whenever he considers such action

necessary.
" To make adequate regulations prohibiting the ship-

ment of uninspected or diseased meat from one State to

another, or to foreign countries.
" To require and direct the proper disposition of dis-

eased meat.
" That a more comprehensive penalty clause for ship-

ping diseased meat be enacted.
" That adequate legislation be enacted by the several

States, where needed, to control such diseases as glanders,

tuberculosis, etc.

"That increased appropriations be made by the Con-

gress for building sample stretches of improved roads in

various sections of the country, so as to encourage the

more rapid construction of such roads at State and local

expense."

In reference to industrial organizations it recommends

that full details should be furnished for the information

of the public, and that their assets and liabilities should

be published yearly.

A delegation of Sioux Indians has appeared before the

Senate Committee on Indian affairs and explained their

objections to the leasing of their lands to cattlemen. A
dispatch from Washington of the 5th inst. says: "The
hearing before the Senate Indian Committee last night

laid bare the iniquity of these leases, precisely as the

friends of the Indians have all along claimed would occur

if the Sioux could be heard directly. The committee de-

cided that the leases could not be made as they stood, and

that the consent of the Indians to the boundaries of the

tract to be leased must be had according to law. Notice

to show cause why an injunction should not be granted

against executing the Standing Rock cattle leases was

served on the 5th inst. on Secretary Hitchcock and Indian

Commissioner Jones. The suit covers the Lemmon lease,

which was so suddenly signed while the Senate Indian

Committee was investigating the matter, and the Walker
lease, which had been sent to Chicago for the lessee to

sign."

The Penna. Railroad Company has adopted a pension

system for the purpose of enforcing the action of the

Board of Directors, requiring that all officers and em-

ployes of the company shall be relieved from service at

the age of 70, and that those from 65 to 69 years, in-

clusive, who have become physically disqualified after

thirty years' service, shall retire from work. The com-

pany appropriates $300,000 annually to meet the expendi-

ture for pensions, and the plan has worked to the satis-

faction of both company and employes.

A dispatch from Washington of the 7th inst. says:

"The United States, Great Britain and Japan have made
separate representations to China opposing the signing of

the convention negotiated by the Russian Minister in

Pekin and the Chinese envoys, and the United States has

conveyed its objections directly to Russia."

The steamship Philadelphia, of the American Line, has

lately been in communication with the land when 150

miles distant from the coast of England by means of the

Marconi system of wireless telegraphy. Messages were

exchanged for more than 24 hours.

Investigation by the State Veterinarian showed that

the high death rate among horses in Maryland is due to

cerebrospinal meningitis. The disease is the result of

poor food, bad drainage and generally unsanitary environ-

ment.

The Federal census shows a preponderance of males in

the United States equal to 1.2 per cent, of the total popu-

lation.

In the inquiry respecting the Philippines going on at

Washington Senator Carmack quoted from the report of

General MacArthur, of 1900, to the effect that there is

substantial unity among the Philippine people in their

opposition to the United States. Replying, Governor Taft

said the Commission had not originally accepted the Gen-
eral's conclusion, and that the Commission's tour of the

archipelago had convinced them that they were correct

in their conclusion. "That originally the people of the

Philippine Islands were much aroused I do not doubt,"

he continued, "but the opposition does not continue in its

general aspect. Since the second election of President

McKinley the great majority of the people of the Philip-

pines have been favorable to peace and to the acceptance

of the sovereignty of the United States, and it would be

impossible to continue the present system of guerrilla

warfare without the system of terrorism which now pre-

vails."

About 40,000 acres in the South Mountains in Penn-

sylvania have been secured by the Forestry Commission.

It is a part of the Commissioner's plan to establish a

School of Forestry on it.

Immigrants who are suffering from tuberculosis of the

lungs are, according to the Government's present policy,

forbidden to settle in our country. When discovered at

our ports of entry they are sent back to the places whence
they came, the ruling being that they are suffering from
a dangerous contagious disease.

There were 581 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 51 more than the previous

week and 32 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 283 were males and 298 females: 72
died of consumption of the lungs ; 117 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 14 of diphtheria

;

19 of cancer ; 20 of apoplexy ; 13 of typhoid fever ; 5 of

scarlet fever, and 20 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8§c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.65 to $2.90 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.50 to $3.75 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 to $3.85 ; spring, straight, $3.55 to $3.80.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 8oJ to 86c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 64§ to 65c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 51c.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6i to 6|c.; good, 5J to Sfc.; me-
dium, 5i to 5fc.

Sheep. — Extra, 5 to Sic; good, 4J to 4Jc.; common,
2 to 3c.

Lambs —4J to 6fc.
Hogs.—Western, Sj to 9c.

Foreign.— Minister Conger at Pekin has received the

first payment from the Chinese Government on account of

the indemnity, payable to the United States.

The reply of the British Government to the overtures

of Holland towards promoting peace in South Africa,

firmly repeats the resolve of Great Britain, long since

announced, that it will not accept the intervention of any
foreign Power in treating with the South African situa-

tion. The Dutch Government is said to have abandoned
further effort in behalf of the Boers.

Chas. F. Gammon, the superintendent of the Bible So-

ciety's work in Northern China, writes :
" Aside from the

' rebel bands,' all give welcome to us and our colporteurs,

and our bibles and portions are purchased almost greedily.

People most indifferent before are now anxious to learn

all they can of a religion so much feared by officials, and
for the truth of which thousands have forfeited their lives."

The negotiations for the release of Ellen M. Stone have
failed, it is believed, in consequence of the action of the
Turkish government in sending troops with the American
agents who were to pay the ransom. Secretary Hay has
given instructions for a renewal of negotiations.

The wood pulp business in Canada it is said amounts to

$8,000,000 yearly, and nearly one-fourth of the product
is exported.

Australia has, proportionally, more church-buildings
than any other country, the number being 6.013, or 210
to every 100,000 people. England has 144 to every
100,000 : Russia only 55 to the same number.

It is stated that Emperor William has decided tha
|

persons connected with spiritualists, faith healers, C .

tian Scientists, or kindred cults, will be rigidly excl
)

from the Imperial Court of Germany.
Paris consumed 1,750,000 pounds of snails last wi,

The best came from the Burgundy vineyards, and ,

sold for from eight to nine francs a thousand.

It is said there are 13,958,622 acres of uncultiv
i

land in Italy, which might be developed and made i.

ductive by the application of ordinary enterprise.

A despatch from Pueblo, Mexico, says that the f j

Government has abolished bull fighting, "on accoui
|

its being barbarous and tending to demoralize the I
,

classes."

The results of the census show that the popniatic
(

Italy is 32,900,000. In the north only a slight percen (

of people cannot read or write, but in the south ari

the Italian Islands from fifty to sixty per cent, ar

.

literate. The resident population of Rome amountti
Second Month 10, 1901, to 424,943, but now, inck'j

visitors, the number is 462,783.

An Austrian scientist is said to have discovered tl'i

cold in the head is due to the presence in the membrai'f

a special bacillus.

Of 26,165 persons treated since 1885 at the Pas

,

Institute, in Paris, after being bitten by mad dogs, i

165 have died.

The medical reports presented to the local Russia

thorities by the doctors of the different districts n

an alarming state of things with regard to infant

tality. It appears that in many of the government;,

proportion of the children who die during the first ye i

as high as forty and even fifty per cent. In iso
.

cases it is even higher. The reports ascribe this ; :

mortality mainly to the ignorance of the peasants au
the fact that the mothers have frequently to neglect 'i

children in order to work in the fields.

Madrid is said to be in every way the most unhej

capital in Europe.

Another famine like that which occurred two yaan.j

is impending in India, and in the same region thati

devastated then.

The new Dead Sea, discovered by Dr. Sven Hedi i

Thibet, is described as enormous in extent, but so sh:i

that to navigate it one must wade half a mile to reac j

boat, and must drag the boat half a mile before it c;

floated with a load. But the most remarkable chara

istic is the almost incredible amount of salt. Boat,

oars quickly become as white as chalk ; even the dre ;

the rowers soon becomes whitened, while drops of nr

sprinkled upon a dry surface leave globules like cili

drippings.

NOTICES.
A stated meeting of the Committee on Admisit

will be held at 304 Arch Street, on Seventh-day, the i

instant, at 10 o'clock, A. M. John W. Biddle, Gl.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phil-

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M., and «

3 P. M. to 6 p. M., also on evenings in which Fri^

Institute Lyceum is held, from 7 to 7.45 P. M. Thil-

lowing books are recent additions to the Library :

Bradley, A. G.—Highways and Byways in the n

District [England].

Choiseul-Gouffier, Comtesse de—Historical Mem
of Alexander I.

Dawson W. H.— German Life in Town and Counti

Dodge. M. A.— Gail Hamilton's Life and Letter^

vols).

Green, J. R.—Letters, edited by LesHe Stephen.

Huntington, A. 0.— Studies of Trees in Wlntar.

Johnson, Clifton—Islo of the Shamrock.

Lorne, Marquis of— V. R. I. Queen Victoria.

Scudder, H. E.—James Russell Lowell (2 vols.^

Wilson, R. R.—Washington, the Capital City (2 v I

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fom

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega»

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WiH
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and «•

munications in regard to business should be forwardto

Edward G. Smedley, Supenntendent.
Address, Westtown P. C. Chester Co., Pa.

I

Died, at Norwich, Ontario, Canada, on the fin*

Twelfth Month, 1901, Mary Stephens, wife of TiHJ

Stephens and daughter of Edmund and Sarah Lasf

She was nearly seventy-five years of age. A be*

member of Norwich Monthly Meeting ; she was a'iil''

attender of meeting when in health (which appj

preserved as usual till the night of her departure,*

strictly adhered to the ancient doctrines as he'iif

Friends. We have the belief that she was gathered «

in peace to live with Jesus whom she loved.
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Jm Man and His "Fruits of Solitude."

D come but once into the world, and trifle

our true enjoyment of it, and of our-

; in it, is lamentable indeed. This one

tion would yield a thinking person great

iction. And since nothing below man

) think, man, in being thoughtless, must

fall below himself. And that, to be

such do, as are unconcerned in the use of

most precious time."

:s says the wise man whose work we are

to commend. Best wisdom has made

guished use of wise men on earth, to save

men. We were lately instructed that

ught the generations of old by three pro-

3 of ministry— priests, prophets and wise

I

The priests taught such of the people

iuld be appealed to only by object-lessons;

len, in the sight of the great multitude

lie day of atonement most solemn sac-

3 and impressive symbols were shown

spreading great awe over beholders who

for the time, convicted of the sinfulness

ii costing life for its remission, and made

ear exceeding sinful. Others, different-

]stituted, were callous to the teaching of

demonstrations, but could stand in awe

nan of God speaking a direct message of

authority. When one of homely garb

ig from his flocks or fields could stand at

orners of the streets and proclaim "thus

the Lord!" further argument was not

ed, but reverent hearers crowded round

rophet to hear the message from heaven.

others had no eye for the magnificence of

priestly display, nor ear for the voice of

rophet, but could hearken to that which

iiended itself to their common sense, or

inward witness for truth, as wisdom for

living. For these, the wise men were

up, who by brief and pregnant senten-

ces, called proverbs, could drive home a truth

here and a warning there, as they met men on

the street or conversed with them in the

quiet; so that many a wholesome counsel was

fastened as a nail in a sure place, or were as

goads for men to smart under and be stimula-

ted to a better life.

William Penn. sometimes prophet of the

faith which overcomes the world as against

that which is overcome by it, appears in the

little book from whose preface we began

with quoting, as a wise man confuting the

maxims of this world with maxims of pure

wisdom.

Robert Louis Stevenson in speaking of a

copy of this book bearing the title "Fruits of

Solitude," as he was presenting it to a friend,

said: "If ever in all my 'human conduct' I

have done a better thing to any fellow creat-

ure than handing on to you this sweet, digni-

fied, and wholesome book, I [hope] I shall hear

of it on the last day. To write a book like

this, were impossible; at lyasl- cue can har.d it

on with a wrench, one to another. My wife

cries out, and my own heart misgives me, but

still,—here it is."

This book has lately been reprinted by the

Book Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meet

ins, with the title: "Fruits of Solitude in Re-

flections and Maxims relating to the Conduct

of Human Life. By William Penn. Philadel-

phia: Friends' Book Store, 304 Arch Street."

Price 25 cents.

"Reader," says the author, "this enchirid-

ion I present thee with is the fruit of solitude;

a school few care to learn in, tho' none in-

structs us better . Some parts of it are the

results of serious reflection; others the flash-

ings of lucid intervals; written for private

satisfaction, and now published for a help to

human conduct."

An Introduction, from John E. Southall's

edition, furnishes interesting explanatory mat-

ter. "It is impossible," says another writer,

"to read these maxims without being im-

pressed with a sense of William Penn's great

astuteness and integrity."

of de-

too seldom stop in this treadmill to speak such

words to the living, but when we offer our

sincere acknowledgment of the merit or vir-

tues of those whom we shall never meet

again here, we do encourage many struggling

ones by reminding them that they are not out

of the minds of their friends, and that the

reward comes at the end of the race, even if

delayed until then. But of course the object of

such publications is to stir up the pure mind,

to induce those now living to follow their Mas-

ter and Leader, as did those who have been

taken to their reward."

The account of the impressive season at the

Profile House in the White Mountains, when

Samuel Bettle. Jr., was present, occasions one

who well knew him to write: "He was a

remarkable instance of one who followed

closely the pointings of the Divine leader-

ship. It matters not how hard the path was

for the natural man,— and his was a most

sensitive spirit,—he walked in it. The inci-

('opt^i mentioned by W. P. T. are cases in wint.

He did not do the easy things, he did what

he felt to be his duty, no matter how hard to

natural inclination.

"I have lived long enough to see that men,

or women, who simply and unaffectedly do

their duty as they see it without looking over

their shoulder to see how the thing strikes

others, make their way,— it may be slowly,—

but surely. It is not an easy path, but the

reward is sure, even if it does not come till the

end of the race."

Speaking of such "Reminiscences'

parted worthies as an aged Friend has of late

been furnishing in a series to our columns, a

correspondent writes: "I think such recogni-

tions of worthies who have gone to their re-

ward are useful, helpful and encouraging. We

(Thus says an advertisement) Our "Re-

volvers.—Will last a Lifetime."

Yes, by shortening it!

Whatever may be the use of other firearms

pistols are for shooting men. And he who

carries one, means that.

What young "Friend," then, can carry one

for its possible use, unless he is not a Friend?

Not only do such instruments shorten their

victims' lives (and remarkably often if they

are, presumably, "not loaded"), but we be-

lieve more lives of carriers of them are de-

stroyed than if they are not supposed to be

carrying them.

Indeed, in some localities it has been found

dangerous for a man to reach into his pocket

for a handkerchief, for sometimes one while

doing so has been shot down, in anticipation

that he was reaching for his revolver.
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To go prepared for man-killing, often causes

that deed to be done on the spur of the mo-

ment; when a little delay would have shown

there was no occasion for shooting, or the

difficulty could have been passed in another

way, without entailing life-long remorse.

We know of no circumstances under which

a member of the Society of Friends can con-

sistently consent to take the life of a fellow

being. But the practice of carrying a loaded

pistol is such consent.

Discharged Prisoners.

The Home of Industry for Discharged Pris-

oners was organized in Philadelphia in 1889

to provide a home and employment for dis-

charged prisoners, that they may prove their

worthiness to be employed elsewhere by the

character for industry and sobriety they may
establish in this Home during the short period

of their stay.

Its managers say that "During the past ten
years we have had eight hundred men under
our care, and it is very gratifying to be able
to say that we are fully convinced at least
three-fourths of those who have been with us
have gone out to take their rightful places
again in society, and have become good, law-
abiding citizens."

A committee from the State Legislature
"calculated the expense that a man whom
they met at the Home had been to the tax-
payers of the State, and although the man was
only thirty-four years of age, he had already
cost the State of Pennsylvania the sum of
$12,000 in trials, convictions, and imprison-
ments. We are happy to say the man is now
holding a steady position, and is leading an
honest, upright, and God-fearing life.

"Every one of these men who is won back to
allegiance to law and order, is an added force to
society, as he not only weakens the lines of
the enemy, but strengthens our own. It is an
additional bar to your doors, an additional pro-
tection to your streets and the lives and prop-
erty of the community at large; and, more
than this, it is an additional saving to your
pockets, and it is a positive saving in the
taxes that are paid for the maintenance of
police, prisons, and almshouses.

"All the inmates of the Home are kept bus-
ily engaged in manufacturing brooms, but a
large percentage of the labor is unprofitable.
All are paid wages whether their labor is pro-
ductive of profit or not. Thus the man is saved
from being pauperized, and with the money
honestly earned is enabled to save enough
either to rejoin his friends or get a new start
in life."

Aid for the support of this beneficent work
is much needed, and may be sent to the treas-
urer, William H. Wanamaker, Sixth and Mar-
ket Streets, Philadelphia.

The New Tre.4tme.nt of the Insane in
Palestine.—The curing of insanity by tor-

ture, which the monks of Syria attempt to
perform so inhumanly and cruelly, is now re-

that country of one asylum recently erected,

the Lebanon Hospital for the Insane, which is

conducted under Christian feeling and enlight-

ened methods of treatment. "The people of

Syria are receiving an object lesson in the ra-

tional treatment of the insane and its benefits

are more and more appreciated;" and this ex-

ample of humane methods is likely to spread

into other parts of the country replacing the

rock-caves, chains and beatings hitherto used

for casting out the evil spirits supposed to

reside in the insane. Few survive the pre-

vailing treatment, but in the Lebanon Hospi-

tal a good proportion are happily restored.

A number of Friends in America have con-

tributed to the erection and maintenance of

the new Institution, contributions for which

may be sent through Asa S. Wing, 409 Chest-

nut Street, Philadelphia.

Builders in the Church of Christ.

In the passing of our beloved friend and el-

der Anna W. Hooton, from works to rewards,
the Church has lost one of its ornaments, for
in an eminent degree she possessed the orna-
ment of a "meek and quiet spirit, which is in

the sight of God of great price."
Her voice was not heard in the assemblies

of the people, her pen was unused for addi-
tion to religious literature, and yet such was
the sweet savor of her life, that she was in

the highest sense a preacher of righteousness.
Her Christian solicitude for others mani-

fested by the kindly word, the gentle press-
ure of the hand, the face beaming with inter-
ested love, will be cherished in the memory of
those who knew her, when words have faded
from the memory.

Love, gentleness, meekness and humility are
the great agencies that gather to Christ, and
are helpful in building up the Church, and by
his grace these Christian attributes Kay be
attained by all his children.

_
We have no desire to underestimate great

gifts, but fear that many, feeling that they
are not highly endowed, too much overlook
their opportunities of quiet ministration.
Our beloved deceased friend Joseph Wal-

ton, who for many years resided under the
same roof with the subject of these remarks,
was a man of excellent natural abilities and
deep religious attainment, and was of much
public service in the Church; yet we appre-
hend that, to those who knew him in his daily
life, his circumspect walk, his loving heart,
•his gentleness, meekness, and humility, were
louder calls to Christ, than his excellent writ-
ings and more public engagements.

If all of moderate endowment would but
reach thase possible attainments in grace,
our Church would indeed be as "a city set on
a hill that cannot be hid," and in the language
of conduct we would constantly proclaim "come
with us and we will do thee good," beholders
would glorify our Father who is in Heaven,
and we would thus become a greater power in
his hand for the upbuilding of his militant
'-'^"'ch. George Abbott.

ceiving an effective protest by the presence in safetTtrthe ma^who' disobeys God.'

Reminiscences.

(.Continued from page 243.1

How beautiful, interesting and comfcijj
are many parts of the Holy Scripture! '

At this distant day, although written
dreds, .some of them thousands of years
they yet retain for the reader a vigor, i

ness, and sublimity as though of recent cc

sition. If no other proof of their Divin m
thority were present, this alone would
sufficient proof of their truthfulness, for

other book than the Bible can this be
Take for instance the "Sermon on the Mo
the inspired expressions of the Evang
prophet, Isaiah; again in Job xxvi whe b
says: "He stretcheth out the north oveli{

empty place, and hangeth the earth
'oi

nothing." i

"He bindeth up the waters in his d
clouds and the cloud is not rent under th.."

May the dear young readers of The Fr
'•'

make the Scriptures their daily comp;
and read them, especially on retiring fo

night; perhaps the comforting of them a

dew may remain on the branches the i

season through.

Our late worthy friend and elder in,,

Truth, Henry Cope of Germantown, alth.!;!]

the successful manager of a very largti
tate, it is said for the last two years oils

life read nothing but the Holy Scriptures.

He was a man of sound judgment, firiio

the support of what he believed to be nt,

yet so humble, as to rise from his seat ir'ie

upper gallery near the clerk's table in a Yi-

ly Meeting, and say (in substance) refenj
to some previous proceedings in which he,i5

taken an active part, "that if he had saiir

done anything that was improper oroujf
place, he was sorry for it."

His son Thomas Pim Cope, also a wo it

Elder of Frankford Monthly Meeting, has ft

behind him a rich legacy to the Chrisn
world and to the Society of Friends especi;j,

in the preparation and publishing of sevil

valuable works.

The "Passages from Holy Writ," a wonf
seven hundred and forty-five pages, is of i>

cial value for family reading, a large nunir

of copies of which have been gratuitously i-

tributed.

"Passages from the Life and Writings!
George Fox." A copy of this work was ii

by a friend to J. G Whittier, who commeni
it.

"Views of Christian Doctrine held by
Religious Society of Friends; being passa

taken from Barclay's Apolo.gy;" prepared wj

the desire on the part of the Editor to pr|

ent in smaller compass, but unchanged,
truths set forth in his work, and some of

arguments in their support.

"Passages from the Life and Writings

William Penn," collected by the Editor fr

his published works and correspondence, i

from the Biography of Clarkson, Lewis i

Janney and other reliable sources.

These approved works are recommended
our young friends to read.

His cotemporary members of the Westto
Boarding School Committee can bear a cheer;

testimony to his aid in contributing largely'

his means to needed improvements there, es]

cially about the time of the erection oft
new buildings; such as the removal of Ind

1
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lall, a large three-story brick building;

18 erection of a comfortable cottage for

igineer.

dignified Christian courtesy, and his un-

.atious liberality are pleasantly remeni-

by his surviving associates in the small

ittee on Trees and Grounds of West-

Boarding School.

I following extracts from letters written

efore the battle of Gettysburg, give a

idea of the consternation which spread

,his city and its vicinity in view of the

ach of the Rebel army tow^ards Phila-

ia, and the anticipation that a dreadful

; would be fought not far off. So confi-

were the Confederate officers in their

movements from Pennsylvania soil, that

:ebel scouts ventured far in advance of

ain army and three of them were met in

oad about one-half mile east of West

er by two Friends a few days before the

: of Gettysburg. These scouts had

i through West Chester, but in order to

e detection had taken different routes,

ad come together again outside the bor-

They had nevertheless been observed

uspected and were pursued and overtaken

le way to Philadelphia, within perhaps

2en miles of the city, and were held as

lers of war.

ion of Joseph Scattergood writes thus to

ther, who is attending some of the meet-

n the interior of the State under the ap-

ment of the Quarterly Meeting:

he intense excitement which prevailed in

ity during last Second, Third and Fourth

has very much subsided, though thou

ee by the papers 1 send with this that

is still reason for Pennsylvanians to fear

oil will be polluted with the blood of a

!. The Rebels are said to be forty thou-

strong at Hagerstown, Maryland, and

jing it. Accounts from the Army of

otoniac speak of it as a raid for cattle

horses. Business in this city is very

at a stand, large operations at least."

other son writing to his father from

Chester a few days later. Seventh Month

says:

here was great excitement in and around

Chester, but we were favored to feel

jcalm and composed and pursued our bus-

as though nothing unusual was occur-

I quite pitied poor E. T. (a near neigh-

he seemed almost crazy; he said if he

had a big dearborn he would pack up all

Id and go away and let the Rebels have

lie stock, etc. He said he would have

jiore grass cut until he saw how things

!l go; was in West Chester six times in

jiay. I saw him yesterday and recom-

[ed him to put his trust in a Higher

r than man; he replied such a power

do us no good now, etc. But I see he

ain mowing, so I suppose he is less ex-

." It was about this time that our val-

friend Ebenezer Worth is said to have

lanted with his Heavenly Father that if

:ebels were not allowed to cross the Sus-

anna river he would devote the whole of

rop of corn, supposed to be worth a thou-

dollars or more, to the benefit of the

They did not cross the river. It is

ved the covenant was faithfully fulfilled.

was a time when men's hearts were fail-

ing them for fear. Passing along one of our

principal streets in West Chester the writer

met one of our prominent citizens, a man of

fine physique, one of five brothers, all military

men. We stopped and naturally conversed

upon our perilous situation, believed to be the

day before the battle of Gettysburg, and after

a pause, he remarked, seriously, "Well, it will

be just as the Lord pleases," showing that his

only hope was in the Divine Power. About

the same time he was accosted in the street

by the wealthiest man in the town (a Presby-

terian), "Oh William, I wish all the world

were Quakers." W. P. T.

Science and Industry.

Filtration of Drinking Watek — In a

recent article, William G. Toplis described

some interesting facts connected with the fil-

tration of water on a large scale, from which

the following is taken:

"It has long been known that impure water

uercolated through a deep bed of sand issues

greatly improved in chemical character, but

the precise nature of the changes were not

thoroughly understood until Koch made pos-

sible the isolation and study of individual spe-

cies of bacteria. Art seeks to copy the

changes so long carried out in springs, but

with the precise care of scientific exactness.

The sand filter, therefore, means the most ex-

acting painstaking care to establish the proper

conditions, together with the wise application

of much chemical, bacteriological, and en-

gineering knowledge.

"The sand is not the filter, the sand is sim-

ply the bones upon which the filter grows.

Surrounding each individual bacterium, under

the microscope may be seen a gelatinous enve-

lope, when many bacteria are joined together

in mass; this envelope may be seen collective-

ly without a lens, forming a jelly-like mass,

and is then called a Zoogloea. In a sand filter

this Zoogloea attaches to and covers com-

pletely each grain of sand in the filter. The

grains form fine avenues through which the

water is compelled to pass. The bacteria line

these avenues. The water carrying its or-

ganic contents brings it as a food for the bac-

teria in the Zoogloea. As the water passes

along, it is gradually relieved of its organic

matter, because it is digested by the bacteria,

and in its place bears away the products of the

decomposition. Sublime in its beautiful sim-

plicity! W'e have chemical and biological

proof of each change.

"Winogradsky has shown that nitrifying or

oxidizing bacteria grow upon media alto-

gether inorganic. No less than three separate

and distinct classes of organisms are con-

cerned in the transition of nitrogenous organic

matter to the inorganic state, as follows: It

is broken down into ammonia—as the first

change by one class of organisms, and here

becomes truly inorganic. The second step is

one of oxidation, and the ammonia becomes

nitrous acid through the agency of another

entirely separate organism quite different

from the first. In the third and final step,

the oxidation is completed by another organ-

ism entirely distinct from the other two.

Here the nitrous acid becomes nitric acid,

which unites with any base at hand, and is de-

livered as such in the effluent. This is why

our filter, working under favorable conditions.

shows neither free nor albuminoid ammonia,

but does return the equivalent in nitrates that

an ammonia determination on the raw water

would call for. As before stated, the proper

conditions must be preserved, and one of these

is the element of time; how rapidly may we
pass the water through the sand as an econo-

mical proposition? As might be predicted the

character of these changes would require a

slow rate of iiow; therefore, filtration must be

restrained or controlled and^ maintained at a

uniform rate, notwithstanding a constantly

diminishing filtering capacity due to the clog-

giBg. This is accomplished in several ways

by automatic devices. It is not safe to carry

the filtering rate much beyond three million

gallons per acre twenty-four hours. This has

been found by actual working conditions to be

the safe limit, so far as bacteriological and

chemical conditions are concerned. A three

million gallon rate is equivalent to filtering

ten vertical feet of water over the entire area

of filter in twenty-four hours. The problems

met with in water purification seem to change

with each source of supply, and so variable

are they that no municipality would undertake

the erection of a filtration plant without ex-

haustive study of the condition covering prac-

tically a whole year."

The city of Dallas, Texas is said to be the

largest depot of farm implement supplies in

the world. Every big wholesale house in the

United States which engages in the business

of manufacturing tools for the farmer has its

branch at Dallas. There are twenty-five nine-

story buildings devoted to this trade.

The great soap factories of France, the

largest being at Marseilles, have been forced

to seek cheaper vegetable oil than that from

the cottonseed, because the demands for cot-

ton oil by refiners who make it a foodstuff has

advanced its price to a point at which it can-

not profitably be made into soap.

A Fkench naturalist asserts that if the

world should become birdless man could not

inhabit it after nine years' time, in spite of

all the sprays and poisons that could be manu-

factured for the destruction of insects. The

insects and slugs would simply eat all the or-

chards and crops in that time.

The effective heat of the sun on the surface

of the earth at sea-level is capable of develop-

ing one horse-power for every square yard of

surface. Sun engines are already used suc-

cessfully in California, and are to be tried in

Egypt. Enormous reflectors concentrate the

heat on to cylindrical boilers, raising steam

for use in the ordinary way.

How Wild Sheep Use Their Horns.—In

more than one species are found huge horns,

curled around the ears, which are very small.

At first sight it seems as if these big horns

must seriously interfere with sounds coniing

from most directions, and so be prejudicial

to safety. But it has recently been pointed

out that they serve remarkably well for local-

izing sounds, as these are appreciably louder

when near the axis of the cone formed by the

horn with the ear as apex. In fact it acts

just like the horns now used as ear trumpets
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^on steamers to localize sounds in fogs. As
sheep on mountain sides are ever liable to be

similarly shrouded, it is suggested in Nature

that the horns are shaped to aid them in this

emergency.

The postoffice of Buenos Ayres has adopted

X rays to discover smuggled articles in regis-

tered letters without opening them. Watches,
rings, chains and other valuables have been

found in astonishing quantity. More than

twenty-five thousand dollars worth of smug-
gled propety was confiscated in one week.

For the Sleeping Room.—No one need

sufi:er with cold feet if he will fill a Quart fruit

jar with almost boiling water, wrap in a flan-

nel cloth and place to the feet. The water

will keep warm until morning much better

than a flat iron.

The following method of determining the

age of eggs is practised in the markets of

Paris, according to the Backerund Konditor
Zeitung. "About six ounces of common cook-

ing salt is put into a large glass, which is then

filled with water. When the salt is in solu-

tion, an egg is dropped into the glass. If the

egg is only one day old, it immediately sinks

to the bottom; if any older, it does not reach

the bottom of the glass. If three day's old,

it sinks only just below the surface. From
five days upwards it floats; the older it is, the

more it protrudes out of the water."

An average sized man has about twenty-five

hundred square inches of skin on his body, and
in each square inch there are some twenty-
eight hundred sweat glands. There are over
thirty-five hundred glands in the palm of the
hand, while the number on the entire surface
of the body is about seven million. Each of

these sweat glands is about a quarter inch

long, therefore the average man has some-
thing like twenty-eight miles of tubing in his

skin.

A Great Log of Mahogany.—Lying on a
pier in Baltimore is the largest log of African
mahogany ever imported into the United
States. It is thirty and a half feet long and
each of its four sides has a face of forty
inches. It contains thirty-seven thousand su-

perficial feet, board measure, of mahogany.
The average mahogany log is about four-

teen feet long with a face of tw^enty-four
inches. It is the first timber of the kind ever
imported direct to Baltimore, the trade hav-
ing previously got its material through Boston
or New York.

The timber came from the West Coast of
Africa, and was cut down eight hundred miles
in the interior. It was hauled miles over
swamp land by elephants and then floated down
a river to the coast, where it was placed
aboard a steamer for Liverpool. The wood is

consigned to the Baltimore Mahogany Manu-
facturing Co., and will be used as counter
tops. Its value is unusual, owing to the unex-
ceptional length and breadth of the timber.—
Boston Record, Eighth Month 1th.

Balance of Power in Nature.—It is cur-

Dhant, is liable to be checked by the attack of

some enemy that appears suddenly, or, at

least, often unexpectedly, on the scene. Es-

pecially is this event witnessed in the history

of the insect world; and but for the operation

of some such principle in nature, we should

be in danger of being overwhelmed by certain

species to the exclusion of many other forms.

There is no doubt that the insect tribes in-

flict much damage on crops and fruits, and in

many cases render the efl:orts and works of

the farmer and gardener null and void.

But, on the whole, the balance of power in

nature is very fairly sustained. There is

scarcely a species of animals which does not

include in its history a list of particular foes,

and the increase of the one race implies the

undesirable attentions of the other. This war-
fare among insects especially, and between in-

sects and birds, and even between insect spe-

cies and lower plant foes, can be illustrated

by numerous examples drawn from the exper-

iences of naturalists. One of the latest ob-

servations on this head relates to the nemesis
that follows the trail of the caterpillars known
as the "army worms," which in Australia eat

up and destroy the wallaby grass.

This devastation is disastrous, but the sav-

ing clause appears in the person of a certain

microscopic fungus. This low plant organ-

ism, apparently following on the track of the

caterpillars, attacks the insects and kills them
off by the thousand. Here the plant routs the

animal, just as in the case of the plague of

field mice which devastated not only Greece,

but also the south of Scotland a few years

ago, a certain bacillus or microbe, cultivated

and spread over the fields, afflicted the mice,
killed them off and restored peace to the far-

mers' souls.

—

London Chronicle.

A Modern Need of Sleep.

There is not one man or woman in ten thou-

sand who can afford to do without seven or

eight hours' sleep. All those stories written
of great men and women who slept only three
or four hours a night make very interesting

reading, but I tell you, my readers, no man
or woman ever yet kept healthy in body and
mind for a number of years with less than
seven hours' sleep. Americans need more
sleep than they are getting. This lack makes
them so nervous and the insane asylums so
populous. If you can get to bed early, then
rise early. If you can not get to bed till late,

then rise late. It may be as Christian for
one man to rise at eight as it is for another to
rise at five. I counsel my readers to get up
when they are rested. But let the rousing
bell be rung at least thirty minutes before
your public appearance. Physicians say that
a sudden jump out of bed gives irregular mo-
tion to the pulse. It takes hours to get over
too sudden rising. Give us time, after you
call us, to roll over, gaze at the world full in

the face, and look before we leap.—i^x.

Thoughts of Home.—The strong man who
goes out into the field to toil for his loved
ones may think longingly sometimes of the
restfulness of home, but he does not desire to
leave his labor while it is unfinished. When

. , 1 r ^, ,, I

the task is ended and the shadows begin to
lous to observe how frequent y the progress gather, he will be eager to depart, but now
of an animal or plant race, otherwise trium- toil is sweetened bv thoughts of home.

sue
\

res If
.

adofl-

A Wise Prescription.

Some years ago a woman, who tells the s>
herself, went to consult a famous physi

J

about her health. She was of nervous
,.

peraraent, whose troubles—and she had
,j

many— had worried and excited her
j

such_ a pitch that the strain threatened
Ir

physical strength, and even her reason.
^

gave the doctor a list of her symptoms, )

answered his questions only to be astonii
j

at his brief prescription at the end : "Mad
what you need is to read your Bible more.

"But, doctor," began the bewildered,,
tient.

"Go home and read your Bible an hon)

day," the great man reiterated, with kh;
authority. "Then come back to me a mc'i

from to-day." And he bowed her out w'.

out a possibility of further protest.

At first his patient was inclined to be anj,

Then she reflected that, at least, the presc''.

tion was not an expensive one. Besidesi

certainly had been a long time since she
1

read her Bible regularly. Worldly cares
crowded out prayer and Bible reading for

j
and, though she would have resented
called an irreligious woman, she had
edly become a most careless Christian, k
went home and set herself conscientiousljli

try the physician's remedy.
!

In one month she went back to his ofE

"Well," he said, smiling as he looked at

face, "I see you are an obedient patient,

;

have taken my prescription faithfully,

you feel as if you needed any other medic)
now?"

"No, doctor, I don't," she said hones
"I feel like a difl'erent person— I hope ll^
different person. But how did you know ,1

was just what I needed?" For answer
famous physician turned to his desk. Th^
worn and marked, lay an open Bible.

"Madam," he said with deep earnestt
"if I were to omit my daily reading ofl

book, I should lose my greatest meanl
strength and skill. I never go to an opers!

without reading my Bible. I never attea

distressing case without finding help
pages. Your case called not for medica
but for sources of peace and strength 00^
your own mind, and I showed you my ownp
scription, and I knew it would cure.'

"\'et I confess, doctor," said his pal^
"that I came very near not taking it." '

"Very few are willing to try it, I

said the physician, smiling again. "But ti
are many, many cases in my practice wh6?«

would work wonders if they only would
,|

This is a true story. The doctor died|
a little while ago, but his prescription remli

It will do no one any harm to try it.—Le|]|j

^

Doing Christian Work.—Our Lord;
utilize the most unpromising circumstance?'

the best account, and it is ours to go
"

in dependence upon Divine guidance
strength, do our duty and leave results wJ

God. If He gives us only limited means,

'

are not to despise them, but to use tbeni

the utmost of our ability. It is fidelity th|

counts in his estimate of labor done in
"

name and for his glory and human benefit.-

Selectcd.
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SONNETS.

1 1, when on my soul the shadows fall,

I the beauty of Thy common things

J well I love, but slender comfort brings,

hou art hidden, who art all in all.

cruel doubt, descending like a pall,

her dark train, about my spirit clings,

,11 unbid, rise hopeless questionings,

heavy darkness holds my life in thrall,

en these clouds may never quite erase

(ays that stand illumined from the whole,
peace, too deep for words to sound, was mine
r they brought the smile upon Thy face.

days that live forever in my soul,

len I knew that all our ways are Thine.

gh clouds and darkness Thou hast led my way
;he boundless valley of Thy Peace,

le, happily, my soul hath found release

cares that grievously on her did prey.

low the night has vanished, and the day,

clearer vision, bringeth swift increase

ith that Love eternal doth not cease

arth and heaven to hold almighty sway,
ipain and death and sin, yea, even such,

t reaches of the endless years,

prove to bear Love's teaching in the touch
for a bitter moment, blinds and sears,

ather, all that i.s, lo. Thou hast planned
widest in the hollow of Thy hand.

ul lay tossing on a troubled sea,

loubts and cares, desires unfulfilled,

ears, whose icy breath my spirit chilled.

3d barriers strong to hold me far from Thee.
gently as the dawn. Thou sendest me

^blessed peace, and as the waves were stilled,

I

that Thou alone their strife hadst willed,

teak the chains that bound and set me free,

lefore my spirit breathes no heedless prayer,

'his alone, that Thy dear love prevail,

fein doth lie all comfort to my soul,

have seen Thy Truth that she is fair
;

eforth shall solace me no idle tale,

•oken fragments turn me from the whole.

IV.

sr, though child of earth, yet child of Thine,

le with little save a new-born trust,

brings deep heaven itself to mortal dust,

juickens death and life with breath divine.

ill of life hath changed from gall to wine,

ill of death, once dark with sad mistrust,

loud upon the day forever thrust,

as the very life supreme doth shine,

ill my spirit feels Thy Spirit near,

ling such joyous life as doth fair Spring,

1 on the barren earth she bends her smile,

presence holds no fellowship with fear,

lorrow hath become a sacred thing,

e sting endureth but a little while.

a world where there is so much to ruffle

pirit's plumes, how needful that entering
he secret of his oavilion, which will alone

it back to composure and peace. In a

I where there is so much to sadden and
!ss. how blessed that communion with Him
loni is the one true source and fountain

1 true gladness and abiding joy. In a

I where so much is ever seeking to un-
f/ our spirits, to render them common
irofane, how high the privilege of conse-
ig them anew in prayer to holiness and to
— Trench.

The New Knowledge of Weeds.

USES OF THE SO-CALLED PESTS OF THE SOIL

—

BY THEODORE DRESSER.

Vast sums of money Csays "Ainslee's Maga-
zine") are employed by the government to

locate, understand and put to their proper uses
the weeds of the country. From every town and
hamlet and country wayside this great govern-
ment gathers reports concerning these vege-
table outlaws. The impudent dock that surrep-
titiously slips his seed on to the coat of a pas-
serby in Nebraska is recorded in the annals of
the Agricultural Department, and the line of
the dock's progress is marked on the maps
which show the areas of distribution in the
United States. It is now known what and
where the weeds are, and a constant surveil-

lance is kept over them. Those that threaten
to become pests are headed off by all the for-

ces of government. It is a fact that an order
to kill some lone specimen of a pernicious
Canada thistle has been sent by telegraph
from Washington.

There is, however, little need of encourag-
ing the destruction of weeds. The thing im-
portant now is to utilize those that have been
found indispensable. There are weeds that
are soil renewers, weeds that are food for man
and beast, and weeds without which thousands
of acres of our most fertile lands would be
wastes to-day. These weeds the government
is endeavoring to preserve. It is surprising in

the light of these discoveries to consider

man's attitude toward weeds in general. That
he should have sworn at them, sought meas-
ures of extermination, plowed them toilsomely
under year after year, and yet himself re-

mained really handicapped in the battle for

subsistence because he lacked the aid which
one or more of these would have readily given
him seems incongruous. One kind if properly

used, would have supplied deficient soil with
potash, another would have brought ic the

needed lime, a third the nitrogen or phospho-
rus, taking it out of the atmosphere and de-

positing it where his crops of cereals and veg-
etables would readily draw upon it and wax
strong. In one he could have found a better

food for his cattle than he ever had before,

in another a hardy worker capable of thriving

with scarcely any rain and yet making returns
in food or fertilizer far beyond the petty
achievements of the most pampered and cul-

tivated of domestic plants. The outlaws of

husbandry have for ages held the secret of

binding the sand of the sea so as to fix the
shore; of digging deeper than any plow and
searching for the minerals which make defi-

cient land arable, and of drawing upon the at-

mosphere and taking from it the valuable

chemicals which no farmer is rich enough to

buy in sufficient quantities to make his poor

I

holdings profitable. These bandits of the gar-

den have turned out for the most part to be

saviors and man's best friends, and so clear

have their distinguished merits become that

scientists are even apologizing for the need of

calling any of the remaining, and as yet, little

understood vegetation, weeds. So we have all

unused plants now divided into poisonous and
non-poisonous, with the reservation that all

may be and probably are extremely useful. If

poisonous, the new attitude is to find out why.
Where the poison comes from—out of the air

or the earth? How is it distilled? What is

its nature? Whether it is a known or un-
known poison? What its effect may be on one
and every other object, particularly upon life

and growth? These and others are the ques-
tions scientists seek to answer by investigat-
ing the weeds.

The result is a new world of information of
immediate or ultimate usefulness. So far the
investigations have served to show that we are
in our infancy as regards a proper knowledge
of food. The available supply has already
been increased a thousand-fold. The possibil-

ities of increasing the strength of the soil have
never been so numerous. The time is already
in sight when the ability to examine a stretch
of land and prescribe the proper weed to nour-
ish and cure it will be realized. The time
also is not far distant when the poisonous
weed will have been mastered and applied, and
the most useless weed put in its place and
made to do serviceable work.

Already from the kingdom of weeds has
come the host now recognized as serviceable
grasses. We have sixty native species of clo-

ver, seventy blue grasses, twenty-five gram-
mas and curly mesquite grasses, all wild and
all abundant. They have flourished on the
great plains, and though not understood have
produced more beef and mutton than all the
cultivated hay grasses put together. The
cattle of the ranches have been wiser in their
selection of them for food than men. Besides,
there are ninety lupines, twenty wild beans,
forty veteches, forty beggar weeds, twenty
kinds of wild rye, thirty kinds of brome
grasses, and meadow, pasture, woodland and
swamp grasses without number. Each of
these has always been considered a weed and
a nuisance, and yet each is especially adapted
to a soil or climate and to some particular
use. There is a wild millet, common to the
South Atlantic coast, which grows from six to
ten feet high, and is a splendid cattle food.
There is a wild brome grass now approved
of which was never thought to have any
value until one almost identically like it

was imported from Russia as a cattle food.
There are wild perennial beans in the south-
western mountains of the United States which
grow luxuriantly with only twenty inches of
rainfall annually, and yet many of them far
surpass in productiveness and forage value
those which have come to us from foreign
lands and require good soil and a normal rain-
fall. There are free seeding weed grasses in

the Northwest still generally looked upon as
weeds, which equal the best of our hay grass-
es. In the mountain parks the government
agents have found a wild green turf which ri-

vals in fineness and beauty the best artificial

lawns.

This order of grasses is in part claiming
commercial attention. Already some are used
as fibre in the manufacture of twine or paper.
Some are used in making hats and many other
articles of woven work. They are planted to

subdue or bind the drifting sand of the sea
shore, to hold the soil of railway embank-
ments, and to prevent the washing out of

dikes and levees. Others are used to aid in

reclaiming fields denuded of their soil by rain.

It has been shown by the government that

through their growth and decay the fertile

prairie loams have been formed. They were
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and still are the forerunners which nature

sends to cover the bare surfaces and to lessen

the sterilizing effect of heat and drought.

JNot all have value as food for either man or

beast, but it has been found that ail of the

number described serve some purpose in the

economy of nature, and they are not yet com-

pletely understood.

The weeds of the cities and villages which

are best known to us all have unquestionably

the worst reputation and are looked upon as

the most useless and harmful. There are some

twenty-five in all— the good classed with the

poisonous, and all misunderstood and consid-

ered evil. In New York, Philadelphia and

Washington the residents see vacant lots

growing with wild onion in winter, dandelion

and bulbous buttercup in the spring, the wild

carrot, prickly lettuce and sweet clover, and

after them the horseweed, ragweed, cockle-

bur, Mexican tea, slender pigweed and jimson-

weed of the late summer and autumn. Chick-

ory, horse-nettle, burdock and gum-succory

are in abundant evidence throughout the sea-

son.

Cowper.

William Crotch, a minister among Friends,

had a great desire to see the poet Cowper.

For this purpose, accompanied by tw'o Friends,

he went twenty-five miles. The servant hav-

ing announced to the poet the three Quaker

gentlemen, was ordered to deny them; this

denial was several times repeated. Fearful of

not succeeding, W. C. sent a third message,

requesting the servant to give his love to his

master, and inform him a nervous man wished

to see him.

This reached the melancholy bard, and he

desired the Quaker gentlemen should be ad-

mitted.

They were mutually pleased with one an-

other, and seemed to experience a fraternal

sympathy in sorrows and baptism of spirit.

William Crotch held Cowper by the hand, and

felt his spirit to be as clean as any he had

ever met with; he told him
—

"Blessed are the

pure in heart, for they should see God,"

which was his condition, and he should see

Him. Cowper wept. W. C. also told him, he

had been designed to blow the trumpet, and

sound forth to the people the gospel day, and

that much sorrow had been his portion for

having put by the call to this duty.

Cowper assured him that his belief then

was. that the offer of salvation was given to

every man, but that while he held a contrary

sentiment [that of election and reprobation]

which he unhappily embraced, it had been as

a hell in his bosom.

A sweeter spirit, said W. C, I never sat by.

He was a beautiful man, having a florid and

most delicate complexion. During the inter-

view they talked pleasantly, kissed each other

twenty times, and Cowper seemed much exhil-

arated.

The visit was in the Fifth Month, 1800.—
Related by W. C. , to J. Munsen Day.

It is a sorry day for majesty when an eagle

forgets his mightiness and sets out to hunt

flies, and take revenge upon gnats which he

might soar away from and forget amid the

clouds.

Selected for The Friend

THE OLD-FASHIONED HOME.
Of all the tender and comfortable things

That now and then sweet memory brings.

There's nothing dearer that love recalls

Than the old-fashioned house with the whitewashed

walls.

Not a mansion to-day, though a marvel of art.

Can ever usurp its place in my heart.

For in thee my earliest prayers were said.

And I slept at night in a trundle bed.

'Neath coverlids reaching from feet to chin,

By a mother's hand tucked gently in,

And a good-night kiss on my tired brow

—

Oh, earth holds no such blessing now.

A garden was fragrant in flower beds

Where marigolds lifted their velvet heads.

And warmed by sunshine, refreshed by dew.

The bachelor-button and touch-me-not grew.

In a river that curved like a shepherd's crook,

We fished for minnows with bent pin-hook,

Or with little bare feet oft waded through.

And bravely " paddled our own canoe."

'Twas a home of welcome no one could doubt,

Whose latch-string hung invitingly out,

And many a stranger supped at its board.

While blazing logs in the chimney roared.

Oh, this is an age of reform and change !

And things aesthetic, modern and strange

—

Improvements that savor of silver and gold

.\re superseding the cherished and old.

But I turn from palaces built for show
With mansard roof and stories below

Of frescoes, kalsomined, dadoed halls,

To the old-fashioned house with its whitewashed

walls.

Snow of Several Colors.

Perfection of micro-photography is teach-

ing the Weather Bureau many new and inter-

esting facts about snow, says the W'ashington

correspondent of the Boston Herald. It is

now possible to determine, from photographic

enlargements of snow crystals, the character

of the cloud from which the containing flakes

are falling, and, to some extent, the character

of the storm producing them. It is also be-

ing learned that each crystal bears the ear-

marks, so to speak, of the particular part of

the cloud whence it fell.

The laboratory for this fascinating study

is a windowless room directly beneath a sky-

light the interior atmosphere being as cold as

that outside Directly beneath the skylight is

placed a broad blackboard of ebony, and over

the latter is mounted the photographic micro-

scope.

Because of the coldness of the room the

falling snow crystals retain their form suffi-

ciently long for study. The sensitized plates

are the fastest known. The microscope is

suflicientiy powerful to focus the merest pin

point of a flake crystal to the size of a golf

ball, and yet show its most delicate lace work
and filigree.

Some of these beautiful stars, hexagons,
triangles and what not, are perfect in sym-
metry. Some are disfigured and deformed.
There never are two exactly alike.

It is discovered that their complexities of
form are due to their falling through layer

after layer of clouds, each stratum of floating

vapor adding some embellishment. Other
changes are due to pressure of the air bearing

upon all sides alike. While these change

developing air molecules enter all sides of
'<

tiny crvstals simultaneously. Finally, wj.

particles add material for new branches, rcl

bars and spangles, all really minute capili|

tubes filled with air. Thus are woven the,

est lace like designs.

Another interesting discovery is that dl

ing snowstorms spreading over large areas^

country the most beautiful variety of sr

crystals will fall from the western or nor

western edge of the disturbed sky.

These great, coarse grains of snow wh-

sometimes cover the ground fall from

clouds of middle height. Under the mie

scope these appear as huge, irregular cryt

The great raindrops of thunderstorms

to form in the same cloud region. Theypn i--

ably are these same granular snowdops melt*

Hailstones appear, also, to come from I
$'.

same middle stratum of the atmosphere. T
is shown by their white cores and alti

outer rings of white snow and transparent i(

The colder the temperature in which

crystals form, the smaller and more compi

they become. Triangular crystals are the mi

rare of all.

All of this fascinating snow lore has I

contributed to the Weather Bureau fund'

knowledge by W. A. Bentley. He has n

the largest and most elaborate series of 8

crystal micru-photographs known to scie

After making upward of one thousand pri

he has failed to find duplicates. He has

voted twenty years to a study of his special

Meteorologists have been lately prying!

the phenomena of black, red, green, yelll

and various other colored snowstorms,

ed at various times from portions of this c«

tinent and of the old world.

They find that colored snow actually f^

Samples of black snow which fell som
'~

since over Indiana and Kentucky were i

the Weather Bureau for explanation,

were turned over to Plant Physiologist Wo
of the Bureau of Plant Industry, who,

analysis, discovered that the black matten*

silt, corresponding to the fine sediment foui

in drained streams. It appeared to ^
been evaporated into the clouds from the 1

torn of some shallow lake or river which i

dried.

The black snowflakes contained mil

plants, such as grow in stagnant water, cd

of decayed grasses, bristles of plants,
'

of animals, pollen of flowers, butterfly scale

particles of white lead paint, colored gtas

ashes and sand. Perhaps this mixture hs

been blown up by the wind into a snow cloi

of goodly size.

Black snow fell over a considerable area (

the West also in 1896. In 1868 a large &

tent of Ontario, Canada, was similarly cov

by a storm of sable flakes. The territory i

blackened was fifty miles long by ten wide.

was estimated that about five hundred tonS(|

black matter thus descended from the sky.

This matter, on analysis, was found to 1:

composed mainly of vegetable substaDC(|

which had lain some time in decay. It m.
thought to have been carried by the clowl

either from Europe or from some distant pa(|

of the Southern United States. This specukl

tion was based upon the fact that the entill

area of Canada and of the northern UnittJ
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had long been buried in white snow,

snow fell to the depth of about six

at Kaernten, Austria, in Third Month,

It also covered the plateau of the

stuhl, and blew over the Odenwald

lins, Germany. The drifts on the lat-

-e beautiful tints, varying from rose-

brown.

ysis showed this red snow to be due to

3S of mineral dust, revealing chalk ele-

Yet there were no chalk deposits

long distances from the places where

momenal storm was most severe,

snow falling some years before in Switz-

was found on analysis to contain large

tions of lime, silica, aluminum, iron and

3ia. Under the microscope it revealed

hree distinct forms of animal and vege-

Ife.

ison snow covers the summits of certain

f the Arctic regions. The red coloring

there extends to a depth of about a

Microscopic analysis by explorers has

id that this phenomenon is due to red

)f minute insects thriving in the snow

id these high points of dry land. Red

5 also seen by tourists in the Alps and

es. It was described by Aristotle three

d years before Christ,

ow snow fell in the Engadine, Switzer-

n Third Month, 1898, the same day on

occurred the red snowstorm of Austria

ned.

;n snow has several times been seen in

jrgen, an island of the Arctic ocean,

ipposed to be due to the mature forms

insects from the red eggs, thought to

16 crimson cliffs of the Arctic regions

leautiful tints.

uncus snow once fell upon Lake Awe,

bd. The flakes continued to glow after

w upon the clothing of passengers navi-
'

the lake. When this snow was touched

.nds of the passengers remained aglow,

'ubbed with phosphorus. Dr. Deville,

;is, has also reported a shower of phos-

Icent rain, whose drops gave off a bright

land crackling noise on striking the

il. During these explosions a distinct

f phosphorus was perceptible,

lerous black worms, an inch and a quar-

g, and covered with long hair, are re^

to have fallen during a snowstorm in

some years ago. Specimens confined

r of snow built for themselves therein

aves of curious architecture. They for

ays lived comfortably in a temperature

egrees below zero, but died a few min-

ter being exposed to warm air. They

travel very rapidly through snow and

;e, and could swim in icy water.

A Nature's Nobleman.

In the death of Sir William MacCormac Eng-

land has lost one of her greatest surgeons.

His death was due indirectly to his constant

devotion to duty. While in South Africa as

Consulting Surgeon General he contracted

dysentery, and Sir William insisted on contin-

uing his labors, although the disease clung to

him persistently.

It was lagely due to Sir William MacCor-

niac's efforts that anything like adequate hos-

pital facilities were provided for the wounded

at the battle of Sedan. The Anglo-American

Ambulance, of which he was Surgeon-in-Chief,

had been stationed at Metz, and arrived at Se-

dan a few hours before the battle

Sir William realized what the impending

great contest meant, and he worked, without

food or sleep, superintending the erection of

emergency beds.

"It was like a shambles," said Sir William

in describing the situation afterwards to a

friend. "There were over seven hundred beds,

and more than enough wounded to fill them."

An incident related by one of Sir William's

friends regarding this experience at Sedan

shows the tenderness which the great surgeon

often unconsciously displayed.

He had been working for many hours among

the wounded, and at last, almost exhausted,

asked an attendant to bring him a glass of

fresh water. Fresh water was a rarity just

then, but the attendant, after some trouble,

procured a small quantity in an old cup. .Just

as he handed it to Doctor MacCormac the latter

was attracted by the groans of a franc-tireur

who lay nearby, horribly wounded by a piece

of shell. Suddenly he walked over and put

the cup to the wounded soldier's lips.

"He cannot live an hour," protested an as-

sistant surgeon; 'it was foolish to do that."

"It is never foolish to help a dying man,"

responded Sir William brusquely, as he turned

to the newest arrivals.

It is related that a few months aeo a poor

woman, whose son had been seriously wounded

in South Africa and invalided home, wrote a

pitiful letter to Sir William, asking hiw to

cure her boy. The great surgeon drove sev-

eral times to the little cottage in Chelsea,

treated tbe unhealed wound and brushed aside

the woman when she tearfully tried to thank

him. Later, when the woman sent him £\,

with a letter explaining that it was all she

could afford, the surgeon sent it back with a

/.5 note.

—

London Express.

When Mildred Radcliffe was seven years old

her father, who was a Baptist minister, asked

her what he should pray for, she replied.

Father pray that I may not be a counterfeit!

Men often take upon themselves needless

burdens and anxieties. They act as if the

whole world rested upon their shoulders.

They may think that their concern for the

trend of events evinces either a superior dis-

cernment or a larger spiritual comprehension;

but more often it shows too little faith in God
as the sovereign disposer of all occurrences to

the advancement of his kingdom and to the

accomplishment of his mightv purposes. An
omnipotent king is upon the throne, and we
can trust him to bring about the right results

to ourselves and to his cause. We have

enough of cares to carry, without assuming

those which belong especially to the Lord of

a\\.Selecf.ion.

you want to get your aches and your

lut of sight, bury them under your mer-

hat we may know the renewings of the

host upon us, in such a manner as to

for a place in the Lord's house, and

to abide, as sanctified vessels, empty
as his wisdom sees meet. My lot hath

ajeen among the empty vessels, in which

nt I wish a wise resignation, to guard

gainst impatience and insensibility.

—

Fothergill.

The Cure of Loneliness. —Selfishness is

one great cause of loneliness. If a man

builds walls around himself, so that he may

keep all that he has to himself, he soon finds

that he has built walls around himself which

shut out all that might come in to him from

others. So the cure of loneliness may be the

overcoming of selfishness. The medicines for

this disease of loneliness are potions of gen-

erosity, of thoughtfulness for others, of self

sacrifice, taken in large doses. Even when

the loneliness comes from the bitterness of

loss and sorrow, forgetting self, going out of

self and doing for others, is a wholesome cure

that God has given on earth for its healing.

"Let not the stream of your life be a mur-

muring stream."

The Individual ok Society.—The question

whether the Gospel is intended mainly to save

the individual or to reform society is much
debated at the present day. Extreme views

may be taken on both sides. Primarily, the

Gospel is intended to regenerate and save the

individual; but by doing this it purifies and

rectifies society. It is only in this way that

society, which is made up of individual moral

units, can be made better. To try to regen-

erate society by means which are eternal to

the individual is vain; but to regenerate the

individual by the agencies of the (Jospel which

are internal in him is to provide the key for

the remedy of moral evils and the solution of

social problems. Heaven will be a state of

perfect social order, because the units which

make it up are as individuals in a state of per-

sonal moral perfection.— TAe Christian Ob-

server.

Everything for Everything.—A clean

church always means a clean world in pro-

portion as it is a clean church; and if you

are in harmony with God witnesses will know

it. They know the white robes you wear;

they know where they came from; they know

they are the gift of God's grace to your faith;

they know that the smile you carry is not a

manufactured smile, made up for an occasion;

but that it belongs to you as a part of your

renewed nature; they know that your compas-

sion is not the compassion of the "charity

box." but that it is brotherly love which

makes you help people, and that what makes

the brotherly love is Christ within. Now, if

you have got Him within, you will be able to

show Him forth. The Saviour offers us full

redemption, but He only does it on his own

terms. You may have everything for every-

thing—the exchange rules all.

—

J. R. Harris.

Items Concerning the Society.

The Chatauquan Magazine for Second Month

says: "Quakers who met in Orthodox, Hicksite

and Wilburite branches for the first time since the

first separation of Friends in 1828, and drafted in

December some peace resolutions, which they have

just forwarded to President Roosevelt, now face

the fact that they are losing in numbers, not alone

in Pennsylvania, but in the West. It has long

been known that there are more Friends m Ohio

than in Pennsylvania, and more in Indiana than in

Ohio and Pennsylvania combined, but it has, until
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recently, been true that Friends in the West have

been growing in numbers. In Indiana, Iowa and

California they have abandoned the plain dress and

speech, and almost all other distinctive features

of Quakerism, and, having adopted the methods of

other religious bodies, have kept up with the

times. Now, however, there is shown a net loss in

membership, during 1901, of two hundred and

ninety-four. Even in Indiana, long the Quaker

stronghold, there was a loss of three hundred and

twenty-four, in Kansas one hundred and thirty-

three, and losses in smaller numbers in Philadel-

phia, New York, Ohio and Iowa Yearly Meetings."

Visits to meetings in Philadelphia have lately

been made by Henry Lloyd Wilson, an assistant

Clerk of London Yearly Meeting, on his way going

and returning, on account of business in Washing-

ton, St. Louis, etc.

The following is given as a list of periodicals at

present published in the interest of bodies under

the name of Friends : The American Friend, The
Friend, Western Work, The Soul Winner, North

Carolina Friend, The Interchange, Christian Work-

man, The Guide, The Messenger, The Witness, The

British Friend, The [London] Friend, Waymarks,

The Friends' Examiner, The Australian Friend, A
Norwegian Friend, published in Norway; and per-

haps more than one (unknown to us) of the division

represented by the Friends' Intelligencer.

The following pathetic letter is expressive of one

situation out of many such :

"
I have been reading my valued Friend paper,

. . wanting it so much, hoping to learn that

our dear Friends are enjoying their meetings better

than a few years ago when I lived in Indiana. I

am now reading my old papers, and have been

made so happy, I have decided I must take the

paper the present year. I hope not to learn or

experience what I did while on a visit in Indiana a

few weeks ago. ... I went to meeting twice

with thera. They have their pastor, as they call

them, and an organ, and their books for singing, a

woman to play on the organ. I was pretty sure

all or nearly all sang. I did say in my feeble

heart
—

'can it be those people call themselves

Friends?"
" But they do !

" Oh, I am anxious for our old, dear, good read-

ing. I have no meeting here of my own—am not

able even to walk here to any meeting. My father

took the Friend paper when I was quite young. I

enjoyed them even then. Now I am in my eighty-

second year. Oh, how very hard it has been, and

is, for me to give up my dear old valued Friends,

and the enjoyment I had in going to meeting and

being with the dear Friends !"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States — In the recent treaty with Denmark

respecting the cession of its West India islands to the

United States, it is provided that any differences of opin-

ion that may arise as to its interpretation or application

are to be submitted for settlement to the Permanent Court

of Arbitration at The Hague.

In the last seventeen years the United States has spent

$257,000,000 upon its navy.

The United States Senate has passed a joint resolution

submitting a constitutional amendment changing the time

of Presidential inaugurations and the termination and

commencement of Congress from the fourth of Third

Month to the last Fifth-day in the Fourth Month.

President Roosevelt has been in earnest consultation

with members of Congress to induce thera to enact legis-

lation in favor of the Cubans, by reducing the tariff on

sugar, and it is expected that action in that direction will

soon be taken.

The condition of the Philippines and the enactment of

legislation affecting them has continued to occupy the at-

tention of the Senate.

The migration between sections of the United States is

dealt with in the following ofiicial statement issued by the

Census Bureau : The migration northward of Southern

whites, while increasing in absolute amount, has relatively

declined. The migration northward of colored persons

has increased rapidly. The northward migration of South

ern whites, however, is still nearly three times as great

in absolute amount, and nearly one and a half times as

great relative to the population from which it comes, as

the northward migration of the colored.

The figures of the Treasury Bureau of Statistics show

the exports of each of the principal countries of the world

at the latest available date, and clearly indicate that the

exports of the United States were during the year larger

than those of any other nation. On the import side the

United States stands fourth in the list of nations.

Prince Henry, a brother of Emperor William of Ger-

many, is expected to arrive in New York on the 22d inst.,

on a visit to the United Slates.

Charles E. Borchgrevink, the Antartic E.xplorer, has ar-

rived in New York. In 1899, he and a party of scientists

had reached the seventy-eighth degree fifty minutes, south

latitude, about eight hundred miles from the South Pole,

and the most extreme southern point ever reached by ex-

plorers.

A volume just issued by the Bureau of Statistics shows
that the gross area of the United States, exclusive of Al-

aska and Hawaii, has grown from 827,844 square miles

in 1800 to 3,025,600 in 1900, and the population from
5,308,483 to 75,693,724.

The imports of the United States in 1901 were nine

times as great as in 1800, and exports were twenty-one

times as great as in 1800.

A spouting oil well has been struck near Fossil, Wy-
oming. The oil was thrown twenty-five feet in the air.

The French Government has decided to establish schools

in this country for the training of French youth. It is

planning now to establish two of these schools ; one in

Pittsburg, for the training of engineers, and one in New
York, to teach political science ; while others are in con-

templation.

The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania have in

prospect the erection of a laboratory on a large scale for

researches in physiology, pathology and pharmacodyna-
mics.

A despatch from Butte, Mont., says : State Senator

Hobson, who is largely interested in the sapphire diggings

in Fergus County, says the stone is a white sapphire, very

hard, but of comparatively little worth. In veins extend-

ing for miles along the creek beds the white stones can

be found by the barrel.

The Kroonland, a new steamer for the International

Navigation Co., is the largest vessel ever built in this

country and is 560 feet long on the water line and 585
feet over all. She will carry eight thousand tons of cargo.

It is expected she will make the passage from New Y'ork

to Antwerp in about eight days.

Minnesota is called the " Bread and Butter State."

Last year her mills turned out 26,620,500 barrels of flour

and churned over 60,000,000 pounds of butter.

There were 602 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 21 more than the previous

week and 80 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 280 were males and 322 females: 69
died of consumption of the lungs ; 101 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 16 of diphtheria;

12 of cancer ; 23 of apoplexy ; 28 of typhoid fever ; 4 of

scarlet fever, and 19 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8[;Jc. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.65 to $2.90 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.50 to $3.75 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 to $3.85 ; spring, straight, $3.55 to $3.80.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 86 to 86Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 65J to 66c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 50Jc.
Beep Cattle.—Best, 6i to Sic; good, 5J to 5Jc.; me-

dium, 5J to 5Jc.

Sheep. — Extra, 5J to 55c.; good, 5 to 5ic.; common,
2 to 3c.

Lambs—4i to 6ic.
Hogs.—Western, 8S to 9c.

Foreign.—A treaty has been entered into between
England and Japan. This is said to be the first important
alliance between a Western and an Asiatic race. The
British Secretary of State for foreign affairs, in explaining
it, said, " We each desire that the integrity and inde-
pendence of the Chinese Empire should be preserved, and
that there should be no disturbance of territorial status
quo, either in China or the adjoining regions. The object
of the alliance was threefold— the maintenance of 'the
status quo, the policy of the open door, and the mainten-
ance of peace in the Far East. No other Powers' interests
in the Far East were comparable with those of Great
Britain and Japan." This action has given great satis-
faction in China and in Japan.

It is stated that the ransom of Ellen M. Stone has been
paid. It is not known when her release will occur, but it

|

is understood that the brigands have made a condition I

that they shall have a period of a week or ten days in
'

lich to make sure their safe retreat before the pt ]„
is delivered up.

The Egyptian postal administration has given

that pustofiices for the receipt and despatch of regit Q
mails have been established at Khartoum, Fashoda^lj

twenty-five other places in the Soudan.
Recent statistics show that the Church of Eo

gj

provides in England and Wales about 7,000,000 si !,,

in places of worship, against over 8,000,000 providC
the Non-conformists. The church communicant

'i

said to number 1,975,629, as against 1,945,932 in
,

conformist congregations.

The making of a beautiful silk from the threads
qi

by spiders has been carried on successfully in Madag

,

where a large spider native in that country is nsti

this purpose. The price of the spider silk is still toiili

for its use by any except the rich, but it is said the
'

pears to be little reason to doubt that with good i.

mercial management it can be made as cheaply as, ol

more so, the silk that is obtained from the mu Ty

worms.
Subterranean lakes have recently been discovei'ii

the Eucla district, Australia. They lie about thirt-

below the surface, and contain an abundant provisi of

potable water. This discovery is of great practici,u.

portance to this especially arid district. It is of

tific value also, as it affords an explanation of the ,p.

pearance of certain rivers.

A despatch to the Exchange Telegraph Company u
Lahore says that the plague is ravaging the Punja'lil

a thousand deaths are occurring daily.

It is reported from Baku Russian Trans-Caucasia ut

thousands of persons were killed by an earthquake -hi

Shamaka district, and that the towns and villagtf

twenty versts around Shamaka suffered severely, i

A despatch of the 16th from Chilpancingo in lit.

states, " Great alarm prevails here, as well as in Cji

and Tixtla, at the discovery of smoke issuing fro he

openings in the summit of Temalacatlanco. The i

seven openings about 150 meters from the crest
:

mountain, from which thick smoke pours, clearly o i

canic origin." An earthquake on the same day ad'

the terror of the inhabitants.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fithe

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg]

instruction and discipline should be addressed toWi'.

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and m-

munications in regard to business should be forwar tt

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
\

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil!

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. ii., an( .51)

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requ eJ.
!

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twen m '

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl ire

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Si .

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Colerain, Btmi

Co., Ohio, on Twelfth Month 27th, 1901, T. H.j'H

Haines, of West Grove, Chester Co., Pa., and RACi;i :

Russell, of the former place. i

Died, at her residence, Moorestown, N. J., 0;th6

seventeenth of First Month, 1902, Anna W. Hi o»,

widow of Joseph Hooton, in the eighty-third year »er

age ; a beloved member and elder of Chester M bly

Meeting. " The ornament of a meek and quiet s it

adorned the life of our dear Friend to a marked dim

Like her Master, she made herself " of no reputim,

yet through the riches of his grace, she " was maia»

example of the believers in word, in conversati, «

charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity." She bore the c iiM

of her physical powers with much patience and seMty,

and the quietness and peace which pervaded her ro ;

»

which she was mostly confined for some months, we^iM

a blessed foretaste of the perfect rest into whi ««

reverently believe she has entered. " Blessed at tbe

pure in heart, for they shall see God."

, in Media, Pa., Second Month 20th, 1901, M
Forsythe, widow of James Forsythe, in the eight; itb

year of her age ; a member of Chester Monthly MM
of Friends. She was an invalid for many years ;

aj*

bright and cheerful, her patient, trusting spirit, »
lieve, rejoices in the fulfilment of the humble des «•

pressed in her last illness :
" Through the mercies my

Redeemer I hope to be saved," and she is safely ga "i

to her Heavenly Father.
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all my dear friends and brethren every-

e: He that hath the .Son of God hath life;

lat have not the Son of God, have not

The Son of God is He who makes free

all sin, and is come to deface and destroy

nage of the devil, and to renew us up to

iiage of God, and so to bring us to walk

;hteousiiess. Praises be unto the glorious

forever, who has sent his Son into the

I to take away the sins of the world.

d all Friends walk worthy of your calling

II holiness, for holiness becomes the

;; without holiness no man shall see the

And every one improve your talents,

ing in the vineyard, dressing in the Lord's

ard, that ye may be found faithful serv-

and all walking in love to God and to one

er. Lo, God Almighty be with you all!

ew of heaven is falling upon you to wa-

he tender plants; and the blessing of

jbe amongst you, which showers down
!gst you! The heavenly joy fill your

3 and comfort you in the inward man in

[bulations. The glorious light is shining;

nmortal is springing forth out of death

;

-isoners have hope of their pardon, the

aeing paid and they freely purchased by

t's blood; and He is come into the prison

Is; the prisoners begin to sing in hope of

il freedom, leaping for joy of heart; and

jmb tongue shall sing praises.

—

Gcortje

MIRAL Penn is remembered chiefly as the

r of the Quaker legislator, and holds

that connection a larger place in the

Df posterity than from any other cause,

ile the name of the father is merged in

)untless mass of military characters who
ildom mentioned or thought of, the name
e son stands conspicuous among the-

3st benefactors of our race.

'1^ history of the province which bears his

i proves conclusively the superiority of

iJspel plan above the policy of the world.

Id the honor of proving that the toma-
'jand scalping knife of the savage may be

i'ed of their terrors by the lenient spirit

ij gospel,

'iiich would the most eager aspirants after

fame prefer, if they could command it with a

wish, to be Admiral Penn, with the scanty ravs
of military renown that now surround his

memory, or to be William Penn, the Quaker
founder of Pennsylvania'.' whose name Li trans-

mitted with reverence from generation to gen-

eration amongst the untutored inhabitants of

the wilderness; whose character is most ad-

mired where it is best understood; and who,

when the day arrives, in which "nation shall

no longer lift up sword against nation," will

be remembered as one who gave the influence

of eminent abilities and a conspicuous station,

to promote the advancement of the Messiah's

peaceful reign.

—

Enoch Lewis.

As Dying, and Behold We Live.

We often hear it said that the way to die

well is to live well, but it is not deeply enough

considered that the way to live well is to die

well. "I die daily," said the Apostle; and

ii is by the daily yielding of the body to the

Spirit—the flesh to the claims of the higher

life, that the Christian truly lives;—dying, in-

deed, unto sin and living unto (!od. This is

the only true living—a daily ascension from

our dead selves unto higher things, where

Christ sitteth. If by the Spirit we mortify the

deeds of the body which lust against the

Spirit, we shall live a constantly triumphing

life. . But if we live after the flesh we must

die. Dissolution from the flesh we call dying,

but dissolution from the thraldom of the flesh

is living, because it is the best kind of dying.

When one dies, leaving his outward flesh be-

hind, but carrying with him its thraldom—all

the clamor of carnal appetites in his homeless

soul without natural body to gratify them

—

what can the habitual sower to his own flesh

realize but his harvest of corruption? "But

he who sows to the Spirit shall of the Spirit

reap everlasting life." He is reaping it as he

goes on, and shall reap it unhampered when

he goes out, and sees the sights of the pure

in heart.

Last summer the writer, walking across a

lawn, cSme past a roll of wire netting, and in

the midst of it espied a bird. It was not yet

dead, for its head could move, though every

other limb was tangled fast in the meshes.

Through the hole by which the bird had en-

tered there was no retreat, for every struggle

of his wings only drove him in deeper. There

was no way to extricate him but to unroll

the net-work along the ground, till after many

a turning and overturning of the prisoner in

tribulation, the roll became a slender tube,

and then altogether flat, when the bird, awak-

ening to a sense of its liberty, flapped his

wings in flight and soared towards the sky in

the sunlight of glad deliverance! This occur-

rence was believed soon after, as it arose to

view in the funeral of an aged, careworn

daughter of faithful toil and of much entan-

glement in earthly tribulations, to have been

of Divine leading as a parable furnished for

our edification and comfort.*

When this mortal coil shall be unrolled—

"the earthly house of this tabernacle dis-

solved"—it is the righteous ascending to be

righteous still, and the holy to be holy still,

who know that, delivered from this in which

they have groaned, they have a home not made

with hands, eternal in the heavens.

But as our Saviour's ascending on high was

by the way of the cross, ours must be also,

both by virtue of his cross wherein He tasted

the wages of sin for every man, and by our

own daily cross by which ielf is denied and He

is followed. So, "bearine about in our body

the dying of the Lord Jesus, the life also of

Jesus is manifest in our mortal body," and we

are living well by daily dying well. IVlore

abundantly thus we live, and yet not we, but

Christ lives in us, "And the life which we

*The thought of wings broken or disabled in the

meshes of worldliness, rendering impossible the

mounting up on wings as eagles to those who do

not wait upon the Lord, at this point sought but

did not find expression. But since the above was

sent to press, we observe that the Soul Winner of

last week complains as follows of a song produced

in " Cleveland meeting," after an impressive ser-

mon :
" The said song contains sentiments in ac-

cord with Scripture, but these are thrown into the

background by the oft-repeated sentence, ' But the

bird with a broken pinion never soared as high

again.' The sinner goes away with that sentence

ringing in his ears, and forgets the cross and its

message and the power of the redeeming blood.

The human race has had its pinions broken, and

the only ones that are soaring to-day are they who

have acknowledged their helpless condition and

are being borne up on the eagle's wings that God

supplies. The nice people who never did anything

bad and are resting on tjieir good deeds may some-

times praise themselves that they never broke a

' pinion ' in the trap of sin, but the day will reveal

it. Too many times is the searching effect of a

sermon on sin dulled by some unscriptural song

after it ; too often is a sermon on the promises of

the grace of God spoiled because a song on works

is sung at the wrong time. If some of the critics

would leave the inerrant Word [not leave Christ,

surely ?] alone a while and .spend a season on some

of the song-books they might do a good service."
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live in the flesh, we live by the faith of the

Son of (iod, who loved us and gave himself

for us."

Pastoral Service Distinct from

It is a reflection on the Christianity of a

church, where its members do not, according

to the apostle's word, have "the same care

one of another," according to their several

gifts. This co-operative shepherding, or

watching over one another for good, which

was the original provision, beine neglected,

and neglected usually for worldly reasons, a

hired committee of one for that purpose at

length becomes clamored for, and the mutual

shepherding lapses into one by proxy. At

the same time it is treated as good business

economy to saddle this function upon a

preacher, who then is placed under contract to

be the preacher. This places him in the sit-

uation of preaching as well as of shepherding

for hire. But the two gifts, though some-

times they may reside in the same person, are

in themselves distinct, and what God hath put

asunder, man may not rightly presume to join

together.

The argument for paying the preacher be-

cause he has to do the shepherding, stands

upon a reason which has no right to be—

a

guilty reason of unfaithful membership; and

the argument for paying him because he has

to study for stated sermons, is one which

stamps him and his employers as gone from

the foundation doctrine of the Society of

Friends, as regards the ministry.

This distinction, which we have heretofore

also drawn, we find similarly acknowledged in

a recent number of The Christian:

The pastoral work which burdens and wears

many ministers of the Oospel, could be done

quite as well, and even better, by the men
whom (jod appoints to do it, namely, the el-

ders of the church, who are bidden, to "feed,

or shepherd, the flock of God, taking the

oversight thereof, not for filthy lucre but of

a ready mind," and whose bounden duty it is

to labor with their own hands, and "support

the weak, and remember the words of our

Lord Jesus Christ, that it is more blessed to

fifive than to receive." If those who are called

of God to preach kept [to their gift],

"while pastoral work was given into the

hands of those whom the Holy Ghost has

made overseers to shepherd the flock, we
should soon see a decided change in the state

of affairs. Many a man who says that he is

not called to be an evangelist but rather to be

pastor, would doubtless be somewhat surprised

to learn that the pastoral work is expressly

required to be done "not for filthy lucre but

of a ready mind; not as lords over God's heri-

tage, but being ensanioles to the flock" (1

Peter v). And if men who regard themselves

as called to be pastors, were allowed to per-

form their proper share of pastoral work at

their own expense, devoting the rest of their

time to honest and useful employment, and di-

viding among them those duties which are

crushing out the life of faithful ministers of

the liospel, they would then cease to be hin-

derers and become helpers.

For " The Friend."

Remarkable Conversion of a Jew.

The following circumstance, though not of

recent occurrence, should be none the less in-

structive on that account. It furnishes a

striking proof of the inestimable value of the

New Testament Scriptures, through the im-

mediate effectual operation of the Holy Spirit,

in thus awakening, reclaiming and bringing

back to the fold one of the lost sheep of the

house of Israel, who no doubt was brought

sensibly to feel if not say "Blessed is He that

coraeth in the name of the Lord," and thus to

realize exemption from the awful sentence

pronounced against his people formerly, on

account of their rejection of the Saviour of

men in his outward coming in the flesh. Matt,

xxiii: 37-39.

The Holy Scriptures are indeed a fruitful

means in the hands of our Heavenly Father

through the Holy Spirit for the conviction, en-

lightenment and conversion of sinners; in

bringing them out of the broad way leading to

destruction, into the straight and narrow way

that alone leads to life eternal; and they

should be highly esteemed and diligently read

with the mind turned inward unto the Lord

for instruction and guidance that we may be

truly benefited thereby.

"For no prophecy of the Scripture is of any

private interpretation" II. Peter i: 20. It is

only as He who hath the key of David, "who
openeth and no man stiutteth, and shutteth

and no man openeth," is pleased to open our

understandings, that we shall through their

means be made wise unto salvation through

the faith that is in Jesus Christ. Dear

Friends everywhere who may read these lines,

it is a precious thing to hold the Truth in hu-

mility, arid childlike simplicity, in the even

balance,—avoiding all extremes of doctrines,

for thus and thus only is it apparent that our

desires shall be realized (in the Lord's good

time) again to behold our Jerusalem a quiet

habitation, a tent to dwell in, with its taber-

nacle not taken down, none of its stakes re-

moved or any of its cords broken. Thus may
we be brought as upon ancient ground, as be-

fore the intrigues of Satan within the last

three-fourths of a century through his willing

instruments, had served their purpose upon us,

to divide in Jacob and scatter in Israel.

D. H.
Coal Creek, Iowa, First Month 30, 1902.

A poor student at the University of Leipsic

having occasion to undertake a journey to his

distant friends, was in want of money for

that purpose. He was therefore induced to go

to a Jew, to pawn his Hebrew Bible, and

Greek Testament. The latter contained the

Greek and German text, in opposite columns.

The Jew who was a learned man, little as he

valued this book, was, however, prevailed up-

on to give the student a half rix dollar for it.

During the absence of the student, he under-

took to read it through, with a view to con-

firm his mind in enmity against Jesus, to ridi-

cule his person in the synagogue, and to be

the better prepared to testify his zeal for the

Jewish faith. His wife and children were not

permitted to see the book; he was determ:

to read it alone, as a sworn enemy of J(

and to discover the falsehood of the Christ

religion in all its parts. As the student \

absent for about seven weeks, the Jew
suflicient leisure to perform his task

proceeded to read, his surprise increased

a sacred awe pervaded him. In reading sc

impressive passages, he could scarcely refi

from exclaiming "Oh, that Jesus were my
viour!"' Having completed the reading,

was astonished at himself, and exceedir

perplexed that in spite of his earnest desin .

find fuel in the New Testament for the

crease of his burning enmity against Je;,

he had discovered nothing deserving of .

tred, but on the contrary much that was gn:,

sublime and heavenly. At length he char.)

himself with silly simplicity and blind fy

and resolved to open the book no more, i

this resolution he persisted some days.
:t

the consolatory and heavenly instructions 8

had read and which had left an indelible •

pression upon his mind, and the glorious pr
pect of life eternal which had opened bel'e

him, did not suffer him to rest either da;r

night; and he resolved to read the Newf',

ament a second time, fully determined te^e

more careful in ascertaining that Jesus i

his apostles had justly deserved the hatre.,f

all Jews in all ages.

Again, however, he was' unable to disccr

any thing that was absurd, or which bore e

stamp of falsehood; but much wisdom, h:-

pressible comfort for an afflicted mind, a;:j

hope of immortality which seemed to resie

him from that dreadful anxiety with wvb

the thoughts of futurity had often filled li.

Still he could not divest himself of his pr'i-

dices, but read the New Testament thet'd

time, with the following resolution: "If Is-

cover nothing the third time, why Jesus id

his apostles, and their doctrine, shouldie

hated by the Jews, I will become a Christn;

but if my wish in first opening the book ia w

gratified. I will forever detest the ChrisJi

religion."

During the third reading of the histoDf

Jesus, his doctrines and promises, he eld

not refrain from tears; his soul was affeed
j

in a manner which no pen can describe, w I

he was quite overcome; the love of the Ht
'

holy and the most lovely filled his very f I.

Beins: fully determined to become a Christ i.

he went without delay and made his di

known to a Christian minister. The stii

returned from his journey and brought

borrowed money with interest to redeem >^

two books. The Jew asked him if he wld i

sell the Testament. The student was uul-
j

ling to part with it, but after some persuaw
j

yielded. "What do you demand for?'

asked the Jew. ".\ rix dollar will saify
j

me, " was the reply. The Jew opened a clit,
j

and laid down one hundred louis-d'ors. "«
j

that," said he, "and gladly will I pay mo if
I

you desire it; and if at any time I can Nf
i

use to you, only apply to me and I wio«|

your friend to the utmost of my power,

student was surprised and supposed thatM

Jew made sport of him. But the latter

ted to him what change of mind had

wrought in him while reading the New
raent, upbraided him with setting so little

on that precious book, and said, "Never

thatoe I

ten a-
j

ad 311

iv Tta-

tlevJe

gver ill
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rt with this book; and you will oblige me
ccepting tue money." From that time he

,me a, sincere Christian.

—

Jewish Advocate.

Trout's Memory for Fish Poles.

s to the fact of memory in fishes, the late

Green, the father of Amerian fish cul

, was able to give at least one striking

nple of it, an example which, doubtless-

y people to-day have a pleasant recollec-

of, for no one visited the State hatchery

aledonia. New York, in those days with-

vitnessing that interesting exhibition. In

of the enclosed pools at the hatchery

ng many other trout was one very large

which always came very promptly forward

; seen when visitors appeared. It was S.

n's invariable custom, after calling the

or's attention to that trout in particular,

lise his cane quickly and hold it over the

r toward the trout, but as that oerform-
had no effect en the trout, the visitor

d wonder what its object might be. He
not long kept wondering, for, requesting
visitor to note how impassive the fish was
r the walking stick, S. Green would pro-

a Jighl trout rod, all equipped for cast-

with it at the side of the

stantfy that trout would turn and flee as

terror, hide itself at the far end of the

isure, and remain there so long as the
was in sight. The explanation of this

ising change in the trout's demeanor was
, but amazing. One day early in the ca-

of the fish, S. Green, to try a barbless

he had devised, cast with one in that

and this trout seized it. The hook pen-

ed and passed through its upper jaw.

the nostril, and by the time it was lifted

the water released from the hook and
med to its element, it had undergone an
l-ience that made a lasting impression
;it, as the sequel amply proved.

Green discovered shortly after the hook-
|f the trout, that whenever he approached
jool with his rod the trout would instantly

ito a place of hiding, although it paid no
tion to a cane or other stick held over the

The trout lived for years in that pool,

aever failed to show its fears of that
rod, or any other one, as long as it

Green's invariable remark was, after this

ite exhibition of his:

his shows in a striking manner that even
lave memory, and a long and a strong
too. If the trout's actions were not
ent d£monstrations of the fact, of what
evidence?

—

A'ew York Sun.

Books.—Bad books are like ardent
s; they furnish neither aliment nor med-
they are poison. Both intoxicate—one
ind, the other the body. The thirst for

Ijincreases by being fed, and is never sat-

\ Both ruin—one the intellect, and the
3the health—and together, the soul. The
ij's and venders of each are equally
Ij, and equally corrupters of the commu-
'land the safeguard against each is the
—total abstinence from all that intoxi-
^ind or body.—Selected.

'jnot mistake a prejudice for a principle.

Our Ocean Population.

The population of the ocean is estimated at

three millions. That is to say, the number of

sailors and others whose business is on the high
seas equals the inhabitants of the thirteen orig-

inal colonies. Last year more than one-sixth of

this ocean population, or to be more exact,

five hundred and fifty thousand, officers and
men, of four thousand four hundred and forty-

three vessels, entered the port of New York.
These figures are significant of more than the

mere extent of our commerce. They tell the
story of neglect of the nation, the State,

the city and the Church to protect the seamen
while they are on land. Something in that

direction has indeed been done. There are

several admirable charities and societies which
labor in behalf of these men of the sea.

Among the best of these is the American Sea-

men's Aid Society, which was established sev-

enty-three years ago. Helen Gould has re-

cently erected a splendid club house for the

seamen of the navy. But for the most part

our attitude toward the sailors has been that
nf neglect. There are good laws for their

protection, but they are not enforced. The
sailor, when he reaches New York, finds his

most cordial welcome from the harpies who
prey upon him, rather than from the men who
may pray for him. Charles E. .Jefferson, of

the Broadway Tabernacle, has summed up the

situation as regards this matter in a few
strong, but truthful, sentences: "Outside of

a little company of their faithful friends, who
is interested in a sailor? The politician cares

nothing for him. The sailor has no vote.

Even the philanthropists are too busy with

other people to give but hasty thought to the

men who do business on great waters. They
are careful of the little children, of the aged
and of the blind, and of the deaf and the

dumb, and of the insane and of the criminal

and of the prisoners, and even of the horses

and cats and dogs, but the sailor they usually

pass by on the other side. Religious workers
in great armies are feeding the hungry and
clothing the naked and visiting the sick, and
showing hospitality to the stranger, but, ex-

cept in rare cases, their thought and affection

seem to stop when they come to the edge of

the sea. Indeed, the bulk of the Christian

work stops several blocks this side of the edge
of the water. Our neglect of the sailor on
land is more surprising and wicked than our

neglect of him wlien he is on the deep. He
reaches the city in the most desolate and de-

graded sections of it. Cities have a strange

way of deteriorating as they approach the sea.

There is usually a congestion of poverty and
vice in the neighborhood of the wharves.

Misery and dissipation build their homes near

the docks. Hunger and rags, drunkenness and
lust, profanity and filth, these, as a rule,

seize upon the sea border of a city, and the

sailor finds himself at once in the midst of

evil soundings on the land. What a danger-

ous company of men and women stand on the

shore to greet him on his arrival. The sa-

loon keeper, the harlot, the blackleg, the land-

shark, the gambler, the thief are all there to

take advantage of his credulity, and to fan

into flame his worst passions.

—

Public Ledger.

False witness may be given by a gesture or

a grimace.

On the New Life in the Image of Our Saviour.

We may mention as a trait somewhat closely

allied to what was specified in the last pre-
vious number of this extract, that the Saviour
was susceptible of and actually formed to

some extent, personal friendships and intima-
cies. It would be unreasonable to doubt, that
He had a sincere affection—analagous proba-
bly in its nature to the filial and paternal af-

fections in other cases, for his mother, his re-

puted father, his brethren and sisters after
the flesh. (Certainly we have an evidence of
this declaration in part, not only in his

dwelling so long with them as He did, but in

the circumstance that when He was suspended
in the agony of the cross. He commended his

mother to the care of the Disciple -John.

It would hardly be consistent with the doc-
trine of his humanity and would certainly be
at variance with the many developments of
his life as the "Son of .Man" to suppose he
did not form strong personal attachment to

the little company of his disciples. It is said

expressly in reference to his disciples, "Hav-
ing loved his own which were in the world he
loved them unto the end." It is also explicitly

stated that he loved Mary and Martha and
Lazarus, the favored family of Bethany,
whom he often visited. The disciple John, in

particular, is characterized as the disciple

whom .Jesus loved. As he was set before us
as an example, that we should follow him,
this interesting trait, which resulted in the
formation of friendly and affectionate intima-

cies, is what we should naturally expect to

find in him, and furthermore, as one who came
to suffer as well as act, as a "man of sorrow
and acquainted with grief" had he not some
need even of human sympathy? And if this

suggestion be well founded, where would we
be disposed to look for the consolations which
even the sympathy of men is capable of af-

fording, except in the bosoms of those he
loved peculiarly and confidently?

In connection with what has been said, we
may remark here that nature teaches us (or

rather the (Jod of nature) that increased and
special love, other things being equal, may
properly flow in the channel of domestic affec-

tions; also that it is entirely consistent with

holiness—and not only consistent, but a duty
—to exercise special love towards those,

whether we are naturally related to them or

not, with whom we are intimately connected
in life and whose characters are truly lovely.—From ilie Inner Life, by T. C. Upham.

"The propagation and promotion of vital

Christianity are solemn and ponderous. Who
is sufficient for them? Not the wise and
learned in ihe wisdom of this world; not the

rich and great in earthly possessions and rank;

not the prudent and crafty in human policy;

but those whose sufficiency is of and from the

Lord Almighty; who have no confidence in

that which appertains to the flesh.—who are

as willing to be nothing as anything, and who
seek not their own honor, but the honor that

comes from God only. It is not in the power
of our nature to acquire the knowledge of the

Truth, neither can we possibly, of ourselves,

retain it in our experience. Let us then

watch; let us fear as well as love; let us be

sure to take heed to ourselves first, then to

the flock.

—

Selected.
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A Pilot Needed.

One of our Friends' Tracts, "The Divine

Pilot" (No. 160) contains an interesting recital

of a ship guided through among dangerous

rocks and currents on the Norway coast, by

the Captain's obedience to a heavenly vision.

The following remarks written for young peo-

ple by Joseph W. Cochran, seem a not inap-

propriate comment on such experiences.

With the confidence of youth we are rest-

less to hoist the sails, upheave anchor and be

away over the dancing waves. What! Any
of our set to go wrong? Look at our advan-

tages, our family standing, our education. Do
not preach to us of shinwreck.

Yes? it is true that much time and money has

been spent on our launching from home and

school. But when the last rivet has been

driven and the last spar fitted and the last

rope cast off we must move out under our own
sail. Is the Pilot on board? We need him

outward bound as well as at the end of the

voyage. Is there any time we do not need

him? The staunch ship "Blairmore" had

w-eathered many a Pacific gale, but went to

the bottom with six men while lying at her

dock in San Francisco Bay, and 1 could point

you to many a gallant life sinking in the inner

ha-bor of the home and going to destruction

while yet moored apparently to Church and

Sunday School. It is so easy in these days to

let machinery take the place of the personal

Christ. So easy to substitute some form of

activity for the presence of our Heavenly Guide.

The only help and hope for everyone is the

full surrender of his life to the Master of the

vessel. We may not see the reason why he

shapes our course through sickness and trou-

ble, but we shall know some day when in the

haven of his rest.

This is the point I wish to press home.
Anything short of having Jesus Christ as

helmsman of our lives is not prospective, but

actual and present shipwreck. I hear one say

"There is nothing the matter with me. Wait
until I get into trouble." But look at the

noble vessel, the "Paris." Everything in-

tact, not a scratch upon her moving to her

unconscious doom upon the rocks, eighteen

miles out of her course. What difference if

the captain made inspection of every corner

of the vessel and pronounced her in first-class

condition? That did not affect the position

of the rock just ahead. What will you give

for that fine vessel in perfect condition? Not
a cent if she does not reverse her engines in

a moment. What will you take for your life,

my brother? You are worth exactly the time
it takes to stop in your selfish course and take

into your life the One who knows the chan-
nel and brings each trusting soul into his de-

sired haven.

0, there are some so near the Kingdom!
Some splendid lives in sight of the harbor.

Some fine characters "almost persuaded," re-

fusing to yield themselves. But there is a

ledge of rock between themselves and safety.

All *hey need is the heart to say, "My Lord
and my God." Is the legend, "wrecked in

port," to tell the story of their lives. "The
Kilbrannan," from Callao to Port Townsend,
encountered a gale at the entrance to Pu-

get Sound. She had crossed the wide Pacific,

but driving before the wind under bare masts

was within a hundred feet of anchorage be-

yond Point Wilson when she was caught in the

tide-rip and went to her doom. Only a hun-

dred feet more. And there was the old steam-

er "Beaver," the first steamer to plow the

waters of the Pacific. Launched in the pres-

ence of King William and one hundred and

twenty-five thousand of his subjects. For

fifty years she ran for the Hudson Bay Com-

pany. She had an auspicious launching, a

fortunate rounding of the Horn and a long and

honorable career. But when in Vancouver I

saw the old "Beaver" an ignominious wreck

at the mouth of the Vancouver harbor, a prey

to winds and waves and relic hunters.

"Thou art not far from the Kingdom," but

far or near is not altogether within the King-

dom. Delay is shipwreck, indecision is disas-

ter. "He that believeth not is condemned al-

ready." It is not a condition of the future,

but of this present moment.

For "The Friend."

Comments on "Business Ethics."

The essay on Business Ethics that appeared

in The Friend of Second Month 8th, 190 ,

introduces a subject of large scope and great

importance to every right-minded person. I

have long felt that the topic might properly

claim the public consideration of Friends more

than it does. It appeals so closely to the varied

relations of our lives that, if forcefully pre-

sented, it can scarcely fail to elicit the inter-

est and kindly comment of all. The younger

or less experienced, are sure to foUow with

eagerness the discussion of ethical problems,

which they must eventually meet, while oth-

ers will mark with even closer attention the

suggestions that may aid them in solving the

intricate problem of how to be just.

I have said the "intricate" problem. Yet
many will say it is a very simple matter. We
have ony to attend to the intimations of duty

in our own hearts and we shall not fail of being

true to all.

"To thine own self be true.

And it must follow as the night the day.

Thou canst not then be false to any man."

We shall not question the soundness of this

theory. It is impossible that we should be

true to God, and do wrong to men. Yet

there are very few who accept this postulate,

and so, to the mass of mankind, there is still

the need of a "schoolmaster to bring us to

Christ." The theory is simple, but the prac-

tical solution of the problem presents many
difficulties.

"He that loveth not his brother, whom he

hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath

not seen?" These words of the Apostle sug-

gest that our fidelity to men is a measure of

our fidelity to God. The first commandment
is, "Love God" but the second is like it,

"Love thy neighbor," and nowhere do we find

the one apart from the other, for "love is of

God."
"Love," we are told, "worketh no ill to

his neighbor;" yet it may happen that while
we were "living in all good conscience," we
were at the same time working hardship and
injustice upon others.

The mutual dependence of men has become
so far reaching and the organization of so-

ciety so complex, that many a saintly man or

woman is a daily partaker of the fruits of oj;

pression and ill unknowingly, and perhap

helping to ply the lash that drives men reluc

antly in sin of every description.

"Such departures from rectitude," says tl

author of Business Ethics," may be ascribe
''

to hasty or superficial thinking." If this I

true, as it certainly is, have we not a duty

;

acquainting ourselves with the conditioi

of mutual relationship and inter-dependenc;

among men as they exist to-day? The que'

tion of Business Ethics involves the whole sui

ject of Sociology, and I would ask serious!

the question, whether we recognize as keen

as we should the far-reaching mischief
j

"hasty or superficial thinkinsr."

"Thinkers—earnest, conscientious thini

ers"—says the article referred to, "are t

need of the hour; and it is such that art:-

advance from opinions to convictions, and fr

convictions to good works." And agai

"There can be no more imposing and potf.
j

tial figure than that of a man who by di j

gence, honesty and perseverance has reach \

the fruition of a commercial career full

honor, and in and through all, maintained ti

Christianity."

That there have been and are such men

do not question; but when membership in t

Stock Exchange costs many thousands of d

lars because of the advantage it affords

speculation, should we expect to find sui

man in that body of men? And when I i

template the processes of "capitalizing in

millions" without a dollar of intrinsic val

of admitting favored investors on the "groi:

floor." of "watering stock," of corporati

built upon "stolen franchises, " of "mom;
lies," and corners in the market," and

"

criminating duties," I :im puzzled to know I

we may handle pitch and not be defiled the

by. But the "fruition of a commercial

reer full of honor,'" is rarely dis-associai

with these things.

Truth is relative. ' 'Time makes ancient g 1

uncouth." A keener apprehension of eqir

and justice may keep one man relatively pr

while another, equally conscientious and te

to his lesser light, may amass a great fortu

Does every tender hearted man or

who pities tlie poor and over-worked peo;

consider how many are kept on the verg(

starvation by the eftort of himself or
"

to buy in the lowest market? Who rejoi

not over a purchase made below the acl

cost of production? So great is the
]

demand for "bargains." that a gigantic

of deceit has erect into mercantile b

almost everywhere. Head the advertiseK

of a man who has reached "the fruitioI"<

commercial career." Is it literally tru

In what paper does it appear? In the

per that prints known facts only, and :

tains a high moral standard? Or is it ii

papers with the largest circulation—thei

per made "popular" by catering to perve

tastes, and intoxicating sensationalism?

The business man who would "ii

through all consistency maintain true CI

tianity," will hardly be unmindful oft"
things. And the patrons of business men Iw .

likewise a responsibility. Recently, I hea »
j

merchant say that he scacelv knew which a«
|

most censurable, the producer who cheed
j

the consumer by false measure, or the ci* ,
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;ho invited such dishonesty by refusing

(' at any margin above the minimum cost

)duction.

•ily these are times when upright men
vomen are greatly needed. We need,

jf all their example, next, their counsel

ncouragement.

What shall I do to be just ?

What shall I do for the gain

f the world—for its sadness ?

Teach me, seers whom we trust

!

Chart me the difficult main
eading out of my sorrow and madness

;

Preach me the purging of pain."

,hese Comments shall be the means of

g any one to consider more seriously

individual responsibility, or, perhaps,

duty as enlighteners of the public con-

e, they shall not have failed of their

se.

Benjamin F. Whitson.
A, Second Month 19th, 1902.

The New Knowledge of Weeds.

le of the most prominent weeds in L'os-

re burdock, rough pigweed, chicory and
andelion. In Chicago rough pigweed,

agweed and cocklebur are abundant,
there are hundreds of acres within the

iraits covered almost completely with

a thistle and Russian thistle. In Den-
Ise ragweed, squirrel-tail grass and Kus-

ihistle are among the most noticeable

and in San Jose, California, the vacant

re chiefly occupied by wild licorice, spiny

^bur, wild heliotrope, milk thistle and
eds. In Atlanta, Augusta, Auburn,

3, New Orleans, and most other cities of

ulf States, tarw^eed is looked upon as the

of early summer and sneezeweed of the

jmmer and autumn; the latter is a yel-

)wered composite, which has been intro-

during the past fifty years from west of

ississippi.

,3 known now that the presence of these
I, collectively and uncared for, is not all

When young and growing, besides giv-

more sightly appearance to utterly va-

i^round, they purify the air, and herein

lie chief benefit conferred by their pres-

jn cities. Numerous fires in dwellings,

jies and locomotives, and the breathing

t people continually rob the air of its

!n and charge it with carbonic acid gas.

ng plants of whatsoever kind, and weeds
ticular, reverse this condition by draw-
f into themselves the carbonic acid eas
ften other injurious gases, and giving

;vgen in return. So a vacant lot cov-

I'lth healthy growing weeds is much bet-

r the public health, and is certainly more
lag to the eye than the bare ground.

(y have another effect not so good.

I

they stop growing they cease purifying
jr, although it is not certain, as some
5e, that they rob it of its oxygen. They
r injurious insects and fungus and bac-

jdiseases, which later they communicate
jitivated plants. When they become
ij.nd begin to decay they shade the soil

|he purifying and drying efl'ects of the
|:d wind, and, it is thought, keep it damp
jjur— a fit breeding place for malaria,

j.gweed produce a pollen which is ex-

tremely irritating to persons afflicted with

asthma or hay fever. The mayweed, tarweed
and stinkweed produce disagreeable odors.

The wild garlic is eaten by the cows, which
gives the city residents reason to complain of

the bitter flavor of garlic in the milk delivered

them. Henbane or deadly nightshade, jim-

son weed and purple thorn are deadly poison

and give cause for more opposition to weeds
in cities.

Notwithstanding all this, the charge is not

against the individual weeds, but their collect-

ive neglect and misuse. They are not under-
stood. Everyone knows that dandelion is an
excellent pot-herb when taken by itself and
cultivated. It is not so generally known that

this is true of chicory, milkweed and pigweed
although the government is now calling atten-

tion to their value as food. Prickly lettuce,

while not generally understood, is known to be

liked by sheep and is therefore thought to

have some quality which will eventually make
it useful. The same is exactly true of the

wild carrot. The other weeds— wild onion,

horseweed, ragweed cocklebur, jimson weed,

burdock, tarweed and sneezeweed— have done
the service to humanity of exciting interest

in the weed question. Their size and strength

the manner in which they multiply and the

use which they make of what they find in

the soil and atmosphere has stirred up inves-

tigation of a most profitable order. Part of

the knowledge acquired has been how to kill

them cheaply and efl:ectively where they are a

nuisance, but this knowledge is not now con-

sidered important. Later a study was made
of their growth and distribution until the

whole vast scientific knowledge of how so-called

weeds grow, multiply and distribute them-
selves was gathered. The investigation as to

what it is that these weeds take from the soil

and the air is under way, and the investigation

will not end until it is known what they do and
what is their place in nature. In 1898 an in-

teresting pamphlet covering the character of

thirty poisonous plants and the cure for injury

by them was issued by the government. Since

then several poisonous plants have been espe-

cially investigated by individual scientists.

One of these, the common poison ivy, has been

thoroughlv analyzed by Dr. Franc Pfaff of the

Harvard University Medical School. He dis-

covered that the poison in the ivy which does

the damage is a non-volatile oil to which he

has given the name of the plant. It is an oil

that has not hitherto been known to science,

and is found in all parts of the plant, even in

the wood. Why it should poison the skin

when touched is not yet known but the fact

that it will poison only the spot which it

touches and will not spread has been found

out. Dr. Pfaff also discovered that it is read-

ily removed by alcohol, and that all poisons

by this plant are readily cured by two or three

applications of a mixture of equal parts of al-

cohol and sugar of lead.

As much is now being done for corncockle,

jimson weed, sneezeweed and others, reme-
dies for which are already known, although
the character of the poison is not.

Out of this branch of weed study is certain

to come remarkable information, for the poi-

sonous plants are the most strangely constitu-

ted and given to astounding variations. For
instance, the common poke berry presents a

spectacle of contradictory qualities. Birds
eat the berries which to men are poisonous.

Cattle may eat the leaves when green and fresh,

but if, perchance, thev should eat a wilted

leaf it would poison them. The roots are
deadly poison, yet the shoots which grow up
six inches high in the spring are an excellent

food for man— the rival of asparagus and
equally healthful. Science has at last paused
to inquire why this should be so, and some day
the chemical action which can make a deadly
poison by wilting a leaf when the fresh one is

harmless will be discovered.

Similarly it has been observed of American
false hellebore or itchweed, that the seeds are
poisonou.s to chickens, and that the leaves and
roots are poisonous to men and horses, but
that sheep and elk, which chew the cud, seem
to relish the plant. In all, the poison, when
in the system, acts alike, paralyzing the heart

and the spinal cord. The poisonous element
of corncockle has not yet been explained, but
its curious action has already been observed.
When extracted it mixes freely with water,

froths like soap and, though odorless, will,

when inhaled, produce violent sneezing. Ca-
per spurge, the common gopher plant or

spring wort, is curious in that the mere hand-
ling of it will poison to the extent of produc-
ing pimples and often gangrene. It is a thing

that cattle can eat without harm, and goats
eat freely, but the milk of the latter will then
be deadly poison. In men a moderate dose
will produce a general collapse and death in a
few hours. The poison nf the sneezeweed de-

velops mostly in the showv yellow flowers, and
is violent. The young plants are comparative-
ly harmless, and even in the mature ones the

poison varies greatly—some having scarcely

any at all.

(To he concluded j

Four Pitiable Things.

Ian Maclaren believes that men and women
must attend diligently to their own business if

they are to do any good to others. There are

four pitiable things he dislikes: A minister

who runs up and down the country conducting
evangelistic missions for the quickening of

people's lives and the revival of his own breth-

ren, and whose own church is unaffected; a

woman who harangues masses of working peo-

ple from the platform on domestic economy
and the reform of the household, and whose
household is so miserable that her husband
can hardly live in it; a Sunday school teacher

who is engaged in teaching other people's chil-

dren the way of life everlasting, while you can
not find a more ignorant and unruly household

than his own in the whole district; or a man
who is so devoted to the affairs of State in his

city and country that he allows his own busi-

ness to become bankrupt.

The above indicates a condition, the descrip-

tion of which might be still further extended.

It is good sense as well as good religion— and
the pictures as drawn by the author are not

infrequent. "My own vineyard have I not

kept"—"many pastors have destroyed my
heritage, etc." The r<^ason of it all is that so

many w<^ll-intentioned people lack depth— they

have not submitted themselves to the bap-

tism that is needful for their qualification for

service— hence superficiality, and a religion

of their own with the daily cross eliminated.
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For "The Friend

and Signs

It is to be feared that the doctrine of re-

generation is losing its hold upon professing

Christendom. Some of the exponents of

"higher education" include religion among

the sciences of the colleges and boldly assume

that the heart has no proper concern about it

—that it is simply work for the intellect. We
may trust they are but a small proportion who

have yielded to this delusion. But all should

be aroused to the importance of this doctrine

as fundamental to the welfare of the Church.

We know that our Saviour said "Except a

man be born again he cannot see the Kingdom

of God," but then we who desire to be his fol-

lowers place a widely different construction

upon what the words imply. We are told

that "the natural man knoweth not the things

of the Spirit of God" and that "if any man be

in Christ he is a new creature," that "God re-

quires the whole heart," that no man can

serve two masters, that "whoso forsaketh

not all that he hath he cannot be my disci-

ple." And although the texts are not ver-

bally gainsaid, it would appear that mankind

at the present day have conspired to abridge

their force.

It is assumed that we may give some atten-

tion to the soul's interests, yield some service

to our Lord and Master, and at the same time

give unrestrained attention to the pursuits

we think needful and the pastimes we find en-

joyable. Among familiar associates one en-

courages another in this half way measure of

dedication until there are few even among
Friends who give evidence that they daily re-

alize the "renewings of the Holy Ghost." We
have the accepted truth that the "grace of

God which bringeth salvation hath appeared

unto all men.
'

' Could we know the secret his-

tory of the human family we should find this

assertion verified although a vast majority of

them refuse to entertain the heavenly visitant.

In reading the history of early Friends and

of good men and women not of our fold, there

is continually brought to our notice this work

of grace by which they were turned from

darkness to lieht, and delivered from the

power of Satan. It was by virtue of this

change of heart that they were enabled to

walk unspotted in an evil world to face its

frowns and do their Master's work.

It was not only such as Huss and Luther

and Guyon, who, clad in such armor, could

stand firmly when brought before rulers, but

also the multitude of humble followers of

Jesus, who lived unknown till persecution

dragged them into fame, and chased them up

to heaven. No half-way measures of dedica-

tion could have sustained these in the face of

torture and death.

George Fox was one whose heart from the

first was set upon submission to the Divine

Will. But it would appear that at that time

the guidance of the Holy Spirit was so little

known among men that it was by a long and

painful experience that George Fox was as-

sured that it was Christ within, the infallible

preacher, that was calling him—and preparing

him to be his messenger to the people. Wil-

liam Caton was a youth who had been noted

for his blameless life. But when awakened

to a greater depth of religious experience by

the ministrv of G. Fox, he found that some

practices hitherto destined innocent, must be

set aside. Some of his literary pursuits, nota-

bly his classical studies, became burdensome,

and he was permitted to drop them. How-

ever well it may have been that he had thus

far pursued those studies, his Master knew

that their intellectual progress was sufficient

for his purcoses. He was henceforth engaged

in the ministry of the Gospel. In the case of

John Churchman there was a visitation in

childhood that was convincing and very en-

couraging. This was repeated at intervals for

a few years, until he allowed the spirit of the

world to stifle in some measure the voice of

conscience. For years after this he was in a

state barren of a sense of Divine Goodness.

He went to meetings and had much respect for

the Lord's messengers and others truly relig-

ious. He was in a state of formality where it

is to be feared many pass the remnant of their

lives. But he was made willing to undergo a

further refinement, however painful, that his

peace might be assured. The Lord knew the

sincerity of his heart and meted out a fresh

baptism, by which the unregenerate nature

was subdued within him and the^ new birth

brought into dominion.

A remarkable narrative of the gradual un-

folding of duty in the spiritual life is that of

John Barclay. His family was wealthy, and

it appears they had allowed what we consider

our important testimonies to be dropped in

their habits of life. Notwithstanding such

surroundings, he submitted from his early

years to be led in the paths of simplicity and

self-denial and as he freely yielded to Divine

guidance, his narrative is free from those epi-

sodes of repentance and remorse, that so

often beset our pathways. When he felt

called upon to do so, he adopted the plain

style of dates and address and the plain dress,

that has distinguished Friends. Further as

he felt restrained from entering into the en-

grossing business marked out for him, he

withdrew and the peace that attends obedi-

ence was his experience throughout his life.

In this transformation from darkness to

light which all the followers of Christ are

called to experience, in each case there are

commonly some points of difference. It is not

a path of our own choosing. The experience

of others may be of use to us, but it will be

not as a pattern to be strictly followed, but

as an evidence that we have the same ob-

ject and that our unerring Leader is the same.

In this great work it has seldom been required

that every point of duty should be presented

at once. "They are set before us, one by

one, as the Master sees meet to do, and as we
are enabled to accept them. If obedience is

rendered, the disciple gains strength with

every step of his advancement, until he is

enabled to say 'I am not ashamed of the gos-

pel of Christ,'
—

'the power of God unto sal-

vation.'
"

If the Christian convert is to be led into

communion with Friends, we find that after

forsaking everything like wickedness, he is

called upon to put into practice our several

testimonies. They may be presented one at a

time, but we will not find him fully equipped

for the Master's use until all of them have

been submitted to. In adopting these distinc-

tions from men of the world, there are many
who fall short. They stop to reason about

them. They see around them men and woii|

of reputation who do not observe them. Tl'

perhaps take counsel with some of these
;

are set at rest with the idea that these sinj'

larities are no longer required of us. If

!

here yield, allowing the opinion of men to o

weigh the Divine requirement, our conscioi

ness becomes callous, and it may never ag|

appear to us that there could have beem'

duty about it. i

If it were not that such delinquency is cc;

monly followed by other marks of weakmi,

there would be plausibility in the doctrine t'.

some of our minor testimonies have outli-

their usefulness. But yielding at one pc^;

has promoted associations with those of no .

ligious scruples. The whole train of hal;i

that makes up the enjoyment of the devot,)

of pleasure are pressed upon our acceptai

and we are left without power to withsfcl

them. We not only become recreant to ';

testimonies of Friends but are in dangei;

losing the characteristics essential to the Ch

tian. L. E

The New "Song of the Shirt."

New Zealand has been called the

periment station of liberalists. In those :i-

off islands of the sea, which were almost '•

inhabited two generations ago, save by s'J-

ges, may be found some of the most inter-

ing developments in the social and industil

world.

With fingers weary and worn.

With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat in unwomanly rags,

Plying her needle and thread.

So wrote Thomas Hood of the Engb

seamstress, but it has not yet ceased inAi-

ica to be a true picture. What happens w n

the sweat shop operator reduces the pa.v;'

the sewing woman ? She moves from her i.

little closet to one a little smaller and dint

eats less and works longer hours. It io

possible in New Zealand. Around the sew

:

woman of that colony the law has draw a

protecting circle.

If the employer of the sewing woman ni-

ces her wages unduly, the circle of which >e

is a member invokes the law. The mans

compelled to appear before an industrial c't

to justify his act, and, if required he rit

produce his books. Meanwhile, the sewing '

man sits in the factory well lighted, he; J

and ventilated, continuing her work and e-

ceiving full pay till the case is decided, o

each side full justice is done. [H
Such is the new "Song of the Shirt."_

periments in the interest of labor in all ii

tries, begun in New Zealand seven years

have proved so successful that since t

adoption not a single violent labor dispute

occurred.

Indeed, the principal argument
New Zealand as-ainst the long proposedfe

ation of that country with Australia is

the smaller island would thereby lose

marked benefits of its voluntarily adopted

tem of industrial arbitration.— Youth's I

panioii.

"Men grumble because God puts thorr

roses. Would it not be better to thank

that He put roses on thorns?"
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TO KEEP A TRUE LENT.
By Robert H errick.

Is this a fast—to keep

The larder lean,

And clean

p'rom fat of veals and sheep ?

Is it to quit the dish

Of Hesh, yet still

To mi
The platter high with fish ?

Is it to fast an hour

—

Or ragged to go

—

Or show
A downcast look, and sour ?

No! 'tis a fast to dole

Thy sheaf of wheat.

And meat,

Unto the hungry soul.

It is to fast from strife.

From old debate

And hate —
To circumcise thy life.

To show a heart grief-rent

;

To starve thy sin.

Not bin
;

And that's to keep thy Lent.

Her "Pleasure Book."

reat many school children keep a "me-
ilia." Here are favors, sprigs of flow-

ograms of entertainments bits of writ-

d sometimes photographs, each one rop-

ing some happy hour that has been passed,

it is to be feared that such a book is

mes the index of empty pleasures rather

3al happiness, and it may become a re-

ither. than remain a satisfaction.

ir better book was that kept to the end

life by a lovely old lady, whose serenely

iful countenance was unmarred by the

If care or irritation. So placidly happy

be that a woman given to fretfuiness,

most annoyed by the unassailable peace

iione from the other's face, once asked

[3 secret of her content.

I' dear," said the elder woman. I keep

|;ure book."

Ihat?"

s, a pleasure book. Ever since I was a

; school I have kept a daily account

he pleasant things that have happened

I have put down only the pleasant

the disagreeable ones I have forgotten

1 as possible. In my whole experience

Dt recall a day so dark that it did not

some little ray of happiness.

e book is filled with, little matters—

a

a walk, a concert, a new gown, a new
t, a line sentiment, a fresh sign of af-

from my family—everything that gave

1 at the time. So if ever I am inclined

jespondent, I sit down and read a few
es in my book, and find out how much I

) be grateful for."

|v I see your book?"
irtainly."

ly the peevish friend turned the leaves,

isignificant the entries seemed! How
they meant! "Saw a beatiful lily in

ndow." "Talked to a bright happy
"Received a kind letter from a dear

' "Enjoyed a beautiful sunset." Hus-
ought some roses home to me." "M

boy out to-day for the first time after the

croup."

"Have you ever found a pleasure for every

day?" inquired the fretful woman, wistfully.

"Yes, for every day, even the sad ones."

The answer came in a low tone.

"I wish I were more like you," said the dis-

contented woman, with a sigh. Then she

looked up at her aged friend, and a beautiful

"reverence" grew in her face. "I don't think,

she said as her eyes filled, "that you need to

write them down any more on paper Your
pleasure book is written on your face."

"What does the straying, hungering, hunt-

ing soul ever get by its eagerness after earthly

joy, but weakness and dissatisfaction?"

Items Concerning the Society.

Nothing seems to have transpired in the several

Quarterly Meetings thus far held at this season,

which has apparently been thought worthy by cor-

respondents or others to report to The Friend.

Wearing apparel of any kind is desired by a

Friend's family in the far West. Donations would
be forwarded from our office.

It is conceivable that the Quaker body might
pass away and yet Quaker truth live amongst men,
but in the present state of the world this would be

a serious loss. For in the face of the present

easy-going disregard of religion on the one hand,

and the religious reaction of sacerdotalism on the

other, there is still a vital need for the positive

teaching of Quakerism.

—

A. W. Richardson.

Spring River Academy, at Galena, Kansas, is

one of those institutions which are doing a good
work on meagre means. At much personal sacri-

fice the Principal has for the past year carried

through its expenses (including salaries) on a sum
of seven hundred dollars.

" We are undoubtedly," says a circular received,
" doing a good work, not only educationally, but

in the endeavor to instill into our children a correct

understanding and true appreciation of Friends'

principles. Now the question is, once more. Shall

this work continue, or shall it in whole or in large

part be discontinued for want of funds ?

" We appreciate that liberal minded Friends

elsewhere are already overtaxed by appeals for

their assistance in behalf of many worthy causes,

such as the education of the Indians, the negroes,

and the Doukhobors ; and in the endeavor to keep
the schools for their own membership up to a

creditable standing. So that it is not surprising

that but ten replies were received to the six hun-
dred " Appeals " for assistance that we sent out

last year. But we thankfully acknowledge that

contributions from these ten (total $201), was
enough to cover the shortage in our last year's

account, and, together with an additional sum
raised among our own membership, enough to pay
off the small indebtedness from the previous year.

" But our crops this year, as is well known from
newspaper reports, have been almost a total failure.

Many of our Friends, patrons of the School, are

compelled to borrow in order to meet the demands
for the necessaries of life until ' berry time,' as it

is expressed in this fruit growing section, the

coming summer. For these reasons our shortage
on account of fuel, etc., will be greater this year
than ever before. While in addition to this we are
sadly in need of money for a new roof for the

primary building, as it will be next to impossible

to have school under the present roof another year.

And many of our desks, a cheap grade at first, are,

after twenty years' use, almost beyond the possi-

bility of ' further repair."

" But for these three we ask—donations to cover
our shortage in running expenses for the year, for

a new roof for the primary building, and for new
desks. We cannot meet these expenses and con-

tinue the school. Please consider, and help us de-

cide whether the end in view, and the results ob-

tained are sufficient causes for continuing the work
;

for the future of our school is dependent upon the

interest that Friends elsewhere take in the work
that it is endeavoring to accomplish.

" Donations may be sent to
" AN.S0N B. Harvey, Principal;

" or Alvin Lawrence, Treas.
" Calena, Kansas, Second Month 15th, 1902."

Notes From Others.

At a recent equal-suffrage meeting the " question

box " yielded up this poser :
" How can women be

prevailed upon to overcome petty jealousies?'' But
Anna H. Shaw was equal to the occasion, answer-

ing :
" As long as the Schley matter is on the

docket I wotildn't say anything about jealousie.s

among women."

Booker T. Washington's autobiography, " Up from
Slavery," has already become a book of world-wide

renown. It appeared in French and German some
time ago, and has recently been translated into

Hindoostanee. Arrangements have also been made
through its publishers for publication in Finland

in Finnish, and a special Spanish edition will be

printed in Cuba. A leading article by Th. Bentzon

in the Revue des Deux Mondes names it as a book of

a quality of human interest that will bring it to

the front wherever men aspire to know the greatest

achievements of their fellows.

That the word of an investigator of the te.xt of

the Bible should be assumed as final, upon his own
announcement of his conclusions, as against the

faith in which the Scriptures have been handed

down to us, requires of him some token of authority

and an anointed evidence which has not yet ap-

peared. Accordingly the following extracts quoted

in the Literary Digest are still in point :

" At the Baptist Congress in Detroit (1894),

Howard Osgood— the greatest Hebrew scholar in

America—in the presence of men who were well

informed on the subject and who were quite favora-

ble to the alleged ' results of the higher criticism,'

stated what those results are, as told by their ad-

vocates. He asked to be corrected, if in any par-

ticular he erred ; but no correction was offered.

From slips of paper he read statements of these

'results,' and when all present had assented to the

correctness of the presentation, Howard Osgood

startled them by saying that all his quotations

were from Thomas Morgan, a Deist of the early

part of the eighteenth century, and from Tom
Paine, the well-known infidel of the latter part of

that century."
" Not long ago two leading ministers in the North

united in writing an account of a great religious

gathering, and they sent their combined article to

a number of 'higher critics,' requesting that they

separate it into the two documents, giving to each

of the two authors his portion. Their failures

were most egregious, and no two of them agreed,

because they worked independently. And yet these

men, utterly unable to resolve an article, avowedly

written by two men, in plain English, and written

in their own time and country, into its original

documents ; these men are sure they can correctly

divide a book, written in Hebrew thousands of years

ago, with no evidence of composite authorship, so

as to give each supposed author his exact portion.

And they claim to do this so accurately that they

divide a single sentence among three authors, with

perfect confidence!"

For " She is the Mother Thereof."— Mary

(]arlyle of 102 Twenty-third place, is a washer-
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woman and the mother of seven small children.

There is material enough involved in this simple

statement to supply a summer class in sociology

with food for unlimited discussion.

Theoretically, of course, it is the height of folly

for a washer-woman to be the mother of seven

small children, and it is the acme of absurdity for

the mother of seven small children to be a washer-

woman, but this case is one that must be consid-

ered in the light of fact rather than in the light of

theory.

Mary Carlyle is a washer-woman, and to feed

her seven little ones means never-ending toil, but

she goes about her work cheerfully, and her greatest

concern is that each and every one of the seven

shall exhibit daily, and the usual number of times

daily, symptoms of a normal juvenile appetite.

She must clothe them, too, and that she clothes

them decently is evident from the fact that some

of the older ones are regular attendants at a public

school.

Now, there are sociologists who can see clearly

that it would be to Mary Carlyle's advantage if

she had fewer—several fewer—than seven small

children, but this is mainly because they cannot

see the matter as Mary Carlyle sees it. If they

were themselves mothers of seven small children

each, they would undoubtedly look at it differently.

But, as a rule, they are not, and this is why they

are prone to believe that a mother of seven chil-

dren would not be averse to parting with one or

more of them at any time for the general good of

society.

That Mary Carlyle is not a mother likely to be in-

fluenced by such sociological theory, however, is

evident from the manner in which she has received

a philanthropic offer for the legal transfer of her

seven year old Leo. Five thousand dollars must

seem to this hard working mother of seven children

a very large sum of money, but when a rich woman
offered her this price for Leo— just one of the

seven—she refused it point blank. She would not,

so she says, part with one of her brood for a mil-

lion dollars.

Mary Carlyle's attitude in the matter is un-

scientific as well as unbusiness-like, but many a

good father and many a good mother will never-

theless be thankful that she took it.

—

Chicago

Inter-Ocean.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The treaty with Denmark for the

cession of the islands of St. Thomas, St. John and St.

Croix has been ratified by the Senate. These and the ad-

jacent islets are called The Virgin Islands, and have an

area of about 220 square miles and a population of about

37,000, largely of colored persons. The language chiefly

spoken in St. Croix, the largest of the three, is the Eng-
lish. The treaty has not yet been ratified in Denmark.
The President has signed the bill, to forbid the sale of

intoxicants, opium and firearms by American citizens in

islands of the Pacific not under any civilized Power, of

which the New Hebrides is the chief group. In order to

make this protection permanent and extend it to all abo-

riginal races. Secretary Hay has asked the British Gov-
ernment to join ours in submitting to other commercial
Powers a universal treaty to prohibit the selling of intoxi-

cants and opium to such races everywhere.

Attorney General Knox, by direction of President

Roosevelt, is about to file a bill in equity to test the legal-

ity of the great railroad "merger" known as the North-
ern Securities Company.

The bill will ask that the combination of Northern Pa-

cific and Great Northern Railway systems be dissolved,

and the stocks of those roads restored to their original

holders, on the ground that the " merger" violates the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890.

A despatch from Washington, says : The policy entered

on by Secretary Hitchcock and Commissioner of Indian

Affairs Jones to withhold rations from Indians, and com-
pel them to earn their living as rapidly as such a radical

change in their condition can be brought about, is bring-

ing to Congress many complaints. There are delegations

of Indians here from a dozen or more tribes to protest

against the rigorous application of the non-ration rule to

their people. Commissioner Jones has been striving to

have the agents who have charge of the issuing of rations

discriminate between those who need them and those who

should he classed as self-supporting. There are some

families who are able in part to feed themselves and at

times need help. The agents have been urged to deal

with such classes carefully, and not go by any hard and

fast rule that will work injury to those who are helpless

to protect themselves.

The E.xecutive Committee recently appointed through

the National Civic Federation to arbitrate labor troubles

adopted a working plan by which it is hoped to settle

strikes and lockouts. It provides for the appointment of

a Conciliation Committee of nine members, three from
each of the three great interests represented, and that

Arbitration Committees shall consist of four members,

two from the capitalistic side and two from the labor

side. In case the four failed to agree, a fifth member to

act as umpire shall be selected from among the commit-
teemen representing the general public.

A snow storm in Eastern Pennsylvania occurring on the

17th, and a storm of rain and sleet on the 21st and 22nd

ult., caused great damage in this city and its immediate

neighborhood, to telegraphs, telephone and trolley lines

.and to trees and shrubbery. Several persons and many
horses have been killed by contact with wires carrying

powerful electric currents. By the derangement of the

wires direct telegraph communication with New York was
cut off for many hours.

Prince Henry, of Germany, arrived in New Y'ork on the

23rd ult., and proceeded to Washington where elaborate

preparations have been made to receive him.

Professor Ogg, Superintendent of the Kokomo Schools,

Indiana, reports to the Board of Education that out of

1800 boys in the city schools 400 are addicted to the

cigarette habit, and are in consequence two years behind

the non-smokers in their studies.

The Library of Congress in Washington is said to con-

tain 1,000,000 volumes.

The annual appropriations for books have been expen-

ded by the librarian with sedulous care in supplying de-

ficiencies, particularly in the departments of American
history and biography, in jurisprudence and in political

science through public sales and by purchase from cata-

logues.

Governor Taft in his testimony before the Senate Com-
mittee upon the Philippines, recently said : There are,

he said, many men in the islands who conscientiously op-

pose the domination of the United States. He thought
there should be a declaration on the part of the United

States of its intention to hold the islands indefinitely,

with the understanding that when they are suitable for

such a condition they may be given a quasi independence.

Recent experiments tend to show that the influence of

an electrical current upon plant life is in a high degree
conducive to luxuriant growth. The German method,
consists in causing a feeble current to permeate the soil

in which the plant is growing, and with this the results

were sufficiently remarkable to challenge attention. Tests
were made on wheat, oats, barley, carrots, beets and
other common food vegetables grown in beds in which all

the conditions were as nearly as possible identical except
that half the beds were subjected to electro chemical ac-

tion and the other half was not. Electrified and non-

electrified plants of equal age show that the former are,

generally speaking, at least twice as luxuriant as the lat-

ter, and that maturity is attained in about half the time.

According to the census returns, since 1890 the num-
ber of sheep decreased everywhere, except in the West.
The increase there was more than sufficient to balance
the loss elsewhere, and made the number of wool bearing
sheep for the nation 11 per cent, greater in 1900 than in

1890.

A Negro Conference lately held at Tuskegee, Ala.,

adopted declarations in which it states that ownership
and proper cultivation of the soil, freedom from mortgag-
ing lands, crops and stock raising for food supplies at

home, keeping out of the large cities, North and South,
prompt and willing payment of all taxes, keeping out of

the courts, avoiding all forms of extravagance, keeping
the young people off the streets and from public loung-
ing places, starting a bank account, holding' farmers' in-

stitutes and agricultural fairs are the foundation and
growth of the negro race. The strengthening of the
public schools is also advocated, and the teaching of agri-

culture in the public schools.

There were 568 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 34 less than the previous
week and 51 more than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 293 were males and 275 females: 67
died of consumption of the lungs ; 115 of inflammation of
the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 9 of diphtheria

;

21 of cancer ; 11 of apoplexy ; 19 of typhoid fever ; 1 of
scarlet fever, and 15 of small pox.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8xt^c. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

i

Flour.—Winter, super, $2.65 to $2.90 ; Pennsj nul

roller, straight, $3.60 to $3.75 ; Western winter, st iki

'

$3.65 to $3.85 : spring, straight. $3.55 to $3.80. ' '(

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 84^ to 85c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 64 to 64Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 50Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Best, 6i to ejc; good, 5i to Sf,

dium, 5J to 5|c.

Sheep. — Extra, 5| to 6c.; good, 5i to 5Jc.;

2 to 3c.

Lambs —8| to 9c.

Hogs.—Western, 8i to 9c.

Foreign.—The oflicial Law Journal in Berlin pu Ihe

a decree prohibiting the marketing or importal
of,

meats in the course of the slaughter, preparation oi -ej.

ervatiou of which chemicals injurious to health ha\

used. The decree names specifically boric acid,

;

dehyde, hydroxides and carbonates of alkali, a

earths, sulphurous acids and its salts, hypo-suli

acid, salicylic acid and chloric acid as prejudicial,

cree becomes effective Tenth Month 1, 1902.

A Sanitary Congress lately meeting in Havana l

a resolution setting forth that the styonyra fasen

quito is the only means of the transmission of

fever yet discovered, and that the prophylaxis

adopted should be directed toward the destruction

mosquito, or, where this is not possible, toward erl n;

the isolation of the people from it.

There were in Cuba in 1899,60,711 farms, v mi
average size of 143 acres, and an average cultivate irej

I

of 13 acres. Matanzas and Havana provinces a tin

most highly cultivated parts of the island. Of tht ilti.

vated area less than 50 per cent, was owned by it;.:cii-

pants. Sugar cane occupies 47 per cent, of the culi'it^j

lands.

A despatch from Seres, European Turkey, says t'lkj

dragoman of the American Legation at Constantipki

and W. W. Peet, treasurer of the American mis: i a:

Constantinople, met the brigands on the road to :

drome Monastery, and paid them the ransom mo
the release of Ellen M. Stone on the 6th ult. The :

was $65,000. She has been released and arrived a .;,

mitz in Macedonia on the 23d ult.

With the additions made to the debt of Great i

by the South African war, the indebtedness of the i

Kingdom now amounts to about $75 per head of I

inhabitants — nearly five and a half times the peripitt

indebtedness of the United States.
,

Marconi has lately stated that his system was

manent use on board seventy vessels, and ther»ea

twenty-five land stations, and that his transmis n gl

twenty-two words in a minute did not compare bad niN

the work of the cables.

A conflict has taken place in Barcelona, Spain, b

rioters and the authorities, in which about fort

killed. The causes which have led to it are stated

grown out of the discontent of the laboring class --.

also to have been in part the work of anarchists, nib

disturbances have occurred in other neighborhood.'

NOTICES.

FRmTS OF Solitude in Reflections and Max^Rs-

LATING TO THE CONDUCT OF HUMAN LiFE. By Wn'em.

This book is now for sale at Friends' Book Stc,3W

Arch Street, Phila. Price, silk cloth binding 258iiti,

by mail, 30 cents; half-morocco 75 cents, by mail 8 enb.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications m
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re ni to

instruction and discipline should be addressed to ViU*«

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, an com-

munications in regard to business should be forwaedt*

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. , Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience' pa-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi lOMt

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., a 2.60

and 4.32 P.M. Other trains are met when recsWl.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., tweyS"

cents each way. To reach the school by telcgrai *i™

West Chester," Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, .o'i-

Died, First Month 27th. 1902, at the reside* Jf

Benajah H. Carter. Aaron Shaw, aged ninety-tw.-Mf^

one month and eleven days ; a member of Mil'W'

Monthly Meeting of (Conservative) Friends, India: "
was a regular attender of meetings so long as heti f^'

mitted, and bore a faithful testimony to the doctr s»m

practices of early Friends.
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'iV.' have known and believed the love that God

Ik to us. God is love, and he that dwelleth in

I! dwelleth in God and God in him (1 John

il6.)

ind this my soul waits and cries after, even

; full springing up of eternal love in my
jrt in the swallowing of me wholly into it,

I the bringing of my soul wholly forth into

I

that the life of God in its own perfect

[letness may fully run forth through this

!sel and not be at all tinctured by the ves-

I

but perfectly tincture and change the ves-

into its own nature; and then shall no

|lt be found in my soul before the Lord, but

spotless life be fully enjoyed by me, and

ome a perfectly pleasant sacrifice unto my
,1. Oh! how sweet is love! How pleasant

its nature! How takingly doth it behave
ilf in every condition, upon everv occasion,

3very person, and about everything! How
derly, how readily doth it help and serve

meanest! How patiently, how meekly
h it bear all things, either from God or

n, how unexpectedly soever they come or

V hard soever they seem! How doth it be-

'e how doth it hope, how doth it excuse,

V doth it cover even that which seemeth
. to be excusable, and not fit to be covered!

w kind is it even in its interpretations and
irges concerning miscarriages! It never
rchargeth, it never grates upon the spirit

him whom it reprehends, it never hardens,

lever provokes, but carrieth a meltingness

1 power of conviction with it. This is the

ure of (jod.

—

Isaac Penington.

The Heroism of Old Age.

^s the riches that are in poverty may be

ind to be more genuine than the usual rich-

of wealth, so the heroism of weakness is

onger than the heroism of strength,

rhis fortitude of spirit and those durable

hes no outward exploits of health or of

alth are certain proofs of, and yet they may
en proceed from such virtue. The Searcher

hearts alone knows what vigorous men
i valiant, or what helpless ones are heroic;

and who among the destitute, or who among
the wealthy men are rich.

"When thou wast young, thou girdedest thy-

self, and walkedst whither thou wouldest; but

when thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch

forth 'thy hands and another shall gird thee,

and carry thee whither thou wouldest not."

There is a bravery of being in one's own

hands, and walking on one's own feet, that is

self-exultant and aggressive, and impatient of

the fortitude of silent endurance and submis-

sive waiting in hope. But the bravery of

standing still under the fire and light of afflic-

tions, the bravery of the faith which stretches

forth hands that are well-nigh palsied, the

bravery of self renunciation in being girded

for eternal life in forms of suffering or mar-

tyrdom, is a heroism transcending that of

youthful powers, for it is the heroism of

grace.

Amidst the infirmities of old age, heroism

receives its strongest test; for then it is

stripped of the animal spirits and the physical

prowess which are apt to be mistaken for it.

"In the day when the grasshopper is a bur-

den," and the labor of keeping up at all is

more strenuous than the hardest day's work of

the prime of life, and mere existence is dragged

on as a heavy load without a murmur, and the

strength of declining years can be called "but

labor and sorrow;" then the spiritual energy

that is required to be put forth in conflict

with infirmities makes many a daily battle

with the buffetings of nature, in which there is

exercised a heroism of spirit in our aged vet-

erans for which they get too little credit.

The valor of youth, which is often but self-

indulgence in an overflow of strength and ani-

mal spirits, might well stand in reverence of the

hourly conquest of self under tottering age,

wherein an overcoming spirit surmounts very

helplessness or cruel pain. And then in all this,

to "tread the wine-press alone, because of the

people there is none with me,
'

' is the loneliness

of a suffering fortitude which seldom finds a

companion for sympathy in like tribulation.

Surrounding friends though kind are usually

younger, and have not reached the state of

the aged, to understand it.

Yet these valiant soldiers of the cross are

not without sympathy ; for who knows the bit-

terness of the very depth of loneliness better

than their Saviour who could cry out "My God,

why hast thou forsaken me!" In a sense of

his pouring out his soul unto death, who "him-

self took our infirmities and bare our sick-

nesses, " what is our own exhaustion but an

emptiness preparing for his own infilling?

What has the declining of the outward man
to take courage in, but the renewing of the

inward man day by day? "Thou must in-

crease, I must decrease!" is the triumphant

surrender to Christ of a Christian soul, in a

Christian death swallowed up in victory!

And, behold, death is found abolished, and

life and immortality brought to light!

Our Divine Sonship.

While the Author of creation is, in that

natural sense, the Father of it, including man
who thus is his ofl'spring; yet we cannot regard

God as the Father of the sinful spirit in any.

Wherefore such as are, in spirit, of a contrary

fatherhood, if ever they are to become spirit-

ually sons of (lod, "must be born again." He
has provided a way by which men can be truly

redeemed, and be made "sons of God through

faith in Christ Jesus" (Gal. iii: 26).

A Friend has desired to endorse the article

in our last week's number, entitled "Regener-

ation and Signs Following," and to supplement

it by the following extract from the Christian

Cynosure, which has since appeared:

There are many passages in the Bible which

teach that however much a man may be re-

garded as a creation of God, in the first man
—Adam, yet there is a new and higher sense

in which he may be a son of God and an heir

of glory. After all that a man may receive

by his natural birth, there is something more
for the sons of God. We are creatures whom
God has created but we need to be again

"created anew in Christ Jesus unto good

works" (Eph. 2: 10).

"In this the children of God are manifest

and the children of the devil; whosoever doeth

not righteousness is not of God, neither he

that loveth not his brother" (1 John iii: 10).

"Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ

is born of God" (1. John v: 1). "As many
as received Him, to them gave He the right to

become children of God even to them that be-

lieve on his name" (John i: 12). "For what-

soever is born of God overcometh the world"

(1 John v: 4). "Ye are all the children of God

by faith in Christ Jesus." (Gal. iii: 26).

"That which is born of the flesh is flesh and

that which is born of the Spirit is spirit"

(John iii: 6). "He that believeth on the Son

hath everlasting life; and he that believeth

not on the Son shall not see life; but the
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wrath of God abideth on him" (John iii: 36).

"The notion that all men, whatever their

character are 'sons of God,' makes the divine

sonship apparently a matter of small account.

If a son of God can lie, and steal, and cheat,

and get drunk, and plunge into all sorts of

vices, debaucheries, and abominations, then

why may noi a son of God be executed in this

world, and damned in the next, for his sins

and crimes and villainies? A man who claims

divine sonship, and blasphemes and disobeys

the God who made him, needs to learn that

he is of his father, the devil, and that the

work of his father he is doing."

The divine sonship carries with it great

privileges. "Now are we the sons of God,

and it doth not yet appear what we shall be;

but we know that when He shall appear we
shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as He
is" (1 John iii: 2). And if we are "brought

nigh by the blood of Christ," we become not

only children, but heirs; we have part with

Him who is "the only begotten of the Father,

full of grace and truth;" we are "heirs of

God, and joint heirs with Christ;" and as He
is appointed "heir of all things," so we who
overcome shall inherit all things, and shall

shine in his kingdom as the sons of (jod.

But those of us who share these great priv-

ileges must be "holy, harmless, undefiled,

separate from sinners." We also must come
out from among them and be separate and

touch not the unclean thing, and, He declares,

"I will receive you and will be a Father unto

you and ye shall be my sons and daughters,

saith the Lord Almiehty" (2 Cor. vi: 17-18).

Labrador.

The further north one goes, the more ap-

palling becomes the condition of the coast

folk, and if Dante could have imagined an in-

ferno of ice, the circumstances here existing

would have afforded him all the requisite ma-
terial for a thrilling picture of ever present

misery. Pictured among the rocks in the

little harbors were the rude homes of the

"livyeres." In many places the fronts of the

structures were upheld by posts, while the rear

rested on a convenient ledge, and ingress and
egress were by means of ladders. Timbers,

securely stepped in heaps of i^reat rocks, were
tightly wedged against the houses to prevent

their being overthrown by the gales, while

anon the roofs would be lashed down with

heavy ropes, which were to prevent some
boisterous gust from ujjlifting the thatch.

Troops of almost naked children gamboled
about and stared in amaze at the stranger

who landed for a closer inspection of the place,

and hordes of hungry dogs sniffed at his

heels, ready to sample his calves at the slight-

est provocation. Dirt, filth, misery, poverty
—these were stamped across the face of

every settlement we visited.

The coast has no civil administration; there

are no laws, no police, no officials whatever.

During the summer months the customs col-

lector who works along the shore in his reve-

nue cruiser has powers as a magistrate, and
decides the disputes which are always crop-

ping up among the thousands of fishermen lo-

cated there, but for the balance of the year

there is no recognized authority. There is

not a road on the whole coast, nor a bridge,

nor a public work of any kind. For the eight

months of winter there is no mail, except a

few letters which are forwarded by way of

Quebec, along the north shore of the river St.

Lawrence, couriers taking them from point

to point, but rarely ever proceeding beyond

Battle Harbor. During this period the liv-

yeres travel about by means of dogs and

sledges, but their only journeys are in quest

of game, which is obtainable in the form of

rabbits, bears and birds.

There is little or no dishonesty among them

because they have so little to steal, and then

they all become reduced to the same plane of

misery, because if one has a pound of flour it

is divided among his most needy neighbors.

The pitiless severity of winter bears most

harshly upon' the young people, the children

especially being susceptible to consumption

and other diseases induced by their herding

together and their wretched food. Until five

years ago the condition of things in this re-

spect was very much worse than it is now.

About that time the English people were
aroused to a sense of the misery endured by

the thousands of Newfoundland fisherfolk dur-

ing their sojourn on Labrador, and a branch

of the mission to deep sea fishermen was
formed on this bleak coast. This mission was
originally established to work among the North

Sea fishermen and when its well organized phi-

lanthropy made itself evident on Labrador it

was an incalculable benefit.

—

Chicago Record.

Science and Industry.

Binding Pamphlets. Some one asked Pop-

ular Science News about a good way to bind

pamphlets. A correspondent, who is probably

a practical bookbinder himself, makes the fol

lowing suggestions: Books on the subject

may be had of publishing houses that deal in

that line. If one is satisfied with flimsy work
like that of English cloth binding he can bring

the backs of the sheets together, evenly

pressed, and use nothing but fragile cheese-

cloth glued on to hold the sheets in place and
to hold them on the covers. The good old

way is to stretch two strings upright on a

frame—for octavo size five or six inches apart

—then run strong thread in the fold of each
set of sheets through to and around the strings,

tying each. The twines may be sunk in a

cross groove on the back of the sheets, and
are frayed or flattened out where they are

glued to the interior of the cover, there hid-

den by lining paper.

The three keepers of the lighthouse at Cape
Griznez have been fined /,'2 for poaching, by
spreading nets to catch the birds attracted by

the reflectors of the lantern. It was stated

during the hearing of the case that no fewer
than five thousand nine hundred and fourteen

birds were captured between Tenth Month 10
and 14, the majority being larks, thrushes
and corncrakes.

-The new water works at Calcutta brought
pious Hindus before the question whether they
could drink from the same sources as the Chris-

tians. The religious leaders, on appeal, gave
the diplomatic answer that they might drink
this water, since they had to pay taxes for it

and this constituted a penance for doing so.

Lightening Tedious Tasks.— I heard a ,

man say the other evening: "When I
t

rich there is one thing I will not do. I
\\

wash and do any kind of housework, but I i\\

not mend stockings!" I watched the proij

for some time, and came to the conch j

that it is not exactly calculated to make a f.

son happy to sit for an hour or two steal,

tucking the thread of yarn in and out ov'a

vacant space in a stocking. It must bee e

decidedly monotonous after one has had ^

fortune to go the rounds of a family of fiv
r

six.

"But the stockings must be mended?" 'j

it would seem. Of all our wearing appti]

stockings seem to be fated to swiftest dest'^

tion. This is especialy true of those worry

boys and girls—and men folks, too— on 'e

farm; so many steps to be taken every i';,

and so much climbing of trees and runig

about among the briars, bushes and tbig

on the part of the young folks. What w
der that it comes to be quite a tax upon '«

caretaker of the family to keep the stock fj

all in repair. f

What can be done to lighten the bun*!

Well, one good woman I know of has inveijd

the plan of taking the stockings of her sou
soon as they are purchased or knit and r'l-

forcing them by strong pieces of clotb,
(j

of bed ticking, sewed on the heels, where ie

wear is most severe and holes are surtio

come first. This prolongs the life of le

stocking a long time and greatly lessens \»

labor of the mother. Some manufacturerlo

something along this line by making the «!

of double thickness. This is a help. Stilh-

other firm makes a business of manufactn .g

and furnishing for tired mothers the fee')f

stockings in different sizes, to be sewed (»

the legs of the hose of the little ones, wi;li

might othewise need to be discarded. I-e

is a field which might be worked far n-e

successfully than it now is.

After all, use as many devices as possi?,

there must still be more or less of this wc,

calling for the exercise of patience and s II

on the part of someone. It seems tom-
perhaps because I am a man and know li e

about the matter from practical experienc-

that if this task could be taken up earlien

the day, when one was not so weary from i-

ing other kinds of work, it might not be q« ,

so distasteful. I never have thought it ,^t

the thing, any way, for the wife and moiir

to be compelled to spend her evenings is

way. Her husband usually rests, and rtls

or sleeps in his chair. Why not the t:d

wife? Or if she must mend the stockijs

then, might not the husband make the tin:

a

little brighter by reading aloud or otherv^e

beguiling the hour? I know she would th k

him for this little service, and be helped bt

in more ways than one.—E. L. Vinceni.

When David Sands was traveling, in 1"
,

in the then wilderness country of New £:•

land, he and his companion got lost in e

woods on their way to a Friend's house, uin

which David remarks, "We had little hop«f

getting through, but considering the mcl-

tains, hills, and woods, are sll the workni-

ship of Him, in whom' I trust, my mind a

easy." They were favored, after much di-

culty, to reach their Friends.

il
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For "The Friend."

Reminiscences.

(Conlinued from page 251.)

S.a a part of the history of the times, and

wing the usefulness of Joseph Scatter-

id, Senior, in successfully interceding with

Government, for the amelioration and final

jase of such of our members as had been

fted during the "War of the Rebellion,"

it was called, the following has been pre-

ired:

Eighth Month 13th, 1863.

Jpon information being received that two

nbers of Chester Monthly Meeting, I'enn-

/ania, who were drafted into the service of

United States, have been sent to this city

er guard, as many members of the Meet-

for Sufferings as could be got together met
Thomas Evans's in the evening. It ap-

red that their names were William P.

edley and Edward G. Smedley, his cousin,

appearing before the Provost Marshal at

st Chester, he considered it his duty to

er their ordinary clothing removed, which

, forcibly done and the uniform of the

ted States substituted. They were then

t to the city and delivered to the officer of

barracks.

he officer upon noticing they had no

psacks, inquired the reason, and being in-

ned that they had refused to carry them,

ame very angry, and told them they were

obey orders and directed them to carry

Ti. Upon their refusal to do so he ordered

n handcuifed, but upon finding there were
handcuffs about the building he then or-

jd them suspended by their thumbs, but

jle preparing to do this there was a new
val of drafted men who claimed the atten-

i of the officer, who directed their knap-

is buckled on their backs and ordered

n into an upper room where they were re-

led of their knapsacks by some of their

panions, and were not particularly mo-
jed during the remainder of the night,

feeling easy to use the blankets furnished

'\i lay on the bare floor.

!i the morning, that is on the 13th, Joseph

nton and I having been requested to apply

he General in command and having failed

nd him the night before at the hotel where
,lived, waited upon him again and suc-

led in obtaining an interview in which we
'esented their cases and informed him that

jr unwillingness to comply with the orders

jo have anything to do with the military

rice arose from a religious conviction of it

jig wrong for them to bo engaged in any
with wars and fightings. The General

that they were sent to him as soldiers

I he could only know them as such, and

|;
they must obey orders, and he thought

in they had been a little in the service they

dd alter their minds, etc. We told him if

i|' were faithful to their religious principles

1
which the society were known to have held

r since its origin, they would not submit

I'erform any service of a military character

j
that they would suffer the penalties

ich might be inflicted. Some more conver-
(on ensued which was terminated by a re-

ist to see the young men, which was readily

ijated.

|/e went from the General to the officer in

^mand of the barracks, 2224 Callowhill

Street. We were received courteously by

Colonel Kellog, who, upon reading the <!en-

eral's note, sent at once for the young men.

While waiting their arrival we had some con-

versation with the Colonel who appeared

kindly disposed, but influenced by his sense of

the duty required of him as an officer; he

seemed to think they would have to submit,

and it would be his duty to require them to

submit, and like the General, thought they

would alter their minds and make good fight-

ers. Uur remarks to him were similar to

those made to the General. In our interview

with the young men we endeavored to encour-

age them to faithfulness and the importance

of looking to Him who alone could help them

and sustain them in a Christian and proper

spirit. It appearing that all that could be

done at present would be to ask that they

should not be sent away at once, which was
threatened, Joseph and I returned to the (Gen-

eral and made the request which he very read-

ily consented to. Yesterday they were seen

by their brothers, and furnished with under-

clothing and food.

To-day Joseph Elkinton and myself called

upon General Hatch to inquire whether the

drafted men could be allowed to leave the Bar-

racks. He replied they could not, except un-

der the care of a guard. We informed him

that if it was admissable our friends would

like to attend a place of worship to-morrow.

After a little further conversation we left,

agreeing to send him some books explanatory

of our principles on the subject of war.

These friends were soon afterwards re-

leased. One of them has since remarked:

"The interview witii [the two Friends] was a

memorable one to me, and, I think, to Colonel

Kellog also. He subsequently treated us very

kindly."

The case of N. M. B., a member of Ohio

Yearly Meeting, was one which particularly

appealed to the sympathy of Friends. He
had been drafted and notified to appear at

New Brighton. Here he was forcibly stripped

of his ordinary clothing, a military suit put

on him and he was sent with others to Vir-

ginia. Under the persuasions and threats of

the commanding officers he was induced to

yield obedience to some of their commands,

but again becoming convinced of his error, he

afterward refused compliance and was tor-

tured by punishments, and became sorely dis-

tressed. When these facts became known to

friends in Philadelphia, Joseph Scattergood

immediately wrote to the Secretary of War,

as follows:
Philadelphia, Ninth Month 19th, 1863.

Respededfriend D. M. Stanton

:

—
"I received a letter to-day, dated on the

12th inst. from N. M. B., the young man, a

member of our religious Society, on whose be-

half I wrote to thee on the 4th inst. It ap-

pears from his letter that owing to the severity

uf the punishment inflicted he so far yielded

to the requisitions made upon him as to per-

form some military service, for which he felt

great compunctions of conscience. After al-

luding to this he says,— 'I again attempted to

regain my position by refusing to take any

part in the performances, and one day they

had me bucked and gagged, as they call it,

the most of the day, and the next, was jerked

round, knocked down and beat on the head,

kicked several times, then tied up by the
thumbs for a while, then put on the ground
on my back with a bayonet through my
mouth with the ends tied down to two
sticks, my hands tied and there left to lie

in the sun for sometime, then tied up by the

thumbs, so changed back and forward two or

three times. Once, when lying on my back,

my letters were taken from me and some, if

not all, were read. It was reported that they
were going to have some of the writers ar-

rested. What could I do? to have others suf-

fer for me seemed harder than all the punish-

ment I had received. It seemed like I could

do nothing but give up, so I have again yield-

ed to their demands. The Colonel told me
there was sufficient in some of the letters to

have the writers arrested.'

"I forbear to comment on such cruel treat-

ment of an unoffending, peaceable and loyal

citizen in this day when the rights of con-

science are so universally conceded, for simply

refusing to participate in what he conscien-

tiously believed would be sinful to him. I am
assured that thou and the President are famil-

iar with the grounds of objections, which con-

sistent members of our religious Society have

to all wars and fightings. If so, you know
they cannot participate in the military serv-

ice. Wilt thou not be willing to interfere and
relieve N—from the liability of a repetition

of such outrage by discharging him from the

service as thou kindly did the two young men
by the name of Smedley, lately in the Barracks

in this city? His situation is one demanding
thy kind commiseration and prompt relief,

which, if afforded, will much oblige his par-

ents and wife, and will be greatly acknowl-

edged by thy friend,

"Joseph Scattergood."
The following day J. S. wrote to N. M. B.

a letter from which the following is taken:

"I feel very much for thee in thy tried sit-

uation . . .

"Thou need not feel any concern about any

of thy correspondents being arrested . . .

"I know no better way than to endeavor to

seek strength of Him who did not cast off

Peter though he openly denied Him.

"If thou strivest to act consistently with

thy religious duty, I believe a way will ulti-

mately be made for thee even by Him who pre-

served the three Israelites in the furnace,

though it had been heated seven times hotter

than it was wont to be heated, and who also

preserved our earlv Friends in faithful obe-

dience to Him under severe persecutions. I

therefore can only commit thee to Him who is

able to deliver all who truly trust in Him."
On the 19th of Tenth Month, N. M. B. was

released, arrived safely at home and on the

28th of the same month wrote, expressing in

griteful terms the favor he had received and

remarking, "The more I think and reflect the

more awful seems the condition from which I

have been rescued, for which I hope to be

truly thankful." W. P. T.

It is no marvel if that day, in which you suf-

fer drowsiness to interfere with prayer, be a

day in which you shrink from duty. Moments

of prayer intruded on by sloth cannot be made

up. We may get experience, but we cannot

get back the rich freshness and strength which

I

were wrapped up in those moments.—Robertson.
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A Beautiful Scene.

West Chester, Pa.. Second Month 24, 1902.

It seems proper to attempt to chronicle the

unusual, or it may very truly be said, the un-

surpassed scene of outward beauty that was

presented to view on arising and looking at

the outward world on the morning of the 23rd

inst. The' memory of the writer goes back

some eighty-five years and there is no recol-

lection of any such scene occurring in all that

time to equal it.

Every pine and fir and hemlock

Wore ermine too dear for an earl.

And the poorest twig on the elm tree

Was ridged inch-deep with pearl,

yuch was the appearance presented.

Trees with tops broken off, large limbs split

down from the bodies, with their branches

resting on the ground. When the sun arose

and shone upon them, it presented a picture

unsurpassed in beauty, such a one as no hu-

man hand could equal. If such marvelous

beauties are presented to mortal eyes, what

must be those scenes in the future world that

are promised to those that fear God. "Eye

hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have en-

tered into the heart of man, the things which

God hath prepared for those that love Him."
W. P. T.

The same scene has reminded another con-

tributor of the following poem in her collec-

tion:

Winter's Triumph.

Earth had lost her verdant mantle.

Drear and bare stood bush and tree.

Through the long night

Waiting ghost-like

Their departed pageantry.

From the desolated forest,

From the sad earth, brown and dry
;

Night winds borrow
Songs of sorrow

Waft them upward to the sky.

" Tis not for departed glory.

Wounded pride, we grieve alone
;

When we render

All our splendor.

Then our lovers too are flown.

" All our green haunts are forsaken,

And in lighted halls they boast

Flowers fairer,

Jewels rarer.

Than the glory we have lost.

" All the gems of earth and ocean.

Art hath gaudily combined.

And bereft us.

Till it left us.

Not a votary behind."

Pitying the Heavens listened,

Tenderly the skies looked down.
Lowly bending
Earthward sending.

Tears of sympathy profound.

Then the clouds all linked together.

Each some friendly force employed.

And that frost-sprite.

Who by starlight

Works such wonders without noise.

"Earth, sweet mother, we will deck her.

We will make her cause our own.
Regal splendor.

We will lend her.

Such as art hath never known."

Cheerily on the task they enter,

Noiselessly their soft strokes fell

;

But by morning
Without warning,

Lo ! a wondrous miracle.

Fields of forest, rock and river,

Purest diamonds displayed.

Frail and airy.

Work of fairy

Never more amazement made.

Emerald, amethyst and ruby.

Blent their hues with diamond sheen
;

When the sun rose.

Rarest rainbows.

Were in each clear crystal seen.

Marble pavement, smoother, purer.

Than in Persian tales you meet.

Hall ne'er offered.

Palace proffered.

Fairer floor for raonarchs' feet.

Gothic arch, with diamond columns.

Glittered through the spacious halls,

Sparkling fountains,

From the mountains.

Changed to crystals in their fall.

Art stood back, with awe and wonder.

And the most insensate felt.

At that hour.

Beauty's power,

And at Nature's altar knelt.

Many days their weight of splendor,

Shrub and tree in triumph wore.

Thousands gazing.

Thousands praising.

Could they wish or ask for more ?

' Oh, take back this heartless glitter,

Riches are a weight of woe,

They will cost us

They have lost us.

Ease and freedom—let them go."

Then the warm and genial sunbeams.

Melted all that cold display.

Like all glory,

Transitory,

Fading into mist away.

For " The Friend."

The Bible.

Its Prophecies and History as Confirmed by Mo.

ERN Explorations and Discoveries

IN Bible Lands.

By Charles Rhoads.

Prayer.—Prayer, which for thirty years

had been discarded as an effort of ignorance

to enlighten God as to one's need, has been

found a soul faculty which irrepressible finds

its own mode of motion. It occurred through

a personal spiritual impression, "the expan-

siveness of agonized appeal had brought me
into the realm of faith triumphant."

As I was unaware of any formalized request,

the statement seemed void, but out of it grew

this thought. Prayer is the individual soul

unfolding after the manner of its being; it is

not limited by mental capacity, nor is coher-

ent speech essential; under stress it expresses

itself by oh's and ah's, throueh groans or

bodily contortion; while in supremest aver-

ment it leaves the body mute and motionless

to flee to the Eternal Soul. It is evident that

the intellect does not make individual soul ac-

tion, however necessary it may be in a public

gathering. C. Brinton

"The regulations of the heart will do more
for us than the reasonings of the head."

Christians must not, by their uncomfort-

able looks, give worldlings cause to think

that they have been losers since they have be-

come Christians.

The Old Testament stands almost alone '

its record of many of the events of the anciei

times of which it treats. Moses as the a

thor of the Pentateuch had no known histori;

as his contemporary until the inscriptions i

tombs and rocks and on the brick tablets •

buried cities and temples in Asia and Egy

have been brought to light and deciphered I

the researches of learned antiquarians with

the past century, revealing historical recor;

reaching backward three thousand seven ha'

dred and fifty years before Christ. By t>

chronology of Archbishop Usher, affixed

many copies of our English Bible, Moses w
born one thousand five hundred and sevent

three years before Christ. His account

the creation in the book of Genesis by t

same authority dates those events about fo

thousand years before Christ. Hence,

must have derived his data for that part

his narrative relating to the times antecede

to his own either from the writings of old

historians now lost, from tradition hand

down through successive generations orally

him, or through direct Divine revelation. It

assumed and believed by most Christian ree

ers that the latter was the origin of Mose:

knowledge. Herodotus, the earliest Grt

writer of history whose works are now exta;

wrote about 460 B. C. Xenonhon wrote i

histories in the third century before Chriil

and Diodorus Siculus and Strabo theirs in t!

first.

The Sanscrit, "the language spoken bythi

fair skinned Aryans who more than thirty a

turies ago made the sunny plains of Hindo.st

their own," is the oldest of all Indo-Europt

tongues. The Veda (the Hindu bible) is t

oldest work in this language, and of unkno

chronology, but probably not anterior to t

age of Moses. Confucius, the most no(

writer of Chinese literature, was born 5

B. C. His "Spring and Autumn," an histo

cal record of events in his native state, C(

ered a period from 721 to 480 B. C. It w

interest us to trace back briefly to its ori}

the Hebrew race and language, which

largely monopolize the contents of that Be

which has permeated and swayed the hun:

mind and character more than any other lit

ary composition.

In the dawn of ancient history, we discp'

that the region of Western Asia watered

the rivers Euphrates and Tigris was occnpi

by the forefathers of the Chaldeans, the

Syrians, the Hebrews and Arabians who hel

to what is known as the Semitic race of p«

pie in contradistinction to the Aryan Rat

The Semites, supposed to be so named becai

descended from Shem,have been traced to /

menia as their original habitat. The
language is represented by three typii

forms of speech and writing, viz: the At

maic, Hebraic, and Arabic. Aramaic (from

I

Hebrew Aram—highlands) was spoken in NiW

ern Syria, Mesopotamia, and Babylonia. Aw'

aic, somewhat modified by Greek, was the laii|

age spoken by our Lord and his disciples,whi
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raic was retained as their sacred language

he Jews after their return from the Baby-

an captivity.
'•' The Aramaic was also the

ich of the Semitic tongue used by the an-

ors of Abraham in Ur of the Chaldees, and

lat which the cuneiform letters of the in-

bed tablets of brick found among the bur-

ruins of Babylon and Nineveh, record the

cry of their kings. These cuneiform let-

are so named from their wedged shape,

were inscribed with an ivory or bronze

us on brick and tablets of clay when moist

soft, and the surface thus written upon

then hardened by baking. The oldest

wn specimen of Chaldean WTiting is a set

iricks discovered near Erech in the \'alley

;he Euphrates below Babylon. They are

jght to have been made about two thou-

i years B. C, some four hundred and thir-

ears before the birth of Moses. When by

victory of Alexander the Great at Arbela,

IB. C.) the Persian Empire fell, cunei-

n writing ceased to be practi.=ed, and cu-

orm literature was buried in the mounds
Assyria and Babylonia for two thousand

rs. During the last century these records

e been partially disinterred, resulting in

restoration of a forgotten history, and in-

sntally confirming the Biblical narrative in

ly particulars.

'he early history of that portion of the an-

it Semitic race which peopled the Valley

,he Euphrates and Tigris and spread west-

•d over Mesopotamia, Syria, and Palestine,

•nee Abraham sprang from "Ur of the

.Idees," and became the progenitor of the

jrew race, has a peculiar interest for all

J believe in the God of Israel and his only

otten Son. To trace out this history ante-

ent to the earliest dates of the Bible

)ugh the monuments and records resur-

ted from their burial places has been the

rt of James F. McCurdy. Professor of Dri-

ll languages in University College, Toronto,

.work entitled "History, Prophecy and the

luments," published in 1894. From this

jatise, and Doctor John P. Peters' "Nippur
'Explorations and Adventures on the Eu-

[ates," issued from the press in 189S, most

;he facts herein related have been derived,

jhree empires each of them lasting for bun-

ds of years had risen, flourished, and fallen

[iabylonia, whilst as yet the rest of W est-

politically unorganized, and be

the ancestor of the Israelites had left

[native Ur of the Chaldees. The Babyloni-

) were thus the first of the Semites to enter

I

arena of history and they did so by virtue

he civilization to which they had attained

nd through their settlements on the lower

hrates and Tigris. The southern two hun-

^1 miles of the valley through which these

^ rivers flow southeastwardly to the Persian

t. is of an average breadth of about one

jjlred miles. The streams in their lower

rse are often nearly parallel to each other

I at Bagdad are only twenty-two miles

a-t. The soil of the valley is of great fer-

l[y. It was roughly reckoned by Herodotus

)t)qual in productiveness half the rest of

sj;. This region is that loca'-ed by the Bib-

c| narrative in Genesis 2nd as the scene of

ijcreation of man, and the Garden of Eden,

3|the River Euphrates is named as one of

' T. Quackenbos" " Ancient Literature."

the four streams which watered it, in verse

14th. In Chapter x, verse 10th, Nimrod,

a son of Gush, "a mighty hunter before the

Lord," is said to have had "within his king-

dom Babel or (Babylon) and Erech and Accad,

and Calneh in the land of Shinar." To prove

the location and identity of the above named
City of Accad with the district of the Euphra-

tes, we have the testimony of Hormuzd Kas-

sam, who was associated with Austen Layard's

explorations in Assyria. In 1881 he was ex-

amining a mound on the Euphrates thirty

miles southwest of Bagdad, when he found

two terra cotta cylinders of the last native

king of Babylon, Nabonidus, who reigned 5.55-

538 B. C. In these Nabonidus relates his

experience and success as an antiquarian and

as a devotee of the national gods, in restoring

their temples and in tracing their history from

the earliest days. Knowing that the temple

of the Sun in Sippar (a city near Babylon) had

been originally founded by Naram-Sin, "King
of Akkad," he sought long and diligently for

the foundation stone which none of his prede-

cessors, not even Nebudchaddrezzar the Great

had succeeded in discovering. It was found

at last eighteen cubits below the level of the

ground, bearing the inscription of the founder

to whose genuineness, Nabonidus himself tes-

tifies. He affirms, on one of his cylinders that

this stone and inscription had not been s^en

for thirty-two hundred years. Reckoning

back from 550 B. C. the presumable year of the

discovery, we get 3750 B. C. as the approxi-

mate date of the building of the temple of the

Sun by Naram-Sin King of Akkad. Naram-Sin

the devout founder of this temple, and thus

immortalized by the last King of Babylon, is

called by him "the Son of Sargon." This Sar-

gon is thus brought before our notice as

among the oldest of known monarchs. There

is preserved a fragment of a lengthy narra-

tive of his personal history given under his

own name. It is as follows: "I am Sargon

the mighty king, the King of Akkad. My
mother was of noble birth, and my native city

was Azupiranu, which lies on the banks of the

Euphrates. She (his mother) put me into a

basket of Sur, and closed up the opening

with bitumen. She cast me into the River

which did not overflow me. The River carried

me along to Akki the irrigator. Akki the ir-

rigator took me up. Akki the irrigator reared

me up to boyhood. Akki the irrigator made
me a gardener. Forty-five years 1 ruled over

the dark-haired race" (the Semites).

Erech, above-named as one of the cities of Nimrod's

kingdom in Genesis x, has been identified by Prof. Hil-

precht in his excavations at a place on the Euphrates

about one hundred miles southeast of Babylon, now called

Warka, where a powerful monarch named Lugal-Zaggisi

had established his capital, and had left inscriptions on

tablets and vases discovered by Hilprecht and Haynes,

and deciphered by the former, in which this king gives an

account of his conquest of Babylonia, and occupying

Erech as his capital.

In Europe four thousand two hundred spe-

cies of plants are gathered and used for com-

mercial purposes. Of these four hundred and

twenty have a perfume that is pleasing, and en-

ter largely into the manufacture of scents and

soaps. There are more species of white flow

ers gathered than of any other color—one

thousand one hundred and twenty-four in all.

For "The Friend."

Counsels from True Witnesses.

In reading the brief accounts of the virtu-

ous lives, and closing hours of the great num-
ber of consistent members of the religious So-

ciety of Friends, recorded in the volumes of

"Piety Promoted;" it appeared to the writer

that some extracts would be interesting and
instructive to the readers of The Friend.

"That I may die the death of the righteous,

and that my last end may be like unto theirs"

should be the desire of all; but how can we
expect such a happy conclusion, unless we are

ever on the "watch," with earnest endeavor

to live the life of the righteous.

Maky Lamley, wife of William Lamley, of

Oxfordshire, England, was suddenly visited

with illness the First day of Second Month,

1722. She said that her Redeemer lived, and

because He lived she lived also. She desired

Friends that came to see her not to sorrow

for her, for if the Lord was pleased to take

her from them. He could soon raise up one

or another of them that might be of more
service than she had been. She advised them
to faithfulness and above all things in this

world, to have an eye to the blessed truth,

for she believed that the Lord had blessings

in store for some of them; advising them to

stand faithful in whatever the Lord should ac-

quire at their hands. At another time she

said, "The Lord deals with us as a tender

father doth with his child, who when he first

sets him to work, employeth him in small

matters, and afterwards, when the child grow-

eth in strength and understanding, he requir-

eth greater service of him. So the Lord gently

leads on his people in his work. ... I do not

speak these things because you are ignorant

of them but because you have had experi-

ence in measure of the wonderful works of

the Lord in the deep, that the pure mind

may be stirred up in all, that you may follow

the Lord fully, as his servants Joshua and

Caleb, and may obtain an inheritance in the

"heavenly Canaan." . . .

Speaking of divers states that Sion's travel-

ers pass through, she said, "We ought to be

concerned to be content in every state that

the Lord is pleased to bring us into. When
we are poor in spirit, we ought to keep the

word of patience, and then the Lord will keep

us in the hour of temptation, and in his own
time he will abundantly bless the provision of

Sion, and satisfy her poor with bread; and

when he giveth us a full cup, and maketh it

overflow, then let us remember our state of

poverty, that we may keep humble before

Him." . . . She was so resigned to the will of

the Lord, that she said she desired to be pas-

sive, as clay in the hand of the potter . . .

To a young person she said, "I believe the

Lord hath blessings in store for thee, if thou

wilt be obedient in what He makes his will

known to thee. He hath given thee a large

share of understanding and thou canst not

plead ignorance; thou knowest thy duty.

Now he that knoweth his Master's will and

doeth it not, shall be beaten with many

stripes ... Let it be thy care to have due re-

gard to that pure light that shines in thy

heart, that will show thee thy duty towards

God and akso towards man . . . Those that

honor the Lord, He will honor, and beautify
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them with his living presence; and that makes
young people really beautiful in the sight of

theLord,andalsoin the sight of good men.". . .

"iMy friends, let us wait in faith and pa-

tience upon God, although He may be at

times as a sealed fountain unto us, yet in his

own time He will open and cause the living

w^ater to flow, which, blessed be his Name, my
soul tastes of at this time, beyond what .1 did

expect, and now my strength is once more re-

newed in Him . . .

"The Lord hath made his strength to ap-

pear in my weakness. It was in a very ac-

ceptable time He did appear, and therefore let

us always wait for his appearance, that He
may be our guide, and may be known to go
before us." . . .

She spoke thus at another time: "This
evening we have enjoyed that which is beyond

words. I desire that those I may leave be-

hind me, may live in that, that is beyond

words, and may be faithful. It is what I have

been often concerned to call people unto, and

the Lord will furnish his people with strength,

although they may be but few in number, that

one shall be able to chase a thousand; for

every tongue that shall rise in judgment
against the truth shall be condemned, and the

Lamb and his followers shall have the victory.

Let us not premeditate what we shall say in

behalf of truth, for I believe it will be given

us in the time that it may be required of any
of us." . . . "We are advised to trust in the

Lord with all our hearts, and not lean unto
our own understandings; and I desire we may
take this advice, for if we were to lean to

our own understandings in these times of deep
poverty, I think we should be very likely to

fall into despair, when we see ourselves un-
able to think a good thought, or ask any peti-

tion as we ought. The invitation of the Lord
was unto the weary and heavy laden to come
unto Him, and learn of Him; and then as they
were willing to take his yoke upon them, and
learn of Him, He promised they should find

rest unto their souls. . . . "My friends, I de-

sire we may make sure of the Lord for our
portion, in seeking Him whilst He is to be
found, and calling upon Him while He is near;

for there is no other that can support those
afflictions that may come upon us; for if I had
had a wounded conscience when these afflic-

tions have been upon me, I believe it would
have been more than I should have been able

patiently to bear. But when the Lord is

pleased to favor us with the smiles of his

countenance, this sweetens the chastisements
that he is pleased to bring upon us. Let it

therefore be our great care to keep a con-
science void of offence, toward (iod and
towards men. and then I believe the Lord
will be with us, and support us in the
greatest of trials and we shall have cause in

measure to say with the psalmist, "He mak-
eth ray bed in my sickness;" for he will make
it so easy to us, that we shall be able to bear
our afflictions with a quiet and easy mind."

She spoke thus at another time:

"My friends, the Lord is once more giving
his little ones encouragement to trust in Kim;
for surely in his own time He will arise for the
help of his people, who are poor until He
appears.

"This deep sense of weakness and poverty
of spirit that the Lord brings us into, is good

for us; for it ought to be, and I hope it will

be an obligation upon us, not to be hieh-

minded but fear; and as we abide in the fear

of the Lord, our hearts will be kept clean.

Let us be willing to sink down deep in the

nothingness of self, that the Lord in his own
time may appear, and may be a double por-

tion unto us. When He comes, his reward is

with Him and his work before Him; when He
arises he will scatter our enemies. Oh I let

the sincere desires of your hearts be unto the

Lord, that his hand may not spare, nor his eye

pity any thing in you that is contrary unto his

pure will; for although you may have parted

with many things for the Truth's sake, yet

there may something yet remain that is un-

clean. Therefore ye have need to be very dil-

igently concerned in searching yourselves,

that you may see what it is that is growing in

you, and which of the two seeds it springs

from.

"We may observe, that it was while men
slept that the enemy sowed the tares, and if

ye sleep in carnal security, the enemy will sow
tnat in your hearts, which if it be suffered to

grow, will certainly oppress the pure seed.

Therefore have due regard unto that great
command of Christ, which He gave to his dis-

ciples, for that was to extend to all men,
which command was, "To watch." ... "I
have been considering how it was with the
disciples of Christ when they went fishing,

and toiled all night, and caught nothing, until

the Lord came, and directed them to cast the
net on the right side of the ship, and then
they obtained that which they labored for.

Now when we are laboring for the Spiritual

food, and for a season may find nothing, let

us patiently wait the Lord's direction, and
then we shall surely obtain what will be suffi-

cient for us; for his wisdom is the same to

direct his people now as ever it was in that
day."

The 27th of the Fourth Month, 1722, she
signified to some friends who came to visit

her, that she had cause to choose a state of
affliction, because of the sweet enjoyment of
the love of God, which He was pleased to fa-

vor her with in a more plentiful manner than
she had sometimes experienced, when she had
more freedom from pain and affliction of body

(To

The New Knowledge of Weeds.
(Concluded from page 261.)

In the case of this plant and the woolly and
stemless loco weeds some effort has been made
to find out where they get their deadly poi-

sons. That of the loco weeds is a most subtle
thing. The poison of the woolly loco produces
strange hallucinations in its victims. It efr

fects the eyesight and silently reaches one after
another of the vital functions, killing the vic-
tim in two years' time.

Some animals after eating it refuse every
other kind of food and seek only this. They
endure a lingeri^ig period of emaciation, char-
acterized by sunken eyeballs, lustreless hair
and feeble movements, and eventually die of
starvation. So mystic an element gathered
from the earth and the air naturally causes
wonder and the desire to know what such
things may be and why they are.

Weed investigation has also resulted in a

great addition to the known foods for cattle, ar

'

the discovery of a number of plants that wii

fertilize the soil. During this century an

within recent years a score or more of valu;

ble leguminous plants have been discovered
:

what were considered weeds, and hardly

year passes that new ones are not added to tl;

list. They are plants which make food f(i

cattle and which, when planted in poor so

improve it by taking from the atmosphere at

the deep subsoil things which the surface sc

needs.

The manner in which they are known i.

improve poor soil forms a remarkable scientifi

discovery. Their roots extend into the stiffd

and more compact -subsoil, where no ordinal'

plant can reach and after loosening and ope
ing it up so that air and water can have actki

upon it. suck up from below great quantitii!

of potash salts and phosphoric acid. Whi-i

these weeds are plowed under or die, thai,

salts and acids are left near the surface whe;

they can be utilized by the cereals and re
crops which live upon them. For instanc

wheat and potatoes flourish well where the

weeds have gone before and done the work '

getting the necessary food for them from tl

subsoil and the air.

Much land is of no value until these wee-

come in and make it so. This is particular

true of sandy soils and reclaimed marshland
which are deficient in potash, a thing nece

sary in all farming land. On these the deep

rooted legumes, such as gorse, broom, alfalf

lupines, sulla and the perennial beans are

great value. Their roots not only reach do\

very deep and bring up potash from the su

soil in the manner described but their leav

take great quantities of nitrogen from the a

Now, when a soil is rich in potash and niti

gen it is good soil, and as these plants die a

leave their gathered potash and nitrogen

the surface, the sandy and marshy sorls b

come good land. All the farmer has to do

to plow these rotting weeds under and he b

land on which he can raise cereals, root crj

and tobacco— that hardiest, moi
plant upon soil.

The government has induced farmers to I

the Florida beggar weed. One experiment
reported that by planting it in his field a
plowing under the annual crops for two 8C

cessive years, the soil had been complete

changed in texture and color. Another;
mer discovered that a crop of beegar w
turned under, will, when decomposed,
near the surface in ready reach of the

of succeeding crops not only all the nitrog

that it took out of the atmosphere, but al

whatever fertilizers were subsequently'

plied. A third reported that all his field
]

duced more luxurious crops after having b

given over one season to a rank growth
this weed.

To find out how much chemical value

weed really takes from the air and the subsc

the government planted a sandy field (barei

any of the qualities on which ordinary cerei

and vegetables can thrive) with beggar we(

and when the crop was at its height harvest

it, root and all. The crop was then rednc

to ashes and the result analyzed. It

found that every ton of beggar weed a

contained five hundred and eight pounds

lime, two hundred and thirty pounds of ph
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ic acid and four hundred and eighty-two

ds of potash. Twenty to twenty-five tons

•ggar weed hay were required to make

,on of ashes, but every acre yielded four

of beggar weed. It was figured out that

four ton yield per acre, which is an aver-

one acre of beggar weed would yield one

red and fifty pounds of nitrogen, worth

n cents a pound, or $22.50 worth of ni-

;n, and potash and phosphoric acid worth

5, making a total of $27.75 worth of fer-

ng chemicals taken from an acre of soil

h nothing at all.

; good a report can be made of red clover,

fa, cowpeas, the soy bean, crimson clo-

Dakota vetch, Texas pea, the Stolley

1, and others, though some, as, for in-

;e, the Texas pea are being allowed to die

Crimson clover, particularly, is an ex-

nt soil feeder, but will not do well north

line drawn through New Jersey, East

essee and Central Texas, for it cannot

stand severe winters. It requires, also,

•eat deal of moisture, and so is better

ted to the needs of the Southern farmers,

is been proved an excellent preparatory

for Indian corn, being sowed in the corn

in late summer and turned under in time

he spring planting. It may be used in

;ame way for cotton or tobacco,

^identally the habits of growth and dis-

tion which characterize weeds have been

lughly studied and a splendid picture of

ntricate working of nature in these things

)een evolved. There are maps in the Ag-
tural Department showing the present

ibution in the United States of the Canada

(e, Russian thistle, nut grass, wild carrot,

:ly lettuce and a score more, which show
glance just where these weeds are to be

] and the extent of their range. There

separate documents and papers for each

.)f over three hundred weeds giving their

listory, merits, demerits, and present lo-

n and distribution.

hat has been discovered about the migra-

of weeds shows how wonderfully life pre-

even in the face of great hardship. It

)een found that a weed no less than a man
;gles to live and to propagate its kind,

that it will make thorough use of the

3St opportunity. Wind, water, the tides,

migration of birds, the moving of cattle

irnish the average weed an opoortunity

stribute its seed into new regions. Those

common to the United States have for

lost part migrated from Europe and Asia.
1' a list of two hundred so-called injurious

IS, published in 1895 it was found that

liundred and eight were of foreign origin,

!; ninety-two were native. Of the former,

l^e or fifteen had migrated only a short

before from Central and South America.

j)w they migrate has been accurately

[n in the case of every kind of weed ex-

in the United States. Some travel ex-

ingly slow by means of runners or slender

.ting branches, which reach out anywhere

I

ten inches to ten feet along the ground

! produce plantlets at the ends, which
root and grow. Others progress by

iiding underground, working too deep to

listurbed either by grazing animals or

'ing machines. Still others, finding the

!e for life difficult, develop strange quali-

ties. Professor A. N. Prentiss, of Cornell

University, has demonstrated by experiment

that a Canada thistle root, cut into uieces

one-fourth of an inch long, can produce shoots

from nearly every piece. So when the share

of the plow digs down to cut and tear this in-

habitant from its home it more often aids in

its further distribution.

One of the most interesting yet least known
methods by which plants travel short distances

is by throwing their seeds. When the pods of

the common tare are mature they dry in such a

manner as to produce a strong oblique tension

on the two sides of the pod. These finally

split aoart and curl spirally with such a sud-

den movement upward as to hurl the peas sev-

eral feet. Many others progress in the same
way, the common spurge and wood sorrel in

particular.

Many weed seeds have special adaptives

that enable them to take advantage of the

wind or to float lightly on the water. Dan-

delion, prickly lettuce, Canada thistle, horse-

weed, milkweed and many others equip their

seeds with some feathery or winglike appara-

tus that enables them to sail. Ordinarily

the distance this equipment can carry is two

miles but a high wind or hurricane would bear

them ten or fifteen. Yet with two excep-

tions, the most rapidly migrating weeds have

not traveled in this way. Frozen ground or

snow is another great aid to the hardy migra-

ting weed, because seeds are blown along for

great distances. Buttonweed, giant ragweed

and barnyard grass all progress in this way
because their seeds are produced late in the

season, and many of them are held with such

tenacity that they are dislodged only by the

strongest winds when the conditions are fa-

vorable for distant journeys. By that time

the ground is usually frozen or covered with

snow, and the seeds skip merrily along before

every stray gust. This method of seed dis-

persion is now known to account in part for

the general presence of ragweed, mayweed
and others along our country roads. It also

shows that weeds are distributed much more

rapidly over fields left bare during the winter

than over those covered with some crop that

will catch the rolling seeds. Professor Bai-

ley, of the Fargo (N. D.) Agricultural Col-

lege, found by experiment that wheat grains

drifted over snow on a level field at the rate

of five hundred feet a minute, with the wind

blowing twenty-five miles an hour. Lighter

or angular grains were found to drift more
rapidly.

Some weeds migrate by tumbling, the whole

plant, seed and all, withering into a sort of

ball and rolling before the wind. Such are

best developed in the prairie region where

there is little to impede their progress, and

where there are strong winds to drive them,

but they are also found in the Eastern States

where they may be seen in ditches, gullies

and fence corners swept bare of their seeds

before the winter is out.

Some weeds depend for their widest distri-

bution upon the hooked character of their

seeds which stick to the hide of cattle or the

clothing of men. They have been known to

travel hundreds of miles this way and the

ground about the great stock yards in Chicago

and other cities is rich in weeds not common
to that territory. Migrating birds sweep

seeds through space for thousands of miles,

and it is thought that some of the weed im-

portations from Central and South America
have come this way.

Railways are highways no less for the pro-

gressive weed than for man. Seeds drop from
cars and from the clothes of passengers all

along the line. The most prolific weeds, par-

ticularly the Russian thistle, have been intro-

duced at widely separated points throughout
the United States almost simultaneously by

these means. They come in straw used for

packing, and on grain not perfectly cleaned.

The country towns that receive the freight

are breeding places and the men who handle

it are carriers. The weeds get everywhere
because the seeds survive long and are

equipped to cling and travel. By centuries

of struggle they have acquired the ability to

adapt themelves to almost any quality of soil

or to any kind of atmosphere. They earn

their right to live by the most hardy efl'orts.

No plant of culture could ever endure the

knocks which they receive and survive. Heat,

cold, drought, frost, soggy rains, unnatural

soils, all afllict the traveling seed by turns.

Yet it will face the situation, dig deep, reach

high, even change its diet and its very nature

before it will give up the struggle. That it

should be of some use is a long-delayed but

just conclusion of science. The outlaw of the

fruitful fields is to-day most often the helper

and savior of the arid way. Equipped with a

powerful constitution and giant energy the

worst of the weeds may readily become the

best of the plants.

Convincement of James Wilson.

FROM JAMES GOUGH'S MEMOIRS.

At and about Kendal also, I had much of

the company of that honorable minister and

elder, James Wilson, who as a nursing father

encouraged and strengthened me in the service

I was engaged in.

His conversation was often pleasant, in-

structive and edifying; one remarkable pas-

sage he related, I think worthy of inserting,

which was to the following purport: In his

young years, having been educated in the es-

tablished religion or church of England, so-

called, he had conceived a very contemptible

opinion of the people called Quakers, and

their principles, and at a public house falling

in company with some others of like senti-

ments, this people became the subject of their

discourse; and as they were expressing their

sentiments of contempt and dislike of them

pretty freely, a person of some note, who had

been an oflicer under Oliver Cromv.ell, came

into the room, and overhearing their discourse,

observed to them in substance, "That he ap-

prehended their prejudice towards this people

arose, from their want of knowing them; for

my part," continued he, "I entertain very

difl'erent sentiments of them," and perceiving

them struck with admiration to hear him,

whom they looked upon as a man of sense, as

well as consequence, express himself after

this manner, he proceeded to the following

purpose: "You seem to wonder that I express

a favorable opinion of the Quakers; I will in-

form you the reason. After the battle of Dun-

bar, as I was riding in Scotland, at the head

of my troops, I observed at some distance

from the road, a crowd of people, and one
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higher than the rest: upon which I sent one of
,

ist; Dr. Watts, the hymnist; the sickly Scar

my men to see and bring me word what was ron, who, in reference to his il health and in

the meaning of this gathering, and seeing him significant stature, called himself an
^
abr_idge

ment of human miseries;" Alexander Tope,

who wore three pairs of stockings to plump

out his legs to a decent size, and also wore

stays; Campbell the author of "Hohenlinden,"

a pretty little delicate, lady-like gentleman;

Thomas de (Juincey, the "opium eater," were

all dwarfish men.—Montreal Herald.

ride up and stay there, without returning ac-

cording to my orders, I sent a second, who

stayed in like manner; and then I determined

to go myself. When I came thither I found

it was James Naylor preaching to the people,

and with such power and reaching energy, as

I had not till then been witness of. I could

not help staying a little, although I was afraid

to stay; for I was made a Quaker, being

forced to tremble at the sight of myself. I

was struck with more terror by the preaching

of James Naylor than I was at the battle of

Dunbar, when we had nothing else to expect ,,.-,,, .1,

k 4- rV 11 n ,.^,.,7 t-n tV,o QwnrH^s nf our enemies ' taken place for several weeks past, various phases of the

but to fall a prey to the swords Ot our enemies
p^j,.Jj^^ ...estion have been considered often with much

without being able to help ourselves. I clear-
'^^ . . _

ly saw the cross to be submitted to, so I durst

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

United States—The Philippine Tariff bill for provid-

ing money by taxation for the support of the government

in those islands passed the Senate on the 24th ult., after

a tumultuous debate of eight hours, by a strict party vote

of 46 to 26. In the course of the discussions, which have

stay no longer, but got ofl[, and carried con-

demnation for it in my own breast. The peo-

ple there, in the clear and powerful opening

of their states, cried out against themselves,

imploring mercy, a thorough change and the

whole work of salvation to be effected in

them. Ever since I have thought myself

obliged to acknowledge on their behalf as I

have now done." This, James Wilson said,

proved the first step toward his convincement

of our principles, inclining him to go to our

meetings, which before he had an aversion to

the thoughts Of, from the pre.iudice above

hinted. In those days the meetings of Friends

were more eminently favored with Divine

power, as they lived more devoted to Christ,

and consequently more abounding with his

love flowing in their hearts.

Celebrated Little Men.

Facts show beyond a doubt that a neces-

sary connection between the size or shape of

the body and strength of the mind is purely

imaginary, and yet many persist in think-

ing diilerently. Aristotle, the Greek philoso-

pher, who for two thousand years held sway

over the world of thought, was a slender man,

with spindle shanks, small eyes and a shrill,

stammering speech. Athanasius, who in the

Council of Nice was the most potent spirit

was a man of very small stature— a dwarf

rather than a man, says Dean Stanley but of

almost angelic beauty of face and expression.

In his little body dwelt a mighty soul, com-

bining subtlety of thought and power of elo-

quence with resolution of will, intensity of

conviction and intrepidity of spirit. He
fought single-handed and for half a century

the great battle of orthodoxy, having no

friend "but God and death," and to-day the

creed of Athanasius is substantially the creed

of Christendom. Gregory VII, the mightiest

and haughtiest of the Roman pontiffs, who
dethroned sovereigns at his will, was a diminu-

tive man, and so was Canute the Great and the

great Conde. Voltaire, the literary autocrat

of the eighteenth century and the most bril-

liant wit of the ages, was one of the thinnest

and most spectral of human beings. Robes-

pierre and Marat, potent spirits of the French

Revolution, were far below the average stat-

ure. The former the incarnation of will, the

other by sheer force of intellect swayed the

multitude. But Robespierre was only five

feet two or three inches, the latter less than

five feet. Montaigne, the father of the essay-

lippine question

acrimony of feeling. A personal encounter between Sen-

ators Tillman and McLaurin, both of South Carolina, took

place during the debate. A vote of censure has been

passed by the Senate upon both individuals. The bill

places a duty of 75 per cent, of the rates named in the

Dingley law upon importations coming into the United

States from the Philippines, less any export taxes paid

upon importations from the islands as fixed by the Phil-

ippine Commission. Articles imported into the archipel-

ago from the United States must pay the duties imposed

upon them by the Philippine Commission and paid upon

similar articles imported therein from foreign countries.

The bill was returned to the House for further action,

where the Democrats sought unsuccessfully to amend it

by declaring that the United States should relinquish- all

claim to the archipelago.

A bill providing for a permanent census office has been

agreed to by conferees of both Houses of Congress.

The negro population has increased 55 per cent, in

Philadelphia in ten years, 111 per cent, in Chicago, 74

per cent, in Memphis and 68 per cent, in New York City

proper. Another notable fact shown by the census is

the very slight gains and in some instances actual losses

in negro population in many of the Seuthern cities. The

increases in Charleston, Chattanooga, Dallas, Nashville,

Vicksburg, have been very small. Lynchburg lost 1548,

Petersburg 1470 and Richmond 100 of negro population.

The negro seems to be seeking the localities where there

is a demand for his labor at more remunerative prices and

under more favorable and pleasant conditions.

A heavy rainfall of the 28th ult. has resulted in raising

the rivers in many parts of the Eastern States far beyond

their banks, causing great destruction of bridge;

tation by floods, interruption of travel and some loss of

life. A dispatch from Atlanta, Ga., of the 28th, says

Not in many years have the Southern States experienced

damage so widespread by a storm as that which on yes-

terday spread over a section of country embracing Georgia,

Alabama, Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, South Car-

olina and Florida. The damage is enormous, the railroads

being particularly heavy sufferers. During the Second

Month there have been but eight clear days in this vicinity.

It is said that Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, raises

more tobacco than any other county in the United States.

A message from Ellen M. Stone, dated the 25th ult., at

Ristovatz, states that she and her companions were left

the previous day by their abductors " near a village, an

hour distant from Strumitza. For three hours we waited

for dawn, then secured horses and came to this city.

Kind-hearted Bulgarian friends rushed from their homes

as soon as they caught a glimpse of the strange appear-

ing travelers, took us in their arms from our horses, with

tears and smiles and words of welcome, and led us into

their houses." She and her party traveled on horseback

from Strumitza to the nearest railroad station, a journey

lasting five hours. Local missionaries and many of the

inhabitants of Strumitza, accompanied the party for some
distance. She reports that the brigands treated them
well. She expects to remain several weeks in Turkey
before returning to this country to visit her mother liv-

ing near Boston, Mass.

A withdrawal of troops from the Philippines is taking

place, and, it is stated, about 32,000 United States sol-

diers are to remain in these islands.

There were 592 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 24 more than the previous

week and 54 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 316 were males and 276 females: 60
died of consumption of the lungs ; 72 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria

;

16 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 7 of typhoid fever ; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 17 of small pox.

Foreign—The United States Government has prop

to the Powers concerned in the Chinese treaty that

consent to a pro rata reduction of claims so as to n

tain the total within the sum of 450,000,000 taels, w
the Powers agreed to accept from China as full indein

for the Boxer outrages.

Of 105,000 persons who emigrated from Rtusii

Siberia during the first eight months of 1901, 36

have returned to Russia worse off than they went, ha'

lost their means and in many cases members of t

families through privations and hardships. These

are attributed to bad management of the emigre

movement, failure of crops and political distnrhat

and indicate that the colonization of Siberia on

scale is premature.

Some interesting experiments have been made -ill

new fog signaling apparatus in the English Chs

which signals were heard at a distance of six mil

inventor, a Belgian, believes it possible to be

locate vessels by it during a fog, and the direetioi

which they are going.

The population of the British Empire is state4|(

400,000,000, of which about 49,000,000 are BritisB

British descent ; nearly 4,000,000 are European

than British, and about 344,000,000 Blacks, Asiatics,'

Of the latter about 300,000,000 are in India and

The five Central American Republics have arraup

treaty of arbitration among themselves which is ne

force. One af its provisions is that disputes arisiog

a question of boundary are to be referred to " a fop

arbiter of American nationality "—that is, to some

American State. It may be a State of North, Sootl

Central America.

The Chubut colonists (Welsh), in Patagonia, a

struggling for thirty-five years under unfavorable co

tions, it is said, desire to be moved to Canada, «he:

large tract of land in the Northwest territory haa

offered them.

During a late voyage from Southampton to New
on the steamer Philadelphia, Marconi received mess

by his wireless system of telegraphy, when the vessel

1,500 miles from the station on the coast of CorD\|,Ji

and ticks were recorded at a distance of 2,000

NOTICES.

Friends' Educational Association.—A.meetiig

be held in the Lecture-room of Friends' Select Sell,)

140 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, at 2.30 o'clocli«

Seventh-day, Third Month 8th, 1902. Mary V. &,
President of the New Jersey Congress of Mothers, i

address the Association on the ^' Co-operation of Te,-

ers and Parents in School Life and Work." A free '-

cussion of the subject, led by Davis H. Forsythe, Davi;.

Brown, Mary M. Bell and others, will follow. All per*

interested are invited to be present.

Persons wishing to have their own, or other oat

added to the mailing list of the Association will plis

address Anna S. Wood, Sec'y,

Moorestown, N,

:!,'

Tract Association of Friends.— The annual raee

of the Association will be held in the Committee Roorl

Arch Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening, i

26th inst., at 8 o'clock. Reports of Auxiliary Assc

-

tions and an interesting report of the' Managers will

'

read. All are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott, Cler,

Fruits of Solitude in Reflections and Maxims

LATING to the CONDUCT OF HUMAN LiFE. By Wm. F' .

This book is now for sale at Friends' Book Store. 1

Arch Street, Phila. Price, silk cloth binding 25 ce

by mail, 30 cents; half-morocco 75 cents, by mail 81 c

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regar

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WiLi i

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forwards '

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of •

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will it

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and ;3

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when request

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M.,- twenty «

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, «

Westchester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Svp

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTKKS.
No. 422 Walnut Street
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[E door is open, and I see an innumerable

)any of saints, of angels and the spirits of

Tien which I long to be unbodied to be with

;

not my will but thine be done, Oh Lord!

not utter, nor my tongue express, what

1 of that light, life and love that attends

.vhich the world can neither give nor take

from me. My sins are washed away by

ilood of the Lamb that was slain from the

lation of the world! All rags and filthi-

:are taken away and in room thereof love

good will for all mankind. Oh that we
become more united in the church mili-

[and nearer resemble the church trium-

it! Oh, that we all might make such an

jis I believe I have in prospect: for it is

ght, all life, all love, and all peace. The

j

that I see is more glorious than the sun

ie firmament! Come, Lord Jesus Christ!

: when thou pleasest; thy servant is ready

piling, into thy hands I commit my spirit,

[ny will, but thine be done. Oh Lord! 1

iear to enter that harmony with Moses and

Urab, where they cry "Holy! holy! holy!"

jannot express the joy I feel. If any in-

after me, after my end, let them know
well with me.—Joseph White, 1777.

All the Inhabitants of England, and
LL That Dwell Ui'on the Face of the
'H —God alone is the teacher of his peo-

He hath given to every one a measure
ace, which is the light that comes from
it. It checks and reproves for sin. All

wait in that Light come to know the only

God and Father of Light, in Christ Jesus,

is the way to Him. This I witness to all

sons of men:—that I came not to the

ledge of Eternal life by the letter of the
iture, nor by hearing men speak of the

of God. I came to the true knowledge
e Scriptures, and to the eternal rest in

it of which they testify, by the inspiration

8 Spirit of Jesus, the Lion of the tribe of
h, who alone is found worthy to open the

I, of the book.— William Dewsbury.

"Mind Your Stops."

Inattention to punctuation may sometimes

prove costly, as is shown by one of the latest

of the many anecdotes to that effect. Dur-

ing a wealthy man's absence from New York

his wife is said to have desired to make a pur-

chase of laces amounting in value to two thou-

sand dollars. Having telegraphed to him for

his permission she received the generous an-

swer, "No price too high." Accordingly she

proceeded to buy the laces and other goods to

the value of eight thousand dollars. The hus-

band on his return learning the result of his

telegram, asked to see it, was surprised, and

said nothing. What he had written was:

"No.—Price too high."

Here the failure to observe a stop in the right

place, cost some one over six thousand dol-

lars. Little points are little things, but

"faithfulness in a little thing is a great thing."

The whole meaning of an important law is

said to have turned on a comma, and all our

language would be raeaningles.s without inter-

vals between the words. Some men have

saved their accumulated wealth by knowing

when to stop making money, and some have gone

over precipices by not stopping one step ear-

lier than they did. The intervals in a fever

are as much a part of its cure as are the par-

oxysms to throw off the cause; and the halt

which winter calls to agriculture are as essen-

tial to the productiveness of the farm, as a

season of sleep for a man to do a good day's

work. "While the earth remaineth, seed time

and harvest, cold and heat, summer and win-

ter, and day and night shall not cease." (Gen.

viii: 8.)

In every work it is important to know our

right stopping places. Happy are they who

have so learned the reproofs of instruction,

as to feel the inward check of spirit in every

proceeding just where the monition says:

"Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther."

Of how many a ruin would they thus rest on

the safe side! How many a disaster, some-

times very far-reaching, would have been pre-

vented had the inward check to a single word

been heeded! Let Him who is laying out for

each one of us our divine biography to walk in,

be trusted to put in his own punctuation

marks, whether temporary rests or final pe-

riods, just when He pleases.

We hear it said that "the gospel is a gospel

of go;" and most people view a locomotive as

built for no other purpose than to go. The

view lately arose, that if the service of the

engine were occupied in just that one purpose

of going, the first trip of its train would be its

last, and perhaps other trains also be ruined

on its trackway. No,—the usefulness of the

engine consists in its stopping at the right

stations. It is worse than useless if it runs

for mere running, or halts at its own whim in

the wilderness or on a bridge or marsh;—use-

less or ruined except as it is responsive to

the touch of the conductor within, to stop at

the appointed stations, there to discharge all

that does not belong to its further going, and

to take in fresh lives and goods for the next

movement. The acceptable service of the loco-

motive will consist in waiting and going, ac-

cording to signal from the conductor. Some-

times a train seems to wait unaccountably long,

yet no sane passenger would dare to put forth

a hand to start it a single foot.

So "what I do thou knowest not now, but

thou shalt know hereafter, " is the Master's

word to many a hindered spirit, shut in from

its coveted course by sickness or duties to

others. George Fox's several 'years of im-

prisonment served not for nothing in spiritual

progress, nor in their lading and unlading of

values for us. We find ourselves often stopped

and frustrated in our proposed career, only to

get time to be enriched and to be saved from

being shattered.

It is to be feared we miss many a duty by

rushing past it, and lose many a communion

with our Lord by over-haste to get on. Move-

ment is always loss and wrong when stopping

is called for, and standing still is equally wrong

when it is sloth and lingering. For working

or waiting devout watching is always called

for, to learn when to" stop and when to move.

The church is sorely impoverished for much

ministry that consents not to know when to

start, and for much that knows not when to

stop. "Mind your stops" that seem attended

with authority. To be impatient of them is

as dangerous as is lethargy to move when the

cry comes "Go forward!"

The "Tract Repository" to be Replaced by

"The Select Miscellany."

For a long series of years our friend David

Heston has published monthly a collection of

valuable matter for general reading, which

has upheld the highest standard of life and
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conduct, and has been an encourager of moral

virtue based on gospel good in all respects.

We would not know where to find better selec-

tions of improving reading for the mass of the

people than those contained in the volumes of

the Trad Repository.

Although our friend, perhaps by reason

of advancing years, feels now excused from

this service, yet it is with satisfaction that

we have received the announcement that an-

other Friend, who has been a pi;actical coad-

jutor in the publication, is concerned to con-

tinue the work, in a paper almost identical in

size and character, which will be known as

The Select Miscellany.

The object of the publisher being to furnish

to those who desire it, a carefully selected

miscellany of religious and moral reading,

the circulation will necessarily depend some-

what on the co-operation of individuals who

feel a similar concern.

This work is largely one of faith and benev-

olence on the part of the publisher, and our

thoughtful attention is requested. Are there

not within easy access of the reader those who

would gladly read this Miscellany, yet who

feel unable to subscribe for it; and to such as

these, as well as many others, will not such

an effort to supply them with good reading,

be as bread cast upon the waters?

Subscriptions will be received by William C.

Cowperthwaite at Friends' Bookstore, 304

Arch Street, Philadelphia, at 25 cents a year

per coDy, three to one address for 60 cents,

or six to one address for one dollar.

A Newspaper's Ministry.

It is understood, according to the Lon-

don Friend, that the London Daily News has

come entirely into the hands of a prominent

member of London Yearly Meeting, George

Cadbury, together with T. P. Ritzema, who is

proprietor of the Northern Daily Telegraph,

and now also to be controlling manager of the

Daily News. For some time the Daily News

has given up inserting betting forecasts, but

now all racing intelligence will be omitted.

"As far as I am concerned," said George Cad-

bury to a reporter, "the policy which I de-

sired to be adopted in the conduct of tue

Daily News is confined to the treatment of

great social questions, the maintenance of a

high journalistic tone, and an attitude of mod-

eration in regard to those who hold other

opinions. / do not believe in the policy of de-

nunciation as a means to changing the views of

opponents; we desire to show that we are right,

and that is better accomplished by stating the

case than by a process of denunciation."

This view of the worse than worthlessness

of denunciation of opponents and the principle

(fur which Christ said He was born) of bearing

' the Truth, deserve our commen-

dation. It is hoped that the partner, who in

conducting the Telegraph has "fearlessly ad-

vocated national righteousness," will realize as

great success in the Daily News. And we are

glad to hope that such leaven of Quakerism is

still in operation as will give to the English

public a newspaper of the character outlined

by Jonathan Dymond:

It is not easy to imagine the sum of advan-

tages which would result if the periodical

press not only excluded that which does harm,

but preferred that which does good. Not

that grave moralities, not especially that re-

ligious disquisitions are to be desired; but

that every reader should see and feel that the

editor maintained an allegiance to virtue and

to truth. You may relate the common occur-

rences of the day in such a manner as to do

either good or evil . . . The great desideratum

is enlargement of views and purity of princi-

ples. We want in editorial labors less of par-

tisanship, less of petty squabbles about the

worthless discussions of the day. We want

more of the philosophy of politics, more of

that grasping intelligence which can send a

reader's intelligence from facts to principles.

Exit the Message, Enter the Essay.

On two successive days the following two

protests came to hand, the first of which car-

ries its own lesson to the second: "It is

time," says Cora Wells Trow, in New York,

"to inaugurate a crusade against the benumb-

ing, deadening paper reading habit so universal

in women's clubs. Since the first club was

organized forty years ago clubwomen have pa-

pered their way down the corridors of time.

They have read long, dull essays enough.

"Now clubs cannot stand that forever. The

ideal woman's society would be one that im

posed a fine on every member who read an es

say, long winded or short winded, instead of

standing up straight and saying what she had

to say to her audience."

The second, as regards papering the walls

of Zion, comes from a member of a distant

Yearly Meeting and is as follows: "Uur

Yearly Meeting is so changed in the manner

of holding it. in the standing and degree of

convincement of those who rule it, in the al-

most entire absence of waiting for the Day-

spring, and in the popularizing essay-reading

character of its sittings, that it has less and

less attraction for some of us; and this year

there is to be a further attempt to weaken it

by autumn lessons in provincial centres, these

to consist mostly of essays and debates, after

the Summer School style . . .1 [note] the ex-

traordinary arrangement last week of having

at their Quarterly Meeting at , the Bishop

of H. to read them a paper!"

A third extract now comes into view:

—

"Friends let all your Men's and TFomeK's meet-

ings be held in the power of God!"— Geort/e

Fox.

For "The Frie

The True Basis for Missions.

Some time ago a Friend was traveling '^

Bristol to London where he had for a fe!;;.

passenger a Roman Catholic priest, 'u.

talked about Quakerism when the priest il;

"We read all your publications—your "(,».

terly Examiner" and the rest (in Rorae),!,^

are glad to see that after two hundred jj
of holding to it, you have given up your f ij.

dation principle. You have established l^

and Foreign Missions on the same basis ascjt

sects. '

Any true Friend would go as far as tdj

"Establish missions, or any other thing, if m

feel the clear leading of the Holy Spirit t'Jo

Isaac Penington said, "You may easil^^^

too much without the Spirit; you cannot aci

much in the Spirit."

The message to the Church everywhere o.

tinues to be (as it was to that of Thyatira j.

merly) that each disciple must be faithfijo

his own call, not taking it upon him t(i.

change with others, or to act upon the ,li

given to others but not to him.

There is no deceit more
pointing to great and weighty works as j i-

fying our acting without the leading of Chi

Spirit. Under the old law the Israelites

forbidden from sowing mingled seed.

Surely this was meant for a lesson, id

surely, too, if any man will sow mingled ed

his being able to point to good grain sprinig

up among tares or aught else will not exa

his act.
*

Among the occasional visitors at (jb

Peirce's was A. W.. then a young Frierof

promise, who had recently been recommead

as a minister.

Once, when there, and engaged in sems

conversation, he enlarged considerably 31

his own experience and attainments, tin
'

gree of favor bestowed upon him, etc. .

listening patiently for some time, Jane !'>

said "A , one feeling of 'I abhor mystia

dust and ashes' is worth more than all ;e

has spoken."
He paused a little, and replied, "Jai 1

know it."

He afterward fell away —lost his gift- id

sunk into insignificance, evidencing that tte
^

is no sure foothold for any disciple, but M
which is found in the valley of humility; wre \

the blessed Saviour always was, and when is

servants must be, ever remembering the wis

.

of Paul, "As we were allowed of <;od t(ie

put in trust with the gospel, even see

speak."

It seems to me, says a late writer, the is

no maxim for a noble life like this: C't

always your highest moments your truest o-

'

ments. Believe that in the time when M i

were the greatest and most spiritual ma or

woman, then you were your truest self. Tis

of the noblest moment you ever passed, of '«

time, when, lifted up to the heights of gly-

or bowed down to the depths of sorrow, erj

power that was in you was called forth to let

the exigency or to do the work. And jn

believe that the highest you ever have M

vou may be all the time, and vastly hier

still, if only the power of the Christ can o a-

py you and fill your life all the time.
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Reminiscences.

(Continued from pa^e 267.)

"uth is not local, God alike pervades and

he world of traffic, and the shades, and

^le feared amidst the busiest scenes, or

d where business never intervenes."

36 hand of the diligent shall bear rule;

16 slothful shall be under tribute."

the truth of these maxims we have abun-

jroof in both ancient and modern times,

latter we have practical exajnples in

|/es and conversation and successful bus-

ilcareers of such men as Samuel Hettle,

Ind Samuel Bettle, Jr., Henry Cope, and

{Cope, William and Thomas Evans and

li
other men who were in the world, but

f the world; men who above all things

ere concerned "to have always a con-

e void of offence towards (jod and to-

men, " and were favored to keep the

and the things of the world under their

I
That business can be followed in the

jof Truth there is no doubt; many times

13 course of an active business career.

Ion the morning of a week day meeting
inded by perplexities of an apparently

nountable character, when the meeting
irrived every thing was left behind as

sible, and meeting attended. In sit-

1 silence where every thought and desire

in some measure at least, brought in

tion to Him "who could make a world

t in the lost depths of the wilderness

not a flower unfinished;" the clouds

be dispersed without any special effort

mind, and on returning to business it

een found that the mind was clothed

peaceful serenity which sometimes con-

throughout the day.

;s in the ministry, although accompanied
I'ine authority, may be of a very different

tter. Riding once with our beloved

James Emlen, be said it seemed as

h Richard Jordan might have his dwelling

! seashore, he had to wade a long dis-

sometimes before he got into deep water;

anerges then was he."

mas Scattergood appeared to dwell, as

e, upon a rock; he stepped right off into

vater.

luel Bettle, Sr.'s gift was logical and
lentative, proving every position he took,

meeting in West Chester to which he

1 the public invited, and he had before

large and intelligent audience, he spoke
doctrines of Friends, urged the import-

3f prayer and spoke particularly of bap-

proving clearly that it was of a spirit-

id not of an outward nature. After pre-

g incontrovertible proofs of this truth

ased, and made the inquiry in an impres-
lanner, "are not these things so?" Af-
other pause he added, "I leave it, I leave

On the street subsequently an observing
who was met, made the inquiry, "Have
any men like that in your society?"
imas Evans was by his Heavenly Father
ed with remarkable gifts of both tongue
iD.

"Friends' Library "of fourteen volumes
I by him and his brother William, his

;ise Account of Friends," and other val-

works of a similar character will go
to posterity as standard authorities elu-

ng the peculiar views of P'riends in a

clear and comprehensive manner. His gift in

the ministry was clear, convincing and inipres

sive; a well remembered instance of this was
in a Yearly Meeting in 1869, and is clearly

related in an account recently received from
our valued friend, Joseph S. Elkinton.

In the course of this communication he used
these words in an emphatic manner—"Friends,

there is no such thing as going to heaven in

velvet slippers."

"On Third-day morning of Yearly Meeting
week, Thomas Evans delivered a powerful
communication on the tendency there was to

an outside religion in the world and in our So-

ciety; he bore particular stress upon individ-

uals undertaking to teach others religion, be-

fore they became men and women of changed
hearts themselves,— before their spiritual eyes

had been anointed to see, their spiritual ears

unstopped, their tongues loosened, and their

mouths rightly opened.

"He said we were told Early Friends were
aggressive, which he did not deny, but what
baptisms and conflicts of spirit the first went
through, before they went forth and told of

those things which their own eyes had seen

and their own hands had handled of the good
Word of Life, and what was their secret spring

to action?
" 'The Lord moved me,' said George Fox,

'to go to this place or that place.'

"The feeling that attended was such as one
might be willing to sit under a long time. It

might have been felt the speaker had lately

come out of the furnace himself seven times

refined, and with all his powers was opposing

the busy active spirit of the day . . . Much
solemnity overspread."

We are also indebted to the same Friend

for the following account of the exercises of

our late valued friend, Sarah Emlen in Con-

cord Quarterly Meeting held Eighth Month 20,

1844.

"Sarah Emlen preached particularly to the

young people; some of whom she believed

were preparing to be testimony bearers; but

others were doing despite to the Spirit of

Grace and were determined to do as they

listed; to which class the effect of this course

was pointed out.

"In the Meeting for Discipline she returned

the endorsement of the minute granted her, to

visit England, etc., and stated that she had

visited all the meetings in Ireland, including

the Yearly Meeting, the General Meetings for

Scotland and Wales and other of their subor-

dinate branches; many meetings in England,

etc.

"She produced certificates from London and

Dublin Y'early Meetings, of .Ministers and El-

ders, expressing unity with her religious la-

bors, and commending her behavior among
them, etc.

"After giving her account she proceeded to

address the class she had spoken to in the first

meeting; stating that when in a foreign land,

and there seemed but a step between her and

the grave, the young people of this Quarterly

Meeting had been brought before her, with a

view of the temptations to which some of

them were peculiarly exposed, and she had in-

terceded for them. She besought such to

withstand the peculiar temptations that were

now presented by the Grand Adversary of

Souls, etc.

William Evans had a short communication
on the power and manner of rightly holding a
Quarterly Meeting.

"Seven ministers from Philadelphia were
present, who were all silent in the first meet-
ing-"

The following lines were intended to follow

the tribute to Thomas P. Cope in the The
FuiEND of Second Month 22nd last:

Of nature noble, yet humble too was he.

Free from all guile and vain philosophy.

Studious above all, his Master's work to do.

Safely he walked, this dark world through.

The Chkistian Watch.—Hannah C. Back-
house attended London Yearly Meeting in

1800, being at that time a gay young woman
of nineteen years, and but little associated

with plain Friends.

After writing of her enjoyment in seeing

such "and the happy state of mind they

seemed to enjoy," she further states: "It

made me earnestly desire to be like them,

though it has not yet persuaded me to endeav-

or to be so. I saw the most eminently sweet,

angelic woman I ever beheld—Mary Capper.*
Her countenance expressed the beauty of the

human mind when it is without weeds."

H. C Backhouse had devoted herself to

drawing and painting, and felt a great ambi-

tion to be an artist; but in her twenty-first

year she wrote: "A mind kept on the Chris-

tian's watch, is, I think, but little capable of

entering into the spirit of the 'Fine Arts.'
"

And shortly after, "I have felt during this

day the difficulty of keeping free from the

spirit of the world in the society of those who
sessed all the charms of its accomplish-

ments; and how almost impossible it would

be for me to be preserved, without the man-

ners and appearance of a Friend; which are, I

do firmly believe, a strong bulwark; but like

bulwarks, if a constant watch is not kept,

the place and the bulwark may easily be

taken."

Conimuiiicatecl.

Ridicule about serious things is a weapon

that the devil at times puts into the hands of

his servants when other means fail in the

accomplishment of his seductive purposes.

It is an acceptable weapon to men and women
bent on overthrowing a truth they can't other-

wise get out of the way in their quest for

liberty. Aimed at the wicked it not only

fails to win, but adds fresh fuel to the flame

of selfishness that burns in unregenerate

hearts. Aimed at the righteous it is a sin

against heavenly processes chosen by God to

bring about a "more excellent way." Though

I may not see its value, the respect I feel

for a good man's scruple, I find is of God and

forbids ridicule. Another man's scruple may
not be mine, but if it be part of a holy life

and tends to pureness even incidentally, it

may bring me to thoughtfulness of my own

course, and I find it a goodly state when "the

reproof of the righteous is unto me as an ex-

cellent oil."

The coarseness of a ribald caricature and

the more refined ridicule of a book or maga-

zine article, spring from the same source—

these and the flippant joke all bespeak a prac-

*A memoir of this dedicated servant of the Lord is pub-

lished and may be had at Friends' Boolt Store, No. 304

Arch Street, Philadelphia.
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tical voidance of the many holy scriptural

pleas for patience. "Let patience have its

perfect work" falls still-born on the heart

chilled with impatience. Indeed ridicule fine-

ly draped does more harm than the coarser

sort
—

'twere better for the thrower of it had

he never been born, than to turn a timid child

just entering a holy career, from an opening

path of service for the Master.

Communirated.
TRUST.

(Psalm Ixii : 8.)

Oh, trust when dark clouds gather,

When billows round thee roll.

When the heart grows faint with fear and dread.

And anguish fills thy soul.

When thunders roar and lightnings flash,

And darkness hides the light.

Oh, trust, have faith, and still believe

God's ways are always right.

No stormy tempest e'er can mar
His loving care for thee,

Though now thou mayst not understand.

Or his blest purpose see.

Yet by and by, when time is o'er.

The wherefore thou shalt know,
Then see these trials all were sent

Because He loved thee so.

Doth not our Father feed the birds ?

Doth He not clothe the flowers ?

And looking down in tend'rest love

He notes thy saddened hours,

He sees the path is hedged around.

The future way is dim
;

But dear one, oh remember this,

'Tis dear and bright to Him.

Though human love may fail thee

And earthly ties be riven,

God's grace will in the needful hour
Abundantly be given.

His love is "everlasting ;"

Take courage, lift thine eyes ! •

These trials our dear Father sends
Are blessings in disguise.

Although we may not comprehend
God's perfect, holy will.

Yet his the part to save, sustain
;

Ours to trust Him and be still.

Under the heavenly Potter's hand,
Submissive let us rest,

Assured that whatsoe'er He does.

Is wisest, right and best.

Beyond the cloud shines forth the sun,

Daybreak succeeds the night.

And though the coming days seem dark,
Soon shall thy way be bright.

Soon shall the " shadows flee away,"
Thy heart with joy be filled.

When sorrow's surging sea of pain
Shall by God's word be stilled.

So trust when troubles round thee press.
Lean hard upon the word,

"Together all things work for good
To those who love the Lord."

Rest sweetly on the promise
Of thy never-failing Friend,

" Lo, I am with you alway,"
Yea, " even to the end."

The Lord will ne'er forsake his own
Trust Him, He's ever near.

His strong and mighty arm will save,
What then hast thou to fear ?

" Look not around or be dismayed,"
Go forward in his might.

Trust Him till breaks the glorious morn,
" When faith is last in sight."

Helen E. Wood.
Wexford, Ireland, Second Month, 1894.

'The Friend.'

The Bible.

(Continued from page 269.)

The work of Professor McCurdy above al-

luded to and quoted from is a narrative of the

ancient history of the Semitic peoples in its

bearing upon the history of Israel which it in-

cludes and involves. In tracing this he
reaches backward as we have seen far beyond
the Mosaic epoch by means of records only
fully brought to light within the past half

century. He is able to trace a list of Kings
of Babylon from Sargon above named down to

Nebudchadnez7.ar who is mentioned in 2 Kings
xxiv, and who reigned about 600 B. C. ; thus
comprising a period of more than three thou-
sand years. The Bible account in 2nd Kings
and that of 2 Chronicles xxxvi states that Neb-
uchadnezzar King of Babylon came with his

armies and took Jerusalem and Judah, then
reigning king Jehoakim as a captive to Baby-
lon; and finally after setting up Jehoakim and
Zedekiah successively as kings of Judah's and
they revolting against him, the King of Baby-
lon utterly overthrew the Jewish kingdom and
carried away many thousands of their people
as captives to his own land with the orna-
ments and treasures of the temple. Here
they remained until seventy years were passed
in fulfilment of the prophecies of Jeremiah as
a punishment for their obstinate idolatry and
wickedness, until the advent of (Jyrus, king
of Persia, who had conquered Babylon.

With regard to the correlative light thrown
upon these events in Old Testament history by
the late discoveries we may instance the allu-

sions in so many of the inscriptions and tab-
lets to Nebuchadrezzar (as his name is now
mostly spelled). Dr. Peters states in his ac-
count of his visit to Babylon in the year 1889,
that all the bricks dug up from the great
mounds which mark the site of the buried city

bear the name of Nebuchadrezzar. In the
clay cylinders of Nebuchadrezzar found by
Sir Henry Rawlinson in the corners of the zig-

gurat (or tower) of Birs Nimrud we read:
"Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon, the right-
ful ruler, ... the beloved of Nebo, the wise
prince, who devotes his care to the affairs of
the great gods . . . the son and heir of Nabo-
polassar, king of Babylon, am I. . . . Timi-
nanki the ziggurat of Babylon I built and
completed; of brick glazed with lapis-lazuli I

erected its summit. At that time the house
of the seven divisions of heaven and earth, the
ziggurat of Borsippa which a former king
had built and carried up to the height of
forty-two ells but the summit of which he had
not erected had long since fallen into decay
. . . "The great lord Marduk moved my heart
to rebuild it. Its place I changed not, and
its foundation I altered not ... 1 rebuilt the
unbaked bricks of its terraces and its encasing
bricks which were broken away and I raised
up that which was fallen down. My inscrip-
tions I put upon the kiliri of its buildings."

Dr. Peters remarks respecting the above,
"the striking similarities of this story to that
of the Tower of Babel, (as recorded in Gene-
sis xi) are the extremely ambitious nature of
this ziggurat of Borsippa which Nebudchad-
rezzar found in ruins and the fact that after
it had been raised to a great height the work
was abandoned, leaving the building in such
an incomplete condition that its ruin was in-

evitable. He built it over entirely and 1
,|(

it a seven staged ziggurat or tower,
ij

the ruins of Nebuchadrezzar's ziggurat w
ii

constitute the present Birs Nimrud, and if

explorations which have been conducted t I'j

revealed the seven stages still existing. "
\

long before the time of Nebuchadrezzar it

fallen into such a condition it is impos

from our present information to say.

whatever the date, Nebuchadrezzar's ace

of the ruins of this ziggurat correspond

well with the story of the eleventh chapti

Genesis that one is inclined to attach
ij

story, at least tentatively, to this ruin,
i;

proximity of the site to Babylon led to its ,1.

nection with that well known name. Babe in

the Hebrew story." Dr. Peters took a >

tograph of the great mound and tower a !»j

it which is given in his first volume. Of iie

remarks, "the lowest stage of the toweig

shown by the excavations, consisted of a j
high terrace of sundried bricks on which \-t

similar terraces faced with baked bricks, ig

the summit of the whole structure therb

now a curious mass of baked bricks loo !g

like a tower split in two. This is some\it

more than forty feet in height." •

The Sargon above alluded to as king of

,

bylon in the earliest years of the histor.

the Chaldean nation was not the monarc

.

that name mentioned in Isaiah xx in t ;e

words
—"In the year that Tartan came ra

Ashdod (when Sargon the king of .Assyria it

him) and fought against Ashdod and toot;

at the same time spake the Lord by Isaiah le

son of Amoz. " This is the only place in S(i-

ture where the name of "Sargon" is tne

found; and not until the unearthing of le

ruins of Babylon and Nineveh have the hi>

rians been able to discover his place and

tions in Assyrian annals. Indeed, so obs.

did he seem that some critics doubted thu

istence of such a character. Now, howe
there is abundant evidence of it, and McCi
in his second volume (book 8 Chap. 1st;

tails Sargon 2nd's enterprises and war; <

full. He remarks respecting the above re-

ence to Tartan's attack on Ashdod: "In 1

B. C. we have to note the famous expedi n

to Ashdod, of which special account is tal

,

not only by Hebrew prophecy, but also y

King Sargon himself. Besides other not s

he has left an inscription devoted soleljo

that enterprise." He also states that a mc •

lith of Sargon with an inscription on it s

been found in the Island of (J'yprus whicis

now in the Berlin Museum. He foundeia

city a few miles north of Nineveh, now knci

as Khorsabad, where he created a magnifict

palace, which has remained since its exea -

tion and exploration by Botta in 1844 ,i

Place in 1852 the most complete represer-

tion of Assyrian architecture which has b 1

preserved to us. This palace was occupied
.'

Sargon 2nd, whom McCurdy speaks of as "
;

most powerful ruler and greatest benefac

whom Assyria had yet known." In the y
'

706 B^ C, and in the summer of the n t

year he died by the hand of an assassin.

Sarguns's successor on the throne of Ass^ 1

was Sinacherib, famous in Bible history as -

corded in Isaiah .36th and 37th Chapters an -

Kings Chapters 18th and 19th for his invasi

of Judah and Jerusalem when Hezekiah \^

king in the year 710 B. C. King Hezekial 1
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itress, when Rabshakeh, the general of

jsyrian army, summoned him to surren-

e City of Jerusalem to Sinacherib, sent

Prophet Isaiah for his advice and inter-

n with Jehovah for their relief, and

5sured by the word of the Lord that the

if Assyria should not come into the city

lOot an arrow there. "Then the Angel

Lord went forth and smote in the camp

i Assyrians one hundred and eighty-five

ind; and when they arose early in the

ng, behold they were all dead corpses,

nacherib king of Assyria departed and

ind returned and dwelt at Nineveh."

this expedition a very explicit account

>en found inscribed on what is known as

'Taylor Cylinder," a clay tube found

y the Assyrian ruins, and described in

nson's Cuneiform Inscriptions, Vol. 1,

In this narrative Sinacherib speaks of

is countries and cities in Palestine and

which he conquered whose names are fa-

te Bible readers. He alludes to "He-
1 the Judaite who had not submitted to

oke; forty-six of his fenced cities and

sses and small towns in their vicinity

ut number, I besieged and took. As

mself, like a caged bird in Jerusalem I

lim up." He also tells of a tribute of

and silver, and other treasures that he

3d of Hezekiah, prior to the above events

ited in 2nd Kings xviii: 13 to 16. He
I no reference to the remarkable pesti-

that destroyed his immense army as

, in the Bible record. We must bear in

however, that these chronicles of their

:e deeds and conquests left by the an-

kings are intended to glorify their mem-
the estimation of posterity, and natur-

^ey would not record events that might

7erse to such a reputation.

[THE CROCUS'S SOLILOQUY.

BY HANNAH F. GOULD.

|in my solitude under the snow,

(ire nothing cheering can reach me,

without light to see how to grow,

itrust to Nature to teach me.

[not de.spair, nor be idle, nor frown,

;ed in so gloomy a dwelling
;

ves shall run up and my roots shall run

3wn,

lie the bud in my bosom is swelling.

,s the frost will get out of my bed,

n this cold dungeon to free me,
II I peer with my bright little head

;

will be joyful to see me.

rom my heart will young petals diverge,

|"ays of the sun from their focus
;

,' the darkness of earth will emerge,
lippy and beautiful Crocus.

i

arrayed in my yellow and green,

n to their view I have risen,

ley not wonder how one so serene

e from so- dismal a prison ?

J perhaps, from so simple a flower
j little lesson may borrow

—

<!t to-day, through its gloomiest hour,

[come out the brighter to-morrow.

jiDGE thyself with the judgment of sin-

|, and thou wilt judge others with a judg-

m charity."

For " The Friknd."

Counsels from True Witnesses.

(Conll.uied Irom p;.gc 270.)

"It is the "inward Comforter who leadeth

into all truth that we shall one day stand in

need of. As there ought to be no careless

delays in the areat concern of working out

our own salvation, so we had need to be very

diligently engaged in waiting to be endowed

with power from on high, because we are not

able to do anything of ourselves, that will

tend to our soul's eternal welfare; but as we
are diligently waiting upon God, He will give

us strength, according to the service He shall

require of us. His people have cause to say.

He is not a hard master, for He will gather

his lambs in his arms, and carry them in his

bosom. Let us be willing to part with all the

Lord requires us to part with, although it be

as near as a right hand or a right eye. My
friends, we have no continuing city here; let

us therefore seek one that is to come, whose

builder and maker is the Lord. Let not those

he discouraged that are truly concerned to la-

bor in the Lord's work. Although they may
be but few in number, the time may come
when more may be rightly engaged in it. Let

us give up freely to serve the Lord in what-

ever He requireth of us, for He requireth obe-

dience to the manifestations of his will, both

in male and female. 1 desire that those that

are truly sensible of the want of laborers, may
be concerned to pray the Lord of the harvest

to send forth more laborers into his harvest

and that we all may be truly concerned for the

honor of (iod and for the promoting his truth,

than for any outward enjoyment, and then the

Lord will be with us in our exercises. We
know not what any of us may have to go

through, before our time in this world may
come to an end, and when we come to lie on a

bed of sickness, and expect our end to be

nigh, nothing that this world can afford is

worthy to be compared to peace of conscience.

Let it be our great care to be so prepared

for the coming of the Lord, that whether our

days be few or many in this world whensoever

the Lord shall be pleased to call us we may be

ready."

The 14th of the Fifth Month.—"Although
the Lord may be pleased to lead us through

the valley of the shadow of death, yet we
have cause to fear no ill as the eye of our

minds is truly unto Him who is invisible; for

He is near to his little ones, supports them in

the deepest exercises that they are brought

into; and therefore if the Lord be pleased to

bring us down into Jordan, let us be willing

to follow Him as often as He shall see meet

... As the gold that is often tried, is made

the purer from dross, so as we are rightly bowed

under the great Refiner's hand, we shall be

made the more fit for his service. Let us pa-

tiently wait to see the work carried on that

is upon the wheel, that we may not be like

the vessel that was marred in the hands of the

potter, but may be formed according to the

will of God, and purged from everything He
hath a controversy against.

And now the Lord is pleased once more to

lift up the light of his countenance upon my
poor soul; and in a sense thereof, I desire the

praise, the glory and honor may be given to

Him, to whom alone it belongs forever . . .

Such is the goodness of God to those that

wait upon Him, that He causes the dew to fall

upon them that see themselves in a thirsty

land, until He is pleased to open the fountain

for their refreshment. I believe it is our

great duty to centre often to the fountain

from whence our supplies come. In what
state soever we are, the truth is the same in

a time of sickness as it is in a time of health.

I desire we may not be like the man that falls,

being alone, but may know the everlasting

arm to be underneath when we see ourselves

in danger of falling. And as we have seen

the good effects of it many a time I desire we
may be diligent in waiting for this holy arm.

Let us wait to know our duty We have often

heard that they that wait upon the Lord shall

renew their strength. These come to see

their duty and they also receive ability to per-

form the same, although at times they may
be so encompassed about that they see no way
of deliverance until the Lord opens an eye in

them to see it; yet the Lord will make way in

his own time, for the deliverance of his people

who trust in Him."
The litth of the Fifth Month. -"There is

one thing in particular that I have observed

in this time of weakness of body which I es-

teem as a privilege among many others that I

am made partaker of, and that is this: Those

days when my affliction is greatest upon me,

the Lord hath been pleased to favor me with

the most plentiful visitation of his love,

whether I have had company, or have been

alone; so that thereby I have been encouraged

willingly and patiently to bear these afflic-

tions, being made sensible that the inward en-

joyment of the goodness of God abundantly

exceeds health of body, and those outward

enjoyments that I am deprived of ... It is

the Lord alone that knows the wants of the

poor in spirit, and is able to administer a suit-

able supply according thereunto. He can

make a little sufficient, until He is pleased to

give more, as He made the little the widow

had sufficient in the prophet's time. Such was

his goodness to her, that the barrel of meal

did not waste nor the cruise of oil fail, until

the time that the Lord sent rain upon the

earth although it was such a time of scarcity,

that she expected death was near . . . There-

fore let us not murmur in a time of scarcity,

nor yet be exalted above measure in a time of

plenty; but let us remember, the hand that

feeds us can withhold from us if He sees

meet."
(To be continued.)

The Sure Reliance.—"The branch must

abide in the vine, th(^ oak in the soil, the

child in its parents, the President in the laws

of his nation, the Believer in Christ. To

abide in Christ is to rest one's hope in infinite

strength, and to draw one's life out of infinite

goodness and love. Christ is the perfection,

the Teacher, and the example of all goodness,

the Source and Giver of eternal life, the power

of God unto salvation."

"How the fallen creature man needs the

interior light of God to strengthen his soul,

and the promises of God to inspire his hope

in every step of his pilgrimage!"

Preserved fruits, in a state fit to be eaten,

have been taken from the ruins of Hercula-

neum.
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Doukhobor Notes.

A letter received from Frank Pedley, Super-

intendent of Immigration, dated Ottowa, Feb-

ruary 28th, 1902, contains the following:

Referring to your letter of inquiry in regard to

the live stock in the Doukhobor colonies I beg

to send for your information the enclosed copy

of a report dated the 19th inst. from the Com-
missioner of Immigration, which I am sure

you will consider satisfactory:

Office of the Commissioner op Immigration,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, 19th February, 1902.

5tr.-—With reference to your letter of 29th

ultimo No. 65101 Im'n, to Mr. Joseph Elkin-

ton, 1 beg to report that I have had communi-

cation with the various Doukhobor colonies

and have met some of the leaders of those

colonies within the past six or seven days,

and I am now able to say that the live stock

in the several Doukhobor colonies is in a thriv-

ing condition; the sheep are standing the win-

ter well, and they have already sold some of

their young stock. In the Thunder Hill colony

they have a good many lambs, and are selling

some to the butcher at Swan River. Tne

cattle in the colony are better looking than

the cattle of other settlers, and the neighbors

have been placing their young stock with the

Doukhobors for the winter's keep.

The live stock at the Yorkton colonies are

in first class condition and look well. Each
village has quite a large herd, as well as a lot

of horses, and towards the end of the year

they will have a quantity of stock to sell.

The Saskatchewan villages have also taken a

number of other settlers' cattle to winter.

They will have some young stock for sale next

year, but not this, and in this they are wise,

as they are now in a position to hold their

stock until they mature.

From the above it is evident that the Douk-
hobors have done well with their live stock,

and their live stock is thriving and in splendid

condition.

Your obedient servant,

(Sd.) J. UBED Smith,

Commissioner.

Frank Pedley, Esq., Sup't of Immigration,

Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.

From a letter previously received from J.

Obed Smith I take the following: The reports

from our agents lead me to believe the crops

raised by the Doukhobors this year (1901)
will be nearly, if not quite sufficient, for their

own sustenance; in fact in the Rosthern dis-

trict they have, I understand, marketed at

least ten thousand bushels of grain this fall

and they are not, as a rule, people who sell

what they require for their own maintenance.
Their condition is steadily improving, and I do
not believe one-half the number of those who
sought work outside the colonies in the year
1901 will be looking forward to similar work
next year. They have realized that there is

money in farming in Canada, and being of a

home-like peaceful disposition, they naturally

would prefer to remain at home on their farms
to seeking work elsewhere. There is plenty

of work for all their men on railway construc-

tion if they choose to go, but the fact that the

most of them have gone home with their sum-
mer's earnings and do not desire any further

work will be an indication of how well they have
prospered. Joseph S. Elkinton.

The following, extracted from a letter from

Commissioner Smith has been received, in re-

sponse to inquiries made by the Philadelphia

Committee; and it and the accompanying let-

ter from the Minister of the Interior of Can-

ada both convey full assurance of the pa-

tience and kindness existing toward the Rus-

sian exiles, and of a desire for their best wel-

fare:

—

Office of the Commissioner op Immigration,

winnipeg.'Manitoba.

William Evans,

Dear Sir:— I beg to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 27th ult, and appreciate

to the full the desires of the Friends that the

Doukhobors should be dealt with as leniently

as possible, and this policy, which has been

the aim of the Department in the past, will

continue to be their aim in the future. Cir-

cumstances have arisen, however, which not

only compel us to render it advisable for the

sake of the Doukhobors as well as others, that

some definite effort should be made in order to

compel them to conform to the regulations,

but I am pleased to say our efforts have been,

to a certain extent, successful.

You will be pleased to hear that within the

last two or three weeks one or two hundred
entries have been made by the Doukhobors on

the Saskatchewan, and we have made a start,

—although at the present time, only^i;e have

responded,— in the Swan River Colony. The
matter is being very seriously discussed there,

and, at their request, I arranged an interview

with the Minister of the Interior and two of

their specially appointed delegates, and I now
enclose to you a copy of a letter, containing

the views and the decision of the Minister,

which letter was eminently satisfactory to the

delegates, and should enable them to overcome
what feelings they may have against taking

up the entry in the usual way. I have received

delegates from the Swan River Colony, and
also from the Saskatchewan Colony, and they

have returned home perfectly satisfied with

the assurances of the Department, and pre-

pared to recommend all their fellows to take
entries in the regular way. The most recalci-

trant portion of this community live around
Yorkton, and it has been my desire to fortify

our position towards them by having the Swan
River Colony and the Saskatchewan Colony
take up their homesteads first, believing that

my judgment is correct that, when these peo-

ple see that their fellows in other colonies

have done as they are requested to do, they

will do likewise. With these few remarks I

think the enclosed letter will lay bare to you
the true position of affairs at the present
time.

We find it quite impossible to successfully

conclude all these various difliculties in a
concrete form, but must take each one sepa-
rately, and the all important one is to secure
the Doukhobors, in the land which the people
of Canada are willing they should obtain free.

I am not in a position, to state definitely the
results of Mr. Sherbinin's work at Rosthern;
but it would appear from his connection with
the delegations that have come here, and the
resulting entries of hundreds thereafter, that
he has already some influence with these
people.

It is quite true that some of them look
upon him still with distrust but I have not

changed my opinion that I believe

prove to be the right man in the right j

The rumor is correct that a very large bo'

Molokans are desiring to immigrate to (

da; in fact, we have at the present time

of their delegates; we have shown
which they desire to occupy, in close pvo^
ity to that of the Doukhobors on the Saska j.

wan River; but the difficulty appears to
to

obtain the consent of the Russian Govern
jt

to their departure.

It appears that they have obtained the j,

sent of the Government at St. Petersl

but that the Governor of Tiflis has no

made up his mind that he could allow the

go. From what I can gather, they havj.

ready sold their buildings and ar^ practiij

cahiped with their personal belongings, a't.

ing orders to move; but as it appears the r-

respondence of some of these people with ^

ada has got into the hands of the Goveir

last above mentioned, they fear that he

not give his consent to their removal, ai

has become necessary on my part to

every one on this side of the Atlantic to

no communication by correspondence or ol

wise with any of the Molokans. We
means of communicating with them whicle

hope will ultimately succeed in securinjit

any rate, a very large portion of these uek

and the matter is being prosecuted vigormi,

and we hope to succeed.

The general health of the Doukhoboiii

very good. Very few have had to se^e

treatment during the winter, and I think ti;

health is infinitely better than at any le

since they have been in the country.

You will be pleased to hear that Mr. h^
S. Crerar, our agent at Y'orkton, who was r-

iously ill in the hospital here for se\
'

weeks, suffering from typhoid fever, ha

far recovered from his illness as to be abi

walk about. Mentally he has been fit

some time; physically he has been unabi

attend to his work; so that we have given

Mrs. Almonefsky's services, at Y'orkton, r

the last two or three months.

Again assuring the Friends of the good li

of the Department towards the Doukhobi,

and hoping that the enclosed corresponde

e

may throw some light upon your enquirii 1

have the honor to be.

Yours truly,

(Signed) J. Obed Smith, Commissioi.

Department of the Interior,

Winnipeg. Manitoba, 15th February, 190

To Ivan Ivin and Feodor Suchorukoff, 1
•

egates from the Doukhobors of the Thurr

Hill Colony:

Gentlemen.—It is with much pleasure th 1

have had an opportunity of speaking with i

to-day and I would like to convey through J

to the Doukhobors my high appreciation f

the successful efforts vou have made sie

coming to Canada. Some people on your

rival spoke against you; but my faith in yr

ability as farmers and as good honest peoi,

was such, that I gave instructions to the i-

cers of the Department to afford your cec;

every possible assistance in order to bec(e

successful farmers in Canada, and I am nleal

to know from vou that your villages aret

the present time shipping such a large qi
•

tity of wheat to the market at Swan Rivei

I sincerely trust that you will continue ti

;
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sful; that you and your people may be

y and happy; and you may assure them

I

continued good-will of myself and the

nment of Canada towards the Doukho-

re are several points in connection with

ome-steading of lands which you have

sed with me to-day, and at your request,

e this letter regarding the same. My
traent gives to every male over eighteen

of age a piece of land (160 acres)

f charge, except the entry fee of $10;

I

these entries can only be recorded in

jvan River Land Office, that is the place

iich all persons go when seeking free

ii your locality, and when they go to Mr.

j^
and they find no Doukhobor names en-

;for homesteads on these lands, Mr. Har-

ks no power to prevent these strangers,

!y other person, from taking the land,

therefore, absolutely necessary for your

protection against outsiders, that you

I make individual entry for the land; and

I

expiration of the three years you can

lyou like with the same, either conveying

lome person as trustee of the village, or

^ing it to any community of persons, as

'es for the villages or the Doukhobor

unity. Once the entry is made by an in-

lal Doukhobor, and by cultivating a cer-

ortion of the land in the Reserve, he is

!>d to the land, he can give the same to

irson or any trustees that he may choose,

iiderstand that there are amongst you a

[30ple who object to making an individ-

[try for homestead. I do not understand

'lese people refuse the free gift of land

I-

Canadian Government, as my Govern-

'promised your people before they left

[.,
that this would be done; and when 1

•he land to you free of charge, it is re-

|by some of them. I am pleased to see,

ler, that a large number are not ungrate-

br unmindful of the interests of their

unity, and that most of the Doukhobors

'lake their entry for homesteads, even

\i they afterwards give the land to trust-

And I have decided that those who will

heir homesteads and accept of free land

|he Government, may live together in one

ire villages; and, instead of being com-

1

to cultivate each quarter section held

Ih Doukhobor, that the land around the

[i itself may be cultivated, and the work

[
otherwise would be required on each

lual homestead may be done altogether

I the village. But it would not be fair

hose who take up their homesteads and

their village should be troubled with

>vho will not do so; and as those who do

ke up a homestead will not be protected

Government after the first of May of

jar, they will simply have to leave the

!S to those who take up the homesteads
ly land elsewhere from some other per-

If for instance, a village wants fifty

teads around the village. I will be satis-

the amount of improvements required

h quarter-section is done around the vil-

snly for the whole fifty. This would en-

II those in the village to live together

3 work together in and around the vil-

vithout being compelled to go a long
at to their individual homesteads.
most important part about making a

homestead entry is to have each Doukhobor

put his name down for his homestead so that

no stranger may take it from him; and, as it

may be inconvenient for some of you to pay

the ten dollar fee required from each at pres-

ent, I will agree that if the entries are made
at once, that payment of the ten dollar fee in

each case on the first of December, 1902, will

be satisfactory to the Department.

You have asked me about the taxes on the

land, and so far as I know there is not at

present any other tax on your lands than two

dollars and fifty cents for each homestead,

which is imposed by the Local Government of

the Territories for the purpose of helping to

make roads in your own districts, and, when

this money is used for that purpose, I do not

think any reasonable Doukhobor can object.

As the law stands at present, and it has been

the same for years, a school district can only

be formed when the people who will live in

the proposed school district ask that such

school district shall be formed; and a Munici-

pality is only formed when the lands within

the limits of the proposed Municipality have

grown to be of such value and have so many
people living thereon, that a Municipality is

required, to furnish more roads and bridges;

but in the case of a Municipality, and in the

case of a school district in your Reserve, all

the officers of the school district and of the

Municipality would be Doukhobors, and they

would only place such taxes upon you as you

would allow them to impose. If there is no

need for the formation of a Municipality, then,

under the law as it stands, a certain portion

of your land may be especially formed into a

local improvement district, but in this case

also, the overseer or master of the local im-

provement district would be elected by your

people, so you see, should municipalities,

school districts or local improvement districts

be formed in your Reserve, that, as the law

now stands, your own people would be the offi-

cers, and have control of them all.

I believe there is no land under the sun

where there is more liberty and tolerance in

regard to religious and material matters than

in Canada. I would like the Doukhobors to

feel that there is no undue restraint upon

them regarding these matters, although there

are certain laws which have been found ben-

eficial in every country of the world, and to

every class of people in Canada, and will no

doubt be beneficial to the Doukhobors also;

and the strong hand of the law which protects

you and your families from danger, is the

same strong hand which requires that the law

shall be carried out in every case without fear

or favor. I think your people have only to

look around Canada and see the contented,

prosperous condition of her people, to realize

that you are welcome here; and that our laws

are such that any person loving liberty and

equality can cheerfully conform to.

I regret that there should have been at any

time amongst you two or three peocle who

misunderstood the character of Canadian law^s,

or have misrepresented the Government and

its officials to vou; and I believe that you may
safely trust the officials of my Department in

any and all matters, and rely upon them that

they will willingly do no injury to your con-

science or your principles.

I fear there is some misconception in your

minds as to what it means to take up a home-
stead entry for land in Canada. Of what use

is land, anywhere in the world, unless it is oc-

cupied and cultivated? Be the Doukhobor
community, or any other community, ever so

strong, they could not remove a single acre of

the land itself, as they might dispose of a

cow, or a wagon load of wheat. All any per-

son in Canada can obtain, is the right to occu-

py and cultivate the land, and the right to

keep any other person from interfering with

that privilege. Taking a homestead entry

means that you have the right to occupy and

cultivate the homestead; to grow and remove

the crop therefrom; and no one has any right

to interfere with the fruits of your labors.

I trust 1 have made thege matters quite

clear to you, and so far as homesteads are

concerned the people of Canada give you the

land free, and all that I now ask is that you

will protect yourselves against strangers tak-

ing the land from you, by making the entry in

the Land Office, as at least one hundred and

fifty Doukhobors have already done, in the

colonies on the Saskatchewan River.

Assuring you of my continued respect for

the Doukhobors, I am your obedient servant,

(Sd.) Clikkoud Sifton,

Minister of the Interior.

Long Run by a Mouse.—A very strange

accident that befell a mouse is thus reported

by the Albany Express: A wheelman hung his

bicycle from the ceiling of his cellar, not far

from a swinging shelf on which food was kept.

A mouse jumped from the wall to the tire of

the front wheel, evidently hoping thereby to

reach the shelf. The wheel started, and the

mouse naturally ran toward the highest part

of it. It was able to stay on the top of the

tire, but couldn't get enough of a foothold to

jump to the wail. When found next morning

it was very much exhausted, though still run-

ning. The cyclometer showed that it had trav-

eled over twenty-eight miles.

Items Concerning the Society.

As Yearly Meeting Procedure is a current topic,

some reference to methods adopted in bygone

years may be of interest. The following is ex-

tracted from a small manuscript book lent to the

Devonshire House Library by the late C. Stanfield

Wilson, which describes the opening of the Y'early

Meeting of 1753 :

" 6mo. 11. In ye afternoon at 4 begun the first

Meeting for business, wch. proceeded as follows :

first, the Yearly Meeting begun by reading ye pre-

amble : then ye Meeting was acquainted, that it

fell to the northern district to chuse a olerk, which

counties was called over and their representatives

Names put down : then those County Representa-

tives were ordered into ye chamber to pitch upon

a clerk : which while we were doing the old clerk

went on calling ye remainder of ye counties over

:

we returned William Dilworth for clerk, who was

acceptable. Then the committee of appeals was

appointed ... the committee for auditing

ye Yearly Meeting Accts was appointed : then the

Sufferings were called for, and it was proposed to

print ... A. Pearson's great case of Tythes.

. . . a committee was appointed to draw ye

Yearly Meeting Epistle and consider the state of

ye Sufferings and inspect them, the Meeting ad-

journed till to-morrow at three and broke up at

half-past seven."—Lo7i(/on Friend.

Francis C. Brading, Secretary of the London
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central committee of the Lebanon Hospital for the

Insane of Syria, is expected to reach this country-

next week, to address Friends and others on the

needs of that hospital, mention of which has lately

been made in our columns.

F. C. Brading is thoroughly conversant with the

workings of this Institution, and has recently made
addresses in Switzerland and in England which
have elicited much interest in this remarkable

movement.

ciphi

ciph€

singl

and !

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—The Philippine Tariff bill was passed

by the House as it came from the Senate with but little

change, and has been signed by the President.

The President has signed the permanent census bill,

and has issued directions in regard to carrying it out, so

as to conflict as little as possible with the civil service

regulations.

The steamer Waesland, of the American Line, was
sunii off the coast of Wales on the 5th inst., during a

fog, by a collision with the steamer Harmvnides. All

the passengers were saved but one man and a child.

The Cunard steamship Etruria had her propeller bro-

ken in mid-ocean, and has been towed to the island of

Fayal, in the Azores.

A company has been incorporated in Trenton, N. J.,

with a capital of $1,000,000, to construct a tunnel un-

derneath the Delaware River to connect Philadelphia and

Camden. It is proposed to have four passageways in it,

two for electric passenger cars and two for freight.

The discussion of reciprocity with Cuba has been con-

tinued, but without definite results, mainly on account of

the opposition of those interested in the beet root sugar

industry.

A snowstorm on the 5th inst. was general throughout

Pennsylvania, the fall in some sections reaching two feet.

It extended into the Ohio Valley, Maryland, Virginia and
New York State.

In a recent meeting of the Commercial Cable Co.,in New
York, it was stated that " messages are now transmitted

across the Atlantic and answers received in two and three

minutes. Ninety-five per cent, of the Atlantic messages
are expressed in code or cipher language, the words or

having no connected meaning." The words or

groups frequently only differ from each other in

letters, yet they have widely different meanings,
error in transmission of one of their letters might

have important consequences.

The District of Columbia Court of Appeals has dis-

missed the injunction proceedings instituted by Delos K.

Lone Wolf, chief, and others of the Kiowa, Comanche
and Apache tribes, against Secretary Hitchcock, to pre-

vent the sale and allotment of their lands in Indian Ter-

ritory.

Two Boer representatives have lately had an interview

with Secretary Hay, who received them as citizens and
not in their official capacity. They afterwards saw Pres-

ident Roosevelt, and remained with him about fifteen

minutes. The President listened attentively to what they

had to say, and then informed them that this Government
cannot, and will not, interfere with the struggle. Secre-

tary Hay pointed out that the Government's attitude in

reference to the shipment of horses, etc., to the British

in South Africa, as in other matters connected with the

South African war, had been strictly neutral, and that

the Government had done nothing to prevent shipments
of commodities to the Boer forces.

The cost of the Spanish War has been upwards of

$500,000,000. The cost of maintaining the regular army
before the Spanish War was $30,000,000, the cost of

maintaining the army now is about $115,000,000 a year,

or an increase of •185,000,000, for which the trifling in-

crease of Philippine trade, largely military supplies, gives

little recompense.

A ruling has recently been announced by the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania respecting the Pure Food Act of

1895, in which the selling of articles of food containing

a substance injurious to health, even if that substance be

used simply as a preservative, is affirmed to be an in-

fringement of the law. The Court held that if the foreign

substance added to an article of food is poisonous or in-

jurious in any quantity the statute declares it to be an
adulteration.

By the recent storms many of the collieries in Penn-
sylvania were flooded, by which, it is expected, some will

be kept idle for several months.

Recently a train crew, four hundred miles from Chi-

cago, talked over the telegraph wires to Chief Operator
Parsons, in Chicago, by means of a recently invented

railroad telephone. The inventor asserts it makes no

difference whether or not telegraphic messages are being

flashed over the wires simultaneously with the telephone

messages.

The Secretary of the Interior has received for submis-

sion to Congress an agreement reached with the Kansas
tribe of Indians in Oklahoma, looking to abolition of tri-

bal existence. The agreement gives each member of the

tribe a homestead, which shall be inalienable and non-

taxable for twenty-five years, and provides equitable di-

vision of the remainder of the lands among the tribe,

with special reservations for school, town site and ceme-
tery purposes. There are 100,137 acres in the Kaw Reser-

vation, and each of the 220 members of the tribe would
get approximately 445 acres and $860 of the tribal funds.

Governor Taft has recently stated before a Committee
of the House in Washington that slavery in the Philip-

pines was confined to the Southern More Islands, where,

out of a population of from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000, he

estimated there were 250,000 to 300,000 slaves. Gov-
ernor Taft stated that the slaves were punished by their

masters, and whipping was not unknown to them, al-

though there was little severity. The slaves were sub-

ject to sale, but he did not know of any separating of

mothers from their children. He also stated that the

number of slaves who had been manumitted was compara-
tively small.

Bills have been introduced into Congress to provide for

irrigation over a large area in the West. The territory

to be affected by one of the proposed bills is nearly one-

half the area of the United States, and it is said that in

the sixteen arid land States there are over 535,000,000
acres, or more than one-sixth of the area of the country,

of public land subject to entry. Of this vast tract, only

10,000,000 acres will produce crops without irrigation.

An association has been formed in New York with a

capital of $1,000,000 to promote public education in the

Southern States.

There were 508 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 84 less than the previous

week and 13 more than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 274 were males and 234 females: 67
died of consumption of the lungs ; 108 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria ;

6 of cancer ; 10 of apoplexy ; 12 of typhoid fever ; 1 of

scarlet fever, and 11 of small pox.

Foreign.—The British War Secretary lately stated in

Parliament that the Government was feeding 300,000 men
and 243,000 horses in South Africa. It is estimated that

the cost of the war will amount by the 31st instant to

$844,000,000.
Assurances have been given by Russia and Germany

that the trade rights of other nations in China will be as-

sured.

Harriet A. Boyd, with a classmate from Smith College,

acting in the interests of the American Exploration So-

ciety, has conducted important archaeological excavations

in the island of Crete, with the result that she has un-

earthed an ancient city. Large quantities of curious

pottery, some iron objects, native copper, obsidian knives,

implements of trade, industry and warfare also were
found. It is probably one of the best examples yet dis-

covered of the type of Mycenean civilization of 3400 years
ago.

Under the government of U. S. officials in Havana it is

stated that the death rate has decreased to one-fourth of

that obtaining before intervention. The deaths from
yellow fever for the last eleven months were only five,

and there was not a single case of smallpox, against 1,400
deaths in 1897. The sanitary officers are taking increased

precautions against tuberculosis, and hope to reduce
greatly the present mortality from that disease.

Joseph Parker, a preacher in the City Temple of Lon-
don, on the 6th instant alluded to the recent brewing of

beer by King Edward, and to his attendance of a concert
on the First-day of the week, with strong disapprobation.
Continuing, he said :

" If the King, who is the head of the

Church and Defender of the Faith, can violate the English
Sunday, what can the people do but follow in his steps?"

The general manager of the Dominion Coal Company
has stated that borings made by the company near Butler's

Lake in Canada, has revealed the presence of a coal de-

posit estimated to contain at least one billion tons of
bituminous coal.

A telegram from Constantinople says :
" United States

Minister .Leishman has presented a note to the Porte re-

garding the capture of Ellen M. Stone by brigands, de-
manding the punishment of the guilty parties. The Porte,
in replying, repudiates responsibility and denies all lia-

bility." A second note has been presented to the Porte by
the American Legation.

The Cunard Company has decided to build two new
steamers for Atlantic passenger trade. According to in-

formation received, these vessels will be over 700 feet
long, with engines of 48,000 horse power, and have a
speed of 25 knots. This will be a great advance on any-

thing hitherto attempted in the British mercantile
^A traveling savings bank has been inaugurate(
j|

authorities in the French provinces. It is a mi
with seats for driver, two clerks and a cashier,

is arranged so that persons on the road can pla

money on it without entering the vehicle, and ni

table is a safe, into which the money drops th

slot. A proper receipt is given and an entry m.

book. This is to encourage thrift by making depos;

The population of Australia has increased by
cent, during the last decade.

Under the auspices of the German government,
ments are being carried out on the road running I

Berlin and Zossen, with the object of running
trains at the high speed of 125 miles an hour.

Two-thirds of the letters which pass through the

post-ofl5ces are written by and sent to people wh(

English. About one-quarter of the 500,000 peo]

speak the ten or twelve principal languages speak I

The official report of the committee which hi

investigating the recent earthquake at Shamaka, in

caucasia, shows that 126 villages, with a total

houses, were included in the area of the disturbanct

3,946 houses were destroyed and 3,943 damaged
the dwellings, 4,163 farm buildings, 41 mosques,

fi

tories and 3 school houses were seriously damaged

NOTICES.

Wanted. — A young woman Friend, a grado i

Westtown Boarding School, with one year's experi^

double entry bookkeeping, desires a position.

Address " H," office of The Fri

Wanted—A Friend and wife desire, for a reas,

compensation, to care for elderly, or invalid Frien

their homes. Address, " K. G., office of The Fbiei

Tract Association of Friends.— The annual n
of the Association will be held in the Committee Ri

Arch Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evenii

26th inst., at 8 o'clock. Reports of Auxiliary A,

tions and an interesting report of the Managers
read. All are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott, C!

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f

admission of pupils to the school, and letters

instruction and discipline should be addressed

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forwar

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0.^ Chester Co., Pa.

ins f

toWli

. and J

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience i

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., aai,'

and 4.32 P.M. Other trains are met when reqiai

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twen Ini

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapliU!

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, ft

.

Friends Library, 142 N. 16th St, Phi-
Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M., anda

3 P. M. to 6 P. M., also on evenings in which Fr

Institute Lyceum is held, from 7 to 7.45 P. u.

the books added Third Month 5th, 1902, are:

Balfour, Graham—Life of Robert Louis Stew

Barton, G. A.—Sketch of Semitic Origins.

Brooks, Geraldine—Dames and Daughters of tkel

Republic.

Haggard, H. R.—Winter Pilgrimage.

Hapgood, Norman—Life of George Washington.

Maeterlinck, Maurice —Life of the Bee.

Marshall, Beatrice—Emma Marshall.

MuiR, John—Our National Parks.

Powell, L. P. (ed.)— Historic Towns of the We
States.

TwEEDiE, E. B.—Mexico as I Saw it.

White, Mary—How to Make 1

Died, at Salem, N. J., on the fourth of Second It

1902, Richard Wistar, in the eighty-firstyear of Ms

a member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Frienfe.

decline was gradual, during which he was favortd t

perience the work of grace so going on in his hoirt

fit him, we humbly trust, for an entrance intooneof'

mansions prepared by our Saviour for those that

Him : and to exclaim from the depths of his heart,

the Lord, oh my soul."
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om the rising of the sun, even unto the

lown of the same, my name shall be great

the Gentiles; and in every place incense

I offered unto my name, and a pure offer-

r my name shall be great among the

'ith the Lord ofhosts" (Mai. i: 11).

riends, who are gone or are going over to

nd make outward plantations in America,

Mir own plantations in yotir hearts, with

irit and Power of God, that your own
nd lilies be not hurt. And in all places

you do outwardly live and settle, invite

Indians, and their kings, and have nieet-

ith them or they with you; so that you

ike inward plantations with the light and

of God (the gospel) and the grace and

and spirit of Christ; and with it you

iswer the Light, and Truth and Spirit of

la the Indians, their kings and people;

( by it you may make heavenly planta-

n their hearts for the Lord, and beget

.0 God, that they may serve and worship

.nd spread his truth abroad; and so that

ay all be kept warm in God's love,

and zeal for the honor of his name,

his name may be great among the

n," or gentiles; and ye may see over,

overseers with the Holy Ghost, which

ifore the unclean Ghost got into man and

1. So with this Holy Ghost you may
id oversee, that the unclean ghost and

Dfks may be kept out of the camp of

George Fox, 1682.

iPTURAL Revision.—Our books of con-

e are those that need revision. We need

aer criticism of ourselves than we are

I to undergo. "Examine yourselves

er ye be in the faith." Incited by

omise of being sons and daughters of the

[Almighty, "let us cleanse ourselves from

defilement of flesh and spirit perfecting

iSs in the fear of the Lord."

1 best study also for getting the Scrip-

tures into their right place and relation to us

is to "study to show thyself approved unto

God." The closer we rise to the Fountain the

juster will be our appreciation of every stream

from the Fountain. "Ye do err," said Jesus,

"not knowing the Scriptures, neither the

power of God." But it is that same power

by which the Scriptures are made known to

any.

Let us be satisfied with naught short of the

criticism of ourselves and our reading,

even "the spirit of wisdom and revelation in

the knowledge of Him."

Paganism's Persistence.—Recently in Ger-

many a clergyman preached on the theme

"Woden and Christ," after which the so-called

"Lord's Supper" was distributed. A German

paper comments on the rationalism which

preaches mythology, as just as unevangelical

as that which preaches skepticism.

But what of the unchristliness of practicing

mythology as well as preaching it? The Ger-

mans may not, indeed, join us in naming their

mid-week day Woden's-day, but they have,

with professing Christians generally, endorsed

heathen mythology in their names for other

week-days as well as for months. Whence this

fascination in those bearing the Christian

name to hold fast the form of unsound words?

Still, we suppose that such exposure of

Christendom as in part Pagan, is true to fact.

So long as it holds Christ in the name and not

in the Spirit, we may quite understand its

dual profession of "Woden and Christ;" and

especially of Tuisco, honored in "Tuesday,"

and in militarism daily, as the war-god, by na-

tions professing Christ, the Prince of Peace.

But it is as impossible to serve God and .Mam-

mon, as Christ and Mars.

Though Christendom honestly stigmatize

itself as it may in its idol names for days and

times until wars shall cease unto the ends of

the earth, yet let the handful of people who

profess the doctrine of Christ in its Spirit

and purity, be a people of a correspondingly

pure speech and pure language.

Common Sense and War.

It is something for the cause of Peace on

earth when special wars are serving to bring

into disrepute War itself. We are not dis-

pleased that war is getting robbed of its gla-

mor by the very spectacle of wars now drag-

ging their ghastly and weary length along, or

by the disrobing of its essential infernalism

by congressional investigation.

Wt) cannot commend personal ridicule for

the promotion of any good cause. But ridi-

cule, not of persons but of a wrong principle,

may, in a proper spirit sometimes be justifi-

able. It serves as one sign in popular senti-

ment that war has, by its essential sin, made

itself ridiculous, when a considerable book is

published consisting of a scathing satire and

caricature of militarism. But we fear that

such treatment will stir up not so much the

pure mind as bad blood, by its irritating finger

of scorn pointed at special wars and half-dis-

guised personalities appearing in them.

Christianity is still too superficially under-

stood in any so-called Christian country, to be

recognized as the paramount reason against

war, but still its spirit is at work in unrecog-

nized ways. If only war becomes evident as

contrary to common sense, Christianity has

gained a point. To this purport the Philadel-

phia Times says in an editorial:

It has been often said of the time in which

we live that it is pre-eminently the age of

common sense. If this were so, would en-

lightened nations continue to go to war?

It may be admitted that enlightenment in

the general sense has increased almost be-

yond measure since the days of Plato; that

men know vastly more of practical philosophy

than they did when Jesus preached the Sermon

on the Mount. If this be so, the useful appli-

cation of knowledge in the moral and even

in the political field, has not kept pace with

its development ...
What is the use of this waste of substance

and energy, to say nothing of the never-to-be-

measured human anguish caused by the war?

It is indeed a disgrace to mankind, a strange

commentary upon the best teachings of relig-

ion, morality and utilitarian philosophy.

Selected for Thb Friend.

OUR MASTER.

Who hates, hates Thee, who loves, becomes

Therein to Thee allied.

All sweet accords of hearts and homes

In thee are multiplied.

Deep strike thy roots, heavenly vine.

Within our earthly sod.

Most human and yet most Divine,

The flower of man and God.

Love ! Life ! Our faith and sight,

Thy presence raaketh one,

As through transfigured clouds of white

We trace the noonday sun.
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The Bible.

(Continued from page 277.)

The prophecies by Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah and Amos re-

specting the destruction of both Babylon and

Nineveh and the subjection of Israel and

Judah in Palestine, are wonderfully confirmed

by the light shed on the condition of these

cities and countries through the reports of

travelers in these regions for centuries past.

It may be well to rehearse some of these

prophetic utterances and the circumstances of

their fulfilment.

THE DOOM OF JUDAH AND JERUSALEM.

.Jeremiah, Chapter 20th, 4th and 5th verses:

"For thus saith the Lord, Behold I. will

make thee (.Jerusalem^ a terror to thyself and

to all thy friends; and they shall fall by the

sword of their enemies, and thine eyes shall

behold it, and I will give all Judah into the

hand of the king of Babylon, and he shall carry

them captive into Babylon, and shall slay them

with the sword.

'Moreover I will deliver all the strength of

this city, and all the labors thereof, and all

the precious things thereof, and all the treas-

ures of the kings of Judah will I give into the

hand of their enemies, which shall spoil them,

and take them, and carry them to Babylon."

Jeremiah, Chapter 25th, verses 1 to 12

inclusive:

"1, The word that came to Jeremiah con-

cerning all the people of Judah in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah king of

Judah, that was the first year of Nebuchadrez-

zar king of Babylon;

2. The which Jeremiah the prophet spake

unto all the people of Judah and to all the in-

habitants of Jerusalem, saying,

3. From the thirteenth year of Josiah the

king of Amon king of Judah even unto this

day (that is the three and twentieth year),

the word of the Lord hath come unto me, and

I have spoken unto you, rising early and speak-

ing; but ye have not hearkened.

4. And the Lord hath sent unto you all his

servants the prophets, rising early and send-

ing them; but ye have not hearkened, nor

inclined your ear to hear.

5. They said. Turn ye again now every one

from his evil way and from the evil of your

doines, and dwell in the land that the Lord
hath given unto you and to your fathers for-

ever and ever;

6. And go not after other Gods to serve

them and to worship them and provoke me not

to anger with the works of your hands; and I

will do you no hurt.

7. Yet ye have not hearkened unto me,
saith the Lord; that ye might provoke to an-

ger with the works of your hands to your own
hurt.

8. Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts;

Because ye have not heard my words,

9. Behold, I v\ill send and take all the

families of the north, saith the Lord, and
Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon, my ser-

vant, and will bring them against this land,

and against the inhabitants thereof and against

all these nations round about, and will utterly

destroy them, and make them an astonishment,

and an hissing, and perpetual desolations.

11. And this whole land shall be a desola-

tion and an astonishment; and these nations

shall serve the king of Babylon seventy years.

12. And it shall come to pass when seventy

years are accomplished that I will punish the

king of Babylon and that nation, saith the

Lord, for their iniquity, and ' the land of the

Chaldeans, and will make it perpetual desola-

tions."

THE FULFILMENT OF THE ABOVE PKOHPHECIES

AGAINST Jerusalem.

Jeremiah Chapter 39th, verses 1 to 14 in-

clusive:

"1. In the ninth year of Zedekiah king of

Judah, in the tenth month, came Nebuchad-

rezzar king of Babylon and all his army against

Jerusalem, and they besieged it. [590 B. C]
2. And in the eleventh year of Zedekiah,

in the fourth month, the ninth day of the

month, this city was broken up.

3. And all the princes of the king of Baby-

lon came in, and sat in the middle gate, even

Nergal-sharezer, Samgar-nebo, Sarsechim,

Kabsaris, Nergal-sharezer, Rab-mag, with all

the residue of the princes of the king of Baby-

lon.

4. And it came to pass, that when Zede-

kiah the king of Judah saw them, and all the

men of war, then they fled and went forth out

of the city by night, by the way of the king's

garden, by the gate betwixt the two walls;

and he went out the way of the plain.

.•j. But the Chaldeans' army pursued after

them, and overtook Zedekiah in the plains of

Jericho; and when they had taken him, they

brought him up to Nebucadnezzar king of

Babylon to.Riblah in the land of Hamath, where
he gave .iudgment upon him.

6. Then the king of Babylon slew the

sons of Zedekiah in Riblah before his eyes;

also the king of Babylon slew all the nobles of

Judah.

7. Moreover he put out Zedekiah's eyes,

and bound him with chains, to carry him to

Babylon.

8. And the Chaldeans burned the king's

house, and the houses of the people with fire,

and brake down the walls of Jerusalem.

9. Then Nebuzar-adan, the captain of the

guard carried away captive into Babylon the

remnant of the people that remained in the

city, and those that fell away that fell to him,

with the rest of the people that remained."

The foregoing prophecies respecting the in-

vasion of Judea by Nebuchadnezzar, and the

siege and capture of Jerusalem and their ful-

filment, as narrated by Jeremiah, are further

supplemented by the return of those captive

Jews from Babylon after seventy years, who
came by the decree of Cryus king of Persia,

so circumstantially recorded in the books of

Ezra and Nehemiah.
King Cyrus here mentioned is predicted by

the prophet Isaiah in Chapter 44th and 45th,

[712 B. C] one hundred and seventy-six years

before his birth, [536 B. C] in the following
words:

Isaiah Chapter 44th,
"24. Thus saith the Lord, thy redeemer,

and he that formed thee, I am the Lord that

maketh all things; that stretcheth forth the
heavens alone; that spreadeth abroad the earth
by myself;

25. That frustrated the tokens of the
liars, and maketh diviners mad; that turneth
wise men backward, and maketh their knowl-
edge foolish;

26. That confirmeth the words of hij [.

vant, and performeth the counsel of his
'i

sengers; that saith to Jerusalem Thou shai^

inhabited; and to the cities of Jiidah,-

shall be built, and I will raise up the dec

,

places thereof;

27. That saith to the deep. Be dry,
;

;

will dry up thy rivers.

28. That saith of Cyrus, He is my < ,.

herd and shall perform all my pleasure; .

saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built;

,

to the temple Thy foundation shall be lai

Chapter 45th, verses 1, 2, 3:

1. "Thus saith the Lord to his anointi ;

Cyrus, whose right hand I have holden, tu .

due nations before him; and I will loosen

loins of kings, to open before him the >
leaved gates; and the gates shall not be i,t;

2. I will go before thee, and niaken

crooked places straight; I will break in pj
the gates of brass, and cut in sunder the '^

of iron;

3. And I will give thee the treasunil

darkness, and hidden riches of secret pi;:;,

that thou mayest know that I, the li'

which call thee by thy name, am the Go

Israel."

"13. I have raised him up in righti;

ness, and I will direct all his ways: he

build my city, and he shall let go my capi

,

not for price nor reward, saith the Loriii

hosts."

D. G. Hogarth in his work entitled "i.

thority and Archaeology," London, 1891

122, mentions the discovery by T. G. Pin

among the inscribed tablets found at thei

of Sippar in the valley of the Euphrates M

deposited in the British Museum, of tje

which relate to the conquest of Babyloi'ivl

Cyrus and his benevolent disposition. E'

stated by these records to be "King of

shan" in Elam in the year 549 B. C. In

year 546 B. C. he is styled "King of Pers

it is reasonable to suppose that he had kn
interval since 549 efi'ected the conquesii

Persia. In 538 B. C. his attack upon

Ion begins. The inscription reads: "Ctaj

16th (of the month Tammuz, correspond^

the Sixth month) Gubarn governor of the©

try of Guti, and the soldiers of Cyrus, witi

fighting entered Babylon. In consequence

delaying, Nabonaid (the king) was taken
j

oner in Babylon. On the third day ofi

cheshvan (tenth month) Cyrus entered Baby

Peace for the city he established. Peace 1

Babylon did Cyrus proclaim."

Babylon was not destroyed at this time

proved by the humane treatment displayed

Cyrus towards the inhabitants of the C

which had offered no resistance to his govi

ment. The final downfall seems to have b

rather gradual than sudden, and began at

529 B. C, culminating in the abando

of the City, as their capital, by the Kings

Persia and building Seleucia B. C.
"""

Ctesiphon in its vicinity which drew avsj

inhabitants and caused it to be desertedt

Layard gives a synopsis of its histfty

quoted below. .s

"It may not be out of place to add a :

remarks upon the history of Babylon,

time of the foundation of this celebrated*

is still a question which does not admit _c

satisfactory determination, and into whid

will not enter. Some believe it to have tan
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J.t a comparatively recent date; but if,

idiitian scholars assert, the name of Baby-

Hfound on monuments of the eighteenth

an dynasty, we have positive evidence

existence at least in the fifteenth cen-

H.efore Christ.* After the rise of the

yan empire, it appears to have been at

ne under the direct rule of the kings of

h, and at another to have been gov-

[by its own independent chiefs. Expedi-

gainst Babylonia are recorded in the

ij.t inscriptions yet discovered in Assyria;

,
s it has been seen, even in the time of

ojjherib and his immediate predecessors

^irmiea were still frequently sent against

Ibellious inhabitants. The Babylonian

')m was, however, almost absorbed in

Assyria, the then dominant power of

St. When this great empire (Assyria)

to decline, Babylon rose for the last

Media and Persia were equally ready

w off the Assyrian yoke, and at length

ed armies of Cyaxares and the father

uchadnezzar captured and destroyed the

1 of the Eastern world. (Nineveh) GOT

For ''The Friend."

Prelacy Upholding Wordliness.

itoman Catholic priest of this locality,

ting the fact that the highest local eccle-

;al dignitary of his denominaiion, to-

r with many priests, have lent their pres-

;o euchre parties for professedly good

365, comments as follows in a private

I"
concerning the so general prevalence

satre parties, halls, bazars, euchres, etc.

is sad to think that churchmen are

ng themselves of these demoralizing

les for raising funds to promote the

of God. Certain it is in our day that

'h people employ whatever means iSatan

3 profitable for raising money . . . They
lising up through their progressive eu-

a nation of gamblers. Even the little

:en are growing nervous in their eager-

to win in games of chance, and their

cal as well as their moral nature is fast

;
destroyed. Looking as you do from a

ice at these things, you cannot form any

like an adequate notion of their vicious

:ncy. I know of a priest who has sternly

his face against these demoralizing

lies, who has raised his voice against

and who has threatened to invoke- the

f the courts in suppressing euchres and

He is not only avoided as a crank, as

I as if he had the small pox, he is not only

to struggle with poverty, a martyr to

Dnvictions, but it was seriously thought
moving him from his charge and thereby

acing him. It was alleged that his

;h could be prosperous, that its treasury

i be made equal to all demands upon it, if

d not stand so much aloof from his peo-

if he mingled with them in their amuse-

rch has found more than one notice of Babylon on
ian monuments in the time of Thothmes III.

113 communication came in reply to a letter and
: article by J. W. L. on " Barriers Removed between
hurch and the Siage," which had appeared in the

ns of the Episcopal Recorder, and in which was
ered the plan of a lately organized alliance between
1 and stage, of which one holding the place of bishop
iident.

ments, if he had euchres and fairs like other

priests and was thereby brought more in

touch with his people. In tine, it was said

that all that was wanted to make religion

flourish in the parish was a young, energetic

pastor up in modern ways of raising money.

"I really do not see where the reformation

in these matters can begin, but that it will

begin 1 am not without hope. There are too

many good people in the world to-day for (iod

to give it up entirely to the hostis humani
generis who is at the bottom of the movement
to bring the followers of Christ into a coalition

with those who favor the stage, the dance,

the game of chance, and the secret society.

It is, perhaps, when the human has failed

against these that .the Divine will destroy

them. Let us pray that the Lord may arise

and that his enemies may either be converted

or put to flight."

Occupying our allotted places in the Lord's

vineyard and being faithful therein, seems to

be the divinely appointed way of overcoming

"the mystery of iniquity that doth already

work," and that without the interposition of

the carnal arm or weapon; for "the Lord shall

consume," says the Apostle Paul, in writing

to the Thessalonians, "with the spirit of his

mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness

of his coming." k>o, while the priest just

quoted may seem like the "speckled bird" in

upholding the testimony for Truth so far as

he sees it, yet whether others "will hear, or

whether they will forbear," the light of his

candle, we may believe, will not be without its

illuminating service.- And here, in consider-

ing the condiiion (it is not a restricted one)

which his letter unfolds, the sentences of Jer-

emiah, twelfth chapter, appear applicable:

"Mine heritage is unto me as a speckled

bird, the birds round about are against her;

come ye, assemble all the beasts of the field,

come to devour. Many pastors have destroyed

my vineyard, they have trodden my portion

under foot, they have made my pleasant por-

tion a desolate wilderness. They have made

it desolate, and being desolate, it mourneth

unto me; the whole land is made desolate,

because no man layeth it to heart." Yet it

is only at the end of his parable, in contem-

plating a condition of general unfaithfulness

and spiritual alienation, that the prophet is

moved to declare—"But if they will not

obey, I will utterly pluck up and destroy that

nation, saith the Lord." Are not these warn-

ings, by many "pastors" as well 'as others,

kept too much out of view? The message of

love need not be retired, but rather empha-

sized, because of them.

J. W. L.

The Divine Moment.—One great sign of

the practical recognition of the "divine mo-

ment" and of God's habitation in it, is con-

stant calmness and peace of mind. Events

and things come with the moment; but God

comes with them too. And He comes, writ-

ten all over with the divinity of wisdom and the

glory of the promises. So that if He comes

in the sunshine, we find rest and joy; and if

He comes in the storm, we know He is King

of the storms, and our hearts are not troubled.

He is an everlasting tranquility; and when we

enter his holy tabernacle our souls necessarily

enter into the tabernacle of rest.— Times.

Selecled.

PUT-OFF TOWN.
Did you ever go to Put-otf town.

Where the houses are old and tumble-down,

And everything tarries and everything drags.

With dirty streets and people in rags ?

On the street of Slow lives Old Man Wait,

.•\nd \us two little boys named Linger and Late

With unclean hands and tousled hair.

And a naughty little sister named Don't Care.

Grandmother Growl lives in this town.

With her two little daughters called Fret and

Frown
;

And Old Man Lazy lives all alone

Around the corner on Street Postpone.

Did you ever go to Put-off town

To play with the little girls. Fret and Frown,

Or go to thp home of Old Man Wait,

And whistle for his boys to come to the gate ?

To play all day in Tarry street,

Leaving your errands for other feet ?

To stop, or shirk, or linger, or frown,

Is the nearest way to this old town.

Nature's Seed Planting.

Nature," says the Autocrat of the Break-

fast Table, "always has her pockets full of

eeds and holes in all her pockets." Certain

it is that nature spares no pains in providing

for the perpetuation of plant-organisms. Every

wild plant furnishes myriads of seeds, full al-

lowance being made for waste and loss, and

effective are the means used in their dis-

tribution and planting that a very few years

are sufficient to spread a new variety over

wide areas.

During the glacial period the ice masses

which ploughed the continents bore with them

seeds and roots. The rivers and ocean cur-

rents took up the work, bearing abroad the

seeds of dift'erent latitudes. In Louisiana and

Missisippi the flora peculiar to the Rocky

Mountain heights where the Missouri has its

source, four thousand miles away, find lodg-

ment on the shores of the Mississippi River

and flourish under the beams of the glowing

semi-tropical sun. On the western coasts

of Ireland and England are found the plants of

the plains of the Amazon and the Orinoco, the

West Indies, and Florida, borne across the

Atlantic by the current of the Gulf .Stream.

The volcanic eruptions in the Island of .lava

in 1883 furnished a remarkable illustration of

the facility with which nature is able to re-

plant witn vegetable life a desolated region.

The centre of the disturbance was the island

volcano of Krakatoa. which sent forth floods

of molten lava and burning ashes, so that

«very living thing, whether animal or vegeta-

ble, was destroyed. The island, in the words

of an observer, was "red hot." Only four

years after this event, a naturalist, visiting

this spot, found that nature, unassisted by

man, had stocked the island with two hundred

and forty-six varieties of plants. The winds,

the waves, and the birds had been the only

agents.

The birds do a great share in this work.

Darwin found by examination that particles of

earth adhering to the feet of migrating birds

generally contain seeds. From a ball of earth

carefully removed from the leg of a wounded

partridge he raised eighty-two plants of five

i

different species. From six and three-quar-
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ters ounces of earth gathered from the feet of

birds which frequent the shores of lakes and
ponds, he raised, under glass, no less than five

hundred and thirty-seven plants. The plu-

mage of migrating birds also contain, many
kinds of seed which adheres to them as they

stop to feed or to sleep on their way to dis-

tant lands. Many seeds are carried in the

stomachs of herbivorous animals, and thus

make long journeys.

Some years ago, after an unusual preva-

lence of high winds from the north, the Can-
ada thistle made its appearance in localities

from the Dakotas to the Gulf of Mexico. The
wheat fields of the Northwest and the cotton

and sugar plantations of the South were all

planted by the winds with this most unwel-
come immigrant.

There are many seeds, which like the this-

tle, depend almost entirely upon the winds for

transmission and distribution. Some of them,
as the maple and the ash, have wings, and
literally fly on the wind. The seed of the ma-
ple tree has an elaborate arrangement for

aerial transportation. It has wings like those
of a locust or large grasshopper. When the
seed is detached from the tree, even if there
is no breeze, it does not fall directly to the
ground, but, by its peculiar construction, it

acquires a spiral motion which carries it at
least some yards from beneath its starting-

point. When a wind is blowing, these seeds
often twirl through the air for miles before
they finally sink to the earth to find a new
home and to found a new maple grove.
Some time ago appeared an account of ma-

ple trees growing to the height of twenty-
three feet upon the summit of a tower one
hundred and ninety-seven feet high in Greens-
burg, Decatur County, Indiana. A grove of
maple trees surrounds the Court-house, of
which this tower forms a part, and the winged
seeds, borne aloft by the winds, have taken
root and flourish upon the roof of the tower.

All varieties of asters have seed furnished
with soft feathery pinions. The gentlest
zephyr is sufficient to waft them over field and
meadow, and plant them by every stream and
pathway, but the storm wind lifts them to the
clouds, and they fly to far-ott:' regions. Mil
lions fall into the waters, which do their share
in planting them on distant shores; other mil-
lions perish, but nature's pockets never be-
come empty.
The dandelion shows an almost human intel-

ligence in the sudden growth of the flower
stem when the seeds begin to ripen, to exactly
the height which enables it to rear its crown
of feathered arrows above the surrounding
growths, so that the breeze may bear the
seed away and plant it. Borne high upon the
wind, it sails point first, arrow-like, and falls
into the earth in the most favorable position
for taking root. The country children blow
the seeds from the stalk to see whether
"mother wants me." If the seed all fly away
at one breath, the child must hurry home.

The jewel-weed, or wild touch-me-not,
growing luxuriantly by every stream and pond,
has at this season the ripened seeds in little

round pods, which, when the breeze shakes the
branches, explode like tiny pop-guns, scatter-
ing the seed to a considerable distance around.

The Spanish-needle, all the burr-tribe, and
the "Beggar's-lice" have hooks or claws which

catch on every passer-by, whether man or
beast and so find means to distribute them-
selves. We bring these hangers-on, clinging

to our clothing from every autumn walk
through woods and fields. Sometimes we
pause on our way to free ourselves from these
incumbrances; sometimes we bring them home
with us; in any event, some of them find lodg-
ing in the earth, and next spring there is a
new group in a new place. Animals and
birds do their share in planting these varieties
in the same manner. It is strange that these
are all troublesome weeds which one would
gladly see perish. Nature seems more persis-
tent in her efforts to plant them than many
more favorite plants.

It seems, indeed, that only those plants
which do not serve to nourish either man .or

beast are supplied with these ingenious devi-
ces for transmission and self-planting. In the
case of plants used for food, there is security
that the seed will be planted and cared for.

A writer on this subject speaks of the
"Rose of Jericho," which is an Eastern va-
riety of our common "tumble-weed," belong-
ing to the botanical family of "cruciferje."
When the seeds ripen the plant bends on its

branches, forming a ball with the seed inside.

When quite dry, the lightest breeze suffices to
break it from the parent stalk and away it

goes, rolling and tumbling over the ground,
scattering its seed in its progress.

In the sfreat valley of the Amazon, when
the winds break off' the massive plumes of the
tall pampas grass, they roll up in great white
spheres several feet in circumference and go
bounding over the vast level plains, distribu-
ting the seed in the same manner. It was in

allusion to this device that David wished that
his enemies might be made "like unto a wheel,
as the stubble before the wind."

The flora of the Azores Islands is said to be
exclusively such as is adapted to be planted
by these agencies of nature. The only trees
and shrubs of these islands are such as bear
small berries and are indigenous to the south-
west of Europe, while the oak, chestnut, apple,
and others growing in the same latitudes, but
not adapted to conveyance by such means, are
entirely absent. The flora of these islands
comprises four hundred and thirty-nine spe-
cies; forty-five have winged seed, sixty-five
very minute, hard-shelled seed, thirty-five have
such seed as are eaten by birds, and eighty-
four others are well adapted to conveyance by
wind or water. There is probably no better
example of nature's seed-planting than in the
Azores, which are nine hundred miles distant
from the nearest land.

When one considers the subtle, silent ways
in which the clothing of the earth in robes of
verdure is accomplished, the mind is filled with
wonder and admiration of the ceaseless forces
which conserve the life and care for the con-
tinuance of those creations which are entirely
independent of the care and notice of man-
kind.

" Nature, gracious mother of us all,

Within thy bosom many myriad secrets lie
Which thou surrenderest to the patient eye

That seeks and waits."

—Francis M. Butler in Evening Post.

MY STRENGTH.
I sat in the deepening twilight

With faith that was weak and dim
;

The dear Lord stood beside me,
But I had no thought of Him.

My spirit was weary of sinning
;

But my blind faith could not see
The love of the pitying Saviour,

E'en then so near to me.

And looking upon all the failures,

The wrong and sin of the day,
The many times I had left my Lord

For the broad and sinful way,

" How can I be called his disciple,

His child ?" I wearily cried
;

And unto my sorrow and weakness
My Saviour gently replied :

'' Child, is it thy strength that shall conquer
This daily temptation and sin ?

Thy righteousness that shall help thee
Life's victories to win ?

' Trust not in thyself ; but when weary,
And longing from sin to be free,

Look upward for help through the trial

;

' My grace is sufficient for thee.'

"

Then I turned away in the twilight,

With faith growing strong and clear
;

I had not known through the weary day
That the Lord had been so near.

.A.nd now when my spirit is weary.
And my way I cannot see,

I think of the loving, helpful words
That the dear Lord said to me.

Till, with faith that no longer is troubled,

His face I can almost see.

While I know, though my strength is weal
His grace is sufficient for me.

Millie Colcow

If religion has done nothing for thy temper,
has done nothing for thy soul.

THE SECRET.

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE.

' Thou shalt keep them in the secret of Thy prese
from the strife of tongues."

When winds are raging o'er the upper ocean,
And billows wild contend with angry roitt,

'Tis said, far down beneath the wild commo&i
That peaceful stillness reigneth evermore..

Far, far beneath, the noise of tempests dieUi^

And silver waves glide, ever peacefully,
And no rude storm, how fierce soe'er it flietii,i

Disturbs the Sabbath of that deeper sea.

So to the soul that knows Thy love, Purest!

There is a temple, sacred evermore !

And all the babble of life's angry voices
Dies in hushed stillness at its peaceful

Far, far away, the noise of passion dieth,

And loving thoughts rise ever peacefully,
And no rude storm, how fierce soe'er it flietii,

Disturbs that deeper rest, Lord, in Thee.

Rest of rests ! Peace serene, eternal

!

Thou ever livest, and thou changest never;
And in the secret of Thy presence dwelleth

Fullness of joy, forever and forever.

The "Era of the Maccabees" began B. i

166, when Judas Maccabaeus assumed tlj

leadership of the Jews, who had determim
to throw off the yoke of Antiochus Epiphane
The revolt was successful, and the Asmone;
kings ruled Judea until its conquest by tl

Romans. The Jews styled the Maccabees e

the "Era of Kings."
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1

For "The Friend."

Reminiscences.

(Continued from page 275 )

Pi; paragraph at the head of "Reminiscen-

'in our last number was not understood

jj in verse, till too late to change its

ij-ED.]

hj-e is to be felt a perceptible comforting

jlal atmosphere surrounding some that is

ijjuously absent when in the company of

'\-

of those whose dwelling place is in the

ijof Truth, that the former experience is

jid enjoyed.

\i.
was manifestly the case in the company

i late highly and justly esteemed friend

I'OPHEK HtiAi.Y, of Bucks Co., Pa. His

resence seemed to bring with it a ray of

al sunshine. In his matter and manner
5 altogether original, both in his relig-

jmmunication and in conversation, mak-
s company very enjoyable to both old

ung. Sometimes his conversation would
aturally like a stream of water into an

jsive religious communication, when his

would mellow down into a cadency that

it stillness, and a holy and a precious

lity over the company by which he was
nded. Comparatively poor as to this

s goods, he was yet possessed of tnose

more precious gifts recommended by

postle. Faith, Hope and Love, that make
rich, not only in this world, but in that

is of far more importance, in the world

le.

was at one time on a religious visit

neighborhood of Westtown Boarding

1 and felt it right to appoint a meeting
mall Baptist meeting-house in the vicin-

The afternoon proved to be wet and
3Ut few came, perhaps about six women,
|3 usual in religious meetings, about half

iny men. The thought passed through
ind of the writer, "Surely Christopher

t preach here to-day to this small com-
' But he did. Years after, when .Jo-

Scattergood, Jr., was residing on a farm
Dy, he had occasion to employ a carpen-

?ho related to him the fact that he had
ied that meeting and that Christopher's

lunication had been the means of chang-
im from a state of nature to a state of

. He became a consistent member of

aptist society.

is related that during the sitting of a

y Meeting he felt his mind drawn to pay
t to the Women's Meeting. His concern

g been united with by both meetings, he
lis companion went in and took their

and after sometime remaining entirely

, withdrew. It was understood that just

i time of his visit there was in the wom-
meeting considerable unsettlement and
ueeting somewhat disturbed. Christo-

s visit had the effect of silencing and soi-

ling the meeting, although he said noth-
He expressed himself afterwards as

g been well paid for that service.

Memoir has been published of him, a small
le of two hundred and forty-six pages,
ale at Friend's Book Store, containing
interesting incidents.

i following letter written by -loseph Seat-
ed, Sr., to a member of the Monthly
ng living at a considerable distance, is in-

structive, and may be helpful to others simi-

larly situated.

Philadelphia, Twelfth Month 30, 1863.

Respected Friend:

The overseers of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia for the Southern Dis-

trict, have recently been examining the list of

the members of that meeting. In doing so

they have had their attention called to thy

remote situation and the circumstances of not

having had direct communication from thee
since thy removal from this city. We have
heard occasionally through thy wife's family of

your health, etc., but none of us have received

a letter from thee giving us any account of

thy situation, or how far thou hast been con-

cerned to maintain the principles and practi-

ces of our religious Society. I was requested

to write to express the interest we feel in

thee as a member of our meeting, and the

desire we have that thou may not be led into

any practices inconsistent with our religious

principles. We hope thou continues to have
an attachment to those principles, though so

far and so long separated from others who
entertain them. But a mere attachment or

admiration of them thou must be aware will

be of very little avail to us, unless our con-

duct and conversation is regulated and made
conformable to them day by day. Deprived
as thou art from associating with Friends
whose consistent religious deportment would
be strengthening and encouraging to thee,

and thrown into the society of those who may
not even feel the restraints of religious or

moral principles, thou must be subject to pe-

culiar temptations, and liable to yield to

them, unless thou art careful to keep on the

watch. How many there are who have been

led, perhaps almost imperceptibly to them-
selves, from the good they once knew, through
association with persons of corrupt principles

and wrong and sinful habits, and by unwatch-
fulness been induced to adopt sentiments and
practices which at one period of their lives

they had a clear conviction were wrong.
We shall be glad to be informed that thou

hast altogether escaped this snare, and that

the principles of thy early education are still

dear to thee, and thou art increasingly desir-

ous of becoming conformed to them in thy life

and conversation.

We believe our religious Society was raised

up to show forth the spirituality of the Chris-

tian religion and the necessity of an entire

change of heart through submission to the

sanctifying operations of the Holy Spirit, and
outward forms and observances, however regu-

larly performed, or mere moral rectitude of

conduct, are insutRcient to gain acceptance in

the Divine sight.

We also believe that the influences of the

Holy Spirit are not confined to any particular

place or time, but that the Lord is graciously

pleased to visit us even when employed in our

lawful business, drawing us to love and fear

Him, and enabling us to offer to Him even in

solitarv places that worship which is in spirit

and in truth. I hope thou hast secretly been

convinced of this and shov,-n the importance of

yielding to his heavenly teaching and guid-

ance.

Be assured the more we become acquainted

with and obedient to Him the more we shall

be drawn into inward retirement of spirit in

order to wait upon and commune with Him.
And as this becomes our daily engagement,
our whole conduct and conversation, as well
as all our pursuits, would be regulated there-
by. The desire for company would be les-

sened and that only sought after which would
be congenial to our religious sentiments and
feelings. We should be brought under con-
cern and anxiety for our families, which
would lead us to desire that they might be
trained up and preserved in the way they
should go, and in order for this we should em-
brace every opportunity for influencing them
for their good. We should value the Holy
Scriptures ourselves, and be often engaged in

meditating upon their valuable contents, and
would encourage the frequent serious perusals

of them by our children, and where there
was no public meeting for Divine worship
within reach, we should not, I apprehend, be
satisfied "without sitting with our families at

stated periods, and endeavoring to wait upon
the Lord for spiritual refreshment and help.

.'\s this was done in sincerity and with a single

eye to Him, and in his holy fear, though it

might be in great weakness. He who regardeth
his lonely and solitary children would, I be-

lieve, openly reward the secret exercise of

those who engage therein. So that, without
wishing to extend this evidence of our affec-

tionate interest in thee, as well as thy wife, to

too great a length, I desire to encourage you
to attend to all your religious duties and make
the performance of them your primary con-

cern. Seek for ability to take up your daily

cross, watch unto prayer, and then you will

grow in grace and in the knowledge of the Di-

vine will respecting yourselves, and be made
by your humble, consistent, self-denying lives,

preachers of righteousness to those by whom
vou are surrounded. That this may be your
individual engagement and concern is the de-

sire of your friend, Joseph Scattekgood.

LEAD US GENTLY.
Dear Lord, thou knowest all our striving.?.

The anxious thoughts and fears.

The restlessness that's nigho'erwhelming
And thought for coming years.

Thou seest how our faith is tried and tempted.

And sore perplexed by doubt.

Come near, and in thy loving pity.

Drive all these questionings out.

We do not ask for fame or world's applaudings.

But rather what is best
;

A home among thy many mansions
Where weary ones may rest.

Dear Lord, we crave thy benediction,

On sick and sad, and worn.

If Thou dost bless, earth's heaviest affliction

May patiently be borne.

In humbleness we bow before Thee,

And ask Thy guiding hand
May lead us gently, when life's day is closing.

Toward that sunset land.

F. B.

Sneer not at old clothes. They are often

made holy by long sacrifices, by careful fold-

ings away, that they may last until the dear

ones are provided for. If many an old coat

could speak, what tales it would tell of noble

heart beating underneath,

—

Ex.
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For " The Friend."

Counsels from True Witnesses.

(Continued from page 277.)

The 23rd of the Fifth Month.—"Blessed is

the man that trusteth in the Lord, whose hope

the Lord is, and whose heart departeth not

from the living God." He shall be like a tree

planted by the rivers of waters, whose leaves

are green. Although these may know winter

seasons, yet as their hearts do not depart

from the living God, they shall be like the

branches that are grafted into the true vine

and the living sap will abide in the root . . .

Let us be willing to yield up that that is for

the tire unto the fire, and that that is for the

sword, unto the sword; that we may know the

will of God to be done in us and we may have

a i-ight tv make use of that prayer which our

Lord taught his disciples, after this manner:

'Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed be

thy name, thy kingdom come, thy will be done

in earth as it is in heaven.' Surely this is a

great attainment, and it is nothing but the

power of God that is suflRcient to bring us into

this estate, although many in the world are

making use of these weighty words who are

not truly sensible of them. It is a great thing

to know the great God to be our Father by re-

generation. Those that are his children by

regeneration, do desire that the praise may be

returned to his holy name; and that his will

may be done in them as it is in heaven; and

these are passive as clay in the hands of the

potter. And they are concerned to ask daily

bread of Him, who feedeth his people with the

bread of life. They desire of Him that He
will be pleased to forgive their trespasses, as

they desire to forgive those that trespass

against them; which the Lord giveth them
power to do. And desire in their hearts that

they may not be led into temptation, but may
be delivered from evil, when they are beset

on every hand . . .

"The Lord may see meet to hide his face at

some time from us, as He did from his servant

of old, who said, 'Thou hidest thy face, and
I am troubled.' Although but a little before

he was so favored with the Divine presence

that he thought thereby his mountain was
made to stand strong; yet there was soon an

alteration in his state. When the Lord hid

his face, he was troubled; and so it may be

with us. And when the Lord doth withdraw
from us, let us examine ourselves, that we
may come, by that which shows unto men
what their states are, to- discern whether there

is any thine amiss in us, that might give the

Lord just cause to withdraw from us. I be-

lieve this inquiry will not hurt any of us, any
more than it did the disciples, when the Lord
had told them, that one of them should betray

him: and one said, 'Lord, is it I?' and an-

other said, 'Is it I?' He that was the guilty

person, was the last as we find, that asked

this question; and so those now that are guilty

of betraying the innocent (life) in themselves,

may be the most backward in this work of ex-

amination . . . Let us be willing to search our-

selves that by the spirit of truth we may
see whether we are of that number that betray

the innocent or not. If, upon diligent search,

we do not find that there is any wilful disobe-

dience in us to cause the Lord to withdraw
from us, but it is for the trial of our faith,

this I believe, will be for our good, as our

minds are stayed in patience. But if our

minds are not staid in patience we may slight

our own mercy, for the Lord many times may
be nearer than we are aware of . . . The Lord

had regard to his servant who waited patiently

for Him, and heard his cry, and brought him

up out of the horrible pit and miry clay, and

put a new song into his mouth, even paises to

the Lord "... Afterwards the same evening

she said, "It is well to be concerned to lay up

for ourselves this true riches, which the moth
or rust cannot corrupt, nor the thieves steal.

Whatever it may cost us of scofBngs or re-

proaches for it, it is worth a hundred times

more than we have undergone of losses or

sufferings. 'For the sufferings of this pres-

ent time are not worthy to be compared with

the glory that shall be revealed.' "...
"The promises of God are all Yea and

Amen. Let us abide in it, that we may know
what we have to express one to another to

spring from the pure Seed, and may know it

to bear rule in our hearts, and then we shall

be guided thereby to take straight steps in

the narrow way, which the Lord hath cast ud
for us. Let us be willing to wade through
those exercises that it may be our lot to meet
with, for the trial of faith will work patience,

and patience experience and experience hope;

and this will not make ashamed. Then we
shall not be ashamed to bear our testimony for

the Lord, neither shall we think that because

our measures are but small therefore we can

do Him no service, but we shall be willing to

cast in our mites as the poor widow did. If

we cast in all, the Lord will take notice of

it.

"This I speak, that those may be encour-

aged in the work of the Lord, who look upon
themselves as the hinderraost of the flock.

Let us not be discouraged, although at some
times the work may not seem so prosperous as

we may desire: 'Cast thy bread upon the

waters, ' and there is a promise that it shall

be found after many days. Sow plentifully,

therefore, that you may reap plentifully;

for those that sow sparingly shall reap spar-

ingly. If sometimes we may have but a few
words to speak in a meeting, then let it be

our concern to sow to the Spirit, that by the

light of it, we may discern what the Lord is

pleased to give us for our own comfort and
nourishment; and what He giveth us, to dis-

tribute to others. For we read, there is a

time to be silent, and a time to speak; and at

sometimes there may be more service in sit-

ting silently in a meeting, than there would
be in speaking words; and as our eyes are

single unto the Lord, and our wills resigned

to his pure will, this waiting in silence will be

easy to us. And as in the pure light we shall

come to see what and when to speak, and
when to end, having a clear sight of our duty
herein we shall go safely on" . . .

The 27th of the Fifth Month.—"Our nat-

ural lives are very uncertain. The time past
is irrecoverable, and the time to come is very
uncertain: therefore let us be concerned to

make good use of this present time, and be
willing to put our shoulders to the work, that
the stone may be rolled from the well's mouth
that we may partake together of the goodness
of God. Those that gathered little manna had
no lack; and those that gathered much had
nothing over. My friends, there is abundance

in it; those whose gifts may be but

that they cannot gather so large a sha;

the heavenly manna as some may, yet if

labor faithfully, according to the ability

God is pleased to give them, and make a
improvement of what he hath committf

them, they will know that little to be

cient. And those that are enabled to g
more, will come to see that they have not

over; and what they enjoyed yesterday wi!

be sufficient for to-day, but they will

daily in need of a fresh supply from the

of the Lord."
"There is no other name by which any

can be saved but Jesus Christ. Let us

to get into his name, for He hath promi

that where two or three are eathered toga

in his name He will be in the midst of tl

And He will make his promise good unt
them that are truly concerned to labor

through all the opposition that stands in t

way that so they may get into the name, s)

and power of Christ, and witness Him to

place of broad rivers unto them.

"We have need to be concerned fori

treasure that will go with us beyond

grave; this is worth suffering the loss 0:

things for. For those that are willing to

their lives for Christ's sake the same shall

life eternal. But those that retain a lif

sin, according to the lusts of the flesh, aii

danger of losing that eternal life in the wi'

to come. Therefore let us not love our 1:

unto the death, nor count anything too

to part with, that we may win Christ. I

sire that the longer we live in the world,

more our zeal for the Lord and his truth, if

increase. Many are the troubles of the rif

eous, but the Lord will deliver them ouif

them all . . . It hath many times been the

cere desire of my heart to the Lord, that ev

S3cret thing might be revealed; and the L

is just in all his ways. As we are truly will

to bring our deeds to the light in our heai

the Lord thereby will discover everything t

is contrary to his will in us. The Lord is a

to do all things for his people.

"Testimonies will fail, and words come
an end as to us, but the word of the Lord v

abide forever. . I desire that those who n

have more days in this word, may diligeu

attend to this engrafted Word that is able

save' the soul. Let us choose this for our P'

tion.

"My desire for the sons and daughters

men is, that they may not give way so mu

to the many cumbering things, but may choc

this one thing needful, which will be able

support them in the most needful time. F

if we are taken with any thing short of tl

eternal Word, and trust in visible things, th

will utterly fail."

The 3ist of the Fifth Month.—"The goo

ness of the Lord is such to his people, that I

is a present helper in the needful time, althoui

at some times we may be ready to think th

we shall fall by the hands of the enemy; y

as we trust in the Lord, He that deliver'

David out of the hand of Saul, will deliver

out of the hand of the spiritual enemy.

"Let us stay our minds in patience, in t'

times of poverty of spirit, and I believe v

shall see the good effects of it; the Lord w

teach him subjection to himself thereby .-.

It is an easy thing to believe in Him when 1
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shines upon us and we enjoy the light

countenance; but when He withdraws

and we see ourselves in a thirsty land,

Tpo water is, this I believe, is a trial of

th. That arm of the Lord which hath

le guide of our youth will be the stay

ged who trust in it. When we are

idt to a true sense of a spiritual thirst,

-d will open the fountain as in the des-

A few words at this time may suffice

3 of the weakness 1 am under; but, how-

[ once more witness the Lord to be

h in weakness; in a sense thereof, I

r|the praise may be returned to Him, who
hy of it forever

"

2nd of the Sixth Month.—"The Lord

;iike his people sensible of the time to be

J md of the time to speak, as they are

•(ned to wait for instruction from Him,
hearken to his voice, and to the voice

servant the prophet, who said, 'Keep
Islands, before me; let the people

their strength.' THey were to come
ind then they were to speak; and so it

)l, when we are enabled to come near the

it we are sometimes in a capacity to

,|to the honor of his name . . . The Lord
t more giving me cause to speak well of

ne, in a renewed sense of his love. This

ncouragement to trust in his mercy and

n a state of poverty, the enemy may as-

tus, and may endeavor to cause us to

[that we shall never come to partake

[36 sweet enjoyments any more, as we
n time past; let us not believe him,

was a liar from the beginning . . .

though the word's people may have sor-

for a night, yet joy will come in the

ig in the dawning and breaking forth of

;ernal day, when the sun shall arise that

no more down; which is for the light of

w Jerusalem, which hath no need of the

rd sun nor of the moon for the Lord God
light thereof, and sorrow and sighinj^

ome to an end and the tears shall be

from all faces. Surely this is a desira-

ibitation to the weary travelers, but we
patiently to wait the Lord's time. Let
willing to bear our share of sufferings,

tibering what our Lord suffered for us

we were enemies and aliens, and the

[might justly have cut us off in that

but He was pleased to show mercy
us. Let us be willing to follow Him
jh many tribulations, though the assist-

)f his Spirit, that we may be found wor-
' obtain an inheritance in the kingdom
is prepared for the followers of the

When we have done all, we are but as

fitable servants; we have done no more
vas our duty to do; there is nothing to

tributed to us, nor is there any praise

js unto such but to God only."

4th of the Sixth Month.—"It is the
i Comforter that our Lord promised He
pray the Father to send to his followers,

n my measure I am a witness of, and
nward enjoyment sweetens every exer-

1 desire we may all wait for it in a

of our wants, that we may receive a
supply from it. There is something of

be met with every day, and therefore
ve need of a supply from the Lord to
i us to go forward in the way of our
The goodness of God is very great,

and in a feeling sense of it, I have, at this

time, renewed occasion to return the praises

to his holy name." . . .

The 17th of the Sixth Month— Several
friends being there to visit her, they found
her very weak, but after they had spent some
time in waiting upon the Lord with her. He
was graciously pleased to renew the visitation

of his love to her, by which she was wonder-
fully revived, and was publicly concerned in

thankful acknowledgments of the goodness of
God in supplication to Him for the continuance
thereof. . . . She departed this life the twen-
tieth day of the Sixth Month. 1721', being
in the forty-first year of her age.

Items Concerning the Society.

If we would really endure we must school our-
selves in the grace of repcse. I think the reason
the dear Friends of Philadelphia are so calm in

their way of speaking and in their faces often, is

because they have learned to wait in silence for

God to speak.

—

Phila. Ledger.

Recent Letter.—"Esteemed Friend : The letter

in the issue of The Friend of the 22nd instant
from one who evidently is deprived of the privileges

of association with members of our Society, stirred

my heart with sympathy. It also called to my
mind an incident which occurred in an adjoining
community last year.

" A young man left home several years ago and
went to seek his fortune in the far West. The
business in which he was engaged took him over a
considerable part of the world. He crcssed the
Pacific several times ; also, I think, visited South
America several times. But all through his wan-
derings the memory of his Quaker home and meet-
ing went with him. After an absence of perhaps
twenty-five years he returned for a visit, and he
could hardly wait for meeting day to come around,

to again enjoy a quiet Friends' meeting.
" But imagine his surprise on meeting-day to

find, instead of the quiet Friends' meeting of his

memory, with its reverential worship and soul-

inspiring communion, an 'up-to-date' meeting,
with a hired pastor in charge, a regular pro-

gram, a trained choir, with an organ to lead, and
the ' service ' practically the same that he would
find in an ordinary church of the world.

" I often wonder what is to be the outcome of

all this. Very few meetings of Friends in this

part of the country are essentially different from
those of Methodists or others. And this continu-

ous cry for change is not confined to our denom-
ination. I understood recently that the choir in a

Methodist meeting near here requested the privi-

lege of supplying themselves with horns and vio-

lins in addition to their organ, that they might be
better able to supply the demands of the times.

"We very much appreciate The Friend, and
desire the encouragement [of its caretakers] and
that their hands may be upheld and strengthened
in the work."

Western District Monthly Meeting of Philadel-

phia has recently adopted a letter of sympathy
and counsel to each of its absent members. Sucli

are to be found in both hemispheres. The Quar-
terly Meeting also seemed touched with a similar

concern for the welfare of its outlying meetings
and distant members. We have deemed it at least

a coincidence that the excellent letter of .Joseph

Scattergood, Sr., to a member at a distance ap-

pears now among the "Reminiscences," to which
we invite attention for its sound counsel.

More distant than they whom other climes contain
orseascanseparate.maybesomeof our members who
are near our doors, or perhaps attending our meet-
ings, but spiritually distant from true fellowehip

in Christ. Through living epistles exercises of

spirit may reach these also, but with chief benefit,
it may be, to the living church so exercised.

The Tract Association of Friends of Philadelphia
has during the year past circulated 72,336 copies
of its publications by distribution, and has printed
631,100 copies. An interesting narrative on " Card
Playing," has lately been issued as a Tract.

It is hoped that Friends will respond to the call

to attend the Annual Meeting of the Association,
to be held at eight o'clock on the evening of the
26th instant, and also that it may be in the hearts
of some to relieve its diminishing treasury.

The Quinquennial Conference and Five Years'
Meeting of those Yearly Meetings which generally
have adopted the Uniform Discipline, is set to meet
in Indianapolis in next Tenth Month.

Notes From Others.

"The Killi.ng of Men."—"The killing of men
under the name of war," wrote Andrew Carnegie
in a letter read at the P. H. Collier dinner at the
Metropolitan club, "is the foulest blot upon hu-
manity to-day. We see much discussion as to what
is or is not permissible under civilized warfare.
My view is that this is a contradiction of terms.
There can be no such thing as civilized warfare.
We have made little progress in the path of genuine
civilization, as long as we can find no better sub-
stitute for the settling of international disputes
than the brutal murder of one another. As a gen-
eral proposition it may be stated that the nation
who refuses peaceful arbitration is responsible for
the war which ensues. Sad that both branches of
the .so-called most highly civilized race should be
guilty of the most uncivilized crimes. Let us all

pray that this disgrace is soon to pass away."

My Dear Friend:—I clip and send you the above
expression from Andrew Carnegie because of his

noble stand on this very important question. I

agree with him that there can be no such thing as
civilized warfare. Men who are truly civilized do
not settle their differences by fighting. There is

always a better way. Hate and destruction are
always detestable. There can be nothing but sav-
agery in fighting. Love should govern men in their

intercourse with each other. When intellect rules

and calm reason and common sense reigns men do
not fight. Your friend,

Charles Alexander.
WiLBERFORCE, Ohio.

In the United States Senate recently the chap-
lain prayed for "the newspaper men." We know
of no body of men for whom prayer can be more
opportunely offered. They preach to vast audi-

ences no less actual than they are unseen, and
none needs more wisdom that comes from above
than they.

The Greenland Eskimos may now read the Bible

in their own tongue. The work of translation was
started by the first missionary to Greenland in

modern times, Hans Egede in 1721, and book after

book has been added since.

In spite of praiseworthy efforts on the part of

many prison authorities, we have yet to learn how
to protect society without brutalizing those who
injure it ; how to make penal discipline reforma-

tory without rendering prison life attractive. —
Howard Association.

Theodore Cuyler thinks it is not strange that

conversions are so few, and that evangelical re-

ligion makes no greater headway, when multitudes

have no other reading on the First-day of the

week than " the godless Sunday newspapers, and

but little reading during the week except the

novels that pour in such an increasing deluge from

the press. If parents give house-room to trashy
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or to corrupting books, they need not be surprised
if their children give heart-room to the world, the
flesh and the Evil One. When instructive and
profitable books are so abundant and so cheap, this

increasing rage for novels is one of the portentous
'signs of the times.'"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—On the 14th inst. the Senate ratifiei

the agreement provided for in The Hague Conference in

reference to the adoption of more humane methods in

warfare by land and sea.

The House of Representatives on the 15th inst. broke
all records in rapid special pension legislation by passing
229 private bills in 110 minutes. The speed attained was
over two a minute, and there was no consideration of
these bills on their merits.

Secretary Long has resigned, and William Henry Moody,
of Massachusetts, has been selected to succeed him as the
head of the Naval Department. The latter is a member
of the House of Representatives in Washington, and a

lawyer by profession.

The Nicaragua Route has been recommended by the

Committee of the Senate, as provided for in the Hepburn
bill which directs the construction of a canal of suffi-

cient capacity to accommodate the largest ships from
Greytown, on the Atlantic, via Lake Nicaragua, to Brito,

on the Pacific, under the supervision of the Secretary of
War ; authorizes surveys of the harbors at the two ends
of the route

; guarantees the use of the canal to vessels
of Costa Rica and Nicaragua, and appropriates $10,000,-
000 for beginning the work.

Prince Henry embarked on the 11th inst. for Germany.
During his visit he has been cordially entertained in many
of the larger cities, and, it is believed, the feelings of

good-will between the two countries have been strength-
ened by it.

A strike of freight handlers began in Boston on the
10th inst, and extended to others, until 20,000 men were
idle in that city for a few days. On the 16th most of

them had returned to work.

A dispatch from Baltimore of the 11th, says : John
Kelly, forty-four years old, according to a statement
made by his wife to-day and supplemented by a statement
written on a sheet of paper by himself and presented to
Justice White, of the Northern District Police Station in

this city, was suddenly stricken dumb last night while
profanely cursing and blaspheming.

The late report of the United States Geological Survey
states that Illinois is second only to Pennsylvania in the
list of coal producing States. The workable coals of Illi-

nois underlie vast areas, in beds of from less than three
to about ten feet in thickness, and so near the surface
that in many instances the coal is mined by stripping.

If a person has purchased sufficient liquor on the prem-
ises to intoxicate him, the proprietor of the place cannot
collect damages from the purchaser of the liquor, should
he wreck its appointments, is the decision of Judge Bishop
lately rendered in New Haven, Conn.
An ordinance to authorize the Market Street Elevated

Passenger Railway Company in Philadelphia to build an
underground railway in Market Street, from Delaware
Avenue to the Delaware County line, has been introduced
in Common Council.

The San Jose scale has wrought great havoc in the
orchards of Ohio, and it has been necessary to dig up and
burn thousands of infected trees.

A despatch from Juneau, Alaska, says that a letter has
been received there from Kenai, on Cook Inlet, telling of
a terrific volcanic eruption in that vicinity about First
Month 1st. The whole side of an unnamed mountain
seemed to be split open, and fire and lava were pouring
from it. The village of Kenai was covered with ashes,
and the earthquake, which accompanied the eruption,
caused several tidal waves, doing much damage.

The reports received by the Department of Agriculture
make it manifest that the wheat crop of 1901 was one of
the largest ever grown ; that the corn crop was the small-
est, with one exception, in twenty years, and that the oat
crop was also much below the average. This conspicuous
departure from the ordinary relative production of the
three principal grains appears to have been followed by a
use of wheat as feed for animals more extensive geo-
graphically, if not in actual volume, than has ever before
occurred.

Reports respecting the work done by the Free Hospital
for Poor Consumptives show that since it was opened
seventy-six patients have been admitted to the White
Haven Sanatorium, Pa. remaining from one week to three
months. The average gain in weight was thirteen pounds,
and the average gain of those who stayed throe months
was twenty-two pounds. Contracts are ready to be
awarded for the erection of three cottages. These will

accommodate forty-eight women patients.

A director of the Atchison Railway is quoted as follows
concerning the recent order placed with the Baldwin Lo-
comotive Works for 120 more engines :

" The latest ex-
periments are bearing out our previous reports as to the
saving from our new motive power. Our experiments es-
timate that something over $1,000,000 a year could be
saved by the new engines and cars and the use of oil as a
fuel on a greater part of the system."

There were 528 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 20 more than the previous
week and 2 more than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 276 were males and 252 females: 70
died of consumption of the lungs ; 92 of inflammation of
the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 16 of diphtheria

;

14 of cancer ; 17 of apoplexy ; 20 of typhoid fever ; 2 of
scarlet fever, and 6 of small pox.

Foreign. — Germany is -the only Power refusing to
agree to the reduction of the large garrisons the European
governments are maintaining at Tien Tsin and the restora-
tion of the control of the native city of Tien Tsin to the
Chinese.

In a " Review of the Second International American Con-
ference," lately meeting in Mexico, by John Cassel Williams,
the Secretary of the delegation of the United States to
the Conference, he states, " The net results are that nine
nations participating in the Conference have agreed to
obligatory arbitration among themselves, and that the
doors of the Permanent Court of Arbitration established
by the Convention of The Hague have been opened to all

the republics of America. The hopes of the advocates of
peace and arbitration as the only means of settling inter-
national controversies have not been fully realized, but if,

as a result of the action taken, a single conflict between
American nations is averted, the work of the second In-
ternational Conference of the American States will not
have been in vain." A number of treaties, exclusive of
the arbitration treaty entered into by the nine republics,
was signed. One provides that the claims of the citizens
of one country against the government of another for
pecuniary loss or damage shall be arbitrated under The
Hague Convention. As to this J. C. Williams remarks,
" When it is considered that such claims are at the bottom
of many of the controversies between the American Gov-
ernments the importance of the treaty will be realized."
A despatch says :

" A remarkable discovery has been
made in County Mayo, Ireland, where a wooden boat, be-
lieved to be nearly 2,000 years old, has been dug up by
laborers. The boat is beautifully carved from the trunk
of an oak tree. It is forty-six feet long, and shows ab-
solutely no signs of decay. The wood was so hard that
hatchets made scarcely any impression on it."

Captain Grossman, of Cologne, Germany, the inventor of
water shoes, has just completed a 100 mile walk on the
surface of the River Danube. He started from Linz and
finished his journey at Vienna, drawing his wife in a boat
all the way in less than two days. The shoes are alum
inum cylinders thirteen feet long, and are light enough to
be carried on the shoulders like a pair of oars. The wearer
propels himself by a treading movement, which causes
four oar-shaped wings to revolve.

An engagement in the Orange River Colony between
the British and the Boers has lately taken place, in which
the former lost over 300 men, and the British general
Methuen was taken prisoner. This is considered one of
the most serious checks the British have lately received,
and it is expected will prolong the war. More troops are
to be sent from England.

General Methuen was promptly released by the Boers,
an act of generosity which has produced a great and fa-
vorable impression in England.
Of 140 epileptic patients in London whose histories

were carefully followed up, 90 proved to be descendants
of alcoholic parents—a proportion of 64 per cent.
A despatch from Berlin says ,

" The negroes of the
Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, who were en-
gaged the latter part of 1900 by the German Government
to teach the natives of Togoland, German West Africa,
how to grow cotton, have, according to the report of the
Colonial Committee succeeded in producing cotton which is

graded on the Bremen Exchange above American middling.
The only obstacle to the commercial utilization of this
product is transportation, and especially getting the bales
to the coast.

An eye-witness of the earthquake at Shamakain Trans-
caucasia on the twelfth or thirteenth of Second Month,
says : "At 12.50 P. M. the earth bulged up suddenly and

ded again. People were thrown headlong in the
streets, and when they arose were thrown down again.
Asphyxiating vapors exuded from the fissured earth and
filled the air. The scenes that followed will never be
adequately described. There are nearly 20,000 persons
shelterless, without sufficient food, without hope. The
Red Cross Society and the Government officials have la-
bored to relieve the worst suffering."

NOTICES.
Wanted. — A young woman Friend, a gradn'

Westtown Boarding School, with one year's experi
double entry bookkeeping, desires a position.

Address " H," office of The Fri

Wanted—A Friend and wife desii

compensation, to care for elderly, or
their homes. Address, " K. G., office

re, for a rea^ •;,,]

invalid Prienjl
of ThePrie:; L

Tract Assoclation of Friends.— The annual
i

of the Association will be held in the Committee I

Arch Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day even
26th inst., at 8 o'clock. Reports of Auxiliary ;

tions and an interesting report of the Managers
read. All are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott, (

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
:

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rt-

_

instruction and discipline should be addressed to W
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an
munications in regard to business should be forwa
Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., ar

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when re(|

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twe;
cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl.

West Chester, Phone 114x

Edward G. Smedley,

Died, Eleventh Month 29th, 1901, Rebecca S. ;

TON, in her seventy-seventh year ; a beloved meml
elder of the Monthly ileeting of Friends of Philac

This dear Friend possessed in a remarkable de,

"meek and quiet spirit" coupled with clear judgm^
spiritual discernment. For some years previous .

death, delicate health deprived her of the privilc;,,!

mingling with Friends in public religious exercises iiii

the members of her family circle and those of herfrdff
who had intercourse with her, never failed to find sti

loving sympathy and wise counsel which made I, I

much valued as a friend and adviser. Two monti
vious to her decease, her devoted husband was r--

by death. This sore bereavement was accepted, ni

standing her weak physical condition, with resif,"

and fortitude, strikingly exemplifying the supp
power of Divine grace. When her final summons
her departure was as tranquil as had been her life. .-.

her seem most fitting the words of our Saviour, "El ;

are the pure in heart for they shall see God."

, Twenty-seventh of First Month, 1901, Hai ;r

Isabella, widow of GuilhertL. Copeland, in her fifty it

year. She was a consistent member and elder ofLj
Woods Monthly Meeting of Friends, North Carolina li

a firm believer in the ancient principles professed ha
Society. A sufferer for many years, her bodily painis

intense during her last illness ; but she bore it all i

patience and resignation to the Divine will. Her 'ft

friends testify that her life had been a continual prj-

ration for the change that awaited her. She was •

quently heard repeating stanzas relative to the " Heav y

Jerusalem where we meet to part no more." We y

believe she has reaped the reward of the " just made -

feet."

, at her home in West Grove. Pa., on the fonn :

Twelfth Mo., 1901, Mary Ann Forsythe, in the seve -

fourth year of her age. This dear Friend was enable i

bear a long period of physical infirmity with ChrisD

courage ; and to survivors there was left the comfor|;'

assurance that she had been gathered into rest. The ils

of health had been improved in attention to the Mass
call, and in sickness and suffering He was her supi^

She was interested to cheer and encourage, and was t<-

f ul to many ; her kindly mother-heart seeming tc<

clothed with the spirit of Scripture language: "Sir

little children, and forbid them not, to come unto me, r

of such is the Kingdom of Heaven."
at her home near Mt. Gilead, Ohio, on the n

-

teenth of First Mo., 1902, Rhoda Wood, wife of Thos

A. Wood, aged seventy-three years and eleven moDi.

She was a loving and devoted wife and mother and a o

believer in the principles of Friends as held forth in t r

ancient purity.
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{E-is a spirit which I feel, that delights

evil, nor to revenge any wrong, but

s to endure all things, in hope to enjoy

(i in the end. Its hope is to outlive all

land contention, and to weary out all

[ion and cruelty, or whatever is of a na-

[)ntrary to itself. It sees to. the end
[tamptations; as it bears no evil in it-

10 it conceives none in thoughts to any

I

if it be betrayed it bears it; for its

and spring is the mercies and forgive-

God. Its crown is meekness, its life

•lasting love unfeigned, and takes its

m with entreaty and not with conten-

,id keeps it by lowliness of mind. In

3ne it can rejoice though none else re-

', or can own its life. It is conceived

Qw, and brought forth without any to

nor doth it murmur at grief and oppres-

It never rejoiceth but through suffer-

'or with the world's joy it is murdered.
I it alone being forsaken; I have fellow-

lerein with them who lived in dens and
ie places in earth, who through death

id this resurrection and eternal holy

James Naylor, 1660. (Said to be his

stimony delivered before his departure

this life ; several Friends being present.

)

are favored with liberty in this day to

lie together for worship unmolested;
' hearty desire is, that we may properly

e this mercy, for the time to some of

come before our day in this life is

wherein this privilege may be in some
•e be taken from us. Something in me
be ready to say. The Lord forbid that it

be the case; but by reason of the great
sion which has over.spread the church,

ly dare to expect any other.

—

John

i then be risen with Christ, seek those

which are above, where Christ is.

—

;; 1.

Christening Without Christianity.

We have often regretted the perpetuation

of that heathen superstition by which a liba-

tion of wine was poured out into the waters,

by one standing on the deck of a ship, as ar

offering to the gods of the sea, to propitiate

their favor on the future voyages of the ves-

sel. At the launching of a ship at the present

day a young maiden is usually induced to per-

form the same practice, by means of a bottle

or goblet of wine; and to this percetuation of

the old heathen offering is now added the sac-

rilege of calling it a "christening."

At length we are, to our relief, enabled to

note in another column, that at least one cler-

gyman objects to the use of the term "chris-

tening" when applied to the naming of a ship,

a word which really means christianizing the

ship, or making it christian. Did such cere-

mony have the blessed effect, we should heart-

ily commend the "christening" of all war ves-

sels in the'r infancy, from this *-ime forth.

But seeing that the so-called christening of

infants is not found to have that effect, as our

houses of refuge and penitentiaries abundantly

evidence,—even though the clergyman was

compelled by his prayer-book to call the chris-

tened, or "baptized " child as " now regener-

ate,"—we despair of any christianization of

ships, save as those who man them are under

the baptizing grace of the Holy Spirit; or any

christening of men, infant or adult, save of

the same Spirit. For
'

' if any man have not the

spirit of Christ, he is none of his"—any "sac-

rament" to the contrary notwithstanding.

How is it, asks a recent inquirer, that a

line of non-ritualists extending from earliest

Christian history down to our day,— like Mas-

salians, Paulicians, Catharists, Albigenses,—

appear to have lived better, purer, more

Christian lives without the sacraments than

their enemies did with them? Are those beat-

itudes which .Jesus pronounced in his sermon

on the Mount better observed by those who

have seven sacraments, than they are by the

protestants who have only two; and are they

better observed under two sacraments than

they are by the Quakers, the Doukhobors and

other Christians who have none?"

It is a question of emphasis. The greater

the emphasis that men are taught to lay on

the letter and form, the more these are made

a substitute for the true life and Spirit. "The

letter killeth, the Spirit giveth life." "It is

the Spirit that maketh alive; the flesh profiteth

nothing." They put on Christlikeness who
are baptized into Christ.—No outward element

was prescribed by Him.

Friend, Come Up Higher.

Besides the information lately quoted from

the Chatiiufjuan of a decline in membership in

some Yearly Meetings which have been devel-

oping the pastorate system, local information

here and there is brought to us to the same
purport, that the tide begins to set away from

such meetings under the name of Friend.s, to

other churches in the same neighborhood.

Where there is nothing in point of principle

to choose between the mode of worship prac-

tised in our meetings and that of others, the

tide will naturally turn towards those churches

which, offering every thing which we have to

present, have learned to do it in better style,

and are not. novices in the procedure for which

we, as borrowers, are indebted to them. Once

admit, by adoption of them, that other churches'

modes have always been the right ones and

that of Friends a mistake, and we naturally

become purveyors to those churches. We ad-

vertise them to our young people as right,

and supply no distinctive principle of worship

among ourselves to be preferred. The re-

sult appears that whenever we would gain oth-

ers through compromise with their modes, we

have, by stepping down from our more spirit-

ual plane, so weakened our standing, that they

have gained us, rather than we them; some

they have gained bodily as their own members,

others of us they have leavened into their

nature even though we abide under our former

name. This came from the cry, "we must

conform to them in order to compete with

them." And then when we got any of them,

could we give them that standard which we

had renounced? But let it be lifted up, if it is

to draw men.

It ought to have been understood from the

first, that the Society cannot expect to compete

with others on any other ground than their

one distinctive foundation principle, that of

waiting on the immediate and manifest moving

of the divine Spirit. Whatever ministry gen-

uinely springs from this must be its own dem-

onstration of its right to prevail. What we

want is not argument that the ministry of the
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Spirit is the authorized ministry, but more clear

examples of it. The anointed worship of a

congregation, when divinely silent, is its own

impressive testimony that it is the worship

that is in the beauty of holiness. By just be-

ing what we ought individually to be in the

Spirit we shall make our way by the Soirit, and

no argument can be stronger. "Be ye filled

with the Spirit," by obedience; and "be not

drunk with wine" of these artificial stimulants

of an exhilaration which is mistaken for inspira-

tion.

For "The Friend."

Why WeJNeed to Rest.

When I was a little girl, more than forty

years ago, this age of great industrial progress

in which we now live had only just begun.

Upon my first visit to Philadelphia I went in

a carriage. The drive was long, but my father

had time to walk back a quarter of a mile to

pick up a shawl which I had thrown out; nor

were we alarmed lest we should be late upon
arriving at our destination.

I am glad I was born in a very funny old

house, more than one hundred and fifty years

old. Its quaintness seems a fitting one, for

the quiet old-time ways which belong with my
old-fashioned childhood, and which have now
altogether passed away.

The house was built in the latter part of

the 17th century. Across the ceiling of the

sitting-room ran a great beam, to go under
which tall men were obliged to stoop. The
chimney was both wide and deep and occupied
much space in both stories; in our bed-room
it left a recess into which the high post bed-

stead and my little bed just fitted. The chim-
ney was .iust even with the foot of our beds.

On the other side of the chimney was a big

closet with a little window in it, through
which stray cats sometimes visited us to my
alarm.

The windows in the house were all small,

some of them wider than high. In one room
was a single window perhaps two feet square,

far up in one corner of the room. Another
room had its single low wide window, a few
inches above the floor. In one bed-room a

step ran quite across the room. The parlor
was a step down from the sitting-room, with
no sufficient allowance for head room in the
entering doorway. The pantry was one cor-

ner of the parlor with a broad partition

around it. This held our precious jellies,

jams and cakes.

It was in these early years that my mother
essayed to can some peaches by putting paper,
dipped in the white of eggs, over the jar tops
to make them air tight. When she was away
on a visit an ordinarily intelligent relative,

opened every jar, to see if the great experi-
ment had proved to be a success.

The first evening lamp which I remember
was a lard lamp. A tin trav was its base to

catch the drippings and wick trimmings. The
lard was in a churn-shaped receptacle with a
wick perhaps an inch wide at one end, and, if

I remember rightly, a needle at the other end,
with which to pick and scrape the wick very
often. No chimney and no shade were needed,
and it may well be thought the light was not

a brilliant one. Small were the attractions to

sit up after dark, or to entertain guests

around the evening lamp. Our friends came
about two o'clock for an afternoon visit, and

after an early tea, went home before dark.

Some years later four o'clock became the ar-

riving hour, and when in Philadelphia a cour-

ageous country woman did not reach her sis-

ter-in-law's house till six o'clock, her efforts

at being stylish, I heard emphatically de

nounced.

Vacations were never claimed nor relaxa

tion needed, but every few weeks, our steady

old horses, jogged us around on a visit to the

old homes of our parents, an expedition which
usually lasted two days, but perhaps once a

year those trips were lengthened to a week
and included various other visits, to other

friends.

There was plenty of work the year round,

with which everybody helped. Most of our

food was raised and prepared for us on the

farm. "Early to bed and early to rise," was
to us a familiar quotation!

What I want to show very closely is the

complete change which has come to children in

their environment, during the past forty years

and the need there is to protect our children

from the evils which may result from the

strain under which they live; and if possible

to return, at least for a part of the year, to

those conditions which are natural and there

fore healthful.

Most modern children waken each morning
with the feeling that it is almost time for

breakfast, which has to be ready at a regular
time so that father may catch his train.

Once at the table, there is no time to loiter.

School time will come very soon, and some-
times, it is timid little girls or lazy little boys
who go unwillingly to sit or wriggle upon their

.seats, through the allotted hours at school.

Some of them could dine leisurely if the desire

to exercise their legs were not so much
greater than the desire for food. Conse-
quently dinner is eaten in haste followed by
more school discipline.

Father comes home to tea with marvelous
tales of what has happened through the day,

and a bundle of Scie7itific Americans to be
looked over. The children must have a little

time to enjoy the papers before going to bed.

Finally, perhaps, mother will read as they get
into bed, some graphic stories of wild animals
which will stimulate their brains till long
after they have gone to sleep. Day after day
the modern child has to work up to time,—

a

thing entirely foreign to his instincts. Night
after night he goes too late to bed, his mind
overcharged with facts which interest him.

When he goes on a visit, even if it is de-
signed for a rest, he has to be on time for the
train, and watch at nearly every turn, lest a
trolley car or bicycle should run over him.

There is no quiet old-fashioned composure
in the lives of modern children. We see the
effects on every hand. Men are shorter in

stature, and women more nervous, than ever
before. Adults are not equal to the constant
demands upon them. Teachers and scholars
declare themselves utterly worn out with
thirty-nine weeks of work during the year.
The most grasping employer in order to keep
up the desired efficiency, is obliged to grant a
two weeks' vacation to his employees. Old

timers, who ignore the need for vacatioi

themselves broken down men much i

than they should be, and unable to keep
modern speed.

Better hygienic care of infants, iiii],^

sanitation and greater medical skill, ha ;.l

creased the average longevity of the ci

nity, but the alarming prevalence of

diseases from which people do not usual]
.^

should warn us of the pressing need of
j^j

spots in our lives. What can be done, s gJ

that the world is eoing at this treme k
speed? Stop and rest. It is not p*

while in the stream to stem the currei

it is possible to reach the bank, an

awhile. Get out of the old rushing

and rest. There is no place where this

better done than when camping out i

For "TheFri
i

What Hinders Thee?
j

In reading the article in No. 27 pagel^
on "Spreading Religious Books," I was rtl

much impressed with the great neces? •'

Friends keeping, or I should rather .=;

turning to, first principles; that we ii:

only read and send abroad the doctrin.

tenets of our early Friends, but be faitli

being at heart what v/e want to appe:,

so covers my mind that we speak with ui,

but our heart is far from Him in livii

serving; our minds so engaged with tht

ities of life, as though we were drunkei

wine. Wine is a mocker. It seems as t

the comparison might be made thus as

Society. We stand as on the banks of v.

waterfall and see souls passing over h,

fathomless abyss. Had we been indivi

faithful we might not only have know
salvation of our own soul, but be made •

ments also in stirring others to kno"
of theirs. The only remedy for this con;,.

of things, to possess what we profess, to

cease from activity of self and call upoiii

Creator as did Daniel. It is but little t:: J

required of us; that little is in obedience t:he

Light within, which will either increase: we

yield to it, or decrease as we disregai it

We many times hinder the Spirit's progr£ by

the outward, in not being obedient to wl is

made known to us. It may be we feel le-

cessity to make a change in our address. V
ing the world's language makes those ho

profess with Friends appear fickle in the 'es

of the world. Or should it be in laying de

the ornaments for a meek and quiet sit

and to appear in the garb of a Friend? ]«
things will present themselves in due le.

and happy for us if we choose the ws so

plainly shown to us. We can give u all

that stands in the way of our peace witt'ur

Saviour, when we fully realize what He.as

done for us, that we might enjoy aife

hid with Christ in God. Then shall 'we be )le

to adopt the language of the apostle, "im

not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, foils

the power of God unto salvation to ever.'DO

that believeth." Yea and who will yie to

his blessed voice within?

Oh reader, stop and think! Is it wellitt

thee? Is it well with thy house?

You cannot hang your hope on two t'te

at once. Nothing on myself; everytbinon

Christ."

a
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The Bible.
I (Continued from p:ige 2S3.)

!£ylon now rapidly succeeded to that

U position so long lield by Nineveh. Un-
I'ebuchadnezzar she acquired the power

;ed by her rival. The bounds of the city

extended; buildings of extraordinary

id magnificence were erected; her vie-

3 armies conquered Syria and Palestine,

jnetrated into Egypt. Her commerce,

ad now spread far and wide, from the

;!nd the west, and she became "a land of

ijand a city of merchants."*

\i her greatness as an independent nation

(hort-lived. The neighboring kingdoms

liiia and Persia, united under one mon-

ijhad profited, no less than Babylon, by

bin of the Assyrian empire, and were

ij to dispute with her the dominion of

i

Scarcely half a century had elapsed

ihe fall of Nineveh, when "Belshazzar,

ng of the Chaldeans, was slain, and Da-

,he Median, took the kingdom."f From
irae Babylonia sank into a mere province

aia. After the defeat of Darius and

jiverthrow of the Persian supremacy,

j)n opened its gates to Alexander, who
d the city not unworthy to become the

1 of his mighty empire. On his return

^ndia he wished to rebuild the temple of

which had fallen into ruins, and in that

work he had intended to employ his ar-

low no longer needed for war. The

3, however, who had appropriated the

of this sacred shrine, and feared lest

;ould have again to apply them to their

ul purposes, appear to have prevented

om carrying out his design. +

last blow to the prosperity and even

jnce of Babylon was given by Seleucus

he laid the foundation of his new cap-

11 the banks of the Tigris (B. C. 322).

jady Patrocles, his general, had com-

a large number of the inhabitants to

Dn their homes, and to take refuge in

3sert, and in the province of Susiana.

ity, exhausted by the neighborhood of

;ia, returned to its ancient solitude. Ac-

g to some authors, neither the walls nor

imple of Belus existed any longer, and

a few Chaldeans continued to dwell

1 the ruins of their sacred edifices.

1, however, a part of the population ap-

to have retur-ned to their former seats,

the early part of the second century of

iristian era we find the Parthian king

irus. sending numerous families from
Dn into Media to be sold as slaves, and
ig many great and beautiful edifices still

ng in the city.

he time of Augustus, the city is said to

been entirely deserted except by a few
who still lingered amontrst the ruins.

of Alexandria declares, that in his

kiel xvii : 4.

lielv: 30,31. This event took place B. c. 538.
r the Darius of the book of Daniel be Cyrus him-
a Median who commanded the armies of that

h, and was afterwards appointed viceroy of Baby-
ine of the many disputed points of ancient history,

ian, Exp. Alex. I, vii, c 17. See Jeremy's Epistle

ipocryphal book of Baruch, vi : 10, 11 and 28 for

23 of the cupidity of the Babylonian priests. They
n stripped the idols of their robes and ornaments
a their wives and children. This epistle contains
curious account of the idol worship of the Baby-

day, about the beginning of the fifth century,

in consequence of the choking up of the great

canals derived from the Euphrates, Babylon
had become a vast marsh; and fifty years later

the river is described as having changed its

course, leaving only a small channel to mark
its ancient bed. Then were verified the proph-
ecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah, that the mighty
Babylon should be but "pools of water." "that
the sea should come upon her, and that she
should be covered with the multitude of the
waves thereof. "'

In the beginning of the seventh century, at

the time of the Arab invasion the ancient cities

of Babylonia were "a desolation, a dry land

and a wilderness." Amidst the heaps that

marked the site of Babylon herself there rose

the small town of Hillah."t

A Peacemaker.

Fred tiould had been bound out to one
Hartwell, for two years, and in all that time,

there had been nothing like a doll anywhere
on the farm. But about a week before a little

granddaughter had appeared from the city,

with her arms full of them, and since then
they were always cropping up first in one place

and then another. With his lack of experi-

ence it was hardly to be wondered that Fred,

when he came in for dinner one day should

have flung his strap of books on the sofa and
snapped off the entire foot of Melissa Eugenia,
who lay there, smiling in her sleep.

Alice, the granddaughter, snatched her ba-

by to her heart and grieved sadly, while Fred
stood looking on, feeling like a murderer.

Late in the afternoon, as he was creeping

back to the house he came upon Alice sitting

on the side porch.

'Don't make any noise please, Fred," she

whispered, lifting up a warning finger. "Me-
sa Eugenia has just got to sleep at last."

"I say," blurted out Fred, determined to be

over with the speech he had been diligently

preparing during the day, "I'm awfully sorry

I broke your doll, I didn't mean to do it."

"Oh, well, nevermind. It was just acci-

detal. She's been in the hospital ever since,

and taken all kinds of different medicines, and
now she feels easier."

Fred felt easier, too. He ventured to sit

down on the edge of the porch. "I thought

you'd be mad," he said. "I thought girls

always got mad every chance they had."
"They do not, "said Alice, with dignity.

Then, her round face flushing, she confessed:

'I guess maybe I was a little mad just at first,

but I didn't stay so."

"Why?"
"Because I knew it wasn't your fault; you

didn't mean to do it. Crossness is a horrid

feeling, I think, don't you? Anyway, it's

generally silly."

Silly?"

Yes; grandmother says it is, because

there's generally a mistake about it. She

says that the real things to be cross with are

only a few, and she thinks everybody ought

* Isaiah xiv : 23. Jeremiah li : 42.

t See an interesting Memoir on Babylon by M. de

St. Croix, in the 48th volume of the Transactions of the

Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, in which all
j

the authorities on the subject of the gradual decay of the i

city are collected.

to be patient even with those. Grandmother
believes in a lot of patience."
When supper was over and the chores were

done, and Alice had gone to bed, Fred came
back to the side porch and sat there by
himself. He looked doubtfully across the
tree tops to the chimneys of the next farm-
house.

"Of course," he said to himself, "grand-
mothers believe in patience, but boys don't,

very much. Perhaps if they did, they wouldn't
be in so many scrapes," he acknowledged
with a sigh.

For some minutes longer Fred sat with his

chin propped in his hands, staring at the chim-
neys. Then he jumped up and started through
the garden gate and along the narrow path to

the Hartwell farmhouse. In the yard was a
boy of about Fred's age. When this boy saw
Fred he lifted his head, straightened himself,

and began to whistle carelessly, as though to

prove to all the world that he had nothing on
his mind.

Fred opened the gate and went straight in

as though afraid to stop. "I say Jack," he
began—making his second speech of the day
—"I guess perhaps you didn't mean to tip up
my boat that time, did you?"

Jack's face changed. "No, I didn't—hon-
est," he said eagerly. "I was just in fun,

and somebody pushed me or something, and
she went all the way over. It— it was too

bad!"

"Oh, that's all right! I say let's go nut-
ting, next play-day."

It was starlight when Fred went back
through the meadow. "I'll know enough not
to look for mistakes sooner, another time," he
was thinking. "It saves trouble. Even if he

had upset the old boat on purpose it wasn't

worth making a fuss about. I guess grand-
mothers know more about such things than

boys do."—Morning Star.

Don't Fret.—Men fret at being tied to a

clerk's desk. Surely they say, any one can
direct these envelopes, copy these letters,

cast up these interminable columns; and, in

their contempt for their life-work, they fail to

see its very unimportance is giving them a

better opportunity of cultivating punctuality,

patience, fidelity and similar passive virtues,

than they would have if they played a more
conspicuous part in the world's life, or in

spheres where certain other considerations

nerve to supreme efforts, which in their case

can only be called forth by lofty principle.

At the end of life's brief day we shall be re-

warded, not according to the work we have

done, but to the faithfulness with which we
have endeavored to do our duty, in whatever
sphere.

The servant who prepares my food or saves

me the necessity of doing the many duties of

my home, thus setting me free to write or

minister to men, will, in (jod's reckoning, be

credited with no inconsiderable share of the

results of anything which may have been

achieved through my endeavors. The great

deed that blesses the race seems to be wrought

by one, but it is really the result of the con-

tributed quotas of scores and hundreds of un-

named and unnoticed workers, and these, in so

far as they entered into the spirit of his la-

bors, shall share the reward.

—

F. B. Meyer.
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For"THB Friend.'

Henry Zuphten, the Gospeller, Martyred in the

Dittmarschen.

Lying along the easterly side of the North

Sea, between the lower waters of the Elbe

and the Eider, with an area rather less than

one-half that of the State of Rhode Island, is

the ancient district of the Dittmarschen. It is

a low land of peat bogs and heather, pro-

tected by dykes from the inroads of the sea,

which indeed had swept over it—a memorable

flood— in lfi34, when great reaches of sand

overcovered what was formerly fertile soil.

Possessing its own code of laws, known as the

Dittmarsh Land Book, which had originated

with forty-eight judges as far back as 1321,

and located as their land is quite out of the

ordinary routes of travel, the inhabitants have

preserved to the present day the peculiarities

of antiquity. For long they used the language

of their Frisian ancestors. Comine under the

rule of Denmark in 15.59, the Dittmarschen

were incorporated into the duchy of Holstein.

The latter, including the territory just de-

scribed, was annexed to Prussia in 1866. The

ship canal from Kiel Bay of the Baltic to the

estuary of the Elbe, opened by the present

Emperor of Germany in 1895, passes in part

along the eastern boundary of this so long se-

cluded district.

A memorable incident of the Reformation

happened there, the following recital of it be-

ing gathered from the interesting pages of

D'Aubigne.

At Antwerp, at the period of the opening of

the Lutheran Reformation, there was a con-

vent of the Augustines, some of whom having

been at Wittemberg, the then home of Luther

and Jlelancthon, had hailed with joy the truths

of the gospel, being emboldened to declare

that salvation which is by the grace of Uod, in

lieu of the so commonly promulgated doctrine

of the sufficiency of meritorious works. The
pope's legate in Germany and the local pre-

lates, angered at this outbreak in the Low
Countries of what they deemed to be heresy,

caused two of the offending monks to be ar-

rested and taken to Brussels. These recanted

or otherwise satisfied the dignitaries. Mean-
while, their companions in Antwerp, in no

wise overawed, preached with boldness Christ

and Him crucified, multitudes of the people

flocking to hear. Again the storm gathered,

the convent was closed, the monks were im-

prisoned and sentenced to death, and an ordfer

was given out that not one stone should be

left upon another of that heretical monastery.

This occurred in the autumn of 1522.

Notwithstanding the above searching edict

several of the monks efi'ected their escape,

one of them, named Henry Zuphten, owing his

release to the sympathetic efforts of a number
of women who had been reached by the Truth.

Arriving at Bremen, a certain pastor of Mehl-

dorf in the country of the Dittmarches, and
several devout persons of the neighboring dis-

tricts, having invited him to come over and
declare Jesus Christ, he complied. Immedi-
ately the priestly enemy confronted him. "If

he is allowed to preach, and the people give

ear," said the prior of the Dominicans and the

vicar from Hamburg, "we are undone." The
prior passed a disturbed night, and, rising

early in the morning, repaired to the wild and
barren heath on which the forty-eight regents

of the country were accustomed to hold their

meetings. "The monk from Bremen is cume

amongst us," said he, addressing them, "and

will bring ruin on the Dittmarches." The

simple-minded regents, ready^to believe that

they wuuld do a meritorious act by ridding the

world of a heretical monk, consented to Dut

him to death forthwith without the formality

of a hearing. It was the seventh day of the

week. The prior, bent on preventing Henry

from preaching to the people on the following

day, knocked at the door of the parsonage

where the new-comer was harbored, and ac-

quainted him with the mandate of the regents.

"If it be the will of God that I should die

among the Dittmarches," said Henry Zuphten,

"Heaven is as easily reached from thence as

from anywhere else. I will preach." The

narrative then continues.

"He ascended the pulpit, and spoke with

earnestness. His hearers, moved and roused

by his Christian eloquence, had scarcely quit-

ted the church, when the prior delivered to

them the mandate of the forty-eight regents

forbidding the monk to preach. They imme-

diately sent a deputation to the heath, and the

Dittmarches, after long discussion, agreed

that, considering their total ignorance, fur-

ther measures should be deferred till Easter.

But the prior, irritated at this, approached

certain of the regents and stirred up their

zeal afresh. 'We will write to him,' said

they. 'Have nothing to do with him,' re-

plied the prior; 'if he begins to speak, we
shall not be able to withstand him. We must

seize him during the night, and burn him with-

out giving him time to open his lips.'

"Everything was arranged accordingly. The

day after Conception Day a.^ nightfall, Ave
Maria was sung. At the signal, all the peas-

ants of the adjacent villages assembled, to the

number of five hundred, and their leaders hav-

ing broached three butts of Hamburg beer, by

this means stimulated their resolution. The

hour of midnight struck as the party entered

Mehldorf ; the peasants were under arms; the

monks carried torches; all went forward in

disorder, exchanging shouts of fury. Arrived

at the village there was a deep silence lest

Henry receiving intimation of danger, should

eft"ect his escape.

"Uf a sudden, the gates of the parsonage

were burst open, the drunken peasantry rushed

within, striking everything in their way-
tossing pell-mell, dishes, kettles, cups, and

articles of apparel. They seized any money
that they could find, and then rushing on the

poor pastor, they struck him down, shouting,

'Kill him! kill him!' and then threw him into

the mud. But Henry was their chief object

in the attack. They pulled him out of bed,

tied his hands behind him, and dragged him

after them, naked as he was in the piercing

cold. 'What are you come here for?' cried

they?" and as Henry answered meekly, they

exclaimed, 'Down with him! down with him!

if we listen to him we shall become heretics

like himself!' They had dragged him naked

over ice and snow, his feet were bleeding pro-

fusely, and he begged to be set on horseback.

'A fine thing truly,' said they, 'for us to fur-

nish horses for heretics! On, on'—and they

continued dragging him behind them till they

arrived at the heath. A woman, who stood at

the door of the house just as the servant of

God was passing, burst into tears. 'My
!(j^

woman,' said Henry, 'weep not for me.' : j

"The bailiff pronounced his sentence, k. i

one of his ferocious escort, with a s\

smote the preacher of Jesus Christ or

head. Another struck him with a

A monk was ordered to approach, and re

his confession. 'My brother,' said H
'have I done you any wrong?" 'None, re

the monk. 'Then,' returned Henry, 'I

nothing to confess to you, and you have i

ing to forgive! The monk retired in co: ,,.

ion. Many attempts were made to set fi t«i

the pile; but the wood would not catch, or I

two hours the martyr stood thus in the i*

ence of the infuriated peasantry—calm.ojl

lifting his eyes to heaven. While they re
(

binding him that they might cast him int('h«

flame, lie began to confess his faith. '
-jij

burn,' said a countryman, dealing him a n i

with his fist on the mouth; 'burn; and ; et

that, speak.' They threw him on the -

but he rolled down on one side. John H^

seizing a club, struck him upon the br

and laid him dead upon the burning cii,

Such is the true story of the sufi'ering of at!

martyr, Henry Zuphten." J. W. •

The nearness of heaven is suggested byhe

epithet "veil" There is only a veil bet\:sii

us and heaven! A veil is the thinnest ad

frailest of all conceivable partitions It ii Dt

a fine tissue, a delicate fabric of embroicy.

It waves in the wind; the touch of a t Id

may stir it, and accident may rend it; th si-

lent action of time will molder it away, he

veil that conceals heaven is only our erabced

existence; and, though fearfully and worit-

fully made, it is onlv wrought out of our ail

mortality. So light is it, that the puncre

of a thorn, the touch of an insect's sting.he

breath of an infected atmosphere, may ike

it shake and fall. In a bound, in a momen in

the twinkling of an eye, in the throb a

pulse in the flash of a thought, we may srt

into disembodied spirits . . . There is bi a

step between you and death; between you id

heaven there is but a veil!— C. Stanford.

Integrity.—A man of integrity is a je

man, a bold man, and a steady man; he :to

be trusted and relied upon. No bribes in

corrupt him, no fear daunt him; his wor is

slow in coming, but sure. He shines bri t-

est in the fire, and his friend hears of m

most when he most needs him. His coui,'e

grows with danger, and conquers opposiin

by constancy. As he cannot be flattereor

frightened into that he dislikes, so he ha
flattery and temporizing in others. He ns

with truth and not with the times,—with r it

and not with might.— TFm. Penn.

In the early days of Illinois some men ve

traveling through the country with sade-

bags of specie which was required for sete-

ment of land claims. Stopping one nigh it

the only available place, a log house, they It

it needful to keep up alternate watches ir-

ing the night. But before going to bed le

rough man, whose cabin they were in, t'k

down his well-worn Bible and read and pra;i;

and one whispered to the other, "We'D
both go to bed; there will be no need of ei'-r

of us watching to-night."
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A Siberian Doukhobor Letter.

ter Verigin has alread}' been alluded to,

ese columns, as a leading Doukhobor, who

is very account, was banished years aero,

his countrymen. The Russian (iovern-

apparently selected the men of the best

Tient, who were fitted by intelligence and

e ability to guide others, as ringleaders

jposition to its measures, and put them

for years in sorrowful separation from

lat was dear to them on earth. His reun-

lith his mother and friends, this autumn,

is permitted to go to Canada, will be a

of rejoicing, which one would feel glad

itness. His endorsement of the value of

)l education, which was not permitted to

eople in Russia, and which some of the

[hobors have been too slow to recognize

raportance of, will likely have more weight

fluence them favorably towards M. 8her-

I's efforts, than any other motive which

i be brought to bear. W. E.

KosTHERN, Sask., 9 March, 1902.

Evans;

'MT and Esteemed Friend:— I beg to hand the

Dsed English translation of Peter Verigin's

r, a leading man of the Doukhobors living

udorsk. He is told to get released by the

)f this year when the term of his banish-

, will have run out. Thou wilt see how-

man speaks wisely in favor of school in-

;tion. Some phrases might sound queer

iglish, but I tried to keep as close to his

uage as possible. With hearty respectful

rds, I am thy friend,

Michael Sherbinin.

jipy of Peter Verigin's letter, date un-

m. (Received by the Doukhobors in Feb-

ly, 1902.)

lace be unto you. beloved brethren and

[ral I send you a cordial brotherly greet-

ind wish you all good from the Lord God.

|ve received your letter of 16th. tjeptenib.

jink you all heartily for your remembrance
leand for your good wishes. May God save

I

with his eternal salvation. I have re-

i;d the $16 which were enclosed in your let-

for which I also thank you. The postal

! of Canada are not known to me. These

i allow to send money in simple letters.

'f,
in Russia, it is necessary to write on the

)lope "Money letter," and to specify the

ant, because if the postal authorities dis-

|j that a letter not specified as a money
:r, includes money, that money is being

^seated and entered as a revenue of the

<;rnment. Now referring to the fact that

jare being offered to have an elementary

(ol started among you, I could not give you

idvice; but I think that to be able to read

L'nerally useful, and I should desire that all

i
rising generation should know to read and

ie, the girls not excluded. It would be

I
if you could teach your children school

ijvledge in your own circle, and, as much as

'jible, in different languages: English,

'lich and German, and that you should not

jet Russian as well. The knowledge of

jing and writing only develops the under-
i|ding of man by giving him education, but

|iDnot alter the fundamental conviction of

t|m. The knowledge of writing can be
«ed with the gift of speech in man. There
la time when men talked with each other,

hut instead of uttering the name of a thing somewhere between 1835 and 1845 (I write

they simply pointed to the thing which they
j

wholly from memory of reported fact.s when I

wanted, until the faculty was developed in men
]

was a student at Hampden Sidney College) is

to express their thoughts through the organ said to have succeeded in getting by Da-

of speech. Now, when I am staying in an- guerre's methods the first picture of a person.

other room, behind a wall, I cannot point to

some object with my hand that my brother or

sister might hand it to me, or that 1 might per-

form something which they want. But, with

the medium of speech, this becomes quite pos-

sible, the sound of speech being heard at a long

distance. Those powerful people have worked

out the art of communicating our thoughts,

through the art of writing. The teaching

ought only to take place in the circle of your

own people without the interference of the

government, not because this would be sinful

(i. e. schools introduced by government), but

in order not to take advantage of other men's

services, because you would then be much de-

pending from them.

Thank God I am in good health and doing

well. Perhaps the Lord will grant me soon to

see you again. Your loving brother,

Peter Verigin.

True translation—Michael Sherbinin.

X PETER i : 25.

Last eve I paused beside a blacksmith's door.

And heard the anvil ring the vesper chime,

Then looking in, I saw upon the floor

Old hammers worn with beating years of time.
" How many anvils have you had," said I,

To wear and batter all these hammers so ?"

" Just one," said he; and then, with twinkling eye,
" The anvil wears the hammers out, you know."

And so, thought I, the anvil of God's word
For ages skeptic blows have beat upon

;

Yet, though the voice of falling blows was heard,

The anvil is unharmed, the hammers gone.—Anon.

Science and Industry

First Photograph op a Human Being.—
Mention is made in the Presbyterian of Anna
Catherine Draper, who died at her home in

Hastings, N. Y., in Twelfth Month, last, in

her ninety-fifth year. She came from an old

English family, and had lived at Hastings for

forty years. She is said to have been the first

woman in the world to have her photograph

taken. Her brother. Dr. John W. Draper,

invented a process by which a daguerreotype

could be made in six minutes. Under pre-

vious methods it took an .hour, and no one

could pose that long. Anna C. Draper's pict-

ure was a success, and it created great inter-

est. The original is now in the possession of

Lord Herschel's heirs in England. In 1893

the American Ambassador to England tried to

get the original to exhibit at the World's

Fair in Chicago. Lord Herschel's heirs denied

that they had it, and there was considerable

contention, but finally the original daguerreo-

type was found. Copies were made, and the

original was placed on exhibition. After the

fair it was taken back to England.

In regard to this daguerreotype, Carr Moore,

a clergyman of Bridgewater, Virginia, writes

a private letter, saying:

Dr. John W. Draper was Professor of Phys-

ics at Hampden, Sidney College, Prince Ed-

ward county. Virginia, at the time Daguerre

was experimenting with the daguerreotype. As

is well known Daguerre could only get helio-

graphic returns from inanimate nature, due to

the slowness of his process. Dr. Draper,
|
is the clear demonstration.

and that person was doubtless the sister whose
death you record. The camera obscura, with

which this picture of the first living being was
secured was the most valued possession of the

museum of Hampden Sidney College when 1

left Union Theological Seminary, in 1885.

The encyclopaidias give credit to Dr. Draper,

of New York, for this first picture of a human
being. If credit to whom credit is due still

obtains, it seems that it should be Dr. Draper,

of Hamden Sidney College.

For " The Krirnp."

The Changed Inheritance.

BY PETER N. DYHR.

"Mine heritage is unto me as a speckled

bird, the birds round about are against her.

Many pastors have destroyed my vineyard, they

have trodden my portion under foot, they

have made my pleasant portion a desolate wil-

derness. They have made it desolate, and be-

ing desolate, it mourneth unto me the whole

land is made desolate, because no man layeth

it to heart (Jer. xii:9-ll.)

How true is this lamentation in its applica-

tion unto us who, under the new dispensation

have been no less called to be a peculiar peo-

ple zealous of good works than were the Jews
under the old dispensation. In the record of

the experiences of holy men of old that wrote

as they were moved by the Holv Ghost, they

penned what they experimentally knew of

God's work by his Spirit in their heart. Now
as God changeth not, so man by nature is un-

changed. The same susceptibility to sin as in

Adam, when God pronounced all very good; the

same possibility to fall into temptation. And
as we have all sinned and fallen short of the

glory of God, so where sin abounds grace does

much more abound. So that whatever our in-

dividual present attitude to God is, we are left

without excuse. "For as in Adam all die,

even so in Christ shall all be made alive." It

is this equal, free and open attitude, we must

"keep in memory" (1 Cor. xv). "Not as it

was by one that sinned, so is the gift; for the

judgment was by one to condemnation, but

the free gift is of many offenses unto justifica-

tion" (Rom. li: 6). Therefore we may know
that they which are the children of the flesh

these are not the children of God, if to the

Jews circumcision availeth nothing, but a new
creature in Christ. This was abundantly con-

firmed by George Fox and his co-laborers in

that gospel day. That they knew by passing

through long and painful inward conflicts and

exercises, "Christ, the hope of glory, to fulfill

the law in them." It remaineth yet to be

true, "Not one jot or tittle of the law shall

pass away until it be fulfilled," all that is

written in the law and tlie prophets. Some of

them by experimental knowledge, with faith-

ful Abraham, "Saw Christ's day afar ofl', and

rejoiced in it." Yet "of those born of wom-

en not a greater than John has risen, but the

least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than

he. And from the days of John the Baptist

until now, the kingdom of heaven suffereth vio-

lence and the violent take it by force. "This

harmonious with
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the experience of all who in spirit have en

tered into the kingdom of heaven, or the new
gospel dispensation, which stands in unques-

tionable obedience to the pure manifestation

of the true light, with which we are enlight-

ened. It is in this true light in all men, that

our whole responsibility rests. It is in that

light we do see light, and that is universal.

"The Gentiles which have not the law, do by

nature (the true light) the things contained in

the law,"— so in the light. We know that "to

whom we yield ourselves servants to obey his

servants we are, to whom we obey, whether of

sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteous-

ness." So that "all manner of sin and blas-

phemy," "and whosoever speaketh a word

against the Son of man (the true light is here

spoken of, as the Son of man), it shall be for-

given him, but whosoever speaketh against the

Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him,

neither in this world, neither in the world to

come." Read Heb. vi: 4-6.

The way cast up is plain that a wayfaring

man though a fool shall not err therein.

"God worketh until now, and I work," siad

Christ. And where the clay by its own free

will is passive in the potter's hands, He work-

ing in us both to will and to do of his own
good pleasure, "breaks down the middle wall

of partition, for to make in himself of twain

one new man, so making peace." And yet

the great conflict and warfare, of mortifying

all our members in the earth, continues. "Ye
have not yet resisted unto blood, striving

against sin" (Heb. xii: 5, 26 & 27). The
light is in man, the Spirit is God, and disobe-

dience is the middle wall of partition, the pro-

ducing cause of sin and blindness. "I would

not brethren, that ye should be ignorant of

this mystery lest ye be wise in your own con-

ceit, that blindness in part is happened to Is-

rael."

And is that not also our state? Let us be

exhorted, whilst it is called to-day, "If by any
means we might provoke to emulation, them
which are our flesh," to whom like Israel of

old has been committed the most distinct, spir-

itual dispensation since the first decline of

primitive Christianity. Each dispensation has

its own absolute preparation to make to fill

such a place, the gifts differing, "but the self-

same Spirit worketh, dividing to each severally

as he will." As the life is unchangeable, so

its dispensations have in all ages been of the

fullest measure which- the individual capacity

has been prepared to receive. Our intellect

is filled with knowledge and trained as a mat-
ter of course to believe and claim that cer-

tainly "we are the people, and the Most High
dwelleth amongst us." But the Lord "will

enter into judgment with the ancients of his

people, and the princes thereof, for ye have
eaten up ray vineyard, the spoil of the poor is

in your houses. What mean ye that ye beat my
people to pieces and grind the faces of the

poor, saith the Lord God of hosts." A high

profe.ssion, without the experimental knowl-

edge of daily witness in Christ's law fulfilled

in us, is but the state of the speckled bird,

and like "the salt that has lost his savor, it is

henceforth good for nothing but is trodden

under foot of men." We often hear in sub-

stance the self-confident utterance, "We be

the children of Abraham and were never in

bondage to any man" (John viii: 33), and yet a

lamentation over our "low estate," and de-

crease in number in nearly all our meetings.

Remember the positive repoof to Israel by the

prophet Ezekiel (xiv: 14), "Though these

three men, Noah, Daniel and Job, were in it,

they should deliver but their own souls by

their righteousness, saith the Lord. If 1

cause noisome beasts to pass through the land

and they spoil it so that it be desolate; though

these three men were in it. as I live, saith the

Lord God, they shall deliver neither sons nor

daughters, they only shall be delivered, but

the land shall be desolate." Understanding

this, Paul says, "We are the circumcision

which worship God in the spirit and have no

confidence in the flesh." "It is better to trust

in the Lord than to put confidence in princes.

Surely men of low degree are vanity and men
of high deeree are a lie to be laid in the bal-

ance, they are altogether lighter than vanity,

but power belongeth unto God. Also unto

thee, U Lord, belongeth mercy, for thou ren-

derest to every man according to his works."
Many of the first gospel ministers were zeal-

ous preachers amongst the various sects and

high professors of their day, and had a good
report among their brethren. Isaac Pening-

ton's wife (Mary Springet, before she married

him) speaks of him as a piously disposed young
man, "and in her pure love and pity, seeing

he was a stranger in the w-orld. she took him
for a companion. Yet when he first met the

Quakers, although he says a love sprang up in

his heart toward them, yet he despised them,

as men of "high notions," knowing himself to

be in possession of some of the reality even

beyond most professors. Where were the

high notions found? It concerns us to seek

theni out to-day. Are we not by nature ex-

posed to the same danger? Even (after hav-

ing some true travail of soul and having the

serpent's head bruised) that of taking up our

rest in the outward security of maintaining in

the letter our high profession? Put Isaac

bowed his neck to the yoke, and came out

from under the yoke of high notions, which he

found in himself. Here the work of the new
covenant has its beginning. And true Quak-
erism can never be ingrafted on any other

root than this "immediate revelation." Nor
can the experiences vf those fathers and moth-
ers be read or understood but by the revela-

tion of the same spirit, through the grad-

ual development of experimental knowledge.

What do we know but historical facts? But
"the hour is coming, and now is, when the

dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God;
in the which all that are in the graves shall

hear his voice, and they that hear shall live."

Have they not all heard? For "his voice has

gone out to the ends of the earth."

A word to the wise is sufficient, human na-

ture is unchanged in its love for ease, saying

"Good is the word of the Lord, if there be

only peace in my day." "The heart is yet above
every thing else deceitful and desperately

wicked. Who can know it? " Therefore let

us examine ourselves and see "whether, or

how far I am implicated" in the state spoken
to by Jesus, we being in an increased degree
responsible by additional witnesses. "John
came unto you in the way of righteousness and
ye believed him not; but the publicans and the

harlots believed him and ye, when ye had seen

it, repented not afterward that ye might be-

lieve him." "Behold here is a greater jA

John." "The least in the kingdom of ht =,1

is greater than he." Other religious soci

are gathering in from the highways and he^

compelling them to go in to the marriage

per, that the tables may be filled; ann

with the paid ministry and fixed form-

veil yet remains over their eyes when the

is read, being in spirit under the old disjii

tion of the letter, contending and separ;

because of the difference about the mea

of words to no profit. Life is often not

out a form, and so even our silent meetii:

gether to perform divine worship. But

comparable to John's dispensation as it at;

free opportunity to each worshipper to

hold the Lamb of God that taketh away

sins of the world." In giving this testit
,,

,

John was a burning and shining light, and e

were willing for a season to rejoice inig

light." This strikes at the evil root an'

growth, content and at ease in the suppo

the sound form; but therein men do not

.

to the "greater witness" than that of 1

"Ye will not come to me that ye might

life:" and to give life "is the work whie^

father hath given me to finish'" (Joh!

35-40). The five foolish virgins lacked r ;

ing in outward appearance. Christ calls t ii

virgins. They were in company with the ,e

and thev had even their lamps—a consciie!

that led them to the door, but it was ?t;|

and "I know you not," was the answer. «'

solemn our investigation should be.

lacked but one thing, oil. To bring forti

ripe fruit of immediate revelation, is to '

.

,

ecute true judgment and shew mercy ando
passion every man to his brother." Wei||f

is the query, can any man "shew mercy, &'"

without executing true judgment against i?

For all judgment is committed to Jesus, Ii

in his first and second appearance. And 't

are my witnesses." But w^ho can aw.iD

that self-confident state of the foolish virj?

At the last call, "The bridegroom come

"

she still resorts to them "that sell, insteaif

immediate application to Him who said, "i
that Cometh to me I will in no wise cast o

°

Friends, are we the speckled bird? Orarre

the lighted candle giving light to all thaia

around us?
West BKANXH.Iowa.

The Recent Crisis in Greece.

Y'ears ago the Bible was translated Ji

.

modern Greek with the greatest care by ,e

ablest scholars of the country This versi,

which is called the "Romaic," is in the 'i-

lect which is the language of the universia

and schools and of all the educated Greeki'f

the present day. It adopts the grammatii

form of the "Romaic," or modern langUcJ.

but at the same time preserves as far as n-

sible the root form and inflection* of the i

language and it can be understood with H
by anyone who understands either the modn

speech of Greece or the popular languagcf

the Greek world of the first and second ci-

turies, in which the new Testament has C(«

down to us. The population of Greece hower

has a large admixture of Slavonic elenifS

which came into the country during the Mit«

Ages, and in the dialects of the uneducjd

there is such a mixture of Slavonic root w( s

that, if the Bible in common use as the stil-
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the languages should adopt these words,

i of those with Greek roots, the Greek

ODS of the country would be lost in the

lie or Russian. But now comes the

,n influence demanding that the gospels

New Testament at least shall he ren-

into the dialect of the uneducated

i, in order to make them more readily

itandable by the common people. Queen

who is a Russian by birth and education,

the eldest daughter of the Grand Uuke
intine, brother of the late Czar Alexan-

I, undertook to champion the cause of

bw translation, and arranged for the

lation of a translation of the gospels into

|;he innovators style "Modern Greek."

[oiy Synod of Greece protested against

anslation and the same side was imme-

l taken up by the professors and stu-

! of the universities, with the sympathy

pport of the true Greek element through-

e country. Recently the students in-

1 in demonstrations against the advo-

|of the translations and in the disturb-

Iwhich followed there were conflicts be-

them and the troops resulting in the

of seven persons and the wounding of a

number.

,
entire trouble seems to be political or

rather than religious, religion indeed

> very little to do with it.

1 Greeks wish to preserve their language

\i from corruption as possible, while the

'ins seek to make the Russian element

;1 because of the increase of influence

/ould thus result.— Christian Safeguard.

I
Items Concerning the Society.

iich Square Monthly Meeting, N. C, held on

|th instant, Abram Fisher was liberated to

' Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, some of its

gs, and some while going and returning
;

lenry T. Outland to accompany him. Also

Baughm to pay a visit to the prisoners on

ite farms, with Marie Nolan as companion.

Hate Charles Roberts's large and perhaps un-

^ collection of autographs of distinguished

I the wjjrld's history, including many of those

oted in the Society of Friends from its be-

j—the whole valued at fifty thousand dol-

is been presented by his widow to Haverford
i!. She gives also. fifty thousand dollars to

•n assembly building, to be named Roberts

'.'hich may contain the President's and other

rooms, and an apartment in which these

laph writings shall be preserved.

[Book department of London Yearly Meeting

I'onshire House is proposing to prepare an

ement of George Fox's .Journal for wide dis-

jon. The names of some who have been se-

Ito compile the book gives us confidence that

Lerests of truth are likely to be conserved,

'ave been having Thomas P. Cope's passages

them as sMiewhat of a model upon which to

Hend of Spring Meeting, Hendricks County,

la, whose memory reaches back through many
i)f the last century, has penned some remin-

ds of the settlement of that country by
!s, from which the following extracts have
lade :

III Creek Monthly Meeting is located in the

|1 part of Hendricks Co., and was organized

lautumn of 1831.
lis is a well watered section of the country,

eantiful small streams, well supplied by fine

springs of water that generally How the whole
year. The land is more or less undulating, but not

hilly, and very productive of a variety of crops, so

that the early settlers were well repaid for their

toil and privations incident to life in a new country.

"A considerable number of Friends in North Caro-

lina who were sorely tried with the institution of

slavery moved to this region about the year 1829,

forming a settlement. Others had come a few
years earlier, and some from Ohio. As nearly as

the writer can ascertain the pioneers came in the

years 1822 and 1823, others following in 1829, '31

and '32.

"Among their names the Hales, Hadleys, Johnsons,
Hodsons, Hunts, Kerseys and Bales, were prominent.
Several of them were in middle life or past it, and
brought with them their children, and in some in-

stances their grandchildren.
" The first meeting house was built of logs in 1831,

and meetings were regularly kept up for seventy
years. A Monthly Meeting was established about
1834 or 183.5, and was held alternately at Mill

Creek and a place four or five miles southwest
called Spring. Through the 'forties and 'fifties there
were very large and interesting meetings at both
places, and large First-day Scripture schools, with
a membership of hundreds at each place. And it

might be mentioned that a number of worthy
ministers were raised up to proclaim the Gospel
message.

" Some time in the early 'sixties a spirit of discord

made its appearance, which disturbed the unity
and influence of the Society, so that by the year
1864 the meeting at Spring was discontinued for

about two years, and the Monthly Meeting was
laid down. Afterwards both meetings were re-

stored. Y'et the innovations which had been show-
ing a growth for so many years, resulted in caus-
ing a separation in 1877, and instead of two meet-
ings, four were held. Soon a new house was built

at Mill Creek by the conservative Friends, and in

1901 the other or liberal division laid down the
meeting at the old site, and no meeting is held

there at this date. At Spring the liberal party
built a new house at Amo, less than a mile from the

old meeting place, while the conservative Friends
continue to hold a meeting at the original spot."

The following is the Report which was adopted
by the Quarterly Meeting held in Philadelphia last

month, and was directed to be sent to its subordinate
meetings :

' The committee appointed at our last meeting
report, that in the prosecution of the concern of
the Quarterly Meeting, three meetings for Divine
worship have been held in the evenings of week-
days, to which the members generally, and the at-

tenders of our meetings in the city, were invited
;

two of these were held in the house on Twelfth
Street, and one in the meeting-house at Fourth and
Arch Streets. These meetings, we believe, were
seasons of favor, in which a degree of the cement-
ing power of Truth was felt, and by which, we
trust, an increase of strength was experienced by
individuals in their heavenward way.

" We may acknowledge with gratitude that we
have been refreshed and strengthened from time
to time while thus associated in these exercises.

' In looking towards the completion of this ser-

vice we have remembered with affectionate con-
cern parts of our membership who have not been
met with on these occasions and those also who
live remote from the city, with desires that they
also may be animated and encouraged to walk
worthy of the vocation whereunto we are called.

The visitations of the love of God are not limited
by outward conditions, and the precious experience
of the performance of Divine worship in spirit and
in truth is not dependent upon the number of those
who may be collected, nor upon the presence of
any individual. We have desired that our mem-
bers generally may be favored to feel the arising
of spiritual life, and, by opening their hearts to its

heavenly influence, iecome more and more sensible

of their spiritual needs, and the source whence
only they can be supplied, and thus become fellow

travailers for the welfare of Zion.
" If we walk in the light as Christ is in the

light," we shall know the true union and fellow-

ship inseparable from a growth in the Truth, be
made partakers in the blessed benefits of the aton-

ing sacrifice, experience the fiowings of Heavenly
life, and become fruit-bearing branches to the

praise and glory of our Holy Head."

Albert J. Crosfield, of Reigate, Eng., with his

wife, was in attendance at some of our meetings
of Philadelphia on First-day last, on their return

from a year's absence in California and elsewhere,

on account of his health.

Notes From Others.

In a Louisville court recently, in the case of an
accused murderer, the jury reached a sentence of

eighteen years' imprisonment only " after fervent

prayer."

Men of many of the older forms of faith par-

ticipated in the welcome to Prince Henry of Prus-

sia, but, says the New York Mail and Express, " it

was left for a Massachusetts Unitarian, to wit,

Secretary John D. Long, to strike the religious

keynote." In his welcome of the Prince to Boston
he spoke of Christianity as "the most enlightened

and comprehensive, the noblest and tenderest and
heavenliest religion of all time."

" To christen a yacht,'' says a Brooklyn pastor,

A. W. Fismer, in the New Y'ork Times, " is, if not

sacrilege, at least genuine nonsense. There cer-

tainly can be no greater misnomer than to call the

naming of a ship a christening. ' Christen ' simply
means to christianize or make a christian.

" When Alice Roosevelt solemnly and reverently
said, 'In. the name of the German Rmperor I chris-

ten this yacht Meteor,' did she really mean what
she actually did say 1 Did she make a christian of

the Meteor ?

" Why, then, was a sacred name for a wholly

secular performance ? Our savage forefathers

poured innocent human blood over the stern of the

boat, believing as they did that the good spirit of

the innocent sacrifice would enter the craft and
propitiate the evil spirits of the waters. This

barbarous superstition is now no longer indulged

in— a fluid less objectionable, but not quite so in-

nocent, is now used ; nothing remains but the sen-

timental form deprived of its content and purpose.

To save its reputation it is given a christian name,
which it does not deserve."

We might add that heathen religion has also

bequeathed to us not a few practices, functions,

days and times to which was given a christian

name to save their reputation. But what will the

pastor say of " christening " a babe, or adult, at

the baptional font—does that make one a Christian ?

An appeal concerning the Indian Opium traffic

with China has been forwarded by the Archbishop

of Canterbury to Lord Salisbury. It was signed

by fourteen bishops, and many leading Free Church
ministers, including members of the Society of

Friends. In reply the Marquis of Salisbury prom-

ises to lay this brief but weighty memorial before

his colleagues in the Government. The petitioners

say :

"We are convinced, by manifold and weighty

evidence, of the correctness of the following posi-

tions :

" 1. That British action in respect to the im-

portation of opium into China has had disastrous

results— (a) m injury to other branches of British

commerce in China
; (4) in generating profound

feelings of hostility to British subjects and inter-

ests in the mind of the Chinese people.
" 2. That the use of opium in China (to speak of

China only), is a vast national curse, and that as-
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sertions to the contrary can be met decisively by

the public testimony of disinterested Chinese states-

men to-day.
" 3. That accordingly it is unworthy of a great

Christian Power to be commercially interested, in

any degree, in the supply of opium to China.
" As a fact, while the cultivation of opium in

India is on a larger scale than ever, with the ex-

ception of two years in the past, the revenue ac-

cruing from its export has sunk to two and a

quarter millions.
" This, however, is in our position only an inci-

dent of the position. Our affirmation is that it is

the grave duty of the nation, as before the Su-

preme King and Governor, to purge itself anywise

of connection with a great and public wrong."

Henry Van Dyke, of Princeton, has agreed tem-

porarily to accept the pastorate of the Brick Pres-

byterian congregation of New York, which was
left vacant by the death of Maltbie D. Babcock, on

one condition—the office must be without salary.

Without doubt many people have entered the min-

istry whom God has never called to do his work,

and who would never had undertaken to do it, if

they had been assured of a salary of forty stripes

instead of forty dollars ! If some of these men
were under the necessity of preaching the gospel

freely, and laboring with their hands to minister

to their own necessities, they would then be quite

likely to do all the preaching that the Lord has

called them to do, and perhaps not much more.

—

The Armory.

Weak-minded Women.—In all normal popula-

tions the sexes are about equal. But in Christian

countries more than two-thirds of the membership

of the various branches of the church are women
;

but of the sixty thousand convicts in the peniten-

tiaries of the United States fifty-five thousand are

men. The congregations who attend the various

churches are by a large majority composed of fe-

males ; but the congregations who attend the as-

loons, the billiard tables and gambling hells are by

an overwhelming majority males. The people who
pray and remember their Creator are for the most
part women ; but the vast majority of those who
profanely swear and take God's name in vain are

males. Has church attendance and non-attendance

anything to do with these widely different results?

These facts are vastly significant and eminently

worthy of serious consideration.

—

N. 0. C. Advocate.

Heroism.—C. Parkhurst made a recent declara-

tion as follows : "The heroism of battle is not to

be mentioned the same day with the heroism of

suffering. The supreme hero of history was Jesus

Christ, who was greatest not in what he could

achieve, but in what he could bear, and who con-

quers the world not by what he is able to do,

but by what he is able to suffer." He declared

that in nine cases out of ten it takes more heroism

not to fight than it does to fight. " In our colleges

and universities," he said, " there is no event in

the entire academic year that so grips upon the in-

terest of the entire institution, from President

down to professor of dust and ashes, as the struggle

on the campus that illustrates the students' terrific

brutality. In comparison with it intellectual feats

and philosophic, classic or scientific competition

are not even a barren circumstance."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
United States—The Ship Subsidy bill has passed the

Senate by a vote of 42 to 31. This bill provides a sub-

sidy for carrying the mails and a subsidy for freight car-

ried on American vessels.

The Senate has also passed a bill for the protection of

the President, affixing the punishment of death to anyone
who shall attempt his life.

Resolutions have lately been adopted by a caucus of

Democratic members of the House of Representatives in

Washington in favor of using the influence of the United

States Government with that of Great Britain to end the

war in South Africa. Similar resolutions from the Leg-

islature of Colorado have been presented to Congress and

referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.

Treasury statistics show that the consumption of sugar

in the United States which, in 1850, was only 22 pounds

per capita, was, in 1901, over 68 pounds per capita ; also

that beets which supplied in 1840 less than 5 per cent, of

the world's sugar, in 1900 supplied 67 per cent, of the

greatly increased consumption ; while cane, which then

supplied 95 per cent, of the world's sugar consumption,

now supplies but 33 per cent.

Six arbitration proceedings to which the United States

is a party are in progress, more at one time than ever

known in the history of this country. With one excep-

tion the questions which have been put in the way of

amicable settlement are with Mexico and countries in

Central and South America.
A despatch of the 20th from Pittsburg, says : The first'

train of the Pennsylvania system equipped with electric

lights, the power of which is furnished by storage bat-

teries, one battery being attached under each car, left

the city to-day. It has been decided to equip the entire

system as soon as generators can be installed.

It is said that the number of oleomargarine factories

in the United States is only twenty-four, but their annual

output sells for more than $30,000,000. There go into

it 23,000,000 pounds of milk and cream, 33,000,000
pounds of beef fat oleo, 37,000,000 pounds of neutral lard

and 11,000,000 pounds of cotton-seed oil. The amount
of oleomargarine made in the Netherlands is greater, and
that made in Germany double that produced in the United
States.

The foreign born element in New York City numbers
1,270,069, of whom Great Britain has contributed 365,-

452 ; Scandinavia, 49,061 ; the Teutonic countries, 397,-

642 ; the Latin races, 161,596 ; the Slavonic countries,

245,144, and Asiatic countries, 8964.

There were 197 controversies between different nations

settled by arbitration during the 19th century, in 67 of

which the United States Government was a party.

According to the annual report of the United Slates

Geological Survey, the Rocky Mountain coal fields extend
along the eastern base of the main range from the Cana-
dian boundary fully 1000 miles through Montana, Wyo-
ming, Colorado and New Mexico. Another less extensive

belt occurs along the western base of the range in Wyo-
ming, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico, and there are also

basins underlaid with coal between these two belts.

A report recently made by experts of the Treasury De-
partment at Washington states that an application of

thermite and magnesium made to a steel plate of the

highest temper and five-eighths of an inch in thickness

reduced the metal to a condition rendering it possible to

cut a hole through it with an ordinary chisel. The ex-

perts have recommended that the best means of security

against professional burglars is to be found in an elec-

trical signal, instead of a steel fireproof safe or vault.

A system of wireless telegraphy has lately been tested

on the Great Lakes, and a steamer plying between De-
troit and Cleveland, equipped with wireless telegraphy

instruments, it is expected will be able to communicate
constantly with the station at Detroit.

A despatch of the 12th from Honolulu states that the

district of Hankua, Hawaii, which suffered severely from
drought and forest fires last summer, has been visited by

the severest rainstorm ever known there. It lasted for

a week. The rainfall was from 82 to 84 inches during

that time. The roads were ruined and great floods formed
in some parts of the district. Cattle were carried away
in the tremendous torrents which swept from the upper

lands.

The place where the beet sugar industry may be ex-

pected to thrive, are certain parts of California, Colorado,

Idaho, Michigan, Nebraska, New Y'ork, Oregon and Utah,

with, of course, smaller areas in other States.

Attorney-General Knox has lately given an opinion that

Honolulu is a Pacific port of the United States within the

meaning of the Tariff act of 1897.

An oil well producing 300 barrels daily has lately been

drilled near Barnesville, Ohio. When first opened a col-

umn of oil rose 50 feet above the derrick.

A decision by Attorney-General Knox holds that the

public lands in Porto Rico, which formerly belonged to

Spain, by virtue of the treaty of Paris now belong to the

United States.

There were 476 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 52 less than the previous

week and 11 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 251 were males and 225 females: 59
died of consumption of the lungs ; 79 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of diphtheria ;

11 of cancer ; 21 of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever ; 4 of

scarlet fever, and 3 of small pox.

Foreign.— An extension of the Russo-French alliance

to the Orient, as indicated by recent joint declaration of

e Powers, is exciting special interest at Em ^
capitals.

A rebellion in Southern China has progressed in s ,:

of the provinces, notwithstanding the efforts of tl j!

perial troops, and is regarded with apprehension bj
,.

pean powers as leading to a possible intervention
;

, |

re-opening of the Chinese question.
j

A despatch from Berlin says : Five hundred ret .j

)

emigrants, disappointed with life in the United S'si
have passed through Berlin on their way to thei'ij]

homes in Posen, the provinces of East and West P;
j,

and in Russia and Austria.

A despatch from London says : The select comi j, L
of the House of Lords appointed to investigate the|k

of betting and the remedies therefor, heard some
ji

talk lately from J. W. Horsley, who as former chiii

of Clerkenwell Prison, had been in contact with 10
()

criminals. J. W. Horsley had traced many of the c g
he had investigated to betting, which, he declared, is

due to the example of the aristocracy. "If," he
" the King would say to-morrow :

' I will never ag;

to a race course where betting is practised,' th-

would entirely disappear."

Emperor William, of Germany, is said to be abtoi
talk fluently in six languages and to have a praijll

knowledge of various industries. ,

|

Vaccination is now obligatory in France withii '

first year from birth, and must be followed by reva-

tion at the ages of 11 and 21.

Butter is now packed in a manner that permits

carriage from Australia to Europe without losin is \

freshness. A box is formed of six sheets of ord 7
window glass, and edges are sealed with gummed p t,

j

This box is then enclosed in plaster of paris one-qosr

of an inch thick, this being again covered with s| ,

paper. The plaster is a bad conductor of heat, s

temperature inside the box remains the same. 1

are now made to hold 200 pounds of butter, and ih
of packing is 2 cents a pound.

A station for the wireless telegraphy system whii

Marconi Company proposes to establish betweer

continent and England is about to be located at „ ,

Breton. It is expected that messages will be exchasi
j

between Canada and Great Britain from this stati( if

Sixth Mo. 1st. In consideration of the encourage it I

expected from the Canadian Government the coir

will undertake to transmit general messages to ar

between Canada and the United Kingdom at a rai

per cent, lower than that charged for cablegrams.

French has been made the official language 11

1

Quebec Legislature, City Council and Board of T & I

English speaking members will be allowed to use it

own language, but all the records are to be kejij
,

French. The change is due to the growth of the Fi4 I

element in the three bodies named.
Kangaroo farming is an important industry in t- 1

tralia. The hides are valuable, and the tendons extr^ '

ly fine and strong.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of i-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will it

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and lO

and 4.32 P.M. Other trains are met when requed.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twentj'e

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, J»

West Chester, Phone 114x.
'

Edward G. Smedley, Sny

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications forto

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regai»

instruction and discipline should be addressed toWlLl
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and ii-

raunications in regard to business should be forward(.»

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at San Jose, California, on the 2Sth of Twr.b

Mo., 1901, Christy Davis, aged eighty-seven years d

4 months, formerly of New England and New Y'ork. i

was a lifelong Friend of strong convictions. When !•

ness drew him to San Francisco years ago, he was or)f

the first and foremost in- holding a Friends' Meetinin

that city, and sat at the head of it while he remail

there. The last few years he has resided at Co ;»

Park and been a faithful attender of the meeting at it

place. A lingering illness of many months was bn

with patience and cheerfulness.
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AttractioDs that Distract.

e uplifting power of a sou! heavenward

I; opposite of his natural gravitation earth-

I. It is of a supernatural force which

|;omes the world. Men could not by world-

lirs be drawn to Christ, but Omnipotence

lelf supervenes, and with an attraetion-

'r of his own Spirit draws those who yield to

afluence unto his own Son as their Saviour;

said "No man can come unto me, except

father, who hath sent me, draw him."

'only-begotten Son who, dwelling in the

m of the Father, is in a situation to de-

: Him, thus being his Word and represent-

lis love to man, co-operates with the Fath-

drawing as one so "lifted up from the

i" in his dying the death for our sakes,

I draw all men unto Him. And thus is

'n another aspect of the Divine drawing,

it "that God was in Christ, reconciling

vorld unto Himself." Likewise his Holy

it, the Comforter or Paraclete (one called

3 with us as helper), is thus the drawing

ar of God to Him who is the only "name

n under heaven among men whereby we

t be saved."

irist crucified, lifted up from the earth

drawing all men unto Him, is declared to

'the wisdbm of God and the power of

." His is the one power that should be

inded on for our uplifting into Divine wor-

,—the attracting power to draw worship-

• to the Source of Life,

utside of his Spirit all attractions are

hward or fleshward. Attractions to the

i of the flesh are industriously devised to

V people to places of worship, and as indus-

ualy applied within their walls, as if enter-

tainments were worship. Yet that which is

born of the flesh continues to be flesh: and the

audiences may often be much impressed, but

impressed in those sensibilities which are of

the flesh and mind. They go their way from

religious diversions, as men Itept strangers to

the worship which is in spirit and in Truth.

Within the dominion that is "not in word

but in power," within the power that is con-

trary to the world-power, if servants co-oper-

ate with his immediate anointing and pointing,

their services and exercises, silent or vocal,

have a drawing and gathering effect unto Him

to whom the gathering of the people is to be.

But expedients to attract the natural senses

are but diversions that divert from the true

inwardness of worship, and as, a periodical of

the past week has said, "all the attention

paid to them in the house of God is a distrac-

tion." That leading Methodist paper, the

Christian Advocate, which said this, informs

us that "the mingling of birds with the Easter

service is one of the means (of which there

are others) of diverting attention from the

sublime ideas and the fundamental truths"

which should make an occasion impressive.

Not only the canary birds kept the edifice filled

with the music but the mocking birds with

their stronger voices did "particularly well.'"

"The introduction of mocking birds" remarks

the editor "was truly symbolic; the whole was

a mockery of what the service of God should

be." Flowers he regards as symbolic of the

resurrection; also having the merit of being

noiseless. "Whereas the noise of birds sing-

ing through the service is entirely incompatible

with the Divine command to worship the Lord

without distraction. Even flowers can be so

overdone as to defeat the entire object of the

service."

Thus sight is caught of a true principle, when

an unusual sensation is introduced ; but what

of the evokers of natural sensations in the ac-

cepted programme of services? In proportion

as anything attracts to the senses, it distracts

from the spirit where alone "the Father seek-

eth" to find worship, and seeketh so often in

vain. In vain does He look for worship where

He finds but refined sensation as its counter-

feit. And the principle of sensuous attrac-

tions being once adopted whether for the eye.

the ear, the smell of a sweet savor, or other

-it simply remains the prin-

ciple that "that which is born of the flesh is

flesh." The whole emotional impressiveness

of prevailing sytems of public worship through-

out Christendom is too blindly, if not carnally,

based on this misleading principle of diversion

as if for conversion, of distraction in lieu of

Christ's attraction,— a basis, however finely

physiological, certainly not spiritual.

As between the artificial and the inspired

services, the birds shall be our witnesses.

Their nerves thrilled responsive to the pipes

of an organ,- those of singers or hearers

without wings did the same. Was not one as

much inspiration of the Holy Spirit as the

other? "Why should the nerve-elation by

sound-waves pass for the inward impartation

of Divine life?" asks the Friend; "why should

they noti ask the others. For genuineness,

bird-praise cannot suffer by comparison with

organ-praise. But then,—its unmanageable-

ness. It cannot be controlled to run as per

schedule. Its objectionableness, as worship-

customs go, is not a question of principle but

of convenience. Brass bands are, indeed, con-

trollable, and they have lately been playing ^he

part of presumed worship. Imitative churches

still professing our name are not apt to be far

behind "the times." A fiddle, within recent

years, was the instrument employed in a meet-

ing-house marriage-service under a committee

of an ancient Monthly Meeting. Though time-

serving serve "up to date" as it may, as for

Quakerism and its house, its only business is

to serve up to Christ, the Head over all things

to his church and service.

These "attractions" are now turning with

many into repellants. On the one part they

are, indeed, habituating their devotees to

more and more pronounced superstitions claim-

ing a materialistic worship,—birds may be

one episode therein, but added spectacular

performances of some sort, claimed by many

to be "a richer service," are consistently

moving churches on into paraphernalia of the

densest ritualism; while yet, on the other

part, many, faint and famished with the empti-

ness of these husks, lose confidence in the

churches as feeders of the true bread and are

of late increasingly abandoning them for parts

unknown. Were Friends' meetings undoubt-

edly such as to prove a worthy refuge for

nerves of sensation,—addressed by objects those that are disappointed elsewhere of the
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true worship, these might be found gathering

as doves to their windows. But while so much

of the professing Society is pressing on to

supply itself with the observances which these

are receding from, they are thus aiding in the

dispersion of the spiritually hungry. The pre-

served remnant in our Religious Society have

a grave responsibility left upon their faith-

fulness,— to demonstrate a true and living

public worship, through the true and livine

personal surrender of the members to the Holy

Spirit in all his manifestations. There is time

yet for the situation to be saved, there is a

remnant yet large enough for the Lord to

bless Zion with the few, there are meetings

enough yet to demonstrate what a meeting sur-

rendered wholly to the Spirit of Christ can be,

there are standard-bearers yet steadfast, and

more coming forward, to display the banner

given them because of the Truth, that there

may be a rallying unto it of those who would

"worship God in the spirit and rejoice in

Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the

flesh."

Repentance is more 'than a human resolve,

more than a turning from sin; it is a response

to God, the climax of a state of mind in which

God seeks us ere we seek Him . . . Never hast

thou- reflected over a discreditable past, an

unsatisfactory present, or a disquieted future,

but God has been present in the pensiveness.

Every feeblest wish within for better things,

for nobler life, was, and is, the work of ihat

Spirit who helpeth our infirmities . . . We are

not alone in the struggle, and never were; we
may have a distrust for our own state of mind:

there is no need to fear, for God made it; let

the climax of our inward striving be, "I will

arise, and go to my Fathi^r." Or if faith and

will be feeble, then rest upon the beautiful

words of Him who spake as never man spake:

"I am the good Shepherd; the good Shepherd
giveth his life for the sheep."

The Permanent Factor of Life.—The
passing of the world is a matter of every

man's experience. Friends have died, condi-

tions of living have changed, bodily powers
have waxed or waned. The world to-day is

not the world we knew ten years ago. There
are buried hopes and aspirations. There are

new fashions, new thoughts and purposes,

which meet us as a man meets travelers face

to face upon his journey and then passes by.

The world goes by in ceaseless, picturesque

procession; but so also goes the lust of it.

Desire shall fail. At last we weary of the

show. We tire of the excitements of our life.

The zest of pleasure dies It seemed incred-

ible that we should change, except to grow in

strength, but we awake to find that we are

growing old, which is the shadow of death
upon all merely worldly pleasures. There is

no permanence in any condition or relation of

our advancing or declining life. It comes up
like a flower, but unless it takes hold on some
enduring force not itself it dies like a flower,

to make room for other lives as fleeting as it-

self. Selected.

Friends in Tortola.

BY GEORGE VAUX.

During the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury a development of Quakerism took place

in Tortola, one of the Virgin group of islands

in the West Indies, which resulted in the es-

tablishment of two small meetings for wor-

ship and a meeting for discipline, which con-

tinued in existence a number of years.

Some account of the circumstances con-

nected with this development were given by

the writer in a brief article entitled "Friends

in Tortola" which appeared in The Friend in

the Second Month, 1S89, derived mainly from

minute books of Tortola Monthly Meeting and

a few loose papers, which found their way in-

to the possession of Philadelphia Friends,

having been brought to America by Daniel

Offley about 1787 on his return from a relig-

ious visit to the West Indies in company with

Samuel Emlen.

Recently there have been found among the

papers of our Society in England, a considerable

number of documents bearing on the subject

of the convinceraent and establishment of the

meetings in Tortola, att'ording much additional

information, copies of which have been kindly

furnished the writer by Norman Penney, Li-

brarian of the Library of the Meeting for Suf-

ferings in London.

It appears that James Birket, a young Eng-

lish Friend, visited Tortola in 1739 and after

his return to England when at the house of

John Dilworth, of Lancaster, he met with Sam-

uel Bownas. The conversation turned upon

what he had seen of Tortola Friends, and the

last named Friend requested him to leave some
account of them in writing. In accordance

with this request he wrote to John Dilworth

under date of Dublin 12 Mo. (Feb.) 10, 1740.

"The First that Professed our Principles [in

Tortola] was the present Governour's Father,

his name was Pickering. He came from An-
guilla

''• where formerly a Small ileeting was
held, and he at times frequented the Same;
After his Settling in Tortola, he was Instru-

mental in Convincing his Overseer or Steward,

Who is now a very Conscientious honest ffriend,

and an Example worthy of Imitation by those

who Enjoy far greater Priviledges. When I

was first there they had not held any Meetings

though Several were pretty fully Convinced of

our principles; But last year as their Number
Increased, They were concerned to meet to-

gether in Silence On First Days and Some
time after on Week Days also; which they still

keep up and attend very well. Considering how
Remote from One another: One Woman Ifriend

whose name is Dorothy Thomas has a Publick

Testimony to bear amongst them, and appears

pretty frequently. Their Meetings are very

Broken and much Tenderness appears amongst
them, not only during the Testimony of our

said Friend, but also in Silence. There is also

abundance of Love, Regard and Condescension

amongst them One towards another; which

* Anguilla should probably be Antigua. I have been
unable to find that there ever was a meeting on Anguilla

at any time, but a settlement of Friends was made in

Antigua as early as 1660, and meetings for discipline ex-

isted there as late as 1709 and probably much lafer. The
views expressed in my article of 1889 that the convince-

raent in Tortola was spontaneous, ought perhaps to be

somewhat modified if Antigua was really the island that

John Pickering's father came from.

with the many Renewed Visitations I have
i^

nessed in their Meetings Confirms me in jj i

Belief of their being upon the right Fouu. !

tion; For saith our Lord, by this shall all j

know that you are my Disciples, if ye I'e

Love one towards another. '

,

" The friends hold their Meetings at the ( -

ernour's house, whose name is John Picker

One First Day, and the Other First day

Townsend Bishop's, and the Week day A]

ir,gs at Each place Seperate on fifth d ;,

The Governour is a very Loving honest . n

But does not give up to the Rules of Frie'
;.

Yet has a Tender Regard for them, and a

diligent attender of Meetings, not only a\ n

they are kept at his Own house, but also w^a .

they are held at Townsend Bishop'-s, wlh
j

is seven Miles asunder and bad Road; \i
|

is not asham'd to \indicate our Princ s

against any that doth Oppose them: and

frequently Expressed the Satisfaction ht

in reading Friends Bonks, and is Come to

thro' many things which he formerly seed

to blame us for, as being of little Mom^;;
,

But since v\ould often Say after Meeting; i-

this would have been a Joyful Day to my Lr

Father if he had been yet alive."

Whilst in Tortola James Birket received e

following letter from John Pickering:
" Tortola, Jan'y 27, 1739—4

' 'Esteemed ffriend:
"

I have wished you had come down withie

Saturday night,— I found all the friends fi,n :

the Road at my house, and was in great hofS '

to have seen you, I believe you would he

said you never Expected to have heard :e

like in Poor Tortola, We had a most Pretiis

and Comfortable Meeting to the Astonishn t

of many who were not of the Profession, -i

I think to the Convincement of some, We
ing near Thirty in number, etc."

After James Birket's return to England Jn
Pickering again wrote to him as follows:

"Tortola, July 12, 174

"Dear ffriend :

"Things are pretty much the same as wo
you left us, only my wife is bravely Rec -

er'd and also Dolly Thomas. We had a La _^

Meeting and a Comfortable one at my ho 5

the last first Day, to the astonishment of Si-

eral that Reckon themselves men of the bjt

Sense with us, and that were not of our Pers -

sion. My wife Joyns me in hearty love, et

John Pickering.'

Some time in 1740 David Barclay (grai-

son of the Apologist) addressed a letter i

John Pickering, and in the Fifth Month, 17-

the Meeting for Sufferings in London wrote i

Epistle to Tortola Friends. The receipt

these communications was followed by the '

ganization of a Monthly Meeting for Disciplii

the first sitting of which was held in the St-

enth Month, 1741.

The replies to these documents are n

given.

John Pickering to David Barclay:
"Tortola, 10 April, 1741

' 'Esteemed ffriend:

"I received the favour of yours by Dr. Tui

bull, and wrote you four Days ago in mu
haste by Capt. Purcell who goes directly i'

London, this goes by way of Lancaster to )

forwarded by my good friend. Miles Burk'

The Character the Doctor gives of you a

swers to the Opinion I have always had
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ii Profession, ever since I have iiad the

I'ort of being acquainted with any of their

tines; which is now about fourteen years

1! one Joshua Fielding a friend visited us, as

:id all the English West India Islands, his

here was but about a week or ten days,

Ihich time he Preached several Times, and

le at my house. After he got home he

II me but three Hooks, namely Barclay's

logy. The Mite in the Treasury and No
s no Crown, in which I found great Satis-

(ion. At that time I dont Kemember one

iiis Island that was any way leaning that

j
but Father who Lived here as Lot did in

l)m: for my Part, I owned the Way, but

I'.v lived any way answerable to It; but had

lys a great Love & Tenderness for them

)le above all Others, and believe then could

! lost my life for them, as my Father's be-

One, was often drove in my teeth: He dy-

about five years ago, there was but one

Lived anything in the Way, A Tender-

ted Young Man who had served my Father

tie before his Death as an Overseer, and

/hose Conversation he was in some meas-

Convinced; and He after my Father's

ith, lived a very sober exemplary life, by

bh and his good Conversation, with the help

iome good Pooks he had. Several of his

[hbors began to copy after him, and be-

ed much in that Way, about which time

g about three years ago, One James Bir-

! a friend, a young man from Lancaster,

'eto this Island with a Cargo of Dry Goods to

le with us; and finding about half a dozen

inore owned and allowed that tn be the

; Way of Worship which the People called

[kers hold with. He Persuaded us to ap-

it Meetings, which we raadily concurred

i; and I offer'd my House, and ever since

have constantly strictly kept our Meet-

1 twice a Week ; and I think it was the

|-d time we met, that the Lord was Pleased

shew forth his Power amongst us, and

ned the Mouth of One to Speak of his Glory

lur great Comfort; and Since two others,

.vhich I am convinced that God is a God at

d and that he is the same God to Day as

r, to Raise up Poor Fishermen and Trades-

I to speak with the same Power, as when he

present with them.

'The thing Soon made a great noise, that I

turned Quaker and was Soon Buzzed in the

leral's Ears On which he wrote me he heard

I I had turn'd Quaker, and if so, he thought

not a Proper Person to Govern an Island,

answer to which I wrote Him, That it was

.eligion or Society I owned and Loved above

others, and that I was Endeavoring with

I's Assistance to Live up to: tho' I had not

Got over or Seen beyond that of Self Pres-

ation or Defending my Country, or Interest

a Just ("ause, with Some Reasons for

holding with their Principles, and that

He did not like my holding the Com-
ision on them Terms, He might give it to

om he Pleased for I should not alter my
inion or Religion for all the Honours he

lid Confer on me, or all he could take away,

answer to which he wrote me, very con-

ry to what I Expected, That He was very

11 Satisfied with the Reasons 1 had given

n for holding with them Principles, and
it he should forever Esteem me, [and that

believed a good Quaker bid fairer for

Heaven than a wicked Protestant of his own
Religion] and ever since has continued to

write very friendly to me.

"I thought from a Letter I Received from the

Doct'r whilst in Ireland that we Sho'ld have

had a Discreet tfriend out with him to Instruct

us in Church Discipline, he wrote nie to that

ElTect. We are very Ignorant of true Order,

that I believe is kept in the rt'riends .Meetings,

Especially the Manner of Marriages, and the

Intent or what is meant by Mens or Womens
Meetings, as I find, no Book we have Clears

up fully, tho' we have a great number of the

most noted Books
"The Little ft'lock begun with, has Increased

to near Thirty in number; The Reason of my
Enlarging on this Subject is to let tfriends

know the present State we are in, and the first

Rise of them Sort of People in this Island

which if you think proper you may Communi-
cate to them.
" Excuse the Stile being never accustomed to

write in the friends
"

I am with Great Esteem thy
" Real Friend,

"John Pickeking."
(To be concluded.)

A Factor in the Industrial Competition of

Nations. .

The following article, which has appeared

in papers in Belgium, France and England,

was sent from this country for publication in

Europe by Rudolph Meyhott'er who came from

Brussels. He stayed long enough to study

industrial and educational conditions in our

leading states including the burning question

of American trade supremacy. A recent

number of the English edition of the Review of

Reviews says:

"Cassier's Magazine (an English periodical)

contains an interesting series of short articles

by some of the most prominent engineers and

business men in the United States upon the

question of American competition.

"Most of the writers agree in saying that

the American workman is the chief agent in

enabling American manufacturers to take first

place in the world. Walter MacFarland, of

Pittsburg gives one important reason for this.

He says:
" 'It appears that the American workmen

are much better timekeepers and far less

given to dissipation than those in Great Brit-

ain. One of the best firms of British ship-

builders, which has had no trouble with
_

its

men for years, recently stated that there is a

loss of time amounting to nearly twenty per

cent., due largely to drunkenness. If any-

thing approaching these figures is true gener-

ally there can be no surprise that (English)

firms open to competition from well-managed

American works should have a hard time.'
"

In inquiring as to the cause of this greater

sobriety of the .American, the fact appears

that twenty years ago business interests in the

United States paid no attention to the effect

of the beverage use of alcohol or of tobacco

on working ability. About that time, the

now almost universal study of physiology

which includes with other laws of health those

which relate to the nature and effects of alco-

holic drinks and other narcotics, began to be a

egal requirement for all pupils in the public

schools of this country.

During the past ten or fifteen years the

children have been carrying from the schools

to the homes of the seventy-five million people

of the United States the story of the evil na-

ture and bad effects of alcoholic drinks and

other narcotics.

As a result of the diffusion of this knowl-

edge the railroads of the United States now

almost universally refuse employment to men
who drink, whether on or off duty.

Carroll D. Wright's Labor Bureau investi-

gations show that more than seventy-five per

cent, of the employers of skilled labor in the

United States require total abstinence of their

employees, and fifty per cent, of the employers

of unskilled labor demand the same. These

requirements, the cordial acquiescence in

them by the employed, and the commercial

supremacy which this knowledge helped to

secure to the United States, have been pro-

moted by the truth taught by the school that

alcoholic drinks injure working ability.

The different reception given by workmen

to the employer's demand for abstinence where

scientific temperance is not taught in the pub-

lic schools, is well illustrated by the following

incident:

The manager of the Borsig factory in Ger-

many recently posted an order forbidding the

workmen to bring into the factory beer or

other spirituous liquors or to drink the same

during working hours. The workmen, num-

bering over a thousand, held a meeting and ob-

jected to the order. The next day they con-

spicuously carried in their beer.

During the excitement caused by the order

a pamphlet appeared by an old factory official

who affirmed ihat the use of alcoholic drinks

was detrimental to the laborer's own interest.

He referred to the cleverness and sobriety of

the American workmen which makes them able

to do very exact and precise work, which he

says is not possible in German industry, be-

cause of the drinking habits of the laboring

classes.

The American workman does not resent the

employers' demand for abstinence because he

has learned, often from his childhood in the

public schools, that alcohol not only dulls the

brain but weakens that nerve control of muscle

that is necessary to the precision essential for

fine work.

The nomination for knighthood of Sir Hiram

Maxim, the American born inventor, for his

work in England was one of the last official

acts of Queen Victoria. In an article in The

World's Work, Sir Hiram furnishes indirect

testimony to the same point. While describ-

ing the result of the English trade unions, he

adds:

"The English workman spends a great part

of his earnings in beer, tobacco, and betting:

he has no ambition." Of course not, for beer

is dulling the brain dulls ambition. The

"American workman," he says, "wishes to

get on; he accomplishes a great deal more

work in a day than any other workman in the

world." "He does not drink," says another

English writer.

England is beginning to see the difference

: in results between occasional talks by temper-

ance advocates to school children and the sys-

tematic graded public school study of this

topic required by law in the United States

At a recent meeting in Birmingham, ad-
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by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the

presiding officer, Edwin Smith, said:

"We are being beaten in skill ... by Amer-
ica. She has been lavish in spending money
in educating the brains of her people, while we
have been lavish in poisoning them. If we
spent per head on alcohol the same as Amer-
ica, our drink bill would be about sixty-six mil-

lion (pounds) less than it now is. We cannot

succeed commercially while we are handi-

capped in this way to the extent of forty-

eight per cent. The great mass of the work-

ing people in this country are totally ignorant

of the effect of drink." He said that Eng-
land ought not to leave the education on this

subject merely to the temperance societies but

that it "should be undertaken by the state.

Surely if the state must encourage the traffic

for revenue it should in fairness educate

every child in Government schools as to the

nature and danger of alcohol, and the benefits

of total abstinence."

He added in closing:

"If the state will only educate the children

against strong drink . . . England commer-
cially may even yet be saved."

It has been wisely said that "Industrial su-

premacy belongs to that country which enjoys

the cheapest materials, the most improved
machinery and the most efficient labor."

As clear brains and steady nerves are need-

ed for the preparation of both material and

machinery as well as for their use in produc-

tion, that nation, other things being equal,

whose brains are not dulled by alcohol and
other narcotics will win in the world's compe-
titions.

THE HOUSE AND THE VINE.

The house is old—its windows racked
;

Its doors are falling down
;

Where once the dainty tintings were
Is now a faded brown.

The steps are rotting ; in the porch
Great gaping holes are seen

;

The roof-tree's broken ; with thick mold
The boards are fairly green.

The yard is filled with weeds and trash
;

The walk is crumbling fast

;

The trees and shrubs are broken—all

Their beauty-days are past,

The sagging rails tug at their posts

As though they fain would drop.

Aye, all is drear and desolate

From floor to chimney top.

And yet about the crazy door

And round the tottering stoop

Clambers and clings a tendriled vine

In many a verdant loop ;

And on that vine bright blossoms glow
And smile through all the day

;

From every dainty flow'r the bees

Sweet burdens bear away.

The broken house—a ruined man
With blighted life and fame

;

Soul-windows dimmed, a tarnished coat

—

A more than tarnished name.
The clinging vine, a woman's love

—

Perchance a mem'ry dear

Whose fragrant blossoms bless the world
Through all the changing year.

"Man can destroy himself, but life and ho-

liness can come only from another and a higher

than himself. While it takes only one to do
evil, it takes two to do good."

How We May Rest. (II.)

S. W. E.

There are many people who feel the utter

weariness which we felt a year ago. The un-

ending grind of washing, ironing, sweeping,

dusting and cooking, forever repeating itself,

becomes unbearable. The question was—how
can we get away from all these complexities

of modern life? Some people can not go to

the woods and live in a tent as we did, but for

those who can, there is nothing more restful

nor economical—if a place, a few hours dis-

tant, from home, is chosen.

We said we must have altitude so as to be
cool. We must be as near Philadelphia as

possible, so that the father of the family can
be with us over the week's end. A third

must, was, there must not be mosquitoes. This

desirable must had to be abandoned for last

season, at Naomi Pines. But as everything
else was, to us, perfect, we took the mosqui-
toes philosophically.

The day before the first hot wave reached
Philadelphia in 1901, we left Broad street sta-

tion for Pocono Summit, via Trenton, Man-
unka Chunk and Delaware Water Gap. Three
miles west of the summit we reached Pocono
Pines lake. The next morning we pitched our
tent among the beautiful pines on its south
shore.

For seven short weeks we played, worked
and rested under the "'whispering pines" as

we had never learned to live before.

We must share with others the benefits of

"Camp Experiment."
Pocono Pines lake is an ice lake. That is

it is a made lake, from which to gather ice in

winter. It is tnree miles from the ripples at

one end to the dam breast at the other, and
has three islands in it, of which "Comfort
Island" is the prettiest. The altitude, it is

claimed, is two thousand feet, and during last

summer it was always cool among the pines.

W'e took with us a house tent 16x224, an
open, sleeping tent, one cot, two chairs, and
a cross cut saw, besides our trunks and two
boxes filled with pillows, comfortables, an oil

stove and a few other cooking utensils. The
mosquitoes obliged us to cover our sleeping

places with netting, but in a few days we were
comfortably settled for the summer.

Excellent bread, butter, milk, eggs, meat,
pies, and other things to eat we could get at

the hotel, groceries and other needfuls at the
village store which was at the far end of the

lake. Frank C. Miller, the proprietor of

both these establishments, was most kind in

his attentions to lis. The hotel was about half

a mile from us. Near enough for conveni-

ence, yet far enoush to allow us perfect seclu-

sion.

Our nights were long and nndisturbed.

The simplest household duties employed us for

a few hours each day. (jetting wood for our
camp-fire kept the boys out of mischief.

Each day we went for a swim. .Almost every
evening we anchored our boats in the middle
of the lake and ate our simple supper under the

beautiful sunset sky, whose reflections in the
lake were often simply enchanting.

During the time we were there we had two
half days of rain and one whole day, which
latter was thoroughly cold and unpleasant.

Several nights it rained hard, but our tent did

not leak in a single spot, and when ijij

sun broke out we soon dried up again. i|]j

,

soil was a white sand, with flat rocks in an.
dance, tipped at every angle, into the cijltj

and chinks of which the water soon d m.

peared. I I

One or two extracts from home letters'ii]

give a glimpse into our doings and feeli'fj.

Eighth Month 1st.
—

"This morning
aj

simplv perfect. The temperature was sy.
four degrees at 8 o'clock. The little boy

4

up and went for the milk. I started rre
which burned with a fine blaze. The brlge

bed people slept on. I did not like to w en

them, but at 9.20 it seemed a necessity. i\i

I tell thee what a great pile of logs J. gijn

yesterday ?
;

"We were afraid to take the bed aparie.

fore leaving camp. J. built the evening ;e,

M. washed the dishes and I did some mencff!

By 10.30 A. M. we were bound for the st],im

below the lake. On our way we stoppe at

the store, and got ham and biscuits. The all

waded till time for dinner. J. built a pidr-

esque fire-place on a big flat rock in the ;d-

dle of the stream. M. and he cooked he

ham. We had bread, butter and ham for st

course, huckleberries and cake for second, nd

a good huckleberry pie for the last course

"We picked a lot of browse and broug it

home to add to our bed on the ground. 'J.

and I concluded to pick huckleberries fm ut

dessert to-morrow, so we went to hucklelrv

island and found quantities of great big ( ^s,

The boys are out on their raft and M. is;

now at sunset is after them.

"It pomises to be so beautiful this eve lat

we have concluded to stay out for the n in-

light. It is cold tho'—too cold for moiui-

toes. The glow is lovely. J. has broht

two coats aciece, and three comfortable 'or

the party to wrap in; so we hope to ep

warm. I shall have three blankets and »v«

hot water bags to-night."

There was not much to tell about, ancet

those seven weeks were ideal. The resal'

ness of the woods, the pleasures of the ]:%

gave us renewed health and strength.

We got on with perfect ease, never la ed

what we needed; met with no accidents; re

never frightened and have with us to-d a

memory of peace and rest which has comfced

us thro' the winter and beckons us on ten-

other summer in a world not known to Ui'e-

fore.

Go thou, weary one, and do likewise.

There is not a sadder place on earth in

the death chamber of a successful man olhe

world, who has secured all that the worldan

ever give, and in dying must leave all fis

good things behind him and go into eternitite

be poor forever. <

When the Spirit of Christ becomes oursnd

we gain his Divine Mastery over the wed,

we shall be ready to bear any sufferinjto

welcome any sorrow which will make us jre

in heart and give us the vision of God;ve

shall be ready to tread the lowest pathfto

carry the heaviest burdens, to be accou ed

nothing in the world's esteem, if by so d.is

we can bring one of our Father's wande ig

children home to happiness and heaven.- 5.

Alarch.
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WORK AND REST
I am sitting, still and quiet,

Sunlight fading, day's work dc

Weary brain, but happy hearted.

Counting all the mercies gone

If, with every bright new morning
We begin, with willing mind,

Ever looking up and onward,

A fresh blessing we shall find.

Faithful over little duties

—

Striving to perform our best

—

Patient with the overburdened,

Adds a happiness to rest.

Quiet hour, what peace it gathers,

For the weary, restless brain.

With the sunlight cares all vanish,

And lost strength revives again.

So the Christian's warfare closes,

Bright with sunny memories, too,

As the rest and peace approaches

Of his long loved home in view.

Busy day, and evening hour.

Fade alike as setting sun
;

May they shed a benediction

On all faithful life work done.

May they leave no weary burden.

To rob conscience of its rest.

If, among life's earnest workers.

We best strive to do our best

!

Contributed.

For "The Friend."

Hidden Things,

[lere are richer stores of wealth hy man
und; thoughts deeper than line of man
ifathom ; there are stores of knowledge to

(h no Newton can attain; of wisdom of

th the wisest of men fail to perceive. Yet

je are known to God, who hides them from
iprying ken of man in Christ the keeper of

Itreasures. He hath the key, and when
iwill. He opens the door of his treasure-

je; the light of his countenance illumines

things, He takes therefrom fitting orna-

ts of grace wherewith to deck his beloved

1. He removes the veil from their eyes

they may perceive his glory, for his pres-

brings joy, comfort and cheer,

swels are there, sparkling and clear, hav-

oeen tried in the furnace of affliction, so

gent with glory, that earth's rarest dia-

3 compared thereto are but as the small

. Robes, too, spotless, white, washed as

! on earth can, glistening in beauty,

vns are there of purest gold, wherewith
icircle the brow of the lowly, meek and
ble ones. Heaven's own treasures are

e, which none on earth can see except

they enter there, and ere this they do,

must needs die to this world's vanities

be born again.

)r these are not for earth's richest sons,

are content to grovel amid their earthly

s, and who themselves are dwelling places

)ride, vanity and earthly lusts; but, will

die to these, and live to Him who by his

ious blood bought for them a life of heav-

joy, these will then be theirs. The life

;ives them will be hid with Christ in (jod.

! of grace and glory like to those which
Lord of glory wore, when He humbly I

sed from his throne of glory and walked I

his footstool as though but man, such as

i shall then be theirs. Angels unseen by

man shall admire and bless the donor. And
life's journey through, well do they know the
uniform of these citizens of heaven, and with
joy will they attend them to the courts of the
heavenly King, who will account these his

workmanship as added beauty to his kingly
crown. VV. W. B.

Thomas Raylton.

Some account of the birth, education and
convincement of that faithful minister of the
everlasting gospel Thomas Kaylto.\, found
after his decease in his own handwriting.
["From Piety Promoted."]

I was born the 80th day of the Sixth
Month, J 671, in Bowes, in the north part of
Yorkshire, and educated in the way of the
Church of England. But in the year 1685,
being about fourteen years of age, and then a
scholar with one Richard Wharton, priest of
the parish, and teacher of a free school in

Bowes aforesaid, it providentially haopened
that by the invitation of Francis Wrightson.
one called a Quaker, at whose house a meeting
was kept, about two miles from the place of
my abode, my mother went to a meeting there,

and took me to ride before her.

At this meeting were two ministers, namely,
John Bowron and George Rook, by whose pow-
erful ministry and lively prayer, it nleased
God to open my heart, and let me see the van-
ity of this present world, of which I had had
some share, for which I had been often se-

cretly smitten by the just witness of God in

my own heart. Yet, for all that, I was pretty
much a stranger to it, and so was not sensible

from whence it came, until 1 came to be af-

fected with the gospel which I may say, was
glad tidings of salvation to me. From that

day I was joined in heart with those people,

that directed to Christ within, the hope of

their glory. And although I have had many
instructions in Christ since, yet I have not
many fathers. For the said George Rook,
who preached the word by the gospel of Jesus
Christ, was the instrument under the Lord for

my convincement; for which I bow my knees,

and worship and thank the Lord for his good-
ness hitherto.

After I was joined with those people, the

word of God more powerfully wrought in me,
and showed me that I was to alter the course
of my conversation; that was to leave the cor-

rupt life, and shun evil company. And foras-

much as I was bowed before the Lord, and
had given up my name to serve Him, I then
saw I must walk in the narrow way and leave

the vain compliments, the putting off the hat
and bowing the knee to man, etc., I was taken
notice of and complaint made to my mother
of my neglecting to conform to those things,

by the priest, my then master, who was moved
at my behavior, and I suppose intended at that

time to have used the rod and having made
preparation called me to him. He said, I

heard to-day that thou wentest by Mr. Bouns-
kell, and didst not put off thy hat, and bid

good morrow; adding, what is thy reason
for so doing? Whether is it pride or relig-

ion? Upon which I told him it was not pride.

Then said he, it must be religion; and if so

thou must not be whipped; and so laid down
the rod. But, said he, if for religion, let me
know why thou refusedst, and give me some
precedent. So I told him I. had been reading

in the Revelations, and there I found that an
angel showed John many things, and that John
said, "When I had heard and seen, I fell down
to worship the angel that showed me these
things; but the angel .said, "See thou do it

not, for I am of thy fellow servants, and of
thy brethren the prophets, and of them which
keep the sayings of this book; worship God."
And from this I refused to do it unto men.
But he endeavored to persuade me, that what
he requested of me was no more than a civil

respect between man and man; and from
thence he thought I might the better conform
to it. To make me the more willing to believe
it was no worship but respect, as he had said
before, he turned me to the place of Heth and
Abraham's bowing to each other, and also
proceeded to show me something of the like

kind among the children of Israel in the time
of Moses and Joshua. But all these were of no
purpose to me; for my eye was open to see a
more glorious dispensation than that of Moses,
yea; or the orophets. For though they were
good men, and by the Spirit of ('hrist in them
they did foretell the coming of Christ, and of
his sufferings; yet they did not live to see
those things come to pass which they had
spoken of. So that he had no force in his ar-

gument to make me use those things which
might be used among the fathers, and also
after the law. And since the New Testament
is silent and gives no account of either Christ
or his apostles being in the practice of bow-
ing, 1 did not see why either knee or hat
should be expected of me. As for the latter,

I have no account at all, therefore I stood to
my principle, and kept to the light and under-
standing the Lord hath given me through Je-

sus Christ my Saviour, who then was come to

my house in spirit, and had brought salvation

with him.

That day I told one of my school fellows
that what my master had shown me was but
out of the law and not of the gospel, which he
told my master, and I had a quiet day . . .

This was but the beginning of further exer-

cise, for as it was in some measure begun
(though I had at that time met with favorable

treatment from my examiner, whose modera-
tion, as I have said then appeared), yet after

this, whether it was grief which he was then
in, being in all probability likely to part with
one from his flock or which he might look

upon himself to be pastor, or from the per-

suasion of my parents, he began to be more
severe, and told me that unless I would make
congees to him, as he called them, he would
teach me no longer.

Although I must confess I would gladly have
learned a little more, being then a Bible schol-

ar, yet rather than to have it in the way I

saw I must deny and bear testimony against,

I forsook the school at that time and went
home to my father's house, and told my mother
the occasion of my coming. Although she

took me to the first meeting but a few weeks
before, yet she then repented it, and v.ould

not hear of my suffering by my master, so as

to give me any relief; upon which I left the

house for a while.

But I think I may say, the arm of the Lord

wrought for me, for my master presently sent

word to my mother that he had done what
was in his power to persuade me to be con-

formable, but he saw it would not do, there-
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fore desired her to send me to school again,

and said he would leave me to my liberty about

religion. The tidings were brought to me, as

I was alone under an hedge where I was re-

tired not then knowing what would become of

me, who had both left the school and knew

not with whom to lodge. These tidings I re-

ceived gladly, and went to school again and

found it pretty much as had been told me; and

thus the Lord pleaded my innocent cause, to

whom be glory ascribed forever.

Thus far I was got on my way, and was still

to go farther. My parents had taught us

from our childhood to ask of them to pray to

God to bless us; and though it is true there is

not an evil in the thing itself, yet the bringing

of it into such a form as to use it every night

and morning, this also I found was my place

to leave off, at which they were very much
offended, and began to beat me into a compli-

ance with them. But that would not do, for

I had read that saying of our Lord, "Whoso-
ever loves father or mother more than me, is

not worthy of me." So that in an holy reso-

lution I went on, not much doubting but the

Lord would help me over that, as He had over

other things before, which, in time. He did.

The course I took, after much threatening and

several beatings upon the above subject, was

this. I left my father's house and was kept

privately for about fifteen days, but as Moses,

by the good providence of God and care of his

sister, who watched to see what would be-

come of him, was ordered to his mother again

to be his nurse, a providence to be commem-
orated, so was I watched over by some of

those people to whom I was joined in fellow-

ship, and by them sent for to come to one of

their meetings. I being then remote from it,

yet at their request I went; for meetings were

precious to me. I had been but at about two

meetings from the first, and that was about

three quarters of a year before, and a good

meeting this also was to me. After the meet-

ing was over, some of the Friends undertook

to go and offer me to my father again. I

went along with them, and coming there,

they told my father, it was their desire that

he would take me home again as I was his son;

and if he would not accept me as a son, then

as a servant into his house; but if he would

not as either, then, said they, he must become
our care, forasmuch as he is become one of

us. This proposition took such place with my
parents, that the Friends were thanked for the

care they had over me. Thus I was brought

home again and had free access to their pres-

ence morning and evening, without insisting

upon the aforementioned ceremony, which was
the cause of my leaving their house, because

they were wroth that one of their children

should leave their religion, and decline going

to church, as they called it. For about seven

weeks more I lived with them at peace and

went to meetings with their knowledge, and

at the end of that time, being the 30th day of

the Fourth Month 1686, I went apprentice to

a Friend in the county of Durham, by the ap-

probation of my parents, being conducted

thither by my father. Thus my freedom was

brought about, so that I might well, with

some of old, sing unto the Lord, and say. He
hath delivered me from the noise of the arch-

ers, in the place of drawing water.

In the time of my seven years' apprentice-

ship to a laborious trade, being a blacksmith,

at leisure times I often read the Scriptures of

the Old and New Testament in which I found

great benefit, being often broken into many
tears when I read, and especially when I met

with places that mentioned the call of God to

sinners and their return to his call, in order

for their conversion and salvation.

(To be continued.)

A PRAYER FOR GUIDANCE.
Show me the way, Lord,

And make it plain
;

I would obey Thy Word
;

Speak yet again.

I would not take one step until I know
Which way it is that Thou would'st have me go.

0, Lord, I cannot see
;

Vouchsafe me light
;

The mist bewilders me.

Impedes my sight

;

Hold Thou my hand, and lead my by Thy side;

I dare not go alone ; be Thou my guide.

I cannot see Thy face,

Though Thou art near
;

When will the morning chase

Away my fear ?

When shall I see the place where day and night

Exist not, for Thy glory is its light ?

I will be patient, Lord,

Trustful and still

;

I will not doubt Thy word
;

My hopes fulfill.

How can I perish, clinging to Thy side.

My Comforter, my Father, and my Guide ?

(The author of these verses is not known. They
are said to have beeu formerly published in a book

entitled " The Dove on the Cross.")

Birds Have Hospitals.

In one New York bird hospital there are

frequently as many as five hundred patients at

a time. Their complaints vary from slight

indisposition and chronic diseases to fractures

demanding immediate attention. The medi-

cal and surgical work is performed by an ex-

perienced, intelligent and sympathetic hand.

The death rate is low.

The bird hospital with its five hundred pa-

tients comprises several wards; large, light

rooms for the convalescents and small, dark-

ened apartments for the contagious cases and

the patients requiring rest and quiet. All

about the main wards are ranged the private

wards in great variety.

There are large, airy cages, with lofty

perches and dark boxes with hot water bot-

tles, mattresses, cotton pillows and warm flan-

nel coverings. Ordinary boarders are accom-

modated here for twenty-five cents a week. In

cases in which delicate surgical operations are

performed or a stubborn disease is treated the

doctor's bill is larger. Surgical operations

frequently cost five or ten dollars.

The list of ailments as recorded on the

blotter at the bird hospital is naturally long

and varied. Probably now-here else in the

entire animal kingdom is sickness so com-

mon as among the featjiered household pets.

The pet canary, for instance, is often ten-

derly, but seldom intelligently, cared for at

home. The commonest complaint is a cold.

The bird hospital cures a very large percentage

of colds. In ninety-nine cases in a hundred

the owner of a bird allows the cold to develop

into some complication far more serious.

The delicate throats are readily att ted

by asthma and inflammation. Enteric jig.,

ease is also very comiuon, and is exceed »|y

contagious. Phthisis is especially likei'to

attack parrots, and is very contagious,
i jg

that fully ninety per cent, of pj^tg^

suffer from phthisis more or less serious);

There was a time when the only prescri^on

for a sick bird was to wring its neck, ^jg

heroic measure is still a matter of coi jon

practice. But there are many who take eir

feathered pets to the bird doctor wheijg.

se appears. |

The nature of bird's complaints hasten

a good deal investigated of late, and itb

great success. The medical attention 'tn

to a sick patient in the bird hospital isor-'

prisingly like that given to human patien

A bird's cold is diagnosed in the co:;ii-

tional way. First its tongue is exanred.!

The conditions of the digestive apparatui'nj

any indiscretion in eating is quickly obse =ij.

The eye also tells its own story of the ge ral

vitality. (

The drooping of the feathers is, of cose,

a familiar symptom. The bird's temper,'ire

is taken as a matter of course. So carelly

are all the syiuptonis of these pets obsred

that the bird doctor is not content to obi'-ve

fever by the touch of the hand. A mftal

thermometer is used in this diagnosis, "hei

temperature is always taken under the W;;.

'

And the treatment itself goes on mucbe
same as in any other hospital though witre-'^

duced doses. The medicine is given byilb

or liquids. The bird doctor has muchhe

same trouble in giving a pill to a bird :
*-

a refractory child.

Pills are usually given in a grape or i

with some food. In extreme cases the j^c

is forced down the bird's throat. Liquid sd-

icines are dropped into the bird's raoul or

the bird, if it will, drinks, drop by drop, om

the end of the finger.

Hot baths, bandages and warm applicaim

are usually prescribed along with theidi-

cines. A very common practice is to a

bird very securely on a hot water bagnd

cover it w^ith flannel to bring on perspira)ii.

Most birds respond very quickly to such t at-'

raent.

By far the most interesting part of iis

hospital work is on the surgical side. An

emergency ward equipped for urgent cas is

open day and night. In appearance he

operating room is not likely to frighten he

most timid of its patients. The opersng

table is nothing more formidable than a dss-

ing table covered with glistening sea! Is,

splints and bandages, chloroform masks, ti-

septics and medicines.

The birds are commonly operated on

without using chloroform. It is only in ;r-

ious cases or when the patient is particurly

restless that it is first rendered unconscJS.

The operations are gone about in the )3t

approved surgical way.

The bird is first washed with some antiP'

tic, and the instruments and needles use'iH

all carefully sterilized. The birds are us llj

litld in the hand during the operation, th gli

the larger and more powerful ones are s le-

times bound to the table.

The commonest surgical operation istheJ«

of fractured legs and wings. In nine cas »
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ten, according to the bird specialists, a I

1 wing or leg can be saved.

broken leg is pulled until the two ends

t
bone come together, when it is covered

i;plints and tightly bandaged. In dress-

,nary birds' legs an ordinary quill tooth-

3 often used for a splint,

eral birds which have had their legs

n in as manv as three places have been

at the bird hospital, scarcely retaining a

show the point of fracture. The Ices

soft that they heal very quickly. Ten

jor at most two weeks of treatment will

iy make them as good as new for all

jcal purposes.

]. of the first things to catch the eye in

jurgical ward is the peculiar hanging

ge used in all cases of bruises or frac-

The bird rests in a loop of soft cloth,

t3 feet extended through two slits in the

n.

ken wings are treated in a variety of

It is frequently possible to mend even

y broken wing so that the bird may af-

rd fly about as well as ever. The broken

are spliced, or set, as in the case of

gs. In very serious fractures the wings

)metimes mended with fine silver wire,

is allowed to remain and be covered with

|i few cases missing legs and parts of

ihave
been replaced with wooden or

sticks. The wooden legged bird is like-

become a common sight with the ad-

of bird surgery.

1 bird surgeon also removes the horny

h from the beaks of birds, especially of

;s; the scale from pigeons' legs and sim-

rowths.

—

New York Sun.

From the "London Friend."

le Death and Funeral of George Fox.

ROBERT barrow's ACCOUNT.*

London, 16th Eleventh-month, 1690.

Henry Coward, Thomas Green, Thomas
ey, Richard Burrow, William Higginson,

honias Widders:

—

dear Friends and well-beloved brethren,

Ijvhome my life is bound up in the Cove-

h{ God's gracious glorious Gospel light,

sin consisteth our life and peace, as we

6 our habitations and dwelling places

i|n, we shall be preserved near unto the

I
of all love and life, to know the foun-

ijnsealed, and the springings of it to bub-

ti in our own particular bosoms; wherein
"jiy drink together into the one Spirit, by

we are sealed in the enjoyment of the

nly Power that sanctifies; which recon-

rt Barrow, who was a farmer, and also followed

iness of a mason, was born in Lancaster, but was
in infancy to the neighborhood of Kendal. He

vinced of Friends' principles in 16.52, was arrested

h Month, 1663, for being present at- a religious

committed to prison and confined more than

mths. He suffered much during his life for his

of Friends' testimonies, having been seven times

id frequently fined. He became a minister

668, was a zealous preacher for twenty-si.t years,

ng much in England, Ireland and Scotland. He
eligious visit to America in company with Robert

<jl near the-close of 1694, and the West Indies in

Miter of 1695-96. When voyaging between Jamaica
Jlladelphia he was shipwrecked and fell among the

». [See his narration of this in "God's Protecting
'Ince."] It was during this journey, owing to the

hardships he endured, that he contracted the sick-

hich resulted in his death, soon after arrival at

a^lphia, in 1697.

ciles us unto God and one another; in the liv-

ing the sense and consolating virtue of which,

according to my measure I do dearly salute

you all.

Well, dear Friends, before this comes to

your hands, I know you have an account of the

departure of our ancient Friend, and honor-

able elder, in the Church of God, George Fox,

who was this day buryed in the presence of a

large and living assembly of God's chosen

people, who did accompany him to the ground,

was supposed to be above four thousand

Friends; the meeting-house at Grachechurch

Street could not contain them nor the court

before the door, many that could not get to

within hearing of the testimonies. And many
living powerful testimonies were published in

the meeting-house and many in the graveyard

among many tender hearts, watry eyes, and

contrite spirits. The London Friends were

very discreet to order all passages and con-

cerns relating thereto with great wisdom
every way, there being five Monthly Meetings

to this city and six chosen Friends nominated

and appointed out of every Monthly Meeting

who were to carry the corpse and none else,

and that his relations should all go next the

corpse, and that all Friends should go on one

side of the street three and three in a rank as

close together as they could go that the other

side might be left clear for the citizens and

coaches that were going about their business.

And though the graveyard is a large platt of

ground, yet it was quite full, and some of the

people of the world were in there.

The last week G. Fox was at a Quarterly

Meeting, Second-day Meeting, Meeting for

Sufferings, and two meetings for worship, be-

sides the First-day meeting, which was at

Gracechurch Street meeting-house, and on the

Seventh-day he came to lodge at Henry Jold-

ney's to be near on the First-day where he

kept the meeting and said he was well in that

meeting as he had been for a long time be-

fore; yet he began to be ill in the evening,

about the fifth hour, that First-day, and de-

parted before the tenth hour in the evening of

the Third-day following. I was with him most

of the time, wherein he spoke many living

powerful sentences to the tendering of the

company present. There was no sign of any

great pain upon him, neither did he ever com-

plain. Robert Widders' manner of departure

and his were much alike for I saw them both

only George shut up his eyes himself, and his

chin never fell nor needed any binding up, but

lay as if he had been fallen asleep, one would

have thought he had smiled. He was the

most pleasant corpse that ever I looked upon,

and many hundreds of Friends came to see his

face, having the most part of three days'

time to behold him, before the coffin was

nailed up.

Friends carried the coffin on their shoulders

without any bier cloth or loose cover; but the

natural wood, yet the coffin was very smooth

and comely.

Well, Friends, about two hours or less be-

fore he died he took me by the hand and bid

me remember his love to Friends where I trav-

elled. I had intended to go out of the city

on the morrow, after he began to be sick, but

seeing him so ill it was Friends' minds I should

stay and see how it might be with him and I

had more freedom to stay than, to go, and I

was glad to see such an heavenly and harmo-
nious conclusion as dear George Fox made,
the sense and sweetness of which will, I be-

lieve, never depart from me, in the heavenly

virtue of which I desire to rest and remain

your brother, Robekt Bakkow.
P. S. —I go towards Oxfordshire to-morrow.

I shall give you an account of the Friends

that declared, and as they spoke one after

another, James Parke, Robert Barrow, Am-
brose Kigg, Jasper Batts, William Penn,

Francis Camfield, Charles Marshall, John
Tavlor of York, Francis Stamper, George
Whitehead, Stephen Crisp, and Thos. Green
ended.

The Friends who spoke at the grave being

as follows:--William Penn, Jasper Batts, Geo.

W'hitehead, John Vaughton, William Bing-

ley. I would have a copy of this go to Yel-

lams and another to Kendal.

Items Concerning the Society.

We should do well to avoid saying that Friend.s

are not baptized, and do not take the Supper. The
fact that we do not perform the outward ceremony
ought to make us the more earnestly concerned to

know the real baptism and the true communion
with Christ.

—

A. N. Brayshaw.

The number of publication.s of Friends' Tract As-

sociation of Philadelphia printed last year was in-

tended to be given in our last number as G.'^.IOO
;

but the figure one became doubled.

Our friend Joseph S. Elkinton has again gone to

spend a few weeks among the Doukhobors of Mani-
toba and Assinoboia, under a sense of duty at this

critical time for the enlightenment of those col-

onies on their true relations to the government.

Notes From Others.

GoLDwiN Smith on the Civil War.—What have

been the fruits of a war which cost the North alone,

in ditferent ways, probably five thousand millions,

besides a pension list which amounted to a hundred
and forty millions thirty-three years after the war

;

this in addition to all the havoc, waste and sus-

pension of industry ; while on the Northern side

alone two hundred and seventy-five thousand men
either fell in battle or died in hospital ? Slavery

has been legally abolished. The sentence of hu-

manity on it has been executed. Its hideous slave

codes have been swept from the statute book of

man. But the Fifteenth Amendment is trampled

under foot, and no one is found to uphold it, while

the relation between the races is in some respects

worse than ever. The one clear gain is that the

cxtengion of slavery has been prevented.

The well known tract, "Come to Jesus,' by Dr.

Newman Hall, who died at the age of eighty-six

recently has had the astonishing circulation of

something like four million copies in more than

forty languages. A brother of his, the late Captain

John Vine Hall, commanded the Great Eastern on

her first voyage across the Atlantic.

Our Most Historic City.—Senator Tillman was
not very extravagant when he declared the other

day that Charleston had made more history than

any other city in the United States. But Charles-

ton has figured in one sort of history which the

Senator probably did not have in mind, and which

is known to comparatively few persons in or out

of that city to-day. Charleston, the fifth city of

the United States in 1800, being Ipd by only New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Boston, and the

sixth city as recently as 1830, was a rival of New
York, Boston, Baltimore and Philadelphia at that

time for railroad communication with the West,

and had, in fact, in 183.3, the longest railroad—135
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miles—then in the world, the one from Charleston

to Hamburg, on the Savannah river. At that time

the future for the South Carolina metropolis seemed

especially promising. The first locomotive, the
" Best Friend," ever built in the United States, was

built for the Charleston Railroad and used on that

line. Charleston is nearer than any other Atlantic

coast city to St. Louis, the centre of the Mississippi

Valley, and nearly the centre of the contiguous

part of the United States. In 1857 a continuous

rail line was established from Charleston to the

Mississippi at Memphis.

Before 1857, however, Charleston's chances for

supremacy among the Atlantic coast cities had

ended. DeWitt Clinton's Erie Canal, completed in

1825, gave New York an assured ascendency over

all the other cities of the continent. — Leslie's

Weekly.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

U.NiTED STATES^The President has lately sent a mes-

sage to Congress stating that the people of Cuba have

complied with all requirements and suggestions made by

the United States in regard to preparing for establishing

a stable government, gives notice that the island govern-

ment will be inaugurated 5th Mo. 20, when the occupation

by the United States will cease, and recommends the

speedy enactment of legislation providing for establish-

ing diplomatic and consular relations, and to stimulate

commerce between the two countries.

General Miles has lately addressed a letter to the Secre-

tary of War in which he says :

"It is now three years since the opening of hostilities

between the United States forces and those in the Philip-

pine Islands, and this warfare has been conducted with

marked severity. More than 120,000 United States

troops have been, at different times, sent, or are now

under orders to go, to the Philippines, and more than

40,000 still remain on duty there, which service, with the

assistance of the naval forces, involves an enormous ex-

penditure of public money as well as the loss of many

valuable lives."

He then refers to the fact that Indians have often been

called to Washington for consultation in the interest of

peace, as also natives of Cuba and Porto Rico, and adds :

"I have never found any people, whether savage, semi-

civilized or civilized, who were not benefited by candid,

frank and honest consultation and council.
" In view of the above considerations, I make the re-

quest that I be authorized to proceed to the Philippine

Islands, taking with me ten men whom I may select from

Cuba and Porto Rico, whose assistance has been found

useful in promoting friendly relations between the people

of those islands and the United States, and who could

properly explain to the Filipinos the benefits their people

have derived through friendly relations with this country,"
" and that on returning I be authorized to bring to the

capital such number of representative Filipinos as I may
think advisable, in order that they may see and know the

advantages of our civilization and realize the disposition

of our Government toward them, at the same time afford-

ing an opportunity for a full consultation, whereby intel-

ligent and definite action may be taken concerning their

future destiny. It is confidently believed that such

measures could then be taken as would be satisfactory

and beneficial to the ten millions of inhabitants of the

Philippine Islands and highly creditable to our Govern-

ment."

The recommendations contained in this letter have

been disapproved of both by the Secretary and the Presi-

dent, and the former has stated that he considers them

as reflecting upon the conduct of the troops now in the

Philippines.

The American Grocer gives the following statement of

the cost of beverages used in the United States during

1901 :

Alcoholic drinks, $1,094,644,155. Non-alcoholic stimu-

lants : Coffee, $132,137,245 ; Tea, $39,430,386 ; Cocoa,

$7,000,000 ; Total, $1,273,212,386.

Restaurants have lately been opened in New York City

where an attempt will be made to show the cheapness,

heallhfulness, and economy of using simple foods. The

bill of fare includes several dishes for which 1 cent only

is charged, consisting mainly of cereals and vegetables.

It is claimed that two or three of these 1 cent portions

per day, if varied according to appetite, "should maintain

the weight, strength and health of an ordinary individual

for an indefinite time, if such extreme economy is neces-

sary."

In a public statement signed by T. S. Morgan, of the

American Baptist Mission Society, and the Secretaries of

nine other evangelical missionary bodies, attention is di-

rected to the growing power and extraordinary missionary

activities of the Mormon Church. It is alleged that "the

ambition of Mormons, which they do not even conceal, is

to secure control of State after State, until by means of

balance of power they may make national legislation

against Mormonism impossible. By means of coloniza-

tion it has so affected the States of Idaho, Wyoming,
Montana and Nevada and the Territories of New Mexico

and Arizona as will soon secure, if it has not already se-

cured, practical political control in all that region. Its

missionary activity through the Union is almost incredible.

It claims to have now 2000 missionaries on the field, 1400

of them in Southern States, and to have made last year

20,000 converts."

Eleven inches of rain lately fell in Mississippi within

48 hours, causing great floods and damages. In Tennes-

see the damages in the flooded districts, it is estimated,

will amount to $4,000,000.

Steps have been taken at Chicago in the formation of

a gigantic Millers' Federation, representing a capital of

$400,000,000 and a yearly output of 100,000,000 barrels

of flour.

The Carnegie Institution in Washington proposes to

carry out its purposes by rendering assistance to indi

viduals who may be developing a special line of work
towards the welfare or improvement of mankind, whether

he be a mechanic, student or inventor— if, after examina-

tion, be is considered a proper object forsach assistance,

and it is needed to secure success. It is not proposed to

erect costly buildings, but an administration centre of

modest dimensions. It is intended rather to assist in

promoting research than in promulgating knowledge as

in colleges, &c.

A recent report to the authorities in Washington states

that there are 278 cases of leprosy in the United States,

more than half of whom are in Louisiana.

The Secretary of Agriculture of Pennsylvania, in order

to prevent "the alarming flow of population from the

country to the city," recommends better schools, better

roads, the reduction of taxation upon real estate by a

more equitable tax on occupations, professions and

trades ; the dissemination of scientific information among
agricultural people by means of bulletins and farmers' in-

stitutes ; the introduction of study of natural things into

the rural schools, and tbe extension of free rural mail

delivery, telephone and trolley roads throughout the coun-

try.

A recent dispatch says Baltimore is to be lighted by

electricity generated at the Susquehanna river, thirty-five

miles away, and the trolley cars of the city are to be

operated by the same means. This is a greater distance

than electricity has heretofore been carried in this coun-

try for similar purposes, the Niagara current that is used

in Buffalo only being brought a distance of twenty-five

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company's new stone bridge

across the Susquehanna river at Rockville cost $1,000,000,

and is said to be the longest and most substantial stone

bridge in the world. It is covered with four tracks.

There were 500 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 24 more than the previous

week and 32 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 272 were males and 228 females: 56

died of consumption of the lungs ; 66 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 13 of diphtheria ;

1 1 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 20 of typhoid fever ; 1 of

scarlet fever, and 3 of small pox.

Foreign.— Many persons have been killed in the Chinese

province of Chi Li during riots occasioned by the efforts

of local oflicials to collect indemnities for Roman Catho-

lics as arranged for between the officials and priests.

Missionaries are warned to keep out of the disturbed dis-

tricts.

The death of Cecil Rhodes occurred on the 26th ult.

near Cape Town in South Africa. He was born in Eng-

land in 1853, and went to South Africa in 1869, where he

rapidly amassed wealth and influence, and as is stated,

finally became the uncrowned, but almost autocratic king

of a country many times larger than the British Isles, and

by far the most powerful man in Africa. The total area

of the tract embraces nearly 1,000,000 square miles, and

includes Rhodesia—formed from Mashonaland and Mata-

beleland—Bechuanaland and British Central Africa. He
has been considered largely responsible for the Jameson
raid, which had much to do with causing the Boer war,

and has been regarded as one of the boldest and most un-

scrupulous of adventurers.

The Canadian Minister for Trade and Commerce esti-

mates that Canada has lost 1,400,000 people by emigra-

tion to the United States between 1880 and 1901.

The value of the X-rays in the treatment of cancer has

again been shown by a cure of a bad case in London, and

j
by the statements of another physician that the X-rays

have been- the means of alleviating pain in cancel m
to a very large extent, and also by concurrent tes ,(,.,

in this country.

It is announced that in Norway, women will henc ,rii

be permitted to serve on juries. .

There have lately been as many as 240 death;
-oiii

cholera in Mecca daily, and Mohammedan pilgrii'j^

fleeing from the city, probably carrying the diseas
jft

them. It is said that 240,000 pilgrims have latel
;jeii

there at one time.
I

A railroad has recently been opened in Britislijjj

Africa from Mombasa on the sea coast to the sb of

the Victoria Nyanza (a word meaning lake) The r ojj

is about 572 miles long and opens up to comm e j

country clothed in many places with luxurious vege joj

of very varied character. Victoria Lake is said to •n
large as Ireland, and communication is thus opene /in

a chain of large lakes in the highlands of Central i icj,

The agricultural department of Queensland has lirej

a reward of £5,000 for the discovery of a means ol'adi-

eating the " prickly pear " pest, which is a cactus m -^
from America. The remedy must not cost more n j

certain sum per acre.

Large quantities of wheat are being sent from sjli

to the famine stricken districts of Siberia.

The acting President of the Transvaal Republ ac-

companied by other officers, has lately had an int ijf

with General Kitchener in Pretoria under a flag of jt^

This conference is believed to have been in the inl aii

of peace.

An editorial in the London Daily Xews state -.JBt

" While we are wasting our wealth, energy and m; ooj

in the South African desert, the Americans are s dilj

securing control of our industries."

In preparing for certain religious observances i

':•

land lately, the Bishops of London, Rochester

Albans issued special appeals to their dioceses to

prayer that both British and Boers be granted the

of peacemakers, pointing out that similar prayers ar iitj

offered in the Dutch churches of Pretoria.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., an .in

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when req \uk

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twei-lh!

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap win

West Chester," Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Six

Westtown Boauding School.—Applications i M
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re( dti

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wju
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal. _

.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, am on.

munications in regard to business should be forwaidtl

Edward G. S.medley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Died, on the fourteenth of First Month, 1902. :JA(

Hall, a beloved member and elder of Sadsbury J tlili

Meeting, in the seventy-third year of his age. Tl:

friend was, in early life, enabled to submit to thi

tions of Divine Grace in his heart, and acceptin;.

junction to " Seek first the kingdom of God and hi. ,-

eousness," realized the fulfilment of the added pais*

"all things needful shall be added unto you." I'eni

years of his early manhood were devoted to teact;,>l

Westtown School ; and many who came under his me-

diate care and others intimately associated with b oi

remember with thankfulness the influence exerted 'kil

upright Christian walk, and faithfulness in the dis ugi

of all duties. The illness which terminated his i unl

life was of several month's duration, and at tic it

tended with much bodily suffering, which was bori vrill

Christian patience and resignation. "Blessed aitbe)

that do his commandments, that they may have r t M

the tree of life, and may enter in through the gat inM

the city."

, at his residence in West Grove, Chester C P*

on the sixteenth of Second Month, 1902, Harvey M Ml

in the eighty-seventh year of his age ; a firm beli t ti

the religious principles of the Society of Friends.

, on the twenty-first of First Mo., 1902, Si SM

W. Kester, widow of Elijah Kester, in her eighty-.'SW

year; a member of New Garden Morfthly Meet;*

Friends, Pa.
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\to you it is given in the behalf of Christ,

'ly to believe Him, but also to sufferfor his

'-Phil, i .• 29.

[aided by any alliance with the great or

'•ful, ridiculed and hated by the world,

iverywhere pursued with contempt and

,y, the principles of Friends silently

d though the kingdom, winning the as-

)f men who were inferior to none in ed-

'

bn, talents and respectability. Amid the

j3st persecution, when deprived of every

)ral good, torn from home and all its en-

iients with every probability that they

[d seal the truth of their principles with the

ice of theii lives, they faltered not.

\ih all around them looked dark and threat-

1, yet there was light and peace within;

not only met their sufferings with patience

artitude, in the unresisting spirit of their

te Master, but through the goodness of

(were so filled with heavenly consolation,

;hey sang for joy even in the extremity

jsir suffering.

|:he calamities in which Friends bore so

I a share had no other good effect, they

jntly tended to convince the nation of the

j

of persecuting men for differences of

m. More than tliirty years of suffering

Aassed over and not a single Quaker had

induced by it to abandon his profession,

jwere as prompt and diligent as ever in

jpen performance of their religious duties,

lis ready patiently to submit to the penal-

if unrighteous laws.— Thomas Evans.

WARD prayer is that secret turning of the

towards God whereby, being secretly

led and awakened by the light of Christ

I13 conscience, and so bowed down under

s)iense of its iniquities, unwortiness and

37, it looks up to God, and, joining with

i'secret shinings of the seed of God, it

i:hes towards Him. It is in this sense

I'we are so frequently in the Scripture

^aanded to pray continually.

—

Barclay.

Looking Towards a Yearly Meeting.

They who desire an approaching Yearly

Meeting to be blessed of the Lord, will now

be preparing the way of the Lord, and making

his paths straight. As individual hearts are

letting his word have free course in them, to

be glorified by their daily obedience, they are

opening out avenues through which, in their

collective body, his grace and good Spirit will

move in triumph, and Truth will come into do-

minion.

What relation our present baptisms and ex-

ercises are having to the approaching Yearly

Meeting we know not now, but we shall know

what we have been preparing for when each

question or service answerable to the training

comes up. Then we shall be puzzled, if we

have in advance been unfaithful in little

things, or secret faults have not been cleansed,

or if we have not been reconciled to a brother

who hath aught against us. A clearing of the

heart clears the vision and all spiritual dis-

cernment. The preparations of the heart for

Yearly Meeting, and the answer of the tongue

in Yearly Meeting, must begin to be of the

Lord now if they have not long since been go-

ing on in our life and conversation. A little

temper checked now at home, may save the

Yearly Meeting a flaw, or a wound. A little

openness to the inspeaking Word now may

become a large opening then. A faithful set-

ting a watch at the door of our mouth now,

may be a learning to control an otherwise pro-

lix speech into a concise and pungent mes-

sage. But above all, an abiding surrender of

many to the baptism of ihe Holy Spirit now

in its relation to all particulars will give

Christ free scope as Head over all things to

his Church. Prove Him now herewith, and

see if He will not pour out abundant blessing.

Free coarse for the Spirit means his free

intercourse, all barriers of personal prejudice

brought under and a mutual sympathy raised

up. There are spots in our feast of charity

when we let matters of personality prejudice

the truth of a message,—when no portion of

the goods will be regarded on account of the

package. A neighbor of our late valued

friend, Joseph Walton, used to represent it as

one of his merits, that he could always enter

into an opponent's meaning and state his case

fairly, as if from the standpoint of the oppo-

nent himself. Thus was exercised in his ed-

torial, his personal, and his public relations,

a gift of sympathy, a putting one's self in the

other's place in order to appreciate his point

of view, and rightly to judge him or his deliv-

erance. Such an attitude becomes po.ssible

only in the humility of self, and a willingness

to enter as into a brother's heart and travel

with him, to get at the prime clue to the truth

concerning his meaning or intent. Such an

attitude makes no abatement of the truth, or

compromise with error, but is of the charity

which rejoices in the truth, while it can speak

to one's condition under a feeling sense of it;

"doing nothing through faction or through

vain glory, but in lowliness of mind each count-

ing other better than himself, not looking each

of you to his own things but each of you also

to the things of others. Have this mind in

you which was also in Christ .Jesus." ' Phil.

ii.:3-5).

Likewise a political philosopher, of honored

standing in this city, has recently Scrid: "A
Christian must think of a Christian as better

than himself before his religion becomes a so-

cial force. He then refuses to impute to the

church the weaknesses and motives that he

finds in himself or in other individuals."

These suggestions are not one-sided merely.

The young may apply them to the old, and

forget themselves. But it has been painful

at times to hear the young spoken at, or the

old spoken at, (for how hardly can they be

thus spoken /o? when they were addressed as

distinct classes, almost as if in opposite array.

We ought not usually to feel so. What brings

a large body of our young people to Yearly

Meeting so constantly, so orderly, so intently?

They are pressing in spirit toward the Head

of the Church, sharing a spiritual interest with

those in front. To Him the gathering of the

people is, and we will acknowledge in each

other the credit of it. And there is need of

patience as regards occasional vocal appear-

ances in one part of the room as in the other.

But this is not a strain upon the unity of the

spirit in the bond of peace. The heart of the

fathers is turned to the children, and the heart

of the children to their fathers. Never, in an

observation of thirty-five years has the unity

seemed greater than it does now.

But lest these suggestions to put one's self

in another's place, in order to judge righteous

judgment from within him and as feeling how
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he feels,—should be applied to one set of seats

rather than another: let us reflect that every

seat in the room is used as a judgment seat,

and it is as blessed a thing for the young to

enter into feeling with the old as for the old

to feel with the young. So shall they see eye

to eye, through feeling oj: heart with heart in

a time when God is upbuilding Zion.

One Spirit must be our reliance to make the

Men's and Women's meeting interesting. The

Spirit of Christ can bless a little business, or

blast a large outfit of it unauthorized by Him

If we are going up to a Yearly Meeting as par

asites on an assembly, and not depending

singly on the one Fountain of life, we may go

away disappointed. But as it is to Christ and

not to the meeting that the meeting is gath

ered, each attender for himself, none will be

disappointed in Him, life will arise, the crown

and diadem of all rightly gathered assemblies

will be witnessed, the business will seem cov-

ered with a holy savor of interest, and the re

sponse of the heart will be: How excellent

is thy name into which we are gathered!—

a

strong tower into which the faithful flee, and

are safe, and are built up in the word of thy

grace!

In order for the blessing, men and women,

young men and maidens, cannot begin too soon

in preparing the way of the Lord, and making

his paths straight in their hearts, for an an

nual assembly raised above complaint in the

life of that Presence which is to be waited on

and practised beforehand in our private life.

In proportion as these bring grace to their

meeting, weekly or Yearly, will they and the

church carry more away. Their aspiration

for Zion will now be, "For my brethren and

companions' sakes, and because of the house

of the Lord our God, I will seek thy good."

"For their sakes I sanctify myself."

"Saying" and "Praying."—D. W. Moody
once related this pretty incident concerning
his own little son: "My wife came down one
evening and said she had had some trouble

with one of the children. He was not willing

to obey, and he had gone oft" to bed without
asking her forgiveness. I went up and sat
down by the side of the little child, and said:

'Did you pray to-night?' 'I said my prayers.'

'Did you pray?' 'I said my prayers.' 'Did
you pray?' 'Well, papa, I told you that I said

my prayers.' 'Y'es I heard you; but did you
pray?'

"The little fellow was struck; he knew that
he hadn't prayed. How was he going to pray
when there was something wrong in his heart?
He could not do it.

" 'Well, now,' said I, 'are you going to go
off to sleep .without praying?' After a strug-
gle he said: 'I wish you would call mam-
ma.' She came up and was glad to forgive
him, and then he wanted to get out of bed and
pray. He had said 'his prayers,' but now he
wanted to ' pray. ' Lots of people say their

prayers, just as a salve to their conscience

and go out and do some mean, contemptible

thing after they have said their prayers.

"But they hadn't prayed, and that's the

difference."

—

United Presbyterian.

For "The Friend."

Charity.

The Apostle Paul says, "Though 1 speak
with the tongues of men and angels and have
not charity it profiteth me nothing, and
though I give my body to be burned and
though I have all power, even to remove
mountains, and have not charity, I am become
as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal."
Then he goes on to tell what charity is, "Char-
ity suffers long and is kind, charity vaunteth
not itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave
itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, rejoic-

eth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the Truth.

Charity beareth all things, hopeth all things,

endureth all things." The apostle further

says, "Whether there be tongues, they shall

cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall

vanish away. But Charity never faileth.

And now abideth faith, hope and charity; but
the greatest of these is charity." What
a beautiful illustration of the character of our
dear Saviour when He was in this lower world
and what a beautiful illustration of all lives

who are led by that love which has no bounds,

—even love unfeigned, which is charity.

When the soul is filled with this fervent love

and is governed thereby, that soul is then en-

abled to realize the mercy of God, and the

weakness of itself and is also enabled to look

upon its brothers and sisters as having a part
in best things, whether they are weak or
strong, encouraging the weak to more faith-

fulness in these things, and the strong to be
steadfast and immovable. Yes, this charity
would encourage the little good in any and is

not puffed up. There would not be a feeling
in the heart that "I ara more favored or more
faithful than others," (as I fear there is with
some), but a feeling and craving even in the
language of the Psalmist, "Search me. Oh God,
and know my heart; try me and know my
thoughts and see if there be any wicked way
in me and lead me in the way everlasting."

The humble child of God is one of those who
(not as the Scribes and Pharisees thought
themselves better than those around them)
are, as ability is afforded, seeking in self

abasedness to dwell low, even at the Master's
feet not taking any of the praise or glory to

themselves, but feeling that it is only of mer-
cy that they are so favored. Surely we have
nothing to boast of, and if God has favored us
to see farther than some, it may be, let us
remember that of such more is required.
We may be very strict in the outward ob-

servance of all our forms and outward testi-

monies, and yet lack the one thing needful.
If we do not have fervent charity one for an-
other and, as it were, be clothed with that
meek and quiet spirit, even the Spirit of
Christ the Head, we fail. If this was our in-

dividual experience we would be brought more
and more to see our own condition as it is in

the Divine eye-sight; contending for the light
which has enlightened our dark hearts, even
that light which enlighteneth every man that
Cometh into the world. Let us obey the light
while we have it. It was this light which

George Fox contended for. If this !i \ ,

obeyed in our hearts we will be willing
^j

hort one another, pray for each othe
ati

prefer others to ourselves, not so muc
tending or saying, —"What shall th;

do?" or what that one should do,— but

"Oh, Father, what wilt thou have me ti

The religion of our Lord Jesus Christ

out all contention and strife,

—

all that i

exalted nature, all back-biting, all je;

and in their stead fills the soul with unh-

love to God, and unfeigned love to ;

brethren and sisters. While we are a

to adhere to the outward forms. Oh,

let us lose sight of the inward and t

things!

I have often been grieved in realizing

dency in some to judge from outward ;i

ance, which is not righteous judgmei

God judges from the heart. If we
merely from outward appearance, it i

the natural man judging. The Scriptuii

"Be not forgetful to entertain strange:

thereby we may entertain angels unaw:

also, "man judges from outward, butGoi o

the heart."

Let us examine our own hearts, and ic

ourselves workmen approved of God, p
•

shoulder to shoulder, endeavoring to ni::

the unity of the spirit which is the 1

peace. If there is a contentious spirit

or a spirit to discourage or underestira;

good in others, or to talk about any t

hurt or disadvantage, it shows we are y

nal. For "the fruit of the Spirit i.<

gentleness, meekness, kindness, charity

William T ,

Third Month 30, 1902.

The Art of Talking.— If we notice (selj

we shall find that the people who are m( «
teemed in social life are those who undei ail

not only how to talk themselves butlvti

make others talk. This is a very vaibii

gift. To be able so to direct conversatia

to draw out the opinions and quicke tbi

thoughts of those with whom you talk chii

is an accomplishment indeed. It makesacl

a contributor to the enjoyment of all, dil

leaves with each a pleasant sense of hiiij

said something which others were glad to 'ar,

There is a good deal of this sort of cocsa-

tional missionary work waiting to bedonnnil

the time which we spend in chattering out

the weather might be very profitably detei

to it. It should be borne in mind that eK

is scarcely any one of average intelligencviif

cannot, if he is drawn out, talk interest glj

and instructively about at least one thins tb«

thing with which he is nractically niostfnil'

iar, or which is connected with his re lai

labor. Whoever talks much thus with spial

ists upon their chosen department of lat' w

thought, will get together a fund of valbk

information not to be learned from boo.-

Boston Journal.

Promotion.—All men are liable to soi il-

lusory dreams of self promotion. But weW
lived long enough to prove that the solit'CJ

of an almost unseen growth is best. And erf

is a wide difference between dignity pu od,

and dignity attained. D. •

Leeds, Eng.
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For "The Friend.'

I

Reminiscences.

! (Continued from page 2S5 )

["hi following interesting remarks on the

)
^stained by our Society in the death of

j.jlvans, were addressed by Joseph Scat-

Jd to his sister E. S. Frye:

—

' Philadelphia, Sixth Month 2, 1861.

'liji hast doubtless heard of Cousin Wm.
d decease. Although the event has been

ejed for some tiine, the actual departure

0; so valiant for the Truth, and whose
(lUife had been marked with such faithful

i(Jtion to his Master's cause, cannot but

j(:e sad feelings. We may truly say, "A
KJand a great man has fallen in Israel."

1
jmoval of the fathers and mothers in the

1 increases the weight and responsibility

t se who survive. Some of these, who
le importance of maintaining the doc-

and testimonies which obedience to the

t led our forefathers into, feel the weight
rden to be very great, and at times are

ijto cry out in dismay, " who is sufficJent"

3 work that will be necessary to rebuild

Us and restore the waste places? How
Id rejoice the hearts of many, if those

ave been conniving at the innovations

he principles and practices of the So-

and giving their strength to those who
modify and change the beautiful sbruct-

r forefathers were instrumental in rais-

would only rally to first principles, and

ror to check the inroads of the flood of

istency which is sweeping over our So-

j
Many of those who are withholding

lisapprobation of the innovations alluded

have charity to believe are not desirous

change either in the principles or the

ces which the Truth led into, but do not

heir testimony against the new things,

I
from a want of not perceiving the in-

'ile tendency of them or from an amiable
to avoid appearing to diflfcr from their

s. How will such, especially if they are
i watchmen and watchwomen, answer if

iir unfaithfulness any should be beguiled

! wiles of our unwearied adversary?

I following is contributed by our friend J.

Iraong those who frequented my father's

in my boyhood was Robert Scotton, with
my father had been associated for per-

six years, at Tunesassa, New York, and
3e intimacy was formed, for they were
I as brothers, and as evidence of love for

t, father gave me the name of Scotton
middle name, and Robert took much in-

in me, as well as in others of our fam-

)ert was a deep, experienced minister; a
ner of spirits. He had considerable ser-

in visitmg families, as well as in meet-
The openings he had, particularly on

?es of the Old Testament, were very in-

;ive.

frequently came to the city and made
ime at my father's and the latter part of
'e would spend a good deal of his time

First-day before his death he delivered
arkable testimony at Frankford. Anna
an elder of that meeting speaking of it,

ihe followed him all through, saying to

herself, surely this is Robert's last communica-
tion; feeling he was eminently favored.

He had a poor night after that day, but

was about house next day; but soon after was
taken down.

His last illness was short in one sense, al-

though for a considerable time he had felt un-
well. He had, however, been at Yearly Meet-
ing a few weeks previous.

The last night he was on earth he had great
sufferings, and was heard to pray that if con-

sistent with the Divine will, the work might
be cut short in righteousness; and he was
taken from works to rewards in the early

morning of the Fifth Month 20th, 1860.
When about sixteen years of age, when my

father was absent in the service of Truth, my
mother had me to drive her to the funeral of

(Jeorge Martin, an elder of Gwynedd Monthly
Meeting who had been at our house to make
his home Yearly Meeting time. After the

burial at Plymouth the funeral company went
into the meeting house, and filled it pretty

full, so that some of the women sat on the

men's side. Ezra Comfort preached, begin-

ning with, "Be still, and know that I am
Cod;" following with the words of our Sav-
iour, "This is Life eternal, that they might
know Thee the only true God and Jesus Christ

whom Thou hast sent."

These words of our Saviour were, I think,

the most impressive that ever fell on my ear,

and the meeting was baptized and melted into

tears.

Robert Scotton followed Ezra, on the im-

portance of being concerned that, when thus

tendered we should not let it be as the morn-
ing dew which passeth away.
The picture of this meeting baptized into

tears, and the impression made on my mind,

have been with me at times ever since

Perhaps twenty-five years after, I was again

at that meeting, when a daughter of Ezra

Comfort commenced with the words "This is

Life eternal, etc.," which was very affecting

and convincing to me, for it seemed as if I

had indeed gone back, or was taken back to

Bethel.

Roll the Stone You Cannot Drag.—I saw
some men building a stone wall the other day,

and they were putting into it some enormous
stones that they wanted to get out of the

driveway to the house. Some of them were

so large that a pair of strong horses were
unable to drag them. When they found that

this was the case, the man in charge, without

being in the least sense defeated, hitched the

chain around the rock in such a way that, in-

stead of dragging it. it would roll it over.

While the horses were not strong enough to

drag the stone, they could roll it over very

easily; and so they rolled it over and over

again until they got it into its place.

There is a good lesson in that. Some peo-

ple do all the work of life in the hardest way.

If they can't drag their stones of difficulty,

then they leave them and give them up as de-

feated. But that is not wise, for among our

daily trials and burdens of life, as well as

among the rocks on the New England side

hills, there is many a stone too big to drag
that can be rolled into a place of service.

—

a E. World.

Robert Sandliam.

Robet Sandham, a faithful elder, was born at

Woodcutt in Sussex, in the year 1G20. Being
of a pious disposition, he joined in Society

with the strictest Baptists, who at that time
were a tender and persecuted people, amongst
whom he underwent mockings and stonings in

the streets. He was very zealous in his pro-

fession, traveling on toot with the ministers;

but in process of time, finding that whilst this

people adhered to forms they had too much lost

the power of religion which he first felt amongst
them his anxious soul panted after a fur-

ther manifestation of Truth and a closer com-
munion with his Maker. He came to Ireland

a lieutenant of a regiment of foot, and ar-

rived at Youghalin in the year lGr)2; where
he married a woman who afterwards became a

faithful Friend. He was convinced of the

Truth by the ministry of Elizabeth Fletcher,

who preached in the streets of that town in

165.5, and a few years afterwards he was im-

prisoned in Cork for refusing to swear as a

juror, and fined £J^, for which they took from
him a horse worth more than double the

amount. In 1662 he was introduced into

much serious thoughtfulness whether Cork or

Youghal should be the place of his residence.

The former presented a prospect of the great-

est advantage as regarded the acquisition of

riches, but Youghal appeared to be the place

where he would be most useful as a Christian.

The meeting there had become reduced in num-
bers and strength, whereas that at Cork was
larger and embraced many substantial mem-
bers. Under these considerations he gave up
in faith to settle at Youghal, trusting to Di-

vine Providence for a blessing on his efforts to

provide a subsistence for his family. The
meeting was held at his house, but persecu-

tion soon assailed the little company, a senti-

nel was placed at the door to keep them from

assembling for the reasonable service of Di-

vine worship, and he with his family was
commanded by the governor to leave the town.

Being a freeman he asserted his right and re-

fused to obey the unjust command. The gov-

ernor, however, forcibly sent him away with a

guard of soldiers on foot, to Charleville,

twenty-four miles distant, not permitting him

to ride his own horse, though his bodily infir-

mities required it. He was brought before

Roger Boyle, Lord President of Munster. who
when he read the accusation and found that it

charged him with nothing but what related to

Ills religious duty, immediately set him at lib-

erty, and he returned to Youghal, undergoing

with patience and courage the reproaches and

sufferings which attended him in the conscien-

tious observance of the Law of his God. He
was an example of uprightness in his dealings,

of a benevolent spirit, ready to do good to all,

especially to those of the household of faith

—zealous and firm in his testimony for Truth

against apostates, backsliders and false breth-

ren, and particularly against the blasphemous

opinions of Muggleton which deluded some to

their utter loss as to their place in the Truth.

He was a sharp reprover of disorderly and un-

faithful walkers but a help and strength to

his brethren and the newly convinced, by ad-

ministering counsel suited to their conditions.

He died in 167.5, in the fifty-fifth year of his age

being sensible of his approaching end or close

and favored with a resigned frame of mind.
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Friends in Tortola.

BY GEORGE VAUX.

(Concluded from page 299.)

The Epistle from Friends in Tortola to Lon-
don Friends is as follows :

—

To Our Friends and Brethren of the Yearly

Meeting in London.

Dear & Well Beloved Friends:—
In the Love & fellowship of our Lord & Sav-

iour Jesus Christ we tenderly Salute you; and
Joyfully Embrace this Opportunity to Inform

you that we have Received your kind and
Brotherly Epistle signed by the Meeting for

Sufferings in London the 17th of the 5th

Month, 1741, which has been read in this

Meeting to the universal Satisfaction of all

Present; and we hope the same Hand and Arm
that Raised us up to be a People in this Re-

mote Part of the World, will still Enlighten

our understanding more and more by His holy

Spirit, to the enabling of us, in the discharge

of our Duty to him, and One to another; as

we are diligently Concerned to wait upon him
in the Silence of all Flesh; and We can say

by blessed Experience that he hath been found
of us, and has broke in upon our hearts, to

our great Comfort, and Edification, and to the

glory of his great name ; and as a mark
of his great Love to us sent amongst us

our dear friend Thomas Chalkley from Phila-

delphia, who arrived here the 12th of the 8th
month Last, to our great joy and comfort; and
he Laboured Faithfully amongst us having
Meetings almost every Day, and We believe

his Labour of Love was Instrumental in bring-

ing many to the true Shepherd and BishoD of
their Souls and at Divers times Expressed his

great Satisfaction in this his Visit: But as
the Lives of all Men are in the Hand of the
Lord, and He knows best what is best for us.

He was pleased to take this our Dear Friend
to himself the Third Day of the Ninth Month
last, after about six Days' illness, and Interred
the same Evening in a Decent Manner in a
Plat of (Jround given by John Pickering for a
Burying Place, and upon which he is now
building a Meeting House for the Use of
Friends; as is Townsend Bishop another in the
Division called the Road: This being the
third Monthly Meeting that has been held here
for Discipline.

And We have near One hundred Friends that
attend the Meetings for Worship, at these
Meetings besides several that frequently comes
in; Our Monthly Meeting is divided into three
particular Meetings, One at Fathog Bay, One
at the Road, and One at a Small Island called

Joes Vandike; We also may Inform you that
within this Monthly Meeting there is three
Men and four Women have had their Mouths
opened in the Work of the Ministry and great
Convincement appears. Our greatest finemys
becomes more Loving and Moderate as they
See Friends Innocent Behaviour, and also their

Life and Conversation agreeing with their Doc-
trine.

We think it will be agreeable to you, and
therefore send you the Minutes our dear Friend
Thomas Chalkley kept whilst with us, which
Seems to have been to his great Satisfaction.

He also brought us an Epistle from the
Meeting at Philadelphia with an Account of
friends' Discipline as Practised amongst them,

for all which Favours that the Lord our God
is pleased to vouchsafe unto us both Immedi-
ately and Instrumentally we are humbly thank-
ful and give him the Glory who is Eternally
worthy both now and forever. Amen.

Signed in and on behalf of our Monthly
Meeting held at Fathog Bay in Tortola this

27th of the 10th Month, 1741,

By John Pickering

and many more.
Thomas Chalkley's account of his visit to

Tortola mentioned in the Epistle has been
mostly printed in his Journal published in Phil-

adelphia in 1749 but the closing portion was
omitted. The whole was found by John Pick-
ering after Thomas Chalkley's death in his

coat pocket. The omitted part is here given:
" After this Meeting [a large and favored

one] we went by Water from the Road, an
Harbour so called, to Fathog Bay where the
Governour lives. There were three Cobles
[boats used in herring fishery] in Company, in

this Meeting. Dorcas the Wife of the Gov-
ernour spoke to the People, they behaved so-

berly and gave good attention to what she
said. So we came home to Friend Pickerings,
I call it home because I was like to make it my
home chiefly for this Winter where I meet with
an hearty welcome, as I did also at divers
other places; having a little overrun the Time,
I must go Back to the Seventh Night at
friend Bishop's. There were divers friends
from another Island, in so much that some
were obliged to Lay on Forms and some on
Chests, as for my Part I chose an Hammock
as I mostly did and do in the Caribbees; here
with this People in the evening I had a most
comfortable, tender, broken meeting. We
offer'd up an Evening Sacrifice of high and
holy Praises and Thanksgiving To the Name
of the Living Eternal God and his Dear Son
our holy Lord Jesus Christ, Through the In-

fluence of the holy Spirit One ever living ever-
lasting (Jod over all blessed for ever These
two weeks time I spent in this Island of Tor-
tola to my great Satisfaction."

As has been seen in the intimations in the
letter to David Barclay from Governor Picker-
ing, the adoption of Friend's Principles in-

volved him at once in difficulty as respects his
official position. The General Governor of the
lesser West India islands whose apnointee as
Governor of Tortola John Pickering was, re-

spected his religious principles and continued
him in office for a time, but it is manifest that
the authorities could not long be satisfied and
that sooner or later he must be removed. In

the summer of 1742 his resignation was asked
for and a new Governor commissioned.

In taking this step the General Governor
acted with singular appreciation for John
Pickering's character and consideration for his

feelings, as will well be seen from the follow-
ing letter:

"William Mathews Governor of
Antiqua and General Governor of
Tortola and lesser islands

to

the Honorable John Pickering Esq.

"Antiqua, 7th of June, 1742.

".S'iV

"The Repeated Accounts we have of the dan-
ger Tortola may suddenly be in, of an attempt
from the Spaniards, makes me very Uneasy: I

know your Personal Worth and long hav. 3,1

you in great Esteem. Tho' I do not like
uj,

Religion, as well as I do ray Own, Still I y

'

the same Regard for You as heretofore;
lot

as I know, the dictates of it Render y'oi j.

capable of Engaging an Enemy, Or using y I

ofl'ensive Weapons, I should be without j.

cuse to his Majesty, if I should let his Sub'^
in Tortola Sutter from your tender Regar'to
the Principles of your Religion. 1^*
are my Only Motives, I have Seen Nothing j.

ing your Government that deserves Reprcli
and should be glad this Letter may be Sec'ii,

the whole Island as my Testimony of it. '

"But I think for my Own Justification ot:

the Safety of the Inhabitants, which can ilj

depend on a vigorous Defence, And toie-

move all Conscientious Scruples from you, jj

had better resign that Military Trust, a; ve

now are in Actual War and Danger, andor
that reason only, Mr. Hunt being recommeed
to me, as a Gentleman of Worth and Re a.

tion, and Acceptable to your Self and th n.

habitants, I have Granted to him a Conig.'

sion,to Succeed you in this Troublesome lit,

as well as of no Salary or Advantage. ] I
main with all Regard always,

" Sr Your most affectionate Humble S -t

William Mathew
" To the Hon'ble John Pickering Esq'r

Signs of God in the Flowers.

A pleasant writer tells of a Texas gele-

man who became convinced of the exist m
of God in the following manner: One dahe

was walking in the woods, reading theit-

ings of Plato. He came to the place W'K'

that great writer uses the phrase, "God «
metrizes." He thought to himself, '

, \

could only see plan and order ii> God's wcr.l
could be a believer." Just then he s; 1

little "Texas star" at his feet. He pick it

up, and thoughtlessly began to count its jfr

als, finding that there were five.

Counting the stamens and the divisioijat

the base' of the flower, he found five of ch

respectively. He then set about multiphg

these three fives to see how many chaes

there were of a flower being brought intcx-

istence without the aid of mind, and havirin

it these three fives; the chances again.' it

were one hundred and twenty-five to one. ie

thought that was very strange. He examed

another flower, and found it to be the sre.

He multiplied one hundred and twenty-fivoy

itself to see how many chances there ire

against there being two flowers each ha ig

these exact relations of numbers; he fcid

that the chances against it were thirjn

thousand six hundred and twenty-five to e.

But all around him were multitudes of tse

little flowers. They had been growing id

blooming there for years. He thought is

showed the order of intelligence, and thatie

mind that ordained it was God. And sue

shut up his book, picked up the little flor,

kissed it and exclaimed: "Bloom on, He

flower ! Sing on, little birds ! You have a )d

and I have a God. The God that made t se

little flowers mad e me."

If we are little in our own eyes we siB

know Divine strength in our weakness; at

when any apprehension of our strength id

wisdom Dossesses the mind, weakness and ss

in every respect ensue.—5. Fothcrgill.
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OLD YEAR MEMORIES.
SUSAN E. GAMMONS.

forget the things that vexed and tried us,

B worrying things that caused our souls to fret;

j.pes that, cherished long, were still denied us,

j

Let us forget.

I

forget the little slights that pained us,

1

greater wrongs that rankle sometimes yet

;

ide with which some lofty one disdains us.

Let us forget.

|, forget our brother's fault and failing,

(yielding to temptation that beset,

le perchance, though grief be unavailing.

Cannot forget.

[essings manifold, past all deserving,

d words and helpful deeds, a countless throng,

lult o'ercome, the rectitude unswerving.

Let us remember long.

icrifice of love, the generous giving,

an friends were few, the hand-clasp warm
and strong,

•agrance of each life of holy living.

Let us remember long.

jver things were good and true and gracious,

ate'er of right has triumphed over wrong,
love of Goil or man has rendered precious,

Let us remember long.

ndering well the lessons it has taught us,

tenderly may bid the year " Good-bye,"

ig in memory the good it brought us.

Letting the evil die.

Bible Prophecies Confirmed.

iConlinued from page 2S3.1

neveh is chiefly known to Bible readers

[gb the book of .Jonah. The tomb of this

let is supposed by some to have been on

lanks of the River Tigris near the modern
)f Mosu, and a Mosque has been built on

eputed site by the native Mohammedans.
I) is nothing known, however, to confirm

raditions of .Jonah being buried at this

, but it is an interesting fact that Austen
rd on excavating beneath the great

;d on which this Mosque is erected found
•alls of an ancient chamber on which were
ibed the name, titles, and genealogy of

Essarhaddon, mentioned in 2nd Kings
37 as succeeding Sennacherib the King of

ria, who "dwelt at Nineveh." This

id is now well proved to be within a dis-

that included the suburbs of the re-

ed City of Nineveh.

e prophecies concerning Nineveh are

. fewer than those relating to Babylon,

Zephaniah and Nahum speak in strong

lage of her doom. They are recited be-

phaniah Chapter 2nd.

.3. And he will stretch out his hand
1st the north, and destroy Assyria; and
nake Nineveh a desolation, and dry like

derness.

. And flocks shall lie down in the midst

r, all the beasts of the nation: both the

orant and bittern shall lodge in the upper
Is of it; their voice shall sing in the win-

; desolation shall he in the thresholds:

e shall uncover the cedar-work.

. This is the rejoicing city that dwelt
esaly, that said in her heart, I am, and
is none beside me: how is she become a

ation, a place for beasts to lie down in!

every one that passeth by her shall hiss, and
wag his hand."

Nahum. Chapter Ist.

"1. The burden of Nineveh. The book of

the vision of Nahum the Elkoshite.

2. God is jealous, and the Lord revengeth;
the Lord revengeth, and is furious; the Lord
will take vengeance on his adversaries, and he
reserveth wrath for his enemies."

"8. But with an over-running flood he will

make an utter end of the place thereof, and
darkness shall pursue his enemies."

"14. And the Lord hath given a command-
ment concerning thee, that no more of thy

name be sown: out of the house of thy gods
will I cut off the graven image and the molten
image: I will make thy grave; for thou art

vile."

Chapter 2nd.
"6. The gates of the rivers shall be opened,

and the palace shall be dissolved."
"8. But Nineveh is of old like a pool of

water; yet they shall flee away. Stand,

stand, shall they cry; but none shall look

back."
"13. Behold, 1 am against thee, saith the

Lord of hosts, and I will burn her chariots in

the smoke and the sword shall devour thy

young lions: and I will cut off thy prey from
the earth, and the voice of thy messengers
shall no more be heard."

Nahum Chapter 3rd.
"1. Wo to the bloody city! It is all full of

lies and robbery; the prey departeth not:"
"5. Behold I am against thee, saith the

Lord of hosts; and I will discover thy skirts

upon thy face, and I will show the nations thy

nakedness, and the kingdoms thy shame.

6. And I will cast abominable filth upon
thee, and make thee vile, and will set thee as

a gazing-stock.

7. And it shall come to pass, that all they

that look upon thee shall flee from thee, and

say A'ineveh is laid waste: who will bemoan
her? whence shall I seek comforters for

thee?"

The final destruction of Nineveh is involved

in some obscurity; but the fact that its very

site was unknown in Xenophon's time, (about

400 B. C.) is proved by the statement in his

Anabasis, that in passing close to what is now
known to be the site of Nineveh he was shown
a mass of ruins which went by the name of

Larissa. McCurdy Vol. 2, book 8, chap. 10

gives a synopsis of the history of the decline

of the Assyrian Empire of which Nineveh was
the capital, and the attack upon the City by

the Modes under Cyaxares combined with the

Babylonian forces led by Nabopalassar. He
assigns the year of the siege and fall of the

City to 607 B. G. He says, "the destruction

of the City was summary and complete. The
world has not seen its like before or since.

The concentrated hatred of the long harassed

nations at last found expression. Though
Medes and Chaldeans took the lead there were

found in the ranks of the besiegers warriors

from far and near to whom the task of ven-

geance was Militia Sacra. That process of

devastation undergone by hundreds of cities

at the hands of the remorseless Ninevite was
now re-enacted upon the oppressor with for-

mal exactness. After the sword and fire had

done their work the City was buried under de-

bris and earth, so that its memory might van-
ish from among men. The obliteration was
complete. All the ancient fortresses that en-
circled the central City from Khorsabad to
Nimrud were reduced to a uniformity of deso-
lation, so that the Mound of Nineveh proper
could not be distinguished from the other ruins
by later generations."

Austin H. Layard, whose discoveries among
the ruins of Nineveh resulted in bringing to

light such wonderful monuments of this an-
cient and renowned City, thus writes of his

first visit to it.

"We entered Mosul on the 10th of April,

1840. During a short stay in this town, we
visited the great ruins on the east bank of the

river which have been generally believed to be
the remains of Nineveh.* We rode also into

the desert, and explored the mound of Kalah
Hherghat, a vast ruin on the Tigris, about
fifty miles below its junction with the Zab.

As we journeyed thither, we rested for the

night at the small Arab village of Hammum
Ali, around which are still the vestiges of an
ancient city. From the summit of an artificial

eminence we looked down upon a broad plain,

separated from us by the river. A line of

lofty mounds bounded it to the east and one of

a pvramidical form rose high above the rest.

Beyond it could be faintly traced the wa-
ters of the Zab. Its position rendered its

identification easy. This was the pryamid
which Xenuphon had described, and near
which the ten thousand had encamped; the

ruins around it were those which the Greek
general saw twenty-two centuries before and
which were even then the remains of an an-
cient city. Although Xenophon had con-

founded a name, spoken by a strange race,

with one familiar to the Greek ear, and had
called the place Larissa, tradition still points

to the origin of the city, and, by attributing

its foundation to Nimrod, whose name the

ruins now bear, connect it with one of the

first settlements of the human race.f

"Were the traveler to cro.ss the Euphrates

to seek for such ruins in Mesopotamia and
Chaldea as he had left behind him in Asia

Minor or Syria, his search would be vain. The
graceful column rising above the thick foliage

of the myrtle, ilex, and oleander; the gradines

of the amphitheater covering a gentle sloj)e,

and overlooking the dark blue waters of a

lake-like bay; the richly carved cornice or

capital half hidden by luxuriant herbage,

—

are replaced by the stern, shapeless mound
rising like a hill from the scorched plain, the

fragments of pottery, and the stupendous

mass of brick-w^ork occasionally laid bare by

the winter rains. He has left the land where
nature is still lovely, where, in his mind's

eye, he can rebuild the temple or the theater,

half doubting whether they would have made
a more grateful impression upon the senses

than the ruins before him. He is now at a loss

to give any form to the rude heaps upon

which he is gazing. Those of whose works

they are the remains, unlike the Roman and

the Greek, have left no visible traces of their

*These ruins include the mounds of Kouyunjik

and Xebbi Yunus.

tHe (Nimrod) went out into Assyria and builded

Nineveh, the City Rehoboth and Calah, and Resen,

between Nineveh and Calah ; the same is a great

city " (Gen. x : 11, 12).
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civilization, or of their arts; their influence

has long since passed away. The more he con-

jectures, the more vague the results appear.

The scene around is worthy of the ruin he is

contemplating; desolation meets desolation:

a feeling of awe succeeds to wonder; for there

is nothing to relieve the mind, to lead to hope,

or to tell of what has gone by. These huge

mounds of Assyria made a deeper impression

upon me, gave rise to more serious thoughts,

and more earnest reflection than the temple of

Balbec and the theatres of Ionia.

The Practicability of It.

Several articles have appeared in The Friend

from time to time in regard to teaching Farm-

ing in our boarding schools, and upon more

than one occasion the subject has had favor-

able mention in our Yearly Meeting. Taking

the educational world at large, in this country

and abroad, it is doubtful whether any single

movement is now claiming more interest and

more care than the movement to make agri-

culture an integral cart of school work. It

has been included in the public system of edu-

cation in Canada, and two or three of the

latest and best schools for high class pupils in

England, Germany and France are emphasizing

this feature. In these schools, of course,

much incidental advantage comes from the

healthfulness of the labor to high-born and

luxuriously trained children, but the instruc-

tion is none the less systematic and the out-

come is sure to stimulate intelligence in farm-

ing.

President Eliot of Harvard has more than

once pointed out that the lower grades of ed-

ucation are nurtured by the higher. In the

subject of agriculture this is strikingly true.

The agricultural college has had about twenty-

five years of active life. It has been in exist-

ence in places much longer, but as an institu-

tion of the United States its power has

hardly been felt much longer than twenty-five

years. Now, in every direction the agricul-

tural college is conducting a crusade upon the

elementary schools. Nature leaflets are cir-

culated at every hand and in some sections

thousands of children are banded together un-

der the leadership of agricultural experts to

study Nature, and so eventually to love the

things of farm life. The question then, "Is

it practicable to teach agriculture in our

schools?" is on everybody's lips.

The curriculum of most schools is now
overloaded, the poor child is already burdened

and teachers are obliged to neglect the ele-

ments of an English education on account of

this crowding. This is the immediate response

to the plea for a place in the school system
for agricultural instruction. It is further

claimed that expensive equipments will be re-

quired, and these and the additional teachers

will further burden an overdrawn treasury.

New subjects in school have invariably meant
this. In some cases they have been intro-

duced at moderate cost as experiments, but

have directly become expensive necessities.

The natural sciences, physical training and
shopwork are all witnesses of this tendency to

expansion, and practical men are quite ready

to call a halt. The subject has been referred

(with all these difliculties and more) to an
agricultural expert, and his suggestion must

be our answer to the question, "Is it practic-

able?" In the case of day-schools located in

cities, the plea for the subject of agriculture,

so says our expert, does seem chimerical.

Even day schools in the country have limita-

tions that will doubtless make it difficult to

add so simple a text to the curriculum as the

little book by Prof. James so largely taught

in the elementary schools of Canada. School

gardens, however, are not unknown, even in

cities, and their effect is very striking. The
case with the boarding school, however, that

has a good farm as part of its equipment, is

totally different. Here, our expert continues,

the opportunity for this instruction is alluring

and the means seem to be of a character to

meet all objections of overcrowding and ex-

pense. Specifically the plan might be somewhat
as follows: Put the farm into the hands of a

graduate farmer. Select a man who has had

a practical farmer's environment and has su-

peradded the special training. If possible let

this man be a born teacher as well. It is al-

ready demonstrated that such a man will in-

crease the profits of the farm. His trained busi-

ness character is part of his outfit as a special-

ist, and this counts in dollars and cents, whether
you run an iron mill, a cotton factory or a

four hundred acre farm. Gradually as such

a man gets his farm well in hand, let him offer

an elective course of afternoon or evening

lectures in the school. There may be few
volunteers at first. Suppose there are five.

Naturally they will be attracted to their sub-

ject and to their teacher and it will be an easy

step to retain them on the farm during the

summer as apprentice hands under instruc-

tion. Their labor will gradually count for

more and more, and at the end of a decade
the farm will be largely manned by apprenti-

ces who appreciate that their work is of the

truly laboratory style and that the profits of

their labor are no more than a fair return for

the instruction. The instruction the mean-
while gets more and more methodical, and at

the right time is properly acknowledged in the

school diploma.

So much for the dream of an enthusiast, if

you please to call it so. Is it anything more
than the dream of an enthusiast? The Thomp-
son Island Farm School located in Boston Har-
bor entered upon this plan of management
more than a year ago. It has been, ostensi-

bly, a "farm school" for many years, but boys

tilled the earth and gathered the crops in the

good old style under the leadership of a very

worthy farmer of the old type. Graduates of

the "Farm School" under such conditions did

not "take to the soil," and a certain inappro-

priateness was felt in the very name of the

institution. Under the new leadership there

is every promise of a change. One point at

least is demonstrated,— the boys have become
enthusiastic for farming, and their monthly
paper the "Thompson Island Beacon," reflects

a spirit of great promise.

Farming evidently does not offer a field for

"fortune making," but it is fairly demonstra-

ted in many centres that it does offer a field

for happy and healthful and remunerative liv-

ing with conditions much more natural than

they can be in city life. Surely the Society

of Friends should stand for natural conditions

and for that form of education that leads to

it! Let no one be discouraged with the oft re-

reflection that it is impracticabk'oti

others are demonstrating that this fear i^^ii

founded. J. Henry Bartlei ji-

Tliomas Raylton.
(Concluded from page 302.)

My delight was much in reading somep
of the prophets, which prophesied of the .

ing of the just One and of the work of res(

tion that He would bring to pass, and alth'

I have said I delighted in those thinga

the crown of ray rejoicing was that I

counted worthy to know the blessed wori

gun. I not only read in private, but

family we used to read much by candle U|

my master and mistress allowing it, and--

in the practice thereof themselves, being
i

est Friends, who feared God, with all t

children, who were dutiful to their pare

and kept very much out of the evil comir

cation of the world, so that we were a con

one to another as we kept to that which

When I have been alone at my work
Lord very often comforted me with his

Spirit and gave me a sight that He would

me a dispensation of the gospel to preach;

for seven years the word of the Lord was o^

very powerful in my heart, not only to'ie

fitting of me to so great a work but groi)e

'

upon me to the affecting of my heart, r-

ing these years living breathings often in

through me to the Lord, that He would e-

serve me in his fear. After I had served it

the full time of my apprenticeship, I wen to

the place of my birth and there followecff

trade about a year. But it was not lone •

til the Lord brought that which I had see:

fore more near, viz: the work of the mini.

The nearer it came to me, I still saw the rre

need to be weighty and solid and much invd

in spirit, often filled with the word of lifeio

that I could scarcely hold my peace in thes-

semblies of the people of God; yet much i-

ward and still, often remembering thebvi-

ing of Solomon's temple, where there was it

the sound of a hammer or iron tool. In is

quietness in meetina: I was greatly refresid

and filled with inward joy to the Lord, it

could not yet utter by words what I felt. I',

indeed, as the ministry is a great work, it irie

me the more cautious how I entered intit,

remembering it was not approved that on-if

old laid hold of the ark unbidden when it ifl

shaken. By all these experiences and carei-

ness, in not offering until I was fully satisd

it was my incumbent duty. I found it safest

to appear in the ministry until I was fully >

isfied of the Lord's requiring therein, altho h

the Lord had been often with me from mii-

ing to meeting, and in his visitations, left 8

holy dew upon my spirit. Thus was I fi i

with the odor of his good ointment, vh

which I was anointed to preach the gospel; i

thus I was led into the ministry. UponT

about the 30th dav of the Tenth Month, 16'.

in a meeting at the house of -John Bowrcii n

Cotherstone, where I was, amonsst many me,

after a little time, my soul was divicy

touched with the power of God, and his wd

was again in ray heart, as a burning fire in y

bones. I could no longer contain; my ton e

being loosed, my mouth was open to speal'f

the Lord unto his people in that meeting. 1

cannot but observe one thing, and that v i.
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i)ly

silence which was in the fore part of

meeting, before my mouth was opened,

ugh there were several there that had

i';
testimonies, vet that power by which I

spened, bound them to silence, liut after

tt
spoken what I then delivered there stood

JFriend and was like one that had a seal

to the words I had suoken. As 1 grew

hitimonv a concern came into my mind to

Friends inC'umberland, where after some

I went, and was kindly received by them

Uas at most of their meetings, if not all.

j

T. Raylton.

[is our dear friend Thomas Raylton, after

ad traveled much in the service of the

, settled in London about the year 1705,

63 he was very serviceable and edifying in

inistry, sound in his doctrine, mighty in

loiy Scriptures, zealous for the truth, and

;hful reprover of any undue liberty in the

ssors of it. He was many years afflicted

infirmity of body; but being fervent in

i, was strengthened in the work of the

itry beyond expectation; so that he bore

stimony to the Truth at times in the meet-

of Friends, not only in London but in

countries of England. The year before

eath, in much bodily weakness, he took a

ley from London, and visited the breth-

f his native county, to their mutual com-

and returiied home well satisfied in his

ce there.

his last sickness in the Ninth Month,

he bore the extremity of his pain with

; patience and resignation; having some
before signified a sense of his approach-

ieparture by saying, "My day's work is

finished." ...
[few days before his death he told a friend

Ihe had settled his affairs, being satisfied

ihis departure was at hand; adding in a

bie humble manner, "Doubtless it will be

[rious exchange to me."
his wife he thus expressed himself: "My

i be easy; let me go, and rejoice when I

(one to so great salvation."

I departed this life in peace and full assur-

of future happiness the 6th day of the

1 Month 1723, in the fifty-third year of

ge.

Science and Industry. •

:fore the Siberian railroad can possibly be

in regular practical working order, it is

estimated, the total cost will be swelled

least $500,000,000—that is, nearly three

3 the amount provided for a decade ago.

\TE, or Paraguay tea, which is the favor-

jeverage among a population of some
ty millions, grows wild in the woods of

southern half of South America. For
' years its cultivation was a lost art. Al-

gh large plantations were planted by .les-

lissionaries more than a century ago, later

npts to raise the plant were fruitless, and
mtil recently have new plantations been
ilished in Paraguay. The secret of culti-

n, it is alleged, is that the seeds will not

linate until treated with a potassium salt.

:e Force of Vibration.—"What force

expected does the greatest damage to

ings?" a News representative asked a

known architect.

"It is difficult to tell. Hut I will venture

to say that you would never expect violin play-

ing to injure the walls of a building. Yet

that is certainly the case. There have been

instances when the walls of stone and brick

structures have been seriously impaired by the

vibrations from a violin. Of course these

cases are unusual, but the facts are estab-

lished. The vibrations of a violin are some-
thing terrible in their unseen, unbound force,

and when they come in contact with regularity

they bear their infiuence upon structures of

stone, brick or iron. Of course it takes con-

tinuous playing for many years too loosen ma-
sonry or to make iron brittle, but that result

is obtained. In the great Masonic Temple in

Chicago I have thought of what the result

might be if a man would stand on the first

floor, at the bottom of the nineteen-story light

well, and play there continuously. The result

could be more easily seen there than almost

any place else, because the vibration gathers

force as it sweeps upward. A man can feel

the vibrations of a violin on an ironclad

ocean vessel, and at the same time be unable

to hear the music. It is the regularity of the

vibration which means so much. Like the

constant dripping of water wearing away a

stone, the incessant vibration of the violin

makes its way to the walls, and attacks their

solidity."

"But why doesn't this vibration affect the

player?"

"Because a man is a flexible object. He
can give way to motion and resume his place

again. A frame building would not be dam-
aged by vibration, because the timbers are

flexible. But it is different with masonry.

"You may have noticed that a dog crossing

the room will shake the entire building, no

matter how small the dog. A dog can shake

a suspension bridge. There are some great

and valuable bridges which dogs are never al-

lowed to cross, except when carried. You .see,

in that case, it is the regularity of the vibra-

tion that is so powerful. The dog's move-
ment is a fixed and positive institution. The
first step on the bridge is not noticed so much,

but every step comes just alike, at the same
interval, and with the same firmness. The
force gathers momentum, and each step makes
the bridge sway more. But there is another

way that it may, perhaps, be illustrated bet-

ter. As you sit there raise one foot partially

on tip-toe. That's it. Now work your knee

up and down rapidly and regularly. See how
everything in the room rattles and the floor

shakes? That illustrates the dog step's power
better than anything else. You and I and all

our friends could not jump up and down in

his room and shake the floor as vou have just

shaken it while sitting down and using only

the force of one leg. It is the regularity of

the vibration which is powerful."

—

Indianap-

olis News.

How Birds Dress Wounds.— Many birds,

says the Youth's Chronicle, particularly those

that are prey for sportsmen, possess the fac-

ulty of skilfullv dressing wounds. Some will

even set bones, taking their own feathers to

form the proper bandages. A French natur-

alist writes that on a number of occasions he

has killed woodcocks that were, when shot, con-

valescing from wounds previously received.

In every instance he found the old injury

neatly dressed with down plucked from the

stem feathers and skilfully aranged over the

wound, evidently by the long beak of the bird.

In some instances a solid plaster was thus

formed, and in others bandages had been ap-

plied to wounds or broken limbs.

One day he killed a bird that evidently had
been severely wounded at some recent period.

The wound was covered and protected by a

sort of network of feathers, which had been
plucked by the bird from its own body and so

arranged as to form a plaster, completely cov-

ering and protecting the wounded surface. The
feathers were fairly netted together, passing

alternately under and above each other and
forming a textile fabric of great protective

power.

A Pillar of Fire.—An experiment with

electricity as offering means of establishing a
new system of warning signals for those who
go down to the sea in shijis is to be tried at

the Diamond Shoals ijightship Station, off the

coast of North Carolina. Lightshi]) No. 71,

at that station, has been furnished with an
electric search light of immense power, which
is to be used to throw a column of pure white
light straight up in the air. This luminous col-

umn, thirteen inches across, will be visible, it

is believed, at a distance of thirty-five miles,

twice the range visibility of the existing Dia-

mond Shoal Light. Reflected from the clouds

in thick weather, the new light will cause a
glow in the sky which can be seen fully as far

or, under some conditions, even farther than

the direct light of the pillar of fire. As a
new form of marine beacon, this new adapta-
tion of electricity certainly promises w'ell, and
it seems reasonable to hope for important re-

sults from its use. If the experiment proves

successful and the new light is found to pro-

mote the safety of passing ships, it will un-

doubtedly be adopted at other danger points

on the coast of our continent. To warn sail-

ors of a dangerous landfall is one of the prob-

lems that have long engaged the anxious at-

tention of our (Government, our navy, and our

merchant marine. It will be a cause of thank-

fulness if a new means to this end has been

found in the Diamond Shoals luminous signal.

Manual training is one of the few good
things that are good for everybody. It is good
for the rich boy, to teach him respect for the

dignity of beautiful work. It is good for the

poor boy, to increase his faculty for handling

tools, if tools prove to be the thing he must
handle for a living afterwards. It is good for

the bookish boy, to draw him away from his

books. But, most of all, it is good for the

non-bookish boy, in showing him that there is

something he can do well. The boy utterly

unable, even if he were studious, to keep up in

book-knowledge and percentage with the

brighter boy, becomes discouraged, dull and

moody. Let him go to the work-room for an

hour and find that he can make a box or plane

a rough piece of board as well as the brighter

scholar, nay, very likely better than his brisrht-

er neighbor, and you have given him an im-

pulse of self-respect that is of untold benefit

to him when he goes back to his studies. He
will be a brighter and better boy for finding

out something that he can do well. Mind
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you, it is not planing the board that does him

good; it is planing the board in the presence

of other boys who can no longer look down
upon him when they see how well he can plane.

He might go home after school arid plane a

board in the bosom of his family, or go to an

evening school to learn to plane, without a

quarter part, nay, without any of the invalua-

ble effect upon his manhood that it will have

to let him plane side by side with those who in

mental attainments riiay be his superiors.

—

American Magazine.

Notes From Others.

" It is so easy in these days to let machinery

take the place of the personal Christ.

—

Joseph W.
Cochran.

Michael Angelo's Reflections.

The course of light has brought my lingering days

In fragile ship over a stormy sea

To the common port, where all our counts must be

Ordered and reckoned : works for blame, or praise.

Here ends love's tender fantasy that made

—

(I know the error of the thought)—great art

My Idol and my monarch : now my heart

Perceives how low is each man's longing laid.

thoughts that tempt us, idle, sweet and vain !

Where are ye when a double death draws near

One sure : one threatening an eternal loss?

Painting and Sculpture now are no more gain

To still the soul, turned to that Godhead dear

Stretching great arms out to us from his cross.

Taken at his Word.— A recent item in The
Friend concerning one struck dumb after swearing

an imprecation upon himself, reminds a correspond-

ent of an incident which was related to him by a

witness :

The narrator heard his acquaintance say with a

dreadful oath, more than a score of times, " he

wished he were in hell, with his back broken !''

So it transpired. The reverse of the engine being

out of repair, they were stuck in the bed of a

stream. The reverse slipped and the engine drove

back, running over the man and breaking his back.

He lived only six hours.

Also the engineer was well nigh crushed between

his engine and the separator. He had a vision of

this two days before, but did not mention it to any

The Redemption of the Evening.—The redemp-

tion of the evening is a problem which has more to

do with progress in life than some of us imagine.

Two of the greatest factors m the formation of a

successful career are physical health and mental

agility, and these are largely dependent on the way
in which we spend our leisure hours. The worst

thing you can do of an evening is to do nothing.

No man grows wrong when he is at work. But at

night— that is when the battle begins ; when the

young man shuts his books, locks his desk, puts on

his hat, and goes out into the busy streets, free

for the evening—then the dangerous time com-
mences. Probably he is dull and fagged and list-

less, lonely and tired and discontented. The devil

dogs his footsteps. He is tempted at every street

corner. That is how men go wrong, having noth-

ing else to do, they do evil. Life is so monotonous,

and the daily round so oppressive—and thus killing

time they are apt to kill themselves—in seeking

for pleasurable e.xcitement they find a slippery path

which may end in degradation and despair.

The remedy is simple and obvious. We must fill

our life so full of good that there shall be no room
for evil.

—

F. A. Atkins.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Secretary Hay has been engaged in

negotiating a treaty with Nicaragua and Costa Rica in

anticipation of the construction of the Nicaraguan Canal.

They grant the United Slates a perpetual lease of a strip

of territory six miles wide across Nicaragua and Costa

Rica, along the route defined by the Isthmian Canal Com-
mission. During the construction of the canal this strip

will be ten miles wide. The United States is granted

police and judicial jurisdiction in the strip, and provision

is made for the apprehension of persons who may commit
crimes within the leased territory and escape- into the in-

terior of Nicaragua or Costa Rica. On its part, the United

States guarantees the sovereignty, independence and in-

tegrity of Nicaragua and Costa Rica. The United States

further guarantees the neutrality of the canal, in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Hay-Pauncefote treaty.

The amount of money to be paid by the United States is

not yet announced.

A fire at Atlantic City on the 3rd instant consumed
property valued at nearly $1,000,000, including several

hotels and other structures.

Representative Patterson, of Tennessee, has introduced

a bill to abolish slavery in the Philippines and to invalidate

the treaty between General Bates and the Sultan of the

Sulu Islands.

Under the name of the Allied People's Party of the

United States, a new political organization has been
formed at Louisville, Ky., composed of reform elements
opposed to the Democratic and Republican parties.

The Plant system, controlling 2,141 miles of railroad

in Southern Georgia and Florida, is to be consolidated

with the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad. The interests

represented own nearly 10,000 miles of road and 1.500

miles of water line.

The whaling ship Kathleen from New Bedford, Mass.,

was struck by a whale on the 17th ult., when about 1,100
miles east of Barbadoes, and so injured that she soon af-

terwards sunk. The captain and crew escaped in boats.

A despatch from Washington of the 6th says :
" Powell

Clayton, United States Ambassador to Mexico, is the

first person to secure the submission of a case to The
Hague arbitration. For a third of a century the United
States Government has been trying to effect a settlement

with the Mexican Government of the celebrated Pius claim,

involving about tl,000,000, which involves a dispute be-

tween the Roman Catholic Church in California and the

Government of Mexico as to the liability of the latter

for the interest upon certain Church lands which the

Mexican Government undertook to hold as trustee for the

Church."

The attention of the Secretary of the Interior has been
called to the state of destitution and distress which exists

among a large number of citizens of the Choctaw Nation,

in the Indian Territory, and in order to meet this con-

dition of affairs he has about decided to make a per capita

distribution of the town site money belonging to these

Indians, which is being held in trust by the Government.
This -will give to each Indian a considerable sum. There
are, it is stated, 10,000 Indians in destitute circum-
stances.

In the Texas Beaumont district there are about 170
oil wells, and some of them are eight inches in diameter.

Since oil was struck the amount of the product shipped,

stored and consumed up to the present time is 8,500,000
barrels. Several wells are over 2000 feet in depth, and
some have a pressure of 380 pounds.

In the series of States beginning with Maine and end-
ing with Pennsylvania, 68 per cent, of the inhabitants are

found in what are here regarded cities, while in the region
lying between the upper Mississippi and the Missouri the

proportion is only 28.5 per cent., and in the South Atlan-

tic States, 21.4 per cent. In North Carolina, Mississippi,

Arkansas, Oklahoma and the Djkotas, the percentage
falls off to between 6 and 10.

Importations by the United States from Cuba include

already tomatoes, egg plants, cabbages, potatoes, green
peppers, ochra or gumbo, and squash. Cuban farmers
are experimenting with asparagus, radishes and sweet
potatoes.

The recent floods have caused the Mississippi River
near Jackson, Miss., to rise higher than it was ever
known before. On the 1st inst. it was 4 or 5 miles wide
at this point.

The total net earnings of the United States Steel
Corporation for the first year of its existence were
$111,067,195.

A school principal in Passaic, N. J., has organized his

boy pupils into a street-cleaning brigade, and it is said

has so aroused in them the spirit of civic pride that they
perform their volunteer work industriously, enthusiasti-

cally and thoroughly.

There were 506 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 6 more than the previous
week and 16 more than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 262 were males and 244 females: 72
died of consumption of the lungs ; 75 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 16 of cancer ; 16

of apoplexy ; 15 of typhoid fever ; 2 of scarlet fe

6 of small pox.

Foreign.—The British War Office call for 10,i

unteers for the army in order to release those w
already served a year in South Africa to returr

has, it is said, proved practically futile. Onlyabo
men have responded, or about 15 per cent.

After prolonged experiments in sending fou

graphic messages each way simultaneously over

:

wire, the German Postal Department has accept

octuple transmitter invented by the late Professoi

A. Rowland, of Baltimore. The experiments we
ducted between Berlin and Hamburg. Between :

350 words were transmitted a minute.

During the progress of an international foot-ba

at Glasgow on the 5th inst., at which about 70,0

sons were present as spectators, a wooden structu

taining seats collapsed, resulting in the death of

injuries to 250 persons.

Natural gas, of which England was supposed
deficient, has now been discovered and put to pr

purposes in the village of Heathfield, Sussex.

England owns 7930 of the 14,077 steamers btl

to the twelve leading nations of Europe and Amen
A dispatch from Simla, India, of the 3Ist ult.,

"The plague situation is growing worse in the I

where 70,000 deaths are reported monthly." The
|

it is reported, has appeared in Rio Janeiro and P

buco in Brazil.

The final census returns show that the popula

India is 294,266,701.

It is stated that during the week ending Third M
there were 928 deaths from cholera at Mecca ann

Jedda. The cholera is also reported to have appe;

Manila.

No less than 30,000,000 acres of Cuba—nearly h:

island— is forest. There are thirty different spe.

palms alone found there.

The will of the late Cecil Rhodes bequeaths a .

about $10,000,000 for the establishment of scho!:,

at Oxford University, which will include two for

State and Territory of the United States as v,

British Colonial and German scholarships. His

for this action is thus expressed in a codicil :

" For a good understanding between England, Gt

and the United States will secure the peace of the

and educational relations form the strongest tie."

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil.

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., an.

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reqo a

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., tweniii

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph ii

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Su .

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foJie

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg: to

instruction and discipline should be addressed toWiiUI

F. Wickersham, Principat.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and m-

munications in regard to business should be forward to

Edward G. S.medley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phi -

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 r. M., and jiil

3 P. M. to 6 p. M. Recent additions to the Librai n-

elude the following

:

Adams, J. C—William Hamilton Gibson.

Baker, R. S.—Seen in Germany.
Blackwell, Elizabeth.—Pioneer Work in Openin;ia

Medical Profession to Women
Borrow, George—Wild Wales.

Burroughs, John (ed.)— Songs of Nature.

DwiGHT, H. 0.—Constantinople and its Problems.

Earle, a. M.—Old Time Gardens.

Halsey, F. W.— Old New York Frontier.

Rawnsley, H. D.—Ruskin and the English Lakes.

Story, A. T.—Swiss Life in Town and Country.

Died.—At the home of his daughter, in Milford, l*i

on the twenty-sixth of 10th Month, 1901, Joseph B. ^^

lack, aged 90 years, 6 months and 24 days. A meur

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia »

the Northern District.
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ve AbidiDg.

those who would be truly progressive,

s something to abide in. In vain for

is the speed of the ship, except these

n the ship. Men may run on the earth

ir own strength till they are out of

while being out-distanced seven-fold by

13 sitting calmly and trustfully in their

)f progress in the car of progress.

to be sure, have had to surrender

ling of themselves for their fare, they

egulations to abide under to keep their

>ent safe, and especially a watchfulness

w when to step out upon earth for the

which they are undergoing promotion,

iheir going forward by the superior

depends on their abiding as those who

ey when called out. In short, the pro-

e Christian is he who abides in Christ,

1

openings of his teaching and witness

!ith; he whose "obedience keeps pace,"

jth gush and rush, but "with knowl-

I he whose zeal for God is according to

yge,
—"the spirit of wisdom and rev-

i in the knowledge of Him."

jhosoever goeth forward and abideth not

iteaching of Christ, hath not God" (ii

: R. V). This is true for any one of the

fspects of the retrograde progressiveness

jther it be a going forward past one's

jC'transgresseth," A. V.); or following

I'ar off,—the precursor of denying Him

la .sudden test; or taking the lead of

f without keeping in hearing distance-of

Sj the Word, as living echoes of his voice

iaching.

IS anointing teacheth." To abide in his

l;ig is to abide in that anointing. The

;
teaching is the gift of the anointing,

|same Spirit which is the power and au-

thority of preaching, praying or praising, and

without which all these are barren. The same

apostle and loving disciple knew what his vis-

ion of the teaching was, when he wrote, "The

anointing which ye have received of Him

abideth in you, and ye need not that any man

teach you, but as his anointing teacheth you

concerning all things, and is true, and is no

lie, and even as it taught you, abide ye in

Him."

Accordingly the truly progressive Friend

goes forward by abiding in the teaching of

Christ. Outside of that, behind it or ahead of

it, he is not progressive,—but off the track,

however aggressive or demonstrative. "Ye
are my friends," said he, "if ye do whatsoever

I command you." And such Friends are the

only true progressives. Through hearkening

to and abiding in the teaching of this inspeak-

ing and anointing Word, they go onward.

Commissioned, they pursue their mission.

And continues the apostle, "He that abideth in

the teaching, the same hath both the Fathei

and the Son. If any one cometh unto you,

and bringeth not this teaching, receive him

not into your house, and give him no greeting;

for he that giveth him greeting partaketh in

his evil works."

Doukhobor Notes.

Jos. S. Elkinton, accompanied by Dillwyn

Stratton of Ohio, and Peter Jansen of Ne-
braska, arrived in Winnipeg, Manitoba, on the

6th inst. There they had a conference with

the Commissioner of Immigration, and were

shown many letters on file in the office, having

reference to the special object of their jour-

ney, of which they took notes. -J. S. E.

writes
—"The insight into the gravity of the

work on hand does not lessen by the oppor-

tunity given to read and take notes from the

files of letters in the Commissioner's office."

They were glad to find, however, that there

has been a considerable proportion of the

Doukhobors who have come into the Govern-

ment measures, respecting the land entries.

The address of the Philadelphia committee,

which had been ordered to be printed in the

Russian language at the University Press, in

Cambridge, Mass., had not come to hand at

the time of our friends leaving Winnipeg, but

they had had a translation made by Emma Al

monefsky, which met with the full approval of

Peter Jansen.

The Assistant Commissioner of Immigration,

James S. ('rerar, whose station is in Yorkton,

had been telegraphed to by Commissioner

Smith to come to Winnipeg to see our friends,

and to return with them to Yorkton on Fourth

Day the 9th inst; but, owing to a washout,

he did not arrive until 4 a. m. of the 9th, and

had not recovered sufficient strength since his

late illness to make it safe for him to turn

about and go with our friends at 7.30 a. m.

;

so that they had little opportunity of confer-

ence with him.

D. Stratton writes—"We found in the in-

testing files at the Immigration Office (in

Winnipeg) propositions for the Doukhobors to

go to Turkey, Russia (?) and Australia. A
paper by the name of "Free Thought" is sent

them from some source. Several other evi-

dences of the work of agitators are manifest.

Against this the work of the Doukhobors in es-

tablishing themselves here has been done with

such hearty vigor, that many (Canadians) who
were doubtful of them, have been won over

to be champions of their cause. The part

Friends have taken has drawn the attention of

the officials to the [Russians] in a marked de-

gree. I also think the public are curious to

know the occasion of our unusual interest.

The above considerations are sufficient, with-

out reference to many, more important mat-
ters, to cause us to grieve that seeds of Anar-

chy are still being sown, on such good soil."

The Speaker of the Manitoba House of Par-

liament called on our Friends in Winnipeg,

expressed his interest in the Doukhobors, of-

fered to do all in his power to assist, when
there was need of help that he could give, and

would gladly have accompanied our Friends

through the colonies, if he was at liberty to

leave home.

Michael Sherbinen writes from Rosthern 4th

Month 6th
—"The North Saskatchewan River

is soon to lose her ice, and the crossing will

be impossible during perhaps a fortnight, be-

cause of the high water. Nurse Sarah Boyle

sent by the England Committee of Friends ar-

rived here on the first inst. in good health.

We are very grateful for this acquisition to

our force." Wm. Evans.

A MAN who lives entirely for himself be-

comes at last obnoxious to himself. I believe

it is the very law of God that self-centered-

ness ends in self-nauseousness. There is no

weariness like the weariness of a man who
is wearied of himself, and that is the awful

Nemesis which follows the selfish life.

—

Jowett.

At a banquet a young man who had been

thus far a Christian and an avowed total ab-

stainer, allowed his wine-glass to be filled,

and even went so far as to touch it to his lip.s.

"Of course I disapproved of the wine," he

said, "but I thought it would be boorish for

me to intrude my personal opinions on the rest

by an absolute refusal." "My boy, carry

that principle into all walks of life and you

will make a successful failure of yourself,"

was the reply.
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For "The Friend "

Let Zion Arise and Shake Herself from the En-

cumbrance of the World.

I have felt for some time to address a few

lines to the readers of The Friend, and es-

pecially the younger class, as we have traveled

around under an exercise for the Truth, passing

through places where it is on the decline, in the

maintenance of it, for want of faithfulness.

The testimonies of the pure Truth as set forth

by Jesus Christ and the apostles, and declared

of in the i^criptures, were sustained in the

earlier days by those who counted not their

lives dear, and who suffered therefor. i\iost

important among which is the Light of Christ,

believing in and obedience to the impres-

sions thereof on the mind and heart, the only

way to realize what is known of God and to

experience a growth of grace and in the real

knowledge of Christ within, and coming unto

this same Light, and Revealer, which is re-

ceived in our felt nothingness, the only means

by which we can realize the meaning of that

which was penned by and through the inspira-

tion of the Holy Spirit, or is still uttered by the

same authority. Are we, my dear young Friends

or any of us, to let those testimonies pass from

us, through our unwillingness to become leach-

able in humility and to believe and yield to the

restraining, constraining influence of the

Spirit of Truth? For the Saviour said, if

He went away He would send the Com-
forter, even the Spirit of Truth, which will

guide unto all Truth. Shall we be seeking

some easier way proposed by man, who is un-

willing to yield to the cross? We may let

the testimonies of Truth pass from us,

—

any of us who are not willing to sustain them
through a preparation,—but in that event, I

believe God will place his gifts and callings

upon others, who will be willing in humility;

but then will we have lost our place, and will

not be clear, for "the gifts and callings of

God are without repentance," and must be

fulfilled or suffered for.

I have felt to encourage us to faithfulness,

for I do believe the standard which was up-

held by the early Friends, was and is not a

peculiar one, but the Truth as Christ will re-

veal it to those who are willing, and as He
will yet be to such. Let us do our part that

we may be clear, not seeking to be at ease in

Zion, but with the decision of Joshua, "Let
others do as they may, as for me and my
house we will serve the Lord," Then would
the waste places be builded, and Zion no more
be called desolate, a city forsaken in any wise.

But with the feeling of David, "My soul

thirsteth for God, for the living God, when
shall I come and appear before God?" we
would gather to the solemn assemblies, and
witness solemn feasts, for the Lord would de-

light in us, a dedicated people, giving Him
the first fruits; not serving ourselves first, and
giving Him the rest if any, but baking
Him a little cake first. I believe the Spirit

of the Lord is loudly calling for our yield-

ing to his visitation, with which I do feel

to cooperate in endeavoring to turn our at-

tention to our highest privilege, serving the

Lord our Maker and Creator in our minds and
hearts, that fruits might appear, and that

those who know what it is to be taught in his

school might be shown also unto Israel in his

own time, upon which would his blessing rest,

having the promise of the present and of the

life to come. With love, your friend,

Cyrus Cooper.

Edward Andrews.

The following interesting narrative was

given me- by a Friend, respecting Edward An-

drews, the father of Peter Andrews, men-

tioned in John Woolman's journal, who was the

first member of Our Society that settled in

Little Egg Harbor, and the instrument in set-

tling a meeting there. Before Edward An-

drews became convinced of Friends' principles,

he kept a boat, and played the violin on board

his boat to collect people for the purpose of

dancing and frolicking. One day when on

shore in his [plowing a field], a human bone

was turned out, which he took up, the viewing

of which produced such serious impressions

on his mind that he never was able to get from
under them; he buried the bone. These ser-

ious impressions increased, and led him to

take such a clear view of the danger of pur-

suing his mode of conduct and manner of ob-

taining a livelihood, that he burnt his violin,

forsook his old course of life and became con-

vinced of the principles of Friends. He did

not hastily make a change in his outward garb,

and before any material alteration took place

in this respect, his mouth was opened in the

ministry. Apprehending himself called upon to

have a meeting appointed at Crosswicks for

those of other religious Societies., he informed

Friends thereof, but they could not then allow

of his having such a meeting. On his way
home, after his friends had out his concern by,

he stopped at a brook to water his horse, and
whilst his beast was drinking, the following

considerations passed his mind: If this stream,

at which the horse was then drinking was a

living stream, was it possible that man could

wholly stop its progress? It was presented to

his mind that it might be dammed up for

awhile, but even if this was the case, in time

it would find its way over the dam, or make
its progress through some other channel.

These considerations, under his then trying

situation, proved instructive to his mind and

he was led to conclude that if the concern

which he had cast before his friends, pro-

ceeded from the living fountain and spring of

Divine Light and Life, and if he was careful

to keep in the faith and patience in due time

way would open in the minds of his friends

for him to have a meeting at Crosswicks;

which accordingly proved to be the case, and
it was supposed to be this meeting which af-

terwards Edward Andrews had at Crosswicks,

that Abraham Farrington alluded to when he

said that Edward Andrews was the first instru-

ment in the Divine hand, of proclaiming in the

ear of his soul the awakening call, by attend-

ing to which he was brought into a near

acquaintance with the Truth professed by
Friends.— T. Shillitoe's Journal.

A Shaggy Newsboy.

The railroad ran along one side of a beau-
tiful valley in the central part of the great
State of New York. I stood at the rear end
of the train, looking out of the door, when
the engineer gave two short, sharp blasts of

the steam whistle. The conductor, who had
been reading a newspaper, in a seat near me,

arose,, and touching my shoulder, askemj

I wanted to see a "real country newsbo ;'

)

of course, answered "Yes." So we : mt,

out on the platform of the car.

The conductor had folded up his pa;

tight roll, which he held in his righ

while he stood on a lower step of t!

holding on by his left.

I saw him begin to wave the paper ju.

swung around a curve in the track, and

farmhouse came into view, way off

some open fields.

Suddenly the conductor flung the p;t(,|

toward the fence by the side of the r; oa4

and I saw a black, shaggy form leap o ti

fence from the meadow beyond it, anc igj

just where the newspaper, after b( cia

along the grass, had fallen beside a t;,iJ

leinstalk in an angle of the fence.

It was a big black dog. He stood sjj

the paoer, wagging his tail, and watcl
; a

as the train moved swiftly away fro

when he snatched the paper from the

in his teeth, and leaping over the fenci

away he went across the fields towa; 4
farmhouse.

When we last saw him he was ran

black speck moving over the meadow an

then the train rushed through a deep cii

the hillside, and the whole scene passe ioii

our view.

"What will he do with the pacer?" sb

of the tall young conductor by my side

"Carry it to the folks at the hoasi a

swered he.

"Is that your home?" I inquired.

"Yes," he responded; "my fatht
'

there, and I send him an afternoon
i

Carlo every day, in the way you have

"Then they always send the dog wi

time for your train to pass?"

"No," said he, "they never send hi:

knows when it is train time, and comtove

here to meet it of his own accord, iQi

shine, summer or winter."

"But does not Carlo go to the wrong 'aii

sometimes ?" I asked with considerablimi

osity.

"Never. He pays no attention to an rai

but this."

"How can a dog tell what time it isoa

to know when to go to meet the trail'

asked again.

"That is more than I can tell," answer tl

conductor, "but he always is there, a tl

engineer whistles to call my attentic fc

fear I should not get out on the platfo;ti

we had passed Carlo."

"So Carlo keeps watch on the time itti

than the conductor himself," I remarket 'f(

the dog does not need to be reminded.'

The conductor laughed, and I wondere'jl

walked away, who of your friends woukei

faithful and watchful all the year roil i

Carlo, who never missed the train, tho'bl

could not "tell the time by the clock." W

Dumb Animals.^
• Where the Spirit prevails that puts ' li

bor, and slides away with the plea of unliM

it hastens their rejection from the face*

God. One seemingly plausible sugges

n

the want of proper qualification. But \3i"

this want? Is it of the Lord of perf">"

that the people are lame and defective'ti

themselves?

—

Sam' I Fathergill.
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For " The Fr

Bible Prophecies Confirmed.

I ;ConclucJea from page 310.)

looking back upon the few months that

jssed in Assyria, I could not but feel

tisfaction at the result of my labors,

a year before, with the exception of

IS of Khorsabad, not one Assyrian

at was known. Almost sufficient ma-

id now been obtained to enable us to

nuch of the lost history of the coun-

;o confirm the vague traditions of the

land civilization of its people. It had

burred to me during my labors, that

|) of the discovery of these remains

jopportune, that it might be looked

liomething more than accidental. Had

laces been by chance exposed to view

ars before, no European could have

i them from complete destruction, or

ve preserved a record of their exist-

lad they been discovered a little later,

;hly probable that there would have

irmoun table objections to the removal

any part of their contents. It was

mtly just at the right moment that

disinterred; and we have been for-

nough to acquire the most convincing

Ing evidence of that magnificence, and

'hich made .xineveh the wonder of the

.vorld, and her fall the theme of the

[,
as the most signal instance of Di-

igeance. Without the evidence that

'numents afford, we might almost have

ithat the great Nineveh ever existed,

ietely has she become a desolation

te.

learliest king of whose reign we have

iiled account was the builder of the

8t palace at Nimroud, the most ancient

litherto discovered in Assyria.* His

I
however, with other inscriptions, fur-

\ names of five, if not seven of his

[isors, some of whom, there is reason

ve, erected palaces at Nineveh and

y founded those which were only re-

' subsequent monarchs. It is conse-

important to ascertain the periods of

ssion of this early Assyrian king, and

rently have the means of fixing it with

t accuracy. His son, we know, built

Ire palace at Nimroud, and raised the

now in the British museum, inscribing

the principal events of his reign,

a great conqueror and subdued many
nations. The names of the subject

}in paid him tribute are duly recorded

belisk in some instances with sculp-

jjpresentations of the various objects

\mongst those kings was one whose

ads "Jehu, the son of Khumri (Omri),"

' has been identified by Dr. Hincks and

vlinson with Jehu, king of Israel. This

1 was certainly not the son, although

he successors of Omri, but the term
" appears to have been used through-

East in those days, as it still is, to

r.onnection generally, either by descent

'ccession. Thus we find in Scripture

e person called "the son of Nimshi."

le son of Jehosaphat, the son of Nim-

An identification connected with this

numri or Omri is one of the most in-

dentified with Shalmaneser. (See 2 Kings xvii: 3).

ire I Kings, xix : 16, and 2 Kings, ix : 2.

teresting instances of corroborative evidence

that can be adduced of the accuracy of the

interpretations of the cuneiform character.

It was observed that the name of a city resem-

bling Samaria was connected, and that in in-

scriptions containing very difi'erent texts, with

one reading Beth Khumri or Omri.* This fact

was unexplained until Col. Kawlinson perceived

that the names were, in fact, applied to the

same place, or one to the district, and the

other to the town. Samaria having been built

by Omri, nothing is more probable than that

— in accordance with a common Eastern cus-

tom—it should have been called, after its

founder, Beth Khumri, or the house of Omri.

As a further proof of the identity of the Jehu

mentioned on the obelisk with the king of Is-

rael, Ur. Hincks, to whom we owe this import-

ant discovery, has found on the same monu-

ment the name of Hazael, whom Elijah was

ordered by the Almighty to anoint king of

Syria.

t

"Supposing, therefore, these names to be cor-

rectly identified,—and our Assyrian chronology

for his period rests as yet. it must be admit-

ted, almost entirely upon this supposition,

—

we can fix an approximate date for the reign

of the obelisk king. Jehu ascended the

throne about 855 B. C. ; the accession of the

Assryian monarch must, consequently, be

placed somewhere between that time and the

commencement of the ninth century B. C, and

that of his father in the latter part of the

tenth.

J

"The inscriptions begin with the names and

titles of Sennacherib. It is to be remarked

that he does not style himself 'King, or rather

High Priest, of Babylon,' as his father had

done in the latter part of his reign, from

which it may be inferred that at the time

of engraving the record he was not the im-

mediate sovereign of that city, although its

chief may have paid tribute to him, and, no

doubt, acknowledged his supremacy. He calls

himself "the subduer of kings from the upper

sea of the setting sun (the Mediterranean) to

the lower sea of the rising sun (the Persian

Gulf).' In the first year of his reign he de-

feated Merodach Baladan, a name virith which

we are familiar, for it is this king who is

mentioned in the Old Testament as sending

letters and a present to Hezekiah, || when the

Jewish monarch in his pride showed the am-

bassadors 'the house of his precious things,

the silver and the gold, and the spices, and

the precious ointment, and all the house of

his armour, and all that was found in his

treasures: there was nothing in his house, nor

in all his dominions that Hezekiah showed them

not;' an act of vain boasting which led to the

reproof of the prophet Isaiah, and to his fore-

telling that all this wealth, together with the

descendants of its owner, should be carried

away as spoil to the very city from which

these ambassadors came. Merodach Baladan

is called king of Kar-Duniyas, a city and coun-

try frequently mentioned in the Assyrian in-

scriptions, and comprising the southernmost

• Sargon is called on the monuments of Khorsabad, " the

conqueror of Samaria and of the circuit of Beth Khumri"

(Dr. Hincks, Trans, of the R. Irish Acad. vol. xx.)

1 1 Kings xix : 15.

X Colonel Rawlinson suggests about 930 B. c.

II
Isaiah, xxxix : 1 and 2 Kings xx : 12. where the

name is written Berodach.

part of Mesopotamia, near the confluence of

the Tigris and Euphrates, together with the

districts watered by those two rivers, to the

borders of Susiana. This king, with the help

of his Susianian allies, had recently recovered

Babylon, from which Sargon, Sennacherib's

father, had expelled him in the twelfth year

of his reign. The battle appears to have been

fought considerably to the north of that city.

The result was that Sennacherib totally de-

feated Merodach Baladan, who fled to save his

life, leaving behind him his 'chariots, wag-

ons (']), horses, mares, as«es (?) camels, and

riding horses willi their trappings for war (?).'

"During the latter part of my residence

at Mosul a chamber was discovered in which

the sculptures were in better preservation than

any before found at Kouyunjik. Some of the

slabs, indeed, were almost entire, though

cracked and otherwise injured by fire; and the

epigraph, which fortunately explained the

event portrayed, was complete. These bas-

reliefs represented the siege and capture by

the Assyrians, of a city evidently of great ex-

tent and importance. It appears to have been

defended by double walls, with battlements

and towers, and by fortified outworks. The

country round it was hilly and wooded, pro-

ducing the fig and the vine. The whole power

of the great king seems to have been called

forth to take this stronghold. In no other

sculptures were so many armed warriors seen

drawn up in array before a besieged city.

The besieged defended themselves with great

determination. Spearmen, archers, and sling-

ers thronged the battlements and towers,

showering arrows, javelins, stones, and blaz-

ing torches UDon the assailants. Part of the

city, had however, been taken. Beneath its

wails were seen Assryian warriors impaling

their prisoners, and from the gateway of an

advanced tower, or fort, issued a procession

of captives, reaching to the presence of the

king, who, gorgeously arrayed, received them

seated on his throne. The vanquished people

were distinguished from the conquerors by

their dress, those who defended the battle-

ments wore a pointed helmet, differing from

that of the Assyrian warriors in having a

fringed lappet falling over the ears. Some of

the captives had a kind of turban with one end

hanging down to the shoulder, not unlike that

worn by the modern Arabs of the Hedijaz.

Others had no headdress, and short hair and

beards. Their garments consisted either of a

robe reaching to the ankles, or of a tunic

scarcely falling lower than the thigh, and

confined to the waist by a girdle. The women

wore long shirts, with an outer cloak thrown,

like the veil of modern Eastern ladies, over

the back of the head and fallir.g to the feet.
'

' Several prisoners were already in the hands

of the torturers. Two were stretched naked

upon the ground to be flayed alive, others were

being slain by the sword before the throne of

the king. The haughty monarch was receiv-

ing the chiefs of the conquered nation who

crouched and knelt humbly before him. They

were brought into the royal presence by the

Tartan of the Assyrian forces, probably the

Rabshakeh himself, followed by his principal

officers. The general was clothed in em-

broidered robes, and wore on his head a fillet

adorned with rosettes and long tasseled bands.

The throne of the king stood upon an elevated
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platform, probably an artificial mound, in the series of bas-reliefs contained moreover, an
hill country. Its arms and sides were sup- undoubted representation of a king, a city,

ported by three rows of figures one above the and a people, with whose names we are ac-
other. The wood was richly carved, or en-

|

quainted, and of an event described in Holy
cased in embossed metal, and the legs ended Writ. They furnish us, therefore, with illus-

trations of the Bible of very great importance.
The captives were undoubtedly Jews, their

physiognomy was strikingly indicated in the

sculptures, but they had been stripped of their

ornaments and their fine raiment, and were left

barefooted and half clothed."

in pme-shaped ornaments, probably bronze.

The throne, indeed, appears to have resem-
bled, in every respect, one discovered in the

northwest palace at Nimroud, which I shall

hereafter describe. Over the high back was
thrown an embroidered cloth, doubtless of

some rare and beautiful material. The royal

feet rested upon a high footstool of elegant
form, fashioned like a throne, and cased with
embossed metal ; the legs ended in lion's paws.
Behind the king were two attendant eunuchs
raising fans above hi

embroidered napkins.

"The monarch himself was attired in long
loose robes richly ornamented, and edged with
tassels and fringes. In his right hand he
raised two arrows, and his left rested upon a
bow ; an attitude, probably denoting triumph
over his enemies, and in which he is usually

portrayed when receiving prisoners after a
victory.

Behind the king was the royal tent or pavil-

ion: and beneath him were his led horses, and
an attendant on foot carrying the parasol, the
emblem of royalty. His two chariots with
their charioteers, were waiting for him. The
trappings of the horses were handsomely dec-
orated, and an embroidered cloth, huag with
tassels, fell on their chests. Two quivers,
holding a bow, a hatchet, and arrows, were
fixed to the side of the chariot.

"This fine series of bas-reliefs, occupying
thirteen slabs, was finished by the ground-plan
of the castle, or of a fortified camp containing
tents and houses. Within the walls was also
seen a fire-altar with two beardless priests,
wearing high conical caps, standing before it.

In front of the altar, on which burned the sa-
cred flame, was a table bearing various sacri-
ficial objects, and beyond it two sacred char-
iots, such as accompanied the Persian kings
in their wars.* The horses had been taken
out, and the yokes rested upon stands. Each
chariot carried a lofty pole surmounted by a
globe, and long tassels or streamers; similar
standards were introduced into scenes repre-
senting sacrificesf in the sculptures of Khorsa-
bad.

"Above the head of the king was an inscrip-
tion, which may be translated, 'Sennacherib,
the mighty king, king of the country of As-
syria, sitting on the throne of judgment, be-
fore (or at the entrance of) the city of Lachish
(Lakhisha). I give permission for its slaugh-
ter.'

"Here, therefore was the actual picture of
the taking of Lachish the city, as we know
from the Bible, besieged by Sennacherib, when
he sent his generals to demand tribute of Hez-
ekiah, and which he had captured before their
return,^ evidence of the most remarkable
character to confirm the interpretation of the
inscriptions, and to identify the king who
caused them to be engraved with the Senna-
cherib of Scripture. This highly interesting

* Xenophon Cyrop. LVii : c. 3
; Quintus Curtius, ,Lni:

t Botta's Monumens de Ninive, plate 146.
1 2 Kings xviii

: 14 ; Isaiah xxxvi : 2 ; fjom 2 Kings, xix:
8, and Isaiah, xxxvii : 8, and we may infer that the city

Dishonesty

The late Duke of Buccleuch, in one of his

walks, purchased a cow in the neighborhood
wu auLciiuiiuu cuiiuuiis

^f Dalkeith, which was to be sent to his palace
nead, and holding the

^^ ^he following morning. The Duke, in his

morning dress, espied a boy ineffectually at-

tempting to drive thfe animal forward to its

destination. The boy, not knowing the Duke,
bawled out to him:

"Hie, raun, come eerh an' gie's a han' wi'

this beast."

The Duke walked on slowly, the boy still

craving his assistance, and at last, in a tone
of distress, exclaimed

"Come here, mun, an' help us, an 'I'll gi'e

you half I get."
The Duke went and lent the helping hand.
"And now," said the Duke, as they trudged

along, "how much do you think you'll get for

this job?"
"0, I dinna ken," said the boy, "but I'm

sure o' something, for the folk up at the big
house are gude to a' bodies."
As they approached the house the Duke dis-

appeared from the boy and entered by a dif-

ferent way. Calling a servant, he put a sov-

ereign in his hand, saying:

"Give that to the boy who brought the
cow."

The Duke, having returned to the avenue,
was soon rejoined by the boy.

"Well, how much did you get?" said the
Duke.

"A shilling," said the boy, "an' there's
half o' it t'ye."

"But you surely got more than a shilling?"

said the Duke.
"No," said the boy, "that's a' I got—and

d'ye no think it's plenty?"
"I do not," said the Uuke; "there must be

some mistake, and, as I am acquainted with
the Duke, if you return I think I'll get you
more."

They went back, the Duke rang the bell and
ordered the servants to be assembled.
"Now," said the Duke to the boy, "point me

out the person that gave you the shilling."

"It was that chap there," pointing to the
butler. The butler confessed, and attempted
an apology, but the Duke indignantly ordered
him to give the boy the sovereign. "You
have lost," said the Duke, "your money, your
situation and your character by your covetous-
ness: learn henceforth that "'honesty is the
best policy.'" The boy by this time recog-
nized his assistant in the person of the Duke,
and the Duke was so delighted with the sterling
worth and honesty of the boy, that he ordered
him to be sent to school at his expense.

—

Telfgraph.

"The tree will not only lie as it falls, but it

will fall as it leans."

For "THEFmil
Reminiscences. {I

(Continued from page 307,)

In the early part of 1869, a deputati'oi
Friends was appointed by the Meeting foi

'jf.

ferings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
tcffr

sent to the authorities at Washington a
'an.

orial in relation to the Indians.

Clarkson Sheppard, Thomas Wistar, CI l^
Evans and Joseph Scattergood compose

hj

deputation. In the course of their visit ej

had an interview with General Grant, the ^g,

ident-elect This visit probably strengtli'ed

the impression on his mind to inaugurij
different policy towards the Indians in vd
the religious Societies should be called

to

assist the Government in improving the «.

acter of the agents and their service. SI tlj

after the return of the Friends the folk dp

letter was received by Joseph Scattergood )j

Eli S. Parker, who was afterwards Cob'js-

sioner of Indian Affairs under General G it,

He was himself an Indian of the Senecija-

tion and was probably familiar with the Lire

of Friends among that people. Thomas is.

tar received a similar letter. In mentiiii);

its reception to Joseph Scattergood Thiaj

Wistar observed, "Our good friend Aer
Wright informs with great satisfaction t;a
movement is now on foot to offer the Sojtr

of Friends some control of Indian affairs, c";

I believe they could be useful, provided \h
men could be prohibited from intercourse iti

the Indians, but that is in the present sta of

affairs simply impossible."

The invitation of the Government was*
tended to other religious bodies and wa«.
cepted by several, perhaps by all whose aic/as

requested, and led to the adoption of the ell

known "Quaker" or "peace policy" of Grt'i

administration.

Headquarters Army of the U. S., Washington. C.

February 15, If

.

Joseph Scattergood, Philadelphia.
5j>:—General Grant, thepresident-eledle-

sirous of inaugurating some policy to pn^rt

the Indians in their just rights and enlce

integrity in the administration of theiraff-s,

as well as to improve their general condi d,

and appreciating fully the friendship an n-

terest which your Society has ever maintaed

in their behalf, directs me to suggest thabn

will send him a list of names of membeof
your Society whom your Society will endse

as suitable persons for Indian agents.

Also to assure you that any attempt w;li

may or can be made by your Society foibe

improvement, education and christianizjOD

of the Indians under such agencies, will e-

ceive from him as President all the encour e-

ment and protection which the laws oliie

United States will warrant them in gi^g.

Very respectfully

Your Obedient Servant,

E. S. Parke

Per A. D. C. Brevet Brig. Gen. U. H.

The subject alluded to was brought tche

notice of the Meeting for Sufferings in he

Third Month, 1869, and a committee wa.'P-

pointed to consider it.

J. S. remarks. Third Month, 20th 186-
That committee met to-day and as a '«•

liminary matter appointed T. Wistar, T.

Evans and myself to have an interview th

the President. We expect to go to WasJig-
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Second-day next. Unless the laws can

nged (which is not likely to be done)

ent Friends cannot act as Indian agents,

way did not open for the Meetings for

ngs to take an active part in the mat-

d an association was formed of meni-

lown as "Indian Aid Association."

following extracts from letters of

;er Worth are very characteristic of the

TUNESASSAH, N. Y., Second Month, 18G9.

acceptable letter of the 20th was re-

The interest manifested by the Presi-

jr the welfare of the poor western In-

ind the desire to do them justice, is

rateful to my feelings, and (I) can only

ipon it as a Divine interposition for

I think we ought to be very thankful,

iportunity ofl'ered by the President to

s to labor in trying to improve the con-

of our Red brethren in the far west is

ing of respect and attention. But

is a respect that is due our Divine Mas-

it, that we should seek to know what He

sed to require of us, then there's direc-

id help to perform it. The qualification

n Him alone.

3 following remarks are impressive and

! of careful consideration at all times.]

the responsibility that rests upon us

we think of the confidence that many

n consistent members of our highly oro-

l religious Society. It is the principle

•'onfidence is in; it might humble us as

dust and ought to make us very careful

ig no reproach upon the principles of the

ian religion.

subject of the condition of the West-

jjians will, I suppose, be before the Meet-

r Sufl'erings, and I can only say that I

,3ly desire that the Master may be

id to favor you with a sense of what He
les of you. Since receiving thy letter I

jat times felt such weakness that I

it I could not write an answer to it. I

pry much concerned and distressed on

[it of the idle, careless way many of the

IS are spending their time. I have in-

}the Indians to come and see me; there

ibeen a number here, and I have had

ipleasant visits with them, which gave me
bortunity of speaking to young men and

iivives of the necessity of their being in-

ous,— the men clearing their land and

;ig it properly, and providing the neces-

li of life as white people. I have spoken

im plainly on the subject, and to their

M to do what they can to assist their

Jnds and try to make their home comfort-

jand the necessity for husband and wife

jisider well the religious obligation they

gander to respect the marriage covenant.

now as if I would like to spend the

Df my time while here with the Indians.

TUNESASSAH, Third Month, 20, 1869.

il'egard to the invitation of the President

E|iends to take part in the care of the

^rn Indians, I have felt so discouraged to

i little improvement amongst the Indians

^that I feel a desire that we may be very

^il not to engage in any more than the

tlHead of the Church requires of us, at the

i(time not to omit anything He may be

nd to require of us. Notwithstanding I

have passed through seasons of discourage-

ment, I have at other times felt quite encour-

aged. There was an Indian told me yesterday

that he heard Wm. Mt. Pleasant speak in a

meeting in Canada in which he spoke of a

visit Friends had made to their reservation

last fall, in a way that was very encouraging.

(I do not wish thee to speak of this to others).

I hope our desire may not be to get honor of

men.

The Blessing in the

"There is one thing which puzzles me," said

a young man to the friend to whom he had

come for counsel.

"Only one?" asked the older man with a

smile. "Then you are unusually fortunate."

"One in particular, and because I must meet

it daily. The inequalities of life seem to me
inconsistent with any theory of overruling

goodness. It is a mockery to say that all men
are created equal or that God gives to every

man according to his several ability. The

men with the ability are the men who have to

work hard, and the others waste, what would

be a godsend to poorer men.

"I do not pretend to be able to explaiii it,"

said his friend, "but I am impressed less with

the hardship of those who struggle than with

the waste of those who squander what they

do not earn."

"That is not the point that interests me
most," said the young man—"except by con-

trast," he added.

"It's hard to have to struggle for what

other men receive without asking and waste

when they get it."

"They waste it largely because they got it

without asking or striving for it," said the

older man. "Harry, listen to me! Your way

seems hard, and so it is—so hard that you

sometimes doubt if God is good. You will

yet live to thank Him for the struggle.
'
I know of a man who wished to add an em-

peror moth to his collection of insects. He
obtained a cocoon, and hung it in his library

all winter. In the spring as he watched it, he

found the moth trying to emerge. The hole

was so small, and the moth struggled so hope-

lessly, as it seemed against the tough fire,

that he clipped the hole larger with scissors.

"Well, the fine large moth emerged, but it

never fle'.v. Some one told him afterwards

that the struggles were necessary to force the

juices of the body into the insect's great wings.

Saving it from the struggle was a mistaken

kindness. The effort was meant to be the

moth's salvation."

"I see the moral," said the younger man.

"Perhaps it will do me good to think now and

then of the moth." Late Paper.

The magicians of Ephesus were so wrought

upon by the Word of God that they brought

their books containing their incantations and

magical formulas, by which they imposed

upon the credulity of the people, and then

burned them in the presence of all men. The

price of these books was probably about ten

thousand dollars, an immense fortune in those

days, one Roman penny being the hire of a

day's labor. No wonder the writer of the

Acts says, "So mightily grew the Word of

God and prevailed."

A Trip Through Siberia.

"In the public park in Khabarofsk, on a

high bluH:' overlooking the Amoor and Ous-

souri valleys," said Representative Ebenezer

J. Hill, of Connecticut, to the Washington
correspondent of the Boston Transcript, in

recounting some of the incidents of his re-

cent trip around the world, "there stands a

splendid statue of General Mouravieff. His

back is turned upon the conquests of the past,

and he is looking at and pointing toward Man-
churia. It was he who in LSW notified China

that, with or without her consent, he pro-

posed to resume control of the Amoor river.

In 185.5 he re-established the Cossack stations

its entire length, and in 18G0, by the treaty

of Aigun gained this splendid valley of a river

navigable for two thousand miles, and the

whole Pacific coast of Manchuria reaching

westward to the Oussouri river and south-

ward to Korea. That accession made Siberia

what it is to-day. Without it she would have

remained a trackless waste. With it she will

become the dominant power in the Urient,

and it is not impossible, ihat in some distant

future the I'nited States of North America
will clasp hands across the straits with the

United States of Northern Asia.

"As I sat and gazed on this man's statue

and thought of the events of the last two

years I fancied I could see the bronze eyes

twinkle and the lips move with words of tri-

umph, for the Cossack has marched again,

and by fire and sword almost to the (Chinese

wall has established Russian control over all

Manchuria. Siberian history may be summar-
ized in the Russian saying that 'the empire

only goes where the Cossack can march dry

shod.'

"Few people realize the immensity of Si-

beria. To think of a single State stretching

through one hundred and thirty degrees of

longitude, and possessing one-ninth of all the

land surface of the globe, is staggering. Let

us measure it by countries we are familiar

with. The United States and all its posses-

sions, and all Europe except Russia, could be

put into Siberia, with land enough left to

make thirty-five States like Connecticut. And
Manchuria will make seventy more.

"I had thought of Siberia as a convict set-

tlement only. I found it a country of nearly

nine million people, ninety-seven per cent, of

whom were either natives or voluntary immi-

grants, and all living better and enjoying much
more political and religious liberty than in

European Russia.

"I had believed Siberia to be a frozen wil-

derness. The part through which I traveled

was like Minnesota and the foothills of the

Rockies, where wheat and rye and vegetables

matured, where strawberries, currants and

raspberries abound, where sheep, cattle and

horses graze unsheltered throughout the year,

and where a greater extent of virgin forests

of splendid birch and pine is found than the

whole area of the United States. For about

four hundred miles north of the Trans-Siberian

road like conditions prevail, and north of this

tillable land are four hundred miles more of

unbroken forests, before the frozen tundra of

Arctic waste is reached.

"I expected to find in every town a convict

prison full of exiles and criminals. With the

exception of the two convict barges floating
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down the Anioor on their way to Saghalien, 1

saw no trace of the system, but I did see in

every town and village, no matter how small,

the dome of a Russian church, and in the

larger cities Roman Catholic and Lutheran
churches as well.

"Into and through such a country the Rus-

sian Empire has built a marvelous railroad.

Although planned for military purposes, its

freight and passenger traffic has so enormous-

ly increased that there is no longer a question

of its financial success. From its beginning,

a steadily increasing tide of immigration has

flowed into l^iberia from Central and Northern

Russia. Vladivostock, which forty years ago

consisted of four Chinese fishermen's huts, is

now a flourishing city of fifty thousand and

Khabarofsk and Blagovestchenk are not far

behind in wealth of population. At first there

was a Cossack occupation at strategic points,

then an assisted emigration of the former
serfs, now an eager and enthusiastic search

for wealth in the fertile soil of a new coun-

try. To each family moving into the Amoor
and Maritime Provinces an allotment of two
hundred and sixty-nine acres of land is made,
and into the central and western provinces

forty acres for each male immigrant, with

certain tax exemptions and lessening of mili-

tary service in both cases. The car fare to

incoming settlers is suprisingly low—about
$12 for forty-five hundred miles.

"On the 2Sth of June, as I bade good-bv
to Consul Harris in Nagasaki, he said: 'I

will mail a letter to-night to you at St. Pe-

tersburg, by the way of San Francisco. It

will go around the world before you do.' It

did, reaching St. Petersburg in thirty-five

days while it took me forty-two to get to

"My first stop was in Korea, a poverty
stricken land, which Russia and Japan, in

eager rivalry, are attempting to exploit.

There is an opinion prevalent that the Phillip-

pines are a doorway into China, and that Ma-
nila is an entrepot for Chinese trade. One
might as well claim that Cuba or the Bahamas
could control the commerce of the United
States.

"My first purchase in Siberia was a post-
age stamp, and, living in a country where
officials are public servants, it seemed strange
to me to stand, with hat removed, before the
counter, behind which a man sat with his cap
on, dressed like a Major General, and gra-
ciously consented to sell me one five cent
stamp. Great as the postmaster is, he is

nothing compared to the army officer. On
one extremely hot day on ihe Amoor a wealthy
merchant was lying on a sofa in the cabin.
He had removed his coat. A Lieutenant in

the army, traveling third class as a deck pas-
senger, happening to see him in his shirt

sleeves and just above his head a picture of
the Emperor, ordered him to put on his coat
in the presence of the Emperor. The merchant
appealed to the captain of the steamboat, but
without effect.

"The Trans-Siberian railroad is well con-
structed, in my judgment much better than our
transcontinental lines originally were. More
than fourteen hundred wooden bridges are
being changed as rapidly as possible to steel.

The roadbed is well drained, and watchmen
flag all trains its entire length. The cars.

though built on the English plan of compart-

ments, are equipped with vestibules and West-
inghouse airbrakes, and are in every way as

comfortable as ours."

Mary Turner.

Mary Turner, the wife of John Turner, at

Tottenham, in the county of Middlesex, was
the daughter of that remarkable sufferer for

the testimony of a good conscience, Richard
Vickris, of Chew Magna, in Somersetshire.

In her tender years, by the grace of God,

through the care of her religious parents, she

was instructed in and seasoned with the prin-

ciples of the holy Truth, as professed by the

people called Quakers; in which she continued

faithful, and was an example of piety and vir-

tue through the course of her life.

When a little child, our much esteemed
friend, William Penn, coming in at her fath-

er's, where he was very conversant and affect-

ed with her pretty, innocent deportment, broke
forth extempore, thus:

"Sweet soul ! what makes thee stray

From the angelic way ?

Was it to teach us how to love

The happy regions above ?

If so 0! let thy wandering prove our gain.

And take us with thee back again."

She was naturally of a lively and cheerful

temper, which remained when she came to

years of discretion, yet took pleasure in fre-

Quent retirement and Divine meditation, in

meetings for worship, and religious conver-

sation, and received worthy public Friends

with great comfort and satisfaction. When
at home alone, she entertained herself chiefly

in reading the Holy Scriptures, Friends' writ-

ings, and the three first books of Thomas a
Kempis on the "Imitation of Christ;" at other
times with her pen and needle; for it was rare

to find her unemployed in something useful or
necessary, when her health permitted. In her
dress and apparel she was very neat and plain.

The tenderness of her love and affection to her
husband, mother, brother and sisters, was
more than common, and very remarkable, and
likewise so generally extended to her acquain-
tance, especially where truth had a preva-
lency, that it may be said, love predominated
in her.

A few years before her death she was sen-

sible of a gradual decay of bodily strength,

and when weakness and faintness prevailed,

she bore it with much patience and resignation

to God's holy will. In a sense of the uncer-
tainty of the comforts here below, she wrote
thus to a near friend:

"The enjoyments of this life appear very
changeable, and we are apt to seek them
more than is good for us, which hinders our
inward comfort, so we have something to war
against every day. I desire thou mayest be
directed by that Divine hand which orders all

things for our good every way, as we have
an eye to it."

And in another to a relation: "I am very
sensible of my happiness, and desire to walk
worthy of the mercies I enjoy; yet the want
of my health has been an affliction to me: but
I do not repine at that, since it is an advan-
tage to us to have some alloy to the comforts
of this life, which are mostly attended with
disappointments of one kind or other."
On her bed of sickness she said to her

brother, she admired people should place tl r

affections so much on the things of this wo;

which are but as dross, and like travelinji

misery; and earnestly desired their fan-

might, with Jacob, obtain a blessing; and'i

they had such worthy parents, who had e .

cated them in the ways of Truth, and enjo

so many favors beyond many others, th

ought to be a double thankfulness to the Giv

She desired her brother to be a comfort

their tender mother, and to keep their hon

able father's name, as one of the branches

'

the family, and then there would be a bless

laid up for him.

Speaking to her sisters, she said,
'"

should be good examples in the plainness'

our habits, as we make profession of the pi

ciple of Truth, and should take up the or

;

daily; for we were not born to serve o

selves, but to honor the Lord. That pain ;

weakness were hard to bear; and when we;
going out of the world we had need to h;

nothing then to do; that she waited fori

presence of the Lord, in which was more pie

ure than in all the joys of this world." Tl

turning to one of them said, "The Lord h:

done great things for thee, and may have

work for thee to do ; there is good seed so

in thy heart, and I desire the Lord will bl

thee."

Having been tendered in her spirit, so:

friends came to visit her, and prayed with h

whereupon she said she saw the Lord had i

forsaken her, but sent his servants, to vi

her, which was a great comfort to her.

Another time one of her sisters coming ii

the room, "0 sister," said she "the old :

cuser of the brethren lies very near, but t

Lord's hand is underneath, and sweetly si

ports."

Some days after, the same sister being

her bedside, she had an extraordinary conct

for her own welfare and her near relatic-

saying, "Dear sister, I have a steadfast ho]

but not a full assurance. I desire thee, pr

earnestly for me lest there should be any thi

committed by me, that may have slipped o

of my remembrance, and I not be earn(

enough with the Lord for forgiveness. I a^

pray earnestly for you all that you may coi

where I Iiope to be; and for my dear husba

likewise; and expressed her great care tb,

,

not one of the family might be lost. A\

other of her sisters, leaving her a little tin:

desired the Lord would support her under h

weakness. She answered, "He hath, and It

lieve will ;" and seemed comfortably resign

in spirit.

A few hours before her departure she desir

to be raised in her bed, in which she seem'

as if she should pass away, and bade all fai!

well; but reviving, said, "I thought I h;|

been going, but the Lord hath given me li

from the pangs of death, praised be his nan:

oh! praise be to the Lord He hath given i

a little ease."

Her fear was so great of offending the Lot

that having some disposition to slumber, s

said to her mother, "dost thou think He w

be angry if I should drop asleep?"

Some time after, being moved again s

seemed refreshed, and lay in a sweet frame

mind, praising the Lord, saying, "Lord th

art merciful, compassionate and true. Th

hast given me ease; Oh! I will praise t
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at all times from time to time; every

every minute while I live I will praise

ing in great pain, she said to some that

(' near her, "He will give me ease by and

; and earnestly prayed to the Lord for it

this manner: "Dear Lord give me ease;

It Lord Jesus, give me ease;" and then

*to her sister. He would. Her sister said

id not doulit but the Lord would answer

jesire and give her a full assurance; to

ii she answered, "I believe He will."

, she desired those by her to pray for her.

'iving slumbered a little, she awoke re-

ied, and looking on one of her sisters,

iaid to her, "Dear sister I shall do well,

ill do well." After which she was heard

(sweetly in prayer to the Lord to receive

and was sensible to the last.

;ward the conclusion of her days her weak-

was attended with such faintness and

sometimes that it made her apprehen-

it would be very hard to bear the strug-

of her final dissolution, which she fre-

tlv begged of the Lord to make easy; and

'as pleased to answer her desire accord-

, for she passed hence almost without

groan, or any visible alteration of coun-

ice. She departed this life at Totten-

aforesaid on the 30th of the Sixth Month,

, about the thirty-third year of her age.

Science and Industry.

jtEAT Auk's Eggs.—A few days ago an

I
of the great auk was offered for sale

Dndon, and after a spirited competition

I
knocked down for IL222. The price

.3 enormous, but when it is remembered
Ithere are only, as far as known, sixty-five

.ese eggs in existence, the wonder ceases,

^ere are many more collectors, whose col-

ons would not be complete without this

ted possession. The eggs, of which a

e one alone was laid in a season, were de-

ed on a ledge of rock close to the sea, as

iinability of the bird to travel on land

i preclude it from seeking a nesting

i far from the shore, and the baby auk

d be enabled as soon as possible to slip

the sea.

iie great auk is believed to be extinct.

latest account of a living specimen was
n by the late Dr. Fleming, who in 1821

cruising in the Hebrides, and observed

which had been caught by some fishermen

le sea near St. Kilda. It was brought on

d the yacht by the sailors and tied by the

;-a big bird of about three feet in length

a large beak and wings of very small

with which it made no attempt to fly. Its

lling gait was most ungainly and diflicult

be smooth deck, but when, still tied by

ieg with a long rope, it was allowed to

its food overboard it was astonishing to

:he rapidity with which it swam under the

:r. The wings, used as propellers, with

i beats, aided by the feet, drove it

ugh the sea with incredible swiftness and

boats had hard work to keep up with it.

le amusement at length met with disaster,

06 day, when exercising in the usual raan-

the rope broke or became detached and
last scion of a noble race disappeared to

3en no more.— Chicago News.

A New Thing in B'og Signals.—A new
thing in fog signals is being installed off Egg
Rock, Lynn— a bell to be rung about fifty feet

under water. It is well known that water is

a good conductor of sound, and this is to be

taken advantage of by the submerged bell.

The bell is to be hung below a buoy which

will be moored in fifteen fathoms of water by

three or four mushrooms and guy chains, so

Dhat it can not swing around and twist things

up; and it will be struck by electricity from
the Egg Rock Light Station, where a power
house is already established. The bell will be

under the control of an operator on the island,

who can sound it whenever there is need. The
theory upon which the plan is to be worked
out is that the bell, being under water, its

sound may be head bv persons on shipboard at

a much greater distance than if the bell was
suspended above water in the open air, while

for the same reason its noise cannot be objec-

tionable to residents along a nearby shore. It

is said that a person placing an ear against

a planking in the hold of a vessel will be able

to hear the bell three to five miles away. It

is an idea that has been experimented with

most satisfactorily, but nothing of the kind

has yet been put into practical service. Some
of the experiments were made in Boston har-

bor last year, and if the Egg Rock bell proves

a success it may be that others will be placed.

It is believed by some that the ringing of the

bell can be heard at a distance of ten or twelve

miles, and so this experiment will be watched
by all mariners who are passing Egg Rock.

—

Montreal Herald.

Battle Between Bees and Wasps.—

A

story of a curious battle between bees and

wasps comes from Semperingham. A band of

wasps entered a beehive in search of honey.

The bees not unnaturally defended their prop-

erty and tried to turn the enemy out. They
were, however, badly beaten and the wasps

gained possession. When the bee keeper ex-

amined the hive later on he found that nearly

all his bees had been killed, and that the wasps
were enjoying the fruits of their victory.

Great Cave Discovered.—Butte, Mont.,

Twelfth Month 10.—Lime quarry men blasting

rock discovered the opening of an enormous
cave, sixteen hundred feet above the Jefferson

River, fifty miles east of here. A partial ex-

ploration of the cave covering ten miles has

been made, a depth of one thousand feet being

reached. A large river with a cataract of one

hundred feet was followed for several miles

without its source or outlet being found. In

one compartment of the caves bones and stone

and copper utensils were found, pointing to

the fact that the cave was in prehistoric times

inhabited. Scientists think an earthquake

closed the cave's mouth and killed the inhabi-

tants. The formation of stalactite and other

natural decorations throughout the cave are

pronounced the most beautiful and varied ever

seen.

The Most Costly Drugs.—"The price of

many drugs used in medicine is astonishing to

those who are not acquainted with the sub-

ject," remarked a druggist. "There are sev-

eral that are worth their weight in gold (about

twenty dollars an ounce,) while two dollars,

three dollars and five dollars an ounce are
quite common prices in pharmacy. 1 filled

a prescription the other day that cost twenty-

five dollars.

"Hut there is one drug that I can recall that

is worth more than its weight in gold. That
is pseudo physostigmine. I don't think that

it has a popular name. It is too rich for that.

In the pharmacists' list it was quoted at one
dollar a grain, or four hundred and thirty-

seven dollars and fifty cents an ounce. The
seed from which the drug is made grows in

India and Brazil, as w'ell as in parts of South

Africa. This seed, tradition says, was once

used by native chiefs as an ordeal. The or-

deal generally resulted in the death of the

man upon whom it was tried, and so was con-

sidered a great truth finder. The prepared

drug is sometimes used now in the prescrip-

tions for the treatment of heart disease.

"Another drug that takes the palm for cost-

liness is, curiously enough, the one that is

perhaps the most widely known by name of

them all to the general public- musk. Its re-

tail price at the present moment is about fifty

dollars an ounce, six hundred dollars a pound
apothecary, or two and one-half times the val-

ue of pure gold, twenty-four carats fine. It

is obtained from the musk deer, a very rare

animal, and is contained in a follicle, of which
there is only one in each animal, so that an
ounce of the drug represents approximately

one of these precious animals. As it is largely

used for scent, the demand constantly exceeds

the supply, and the price has been steadily ad-

vancing. There is no reason why it should

not go to two hundred and fifty dollars or five

hundred dollars an ounce during the next few
years, as the musk deer is gradually vanishing

from the face of the earth.

—

Baltimore Amer-
ican.

Facts About the Sponge.—The surface of

a sponge is covered with little holes that are

larger at the top than at the bottom, while the

whole mass contains a system of channels.

When the animal is alive water is kept flowing

constantly through these channels by means
of minute hair-like appendages, which the lit-

tle polyps agitate. The water thus drawn in

brings with it the food required for the sus-

tenance of the sponge.

The Lily Fields of Bermuda.—Down in

frostless Bermuda, not far from the sea, the

great lily fields, some of them more than one

hundred acres in extent, are white with fra-

grant bloom; the smell of the sea mingles with

the sweet, heavy scent of the blossoms, and

negroes wend their lazy way among the flow-

ers, gathering in the snowy harvest. From
these lily farms the bulbs will be sent north in

summer and next Easter florists here will

grow the flowers in their greenhouses All the

lilies used in decorating the church buildings

at Easter are grown from these southern

bulbs, in the immediate neighborhood of New
York. It is the expensive lilies that are

home-grown. As in England the roses and

violets that are hawked about the streets of

London at Christmas and Easter are imported

from the villages along the Riviera, so the

lilies that are peddled along the Bowery and

the lower city, and those that are sold bv the

very small florists, come north in the flower

from Bermvidai.—Everybody's Magazine.
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For "The Friend."

For The Yearly Meeting now at Hand.

May we not hope that, as the time of our

Yearly Meeting is now nigh at hand, that

there are many amongst us who on looking

towards it feel their minds clothed with an ex-

ercise similar to that expressed in a private

letter of Clarkson Shecpard addressed to a

friend, dated Fourth Month 10th, 1895, which

we subjoin with a hope that our dear young

friends, as well as some who may feel that

they have but little part in the business of the

meeting, may be enabled to enter with others

into the same exercise of spirit as that of our

deceased Friend who, in his day, was dearly

beloved for the works' sake, and who though

dead, yet speaketh much, in the few words

quoted from the letter alluded to:—
"As many minds as there will be in our

Yearly Meeting now nigh at hand, how well

would it be could we eaoh seek to be guided

by, and dwell in the one eternal and Divine

mind." T. H. W.
Fourth Month 10th, 1902.

The largest induction coil, which produces

the longest spark for service in wireless tele-

graphy, is said to be the one which was re-

cently made for flashing messages between the

coast of Japan and Korea. It can produce,

in fact, a miniature streak of lightning forty-

five inches in length, capable of killing any

number of persons who might get in its way,

and when in operation sends out something

like thunder rolls. The entire apparatus

weighs about two thousand pounds.

Deep humility is a strong bulwark; and as

we enter into it, we find safety and true exal-

tation.

—

John Woolman.

Items Concerning the Society.

William Cooper, of Sydney Monthly Meeting in

Australia, is proceeding by way of California and
Western States, hoping to attend Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting before embarking for England to

represent before London Yearly Meeting the four

Monthly Meetings of Australasia, in regard to

their need of an organization subordinate to some
superior Meeting of their own in those islands.

We hear also of a prospect of the attendance at

the Yearly Meeting of Jacob Maule and wife, of

Colerain, Ohio ; and of John S. and Esther H.
Fowler, of Ohio, and of Eliza H. Varney, of Canada.

In Berkshire Inn, at Pinehurst, N. C, on the 3d
instant, an address delivered by Joshua L. Bailey,

of Philadelphia, at the request of the guests, on
"The Origin, History and Distinguishing Doctrines
of the Society of Friends,'" is said to have awakened
considerable interest and drawn out numerous in-

quiries.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—Both Houses of Congress have passed
a bill repealing the war revenue ta.\es, and it has been
signed by the President.

A syndicate of powerful companies, called the Beef
Trust, appears to control the supply of meats in this coun-
try, and h is lately advanced the prices to such a degree
as to cause great dissatisfaction among the retail dealers
and consumers. The greater use of milk, eggs and other
articles, instead of meat, is recommended as the only
method of securing a reduction in the prices of meats,
which are reported to have advanced from three to twelve
cents per pound over usual rates.

The consumption of sugar per capita in the United
States, it is slated, has advanced from thirty-three pounds
in 1870 to sixty-eight pounds in 1901.

The Mayor of Philadelphia has signed the ordinance

for an underground railway in Market Street, between

the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers.

A report issued by the Census Bureau shows that 2,-

053,912 farms in the United States during the census year

1900 produced 658,534,252 bushels of wheat, of a farm

value of $369,945,320. This wheat was raised on 52,-

588,574 acres ; 4,697,992 farms cultivated 94.916,866

acres of corn, producing 2,666,438,294 bushels, of a farm

value of $830,257,726.

An effort has been begun in Illinois to collect $5,000,-

000 for the ex- inmates of the reconcentrado camps in

South Africa, chiefly women and children, where the mor-

tality has been frightful, and Secretary Hay, by direction

of the President, cabled to United States Consul General

Bingham, at Cape Town, an instruction to draw on him

for $5000, the amount of the fund now in his hands, and

to exercise his own discretion in the distribution of the

money among the Boer sufferers.

Before the Senate Committee on the Philippines on the

10 inst. a report was submitted, written by Governor

Gardener, of the Philippine Province of Tayabas, dated

Twelfth Month 16th, 1901, in which he says :
" As Civil

Governor I feel it my duty to say that it is my firm con-

viction that the United States troops should at the earli-

est opportunity be concentrated in one or two garrisons,

if it is thought desirable that the good sentiment and loy-

alty they formerly exhibited to the United States Gov-

ernment among the people of this province should be con-

served and encouraged. Of late, by reason of the conduct

of the troops, such as the extensive burning of the bar-

rios in trying to lay waste the country so that the in-

surgents cannot occupy it, the torturing of natives by so-

called water cure and other methods, in order to obtain

information, the harsh treatment of natives generally,

and the failure of inexperienced, lately appointed Lieu-

tenants commanding posts to distinguish between those

who are friendly and those unfriendly and to treat every

native as if he were, whether or no, an insurrecto at heart,

this favorable sentiment above referred to is being fast

destroyed and a deep hatred toward us engendered. It

has been stated that a Filipino or an Oriental does not

appreciate just or kindly treatment, and that he considers

it an evidence of weakness, and that severe and harsh

measures are the only ones that are permanently effective

with Filipinos. I have found that just and kind treat-

ment, uniform and continued, is the only way by which

these people can be permanently our friends, and satisfied

with United States sovereignty."

Steps have been taken to establish in Washington a

Columbus Library. This institution, projected at the

Mexican Congress, is to include not merely matters rela-

ting to Columbus, but also all literature touching admin-

istrative and governmental functions, history, natural

resources and other matters of interest pertaining to the

American Republic. The beginning will be made in the

present quarters of the Bureau of American Republics.

George F. Kountz, special agent of the Geological Survey

in charge of precious stones, has prepared a report show
ing the production of precious stones in the United States

during 1901. Among those enumerated are the follow-

ing : Sapphire, $90,000; beryl (aquamarine, etc.), $5000;
tourmaline, $15,000; quartz crystal, $10,000; gold quartz,

$2000; silicified wood, $7000; rhodolite, $21,000; tur-

quoise, $118,000; chlorastrolite, $3000, and pyrite, $3000.

Gold is reported to have been found in the Thunder
Mountain gold fields, in Idaho, in decomposed ore, lying

on the surface.

The census of Texas shows that only one-fifth of its

population is colored, and that this number is chiefly found

in the five counties about Fort Bend, on the Gulf coast.

Texans, in going to Oklahoma, tried to exclude negroes

there. A recent outbreak in Lawton, Okla., has occurred

in consequence of these efforts.

A Boston despatch says that grain has become so

scarce for export at that port that transatlantic steamers

now leaving have been obliged to take out coal and water
as ballast.

A consolidation of various companies engaged in the

hardware jobbing trade is announced. The capital in-

volved is stated to be $120,000,000.

Petroleum has been found in a depth of 1,000 feet in

Michigan, six miles north of Rapid river.

A company has been organized with a capital of $2,-

000,000 to manufacture pulp for paper out of sugar cane

as it comes from the mill in Louisiana.

There were 494 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 12 less than the previous

week and 25 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 254 were males and 240 females: 59

died of consumption of the lungs ; 72 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 11 of diphtheria
;

13 of cancer ; 27 of apoplexy ; 14 of typhoid fever, 2 of

scarlet fever and 4 of small-pox.

Foreign.—Serious riots have occurred in Belgium, es-

pecially in Brussels, in consequence of agitation 'a,:

cialists, who demand a revision of the Constitnti!,,,].

universal suffrage. Collisions have occurred betwi
(j,;

troops and rioters, and many persons have been ki j,,

wounded. '

The conduct of a Major Waller of the Marine C^j.;
the Philippines in murdering Filipino prisoners ha )«

under examination in a court-martial in Manila : in .u

Waller states that he was instructed by his superii'f, .^

cer. General Smith, to " kill and burn ; to convert \^^\

a hotbed of insurrection, into a wilderness ;"
"t'llj

•

no prisoners," and to slay *' every one over ten '
«

"

and that he was simply carrying out these com"
Jj,

'

He was acquitted.

Negotiations for peace are reported to be still guj,!

between the Boer leaders and the British Governme' '

With a population of over 1,800,000 Berlin hsja'
than sixty places of worship, while there are saic !ln

several times as many halls where the principles of
|j|{

democracy and so-called philosophy are taught. Thi gu

condition is said to exist in other large cities inGeuj
The Prussian Minister of Public Works, reviewii'i,.'

periments on the application of electricity to 'uj

guage long distance railroads has stated that elec iij |

as a motive power was twice as expensive as steai ml

!

less secure from accidents. On a road between Berl 'ij i

Zossen a speed of one hundred miles an hour had ei
|

reached.

A despatch from Melbourne states that the 1 |e i

cable has reached the Fiji Islands. The America jr. i

minus is to be at Kelp Bay, Vancouver Island, in Crii, ;

The productiveness of the banana is so great t i| :

has been estimated that the ground that would g,33i

pounds of wheat or 99 pounds of potatoes would, ; ai
'

as mere space is concerned, give 4,000 pounds of bam, '

and with a fractional amount of the same troubl'ili:

has been called the " Prince of the Tropics," beca< ill

takes the same place, only to an even greater degiijt i

these hot countries than wheat, rye and barley taia .

West Asia and Europe, and that rice takes in Indi od i

China.

The number of deaths from cholera in Manila ham. i

tinued nearly the same, while in the provinces the idl.

tions are becoming alarming.

It has been found that at the present price of aiiol

in Germany (about 13.5 cents a gallon), alcohol coir:ei

with all forms of motive energy in engines of lesi u
twenty horse power.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—A complete set of the writings of Gp
Fox (8 volumes.) Any one willing to sell, please no

terms to the editor of The Friend.

A Friend-; experienced in nursing, desires a positia

companion, or care'-taker for invalid (woman or chi il

a Friend's family. Correspondence solicited.

"A. A."

Office of The Friend

Philadelpl

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience o ir-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will et

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and 50

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requiA

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent te

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, re

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Sn,

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foiiie

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega to

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WliJt

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and n-

munications in regard to business should be forward to

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Meals will be furnished as usual during the tir ol

Yearly Meeting, commencing on Sixth-day. the 18th; ce

same as heretofore—fifteen cents. It is hoped bias

committee that Friends will avail themselves general of

the privilege, as much expense has been incurred to i<8

the dining-room more commodioas and pleasant than e-

tofore.

Married, in Twelfth Street Meeting, Philadelphi in

the fifth of-Fourth Month, 1902, Edward HenryJ)B
and Edith Comfort Dillingham, both members o! i«

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for is

Western District.
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No education in the principles and doctrines . Doukhobor Notes,

of the reiijiion of Christ, nor mental assent to ' Our friends .1. S. Elkinton, D. Stratton and

them, however valuable, can take the place of I'. Jansen left Winnipeg for Yorkton, two hun-

a full surrender of our whole being into his dred and eighty-two miles by rail, on the morn-

hand; by which act of faith all obstacles to

A Plea for Faithful Fellowsliip.

exactions of business, the constant temp-

s presented by a world that lieth in

dness, and the desires of the unregener-

art; and on the other hand the profession

eligion in which obedience to the yoke

ross of Christ is largely kept out of

powerfully tend to captivate the mind

ad it from that watchfulness unto prayer,

ich alune there is safety. Earnest de-

were felt that this inward exercise of

might more prevail among us, wherein

ly know the gentle intimations of the Di-

vill and receive strength to obey it, and

I'in wisdom and spiritual understanding"

ight "walk worthy of the Lord unto all

[ng, being fruitful in every good work,

iicreasing in the knowledge of God."

[
maintenance of true unity between the

land junior classes of our Yearly Meeting,

yielding themselves to the government

nfluence of the tendering spirit of our

d Redeemer, and thereby becoming one

has egaged our earnest concern. The

iting power of the gospel would thus in-

is to fervent love for each other and

jthen the church where weakness is now

ent.

alluding to the duties which have been

led us as part of the profession of pure

iial Christianity which we are to exem-

before men, we should keep in constant

nbrance that renewed life which comes

gh faith that works by love to the puri-

of the heart, and is that operation of

^•hich Christ Jesus taught to Nicodemus

he insisted upon the necessity of being

again^

)m an ex'nort.ition of the Philatielphia Meet-
Sufferings, presented to the Yearly Meet-

the renewing of the Holy Spirit are removed,

and that change of heart takes place by which

we become the true born children of our Fa-

ther in Heaven.

Being thus made members of Christ's body,

which is the Church, the source of our life as

such will be in llini; and as participants in his

work for tlie salvation of men, we will be led

into all the knowledge of his will that is need-

ful to act our part in the holy economy of his

family and flock.

It is to this Divinely ordained method of

conversion that we desire to draw the atten-

tion of our Friends, that all may become joyful

partakers of the grace which comes by Jesus

Christ, and through his constraining love per-

form the part he assjgns them in his militant

Church. Then should we know the bright

arising of the sun of Righteousness, and the

glory of his light would shine upon us.

is week.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

.'\n opening of the Yearly Meeting coinci-

dent with an opening of Divine anointing seemed

to take place in the .Meeting of Ministers and

Elders which preceded, and was held as under

the wing of ancient goodness, on Seventh-day

previous.

A solemnity of silence for some time unbro-

ken was succeeded by vocal supplication for

the blessing and enriching of this and all the

assemblies which should follow. Time does

not permit an account in detail of the exer-

cises of this and of the opening session of the

Yearly Meeting, which we trust will be pre-

sented in unbroken continuity next week. It

may suffice to say here that favored meetings

for worship were held on First-day; also that

the proceedings of the Meeting for Sufferings

attracted unusual interest. One of its exer-

cises concerning the welfare of our member-

ship is given above. The Representatives

were sorry to lose the acceptable service of

Ephraim Smith as Clerk, but yielding to his

plea for release on account of ill health, united

in the nomination of William Evans for Clerk

and Charles S. Carter as Assistant Clerk, for

this year, and they were accordingly appointed.

ing of the ;)th inst. They had as traveling

companion a Doukhobor named Vassili Oliied-

koff, who had been exiled to Archangel for live

years, for intluencing the young men against

war. Two of his friends, who were sent out

at the same time, for a three years' banish-

ment, had already completed it, and are now
in Canada.

Dillwyn Stratlon has kindly furnished, for

the readers of Thk Fuie.md, some information

of his first experiences of the Doukhobor vil-

lages and of their inhabitants.

"At Yorkton we laid our plans for a fairly

early start on the morning of Fourth Month

loth, but many things being needed to supply

such a company for an indefinite time, away

from grocery or feed store, new harness to be

procured, and wagons to be put in trim and

packed, nearly filled the morning hours, so

that we finally set otf at noon, our dinner hav-

ing been previously eaten. The deep mud
near the town was hard for the teams, and

the first sixteen miles required more than

iour hours, when we stopp»^d for supper at the

new log house of Alexander Simp.=;on. For the

remaining fifteen miles to the village of Ter-

penie we drove on the open prairie, seldom

using the trail, as the mud in it was very

sticky, formed of that curious soil that is

found with alternate boulder and limestone

formation.

The snow was mostly gone, but the water

stood in vast ponds, taking but a slight de-

pression to put the wagon huh deep, and three

times water came into the wagon bed. Satch-

els were not entirely water proof, so the good

fire at our house, in an old fashioned box

stove, came in to advantage.

About ten at night we drove upon the wide

village street, when our friends I'eter Jansen

and Emma Almanefsky made use of their Rus-

sian sdrashisty. which soon brought to us

quite an animated .scene. Among the villa-

gers was a fine looking young woman whose

eight years old daughter could uss a little

English, and told J. S. E. that she remembered

him on shipboard, when her father had died

on the way from Batoum. The mother took

us to her cousin's houfe for the night, enter-

taining Emma in her own home. Our host

was a widower, with two sons. Their bache-

lor quarters were very clean, the house almost

new, the finest specimen of their work I

have yet seen. On lying down the bed seemed

a bit solid, but our sound sleep was favored

by the day's experiences.

Fred, our host, was the Elder of the vil-

lage, and looked the personification of relig-

ious fanaticism, a lean, worn face, full of de-

termination of soul, coupled with a
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tion of the flesh, that would court death with-

out fear. He will not eat flesh, nor even

milk, butter or eggs, and hopes to come

where he will not yoke the ox nor harness the

horse. This sentiment has found several ad-

vocates in the villages, forming an argument

against the Doukhobors remaining in this

country, where stock-raising is the main sup-

port; some proposing to find a place where

fruit grows, that they may dig the earth with

their own hands.

Peter Jansen and the Elder talked long after

the rest of us were sound asleep, so, when we

awoke in the morning, our companion was in

possession of their logic, that follows a circle,

touching on the risks of individual ownership

breaking the authority of the Elders and obe-

dience to grandparents. This they at much

length vindicate, from their principle of free-

dom from man's government; over and over

asserting, in substance, that they cannot serve

two masters. Some would ask to rent land

for a time; others would have it set aside in

a block to each village any—plan except indi-

vidual ownership. They do not object to the

ten dollars entry fee, some saying they were

willing and able to give much more.

They are afraid to pay taxes, not knowing

what use will be made of the money. They

claim not to have authorized Prince Hilkofi" to

arrange for their homesteading, that they

could never have agreed to come under the

laws. Registration and marriage regulations

they include with their other objections to

government. While it is not openly admitted

by them, we regret to note evidence of a few

followers of Alexander Bodjansky, in each of

the five villages we have visited, who are ready

tn £ro anywhere to be free from all restraint.

L pv..i t'liuLi esuablished lines of reasoning no

apparent change is made by the address of our

Philadelphia Friends, by practical comment on

their prosperity, or the disaster awaiting them

by losing their homes by others coming in and

taking claims.

On the other hand, many are present at

these meetings who we believe have decided

views of their own, that would not dare openly

to oppose their seniors, yet will eventually

take homesteads, becoming good citizens. It is

from this class that we hope for some fruits

of the labors of our Society, in planting and

for a time sustaining them, in this wonderfully

fertile land.

After reading of their house construction,

we were surprised not to be able to guess

aright the next morning what material

these smoothly plastered walls, so straight,

so firm, and so neatly whitewashed, were built

from. Adobe, concrete and stone were each

suggested., when to our surprise we learned

these houses were built as those first de-

scribed in The Friend; first perpendicular

poles, then horizontal work from small staff;

two walls thus built are packed with straw,

when both outside and inside are very well

plastered. The roof is so thick with sod

on top with brush and poles for support,

with neat whitewashed plaster below, that

ii is like the walls, air tight and very warm.

The windows are not more than 2x3 feet,

made with their own sash but wonderfully

tight; and there is no way to open any-

thing for ventilation except the inner and

outer doors. The air of these rooms, in which

we have had an average of forty or more indi-

viduals at each gathering, not being at all

fresh when we enter, soon becomes a test on

our endurance.

We were wonderfully interested in their

barns; built much as the houses, with a sort

of gothic ventilator in the roof, that we were

glad to see, and would be still better pleased

to have a flue from near the floor to extend

clear above the roof, that would not be af-

fected by the wind, and might always remain

open, as this we fear was closed most of the

winter.

They are now using boards in building their

granaries that they saw, themselves, from logs

of spruce and tamarack growing in reach of the

villages. The log is raised some six feet from

the ground, upon huge trestles; one man
stands on the log to man the top end of the

saw, while another works from beneath, as

many of our fathers have so well known. We
visited the threshing floor, on top of a little

knoll, where we saw their method of separat-

ing the grain from the straw. The ground

was first beaten very hard. Poplar drags,

four feet deep by seven feet long, had stone

set in the under surface, rising an inch above

the wood, with rough surface out, something

after the shape of Indian darts. Two horses

were hitched to this, and a woman sits on the

drag knitting, as the horses go around. Af-

ter the grain is well loosened the straw is

forked from it, and the remainder thrown in

the air for the chaff to be winnowed from the

grain. Their oats are very heavy, over forty

pounds to the bushel, and so nicely cleaned

that they do well for feed. At one village

we saw sheep already shorn, and afterwards

we saw the wool, at the house; some of it

carded, spun into thread and woven into cloth,

and being made into a coat. The two fronts

were completed, and the heavy pleats to m
the gathers at the back were about ready to

be sown fast to the body, making a short bell

shaped skirt.

Their dough troughs looked clean; their

ovens are made of brick and after heating, the

coals and ashes are well cleaned away
when the loaves are slipped on to the wooden

spade and shaken from it to their place in the

oven without the use of any pan, at this time

of year. In the summer they use cabbage

leaves to bake the loaves upon, but it is said

by members of our party that it is best baked

upon the bare brick. We have eaten it side

by side with our boughten bread. In some

places one gets the preference and at others

it will be reversed. Eggs are generally of-

fered, and potatoes and milk mostly plenty.

They don't seem to prefer our seeing them at

their meals, but we know they need not want.

They so far have abundance of nicely cured

hay, upon which, with no grain, many of their

cattle have fattened, ready for the butcher;

they cannot sell them to be killed, yet some
are willing to trade for young animals or

cows. Would that their faith might be cleared

from excrescences that do not belong to Bible

teachings. Thy friend,

D. S.

The test of a fine character is attention to

the minutiae of conduct— to do the little com-

mon place service of love— the cheerful word

—the cup of cold water—when rendered not

grudgingly or of necessity.

"That's What I'm Here For."

It was the uniformed young porter In

said it, as he smiled pleasantly on thew(j5

whose bundles he had started to carry for
Jr.

The station was full of travelers, hurryinltj

and fro from their trains, but the porter
jj

not in the least hurried. He was quiet, nly^

helpful; and he found a seat for the womilj]

the right car, and repeated, as she tha
^(j

him for his trouble, "That's what I'm hereip

madam, all day long; just to see that pr.])

get aboard all right." Then he went bacto

the gate, and promptly helped somebody
gj

to another train. Cheery and pleasant ij

carried babies, lifted heavy bags, reassgj

nervous people who were afraid the itji'

would start without them, and made hii)'.|{

generally helpful, hour after hour.
;

"That's what I'm here for." The cheinl

words carried an unconscious message, no

porter's lot was not a very pleasant one. if.

haps he, too, longed to travel away fronne

hoi city to the sea or the woods, yet alhe

year round he was shut within the croisd

station, with its tracks and platforms. ,f

thanked him for helping them, and he eld

hardly have been blamed if he had beena'ite

cross over his work. But he had no ;!||

thought; he was there to be helpful, aniia

heart was in his work.

The woman who had been helped to jr

seat by him, thought it over as the fin

rolled away. She was one who had caiid

many burdens for other people, and had id

few thanks. She seemed to herself to «
spent her life in starting other peopled

where they wanted to go, and staying beij

herself; and, lately, she had felt rebel a

about it. But the young porter's w]i

started a new line of thought. "That's lat

I'm here for, " she said to herself, "an it

isn't my business to complain or to quesiD,

If he can do his day's work in that hety

spirit, I guess I can, too," and she felter

heart lighter than for many a day. The r-

ter did not know it, but he had preachi a

whole sermon in five words that afternooi-

Exchange.

Value of Religious Discipline.—Frer-

ick Seebohm, at whose house we are en >

tained, has five children, and shows niucte-

ligious care over them. He instructs ta

in reading and writing and has daily a sit s

with them in silence. I was this day at '8

of their little meetings, the four eldest b(g

present. They sat very quietly and the fath's

mind seemed bowed and exercised on his in

and the children's behalf. This little meeig

held about half an hour and then the chik n

were put to their books. If this were n'e_

generally the practice of parents, that r'-

ness and undisciplined conduct, which is io

apparent in many places and families, w(d

be removed and much profit redound to i'-

ents and children, and consequently to re»-

ious society. For the Lord would not fai o

bless such care, and would grant count

May the world be less regarded and the knd-

edge of Hod and his ways be more diligeij

sought after, that the durable riches and rift-

eousness may be experienced and possessed-

Joh )i Ponberton.

We mistake education extremely.— !!

Fcnn.
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Joshua Barber, 1660-1732.

lijiarrative of Brighouse Monthly Meeting;,

g.nd, is as follows:—

jr dear and worthy friend Joshua Barber,

if Samuel and Klizabeth Barber, was burn

Hholt in the parish of Guisely, in the year
)' His father died a prisoner for attend-

he meetings of the people called Quakers,

(je this his son was two years old; so that

iother, who was a religious woman of the

i;h of England, educated him in that way;

lie, being brought up in the trade of a

ij, about the seventeenth year of his age,

I
to Uoncaster to work, where, having

i;lination to go to a meeting of Friends,

ijide enquiry if there was any in that part

63 country? Hearing of one kept at the

of Thomas Kellam, of Balby, he went

to it, and was there reached by the tes-

y of our Friend Thomas Oldam.

,er that, he returned to his mother's

not far from Kawden, and being in-

:d of a great convincement thereaway,

hat Jeremiah tirimshaw, his former ac-

tance, was joined with Friends, and be-

public preacher among them, he had a

to go to their meeting, which he did

3Xt First-day after his return from Don-

and was there effectually reached, di-

living testimonies being borne by Jere-

Grimshaw and others; so that he went

ice after that meeting to the public wor-

le had been educated in (the Church of

nd), but joined with Friends of iiawden

ng amongst whom he lived, and married

;nds' daughter within the compass there-

was a prisoner in York Castle for tithe

time, and about three years after he

et at liberty he removed with his family

I'e at Burley, in the parish of Leeds;

^ he became zealously engaged in the

of Truth amongst Friends of Leeds, who
under a fresh visitation; although no

! Friend* then belonged to the meeting,

lany were convinced, and came to join

Friends in that time of silence, to the

i;ement of the meeting considerably; in

1 time this our Friends' mouth was
d in public testimony among Friends,

which concern he had been many years;

3 he grew in the gift, he faithfully and
isly labored among Friends, both at home
broad, traveling in the service of Truth

gh Wales to Bristol, and several long

eys in this nation, Ireland, and part of

ind.

vard the latter part of his time, great
r infirmities coming upon him, he often

ssed his thankfulness that he had en-

red to discharge his Truth among the
hes whilst health and strength lasted;

g been many times and in divers places

;ed to bear a faithful testimony against
liberty, and plainly and particularly to

with offenders; and also some whose
try he believed proceeded not from, the
'ing of life, but were got into a form of

hing without the power; unto such he
a good example in meetings, steadily

ig in deep silence upon the movings of
oly Spirit, both to enable him to worship
nd^o open counsel before he durst ap-

iblic Friend means Friend in the ministry.

pear by way of ministry, how great soever the

people's expectation might be from him, be

ing very careful to minister in the ability that

Cod gives; so that his ministry was living,

truly edifying, and generally well esteemed.

He was a diligent attender of meetings on
First-days and other days, both for worship
and discipline, wherein he was very servicea-

ble, having a spirit of discerning beyond
many; and was, as the apostle says, swift to

hear but slow to speak, in such meetings.
He was greatly beloved by the generality of

the meeting he belonged to, for his guod ex-

ample, steady walking and impartial judg-
ment, even among his nearest friends, as well

as others. When he thought there was oc-

casion for advice he dealt in great plainness

with all where he was concerned, as he found

his way open in the Truth, so that he became
a terror to evil doers, though a comfort to

them who did well.

Notwithstanding his bodily infirmity he dil-

igently labored in his vocation .so long as he

was able, being not slothful in business, but
fervent in spirit, serving the Lord, rejoicing

in hope, patient in tribulation, continuing in-

stant in prayer, and much delighted in the en-

joyment of Divine goodness, which failed him
not when he was confined to his own house
the last four months of his time, by an asthma
and dropsy; but he would often say to friends

who visited him, although he had been some-
times counted over zealous, like the good Man
of old who said the zeal of thy house hath

eaten me up; yet he now reaped the precious

fruits of his faithfulness unto his great Lord
and Master, who spake peace to his soul and
gave him the earnest of everlasting rest, by

overshadowing him many times with his heav-

enly love and lifting up his mind above his

great afflictions of body to rejoice in his holy

name and power. And near his conclusion,

he said to a friend present—It was his faith,

the Lord would overturn that dark power
which so often prevailed in the churches, and
would raise up many that should stand for his

name. We well know that his travail of spirit,

in this respect, had been often very deep be-

fore the Lord, and his mourning great for the

true Seed's sake.

Upon taking leave of his friends a few hours

before his departure he said, "It has been my
judgment a long time, and I am still of the

same mind that there is none can worship,

praise and glorify God, but in a measure of

his own Divine Spirit."

He departed in great peace, comfort and

hope in Christ, the Second-day of the Eleventh

Month, 1732, aged seventy-two.— Waymarks.

Interpretations.

The following words of a Persian traveller,

writing from France a few years ago to his

friends at home after visiting one of the li-

braries of Paris, aptly illustrated the folly of

"hobby" teaching.

"Father," said I to the librarian, "what are

these huge volumes which fill the whole side

of the library?" "These," said he, "are the

interpreters of the Scriptures." "There is a

prodigious, number of them, " replied I; "the
Scriptures must have been very dark formerly

and must be very clear at present. Do there

remain still any doubts? Are there now any

points contested?" "Are there?" answered

he with surprise; "are there? There are al-

most as many as there are lines." " Vou
astonish me," said I. "What, then, have all

these authors been doing?" These authors"
returned he. "never searched the Scriptures

for what ought to be believed, but for what
they did believe themselves."

A Vision.

I find your paper freer from error than any
religious periodical with which I am acquaint-

ed, hence I offer this to The Fkie.nd for publi-

cation.

In a village near where I reside, a Metho-
dist revival being in progress in which a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends took a prominent
part, preaching alternate nights with the Meth-
odist minister, and in which much good was
seemingly done,—and believing as I do that

there can be but one body or church of Christ

(Eph. iv: 4, etc.) and that all sect-denomina-
tions [though containing we trust, ] members of

Christ's Church, are distinguishable therefrom,
I did not attend or take part with them. But
being taunted with being an outsider by some
who had fallen under the power of the excite-

ment which ran to a very high pitch, I felt a

sincere prayerful desire to spring up in my
heart to the Lord, that I might know how
these people stood in his sight.

During the following night a wonderful
state of happiness and bliss came over me, and
I saw the similitude of the Lord standing at the

foot of my bed, face to my face. I immedi-

ately asked, "Why do these people make such
an ado about religion?" Heanswered, "They
have some light." Upon the information be-

ing given that they have not the full light of

the gospel, I asked, "Then why do they cry

out 'conversion,—conversion to God?' " He
answered, "They are in the outer court."

Immediately the scene was shifted, and I

found myself standing near the right hand

corner of a great temple building pointing

eastward overlooking the court of the Gentiles,

and I saw a great light like a fiery stream is-

suing forth high up from the front'of the tem-

ple and passing outward over the outer court

into the darkness of the world beyond, which

gave but little light to the court below.

And I beheld all the sects called denomina-

tions, sitting in the outer court separated

from each other under canopies, which each

had erected for themselves to worship under.

The color of these canopies impressed me,

which had no brightness nor glory about them,

all being of a dark, sooty color. And I mar-

veled that they had so little light, which was

ke twilight or starlight. Some were as near

the temple as their lower position would al-

low, where they had most light, and 1 could

see their countenances, just as they appear in

their enjoyable meetings.

The whole outer court was filled with them,

except a few spaces near the temple. Whilst

far back in the distance as the light re-

vealed anything, the court was completely

filled with these canopied congregations.

Then the words of Rev. xi: 1-2 were spoken

with power within me, saying, "There was

given unto me a reed like unto a rod, and the

angel stood saying, rise and measure the tem-

ple of God and the altar and them that wor-

ship therein. But the court which is without
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the temple leave out and measure it not, for

it is given to the Gentiles. And the Holy City

shall they tread under foot forty and two

months."
This ended the vision. But it has been so

im Dressed on my memory that, although some

ten years have elapsed since, yet I feel con-

scious that in truth and sincerity I can say

that I have not added to, nor subtracted one

iota from what I saw and heard.

These sectarian worshippers were sitting and

worshipping contentedly where they were, ap-

pearing wholly unconscious of the presence of

the temple of Cod and of the great light shin-

ing out into the world overhead.

I have since remembered a remark from my
father, that the various denominations were in

the outer court, he holding that the Friends'

worship was in the sanctuary.

Seeing a vision in No. 20 of The Friend by

a female minister, Matilda Branscomb, which

corresponds with this one in that these socie-

ties have sought their own glory and not the

Lord's, I feel freedom to offer this for publi-

cation, as throwing much light on the present

condition of the professing religious world.

And as M. Branscomb was informed, the change

should be brought about by the Lord himself

alone, without the help of herself or any man
or woman, then certainly not by the help of

any Society.

"The man of sin, the son of perdition who
sitteth in the temple of God and who opposeth

and exalteth himself above all that is called

(Sod or that is worshipped, and is showing that

He is God, the Lord shall consume with the

Spirit of his mouth and shall destroy with the

brightness of his coming" (2nd Thes ii: to 12).

Many shall think they know Him who do not.

For "If any shall say unto me in that day

Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy

name and in thy name have cast out devils,

and in thy name done many wonderful works?

and then I will profess unto them, I never

knew you. Depart from me, ye that work
iniquity" (Matt, vii: 22-23). W.
Saffordville, Kansas.

Music is for pleasure, while truth is for

practice. When man hears the truth of God's

eternal love for a sinful and lost world; when
he is told of the reality of the gift of his only

begotten and well-beloved Son to die upon

the cruel cross for man's sin; when he is re-

minded of the fact that the life of Christ

dwells in the heart of man and transforms the

life; when he hears of the onward, conquering

march of Christianity by people whose lives

are under tlie control of that Divine life, his

sensibilities and emotions are stirred— he is

pleased "but he may have been pleased only

by the music of truth. If he hasn't made
these eternal truths his; if they haven't be-

come a part of his being: if they are not man-
ifesting themselves in honesty, integrity, love,

kindness and beneficence; if, in other words,

they have not been reduced to practice, he has

not yet found the vital distinction between

music and truth. The message has been only

a lovely song. Clearly did the .Apostle James
discriminate in this particular when he ex-

claimed, "Be ye doers of the Word, and not

hearers only, deceiving your own selves."

—

Presbyterian.

The principal fountain of Truth is Truth itself.

The Father's Point of View.

BY WILLIAMX. WORCESTER.

A paper written for a Parents' Meeting of

the Philadelphia Branch of the National Con-

gress of Mothers.

I have no doubt that 1 speak for all the men
who are present, as well as for myself, in say-

ing that we appreciate the opportunity to con-

fer with the mothers in regard to the home
and the children. The invitation to be present

at this meeting is a recognition of the fact

that mothers and fathers are equally responsi-

ble, and equally interested in the welfare of

the children. The care of the children is a

labor which neither should leave to the other,

and a ble.«sing and pleasure which neither

should be so selfish as to wish to enjoy alone.

The thoughts which I wish to express at this

time I have arranged under three heads: first,

preparation for parenthood; second, the asso-

ciation of parents with very little children,

and third, the association of parent with older

children.

The duties and responibilities of parents are

so great that they surely deserve to be looked

forward to and to be prepared for in every

possible way. There seems to be a growing

apcreciation in the public mind of the need of

preparation on the part of women to perform

iheir duties well in making and caring for a

home and their duties toward their children.

It is recognized that a school education is not

all that is required in preparation for these

duties, nor even a college educaMon, nor profi-

ciency in music or other arts. .\ girl and

young woman who has had only such training

tinds herself sadly unprepared when she is

called upon, perhaps suddenly, to undertake

the duties of wife and mother.

I speak of the need of preparation on the

part of women, because I wish to express the

belief that there is equal need of preparation

on the part of men. .'\ young man should

look forward to being a husband and a father.

It is the normal state of life for him; it is the

highest, most perfect state. He should re-

•jard fatherhood as a most sacred relation; it

is from God, and it in a small way images

(Jod's relation to all created beings. If the

relation of fatherhood is faithfully filled, there

is a blessing in it from the Lord.

The looking forward to wife and children

should lead a young man to industry that he

may gain the means for their support. It

should make him saving, especially it should

prevent his waste of means in selfish personal

indulgence. The thought of a home of his

own and of sharing it with wife and children

should lead him to avoid and to correct all

habits of life that would make home less per-

fect and that would be an annoyance to oth-

ers. It should lead him to cultivate t' ose

habits andways that are useful and pleasant

in the home. Above all, this looking forward

to the married state should lead a young man
to cultivate reverence for marriage and for all

things connected with it. It should be a mo-
tive to strictest discipline in all that relates

to marriage, that he may bring to that inti-

mate and sacred relation a body and mind pure

and holy and self-contrclled. If the thought

of marriage is such a powerful motive in a

young man's life, the thought of children is

not less so; for deeply as the wife's life and

happiness are affected by the husband's
1

1«,

children are even more deeply and inte ^|y

affected. There are those now-a-d

would lead us to attach small importan

heredity, and who even question if si;

thing exist. It does exist, and it is a

real and important factor in a child's life

child does not indeed inherit the virtue o

sins of his parents, but he does inherit a

dency to the ways of life which have be

matters of habit in the parent's lives,

there are wise teachers who assert Iha

inheritance from the father is even more
sistent and enduring in the child than tl

heritance from the mother, and for the n
that it is more interior. If we rememi
this matter of heredity, and if we realize

immense significance, it would be a pow
motive with a young man to refrain froi||;

worthy ways of life and to cultivate thoseijt

are true and noble. He would ask hinlf,

Shall I indulge in some evil thing at

seems pleasant, and by doing so, bind a ir-

den which others will have to bear? Hil
any right to do what will, or mav, mak ift

hard for others? The thought must uften^lo

him to keep in the right way, repeating

himself the words which our Lord spoke ciij

disciples: "For their sakes I sanctify'ij;

self." By carerlessness of act or thoug of

feeling a young man wrongs his wife and iji

dren.

The preparation for parenthood should til

long before the time of marriage. The pi*

ration, as has been suggested, is not el fly

for the material support of the family, m
must prepare by personal correction and .

"

pline, and especially by cultivating a r

ence for marriage as holy and from

Parents should make this preparation, th:su

far as is in their power they may surrou a

child's opening life with influences of pu y,

holiness and strength. This duty of preja-

tion is one in which the father and mcer

have equal share. It need hardly be said at

what parents do in this way for one aDoer

and for the children's sake, and whatever c-

rifice it involves, bring to themselves are\nl

in the fuller, deeper blessing of marriage id.

of home.
We pass now from the duty of preparf],

to the responsibilities and blessings w :h

come with the presence of children in le

home. I use the two words responsibi as

and blessings, and I do not know how to s i-

rate them. It is an immense responsibilit .0

have a helpless little life intrusted to yir

keeping. Not only is the physical wel'e

of the child dependent upon you, but t»

large degree his mental and spiritual J-

velopraent. It is a great responsibility, it

the care of the little life is at the s:e

time a wonderful happiness. It is ahvs

a happiness to do for those who cannot'O

for themselves but the happiness is won(>

fully increased when, in response to our cie,

we see the little life developing and gairg

day by day in power, and when the child '•

spends to our affection and loves us in retii.

The association of parents with a lie

child is a most helpful and happy experiei*.

A mother who avoids the care of her child

n

and leaves them to hired nurses and teach.

S

both robs the child and loses something nit

precious from her own life. What I have ii
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mother is true also of the father. So

is possible, he should not avoid, but

seek association with the little children,

uld learn to do every thing for them so

he can, should keep acquainted with

should get near to them and keep near,

father does not know how to hold the

nd does not love to hold him, does not

how to dress him, to play with him, to

im outdoors in the carriage or in his

to put him to bed, he misses a great

ge. As I speak there come to mind

twilights by the open fire when the

getting quiet and ready for bed.

come to mind walks on summer days,

alks in the woods, the baby laughing at

)ts of sunshine which come through the

and stretching u|i her hands to the

g trees in wondering delight. I would

change such experiences for any recrea-

lat I know.

association of parents with little chil-

s not merely a superficial pleasure,

is deep benefit in it, both to the children

the parents. We have spoken of the

i
a child who is intrusted almost wholly

I
care "f nurses. There may be condi-

'/hich make it necessary, but as a rule,

y one be expected to come so close to a

|n sympathy as his own parents? Can

:pect the same of hirelings whose own

lildren are not? Can any so well under-

|.he children, or be so patient with the

tn's faults as the parents, who may often

lize the children's failings as their own?
jiften defects of character are due to

influence, perhaps, of very early years!

|any persons, for example, carry through

\
fear or dread of certain things which

[ly might often be traced in its begin-

I). association with some ignorant or un-

ompanion as a very little child! And
[' there is no positive harm from such

jition, what a lack there is in it of infiu-

If the best and most helpful kind! We
. realize how susceptible little children

ithe influence of those about them. This

ce is a power in itself in their life, be-

pening the way for association and help

jr minds as time goes on. The influence

iier and mother with the child are both

.ant. They appeal to different elements

racter in the child and both are neces-

[) its fullest development.

iar of the influence of parents upon the

|;n. We must not forget the influence

|ie children upon the parents. It is a

bal and precious thing. Those who are

t it do not know how much they miss.

|e chilli appeals to the child in us. He
liS our heart, he awakes the childlike

jes lyins dormant in our souls. We all

ittle children once, and we all are little

lin deep inside. The child helps us to

[he conventionalities of the world and to

\e like him simple and loving, and this

It re.stful to us, most refreshing, nothing

e so. And remembering the Scripture

, that we must become as little children

vould prepare for heaven, we must be-

hat this association with children is very

id important help in the best develop-

if character.

association with the children, with the

Ik of it, is for both parents. The

mother will naturally be with the children the

longer time. Indeed, she may be with them
so much that even the happy association loses

something of its charm. If the father can at

times relieve her, she returns to it with new
\

benefit and delight; and to the father, his

share of association with the children will be
'

most precious. A man more than a woman is

exposed to the chilling hardening influences of

the world. Un this account he needs more
than a woman the counteracting influence.

The childish face and voice are an inspiration

to him when engaged in work away from
home; thev are a monitor to warn him from
ways which are not innocent and to make him
true to his best self; and in coming home to

the children and their innocent ways there is

wonderful rest and refreshment. If a father

fails to make the most of his opportunities for

association with a little child, he not only de-

prives the child of something important to his

life, but he deprives himself of one of his

greatest helps and pleasures.

As a child grows older, the influence of

parents is no less important, but it is different.

Having become acquainted with the children

in their babyhood and having come near to

them in sympathy and aH:ection, parents should

keep near to them and follow them in their

changing states, entering into their new ex-

periences with sympathy and being their com-
panion in them all. Both father and mother
should take an interest in what the children

are learning; they should know what the chil-

dren read a id enjoy it with them; they should

share their interest in the study of nature,

being with them out of doors, enjoying with

them the flowers and birds and stars; learning

with them, for there is always something new
to learn in the book of nature, yet exercising

a gentle, guiding influence in the study. Par-

ents should be the companions or interested

friends of the children in their games, in ac-

quiring the use of tools, or gaining any ac-

complishment. They should be with them in

their friendships and should help wisely in the

choice of friends. All this they can enjoy with

the children and feel the refreshment of it,

and at the same time can give the help of

their experience.

This duty of companionship with the grow-

ing children and of sympathy in all the inter-

ests of their life, is for both father and

mother. Perhaps a larger share falls to the

father as children grow older and become more
active; and he has a special duty with the

boys. Among the precious experiences of my
boyhood was such companionship with my
father: not only in the study of nature which

he always encouraged and shared with us, but

in riding and walking, in mountain climbing

and camping and swimming, and in nearly all

the work and pleasure of my boyhood. It

may be thought by some persons that such in-

timate association of parents and children

may tend to lessen the children's respect for

their parents, and may make it more difficult

to secure obedience which, probably, we all

recognize as the most important lesson to be

earned in childhood. The intimate association

may lead to less of reverence of a mere ex-

ternal and formal kind, of that kind which too

often is forced and hypocritical, and which

conceals feelings which are not respectful.

But if there may be somewhat less of formal

deference, there is more of real afl'ection and
of the real spirit of obedience, which leads

the child willingly and lovingly to do what he

knows his parents wish and regard as right.

The companionship between i)arents and
children which we have described, the close

sympatliy, encourages a confidence on the

part of children which is most precious. It

makes it easy and natural for the child to

make known his troubles to his parents, to

bring to them his questions, as they come
with experience in the world or with his own
changing state. The parents being near to

the children may often know their state with-

out being told and can give timely instruction

and warning and encouragement, removing
many needless fears, t^uite apart from the

profit and pleasure of living in close associa-

tion with the children all the way long, it is

worth all the effort it may cost, all the pains

and trouble, if it were only for this, to be near
to the children and to have their confidence

when hard times come to them.

I have not tried to separate sharply between
the father's and the mother's duty. Proba-

bly, as was suggested, the mother has the

larger part with little children, and the father

more as they grow older. Perhaps the mother
has more to do for the girls and the father for

the boys but father and mother will be to-

gether everywhere, each relieving the other,

each supplementing the other. Even if they

do the same thing, they will do it differently

and will bring a different benefit to the child.

My belief is, that if father and mother work
together lovingly, each trying to do what he

can do, or she can do best, they will find

their right places and their right relations to

the children. By acting together and in ac-

cord they complete the helpful influence which
surrounds the child, and they find in the child

a living bond of union between themselves.

The care of the children is by no means a duty

and a pleasure for the mother alone; at each

stage of a child's development the father has

his part in the responsibility and in the bless-

ing.

The Bible.— McCulloch's tribute to the

Bible, as follows, will, of course, be referred

by Friends to the Author, the Spirit of in-

spiration in its writers and readers:

—

How comes it that this little volume, com-

posed by humble men in a rude age, when art

and science were but in their childhood, has

exerted more influence on the human mind and

on the social system than all other books put

together? Whence comes it that this book

has achieved such marvelous changes in the

opinions of mankind — has banished idol wor-

ship-raised the standard of public morality

—created for families that blessed thing, a

Christian home -and caused its other triumph

by causing benevolent institutions, open and

expansive, to spring up as the wand of en-

chantment? What sort of a book is this, that

even the wind and waves of human passion

obey it? What other engine of social im-

provement has operated so long, and lost none

of its virtue? Since it appeared, many boasted

plans of amelioration have been tried, and

failed— many codes of jurisprudence have risen

and run their course and expired. Empire

after empire has been launched on the tide of

time, and gone down and expired. But this
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book is still going about doing good—leaven-

ing society with its holy principles— cheering

the sorrowful with its consolation— strength-

ening the tempted—encouraging the penitent,

calming the troubled spirit and smoothing the

pillow of death. Can such a book be the off-

spring of human genius? Does not the vast-

ness of its effects demonstrate the excellency

of the power of God?

A Prophecy Through Francis Howgill.

In a hot time of persecution, Francis How-

gill wrote, and gave forth the following paper

for the encouragement of his friends:—

The cogitations of my heart have been

many, deep and ponderous, some months, weeks

and days, concerning this people which the

Lord hath raised to bear testimony unto his

name, in this the day of his power; and inter-

cession hath been made often for them to the

Lord, and a patient waiting to know his mind

concerning them for the time to come; which

often I received satisfaction in as to myself,

but yet something I was drawn by the Lord to

wait for, that I might comfort and strengthen

his flock by an assured testimony. And while

I was waiting out of all visible things, and

quite out of the world in my spirit, and my
heart upon nothing but the living: God, the

Lord opened the springs of the great deep,

and overflowed my whole heart with light and

love; and my eyes were as a fountain because

of tears of joy, because of his heritage, of

whom he showed me, and said unto me in a

full, fresh, living power, and a holy, full tes-

timony, so that my heart was ravished there

with jov unspeakable, and I was out of the

body with God in his heavenly paradise, where

I saw and felt things unutterably and beyond

all demonstration or speech. At last the life

closed with my understanding, and my spirit

listened unto Him; and the everlasting God
said, "Shall I hide anything from them that

seek my face in righteousness? Nay, I will

manifest it to them that fear me; I will soeak,

do thou listen, and publish it among all my
people, that they may be comforted, and thou

satisfied." And thus said the living God of

heaven and earth upon the 28th day of the

Third Month, 1662:—
"The sun shall leave its shining brightness,

and cease to give light to the world; and the

moon shall be altogether darkness, and sive

no light unto the night; the stars shall cease

to know their office or place; my covenant

with day, night, times, and seasons, shall

sooner come to an end, than the covenant I

have made with this people, unto which they

are entered with me, shall end, or be broken.

Yea, though the power of darkness and hell

combine against them, and the jaws of death

open its mouth, yet will I deliver them, and

lead them through all. 1 will confound their

enemies as I did in Jacob, and scatter them

as I did in Israel in the days of old. I will

take their enemies; I will hurl them hither and

thither, as stones hurled in a sling; and the

memorial of this nation, which is holy unto

me, shall never be rooted out, but shall live

through ages, as a cloud of witnesses, in gen-

erations to come. 1 have brought them to

the birth, yea, I have brought them forth; I

have swaddled them, and they are mine. I

will nourish them and carry them, as on ea-

gle's wings; and though clouds gather against

them, I will make my way through them;

though darkness gather together on a heap,

and tempests gender, I will scatter them as

with an east wind; and nations shall know I am
the living God, who will plead their cause with

all that rise up in opposition against them."

These words are holy, faithful, eternal, good,

and true; blessed are they that hear and be-

lieve unto the end: and because of them no

strength was left in me for a while; but at

last my heart was filled with joy, even as when
the ark of God was brought from the house of

Obed-Edom, when David danced before it, and

Israel shouted for joy."

Francis Howgill.

For " Thh Friend."

Plainness and Self-Denial.

The following from the pen of one of the

worthies of the past generation is so compre-

hensive in statement, and so fully covers the

ground of a felt need in our Religious Society

at this time, by way of an incentive to Friends

to hold fast our profession in its ancient pur-

ity and simplicity, that I have felt constrained

to ask for its publication in The Friend.
D. H.

Coal Creek Iowa, Second Month 28, 1902.

My mind has often been brought into much
painful exercise on account of the many de-

partures from the wholesome Christian testi-

monies of simplicity and plainness; testimo-

nies faithfully upheld by the Society of Friends

in its earlier days and times of its greater

purity; leading to humility and meekness, and

to the avoiding of pride and high-mindedness.

There is no difficulty in ascertaining from
whence these testimonies were drawn by our

early Friends, even from Jesus Christ himself

that great example of meekness and self-de-

nial; and the source, too, from whence every

wholesome admonition, and good and perfect

gift are received. And if through all good
conscience we will "observe whatsoever he

commandeth us, even to follow him;" and
what the apostles preached and observed also,

we shall find it needful to make a stand

against the insidious pursuits of vanity, and

a worldly spirit, and a nurturing of the will of

the flesh. The apostles declared that "the
grace of God which bringeth salvation,"

teacheth also the denying of ungodliness and

the world's lust; and this truth, with the dec-

larations of Christ himself, to wit, "If any

man will be my disciple let him deny himself

and take up his daily cross and follow me," and

"Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, for

I am meek and lowly of heart;"— this coming
to be a disciple of Christ and wearing his

yoke, brings us to the denying of what another

apostle calls "the lust of the flesh, the lust of

the eye and the pride of life." It is by this

practical self-denial that the followers of

Christ are distinguished from other people. It

is not what men say, or profess, that makes the

true distinctive character, for a man may
think much, and believe much, and rely much
upon the sufferings of Christ upon the cross

and at the same time be an utter enemy to the

cross of Christ, as it regards his own practi-

cal endurance of it, a thing indispensable to

a disciple of Christ: and it is very evident that

there can be no true follower, without pos-

so much of the spirit and power of

the cross, as will work in him to the d-{j.

fying of the deeds of the body; to the r^.

tifying of the spirit, and to the subjug'ji

of the will of the flesh. ,

And a good degree of this experience inj.

doubtedly witnessed by individuals undejjf.

ferent denominations; but the Societ of

Friends from the first, found it needful tluj.

here to greater purity of manners than -^

professors had done, in order to be more pe ict

followers of his example, as well as oijg

doctrine of the straight and narrow way v cij

leads to life, believing indeed the verii:of

the truth of his sayings; and that his ic.

trjnes of the cross are unequivocal ; and fii n»

by practice too, that the bearing of his
'igs-

patiently and honestly, did in very deed, rk

to the mortifying of the deeds of the :ib;

hence as a people we have seen more an

others the necessity of "always bearing i m
in the body, the dying of the Lord Jesus, ,it

the life also of Jesus might be made marst
in our body." "For we which live, are al jj

delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, tha he

life also of Jesus might be made manife in

our mortal flesh" (2 Cor. iv: 10,11).

Whatever then may be the practice or

sayings of others, we feel bound faithfulto

adhere to the commands and doctrineof

Christ and his apostles as recorded in |j

Writ, as well as to the word of God's gra in

our hearts, to the denying of all desires :er

the maxims and manners, fashions and is-

toms of this vain world.

And as this was a subject not unwortlof

the Son of God and his apostles in his and a
preaching and personal simplicity, none ill

do well in charging his more scrupulousij-

lowers with narrow-mindedness because of isii

conformity to the doctrines and practic of

Christ and his apostles; seeing that ever ne

of his disciples should conscientiously keejiis

commandments and follow his exarapliof

meekness and humility. Nor let any one bie-

terred from the practice of a self-den ig

life because he may sometimes see traditial

or hypocritical professors trusting in a for of

godliness without the power, for there isot

one of the Christian virtues, but attempts l;e

been made to counterfeit it; and they also lo

make such attempts are enemies to the ess

of Christ and him crucified, which is the p(3r

of God, and which alone the apostle told le

of the churches, he was resolved to Kw
amongst them. There was, I think, u.-e

than one reason why the peculiar and primi'e

testimonies of plainness were given to andp-

held by the Society of Friends; and first beciie

they are congenial to the very nature of Ch-

tianity in its purest form, and agree betteni

its other testimonies. And secondly, bec;ie

if conscientiously maintained they would si'e

to exhibit this constant acknowledgraeniX)

the world, "I am the Lord's!" And thirr,

because it would be an enclosure round alit

the tender plants of the rising general i.

For by observing these peculiarities in i-

guage, manners and appearance there wid

not be that inclination to mix familiarly i h

others; and this has proved to our bekid

youth a great preservation from the con)-

tions and vanities of the world. In this p it

of view, the benefit to our Society has I n

incalculable; for though it is not these pel-

iarities of plainnness that cause us to*
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yet by them as an enclosure, the

ay be kept from being devoured. It is

d soil of the garden, well cultivated,

ingeth forth the fruit, but it is the

wall of God's providence round about,

epeth it from being devoured by the

es without.

50 far is this testimony from being a

era hardship, it is through the gift of

10 helpeth, a choice blessing from his

nd a blessing too, which if we as a

begin to despise and lightly esteem,

11 in his displeasure perhaps remove

I. Yea, and if the vine which he has

,
when he looked for grapes, should be

ringing forth only wild grapes, he will

y remove this safe enclosure, and suffer

i beast to tread it down: and he will

nmand the clouds that they should rain

e upon it. And as a small leak, if

I to continue, will sink a ship, however

id richly laden; and as a small breach

enclosure of the vineyard, however

, will let in the devourer, so 1 believe

testimony (however small any may

), should be abandoned, it would greatly

jr our safety. Yea, and if the boun-

if demarkation between this people and

as exhibited in our peculiar testimo-

jre removed, or suffered to go down

1 the fear of controversy or of singu-

then should we be prepared to go back,

ngle again with others, and that defi-

1 honorable characteristic by which we
en known and distinguished from all

would be seen and known no more.

I consider it highly important to be

38 faithful, and to train up, and in-

cur families in these Christian testi-

and other doctrines of Christ by a

t exhibition of this good and comely

nd example, as well as by clear, plain

nt, and open and full declaration of the

ithin us.

if the true ground of the gospel of our

[id Saviour in its primitive purity as

us cannot be supported without cun-

i?;
then let it be done in the meekness

idom of Jesus by controversy; for the

)f the blessed Truth is worthy both of

ersy, and of a warfare too, under the

I of the Prince of Peace. And to

hen the minds of any, who might be

ig, we may well refer them to the

and unabatins: exercises and advice of

irly Meeting in London, for upwards of

dred and fifty years past; a body which

1840] has extended its concern and

er the whole Society for its preservation

neekness, simplicity, and purity of the

and which, in point of religous knowl-

hristian authority, and weight of char-

las never been exceeded in the Chris-

rid, since its establishment.

now,— in conclusion, —I feel a fervent

de that all may stand fast in the

nd hold the profession of their faith

. wavering, cleaving to the blessed

nd submitting to its humbling power;

ankfully receiving every provision of

)rovidence, which is dispensed to us

mon with others, and holding fast to

vhich have been in a more peculiar

mercifully committed to us, as the

nies and statutes of the Lord were to

a people formerly. Then might we not all

well say, "Woe is me, that I sojourn in Mes-

ech that I dwell in the tents of Kedar," even

in the land of Midian, for the crown of his

pride must be reduced in Jacob; Y'ea, and it

must be brought down in Israel; and again;
'

' though Esau be thy brother and the Lord hath

planted him upon his high mountain, and
given him a place in the earth, yet Israel must
not dwell with him nor abide there, for he

must dwell alone;" and behold Moab also, his

kinsman, for neither shall he join himself to

Moab, however multiplied his burnt offering

and exalted his sacrifices upon his high pla-

ces; for Israel must abide in his tent, yea,

even in his lowly tabernacle a little longer,

until the indignation be overpast; for the

Lord is his tent and his tabernacle, and it was
He that first led him forth and allotted to him
his possessions in the valleys, and as trees of

lignaloes hath he planted him in his garden
enclosed, and made him fruitful as by the riv-

erside; and if he will be content to dwell in

the land where the Lord his Cod has planted

him, and keep his statutes, then the Lord will

bless him still, in the midst of the nations, and
he will cause that no enchantment nor divina-

tion shall prevail against him and so shall he

abide as a tabernacle that shall not be taken

down. And though many may forsake him,

and despise him, because he is small, and his

dwelling is in a low place, and because the

glory of this world shineth not upon the ark

of his testimonies, yet let him not be dis-

mayed, the Lord is his light and (iod his

glory; and he will encamp round about him;

and his righteousness shall "go forth as bright-

ness," and his "salvation as a lamp that burn-

eth." ^
Alexander Clarke.

Alexander Clarke was by occupation a shep-

herd, whom the Lord visited in his youth, when
given to pleasure and worldly delights, and be-

ffat in him a true hunger and thirst after the

knowledge of (!od and his Truth. He was
drawn from the public ways of worship of di-

vers that profess God and Christ, and from

following those that said, "Lo, here is Christ,"

and "Lo here!" seeing by the light of Christ

in his heart, that their lives and conversation

were not agreeable to their profession, of

which Christ was the High Priest and Apostle;

and observing the lives and conversation of

the people called Quakers to be agreeable

thereto he inclined to hear them, and to be

joined to them; but was cautioned by those

professors who knew him, to beware of the

Quakers, telling him they were an erroneous

and pernicious people, so that he became an

earnest contender against them. Some time

after he went to hear them at Gedinton in the

county of Northampton, and after at Welling-

borough, where that zealous minister and ser-

vant of Christ, William Dewsbury, preached

the gospel powerfully, so that Alexander

Clarke was convinced and became a frequent

attender of Friends' meetings, received the

Truth in the love of it and waited upon the

Lord in silence, and came to know the Spirit

and power of God to work in and upon him;

and he became a faithful follower of Him.

And when the Lord had fitted him for his

work, and committed to him a dispensation of

the gospel of peace, the word of the Lord

came to him as he was following his flock in

the field, and said unto him, "Be thou faith-

ful, and thou shalt prophesy;" and indeed he

did, and freely preached the gospel of Christ.

Though he knew not letters, he was well ac-

quainted with the Word of Life, and he often

reached to the hearers, and stirred up friends

to feel life, and was instrumental to bring

them to the feeling thereof, as they witnessed:

to whom he would often appeal or say, "Ye
are my witnesses in the Lord, that I am his

servant to serve you in love, and that I preach

not myself, but Christ the Lord."
lie labored, in his Master's harvest nearly

forty years; and a little before he died, he

gave friends who came to visit him much good
counsel and Christian advice, which is not in-

serted, because not taken down in writing,

and told them he had finished his course; and

charged his family to love God and each other,

and not to forget the Lord, saying "Grace
teacheth us all;" which was the last sentence.

So this faithful servant of the Lord, kept

the faith, finished his course, and fell asleep

in the Lord, and is at rest. He died in the

seventy-fifth year of his age, having been a

minister forty years. Fieh/ Pronwlrd.

Gkeat is the advantage of faithful obedi-

ence, it sweetens every cup, and speaks peace
to the soul.

—

S. Fotlicrgill.

"It is the sun that makes the shadows pos-

sible."

Notes From Others.

As an effect of militarism we may instance that

a prominent American is credited with writing in

the London Times that the " Blond Beast " phil-

osophy is " common in business, social and military

circles in America, where deeds of a type once de-

nounced as criminal are now applauded as clever,

and where Christianity, the golden rule of ethics,

is for slaves."

The opposite doctrine, that of Christianity, would

bring this about: that the old struggle for life

passes on to " the struggle for the life of others."

Wedding Ring a Barbaric Relic— The ro-

mantic ideals of seventy-five " co-eds " in a class of

anthropology at the University of Chicago have

received a rude shock at the hands of Professor

Frederic Starr, who bluntly told them that the

wedding ring was a relic of barbarism, an abso-

lutely useless survival of primitive people. He said:

"The wedding ring is a beautiful example of

barbaric tradition, living in this modern twentieth

century, and filling no function whatever. Per-

haps one of you can tell me the origin of the use

of the wedding ring ?" He received no answer

from the seventy-five young women, so he answered

himself.

"The wedding ring represents the nose ring,

ankle or manacle by which in past ages the sold

slave was led away from the mart by his new
master. But every one to-day knows that a woman,
when she is given a ring to symbolize the wedding

sacrament, is by no means a slave."

The dress coat was also included in Professor

Starr's idol shattering discourse.

Turning to the men of the class, he asked :

" What is the origin of that absurd garment, the

dress coat ? Nothing less than the hunting coat of

our ancestors, who divided the tails of the long

frock coats, cut away the front, sewed buttons on

the back to hold up the tails, and used the coat

for a hunting jacket. Now, why is the servant

dressed in the conventional evening costume also?

Just because he formerly had to wear out the old

hunting coats of his master."
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If the preacher should preach a sermon calcu-

lated to awaken careless sinners, no daily paper

could be induced to publish one line of it. But if

he should attack the Bible and pick it to pieces

the papers would give his utterances the widest

publicity.

—

Chrif:tian Advocate.

The L.vke Mohonk Indi.\n Conference.— The
report of the proceedings of the nineteenth annual

meeting of the Lake Mohonk Conference of Friends

of the Indians, Tenth Month, 1901, forms a book of

139 pages. Full accounts are given of the pro-

ceedings and addresses on the various topics that

were brought before the meeting. The report of

the Business Committee mentions as steps of ad-

vance toward the education and elevation of the

Indian race the extension of a federal school sys-

tem providing for the education of more than

25,000 Indian children, and the allotment in sev-

eralty, with privileges of citizenship, of more than

6,500,000 acres of land to more than 55.000 Indians.

The committee declares that the object of all

action in behalf of dependent peoples should be to

secure to them just government, righteous laws,

industrial opportunities, adequate education, and a

pure and free religion. A fitting memorial was
adopted of Bishop Whipple, who devoted the best

energies of his life and of an honored episcopate to

the interests of the Indians.

Items Concerning the Society.

Attenders at Philadelphia Yearly Meeting from

elsewhere, were William Cooper, from Sydney, Aus-

tralia ; Anna Louisa Evans, from India; Harriet

Green and Sophia Fry from England ; Benjamin

W. Wood, Cyrus Sing and Arnoldi Haight of Can-

ada; Henry T. Outland, Benjamin P. Brown and

Abram Fisher of North Carolina ; Jacob Maule and

his wife Rachel R. Maule of Ohio ; John S. and

Esther H. Fowler, of Ohio ; John G. Hall and his

wife Anna Livezey Hail, of Ohio ; Anna Votaw, of

Indiana ; Fred and Olive Ryan of New York.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— A Chinese Exclusion bill has been

passed by the Senate, but which must be considered

again by the House of Representatives. It ia expected

that the laws now existing on this subject will bo re-

enacted.

The Cuban Reciprocity bill, carrying a twenty per cent,

reduction of duties on Cuban products, has been passed

by the House after it had been amended by the insertion

of a clause striking out the differential duty on refined

sugar, which was placed in the Dinglny bill for the benefit

of the Sugar Trust. The bill raust now go the Senate.

The Secretary of State has transmitted to the Senate

a communication from Minister Conger enclosing a pro-

test from the Chinese Government against the exclusion

of Chinese from the Philippines. It says :
" The Philip-

pines are not far from China, and from the time of the

Ming dynasty, which preceded the present, down to to-

day, a large number of emigrants have gone there from
Fukien and the two Qaang.-i, amounting to lOQ.OOO, more
or less, and that it is very difficult to put a stop to the

coming and going of their families, fellow villagers and

relatives. These emigrants were formerly ill treated and

harassed by the Spanish Government, but they were never

forbidden to land or harshly driven back to China."

A despatch from New York of the 17th instant says :

" Not satisfied with reaping enormous profits in beef.

Swift & Co. have secretly placed 43,200,000 eggs in cold

storage in Jersey City to dole out to the dealers or

hold, as suits their convenience in manipulating the

market."

In a recent law-suit at Akron, Ohio, growing out of an

insurance case the Court decided that " noon" meant the

time that the sun passed the meridian at Akron, which is

11.27 standard time.

On the 20th inst a temperature ranging from ninety

to ninety-five degrees prevailed in parts of Kansas, Ne-

braska and Missouri.

A vacancy in the Board of Indian Commissioners has

been filled by the appointment of the Roman Catholic

Archbishop Ryan.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has entered upon a

new policy in regard to able-bodied Indians. This is to

let out to employers of labor in various parts of the

country the able bodied men on the reservations, who

would otherwise stay at home and engage in farming or

stock raising and take care of their families. One of

the first reservations selected by the Commissioner for

this experiment is the Standing Rock, where there has

been difficulty of late about leasing the Indian lands to

cattle men. The experiment is to be made first with 534
Sioux Indians on the Standing Rock Agency. "If employ-

ment is offered," said Commissioner Jones, " to any able

bodied Indian who is not already self-supporting, and

who shall refuse such employment, he shall also be stricken

from the ration roll, and shall not be replaced thereon,

but may be furnished with employment whenever he ap-

plies for it. Instead of an Indian agency being a centre

for the gratuitous distribution of supplies, it should be an

employment bureau." The Commissioner also advises

that Indian girls who have returned from school should

be placed in good, respectable white families to work.

This, however, is not to be proposed in the public adver-

tisement, but is to be accomplished by private corres-

pondence.

Ginseng to the value of about ?800,000 is exported to

Hong Kong every year from this country. It is used as a

medicine and stimulant.

Petroleum has been discovered near Jellico, Tennessee.

During the year 1901 thirty-six asteroids were dis-

covered, all but one of them at Heidelberg, by photog-

raphy. The asteroid group is now known to have 475
members.
The recent suit at law for an injunction to restrain the

Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs from leasing certain portions of the unoccupied
land of the Standing Rock reservation for grazing pur-

poses has failed.

The Indians represented that they had agreed to lease

the land in question to certain cattlemen at the rate of

$1 for each head of cattle placed on the range. When
the terms of the lease came to the offline of the Commis-
sioner of the Indian Affairs the wording of the paper was
so changed that it fixed the rate of $1 per acre, instead

of $1 per head of cattle. The Indians, therefore, sought
relief through injunction. Justice Hagner held that the

Government had a right to lease the land on the terms
indicated.

There were 463 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 31 less than the previous

week and 18 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 241 were males and 222 females: 62
died of consumption of the lungs ; 75 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria
;

15 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 10 of typhoid fever, 5 of

scarlet fever and 1 of small-pox.

Foreign.—Negotiations looking towards a definite con-
clusion of the war in South Africa have progres.sed, and
they are expected to have a favorable termination. King
Edward is said to be using his powerful influence to pro-

mote it.

The budget recently proposed by the British Chancellor
of the Exchequer includes additional taxes, both on flour

and meat. A deficit of about $225,000,000 and a loan of

$160,000,000 are to be provided for. As a consequence
of the new duty on flour the millers and bakers have ad-
vanced their prices.

The first shipload of American wheat to come under
the new British tariff has arrived in England, and duties

amounting to nearly $2000 will have to be paid on the

cargo. The result must be a corresponding increase in

the price of grain and flour.

The situation in South China, where the revolution is

assuming large proportions, is said to be serious. Hun-
dreds of Chinese have been killed in battle, but they con-
tinue to fight with fanatical disregard for their losses.

The International Society of La Savateur, of Paris,

France, has awarded Emma C. Sickels, a Chicago woman,
a gold medal " for exceptional bravery in checking the
Indian war of 1890."

She was the first to learn of the plan of attack, the
real causes of the outbreak, and at the risk of her life

went to Chief Little Wound's camp and persuaded him to

come into a conference and throw his influence on the
side of peace.

A combination of six large British-American steamship
companies has been effected and two German lines have
agreed to join it in an harmonious agreement respecting
rates. J. Pierpont Morgan has brought the arrangement
to a conclusion. The lines in the new combination are
the White Star, Dominion, Leyland, Atlantic Transport,
American and Red Star, while allied and heartily co-oper-
ating are the Hamburg-American and the North German
Lloyd. The company will own about 208 vessels and
have a capital of about $200,000,000.

Europe spends annually for military and naval establish-
ment $1,380,000,000. It is not alone that Europe spends
$1,380,000,000 a year to maintain the military establish-

ment, but very much more important, from the industrial

standpoint, is the fact that Europe takes out of hi m
ductive capacity 4,000,000 men.

;

The Brussels Chamber has rejected the appeal f ;»:

versal suffrage, the Socialists say they will appeal n,
King, and keep up the struggle peacefully.

On the 18th. an earthquake occurred in the sou 'mi

part of Mexico, extending into Central America, .'m
estimated at $1,000,000 are reported.

The recent instances of barbarous cruelties prijjj

upon Filipinos has awakened a wide spread feeling '^^
horrence in this country. Under President Roosi^i',

instructions Secretary Root has cabled to General C 'e?

'

at Manila, to investigate the newspaper reports
itira

Waller trial, and if they are correct, to conrt-i;;|j|

General Smith ; also, if the facts are established as iti-

fied to before the Senate Philippine Committee, to .

martial the officers who administered the " water

to the Presidente of Igbarras.

The President has stated that " nothing I JOS

will be held to justify the use of torture or inhumaion.

duct of any kind on the part of the American arm
The news of fresh trouble on the Philippine Isl

I gf

Mindanao, indicate that the war is not over yet, anjji

there is a probability of severe fighting before the
.p|(

of this island are brought under American rule. l.ju.

habitants of this island are said to be principally M n.

medans.

Practical measures are now in progress with a \

exploiting the various coal fields existing in Egy:

elsewhere on the direct Eastern route.

The reports received from the famine stricken di

of Russia more than justify the anticipation of

suffering in those localitiis. Scurvy and typhoi i

are devastating the peasantry throughout the wi-

the Altai (highlands of Siberia) region, formei

chief granary of Siberia. The starving people thtr

consumed even the last remnants of their seed gra

no spring crops have been sown. The Red Cross S i

is furnishing all the aid at its command in the » of

free kitchens and medicines.

Emperor William has ordered that a vessel at i ki

equipped for experimental purposes with an a W

Six dollars to eight dollars a month it is said v

food, fuel and clothing for a family of five per^

Jap^n.

It is said that a measuring machine has lately «i

made which will measure one-millionth of an inc M
will show the expansion of an inch long bar of mirii

touched by the finger.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—A complete set of the writings of G

Fox (8 volumes.) Any one willing to sell, pie

terms to the editor of The Friend.

A Friend, experienced in nursing, desires a i

companion, or care-taker for invalid (woman or chi

a Friend's family. Correspondence solicited.

Address " A. A."

Office of The Friend

Philadelpl

Westtown Boarding School.— For convenience o

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and*
and 4 32 p. M. Other trains are met when reqo sd.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 r. m., twenl>»e

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph m
West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smkih.ey, S«

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications to he

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg: to

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WliU

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and u-

munications in regard to business should be forwaii H

Edward G. Smedlev, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. , Chester Co., Pa.

Y'OUNG WOMAN Friend, a University graduate, whi at

had a year's post-graduate work at Bryn MawrCo^
wishes a position as tutor in a family or to help k«

care of children for the summer months.

Address "Tutor," Office of The FRit

Died, at her home near Winona, Ohio, Abigail Str*
Llea'ELLYN, on the thirteenth of Ninth Month, d,

aged nearly fifty-one years ; a member of New G <*

Monthly and Particular Meeting of Friends, Ohio.

, Second Month 5th, 1902, Josiah W. Cloi i»

the eighty-fifth year of his age ; a member and elo of

Woodbury Monthly Meeting of Friends, N. J.
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Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

opening of the two hundred and twenty-
!Ssion of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

was touched upon in our last number,
seeded by the several meetings for wor-
Jd in the four meeting-houses on First-

Many earnest exercises by visiting and
t Friends were handed forth,

lemnity covered the waiting moments
sitting on Second-day morning, under
the clerk duly read the opening minute,

sixty-nine representatives, but one was

meeting soon turned to the hearing of

ceedings of the Meeting for Sufferings

past year. Way had not .opened to

i to the Yearly Meeting any recommenda-
to the admission of women as members
Meeting for Sufferings,—a subject re-

to this body by the Yearly Meeting last

A catalogue of Friends' books for sale

book-store had been mailed to seven
i persons and institutions throughout
•Id, -a movement which had been re-

i to encouragingly. During the year
as been issued from the bookstore one
id eight hundred and eighty-nine vol-

id three thousand and fiftv-seven pam-
Those disposed of gratuitously

ed to four hundred and seven dollars,

ire in the bookstore at present nearly

•housand volumes and pamphlets of

i' literature, including some eight thou-

foreign languages. The distribution

the year has extended into twenty-two
md ten foreign countries. There are
hand sixteen thousand dollars worth of

ype plates and eight thousand five hun-
illars worth of books, one-sixth of them
ign languages. From the Charleston
X hundred and thirty-six dollars have
ipropriated for repairs to three meeting
in Western States.

Id having been eiven many years ago
pasture of Friends' horses, the fund

le sale of the lot, called the Pemberton
3 now used for the help of Friends who
ed it towards their traveling expenses

in coming to the Yearly Meeting and attending
to services appointed by the Society. For the
past ten years the income of the fund has
been twelve thousand dollars, of which nearly
eleven thousand dollars ha^e been expended.

In distributing religious and moral literature

—chieHv five thousand copies of the "Afri-
can's Friend, "-^among the Southern negroes
and in Liberia, about six hundred dollars of

income from the Charles L. Willits legacy of

ten thousand dollars has been used.

It appeared that the only assistance likely

now to be needed by the Doukhobors in the
matter of education. Anxiety had arisen on
account of the communistic views held by many
of them in regard to land tenure, and their

objections to the land registry required by
law. Their avoidance of marriage registra-

tion, which in Russia meant conscrintion, has
been brought with them hither. But their

faithfulness to the marriage relation is sur-

passed by that of no other people. The Ca-
nadian otHcials have shov.'n much forbearance
while waiting for the colonists' better enlight-

enment in these respects, and a cogent and
sympathetic address to the Doukhobors as pre-

pared by Friends' Committee was read, advis-

ing compliance with the laws on grounds laid

down in the New Testament. Joseph S. El-

kinton and Dillvvyn Stratton with an interpre-

ter are now among them, distributing the ad-

dress and using such influence as best help

may give to reconcile their difficulties. The
Committee has expended thirty-six hundred
dollars on behalf of the Doukfiobors in the

past year, sixteen hundred dollars of the

amount being paid for sheep and fifteen hun-

dred dollars for education.

Included in the proceedings of the Meeting
for Sufferings was an account of the presenta-

tion of an address, and the language of the

address itself, which was handed last autumn
to President Roosevelt, asserting the consci-

entious loyalty of Friends to civil government
and embodying an appeal for peace. A sketch

of this visit to the President was given in The
FKIE.^JD, page IGl of the present volume.

In order to aft'ord a religious opportunity of

avoiding the use of a priest or paid minister,

when a member is about to marry one not in

membership, a petition was offered through
one of the Quarterly Meetings that such might
be granted the use of the Friends' mode of sol-

emnizing their marriage in one of our meet-
ings, according to the good order of our dis-

cipline. Also a re-examination of our rule

about being present at certain marriages was
asked for. The subject was referred to a com-
mittee of three from each Quarterly Meeting;
who later announced they would not be able

to report this year.

Third-day, the 2'2nd.—William Evans and
Charles S. Carter, as nominated by the Repre-
sentatives, were united with by the Meeting

for the service as Clerks, and much sympathy
and unity with Ephraini Smith were also ex-
pressed, in his recirement by reason of ill

health from his acceptable service.

A letter from a member of the Yearly Meet-
ing who had removed to a distant locality hav-
ing been approved by an examining commit-
tee, was now read, to the satisfaction of the
meeting, and sent in to the Women's Meeting
as having a part in its concern. As it took
the place of an offering such as members may
deliver vocally when present, its reception was
not noted on the minutes.

1. The answer to the first Query showed
that in two localities no meetings have been
held during the year, and that in sixteen in-

stances other small meetings have been omitted,

about half of these by reason of sickness or

epidemic. Such report did not discourage
some speakers in their sense of an awakening
of religious life well begun among us. No out-

ward arrangements or encouragement, nothing
short of an appetite for spiritual things, would
afford a relish for attending meetings. It

was believed that all the members and not
overseers only, should have the same care one
of another in inducing attendance upon Divine
worship.

2. All the answers in regard to love and
unity and the discouragement of detraction

were satisfactory.

3. Some laxity as regards plainness of

dress and of speech was shown by the an-

swers. The reading of the Holy Scriptures

appeared general in our families. A consid-

erable, though not sufficient, concern was
manifest to guard children from pernicious lit-

erature and from the contaminating influence

of worldly associations. The concern of the

query was expressed in the language, "Lead
us not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil." Much could be done by parents in di-

recting their children away from the allure-

ments of worldliness. The essence of each

query should he laid to heart and practice,

and not its form only. An inward simplicity

of heart and life was the essential, which
should develop an outward simplicity. The
reasons on which this testimony is based

should be made known to children. Parental

duty includes also authority and control, as

much as it was due in the days of Eli. The
helpful influence of family Bible reading was
testified to. One young man who had adopted

the practice at breakfast, having overslept one

morning, gave up his breakfast rather than

the reading and worship. As he left home he

said to his wife "I never felt so happy in my
life." In a few hours his body was brought

back, killed on the railroad.

Fourth-day, the 2?,d.— .After considerable

expression, the judgment prevailed that the

Women's Meeting should be offered the oppor-

tunity of appointing a committee to act in con-
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junction with the Men's committee in consid-

ering a revision of the marriage rules. Hith-

erto men only have decided questions of disci-

pline. But the joint interest of women in this

especial subject seemed to many to justify

their cooperation.

4th Query.—The members were reported as

generally careful to discourage, by abstinence

from intoxicating liquors their manufacture and

unnecessary use. It was believed that very few

Friends frequent taverns. The diversion from

family life and from spiritual life which clubs

and lodges now afford, was seriously brought

to view. Prominent actors have of late been

re-asserting the dangers to morality in stage-

life. If it wi;uld be wrong for one of us to

hire his daughter or sister to enter that kind

of life, it is wrong to hire by paying for a

theatre ticket, the sister or daughter of an-

other to pursue that life, or path to ruin;

—wrong to pay for the young to ruin them-

selves for our evening's entertainment. The
remedy for diversion from the Holy Spirit is

conversion to Him who has bought us with a

price; who being lifted up and tasting death

for every man again coming, has done the ut-

termost to draw us unto Himself and reconcile

us by his death. " Walk in the Spirit and ye

shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh."

5. The care of Friends needing relief, or

education for the duties of life, and the plac-

ing of children under the influence of mem-
bers, had been suitably attended to.

6. But one had violated our testimony

against War, and one that against Oaths. The
remaining exceptions were in the encourage-

ment, by attending its services, of a stated

and paid ministry. Without impugning the

sincerity or gift of some ministers under that

system, Friends must contend that there can

be no living ministry of the gospel except
that which is exercised under the immediate
inspiration of the Holy Spirit. All other is

dead ministry, whether paid for or not.

7. With slight exception, moderation,

punctuality and uprightness in business had
been observed, and living within one's circum
stances.

8. The Discipline had mostly been adminis-

tered according to the last Query.

One minister and ten elders had deceased
during the year. One of these was near one
hundred and one years old, two over ninety

and but one under seventy. One meeting had
been discontinued, and no new ones established.

Sixteen schools are under the care of subor-

dinate meetings.

In response to a minute from Salem Quar-
terly Meeting a committee was at a later ses-

sion appointed to be incorporated with it for

its help.

At 3 p. m. the adjourned session of the

Meeting of Ministers and Elders was held under
much Divine favor.

Fifth-day. the 24th.—Meetings for worship
were held in the Meeting houses on Arch,
Sixth and Twelfth streets. That at Arch
street was overcrowded, with fourteen hun-
dred attenders. The occasion was, as usual,

of remarkable interest.

In the afternoon a business session was held,

in which a concern was laid before the meeting
that a committee should be appointed to visit

subordinate meetings. The discussion related

rather to the duties of such committee than to

its appointment, for which substantial unity

appeared. The nominating committee now
chosen brought in the next morning the names
approved by them, which were adopted by the
meeting as a committee to visit the meeting
and perform such other service relating to
their welfare as way might open for. The
Women's meeting also appointed a committee
to join the men's committee in the same con-
cern.

The Quarterly Meetings reported six hun-
dred and eighty-two children of school age,
about four-fifths of whom are in Friends'
schools.

As regards the use of intoxicating drinks,
the number partaking of them remains about
the same. Several Monthly Meetings ap-
peared clear of an instance. In Philadelphia
Quarter the delinquents were generally not
among the young men.

Sixth-day, the 25th.^The thirty men Friends
appointed in the interest of subordinate meet-
ings may properly be placed here for refer-
ence, namely:— Ephraira Smith, John B. (iar-

rett, Edwin P. Sellew, Isaac Sharpless, Joseph
Elkinton, John Way, David J. Brown, Samuel
Morris, Samuel Emlen, Alfred C. Garrett,
Henry E. Hall, Edward G. Smedley, Jonathan
E. Rhoads, Joseph Rhoads, Thomas H. Whit-
son, William B. Moore, Zebedee Haines, Wat-
son W. Dewees, William B. Harvey, Harry E.
Moore, James M. Moon, Joseph S. Middleton,
William Bishop, Samuel C. Moon, Walter L.
Moore, Henry B. Leeds, George Abbott. Chas.
Rhoads, William C. Allen, Josiah Wistar.
Among others, a Friend from Ohio spoke of

his interest in the appointment of the com-
mittee, and of the satisfaction which Ohio
Friends had felt at the reception of an epistle
from Philadelphia several years ago, as also
in the general epistle then addressed to all

bearing the name of Friends. A Friend from
Australia, near the close of the sitting, ex
pressed his fellow-members' appreciation of
the same epistle and of the living epistles who,
as ministers, came to them nine years since,
and gave them counsel from which they are
now profiting. His interest in the conduct of
the Meeting, especially during its coming to a
decision on the appointing of the visiting com-
mittee, was declared to be profound. A sim-
ilar sentiment was expressed by a visitor from
Mew Engand.

The auditors recommended that two thou-
sand dollars be raised for the use of the Meet-
ing, which with two thousand dollars for the
Educational Committee, and twenty-five hun-
dred dollars for the Indian Committee, makes
the amount to be raised six thousand five

hundred dollars.

The Committee in charge of the boarding
school at Tunesassa for Indian children of the
Allegheny Reservation, reported the school as
in a flourishing condition. Forty-eight schol-
ars are in attendance, and seventy-five usually
in waiting for admission, The large farm is

devoted mainly to stock-raising. The boys do
most of the work, including the milking of
forty cows, and the girls do the housework.
Industrial as well as intellectual training is

furnished. Thirl^-seven hundred dollars re-
ceived for timhef sold had swelled the invested
funds to fourteen thousand dollars. The school
s operated at an expense of five thousand
dollars annually.

The sixteen smaller schools in the neigl,,f.

.hood of country meetings have received
jbe

care of a committee since the year 1

4

I

They instruct at present three hundred 4
sixty-seven pupils in schools varying fror'ij

to fifty-four in the enrollment. The Ath'jc
City school, which had been assisted diw
its first two years, is now independent of '^

help. A majority of the pupils in all tj^

schools are not children of Friends, buof
such as value most highly what these sclijg

stand for as moral and religious exponeni

The next business was the considerati('of

the condition of the Friends' Boarding S(
,o|

at Westtown, consisting of one hundred ad

eighty-five pupils, and conducted last yciiat

an expense of fifty thousand six hundredad
eight dollars. The receipts from all sores

were forty-nine thousand and fifty-five dol"s.

A bequest of the late Thomas Elkinton as

announced, amounting to fifty thousand)!-

lars, to be used for the institution so longljt

shall remain select for members ofthe'o-

ciety. Also a bequest from a former tea(
j,

.Martha Sankey, amounting tosixthousand^j

hundred and forty-one dollars was ackr;!-

edged.
'

Comment was mostly confined to the (ij.

nution of ten in numbers of pupils as .,11.

pared with last year, and the deficit in (b.

This well nigh eclipsed the much larger n-

sideration of satisfaction for the good wo of

the school, which deserved expression, he

blame of decrease was charged by some 01 he

school management, and by others on men
home management, which alienates chilen

from Westtown's aims and prmciples. he

value of acquaintance among all our raeml'st

as fostered by Westtown associations, wat-

knovvledged; and the religious and moralt'n-

ing of the institution was not forgotten.

No survey of the exercises which appeed

in unusually lively degree during considenoii

of the Queries and Answers, was thought at

to be formulated into Advices for this ]X.

This omission proved serviceable in allo'ig

the Meeting to conclude its business, thoujat

a late hour, yet without necessitating adjcii-

ment to an afternoon session.

The solemnity of disbanding for a ye; of

unforseen vicissitudes gathered upon this-

sembly, and continued prayerfully after ie

Clerk had read the appropriate conciuie

Minute as follows:

—

"The business of the Yearly Meeting ha ig

been conducted with brotherly love and r-

mony and the truths of the religion whicl.'e

profess having been clearly set forth by niy

concerned Friends; with desires felt thatae

good which we have experienced in cong

together may not be sufl'ered to be dissipad

when we return to our ordinary vocations, id

with gratitude for a continuance of the my

mercies we are surrounded with, the meeig

concludes, to meet again at the same oe

next year, if in accordance with the Bias

will."

Statio.n'S for the artificial hatching and ii

ing of clams and lobsters in large numilB

have been established at several points a ig

the Atlantic Coast. The experiments

gone so far as to make it clear that the I

ness of clam farming or the raising of c

for the market ofl:'ers large pecuniary reti &

I

i
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For "The Friend."

tward Ceremonial as a Manifestation of

Unity.

long ago there was a large gathering of

yan ministers at what is known as Wes-

;hapel, in City Koad, London, which was

;sed by Hensley Hensen, a canon of the

;an Church, a number of other clergymen

same denomination being present. The

)r, broaching the subject of church

contended that "the first elementary

i of communion was in the Divinely ap-

d sacrament. He did not think that the

onformists would be humiliated in foi-

;
the lead of the Church of England in

latter of communicating. In seeking

)Utward manifestation of unity, the Sac-

tof the Lord's Supper would be the best

fast point to begin with. The time was

I his opinion for a religious rearrange-

, it may well be questioned whether the

lan canon is wise in suggesting as an

n of unity that which for centuries has

ed as a fertile seed of discord. Where,

such a scheme would be the Society of

Is, which, while honoring the letter of

ure equally with other denominations

evangelical, yet disclaim an outward

ance as obligatory or required, pleading

communion which is "in spirit and in

' and for that eating of the flesh and

ng of the blood of Christ (John vi), con-

g which He Himself testified—"It is the

thatduickeneth; the flesh profiteth noth-

he words that I speak unto you, they are

and they are life."

in the case of the Ileformed Episcopal-

?ho came away from the main body some

years ago, condemning and rejecting

srroneous and strange doctrine," which

eld with such exceeding tenacity as to

i development into Romanism, "that the

table is an altar on which the oblation

Body and Blood of Christ is offered anew

Father. That the presence of Christ in

trd's Supper is a presence in the ele-

of bread and wine." Now, is it sup-

e that these nineteenth century Pro-

ts, who were assured that any variation

I establishment from the above doctrine

ted, would be "impossible," would now
ling to "follow the lead of the Church

'land," back into what they deem to be

!;erous error, (though not seeing all the

as we apprehend it, and from which with

leavy hearts they had come away?"''

us go back a matter of three hundred

;venty years to that period of the Refor-

a when the different views concerning

itward sacrament, as held by Luther in

iny, and by Zwingli in Switzerland, were

t there are those in the " Church of England,"

ig as it does to sacramentarianism and the

)f the apostolic succession, who are not with-

nnderstanding of the essential unity. Thus,

m Henry Freemantle, bishop of Ripon, in a

work remarks :
" We may be thankful that

s a body of Christians distinguished for their

ian simplicity and good works, who have al-

ler discarded the use of outward sacraments,

ny them the Christian name and a place in

iristian Church would be to deny the Spirit

I. The Friends stand as a witness that the

if believers has complete power over the out'

form."

felt to be so serious as to threaten the very

survival of Protestantism. To reconcile, were

it possible, these diversities of views, a con-

ference was arranged at Marburg (1529),

which well represented in its attendance the

dift'ering elements, there being present besides

Luther and Zwingli, many of their respective

.sympathizers, as Melancthon, (Ecolampadius,

Uucer, lirenz, Cruciger, Hedio, Usiander and

Myconius. The Landgrave of Iles.se, presid-

ing, and the four theologians first above named

being seated at a table on the rostrum, Luther

straightway arose, and, taking a piece of

chalk, bent over the cloth of velvet covering

it, and wrote in large characters the four

words Hoc est CurpuK Meum (This is My Body).

This declaration, we are told, he wished to

have continually before him in the discussion,

that it might strengthen his faith, and be a

sign to his adversaries from which they must

not wander away.

"Let them show me that a body is not a

body," said Luther in opening the argument.

"I reject reason, common sense, carnal argu-

ments, and mathematical pruofs. God is

above mathematics. We have the Word of

Cod; we must adore it and perform it."

But, it was interposed, the New Testament,

alluding to the Saviour, contains numerous

figures of speech, as "I am the vine," "I am
the door," "The rock was Christ." Similarly,

"This is my body," is one of the liKe kind.

Attention was especially drawn to Christ's own

saying. "The flesh profiteth nothing," but as

often would the worthy of Wittemberg return

to the words upon the velvet, "This is my
body." "The devil himself shall not drive me
from that. To seek to understand it, is to

fall away from the faith." But to this,

Zwinsfli, a little nettled, perhaps, that Luther

would not move from his established eround,

replied, "St. John explains how Christ's

body is eaten, and you will be obliged at last

to leave off singing always the same song."

This response the impulsive Luther charac-

terized as unmannerly, when his opponent, em-

phasizing the clearness of the explanation in

the sixth chapter of John, was thence rebuked

for his arrogancy, and was told "that pas-

sage had nothing to do here," and, a little

later, "Christ is substantially in the sacra-

ment, such as He was born of the virgin," So

out of the faith were the Zwinglians believed

to be, that Luther would not accept the ex-

tended hand of fellowship, and thus this not-

able conference of Marburg broke up without

effecting any agreement in the way of relig-

ious concord, but rather the opposite.*

To be broken upon the Rock is essentia);

upon that, all can or should unite; but to seek

to formulate a basis for fraternal agreement

upon the outward communion as now so diver-

gently held, would be, if the. lesson of history

is to be considered, to unloose an endless and

unprofitable controversy. "For if I," said

Paul, in discoursing to the Galatians how he

had left the obligations of the Jewish law, and

* Neverthele.ss, when Luther, two years later,

heard of the death and maiming of the too bellig-

erant Zwingli, at the battle of Cappel, and, imme-

diately afterward, of the decease of the gentle

(Ecolampadius, at Basle, he was greatly affected.

To Bullinger, the historian of those events, he re-

marked, years after :
" Their death filled me with

such intense sorrow that I was near dying myself."

come under the ministry of the Spirit, "if I

build again the things which I destroyed, 1

make myself a transgressor."

JosiAH W. Leeds.

The story of Daniel Defoe.

In former days, when peopls were rougher

in their habit and customs than they are now,

it was a very usual punishment to put evildoers

in the pillory. The pillory was the very an-

cient practice, used as far back as in the days

of Canute when it was called a "heals fang."

It was made in various shapes but was gener-

ally a wooden frame, erected on a scaffolding

and in the frame were holes through which

the prisoner's head and hands were fastened.

When a man was placed in the pillory, the

mob crowded to see him, and would jeer and

insult him, and pelt him with rotten eggs and

stones. Often the prisoners died from the ill-

treatment thus received. But I am going to

tell you of a man, who, when he was put in the

pillory, was treated very differently. He had

written a book which made the government so

angry that they sentenced this man to stand

in the pillory for three days, in three different

parts of London; but he was a clever man, and

such a favorite with the people, that when
they saw him in the pillory, some of his ad-

mirers made a ring around it, to protect him

from insult; others bought garlands and roses

from the flower girls, and wreathed the pillory

itself with chaplets, while the mob drank his

health and cheered him loudly.

What was this man's name? Daniel De-

foe. You may never have heard his . name
before, but I think you have all read a book he

wrote— 1 mean "Robinson Crusoe."

Would you like to hear more about Defoe?

He was born in London, where his father

was a butcher. He was sent to Newington

Green Academy, and here the great preachers,

John Wesley, and his brother Charles, the

founder of the great Methodist Church, and

Isaac Watts (who wrote many hymns for chil-

den), were among his schoolfellows.

When Defoe left school, he had a very ad-

venturous life. First of all he joined the

Duke of Monmouth's expedition, which was

defeated at Sedgemore. Then he settled

down in London, at Cornhill, as a hosier, and

when this business failed, he set up a manufac-

tory of Dutch tiles at Tilbury.

He worked chiefly, however, as a writer or

journalist. There were not nearly .so many
newspapers in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries as we have now, but people used in-

stead to write pamphlets on all the exciting

questions of the day. Defoe wrote a great

many of these pamphlets, and it was because

of one of them— called "The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters,"— that he was con-

demned to stand in the pillory, and was after-

wards imprisoned in Newgate.

While in prison, Defoe did not remain idle.

Fortunately he was allowed to have pen, ink

and paper. So he continued to write pam-

phlets, and also started a newspaper, called

the Review.

You will remember that other men, besides

Defoe, have written while in prison. Sir Wal-

ter Raleigh wrote his "History of the World"

when he was in the Tower of London; and

Bunyan his "Pilgrim's Progress" while im-

prisoned in Bedford jail.
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Here are some lines written by another pris-

oner, Lovelace, a royalist officer:

" Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage,

Minds innocent and quiet take
Them for a hermitage."

At length Defoe was pardoned and released
from Xeweate. After this for many years
he served the Government with geat zeal, by
writing in newspapers and pamphlets, and by
going on secret missions for the Government.
One of these missions was in Scotland to help

to bring about the union between Scotland
and England.

Defoe was an old man—nearly sixty years
old—when he wrote "Robinson Crusoe."
When it first appeared, in 1719, people thought
it was true, but we know now it is only a

story, though founded on fact.

A Scotchman, Alexander Selkirk, who went
for a voyage around the world, quarrelled with
his captain, who left him on the island of
Juan Fernandez. There he remained alone
for four years and four months, till rescued
by an English vessel.

"Robinson Crusoe " has been translated in-

to many languages and has been the delight
of men, women and children all over the
world. A great many writers have tried to

copy "Robinson Crusoe," but their imitations

are far below Defoe's story. One of the best
known of these imitations is the "Swiss Fam-
ily Robinson," which you may have read, and
there is a French story, "Paul and Virginia"
which some people greatly admire.

Defoe wrote many other stories, but none
of these are so clever, nor so well-known as
"Robinson Crusoe." A great French critic

once said about this book: "The great ruling
virtue of Robinson, is the spirit of enterprise
and perseverance, the spirit of pluck; be never
gives up, or thinks it is all ended."

Defoe's last days were sad. He had vari-

ous troubles; his son behaved unkindly to him,
and he also had money difficulties. He died
suddenly, in a London lodging, poor and alone.

Defoe was buried in a large cemetery in

London, called "Bunhiil Fields." Not far
from his grave is that of John Bunyan, and on
the opposite side is the grave of Isaac Watts.
About thirty years ago a monument, given
by the boys and girls of England, was placed
over Defoe's grave, in memory of the writer
of "Robinson Crusoe."

—

Exchange.

Concerning Christ.

There is scarcely any article of Christian
doctrine in which the Society of Friends have
more fully or repeatedly declared their sincere
belief, than in the proper divinity of our bles-

sed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. They have
uniformly testified that He was the Word of
God, spoken of by the Evangelist John, by
whom the world and all things else were made,
who was with God in the beginning, and who
was and is over all God blessed forever,

Amen. They believe that in the fulness of

time this eternal "Word was made flesh and
dwelt among men in the person of our Lord
Jesus Christ, who was conceived by the Holy
Ghost, and born of the virgin Mary, at Beth
lehem of Judea, in the days of Herod the king;
concerning whom the angels declared to the
shepherds who were keeping watch over their

flocks by night, "unto you is born this day in

' the city of David, a Saviour, which is Christ
the Lord; that He went about doing good to

the bodies and souls of men, preaching the
gospel of salvation, and giving eternal life to

as many as believed on Him; that He wrought
many mighty miracles, and gave other infalli-

ble proofs that He was the promised Messiah,
the true Christ, the Son and sent of (Jod, the
Redeemer and Saviour of the world, one with
the Father, agreeably to his own blessed de-
clarations.

—

Adopted by the Representative Meet-
ing of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Jonathan
Evans, Clerk.

Tlie Fatherhood of God.

I have been much interested in two articles

which appeared in The Friend upon the Father-
hood of God. To ine this is a most vital point;

and while I cannot hope to say anything new,
I should like to show how it appears to me.
We often, it seems to me, distort Scripture

and violate nature in our endeavors to make
them tally with some preconceived notion of

our own imbibed from Milton or some medie-
val theology. What does it mean that God
created man in his own image? Not surely
that God looks like a man as to external ap-
pearance. We are so hopelessly anthropo-
morphic that we cannot picture God in any
other form; and even those of us who have
not had Murillo's Holy Family engraved upon
our minds from childhood are apt to think of
Him as a most benignant and beneficent man.
Still to our reason this conception of Him is

by no means an adequate explanation of "in
the image of God created He him." By
Friends, at least, it would seem that the mean-
ing of this passage is easily understood to be
the spiritual man—the power, whatever it is,

which is in all men to know the truth, and for
the truth to make them free.

We have been taught from our youth up
that this is a universal human capacity, and
that to every soul the Great Father says, "My
son, give me thine heart" (Pro. xxiii: 26).
"This is the way, walk ye in it" (Is. xxx: 21).
Is not this our evidence of sonship? Is He not
thus stamped in our very life as our Father?
It seems to me utterly foundationless to say
that unless we are born again He is not our
Father. The parallel is so common in nature
and experience that it seems almost trite to
point it out. Is not the father of the most
vagrant and disobedient earthly son still that
son's father? What else is the teaching of the
parable of the Prodigal? Jesus certainly
treated unconverted men as his brothers. In

the fifth chapter of Matthew this teaching is

especially striking, that all men are brothers.
I believe that there are those who in reality

would insist upon the brotherhood of all man-
kind who still would stoutly deny the univer-
sal Fatherhood of God. How can all mankind
be our brothers unless God is our Father?
Where is there any base of brotherhood other-
wise?

Now, an earthly son does not fill the place
of a son, nor can a father treat him as a son
unless he is obedient to that father. The
father may do his best; he may love him and
follow him all his life; he may desire to save
and comfort him, and to shield him from evil,

but he cannot do it unless the boy will allow
it by being turned to his father and minding
him. Just so a man cannot stand in that loving

relationship toward God, unless he is ;!,

again, and learns to walk in the Spirit witliig

Heavenly Father as his leader, his comfoi '

his protector.

The whole of Christ's teaching seems tc p

to inculcate this truth. We hear that pas,' e

quoted which seems to contradict thew.e
tenor of the Gospel—"Ye are of your fair
the devil." It is evident that Jesus did

^t

mean that the devil was their father in
\^

sense that God was his Father. He tells t a
that "Every one that committeth sin is

^e

bond-servant of sin," and because they l[e

thus acted, thev are the children (in 'jj

sense) of the devil.

The passage "If ye were the childremf
Abraham, ye would do the works of A\.
ham" exactly illustrates his teaching. %,
were certainly the children of Abraham ').

cording to the flesh, but not sons in that la:.^

sense in which obedience is the siiie qua %
Although descended from Abraham, becausof

disobedience and the bondage of sin, |iy

were the children, bond-servants, of ,e

devil. The parallel is complete as reg.Ja

the degenerate children of God. Though.e
is their Father, though they bear in tir

spirits the undeniable evidence of their I'l-

tionship, they still, through hardness of hdt,

are so turned from Him, as to be, to all;i.

tents and purposes, children of the devil, iit

were God to lose his Fatherhood and ceas^
follow them^as they through disobedience cy
their sonship, there would be no hope ol >-

claiming the lost.

The meaning is farther elucidated in .e

passage "for he is a liar, and the fair

thereof," showing that the devil was le,

father of bad deeds rather than of perS|8.

Their conduct was his offspring, not they tli-

'

selves. Christ's appeal to them in the A
place,"to be free indeed" shows to my nd
that He regarded them as God's children, 'i

the potentiality of becoming "abiding" si
Almost the whole of the sixth chaptejf

Matthew is an exposition of this Fatherhd
of God. Many of the passages presupposi.D

accord with the will of God; but in the I-

lowing there is surely implied a wantif

what we should consider filial obedience, d

still God is "your Father." Fifteenth vea.

"But if ye forarive not men their trespass,

neither will your Father forgive your tj-

The disciples and multitudes to whom e

habitually talked of God as their Father ve

not what we should consider converted pec;.

Jesus told Peter long after, "when thou 't

converted, strengthen thy brethren," (L;e

xxii: 82) showing that Peter had not yetbn

born again.

In the twenty-third of Matthew He is t(-

ing to the "multitude and to his discipl

"

and in the ninth verse he says, "Call no n

your Father on the earth, for one is your Fa sr

which is in heaven." We know that Bed
not teach disrespect for, nor disregard of, T
earthly relationship—as that of child tovd

parent; but He was teaching them not Me
divided, part obeying one human teacher id

part another. They were to understand it

God was the Father of all, and from Him rb

one was to receive instruction. This w Id

surely applv to all people now, as well a.o

the mixed multitudes of that dav.

i
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tances might be fiiultiplied, but enough
een quoted to show what Christ taught,

ilso plain that while God is our Father,

in only en.ioy this relationship by turning

m with full purpose of heart, and giving

Ives into his keeping through obedience

! known will. Then, we become sons in-

"heirs of (!od, joint heirs with Christ"

. viii: 11).

is a beautiful, a most holy thought, that

became the "son of man" in order that

ight make every man a son of God. If

were not already the relation of Father

od's part, this were impossible, because

s the same ye.sterday, to-day and forever.

xiii: 8) Maky Mendenhali. Hobhs.
.FORI) COLI.KGB, N. C, Third Monlh 13, 1902.

view of the length to which discussion

is subject proceeded in England not long

we propose to let it drop here. Before

nng the above article, however, we had
ionteniplation to present Joseph Thipp's

of the subject, and may yet conclude to

,—Ed.]

ketches of Sermons Formerly Heard.

SAMUEL BETTLE.

nuel Hettle had been meditating, he

profitably on the saying of the Redeem-
In thid world ye shall have trouble, in .Me

." This decree was universal: it hap-

to all alike, to those who sacrificed.

3 those who sacrificed not. The blessed

iir condescended to be attiicted for our
He was fashioned as we were, sin only

ted.

then enumerated the Redeemer's sor-

— his sufferings in the garden;— his final

sh for the sake of sinners. Then in-

id the sufferings of the apostles, "We
oubled on every side, yet not distressed

:

e perplexed, but not in despair; perse-

but not forsaken; cast down, but not

)yed." This was still the lot of the dis-

. At some length he discanted on the

which trials should work for us inward
lutward.

lur Society was again to arise, it would
patiently abiding under suffering and

g these light afflictions, which are but
moment, have their perfect work. Un-
his discipline some might be prepared
;st us to sound the trumpet in Zion.

1 Month 18th, 1842, in North Meeting,
lelphia.)

SAKAH HILLMAN.

ah Hillman had been reflecting upon the

:t of ballast; it was very unusual for her
to be thus occupied and she did not
for whom it was intended. Ballast was
' sight, yet let a vessel be provided with
est sails and rigging, it would be very
i to enter on a voyage without compe-
ballast. This might be in some sort
ired to the bones and sinews, equally out
;ht, but certainly indispensable. She
ed there were some present who were
ring to become ballast in Society, and
and the children she appropriately ad-

id. (.At North Meeting, Third-day, Eighth
I 20th, 1844).

ELIZABETH EVANS.

were not to mix with others; we were

in the situation of the Israelites of old, for-

bidden to mingle with the surrounding nations;

texts were quoted showing the prohibition.

There were some who loathed and hated the
simplicity of the profession they belonged to

—who wanted greater liberty than the sim-
plicity of the gospel admitted of; who longed
for forms and ceremonies, a greater assimila-

tion to the world.

In the hearts of some of these the Holy
Spirit was at work; she instanced what had
been done for herself.

No one who had given up to the requirings
of duty ever regretted it upon a death-bed.
We should have a constant regard to this,

what would bear the examination of a death-
bed? The youth were affectionately ad-

dressed. The belief was expressed that the

Lord was as near this people as He ever was,

etc.; the doctrines and testimonies He had
given us would never be suffered to fall. (At
North Meeting Third-day, First Month 27th,

184G).

Investigating the Potato.

The (Jovernment has been prying into the
inner life of the humble potato, and after a

most thorough and rigid investigation declares
in the year book of the Department of Agri-
culture that the potato is a deserving and ex-
tremely valuable member of the community.

Scientific investigation has shown that the

practice, which has become so general, of

serving polatoes with meat and other similar

foods which contain liberal amounts of pro-

tein is based upon correct principles, one food

supplying the deficiencies of the other. Po-
tatoes and other foods containing carbo-hy-

drates are sometimes objected to on the ground
that they are starchy foods and do not supply
much nitrogenous material, it should be re-

membered, however, that the potato does
contain a by no means inconsiderable amount
of protein, and further that carbo-hydrates
are an essential part of a well-regulated diet.

The digestion experiment referred to shows
that potatoes properly cooked furnish much
material in a digestible form. They have been
a staple article of diet for many years without
harmful results and therefore the conclusion

that under ordinary circumstances they are

other than a useful and wholesome food seems
unwarranted.

The potato, called in different regions white
potato, Irish potato, English potato, or round
potato, was first introduced into Europe be-

tween 1580 and 1.585 by the Spaniards and
afterward by the English about the time of

Raleigh's voyages to Virginia. It is common-
ly believed to be a native of Chile. Wild po-

tato plants closely resembling those cultiva-

ted to-day are still found there, though it is

a fact worthy of mention that, as the potato

has been modified by cultivation, it has large-

ly lost the power of producing seeds, and the

cultivated potato differs from the wild in sel-

dom producing seed-bearing fruits.

When first visited by Europeans the aborig-

ines in Chile and adjacent regions cultivated

the potato for its edible tubers and had ap-

parently long done so. It was probably intro-

duced into the United States, especially Vir-

ginia and North Carolina toward the end of

the sixteenth century. It is not surprising

that the new foodstuflf should have grown rap-

I

idly into public favor, when we remember its
' prolific yield, superior keeping qualities, ease

j

of propagation and agreeable flavor.

I The principal ways of cooking polatoes are
baking, boiling and frying, or some modifica-
tion of these processes. The objects sought
are nrincipally to soften the tissues and ren-
der them more susceptible to the action of the
digestive juices and to improve the flavor.

Just why cooking changes the flavor as it

does has apparently never been made the sub-
ject of investigation. In potatoes as in other
foods the cooked starch is more agreeable to

the taste than raw. In the raw potato the
seuarate starch grains are inclosed in cells

with walls composed of crude fiber, a material
resistant to digestive juices. If polatoes
were eaten raw the digestive juices would not
reach the starch as easily unless the cell walls

happened to be ruptured mechanically, as in

ma.^tication.

To obtain the highest food value potatoes
should not be peeled before cooking. When
potatoes are peeled before cooking and placed
directly in hot water and boiled rapidly less

loss of material is sustained than when they
are cooked in water cold at the start. The
wholesomene.es of potatoes cooked in different

ways is largely a matter which each must de-

cide for himself, the general experience being
that for men in health most of the methods
followed are satisfactory.

Although under ordinary circumstances po-
tatoes are unquestionably a wholesome food for
most persons, illness is sometimes caused by
eating them. There are undoubtedly some per-

sons in health with whom potatoes do not
agree, just as there are those v.ho cannot eat
strawberries without distress. This is due to

personal idiosyncrasy, and not to the harmful
character of the food.

Cases of actual poisoning by potatoes, how-
ever, are by no means unknown. So far as
can be learned, the abnormal symptoms in such
cases were caused by the presence of solanin

in the potatoes. Several years ago three hun-
dred and fifty-seven soldiers in a battalion of

the Austrian army showed symptoms of so-

lanin poisoning. The potatoes used for food
were examined. Those which were fresh con-

tained a small amount of solanin, while those

which had sprouted contained much more, still

larger amounts being found in the sprouts

than in the tubers themselves. The potatoes

undoubtedly caused the poisoning in this

case.

Potatoes a year old which have lain in a

cellar and shriveled, and small potatoes, which
have sprouted without being planted, are con-
sidered especially dangerous, and should not

be eaten. If perfectly fresh potatoes contain

any solanin the amount is so small that it does
not cause harm.

Peuson'al CHAKM.—The women who are

most loved are not by any means always the

most beautiful; but they liave that indescrib-

able something that, for lack of a better

term, we call personal charm. Their natural

and gracious manner, their thoughtfulne.ss for

others, the blended good sense and wit of

their conversation, and, above all, their mys-

terious power of sympathy, draw the hearts of

friends to them as the moon attracts the wa-
ters. It is strange how you are often thor-
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oughly disillusioned the moment a woman

opens her mouth. You think to yourself as

you notice the classic contour of fac«, what a

charming personality she must be! But the

lines about her mouth as she begins to speak,

her choice of words, her hard and raspmg

tone, lead to an instant revision of the opin-

ion Again, have you not often found that a

rather plain and unattractive face has been

lit up in conversation with an inner light, that

the liquid tones of a well modulated voice have

stolen into your heart, and that delicacy of

insight has captured your imagination -'beauty

of spirit has more than made up for the lack

of physical attractiveness. And there are no

accomplishments of music, art, or languages

that are quite so winsome as sanity, efficiency,

and sympathy.- r/te Watchman.

and blankets, and accompanied by my eldest

son a lad of seventeen, I set out on a four

days' trip into the new wonderland. The

summit of the range was reached on the sec-

ond day, at a point entirely out of the line ot

travel of either Indians or whites, and when

almost at the summit, just as we were passing

a clump of bushes, we ran into a brood ot

little rutfed grouse.

My boy was riding in front a couple ot rods

in advance, and the first move of the mother

bird seemed to be to hustle her babies away

from the horse's feet, and just as he rode past

she rose in the air and flew directly towards

me. I pulled up my pony instantly, and a,s I

sat still she flew straight for my head, rising

just above it as she came, and suddenly the boy

cried out, "She is going to alight on your

Simplicity of Life.

There is a fine strength exhibited in the

case of Daniel and his three companions, who,

when they came from the misery and compar-

ative barrenness of besieged Jerusalem to the

rich and luxurious Babylon, and were exal ed

from the lowly rank of the common life to the

magnificence, as it was then considered, of

the life of the court and the king, yet resisted

the whole miserable business of feasting and

living "delicately," and ate only theirold Ju-

dean fare of pulse and water. It was their

self-denial and their abstinence which made

them loved and trusted of God and man. We

live in an age of great luxury, for it is far

distributed. It is not confined to kings and

courts, but enters everywhere. Elegance is

seen on all sides, from the rich extravagance

of public buildings (for which poor people

nav) to the brilliancy and shining equipment

of the saloon and club room. The appetite is

not only tempted but almost forced to satisfy

itself by the abundance which is displayed.

Even the old Quaker and Puritan simplicity

seems to be a thing of the past in New'Eng-

land and in Pennsylvania, and the age of high

living has come. Perhaps we are not called

too vehemently to inveigh against good things.

A aood man need not be an anchorite to live

in monastic misery. And yet,_if we are to

stem the current of evil which is flooding in,

must we not have a bit more of that virility

which is associated with denial and abstinence .'

Is it a fair sign for a temperance worker to

gorge himself with good things to eat till it

would seem as if his digestive organs must

fail, and then rise and cry out against men

who drink more than they eat. The general

luxury of life weakens the cause of temper-

ance, there can be no doubt about it just as

it weakens all good causes. An old friend o

mine used to say he did not think a man could

be a -^ood Christian worker who regularly had

more" than four courses at dinner! At any

rate dear fellow Christians, let us have more

simplicity, more denial in our living. Let us

welcome a bit of hardness, [as a preparation

to 1 have Daniel's power to rebuke vice, and

John the Baptist's power to cry out concern-

ing repentance. ^Lc(/iffr.

Bravery of a Mother Grouse.

When firPt I came to the Territory of Wash-

intrton, the desire to explore the mountains to

the west of my home near Valley grew upon

me, and at the first opportunity, taking """'««

It was true, and to the day of my death I

shall regret that the unexpected sound of the

fluttering of her wings as she settled towards

my head for an instant startled me from my

composure, and the temptation to glance up-

ward was momentarily irresistible, and, in

consequence, my slightly tilting hat brim

frightened her while just in the act of setting

her feet upon mv head, and swerving lightly

to her left, she swung round and settled on

the rump of the tired pony under me. The

pony stood perfectly still, and slowly—very

slowly I turned my head and looked at her.

Beginning in a very low tone and gradually

raising my voice I talked to her and to my

boy about her, for a minute or two before

she fluttered away in search of her babies.

Telling her what a graceful little beauty she

was and how we had no thought of hurting

either her or her babies, I cajoled her into

listening for quite a time, and, though I am

well persuaded, that she had never before

seen either man or horse, I contend that

it was courage— pure and simple—which

prompted her to fly in the face of so formida-

ble an apparition in defence of her little ones.

Correspondence Forest and Stream.

"But I do know you! You are Mri-

Morgan! I know your voice, sir! I an

glad, indeed, to meet you face to face Yj

indeed, I know you— few men better. I sli!

be at liberty in one moment, sir."

They were telephone friends who had

dial relations "over the wire." .

As the cable car carried me home, myhetl

was warm within me, and something Bwijl

was singing in my soul. It was this: "Whir

—having not seen—whom having not seen,

Ah, yes! I knew his voice. How often

'

has spoken to me over heavenly wires, Be-

ing me messages from the throne. So

good day I will stand before Him and He v

speak to me. Then shall I look up into '

face and see the King in his beauty.— Brotti

hood Star.

Known By His Voice.

I was standing at the counter in a Chicago

grocery store, not long since, footsore, hur-

ried, jaded by the city's uproar and confusion.

The clerk was executing mv order as quickly

as he could, but I was inwardly fuming as the

cable cars passed the door on their way to-

ward my longed-for home. So I frowned when

the floor-walker stepped up and said to the

clerk: "Mr. Thompson, this gentleman wishes

to speak with you—he is in something of a

hurry."
The clerk looked up, and to my intense sat-

isfaction merely nodded gravely as he would

to any stranger and went on tying up my

package. The gentleman had smiled most cor-

dially, but the smile was lost on the prepos-

sessed clerk.

"You are busy, Mr. Thompson?"

The last knot was half tied, but .Thompson

held the string suspended, and looked quickly

into the speaker's face, evidently puzzled.

"What did you say, sir'.'"

"You are busy to-day. You do not know

me I see.
—

"

-

Down went my coffee. Gone was the cler-

ical gravity. The busy hand stopped to stretch

out cordially across the counter.

"Old Jim."

Boys, do you know that you cannot

to a horse without his telling on yoni

then he is just as ready to tell when yoa

gentle and i^ind. Do you wonder how a di

animal can "tell?" A writer in an exchaj

tells the following true story which wiU ill

trate this fact, and will help you to uno

stand how a horse makes known the fact t

he has been unkindly treated. He says:

"My brother, who is a doctor, bought

Jim' from a gentleman who was slightly &

bled in both arms, that is, they were not \r
strong. He frankly told my brother that e

was selling the horse because it was so r ;

less and nervous that he was a little atraici

drive him. Indeed, he could only be kept U

lono- enough for any one to get into the buj
]

by the hostler's standing at his head and k.J-

1

ing tight hold of the bit. After my brost i

bought him, his whole nature seemed gl-

ually to change. His new master attendeio

him entirely himself, and as he was the M"

tlest most patient of men, Jim never heaia

harsh word, nor experienced anything ft

kindness. The consequence was he soon ?•

came as gentle and patient as his masr,

would stand for any length of ime witl .

being fastened, and scared at nothing \V »

wondered greatly at the change, hardly kw

how to account for it, until one day the .i

who had formerly taken care of hira wasc;d

upon to drive home for the doctor W'^

the man came in front of him and attemid

to pat him on the head the horse started i

a snake had bitten him, and hardly waitinp

him to get hold of the reins, was off wi

bound, prancing and dancing and plangir b

the same nervous manner as before we t

him Nobody could doubt that this boy id

been cross and cruel to the anmal inje

stable. So you see a horse can tell h s s

j
very plainly in his face and by his action, to

who choose to look for it.

Science and Industry.

PECULIAR Currency. -The currency of ^*

sinia is somewhat varied, to .yidge by a

J
count given of it by Count UeicheniU"

story of the mission to Menelik and repr,e<

by Appleton's Popular Science
f'^y-

For standard money the people of Aby "

use the Maria Theresa 1780 dollars, bu

small change a very different coin is res.
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his is no other than a bar of hard crys-

salt, about ten inches long and two and

broad and thick, slightly tapering to-

the end. Five of these bars go for a

at the capital.

lie are very particular about the stand-
' fineness of the currency. If it does

g like metal when struck with the finger

or if it is cracked or chipped, they will

Ice It. It is a token of att'ectiun when
J meet to give each other a lick of their

tive amolis, and in this way the value

bar is decreased.

Her change than a bar of salt is some-
needed, and then the natives have re-

to a cartridge. Three cartridges go to

lit. It does not matter what sort of

Iges they are. Some sharpers use their

Iges in the ordinary way, and then put

t and a dummy bullet to make up the

nee and others take out the powder and

the bullet again,

icky the man who has parted with his

for such money. When next he is

g and puts his hands into his belt, he

)n]y misfires there. He is so well ac-

led to such a fraud, however, that he
little notice of it. A bad cartridge

to answer for money as well as a good
Coin collectors will possibly find it hard
specimens of the salt, but cartridges

isily be found.

EST Working Steam Engine.—A writer

mfsMagazine tells of the discovery at

ery at Rutherglen, near Glasgow, of

e believed to be the oldest engine now
k. A few years ago an engine of .James

1 manufacture, with sun and plane-wheel
:te, was taken down at a London brew-
It had been continuously working for
ndred and two years, and was not at all

it when dismounted It now forms an
(logical exhibit in the museum of Sidney
sity. But this engine though interest-

I of about the same age as the Glasgow
men, was of a comparatively modern
It did not represent an extinct race,
iwcomen engine at Farme Colliery, Ruth-
was built in 1809 and was worked con-

ily to the present time.

Christian Advocate of Nashville, Tenn.,
:s: "If but a small portion of the im-
sums spent in war and in preparation
r within the last two years might have
Dent in giving .some financial encourage-
to the arts and sciences, in creating
I for the better development of the
I resources, in finding employment for
employed, in cultivating waste places
Iding them blossom as the rose, what
hive of happy workers this world would
t! Some day let us hope that we shall
' war no more."

Seep a Watch in Good Condition.—
•known watchmaker says that if people
llowed the directions given below, he
have very little work in the way of
repairs:

t. Wind up the watch in the morning,
t at night, as, directly after winding, it

best, and can thus better stand the

constant movement of its wearer during the

day.

Second. Wind it slowly, holding it quite

still in the hand, and carefully avoiding jerks.

Third. Keep it as nearly as possible in the

same position—that is, if worn in the pocket
during the day, do not lay it down quite flat

at night.

Fourth. Avoid sudden changes of tempera-
ture; do not wear it in a warm pocket all day
and hang it on a cold wall at night.

Fifth. Clean out the pocket in which it is

kept frequently, or dust is certain to get into

it.

Sixth. Have it cleaned once every year, even
though it is going well.

The Trailing Arbutus.—The trailing arbu-

tus, Epigaca repens, is extensively cultivated

in England to grow under trees. It is called

the North American Mayflower, and gar-

deners recommend it as growing well under
all kinds of trees, especially under pine trees.

Trailing arbutus and a few other wild plants

are the only things that will grow on what are

termed "pine barrens." The needles of the

tree do not render the soil fertile when they

fall, and if allowed to remain, as they are in

the native forests, they actually prevent many
plants from growing beneath these trees.

English gardeners seem to have discovered

the secret of cultivating our trailing arbutus,

the loveliest of our wild flowers, by planting it

under the trees with ferns and other wild

flowers, where it escapes a greater part of the

rain of their notoriously moist climate. The
hairy leaf of the trailing arbutus seems averse

to rain, and it is always found growing wild

under trees and bushes, where it is completely

protected from rain drops.

Items CoDcerniDg the Society.

Encouraged by the way in which Friends sub-

scribed to make a popular edition of .John Woolman's
Journal possible, Headley Brothers (14 Bishopsgate
Street Without, London, E. C), have secured the

copyright of William Guest's Life of Stephen
Grellet, and offer to issue it in stiff paper covers at

a cost to .subscribers of sixpence net per copy,

this price being raised to one shilling after publi-

cation : At the same time a superior edition on an-

tique paper, with illustrations and a steel engrav-
ing of Stephen Grellet will be prepared. This is

offered to subscribersat two shillings net, the price

to be raised after publication to two shillings six-

pence.

A fresh reminder of this Life of Stephen Grellet,

by William Guest, occurred to some of us on the

12th ultimo, in attendance at the funeral of Makia
S. Reeve in Medford, N. J., at whose house her rela-

tive, the late Rachel Grellet (Stephen Grellet's

daughter), had for several years had a home, and
was much interested in distributing copies of this

biography of her dear father. Concerning Maria
Reeve, who had reached the age of ninety, em-
phatic testimonies were borne to the sanctifying

work of Divine grace on her spirit, and to the

blessed influence of her Christian character and
bright adorning of the doctrine of our profession

in the town of her residence.

The published mode of observing " Easter at

Ackworth," including " Good Friday " and " Mon-
day," by reunions of old scholars that divide the time

between athletic games, devotional meetings, and

dramatic spectacles, can please neither consistent

"churchmen" iior consistent Friends. The one

part will see in it a desecration of a " sacred

season," the other will, like the apostle Paul, be
afraid of them as conceding the observance of
"days and months and times " of ecclesiastical in-

vention. These festivities are probably a taking
advantage of vacation time, but they carry the
name of joining in the testimony for Easter.

Notes From Others.

A paper contaming "Some Advance Hints to
Travellers," by William Howard Francis, in this

month's Lippincolt, warns the traveller of imposi-
tions he will meet with on the other aide of the
Atlantic, and is particularly apropos at this season.
This is interesting as showing the difference between
America and Europe in hotel customs and other
characteristics, with the balance always in favor
of America.

The most widely known and oftenest i|uoted verse
in the English language is :

"Thirty days hath November,
April, June and .September,

February hath XXVIII alone.

And all the rest have XXXI."

It is the one thing learned at school that few
forget, the one aid to memory that really helps
remembrance. Yet probably not one ])erson in a
hundred thousand who habitually u.se it in every-
day life recollects or has ever known the name of
its author, Richard Grafton, who wrote this endur-
ing poem, was one of the earliest and most di-s-

tinguished of English publishers. He embarked in

the business only about sixty years later than
(^axton, " the father of English printing," and,
between 1539 and 1.5.53 brought out "The Great
Bible" (Matthew's), Coverdale's Translation of the
New Testament, " Acts of Parliament " and other
books. The name of Grafton has lately been res-

cued from an undeserved obscurity, and made fa-

miliar to the reading public at least, by a firm of

New York publishers, who have established "The
Grafton Press," thereby reviving a title honored
850 years ago.

What are probably the largest and smallest

books in the world have rested side by side for

many years in the British Museum. The largest

volume measures 5 feet 10 inches in height by 3

feet 2 inches in width. It is held together by
great iron clamps, and required eight different

skins for the binding. It was presented to the

nation by King George IV in 1823. The smallest

book is only three-fourths of an inch by one-half

inch. It is called "Schloss's English Almanac of

1838," and was published in honor of the accession

of Queen Victoria to the throne.

By the use of the Rational Method of Reading,

a system of phonetics originated by the late Sup-
erintendent of Brooklyn SchooLs, Edward G. Ward,
more than two score of Chinaman have gained an
understanding mastery of English. Such feats as

the pronouncing of the names of the books of the

Bible, containing sound combinations hitherto con-

sidered impossible for a Chinaman, gave convinc-

ing proof of the teaching value of Superintendent

Ward's method. As a suggestion to all classes

containing foreigners, adults or children, the suc-

cess of this Chinese school is most pertinent.

Program of the Third Annual Meeting of the
Friends' Educational As.sociation.—To be held

at Moorestown, N. J., on the afternoon and evening

of Seventh-day, Fifth Month 10th. A general in-

vitation to all persons interested is extended by

the Association.

Afternonn Sensioii, 3.30 /'. .1/.— 1. Regular Busi-

ness and Reports of Standing Committees ; 2. Re-

ports from Schools and Colleges Represented in

the Association ; 3. Friends and Public Education :
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(a). The Interest of Friends in Public Educa-

tion Agnes L. Tierney.

(/;). Problems and Duties of a School Di-

rector ... . Julia Cope Collins

(r). What the Public Schools Expect from Citi-

zens . . . Sup't Geo. E. Megargee,

of Moorestown Schools.

The Faculty and Committee of Moorestown

Academy invite the members of the Friends' Edu-

cational Association and their guests to supper

between the afternoon and evening sessions. Those

intending to accept this invitation will kindly notify

Wm. F. Overman, principal of the Moorestown

Academy, Moorestown, N. J., not later than Fifth-

day, Fifth Month 8th.

Evening Session, 7 P. 3/.—Some Historical As-

pects of Quaker Education ;

1. The Beginnings of Education in Phila-

delphia Edward Settle, Jr.

2. Some Teachers our Fathers Knew,
Watson W. Dewees.

3. The Forrest Trust and its Influences in Pro-

moting Education Among Friends,

George Vaux.

4. The Changes in Quaker Ideals with Regard

to Education . . . Isaac Sharpless.

Trains leave foot of Market Street, Philadelphia,

at 2.30, arriving at East Moorestown at 3.10; 4.00,

arriving, 4 30; 5.08, arriving 5.45; 6.08, arriving

6.40, and 6.28, arriving 7.04. Returning, trains

leave East Moorestown at 5.19, arriving at foot of

Market street, Philadelphia, at 5.47; 8.58, arriving

9.35, and 10.17, arriving 10.55. Trolleys leave

from close beside Camden Station at frequent in-

tervals.

In addition to 'the incidental expenses in con-

nection with holding its regular meetings the

Friends' Educational Association annually con-

tributes toward a course of lectures by some dis-

tinguished educator in connection with other ed-

ucational clubs of Philadelphia, and appropriates

fifty dollars to the work of travelling libraries

and the use of apparatus in the smaller Friends'

Schools of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

Friends are requested to send contributions to

the Treasurer, Walter W. Haviland, 140 N. 16th

St., Phila. AnMa S. Wood, Secretary.

Moorestown, N. J.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Resolutions as follows have recently

been introduced in the House :

" Whereas, There has been recently an unusual increase

in the price of beef, mutton, veal and pork, which is ab-

normal, and due largely, if not altogether, to trusts and

other combinations, alleged to be unlawful in their organ-

ization ; therefore,
" Resolved, That the Ways and Means Committee be

instructed to investigate the question of the recent in-

crease in the price of those articles, and determine the

cause thereof, and, if practicable, offer some measure of

legislation that will afford relief against the evil com-

plained of."

The Attorney-General has directed that bills in equity

to restrain corporations and persons from violating the

laws of the United States in regard to inter-state trade

shall be prepared, directed against the large dealers in

meat in various places who have entered into a combin-

ation contrary to law.

Representative Sims, of Tennessee,, has introduced a

bill abolishing the duties on imports of beef, mutton, pork

and veal. An extended preamble recites that the present

high price of these food products is due to trusts and

monopolies.

A gift of $1,000,000 has recently been made towards

educating both whites and blacks in the Southern States

by J. D. Rockefeller, all of which may be used at once

under the direction of a Board of Education.

A dispatch of the 25th, from Pittsburg, says : Repre-

sentative men from all over the country met here to-day

and formed the Winona Agricultural and Technical Insti-

tute, to be established at Winona Lake, Ind., to teach

boys scientific farming. The students will mostly be

under 10 years of age. The school will be undenomina-

tional. Prominent men have guaranteed $3500,a year

for five years to pay the faculty.

Since the discovery liy Dr. Koch in 18S2, that tubercu-

losis is contagious, and the introduction of means to i

prevent its spread, deaths from this disease have notably

decreased over the civilized world. In New York City it

is found that in 1881 the death rate from tuberculosis

was 4.27 per thousand of population, while in 1901 it

was only 2.50. The diminution in the rate of deaths

from tuberculosis was more marked between 1881 and

1891 than in the last decade. It may probably be further

reduced.

The average wages of the farm laborer in the United

States in the year 1899 is said to have been $1.01 with-

out board.

The report of Insurance Commissioner Durham for

1901 shows that there was paid out for fire losses in

Pennsylvania for the year $8,710,632, whilst the prem-

iums received by the companies amounted to $16,827,130.

The Steamship Haverford, belonging to the American

Line, has lately arrived at Philadelphia from Liverpool in

11 days. She is the largest vessel that has ever been

engaged in the trans-Atlantic trade from this port— is

530 feet long, 60 feet in breadth of beam and can carry

150 cabin and 2000 steerage passengers.

A dispatch from Saginaw, Mich., says : Physicians of

the college hospital have performed a remarkable opera-

tion, that of grafting a piece of dog's skull upon a human
head. The patient is John Olberg, of Kenton, Houghton

county. Olberg's skull was fractured four years ago.

Over the wound, which was an inch and a half in diame-

ter, there formed a foreign growth, which pressed on the

brain and caused convulsions. The doctors chloroformed

a dog, removed a piece of its skull, and implanted it in

the opening in Olberg's head.

As a result of persistent investigation, the Weather

Bureau has developed a system of wireless telegraphy

which is said to be superior to any now in use. This

system is the invention of Professor Willis Moore, Chief

of the Weather Bureau, and Professor Reginald Fessen

den. It is claimed for it that messages can be trans-

mitted as rapidly as over the ordinary wire telegraph.

Another advantage is that it has telephonic receiver, en-

abling the dots and dashes to be read without the difficulty

present in other systems.

Two stations have been established by the Weather

Bureau—one on Roanoke Island, off the North Carolina

coast, and the other at Cape Hatteras. The distance be-

tween these points is about fifty miles. Before the ex-

periments are concluded the stations will be moved a

greater distance apart. It is expected that eighty miles

can be covered without difficulty.

The Fifth Annual Conference for the development of

education in the South has lately been meeting in Atlanta,

Ga., attended by prominent educators from all parts of

the South, jurists, business men, and students. The ob-

jects in view are stated to be that the people should tax

themselves for education ; that school authorities should

promote the best ideas of education, and that philan

thropy should supply the lacking margin beyond the capa

city of the public purse and private local liberality : edu

cation for all the people
;
good, well equipped school

houses, with competent teachers, and an eight moi

term in every school district.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America

has been organized with a capital of over $6,000,000.

It controls the Marconi system in the United States and

its outlying dependencies and in Cuba.

By means of the electric power generated at Niagara

Falls, an intense heat is produced, whereby amorphous

and almost valueless carbon is turned into valuable

graphite.

There were 473 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 10 more than the previous

week and 12 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 260 were males and 213 females: 59

died of consumption of the lungs ; 57 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 5 of diphtheria ;

13 of cancer ; 29 of apople.xy ; 22 of typhoid fever, 4 of

scarlet fever and 6 of small-pox.

Foreign. — The rebellion in China appears to have

grown too powerful in certain districts to be suppressed

by the Government. Many hundreds have been killed by

soldiers in the attempt to collect taxes levied to meet

certain indemnities arising from the late Boxer troubles.

General Jacob Smith has lately been court martialed at

Manila for his sanguinary orders to Major Waller, &c.

It was admitted that he "gave instructions to Major

Waller to kill and burn, and make Samar a howling wil-

derness ; that he wanted everybody killed capable of

bearing arms, and that he did specify all over ten years

of age, as the Samar boys of that age were equally as

dangerous as their elders."

Widespread disorders continue in Russia, and three

Government officials have lately been assassinated within

a week. The students and laboring men appear to be

the most clamorous for relief from over taxation and ar-

bitrary police regulations. In the provinces of Pol Wj
and Kharkoff in the Snuth of Russia, 18,000 peasant! IjH
reported to have btien engaged in riots, which have !.i*

come so serious that land owners are leaving their est'j'

for safety. The agitation has also been serious at Mos I

Late despatches from Guatemala state that a larg([."

tent of country was shaken by earthquakes on the ",

and 20th ult. In Guezaltenaugo, it is estimated that i

persons were killed and millions of dollars' worth of p .

erty destroyed- Fires, which followed the earlier shi

added to the loss, and many heartrending stories of .

fering are received. The whole country is panic stric

,

It is said that twenty-five pe'r cent, of the peopl
'(

Glasgow live in one room houses, and 45 per cent, e

only two rooms. In China not over one in 1000 !|8

more than one room to a family. '

Many ancient documents, it is said have been discovlj .

in the exploration of the sand covered towns of Chi.e

Turkestan. They consist of writings on wooden tab,;,

and are sealed and tied when found, the sand having ..

served them in excellent condition. Even the ink h

which they were written is still black, and easily i'|.

It is believed that these documents will throw much
'it

on the life and customs of the people that formerly Ij

in this desert. The script in which they are written 'if

a kind still known in India.

T. Estrada Palma, the newly elected President of la

arrived in Cuba on the 20th ult., after an ahsenc .f

35 years. In 1867 he left that country a prisoner ii %

hands of Spaniards. In a public speech he lately J

he counted upon the Spaniards in Cuba, whom he c .

acterized as one of the principal factors in the is I,

to assist in the republic's success. He said the Cu
, s

should unite on economic, rather than political linesv

tablish the stability of the first Cuban Governmentid

show the world that the Cubans were not like the pile

of certain South American republics. I

A substance called Plasmon has been made in Enfid

from skim milk after coagulating it and drying ifs
temperature of about 160° under an atmosphere of in

bonic acid gas. The resulting granular substance isid

to be very nutritious.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—A complete set of the writings of G ge

Fox (8 volumes.) Any one willing to sell, please ij

terms to the editor of The Friend. i

A Friend, experienced in nursing, desires a positiias

companion, or care-taker for invalid (woman or chi ia

a Friend's family. Correspondence solicited.

Address " A. A."

Office of The Friend

Philadelpl

Wbsttown Boarding School.— For convenience o r-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will 'et

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and 50

and 4,32 r. M. Other trains are met when requi;d.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent ve

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph ire

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, Su

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fc hs

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg; to

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wi ,»«

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and m-

munications in regard to business should be forwan M

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Young woman Friend, a University graduate, wh las

had a year's post-graduate work at Bryn MawrCigS.

wishes a position as tutor in a family or to helpik«

care of children for the summer months.

Address "Tutor," Office of The FmE|.

Died, on the twenty-first of Second Month, 1902,

1

WooLMAN, in the seventy-fourth year of his age; :!

teemed member of the Monthly Meeting of Frien

Philadelphia for the Northern District. This dear I

)

was of a humble spirit, always ready to help the >

During an illness of several weeks his concern was i i

a full assurance of peace, which his friends ha'

t

consolation was granted.

, at her residence in Downingtown Pa., '•"

Month 1st,. 1902, Hannah Martin, in the eight; i

year of her age ; a member of Downingtown Par il

and Uwchlan Monthly Meeting of Friends.

ILLJAM H. PILh-S SONS, PRI^)EK.'
No. in Walnut street
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Backsliding Tendencies of War.

have received solicitations conceriiin}i;

, being more conspicuously stirred up

le atrocities in war lately confessed.

ve have a right to e.xpect anything of

war that is of the nature of Sin, still

eral hope had been indulged that, in the

)f men representing a Christian civili-

the conduct of wars had passed the

Btatc of nnscrupuloHS barbarity and

iisappointment has again dashed that

the ground, in view of what generals

Anglo-Saxon or European states could

jnd soldiers perform. Whether these

es, by hands sometimes called Chris-

•e of late years done in the Soudan, in

in the isles of the sea, or on our west-

lins, it is needless to specialize guilty

es, save for illustrations of its spirit,

at its real heart, not an affair of lo-

but the same Sin in every place, and

ts of its father it will do. Carnal war

essence, like the carnal mind from

it proceeds, is not subject to the law

st, neither indeed can be. Were warfare

it would be of love, generalled in love

ight in love.

efore we think it not strange that war.

Is however civilized, should continue to

)se itself as an overmatch for all civili-

and all nominal Christianity, to uncover

lan of sin" as its source; and to open

1 humiliating disclosure that the natural

heart under sin "is deceitful above all

and desperately wicked."

one remedy for all this condition is

Christ in men, the hope of glory, is

nee of Peace;—Christ for this purpose

ited, that he might destroy in men, the

works of the devil. "Behold the Lamb of

(Jod, who taketh away the sin of the world!"

And there is no other name given under hea-

ven, or among men, whereby they must be saved

from sin, and all its brood embraced in war.

Therefore such an apostle among men (and

such should we Friends be), as is determined

to know nothing in his life and ministry but

Christ -Jesus and him crucified, best lays the

axe at the root of the blighting tree of war.

It is the gospel that we must not be ashamed of

which must be our reliance as the power of

Cod unto international salvation, and to cause

wars to cease into the ends of the earth.

We might pluck at the policy of some

branch of that tree, named Philippines; of

another named African, (fee, only to hurt the

cause of Peace by being irritators rather than

eradicators. More wisely we say to each of

those branches of the corrupt tree, "Thou

bearest not the root, but the root thee!" Most

wisely, in the wisdom which is "first pure,

then peaceable," would we apply Christ the

one Antidote, to the corrupt root. Thus in our

hearts and to other hearts we oueht by his

grace to do, and not to leave the other service

undone,—that of doing all to which the love

of Christ constrains us, in having our own

country's present branch of the corrupt tree

cut off. True, until the root of sin is de-

stroyed, the same sap may yet put forth other

branches. But meanwhile, as mercy calls for

checking the horrors of war at every putting

forth, whoso is touched with the call is with-

out excuse if he contribute not his mite to

mercy, whether it be to drop a word to a leg-

islator, or to plead the cause of Christ and hu-

manity at whatever door the responsibility may

lie. But as says the editor of the Austrnlian

Friend, "let no sorrow of heart at the suffer-

ings of mankind, nor indignation at wrongs

committed in the name of justice be the oc-

casion of our laboring according to the 'rudi-

ments of the world' and not according to

Christ." So far as official memorials go.

Friends have by timely testimonies made their

appeals for the cause of Peace clear.

The murmur of a righteous indignation at

present awakening over the land, is a healthy

sign of a conscience still susceptible among

the people. But continued militarism with its

"necessary" barbarities may make even this

grow callous, and a war four years since as-

sumed on the plea of humanity may more than

hispaniate ourselves. How its mammon shaves

down our mercy for Cuba now. How deplor-

able its hardening effect already visible through-

out church and state and society! Yet the

Spirit of Christ can surmount even this accu-

mulating mountain of sin, and cause it to melt

down at his presence. That where sin

abounds grace shall much more abound, the

Lord hath need of us as one Christian denomi-

nation committed to the cause of Peace, to

stand more prayerfully and move more faith-

fully in that vital Christianity of the Spirit in

which the Lamb and his followers shall have

the victory.

Wars can cease unto the ends of the

earth only by Christianizing the individual, in

a spirit that calls for that conception uf (Chris-

tianity, siill new to the masses and to the war-

teaching churches, of which Quakerism was

raised up to be a messenger - the immediate

and perceptible operation and obedient follow-

ing of the Spirit of Christ, which, if "any

man have not, he is none of His."

If one may chase a thousand, or a "true

Quaker shake the country for miles around,"

what an effective manifesto for peace would

the societies under the name of Friends be,

did all their members wherever scattered, live

like George Fox, "in the virtue of that life

and power which takes away the occasion of

all war."

Correction.—The number of catalogues which

were sent out during the year from Friends' Book-

store, at 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia, naming

publications there for sale, amounted to seven

thousand five hundred copies. Our writing numbers

in figures in the manuscript report of the Yearly

meeting, as given last week, made the number to

appear as "seven hundred."

For'THB Friend."

Friends in Anguilla. -Since the paper on

Friends in Tortola was in print (The Fkiend

Fourth Month 5th) my attention has been

called to a reference in Thomas Chalkley's

.Journal relative to a visit he made to the island

of Anguilla in HOT, in which he .says, "At

this island several people were heartily con-

vinced and did confess to the Truth, among

whom a meeting was settled." It also ap-

pears that Thomas Chalkley vi.sited Anguilla

several times afterwards and held meetings

there. This indicates that the statement in

James Birket's letter that John Pickering's

father came from Anguilla is correct, and it is

clear that the development of Quakerism in
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Tortola was not spontaneous, but that the seed

was sown by Thomas Chalkley and transplanted

by John Pickering's father.

George Vaux.
Fourth Month, 21, 1902.

Testimony of True Witnesses.

Jeremiah Waring, son of Henry Waring,

was born at Hayly, in the parish of Witney,

and county of Oxford, in the year 1652.

While very young, he had the fear of God so

impressed on his heart, that he was led out

of many childish vanities and diversions that

others, his equals and contemporaries, were

in the practice of; and by a sober conduct

gave early indications of being under the oper-

ation of that power which prepares for the

service of God. As his mind became more
and more enlightened by the light of life, he

grew dissatisfied with divers ceremonies, cus-

toms, and usages of the Church of Enarland,

into which he had been initiated. Hence he

was led while an apprentice in London, to seek

carefully after a people whose doctrines were
purely apostolic, and whose lives like the prim-

itive Christians, were full of piety and good
works. After having with a religious seeking

mind, tried several other professions without

finding among them the desired satisfaction, his

unwearied and commendable search after Truth

at length led him to a meeting of the people

called Quakers, when the testimonies deliv-

ered that day, cooperating with the Spirit of

God in himself, he embraced their doctrines

with joy and gladness of heart, and soon be-

came thoroughly convinced of the blessed

Truth, which broke in upon his understanding
with demonstration and power, and dispelled

the many doubts, fears and troubles that had
heretofore surrounded his mind.

About two vears after this, as we judge,
being out of his apprenticeship, ho received a

dispensation of the gospel to preach to others,

and though in the discharge of his duty he
twice suffered imprisonment in London with
others of the then afflicted people of God, yet
he was no ways discouraged thereby, but, as

soon as liberty was granted him, continued
visiting the meetings thereaway, exhorting
Friends to be faithful to the discoveries of his

will God had made in their souls, and to stand
immovable for his Name and Truth on earth.

About the year 1681, he visited the meet-
ings that were settled near his native place in

Oxfordshire, where his testimony was well re-

ceived, many having been lately convinced in

those parts. Among these was Mary, the
daughter of Henry Wheeler of Witney, a mod-
est, discreet, religious young woman, with
whom he contracted an honorable intimacy,
and at lentrth obtained her in marriage.

They settled first at Croydon in Surrey, and
not long after removed to Ensham, in Oxford-
shire, and at last, about the year 1685, to

Witney, where the Lord was pleased to bless

them with many temporal and spiritual bless-

ings, which enabled them to open their hearts
and house to entertain friends and to contri-

bute to the necessities of others in distress.

And as he was often engaged abroad in the
discharge of his duty to God and the churches
round about, the conduct and diligence of his

wife in their temporal affairs, rendered his ab-

sence of very little inconvenience to his family

and business. Inspired with the hope of shar-

ing in the reward of his [gospel] labors, she

spared no pains, and grudged nothing she

could do to render the benefit thereof as dif-

fusive as possible, and her endeavors she used

to think were blessed, the more he was given

up to the service of the Truth, in which he

was an unwearied laborer, even when old age

and infirmity of body might have pleaded his

excuse.

He wa« a minister of the New Testament,

and diligently labored according to the gift

bestowed on him. His ministry was plain and

instructive and according to the measure of it

tended to convince the understandings of the

ignorant, to the reformation of those who
obeyed not the gospel, and to the confirming

the feeble-minded and the nourishment of the

drooping soul.

For the weak and hindermost of the flock

he had a tender regard, that they might come
forward; and those meetings might be visited

to which no public Friend belonged, rather

than too many to go to one meeting at the

same time. He would often say he went not

out at the invitation of others, except to mar-

riages and burials, but as he found drawings in

his own mind, which have engaged him to

travel much in this nation, but more especially

in his own and adjacent counties. He was
generally well received, not only for his labor

in the minis*^ry, but also for his cheerful, free

and easy behaviour in the families where his

lot was cast.

He was a zealous promoter of brotherly love

and unity, and where any difference had arisen

in families, would endeavor to reconcile the

parties by visiting and treating with them
a manner becoming a minister of the gospel

of peace, whose labor of love in this respect

was generally well accepted, and doubtless by

some to their no small advantage.

His company was sought after by the sick

and distressed, to w-hom he had frequently

word of advice suitable to their state and con-

dition.

His service in meetings of discipline was too

considerable to be wholly omitted here, or (

ily forgotten by those who knew it. Being an

elder in the church, he was concerned that

the flock of God might be fed, and took the

oversight thereof, not by constraint but will-

mgly; not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind;

not as a lord over God's heritage, but as an

example to the flock.

About three months before his death, it

pleased God to remove hence his dear and lov-

ing wife, after they had lived together above

forty-six years, of whose virtue it may not be

amiss to give the following short account:

She was a kind and faithful wife, frugal

and industrious but not covetous. A mother
tenderly affectionate and even-handed, shining

in example; a neighbor peaceable, obliging,

and beneficent, of good report; and it may be

said of her, she was a mother in the church;

having brought up children, lodged strangers,

relieved the afl3icted, and diligent in good
works.

She deiiarted this life in great peace, in

unity with Friends, and in full assurance of

an inheritance with the saints in light, saying

on her death-bed, she had done her day's

work in the day time. It were easy to enlarge

on her virtues, both public and private. But

to avoid prolixity, I shall hasten to makesc'j
mention of his last illness, which seized

I
ij

the 14th day of the Eleventh Month, 17

'

being the morrow after his return from vi .

ing Stow meeting, and continued about
i

week, in which time having some intervals

'

ease, he spoke many sweet and heavenly s

.

timents to his children and those that ca'-

to see him, among which the following to

children are remembered: "Dear childr

when your mother and I came together, it >

;

in the fear of God. We had but little of t

;

world, yet we were content, and He made t

little sufficient. Our hearts were always op

and our house too, to receive friends, and

never thought we had the less, but on "

contrary believed we were blessed the mc

;

for we experienced that saying verified, "T
that seek the Lord shall not want any gi

l

thing. 0! He is a good and gracious C
If you keep to the Truth and love Him '

will never leave you or forsake you." ;

daughter speaking to him, he said, "I felt

love of God so strong upon my heart, I h

been supplicating his name, and I have frt,

offered up myself to his disposal, to do wh
i

way it pleases Him. He can bring down to ?

grave, and He can raise up again; his will'j

done. I observed in my last journeys li

thin the elders everywhere appeared, and lb

religion appeared.to be at a low ebb. Yet I

principle of Truth must prevail; for the 13
has promised. He will give his Son the heath

for his inheritance, and the uttermost partsjfi

the earth for his possession And thought
see but little of this yet, I shall die, asseveil

elders have before me, in the faith of it. All-

ham saw but little of that large promise mJB-.

to him of multiplying nis seed as the stanjt

heaven, and as the sand on the -sea shore.''

Being asked how he did, he said, "Ihai
comfortable time both in body and mind, :i

have been looking back to my youth, review ;

the narrow way that leads to life; reni§nil -

ing how our ancient Friends used but Ir

words, and lived in love one with anoll

.

And as it was in the beginning so it must'

again. But now how many are there v)

take delight in backbiting, detracting and -

posing the failures of one another, and th
'

conversation too often turns upon modes;!

forms of dress, things too mean for a Ch

tian spirit." His children mentioning whai

loss it would be to part with such dear :1

tender oarents, he said we have lived to a gi

!

old age, and the Lord has never forsaken ,

and if you cleave to Him, He will never de|i

from you. "And you my grandchildren 1

caution you against reading profane and i

books, but read the Holy Scriptures, and

gard there the precious promises of Christ

After having taken something, he sa

"This will not do. This poor old house will

do, but I have a new house eternal in
'

heavens, where is no pain, no sorrow; wh

all tears are wiped away. No need of

light of the sun, or of the moon to shine in ;

for the glory of God and the Lamb is the lij

thereof."

Mention being made of the Lord's reward ;

him for his labor and service in the church,
'

said, "We are poor empty creatures, we o

merit nothing. All we have we receive fn

Him, and all we do is but our reasonable du •

The Lord hath no need of us, for He is al •
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liT glorious and happy in Himself; but we
[need of Him."

lother time vvlien he could take no rest, he

"Sweet Lord! ease thy servant 'for his

. He loved me from my youth upward."

vering out of a violent tit of pain he cried,

,ord thy will be done! thy will be done!

hast been with me all my life long. Oh!

ith me now in these my dying moments,

with my children and grandchildren, that

e may meet in thy heavenly habitation,

1 we shall never part more. l)h! thou

herd and Keeper of Israel, who neither

bars nor sleeps, into thy everlasting arms

ercy do I commit them with my own soul,

jght Thee in my tender years and Thou
found of me, and hast been with me un-

his day. Thou hast cast all my weak-

ja behind thy back when they shall never

emembered more; and hast many times

1 me a full assurance of a resting place

Thee, for ever and ever."
' dejiarted this life the 21st of the Elev-

Month, 1729, aged seventy-seven, and a

Iter nearly fifty years.

Daniel Wheeler.

s was not the language of precept only,

of his e.xample was still more powerful.

IS impossible to observe from day to day
hankful, cheerful, humble frame of mind
li he so uniformly manifested, his watch-

38 to check every rising of improper feel-

and above all, the deep reverence and filial

which pervaded his heart towards his

without being made sensible of that

ed principle which regulated his daily

His children at once loved and honored
for while he possessed their entire confi-

i and love, they knew that he was un-

ling in the refusal of whatever was not

lieir highest good. Notwithstanding the

less of his nature, and the strength and
ith of his parental feelings, his known
ess precluded all hope of inducing him to

to their incliriation when these stood op-

! to their eternal interest. From their

years he patiently labored to imbue the

3 of his children with the love and fear

le .'\lmighty. He instructed them dili-

y in the Holy Scriptures. He was also

ist in his efforts to exhibit to them the

pie of the righteous of other generations;

lially that exemplified in the lives of the

members of our Society, so strikingly

ived. For this purpose he set apart a

on of time to read to his family works of

lescription.

me might think that such a course would
ksonie to the young; but certainly the

t was widely different, and his children

ecall the feelings of interest and enjoy-

that attended these readings and the

period of quiet which followed. It was
lis custom each evening, when his chil-

had retired to rest to visit their cham-
ind endeavor to direct their hearts to the
t (Creator.

these occasions he would repeat, or teach
to repeat, passages of Scripture or de-

nal poetry, to which his own admoni-
were added; and he closed these sweet
well remembered seasons with a quiet
r, during which prayers were offered

litting them to the Lord. As his chil-

dren advanced towards maturity, instead of
relaxing his watchful care, he felt there was
need of redoubled vigilance to shield them
from surrounding danger. Ever anxious for

their best welfare, yet deeply sensible that
through Divine Grace alone their youthful
minds must be awakened and enabled to lay

hold of a Saviour's love, he was earnest in im-
ploring for them this heavenly gift, and in

watching for opportunities to impress upon
them the importance of spiritual things. One
instance of the condescension of the Lord in

hearing and answering his prayers, was as his

eldest son attained the age of manhood, ear-

nest were the cravings of his father that the
Lord would direct his heart into the love of

(Jod, and patient waiting for ('hrist. He
knew well that to the natural man the things

of God must ever be a mystery; and he longed

that through submission to the Spirit of Truth
they might be opened to his understanding.

Often with tenderness he watched the convic-

tions of his inquiring mind, and explained to

him the views he had himself received. At
one time the sentiments of his son on these

all important subjects were exceedingly unset-

tled and he passed through deep mental con-

Hict before he yielded to the light of Divine
Truth in his soul which dispelled the doubts
and reasonings by which he was assailed. It

was at this period that one evening his father

and he, being alone together, they had much
conversation on the points which then pressed

heavily on the mind of the latter. IJefore re-

tiring to rest his father handed him the Hible,

asking him to read a chapter; he took the

book and read the third chapter of Malachi.

Deep seriousness overspread his countenance,

and after a time of silence he repeated, "The
Lord whom ye seek shall suddenly come to

his temple, even the messenger of the cove-

nant whom ye delight in;" and he shall be

"like a refiner's fire and like fuller's soap;"

adding, yes. He will come into his own temple,

the temple of the heart and there do his own
work. I never understood this chapter before,

nor saw, as I now see it, the spiritual nature

of the gospel dispensation." It was evident

to his thankful and rejoicing parent that the

prophetic declaration was indeed fulfilled in

his son's experience that the Lord had come
into his temple and was there working to the

purifying of his soul. The change which suc-

ceeded was most striking; clearly evincing

that the day had dawned and the day-star

arisen in a heart long oppressed with darkness

and many doubts. In reference to this period,

his father remarked with much emotion, "this

kind can come forth by nothing but by prayer

and fasting:" intimating the long continued

exercise of soul he had on behalf of his son.

Two avenues to evil he guarded with jealousy

in his domestic sphere, the introduction of

books of an injurious tendency, and the asso-

ciations which he allowed to his children'.

With respect to reading, he was liberal in sup-

plying what was calculated to improve or ex-

pand the mind; but very few of a hurtful na-

ture escaped the vigilance of his watchful eye.

Un these occasions he regarded not the incli-

nations of-those he so tenderly loved when
works that he disapproved had been lent to

his young people he returned them to those

from whom they came with a frank avowal of

his sentiments respecting them.

He endeavored to render home as cheerful
and pleasant as possible. Perhaps few domes-
tic circles ever presented a happier scene than
his own, while its links were permitted to re-

main unbroken. His children can look back,
with grateful hearts, to the wisdom and care
of their departed parent and feel they have
abundant cause to rise up and call him blessed.

Written by one of his children.

Christianity Revived.

Are there not evidences from various sour-

ces that Christianity is being revived in many
hearts with desires to know the Master's will

and do his commandments? according to his

promise, "Ye are my friends if ye do whatso-
ever I command you." And can we not see

evidences that this language to some in former
days may be applicable unto us as a people?
"Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the

glory of the Lord has risen upon thee. For
behold darkness shall cover the earth and
gross darkness the people, but the Lord shall

arise upon thee, and his glory shall be seen
upon thee, and the Gentiles^ shall come to thy
light and kings to the brightness of thy
rising." If we know these things happy are
we if we do them.

For we must acknowledge that blindness in

part has happened unto Israel, and is it not
more for a lack of our doing what we know,
than from not knowing what to do? For it is

said, "This is the whole duty of man: fear God
and keep his commandments."
And is it not individual faithfulness that is

needed, in order that. this may be more fully

realized? It was because He loved us and de-

desired to do his Father's will, that our Sav-

iour laid down his precious life for us and that

we might live henceforth not to ourselves but

unto Him who loved us and gave Himself for

us. Paul had Christianity revived or revealed

in him, when his eyes were opened in the lignt

of Truth, to see things as they really are, self

was laid as in the dust and he 6ould love Him
whom he had been persecuting, and could saj',

"I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless I

live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me. And
the life that I now live in the flesh, I live by

the faith of the Son of God, who loved me,

and gave himself for me." Likewise, "I will

not glory, save in the cross of our Lord Je-

sus Christ, by whom the world is crucified

unto me and 1 unto the world."

Primitive Christianity was revived also in

the hearts of (Jeorge Fox and other worthy

Friends of that day. Yet they were persecu-

ted for their principles and testimonies which

being almost nearer to them than their nat-

ural lives, they could not allow the standard of

Truth to lie lowered nor compromise with the

world, and were enabled to see more clearly

the spirituality of the gospel dispensation and

that the kingdom of heaven stands not in word

but in power. Now, dear Friends, shall we
after all this allow these practices to fall to the

ground or be trampled under foot? May we

not hope and trust that primitive Christianity

may be more and more revived amongst us in

its ancient purity, although it may .seem need-

ful for some under our name to return to first

principles? Not that we believe that salva-

tion depends alone on a mere observance of

our testimonies as to dress and address, etc.,
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—far from it. For we believe no true Friend

entertains such an idea or belief. But they

feel that their peace and safety depends upon

faithfully supporting these as well as the doc-

trines as ever held by Friends. And it pains

my heart to hear our precious principles and

testimonies lightly spoken of, and in so saying

I believe I speak the mind of many other hon-

est hearted Friends. And why? Because

they are the fruits or outgrowth of faithful-

ness to manifested duty; and the time will

come (if it is not already near at hand) when

many others will seek just such a religion as

we profess, because it is the truth and it

changeth the heart from a state of nature to a

state of grace and is Christianity revived in

its simpicity and purity. Many, very many no

doubt, there are, who would gladly wear the

crown; but are we willing to bear the cross

and follow in the way that leads to the crown?

If we are willing to suffer with Him, we hope

and trust that, if faithfulness is abode in, we
may also reign with Him. And whilst thus

feeling it our duty earnestly to contend for

the faith once delivered to the saints, let none

conclude that it is with a wish to find fault in

any wise with others; for we are well aware

that "the servant must not strive but be gen-

tle and patient." Yet is it charity to justify

a wrong in any, and grieve the Holy Spirit?

We believe not. For "they that are faithful

in the little shall be made rulers over

more," but "they that despise the day of small

things shall fall by little and little."

In meekness may we instruct those that op-

pose themselves. For itis "not by might nor

by power, but my Spirit saith the Lord."

But we need not marvel if some would say as

of old "to the seers, see not; and to the pro-

phets, proohesy not unto us hard things;

speak unto us smooth things, prophesy de-

ceit."

In the preface to Mildred Ratclitfe's Journal,

speaking of those with whom she had taken

sweet counsel, but for want of keeping on the

watch they had run astray into crooked paths,

she says: "The words of these though smooth-

er than oil, are as drawn swords against the

Truth and the faithful supporters thereof."

And, dear Friends, whilst it is a Christian duty

to have forbearance and make due allowance

for others, yet the safety and preservation of

our scattered Society depends not so much on

not compromising our principles and testimo-

nies, as a willingness to be taught by Him who
is the alone healer of breaches and the re-

storer of paths to dwell in. There always has

been a remnant preserved by the good Master,

and there is cause to believe that such is still

the case; and we can but hope and trust that

the number of such as these in various places

is increasing. And it is also a satisfaction

to concerned Friends to see evidences from
time to time that it is still the wish of those

interested in the publication of The Fkiend,

as in years past, to have it conducted on the

right foundation; and we hope its united influ-

ences will still tend toward the reviving of

primitive Christianity in its ancient parity.

J. P. S
Emporia, Kansas, Fourth Month 26th, 1902.

Thankfulness is not an outcome of the

natural mind, so much as a Divine gift that

we should wait for and cultivate.

—

J. Bellows.

For " The Friend."

Reminiscences.

(ContiiiueJ from page 317.)

The tract of land containing about seven

hundred and eighty acres given by the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania to Corn Planter in

1796, located upon the west bank of the Alle-

gheny River in Warren County, Pennsylvania,

was held in common by his descendants after

the death of Corn Planter in 1836. In the

belief that advantage would arise in several

repects to his heirs by a division of this prop-

erty to be held by them in severalty under cer-

tain restrictions to prevent its alienation, the

members of the Indian Committee interested in

their welfare strongly advised them about the

year 1870 to take steps to have it divided.

-Joseph Scattergood and Ebenezer Worth
were particularly engaged in recommending
this step, and according to this advice these

Indians generally united in a petition to the

Legislature of Pennsylvania for the necessary

authority to have it done.

These Friends gave their assistance in aid-

ing the passage of such an act, and in the

Sixth Month, 1871, a bill was passed which

provided that the Orphans' Court of Warren
County shall be empowered upon the applica-

tion of a majority of the heirs of Corn Planter

to appoint three commissioners to make par-

tition of his estate and allotment of shares as

they think just and equitable, having regard

to the value and the location of the improve-

ments made by the parties interested, etc;

and also providing that no sale of such prop-

erty should be made to others than the de-

scendants of Corn Planter or members of the

Seneca Nation of Indians or be liable to taxation

to the lien of any judgment, mortgage or

claim, or to any execution or to any judicial

sale, except to descendants of Corn Planter or

to members of the Seneca Nation aforesaid.

In accordance with this authority the Or-

phans' Court of Warren County, upon applica-

tion to it, appointed Thomas Wistar, Joseph

Scattergood and Ebenezer Worth, commission-

ers to carry out the purposes of this act and

the petition of the descendants of Corn Plan-

ter, and the two last named Friends spent sev-

eral weeks during 1871 on this tract and its

neighborhood in making an amicable arrange-

ment between the heirs for the partition of the

estate.

Francis Lightfoot, a member of the So-

ciety, was employed as surveyor, who re-

mained there for some months in running the

lines and preparing a map showing the boun-

daries of each tract assigned to the respective

heirs.

A report of the Commissioners was pre-

sented to Judge S. P. Johnson in the Tenth
Month 1871, who in a private letter to Joseph
Scattergood acknowledging its receipt, thus

expresses his satisfaction with the labors of

the Commissioners:

"I have read your report carefully, and dis-

cover no error in fact or defect in form, but

think it the most peifect document of the kind

I ever saw. By the labor and pains you have
taken to make it such, you have certainly en-

titled yourselves to the boundless gratitude of

the Corn Planter descendants and the thanks
of all others who feel any interest in their wel-

fare. I must be allowed to express my own in

warm and earnest terms."

The Indian Committee in their report
Yearly Meeting in 1872 referring to thi

ject states that "Owing to the number ol

the conflicting interests involved, and tl

norance of the Indians as to our methc
business the task thus undertaken was m
one; and it is gratifying to be able to'

that, ui)on its completion a certificatt

signed by all the heirs or their representi

expressing satisfaction therewith and th;

Commissioners and Surveyor, having perf(

their respective services without compem
or charge of any kind, we hereby grateful
knowledge our obligations therefor and
them individually for the attention theji

given to this important business." The'

thus accomplished proved to be timely,

shortly thereafter, the death of the onlj

viving child of Corn Planter occurred,

had it taken place earlier, might have c

greater embarrassment. The Committet
long desired to bring about a satisfactor et

tlment of this estate, not only for the sa of

the parties immediately interested, but lat

example and encouragement to the Indis of

the Allegheny and Cattaraugus ReservfM,

to hold their lands in severalty. This su'iot

we have been glad to observe is claiminjin.

creased attention on their part, since we*
not but believe such a measure would, \kt

proper safeguards, promote their advanceat
towards civilization, encourage them in hits

of industry, and tend to allay many of this-

imosities and misunderstandings which or

unhappily disturb them."
The following letter from Alfred Copeit-

tains an interesting tribute to the char»
of Thomas Scattergood, whose journal ad

been reprinted in 1874 from stereotype pat
with some additional matter not containij

the first edition:

IMy Dear Friend:

I am much obliged by thy valuable pnnt
and hope it may prove to be a useful pnha-

tion as a faithful portrait of a true Quak of

the primitive type, a man eminently giftecod

true to his calling in great simplicity ancu-

mility. May it be another happy proof othe

truth of the declaration "The memory olie

just is blessed."

Thine with love, A. Cop

Tiie New Oxford Movement.

A book has lately appeared, "Contentio r-

itatis," by Six Oxford Tutors, which ;y

prove to be an epoch-making book. It m.;s

an advance on the old Tractarian movemt,

and yet we are amazed at the following sts-.

ment by William Inge: "The symbolic a

of washing and eating are the most natil,

the simplest and the most widely diffuse)!

all ceremonies. So natural are they thal'e

may say that, if Christ had not instituted iJ-

tism and the Eucharist the Church would 1 e

had to invent them. A Christianity witlit

sacraments could never have converted i-

rope."

All Tutors are not true teachers for it w( i

not be diflicult to upset the position assui d

by the writer on these carnal ordinances wJ h

depend so largely on tradition rather thai n

"Thus saith the Lord." H. T. l

Beamsville, Ontario.
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Account of the Imprisonment of Two

mds at Malta, With Quotations from

Thtir Letters, Etc.

be year IGoS Catharine Evans and .^arah

jrs having; felt drawn to travel toward

idria, went by water from Plymouth,

id, to Leghorn, Italy, the passage occu-

thirty-one days, but at last they landed

;
where finding countrymen and friends,

itaid several days, distributing many
They also spoke to the people without

molested by any.

ace they got passage in a Dutch ship for

idria or Scandaroon; but the master of

ip being in company with another ve.s-

ng to Malta, went also thither, though

no business in that place.

)re they came there, Catharine in great

h of mind exclaimed, "Oh we have a

ul cup to drink at that place;" and hav-

tered the harbor, as she stood upon the

f the ship and looked at the people upon

,11s, she said in her heart, "Shall ye de-

js? If we give up to the Lord, then

efficient to deliver us out of your hands;

we disobey our (Jod, all these could not
• us out of his hand." And all fear of

as taken from them,

next day being First-day they went on

when the English consul met them, in-

what they came there for and invited

,0 his house, where they went, and many
;o see them, whom they called to repent-

so that several became tender; about

they went on shipboard. Coming on

again the next day, when the governor

lem that he had a sister in the nunnery

jsired to see them, they went, and talked

be nuns and gave them some books, af-

•ds going to the consul's again, where

taid many weeks, he having "told them

II he had was at their service while they

ihere;" but he seems to not have exer-

;he power he could have had to protect

IS English subjects: neither to have al-

them the freedom they might have had

abroad in the place, eventually yielding

;o the Inquisition by whom they suffered

usly and were imprisoned nearly four

they being ever ready to bear testimo-

linst the many evils they saw and heard

I say a word for their .Master when op-

lity offered, as was frequently the case

; repairs, etc., to the "inquisition
" when persons of note came to see the

igs, the work occupying about one and

years.

y did not feel free to sew for the monks
ey did much sewing for the poor prison-

id knit stockings for those who were

eable to them. Their sufferings seemed
extreme and little pity was shown them
ir tormentors. Upon one occasion Cath-

replied to a very taunting remark—"I
t desire to be burnt, but if the Lord

I call me to it, I believe he will give me
to undergo it for his Truth; and if

hair on my head was a body, I could

ihem all ud, for the testimony of Jesus."

lall here give a letter, signed by both of

expressive of their feeling:

dearly beloved friends, fathers and el-

nd pillars of (Jod's spiritual house, and
en and sisters in the Lord Jesus Christ,

in the measure of love and life of our God, do

we salute you in that which is eternal, and we
do greatly rejoice and glorify the name of our
Heavenly Father, that He hath counted us

worthy to be partakers of the death and suffer-

ings of his blessed Son with you. Though we
be the least of Cod's flock, yet we are of the

true fold, whereof Christ Jesus is Shepherd;
and He hath had as tender a care over us, as

he hath had of any of his lambs which He hath
called in this the day of his power, and hath
carried us through and over as great afflic-

tions as most of our brethren and sufferers for

his name, both in mockings, scofflng.s, scorn-

ings, reproaches, stripes, contradictions, per-

ils at land, and perils at sea, fiery trials cruel

threatenings, grief of heart, sorrow of soul,

heats and colds, fastings and watchings, fears

within and fightings without; terrible tempta
tions and persecutions and dreadful imprison-

ments, and buffetings of Satan; yet in all these

our trials, the Lord was very gracious unto us

and did not absent himself from us, neither

suffered his faithfulness to fail us, but did

bear us up, and keep us from fainting in the

midst of our extremity. We had not another
to make our moan to but the Lord alone;

neither could we expect a drop of mercy, fa-

vor or refreshment, but what He did distil

from his living presence, and work by his own
strength; for we sat one in one room, and the

other in another, near a year; as owls in des-

erts, and as people forsaken in solitary places.

"Then did we enjoy the presence of the

Lord, and did behold the brightness of his

glory and we did see you, our dear friends, in

the light of Jesus, and did behold your order

and the steadfastness of your faith and love to

all saints, and were refreshed in all the faith-

ful-hearted, and felt the issues of love and life

which did stream from the hearts of those that

were wholly joined to the fountain, and were
made sensible of the benefit of your prayers.

iTo beconlinued.)

To the Christians of the Universal Brother-

hood in Canada.

The Friends of PhiUideliihia scud Greeting.

From the time your trials through persecu-

tion became known to us our hearts have gone
out to you and our minds have been affected

by the griefs you were made to bear.

We still greatly desire your welfare both in

the things which increase your comfort in this

world and in that spiritual knowledge and holy

obedience to the laws of Cod which come to

us through faith in Him; and in the possession

and practice of which we are saved with an

everlasting salvation through Jesus Christ.

We desire to be closely united with you in

seeking after this hope of eternal life which

our Father in heaven has revealed to the chil-

dren of men by the sending of the Lord Jesus

Christ into the world.

He is indeed our king and lawgiver and it is

He whom we must obey as He makes known
to us his holy will. This we believe He does

both by the Light of his Holy Spirit in the se-

cret of our hearts and by the teachings of the

Holy Scriptures which holy men of old wrote

as they were moved by the Spirit of Truth.

Ancient Israel acknowledged Cod to be their

ruler and guide, but at the same time were
given written laws to regulate their actions

and dealings which were administered by men

who were appointed for this purpose; and to

these good laws and human rulers the people
submitted themselves.

After the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ

into the world his apostles enjoined obedience
to outward rulers, as being those who in the

providence of Cod are set over the nations and
peoples to jireserve order amongst them. The
Apostle I'aul wrote "These are Cod's ministers

attending to these very things;" and again
"ixulers are his ministers to us for good;"
and to them we must "be obedient, not only

for wrath, but also for conscience' sake."

He commands that we sh uld pray for kings

and for all who are in authority, that we may
lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness

and honesty. Now, we are aware you have
lived under a government which has required

you to do some things which are directly con-

trary to the laws of Christ. To fight and de-

stroy men's lives, and to offer to (Jod a worship
which is not in Spirit and in Truth. These
are matters in which the rule of Christ, as it

is plainly laid down in his teaching, is denied

and set at naught. And in the.se matters Chris-

tians ought to obey Him rather than men.
There are, however, many laws enacted by

men which contribute to peace and good order

among them, by securing to all their just

rights and privileges, and give to every one an
opportunity to seek his own welfare without
at the same time depriving others of the like

opportunitv.

Among these laws which we approve as be-

ing agreeable to the Divine law, is the holding

of land in individual ownership by which the

legal occupant mav improve, cultivate and use
it for his own maintenance and for the gen-

eral advantage of the community in which he
lives. It is easily perceived that such laws

help to preserve the peace, by preventing un-

just and covetous persons appropriating to

themselves the fruits of the labor of those who
are industrious and quiet in their lives.

There are persons in almost all countries

who disregard justice and honesty, and it is to

restrain and correct these that laws are made;
as the Apostle Paul has written, "the law is

not made for a righteous man, but for the law-

less and disobedient, for the ungodly and for

sinners."— Righteous peoole intend to live

holy and innocent lives, but are willing to be

put to whatever inconvenience may come to

them in complying with laws made for the

general good, in order to give the influence of

their example in favor of good government,
that it may not be weakened in its dealing with

those who practice injustice and crime.

While we soeak of ownership in land and
other property, as Christians we know that

ourselves and all we possess belong to Cod
and that we are onlv stewards to use that

which has been honestly acquired, for his glory

and for the good of our neighbors who need

help. Therefore in this sense none of us can

say that what he possesses is his own; but as

a steward to whom has been entrusted a

charge, he should manage and use it for the

benefit of his fellow-creatures as \vell as for

himself. We will remember and observe the

golden rule, "Whatsoever ye desire that men
should do to you, do ye likewise even so to

them."
In the covenant of marriage our Saviour has

laid down a rule which his followers are bound
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to observe. It is this: "What God has joined

together let not man put asunder. Wh(
ever putteth away his wife saving for the

cause of fornication, and marries another,

commits adultery; and he that marries her

when she is put away commits adultery."

It is the duty of human government to pre-

vent vice and immorality in this matter, and

to make regulations by which children should

be cared for by their parents which would not

be the case if parents loosely lived together

and separated when they are tempted to co-

habit with another person.

Much scandal and reproach would result to

the Christian name if those who claim it adopt

a practice sometimes called free love; or allow

men to have more than one wife, or a woman
more than one husband. The laws of Chris-

tian nations rightly forbid such libertine prac-

tices; and the law of Canada requiring the

registration of marriages is designed to pre-

vent bigamy, by making it plain who are joined

in marriage; while the registration of births

shows who are the children of married parents

and who are responsible for their care. We
thus address you, our Christian brothers, in

the desire to help you to accept the experience

of many who are and have been the faithful

servants of God and yet have in these things

to which we herein refer, been able with a

good conscience in the sight of their Maker
and Saviour, to be governed by the laws of the

countries in which they live.*

Among the members of our Friends' Society

we have known no instance of any one refus-

ing to comply with the laws of their country

regarding the registry of land titles, marria-

ges, births and deaths; although many of

them have suffered much for their conscien-

tious objections to war, oaths, tithes to the

clergy, and other matters relating to religion.

While human government is so often en-

forced by the use of deadly weapons and the

punishment of death, and in those respects is

opposed to the law of love and mercy enjoined

by the teaching and Spirit of Jesus Christ, yet

Christians have safe precepts and examples

for submitting to and actively complying with

those requirements which are intended to pro-

mote the general welfare of a nation, without

involving any acts which are injurious to their

fellow men or are contrary to the worship

and service due to .'\lmighty (Jod, whose we are

and whom we wish to glorify.

We therefore would persuade you humbly to

look up to Him, and ask that He will give you

light and grace to see and believe that He will

justify you in complying with the laws of Can-

ada which are now referred to, and enable

you to enjoy with thankful hearts the fruits of

his goodness, in making a way for settlement

in a country where peace and liberty of con-

science are so largely found. We have- been

instructed and encouraged by your faithfulness

to religious convictions, in refusing to take

any part in preparation for war; and by learn-

ing of the dreadful persecution you suffered

for the possession of a good conscience. Our

* While the ceremony of marriage among the

Doukhobors is not so binding in its form as we
would like it to be, they nevertheless do not lightly

regard it, are apparently behind no Christian de-

nominations in faithfulness to the marriage rela-

tion, and we know of no divorces among them.

—

W. E.

desire now is that we may be closely united

together in the bonds of Christian love and

fellowship, and that we may continue to be

helpers of each other towards the Heavenly

Kingdom.

From an Old Time L:tter.

May ye 16th, 1679,

. . . This place is called the Naraganset

countrie, near Mr. Williams's towne of Provi-

dence.

Governor Easton told a story of a magis-

trate who had been a great persecutor of his,

the magistrate's, friends. After he had cast

a worthy Friend into .jail, he dreamed on this

wise: That he thought he was in a faire de-

lightful countrie, where were sweet springs of

water, green meadows, rare fruit trees, with a

river flowing in the midst whose waters were

clearer than chrystal.

Moreover he did behold a great multitude

walking on the river bank or sitting lovingly

in the shade of the trees. Now while he mar-

velled at all this, he saw the (Quaker whom he

had cast into prison, sitting with his hat on

beside the minister then dead, whom the mag-

istrate held in great esteem. Whereat feeling

very angry he went and commanded him to

take off his hat in the presence of his betters.

Howbeit the twain did give no heed to his

words, but continued to talk lovingly as be-

fore. Whereat he was exceeding wroth and

would have laid hands on the man. But hear-

ing a voice bidding him forbear, tie turned and

saw one with a shining countenance and clad

in raiment so white that it dazzled his eyes;

who said, "Dost thou well to be angry?"

Then said he, "Yonder is a Quaker with his

hat on, talking to a godly minister!" "Nay,

"thou seest but after the manner of the

world and with the eyes of flesh. Look again

and tell me what thou seest." So he looked

again, and lo! two men in shining garments

like unto him that talked with him, sat under

the tree. "Tell me, if thou canst, which is

the Quaker and which is the Priest?" And
when he could not, but stood in amazement,

confe.ssing that he did see neither of them,

'twas said "Thou sayest well; for here is nei-

ther Priest nor Quaker. Jew nor Gentile, but

all are one in the Lord!"

Then he awoke and pondered long on his

dream, and when it was day he went straight-

way to the jail, and ordered the man to be set

free, and ever afterward carried himself lov-

ingly towards the Quakers.

Individual concern to know the mind of

truth, and faithfulness in performing it, is the

surest way to promote our own happiness and

the strength of the bonds of outward fellow-

ship that bind our widely separated meetings

together in Christian nearness.

—

Kansas to

Western Y. M.

It is never in ease or luxury, with freedom

froni sense of need and care, that the world's

best and strongest helpers are trained. Those

who have grown in the midst of common hu-

man conditions, knowing cares and the press-

ure of life's burdens, feeling the press of need

and the pinch of narrow limitations, meeting

trial and enduring struggle, learn in these

very experiences to be sympathetic and help-

ful to others.

—

Forward.

Science and Industry.

"Pennies," says Treasurer Roberts
a^,

not composed entirely of copper, the alli^.

ing ninety-five per cent, copper, twlpj,

cent, tin, and three per cent. zinc. 'w.

cost the government about forty-two r

pound for 'blanks,' meaning the circul;

prepared ready to receive the impres;

the die. As it takes about one hundr am

forty-eight to weigh a pound the govei lea

apparently makes $1.06 on every pound mm,

nies minted, and would, in fact, mak
surplus were it not that they are rede^

in gold upon presentation at the tre

though, of course, the amount present i

foi

redemption is comparatively small. All tkj

pennies coined in the country are m\v']
\[

Philadelphia by law."

Care of the Ears.—Never meddle w . tkj

ear if a foreign body such as a bead, buinoi

seed, enters; leave it absolutely alone, biiavj

a physician attend to it, says Woman'ijjft

More damage has been done by injudici(
at-

tempts at the extraction of a foreign .oji

than could ever come from its presence tkl

ear.

Never put anything in the ear for thel;lie|

of toothache.

Never apply a poultice to the inside 'tbi

canal of the ear.

Never drop anything in the ear unless hi'

been previously warmed.
Never use anything but a syringe and

water for cleansing the ears.

Never strike or box a child's ears; tl k
been known to rupture the drumhead and los

incurable deafness.
i

Never wet the hair if you have any t/Jm

cy to deafness; wear an oiled silk cafte

bathing and refrain from diving.

Never scratch the ears with anythir tnil

the fingers if they itch. Do not use thuead

of a pin, hairpins, pencil tips, or anythjol

that nature.

Never let the feet become cold and daaoi

sit with the back towards a window, asiea

things tend to aggravate any existing ai-

ness of hearing.

Never put milk, fat or any oil subaicf

into the ear for the relief of pain, foi he;

soon become rancid and tend to incite i ani'

mation. Simple warm water will answ thf

purpose better than anything else.

Never be alarmed if an insect entei tke

ear. Pouring warm water into the caniwill

drown it, when it will generally come i tht

surface, and can easily be removed by t lin-

gers. A few puffs of smoke blown int the

ear will stupefy the insect.

A SHIP dating back to the time of Clst«-

pher Columbus yet still sailing the seat naj

well be considered a curiosity after a ^oi

several centuries. The Anita, as the c ffsl

is called, is, oddly enough (says the Li "oiil

Fo.s/) engaged in the carrying trade be een

Spain and the United States. She rentiy

went to Baltimore with a cargo of b^'

wines and other articles of a non-peri

character, and has started on her retur

age to Spain. It goes without saying tli *i^

has been frequently repaired during the i iR*

of her life, but the original style has ; '^.vs
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cu, aiid she still presents the high

ll stern and the elaborate carvings of

I days.

iiTouK Watch By a Star if you wish to

'ith the times, these days. Out of the

mber of stars in the heavens, and visi-

he eye at night, and out of the much
multitude that celestial photography is

g forth on its negatives, there are some
dred that may be depended upon, stars

ve so long been watched by the astron-

hat they are known to be practically

lie. Any one of these you may set

itch by, but it would be rather a ditti-

ng for you to pick out the star you
yourself, and even if you should select

it one, you would not be likely to know
V to go to work to regulate your time-

ibout two centuries most of these six

I
stars have been under the critical

the astronomers, who have measured
act places in the skies again and again,

hus come to be known that these stars

le meridian of any place at certain

reiy night The meridian of any place

ne the sun crosses there at noon—an

ry line from pole to pole directly over-

viding East and West. The times

e stars so cross the meridian are pre-

ythe astronomer years in advance and
ire made which are exact to a small

of a second. After the astronomers
long series of years of testing, found

;, it occurred to somebody that here

lerfect test for timepieces. Perhaps
it mainly to the great railroad compa-
t the time of the country finally be-

3gulate(l throughout the length and
of the land. Railroad companies must
gularity in their schedules; they can
their trains according to clocks and
that do not agree; priceless human life

)erty beyond valuation would pay the

if such policy.— I r. S. Harwood in St.

Items Concerning the Society.

Ew Friknds' School at Lanshowne.—
aents have been completed for a Friends'

be erected on the ground adjoining the
douse on North Lansdowne avenue. The
ill be in every respect a Friend's .school,

T the direct charge of a Friends' School
on rather than under the meteing itself.

ildren, who will be satisfactory to the
6 on admission, will be received on equal
d the children of Friends will, in this re-

1 in the amount charged for tuition be on
iting with others. The purpose of the
to afford to its scholars a first-class

lucation, under the best available religious

chool will be a component part of the
stem of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
Is, of which Friends' Select School in

hia, is one.

)WNE FuiENDs' Meeting-House.—The first

of Friends held in Lansdowne, or Upper
it was then called, was in the old frame

?ht shop, which stood at the corner of
I pike and Darby road, where the Barker
now stands. It was on First-day, First

1. 1828.

op belonged to Mary Owen, and was on

her farm, which ran back as far as where the
Presbyterian Church building now stands. She
was a member of the Society of Friends, and lived

in the old two-and-a-half story red and black
brick building, still standing on Baltimore avenue,
west of Lansdowne avenue ; it was built in 1720.
The Friends continued to meet in the frame build-
ing until the fall of 1831, when the pre.sent stone
meeting-house was completed, and meetings opened
therein.

The tract on which the house stands was pur-
chased of Mai-y Owen in 18.31, and contained two
acres, for which .$400 was paid. It was the inten-
tion of Friends to have used the uiiper portion of
the lot for a burying ground, but this was aban-
doned, only one interment having been made, that
of an infant, which was afterwards removed.

The benches for the new meeting-house were
sent out from the city. They had originally been
in the old meeting-house at the southwest corner
of Second and Market streets, built in 1G98 and
called the "great Meeting House" on account of
being the largest place of worship in the city at
that time. This old meeting-house was torn down
in 1808, Friends removing to their new meeting-
house, which was much larger, at the corner of
Fourth and Arch Streets. Nearly all of the ma-
terial used in building the meeting-house on Twelfth
street above Chestnut, built in 1812, came from the
old meeting-house, as well as the benches which
were used there till 1827, when they were sent to

Upper Darby Friends. It may be of interest to
note, that at the beginning of the Revolutionary
War, the old meeting-house at Second and Market
street was occupied l)y the Continentals, a detach-
ment from Maryland under Col. Pa.xson, being
quartered here. That oflicer acted in a very friendly
manner, removing the troops on Fir.st and Fifth-
days, and putting the benches in their places, so

that Friends could hold their meetings.
In this old meeting-house, George Fo.x, the founder

of the Society of Friends, and William Penn, the
founder of this Commonwealth, both preached
Extract from J. R. EJfretKs Account, in the "Darby
Progress."

Interest in Early Friend.s' Writings.—A series

of meetings, with the object of studying the writ-

ings of the early Friends has been arranged by
the Leeds Preparative Meeting, England, to be
held at intervals this spring. The first was occu-
pied with a brief survey of the chief events of the
seventeenth century, to illustrate the political and
religious condition of England during George Fo.xs
time. At the second' a brief account of William
Penn's life and labors was given, leading up to his

Introduction to George Fox's Journal, of which it

is intended to make a study at subsequent meet-
ings.

—

London Friend.

An account of " Lindley Murray and his Friends
"

was recently given by John S. Rountree. It is in-

teresting to lecall the fact that the grammarian
cried continually for the first six months of his

life, and to such an extent that his mother wished
he might die. Born in 174-5 in Pennsylvania, he
spent his school days in Philadelphia and New
York, leaving at the age of fourteen years. He
studied law for four years, and was called to the
Bar. He visited England for the sake of his health
in 1769, and finally settled at York in 178-5, where
he resided until his death at the house which, until

quite recently, was occupied by the chairman Mor-
rell. The summer house in which he wrote his

grammar has now become the property of the
Mount School.

Having named last week the men members of

the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's committee ap-

pointed for the welfare of subordinate meetings,
we are hereby enabled to report the women Friends
named for the service :

Mary D. Allen, Anna K. Cadbury, C. 'Virginia

Sellew, Sarah Emlen, Elizabeth Allen, Hannah B.

;

Evans, Mary S. Walton, Jane S. Warner, Deborah
C. Smedley, Annie Zook, Susanna T. Cope, Elizabeth
D. Meredith, Sylvania C. Frame. Edith Sharpless,
Sarah B. Dewees, Ann Elizabeth Comfort, Elizabeth
C. Dunn, Elizabeth B. Moon, Sarah .Nicholson,

Beulah M. Rhoads, Susan R Williams, Martha
Mickle, Mary Ann Wistar and Sarah U. I'.aker.

Some of the Yearly Meeting's committee at-

tended Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting on the 'jth.

Also John S. and Pisther H. Fowler, John Hall and
wife, and Eliza H. Varney. A solemnized season.

A reunion of the Westtown Old Scholars' Asso-
ciation is arranged to be held on Seventh-day,
Sixth Month 7th, 1902. Further notice will be
given of special trains to be run to and from Broad
St. Station at convenient hours of that day. The
meeting is expected to be held in the large new
tent purchased a year ago by the Association. In-

teresting speakers, school exhibitions, luncheon,
play-ground games, etc., are to fill in what is

hoped and expected to be an interesting day.

Decease of John Bellow.s.—A cablegram re-

ceived on the 5th instant informs us :
" John Bel-

lows passed away to- day." The satisfaction to
many Friends in and about Philadelphia which the
visit of this dear Friend and his wife from (llou-

cester, England, nearly a year ago afforded them,
remains fresh in their memory. With a mind .stniicl

with interesting information both from history and
by personal acquaintance with notable men of
England, Russia and other parts of Europe, and
evincing a sound grasp of the history, doctrines,
and testimony of the Society of Friends, his com-
pany was deemed a privilege in many homes. His
French Dictionary, embodying peculiarly useful
features of its own, is permanently esteemed over
both continents. By recommendation of Senator
Hoar, whom as a personal friend he visited in Wor-
cester, Mass., he was, on (Commencement day at
Harvard University last summer, accorded the de-

gree of Master of Arts. Perhaps few men in Eng-
land have been more faithful in ministering to the
needs of their fellow men, than John Bellows. He
went with Joseph James Neave to Ru.ssia, on behalf
of the Stundists, and later with Edmund Wright
Brooks on account of the Doukhobors ; and only by
infirmity of health was he prevented from visiting

the latter in the far West last summer. His in-

terviews with Count Tolstoy at different times,

and later with the highest dignitary of the Russian
church for the release of the Doukhobor prisoners

still in Siberia, could they properly be put in print,

would be of wide-spread interest. His son Philip,

who had chosen Philadelphia for his residence,

having on account of his father's condition, been
summoned across the ocean a little before the

opening of the Yearly Meeting, would appear to

have been favored with a timely arrival at his

bedside.

Notes From Others.

Secret Societies.—The object of the National
Christian A.ssociation (221 W. Madison Street),

Chicago), is to keep the membership of the churches
out of secret organizations, for these among other
reasons : 1. Because they are declared to be or-

ganized on a basis so necessarily broad as to exclude
the idea of Christ as the world's only Redeemer.
2. Because they substitute in their claims and in

the minds of many of their membership, the secret

society of the Christian church. S. Because of the

relation of the obligation of these secret orders to

the oaths and decisions of courts.

As a desirable substitute for the few lines in

last week's Friend on the names of the months,

indicating the number of days in each, the following
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is submitted, wiiieli probably is not new to many
readers of The Friend. W. P. T.

" The Fourth, Eleventh, Ninth and Sixth,

Have thirty days to each affixed.

And all the rest have thirty-one.

Except the Second Month alone

Which hath but twenty-eight, in fine

Till leap year makes it twenty-nine."

" Where two or three are gathered together in

Christ's name, there you will find a Christian con-

gregation. A thousand church members do not

make a Christian congregation if they are gathered

together in some 'great preacher's name—they
simply make an audience," says the Presbyterian.

SUMMARY UF EVENTS.
United States. —An oleomargarine bill has passed both

Houses of Congress, which imposes a tax of $G00 per

year upon the makers of adulterated butter and of $50 a

year upon the manufacturers of process or renovated

butter.

All process or renovated butter is to be marked with

the words " Renovated Butter," or "Process Butter," and

no such butter can be shipped or transported from the

place of manufacture into any State or Territory, or to

any foreign country, until it has been marked as pre-

scribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, who is charged

with an inspection of all factories and store houses where

process or renovated butter is made, packed or stored.

Wholesale dealers in adulterated butter are to pay $480

a year, and retail dealers $48. Oleomargarine colored to

resemble butter is taxed 10 cents per pound.

The Chinese Exclusion bill which has been signed by the

President re-enacts the provisions of the law which ex-

pired by limitation on the 5th inst., and was passed in

1892 to continue 10 years.

A resolution has been passed unanimously in the

House, requesting the Secretary of War to furnish the

House with a copy of all orders and instructions which

have been forwarded to the commanding military oificer

in the Philippine Islands relating to the conduct of mili-

tary operations in the island of Samar, and especially

those orders issued prior to and relating to the campaign

of General Smith.

A bill has been prepared against the Beef Trust direc-

ted to Armour & Co., Nelson Morris & Co., Swift & Co.,

the G. H. Hammond Packing Company, the Cudahy Pack-

ing Company, and the Schwarzchild & Sulzberger Com-

pany. As a consequence of this and other efforts the

sale of cattle and meat has greatly declined at Chicago,

and the shipments of live cattle to Denver, Kansas City,

Omaha and Chicago have become much less. Prices

have declined.

Secretary Hitchcock has received a protest from prom

inent Sioux chiefs, living on the Standing Rock Reserva-

tion, in South Dakota, against the action of the Commis-

sioner of Indian Affairs in allowing gangs of workmen to

go on the reservation to build fences to enclose grazing

lands which the Indians refuse to lease.

Practically one-half of the importations of the United

States are now manufacturers' materials. Ten great

articles form the bulk of the manufacturers' materials

imported. These are fibres, hides and skins, India rub-

ber, raw silk, tin, manufactured wood, wool, copper, raw

cotton (chiefly Egyptian), and a large proportion of the

articles classed under the general head of " chemicals."

A dispatch from Topeka, Kansas, of the 2nd inst., say:

Twenty-one years ago yesterday prohibition was adopted

in Kansas. Governor Stanley discussed its effects as

follows: "Prohibition in Kansas has been marked by

very beneficial results, and this is apparent to any one

who will travel through Kansas and through any of the

license States that may be selected and note the dilfer-

ence in the types of young men in the United States.

There are thousands of young men in Kansas who never

saw a saloon and will avoid it, if for no other reason, be-

cause it is under the ban of the law.

The Census Bureau has completed its bulletin on Penn-

sylvania manufactures. The figures show that the num-

ber of manufacturing establishments in the State in 1900

were 52,185, as compared with 39,339 in 1890. The

bulletin shows that the manufacture of iron and steel is

the most important industry in the State. The manufac-

ture of textiles ranks second among the industries of the

State, with 1102 establishments. There were 1260 es-

tablishments engaged in 1900 in the manufacture of

foundry and machine shop products, the industry third

rank.

William Thompson, now known as Lord Kelvin a dis-

tinguished English scientist, now in this country, has

lately said: "This world must depend on its water for

power in the future. The supply of coil will soon be-

come so exhausted that it cannot be profitably used for

manufacturing purposes. America has millions upon

millions of horse power in connection with her rivers

that are utterly neglected. This power is bound to be

developed in the near future. The start that has been

made at Niagara Falls is only the beginning of a new era

in the manufacture and transnjission of power."

Eighty-three thousand acres of forrest land have been

purchased by the State Forestry Commission in Central

Pennsylvania, of which 8500 acres are in Huntingdon

county, 74,000 acres in Union, Centre and Mifflin counties,

and 500 acres in Pike county.

The city of Boston contains 35.1 per cent, of foreign

born population, Chicago 34.6, New York 37, and San

Francisco 31.2 per cent.

The effect of the earthquake of Ihe 18th ult., which

was so destructive in Guatemala, were felt as far north

as Baltimore, where the film in the seismograph -an in-

strument for measuring movements and disturbances in

the earth—at the Johns Hopkins University observatory

registered the severest shock that has been known since

the instrument was put into operation. The disturbance

lasted over two hours and a half.

There were 4-59 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 14 e is than the previous

week and 35 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 2.37 were males and 222 females: 58

died of consumption of the lungs ; 76 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 3 of diphtheria
;

20 of cancer ; 9 of apoplexy ; 14 of typhoid fever ; 7 of

scarlet fever and 1 of smallpox.

Foreign — The disturbed condition of the laboring

classes in Russia continues. There have been numerous
encounters between the workingmen and the troops, and

many persons have been killed or wounded.

A spurious proclamation purporting to be an order from

the Czar authorizing the peasants to partition the land of

the nobles among themselves, has been widely circulated,

and has led to serious .results. A despatch says : The

most serious feature of the present situation is the grow-

ing disinclination of the troops to act against the people.

A despatch from Washington of the 4th, says : The

rebellion in Southern China and the outbreak in Chi-Li

shows that the whole of the empire is in a state of fer-

ment, and diplomats in Washington who are well informed,

regarding conditions in the Far East, say they would not

be surprised should the situation become far more serious.

It is stated that fugitives flying to Canton from the

scenes of bloodshed and pillage reported that the slaughter

at Ching Shang Fue when that city fell into the hands of

the Kwang Si rebels was awful. More than one thousand

persons were killed and their bodies left lying unburied

in the streets, while the rebels burned and looted the

stores and houses. Terrible slaughter is also reported

from other captured towns.

A despatch from Washington, says : A copy of the con-

ventitn lecenily entered into by Russia and China with

regard to Manchuria, received here, shows that it pro-

vides primarily for the complete evacuation of Manchuria,

in execution of the pledge made by Russia when she first

occupied that section of China. In addition, it has many
important and interesting provisions which establish Rus-

sia's preferential position in the northern part of the

Empire, and will prevent any future question being raised

by foreign Powers regarding it. The first article states

that the Emperor of Russia consents to Ihe re-establish-

ment of the rule of the Chinese Empire, and returns to

the Chinese Government the right to establish its gov-

ernmental and administrative power such as existed be-

fore the occupation of this territory by the Russian

iroops. Government officials say that this article con-

clusively vindicates Russia of the charge, so persistently

circulated by the European pres-^, that she proposed to

maintain permanent sovereignty over Manchuria. Rus-

sia agrees by the treaty to evacuate Manchuria within

eighteen months.

A despatch from Berlin of the 1st inst., says : The

German cast iron works and foundries are preparing to

form a giant combination, which will embrace all the lead-

ing plants of the empire. The n' gotiations have pro-

gressed so far that an agreement has already been drawn

up and signed by most of the concerns. There will be

no transfer of capital, but the main purpose will be to

do away with competition and defend the industry against

the " American invasion " and other rivaling interests,

and to increase exports.

Statements have recently been made in the " Prussian

Diet " designed to show the necessity of action by the

government to lessen the evils from the use of intcxica-

ting drinks. The Germans, it is stated, spend 3,000,000,-

000 marks per year in drink, twice the amount of the

army and navy budgets, and 180,000 persons were brought

before the courts through drink. The number of crimi-

nals was increasing by 10,000 annually, and the i

of convicted persons hid increased from 299,2
to 478,139 in 1899. In the insane asylums i

furnished 30 per cent, of the inmates, and 80 |hj

of Germany's idiots were the children of internpeKj

pie. The loss to industry through excessive drinki'»^

incalculable. Germany, while leading the world ii'tj,)

reform legislation, had done practically nothing :

ij,)

drinking. The United States was far more ad.c^
than Germany in this respect.

;
'

Professor Behring, of Germany, affirms that tab ^
lis in man and cattle is propagated by identical i":

and that the seeming differences between the hum •

the cattle bacilli result from the capacity of the

to accommodate themselves to the organism in whii
r

live, and that be has successfully infected caltljin

virus from human beings, producing thereby fatal •^\

tuberculosis. He has discovered a method to rend a|.

tie immune against tuberculosis, which is done by ci^

ating the cattle when they are young. This he d ursi

to be his greatest discovery, and says the method g!

use on farms at Marburg.

A despatch from Berlin of the 1st inst., says : 1 jj.

of Professor Behring's diphtheria serum has result «.

cording lo statistics just published, in the lowest iH-

rate from diphtheria in Berlin in 1901 ever rei'W

The deaths from diphtheria were then 469. PriorMfe

introluction of Professor Behring's serum the deatl niii

this disease ranged from 1300 to 2600 a year.

During the last three months more than I,000,0( cu

of steel rails have gone into Mexico, via Galveston, ^h(

by the railroad building now under way in the Soien

republic.
(

For every 100 deaths in rural districts in Englam.ere

are 118 in town districts.

NOTICES.

W.4NTED.—A complete set of the writings of

Fox (8 volumes.) Any one willing to sell, pleasi

terms to the editor of The Friend.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., an

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reqi

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twer

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap:

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, .?

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in ret

instruction and discipline should be addressed to W in

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and on-

munications in regard to business should be forwarlU

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Young woman Friend, a University graduate, wl bts

had a year's post-graduate work at Bryn Mawr C 'gl,

wishes a position as tutor in a family or to heliikt

care of children for the summer months.

Address " Tutor," Office of The Frii >.

Notice.—It is desired to make up sets o*
Freedmen's Friend, which was published by Fr

^'

Freedmen's Association, beginning Sixth 5

1864, and continued till about 1886. Any F

having numbers or volumes of this pubhi i«

which they would be willing to donate to thei|
elation will please communicate with

WlLLI.\M S. Vaux.Jr.J
515 Stephen Girard Buildi..*'

Fhiladelphi Pa,

Died, at the home of Lewis L. Rockwell, hi

PauUina, Iowa, the 14th of First Month, 1902, R

Knowles, in the eighty-second year of his age, a in

of PauUina Monthly Meeting.

, on the 9th of Fourth Month, at her reside

Medford, N. J., M.\ria S., widow of Josiah R. Ree'

the ninetieth year of her age. " What are these

are arrayed in white robes? and whence came t

" These are they which came out of great tribulatic

have washed their robes, and made them while i

blood of the Lamb."

leph ,

WILLIAM H. PII-E'S .SON.S, PRINTERS
No. 422 Walnut Street
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The Earthquake.

U'sabi .Klvi; Hebrews xii:25 20.)

name St. Peter is not enough to protect

from earthquake, nor the name Chris-

aough to save a man not imbued with

's Spirit from being denied by Him; nor

nounceraents of the glad tidings of

,
apart from the power which the gospel

ugh to give to believers the gospel; nor

reciting of the name of Jesus at the

sion of an offering of prayer place it in

me or authority; nor anywhere upon

Joes the kingdom of God stand other-

;han "not in word, but in power."

ir foundation is not nominal and sandy,

on the Rock of Truth's own witness, we
,ot be moved or soon shaken in these

so momentous in the spiritual and in

tural world, by the coming forward of

le that speaketh from heaven hath pro-

saying, "Yet once more I shake not

rth only, but also heaven. And this

Yet once more, ' signifieth the remov-

:hose things that are shaken as of things

e made, that those things which cannot

ken may remain. Wherefore we, re-

: a kingdom which cannot be moved, let

i grace, whereby we may serve God ac-

y, with reverence and godly fear."

ach man is appointed his earthquake,

day of Divine visitation which saith

bie, thou earth, at the presence of the

when, as we are bearing the image of

:thy, its utter instability is felt as a

)f naught, and the necessity of an es-

nent on the spiritual and eternal foun-

is alarmingly opened to view. But

e have as tremblers at his Word yielded

s to be hid with Christ in God, there is

id a confidence that the things which

cannot be shaken shall remain, and that, as

our part is in these eternal principles of his

Love, Life and Truth, "we have a building of

God, an house not made with hands eternal in

the heavens."

Abiding thus in the principles of unchange-

able Truth, the Quaker does not quake with

the earth, though it be removed; but in that

he trembles at the Divine Word his name is

justified,—and in the trembling not of a slav-

ish fear, but of obedient love with reverence

and godly fear. Having borne the image of

the earthy and passed through its earthquake,

if we then be risen with Christ to bear the

image of the heavenly, what if, instead of be-

ing shaken by earthly upheavals, we are made
spiritual and ministering centres of little earth-

quakes round about us? that the things in our

sphere of influence which cannot be shaken

may remain, and the worldliness which can be

shaken may be dislodged.

It is not for the true Quaker, though he

"shakes the country for miles around," to be

aware of the extent of his spiritual life's sur-

rounding effect upon earth. He does not live

for effect, nor without effect. As he is moved

by the inward baptism of the Holy Spirit and of

fire, his commission will work its mission to

serve his generation according to the will of

(jod, and "in the midst of a crooked and per-

verse nation to shine as a light in the world,

holding forth the word of life."

For' THB FRMiND."

Doukhobor Notes.

COMPILED BY J. E.

The address to the Doukhobors issued by
the Meeting for Sufferings of Philadelphia

Yearly .Meeting, and published in the last num-
ber of The Pkiend, might be supplemented
with some estimate of the character of the

Russian colonists as given in recent letters

received from Joseph S. Elkinton. Under
date of Fourth Month 24th.

"T. Beatis (a merchant) of Swan River, (a

new town of four hundred to five hundred in-

habitants, near the Doukhobor settlements),

says that there was not a merchant or store-

keeper in Swan River who would not give
them credit, and that all who knew them best

would greatly regret it, if they should go
away and lose the benefit of their improve-
ments for the oast three years."

"A. B. Saylor, the Methodist minister of
Swan River, came into the Land Oflnce and
manifested a heartfelt interest in the Doukho-
bors; he spoke of them as a religious and

moral people and he doubted whether any sim-
ilar number of people living together as they
do, could be found to go ahead of them in in-

tegrity and morality."
Hugh Harlev, the Canadian Land Agent,

accompanied J. S. E. thnugh several of the
Doukhobor village.?, soliciting and obtaining
many applications for homesteads from the
Russians.

They held several conferences with repre-
sentatives from diflFerent villages, and by tact
and earne.st entreaty, with fuller e.\planations
of the meaning of the Government's policy,

many who had objected, yielded, so that the
prospect of a satisfactory settlement has
greatly increased during the past two or three
weeks.

The Doukhobors have labored under a misap-
prehension, that an oath would be required, if

they took out a "patent," or title for their

homesteads. This was particularly unfortu-
nate, especially as it was owing to a bad trans-

lation—the work of a Galician interpreter.

In starting out with the agent, who sympa-
thizes much with the Doukhobors. J. S. E.
says: "The bridge (over the Swan River) had
been carried away by the recent flood, and
it was the problem of the hour how tn get the
team over the river."

The provision boxes were placed on the
seats, and a young man stood up on the car-

riage to hold them on, while the driver started

the team into the flood.

"It was an interesting, almost terrific

sight, standing as we did on the bank, right in

front of the scene, especially as one of the

horses did not seem to know, when in the mid-
dle of the stream, whether or not he would
keep up to his work; but through they came,
and I felt it a mercy."

"I have dreaded the crossing of this river

on more than one occasitm, on a raft, which
was once so overloaded that one of the passen-

gers was drowned, and her body never found."
A little further on he writes, "how I wished

I had given place to an impression to buy an
axe which I saw in a hardware store in Swan
River; for. in attempting to get over a tree

which had fallen across the trail, one of its

branches got between the spokes of the wheel,

and another limb shot in behind my back, so

as almost to carry mg off the seat."

After a journey of twenty-three miles over

very rough and muddy road, they arrived at

a village where they held a conference be-

tween nine and eleven o'clock, p. m.

This was a most encouraging occasion, and

the Land ,\gent thought the conversation and

kind greeting before the conference were a

good preparation for the business in hand. J.

S. E. writes, "I introduced the object of my
errand amongst them, and the address of the

Committee was read. Ivan Ivin was sitting at

the head of the council, and the room was well
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filled. There was the expression of thanks

and then a pause, but a right spirit pre-

vailed." They were told that five hundred

and twelve homesteads, including thirty-seven

granted to women whose husbands were in ex-

ile, would be granted to them in a solid block

of land. This would comprise a tract of

about twelve miles square, with the exception

of four sections for school purposes, and two

for the Hudson Bay Company.
This liberal ofi:'er was considered by all the

thirteen villages composing the North Colony,

consisting of a total population of fifteen hun-

dred. The meeting broke up with a good feel-

ing, which was cause for thankfulness."

J. S. E. writes (25th of Fourth Month)

"There is reason to believe that the kind let-

ter of the minister of the Interior has not been

thoroughly understood." Seventy-five acres

of wheat had been sown about this village, and

seventy-five more are ready for seeding.

"On entering the house of Masha Markin,

a little son, ten years of age, was engaged
saying a lengthy prayer, the pith of which his

mother told me, was asking the Lord to hide

him under his wing and from evil men."
"It is a comfort to me that the greetina:

and parting from the villages are such as they

have been, as pleasant as I could desire, what-

ever may be the conclusion of their supposed

wise men."
In several of the houses timepieces were

seen. Ivan Chemoffmade a complete clock

himself, showing by this and other work that he

is a mechanic, while the father of this young
man has made a spinning wheel. . .

"Hugh Harley, our driver (John Hunter)

and myself had a room to ourselves, furnished

with a little stove, with a writing table, lamp,

and good, regular-sized beds. In another

house we saw sliding doors between the bed

rooms.

"Fourth Month 26.—-About twenty men
called on us, who seemed very friendly and
rather with the view of making an apology for

the scene of last evening, when two of the

speakers were quite captious about school

houses, roads, taxes, etc. They said their

brethren who had opposed us were not of a

good spirit, and they were sorry to have me
grieved.

"From their representation we might sup-

pose one village at least was prepared to co-

operate with our wishes for them."
"The holding of business or religious meet-

ings, two in a day, calling at forty or more
houses, and conversing with those who desire

to converse about the interests of their peo-
ple, with what traveling is to be done, does
not favor very clear records."

"Hugh Harley spoke at one of our confer-
ences in a way that was very touching to me,
saying before the people* that he believed the
Spirit of God was with the seven men who
adopted the address, and that he believed it

was the means appointed of God for a recon-
ciliation or settlement, or to this import."
"We had one ride across a creek on solid

ice, with water flowing over it, but there is

little if any floating ice on the rivers. The
mercury has kept pretty close to the freezing
point."

J. S. E. attended a First-day morning sun-
rise meeting, in which fourteen men, three
boys, and about seventeen women, and quite a

number of girls took part, reciting psalms,

etc., for two hours, after which he addressed

them on the resurrection of Christ, and the

power of it. The Doukhobors were observing

Easter.

This seemed to open the way for Hugh Har-

ley and himself "'beyond anything (they) had

experienced on this journey, so that (J. S. E.)

could address individuals in divers cases, and

in a way that H. H. was glad to witness," es-

pecially as they expressed an appreciation of

the love which was felt for them.

"After the religious Uoukhobor meeting

was over we went to the house where we had

lodged and H. H. seeing a number of Doukho-

bors who evidently wished to take up home-

steads, remarked that he supposed it was law-

ful "to do good on the Sabbath day."

"We had a swarm of those who were in

good humor with us. and I cannot tell how
many names were taken for entry, neither do

I know that any went away without being sat-

isfied."

"A noble looking woman, about sixty-four

years of age, made a most touching speech

stating that when they landed on the prairie

and were without food we sent them corn-meal

and when they had nothing to draw with we
sent them oxen and cows. I cannot remember
any occurrence more touching or affecting

when visiting the colonies, than the sight and

manifestation of atfection during the last two

days."

"There was one unusual sight of a company
of women and girls about twenty-four in num-
ber, and thirteen little boys, gathering up

roots, and casting them into heaps to be

burned; and in another part of the field there

were two harrows each drawn by three

horses."

"I left our carriage and walked up to the

company. The men stopped their teams and

they were invited to come to a meeting at half-

past seven. When I turned to go to the vil-

lage the company followed, whereupon I

picked out the smallest girl and took her hand,

and with the other hand a boy. and with my
cane under my arm I started in the lead.

The company fell into two lines, chanting a

psalm, as is their custom. Five or six men
came out from the village to greet us, and

they also fell in line. From the expressions

of some countenances it was evident they

wished a photograph taken."
(To he co.itinued.l

P. S.—On the 12th instant J. S. E. telegraphed

from Yorkton that he had been delayed by rain

and bad roads, but expected to reach Winnipeg at

midnight, and proposed to start for Rosthern on
the following day. It is believed he has visited all

the other colonies but this, and possibly may reach
Philadelphia within two weeks.

heirlf-

Prejudice never reasons, but moves and
sways the mind and action from some instinct-

ive or sudden or biased impulse. It has its

seat in ignorance, weakness or idleness. It is

a blindness of perception and relation which
leads to personal and public injury. It acts

as a hindrance to truth, knowledge and to

progress. It is a neutralizing force that re-

sists and modifies the most cogent arguments,
the most powerful discourses, the most mov-
ing appeals and the most stirring considera-

tions.

The Tract Association of Friends. iH
EIGHTY-SIXTH YEAR. M

The preparation and publication of the'td

calendar and the almanac, while done
'ct

year, requires the careful selection of nevj

suitable matter.

About the usual number of almanacai

sued for 1902, and the demand for the

been nearly the same as for several years
it,

excepting that about eight hundred and
y|

usually placed in the Penitentiary, have
){,

as yet, been so placed on account of rei'ic.

tions owing to the prevalence in the ciof

small-pox. The edition of the calendaifa

the largest we ever printed, being two m.
sand copies; of which nineteen hundredlni)

eighty-two have been sold.

Matter for a tract, which had previ 'jjy

been considered, was taken up again this'-ji

and approved. It has been published wit 'he

title "Card Playing—A Narrative," and ill

be known in our future lists as No. 4, o he

series, taking the place of "Evidences o'he

Truth of the Christian Revelation," a tra'of

forty-eight pages, one of our earliest pulsa-

tions the need of which appears to have 'eg

largely met by other tracts since publish(^

The work of our Association may m
like "casting bread upon the waters," bijie

have evidences that some of it is not 'at

Among these the following may be encoiig-

ing to others as they have been to us:

A minister, not a Friend residing now i :V

nada, a distributer of our tracts for over fly

years, savs that on one occasion he offeil i

tract to a trapper. The latter refusing he

slipped one into his pocket. Within a-en

hours the trapper, going alone through a'ild

piece of country, was caught in a heavy ;»

trap, and though preserved from serious D(J-

ily injury, could not release himself. He ?ni

several liours in this involuntary confinei
'

after having shot away all his ammuniti

the hope of attracting the attention o

who might be within hearing. Having he

use of his hands, he took the tract ref -ed

to, and read it through. When relief fi Ily

reached him, he was a changed man, and Jn

that time was concerned for his soul's silt

tion."

The same distributer writes: "I take '

to read them before I distribute. It is

years since a dear Fiiend used to replenis

stock; and the literature of Friends has er

profitable to me in the old country and ii li«

new. I gave several of your tracts a

preacher of a leading denomination, an

afterwards gave it as his opinion that

baptism had a very slender place in New
ament teaching.

"A young man many years ago who w 3

member of the Society of Friends and ha le-

come much discouraged respecting his s it

ual welfare, picked up a tract in the stree ol

West Chester, Pa., which he found on exii-

nation was that published by this Associam,

giving an account of the life and re!i;|ii!

character of Thomas Chalkley, an eminent !»

ister formerly living in the neighborhoi ol

Philadelphia. Soon taking an opportuni ol

reading it in a secluded spot, he four "

it a narrative of the gracious dealings ol o(

with one who had strayed' from the hea'it

fold but had become restored through o iJ
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ind faith. On reading tiiis narrative of

)rd's mercy, the mind of the young man
luched with feelings of lively hope that

n experience might also become his. His

ion was powerfully turned away from the

of the world which had previously at-

d him, and with his expectations set

,hings above, he earnestly sought for the

1 blessing. Another heavenly visitation

)on afterward mercifully granted him,

he yielded obedience to the pointings

Divine finger he became established as

ed Friend and elder in the meeting he

;ed to, and a helper of others in their

us e.xercises.

"

chool teacher in North Carolina who
to a Friend acknowledging the receipt

tract, "The Teacher's Influence in the

tion of Character," expressed her Con-

or the spiritual welfare of her pupils,

lid: "Your little tract was just what

eeded, and I thank you very much for

g it."

n the past, th«^ different "missions" de-

to the comfort and instruction of the

visiting this port, situated along the

'rent, as well as the one on the Schuyl-

jar I'oint Breeze, have been frequently

, by one of the members of our Board,

as kept them supplied with our tracts

tribution. Some of these missions send

g matter on board of all ships departing

lere, in which are placed some of our

; they are also put in what are known
)mfort bags," a small bag in which are

needles, thread, buttons and such "ther

as sailors need. A small Testament is

illy also added; in this manner our

are distributed over a wide field. Sail-

writing from foreign ports to those con-

with these missions frequently mention

jasure and benefit derived from finding

lets among the reading and other mat-

iced in their hands.

lission situated in the northeastern por-

f the city, which mill operatives fre-

bas also been supplied, and much open-

) receive them has been manifested,

olored man who was a member of a

of Free Masons, and who also had taken

:se in theology, and is at this time a

ler in a religious body, was handed a

of our tract No. 178 on ".Secret Socie-

He read the tract on retiring at night,

18 so impressed with its statements that

iCluded to read it carefully the following

On doing so, he felt, to use his own
ige, that "he had never had so complete

set," and had never before thought of

ng the teachings of the Scriptures to

iportant subject. Being convinced that

Id be improper to remain any longer in

jtion with this society he went to the

meeting of the lodge, and severed his

3tion with it.

en making this statement, he expressed
ire for a supply of the tract, in order

e might distribute it among his fellow-

rs.

ing the past summer a member of this

had a number of tract pockets placed in

nent public places in Atlantic City, and
;ed that they should be filled as occasion

ided. The Friend who performed this

lays that while the pockets were gener-

ally empty when he made the rounds, he sel-

dom saw any tracts lying about or under foot.

One little newsboy, seeing him coming with a

fresh supply, asked if he might have a copy of

the tract entitled, "The I'ower of Truth."
Being asked what he knew about that, he said

he had had a copy and would like another one.

In another instance, the caretaker of a pavil-

ion where a pocket had been placed said he

had read the tract entitled "The Injurious Ef-

fects of Tobacco," and that he had since bro-

ken off from the use of this narcotic. IJuring

the summer about three thousand one hundred
tracts were thus disposed of.

It seems proper again to call attention to

our financial condition. Our income is almost

entirely derived from voluntary contributions

of interested Friends, the number of whom is

from time to time reduced by death, and al-

though occasional bequests have been received,

yet we are almost entirely dependent upon sub-

scriptions and donations. In view of these

facts we desire that the number of those who
are interested not only in the distribution of

our tracts, but in providing the means for

keeping up and increasing the stock of our

publications which are almost entirely dis-

posed of gratuitously, may be increased.

There have been printed during the year:

Tracts in English, 46,000; Tracts in Chinese,

2,100; Juvenile Tracts. 8,000; Card Calen-

dars for 1902, 2,000; Almanacs for 1902,
4,.'")00; Select Readers, No. 2 (102 have been

bound), 250: Select Readers, No. 3 (100 have

been bound), 250.

There have been bound from sheets in stock:

Biographical Sketches, 40; Musings and Me-

mories, 49.

The distribution for the year has been:

Tracts, 60,333; .Juvenile Tracts, 6,708; Al-

manacs (including 97 for 1901), 2,9.33: Me-
muir, (jeorge Fox, 1; Select Extracts, 38;

Divine Protection, 23; Account Sarah Grubb,

3; Spiritual Progress of Mary Rathmell, 1;

Biographical Sketches, 37; Musings and Mem-
ories, 42; Select Readers, 242; Card Calen-

dars, 1,982; Bound Volumes Tracts, 23.

Tracts on hand Third Month 1, 1901 . . 228,.540

Tracts printed during the year .... 48,100

276,640
Tracts distributed during the year . . . 60,333
Tracts on hand Third Month 1st, 1902 . 216,307

276,640

On- behalf and by direction of the Board of

Managers,
Henry B. Abbott, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Third Month 13th, 1902.

For "Thk Friend,"

How THE Fascination of the Gaming Ta-

Bi>E Inckeases as YIELDED To.—An acquaint-

ance informed me, that when a young man he

with three others agreed to spend certain eve-

nings together, and for amusement cards

were introduced. For a time they played sim-

ply as a trial of skill. Then by way of giving

their pastime a zest, they played for cigars,

and later for theatre tickets. Finally small

amounts of money were put up.

My friend said that just as the clock struck

twelve one night, he threw his last card and

lost. Though less than a year had elapsed,

the stake on the table was then fifty dollars.

He sat back in his chair, and the path from

nothing to this opened before him, and then it

continued to open ud, and at the end he saw a

state's prison and a gallows. Rising he said

to his companions, "I will never throw another
card as long as I live!" And he kept his re-

solve, becoming a religious character. *

For • Thk Friknd."

Some Account of the Imprisonment of Two
Friends at Malta, Etc.

(Coucluiicii from paKe 541.)

"0 the sorrows the mournings, the tears!

'But those that sow in tears, shall reap in joy.'

A true sorrow begets a true joy; and a true

cross a true crown; for when our sorrows did

abound, the love of (Jod did abound much
more; the deeper the sorrows the greater the

joy; the greater the cross, the weightier the

crown.

"Dear friends and brethren, marvel not that

Israel is not gathered; our judgment remains
with the Lord and so do our labors; for it was
not for want of travail nor pain, nor love to

their souls; for we could have been contented

to have fed upon the grass on the ground so

we might have had our freedom amongst
them, for had it not been for the great opposi-

tion, they would have followed after us, as

chickens after a hen, both great and small.

But oh! the swelling seas, the raging and
foaming wave, stormy winds an 1 floods and
deep waters, and high mountains and hills,

hard rocks, rough ways, and crooked paths,

tall cedars, strong oaks, fruitless trees and
corrupted ones, that cumber the ground and
hinder the righteous seed to be sown, and the

noble plants from being planted. Oh! they

shut up the kingdom against the simple-hearted

and hide the key of knowledge from the inno-

cent ones, and will not enter into the kingdom
themselves, nor suffer them that would enter,

but stir up the magistrates to form carnal

weapons thinking to prevent the Lord of tak-

ing to Him his inheritance, and to dispossess

his Son, who is heir of all, that He might not

have a dwelling-place among them, nor a habi

tation nigh them; because that his light will

discover their darkness, and his brightness will

burn up all their abominations, and mar their

beauty, and stain their glory, their porno and

their pride, that it may perish as the untimely

figs, and fall as the flower of the field, and

wither as the grass upon the housetop.

"Oh! the belly of hell, the jaws of Satan,

the whole mystery of iniquity is at the height

and all manner of abomination that makes des-

olate, and stands where it ought not, and is up-

holden by a law, that upon pain of death

none must speak against it nor walk contrary

to it. But praises to our God, He carried us

forth to declare against it daily.

"Oh! the blind guides, the seducing spirits,

that do cause the people to err, and compel

them to worship the beast and his image and

have his mark in their foreheads, and in their

hands, and to bow to pictures and painted

walls, and to worship the things of their own
hand, and to fall down to that which their

own fingers have fashioned, and will not suffer

them to look toward Zion upon pain of death,

nor to walk towards .Jerusalem upon pain of

faggot and fire, but must abide in Babel, and

believe whatsoever they speak or do to be the

Truth.

"But oh! tne ways, the worships, the fash-
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ions, forms, customs, traditions, observations

and imaginations, which they have drawn in

by their darlv divinations, to lieep the poor

people in blindness and ignorance, so that they

perish for want of knowledge and are cor-

rupted, because the way of Truth is not made
known among them. They are all in the many
ways out of the one true and living way, and

their ways be so many and so monstrous, that

they are unrehearsable; but the Lord our God
hath kindled a fire in the midst of them, that

will consume all forms, fashions, customs and

traditions of men, and will burn up the briars,

thorns and tares, stubble and fruitless trees

and corrupted ones; and will blast all the

fruits, works and labors of wicked and un-

godly men, with the mildews of his wrathful

indignation, and will scatter all his enemies

with the whirlwinds of his displeasure

"They do not know the Scriptures. Their

Bibles would grieve any honest heart to beheld

them because of the corruption."

Each had left a husband and children be-

hind her, for whom their hearts yearned;
beautiful letters were written, showing they
were not without natural affection, but they

trusted all to the care of the Shepherd of Is-

rael who comforted them with a spiritual com-
munion that must have been refreshing and
that the natural man comprehendeth not. C.

E. says in a letter to her husband and children

"who are more dear and precious to me than
the apple of mine eye." "Most dear and
faithful husband, I have unity and fellow-

ship with thee day and night, to my great re-

freshment and continual comfort. Praises,

praises be given to our God for evermore who
has joined us together in that which neither

sea nor land can separate or divide."

"Oh my dear husband and children, how
often have I poured out rav sou! to our ever-

lasting Father for you," night and day with
tears "that you might be kept pure and single

in the sight of our God."
"You may feel the issues of love and life,

which stream forth as a river to every soul of

you, from a heart that is wholly joined to the
fountain. My prayers are for you day and
night, without ceasing; beseeching the Lord
God of power to pour down his tender mercies
upon you, and to keep you in his pure fear,

and to increase your faith, to confirm you in

all righteousness, and strengthen you in be-
lieving in the name of the Lord God Almighty,
that you may be established as Mount Zion
that can never be moved.
"Keep your souls unspotted of the world,

and love one another with a pure heart fer-

vently; serve one another in love, build up
one another in the Eternal and bear one an-
other's burdens for the Seed's sake, and so ful-

fill the law of God."
"Dear hearts, I do commit you into the

hands of the Almighty who dwelleth on high,
and to the word of his grace in you who is able
to build you up to everlasting life and eternal
savation." . . .

"I do believe we shajl see your faces again
with joy." ...

"In our deepest affliction, when 1 looked for
every breath to be the last, 1 could not wish I

had not come over the sea, because I knew it

was my eternal Father's will to prove me with
my dear and faithful friend. In all afflictions

and miseries the Lord remembered mercy, and

did not leave nor forsake us, nor suffer his

faithfulness to fail us; but caused the sweet

drops of his mercy to distill upon us and the

brightness of his glorious countenance to shine

into our hearts, and was never wanting to us

in revelations or visions. Oh, how may I do

to set forth the fulness of God's love to our

soul's! No tongue can express it, no heart

can conceive it, no mind can comprehend it."

S. Cheevers wrote in the same loving spirit

to her family, though perhaps to quote so

much from her pen is not now needful. The
following is expressed "to her friends in Ire-

land;"
—"My life is given up to the service of

the Lord; bonds, chains, bolts, irons, double

doors, death itself, is too little for the testi-

mony of Jesus, and for the word of God; so

the seed be gathered, it is but a reasonable

sacrifice. Bonds and afflictions betide the gos-

pel of Christ. Those that will live godly in

Christ Jesus, must suffer persecution."

In a letter to D. Baker, Catharine says:

—

"The time is too little for me to disclose the

twentieth part of the terrible trials; but when-
soever we were brought upon any trial, the

Lord did take away all fear from us, and multi-

plied our strength, and gave us power and
boldness to plead for the Truth of the Lord
Jesus, and wisdom of words to stop the mouths
of the gain-sayers; but then they would say,

we had not the true faith, but we had all vir-

tue'?. Dearly beloved, pray for us that we
fall not, nor fail; whereby our enemies may
have any advantage to rejoice and say, we
served a God that could not save us, and
called upon a God that could not deliver us;

as if we were like them, to call upon stocks,

stones, pictures, and painted walls, and dead
things that cannot hear, see nor speak.

"VVe do beseech thee to tell all our dear

friends, fathers, and elders, the pillars of the

spiritual building, with all the rest of our

Christian brethren, that we do desire their

prayers, for we have need of them."
Probably what most grieved these devoted

messengers was the wickedness and supersti-

tion of those who kept them in bondage, and
the little apparent fruit of their labors,

though sometimes they spoke so effectively to

persons who came to them, that they could

not gainsay them but were made to confess

that God was with them. Once when Catha-

rine was crying to the Lord in prayer that it

seemed that all their travail and labor was
fruitless, she felt this answer, "Be not

grieved, though Israel be not gathered, the

seed of Malta is to increase into multitude.

That which ye have sown shall not die but

live."

At another time she said the spirit of prayer

was upon her, but she was afraid to speak to

the Lord for fear she should speak one word
that would not please Him; and then it was
returned her from the Lord, "Fear not,

daughter of Zion, ask what thou wilt and I

will grant it thee, whatsoever thy heart can

wish; but she desired nothing of the Lord,

but what would make for his glory, whether
it were her libertv, or bondage, life or death;

and in this resignedness she found herself ac-

cepted of the Lord.

A friar once said to them—"It is God's
will ye should be kept here, or else we could

not keep you." On which C. E. told him,

"The Lord suffers wicked men to do wicked-

ness, but He doth not will them to do i

suffered Herod to take off John the Ba]

head, but He did not will him to do i Uj

suffered Stephen to be stoned, and Jud
'to

betray Christ, but He did not will them
'ij,

so; for if He had He would not have
in.

demned them for it."
;

Sarah in reply to a question of the \b.

lish consul what she did want, said, "The m]

was her Shepherd, she could not wan joy

good thing, but she did long for her il

dom." He said "That you may have in t ^,"

but he did not live to see it.

I shall not attempt giving a descripti( o(

the many hardships they endured; for da or

perhaps weeks they were kept in a roo'jo

excessively hot that they often left theijed

and lay down at the chink of the door t

air; their skin became parched; their hai

off their heads and they often fainted;

sometimes lacked food, at other times diiot

feel free to take what was offered.

Their Bibles were taken from them, bu do

not know how long they were deprived of ' m,

and they were not always allowed to hav^ ik,

etc., for writing.

The time of their deliverance drevm.

Friends and others made great efforts t)li.

tain their freedom, being often baffled; I'liel

Baker's efforts were very touching, thouj
'-

effectual; but he obtained an interview

them through the prison gates. Yet fc'

says the time of their redemption drew igi

which was brought about at the instan of

George Fox and Gilbert Latey by writ!) to

the Lord d'Aubigny.

About six months after Daniel Bake lail

gone it came into Catharine's heart that ste

could speak with the inquisitor he would 'am

them their liberty. Not many days after nil

she had an opportunity of speaking withiro,

after which he was very courteous to thei inii

came to them within a few days, with his co-

tenant, the chancellor and others, and ta

some discourse, asked them whether ic

would return to their husbands and chil

if it were the will of God; to which the

swered, it was their intent in the will o •..

so to do.

Hereupon they were released and the Id isi-

tor took his leave very courteously of therind

wished them a prosperous return to thei n
country, as did the magistrates and inl ior

officers. Being thus set at liberty, they ell

and prayed God "never to lay to their c'rgt

what they did unto them, because they et

them not."

They were kept eleven weeks at the co ift

house before they could get a passage thee,

and though they met with tempests, y at

length they arrived safely in England.

S. W.

DoiXG the best we know how is not erijt

for us to do. VVe are commanded to do i hi-

If we fail in so doing we have to suffer f it-

Even in human governments, it is not eneli

for an evil-doer to say that he did not o»

there was any law against his doing wh be

did. It is every man's duty to know the*

OuK salvation is by Christ alone, theroK

howsoever or whatsoever we add unto Ci'l

in the matter of salvation, we overio*

Chnst.—-Hooker.

I
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THE ROBIN'S MESSAGE.
The bluebird's call, so plaintive,

Has echoed o'er the hills,

The willow buds have swollen

Beside the tiny rills.

The brooks have burst their fetters.

And from the soft, brown earth

The tiny little snowdrops

Right bravely have stepped forth.

O'erhead the crows are calling,

I heard the old refrain.

And from the distant alder

The blackbird pipes again.

But none of these can fill me,

The.se tokens fair of spring.

With .such delight as comes to me
When first the robins sing.

The bluebird is a poet,

With fancies quaint and sweet
;

The blackbird a musician.

The whole world at his feet.

The crows are queer old farmers,

In plainest costume dre.ssed,

The grackles noisy gossip.

Chatting with eager zest.

But you, my darling robin,

A homely message bring

Of brave and loving courage.
" Cheer up ! Cheer up !" you sing.

And when I hear you singing

High in the old elm tree,

I am rebuked for doubting.

And trust comes back to me.

For He who knows the sparrow

His children, too, will bless.

And He hath sent the robin

To teach us cheerfulness.

G. A. H.

Bibliolatry.

Bibliolatry I understand the tendency of

.ting, in the first place, the Book from

Christ, and in the second, from the Holy

and of thus substituting the Book for

rho alone is the light and guide of the

h.

! is the theme of Adolph Saphir's article

' Hope. He cites the irony of the .Jews'

3t, who while perfectly familiar with the

es of the prophetic Christ in the pages

1 Old Testament, nevertheless, did not

lize the actual Christ when He did mani-

iimself. They had read the Bible with-

irist, the letter divested of the Spirit,

is Bibliolatry.

en he points at Bibliolatry among Prot-

s. But we will let him do this in his

'ords.

it while this form of Bibliolatry is

' among those who have not accepted

essage of God (though they accept the

, and who are often encouraged in

state by not having this dead acceptance

: Bible pointed out to them, there is an-

form of Bibliolatry which is more dan-

3 to the children of God. Such phrases

he Bible is the religion of Protestants,"

leant, and true to a certain extent, al-

indicate an incipient decay. Where
is life, and life in health, such expres-

do not exist. Paul never would have

hat the Scriptures were the religion of

iristian. Christ was his Light and Life.

ted further about Christ, he would de-

scribe Him as the Scripture testifies of Him,

and as the Spirit revealed Jesus to his soul.

It is not that Paul thought otherwise than we
do about the Divine authority, sufficiency, and

fulness of Scripture, but he stood to Scripture

in a true relation.

"The Reformation churches soon departed

from the true and living view of Scripture.

Luther saw Scripture in its relation to Christ

and to the Spirit; indeed, many of his sayings

are unguarded, but in reality only strong and

one-sided expre.ssions of what he felt so deep-

ly, that we do not place the Bible as

Christ's substitute or the substitute of the

Holy Spirit; that the great value of the Bible

is that it testifies of Christ; and that the

Holy S|iirit is the true enlightener and teacher.

"Luthers' followers too soon forgot the

true position of the Scripture. The Holy

Spirit is above Scripture. Not that there is

anything in the Scripture which is not in ac-

cordance with the Spirit's teaching, for all

Scripture is inspired of God, but the Church
is in danger of ignoring the existence of the

Holy Spirit and her constant dependence on

Him, and of substituting for the Spirit the

Book. And now commences the reign of in-

terpreters and commentaries, of compendiums
and catechisms; for if we have the Spirit's

teaching in the Book instead of the Spirit's

teaching by the Book, men wish to have it ex-

tracted, simplified, reduced to a system, meth-

odized. And then practically speaking, ihe

creed is above the Bible.

"Thus there has been to a great extent

'text' preaching instead of 'Word of God'

preaching. The word was 'outside' of us, in-

stead of 'dwelling' in us. And our testimony

is different in tone and power from that of the

apostles and primitive Christians; for their

testimony was in the Spirit and of Christ ac-

cording to Scripture, while ours has become

testimony concerning the Bible in reference to

Christ and the Holy Spirit. The apostles

spoke of Christ, and confirmed and illustrated

their testimony by the prophecies of Scrip-

ture. They looked to the Man in the first

place, and secondarily to the portrait given of

Him in the Book. Whereas the pseudo-apos-

tolic preaching fixes its own eye and that of

the hearer in the first place on the Book, and

deduced from it the existence and influence of

the Christ. The impression in the one case

is: that the preacher announces a message

from Christ, who is a reality to him; and this

his experience of Christ, he asserts, is accord-

ing to Scripture. The impression in the other

case is: that Isaiah. Paul, .John teach, accord-

ing to the preacher's exposition, such and

such doctrine. The one is preaching Christ;

the other, about Christ. The one is life and

spirit; the other is possible without the Spirit

and vitality. The one is testimony; the other

is an exposition of another man's inspired tes-

timony. The one is preaching the Word (with

or without text); the other is text-preaching

without the Word. Paul preached Christ; our

tendency is to preach that Paul preached

Christ.

"Why is it that God, in speaking to his own

people, says so often, "I am the Lord?" Why
does He speak so frequently and so earnestly

against idolatry? Why does He teach us con-

tinually that the Spirit quickeneth; that the

letter, even the good and inspired letter kill-

eth. Because the root-tendency of man is to

substitute shadow for substance, the form and
outline for the fulness, rules for life, and dead
things for the living God. Because we like

to stand on terra firma, and resemble children

who cannot understand on what pillars earth,

sun, and moon do rest. Because we think of

catching a sunbeam in a trap, instead of de-

pending on the sun in the heavens. Therefore

we are always apt to deify 'brazen serpants,

'

'Bible doctrine,' past experiences.

"The man who first made a crucifix, doubt-

less simply mnant it as an aid to his memory
and devotion. The thought of the Saviour's

love and death filled his heart with contrition,

ardent affection, peace, and joy. 'Oh, if I

could always thus see a crucified Redeemer!'

And why not? Is not the same mercy and

love, which manifests Christ unto the soul

now, continually with us? Will there be no

manna to morrow? Ah, but he wants to fix

and secure the impression. He makes the

crucifix; and now, instead of Christ, we have

an expedient— an aid to devotion, which will

soon become an obstacle and then a substitute

for the living Christ. For the process of de-

terioration is rapid; soon is Chri.st forgotten,

and the crucifix becomes not a symbol, but an

idol, and men think not merely of the crucifix,

but attach importance to a special crucifix,

with wood from such a place, and which has

been used by such a saint, etc.

"But idolatry in the large and spiritual

sense, is not confined to 'crucifixes.' The
Bible may be the Protestant crucifix.— T/i*

Mcnnoiiite. ^
Benjamin Kidd.

Benjamin Kidd, of Banbury in Oxfordshire,

was born in the County of York, and educated

among Friends. While very young he was fa-

vored with a visitation of Truth, to which he

was faithful and through the powerful oper-

ation thereof was, about the twenty-first year

of his age, called to the work of the ministry;

wherein he was eminently qualified rightly to

divide the word of Truth, and to unfold the

mysteries of the gospel in great brightness,

to the informing and convincing many, and

to the comfort and encouragement of such as

were under affliction and distress of mind in

their religious progress.

He was eminently qualified for great and

singular services in the Church; a diligent at-

tender of meetings, both for worship and dis-

cipline; in both which he was very service-

able. He was a man of sincerity and integri-

ty, of good understanding in matters useful to

mankind, and freely communicative; universal

in his benevolence, and laborious to do good to

all. Deep in Divine experience, sound in judg-

ment, wise in counsel, zealous for the promo-

tion of Truth and righteousness, and the ex-

altation of the cause of his Lord and Master

in the earth. He was instructive and weighty,

yet becomingly cheerful in conversation; ex-

emplary in life and conduct, peculiarly kind

and fatherly towards his friends, compassion-

ate to the poor and distressed, generous and

noble in his disposition, highly useful and

agreeable to his neighbors, and generally be-

loved by persons of all ranks, and denomina-

tions to whom he was known.

The principal design of these observations

is to excite thee, reader, to consider in what
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manner he \va.s raised to his dignity in the

Church; and also to reflect that the same Di-

vine principle is in thee, and if thou art faith-

ful thereto, the same fruits will appear ac-

cording to thy measure.

About the thirtieth year of his age he vis-

ited America, where many were convinced,

and others confirmed through his powerful

ministry. His service there was very great,

and much to the edification, comfort, and sat-

isfaction of Friends, as appears from sundry

accounts. After he settled at Banbury, he

visited Ireland and various parts of (Jreat

Britain. The city of London, in particular,

frequently partook of his pious and fervent

labors, to the great help and consolation of

many, who have just reason to bless the Lord

on his behalf.

A few months before his death he was
greatly afiiicted with a disease which was very

painful to bear; but at times he got out a lit-

tle, and particularly he attended the Quarterly

Meeting at Oxford, in the Tenth Month, 1750,

though under great aifliction of body, which
gradually increased, attended with a dropsical

affection; through all of which his patience

and resignation were very remarkable. About
a month before his decease, he attended the

meeting at Banbury, at the burial of a young
man whom he greatly esteemed, which he got

to with great difficulty, being obliged to be

supported by two friends. In the course of

the meeting he was raised beyond all expecta-

tion, to preach the gospel powerfully for

about an hour, to the tendering the hearts of

almost all present. Many of his neighbors

being there, confessed, with admiration, to the

power by which he was raised that day, re-

marking that he had been a good man all his

time, and that the Almighty had crowned him
in the conclusion. After this he was mostly
confined within doors and continued in great

submission to the Divine will, without mur-
muring or repining.

A Friend from London visiting him, found
him under great bodily affliction, but freely

resigned to the Divine will, expressing his firm

hope in that power which had all along sup-

ported him; and that though the greatest

kindness to him was to solicit a release from
his pains, yet he desired to be content and
wait the Lord's time. When the said Friend

took his leave of him, he expressed himself to

him in an affectionate manner, to his great
comfort and encouragement. At another time,

havinaf delivered some excellent exhortations

to those present with him, he added for their

encouragement to persevere in their Chris-

tian progress "I am under no fear or doubtful

apprehensions; for I know that 'for me to live

is Christ and to die is gain.' " When he was
first seized with the hiccough, he seemed full

of joy, saving "This is a welcome messenger;
it is one step nearer." His wife standing by,

asking why, he answered, "It will be a glo-

rious change; I am not afraid to die and to put
on immortality; that will be desirable; yet I

leave it, though of choice I had rather be
dissolved; but the Lord's time will be the

best time;"— often saying death would be the
most welcome messenger he ever met with.

Thus this good man finished his course, his

sun going down in great brightness, at Ban-
bury, the Twenty-first of the Third Month,
1757, aged about fifty-nine; a minister about
thirty-eight yesLva.—Selected.

For "The Friend."

Reminiscences.

(Continued from page 340.)

" Ye call these red-browed brethren

The insects of an hour,

Crushed like the noteless worm amid
The regions of their power

;

Ye drive them from their father's lands.

Ye break as faith the seal,

But can ye from the court of Heaven
Exclude their last appeal ?"

—L. H. Sigouriiey.

The unselfish, disinterested and practical

devotion of time, talents and labor for the

welfare of the Indians, of such men as .Joseph

Scattergood, Ebenezer Worth and Thomas
Wistar. is worthy of notice, regard and imita-

ton. Thomas Wistar in about 1849 accepted

an appointment from the Government of the

United states to carry to .the Indians, or

rather the mixed blood of the Menomonies,
residing at or near Green Bay, Wisconsin, a

sum of money to pay to them on behalf of the

United States.

The journey by the usual route is nearly fif-

teen hundred miles. In this journey, a some-
what perilous one, because they carried a

large sum of money, he was accompanied by

our late valued friend Alfred Cope of German-
town. His interesting account of the journey

and intercourse with the people there is well

told in a series of articles which may be

found in Volume xxiii of The Friend. It is

believed that neither of the Friends would re-

ceive any compensation from the Government
for their services.

During their intercourse with the natives

Alfred Cope was much interested on observing

their habits, etc. In the mornings they went
down to the water to perform their ablutions

and as they had no towels, he watched them
to see how their faces would be wiped dry;

"the universal blanket" answered the pur-

pose.

The same generous and practical attention

to the interests of these poor people by Jo-

seph Scattergood and Ebenezer VVorth is some
measure manifested in these reminiscences.

Complications resulting from the leasing of

lands by the Indiana on the Allegheny Reserva-

tion in New York had for many years been

increasing, causing much anxious thought on

the part of the more intelligent Indians, the

white settlers in Salamanca, etc., and also of

members of the Indian Committee of Friends

of Philadelphia, as to the best mode of dealing

with the confused and irregular condition of af-

fairs then existing there. With a view to ascer-

tain the situation in which the illegal leasings

on the Allegheny Reservation were viewed by

the authorities at Washington, J. Scattergood

spent some time, in the latter part of 1874,

in consulting with officers of the Indian Bu-

reau and others and in devising a plan by

which some of the difficulties might be re-

moved. By the cooperation of individuals a

bill was prepared and submitted to Congress,

legalizing the leases alreadv made within cer-

tain villages, the limits of which were to be de-

fined by Commissioners appointed by the Pres-

ident. This bill also provided for the renew-
al of the leases at intervals of twelve years,

and enacted that the income derived from
these leases should hereafter be the property

of the Seneca Nation, instead of individuals as

had been the case heretofore.

This bill became a law Second Monti 1
1875. After its passage the Indians were d j.

ous that the three Commissioners to be appi
j.

ed should be chosen from among Friends, a^a

petition to that effect was circulated on is

Cattaraugas Reservation requesting the P
dent to appoint Thomas Wistar, Joseph £

tergood and Ebenezer Worth to that ser^

Their request was so far regarded that)'

President named Joseph Scattergood as (

man of the Commission, associating

him John Manley, a politician from near
manca, and Henry Shanklin, of Kansg
colleagues. J

The labor involved was very considei

and although the running of the lines aaii

preparation of the map showing the
'

of the villages was done by Charles E. Fj

a trustworthy surveyor from the imraed

vicinity, and his assistants, yet the respt

bility of deciding the various questions

arose, and a considerable part of the li

largely devolved upon Joseph Scattergood

required him to make frequent visits to

Reservation, some of them for weeks i

time.

The exercises and exposure 'attending

performance of this labor his family have

son to believe shortened his life.

The following extracts from one of his,

ters will give some idea of the difficul^i

be met with.
,

Salamanca, N. Y., Seventh Month 9th, U
"I have been occupied most of the

since I have been here in collecting leases

copying the descriptions of the lots lei

Some of the so-called leases are remark)

specimens of loose contracts. Some havi

definite description of the boundaries of

lots, some are not witnessed and in some
stances the names of witnesses and partiesi

covenants are all in the same handwritings

How we shall be able to straighten

these transactions remains to be seen.

"It is very evident it will be a trouble?*

busines.o, and one not to be accomplish

out giving some dissatisfaction to theparti«

Science and Industry.

The Blazed Tree.—In running a line

establishing bounds through a forest the i

veyor blazes in this manner: If the line g J

to the left of a tree designed to be blazed, e

tree is blazed upon the right side; if to 3

right the tree is blazed upon the left side f

the line strikes the tree "plump" it is blai

upon both the front and rear sides. In runtj

a boundary line at a corner where two li ^

come together either a monument is erecte^-

a stake and four boulders being usually

garded as such a monument—or a tree

blazed on all four sides, or, as is sometil

the case, three or four trees are scarred sc

to indicate as nearly as possible the turn

point in the line, or, in other words, its c

ner, around which they grow. In this St

the survevor registers the distance from i

of these posts or monuments at every e'

mile thereby establishing his line with al

lute certainty at that point and giving as

ondary basis of the written description of

boundary required in title deeds and abstr

of claims.

The permanency of the- record made

blazing trees is quite remarkable, and it
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of fact that in many cases of disputed

ir boundaries of lots in forest land the

have held the record of the blazes where

lly drawn plans and formally attested

3eds have been set aside as containing

e errors. The wound of the blazed tree

over, but never so completely that the

ill not be readily recognized by the ex-

3ed woodsman. Therefore, so long as

ized tree escapes the axe of the lumber-

long such a tree is an inetfaceable rec-

the truth of the line. The surveyor's

ed figures may be in error, and his vvrit-

jcription may not coincide with the line

i traced on the tree trunk with his

t, but blazes are unchanging, and in a

ji law they are undisputable evidence,

an not be made to lie, no cross-exami-

can confu.se them, no argument can

e them, they fixed dates as accurately

' preserve inscriptions. The outer shell

has grown over the scar is sawed away

B rings in the wood beneath the bark

to the date.

whole subject is most interesting,

er taken as an early landmark in the

' of the State before roads were com-

,s establishing bounds of farms or set-

disputed points in town or great-lot

1 cases before courts the blazed tree is

)r of historic and legal importance that

irdly be overestimated.

—

Bangor Covi-

lan by the aid of science can now send

c light waves through objects that were

onsidered opaque, shall we refuse to be-

hat the omniscient eye of God can see

e heart and know the very thoughts of

And if He not only knows what we do,

bat we would do if we followed the

its that we think and the purposes we
aid to carry into effect, is it not time

nble in his presence and seek that for-

3S and regeneration that will make us be

e would have us to be? In the light of

iM truth our cry may well be, "God
ciful to us miserable sinners."

—

Metho-

vtestant.

RCOAL is invaluable as a deodorizer and

be used constantly about the kitchen

the refrigerator. When a few lumps

rcoal are left in the refrigerator they

sorb the strong smell of cooked food,

mes the refrigerator is unpleasant be-

of dampness which gets into the wood
res rise to a musty odor. In such a case,

;ake of unslaked lime in the refrigera-

fhe lime will add to the coolness of the

lile taking up the moisture and destroy-

} odor. Again charcoal finely powdered
thing to use in scouring out any sort of

lat has vague reminders of its past con-

linging to it. Lye is good for use when
1 buckets or stone jars need purifying,

3 solution should never be allowed to

the hand.

Items Concerning the Society.

names given in our last number as those of

Friends of the Yearly Meeting's com-
on the interests of meetings generally,

nee been found to be those on the Marriage
jommittee. The following are those ap-

on the welfare of meetings :

S. Abbott, Susanna House, Anna W. Lip-

pincott, Rebecca S. Conard, Jane \V. Hartlett.

Ellen Bromley, Elizabeth Allen, Sarah Emlen,
Susanna S. Kite, Hannah B. Evans, Sarah W. Rob-
erts, Rebecca Smedley, Sarah T. House, Debbie E.

Co]ie, Mary S. Walton, Jane S. Warner, Susanna T.

Cope, Annie Zook, Anna P. Haines, Margaretta J.

Moore, Edith Sharpless, Sarah M. Walter, Ann
Elizabeth Comfort, Elizabeth C. Dunn, Anna P.

Moon, Mary W. Haines, Ellen M. Moon, Beulah M.
Rhoads, Mary R. Matlack, Sarah Nicholson, Eliza-

beth C. B. Allen, Anna Mary Woodward and Mary
Ann Wistar.

In closing an article in the English Rci'icir of
Keriews on the beneficent service of a prominent
Friend, the editor, contrasting him with the late

Cecil Rhodes, remarks that the one has been said

to think in continents for the e.Ktension of empire,

while the other thinks in humanities for the reali-

zation of the Kingdom of God.

Since the death of our friend Rtichel Brooks
[of Baltimore], one of her nieces has received a

message to the following effect from a prominent
Christian lady of Baltimore. She said, " Tell her

that years ago when I was overwhelmed with dis-

tress, I thought to myself, '
I will go and sit with

the Friends and see if I may receive a message of

comfort.' I went. In the meeting Rachel Brooks
arose and, evidently in weakness, said : I have a

message for some one here
—

' Come unto Me all ye
that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give

you rest'—Then she paused and said, 'I hope some-
one will receive this message.' That was all, but

it was the word I needed and it brought me com-
fort and rest."'

The above incident has remained in the lady's

thoughts all these-years as an encouragement and
help. It illustrates the great value of faithfulness

in little things. The lady knew that Friends held

their meetings in waiting upon the Lord, and that

they expected messages to come directly or through

his obedient servants. Knowing this, and feeling

the need of just such a me.ssage, she came to meet-

ing. Doubtless others spoke at greater length

and gave messages to others in the room. But
the message for her was sent through one who
seldom spoke, and who probably felt great diffidence

in breaking the silence. Yet had she withheld her

word, one heart that needed comfort would have

remained uncomforted.

—

The Interchange.

A little book of " References Showing the Scrip-

tural Basis of some of the Christian Doctrines of

the Religious Society of Friends," and issued, we
understand, by John C. Winston Co., 718 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, is found on our table. Besides

a carefully prepared list of texts on The Holy
Spirit, Divine Worship, Ministry and the Priesthood

of Believers, Women's Ministry, Baptism, The
Lord's Supper, Peace and War, and Oaths, a list

of Books and treatises for further reading is given

under each head. After a cursory examination it

seems to us likely to serve a useful purpose in

teaching our religious doctrines.

The Annual Meeting of Friends' Educational As-

sociation of Philadelphia, which was held at Moores-

town, N. J., last Seventh-day afternoon and even-

ing, proved to be of remarkable interest and value.

The papers and addresses given by well-qualified

authorities in both sessions were enriched with

solid worth and information, some of which we
hope yet to present to our readers, as they relate

to the history and exercises of our religious Society.

It seems an episode of the conference worthy of

note that in giving John Dickinson large credit in

the movement to set up Westtown Boarding School,

the speaker, who is eminently versed in the history

of Friends in Pennsylvania, said he had never been

able to determine till the day previous whether

John Dickinson was a member of the Society of

Friends or not, though his associations and inter-

ests were conspicuously with them. But Paul
Leicester Ford, the author who has so recently
died, had held in his keeping a bundle of John
Dickinson's correspondence, and shortly before his

death had directed that it should be sent to Phila-
delphia. So Isaac Sharpless examining these letters

the day before had found a very bright letter from
a woman Friend addressed to Dickinson, suggest-
ing his joining the Society of Friend.s, if he could
do .so on the right ground and with an humble
heart.

We have received, to be examined later, a copy
of Ceorge A. Barton's recent book entitled "The
Roots of Christian Teaching as found in the Old
Testament," from John C. Winston & ("o., the pub-
lishers.

The body known as the "Independent Metho-
dists," or " Quaker Methodists," as they were once
called, from the fact of their views on profe.s8ional

ministry, on peace, etc, being in harmony with
those of the Society of Friends, is one we would
willingly know more of. They originated at War-
rington towards the beginning of the nineteenth
century, and still flourish in the towns of South
Lancashire. The editor of the Independent Metho-
did has expressed his desire for clo.ser co-operation
between our two bodies, and for a better knowl-
edge one of another.

—

British Friend.

Notes From Others.

The Monroe Do(^tri,\e and John Quincv Adams.
—The New York Evening I'uat says :

" Behind the
Monroe Doctrine lies a political philosophy which
it did not formulate. To affirm our desire and in-

tention to maintain a political system on this con-
tinent free from any foreign influence, might be
only an assertion of brute force, if we had not
had some strong and guiding principle determin-
ing our action. But we had, and by no pen was
it laid down more clearly and forcibly than by
that of John Quincy Adams. His opening was
given him by the Russian Minister, who informed
our Government of the purpose of Russia not to

recognize the independence of any of the South
American republics, and, at the same time, im-

proved the occasion to refer to the ' political

principles ' which the Czar deemed applicable to

the case. In this Adams saw both a challenge

and an opportunity. 'If Alexander could exploit

his political principles—those of a brutal, repressive

policy—the United States could show that another
system of government . . could give rise to a new
and more active political principle.' Accordingly,

the Secretary of State prepared a draft of ' Obser-

vations on the Communications Recently Received

from the Minister of Russia.' It was a paper which
underwent much mutilation before the President

would allow it to be read to Baron De Tuyl, the

Russian Minister. Yet, taken as a whole, it is a

powerful statement of the moral and political

principles which not merely justify the Monroe
I)octrine, but which underlie our very existence as

a nation.
" One of the omitted parts, now first reproduced

by Worthington C. Ford, is so telling an epitome

of our historic polity, and so pertinent a reminder

of the paths from which our feet have strayed,

that it deserves the widest reprinting and discus-

sion. Here are the words in which the Adams
Doctrine, that alone gives life and vigor to the

Monroe Doctrine, was set down by that early

American statesman who had as vast a hope for

the continental expansion of his country as Jefl'er-

son, yet who could as little as he think of the flag

flying over soil where the truths for which the

flag stands are denied :

"'The Institution of Government, to be lawful,

must be pacific, that is, founded upon the consent

and by the agreement of those who are governed
;
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and each nation is exclusively the judge of the

government best suited to itself, and no other na-

tion can justly interfere by force to impose a dif-

ferent government upon it. The first^ of these

principles may be designated as the principle of

Liberty—the second as the principle of National

Independence—They are both Trinciples of Peace

and of Good Will to Men.'
''

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

United St.wes—The debate in the Senate in regard to

the bill providing for a civil government of the Philip-

pines, has been conducted with much partisan feeling be-

tween the Democrats and Republicans. The Republicans

have met the assaults of the Democrats against alleged

cruelties of the army in the Philippines, as exemplified

by the " kill and burn " order, by citing cruelties and

atrocities perpetrated during a state of war in this and

other countries to show that such conduct, while univer-

sally condemned is incidental to war, and by charging

Southern Senators with outrages committed in their sec-

tion against colored men. This line of discussion has pro-

puced much irritation and prolonged the consideration of

the bill.
•

Secretary Root defends the harsh and cruel practices

resorted to by the army in the Philippines, and accepts

the responsibility therefor. He says : "It has not been

deemed wise or practicable to interfere from Washington

with the conduct of military operations on the other side

of the world under conditions and exigencies which the

competent and faithful officers commanding the Division

of the Philippines necessarily understand far better than

is possible for the War Department."

Anti-beef eating leagues have been formed in various

places. At Lynn, Mass, the number of members represent

3,500 consumers.

A Live Stock Association has been formed which pro-

poses to endeavor to induce the farmers in the vicinity of

this city and in eastern New Jersey to go into cattle

raising and to supply them with all necessary information

in connection with the undertaking. Full confidence is

expressed by the association that it can easily supply all

the needs of home consumers with dressed beef, and also

furnish an outside market.

The President has signed the oleomargerine bill.

General Davis recommends that American authority

over the Jolo archipelago should be relinquished because

of the warlike nature of the inhabitants and the unsuita-

bleness of the country for occupancy by white men.
The Mayor of Camden, N. J., has aiiixed his signature

to the ordinances granting permission to the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company to elevate their tracks through Camden.
It is understood the railroad company will begin opera-

tions at once on the track elevation.

On the 12th instant an explosion of naptha occurred in

the freight yards of the Pan Handle Rail Road near Pitts-

burg, Pa., and after a great crowd of persons had as-

sembled a second occurred, enveloping the company and

surroundings in a fiery blast of burning oil and hot gases.

Twenty persons are said to have been killed immediately,

and perhaps 200 severely burned.

In twenty years the population of Quincy, Mass., under
prohibition has more than doubled, the valuation has in-

creased nearly threefold, the deposits in the savings

banks nearly fivefold, and new houses more than fivefold;

while" the population increased 120 per cent., the amount
expended for the poor department has decreased twelve

per cent. Five cities in Massachusetts with a smaller

population paid much larger sums for the support of thi

poor.

It is estimated that the total cost of the war with

Spain and in the Philippines is about $660,000,000, about
half of which huge-sum is to be charged to the Philip-

pines. In addition to which a vastly increased expendi-

ture has been called for to provide for the enlargement
of the army and navy.

The United States Fish Commissioner estimates that

this year there have been placed in the waters of the

United States 800,000,000 more fish than during any year
since the establishment of the Commission.

."Vccording to the Treasury Department, there were, for

the period of thirteen years ending with 1894. 69,166
strikes and 6,067 lockouts in the United States. The
number of men involved was 3,712,561. Wages were lost

to the extent of $190,493,173, and the loss to employers
was $94,825,237. Labor organizations paid $10,000,000
for the support of strikers. In addition, there were enor-

mous indirect losses, which, of course, cannot be accu-

rately calculated.

According to various estimates the supply of anthracite

coal in Pennsylvania will last from 80 to 200 years at the

present rate of mining it.

Information from Unalaska, of the 10th instant, states

that volcanic disturbances have lately taken place in the

Aleutian islands.

There were 456 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 3 less than the previous

week and 19 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 265 were males and 191 females: 58

died of consumption of the lungs ; 29 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 4 of diphtheria
;

13 of cancer ; 13 of apoplexy ; 15 of typhoid fever ; 4 of

scarlet fever and 2 of smallpox.

Foreign.—On the 8th inst. an eruption took place of

Mount Pelee, on the island of Martinique, a volcano which

had been long silent and was believed to be extinct. It

overlooked the town of St. Pierre on the west coast, hav-

ing a population of 25,000. The population of the island

is said to have been 185,000. A dispatch received at

Washington, says : At 7 o'clock A. M. on the 8th inst. a

storm of steam, mud and fire enveloped the city and com-

munity of St. Pierre. Not more than twenty persons

escaped with their lives. Eighteen vessels were burned

and sunk with all on board.

Another dispatch says, 'that volcanic action began on

the 3rd when St. Pierre was covered with ashes and ap-

peared to be enveloped in a fog. The flow of lava con-

tinued until the 7th. Later accounts say the whole

northeastern portion of Martinique is being engulfed by

lava, and new outlets in the slopes of the volcano are

continually forming Largo areas covered with vegeta-

tion have been rendered barren and a famine is imminent.

Steps have already been taken by the French Government

to which this island is subject and by private individuals

in this country to forward supplies of food and money to

the survivors.

President Roosevelt has sent a special message to Con-

gress recommending that aid should be given to the sur-

vivors, and $200,000 has been appropriated for this pur-

pose. Thirty thousand persons are said to have perished

and 50.000 made homeless.

In the island of St. Vincent the volcano Soufriere gave

warning on the 7th of approaching activity. Smoke

arose in large columns and volcanic dust filled the air.

Subsequently large stones, showers of cinders and molten

lava were ejected, causing great destruction and loss of

life.

A dispatch from Shanghai says, that increased taxa-

tion is being levied on the Chinese without justice or dis-

crimination, and that the inevitable result will be to stim-

ulate anti-foreign feeling, because the pretext for taxa-

tion is that it is to provide money to pay the foreign in-

demnity.

It is stated from Moscow that " Comparative order has

been restored in the governments of Poltava and Khar-

koff, but the peasants are only outwardly quiescent, be-

lieving that the grant of a division of the lands of the

noblemen will be effected during the coming autumn,

leaving the hereditary land owners only twenty acres and

a yoke of oxen each. Authentic particulars of tlie dis-

orders prevailing iluring the last three weeks show they

were largely due to extreme suffering from famine,

which was utilized by agitators to foment a rising."

A conference of chemists and meat packers has been

held ill Berlin to protest against the prohibition of the

Bundesrath concerning the use of boracic acid in the pre-

servation of meat and the importation of meats so pre-

served.

The Conference passed a resolution to the effect that

the prohibition of the Bundesrath was indefensible upon

scientific grounds.

The foreign trade of Japan is larger with the United

States than with any other country, and shows the inabil-

ity of cheap labor to compete witb machinery.

The French Governor Director of Railroads states that

all the government roads have agreed to the following :

First, to discharge all employees who persist in using

spirits and wine while on duty ; second, all persons who

continue to drink shall be dropped from the pension rolls

of the company, and will not participate in the endow-

ment funds in case of an accident. All restaurants on

the roads are forbidden to sell spirits to the workmen.

Letter carriers are included, and the sale of alcoholic

drinks is included in army canteens.

Violent earthquake shocks which occurred at 3 o'clock

on the 6th inst. are reported from Bordeaux, Bayonne,

Pau and other places in the same region. They lasted

fifteen seconds.

On the same day earthquake shocks were felt at Bar-

celona, Saragossa, Irun, Tafalla and Murcia in Spain. At

the last named place a number of houses were damaged.

The population became panic stricken. At Albeique, in

Valencia province, a number of houses were destroyed.

The seismic disturbances dislodged great masses of rock

in the Fuen Santa Mountains.

Additional reports from Guatemala show that the

earthquakes on the 18th ult. caused death and ds

to property in the cities of San Marcus, San Pedro

Juan, Ostancalso, Tacana, Mazatenango and Cuyoten^

These cities have from 2000 to 5000 inhabitants

Much damage was done on the coS'ee plantations a

the ports of Ocos and Champerico, on the Pacific.
,

The newest lighthouse on the French coast sholj

beam visible at a distance of thirty-nine nautical mi n

clear weather. It is situated on the Isle Vierge, of'|,j

French coast, to the northeast of Ushant, the la i-j

being 244 feet above sea level.

Dr. C. E. Borchgrevink has lately described son.it

his observations in the Antarctic region south of \.

mania in 1899, where he attained the farthest sooi „
latitude yet reached by man. viz : 78° 50'. The

magnetic pole was found to be in latitude 73'

It is said that the latest astronomical photogri

pared by the joint exertions of the observatories

don, Berlin and Paris shows 68,000,000 stars.

A curiosity in the shape of a miniature book has 'n

issued by a Birmingham (England) manufacturer.
,;

book, which is a dictionary, is only If inches hy\

inches in size, but is so clearly printed that, with th
'

of a lens provided, every word is legibli

I

SOUt'g .

,1!
'

INOTICES.

Wanted.—A complete set of the writings of Gi";

Fox (8 volumes.) Any one willing to sell, please i
i

terms to the editor of The Friend.

Westtown Boarding School.— For convenience ofV. '

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will '»
'

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqoe'i,

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M.. twentj^e

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,' le

West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, SiijW-

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in n

instruction and discipline should be addressed to }

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and I

munications in regard to business should I '

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Young woman Friend, a University graduate, Wkg

had a year's post-graduate work at Bryn Mawr Go]

wishes a position as tutor in a family or to help!

care of children for the summer months.

Address " Tutor," Office of The 1

The Managers of Barclay Home, -West Chester;

desire to inform that the Home is now completed jo

through the kindness of its many friends, the debt oiie

property has been paid. Owing to two recent deaH

the family there are now some vacant roor "
"

woman Friend desiring a comfortable home at a

rate would find it to her advantage to apply

A Reu.vion of the Westtown Old Scholah#4

CLiTioN is arranged to be held on Seventh-day,

7th, 1902, on the School grounds, and in the

tent.

Besides the entertainments announced last

speakers are expected to be :

—

On behalf of the "Sixties," Sarah W. Elkivm
On behalf of the " Forties," Darid Scull.

Trains will leave Broad St. Station at 8.10, 9.10

9.55 A. M.,— the last expected to run to Westtow n

forty minutes, without stop.

The individual invitations will be issued about I b

Month 23d. Albert T. Bel

Died, Ninth Mo. 4th, 1901, at Eaglesmere, Pa., H-

Gar'et W. Jenkins, widow of the late Jabez Jenkiu

member and elder of Frankford Monthly Meeting, i

74 years. " Blessed are the pure in heart, for they U

see God."

, Tenth Mo. 6th, 1901, Sarah C. Bangs, wido^

the late William P. Bangs, a member of Franki

Monthly and Germantown Particular Meeting, agocH

years.

, At his residence in Wilmington, Delaware, J-

ond Month 2d, 1902, Thomas Thorp, in the eighty-st"

year of his age. A member of Wilmington Monthly 1 1-

ing of Friends.

ILLIAM H. PILt'S SONS, PRIN I'KKtS.

No 422 Walnut Street
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Witnessing a Good Confession,

lerous persons will be' saying again in

'arious churches to-morrow, "I believe

Holy Ghost." We doubt not the word,

godly intention of many who thus re-

But no one truly believes in what he

ot practice or conform to. Whoever

his living by the witness of the Holy

believes in Him. Others may merely

to the fact of his existence. U faith

e evidence of things not seen," it is the

1
assurance of invisible Truth. But it

I, except as lived in our behavior. How
the confession, "I believe in the Holy
' becomes an empty sound, except as

illv expressed in terms of conduct,

watching for the secret Witness of the

what alertness to respond in obedience,

Iful to make the confession good,

e not vain repetitions," but practical

The repetition of a faith, not to be

leeds to be in works. It is a law of

ture, that "passive impressions by be-

peated grow weaker and weaker, while

habits by repetition grow stronger and

er."

,be frequent saying of a sacred maxim,

bal services not served in daily practice,

es "a savor of death unto death in

;bat perish." We sometimes hang up

infessions, or professions, or best wish-

the walls of our rooms,—choice texts

ipture worked in worsted in some hope

ley may be wrought into our life. But

ire forgetful to observe them in prac-

le may at length fail to be able even to

the daily-seen language that has stood

wall for years, or remember whether

there. On asking a company how many

rS for the hours of the day are figured

on their watch-faces, the answer

variably comes, "Twelve, of course!"—al-

though their eyes have seen for a thousand

times that the number six is absent. Not so

would the workman reply whose practised

hand had marked the dial. The same repeti-

tion which helps fix a truth in the faithful,

wears it ofl; from the mind of the neglectful.

One may physically hear or say the profession

of the Holy Spirit without his baptism, so sys-

tematically as to become equal to those water-

baptized believers who told Paul, "We have

not so much as heard whether there be any

Holy Ghost."

Though we in our meetings for worship

may not regularly pronounce the words, "I

believe in the Holy Spirit." yet perhaps no

Christian society is saying it oftener in their

modes of testimony. Are we aware of being

made, under listlessness to his movings, cal-

lous to the power of the Holy Spirit, by our

very frequency of profession through modes

of public worship, through our daily dress

and address, by our sitting in meetings for

discipline without a visible president, in our

holding forth that the baptism and communion

of the Holy Spirit in us supersedes the carnal

ordinances,—indeed in every distinguishing

peculiarity based on a belief in the Holy

Spirit? But what if anyone in these testimo-

nies exhibits a form of godliness, while idly

and usually neglecting the power thereof? Is

not that condition creeping over him, of know-

ing not when good cometh?

We would not have these testimonies abol-

ished, but fulfilled, that they may witness a

eood confession. They are incitements and

reminders to the bearers lo be true to the

Spirit which they stand for. Let the Spirit

of Truth be our first concern, and He will

beautify his testimonies and make them hon-

orable. Who wants a sordid, unspiritual,

wordly-minded, or ill-tempered fellow-mem-

ber going about, where men will point to him

and say, "There goes a professor of the Holy

Spirit!" If any of our outward expressions of

grace are empty, it is a sign that they ought

to be filled, and not cast away as if never an-

ointed. Be filled with the Spirit by surrender

to his rule, and more movements of ours than

we are conscious of will unmistakably be spell-

ing and gospelling to mortals the language,

"I believe in the Holy Spirit."

John Bellows.

The appreciation of a good man who has

passed to the state where eulogy ceases from

hurting, and who was by the grace of (!od

what he was, is the eulogy, not of man, but

of grace. Instructive incidents in the life

and testimony of our beloved friend John Bel-

lows, of England, to which the Gloucester

Juurniil gives several columns, will be of in-

terest to our readers later on. At present

we give place to the following appreciative

editorial from the London /'>)>«(/, and might

add others from English and French pai)ers:

A man of God has passed away. .lohn

Bellows was no imitation, but had his own
marked individuality. He was an individual

manifestly seeking to live under the control

of the Good Spirit. His strength lay in the

quiet walk with God. His intense fellow-feel-

ing with men of different conditions was the

secret of his great service. Many men were
intuitively attracted towards him or ever they

were aware, and thereby drawn towards that

which was good.

Whether or no we united with him in judg-

ment, we respected a man who sought in all

things to honor his conscience. Such men
are a leaven of righteousness. While his walk

with God was a reality, while his sympathy

with his fellow-men was genuine, his gifts in

certain directions were almost unique. He
delighted in retirement of soul amid an active

and successful business career. .John Bellows

loved work well done. Accuracy of detail

and of finish, and delight in the beautv of sim-

plicity were his. This became such a feature

in his life that his printing works developed a

purity of taste as opposed to vulgar display

that has left its definite mark, It was the

charm of his conversational talent that most

quickly attracted strangers. Men most un-

like to the peaceable Gloucestenshire Quaker

in theological opinion seemed spell-bound.

The little books he wrote have the same ex-

quisite charm. Not as a controversialist, but

for clear-cut perspicuous descriptions of hu-

man incident, he stood in the front rank. We
loved him greatly, whether we united with

him in judgment or not. When we differed

from him, we were ready to distrust ourselves.

We loved him for the Divine Soirit that dwelt

within, and right on through his busy life

and through his declining day he has given a

clear testimony to the bright reality of the

Light which lighteth every man. Gloucester

has lost much, especially the men in his em-

ploy. Yet the people of Gloucester have

gained much in having such a citizen going

in and out among them. The religious com-

munity he loved has lost much, yet his minis-

try has been an eternal gain. Philadelphia,
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whose citizens he loved and visited, has lost

an unfailing Friend. The Russian Doukho-

bors, for whose welfare he has greatly striven,

and over whom, in their mingled gropings

after higher truths and communism in Mani-

toba, his heart yearned, seem to have lost an

invaluable friend. Yet in all these regards,

are we sure that those who pass on or before

are lost? He who has now through the Be-

loved of souls entered into his eternal rest

has not ceased his ministry, but is translated

to fuller and more unfettered service.

A Present Need.

To some of us, the recent Yearly Meeting
came nearer the Quaker ideal than any we
have ever known, and the deep concern for

"the uplifting of the church within our bor-

ders" was full of hope and inspiration for the

future.

This concern and the action of the Yearly
Meeting in regard to it, was certainly the re-

sult of many secret prayers, and we may hope
the beginning of that revival, for which the

spiritually-minded have earnestly longed and
prayed. The work thus prayerfully begun
must be prayerfully carried on, if the right

results are to come. We may well believe

the members of the Committee appointed to

further this concern, will give themselves
much to waiting and prayer for guidance and
help, in their solemn and blessed service; but
each member of the church separating them,
shares, perhaps, equally with them, the re-

sponsibility of the work. Much depends up-

on us individually, who are not on the Com-
mittee; we shall greatly help or sadly hinder

their work, according to our faithfulness in

our hidden ministry of prayer and interces-

sion.

Christ's commands and instructions regard-
ing prayer were far more frequent, more ur-

gent, and more specific than those concerning
preaching; unto all, even the smallest and
most humble of his children. He grants this

blessed service.

In the difficulties of the early church there
was strong emphasis laid on the necessity and
value of prayer, and Paul was constantly ask-
ing for the prayers of the different churches
and urging them to this ministry. "Brethren
pray for us." "Continue steadfastly in pray-
er." "1 will therefore that men pray every-
where." "Now I beseech you, brethren, by
our Lord Jesus Christ, and by the love of the
Spirit, that you strive together with me in

your prayers to God for me.

"

Shall not we, the members, resolve that we
will heed God's call to prayer; that we will

"give Him no rest until He make Jerusalem
a praise in the earth;" that we will repeatedly
go apart into the silence before Him, with this

concern of the Church on our hearts, and
give Him time to pour out upon us his Spirit
of intercession.

We do indeed need, as a Church, and as in-

dividuals, to draw near unto God, humbly con-
fessing our pride, our prejudices and our
faults, and earnestly asking his forgiveness;
thanking Him that He has brought us to some
sense of our needs, and that He is, as we may
earnestly believe, reviving us again. Shall
we not ask Him to sanctify and to bless every
member of this Committee, and to prepare
them for this work, giving them understand-

ing hearts to study our needs; and the grace

of Christ to minister to those needs. Let us

ask that any word preached or work done,

whether in meeting or out of meeting, shall

be done in the Holy Spirit, and shall be so

mixed with faith in our hearts that we shall

profit thereby.

Let us then give time and strength to wait-

ing and prayer, for the building up of the

Church among our members, and as we join

with Christ in the intercession which He ever

lives to make for us, we shall learn to pray

not merely for our portion of the Church, but

for that far larger and deeper work,— the ex-

tension of the true spiritual kingdom of

Christ in all the world.

C. Walter Borton.
MOORESTOWN, N. I.

Noise and its Antidote.

Man is a creature of noise. God is a God
of silence. It is only in the outer-infinite that

you hear his voice.

There is the noise of abundance of rain, as

it falls upon the forest. The noise of the wa-

terspouts foaming in terrific energy;

The noise of the sea booming its thunder in

the caverns, lashing the mountain gullies into

feaihery whiteness;

The noise when the Lord of Glory thunder-

eth;

The great noise of the heavens when tliey

shall pass away;
With man there is the noise of multitudes in

the mountains;

The noise of fear, when men do tremble and
have no strength;

The noise of war, multiplied confusion,

shrieks of the wounded, moans of the dying.

Coming to the element of gladness: There

is the noise of joy in the feast, in the way
of laughter, and triumph and often there is

the
" Muddled maniac mirth."

And goodness comes with a noise; the Mas-

ter's work was noised abroad and was often

hindered instead of being helped.

It is given to man to form estimates. W'e

can enter into the silence of the Supreme and
watch the poise of the beam as actions are

being weighed.

We can mark the plumb-line as it stands

out in the sincerity of its righteousness. We
may wait upon the beauty of those lips which
sent thrilling words of music and majesty into

the great congregation. We may take the

Bible into our counsel and learn the worth of

noise in business, in politics and pleasure, and

as the trees gather sap in silence, hidden and

unobserved, so the kingdom of (lod cometh
not by observation.

We may see the slippery places of the

great, and tremble before the winds. "Phar-
aoh King of Egypt, is but a noise" (Jer. xlvi:

17). His functions of state are as nought,

the vibrations that flow from his feeble fingers

are a sound that soon shall cease.

We are invited to learn the majesty of si-

lence. This is the eldest born of things.

There was silence before there was speech.

At the fount of silence we are at the spring-

head of beauty, the beauty of the Lord.

Words are an impertinence, there is is no

speech nor language, no sound salutes the

outer ear as we bow before this silent sea
ti

are thereby enlarged. In the minutenes'f

our admiration we can only say "0
ij

depths." :

How silence helps us in our search, i^

feel a hand laid upon our poor palpitate

heart, bidding us be still. U welcome f).

quillity as we stay in the secret of his ta|v

nacle. Our spirit meets the Holy Spirit Ij

there is interflow; our capacities are enlaiij

and filled with fresh revelations of the
gjj

of Christ, new explanations are given of^j

meaning and mission of life, and there is i-

scious growth in power and purpose.

Here saints are fed in the welcome wil .

ness apart from men, here they gather f re

and hardihood, and a full equioment. A'jr

Saul's conversion, he went into Arabia tc•^

large his horizon, to calm the surges of >

mind. prison discipline without a j;i

liberty limited by God!
At such times even prayer is not voca.n

the mute ecstacy of devotion it shows'^

emptiness and invites the overflowing fulii

"Sweet to He passive in his hand, M
And know no will but his."

To be strong in the Lord is to have pi|
with men. Here we get strength for ser-'e,

and suffering, gathered in secret, embodiiliu

silence, humble before God, bold before in.

" Nothing that mine eyes can see,

Shall disturb my faith in Thee,

Love to wait can well afford.

For the leisure of the Lord."

H. T. MilleI
Beamsville, Ont.

For " The FrisiI

The Book of Jonah.

The authenticity of the Book of Jon; b

placed beyond all doubt and questioninby

several passages in Matthew and Luke m
the Lip of Truth itself, which read in Matsw

xii: V. 38.

"Then certain of the Scribes and Pharji

answered, saying, Master, we would see a«
from thee.

39. "But He answered and said unto tW
An evil and adulterous generation seeketif-

ter a sign, and there shall no sign be !«ii

unto it, but the sign of the Prophet Jona

40. "For as Jonas was three days and M
nights in the whale's belly; so shall the on

of Man be three days and three nights iihe

heart of the earth.

41. "The men of Nineveh, shall rise in

judgment with this generation, and shall n-

demn it; because they repented at the pn h'

ing of Jonas; and, behold a greater than vM
is here."

Matthew xvi: v. 4.

—

"A wicked and adulterous generation i'Ji-'

eth after a sign; and there shall no sift*

given it, but the sign of the Prophet l&
And he left them and departed."

Again in Luke xi: v. 29, He says,

—

"And when the multitudes were gatre<i

together unto him he began to say, This-'D-

eration is an evil generation; it seeketh »'

a sign ; and there shall be no sign given

it, but the sign of Jonas, For even as •

became a sign unto the Ninevites, so shal

the Son of Man be to this generation."

W.P.

»
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True

;izabeth Kendall, of Manning tree in Es-

i was convinced of the Truth in her young
itender years, although in the beginning

jwas not sensible what it was that fol-

jd her with reproofs, if at any time she

ted or turned out of the way which she was
[linced she should walk in; which brought

it anguish upon her tender mind, and made
jto seek solitary places to pour out her

(, before the Lord, who heard her prayers

jsupplications for preservation, and was
llone helper.

^!r parents not being at all sensible of her

i|)le of mind, and that it was for her soul's

[jthat it might rest in the day of trouble,

ti to be very harsh with her, by threaten-

nd using all endeavors to drive her from
thoughtfulness, fearing it would be her

Uut powerful was that good hand and

;vhich was made bare for her support, so

, the more her suffering increased the

[ger she grew.

1 this time she was quite unacquainted with

(ds, not knowing there was such a people;

;3me time after, her parents removing to

l;e near which some Friends resided, she

ne acquainted with them, in whose com-

I she was often refreshed, and her afflicted

ijmuch comforted.

ijiring of a meeting she found means to

it, in which, though there were but few
spoken, she was melted down as wax

(J3
the iire, not wanting to hear words: but

ii;ensible that these were the people she

lie join with, which she did for peace's

dabout the nineteenth year of her age.

i^did her sufferings increase by her par-

sjout in a more severe manner from her

, he having a great dislike to the name
r, saying, "I had rather she had been

tf.ng but that," and spoke much against

Yet was she steady and immovable,

times having much to say in vindication

Truth, but he could not bear it, there-

as more severe against her. About the

ij/-first year of her age, she came forth

jblic testimony to the great comfort and

fiction of Friends, which occasioned fresh

le to her parents, and made her suffering

reater from them, yet it did not alter

jady resolutions in pressing forward in

hich brought peace, neither occasioned

\ show any uneasiness to her parents.

ay her father being in great warmth
ner by the arm and thrust her out

tj door, saying, "Let me never see

ore, if you do not leave the Quakers."
itiently bore it and went to a Friend's

who gladly received her until fur-

rkay was opened. After some time it

1^1 the Almighty to grant her father a

ion of the day-spring from on high,

brought him to a sight of his state and
ion, and made him seek a place of re-

t|ce. lie became willing to suffer and
ure the cross, and betook himself to a

J ircumspect way of life and after a con-

SDle time, hearing his daughter was to be

leeting near where he resided, he pri-

;ot to it; in which she was favored to

living testimony to the Truth, and was
leiastrumental to his being fully convinced.

elmeeting he embraced her with tears.

saying, "My dear child, hold on thy way,
fear no more, thou art in the right." And
from that time he constantly went to meetings
and continued faithful to the end of his time.

iSome time after his wife, one son, and another
daughter, joined Friends. After some time she
settled at Bradfield near Manningtree in Essex,
and being freely given u]i to the Lord's requir-

ings, grew much in the Truth. Her testimony
was large, lively, and powerful, to the great
comfort and satisfaction of the honest hearted.

She was often concerned to go forth and leave

all that was near and dear to her, behind; was
several times drawn to visit Friends in this

nation (England), once in Ireland, twice in

Wales and Scotland, and in all was well re-

ceived. She appeared much to the consola-

tion of the afflicted, but as a sharp threshing

instrument to the careless and to the stirring

up and awakening of many.
A pattern of plainness and true humility,

zealous for promoting the Truth, having no
greater joy than to see its professors prosper
in it, nor sparing any pains to admonish or re-

buke where occasion required. For several

years before her decease she was attended
with great bodily weakness, yet as long as it

was possible to be had to meetings, did not

give it over. Soon after her being disabled

froin attending meetings, she was taken with

something of the palsy, which afflicted her

speech, so that she could not well express her-

self; but was sometimes understood to say, "I
love, I love all;" nothing more pleasant to her

than to see her friends. She was often retired

in her mind, sweetness appearing in her coun-

tenance; a pattern of patience, not finding

fault with what was done for her, nor heard

to say it was hard she should be afflicted with

so many weaknesses, but always appearing in

an easy frame of mind with great pleasant-

ness, endeavoring to make those about her

sensible she counted it a great favor she was
provided for.

She departed this life the nineteenth day of

the Second Month, 17G5, about the eightieth

year of her age, havinsr been a minister about

fifty-eight years.

Little can be done for the benefit of others

until the great and necessary work is first

wrought in ourselves. As a stream cannot

rise higher than the fountain from which it is-

sues, so it is impossible for any to instruct

others further than they themselves have

learned in the school of Christ. Self must be

cast out, and all that belongs to it. The si-

lence of all flesh must be attained, the holy

command must be obeyed, "be still and know
that 1 am God. I will be exalted among the

heathen; I will be exalted in the earth." Let

us then seek until we find the prize immortal.

Let us he determined to know nothing save

•Jesus Christ and Him crucified; for unless we
are crucified with Him to the world, and the

world unto us, we can never rise with Him into

life. And why should not we, in this, our day,

be as complete as the Colossians, to whom the

great apostle writing, said, "and ye are com-

plete in Him." Daniel Wheelek.

The latest astronomical photograph, pre-

pared by the joint exertions of the observato-

ries of London, Berlin and Paris, shows sixty-

eight million stars.

INDIAN NAMES.

(Coiitimied from p.iec350.)

"How can the I{ed Men be forgotten, while
) many of our States, and Territories, bays,
kes and rivers bear names of their giving?"

" Ve say they all have passed away,
That noble race and brave.

That their light canoes have vani.'^hed

From off the crested wave
;

That 'mid the forests where they roamed.
There rings no hunters shout.

But their name is on yon waters.
And ye may not wash it out.

'Tis where Ontario's billow

Like ocean's surge is curled.

Where strong Niagara's tliunders wake
The echoes of the world.

Where red Missouri bringeth
Rich tribute from the West,

And Rappahannock sweetly sleeps

On green Virginia's breast.

Ye say their cone-like cabins.

That clustered o'er the vale.

Have fled away like withered leaves
Before the autumn's gale.

But their memory liveth on your hills.

Their baptism on your shore.

Your everlasting rivers speak
Their dialect of yore.

Old Massachusetts wears it

Within her lordly crown.
And broad Ohio bears it

Amid her young renown
;

Connecticut hath wreathed it

Where her quiet foliage waves.
And bold Kentucky breathed it

Through all her ancient caves.

Wachussett hides its lingering voice
Within her rocky heart.

And Allegheny graves its tone

Throughout his lofty chart
;

Monadnock on his forehead hoar
Doth seal the sacred trust,

Y'on mountains build their monument,
Though ye destroy their dust.

Ye see their unresisting tribes

With toilsome step and slow.

On through the trackless desert pass,

A Caravan of woe.

Think Y'e the Eternal's ear is deaf ?

His sleepless vision dim ?

Think ye the soul's blood may not cry

From that far land to Him?
—L. H. SlGOIIRNEY.

No doubt many yet living can call to mem-
ory the manly form, pleasant smile and voice

of our late worthy friend, John S. Comfort.

He was an elder of Bucks (^larterly .Meet-

ing before it was joined to Burlington Quar-

terly Meeting; also a member of the Indian

Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

\t one time when on a visit to the Indians at

Tunessasa, he attended one of their C-ouncils

or Meetings, with some other Friends of the

Committee, at which he spoke to them in so

interesting a manner as to induce them to con-

fer upon him as a mark of respect and esteem

an Indian name, the meaning of which was

"one who comforts," or "The comforter."

Joseph Scattergood under date of Seventh

Month 17, 187.5, writes from Salamanca: "The

plan pursued (in regard to dividing the Indian

land and examining the lea.ses), is to get all

the leases and make a rough map of the lots

described, with the assistance of some one fa-

liar with the locations; then each lot to be
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numbered on the map, and the correspond-

ing; number placed over the description of it,

which is copied in a boolc. In this way the

surveyors have no difficulty in determining

each leased lot and its dimensions, and this

business has fallen exclusively on me since I

have been out this time. Having completed

the Great Valley leases, I commenced on those

of West Salamanca, on the l-bth, and finding

that notwithstanding the public notice of our

wishes to have all the leases brought in, but

few came. I went down to the town and

went from house to house. In this way I got

about (50) fifty. Then I enlisted the services

of one of the principal men in making a map
of the place, which was done, he knowing

the lessee of every lot and the locality. Yes-

terday I copied the descriptions in all these

leases. I hope in a day or two I shall be able

to complete it. There are so many leases in

this eastern town, that we shall have to em-

ploy some one to go from house to house to

get them. I shall not stay to see them all

recorded, as it will probably take two or three

weeks for the surveyor to complete the survey

of the three places, already or nearly prepared

for him." . . .

In addition to the duties assigned the Com-
missioners by the act of Second Month, 1875,

they were occupied for some weeks by direc-

tion of the (Indian) Department in resurvey-

ing the boundary lines at tlie Reservation and

marking the corners by suitable monuments.
The whole work was not fully accomplished

until the close of the year 187<i. His last

visit to Salamanca made in the latter part of

the Twelfth Month of that year.

At this time symptoms of that painful af-

fection of the heart known as "Angina Pec-

toris" had appeared, which were aggravated
by much physical or mental exertion, warning
him of the probability of a speedy termination

of his life.

His feelings on this subject are thus ex-

pressed in a letter to his valued and beloved

friend Clarkson Sheppard, under date of Third

Month 25, 1877:

"This and other unmistakable signs indicate

that I have a very serious complaint, which is

said to terminate life very suddenly. The
consciousness of this affects me with great sol-

emnity, and induces a searching of heart, which
results in an abiding sense of my many defi-

ciencies and unworthiness. I trust Divine
Mercy will reach me, for nothing but it can
help, strengthen and sustain us when the sum-
mons shall come, "Steward give up thy stew-
ardship."

" Count each affliction whether light or grave,
God's messenger sent down to thee. Do thou
With courtesy receive him : rise and bow

;

And e'er his shadow pass thy threshold, crave
Permission first his heavenly feet to lave.

Then lay before him all thou hast. Allow
No cloud of passion to usurp thy brow,
Nor mar thy hospitality, no wave
Of mortal tumult to obliterate

Thy soul's marmoreal calmness. Grief should be
Like joy, majestic, equable, sedate,

Confirming, cleansing, raising, making free,

Strong to consume small troubles, to commend
Great thoughts, grave thoughts, thoughts lasting

to the end."

Aubrey De Vere.

Duty clearly apprehended must be followed.

Evening Meetings.

Account by Joseph Kite of the evening meet-

ings for the Winter season of 1843.

This has terminated our evening meetings

for the season.

They were twenty in number and two of

them held in silence; in some others but few

words were spoken. Friends had been impressed

with the belief, that it would be protafible if

the widely scattered members of our Society

in the city and districts who, spreading with

the growth of the place, are some of them

miles apart, and further in communication,

could occasionally be brought together for the

purpose of social worship, where they might

mingle in feeling, and know the bands of fel-

lowship strengthened by a united and harmo-

nious labor for the arising of light and life.

Yet the importance of holding such meetings

to the reputation of Truth, brought doubts

and misgivings to the minds of some rightly

exercised Friends, and with anxious desires

for best help, the measure was concluded on.

Un the evening of First-day the 13th of Elev-

enth Month, the first meeting was held; when
the wing of Ancient Goodness was early ex-

tended over the very numerous assembly, and

continued to the end.

This propitious beginning was received by

many as "a token for good" nor were they

disappointed.

Though several trying circumstances occur-

red during the winter, they tended to drive the

mind closer and closer to the abiding Rock for

safe anchorage; and it may be thankfully ac-

knowledged, that during some portion of every

evening his presence was felt who is the crown

and diadem of all rightly gathered assemblies,

and many times the holy covering was as a

seamless garment from the Alpha and the

Omega.
Very steadily were these meetings attended

by many young Friends who will doubtless

often recur to them as places for the drawing

of water. Many of our sober and inquiring

fellow citizens often attended and the solidity

of the deportment of nearly all seemed to indi-

cate that they felt for what purpose these

meetings were held.

The solemnity which crowned the conclusion

seemed to render the language applicable,

"Having loved his own, he loved them unto

the end."

[Sketch of some of the public exercises of

Thomas Kite and Samuel Bettle, Sr., in some
of these meetings have been preserved, and

will be given in continuation of this account.]

Thomas Kite at an evening meeting. First

Montn 1st, 1843, spoke of the darkness which

had succeeded the bright portion of every So-

ciety, and period of time, and referred to the

days of the Saviour and his immediate fol-

lowers, the glory of which remained for a time

after their departure, while the early Chris-

tians withstood the persecutions of the w'orld

;

but when its spirit got in, an eclipse came
with it.

After a long period of darkness our early

Friends wore called to bear witness to the

Truth; and many were gathered to them; per-

secution but purified these faithful children of

the morning of our Society; their lustre con-

tinued until persecution ceased, when the love

of other things caused blindness in part to

happen to our Israel.

But from season to season the Lord still I]

raised up amongst us faithful men and woi
i

to bear witness for him, and would contj

to do so. The ministers now had to hold

to the people the same Light which was

guide to our forefathers. When the fo 3

and ceremonies of the old dispensation vie

abolished, there was no priest left to »

Church, but the great Head, yet all who V3

rightly gathered were of this class, "a r(
1

priesthood, a peculiar people." He was .

couraged in believing that the testimonieff

this Society would continue to be upheld, 'j

addressed the young people, encouraging t n

to faithfulness.
^

Samuel Bettle in an evening meeting I it

Month 8th 1843, rose with the text, *
ever I was aware, my soul made me likee

chariots of Amminadab." He referred to e

operation of the Spirit, "As the lightig

Cometh out of the East, and shineth even -o

the West, so shall the coming of the Sof

Man be," and spoke of our evening meetjs

being more remarkable for mental prayer
ft

vocal declaration. He remarked upon Grs;

and after sundry observations upon its oii-

tion, terminated by saying that the labobf

the apostles, and nearly all their epistles o-

eluded with commending to the grace of 'd.

At an evening meeting First-day, lit

Month 22nd, 1843, Samuel Bettle spoke die

remarkable solemnity which ha'i attendec'jr

evening meetings, which was a cause of ttk-

fulness; but he believed they would have 311

yet more evidently favored, if we had all fh-

ered to the gift within us, and not looked it-

ward or desired to depend upon the labo of

others. He had latterly believed, both iiut

religious meetings, and as he walked b'he

way in social intercourse, that the Lord at

afresh renewing his invitations to many mis,

some of whom received the seed ; but the c 'as

of the world and its riches choked it; trs

wanted to be doing something and going f«
than the progressive nature of true re! 01

warranted, and sought an easier way th; by

the searching operations of Truth, andaD

out into forms and ceremonies.

He spoke of our forefathers being ell

versed in all these ceremonies, and warded

out of them all by the Spirit of Truth, et

For "The Frib
"

Muskets in the Stern-Sheets.

Far away in the thirties I was engag in

trading voyages up the Levant. OurniE«r

told us one night on deck an incident i>ii«

interest of peace.

A ship was short of water and asoh«

weather was calm and settled, the niter

thought it good to order out the boat ith

small casks to go ashore in search of wer.

"And as you don't now what you will let,

you had better take half a dozen muskets itb

you."
The boat landed on a quiet beach wi »»

one in sight, and the crew went in sear of

water. After a long search they returmJ»i

found the boat had been seized by a gendioe*

and they were required to go on board ine-

diately to get what satisfaction could I o^

tained from the master. The ship had '
w

taken to the nearest port and grave ex -M-

tions had to be made that no hostile inti:i«"

was meant by the muskets being on ««

the boat.

i
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!e foolish master thought that the firearms

a protection to his crew, whereas they

!) trouble and delay, and he learned better

to answer the question on a strange

1, "Comets thou peacefully?"

H. T. M.
MSVILLE, Ont.

For "The Friknfj.-'

itouragement of Alcoholic Drinks by our

Women Members,

[lis with a feeling of no little anxiety that

lave listened this year to the reports as

ijin the Quarterly Meetings, more particu-

I
those in or near the larger cities, and it

toed that by laying this subject before our

•s individually they will consider their

of the resoonsibility for the present con-

of affairs,

members of the Society of Friends we
1! familiar from childhood with the query

the unnecessary use of intoxicating li-

:at is unnecessary is a debatable ques-

and can only be answered by each indi-

A personal annual inquiry is carefully

ystematically made by the Men's Monthly

in regard to the use of intoxicants,

we believe there are many women who

\il be glad if a similar inquiry could be

of their members. In the Women's
lings the query is answered in a general

jjand earnest counsel on the subject fre-

ly given, but even this does not reach

irge number who do not attend the busi-

meetings. Should not the women feel

it is just as incumbent upon them as upon

len. to be entirely free from the use or

ning of that which is harmful ?

is the early habit that is formed and the

taste acquired, which may lead a weak
er into paths that are unsafe. If the

™1 associations have been free from offer-

lat which may lead to temptation, such

tlloubtless prove a safeguard throughout

usiness and social life,

ce intoxicating liquors of all kinds are

tiily unnecessary in cooking, why cultivate

^;e for them? While in most families of

riiociety the non-use of wine sauces and

?;ings in cooking is the rule, it may never-

j!53 not be superfluous to call attention to

idiarticular phase of woman's influence for

5|.ake of others who do not feel this ne-

iij.y, and who. it is believed, will take no

ejie at this friendly appeal, but rather co-

e te in an earnest, prayerful effort for the

iTion good. We must also remember it is

tnly the members of our own families who
ij acquire the taste, but possibly our

els, or some of those employed to prepare

nnipting dishes, who are unable to with-

II the fumes of alcohol, whether they find

e: in a bottle of whiskey or in brandy sauce
ejin the cuisine.

1\ address to medical graduates, calling at-

nhn to the unwise and indiscriminate use

sjraulants in their practice, is sent each
ajto the various medical colleges. And
;liugh there is a wide difference of opini-

ab to the value of the medicinal use of al-

h|ic stimulants, yet, inasmuch as statistics

ojthat in the Chicago and London teniper-

c| hospitals where they are not used, a

fir percentage of the patients recover,

than in other hospitals where they are used,

we hope that if any Friends are not already

convinced, they will investigate for them-

selves, and become, what we as a body have

the name of being, a people thoroughly com-
mitted to total abstinence.

Scientific temperance instruction has been

encouraged in the schools in order to teach all

children the evil effects of alcohol on the hu-

man system. Temperance literature is dis-

tributed among mission schools, factories and
markets and along the poorer streets of the

cities; yet withal are we not losing sight of

the social drinker? Can we sanction the clubs

that are drawing in our members and encour-

aging familiarity with the social glass?

The question has pressed upon us of late

whether we have not a measure of responsi-

bility toward our own members who have not

yet realized the great importance of individual

faithfulness in regard to the use of alcoholic

liquors.

SPIRITUAL GROWTH.
BY MARTHA PRISCILLA SPENCER.

Growing in the Spirit,

Dying unto self.

Ijrowing in his likeness.

Yielding hearts to God.

Growing in the Spirit,

Face unveiled to Christ,

Transformed in his image
By the Spirit's life.

Growing in the Spirit,

Crucified with Christ,

Living in the Spirit,

Christ within is life.

Growing in the Spirit,

Risen with our Lord,

Seeking heavenly manna.
Through the Spirit's word.

Growing in the Spirit,

Abiding in his word
;

Fruit unto the Spirit,

Peace and joy and love.

Growing in the Spirit,

Tongue and lips aflame
;

Working in the Spirit,

All in Jesus' name.

Growing in the Spirit,

Walking in the light

;

Fellowship with others,

Robes all spotless white.

Growing in the Spirit,

A living .sacrifice :

Christ within resplendent,

Hope beyond the skies.

Rom. vi: 11.

Rom. vi : L"..

2 Cor. 3 : 18, R. V.

John 1.5 : .5, 7.

Gal. v : 22.

Acts ii : 4.

Actsiv: 12.

Rom. xii : 1.

Col. i : 27.

Titus 2 : 13.

Servant of All.

There was the deepest practical wisdom in

the saying of Christ, "He that will be the

greatest among you let him be servant of

all."

It is not agreeable to one's natural incli-

nations to be a servant, much less to be

the servant of many masters. To be called

hither and thither, and ordered about by

one and another, is, to many persons, ex-

tremely distasteful: but this was precisely the

training which our Lord prescribed for those

who would be advanced to fill the highest posi-

tions. He that seeks to be greatest must be

"servant of all."

He that would be wise must know himself a

fool, he that w'ould be great must become as a

little child, and he that would be chief must
be "servant of all."

We knew a man who once \vent into a pain-

ter's shop seeking work. "What can you
do?" "Well, I can do plain lettering, and I

can fill up letters; and if you can try me you
will find out what else I can do." The man
hired him, and he went to work. The next

morning he came down to the shop half an
hour or an hour earlier than the other hands,

and swept the shop out and cleaned it up,

—

something that atiparently had not been dor.e

for months. His tardy fellow workmen came
and saw what he had done, and sneered at

him "He is a fool." •"He is trying to do

something great." But he keot about his

business, and he understood it, too and in a

fortnight's time he was foreman of the shop,

and the rest of them had to come to the

"fool" to get their orders and their work.

He was willing to be a servant of all and he

.soon came to fill an honored place. What boy

will learn a le.sson from Arthur?— 7'/(c Cliris-

tiaii. ^^_
The Complaining Preacher.

Some years ago, a pastor of a small church

in one of the villages of Indiana became ex-

ceedingly discouraged, and brooded over his

trials to such an extent that he became an in-

evitable grumbler. He found fault with his

brethren because he imagined they did not

treat him well. A brother minister was in-

vited to assist him a few days in a special ser-

vice. At the close of the Sabbath morning

service our unhappy brother invited the minis-

ter to his house to dinner. While they were

waiting alone in the parlor he began his

doleful story by saying : "My brother, you

have no idea of my troubles, and one of the

greatest is, my brethren in the church treat

me very badly." The other propounded the

following questions:

"Did they ever spit in your face"

"No; they haven't come to that."

"Did they ever smite you?"

"No."
"Did they ever crown you with thorns?"

This last question he could not answer, but

bowed his head thoughtfully. His brother re-

plied: "Your Master and mine was thus

treated, and all his disciples fled and left him

in the hands of the wicked. Yet He opened

not his mouth."
The effect of this conversation was wonder-

ful. Both ministers bowed in prayer and ear-

nestly sought to possess the mind which was

in Christ .Jesus. Daring the ten days' meeting

the discontented pastor became wonderfully

changed. Some weeks after a deacon of the

church wrote and said: "Your late visit and

conversation with our pastor have had a won-

derful influence for good. We never hear

him complain now, and he labors more prayer-

fully and zealously."

The Bible says: "Rebuke a wise man, and

he will love thee. Give instruction to a wise

man and he will be yet wiser." The above in-

cident shows the power of the gospel as seen

in Christ's sufferings, to subdue pride, and

cast out discontent. Read Matthew xxvii, or

John xix, to any fretful, gloomy, or discon-

tented Christian. It will be efficacious, like

the balm of Gi\ead.— Christian Press.
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For " The Friend."

Doukhobor Notes.

COMPILED BY J. E.

.J. S. E. writes Fifth Month 1st: "This

iiiorning brought the time for parting with

Hugh Harley and it was with very tender feel-

ing and affection that we each felt that it had

been a Providence for us to have been together

on our present mission.

"After getting our supplies we started oif

in pretty good condition and crossed the As-

sinoboia on an iron bridge. This was accom-

plished much more easily than Eliza H. Varney

did on a certain memorable night as also, on

another occasion, when the horses plunged

through the river while I crossed on a flat boat.

"We had the experience of passing be-

tween two prairie fires and it was quite warm
enough for us, but the ruts of the road had

seemed to stop the fires from crossing it.

"In one meeting we had an animated time

after reading (the address). One Doukhoboi',

who was a blacksmith, took the ground that

none of God's laws were written. This gave

me a keynote and I quoted to the contrary that

there were several instances recorded in che

Bible where it was commanded for some
things to be written which were revealed by

the Spirit of God. The apostle John (for in-

stance) was told to write wdat the Spirit of

the Lord said to the churches, and holy men of

old wrote of the dealings of the Lord with his

people.

"It is pretty plain, however, from what was
said in this and the next village that when the

sub.iect of marriage is touched upon or the

registry of their marriages, birfis and deaths

that the Doukhobors feel that the discussion

is on forbidden ground.

"It is a question whether the Territorial

government would not have done better to

have waited awhile before insisting upon this

requirement, with the penalty of fifty dollars

for refusing information, as the Doukhobors
have used this fact to say the Government is

against them, especially as some mischief

maker had told them that an oath is required

with the registry—the latter statement being

flatly denied by Hugh Harley."

The Government has instructed its Regis-

trars not to press the matter, and J. S. E. says

"as far as it goes this will make for peace,"
and he adds "as with schools so with giving

their signatures the Doukhobors will only bear

so much."
At the village of Terpenie "the chief speaker

who sat next (to J. S. E.) seemed as nice as

nice could be in his manner of giving a wel-

come and in adverting to what Friends had

done for them and how comforting the letters

of Elizabeth C. Dunn had been to them.

"On breaking up the meeting they manifes-

ted a very friendly feeling and when I told

them I thought to go through their houses to

see the children they said they would like me
to do so for the children loved me; so I had a

little troop of them from house to house lead-

ing one by each hand.

"At the village of Proterpevshy Grand-
mother Verigen received me with a warm heart

in her nicely furnished room. She had been

presented with an easy chair by Rose M. Os-

born and other furniture in her house was in

keeping with it. I saw the first oil cloth on
her floor."

Grandmother Verigen has failed considera-

bly during the past two years but she hopes to

see her son Peter, (who is still in Siberian exile),

this fall. She said her prayers were that she

might live to see him again after sixteen years

of separation. Her faithful daughter was sick

and this together with the objection which some
of the Doukhobors expressed about applying

for their land in severalty was a great trial to

the old lady —who had urged their men to

comply with the law.

The men of the village were assembled in

her house and after this meeting a supper was
provided, of which J. S. E says, "I prized the

privilege of partaking with them at the table

and for an hour or more after tea it was a

high order of enjoyment. After she retired I

had a nice visit with six of her grandchildren."

"Grandmother Verigen's trials in life have

been of no common order and she is justly

honored by her people"—one evidence of this

was the carriage which they had bought for

her and of which J. S. E. had the use.

She married Vasil \'erigen when about six-

teen years of age—some seventy years ago.

About ten years after their marriage her hus-

band was trading with Tartars at some dis-

tance from his home. They invited him to

stay with them over night which he at first

declined, saying he had left two women and

three children alone at home, but upon being

pressed accepted their hospitality. That

night some Tartars went to his house and his

brother's wife went to the door. She was
killed on the spot and the house ransacked.

His wife tried to hide herself upon the top of

the oven but she was pulled down and beaten

nearly to death, being kicked under the bed

and left with four frightful wounds, for dead.

A grandson of Anastasia Verigen accompa-
nied J. S. E. about this village pointing out the

school building recently erected by the Douk-
hobors. It has a basement designed for a

workshop. The youth said, in English, that a

Doukhobor was expected to act as teacher.

On parting with the grandmother she re-

minded .J. S. E. how he had visited her grand-

son during a previous visit when he was sick,

and her gratitude was very manifest both for

the recovery of the lad and for this visit.

On going out of her door he was confronted

by quite a company of boys and girls who
wanted to chant a hymn for him as an expres-

sion of their love.

At the next village he met with their men in

conference—some of these Doukhobors had

the idea that the penalty attached to the fail-

ure to register their births, marriages and

deaths was a threat of persecution—such as

they had experienced enough of in Russia.

They did not want to comply with that or the

severalty law but J. S. E. told them they were
getting one hundred and sixty acres of land

for ten dollars and he did not believe any per-

secution or deception was intended on the

part of the Canadian Government and further

that he deprecated the influence of certain so-

cialists amongst them; "that it could not be

supposed any nation would consent to a body
of people being admitted into their midst who
would not submit to the legal regulations in-

tended for the good of all ; but while my prayer

was for the enlightenment of their conscience I

would not contend further."

J. S. E. then went through their houses

speaking to the women and children whic!

much appreciated. One of the men of th(

lage spoke of John Bellows and Edmui
Brook's visit to Russia three years ago.

One evening in attempting to go from

village to another the driver lost his

it resulted in five hours of wandering abt
on the prairie in total darkness without .^<

idea where they were until about one o'cl

they came into the same village from wl:

they had set out.

This was a very memorable ride, forti

went over two bridges in the dark; as fc

approached the last one J. S. E. got out of i

carriage and walked behind it so he would not

off the edge of the bridge, in case the carri

was overturned. The driver had led the hoi

for two or three miles and when they fo

themselves safely sheltered for the nighi

1.30 a. m. J. S. E. says, "It did noti

to get off my boots and coat and letting myl
jacket stay on to lay mvself down on

fixed for me. At breakfast time 1 was to

went to snoring five minutes after I laid d(

and I replied ' that is what I went to bed foil

"When it was light enough to count

household lying around me on the bedsi

benches of the room,—there were fourn

three women, two children, a cat and a d

The hostess came down from the top of

oven pretty early.

"The host and hostess manfested

hospitality and our return to the vill

aroused a very kindly manifestation on

part of others and I felt our cause was :

thered.

"We learned afterward that we werealn

at the village for which we started the i

before, when at the point where the dri

lost his faith and yet one man told us that

had gone over the road we were on and t

he could not get on and had to turn back.

"I said in my heart as I travelled in

dark if the Lord permitted us to get where

started from, a certain woman who had a4
ken leg in that village should have five do!)

and this was sent to her with this prompt

ply 'It was not without tears that I recei

this present from you. Your kindness is v

dear to me, dear grandpa, in time of our i

erty. May the Lord save thee in this life,

may He not keep from thee the kingdon

heaven. All our family thank you; may
Lord save you all. Polia Chursinova."

'"

J. S. E. had called upon this woman the

before and felt an impression to

money with her but as that article was din

ishing he left without doing it, which he a

"did not rest with me comfortably."

When at Grandmother Verigen's house,

daughter said, "We are going to have h
God will give it to us, we are going to agre

which J. S. E. said "was a pleasant soum

my ear." He had been speaking of

grief her mother felt at the attitude of a
of the men.

(To be continued.)

"It is another man who will go on, a i

within this man; and that he may go on

first man must stop."

One hundred and seventy-two speciea

blind creatures are known to science,

many more are constantly being discoverei

great caves.
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, B leaders of a flock of migrating wild

:|) are said to become tired sooner than

Is, and are frequently relieved by their

vs.

Items ConcerniDg the Society.

len.Morland, who offered to accompany Hannah
KS, of Gloucester, England, as a teacher among
oukhobors of Western Canada, reached Phil-

hia about a week since, and has been making
gements here for the work before her. The
of John Bellows has postponed his daughter'

ig till, as is expected, near Tenth Month next,

6 her brother Philip may return in her com

^lently " Dr. Horton," of the Hampstead pulpit,

Bgland, who had offered to discuss questions

i| might be proposed by members of his con

tion, undertook the following :

3 the ultimate authority in the Chris

eligion ? " In introducing the discussion

he London Friend, Dr. Horton referred to the

instinct that led men to look for some ex-

authority in religion to which they could

teiy submit themselves. At first they found
uthority in the Church, but when the Refor-
overthrew the authority of the Church the

t was still so strong that Protestants set up
)le in place of the Church. Dr. Horton re-

the main point of his sermon, that the real

ity is the Christ within, the Christ whose
•\ and character are recorded in the Gospels.

Jrous questions were asked, among others

i'er the placing of the authority of Christ

ti a man did not tend to make religion purely

j tive, and, in fact, to make conscience the

rjne authority ? And another person queried

cer at the close of Christ's earthly life his

ders were not left to a less authoritative

jjice than that of Christ himself, under the

lisation of the Spirit ? In his reply Dr. Hor-

M the " dispensation of the Spirit " was not

a than that of Christ. It was really Christ

iboke through the Spirit. It was expedient
]|m to go away. Instead of the relation with
)dily Christ without, his disciples now had
ler relation of the spiritual Christ within,

death he had entered the spiritual sphere,

was present everywhere as a living teacher
jthority. The questions and answers are of

ithat

must keenly interest many Friends.'

lARDING-HOUSE FOR FRIENDS :

Friend :—In looking over some old copies

; Friend, I came across this extract. It

;o me there is a loud call to-day for just

place in this city.

Sincerely,

I

Edward L. South.
IKDELPHIA, Fifth Month 16th, 1902.

^thout imputing to our friends residing in

sjilphia any want of hospitality, yet from the
ml of so many to parts quite remote and
tj separated, it does appear desirable that a
In home should be provided, where those vis-

Spe city on business of the Society as well as

rtfT occasions, could, for a moderate compen-
Djbe accommodated with comfortable lodging
leals. Such a home properly conducted,

li it is apprehended, be found also to be a
inconvenience to many even in the city, not
Kjjepers, who would be glad to avail them-
e()f the opportunity to obtain quiet, pleasant
rtj's, and where, as desire prompted, they could
Rin a social way with those holding similar
rand feelings. Friends are a social people,

Any feeling themselves restrained from much
Misary intercourse with people of the world
Ofer religious persuasions, do feel at times
«jit of the Society and sympathy of their fel-

Jsmbers. There is also an advantage in

4 mingling together—asperities are rubbed

off, and prejudices many times removed ; and if

access were had to a good library, it would add
greatly to the advantages of such an institution."

Notes From Others.

"Speaking once to an assembly of young soldiers,

Kuskin faced them with this :
' If you cared to do

your duty to your country in a prosaic and unsen
timental way, depend upon it there is now truer
duty to be done in raising harvests than in burning
them ; more in building hou-ses than in shelling
them ; more in winning money by your own work,
wherewith to help men, than in other people's work,
taxing for money wherewith to slay men ; more
duty, finally, in honest and unselfish living than in

honest and unselfish dying, though that seems to
your boys' eyes the bravest.'

" Then he turned to the ladies present, and told

them to their faces that ' the rage of battle
throughout Europe' was greatly due to them.
' You women of England,' he cried, ' You women of
England are all now shrieking with one voice

—

you and your clergymen together—because you
hear of your Bibles being attacked. If you choose
to obey your Bibles, you will never care who at-

tacks them. It is just because you never fulfil a
single downright precept of the Book that you are
so careful for its credit ; and just because you
don't care to obey its whole words, that you are so

particular about the letters of them. The Bible
tells you to dress plainly, and you are mad for

finery ; the Bible tells you to have pity on the poor,
and you crush them under your chariot wheels

;

the Bible tells you to do judgment and justice, and
you do not know, nor care to know so much as
what the Bible word 'justice' means. Do but
learn so much of God's truth as that comes to

;

know what He means when He tells you to be just;

and teach your sons that their bravery is but a

fool's boast, and their deeds but a firebrand's toss-

ing, unless they are indeed just men and perfect in

the fear of God ; and you will soon have no more
war.'

"

The Vicar of St. Paul's, Peterborough, replying

for "The Clergy," at a public dinner, had the cour-

age to say, as he might have done to any profes-

sedly Christian nation :
" It is not honest,or playing

fair with the Almighty, to pretend that English-

men in the collective sense are a religious or

Christian people. Englishmen as a nation believe

in justice and fair dealing, but when it is said that

England is a particularly religious nation, speaking
of the majority of the people, I answer. No. We
like to have a little religion, just enough to die on.

We do not want too much of it. The sudden accei5s

of religious zeal is all very well, but God cannot
be turned on like gas." " This has a queer uncon-
ventional sound, but it is big with sense and real

reverence. There have been a good many attempts
lately to turn Him on and off like gas."

" How is it, my dear," inquired a school-teacher

of a little girl, " that you do not understand this

simple thing"
" I do not know, indeed," she answered, with a

perplexed look ;

" but I sometimes think I have .so

many things to learn that I have not time to un-

derstand."

—

Schoolmaster.

The Post Check Currency question is still justly

exciting considerable interest amongst the public,

particularly that part of it which has to transact

business requiring the sending through the mail of

small sums of money. From all quarters come
hearty press endorsements of this feasible and use-

ful scheme for the transmission of money through
the mail. The best part of the plan to us is that

it provides for the use of a fractional currency.

When a man wants to send a small amount of

money through the mail, all he has to do is to take
from his pocket the needed amount and write across

it the name of the person to whom it is to be paid.
The transaction is then complete. By all means,
let us have this Post Check currency.

—

F.i:

One objection of an Association against Secret
Societies, given on page 343, was " Because they
substitute in their claims and in the minds of many
of their membership the secret society for the
Christian Church." The meaning was ob.scure to
U.S, while the circular, which was quoted, read "of"
instead of "for" the Christian Church. But a
correspondent correcting the word, adds : This e.x-

pre.s.ses an objection that has often struck me with
much force." Also, as to some open as.sociations,

he remarks :
" Dwelling so much on the one sub-

ject, tho' it maybe a very important moral reform,
it is liable to become too nearly the sum total of
their Christianity."

Spartan School For Boys.—Prof. Ringel, of

Sekingen, has opened a Spartan school for boys,
says a Berlin correspondent of the Xew York World.
His pupils wear loose Hannel jackets without
sleeves, tightened at the waist with a leather gir-

dle ; flannel trousers, and sandals without socks.

That is all. The food is the simplest possible

—

biscuits, lean meat and vegetables, and that in

very moderate quantities.

No boy is allowed to be idle for a moment. If

his studies are ended he must begin another sort of
work, if it is only cleaning windows. Absolute
cleanliness is enforced. The boys are constantly
washing, swimming, scrubbing their bodies or

scouring their clothes.

In summer the boys rise at 4.30 o'clock, in win-
ter at (5 o'clock. The greater part of the time
they spend in the open air, and most of their les-

sons are prepared out of doors. Sickness is prac-
tically unknown. The lads are encouraged to bear
pain of all sorts, although cruelty is forbidden.
The success of the establiohmont has been so

great that Ringel intends to open a girls' school

soon on the same lines. His idea about girls, how-
ever, is that they are not to be taught as scholars,

but to become good housekeepers. The le.ss a
woman knows outside of her own house, says Prof.

Ringel, the better.

—

More Spartan than Christian.

" They did the thing that they were set to do."

On very ancient authority we are told that if ten

such men could have been found in Sodom, even

Sodom would not have been destroyed. It would
have been better had there been fifty, but ten were
enough to save it. And it is well for us to remem-
ber, as we ponder over our daily tales of theft, of

adultery, of murder, and of other crime, that it is

because of the righteous men and righteous women
who are every day quietly doing their share in

the business which they and God have in hand,

—

it is because there are enough of such men and
such women that our city, our State, and our coun-

try prosper and are strong.

—

E. E. Hale.

Two Te.xts.—I was in a small company of men
recently, when for a moment the conversation

turned on the subject of the present wars. One
said, " 0, it's all right. It will work out for good

in the end. You know the text :
" Surely the wrath

of man shall praise thee.' " (Ps. Ixxvi., 10.)

I said to him, in reply :
" There is a much better

text than that, and from the New Testament, not

the Old, from the Christian dispensation, not the

Mosaic. It is in James i., 20, ' The wrath of man
worketh not the righteousness of God.' " Appar-

ently none of the company present was acquainted

with this passage of Scripture.

—

Messenger of Peace.

The Troy Press notes the presidential assa.ssina-

tions in thiscountry.beginning with that attempted

on President Jackson, as contemporaneous in each

instance with militarism,—that of President Gar-

field, brought out by the spoils system, being

scarcely an exception.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

UNITED States-A Strike of miners in the anthracite

coal "gion has been ordered, which th^o"^^^^.OOO men

and boys oat of work as a direct result, and incidenta ly

causes a partial suspension of other industries employ-

ing tens of thousands of men.

A congregation of Roman Catholics at Hazleton, Pa

acting under the advice of their rector, J. V. Hu^sie

pledged themselves to abstain from intoxicating drinks

during the strike. It is said fully 2500 persons made

''''I deiuh from Baltimore of the 13thsays-The seis-

mograph' in operation at the Johns Hopkins Umyersity

shows no record of any disturbance of the earth crut

here concurrent with the volcanic outbursts which are

devastating and remodeling the West Indies. The seis

mograph at the university recorded the several Phases of

the recent Guatemalan earthquake in considerable detail.

Magnetic disturbances coincident m time with the erup-

Sat St. Pierre on the Sth instant were observed at the

^wo coast and geodetic survey observatories, the ones

sUuated at Cheltenham, Maryland,
=>f

'««"">
««„f"'^-

east of Washington, and the other at Baldwin, Kansas,

seventeen miles south of Lawrence.

The President has appealed to the public to ^ontribu e

..enerously for the relief of those upon whom the calamity

fn Martinfque has fallen, and asks that the contributions

be sent in as speedily as possible The President direc

all the postmasters throughout the country, and requests

the presidents of all the national banks to act as agents

for the collection of contributions, and to forward the

same at once to Cornelius N. Bliss Treasurer New York.

The postmasters are also directed to report t-^thf Post-

master General, within ten days, any funds collected on

this account. Large amounts of money have been re-

ceived in response to these appeals. Two vessels have

been dispatched to Martinique with more than thirty-six

days' rations for 50,000 people, together with a propor-

tionate amount of clothing, tentage, etc.

In looking over the annual money bills which have

passed the House and Senate during the present session

it appears that the appropriations already made aggregate

about $725,000,000. This does not include all of the

general appropriation bills. ,

Andrew Carnegie has acknowledged that he had of

fered to pay $207000,000 for the Philippine Islands, pro-

vided he was authorized to announce to the Filipinos that

their independence would be acknowledged ultimately by

the United States. In commenting upon this it has been re-

marked that the war against the Filipinos had already cost

the lives of over 4,000 American soldiers, maimed b.UUU

more, invalided many thousands and drawn not less than

$450,000,000 from our National Treasury, including the

aonropriations iust made.
, „ . ,

A letter from President Roosevelt to the Episcopal

bishop of Massachusetts has been made public, in which

he says • "I hope it is unnecessary to say that no one in the

country can be more anxious than I am, save perhaps

Secretary Root, to discover and punish every instance of

barbarity by our troops in the Philippines. In reference

to these cruelties, I agree with every word in your ad-

dress No provocation, however great, can be acceptea

as an excuse for misuse of the necessary severity of war,

and above all for torture of any kind or shape. Ihe in-

ve^ti^'ation will be of the most thorough and sweeping

character, and, if necessary, will be made by the civil as

well as by the military representatives of the govern-

ment in the islands."
., „, „ ^ n

A despatch from Washington says : The Senate Com-

mittee on Indian Affairs has ordered an investigation of

certain charges that Indian Commissioner Jones is in-

terested in the leasing of the lands of the Standing Rock

Sioux The President has asked George Bird Grinnell to

go to Standing Rock and report on the lease question.

The iniiinction suit brought by the Sioux, which was de-

cided against them by the District of Columbia Supreme

Court, will be appealed to the United States Supreme

The House of Representatives has authorized the publi-

cation of a document of 9,000 copies of a compilation

made by Thomas Jefferson from the New Testament, in

which the passages which relate to the divinity of Christ

are excluded. The proposed publication is to have an

introduction of about twenty-five pages written by Dr.

Cyrus Adler, of the Smithsonian Institution, a Jew. ihis

action, which would complete the publication of Thomas

Jefferson's writings by Congress, has been strongly ob-

iected to by representatives of different denominations as

unwise, uncalled for, and an improper use' of the public

money.
, , ,

The Chicago and Northwestern has placed in service

between Omaha, Neb., and Chicago one of the fastest pas-
., Portugal. The dist

sender trains in the country. The train makes the run with the upheavals

in eleven hours, at an average speed of a mile a minute

for the entire distance. -j j ,

A health commissioner in Chicago recently decided to

investigate the statement that a rain or snow storm will

purify the atmosphere. He tested portions of the air o

the city on a certain day just before a snow storm. His

test showed an average of 630 colonies of growing germs

-the largest number was 1.050, the smallest S.oO. After

a snowfall equivalent to L-28 of an inch of rain, he re-

peated the experiment, and found the average number of

colonies to be sixty-six, ranging from nineteen to 180.

It is announced that the hardware combine, known as

the National Hardware and Metal Company, has fallen

through. Some of the largest hardware companies have

withdrawn from the scheme. ,„
, . ^ , ...

The Bureau of Entomology at Washington has sent out

5000 circulars to observers in different parts of the

country, asking for reports in reference to the 1/ year

locusts, which are expected to appear this year in differ-

ent places in New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, \ irginia.

West Virginia, North Carolinia, South Carobni, lenrios-

see° Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wis-

"""T^ere were 396 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 60 less than the previous

week and 50 less than the corresponding week of 1901

Of the foregoing, 206 were males and 190 fema es: 62

died of consumption of the lungs ; 40 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 12 of diphtheria ,

14 of cancer ; 14 of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever
;
S of

scarlet fever and 1 of smallpox.
T5,>,=a„=.

FOREIGN.-A dispatch from St. Lucia of the 13th says.

The Soufriere volcano, on the island of St. Vincent, is

still in destructive eruption. A terrific cannonade can

be heard a hundred miles away. The reports are follow-

ed by columns of smoke, rising miles in the air. Im-

mense balls of colored fire also issue from the crater.

Lightning is playing fiercely in the upper sky, and the

whole northern part of the island is one mass of travel-

ing flame. It is impossible to reach the burning district

by land or sea, and there are no means of estimating the

destruction wrought to life and property.

Among the killed are a large number of Carib Indians

a few individuals of whom only remain on the islands of

St Lucia and Dominica.

On the 15th the earth quaked incessantly, the moun-

tains shook, stones, lava and great quantities ot ashes

never ceased to fall. So terrible were the thunders that

it seemed to the terrified that the earth was being rent to

'"The' atmosphere was so laden with sulphurous gas that

life was made almost impossible. It is believed that

many of those nearest to Soufriere were suffocated by

this o-as before they were touched by the burning lava.

Seventeen hundred persons are said to have perished

in St. Vincent.
,

,

A dispatch of the 16th says : No one has been able to

aoproach nearer than five miles to the crater of the ht.

Vincent Soufriere, which still shows signs of activity.

Scientists believe that the volcano has not stopped empty-

ing, and there is general expectation that there will be

another and severe explosion.

The island is constantly in a tremble. Earthquakes

follow one another in quick succession. They are not

sufficiently severe to do great damage, but they fill the

inhabitants with fear, and if it were possible to obtain

transportation it is safe to say that St. Vincent would be

depopulated in twenty-four hours.
, ,

• j ,

It is estimated that 2,000,000 tons of volcanic dust

from the eruptions at St. Vincent have fallen on bar-

A dispatch from St. Petersburg of the 15th, says

Eflormous crowds of starving peasants are flock [

Moscow from the central provinces in search of mei I

existence. Half a dozen freight trains, each cati

some 1.500 persons, are despatched daily from R
j

about a hundred miles from Moscow, in addition ti|

ordinary traffic. The railroad station at Riazan is i

quale to hold the refugees, and the wretched ci|

bivouac in the open air, suffering from rain, cole
J

hunger.
\

Alfonzo, the young King of Spain, attained his nj|

ity on the 17th inst.

On the line of the proposed Nicaraguan Canal m ,

are both active and semi-active volvanoes. At no \\,

distance from the route planned, is the volcano of *
guina, which in 1835 was in a state of eruption iSo

far as the Panama region is concerned, there are n %
canoes on or near the proposed route of the canal.

It is stated that the members of exploration p i«i

returning from the polar regions are always m pi,,tl

health, owing to the purity of the air and complet ib.

sence of all harmful microbes. In the polar rs;iiB

bronchitis, laryngitis, influenza and other contagion ij.

eases are said to be unknown.oe uniiuuwii.

Itis said that 1,500,000 people in France and il,

;t mainly upon bread made from chestnut flour

'

mainiy upon uit.<iii mauo i.^..^ —-

It is said the Russian Government has ordered t.i„.

stallation of the Slaby-Arco system of wireless telegiby

between the stations on the Baltic coast.

Official statistics show that there are 17,0C 00

children in Russia between the ages of six and fot en

receiving absolutely no education. i

During the last century the population ofLoild(«,

increased nearly five-fold.

A dispatch from Fort de France. Martinique, dated the

17th, says, that during the previous night fifteen violent

detonations from Mont Pelee were heard, and that tney

were accompanied by lightning which lit up the entire

island The eruptions redoubled in violence, says the

dispatch, and for the moment a second catastrophe was

feared. New craters are forming in the neighborhood ot

In spite of the danger which threatens them the re-

fugees from the northern part of the island are begin-

ning to return to their homes.

Chinese advices give the following as among the ob-

iects of the rebels : the overthrowing of the present

dynasty ; the founding of a new dynasty, with a Chinese

Emperor on the throne ; the helping of the oppressed and

needy They also say, " be it known that the Western

people are not to be interfered with ; their lives are to

be protected and their trade not to be meddled with.

Let them go in peace. We are the enemies only of the

Manchu dynasty." ,

Earthquakes are reported from the southern part of

Portugal. The disturbances are supposed to be connected

... ., . u ,..
i„ (^he West Indies.

NOTICES. i

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience i !«.

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will .Ml

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., an.,SI

and 4 32 P M. Other trains are met when reqi.ed.

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M twenSw

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl -•

West Chester, Phone 114x.
Edward G. Smedley, 6'

Westtown Boauding School.—Applications f i.t

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rej itt

instruction and discipline should be addressed toW til

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principai.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, anc o»

municalions in regard to business should be forwsill*

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

The Managers of Barclay Home, West Chest. Pa.

desire to inform that the Home is now comple aoi

through the kindness of its many friends, the debt th

propeny has been paid. Owing to two recent de

the family there are now some vacant roomi in]

woman Friend desiring a comfortable home at a mc -aH

rate would find it to her advantage to apply

A Reunion of the Westtown Old Scholars »
CIATIOn is arranged to be held on Seventh-day, So *

7th, 1902, on the School grounds, and in the lar nei

^Besides the entertainments announced last we. ik

speakers are expected to be :—

On behalf of the " Sixties," Sarah II
.
EkmU

On behalf of the " Forties," David ^cull.

Trains will leave Broad St. Station at 8.10, .
i'

9.55 A. M.,—the last expected to run to Westi <

forty minutes, without stop. „
, . , ,

The individual invitations will be issued aboi.

Month 23d.
ALBERT T. '

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Pli.

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. 51. to 2 •»., at

3 p. M. to 6 P. M. New books added, include t «

"Ibhrgess, J. W.—Reconstruction and the Const ti(

Butterworth, Hezekiah-In the Days of .\udo

Curtis W, E.—True Thomas Jefferson.

DoubledaY, Russell-Year in a Yawl

Grinnell, Morton— Neighbors of Field, w^

Stream. ,^. ,

Muller, F. Max -My Autobiography^

Schwartz G. F.—Forest Trees and i ore»t see j.

SHARP, D.L.-Wild Life Near Home.

TSCHUDI, Clara-Augusta. Empress of Germanj

Tschudi, Clara-Great Napoleon s Motj^ei\__^ _

WILLIAM H. PirKsl^ON5ri^KlNTKi<

No. 422 Walnut Street
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jY who try to escape suffering wrong by

i|
wrong, become tlie worse sufferers.

1 newness of "the new preaching, " when

true preaching, is not its novelty, but

"liewness of the Spirit;" because in each

a^e it is fresh from the Fountain.

r!) only in our sense of the sinfulness of

l,t we have a sense of its cost to our suf-

r Saviour; and in a sense of its cost can

B I further appreciate its sinfulness.

i'M often mistake their personal customs

e^ion for permanent conditions of salva-

fc says a contemporary, and truly. But

irsonal practice sincerely believed to be

( one by the witness for Truth, becomes

o|lition of salvation for him. His mis-

i|ou!d consist in laying it on others also,

l|e it was for him.

F ith the heart a man believes unto right-

8<ss, his intellect will be drawn as his

rieads. It will be a valuable servant of

hind truth.

luif it is principally with the head or in-

B( that a man believes, there is not much

rin his belief, or faith in his heart. His

' !i the religion of scholarship, but not of

el='nce. And while natural reason or sci-

ej; his authority for the spiritual realm,

hjirt is unsatisfied, and his intellect much

i|a enriched.

i

The Blunder of Plunder,

'b amount of a single metal, calcium, in a

K body.—three pounds and thirteen oun-

-iis quoted' as worth about $18,300. If

, ven at much less a price, were as ready

for the market as are the bones which con-

tain it, our lives would be very unsafe. But

it is the labor of extracting the calcium that

puts its price at three hundred dollars an

ounce. -And this labor safeguards it from

those who would break through and steal.

Its situation beyond the robber's reach, and

not the sacredness of life, protects coveted

treasure from being grasped, whether by rob-

ber nations or combinations, or by robber men.

Individuals are not slow to conform their con-

science to their nation's moral code. If they

see thousands of foreign skeletons bleaching

for harvests of gain expected, and are pub-

licly by press and legislature taught to call

all this a process of civilization, in that a

mammon end justifies a murderous means;

then they with less scruple may push their en-

terprises at home, to extort the price of

blood, to coin the sweat of their neighbor's

brow, or to exact their entrance tax at each

one's mouth for every pound of meat.

Covetousness, according to the apostles Paul

and James, is largely the secret root whence

wars and fightings among men come. We dread

to think how conquered territory is yet to be

parceled out to speculators, and by whose en-

forced labor worked. What is done at home,

under legal forms, is a sign of what unchris-

tian civilization has the heart to do, where

bounds to grasping seem melted away by dis

tance and irresponsibility.

"As for me and my house" being responsi-

ble for letting "others do as they may," more

is involved than we are accustomed to think.

It is a home work,— this christianizing our civ-

ilization here, that it may be less barbarous

in our exploiters there. Right here in our

midst, here at each one's door,—nay, into our

very heart, can none too much of the mis-

sionary come. The Spirit of Christ, God's

missionary to each heart uf Christendom and

of man, is Christendom's crying need. He

alone can qualify emissaries to be trusted with

the property and welfare of a subjugated

people. If ever a civilized nation blesses na-

tives eastward as much as it has blasted them

westward, it will be because the new Christi-

anity has gotten a hold on us as a people—the

Christianity of Christ in the heart.

Sad that it should still seem so new. But

may we cherish a hope that the comparative

honorableness of our nation with China in the

loot-war and extortion of others who have

taught her that the tender mercies of the

"Christian" are cruel; and towards Cuba, in

the fulfilment of our erreat pledge before the

nations, is an earnest of coming benevolence

to survivors of our sword elsewhere.

Each individual Friend is a committee of

one, whether assigned by a Yearly Meeting to

a district or not, to give place to the mission-

ary from on high, the Son and Sent of the

Father, for the furtherance of Christ's king

dom in him and through him, to the extent of

his field of service. With field thus added to

field of influence throuifhout our borders, we

little know how far the national spirit would be

leavened, or what a difference would go forth

to parts beyond. We know only that we

should thus be innocent of the great trans-

gression, and that the kingdom of heaven on

earth is like a little leaven which a woman hid

in meal. And the leavening influence of a

woman, especially if spiritually a Friend, has

a far reaching responsibility. Is ray or thy

measure of the Spirit of Christ rightly dedica-

ted in our hearts and placed in our surround-

ings, to work from man to man so wide a

change? It shall not return void.

For "Thr Fribnd."

On the Subject of Plainness.

The departure from plainness in appearance

and language by so many of the members of

the Society of Friends at the present time,

has been cause of sorrow to me, knowing as

some of us do, that these things were pur-

chased by many of our early Friends at so dear

a rate that some of them would have willingly

sacrificed their natural lives rather than to

have yielded to the cross. 1 was comforted of

late in reading an article in the fortieth num-

ber of the present volume of The Fkienm. over

the signature of Cyrus Cooper; and also in the

forty-first number, the production and se-

lection of D. H. of Coal Creek, Iowa; all of

which I desire may be perused by our dear

young Friends in a particular manner. I also

feel like inserting here a short extract from

the life of that faithful minister of a past

generation, .]. Griffith, tu be found in Friends'

Library, Volume 5th, pages 372 and 373.

E. S.

Coal Creek, Iowa.

extract.

"I have further to remark, that I have ob-

served a prevailing disposition in sotne of con-

siderable eminence in society, and in a great

many others to cry up for peace and charity,

and the maintenance of unity, and not to press

anything very closely, lest the peace of the
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Society should thereby be endangered; although

perhaps, the things urged cannot well be ob-

jected to upon any other principle than ground-

less fears and a faint heart not yet quite upright

to God, nor wholly redeemed from the praise

of men'; as there is an unwillingness to dis-

please them, though in maintaining the Lord|s

cause. 'For if I yet please men,' said Paul, 'I

should not be the servant of Christ.' What

makes me take notice of this, is, that I have

seen a great snare in it, wrong things being

suffered to remain and prevail under it, and

the fire of primitive zeal against undue liberty

much quenched. We have no such example in

the prophets or in Christ and his apostles, of

indulgence and winking at wrong things and

false ease. They in their concern to testify

against such things, had no fear of breaking

unity nor disturbing the quiet and peace of

any people, let their rank or station be what it

more generally exercised in plain dealing and

may. Had this noble spirit of ancient zeal been

speaking the truth one to another, the mourn-

ful declension justly complained of amongst us

as a people would not so generally prevail."

And on page 373 he says, "Oh! how doth

covetousness, which is idolatry, and an inor-

dinate love of things lawful in themselves, and

places, cloak and shelter themselves under a

plain appearance in some. Yet plainness is

not more to blame for that, than the name dis-

ciple or apostle was to blame, because Judas

once bore it."

wurth more to the world than mere moneyed

millionaires. The time will yet come whe-a we

shall not have to depend on rich furnishings.

Character will become so enriched in the up-

ward growth of the world that the surround-

ings, however costly, will be considered but a

cheap setting of a precious lifestone. Cheer-

fulness is a potent factor of success.

Mo. 31st,
I

persons jsre

Those Little Hurts.

A thoughtful writer says: "Taking

through and through, the larger part of the

sadness and heartache it has known has not

come through its great sorrows, but through

little, needless hurts and unkindnesses; not so

much through the orderings of Providence as

through the misorderings of humanity. Look

back and you can readily count up the great

griefs and bereavements that have rent your

heart and changed your life. You know what

weary months they darkened. There was a

certain sacredness or dignity, like the dignity

of a lonely mountain top in their very geat-

ness, and looking back, if not at the time, you

can often understand their purpose. But, oh!

the days that are spoiled by sm&ller hurts,

spoiled because somebody has a foolish spite, a

wicked mood, an unreasonable prejudice that

must be gratified and have its way, no matter

whose rights, plans, or hearts are hurt by it!

There are so many hard places along the road

for most of us, made hard needlessly, by hu-

man selfishness, human neglect and human ob-

stinacy, that the longing to be kind and tender

should grow stronger in us each day."

And then again there are many people in

ordinary circumstances who are millionaires

of cheerfulness. They make their neighbor-

hood brighter, happier, and a better place to

live in by their presence; they raise the value

of every lot for blocks around them.

The world is beginning to see that people

who can radiate sunshine and carry gladness

and good cheer wherever they go, although

they may be poor, are of infinitely greater

value to society than the millionaire of money

who pauperizes everybody who comes in con-

tact with him by his close, oppressive meth-

ods. Largeness of heart and generosity of

soul make millionaires of character, who are

Doukhobor Notes.

COMPILED BY J. E.

(Continued from page 358.)

While visiting among the colonists J. S. E.

found the women in the absence of the men

assisting in making a dam breast across a

stream, on which a grist mill was to be built.

This was another pleasing evidence of pros-

perity.

In one conference the exactions of some

neighbors were introduced, as well as some

difficulties about School District Reserves.

There had been a mistake in locating the lat-

ter, and those in control of these lands were

not disposed to make an amicable settlement,

.J. S. E. adds "There having been very little

benefit received from the Public School for the

Doukhobor children, they (the Doukhobors),

are not prepared to pay taxes,— being suspi-

cious of any law measures."

"The trouble sometimes is that one man

does most of the speaking on behalf of the

whole company, when we secretly believe there

is a diversity of opinion among them.

"One zealous speaker said, (after a pro-

longed discourse,) 'the brethren don't want me

to say any more;' Well, I said, 'I would like

to hear some others;' afterward he apologized

for what he had said; to which I replied when

he knew the English language better he would

understand us." On another occasion "One

of the brethren told me that the chief speaker

was foolish in what he said against the Gov-

ernment, and the rest were not allowed to dis

pute, and they had great trouble among them

selves because of their divisions."

Fifth .Month 7th, J. S. E. was thrown out of

(Jrandmother Verigen's carriage by the wheel

striking a root, and he experienced a narrow

escape from injury. He says in reference tothis

accident, "I may be thankful that not a hair of

my head was hurt, as it might have been very

different if I had been thrown out upon stones;

when strapped up we proceeded, and went

through one bad slough, that seemed to test the

strength of the horses about to their utmost.

The driver was asked if they ever upset

carriages in Russia. 'More than often,' was

his reply;" and the last words Grandmother

Verigen said to him were "be very careful of

grandfather." This came to mind when her

"chariot" was on end and the passengers

pitched out in the mud.

Later in the day Robert Buchanan's home

proved a veritable haven of rest, and R. B.

"said it was marvelous that we got here, as

he had never seen worse roads, and they were

next to impassable."

"Vasilli (the driver) told me how he could

not sleep last night, thinking of the meeting

the evening before, and he felt grieved be-

cause of what the speaker said; I told him I

had seen such things before, and I went to

sleep; but I loved 'Vasilli for his tenderness

of feeling, and he had given an interesting ac-

count of his experience for three years in a

Russian prison wherein eight

sometimes crowded into a room only
fge

enough for two." '

There are some serious difficulties to tad-

justed in connection with the land tenui^of

which J. S. E. says, "some of these wilno

doubt settle themselves and be lived (,vd,

and some will have to be looked into, butjith

all their perplexities there is a surprisin; ad-

vancement in acquiring the English lang «
of enterprise in building, and bri ing

more and more land under cultivation.
!

At Nova Gorielofka we had a ple^bt

visit. There was not a word of adverse iti-

cism, and something has been done in th ine

of homesteading."
_

_ I

A h< rde of men were said to be in wiing

ready to pounce upon the improvements (the

Doukhobors in case they had not take but

patents for their quarter sections by th'lst

of Fifth Month, but the Canadian Govenent

has not permitted this to be.
'

"The particular hardship hereaway has^n

that while the authorities had demanded p
for scliool purposes from the Doukbc^rs.

their children have been refused admit pw

into the public schools."
j

"The inhabitants of two of the village ^mi

one-half of another, which were in thiijis-

trict, are said to have gone over to the .^Sni.

boine district; if taxes are distrained iMIi

be all the more oppressive on those wl'aR

left." !

Fifth Month 9th. "Snowing and dly

Our driver said he never knew the 'adi

worse." Some grievances were mentna

because Doukhobor horses had been sto i o:

unjustly taken for taxes, and the inspecro

fish had practically prevented the coljist

from fishing.

The Government has extended the tir fo

entry six months. J. S. E. was request: b

some of the Doukhobors to ask the Gcrn

ment officials not to insist on the regist';io:

of their marriages, births and deaths. \.n

plied "It was very hard to plead for me

thing that (he) did not think was for thesst

and (he) really thought it was a good th -J

have these recorded." A dinner was Dvi

ded "in first-class Doukhobor style, il i

might be supposed all the women of the \!ag

wanted to have a hand in it."

"Robert Buchanan seemed quite incliiH

make up a collection of Doukhobor pilw

tions for the coming exhibition at Winnvg.

In a certain village near Good Spirit ak

"the address was read as usual and no cei

tion was taken to its contents. They ke

J. S. E. if he would tell them how me lei

of the Society of Friends are marriwau

this he was pleased to do, ; then they sai tie

would tell him how they got married; "w ;b,

he says, "I was very willing to hear, for feai

I had seen a good deal among them biha

not seen a marriage. They said the ppnl

asked those about to marry if they love(ia(:

other, and if thev wanted to marry, ancf 6

they wished them a good hour, and this if q"

valent to a good time. Well, I said, M
not the parents testify and send in an ai|>ui

that they saw their children marry? re

there would be no harm in that. Thesa

once a year was their way to send in a

count. Well, I replied, if they would }3i

the people believe they did that, I ex p
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(jjoverninent would be satisfied. A pleas-

leeling pervaded the company."

:7ufia Negraeva is a very bright woman,

dhe way in which she brought up the inci-

ii of my meeting with them at Halifax and

(18
vessel was very touching to me. and 1

it was good pay for going through the

re."

i

another village four generations were

sented in one house; the great-grandfather

;ht he had seen much of good and evil in

E

/fiout fifty men were gathered for confer-

cjin this house and they dreaded taking out

a homesteads. J. S. E. says in this con-

ion, "When we were told of the deception

ajised in Russia by getting their marks to

p-s which read differently from what was

(i:hem, it could not but make them sensi-

I'and they do not see why Government

; to be looking into their marriages, etc.

i; together with the false idea put into

>; heads by evil designing men, acts as a

iij)liDg block.

'ihey stated that the school teacher has

qd in amongst them with his gun, shooting

sjdogs, and with his rope thrown around a

:|'s neck, valued at one hundred and fifty

{js,—he took it for a fine of eight dollars,

i'hat considerable poison has been thrown

lid to kill what it might. I told them I

u do what I could for them at Yorkton,

npeg, Ottawa, and Kegina, in the line of

j]g these restored."

'|he fact that their crops the past year were

)<was a redeeming feature, and there was

iflerable reference to the help afl'orded by

Wis, and the pleasure they had in my com-

;! see them."

^an instance of their own generosity,

e some starving Galicians sent two boys

apouhkobor village with a wagon to get

nthing to eat, each householder put a bae
patoes on the wagon, and when the horses

ill not pull the load,— they being also

»i starved—the Doukhobors detached the

fland put one of their own to the wagon
L'livered the load, without charge, to the

Hans.

):the 11th instant J. S. E. attended their

ire worship, after which two letters from

61,3 were read; one was the same that Pe-

lirigen wrote to his mother. The other

11 physician had been sent among the ex-

iln Siberia asking where their families

rdand liberating such as were over forty

ujof age.

[h movement seems to have followed from

etion from the eldest exiles, to the Rus-

n[overnnient.

inj.nother letter from the absent ones they

ilime few of their brethren had gone over to

I jreek faith. At first they were told to

B^:heir living out of the ground; but on

liistating that this could not be done, the

»ijnor General allowed them to earn their

in| where they could.

?{ a time they had things in common, but

^c|lately divided their property, and are

Ftj.ng from poverty. The writer had lost

lOJe and asked for assistance; his brother

1 lid two hundred roubles stolen, and an-

lejDoukhobor had been robbed of two hun-
id^ind fifty roubles. The writer had also

laeaten with rods for laying down his gun.

There is hope that the older men will be re-

leased from exile.

After this meeting "Great grandfather said,

'when it rains it is good to sleep,' and I took

him up and laid myself out with my feet

against the oven and told the brethren to go
on with their talking. They had a song and I

had a nap.

"When I awoke I went out to take obser-

vation of the weather, and so did the breth-

ren; and it was a very close question to

decide about starting out for a thirty mile

drive across the prairie. 1 did not want
to insist and I did not want to be so cramped
for time in Yorkton as to miss the train

at Winnipeg on Third-day morning. "I was
told a man would go with us to show us

the way. I said that would break (irand-

mother Verigen's chariot down; but Vasilli

said the horses would hold out, and the rig

would hold out, and grandmother would hold

out; and great-grandfather said to him, "your
(irandfather Verigen was a great man to drive

horses and have them to go right on," and
added, "if your horses stick, two big men
could null them out;" so we took courage and
started, and went through some sloughs quite

as deep as we wanted, but the water did not

eet into our carriage although we did Ret into

misery by leaving the trail to obtain informa-

tion at a certaiti house. As we approached it

through a meadow, down went my side in the

mire, until 1 was wondering if we should have

another upset; but as the carriage went axle

deep in mud it could not overset, but there was
some severe straining for crack went the dou-

ble tree, and snap went a single tree, and

both horses went down; quite a fix, and traces

so tight we could not get them loose without

loosening from the collar, and then, with the

lines in hand, we encouraged the horses to get

out of that, and out they went with the yoke

stick,—leaving the tongue behind them.

"Three of us tried our strength by lifting

the ofl:' hind wheel. Next Vasilli's ingenuity

was brought into play in getting the horses

geared up. He said, 'If the folks could only

see us, and know how jolly we are over it.

they would be amused;' and 1 was thankful

that the ingenuity of my Doukhobor compan-
ions proved equal to the emergency."

They reached Yorkton safely. J. S. E.

says, "I was thankful it was light enough to

see, when we reached the bridge across White

Sand River that had somewhat overflowed its

banks, and the approach to it looked rather

terrible; at least the horses acted as if they

thought that way. We did not dare to stay in

the carriage until the bridge was really

mounted, but the horses sprang over the miss-

ing planks of the bridge, and that Rubicon

was passed without disaster."

"It is a high, solemn, almost awful thought

for every individual man that his earthly influ-

ence, which has had a commencement, will

never through all ages, were he the very

meanest of us, have an end."

"God graduates the trials of our life; he

allows the lesser to precede the greater. He
gives us the opportunity of learning tu trust

Him in the lighter difficulties, that faith may
become strong, and that we may be able to

walk to him amid the surge of the ocean."

THE HEROES OF THE ROAD.
We read alidut the heroes who have faced the guns

in battle,

On the ships that plough the waters, in the

trenches on the land
;

I5ut for bravery that is real and for nerve that is

unflinching.

Take the man who rides the engine with the lever

in his hand.

As he drives his engine forward, round the curves

and through the tunnels.

And the b!ackne.ss of the night ob.scures his

."ight.

Then the metal that is in him proves the hero we
have pictured ;

For alone he grips the lever as he dashes into

night.

We never think to praise him for the courage he

exhibits—
We are only filled with rapture at the speeding

of his train
;

Yet thi.s man, who drives his engine through the

storm into the darkness.

Controls the destiny of hundreds by the coolness

of his brain.

—Locomotive Engineers' Journal.

Science and Industry.

In Siberia a winter rainbow^ sometimes lasts

almost all day. It is caused by fine particles

of snow suspended in the air.

Soak a newly purchased tooth brush two

hours in water before using it, and thus pre-

vent the complaints of bristles falling out.

The cows in Belgium wear earrings. The

law decrees that every cow, when it has at-

tained the age of three months, must have in

its ear a ring, to which is attached a num-

bered metal tag.

Cats make a more careful toilet than any

animal, excepting some of the opossums. Lions

and tigers wash themselves like the cat, wetting

the dark, india rubberlike ball of the forefoot

and the inner toe, and passing to the face and

behind the ears. The foot is thus a face

sponge and brush, and the rough tongue combs

the rest of the body.

Bran is recommended as a most efficacious

cleansing agent for carpet. The bran should

be moistened just sufficiently to hold the parti-

cles together and then .sprinkled over the floor.

The claim is made that the bran not only

cleans the carpet but that all the dirt is ab-

sorbed by the moist substance. The broom is

kept clean and no dust settles on furniture or

pictures.

In Eastern Siberia Dr. Herts states that he

discovered a hugh mammoth pre.served in the

ice. The animal had assumed a reclining po-

sition with its feet peculiarly bent beneath its

body. Dr. Herts inferred that it had fallen

down a declivity and had been instantly

killed. Grass was found in the mouth of the

animal, and food in its stomach. Two thou-

sand years elapsed since that last mouthful of

grass had been torn from the sod. The ani-

mal was covered with a coat of rather thick,

red-brown hair.

The fire which started in the Fifth Month

3 1901, in Jacksonville. Florida, and devasta-
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ted the city, was under control within seven

hours. Yet it has been burning for more than

three hundred and sixty-five days. By digging

from time to time into a place where grain

was stored, red coals have been found, and

flames would spring up, though the place had

at times been soaked with water by the fire

department. Last week the fire was still

burning.

The Oyster.—The oyster has a mouth with a

fringe hanging around it, and teeth, but it has

no head and no feet. It is shut up in a shell,

and one would naturally think that it would

have no means of providing for the necessities

of life. To say nothing of our being minus

head and feet, if we were to be shut up in a

cell all our days, we would find it inconvenient

to make a living. However, the Author of

Nature attends alike to all his children's wants^

and though we human beings think ourselves

the most important part of creation, yet as

great care has been bestowed by God in fash-

ioning the mantle in which the oyster is

wrapped as in constructing our wonderful hu-

man bodies.

The food which the oyster eats is, for the

greater part, the microscopic plants and ani-

mals which swarm the seas. The gills or

lungs of the oyster are shaped like four

dainty leaves. They are joined to the body

only at one end, and when you take a micro-

scope and look carefully at these curious

lungs, you see a quantity of hair or cilia. The

cilia are always in motion, and the tiny cur-

rents which their movements make drive the

food into the oyster's mouth. Now the fringe

of the oyster's mouth belongs to the gills and

helps to keep up the currents, and so the oys-

ter is enabled to eject any particle of food

that it does not like.

The oyster leads a queer life. At first the

young oysters keep near their mother, and

hide at the least signal of danger. But by

and by they lead an independent existence,

that is, they fix themselves to some solid body

and begin to make their shells. This takes

three years. The oyster lays two million eggs

in a season. The oyster does not fare well in

the rough, tempestuous sea. In England there

are several oyster banks, and here the most

valuable oysters are to be found.

Large Power -Transmission Plant.—An
electrical plant which will be second only to

that at Niagara Falls has been projected in

California and is likely to be developed in a

short time. In Pulmas County the basins of

the Big Meadows and Butte valley are to be

converted into reservoirs to store the drainage

of the watershed of the Lassen Peak region,

which covers an area of about six hundred

square miles, a part of which is within the

perpetual snow-line. These two reservoirs

will contain about ten thousand acres of land

and the watershed will furnish through them

one hundred and twenty thousand miners'

inches of water, with a capacity for genera-

ting three hundred thousand horse power. A
ten-mile canal, constructed from the reservoirs

to the edge of the canon of Mosquito Creek,

will give a vertical drop of sixteen hundred

feet for the feed-pipe of the power plant.

There is at present no water-power plant in

existence utilizing such an enormous fall.

From the feed-gate of the San Joaquin Elec-

tric Light and Power Company in Fresno

County to the discharge nozzle there is a ver-

tical fall of fourteen hundred feet, and that

has been hitherto supposed to be the limit of

the endurance of metal under high pressure.

The primary purpose of the promoters of the

enterprise seems to be the generation of elec-

tric power for transmission to San Francisco

for use in manufacturing. The distance cov-

ered by the transmission lines, when the pro-

ject is carried out, will aggregate two hun-

dred and fifty miles. There are already two

electric power plants utilizing Sierran water

sources occupying the field and it is not im-

probable that the new electric power plants

opened on the headwaters of the Sacramento

River will extend their transmission lines to

San Francisco Bay also.

Hanging Lake.—Hanging Lake is generally

known as Dead Horse Lake, a name as inap-

propriate as it is possible to imagine, for the

reason that no kind of a horse could possibly

get up into the lake. This lake is situated

about one mile from the canon known as Dead

Horse Canon, which is opposite Shoshone Sta-

tion on the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad,

eleven miles from Glenwood Springs.

There are trees lying in the lake that are

covered with lime, showing every limb, knot

or indenture, no matter how small or great

the indenture may be. There is no sign of

animal life in the lake or anywhere around it.

It is very doubtful whether it freezes over in

the winter, for it is fed from an immense

spring gushing out of the rocks several hun-

dred feet above it. Underneath the lake are

several caves that are some twenty feet long

and ten feet wide and high enough for a man

to walk upright in. But you will certainly

receive a free shower bath before you climb

over the rocks and get into where it is dry.

From the mouth of the canon to the lake

are some very wonderful things. There are

parts of petrified trees, broken stalactites of

various sizes which have lain there unmolested

for centuries, perhaps. There are skeletons of

buffalo that have perished or that have been

driven over the high cliffs in the midst of a

terrible snowstorm long years ago, bunches of

leaves that have gathered themselves together

by a rock or brush lying in the little stream

of lime water and have themselves become

rock, and the size and form are as perfect as

the leaves that grew on the trees the past

summer.

—

Glenwood Advance {Colorado.)

Interesting Electro-Chemical Processes.

—The Electrical Review, in the course of an

interesting article upon the extent to which

electro-chemical processes are entering the in-

dustrial field, says: "It was not thought, for

example, that the electric furnace would

emancipate the silkworm, but such seems to

be the case. An interesting new process has

been brought out in France for the manufac-

ture of articfiial silk from the wood pulp, us-

ing electrically made carbon bisulphide as a

solvent. The results obtained are most inter-

esting and promising, and it is believed that a

large outlet for carbon bisulphide will be

found in this new industry. The method is

extremely simple. The pulp is prepared in

the usual way, as in paper making, and is dis-

solved in bisulphide. The mixture ia

squirted through glass nozzles of exceed

small dimensions, issuing in fine hail

threads, which are to all intents and purj

silk as soon as the volatile solvent has evi

I. These threads are then worked ii

il way and spun into threads for the v

ing of fabrics of various kinds.

"The flavor of the vanilla bean was lon-

gardfad as one of the most impossible

natural flavorings to counterfeit. Yet U
vanillin, which is the essential aromatic

ciple of the bean, is manufactured in

quantities by an electro-chemical process g'

ing with coal-tar products of the anthrs

series. Carbon tetrachloride, another pre

of the electric furnace, promises to takt.bj

place of many of the dangerous and inflaijj.

ble solvents used in the extraction of g^'«

and in a large number of chemical indusiju.

The field for the application of electro-cjn.

istry is so vast that it is impossible to ,ve

more than a suggestion of the opportun it

opens for development. The examples qiied

above, however, show what unexpected rflts

have already followed from the applicati '«(

electricity to chemical processes."
;

The Victory.— It is told of a Christiai*

man that a friend entered her room and Id
her with bowed head, as if in prayer orir ep

earnest thought. For a long time the si im

was unbroken. At length her friend spo.to

her tenderly, knowing that a great sorr^v.-a

on her heart, and thinking that she ijlit

comfort her.

"I have been trying to say the I •

prayer," she answered, "but I cannot

through with it."

Her friend was well aware that she

known that precious prayer and had rep

it over, ever since she learned it in in iff

at her mother's knee. Her remark seH
strange, therefore, to her. But she explaW

She had said the words a thousand tlinl

sunny childhood, in joyous youth, on her ;•

ding day, and then along the gladsome in

that followed, amid songs and flowers, Jid

prattling child-voices, and the sweetness ai

unbroken home circle. And they flowed oia

her lips like rippling music all this while, iai

now a great sorrow had come. The blo\iaJ

well-nigh crushed her. Deep were the id-

ows. She had been called to take out c le

bosom and give to the Great Shephen •.'

most precious and tender of her joys.

now she could not get through the lo^

prayer any more. Since the light had

from these dear eyes, she had begun a htr

times, "Our Father, who art in heavenj

lowed be thy name. Thy kingdom

Thy will—"But she could not say. "Th;l

be done." And it was days before she g|

the victory, and before quiet peace

again. But when it came, what deep, bl «

peace it was!

"If you incline to the opinion that any i»

ners are good enough for home manners, n'l

try to have a home."

Unmixed sincerity towards God is an ( «t

lent sweetner of all the cups we drink o«

the Fountain of Marah.—& FothergiU.
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I'HB THINKER AND THE DOER.

its at home, with pale impassive brow,

« on the eloquence of lifeless letters
;

tiT man's thoughts from mind's first dawn till

low,

(ten Truth seems, heaven-inspired, to burst her

j

fetters.

jjer plies the force of stalwart limbs,

[i keen wit sharpened by the whirl of action
;

rfidnight lore no studious lamp he trims,

ijtained and muffled from the world's distrac-

I
tion.

destinies—converging to one end,

glorious issue of all human labor
;

in harmonious union softly blend

II praise of God, the profit of our neighbor.

„,ao his gift— the stamp affi.xed at birth,

fit marks him for the servant of a Master
;

I
osen steward of his realm of earth

;

I) shepherd watching for a higher Pastor.

his crown—of earthly laurels here,

l^iered and woven by the hand of mortals
;

hen the Spirit-City's towers appear,

Inped on his brows by angels at its portals.

g not which serves his mighty Master best,

lily thou mightest be true worth's detractor
;

ch obeys his nature's high behest

—

1 close-pent thinker, and the busy actor.—Household Words.

Communio.1 and Atonement.

le following extracts from J. McLeod
jell's "Christ the Bread of Life" are ac-

nied with further observations by David

liUo be presented consecutively.— Ed.]

jjjesire now to conjoin the fourth chapter

\\ Gospel of St. John (to the 34th verse)

hjthe portion of the sixth chapter with

b we have been occupied. In his fourth

E!r the spiritual and the natural are most

fctively presented to us, in their distinct-

Bnd in their parallelism in the thoughts

11 Lord, contrasted first with those of the

nil of Samaria, and then with those of the

Biles. As we read we are, so to speak,

ifgour Lord speaking in the higher spirit-

l|ht in which man's need as a spiritual

ii)is visible: while the woman of Samaria

i .16 disciples are heard speaking in the

Bjlight of sight and sense.

'i;ain, his disciples, returning with food,

IjTi to eat. To Him, then feeding upon the

hi food—that of the Spirit, the proposal

;g}its the difference and superiority of that

hj food rather than the acceptableness of

aterial food offered to Him, how great

si his present need might be. He said

phem, "I have meat to eat that ye know
" Standing without, as well as the

of Samaria, in respect of the light in

He dwelt, they said one to another,

any man brought Him ought to eat?"
nisaith unto them, "My meat is to do the

I Jf Him that sent me, and to finish his

rk' Most instructive in this record is the

dtaess and patience of true spiritual light

w(ls the darkness as exhibited in our Lord's

ilij with the woman of Samaria, and with

riciples.

'It I wait not to dwell on this. What do
St vords of our Lord, speaking in the light

Lii Spirit, teach us concerning the mystery

of spiritual life"?— for to that mystery they
manifestly guide our thoughts. What help do
they afford to us seeking to know what it is

to eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink
his blood'? Much surely. That living water
which, if she had known the gift of (iod. He
said to the woman of Samaria she would have
asked of Him and He would have given to her
that water which, he said, would be in him
that received it a well of water springing up
into everlasting life, could not be so spoken
of and not be that of which He spoke in say-

ing, "Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood hath eternal life." Neither is the inti-

mation that the true worshippers shall worship
in spirit and in truth, for that the Father
seeketh such to worship Him, without help to

us. To declare the worship which was to be
was to declare the salvation that was given;

for worship in spirit and in tiuth can only be

rendered by those to whom the gift of Uod is

Eternal Life.

"But the most direct light shed by our Lord,

upon the meaning of eating his flesh and drink-

ing his blood, is in what He says to his disci-

ples of his own feeding (on the will of the

Father— that meat which He had to eat which
they knew not of. It was their interest in the

secret of his spiritual life which caused the

Lord thus to make that secret known to them.

For their sakes He spoke it. For their guid-

ance as the Captain of their salvation does He
say. "My meat is to do the will of Him that

sent me, and to finish his work." Uur Lord's

uniform intimation of a parallelism between
his own relation to the Father and our relation

to Himself would justify our receiving these

words as light on the secret of our own spirit-

ual life, considered simply as they meet us

here ; but they immediately connect themselves

with his words on that occasion on which He
spoke directly and fully of our relation to Him
as the Bread of Life, "As the living Father
has sent me, and I live by the Father, so he

that eateth me, even he shall live by me."
Meditating on these words we ask ourselves,

"What conception can we form of our Lord's

living by the Father?" Yet, unless there be

some aspect of that relation of our Lord to

the Father which can be visible to us- unless

light can shine fbr us on his living by the

Father, this reference to it can afford us no

practical guidance. Wonder and awe and in-

tense interest so high a reference must awaken.

But unless we are helped to the understanding

of that which awakens these feelings, the

Lord's words will be darkness and not light to

us; and our sense of the high nature of that

which they intimate will only increase our

feeling of darkness. Therefore we welcome
the light shed on the Lord's living by the Father,

when He say.'*, "My meat is to do the will of

Him that sent me, and to finish his work, "and
we feel that, in connection with these words,

the words— ".^s the living Father has sent me,

and I live by the Father, so he that eateth me
even he shall live by me," are light to us and

guidance; and we understand that, as to do

the Father's will was the Lord's meat, and so

He lived by the Father, so to do the Lord's

will must be our meat; and thus shall the

word be accomplished in us, "as the living

Father hath sent me and I live by the Fa-

ther, so he that eateth me even he shall

live by me;" even as He says in another
place, "If ye keep my commandments ye shall

abide in my love; even as I have kept my Fa-
ther's commandments and abide in his love."

"While the reference made by our Lord to
his own living by the Father, illustrated by
his saying that doing the Father's will was
his meat, thus sheds light on our living by Him
as the Bread of Life, it, at the same time, in-

dicates very clearly both the oneness and the
difference of his position and ours; the one,
Eternal Life being in Him a living by the
Father, in us a living by Him. We must seek
to apprehend and realize both this oneness and
this ditt'erence the difference of our Lord's
position and ours, that we may know our de-

pendence on Him as to salvation;— the oneness,
that we may conceive truly of the nature of
the salvation which we receive through Him.
l<'or his will, on which we are to feed, and his

commandments which we are to keep, are none
else than what, as the Father's will. He fed

upon, as the Father'.« commandments, He
kept.

"In proportion as we realize the oneness of
the food, on which our Lord fed, and on which
we feed, that food being the one Eternal Life,

to Him the Father's will, to us the Father's
will fulfilled in Him, and so his will, we are
pepared to recognize the oneness of the pro-

cess of feeding, in his case doing the Father's
will, in our case doing his will; and my desire
is that you should thus see the relation of the
will to the life of faith, to eating the flesh of

the Son of Man, and drinking his blood, in the
clear light of Eternal Life.

"For as is our will, such are we. It is the
will of (Jod that we are born again; our being
born again is the formation in us of a will one
with the will of God. By the will we feed on
spiritual food; so that whatever is presented

to us as spiritual food remains outside of us

—

is not yet fed upon— so long as the will shuts

it out. By the will we feed upon that which
is death and not life to our spirits—feeding

upon ashes, a deceived heart leading us astray.

By the will we feed on the Bread of Life

which hath come down from heaven, being

taught of the Father and so drawn to the Son.

Speaking less strictly, meditation on (Christ,

occupation of heart and mind with his love,

with his work and its results may be thought

of as feeding upon Christ; but this they are

not in themselves. This they imply only in so

far as they issue in obedience to his Spirit

which is the result contemplated in the Divine

purpose and is an event in the will."

GOOD RULES AS TO RUMORS.
If you are tempted to reveal

A tale some one to you has told

About another, make it pass.

Before you speak, three gates of gold,

Three narrow gates— first, "Is it true ?"

Then, " Is it needful ?" In your mind
Give truthful answer, and the next

Is last and narrowest, " Is it kind ?"

And if to reach your lips at last

It passes through these gateways three.

Then you may tell the tale, nor fear

What the result of speech mav be.

— Sclrckd.

SUCCES.S is failure if .«atan gives the success;

and failure is success if God sends the failure.
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JOHN HOWARD.
The following is extracted from a poem of

some merit written by a member of the Society

of Friends:

Thine was an empire o'er distress

Thy triumph of the mind.

To burst the bonds of wretchedness.

The friend of human kind.

Thy name thro' every future age,

By bard, philanthropist and sage,

In glory shall be shrined
;

And many mourn that thou shouldst lie

Where Dneiper rolls and raves,

Glad from barbaric realms to fly

And blend with Pontic waves
;

A desert bleak—a barren shore

Where mercy never trod before,

A land whose sons were slaves,

Crouching and fettered to the soil

By feudal chains and thankless toil.

But yet, methinks, in future years,

To raise exalted thought

And soften sternest eyes to tears,

Will be thy glorious lot.

And oft the rugged Muscovite,

As spring prepares the pious rite,

Shall tread that holy spot.

And see her offered roses showered
Upon the grave of gentle Howard.

Those roses on their languid stalk

Will fade ere fades the day ;

Winter may wither in his walk,

The myrtle and the bay
Which, mingled with the laurel's stem.

Her hands may plant; but not with them
Shall memory pass away,

Nor pity cease the heart to swell;

To thee there can be no farewell.

Philippine Schools.

W. A. Kepner, formerly an instructor at

Franklin and Marshal! College but now a Gov-
ernment teacher in the Philippines, has writ-

ten an interesting letter on the educational

situation in our new possessions in the Pacific

to the Franklin and Marshall Weekly. In the

opening paragraphs he declares that many
writers who have visited the Philippines judge
the situation and the operations of many
things under American rule by what they have
seen in Manila. These, he says, do not indi-

cate truly the actual conditions. He follows

this by reviewing the work performed by the
Spaniards among the natives, and expresses
the belief that the missionaries undertook
their labors with good intentions, and endeav-
ored, as honestly as Americans are now doing,

to lift them from ignorance. Continuing W.
A. Klepner says, in part:

"The American is here now to take up the
work of the Spaniard. His intentions are as

good as that the old Spaniards had.

"We are not here to free them from the

chains of barbarism,' but rather to free them
from Spanish tyranny. For this task, I be-

lieve, the American teacher is an important
factor. It is the teacher's work that repre-
sents the present and future education of the
Philippines.

"Visitors to Manila would have you think
that this task is a light one. Nor can I blame
them for so being impressed. The Manila
schools are a credit to our short stay in these
islands. There you no longer find wretched
school houses and filthy children. To the

contrary, there are comfortable houses. These

are kept clean and well painted. Supplies

there are well furnished. And, as to cleanli-

ness, the laws are enforced by able American

police. The Manila schools stand as a bright

promise to the Philippines for what America
shall do for them.

"The great majority of us have found Phil-

ippine schools and scholars as the Spanish left

them. .. All that was taught was religious

teachings. This was not taught. It was
memorized. For it is all written in Soanish

and memorized, much as any of us would mem-
orize Juvenal, without looking into a diction-

ary or grammar. In my school I found two

women teaching from these little books. I

was not here a week until I found the teachers

themselves could not speak Spanish. Their

knowledge consisted in the ability correctly to

pronounce the Spanish words as they saw them,

and no more. This ability they were inspir-

ing into the one hundred and sixty-one girls

about them.

"Each girl has a book and in studying the

books they read aloud a page and reread it

many times, so as to get what they are after,

the pronunciation. One hundred and sixty-

one girl voices serenaded me for one week
with a sinking reading of Spanish theology.

It soon became unendurable. I then set to

work to get them out of this Chinese rut.

And now, by yelling about six times a day at

them, I can keep the song down. Hereafter 1

fear I shall never enjov to hear any one read

aloud. This was what I found my pupils

studying and their method of studying. I

found many of them physically dirty and some
ill with mumps or sores. Those with mumps
and running sores I have sent home. Time
has not come yet when I can order a general

cleaning of clothing. Their bodies are cleaner

than their clothes. For here we have an ex-

cellent river for bathing, and all take advan-

tage of it. They are a very pugnacious set of

children. Frequently 1 have told them that

fighting is for dogs and not for girls. And
then occur to me ray own battles of boyhood.

"I shall leave the children now and let you

look at our school house. It is the ground

floor of our house. There is one door to the

room. This also serves for windows. The
wall is formed of woven material, such as chip

baskets are made of in the 'States,' and is wo-

ven or plated just like a chip basket. Around
three sides of the room are logs resting upon

bamboo uprights driven into the floor. There

is one table about four feet wide and seven

feet long. Upon the floor in the centre of the

room is a slab five feet wide and six feet long.

This serves for a bench for quite a few girls.

The floor is at most places dust. At few pla-

ces water from rains has soaked in and here

we have a little mud.
"I wish the people of the United States

could see these poor children who crowd into

this room anxious to learn English. When all

are here at places they sit three deep upon

the benches, and the table is just packed like

a store counter after a fastidious Lancaster

girl has been trying to select that which she

does not know exactly is what she wants. To

get three deep on the bench of course they

sit upon one another's lap. For these one

hundred and sixly-one girls I have furnished

me twenty-two English primers. One of my

lady teachers, a native, for the last two c rj

is being seriously put on trial before the f i.

idente because a mother complained that t
daughter had to sit upon a slab in the ce

jj

of the floor and did not get bench room. ;

"I had expected opposition on the pat.f

the native teachers. Instead, I have
jg

warmest co-operation from them. To-day e

principal of schools brought me a Visaya-S| -

ish dictionary, which he had taken much t -

ble to get me. He says it will help me t

Visaya more readily, and thus he will in ij

time get English. With them my suggest ig

are law. (Juyer tells me the sameistru'!f

his teachers. The children are earnestly .

terested in our methods. They see they

getting more than mere parrot memoriz

I make it a habit of giving them an Eng h

sentence to take home for father and morr

each day. This they are usually prepare' ,o

do, and when they do so they translate it o

Visaya for their parents. A first I gave t; o

words. Now I have a class who go home 1

ask simple questions in English and give

swers in English. All this I believe is ha^

a two-fold effect. First, it is teaching -

children English. Secondly, it is inspii)

confidence in the breasts of the parents ir

the American methods. They begin to 'e

that the American is ready to teach themt 't

language, and are not afraid as the Spani; s

were to give them a medium by which the -

lives of the ruling power could be understc

"Thus in many ways the teacher in the

ippines has great opportunities to heJp

establishment of peace and to enlighten

minds of these people, who have been

down under recent tyranny of Spain,

year or less military affairs will become [•

eter. Civil affairs must improve. And, \i.

the improvement of civil administration >

come better educational advantages.

"Thus in perhaps too many words Ih
given you the present condition of educa;

affairs in the Philippines. Except in Man

Cebu and Iloilo, the education of the nati

under Spanish rule and American rule has,

to the present, been very meagre. The b

teachers (native) have no greater lean

than a worthless dabbling in Latin, a kno

edge of Spanish, the ability to add, subtrs

multiply and divide, and a historical andg

graphical knowledge of the Philippines. V

few teachers can boast of the above qualifi

tions. But the material is plastic, and an

cellent chance is here for America to acct

plish her greatest achievement."

Forming Friendships.

As Christians, as those who have experfej

or who aim at experiencing the sanct'"_

graces of the Spirit, we may regard curse)

as permitted both on natural principle

imitation of the Saviour, to form such I

sonal friendships and attachments as the Pti

dence of God may favor, and his holiness

prove. Intimacies and friendships formed

purely worldly principles, have no religi

value and are often positively evil.

It is important, therefore, to remember

t

all such friendships should be entirely snk

dinated, as they were in the case of our £

iour, to the will of our Heavenly Father.
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gh the influence of the life of nature,

jj
become inordinate, they are no better

ijany other idols.

[iis certain there is much in them that is

JDle and pleasant, that they are authorized

(6 example of our Saviour, and that they

to be even necessary in our present situa-

rbut like everything else, they must receive

lignature of Divine approbation, and must

istained or abandoned at the call of relig-

iiuty.—From T. C. Vpham's Interior Life.

i The Courtesies of Home.

tjn get worried and over-tired; they re-

^from the jostling crowd of human life

(rbed, fretful, and are tempted to vent

)e home circle the irritation which they

'i been restraining all day. They forget

i very sensitive nature has been probably

iBiding with an equal crowd of tiny and ex-

Jiting worries in the home, and has been

jing all day on their return as an oppor-

ir of obtaining sympathy and counsel. If

Hong-looked for moment of home-coming
I'n the rasping east wind, instead of the

]i, soft west, is it to be wondered at that

Isartstrings get strained to breaking?

^[lan has no right to be sullen, morose and

Cr, or to answer wifely questions, even

lih they do savor of curiosity, with impa-

\{. She is as much a queen as in those

jrarting days, when he worshipped the

rii she trod on, the air she breathed.

I ist because she has given up all other

1 or him, and can turn to no other for a

Jl' word or look, he is the more bound to

<at she lacks nothing which might be in-

il in his solemn promise to love, honor,

lep her in sickness and health, till death

ffl them part.

fjien would treat their wives with as much
risy after the wedding day as before, life

li be one long courtship; the noblest qual-

S'ould be brought out in the woman of

iiihoice, and the home life would be so

itied with the warm radiance of love's

fitream as to defy winter's icy touch. It

'(jderful to see how courtesy serves as a pal-

l^vhich shelters the tender bloom of love

nhe cold, nipping blast, which in so many
3ij,s fatal.

Il^ women must do their part. They must
B|3et, and as lovable, when the tint has

ikom the cheek and the years have left

iijtraces in the forehead, as when they

lid under the first kiss. There are name-
oughtfulnesses that leap out to greet a

dnan; wifely surprises, lovely gleams of

liness like sunlight checkering the wood-
1 ;lade, some modest charm and grace
c reveals itself only to the man she loves,

'riarations that he enjoys, touches in the

itlthat he will appreciate, care of their

iii(n money, interest in all that concerns
p)lic life, the art of listening, sympathy
1 ill elicit all that he has to tell, the love

cineets love half -way, the adoration which
8ts heaven in his love these are the

j'contribution to the common stock of the

n children must do their part. In a de-

3n of Jewish life in the middle ages,

ihor sketches the pure and lovely homes
fl|;h the hunted race sheltered from the

that swept around them. He tells us

that the attachment between father and son
was almost ideal in its depth and tenacity; but
the son always stood in his father's presence,

and addressed him with the profoundest re-

spect. If such respect is wanting amongst
ourselves, may we not find the reason in the

early training we give our boys and girls?

Sometimes a parent will aim to be the com-
panion of his children so absolutely that they

lose all respect for him. This is disastrous.

However intimate the relationship, there must
be respect, reverence, honor, and these high

sentiments must be expressed in the tiny

courtesies of the home.
That the girls should be served at table be-

fore their brothers, that all should wait for the

last comer, that none should be seated till the

chair has been placed for father and mother,

that the boy nearest the door should open it

for the mother if she has occasion to leave the

sitting-room for nursery or kitchen, that no

child should be allowed to address the parent

abruptly and without including the sacred

name "father" or "mother"— these are ele-

mentary rules of home courtesy; but they

would do much toward preserving through all

coming years the love that is founded on re-

spect.

The little phrases, "Excuse me," "May I

have the pleasure?" "Mother dear," "Fa-
ther," do not take much saying, but they per-

fume the air with the fragrance of paradise.

Let us turn again to our home life with new
endeavor; noble enough to confess the sin and

failure of the past; resolved to deny ourselves

that we may consider and bear the burdens of

others; intent that the sweetest aspects of our

character shall be reserved for home, and that

we will be no nicer, kinder, nor more genial to

the strangers to whom we may happen to be

introduced, than to the dear ones with whom
we come into daily contact. If our advances

are not always reciprocated let us not grow
weary in making them; love will conquer

finally; and in the meanwhile let us anoint the

head and wash the face, that we appear not to

men to suffer and be unrequited, and our Fa-

ther, which seeth in secret will reward us

openly.

—

F. B. Meyer.

"It Costs More to Live Now."

"It costs more to live now, than it did years

ago." Yes, very likely. It costs more to

live in a city, than it did to live in the coun-

try; and more to live in a great city than it

formerly did to live in a small one.

The marble palace of a swindling bank offi-

cer costs more than the neat white cottage

where his father lived and thrived. The brown

stone mansion of the stock-jobber or specula-

tor, costs more than the old brown cottage

with the honey-suckle around it, where he

spent the days of his early youth. Brussels

carpet costs more now than bare floors did

then. The broadcloth of a useless fop costs

more than the homespun of a useful farmer;

and the "nobby suit" of a delicate counter-

jumper costs more than the plain attire of a

hard-working mechanic. The false hair, silks

and flounces used by a flirt to capture a fool

costs more than the genuine hair and comfort-

able clothing in which her grandmother lived

and toiled and won the love of all around her,

who prized her for her honest worth. Roast

turkey enough to give an alderman the apo-

plexy, costs more than the roast potatoes and
milk on which his honest grandfather fed his
growing family. Hurnt beefsteak of the first

quality, for one, costs more than beef soup for
a whole family did years ago. Turtle soup
costs more now than bean porridge ever did.
Oyster suppers cost more than bowls of bread
and milk. I'lum pudding costs more than
hasty pudding, and pound cake is more expen-
sive than Indian Johnny-cake. The finest

wheat bread is more expensive than the old
brown loaf, that was common before dyspepsia
became fashionable. Pianos cost more than
churns, and consume more time, and so poor
music is more plenty than good butter. Swind-
ling a living out of the ignorant costs more
than digging it out of the soil, though the
swindling process is deemed more respectable
by many. The paper-soled French gaiters for
a large family of puny weaklings, cost more
than the coarse, stout shoes which rosy, bare-
footed children put on in autumn and defied the
frosts and snows of winter and stamped their

way through drifts and storms, to school. It

costs women more to pay doctors for their

drugs and ailments, than it did their mothers
to rear a houseful of healthy children, to be
their pride, and comfort and support in old

age. It costs more to raise one sickly flirt,

or conceited fop, in idleness and luxury, than
it once did to bring up a dozen children who
were taught to pay their way and earn their

bread, and be a help to their friends and par-
ents. Champagne and Burgundy made of dye
stuff and drugs, costs more now than clear
cold water did. It costs more to endorse a
spendthrift's note, than it used to to teach a
boy an honest trade. The jewelry and rag-
roses for which young women sell their virtue
and their souls, cost far more than the modest
apparel which their mothers wore, and when
they served God and feared sin. Thirty yards
of silk made up in a dress by a fashionable

dressmaker, and worn in pride and vanity,

costs more now than eight yards of calico,

made up by a sensible woman, and worn in a
Christian way. It costs men more now for

religion which makes men idlers in God's vine-

yard, and leads them on in pride and show and
sectarianism, to perdition, than it did once for

a religion that made them good men in this

world, and gave them a good hope of eternal

life in the world to come. Yes, "it. costs

more to live now;" and the exact cost is not

known here, nor will it be, till eternity shall

strike the awful balance, and solve the mighty
problem,

—"What shall it profit a man if he

gain the whole world, and lose his own soul;

or, what shall a man give in exchange for his

soul?

—

Common People.

Your loving epistle has been received by us

together with those from the Yearly Meetings
within the circle of our corre.spondence, which
we feel have taken much hold of our spirits,

also that these tokens of brotherhood are a

means in our Heavenly Father's hand of

strengthening the bonds of fellowship existing

between us, the happy results of which we
cannot doubt are conducive to our good. It

is our earnest concern that the.=e epistles may
be written by that help which cometh from

above and that we may be preserved from lap.s-

ing into a lifeless form in our epistolary cor-

respondence.

—

Iowa to Western Y. M.
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The caution we note in your epistle that the

carnal nature and love of ease which we all

inherit by our first birth should claim our ear-

nest attention, for it renders us lean and un-

fruitful in things that pertain to those heav-

enly treasures; and it is to be feared that

cleaving to these things is one of the principal

reasons that our once highly favored Society

has suffered the sad declension in these latter

years. "Love not the world neither the things

that are in the world. If any man love the

world the love of the Father is not in him."

Iowa Y. M. to Western Y. M.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States— In the course of the consideration of

the bill to establish a civil government in the Philippines,

Senator Hoar delivered an impressive speech in the Sen-

ale on the 22nd inst., reviewing the conduct and objects

of the war which appears to him as one " of the most

foolish and wicked chapters in history." Among his clos-

ing sentences are the following : And now what have we

to say ? Must we engrave on that column. " We repealed

the Declaration of Independence ? We changed the Mon-

roe Doctrine from a doctrine of eternal righteousness and

justice, resting on the consent of the governed, to a doc-

trine of brutal selfishness, looking only to our advantage.

We crushed the only republic in Asia. We made war on

the only Christian people in the East. We converted a

war of glory to a war of shame. We vulgarized the

American flag. We introduced perfidy into the practice

of war. We inflicted torture on unarmed men to extort

confession. We put children to death. We established

reconcentrado camps. We devastated provinces. We
bafiled the aspirations of a people for liberty." "No, never,

never ! Other and better counsels will yet prevail. The

irrevocable step is not yet taken.' He urged that the

United States should withdraw from the islands and per-

mit the people there to erect their own Government, as

had been done in Cuba.

A despatch from Washington says in relation to it:

"
It was a speech unlike the many which had preceded it.

Its arguments advanced on such high moral ground that

it towered in majestic and sublime strength over all that

had been said throughout the long debate. Hardly a

phase of the long category of orders, practices, decisions

and policies involving the honor of the nation was over-

looked ;
yet with splendid rhetorical mastery of the great

facts connected with the presence of the United States

in the Philippines, he brought straight home to his Re-

publican colleagues for two long hours the awful respon-

sibility of conducting a conquest of an Oriental people

by methods that reverse all the principles under which

this Government was established in liberty and justice."

A despatch from New Brunswick, N. J., of the 2.5th.

says : In the presence of thousands of persons, many of

whom came from distant points in New jersey and Penn-

sylvania, the long bridge of the Pennsylvania Railroad

spanning the Raritan River at New Brunswick was moved

bodily to-day to a position fifteen feet to the south. The

feat was accomplished in less than three minutes, and

within eight minutes connections were established suffi-

ciently for the running of trains over the new route.

E.tperienced engineers expressed surprise that so pon-

derous a structure could be moved, without a hitch, in

such a brief space of time, and admiration is expressed

on all sides for the way in which the afl^air was managed.

A despatch from Chicago of the 20th, says : The tem-

porary injunction asked for by the GovernmeHt against

the members of the so-called packers' combine is now in

force. A similar action has been taken in Kansas City

and St. Joseph, Mo.

The President has declined to sign the Indian appro-

priation bill, in- consequence of certain leases which do

injustice to the Indians contained in it.

In a recent address, T. P. Stevenson, of Philadelphia,

has stated that statistics show that there are nine States

in the Union in which reading of the Bible in the schools

is compulsory ; twelve States in which there are decisions

of Boards of Education in favor of such reading ;
sixteen

States in which the reading of tho Bible rests upon ac-

knowledged usage, and only five States in which there are

legal decisions adverse to it.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church has

adopted the report of the Committee on Creed Revision

making changes in the Confession of Faith. The changes

proposed will now go to the various Presbyteries for rat-

fication. It has proposed to the Presbyteries to append

to the Confession of Faith a " declaratory statement,"

the object of which is to disclaim certain interpretations

which have been put upon the Westminster Confession's

statements in the matter of ' God's eternal decree," and

of " infant salvation," also other changes.

The statistician of the Department of Agriculture has

completed his statistics regarding farm values, etc., in

the cereal crops of the United States in 1901, the grand

totals being as follows :

Bnsliols.

91,:H9.2S8 ],

Kye

valuableThe salmon in Alaska are said to b

than its gold. It is estimated that there are now sixty

canning establishments in the Territory, the output of

which last year was 4,800,000 pounds of salmon.

The United States Government on the 20th formally

relinquished its control of afliairs in Cuba, and turned the

island over to its own officials.

General Leonard Wood states that " Cuba will be de-

livered to the Cuban Government with well-organized

municipal Goverments, elected by the people ;
nearly four

thousand public schools, aside from the high schools and

universities, and a good system of charities and hospitals,

well equipped with buildings, material, and personnel.

A new school law is in operation revenue cutters have

been built, and launches purchased ; the Custom Houses

have been repaired, and the service is well org;anized
;

an efficient rural guard maintains and has maintained ex-

cellent order in the island, beggars are almost unknown

now, and idle people are" few, and the municipalities are

all collecting taxes and bearing the burdens of their own

expenses."
. .

The Census Bureau has issued a report comprising ag-

ricultural statistics of the counties in the United States,

It shows that in the number of farms Lancaster County,

Pa., leads with 9437 ;
Orangeburg County, S. C, 8408.

and St. Lawrence County, N. Y., 8353. Lancaster County,

Pa., also leads in the value of farm products, $12,613,-

415, and- also in the amount of gross income.

Representative Warneck, of Ohio, from the House Com-

mittee on Labor, reporting favorably the bill creating a

commission of five persons, at an annual salary of $3500

each, to inquire into the condition of the colored people

of the United States, after reviewing the purposes of the

bill, says :
"

It is painfully apparent that although nearly

forty years have elapsed since the negro race was given

its freedom, and, although it has lived in the United

States during all the time, side by side with the white

race, there is less of harmony between the races to-day

than there was at the time the negro race was given its

freedom."

Almost simultaneously with the latest earthquake

disturbances in Central America Texas oil wells have

ceased to flow.

There were 468 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 72 more than the previous

week and 47 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 235 were males and 233 females: 57

died of consumption of the lungs ; 62 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 12 of diphtheria ;

22 of cancer ; 17 of apoplexy ; 20 of typhoid fever ; 3 of

scarlet fever and 3 of smallpox.

Foreign.—A despatch of the 19th from Kingston says

that "volcanic eruptions on St. Vincent island have

again occurred. A thick, smoky cloud overspreads the

island, all business is suspended here, the streets are

empty and everyone is terror stricken. The feeling of

suspense is painful. People pass their time gazing at the

northern sky, where the thunder clouds gather and the

mournful roaring of the volcano is heard. Ashes and

pumice are falling slowly in the out districts." 'The official

estimate of the number of persons killed on this island is

now 2200.

The number killed on the island of Martinique is offi-

cially estimated at 30,000.

On the 20th Mont Pelee on the island of Martinique

again became active. An eye-witness says : "There was

an inner column of fire that reached perpendicularly into

the air. About it was a funnel shaped mass of ashes and

gas, that could be penetrated by the eye only when the

flames burned brightest. Several new craters seemed to

have been formed, and from them lava was flowing down

to the ocean. As the molten mass joined the water

great clouds of steam were raised, and the sinister hiss-

ing could be heard amid the roar of the eruption."

Another account says :
" For six hours Fort de France

was literally bombarded by Mont Pelee. Stones, many of

descent, rained upon the city from the clouds

must be the fate of all who could not be taken on
^j

of the ships in the harbor."

A large part of the town of St. Pierre has been I |,j i

under ashes and stones cast out from the volcano.

On the 25th it was stated, " The whole top of th iil.

cano appears to have opened for a distance of full; .j

miles, forming one vast crater, from which ashes
'ij

lava are pouring forth in enormous quantities. Thf';j
'

is running in great streams from the top of the oral
'to

the sea."
|

A despatch from Washington of the 22nd saysiju

emphatic terms Secretary Hay has protested agains le (

attempt of the Powers to impoverish China by comp> ^
her to pay the indemnity due them, at the existing

Ijj

of exchange. Powers insist that China

gold in accordance with the rates of exchange in ilj,

she will have to add $70,000,000 to the bill of inden'j. '

The value of silver is steadily decreasing, and CI
I'l

debt grows as it diminishes. The Administration m
that the indemnity will attain such huge proportions lit

the Chinese will be unable to raise the amount reqrj,
i

and that the efforts of the Chinese Government tocii-t

it will bring on further riots. The certain effect o je

policy of the European Powers is that the anti-fo
,;ii

sentiment will become stronger, and the position o)r-

eigners in the empire will become perilous."

A despatch of the 23d says : "Secretary Hay am '19

Mexican Ambassador, this afternoon signed a conve'jn

providing for the arbitration of the famous " Pius cl ,"

based on the application of the Roman Catholic Chur in
,

California for overdue interest on trust funds in ihsjj.

tody of the Mexican Government. The claim inv'ai

about $1,000,000, and is the first cause to go befonw .

Hague tribunal."

The forest areas in European Russia cover 464,541 H)

acres, or 36 per cent, of the whole country.
j

The negroes from the Tuskegee Institute who re

engaged in 1900 by the German Government to teacW

natives of Togoland, German West Africa, how to W
cotton, it is said, have succeeded in producing on
which is graded above American middling.

The largest mass of pure rock salt known lies ondilit

ground of Galicia, Hungary. It is said to be 550 ;ea

long, 20 miles broad and 250 feet in thickness.
,

President Loubet, of France, arrived at Cronijt,

Russia, on the 20th instant, to pay a visit to the )x,

by whom he was cordially welcomed, returning 1 it-

wards on the 23rd.

Reports to the London Board of Trade show tha ot

a passenger was killed on English railways in 1901.

In connection with the coming of age of King Alp so

of Spain, a bull fight at Madrid was witnessed bht

royal family and 15,000 spectators.

The area of all Syria, including Palestine, is offi|j|

calculated at 108,000 square miles, and the popoMl*

between 3,000,000 and 3,.500,000.

The British Funeral Reformers' Association .ijp

deavoring to simplify the present funeral rites. W
Association wants " no darkened house, no durable 'ID,

no special mourning attire.no bricked grave, no nec-

essary show, no avoidable expense, and no unusual e og

and drinking."

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience Ar-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will ^_et

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., andaU

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requ A.

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent »»

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph if9

West Chester, Phone 114x.
Edward_G^^edley, a

Westtown Boauding School.—Applications fo h«

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rep »

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wl *»

F. Wickersham, Principal.
'

Payments on account of board and tuition, and i»

munications in regard to business should be forwan •

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent. \

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

A Reunion of the Westtown Old Scholars' »

CIATION is arranged to be held on Seventh-day, Sixt w

7th, 1902, on the School grounds, and in the larg"

Besides the entertainments announced last weel hi

speakers are expected to be :

—

.

On behalf of the " Sixties," Sarah W. Elkintoi

On behalf of the " Forties," David Scull.

them incandescent, raineO upon me ciiy irom mo c.uuu». 1 Trains will leave Broad St. Station at S.W, V-

Houses were destroyed and fires were started in many 9.55 A. M.,—the last expected to run to Weswo

quarters. With the stones fell hot mud and ashes. The forty minutes, without stop. i

air was so filled with volcanic dust that it was barely The individual invitations will be issued aDoni i

possible to breathe. At this it seemed as if suffocation
) Month 23d. Albert T. Bil
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i-work in the School of Christ.

lit is regarded as a strong class at school,

it be a small one, which, if the teacher

absent h'imsel/ for a time, would con-

^luietly intent on the subject of the les-

But how morally weak, or uninterested

ii;lass, though his popularity has gathered

lie one, if his temporary absence should

Wjo chattering, or scatter it.

Djt is with those classes in Divine worship

cl are called meetings. That is a weak

tjg, however large, which will disperse

i| hold together in spiritual worship, if

33al preacher is absent. That is a strong

g, though of two or three, which will

i| unto the invisible Teacher and Word
ij), who promised to be in the midst of

rt These find his grace sufficient for them,

iji month after month no human pastor

piker appear.

e! inward strength for Christians been

le by this transfer of attention from the

'ito the man? from worship to the "ser-

I
; from communion to the program ? from

imediate Christ who bought them, to the

lithe use of whose talents they have

. leeting may, indeed, be held in silence

i(jt being gathered unto Him to whom the

b^ing should be. Nevertheless it is not

) im that a congregation is gathered in

8 p, when it must disperse or would not as-

b, in the absence of a special man. This

Dg-system of looking unto a man is a drill

'tjness. The test made by a minister's

3ije proves to whom the gathering of a

p is, and to Whom it is not.

?isvould encourage our many silent coun-

iietings, to count their ability to hold

mi through all these years, as not a sign

of weakness but of continued strength. With-

out miuht by Christ's Spirit in the inner man
they could not have been thus preserved. May
they be encouraged by this to an absolute sur-

render to all his requirements, so that no mem-

ber to whom a word may be given to hand

forth, may, by failing to be enriched in all due

utterance, be found in the day of account a

robber of churches.

The Distemper in the Ministry.

Letter from Robert Jordan, of North Caro-

lina, 1736:

1 am often cast down at the evidence of

false ministry prevailing in many places, and
am weary of contending in spirit against it,

though not weary of suffering for the Truth.

It is a clear and incontrovertible fact, that

in proportion to the declension of religion in

the heart and life, preaching increases—to the

lessening the credit and authority of the min-
istry and rendering it contemptible.

I am confirmed in my judgment, and have

been many years, that as the ministry was,

and the sin(;ere ministry yet is instrunieiilal

to gather the churches, it is now proceeding

apace to scatter them, and this through the

working of the mystery of iniquity, with the

heat and forwardness of man's spirit.

To some, yea to many, that silence and pas-

siveness of mind so essential to the perform-

ance of these calm, meek, and deliberate acts

of worship, is as strange and irksome, as it

is by their conduct rendered useless to the

people.

But though we cannot help seeing, we are

told we must say nothing; all is revelation, all

is perfect, and there is great peace. To put

it out of all doubt, we are often told, that

they are under a mighty sense of Life and

Power, are under heavy burdens and sore ex-

ercises. But whether they lay them on them-

selves or not, I shall not determine;—these

find it easier to do, than to suffer till the Mas-

ter gives directions, and makes way.

Some divine [surmise] a gift, by human art

and ecstacy, and while they are full of peace

and joy, the Church mourns.

Even prophesying is coming pretty much
into practice, several instances of which have
proved false and ridiculous.

Some who preach up self-denial and morti-

fication, can hardly bear contradiction, much
less reproof, and though they preach up hu-

mility, they aspire to the chief seats and up-

permost rooms. I believe this ministry has

a direct tendency to promote infidelity, by giv-

ing ground of suspicion that the noble princi-

ple, the holy unction, the light and superadded

grace that comes by Jesu.-i Christ, is either

uncertain, or dangerous to follow. The na-

ture of men is subject to extremes, being apt

to step out of a state of superstition, into

that of unbelief. In short, I may conclude by
saying, with John Fothergill, "that the dis-

temper in the ministry is the greatest in the

Church."

Doukhobor Notes.

COMPILED BY J. E.

(Coiitinuetl from page if,^.)

Fifth Month 12th. ^J. S. E. says "I felt it

was a point gained when James S. Crerar (the

Immigration .\gent at Yorkton) gave me a let-

ter to read containing (Government) instruc-

tions not to enter any homesteads on the Douk-
hobor reserve to strangers, until further no-

tice, as also when he told us that this visit

through the Colonies had had a good influence.

I ought to feel thankful that I was counted

worthy to endure all that had to be passed

through.

"I iiad about an hour's talk with Dr. P—

,

who seems opposed to the party in power, and

he justified the seizure of goods for taxes when
unpaid; I told him my errand to him was to

have a stop put to tormenting the Uoukhobors,

and for tlie teacher to be instructed that to

drive tlie Doukhobor children out of the school

and then demand taxation was direct perse-

cution; and to be seizing private property, as

had been done, was no way to get the good

will of a people."

A letter from Siberia was read on a certain

occasion in which "the writer congratulated

his brethren in Canada as being favored; he

had evidently heard of the mosquitoes, but, to

use his own language 'there was deliverance

from them as they had found to be the case in

Siberia.'

"

Another letter from an exile "gave evi-

dence of Christian experience and a well

grounded faith in our Lord Jesus Christ."

"Peter Verigen upbraided his brethren in

Canada for being so slow in securing their

homes, and for making such an ado about reg-

istration."

"We had quite a representation of Eliza

Varney's and Nellie Baker's scholars, who ap-

peared in two companies—one of bovs and

one of girls: the latter seemed inclined to

come with a hymn, which I did not include in

my invitation, but allowed it to pass. I was

right glad to have sight of them."

A full suit of Doukhobor clothing was ex-

hibited at one village. "The material for the

clothing was from sheep raised by the villagers

and was made up in a first class way."

J. S. E. arrived at Winnipeg on the 14th

of the Fifth Month, en route for the Duck

Lake settlement in the Prince Albert district.

The Commissioner of Immigration told him

he looked better in health than when he started

out on his trip to the colonies a few weeks be-

fore.

T. 0. Davis, a member of the Dominion Par-
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lianient, accompanied J. S. E. to his home at

Prince Albert, and his opinion was that the

Doukhobors would have money to lend lo in-

coming Russians within five years from the

present time.

The Molokans are likely to arrive this sum-

mer and their delegates, now prospecting for

homes in Canada, are men of marked intelli-

gence. T. 0. Davis visited the settlements

last year with Minister James Smart and found

interesting entertainment while among the

Doukhobors. He thought the best of them

were in the Duck Lake colony, while Hugh
Harley considered those in the North Colony

were superior; and J. S. E. adds in this con-

nection, "It is good for both districts to have

men of influence in public positions interested

in the people living in their own districts."

Dr. Patterson, a consulting physician of

the hospital in Winnipeg, has a very favorable

opinion of the colonists, and quite a number
of the Doukhobors had received much benefit

at this hospital.

J. S. E. says, as thev journeyed westward

on the Canadian Pacific Railroad: "The sight

of some of the expanses of water crossed by

this railroad gives a gravity to the renewed

prospect of entering into the work of visiting

again, but ten villages are not as many as the

forty-two or more that have been visited on

this outing, and we cannot live aright without

faith."

"Dear John Bellows has finished his course,

and I doubt not that he has entered into the

joy of his Lord. We can but be thankful for

what we had of his company in the evening of

his day, and I think it was a satisfaction to

himself to have been in America a year ago."
When we recall the invaluable service which

our late beloved Friend rendered the Doukho-
bors and how eagerly we listened to him tell-

ing of his thrilling experiences in Russia,

when pleading in behalf of this persecuted

sect, with those who were high in authority

at St. Petersburg and elsewhere in that land

of poverty* and oppression, we realize what a

loss both they and we have sustained by his

death.

His catholic spirit and sympathy for all who
were in need, physically or spiritually, drew to

him njany, of varied opinions and experience.

It was the privilege of the present writer to

have an intimate acquaintance with him
through correspondence, for some years past.

The fervent exercise and tenderness of his

spirit, in connection with his abundant labors

for the afflicted, will long remain as a hal-

lowed memory with those who knew him best.

The prayer he off'ered after giving an ac-

count to the London Meeting for Sufferings of

his efforts, in company with Edmund W.
Brooks, to obtain the release of the Doukho-
bors still in Siberian exile, was beautifully

comprehensive, and a touching appeal to the

Throne of Grace, t and it would have been no

* The average peasant of European Russia sub-

sists on 7Jc. per day.

tThe following is the substance of the prayer
alluded to :

" I felt constrained to offer thanks to

our Heavenly Father for all the care and love we
had been made sensible of on the journey—in the
snows of Moscow ; on the frozen Neva ; and on
the slippery palace floors of Petersburg and Gats-
china ; especially that we had been kept simple in

all our efforts on behalf of the dear people whose

small comfort to him could he have known, as

we now have good reason to believe, that his

petition is likely to be answered, at least in

part, by the release of the older men, thus

separated from their families in Canada.

J. S. E. arrived safely at Rosthern on the

16th of Fifth Month, and made arrangements

at once to go to the Duck Lake settlement.

He says "we had a good road, with the excep-

tion of some bouncing in what had been either

mud holes or badger holes, for about ten

miles. The Saskatchewan was much swollen.
'

'

At the village Soasofka a warm welcome was

given them. The address from Friends in

Philadelphia was read in a well attended con-

ference, and printed copies of it circulated

among them.

These copies were printed by the Harvard

University Press in English and Russian.

The first salutation from the men as they

came together was on this wise: ."When you

were last here you had another man with you;

where is he?" and this, J. S. E. adds, "was
not the first time that dear Jonathan Rhoads

was spoken o'f or asked for; as he left a good

seal in the hearts of the people."

The whole company of men and women
stood up to give thanks for the advice and

supplies they had received from Friends,

"and when the chief speaker said the children

loved me, I said, 'Well, then, let some one go

out and tell them grandfather wants to see

them,' and when a whole troop of them were

gathered outside I went out and took each one

of them by the hand, and we had a very nice

parting, I may say a religious opportunity

with both children and parents; the villagers

followed us to the end of their town, and eight

girls, hand in hand, and nine boys in a similar

row. continued on, singing as they came, until

we reached a running stream. The whole

scene was touching."

J. S. E. says "The village thus left behind

seemed to have been remarkably prospered

during the past two years, and so nearly re-

built that I could hardly recognize it. There

were eighty cows, and more than a hundred

head of cattle altogether, beside fifty-seven

work horses; and so many potatoes had been

raised they had been feeding some to the

cattle.

"I told them it would surely be a great sat-

isfaction to them, after being thus prospered,

cause we had tried to plead, and whom we could

still commend to the care of Him who never slum-

bers nor sleeps, and whose will we pray may be

done with respect to them in yon distant Canada
and in yonder far-away Siberia; in Petersburg, and

here in London. And then I felt it laid on me to

ask for this dear Society of Friends on both sides

of the Atlantic, a blessing in return for all the

love and care and interest it has shown on behalf

of these sufl'erers for the Truth ; while yet feeling

that notwithstanding this we have in some measure

left our first love and our mission as a Society
;

and to pray that we might be brought back again

to our own place ;
purified from our dross and tin,

and especially from our reprobate silver ; brought

back to our own position as witnesses to men that

the Kingdom of God is not in word but in power,

and that this power is indeed experienced by those

who wait upon Him, who shall and do mount up

with wings as eagles ; up through all the clouds

that hide his face from us ; up into the shining

blue heaven of his presence, and the continuous

light of the Sun of Righteousness."

to have their homesteads secured. To <j^\^

Ivan Prepelkin (the chief speaker) rejeji

'We want that!'
"

:

He then discoursed upon the merits o:b».

etarianism. T

On the 18th J. S. E. says: "Afte^ilie'

early morning devotional exercises were^er

we had one of the most remarkable oppatni.

ties of my life." '

,

"There was the usual expression of tl^
and then came the remark, 'we are all ting

homesteads,' to which I responded 'tl
jj

what I want to know, and, if I can repito'

Ottawa that the homesteads are taken
by

the Doukhobors, it will satisfy those bo

'

have been trying to get you properly
('ib.

lished. You have shown that the lane ill'

produce enough to support you and you jt-

tie, and other animals have increased, ai(o

know that you have secured your land f am

inheritance will be a great comfort.' "
,

"I was surcrised at the acreage of ploi ed

ground which had been sown. There in.

deed cause for gratitude and thanksgivii to'

the Author of all good that there is a a

field of exercise for those who may be ij-

ested for the welfare of this people, ir;iir

day and for those who may succeed us."

At the village of Terpenie while "Th'd-

dress was being read one man called out iat

is plain and all right;' and another said 'he

Yorkton Doukhobors ought to be ashamec!we

have no fault to find with the Governirt'

There was an invitation exiended to aTi;'iie

to say what might be on his mind, but noBg

was offered in the line of controversy." '

As J. S. E. was about to leave this Vi

some twenty boys and thirty girls were ilh-

ered in two companies to bid them "farewi,!'

and he says "my principal interpreter «»
bright little boy of nine years of age." '

The Story of a Conversion.

George Fox has given us a very intere ng

account of how the Lord met with him iiis

solitary walks and musings; how sometim in

a hollow tree, or in the open fields, Gocas

pleased to reveal to him the disease of hiia-

ture, to direct him to the precious bloc jf

Jesus, and to lead him to put his trust \(re

I hope we are all resting, where we must at

if we would enter heaven, upon our deai e-

deemer. He was terribly depressed and at

down, just as most of God's children areV3ii

they first arise and go to their Father, 'ie

was bewildered, perplexed and afflicteoy

those from whom he expected light and m-

fort. He tried to trust where you and I :e

looked in vain for succor, namely in an m

of flesh and in carnal confidences. He 'Jt

to the supposed ministers of Christ, and f xi

them to be miserable comforters. Som ^f

them may have been real ministers of Ch't,

but they were either in a bad humor or '«

not skilled in dealing with disordered mis;

at all events, they were not able to raeetw

peculiarly deep and solemn exercises of i8

singular young man, whose "veri lies" wens

true as other men's oaths, and whose n-

science was wounded by matters which 'ff

sport to less spiritual minds. He founds

of these divines as hollow as an empty cs.

and another told him to overcome his disiSf

of mind by smoking tobacco and sin \P

psalms. He obtained from a third wh; »
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; another bade him .io-n the vofunl"' i f^.r^.'^^.^ff^f^l^^^^fhor and publisher of
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I; another bade him noin the volunteers'
3 he that poureth vinegar upon nitre, so is
;hat sineeth songs to a sad heart." Poor
edies these for a distressed conscience'
I for the physicians who prescribe tobacco
ke and bleeding as cures for a sin-sick
! And yet what can the world do more
30uls who are under the convincing power
5od's spirit? What remedies dost thou
V of, poor, blind world? Thou canst not
I the eyes of thine own blind sons and
;hters; how then canst thou lead the chil-
of light in the way of peace? "One only
j^the pierced hand, can heal the sinner's

Fox, after going to one professor and
ber, inquiring as to this and that, at last
i peace where we too found it, if we re-
have it, namely, from the love of the
Jesus. There is one passage in his

rnal" which has been quoted thousands
nes, but you will not object to hear it

,
it deserves to be printed in letters of gold,
ut, as I had forsaken all the priests, so i
;he separate preachers also, and those
I the most experienced people; for I saw
was none among them all that could
to my condition. And when all my

in them and in all men was gone so that
nothing outwardly to help me, nor could
hat to do, then oh, then, I heard a voice
said, 'There is One, even Christ Jesus,
an speak to thy condition.' And when I
It, ray heart did leap for joy. Then the
lid let me see why there was none upon
irth that could speak to my condition-
' that I might give hira all the glory'
1
are concluded under sin, and shut up

-elief as I have been, that Jesus Christ
have the pre-eminence, who enlightens
^es grace and faith and power. Thus
!od doth work who shall let it? And
:new experimentally. My desires after
rd grew stronger, and zeal in the pure
dge of the Lord alone, without the
man, book or writing."— C. H. Spur-

ietch oTthe Life of John Bellows.

I one thing needful is to become ac-
d with the Spirit of Truth who when
es to the soul that seeks Him, guides
ill truth."

ear and a few days ago John Bellows ad-
these words in a printed epistle "To
knts of the Friends' Select School in
^hia." And now an inscription be-
he ground of Painsvick Cemetery in

, gives these words: John Bellows
5 Fifth of Fifth Month, 1902. Aged

iterest aroused by his sojourn one year
nd about Philadelphia seems to justify
lucing of several parts of an account
Bellows's career, as found in the Glm-
nirnal ^Note J. S. E.'s letter in
number.)
e death of John Bellows of Upton
loucester loses one who was in many
her most distinguished citizen. By
of heart and mind revealed in charac-
ittainments of great rarity, his name
ome known not only throughout the
ipeaking world, but it was also of Eu-

t J ] 7. T ^ uumui aiiu puuiisnei
a standard dictionary of the two languages it
IS possible that his fame will longest endure
by reason of this great work of his life- but
being much more than a lexicographer hismemory will long be cherished by the perse-
cuted and oppressed communities of other
lands who attracted his deepest sympathies
and most practical help; as an antiquarian
whose researches had recovered so much that
was interesting in the early history of our
land he will long be held in honorable esteem
by the scientific world; and by those who were
favored with his friendship or even his slight-
est acquaintance he will ever be remembered
tor his cultured and courtly bearing his sensi-
tive and sympathetic nature, his broad toler-
ance, his uniform desire to please and to serve
-in short, for all those traits which stamped
him as one of Nature's true nobility. Quaker
though he was, and strong in his attachment
to the simplicity of life and conversation tra-
ditionally enjoined upon the religious commu-
nity amongst whom he was born, and despite
a natural modesty that was a predominant
characteristic throughout his career, he won
by his own unadorned name of John Bellows a
fame that was far beyond that conferred by
titles and dignities, and when it was known
that John Bellows was dead, it was felt that a
£30 had been made that could not be filled

It had been known that for many months
past he had been in failing health, and that of
late his condition had been pronounced to be
critical Journeys to Transcaucasia and the
Balkan Peninsula when past three score years
of age entailing great physical fatigue," un-
doubtedly made serious demands on his vital-
ity, and his last illness orobably had its origin
in the visit which, in company with his -ife
he paid to the United States last summer, for
the purpose of seeing their son Philip, who
had just previously settled in Philadelphia, and
ot renewing acquaintance with Senator Hoar
and other American friends. Unfortunately at
the time of their sojourn the States were vis-
ited by an unusual heat wave, which prostrated
many seasoned Americans and did greater in-
jury to John Bellows' health than was probably
recognized at the time

Before passing from a review, necessarily
brief, of his career in an extensive printing
business, mention should be made of his char-
acteristic insistence that no work should be
undertaken of a nature contrary to his own
personal convictions. All orders for theatri-
cals and musical programmes were consistent-
ly refused, and so close was his adhesion to
the old Quaker disapproval of music that he
would not print otherwise unexceptional mat-
ter, such as related, for instance, to temper-
ance or adult school gatherings, if there was
even the slightest allusion to any singing or
instrumental music. This attitude, of course
involved the closest personal oversight whilst
he was himself in business, for it was scarcely
possible for any deputy to fix the limitations
of his employer's truly conscientious scruples
On one occasion a duly executed and delivered
order had for some reason escaped his per-
sonal notice, but subsequently detectinsr a
single offending line, word went forth that
nothing was to be charged beyond bare cost
price. In other cases, of course, it was

easier for the general public to enter with
synipathy into John Bellows' point of view in
such matters. It was useless for brewers orwine merchants to take their orders to John
'iellows establishment. A case is also re-
called in which the Quaker printer was asked

print some verses addressed to the VirginMary in which she was described as the means
through which the soul is brought to ChristA ijolite refusal led to correspondence, in
which John Bellows set out his views with
great force, and ended by saving: "No' I
dare no more print these false suggestions
even for private reading, than I dare sell ar-
senic, on the assurance that it is only for use
by habitues."

TUB I'OCKET DICTIONAKY.
As already stated John Bellows' great

accomplishment was the compilation of his
"rench-Lnglish and English-French pocket dic-
ionary--a marvel of learning, industry and
typogaphical skill -which was seven years in
preparation. For particulars relating to this
publication we are partly indebted to an au-
thentic de.scription supplied by John Bassett,
evidently with J. Bellows' cognizance, to a
trade magazine a few years ago. It was dur-
ing the sixties that John Bellows while on a
lOUrnev in Uenmnrlj- firc^f o„.,^„;...,j iL_ 1

. " — "-" """' "uiiii ueiiuwH wniie on a
journey in Denmark, first conceived the ideas
which led to the production of the dictionary
At that time he had no uractical knowledge of
the trench language, but this was a difficulty
which he felt he could remove, and he at once
set to work. By marvellous industry extend-
ing through seven long years, by sustained
study, and by the loyal and devoted assistance
of linguistic friends, the "Bona Fide Pocket
trench Dictionary" became at last an accom-
plished fact. "It is a marvel," says J. Bas-
sett. "that such accuracy has been attained
when It IS taken into account that the work
was prepared and read during office hours andm the midst of his workmen— both composi-
tors and machinists. Thousands of times has
his attention been drawn away from the ren-
dering of a French phrase; sometimes to write
an order for 'sorts,' now to correct a hand-
bill or circular, or an order for naper, or to
help a compositor in the selection of a display
line, and the many trivial details which men
will ask as long as they have other heads to
think for them. His steady perseverance
cannot be too highy commended, with inter-
ruptions such as these. A great deal of trou-
ble was experienced in the working, owing to
the accents breaking, and from this cause J.
Bellows has frequently read the sheet again
after he had passed it for press. The iffiper-
fections were so minute as to be scarcely dis-
cernible in the forms. The type was cast es-
pecially for the dictionary by Miller and Rich-
ard and it takes eighteen lines to the inch
whilst a shilling covers on an average seventy
words. The dictionary stands out for its ex-
treme originality in many essentia! points: for
instance to name several of them, the feminine
IS distinguished by italic; typographic marks
or signs in French words to mark the liaison or
of the non-liaison; the translation of all words
and phrases which have never appeared in any
other dictionary; but the most useful of all

these is the arrangement of both the French-
English and English-French divisions on the
same page." John Bellows had the satisfac-
tion of hearing, in less than fourteen days of
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its completion, that tlie first edition was ex-

hausted, and the experience of seeing: his

name borne by means of it to the four corners

of the civilized world. For more than thirty

years the development of the little book has

been to him a continual source of pleasure and

delight, and even within the last week or so of

his illness he caused new words to be added

to it.

John Bellows was widely known as a Quaker

and a philanthropist. "1 feel sure it was,"

says Frederic Sessions, "while reading Isaac

Penington's writings, "that he on one hand

entered into that consecrated life of pure pur-

pose and self-denial so conspicuous in after

years, while on the other his attainment was
at a cost of overstrain to body and mind. This

much we may be sure of— it was then he

learned those lessons of obedience to what he

deemed the Divine intimations which led him

to give his time so nobly to the war-victim re-

lief fund immediately after the Franco-Ger-

man war, and later to the rescue of the Douk-
hobors from Russian persecution." He was
indeed almost unique in the Society of Friends

for his adherence to the peculiarities of attire

and speech which at one time generally

characterized every member of the Quaker
community. He was strong in his attachment

to the distinguishing principles of the Society

of Friends, and it was by reason of the

strength of his convictions that at one period

—

now many years ago—he disassociated himself

from the Society on account of certain modifi-

cations in the form of worship. Such a sev-

erance of a life-long association was naturally

a great grief to him as well as to those who
had enjoyed his religious fellowship, but in

this, as in other cases where public policy or

personal conviction demanded separation from
others, no breach of friendship was possible

to John Bellows. He continued to associate

with the members of the Society from which
he had resigned membership in all matters
that involved no sacrifice of his own convic-

tions. He was granted the use of one of the

rooms at Grey Friars, where, with his family

and a few friends, he continued on First-day af-

ternoon to meet for public worship according to

the usages of the Society, and each mid week
a similar meeting was held at Eastgate House,
nothing being permitted to hinder his solemn
break in the course of business. It was a

matter of great satisfaction to members of the

Society when, some years later, largely, we
believe, as the outcome of the visit to Russia
in company with another prominent Friend,

Joseph J. Neave, John Bellows found himself

able formally to re-enter the Quaker commu-
nity, of which, indeed, he had not ceased to

be a staunch representative in all essential

matters relating to its distinguishing views.

John Bellows, though occasionlly speaking in

meetings for worship, was not a "recorded"
Minister of the Society, but in later years he
held office as an Elder of the Gloucester Meet-
ing, and he also served on the more representa-

tive Committee at the headquarters of the So-
ciety in London. Some years ago the acqui-
sition of land subject to tithe led to his suffer-

ing distraint upon his property rather than
voluntarily pay what he regarded as an unjust
charge. The recurrence of this was avoided
by the quiet act of some anonymous friends,

who commuted the charge. The kindness of

spirit which prompted this was much appre-

ciated by him.

In the last years of his life John Bellows'

testimony in regard to war was gravely misun-

derstood in many quarters, largely owing to

the failure to recognize that in his justifica-

tion politically of the British objective in

South Africa, he still retained his own strong

abhorrence for all war and an abiding convic-

tion that war was contrary to the Divine will.

He recognized, however, that others, the ma-
jority of his countrymen, did not share this

conviction, and arguing from this he would not

say that they were wrong in resistine what he

conceived to be the aggression of President

Kruger and his Government. The latter por-

tion of the pamphlet was devoted to the pre-

sentment of "TheTruth About All War." His

argument is too long to enter upon here, but

in brief it may be said to rest on the conten-

tion that all efiiective protest against the use

of force must have its origin in the peaceable

disposition of the individual. The pamphlet
which was the result of months of careful

preparation, had a wide circulation, altered the

opinions of more than one of its readers, and
was translated in French and German and cir-

culated abroad. The progress of the recent

peace negotiations had been watched by him
with the deepest sympathy, and he continued

as long as strength was spared to ask anxious-

ly for the result. John Bellows frequently

took the platform in support of the cause of

peace, and in particular he had a warm appre-

ciation for the act of the Czar in issuing his

Rescript on armaments which led to the Hague
conference of 1899. He spoke more than

once at public meetings in commendation of

the Czar's motive, and at the time of the con-

ference he visited the Hague as a member of

a deputation from the Society of Friends in or-

der to present a memorial to that assembly.

He believed thoroughly in the Czar's good in-

tentions, which he regarded as an inheritance

from Alexandre HI., who, as the result of his

experiences in the Franco-Turkish war of

1877, vowed, so it is said, that Russia should

enter no other war as long as he lived. J. Bel-

lows himself had had the opportunity of seeing

the terrible effects of the Franco-German war,

and of hearing en the field of Gravelotte the

accounts of eye-witnesses of the awful car-

nage of that great fight. "He hoped," he said

at a meeting in Gloucester early in 1899, "he
should never say one word that might in any
way increase the war spirit in anyone's mind.

"The thing was so dreadful, so satanic, that

he was quite certain that those who had seen

what he had would use every exertion in their

power to stop the war spirit from spreading
among the people."

PHILANTHROPIST.

John Bellows' keen sympathies were espec-

ially drawn out by the suff'erings falling upon
the innocent victims of war and by the per-

secuted and oppressed, of whatever national-

ity, on acount of their religious convictions.

In 1870 he visited Alsace-Lorraine to adminis-

ter relief funds collected by the Society of

Friends in England, and at Metz he ran no
small risk of small-pox, which was then rag-

ing in the city. His experiences in Eastern
France—the memories of which were to him
ever truly filled with sadness—were published

in booklet form under the title of "The Track

of the War Round Metz." "I know," says P.:

Sessions, "no more powerful—intensely hari

rowing—pictures of battlefields and fevei!

camps than those he has given us here—fon

John Bellows was really a master-writer ofi

beautiful English when at his best. Witha
he was a humble-minded man, and when 1 wai'

once in his company I heard him soundly re I

buke some one who had spoken words of per'

sonal praise for the self-denying work he hai;

undertaken." His visit to Russia in 1893 witii

J. J. Neave was in the interests of the perse'

cuted Stundists and others. The mission wa!

of a somewhat delicate nature, the endeavo'

being in the first place to obtain the ear o
J

the Government authorities on behalf of thes'

Russian Dissenters, and in the second place t!

see that help, sorely needed to secure the bar'

necessities of life, was directed through relij!

ble channels without fear of misappropriatioi-

At the time of the permission of the preser.

Czar given to the sect of the Doukhobors t{

emigrate, J. Bellows greatly interested bin'

self in their behalf, and helped to bring the

case before the Friends of England and Ame
ica. As a result of the appeal made by cl

responsible Committee, sufficient funds wei

raised to emigrate eleven hundred Doukhobo
to Cyprus, where, under the management i

the late Wilson Sturge, they were temporari.

lodged. J. Bellows took the greatest interej

in the Cyprus settlers, and also in the furthrf

steps for their removal to Canada, with othe

of their brethren from the South of Russi

At the present moment there are between sevi

thousand and eight thousand Doukhobors

the North-West Territories. He continued

the last to work for their true welfare under t

generous Government of Canada, and at t

beginning of this year it was announced tt

his second daughter, Hannah Bellows, h

offered her services for educational wo

amongst them. He also paid a visit to Sv

den in company with E. Wright Brooks,

order to influence the Government there on 1

half of those who conscientiously refused '

bear arms. His keen sympathy with the si

fering and oppressed was elicited to the f

by the persecuted Armenians, and in compa

with his wife he undertook a second jourr

to the East four or five years ago, organizi

relief in the Balkan provinces affected.

The late John Bellows was a man of n; «

scientific attainment and a most cultiii'

mind; and his death has caused a gap in ci

tain learned and antiquarian circles which

will be difficult to fill. He was one ofli

most eminent authorities on the subject of
'

Roman occupation of England, his researc'i

on the question being of a most profounds' «

painstaking description. He probably vj

better informed than any of his contempo

ries on all matters relating to the Roman l'-

tory of Gloucester, and his services as cic-
'

one were repeatedly in request when visit;

desired to be shown the many archa?olog:l

treasures of that interesting period, in wh i

,

the city abounds. At the time of the Brit i

Archajological Society's visit some of the le-

ing authorities in Britain were glad to
"

him as guide to the Roman history of GlomI:

ter, and its neighborhood. The event wt||

gave him his first inspiration in the djrec'.,

of archaeological research occurred in 1|

when, in erecting his new printing work£«
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Eastgate House, the excavations led to the
discovery of the Roman wall of Gloucester;

and on investigation this proved to be what is

believed to be the oldest piece of Roman ma-
sonry in the British Isles, dating as it did from
about the year 45 to 50 of the Christian p]ra.

Close to the scene of this miportant discovery

J. Bellows found what Professor Rolleston has
described as the largest heap of Roman re-

mains ever unearthed in one spot in the United
Kingdom. He was formerly a member of the

Bristol Archaeological Society, but here again
his extreme conscientiousness and his own re-

ligious convictions shut him off from what
would otherwise have been an interesting

arch;eoiogical study, that of ecclesiastial ar-

chitecture, and he had ceased membership of

ithat body for some years. The Cheltenham
[Examiner says of him, in the course of an ap-

Ipreciative obituary notice: "It is no exag-
geration to say that to him we owe more of

jur knowledge of Roman Gloucestershire than
we owe to all other historians combined. Oc-
casionally John Bellows' enthusiasm over his

!)et study made him the subject of gentle
oke. 'Friend John,' said a Friend to him
ince, 'considering that thou art a man of

'leace, it is astonishing that thou should'st

inow so much of the arts of war.' And it has
een said by more than one of his friends, that

great was his knowledge of war tactics that

lad he not been a Quaker he would have been
jn army general."
' John Bellows was of a modest and even re-

;ring disposition; he disliked intensely any-
siing in the nature of ostentation. Yet it

as only natural that one so endowed with

Ire intellectual gifts, of high attainments,
jid of pleasing personal traits should have be-

<me the object of much love and esteem.
is society and intercourse were cultivated

;|d esteemed a privilege by many distingustied

(intemporaries. Senator George F. Hoar, of
Wcester, Massachusetts, who is descended
iDtn a Sheriff of Gloucester in early Stuart
tys, was a guest of J. Bellows at Upton

J
oil some years ago when investigating the
tory of his family in this city, and the

V'Ws they exchanged in correspondence must
h;7e been contributory to a good understand-
iii between the two branches of the Anglo-
l^;:on race, as for instance at the time of the
Viezuelan boundary dispute, and in regard
tcAmerican sentiment on the Boer war. In

tt course of their American visit last year
J.'ellovvs and wife were in turn the guests of
iSoator Hoar, and it was at this time that the
dejree of M. A. was conferred on John Bel-
lo]5, honoris causa, by Harvard University.
Tlj honor was quite unexpected by him, an-
DOncement of the intention only being made
sh]tly before arriving at the scene of the
ce:mony where he expected to be nothing
nui; than an interested spectator. He was
thii presented to the audience: "John Bellows,
Kn|ish Quaker; authority on Roman antiqui
tiejin Britain; delightful essayist; learned
lexjographer." It is interesting to note that
at je same ceremony Vice-President Roose-

• vejl now President of the United States, re-

d the honorary degree of LL.D. J. Bel-

work on behalf of the oppressed in Rus-
nd elsewhere brought him into contact

,,, wt^Count Leo Tolstoi, whom he visited more
once. The French dictionary broughtthail

him the friendship of the late Prince Louis
Lucien Bonaparte. His correspondence with
the late Oliver Wendell Holmes lasted for a
quarter of a century; and the beautiful let-

ters from the poet were amongst his greatest
treasures. "Are you not sorry, dear Mr. l!el-

lows," he wrote in 1888. "that my eyes are
getting dim, and that this beautiful nature
'vhich you paint so poetically in your letter, is

fading away from me" Professor Blackie he
knew, and Sidney Dobell, and James Anthony
Froude; he quickly grasped where sterling
character lay, and his best friends were men
worth knowing. The friendship of the late

Professor Max Muller and of William Lucy he
treasured, as also that of Senator George F.

Hoar, whom he knew with ever-deeoening af-

fection.

John Bellows leaves a widow, to whom he
was married in 1869. and a family of four
sons and five daughters.

Now the tongue is silent and the hand is

still for ever. Peacefully will he lie among
the quiet hills he knew. In lifetime he did
know of the Redeemer's love; of that peace
which passeth understanding; of that eternal
and ever-present Light which he tried through
pain, through joy, to follow. In death he
reached his reward.

Success of American Industry.

A PAKTICULAKLY interesting portion of Con-
sul Boyle's report is that wherein he places the
American and the British workman side by
side, in a comparison which nlaces the Ameri-
can far to the fore, English manufacturers,
he says, find it almost impossible to get the
same amount of product from machines as is

obtained in America. There are two reasons
for this, says Boyle. First, the average
British workman is not as adaptable as the
American, and does not so readily get com-
mand of new appliances and, second, that it is

not the custom of the country for an English-
man, whether mechanic, clerk or laborer, to

work as hard as an American. Then, too,

states the Consul, the English workman is in-

clined to split very fine hairs; he will often
refuse to do anything outside a certain line

rigidly laid down by the custom of his craft

generally, and by his trade union, in particu-

lar. As an example of this trait, the Consul
cites a number of instances when strikes have
been brought on by such an apparently trivial

dispute as to whether engineers or shipwrights
should place an electric dynamo in position.

Quite recently, in a seaside town, there was a

strike of teamsters, because their employer
refused to discharge an enterprising driver who
had whipped up his horses and made a journey

to a neighboring town three hours quicker
than they themselves had been accustomed to

"do" the distance.

The small extent to which up-to-date labor

saving machinery is used in Great Britain, as

compared with American, and even Germany,
Consul Boyle says, is just now a fruitful topic

of discussion. English manufacturers, he says,

ire handicapped by reason of the employment
of antiquated plants. The rule in England,

says the Consul, is for a plant or machine not

to be replaced until it is absolutely worn out.

The question is, he says "Will it do?" not,

"Can it be improved?"

WRITTEN OF RACHEL ORELLET.
Twelfth Month 11th, 1894.

Not until the evenmg sunlight
Gilded her life's closing day,

.\nci the weight of long experience
Mea.sured all she had to say.

And the thought of heaven was chiefest,
With the loved in its embrace.

Were we privileged her acquaintance,
Or a look at her dear face.

Then within her room, made sacred
By the presence of her Lord

—

P^r upon his strength she rested
.\nd did feast upon his word,*

—

We beheld the pure example
Of her love to i)arents dear.

Such sincere, and pure devotion
To their memory, year by year.

If companionship in earth-life

With our loved ones, is so dear.

What must be the wondrous fulne.ss

Of this foretaste we have here ?

When with powers of mind and vision.

And of thought, all glorified.

And with Christ, and in his likeness,

Forever we are satisfied ?

E. P. Terrell.

Communion and Atonement.

Section II.

The foregoing passages constitute, in my
opinion, a very exact and spiritual analysis of
what it essentially is to feed upon Christ.

The words examined being those of Christ
Himself, the authority and instruction they
contain for us must be of the highest. The
teaching, however, which McLeod Campbell
finds in them, does not agee with the prevail-

ing view of the Church. In that view, feed-

ing upon Christ is regarded as "occupation of
heart and mind with his love—with his work
and its results."

Yet we are justified in believing, that what-
ever there is of value in such meditation, in

connection with the "Communion" service,

(and we cannot doubt that real benefit is re-

ceived by many, though the attractive but
misleading element of mystery often has too

much place), yet whatever real feeding and
spiritual nourishment is thus known, it must,

whether so recognized by the participant or

not, have as its basis an honest attitude of the

will towards the acceptance of the govern-
ment of Christ's spirit. Without this there

can be not vital communion, which must mean
union' of life with life.

Such union is possible only as there is a

harmony of will and in proportion to such har-

mony. "How can two walk together except
they be agreed." When, instead of this loyal

altitude of will, spiritual benefit is hoped for

through some mystical efficacy with which
religious thought of the past has largely

clothed the "communion," especially that

form of it called the "Mass," when this is the

case, such ceremony often becomes, as Mc-
Leod Campbell says, an actual "rival of the

true feeding upon Christ."

Notwithstanding my high estimate of the

value of the teaching I have quoted, I do not

feel satisfied to present it alone, and apart

* The " Word " mentioned here, refers not alone to the

Rible, which is the written words of God ; but also, as

we have assurance to believe, refers to the precioDS

promises, counsels and comforts, given by the immediate

operation of the Holy Spirit upon the soul.—E. P. T.
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from that setting in Gospel light and truth

which I know McLeod Campbell would claim

for it. Taken by itself that teaching ad-

dresses us as simply one of the many calls the

Scriptures make to the obedience of faith,

—

to the acceptance of the Divine will as our

highest good; calls which we accept and to

which we desire to respond, while feeling our

inability to do so, and our need of help through

agencies beyond and above ourselves.

Therefore, I believe that the true feeding

upon Christ means for us in this period of the

Gospel Dispensation, not simply obedience,

blessed as that obedience always is—but obe-

dience in the light of the cross, obedience con-

sciously and intelligently in the light of the

Cross.

I emphasize the words consciously and in-

telligently; for distinct is the difference both

in its influence upon the individual life, and in

the testimony of that life before the world,

between the results of simple obedience to

Christ,— that is, to the Divine will—and the

same measure of obedience when exercised

"consciously and intelligently" in the light of

that deepe'r and richer meaning of the Incar-

nation, Suffering and Death of Christ, which

is being brought to view through the advanc-

ing revelation of Himself and his relation to

men, which God is still making. There also

is much reason to believe, that many bow in

sincere prostration of spirit at the foot of the

Cross, who yet have not had their eyes

opened, fully opened, to the light of the Di-

vine love in which they stand. Many are alive

in Christ, and have known the joy of forgiven

sin, and reconciliation with God through the

atoning sacrifice of Christ, who yet fail to re-

alize that "life more abundant," which Christ

said He came to bring, and to which the for-

giveness of sin is but the introduction. We
rightly associate growth and progress of some
kind with life. And of all life, this charac-

teristic of growth should apply with special

force to that which is life in its highest sense,

—the life of God in the soul of man. This is

the real, the true man, the crown of creation.

To Him dominion was given over all thinge,

and He was endowed with capabilities to lay

hold of the Infinite. Growth then and pro-

gress, even though slow, should be predicated

of every child of God. And this is realized,

in proDortion to obedience to the light of

Christ in the heart, jointly with perception of

the high purpose of love and the teaching of

that love as revealed in the light of the Cross

There is much reason for the fear, that in

many cases the joy of conscious pardon for

sin becomes somewhat weakened by familiarity

therewith. Thus it loses to some extent its

power to stimulate the spiritual life and that

life becomes stunted. Obedience having been

valued merely because of its evidencing a vital

faith, and as a result of that faith and of

grateful love for the forgiveness of sin, the

value of obedience purely ;)fr w has not been

realized. Too low an estimate das come to be

placed upon that experience which is called

"the girding of the loins," the spiritual loins.

This familiar figure clearly conveys its mean-
ing. Instead of the impulse of love it ex-

presses rather the calm, deliberate, purpose-

ful preparation for strife; for the overcoming
of obstacles, especially those foes of our best

life which have their fortress in our hearts.

'The Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence,

md the violent take it by force."

It is difficult, I realize, thus to refer to this

feature of the spiritual course, without ap-

pearing to lay too much stress upon its im-

portance. And I would myself promptly ac-

knowledge my conviction that love is finally

the most effective agency in lifting the life

into its true relation with God. This diffic-

ulty as to relative importance seems unavoid-

able when dwelling upon either one of two in-

fluences, both of which have their place, and

in that place have their essential importance.

I feel, however, I am supported in what I have

said by the teaching of our Saviour, who not

only declared, "If any man love me he will

keep my commandments." but also "if ye

keep my commandments ye shall abide' in my
love."

And what, we may ask, is the fuller light

of the Cross which has been alluded to,—that
richer meaning of the Incarnation, Suffering

and Death of Christ, which characterizes the

best thought of the present day, and makes

more possible to earnest lives a fruitful re-

sponse to the teaching of Christ, of which

obedience to his Spirit must ever be the cen-

tral feature.

In endeavoring to answer this question, I

avail myself of an article by Ambrose Ben-

nett, which appeared in an English periodical,

upon the subject of the "forgiveness of sin."

In presenting the thought of that writer I

condense it as well as I can, consistent with

Sin, he says, is its own penalty. Its pun-

ishment is self-executing and lies primarily

in the sense of estrangement from God which

it creates. The full effect of this estrange-

ment is not seized, until we realize what it has

compelled us to think concerning God and his

relations to us. It compels us to think of Him
as unable to enter into communion with us, in

other words, that it is impossible for Him to

forgive our sin. This is the severest part of

our punishment, that we are reduced to an in-

ability to believe in the Divine mercy to us.

This inner consequence of sin is a constant

element in Christian experience. When Peter

in the first moment of his new-born conviction

of sin cried out, "Depart from me, for I am
a sinful man, Lord!" it was because he saw

the distance between himself and his sinless

Lord, and could not conceive how across that

distance communion was possible. The sense

of his unworthiness obliged him to disbelieve in

the possibility of forgiveness. This is no sin

gular phenomenon but a normal feature of

Christian experience, as proved by the persist'

ence, in its successive forms, of the doctrine

of the Atonement. The various theories of

satisfaction whereby it has been sought in

past ages to estimate the conditions making it

possible for God to forgive, do but reflect un-

der changing intellectual conditions, that un-

changing experience of the soul, wherein it is

made powerless, because of the oppression of

its sin, to conceive of the freedom of the Di

vine mercy. It loses its certainty of the love

of God.

Thus forgiveness, the consciousness of for-

giveness of sin, is the 'central factor in deter-

mining the religious life. When, therefore,

the certainty of (Jod's mercy and love has

been brought home to the consciousness of

the Soul under conviction of sin and laboring

beneath the intolerable burden of inability to

conceive the existence of that mercy and
love, it is like the recovery of sight to the

blind and the resurrection of the dead.

Selected.

Catharine Burling.

Catharine Burling, daughter of John and

Ann Burling, of the city of New York, in

America, was taken ill of a slow fever, which

weakened her gradually, so that, to use her

own expression, she was reduced step by step;

all means used for her help proving ineffect-

ual. When she was brought low and her re-

covery appeared doubtful, she was for a time

under great exercise of mind concerning her

future state, and prayed to the Lord for a

little more time, and that she might witness

a better state; which he was graciously

pleased to answer, not long after, she saying

her mind was changed. She came to witness

the child's state, filled with innocency, abound-

ing in love; often saying, "My mind is like a

little child's." Her heart came to be filled'

with the love of God, and in the aboundings^

there, for several weeks before her departure,:

she was at times enabled to declare of thr

Lord's goodness to her in a wonderful manner

and also, to exhort many who came to visij

her to amendment of life, that when the;;

came to lie on a sick bed they might enjo!

that peace she was then made a partaker oil

often saying she felt his peace flow in her mini

as a gentle stream, and that her cup raj

over. . .

Many were the expressions which this your

woman uttered, some of which, as nearly ;

could be remembered, are as follows, viz:

"Many wearisome nights have I goi

through, and have watered my pillow with n.

tears. I was long in doubt of my eternal ha

piness, and in the time of greatest distress

cried to the Lord that he would be pleased

lengthen my time a little longer, that I raig

be more fully prepared. And He was gi

ciously pleased to hear and grant my reque

and now He has been graciously pleased

grant me a full assurance of it and to lengtl

my time that I might speak of his goodn i

to others and tell what Ho hath done for
'

soul. praises, praises, praises, be giver)

his great and glorious name. My tongues

too short, by far; 0, if I had the tongue of

b

angel I could not sufficiently express my g;,'

itude to that gracious God who has been t s

pleased to favor me in so eminent a manii'

"My disorder is very changeable; very s-

tering it would be to some but it does not t-

ter me. I am resigned to the Lord's will,!t <

Him do just as best pleaseth Him with i,

his poor frail creature. A few days :pi

when I thought I was just launching into fr-

uity, that boundless ocean of eternity, I pr.id

to the Lord that He would be pleased to fe

me a little longer time, and He was gracicjil,

pleased to hear and grant my request,

work of regeneration is a great work. Ilji

it now experimentally. I am become a)

creature, new thoughts, new desires, my£g
tons set on things above. I have a new

written in the Lamb's book of life, antf

white stone is given to me!"
She at the same time advised her bro)!

and sisters to plainness of speech and »l|
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ng, "Remember our blessed Lord, that

lit pattern of plainness, who when on earth

it up and down doing good, and wore a gar-

it without a seam. He was crucified. He
I
nailed to the cross for our sins, for my

i|; love inexpressible!"

'uring the last five weeks of her illness she

^ frequently speaking of the Lord's good-

i\ to her, being favored in an extraordinary

Iner; often saying, "I have nothing to do

II this world, let my time be employed in

•sing the Lord, and telling of his gracious

sings with my soul!"

Ine evening as her father was sitting by

-bedside, she said to him, "Thou art my
iler, but now I have another father; I have

'avenly Father. I love thee dearly, but 1

•; Him much more. Oh! He is the chiefest

:len thousands!"

le would often say, "I am thankful to the

cl for all his favors conferred on me, and

Hn I do not speak I am thankful in my
;it, and that is more than words. The Lord
)' not require lip-honor, but when my heart

led I cannot help speaking." . . . "Many
(the changes and vicissitudes I experience,

il what mav come next none of us know;

lil am resigned and thankful for all his

f|;ies, his poor frail creature; He must do

i me .iust as He pleases. We should be

i;kful for all the Lord's favors. I hope and

ij that I may be kept thankful and humble,

e|c and low, before Him, waiting for ray

lige, and a happy change it will be for

(18 morning as her mother and sisters were
ning on her clothes, she desired them to

and then expressed herself to this effect:

l;iow no longer wonder that the martyrs

lI sing in the flames. I could do the

r.:. I think I could go through burning

iij;s, if required, for the love of Christ.

fi it is inexpressible!" and spoke much
oj, and then prayed in an extraordinary

a'ler.

i another time she spoke as follows:

m I know how precious the soul is. that

i(ie would prize their time, and prepare

b: health is granted them. I bless the

)i I am prepared; if He is pleased to call

Bihe next moment I am ready. But I am
asful for the little time He has granted me
!? with you; but, how shocking, how

irjbly shocking must it be for such poor
u who are unprepared and deprived of

ej senses at such a time as this!

>e often exhorted many young people at

tf'ent times, against reading romances and
loooks, saying, "It has been the greatest

lie and exercise of mind to me, more than
lyping I have done. It has cost me many a
!c!isome night, and many a bitter tear,

oL'h I have read but a few, and those that

5ndeemed the most harmless. I know there
eiiome who deem them innocent amuse-
313, and say these books are instructive,

djhere are good morals in them. But, 0!
JP we go to such books for good morals?
sa the Scriptures, which are the best of all

oj;!"

Ce who followed the sea, coming into the
01 and standing by her bedside, after a few
inf.es she spoke to him to this import: "Thou
t be that saileth on the great waters, and
^ thou mayest see God's wonders in the

great deeps; and thou art much in company
with sailors and such like men, and I know
they are light and frothy in their conversa-
tion. I desire thee to keep thy mind watchful
and near the Lord, which if thou doest, thou
wilt be preserved in his fear."

After a severe turn of illness, one evening
she called her little brothers to her and kissed
them in a very loving manner; and then being
removed to the bedside, as she sat thereon
she said, "0 I am full of love! I feel a degree
of Divine love." A neighbor being in the
room, noticing how easy and composed her
countenance was, she answered, "How can my
countenance be sad when my mind is at

peacei" The neighbor answering, "Which
the world cannot give," she returned, "No.
nor take it away!"
Two neighbors, not of our Society, coming

into the room, she spoke to one of them, say-

ing, "Thou seest me very weak and low, but
my mind is at peace, sweet heavenly peace of
mind I hope and pray that thou mayest feel

the same when thou comest to lie on thy sick

bed."
The last day before her departure she said,

"I am resigned, patiently waiting and quietly

hoping for my happy change."
A little before her departure she told her

father she was not afraid to die. "I feel as

if I am going to paradise." About noon the

same day she desired her mother to tell a

friend present that she should go easy and to

rest.

She departed this life the 10th day of the

Fourth Month, 1764, in the eighteenth year
of her age.

Science and Industry.

Cost of Ocean Cables.—From an "author-
itative "article in the Century we take this note

apropos of Marconi's work in wireless tele-

graphy:

"Marconi also believes that his system may
become a formidable competitor again.st the

ocean cables. To do so on land is not so easy,

as the lines there cost only one hundred dol-

lars a mile, whereas the cables cost one thou-

sand dollars a mile, and require extensive

steamers to repair and maintain them. A
transatlantic cable represents an initial out-

lay of at least three million dollars, besides the

cost of its maintenance. A Marconi station

can be built for sixty thousand dollars. Three

of these, bringing the two worlds into contact

will cost one hundred and eighty thousand dol-

lars, while their maintenance should be insig-

nificant. What his success will mean can be

best grasped by considering the extent of the

property which would be displaced thereby,

although it is only since Eighth Month 5,

18-58, forty-three years ago that the first At-

lantic cable was laid. There are now four-

teen laid along the Atlantic bed, and in the

whole world seventeen hundred and sixty-nine

telegraph cables of various sizes, with a total

length of almost one hundred and eighty-nine

thousand nautical miles, enough to girdle the

earth seven times. These require a great

number of ocean-going cable steamers for their

laying and repairs, and while the total value

of the cables cannot be easily computed, it is

known to be a fact that British capitalists

have one hundred million dollars invested in

cable stocks.

The number of oleomargarine factories in

the I'nited States is only twenty-four, but
their annual output sells for more than thirty
million dollars. There go into it twenty-three
million pounds of milk, and cream, thirty-
three million pounds of beef fat oleo, thirty-
seven million pounds of neutral lard and eleven
million pounds of cotton-seed oil. The amount
of oleomargarine made in the Netherlands is

greater, and that made in ( Jermany double that
produced in the United States.

The vice of camphor-smoking, which is said
to be on the increase abroad, soon enslaves
those who indulge in it. Whilo the results of
its use are not so dire as those of cocaine
ether or morphine, apathy, muscular we
and sleeplessness are always experienced.

Vanadium does not melt in a heat of less

than two thousand degrees Fahrenheit, is not
aff'ected by any acid, and increasing, as it

does, the ductility of copper, it is very valua-
ble to the makers of electrical appliances; but
the price being six hundred dollars a pound,
it is almost prohibitive.

The fastest train in the world is now that
between Paris and Calais, connecting with the
channel boats to England. It is scheduled to

cover the distance of one hundred and eighty-

four and a half miles in three hours, with a
four minute stop and slow speed while passing
through Calais.

The Falls of Glomen, in Norway, are to be
utilized for the operation of an electrical gen-
erating plant almost as large as the one at

Niagara.

Mustard and salt water, with a little soda
added, or an active emetic, may be given in

cases of emergency, so as to produce vomit-

ing, and eject any poison from the stomach.

Nothing is more alarming than to have a case

of accidental poisoning. For poison from al-

kalies, lead or mushrooms use oil and vinegar.

It should be given freely. For external poi-

sons, such as poison ivy or plant poison bathe

the affected parts with a strong solution of

borax water and apply a poultice of tansy

leaves, moistened with sweet cream, and keep

the system in good condition by taking some
cooling, simple medicine.

Items Concerning the Society.

By request of his family, the London Friend re-

frains from publishing any portrait of the late

.John Bellows.

Number of Days in the Months, as I was taught

them.—H. M.

"The Fourth, Eleventh, Ninth and Sixth,

We thirty days to each affix.

All the rest have thirty-one.

Except the Second Month alone.

To which we twenty-eight assign

Till 'leap year' gives it twenty-nine.'

In their visit to Burlington and Bucks Quarterly

Meeting the Yearly Meeting's Committee appointed

a public meeting for Divine worship to be held in

the meeting-house in Burlington on Fifth-day even-

ning, Sixth Month .5th, and others at Trenton, X.

.J., and Falls, Pa., to be announced later.
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Evidences are multiplying that the modes of

gathering which we have been thought behind the

times in not adopting, are now in some places

scattering rather than gathering.

A visitor to our recent Yearly Meeting return-

ing to his distant home, came to a city, where he

writes that " the meeting under the present pastor

has gone off from the principles of Truth. The

last First-day when there the pastor administered

bread and wine to a number of kneeling recipients

around the railing. A First-day before one bearing

a minute from a ' Friends' church ' spoke approv-

ingly of Calvin's teaching of predestination, and of

the second coming of -Jesus being in the near future."

Another informed us of her home meeting under

the new methods being torn to pieces and laid

down. From another Yearly Meeting one writes,

"In our own Monthly Meeting two of our Prepara-

tive Meetings were laid down last year, and these

had adopted modern methods, such as employing a

pastor, and one of these meetings was discontinued

entirely, the other was "indulged." These were old

established meetings and not those newly set up.

In our Quarterly Meeting there are several meet-

ings which simply depand on their hired preacher,

and when he is not there they are wholly at a loss,

seeming to know nothing of the Quaker idea that
" God is a Spirit, and they that worship Him must
worship Him in spirit and in truth." Their service

consists of a set program, in which the principal

features are the singing of a number of hymns se-

lected and practised for the occasion, and fre-

quently accompanied by the organ and the delivery

of a sermon prepared for the meeting.

"It is strikingly true," he continues, speaking

of his " improved " or pastorate Yearly Meeting,
" that ' the old, solid, concerned Friends who have
set the type and standard for years are passing

away, and their places are not being filled.' It is

too generally the case that those who come for-

ward to take the places of those who have given

stability and character to our Society, know almost

nothing of its principles and doctrines. It is get-

ting to be the case that to be a member of the

Friends means no more than to be a Methodist,

Baptist, or to belong to no branch of the church.

I fear that if Philadelphia Yearly Meeting drifts

into the popular current, that real Quakerism will

be a thing of the past, except as it is manifested

in individual lives. Of course activity in the life

and power of the Spirit of our Saviour is all right,

and will build up ; but mere fleshly activity can
only result in confusion."

Joseph Elkinton (son of Joseph S. Elkinton), pro-

poses to start early in next week for a visit among
the Doukhobors in Manitoba. Helen Morland, who
has come from England to teach among the Douk-
hobors, and Eliza H. Varney, who accompanies her

for her better introduction to them, may be met
on the way by Joseph Elkinton and assisted through
their journey.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States. — The House of Representatives has
lately passed a bill to regulate immigration. It also con-

tains a prohibition of the sale of intoxicants at immigrant
stations. An amendment prohibiting the sale of intoxi-

cants in the capitol at Washington was inserted and car-

ried.

The President has signed the Indian appropriation bill

after promises had been made to him that legislation

would be passed correcting certain objectionable features
contained in it.

In speaking of the Philippines, President Roosevelt
in a public address said it could not be decided " whether
they are to exist independently of us or be knit to us by
ties of common friendship and interest" until they have
shown their capacity for self-government.

In the anthracite coal region in Pennsylvania 3200 men
have been assigned as a police force and distributed in

the neighborhood of different collieries by the Reading
Coal and Iron Company. Efforts are being made to end
the strike, but it is stated both strikers and mine opera-
tors are making preparations for a protracted siege.

Business in the anthracite region is stagnant.

In consequence of strikes in Chicago, a meat famine is

imminent in that city.

An order has been issued from the War Department,

by direction of the President, by which the numerical

strength of the armv is reduced from 77,287 enlisted

men to 66,497, a reduction of 10,790.

President Roosevelt has lately publicly said :
" What

we need most in this republic is not special genius, not

unusual brilliancy, but the honest and upright adherence

on the part of the mass of the citizens and of their rep-

resentatives to the fundamentallaws of private and public

morality, which are now what they have been during

recorded history, and we shall succeed or fail in making

this republic what it should be made— I will go a little

further than that—what it shall and must be made—ac-

cording to the manner in which we seriously and resolutely

set ourselves to do the task of citizenship, which consists of

doing the duties, public and private, which in the aggre-

gate make it up."

A company has been formed at Seattle for mining

platinum in the Tulameen river and Granite creek de-

posits.

The largest flowing oil well in Ohio, near the town of

Findlay, has lately been producing at the rate of 1000

barrels daily.

Dr. H. C. McCook, in an article on " Insects and Civili-

zation," gives some statistics as to the amount of de-

struction done annually in this country by insects of vari-

ous sorts. " The chinch bug caused a loss of $30,000,000

in 1871, upwards of $100,000,000 in 1874, and in 1887,

$60,000,000. The Rocky Mountain locust or grasshopper,

in 1874 destroyed $100,000,000 of the crops of Kansas,

Missouri, Nebraska and Iowa, and the indirect loss was

probably as much more. For many years the cotton

caterpillar caused an annual average loss in the Southern

States of $15,000,000, while in 1868 and 1873 the loss

reached $30,000,000. The fly weevil, our most de-

structive enemy to stored grains, particularly throughout

the South, inflicts an annual loss in the whole country of

$40,000,000." Other entomologists have estimated the

annual loss from $300,000,000 to $400,000,000.

A. telescope has lately been obtained for the observa-

tory of the Central High School in this city, the object

glasses of which are fifteen inches in diameter, made in

this country. It is said to be an excellent instrument.

Judge P. S. Grosscup, of the United States Circuit

Court in Chicago, has issued the temporary injunction

asked for by the Government against the " Beef Trust."

The packers are forbidden to act in combination, either

by directing or requiring their respective purchasing

agents not to bid against each other, or by arbitrarily

raising or lowering prices or fixing uniform prices, or by

curtailing the quantity of meat shipped, or by establishing

uniform rules for giving credit to dealers, or by imposing

uniform charges for cartage or delivery of meat to dealers

and consumers. The injunction also prohibits the packers

from accepting rebates from the railroads.

There were 445 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 23 less than the previous

week and 73 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 232 were males and 213 females: 59

died of consumption of the lungs ; 60 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 5 of diphtheria
;

18 of cancer ; 21 of apoplexy ; 5 of typhoid fever : 6 of

scarlet fever and 5 of smallpox.

Foreign.—A despatch of the 27th ult. from Fort de

France, Martinique, says : The volcano was all but som-

nolent yesterday, and the internal rumblings were infre-

quent. This state continued until half-past eight o'clock

last night, when an explosion of terrible force occurred.

Immediately hot mud began pouring into the sea from

every side of the mountain. Flames shot skyward, and

ashes floated out in great clouds. The outbreak was ac-

companied by an electrical display that was the worst seen

here since the trouble began.

On the 28th it was stated, during one of the explosions

this morning, great quantities of gaseous smoke were

ejected by the volcano. It is feared that should such

gas settle over the island there would be danger of a

repetition of the disaster which destroyed St. Pierre.

The exodus of inhabitants continues, and if confidence is

not restored soon the island will be entirely depopulated.

Prof. Robert T. Hill, U. S. Government geologist has

lately visited Martinique, and slates there is indisputable

evidence of the explosive oxidation of the gases after

they left the crater. This is a most important obser-

vation and explains, in part, the awful catastrophe. This

phenomenon is entirely new in volcanic history.

The Deputy Mayor of Fort de France has stated "that

there are now about 9400 persons in the city of Fort de

France who are regularly drawing rations from the relief

stores. That means that nearly one-third of the entire

population of the city, which is the seat of government,

is dependent for the time being upon outside aid. Through-

out the entire island of Martinique it is no exaggei
pi

:

to say that 25,000 are now drawing sustenance fro t,

stores of provisions so generously sent to our doors

The volcano Soufriere on the island of St. Vincen' j.

tinued in eruption on the 30th ult.

Prof. Angelo Heilprin, of Philadelphia, has late s.

scended Mont Pelee and made some observations upc jj

crater, and the character of the matter which has
ju

ejected, ,

la China there has lately been much loss of life itj.-

flicts between the government troops and the insnrf ;^

Peace has been declared between Great Britait
;ij

the Boers. A document containing the terms of sti.

der was signed at Pretoria, South Africa, on the ijt

ult. by the representatives of the Boers and Get llj

Milner and Kitchener on behalf of the British. The'ij

of the war is stated to have been over one thousam'il.

lion of dollars. The number of the killed on the] of

Second Month is said to have been 25,305 of the Byi
troops; the number of Boers has not been defii

jy

stated.
;

Cold coffee is said to be gradually displacing bt ij

German factories as a beverage during working hoc!

Sweden's last census records the lowest death ral.«t

attained by a civilized nation. During the last ten jj

it only averaged 16.49 per 1000.

During 1901 14,000 Norwegians came to the V >i|

States, and it is estimated that during 1902 30,000 r-

wegians will leave for America.

The temperature of the higher parts of the atmos re

has been tested by means of rubber balloons, with io.

matic registers, for recording phenomena in the hi ist

altitudes, where they finally explode through gas .^

sure. After the explosion a parachute safely land'ie

apparatus. In experiments lately made in Berlin, opf

the balloons registered an altitude of 20,000 metre; m
highest attained by a balloon. The temperature w ^
degrees (fahrenheit) below zero.

NOTICES.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting is to be hs at

Mount Laurel, Sixth Mo. 12th, at 10 A. M. Arrje-

ments have been made for Stages to take Friend ,ot

otherwise provided with conveyances, between Mtia-

town and Mount Laurel, leaving East Moorestown slot

at 8.50, on arrival of train leaving Market St., Phi a.,

at 8.20 ; and to leave the Meeting House, Moores h,

at 9 o'clock, to take those going by trolley from Caiin,

leaving the Ferry, Market street, Camden, not later ao

8.03 A. M. ;

A Reunion of the Westtown Old Scholabs' io-

CIATION is arranged to be held on Seventh-day, Sixt lo.

7th, 1902, on the School grounds, and in the largisf

tent.

Besides the entertainments announced last weekhe

speakers are expected to be :

—

On behalf of the " Sixties," Sarah W. Elkinton

On behalf of the " Forties," David Scull.

Trains will leave Broad St. Station at 8.10, 9.1 id

9.55 A. M.,—the last expected to run to Westto? ii

forty minutes, without stop. )

The individual invitations will be issued about jtl

Month 23d. Albert T. Bb_

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience Ol-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will ^
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., and'oO

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when requ^.A

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M., twent re

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph m
West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedlet, Su

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fohe

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regi to

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wi i"

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, and »•

munications in regard to business should be forwanjto

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent. ;

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at the residence of Elvina Hoyle, her si8t »t

Whittier, Iowa, Second Month 16th, 1901 ; in the tj-

first year of her age, Hannah A. Hampton, of con iP"

tion. A member of Springville Monthly and Part '"

Meeting of Friends. " Blessed and holy are thej i>'

have part in the first resurrection."

, At Imperial, Nebraska. Fifth Month 10th, M-

Smith, in his eightieth year. He was a life long m ^
of the Society of Friends, and died in the triumphs :

»

living faith.
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Westtown.

: thousand and more members and guests

) Old Scholars' Association of Westtown

1, who assembled on the school grounds

e seventh instant, had occasion to be

fui for the loveliness of the weather, in-

ig a brief rain to lay the dust just in

3, and for the well ordered arrangements

ghout. An excellent spirit pervaded the

ises, which were delivered beneath the

lacle of canvas, where the listening mul-

) felt that they were fed with earnest

ht, with enlightening suggestions, and

material for devout reflection.

) distinctively educational address pre-

by Sarah W. Elkinton, being directed

iaily to the management and policy of

chool, may be left generally to the care

hought of those who are in charge. The

;enance of a wise conservatism by judi-

progress seemed to be the keynote;—and

cern was put forth lest progressive for-

light, by being pent up too long, at some

sweep down with an irresistible rush, de-

ing as by a revolution the wise conserva-

(vith the unwise. Evidently the manage-

has not been blind to this tendency in

n affairs. The supremacy of radical influ-

was pronounced undesirable. For when

i;es come too raoidly for comfortable ad-

lent. they precipitate a revolution which

s temporary chaos. Several special lines

ogress were then marked out, and will

tless be duly considered.

e religious side of the human mind and

rstanding was dwelt upon in the next pa-

-that of David Scull. Its sentiments be-

more general in character, are deemed

able for a larger audience. We were en-

bled, in the brief lime permitted, to copy ex-

tracts as follows:

"We turn from the many memories which
rise to view, to that which is the peculiar

heritage of Westtown, ^—the volume of godly

life and exercise which has surrounded it,

through the committee in charge of the school

and those placed by them in direct authority

over the students.

"In its unbroken duration and in its high

level of devoted service,— that company of

faithful men and women including its present

representatives, has constituted a real aristoc-

racy of embodied truth. It is safe to say that

so long, and detailed and faithful a care over

the important interests of youth, is almost

unique in the history of large institutions of

learning. If equalled, it has certainly never

been surpassed. In view of such faithful ser-

vice and its permanent wide-spread blessing

we are reminded of the lines,

"Oh may I join the choir invisible, of those immor-
tal dead

Who live again in minds made better by their

presence,

The choir invisible, whose music is the gladness of

the world."

"What is the secret of the attraction which

has existed in the type of religious life, both

individual and family, and which we associate

in thought with Westtown?
"If I may answer my own question I would

say, that the explanation is found in the

fact, that that from which the attraction

springs is itself the very essence of immortal-

ity! It is a relation of cause and effect in the

spiritual sphere. The cause is the presence

and power of the Divine life expressing itself

through the transformed human life, as light

and love, and sweetness and truth. The effect

is the responsive witness of the Spirit in other

lives, including even the unregenerate, attest-

ing the fact that these beautiful spiritual veri-

ties whose influence is felt by all, appeal to

the innate, often unrecognized, longings of

the immortal soul, for that which does really

satisfy. Whether or not such resolutions of

the life and light of Christ in his followers

have the permanent influence upon others

which they should have, we cannot know; yet

this does not effect the fact, that the soul

does intuitively apprehend that which has the

quality of immortality."

In remarking upon "right living and high

thinking" as an aim of those in charge he

continued:—
"By high thinking I mean earnest thought

upon those revelations which God has made in

the past and is yet making, whereby a knowl-

edge may be obtained of the Divine nature and

ways, and man's relation thereto. This is in

harmony with the most defensible statement

of the distinctive truth of Quakerism:—the

truth of the divinely endowed capacity of man
to apprehend directly that which (lod reveals

to him not only for guidance in conduct, but

also for illumination of the life.

"High thinking apart from right living

could not attract me. On the contrary it can

be attractive to iiny, only when the will and

the affections have already in a good degree

been centered upon Christ. Then high think-

ing becomes the noblest exercise of the mind,

. . . High thinking reacts helpfully on right

living, and imparts thereto its own peculiar

quality.

"I have said that there is no high thinking

apart from right living There is, however,

right living without high thinking. Salvation,

I know, does not depend uuon high thinking.

On the contrary I rejoice in the truth of which

there is so much evidence, that the way to the

kingdom of heaven is plain, and not dependent

upon intellectual discernment:
—"The way-

faring men, though fools, shall not err there-

in." Yet, viewing salvation not merely as

safety and continuity of life beyond the grave,

but as the exalted experience for this life de-

clared by the Apostles, for this high thinking

when added to ripht living i.s valuable.

"A spiritually intelligent apprehension of

truth becomes a divinely intended corrective

of those conceptions of God which naturally

arise in the human mind, concerning the rela-

tion of finite weakness to infinite holiness.

Even after the peace of consciously forgiven

sin may have been experienced, an earnestly

conscientious soul, under the illuminating in-

fluence of the Holy Spirit, easily becomes ab-

normally sensitive to the requirements of the

high standard of regenerated life upon which

it has entered. Fearful of over-confidence in

so important a matter, it views its failures,

its—humanly speaking—unavoidable failures,

to live up to that Divine standard, only in the

condemning light of its own severe judgment

upon itself. Thus, the refined teachings of

the gospel often become as compulsions of the

law instead of being, as they really are, the

drawings of a fatherly love into the blessings

of a closer union with itself."

Mistakes in Meetings.—Richard .Jordan

arose to preach, at the same time an English

woman Friend knelt in prayer. Richard felt

it very keenly. After meeting he went home

with Jane Peirce, who being an Elder, said to

him, "How is it Richard that there was such

a mistake in meeting to-day?" He asked,

"What did thee think of it?" Her reply was,

"A farmer had good hounds, excellent on the

scent; some one asked him how he trained

them so well; the answer was— If the young

dog lost his scent I give him a severe whip-

ping, but should an old dog lose his .scent 1

would kill him." Richard patted his friend

Jane on the shoulder saying, "It is enough!"
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Let Thine Bye be Single.

"The eyes of the Lord run to and fro

throughout the whole earth, to show himself

strong in the behalf of them whose heart is

perfect toward Him" (2 Chr. xvi: 9).

So spoke the prophet unto Asa the king,

when he had gone for help against his enemies

to an arm of flesh.

So also is the language applicable to us,

when we forsake the perfect way of the Lord,

when we seek peace in any way but in Truth,

or pursue a harmony to avoid trouble. "Seek

peace and pursue it" applies to the condition

between the soul and its maker— peace with

God in performing his will with a perfect

heart. Such know of the Lord fighting all

their battles and making a lasting peace, be-

cause eternal. "When a man's ways please

the Lord He maketh even his enemies to be at

peace with him."
The great dragon which could not effect the

overthrow with his jaws of destruction, in

his deceivableness coming in his plausibleness

backward, so as to appear not to be coming

or to hurt, sweeps down "a third part of the

stars of the firmament."

In the pure Truth nothing can be compro-

mised. The plumb line of judgment does not

deceive, but strikes straight and clear. If

the course is changed somewhat, if the erec-

tion is allowed to lean a little, it affects all,

and all partake of it. Blindness in part oc-

curs, however much we may deny. In com-

paring structures while standing in a leaning

one,—especially while riding in the cars which
lean, how at times unthinkingly have the ob-

servers questioned the erect positions of other

buildings because of the position of that in

which they were.

So is it in spirituals, and more so. How
needful that we should be brought to the

plumb line of the Lord, else we are biased.

The Lord's Israel of to-day is in a jeopardy,

there is a confederacy amidst it not of the

Truth, and the further language of the pro-

phet may be applicable, "Thou hast done
foolishly."

How very important for the true Israel to

dwell lowly in their tent, eoing not forth

in anv wise, either journeying or assisting

or seeking assistance, neither in their own
strength defending the cause so dear to them,

but as Israel of old like two little flocks of

kids before the host, relying in the Lord alone,

who is able, and saveth not by many but by

the few; thus illustrating that it is He and
his power. For it is "not by might, nor by
strength, but by my Spirit saith the Lord."
0. may we truly lean on Him.

The deep exercise of some may not be un-

derstood by all. We read of George Fox that

the weight of the chuches was upon him, and
as he diligently endeavored to perform that

that rested upon him as a burden from time to

time, which could not be otherwise relieved,

he could say in the end, "Now I am clear,

fully clear,"—not diligent in striving to

change, but to support plain Truth.

We may change the discipline, an outward
rule, and the ancient order of things, and will

find we have but followed our ignis fatuus
which will lead us deeper and deeper into the
dark and mixture. But does it increase the

Life in the silence? Oh may the true Israel

of God stand upon the watch, with eyes

anointed, and not let judgment be afliected by

here-say and there-say, but by the feeling

which the Lord gives, in great inwardness and

single eye unto Him, and Him alone, though

we may feel at times as the speckled bird

upon the house top. Cyrus Cooper.

THE UNNOTICED BOUND.
When, passing southward, I may cross the line

Retween the Arctic and Atlantic Ocean,

I may not know by any test of mine,

By any startling sign 'or strange commotion
Across my track :

But, as the days grow brighter, one by one.

And e'en the icebergs melt their hardened faces.

And sailors linger, basking in the sun,

I know I must have made the change of places

Some distance back.

When, answering timidly my Master's call,

I passed the bourne of life in coming to Him

—

When, in my love for Him, I gave up all,

The very moment that I thought I knew Him,

I cannot tell
;

But as increasingly I feel his love.

As this cold heart is melted to o'erflowing.

And now so clear the light comes from above,

I wonder at the change, and move on, knowing
That all is well

!

— W. R. Cochrane.

Determined to Succeed.

The following is one of the traditions of a

manufacturing firm in Glasgow, Scotland:

Thir-ty years ago a barefooted, ragged urchin

presented himself before the desk of the prin-

cipal partner and asked for work as an errand

boy.

"There's a deal o' running to be dune,"
said — Blank; jestingly, affecting a broad

Scotch accent. "Your qualification 'ud be a

pair 'o shoon."

The boy with a grave nod disappeared. He
lived by doing odd jobs in the market and slept

under one of the stalls. Two months passed

before he had saved enough to buy the shoes.

Then he presented himself before Mr. Blank

one morning and held out a package.

"I have the shoon, sir," he said quietly.

"Oh!" — Blank with difficulty recalled

the circumstances. "You want the place?

Not in those rags my lad. You would dis-

grace the house."

The boy hesitated a moment and then went

out without a word. Six months passed be-

fore he returned decently clothed in coarse,

but new garments. — Blank's interest was
aroused. For the first time he looked at the

boy attentively. His thin, bloodless face

showed that he had stinted himself of food for

months in order to buy those clothes. The
manufacturer now questioned the boy carefully,

and found to his regret that he could neither

read nor write.

"It is necessary that you should do both

before we could employ you in carrying home
packages," he said. "We have no place for

you."

The lad's face grew paler; but without a

word of complaint he disappeared. He now
went fifteen miles into the country, and found

work in stables near to a night school. At the

end of the year, he again presented himself

before — Blank.

"I can read and write," he said briefly.

"I gave him the place," the employer said,

years afterward, "with the conviction that,

in process of time, he would take min('|)f

chose to doit. Men rise slowly iniitclf

business houses, but he is our chief for aj— Western Record. I

Communion and Atonement. '

Section III.
]

The author next inquires, by what laj,!

can this assurance of God's mercy and k
i bji

conveyed. It is evident from what has ben

said, that before this assurance can be jn.

plete, a great impediment must be rented.

This impediment is the sinner's convjion^

that forgiveness is impossible, or to def
jt

more closely, that it is impossible forhiri'tc

has transgressed against infinite holin-.toi;

enter into communion with the Holy Oneljii

short, what is required, is to convincfiiim

that the impossible has become possible, 'm

can this be accomplished? Clearly someicg'

is required as extraordinary in its chai'ter

as the obstacle to be removed is extraordi ;rj.

It could not be brought about by persijve

words or argument. It could not be eff^eii

by the mere proclamation that God foijeg

sin, that He is a Father; since it is pr&ely

these statements that the sinner cannot c:';i^

and we do but mock him in his malady, b^he

useless repetition of a truth which he i;oo

sick to make his own. The parable c^he

Prodigal Son on a sheet of paper would d do

it. No mere telling of the possibility (re-

demption will redeem, or correct thostm-

pressions which are self suggested, regaiiDg

the relation of the finite creature to tUn-

finjtely holy Creator, a relation seen bjlhe

sinner only in the condemning light of hisp
consciousness of sin, and his self-repujoD

from holiness,
;

One thing and one only will avail : For *
ness must be meditated and become incaute

that it may effect the assurance of for ^'e-

ness. There must be the actual spectatin

history of that very association of hoLss

with sin which was thought impossible. ' at

in the hour of estrangement from God it as

believed could never occur has occurred, )ii

this very earth we tread. Holiness entere n-

to association with sin; a holy one made n-

self the companion of sinners, sought bd

found them, lived and died for their Scis.

The impossible took place,

Christ has revealed what holiness is;^e

righteousess of God becomes to us a reali in

Him, But in Him the mercy of God alsce-

comes a reality to us, inasmuch as weie

conjoined with holiness a love of sinners ail-

ing unto death and triumphing over defi.

This it is that rids us of our hesitation tee-

lieve that the Divine mercy can co-exist Ji

the Divine Righteousness, and so, as St, ill

said, "Christ Jesus was made unto us wisjra

from God, and righteousness, and sanctia-

tion, and redemption." It is the living bt

of Christ's appearance in the realm ofjn

that his Spirit uses, to convey to us thes-

surance of the forgiveness of sin.

It is not, however, the historical person it

by itself does this for us; the whole rang^f

effects that have issued from Him playtir

part in the work. No fact is more cer n

than that those in whom our Lord has nit

nearly lived again, are the people who Le

possessed at once the deepest sense of 8

gravity of sin and the intensest love and 1
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ihe sinner. Their Christianity has flow-

in nothine so royally as in their passion

deem the dead in trespasses and sins. In

,
though in fainter outline, the original

acle is repeated, and again and again in

ives of the choicest spirits of Christen-

j we have seen Holiness and Love go hand

jnd down the "via dolorosa" in search of

jst. We may say, therefore, that it is all

things, together with the source whence
flow regarded as a totality, that con-

I to us the assurance of the forgiveness of

the structure of the article, the thought

'lich I am trying to present, the writer

ines first, as we have just seen, what

s in the consciousness of the forgiven,

he turns to the Mediator or revealer of

forgiveness, and reverently seeks to un-

and what is involved in his experience.

e writer finds light upon this in the rela-

between man and man. This light is

valuable and the case most nearly paral-

th the high relation under notice, when
:hly developed and sensitive nature has

ously wounded a fellow man, perhaps his

I, also of high character. The injurer

!s forgiveness; he craves the assurance

•don. How is his craving to be satisfied?

in well understand that the mere words
rdon formally and coldly expressed, in

ise to his acknowledgment of wrong and

3t for pardon, could not satisfy him. He
i satisfied and relieved of his distress of

just in proportion as he feels assured

16 of whom he asks pardon, understands

eaning of his request, and the need that

)ts him to make it. It must be made
to the burdened conscience that the for-

understands the weight of the burden,

salizes the painful condition from which
was sought.

V we realize the pain of another only

we have made, or tried to make, it our

only so, are we in position to help in its

al. Any source or consolation becomes
il just in proportion as we have sought
ike real in our own consciousness the

we would lighten. It is not otherwise

the Forgiveness of Sin; except that in

igh region of experience, there is vastly

ir need for that intelligent sympathy on

irt of the infinite Forgiver which has

Iwelt upon, and also the need of such a

)f the manifestation of this requisite for

as shall bring assurance of its exercise

16 consciousness of the penitent.

; as he who would lighten the grief of

sr must grieve with him, so he would
the burden from another's conscience

'eel the sense of the burden as though it

ii upon his own. As, therefore, every

for forgiveness springs from the pres-

if an inner distress, so every response

forifiver, if effectual must issue from
whom that distress has been realized

lared. The Divine Forgiver therefore

! the Divine Sufferer,

as been explained that the greatest pain

accompanies the conviction of sin is

inse of estrangement from God, the

of faith in his love. He then, who
ease us of this pain must share it with
1st realize in himself in some degree the
iDt anguish of alienation from the living

Cod. The disease must be understood ere the
healing can begin.

Furthermore, the healer is he who per-
ceives the true virulence of the disease; if this

is hidden from him his healing work is imper-
fect. Now, men cannot simply of themselves
guage the full extent of the seriousness of
their sin; they cannot realize the whole mean-
ing of that separation from Divine Holiness
which it involves.

For this reason, no man, relying upon him-
self alone, could ever perfectly convey the as-

surance of forgiveness to another. Who,
then, can perfectly convey it? Obviously, he
who perfectly understands the need and the
source whence it springs. And this can only
be one in whom perfect holiness and perfect
love are met together. P^or it is only perfect

holiness that understands the fulness of un-

ion with (jod and only perfect love that can
penetrate to the utter need of the unholy who
miss that union. Only perfect holiness and
perfect love can register in its own bosom the
stripes whereby they are healed. He who
knows no sin is made sin on their behalf, that
they may become the righteousness of (!od in

Him.

Christian faith has ever truly associated

the Cross of Christ with the forgiveness of

sin. There it has seen the climax and epitome
of those "many things" which it behooved
('hrist to suflTer ere He entered into his glory.

The primary significance of the Cross is not

that it purchases our forgiveness, but that it

reveals to us what forgiveness cost the For-

giver. The Holy One, perfect in love, cannot
enter into association with sinners except at

the price of suffering. For immediately, his

love divines their state of alienation and
prompts him to deliver them from it; but he

cannot deliver them until he has so far iden-

tified himself with them that He feels their

state as his own. He muse feel their burden

weighing upon his own shoulders. He must
know, by the power of a measureless sympa-
thy, all that is involved in the sense of es-

trangement from (iod, so that he shall even

cry in the moment of its perception, "My God,

my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?" This

is, indeed, the essential death-hour of the

Holy One, the consummation of his sacrifice.

For in making his own this sense of alienation

He parts with that sense of union which is

the very life of his holiness.

He parts with it that He may take it again

and bring within it those on whose behalf it

was laid down. They know that He was not

forsaken, though for their sakes it behooved

him to realize that experience. They know
that He did not rest in death, but rose again,

bringing life and immortality to light.

The suffering of Christ is the sovereign

means of conveying the assurance of the for-

giveness of sin, because it is the most perfect

means of bringing home to us what forgive-

ness costs. The Cross is the revelation of the

price at which every redemption is secured.

In its light the heart of the Father discloses

out of what depths are born his unspeakable

mercies.

Do we not see that effectual feeding upon

Christ, by doing his will, should be promoted

by intelligent apprehension of the deeper

meaning of the Cross as brought to our view in

the article from which I have quoted. For it

is in this light of the Cross, that we perceive

the attractive possibilities as well as the real-

ity of that oneness with Christ, which is the

privilege of our high calling in Him.
Only through this light and a growing one-

ness of will with Christ, could we expect to

share in some sense and however imperfectly,

the exalted joy of Christ, to which our human
thought would forbid us to aspire, were it not

that we have been invited thereto by the

prayer of our Divine Master when parting

with his disciples, "that they might have my
joy fulfilled in themselves;" a prayer not only

for those then near to Him, but for all who
should believe on Him through their word,

which includes the ))resent readers.

Nor need this high aspiration be chilled by

the thought of the difference between our

Lord and ourselves. His joy was not only

unbroken, but it is also true, that in it there

could not have been any element arising

from the sense of forgiven sin. It is other-

wise with us. Even those we have known, who
have most truly illustrated Christ before our

eyes, would have said, that in the pure light

of love, they see so much to mourn over in

unfaithful stewardship,— if not for sins com-
mitted,—that they never get far away from

the Cross, often going again to IJethel where
the Lord met with them in the beginning.

This mingled experience is but a form of

evidence of the fact, that the real God-man is

yet in the process of creation. The finite is,

and increasingly knows that it is, in touch

with the Infinite. The human is being leav-

ened by the Divine, and is growing into that

likeness. Man, in the individual and as to the

race, is progressing on the upward path.

The entrance upon this path is simoly the con-

scious removal of the self-imposed barrier

which unforgiven sin has raised between the

soul and God, while the possibilities and higher

levels in this "highway of holiness," are

pointed to by Paul in his wonderful prayer for

his Ephesian converts, "That ye might be

filled with all the fulness of God."
Only in that fuller light of the Cross do we

see, that the Atonement, without losing its

place and value and tendering influence in our

thought, takes on the larger meaning of At-

one-ment with God, the essence of wiiich must,

it is evident, be a more or less complete one-

ness of will with Him. At-one-ment bears to

"Atonement," as usually understood, the re-

lation which the temple bears to the vestibule

by which it is entered. We therefore fall

short of realizing an important part of the

Gospel purpose for us, and therefore of the

Gospel blessing, if we fail to know a positive

uplifting and outreaching spiritual growth; a

growth not only in the love of Christ, but also

in the possession, which the apostle urges us

to seek, of "the mind which was in Christ

-Jesus," regarding "mind," not simply as

meaning purpose or intention, but "mind" as

the spirit-filled intelligence, part of whose
birthright in Christ, are those treasures of

wisdom and knowledge which are declared to

be hid in Him. It is only in this more ad-

vanced stage of Sonshio that, as intelligent

children in the Father's house, we can enter

sympathetically, and, according to our meas-

ure, with understanding, into the deeper as-

pects of the Divine nature and government in

its relation to men, and meditate upon those
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wonders of redeeming love which it is said

the angels "desire to look into."

I would introduce in this connection an im-

pressive thought of another which should help

us to see the inner significance of the inspired

truth that Christ is our elder brother, He who
"was the first born among many brethren."

It is the thought of Henry Van Dyke of

New York, a thought worthy of a prophet of

the Most High. Though so comprehensive,

it is embraced in only seven words, I might

say the inspired words, "Christ is the hu-

man form of God." This expresses concrete-

ly much of the truth which animates the

changed spiritual outlook of the present time

and could only have originated in recent years.

It is a deep truth of far-reaching significance

to enter consciously into which is to obtain

that knowledge of Uod and of Jesus Christ whon
He had sent, which is life eternal."

Finally in this effort to trace some of the

lines of connection between the deeper teach-

ings of the Cross, and an added ability thereby

to accept the Divine will in Christ, do we not

learn in ihis light as we could in no other way,

that the character of the infinite love by

whose suffering priceless blessings have been

brought within our reach, is the very same

in kind as that love which appeals to us so

tenderly in human relation,—the suffering love

of a godly mother for her son.

We have seen in the article from which I

have quoted, that the persuasive and effective

influence of the Sacrifice of Christ lies in the

evidence thus afforded, that an innocent and

holy one has entered into the suffering of the

penitent sinner, and so has made the punish-

ment essentially his own. Thus, that v;hich

is most human appearing in the Divine trag

edy of the Cross, is one in nature with that,

which by common consent is recognized as the

most nearly Divine feature of human life—the

mother's love to which I have just now re-

ferred. In both cases are seen the expiation

and vicarious suffering of love. It is the pen-

alty which, by a law of its nature, both the Di-

vine and the human love must bear on account

of the suffering object of its exercise..

It is narrated of Schamyl, a leader in the

Caucasus, that finding bribery and corruption

increasing around him, he ordered that one

hundred lashes should be administered in any

case discovered. Soon a culprit was brought

before him. It was his own mother. He
shut himself up in his tent for two days with-

out food or water. On the third day he gath-

ered the people, and pale as a corpse com-
manded the executioner to inflict the punish-

ment, which was begun. But at the fifth

stroke, he called "Halt," had his mother re-

moved, bared his own back, and ordered the

official to lay on him the other ninty-five with

the severest threats if he did not give the full

weight of the blow.

This is most truly an object lesson in an

unexpected quarter of the deeper meaning of

the Cross. Does it not point to the source,

the God-derived character of the best possi-

bilities of our human nature when moved upon

by Divine grace?

In it is illustrated the persuasive influence

of self-sacrifice even on the level of our earth-

ly life. Vastly more is this true when exhib-

ited in that higher region, where it becomes
as a bridge of love and peace resting on foun-

dations of mercy and justice, connecting the

finite with the infinite.

In this lies the power of the Cross over

those who respond to its influence: the power

to be separated from the spirit of the world

which is "enmity with ,God," and to lead into

a dedication of life to the service of Him who
has bought them at such a price, and who
would, through a progressive union of their

wills with his own, feed them with living

bread and water, and make their earthly lives

in a very real sense a close walk with God.

"I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto

me."

saddest, sweetest bond ! and can it be

That through his sorrow joy is come to me.

That thus his glorious beauty I shall see ?

eyes ! for whom such vision is in store,

Keep ye to all things pure forevermore,

Till ye shall close beside Death's shadowed door.

Be lighted from within by unseen guest,

Send out warm rays of love to all distressed,

And by your shining lure them into rest.

A Rich Man's Death Scene.—A striking

incident was communicated to the New York
Press a few years ago by a deeply humble
minister. One of the leading members of his

church was greatly distressed in his last sick-

ness on reviewing his mode of living and re-

flecting upon his family and the comparative-

ly small sum he had given to the Lord's cause.

In every way the pastor endeavored to comfort

him. He spoke of his having given cheerful-

ly and as much as others did. He reminded

him that the best of us are unprofitable ser-

vants, and must look to the mercy of God in

Christ as our only hope. The troubled man
found no peace or comfort, but grew more and

more uneasy, distressed and agonized as the

end drew near. At last, taking the hand of

his pastor, he said: "Brother I am going to

the Judge unprepared to meet Him, because

you have been unfaithful to me. For years

I have lived, and taught my family to live,

largely for this world. We have denied our-

selves nothing, but spent thousands on per-

sonal comforts. When I gave hundreds to

('hrist and his Church it should have been

thousands. My business, energy, and time

and money, have been mostly devoted to self-

pleasing and gratification, and how can I meet
my Judge and give an account of my steward-

ship? lam beyond recovery. Do what you

can to save other professors who are in the

current of wordly self-indulgence and extra-

vagance, which is sweeping them to destruc-

tion.—Jiw^fod-.

There are many holes in the earth which
are a mile or more in depth. Some are mines,

as in Michigan, where a well populated com-
munity exists more than a mile below the sur-

face. Others are deep wells, which have been

sunk in search of gas, oil, water and even

salt, which is found a mile below the surface

of Silesia. In Cornwall a zinc mine three

thousand feet deep extends out under the bed

of the ocean nearly a mile from shore. In

fact, men are crawling towards the centre of

the earth at the rate of several hundred feet a

year. The greatest progress thus far has

been made at Paruscnowitz, in Silesia, where
the deepest artificial hole is already seven

thousand feet.— World's Work.

I shall not pass this ivay again "—William 1 Ij.

Right words and shrewd, good William Pe
i ^

I shall not pass this way again.

My long way and the winding track
j

Which I pursue will not bend back.
,

I go—beyond my widest ken

—

But shall not pass this way again.
|

So, as I go and cannot stay

And never-more shall pass this way,
^

I hope to sow the way with deeds :

Whose seed shall bloom like May-time mea-

And flood my onward path with words

That thrill the day like singing birds ; .
,

That other travelers following on i

May find a gleam and not a gloom.

May find their path a pleasant way,
i

A trail of music and of bloom.

Strew gladness on the paths of men— .

Vou will not pass this way again.

— Walter Foss, in Human Faev\

The Phenomena of Volcanoes.

In a forthcoming book entitled "TheEi h's

Beginnings," the Lowndean professor c as-

tronomy and geometry in the Universi of

Cambridge, Sir Robert Stawell Ball, hann-

dertaken to set forth the recent result of

scientific speculation upon the evolution c ;he

earth, the sun, and the planets from thilrj.

raeval fire mist. In one chapter of the fok

he has taken up the phenomena of vole les

and earthquakes, and pointed out the i«r-

ences which they permit concerning the '«r-

nal make-up of the earth and the develop ent

it is going through. The following pasges

are here reproduced: i

"We have already explained that a ;ry

high temperature must be found at the (Dtt

of even a small fraction of the earth's rjhis,

and we have pointed out that the excess elj

high pressure characteristic of the ech's

interior must be borne in mind in any cciid-

eration as to the condition of the mter

there found.

"Let us take, for instance, that prnrj

Question in terrestrial physics, as to whiei

the interior of the earth is liquid or solid .

.

If we were to judge merely from the teier-

atures reasonably believed to exist at a (ith

of some twenty miles, and if we might er^

look the question of pressure, we should «r

tainly say that the earth's interior must ii

a fluid state. It seems at least certainial

the temperatures to be found at depths o:w(

score miles, and still more at greater dehs

must be so high that the most refractorjol-

ids, whether metals or minerals, would at ici

yield if we could subject them to such ni'

peratures in our laboratories ... But ni

of our laboratory experiments can te ui

whether, under the pressure of thousanc ol

tons on the square inch, the application OjD]

heat whatever wculd be adequate to tranlm

solids into liquids. It may, indeed, be 5a

sonably doubted whether the terms solidiim

liquids are applicable, in the sense in vicl

we understand them, to the materials for ii|

the interior of the earth . . .

"A principle, already well known it hi

arts, is that many, if not all, solids ma bi

made to flow like liquids if only adequate 38

sure be applied. The making of lead tul
]

a well-known practical illustration of hi

principle, for these tubes are simply fo ^

by forcing solid lead by the hydraulic «
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]gh a mould which imparts the desired

f then a solid can be made to behave like

jid, even with such pressures as are with-

ur control, how are we to suppose that

lolids would behave with such pressures as

i to which they are subjected in the inter-

f the earth? The fact is that the terms

and liquid, at least as we understand

I, appear to have no physical meaning with

rd to bodies objected to these stupendous

iures, and this must be carefully borne in

when we are discussing the nature of

nterior of the earth.

t must, however, be admitted that the

ior of the earth in its actual physical

I seems to possess at least one of the

important characteristics of a solid, for

3ms to be intensely rigid. We mean by

that the material of the earth, or rather

particle of that material, is very little

led to move from its position with refer-

to the adjacent particles by the applica-

of force . . .

'he line of evidence which appears to

>, in the simplest and most direct manner,
jxcessive rigidity of our earth is derived

the study of earthquaiie phenomena, and
lUst endeavor to set it forth with the

lateness its importance deserves.

CAUSES OF EAKTHQUAKES.
LS to the immediate cause of earthquakes,

: is no doubt considerable difference of

on. liut I think it will not be doubted
in earthquake is one of the consequences,
i;h perhaps a remote one, of the gradual

)f internal heat from the earth. As this

strial heat is gradually declining, it fol-

from the law that we have already so

had occasion to use that the bulk of the

must be shrinking. No doubt the dimi-

n in the earth's diameter due to the less

at must be excessively small, even in a

period of time. The cause, however, is

nually in operation and, accordingly, the

of the earth has, from time to time, to

commodated to the fact that the whole
is lessening. The circumference of our

at the equator must be gradually declin-

certain length in that circumference is

ach year. We may admit that loss to be a

iity far too small to be measured by any
vations as yet obtainable, but, neverthe-

it is productive of phenomena so import-

lat it cannot be overlooked.

; follows from these considerations that

Dcks which form the earth's crust over

irface of the continents and the islands,

meath the beds of ocean, must have a

ling acreage year by year. These rocks
therefore submit to compression either

luously or from time to time, and the

sary yielding of the rocks will in general

ilace in those regions where the materials

! earth's crust happen to have compara-
small powers of resistance. The acts

npression will often, and perhaps gen-
', not proceed with uniformity, but
r with small successive shifts, and even
h the displacements of the rocks in these

be actually very small, yet the pressures
ich the rocks are subjected are so vast

a very small shift may correspond to a
;reat terrestrial disturbance.

ippose, for instance, that there is a

slight shift in the rocks on each side of a
crack, or fault, at a depth of ten miles. It

must be remembered that the pressure ten
miles down would be about thirty-five tons
to the square inch. Even a slight displace-

ment of one extensive surface over another,
the sides being pressed together with a force
of thirty-five tons on the square inch, would
be an operation necessarily accompanied by
violence greatly exceeding that which we
might expect from so small a displacement if

the forces concerned had been only of more
ordinary magnitude. On account of this

great multiplication of the intensity of the
phenomenon, merely a small rearrangement
of the rocks in the crust of the earth, in pur-

suance of the necessary work of accommodat-
ing its volume to the perpetual shrinkage,

might produce an excessively violent shock,

extending far and wide The effect of such a
shock would be propagated in the form of

waves through the globe just as a violent blow
given at one end of a bar of iron by a hammer
is propagated through the bar in the form of

waves. When the effect of this internal ad-

justment reaches the earth's surface, it will

sometimes be great enough to be perceptible

in the shaking it gives that surface. The
shaking may be so violent that buildings may
not be able to withstand it. Such is the phe-

nomenon of an earthquake. . . .

THE RADIUS OF DISTUUBANCE.
"When our earth is shaken by one of those

occasional adjustments of the crust which I have
described, the wave that spreads like a pulsa-

tion from the center of agitation extends all

over our globe and is transmitted right through
it. At the surface lying immediately over

the center of disturbance there will be a vio-

lent shock. In the surrounding country, and

often over great distances, the earthquake may
also be powerful enough to produce destruct-

ive effects. The convulsion may also be main-

tained over a far larger area of country in a

way which makes the shock to be felt though
the damage wrought may not be appreciable.

But beyond a limited distance from the center

of the agitation the earthquake will produce
no destructive effects upon buildings, and will

not even cause vibrations that would be ap-

preciable to ordinary observation.

"In each locality in which earthquakes are

chronic it would seem as if there must be

some particularly weak spot in the earth some
miles below the surface. A shrinkage of the

earth in the course of the incessant adjust-

ment between the interior and the exterior,

will take place by occasional little jumps at

this particular center. The fact that there is

this weak spot at which small adjustments are

possible may provide, as it were, a safety-

valve for other places in the same part of the

world. Instead of a general shrinking, the

materials would be sufficiently elastic and flex-

ible to allow the shrinking for a very large

area to be done at this particular locality. In

this way we may explain the fact that im-

mense tracts on the earth are practically free

from earthquakes uf a serious character, while

in the less fortunate regions the earthquakes

are more or less perennial . . .

TRANSMISSION OF VIBRATIONS.

"Now, suppose an earthquake takes place

at .Japan, it originates a series of vibrations

through our globe. We must here distinguish

between the rocks— I might almost say the
comparatively pliant rocks— which form the
earth's crust, and those which form the in-

tensely rigid core of the interior of our globe.
The vibrations which carry the tidings of the
earthquake spread through the rocks on the
surface, from the center of the disturbancR,
in gradually enlarging circles. We may liken
the spread of these vibrations to the ripples in

a pool of water which diverge from the spot
where a raindrop has fallen . . . The vibra-
tions transmitted by the rocks on the surface,
or on the fioor of the ocean, will carry the
message all over the earth. As these rocks
are flexible, at all events by comparison with
the earth's interior, the vibrations will be cor-
respondingly large, and will travel with vigor
over land and under .sea. In due time they
reach, say the Isle of Wight, where they set
the pencil of the seismometer at work. But
there are different ways round the earth from
Japan to the Isle of Wight, the most direct
route beins across Asia and Europe; and the
route across the I'acific, America and the At-
lantic. The vibrations will travel by both
routes, and the former is the shorter of the
two . . .

THE ERUPTION OK KrAKATOA.
"There has been much difference of opinion

as to the immediate cause of volcanic action,

but there can be little doubt that the energy
which is manifested in a volcanic eruption has
been originally derived in some way from the
contraction of the primeval nebula. 'I he ex-
traordinary vehemence that a volcanic erup-
tion sometimes attains may be specially illus-

trated by the case of the great eruption of
Krakatoa. It is, indeed, believed that in the
annals of our earth there has been no record
of a volcanic eruption so vast as that which
bears the name of this little island in far east-

ern seas, ten thousand miles from our shores.

"Until the year 1883 few had ever heard of

Krakatoa. It was unknown to fame, as are
hundreds of other gems of glorious vegeta-
tion set in tropical waters. It was not inhab-

ited, but the natives from the surrounding
shores of Sumatra and Java used occasionally

to draw their canoes up on its beach, while

they roamed through the jungle in search of

the wild fruits that there abounded. It was
known to the mariner who navigated the

Straits of Sunda, for it was marked on his

charts as one of the perils of the intricate

navigation in those waters. It was no doubt
recorded that the locality had been once, or

more than once, the seat of an active volcano.

In fact, the island seemed to owe its existence

to some frightful eruption of bygone days;

but for a couple of centuries there had been
no fresh outbreak. It almost seemed as if

Krakatoa might be regarded as a volcano that

had become extinct. In this respect it would
only be like many other similar objects all

over the globe, or the countless extinct volca-

noes all over the moon . . .

"As the summer of 1883 advanced the vigor

of Krakatoa, which had sprung into notoriety

at the beginning of the year, steadily in-

creased, the noises became more and more ve-

vehement; these were presently audible on

shores ten miles distant, and then twenty

miles distant; and still those noises waxed
louder and louder, until the great thunders of

the volcano, now so rapidly developing, aston-
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ished the inhabitants that dwelt over an area

at least as large as Great Britain. And there

were other symptoms of the approaching ca-

tastrophe. With each successive convulsion

a quantity of fine dust was projected aloft into

the clouds. The wind could not carry this

dust away as rapidly as it was hurled upwards
by Krakatoa, and accordingly the atmosphere
became heavily charged with suspended parti-

cles. A pall of darkness thus hung over the

adjoining seas and islands. Such was the

thickness and the density of these atmospheric

volumes of Krakatoa dust that, for a hundred

miles around, the darkness of midnight pre-

vailed at midday. Then the awful tragedy of

Krakatoa took place. Many thousand of the

unfortunate inhabitants of the adjacent shores

of Sumatra and Java were destined never to

behold the sun again. They were presently

swept away to destruction in an invasion of

the shore by the tremendous waves with which

the seas surrounding Krakatoa were agita-

ted. . . .

"As the days of August passed by the

spasms of Krakatoa waxed more and more ve-

hement. By the middle of that month the

panic was widespread, for the supreme catas-

trophe was at hand. On the night of Sunday,

August 26, 1883, the blackness of the dust-

clouds, now much thicker than ever in the

straits of Sunda and adjacent parts of Sumatra
and Java, was only occasionally illumined by

lurid flashes from the volcano ... At the

town of Batavia a hundred miles distant, there

was no quiet that night. The houses trem-

bled with the subterranean violence, and the

windows rattled as if heavy artillery were be-

ing discharged in the streets. And still these

etforts seemed to be only rehearsing for the

supreme display. By ten o'clock on the

morning of Monday, August 27, 1883, the

rehearsals were over, and the performance
began. An overture consisting of two or

three introductory explosions, was succeeded

by a frightful convulsion which tore away a

large part of the island of Krakatoa and scat-

tered it to the winds of heaven. In that final

effort all records of previous explosions on

this earth were completely broken.

"This supreme effort it was which produced

the mightiest noise that, so far as we can as-

certain has ever been heard on this sriobe.

It must have been indeed a loud noise which
could travel from Krakatoa to Batavia and
preserve its vehemence over so great a dis-

tance; but we should form a very inadequate

conception of the energy of the eruction of

Krakatoa if we thought that its sounds were
heard by those merely a hundred miles off.

This would be little indeed compared with

what is recorded on testimony which it is im-

possible to doubt . . .

"Westward from Krakatoa stretches the

wide expanse of the Indian Ocean. On the

opposite side from the Straits of Sunda lies the

island of Rodriguez, the distance from Kraka-
toa being almost three thousand miles. It

has been proved by evidence which cannot be

doubted that the thunders of the great volcano

attracted the attention of an intelligent coast

guard on Rodriguez, who carefully noted the

character of the sounds and the time of their

occurrence. He had heard them just four hours

after the actual explosion for this is the time
the sound occupied on its journey.

A CONSTANT WIND.

"This mighty incident at Krakatoa has

taught us other lessons on the constitution

of our atmosphere. We previously knew lit-

tle, or I might say almost nothing, as to the

conditions prevailing above the height of ten

miles overhead. It was Kratakoa which first

gave us a little information which was greatly

wanted. How could we learn what winds

were blowing at a height four times as great

as the loftiest mountain on the earth, and
twice as great as the loftiest altitude to which

a balloon has ever soared ? No doubt a straw

will show which way the wind blows, but

there are no straws up there. There was
nothing to render the winds peceptible until

Krakatoa came to our aid. Krakatoa drove

into those winds prodigious quantities of dust.

Hundreds of cubic miles of air were thus de-

prived of that invisibility which they had hith-

erto maintained . . .

"With eyes full of astonishment men watch-

ed those vast volumes of Krakatoa dust on

a tremendous journey. Of course every one

knows the so-called trade-winds on our earth's

surface, which blow steadily in fixed direc-

tions, and which are of such service to the

mariner. But there is yet another constant

wind ... It was first disclosed by Krakatoa.

Before the occurrence of that eruption, no one

had the slightest suspicion that far up aloft,

twenty miles over our heads, a mighty tem-

pest is incessantly hurrying, with a speed

much greater than that of the awful hurricane

which once laid so large a part of Calcutta on

the ground and slew so many of its inhabi-

tants. Fortunately for humanity, this new
trade-wind does not come within less than

twenty miles of the earth's surface. We are

thus preserved from the fearful destruction

that its unintermittent blasts would produce,

blasts against which no tree could stand, and
which would, in ten minutes, do as much
damage to a city as would the most violent

earthquake. When this great wind had be-

come charged with the dust of Krakatoa, then,

for the first, and I may add, for the only

time, it stood revealed to human vision. Then
it was seen that this wind circled round the

earth in the vicinity of the equator, and com-
pleted its circuit in about thirteen days. . . .

A LARGE PILE OF DUST.

"The dust manufactured by the supreme
convulsion was whirled round the earth in the

mighty atmospheric current into which the

volcano discharged it. As the dust-cloud was
swept along by this incomparable hurricane it

showed its presence in the most glorious man-
ner by decking the sun and the moon in hues

of unaccustomed splendor and beauty. The
blue color in the sky under ordinary circum-

stances is due to particles in the air, and when
the ordinary motes of the sunbeam were rein-

forced by the introduction of the myriads of

motes produced by Krakatoa, even the sun

itself sometimes showed a blue tint. Thus the

progress of the sreat dust-cloud was traced

out by the extraordinary sky effects it pro-

duced, and from the progress of the dust-cloud

we inferred the movements of the invisible

air current which carried it along. Nor need
it be thought that the quantity of material pro-

jected from Krakatoa should have been inad-

equate to produce effects of this world-wide

description. Imagine that the material which

was blown to the winds of heaven by the j.

preme convulsions of Krakatoa could be al [.
,

covered and swept into one vast heap. In r.

ine that the heap were to have its bulk m j.

ured by a vessel consisting of a cube one iij

long, one mile broad, and one mile deejlt
'

has been estimated that even this prodiglg

vessel would have to be filled to the briilt

least ten times before all the nroducts of IL

katoa had been measured.

Post.

-N. Y. Evei

FRUITION.
We scatter seeds with careless hand
And dream we ne'er shall see them more,

But for a thousand years

Their fruit appears,

In weeds that mar the land

Or helpful store.

The deeds we do, the words we say,

Into still air they seem to fieet

;

We count them ever past,

But they shall last

To the dread judgment day,

And we shall meet.

I charge thee by the years gone by,

For the love's sake of brethren dear.

Keep thou the one true way.

In work and play,

Lest in that world their cry

Of woe thou hear.

—Kebl

Reminiscences.
(Continued from page 356.)

The long and useful life of Joseph Scat

good was now evidently drawing towards s

close He was a man of unusual mental t-

pacity, of indefatigable industry and devO|n

to the welfare of the poor Indian. His inlj;-

rity of character and unspotted life gave i-

mistakable evidence of his submission to e

teachings and leadings of the Divine Spi;.

About this time (Third Month. 1877) at «

solicitation, and with the approval of sevjl.

Friends, he was released from several appo.-

ments which required considerable attenn

from him and by which he felt relieved fn

much care. At the meeting of the Meeig

for Sufferings held Third Month 17th, 187Te

acted as its Clerk for the last time; afterw<|8

remaining to meet a committee he becjie

much exhausted. It now became obvious t|t

he could no longer bear the exercise of iid

and physical exertion inseparable from sTi

stations but which he was willing to endear

to perform, so long as strength permitted.

In the early part of the Fourth Month he t

the city for a sojourn at the seashore, but e

result of this journey satisfied himself as \ll

as others that he would be entirely unablio

attend the Yearly Meeting, then rapidly

Broaching. Previous to this he had not >-

parently relinquished the hope that he mm-
be able to be present at the first sitting, i

act as its Cleric, and then relieve the meet?

from the embarrassment of appointin^.a

Friend to act until the representatives shed

meet and propose a clerk and assistant in »

regular manner. As this was now found
f-

practicable he had an earnest desire that t

friend, Clarkson Sheppard would be willing o

act in this capacity, if it should be dee: a

proper by his friends; and he requested o

have an interview with him during the « k

previous to the meeting of the Yearly M '•

iJ
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encourage him to do so. This inter-

jid not take place until the Seventh-

he 14th instant. On the day previous to

Clarkson had been named by the Meet-

ir Sufferings, to take charge of the pa-

3tc., in accordance with the direction of

line in such a case; in order that the

as of the Yearly Meeting might not be

d by the absence of the Clerk On the

oon of that day, he went to his son

m, at West Chester.

the 24th Ebenezer Worth, who was deep-

irested in his welfare and with whom he

losely united in religious fellowship and

3t for the Indians in New York, took him

carriage to visit Ann, widow of Samuel
where they remained but a short time,

isit has been alluded to by members of

mily, as having been very acceptable.*

Fourth-day the 25th of Fourth Month,

1 Scattergood returned to the city in the

oon, expecting to attend his Monthly

ig occurring the next day and intending

t his long and closely associated friend

)rmer partner, John Carter, then lying

il and apparently drawing near to the

of life; but from increasing feebleness

IS obliged to return to West Chester

it having accomplished either of these

s.

h Month 1st.—He remarked to his at-

g physician Dr. J. J. Levick, "I am a

>r diseased man, but 1 want to leave it all

lim with whom we have to do."

the -Sth of the Fifth Month he said,

has been an eventful day, I don't want
feel too anxious. I have not seen the

)f this, it is hidden from me."
son Joseph then said, "Father, we want
resigned to the Divine will. Dost thou

omfortable in thy mind?" He replied

in affectionate nod, "More so than 1

expect. I feel as if I had been an un-

ble servant, if a servant at all." On
h he said, "It is a solemn thing to be

it so near the eternal world. I have
thought of the expression of Samuel

, 'The invisible world—how awful!' I

lot been able to see the result of this

ss, but have a comfortable hope that I

vored with resignation. I desire that

connected with me may not be too anx-

)ut leave all with Him who knows what
: for us better than we possibly can."

W. P. T.

it those who seek earth's riches roam

—

My wealth is heaven-sent

;

strong right arm and love at home
And in my heart content."

nnexpecled testimony to the value of a
ife was lately related to the writer in sub-

as follows by a Friend of Delaware County,
hen on a visit to the vicinity of Tunnesas-

; with a stranger to whom he imparted the
ation that he was going to visit his friend

;er Worth, then residing there. The stran-

ipeared to be acquainted with E. W. and
he inquiry, "Have you many more men like

your part of the country?" I think the re-

3 in the negative, which was the very truth,

ranger then added that the influence of E.

fe was felt for ten miles around his resi-

and he wished they had more such men
thus fulfilling the declaration of George
bat "one honest Quaker would shake the

F for ten miles around him."

Science and Industry.

The largest mass of pure rock salt in the
world is under the ground of (ialicia, Hungary.
It is known to be five hundred and fifty miles
long, twenty miles broad, and two hundred and
fifty feet in thickness.

The English skylark has inspired several of
the most beautiful poems in our language, and
its migrations are of a character which, it

would seem, might appeal to English poets
only less effectively than its song does. In

violation of the general rule that birds move
southward in the autumn, immense numbers
of skylarks which have summered in Central
Europe, arrive in England in the Ninth and
Tenth months to pass the winter in the British

Isles. In the Tenth Month an entirely distinct

immigration of skylarks enters Creat liritain

from Scandanavia, while all through the au-

tumn British-bred skylarks emigrate south-
ward, many of them going to the Continent
for the winter. Yet others remain in Eng-
land all the year round.

Scientists Advise Less Meat in Diet, and
Moke Cekeals. — It is not alone the high price

of beef that has aroused the public to appre-

ciate the fact that a change in food habits is

desirable. Scientists have been pointing out

for a lon2 time that eating has been wholly

diverted from its primary purpose (which is to

sustain life) by systematically overloading the

stomach and thus causing much of the mod-
ern ill heatlh.

The sudden increase in the cost of meat
was merely the match that set fire to the train

of powder already prepared in the minds of

the people. It led them to ask if it would not

be wise to restrict the quantity of meat they

were using and to supply its place with

lighter foods.

Professor W. H. Wiley, chief chemist of

the Department of Agriculture, advocates a

more general use of cereals as food and a de-

creased use of flesh. "It is well known that

men nourished extensively on cereals are ca-

pable of the hardest and most enduring man-
ual labor," he said recently in a discussion

called forth by the present high price of beef.

"Meats are quickly digested and furnish an

abundance of energy soon after consumption,

but it is not retained in the digestive organ-

ism long enough to sustain permanent muscu-

lar exertion. Cereal foods, on the other

hand, are more slowly digested, and furnish

the energy necessary to digestion and the vi-

tal functions in a more uniform manner.

They are thus better adapted to sustain hard

manual labor for a long period of time.

Everything necessary to supply the waste of

the body and to give heat and energy to the

system is supplied by the cereals. The work-

ingmen of this country should consider this

point, and should learn more and more the

value of cereals a? food. When cereals are

properly prepared and served they are as pala-

table and nutritious as meat, and their judi-

cious use would gradually diminish the undue

craving for meat."

Professor Wiley does not believe that the

price of meat will ever be lowered, but he

would not exclude it entirely from the diet.

Whence Comes Electricity?—At a time

when electricity is rapidly transforming the
face of the globe, when it has already in great
measure annihilated distance, and bids fair to

abolish darkness for us, it is curious to notice
how completely ignorant "the plain man" re-

mains as to the later developments of electri-

cal theory. Some recent correspondence has
led me to think that a vairue notion that elec-

tricity is a fluid which in some mysterious
way flows through a telegraph wire like wa-
ter through a pipe is about as far as he has
got; and if we add to this some knowledge of
what he calls "electric shocks," we should
probably exhaust his ideas on the subject.

I'et this is not to be wondered at. Even the

most instructed physicists can do nothing but

guess as to what electricity is, and the only

point on which they agree is as to what il is

not. There is, in fact, a perfect consensus of

opinion among scientific writers that it is not

a fluid, i. e., a continuous stream of pondera-
ble matter, as is a liquid or gas; and that it is

not a form of energy as is heat. Outside this

limit the scientific imagination is at liberty to

roam where it listeth, and although it has

used this liberty to a considerable extent, no

definite result has followed up to the present

time.

—

The Academy.

CooD Secukity.—"Mister, do you lend

money here?" asked an earnest young voice

at the office door.

The lawyer turned away from his desk, con-

fronted a clear-eyed, poorly-dressed lad of

twelve years, and studied him keenly for a

minute. "Sometimes we do—on good se-

curity," he said.

The little fellow explained that he had a

chance "to buy out a boy that's cryin' pa-

pers." He had half the money required, but

he needed to borrow the other fifteen cents.

"What security can you otter?" asked the

lawyer.

The boy's brown hand sought his pocket and

drew out a paper, carefully folded in a bit of

of calico. It was a cheaply printed pledge

against the use of intoxicating liquor and to-

bacco.

As respectfully as if it had been the deed to

a farm the lawyer examined it, accepted it,

and handed over the required sum.

A friend who had watched the transaction

with silent aUiUsement laughed as the young
borrower departed.

"You think I know nothing about him,"

smiled the lawyer. "I know that he came
manfully, in what he supposed lo be a busi-

ness way, and tried to negotiate a loan in-

stead of begging the money. I know that he

has been under good influences or he would

not have signed that pledge; and that he does

not hold it lightly or he would not have cared

for it so carefully, I agree with him that the

one who keeps himself from such things has a

character to offer as a security."— CAm/ian
Observer. ^^

Items Concerning ttie Society.

The Colle(;e Park A.^sociation of Friends,

California, held its twenty-sixth .semi-annual meet-

ing on Seventh-day, Fifth Month 3d. Trains from

Oakland and San Franci.sco brought the usual

visitors. Meeting for worship began at 10 A. .M.,

at which time the house was nearly filled. After

a season of profound stil!nes.s, which pervaded the

meeting, Dr. Augustus Taber spoke of the precious-

ness and value of silent worship. He was followed
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by Hannah E. Bean, Pliny E. Goddard and Joel

Bean ; and by Ruth S. Murray in prayer.

Following this devotional meeting wasabusi
session devoted to reading the minutes of last meet-
ing and reports of committees. In the afternoon
after a lunch had been partaken, an address on
Practical Philanthropy was given by Ernest Fox,
on behalf of an association which furnishes meals
and a reading room in opposition to the saloon

;

and the exercises were closed by the reading of an
original poem by Joel Bean, and by remarks by
Hannah E. Bean and others. " A hush of stillness,

like that of the morning, again settled over the
meeting, which the audience seemed reluctant to

break."

As regards this organization of College Park
Association of Friends, a writer in the Intelli-

gencer remarks :
" It is incorporated under that

name and the laws of the State, thereby enabling
them to own property, etc. And while, for good
reasons, it is not subordinated to any other meet-
ing, either Monthly, Quarterly or Yearly, the First-

day meetings are conducted in strict accordance
with Friends' views. The ' Waiting at Jerusalem
until endowed with power from on High,' that ' He
may be both tongue and utterance,' is faithfully

adhered to, and while the meetings are small in

numbers, they seem to be held in the Life. Gen-
erally two and three, in their comforting ministry
give out words of cheer, and holding forth the
great hopes we wish to realize in the life to come."

The appointed meeting held last week at Bur-
lington, N. J., on the evening of the 5th instant,

under the care of the Yearly Meeting's committee,
was felt to be crowned, near its close, with the
preciousness of a heavenly silence. Three clergy-
men of the town were present, one of whom came
forward, after the meeting rose, to greet the mem
bers of the committee, and to tell them that the
Friends' basis of silence for public worship was the
true one. The truest worship could not be where
the outward ear is diverted. He acknowledged
that the usual church arrangements for worship
are contrivances " How not to do it."

J. Shober Kiraber, of Newport, R. I., was baptized
with water by Thomas Hodgin recently in Greens-
boro, N. C., where they have been working together.
Thomas Hodgin himself has withdrawn from Friends
and is organizing a new religious body, to be
called (we are informed) " The Independent Holi-
ness Church," which starts in Greensboro with
about fifty members. Perhaps Friends will some-
time realize that it is well to teach our views on
these subjects with clearness.

—

American Friend.

Charles C. Cresson's valuable collection of old
Friends' books was recently sold at auction in

Philadelphia. " Many old pamphlets brought from
five to eight dollars apiece, and some went as high
as eighteen dollars. An edition of Sewell's History
sold for thirty-eight dollars Thomas Ell wood's and
George Bishop's pamphlets brought the highest
prices." Friends seemed very little in evidence as
showing interest in this sale. One member, how-
ever, showed us a bill of over six hundred dollars
which he had run up at the sale.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—After a debate upon the bill to es-

tablish a civil government in the Philippines lasting
more than seven weeks, the Senate has passed it by a
vote of 48 to 30. Three Republicans, viz : Senator Hoar
of Massachusetts, Mason of Illinois, and Wellington of
Maryland, voted with the minority against it, which with
these exceptions was composed of Democrats. It must
now be considered in the House of Representatives.

President Roosevelt, it is said, is carefully watching the
coal strike. It is not improbable a case may in some form
go up to the Attorney General, as it is stated there is

already ample evidence gathered by officials of the Gov-
ernment to show that a combination of the roads handling
anthracite coal exists for the purpose of controlling the
price and output.

Coal companies continue to lose engineers, firemen

and pumpmen, many of the men quitting work through
fear of bodily harm.

Operators have in several instances, it is said, made
concessions to engineers, firemen and pumpmen to save
their properties.

Judge Chester, of the Supreme Court of New York, has
granted an injunction restraining certain beef packing
companies of the West from carrying on business in that
State, in violation of the provisions of the Donnelly Anti-
trust law.

Serious rioting for some days was continued in Chicago
in connection with a strike of teamsters engaged in de-

livering supplies of meat in that city. An agreement
was reached on the 4th instant between the strikers and
representatives of the packing houses which has ended the
strike.

The United States Department of Agriculture now has
well equipped laboratories for the investigation of diseases

of plants in Washington City, Florida and California.

There are also fifty experiment stations, where plant dis-

eases are studied, and in perhaps half that number of

colleges practical courses on plant life are given.

A despatch from New Y'ork says :
" The signing of

contracts within a few days for the purchase for the
School of Practical Agriculture of 415 acres of land near
Poughkeepsie marks the beginning of a movement for
the permanent establishment near New York of what the
promoters call one of the most unique educational insti-

tutions in the country." In this school the practice as well
as the theory of farming is to be taught.

In Cortland, Neb., on the 5th instant, twelve inches of
rain fell in three hours, and a great amount of damage
was done in that town and adjoining neighborhood. Heavy
rains fell in South Dakota and Central Iowa near the
same time, in some places washing out railroad embank-
ments, etc.

Thomas A. Edison announces that he has just perfected
a light, cheap storage battery which will drive automo-
biles for one hundred miles with a single charge and will

be adaptable not only to automobiles, but also to street
cars, launches and yachts. Delivery wagons and trucks
can be driven with little loss of time and a comparatively
small outlay of money.

It is proposed to appropriate $15,000 by the City
Councils of Baltimore to endeavor to exterminate mos-
quitoes in that city by the use of kerosene.
Mount Blackburn in Southeastern Alaska is reported to

have discharged on the eleventh of Fourth Month a cloud
of ashes and smoke which covered the country for miles
around it. It was not known before to have been a
volcano. The Redoubt volcano in the southern part of

Alaska, was observed to emit smoke and flames on the
eighth of Fifth Month.

In a recent paper read by Dr. S. A. Knopf on " What
shall we do with the Consumptive Poor," he stated that
only in rare instances was tuberculosis transmitted from
generation to generation, and said it was not infectious.

It can be cured, Dr. Knopf asserted, and that without
travelling long distances to other climates. He said

that special sanitariums should be built for the treatment
of tuberculosis alone, and the consumptive poor should
be removed to these institutions. Fresh air, unlimited
sunshine, good food and sanitary surroundings were the
necessary treatment. He made a strong plea for million-

aires and philanthropists to stop endowing colleges and
buying libraries, and instead to devote some of their

wealth to the erection of these sanitariums.

The ultra-violet rays of the spectrum are believed to

have the power of destroying bacteria, and are believed

to be remarkably efi'ective in curing surface sores. A
machine has lately been used by Dr. Wm. H. King to

demonstrate their efficiency in the Flower Hospital, New
Y'ork city.

The Civil Service Commission has decided that no person
shall be reinstated in the Government service who is a
legal resident of a State which at the time has received
at least 100 per cent, of the appointments to which it is

entitled under the appointment regulations.

There were 398 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 47 less than the previous
week and 12 less than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 208 were males and 190 females: 47
died of consumption of the lungs ; 40 of inflammation of
the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 7 of diphtheria

;

13 of cancer ; 15 of apoplexy ; 7 of typhoid fever : 4 of

scarlet fever and 2 of smallpox.

Foreign.—The declaration of peace with the Boers has
been made the subject of popular demonstrations of re-

joicing in London and elsewhere, and thanksgiving ser-
vices were held on the 8th inst. throughout the empire.

Prof. Heilprin, who has lately ascended Mont Pelee in

Martinique, reports that its eruption on the 8th of Fifth
Month was " unique in that it resulted in the greatest
destruction of life and property ever known by direct

agency of a volcano. The phenomenon of the e
1<«

of flaming gases is probably new, but a careful \j

observations is necessary before an opinion can! ''(

ed. The electrical phenomena are also new. Tb
p

ably did not play the chief role in the destructi
!j|

Pierre, but was developed by and aided the othe Jr

I have specimens which show the eS'ect of the it

lightning. The latter were small and intense a g;

trated within the houses of the city. For rapjy
action and for lives destroyed, Mont Pelee he]

record among volcanoes."
'

{

Mont Pelee was again in eruption on the 6th L

despatch from Kingston, on the island of St. Vitk
the 4th says : The eruptions at Martinique seer jo

lieve the St. Vincent volcano materially. Conne(|n
tween the two volcanoes is indisputable, as eve W
tion in Martinique is accompanied by correitj
seismic and atmospheric disturbances here.

Judge Taft has been sent to Rome to negotiatfjr
sale of the lands in the Philippines under the C( fol

the Roman Catholic orders. Among the inst'ti

given by the United States authorities to be obs'ed

the negotiations are the following : "One of the %
ling principles of our Government is the complji
aration of Church and State, with the entire fre'iin

each from any control or interference by the othe '1

principle is imperative wherever American jurijy

extends, and no modification or shading thereof (jbi

subject of discussion."
'

"It is the wish of our Government, in casecU
shall grant authority, that the titles of the relight
ders to the large tracts of agricultural lands whith
now hold shall be extinguished, but that full :;£
compensation shall be made therefor."

;

Among the terms upon which peace has been jcli

ed between Great Britain and the Boers are tht lln

ing :

The burgher forces to lay down their arms sihi

over all their rifles, guns and ammunition of war ihi

possession or under their control. •

All prisoners are to be brought back as soon ;|ii

sible to South Africa, without loss of liberty or pfal
No action to be taken against prisoners, excel Vki

they are guilty of breaches of the rules of war.
;

There is to be no tax on the Transvaal to pay jog

of the war.

The sum of $15,000,000 is to be provided for jtoe

ing the Boers' farms. i

Ninety per cent, of the 128,000,000 people \ i

Russian Empire are farmers.

Human remains recently unearthed at Girga, ii gyp

consist of a continuous series extending backwilra

at least 8000 years. The bodies are well preser ;,oi

ing to the dryness of the atmosphere in the regie

The plague is still raging in the East and i i !•

that it causes tens of thousands of deaths everbMl
in India.

{

The number of lepers in the Philippine Islands till

mated at about 12,000.

Reports have been received from the Island of iWli

indicating that its volcanoes are showing mc tba

usual activity.

Japan has an avenue of trees nearly fifty miles i ngli

The trees are quite straight, from 130 to 15C;eti

height and twelve to fifteen feet in circumference lb

avenue extends from the town of Namanda to Nij.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenienc f pM

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage w nee

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., i' 2.S

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when re^stiiil

Stage fare, fifteen cents ; after 7.30 F. M., tW' .v-fin

cents each way. To reach the school by telegra ™
West Chester, Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, p'l-

Westtown Boauding School.—Applications |r A
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rirdK

instruction and discipline should be addressed to -U**

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of boaid and tuition, a ^ con-

munications in regard to business should be forwleiil*

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0-, Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at his residence in Germantown, Phil: ip™'

Fifth Month 30th, 1902, Charles Jones, in th.igKt'

sixth year of his age. A member of Germanto f"'

ticular and Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friem

. At her residence in Moorestown, Newfri*};

Sixth Month 3rd, 1902, Hannah Evans ; a me er •'

Chester Monthly "Meeting, in the seventy-fifth ye jf 1*

age.
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public wars are now generally tired

• hushed, and the hearts of the people

ue strangers to the Peace. from which

on earth comes. After this, in time

eternity, the judgment. The past was

the awfulest remains. The wrath of

•nW he overruled to praise God, but for

3 business, until the books are opened,

; the only thing that will praise man.

pbuilding Word, and a Sound Conscience.

who by his word put into nature a

inded light. Himself shines into human

as their spiritual light. The entering

hat Word gives his light to every man
oraes into the world. The Word's life

I's light. In due time made incarnate

season, now manifest as spirit and life

•8 might be incarnations of the same,

s in our heart and in our mouth. He who

Word is the inspiration of every good

ind work of ouns,— the commencement

for every right thing to do, or to say.

word of his grace He commends us. It

! to build us up. It speaks to our higher

rom the highest Life; and it speaks to

wer life saying "Come up higher." It is

3 constructive, up-building; disregard of

ays destructive, degrading. Its force is

ry creative energy itself, both life and

. All-penetrating, it lights up the finest

nination between thoughts and intents,

bare to the conscience our motives, and

search-light to every secret corner of

lilt or good.

iro could tell us of other words of an-

culture; which is not another, if hand-

to the Highest. "For other engage-

ments of mind" said he, "are not such as be-

long to all times, and ages and place.s. But

literary studies afford nurture for youth, de-

light for age, adornment for prosperity, ref-

uge and solace for adversity, good-cheer for

home-life, away from home don't hamper us;

they are companions of our nights, of our

journeys, of our summerings in the country."

Infinitely more than this could be said of the

Word which "livelh and abideth forever."

Ciceronian effects and accomplishments of

scholarship are very inviting and admirable in

their place. They are of the luxuries of cul-

ture, and as possibly embellishments of a high

service in life, as on the other hand an indul-

gence of the veriest selfishness. They carry

their own improvements, among which redemp-

tion is not included. Cecil Rhodes and Jay

Gould are said to have found them aM that Cic-

ero said. So much the better for them, where-

insoever classics did not take the place of still

Better. But we look deeper than the abiding

companionship of literary habitude, for the

living society of the Word that can speak to

our condition, find us out, and build us up, not

merely in word but in power, and that too, of

an endless life.

Near then as Grecian culture may be to the

mind as varnish to the wood, or graining

stained on; yet Christian culture wants its

beauty bred in all the inward fibre, so that the

rubbing up, the tribulation, and the polishing

simply expose the conformations and groupings

of a beautv all glorious within—the beauty of

character which can take a polish, rather than

the beauty of a varnish which covers up char-

acter. We may live briefly in what is put on,

but eternally by what is put in.

By the character-building word we mean

the Divine intelligence of right and wrong

which comes to the heart and conscience of

every man and woman, speaking to their con-

dition, and which a good conscience will in-

terpret truly. And even the poor and dis-

torted consciences will learn to interpret the

Divine light truly, as they persevere to admit

it and to follow out its discoveries. But as

a rule, he that does evil hates the light, will

not let it in, and his bad and crooked con-

science fails (unless an eye-opener like an

earthquake breaks him up) to get rectified

—and sometimes even then may refuse cor-

rection. But for all consciences, good ones and

impaired ones, the rule of their betterment

is the rule of the Word—"He that followeth

me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have

the light of life."

Conscience, I say,—thy own and not anoth-

er's -and especially not some corporate con-

science, which has no soul. Such is not a con-

science towards God, but a consensus w^ith the

set we belong to, or would keep in with, what

we 'sometimes observe as a class-conscience,

and not an individual conscience.

In due time it becomes a mercy in the train-

ing for life to break up a class con.science into

so many emancipated and individual conscien-

ces. About to disembark from more protected

homes or schools into a country and into times

whose people seem, through recent movements,

increasingly taught to be merging private con-

science into the public tide, may our youth

not drift indiscriminatingly with the current,

but keep a single eye to the witness for Truth

in their single hearts. Let us stand by what

is shown to be Truth, though the world in

passing by the Truth, pass us by with it.

One's character perhaps this very day needs

to choose a new start, a commencement on the

basis of the witness in its own conscience

towards its own Master, Christ in it the hope

of its glory.

It is of the root of atheism to say, "My
country right or wrong,

'

' and not
'

' God only.
'

'

It is of treason to say, "My party right or

wrong," and not "my country's good alone."

It is of paganism to say, "My church right

or wrong" and "not Christ only, the head over

all things to his church and me."

The word's progress never had a prophet or a

leader while his conscience swerved from its in-

dividual ideal, though all men for a season for-

sook him. And the world never got atrocious

or diabolical work done, where men, serving

on sale to operate it, did not consent to lose

individual consciences in their crowd, or in

the state, or sometimes in such system of

things as they thought to be the church. That

is not what churches are ordained for. They

are for the individual allegiance of members

to their holy Head; who said, "for this cause

was I born, for this cause 1 came into the

world that I might bear witness for the Truth.

Every one that is of the Truth heareth my

voice."

To-day, then, "if ye will hear his voice,

harden not your heart," but in hearing that

I Witness and following Him let us tender,
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sweeten, sanctify our hearts, and re-commence

to-day.

For in this day and time, to adapt to our use

words lately written, "foundations are laid for

a better time to come. In this day influences

are going abroad through all worlds of highest

moment. In this day that may be done in us

and through us which affects remote ages.

All of beauty and of truth lie within our

reach, if we take the healthy view of life, and

cast from us all those diseased thoughts that

poison the spring of reflection and feeling at

their source. Robust and growing views of

man's place in the universe, and God's imma-

nence, seem about to blossom like the won-

drous century tree that after long upbuilding

of hidden resources puts forth a flower."

Selected.

Thomas Williamson.

Thomas Williamson of Bannerig, Westmore-

land, was born about the latter end of the

Fourth Month, 1633, of honest parents of good

report, and educated according to the manner

of the Church of England.

He was naturally of a free and cheerful

disposition, inclining in his youth to the van

ities and pastimes in which too many spent

their precious time, though at that time he

was very circumspect in observing those out-

ward performances which he esteemed reli-

gious duties. But in the year 1670 it pleased

the Lord to visit him with some affliction of

body, and to open his understanding to see the

emptiness of all his former formal profession,

and the vanities of his past life; and sorrow

and distress took hold upon him for it, and

cries and breathings were raised in him to

the Lord, that he would show him his way,

and he would walk in it.

It pleased the Lord to answer his desire,

and to convince him of the blessed Truth,

which he received with joy and gladness, be-

fore he had been at any meeting of the people

called Quakers; and he gave up thereto ac-

cording to his understanding.

About the year 1673, his mouth was opened

in a public testimony to declare the goodness

of the Lord to him, and to encourage all to

faithfulness; in which he was a good example,

and a considerable sufi'erer for his testimony,

both by imprisonment and spoiling of goods.

In the year 1678 he was imprisoned three

months for preaching Truth in a steeple-house,

and most of his goods were taken from him

by some justicjes, on the Conventicle Act.

He was not only fined for himself but ten

pounds laid on him for being present at a

meeting held at Bownass, the 15th of the Sev-

enth Month 1G78.

His testimony he delivered in much plain-

ness and simplicitv. He was tender to the

good in all, though sharp in rebuking that

which was evil. He was a man who feared

God, sincerely lived Truth, and hated hy-

pocrisy and deceit; sound in judgment, of

a good conversation and just and honest to-

ward all men; undaunted in sufl'ering, rejoic-

ing that the Lord had counted him svorthy to

suffer for his name's sake. He was zealous in

his testimony against the payment of tithes,

and those called church rates, for which he

was a constant sufferer, and an encourager of

others also to faithfulness therein; diligent in

attending of meetings for the worship of God, '

until by age and infirmity of body he was de-

1

prived of that privilege. He often said, "The
worship of God, and the good of the Church

ousht to be preferred before our business."

He truly confided in the Lord, and gave this

testimony on his dying bed, that (iod had

dealt bountifully with his soul, and had given

him all he had need of, and that he had peace

with the Lord, and his soul was returning into

rest.

He died the 22nd of the Tenth Month, 1715,

aged about eighty-two, and a minister about

forty years.

How John Bellows Was Led, and Further

Notes.

In the account presented to our readers re-

cently, John Bellows' turn to a distinctive em-
bracing of the doctrines and testimonies of

our religious Society was attributed by a

writer largely to his reading of the works of

Isaac Penington. This no doubt had a large

place in ministering to the deep spirituality of

his Christian culture. But as regards the em-
bracing of the distinctive testimonies of our

profession, it is due to truth that John Bel-

lows' own account of himself, as written to

the editor of the British Friend should now be

given. It is as follows:

—

It is difficult, I am aware, to give from

abridged notes the exact words used by those

who have spoken in such gatherings as that of

the Yearly Meeting: but there are two or

three verbal changes made in what I said

about the Hague Conference, as reported in

thy issue for Sixth Month, which I will ask thy

leave to correct.

I did not describe the President as "M."
de Staal, but as "Baron" de Staal: nor did I

say "Mr." Andrew Whyte, in speaking of the

United States Envoy: or refer to Fifth-day as

"Thursday." Slight as are these differences in

the form of expression, they would in my case

imply the abandonment of a practice of nearly

fifty years, which I desire to retain; not, cer-

tainly with any covert idea of hinting it as a

rule for others, but because the reason lean
give for it will carry weight with every person

whether in or out of the Society of Friends,

whose opinion I value.

Brought up in the Society by parents who
had become Friends from conviction, I had

taken for granted that its teachings were

pure Christianity—that is, in theory,— until at

twenty years of age I was brought face to

face with the tremendous realities which soon-

er or later confront every human soul. My
take-it-easy Quakerism went to pieces in the

storm, and at this critical moment, under the

influence of a clergyman of the Church of

England, I had very nearly built up in its

place a traditional belief in the opposite doc-

trines of the sacraments and water-baptism,

and such system of worship as fits with their

observance. It was, however, made clear to

me that before making the important change
this would involve, I was bound to do what I

had never yet done, and that was to examine
for myself, with all the light I could obtain,

and with all the earnestness of one newly
awakened to a consciousness of the powers of

the world to come, the foundations of the

doctrines held by the Society of Frienj

read Barclay's arguments especially, anil

them the texts both of the New and tlj

Testament which he cites, till, after i

anxious days and nights the light she;

them steadily and brightly as the sun
'-

a cloudless sky, and I was made assure <

truth of what the world calls Quakerisr

was of my own existence. For some da

power of this conviction was so great

leave room for no other thought than

goodness and love of God. When this ;

sufficiently to admit another thought

thought was, "Now that I know and ai .

tain that this is the Truth, shall I be as

to profess it openly to everyone with ^'%
;

came in contact?" I felt there could jr,;

alternative. I was bound in honor i :,
i

evade it; it was a case of iwbksse oblig,

I believe that no one who reads these

if he or she had gone through the sai

perience, would have come to any othe

elusion.

I had no human being to consult with

was far from home among strangers;

may be that the course I took was not

retically the wisest. But as I pondert

position and remembered that the wor

come to associate certain peculiariti

speech with the profession of "Quakerisi

appeared to me a simple way of lettiii

he known that I was not ashamed of ^^
thought a "Quaker." if I adopted the; p«-

culiarities. What there might be in th( per

se I did not stay to enquire ; n(,r I e 1

ability or the wish to work out a rule of :ree

apportionment between the tithe-valu

mint, anise and cummin, as against th

the weightier matters of the law. Then

rule and no law in "Quakerism" that I io«

of, but that of striving after reality; no'm
ciples but the one eternal principle tl we

should love the Lord our God with a cm

heart, and our neighbor as ourselves: lieh

we can only do by abiding in, and bein^ on-

tinually guided by his Spirit. I was C( em

that what is usually called the "plaii an-

gage" stamped me with the stigma of 1 ev-

ing this, and therefore I adopted it. tei

on I sometimes found it involved sufferiniboi

even that suffering was of no mean valu foi

in it the meaning of the words became

that "Things which are despised hatl

chosen, yea and things ichich arc not, /i

to novght things that are."

I am thy Friend,

John Bello^

Sixth Month 24, 1899.

We may add that Count Tolstoy's ejes-

sion in regard to his acquaintance with )iii

Bellows, beginning with his visit to the ;iii-

ine-stricken districts of Russia may be iw

in an interview of Andrew D. White wit Eh«

former, recounted in McClure's Magazhfoi

Fourth Month, 1901. But we forbe- t(

quote laudatory expressions which might en

personal or not referred to the Divine ,<
rj

Oliver Wendell Holmes could attribute M'

our friend was to Divine grace, in the viii

"We thanked God that there are such s et

intelligent, receptive natures."

A few weeks before his death, in a _t«

to a Russian lady John Bellows wrote s <>'

lows:

—

"This life cannot last much longer H'
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,te that must follow it is full of uncer-

notwithstanding any efforts I may
nade in time past to be ready for the

tl to it. But there is a time for all

and I believe that this very feelinj^ of

linty as to what is to follow in another

f existence, is at present, best for me,

6 it is not the will of (Jod that we should

] anything but, or on anything short

continued revelation of his own Divine

I to our souls. If we relied on the

y of some past revelation of it, we
evade some of that effort that we
to use in seeking Ilim anew . . . There

tagnant water in the river of Life tliat

or ever from his presence ... At this

I I cannot get farther than the cry of

ief on the Cross 'Lord remember me
thou comest into thy kingdom!'— nor

) far as he in the promise that followed

He who forms the light and creates the

88 knows that both are necessary for

•fecting of his work in the soul."

following, nearly in the words of a let-

m a son, seems to us entitled to be

property: "Perhaps thou art not able

ize as we can that my father's life was
which the calm surface of the pathway

!e was often, very often, disturbed by

jrms which his faithfulness to duty,

ir in exposing hypocrisy or that which

armaketh a lie, or in any way standing

r the honor of Truth, often incurred,

erefore we look back with great pieas-

his visit to America last summer, when
lere he met with nothing but love and

. I certainly have often thought that

as the crowning period to his life,

st the Philadelohia Friends he was
and esteemed and he reciprocated in

iasure. In New England he apprecia-

I good will extended him.

w his form lies in a beautiful spot

the hills about six miles from Glouces-

is much in the country as Middletown

dd's Ford. The funeral was very large-

nded for such an out-of-the way place,

1 number of clergy of the established

being conspicuous for their presence,

D'ean of Gloucester, and others. Be-

lese, vocal expression was given to the

from my father's life, of waiting upon
'Baling of the power of Immortality in

llness of the soul."

f Huntingdon.—Lady Huntingdon, with

ome of only twelve hundred pounds a

lid much fur the cause of religion. She
ined the college she had erected, at her

;pense; she built chapels in most parts

kingdom, and she supported ministers

3re sent to preach in various parts of

rid.

inister of the gospel and a person from
antry once called on her. When they
16 country man turned his eyes toward
)use, and after a short pause said,

; a lesson! Can a person of her noble

nursed in the lap of grandeur, live in

house, so meanly furnished, and shall

idesman, be surrounded with luxury and
ce? From this moment I shall hate my
my furniture and myself, for spending
le for God, and so much for myself in

ART THOU WEARY?'
Art thou weary, art thou languid ?

Art thou sore distrest ?

'Come to me," saith one "and coming
Be at rest!"

Hath He marks to lead me to Him,
If He be my guide ?

'In his feet and hands are wound-prints,

And his side."

Hath He diadem as monarch
That his brow adorns ?

' Yea, a crown in very surety,

But of thorns."

If I find Him, if I follow,

What his guerdon here ?

' Many a sorrow, many a labor.

Many a tear."

If I hold closely to Him,
What hath He at last ?

' Sorrow vanquished, labor ended,

Jordan past."

If I ask Him to receive me,
Will He say me nay ?

'Not till earth, and not till Heaven
Pass away."

Finding, following, keeping, struggling,

Is He sure to bless ?

'Angels, martyr.s, prophets, virgins.

Answer, yes."

-Adaptedfrom the Greek by John Mason Ncalc.

A Mammoth in Cold Storage.

The recent remarkable discovery by Dr.

Herz of the body of a huge mammoth in a bed
of glacier ice in Eastern Siberia has again
revived among scientific thinkers, the discus-

sion of the quadrupeds fed in lands of abound-
ing pasture where snows and ice have held

sway for thousands of years. A mammoth
locked in glacier ice has seemed to be an enig-

ma difficult to solve and in this case we have
one peculiarly hard to solve as linked to exist-

ing causes, and all manner of suggestions wise

or otherwise, have been put forth to aid in the

longed-for solution.

As far back as the summer of 1799 a mam-
moth was found by Dr. Adams frozen in a

glacier of clear ice, which abutted against the

beach at the mouth of the Lena River in

Northern Siberia. The skeleton of this ani-

mal, 1 believe, is mounted in the museum of

St. Petersburg. It was so well preserved in

the matrix of ice that Curver, after close re-

view of the accompanying conditions declared

that the animal was suddenly killed and im-

mediately buried in a frost grave and that it

had remained in that condition from the day ic

was overtaken by some catastrophe. Since

that time many of these animals have been

found in the Arctic world. Some of them are

remarkably well preserved. Their flesh kept

for thousands of years in cold storage, was in

some cases so fresh that it was untainted as

though but yesterday slain and sealed away in

ice. The Lena mammoth afforded food for

wolves and bears for years as it gradually

melted from the great ice wall and fell from

a height of forty feet to the beach. The
woolly rhinoceros was associated in life with

the arctic mammoth, and in the stomach of

one of these, was food undigested and even in

the mouth was found the remains of food

partly masticated.

Such things as these necessarily led to the

conclusion that the animals thus involved were
overtaken on the spot and immediately en-

cased in ice. It is said that the brain and
blood corpuscles in some cases showed no
sign of decay. The very pupil of the eye
was undecayed, and the eeneral condition of

the body showed no disturbance since the ice

closed in arouTid it. There appears to have
been a general distribution of the mammoth
and his compeers over the frozen belt of the

arctic world. Many of them have been found

in Alaskan ice, where they have been dug up
by gold seekers in many parts of that coun-
try. The Indians and Eskimos use the tallow

rendered to burn in lamps and candles, and
there are today samples of this rendered

mammoth tallow in the Smithsonian Museni at

Washington.
It seems that Dr. Herz's mammoth has af-

forded some very striking features. In addi-

tion to the undigested food in the stomach,

which the animal had put there the day he

perished there was a tuft of grass in the ani-

mal's mouth, which the trunk had gathered

to thrust there just before its death, which
planlv shows that suddenness is the word we
can use as a correct epitaph of this great

Arctic graveyard.

Many theories have been advanced to ac-

count for these remarkable phenomena of the

frozen world. With our present knowledge
we cannot understand how a comparative

warm region can so suddenly become a frozen

land, and yet this seems to be testimony of

the witnesses that crowd in to testify. Some
have claimed that the earth's center of grav-

ity became shifted which tilted its axis and

sent a wave from other lands to the poles.

This theory failed to take root from various

reasons, chiefly because men could not be made
to believe that a shifting of the earth's grav-

ity could tilt the axis, for it could make no

difference where the center of gravity be

placed, the hemispheres on either side of it

would weigh the same from the very nature of

the problem. Besides it would seem impos-

sible for the poles to swing suddenly out

of position even if they could become tilted.

And further, if they could suddenly throw

an ocean about the pole by a change of grav-

ity and axis tilting, how could that bury the

mammoth under vast masses of snow, for they

are to-day locked down in glacier ice and gla-

cier ice is packed and solidified snow.

Another theory that found favor for a while

was that a change occurred in the direction of

oceanic currents. A warm current running

toward the Arctic would temper the climate as

the Gulf Stream to-day affects the climate of

the P.ritish Isles. A change by which a cold

current would supplant a warm one, would cer-

tainly bring about colder and it may be frigid

conditions; but these currents could not pos-

sibly change positions suddenly, and even if

they could do so, they could not pile snows so

rapidly over the mammoth hordes feeding in

their pastures, that they could not be allowed

time to digest their food, nor even to masti-

cate and swallow it after it was put in the

mouth, before death occurred.

Dr. Herz says that his mammoth must have

been foraging on the brink of a precipice, and

after taking a tuft of hav into its mouth, sud-

denly fell and was instantly killed. But here
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again we are confronted by the fact that even

if instantly killed with mouth and stomach

filled, it is impossible to contrive how the

body froze up so quickly as to not allow the

food to decay or ferment. Did the animal

fall from a precipice whose top was covered

with grass into a bank of snow at its base?

From the Doctor's description of the posi-

tion in which the animal was found with his

legs partly bent under him, it would seem that

he was killed in a bed of snow. But how are

we to reconcile the snow bank at the foot of

a precipice in a climate sufficiently mild to af-

ford him pasturage on the precipice top?

Then again it is a little out of order for a

mammoth to feed on top of a precipice or

crag.

It seems very likely that the Arctic world

was subject to a climate somewhat wintery,

as those animals are covered with a thick

coat of hair to adapt them to their environ-

ment.

Another theory very generally advocated is

the elevation of the Arctic regions so high as

to place it in the region of eternal snow; but

here again the philosopher says continents can-

not be suddenly elevated. Doubtless a great

elevation will bring about a cold climate, but

it is again said to be impossible to cover a con-

tinent with snow by freezing it. Snow-forming

is work requiring an expenditure of heat. So

said the immortal Tyndall. To make a conti-

nent cold is to take the fires from the engine

and stop its works. Heat is needed to form

vapor and snow will not form without it.

It seems that a theory is needed that can

account for a warm climate afl'ording prov-

ender all over the Arctic world where once

the mammoth luxuriated, and which continued

warm for a vast length of time to allow such

hordes of mammals to breed and occupy that

region. Then, too, the same theory must ac-

count for a sudden desolating fall of snow
upon a land of abounding life. There is such

a theory being advocated by some which seems,

in a very satisfactory way to account for both

of these North-world conditions. I will pre

sent it as I understand it:*

The AnnuUar Theory asks us to believe that

some of the earth's primitive watery vapors

lingered about this planet till very late in ge-

ological times, even down to the advent of

man. These vapors it is supposed revolved

about the earth as a world-canopy, just as

similar vapors revolve about the planets Ju-

piter and Saturn to-day. Such a canopy it is

claimed, would be competent to modify the

climate of the whole earth, even causing a

temperate climate about the poles and ample
pasturage for the mammoth and his cogeners.

Now, astronomers say that Jupiter, is at

times, dropping portions of his canopy or wa-
tery envelope at his poles. If this be true,

and if law presides universally in the evolution

of worlds, we are asked to admit that earth's

canopy of lingering vapors, competent during

its existence to make a warm climate, was also

competent in its fall in the polar regions to

desolate a land of exuberant life. Certainly

* This theory was published in pamphlet form
when the writer was a teacher at Westtown in

1874. Late discoveries have led such men as the

younger N. H. Winchell to write :
" Geologists will

have to admit that the earth's primitive vapors
1 much later than has been supposed."

we can place no motes and bounds to such

avalanches of world-snows, nor can we put any

estimate upon its suddenness. Such snow-

falls may have covered polar pastures and

their feeding hordes hundreds of feet deep in

a single day or in an hour.

There seems to be nothing unnatural or im-

probable in this Canopy Theory, and through it,

escape the alternative of making the earth

cold in order to cover it with snows. For

here we cover it with snows to make it cold,

just as Tyndall demanded a quarter of a cen

tury ago. Ther., too, if this theory be true,

we have an all-competent cause for all the

"Glacial Epochs" and all the "Deluges" the

earth ever saw. It would appear 'then that

Dr. Herz's mammoth is a "Moabite Stone"

in the path of the Geologist. For if some of

the primitive vapors lingered about the earth

till the mammoth died, then some of them may
have fallen in grand instalments through all

the "Ages," in fact the ages may have been

more or less modified and regulated by them,

and the Geologist may find the Canopy's impress

all through the past from Mona to Man.

igh.

For "The Ff

'AS A LITTLE CHILD."

A vane revolving to the sky,

An angel of the earth.

With prowess faint, but import 1

Is every man at birth.

Small foothold, his, on earthly things,

As in his face we trace

What heavenly breeze its current flings

Upon his place and race.

As wakes the individual will

To its terrene support.

The fatal fear of being still

Its movement may distort.

Then as each base surrounding saith

Belike he thinks to know.

And grows into the world by faith,

A faith in things below.

So turns he only with the world,

By self-sufficient pride

From individual freedom hurled,

With all the self-allied.

Be our dependence placed above,

Upon that- breath Divine

By which are all allied in love

Who in its freedom shine !

Then in obedience our faith

Shall end as it begun,

And worship while the God-head saith,

" Be one, as We are One!"
R. R.

The Indian Convert.—Among the converts

to the Christian faith among our Indian tribes,

was one whom they distinguished by the title

of
'

' Good Peter,
'

' and who, with truly apostolic

spirit, used to preach the gospel to his poor be-

nighted brothers. Once he addressed them in

language to this efl:ect:
—"My brothers, the

Good Spirit loves all his creatures. He loved

them so much that He sent his own Son to bring

them home to Him. But this Son was so

bright, brighter my brothers, than yonder

sun, that we could not look at Him; therefore

He wrapt Himself in a mantel of flesh [wrap-

ping his blanket around him] that He might
live with us, and we might see Him. The

Good Saviour has shown us the way to his Fa-

ther; and lest we should lose the path, He
marked it with his blood."

Mosaics from India.* :

This is the title of a book of "Talks ait!

India, its Peoples, Religions and Custi^,''

much of which is the personal experienc

observation of the author, Margaret B.

ning, for many years, with her husba

resident among the interesting people

whom she writes.

The work is both entertaining and ins- ,

ive, and cannot fail to produce in its re

feelings of interest in the people of Ir

particularly the women—and of pity fc ,;.

,

child-widows.
j

'

Three extracts will only indicate a fiofj

the many interesting things in the book! I

"It is hard to realize the utter helple;

of the Hindu widow. Alany stories coi

written by those who go about in high

homes and see the poor shaven heads ai

little figures hiding in corners or behind i

I always single them out for kind word

notice but they are almost too timid

spond. Before I knew much about tht

ow's lot I used ignorantly to ask in reg;

one of these crouching, timid figures:

is that.' No one ever told me her na

relationship. Simply pointing the thum

the shoulder (she was sure to be in the ci-

ground) and giving a contemptuous je, ofi

the chin, the answer was: 'Only a wiw.

One dear little girl in Ramabai's scho

ceived word that as she was now twelve

old, it was time for her to break ofi: her

armlets and have her head shaved. She

come home for these degrading things

done and the father thought they would

her at home to wash and cook and ;

The child was nearly frantic. She beggi

to be sent back, but Ramabar was powt

But the father never came for the child k

Ramabai's words: 'He meant to come amaJH

her back to misery, but he died.'"

"What more wonderful story of heisn

than that of Sooboo Nagam Ammal? SI be-

longed to a proud, high-caste family ii Ma-

dras. Her father was a judge in the ig*

Court and her husband was in Governmer em-

ploy. She was a pet and indulged favon*

home, for her husband had never taken -fe

his home, as she was one of a pair of 'iiii

and born on a Friday; so her coming ulc

bring misfortune to his house^ She wa; on

ored as a married woman, however, and ha

and position count in India as elsewhere T(

her was intrusted the worship of the

and in all ceremonies and rights she b

proficient. Her desire to become per!

all these caused her to long for the a

plishment of reading, as then she couK

the sacred Vedas and know more abo

will of the gods. No one could be fouii »

would teach her except the Zenana Miioi

workers. This greatly disturbed her p'lie

'Yes, they will teach you to read, butiie:

will also teach you this new religion on

Jesus.' 'No, no,' Sooboo told them, 'ha

they teach me about that will go in oie«

and out the other.' The lessons of this ^e

and purer religion did not go out, hov a

but sank into an earnest and inquiring lir'

for the haughty Brahmin bowed at the f <!

the lowly man of Nazareth, and learn <

Him. Her hope was that she might r ai

Fleming H. Revell Co., Chicago. New York :
I

ronto. Pp. 296, Illustrated. Price $1.25.
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er home and teach her relatives and

ds. But this, in an orthodox Hindu house,

II nigh impossible. Persuasions, cares-

:hen coldness, and finally persecution fol-

1. A plot was set on foot by which they

i to spirit her away to a temple in Bunga-

ind there dedicate her to the god of the

le. When Sooboo heard this she fled at

to the missionaries' bungalow. Here her

is and relatives followed to persuade her

turn; but she had chosen the true God,

esus, whom He had sent to redeem men.

I
persuasion and threats all failed, her

y made an effigy of Sooboo which they

jd through the streets, wailing out: 'Soo-

is dead! Sooboo is dead!' As she lis-

to this she found it almost unbearable,

inally she took her fingers from her ears,

ing that Sooboo, the once proud, 'twice-

Brahmin Sooboo, was indeed dead; but

she was alive again in Christ who can do

ings The effigy was burned on the fun-

lyre and Sooboo's old mother went forth

that house of wealth to beg her way on

the sacred Ganges, where she scattered

;hes of the image of her daughter, hoping

;o expiate her sin. Sooboo is now 'dead'

>m in a way that none of our loved dead

Decome. On the day she was baptized,

;epped forward and sang in Tamil:

' Jesus, I my cross have talcen.

All to leave and follow thee ;

Naked, poor, despised, forsaken,

Thou from hence my all shall be.'"

ike all girls of the better classes or

r castes in India, Runabai was married

but a child. Little did she realize as

as toddling about the beautiful rooms of

ither's bungalow that her whole life was

nined for her. The bungalow, as fine

s are called in India, was a very nice one,

9vely plants adorned the verandas and

)Und. All about were signs of comfort

ixury. Her parents loved her, although

vere very sorry that she was not a boy.

e in India are always sorry to have little

and often they will try to hide the fact.

ir little Runabai was an affectionate child

vhile in her own home, did net realize

;he was not welcome. A few years of

less were soon over; for when she was
ileven years of age the parents of her

jsband, whom she had never seen and of

she knew nothing, sent for her. They
i to train her up properly for their son.

is the usual fate of Hindu girls— to be

rem their mothers and given over to the

if strangers. Little appreciated in her

amily, you can imagine the very sad lot

i must have among those who care very

less for her than her parents do. The
fault is severely corrected for fear her

lay cause the death of the precious and

id son of the family. When Runabai
int for, her father bought her many rich

Dr garments and fine jewels and sent her

with twelve hand-maidens who were to

ipon her in the wealthy home of her hus-

But alas! for some reason the little

ailed to please her new relatives. Her
were taken from her almost immediately,

le herself was compellled to work much
ird for her years. They put away the

Ik and muslin saris and most of her pret-

ty bracelets and other jewelry. Nothing the
child did seemed to please anyone in the fam-
ily, and her life grew harder and harder. It

appeared as though they wished to get rid of

her and so be able to procure another wife for

the son. Before a year had gone by her food
was limited to only one meal a day and that
only of rice and chillies (red peppers). She
became very thin and looked like a shadow of
the bright little girl who came so gaily to this

home so short a time before. One sad day as
she was cleaning the house, she saw some
bread on a table. Her hunger was even
greater than her fear, and, snatching up a

piece, she ran off to eat it. Her cruel

mother-in-law saw her, and picking up a stick,

ran after the poor girl. She took the bread
froln the trembling fingers and pushed it down
poor Runabai's throat with the stick. The
suffering of the child was terrible. When she
next visited her own father's house, she beg-

ged not to be sent back any more to be so

cruelly treated. 'But oh! the disgrace to our
family!' the father said. 'No, go back, dear
Kunabai, we weep for you and our hearts are
pained over your sad lot. When we sit down
to our good food, we shed tears as we think

of our poor starving Kunabai. But what can
we do? If we keep you here our caste will be
broken and the gods will be displeased. Go
back, and if you die, it will be honorable.' So
the little martyr to caste and false religion

went back and in two months more was dead."

"His Love to Me."—To an invalid friend,

who was a trembling, doubting believer, a

minister once said: "When I leave you I

shall go to my own residence if the Lord will;

and when there the first thing that I expect to

do is to call for a baby that is in the house. I

expect to place her on my knee, and look

down into her sweet eyes, and listen to her

charming prattle; and, tired as I am, her
presence will rest me, for I love ihat child

with an unutterable tenderness.

"But the fact is she does not love me;
or to say the most for her, she loves me very

little. If my heart were breaking under a

burden of crushing sorrow it would not dis-

turb her sleep. If my body were racked with

excruciating pain it would not interrupt her

play with her toys. If I were dead she would
be amused in watching my pale face and closed

eyes. If my friends came to remove the

corpse to the place of burial she would proba-

bly clap her hands in glee, and in two or three

days totally forget her papa. Besides this

she has never brought me in a penny, but has

been a constant expense on my hands ever

since she w^as born. Yet, although I am not

rich in this world's possessions, there is not

money enough in this world to buy my baby.

How is it? Does she love me or do I love her?

Do I withhold my love until I know she loves

me? Am I waiting for her to do something
worthy of my love before extending it to

her?"

"Oh, I see it!" said the sick man, while the

tears ran down his cheeks. "I see it clearly;

it is not my love to God, but God's love to me
I ought to be thinking about; and I do love

Him now as I never loved Him before"

From that time his peace was like a river.

"We love Him becaus He first loved us."

—

Lights and Shadows.

THE LIGHT OP CONSCIENCE.
Do the right and fear no thought
That another may expre.ss

;

They your conscience have not taught
And your lives may never bless.

Do what conscience says is right,

Then life's .safest rule is yours
;

And you follow in the light

That forevermore endures.

Men will differ and may change
;

.\nd if man you seek to plea.se.

You may often think it strange.

That it is no path of ea.se
;

l''or no matter what you do.

Some will think it is not right,

.So to your own souls be true.

Then you'll follow God's own light.

Martha Shepakd Liri'iNCOTT.

MOOKE.STOWN, N. J.

First Interior, Then Exterior.

True virtue must come to man from within

first, and then spread to the exterior. It is

the same with grace for the soul, as with food

for the body. A man who tried to feed his

arms and legs by applying to them externally

the most nourishing substances, would never
fatten them at all; everything must begin
from within where all food must first be di-

gested by the stomach, and then become chyle,

and blood, and at last actual flesh. It is from
the deepest interior that nourishment is dis-

tributed to the exterior.

Prayer is, as the stomach is, the instrument

for all digestion. It is love which digests

everything, which makes everything its own,
and incorporates with itself all that it re-

ceives; it is the hidden love of the soul which
nourishes the entire exterior for the practice

of virtue. As the stomach makes flesh and
blood and strength for the arms, the hands,

the legs, and feet, so the love of (Jod in

prayer renews the spirit of life in our whole
conduct. It creates patience, gentleness, hu-

mility, chastity, temperance, disinterested-

ness, sincerity, and in general as many other

virtues as are necessary to repair the daily

exhaustion of our souls.

If you attempt to apply the virtues to the

soul from without, you create nothing but an

external symmetry, which will but constrain

the soul within,—a supenstitious arrangement,
an accumulation of legal and Judaical dead
works; it may be a masterpiece outwardly,

but it has no life. It is a whitened sepulchre:

the exterior is a magnificent structure of

marble, on which all the virtues are sculp-

tured in bas-relief; but within are nothing

but dead men's bones and all uncleanness.

The interior is lifeless; there is nothing but

a skeleton there; everything there is dry and
withered up for want of the dew and unction

of the Holy Spirit.

It is no use then to try and put love into

our souls by means of a multitude of exterior

practices, scrupulously piled one upon another;

but, on the contrary, it is the interior princi-

ple of the love of God, cultivated by prayer,

and nourished by a familiar remembrance of

the presence of God during the day, which

will carry food from the centre of the soul to

all the exterior members, and make us exer-

cise on every occasion, with ease and simplic-

ity, everv virtue that is suitable for that mo-

ment.

—

Francis Fenelon.
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For " The Friend."

Love.

"God is love," and they that dwell in God

dwell in love. Our worthy forefathers and

mothers in the Truth surely had this love, for

they were willino; to suffer for the Truth and

did suffer, many of them giving up their nat-

ural lives for Truth's sake; and they were

willing to suffer one for another, as some of

them offered to take the places of some who

had suffered in foul prisons, thus fulfilling the

statement of the Dear Master "Greater love

hath no man than this, than that a man should

lay down his life for his friends." At that

time hundreds were raised up in the Power

and Spirit of God to preach his unsearchable

riches to a dying world, and to testify of the

goodness of their Heavenly Father. And the

language then went forth even by the worldly

people, "Behold how these people love one an-

other." But we must admit that the gold has

become dim, and the fine gold changed. The

enemy has wrought havoc amongst us. A
spirit of the world has crept in amongst us

and caused contention and strife; yea, the car-

nal mind has listened to the voice of the ene-

my. Some he has enticed into a love of world-

ly goods, some into a love of honor, some into

a love of pleasure, some into a love of them-

selves, and to some the language could be

said "The zeal of thine house has eaten thee

up."

Some have made the outward form too much

their God, and some have gone again into the

beggarly elements which Friends were called

out of. These failures, dear friends, are the

work of the enemy; and it is in getting off of

the watch and not being obedient to Him who

hath called us to be a people. "Obedience is

better than sacrifice and to hearken than the

fat of rams." Some have been very zealous

as to their dress and address, yet the furniture

in their houses is just the same as of the

people of the world, and their manner of liv-

ing the same. Now these are inconsistencies

that exist amongst us, in which some have

erred on one hand, others have erred on the

other hand. And these departures from the

simplicity of the gospel have all been, as it

were, stumbling blocks, and this should be

avoided. The apostle says, "Let us not judge

one another any more, but judge this rather,

that no man put a stumbling block in his broth-

er's way."
It has also been with us, that one says "I am

of Paul, and another I am of Apollos." Some

have so much given way to follow man, that

they have been led away by man, some one way

and some in another way; which has caused

many rends in our Society. Does it not show,

dear ones, that it is dangerous to follow man,

however he mav have been favored? for these,

too, have the old enemy to contend with.

Seeing then the enemy has made inroads

amongst us, let us cease from man whose

breath is in his nostrils, and who hath power

only to kill the body. "But rather fear Him

who hath power to cast both soul and body

into hell." Oh that we might crave to know

nothing as it were, but Jesu« Christ, and Him
crucified, having our conversation in heaven

and heavenly things. Then all these inconsis-

tencies would disappear, and our beloved So-

ciety would shine forth in its ancient purity

and again come forth "fair as the moon, clear

as the sun, and terrible as an army with ban-

ners.

"

In enumerating the inconsistencies amongst

us, which we all must acknowledge do exist,

we should not give way to discouragement, for

the Truth yet remains, and may we not feel

that there are many living witnesses yet her-

alding it forUi, to a frowning world? Let us

not conclude with Elijah of old, that all "the

prophets have been slain and that I only am
left." Did not the Lord show Elijah that He

had thousands which had not bowed to Baal or

kissed his image? so I am well assured it is at

the present day,—many are casting out devils

in the Master's name. Let us not forbid it,

because they follow not us; did not the dear

Master tell his disciples that "they that are

not against us are for us? Forbid them not."

One of the apostles says, "Brethren, try the

spirits whether they be of God;" and that

"every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus

Christ is come in the flesh, is a spirit of Anti-

christ; and every spirit that confesseth that

Jesus came in the flesh is of God." And an-

other apostle says. "Who art thou that judg-

est another man's servant? To his own mas-

ter he standetn or falleth." And does not

the apostle say, "One is your Master, even

Christ, and all ye are brethren?" Our dear

Saviour was found fault with because He ate

with publicans and sinners. But He came to

call sinners (not the righteous) to repentance.

Cannot we, dear friends, believe that his love

is yet to the sinner and that his power is above

every other power, and that there will be no

end to his kingdom? and while the enemy has

sown many tares in the wheat, yet the humble

children of God can rejoice that when the har-

vest is come they may be gathered into the

heavenly garner. But we must be as clay in

his hands. We must love Him with all our

mind, might, and strength, and our neighbors

as ourselves and keep away and apart from the

world. For we are told that "Pure and un-

defiled religion is to visit the widow and fath-

erless in their affliction, and keep ourselves

unspotted from the world." "If ye love the

world the love of the Father is not in you."

The Scripture declaration is, "It hath been

showed thee. Oh man what is good,— to deal

justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy

God." To Him we must bow, to Him we must

confess either in mercy or in judgment. If

we love Him He will love us, and manifest

Himself so that we shall not be deceived. Our

dear Saviour said, "If ye love me keep my
commandments." And his commandments are

not grievous. Thev that love Him are led to

speak to each other. "They that feared the

Lord spake often one to another and a book of

remembrance was kept for them that feared

the Lord and that thought upon his name, and

these shall be mine, saith the Lord." Oh

that we may not be deceived. God is not

mocked. W. T.

Montour, Iowa, Fifth Month 11, 1902.

For "The Friend."

When drawing towards the close of life

[Elizabeth Evans] gave expression to her feel-

ings in the following impressive language:—

"I have not a wish to be elevated one step

above the condition of a true and sincere beg-

gar at the footstool of mercy and the throne

of grace ; for I believe it is the only safe place,

for the immortal soul_that is still clogged with

the shackles of mortality, and beset wit i

temptations and buffetings of an unweariii

versary. How good and how sustaining

to remember that we have an High Pries

sus Christ, the eternal Son and sent of th

ther, who is touched with a feeling of oi

firmities, who was tempted in all points

unto us, yet without sin, who is able and

ing to succor all them that are tempted

He is an advocate with the Father."—
Promoted, Vol. 5, page 336.

Distillery-Struck Jacob.

Somewhere about 1785 or 1790 Jacob

born in a Massachusetts country town:

there he lived and passed through the ren

able experience that I am about to write

there he died. There are living even 3

few people who remember him.

He belonged to a respectable family ar

herited considerable property, marrying •

a worthy young woman who had also mon
her own right. They began life in their

pleasant home living comfortably and h

ly. They were both industrious, he beii

trade a bricklayer, and his services mm
demand.

Somewhere about 1810 or 1812 he wa
gaged to make some repairs or to put in

chimneys in a distillery in the neighbor)

and went with reluctance as he was ai

stainer and doubted the advisability c

much liquor making or drinking as was

the custom.

While there he was urged into tastii

the liquor, was overcome by its influence:

from that time on for years was never s<

He lived an idle, wandering life, going f

one distillery to another, and from one til

to another, for in those days before there f

railroads, accommodations for man and Ij

could befound in every hamlet and crossij

all about the country side, and at all thes

tie public houses liquor was sold, and vl

ever it was sold, "Distillery-struck Jacj

as he came to be called, was a familiar visi

The change in him was complete, a
squandered his money, and spent his tir in

drinking, smoking and swearing, choosini or

his associates the lowest and most via

within the radius of a dozen miles or re.

He nearly lost his mind, his limbs were ir-'

tially paralyzed, and no one would have »

surprised at any time to hear that his ru i,

useless life had come to an end in some I el

or by the wayside.

His wife never ceased to pray for him.od

he seemed to realize the fact, althoug *

would not listen to a word of expostuliJi

from her or from any one. In his v tt

moods he treated her with some consicl-

tion and was proud of her, often speakii of

her as a good, pious woman, and of theiine

daughter and two sons as smart children.

One sultry night in midsummer 182- be

came home from one of his drunken tr; I*

and went to bed and to sleep, which wail-

ways a mercy, as often he raved like ai n-

sane man for the whole night, not articuliig

words, but barking or howling like a dog «

demon. On this occasion he arose inli*

morning a new man. He bathed, combe i»

hair and beard, and willingly dressed hit JU

in clean clothing. To the surprise of the »

ily he sat down to the breakfast table «
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and after the meal was over instead of

ig his pipe he found the Bible that he

)t opened for yeais and sat down under

in the yard and read it all the morning,

le day passed without his seeking his

mpanions or trying to obtain liquor or

;o.

made no reference to the change that

ome over him, but for several months

most of his time in reading the Bible

meditation. His regular habits began

ict him physically so that he was indeed

' man bodily, mentally and spiritually.

a half year or more he began to talk

yf upon religious topics, and with his

t Bible made his old rounds telling his

mpanions and every one whom he knew
aviour's love.

one had confidence in him, his old com-

is jeered at him, his friends called him

Christians refused to accept him to their

ership, but he was not discouraged. "It

strange," he would say. "They do not

! that 1 am saved by the love of Christ,

not complain of unkind treatment, and I

)t do so. I know Him; I love Him; I

illow Him for I have seen Him."
D, very humbly, he told how on that

jr's night the Saviour had appeared to

pure, lovely and loving. He did not

but the poor sinner saw himself as he

,nd the sieht of the Saviour's face as-

him that there was hope. Having seen

:e he desired nothing else, The love of

filled his life from that moment to the

f his death, thirty -five years later. As
assed many trials and sorrows came to

)ut they did not affect his faith. He
is Bible almost constantly, wearing out

1 copies. At length he became blind,

en he had the solace of recalling the

of life he had read over and over. He
3d all his family, he became poor but

despondent, sorrowful or complaining.

! came from a distance to see the old

.nd to hear his wonderful story, and his

faith strengthened the faith of many so

iiey were also helped to see Jesus.

—

ian Safeguard.

Science and Industry.

RODUCT of the heretofore unproductive

B uf Utah is a kind of watermelon, which

jed in Tenth Month. The melon ripens

it is picked, and reaches maturity near
. The seeds were imported from Khiva,

;ming With Machinery.—In no locality

jdern steam farming machinery been ap-

with such effectiveness as upon the grain

)s in Southern California. On one ranch

gine used to draw the machinery is of

orse power, and has drive wheels eight

igh. It consumes twelve barrels of oil

day, and in its operation requires the

es of seven men. In plowing, fifty-five

fs are turned over at one time, covering a

,h of forty feet. Eight horses are need-

keep the machine supplied with water
del. The best record so far made in

Ig is seventy-five acres in four hours and

Sve minutes. The field was five miles

giving the great engine a straightaway
i, with few turns, in making the record.

In operating this plow to the best advantage

a water station is maintained at one corner of

the field, from which the engine is supplied as

needed. The average capacity of the machine

is the plowing of one hundred and ten acres

per day.

The use of this machine is not an experi-

ment. Last year six thousand acres were
harvested by it. On a ranch of one thousand

acres it is an economic investment, but a

smaller acreage would not warrant the outlay.

Last season a combined harvester was drawn
by the engine, and averaged over one thousand

acres of wheat in a day, cutting, thrashing

and sacking the crop. One of these great field

engines is at work this season near Covina,

displacing seventy mules.

The Clothes Moth.— If you will examine
their mandible under a microscope you will see

they are scaly plates, very much like scissors,

ending in a point, and with these they cut and

tear the wool till they have it to the right size,

and then they join it to their little cloak. At
first this is only done at one end, but as they

grow, both ends are treated. The writer then

gives some observations of the naturalist Rea-

mur, who made a study of these little insects.

While he was watching one of them he was
surprised to see the head come out at the

wrong end of the sheath, and the idea sug-

ested itself to him, can they have two heads'.'

He continued his watch, and saw it putting its

head out first at one end and then at the

other with such rapidity that he determined

to see what happened, so he cut a piece of the

sheath away, leaving only about one-third of

the body covered. The little insect set to work

at once to repair its cloak, and did so much
work in the next twenty-four hours that it

had repaired it most effectually; but during

that time Keamur saw it turn its head from one

end to the other, doubling itself back with

wonderful dexterity. As the insect grows, the

cloak becomes too narrow for it, and then it

starts letting it out. The silkworm and other

caterpillars change their skins when they get

too tight for them, but not so the clothes

moth. It apparently has the true tailor in-

stinct, for it proceeds to let it out. First, it

slits open its sheath, then it inserts a new
piece, and this it does in no less than four

places, two on each side, thus distributing the

room all round, at the same time avoiding all

unnecessary exposure to its body. When it

begins to cut the slit it starts at the middle

and works to each end and the cut is as clean

as the best scissors could make it.— London

Telegraph.

The Timber Used.— In the United States

four million feet of pine lumber is used every

year for matches, or the equivalent of the pro-

duct of four hundred acres of good virgin for-

est. About six hundred and twenty million

cross ties are now laid on American railroads,

and ninety million new ties are required annu-

ally for renewals. The amount of timber used

every year for ties alone is equivalent to three

billion feet of lumber. There are now stand-

ing nearly seven million five hundred thousand

telegraph poles. The average life of a tele-

graph pole is about ten years, so that nearly

seven hundred and fifty thousand new poles

are required every year for renewals. These

figures do not include telephone poles and the
poles retiuired on new railway lines. The an-

nual consumption of timber for ties and poles
is equivalent to the amount of timber grown on
one hundred thousand acres of good virgin

forest. For making shoe pegs the amount of

wood used in a single year is equal to the pro-

duct of fully thirty-five hundred acres of good
second growth hardwood land. Lasts and
boot trees require at least five hundred thou-

sand cords more. Most newspaper and pack-
ing paper is made from wood. Although this

industry has been developed only within the

last forty years, yet the amount of wood con-

sumed for paper during that time has been
enormous. The total annual consumption of

wood for paper pulp is equivalent to over

eight hundred million board feet of timber,

for which it would be necessary, were the

trees all growing together, to cut some eighty

thousand acres of prime woods. And so it

would be poi-sible to go through the list and
give figures which in every case are astonish-

ing. W'e are now using for the lumber and
paper trade about forty billion feet of lumber

a year, which is equivalent to the product of

about four million acres of good virgin for-

est—an area equal to Rhode Island and Con-

necticut combined— and yet this does not in-

clude the wood used for fuel, which is four

and one-half times more.— Yale Review.

France's Depopulation.— In French fami-

lies there are more bereavements than joyous

births. France has lost twenty-six thousand

lives. Not that the marriages have dimin-

ished, for they reached a total during 1900
exceeding that of any of the ten years pre-

ceding, viz.: three hundred thousand. Di-

vorces also augmented, the figures being seven

thousand. This means that of two hundred

unions five have been dissolved by the fault or

consent of the contracting parties. In

France, at any rate, divorce seems to be an

active factor of her depopulation. The in-

crease in the number of persons inhabiting

Paris does not arise from the prolific condi-

tions of Parisian families, for the century

ended with an excess of thirteen hundred

deaths. In the Rhone department things are

still worse, the excess of deaths being thirty-

two hundred in a population four times less

than that of the Seine. The same remark ap-

plies to the Bouches-du-Rhone, where the ex-

cess of deaths is fourteen hundred in a pop-

ulation six times less than that of the Seine.

Normandy is visibly becoming less populous.

The four departments of that province lost

seventy-five hundred inhabitants in 1900. The

precept "increase and multiply" is not fol-

lowed by the French race, which, however, as

in Canada, remains prolific outside the mother

country. For centuries France was prepon-

derant in the world because her population

was the most dense. Now she is losing ground,

not only with other nations, but with her past

self.—London Aews.

"Nobody's Child."—A lady visiting an

asylum for Friendless Orphan Children lately

watched the little ones go through their daily

drill, superintended by the matron, a firm hon-

est woman, to whom her duty had evidently

become a mechanical task. One little toddler

hurt her foot, and the visitor, who had children
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of her own took her on her knee, petted her,

inade her laugh, and kissed her before she put

her down. The other children stared in won-

der.
'

' What is the matter ? Does nobody ever kiss

you?" asked the astonished visitor.

"No. That isn't in the rules, ma'am", was

the answer.

A gentleman in the same city who one morn-

ing stopped to buy a newspaper from a wiz-

ened, shrieking newsboy at the station, found

the boy following him every day thereafter

with a wistful face, brushing the spots from

his clothes, calling a car for him, etc.

"Do you know me?" he asked him at last.

The wretched little Arab laughed. "No.
But you called me 'my chile' one day. I'd

like to do something for you, sir. 1 thought

before that that I was nobody's child."

Christian men and women are too apt to

feel, when they subscribe to organized chari-

ties that they have done their duty to the

great army of homeless and friendless waifs

around them. A toucn, a kiss, a kind word,

may do much towards saving the neglected

little one who feels it is "nobody's child"

teaching it as no money can do, that we are

all children of one Father.

When Christ would heal or help the poor

outcast He did not send him money; but He
came close and touched him.

—

Selected.

Items Concerning the Society.

We learn by current report that some of the

Yearly Meeting's Committee, attended, after public

notice, the meeting for worship held at Fallsington

last First-day morning, and that appointed meet-

ings were held on the same day at Langhorne,
Ercildown and Coatesville.

The above meetings were probably distinguisha-

ble from those in which one of our members copied

down, as it was spoken, the following announce-

ment delivered in a distant part of our country :

" On behalf of the committee of the Quarterly

Meeting having charge of the services, I would
announce that this service will be in charge of

[Blank] and others. The service this evening will

be in charge of D and others. My subject

will be [topic named]. Text : John [with chapter

and verse]."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS,
United States.— President Roosevelt on the 13th inst.

sent a message to Congress urging the passage of legisla-

tion respecting Cuban affairs, in which he says : "I most
earnestly ask your attention to the wisdom, indeed to the

vital need, of providing for a substantial reduction in the

tariff duties on Cuban imports into the United States.

Cuba has in her Constitution affirmed what we desired,

in international matters, in closer and more friendly re-

lations with us than with any other power ; and we are

bound by every consideration of honor and expediency to

pass commercial measures in the interest of her material

well-being." "Some of our citiz<ins oppose the lowering

of the tariff on Cuban products, just as three years ago
they opposed the admission of the Hawaiian Islands, lest

free trade with them might ruin certain of our interests

here. In the actual event their fears proved baseless

as regards Hawaii, and their apprehensions as to the

damage to any industry of our own because of the pro-

posed measure of reciprocity with Cuba seems to me
equally baseless. In my judgment no American industry

will be hurt, and many American industries will be bene-

fited, by the proposed action. It is to our advantage as

a nation that the growing Cuban market should be con-

trolled by American producers."

An Irrigation bill has passed both Houses, which
creates a reclamation fund from the sale of public lands

in sixteen States and Territories—Arizona, California,

Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South
Dakota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming—for the con-

struction and maintenance of irrigation works. Lands

reclaimed by irrigation are to be opened to settlement

in tracts not smaller than 40 acres, nor greater than

160 acres, by homesteaders, who must live on them and

cultivate them five years before getting a patent. They

must also, in ten annual payments, refund the cost of

the irrigation work done under the provisions of the bill.

Notwithstanding the efforts of the strike leaders to

keep their men from committing acts of violence in the

anthracite coal region, there continues to be disorder.

President Roosevelt is reported to favor publicity of

all the facts in relation to the strike and the causes

leading up to it, the responsibility of the coal combina-

tions and Miners' Union, respectively, and to that end is

pushing an investigation.

The strike among soft coal miners ordered to begin

on the 7th instant, has not been responded to as was ex-

pected.

Judge Samuel W. Pennypacker of Philadelphia has

been nominated by the Republican party in Pennsylvania

as their candidate for Governor.

H. C. Demming of the United States Geological Surv»y

states : "During the past month I have taken at various

places in Pennsylvania, in my geological work, a number
of elevations above sea level, and I have found in every

case where elevations had been taken previously that the

present figures show higher elevations than before. It

is possible that this is due to the seismitic disturbances

in the Martinique and other islands southeastwardly from
the United States. I found the variation to be from two
inches to more than twenty-four, on comparing them with

older records at Honey Brook, Chester County ; Columbia,

Lancaster County ; Gettysburg, Adams County; Newville,

Cumberland County, and Harrisburg, Dauphin County."

The Public Ledger of this city says :
" Secretary Hay

has won a notable diplomatic triumph and obtained justice

for China by his intervention in securing a pro rata re-

duction of the claims of the Powers against China in

settlement of the damages arising from the Boxer up-

rising of 1900. It appears that some of the European
Powers were disposed to collect excessive claims. The
total would have been ten times more than the demands
of the Powers, $33,000,000, which China had agreed to

meet by the final protocol. The United States scaled

her claim to the extent of $1,000,000, upon condition that

the other Powers would scale theirs. The Powers upon
this initiative have agreed to reduce their demands on

a pro rata proportion. Secretary Hay is also endeavoring
to fix the exchange rate on the indemnities at the rate

existing in 1901, when the protocol was signed. This

action will save a large sum for China, the value of silver

having greatly depreciated in the meantime. This is

substantial service for China and for justice, and Secretary

Hay will doubtless improve our relations with China by

his praiseworthy course."

The Pennsylvania Bail Road has established a train

between New York and Chicago, a distance of 912 miles,

which is to perform the journey in 18 hours, maintaining

an average speed of about 45 miles an hour, including

stops.

Petroleum of a high grade has been found at James-
town, Tennessee, at a depth of 225 feet.

A destructive tornado on the 10th inst., through
northern and central Illinois caused damages estimated

at millions of dollars and several deaths.

G. Stanley Hall, of Clark University, has been study-

ing the almost total absence of insanity among negroes.

He believes it is because, being newer to civilization, the

race has not run through so many different and crucial

experiences as the white race.

The production of aluminum in the United States dur-

ing 1901 amounted to 7,150,000 pounds.

It is stated that stimulated by the high prices of beef,

cattle raising has considerably increased in Pennsylvania.

On the 2nd inst. the volcano Kilauea on Hawaii had
shown increased amount of smoke from the crater.

There had also been slight earthquakes but no eruptions

of lava or ashes had taken place.

fheie were 412 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 14 more than the previous

week and 32 more than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 233 were males and 179 females: 51
died of consumption of the lungs ; 36 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 17 of cancer
;

14 of apoplexy ; 6 of typhoid fever, and 6 of scarlet fever.

Foreign.—The volcano Sonfriere on the island of St.

Vincent and Mont Pelee on Martinique on the 6th inst.

were simultaneously more or less active.

The return of settlers to the devastated area in St.

Vincent is discouraged by Professor Jagger, who is of

the opinion that the crater, continuing active, may emit
poisonous gases at any moment, without warning, and
cause the death of many people from asphyxiation.

Gusygran, a mud volcano, near the village of Kobi,

Caucasia, is said to have been lately in eruption.

The Japanese Minister to China has received in

tions from his Government to accept the pro rata

tion of Japan's war claims against China, whicjj

proposed in order to effect a settlement of the qm
in dispute regarding the indemnity.

The Premier of Canada has lately said, "
I hope t 'i^

opportunity while in England, to devise some plai'fj,

the greater encouragement of emigration to C Ij

Emigration from the IJnited States, I am glad to n '

i
increasing every year. Fully 50,000 have gonejij
this country across the border during the last three ,rj

and will be glad to have all the fifty thousands mo
"

can send."

A despatch of the 15th from Syracuse, Sicily,

Strong earthquake shocks, accompanied by a soi

underground rumblings, were experienced here last

The inhabitants of Syracuse became panic-strickeri

disturbances did not effect any damage.
For several days past the sky over Sicily ha^

overcast, and the heat has been overwhelming. :

of earthquake are reported from other parts of thp

of Sicily.

A voyage from New York to Plymouth. Englai

lately been made by the German Lloyd Steamer
prinz, in five days, eleven hours and thirty- two n

to the Eddystone light, which is the shortest ti

record.

A meteorite has lately been found in Mexico

95 miles from the port of Colama, by Prof. H. A.

of Chicago, which is over 13 feet in length, 6 f

thickness, 5 feet in width and weighed about 50 t(

From phenomena accompanying the passage of n

ites through the air, it is estimated that the uppt

of the atmosphere cannot be less than 500 miles

the earth's surface.

There is a Christian printing company in Y'ok<

issuing the Scriptures not only in Japanese, but in

ese, Thibetan, Korean and two dialects of the Phi

Islands. Last year there were circulated in Japai

over 138,000 copies.

It is stated that there is in use in many Belgium

a smoke consumer of new pattern. The smoke is

by a fan into a filter of porous material, over

pours a continuous flow of petroleum. The filter

a gas of great heating power, and the material u

filler becomes a good fuel.

It is estimated that Canadian forests will furnisl

for the pulp industry for 840 years. The fore

Norway and Sweden, which furnished the materii

European paper makers for many years have beoa
nuded, and the United States has about exhaust

supply.

A despatch from Guayaquil, Ecuador, says that

earthquakes have been felt during the last three

at Tulcan, a town near the Colombian frontier.

A person in Paris can now speak by telephoD

ogne, but only by way of Berlin, a distance of

1000 miles.

Recent experiments with kites have shown tha

tricity is usually noticed on the wire controller wl

kite exceeds an altitude of 1,700 feet. By flyin{

from vessels at sea, it is said, sudden squalls can b

told even when the barometer fails to indicate tb

A young woman Friend desires a position as

or mother's helper, for the summer months.

M," Oflice of The Fm

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th,

Early application should be made for admission of

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter hasi

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Printi

Friends' Library, 142 N, 16th St., ^
During the Seventh and Eighth Months the LibraiJ

open only on Second and Fifth-days from 3 P.

We note the following books among the recent ai

to the Library :

Addams, Jane—Democracy and Social Ethics.

Babcock, M. D.—Letters from Egypt and Palest

CoNANT, C. A.—Alexander Hamilton.

GiFPORD, John—Practical Forestry.

Hodge, C. F.—Nature Study and Life.

Hume, M. A. S.—Spanish People.

KiDD, Benjamin—Principles of Western Civili«a

MoRFiLL, W. R.—History of Russia.

Walker, J. W.G.—Ocean to Ocean . . Nte
Wilson, R. R.—Rambles in Colonial Byways (^
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Reminiscences.

(Continued from page 356 )

'fo. 43 of the present volume of The
) there occurred the statement "The
if land containing about seven hundred
rhty acres located' on the west bank of
legheny River in Warren County, Penn-
la. was given, 179C, by th3 (Jommon-
of Pennsylvania, to Corn Planter."

llowing is quoted from a History of Cat-
8 County, viz: "His lands in Pennsyl-
?ere granted to him in recognition of ser-

endered in exerting his (then) powerful
i;e to prevent the tribes from engaging
Vestern Indians in hostilities against
ited States; although at an earlier por-
ing the Revolutionary War, he had been
id in a warfare against the Govern-

following characteristic letter from his

friend and former partner, John Carter,
ceived during his late illness by Joseph
rgood. It was dated Philadelphia, 4th
27. 1877:
- Fridid Joseph Scattergood:— I have
remembered with satisfaction the long
of our business connection, during

mutual esteem and confidence in each
jrevailed, so that neither partner enter-
the suspicion that the other did not

illy perform his share of the duty as-
him in the division of labor. . . .

1, time rolls on; thou art now quite an
id I am a very aged man, having en-
ny seventy-seventh year. I have heard
Jrrow and sincere sympathy of thy oc-
al great oppression and suti'ering. 1 have
e so extremely feeble, that for more
ive weeks I have been unable to leave
id, except for an hour or two each day.
lowever, mercifully spared from all acute
ind have only the weariness and soreness
; from such long inaction, to suffer. I

mkful to say that I have the great alle-

1 of a mind at peace, and in unmerited

mercy am enabled in patience and resignation
to look towards the future, with a degree of
humble hope and confidence that He who has
kept and preserved me to this day will yet be
wit'' Tie.

Doctor S. thinks there is so much vitality

remaining thai I will gather strength enough
to get down stairs and be on my feet again, at
least for a few months; this is a matter that I

desired to leave to the Great Dispenser of
events, knowing that his holy will is always
for the best.

We may probably never meet again, but I

trust that we shall, through redeeming love
and mercy, be both permitted to enter into the
abode of purity, peace and love.

To show that my hand is still firm and
steady and that I can write legibly for a short
time I will affix my well known signature.

Farewell, my dear friend,

John Caktek.
John Carter never after left his chamber,

but gradually grew weaker and weaker until he
quietly expired on the evening of First-day,

Sixth Month 3rd, 1877.

On the 24th of Fifth Month, 1877, as all

his children were sitting quietly around his

bedside, Joseph Scattergood looked calmly
upon them, and observed "I love you all, I

am too weak to say much." After a time he
said "The more we realize the truth of that

precious saying of his: 'Without me ye can
do nothing' the more we shall be helped in

his cause. "Dear son, Joseph, if the Lord has
intrusted thee with a gift in the ministry, 1

want thee to exercise it in all humility; don't

be exalted by popularity. There is no other
safe place for the minister. I want you to

bury me plainly, consistently with our profes-

sion." Later on in the day, in reply to the

inquiry if he felt anything in his way, he re-

plied, "No, I do not, my mind is very peace-
ful, more so than I could expect. I have tried

to love Him who can make an easy death-bed,
and if all should do that, you will experience
it, I have no doubt."

In reference to bringing up children he
said, "You cannot bring them up in the way
that they should go without coming under re-

ligious concern yourselves. It has been my
experience, and I believe all who have such
care. It won't do to set the children one ex-

ample and instruct them in another. If you
want to bring them up in the Truth they must
be restrained." On the 25th he remarked to

Dr. Jacob. Price, his attending physician at

West Chester, "I am a firm believer in the

immortality of the soul. It is an awful thing

to die. Samuel Emlen, a devoted minister who
had devoted himself from early youth to what
he thought was right in the service of his Re-
deemer when brought to a dying bed said, 'The
invisible world how awful,' and I feel it to be

During the early part of the night of the
2r)th he was very much exhausted, and said,
"What extreme weakness! I cannot last very
long! Lord help." Later, he said, "Such
oxt.'eme weakness; I cannot last much longer;

Lord help me! merciful. Heavenly Father,
now. now !" At another time he said, "l^less
the Lord, oh my soul; and all that is within
me bless his Holy name. Bless my household;
bless the Church. I bless his name who has
been with me all my life long. I have been
unfaithful in many respects. Havemercv! oh
have mercy." At intervals during the night
he was engaged in mental supplication. To
an inquiry as to what he wanted, he replied
"Patience."

Some details of the last days of Joseph
Scatteraood have been omitted in this narra-
tive, but portions which have been retained,
are offered in the belief and hope that they
may be instructive and comforting to surviv-
ors, and as was stated in the commencement
of these reminiscences of J. S., they have been
selected and compiled by one, one who is in no
way connected with the family.

On the 4th of Sixth Month, upon communi-
cating tu him the information that our friend
John Carter had deceased the preceding even-
ing, he whispered in reply, "He was a just

xn."

On the morning of Sixth Month 9th, 1879,
while two of his sons and their mother were
engaged in endeavoring to relieve the pains
from which he was suft'ering, his head was ob-
served to fall back, and the pallor of death to
overspread his countenance. Other members
of the family were immediately called, but in a
few minutes his purified spirit had taken its

flight.

Ebenezer Worth was strongly attached to his
friend Joseph Scattergood and was in the habit
of calling to inquire for him during bis illness.

A few days before his death, he himself be-
came ill and died on the 17th of the Sixth
Month. His funeral took place one week af-

ter that of J. S. Upon three consecutive
Fourth days the remains of John Carter, Jos-
eph Scattergood and Ebenezer Worth were
interred. \\. p. T.

Silent Worship being the most sublime
part of our religious performances, how import-
ant it is not to interrupt the silent travail, or
conclude our meetings before experienced
minds have time to dig to the spring of life in

themselves, and witness the gradual arising
thereof as high as the great Feeder and Waterer
of his people designs. This she [JIary Griffin]

had a deep sense of, and her public appearances
in the meeting to which she belonged were not
generally lengthy nor very frequent; sitting

generally in silence when ministers from
abroad were present, preferring others to her-

self, speaking lightly of none, and very tender
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towards the young or inexperienced; careful:

not to stir up or awake her beloved until He
pleased, nor rise above or go beyond the pure

leading of Truth. Her language was correct

and copious, well adapted to her subject. Her
matter was plain to be understood by all, no

unnecessary branching out into words, but

kept to the life and marrow of things, tending

to center the minds of hearers in the love

and fear of God.

—

Joseph Talcott.

For "The Friend."

THE MASTER'S QUEST.
Shall I find faith when I return to earth ?

Yes Lord ! thou shalt, if I am here,

Did I not turn from muddled maniac mirth.

When thou didst greet me with thy lofty cheer?

Ten thousand signs of thee I daily see.

These from thy portal to thy presence high,

lengthened vision when I seek for thee

glad possession when I claim thee nigh!

Doth not thy sea roll up in morning song.

And thunder round the cliff when storms are out,

While stars come through the dark and wondrous
throng.

Claiming the homage of the least devout?

Do I not wait upon the silent shore.

And gaze upon the moving moonlit sea ?

Doth thou not bring of life the largest store,

And fill the inner depth with sight of thee ?

Come with Thy wind and fill my flimsy sail,

Stand by the watch and stay me with Thy power!
With thee I weather out the final gale
And rise to dwell where never storm clouds lower.

H. T. Miller.
Beamsville, Ont.

The Brahmo Somaj of India.

The following "open letter" was recently

addressed by P. C. Mozoomdar, leader of the

Brahmo Somaj in India to Bishop Welldon of

Calcutta. We reproduce it as information,

without adopting every phrase, and find com-
fort in its general trend towards the spiritual

doctrine which we profess:

The "Christianization of India," on which
you have boldly and earnestly spoken in Eng-
land has, as you are aware, excited widespread
attention in "this country, and given rise to va-

ried criticism, not a little of which is unpleas-

ant. You will not need the assurance that

many of your admirers, both in and outside of

the Indian Christian community, have
shaken confidence in your motives and
pulses, heightened, perhaps, by the passing
clamor of unpopularity. The misunderstand
ing is probably natural under the circumstan
ces. Men do not like to be disturbed in their

self-settlement, and what stirs in some cases
also annoys. Your kind cordiality and habit
ual courtesy to those who do not see eye to

eye with you in all things will, it is hoped
overlook what is disagreeable in the comments
of your critics who are candid, if not uniform
ly judicious or charitable. If frankness calls

forth frankness, it need not necessarily ob
scure the question -at issue, but may help to

clear the ground for wise and well-directed ac-
tion in future.

"The Christianization of India " is not an
unfamiliar subject with certain classes of ed-

ucated Hindus, and by no means an indifferent

and undesirable one. Raja Ram Mohan Roy
was the father of educated India, and the
pioneer of every kind of wholesome reform.
In the last document which he ever drew up he

discusses the future of his country, and amidst

five things which he says must make for that

future he enumerates the Christianization of

India as a principal one. Keshub Chunder Sen

who, in more recent times, represented educa-

ted Hindus as few ever did, often spoke of

"the Church of Christ in India," and pointed

out to his vast audiences that "they had al-

ready accepted Christ in their hearts though

they did not know it." It all depends, my
lord, upon how you define the Christianization

of India. If it is wholesale acceptance of the

mediffival theology, or a partial and unavowed

modification of it, which usually goes by the

name of popular Christianity, a theology from

which very larse sections of Christians hotly

and irreconcilably differ, India will never ac-

cept it. If, again, the Christianity which your

lordship presents for our acceptance is identified

with an ecclesiastical government, which dis-

owns and excludes those hundreds of thou-

sands who do not adopt its authoritative

creeds and ordinances, there is not the least

chance of educated India submitting to what
the great Nonconformist communities abjure.

But if the Church of India mean the progres-

sive brotherhood who accept with love and

honor the spirit and personality of Jesus Christ

as the Son of God, the revelation of God's na-

ture and purpose, the centre of all human un-

ion, then such a Church, though unseen is

every day gaining strength and stature, and

the Christianization of India is a moral cer-

tainty. If the Church of Christ in India

means an independent, self-governing organi-

zation for common worship and mutual edifica-

tion, for mutual example and co-operation, for

mutual help and practical sympathy, in the

name and for the glory of God, the great

Father of us all, in the spirit of the love of

.Jesus Christ, the great Brother of us all, ig-

noring differences of opinion in unessential

matters, then such a Christianization of India

is only a question of time. I do not decry

theology, ordinance or Church authority as

the necessary results of men's faith and exper-

ience; they must come and go. They must be

changeful and tentative, they must be subor-

dinated to the spiritual needs of men, to the

external verities which make the basis of the

expanding relations of God with the souls of

men as Well as the growing relations of the

sons of God with each other.

Such an organization, brotherhood or Church
call it as you may, shall not be unfaithful to

the principles of the religious evolution of

this land and people, but shall embody in itself

the spiritual philosophies, the profound in-

sights, the devotional ecstacies. the ascetic

disciplines, for which the sages and saints of

ancient India were reputed. Indeed, my lord,

if I willingly admit that India shall be Chris-

tianized, I cannot but assert in the same
breath as I have often done, that Christianity,

at all events the Church of Christ in India,

shall be "Hinduized." Nobody need take of-

fense at this suggestion. Was not Christian-

ity Hellenized by the early fathers at the time
of Clement and Origen, was not Christianity

Latinized at the time of Ambrose and Augus-
tine? Has it not been Germanized, Angli-

cized, and Russianized in turn according asit
has passed through different races and environ-

ments? It must be either held that this

ancient country and people have never had any

spiritual life or history, and that all its

ored past should be blotted out of the rel

records of the world, or that such wisdoi

pirations, experiences and advancements!
forefathers achieved must be incorporat

the future religion of India. As the phi

phy of Plato, the logic of Aristotle, anr

idealism of Philo were incorporated ii

archaic Christianity of the West, so mtis

wisdom of Sankara, the humanity of .

the fervors of Chaitanya and Nanak b

porated in the new Christianity of the Ei

The spirit of Western religion which (

tian propagandists, mainly within the lasi

tury, have introduced into this country,

am glad to admit, considerably educatei

better classes. It has unconsciously infus

self into our public schools and colleges,?

however neutral in their teaching, are in

source and influence, directly or indi)

Christian. That cannot but in the lonj

tell. In the education of intelligent ahrrj.!

ces such influences, I submit, are really or?

erticacious than direct religious edu(ioii

which has to be more or less aggreve.

They have heightened the moral tone om
educated men; they have inoculated into;eni

a noble public spirit which has borne fi.ij

many social and patriotic activities; thej^w

even leavened the torpid lump of ort los

Hinduism, and created a seething ferni

Hindu revivals in all directions. What a

will resolve into remains to be seen, but :

ever it be in its name and form, I, am oa

vinced that the religion of Christ shall illj

permeate it, and determine its essential laP'

acter. It is not easy to difi'erentiate thi

inal principles of Christ's religion fro;

present practices of the Christian CI

Christiauity without Christ means abc a;

liitle as Christ without Christianity, lia

theless, my lord, in the application of uw
sal truth, what is spiritual must sometirjtn

discriminated from the local and histori ,ii

order that the spirit may be establisheiant

the letter conformed to the spirit. Ameis

I beg leave to point out that European ra

tianity is so very systematic, tradition to

cal, deficient in warmth and adaptabilitj hal

I must be excused for saying that Christ ,i!ii'

versal spirit life is obscured, if not lost, thi

formal exactitude that is superimposed Its

lofty standard of personal purity and abiite

obedience to the will of a holy (iod,is thfiiel

force which magnetizes men, more eveita

the wonderful apostolic fervor of ChiJai

missionaries all over the world. Butf:all

that it would be dishonest to conceal tli aul

that the intellectual, legal, and historica »
plexities in Western Christianity, toftif'

with its hopeless internal differences,

appeal to the simple sentimentality i

Hindu mind. So much so is this the ca?

even the Divine personality of Christ II

assumes a harsh theological significanct

much shorn indeed of the sweetness, sa

and gracious reasonableness that invitt

soothes all men. I am sure European ni

aries are not conscious of this -they l

that their religion is fully universal— I
<"

an Oriental, a very svmpathetic one, eei

they present tons an Occidental and ' ^^

Oriental Christ. The same thing, I bes'"

permitted to observe, characterizes tb<

of the Godhead, the nature of the futur
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yer, repentance, and remission of sin in

Jmost every important doctrine of per-

religion.

doubt the everlasting elements of relig-

fe underlie them, but these have to be

ingled and re-embodied in native forms
icceptable and assimilable to the people,

jrely cannot be the work of a day, I

id more for the preliminary principle

he perfected achievement. Oftentimes

tempted by fine phrases about an Indian

lal Church, but only a little close inquiry

out the fact that such a Church is to

more than the old ecclesiastical rule,

jr Koman Catholic or Anglo-Catholic,

tional factors being only the name and

;e of the people, a submission on their

(.all that is ordained by the authorities

A great national Church, like every

form of national life, must be an un
growth of the higher nature of a people

ing to its own laws, towards the reali-

God as revealed in the life of Christ.

national Church, I humbly claim, has

bunded amongst us, and is growing
not recognized. We feel sure we are

the work of Christ,and helping the con-

of India to be the religion of the [Spirit,

is destined to be the religion of all man-

ng ventui'ed to write so far, may I now
i to say a few words on what may be

ted to supplement some of the deticien-

ticed above? You, my lord, need not

1 that if the study of the Bible was
upon every public school in the coun-

d a course of Christian dogmatics was
ihereto, nay even if every Hindu was
d, and become as thoroughly loyal to

tish Government as you say all native

ins are; if they signed a solemn protocol

,g themselves never to massacre tiie

in population when the British feel too

) govern India, it would be useless to

that our youthful population could be

;o any genuine religious life except by

ice and guidance of the Spirit of God
(veils in the heart. What is the value

Scripture, or Sacrament, or Church
ment, or any external form of religion

er when the Spirit is absent in a man ?

id to see so much treasure and toil

be given to foreign missions, and so

me to awaken the mind of the uncon-
to the presence and power of the Spirit

Jesus of Nazareth prophesied that in

r future the Spirit should be worship-

spirit and truth; He did not prophesy
i Himself should be worshipped. He
I the Spirit in every event of his life;

t his unfinished work, and his helpless

!S in the hands of the Spirit, when He
is sad departure from them. But to-

honor and worship, all selfconsecra-
id life-service, Christendom has prac-

reserved for Christ, while the Spirit is

ed to the background, to be referred to

)te intervals rather as a theological ab-

)n than a great personal Being. To all

Js and to none more than the Hindus,
dity of the Spirit is a besetting con-
ess, and the Spirit's worship "in spirit

th" is the only worship we know, To
3rn Hindus of the Brahmo Somaj it is

rit who has revealed to us the Christ,

interpreted the Bible, and manifested his work
in the history of the Christian Church, and w
feel fully convinced that if India is to be re-

claimed from the dead waste of polytheism and
idolatry, it will not be by a violent insistence
on the Mosaic decalogue, and modern creeds
and confessions, but by such spiritual awaken-
ing as must come from her own history. In-

dia's ancient atheism, interpreted by her own
teachers in the light of the Christian revela-
tion and modern science, will unlock her des-
tiny for her. As I'aul interpreted the Gospel
of the Greeks by quoting from the Greek poets,

as I'eter interpreted Christ to the Jews by
citing Hebrew prophecies, as Koman Catholic
missionaries like Xavier and De Nobilis in

i Southern India were not ashamed to adopt the
forms' of life and thought from the people
themselves, so 1 submit that our modern Chris-

tian teachers should sympathetically study and
interpret, not underestimate, Indian scriptures

and the lives of Indian saints, associate them
with their own Sciptures and prophets, and
thus convince and convert the country.

Immediate communion with the Spirit of

God is our supremest need at the present mo-
ment. We do not undervalue revelation,

therefore, but there are ditt'erent kinds of rev-

lation. All that is, is the revealed form and
shadow of the Eternal. His higher, holier

form, his more glorious revelation of purpose,

heart, and character, is in the countenance of

Divine humanity, multiform and many-sided
culminating in Christ, the Son of God and
man. But the most glorious revelation is that

of the Spirit in the soul. The beauty and
joy, the sanctity and wisdom, the intimations

and mysteries, in which the East abounds, are

the results of the revelation of the Spirit in the

soul. The inspirations, insishts, prophecies,

raptures, the original readings of life, pene-

trate into death and immortality, the whole

imaginativeness, impulsiveness, and glorious

consciousness of God, are results of this in-

tense and absorbed communion of the Spirit.

When He as the Indweller, as the Soul of

souls, reveals Himself, He kindles experiences,

unseals realities, rouses aspirations, interprets

the enigmas of life, illumines the Scriptures,

revives the prophets and creates a new earth

and new heaven altogether. The beauty,

glory, life, and wisdom of the world, all circle

round the soul when God's throne is established

therein. The voices in the sky and earth are

then meaningful, the dispensations and dra-

mas of history are then played out in sober

truth, the distinction between the secular and

sacred ceases, all men are transformed into

the sons of God. humanity becomes Divine,

and Divinity becomes human.
I have already borne testimony to the im-

mense moral results, direct or indirect, which

the advent of Christianity in this country

has produced. Naturally we all wish tJiese

results were completed and matured not into

mere morality, but int faith and spiritual life.

The Christian communities are civilized and

powerful. But the dis-service that the non-

Christian world complains of is the tremen-

dous shortcoming between profession and

practice. This wild militarism, these ruinous

armaments, these cruel wars between Chris-

tian and heathen, alas, between Christian and

Christian, these plots and counterplots of all

sorts freely practised under the plea of political

necessity and national interest, all the.'^e per-
sonal excesses and lawlessness committed by
hordes of Christians of all creeds in all parts
of the world, in China, or Russia, or South
Africa or India, or the Islands of the Pacific,

have a very far-reaching influence in neutral-
izing the effects of Christian precepts, and
undermining the claims of moral and spiritual
superiority preferred by Christian propagan-
dists. It is not so much the doctrines of the
Christian religion as the real and practical im-
itation of Christ that will impress ujjon non-
Christian races the real causes of the vigor
and triumph of the nations of the West. ' The
humiliations and griefs of the Son of God, his

services unto death so strangely unrequited,
his renunciations and abasements, his forgiv-
ing love and redeeming grace will then change
our hearts. These are the source of the
peace and progress and victory of his true fol-

lowers, and as his cross was his crown, and
his defeat was his victory, so must it be in the
case of all those men and nations who after

Christ are called to be the sons of (Jod. Deal-
lings and details of the personal life of Chris-

tians, Christian examples and Christian princi-

ples will then convert our minds, always so

slow to believe, so unwilling to obey. In this

prevailing rage of imperialism both civil and
religious, who will shorten the distance be-

tween profession and morals, who will bridge
the gulf between claims and credentials? Do
but let all Christians in India be men of Christ

and see if that will not christianize the whole
land from end to end.

These, my lord, are the words of a some-
what hesitant appeal I have ventured to ad-

dress to your lordship in an impulse of my ear-

nest sympathy for your aims and efforts on
behalf of my country. It is impossible to ex-

pect that you will agree with all that I have

said. The difference between my religious

position and yours will, perhaps, be judged too

vast for anything like a ready response to my
sentiments. I am aware of the humbleness of

my place and powers, and if in excess of my
zeal I have said anything to shock or displease

you. I beg to be forgiven. But, my lord, I

and my fellow-workers, who have devoted our-

selves to do what we can to help the great

future of India's conversion to a better faith

— there is some common ground at least in

that— claim that our attitude towards Christ

and his religion is that of the devoutest rev-

erence and tenderness, we feel in our heart

and conscience we are doing the work which

Christ would do if He came on earth again.

VVe would prize it as a privilege, if under Di-

vine guidance and grace, both we and our

Christian brethren of all classes could find

and utilize any and every opportunity that was

sent from above to bless India with a pure re-

gion and a Christlike standard of religious

life. If that is not possible under present cir-

cumstances there is no u.se in forcing men's

minds, let us at least cherish goodwill and con-

fidence for each other.— I remain my lord

yours very respectfully,

"

Pkotab Chunder Mozoomdak.

Dr. Welldon's reply:—"That India is under-

going a rapid intellectual change is a truth

which will, I think, be admitted by everybody

who has spent even six months in India. _ The

existence of your own enlightened Society is
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witness to the capacity of cultivated Indian

o-entlemen for entertaining large and liberal

fdeas. While I do not agree with the doc-

trines of the Brahmo Somaj, I have frankly

acknowledged its wonderful emancipation from

the ancient traditions and prejudices of India.

It is to me a strong conviction that India is

called by God to a higher destiny than has

been hers in past ages. I look forward to the

time when she will take her stand intellectu-

ally and spiritually among the leading nations

of the world. It is difficult to overestimate

the value of such services as Indian thought

may render to theology, when once it has

broken through the bounds which have for so

long c t^"-"^ cramped its energy. No doubt,

i believe, that India will never take her true

place in the world's economy until she has as-

similated the doctrines and practices of Chris-

tianity. It is a favorite thought of mine that

if the Brahmo Soma.i had become a distinctive-

ly Christian Society, it would have been the

centre of such a Hinduized Christendom as you

contemplate in India."

Christianity and Beauty.—When Hiram

Hunger was once giving a somewhat unfaithful

Christian a pretty thorough scolding, among

other things he said:

"You are ugly, and cross, and homely!

"But I'm not to blame for being homely,"

pleaded the victim.

"Yes you are," said he, "You look well

enough when you've got the grace of God in

your heart."

Solomon said, "A man's wisdom maketh his

face to shine." And we know that that beau-

tifying and illuminating wisdom has "the fear

of the Lord" as its "beginning."

On the contrary sin, anger, vice and ignor-

ance, rob the face of its beauty, and cover the

fairest countenance with ugliness and shame.

Many a man wears the record of his sins upon

his forehead.

Speaking of the gospel among the Indian

tribes. Carpenter declares that the effects

of Christianity were visible not only in the

habits of some of the Indian tribes, but in

their very faces.

A writer in The T'mes, makes some remarks

on some photographs of the races of India,

published by the government:

"A few plates at the end of the volume are

devoted to Malays, Burmese and Karens. Of

the last there is one group, a family of Ka-

rens, who have become converts of Christian-

ity, who in their intelligent faces, neat dress,

and generally orderly appearance, present a

marked contrast to those of their kinsfolk who

are still either Buddhists or Pagans. Were it

not that photographs are necessarily faithful,

the change would seem almost too great to be

entirely credited."

There is nothing incredible in this to those

who believe that man was made in the image

of his Maker, and defaced by sin and trans-

gression, and who know what it is to be cre-

ated anew, in Christ Jesus.

The countenance of the converted man or

woman is a faithful index of the Divine power

that works within. And while fops and flirts

are busied with their paints, and jewels, and

tricks of adornment, true Christians whose

hearts are filled with peace of God have no

need of these outward attractions; they look

well enough without them; and their best

adorning is "that ornament of a meek and

quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of

great price.

—

Common People.

UNDER THE LEAVES.

Fresh green leaves, from the soft brown earth,

Happy springtime hath called them forth ;

First faint promise of summer's bloom,

Breathed from their fragrant sweet perfume

Under the leaves.

Lift them ! what wondrous beauty lies

Hidden beneath our thoughtless eyes !

May flowers rosy, or purest white,

Lift their cups to the sudden light.

Under the leaves.

Are there no lives, whose holy deeds,

Seen by no eye, save His who reads,

Motive and action in silence grow

Into rare beauty, and bud and blow,

Under the leaves ?

Fair white flowers of faith and trust

Springing from spirits bruised and crushed,

Blossoms of love, rose tinted and bright

Touched and painted by Heaven's own light,

Under the leaves.

Full fresh clusters of duty borne,

Fairest of all in that shadow grown ;

Wondrous the fragrance that sweet and rare.

Comes from the flower cups hidden there

Under the leaves.

Though unseen by our vision dim,

Bud and blossom are known to Him ;

Wait we content for his heavenly ray,

Wait, till our Master himself one day,

Lifteth the leaves.

A SONG OF TRUST.

I cannot always see the way that leads

To heights above ;

I sometimes quite forget He leads me on

With hand of love ;

But yet I know the path must lead me to

Immanuel's land,

And when I reach life's summit I shall know

And understand.

I cannot always trace the onward course

My ship must take
;

But looking backward, I behold afar

Its shining wake
Illumined with God's light of love, and so

I onward go.

In purest trust that He who holds the helm

The course must know.

I cannot always see the plan on which

He builds my life,

For oft the sound of hammers, blow on blow,

The noise of strife.

Confuse me, till I quite forget He knows

And oversees.

And that in all details, with His good plan

My life agrees.

I cannot always know and understand

The Master's rule
;

I cannot always do the tasks He gives

In life's hard school ;

But I am learning, with his help, to solve

Them, one by one,

And when I cannot understand, to say,

" Thv will be done."

If any meeting should nominate or appoint

any of 'its members without due regard to

their spiritual qualifications I shall write in

the fear that such would lead into the form,

without the power of Truth.— Jose/^/i Pike.

Lorenzo Dow and the Cobbler.
i

Lorenzo Dow, an eccentric circuit-preaa,^

widely known through New England and >

South, eighty years ago, lives in tradit

chiefly for his oddities; but he was a man'

strong character, who loved his work and lo
i

the souls of men. i

His sermons and his way of doing good w\

peculiarly his own, but they were often s

.

prisingly effectual—not merely because he ^

singular, but because he was sincere,
i

aged lady whose father's large farmhouse ^^

one of L. Dow's favorite stopping place;)
;

Rhode Island, related some years ago the

lowing story of him from her earliest recol^

tion:

One winter afternoon my father overt;k
'

the eccentric preacher on his way to fulfil
,11

engagement and took him into his wagon, i

"I am glad to ride," said Dow, "for tie

is a thaw coming, and one of my boots is

sprung a leak."

As they went on my father suggested a
y

to repair the damage. "A cobbler livefjn {

that little red house yonder," he said, 'le 1

is poor, lame, crabbed and cross; but a fid 1

workman." . ,

"Just the place for me," said Dow, jii;)-

ing off and going into the little shop. He it

down silently in front of a few brands sil-

dering upon the hearth and, pulling offiis i

boot, handed it to the cobbler. The ai

looked at the leak and swore.
_ _

"lam afraid you are not a Christian.jj

friend," said Dow, quietly.
:

"There are no Christians," retorted Mi

cobbler. "There are plenty who pretea to

;

be;" and he waxed his thread with an aityj

jerk that seemed to emphasize what be iid.

"Your room is so cold that your wais

hard. Shall I put more wood on the fi:!"l

said the preacher.

"I work to keep warm," was the shoei It-

er's curt reply, as he pushed a last into he

boot and adjusted his clamp. "I've, de

enough wood cut, and no one to cut more,™

this lame leg won't allow me to do fony-

self."
, , ,

.

Dow removed his long caped cloak, puiis

bootless foot into an old shoe lying near, id,

going to the shed, found an axe and we to

work. Before the boot was ready he had M

and carried in all the wood in the shed, pil it

neatly in a corner, and made a blazing fi:ol

the chips. . .,

When the boot was done he put it od,iiii

for the work, and, taking his cloak, %

"Thank you, my friend; you have proved,
a;

self ' a workman that needeth not be asham

The reply came this time with real civty:

"I'm much obleeged to you. I shouldn't in-

der if there was some Christians in the '^W

—and vou one of 'em."

"I try to be one; good-bye;" and Do\'»

off, leaving the astonished cobbler sayn to

himself, " Wal, ef he's tryin', he don't take a"

out in talk. He never preached at n »

much as a word." .

That evening Dow, who often picked \»

text on his wav to meeting, spoke fror*

words that had come to him in the she"'

Timothy, ii: 15): "Study to shew thyse ap-

proved unto God. a workman that needeH^

be ashamed." He had a large audienc^

he preached practical religion to theie«
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cing in his original way the truth that
erywhere there were poor and un^'ortunate

nple for Christians to look after, and this

irk must be done "if we expect the world to

lieve in our Christianity."

Dow spent that night with us, and the next
irning one of my father's teams left a load
wood at the lame cobbler's door. Passing
) shop on his way to his next appointment,
w looked in and said:

'Good morning, my friend. I would saw
s wood for you, but there are duties await-

;
me further on. I think there must be

ristians enough in this community to look
er a useful citizen like you."
Before the cobbler had recovered from his

onishment at being called a "useful citizen"

) or three schoolboys came to have little

8 of cobbling done, and while they waited

y acted on the hint given by Dow in his

mon and worked at the wood-pile,

"roni that time little kindnesses done to the
bier became so common that he quite lost

crabbed temper. His neighbors gave him
use for it.

'Everybody seems to be helping me." he
I. "If I'm 'a useful citizen' I ought to be
amed not to help somebody myself."
'he next time Dow came to our neighbor-
d he was told:

The cobbler has given up his cider and
i, he sings hymns instead of foolish songs,
reads the Bible to a blind neighbor."
•ow replied, " 'A little leaven leaveneth the
lie lump'—and a little good example goes
eat way."

/hatever Lorenzo Dow's singularities were
inderstood the religion of the New Testa-
t. He knew that a Christian is at his best
when he makes himself an object-lesson

is doctrine.— Youth's Companion.

building is inferior to the architect who drew
the plan and superintends the work. The for-
mer executes only what the latter contrives
and directs. Now it is the prerogative of
wisdom to preside over every inferior principle,
to regulate the exercise of every power, and
limit the indulgence of every appetite, as shall
best conduce to one great end. It being the
providence of wisdom to preside, it sits as
umpire on every difficulty and so gives the final

direction and control to all the powers of our
nature. Hence it is entitled to be considered
as the summit of perfection. U. Hall.

UCH achievement of the church is born in

ets where unofficial, unordained, unnoticed
)le pray.

—

Collins.

HE Office of Wisdom.—It belongs to v

to determine when to act and when
e—when to reveal, and when to conceal a
:er—when to speak, and when to keep si

3—when to give, and when to receive; in

t to regulate the measure of all things, as
as to determine the end and provide the
3S of obtaining the end pursued in every
lerate course of action. Every particu-
aculty or skill, besides, needs to derive
:tion from this; they are all quite incapa-
if directing themselves. The art of navi-
)n, for instance, will teach us to steer a
across the ocean, but it will never teach
1 what occasions it is proper to take a
ge. The art of husbandry is to sow and
; to maturity the precious fruits of the
i; it belongs to another skill to regulate
consumption, by a regard to our health,
ine and other circumstances. In short,
! is no faculty we can exert, no species of
we can apply, but requires a superintend-
land— but looks up, as it were, to some
sr principle, as a maid to her mistress for
tion, and this universal superintendent
isdom.

cry other quality is subordinate and in-

The British Museum.

^
This is the birthday of the British Museum.

Standing here, in sight of the most priceless
collection of treasures in the world, the Eng-
lishman may say in the words of tlhas. Kings-
ley:^ "Whatever my coat or my purse, I am
an Englishman, and therefore have a right to
be here." And it is no mean place to be in.

Nowhere else in the world is so much treasure
to be found in so little space. Where else
can a man stand and see the illustrated history
of the world from the days of Joseph and his
brethren? Where else can a man gaze on so
many portraits in stone of men who were mak-
ing history before Julius Cfesar set foot on
the shores of England? Where else can a
man stand, as it were, with his finger on the
pulse of all the ages?

The British Museum, indeed, may be re-
garded as an epitome of the history of the hu-
man race. The world can almost be seen ad-
vancing within its walls. It is a fact of some
significance, too, likely to interest ihe pessi-
mist, that the demand on its space was never
so great as now. Three miles of newspapers
and thirty-nine miles of books occupy only
corners of the museum, and the papers and
books are errowing at an almost incredible rate.

In one year there arrived at the museum thir-

ty-eight thousand three hundred and seventy
eight books and pamphlets, sixty-one thousand
nine hundred and seventeen parts of volumes
and periodical publications, five thousand three
hundred and sixteen oieces of music, three
thousand three hundred and sixty-five Parlia-
mentary papers and miscellaneous documents,
two thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight
British newspapers, and four hundred and
forty sets of colonial and foreign papers. Ev-
ery sixteen years the home newspapers fill up
a mile of new shelving, and the tax on the re-

sources of the museum is excessive.
All the time the real treasures of the mu-

seum are growing more and more. Some-
where in a glass case at Bloomsbury is what
is stated to be a fragment of the crown of
thorns and in another room is a single book
which is valued at half a million sterling. It

is the "Codex Alexandrinus," one of the three
great codices of the world. Another book
quite cheap in contrast with the Codex, is the
"Mainz Psalter," which, being the second
book printed that bears a date, is worth five

thousand pounds. A hundred Caxton's would
realize something from fifty to a hundred
thousand pounds at an auction and there are
collections of prints and books at Blooms-

I

bury which not even Pierpont Morgan could
buy. And what of the Elgin marbles? The

1
to wisdom, in the same sense as the Government gave Lord Elgin thirty-five thou

Q who lays the bricks and stones in a sand pounds for them, but the figure of The-

seus alone is worth three times that sum to-
day, and the collection has been valued at
anything from one to three millions sterling.

The romance of the British Museum must
be an inexhaustible subject. When it is writ-
ten we shall know the true story of the gift
of George the Fourth, who was publicly
thanked by Lord Liverpool's Government for
presenting to the nation a magnificent library
of books. In the museum to-day is a tablet
on which the gift is set forth, and there is no
doubt that the king derived some popularity
from the report of his generosity. But the
gift if we are to believe another story, was
entirely a sham. Fifty years ago it was sta-
ted- and the story has not been contradicted
—that George JV.. being in great need of
money, offered to sell his books to the Czar of
Kussia, and the matter came lo the ears of a
scholar, who protested to the Government
against such a valuable collection being al-

lowed to leave England. The Government, if

the story is to be believed, offered the king
seven times the sum the Czar was to pay him,
with the result that the books remained in

England, and were transferred from the Pal-
ace to the British Museum, as the king's
"gift to the nation." Can anybody .say, one
wonders, which of the conflicting stories is

true?

One of the quietest and most comfortable
places in London is the reading room of the
British Museum, where any Englishman may
consult any book printed in England. It has
its glamor of mystery, too, as well as its air
of luxury. From day to day, from year to
year the same faces may be seen, and there
are seats which, though open to all who'will,
nobody would think of taking from the patient
and laborious students who have sat in them
every day for many years. There is a crutch
which has become a part of the British Mu-
seum itself, and the reading room will be sad
when the morning comes on which her chair
is vacant. Perhaps the best literary workshop
in London, the reading room is the haunt of a
group of strange characters who pursue their
daily callings there. It is at once the best
and cheapest office in the metropolis, and its

tenants pay no rent. They come from all the
world over, and embrace famous men in every
field, from the millionaire and the statesman
to the unhappy man who is starving on a shil-

ling a day.

It is a strange and cosmopolitan group
which spends its day there searching for pearls
in the great ocean of literature. You may
learn, if you care to ask, the story of the old

man from San Francisco who came back to the
reading-room a year or two ago and looked
wiih curious interest at a particular desk.

There, forty years ago, he had met a woman
who afterwards became his wife, and together
they went back to San Francisco and made
their home. "Being in London again, I was
curious to see the place once more," the old

man said. "Poor woman, she's been dead for

years now, but many a time she assured me
she wished she'd never seen me or the British

Museum either. I've nothing to keep me
here now, so I guess I'll go." He was one

of the little group which comes from the end

of the world and goes to the end of the world,

passing through the reading room on its way.

^St.. James Gazette.
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LEAD, KINDLY LIGHT.

Lead, kindly Light, amid the encircling gloom,

"Lead Thou me on !

The night is dark, and I am far from home.

Lead Thou me on !

Keep Thou my feet ! I do not ask to see

The distant scene ; one step enough for me.

I was not ever thus, nor prayed that Thou

Should'st lead me on ;

I loved to choose and see my path ;
but now

Lead Thou me on !

I loved the garish day ; and, spite of fears,

Pride ruled my will : remember not past years.

So long Thy power has blest me, sure it still

Will lead me on.

O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till

The night is gone
;

And with the morn those angel faces smile,

AYhich I have loved long since, and lost awhile.

finite power. It was not a hard article to

write, when you believe what I believe, and

when you know what I know.

Observe now, that my friend's request to

me had come without conditions. He had not

asked me to write for boys and girls, or for

doubters or for wise men, for Buddhists or own chambers, and not go out at night,

Brahmins. I had white paper. I was writing wherever physical fatigue was involved,

for everybody. I
^o "'"^^ ^^^ ^^^ *°°^^- ^""^^ '''''*'' '^^'

as a good deal suprised, therefore, when

his mental power more and rely on his phyt

cal power less. This I am sure is a go.

working rule. As Dr. Jackson says, a

should not drive himself up to his duty. ]

said that a physician, after he was sixty-thre

should employ himself in consultation at 1

To Remain Young.

It is not long since I received an interesting

letter from a gentleman for whom I have a

high esteem. I think few men know the

American people better or can judge of our

people more precisely. He wrote to me about

the journal which he conducts. For he wanted

me to write him an article or a series of arti-

cles on growing old; how a man or woman

should keep the powers of manhood or woman-

hood as life goes nn, so as to enjoy life, and

make use of it, for the benefit of the world.

1 was glad to do this. Of course I was

pleased that he thought I knew anything about

it, and that I could write the articles. Of

course I was pleased that he was willing to

distribute them through this nation and other

natrons so that perhaps a million people more

or less, should have a chance to read what I

said. And I agreed to do what he asked.

I said that this soul is the child of God,

that He is the Power that makes for right-

eousness. I said that each soul inherits a

share of God's own nature. I said, therefore,

in answer to the question submitted to me that

through life every man had for its business to

keep the body in good working order, as a

man keeps his bicycle in order or his tool box.

Every man had to keep his mind in order in

the same way; his powers of memory, of imag-

ination, of reasoning, of expression. I gave

some results of my own experiments in this

line, in matters of mental education or physi-

cal education.

Then I said that mind and body were simply

tools of the child of God. I said it was clear

enough for the matter we had in hand that the

soul, master of mind and body, must get its

resources at first hand. A man would not fill

his pitcher by polishing it or embossing it.

If he wanted his pitcher full, he must take

it to the fountain. Or, without a figure of

speech, that a man is when he chooses, a par-

taker of the Divine nature he must use his

godly power; not his mechanical power nor

his merely intellectual power. Simply, he is

to borrow from Omnipotence. For the busi-

ness he has in hand, he is omnipotent, if he

will ask God to help him through. I said, and

this was the culmination of the article, that

any man who would seek God with all his soul,

heart and mind and strength, would certainly

find Him. He would be a fool if he did not

do this. Having infinite power at command,

he would be a fool if he satisfied himself with

Iw „
after a month's consideration, he wrote me

that he could not print the article. He owned

that he ought to print it. What touched me

a good deal was that he said his wife said that

he ought to print it. He wished that he

dared print it. But he did not dare. I was

a good deal pained by this.

Simply, the square statement as a practical

rule of life that the living God helps a working

man in his daily duty, was a statement so en-

tirely outside the convictions of a large part

of his readers that he did not dare to print it.

His journal was not called a religious journal.

And so many of his readers would regard this

as extravagant and quite outside of what men

call business, or practice, that he thought he

must not print it. It would be worse than

printing a passage from Tennyson in the price

current. I say that his letter pained me. I

did not for a moment suppose that I was in

the wrong. That was not the reason why 1 was

pained. I was pained to find that an educated

man, a man very much above the average of

men, believed that a large proportion of the

reading people of this country do not think it

a practical thing to ally themselves with God;

that they do not rely upon his power I do

not say the majority of people. He did not

say that. But that a considerable portion of

reading people have no intention of using the

infinite powers in human concerns, this was a

hard rebuff.

To the readers of this column, I need not

say that the editor of this paper has no fear

of publishing any such statement. But the

sum and substance of the statement which an

old man who has had my experience would

make to younger men and to younger women,

is easily stated in a few words.

Dr. James Jackson was for many years the

Nestor of the medical profession in Boston.

When he was nearly eighty years old, respected

and loved by every one, he said to me that the

prime of life was" at sixty-three years ofage

or thereabouts, the age given by the physiolo-

gists of the dark ages when they talked of

the grand climacteric. With his pencil he

drew a semicircle and said "this semicircle is

the line of physical life. It begins at noth-

ing, it ends at ninety years." Then putting

his pencil at the centre, he swept it up across

the paper, always quite in an ascending

curve, and said, "this is the curve of intel-

lectual progress. A man knows every year

more than he knew the year before, and this

will increase forever. The line of intellectual

improvement, as you see, crosses the declining

line of physical strength about the year sixty-

three."

That is to say, a man has not so much

strength at sixty-three as he had at forty-five,

but he knows so much more that he is better

fitted for the work God has for him to do.

Dr. Jackson's advice then to any man was

that after he was sixty-three he should use

to the man himself. Here he is. He kno'

that. Here is a good God. Most of us kn.

that. If he seeks the good God with alll

heart and soul, and strength he will find hh

That is the statement of Moses and the stai

ment of all people who have fairly tried tl

experiment. This good God is his fathi

This is the statement of Jesus Christ,

means that man the child, for the purpose!

earthly life, shares the cowers of God if he i

seek them and use them; as the Apostle Pej

says, "We are partakers of the Divine

ture." He must live as he supposes an

mortal would live, not a great deal bothei

by the few minutes more or less, and tab

into his view the infinite, the eternal relati*

of his life. His intelligence is wide

for him to look out upon the farthest

the universe. His heart is large enough

him to sympathize with the thoughts and {

rows of all sorts and conditions of men._

can lead a large life and need not be satis;

with a small life.

If a man wants to continue young he

go on these certainties. First he will st^

God with all his heart and soul and mind i\

strength. Second, to take Jeremy Tayln I

fine phrase, "He had better live in the p>l

tice of the presence of God." Third, he id

j

better study God's work in all its forms wl'h
j

are open to him for study not only to tro
]

find how God walks on the whirlwind and r 3

1

in the storm but try to find out how he m; «
i

one grain of wheat bring forth an hundred-t

And this means that he will work with hi?

low men and will be a fellow workman toge

with God.— -£^. E. Hale in The Christian.

Impracticable iVIen.—This world in

opinion of some would move on very smd

if it were not for certain impracticable i

men who seem out of joint with their

roundings, and who mar and hinder i:

things which would otherwise go very smt

ly. Among these impracticables may be

merated men who will not lie to hide

own fault, nor to benefit their employers

to defend their party, nor to justify their

nor to cover up anything which is wron oi

disreputable; men who will not bow dovtc

rich rascals, nor bend the knee to ooi pt

men, whose only recommendation is ii

wealth and influence; men who will not «•

sent to wrong though all the world ma ap-

prove it; men who will stand for the

though they stand alone; men who cann

hoodwinked by schemers, who see thi-

shams at a glance, and who would r

pass a counterfeit man than they woi »

counterfeit shilling; men who are not fosl*

to any man or any party at any price whatei;

men who are valiant for the truth, wl- "

wrong whether in kings or beggars, a

honor them that fear the Lord, though «J

may be dishonored and disgraced in thisv^f

men who will not steal, nor stand still ais
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ers do it; men who fear God and no one

luch men as these have always been an im-
cticahle and unmanageable set. Among
m mij^ht be named Daniel, Shadrach, Me-
ch, Abed-Nego, Elijah. John the Baptist,

il, and others of whom this world was not
thy.— The Christian.

The Famous Maelstrom.

ife sailed through the famous maelstrom,
ch the ancients believed guards the en-
ice to the sublimest beauty of the fjords
he Lofodeon Islands, and has furnished so
:h material for the imagination of the au-
rs of ^Norwegian legendry and modern nov-
ts. It is a reality—not one, but several
ilstroms actually exist, and any of them
answer the descriptions given by victor

;o, Jules Verne, Edgar A. Poe, and writers
3sser fame. The chief and most danger-
is an extraordinary whirlpool between the
ids of Moskene and Roest, near the south-
extremity of the Lofodon Archipelago. It

died the Mosknaes-Stromen. Another, by
island of \'aero, called the Saelstrom, is

)st as dangerous. There are many narrow
inels between the mountains where great
mes of water, coming from opposite di-

ions, meet as the tide flows in and out.
r form temporary whirlpools twice a day,
during the spring tides, or when the nat-
currents are accelerated by heavy west-
gales, passage is impossible. No vessel
I survive them. Even whales have been
:ht and whirled around until they were
. Between times these channels look in-

nt enough. Even small boats can pass

y through them at the proper time each
and the departure of the mail boats is

lated accordingly, but they have caused
OSS of many lives. Boats have actually
ipeared, being sucked into the vortex and
ed to the bottom to whirl and whirl until
vaters are tired and flow away, carrying
vrecks and the bodies of the dead with
on the undercurrent, to emerge miles

niles distant.

is not strange that the ignorant and su-
itious sailors in the Middle Ages attri-

1 this mighty and mysterious action of
waters to supernatural power, and their
inative minds, always creating monsters
airacles out of natural phenomena which
cannot understand, placed in them an oc-

, whose awful arms were always extended
asp unwary marines who were so unfor-
e as to come within his reach. Later
rsand more intelligent represented the
trom as a vast caldron in which the wa-
evolve with terrific speed, their centri-
force extending a long distance, and

ally drawing toward the centre all who
re within their power. The mariners
s;le and shriek in vain. The monster is

orable and when the crisis comes the ves-
rings out of the water and then shoots
nly down into the vortex, while shrieks
ror and despair are drowned in the rush-
the hungry torrent and the howling of

inds.

straits are very dangerous, and ail ves-
re warned to keep out of them. The
upon the charts issued by the Norwe-
lydrographic Oflice say that "when the

wind is steady at flood and ebb tide each day
the whirlpool is still for half an hour or more,
when boats may then pass through; but half
way between flood and ebb tide the passage
becomes dangerous, although it can be used
by steamers and large vessels, when there is

no wind, for several hours a day. Toward the
height of the tide, or when a gale is blow^ing,
the water revolves with a speed of twenty-six
miles an hour in mighty whirlpools, in which
the largest steamers would be helpless.—
Ch icfujo Record-Hera Id.

"Auld Lang Syne."
It singeth low in every heart.

We hear it each and ail

—

A song of those who answer not.

However we may call
;

They throng the silence of the breast.

We see them as of yore

—

The kind, the brave, the true, the sweet,
Who walk with us no more.

'Tia hard to take the burden up.

When these have laid it down
;

They brightened all the joy of life,

They softened every frown
;

But, oh, 'tis good to think of them.
When we are troubled sore !

Thanks be to God that such have been.
Although they are no more!

More homelike seems the vast unknown,
Since they have entered there;

To follow them were not so hard,

Wherever they may fare
;

They cannot be where God is not.

On any sea or shore
;

Whate'er betides. Thy love abides,

Our God, for evermore.—John W. Chadwick.

John Exham.

John Exham, of Charleville, Ireland, was
convinced of the principles of Friends while a
soldier, about the year 1658, and yielding
obedience to the manifestations of the grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ in the soul he re-

ceived a gift in the ministry of the gospel of
life and salvation, and was zealously engaged
in visiting the small gatherings of Friends at
that early period of the Society; and though
he labored under natural defects which im-
peded in measure the exercise of his gift, yet
he often delivered profound and wholesome doc-
trine to the people. About the year 1667 he
proclaimed the necessity of repentance and
amendment of life through the streets of
Cork, having his head covered with hair-cloth
and ashes, for which he sufi'ered imprisonment,
and was under a like concern in the same city
in the year 1698. In 1710, being the 81st
year of his age, and when almost blind, he
gave a singular proof of the fervor and con-
stancy of his love to the brethren and the
cause of Christ, by performing a religious visit

to the greater part of the families of Friends
in Ireland, in which service it was evident to
those who were witnesses of it that he had the
spirit of discernment, often speaking very per-
tinently to the condition of persons, without
having received any information respecting
them. He was a man of innocent life and
conversation, just in his dealings, merciful to
the poor and well beloved by his neighbors
and friends. He continued his residence at
Charleville during the war through many diffi-

culties and hazards, and often took opportu-

nities of counselling those who needed the
care of their Friends. He was remarkable for
his love of meditation, spending a portion of
each day in retirement. He was esteemed as
having a prophetic gift, of which his religious
service gave many proofs. While he was per-
forming a family visit, he told one company
there was among them a youth uuon whom the
Lord would pour forth his Spirit, and he should
visit several nations, which was accomplished;
a young man then present afterwards received
a gift in the ministry, which he exercised to
the edification of the churches both at home
and abroad. Another instance in which he
was called to declare the word of the Lord,
was at a time when a great company were
convened at the house of the Earl of Ussory
at Charleville, then a splendid edifice, spending
their time in feasting and mirth. He felt a
religious concern to go to the house and call
the people there met to repentance, which he
accordingly did, a crowd following him, and
denounced the Lord's judgments and woe to
that great house, that it should be destroyed,
and become an habitation for the fowls of the
air. Hereupon the earl's servants attempted
to drive him away, but the earl commanded
them to let the honest man speak. Having
delivered his message he went away, but in a
little time turned back and called for the earl
and said to him, "Because thou hast been kind
and loving to the servant of the Lord, the
evil shall not be in thy days." The event an-
swered the prediction, for the great-house in
the time of the wars, after the decease of the
earl, was destroyed by fire and visibly became
an habitation for the fowls of the air, which
built their nests in it. John Exham died in

the ninety-second year of his age, having been
a minister sixty years, and retained his zeal
and integrity to the end.

Copied at Woodland, N. C, Sixth mo. 12,
1902.

Items Concerning the Society.

There are those about us who use the old labels,
but the articles are not the same.

—

Spuryenn.

John Bellow's deep concern for the persecuted
Russian peasants was an interesting example of
Friends' methods of finding out their own line of
work under the direction of the Spirit of the Lord,
and not merely imitating others.

—

H. S. Newman,
in London Yearly Meeting.

Eastern Quarterly Meeting, North Carolina, re-
cently adopted a minute recording its prevailing
judgment as adverse to the adoption of the pro-
posed "Uniform Discipline."

The total membership of London Yearly Meeting
is now 17,476, an increase of 130 for the year.
The number added by " convincement " during the
year is 321, also 75 minors. The gain over all

lo-sses has been 233. Deaths exceeded births by 78.

Beginning with last Seventh-day, the 21st inst.,

most of the days of the present week, in Sand-
wich, Massachusetts, have been mostly devoted by
descendants of the ancient Wing family from all

parts of our country, to a general reunion of their
" tribes." Over two hundred and fifty years ago
the Wings of Sandwich were convinced by the
ministry of Christopher Holder and John Copeland,
in 16.57, and gathered into the Society of thirteen

families whicli was in that year formed. The
number increased in not many years, to sixty
families in that Monthly Meeting, beginning in
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There is a demand for thousands of harvest hanci.n

Kansas and other Western States, and there are thous is

of unemployed men in the East. '

Dr. Grave, of the United States Fish Commission «
recently been studying the islands found in New|-t
river and Beaufori harbor, in North Carolina. The isU^,

which are in various stages of growth, are shown t is

built up of generations upon generations of oysters, .d

appear to grow in very much the same way as the cy
islands of the Pacific. I

Recent experiments seem to show that petroleum in

be used for the generation of steam more cheaply
(.n

with coal at present prices and with better results,
j

There were 432 deaths in this city last week, repcjd

to the Board of Health. This is 20 more than the prei,is

week and 22 more than the corresponding week of I'l.

Of the foregoing, 244 were males and 188 females iO

died of consumption of the lungs ; 24 of inflammati( jf

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 9 of diphthcj

;

20 of cancer ; 11 of apopIe.xy ; 8 of typhoid fever ; of

scarlet fever, and 3 of small pox.
'.

Foreign.— A despatch from Perpignan in Franc |of

the 17th says :
" It has been snowing steadily hert'or

four days." From St. Petersburg it is stated thalhe

winter has been remarkably prolonged in European Ri i.

Cold and rainy weather is reported from all pari<if

Central Europe. There have been heavy storms in Fr e,

Germany, Austria and Belgium, with great damagto
property and crops. Intense cold prevails throujjt

Austria, and the vineyards and fruit trees there it

been damaged. There was a heavy snowfall on the 1th

in the Italian Alps.

A school for crippled children has been establish ^ii

London, and others are to be opened sufficient to prle

for one thousand children of this class. They are lb«

furnished with chairs and settees upon which they 'ay

recline while receiving instruction. This movemem as

received an impetus by an investigation which shied

that 600 crippled children in London were not se to

school, 64 per cent, of whom were unable to readnd

in a number of cases their physical infirmities req;ed

special arrangements for getting them to schoo ni

caring for them while there.

The Revue Eeunomique of Bordeaux publishes a A
showing the difference in prices for a number of oj

stuffs in London and Paris. For about 40 of such ar lea

it is calculated that the price in Paris is $21.22, agul

$16.21 in London.
President Palma of Cuba has lately stated in a dis .ch

' Our economical situation is extremely bad. I am iiK

of a great crying demand throughout the island a nj

the poorer people for work. At the same time, I ivi

every evidence of the people's patience under great at-

fering. and am conscious of their confidence in the fire

and of their determination to assist my administiioi

through this exceedingly difficult period. I believ.be

Americans will give us the relief necessary to euros-

perity."

The volcano of Mont Pelee was again in eruption (.be

!

17th instant. There were intermittent detonation! nd

the summit of the volcano was completely obscur by

:

clouds of steam and ashes. Where before the outbrtof

LaSoufriere and Mont Pelee there existed solid la.iii

now deep water, as yet unsounded, which extends 'k-

base of high cliffs, bare and vertical, formerly SJH-

1

siderable distance from the shore.

Another dispatch says :
" A column of slime 100 nrM

;

high has been ejected from the volcano of Mont ,«!i

and has fallen on Basse Pointe, enveloping the 'er .

portion of the town and completely razing twent m
\

houses. No loss of life has been reported. The vudo !

continues to throw forth cinders on the northern p of
;

the island, which has been rendered uninhabitable."

Australia has had a succession of drouths duriilbe

last eight years. In consequence of which the nnm of

sheep has dwindled from over 120,000,000 to undeO,-

000,000 in the last decade. The losses of cattlsre

quite as great in proportion.

The management of the Prussian State railroacta

decided to introduce special railroad cars, providec'iti

all possible comforts, for the care of sick people.

1657 or '8, and supposed to be the oldest on this

continent. Descendants of these Quaker Wings
have spread to distant parts of the country, and

representatives have assembled from various re-

gions, and have been visiting from day to day

spots of historic interest or collecting in assem-

blies to listen to appropriate addresses. One of

these was given by our friend Henry N. Hoxie

(now of a Philadelphia meeting), tracing the history

of " The Wings as Friends." A large interest in

the reunion is taken by our friend Asa S. Wing,

of Philadelphia, though unable to be present. His

paternal homestead and farm by the beautiful

Shawme Lake is daily visited by pilgrims, some of

them anxious to take photographs of the ancient

home, with his aged mother in her Quaker garb at

the gateway.
Another Friend from Philadelphia felt con-

cerned in the ministry to attend the meeting for

worship in the old Sandwich meeting-house, to

which an unexpected number of the visitors

flocked. Most of them had never seen a Friends'

Meeting before, and it was held simply as a Friend's

Meeting, according to the ancient order and, it

was believed, covered with the wing of ancient

goodness. Associations of earlier days, combined

with the precious solemnity attending and follow-

ing the testimony of Truth delivered, hushed all

hearts in a profound and living silence, moved
many to tears ; and after separating, the general

acknowledgment of strangers was, " It has been

good to be here."

Mary S. Allen of Friends' Library has prepared

further information than that contained in our

last number, concerning the sale of Charles C.

Cresson's books, as follows :

The following Libraries were represented at the

Cresson sale of Friends' books :

Library of Congress, Washington,
Boston Public Library,

Columbia University Library,

Cornell University Library,

Pennsylvania Historical Society Library,

Swarthmore College Library,

Friends' Free Library, Germantown,
Friends' Library, Philadelphia.

Barclays' Apology, 1st English edition . . $14.00
Bishop, George—New England Judged . . 10.00
Bishop, Geo.—Looking-Glass for the Times 12.50

Burroughs, Edward—Memorable Works . 10.50
Fox, George—Promise of God Proclaimed

;

a Broadside 16.50
Fox, George—Battle Door for Teachers and

Professors to Learn Singular and Plural

(Library of Congress) 50.00
Fox, George—Great Mystery (Library of

Congress) 31.00
Hubberthorn, Richard—Collection of Works 14.00
Howgill, Francis—Dawnings of the Gospel-

day 17.00
Keith, George — Benefit, Advantage and

Glory of Silent Meetings 9.50
Penn, Wm.—Great Case of Liberty of Con-

science 10.00
Penn, Wm.—Naked truth (a Broadside) . 10.00
Penington, L—A Touchstone, or Tryall of

Faith, 1648 19.00
Penington, I.—Works, 1681 11.50
Sewel, Wm.—History of the Quakers. First

American edition, 1728 38.00

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— By a vote of 42 to 34 the Senate
has passed a bill favoring the Panama route for a canal
across the isthmus. The House had previously passed a
bill approving of the Nicaraguan route. A committee of

conference will consider the two hills.

The President has signed the Immigration bill. It is

stated that under its provisions at least $150,000,000 of

the proceeds of the sales of public lands will be available

in the next thirty years for irrigation works without
further appropriations. The receipts from public lands for

the last fiscal year, as well as the present, aggregating
j

$6,000,000, are immediately available, and from this time

on an amount of $3,000,000 per annum will be available,

which sum will be constantly increased as the lands are

redeemed and sales are made.

John Mitchell, President of the United Mine Workers
says :

" The total number of persons employed in and

around the anthracite coal mines is 147,500 ; they are

employed never to exceed 200 days in any one year, and

they receive as compensation for their services an av-

erage of $1.42 for a ten hour work-day. It will be thus

noted that they earn annually less than $300." A state-

ment issued by the operators reads : " We now believe in

the policy of fewer men, steadier work and higher earn-

ings for them. When the strike is over, work will not

be resumed at every mine in the region, but at only a

few ; the number will then be gradually increased."

Eight large shipbuilding concerns have united to or-

ganize the United States Shipbuilding Company. Each
plant of the combination is to do the work for which it is

best adapted, and so " greatly increase the efficiency of the

combined yards."

A jury in a case in Blair County, Pa., has lately de-

clared that boracic acid used in preserving oysters is in-

jurious to health. It is claimed that this conviction will

have a far reaching effect, inasmuch as the Meat Trust

preserves its meats with boracic acid, and will now have

to keep out of this State.

Thirty years ago there were four plants in the whole

countiy for the manufacture of ice, and they were all

located in the Southern States. In 1900 the number had

increased to 787 (not counting concerns which manu-
facture ice for their own use exclusively), and only about

one-half of them are located in the South.

Rioting has lately taken place in Paterson, N. J. On
the 18th, 5,000 strikers, largely Italians, incited by An-
archists, wrought destruction to life and property. Troops

were sent and extra policemen were brought into service.

An official call for a National Convention of the United

Mine Workers of America has been issued to meet in

Indianapolis on the 17th of next month, to determine

whether the soft coal miners of the country shall go on a

strike to assist the striking anthracite miners of Penn-

sylvania.

Patrick Gilday, President of the miners' union for the

Central Pennsylvania district, has issued an order that

the output of bituminous coal must be restricted. He,
therefore, directs that the men shall work not more than

four days a week. This action is taken because it is al-

leged that bituminous coal is being shipped East in larger

quantities than usual, to aid in breaking the strike in the

anthracite region.

The Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company
has decided to start mining operations in the Schuylkill

Valley within a few days.

A despatch from Milwaukee says :
" Bishop Nicholson,

of the Protestant Episcopal diocese, has created a mild

sensation among the priests and laity of the diocese by

issuing a sort of pronunciamento against the use of to-

bacco. The bishop maintains that there is not one trace

of spiritual help or physical gain from the use of tobacco,

but untold evils have resulted from its use."

A pair of tusks from a mammoth have been received at

the American Museum of Natural History from Victoria,

Texas, where they were found in an old river-bed deposit.

The larger tusk, measured on the outside of the curve, is

thirteen feet and some inches in length.

Of the 14,000 citizens of the Creek Nation who are en-

titled to a quota of the tribal lands, 5000 are negroes.

The Creeks formerly owned slaves, but later gave them
the rights of citizenship, and since then there has been a

considerable mingling of the races.

A newspaper called The Philadelphia Courant has lately

been issued, which is owned and edited by colored people

of this city, and devoted to the interests of the colored

race.

Further reports from the Island of Hawaii indicate that

the eruption of Kilauea is continuing. At last accounts

the eruption did not amount to more than a rise of lava

with sheets of flame from the smaller crater of Hale-

maumau.
In response to the Senate resolution calling for in-

formation as to the cost of the Philippine war. Secretary

Root reports that the total to date is $170,326,586. This

amount covers four years.

In Great Bay and Tuckerton Bay on the New Jersey

coast, the beds of oysters have been much injured by

drumfish. It is stated that recently there were fully

twenty acres of the drum fish in Great Bay drifting up

and down with the tides. The finny invaders are so

densely packed together that their large bodies are plainly

visibla, and the sight of the solid mass of fish was some-

thing entirely new. In the meantime all kinds of oysters

were consumed in immense quantities.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boariiing School.—The fall term •

'

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th,

Early application should be made for admission of '

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter has a,

I'eady received attention.

Wm.F. Wickersham,
Frinci

Friends' Library. 142 N. 16th St.. Pn --

During the Seventh and Eighth Months the Library I"

open only on Second and Fifth-days from 3 r. M. to •••
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A Goodly and a Godly Heritage,

18 descendants of an early Friends' family

wo liundred and fifty years standing,

bled last week in the meeting-house of
pijhaps the oldest Monthly Meeting on this

C(tinent, their general appearance was such
^to account for some of the pride which
f^iilies, though now far removed from the pro-

ftliion of Friends, still retain in a Quaker
s^estry. Traits and virtues which have pre-

Btji'ed families in soundness of bodily consti

fc|on and have continued as foundations of
niccss in life, cling often beyond the third

n fourth generation of those who have been
3|nted in the Truth. And no better heritage

;;i
be extended to our children, though we

:snot give Divine grace to them, than those
ijnan habitudes which are of the culture of
Jjth in the inward parts, and- in the hidden
)jts to know wisdom by watching daily at
I gate.

i!o we Friends sometimes love to look back

j
acknowledge '

' we have a goodly heritage. '

'

I
it is also a heritage of men possessed of

jnan infirmities. And the very staunchness

i positiveness which men may acquire in

fir uncompromising testimonies for Truth

I

right as against error, when applied to
jsonal infirmities which few are devoid of,

\f emphasize them also, and show us the
jger of having any wrong side or infirmities

[iesh and spirit, for our positiveness to make
joxious.

'vnd here comes in the weak excuse which

^y
rest themselves under, to plead that their

ings in character and habit are not their

1, but a visitation upon them by inheritance.
ur fathers have eaten sour grapes, and

therefore it is that our own teeth are set on
edge." And so, where too much is made of
heredity, children are weakly subsiding under
that excuse, and not rising to shine when their
light is come, to walk in the light so as to
find the blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse them
from all sin.

The heritage of goodly ancestors is a goodly
heritage, but there is a better heritage than
theirs, even a godly heritage. We are the
ofl:'-spring of God in a higher sense than of
men, and that heritage is stronger than that
of men to cleanse us from secret faults, derived
as we may say, through human infirmity.

"It is God that worketh in us, to will and to
do of his own good pleasure." There is the
light of Christ "that lighteth every man that
Cometh into the world." "A measure and
manifestation of the Spirit of God hath been
given to all men" for their profiting,—"the
grace of God which bringeth salvation and
hath appeared to all men." teaching us how
we ought to live. And so on, there is prbcept
upon precept to show that, though compassed
with natural infirmities by descent, even though
from Adam down, we are without excuse under
the true light which now shineth, and the free

gift which has come upon all men unto justi-

fication of life, and because our heredity from
an Almighty Father though so basely tarnished
by sin ought to be allowed to be mightier in

us than human heredity.

But it is through faith in Jesus Christ that

we are especially made sons of God, and
through obedience to his Spirit that we are
born of the Spirit, and born "from above."
The new heredity of regeneration is offered at

the door of every heart—to be born again—
not of corruptible seed but by the Word and
power of God. Thus are we made sons of God
through Christ, "and it does not yet appear
what we shall be, but when He shall appear,
we shall be like Him. And every man that

hath this hope set on him purifieth himself,

even as He is pure."

Homage to Success.

The month just passed, like the same month
every year, has been marked by the passing out
of thousands from college life towards their

further share of the world's work, and by the

conferring of special honors not only upon the

successful graduates, but upon many older men
who have won public distinction by open suc-

cess in their several careers. Reference is not
now made to those certificates of past work
called diplomas, but to vocal plaudits delivered
to persons present in reunions and celebrations
which follow. The mind of a hearer who is

concerned with heavenly valuations, is left

oppressed with a sense of the swelling of the
human vanity ministered by these eulogies and
compliments.

Public adulation, much of it doubtless just,

but still heaped upon a youth or a man iii his

presence, seems one of the severest blows
whereby the virtue by which he may have risen
could be wounded or spoiled. There is a right
service for commendation and encouragement
by one towards another, but the extent to which
on these public occasions it is carried, must be
felt as burdensome to the right-minded and as
dissipating, wherever the public prints carry
it, to the best life of the people at large.

"Honor to whom honor is due" will come
and should be felt for the honorable. 13ut the
thrusting of it in his face is tha. which hurts,

and it pufts up more minds than it humiliates.

It helps bring into dominion the pagan motive
for good work, the motive which was prac-
tically the religion of nations before the Chris-

tian era, and still prevails where that mind is

not in men "which was in Christ Jesus." That
motive was the selfish one of personal fame.

"How can ye believe," said He, (or be Chris-

tians), "who receive honor one of another, and
not the honor which cometh from God only?"
That strenuous life is ignoble whose object is

human honor, even though it be marked by
deeds of self-sacrifice—for self is still its goal

and aim. It is not self-sacrifice until it is not

for self, but for others, or is devotion to a
higher principle. It is a crime to a man to

divert that devotion for a moment towards him-
self. Honor him, but allow him to continue

honorable, self-forgetful, faithful to his higher

calling. He may be shown at times enough of

the good accomplished to encourage him on-

ward, so only that it la not himself that is

shown up to himself to admire. The moment
we turn one's eye that has been single to a

good cause or service unto the admiration of

his own glory, that moment we degrade him

from serving the living God, unto dead works.

A love of the "well done, good and faithful

servant, " is doubtless divinely implanted in the

human heart, as an incitement for seeking the
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Divine approval. Unto them " Who by patient

continuance in well doing seek for glory, honor

and immortality," is promised "eternal life."

But this quest is not to be from "man, whose

breath is in his nostrils," but from the living

God. And yet in human society we are so made

members one of another, that some regard of

our fellow beings' approval is a lawful part

of our constitution. An utter disregard of it

may mark a man as intensely selfish as would

an absorbing idolatry of glory or fame. The

love of each other's approval is good within

its Divine limitations. We would look in

others' eyes sometimes for a reflection of the

Divine approval, because it is his we crave and

not theirs. And so a love of approval through

man is rightly ordained. Do we seek to be

right ministers of it?

There are blossoms of grace which we might

oftener sprinkle in each other's pathway as a

word in season to him who is weary. Our

weary wives or our weary husbands, or other

servants in their daily drudgery are surely

something more than the beasts that perish,

under the yoke for our comfort ! And yet even

our pack-horses we would pat on the shoulder

for their encouragement, and would say "good

fellow" to a faithful dog. Let us have grace

whereby we may hand a cup of cold water in

the name of a disciple. Sometimes a burdened

laborer may be a stammering minister of the

Word. Sometimes one may be a pupil naturally

dull, sometimes one may be of unattractive

appearance. Why should only the brilliant

and the pretty, who need it least, receive our

commendation? Or only the exalted, our ex-

altation?

And yet it is the conspicuous success in life,

—this "having men's persons in admiration

because of advantage, "—that the admiration-

factories of the month have been laureling.

And while we make no doubt that a truer honor

was earned than popular or academic breath

could blow, yet we esteem the puffing, as a rule,

pernicious to best life, and a diversion from

the pattern shown to each of us in the mount.

"Whom the Lord commendeth is approved,"

and "there are last which shall be first." Let

these unappreciated, lowly and hidden drudges

of duty continue to look up to the source of

their endurance,—even to the witness of Christ

in them. In due time they shall reap, and re-

joice that no man by human applause took their

crown.

It has been a relief, as not out of harmony

with the view just expressed and as an offset

to any unfair imputation on a college reunion

spirit to see in Professor Shaler's poem de-

livered at Cambridge last week before the

Phi Beta Kappa Society, the following lines

on Valor, which received the sympathy of his

audience:

—

" Let us give o'er that folly, yea that shame
Of claiming valor prize for men at arms,

And battle at the altar where our Lord

Would have his sacrifice.

" Now in the plain man's heart our treasure bides

For he is man, Know ye God's valor goes

On two legs of a man and that his heart

Is ark to hold the covenants that seal

His right as man. We'll keep those noble lights

Of [heroes, martyrs], Christ set in the sky

So that our eyes look up. But let us heed

Those others of this earth who prove our kind

Kin to those stars, and stumbling on the way
That leadeth to their place. Let not our eyes

Be blinded by war's flame, nor be our eyes

Dulled by its drums and trumpets till forgot

Is the plain lesson of our peaceful days.

Of what is fellow-man who knows not war.

Who faithful does his tasks with faithful heart

And so gains valor for all fields we win.

Dear comrades ye who ever bide with us

But tell us not of valor save in deeds

That show its tasks forever ; how came ye

By your immortal part ? Was it in arms
In battle's rage or in the fevered camp
Where ye in vain fought death ? Nay, it needs not;

Ye silent speak ; we read it in your lives.

True, faithful, toiling lives ; in field and shop,

In student's closets and by firesides

Kept as faith's altars clean. 'Twas there ye won
The crowns ye hurled beyond those battled lines

The crowns that bless our day. Ay, so they make
Their silent answers to all time with deeds.

Such as ennoble time."

Cheerfulness at the Table.—An old lady

who looked as though she might have belonged

to the "Sunshine Society" all her life, was
asked by a friend for the secret of her never-

failing cheerfulness. Her answer contains a

suggestive lesson for parents. "I think it

is because we were taught in our family to be

cheerful at the table. My father was a law-

yer with a large criminal practice. His mind
was harassed with difficult problems all the

day long, yet he always came to the table with

a smile and a pleasant greeting for everyone,

and exerted himself to make the table-hour

delightful. All his powers to charm were
freely given to entertain his family. Three
times a day we felt his genial influence, and
the effect was marvelous. If a child came to

the table with cross looks, he or she was
quietly sent away to find a good boy or girl,

for only such were allowed to come within that

loving circle. We were taught that all petty

grievances and jealousies njust be forgotten

when mealtime came, and the habit of being

cheerful three times a day, under all circum-

stances, had its effect on even the most .sullen

temper. Grateful as I am for all the training

received in my childhood home, I look back upon
the table influence as among the best of my life."

Much is said and written these days about
"table manners." Children (in well-bred fam-
ilies) are drilled in a knowledge of "good
form" as to the use of the fork and napkin

;

proper methods of eating the various courses

are descanted upon; but training in the most
important grace or habit a child should have,

that of cheerfulness at the table, is too often

neglected.

The Orientals had no family ties of affec-

tion until they began to eat at a common
table. Let the gathering at mealtime be
made the most happy hour of the day and the

influence on the children may be beyond esti-

mation.— faWc Talk.

Doukhobor Notes.

RosTHERN, Saskatchewan, Canada, i

Sixth Month 12th, 1902.
;

Wm. Evans, Philad'a.i

Respected Friend:
|

Your honored friend and minister, Jose'

S. Elkinton, has given us the privilege of 1

visit on Fifth Month 19th, 20th, and also 23:|

I followed him to five settlements, and had l'

pleasure of his kind and enlightened compai;

I and my wife felt it a privilege to enterti:

him in our house, where he rested a shi|

while. In remembrance of the Friends' kini|

feelings and help, we called our farm "God
will, "and pray the Lord would make it a witw

of his kingdom of Peace and goodwill to m
I have duly received thy note of Fifth Mor;

13th, and feel grateful for thy kindly won,

This letter was followed with enclosure of £

dresses of builders of wagons and agricultui

implements. From what I can judge it will '

probably paying to get plows and some ott

implements from the States, but it requii

much wisdom from God, as it is possible th

one could meet with difficulties springing

from the competition of Canadian manufactt

ers. As to these wagons, it would seem th:

it pays better to purchase Canadian raak

owing to the high rate of freight. I am gl'

to say that it is owing to thy kind advice th,

I succeeded to have our Doukhobors order

larger quantity of wagons, plows, harrow

etc., straight from Winnipeg, for cash. Th

saved thus $242.50 on one shipment in winte

which amount would have otherwise increas'

the profit of the Rosthern dealers.

I send enclosed the translation of a k
ter of acknowledgment, which the Gorelovl

Doukhobors desire to send to the P'riends

Philadelphia. Gorelovka is a settlement whe
the Doukhobors showed much hospitality ai

readiness to listen to the message of J. S. E

kinton.

This settlement is composed of about 25

souls, and I believe they and the Terpen

people will be foremost for showing their syr

pathy with the school work. However n:

condition is that it will take time until thet

people will see their need of building ft

themselves a school. It is already much, thi

they do not ghow any prejudice against th;

work. Shortly spoken, one must not expe(

that the Doukhobors here would build ai

school premises or any such building. Thot

of them who want the school are afraid (

being hated by their brethren, should they t

energetic about starting such a work, becaus

they know that the majority would not givij

even a day's work towards erecting a bnildiDgl

I received both volumes of Friends' Tracts!

and am gl id now that through thy letter
'

know whom to thank for taking the troubl

of sending them to me. I had most of them

unbound, sent previously, but it is a valuabl

acquisition to get them thus bound up in vol

umes, as I study them, and when I have th

occasion I read them (in Russian translation) t

our Russian settlers; I feel grateful for al

these tokens of brotherly sympathy, whici

cheer us up in our solitude and show us tha

our brethren in Philadelphia do not forget us

The school work finished as soon as the plow

ing and sowing began, we will begin in thr

fall when the children and lads

gaged from helping their parents, or

in iiiij

disenji

1
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r the cows and sheep, etc. I endeavor

3ry Sunday and holiday to visit the villagers

d to talk or read to them God's word or some

igious books, and I am happy whenever

erest is shown by them for Divine things,

lave much pleasure in saying that there is

e case, of a man who is disliked by his fellow

lagers for several reasons, who shows an

rnest. inquiring spirit to listen to God's

ord, and he tells us his earnest desire is to

•ve Christ and to turn from unrighteous-

3S. He often comes to see us, to my great

iisfaction, and he spoke several times with

irs of his difficulties as to brethren. It

;es my wife and me pleasure whenever some

them come under a sense of affliction and

ur out their hearts to us. They confess

jmselves, that they come short of the faith

j righteous life that their grandfathers pos-

;sed, and our earnest prayer is that there

ly be a greater thirst for God's word among
;m. My time is now much taken up by the

ily work in the garden, yard and fields, but

en I have time I may send a few transla-

ns of the hymns or prayers which the Douk-

bors recite. Some of them witness to a

il sacred fire of Christian devotedness, which

rned on the altar of their spiritual worship,

netimes it is an allegorical song; sometimes

irayer; sometimes a psalm of IJavid, with a

V additions; sometimes a beautiful teaching

itten by a real God's servant, that the Rus-

n Church had, a century ago; sometimes it

1 be the Slavonic rendering of that beautiful

Tin of Saint Ambroiesius of Mediolanum, "Te

um Laudamus"—(Thee we praise, U God!)

netimes it can be a letter full of Christian

iching and warning written by some elder

ristian friend to another; sometimes it can

even, (and in such cases one needs Christian

cumspection and tact), a prayer, where,

side God the Virgin Mary and the (juardian

gel are invoked. With all this, one can-

t help saying that the Doukhobors are worth

idying, and are interesting for an inquiring

ristian student of Church history. One can

en say that their form of worship is petri-

i, and that they have not been taught to

it in silence on God for the prompting of

Spirit as the Friends, and also some other

inches of Christ's body. However, there is

ire land to be possessed in the portion al-

ed to God's people, and the Doukhobors are

; excluded.

I will be happy of keeping thee informed of

r work and welfare. It is a privilege to be

'mitted to abide in communion with all of

1. I am very humbly
Thy friend,

Michael Sherbinen.

It is worth while saying that sometimes the

skatchewan river rises so high that the ac-

is of the horses to the ferry is rendered im-

3sible, and therefore only people on foot can

)ss it in a boat. Last week our boy re-

•ned from town, where he bought some pro-

lions, because we were run short of almost

erything. Our boy had to cross in a boat,

d he partly walked, partly drove to the town.

: stayed some time in the town because of

? First-day. He bought the provisions, hired

;eam and arrived at last at the ferry. The
ids were bad,( and are still bad to-day j and
r boy brought at last the provisions home,
)ssiDg in a boat, being absent eight days

from home. This state of things is certainly

inconvenient, but there will be a dav when the

railway will come closer to the place we live in.

To THE Society of Fkienus of Philadelphia.
Dear Friends:—We have received your let-

ter which was delivered to us by Joseph fJlkin-

ton. We have listened with attention to it,

and have with grateful feeling accepted all

the kind words which you wrote in your letter.

Besides, the dear Elder, Elkinton, gave us

many good advices during his visit to our vil-

lage, although he spent a very short time with

us. He advised us, above all, to keep in purity

the laws of the Lord Jesus Christ. We, being

Christians, ought certainly to receive such ad-

vices as a gift from God, and we are grateful

to God for his sending to us such messengers,

full of love, who address to us such good words
pertaining to the kingdom of heaven, as well

as to our material welfare.

We value greatly such visits, not being used

to the conditions of life in this new country.

.\lthough for a Christian a foreign land is like

one's own country, and one's own country is

like a foreign land; however, it is not possible

to get used at once to all the new conditions

of life.

Elder Elkinton tells us, and you write us in

your letter, to comply with the Canadian

laws and to take up land in individual owner-

ship. We indeed were willing, from the very

time we arrived in Canada, to take up land.

We tell this, not in reference to all our people

but to our village. But even in our settle-

ment there was a minority of people who would

not hold land in individual ownership, but now
they have all taken up their land. They

thought formerly that a Christian is not en-

titled to own any property, but this ought to

be considered in another sense: although we
have taken up land in individual ownership,

we ought as Christians to look upon all we
possess as belonging to (Jod.

We desire to utter a few words of grateful-

ness: We glorify God and thank you as our

brethren near akin, for all the gifts which we
have received. May (Jod bless you for all your

great love to us. Now by God's mercy we
have begun to acquire our property. God has

sent us bread and all kinds of vegetables; we
are able to support ourselves, and the money

we earn is being used for increasing our stock

and our farming implements. We thank you

also that you have helped Michael A. Sherbi-

nen, with wife and children, to settle among
us for giving us school instruction, of which

we are much in need. From our settlement

nobody began learning, but this is because our

village is far from the village where Sherbinin

lives. However, we hope that according to

God's will we will make some better arrange-

ments ,in order to be able to partake in the

benefit of school learning.

We would also thank you for sending us a

nurse, who with God's help cures us from

many diseases; she is a very good woman.

We are fully assured that vou reckon us as

your brethren. We are very glad of it, and we

desire to be your brethren; we ask you to con-

tinue writing us letters, in which we see many

useful things.

We send you our love.

(Signed):" Theodor Hoodiakof, Alexis Ne-

greyeff, Gregory Lapthinoff, Vassili Perever-

zeff and Saveli Hoodiakoff,

Members of the Christian Society of the

Universal Brotherhood in Ciorelovka.

Gorelovka, Rosthern, Saskatchewan, Canada.

Sixth Month Uth, 1902.

'Tis weary watching wave on wave,

And yet the tide weaves onward,

We build like corals—grave on grave.

But pave a pathway sunward.

We're beaten back in many a fray,

Yet newer strength we borrow,

And where the vanguard rests to-day

The rear shall camp to-morrow.

Tho" hearts brood o'er the bitter past.

Our eyes with smiling futures glisten

For, lo ! our day bursts up the skies,

Lean out your .souls and listen.

Science and Industry.

The Brilliant Fish of the West Indies.

—The clear, limpid waters that surround Ber-

muda and the West Indies, lie above coral reefs

covered with plants and animals, many of

which are brilliant in color as a raintjow. They

look like glimpses of fairyland, and as your

eye wanders from une wonder to another you

catch vourself striving to peek just around

some corner into a strange nook, half hoping to

see a bevy of mermen and mermaids sporting

and playing within the crannies. Here is a

patch of pale-green sea-lettuce; there a group

of great purple sea-fans; yunder some golden

corals standing out like a shelf or branching

like a tree; while among them all swim lovely

fishes that take the place of the fairies that

should dwell in this magic land, and fascinate

you by their gorgeous colors and their grace-

ful, wavy motions.

There is a great green "parrot-fish," as

brilliant in color as his namesake, the bird,

showing himself boldly, and swimming along

slowly, secure from any assault. His scales

are green as the fresh grass of springtime and

each one is bordered by a pale-brown line.

His fins are pink, and the end of the tail is

banded with nearly every color of the rainbow.

He is showy, but this showiness serves him good

purpose. His flesh is bitter and poisonous to

man, and probably so to other fishes as well,

and they let him well alone, for they can recog-

nize him afar off, thanks to his gaudy dress.

Underneath the parrot, lying on the bottom,

is a "pink hind." You notice him, and as the

parrot passes over him he suddenly changes to

bright scarlet, and as quickly resumes his

former faint color. Had the parrot been look-

ing for his dinner, and thought the hind would

make a good first course, this sudden change

of color might have scared him off, just as the

sudden bristling of a cat makes a dog change

his mind. When the hind is disturbed at night

he gives out flashes of light to startle the in-

truder, and send him away in a fright.—C L.

Bristol, in St. Mcholas.

What the Atmosphere is Made of.—The

first rude shock to the prevailing ideas concern-

ing the atmosphere was given in 1774, when

Priestley discovered in it the very active ele-

ment, oxygen. Two years later he added to

this the passive element, nitrogen, and the two

main constituents of the invisible air became

captives of science. To these new elements

the old ideas clung for a time. Oxygen was

named by its discoverer dephlogisticated air.

It lacked phlogiston the fancied fire element,
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and sought it with eager appetite in whatever it

touched. Nitrogen was called phlogisticated

air. It was believed to be saturated with

phlogiston, and, therefore, fatal to flame.

While oxygen combined brisicly with almost

all the elements, nitrogen refused to combine

at all, except under great provocation. Though
intimately mingled in the atmosphere, these

elements were as unlike in character as two
substances well could be.

No long time passed before a third substance

was found in the atmosphere, this time not a

chemical element, but the compound gas car-

bonic acid. While not great in quantity it

proved to be indispensable in quality since all

the world of the living things is dependent upon
it for existence. Inimical as it is, when in

large quantity to animal life, without it there

could be no life at all, and the earth would

be a dead and barren expanse. For the plant

world gains from this gas its foundation ele

ment of carbon, and is thus enabled to lay up
those stores of food upon which the animal

world depends.

—

Charles Morris.

Smoke and Public Health.—Probably one
of the chief reasons for the indifference to

the reform of the smoke nuisance is that most
people think of the matter, not as one of health,

but of aesthetics. Manufactories are so nec-

essary, it is thought that the ugliness of a

smoky city can be endured because of the util-

ity of the results of coal burning. But noth-

ing is easier than to prove that the smoke-
cloud over a manufacturing city tremendously
increases the mortality. ]'he inhabitants of

a large city are sufficiently handicapped by the

mere fact of the aggregation. Finely ground
stable manure is the principal abnormal constit-

uent of the air of the streets, and compared
with ocean air that over a large city has 13,-

000 times as many bacteria in it. It has been
calculated that in such a city a man inhales

37,000,000 germs in ten hours, and besides this

some 10,000,000 dust particles, as compared
with 31,000 of mountain air. The case against
smoke,, however, rests chiefly with another fac-

tor, the increase it causes of the carbon di-

oxide in the air. In the country there are
about three parts of carbon dioxide to 10,000
in the air, and the limit for health in rooms
is six, or, at most, ten. During fogs the
amount is greatly increased, sometimes rising

as high as fourteen and probably higher. The
chief cause of fogs is the matter suspended in

the atmosphere, but chiefly from coal smoke
particles. When Pittsburg burned natural gas
it was free from dense and dark fogs. The
great fog of 1880 in London increased the av-
erage mortality 2994 in three weeks, and that
of 1892 caused an excess of 1484 deaths in

one week.

—

American Medicine.

Solar and Seismic Activity.—The eminent
English astronomer. Sir Norman Lockyer in an
interesting letter to the London Times, ad-
duces striking evidences of the truth of the
theory first suggested by Wolf a century ago,
of the close connection between solar and
seismic activity. He says that he has used
the most recently compiled tables complete
for the last seventy years, and has considered
seismic disturbances within that period. He
finds that the most disastrous volcanic erup-
tions and earthquakes generally occur, like the

rain pulses in India, round the dates of the sun

spot maximum and minimum. More than this,

the thirty-five year solar period established by

Dr. Lockyer, which corresponds approximately

with Bruckner's meteological cycle can also

be obviously traced, indicating that recent

seismic phenomena are but repetitions of those

during the minimum period of 1867. Then
Mauna Loa, South America, Formosa and Ves-

uvius were among the regions involved; in the

West Indies it was the turn of St. Thomas.
The many announcements of earthquakes in the

present year before the catastrophe of St.

Pierre will be fresh in everybody's recollec-

tion. In the maximum period between 1871-

72, to name only West Indian stations, there

were manifestations first at Martinique and
then at St. Vincent. In the next maximum,
in 1883, came Krakatoa. At Tokio, in a coun-

try where the most perfect seismological ob-

servatories exist, it is notable that at periods

near both sun spot maxima and minima the

greatest number of disturbances have been re-

corded. "The work of the Indian Meteorolo-

gical Department enables us, " says Sir Norman,
"to associate the solar changes with pressures

in the tropics, and obviously these pressures

have to be taken into account and carefully

studied."

—

New York Evening Post.

The Crescent City.— If you picture in your
mind an enormous sickle, havmg a handle also

at the hooked end, you will have the Missis-

sippi river as it flows in yellow swiftness past

the city of New Orleans. A hundred miles to

the southward it pours out through its many
mouths into the broad blue gulf. In the cres-

cent of this sickle, which gives to the city its

name, lies New Orleans, and no sharp blade in

the hand of the husbandman thrust into the ri-

pening grain was ever sure of its destuctive-

ness than would be this vast crescent of the Mis-

sissippi when once it should be given sway.

Sometimes when the river is at flood its sur-

face will rise twenty feet above the level of

the city's streets. In the centre of the stream
it will then be nearly 200 feet deep, with a

powerful current, which, were it not for the

protecting levee about the city, must sweep
everything before it. This giant river which
has made this city possible, drains an enormous
basin, its water shed being greater in area
than that of any other river on the globe.

The volume of water which flows past this city

is equal to 150,000,000 cubic yards.

There are now nearly 1500 miles of levees

on the lower Mississippi, and Louisiana alone

has spent since the Civil War nearly $30, 000,-

000 on the river, while it costs the State a

million dollars annually to maintain its levees.

Strange as it may seem, the deadliest enemies
of these great earthen embankments are the

insignificant crawfish and the muskrats; for,

once the slightest hole is made in the levee by
either of them, the relentless river finds its

way through and vast loss ensues.

—

Ainslee's.

Lawyers will hardly find wireless telegra-

phy so productive of fees as was the tele-

phone, litigation over which put millions into

their pockets. Professor Bell had a strenuous
time. He took the first working model of his

instrument to .John A. Logan, and offered him a 1

half interest for $2,500, saying that it would
do away with the telegraph, and that there

would be millions in it. Logan replied,

dare say your machine works perfectly, 1

who would want to talk through such a th;i

as that, anyway? I advise you to save y(

j

money, young man." Bell then offered a teij

interest to an examiner in the Patent Ofij

for $100 in cash. It was refused. That teij

interest was worth $1,600,000 in fifteen yea!
The intellect that refused it is still exarainil

patents.

—

New York Press.

Limiting the Acquisition of Riches.

A great deal of prominence is now bei

given to the attainments of that class of bu,

ness men, eminently successful in a monetsi
sense, who have come to be spoken of as "a',

tains of industry." The beneficent things tti

may be accomplished through the bestowme
of superabundant riches, supplies the textf
many an eloquent discourse, while it remai
true that such bestowment of honestly acquir

wealth, where it seeks God's blessing and 1

to his glory, will find its just reward upon the

who " trust [not] in uncertain riches, but in t

living God." Hence a great deal of care i

discrimination are called for in applying the

life lessons for the instruction of the youni

Discoursing upon the exaggerated impo

tance placed upon worldly success, The Pn
hyterian observes: " Fame and money w
public favor, though there is about them n
that is reprehensible. On this account, mai

of our young men attempt hazardous underta
ings in the hope of gaining prominence in tl

political or in the social world. But it

:

source of encouragement that there are st

those who are old-fashioned enough to pi

character before success, and who exalt pri

ciple and have regard to it in all that th«

do and say. They may not become so wealth;

or so prominent in certain circles, but th?

make their mark as individual and public fai

tors, and serve as standing protests to wron
doing. Their number should be multiplied

It is for Christian parents to raise up
who stand for religious convictions firs

always, and who shall give a distinctly moR
impress to their times. The rising generatio

should early be taught to love righteousness

and to make success in the world subordinat

to truth and rectitude. A nation trained t

this idea will effect changes in all the relation

of life that will command the Divine approVa

and advance human welfare. When the mold

ing forces in business, in politics and in so

ciety are of a strong moral kind, sociologica

problems will receive their best and
solution."

The late John M. Whitall, in a narrative o
his business career, tells us that after relirn

quishing a sea-faring life, in which he

witnessed many evidences of the Divine over

sight and blessing, he entered into a mercan-

tile pursuit—that of dealing in dry goods-
in Philadelphia, but after continuing therein foi

seven years, he "Heard th(3 gentle caution oi

the Good Spirit to stop buying goods," called

his creditors together while his assets nearlj

sufliiced to pay his liabilities, and so es

the great financial crash of 1837. The thei

unsettled balance was paid some years

with interest added. Seriously reflecting on

this episode, he says: "Heretofore in all my

conclusions, on asking of the Lord his guid-
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He was mercifully pleased to grant my
it, but in this dry-goods affair I appeared

left to myself ;" yet, he adds, "it may
leen permitted to humble and keep me

experience of the late William Evans,

ding the Divine arrest when tempted to

p a moderate business of dealing in drugs

ch he was engaged, may pertinently be

to the foregoing. The incident happened

the narrator was only twenty-six years

!. He says in his Journal ( pages 29-31 :)

ilative, who was a dealer in dry-goods,

ig a partner, I concluded to join him as

s the war [of 1812-15 with England] was

iit to a close, and made arrangements to

V a sum of money, which witli that em-

by him, was deemed a sufficient capital,

•ospect of the connection, and engaging

isiness that looked likely to be profitable,

nimating and pleasant; and from the

;sof my mind I thought I had given the

t ample consideration. We entered upon

)f the preparatory steps, which brought

juently together, and to converse upon

siness and the manner of conduc ing it.

las led into a knowledge of the course

id in that line, scruples occasionally arose

mind, which I attributed to fear pro-

by the novelty of my situation. Sell-

ticles which I should not be easy to wear,

ommend others to wear, presented some
lension of difficulty, but I concluded these

be dispensed with, and the business still

ye enough; or perhaps when I became

ingaged, these feelings would wear off.

irose the thought of entering into a busi-

'hich I did not understand, and the con-

in which I should find myself were my
T removed by death. This circumstance

d would not occur, and endeavored to

!ss my apprehensions with the belief

sperience would soon render me familiar

ly new employment. In his desire to

he way for our union and future opera-

my relative told me that besides the

it of our capital, which was borrowed.

Id be necessary to purchase on credit

quantities of certain articles, the pay-

for which would be provided for in the

s of our sales. This was a further in-

Df the responsibilities we were about to

pen us, and which raised fresh doubts

ars."

anxiety of William Evans to come to a

decision was augmented as ihere pressed

lim the consideration, that "If all [the

energies are enlisted in the concerns

world, and their pressure is as great as

capable of bearing, the all-important

of religion must be neglected." And
ng brought to "a full stop." this busi-

cheme was abandoned, much to the sub-

present and future relief, spiritual and

ral— subsequent events amply confirming

sdom of the choice he had made, and the

of the way by which he had been led.

iT. the example and the testimony there-

1 doubt not have proved, and will con-

to prove, a boon to many placed in some-
similar straits in the choice of a non-

ing line of business, whether with the

!e that it be quite lucrative, or of hum-
•oportions. "They may not"—repeating

ords of The Presbyterian—'' Become so

weathy, or so prominent in certain circles, but

they make their mark as individual and public

factors, and serve as stand'ig protests to wrong
doing."

While the writer does not wish to question

the motives of some who have acquired very

large estates and have declared their purposes
of philanthropy thereabout, yet he believes this

acquisition to be attended with no little dan-

ger. He has noted the assured blessing (subjec-

tively and objectively) which has followed the

timely declination to continue in the active

pursuit of still greater possessions, whilg time

and thought have been variously and freely

bestowed in dedicated endeavors for the gen-

eral good.

.Josi.'VH W. Leeds.

What You can Do.— ' 'I think a Christian can

go anywhere," said a young woman who was
defending her continued attendance at some
very doubtful places of amusement.
"Certainly she can," rejoned her friend; "but

I am reminded of a little incident that happened
last summer when I went with a party of friends

to explore a coal mine. One of the young
women appeared dressed in a dainty white
gown. When her friends remonstrated with
her she appealed to the old miner who was to

act as guide of the party.
" 'Can't I wear a white dress down into the

mine?' she asked petulantly.
" 'Yes'm,' returned the old man. There's

nothin' to keep you from wearin' a white frock

down there, but there'll be considerable to

keep you from wearin' one back.'"

There is nothing to prevent the Christian

wearing his white garments when he seeks the

fellowship of that which is unclean, but there

is a good deal to prevent him from wearing
white garments afterwards.— The Lookout.

Helps to Patience—A woman, whose life

has been long checkered with many reverses

said lately: "Nothing has given me more
courage to face every day's duties and troubles

than a few words spoken to me when I was a

child by my old father. He was the village

doctor I came into his office, where he was
compounding medicine one day, looking cross

and ready to cry.
" 'What is the matter, Mary?'
"

'I'm tired! I've been making beds and

washing dishes all day and every day, and what
good does it all do? To-morrow the beds will

be to make and the dishes to wash over again.'
" 'Look, my child,' he said, 'do you see these

empty vials? They are all insignificant, cheap

things, of no value in themselves, but in one

I put a deadly poison, in another a sweet per-

fume, in a third a healing medicine.
" 'Nobody cares for the vial; it is that which

they carry which kills or cures. Your daily

work, the dishes washed, or unwashed, or the

floors swept, are homely things, and count for

nothing in themselves; but it is the anger, or

the sweet patience, or zeal, or high thoughts

that you put into them that shall last. These

make your life."

No strain is harder upon the young than to

be forced to do work which they feel is

beneath their facilities, yet no discipline is

more helpful. "The wise builder,"says Boston,

"watches not the bricks which his journeyman

lays, but the manner in which he lays them."

For "Thk Fribnd."

At the close of the term of the school under
the care of Friends at Tunesassa, in the

Third Month 1902, the plan of giving the cer-

tificate of the school to those students who
had completed the prescribed course of study,

went into operation for the first time. One
scholar, Felix H. Scott, a young man of ex-

emplary conduct, who had spent several years

at the School was the only one prepared at

that time to receive the certificate, who on this

occasion read an essay to his fellow school-

mates and others present, which it is thought
will be interesting to the readers of The
FiUEND." It is entitled:

The Outlook for the Indian.

At the present time our people are int

interested ir. the question of citizenship. Some
of us favor it, believing that we are able to

place ourselves by the side of the white man;
that we are as strong and are able to do every-

thing that he does under the same conditions.

We long to have a right to vote, and to take

part in the destiny of the greatest nation of

the world. And some of us believe that we
are not able to be placed on the same footing

with the white man; that we are not educated

enough to see the facts and truth of every-

thing, and that it is impossible to break off from

the idea that we are free, and have been placed

here independent, absolutely independent, by

the Cieator.

A time is coming when we will be made
citizens of the United States.when we will be

made to depend on ourselves. It may not come
this year, and it may not come the next

year, but it will come sooner or later. Even

nature is working to bring all tribes and nations

of the world together, to speak the same

language, to have the same mode of thought,

life and customs, as they had in the beginning.

It is believed that ages ago people gradually

wandered away in all directions from some

central region and made homes for themselves

in the various parts of the world. The cli-

mates and surroundings in which these people

made homes for themselves were very different

from each other. Their descendants gradually

adapted themselves to the changing conditions

of life, and on account of the difference in in-

tensity of the sun's rays, and the different con-

ditions of the atmosphere in which they lived,

the color of their skin became different. It

is believed that this starting place was some

part of Southwestern Asia. Those who went

to Africa became black, because they made

their homes in the hottest part of the world.

Those who went East, to India, did not become

so dark.

It is thought that our ancestors came from

Asia and crossed Bering Straits, on boats,

rafts, or canoes, for it is only sixty miles wide.

They might have come before the water formed

a passage between North America and Asia,

as we have some proofs that some parts of the

earth are rising and other parts are sinking.

It is possible that they came across on land.

When our ancestors came to this continent

they dispersed to all parts of America and

formed dift'erent tribes, and each tribe spoke

a language of its own as the people in the old

country did. Some of these tribes became

civilized to some extent. They cultivated

some crops, mined and worked gold and other
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How wealthy they were if they had

only known it! They had possession of the

whole continent with all its forests, and fertile

fields, and its rich mines beneath.

Since the white man came across the ocean

we have been slowly adopting his ways. We
put our skin garments and blankets to one side.

At first we wore the rougher clothing and kept

changing for better, until now some Indians

wear as fine clothes as the white people. Our
thoughts, mode of life, and customs, have be-

come somewhat similar to our white brothers.

Our health and bodily strength have deteriorat-

ed until we are no stronger than they. None
of our people is able to run eighty miles a day

now, or overtake a deer (if he should see one),

both of which were easy to our forefathers.

So we see that the two races are much more
alike than they were at first.

But it seems impossible that the Indians

should ever make such inventions as the white

men make. They have not yet made such in-

ventions as the telegraph, telephone and auto-

mobile, but with the advantages of education,

we may sometime astonish the world with

something almost as wonderful. In many ways
we still diflier from the white people. As a

general thing, we do not possess the determi-

nation that they do. When we begin anything

and find it harder than we expected, we are

very willing to leave it. It is not because we
lack energy or the faculty of the mind, but

simply because we lack determination. Now
when a white man decides to do a thing, he is

going to do it, no matter how much time it

takes, or what obstacles, defeats or failures

come in the way. This may not be the case

with every one. I believe that we are rapidly

changing in this respect.

The majority of the foreigners that come
into our country to make a living have nothing
to begin with. They come with hardly any
more than the clothes they have on. In a few
years many of them own nice and comfortable
homes. It is because they have determined
to have something of their own. Many of

them receive but small daily wages, but they

stick to their employment and save all their

earnings.

It seems that a time will come when we, the

Indians, will be like those who come into our
country to make homes for themselves among
the people of the United States. Our pos-

sessions have been decreasing since the white
man came across the ocean. At first they took
only what we let them have, but when their

number increased they took possession of large

tracts of land by force, and drove our people

to parts less desirable. If I were to enumerate
all the wrongs the white men have inflicted on
the Indians, it would make a long record of

inhumanity, and of course, with some acts of

revenge from our people.

There was a treaty made that the Indians

should live on the small tracts of land left them
without disturbance. "As long as the sun
shines and the streams run," but the sun and
streams of this treaty have now vanished and
we must pay for our lands. If we should take

up arms and fight against the government of

the United States for our lands, how long do
you think it would take to destroy us?

The only thing left for us to do that we may
live happily in the years to come, is to prepare
ourselves so that we can live as the white

people, and adopt as our motto, "We must
educate, we must educate, or we must perish."

I would encourage each individual of my
schoolmates to stick to his studies. The one,

the two or the three years spent in school will

be of more use to you in after years, than as

much time spent in wandering and doing little

work at different places. I suppose you some-
times have a feeling of discontent with this

school because students of other schools are

better qualified to do a certain thing or because

they speak the language better than we do.

It is true that this school is not conducted on

such a scale, as some, but there is no school

in the United States, or any other place, in

which we can be educated without working
for it ourselves, and there is no sum of money
with which we can pay for an education, with-

out studying very hard.

I shall often think of you, and will be glad

when I hear that some of you are taking the

examinations and graduating from this school.

To the officers of this school I would say, I

thank you for what you have done for me. I

appreciate very much the kindness I have re-

ceived while here.

CONSECRATION.
NICHOLSON TAYLOR.

The' the rain may fall and the wind be blowing.

And cold and chill is the wintry blast,

Tho' the cloudy sky is still cloudier growing,
And the dead leaves tell the summer is past

;

My face I hold to the stormy heaven,

My heart is as calm as the summer sea ;

Glad to receive what my God has given,

Whate'er it be.

When I feel the cold, I can say, " He sends it,"

And his wind blows blessings, I surely know
;

For I've never a want, but He attends it.

And my heart beats warm, tho' the winds may
blow.

The soft sweet summer was warm and glowing.
Bright were the blossoms on every bough

;

I trusted Him when the roses were blowing.

I trust Him now.

Small were my faith should it weakly falter.

Now that the roses have ceased to blow.

Frail were the trust that now should alter,

Doubting his love when the storm clouds grow !

If I trust Him once, I must trust Him ever
;

And his way is best, tho' I stand or fall.

Through wind or storm He will leave me never.

He sends it all.

Why should my heart be faint and fearing ?

Mighty He rules above the storm
;

Even the wintry blast is cheering.

Showing his power to keep me warm.
Never a care on my heart is pressing

;

Never a care can disturb my breast
;

Everything that He sends is blessing.

For He knows best.

When Silence is Leaden.—Silence is not
always golden. In fact we cannot think of

any metal sufficiently dull and useless to stand
as a symbol for the sulky, depressing silence

in which some young people indulge whenever
anything goes wrong
Some of you have the sort of tempers which

flash like powder. You are always making an
effort to count ten before you speak, but all

too often your impulse is quicker than your
thought. There is just a chance that those
others of you whose temptation is in this line

of sullenness rather than impatience, pride
yourself on your superiority in this respect.

You tell yourselves, with a good deal of i
faction, that you never say what you are m
for a moment later. 'I

We do not hesitate to tell you that we .

you have no reason to congratulate yoursi -

There is no more unpleasant member
family than the person who makes a pr;

of indulging in the sulks. A hasty, ill-na

speech is no worse than an ill-natured sil ;,
^

and the latter does not have the advanta of|

being soon over. The girl who comes wij

to breakfast with the "glum air" moT>i.'

pressive than words, who sits througl
'

meal without making a remark, exce]

answer in monosyllables when asked a c

question, has no reason to pride herself o

superiority to somebody else who snacs

scolds and is sorry.

Do not confuse that golden silence, th

suit of tact and consideration and symp
with this other commoner sort whose n
selfishness, and which casts the shade

unhappiness wherever it grows.

—

Parish

itor.

Rachel Chandler.

Rachel Chandler, formerly Penfold was ri

in Guilford in the County of Surry. ,et;

mother dying when she was young, subjijCii

her to many inconveniences; but beiD^'a-^

vored with an early visitation of Divine n
she was preserved from the grosser pollu ds-

of the age. By gradually submitting ti h^

sanctifying operation of the Spirit of T:

she was fitted for the work of the mini

and diligently laboring to improve the t,

committed to her trust, in due time be^

an able minister of the gospel, sound in

trine, rightly dividing the word of Truth

Her ministry was attended with a lively de

stration of the spring from whence it fio

and she was often favored with near ac u

to the throne of grace in fervent supplicioi

for the restoration of Zion to her prim ^
purity and beauty; and in commemoratio ofi

the Lord's goodness to her through the vaiiii

dispensations of his providence, would e-

quently exhort the youth to remember diii

Creator in the days of their youth, and (ii*^

cate the prime of their days to his service ,"

She was long "afflicted with a sore disci r,

which rendered her incapable of travelinfor

a considerable time, but she constantly tv

tended her own meeting, and when her a-

bility increased, the meeting was held at ar

house, where she frequently appeared in b-

lic testimony, under a living sense that le

Lord had not forsaken her in this time of t-

ward affliction ... At one time, beinjii

great pain, she said, "Oh! if I had my p 'e

to' make now, what should I do! It is em
to bear the infirmities of the body, wit

the load of a guilty concience. " She said

her pain was often very strong, yet at tis

she witnessed great sweetness, which >

ported and enabled her to bear her afflict i;

adding, a little of the balm of Gilead was '7

comfortable to her, and that she longed «

the time to come when she might drink li;e

draughts of water from the well of life. i«

was several months confined to her bed, it

bore her affliction with remarkable patiii

and resignation, departing this life the El
teenth of the Fifth iMonth, 1765, aged fo|

two, and a minister sixteen years.
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rief memorial of the Lord's gracious

;s with Kacbel Chandler, written by her-

few months before her decease and

particular request communicated to

r.
—"When I consider the praise that is

the Lord on account of his gracious and

jl dealings to my soul, I am inclined to

much on his behalf to let mankind

that lie of his own free mercy first vis-

f soul, when it was gone very far astray

[le right path, and at about the seven-

year of my age, laid the axe to the

the corrupt tree, and shook my sandy

tion; so that my feeble building, ground-

)rofession and name, was made to tot-

I I to cry out in the anguish of my
'What shall I do to become what I

to be, that so might obtain favor and

Arith Cod!'

3h was my sorrow night and day that I

ivished I had never been born, or that

lied very young, before I had a knowl-

f good and evil; for now that the book

law was opened, the commandment
sin revived that had been hid and cov-

ith a fig-leaf covering, and I died; and

sensible of the Lord, I often cried, '0

ed creature that I am, who shall de-

e from the body of sin and death?'

js went I secretly mourning on my way
)ng time, while my adversary laid many
1 my way to catch my unwary feet; yet

er I yielded to the forcible power of

;ion, though in ever so trivial things, 1

)eace.

t as I had gone a great way from the

's house, so I had a great way to come
id it took up much time for there was a

ar between the house of Saul and the

of David; but blessed be God, the

and Fountain of life, the house of Da-

w stronger as the house of Saul grew

, so that in time my enemies were dis-

id and what 1 had seen and heard in

at the bottom of Jordan and in the

of the sea was I required to proclaim

he housetop.

is was so weighty an engagement that it

) much time to be fitted for, lest not

ightly prepared I should be drawn in a

d zeal to do that which was not required

as poor Uzza did, or being rightly an-

yet through a forward mind to be do-

ould hastily be drawn to offer sacri-

'ore Samuel came. After repeated man-
ions, and convincing circumstances had

lorded, yet the confirming evidence be-

nting, I durst not appear in public tes-

for God, until Gideon like I had tried

;ce every way, by which the long for-

ce of the Lord was discovered to me-
ivho knew my withholding was not from
.te rebellion but through fear of taking

n me which I was not called to, and

y desire in doing his work was that I

be his servant, and found answering the

r which I was made, that rightly im-

; my talent, I might at last have an en-

into the joy of my Lord . . .

length I gave up in great weakness and
ng to speak a few words in meetings
twenty-sixth year of my age, and had
peace in so doing. Although I have
een called to much service, yet, having
int committed to my trust, I have found

an absolute necessity to improve the small

portion of grace received, and also to watch
and guard against temptations, which I have
had my share of many ways, but find none
more dangerous nor gubtle than self, the most
cruel foe of which I am more free to speak in

order to inform others, that they may beware
and not attribute that honor to self which be-

longs to God. 1 have seen it in many shapes
had many a combat with it and do rejoicu in

this, to see it under foot and the Lord to be

uppermost. Ihere self is of no reputation;

and that 1 may still witness this, that as my
eye has been steadily fixed on my good guide,

who first found me out when alone in a desert

land, and a concern hath been raised to follow

Him only in the way of his leadings, so He also

may have the glory and praise in conducting

me safely thus far on my journey through
many difficulties and straits, which only to

look back upon makes me shudder, insomuch
that death appears a pleasant release from a

world of trials and besetment.«, which while

here we are liable to. I am ready to conclude,

my work is almost done, my day nearly at an

end, my sun nigh setting, in which the curtain

of night will be drawn over my earthly taber-

nacle; so that I suppose what I do, I had need
to do quickly, for no device or work can be

done when the spirit is departed. Therefore,

having love to my fellow-citizens, as well as

good will to strangers, I am willing for their

encouragement to leave this small hint of the

goodness of (iod to a poor worm, who am far

from being able to speak one-half of what
hath been done for me only that men may glo-

rify God when they find my footsteps, and
consider that, as weak as I have been, yet the

great condescension of Divine wisdom and om-
nipotence is such, that now being confined a

prisoner at home by my incurable malady in

the flesh, my spirit is at liberty to praise God,

and give glory to Him, under a renewed sense

that I have so far fought the good fight and

have been hitherto helped to keep the faith.

I feel peace to be my reward, which makes
ample amends for all my sorrows, yea, and the

present pain. Hallelujah to God on high,

peace on earth and good will to men, saith my
soul. let all cleave to Him as to a sure

and certain guide who will not leave his people

comfortless, blessed be his holy name! but

will come again and cause them to rejoice,

and their joy shall exceed the joy of harvest.

Rachel Chandler.

Hastening to Get Rich.—Just following

the close of the great stock panic Bishop Law^-

rence deprecated and sharply condemned the

prevailing passion to get rich on the instant.

Evidently having stock speculation in view,

he described it as "vicious gambling" and as

"the symptom of a spirit pervading the com-

munity," the spirit of "unreadiness to work
steadily for th'e legitimate reward of labor,

unrest at the moderate and fair returns of

capital, and making haste to get rich."

The bishop's attitude on this question is

one to be most highly commended. If, as is

said by one newspaper, it is "an assault on

the impulse that drives society ahead," con-

sidering that the "impulse" is not one that

leads to happiness, or to high ideas, or to

contentment, but on the contrary induces

greed, with consequent unrest and impairment

of spiritual conditions, it is clearly contrary
to the whole spirit of the Scriptures from
Genesis to Revelation. And not only is this

haste to acquire sudden riches condemned by
the i)rophets and by the Prophet and King of
us all, but the experience of mankind proves
that the slow way of accumulating a compe-
tency, if happily you can secure it, is far

safer than the speculative way, the spas-

modic way, the gambling way; indeed, the
small returns obtainable from the best securi-

ties of the world over supply practical demon-
stration of the soundness of the principle as

attested by the experience of mankind.
The mad rush after wealth involves the

setting up of a false standard, the plunging into

temptation, if not the disintegration of the

entire moral nature. Perhaps the finest test

that can be made of character is the use of

wealth gained, but not earned. While many
would doubtless eagerly acce[)t the bestowal

and lightly assume the responsibilities, the

prayer of Agur still holds good in this twentieth

century as when uttered over twenty-five hun-
dred years ago

—"Give me neither jioverty

honor riches: feed me with the food that is

suflicient for me, lest I be full and deny thee,

and say who is the Lord ? or lest I be poor
and steal, and use profanely the name of my
(!od."

—

Christian Work.

What the Plodders Accomplish.— If we
were to examine a list of the men who have
left their n.ark on the world, we should find

that, as a rule, it is not composed of those who
were brilliant in youth, or who gave great
promise at the outset of their careers, but
rather of the plodding young men who, if they

have not dazzled by their brilliancy, have had
the power of a day's work in them, who could

stay by a task until it was done, and well done:

who have had grit, persistence, common sense,

and honesty.

It is the steady exercise of these ordinary,

homely virtues, united with average ability,

rather than a deceptive display of more showy
qualities in youth, that enables a man to achieve

greatly and honorably. So, if we were to at-

tempt to make a forecast of the successful men
of the future, we should not look for them
among the ranks of the "smart " boys, those

who think they "know it all" and are anxious

to win by a short route.—Success.

Items Concerning the Society.

A portion of the sub-committee of the Yearly

Meeting set apart for service in the limits of Cain

Quarterly Meeting proposes being at West Cain

Meeting on First-day, the sixth of Seventh Month,

at 10 A. M., and at an appointed meeting in Coates-

ville, in the Methodist house of worship, at 7.4.'j

I'. .M. of the same day.

The writer observes that in his item in our last

week's number that the reunion of the Wing family

in Sandwich, Mass., and the Friends' meeting

whither the tribes went up on First-day, the word
" testimony " is printed where it was intended to

be " testimonies." He would be far from crediting

the solemn covering of the meeting to any one
" testimony of Truth " then delivered, or to any-

thing lower than the spirit of the Master of As-

semblies.

Notes From Others.

Christianity cannot be pronounced a failure in

modern society till the whole gospel has been ap-

plied for socia"l healing.
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President Roosevelt says that every thinking

man realizes that the teachings of the Bible are so

interwoven and intwined with our whole civic

and social life that it would be literally impossible

for us to figure to ourselves what that life would

be if these teachings were removed.

President Faunce, of Brown University says :

"Every branch of the Christian Church in our

Eastern States ought to have the moral courage

to decline to recognize non-collegiate men as pub-

licly authorized teachers of religion."— Not so

Christ.

We make a mistake in thinking of self-sacrifice

as something exceptional, as .something which oc-

curs at the crisis of our lives, of something for

which we need to be long training ourselves, so

that we may be all prepared for it when it once

comes. It is the very moral air we breathe. So-

ciety could not go on without it for an hour. It

is the very substance of our lives, and that is

precisely what makes us reverence it so.

Are there parents in this room who have en-

gaged in this act of self-sacrifice ? Have they

pinched themselves at home in order that their

boys might come here ? Again and again this is

the case. And yet when we see these things, if

the question is asked why they are done, should

we not be obliged to answer that there is no why ?

(Ince summon the noble man to an opportunity of

self-sacrifice, and he does not need a why.

I suppose we should recognize that self-culture

and self-sacrifice are in reality antagonistic. When
you see one pursuing culture, though we may ap-

prove we do not adore. I think we must see that

the two processes are directly the reverse. The

man of self-culture starts with himself as empty,

and he seeks to be filled. The man of self-sacrifice

starts with himself as full and .seeks to empty him-

self. The man of self-culture says, "Yes, I have

gathered this much of what I would acquire. Still

I am poor, I need more, let me go gathering." But

the man of self-sacrifice says, "I have been gain-

ing. I only gain in order that I may give to

others. Let me pour it out."

Of course, it sometimes comes about that the

self-sacrificer often finds himself richer at the end

than at the beginning, but this is never contem-

plated by him.—Pro/. Palmer, on Self Sacrifice.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
United States—A bill has passed the Senate authoriz-

ing the purchase by the Government, at a cost not e.x-

ceeding $10,000,000, of 4,000,000 acres of forest land in

the timbered region in, the States of North and South

CaroUna, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Georgia

and Alabama, as a forest reserve. The proposed reserve

will be about 150 miles in length and of varying breadth,

situated far above the sea level and forming an enormous

"sponge for the absorption, retention and distribution of

the rainfall," which ranges from 60 to 100 inches a year,

and is not exceeded anywhere else in the United States.

The bill for providing a civil government in the Philip-

pines has passed the House by a vote of 141 to 97. A
substitute proposed by Democrats providing for the with-

drawal of the United States from the archipelago in four

years, was defeated by a vote of 136 to 75. An amend-

ment to prohibit slavery was also defeated.

A Conference Report on the Isthmian Canal Bill has

been adopted by both Houses of Congress, and has been

signed by the President. It authorizes the President to

secure a title to the Panama route, and apparently assures

the construction of a canal across the Isthmus of Darien.

Authority is given to acquire from the Republic of Co-

lombia exclusive and perpetual control of a strip of land,

not less than six miles wide, from ocean to ocean, the

right to operate and protect the canal, and the right to

maintain and operate the Panama Railroad, if a controll-

ing interest in the road shall have been acquired by the

United States. Should the President be unable to secure

a satisfactory title to ihe Panama route he may proceed

with the construction of a canal along the Nicaragua

route.

A contract has been made by the Postal Telegraph Co.

for the use of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co's right of

way under which for fifteen years the Postal Co. acquires

the exclusive right to transact commercial business on

the lines belonging to the Pennsylvania east of Pittsburg

and Erie, and to string wires on the railroad company's

poles. Lately this exclusive right has been held by the

Western Union Telegraph Co. The Postal has at present

15,000 ofBces, 52.751 miles of Ijne, 552,699 miles of wire,

13,159 miles of ocean cable, not including the Pacific

cable (8000 miles), which is now being manufactured.

The State Democratic Convention has nominated Ex-

Governor Robert E. Pattison, of Philadelphia, as its pres-

ent candidate for Governor. The platform of priuciples

declares for a clean Administration ; the banishment of

the lobbyist, bribe giver and franchise robber ; concedes

to capital its right to the utmost protection guaranteed

it by the Constitution and the laws, and declares that

labor also has the right to that protection which comes

through organization and union.

The president of the Michigan District of the United

Mine Workers has lately declared :
" This strike of the

anthracite mine workers has grown into large proportions

and has come to mean to all of us the very existence of

the United Mine Workers of America. The life of our

organization is now the question before us all in every

coal producing State. We will take any steps to save it

from destruction, even to the point of abrogating our

agreements, for if the Union is destroyed there can here-

after be no agreements in any of the States. If the Union

is preserved, it will not be long until all the mine workers

of the United States are working under agreements with

the operators."

Officials of several large coal companies state that men
are applying to them daily for employment of any kind.

A dispatch of the 26th from Pittsburg, says : An order

issued to close the mines in the Central District has been

disregarded, and the effort to restrict butuminous coal

production in Western Pennsylvania will fall of its own
weight.

The mine operators say :
" All signs point to a com-

plete break up of the strike. The managers and super-

intendents of mines in all parts of the region are daily in

receipt of so many applications for work from those who
left when the strike was declared that they now believe

they could readily operate two-thirds of their collieries if

the men were afforded proper protection."

It is stated that there was sent out from California this

year 26,000 carloads of oranges and lemons, 700 cars of

English walnuts, 400 cars of almonds and 1200 of dried

apricots.

The volcano Kilauea continues unusual manifestations

of activity, indicating that the display of force is in-

creasing.

In consequence of repairs now being made to the White
House in Washington, the residence of the President has

been removed temporarily to No. 22 Lafayette Place, in

that city, where the Cabinet is to meet, and official busi-

ness is to be transacted.

On the 25th ult. great and widespread damage was
done by storms in Ohio, Indiana, Iowa and South Dakota,

attended with some loss of life. In some places the wind

had a velocity of from 70 to 90 miles an hour.

The Finlanders are coming to this country in larger

numbers than ever before, their annual immigration having

grown from 2000 to 10,000 in three years. They are in-

dustrious and highly productive, and are likely to remain

here permanently, in view of the rigorous Russian policy

in Finland. Nearly all of them go to the copper mines

of Michigan and Montana, but it is said many of those

who have been here some years are now leaving the mines

to become farmers.

The recent census in Pennsylvania showed that there

were 224,248 farms in this State yielding a gross annual

income of nearly $151,000,000, or 14 per cent, on the

investment of the farmers' capital. The net yield is not

stated.

On the 28fh ult. snow fell among the mountains, near

Leadville, Colo. On the same day the thermometer reg-

istered 111 degrees in Laredo, Texas.

The War Department has stated that the entire Phil-

ippine archipelago will be placed under the control of

the civil authorities on the fourth of Seventh Month.
There were 443 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 11 more than the previoui

week and 15 more than the corresponding week of 1901
Of the foregoing, 230 were males and 213 females : 6>

died of consumption of the lungs ; 24 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 6 of diphtheria
;

13 of cancer ; 11 of apople.xy ; 4 of typhoid fever ; 4 of

scarlet fever, and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—King Edward VII has recently been stricken

with a serious inflammation requiring a surgical opera-

tion for appendicitis, to which he submitted on the 24th

ult., and from which it is now- believed he may recover.

The preparations for his coronation, which was to have

n place on the 26th were abandoned, and

gloom pervaded the community, whith has since (

a feeling of hopefulness. A dispatch from Lo
the 28th says :

" Seldom have a people experienc

rapid and violent changes of emotion as Londonei

this week. They began with exuberant anticipat

a magnificent series of national rejoicings. Thei

hing depression and gloom. Now there i

subdued relief and the public is ready at the firsi

to burst out into the wildest jubilation.'

A despatch from Washington says :

'

make the payment of the Boxer indemnity easy for

the United States stands alone. Minister Codj

cabled the State Department from Pekin that all th

Powers are opposed to the United States' propositi'

the payments should be made on a basis of the

silver at the time the peace protocol was signed

means that China will have to pay at least $70,0

more than was expected of her when the aggregate

of the Powers for damages sustained in the ,~

rising footed up 4.50,000,000 taels, or $630,000,00(

increase is estimated in the figure to which sih

depreciated at the present time, and, inasmuch

appears to be no condition which will halt such

ciation, the increase of China's burden will contini

each payment will be really larger than the one b

Official figures showing the emigration to Siberi

Russia and the return of former emigrants to Eu

Russia for the year 1901 are published. The total

ment to Siberia is given roundly as 128-700, c(

94,700 emigrants, 25,000 pioneers of intending e

and 9000 peasants seeking work. There returned ^

persons, including 31,000 emigrants, 18,000 pionee!

6,000 workingmen. The return movement is Bt

than it was in 1900.

President Palma and the Cuban Cabinet have 6

upon a plan which they hope will relieve the ecf

situation in Cuba, by distributing $3,500,000 :

sugar growers and cattle raisers. The money is

loaned to the producers to help them over the i

It is said that there are in the island of Cuba

200,000 children attending the public schools and

;

ing instruction as good as or better than that offe:

the average public school in the United States.

Women teachers in Prussian schools get it i

besides free dwelling, only $175 a year to begii^

This is raised to $390 after thirty-one years of sen

The population of Cuba is about a million and aq:

of which a little over thirty per cent, are negroes,

are four classes—the whites, the colored, the blat

the Chinese. The whites include the Spaniards, I

and foreigners, and among these are a considerabli

ber of Canary Islanders, who are farm laborers.

In the Philippines cases of cholera are as fo

Manila, 1607 cases and 1281 deaths
;

provinces

cases and 6272 deaths.

Governor Milner of Cape Colony has now becom

ernor of the Orange River Colony, formerly the (

Free State, and also of the Vaal River Colony, fo

the Transvaal Republic. Both the Boer republics i

formally under British rule and parts of the Britiii"

pire. 'The Boers have no longer a political existco

Desgrey and Balthazard, two French investifjis.

suggest that sodium peroxide be used to increa Ike

amount of oxygen in rooms not easily ventilated, ill

places filled with noxious gases. By dropping tabi of

sodium peroxide into water, decomposition of thech al

takes place and oxygen is liberated. ._

RECEIPTS. m
Unlessotherwlse specified, two dollars have beeH

ceived from each person, paying for vol.76, fli

David S. Brown, Pa,, and for J. Morton Brow i.

Engle Haines, N. J.; Wm. M. Cupp, Idaho, $4, 2 ]T.

Harry Alger for Elizabeth B. Alger, R. I.; E. H. IiiJ,

N. J.; Joel Bean, Cal.

e^'Remiltances received after TIdrd-day noon v ini

appear in the Receipts until the foUoieing week.

NOTICES. m
W.\NTED.— A matron at a Public Institution. I

Address " SuperintendantB

Care of The Pimil

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term i[J«

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9tb, 01

Early application should be made for admission of

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter haf

"

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
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AKii.uiCT AND Abigail Hutchinson.

rgaret Hutchinson was born in Scotland

(53, and was educated in the principles of

resbyterians. Slie came to this country

her parents in 1775. About the twenti-

ear of her age she began to attend the

ngs of Friends, and about her twenty-

year iipp'ied to Locome a member .imonjr

and was received. In her twenty-fourth

she was married to John Hutchinson (a

ly man) who had been received intomem-

ip before their acquaintance with each

, and about the same time. Near her close

ttered many weighty expressions. "This

lat I have believed in for many years,

t within, the hope of glory." "My soul

magnify the Lord and ray spirit rejoices

d, my Saviour. Oh Lord help me! Oh
be with me; thy poor unworthy crea-
" And soon added "Death is shorn of

jrrors; the sting of death is sin—what
I render unto thee?" Her dope appear-

3 be near, she ejaculated, "Oh Father of

ies;" and a little after, "They rest from

labors and their works do follow them."
thanksgiving and praise ascend! I

jht I was almost through and the door

)pen." A pause ensued when she added,

Lord, release me;" which were her last

ligible words.

e folowing is from the memorandum of a

d who was present at her death bed:

.largaret Hutchinson broke forth this

ling in a very brief manner— "Blessed
]oly is he that has part in the first resur-

on."

nth Month 23rd, 184;).—"Our dear friend

:aret Hutchinson deceased about three

ck to-day in the eighty-sixth year of her

She was taken sick on last Sixth-day

:. There can be no doubt she has gone to

everlasting rest, there to reap the reward

life of dedication. She was engaged to

atest breath in praising Him who had done

t things for her."

A Friend writes. Twelfth Month 31st, 18rj4:

"We had a great meeting this morning, Wil-

liam Evans was favored in testimony, and Abi-

gail Hutchinson followed in prayers also seemed
more than usually favored."

Third Month 15lti, l,V>r). -•• i'esceruay in

meeting had much trouble to become gathered,

but life came into dominion. William Evans
delivered a weighty communication, .'\fter

he took hi.- seat a precious feeling overspread.

Abigail ! utchinson rose soon after. On see-

ing her get up I telt a little tried, thinking

there was no room for words; but found I had

misjudged, for what she said rather increased

the feeling that was over the meeting."
First Month 17th, 1866.—"To-day in the

forepart of the meeting Abigail Hutchinson

was quite favored, speaking in an encouraging
way to those who were experiencing wave
after wave of affliction to pass over them.

They would not be forgotten."

Second Month 20th, 18G8. —"Evening meet-

ing at Arch street. After others had spoken

Abigail Hutchinson was very sweetly engaged
(in testimony) commencing with the words

"Thou who hast been the stay of all genera-

tions," and finishing with the expression of a

desire that we might, when done wiLti lime, ue

prepared to enter into that city whose walls

are salvation and whcse gates are praise."

Twelfth Month 20th. 1878.—"Abigail Hut-

chinson was acceptably engaged in supplication

in meeting this morning. She had not been

out at meeting for several weeks. It is very

gratifying as she rises from her attacks of sick-

ness, to find she can come out so fresh and

lively." V

Tenth Month 27th, 1884.—"Our Select

Preparative Meeting, all the members (10) i

being present, we sat a considerable time in '

comparative weakness, but Abigail Hutchin-

son seemed to be instrumental in turning the

battle to the gate, in testimony, commencing

with "Who shall roll away the stone from the

door of the sepulchre?"

In the ninety-first year of her age she wrote

to a friend as follows: "Mary Kite has been

removed from works to rewards. How many
have been taken of latter time; but He who

raised up and qualified faithful laborers to be

pillars in the Church is able now as ever He
was to raise up and qualify others to fill up

these vacant places. There are among our

young friends some who, if faithful, will have

to take up the cross and show themselves

more openly on the Lord's side. The main

concern is to be ready to render my account

with joy and not with grief."

" How ready is the man to go

Whom God hath never sent

;

How timorous, diffident and slow

His chosen instrument."—Robert Carr Brackenliunj,

a lay Methodist preacher.

Tliomas Busbey.

Thomas Busbey, of Banbury, in Oxfordshire,

was one whom the Lord endued with the
knowledurp of the Ttnllt in his youthful d;iy.s,

to which, through the operation of his holy

Spirit, he was made willing to give up in faith-

ful obedience. In the time of his last illness

through the renewed visitations and fresh in-

fluences of Divine love, he dropped many
precious and comfortable expressions . . .

"Though I have near and dear things to leave

behind me, as wife and children, to whom I

would have been a shepherd a little longer if

the Lord had seen meet,—but his will be done,
- 1 shall leave and commit them to llim, who
hath been as a tender father to me from the

time that He first visited ray soul unto this day.

Oh! what shall I say of h\a goodness and match-

less love?"

At another time, to a friend that came to

visit him after having spoken a great deal of

the love and goodness of the Lord to him in

the time of his youth, in turning his feet from

the paths of vanity into the narrow way that

leads to eternal rest, he said, "Oh! that our
yniintr frif>pfl<? would come to seek the Lord

in their early years. He would be as.suredly

found of them; my soul is a witness of what

I now speak. When I was but a lad, I had

secret desires after Him, insomuch that I

thought I could be content to mourn out my
days in a cave of the earth, so that I might

have an assurance of a dwelling with Him,

when time here should be no more. So strong

were the desires that the Lord had raised in

me, that nothing short of this would satisfy,

which caused me many times, I might say years,

to go mourning and seeking the Lord, till at

length He was pleased to appear by his in-

speaking word in the secret of my heart, saying,

'Thou art mine, wait thou on me and I will

protect thee.' Oh! how has He made good his

promise; yea, He has done more for me, both

inwardly and outwardly than at any time ever

entered my heart to desire or expect; the which

causes adoration and praise to ascend from me,

who am but a worm before Hira."

At another tirae, he being as it were over-

come by the love of God, and in a tender frame

of mind, said, "One taste of my Father's love

is better than all the doctor's cordials. Oh!

it is this that supports my drooping spirits.

I thank Thee, Father, that Thou hast not

forgotten me in this low condition."

Speaking to some young friends that came

to see him, some of his expressions were these:

"Keep in the narrow way spoken of by our

Saviour, Christ, in whatsoever company vou

may be. Keep to an inward exercise of mind,

and to the teaching of the Holy Spirit in your-

selves, that you may be thereby prepared,

and ready for whatsoever work and service

the Lord may be pleased to call you to; for He
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worketh in whom He pleaseth, and how He
pleaseth. Time will fail and strength will

fail; therefore improve your time, and pre-

pare yourselves while ye have time. My dear

friends, my love is to you, and remember my
love to friends, for 1 shall depart hence ere it

be long. Blessed be the Lord, I am strength-

ened in Spirit beyond what I expected." . . .

At another time, in sweet composure of mind

speaking to his wife, he said, "Oh! my dear,

what manner of love is this, wherewith the

Lord hath loved my soul, that I am, as it were,

overcome therewith, so that I am ready to

shout aloud for joy, and to go beyond my
strength, for I see no end of praising Him for

his many mercies and visitations of love ?

Surely it is as a brook by the way to confirm my
faith and hope in Him, which is as an anchor

sure and steadfast, that all tempests and con-

trary winds have never been able to shake or

overturn, because it was built on the invincible

rock, the rock of ages and foundations of all

the riijhteous. My soul shall sing eternal

praises unto it, because I have tasted of the

streams that issue therefrom, at this time as

well as at many other times. Glory be to God
and the Lamb for ever and forever more."

Speaking of that power whereby the soul is re-

newed and make alive to God: "Oh!" said he,

"that we may all keep to it, it is this which

will give us the victory over the many things

that would draw away our minds from Him, and

from a faithful dependence upon Him. My
soul is a witness for the pure God, that if we
keep to the power, in that, we are made more
than conquerors by Him who hath loved us,

and shed his most precious blood for us.

Though I am weak, and my outward man decays
yet my faiih and hope are renewed in Him,
so that I know whose I am, and whom I serve,

and nothing shall be able to pluck me out of

his hands, for it is by this power I have been
upheld to this day. Though the archers shot

at me, my bow abode in strength so that with
the patriarch I can say, the arras of my hands
have been made strong, by the hands of the

mighty God of Jacob, who has preserved me;
endless glory be given to Him." . . .

A friend asking him how he was, he an-

swered, "All is well, except the poor body,

and that is sorely afflicted, but the Lord has

graciously supported me under it beyond ex-

pectation." After having been a little in

silence, he broke forth into prayer, and re-

turned praises to the Lord for his wonderful
loving-kindness, in affording him his comfort-
ing presence in a time of great exercises, and
his strengthening power and supporting arm,
under such great pains and long and sore

afflictions of body." . . . Some friends who
had tarried all night, in the morning asked him
how he was, he answered, "I was in hopes I

was gomg once in the night; I am very desirous
to be released from this great affliction of
body I am under, if it please the Lord; but
his will be done."

About two hours after, the said friends being
about to take their leave of him, he, though
very weak, being then near his end, raised him-
self up in the bed being strengthened beyond
expectation, and in the aboundings of Divine
goodness supplicated the Lord to this effect,

viz: that the Lord would be pleased to strength-
en and uphold all the weak, comfort all the
afflicted whether in body or mind; and that the

Lord according to his heavenly will, and Divine

wisdom, would raise up a powerful and living

ministry of the young people among Friends;

and that He would graciously vouchsafe of

his favor to his people, to endue the present

ministry with a larger demonstration of the

Spirit, so that nothing might appear among
them but the pure streams and current of

life; that those who were lately convinced,

might be preserved and attain to an establish-

ment in the Truth, and persevere to the end;

and that the youth among us in general, might

be .favored with a fresh visitation of the love of

God, to draw their affections from the pleasure

and vain fashions of the world, to an earnest

seeking of the Lord, and thereby to a possession

and enjoyment in themselves of the power and

excellency of Truth which will afford them com-

fort in a time of trouble and afflictions, strength

under exercises and weakness, and peace in

an hour when all the world, and the glory

thereof will avail nothing.

Towards his end, being weak in bed, a friend

speaking of the state of things, and the liberty

some of the professors of Truth took to revile

the innocent he said, "Dear friend, be not dis-

couraged. Though there is darkness in Egypt,

there is light in Goshen; yea it is such dark'

ness as may be felt. My soul hath travailed

under the weight of it many times; and though

it is so, and hath been so. the Lord will have
regard to his own seed. He knows who they

are and where they are. I could say a great

deal but am much spent, having had a large

morning sacrifice with some of my friends that

are gone away to-day. Oh ! glory to God! Do
not distrust his goodness He never fails those

who have a true dependence upon Him; my
soul is a living witness of it. Although I have
been under so long and sore affliction of body,

yet the enemy has never been sufl:'ered to tempt
me to despair, or doubt of my future happi-

ness."

He left it as a charge with his family, that

nothing of mourning apparel, or anything that

had the least appearance thereof, might be

worn on the account of him after his decease.

Many more excellent sayings which he deli-

vered, worthy of memorial, might have been
here inserted for the benefit and encourage-
ment of others, to follow the ways of piety and
virtue, had it been possible to retain them
exactly in mind.

He departed this life the 13th day of the

Eighth Month, 1726, aged about sixty years.

The Pekfect Rule.— When Thomas Paine
resided in Bordentown, New Jersey, he was
one day passing the residence of Dr. Staughton,
when the latter was sitting at the door. Paine

stopped and after some remarks of a general

character, observed, "Dr. Staughton, what a

pity it is that a man has not some comprehen-
sive and perfect rule for the government of his

life." The doctor replied. "Mr. Paine there
is such a rule." "What is that?" Paine in-

quired. Dr. S. repeated the passage, "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and thy neighbor as thyself." Abashed and
confounded, Paine replied, "Oh, that is your
Bible," and immediately walked away.

Trouble and perplexity drive us to prayer,

and prayer driveth away trouble and per-

plexity.—Melanchton.

ana prayer anvein ;

plexity.—Melanchton.

Doukhobor Notes.

En Route Rosthern to Winnii

Sixth Month 24th, 1902.

My Deau Friend:
The past week has been one of the

ost I

eventful in my life. A Mennonite kindly ,

Michael Sherbinen and myself to ride ii

comfortable carriage from Kosthern til

Saskatchewan. The prairie was clothed ir iij.

!

mer verdure, and the vastness of its ho oj. I

bound, fenceless stretches was very inipre
jve. i

The sloughs still contain some water, anthei

badger holes have not all been filled up l\\^:

road inspector,—a remote prospect, 'erei

is such a fascination in the freedom 'ind;

fertility of this land and I do not wondei;iji

being settled rapidly, even with the draw :!(?

of a short season and the mosquitoes.

As we approached the valley of the Ss^at-

chewan we passed Herman Fast (who a(»
panied John Bellows and Joseph J. live

during their Russian journey), at his p gli

with two oxen. The black sod is turned ver

in such even furrows we drove across se!ral

sections of ploughed land, without muc'lj-

convenience.

The river was twenty feet higher than i

and running rapidly. Thou may recal

beauty of this large stream, eleven hu

and fifty feet wide, with banks two huini

or more feet high. The Mennonites 0(,ipy

the eastern and southern shores, while t' or

more Doukhobor villages are on the oppin?

bank.

The weather was all we could desired

the picturesqueness of the rope ferry, co

ing the team across the stream with its ;

depths boiling up under us, cannot easi

portrayed. A group of Doukhobors, n uy

girls and women, stood hand in hand othe

top of the hill, awaiting our arrival, 'he

river had overflowed its banks and left sad-

ing pools in the bushes, through whic we

passed on the level meadow before ascei ng

the hill. Into these we plunged— quite 'er

the hubs of the wheels, and with great Ifi-

culty were pulled up the precipitous banl

I have written an appeal to all the Doiio-

bor men of five villages suggesting thai his

approach be improved at once, as one o he

women passengers was perilously near 1 ng

thrown out, head foremost, into the watei nd

mud. One of the wagons in our train got st,

and the women were carried on the back of

their companions to dry land. After croing

I stood with my camera ready to "snap'he

on-coming teams—three oxen abreast— ;'

a

farm wagon full of our baggage. I wi 1

could enclose the "developed picture." A.ve

walked up the hill the girls came down to rd

us chanting their plaintive Russian hymns, nd

we had a hearty welcome.

I cannot easily forget the scene asve

stood surrounded by these picturesquely at ed

peasants of the village of Petrofka,—tr-

looking the magnificent valley of the Sastr

chewan—where thanksgiving was expreed

upon the bended knee for the manifold meiea

we had experienced.

After this meeting we went to the hen of

our dear friends, Michael and Bridget i: r-

binen. Their house is admirably locatein

order to secure a commanding view of ifi

river, and I am deeply impressed with m
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bilify of building a school house near his

to accommodate fifty scholars, part of

might board with the Irfherbinen house-

hael and Bridget accompanied me in a

D five villages in this colony and we had

satisfying conference in each on the

t of sending their children to school.

[ thou would have been deeply interested

u had been with us last Seventh-day

ig when eighty were assembled and con-

standing until 11.30 p. m. in order to

'hat was said.

close a letter which was written by the

f two villages after our visit and it con-

be expressed desires of four out of the

llages we visited.

3 very apparent that there is an in-

il appreciation of the interest Friends

aken in these worthy children of Russia,

ave talked over the whole situation very

lly with the Sherbinen family and with

suit, that if a hou.se could be built this

If forty by forty feet, that would accom-

; the children from neighboring villa-

ime of them ten miles distant, Michael

nen will give four or five acres of his

) Philadelphia Friends, upon which it

e erected. He was compelled to go

lUt to hut last winter, with scarcely

1 light coming through the small win-

enable him to see the printed pages,

injured his eyesight.

iry reliable builder with whom we con-

at Rosthern last evening, one who built

blic school house at Rosthern last au-

said to me that he would be very willing

ply an estimate, without charge for his

!S in the building, as he is deeply inter-

n the welfare of the Doukhobors, and

as he was able would contribute to the

'ork of Friends.

also had a conference with the repre-

ves of Lord IStrathcona, who is on the

'ith us, and the (lovernment Land Agent,

1 Ens, with one or more men who have
this settlement; and they very much

aged the enterprise, because it would

e Doukhobor children for teaching a-

their own people. These colonists are

idy for Government schools, but when
lined how Friends have conducted their

5 they seemed very willing to send their

m to Michael Sherbinen and he is fitted

i work he has begun,

ow the London Friends have sent him
id that they have this matter of edu-

largely in their hands, but their work
I somewhat concentrated at Good Spirit

or a time. Helen Morland and Nurse
ire now going to Winnipeg with Michael
'self, where they will remain for a week,
ing themselves and possibly waiting for

H. Varney, while Michael and I press

ough the Yorkton settlements. He is

ible as an interpreter in this work of

ling the advantages of education to

ukhobors. The openness that was mani-
all the villages was very encouraging
and the head men of the conference

lat they would build their own school

as soon as they were able. Michael
lie thinks a frame building would be
warmer than one made of logs and the

ional effect which the building of such

a house would have upon the Huukhobors would
be salutary. There is another aspect of the

case which may well claim our serious con-
sideration, and that is the effort which the
Second Adventists are making to introduce
their teachings among the Doukhobors at this

place.

Michael S. (who sits at my side and to whom
I have read the foregoing lines), says these
"Sabbath" keeping Baptists have come to him
requesting him to interpret for them, and he
said he could not conscientiously do so, if their

peculiar views were to be presented. He thinks
Friends can have control of the settlement, if

it is understood that we have a school on our
own ground.

Herman Fast who is himself a Baptist, came
(|uite a distance and crossed the river on First-

day last to dine with us, because he had a great
concern that the Doukhobors should not be

"spoiled" by these Adventists; for he had said

to them that Friends had the precedence, and
he very much hoped we would ccmtinue to have
the chief place and infiuence among the Douk-
hobors in all their colonies. His love for John
I'ellovvs was great, and he gave me a photo-
graph of J. B., J. J. Neaveand himself, taken
when in the Caucasus. Now I must con-

clude. Thy friend,

^_
J. E.

From "Fenelon; His Friends and Enemies,"

There were some who came to him who
found it hard to face all that he asked of

them, and to these the strong severity that

underlay his gentleness was manifest. "You
fear to feel the yoke," wrote he to one, "and
therein lies the real root of a certain unbelief

that you urge upon yourself. You wish to

persuade yourself that you are not yet suffi-

ciently convinced, and that, in this condi-

tion of doubt, you can make no advance tow-

ards religion without doing it rashly, and
with the wish of speedily relapsing. You
persuade yourself that you doubt, to avoid

having to yield yourself and sacrifice a miser-

able freedom which self-love cherishes. Hon-
estly, what have you that is real and substan-

tial, to urge against the truth of religion?

Nothing but the fear of being made uncom-
fortable and of leading a life that is laborious

and sad ; nothing but the fear of being fur-

ther towards perfection than you desire. It

is only because you grasp religion, because you

feel its sovereign power, because you see all

the sacrifices that it requires, that you fear it

and will not yield yourself to it. But let me
tell you that you do not yet know how sweet and

pleasant it is. You see what it takes from

you, but you do not see what it gives. You
exaggerate the sacrifice, without picturing

the consolation. God teaches you, waits for

you, prepares you, makes you willing before

He commands you. If He thwarts your evil

desires. He gives you, by his love, a longing

for truth and goodness which will be stronger

than all your other disordered longings. What
are you waiting for? That He should work
miracles to convince vou? No miracle would

rid you of the vacillations of a self-esteem that

dreads exposure. What do you desire? Un-

ending arguments,—when all the while you

realize in the bottom of your heart that while

God has the right to claim of you? You de-

serve that God should abandon you, as a pun-

ishment for such iifolongeii resistance; but He
loves vou more than you know how to love

yourself. In his mercy he pursues you, and
troubles your heart that He may win it."

Again: "I pray that God Himself will speak
to you, and that you will follow faithfully

what He says to you. Listen to the inward
whisper of his Spirit and follow it -that is

enough; but to listen one must be silent, and
to follow one must yield."

And again: "Learn to seek God within

yourself; it is there you will find his kingdom.
You must confide your weakness and your
wants to Him; you cannot do it too simply.

I'rayer is but love, and love tells all to God,

for we need only to speak to our well beloved

to tell Him all our love. And having spoken,

we must listen. What may He not tell us if

we do?"
With the toleration for the delusions of others

which experience had taught him, he wrote:
" One can only be doubtful of the greatest

good when one sees it imperfectly. Superfi-

cial knowledge degrades it to the level of bene-

fits which are infinitely inferior. Then the

shadows that obscure it, and the distance that

divides us from it, seem to equalize it with

the finite things which we teach and know, it

is this false equality which allows man to

hesitate and choose, and exert his freedom of

selection between advantages that cannot

really be compared. But if the greatest good

should suddenly become evident, its infinite all-

powerful enchantment would overwhelm all

desire of free-will, and every other attraction

would disappear as the shadows of night dis-

appear before the light of day. We know that

most of the delights of this life are so unsatis-

factory in themselves, or so insecure, that we
can easily draw comparisons. As we compare,

we weigh them that we may choose; and as

we weigh them our inmost consciousness tells

us that we are free to choose, because the

claim of those things is never so strong as to

destroy all balance, and absolutely force our

will. It is this balancing that free-will is ex-

ercised. Take away free-will and you take

away all vice, all virtue and all merit."

"The best things become the most polluted

because the abuse of them is worse than the

abuse of that which is less good." Such, ob-

serves the editor, was Fenelon's reply to those

who urged the evil of the system of direction

prevailing in the Roman Church.

"Never speak lightly. It is thus that one

falls unconsciously into the weakness of say-

ing what is not completely true."—P. ^16-7.

" The man who is worth hearing is he who
only uses words as the expression of thought.

There is nothing more contemptible than the

professional speaker who uses words as a

charlatan uses his remedies."—Page 347.
'

' Never give extra lessons as a punishment.

Only one thing exceeds the loss—the love.

That lives on, affording me such new exper-

iences as make me understand the growth of

a religion better than ever before. - G-'. S.

Merruim.

The more wicked men grow, the less as-

hamed they are of themselves, and the more

holy men grow the more they abhor them-

selves.

—

Berridge.
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THE SIGNAL CALL.
Come with muffled oar,

Over the silent sea
;

Gently touch the shore,

Thy signal let me see.

Thy coming is benign,

Thy purpose standeth true,

Firm is thy great design,

To form the heart anew.

How still the realm of might.

How silent is Thy sway ;

Alike to Thee is night,

Or golden light of day.

Didst Thou not come at first,

In silence and alone ?

With cup to quench my thirst,

A sign to make for home ?

Long years have passed since then.

The outlook still is bright.

How oft I look again.

With strong and steady sight.

I wander on the beach.

Stretched to horizon's rim,

Craving no sound or speech.

Singing my silent hymn.

Surely my Lord doth come.

Sweeping the peaceful tide,

A signal call for home,

Forever at his side.

Br;.4MESVILLE, Ont.

Some strange Bird Ways.
" Do you ne'er think what wondrous beings these

Whose household words are songs in many keys."

The more closely we .study birds the more
we appreciate the depth of our ignorance in re-

gard to their lives and habits. We are con-

stantly confronted with unexpected develop-

ments, signs of intelligence—even of reason-

ing, evidence of personal tastes; instances of

departure from family custom ; indeed, so many
individual idiosyncrasies that a conscientious

observer hesitates to affirm any settled habit

of any particular species. It is hardly safer

to say, for example, that all robins build nests

of mud and other material in trees, than to say

that all Englishmen build houses of brick in

long rows, for we frequently find variations

from this habit. According to general ex-

periences of the birds of our own country, it

would seem tolerably safe to affirm that the

female bird makes her own nest, sometimes
allowing her mate to assist, sometimes pre-

ferring to do it alone. Yet some bird families

are known in which she departs from the ways
of her sisters, and allows her mate to make all

the preparations for her long sitting. A well

known hawk — the everglade kite—contents
herself with looking on while her mate collects

and arranges the twigs which form the nest,

occasionally stopping in his work long enough
to feed my lady a few delectable snails. An-
other defection from common bird ways is made
by the phainopepla of California, a fine singer
and interesting bird, whose peculiar habits
have been noted and described by Florence
Merriam. This gallant spouse does all the work
of gathering materials and weaving them into

a neat felt-like structure, always welcoming
her to the post of looker-on, but never per-

mitting her to touch the sacred cradle till it

is entirely finished, and so happy in his occu-
pation that he sings as he goes about.

It is confidently asserted, and generally be-

lieved, that the orchard oriole—a rather crusty

cousin of our black and gold neighbor of the

elms and willow—slings her graceful cup be-

tween the upright twigs of a tree, apple pre-

ferred. But in Florida,
" Where the bannered mosses gray

In the breezes gently sway."

she is known to build in the tempting material,

not of it for she cannot give up the wiry grass

beloved of her family. Selecting a thick bunch

of the moss she works out a cavity in it, and

there places the pretty green cradle, which

turning yellow as it dries, makes one of the

daintiest straw colored structures.

Again, it is a well established fact, in books

as well as in popular opinion, that bird families,

though never so social in their way, at nesting

time prefer to separate themselves a little

from their fellows, each pair having its indi-

vidual nest and conducting its own domestic

affairs. Even among the social sea bird, who
have what we may call bird cities, where nests

are as thick as human habitations in our cities,

where many thousands of a species congregate,

even there each pair is supposed to have its

own nook and its own family. But here again

is a family with individual idiosyncrasies. It

belongs to a bird tribe noted for eccentricities,

especially about domestic matters—the cuc-

koo. The European branch is conspicuous for

shirking the care of nest and nestlings, and
imposing the work on its neighbors. Our own
species content themselves with a poor apology

for a nest, and often shows a queer jumble of

eggs and young of several ages together. The
bird referred to, the ani, found sometimes in

our Southern States, seems to have solved the

problem which presents itself to the cuckoo
family, namely, how to reconcile the habit of

depositing eggs at long intervals with the com-
fortable rearing of the young. The ani has

overcome the difficulty in an original way, and

set us an example in co-operation. When nest-

ing time arrives, several of these birds combine
and make a nest of large size, in which the

whole party deposit their eggs and take turns

in the labors of sitting and bringing the young
to years—or weeks of discretion. The eggs
are carefully placed in layers with leaves be-

tween, so that they shall not injure each other.

If missionaries could be sent from this model
community to teach their European relatives

this solution of cuckoo troubles, it would be

most welcome to the host of small birds who are

forced to incubate and rear cuckoo youngsters.

A vagary in the manner of nest building is

shown by one of the grouse, a family which
also exhibits originality and peculiarity in

several ways. This is the Canada grouse, or

spruce partridge found in the northern parts

of the United States. When moved to nest

making, the bird scratches a cup-shaped place

in the ground and lays three or four eggs.

This is only to begin, for her "set" varies from
ten to fifteen. Then every time she deposits

another buff spotted sphere she picks up straws,

grass, leaves or whatever she finds handy, and
tosses them over her back towards the nest as

she goes away. By the time her set is complete
she has accumulated a quantity of this litter

around her nest, evidently with the intention

of providing occupation for the tedious hours
of incubation. Then as she sits in the nest she

reaches out, gathers in the stuff and arranges

it around her at her leisure. When tbejst

is completed and ready to serve its ustsj

nursery, it is very deep and nicely constr ^
of grass and leaves.

;

Not only have many of our little neigljrj

individuality about nest building, but son
of I

them have decided notions about colon
| A i

canary belonging to a family in New Ed.mk)

greatly disliked black, and showed his fc ngj

on every occasion. When a black cook as 1

employed he was so distressed and unhappj lai I

the family felt obliged— in pity —to replac

with a white one. A tame robin had p

aversion to all bright colors, except ye

which he so much admired that he \

" alight in perfect rapture" (as his mi^

says on the hand of a person knitting )

wool.
I

A certain parrot, on the contrary so ! edj

yellow that he would scold and refuse tijvi

proach his mistress when she wore it''

yellow ribbon or anything of that color \

drive him almost frantic. When a ma;

ends of worsted were given him, he li

them over carefully, picked out all the

ones and put them in a pile by themst

showing that he had his likes as well as is-

likes. The common ruby throated hum jug

bird shows great fondness for bright reii I

have seen one almost alight on a lady wi| a

red waist, and hover some minutes befc' a

red painted piazza seat, passing back and :;th

before it, almost touching, and seeming .th

to leave it.

The opossum has the credit of the trii of

feigning death when captured, but se-ai

birds are equally clever at it. Among !i

are one or two grouse, or partridges, he

humming bird and other small birds, son' o!

whom even go through the process of gaing

for breath and apparently dying. In ine

cases this is probably actual paralysis im;

fright and in others a sort of fainting, b in;

general it appears to be true "shamming
Besides feigning to be dead "with iint

to deceive," many birds pretend to be hurto

draw the enemy away from the nest or ycj.

Perhaps the drollest is by another of the 'O-

tesque grouse family. The Canadian red

grouse says Bendire, throws herself oner

breast and kicks herself along with her t,

aided by her spread wings, adding to le

comical effect by squealing at the top of «r

voice. She goes just fast enough to preot

her pursuer getting his hand on her, whilne

young, whom she is trying to protect by tse

manft>uvres, drop where they are, andreiin

perfectly motionless.

One of the most remarkable and least urr-

stood powers of a bird is that of sinking w

body in water till only the beak is above le

surface, and remaining in that position vo-

out motion. This faculty is possessed by se\al

ducks and geese, and is exceedingly usef'to

birds pursued as game, often preserving t'ir

lives.

Nothing is more certain than that theng

of a bird is to fly with, but it is not conlM

to that use. It is capable of varied expresfn.

Some birds have a curious custom of li!'2

the wings, which evidently means somet ig

more than we aie yet able to interpret. Sj-

pipers, on alighting, often lift one or "»

wings high above the back before they ses-

The mocking bird has a very significant vv;oi
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jng both wings when advancing to the

Ick of a beetle. I have sometimes thought

light be for instant flight if the quarry de-

;ped alarming propensities; it has been

Ijested that it is to startle and "flush the

e."

I one case a redwing blackbird plainly

nt to express a great deal when he came
ear me as he could get, lifted one wing
held it quivering while he fixed his eyes

16, and delivered a long harangue, evidently

rieved complaint. (Being about to leave

|e I had carried him to a strange house in

jvered cage.)

ew habits and ways are constantly coming
ght to upset all our time-worn theories and

sfs. It has been discovered that robins

• social clubs, and that some birds drink

water; that crows eat more cutworms than

,
and shrikes more beetles than birds;

nestlings have to be educated, and ground

i have light breasts for concealment; that

i feathered "lords of creation" assume the

•e care of the young, and others never

their offspring till they graduate from
nursery; that some fathers will eat their

babies and others will die for theirs; and,

igest of all, that it is possible to change

r without moulting.

is thus seen that we have by no means
usted the interest of bird study. Every day
re called upon to modify previous opinions,

if the army of observers continues to in-

36, as it has been doing of late, it will not

mg before our ornithnologies will have to

iwritlen. Then it is to be hoped we shall

y know something of the lives of our most
esting fellow creatures and be able to

eciate that
" Earth were not half so bright or fair

Without these minstrels of the air."

-Olive Thome Miller, in Public LedQer.

HN BunVAN.—Bunyan was the opposite

mystic. His common sense in advice is

lordinarily closely packed and hard, and
)its acute observation of the ways of hu-

nature in practical life. He wrote once a

ry of one Badman, which is probably
' to contemporary life than the adven-
I of Jonathan Wild in the next century.

did not weaken his eye-sight over books,

larpened it on men and women. All his

nes abound with anecdotes and incidents

h he had evidently seen in the town
ts or by the roadside, and with phrases
)roverbial sayings close to the soil. Not
3ast agreeable of the signs of this real-

the sight for the bare fact in sense

, are those descriptions of the country of

irds and flowers and fields, and the simple

•fulness of them to the country-born boy,

1 strew its pages from cover to cover,

hen he came to write his great book, he
d in a perfectly natural way, and without
bought, the reality of a journey on earth

that of the search for heaven. The suc-

with which, in a literary work, truth is

with fancy, is a measure of genius. It

irhaps more striking in this case because
'ork is an allegory, which is usually so
ily pale a kind of composition. The
icters and action of the "Pilgrim's Pro-

on the contrary, are a transcript of

vivid that it cannot wear out. It is

not more realistic, however, than other por-

tions of Bunyan's voluminous writings, in which
one may get an idea, in English provincial

character, of high historical value and human
interest.

Bunyan's memory is singularly agreeable.
Personally, he was free from defects of as-

sumption, dogmatism and spiritual pride which
entered largely into the religious character
of this epoch, and his sensitive conscience
seems to have kept him humble after he had
won a name. The two great elements of his

work — the homely (juality and the Christian

quality— were deep-seated in his nature and
give him a charm. In an age of sectaries

he was not a narrow bigot, nnd did not stickle

for meaningless things; and in a time of polit-

ical strife growing out.of religious dirt'erences,

and though himself a sutt'erer by twelve years'

imprisonment in early manhood, he did not

confuse heaven with any fantastic monarchy
or commonwealth of Christ in London, nor

show any rancor or revengeful spirit as a sub-

ject. It is worth remembering that from our

Puritanism, which is regarded as a narrow
creed and life, came the only book since the

reformation which has been acceptable to the

whole of Christendom, and is still regarded as

the substantial truth of the C'hristian life in

all the churches that preach it under any de-

gree of orthodoxy. The life of the man who
can evolve such a story must have been very

simply typical of the Christian itself.— 7V/('

Evming Pod.

A Short Account of William Leddra, who

Suffered Martyrdom the 14th of First

Month, 1660-1.

William Leddra, an inhabitant of the Island

of Barbadoes, being convinced of the principles

of Truth as held by the religious Society of

Friends and believing himself divinely called

to travel in New England, came to Newbury,
in the year 1G.'')8, where he was taken up, and

with his companion, William Brend, carried to

Halem, in Massachusetts. The magistrates of

this place asked them if they were Quakers,

and being told they were so called in scorn,

they charged them with denying that Christ

who died at Jerusalem, and also the Holy

Scriptures. These false accusations they

boldly contradicted, declaring they owned no

other Lord Jesus Christ but He who sufl'ered

at Jerusalem, and that they owned the Holy

Scriptures. They were, however sent to the

House of Correction, and at length removed

to Boston and again imprisoned, with orders

that they should work. Unwilling thus to

recognize the power of their persecutors, they

were kept five days without food and then

whipped with a three-corded lash. After the

infliction of this unmerited punishment, Wil-

liam Leddra was banished from Boston on pain

of death; but believing it his duty to return

thither, he was apprehended and thrust into an

open jail, where he was kept during an ex-

tremely cold winter, chained to a log of wood.

Here his hardships and sufl'erings were so

great, that it seemed as if his persecutors

designed to destroy him; but he was supported

through them all, and on the 9th of First

Month, l()(iO-l, was brought before the Court

of Assistants with his chain and log at his feet.

(Jn being told that he had incurred the death

penalty, he meekly asked what evil he had
done? Being answered that he osvned the
(Quakers who had been hung, and refused to
put off his hat in court and said "thee" and
"thou," he replied, "Then you put me to
death for speaking English and for not put-
ting ofl' my clothes." Finding that his per-
secutors were resolved, if possible, to shed his

blood, he appealed to the laws of England for

his trial, saying that if found guilty by those
laws he refused not to die. But the court over-
ruled his ajipeal, and endeavored to persuade
him 1(1 rciiouiii-f his religion and embrace that
establislii^d by law. But lie felt conscientiously
bound to teslily atrainst a religion which would
countenance men in cruelly persecuting men
and putting jiersons to death, because they
dare not embrace it: and looking upon those
who were thus seeking his life, he boldly ex-

claimed, "What! join with such murderers as
you are." Then let every man that meets me
say "Lo this is the man that hath forsaken the
• iod of his salvation." Sentence of death was
pa.ssed upon him and the 14th of the same
month fixed for his execution. On the morn-
ing when this servant of the Lord Jesus sealed

his testimony with his blood, the (iovernor

came to the prison with a military guard;
William's irons were knocked ofl', and taking
a solemn leave of his fellow prisoners, he
cheerfully went forth to meet death. The
guard surrounded him in order to prevent any
of his friends from speaking to him; and when
they reached the appointed place he took an
affectionate leave of his friend Edward Whar-
ton, saying "All that will be Christ's di.sciples

must take up his cross." Then taking his

stand where the guard directed him, he ad-

dressed the people thus: "For bearing my
testimony to the Lord against the deceivers

and deceived am 1 brought here to suffer."

When the executioner was putting the halter

about his neck, he calmly said, "1 commend
my righteous cause unto thee, God;" and as

he was turned off, he cried out, "Lord Jesus

receive my spirit." Thus did this innocent

martyr lay down his life cheerfully, and pa-

tiently suffered for the name and testimony of

his Lord and Saviour. The frame of his mind,

at this solemn period was such as became a

true Christian.

Copied 13th of Sixth Month, I'.lO:^, at Wood-
land, N. C.

As an Indian Saw It.

Chief Pokagon. of the Pottawottomies. a

full-blooded Indian, who died last year, wrote

a book called the "Queen of the Woods," ap-

parently a sketch of his own life. The follow-

ing passage from it is of real interest, enhanced

by the circumstances of the writer:

A few years since as I passed through the

peach belt of southwestern Michigan. I noticed

in many of the peach orchards alone: my route

men were at work digging up the trees,

root and branch, and burning them. I also

observed that many of the trees were loaded

with ripe fruit of red and crimson intermixed,

tempting to behold, which was also burned

with them I made careful inquiry for the

cause of such wanton destruction, and was told

the trees were diseased with a contagion known

as the "yellows," and that the charming ripe

fruit I had seen was premature and diseased,

and that it was known among fruit growers
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;

as "mock peaches," and further, that the

State of Michigan had decreed that all such

diseased trees must be destroyed; and if the

orchard owners neglected to do so, the State

of Michigan would destroy them at the owners'

expense, and subject them to the payment of

a fine of $100 in each case, and imprisonment

if not paid. To-day 1 passed over the same

route again; and where eight years ago the

land was cursed with dying trees and mock
peaches, 1 beheld spread out before me in every

direction, beautiful orchards loaded with rich,

ripe fruit, red-cheeked and in the bloom of

health, which, in contrast with the dark, green

foliage of the trees, presented a living picture

which excited ray heart to cry out, "liehold

Eden's garden of the nineteenth century."

Men, women and children with jest and jeer,

with laugh and merry song on every hand, were

picking and packing the fruit while others with

teams were hauling it away, some to the rail-

road and some to the lake for shipment, while

the employed and the employer were happy

alike, and rejoiced together.

Now let I'okagon ask in all candor, What
brought about this mighty change from ad-

versity to prosperity, from death to life? But

one answer can be given: "The State of Michi-

gan did it." With a single blow of her right

arm she crushed the widespread contagion, and

yet there are many who still dare say unblush-

ingly, in both public and private life, in the

face of such convincing facts and thousands

of like cases, "that no law can be enforced to

prohibit the sale and manufacture of intoxi-

cating drinks."

My native brains are indeed puzzled to un-

derstand how it is that the incoming white

race by their intelligence and skill have in-

vented instruments whereby they can measure
the heavens above and declare of what sub-

stance the stars are composed; who have pro-

vided means whereby they can travel at ease

in palaces, sweeping above rivers and through
mountains, outstripping in their course the

flight of birds in their migration; who have

provided means whereby they can enjoy parlor

life while crossing oceans in the teeth of the

wildest storms; who have perfected inventions

whereby they can rise above the eagle in his

flight, or descend into the depths of the sea,

where fish can scarcely swim; whose subtle

brains have devised means whereby they can

talk as though face to face around the globe;

whose ingenuity can successfully bottle up
speech whereby generations yet unborn may
listen to the voices of their forefathers: from
whose brains emanated that marvelous inven-

tion by means of which a button pressed by

the fingers of a child causes mountains to be

rent asunder and torn down, or the granite bot-

tom of the sea uplifted and broken in pieces.

All these wonderful achievements the white men
have accomplished, and yet they dare have the

effrontery to declare to all the world by words
and deeds, regardless of their marvelous works
almost Divine, that they are not able to pro

vide means whereby they can destroy that great

devil-fish which their own hands have fashioned

and launched upon the sea of human life, whose
tentacles reach out to do their wicked work
alike into wigwams and palaces, into schools

and colleges, into halls of legislation and courts

of law, and all unsought, crushes in its coils

the heart of the young bride, the wife, the

mother and the little child. Now if it be true

the dominant race lack the power to bind down
and destroy that monstrosity born of their own
race, then it must also be true that the moral

science of good government, for the best good

of all the people, has not kept pace with

their remarkable discoveries and improve-

ments. At this very time some of the best

brains of our countrv are laboring night and

day to provide instruments whereby the seed

of disease, or any foreign substance, may be

seen in the human body to aid surgery in re-

lieving the afflicted.

The people are wildly clapping their hands

over it, and shouting loud acclaim; and yet

these benevolent men of giant research and

their votaries, as well as many of our political

and moral scientists, cannot or will not see in

broad daylight the curse of the glass between

the lips of our boys and young men who are

rushing down the toboggan slide of shame into

the broad gateway of physical ruin and moral

death.

It is well for the agriculturist to study

chemistry, so that he may understand the pro-

perty of the soil and prepare it for the golden

grain. But he who would so prepare his land

and plant it with the best of seed and then

allow the grass and the noxious weeds to choke

out the young and tender plants, would be con-

sidered foolish with all his wisdom. Our
country is one vast field for our cultivation;

science, with a lavish hand has given us ample
means to dress and take care of it, and yet, to

the shame of this nation, cigarette weeds,

whiskey weeds and all manner of vicious weeds

are running over it, demoralizing alike the

young men and the little boys. Fathers and

mothers, Pokagon asks you in the name of the

sons of the forest; he asks you in the name of

the Great Spirit of his fathers and yours; in

the name of humanity and Christianitv, and by

all that is sacred and dear to mankind, is it

not your duty to destroy these deadly weeds
root and branch ? Ancient and modern history

written and traditional, both declare most em-
phatically that in order to attain to the most
perfect type of civilization for the best good
of all, the people must be equally developed,

morally, mentally and physically. And yet it

must appear to every candid-thinking man, as

he beholds intemperance sweeping our land

like a prairie on fire, scorching all that is fair

and lovely, that the lack of moral education

to map out proper legislation is the most la-

mentable defect of the present age.

—

Boston

Transcript. -

How he Conquered the Plumber.

In one of the suburbs of New York there

lived, not long ago, a plumber, who, as a

workman enjoyed the respect of his commu-
nity. No one could solder a leaky pipe better

or at less expense; but although his heart

was kindly his tongue was sharp. Oaths had
lost their significance to him— he used so many.
As for his faith he had none. He believed

neither in (iod nor man. For years he had not
been seen to enter a church building except
to repair the furnace or the gas-pipes.

There had recently moved into this same
suburb a young doctor. He had two small

children, just at the age to be "troublesome
comforts," never still and never ceasing to

want time and attention. While struggling

to establish a practice the doctor took in .

eral house patients, with their attendant nu s

to help out his income. These, with hiso^8

calls and outside professional work, wer a

steady drain upon his sympathy and patier.

During a cold winter the water-pipes bit

in the doctor's house, and the plumber Ij

called. This troublesome and expensive a.
dent seemed almost the climax of ill forti,,

and weighed heavily upon the family. .

pairs proved to be complicated and near! i

week was consumed in finishing them.

The plumber, wise in the ways of househc i

and sardonic in his knowledge of the failing; f

people—failings that are often not apparenii)

the outer world, although freely and constat;

betrayed in the seclusion of home—enteH
upon his work with his accustomed dextei|;

and rudeness. It was thus that he tjet >

new doctor for the first time.

Gentle in manner and speech, of unruf 1

temper—soothing and yet cheerful— the ph'

cian refused to become exasperated un

these trying conditions. He met the plum •

with a smile that gave no hint of his inw 1

trouble, or of the emptiness of his pui

Where in another home anger, harsh words-

reproaches might have been stimulated byii

confused a state of things, here through ;

example of the master of the house, pe.i!

seemed to have come to stay. The doc-

never argued for it. He lived it, and it II

to be.

As the days went on, the plumber found i

his heart an unfamiliar feeling toward '.

members of this strange household. Hisoi

gentle language and bearing were a surpi

)

even to himself.
,

When with uncomfortable anticipations, ;

doctor asked for his bill, the plumber said:

"I ain't got a bill against you, doctor. 1;

enjoyed this job, and I don't want to be pi

for it."

"Why, what do you mean?" gasped i

doctor.

The mechanic was silent for a few secon

" Well, " he said slowly,
'

' I've been in aim :

every house around here, and I know them :

And yours is the first place I've been in whr

everybody seems to live as if they believe wl

the Bible and the ministers keep saying,

ain't going to be a worse man for this ji

If you're sensitive about the bill, you can ta

it out when my children have the measl

I've seen folks enough that try to get the beti

of their plumbers, but you've got the best

me.
'

'

And so he had. The better nature of a rou

and godless man had been awakened a

won by a Christian gentleman.— Yovth's Co

panio7i.

Am I Educated?

A well-known college professor, lecturi

lately before a college society, told the me

bers that there were five principal evidenc

of education. The man or woman present!

these five evidences could be fairly called er

cated, whether by a college training or withe

any. The first evidence of education, he we

on to say, was "correctness and precision

the use of the mother tongue;" the secoi

"refined and gentle manners, which are t

expres.sion of fixed habits of thought and:

tion;" the third "the power and habit of
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)n,-" the fourth, "the power of growth;"

he fifth, "efficiency, or the power to do."
irofessor dwelt upon each of these evi-

•s in turn, and ended by saying, very truly

ivithout these characteristics, knowledge

lever become power, and that in their

ssion lies the secret of "gaining an edu-

1, no matter how that education is gained.

IS is the sincere opinion of a learned and

int collegian. How many of us, accord-

I his measure are educated persons? The
ion"Am leducated?" when asked in the

of these five characteristic evidences,

it be answered "Yes," by the young man
ises slang, nor by the young woman whose
grs lack gentleness and grace, nor by the

scholar who bolts his lessons, but never

3 them over, nor by the graduate who
grows beyond his diploma, nor by the

snt, though cultured person who takes no

in the work of the world. Education

i good English—do we do any? good,

^ growing — do we them? good, hard

ing- do we ever do any? good, steady

ng— do we keep it up? good work— do

coniplish any? Uooks are necessary for

in education, but books alone cannot give

)st part of it. No diploma confers or

3 it. We can begin and finish it without

entering a college. We can and must
t for ourselves indeed, if we would have
all. But it is safe to say that, when
been gained, no stranger can meet us,

nrade live beside us, without recognizing

re are educated, and well educated, men
men. "Am I educated?" Let each ask

if the question; and, if any one of the

jints has been neglected—well, there i.n

iter time than the present to make an

ve branch out of it at once, and enroll as

;ial student.—Forward.

r from a Mennonite in West Siberia.

ile the tide of emigration in North Ameri-
rom the East toward the West, in Russia

I the opposite direction, from west to east.

Ithe civilizing influences of Western Eu-
mtered Russia from the western frontier,

16 .Mennonites also came from the West
rought civilization to Southern Russia.

I tide of emigration among the Mennonites
jsia is still moving eastward. As the

n the South advanced in price and condi-

became too crowded, they turned their

the fertile and cheap lands lying to the

jast, resulting in settlements in Samar,
urg and Ufim. Here also the land ad-

d so rapidly in price that as a natural

some of the brethren began to look be-

the Ural Mountains to the vast Siberian
ry. and in the spring of 1898 a small com-
ivas formed to look for suitable land in

ection.

y were successful inasmuch as they found
e tract not far from Omsk, the capital

' Akmolinsk District, which they bought
low price. In the spring of 1900 this

was settled. As it proved too small to

imodate all, another tract was purchased
'okuschi, which is three hundred and fifty

from Tscheljabinsk, the point from which
•eat Siberian railway begins,

hough there is a vast amount of unoccu-

pied land in Siberia, ihere is comparatively a
small amount to be bought, as it is either
government land or belongs to the Cossacks,
or is the jiroperty of army ofiicers. Land be-
longing to the government or the Cos«acks,
is not for sale, and much of that belonging to

the officers is held by such vague tenure that
it is hard to obtain a legal title. The most
advantageous way is to rent land, as rent is

very cheap, varying of course according to the
distance from the railway or market, fche state
of cultivation, improvements and the amount
of timber allowed for use.

The country from Tschel.iabinsk to Omsk,
five hundred miles in length, is level, in some
places undulating but in other places almost
too level for drainage. There is only one
mountain, at the River Ischim, near the city of

I'etropawlowsk (pronounce the "w" in Russian
names like the English "v"). Although Si-

beria contains some very large rivers, like the

(•bi, Yeneseii and Lena, the western part is

lacking in streams. According to the map
there are only three rivers between Tscheljab-
insk and Omsk, viz: the Tobol, Ischim, and the
Irtish; hence one sees no small streams here
as in the Ufa government, where they are so

abundant. As an offset to this. Western Si-

beria has lakes, not all of which are sweet
water. Of vast benefit here are the forests of

birch and poplar. In winter they afford eft'ec-

tive protection against the snowstorms and
provide excellent fuel. With a good supply of

birch "juggles" one can easily endure a Si-

berian winter. The winter is very severe, but
we have found that we can get along.

The temperature sometimes falls very low,

—we had as low as forty-eight degrees below

zero; it lasted but a short time. But we also

had a number of fine days and the thermometer
rose to the freezing point. It is well that dur-

ing such cold weather there is usually no wind.

We have plenty of snow and storm but the

storm is not so continuous as we used to have

it in the South.

West Siberia is but thinly settled. The na-

tive Kerghiz, a branch of the Mongolo-Tartar
family, are engaged in jtastoral pursuits in

summer, living in tents in true nomadic style.

The Cossacks hold much of the land. They
engage in agriculture but in a very primitive

way. Many of the settlers from European
Russia who are poor and are supported by the

government, also engage in farming, but not

in the way we are used to it in the South.

The land is fertile and yields good crops of

wheat, barley, oats, flax, etc. l)airying forms

the chief occupation of many land-owners and

tenants. In many places this industry is con-

ducted on a large scale. Owing to the cheap-

ness of the land and the excellent pasturage

found on the steppes the industry has been

greatly developed, and butter has become one

of the chief articles in the export trade of

West Siberia.

It is to be expected that Siberia will be

greatly developed, especially now that the rail-

way has been built, and because the land is

capable of Droducing enormous crops. The
further eastward movement of the Mennonites

is only a question of time. It is possible that

in another decade they will have reached the

Pacific Ocean and will send greetings across the

water to their brethren in California (by wire-

less telegraphy, of course). God commanded

man to subdue the earth and we see that our
people, in Russia as well as America, are do-
ing their share in this matter.

J. D. Enns.
Slaliun Tokuschi, West Siberia.

Items Concerning the Society.

An edition of I.saac .Sharple.ss'.s book enlitlfd
" A (.Jualar Kxpcriiiunl in (,'uiTriiinciil," i.s now
ready in one volume at $1..W, published by Kerris
& Leach, 29 N. Seventh Street, Philadelphia, who
say of it :

" It is long since a book on Quaker history has
been issued which has even ajipproached the i>opu-
larity of this work. It has gone through three
editions in as many year.s, and has received the
weighty commendation of the learned and critical

as well as the appreciation of the reading public.

Extended by an addition of a later volume to in-

clude the Revolutionary period, it became a com-
plete History of Quaker Government in Pennsyl-

The same publishers announce a revised and
greatly enlarged edition of "The Early Settlers of
Nantucket," compiled by Lydia S. Hinchman; [iro-

fusely illustrated. Price $5.00.

An English clergyman lately declared in his

jiulpit that " For their numbers the Quakers had
inrtuenced both this country and the United States
more than any other body of Christians, simply
because they laid such stress on character.

Notes From Others.

" Time was," says the London Chronicle, " when
men wore their hats in church, and I'epys evidently
considered it an unnecessary piece of nuictnoau to

insist on the bare head in church. In his diary for

November 17, 1G61, he has the entry ; 'To church
and heard a simple fellow upon the praise of church
musique, and exclaiming against men's wearing
their hats on in church.' On September 28 fol-

lowing, he went to the French church at the Savoy,

where ' the minister do preach with his hat off, I

suppose in further conformity with our church.'

Probably it was about this date that the custom
of removing hats in the church began."

"No card, no work," is becoming a labor cry

in many parts. Rapidly, are the coils tightening

that will soon make it liard and still more hard

for the man who remains out of the labor unions

to secure work. In this stress we remember a

time prophesied about in Revelation xiii : 10, 17,
" And he causeth all, both small and great, rich

and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their

right hand, or in their foreheads : and that no man
might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or

the name of the beast, or the number of his name."
— Sold Winner.

A. Ellen Woody writes of having started a li-

brary in Madruga, Cuba, and the zest with which

some of her neighbors come in and read. A five

dollar purchase of books has proved of substantial

usefulness, and she would appeal for further ac-

cessions. Her life from day to day in efforts to

instruct and uplift the people would be much re-

lieved by the donation of a sewing machine, cost-

ing in Havana about $25. It is of interest to add

in her own words :

"The 20th (of Fifth Month), was a great day in

Havana and in the towns, and many flocked to

them. When the American flag wa.s lowered and

the Cuban went up, instead of shouts of applau.se,

silence reigned throughout the great throng, and

there was scarcely a dry eye among those who
vvitne.ssed the scene. The Cubans .seem to be filled

with kindly feelings and seem happy and hopeful."
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—Congress adjourned on the 1st inst.

Among the measures finally passed upon are the bills

establishing civil government in the Philippines; the con-

struction of a canal across the isthmus of Panama; im-

posing duties upon importations into the United States

from the Philippines of 75 per cent, of the Dingley tariff

rates; repealing the remainder of the taxes levied on

account of the war with Spain; providing for the irrigat-

ing of arid lands; a permanent census bureau; the re-

enaction of the Chinese e.xclusion law; a more stringent

regulation of the sale of oleomargarine and providing for

a refund of taxes paid by religious and charitable associa-

tions under the war revenue act. The appropriations

reached nearly a thousand millions of dollars. The increase

beyond the usual amount is attributed chiefly to the canal

legislation, the Omnibus Public Building bill, the liivers and

Harbors bill and the appropriations for new vessels of

war. Among those that failed of final passage were the

Cuban reciprocity bill; the ship subsidy bill; the bill for

the protection of the President and his successors from
assault; the bill to amend the immigration laws; the bill

to amend the Bankruptcy act; the bill to create a De-

partment of Commerce; the eight hour labor bill; the

Mason pure food bill; the bill to create an Appalachian

national park and the Statehood bills. During the session

15,572 bills and joint resolutions were introduced in the

House and 6,450 in the Senate. There were sent to the

President for his approval 956 bills originating in the

House and 547 Senate bills, a total of 1,503.

By proclamations dated the 4th inst. the President has

formally declared the restoration of peace in the Philip-

pine archipelago; placed the islands under complete civil

control and has extended general amnesty to the Filipinos

who have been in rebellion. The 600 prisoners freed by
the proclamation in Manila were immediately released.

Aguinaldo, the former leader of the Filipinos, has been

set at liberty.

A number of men have returned to work in and near

the mines as engineers, etc., in the Pittston coal region,

Pa. The losses caused by tho strike during seven weeks
are estimated to amount to over $40,000,000.

A bill was passed by the House to purchase from the

Chippewa Indians, a tract of 2.50,000 acres, in which rise

the head waters of the Mississippi, to he held ao a national

rouorvatlon and park. Of the quarter of a million acres,

218,000 are under water. There are 97 lakes or lakelets,

and 7 streams, which are sometimes called "rivers," in

this vast area.

The year 1902 has so far been the most favorable per-
iod in fifty years of railway history in respect to insolven-

cies and receiverships. Since First Month 1st only one
operating railway, the New York and Pennsylvania, fifty

miles long, has been placed in the hands of a receiver.

In a single year. 1893, no less than seventy-four roads
went into bankruptcy, with 29,340 miles, and $1,781,000,-
000 of stock and bonds. But since that year of greatest
financial calamity failures have rapidly decreased.

A dispatch from Evanston, Wyo., of the 4lh inst. says:

Snow has been falling here for twenty-four hours, and in

the mountains it lies on the ground to a depth of three to

six inches.

By permission of the State and Game Commissioners,
the owners of oyster beds near Tuckerton, N. J., have
been using dynamite for the purpose of killing the drum
fish which have destroyed oysters to an amount estimated
at several hundred thousand dollars. Thousands of the
fish have been killed, and farmers in the surrounding
country have been carting the dead fish away for fertiliz-

ing purposes. The fish weigh from 30 to 150 pounds,
and in the upper and lower portions of their month there
is an ivory formation, making it possible to crush an
oyster or clam with ease, and the young oyster is a favorite
food for them.

Despatches from State Boards of Agriculture and
grain men of the great wheal and corn States to the
Record-Herald, of Chicago, place the actual damage
caused by late heavy rains at something like $7,000,000.

The allotment of lands in the Seminole nation has been
completed by the Dawes Commission, and certificates will

be given each Indian by Governor Brown. About 2,757
allotments were made, each with a value of $308.

Attention is called to the efficiency of petroleum in

preventing the development of ' mosquitoes when poured
upon stagnant water, whore the eggs are deposited. It

is stated that Professor L. 0. Howard, Entomologist, De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, will mail
pamphlets to any one interested, giving all the known facts
and full directions for exterminating mosquitoes.
A dispatch from Baltimore says: The entire system of

electric railways in this city and suburbs is to be operated
by power furnished by immense hydraulic and electric

works on the Susquehanna river.

During tho fiscal year ended Sixth Month 30th, 1902,

the Bureau of Navigation reports that 1,657 vessels, of

473,081 gross tons, were built in the United States

and officially numbered, compared with 1709 vessels, of

489,616 tons, for the previous fiscal year.

A dispatch of the 4th from Washington, says : The
contest which the Sioux Indians of the Standing Rock
Reservation have been making to protect their homes
from the encroachments of a lease made by the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs against their consent has finally

resulted in a compromise, which improves their prospect

of immunity from the demoralizing results of having a

horde of cowboys running over their lands.

A dispatch from Buffalo states that a destructive rain

and wind storm swept over western New York on the 6th

inst., doing damage to the extent of hundreds of thousands

of dollars.

There were 402 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 41 less than the previous

week. Of the foregoing, 224 were males and 178 fe-

males ; 34 died of consumption of the lungs ; 31 of inflam-

mation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10 of

diphtheria ; 10 of cancer ; 15 of apoplexy ; 5 of typhoid

fever ; 3 of scarlet fever and 2 of small pox.

Foreign.—A despatch from Washington of the 2nd,

says :
" The State Department is somewhat encouraged

by a despatch from China in the hope that the Powers
will consent to adopt less rigorous measures in the

treatment of China. It has been informed that England
has consented to accept its indemnity in silver, or on the

silver basis, which is in line with the contention of the

United States, and now it is understood that Japan will

do likewise. These three Powers ranged in accord may
influence the remaining signatories to the Pekin agree-

ment toward a more liberal construction of the clauses

relating to the rate of exchange at which the indemnity
payments are to be calculated."

The Russian ambassador at Washington has recently

stated the attitude of Russia in regard to Manchuria, as

follows :
" In answer to oft repeated questions, I may re-

peat the position of Russia. Manchuria was occupied

by Russian forces because the Chinese regular troops in-

vaded Russian territory proper and began war upon us.

We drove them back and temporarily occupied a portion

of their territory. As an act of conquest and reprisal

Russia was entitled to the sovereignty of Manchuria.
At the beginning of hostilities Russia announced that no
policy of aggrandizement animated her policies. When
peace was secured Russia gradually evacuated Chinese
territory, returning it to the Chinese. Russia held Man-
churia with an overwhelming force. Nothing equal to it

could have been mobilized in China. "Manchuria was
restored to China in compliance with the uncoerced good
faith of Russia, and in accordance with a programme an-
nounced at the time we were repelling an actual war.
Niuchwang and similar territory will be treated in the

same way."

Consul Samuel Smith, of Moscow, says that the export
of Siberian butter is increasing astonishingly. Formerly,
butter was produced in Western Siberia only as far as

Omsk, but at present it can be obtained in the Tomsk
and Irkutsk Governments.
Edward VII of England, as the son of Prince Albert of

Saxony, whose family name was Wettin, would as an
American citizen be known as Albert E. Wettin.

The alliance between Germany, Italy and Austria-
Hungary called the Dreibund, has been renewed.

The recovery of King Edward appears to have pro-

gressed satisfactorily. On the 5th instant about 500,000
of the poor and others in London were furnished with
a dinner at his expense. They were gathered in halls,

schools and parks in about 400 diff'erent locations. This
event was intended to be a part of the observances at-

tending the King's coronation.

A despatch from Vienna, says earthquakes have oc-

curred simultaneously in twenty towns of Asia Minor,
and that many houses have collapsed.

It is stated that the consumption of meat in England
has reached the total of 113 pounds a head a year, which
is more than double what it was fifty years ago.

A despatch from London of the 3d says :
" Returns for

the six months just ended show the production of all

classes of manufactured iron in the north of England
district to have been the smallest recorded in the history

of the trade. The total was only 41,900 tons, compared
with 46,206 tons for the same period of 1901, which was
the previous worst half year. Compared with 1899, this

year's output'shows a diminution of 51 per cent.

Several soda lakes have been found in the foothills

near Ashcroft, British Columbia. Their bottoms and
shores are incrusted with a natural washing compound,
containing borax and soda. Trials by blacksmiths and
farm workmen show that it will remove grease and dirt

quicker than soap. A syndicate has been formed to put
the product on the market. About 275 tons of the com-

pound have been cut and taken out of the lake,

blocks are more than 9 inches in thickness, are sawn
pieces of 15 by 18 inches, and weigh 50 pounds each
is estimated that this lake alone contains 20,000

RECEIPTS.
Ulilessotherwise speeifled, two dollars have been

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 76.

Mary B. Reeve, Phila.; Phillips Chambers,
Levi Bowles, Kans., agent, $2, being Jii each
Jesse A. Carter to No. 27, vol. 76, and Ne
Hodson to No, i, vol. 76 ; Wm. Evans, N, J.,

for Thos. J. Beans and Michael A. Sherbii
Canada; Charles Demetriades, Phila.; BenJ
Reeve, N. J.; David J. Scott, Pa.; Henry t
Frankford ; Hugh Fouike, Phila., and for Si
Y. Fouike, Pa. ; Richard Ashbridge, Pa.; It

Ann Haines, N. J.

S^'MemUUmces received after Third-doy noon wU
appear in the Receipts until Ihe following weelc.

The following subscriptions have been recei

towards establishing an Orphanage and a Hosj
for the Blind in or near Cairo, Egypt :

S. F. W., $5; Int., Jii.37; S. F. H., Uo\ L.S
$10; W. E. & D. H. v., *25; C. M. S., $5; E. E
E. C, $10; E. S. B., |i; A Thank Offering,!
A Friend, 25 cents; S. R. S., $50; M. L. R., fic'

Friend, $20; M. M. G,. Iio; VV. B., $5; S. A,

$5; R. W., $20; H. H., ^s\ M. B. R., %2; J.

$20; Cash, $12; J. W. L., $25; P. S. Y., $10; E
G., Jiio; D. L. A., $10; B. F. L., J;2o; H. &A
H., !?io; G. S., $2; S. N., ^50; H. H., *ioo; R.

Jso; H. W. S., $25; A. T. G., *io; E. G. C, I5
R. & R. M., *io; R. C, Is; Friends and other
H. G., la., $25; R.H., $3; Friends of South lo

*20.25 ; S. C, $1; A. W., $3; A. M. W., $5; N
S., $3; M. S., I5; E. E., Jiioo; A. H. C, *5;

N. C, Is; J. C. S., *25; O. City Bank, *5; J

W., $20; F. S., $1; E. S., *io; S. C, 50 cents;

B., $25; H. A. W., *i;S. K., }ii; E. C, I5; A
F., }!io; M. R. B., Jiioo; B. P., Ii; E. B., $5
Friend, Jiio; S. C. G., $5; T. F. S., $15; S. A.
Js; I. M. H., $3 ; S. T. H., *i; G. S. W., $10
A. K., Jiio; A Friend, I5, S. A. C. L., fio; T.

*25; Int. $20.40; C. L. H., Ii.ooo; E. R., $50
& B. M. R., *5oo; M. W. S., $2^; A. F. H., *;

J, E., *5o; VV. H. G., $100; W. J. E., S50; E. B.,

N. N. S., $25; ]. H. R., $10; P. W. S. $2; D.
$25; E. T. H., $5; E. H. B., $25; M. R., ,$5; G.
tioo; R. H. M., %$\ \V. H. R., Jiio; A. K., $5; S
A., $100; \V. E., «ioo; S. B,, $100; P. D. W., J

D. S., *ioo ; G. v., J20; J. S., K., 1:25; J. C, S

]. K. C, Uo; M. M., ^y, H. F., $5; I. E., I2,

NOTICES.
A Young Friend desires a position as companion, b.

taker of an invalid or of children. Address B. I

Office of The Prmni

The committee having charge of Spring River Aeadi

desires to engage the services of a suitable young Pri

to serve as principal the coming year.

Address Levi Bowles, Clerk of CommittBe,

Galena, KaBBW

Westtown B0.4RDING School.—The fall term of

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th, K
Early application should be made for admission of pa

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter has sptl

ready received attention.

Wm.F. Wickersham,
PriiuiifA

Died, at her residence in Rancocas, New Jersey.i

the first of Seventh Month, 1902, Julianna NHH*
Powell, formerly of Talbot County, Maryland, i$

eighty-sixth year of her age ; a member of Ba^oi

Particular and Burlington Monthly Meeting of FrieMS
, at his residence in Malvern, Pa., Second Moi

16th, 1902, Mahlon Hoffecker, a member of Gw'

Monthly Meeting, in the seventieth year of his age..

, on the nineteenth of Fourth Month, 190i

German town, Philadelphia, Pa., Rebecca Savery HOT!

in the sixty-sixth year of her age ; a member of

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for

Western District.

, on Sixth Month 9th, 1902, at her late resi*

in this city, Elizabeth Burton Taylor, widow of

late George W. Taylor, aged sixty-nine years. "Bles

are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTER!^;
No. 422 Walnut Street ^,"
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INDEX.
^tainer. The pecuniary sacrifice made by a total, 80.

msticon. Description of tlie, for ilie deaf, 357.

iction. Consolalatory counsel in, 378.

ica. A member of the pygmy race in, reporled

converted, 7.

Account of the Kikuyu country in East, 83.

Three hundred native preachers in, 151.

The " Cape to Cairo" railroad in, 198.

Dwarfs in the Congo forest of, 2()0.

Virtual slavery reported, in the Congo State in,

359. 415.

The treatment of Kaffirs in, by the Boers, 367.

Missionary industrial efibrts in, 407.

issiz. The prayer of. and comments, :;7t).

icullure. Notice of experiments made by the

United States to benefit, 100.

The value of the cassava in, 102.

On the wages paid in, 102.

taught by floating farms in Russia, i;;:).

On rendering mutual assistance in, K!4.

The study of subjects connected with, in farm-
ers homes, 157.

On encouraging boys to remain on farms, 2S4.

England's foremost farmer is a woman, 284.

urn Thomas. The convincement and ministry of
i7.

lander Edward, of Limerick, Ireland. Testimony
', concerning Friends, 2(19.

lander Archibald. Anecdote respecting, 150.

jrica. Chief Justice Storv on the responsibility

; 415.

srican. On the versatility of the, 413.

baptists. On the doctrines of the, 371.

er. The evil effects of, 18.

lo-Saxon. The disrespect (.f, for other races, 23.

lalachian mountains. On the inhabitants of the,

15.

itration. Instances of successful, 95. 383.

The value of, in Germany in the Middle Ages,
326.

On the progress of international; during the

past year, 383.

:ic exploration. Notes on, 268.

IS. Notice of, 340. 347.

Wright Richard, the inventor. Notice of, 277.

lenia. Notice of charitable efTorls of J. Rendel
arris and wife in, 167.

bridge Elizabeth. Brief account of the life and
inistry of, 211.

iria. Picturesque features of, 413.

»na«ius. Brief notice of, 340. 363.

ustine. Brief sketch of the life of, 243. 370.

tralia. A proposed settlement in, by Gen'l Booth
of ihe Salvation Army, 39.

Effects of the la"e persistent drought in, 102.

Remarks on native converts in, 359.

rice. The results of, 194.

oon used in harvesting pecan nuts. A, 231.

flon. The spirit of, prevailing in the world, 273.

rlonia. Notice of ancient tablets from, 7. 342.

. An inaugural, declined by Gov. Mickey, of

ebraska, 208.

ma. The great productiveness of the, 102.

k teller. The responsibility of a, 338.
ks John. The convincement and ministry of, 398.

tist minister's experience in regard to ministry.

list churches. Admission to, without baptism
Ivocated, 175. 177. 184.

tism. A booklet on Water, by .James H. Moon,
170.

Views of a Baptist against water, 209.
:lay David, of Urie. Brief account of. 196.
lay John. An exercise of, in regard to bearing
e cross, 19.

:lay's Apology. Lines on, by Richard feters, 77.

lardiston Giles. Brief account of the ministry of,

.0.

•ow Robert. Account of the life and sufferings of,

12. 258.

Barton Clara, and the Red Cross Society, 404.

Bates Doctrines of Friends. 129.
Bay Rum. How, is made, 7S.

Beach building by the eel-grass, 36.

Bean, Joel and Hannah. Information respecting, 271.

374.

Beauty in excellence. Extract entitled, 334.

Beck Mary Elizabeth. Notice of the recent death of,

232.

Bellows Jolin. Letter of, respecting a recent novel of

Count Tolstoy, 29.

Remarks of, on baptism, 138.

On prayer by, 386.

Memorial of Gloucester and Xailsworth Monthly
Meeting concerning, 380.

Hannah. Brief mention of, 374.

Bcnezet Anthony. Testimony of, against the pagan
classics, 371.

Berachah. p:8say entilkd, 302.

Birds. The usefulness of, in destroying insects, etc.,

7.311.
The cruelty of destroying, for sport, 54. 336.

as omens, 284.
The slaughter, of, for hat ornaments, 323.

How, drink at sea, 323.

The study of, by children should be encouraged,
324.

True stories about, by Olive T. Miller, 365.

The slaughter of, for millinery purposes to be

slopped, 398.

Bit of commonplace biography. A, 185.

Black Sea. Peculiarities of the. 251.

Blessings. On appreciating rightly every -day, 186.

Body and me ubers. E-say entitled, 304.

Bomba t. Former meaning of the word, 102.

Book Notices, etc. Fifcieth annual report of the In-

stitute for Colored Youth, 7.

Nature study and life, by Prof. Hodge, 11.

Insect life, by Prof. Comstock, 11.

Topographic maps of New Jersey, 11.

Quaker Pioneers in Russia, 15.

The Future of War, by Jean de Bloch, 39. 319.

Quaker arrivals in Philadelphia, 1682-1750, by
Albert Cook Myers, 47.

Immigratiiin of the Irish Quakers into Penn-
sylvania, by .\Iliert Cook Myers, 61.

Records of Kingwood Monthly Meeting of

Friends, 95.

A Genealogy of the Taylor family, 95.

Abolished Rites or Spiritual against Ceremonial
Worship, bv A. H. Gottshall, 103.

Character Building, by Booker T. Washington,
104.

The Simple Life, 114.

Recollections of a Long Life, by T. C'lyler, 119.

Water Baptism. A pagan and a Jewish rite,

but not Christian, by James H. Moon, 170.

George Fox in New England, in 1672, 175.

A Chinese Quaker, 183.

Birds and Nature, a wholesome magazine, 189.

Men and Women, a Roman Catholic magazine,

208.

The British Friend, 239.

The Doukhobors, by Joseph Elkinton, 255.

Bicentenary edition of George Fox's Journal,

295.

A Protestant dictionary, 295.

Dymond's Essays on Morality in Spanish, 305

La Verdad, a weekly periodical, 305.

Topographic maps of Pittsburg, Pa., etc., 332.

A History of the adult school movement, 374.

Friends Am lent and Modern, .'591.

The Immigration of the English Quakers into

Pennsylvania 1682-1750. By Albert Cook
Myers, 406.

Books. Statisiics of the number of, 118.

Born of the Spirit. Extract entitled, 207.

Boston. Remarks on the libraries of, 383.

Boy. Account of a crippled, 36.

A stain on a, that would not rub off, 59.

Boy. The opportuntities of the country, 95.

Remarks on a, with patches on, 163.

The conversion of a perverse, through a sister's

example, 163.

A. who loved his mother with all his strength,
214.

A letter to a, against reading certain popular
books, 262.

A gentle reproof to a, 292.

A, who was kind to a bird rewarded, 339.

The value to a, of a training in housekeeping,

A, saved from reading foolish and hurtful books,

On the good and the bad nature in a, 374.

The advantages to a, of learning to use tooLs, .'J98.

The, in the home, 399. 409.

Perseverance and integrity in a, 403.

Brotherlv kindness in a, W.i.

The, in I'lu; church, 409.

Boys who are sinful before they are bearded, 383.

Brailhwait Elizabeth. The death of, in priscn, in her
seventeenth year, 285.

Bread crumbs. The uses of, 142.

Business. On trusting in (iod amid Ihe cares of, 75.

On training the mind not to forget, 86.

On selecting and managing employees in, 87.

Longevity as aftiected by, 207.

Religion applied in, a solution of many indus-

trial difficulties, 223.

Incident entitled. Never be above your, 343.

A secret of success in, 388. 403.

Buttons. Hints on sewing on, 251.
" By their fruits ye shall know them." Essay entitled,

294.

By precept and example. Essay entitled, 261.

Cadbury George. Notice of a gift of, to Friends in

England, 367.

California. The reclamation of arid lands in, 251.

Calvin John. On the spiritual condition of infants, 2-55.

Camera The, valuable in reproducing copies of print-

ing, etc., 52.

Camplellites. On the doctrines of, etc., 119.

Canal at Sault Ste Marie, Mich. The great business

of. 71.

Card-playing. Remarks on, 281.

Card-playing, and lemonade with alcoholic mixtures,

286.

Carnegie Andrew. Remarks of, on the true welfare of

mankind, 263.

Carthage. Agriculture on the site of ancient, 244.

Carlile John. Brief account of the convincement and
life of, 321..339.

Cat farm. A, 388.

Cements. The composition of valuable, 124.

Chalklev Thomas. Brief account of, 229. 249.

Letter of, from Tortola, 249.

Character. The speech of, 17.

A shining success in, 33.

The forming of a noble, 151. 240.

Charitable giving. Economy an help to, 44.

On the proper disbursing of contributions in,

337.

Cheerfulness. On cultivating, 127.

Chicago. On the products of the slaughter Ik uses in,

21.

Child. The negltct of parents often thecause of spoil-

ing the, 154.

Children are the echoes of their parents, 6.5.

On gathering, to Christ, 23.3.

The training of, a work of faith and spiritual

exercise, 253.

A curious custom observed yearly by, in Ham-
burg. 258.

China. A Chinese writer on the curse of opium using

in, 95.

On the fruits of the gospel in, 141. 407.

Footbinding disappearing in, 168.

American hurry contrasted with the repose of

natives of, 191.



China. A native of, forgives liis murderer, 207.

Obstacles to accepting Christianity by natives in,

223.

Statistics of Protestants in, 255.

On the Jews in, 279. 407.

Remark upon Taoism in, 351.

The college of Confucius in, 359.

A largely increased demand for Bibles and Tes-

taments in, 383.

Christ. Statistics in reference to the birth of, 3.

Salvation by, repudiated where there is no con-

sciousness of sin, 23.

The enjoyment of the presence of, 43. 105.

On living, rather than talking of Him, 71.

Learn to understand, rightly, 85.

manifest in the flesh, 92.

Within, the chiefest treasure, 97.

On recognizing, as the chief factor in our lives,

105. 412.

The thorough work of, in the heart, 156.

The blessed realization of living in, 177. 399.

to be known as the Day-Star in the heart, 185.

is the Word of God, 191. 262. 353.

The ruling of the world by, 207. 401.

A victory of, 207.

The church of, his bride, 235.

is more than an example, 242.

Testimony of the Emperor William of Germany
to, and comments, 257.

The living Word, 262. 353.

The character of as a man without fault, 266.

The light of, in the heart the point of the

enemy's attack, 269-

The rending of the rocks at the crucifixion of,

325.

in humanity, 341.

Testimony of Friends concerning, 345.

On pressing forward to know, in his spiritual

appearance, 393.

On declarations of independence of, 401.

Christ's church, his bride. Essay entitled, 235.

Christ's resurrection moon. Essay entitled, 318.

Christian activity. On, 81. 113. 169.

country. Harm done by calling ours a, 171.

experience. There is no substitute for, 254.

Christian. The marks of a true, 105. 201.

The. the salt of the earth, 199.

Christians. True, to form one flock, 380.

When did, cease to belike Christ, 119.

Remarks on the early, 227.

Te-itimony of the early, against war, 274. 282.

291. 300. 307. 326. 340. 346. 854. 370. 386.

Christian ty. The immeasurable effect of, upon civil-

ization, 55. 255.

The application of, to labor and capital, 118.

Ceremnnies a great hindrance to the spread of,

Remarks on a so-called failure of, 241.

The evidence-i of Anti-Christ in a nominal, 369.

Church. The author of peace in the government of

the, 10.

On loyalty to the principles of the, 19.

The, of the future, 55. 175. 199. 367.

The hope of the, 87.

Keaiarks upon creeds in the, 191.

A revival in the, comes only from Christ, 192
391.

history. Glimpses of early, 227. 242.

On the. universal, 233.

On separate organizations in the, 377.
On unnoticed members of the true, 389.
Forms, ceremonies and worldliness in the, 391.
On caring for the children of the, 409.

Church-buildings. Some, may be mistaken for theatres,

200.

_
service. Spectacularism in, evanescent, 288.

"Christmas." Counsel lespecting the observance of
181.

Christiansburg Industrial Institute. Appeal on behalf
of, 182.

A recent visit to the, 404.

Chrysostora. Brief account of, 363.

Chicago. On the ( haracter and large number of Poles
&c., in, 319.

Clibborn John of Ireland. Sketch of the life of, 38.

Clothing. To remove paint from, 365.

Coal oil stoves. Advice to the users of, 134.

Coal. On the introduction of anthracite, to general
use, 260.

Early use of, in the United States, 116. 124.

Remarks on the use of, in 1820, 124.

How to measure, in the bin, 231.

Vegetable fuel as a substitute for, 236.
On cannel, 349.

INDEX.
Coal found near Honesdale, Pa., 69.

famine at the Capitol. A, 93.

Coale Josiah. Account of the ministry and death of,

172.

Joseph. Account of the sufi'erings of, for con-

science' sake, 225.

Coins. How, are made, 343.

Collars. The large manufacture of, in Troy, N. Y., 236.

Collins John. On the life and labois of the late, 218.

College student. A poor, but successful, 190.

Colors distinguished by a blind person. 365.
" Come unlo me all ye that labor and I will give you

rest," 99.

Common lives. Extract entitled, 198.

Communion. On daily, with Christ, 7.

The blessedness of Divine, 159. 222.

Company. Bad, will blacken the character, 189.

Conscience. The surrender of, required in war, 9.

Christ the ruler of the, 10.

Congregationalists. A proposed union of, with other

bodies, 327.

Conversion. Remarks on "sudden," 225.

Convincement concerning testimonies for Truth, 276.

Note in reference to the above, 290.

Content. Learn to be, 52.

Contented mind. A, 303_.

Contrite heart. On obtaining a, 53.

Confessors of peace from the sec md cenlurv to the era

of Mahomet, 274. 282. 291. 300. 307. 316. 325. 340.

346. 354. 363. 370. 381. 386.

Cope Debbie E. Remarks of the death of. 111.

Coronation of Edward VII. The Bible for the, 39.

Remarks on the, 217.

Corn. A row of, 25 miles long, 69.

Courtesy is akin to religion, 307.

Crooks John. Letter of, to Isaac Penington, 378.

Cuba. On the people of, 6.

The Legislature of, refused to make "Good
Friday" a legal holiday, 319.

The extensive manufacture of straw hats in, 332,

On the absence of clocks in, 382.

On anti-Roman feeling in, 407.

Culture defined, 195,

Cuvler Theodore. Remarks of, on revivals in religion,

255.

Cyprian of Carthage. An account of, 228.

Dalny. The unique city of, 125.

Dalton John, the chemist. Remarks on, 391.

Dancing. Reproved, by a boy, 140.

Dates. On "old style" and "new style," 103.

Daughter worth having. A, 205.

Davis Christy of San Francisco, Cal. Sketch of the

character of, 286.

Days of the week. Heathen origin of the comn
names of the, 370.

Deaf. The acousticon for the, 357.

Death can never interrupt a faithful Chri-tian life,

Thoughts up n the approach of, 187.

Deaths.— Hannah S, Ashead, 176; Caroline Wood
Bacon, 120; Emma H. Brown, 160; Ellen K. Bot
nen, 232 ; Sarah K. Brantingham, 256; Deborah G
Brinton, 272 288; Mary Ellis Branson, 304 ; Juliiinn

H. Branson, 312; Jane F. Brown, 376 ; Milton Cham
nes9, 32; Debbie E. Cope, 136; Abiah Cope, 248
Lydia E. Cooper, 296; Beulah Carter, 304; Rachel
M. Cox, 384; Joseph H.Darnell, 80; Rachel B.DeCou
312; Lydia H. Darnell, 400; Emma H. Edwards, 72

;

Maurice D. Engle, 272; Jonas Edge, 296 ; Ann El-

freth, 392; John W. Foster, 85. 103; Barzillai

French, 88; Sarah C. Glover, 80; Cur is Hiatt, 152;

Nathan Hill, 168; Eliza A. Hobson. 176; Ruth
Hadley, 240 ; Rachel Story Hulme, ^48 ; Albert H.
Hillman, 280; Elma E M. Hamlin, 280 ; Jesse
Heacock, 288 ; Eunice Hill, 304; Edwin HoUoway,
400; Hannah (Bales) Hobson 408; Margaret E. Lee,

16; Hannah C. Lee, 16; Marv E. T. Lord, 226 ; Benj.

H. Lightfoot, 288; Priscilla M. Lippincott,368; Mary
S. Mitchell, 15; Jeremiah Miles, 56; Davton J. Max-
well, 120; Marv V. M. Michener, 128; Rachel S.

Maris. 224; Aaron Mekeel, 288 ; Mary E. Mickle,

312; Julia Ann Martin, 376; Elizabeth Morris, 400;
Roby Osborn, 264. 272; Abrara Peacock, 248 ; Sarah
L. Passmore, 312; William Robinson, 224; William
H.Reid, 224; Frances G. Rhoads, 240; Charles
Rhoads, 248; Sarah W. Roberts, 264; Luke F. Reid,

288; George Randolph, 336; William Rhoads, 352;

Edward Richie, 376; J.ohn M. Rasmussen, 384; John
W. Smith, 56: Deborah W. Simmons, 88; Phiiip sar-

geant, 88; Julia Ann Sargeant, 88 ; Deborah Smed-
lev, 120; Edith Sharpless, 200 ; Hannah W. South,

216; Jonathan Irish Southwick, 232; Elizabeth
Spencer, 264 ; John Q, Spencer, 264. 280; Mary R,
Spencer, 264; Edward R. Strawbridge, 264; Ruth

Ann Stanton, 312 ; William P. Townsend, 72; Jo
R. Talum, 80; Hannah G. Tatum, 136 ; Jesse Tncfc
167. 328 Benjamin J. Wilkins, 24 ; Lars B. Wii
72 ; Lewis Woolman, 368 ; Mary .\nn Wright, 3<t

Samuel Williams, 392; Ellen L. W. Willson, 41

Debtors. The moral obligations of, 162.
" Decora' ion day.'' Remarks on, 369.

Defoe Daniel.
'
Lettter of, to Wm. Penn and

ments, 1.

Denominations. On the names of different religion

296
Dentistry. Evidences of ancient, 110.

Depressing social intercourse. Remarks on, 231.

Despise not prophesying. 335.

Devotion not limited to time or place. Real, 263.

Difficulties. On rising because of, 80.

Disappointments. On the blessings of, 300.

Ditzler William U. The ministry of, in his daily li

289.

Di^^cernment. On spiritual, 150.

Discontent. The >;urse of, 414.

Divine calls. On recognizing and heeding, 196.

Divinely qualified men. Essay entitled, The, 98.

Diving fifty feet, 83.

Dogs of St. Bernard sent to relieve sufferers, 293.

Do good now, 36.

Do I discourage others ? Extract entitled. 234.

Do not be discouraged, 87.

Does Paul forbid women to teach in the church ?11JIk
179. 187. 203.

_
n

Don't g t lost. Extract entitled, 398.

Doukhobor Notes, 28. 43. 131. 151. 160. 177. 231. 2;

281. 318. 362. 370. 378.

Doukhobors. Remarks on recent eccentric movemft
of the, in Canada, 114. 177. 193. 231.

,

A call for confidence in the, by the Comm;
sioner of Emigration in Canada, 122.

Recent tvents among the, in Canada, 123. 17? ^i|

359.
_

:

Letters from, in Siberia, to their brethren ' 4
Canada, 130.

Report of a recent visit to the, in Canada,
The ending ofthe Yorkton, pilgrimage,

A proposed boarding school for the i '

'

in Canada, 145. I

Account of Peter Virigen, a leader among tijj

204. 231. 254. 278. 281. 314. 359. 362. J
The, in Canada propose to secure homesteat

278. 359.

Dow Lorenzo. Account of the life of, 45.

Doubtful propriety. Things of, to be promptly
missed, 254.

Dorcas Society of Friends of Western District Month
Meeting. Appeal on behalf of the, 316.

Dreading the future. On, 270.

Dream of heaven. A, 71.

(if Measuring day. A, 149.

Dress. On the testimony of Friends to plainnesaoE'
169.

The example of a plain, mav keep others

falling, 149.199.

On the leaning towards finery in, 169.

On independence in, 199.

The testimonies of Friends to plainness

be maintained, 347.

Drinker Elizabeth, a minister. Account of the (

of 146.

Drunken but not wiih wine, 390.

Duties. On conflicting, 27.

Dyer Mary. Remarks on the martyrdom of,

57.

Dvmond Jonathan. Essays on moralilv by, in SpanisI
'305.

Panada, 13; t|

age, 145. IT A
; children i M

Eccleston Theodore. Epistle of, in 1693, to

197.

E ho principle. The, 215.

Education. Objections to a propose I bill in Euglan
respecting, 76 92.

Editorial.

—

A bad parentage for oaths, 1 ; Truth I

ing its time, 1. 17; On the completion of the seve
filth volume, 9; Not transferable, 9. 17; Human i

secondary to the Divine government to be obeyed

10; the Author of p ace in church govemmeiK
10; Righteous non-conformity a national

10; Baptismal teaching. 17; The speech of cha
17; Note, 17; The ministry of hearing, 25; A shii

success, 33; 'The work of the Yearly Meetings s

mittee, 33; Proselyting, 41: Self-love and unity,

CanvassFng for members, 57; Remarks on a ktt*

William Dyer, husband of Mary Dyer, 57; Cure
dren are our echoes, 65; The outward appearsno
and the heart, 65; Sub-letting our religious meetinga

73. 90; A baptized meeting, 73; Do It! 81; ChristiM



orkers, 81; Regrets a stage career, 81; The lost

rince, 81; The prophet and ihe prieat, 89; Seasons

jrworshipand forinformalion, 90; AUyethat labor

r employ labor "Come unto me," 97; Incomijlete

istruments 97; A voyage of discovery, 10'); The
;olor-War, 105; "Is the strike of! 7" 11:^; Passive

nough to be active, IIM ; The Doukhobor ripple,

14: Praying in the language of conduct, 121; Re
larks on the language of Isaac Penington concern-

jg prayer, 121; Brief notes. 129; Notice of remarks

pon the burial places of Friends, 129; Remarks on

n extract from thediary of Mary .lessup, 129; Com-
lents on the increasing acceptance of the principles

f Friends by others, 129; Remarks on the blight of

jilitarism, 137; Get the Best, 137; The labor-learners

nd the waiting learners, 137; Thanksgiving by grace,

y prescript, and by calendar, 1,'S7; '• Let nothing

tand between your souls and God, but Christ," 14.5;

?he withdrawing of " religion " from schools by cora-

leting religions, 153; Fragmentary service, IHl

;

I'he larger home, 161; The transmission of energy

willing and unwilling, 169; The leaning towards

inery, 169; Notice of a booklet on Water Baptism

ly James H. Moon, 170 ; Moving in the Divine, 177;

jelthe same name cover the same things, 177; The
)ay-Star, 185; The Scriptures, 1S5; A new year

,nd the imperishable Newness, 193. 211; Domestic

tloculion, 201 ; Our homeless youth, 209. 217; A
fOrd in season—how good it isl 217, .Vdrift in the

forld, 217; Ostentation is barbaric; simplicity is

:;hristian, 217; Ministry in proportion to dedication,

117; Concealed erplosives, 225 ; Leadership, fellow-

hip, worship, 233; (iather the children, 233; The
ailure of success, 241; The Friends' "collect," 241,

)n a proposed Hymnal for Friends, 241 ; On using

he graphophone in public worship, 241; On the

ralue of the soul, 249; Comments on (ieorge Wash
ngton's utterances again.st war, 249; " Let all yon
hings be done with charity," 249 ; A world-wide

idvertisement of doctrine, 257; The single talent.

157. 274; Ear-praying and mouth -praying, 265;

Sabylonianism is Babylon, 273 ; l<>saying dis-

iipleship for one ninth of the year, 274 ; Re-

iponsibility of The Friend, 274; Remarks on wisdum,

!81 ; A gain for Truth in Rus.sia, 281 ; Brief c

nenis, 289; On speculating on the hidden meaning
)f Scripture t«!xts, 289 ; The comments of a Jewess

)n Christianity, 289; The priestless telegraphy of

,he new dispensation, 289; Houses of merchandize

18 annexed to houses of prayer, 289; Messenger ser-

vice, 297; Dymond's Essays on Morality in Spanish

506; Holy week, 305; La Verdad, 305; The redemp-

;ion of the body, 313; The Horse race and the Hu-
nan race, 314; On conformity to the worM, 321;

Account of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 329; Dis-

jursing charily funds, .337 ; An unFriendlike monu-
ment, 337; Unladylike expletives, 346; Finding the

rerb, 3.53; Distinctiveness, 361; Sample copies—new
lubecribers, 369 ; Comments on the life of a Chris-

tian, 369; The anti-Christ of a nominal Christianity,

369; A leader V> Anti-Christ, .369 ; Unionism, 377;

Remarks of a correspondent on the conducting of

Fhe Friend, .377; Remarks on brutalities committed
in the United S:ates, 377; Sample copies. New sub-

jcribers, 385; A mistaken f undation, 385; The
Friends' Boarding Home, 385; The relapse into that

from which we were called out, 385; Forward to

Christ, .393; Declarations of Independence of Christ,

401; The boy in the Church, 409; A visit to the

first home of Old Colony Quakerism, 409.

forts. On the need of concentration in, to secure

success, 140.

;g8. Valuable remedial applications derived from,

142.

On .judging the age of, 251.

ypt. A prayer found upon the monuments of, 34.

The completion of Assouan dam, in, 198.

Religious sentiments found in a papvrus in,

4500 years old, 200.

kinton Joseph S. Brief mention of, 144.

ectricity. The production of nitrates by, at Niagara,
133.

Proposed development of, by the Victoria Falls,

349.

evator. Harmless fall of the, in (he City Hall,

Phila., 24.5.

ectric wires. Damage done by a cat to, 116.

used to locate metallic veins, 124.

nerson Ralph Waldo, The inconsistency of eulo-
gizing, by Orthodox Christians, 367.

nployees. Advice to, 373.

lemies. The use of, 367.

igland. Objections to a proposed educational bill

in, 76. 92. 383, 407.

I X n I-. X.

England. Delnsive schemes to lessen intemjierance in,

174.

Remark of Ruskin on the i)eople of, 227.

The appointment of officers in the church of,

by Balfour, an anomaly, 247.

Thedeadening effect of labor unions in, 251.

A decadence of religious life reported in, 327.

Anecdote of a Lord Chancellor of, 36.5.

Episcopalians. Criticism on, by a Bishop-coadjutor,

199.

Musical instruments used by, in religious ser-

vices, 223.

The term " rector " among, 367.

Objections by, to a passage in the Book of Common
Prayer, 407.

Epistle to Friends in Great Britain and Ireland. An,
by Mary Jes-sup, 51.

to Friends in Ireland, 154.

Eskimo arrow carried in a bird. An, 52.

Evnns Thomas. On faithfulness in what an' called

little things, 34.

William. Extract from, and icmiments, 211.

Every-day blessings, 186.

Expert to know the way only by walking in it. Inci-

dent entitled, 95.

Explorations. Remarks on recent geographical, 405.

Facing death and the future life, 107.

Factory religion. Incident entitled, 30.

Faith. On a, that gives victory over the world, 202.

The necessity for, 268.

Faithful in fragmeniary service. Be, 161.

l-'ame. The brief enjoyment of, 244.

Feathers, A good substitute for, 52.

Fenelon. A sketch of the life of, 67.

Figs. Notice of English grown, 102.

Finch Thomas. Brief account of, 79

Finland. Resistance to Russian tyranny in, 71.

Notice of a large emigration from, to the United

Slates, 135.

Flnsen Dr. N iel. ( )n the use by of certain rays of

light in treating disease, 260.

First day of the week. The Louisiana Exposition to

he closed on the, 39.

The need for, as a day of rest, 135.

Appeal of wagon drivers for re-l on the, 327.

Observance of, in some other countrie-, 335.

Fish. Method of judging of the wholesomeness of, 251.

Commission. On the work of the, 3.50.

A doctor for, 382.

Fisher Samuel. The convincement and life of, 74.

Florida. Proposed drainage of the Everglades of, 102.

Efforts to destroy the water hyacinth in, 259.

292.

Flower.^. On preserving cut, 52.

Food. The value of olive oil as, 52.

The banana as, 102.

The cassava as food for cattle, etc. 102.

The Tanza, or "elephants' ears " as, 102.

The persimmon as, 110.

Receipt for a portable, 133.

The pumpkin as, 164.

Prescriptions for suitable, for invalids, 212.

Forever is thy word tixed in the heavens. Account of

a transit of a star entitled, 46.

Forgiveness. The condition of, illustrated, 108.

On cultivating the spirit of, 154.

Fortune telling. On, 396.

Foster John W. of Westerly, R. L Account of the

death and religious character of, 85. 103.

FolhergiU Samuel. Brief account of, 60.

Dr. John. A noble experience of, 3.57.

Football brutalities, 188. 191. 239. .326.

Fowler Esther. On a religious concern of, for the

House of Representatives in Washington, 271. 278.

327.

Fox George. A vision of, 70.

The teachings of, concerning Jesus Christ, 175.

not a mystic, 23.3.

not a negative mystic, 260.

Brief account of, 311.

Notice of the death and funeral of, by Wm.
Penn, 411.

Foxes. The raising of, for their fur in Alaska, 133.

France. Louis XVII. Dauphin of, 82.

Remarks on the above, 81.

Friend The. Encouraging remarks in reference to,

183. 1.S5. 217. 274. 377.

On increasing the circulation of, 369.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to, 92.

159. 180, 181. 214. 229. 262. 297. 302. .306. 333.

On the Slate of society of, 81. 89. 90. 92. 95.

104. 113. 151. 153. 177. 193. 223. 241. 359.

374. 377. 385. 410.

Friends. A great work yet to he done by those who act
in accordance with the principles of, 1. 359.

The profession of, inconsistent with carnal or-
dinances, 5.

" Priest " Larkhaiii and notices of early, 10.

On the views of, in regard lo a teaching and bap-
tizing ministry, 17. 25. 26. H9. 90, 169. 193.401.

Encouragement lo read the writings of the

The benefit in attending the mid-week meetings
of, 18. 171.

Notice of the Eastern Quarterly Meeting of
N.C, held Fifth .Monlh 23d, 1902, 22.

A hope that a Yearly Meeting of sound, may be
kept up in New England, 23.

On ihe testimony of, to plainness of dress, 30.

169.361.

The work of the iJommitlee of I'bilaiUlphia

Yearly Meeting of, 33. 279.

Report of the Committee of Philadelidiia Yearly
Meeting of, in 1833, 34.

The Society of, not a sect, 41.

On proselyting to, 41. .57.

Remarks on unity among, 49.

An Epistle to, by Mary Je8>up, 50.

The Irish, in Pennsylvania, 61. ^
Remarks on statistics of, 63. 254. 290. 299. 306,

On changing meetings for worship of, into con-

ferences, etc., 73.

Remarks on the above, 90, 91.

Staiistics relating lo, in England, 80.

On, serving on juries in capital cases, 89.

A prophetic ministry among,.89. 90.

The 202nd anniversary of the establishment of

a meeting of, at Mooreslown, N. J., 112, '^
Remarks from Australia on, and coniment-s, 1 13.

Remarks on the name of, 120.

Address of, in Philadelphia to their fellow-

members in 1795, 125.

Remarks in reference to the descendants of, 127.

On the burial places of, 129.

Remarks of Mary Jessup on the value of the

Queries of, 129.

(.'ommenls on the increasing .acceptance of the
principles of, in the world, 129.

Statistics of meeting houses belonging to, 151.

Epistle to, from the Half-year's meeting of,

in Dublin, 1778, 1.54.

Notice of meetings lately appointed by, 160.

191. 279. 295.

Counsel to, as citizens, 162. 173.

Some notes on American, from an .\ustralian,

16.5.

Remarks on companies of young, engaged in

acquainting themselves with the literature of,

167.

The views of, in regard to missionary efforts,

169.

On attending the meetings of, for Divine wor-

ship, 171. 233. 26.5, 266.

Notice of a General Meeting of,in Australia, 175.

called " heretics," 175.

Counsel to against observing days and times, 181.

Notices of Haddonlield Quarterly Meeting of,

183. 391. 394.

The testimony of, respecting the Holy Script-

ures 185. 188. 194.201.

Encouragement to, to attend weekday meetings,

197.

Testimony of, to the Divinity of our Lord Jesus

Christ, 201.

Remarks on a proposed hoarding place for

young, in Philadelphia, 209. 217. 38.5.

On gathering the children of, to the .Society of,

233.

On the views of, in regard to prayer, 24 1 . 265. 386.

The views of, regarding Divine worship, 246. .397.

401.

Proposed new meeting houses for, 247.

Faithfulness of individual, in attending their

meetings, 247.

Comments on the above, 258. 271.

in the island of Tortola, 249.

Comments on, of Philadelphia, by the Philadel-

phia press, 2.55.

Notice of militia laws in different States exempt-

ing, 2.55.

Encouragement to those of but one talent to

faith/ulness, 2.57.

Remarks on, as pioneers in reforms, 269.

A vindication of the principles of, by Edward

Alexander, of Limerick, 269.

Reasons for the existence of, as a separate body.



Friends. On consistency with tlie testimonies of, 276.

290. 306. 385.

Notice of action of, in the Eastern Quarterly

Meeting, N. C, 287. 383.

The ministry of true, in their daily lives, 289.

History of the registers of, particularly in Eng-

land, 290. 299. 306.

Proposed enlargement of the meeting house of,

at Haverford, Pa., 295.

Comments on departures from the principles of,

303. 359. 385.

On the non-observance by, of days and times, 305.

The value of Memorials of, 317.

Comments on, in the Public Ledaer, 329.

Notice of the persecution of, in 1683, at the

Savoy meeting, London, 331.

A plea for more faithfulness by, 333. 35_9. 385.

On a proposed monument to certain. 337.

Early declarations of the faith of, 345.

The testimonies of, in dress and manners, need-

ful to be maintained, 347.

On extending the influenceof the schools nf, 348.

Comments on the above, 362.

^~-Jiotice of West Grove Monthly Meeting of, 351.

On the need of maintaining the distinctive testi-

monies of, 361.

Minute of, the Monthly Meeting in Congenies,

France, respecting Richard Jordan, 373.

The earliest Yearly Meeting of, was held in

London, 391.

Notice of early, in New England, 410.

Friends' Institute. Annual report of the Board of

managers of th», 137.

France. Imprisonment of a conscript in, for refusing

to bear arms. 14.

Separation of church and state in, 175.

Notice of missionary efforts in, 271.

Fruitful or fruitless the test of union between
Christ and his people, 140.

Comments on the above, 145.

Fry F. W. Notice of, 176.

Fuel. Vegetable, suggested for the future, 236.

Furniture polish. Recipe for, 388.

Gardening on vacant city lots, 372.

Gambling. The evils of, illustrated, 31.

in so-called church fairs denounced, 359.

Garfield James A., not a fair-weather Christian, 261.

Gas. A simple contrivance for burning, in a range,

116.

Gates Nicholas. The convincement and ministry of,

394.

Gatherings for instructi"n in Truth, 91.

Germany. On the decline of religion in, 279.

Generous while alive. Be, 205.

Gibson William. The convincement and character of,

339.

GifTord Phebe R. The one hundredth birthday of, 383.

( jirl. .\ncedote of a little, entitled Elizabeth's second
thought, 47.

On the secret of being a charming, 226.

Account of a, called an angel in the house, 373.

Girls. How, can help their motliers, 53.

On prodigal, 62.

Remarks to, on usefulness in life, 81.

The importance of a knowledge ofsewing to, 245.

Gladstone William E. Books in the library of, relat-

ing to Friends, 247.

(joal of this world. Remarks of Thomas Chalmers,
entitled. The, 98.

Gold. Bricks of, made by the U. S. Assay Office, (V.i.

On rolled, 372.

Good Literature Exchange of Chicago. Notice of, 1 18.

Goutaudier, a French conscript. Refusal of, to hear

Governor Mickey, of Nebraska. Attitude of, against
the dance, theatre, etc., 279.

Government. Righteous non-conformists a strength
to, 10.

The supreme authority in, 71.

(iradual changes in life, etc., 194.

GJratton John. Quotation from, and biographical
sketch of, 202.

Grellet Stephen. Interview of, with Eleazar Will-
iams, the supposed Dauphin of France, 82, 83.

Gospel in a barrel. Kxtract entitled, 283.

(irowing in grace. On, 132.

Green Harriet, of England. Notice of the recent death
of, in N. Carolina, 295.

Griffith John. Quotation from, and biographical
sketch of, 202.

Growth of the Roman hierarchy. The, 242.

Guam. Remarks on the inhabitants of, 272.

Gutierrez Francisco, the Spanish peasant preacher, 150.

Gutta percha trees. The cultivation of, in the Malay
peninsula, 22.

Guyon Lady. Extract from, 198.

Habits bad, to be broken of! at once, 178.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, held Sixth Month,
11, 1903. Account of, 394.

Hague international court. Notice of the first case be-

fore the, 95.

Hammock. How to hang an, 372.

Hardship. On the help of, 411.

Harmonists. Notice of the Society of, in Pennsylva-
nia, 367.

Harris Mary, of London. Account of deep repentance
and death of. 189.

Helen B. Notice of, 303.

Has the time come ? Extract entitled, 253.

Healy Christopher. The convincement of, 261.
" He'll do." Account of a poor young man entitled,

190.

Health. The injurious eS'ects of fear on, 6.

The pineapple as an aid to digestion, 6.

Plain every day work better for the, than gym-
nastic exercises, 23.

Drugs to produce sleep advised against, 74.

The mind to be in, must be cultivated, 118.

The value of the saw horse to, 124.

The evils to, of eating quickly, 125.

The need of the First day of the week to, 135.

On, as a duty, 142.

The need of rest to, 1.54.

The effiict of alcohol upon, 189. 198.

Notice of starvation diets, 206.

Deep breathing recommended for the, 207.

as affected by various occupations, 207.

The effects of tobacco upon the, 210.

The evil effects of late suppers on, 212.

On the, of persons engaged in the ministry, 223.

The effect of suprarenalin upon the system, 236.

The effect of the Finsen rays of light on, 260.

Lemon juice in typhoid fever, 268.

The values of spirits of turpentine to, 268.

On the, of school children, 279.

The value of the teachings of the Bible to, 295.

The, of the body affected by the spiritual con-
dition, 3i3.

The ' sleeping sickness" of West Africa, 323.

Strong drink a grtater enemy to, than war,
pestilence, or famine, 334.

On malaria producing parasites, 349.

On the prevalence of " chills and fever" in the
Southern States, 356.

The value of sunshine and fresh air to, 356.

Typhoid fever spread by ignorant dairymen, 366.

The evil efl^ects of anger and fright on, 398.

Heart. The lost, 194.

The, makes the wish, 239.

Heathenism. Remarks on, 7.

Heartening counsel, thanksgiving, and exhortation of

Friends, with biographical notes, 195. 202. 211.229.
Helping people. Incident in, 325.

Heroism. On, 359.

Higher lawlessness. Essay entitled. The, 382.

Hillman Sarah. Letter of, to Mildred Ratclifl", 76.

History. The teachings of, 223.

Holy Scripturts. The miracles recorded in the, 42.

The first issue of the, in Irish characters, 62.

The free circulation of the. in Russia, 87.

Statistics of the sale of copies of the, 91. 343.

The accord of science with the, 115.

Memorizing the, by the Hugnenots, 116.

The distribution of the, by the British and
Foreign Bible Society, 118. 383.

A translation of the, made by Chinese, 119.

The translation of, into four hitherto unknown
tongues, 138.

The distribution of the, in the Province of Que-
bec, blessed, 143.

Testimony of a Chine.se to the religion of the,

143.

Early copies of the, printed in America, 144.

On the abolition of the, from public schools, 1.53.

255. 371.

Evidences of the inspiration of the, 155
Selections from the, made by Stephen Grellet
and \Vm. Allen for schools in Kussia, 166.

Notice of John Elliotts translation of the, for

Indians, 167. 375.

An evidence of the Divine inspiration of the,

168.

The influence of the teachings of the, 175. 367.

A reason for the value of the, 175.

The testimony of Friends respecting the, 186.

188. 194. 201.

Holy Scriptures. Not the, but Christ is the Wor
God, 191.

William Penn on the, 195.

The reading of the, recommended by an offl

ill Japan, 215.

Estimattd number of copies, printed last y

Notice of a translation of, into the Eskimo
guage, 239.

Discovery of the earliest manuscript of
known, 239.

The copy of, brought over in the Mayflower, '.

Notice of Revised Editions of the, 255.
Remarks on Delitsch's comments on the, '.\

Notice of an edition of
;ican press, 26"

Italy fiom le

ealeJ in the, :
On the spirit of Babylon
On memorizing the, 278.

Comments on the above, 298.
i

Caution against speculations on the deep rac-
ing of texts r.f, 289.

;

Advice on reading the, 296. 376.
The printing of portions of the, in Imli.i, 30
The Douay translation of the, to be iiso'l in >
York schools, 303.

The tendency of the " higher criticism ' uf i

,

to produce infidelity, 309. 407.
.A translation of the, into Chinese, 327. 383. I

Notice of an ancient Syrian manuscript of a p;
of the, 33.5.

A passage of the, made use of, to awaken ti
new life, 348. 367.

;

.A translation of the, introduced into Tibet, 3'. '

To be had in prominent bookstores in Jap
383.

.\n obstruction to circulating the, in Turk
407.

" Higher criticism " of the lessening, 415.

Holy Spirit. The blesedness of being led by the, 2

On co-operating with the, 297.

The immediate influence of the, in converti
an infidel, 309.

Hoag .Inseph. Incident in the life of, 124.

Holland. The windmills in, are waning, 292.

Home. On showing courtesy at, 39. 122. 158.

On quarantining the, against immoral literatu

50. 151.

duties and studies. On, 81. i

The law of Christ to be shown at, 124.

The influence of a well ordered, 127. 388.

The relaxing of family discipline, a cause
great weakness in the State, 151.

The, as a type of the Father's house, 161.

The influence of a true Christian in the, 201.

life. On the joys of, 279.

On the blessings of a Christian, 292.

Horse. A, that did not forget, 387.

Horses. A silent man has usually the best broken, 1

Hints on the management of, 133.

Horse racing and gambling. Remarks on a bill in tl

Pennsylvania Legislature to legalize, 314 321. 3E

350.

Houses. On the use of city, in summer, 167.

Howard Luke, of Dover, Eng. Account of the co

vincemeni of, 50.

Howgill Francis. Brief account of, 199.

Howland Rachel S. Remarks on the death of, 47.

Hciw 1 was punished. Incident relating to a boy e

titled, 234.

Hor.se. Account of Bishop Whipple's, Bashaw, 166

Huguenots. Notice of the persecution of, in Franc
116.

Hutchinson .Abigail. Reminiscences of the late, 4.

Icebergs. Where, abound, 342.

Illustrious dunces, 86.

Infidel. .\n would be, prevented, 203.

Remarkable conversion of an, 309.

An, convinced bv the clefts in Mount Calva;
325.

The contrast between the death bed of an, an

a Christian, 338.

Infidelity rebuked in silence, 64.

CVedulity of, 285.

India. Remarks of Mozou-udar of, on a secluded lift

119.

The teaching of Christianity in, effecting
i

changes, 135. 141. 383. 407.

Remarks on barhaic display at the late Doitwr

in, 217.

The Ramabai schools in, to be pli cd on a *e

ligious basis, 239.

The ancient faiths in, are crumbling iway, SB9



A periodiial in, which promises an impartial

review of different religions, 375.

n Aid Association. Statement respecting the. 170.

n. The clear vision of Mononcue, a Wyandotte,

about liquor selling, 156.

heroine, tiacajawea an, 350.

A civilized Zuni, an hero, 354.

Letter from an, scholar at Tunesassa, New
York, 374.

ns. An recent visit to ihe Zuni, 20.

The Hop!, a " people of peare," 23.

Notice of the lal'ors of Friends for the, at

Tunesassa, 26. 331.

"Wild West" shows of, prohibited in the St.

Louis Exposition, 87.

Names of Stttes derived from, 117.

Notices of John Elliott's ttanslation of the

Bible for, 167.

On the present condition of ihe, in the United

States, 200.

The earnest wish of two young, 239.

The u.><e of the toes by the Maya, 244.

induced to becme farmers, 293.

Notice a small band of Eskimo, 372.

On black, white, and other, 125. 310.

ute for colored youth. Statements and appeal on

lalfofthe, 7. 121.

iperance. Query as to the effect of total abstin-

ence, 6.

The sacritice of a brewer's son to prevent, 30.

A saloon keeper held responsible for the death

of a drunkard, 47.

The cost of intoxicating drinks to the nation, 59.

A man who dared to resist, 114.

The clear vision of a Wyandotte Indian respect-

ing liquor selling, 156.

A meeting house dynamited because of the op-

position of members to the liquor interest, 160.

On the delusive character of trust schemes for

lessening in Great Britain, 174.

The connection of alcohol and crime, 189. 198.

Importation of intoxicating drinks into Abysin-

nia, prohibited, 207.

The influence of John Wesley against, 220.

A young woman's effectual influence against,

226.

among women in fashionable society, 286. 295.

Statistics in relation to, in 1902, 327.

Strong drink destroys more people than war,

pestilence or famine, 334.

Notice of proceedings of The International Al-

coholic Congress, 351.

In various plans to prevent, 389.

Iter. On the possibilities for the, in the future, 28.

t'ce done to a member, 271.

ity from alcohol, 198.

ate for colored youth. Notice of a propo ed

change in the location of, 206.

An address to Friends on behalf of, 222.

Appeal on behalf of the new, 301.

ition. The marvelous effects of, in Arizona, 6.

Margaret and Rachel. Brief not ce of, 167.

[ ? Essay entitled, 306.

ly father at home ? " Remarks on old age en-

ed, 14.

1 concerning the Society, 15. 22. 47. 63. 80. 87. 95.

!. 111. 119. 127. 135. 144. 151. 160. 167. 175. 183
. 223. 232. 239. 247. 254. 271. 279. 287. 295. 303.

'. 335. 351. 359. 367. 374. 383. 391. 406. 415.

1. Remarks of a Baptist missionary on school

work, etc, in, 119.

A prince of, a day laborer of the Pennsylvauia
R. R. Co., 285.

On the rapid spread of the English language in,

295.

ly Andrew, of Scotland. Brief account of, 25.

Alexander, of Scotland. Brief account of, 295.

ns Howard M. Remarks on the death of, 111.

oe and his translation of the Bible, 370.

The legacy of the, from an age of persecution,

The situation of, in Russia and America, 303.

The situation of, in America, 354.

in China. On the, 279, 407. .

On the recent massacre of, in Kischeneff, 369.

The present liberty of, in Egypt, 375.

A Rabbi, on the attitude of, towards Jesus
Christ, 375.

«. Come fnts if a, on Chiistianity, 2S9.

n Richar-,,)) Testimony of Friends in France,
pecting, 373.

!. Anecdote of a wise, 47.

; not, 183.

INDEX.
Keramer Alice, an army nurse. Heroism of. 191.

Kindness to animals. Remarks on, 13.

Kingdom of (.iod. The, to be set up in men's hearts

here, 175.

Kite Nathan. Conlriliutionsof the late, Vi this jiurnal,

290.

Labir. On the rights of, 97. 349.

Lake Mohonk Conference. On the proceedings of the
ninth, 383.

Lamp. A portable street, of great power, 22.

Language. Remembrance of a long f irgotien, in de-

lirium, o8.

The Latin, still in practical use, 328.

Lavender. The cleansing perfume of, .356.

Leiirning. The teachings of the Holy Spirit of more
value than outward, 242.

Reward of, in antiquity, 282.

Lectures of the University Extension course, 135. 199.

247.

Leildra William. Brief account of the martyrdom of,

211.

Lent. Sin during, must be sin at other tims, 274 281.

Lepers. Heroic action of Christian Endeavorers to-

wards, 415.

Leiter of Daniel Olivtr, 13.

Vasilla Verigin. an exile in Siberia, 43.

William Dyer, husband of Mary Dyer, 57.

Sarah Hillman to Mildred Ratclifl, 76,

Joseph James Neave, 138.

William Grimshaw and reply by David Hall,

181.

Thomas Chalkley, 249. '

.Alexander Wilson on the death of John I'em-

berton, 283.

William Savery, 331.

J'hn Crooks to Isaac Penington, 378.

Letters from Doukhoborsin Siberia, 130.

Lewis William of Bristol, Eng. Convinceraent of, re-

specting the testimonies of Friends, 276.

Note in reference to the above, 290.

Liberty of conscience in America largely obtained by
the sufferings of Friends, 337.

Libraiies. The cirrupting influence of, through fic-

tion, 184. 352.

How to encourage serious rea.ling by, 288.

Lie. On acting a, 138.

Liahts and shadows of colportage, 4.

Life eternal. On, 53.

Life. On two diflerent views of, 86.

A voyage of discovery, 105.

On solving problems in, 118.

Rules of, left by Hugh Peters in 1660, 119.

The promise of, 127.

The need of rest in the strenuous, 154.

On making the most of, 158.

The effect of occupations upon, 207.

The influence of a holy, upon an atheist, 232.

The duty of, 279.

The effect of a dedicated, not perhaps known
until after death, 294.

Life and literature. Essay entitled, 411.

Literature. Remarks on denominational, 23.

On a proposed, for peace, 39.

Advice agaiuot certain kinds of popular, 262,

Lincoln Abraham. Trust of, in Divine Providence

250.

Livable. On bearing with the infirmities of others,

entitled, 155.

Living for the future. On, 63.

Locomotive works. Notice of Baldwin's, 244.

Loe Thomas. Brief account of the ministry and death

of, 183.

Logan James. A prayer of, 148.

Brief account of, 149.

London. Notice of the labors of a clergyman in the

slums of, 71. 344.

Statistics relating to, 349.

Lost prince, an account of Louis XVII. of France
The, 81.

Comments on the above, 82.

Love. On an expected imperialism of, 7.

The, of God a panacea for all evils, 54.

On, to our enemies, 316.

On different ways of spelling, 358.

Lorenz, Dr. A. Notice of skill of, in treating disloca-

tions, 157.

Lynching in the Southern States. Atrocious, 105.

Circular of the Howard Association against, 277.

Magic Andirons. Extract entitled. The, 274.

Marriages. Edward F. Bracken and Virginia Lois

Sellew 88.

John H. Thomas and Mary Anna Lukens, 160.

Marriages. John Darlington Carter and Rachel Gris-
com .Alsop, 352.

.Maiden aunt. The self-sacriticing, 231.

Marble. On making artificial, 372.

Marriages. On the diminution of, 108.

The blessing of right, 182.

Extremes in the times of accomplishing, 200.

Martyr. The support of the, is Christ, 43.

Magnetic pole. Prop ised expedition to the North,
324.

Mammoth. The mystery of the, 106.

Remarks (n the above, 147.

Manuscript for the printer. How to prepare, 255.

Mark of modern saintship. Essay entitled. The,

Marshall Charles. Brief acrount of and extract from
the writings of, 195.

Marshall Chief Justice. Disapproval by, of secret so-

cieties, 250.

Maxwell Andrew. The political incorruptibility of.

170.

Mary, the selfish scholar. 213.

Mechthild of Hellfde. Poems by, 210.

Mennonites. On a prosperous settlement of, in Kan-
sas, 4.

Methodists. Account of the early independent, 45.

279.

Object to " too much begging" in connection
with preaching, 55.

On ministry among the Independent, 183.

Comment on the wearing of ecclesiastical gar-

ments by a, 239
Mexico. Remarks on Christian church in, .39.

Militia bill. Text of amendment to United States,

exempting p'riends, Ac, 255.

Mind your calling, brethren. Essay entitled, 229.

Michener VV'illiam. An account of the religious ex-

ercises of, 65.

Midge'. Account of kindness to neglected children
entitled, 18.

Millthorp Joseph. The convincement of, and leaving

the Romish church, 4.
*

.Ministry. Remarks on the, 1. 89, 90. 159. 169. 415.

A Baptist minister's experience in regard to, 13.

Remarks of James Emlen on a brief and lively,

and comments, 6.

A true, is both teaching and baptizing, 17.

The part of the hearer in profiting by, 25.

What is? 26.

A baptized meeting under the, of a

Friend, 73.

On a man made, 193.

The example af the apostle Paul in the, 249.

261.

Linder the Jewish and the Christian dispensa-

tion, 401.

Ministry of suffering. On the, 77.

Minor insincerities. Extract entitled, 84.

Miracles. On, 42. 373.

have not ceased, 163.

Mi-sionary efforts. Remarks on the call to, 169. 401.

Mitchell Maria, the astronomer. Notice of, 120.

Music not allowed in congregations of the Greek
church, 87.

Mysticism, A definition of, .378.

Monroe '' d' ctrine." Remarks on the, 247.

Monianists. The rise of the, 316.

More Hannah. An account of the character and
writings of, 221.

Morse S. B., the inventor. The devout feelings of,

235.

Months. Rhyme in relation to the, 15.

Mothers. Advice to, to speak low, 62.

Filial affection to, 148.

Moths. A remedy for, 37.

Motes and beams. Remarks of the late Jacob Roberts

on, 267.

Movements of ministering Friends, 22, 2.3. 120. 160.

167.218. 227.287. 351. 374. .391. 415.

Mount Ararat. Notice of an ascent of, 49.

Nasturtium. The derivation of the word, 382.

Narrative of a repentant sinner. A, 99.

Nation. On the danger of prosperity to-a. 167.

True elements of character in a, 294.

The need of the, is Chri.-t, 401.

Natural History, etc The mosquito, 22; The spider,

38. 70; The buffalo of N. America, 79; The Yellow-

stone bears, 83; Ants, S3; The tile fi-h, 101; The
mammoth, 106; Birds that can talk, 120; Foxes, 133;

Ostriches, 133; The horse, 133. 387; The Wapiti, 164;

The tarantula killer, 164; The cat, 164; The rein-

deer's run to the sea, 212; The caribou. 212; The
sturgeon, 230; Wasps, 231; Deep sea animals, 237;



The eyes of a bee, 285 ; The disappearance of the

alligator, 293 ; The instinct of animals, 307 ;
Doves

as weed destrovers, 311 ; The great decrease of birds

in Missouri, 323; Talking fish, 365; Beavers, 372;

Oysters, 3S2; Coon cats, 3S8; The pet toad, 414.

Nature and grace. Incident illustrating, 13.

Nature study. Notices of boolss upon, 11. 157.

Nazareth. A carpenter's shop in, 117.

Neave Joseph James. Letter of, 138.

Negro. The happy, by Ambrose Serle, 27.

Neighbor ? Who is my, 199.

New Jer^ey. Notice of topographic maps of, 11.

New Guinea. Evidences of Christianizing influences

in, 215.

New Hebrides. Evidences of Christianizing influences

in the, 367.

New year. Remarks on the, 193.

Nile. A great dam across the, 69.

Nixon Mary at nearly 102 years, 208.

Non-resistince. The triumphs of, 207.

North Carolina. Illiterate condition of whites in

parts of, 287.

Not alone. Providential deliverance entitled, 114.

Notes from others, 7. 2.3. 39. 47. 55. 71. 87. 95. 104. 1 12.

118. J35. 143. 151. 167. 175. 184. 191. 199. 207. 215.

223. 239. 247. 255. 263 271. 279. 287. 295. 303. 319.

327. 335. 343. 351. 359. 367. 375. 383. 391. 407. 415.

Oaths. A bad parentage for, 1.

Obedience. The blessing of simple, to the Divine will,

180. 297.

honorable. Extract entitled, 333.

The duty of, 380.

Obliging people. On, 397.

Ohio. The large production of grindstones, etc., in, 323.

Old age. On showing kindness to, 14.

Men of thought distinguished for their, 150.

Olive orchard in California. A large, 365.

Opium. The destruction caused bv, in China, 95.

Origen. An account of the life and labors of, 228. 274.

Ostriches. The rearing of, a large industry in South
Africa. 133.

Our preparation for the Annual Assembly. Essay en-

titled, 297.

Ox. On utilizing different parts of the, 52.

Parker Joseph. Views of, in regard to the little value

of the " Sacraments," 239.

Parents. The, often the spoilers of their children, 154.

The responsibilities of cannot be delegated, 412.

Patrick of Ireland. On the life and labors of, 381.

Panama canal. A recent trip on the, 55.

Paper. On growing trees for wood pulp used in, 133.

Toothed wheels made of, 189.

The great strength of bank-note, 292.

Patience. On the need and the blessing of, 84.

pail. Extract entitled. The, 366.

Patriotism. On true, 391.

Pastors. A present demand for, at large salaries, 135.

A Baptist, declines payment for preaching, 247.

Patents. Facts about, 413.

Paton John G. Notice of, 175. 396.

Pemmican. The making of, 29.

Pemberton John. On the death of, in Pyrmont in

1795, 283.

Penington Isaac. Extracts from, 87.

On two lovable things, 267.

Penn William. A letter of Daniel Defoe to, 1.

On the testimony of Friends to plainness of

dress, 30.

A letter attributed to Cotton Mather in 1682,

respecting, 87.

Comments on the above, 103. 111.

On the " Hilly Experiment" by, 136.

On the Holy Scriptures, 195.

Yearning of, over Philadelphia, 338.

Letter of, to Thomas Lloyd, and comments, 411.

Penn's Treaty Tree. Notice of, 372.

Pennsylvania. Recent typographic maps of, 7. 230
Penningion The. Notice of a boarding house in New
York City called, 383.

Personal religion and e.xternal activities. On, 325.

Comments on the above, 368.

Persia. Boy weavers in, 237.

Petrified forests in Arizona. An account of 275.

Perfection. The marks of Christian, 86.

Perseverance. On steady, 178.

Philadelphia Tent work. Notice of late, 167.

Photographs on linen, 189.

Phariseeism. Illustration of, 144.

Philippine islands. An insurrection against Papal
authority in the, 104.

Phonograph. The, used in reproducing the voice of

Leo XIII, etc., 344.

INDEX.
Pike Richard. Brief account of the convincement and

sufl'erings of, 322.

Pim John. Brief notice of a visit of, to the United

States, 367.

Pins. On the manufacture of, in the United States, 142.

Pineapple. The, as an aid to digestion, 6.

Pitcairn and Norfolk islanders. The present comfort-

able condition of the, 263.

Pittsburg, Pa. Topographic maps of, 332.

Plainness of dress and behavior. Mary Fletcher's

testimony concerning, 13.

On the need of the maintenance of, by Friends,

361.

Remarks of The Presbyterian on, and comments,
361.

Plea for more faithfulness. F^say entitled, A, 333.

Plants as time-pieces, 5.

Plants. The s-unflower, 11; Some spring flowers of

central Iowa, 15; Eel-grass, 36; The dancing bean,

70 ; Bird's-eye maple, 70. 83. 142 ; The orange, 101
;

The banana, 102; The cassava, 102; "Elephants'
ears," 102; The persimmon, 110; Tea, 159; The
india-rubber, 244 ; The water hyacinth, 259. 292

;

The mustard tree, 270 ; The calabash tree, 284

;

South African sneeze-wood, 365 ; The red-wood of

California. 365 ; The orange secret, 366 ; Gloxinas,
372 ; Aged trees, 372; Pink lilies, 410.

Plockhoy 's colony on the Delaware. Account of the, 12.

Poetry.— Original. Night. 20; The gulf-stream of
prayer, 28; Light, 36 ; Ode to the Flowers, 133 ; To
the memorv of Maria S. Reeve, 138; Hvmn of Peace,
156; The path to the bush, 203; The Potter, 223; A
private communication, 223 ; Reproof, 238 ; Our
church, 251 ; Simon the Cyrene, 258 ; Noah, 277;
With one eye enter into life, 286 ; A bird's funeral,

294; Isaac, 323; At the Fountain. 325; Silence, 327;
Lines, 331; The two Marys and Joanna, 348; " Ful-
fil ye my joy," 359; Emmaus, 400.

Poetry.—Selected. Aca-Nada, 146; Abel, 161 ; The
alabaster box, 253; The books of the Bible, 235; Con-
tentment, 100; Communion, 138; Called to be war-
riors, 279 ; The church and the world, 340 ; The
death of the flowers, 125; Encouragement. 175;

Fragments of prayer, 158 ; God knoweth be*t, 188
,

Helpers, 182; Lines on Barclay's Apology, 77; Let
them lauoh, 105: LiVs mirror, 107; Love. 108;
Lines, 101. 171. 374. 388. 396. 397.402. 403. 406;
The Lord our keeper, 162; Labor, 372 ; My times
are in thy hand, 71 ; Motives count with God,
97; The mid-week hour, 156; " My beloved is mine
and I am his," 210 ; Manana, 271 ; Making a

man, 363; The neglected call, 194; Pipes, 114;
Pledge peril, 167; The prayer of Agassiz, 276; A
royal heart, 222; St. John the aged, 43.220; Sonnet,

110; The shining path, 373; Thy law, 149; Tell him
so, 181; They call me strong, 198; Truth, 237; Three
things, 260; The tapestry weaver, 310 ;

" Thy gentle-

ness hath made me great," 356; The vision from
Mt. Lowe, 263; What have we done to-day? 102;

What is Christ to me ? 196 ; When home is sweet,

292 ; Week-day worship, 300; Work, 403; The voke
of Christ, 389.

Polar expeditions. On, 179.

Political incorruptibility. Illustration of, 170.

Polycarp. The martyrdom of, 228.

Porto Rico. Account of a recent visit to, 308. 315. 322.

Protestant services now held in, 407.

Poor. On the best method of helping the, 316.

Recent statistics of ,=chools in, 319.

Postage stamps. Notice of a new series of United
States, 157. 407.

The burning of cancelled, as fuel, 157.

Power behind the man. Extract entitled. The, 332.

Prayer. On a life of, 118.

On putting, into practice, 121. 386.

Remarks of Isaac Penington on, 121.

Stillness of the soul essential to, 179.

On the power to prevail in, 237.

On offering, by request, 241.

Effectual, requires the aid of the Holy Spirit,

265.

Remarks of John Bellows on, 386.

Presbyterians Attitude of Southern, in reference to

women's work in the church, 144.

Encouragement given to, by an Episcopal official,

279.

Preachers advised to learn a trade, 255.

Preaching. Criticism on modern, 208.

by example as well as by precept. On, 261.

Preaching the gospel. On, with simplicity, 44. 192. 391.

no( done in many congregations. 112. 295.

On, by women, 172. 179. 187. 203.

The preparation for, continuous, 287.

Principles of Truth. Essay entitled, The, 92.

Printing. On correcting errors in. 20.

The labor involved in, a popular
Prison reform. On, 39.

Profane doctor reclaimed. A, 30.

Profanity in a stage driver rebuked, 2.

in engineer reproved, 30.

reproved bj- John Wesley, 47.

Preparation of the sanctuary. Essay entitled, Thf i.

Priesthood of believers. Essay entitled, The, 21-1:

Priscillianists, an early Christian sect. Notice o i^

Providential deliverances, 1 14.

Procrastination. The evils of, illustrated, 22.

Protestants. Money used by, in missions, 391.

Progress. On the gradual methods of human, 2c

Purification the one thing necessary, 10.

Quakerism not mysticism, 233.

On a so-called failure of, 241.
,

Quaker Methodists. An account of the so-called, 4£"S. j

Questions for boys and girls, 284.
;

Quinquennial conference of several Yearly Mee gs,

'

Notice of, 80.

Radium. The wonders of, 324.

Railroad. Bridge over East River to be builr
Pennsylvania, 292.

Engineer. A ride with a, 389. '

I

Ratcliffe Mildred. Remarks of, at Jonathan EbiJ
table, 67.

j

Leter of Sarah Hillnian to, 76. '

Rathbone William, of Liverpool. On the life an re-

ligious character of, 412.

Reading. On improving the mind by, 237. 369.

On weakening the mind by, 262.

The large amount of fiction, furnished by Va-

ries, 352.

Refinement. On true, 146.

Reflecting the glory. Extract entitled, 367.

Religion. The blessing of a practical acquainice

with, 7. 175.

not to be hurt by real knowledae, 23. I

On living beyond one's mfans in, 36.

Sorrows and tears favorable to the growth (jUd

True, an engagement of the heart, 65. '

The sacrifice of self, necessary in the work ( 8.5.

True, tested in daily life, 87.

without piety. On, 99.

Remarks on the above, 97.

Different means used in the work of, 107.

On culture and, 110.

On unity in, 118.

Incidents illustrating the work of, 159.

Catharine Booth on the injury to, from re-

monies, 213.

The Christian, defined, 287.

The evils of improper teaching of, to the v th,

351.
_

_
'

The effects of the teaching of true, 356.

Remarks on carnal ordinances. Essay entitled, J

Reminiscences of departed worthies, members of I.la-

delphia Yearly Meeting, 4.
j

Responsible persons. The need of more, in thetm-'

munity, 237.

Rest comes from communion with God, 78.

Rest Cottage, for colored people. Appeal on halt

of, 416.
\

Retirement. On the blessings of daily religion'-51.

302. 388.

On seeking spiritual, even in a crowd, 19£

Revelation. On immediate Divine, 225.

Reverence for life. On, 98.

Rhoads Charles. Remarks on the ministry andrenl

death of, 232.

Tribute to the character of, 247.

Rich man is one who has all he needs and wants -i

63.

Rich for a moment. Incident entitled, 188.

Richie Edward. Remarks on the funeral of, 271
' Riddles. Seven world," 143.

Righteous concern from a Friend. A, ISl.

Righteousness. The advance of, among the natioi 76.

Rigge .Ambrose. Brief account of, 317.

Rights. On giving up our, 141.

Ritualism. The effects of, 71.

Ripley Dorothy. Notice of a meeting of, with \xi

gress, etc , in 1806, 327.

River. The course of t he Gunnison to be changed !31

Roberts Jacob. Helpful incident in the life othe

late, -267.

Roberts Sarah W., of Malvern, Pa. Remarks othe

death of, 217.

Robinson Thomas. Account of the ministry and ata

of, in his twenty-third year, 258.



1 Catholics. Statement of Pope Leo XIII. on

ihe conflict between capital and labor, '.i'J.

Notice of poems by Pope Leo XIII, 55.

Proposed commission of, upon the Scriptures,

170.

Notice of an edition of the Holy Scriptures in

Italy from the Vatican press, 267. 3t)7.

The reading of the Vatican edition of the Holy
Scriptures commended to, 307.

The large number of, in Ecuador, 391.

iThe possibility of an American pope, 391.

a characters. On writing the year 1901, in, 38.

Remarks on the destruction of, by the Goths,

370. 38(i.

kfelt Theodore on the education of the con>cience

ell as of the mind, 196.

d island. Me. An account of, 23(1.

a John. Remarks of, on the failure of his writ-

,349.

,. The lot of Christians in, by Michael Sherbin-

in, 129.

On floating farms in, 133.

The Kmperor Alexander I, of, and the ninety-

first psalm, 150.

Bible lessons for schools in, made by S. Grellet

and Wm. Allen, 166.

Remarks on the resignation from office of C.
Pobiedonostseff, 107. 303.

Comment upon the character of Nicholas I, of,

and the present Czar, of, 186.

Remarks on the above, 205.

Idolatrous homage shown to a prie>t in, 223.

On the recent decree of the Cz.ir of, respecting
religious freedom, 281. .303.

The oppressed condition of Jews in, 303.

wea, an Indian heroine, 350.

1 desert. Sand from the, blown to Kngland, 52.

shall judge the world. The, 2.

hip. On modern, 378.

A bed of, in Colorado, 78.

Remarks on the above, 124.

lines in Koumania. Account of, 11.

,ke in Utah. Unsuccessful experiments in stock-

the, with oysters, etc., 100.

H's painting in the Bos-ton public library. Re-
kson, 313.

Q came also," 181.

ion. What, is, 201.

, William. Letter of, in 1796, 331.

The daily exercise of, for preservation, 339.

ion Army. The, not sacramentarians, 119.

Statistics of the, 176.

Remarks on the, 367.

m Chas. F. Brief mention of, 151.

1 of necessity. Illustration of the, 111.

I. The rowdy and refined way of welcoming new
students at, 138.

Notice of the Christiansburg Industrial, 151. 404.
The aid parents may give to the, 412.

ling the prophets, 90.

Is. The withdrawing of " religion " from, by
competing religions, 153.

Bible lessons for, by S-Grellet and Wm. Allen,
160.

Account of a late visit to, in the Southern States,

218. 227.

for colored people in Southern States. Notice
Emma Wilson's efforts in, 238.

Seven lamps for the teachers of, 245.

On promoting the study of birds in, 324.
I On extending the influence of Friends', 34s.

j

Comments on the above, 362.

in Joseph. Notice of a hymn by, 143.

je. The accord of, with the Holy Scriptures, 115.

I

The gnat aim of, the discovery of truth, 357.
e and industry. Notes on, 6. 11. 21. 52. 69. 78
\>3. 102. 110. 116. 124. 133. 142. 157. 164. 189. 198.
212. 230. 236. 244. 251. 260. 268. 275. 284. 292.

' 323. 332. 342. 349. 356. 365. 372. 382. 388. 398.

jPhe riches of the, 103.

led gatherers. Account of, 93.

jSocieties not desired, by Marshall, Washington
I

and others, 2-50.

[Objections to, 2.50.

ive and unity. On, 49.

Introl. The value of, to a mother, 327.
jspect. On, 79.

:ts. On treating, kindly, 158.
On the recent regicide in, 401.

; of commonplace people. The valuable, 11.
Faithful, in ordinary work prepares for larger.

Separations. Pride and sellishness often ; root of

203.

Sermon. A, from a child, 21.5.

The longest, on record, 239.

Sermons. Trafficking in maiuiscript, 203.

Remark of Thomas Shilitoe on prepared, 207.

Sharpless Isaac. Notice of a recent accident to, 103.

Ships. Longevity of, 310.

Shaler Nathaniel S. Remarks on a recent poem by, 37.

Shrinking from honor. Extract entitled, 7.5.

Silk-worms. Statistics of the raising of, in France, 22.

Simple living. The secret of, 54.

Sin. The sinfulness of, 191.

separates from God, 303.

Slave. .Benjamin Montgomery a devoted, of Jell'erson

Davis, 93.

Sleep. Methods used to produce, 74.

Slocomb Ebenezer. Account of the convincement and
character of, 206.

Smiley Alfred H. Notice of the death of, 2.32.

Smith Elizabeth, of Burlington, N. J. Account of the
life and religinus character of, 82.

Soap bark. On the use of, 382.

Soul. On the value of the, 249.

South America. Ignorance of, in the United States, 52.

The attractions of, to the naturalist, 78.

Religious struggles in, 319.

Southern schools and experiences. 218. 227. 238.

Southwick, Lawrence and Cassandra. On a proposed
monument to, 337.

Spain. A preacher against Romanism raised up in, 150.

Spirit of the Lord, the .source of power, The, 00.

Spirituality increasing in the community, 1 18.

Spurgcon John. Notice of the late, of England, 7.

C. H. Notice of sermons by the late, 143.

The integi ity of, ISO.

Stamper Hugh, of Lurgan. Testimony of, near his

death, 363.

Stars. On the cause of the twinkling of, 284.

Stenographers employed by the United States. On, 198.

Siirredge Elizabeth. Quotation from, and biographical

sketch of, 202,

Story 'Tnomas. Brief account of, 195.

Strife. Isaac's way to end, 190.

Strike. Is the, off? 113.

Strikes. The losses caused by, in twenty years, in the

United States, 116.

Stars. A library cf photographs of the, 2.

Stealing. Different names given to, 208.

Stillness. The power of, 179.

Story of a devoted slave. The, 93.

Stout Henry. The convincement and gospel labors of,

Strawbridge Edward R. Comments of the Phihidel-

phia Press on the death of, 255.

Suffering. On the ministry of, 77. 214.

Sugar. Statistics of the production of beet-root, in the

United States. 21.

Summary of Events, 7. 15. 23. 31. 39. 48. 56. 63. 71.

80. 88. 96. 104. 112. 120. 128. 136. 144. 152. 160. 168.

176. 184. 192. 200. 208. 216. 224. 232. 239. 247. 250.

264. 272. 280. 288. 296. 304. 311. 320. 328. 336. 344.

352. 360. 368. 376. 384. 392. 400. 408. 416.

Suprarenalin. On the preparation and uses of, 230.

Tares. On rooting up the wheat with the, 67.

Taylor Sarah of Manchester, Eng. Account of, 139.

Tea. The cultivation of, in South Carolina, 159.

Telegraph. The daily sending of correct time by, 231.

The cable for a, between San Francisco and
Honolulu, 310.

Early views of Prof. Morse in regard to the,

323.

Notice of a wireless system of, 356.

Telephone. A, communicating through the earth, 206.

A " girlless," 292.

largely used in Sweden. The, 342.

Temptations. Bearing up against, the life of religion,

103.

Temperance. Incidents, etc., to promote the spread of,

350. 389.

Temperance Association of Friends of Philadelphia.

Notice of, 351.

Terrapin farm at CrisBeld. ;\Id. A, 134.

Tertullian. Brief account of, 316.

Testimony of a good conscience. The, 29.

Texas. On the oil fields of, 284.

Thanksgiving. On appointing days for, 137.

The first day appointed for, in America, 175.

The Living Word. Essay entitled, 262.

Theatre. Testimony of an actor against the, 70.

Testimony of an actress against the, 81.

The brutalizing effect of the, in ancient Rome,
307.310.

Theatre. Comments on the, 344.

Thumbs. Concerning, 22.

Thoughts and actions compared, 97.

Tired foot. Incident entitled. The, 59.
" Tithes of all that I [lossess." Extract entitled, 242.
Tobacco. The quiet removal of a traffic in, 44.

The co.st of, to the natiim, 59.

The trade in, worketh ill to our neighbors, 61.
Lines on the use of, 114.

How cigarettes impair the school hoys' mind,
210.

Statistics of the use of, in France, 350.

Tolstoy Count. An olijcctionablc novel by, 29.

Too busy to see God, 388.

Tool. An automatic, used in making screws, etc., 110.

Tool-making. National characteristics shown in, 413.
Townsend William P. Remarks on the recent death
and character of, 63.

Tract. The harvest of a. 111.

Notice of the American. Society, 319. .330.

Trees. On growing, for pulp used in paper, 133.

Trumpet with no uncertain sound. .\, 2li9.

Truth is wise, 148.

Trusting in God, 75.

Trouble. On recognizing the handofliod in everv,

195.

Troy, N. Y. On the collar industry in, 23i;.

Tucker J&sse. Remarks on the death and Christian

character of, 107.

Pardon. Notice of Ihe late, 127.

Tunesassa. A visit to, 20.

Tunneling through artificially frozen .soil, 323.

Tuskegee Institute for colored y(mth. .Account of a
recent visit to, 218.

Remarks on a gift of A. Carnegie to, 351.

Two bad things, 171.

Type-writer with Burman characters. .\, 175.

Remarkable achievement of a, 413.

Umbrella. How to roll up an, 284.

Unitarians. Remarks on, 359.

United States. On the coinage of cents, etc., by the,

78.

The, as an experimenter, 100.

Origin of names of States in the, 1 17.

Report on the benefits of irrigation in the, 230.
208.

Maps of different parts of the, 7. 2,30, 231.

Two valuable manuscripts relating to the, 268.

On the reclamation of arid plains in the, 268.

The danger to the, from injustice and oppres-
sion, 279.

Statistics as to the use of steam in, 342.

Statistics of lynchings in the, 344.

On the people of the Appalachian mountains of
the, 355.

Universal spirit. Essay entitled. A, 180.

Virtue of being dependable. The, 190.

Voice for the times. A, 281.

Wages of union and non-union workers, 127.
" Wait on the Lord." Remarks of C. H. Spurgeoo,

entitled, 362.

Walking. Hints about, 116. •

Walnut trees. The value of stumps of, 244.

Watches. Fine screws in, 70.

Watson John of Ireland. Brief memoir of, 41.

War. The surrender of the conscience inseparable

from, 9. 407.

Imprisonment of Goutaudier. in France, for his

testimony against, 14.

Remarks of the London Peace Societ.v on the

conclusion of the South African, 23.

to be banished from the earth by submission of

individuals to Christ, 31.

Remarks of Nathaniel S. Shaler on, and com-
ments, 37.

On the publication of a literature for peace, 39.

Peace jirinciples in action, 5.5. 383.

The influence of mothers in the home in pre-

venting, 65.

On the way for uations to disarm, 96.

The views of Jean de Bloch on the future of,

98.

The blight of militarism, 137.

Remarks of Herbert Spencer on, and comment.s,

208.

In time of peace educate for peace. 245.

Washington's utterances against, 249.

Testimony of Salisbury against, 251.

States whose laws exempt Friends, etc., from

participation in, 255.

Preparations for, tend to beget, 263.



War. On the waste of money in naval armaments, 268.

Testimony of the earlv Christians against, 274.

282. 291. 300. 307, 326. 340. 346. 354. 363. 370.

381. 386.

On the attitude of present great nations in favor

of, 300.

Some notable books recently printed against, 319

The spirit of, prevalent in"Prussia, 344.

The spirit of anti-Christ leads to, 369.

Humiliating statements made in England, re-

specting, 374.

On the progress of international arbitration, 383.

The sword a tottering foundation for national

prosperity, 385.

A powerful obstacle to the eflbrts of mission-

aries among the heathen, 407.

Washington. Not a favorer of Free Masonry, 250.

Testimony of, in favor of peace, 249.

Water. How, freezes, 69.

The great occasion for utilizing the power of, 1 02

The purification of running, 157.

The power of, in freezing, illustrated, 357.

Wealth. Illustration of an effect of, upon men, 160.

Great, without mercy and charity not a blessing,

199.

Wedding. A simple, at home. 6.

Weather. Foretelling the, on the Pacific coast, 2.36.

prophets defended, 311.

Statistics of the, 332.

Wesley John. A memorial of the influence of, 220.

Remarks on the character of, 288. 383.

What worlds yet remain for the discoverer ? 405.

When home is sweet. Essay entitled, 292.

Wilbur John. Testimony in regard to, 127.

Westtown Old Scholars' Association. Kotice of meet-

ing of, 391.

Wilson Emma. The struggles of, to advance her race,

238.

Wisdom. Remarks on true, 281.

Whale struck by a steamship. A, 251.

Wheeler Daniel. Remarks of, on Nicholas I of Russia,

and comments, 186.

Comments on the above, 205.

What do you know? Extract entitled, 117.

What is a miracle? Essay entitled, 373.

Which way dost thou lean, 101.

White house in Washington in 1800. The, 98.

Whittier John G. Reminiscences of, 127.

Whittier John G. Proposed sale of books and manu-
scripts of, 144.

Sale of manuscripts, etc., belonging to the late, 255.

Whaling fleet of the United States. The present

small, 69.

Williams Eleazar of Canada. Account of, 81, 82.

Wilson Thomas of Ireland. Brief account of the life

and ministry of, 35.

Wife. On the assistance rendered by a, 125.

On the too easy giving up duties of a, to the

trained nurse, 310.

Wing family. Notice of a late reunion of the, 409.

Winter. Instruction drawn from contemplating the

snow etc., of, 158.

Withy George. Account of a meeting of, in the Capi-

tol at Washington, 271.

Woods Margaret. Extract from the Memoirs of, 187.

Woman's journal. Extracts from a, 197.

Woman. The endurance of a, in crossing the A meri

can desert. 358.

Woolman John An account of, 109. 195.

Extract from, on wealth, &c., 195.

Women. Does Paul forbid, to teach in the church ?

172. 179.187. 203.

The influtnce for good of, 182. 215.

The importance of a knowledge of sewing to,

245.

engaged in industrial ociupations, 293. 323.

equal with men under the gospel dispensation,

318.

Opportunities of usefulness for, 404.

A syndicate of, to secure employment as cooks,

413.

Word of God. Christ is the, 191.

Words. Blunders made by folk-etymology in, 23.

and phrases to be avoided, 279. 346.

Work. On being mistress of her, 159.

On having an ideal in, 332.

World. The love of the, a hindrance to spiritual life,

303. 346.

Worldly compliance. On, 297. 321.

conformity. Remarks of The Presbyterian on,

and comment*, 361.

Worship may be performed wherever the soul feels

after God, 7. 263.

On social, 15.

The benefit of attending mid week meetings for,

18. 171. 265. 266.

Worship. On singing without understandir
i

act of, 39.
j

Incentives to attending mid-week meetp
47.171.

I

Life long attendance at places of, noti'se

gretted,87. ;

The oflices of the prophet and the pries hi|

Thoughts on attending meetings of Frijii

Divine, 171. 233.
'

On using the graphophone in public.

The views of Friends in regard to, 246.
j

;;

Testimony to the value of silence in, 26|
The living Word to be waited for, btforet

formed, 3-53.

Under the Christian dispensation, 397.
I.,"!

Yearly Meeting. Dublin, 1903. Notice of
i

ings of, 359. 375. ' 'I

Iowa, 1902. Notice of pmcfedings of, 1

London, 1903. On the approach of, 37£

London, 1903. Notice of proceedings
391.

New England at Westerly, R. I., l'J02,
j

Account of the proceedings of, 22. j

1903. Account of the proceedings ^n.i

New England held at Portland, Me., ![•

A notice of proceedings of, 406.

Notice of an appeal to, 406.

A hope that a, of Friends may be maint;

New England, 23.

Nonh Carolina, 1902. Notice of proclind

of, 63. :

"

Ohio, 1 902. Notice of proceedings of, 1 1
1
h

171.

Philadelphia. Counsel of the Meeting
ferings of, in 1834 to Friends as citize

173.

1903. On the approach of, 297. i j

1903. Visitors attending, 327.
\

'

1903. Notice of the proceedings ,33!

335.

1776. Advice of women Friends of

Western, 1902. Notice of proceedings

Yearly Meetings. Extracts from correspondenct

50, 53. 55.

Young Men's Christian Associations. Remarksiliwi

97. 99.

Yuletide a festival among many nations, 184.
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Bad Parentage for Oaths.—"Let your

munication be Yea, yea; nay, nay;forwhat-

er is more, comcth of evil (Matt, vi: 37).

The first recorded appeal to God was made

iatan in the support of the lie by which he

pted Eve."

—

Ev. Trad Society' s Paragraph

'e.

NE in the station of minister, who was so

3 from the condition of a minister as to ask

ell, what did thee think of my sermon?"

lived the reply, "I could follow thee a part

he way, but when thou put thy hand into

pocket and began to help thyself, thy words

t on, and thy ministry ceased."

Truth Biding its Time.

1 the development of the fulness of the

is we believe there is a great work yet

;er for the Society of Friends or for the

iiamental principles of its profession, to oc-

y. Wei! grounded in the faith once de-

ired to the saints and among them to our

ly Friends, the Quaker disciple standing

jiis rock of revelation can view calmly and

jiiout dismay from his position the surging of

imodern waves and the tumult of the people.

I) pitiful, indeed, to see the rushing to and

of high "thinkers," who have lost or fear

;r moorings, for a place to stand on; the

emence with which floating straws are

(sped as flung upon the sea of popular unrest

llDoctor Lo-here or Mother Lo-there; the be-

ilerment with which those who have thought

jS' had in the letter of the Scriptures eternal

]. forget to come to Christ the Word that

:iy may have life; the parting with the past

H this would grasp a new sunrise, and not

iwing what point of the horizon to rush

towards to meet it; the jumping at work as if

this were the new gospel; the development of

the resources of nature as if this might be a

handling of the power of an endless life. The

popery of wealtii by its monopoly; the up-

heaval of once firm churches that now feel

they are rocking; the desertion of convention-

al Christianity for oarts unknown, without

knowing the true; the preaching from the top

of pulpits against their very foundations,

-

these are but parts of the wreckage that is

in the surrounding swirl, and we know not

whether they are the fore-drift of a general

break-up to come.

But we fear not for the up-building Word;

"which liveth and abideth forever." Of that

which has been built upon the sand the ruin

may be great; but the Rock remains, and men

may by the upheaval of all else be learning

confidence in nothing else to build upon, or cling

to. The true Friend knows the difference be-

tween the Scriptures and the Word, and so

"the Lord hnth nee'^ of him;" h" Vr.ows the

difi'erence between news telling and power,

and that the Gospel is the power unto sal-

vation; he knows the difference between the

Holy Spirit granted, and taken for granted,

and so the Lord of coming times needs the

possessor by obedient experience, rather than

by assumption; "behold he desireth truth in

the inward parts, and in the hidden part"

to make his work-men know wisdom. He

wants a ministering people who know his king-

dom as not in word but in power; He wants

followers that are sheep knowing his direct

voice, speaking to their conditions and the

signs of the times. He wints the service of

possessors of his imparted grace rather than

professors of the imputed. He wants a proof to

the world of his reality, in a man whose dedi-

cated being speaks, "Forme to live is Christ."

But we cannot sketch the inexhaustibleness

of the possibilites of the attitude towards Truth

in which the sons of our morning were placed,

and for which the sons of the coming mid-day

need to be preparing. While the modern cloud

is rolling by we may with composure for the

triumph of Truth "stand still and see the sal-

vation of the Lord," but this waiting does not

mean excuse from standing on the alert, having

our lamps trimmed and our lights burning and

our loins girded, for the fresh work and ser-

vice of the Truth, when the call shall come

"Go ye out to meet Him."

Daniel Defoe's Letter to William Penn.

The following interesting communication

has been received from the Librarian of the

Society of Friends" London:

—

Sixth Month 2,'5r(i, 1902.

To the Editor of The Fkieno. Philndcliihia:

Noticing an account of Daniel Defoe in The
Friend of Fifth Month Hrd, 1 thought that

possibly thou might incline to publish enclosed

letter from Defoe to William I'enn, unless it

has lately appeared anywhere. It is from a

copy bought the other day with other copies

of letters to W. 1'. I'erhaps some Friend

would edit it. Keferring to the article in The
Friend can it be right to state that Defoe

and the Wesleys were school-fellows? The

dates, if I have them correctly, hardly seem to

square with this assertion: Defoe, 1660?

—

1731, John Wesley 17U3— 17'.)1, C. Wesley

1707— 178S.

I am thine Sincerly,

NOKMAN I'ENNY.

[By, school-fellows" the writer referred to

may have intended to convey the meaning of

fellow-alumni,—those once children of the same

schcc! though Uvt at the sam? period. For

Defoe's five years at Newington Green Acad-

emy (1675- -80) ended twenty-three years be-

fore John Wesley was born. The year of

Wesley's birth, 1703, was the year of Defoe's

punishment in the pillory "for being misunder-

stood," as he declared, on account of his

pamphlet, "The Shortest Way with the Dis-

senters." And it is under the apprehension of

such impending punishment that this letter to

William Penn appears to have been written.

What William Penn's service to Defoe had

been, we leave to be determined by some

Friend who may "edit the letter."

Having said this much it might be somewhat

unkind not to indicate what the oft'ense of De-

foe in his pamphlet was. Himself a dissenter,

or non-conformist with the Church of England,

he had no sympathy with those dissenters who

for the sake of obtaining or retaining govern-

ment offices would be "occasional confor-

mists," that is occasionally acknowledge the

established Church by partaking of its sacra-

ments, and then return to the attendance of

their own meetingsfor worship "conventicles."

Defoe joined in the support of a proposed Act

of Parliament which should clear out of office

these half-conformists and half-dissenters. "If

the Politic Dissenter or the State Dissenter can

attend the established worship without off'end-

ing his conscience he has no cause to be a Dis-

senter." Such was Defoe's contention, a kind-

ness to the dissenters to clear their member-

ship of the half-consistent, a kindness to the

state by clearing it of the half-hypocrites.

But the dissenters resented his attitude bitter-

ly Then suddenly his ironical pamphlet ap-

peared, "The Shortest Way \Nith Dissenters,"
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intended as a "banter upon the High-fiying

Tory Churchmen," and was relished much by

these while they thought it was serious, and it

frightened the Dissenters too much to let them

appreciate its humor. The High Church party

winced under so bold an exposure of their own

spirit, and the Tory ministry felt bound to

bring the author to trial for seditious libel.

The substance of his pamphlet which created

such a sensation, may be found in these ( mock)

words: "If one severe law were made, and

punctually executed, that whoever was found

at a conventicle should be banished the nation,

and the preacher be hanged, we should soon

see an end of the tale -they would all come to

church, and one age would make us all one

again." "This was the mock churchman's

shortest way for the suppression of dissent."

says a biographer, William Minto, by whose

aid this explanation is gathered. The book

was ordered to be burned by the common hang-

man. The author was sentenced ' 'to pay a fine

of two hundred marks, stand three time.s in

the pillory, be imprisoned during the Queen's

pleasure, and find sureties for his good be-

havior for seven years."—Ed.]

From Daniel Dc Foe to William Penn, Esq.

July 1 2th, 1703.

Tho' a Long Appology Suites Neither

yo' Own Temper, Nor my Condition, yet I

Cau Not but Let you Kno' w"' all the Thank-
fullness I Am Capable The Sense I have of

your Extraordinary Kindness :—Concerning

yo'' Self For me So Much a Stranger to you.

Nor Can I doubt whether To One who Ap-
peares So much my Friend as to attempt

being my Saviour From This Distress, I

should Scruple to use the uttmost Freedom
with Relation to y' Present Case.

S' The Proposall you are pleas' d to hint

By yo' Son from My \J Nottingham of Dis-

covering Paytyes is y" same which his Lord-
ship has often Put upon me before.

S" In some Letters w"'" I have Sent his

Lordship I have answer' d him with y" same
Assurance I did to y" Privy Council. Viz'

That in y' Manner which they Proposed it I

really had No plan to Discover : That if my
Life were Concern' d in it I would Not Save
it at y*" Price of Impeaching Innocent Men,
No More would I Accuse my Ffriends for y'

Freedom of Pri\'ate Conversation.

It has been my Character S' among those
who Kno' me, That I Scorn to Lye and by
God's Grace I'le preserve it while I live, I

Take ye Freedome to give you the Trouble
of repeating it, Onely to affirm to you with

y" More Confidence y" Protestation I make.
I Sollemnly Afifirm that Other than what
Passes in Conversation, and phaps There is

ill blood among people of my Opinion More
than Enough, but other Than that I have no
Accomplices. No Sett of Men (as my Lord
Call'd Them) with whom I used to Concert
Matters, of this Nature, To whom I iis'd to

show, or Receiv hints from that in Ord' to

These Matters, and Therefore to Put it upon
Condition of Such a Nature is to Of^er me
Nothing Attall.

But S' My Case is this, I came in upon y'

Honour of y" Govornment, being Under Baile

that (at least Some of them) Consented to

Let me go away and presst me to it. I

agreed to give the Court No Trouble but to

plead guilty to y' Indictment, Even to all y'

Adverbs, the Seditiously's, The Malitiously's,

and a Long Rapsody of the Lawyers et

Ceteras ;
and all this upon promises of being

us'd Tenderly and Treated like a Gentleman :

—and with Submission to yo' Judgement, I

Think that ye honour of the Govorm' is Con-

cern' d in it, and No Man will Venture to

Thro' himself upon their Mercy again, if I

am made the Example of their Tenderness in

This Manner I am like a Prisoner of Warr
yielding upon Discretion and afterwards Cut

in Peices in Cold blood w"" Tho' they may
Indeed do by Law yet No Man will Trust

Them after it.

As to y" Church of England as I Never

Meant to Insinuate That y" of England as a

Church did Design So to Treat y' Dissenters,

So Tis plain There are Members of or Rather

in y-- Church who have Declar'd their Reso-

lution to do it if it was in Their Power and as

these are y' Men I Aim'd at So I am Ready
To do y" Church of England any justice by
\'indicating her in y"" Same Publick Manner
They Suppose her affronted I mean in Print.

This is what I Tho't Fitt to give you y"

Trouble of, For which I ask yo' Pardon, and

Entreat y' Continuance of those Kind offices

you have So Generously undertaken for

An Unknown Captive,

Yo' Distress' d Serv',

Daniel De Foe,
July 12.

To William Penn, Esq.,

Humbly Pres'd.

From a copy in the possession of The Society of

Friends, Devonshire House, London E. C.

He Could See the Pol\t.—Horsemen take

great pride in being able to see all the good

points in a horse; but one man found a good

point in a horse which his driver had never

noticed before.

Dr. Plummer was once riding on the box

of a stage-cuach along-side of the driver, who
was a Jehu in his line of no common order.

He was profuse in his praise of his team, and
especially of one of the horses, interlarding his

praises with oaths.

"You have omitted one good point," said

Dr. Plummer with a twinkle in his eye. "What
is that, sir?" said the driver. "What is that?

I have studied that horse over and over, and I

did not think there was anything about him I

did not know. What is it you have discov-

ered?" "Well, sir," said the doctor, "It is

this: We have ridden so many miles, and up
to this point I have not heard a profane word
out of his head." The driver looked at the

doctor in surprise, and there was that same
demure look, with a twinkle in his eye. "Thank
you, sir," said the driver, "thank you. You
have made a good point, and I think I will try

to go as long w'ithout swearing as my
will."

—

The Common People.

In a most true sense the saints shall judge
the world. What makes a man a saint id what
saves him from being a sinner. And what
saves him from being a sinner is that central

moral act of the Cross which is the final moral
standard of the world. There is no earthly

power that has the right to .judge the real

Christianity in a man or rule his conscience.

"He that is spiritual judgeth all things."—
D. Forsyth.

Library of Star Photographs. i i

It was at the Astronomical Observator^pt

Harvard in 1850 that the first photograph (a
|

star was ever made. It was taken on an ;.

fashioned daguerreotype plate, by George.

Bond, later the second director of the Ob; -

vatory, but at that time an assistant to .^

father the Director, Professor William Cra b

Bond. After years of further experimi .

ing in 1857 the younger Bond succeeded n

obtaining photographs on wet plates and hx i

published three articles on the subject)!

celestial photography, which not only were 'e

first important contribution to the bibliogra 'y

of the subject, but may still be receivets

an authoritative statement of the geni'il

principles governing such work to-day.

Celestial photography is now a practical ,;-

partment of astronomy in nearly every imp(>

ant observatory in the world; but, in viewif

its beginnings, it is appropriate not only tit

it is still one of the important branches of 'e

work at Cambridge, but that Cambridge is e

center of the art in much the same remark£:e

degree as forty and fifty years ago. Both it

Cambridge and at the Harvard Southern staf'n j

in Arequipa, Peru, the work has been so 6- i

gently and systematically prosecuted ovea I

term of years, that more than one hund'd

and fifteen thousand plates, ranging in i!e

from four by five to twenty by twenty-f'r

inches have been accumulated, with sevdl

thousand more in course of shipment or w:,-

ing examination and classification.

The collection of photographic negatia i

now stored in Cambridge forms, indeed, w.t i

may be termed for purposes of illustration, e :

most valuable and unique astronomical libr j !

in the world in which each plate or defiile

series of plates takes the place of a bookr

a series of volumes—a library moreover, whh
contains such records as no human ingenty

could ever replace if destroyed. Each pi*

is a "document" on the portion of the ly

which it covers, and contains informatn

which exists nowhere else. The value of e

collection is widely recognized, and the da

which it furnishes are called for by astr -

omers in all parts of the world. The Obs"

vatory staff, for example, is at the preset

moment engaged in "checking"— as the wii

may he called—discoveries that have been mn
at the Cape of Good Hope, in England, andi

Germany.
The parallel between this great collect i

of plates and a library of books is very str-

ing. For one thing, the entire coUectioii

arranged, so far as the present endowment p

mits, according to modern library methods 5

regards catalogues, cards, cross referenc,

methods of consultation, and general adap-

bility to consultation It forms a compli

history of the entire stellar universe for i

last twelve years. To illustrate its importai

and its magnitude it may be pointed out tl:

if all the photographic plates at all the otl

observatories in the w( rid were brought

gather in one building they would supply t

a small portion of the material stored here.

One of the most striking illustrations of t

value of the Harvard negatives is shown in t

case of the tiny planet Eros. Eros was i

discovered until 1898. S. C. Chandler of Ca

bridge, one of the best-known non-professior

astronomers in this country, working in co
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mction with the Harvard observatory, made
laborious computation of its path in 1893,

hen very near the earth. This approach

;curs every thirty-seven years, the last one

sing in 1893, -not 1898. It will not ap-

roach so near again until 1930. A valuable

•iportunity to observe our nearest neighbor

ii the solar system had thus apparently been

,.st, but by reference to the Henry Draper
emoria! photographs taken at Cambridge and
Tequipa— as a large portion of the general

jllection is called in recognition of the work
)ne by the eminent New York astronomer

—

ros was found upon twenty plates, fifteen

i^ing charts of position, and five representing

ar spectra, between Tenth Month, 1893, and

ifth Month, 1894, and upon six of the plates

iken in 1896—so that its position and path

iring the entire time that it was nearest the

irth could be accurately determined. Thus,

hat might have been a lost opportunity, had

not been for the systematic work of the

)servatory, was utilized for the advancement
' astronomical science.

Just how important this special information

as from the astronomical point of view may
! better realized when it is explained that

.Iculations based upon these determinations

the path of Eros will probably give a better

lowledge of the distance of the sun from the

,rth than was obtainable from the last transit

Venus, in whose observation all the principal

untries of the world took part, the United

ates Government, alone, spending over a

:llion dollars. Not a single photograph of

•OS, it so happened, was found in the collec-

ins of any other observatory.

In 1899 there was another impressive illu-

ralion of the value of these photographs,

|nch, it is to be remembered, are taken night

ter night as a matter of conjprehensive rou-

le, quite independently of those taken with

[ecial regard to any special object or phenom-
on. On Fifth Month 20th, 'l898, Ceraski,

the astronomical observatory in Moscow,
d discovered a variable star of the Algol

;pe—where a dark star too faint to be dis-

rned by even the most powerful telescope,

riodically shuts off the light of a bright

mpanion by intervening between it and the

rth. For nearly a year observations were
ntinued at Moscow and only one other eclipse

!;s noted. Yet within a week after Sixth

)nth 1st, 1899, when the announcement of

3 discovery of the star was received in Cam-
idge, there were found in the Draper coUec-
n two hundred photographs of the region in

^ich the star appeared, taken between 1890
ji 1899, and showing it in a state of eclipse

twenty different nights. From these it was
issible to work out its period with a calcu-

jed uncertainty of only about one second- -

i eclipses predicted from the calculations

;erwards recurring with the regularity of

[ckwork. The most striking feature in this

j>e was that at Moscow, where they knew the

[sition of the star, and were watching for it

!sely, only the two observations at mini-

\m noted above were secured in a year's time,

ifhe so-called "American idea," of which
,! has lately heard so much in industry and
|mce, may be taken, perhaps, as character-
|C of the Harvard Observatory. No steel-

|1 "r great bank is run on a more systematic

like plan than the permanent sta-

tions at Cambridge and Arequipa, and the
temporary stations which are from time to
time established, for special purposes, in var-
ious parts of the globe. Night after night
telescopic cameras south and north of the
equator are automatically making records of
the sky, the entire heavens from pole to pole be-
ing covered several times a month, and certain
more interesting portions of the sky still more
frequently. These plates may have no special
significance for the moment, but no one can
cell when the astronomer may wish to apply
to them for verification of a discovery or for
working out a special problem; and with each
year, naturally, the value of the record grows.

All plates used, whether at Cambridge, at
Arequipa, or at such temporary stations as the
one recently closed in Jamaica, are developed
in the place taken, where a note of the time
of the observation, the instrument with which
each was made, and the point in the heavens
at which the instrument was pointed, is also

recorded, All plates are then brought back to

the photographic department in Cambridge.
Here they are verified by being placed over a
celestial chart, in order to locate exactly the
centre of every plate, and are then classified

in five divisions, according to excellence, by
W. P. Fleming, the curator of the collection,

who has had charge of the photographs for the
past fifteen years. The examination which she
makes is mainly for new stars and for variables,

after which the plates are filed awav in the

stack, with suitable references and cross-refer-

ences in the card-catalogue to facilitate future
consultation.

All plates, numbering, as has been noted
over one hundred and fifteen thousand, and
increasing at the rate of several thousand a

year, are at present stored in a three-story

brick building of "mill construction," the

simplicity of which may be gathered from the

fact that it cost only fifteen thousand dollars.

The building is now almost wholly inadequate,

and, owing to the constant increase of the

collections which it contains, the conditions

are bound to become worse and worse. One of

the immediate wants of the Harvard Observa-
tory, therefore, is for a better and more fire-

proof building to protect and store for all time

this great collection, the destruction of which
might perhaps be regretted by astronomers as

deeply as the destruction of the Alexandrian

library has been regretted by the world at

large. The use of the present building could

be continued without loss for the Observatory's

valuable collection of books, possibly the best

astronomical library in the country and one of

the best in the world, now shelved in a number
of different rooms. A simple building, plain

and without ornamental architecture, Profes-

sor Pickering has estimated could be erected

for fifty thousand dollars, for which there is

an excellent site on the present Observatory

grounds. An additional fifty thousand dollars

would far more than double the usefulness of

the photographic library by providing an ad

ditional corps of assistants to look up the past

history of new stars as announced and other

objects of interest. Indeed, the possibility of

work on present accumulations is in itself

enormous. Even if the sky were to be over-

cast both at Cambridge and Arequipa every

night for the next ten years there is more than

work enough on hand to keep the entire staff

of both stations busy for the whole decade.
And the suggestion of what a thorough exami-
nation of the plates now on hand might reveal
in new knowledge of the heavens, perhaps
new laws of stellar growth, is something that
the astronomer- or for that matter any lover

of science— can hardly contemplate without a
deep feeling of disappointment that no one
has yet come forward to supply the necessary
equipment and endowment.

I"i>r ••TiiK Khiend."

A Baptist Minister's Experience.

A P.aptist minister of Boston, narrating cer-

tain experiences which he deemed to have
been crises in his life, tells how, when he was
pastor of a village church not far from Chapel
Hill, the seat of the University of North Caro-
lina, he preached a series of sermons with the
view of reaching the hundreds of young men
who were students there. He found, however,
much to his mortification, that the desired

end was so far from being attained, that many
who came were either indifferent to the mes-
sage or received it mockingly. Walking
through the campus and being recognized, he
would hear the voice of a mimic reproducing
ihe tones of his sermon or prayer. And so,

he says, there came "a horrible feeling of

failure," accompanied by a sense of weakness
and unworthiness, and prostration of body and
soul before Cod. Most of the time was given

to reading the liible, to prayer and meditation,

the occasion of failure being thereby mercifully

uncovered. That same evening, in going to

the meeting, no formal sermon was prepared,

but a result very different from what had pre-

ceded, followed. The other meetings im-

mediately succeeding were felt to be seasons

of favor, many of the students being reached,

among them the present governor of North
Carolina. The narrator says upon this time

of trial and sifting:

"As 1 look back upon this experience, it

.seems clear that the secret of it all was that

I was led by the Holy Spirit to turn from de-

pendence on myself to simple faith in God the

Holy Spirit. I had been expecting that preach-

ing would interest and save the young men.

I wove into my sermons history, poetry, phil-

osophy, Scripture—everything that 1 thought

might impress their conscience, reason or

imagination. It was a transition from influ-

ence to power. I had been up to that time

striving to influence the young men by argu-

ment and appeal. When Ibegan to trust in

God, the influence was not dispensed with, but

God worked through it in a way vvorthy of

Himself."
J. W. L.

The first thousand million minutes since the

birth of Christ elapsed sometime in last Fourth

Month, according to announcements from three

separate French authorities distinguished in

astronomy. The "Bureau of Longitudes," in

correction of the differing dates of the other

two, places the date at Fourth Month 28th,

forty minutes past ten o'clock, a. m.

Professor W. J. McGee. of the Government

Geological Survey, declares the Great Salt Lake

may disappear entirely in the near future be-

cause contributing streams are being u.sed for

rrigating the lands around the lake.
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The Friend.'

(Cmitinueil from page 409.)

A quiet dignity of manner which always

distinguishes those who live in and walk in

the Truth, was conspicuous in the life and

walk of Abigail Hutchinson.

The following memoranda, made by a Friend

who knew her well, related to a period in her

life when she was about ninety-one years of age.

"Second Month 10th, 1889. Near the close

of our meeting on First-day morning, Abigail

Hutchinson appeared in supplication for which

service she seemed hardly to have the physical

strength, as her voice rather failed her and she

had to be helped off her knees to her feet.

"Eighth Month 3rd, 1889. At our Quarterly

Meeting of Ministers and Elders our dear

Friend A. H.'s strength gave out and she

fainted. She did not fall, being supported by

women Friends who laid her down on the bench,

putting a cushion under her head. Conscious-

ness returned, but she lay quietly there, a

Friend sitting in a chair by her side and some
others rendering assistance. She seemed bet-

ter pretty soon, and the business of the meet-

ing went on.

"Eighth Month 25th 1889. Abigail Hutch-
inson was out at meeting this morning engaged
in supplication. She seems very feeble but

lively in spirit.

"First Month 31st, 1890. Visited A. H.,

who seems weak, but improving. She told me
of some expressions of her mother not long

before she died. She seemed to have rallied

from a sinking spell and said, ' Very sweet

—

very sweet is the view that 1 have had. The
gates were open and I thought myself almost

through; but I must return to earth.'"

"Sixth Month 4th, 1«90. Our dear friend

A. H. is now evidently passing through the

valley of the shadow of death; but as I sat in

her house the language went through me:
'This day thou shalt be with me in Paradise,'

which I received as an assurance that she
would be accepted."

"Sixth Month 16th. Abigail Hutchinson
breathed her last about five o'clock in the

morning."

"Sixth Month 18th. The funeral of our
dear friend, Abigail Hutchinson, took place

from the Orange Street Meeting House, assem-
bling at three o'clock. There was quite a fair

representation of Friends present, also quite

a number not members of our Society." A
solemnity spread over the company under which
a number of testimonies were borne to the

power of Divine grace as manifested in the
life and religious exercises of oyr deceased
friend. "Rebecca K. Masters engaged in

prayer."

A memorial of her was issued by Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, which says, "In many of
her religious engagements she was strength-
ened by the sympathy of her beloved sister

Elizabeth Hutchinson, a valuable elder in the
Truth, who possessed the ornament of a meek
and quiet spirit, and with whom she lived in

much unity until the death of her sister. On
the seventh of Eighth Month, 1882, her beloved
brother Thomas, highly esteemed for his humble
and exemplary life, was removed by death.
This bereavement was deeply felt by her, but
she was enabled to write on the 28th of the

month: as I lay on my bed a few mornings ago,

dwelling on my strippedness and loneliness,

the language came before me, " Put on strength

in the name of the Lord, finish thy work
and there will be a mansion prepared for thee."

About three months before her close she wrote

to a friend: "I feel, through the mercy of

my Holy Redeemer, all has been forgiven and

blotted out, and the cheering hope, when the

Lord is pleased to say it is enough, of being

united with our loved ones."

Her health had been feeble for many years,

yet she was not entirely prevented from atten-

ding our religious meetings until about six

months before her death. In this period of

seclusion, she wrote: "I have had some com-
fortable quiet meetings in my chamber, the

dear Master has been very near, praises to

his name!" Thus supported by a sense from
time to time, of the Divine presence, she

peacefully drew near to the close of her life,

which took place on the sixteenth of the Sixth

Mo., 1890, in the ninety-third year of her aee.

Lights and Shadows of Colportage.

The following letter from William Liphardt,

who is engaged as a colporter of the American
Tract Society, and whose field of labor is prin-

cipally among the foreign-born population

found in Kansas, shows both the bright and
the dark sides of colportage work. He writes:

—''Dear Brethren: In summing up the work of

the year there is much to encourage and a few
causes for regret. My field is prosperous,

financially. Unusually heavy crops of wheat
and other small grain w(^re harvested and com-
mand good prices, the corn crop alone being
almost a failure owing to the severe drought
of last summer.
"Here in a settlen>ent of Russo-German

Mennonites, expatriated from their Russian
homes because their religious views were for

peace and against conscription as soldiers, I

look at what God has wrought. Thousands of

poor people driven from their homes and forced

to sell what little they possessed at a forced
sale, settled in what was then considered almost
a rainless desert, and in the name of the Al-

mighty God began life in a new country After
a score of years we find them with full gra-

naries, cattle and other stock covering the
land, school-houses and churches and every
mark of plenty and peace. With four-fold

blessings has the Lord recognized their faith-

fulness to the Prince of Peace and poured out on
them his gracious mercies. It would seem as
if material as well as spiritual blessings are
given to those who trust in God. 'The Wilder-
ness and the solitary place shall be glad for

them, and the desert shall rejoice and blossom
like the rose.' is surely fulfilled in our day in

these immigrants, fleeing from persecution for

Christ's sake.

"My reception as the representative of the
American Tract Society was most cordial.

The German periodicals of the Society were to

be found in many of their homes and prepared
a way for my coming and a gracious reception
by all. A donation for the distribution of the
German periodicals among the poor and espec-
ially to immigrants, was handed to me by a
patriarch of the settlement, who remembered
the kindness shown to him at Castle Garden by
a colporter of the Tract Society who gave him
as a welcome to the gate of the New World
beautiful tracts and papers. Further, a local

church there has sent to the Society's treasulj

a donation to help on union missionary cli

portage, in response to my presentation of lj

great need for enlargement. I

"This settlement is one of the bright pha;||

of my life, and the atmosphere and spirit thct

commend practical Christianity, for no l;-.

suits or paupers exist among them. Tl

settle their differences by the arbitration'

the brethren, and provide amply for any pi

or sick persons of their vicinity.

"The dark side of the picture in contTi

with the above is seen in many localities wh^
no religious bond binds the residents,

are a great many such places, and not so vij

far from this happy valley I have describeo—American Messenger.

tea

%atl|

Joseph Milthorp.

Joseph Milthorp, a member of Pontefi

Monthly Meeting in Yorkshire, was edug
in the principles of the Church of Eng
But as he advanced towards man's estate,

of a thoughtful disposition, and unsatu _
with the principles of his education, he, aff
various researches among the different mois

of profession, joined himself to the Rom'o

church, and for divers years constantly ^-,

tended their worship, and strictly obserji,.

their ceremonial institutions, for some ttei

firmly believing Christ Jesus to be the autir

thereof. At times he was led to believe tfa'c

was a subduing of the passions and a renc -

tion of heart, which the truly righteous -

perienced, and also a fruition of inward pet

,

which they at times possessed; to all whicl e

found himself, in great measure a stranj;..

This caused him many times secretly to mojn

and pour forth earnest prayers to the Fatir

of mercies, that he might become a parta.T

of the same happy experience.

While he was thus exercised it came i o

his mind to go to a meeting of the people ca d

Quakers, for an account of which take is

own words, in a letter, viz:

"1 sat at ease a long time, yet earneiy

desired that if the Lord had any particur

regard to that people, or approved of tiir

manner of worship, he would make me sensle

of it. Being thus set and grown wearyjf

silent waiting. Divine power seized upon ij

body, soul and spirit, which caused me to biik

out into abundance of tears, and my biy

greatly to tremble. Then said I, Lo !

why am I thus? To which inward cry of m^,

something which till then I knew not, tho.h

I had often felt a measure of the same pou,

though never to that degree, answered, 'If t»u

did but love the Lord thy God with all ly

heart, mind and soul that love would be so pna-

lent over thee, that it would teach thee whato

do, and what to eschew. ' the surprising s te

1 then found myself in ! How was my heart tin

filled with love, peace and joy unspeakable id

full of glory! Soon after, an honest Fnd
stood up in tears and much trembling, and sd,

'It is an excellent thing if we can say ( a

truth Jesus Christ lives in us.' These wds

reached my state; I then bowed in my md,

adoring the Divine power that then influeied

me, and said, 'Dear Lord, if thou art He at

I have long sought and mourned for, tell «i

Thou that hast ravished my heart; wLl -

should do to be saved, or to continue in hy^
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ir?' Upon which the humble Jesus, the

ine bridegroom of my soul, affectionately

vered, 'I require no rite or ceremonial wor-

I of thee, but that thou give up thy heart,

i there I would reign, it is there I would

,
and there 1 would be worshipped in spirit

truth."

; was sometime before he could get from

ar the prejudices he had in favor of the

lan church, but continued to frequent both

mass house and Friends' meetings, until

lUgh a further visitation by instrumental

ns he was effectually reached, became a

lable and useful member, exemplary in

luct, careful to have the discipline main-

ed, and at times was concerned in a short

imony, which was very acceptable. He
a peaceable neighbor, and being of exten-

knowledge, was capable of advising in

y cases, which he was always ready to do,

onstrating that the living Divine principle

lad embraced, led him to the exercise of

•y Christian virtue.

or divers years before his death he was at

js sorely afflicted with disease, the acute-

of which he bore with exemplary patience,

last illness was short, and apparently at-

led with no symptoms of death till near the

lof his departure; and though he was sud-

y called, yet not unprepared, for being

id a little before his death how he was, he

•essed himself thus: "I am pretty easy,

igh not without some bodily pain, yet in-

1 comfort helps greatly;" and added, "I

weary, weary of this world, if it would
se Providence to take me to Himself,

acceptable it would be!"

e departed this life the third of the Seventh

th, 176fi; aged about fifty years.

,

Remarks on Carnal Ordinances.

j

Jamestown, R. I., Seventh Month .3rd, 1902.

\ear Editor:—"! hope the time may come
•a Friends will so far recognize the right

Individual conscience in the matter of

l.ism and the Supper, that they will not

I ember those who feel it required of them
pserve these obviously scriptural require-

;ts."

iy observation is that where ever this liberty

l.'tion has been acceded to, the identity of

^^ociety as a protesting body against offici-

i'l, soon follows. Whether we look at

jiduals from George Keith to the present,

|. meetings where the work of disintegra-

been most conspicuous, results are the

not now considering the grounds for

eJ! so called ordinances; I would only ask,

I

reasonable that such of our members as

B*themselves constrained to practice them
D|d expect to be retained in membership.
Ijnot marvel at the wish—we have known
TOraments so constituted that they pre-

'jd the principles of Friends except in the
aliceof them— 1 only marvel at their under-
ijing, when I see them so well intentioned;
d|ir, good people sometimes mistake broad-
s|for righteousness.

^ne years ago a large house was built in a
isjrn town by a congregation made up of the
i^ected of different denominations;—their
»ti over the front door was, "In essentials

unity, in non-essentials liberty."—They employ-
ed a cultured man for pastor who discussed
ethical subjects ably— they soon discovered a

disagreement among themselves as to what
was essential and what was non-essential.

—

Baptism, in substance and in form, was a
prolific subject; -the Supper, was it a priestly

function or not? Was "the second coming"
a scripture doctrine? Moral questions came
in for a large share of attention—prohibition,
theatricals, etc. "The Union Church," for

such was its name, made history fast for three
years the lights all went out, and the building

passed into other hands.

Undoubtedly where true Bible unity prevails

(unity of the Spirit) the fruits of the Spirit

will be found in active operation— charity,

long-suffering, kindness, gentleness, patience

—a waiting attitude towards the weak and the

untutored. Bui if, as William I'enn says,

"the judgment of the body is superior to that

of the individual"—the relative position of the

two regarding fundamentals becomes apparent.
If "the good that has been is necessary to the

good that is to be," can Friends in their So-

ciety capacity be silent? Can they be neutral

when it is proposed to honey-comb the Society

with a sacramental system?—At the beginning

it looks to be very little.—Where would be the

stopping place? Dr. Pusey seemed to em-
brace, not everything, but nearly everything
that Bonie decreed.

In allusion to the passing away of the old

and bringing in of the new dispensation, a re-

cent writer thus expresses himself — "The
apostles were not appointed to pull down one

ritual system and set up another. They began
at the beginning. Under the Divine impulse

of the Pentecostal endowment, their first enter-

prise was, not to overthrow Judaism, but to

preach Christ. 'That was not first which is

spiritual; but that which is natural; and after-

ward, that which is spiritual.'— In the natural

sphere, last year's withered leaves sometimes
adhere to the stem on which they had their

birth; as if kindly lingering, to welcome their

successors, and to afford shelter and defence

to the tender buds, until the rigor of the new
life, 'in the fulness of time' and at the right

time, quietly displaces them."

Plants as Time-Pieces.

Each flower, bird and insect has its appointed

time in the shifting panorama of beauty and

music that stretches through the year. They
Derforni their parts as regularly as actors in a

play, all keep well their places, and appear

only when the piece expects them. This ac-

curacy extends even in days and hours. The
naturalist Thoreau said that if he were placed

in the fields after a sleep of unknown length,

he could tell the exact day of the year by

the flowers around him. Other close observers

of nature have claimed the same. Before

mechanical clocks were common, "it was an

ordinary habit to read the time of day in the

flowers.

Every blossom has its precise hour for un-

folding its petals and for shutting them. Al-

though the light and temperature affect these

movement, there is always a strong effort made
by the plant to keep its allotted time. Day
flowers imprisoned in darkness still follow their

usual out-door habits. Most flowers open at

sunrise and close at sunset, but there is no

hour of the twenty-four when some blossoms
do not awaken, and there is none when
some do not begin to sleep. This motion is

generally gradual, but morning flowers open
rapidly, and afternoon flowers close very
rapidly.

The daisy, or "day's-eye," spreads its lids

to the earliest rays of the sun, usually, about
five o'clock, and goes to bed just before sun-
set. The morning glory does all its bloom-
ing between six and nine o'clock in the morn-
ing, and never opens a second time; the life

of each flower being limited to a single morn-
ing. Dandelions awake between six and seven
o'clock and are put to sleep sometime before
evening when the heat is excessive. The yel-

low goat's- beard, so common in the meadows,
ends its day at noon, and is therefore famil-

iarly called "go-to-bed-at-noon." The pink
little pimpernel blossom is known as "the shep-
herd's clock," from its custom of closing exact-
ly at two in the afternoon.

The old-fashioned "four-o'clock" either was
falsely named or has lost its reckoning as it does
not appear until about six o'clock. Of all the
plants which fold together their flowers and
hang their heads at sundown for the night's
rest, perhaps the most noticeable are the
asters, which invariably hide their faces at .six

o'clock. Many leaves do the .same. The clover
trefoils and the wood sorrel (oxalis) close

between six and seven p. ni., and stretch out
from six to seven a m. This action is very
marked in all pod-bearing plants, as the acacia
and locust, and especially the sensitive plant,

which all double up, or rather double down
with the closing day. In a country walk toward
sunset you may see tl;e drowsy leaves and
blossoms nodding one after another in slumber,

setting a fine example of early dreams.

Heliotropes, sunflowers, marigolds, and all

compound and yellow flowers, turn toward the

sun throughout the whole day, following his

course so as to face the east in the morning,
south at noon, and west in the evening. The
direction in which they point therefore shows
the time.

Many kinds of plants bloom only at night,

and toll the hours of darkness with their silent

bells of beauty, ringing perfume instead of

sound during their period. Often their frag-

rance is extraordinary, as if to offset the dis-

ailvanlage which their color suffers at night.

The evening primrose does not show its love-

liness until about seven p. m. The night-

blooming catchfly modestly nestles out of sight

on the ground through the day, but at seven

o'clock, as if at the touching of a fairy, the

little blossoms sparkle thicklv among the grass.

The night-blooming cereus begins to open at

seven o'clock, and is locked fast again at two
a. m.

The great water-lily Victoria Regia is noc-

turnal, like some other water-lilies. Linnaeus,

the father of modern botany, constructed a

flower clock which would tell the hours.

Is it possible that all this time-keeping, in-

volving a knowledge of astronomy, tlie times

and motions of celestial bodies, the progress of

the seasons, the times of sowing, planting,

growing, blooming and ripening, are the re-

sult of blind chance, or unreasoning "Law,"
or simple unintelligent force? Who can be-

lieve it? Only the fool, who hath said in his

heart there is no God.
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Science and Industry.

Ffar causes more disease than do microbes,

„.or d'eaT than famine more failures an

n!,nics- it costs more than war, is always a

no Snin°° which either directly causes or

^reatl aids in the P™ductioB of ^u:te mnet^

percent of all our diseases.-G. i'. Meacnam,

M. D. in Health.

The CUBANS.-The population of Cuba is

about aniillion and a quarter, of which a little

'"thirty per cent, is -S- ^
the ma es are

SL^^i/e^eic^rSlte^r^fn'thntr^tran

n he black race, while, for general purposes

of Numeration, the people are divided into

blacks and whites, there are really four classes

-the whites, the colored, the blacks and the

Ch nesl The whites include the Spaniards,

Cubans and foreigners, and among these are

a considerable number of Canary Islanders,

who a e farm laborers. The Cubans have

Ce families of children, of which the wo-

men are proud. The children develop young

are very bright, have strong memories, and be-

come Lder good training, very intelligent

The people are easily educated and many of

their prominent men have been taught in Eu-

rope and in the United States njer such

influences they . have turned to Uba and

those who remain there are "S t^e^^^^^^^

inhabitants of the island, polite hospitable,

n elligent and kind, with refined tastes, affec-

tion and patriotism which Spanish tyranny has

been unable to quench. They have had no ex_

perience in Government, and are said to lack

the firmness which is necessary to make it a

success This, however, is an untried expei i

meTand may" prove more Buccessful than as

been i^s^red.- Correspondence of the New Ua
Observer.

the pineapple is preserved by hea there is no

reLon why the tinned fruit should not ream

the diSive power. The active digestive

nrinciile nS be obtained from the nuice by

d Sving a large quantity of common salt in

it wheTa precipitate is obtained possessing

he remarkable digestive powers just. describ-

ed! Unlike pepsin, the digestive P™c>Ple o

the Dineapple will operate in an acid, neutra

or even afkaline medium, according to t e kind

of proteid to which it is presented. It may,

SeSre, be assumed that the pineapple en-

tvn e wonld not only aid the work o digestion

„'
he stomach, but would contmue that action

in the intestinal tract. Pineapple, t may be

added contains much indigestible matter of the

natuJ; of woody fibre, but it is quite possible

that the decidedly digestive properties of the

juice compensate for this fact.-Lo«c/o« Lan-

cet.

THE Pineapple as a Dicestive Aio-The

partaking of a slice of pineapple after a meal

is quite in accordance with physiological lnd^

cations, since, though it may not be generally

known, fresh pineaple_ juice, contains a le-

markably active digestive principle similar to

pepsin. This principle has been termed

'bromelin,"and so powerful is its action upon

proteids that it will digest as much as one

thousand times its weight within a few hous^

Its digestive activity varies m accordance with

the kind of proteid to which it is Bub.iected^

Fibrin disappears entirely after a time With

he coagulated albumen of eggs the digestive

processes slow, while with the albumen of meat

ts action seems first to produce a pulpy

gelatinous mass, which, however completely

dissolves after a short time. When a slice of

fresh pineapple is placed upon a raw beefsteak

he surface' of the steak becomes gradually

gelatinous, owing to the digestive ac ion o

the enzyme of the juice. Of course, it is well

known that digestive agents exist also in other

fruits, but when it is considered that an

average sized pineapple will Yjeld nearly two

pints of juice, it will be seen that the digestive

Son of the whole fruit must be enormou
^

The activity of this peculiar d'gestive agent s

destroyed in the cooked pineapple, but unless

A Marvel of Irrigation. - Thirty-five

years ago the Salt River Valley, into which we

had driven, was all a parched deser, unin-

habited save by a few lean Indians and two or

three hardy traders, whom the sand and cactus

crowded down close to the water of the river,

t ^s a thousand miles from the nearest rai-

oad-an unknown, desolate, forbidding land

a part of the Great American Desert, which

trSve ers said would never support human life.

To day the Salt River Valley contains a popu-

lation of over twenty-five thousand. It has

hree cities, one, Phcenix, the capi al of Ari-

zona having electric lights, an electric car

r'good hStels, churches and other buildings

residences surrounded by trees, lawns and a

Serness of flowers. More than one undred

and twenty-five thousand acres of land round

about are laid out in farms, highly cultivated

with orchards of oranges, almonds olives and

figs and grain and hayfields. Thousands oi

StUe feed in the rich meadows, and there are

bees chickens, ducks and ostriches unnum-

bered Richer soil than this once desert valley

Soes not exist anywhere in the world except

in other once desert valleys. Here one may

behold the startling ^Pftade of orange groves

in bearing worth one thousand dollars an acre

on one side of a fence, and bare cactus deser

on the other, both having the same soil, the

san e opportunities, but only one having wa-

te? Here, when a man builds his fence of

Cottonwood posts, such is the soil and such

Se water that th; posts take root and grow

nto trees, so that the wire of many old fences

is seen running through the centre of arge

trees Here a farmer rarely needs to use fer i-

li7er for the river comes in bearing rich silt,

and spreads it over his fields; and he may

sSmethnes cut two or three or more crops a

year from his alfalfa fields, and then pas ure

Ihem during the winter-^ winter w^iich i. m

reality a continual spring.-^e Century.

k Home Wedding.

It is sometimes refreshing to turn from I

glare and glitter, the waste and extravagil

which attend weddings where souls are scj

times linked together in gilded misery, •

glance at simpler scenes where quiet and
(

^

fort wait on true affection._ A writer m^

Pittsburg Dispatch tells this tale of a sirj

home wedding. „

"It's just a year ago to-day, s

told the story. "We had been schoo int

and she asked me to come on an early t

and help her and her mother through the I

It was nine in the morning when I stepped u
^

the thick woodbine that grew about the i

of that angular little house on the edge »l

New England village.^ She had a broad hd

and she said, 'Co,me.'
, , „j h^i

"We went out into the pasture land beh

the village, and we filled our arms with golj

rod and cardinal flowers. Then we walked

to the house and her mother fetched jarsj

big bowls, and we put our flowers about"

™'^He came by the noon train, and she

to the gate in her print dress and her t|

hat to meet him. We had a htt e dinnet

gether, her mother, he, she, and I.

"Then she went to dress, and came (^

stairs again in half an hour in a simple le

wS e gown. It was two o'clock whei. s

neighbors began to arrive. She went tv

door to meet them herse f, and she too

J
minister's hat and showed the minister s;.fe.

where to put her things.
. , ,

»

"Then by and by the minister said Arfou

ready?' And she said. 'Yes.' And theithe

U-o stood before the 'ninister, and she pu^

hand behind her and into the hand ol

mother, who sat on the sofa And wht

minister began 'Will you-' she said I. .11

before he got half through.

"After that she put on a white aproijnd

saw that we all had cake and ice-cream, nen

Senit was time for her to go awajs

changed her dress again and we all walk:

the railway station to see her started

the train came up she turned on e^

J
with mother till to-morrow 111 get a -te

to her by that time. She'll be lonelj.hi

evening.'"

Wanted, A SciENTisT.-Under this caption

Zion's Herald asks: Will ^ome professor,

who has given teetotahsra scientific study

tell us what fearful evils would ensue if the

upper half of society should Pract.ee absti-

nence for the next fifty years, and all pull to-

gether to get the under half of society on is

feet? Why refuse to enter the lists for hu-

manity?

Of the ministry, James Emlen wn^e^jlj

deed I can say from my heart, I have ^ei

Sdly feelin'g for a brief and lively mirtr

and in this view of the sub.iect, no one h.,a^

oSasionto plead the lack of eloque

J.

the stammering tongue, for it i. not so

the words, how good or how many bu

lively; feeding the hungry with the true.

and not with pictures and descnp ions a

doctrines; nay, is it not true, that even, c

fitly spoken, is like ' Apples of gold m pi^

of silver
' The rehearsal of a text, with

!

author y, may have the effect to gal

assemby unto Christ, the ™ble Te.

to settle them npon Him and h s eacf

which is all any minister should des re

The foregoing may have been pubis

THE Friend separate from this Memona

which it is now taken; but it 's so good, s^

S that it is thought it might be rep o

not that it has any personal reference

present time; also, bearing in remembraij
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g expression of our late dear Friend,

ih Gibbons; "She would not check the

J- of a babe in Christ Jesus."

W. P. T.

oGRAPHic Maps of Pennsylvania.—
topographical map sheets of parts of

ylvania, the result of a cooperative survey

by the State of Pennsylvania and the

] States (ieological Survey, have recently

3sued by the Federal organization. These

are drawn on a scale of about one inch

mile and each sheet covers a rectangular

n representing approximately thirteen

enteen miles. They exhibit in great de-

Ifealures of roads, boundaries, towns,

irainage. and the topography of the

•y is specified by contours or lines of

elevation. The (iermantown sheet is a

3 and shows the country surrounding the

f that name in the suburbs of Philadel-

ind thence several miles to the north,

ing, a new sheet, covers a portion of

estern part of Armstrong county and

ird to the Allegheny River. Connelsville,

je, and Indiana, also new sheets, show a

;ting strip of country northeastward
Connelsville to a few miles beyond the

f Indiana, embracing parts of Westmore-
,nd Indiana counties. They cover the

part of the region from which comes the

ated Pittsburg coking coal. The maps
ailable at the usual rate of five cents

:)n application to the Director of the

States Geological Survey.

IS do an immense amount of drudgery
.in, if they do now and then reward
'ivea by a dainty tid-bit of ripening fruit.

;• of robins have been watched while

'irried a thousand earthworms to their

Woodpeckers destroy eggs and larvae

I would develop millions of destructive

j-es in forests and orchards; and one of

st inevitable foes of the cankerworm is

iiutiful oriole, were it but allowed to live

pg its swinging cradle to the elm. For
[ving of black and orange on a young
lat, an apple tree is stripped of leaves
ling fruit, or an elm is denuded of its

\i\ foliage by the cankerworm.

—

Farm
1

bat thou hast in hand with perfect and
dignity and feeling of affection, and
a and justice, and to give thyself re-

am all injurious thoughts. — Marcus

Notes From Others.

Bradford, in an article written for the
says : The Church has been over-organized.
;h is made to depend on direction and not
Dn inspiration. We have too many meet-
1 consequently too little time for individual

ary of which every volume or tablet was
prior to Abraham's leaving Ur of the

i\i has just arrived at the University of
•ania. These treasures were brought to
ntry in twenty-two large cases. A. T.

1. p., considers this the most important
)gical material ever brought to America.

ipurgeon, father of Chas. Haddon Spurgeon,
ntly died. He was the oldest Congrega-
inister in England, having been born in

1810. The liritish Weekly says that John Spurgeon
had remarkable pulpit gifts. Visitors found never-
failing delight in talking to the wise and gracious
old man, whose memories covered nearly a century,
and whose intellect remained unclouded to the last.

A prominent New York preacher, McArthur, is

looking for an "imperialism of love"' which he
thinks is yet to dominate the world. "God is

raising up a love trust to offset the ' self-trusts

'

which are menacing our civilization. On the basi.s

of the golden rule, a federation of the whole world
will one day be accomplished."

The first of the strange pigmy race in Central
Africa, of whom Stanley, Du Chaillu and others have
written, has been pronounced converted through
the missionary labors of the Church in Toro.

The Standard says : The testimony of those who
come in touch with heathenism leads to the ad-
mission that human nature the world over is much
the same, and human thinking on the great o.s-

sentials of life as earnest and as searching in

heathendom as in Christendom. One is the search
of intellect in the dark, the other the progress of
the enlightened mind.

Professor William James, in one of his "Gifford
Lectures," delivered in Edinburgh recently, .said: If

religion be a function by which either God's cause
or man's cause is to be really advanced, then he
who lives the life of it, however narrowly, is a
better servant than he who merely knows about it,

however much.

G. Campbell Morgan, the revivalist successor of
Moody, is preaching in the Fifth Avenue Presby-
terian Church this summer. In his sermon last

week he declared that "A man is greater than any
form of ritual. The temple itself was not the link

between God and man, but only the symbol of the
link. Sometimes we think that it consecrates the
man. It is not so. It is the worshipper that gives
value to the temple. Every human being here this

morning is greater than this house, with all its

magnificent appointments and aids to worship."
"Right where you are," he said, "whether in the
desert or the city, on the mountain or in the
valley, is the place foryou to worship. We do
not have to come here to find God. Wherever the

worshipper is, there is God."

" Make it a rule to engage each day in conversa-
tion with some one whom you know to be your
superior " is the advice of Edward Everett Hale.
" There is one, even Christ Jesus, that can speak to

thy condition," was the testimony of George Fox.
By openness to his inspeaking word, there need be
no lack of communion with a superior.

Fiftieth Year- of the Institute for Colored
Youth.—This year marks an era in the history of

the Institute for Colored Youth in Philadelphia,

owing to the resignation of its Principal, Fanny
Jackson Coppin. " Her long and faithful service,"

says the fiftieth annual report, " in the education
of the colored people, not only of this section, but
of the country at large, is recognized by all who
are in any way familiar with the work, and in

parting with her, the board of managers feels, in

no common degree, the debt which it owes to the

one whose long term of service has been marked
by such ability and fidelity to the interests of the

school.

"The Board has secured as her successor Hugh
M. Browne, Principal of the Colored High and
Training School, of Baltimore ; his services to

commence with the next academic year, in the

coming autumn. The selection was made after

carefully reviewing claims of the various candi-

dates for the situation, and a visit of a committee
of the Board to Tuskegee and other points in the '

South
; and we have every reason to hope that

our new principal will worthily sustain the repu-
tation of the position to which he is called.

" We have also to report the resignation of
George Astley, the Secretary of our Industrial De-
partment, taking effect with the close of the cur-
rent year.

" During the period of nine years in which he
has been connected with the Institute, the work
of his Dejiartment has largely increased, and we
feel that his earnest and sympathetic efforts have
been an important factor in this development.
In this connection the board of managers wish to
express their appreciation of the good, con.scien-

tious work done by our entire corps of teachers,
whose unflagging zeal has largely tended to raise
the reputation of the Institute to its present de-
servedly high position.

"It is our intention to reorganize the entire
work of the Institute and bring it all under the
management of the new princijial, and it is po.ssihie

that in the near future additional outlay may be
required to properly develop the work, especially
in the industrial lines ; we, accordingly, bespeak
the financial aid of all Friends and others in

Philadelphia and vicinity who are interested in

the welfare of the colored race."

SUMMARY OP EVENTS.
Uniteh.Statbs.—An explosion in tlio rollint; mill coal

mine of the Cambria Steel Co., near Jolinstown, Pa., oc-
curred on tiie 10th, by which 122 miners lost their lives.

About 600 men were in the mine at the time, which is

one of the largest in the United States. The section in

which the e.\plosion occurred, caused as is believed, by
an unexpected loaicage of gas into it, is about two miles
from the entrance. The men who escaped were familiar
with the mine. Lights were out and there was no way
for thom to find their way to the top had they not known
the mine perfectly.

The Internal Revenue Bureau has issued rules and
regulations for the refunding of taxes paid by corpora-
tions and individuals as trustees or executors upon be-
quests or legacies for uses of a religious, literary, char-
itable or educational character. An act directing the
refunding of such taxes was passed at the recent session

of Congress
The Grand Jury has recently submitted to Judge Wilt-

bank of Court, No. 1 in Philadelphia, a report in which
they recommend that the laws pertaining to unnecessary
buying and selling on the First day of the week be more
rigidly enforced, and that the law against blasphemous
language be rigidly enforced, especially among the Gov-
ernment and municipal employees.

A despatch from Scranton, Pa., of the 9th says : Nine
culm washeries are now in steady operation in the Lacka-
wanna region. These washeries can produce 25,000 tons
of coal daily. The success in operating these is en-

couraging the companies to start others the coming week.
James E. Roderick, chief of the State Bureau of Mines

and Mining, in his report for 1901, says :
" To my mind,

the occupation of the miner and his laborer or his helper

can be classed as extra hazardous, as is that of loco-

motive engineers, firemen and brakemen ; consequently,

these people should be especially well paid for their

laborious and dangerous calling. A majority of miners'

families," he says, " are left entirely destitute upon the

death of the head of the household. Something should

be done in a-general way to alleviate the distress of this

large class in every community throughout the coal

regions, as more fatal accidents occur there that are

incident to coal mining than in any other industry in the

State. He commends the system in effect at the opera-

tions of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company, in the

Panther Creek Valley, in providing for the sick and in-

jured and the relief of the survivors of the dead." He
also says, " The past year was the most prosperous for

all concerned in the mining of coal of any year for the

last quarter of a century. The coal, the report says,

was in great demand and brought a fair price, which

enabled the operators to pay their employes fair wages

and to give them more steady employment than was the

case for a number of years."

A request from the sheriff of Carbon Co., Pa., to Gov.

Stone for troops to preserve order has been refused on

the ground that there is no necessity for it until after

the local authorities have exhausted their efforts.

An association in Philadelphia, formed in 1897 to assist

the poor by enabling them to cultivate vacant lots in

the suburbs of the city, state in a recent report :
" The
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Dumber of gardens under cultivation has grown from 100

in 1897 to almost 800 in the present year. Last year

the value of the vegetables raised was $30,000, and the

total cost to which the society was put was $4480.94,

which included the cost of ploughing, harrowing, seeds,

office hire, salary of superintendent, etc. The work is

not a charity in the ordinary sense of the word. Its aim

is to give a helping hand to those who are willing to help

themselves. A number of the gardens contain about a

quarter of an acre each.

Secretary Wilson of the Agricultural Department, thus

refers to the work now being done to promote agricul-

tural interests : "Four or five years ago we raised 25 per

cent, of the rice we used. The Dingley law imposed a

heavy tariff, and our rice was not suited to our require-

ments; it was soft. We sent a Southern man to China

to hunt for what we wanted. He found a flinty, clump

rice, and this year we shall supply the home demand. We
shall have our own rice this year. We shall be e.xporters

after this. We have been paying $8,000,000 a year for

macaroni from Italy. We will raise 2,000,000 bushels of

macaroni wheat this year. We e.xpect to develop this

crop until we add $20,000,000 value annually to our

wheat crop. Macaroni wheat will grow in ten inches of

rainfall. It is particularly suited to the Western States

as far west as the 100th meridian. We have just re-

ceived a consignment of hard wheats from the valley of

the Tigris river. We have found an early date palm from

the same valley which we have planted in Phcenix, Ariz.,

by the side of a date palm lately brought from North

Africa. We are also improving the maize crop. There

is a great demand for hominy corn, as well as for va-

rieties rich in oil. Over $18,000 worth of corn oil has

been sold this year. It promises to become a great in-

dustry. We also have several new varieties of sugar

corn for canning purposes.

Secretary Davis, of the Pennsylvania Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, reports the following

as the work of the agents for Sixth Month : prosecutions,

36 ; cases remedied without prosecution, 608 ; animals

ordered from work for various causes, 293 ;
pads ad-

justed to prevent rubbing of sores, 378; coops of poultry

relieved from overcrowding, 113 ; animals humanely

killed, 8.

A seven masted schooner, the first of its kind in the

world, has been launched at Quincy, Mass. It is built of

steel. Its length over all is 403 feet. When loaded her

displacement will be 10,000 tons. She can carry about

8,000 tons.

At the last session of the Maryland Legislature a

law was passed making women eligible to admission to

the bar in that State. One woman has since passed her

e.xamination and become a lawyer.

The directors of the St. Louis Exposition have signed

an agreement that this exhibition shall not be opened

on the First-day of the week. This is done to comply

with the law. Congress having made the closing on that

day a condition precedent to the enjoyment of any part

of the $5,000,000 appropriated for the Exposition.

In his annual report to the Board of Managers, Dr.

Chapin, Chief Physician of the Pennsylvania- Hospital for

the Insane, comments approvingly on the fact that during

the year fourteen patients threatened with mental dis-

ease voluntarily sought admittance to the hospital, be-

lieving that if such a course was followed more generally

the number of deaths from suicide and sudden impulses

might be lessened. .

In Rockwell,.Iowa, a town of about 1,000 inhabitants,

the farmers have formed a co-operative society, the agent

of which sells their grain, retaining Jc. per bushel for the

expenses and the sinking fund of the society. During
14 years that the plan has been in operation the volume
of business done has grown every year.

The right of an employer to discharge a workman
because that workman belongs to a labor union is es-

tablished by a recent decision of the Supreme Court of

Wisconsin.

A despatch of the 11th from New York city says :

President Haines, of the American Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals, and a group of busy as-

sistants, were engaged for a couple of hours this morning
in the occupation of tying fancy sun-bonnets and wide-

rimmed straw hats on the heads of sun weary horses.

In the two hours a thousand hats were given away, and

hundreds of drivers in the still waiting crowd were told

that another supply could not be obtained by the society

until later. The hats weigh less than three ounces each.

The crown is six inches high and seven in diameter, and

the rim measures five inches. Made up in large quanti-

ties, the hats cost the society between 10 and 12 cents

apiece.

President Roosevelt has lately stated publicly in regard

to trusts :
" Much can be done along the lines of super-

vision and regulation of the great industrial combinatious

which have become so marked a feature in our civiliza-

tion, but if we recklessly try, without proper thought,

without proper caution, to do too much, we shall do

nothing, or else we shall work a ruin that will be felt

most acutely among those of our citizens who are most
helpless. Special legislation is needed. Some of that

legislation must come through municipalities, some through

States, some through the national government ; but above

and beyond all legislation we need honest and fearless

administration of the laws as they are on the statute

books—honest and fearless administration of those laws

in the interest neither of the rich man as such nor the

poor man as such, but in the interest of exact and equal

justice to all ali_ke."

There were 5/0 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 168 more than the previous

week and 98 less than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 313 were males and 257 females : 45
died of consumption of the lungs ; 33 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria
;

23 of cancer ; 11 of apoplexy ; 5 of typhoid fever; 3 of

scarlet fever and 3 of small pox.

Foreign.—A despatch from Washington says :
" Sec-

retary Hay's prompt action upon the appeal of the

Chinese Government, through Yuan Shi Kai and Minister

Wu, relative to the evacuation of Tien Tsin, has met with

success. The foreign Generals, who have stood in the

way of the evacuation, will receive instructions from their

home Governments, and although one or two minor points

remain to be adjusted, it is believed that Tien Tsin will

soon be turned over to the Chinese authorities. The
Powers are now agreed- to instruct their generals at

Tien Tsin to abandon the contention sought to be imposed
as a precedent to evacuation, that, save the small police

force of 300 men, the Chinese military forces must be

kept at a distance of not less than thirty kilometres

from Tien Tsin."

The Marquis of Salisbury has resigned the Premiership

of Great Britain, and A. J. Balfour, Government leader

in the House of Commons, has been appointed to succeed

him.

Descendants of the ancient cave-dwellers have been

found by Dr. Lumholtz of the American Museum of Natural

History of New York, to be living in inaccessible regions

among the Sierra Madre Mountains, in the northwestern

part of Mexico, at an altitude of 8,000 feet above sea-

level. Dr. Lumholtz is reported to have learned their

language, and states that he found among many of the

tribes a higher degree of morality than is common in

civilized countries.

A despatch from San Francisco says that near Salina

Cruz, on the Pacific side of the Isthmus of Tehauntepec,

a giant geyser has broken out as the result of heavy
earthquakes occurring in that section since Fourth Month
18th last. The column of water, rising to a height of

about fifty feet, roars and hisses from among the rocks,

and is an object of great interest to the people and to

passing vessels, being plainly visible from the sea.

It is reported that the volcanoes of Mirad Valle and

Rmcond Vieja, in Costa Rica, situated respectively 80 and

00 miles southeast of Lake Nicaragua, are in active

eruption.

Reports from the Philippines state the Asiatic cholera

prevails there in the virulent form it develops in the

tropics, where climatic conditions and lack of proper

sanitation aggravate it. Among the' natives the death

rate is said to be 8-^ per cent.

It is stated that an European international agreement
has been concluded at Paris for the protection of birds

useful to agriculture. The parties to the agreement
are Belgium, France, Greece, Lichtenstein, Luxemburg,
Monaco, Austria-Hungary, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland

and Spain. Among the birds accounted useful are certain

nocturnal birds of prey, as well as bee eaters, swallows,

and several birds of the sparrow species, while ravens,

magpies, jays and some others are branded as mischiev-

ous. Italy, a country in which the capture of north

bound birds is a regular trade, does not appear among
the signatories.

King Victor Emmanuel has left Rome for St. Peters-

burg to visit the Czar of Russia.

A fresh eruption of Mont Pelee, Martinique, occurred
during the morning of the 11th. It was quite as violent

as the one of the previous day, and was marked by loud

detonations, folio-wed by showers of stones and cinders.

There was no loss of life.
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Margaretta W. Satterthwaite, William M;;ict

Samuel L. Allen, Ebenezer Roberts, Allet lai

well, Ind., Deborah W. Buzby, $6 for Use!

William M. Winner and Walter S. Reel »

Newlin Stokes, M. D., and for Gideon Cout; '"1

Ellen L. Lightfoot, Pa.; R. B. P. H., Phila

W. Hazard, agent, N. Y., $14 for himself,
Cook, Samuel G. Cook, Persis Hallock, I
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Susanna T. Clement, N. J.; Allen T.
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Mickle, N. J.; Levi R. Cowperthwaite, N.J
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StS" Remillances received after Third-day noon

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Errata.—In the Extracts from Fenelon in The ilH

of Seventh Month 12, page 411. second column, til ill

from bottom, for " while " read which, and in third iami

line 27th from bottom, for " this balancing " reac 1 Hi

balancing.

Wanted.—A matron at a Public Institution.

Address " Superintende;

'

Care of The Fi >

Friends' Library, 142 N-. 16th St., Phila.—Dug li

Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be oil on!

on Second and Fifth-days from 3 to 6 P. M.

Westtown Boarding School.—A staled me og

«

the Committee on Admission will be held in t Coo

mittee Room, 4th and Arch Streets, on Seventh- v, tk

26th instant, at 10 A. M.

John W. Biddle, rk.

A young Friend desires a position as compani( can

taker of an invalid or of children. Address B. H
Office of The Fim

The committee having charge of Spring River . uieni

desires to engage the services of a suitable youn''ri<»

to serve as principal the coming year.

Address Levi Bowles, Clerk of Commiie,

Galena, Ksis

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall terr

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9t

Early application should be made for admission 1 .

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter haiolat

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Pri: P"'-

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTEJ,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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/ENTV-KiVE Years have now elapsed since

ublication of The Fkiend began. There

"obably few if any households to which its

ly visits have continued uninterruptedly

its first issue. The valued members who

instrumental in establishing it, and con-

;ing to its columns in its early days, have

,i«ed away, as hav^ also the three Friends

'successively for many years bore the

lipal share in its management, Robert

I, Charles Evans, M. D., and Joseph Wal-

ind many others who out of love for the

of Truth were their fellow laborers

—

1 earnest concern for the promotion of the

I is recorded in its pages, and we trust

[till be fruitful for good, as the course of

s manifests their clearness of view in

d to subjects affecting our beloved So-

and the wisdom of their counsels. They

igone to their rewards, but a work remains

ithers to do, even "to display a banner be-

' of the Truth." May these not be un-

!ful.

' Not Transferable,

tering a steamboat on a recent journey

Titer heard a measured tramping of feet

jid him. He stood aside and let a company

:
each man clad in blue garments with buff

ns and a huge roll wrapped in black rubber

j and hanging in a ring down from one

[derand about his body. Passing through

|e opposite gangway they deposited their

jige and made themselves at home about

Iportion of the deck. Seeing that passen-

could talk with them, the writer approach-

'16 who was leaning by himself on the railing.

I'as willing to answer questions. The men
' on their way to a camp or station near Bos-

I Where in the world he was going to be

sent from there, it was not for him to know or

choose. He hoped it would be Porto Kico.

He had been there before, and in Cuba had

known a campaign of skirmishing but no pitch-

ed battles. He had also served for two years

in the Philippines, in considerable hard service.

A soldier was but a little machine, or a unit in

a drove of cattle, and had the hardest life in

the world, and occasionally very good times.

Had he ever seen instances of the "water cure"

applied by parties in his regiment? "Yes,"

he had, "Fifty cases?" "Well— I shouldn't

think quite up to that number,— but towards

it." "Does not filling a man's stomach with

water and then pounding or stamping on him

usually result in his death?" "It usually kills

them," he said. "And soldiers coming to sub-

due our country would have the same right?"

"That's war, I suppose.—But then they killed

some of our men." But where is the Christi-

anity of this whole business of war? Didn't

General Sherman say, 'War is hell?' "Yes,

—I suppose."

We were not inclined to talk further. His low

voice bore a tone of gloom, and his aspect that

of one whose moral individuality had been made

over to the powers in command,—whose con-

science with his bodv must be transferred to

the will of other men.

On the same evening of the next week a

ticket came bv mail bearing the words, "Not

Transferable."

It was for the admission of the bearer to the

premises of a certain institution on the morrow.

A business necessity also leading at that time

to the same neighborhood, at the due hour for

assembling there he found himself sitting be-

side some grand military officer or general

whose shoulders were overlaid with gilded trap-

pings. Other high military officers sat in a

row beside him, presumably the governor

staff accompanying hither the President and

Secretary of State. The writer remarked to

him, "It is something of an incongruity to

have a military officer and a Philadelphia Qua-

ker sitting here side by side." "Not in the

least, sir," said he, "1, too, am for Peace. I

do not believe that war is a right way of set-

tling differences." "I am glad," was the re-

ply in substance, "that we agree in that. It

goes without saying that I believe war to be

unchristian." "From my very heart it is re-

volting to me," said he. "I was much dis-

tressed when our war with Spain was declared."

But before the query could be formed, "why

could one be so employed, as a contradiction

against himself?" some general had stepped

to the front of the platform to order the as-

sembly to come to silence, and the thump of

his hilted sword upon the floor cut short our

conversation. During the invocation which

followed,the otherwise solitary situation of the

Quaker in testimony for true, as distinguished

from conventional prayer, was kept by the

military man also, in apparent courtesy for

his companion.

Thus from the private soldier to one high

in rank seemed to be illustrated the same

principle. It finds its way everywhere among

men, to excuse the most out-and-out incon-

sistencies between personal conscience and

practice,—the understanding that one's con-

.science may be treated as a transferable ticket,

—that it may be surrendered at will to other

men of greater mieht, and these become

authorities of right to us, in place of God and

his witness for Truth in each heart. Our

conscience may cry out against what they may

ours, for we have transferred the use of our

conscience to them. We have vacated our-

ordain, but that, we are taught, is no affair of

selves of the primal trait of man,—have sur-

rendered to be as "cattle" or "machines."

Is a nation thus to gain "moral fibre?"

If God has given us one endowment to be

held sacred between us and Him, it is our con-

science. Upon that as an untarnished ticket

to the premises of his kingdom, He has plainly

marked the sign "Not Transferable," as well

as "not to be defiled."

No amount of assuming that we have made

it over to any other authority lower than Him-

self will avail us in the day of account. The

soul of a conscience lost, surrendered, barter-

ed away or vacated for a period of enlistment,

goes with it to its own place. We may, and

often should, submit our judgment to others as

to what may be wise, but never an authoritative

sense of the witness of God in the heart for

pure righteousness and Truth, the discharge

of his undoubted will, or our conformity with

the Spirit of Christ. The authority of the Spirit

of all Good in us, will not subside at the com-

mand of other men. It stands distinct from

the voice of the stranger though the stranger

may harmonize better with our natural desire

and self-will. It will be found clearer and

clearer as its pure dictates are obeyed. It
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will be obscured as the human wish or will is

granted tbe ascendancy over the Divine wit-

ness. "Cease from man whose breath is in

his nostrils." All human authority ceases at

\,he point where the Divine authority has

spoken otherwise.

Human as secondary to the Divine govern-

ment TO be obeyed.— As members one of

another we must, indeed, yield much one to

another in human society, whether in our

religious, civil, business, or family relations,

—yield much of self, of opinion, of judgment,

—but nothing of Divine principle. In things

not forbidden of God, the command of civil

government or church order, creates a

duty. We must render unto Csesar the

things that are Cjesar's,—unto earthly govern-

ments the right of eminent domain, in the

things of earth, so only that "in all things

Christ should have the pre-eminence." But

in his own exclusive field, the direction of the

human conscience in things inseparable from

his love, law, truth, and immediate Spirit,

He as King of kings and Lord of lords autho

rizes,—and we should admit,—no rival. "We
ought to obey God rather than men," said

Peter to a government. And we generally obey

human and church governments as modes of

obeying God. But as it is possible for these

in some matters to err from the Divine w
we must in such obvious cases fall back on

the Spirit of God as the final rule of faith and

practice. The subordinate "powers that be

are "ministers of God," only "for good," and

not to accomplish moral wrong.

The author of Peace in Church govern-

ment.— It is possible, in religious associations

or church life, for a prophet to stand alone in

seeing far above his brethren, and he must

sacredly keep his conscience void of offence

towards God. He stands faithful in testimony

or in a readiness for it, and is clear. Or the

church is willing to take the responsibility of his

offered service and release him from it. He

hath done what he could, and in a sense that the

Head of the church releases him will feel clear,

and a peace which the world cannot give. He

has not transferred his conscience to his breth-

ren but kept it with God. A day might arise, s

day altogether exceptional, when the same

Witness should give him no peace till he yielded

to a call out from his association into a larger

or a peculiar service beyond, or a special stand

alone. He would not retire as an insubord

nate, but in good order, with an eye single to

his Leader. Such singling out of men against

their own will, have occurred in history, for

the greater blessing of man, and might again

But the best safeguard against a vain or a

fanatical imitation of them will be an humble

abiding in the one Witness to his own headship

over the individual, and over all things to

his Church. If we walk in the light as He is

the light we shall have fellowship one with

another. A single-eyed devotion to the Divine

itness for Truth in any Divinely led heart

produces insubordination to no feature that

is Divine in any government of church or of

state. The law of true individuality of char-

acter is the law of every true social fabric.

Righteous non-conformity a national

strength.—Governments have been blind in the

recognition of untransferable consciences as

their greatest strength in that which exalts a

nation. They have placed their premiums and

preferments on lack of independent principle

and on servile conformity, on machines who

would practically, in state affairs, know no God

higher than the machinery of state; and they

have crucified the element which, did they know

it, they could least spare, the non-conformists

for conscience sake, the martyrs to godly

principle; virtue which worldly inducements

could not buy over, nor tortures turn. A

government can better afford to be passively

resisted at some point of conscience by ten

righteous men than served by one knave. But

the representatives of a loyal conscience to-

wards God,—always the best loyalty that a

nation has,—are judged as weeds to be rooted

out, while the fawning vines of compliance

exhaust the honor of the land. Pilgrims to

a better country, even an heavenly, ought to

be the most cherished citizens for a people's

good. The patriots of the celestial city are,

while they remain with us, the truest patriots

of the Divine order of society here below.

They are worthy of a better government than

any which presumes to protect them here, but

of them the world is not worthy.

The One Thing Necessary.—Purification is

the one thing necessary, and nothing will do

in the stead of it. But man is not purified till

every earthly, wrathful, sensual, selfish, par-

tial, self-willing temper is taken frum him.

He is not dying to himself till he is dying to

these tempers; and he is not alive in God till

he is dead to them. For he wants purification

only because he has these tempers; and there-

fore he has not the purification which he wants
till they are all separated from him. It is the

purity and perfection of the Divine nature that

must be brought again into him; because in

that purity and perfection he came forth from
God, and could have no less, as he was a child

of God,- that was to be blessed by a life in him,

and from him. For nothing impure or imper-

fect in its will and working can have any union

with God ; nor are you to think that these words

:

the purity and perfection of God, are too high

to be used on this occasion; for they only

mean that the will of the creature, as an off-

spring of the Divine will, must will and work
with the will of God, for then it stands and
lives truly and really in the purity and perfec-

tion of God; and whatever does not thus, is at

enmity with God, and cannot have any union
of life and happiness with him, and in him.

—

Williain Law.

"Priest Larkham" and the Early Frit's.

The historical student is always glad tt jj.

etrate behind the scenes as pictured b itl»

actors themselves who figure in them, dinji

any period under study, and to obtain -wg

,

of these scenes from others, some perhaijm.

sympathetic onlookers. The thoughtful
'^i.

er of the history of the early Friends
%i,

desires to know what persons of thalav'

thought of their proceedings, and his wis ^b

often be gratified, as in the case now late

us. 1

"Priest Larkham," whose steeplehotiat!

Cockermouth George Fox visited and in

whom he discoursed, in the year 1653,-ivsg'

George Larkham, M.A., son of Thomas .rk-;

ham, M.A. (vicar of Tavistock, and fo'der.

of Independency in Cumberland). lithe

church diary which George Larkham ptti

there are frequent allusions to the Qui,;B,

but no actual mention of his encountei itb

George Fox. The following are some lire-

sentative extracts from the diary.

Larkham writes, reviewing the year 52,

"The Lord was thus far very gracious :Sot

exercising us with any great trials; ;icli

came on afterwards in consequence of t ors

breaking forth, especially that sweepinier-

ror of Quakerism which shook the Chuii in

relation to many members." On "the St'iay

of the 3rd month," 1G5.5, a church meinf

at Bridekirk "dismissed" Agnes Westn; o!

Cockermouth, Ann Wilson, of Eaglesfielcind

Jonathan Wilson, of Brigham, "who ha be-

come resolved Quakers," and also appcted

three of its members "to admonish Elizeth

Juton and Elizabeth Langthwaite for leir

following the sect of Quakers, whose tiets

and opinions are opposed to the faith od( de-

livered to the Saints." In the same yearotli

were excommunicated, and the Diarist ds,

"Thus, with the fall of five members, the ori

was pleased to free us from that exce ing

great assault from the opinions of Quakesra,

which, like a mighty torrent, had like toim

swept down all the Churches in the Natii

"

George Fox tells us in his JournalJ th he

passed on from Cockermouth to "an her

great steeplehouse of John Wilkinson, cled

Brigham, where the people . . . were mif:ii.y

affected," and their minister became an a er-

ent to the new teaching. Larkham wies,

"John Wilkinson, the pastor of that chi^h,

departed with the most of his people t.he

Quakers, to his great shame and infamy, 'he

Lord convince him of his error. Amen. Aa
Amen." On March 19th, 1676, we read 'he

Church brake bread at Tallantire. The me

day a Quaker out of Lancashire came to is-

turb us. But she (for it was a woraanj/as

quiet soon, and so the work of the daj'as

carried on, the Lord graciously assisting.

We close our extracts from the diary lat

ing to Friends by a notice of the Church !g-

ister of George Larkham's period ofpaor-

ate. On "November 19th, 1653, Agnes il-

son, of Eaglesfield, did brealolf

from the Church the first at

manifested the infection of Quakerism, he

first that that evil sorrow prevailed up
"

* Journal of George Fox, 8th edition, i: 163.

tSee " History of the Congregational Church,

mouth," by W. Lewis, 1870.
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M: is a notice also that Elizabeth Bell, of

Jeton, married to a Quaker named Pear-

d'iIso seceded to the Quakers. Hut it was

t[ill secession, for in the list of baptisms

I
jid the names of Mary and Martha Crosth-

lii, "young women who had not been bap-

;^in their infancy, their parents being Qua-

rl" who were baptized February 20th,

<j, and received into the Church. There

Bllso notices of the burial of several niem-

rhf Larkham's Church in the Friends' I!ur-

;ace at Baglesfield, owing to their "being
nd burial in the common burying place at

Sarmouth."
itorians have noted the difference between

jioldness of Friends in continuing to hold

be meetings despite the Conventicle Acts.

Sthe clandestine and immoral methods

s;ed by some other Nonconformists to cir-

ijent them.* Larkham's diary affords fur-

jl evidence of this, as the following ex-

will show: On April 20th, 1670, "It

iigreed that for the present the meeting

d not be so popular or public, because of

Act of Parliament lately made." On
iiary 10th 1671 "The Church met in the

for fear of the hunters abroad. The
was pleased to hide us." On March 9th

! Church was favored to get into holes in

lay." But there were some among them
eater courage and they are commended
their noble daring" in resisting the ope-

n of the Act by opening their houses for

hing.

Larkham, Palmer writes in his"Noncon-
ist's Memorial :"t "Soon after his eject-

he was forced to escape into Yorkshire
his numerous family. While he was
he suffered much, being illegally impris-

I
in York for several weeks. In 1668, af-

(;iany troubles, he returned to his people

imberland, and God was pleased to crown
labors among them with abundant success,

lied December 26, 1700, aged seventy-one,
• he had exercised his ministry in that

i forty-eight years."

Norman Penny.

IE number of bicycles manufactured in the

ed States between the years 1890 and
)was 1,182,850.

ir. Hodgkin, in his "George Fox," refers (p. 173), to

as " harmless artifices." but hastens to add, " the
)T would stoop to no such artifice." (See an account
i methods of the Presbyterians in Fox's Journal, ii:

i.) It is said that in the pulpit of the Broadmead
St Chapel, Bristol, there was a trap-door to facilitate

8 into the street. With these we may contrast the
ent actions of George Fox, in, apparently, courting
>r and arrest rather than escaping to safety (See
Fournal, i : 409; ii : 17-18), and the noble words of

rd Burrough at the Bar of the House of Commons,
rou make a law against our religious meetings. I

esteem it my duty to exhort our Friends to keep
meetings diligently." The " Retired " meetings in

il were to be dissolved in times of persecution, " lest

ould encourage Friends to withdraw from public
ngs." Friends' boldness in this matter acted as a
ilus to others who came into contact with them, as
ated in the "Short Jornall " of G. Fox, which " never
printd" (in the Reference Library at Devonshire
b). as follows :

" When the meeting [at Tenterden],
almost done, being many of the world there, some
eir friends whispered to them to go out of the
ing because the soldiers were coming, but they
1 not go, but fare as we fared, they said."

econd edition, i : 378. In these volumes may be seen
ither and brighter side of some men referred to
ragingly by the early Friends.

Science and In(iustry.

Natuke Stuuy.—There are two books that

I would recommend those to get who i)ropose

to enter upon "nature study." The very ideal

book—the best that I have ever seen has just

been published by (linn & Co., of Boston, the

work of Professor Ilodee, of Clark University.

It is called "Nature Study and Life." It

covers botany, entomology, ornithlogy, for-

estry, aquaria, and it is ideal in every directiun.

In fact, the book is exactly what we have been
needing and ought to have had long go. It

discusses the insects of the household and in-

sects of the field. It has a chapter on child-

ren's animals and pets, and an admirable dis-

cu.«!sion of school gardens. In every direction

the illustrations are just what are wanted—
not showy, but illustrative. The doriiestication

of wild birds is a chapter that every one ought
to read. I do not see how our writers on science

manage to write all around the matters under
discussion and not quite give us this book be-

fore.

Now, with this book you want '

' Insect Life,

"

written by Professor Comstock, of Cornell

University, and published by Appleton. This

is one of the very best volumes ever published

on the general field of nature study. It dis-

cusses roadside life, and tells you how to col-

lect your specimens. It makes every little

brook an interesting library for study and it

shows you the secrets of every pool and pond.

It is scientific enough, but not too scientific.

If you have chosen to study trees, as one of

my correspondents has, you will want Apgar's

"Trees of the Northern United States," pub-

lished by the American Book Company, and

Matthews' "Familiar Trees and Their Leaves."

There are some capital little handbooks on

elementary geology also, but I think none of

them are better than Shaler's little book on

elementary geology, published by Houghton,

Mifflin & Co., of Boston. I shall be glad if

I can give any help by private letters to those

who are starting out on this line of nature

study. 1 suggest that you begin with things

nearest at hand, and carefully move onward to

things more remote.— E. P. Powell, Clinton

N. Y., in Tribune Farmer.

Salt Mining constitutes one of the staple

industries of the little European country, Rou-

mania. There are four mines in all. The

most peculiar feature in connection with this

industry is that the mineral is mined in three

of the principal mines by convicts condemned

to life and lengthy sentences of penal servi-

tude. The reason for this is that crime in

Roumania is practically unknown, and there is

no death penalty. Under these circumstan-

ces the compulsory mining of the convicts is

beneficial both to the government and the la-

borers. In the case of the mine in which con-

vict labor is not employed, the quarrying is

performed by peasants, the work being assist-

ed as far as possible by the most un-to-date

mechanical time and labor-saving appliances,

for the employment of which skilled labor is

essential. In all there are about one thou-

sand convicts at work in the three mines.

The laborers are not provided with any me-

chanical apparatus whatever, the whole of the

work being performed by hand, each convict

having to quarry a specific quantity of salt

daily. The mines are controlled by a state

official, whose position is similar to that of

governor of a prison. The mines are thor-

oughly well ventilated, and illumined with
electric light, so that the lot of the convicts

is somewhat alleviated, though to those who
are serving life .sentences it represents a liv-

ing grave. The mines are worked in galleries,

and the pure white crystal presents a weird
and peculiar aspect, especially in reflecting

the fitful electric light. The main shaft ter-

minates at the bottom in a huge apartment
with a dome-shaped roof, and from which all

the working-galleries radiate. The mine con-

tains a chapel and numerous other apartments,
all cut out of the salt by the prisoners. The
director keeps a record of the name of each
convict who enters the mines, his conduct and
the efficiency and (luantity of his work. Peri-

odically the king of Roumania visits the mines
and examines the ofiicial record, and in those

instances where the results warrant such ac-

tion, he extends a free pardon to the prisoner,

or at any rate reduces the length of his sen-

tence, so that good conduct and efiicient work
are an incentive to a royal pardon. —.S'c. Amer-

Topor.RAi'Hic Maps of New Jek.sey.—Of
interest to inhabitants of New Jersey are the

four sheets of the topographic map of New
Jersey which the United States (jeological

Survey has recently reissued. They are the

Plainfield sheet, which shows the city of Plain-

field and the thickly settled suburban country

adjoining it, and as specially interesting fea-

tures, the bluff escarpment of the Watchung
Mountains and the confused topography of

the terminal moraine of the great glacier; the

Lake Hopatcong sheet, which shows the lake

of that name, well known as a popular resort^

and the rugged mountain country surrounding

it; the Lambertville sheet, which covers part

of Hunterdon and Mercer counties bordering

the Delaware River; and the Atlantic City

sheet, which shows Atlantic City and the ocean

beach north to New Inlet. The maps are

drawn on a .scale of one inch to the mile and

show in great detail all towns, roads and

streams. A feature of these maps, in common
with all government topographic maps, is the

representation of relief, or the shape, slope,

and altitude of the hills and valleys, by contour

lines. They may be had for five cents each,

on application to the Director of the (Jeologi-

cal Survey, Washington.

"Substantially the world has been upbuilt

by the faithful services of commonplace people.

Do not despise thyself becau.se thou art dull,

or slow, or poor, or undistinguished. In the

parable it was the man with one talent whom
our Lord represents as unfaithful, to teach us

that such are under special temptation to

undervalue themselves."

A Useful American Plant.— The sun-

flower, although it originated in this country

in the region of the great plains, is not used

so extensively here as in some other countries,

especially Russia. It is a long time .«ince the

plant first delighted the eyes of Europeans,

being then cultivated in the gardens of Madrid.

The early Spanish explorers had found it in this

country and taken it home with them. The

plant was utilized by the American Indians
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long before the days of Columbus. When
Champlain visited the Georgian Bay in 1615

he found the natives growing it and using the

oil for their hair. It was raised chiefly for

the food afforded by the seeds.

In Russia at the present day the seeds are

eaten in immense quantities, raw or roasted,

as peanuts are in America and the oil obtained

by pressing the seeds is an important article

of diet. The frequent religious fast days in

that country restrict the use of meat, and lead

to a large consumption of vegetable oil; and

the manufacture of sunflower oil has conse-

quently grown to considerable dimensions. The

best seeds yield an oil which compares fav-

orably with olive oil for table purposes. Even

the upper classes in Russia eat the seeds, the

larger and finer ones being quite equal to most

nuts in respect of paiatability and wholesome-

ness. The stalks and dried leaves are highly

prized for fuel, being in some parts of the

empire almost the only available substitute for

wood. An acre of sunflowers will yield many
cords of good fuel.

The oil appears to havemore of the general

properties of olive oil than any other known
vegetable oil. It takes about a bushel of seeds

to make a gallon of oil, and fifty bushels of

seed can be grown on an acre of land. As the

oil sells at a dollar a gallon, the profit is large.

Of late years purified sunflower oil has been

used quite extensively to adulterate olive oil.

It is of a pale yellowish color, and decidedly

palatable. In a crude state it is used by paint-

ers to some extent, but it is inferior to lin-

seed oil for use in paint.

In addition to the oil from the seeds, the

stalks when green, and the oil cake make ex-

cellent fodder. The fibre of the stalks, which
is fine, silky and very strong, also has a value.

In China it is woven into beautiful fabrics, and
it is believed that by the use of proper ma-
chinery, it might be utilized most profitably

in this country.— Youth's Companion.

Plockhoy's Colony,

In making a report to the British Ministers
in 1664, Sir Robert Carr, Governor of New
York wrote that he had ' 'destroyed the quaking
colony of Plockhoy to a nail." We know that
the Dutch and English were then at war; that
Carr visited the Delaware river to destroy the
Dutch forts, and that it was on this river that
he found and destroyed the colony of Plock-
hoy. But who was this Plockhoy? Who were
the colonists? Where was the colony planted?
For two hundred years there was absolutely no
answer to these queries. Now, through the
researches of members of the Pennsylvania
Historical Society, and especially of Samuel
H. Pennypacker, the archives in Holland have
been made to yield their hidden secrets, and
we know the purpose and end of Plockhoy's
colony, and of the man himself.

In the various Government documents of the
New Netherlands, possession of the Delaware
or South River is claimed from "primitive
times," "ancient times," "for many years," the
earliest date for the establishment of any Dutch
trading station being given as 1598 by ad-
venturers of the Dutch Greenland Company,
who, it is claimed, built forts both on the North
(Hudson) and on the South (Delaware) rivers.

From this date until finally driven out by the
English, the Dutch seem to have maintained

stations on the river, and since there often

were married men, with their families, in the

stations, they may be considered permanent

settlements.

In 1509 Henry Hudson visited the Delaware

and in 1610 Lord Delaware. Cornelius Mey,

made his settlement in 1624; De Vries founded

his first colony in 1630 and the second in 1631.

New Albion, by Lord Clowden, was founded

(if any settlements were ever made) in 1634

In 1635, and again in 1640, 1641 and 1642

the Connecticut people made determined efforts

to found settlements on this river. In 1638

the Swedes made their first settlements. Then

there is a mysterious Minesink settlement,

which is claimed to have been made "shortly

after 1609."

In 1662 Peter Cornelius Plockhoy, a Men
nonite, of Zierik Zee, Holland, after unsuccess

ful applications to Cromwell, Lord Protector

of England, 1658, and to the English Parlia

ment in 1659, obtained from the States General

of the United Netherlands and the Magistrates

of Amsterdam permission and aid to establish

a colony, or community in New Netherlands.

On Sixth Month 6th, 1662, he entered into an

agreement with the Burgomasters of Amster-

dam to take twenty-five Mennonites to the

South river. One hundred guilders were ad

vanced to each colonist and the colony was to

be free from taxes for twenty years.

The settlement was made on the Hoorn Kill,

near the town of Lewes, Del., on the same site

on which had been planted the first unfortu

nate colony of DeVries, 1630, which was totally

destroyed by the Indians. The place was
called Swanendael, or "Valley of the Swans,

by the first colony. In Plockhoy's prospectus

the place is referred to as "Swanendael, where
Osset had his throne." Osset being the Cover
nor of DeVries colony when it was destroyed

by the Indians. The prospectus says:

" New Netherland's the flower, the noblest of

lands,

The birds obscure the sky, so numerous in their

flight;

The animals roam wild and flatten down the ground,

The fish swarra in the waters and exclude thi

light,

The oysters there, than which no better can be

found.

Are piled up heap upon heap, until islands they

attain.

And vegetation clothes the forest, mead and
plain."

It was on the bank of the Delaware that the

declaration of Independence was promulgated.

It was here that the first treaty was made with

the Indians which was never broken. It was
here that the first united protest against

African slavery was made while the English and
Dutch were actively engaged in the slave

trade. And here only three years after a Massa-
chusetts court decreed that the Quakers, Daniel

and Provided Southwick, should be sold into

slavery in the Barbadoes, Peter Cornelius Plock-

hoy established his colony in which "no lord-

ship or servile slavery" should ever burden the

people. It endured but two short years, and
was then destroyed by Carr, as above stated.

Plockhoy's colony was a community settlement

and his ideas published in two letters to Crom-
well, an address to the English Parliament and
in the prospectus for his colony, show him to

have been a man far in advance of his age,

the forerunner of Robert Owen, Charles Fc
Ij^r

and Robert Bellers. Two fundamental a^

were at the basis of his community, na ly
'

equality and association. He advocated \^
in the Church. "In the Church different^

of

opinion can be permitted, but brotherhocnj
unity possess them all." He urged con.jte

separation of Church and State, and that
i;he

common life must again rest upon rightuj.

ness, upon love and upon brotherly unioi'

The title page to Plockhoy's prospe'as

taken from Samuel W. Pennypacker's hiim

of Germantown, reads:
;

"Short and clear plan, serving as a mjal
contract to liarhten the labor and anxietind

trouble of all kinds of handicrafts men brlj

establishment of a community or color on

the South river, in New Netherlands, conis-

ing agriculturists, seafaring men, all ids

of necessary tradespeople, and masters of lod

arts and sciences, under the protection of eir

High Mightinesses, the Lords-State-Geral

of the United Netherlands, and particirly

under the favorable auspices of the Honoble

Magistrates of the ("ity of Amsterdam, de fiii-

ing upon the privileges of their Honors, as re

inafter set forth, granted for the pur.se.

Brought together by Peter Cornelius Plocljy,

of Zierik Zee, for himself and other lerg

of New Netherlands. Amsterdam, 1662. hig

prospectus provided that members might i-ell

in their own homes and improve them as ley

saw fit; each one was to labor six hours icii

day in some useful occupation; profits we to

be divided to each person over twenty m
of age; officers were to be elected by Jlol

each year, but no officer could succeed lu-

self. The only officers provided forwo.a
director and two book-keepers. The fum|of

the community were to be kept in a snug

box, with three different locks, each ocer

having a key to a single lock, so that the;!!!?

could be handled only when all three jre

present. Only those goods were common vich

were produced by the six hours of req-ed

labor. Children were all required to &-d
the common school half of each day, ar to

work at some trade the other half of the ay;

in this school no human formulas of reli m,

but only the Holy Scriptures, natural scii^es

and similar instruction enabling them to rot-

ly use their reason were to be taught. No

foundation of sect or partisanship was t be

laid in their hearts. (It would almost m
that Girard drew his rules for his college ,)1d

Plockhoy.) Those who could not conssn-

tiously bear arms in self-defence were toay

a contribution, in case the same were need

for the defence of the community. In ma ts

of religion there was to be full freedoi of

conscience. No member of the commity
should be servant or servant maid. yet stranrs

could be employed at a wage. No lord or sive

was to be tolerated in the community. Ira-

bers were free to withdraw at any time nd

receive their share of the profits. Men.TS

were permitted to marry in the coramunilor

out of it, as they saw fit.

The colony was planted at Swanendael. *o

years later it was totally destroyed. Tre

is absolutely no record of what became of he

colonists, except the founder and his wife. Of

them Judge Pennypacker says: "In the ar

1694 there came an old blind man andns

wife to Germantown. His miserable n-
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awakened the tender sympathies of the

inites there. They gave him the citizen-

ree of charge. They set apart for him

j end street of the village, by I'eter

:'s corner, a lot twelve rods long and one

de, whereon to build a little house and to

a garden, which should be his, so long

and his wife should live. In front of it

lanted a tree. Jan Daeden and William

house were appointed to take up a 'free

iffering,' and to have the little house

This is all we know, but it is surely a

iction to see this ray of sunshine thrown

;he brow of the hapless old man as he

\ his ecrave. After thirty years of un-

1 wanderings upon these wild shores,

8 had come across the sea to give a home

i to one whose whole life had been devoted

J welfare of others. It was Peter Cor-

Plockhoy. What recognition may here-

be awarded his career cannot be fore-

His efforts resulted in what the world

failure, and for two hundred years he

ept in the greatest obscurity. Yet when

mpare him with his contemporaries, with

ourtiers. Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir

,m Berkeley, with Cotton Mather, incit-

le magistrates to hang old women for

Bary crimes, and see him wrestling with

well, not for his own gain but for the

)f the down-trodden and the poor, teach-

le separation of the Church and the state,

jting against the injuring the minds of

en by dogmas, and with so clear a se

itice that even the vicious, when driven

the community, were to receive their

of the possessions, we cannot help but

nize his merit and intelligence, and feel

m that sympathy that makes us all akin

I we find him, first of all the colonizers

aerica, so long ago as 1662, announcing

road principle that 'no lordship or servile

ry shall burden our company,' he seems

ow into heroic proportions. Whatever

nay happen, certain it is that the events

B life of one whose work marks the very

ning of the literature and history of ihe

nillions of people who now live in the

s along the Zuid river must always be of

interest to them and to their descen-

1."— Dr. George (J. Groff, in the Ledger.

Few pleasures in life can equal it if the horse

is a good, cheerful driver. There would be

more of this kind if they were made to know
few things thoroughly— the right things.

National Stuckman.

AKERisM Behind the Horse Needed.—
iny one ever noticed that a silent man
isually the best broken horses? It may
De true, but all the men of my acquain-

! who do not talk much have well broken

!S. Drive with them and you will wonder

they manage their horses. No manage-
is visible. The horse goes where he is

ed without apparent effort on the part of

Iriver. One famous turfman at least has

noted for his art in driving a horse to the

of his speed without making a move,

5 his rivals were lifting and yelling and

ping theirs. How did he do it? Don't

', but he was a man of few words,

obably there is a lesson in this. The av-

e horse understands but a few things

DUghly, only a few words, signs or com-
is. The silent man gives only a few, and

oes not confuse his horse. The horse is

i to know them thoroughly. He under-

is the man who understands him. It is a

mre to drive a horse that understands.

Nature and Grace.

Mark (Juy I'earse in a sermon in the West
London pulpit, related this incident: "When
I was a student our grand old professor of

theology was a man for whom we had a

great veneration— simple, childlike, holy

none had ever known him to be anything else,

and that gracious and unfailing sweetness and

beauty were to us his natural disposition. To
such a man it was no trouble to be always

blameless. But one day it chanced that a stu-

dent came in late to the class, and pushed his

way to his seat. The professor stopped to ask

gently why he was late. The answer was given

somewhat flippantly, an excuse that aggra-

vated the offense. Instantly the professor,

who had been sitting, rose up to his full height,

until the big, massive man seemed to fill the

room, stretching out a trembling and terrible

forefinger at the ott'ender. The great shaggy

eyebrows were lifted, and the lightnings shot

from his eyes. Like thunder rolled the word

from his lips: 'Leave the room, sir.' We
started in amazement almost in fright. The

culprit crouched away from his place and left,

while that majestic figure stood there all ablaze

with wrath. The door was shut. Then again

the professor sat in his chair. But the storm

was done. With a trembling voice he read

the discourse, seemingalmost unable to go -on.

'After the lecture we left only to gather in

groups and discuss this wonderful thing. Pres-

ently came a message that the offender was

wanted; and he hastened to the irate professor,

expecting an angry reprimand. But there sat

the old man in tears.

" 'My brother,' he sobbed, 'will you forgive

me?'
" 'No, sir; indeed, it is I who should apolo-

gize,' said the student, overwhelmed.
" 'No, no, I am older. Will you forgive

me? I am very, very sorry. Say that you

forgive me '

"The student managed to get out a word or

two.
" 'And you must tell all the students that I

have apologized, will you?'

"And again there was a pause for the

promise.
" 'Now,' said the noble old man 'I will go

and ask God to forgive me.'

"Nothing in all that life, nothing in all his

words ever did us so much good as that. We
knew then under that gentleness and beauty

what fires burned; and every man of us had a

new faith, and a new hope, and a new love.

"Go home and tell thy friends what great

things the Lord has done for thee. The Lord

go with you everyone and keep you true and

loving and brave. Amen."

myself as a stranger and a foreigner, none can
know (but by experience; what an influence it

has on the whole conduct and what a fence it

is to keep us from sinking into the spirit of the
world. Hut there is nu medium, they who
are conformed to th(! maxims and customs and
fashions of the world must embrace its spirit

also, and they shall find the esteem they seek,

for the world will love its own. But let them
remember, also, that its friendship is enmity
with God.

—

Mary Fletcher, a Methodist I'reach-

I PRAYED for direction, and saw clearly that

plainness of dress and behaviour best became

a Christian, and proved it good for a proud

heart to wear the plain and modest livery of

God's children. For when I appeared like the

world in Babylonish garments, I had its esteem,

and knew not how to part with it. But when

I showed by ray appearance that I considered

A Scarcity of the Fruit of the Spirit.

The following letters will best introduce, as

well as commend themselves:

To the Editor of the Friend:—A year ago last

winter thou very kindly put a little notice in

The Frh^nd stating the need of a book on

Kindness to Animals to be used in Syria.

In response to that notice 1 received sev-

eral generous contributions of money to trans-

late the little book selected.

I have copied parts from a letter recently

received from Daniel Oliver, thinking if thou

would put it in The Friend, it would interest

those who so kindly gave the money.

Thy friend sincerely,

Abby Newhall.
Ras-el-Metn, Beyrout, Syria.

Seventh Month Gth, 1902.

My Dear Friend, Abby Newhall:—

I am so glad the needed amount has been

received for the translating and printing of

"Kindness to Animals" by Jane E. Budge. The
matter will be put in the translator's hands at

once.

We have been back in our old place about

eight weeks now, and we are gradually getting

in touch with all the details of our work.

We are so happy to be back again, and I can

assure thee it is far pleasanter and much easier

to be doing the work than talking about it,

altho' the latter is necessary at times. . . .

I am afraid it will take a long time and much
work to get the Syrians to love dogs and be

kind to animals in general. A couple of days

ago I was going to Hamana, and a man was

going on the road—a very rough mule path—
with a small donkey carrying a heavy load of

branches. The donkey stumbled and fell and

was very nearly hanged by the ropes tying the

load. With great difficulty the donkey was

got from under the load and had its knees

badly wounded. The moment it was on its

feet the owner began to kick and beat it

unmercifully. With diflficulty I persuaded him

to stop and when his violent anger cooled down,

I tried to show him how cruel and wicked his

conduct had been. Such a scene is of every

day occurrence, and no one takes any notice

of it or thinks it wrong. Truly "the whole

creation groaneth and travaileth."

One can only sow the little seeds wherever

and whenever opportunity presents itself, and

trust that the power of the great principles

underlying the right will as.sert themselves,

and ultimately produce a very different con-

dition of things from the present.

With kindest regards. I am thy friend

Very sincerely,

Daniel Oliver.
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"Is my Father at Home?"

What multitudes of weary old men and wo-

men there are wandering about in this great

world of ours! We touch elbows with them,

but know them not. The younger and stronger

ones all around them are busy with the duties

and pleasures of the living present, and with

nerves and muscles, bodies and brains, ail

ready to be acted upon by the glorious age in

which their lot is cast, are, in one way and

another working out their own and others'

temporal and eternal weal or woe. But these

weary old men and women have finished all

their earthly tasks, and now in the lengthen-

ing shadows of life's eventide they are waiting

for the going down of the sun, when they will

lay their heads in the lap of mother earth . .

Some of them no longer live in

the present. It has no charms for them.

They are in what we call their second child-

hood, and their thoughts are little more than

memories of days and scenes of the long, long

ago. A Scotch woman told me about one dear

old soul she knew—a friend of hers, who had

spent more than four-score years in this work-

day world, and whose story, she said, "was a

melting one." He bore an honored name and

had a comfortable home with his married son in

the city of Glasgow. Very tenderly and kind-

ly did they deal in that home with the gray-

haired and weary old saint. He often went out

alone for a walk in the crowded streets, but only

at rare intervals did he see a familiar face.

Nearly all whom he knew, or who knew him,

had passed on to the other world before him,

and he was lonely. Gradually his mental pow-

ers seemed to fail him, and those who loved

him would not suffer hira to go out any more

on his daily walks without a companion. But

one day when the members of the little house-

hold were all busy, here and there, he went

out, as he used to go, alone. By and by he

was missed, and, though he was searched for

in all the streets on which he usually walked,

he could not be found. Noon-time came and

he had not returned nor had any trace of his

whereabouts been discovered. Up and down,

through the city, his son drove looking for the

old pilgrim and asking this friend, and that

friend, if they had seen the wanderer. Night

was coming on, and the one anxious, tearful

question on the lips of the little children and

of the older ones in that Glasgow home was—
where has our dear old grandfather gone?

After a long and wearisome search they

found him late that night, away down in the

country below Dumbarton, eighteen miles from

home. He had walked all that distance to the

house in which he was born and had spent his

boyhood, but in which he had not lived for more
than half a century. Strangers who did not know
him owned it and occupied it, but he had for-

gotten all the years that had passed away since

he was a boy, and was utterly oblivious to all

the changes that had taken place in that time.

When he came to the old dwelling place he

went in at the little garden gate, up to the old

oaken door, and tried to open it, but to his

surprise it was locked. He rapped on it with

his staff, and when it was opened he asked if

his father was at home. They asked him what
his father's name was, and he told them, and

said that he wanted to see his father, and beg-

ged them to say to him, if he was at home, that

John had come back and was at the door.

They saw that the old man was wandering and
weary and took him in and treated him ten-

derly, as they would treat a little child, know-
ing that before long they would, by some
means or other, hear from his friends. They
told afterwards how touching it was to see the

old body, sitting contentedly in the old home
of his youth, and to hear him talk of his sur-

roundings, with the simplicity of a child, while

he waited for his father, who had been dead
many year.s, to come in.

Ah, you poor, weary old souls! There are

many of you in our crowded and bustling cit-

ies, and I fear that we sometimes treat you
roughly. You are in thought, and word and
action, little children again, longing, it may
be, for the homes in which you used to live

and for the fathers and mothers, now in glory-

land, in whose lap you used to sit and in

whose bosom you used to nestle. No! No!
Your earthly fathers are not at home now as

they used to be. The places that knew them
once, know them no more. But plod on your
pilgrim way a little farther, and very soon

you will come to a heavenly home, whose pearly

doors are wide open by day and night.

There you will find a living, loving Heavenly
Father waiting to welcome you. Y'our pilgri-

mage will then be ended, and you will need
your staves no more. Within that many-man-
sioned dwelling-place you will sit down among
the gathered glories, and out of it you, and
the redeemed fathers and mothers and friends

whom you now miss, will go no more forever.—John S. Sands.

Goutaudier, The Peace-loving French Con-

script.

In Paris I wrote to Goutaudier suggesting
that he might be able to come and see us and
attend the Friends' meeting there on First-day

morning. This he did, and we had considera-

ble conversation.

His conviction as to the unlawfulness of

war, he told us, was solely derived from read-

ing the Scriptures. He was brought up a Ro-
man Catholic, but as his parents had already

told me, he had as a boy been disgusted with
what he had seen of the clergy of that Church.
Emigrating to the Argentine Republic, he was
there converted through the Salvation Army,
from whom he first heard the Gospel in its

simplicity. He afterwards joined the Bap-
tists, and was for some time a Bible colpor-

teur in Uruguay, where he saw a good deal of

the Vaudois churches in that State. He con-

firmed what I had been told in the Vaudois
Valleys of their activity and earnestness.

On his return to France, having been en-

rolled in the conscription, he refused to bear
arms, though willing to serve in the ambu-
lance corps. For this refusal he was sentenced
to two years' imprisonment. The imprison-
ment seriously affected his health, and he was
often unable to do the prescribed daily work,
wherupon he was repeatedly sentenced to soli-

tary confinement. Altogether, out of four
years spent by him in prison, some fifteen

months were passed in the cells. He has no
doubt that it was hoped to get rid of him alto-

gether.

At the end of his first two years' imprison-
ment, his firmness gave way; he yielded to the
reasoning that he could go through the re-

quired training whilst keeping his resolve

never actually to fight. This procured to,
respite from prison of about six months, dijng

which time, however, he was very rarely c^ed

on to bear arms—only three or four t-ej

altogether. But his conscience was nclat

ease, and he finally again refused, withlfce

result that he was a second time sentenci.to

two years' imprisonment. After the selud

term had expired, when he had again ste ily

refused to bear arms, and was likely to be ,ce

more brought before the military court, p Jjc

attention was called to his case. The Min '«r

of War, General Andre, intervened and Goilu-

dier received his discharge, based on he

ground that he was a soutkn de famille,m
father being over seventy years of age.ind

his only brother infirm in some way. Head
altogether been detained just six vears,:ii.

stead of the usual three years' service, '^e

is a skilled mechanic, and is now earningiis

living in a bicycle factory.

Goutaudier listened with great interest t( he

story of William Penn's holy experimen a

State without an army, of which he hadot
before heard. He was glad to undertakehe
distribution of one hundred copies of he

French translation of "Christianity and W ,"

and said that he would be able to procun'itg

insertion in some of the papers which hav>in-

terested themselves in his case.

When our mode of holding our meet'gs

was explained to him, he said that he c Id

quite understand it from his experience irhe

Salvation Army, having sometimes taken xt

in their meetings, and felt that he was n-

spired" as he did so. He sat through our m t-

ing in silence, and evidently appreciated i as

he expressed his intention of coming agai:

Goutaudier expressed the belief that Gus-

selin and the other young man lately n-

demned to two years' imprisonment at Be n-

can, for refusal to serve, would be let)ff

more easily than he had been, probably aer

a few months only.

A very interesting point in connection 'th

Grasselin's case has come out through a r-

respondence on the subject in the Protes nt

paper Lc Signal. Two pastors who had previ s-

ly known him, travelled to Besancon, onof
them right across to France, on purposto

persuade him that it was his duty to see,

urging that the case fell within our Lei's

command to "render to C»sar the things at

are Cjesar's." He yelded to their argume's;

but when, the next day, in the Counciof

War, the question was put to him whetbeie
would now consent to bear arms, he was (n-

strained to reply in the negative; he expla ;d

that his conscience obliged him to reverto

his original refusal.

These cases are being much discussed inie

French Protestant press and private circles is

well as amongst Socialists and others whoi"e

outside the Protestant Churches. Such faa-

fulness on the part of a few cannot but .li

many to think seriously of the question wheljr

obedience to Christ is compatible with beang

arms.—Joseph G. Alexander, in the Lomn
Friend.

"The creed in essentials is indeed short, it

t cannot be shortened by the omission of o"

"Hearing and doing we build on the Ri

hearing alone we build on the sand."
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)me Spring Flowers of Central Iowa. our former friends, Wild Cranesbill, Solomon's
Seal, Jacob's Ladder, Indian Turnip, Yellow
Star-grass, etc., we tried to make ourselves
more acquainted with some less common at
VVesttown. Two species of the Wild Phlox
were very conspicuous for their numbers. The
large lilac colored S]^ec}es {Flilux divaricutu)
was found in the "timber" while the rose-red
one (Phlox pilosa) was seen everywhere on
roadsides and in meadows.
A very beautiful sight on a rocky river

bank was the Wild Columbine {Aquikgia Cana-
densis) with its nodding red and yellow blossoms
seemingly saying "Pick me if you dare."
The air was now filled with fragrance by the
delicate pink blossoms of the Western Crab

' Apple {Pyrus locnsis) which is very common
on roadsides and thickets. A common com-
panion to the crab-apple among the small trees
was the Ked Haw (Craiocyus vwllcs) whose
small red apple-shaped fruit is sought after so
much by children in the fall.

Py the last of Fifth Month our list has be-
come so long that we can mention only a few
of the most common kinds. The ground along
the railroads, the roadsides and many unculti-
vated fields now showed every variety of color.
The anemone PennKylvanica was beginning
fairly to whiten the roadsides in damp places
while yellow patches of Meadow Parsnips
( Thaspmm. Aureum) came here and there. The
white, blue and rose colored varieties of Spider-
wort (Tradcscantia Viryinica) were trying to
outnumber the Wild Phlox and these in turn
were crowded by the Wild Four O'clock (Oxy-
baphus nyetayincus).

Then from among all this beauty a "star"
shoots forth and we had the Shooting-Star
(Dodc catheon Menaia). The origin of this
name is very apparent for the partly reflexed
petals and slender nodding stems give one the
impression of a shooting star.

There were others of interest which might
have been mentioned, but it would make the
list too long. This first spring in the State
was enough to convince me that my former
impression, thai thorp were comparatively few
flowers in Iowa, was entirely v^rong.

Ames, Iowa.

laving closely watched the spring flowers

;ie vicinity of Stavanger Boarding School,
i Le Grand, Iowa, I thought a short account
jiem, for comparison with Westtown's flora,

it he of interest to many readers of The
MD.
Itbough several of them were strangers,

as a surprise to find bow many of our same
Westtown Friends were here, though the
gheny Mountains and the Mississippi were
i^een.

16 first welcome visitor to greet us through
lead leaves, as we searched the woods along
Iowa River, was a stranger to me, though
3W his family quite well. It was the little

•f Trillium ( Trillium nivale, ) found as early
ourth Month 12th, growing abundantly on
vooded blufl:'s along the river bank. About
lame time we met three old friends:—He-
!a. Bloodroot and Spring Beauty. The last

>d was rare in this vicinity. The tiny Whit-
Jrass (Draba Caroliniana) was found in the
loil over a stone quarry; and we are re-

ed of Tennyson's verse,

flower in the crannied wall

!

I |)luck you from your cranny,

Vnd hold you root and all

In my hand

;

jittle (lower, if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,

could understand

What God and man is.

long the trees the soft maple had been
week or two before, and now we were
ed by the Elm and Box Elder and admired
raceful catkins of the Cotton Wood, As-
Hazel Nut and Pussy Willow,

out a week later we again visited the
)er," as all-wooded land is called, and
some more welcome friends:— the Early
rcup {Ranunculus Fasicularis,) Dutch-
Breeches (Dicentra Cucullaria) and the

)oth \'iolet (Erythronium Albudum). By
time the Cow-slips or Marsh Marigolds

M Palustris) were beginning to beautify

sloughs" with their rich yellow blossoms,

two violet friends. Common Blue, and
V were with us by the 24th of the Fourth
i; and another stranger Isapyrum biter-

1 whom Gray does not honor with a

on name, was discovered in a secluded

inder some Red Haw trees. At first we
t for the Rue Anemone, which it clusely

bles in foliage, but on closer examination
found to differ by being branched and

>; more fibrous roots without tubers,

the same date we found the Wild Ginger
urn canadcnsc,) loothvfort (Deiitaria laci-

) and the Wild Gooseberry,

the first of Fifth Month, on the "un-
1 prairie" along the railroad the "Johnny
Up" (Viola pedatifida) and the Sheep
{Oxalis violacea) were both quite com-
The Johnny Jump Up, as it is called

closely resembles the Bird's Foot vio-
items Concerning the Society.

Westtown. Two species of Horsetails ,„ • , ,. , , • ,

•.etum arvensc and laevigatum) were also ,^^]\r^'' '"
I,*??

.Nantucket Inquirer and ^M.rror

m in damp places, and the Yellow Pucoon ^)^[. ^^f\h '
^'.'^'rV

^'^'^^"^ ^f^\
*^'*'^'''^"'

„, ,,/r..f
' ecu

^ "^""" of ^antucket, and a life-long Friend, whom many
,mwell(Li</iospm««mmnfscfn..) was seen

I

Friends ;„ Philadelphia have learned to hold in
iry roadside.

, loving esteem for her consistent walk and con-
bhe middle of the month we were almost versation in the love of the ever-blessed Truth,
lered by the numbers, and briefly greeting I during her residence for the greater part of each

Social Worship.—The special promise of
Christ's presence is to social worship. It

matters little where the two or three are
gathered together, if they are gathered in his

name. But aimless loitering or even quiet

hours under green boughs or on wave beaten
sands must be classed as rest, not worship.

The spirit of worship may enter into them and
they may become transformed under the in-

fluence of some reverent soul, but they can
never take the place of purposed communion
and deliberate social expectation of the pres-

ence of Christ. Not even meditation, impor-
tant as it is, can long do this, for the religion

of Christ in worship as in ministry, is social in

ts purposes and belongs among men.

—

Selected.

year at the home of her son-in-law and daughter
Benjamin and Mary Ann Albertson, having re-
turned for the summer to her old home on Nan-
tucket, passed away after a brief illness there on
the Sth instant, in the ninety-first year of her age.
' An example of the believers, in word, in conver-
sation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity."

We remain uninformed concerning the Yearly
Meeting held at Westerly, R. I., except to have
heard a remark that Henry T. Outland of North
Carolina, Elizabeth C. Stetson of South Yarmouth,
Mass., and Ida Chamness were in attendance.

[Quaker Pioneers in Russia, by Jane Benson
;

Headley Bros. Price 2s. Gd].

()ur friend, .lane Benson, of Southport, is a
daughter of George Edmondson, who went to Rus-
sia in 1818 with Daniel Wheeler, and helped him
efficiently with his draining and farming operations
during the first seven years of his Russian life.
She was born in Russia, and though only two
years old when her parents left that country, she
has heard much concerning her life there, in con-
nection with a number of pictures which she has
carefully preserved. These memories have been
reproduced in Quaker Pioneers in Riisxia, with de-
tails and telling incidents that make up an ex-
tremely life-like and thrilling story. A chapter is

devoted to the labors of William.Allen and Stephen
Grellet, in relation to the Emperor Alexander (who
died in 182.")), and Thomas Shillitoe's service in St.
Petersburg is also mentioned. But the main part
of the book is devoted to the work of Daniel
Wheeler and his household. The Emperor appears
as a particularly attractive character in this nar-
rative, which we cordially commend to our readers.
We are glad that, though in weak and failing
health, our friend has been able to give form to
these memorials, which without her loving care
would probably have passed away without the at-
tention they deserve.—British Friend.

Another Rhyme of the Months, this time from
England, now comes to us as the form which was
in use at Ackworth School full sixty years ago :

" Days twenty-eight in Second Month appear,
And one day more is added each leap year

;

The Fourth, Eleventh, Ninth and Sixth Months run
To thirty days : the rest have thirty-one."

SUMMARY UF EVENTS.
UNlTia^ Otates.—Work has been resumed in the Kollinc

Mill mine at Jon,,^ ^, j^e workings being found in
safe condition. The J-eau. .,„ j^ ^^^^\ ^^

^^
In he United States there are o'^o,.,^

j^^j^^^ „^„
their living by farming. Last year tbey su.«. i;,„j,. f^^^
products for $1,408,865 over and above the exp6no», t

living. While these Indians earn their own living by farm
work, 55,996 live on allotments, and rent their lands to

white people.

Mining superintendents say that the continuation of the

strike in the anthracite region will cause great suffering

in Philadelphia and New York during the coming winter

on account of the scarcity of hard coal for domestic

purposes. Even if the strike is settled within a month
from now, the autumn will be far advanced before many
of the collieries can be placed in condition for shipping.

The efforts of Governor Taft with the Papal authorities

at Rome to induce a withdrawal of the friars from the

Philippine islands, have not been successful, and Gov-

ernor Taft has left Rome. It is expected that further

negotiations on the subject may take place at Manila.

An official statement from Washington contains the fol-

lowing: " In this matter the United States representatives

in the Philippines are merely endeavoring to meet the

wishes, as well as the needs, of the Filipino people. It

is not the United States Government which objects to

the presence of the friars; it is the Catholic population

of the Philippine Islands, and the parish priesU of native

and non-Spanish blood are practically a unit in desiring

both to expel the friars and to confiscate their lands out

of hand. Recognizing the intensity and practical unan-

imity of this feeling among the Filipinos, and at the
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same time desiring to avoid causing loss to the Church,

the United States Government representatives proposed

to pay for the lands out of the public funds if the friars

would retire from the island and give place to other re-

ligious of their own faith, who might be able to accom-

plish for their religion what they themselves had so sig-

nally failed to accomplish. In making this proposal the

United States representatives were well aware that finan-

cially it was only of benefit to the Church, for the lands

are unproductive and held in adverse possession by the

natives, who refuse to pay rent, while the former con-

gregations of the objectionable friars now refuse to re-

ceive them, and they could only be restored to their par-

ishes by such aflSrmative governmental action as under

our Constitution cannot be taken."

Another strike of freight handlers has occurred in

Chicago, resulting in a general suspension of business,

and a loss to various interests estimated at $1,000,000

a day. On the 16th it was ended ; after ten days of

strife a meeting of the strikers resulted in an almost

unanimous vote to return to work, leaving the wage

scale and other questions for settlement between the

men and their respective roads. It is expected the rail-

roads will make some concession in regard to wages.

The wholesale price of a pair of shoes represents about

22 per cent, in wages, 6.5 per cent, material and 13 per

cent, minor expenses and profits.

A statement has been prepared at the Immigration

Bureau showing the number of immigrants who arrived

in the United States by countries djjring the fiscal year

1902, as compared with 1901. The total arrivals for the

last fiscal year were 648,743 immigrants and 82,055 other

alien passengers, making a total of 730,798. This is an

increase of 1.58,815 immigrants over 1901. Following

are the names of the countries from which the largest

number of immigrants came during the last fiscal year :

Italy, including Sicily and Sardinia, 178,375 ; Austria-

Hungary, 171,989; Russian Empire and Finland, 107,347;

Sweden, 30,894; Ireland, 29,138; German Empire, 28,304;

Norway, 17,484; Japan, 14,270; England, 13,575.

The State factory inspector of Indiana has sent a

circular letter to the larger manufacturing concerns in

the State, recommending that they provide for bathing

facilities for the employees. He cites the beneficial re-

sults from such a course in Michigan City, and says a bath

after a day's work will do much to remove the desire for

Dr. Wiley, of the Department of Agriculture, is de-

sirous of obtaining 50 young and healthy men to enter

into a contract with the Department to eat whatever ht

wishes to feed them, and submit to a careful and system

atic course of obiservation, to see how far it is safe to

eat poisons, and how far it is practicable to put poisonous

articles in staple articles of food. One of the first tests

to be made would be to decide whether the use of borax

in the preservation of meat products is deleterious or not.

The special census report on agricultural implements

illustrates the time and labor saving value of agricultural

machines in practical operation on the farms. Contrast-

ing conditions in 1830 with those of 1896, the report

says that the amount of human labor now required '
produce a bushel of wheat is on an average f— 'umutes.

In 1830 the time required was *>--- """•'s and three

minutes. The cost of the. --"!"' '^bor required to pro-

duce a bushel of -t^^'^f
in the sixty-six years interval

from ''^^ ""^'^^ ^ cents. Similarly striking examples

-.« given with respect to corn cultivation and hay making.

Taking the country over, " in the case of the crop of corn

the money measure of the saving of human labor required

to produce it in 1899, in the most available economic
manner, was $523,276,642; wheat, $79,194,867 ; oats,

$52,866,200; rye, $1,408,9.50; barley, $7,323,480; white

potatoes, $7,366,820; hay, $10,034,868. The total saving

in the cost of human labor for these seven crops in 1899,

owing to the possible utilization of the imph
machines and methods of the present time, in place of

the old time manner of production, reaches the stupendous
amount of $681,471,827 for this one year."

Jacob H. Smith, a general in the U. S. army operating

in the Philippines who gave orders to " kill and burn " to

Major Waller, has been reprimanded by a court-martial,

the findings of which have been approved by the Presi-

dent, and he has been "retired from the active list."

A Manila despatch says that cholera is still spreading

in the provinces. The totals are 14,567 cases and 10,937

deaths.

Floods in the Mississipi are doing great damage in

Iowa, Illinois, and other States along its course. A

despatch from Keokuk, la., of the 20th says : "The Mis

sissippi River is from three to ten miles wide for twenty

seven miles below the Iowa line, and is rising rapidly

The flood is reaching far out, devastating farms, and

farmers in the lowlands on the Missouri side have lost

everything but their citadels on highknoUs and a few

fields behind the highest levees. People at the river cities

give accounts of losses aggregating millions of dollars.

Hundreds of farmers, rich ten days ago, are penniless

and homeless. Careful estimates gathered from the

statements of best informed people indicate the loss up

to to-night is about $6,000,000, with every prospect of

$2,000,000 or $3,000,000 additional by the rise above not

yet reaching the lower stretches of the river. Most of

this loss is on the Missouri side of the river, between

Keokuk and Hannibal.

The convention of United Mine Workers lately held at

Indianapolis declared against a general strike, provided

for the raising of a fund in aid of the striking anthracite

coal miners, and issued an appeal to the public for moral

and financial support. In this appeal they say :
" The

struggle in the anthracite region will be continued until

our demands have been granted or a competent Board of

Arbitration has declared that we are wrong. The care

of 150,000 men and their families in a protracted struggle

such as this is likely to be, will require the expenditure of

a large sum of money in the purchase of food. Our own
resources are limited. We have levied a large assessment

on those of our members who are at work to assist us in

caring for those who are on strike We need more money
for that purpose, and we appeal to every trade union and

trade unionist, to every citizen whose interests are in-

volved and to every lover of fair play, to assist us in

raising $1,000,000 per month from outside sources as long

as the strike may last."

There were 509 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 61 less than the previous

week and 127 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 264 were males and 245 females : 59

died of consumption of the lungs ; 28 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria
;

19 of cancer ; 13 of apople.xy ; 10 of typhoid fever ; 1 of

scarlet fever and 4 of small pox.

Foreign — Minister Wu, who has lately represented

China, at Washington, says : "There are three important

things for China. These are education, railways and

newspapers. I would like to see China improve in these

things. We ought to have more schools in China and

more young men studying in Europe and the United States.

I should like to have such schools in China as are every-

where found in the United States. We ought to have a

system of popular education, so that every one can be

educated. We want our people educated. Then we want

more railroads. Railroads are a means of education also.

They allow people to travel and allow those of one town

to come in contact with people of other towns. That is

education. The third of the pre-eminently important

things is the newspapers. We want high-class newspa-

pers in China. That is another form of education. They

must be conducted in a proper way."

A dispatch of the 15th from London, says : With the

thermometer at 86 degrees in the shade and 127 in the

sun to-day, the hottest day of the year in London, there

were many cases of sunstroke t^ooiea at the hospitals.

The omnibus and strooi car companies had large forces

of me" ""feagtid in supplying the horses with oatmeal
water.

The Campanile or bell tower connected with the cathe-

dral in Venice, called St. Marks, lately fell, and is now a

mass of ruins. It was founded in the year 888, and was
about 320 feet high.

In no country in Europe is the telephone brought to

such a pitch of perfection as in Sweden, where the in-

strument enters into the daily life of the people to a great
degree, even in the smaller villages.

'

Proof was given at a fire in Liverpool recently of the

value of the newly invented smoke helmets. The vol-

umes of smoke were so dense that the firemen were beaten
back, but, donning the smoke helmets, into which air is

pumped as in a diving equipment, they descended into the

smoke, bearing the hose in one hand and electric flam-

beaux in the other, and soon succeeded in putting out the

flames.

Tremendous explosions have occurred at the Waimaugu
geyser at Rotorua, New Zealand, a height of 800 to 900
feet being reached.

The oldest piece of writing in the world is said to be
on a fragment of a vase found at Nippur. It is an in-

scription in picture writing and dates 4500 years before
Christ. The University of Pennsylvania has obtained it.

The Republic of Cuba has been formally recognized by
the United States, Great Britain, France, Spain, Switzer-
land, Hayti, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Guatemala.
An analysis of the^ chemical properties of the millions

of tons of volcanic dust which now cover the islands ad-

jacent to Martinique has been made to discover the effect

which the dust will have upon the soil. The findings of

the Government laboratory in Barbadoes, show that the
substance thrown out in the recent eruption is entirely

deficient in fertilizing value.

Stephen W. Post and Henry R. Post, NjiT^
Mary Randolph, Phila.; Mary C. Beardsley, I

y'!
:

Emily Pusey, Penna.; D. D. Maris, Del.; U:',i^

\V. Warner, Penna.; Rebecca E. Haines, Pea,
and for Susan L. Haines; Edmund S. Foer
Agt., O., for B. J. Hobson; Howard A, MidV
N.J.. Elizabeth K. Hutchinson, Phila.; Josei^p'
Lupton, Ga., to No. 27, vol. 76; Clarkson M ,if^

ford, Mass.; W. H. Gibbons, Pa., and for an
Miller; Samuel Biddle, Phila.; Wm. G. Engid,
Nova Scotia; Mary E. Cadwallader, Phila.; Sa lei

A. Willits, N. J.; Wm. Scattergood, Penna. Ind

for Chas. C. Scattergood; Alva J. Smith, . t.,

Kans., $y, for John E. Hinshaw $2, and for 0'

W. Smith. M. D. $1, to No. 27; Samuel L. Si d-

ley. Pa.; Ephraim Smith, Phila., I12.50, for 'n-

self, Morris S. Cope, Elizabeth Hughes, Jo J

Smith, L. M. Williams, M. D.. and Harriet Gi-n;

Eber N. Gause, Kans., $1; George M. Wai-r
Phila.; Thos. F. Scattergood, Penna., |S for n-

self, T. Walter Scattergood, Mary E. Forsytht id

Debbie C. Spackman, per Thos. H. Witson, .f
William Trimble, Pa.; Caleb Wood, PI 1,';

Joseph G. Evans, N. J.; Phebe S. Gawthrope, 1
•

Rachel E. Bell, Pa., Charles Darnell, N. J., ]i es

Lee, Jr., Pa.; Joseph J. Hopkins, Pa.; [osep B.

Bettles and for Susanna G. Bettles, 111.; Mar A.

Osborne, Ind., $4, for herself and Mary M. Frajr;

Anna H. Tierney, Gtn., $S for herself, J. V.

Tierney, T. L.Tierney and Bertha H. T. Ufild,

N. Y.; Rebecca A. Cox, N. J.; Jesse Negus, it.,

la., |i6 for Joseph Hawley, Rezin Thomfin,
Tristram Coggeshall, la.; Clarkson T. Peni e,

Hannah M. Knudson, Lydia B. Oliphant, Archiild

Crosbie and Wm. D. Branson; Casper W. Thdp-
son, N. J.; Ruth S. Abbott, Phila.; Thos. H. Viit-

son, Agt., Pa., for Hannah F. Fell; Jane P. Oie,

Phila.; Joseph Evans, N. J.; David J. Brown, Cn;
Emma Jones, N. J.; Samuel W. Jones, i,;

William Bettle, N. J.; Hannah H. Ivins, N. jl6
for herself, Lewis Taft and Dr. Howard Ijs;

Wm. W. Hazard, Agt., for Elizabeth Gardne:N.
Y.; Jonathan Chace, R. I.; Phebe H. Burgess,!.;

Anne S. Lippincott, Gtn.; Chas. P. Morlandj).;

Ezekiel C. Shoemaker, Calif.; Sarah E. WrighN.

J., for Charles Wright and Sarah B. De Cou; to.

Foster, R. I., $20 for himself, Simeon F. P-y,

Charles Perry, Arthur Perry, George C. Fo;r,

Lucy Foster, Mary A. Gardner, Lydia F. Niclls,

Eliza F. Browning and Martha B. Sheffield; LHa
S. Thomas, Phila., and for Sarah V. Willits, j

S;^'Remittances received after Third-day noon mini
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term oihe

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th, li2.

Early application should be made for admission of pils

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter has ncil-

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Princifi

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—Duriofie
Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be open ly

on Second and Fifth-days from 3 to 6 p. M.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetinpf

the Committee on Admission will be held in the (n.

mittee Room, 4th and Arch Streets, on Seventh-day le

26th instant, at 10 A.M.
John W. Biddle, Cler

The committee having charge of Spring River Acaoliy

desires to engage the services of a suitable young Frid

to serve as principal the coming year.

Address Levi Bowles, Clerk of Committee;

Galena, Kansa

Died, at her residence in Pottstown, Pa., on the I3-

teenth of Fourth Month, 1902, Margaret E. Lee, inie

eighty-sixth year of her age ; a beloved member of Pis-

town Particular and Philadelphia Monthly Meetinjif

Friends.

, on the fifth of Second Month, 1902, HannaIj.

Lee, wife of James Lee, Jr., in the seventy-eighth .Ir

of her age ; a member of Exeter Particular and Pli-

delphia Monthly Meeting of Friends. She was fiiy

attached to the doctrines and customs of Friends. "Ble J

are the merciful ; for they shall obtain mercy."
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Baptismal Teaching.

\. recent paper contains a remark applica-

, to fundamentals in our own religious struc-

;|e:—" What does the great commission giv-

j'the Church require of her? It is couched

ijhese terms in the gospel according to Mark:

i) ye therefore and teach all nations, baptis-

\i them in [that is, into] the name of the

Fl;her and of the l:5on and of the Holy Ghost;

tjching them to observe all things whatsoever

[lave commanded you.' Teaching is the

pliminent thing in this commission. Those to

^om the commission is given, therefore,

ijst be qualified for teaching."

kVhat God hath joined together, let not niod-

eli Friends put asunder. In what is called the

Teat commission," the teaching and the hap-

',ing are intimately conjoined. An essential

[jone's commission as a teacher in the gos-

pf
is the authority to baptize into the Divine

rjne. The ministry of such teaching we call

ifiaptizing ministry. How can Teaching and

t3 Baptism of the Spirit "walk together ex-

(lot they be agreed?" They agree in one, and

Muld not be divorced. Where the teaching

fits an impressive hold on men's spirits, or

I'ptizes them under a sense of the Divine over-

sjidowing it must be "the anointing that

(icheth."

'Modern experiments in giving "the gift of

hching" a liberty to go alone for a little

ijace here and there as intellect among things

jvine, has resulted in the degenerate, vapid,

;id cheap-talk ministry,—which is not minis-

\f, because divorced from the Baptism. A
jesh baptism for every fresh service has a

jptizing effect,—even an immersion of men's

ring spirits into the living Name, which is

e power of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

"All power," said Jesus, "is given unto me.

<io ye therefore and teach, baptizing" into the

power of divinity.

The Apostle Paul enrolls teaching equally

with other forms of mini-stry which are to be

worked by the Holy Spirit. "These all work-

eth that one and the selfsame Spirit, dividing to

every man severally as he will." When any

lower authority for teaching creeps into our

solemn assemblies, or gets their ear, how ef-

effctually is the solemnity dissipated!

We recognize the gift of teaching, and of-

ten with thanksgiving, as we see ministers

anointed therein. But because we must recog-

nize it, we must not therefore excuse it from

"that one and the self-same spirit" that

is needful for the exercise of prophecy, or

tongues, or healing, or praise. Some talk as

if the presence of the Spirit, or a portion of it,

must needs retire to make room for teach-

ing, or there may be a liberty in gospel

teaching without his living presence. Yet

they are not alternatives, but true yoke-fel-

lows.

On the other hand, because one seems en-

gaged in lucid statements of Christian truth

is he therefore not anointed? In the anointed

ministry, teaching is indeed largely embraced,

and the criterion whether a man does "teach,

baptizing,"—or "as having authority and not

as the Scribes"— is not always the mere out-

put or what one delivers; but the criterion

is inward in us and inward in the speaker,

—

the anointing in us that should be lively to

own or discern the inward exercise and mov-

Ings of the speaker's spirit. An unspiritual

critic can easily make a man an offender for

an outward word; but he that is spiritual as a

discerner of thoughts and intents of the heart

would prefer to judge a laborer from the stand-

point of the laborer's heart. Nothing is cheaper

than criticism of a product after its language

has been delivered; nothing dearer than a

baptized sense of the inward exercise which

the delivery has cost and is costing the speaker.

periences of this state of being, honestly met
and discharged or suffered, build up that abun-

dance of the heart out of which the mouth
may apeak with the weight of reality and au-

thority. So it is said, that "the weight of a

speaker's character must be about a hundred

times that of the siieaker's word, in order to

make his speech effective." Sometimes such

authority of character may so outweigh words

as to make them unnecessary. Some men
have been reported of, whose "characters

spoke so loud that one could not hear their

words."

So in the deliberative assemblies of our re-

ligious Society, not the multitude of voices

heard, but solid spiritual judgment rather, ip

old or in young, is expected to turn the decis-

ion. "The Head of the Church is majority

enough, though He find expre.ssion in but one

voice." The discerning of spirits is a gift for

the church, whereof there is especial need in a

clerk who sits to gather the sense of the meet;

ing, that he may discern "the spirit of judg-

ment in them that sit in judgment."

The Speech of Character.

It has been said recently that the best part

of our speaking must be done before we open

our mouths. Much the same was said when

it was written of "the preparation of the

heart in man," preceding the "Answer of the

tongue," being of the Lord. The living ex-

NOTE.—A paragraph was turned into a puz-

zle in last week's editorial, middle of third

column, by two lines getting out of place.

Restored to their original order, they make

the passage as it was written, thus:

—

"Our conscience may cry out against what

they may ordain, but that, we are taught, is

no affair of ours; for we have transferred the

use of our conscience to them. We have va-

cated ourselves of the primal trait of man,

have surrendered to be as "cattle" or "ma-

chines." Is a nation thus to gain "moral

fibre?"

Furthermore, early in the article on "Truth

Biding its Time," page first of No. 1, it was

written: ""The Quaker disciple standing on

his rock of revelation can view calmly, and

without dismay /or his position, the surging of

the modern waves, and the tumult of the peo-

ple." It was by no error of the printer that

the word "for" appears as "from."

Some of vou I want to encourage to read

more of Friends' writings, and see how they

were made willing to give up to follow their

Master, for the peace of their own minds,

rather than to go on in the way their own

natural inclinations would have led them into;

and thus as you are willing to read, you may

be strengthened by the aid of the Holy One

for the good word and work, who will not be

lacking on his part, as you are willing to do

yours.

—

Late Letter.
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The Mid-Week Meeting.

When accepted in their full significance as

a soul restorer—a means whereby we may di-

vest ourselves of some of those things which

if allowed to grow upon us will more and more

tend to hinder our spiritual progress as a re-

ligious bod}', our mid-week meetings for wor-

ship should by no means be allowed to decay

through inditference on the part of their mem-

bership. They should not be sufl:"ered to lose

their valueu place as conservers of the import-

ant princi. J of our profession, that our de-

pendence should rest upon that Supreme Be-

iD<r by whom, and to whom, and through

whom belong all things forever. Like the

Cities of Refuge in ancient times, stand our

meeting houses, as they open their doors for

the mid-week meeting for worship, and offer

to the sin-driven, it may be, and overworked

members of our Society the opportunity of an

hour's communion, in Christian fellowship,

with ihe only One who knows all our secret

trials, but who may not be expected to be

found of them that seek Him not in prosperity

as well as in adversity.

In thus breaking away from our business

engagements, and passing through the din and

bustle of the busy world, for an hour's abid-

ing with the Master in the quiet seclusion of

our meeting houses, we retain in the very act

the most valuable element in the rite of sacri-

fice as developed in the Old Dispensation, and

borrow from the New its cardinal principles

of Love, that regenerating power that thrills

us, and impels us to seek, and pray, and wait,

as regards our attitude towards the Supreme

Being; which leads us to forgive, and to liless,

and to desire to judge not, as regards our fel-

low-men. All that Christ lived and taught,

and suffered, we each in our individual meas-

ure should long to carry out in our daily living.

Hence we need these special seasons of retire-

ment the better to acquaint ourselves with Him.

And so, when the overworked business man,

the tired mother, or even the child aglow with

life and as yet unwearied with its disappoint-

ments, gather within the quiet precincts of the

dear old meeting house, they do by the very

act attest to the world without their .sense of

dependence, in a way that can but prove itself

wholesome to that world, if they are truly sin-

cere in their purpose. For surely there is a

peace and satisfaction, a sense of renewed

strength, in store for those who partake of the

true spiritual manna and drink of the true

spiritual rock—Christ Jesus.

The dear old meeting house, we often call

it, and we have very many such, sacred with

the memory of generations who realized and

valued the renewal of soul that came from the

silent communion, and from the fervid exhor-

tations of the Lord's messengers as they spoke

words of comfort and peace, or of warning,

until the whole assembly was knit into the one-

ness of feeling which bespoke the baptizing

presence of the Holy Spirit.

But these meetings, though often signally

blessed to the sincere hearted, are often, too,

seasons of soul-wrestling almost throughout.

And it is the necessity of our expecting such

seasons as these that we would have impressed

upon our dear younger Friends. They must
learn to wrestle for the blessing, even as did

Jacob of old at Peniel. Not long since, it was

the writer's privilege to attend one of our mid-

week meetings which seemed to be signally

blessed near its close with the overshadowing

of the Divine Presence after there had seemed

an evidence of soul struggle on the part of the

little company assembled. Then a minister

arose and expressed the feeling that had rested

with him, that we might not seek to become

unclothed of the things that would seem to

hinder our progress heavenward, but to be

clothed upon, with those virtues which would

enable us to overcome them, by patiently sub-

mittinii to the commands of our dear Master.

Another minister followed with an expression

of tender love and encouragement for those

who might have been seeking long for a bless-

ing to reward their patience in the struggle

for an acceptable performance of the act of

worship, assuring them that if they held out

until the appointed time of their trial was

ended, they would be given a sense of their

acceptance, and be made to rejoice in God their

Saviour. Still another minister was called

into the line of service thus so orderly and

beautifully opened, by feeling led to express

the words of the Saviour,—"What I say unto

you I say unto all, watch !" "Watch and pray;

lest ye enter into temptation; for the spirit ii

willing, but the flesh is weak." Reminding

us of the great importance of dwelling near

the Saviour, that we might be favored with his

constant protection in our times of need; and

quoting an experience of David Sands, as re-

lated in his journal, where he speaks of a par-

ticular morning when he felt the Lord to be

nearer than usual, and much sweetness to cover

his mind. This favor he took as a morsel in-

tended to strengthen him against a trial near

at hand ; which indeed came later on in the

day, and was of a nature particularly proving.

The three communications above alluded to

were all brief, but being delivered in great

tenderness, they seemed to unite the meeting

into oneness of feeling, and cover it with an

unusual solemnity.

While it is true that we cannot command
one of the days of the Son of Man, it behooves

us all to be found daily and hourly in our pla-

ces, whether about our lawful engagements,

or in the house of prayer, that when He does

come He may find us ready; whether it be to

act in his service ,or to suffer for his sake, or

to part with time for eternity.

W. L. M.
MooRESTOWN, N. J., Seventh Month 22, 1902.

Anger.—A storm of passion will

one's nervous system about as soon as a thun-

der-storm the wires of a telegraph line. A
few such storms will destroy it altogether.

You will die soon enough without calling in

anger to help you off the stage. The Chris-

tian should not allow the devil to kindle the

fire of anger in his soul.

Suppose the basement of the house in which

you live, takes fire, you soon extinguish the

flames, and thank God that the fire is out. But

on going up in the apartments above you will

find the walls and ceilings dingy and the room

offensive with the odor of smoke.

Many a soul-house is in bad condition to-day

because of the fire of anger that recently

burned there. Let love.jreign in your soul,

and the demon of anger will find no place.

—

Guide to Holiness.

Midget.

A little incident occurred in the villagtf

P in 1883 which may be of use if gi

,

to the public. About that time a heterogl.

eous population had been suddenly drawn L

gether from different parts of the country .

'

fluenced by the spirit of gain and the hopff

sudden wealth. At the right moment 3

Methodists took steps for the erection c 3
,

new meeting house, and met with comp^j

success. A good society, a large congre,-

tion, and a flourishing First-day School wie

present at the dedication. ',

A young woman, small and reed liken

form, whom we may call Lida, had notice(|0

the streets some ragged, rough, and roist<y

boys, and it seemed a pity that they were .t

in the building and its school enjoying thej-

vantages there afforded. She was not I'g

in determining to know what could be de

with them. When first spoken to on the e'.-

ject they stared with surprise that one so ...

icate, so refined, and standing so high in e

social scale, should ever have had a thou t

for their interest—not much of a complins t

to her class. As might have been expec I,

the boys became Lida's willing captives. -

ter a few kind words in regard to cleanMi|,s

and combing their halt, she accepted tlT

pledge to meet her at the meeting house ie

next First-day morning. In this preliminy

work she spent two days.

At the appointed time she was greeted la

large class, and seldom has ruder raate'il

ever been seen together in a First-day schl.

But everything moved along pleasantly, e

boys became interested in their work, ancis

Christmas approached Lida said to her motif:

"I think it will do good for me to invite'y

school class here to supper on Christmas, e

shall have to do much cooking for dinner £/-

way, and I want to give the boys for onceil

they can eat. Anna will help me get ref
',

and you need have no care nor trouble aht

it."

"How many do you expect will be presen

inquired the mother.

"I can't say, said Lida;" "some of e

boys have brothers and sisters, and I thin it

will be well to invite ihem also. I shall ble

to make arrangements for at least thirty, iV

sibly thirty-five."

With a quizzical look and a hearty lam,

her mother said, "Well, Lida, go ahead."

As no time could be lost, the teacher is

soon in the street hunting up her pupils id

surprising them with an invitation to a Chrt-

mas supper. Entering a low shanty, wIe

lived two of her motherless boys, she notid

an attempt they made to put out of sigh a

little sister, making the remark, "She ain t

to be seen."

"That is," said Lida, "the very reason 'V

I must see her."

Gently pulling the little thing from its!l-'

ing place, it was found that she was half naH
had been badly burned, carried on her by

many bruises, and was really such a specim

of squalor and wretchedness as never bale

had met the eyes of this young lady. In scs

of their rude plays the boys had found it i!-

essary to have her take a part, and such s

the role she was to act—that of a ne'o

clown; that face, neck, shoulders, and afl

had been blackened with soot from the cH-
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nJ. The usually tranquil Lida was shocked

allost beyond control. For a few moments
in-gnation alternated with the flow of tears.

SI was impatient because something could

n.' be done on the instant. Taking the child

iriier arms, and covering her with her shawl,

jl! said to the boys, "Go tell your father that

[ !ave taken this girl home that my mother

w care for her."

I'
Well, do so; we're willin'. She's a girl

iilhow, and we can't do anything with her,"

it! the eldest boy.

Ma, hurried home with the two-year-old

•id in her arms, a distance of about one-third

)}i mile. The mother was at her desk writ-

r| when her daughter rushed into the house,

liost screaming: "Mother, mother, did you

iiipose it possible that this town could con-

iji such a wretched human being as I have

lie?" The mother knew that something

'iy unusual was on hand, and gave immedi-

ij
attention. "Where on earth did you find

it child?" she asked.

Ivith a mingling of pity, tears, and indig-

i(ion the history of the case was quickly

;:en. In a few moment's the child was re-

(inng the benefit of a warm bath. Tender-

ns and time with frequent changes of water,

mght wonders in her appearance and in the

iintime Lida had gone through a number
crunks and drawers in search of suitable

thes with which to dress her. When this

ii done and her knotted hair was tastily

|:ibed the family found in its midst a little

I peculiarly sweet and attractive.

|jeaving the child in her father's care who
u delighted with the little stranger, Lida

[tened out into the street again in search of

I

pupils and to see the father of the little

|:
wliich she had so unceremoniously kid-

jiped. Finding him at the forge in his shop
fe introduced herself and said:

I

Have your boys told you of my taking to

I'

house your little girl?"

'Yes, madam," he said.

'I hope you will forgive me," she said, "but
I child appeared to be so wretched I couldn't

p it, and now we all want to keep her, and
ill assure you that she shall be just as well

•ed for as if she were our own."
A spell had seized all in the blacksmith

)P, and for a few moments there was deep
mce. As soon as the father could speak,

said:

'I thank you, lady; I have no doubt you
1 be kind to the child; for the present I will

very glad to have you keep the Midget."
In a playful way he called her Midget to

ip from breaking down.
50on the burns and bruises which marred
) fair form of the girl were healed, and she

;ame the pet and the queen of the house-
d. Lida's father was very fond of her,

ight her everything which she could enjoy,

1 if in any resnect she was not exactly

11, away he posted for the doctor.

Finally Christmas came and the C. mansion
s the center of many attractions. The
ithers of the child, which we may continue
call Midget, had not seen her since the day

Y so readily consented to have her taken
•m them, because "she was nothing but a

I." It was with difficulty that they could
;ognize her as their sister, but she labored

ler no such embarrassment, and was very

glad to see them. Hob blushed a little when
she reproached him "for putting that black

on her." The brothers thought she was a

little beauty and could not keep their eyes off

from her. As she flitted about the house, now-

teasing one, then another, there would occas-

onally crop out some of the rude antics the

brothers had taught her at home, and these

they quickly recognized with bursts of boyish

laughter.

The supper table reached quite across the
long dining hall, and on all sides was thickly

studded by human heads. It was loaded with

everything edible, from pork and beans to the

daintiest knicknacks. Every boy put himself

on his best behavior, and the stitt'est propriety

characterized everything said or done by them.

Lida made herself very agreeable, everyone

receiving from her especial attention.

All the bovs knew little Midget, or rather

they had known her with her dirt and rags,

burns and bruises, and often she had been a

bother to them in their jaunts and plays. How
she had suddenly become so beautiful was a

marvel and a mystery. The transformation

they were inclined to ascribe to the magic
touch of their teacher, and her influence over

them was finally established. Her brothers

felt for the first time that a girl was some-

body. They saw that in that crowd she was
of more consequence than a squadron like

themselves.

At last supper is over, the boys are gone,

and the C. mansion is quiet once more. Time
passes on and the day is set on which Lida

will leave home, school class, and her little

protege, for a home of her own in a distant

city. A well-known neighbor asks for the

child; in her warm heart there is room for the

little one in abundance, the father is consult-

ed, and all parties acquiesce in the arrange-

ment. To-day Midget is a little girl greatly

beloved in her new home, and promises a wor-

thy womanhood.— //. //. Moore.

"Let Every Man Take Heed How he
BuiLDETH Thereon" —General Miles, in his

speech in Philadelphia, in one sentence ex-

pressed a much applauded truth :
" Our national

grandeur depends not so much on power, wealth

or military glory, as upon the fidelity with

which we adhere to the principles upon which

the builders laid the foundation of the Repub-

lic." The Christian Instructor declares that

"The sentiment holds true also of Church obli-

gations. No more is it true of the nation

than of the Church, that the chief glory lies

in the fidelity with which she adheres to the

principles upon which the builders laid the

foundation of the Church. It is no glory to

the Church, or any member thereof, to forget

or disregard the public and oft repeated pledges

of fealty to the principles ujron which our

Church was founded, and to which she has all

along required adherence. For those who
have in recent years entered our fold from

other denominations to lead in the annulling

of her principles, is like a man admitted into

a hospitable home for shelter and nourishment,

proceeding to remodel the whole establish-

ment."

It is said that when a Breton sailor puts to

sea, his prayer is, "Keep me, my God, my boat

is so small, and the ocean is so wide."

Au E.xercise of John Barclay.

.Second Month, 1S17. I have long mourned,
day and night, and have been groviously attect-

ed with the rapid advances which the enemy
of souls is making, on the earth at large, on

professing Christians generally. Under this

impression my .soul has been weighed down,
more or less, for the space of above two years,

with little intermission, even before I came
into an acijuaintanc^ with that Society of which
1 was born a nominal member. My very

health, I believe, has been at times injured by

this constant anxiety, which was( not to be

erased or smothered by close application to

business, or by society, or recreation. My
concern has been much increased by a review

of the depth of perdition from which I have

been plucked even as a brand from the burn-

ing, and by the deplorable effects of sin on

those with w^hom, in my vile courses, I kept

comi)any. Now I believe I may not with in-

nocency or impunity quench, or reject, or

make light of, such concerns and impressions

as have their foundation in truth, and the end

of which is the advancement of truth; nor am
I at liberty to treat such thoughts as he did,

who said, "Go thy way for this time; when I

have a convenient season I will call for thee;"

forasmuch as 1 know not that another oppor-

tunity may be afforded me. I therefore feel

bound to encourage and cherish good impres-

sions by all means and at all times. The
oftener I have considered this important and

extensive subject, the more strongly have I

been induced to believe that sacrifices will be

called for at my hand, and that I shall be con-

strained to take up my daily cross in a pecu-

liar manner, not only to things which are

wrong in themselves, but as to those that have

a tendency to evil, and even in many things

which religious people account innocent and

allowable. Oh, when I read in the Scrip-

tures the very excellent precepts and instruc-

tions given for us to follow, and when I exam-

ine closely the conformity of the lives of those

by whom the precepts were delivered, my ad-

miration of the coincidence in every minute

particular is, as it were, swallowed up in

mourning at the declension of the present pro-

fessors of the same religious duties. By such

considerations and reflections, my soul is stim-

ulated very fervently and frequently to peti-

tion Him, who is the fountain of all good, that

He would, in his own time and way, aid his

own cause: that He would be pleased to re-

gard the sighs, the cries and the tears of his

exercised people.
—"His own elect, which cry

day and night unto Him" for the advancement,

extension, and prosperity of everything that

is good.

Third Month.—The subject of dress has very

frequently come under my serious considera-

tion. It has of late been still more often and

more deeply impressed on my mind; and as I

have kept quiet and calm, singly desirous to

know and to do whatever may be reciuired, the

matter has opened more and more clearly be-

fore my view; and some things with regard to

it which had been hitherto hid from me,

whilst in a disposition to follow my own rea-

sonings and fleshly wisdom, or concerning

which I seemed then to be uncertain and unde-

cided, now brighten up into clearness, so as to

make me conclude that they are indisputably

right for me to adopt. And surely I may add,
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no sooner is a truth clearly manifested, a duty
distinctly marked out, than it should, without

hesitation, be obeyed. With regard to my
present dress and outward appearance, it is

evident there is much to alter. That dress

from which my forefathers have, without good
reason and from improper motives departed,

to that dress I must return, that simple ap-

pearance, now become singular, which oc-

casi' :)ed, and still continues to occa.sion, the

professor of the truth suffering and contempt,

the same must I also take up and submit to the

consequences thereof. Some may object to

this, as if it were improperly
'

' taking thought
;'

'

but I differ from them, not in the rule itself

about the anxiety bestowed on clothing, but

about the application of that rule. It is right,

if the vain customs, folly, and fashion of this

world have insinuated themselves into any
branch of our daily conduct, to eradicate

them, with every one of their useless innova-

tions, whatever trouble, anxiety, or persecu-
tion it may cost us. But after we have once
broken our bonds, we shall find a freedom from
anxiety, trouble, or thought about our apparel
far surpassing the unconcern and forgetful-

ness which seem to deaden the spiritual eye
and apprehension of the slave of custom.

Errors in Printing.—It may be well to

explain, for the benefit of those who are not
familiar with the workings of a printing office,

that when type is set an impression is first

taken on a sheet of paper somewhat wider
than a column of print. This is then exam-
ined for errors, and the latter are marked on
the margia of the paper for correction. The
strip of paper is called a "proof" or "proof
sheet," the inspection is "proof-reading" and
the man who reads it is a "proof-reader." In

some offices proof-reading is entrusted to men
who have other duties, and who go over any
given article but once. In large newspaper
offices a second proof, or revise, is taken after
the first one has gone to the printer. Thus
the proof-reader has a chance both to see if the
blunders previously discovered have been cor-
rected, and also to detect others which may
have been overlooked at first. Sometimes a
second revise or third proof, is taken. It is

not uncommon to read the same proof twice.
Moreover, in all large offices, there is an assis-

tant who holds the original manuscript and
reads it aloud to the proof-reader, the latter
thus catching any departure from the text, a
class of errors not otherwise discovered. To
be sure, if a first-class proof-reader sees any-
thing which seems inaccurate—for he is sure
to be a man of wide information, high intelli-

gence and scrupulous watchfulness—and he
finds that the proof nevertheless conforms to
the copy, he refers his doubt to the editorial
department, putting a "query" mark opposite
the questionable statement. The writer, or
some one else, then investigates the matter,
and either verifies or alters the original state-
ment.

Yet in spite of all these precautions an error
will sometimes occur. A word, or a form of
spelling, will appear in print which was not
in the manuscript, and which was not on the
proof sheets. If it had been in either place
it would have been caught by the vigilant
proof-reader.— Tribune Farmer.

For "The Friend."
NIGHT.

I climb the starry stairs to watch afar.

Seeking the margin of the great unseen,

How bright the watch-fires of the Ebon-car,
What stored-up strength is found behind the

screen.

On wonder's wings I soar with searching eye.

Seeking relief for deepest human need.

What flash-lights stream along the silent sky.

Impelling impulse to my fervent need.

Alone I seek with awe the Great Alone !

How warm the welcome of the covering wing,
Here only may I find the spirit's home,

Here only learn the song the angels sing.

No taint of sin infests this upper air.

Ethereal currents flow not to impede.
Clouds are beneath, I breathe a life most rare,

Of heights sublime where souls immortal feed.

Full freighted, gladly I return.

Bearing my message to the men in thrall,

Charged with a zeal whose potent forces burn,
In silent might to bear with men withal;

A little while to hold aloft the flame,

The torch of truth, and stand in strength of God.
To stamp on life the one enduring name.
And cheer the pilgrims in the upward road.

H. T. M.
Beamsville, Ont.

The Zuni Indians.

By Letitia Moon Conard.

Shawanaque, the chief village of the Zuni
Indians, stands on a little hill in the midst of
a broad arid valley, forty-five miles from Gal-
lup, on the Santa Fe Railroad. Beside it runs
the Zuni River, when favored with rain; this

month the river is only a dry arroyo; the wa-
ter gushinsf from the mountains five miles
away spends itself and sinks out of sight with-
in two miles of the town.

Our party of four— artist, botanist, photo-
grapher and Indian student—started out from
(Jallup, New Mexico, in a buggy driven by a
trader from Zuni, for whom the saloons of
Gallup had proved too attractive. We found
ourselves on the way bumping over chuck holes
and through little arroyos so violently that we
feared a breakdown. The leader of the party
expostulated from the back seat, but the driver
hurried on, assuring us that he would certain-
ly get us to Zuni. Finally and fortunately the
driver keeled over and surrendered the reins
to the photographer who deftly managed them
in spite of the drunken man reeling over
against him. But how should we work the
break under the trader's feet. We finally per-
suaded the man to sit behind, leaning on our
leader, while the front seat was occupied by
the two women of the party and the photo-
grapher-driver. All safe now, we drove on
towards Zuni, only once getting off' the road
and rousing the trader to show us the way.

There are four dwellings visible in this forty-
five mile drive—the adobe house of a rich
Navajo herder, the hogan of another Navajo
and the houses of two white men who trade
with the Indians and keep supplies for passers-
by. As we drove beside a deep arroyo we came
up with a close packed flock of some twelve
hundred bleating sheep and goats, driven from
their watering place by a brilliantly attired

Navajo, who rode his steed here and the''

forcing into the centre those that stragfj
at the sides. In the midst of our interes q

the scene we had passed we saw on a mo j

on the other bank of the arroyo a beaut
|

animal standing and looking at us with gra

.

ful pose. One of our party recognized ))

as a coyote, watching for the lambs that cc

;

there for water. Unmindful of the bou;
placed on his life or knowing that we 1|

no fire-arms, he quietly lay down on the bit

and gazed at us as we went by.

For forty miles we drove on amid scr

,

spruce and pine, sage brush and yucca,
;

white skeletons of the dead spruce trees,,j

well as those of animals, reminding us of >

loneliness of the place. For some miles ;»

land looked more home-like while we ix(>

through pine woods, which might have bii

those of New Jersey, except for the n
ness of the pine bark and the accompa'-

ment of yucca shoots and prairie dog hoi.

Reddish cliffs, too, appeared now and then i\

distant mountains and rugged, dry stream b's

made us realize that we were in New Mexi,

We drove close to deep washouts and doi

into the arroyos and out again, listening 1

the stories of the half conscious trader tell

;

of the fury of the waters rushing down I'l

stream beds in the rainy season. Here he Id

been compelled to wait twenty-four hours

the water to subside; there he had builti

bridge; at another place he had an upset. ;

was left to us to guess the cause of the ups

Our delight reached its culmination as -.

came in sight of the brightly colored mei;

encircling Zuni. The valley was very beau

ful in spite of the fact that the bare clay jl

sand was merely dotted here and there w 1

plants struggling to grow. W'e knew that (;

place would be brightly green if it only II

water. Sheep were pasturing where the bla(

;

of grass were an inch apart. The cows look

fat, even though we could not see what th

lived on.

We scanned the plain for some minutes 1

fore we could distinguish the Zuni village,

dark looking group of houses, the color

whose adobe walls matched the sand and cl

of the plain. As we neared the village •

caught sight of the ladders leading to t

housetops. The Zuni houses are two to thr

tiers high, one man building his house a

conical oven on the roof of another. Ever

wnere dogs run at us. Each Zuni family h

from one to several dogs continually snarli;

about. Through the narrow passage ways h

tween the houses walked naked and half-cloth

children, and women with red or black wooli

blankets over their heads and shoulders, as

to keep off the summer heat. From the hoi

dug in the bed of the Zuni river women a

mounting the hillside carrying jars of water 1

their heads to irrigate the little gardens

supply the household.

The narrow streets and adobe houses, tl

ladders leading to the roof, the women carr

ing water jars, the miniature gardens, tl

brilliant costumes of red blankets and he;

bands and belts and necklaces, and many u
f

namable things, make us forget that we ail

in the borders of the United States; we wondq
that tourists generally do not \nsit Zuni, at T
same time that we are selfishly glad thatth^

do not. On we passed across the bed of
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„jiver to the missionary's house, just be-

e|ie site of the old village. The Zunis

rtrly built around "the centre of the

rt("aspot now marked by a little stone

rji , inside of which are placed, as offerings,

C| jar and some plume .sticks. The legend

?g,ithat the Zuni gods and ancestors were

X Jsly trying to find the centre, until after

id debate one of them called forth the

tij-skate, who grew larger and larger, and

elhed out his legs to the six regions, de-

irg that where his navel rested there was

earth's centre. The Zunis have moved
iijtown a quarter of a mile away from the

r.i of the earth, but the spot is visited and

seated with special ceremony every year,

A;er a good supper with the hospitable

spnary, we roamed to the outskirts of the

lije and watched the Indian farmers coming

om their cornfields and the shepherds

ring in their sheep and goats. The bright

Icjj of the Indian costume shone conspic-

iily against the dull adobe village and the

3i)t plain; the sacred mountain Toyallani,

"t'd an impressive background to the scene,

yjlani is a mesa—that is, a flat-topped

lutain with abrupt sides, rising nine hundred

)('rom the plain. Its bare sides are richly

/ed with strata of red and gray sand-

ii; standing out in front are two tall red

ilcles called the brother and sister rocks,

». was once a great flood, the story tells

jid this brother and sister stepped out in-

ii water and made the flood subside and

'ij the people.

fe photographer, the botanist and the In-

Mudent, with the interesting missionary

ijide, rode over to the mountain on a warm
tjisautiful day. We passed through the

lia peach orchards and followed the wind-

;rail up the mountain, watching two In-

ij with a burro, creeping up above us.

El.teep rocks and loose stones made us re-

(j
that we were traveling on our own feet,

1 ot on a burro's back. Our Indian friends

)i'd to be an old man and woman, who had

ijto the mountain top to dig clay for pot-

: for ail the clay used in Zuni pottery has

t carried from the top of this steep moun-

le old man delighted us with his gen-
ijcy, as he shouted out an invitation to

i| the water he had carried up, but we
|l that his gift was meant to bring a lar-

•ieturn when he chided us with being stin-

jicause we had no food to give him. We
riered on to the sacred shrines, somewhat
id by fear lest the grumbling Indian would
ispleased with our visit to the shrines sa-

jto him, but a mere curiosity to the white

Ij The shrines of the war gods and the

ilgods, with their rudely carved images,
'j reminders that this mountain was the

(
of the Zunis in the days when they were

I

pressed by their constant enemies, the

jeans and Navajos. The stones of the old

(are still scattered around, but nowadays
irm of the United States Government pro-

j

the Zunis on their reservation, and as-

; them of continued safety as long as they

1
to the demands made upon them, and so

isend their children to school and let go
['itches they want to kill, not from love

ivilization, but from fear of displeasing
iiington, for they use the name Wash-

ington as a personification of the United States

Government.
The day of our trip to Toyallani was one of

the four days spent by our party at Zuni, and
the most eventful of the four. In the early

morning sounds of wailing reached us from a

neighboring hou.se. The daughter of the sil-

ver-smith had died in the night and the family

had been wailing for five hours, and continued
some three hours longer, with broken sobs and
mournful exclamations of "a-na! a-na!" (too

bad! too bad!) The corpse, attired in its best

garments, was wrapped in a black blanket, on
which meal was spread, and placed on the

floor by the fireplace. The husband and mother
of the dead sat beside the corpse. About
twenty others, mostly women, sat around the

room joining in the lamentation, which was
continued from early hours of the morning to

ten o'clock, when the men who dug the grave

carried the body to its burial, amid wailing

from houses by which the procession passed.

The departed was one of the more intelligent

Indians, a girl who had been at school, but

who retained full allegiance to the customs

and religion of her people. She lived, as do

all young married women of the Zunis, in her

parents' house, whither the husband comes at

marriage.

It seemed a little heartle.ss that on the very

day of this funeral the picked young men of

the tribe started out for a great foot race

from a point very near the adobe of the de-

ceased. It was a ceremonial race, designed

to bring rain, but accompanied by betting and

merriment. About twenty young men took

part, ten on each side; they circled far around

along the sky line and over some of the mesas
followed by interested people. The cloud of

dust moved along the horizon with wonderful

rapidity, and the race of twenty-five miles was

completed by the first man in less than two

and a half hours. It was a stirring sight;

couriers on horses kept running in from the

plain to bring the news of the success or fail-

ure of their side; the housetops were crowded
with men and women gazing off to the hori-

zon. Clouds hung around the sun at sunset; a

little sprinkle came the next day; a larger one

the following day, but no rain of any account

has yet fallen to prove the value of the race.

The Zunis will probably explain the partial

failure of the ceremony by saying that some
witch was around dist\irbing things.

The race caused some trouble. Last night

the Governor's herald was scolding from the

housetop in a voice that could be heard by all

the sixteen hundred people of the village

about the carelessness of those who had let

the burros run over the corn. It is well to

race for rain, said he, but it does no good if

while vou do so the burros eat the corn. The

man sounded like a maniac, so loudly and angri-

ly and profusely did he scold the people.

We carry away beautiful Zuni pottery and

blankets, partly made in our own sight; but,

still better, a most delightful recollection of

an intensely interesting people, very crude

and dirty, but with an ancient civilization

that dates back far beyond the time when Co-

lumbus discovered America. Travellers tell us

that the broad Zuni valley used to be very fer-

tile, and some hope that the Zuni river will be

dammed up in the mountains, so that the rain

of the wet season may be gradually let out to

I irrigate the land when no rain falls. Then
the i)eople will flourish better than ever before.

With rich fields to cultivate without danger
from Navajo and Mexican, they may develop
their farming and their arts to continually

better things. The interesting old savage
dances, the witchcraft proceedings and the
rain races will soon be things of the past.

While they remain it is well worth our while
to learn all we can about them as representffljec.

a stage of thought through which the human
race everywhere has passed, but which shows
particularly picturesque forms here in Zuni, as

picturesque as the country itself.

—

From Puh-
lir Ledger.

Science and Industry.

TiiiKTV Million Doli.aus lm Wastes.—
Chicago, with a capital of $l)7,i:i7,U()0 invest-

ed in meat packing establishments turns out

an annual product of $2r,t;,,^jk;7.U0(). Of this

total the fresh beef sold is valued at $G1,9G4,-

000; cured beef, $5,062,000; canned beef,

$6,44^,000; fresh mutton, $11,0."):^, 000; fresh

pork, $24,4ir,,000; .salt pork, $M2,2;)3,(X)0;

hams, $2l,r>C)'Z,i)00; smoked bacon, sides and
shoulders, $12,088,000; sausage, $7,.588,{XJO;

refined lard, $18,124,000; oleo oil, $.5,227,-

000; other oils, $1,91)0,000; fertilizers, $898,-

000; hides, $10,773,000; wool, $1,935,000,
and other products to the value of $.30,966,-

8G2.

In this last group are all of what are known
as by-products. The bones and, in fact, all

parts of slaughtered animals are now utilized.

The bones from the feet of cattle are used in

the manufacture of tooth-brush handles, knife

handles, r.nd for whatever purpose ivory was
used years ago. These bones are hard and

take a very high polish.

The knuckles from the bones are cut off and

used in the manufacture of glue and for fer-

tilizers. The tips of horns are sawed off. split

and pressed into flat plates used in the manu-
facture of combs, backs of brushes, large but-

tons, etc. The tip of the horn is also made
into mouthpieces for pipes.

Hoofs, which some years ago were thrown

away, are now sorted into three grades. White

hoofs are sent to Japan, and there used in the

manufacture of various ornaments; striped

hoofs are worked up into buttons and horn

ornaments; black hoofs are used in the manu-

facture of cyanide of potassium for gold ex-

traction, and are also ground up to make a

fertilizer for the use of florists, grape growers

and others.

Glycerin, once a waste article, was allowed

to flow off into the drains or rivers, and the

loss per week at some factories in the old time

was two thousand dollars. It is now one of

the most valuable of by-products. Ked bone

marrow, gelatin, neats-foot oil, soap and glue

are among the by-products that have great

money value. The waste of the Chicago slaugh-

ter houses which it was so hard to dispose

of thirty years ago is now worth millions of

dollars annually.— CAiea(70 Inter-Ocean.

Sugar Beet Acreage.—The last issue of the

Crop Reporter, publishd by the authority of the

Secretary of Agriculture, gives the acreage

sown to sugar beets for this country for the

current year. According to this return, eleven

states are interested in this industry, there

being in the eleven about two hundred and
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sixty thousand acres sown to sugar beets.

The size of this industry may be judged by
the statement that this is about the same
acreage as is devoted to corn in the single

State of New Jersey. .According to this table,

iVlichigan has the largest acreage, with Cali-

fornia second and Colorado third. These three

States represent over two hundred and eight
thousand acres of the total acreage of less than
two hundred and si.xty thousand. The figures

run as follows: Michigan ninety-eight thousand;
California seventy-one thousand two hundred
and thirty-four; Colorado, thirty-nine thousand
four hundred and forty-nine. The fourth state

is Utah, with eighteen thousand six hundred;
the fifth Nebraska, with nine thousand nine

hundred and eighty, and the sixth New York,
with sixty-five hundred; no other State has an
acreage of over five thousand. These figures

prove that the beet sugar industry has been
given an importance by Congress which it does
not deserve. As we have shown, only eleven
States are now growing beets for sugar and in

only two of these is the acreage sown to sugar
beets equal to the acreage sown for corn in

Massachusetts, and yet Massachusetts would
hardly be called a great corn growing State.—Boston Herald.

Sericulture, the raising of silk worms, does
not appear to increase in France. The official

returns for last year show that one hundred
and thirty-two thousand six hundred and thirty-
four persons were engaged in the industry, as
compared with one hundred and thirty-six thou-
sand two hundred and fourteen in 1900. In

1897 the number was one hundred and thirty-
three thousand two hundred and fifty-two. The
yield Oi' eocoons -aricc; wiLi: i,'.;e seasons. In
the last five years it has ranged from six million
eight hundred and ninety-eight thousand and
thirty-three to nine million one hundred and
eighty thousand four hundred and four kilos.

A PORTABLE street light of great illamina-
ting power is the device of the Westminster
County Council for lessening accidents from
London fogs. A cylindrical tank eighteen
inches in diameter and two feet high is charged
with twenty-five gallons of petroleum, and
compressed air forces vapor from the oil into
a standpipe provided with a burner. On ignit-
ing the torch flares up eighteen inches to two
feet, with a power of one thousand candles.

The government of the Malay Peninsula, is

planting gutta-percha trees on a large scale,
and it will not be necessary to cut them down,
as gutta-percha can now be extracted from the
leaves and twigs without injury to the trees.

Concerning Thumbs.—Notwithstanding the
belief, which is general among all civilized
nations, that the fourth finger (in England
commonly called the third) of the left hand is

and always has been considered the most im-
portant one, and, therefore, that on which the
wedding or alliance ring is placed, a knowl-
edge of the ancient writers will show the thumb
to have been the one which was held in highest
esteem by the earliest people. By the Jews in
the olden time the right hand thumb, because
it was significant of power, was considered
sacred. In the consecration of Aaron and his
sons to the priesthood it was ordered by Moses.
and by him first done in the consecration of
his brother and his brother's sons, that the
thumb of their right hand and the great toe

(or thumb) of the right foot should be anointed
with the blood of the sacrificial ram. It was
also enjoined by the Levitical law that in the
cleansing of lepers the priests should anoint
them with the blood of the trespass ottering

and oil on the tip of the right ear and upon
the thumb of the right hand and the great toe
of the right foot, and that he should use his

thumb in performing this therapeutic cere-
mony.
Amongst the Chinese Tartars, Nieuhoff, in

his "Embassy to China," states that the reward
for undaunted courage was the permission to
wear an ivory ring on the thumb, and was only
bestowed on the most distinguished warriors
by the Emperor himself. So important was
the thumb considered by the Greeks that it was
called the Anticheir, or opposite hand, on ac-
count of its strength and usefulness, whilst
amongst the Romans in the theatres and gla-
diatoral combats it was used to demonstrate
applause or disapprobation. Every classical

scholar knows—although the contrary is the
vulgar opinion, and which error may be seen
depicted in Gerome's celebrated picture—that
when in the amphitheatre the excited people
turned down their thumbs, it indicated that
the life of the vanquished combatant, because
of his heroic attack and defense, was to be
spared the fatal bow. whereas if they were
turned upwards death was to be his doom.—
Pall Mull Gazette.

The Harp op the Mosquito.—The members
of the Royal Society of Edinburgh were inter-

ested, at a recent meeting, in the announce-
ment by A. E. Shipley and Edwin Wilson of
the discovery of an apparatus, heretofore over-
looked or neglected, at the base of the mos-
quito's wings, whereby the characteristic hum-
ming of that insect may be produced. The
species examined was the anopheles maculipen-
nis, and the apparatus consists of a slightly

movable bar provided with a series of well-
marked teeth which, as the wings are raised
and lowered, rasp across a series of ridges.
The structure of the apparatus is described as
very complex, but the music produced, as
everybody knows, is extremely effective.—
Youth's Companion.

The Neglected Letter.—The importance
of present hours and present opportunities is

often but little felt. "To-morrow shall be as
this day. and more abundant," is the fond
dream of the idle, the indifferent and the
pleasure seeking soul. But how often sad sur-
prises break in upon our mirth and ease and
blast our cherished hopes.

Many years ago, a Greek nobleman made a
feast for his friends. In the midst of the fes-

tivities, a messenger entered in great haste
with a letter. It was from a distance, and
was sent to inform him that a plot had been
formed by his enemies to kill him that night.

".My Lord," said the messenger, "my mas-
ter desired me to say, that you must read the
letter without delay; for it is about serious
things."

"Serious things to-morrow," said the no-
bleman, as he threw the letter aside, and took
up his cup of wine. The delay was fatal.

Before the feast was at an end his enemies
rushed into the hall and slew him.
He neglected his last chance, and perished

through his own folly. And are there not

thousands who to-day are neglecting o !,,

nities and disregarding warnings, wj «

mourn at last, when they are lost beyoi rem.

edy? To-day God sends his message ^
Oh, read the letter to-day, for "Ho^3ia||
we escape if we neglect so great salvi,

—The Christian.

Items Concerning the Society. I
Eastern Quarterly Meeting, N. C.

H. Stratton, accompanied by her son .Jo&li7ar!

rived at Windfall in Perquimans Co., N. C. 'if

twenty-third of Fifth Month last with a >.

from New Garden Monthly Meeting of 1 -

Ohio, endorsed by Salem Quarterly Meetin; \\

ating her for religious service within the li'ts

North Carolina Yearly Meeting. During tl .vr

prior to Eastern Quarterly Meeting they wi!,],,

gently engaged in attending the regular mi'injii,

visiting families, more particularly the ag: ani

infirm, and had one or two appointed m'tiiijc

for the colored people, much to the relief* feri

mind. '

:

On Sixth-day,- the 30th they attended thineet.!

ings of ministers, elders and overseers idjt(

Piney Woods, near Belvidere ; also theQuUrlv
Meeting on Seventh-day, and the public m-jngi

on First-day
; all of which were well ataded,

and proved to be highly favored seasons in'^hicli'

the gospel was preached with power, andoany

who came hungering and thirsting werejlleii,

Minutes were read for Hannah H. Stratton ij fer

son Joseph, A. Evans, and Mary C. Woody 111 of

whom were kindly received, and the clerkwre
directed to sign and give them returning Bljte

on behalf of the meeting. Also two young i|enik

from Baltimore Yearly Meeting and omfrwn

Philadelphia were present, and their atteance

minuted.
'

^
On Second-day Sixth Month 2nd. Han i R

Stratton and her son came to Woodland, jthin

the limits of Rich Square Monthly Meetii^atd

were met and kindly entertained at the h- e of

B. P. Brown. During the few days they ireii

this neighborhood they attended both mi Veek

meetings at Rich Square and Cedar Cirove,'!hick

were largely attended, visited about thirtjami-

lies, had an appointed meeting at Manola ittert

ford County, where a few families of Fri'ejre-

side, and one appointed meeting in the tin of

Woodland for the colored people, which was ^gelj

attended and highly appreciated.

On First-day they were at the regular n ting

at Cedar Grove, which was the last public n ting

they attended in this vicinity. This proved) be

a highly favored season held to the honor of nth,

to which many came, both members and leis.

Now feeling clear of any further service inbrtli

Carolina, they were easy to turn their aca

towards home on Second-day, feeling the yeet

reward of peace.
;

The Yearly Meeting held at Westerlv;!.!

—By a copy of the "Minutes of New Eland

Yearly Meeting of Friends held at Westerly,.!.,'

Sixth Month 15th to 18th, it appears th; the

former clerk, John W. Foster, having de(^se(i,

Charles Perry, the clerk of the Meeting foSnf-

ferings, acted during the first of the sessio for

business, and that Job S. Gidley and Amos 0. ster

were appointed as clerks for the remainde and

in the Women's Meeting Mary k. Gardm and

Anna H. Chace were continued as clerks.

The company and gospel labors of He ,' T.

Outland of North Carolina were recorded i

en-

couraging and comforting. Those of Ida R. am-

ness, from Iowa Yearly Meeting, were records*
" very satisfactory to us." We learn that a

'

Friend in the station of minister, a member
larger body in New England, was as usual,

eeptable attendance. " A letter of gospel li

ceived from our dear friend Elizabeth C. I

man

I
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|st Grove, Pa.), brings much comfort to us."

I
a letter from our dear friend Benjamin P.

(. of North Carolina, has been read to our

ition and comfort." Both letters are printed

(Appendi.x to the Minutes; also the epistles

j'd from Ohio, Kansas, Iowa, Western and

I, both men's and women's Yearly Meetings.

Ittees were appointed on epistles in response

;e, who preferred the sending of a separate

to each, rather than one general letter, and

jays were approved, also replies to the two

from individuals.

'hile considering the State of Society as

,i

by the Answers to the Queries, Friends

wrought under a living concern to exercise a

ivatchful care in regard to faithfulness in

,endance of all our meetings, both for wor-

nd discipline, thereby in a measure encour-

one another in the maintenance of all the

IS principles which we profess,

id we were exhorted to let nothing pertaining

life come between us and our love to God.

;
ye all the tithes into the store-house and

'ne now herewith saith the Lord of hosts if

not open you the windows of heaven, and

ou out a blessing that there shall not be

iS,o receive it."

"

several answers to the Queries show very

the usual faithfulness and deficiencies. "The

criptures are frequently read in the families.

le exception was named in regard to the use

irituous liquors except for medicine; and

f.s to "plainness at funerals and in the fur-

of houses. The testimony against a paid

iry maintained, except a few instances of at-

ce, where such is sanctioned. But in all the

Jrs, if exceptions are noticeable it is rather

ir infrequency."

i not often that a Yearly Meeting has its

lading of an epistle after the writer through

ii the hearers are addressed has passed into

t|r state of existence. The reading of the

jear's New England epistle in the Y'early

lig of Iowa Friends, written, as it was under-

i|to be, by our late valued friend .John W.
ti, appears to have been peculiarly impressive

Ijr feelings.

^it this year's session meant to its members
r 3 gathered from the following acknowledg-

\\ of the men's and the women's meeting,

slin succession :

je business claiming our attention has been

dl'.ted in harmony, and we trust that we are

limindful that the strength to do this was

sjby Him who is able to make all see eye to

10 look to Him alone for help ; and may we
i: thanks unto Him for the unmerited bless-

5 hich He has poured out upon us at this time,

inch as He has, poor, weak and unworthy as

a , sent his messengers amongst us to proclaim
I searchable riches of his love."

' was in much weakness that we gathered as

e'ly Meeting, feeling poor and stripped, but

f 1 to acknowledge with humble thankfulness

t ;e have not been left comfortless or en-

:1 forsaken. In unmerited mercy the Lord hath

n)leased to manifest his loving care over the

•lianship of his hands, by sending his anointed

f ts to labor amongst us, dispensing the Bread

. ater of Life freely, which we crave may not

f gotten or lightly esteemed, but, when we
ajte and go to our homes, may be treasured

)i hearts as precious favors."

l|vey H. Haight, of Canada, has a minute to at-

d orth Carolina Y''early Meeting and the meet-
s omposing it; also Ohio Y'early Meeting held

5'lwater, near Barnesville.

I

hope and trust that there will be a Yearly
iig of sound Friends held up in New England,

M there were so many dear Friends who were
i^villing to suffer and some even to death for

those precious truths which many in this day, who
bear the name of Friend, are trampling under their

feet.

—

Kcccnt Letter.

Notes From Others.

An Indian Tribe of Pio.vci:.—The Hopi tribe of

Indians are at home in the northeastern part of

Arizona. The name of the tribe signifies "people
of peace," and the manner of the Hopi's life shows
that the name was properly bestowed. Their homes
and habits are described in the Four Track Acm-.i

by a writer, who says :

" These peculiar people are not only peaceable

among themselves, but have sought their present

isolated abodes, among the cliffs and peaks in that

comparatively barren section, in their persistent

efforts to get beyond the range of their warlike

neighbors, that they might dwell in peace, asking

only to be let alone.

Nearly all other Indians exclude whites from
their villages and settlements when they practice

their peculiar religious rites, but the Hopi invite

the white people to witness their snake and an-

telope dances. They do not drink " fire water,"

but are very fond of sweets and tobacco.

The homes of these Indians are made of mud and

stone, with large cottonwood beams. The ceilings

are formed of willow and a top layer of mud. From
the centre of the ceiling a feather is suspended by

a string, and this is regarded as the soul of the

house. All Indians are looked upon as deficient as

to sense of humor, and many of them never laugh.

The Hopi differ from all other Indians in their

fondness for and appreciation of a good joke, and

their habit of singing while at work.

Combination Culture.— No gymnasium is so

good for a boy as hard, steady work in the open

air.

The gymnasium is only an artificial substitute

for the country lad's exercise as he weeds, or

hoes, or drives the plough.

So no school of character, no effort to improve

ourselves by set exercises, is so good for us as

the school of plain, everyday work.

We may call labor drudgery, yet it teaches pa-

tience, obedience, endurance, controlled energy,

order, system, and many other necessary things.

The boy who never worked for his living always

has something to learn from the boy who has been

through the school that labor keeps.— 5. .S'. Visitor.

Elwood Worcester, in addressing the students

of Pennsylvania University said : "I do not dread

for you or for our religion the deepest thought,

the largest study, the most searching comparison,

for all knowledge enlarged far enough is knowl-

edge of God, and all comparisons conducted in a

fair and honorable spirit reveal the incomparable

character of Jesus Christ."

C0NCLU.SION OF Peace.—This Committee of the

Peace Society (London), desires to place on record

its deep thankfulness at the conclusion of peace in

South Africa ; it fervently hopes that all interested

in the future of that country will devote them-

selves to the task of promoting just and friendly

relations between its inhabitants, thus promoting

unity and prosperity and rendering any recurrence

of such conflicts impossible ; and it also fervently

desires that the British nation, gathering wisdom

from the bitter experiences of this unhappy war,

and rectifying the evil tendencies which have

arisen out of it and which threaten ultimate disas-

ter, may set itself to the high task of serving

humanity and leading anew the van of liberty,

progress and international amity, and may so e.s-

tablish its own greatness, prosperity and perman-

ence.

The Anglo-Saxon has many good qualities; but

his utter disrespect for the yellow, brown and

black races causes him to shock the finer sensibili-

ties of the other races. His coarse feeling on this

subject has caused the darker races to question

his Christianity, which he is trying to force upon
the world. We do not question the Christianity

taught by the great teacher ; but what he calls

Christianity is only Anglo-Saxonism.

Blunders of Folk Etymology.—A peculiar

kind of blundering known as " folk-etymology " is

responsible for some of the queerest freaks of lan-

guage. An ea.sy example will make this clear.

Our American word carryall, for a kind of vehicle,

is not a compound of carry and all, but a slight

distortion of the French carriole, a diminutive of

car. The change was made in obedience to the

universal tendency to assimilate the unknown to

the known- to make words mean something by
associating them with others which they resemble

in sound. Often there is no etymological relation

between the words as.sociated—as when sparrow

grass is made out of asparagus. This particular

corruption was once in such good colloquial use

that Walker, the lexicographer, wrote : "Sparrow-

grass is so general that asparagus has an air of

stiffness and pedantry."

—

Harper's.

Denominational Literature.—A denomination

should have a literature of its own ; not that it is

to know nothing of what others think, .say and do,

or to be limited in its scope of thought, knowl-

edge, inspiration and accomplishment, but that it

should have its own constructive and defenbive

lines of information and operation. It has its own
peculiar polity, doctrine, agency, history, life and

activity, and it should keep its people as well as

others informed on all these phases of its exist-

ence. It has its own thinkers; scholars and insti-

tutions, and out of them should emerge those who
are able to enlighten the public in regard to what it

has been, is, and proposes to be. It has its special

mission in the world, and the pen is one of the

greatest and most telling agents of thp day for

making known what it stands for and what it is

doing. It holds a vital relation to the advance-

ment of Christ's Kingdom at home and abroad, and

it should be giving out instruction and help in all

directions whereby this end may be accomplished.

—Presbyterian.

Wherever sin is unknown the salvation of Christ

is repudiated. A man who thinks he is not sick

will turn away from a soliciting physician. If

you find a person claiming that Je.sus Christ was

not a sin-bearer for condemned men you have one

who does not feel himself weighted with iniquity.

A Unitarian does not believe in the Cross because

he does not see his need of it. And he does not

see his need of the Cross because he does not see

that he is a great sinner. . . A self-complacent

age is always a half-believing age. Disbelief in

the exceeding sinfulness of sin and in the atone-

ment for sin on Calvary go together. And no

people can be kept from making light of sin if they

do not conceive that Christ had to die to provide

pardon. The reason our Christians are becoming

so sadly careless about their doings is because

they are losing sight of "the Lamb of God."—/.

Malcolm Smitli^

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A plan has been prepared to assist

the striking miners in the anthracite coal region, which

it is said will include the establishment of large pro-

vision depots in every town in the anthracite region,

where food will be purchased in large quantities at first

cost and distributed weekly to the people who hold reg-

ularly certified orders from the local assemblies of United

Mine Workers. Only members in good standing will

receive relief. The Illinois miners have within four weeks

given the national organization ^^^•^>'^^^°' f'"''^

funds, and are reported to have nearly |;jOO,000 in re-

^^The Board of Aldermen in New York City have re-

fused to grant the franchises asked for by the Penna.

Rail Road Co., to allow it to make conUmplaUd im-
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provements there, which include a tunnel under the Hudson

River, and an underground railway connecting with it. It

is expected that the application for these franchises

will be renewed.

The Census Bureau has issued a bulletin givinfc the

condition of agriculture in the United States for the year

1900. It shows that there were at that time 5,739,657

farms in the entire country, which were valued at $16,-

674,694,247. Of this amount about 21 per cent, repre-

sented the value of buildings and 78 per cent, the value

of land and improvements other than buildings. The

bulletin places the average size of farms in the United

States at 146 acres, and it is stated that 49 per cent, of

the farm land is improved. The total acreage for the

entire country was 841,201,546. A comparison by States

indicates that the most important States in the agricul-

ture of the country are, beginning at the West, Missouri,

Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York.

Together, they contribute 44 per cent, of the total value

of farm property and 38 per cent, of the total value of

farm products.

Statistics of deaths of U. S. soldiers in the Philippines

since the commencement of the war show a total of 4155

deaths, more than half of whom died from disease.

It is said that steps have been taken to enforce more

rigidly the provisions of the Chinese Exclusion act, and

300 Chinamen are now under arrest along the Canadian

frontier awaiting trial on the charge of having illegally

entered this country, the greater portion of whom, it is

expected, will be convicted and deported.

The Secretary of the Interior has approved a recom-

mendation made by Forest Superintendent Ormsby, of

Oregon, for the withdrawal of a large part of the Blue

Mountains, in Oregon, known as the Strawberry Mountain

region, with a view to the establishment of the "Blue

Mountain Forest Reserve." The area involved is about 145

townships, aggregating approximately 3,341,200 acres.

The action takes effect immediately.

Wireless telegraphy is in successful operation between

Cape May, Atlantic City, and Lewes, Del.

The average longevity in the United States was, it is

stated, 35.2 in 1900.

The camera is now being used in the reproduction of

documents, statistical tables and other papers whose

duplication by hand would be laborious and expensive

In a very brief period the camera reproduces these things

with absolute correctness and with much labor saved.

A fire which had been raging for a week in oil wells

near Jennings, La., was lately extinguished by forcing

steam into the fire from 9 steam boilers of large capacity

at a pressure of 125 pounds.

There is now an observable tendency on the part of

the foreign population to distribute themselves by na-

tionalities : Two-thirds of the Irish remain in the East.

Two-thirds of the Germans go West. Of 1,000,000 Scan-

dinavians 870,000 are in the West and northwest. The

Russians, Poles, Hungarians and Italians are chiefly found

in New England, New York and Pennsylvania. The Bo-

hemians and Hollanders settle in the Central West.

The chief source of the importation of asphaltum in

the United States is the lake of pitch filling the crater

of an extinct volcano in the island of Trinidad, off' the

coast of Venezuela. In addition, imports of asphalt are

made from Bermudez, Venezuela.

Egyptian cotton is being introduced in Texas. It is

said to be much more desirable than the cotton raised

in the United States now, and is even better than the

sea island cotton. The Egyptian cotton has much longer

fibre than other cottons, and its seed can be removed

easily.

Workmen lately excavating in a gravel pit two miles

south of Dallas, Texas, unearthed the remains of a mas-

todon. The jawbones were in perfect shape and eight

feet in length, but crumbled when exposed to air. The
teeth remained perfect.

The growth of schools in this country, where instruc-

tion is given to pupils by correspondence, is illustrated

by the statement that one of these schools alone has an

enrollment of 415,000 pupils, and expends $100,000 a

year for postage. Its curriculum includes nearly all the

arts and sciences taught in the ordinary professional and

technical institutions.

There were 474 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 35 less than the previous

week and 13 more than the corresponding week of 1901.

Of the foregoing, 267 were males and 207 females : 54

died of consumption of the lungs ; 23 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8 of diphtheria
;

13 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 10 of typhoid fever ; 2 of

scarlet fever and 1 of small pox.

Foreign—The Shanghai correspondent of the Times

the formal abolition by the Chinese Govern-

, of the likin tax throughout the empire. The free

transit of native and foreign merchahdise through China

is now secured.

The enforcement by the French Government of the law

against unauthorized religious congregations has been

attended with riotous demonstrations in Paris and some

other parts of France. The unauthorized congregations

are chiefly Roman Catholic. It is said the Government

is applying the law with all possible moderation, and,

with the country behind it, will, it is believed, accomplish

the task undertaken before Parliament reassembles.

President Loubet has signed a decree ordering the forci-

ble seizure of religious schools, under the Law of Asso-

ciations. There is great opposition to the Government's

policy, especially in the provinces, where the peasantry

threaten to resist the enforcement of the law.

A despatch from Johannesburg says that the British

Government has decided to select a number of prominent

Boer farmers and to send them to Canada, Australia and

New Zealand, in order to study modern scientific methods

of agriculture.

Efforts are being made to bring home as quickly as

possible the prisoners still at St. Helena, Bermuda and

Ceylon. So it is hoped that all will be brought back by

the Eleventh Month.

The Emperor of Germany is much interested in obtain-

ing information respecting industrial methods employed

in the United States and has selected several distinguished

persons to make tours of observation in this country, with

the view of collecting statistics, etc., and reporting to

him.

In a recent report the British Iron Trade Commission

give details of the mineral resources of the United States

as affecting that fundamental industry, the manufacture

of iron and steel ; show the extraordinary richness of the

principal fields of coal, iron ore and kindred minerals, and

demonstrate by concrete examples how the natural in-

ventiveness of the American has enabled him to apply to

the operations of production and distribution a wealth of

original ideas and methods that are as yet little known
in Europe. It is also made manifest how on land, on lake,

on river and on canal the American people have applied

their minds to the solution of the conditions and prob-

lems of cheap transport, until they have at last attained

a level of rates and charges such as they say we have

hardly had any experience of on this side of the Atlantic.

The American people have labored strenuously for many
years, until labor, ingenuity and enterprise have become
their most distinguishing characteristics. When one has

appreciated all that the Americans have done for them-

selves, it is neither natural nor reasonable to grudge

them the success which has attended their labors.

There is in Austria an instrument for recording earth-

quakes. In 1898, 209 shocks were noticed ; in 1899, 190,

and in 1900, 169.

A dispatch from Winnipeg, says : It is estimated that

from 20,000 to 25,000 harvesters will be required in this

part of the West. The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany is arranging with the Allan and Beaver Steamship

Company to bring laborers from England at exceptionally

cheap rates.

The largest library in the world is said to be the Na-
tional Library of Paris, which contains forty miles of

shelves, holding 1,400,000 books. There are also 175,000

manuscripts, 300,000 maps and charts.

Another severe earthquake occurred on the island of

St. Vincent on the 21st ult.

Frequent earthquake shocks have been felt recently

between Santander, capital of the province of that name,

and the province of Asturias, in Spain. The shocks were

accompanied by subterranean noises.

An arrival is reported at Boston of 400 boys and girls,

who are on their way to various parts of Canada and the

Northwest : forwarded from Dr. Barnardo's homes for

homeless children in London.

It is stated that more than 6,300,000 French women
work for their living. More than 2,700,000 are em-
ployed in forestry or agriculture, including women land

owners. Industrial occupations claim nearly 2,000,000

more, the cloister 120,000 and the liberal pro'

Earthquakes are reported to have occurred daily at

Bunder-Abbas, Persia, since the 9th ult. to the 25th.

Other towns in the vicinity were damaged. The loss of

life is believed to have been small.

A despatch from San Jose, Costa Rica, of the 27tb ult.

says that unusual activity has been shown lately by Poas
volcano, in that neighborhood.
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NOTICES.

The hour at which the meeting is held at Langk?,

Pa., has been changed from 10 to 10.30 o'clock.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—During e

Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be open (y

on Second and Fifth-days from 3 to 6 r. M.

The committee having charge of Spring River Acadiy

desires to engage the services of a suitable young Fr i

to serve as principal the coming year.

Address Levi Bowles, Clerk of Committee,

Galena, Kansa

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term of le

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th, 1 1

Early application should be made for admission of pi Is

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter has no 1-

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Principe

Died, at his residence near Medford, N. J., on the r i

of Seventh Month, 1902, Benjamin J. Wilkins, :'|I

seventy -four years ; a member of Upper Evesham Mod J

Meeting of Friends.
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The Ministry of Hearing.

le vocal speaker can send his voice only

olie entrance of the hearer's ear. Beyond

hi point, if it is to mean anything, the lis-

eir must take up the sound and carry it on

nt; actual hearing through his finer sensibili-

ielof discernment. These must be engaged

B llistinguishing hundreds of particulars

rlr«by the intclligciicc rightly divider the

pjen word, distributes its tokens throughout

hlinderstanding, and interprets the designed

lening of the many delicate signs of voice

language.

16 bringing of an exercise of heart and

1 into speech is a wonderful process, and

hjCan only convey it to the ear and leave it

hJe. The laying hold on the spoken word by

htjar and carrying it on to brain and mind and

eft is equally wonderful. So it takes at

!i|; two ministers to deliver the ministry of

srmon,—the speaker to deliver it part way,

n;the hearer to take it up from there and

ajy on the message, so far as in him lies,

)so\vn place in his understanding. This

Sjice of the second, or receptive ministry,

'Ball attention. And if the first agent in the

idsage is solemnly responsible for the use of

noted lips, the second is solemnly respon-

t|i for the faithfulness of anointed ears,

by inattention he frustrate the grace of

Of the hearing ear, and of the seeing

? it is declared, "God hath made both of

3t not one sit in a meeting for worship on

)|iw and unworthy an expectation as to think,

le minister must do it all," or imagine that

listry can in efl:'ect minister, without the

)peration of the hearer's attention in de-

vf'ing to the right place of the inner man

the offering laid at his door. Let every man
take heed how he hears. And the cultivation

of the gift of attention will save many a man
or woman from missing much treasure thrown

in his pathway, will rescue him from much mis-

understanding of neighbor or of stranger, will

serve to enlighten him everywhere with each

turn of an expression as it was meant. A
habit of half-hearing is loading many a mind

with half-truths which are practically as dam-

aging as untruths.

On the other hand, as members one of

another in social life, some are accounted as

delightfully entertaining, because they are

felt to be "most delightful listeners." t^uch

delightfulness springs from a sense of sym-

pathy, in which one loves to enter into another's

thought and meaning. This grace can be,

without uniting with every thought and mean-

ing spoken; and disunity with sentiments need

not prejudice a candid hearing, nor love for

the erring one's soul. Love is the fulfilling of

the law of true judgment in hearing, and the

grace of hearing is best enhanced by the true

hearing of grace.

Let every man take heed what he hears.

This is impossible without watchfulness to hear

it fully, as well as to select the good. The

discernment what to accept and what to re-

ject of the much which we ought to hear cor-

rectly, must be by the witness for truth in each

one's heart. This training also we need for

our everlasting good, to increase our discern-

ment by the witness of the Spirit in the mul-

titude of thoughts daily presented, so as to

own the good and cast the bad away,—thus

being continually enlarged in the wisdom

which is from above,—that word of God, liv-

ing and powerful, "which is able to build us

up," and "is a discerner of the thoughts

and intents of the heart." A godly exercise

to take heed what we hear, will learn to dis-

cern that in us "which serveth God, and that

which serveth Him not," so that in the many

voices which are gone forth into all the world,

we may know, in spiritual things, our right

hand from our left.

A corresponding care is incumbent on the

vocal minister lest he overload the listening

ear with rubbish to be cast aside,— lest he tax

too much the hearer's attention with habits of

his own constitution, offered in too trying a

mixture with the pure word of life. We may

preach loudly against diversions, while being

ourselves, in our manner or tones, a diversion

from the word preached. And then, all lan-

guage beyond the mere Divine message for

the time, is rubbish, however much a message

it was on some former occasion, or may be

again in some opening under living necessity.

In the discouragement of the ministry the

minister himself has a part, when he discour-

ages the ministry of the hearing ear.

"Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by

the Word of God," which is gone out into all

the earth, and the gospel voice unto the ends

of the world. But all have not believed, nor

all hearers or believers obeyed. But even into

their spiritual graves the voice of the Son of

God may reach, and they that hear unto heark-

ening shall live, while they that hear unto

hardening in disobedience shall die. "To-day,

if ye will hear his voice, harden not youi

hearts."

Andpew - Jafr" y . - — —1

Andrew Jaffray, of Kingswell, in Scotland,;

was born in 1650; being the son of Alexander
Jaffray, of the same place. He gave his son

a liberal education; who becoming convinced

of the truth about the time of his father's

death, quickly came to esteem learning but as

dross, compared with the learning and know-
ing Jesus Christ, in his inward and spiritual

appearance in the heart, and being thereby

purified from dead works, to serve the living

(jod ; of which learning he soon became a zeal-

ous, faithful and able teacher. He cheerfully

underwent great suft'erings on account of

Truth; and was a constant fellow-prisoner in

Aberdeen, with David and Robert Barclay, Al-

exander Forbes, Patrick Livingstone, and other

early Friends, in the long sufferings they un-

derwent for the Truth. He was cheerfully

given up to any service to which he found

himself called; particularly going through the

streets of Aberdeen, and to many places of

worship therein, exhorting the people to re-

pentance; and it was particularly remarked,

that in the same streets where he had been

reproachfully pointed at for the Truth, and his

testimony's sake; he in his latter years was

looked upon with affection, and blessed as he

passed along. He went through many deep,

bitter, and severe exercises of spirit, by being

made the butt and mock of people, because of

his zeal against a man-made ministry; yet the

Lord supported him through all, and he w'as

preserved to bear a clear and faithful testimo-

ny for the Truth in the meeting of Friends in

Aberdeen, the very day before his illness. He

was confined to his bed for months, under the
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infirmity of old age, weakness, and distress of

body.

In the course of his illness he bore a very

clear testimony to the goodness of God to his

soul, and mentioned the satisfactory remem-

brance he had, of his being separated for the

work of the gospel; and that he had dedicated

himself for that service, ever since his being

called thereto.

He departed this life the first of the Second

Month, 1721), aged seventy-six years.

For •TiiEFiaEND."

A Visit to Tunesassa.

Three members of the "Indian Committee"

arrived at Tunesassa on .Si.xth Month, twenti-

eth, and were cordially welcomed by Aaron and

Eva S. Edkin, the superintendent and matron,

and other members of the family. Visits to

the school rooms were soon made, where were

forty-si.x boys and girls under the care of our

teachers who are earnest in their oiforts to

help the children, many of whom seem anxious

to learn and are making commendable pro-

gress, although their diffidence in speaking

English makes it difficult for them at first.

The work on the farm and in the house is al-

most all done by the children and their faith-

ful caretakers. Butter-making is carried on

very successfully; the boys have almost all the

charge of the cows, whose handsome appear-

ance proves that they are well cared for. At
the time of our visit from three hundred and

fifty to three hundred and seventy-five pounds
of butter of excellent quality were being made
each week, which excepting that needed for

use in the family were shipped to market.

The boys are said to be good workers on the

farm as well as ai the dairy, and are interest-

ed in taking charge of the calves, etc.

The girls are taught housework; they wash
and iron, cook and bake, sweep and scrub, and
these duties are performed cheerfully and skil-

fully; so, when they go from our care, they

are fitted to keep their own homes credita-

bly. Sewing is taught, and some of them
show considerable ability in cutting and fitting

garments.

On First-day morning a meeting for Divine

worship was held as usual in the meeting room,
which is a spacious room, comfortably fur-

nished. All the family attended, and the chil-

dren's behavior was reverent, and less restless

than that of the children in our own meetings
at home.

In the afternoon they had Bible lessons in

the school rooms, after which they went, with
some of their caretakers, for a good, long
walk. About 7.30 in the evening all collected

again in the meeting-room for Bible reading,

after which they quietly retired for the night.

Bach morning a portion of Scripture was read
aloud in the dining-room, after breakfast, and
we thought the selections made were suitable

and helpful. Some visits were made to In-

dian homes in the neighborhood, and it was
pleasant to receive the cheery greeting given
by former pupils at the school, and to notice
evidences of thrift and good houskeeping.
We came away feeling that good work is be-

ing done, and wishing that more of the mem-
bers of our Yearly Meeting could visit the
school, and see, for themselves, these healthy,

happy children who are being taught so care-
fully. Hannah P. Cakteu.

Ministry.

What is it?

"The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of

prophecy."
"What the Lord sayeth, that will I speak."

"For if I do this thing willingly, I have my
reward; but if against my will, a dispensation

of the gospel is committed unto me."
I have been much instructed in the full and

beautiful definitions the Scriptures give of the

truths and testimonies of the gospel, which we
will find to every question as it is really need-

ed, and wisdom sees best, not by searching,

but by the good Remembrancer.
So is it as to ministry, and every feature of

it, as it so instructively occurred to me this

morning with an exercise to put in writing.

As to the willingness and constraint Paul

further says. It is of necessity, "yea, woe is

unto me if I preach not the gospel."

Here lies the key of our safety. Necessity;

cannot be avoided. A fear of outward perse-

cution, a knowledge of standing alone in the

exercise of what we feel, a realizing sense al-

most of losing life in our faithfulness, none

of these is to hinder, there is only one thing

that may, the willingness of another to bear

the burden for the time, which if a right one

cannot long be done, if we abide in the patience

until the Heavenly Minister makes the way.

Then still further than the necessity is the

woe. "Woe is me if I do not." "Hethatseek-
eth to save his life shall lose it." Peace of spir-

it is at stake, condemnation is before us. God's

displeasure at hand. We are to be governed

by no idea of present needs in the Truth, how
urgent soever they may appear, or the likeli-

hood of the Ark falling, or any danger, so

much as the evidence within us, in the mount
before the Lord, of his Divine will, the will of

God being the rule of faith and practice,

which so often brings us into unlocked for

places, and to us the most unlocked for open-

ings. Thus bearing witness to the Truth, "man
looketh on the outward, but God looketh on
the heart." "He seeth not as man seeth."

Then it must be out of emptiness, and a

feeling of knowing nothing, that the true gos-

pel can arise oi be brought forth.

"It is not ye that speak, but my Father that

speaketh in you." "Who is so blind as my
servant or so deaf as the messenger whom I

send." "But tarry ye at Jerusalem until ye be

endued with power from on high." All il-

lustrating it is not we, but the absence of our-

selves in ourselves, of wisdom, former knowl-

edge, experience, etc., all, but that which is

for the present, and furnished, though in hu-

man wisdom not understood. Then as to the

time:—
"When I bid you shout, then shout." "What

He saith unto you to do, do it." It has seemed
to me, this is the most necessary point, and
on which lies our continuing at any length on
the right ground, in the Life. The exercise

may be ours, the material, the need for it very
evident, weary in withholding, and yet the bid-

ding to do lacking, the time not fully come;
or it is for ourselves, or just merely to be

borne in secret, or to try us to see if we are
not willing to move in a matter however ur-

gent, until the true Prophet comes; which
provings if we abide greater gifts are be-

stowed ; for to this end is the proving.

"My time is not vet come." He couldljt

go, even if it was right for the disciples.
[

Then when ttie silence is rightly broken, le

cross taken up, the command received, He lo

has commanded still requires obedience, y.

ery subject that presents is not to be caii>d

out to the full, and viewed from all sides,
'kJ

enlarged upon indiscriminately. The Comiln.

der knows the needs, the woe and the nt's-

sity still being the watchword at every t n.

There may be another that sitteth by, andet

the first hold his peace, which the true seriit

must be very alive to, and even also to lit

sufferingly for a brother or sister to go'e-

fore.
'

True gospel order how precious, how ba-

tiful! Jonathan loved David, so he prefead

him, evidently knowing he was chosen, anjae

loved the real chosen whoever he mightje.

For Jonathan was a true servant, not park-

ing of the sins of his father, but in the s le

way could not David prefer Jonathan, ii'he

Lord had not.
]

What does it matter to the true disci's?

When rightly concerned, he desires sirly

this, "The Lord's will, may that be do'!"

"Here am I do with me whatsoever seerlji

unto thee good;" swallowed up in this I'.e,

submissive. But when his will is crossedao

matter how good it may seem, then ther'is

grievous cause for mourning. Then the eje-

rience, "Every man to his tent, oh Isrj!"

King David himself hiding as it were in moan-

ing, when seemingly for him and the cau' a

righteous man was slain.

I have felt deeply exercised on this sub. t,

and feel now to repeat the testimony propl ic

of dear departed Caleb Pennock, with le

searching query directed to each one alill

times. "Is it I?" This will not frust'te

the real call. The enemy has gotten i a

counterfeit, and not only got it up, but goen

it to pass. Now, a counterfeit to pass, i st

nearly resemble the genuine, but it will ot

bear close inspection. But, Friends, the al

thing will. "How original, how true!"

Those nearer the Truth are more apt, id

more continually concerned to examine, id

feel the searches of the candle of the Ird

the most. But there is a ministry, which as

come through the river of judgment to le

very bottom; not once, but again and ago;

and bears witness to itself, and does not i?d

propping. This does not call forth praisso

much as to beget thoughtfulness, closingie

mouth in the dust. "The Lord is in his ly

temple, let the earth keep silence."

As we live as though we were as we rely

are, continually in the presence of an .'\lmif;y

One, watching Him at each step, He will lip

and preserve, as there has been an enterinin

at the narrow way, which always begins at le

garden of Gethsemane, and is character id

with watching and waiting at the feet of le

lowly One. I have felt concerned toward a lile

exercise of this kind for The Fkiexd for sie

time; and though we might feel a concern st

we come under judgment ourselves, and sh:it

from that view or fear, yet atop of this coss

the necessity, the woe, which causes the ou
to disappear. With the fervent desire thatle

who can will take care of that which has tin

committed, and which will be to every onny

watchfulness unto prayer. Cykus CooPEf

Salem, Ohio.
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The Happy Negro.

I By Ambksoe Serle, England.

'']very day's observation convinces me that

t\ children of God are made so by his own
sicial grace, and that all means are equally

ei'ctual with Him, whenever He is pleased to

e jloy them for conversion.

.'.eing called some years ago to visit the Uni-

t(| states, I was walking by myself over a con-

si'rable plantation, amused with its husbandry

ai comparing it with that of my own country,

\\}n 1 came within a little distance of a

nitlle-aged negro who was tilling the ground.

1 'It a strong inclination, unusual with me, to

ci verse with him. After asking him some

lile (luestions about his work, which he

aivvered very sensibly, I wished him to tell

m whether he was contented and happy,

"jassa," said he, looking seriously upon me,

"'have a wife and children ; my massa take

KB of them; 1 have a good massa, who teach

uito read; and I read good book that makes

lij happy." I am glad, replied I, to hear you

ji{ so; and pray what is the good book you

r«'ti? "The Hible, massa, (lod's own book."

'|o you understand, friend, as well as read this

)ik? for many can read the words well who
isnot set hold of the true and good sense."

'|, massa," says he, "I read the book much
)<Dre I understand; but at last I felt pain in

n heart; I found things in the book that cut

rjto pieces." "Ah," said I, "and what things

Vie they?" "Why, massa, I found that I had

iiad heart, massa, a very bad heart, indeed;

kt pain that (Jod would destroy me because

jaa wicked, and done nothing as I should do.

ijl was holy, and I was very vile and naughty;

puld have nothing from Him but fire and

iinstone in hell." In short, he entered into

ijill account of his convictions of sin — which

?je indeed as deep and piercing as almost any

|id ever heard of- and what Scriptures came

J

lis mind which he had read, that both probed

the bottom of his sinful heart, and were
ale the means of light and comfort to his

1.

I then inquired of him what ministry or

riins he made use of, and found that his mas-
i was an honest, plain sort of man, who had

f,ght his servants to read, but who had not,

fever, conversed with this negro upon the

e of his soul. I asked him likewise how
j^ot comfort under all this trial. "0, mas-
[(' said he, "it was Christ gave me comfort
]his dear word. He bade me come unto Him
1 He would give me rest, for I was very

jiry and heavy laden." And here he vvent

ough a line of precious texts, showing, by

artless comment upon them as he went
!ng, what great things God had done in the

jirse of some years for his soul.

Jeing rather more acquainted with doctrinal

{ths and the analogy of the I'.ible than he had
In, or in his situation could easily be. I had

liind to try how far a simple, untutored ex-

ience, graciously given without the usual

jans, could carry a man from some specula-

p errors. I therefore asked him some ques-

[ns about the merit of works, the justifica-

a of a sinner, the power of grace, and the

}}. I own I was as much astonished as I was
lighted with the sweet spirit and simplicity

'his answers, with the heavenly wisdom that

i had put into the mind of this negro. His

discourse, flowing merely from the richness of
grace with a tenderness and expression far
"beyond the reach of art," perfectly charmed
me. On the other hand my entering into all

his feelings, together with an account to him
that thus and thus the Lord in his mercy dealt
with all his children, and had dealt with me,
drew streams of ioyful tears down his black
face, so that we looked upon each other and
talked with that inexpressible glow of Chris-
tian affection that made me more than ever
believe, what I have often too thoughtle.ssly
professed to believe, the communion of saints.

I shall never forget how the poor, excellent
creature .seemed to hang upon my lips, and to

eat my very words, when I enlarged upon
the love of C!hrist to poor sinners, the free

bounty and tender mercy of God, the frequent
and delightful sense he gives of his presence,
the faith He bestows in his promises, the vic-

tories this faith is enabled to get over trials

and temptations, the joy and peace in believ-

ing, the hope in life and death, and the glorious

expectation of immortality. To take off his

eager, delighted, animated air and manner,
would have been a masterpiece for a Reynolds.
Though my conversation lasted at least two

or three hours, I scarcely ever enjoyed the
happy swiftness of time so sweetly in all my
life. We knew not how to part. He would
accompany me as far as he might; and 1 felt,

on my side, such a delight in the artless, sa-

vory, solid, unaffected experience of this dear
soul, that 1 could have been glad to -see him
often then, or to see his like at any time now;
but my situation rendered it impossible. 1

therefore took an affectionate adieu with an
ardor equal to the warmest and the most an-

cient friendship; telling him that neither the

color of his body, nor the condition of his pres-

ent life, could prevent him from being my
dear brother in our dear Saviour; and that

though we must part now, never to see each

other again in this world, I had no doubt of

our having another joyful nieeting in our Fa-

ther's house, where we should live together,

and love one another throughout a long and

happy eternity. "Amen, Amen, my dear mas-

sa; (!od bless you, and poor me too, forever

and ever." If I had been an angel from hea-

ven he could not have received me with more
evident delight than he did; nor could I have

considered him with a more sympathetic re-

gard if he had been a long-known Christian of

the good old sort, grown up into my affections

n the course of many years.

Happy world, if all were Christians; or at

least happy I'hristians, if they showed more of

this brotherly love to each other in the world.

None can deny that so it ought to be. that

every one who names the name of Christ, and

believes himself to be a member of his undi-

vided body, would pray for faith and love to

make him a consistent follower of Jesus.

lessed Lord, fountain of life and love,

send forth the Spirit of thy Son into my heart,

and into the hearts of all my brethren; that,

waiving all mean and .selfish distinctions, we
may first love thee above all things, and then

each other for thy sake, with a pure heart,

fervently. Subdue animosities and all the

separating corruptions of the fiesh, and let us

consider ourselves as brethren, fellow-heirs of

the grace of life, persons who shall pass an

eternity together; as parts of each other and

members, holy Jesus, of thy body, thy flesh,

and thy bones. Even so let it be, for thy
glory, and for our present and eternal consola-
tion through thy grace.
How happily does this narrative illustrate

the blessed reality of vital religion. Chris-
tians of every age and nation have all spoken,
in spite of their several peculiarities, one
common language of the heart about < iod and
Christ, sin and holiness, time and eternity;
their religious hopes and fears, their joys and
their sorrows have been the same. As on the
day of Pentecost, the truth of the gosjjcl was
proved by the fact that one person spoke many
languages, so has it been verifieii in all ages
since by the fact that many persons of every
kindred, nation, tongue and people, to whom the
gospel has come, have s])oken one language.

Conflicting Duties.

It is right for children to obey their par-

ents, in the Lord; but when i)arents command
their children to do things which are plainly

wrong, then it is right rather to obey God,
for his requirements override and nullify all

opposing obligations. It is right in the church
for persons to obey them that have the rule

over them whom the Holy Ghost hath made
overseers, to feed the flock of God; but when
rulers in the church rule wrongfully, when they
oppress or deceive, when like Hiotrephes they
love to have the pre-eminence, reject the apos-
tles, and cast out the servants of the Lord,

then it may be duty to resist and protest

against such usurpation, and, in the ]iresence

of overmastering and predominating evil, to

throw off their burdensome yoke, and stand

free in Jesus (Ihriat, aven t.hniifrh we be obliged

to stand alone.

It is the duty of the wife to be loyal to hel

husband, to be a little blind to his faults anc

patient with his infirmities; yet if she knows

that husband to be a hypocrite and a deceive!

her duty to 'iod and the truth may be mor*

imperative than any obligation to her husband:

A man who travelled about professing to

preach a gospel which he neither believed nor

practised, once came to a little church among
whom he had lived when at home, and asked

them for a letter of recommendation, that he

might still go out and preach. The men.bers

of the church either had not sufficient know-

ledge or courage to refuse his request, and were

about to grant the desired recommendation,

when his wife, a calm, intelligent, conscientious

woman, arose and said. "I object. I do not

think he is a fit man to preach the gospel."

That settled the (juestion, and left the deceiver

to his own devices. It is hard to imagine the

struggle in the heart of a noble and loyal

Christian woman when called to perform such

a duty as this, but who will say that its per-

formance may not sometimes be demanded by

solemn and imperative obligation to (Jod?

Who shall sav that a failure to do such a duty

might not under some circumstances make one

a partaker of another's sins. Of one woman
who had endured and suffered and finally had

separated herself from complicity with such

evils, it was said, she is overwhelmed with joy

that she no longer lives the life of a hypocrite

in covering the faults of one whose life is a

succession of dodges and escapes from one

subterfuge to another.

Doubtless there are not a few men and wo-
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men whose lives are made insincere through

their concealment of the hypocrisy of others,

and who cannot be their honest and true and

noble selves until liberated from the thraldom

of the deception and hypocrisy of others.

Duty often requires that we should bear,

endure, and sacrifice much, but there are lim-

its even here. Every one must personally

give account to God, and when the sins of oth-

ers involve us in falsehood, deception and hypo

crisy, it is time to stop, and warn the ofl;end-

ers of their sin and danger, and be true to

God at whatever cost. We are to lie for no

one. We are to deceive for no one. We are

servants of a God of truth, who has bid us to

put away lying, speak every man truth with

his neighbor. Of course we must face un-

pleasant consequences if we meet such issues

in the right spirit, but we must not suffer our

selves to be made partakers of other's sins, or

bear the guilt of other's deceptions. Earthly

obligations are transient; earthly relationships

are temporary. Our obligations to God are

supreme, changeless and eternal.— The Safe-

guard.

Doukhobor Notes.

Extract of a letter from Peter Verigin un-

der date of Second Month 20th, 1902.

ViLLAOE Obdorsk, Siberia, Russia.

I received your letter, dear brother Vania,
and also all the brethren and sisters in Christ.

I heartily thank you for your greetings and
''n return send you hearty greetings also. You
are informing me that the land on which you
settled has now been opened by the Govern-
ment for settlement. Is it possible that you
are waiiting to move from that place to an-
other? I think if the land is good and con-
venient for raising grain, you could hold it for
yourselves and with energy try to work it,

leaving aside all disturbers. Such conditions
as ten dollars for fifty dissitins (one hundred
and sixty acres) is not at all hard. Such a
sum in five or ten years can be worked out
with profit from the land, if only the land is

fruitful,—and that question should have been
settled when you first arrived on the land,

whether you were to remain in those parts or
not. If to remain, you have to accept the
conditions that exist there. I am fully assured
that in England or in Canada there is no con-
scription, but you for some reason are afraid
everywhere,— as though you lose anything by
a simple registration; for statistics of your
numbers would not cause you to lose any-
thing.

One should be afraid of an evil life and not
of people. If you did not want to receive the
land that was ofi'ered you why did you stay on
it until now and even surround yourselves
with buildings? It is only babies that act like
that, or a real Russian peasant,. who lives his
whole thou.sand years on "may be" and "per-
haps."

I have told you my opinion before that in
choosing land, one has to take notice chiefly
of its quality as to its fertility and worth in

grain raising; and certainly you might have
had the Government to allow you a trial of its

productiveness for two or three years, and
then you could have surrounded yourselves as
necessary, and not to play off yourselves as
little children, and in the end to be driven out
by force.

Km- 'The Kkiend."

THE GULP-STREAM OF PRAYER.
Mystic stream which man may not explore,

We touch the margin on the welcome shore,

Where tidal currents bring the treasures vast,

And nimble fingers make the moorings fast.

Mysterious bond that bindeth all in one.

Flowing to bless, and save the wretch undone.
Cheering the saint with high unlooked-for life,

Bringing the calm that ends distressing strife.

What power is this that holds our souls in one.

That gathers every prayer in holy sum ?

One mighty stream, no particle disdained,

Nor lost, as rolls the volume pre-ordained.

Press on thou mighty mystic power !

With warmth of life to cheer in danger's hour.

Put on thy strength till all thy pulses cease,

And bring the era of eternal peace.

H. T. M.
Beamsville, Ont.

Chances for the Inventor.

A few months ago a corporation paid to

Professor M. I. Pupin, of Columbia University,

a fortune for his invention of ocean telephony.

This transaction typifies the new conditions in

the world of invention.

Many of the ablest inventors of past years

have enriched other men, but have amassed for

themselves little except fame—and that mostly

posthumous. Henceforth the inventor's profit

will be great and sure, and not he but the

capitalist will assume the chances of failure.

It is significant that the greatest optimists

as to the future of inventions are to be found

among the men who have the best opportuni-

ties of judging the future along this line— the

officials of the United States Patent Ofiice. In

discussing the subject the other day, Freder-

ick Allen, United States Commissioner of Pat-

ents, said:

"I certainly do not agree with those persons

who consider that we are approaching the end
of invention. I believe that the whole creat-

ive realm will go on developing and expanding
in proportion to the growth of the nation.

"The business of this ofiice shows it. Dur-
ing the past quarter of a century there have
been issued in this country more than half a

million of patents, or over three times as many
as had been issued in the three-quarters of a

century preceding it.

"It is difficult to predict along what lines

inventive genius will be most active. Certain

it is that the evolution of new things will go
on in constantly increasing proportions."

The imaginative mind naturally foresees the

greatest possibilities in the fields of electric-

ty, aerial navigation and the harnessing of

the great power forces in nature. It is inter-

esting to note that this view has the support
of Charles H. Duell, lately r'ommissioner of

Patents. In discussing the matter, he said:

"In my opinion, all previous advances in the

various lines of invention will appear totally

insignificant when compared with those which
the present century will witness. I almost
wish that I might live my life over again to

see the new wonders which are at the thresh-

old.

"It will be but a few years until the resi-

dents of all our larger cities will be consulting

the time tables of aerial bee lines to New
York, allured by such advantages as 'no smoke,
no dust, no heat;' each private residence will

be provided with its own cooling room, and

cooling devices for houses will make beibJe
any climate under the Stars and Stripe jthe

sun and the wind will be completely harn ^ed

and possibly the waves as well; automjilej

will be in universal use, and quadruples
Jpj.

ratus should bring the telephone service ;i\5d

to about ten cents a month."
Probably the field which will give forjtte

most wonderful inventions in the next qioter

of a century is that of electrical sc ice.

Within the past few months devices haviieeii

patented which will enable Americans ti-alk

with their cousins across the sea; whicljier-

mit telephune messages and signals of vumh
kinds to be transmitted through the eajot
below or above the surface of the ocean atli.

out wires; which cause telephone messaiJjto

be recorded automatically and repeatet^re-

chanically hundreds of times; which nii'e it

possible to transmit colored pictures b3,vire

between distant points and enable the des^tcli

of sixteen telegraph messages over a iigje

wire.

The future of electricity and of the lole

transportation world waits upon the discfery

of some means to harness the magic culeiit

and house it in light and compact form, for

nearly a third of a century inventors have'een

seeking to devise a storage battery thatfill

answer all requirements, and the invento:jfho

first produces it will obtain wealth and line.

A cheap, compact and durable storage ba«ry

will make possible electric airships, steaiess

locomotives and horseless carriages of a ar-

acter more nearly perfect than has heret'ore

been dreamed of. Automobiles, the po;lar

vehicle of the dawning century, have witn a

few months declined in price, owing tc:lie

improvement of equipments, but the disci|iry

of the sorely needed storage battery v'uld

eventually make them within reach of all

The discovery of a practical storage basry

will open a new era for the electric ra:-'ay

and hasten the day of electric propulsiofor

long distance express trains for mail and as-

sengers.

Even the subject of electric lighting haiot

been exhausted by any means. Greater il-

liancy and the saving of the electrical engy
now wasted in lighting systems are the jils

to be reached, and a beginning has been i de

by the recent introduction of a modific;oii

of the old kaolin light, whereby the mi? re

of oxides as a light emitting element las

served to produce a glow which is more ;il-

liant than an incandescent light and yelloi

so dazzling as an arc. ;

Supplementary to electrical inventions o-

per will be the discoveries which may be i-

pected in the field of electro-chemistry, !ie

new science. Already this new sphere as

pointed a way to filch gold from ores whic lo

other process could induce to release it, :id

the newcomer among the sciences has li t-

less possibilities for usefulness in the puriia-

tion of water.

For photography and printing, the git

twin educational factors, it is notdifliculo

fore.see marvellous achievement. Color ph^ i-

graphy and motion pictures have only juste-

gun to unfold their possibilities.

Printing without ink is an accomplished f t,

and it is only reasonable to expect the suti-

tution f(ir the tricolor printing process of>
day the multicolor printing process of to-n -
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jow— in other words, whereas the best print-
'

ne presses yet invented have ability to print
|

jn three distinct colors at one impression, the

i)resses of the future will transfer to paper

Imprints embodying perhaps a dozen different

iiolors.

i Every citizen is bound to benefit by the

l)Oons to be brought by the area of invention

hmbraced in the next quarter of a century, for

,he reason that many of the luxuries of the

iresent day will be brought within the reach

)f a vast proi)ortion of the population. The
i-nembers of the gentler sex will be enabled to

ivear fabrics with absolute certainty that the

kuffs can be faded by neither sun nor rain;

j.hey may purchase at moderate prices cotton

iind wool garments which by means of the per-

fection of the mercerizing process will be un-

llistinguishable from silk.

I yimilarly, too, the family of moderate means

i.vill fare better on the same income than is

bossible to-day, for the reason that quicker

ind cheaper transportation will bring a wider

•ange of delicacies within their reach, while

mproved methods of canning fruits and vege-

;ables will enable the preserved products to

,ne with those of the hothouse.

I There is every reason to believe that in the

future, as in the past, fortunes will be the re-

jrard of many inventors of seemingly the most

liimple devices—the ideas which might have

|)ccurred to anybody. The profits of the in-

ventors who evolved the popular dime bank and

that universal toy, the bounding ball, stand

l)ut prominently to attract the inventive genius

into this field, which has proved so productive

in the past.

I

T.bat 2 demanf\ of this chss ex'=^s i? evj-

ilenced by the constant cry of many interests

lor a non-refillable bottle. Wine manufac-

'urers, distillers, manufacturers of medicine

i.nd perfumery have all suffered for the lack

|if some receptacle which, when once its con-

lents have been poured out, could not be refilled

jvith an inferior article and sold as the original.

The inventor who can produce a practicable

lion-refillable bottle that can be manufactured

lit a reaonable price, can set himself down as

•I millionaire the moment he gets a patent.

For years various inventors have been at-

iempting to secure a substitute for the razor.

iiecently a Frenchman thought he had solved

|he problem, but after his device and electro-

jihemical combination had been in use in the

I

arisian barber shop a few days the customers

lliscovered that the instrument burned and

Iplackened their chins, and the inventor was
jiblised to flee before their rage. Neverthe-

ess, there is a fortune for him who can dis-

lover a harmless substitute for shaving.

I
It is incumbent upon the race to turn out a

;enius who shall discover or invent a new and

iractical fuel. There is a chance that some
Vhite Knight of the coming years may con-

rive to store and distribute the heat contrib-

;ted gratis by the solar furnace that keeps all

llive, so as to obviate the necessity of lesser

l:res. Many are at work at this; others are

(Xperimenting along the line of fuels.

I The one that attains definite results first will

jie able to warm his hands at a golden grate

llled with the form of carbon which we call

|iamonds, if his taste in extravagance runs to

•hat sort of thing.

i

Right here comes the need of a perfect

smoke consumer, a stove in which soft coal

may be burned without the attending evils un-
til the new fuel -which, of course, will have
to be cheaper— is produced or until solar heat
storage may be practicable. —New York Sun.

A Testimony of a Good Conscience.

The Litrrarji Du/cst calls attention to a
strange issue which has been raised in connec-
tion with (^ount Tolstoy's latest novel, the
English translation of which was made by the
wife of Aylmer Maude. Tolstoy, as is well

known, stipulated that the profits on the books
were to be used to assist the Doukhobors, and
with this end in view a check for j^W) was
sent by Aylmer and Louise Maude to the

Friends' Doukhobor Committee in England.
The money, however, was returned some months
later by John F.ellows, the secretary of the

committee, with the following letter:

"While I fully recognize the kind intentions

of Louise Maude and thyself in sending to our

committee that /,\50 for the Doukhobors, yet

on carefully thinking it over I am convinced

that we ought not to have taken it.

"Count Tolstoy, in writing the book, inten-

ded two things: first to help the Doukhobors
by raising money for them; and next to pro-

mote the cause of morality by the denouement
of the story. And his friends in England who
translated and helped to publish the book fully

intended the same things ....
"When I read the MS. however, it became

clear to me that the moral, which was meant
to make the greatest impression on the reader,

would not do so; but that an enormously more
powerful and more immediate efl^ect would be

prouucej by the scene of the seduction Rself,

giving, as it does, details that force the reader

to realize, that is to share more or less, the

sensations of the parties who are chief to the

narrative.

"That is, the reader is brought so clo.se to

the transaction that the effect of the narration

is such as would be produced-^and is produced

—by the close study of obscene photographs.

In other words it arouses lust. . . .

"I quite understand that this did not strike

Count Tolstoy in writing it, the end being so

present in his mind at the time; but the end

is not present to the mind of the average

reader, who is simply egged on to indulge in

unlawful desire by the suggestion of how easy

it would be under similar circumstances to

accomplish his purpose. . . .

"The high character— the name of the

writer—carries it into homes where it brings

contamination for the first time.

"But I cannot rest with the matter left thus.

It is a stain on the Society of Friends to use

money coming from the sale of a smutty

book, as it would be if the monev came from

the sale of indecent photographs; and after

a careful thinking it over ... I must refund

the money out of my own pocket, rather than

let it remain as it is. Whether the committee

will think it right to repay me, I cannot tell."

The Friends' committee later indorsed the

action of its secretary, and Alymer Maude and

others in the-ir published comments speak with

respect of the conscientious stand thus taken,

but treat it as an error of judgment. The de-

risive spirit of one journal illustrates the truth

of the Saviour's language, "If ye were of the

world, the world would love its own."

Pemmican.

Fifty years ago pemmican was to the shift-

ing and scant poimlation of the Northwest
what flour is in the present day to English
speaking peoples in most civilized portions of
the globe - the staple and most common food
of the country. Then it was always made from
the buffalo, which covered the Western plains.

The great fur corporation, known as the Hudson
Hay Company, bought hundreds of bags of the
dark, nutritious compound annually from the
Indians for use at its trading posts scattered

over the vast wilderness stretching from the

Red River and Hudson bay to the Rocky Moun-
tains, and from the two Saskatcliewans to the

Arctic Sea, a region then designated I'rince

Rupert's Land.

Pemmican (or, more properly, pimeekon) is

a Cree word meaning a mixture or something
made with fat. It was composed of buffalo

meat dried in the sun and pounded fine, mixed
with melted fat, and was sown up in sacks

made from the raw hide of the buffalo, with

the hair outside. It did not look inviting, but

was, in fact wholesome, strong food, which

would keep for years. If the buffalo was im-

portant to the fur trader, the ungainly animal

was life itself to the red man, for it furnished

him with everything his heart could desire, or

with the means of procuring it. And as, owing
to the migratory instincts of the herds, which

took them first into the recognized territory

of one tribe and next into that of an enemy,

fresh meat was not always obtainable, pemmi-
can was the form in which the Indian preserved

and laid away his store of provisions against

the day of scarcity.

Omitting the excitement of the hunt and

substituting domestic herds for the wild ones

of the plains, a description of pemmican mak-

ing by the Indians a quarter of a century ago,

will give an idea of what might have been

witnessed at Duck Lake in the summer of 1879.

Intelligence that a band of buffaloes was in

the vicinity threw the Indian camp at once

into a state of violent excitement. Men rushed

from the lodges buckling on quivers of arrows

and belts of cartridges, women talked and

gesticulated, boys raced wildly about shouting

shrilly to one another, the horse herd was

driven in, and in a few minutes the men,

mounted on their "buffalo runners" and under

the direction of the chief of the hunt, moved

in a silent body out of the camp. On nearing

the herd, advantage was taken of each slight

rise or dip to cover the approach, which was

always up wind, so that the wary brutes should

not catch the scent. Stealthily they rode, one

behind another, until concealment was no longer

possible. Then, at a signal from their chief,

they burst upon the open plain and dashed

yelling at the top speed of their trained horses

at the startled herd. .

Usuallv it was some distance away, perhaps

half a mile, and it took a good horse to over-

haul a buffalo. Once up with the straining

animals, however, their pace .slackened, and

the rest was comparatively easy. Onward

galloped the hunters between the long, undu-

lating files of shaggy brown backs, picking out

the fat cows and the young bulls at their

leisure. And as a feathered shaft left the

snapping bowstring and a stricken beast tot-

tered and went down, the loud, triumphant cry

of the hunter rang out, and he tossed a mocca-
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sin or a beaded fire bag beside it, to mark his

kill, and then flew on.

The chase might last as long as the horses'

wind. When it was over the women came with

the ponies and the trailing travoys upon the

field of slaughter. The carcasses were soon

stripped of their hairy coats, the meat packed
on the travoys, the bones broken and the mar-
row extracted, and, loaded with the red spoil,

the whole party returned to camp. Here, in

an incredibly short time, the meat was cut

into wide, thin sheets and hung upon pole

frames in the sun and wind to dry. After a

day or two these sheets were removed and
spread upon the clean prairie grass, where, if

the weather continued fair, they soon became
as hard as shingles. They were then placed

upon a hide threshing floor with the sides ele-

vated on short pegs to form a sort of basin,

and beaten with flails or between stones until

the meat was reduced almost to a powder. The
strange thing was that, if properly handled

the flesh seldom, if ever, became at all tainted,

though in any other than the dry, pure atmos-
phere of the Northwest such a method of pre-

paring it would doubtless be impossible.

Meanwhile the marrow and other choice fat

had been rendered, and bags, some two by one-

and-a-half feet wide, of raw buffalo hide, dou-
bled over at the bottom and sewn up at the sides

with the sinews of the animal, made for the re-

ception of the pemmican. The melted fat was
next poured over the shredded meat in the

threshing basin, and the whole mixed to the

consistency of paste. That was the pemmican.
It was shoveled into the sacks, pounded down
and, after the tops had been sewn up, and the
tiu^s juiiiijeu uvj mak<c t}2on: t}at, tho oooio(]

pemmican packages were solid and almost as
hard as so many boulders. When you desired to

eat pemmican you chopped a piece ofl" with an
axe, sack and all. The meat was already cooked
in a measure by sun, wind and hot fat, but if

you preferred, after tearing off the adhering
hide, you could fry it in a pan or boil it in a
pot.

—

Canadian Magazine.

A Badge of the Party.—Though it be
objected that we seek to set up outward forms
and preciseness, and that the plainness is but
a badge of the party, the better to be known,
I do declare, in the fear of Almighty God, that
these are but the imaginations and construc-
tions of insensible men, who have not had that
sense which the Lord hath given us of what
ariseth from the right and wrong root in man.
And when such censurers of our simplicity
shall be inwardly touched and awakened by the
mighty power of God, and see things as they
are in their proper natures and seeds, they
will then know their own burden and easily

acquit us, without the imputation of folly or
hypocrisy herein.

To such as say that we strain at small things,

which become not a people of such fair pre-
tensions to liberty and freedom of spirit, I

answer with meekness, truth, and sobriety,

that nothing is small that God makes matter
of conscience to do or leave undone; and that
as inconsiderable as they are made by those
who raise this objection, yet they are much set
by.— Wm. Penn.

Mental Slander-
suspicion.

-It is otherwise called

Factory Religion.

"No. sir," said Scofield, the factory engin-

eer, emphatically, "there is no such thing as

factory religion! It's a contradiction. Why,
my engine wont run if I don't swear at times."
"How do you know?" asked the listener.

The fireman laughed.

Scofield turned upon him like a flash:

"Tom," said he, with an oath, "wheel in ten

or twelve more barrowfuls of that Nova Scotia

coal. There isn't half enough to last until six

o'clock."

The fireman departed without a word, and
the engineer bustled around the roonr oiling

the slides, testing the water, opening and shut
ting valves.

"Well, I suppose I must leave you," said

the visitor, rising from his chair and holding
out his hand. "Will you not give the subject
a thought?"

The engineer shook his head. "It's no
place for religion, I tell you," he said. "To
my mind, factories ousht never to have been
built. God intended man to live out in the
free air and enjoy nature. There is plenty of

room for religion out-of-doors: but here,

where the very pulleys swear at their work

—

where steam shrieks and curses— here is no
place for religion."

"Tom!" cried Scofield, after the minister

had left, "don't bother about any more coal,

my boy. I was out of sorts when I spoke.
Tliere is enough in now to last a week."

"I couldn't help laughing though," said

Tom, wiping the grimy sweat from his brow,

"you know that you never did try to do any-
thing without swearing."
The engineer inaue no reply, 6ut openeu a

paper and seemed to read. The printed words,
however, did not engage his attention, but
most vividly what the fireman said came before
him again and again.

Was it as bad as that? Could he do nothing
without swearing? He resolved to test him-
eslf. He would begin early the next morning,
and for every oath uttered he would drop a
small brass nail into a tumbler that was in the
window. He rather thought that the tumbler
would be empty at night—now that he had
got his will up.

The next day came— Scofield rose at five as
usual, and going downstairs in his stocking
feet, stepped upon a tack. The volley of oaths
that followed counted out seven nails for the
tumbler. The buckwheat cakes, a collar but-
ton, the cat, a slow clock, and the remem-
brance of his purpose, scored five more. Then
with grim determination he shut his teeth and
said not a word more until he reached the en-
gine room, where he counted out the twelve
nails and threw them into the tumbler with an
oath—yes an oath of relief. He was half across
the room before the last one dawned upon him,
but true to his purpose he walked back, and
put another nail into the glass.

All day long he struggled, and at night the
tumbler held thirty nails. Scofield was star-

tled. He had never dreamed that he was so
profane, and the habit had such a "grip" upon
him. At last he went to "Christian Tim," an
old man in the steel works, and told him the
whole affair. Tim pondered a while, and then
said:

"You may be able to leave off in time by
your will power, but I know a better way."

"What is it?" inquired the other.

"Ask the help of the Lord Jesus Christ,

said Tim, earnestly. "Has He not heard evei

oath? Isn't it against Him that you ha\

sinned'' I had the same experience myse
years ago, but with his help I never feel tl

least inclination to swear. And as for bein^

happy—the hours are so swift-winged that
I

can hardly tell where the days go."
The minister called again upon Scofield.

"There is a factory religion, sir," said tl

engineer. "My fireman, Tom, and myself ar

trying to live up to it. There is a Bible i;

that desk, and we find time to read some in i

every day. And, to tell the truth, I believj

the work is less hard, the wheels run smootheii

and the valves are tighter, and the whol,

place is lighter, cleaner, and better, for thi'

same factory religion."—H. C. Pearson i'

Illustrated Christian Weekly.

The Cost of a Blue Ribbon.

"Doth Job serve (Jod for naught?" was th

devil's question, and the devil's children ar

continually asking similar questions concernin

the people of God. Judging other folks b

themselves, they have no idea of doing thing

simply because it is right to do them; and the

believe that men who do right usually do i'

with some selfish end or aim in view. Nd
and then one of these questioners gets his ar

swer.

"How much do you get for wearing that?

said a young gentleman in an omnibus to on

on whose coat was displayed the total abstain

er's badge of blue ribbon.

"Really, Ican'tsay exactly," replied th

warcr :' ihe i Juioii, "bat 1 tbhk it costs m
about twenty thousand pounds a year," wai

the prompt and unexpected reply of Char
rington. And his statement was literally true

He was the son of a great brewer whose nam^

stands on the public houses all over the king

dom. When he died he designed his brewer;

for his oldest son, Frederick, if he were willinj

to carry on the business; if not, the brewer
was to go to his younger son, and PredericJ

was to receive a much smaller property instea(

of it. The elder son had not long before con

secrated himself to the service of God an(

had begun to work among the poor and sinfu

and degraded in the east of London. Ii

rying to turn them from their evil ways, anC

rescue them from their terrible condition, hi'

speedily became acquainted with the fact tha'

the sreat obstacle in the way of Gospel worl

in the east of London was the drink, and tha;

the Charrington brewery was doing ten times

more harm than his mission was likely to d(

good. Accordingly he quit the brewery bus

iness sacrificing an income of nearly one hun

dred thousand dollars a year, and went to worl

to undo so far as he could the mischief thai'

was being done by the drink.

The Profane Doctor.

Some years ago soon after beginning m}

pastorate in a certain church, I preached ;

sermon on profane swearing. It was a ver

plain discourse, aiming to show that the habi

of profanity was useless, vulgar, shocking t(

the minds of decent people, and an insult t(

God. At the head of his pew in the niiddli

aisle, and near the pulpit, where all the congre

gation could see him, sat an old physician.
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oticed that he was very uneasy, turning now

in this side, then on that, like a caged lion: but

I
did not know at the time what was the cause.

: "You gave the doctor some blows to-day,"

jjid one of the deacons, after service was over.

i "How so?" I inquired.

j
"Why, don't you know he is the most pro-

line man in town?" he replied.

! One of the elders shook his head and gravely

ijmarked: "1 think that pew will be vacated.

I

have no idea the doctor will stand such a shot

Is you gave him this morning."

This was a new experience for nie, and not

iery pleasant. The aged physician was wealthy,

Ind a very popular man in the community.

\e had but recently retired from his practice

:i the large city, and had come to spend the

Ivenings of his life with us. He was social

ind generous, and we felt we were favored in

jjcuring him as a church attendant and sup-

porter. How unfortunate that anything should

le said to displease him, and perhaps drive him

iway from the service of the sanctuary! What
buld I do but leave it with God! I was his

prvant, and had spoken his message, and felt

bnvinced that He would take care of me and

jie church and the truth.

I

But what was the result?

; The ne.xt morning the old doctor was seen

iriving up to the parsonage. The minister was

bt at home, but his wife was and she warmly
elcomed the visitor in the parlor, (ireat was

<iv surprise when he exclaimed, somewhat
pruptly: "I like your husband. He is a

'rarageous young man, who is not afraid to

lieak the truth, even if it does convict some
Id sinner like me. I have brought ten dollars

; a contribution to the Bible Society, the

laims of which were presented in our church

iweek ago yesterday; and in addition to this

ibeg you to accept this five dollars for your-

tlf as a token of my esteem for your husband
|i my pastor."

I

I

do not know that the old doctor at once

t'ased his profanity; but he continued to wait

ji my ministry. Although living four miles

;om the sanctuary, he was every Sabbath
|orning in his place as long as I continued
' that pastorate, and a very attentive hearer

; was.

Some years after, when settled in another
'Irish, I came back to visit my old charge.

;ie physician, then very aged, was sick. I

Idled on him and found him physically feeble,

lit his mind was clear and composed, and his

:;art seemed changed. Gladly he listened as

I talked to him concerning the heavenly king-

jim. He said he was a sinner, but he believed

j!
was saved by grace. Evidently he was stand-

g on the border-land, and 1 was not surprised

learn that a few weeks after he stepped
jiietly over. The profane swearer had be-

(me an humble Christian. The aged pilgrim

|.s gone home. He was one of the many
pnderful trophies of grace called at the elev-

ith hour to work in the vineyard, and paid
,|st as if he had toiled all day.

[That was a wholesome lesson to me. I have
iiivays tried to be prudent in the enunciation
'! truth, so as not needlessly to offend people.
M never since then have I been afraid to
ijeak of sin and warn men to flee from the
Tath to come.
jIn the pulpit, the preacher stands between
m and men. Even sinners will respect him

while he speaks the word of condemnation in

their ears, and as he humbly wields the sword
of the Spirit God will bless him— Christian
Intdliyciicer.

Restored.

The Lowton's are probably the happiest fam-
ily in the metropolis. Not the Vanderbilts
and the Astors with all their millions and their

town houses, their country ijlaces and their

cottages by the sea. are happier than this fam-
ily of four living in a three-roomed flat on the
seventh floor of a tenement house on an income
of twelve dollars a week. It is chiefly by con-
trast that we are happy or miserable, and, lowly

as the Lowton's condition may appear, they
have just escaped from a destitution that was so

miserable that their present lot seems almost
that of Paradise itself. For nearly two years
the husband, strong and temperate though
he is, has been out of steady employment, be-

ing able to pick up only occasional jobs on
the docks or in the streets. All this time the

family have been sinking lower and lower in

the mire of poverty. Behind in their rent,

with a landlord pressing for his money, suff'er-

ing from actual lack of food, the children in

rags and without shoes on their feet, sick and
unable to buy proper medical attendance, too

proud to beg, yet in need of charity—such was
the condition of the Ijowton's up to a few days
ago. Then the crisis came. They were served

with a writ of dispossession. "You must get
out or you will be put out." They had no
money to buy food and now they were told to

move and confronted with the necessity of pro-

curing shelter without a dollar in their pocket.

The wife wept and wrung her hands in despair.

The husband thought of suicide. At this hour
charity opened the door. Pood, some articles

of clothing, money to pay for new shelter were
oft'ered. Then the man did what I think was
the proper thing. "I cannot accept this char-

ity"— this was the substance of what he said—"until you hear my story. Then, if you
still ofl'er me help, I will gladly accept it.

God knows I need it. I am the victim, not of

misfortune, but of my own fault. I alone am
to blame for my wife's distress, my children's

destitution, my inability to obtain work. Three
years ago I had a good position and was earn-

ing fair wages in the service of a kind em-
ployer. I was never a drinking man, but in

an evil hour began to attend the races and to

bet on the horses. Of course I lost and bet

again to retrieve my losses only to increase

them. This continued for a year. During
that time I took money which belonged to my
employer. I hoped that I would be able to win
enough to pay him back, but I only sunk
deeper into the quicksands. What a year I

spent! I surt'ered untold agonies. Every hour

I feared that I would be discovered. I did not

dare to tell my wife even. I passed sleepless

nights. Finally I could endure the torture no

longer, and I went to my employer and con-

fessed. Of course he discharged me. I do

not blame him for that. I would have done
the same if I had been in his place. Now you
know why I could get no steady work. I am
a man without a reference. I was ashamed to

go to my friends; I cannot go to strangers."

This story for a moment cooled the ardor of

those who were seeking to aid his destitute

family. Dishonesty in a man is like unchastity

in a woman. The world regards it almost an
unpardonable sin, and it seems to shut against
him every door of sympathy. But there was
the destitution; that was a fact, whatever the
cause, and it called for aid. It was given,
and from that moment the star of the family
began to rise again, and a few days ago the
husband found eiiii)loyment, steady work at
wages that will kee]) the wolf from the door.
He seems thoroughly repentant. His confes-
sion is a iiroof of his sincerity. The experience
of the past two years has taught him what are
the wages of sin. He will now probably be an
honest man. There is a little drama in this

simple story—a drama with a moral which
needs no exposition.—Le(/^er.

Deak Fkiends, let us not entertain any
hopes that war will be banished from the earth
in any other manner than by .submission of
individual hearts to the golden rule of the

spirit of life in Christ -lesus: for without this

they would prove a mere delusion. -L(;<e

Eindlc.
^^

The great effort there is among many of the
nations of the earth for supremacy of power
and the extension of territory is by means
which we believe are entirely repugnant to the

doctrines and precepts of Christ.--C'tt;tarfa

Epistle.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

IjNiTf;i) States.—A riot has occurred in Shenandoah,
Pa., in which several thousand anthracite miners were
involved, in which two persons were killed and many
wounded. Troops were sent to the neighborhood.

The soft coal strikers in Virginia have been forbidden

by a court injunction to hold meetings to induce men to

quit work. A number of the strike aijit-UiixjL-defifld th"

injunction, held meetings of the prohibited kind, and
were imprisoned for contempt of court. In passing upon
the case, Judge Jackson defended the injunction as a
well established writ in law, and as " the most efficient,

if not the only, remedy to stay irreparable injury." He
continued :

" I do not question the right of the employees
of this company to quit work at any time they desire to

do so, unless there is a contract relation between them
and the employer, which should control their right to

quit. At the same time I do not recognize the right of

an employer to coerce the employees to continue their

work when they desire to quit. While I recognize the

right of all laborers to combine for the purpose of pro-

tecting all their lawful rights, I do not recognize the

right of laborers to conspire together to compel employees,
who are not dissatisfied with their work in the mines, to

lay down their picks and quit their work without a just

or proper reason therefor. The strong arm of the court

of equity is invoked in this case, not to suppress the

right of free speech, but to restrain and inhibit these

defendants, whose only purpose is to bring about strikes

by trying to coerce people who are not dissatisfied with

the terms of their employment, which results in inflicting

injury and damage to their employers as well as the em-
ployee."

On the 27th and 31st ult., earthquake shocks in South-

ern California occasioned much alarm in Los Alamos,

about 45 miles north of Santa Barbara, and in other places

nearby. Some damage is reported to have been done to

buildings.

On the 28th an earthquake shock which was general

over portions of Nebraska, Western Iowa and South Da-

kota occurred shortly afternoon, and was felt at a large

number of towns in the three States. It lasted from ten

to fifteen seconds.

Statistics of the Weather Bureau state that during the

year 1900. 713 persons were killed by lightning; of this

number 291 persons were killed in the open, 168 in

houses, 57 under trees and 56 in barns. The circumstances

of 151 deaths are not known. During the same year 973

persons were more or less injured by lightning strokes.

The greatest number of injuries occur in the Middle At-

lantic States, the fewest in the Pacific States.

The American whaling fleet in the Atlantic is now
said to number but 39 vessels, of which 25 are from New

Mass. In 1854 there were 668 vessels thus ea-
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gaged- Whaling declined partly because of the scarcity

of whales, but chiefly because of the general use of pe-

troleum and its products, and the increasing use of gas
and electricity for illumination purposes.

A despatch from Fresno, Cal., says :
" What undoubt-

edly is the largest known tree in the world has been dis-

covered on the Government reservation far up in the

Sierras, in this county. Six feet from the ground it took

a line 154 feet S inches long to encircle the tree, making
it over 51 feet in diameter."

The Immigration Bureau has issued a circular providing

that residents and natives of Porto Rico and the Philip-

pines coming to the United States must undergo the

same examination as is enforced against other alien im-

migrants.

The Treasury Bureau of Statistics shows that during

the year 1901, 52 per cent, of the manufactures exported

went to Europe, 23 per cent, to North America, 6.6 per

cent, to South America, 8.2 per cent, to Asia, 7 per cent,

to Oceanica and a little less than 3 per cent, to Africa.

The total value of manufactures exported to Europe was
$215,000,000.

A congestion of freight, unparalleled in the history of

the road, has lately existed on the West Penn division of

the Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifty miles of loaded cars were
sidetracked along that line. For fifteen miles north of

Allegheny the south bound track was a continuous string

of freight cars, and could no longer be used for regular
passenger tratRc.

Figures given out by the Statistical Bureau of the

Treasury Department, showing in detail the imports and
exports of the United States for the fiscal year ending
Sixth Month 30th, 1902, indicate that America's commer-
cial invasion of Europe has ceased, and the balance has
once more begun to run against the United States. The ex-

ports of the United States decreased during last year more
than $106,000,000, as compared with the year previous,

while the goods imported from foreign countries show an
increase in value of more than $80,000,000.

The agricultural book of the Northwest Territories

shows that in four years the production of wheat has in-

creased from 5,542,478 bushels to 12,808,447 bushels,

and of oats from 3,040,307 bushels to 9,716,132 bushels.

It is said that saccharine and other coal tar products
are being much used in place of sugar for sweetening
jams, syrups, beverages, pastry and other food substances.
Sucramine, one of these substitutes, is credited with 700
times the ^weete!i!Dg-^»&w^F-el~eaae-6L'ga;r-—

There were 457 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 17 less than the previous

week and 17 less than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 221 were males and 236 females : 42
died of consumption of the lungs ; 31 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes', 11 of cancer ; 16
of apoplexy ; 11 of typhoid fever and 1 of scarlet fever.

Foreign.—It is oflicially announced that the coronation

of King Edward VII of England will take place on Eighth
Month 9th.

A despatch from Paris of the 1st says: " A Cabinet
Council was held to-day. The Premier, M. Combes, ex-

plained that 6,000 religious establishments had not applied

for authorization as required by the Law of Associations.

Half of the number acted in good faith, belonging to the
category of charitable institutions which were exempt
from the operations of the law. All save 400 of the re-

maining half had closed voluntarily. The others had de-

cided to wait for the decrees of closure. These decrees
were submitted to President Loubet to-day, and he signed
them." This action of the Government has been taken
in order to regulate the " religious orders," which had
acquired great wealth and were using it to exercise politi-

cal power. The restrictions which are imposed upon
them by this law are expected to reduce their influence in

this direction.

A despatch from St. Petersburg of the 31st says : "Of-
ficial reports show that cholera is spreading with ter-

rible rapidity throughout Manchuria. The epidemic now
claims hundreds of victims daily, mostly Chinese, but
Russians and other Europeans are dying of the disease.

In order to test the correctness of the statement
that tuberculosis cannot be communicated from cattle to

human beings. Dr. Garnault, a French physician, volun-
tarily submitted himself to inoculation with bovine tuber-
culosis. He is now reported to have the disease in a
virulent form.

The dairy schools of Russia, it is said have brought
that country to the front as one of the foremost pro-
ducers of butter, cheese and milk in the world.

A French explorer has discovered that the Niger River,

commonly supposed to be unnavigable on account of

rapids, is, on the contrary, usable for freight traffic for

1,700 miles from the sea into the interior of Africa.

A portable street light of great illuminating power
has been devised by the Westminster County Council for

lessening accidents from fogs in London, The torch, a
cylindrical tank, eighteen inches in diameter and two
feet high, is charged with petroleum and compressed air.

When it is lighted the torch flares up two feel with a
power of 1,000 candles.

A despatch from Berlin of the 28th ult. says : Ernst
Ruhmer, an electrical inventor, has succeeded in tele-

phoning seven kilometres by his wireless method. The
speaking voice was perfectly audible continuously during
the experiments. It is stated that Ruhmer's invention
acts on the principle of the transformation of light waves
to sound waves by using a searchlight and a microphone.
A writer describing the late eruptions of the Soufriere

volcano on the island of St. Vincent, says :
" The whole

country for a radius of eight miles has continued to be a
seething mass of fire, into which no living creature could

hope to penetrate, and at a distance the noxious vapors
that have risen from the belching crater have been such
as to menace the health, if not actually the lives, of those
who inhale them." During the latter part of the Seventh
Month at least two slight eruptions occurred. A despatch
of the 28th says :

" Many people, both of the wealthier
classes and laborers, are leaving the island, fearing dis-

aster. The Government is still feeding 6,000 persons
"

A regular system of forwarding letters by carrier

pigeons has been established between some of the islands

of the New Zealand group. Each letter thus sent is to

be stamped, the cost of the stamps varying with the dis-

tance.

It is said that English is more and more taking the
place of French as the language of Russian Court circles.

The Czarina speaks English constantly, and the Czar also

likes to express himself in the same tongue.
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appear in the Receipts until I lie following week.

NOTICES.

The hour at which the meeting is held at Langhorn.
Pa., has been changed from 10 to 10.30 o'clock.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—During th

Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be open odI

on Second and Fifth-days from 3 to 6 P. M.

A MAN and eight year old son wish room and boar

with a private family, near Friends' Select School, 16t

and Cherry streets. Terms must be moderate.
Address " W," care of The Friend.

Situation wanted by a woman Friend as matron, mar

aging housekeeper, either public or private, or any pos

lion of trust. '

Address " R," office of The Friend.

The committee having charge of Spring River Acadeni

esires to engage the services of a suitable young Frien

serve as principal the coming year.

Address Levi Bowles, Clerk of Committee,

Galena, Kansas.

Wanted.—A teacher to take charge, for next term, c

the Monthly Meeting School at Sugar Grove, Indian;

Application may be made to Calvin Newlin,
Mooresville, Ind.

or Sarah T. Maxwell,
Plainfield, Ind.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term of Ih

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9tb, 1901

Early application should be made for admission of pnpili

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter has not al

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Principal. :

Western Quarterly Meeting or Friends.—The trai

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, 7.17 A. M.,

the 22nd instant, will be met at West Grove, to conve

(free of charge), those desiring to attend the Wester

Quarterly Meeting of Friends, to be held at London Grovt

Chester County, Pa. It would assist the committee i

those intending to come would inform by postal in ac

vance. Truman C. Moore,
George R. Chambers, \

Co, •litlee.

Died, Tenth Month 19, 1900, Milton Chamness, age

seventy-four years, one month, one day; a member c

Cottonwood Monthly Meeting of Friends, Kansas. H
was a firm believer in the ancient doctrines and principle

of Friends, and directed that his remains should be ir

terred in a plain coffin.

i
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A Shining Success.

Some would call Success the accomplish-

*nt of what one undertakes to accomplish.

Jne would call him a man of success, though

:,. off by death or accident, who was by sure

lips approaching the attainment of his en-

il.vor. Not that he had already attained or

^j already complete, but that he followed

I'ar, so that he might lay hold on that for

v|ich he was laid hold on by a higher Power.

r,) steadfast going on unto perfection was as

rph success in character as reaching the

II,—the will which morally contained the

|i|d was of the same spiritual virtue as the

Ijd had it been developed.

'i man bent on righteousness of life will

(]ard character as his goal, and would view

tiattainment as his success, were it not that

t every attainment in true righteousness

n serves to breed a noble discontent with

h; whereunto he has already attained; and

clhe would pass on to higher and higher

tiidards of character.

lappy for him if this following after right-

cjsness prove as a schoolmaster leading unto

itist, who alone is found to be that standard

firuth in character which will satisfy the

i|l of the searcher after the righteousness

f|;od.

|mong the multitudinous standards of suc-

e; in life among men, the image of Christ is

elup in the gospel as the one standard of

Ufess whereunto a man shall aim, if he

'ijld fulfill the law of his being. Conformity

Ditie likeness of Christ, who is the image of

M invisible (lod,— in short, a being made
hjstlike, is the one success for every human
hlacter, which is his business for life to

2Jh. It is the Divine reason for all our

i;ilations and all our appointed works. For

e:.re to do in order that we may be, and to

suffer in order that we may be, more and more
conformed unto the image of Ilim who calleth

us unto glory and virtue. If we obediently

keep his words we shall be growing like Him,

or "if we suffer we shall reign with Him."
Every dispensation in life under the sanctify-

ing turning and overturning of his Holy Spirit

has this end in view that his image may be

formed in us and our characters conformed to

his image. What men call failures in life may
be truest conditions of success. For if we
were successful in works we might boast, but

in successful suffering we are preserved in the

humility essential to the holiness of Christ's

spirit. "And if any man have not the Spirit

of Christ he is none of his." So there are

many turnings and overturnings in order that

we all may come "in the unity of the faith

and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto

a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature

of the fulness of Christ."

Herein there can be no rivalry among the

successful, except to rejoice when another

passes on nearer than we do to the mark of

the prize of the high calling. But no compe-

titor can displace us. No differences in worldly

success, no superiority of others in intellect

or culture or wealth can crowd out the way-

faring man though a fool, if his way is Christ,

from approaching where all may receive the

prize, where all may be crowned with the fruits

of his Spirit. This success is open to all con-

ditions; and worldly failures and disadvantages

may serve only to promote it. As silver is

tried, so acceptable men are tried, in the

furnace of affliction, till the silver is cleared

of its dross. And He who sits as a Refiner

and a Puiifier sees the purified silver made a

mirror of his own face;— so we all, with un-

tarnished face "reflecting as in a mirror the

glory of the Lord, are changed into the same

image from glory to glory,"—from character

to character,—"even by the spirit of the

Lord." An important part of the process of

being "changed into the same image" with

Christ, is that of faithfully reflecting the gra-

ces of his character and the behests of his

word and light, that may come upon us as mir-

rors made to reflect his features. If we will

not reflect these unto the welfare and enlight-

ening of others our usefulness as Christ's mir-

rors or reflectors will cease and unfaithfulness

to be responsive to the light of his counte-

nance will turn us again into the dulness of

dross and tin and reprobate silver. "Arise

and shine" when thy light is come "and glo-

ry of the Lord hath revealed it unto thee,"

Tlie Work of the Yearly Meeting's Committees.

Tokens of the faithful diligence with which

the Yearly Meeting's Committee is pursuing

the service of its appointment in many quar-

tes incidentally and occasionally reach us. It

may be disappointing to some readers that no

systematic account of the Committee's doings

and of the meetings appointed or visited iskeot

current or heralded in our columns. We have

been aware this would gratify both a pardon-

able curiosity and a not unworthy interest.

Yet, without asking counsel of advisers, the

editor has recognized in himself for the pres-

ent a secret check against regularly advertis-

ing the individual details of this spiritual con-

cern and movement. We might gain public

credit as a Yearly Meeting by exploiting our

activities, but we prefer for them the honor

which conies from God only. We believe He
is working his own work through servants and

handmaids all the more deeply and lovingly in

the hearts of our members, than if they were

turned outward from week to week, to have a

news-loving appetite over a Divine movement

so served as to promote a feeding on the sur-

face. Let us all rather dwell deep in living

exercise for the inward prosperity of Zion, and

leave the manifestation of it unto the Lord

for his due time.

From a member of the Y'early Meeting's

Committee we have received these words:
—"I

find myself desiring that we may not be found

deuending too much upon outward means, or

a spirit of crealurely activity, in this import-

ant work to which the Yearly Meeting has

called us as a Committee, but that each mind

the gift that is in him endeavoring through

Divine help to become more and more sancti-

fied for rendering that measure of service to-

ds the building up of the walls of our Zion

which all who are truly interested are called

upon to offer."

It had been my general practice to buy and

sell things really useful. Things that served

chiefly to please the vain mind in people I was

not easy to trade in. Seldom did it. And
whenever I did, I found it to weaken me as a

Christian.

—

John Woolman.
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A Remarkable Insckiftion.—One of the

most beautiful prayers yet found on Egyptian

monuments, is the following—one which shows

how deeply imbedded in the hearts of the people

was the belief in immortal life—that life finding

its most full expression in the never-dying sun:

"Ta-hebt prayeth to her lord of Eternity

saying: Hail to the Horns on the Horizon the

Self-Created one. Thou art indeed doubly

beautiful when thou shinest on the horizon,

thou makest bright the earth with thy beams,

and the gods shout with joy when they behold

thy beams. Let me come forth to meet thee;

let me behold thy beams and gaze upon thy

beautiful beams. I have come to thee, for I

would be with thee, and I would gaze on thy

disk every day. I am one of those who wor-

shipped thee on earth. 0, let me pass to the

land of eternity and to region of everlasting-

ness. Guide thou me, Ra, and do thou give

me the sweet breath of life."

A series of passages are then given as ex-

pressing this woman's mind:

"All my life since childhood I have walked

on the path of (jod. I have praised and adored

Him and ministered to the priests, his ser-

vants. My heart was true. I have not thrust

myself forward. I gave bread to the hungry,

drink to the thirsty, clothes to the naked. My
hand was open to all men. I honored my fa-

ther and loved my mother; and my heart was
at one with my townsmen. I kept the hungry
alive when the Nile was low." Thus statinsr

the doctrine on which this woman based her

hope of eternity.

—

London Daily News.

Far be it from us to place undue importance
upon any outward observances or conformity.

We know that religion does not consist

in these but in doing the will of God from the

heart, under the sanctifying power of that

living faith in our Lord Jesus Christ "which is

of the operation of God," and which nothing
else can give to the soul. But we also know
that it is the Divine will that our religious So-

ciety should be separated from the spirit and
the customs of the vain world in the particulars

of which we have been treating; and it is not

for us to choose out such requirements as we
please, or to say this is a small and unimoort-
ant matter, and I need not conform to it.

We must take his commandments as a whole,

or we shall practically reject his government.
We may try to excuse our deficiency by charg-
ing others with tithing the mint and rue and
anise and cummin, and neglecting the weightier
matters of the law; but if we refuse obedience
in rendering the tithe in what, from its seem-
ing littleness, is the nearest and closest test

of the entireness of our love and allegiance,

we may soon come to disregard justice, mercy
and truth; for he that is unfaithful in the

least is unfaithful also in much, and if we
wilfully reject one point of the Divine law we
may incur the guilt of the whole.

—

Thomas
Evans.

Thought is deeper than all speech.

Feeling deeper than all thought;
Souls to souls can never teach
What unto themselves was taught.

We are spirits clad in veils;

Man by man was never seen.

All our deep communion fails

To remove the shadowy screen.—Christopher Pease Cranch, in The Estray.

The Yearly Meeting's Committee of 1833.

To the Yearly Meeting:

The committee appointed to visit the subor-

dinate meetings report,—That dividing them-

selves into three parts, to one of which were
allotted the meetings in New Jersey, and to

the other two, those on the west side of the

Delaware, they visited the Quarterly, Monthly

and nearly all the Preparative meetings, and

also many meetings for worship within the lim-

its of this Yearly Meeting.

From inquiry and our own observation, it

appears that many of them have increased in

size since an early period after the Separation,

some remain nearly stationary, and a few have

become very small and weak. The situation

of this class, the committee believe, calls for

the serious attention of the superior meetings,

to consider whether their continuance is likely

to promote the welfare of the members or the

cause of Truth.

In the course of our visit we found that a

want of faithfulness in diligently attending

our religious assemblies is very generally ad-

mitted.

Many still in membership with us, not being

sufficiently impressed with the indispensable

duty of offering acceptable worship to our

Almighty Creator, frequently absent them-
selves, especially in the middle of the week.

This neglect prevails in some places to an

extent we had not anticipated, after the sift-

ing we had so recently passed through:—As the

vital interests of our religious society are inti-

mately connected with the constant and humble
discharge of this sacred duty, the committee
believe that such lamentable failure requires

the close attention of Monthly and Quarterly

Meetings to labor with the delinquents for

their reformation in that respect.

The love of the world and the eager pursuits

of business in town, and country are obvious

sources of weakness to which are attributable

in great degree this defection and the want
of a fervent engagement of spirit when as-

sembled which often renders our meetings
seasons of painful labor to the rightly exer-

cised, instead of being heartily devoted to the

cause of Christ. Such are burdens to the living

members, and greatly hinder the circulation

of a proper exercise in our meetings. Thus
the exaltation of truth is obstructed, and the

seeking minds of the youth, and others are in

danger of being discouraged by their not ob-

taining that spiritual consolation and strength

which might otherwise be experienced in our

religious meetings.

We found very little exception to the preva-

lence of love and harmony; many Friends being

closely united in a sincere engagement of mind
for the preservation of our Society on its orig-

inal foundation, the support of its testimonies

and the administration of its discipline conform-
ably to the spirit in which it was instituted.

Yet the necessity of pressing after an increase

of that fellowship which stands in Christ Jesus,

our holy Head, and which only can qualify for

united travail and labor in his cause, has been
much impressed on our minds, especially as

we have witnessed the languor of those who
seem disposed to take their ease, now the per-

turbations produced by discontent, and insub-

ordination have subsided.

The education of the youth in a manner con-

sistent with our profession appeared to the co

mittee to need more deep religious concern

restraining them from things which unfit th

minds for receiving the visitations of Div

love, and taking the yoke of Christ upon the

To the want of an experimental acquaintai

in many parents with the regulating power
the cross may often be traced the alienat

of the children from the ways of Truth, e

the little hope which some give that they v

conform to its testimonies.

It was a satisfaction however, to obser

that in most meetings there are children wh(

becoming behaviour and plainness evince 1

endeavours of their caretakers to dischai

their duty faithfully; and we believe, amc
the members generally the practice of readi

the Holy Scriptures is increasing.

Some inquiry was made into the present st

of our testimony against the unnecessary i

of ardent spirits; although it appears that l^

practice of using it as a drink is almost ah

doned by Friends, yet in many of the meetii

;

there remain some members who still give

:

to their workmen on particular occasions.

Even this custom however, is declining, i i

the opinion was expressed in a few meetinj

that in another season for labor it would s

further lessen.

Friends were encouraged to persuade th

who give it, to make the attempt to gatl

their crops and perform other labor with.:

it, and to clear their hands effectually of ;

baneful consequences arising from the use

this pernicious article.

It appeared to the committee that a nn

strict investigation into this matter involv
;

as it does the dearest interests of families, ; 1

of society, would be attended with benefic'l

results both to individuals, and to the advan-

ment of this testimony.

The support of the discipline against th'i

who have seceded from us, and other offende,

appears to have been generally entered uji

in most parts, with a zeal becoming its -

portance. Yet we apprehend there is Dii

of greater faithfulness in some meetings )

enforce the discipline. The exertions f

Friends have been laborious and indefatigal,

and we hope that the spirit of meekness 5

attended, enabling them to endure patien.'

the reproaches which have been freely ct

upon them. From the unprecedented num

of cases and disownments there is howe'

reason to apprehend, in some meetings 3

danger of falling into a formal manner i

transacting the concerns of the discipline Jt

tending to the honor of Truth or the real n-

fare of the body, for want of dwelling un^r

a proper sense that it is the Lord's work d
can only be rightly conducted as l<'riends s

engaged to apply for the aid and directionf

his Holy Spirit, which gives wisdom, and -

thority, and is to be waited for in all our -

ligious meetings.

The small number of members who att'l

some meetings, where there is a large she

of labour to be performed has induced Frie s

to appoint those to services who do not m;-

tain all our testimonies in their conduct :i

appearance, which we believe to be a sou e

of weakness injurious to the individuals th;
-

selves, lessening the dignity of our professi

,

and the obligations of the discipline, and 1

1

it calls for increased caution and care.
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The practice of some of our members attend-

ig the meetings of the Separatists at the time

marriages has claimed the consideration of

le committee, and we believe it proper to

ill the attention of the Yearly Meeting to the

ibject.

The general activity now prevailing on re-

gious subjects by which tiie spiritual strength
' young convinced Friends may be dissipated,

id their growth obstructed:—the union of

riends with others in works of benevolence:

-the temptations held out by popular lectur-

es to draw the voung people to assemblies

•ofessedly for religious or moral purposes, by

hich our testimony against a hired or man
ade ministry may be laid waste:—the prac-

ce of Friends engaging in employments which

)bar them from regularly attending their re-

|ious meetings:—the departure from Chris-

m moderation, in the extensive pursuit of

Dfldly business, in the great increase of lux-

y and splendor in living, and entertainments,

id the various allurements to vice, and to

lices of diversion;—are subjects which ap-

ar to the committee to demand the very ser-

js and heartfelt concern of every member of

;e Society, that we may be preserved a peo-

jj holding up a consistent testimony to the

jrity and simplicity of the truth as it is in

i3us.— As a means of counteraciing the

ream of degenerating from Christian princi-

5) and practice, we believe a more familiar

|]uaintance than many possess with the his-

fy, and writings of our Society which set

r;th the nature and ground of our religious

;|.timonies would be found highly advanta-

h\i3.

jjur minds were introduced into tender sym-

[j,;hy with the faithful burden-bearers whose

ajTiber in many places is small, and the

^ight of concern and labor which devolves

))them great, both as regards the due sup-

|)ft of the discipline and the holding of their

iijetings for Divine worship in a manner be-

slning believers in the spirituality of the gos-

ft dispensation.

iV'here few experienced Friends are left to

kl forward the younger members in the af-

f;;s of the church, the committee believe

tit if the advice was properly regarded,
'

' that

Fiends stand open to the leadings of the love

o]jod, through Jesus Christ our Lord, and

wjjn in that they feel their minds drawn to sit

vrh any of their neighboring Monthly or

Qiirterly meetings, that they attend thereto,"

m;h advantage would accrue to some, who
tbpgh desirous to see the cause prosper, re-

qre the help of those who are skilled in the

iiiipline, and usages of the Society.

[otwithstanding the ravages of the spirit

oinSdelity and the numerous imperfections

(Vi|have still to lament among us, there are

Bv^ences that the Lord continues to be gra-

cils to the remnant of his heritage in that he

iaret pleased to regard the poor and the

nejly in their distress, and to lay hi's Divine

hail upon sons, and upon daughters.

I
afforded much satisfaction to find that

thle is a large number of middle aged, and
yoiig members, of both sexes, within the com-
paj of this Yearly Meeting whose appearance
an|Solid deportment give proof of their love

to heir Divine Lord and Master. To these,

thUestimonies of Truth, and the welfare of

th( Society are precious; and they furnish a

hopeful prospect of a succession of laborers,

who. if they keep their places in all humility
will be instrumental in the Lord's hand in re-

pairing the desolation produced by an evil

heart of unbelief, and in carrying forward the
work of reformation in the earth.

In compliance with our appointments we
have endeavoured to discharge the duties, by
communicating our sense of the states of meet-
ings, laboring for the removal of such things
as are prejudicial, and promoting an individual

concern for the restoration of primitive pur-

ity and spirituality amongst us; and we may
thankfully acknowledge that ability was also

furnished at times to offer the language of

comfort and encouragement. The labors of

the committee were kindly received, and we
believe the concern of the Yearly Meeting was
seasonable.

Signed by — Ruth Ely, Mercy Ellis, Abigal
ISarker, Hannah (Jibbons, Martha Jefferis, Jane
Bettle, Mary Allinson, Hannah I'aul, Elizabeth

I'itfield, 11. Regina Shober, Hannah Warring-
ton, Jr., Hinchman Haines, Thomas Wister,

Joseph Whitall, Thomas Stewardson, Samuel
Bettle, Benjamin Cooper, John Comfort, Ezra
Comfort, Robert Scotton, Thomas Kite, Wil-

liam Evans, Thomas Evans.

Philadelphia, Fourth Month 13th, 183;i

Thomas Wilson.

Thomas Wilson, of Ireland, was born in

Cumberland and educated in the profession of

the ('hurch of England. While a youth he

had great hungerings after righteousness, and
the true knowledge of the living (Jod, and his

son, Jesus Christ; and went with great dili-

gence to hear the priests, and carefully minded
what was spoken. If he heard of a priest

that was noted for a good man, and preached

two sermons in one day, he would go some-

times eight miles on foot after hearing the

morning sermon, to hear another in the af-

ternoon; and the more he sought to hear,

the more his hunger and thirst increased, so

that he was sensible of great poverty of si)irit.

In the time of singing psalms a thoughtful-

ness came over him, that men should be made
holy before they could rightly sing to the

praise and glory of Cod; and he was stopped

from singing them, through a godly sorrow

which was in his heart, with secret cries and

humble prayers to the living God of heaven and

earth, for the knowledge of the way of salva-

tion. In this state he travailed in great god-

ly sorrow, weary of the heavy load of sin, as

also of the doctrines and worships of men's

making; and many texts of Scripture being

opened to his understanding, he began to see

that which was not of faith was sin, even in

points of worship, and the pretended service

to the great God. Being thus made sensible

that too many of the doctrines of the Church

in which he was educated, were precepts of

men's making; and that "God is a Spirit, and

they that worship Him must worship Him in

spirit and in truth;" this worship he greatly

longed to know; and conversed with priests

thereon, but they could not direct him where

to find it. But after long travail of spirit,

and great concern of soul, the Lord was gra-

ciously pleased to make him sensible, that what

it was to be known of God, was manifested in

man.

About this time he went into an evening
meeting of the people called Quakers, with
strong desires in his mind to the Lord, that if

it was the true way of salvation which this
people preached, he might have some inward
feeling and testimony thereof in his own heart.
After sitting some time in silence a Friend be-
gan to speak, directing and exhorting to an
inward waiting upon the Lord in faith to re-

ceive power from Him over every unclean
thought, by which heavenly nower, they might
glorify and jiraise the name of the Lord,
through the ability of his own free gift. This
Thomas understood to be the holy word of
grace, which the apostle prcsached, and to

which he turned the minds of the people; and
he felt his soul much in love therewith, saying
in his heart, "This is what I greatly wanted."
The Lord's power arose in the meeting to the
breaking and tendering of his heart; and in-

ward cries were raised in him to this effect,

"U Lord, create in me a clean heart." Now
his heart was opened, and he felt the Lord's
fierce anger because of sin; and he was made
willing to love, and dwell under, his righteous
judgments, being truly convinced that was the

way to come to the mercy seat. He saw he
was to cease from the doctrines of men, and
mind the gift which was in him, and sit down
among Friends in their silent meeting.s, to wait
on the Lord in retiredness of mind, for his

heavenly teachings and holy leadings; in the

performance of which inward. Divine, and
heavenly worship, he, with many more young
people, was convinced of the inward work of

God, and turned to the Lord with all their

hearts.

Those who attended this meeting from time
to time, became very tender and heavenly-

minded, and in great love with each other; the

heart-tendering power of the Lord being re-

newedly felt, inwardly revealed, when no

words were spoken.

This our friend being thus raised up and
qualified, came forth in a public testimony;

and was concerned not only to travel and visit

many parts of thi« nation, Scotland and Ire-

land, but also America; which he visited twice,

in company with James Dickinson. He left

there many seals of his ministry, which was
sound, plain, and powerful, frequently attend-

ed with a heavenly sweetness, as he was Di-

vinely enabled to open the mysteries of life

and salvation. He was also richly endowed
with the spirit of supplication, in which he

was drawn forth in great tenderne.'ss and fer-

vency of spirit; not only on behalf of Christ's

church and people, but for mankind in general.

After more than forty years of labor, his

natural strength decayed, and towards the close

of his time, having not long been returned

from a journey of ten months through many
parts of England, he expressed himself thus:

—

"Now I rejoice in that I have served the Lord

in my day; and as I have labored to promote

the truth in my generation, I feel great peace

from the Lord flowing in my soul, and am
thankful that I have been made willing to serve

him."

He was taken ill about the Eleventh Month.

1724, and continued weakly for several months;

in which time he uttered many weighty ex-

pressions and at several times was concerned

in fervent prayer for the young and rising

generation that they might be faithful wit-
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intercellular air-spaces, stream upward soij-

times for a length of six feet. Before th^
leaves have been whipped to tatters by

3

waves, their place is supplied by new ones fil)

the lateral buds. These lateral buds be|i

to push out for themselves, and branch i^

rebranch until in a few years the rocks a

covered by a patch of eel-grass, in turn sei-

ing out its seeds to anchor and begin life. 1

Now begins the accumulation of debii.

Stones and pebbles being carried alongshe
by the current, odds and ends of seaweeds ;^

all the multifarious small drift of the sh'e

are caught in the network of stems and wy
leaves. The larger stones may themsel's

serve as footholds upon which the stems cli'p

higher and wave their leaves higher in ;e

water. Every stone entangled serves to s|p

more pebbles and sand, and, as the mass C'-

tinues to pile up, the stems are at last burd
deep under it; but as long as the tips of je

leaves wave free the plant thrives. On alirit

any of our beaches there may be found •-

tween tide-lines tufts of slender leaves app

ently growing in the sand, but in rea

anchored to the rock a yard, perhaps, belc

The result of the accumulations, then'

that the water is made shallower, so tit

though the pounding of the heavv seas ufl

the shore is lessened, the waves still raceii

over the shallows and carry up the sma.r

particles to deposit them on the beach. It

the same time, even though the littoral db
be not held permanently by the eel-grass, k
the time required for it to pass the place, id

hence its chance of contributing to the bea|,

is increased. Shoaler and shoaler grows e

water, the shore line advancing as a |w

beach, and finally —the littoral current beg
deflected seaward and the wave deposition ci-

tinuing—the terrace that was is overlaid l.a

sand-flat. That the long, hemp-like fibre:)!

eel-grass lend coherence to the mass of sid

and stones in which they are imbedded ist-

tested by the fact that where as above, ''a

find a clump of eel-grass half-buried in le,

sand, the level of the sand within the ch'p

is often several inches above that of the !>

rounding beach.

nesses for the Truth in their day. He expressed

his concern that Eriends should live agreeably

to the doctrine of Christ; and that the good
order established among us might be kept up
and maintained and that all diiferences and

disorders might be kept out of the Church.

Among many weighty expressions, he said,

'The Lord's goodness fills my heart, which

gives me an evidence and assurance of my
everlasting peace in his kingdom, with my
ancient friends, who are gone before me, with

whom I had sweet comfort in the work of the

gospel." Notwithstanding our friend had been

eminently attended with the power of Truth,

and had great service several ways, he would

speak very humbly of himself, ascribing all

the honor to the Lord, saving, "Although the

Lord hath made me serviceable in his hand,

what I trust in is the mercy of God in Jesus

Christ," and added, some friends sitting by

him, "The Lord visited me in my young years,

and I felt his power, which hath been with me
all along and I am assured He will never leave

me, which is my comfort."
He deceased the twentieth of the Third

Month 1725, aged about seventy-one years.

He was a minister about forty-five years.

Wings By and By.—"Walter," said a gen-
tleman on a ferry-boat to a poor, helpless

cripple, "how is it, when you cannot walk,

that your shoes get wornV"
A blush came over the poor boy's pale face.

but after hesitating a moment he said: "My
mother has younger children, sir; and when
she is out washing, I amuse them by creeping

about on the floor and playing."

"Poor boy!" said a lady standing near, not
loud enough, as she thought, to be overheard.

"What a life to lead! What has he in all the

future to look forward to?

The tear started in his eye, and the bright

smile that chased it away showed that he did

hear her. As she passed by him to step on
shore he said, in a low voice, but with a

smile; "I am looking forward to having wings
some day, lady."

Happy Walter! Poor, crippled, and de-

pendent on charity, yet performing his mis-

sion; doing, in his measure, the Master's will,

patiently waiting for the future, he shall by
and by. "mount up with wings as eagles; shall

run and not be weary; shall walk and not be
faint."

Living Beyond One's Means.—Whenever a
man undertakes habitually to express more
than he really feels, and to act on a belief or
a principle that does not really control him,
whether it be in worship or in conduct, he is

"living beyond his means." The result is

just as certain in this as in all other cases.

The moral fibre is weakened, conscience is

subsidized or dethroned, and the man becomes
a hypocrite. These considerations indicate
one of the dangers of excessive ritual on the
one hand and of abnormal religious excitement
and eccentric religious methods on the
other.

In religion, as in all things, men should first

of all be real. The "morbid disposition to live

beyond one's means" is an evil constantly and
prayerfully to be guarded against, in the
church as well as in the drawing-room and the
market place.— The Churchman. I

LIGHT.
Touch with gentlest light my feeble eye,

Fount of truth, my conscious spirit bless.

Let me reflect Thy mildest majesty.

As thought awakens to Thy fond caress.

The world of mind rejoices in Thy light,

Angels and men their radiance find in Thee,

Come fill my powers with all pervading might.
Let potent secrets be revealed in me.

What marvels crown my life, exalted, free.

What sumptuous feasts regale the leisured

throng.

What ceaseless, countless, endless joys I see

Attend Thy triumphs with the victor's song.

Thy light must shine, the dark before Thee flee.

Knowledge and power and multiples of prayer.
Perpetual gems beside the crystal sea,

Adorn the temple-home with beauty rare.

H. T. M.
Beamsville, Ont.

Beach Building by the Eel-grass.

Ralph Erwin Gibbs, in the American Natura-
list, gives an interesting description of the
methods of Phyllospadix (eel-grass) in beach-
building. His attention was first directed to

a small brown object which bore, at first sight,

a rude resemblance to a beetle's head with
rigid, bristle-fringed antennje, clinging to a

branch. Closer examination, however, showed
that it was the seed or fruit of some flowering

plant, and that the unique contrivance of arms
and bristles was an interesting example of

dissemination mechanism. Further research
showed that it was the ripe fruit of the eel-

grass, and an investigation was begun. It was
found that as soon as the seed is ready to

germinate it is cast loose from the plant, ready
for a fixed abiding place. Along the coast are
various species of corallines ea-weeds which
abound wherever there are rocks between
tides. They have slender, lime-impregnated
stems, made flexible by being broken into short
joints, and constricted between the joints like

a string of coral beads; and they form an intri-

cate, turf-like growth over the wave-washed
rock. When the eel-grass fruit, hurried land-

ward by a wave, blunders against a tip of the
seaweed, there is a fair chance that the stem
will slip into the crotch of one of the arms
of the seed. The many barbs on the arms
unite to hold the seed in place, and thus the
seed is safely planted.

The seedling now has a start in life, yet has
no root. Its leaves are put forth, and whipped
back and forth by the waves, are gradually
beaten to shreds, and replaced by others.

Roots are finally put forth, two in number,
soon followed by others. After they have be-

come nearly an inch long they begin to pro-
duce, near their tips, a dense, woolly covering
of root-hairs, and when one of them comes in

contact with any object, these hairs spread
over the surface touched, binding the root to

it. The plant now has a firm hold on life.

Thenceforth it creeps along the rock where
it has taken hold, taking as it goes, a firm

grip upon every inch. At each node it bears
a leaf, and at each of the short internodes
produces, on one side a supra-axillary bud, and
on the other an "epaulette" of six or eight
roots. Thus the stem, although in itself weak
and brittle, keeps a close, broad grasp upon
the rock, while the wiry leaves, buoyed by

Do Good Now.— Samuel Johnson wi:y

said: "He who waits to do a great deabf

good at once, will never do anything." ]|'e

is made up of little things. It is but onciin

an age that occasion is offered for a gut

deed. True greatness consists in being gut

in little things. How are railroads built? :y

one shovelful of dirt after another; one she 1-

ful at a time. Thus, drops make the ocn.

Hence, we should be willing to do a little g'd

at a time, and never "wait to do a great ul

of good at once." If we would do much g'd

in the world we must be willing to do gooiin

little things, little acts one after anotlr;

speaking a word here, giving a tract thie,

and setting a good example at all times; 'e

must do the first good thing that the WitHS

for good shows us to do, and then the n t,

and the next, and so keep on doing. Thiis

the way to accomplish anything. Thus dy

shall we do all the good in our power.

—

Sekc /.

He that cannot forgive others, breaks le

bridge over which he needs to pass him; f;

for every man has need of forgiv
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Nathaniel S. Shaler on Valor.

jThe interest in which N. S. Shaler's poem
c" Valor" was in part quoted in our recent No.

i, appears shared by the Hartford Times in

(e following remarks:

jIn these times when political orators' mouths
„i ceaselessly sounding the praise of military

[.rformance in the time of the Civil War, in

(ba and in the I'hillippines, and when not a

Jek passes without some public discourse of

tit sort from the President of the United

twites, it is good to have a public reminder
tilt, after all, the man with a gun is not nec-

ejiarily the greatest of heroes.

One of the ablest scientific men of the

dintry is Professor Nathaniel S. Shaler of

Frvard University. In zoology and geology

n American outranks him; but he is a broad-

nlided and philosophic thinker, who has writ

t;. books with such titles as ''The Nature of

liellectual Property." "The interpretation of

vjture," "A Study of the American Common-
iVilth" and "Study of Life and Death." Pro-

(W Shaler has no public reputation as a

)::t, but recently he appeared as a poet of

;| occasion at the Phi Beta Kappa exercises

it]ambridge, and the title of his poem was
'lalor." It is not a composition of the Kip-
i!j variety.

I'rofessor Shaler is one of many millions of

^5ible Americans who are weary of all this

d: about the glory of having some time worn
,|iiform on a battlefield. He is ready to give
Iproper praise to men who have risked their

ns to save the life of their country— an op-

cunity which has come to no American, by
l^way, in the last thirty-seven years. It is

d to clasp the hands with such heroes, but

H-e is a finer thing than that,

'rofessor Shaler recounts in his fine verse
tiies of what seems to him the noblest hero-

ii| One of that of a surgeon in the Ccnfed-
rle army, who, after the most faithful ser-

11, was falsely accused of having sought to

»ad yellow fever contagion in the Northern
ties. Accused and reviled through long
Bs, he held his peace—refusing even to de-
)rhe base charge.

rofessor Shaler is a Southern man by birth,

I the physician of whom he speaks did he-
liwork when Memphis was scourged by the
sliw fever. The other examples of true va •

ilvhich he mentions are equally impressive.
bi' all point to the admonition near the end
'jie poem:

1

" Let not our eyes

I

blinded by war's flame, nor be our ears
jiUed by its drums and trumpets till forgot
uhe plain lesson of our peaceful days,

j
what is fellow-man who knows not war,

no faithful does his tasks with faithful heart,
\d so gains valor for all fields we win."

) these days, when mere glory-grabbing too
tji passes for the noblest sacrifice and the
Kst public service Professor Shaler's les-

rjihould be heeded. It is not the man who
\|r knew what it is to be in absolute want
jdoliar who should preach to us unceasing-
Jjjut "the strenuous life," nor does achie ve-
il of any sort become more meritorious be-
ll*! attention is called to it by drums, trum-
t.or any other form of advertising.

IjERY duty we omit obscures some truth
jiould have knov,n.—Ruskin.

A Remedy for Moths.
We were examining our wardrobe after the

summer and found, to our surprise and grief,
many of our choicest articles of apparel sadly
damaged by tho moths. In the midst of our
trouble, and the discussion as to the modes
of protection against moths, which had been
handed down by tradition, Aunt Julia came in.

"Aunt Julia, how do you keep your winter
clothing from the moths?" we both asked
eagerly, as that good lady proceeded to lay
aside her handsome shawl, which looked as
fresh as ever after seven years' wear.

"1 used to suffer from moths as much as any
one, once," replied Aunt Julia, taking her
knitting from her little basket, and sitting
down; "but I found a recipe in an old-fashioned
book which has relieved me of much .solicitude
on the subject. It was many years before I

could be persuaded to try it. In my young
days money was not quite as plenty as now,
but provisions were cheap, and a farmer's
daughter began her married life better supplied
with linen, blankets and bed quilts, than many
a jewel-decked city belle. As I was an only
daughter, and was not married too young, a
noble pile of blankets, feather beds, bed-quilts,
etc., became my portion. For many years
after we removed to the city, I used to dread
my summer work of airing beds, and packing
very fine home-made blankets and quilts stuffed
with the softest down. I tried snuft', tobacco,
camphor, pepper, and cedar chips, and yet, as
we changed our place of residence several
times, some -colony of moths, old squatters
among the beams of the garret, or in some
unobserved scrap of woolen cloth, would per-
forate tiny holes in my choicest possessions."
"Why, Aunt Julia, I thought you had a

cedar closet."

"Yes, when we moved into our new house;
but by that time my closet was too small for
my increased wealth, and till I used this recipe,
I seldom passed a year without some moth
holes, but now I have not seen one in nine
years."

"What was it, Aunt? Have you the book?
or can you repeat it from memory? It is too
late to save these things, but I will write it

down, and try it next spring." So saying,
Anna took out her little recipe book and pen-
cil, while Aunt Julia prepared to recall the
moth preventive.

"The book was an old one with the title ob-
literated, and title-page torn out by some care-
less child, but the directions were these:

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt

"Put lay up for yourselves treasures in

heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth cor-

rupt, and where thieves do not break through
nor steal."

"0! Aunt Julia, is that all? How does that
help the matter?"

"Wait, Anna, and hear my story out. One
day, as I was mourning over my choicest blan-

kets, eaten by the moths, and airing my down
bed-quilts, and feather-beds, which have been
rendered obsolete by the introduction of spring
mattresses, as I stood ready to cry with vex-
ation to see my choicest articles eaten in the
most conspicuous places, as you have ex-

perienced to-day, my eye rested on an old Bible,

which lay on the top of a barrel of pamphlets
in the garret, I opened it, and almost un-

consciously read the recipe for avoiding moths
which I have given you to-day. I then recol-
lected that they seldom troubled the clothing
in frequent use, and the articles which caused
me so much care were not needed twice a
year. Then I thought of Sophy Baker, with her
large family and sick husband. They had been
burned out the spring before, and were just
entering upon a cold, long winter of poverty.
I sat down and writing her a note, sent two
feather beds and four blankets, and an 'old-
fashioned coverlid.' that very day; and two
more blankets I dispatched to a poor old rheu-
matic neighbor, whose destitution had never
occurred to me before. I then began to breathe
freely; and before another week, two more
blankets were gone to comfort tired limbs and
aching hearts. The cast-off coat.s, cloaks, and
old pieces of carpeting which had long lain in

my garret, were given to the deserving poor.
A bag of woolen stockings and socks, which
had been kept for cleaning brass, were sent to
a charity institution, never again to become a
temptation to tho moths. I inquired par-
ticularly the next year, and found the beds and
blankets were in such excellent preservation,
that I cheerfully laid up more of my surplus
property 'in heaven,' and out of the way of
moth and mould. Aly cedar closet and trunks
hold all I wish to pre.serve, and when they be-
gin to run over I commit more articles to the
keeping of ray widowed and fatherless ac-
quaintances."

"But, Aunt Julia, yours is a peculiar case.
You had the home-made outfit of a rich farmer's
daughter, and could not expect to make use of
it; besides, the Bible don't encourage wasting
our goods extravagantly."

"I do not think the Bible leans to what is

called the extravagant side. The rest of the
chapter following the verse I have quoted gives
little encouragement to much forethought,
either in food or raiment, and in another place
says, 'He that hath two coats, let him impart
to him that hath none.' This rule leaves little

to pack away in a cedar closet. In my opinion
God's providence is far from encouraging ex-
tensive accumulation either of money or pos-
sessions, especially among Christians. Fire
and flood, drought, mildew and moth, stand
ready to rebuke that spirit of covetousness
which the Lord abhorreth."

"Surely, Aunt Julia, you wouldn't have me
give away the new furs you gave me yourself
last winter."

"No my child; but let us examine for a
moment this moth-ealen pile. Here are three
coats of your husband's which he never could
wear again."

"Those are for fishing, Aunt."
"How often does he fish?"

"Once in four or five years perhaps," said

Anna, looking slightly discomfited.

"Well here is a bag of outgrown, shrunken
socks and stockings, and these old dresses of

Ada's, and those overcoats of the boys, that 1

heard you say were unfit for wear, even on
the playground; and besides I think you re-

marked that the whole difficulty originated in

an old carpet, which had been harboring moths
many years, when it might have been out of

harm's way upon some poor widow's floor."

"Well, .Aunt I believe you are half right."

Try my rule, .Anna; not after your property

is ruined, but when you find you can spare it
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—even at the risk of sending some of your

treasure to heaven before you have obtained

all you could from its use. Many an old gar-

ret have I known to be infested with moths,

ruining hundreds of dollars worth of valuable

articles, when the whole evil might be traced

to an old coat, or carpet, selfishly or carelessly

withheld from the poor. We are God's stew-

ards, and our luxuries are not siven us to feed

a 'covetousness which is idolatry;' but are tal-

ents which may be increased ten times before

the great day of final account. When people

ask me how to prevent moths, I always long

to say, 'Lay up your treasures in heaven,' be-

cause I have found from experience it is a

sure and convenient way."
"Well, Aunt, I own I never thought much

about it before as a matter of Christian duty.

I will, try, before another year, to confine my
case to the articles I need, and shall hope for

better success."

—

Common People.

One Day With a Busy Spider.

Araneina began the construction of her net

by sticking a tiny bit of gum about eighteen

inches from the right end of the window sash,

which was four feet wide and was raised two
feet from the sill. This she effected by touch-

ing the spot with one of her spinnerets. Then
fastening the end of her thread to this gum,

and spinning out the line as she went—hold-

ing it ofl" with one of her hind feet, which

are fitted with tiny combs for the purpose

—

she proceeded to form within this open space

a square, three corners of which were fastened

respectively to the sash, frame, and sill of the

window, wfiile the fourth was held in place by

guy ropes attached above and below. So much
of the snare completed, she went over her

square rapidly, but with the greatest care,

strengthening it by adding additional strands

as she sped along, for this framework was to

maintain the weight of the completed struc-

ture.

Araneina now ran back to her original start-

ing place and dropped down on her thread to

the opposite corner of the square and attached

the end there. Ascending this same line, with-

out making any measurements she now fast-

ened an end of the thread exactly halfway and

carried it to the top, holding it off from the

other line with the hindmost right leg and

carrying it out about an inch to the right and
fastening it to the line at the top, thus form-

ing with the line drawn clear across and inter-

sected in the middle, a third spoke of what
would eventually resemble a wheel within the

square. With the utmost rapidity she ran

down her last spoke and carried up another

line as before, repeating this process again

and again until she had gone clear around the

This much accomplished, Araneina, without

stopping a moment to rest or admire her

work, ran to the center of the web and began
to spin a spiral line around the spokes of her

wheel, the turns of ttie spiral being as far

apart as she could conveniently reach. She
climbed across from one ray to the next, hold-

ing her thread carefully away from that all-

ready placed, till she reached the right point,

where she touched the spokes with her spin-

nerets and fastened the cross thread to them,

accomplishing all this in much less time than

it has taken to describe it.

The spiral having been carried to the out-

side of the web, she began there another and

a closer one, spun from thread of a different

kind, the first liaving been smooth, while the

latter was covered with a sticky liquid which
collected on it in drops and caused it to ad-

here to anything that it touched. After going

around a few times this spiral would have

crossed the one that was spun first—which was
merely a scaffolding to hold the structure

while the permanent lines were placed— ex-
cept that, as she came to the old spiral she

tore it away, leaving only little rags, almost

imperceptible, attached to the spokes. Begin-

ning thus at the outside, she was able to cover

the entire net with adhesive threads without

stepping on them. And now, having tautened

up the entire structure by running a few guy
ropes from the outside frame of the web to the

sills, sash and casement of the window. Ara-

neina came down to the centre of the net, and,

hanging head down, waited for her breakfast

to come along and serve itself.

—

Pearson's

Magazine.

John Clibborn.

John Clibborn, son of William Clibborn, was
born near Cowley, in the County of Durham,
in 1C23; and in the year 1649 went into Ire-

land, a soldier in Cromwell's army. In 1653
he married Margaret Crow, at Newry, Prov-

ince of Ulster, and settled at Moate Grenoge,

County of Westmeath. Pride appears to have
been one of his faults, and finding that the

people called Quakers had a meeting house on
his land, he was much displeased; for he, with

many others, looked on them, not only with

contempt, but aversion, and determining to

banish them from his premises, he resolved to

burn their meeting house. Humanity forbade

his doing this on the day assigned for general

public worship, when the people might be as-

sembled in the house; but, on another day of

the week he provided himself with fire, and
went thither. To his surprise he found Friends

assembled, and one of them, Thomas Loe, was
preaching. He threw the fire away, went in,

sat down behind the door, and was touched
with what he heard. His wife asking him on
his return, if he had burned the Quaker's
meeting house, he said: "No; but if you will

come to meeting with me next Sunday, and do

not like it, I shall go with you to church the

Sunday following. " She accompanied her hus-

band to meeting; Thomas Loe again preached.

Both John Clibborn and his wife received the

truth of his doctrine into their hearts, and he-

came members of that Society which had been
the object of such displeasure and dislike.

This was about the year 1658. John Clibborn

sometime after attended a general meeting in

the same meeting house, and perceiving it in-

conveniently crowded, addressed the assem-
bly: "Friends, if you put up with this house
now, you shall have a larger next time."

And soon after fulfilled his promise by build-

ing, at his own expense, a meeting house
which, with a lot of ground adioining for a

burial place, he bequeathed to Friends for

ever; and in this graveyard were deposited the

remains of his wife Margaret, in the year 1661.

In 1664 he took to wife Dinah English,

daughter of Thomas English, of Turphlean,

County Westmeath. He was a man of exem-

plary conduct, generous and open-hearte( lib-

eral to the poor of all denominations, and'os-

pitable, especially to those strangers who ffle

on errands of love, preaching the gosp'of

peace; useful in his own society, andiihis

neighborhood, where he was beloved an 'es-

teemed. His situation in the time of the'vil

wars in Ireland, was pecularly precariouiind

perilous; being only a few miles from Atbbe,

where the Irish army had established o
i of

their principle garrisons, from whence ii'^ed

parties which distressed the country. Thi ^r,

also, the Raparees brought their priso.rs.

John Clibborn and his friends continuecfor

some time, at great hazard, to keep ui;he

meeting at his house where succoring :iny

and endued with patience and courage, h.re-

mained till he was dragged in the nigh! by

the hair of his head, from that home \!ich

had afforded an asylum to the distressed om
which was now the spoil of the plundereriiind

of the flames. His own life was attented

three times by those blood-thirsty men, -ho

at length, desperate in their wickedness aid

his head on a block and raising the ha bet

prepared to strike the fatal blow. Hire-

quested a little time. His request was gra?d.

The pious man kneeled down, and in the vrds

of the first martyr, prayed that this sin r^ht

not be laid to their charge. He prayediot

for his own life. With the prospect of a|et-

ter world before him, and being harassecjnd

persecuted in this, perhaps he did not wi. it

to be prolonged. Just then another partar-

arrived, and inquired, "Who have youjot

there?" The answer was "Clibborn." "ib-

born!" re-echoed they; "a hair of his !ad

shall not be touched." Thus escaping withis

life, though stripped almost naked, he wra|)ed

a blanket about him, presented himself bdre

the officer who commanded the garriso at

Athlone, and informed him of the treat at

he had met with. It is probable that sor of

the military united with the banditti in ijse

acts of violence, for the officer desired ihn

Clibborn to point out the man or men whoiad

committed this outrage, and they shou be

hanged before his hall-door. This the beifo-

lent sufferer refused to do; declaring that,o;iig

them no ill-will, he desired not to do ther:he

smallest injury, and that all he wanted as,

that his neighbors and himself might be all 'ed

to live unmolested. This good man saw an-

quility restored to the land, and thankfullin-

joyed that blessing, which those who ive

witnessed its interruption can best apprecte.

He was diligent in attention to religious dies,

preserved in unity with his friends, and in ive

to all mankind, to the end of his long fe,

which closed, at the age of eighty-two, ;he

22nd of the Fifth Month, 1705, at his hse

at Moate Grenoge.

Copied Seventh Month 11th, 1902.

A.

How to Write the Year in Roman,

"How do you write this year in Rom;?'

said one puzzled man to another puzzled in.

when the two were trying to discover om

the inscription on a public building the tir of

its dedication.

"That's easy," said the other, glad to ira

his craning neck in another direction, an be-

gan to write it out on the back of an envepe-

"M—that's for thousand; D—for five an-
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|- CCCC—for four hundred; I— for one,

there you have it: MDCCCCI.

Yes," said the man who asked, "but not

' enough. Now see. How do you write

iteen?" The other wrote down XIX.

)W put thousand instead of ten, hundred

ead of one, and thousand instead of ten

in. What have you?" The other had writ-

MCM. "Now add one to it, and you get

HI—M for thousand, CM for a hundred less

1 a thousand— nine hundred, and I for one.

re is 1901."

But they both give it; mine tells it just as

I."

It is too long; mine's more correct."

Prove it."

ust then the man vtfho knows happened

e. To make the story short this man knew
to write 1901. "You are both right,"

said with a pitying smile, "both are al-

,>d."

—

Selected.

OME Courtesy.—Why should we treat

!e whom we love, and with whom we as-

'ate familiarly every day, with less cour-

!
than those who are almost strangers? A

'homes we have seen where pleasant polite-

and uniform courtesy were the rule; but,

\\y, the more constant our intercourse with

[rson the less is the care to be courteous.

I is not because we love the strangers more,

J not wish to retain the good opinion and

i! of our friends and family. It seems to

(eed rather from an almost unconscious per-

|ion that the only opportunity we shall have
ake a good impression on strangers is by

l;ourteous manner in the few occasions we
,r to meet them ; while we feel secure in the

rof our families, and are not impressed with

need for treating them with even the ordi-

II forms of politeness.

J many families where genuine respect and
vjprevail, the habitual manner of the mem-
iBtoward each other is such as to seem to

3ors really rude. Think over carefully your
\\i manner of speaking to the members of

iijown household circle and compare it fairly

it your mannner toward those whom you
e' elsewhere. Perhaps you may be startled

I e contrast. If you are, try the effect of

r'sonable and easy adaptation of your "so-
e| manners" to the members of your own
niy. They also may be startled at first, but
)Unay be surprised again to find how well

lelwill like it— The Watchman.

li rooting out our selfish desires, even
h« they appear to touch no one but our-

!^5, we are preparing a chamber of the
«|vhere the Divine Presence may dwell.

—

J/<| Watson.

Notes From Others.

Tj; Bible for the Coronation.—Last autumn
iiiijEdward VII signified his willingness that the
ibl|to be presented to him at the coronation ser-
ce(i Westminster Abbey should be a gift from
» I'itish and Foreign Bible Society. The Arch-
«hi. of Canterbury, bound by precedent, has in-
irnl Lord Northampton that the Bible Society's
''

t on that occasion must include the Apoc-
'I'l' Lord Northampton has replied to the arch-
ah', e.xpressing "deep regret that the Bible
hiqis alone circulated by our society, and which
K8!ot contain the Apocrypha, cannot be used at
8 B jesty's coronation service ; " also, that the

society was unaware of the precedent in question

when the offer was made, but that " the spirit of

the rules of the society is too definite to enable

them to act in accordance with that precedent, and
therefore they are compelled to relinquish very un-

willingly the provision of the coronation Bible."

But the worthy and enterprising friends of the

British and Foreign Bible Society were not pleased

to let the matter rest in just that way, and .so

made a request that the king would accept a copy
of one of the society's editions as a memento of the

coronation. The king has replied that he will have
much pleasure in accepting the Bible which they

circulate, as a memorial of the coronation.

—

Bri-

tish and Foreign Bible Society Report.

In consideration of the payment to the Louisiana

World's Fair Exposition Company of the sum of

five million dollars, appropriated by Congress in

aid of said Exposition, it is covenanted and agreed

by the Directors of the Exposition Company that

the gates to the Exposition grounds shall beclo.sed

to visitors on the First-day of the week during the

whole duration of the Fair.

A church woman who has lived long in Mexico
says :

" The Mexicans have a Christian Church that,

corrupt as it may be, reaches their hearts in a
manner we are helpless to rival."

Singing Without Understanding.— If persons

who have no spirit of praise in their hearts deem
it their duty and privilege to engage in the exter-

nal forms of Divine worship, it is not strange that

they should hire others who may profess skill in

musical undertakings, to perform that service for

which they lack both the disposition and the quali-

fications. But in some cases the persons employed
are so unfamiliar with the work that they do not

undertake to sing anything without previously re-

hearsing and practicing it ; and they sometimes

find it necessary to select hymns as well as tunes

in order to perform their parts.

—

The Christian.

J J. Monro, chaplain to the Tombs, says in an

article written for the New York Observer: "The
evolution of the prison has been a long, dark, cruel

process, as it did not excite the interest and sym-

pathy of the Church till within recent times. It

is admitted now by every student of history that

prison reform began with Jesus Christ."

General Booth has just acquired thirty thousand

acres in western Australia, where he will establish

a great Salvation Army agricultural and industrial

colony, which he intends to populate from the slums

of London.

The Independent says :
" It was in what corre-

sponded to our public parks that our Lord addressed

his great congregations."

Pope Leo XIII. believes that " Human law cannot

reach the real seat of the conflict between capital

and labor. The moral condition of the workingman
and his employer must be improved. Each must

look at the other through Christian eyes. This is

the only way."

A Literature for Peace.—The vast literature

of the world as it exists to-day, its poetry and its

prose, whether history, biography, or romance, is

imbued with the martial spirit, the pomp and cir-

cumstance of war. To change this note in litera-

ture, to put the dominance on the heroism of peace,

will be a great undertaking, demanding the highest

thought and the noblest energies of men for many
years to come.

A beginning of the work of building up the lit-

erature of peace, and the education of public sen-

timent in favor of settling civil and international

disputes by arbitration rather than by the sword

has been undertaken by Ginn & Co., the well known
publishers of Boston, Ma.ss. This firm proposes to

issue from time to time in cheap and substantial
form all the great writings of the past and present
that tend distinctly to emphasize peace as the true
aim of nations.

The first volume in the series is a condensation
of the great work of Jean de Bloch on " The Future
of War," which, it was believed, induced the Czar
of Russia to is.sue his famous Rescript summoning
the Conference at The Hague. The original work
consists of six volumes, and has not yet been trans-

lated into English. The work issued by Ginn & Co.
is a condensation comprising but 380 pages, but
containing the facts and figures on which Bloch
bases his conclusions, as well as the substance of
his arguments. The price of this volume is fifty

cents.

The second volume in the series will be made up
of Charles Sumner's three famous speeches, " The
True Grandeur of Nations," " War System of the

("ommonwealth of Nations," and "The Duel be-

tween France and Germany." The price of this

volume will not exceed twenty-five cents.

—

The

Intelligencer.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS,
United States— William .Stein, Inspector of the Sixth

Anthracite District, covering a radius of eight miles from
Shenandoah, including a total of thirty-six collieries, slates

that five collieries in hia district have been permanently

abandoned since the strike began. Ho says there is hardly

a mine in his district that is not damaged, and nearly

all of the thirty-six have suffered seriously from water,

which, in most of the mines, has risen to such a height

that the small force at work cannot hope to keep them
dry. No inspections of the mines have been made since

the strike began, and resumptions cannot commence before

every mine has been officially reported as safe.

It is stated that in the Shenandoah district within an

area of six miles square, there are 30,000 foreigners, of

whom by far the largest number are Lithuanians, these

numbering 17,000. The Poles number 8,000, the Ruthen-

ians 3,000, the Slovaks 1000 and the Bohemians 400.

The total of 30,001) is more than three-fourths the total

population in the district mentioned.

In an address to the Negro Young People's Chris-

tian and Educational Convention lately meeting at At-

lanta, Ga., Booker T. Washington said: "I want to see

an influence go out of this meeting that shall, if pos-

sible, take every young negro from off the street corners

and from the bar rooms, North and South. I want to see

a lifting up and purifying of the character of our minis-

ters in every part of the country. No race can hate an-

other race without that race being weakened, narrowed

and degraded. Let us cultivate friendship and love for

all races and individuals, and harbor hatred for none.

If others should be little, let us try to be great ; if

others would hate us, let us try to love them ; if others

would be cruel to us, let us be merciful; if others would

break the law, let us respect it ; if others would seek to

push us down, let us seek to raise them. In the long run

it is the race that helps to push up that succeeds."

The Dairy and Food Commissioner of Pennsylvania,

Jesse K. Cope, has instructed his agents "to proceed to

make investigations and obtain samples from all meat

dealers of salted, canned or fresh meats, regardless of

who they are or represent, or their standing, and submit

samples to the chemist for analysis. As soon as results

are known you will be advised, as I am determined that

the practice of the use of preservatives in meats other

than those enumerated in Section 12 shall cease in this

Commonwealth."
A tunnel is in course of construction in Boston harbor

to connect Boston with Noodle Island. The section of the

tunnel under the free water of the harbor is to be some-

thing over half a mile in length, and, including approaches,

it is estimated that the whole work will cost about

$2,000,000.

Professor W. A. Taylor, Pomologist in charge of field

investigation in the United States Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C, has recently said : "The total

trees of bearing age in the commercial orchard areas of

the United States, according to the Twelfth Census, show

an increase of 75,000,000, or more than 40 per cent, over

the apple area of 1890. The statistics show that in the

great Ben Davis wine sap section of the country there are

today nearly twice as many trees as in the famous Baldwin-

Northern Spy region. It is now true that the great apple

bin of the United States has been shifted to the west of

the Alleghenies."
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Two New England railroads, the Boston & Maine and

the Boston & Albany, are about to discontinue oiling their

roadbeds, after trying that system of dust prevention

for three years or more. While the railroads, under the

influence of increased prosperity, are discontinuing oil

sprinkling in favor of better and more permanent stone

roadbeds, the use of oil for laying the dust on country

roads is increasing very rapidly.

The system of sprinkling roads with petroleum has

been tried with success in California, and it has been ex-

tended throughout a large part of the West. It is stated

that in Minnesota it has been determined to sprinkle the

roads of Hennepin county with crude petroleum, and

Minneapolis is considering the use of oil to allay the dust

on her outlying highways.

Experiments lately made by the Pomological Bureau

of the Department of Agriculture in shipping summer
apples from Delaware, and peaches from Georgia, in cold

storage, to England, have proved quite successful, the

fruit having reached its destination in good condition.

The largest machine in the world for harvesting grain

is said to be now in use near Inglewood, Cal. It cuts a

swath thirty-six feet wide and threshes as it goes, cover-

ing one hundred acres under favorable conditions in a

day.

Certain persons representing themselves as agents and
delegates of the Creek Indian tribe in Indian Territory,

have brought suit to enjoin Secretary Hitchcock and Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs Jones from proceeding in exe-

cution of what is known as the Creek agreement for al-

lotments, etc. They ask to be allowed to remain in un-

disturbed enjoyment of their landed interests, and that

such property as already has been taken from them under

the agreement and the ratifying act be restored to them
and an accounting made to them by the Government.
They allege that the Government has failed to comply
with the terms of the agreement and the act of Congress
ratifying the agreement

According to the thirty-second annual report of the

Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics, there has been an

increase between 1897 and 1902 in the cost of living in

that State, which is most seriously felt by persons of

moderate means. This increase is chiefly in the cost of

meat, butter, potatoes and milk. There has been a de-

crease in the cost of groceries, which however, does not

make up for the advance in price of other provisions.

This showing is believed to be similar to that of other

States.

The United States, with the addition of the 6,500,000
Catholics in the Philippines, 1,000,000 in Porto Rico,

Guam and Hawaii, has among her inhabitants over 20,-

000,000 Catholics, without taking into consideration the

1,800.000 who are in Cuba. She represents the fourth

Catholic power in the world as regards population, and
the first as regards the amount of money she provides to

the Pope.

It is stated that Pittsburg men are forming a stock
company for the purpose of manufacturing iron railroad

ties. The tie can be rolled or cast, and it is so designed
that the rails are set in grooves and are held in place

by a cleverly fashioned key in such manner that spreading

is said to be an impossibility.

There were 413 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 44 less than the previous

week and 64 less than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 224 were males and 189 females : 40
died of consumption of the lungs ; 24 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 3 of diphtheria ;

11 of cancer ; 15 of apoplexy; 7 of typhoid fever and 1 of

small pox.

Foreign.—King Edward has lately addressed his people,

in which he says :
" The postponement of the coronation

ceremony, owing to my illness, has caused, I fear, much
inconvenience and trouble to all who intended to celebrate
it. But their disappointment has been borne by them
with admirable patience and temper. The prayers of

my people for my recovery were heard, and I now offer

up my deepest gratitude to Divine Providence for having
preserved my life and given me strength to fulfil the im-
portant duties which devolve upon me as sovereign of

this great Empire."

The coronation took place on the 9th instant. In

commemoration of it the King has presented to the people
his estates in the Isle of Wight, upon which Osborne
House is situated in a tract of about 5,000 acres.

In a report recently made upon the agricultural im-
ports of Great Britain, the following items with their per-

centage of the total supply received from the United
States, were, as follows: Lard, 93 percent.; hams, 89
per cent.; tobacco, 84 per cent.; wheat flour, 83 per cent.;

fresh beef, 74 per cent.; raw cotton, 74 per cent.; cattle,

72 per cent; Indian corn, 70 per cent., and bacon, 64 per
cent.

It is announced from Rome that the Czar of Russia is

again endeavoring to reach an international understand

ing to secure a reduction of armaments, and it is stated

that Russia spends nearly 26 per cent, of her total ex-

penditure for defence, 2 per cent, for transportation and

commerce and less than 1 per cent, for industrial under-

takings.

Emperor William of Germany arrived in Russia on the

6th instant. On the 8th he left that country for Sweden.

A despatch from Roval, Russia, says: " During their stay

here the Czar and Emperor were constantly together, and

their intercourse throughout was of the most cordial

character."

The Pasteur Institute in Calcutta for the treatment of

persons bitten by rabid animals is reported to be rapidly

gaining in popularity among the natives. In the eight

months ending Fifth Month 31st last, 352 persons were

treated. The mortality was only 8 per cent.

The Cuban Government has been asking information

in regard to the best methods of keeping and preserving

certain of its records. Ordinary ink fades so rapidly

that in two years many records cannot be deciphered.

The brightness of the sunshine in Cuba is supposed to be

the cause of it. India ink and indelible ink have been

suggested for official records.

Earthquake shocks are reported to have occurred on

the 5th instant throughout Central Portugal and at

several places in Italy.

In a recent statement from Manila it appears that

1005 cases of Asiatic cholera occurred there between

Third Month 20th and Fifth Month 15, 800 of which died.

By the enforcement of sanitary regulations a marked de-

crease in the number of cases was shortly observed. There

is no doubt, the report, says, that the ordinary household

fly can transfer the cholera spirillum from infected matter

to food, as is the case with typhoid fever. The Board of

Health has inaugurated a crusade against flies by means
of fly poison.

A despatch from South Africa says :
" A report made

by the Surveyor General and Director of Agriculture es-

timates that 10,000 white farmers are necessary in order

to enable Natal to supply her own agricultural needs, and

declares that preference should be given to small farmers

willing to work with their own hands. The report recom-

mends the leasing of Government lands at rentals equal

to 3 per cent, of their unimproved value, and also advo-

cates assisted immigration and grants of money to en-

courage agricultural development along various lines."

RECEIPTS.

Philena Y. Smedlev and for Horace \V. Smedley,
Pa. ; George P. Stokes for Meribah \V. Thorp, N.

J. ; J. Albin Thorp, Pa. ; R. H. Reeve, N. J. ;

Aaron Mekeel, agt., N. Y., fio. for Elizabeth
Mekeel, Adell Owen, H. Foster Owen, Mary E.

Wood and Edward Wood ; Phebe E. Hall, agt.,

O., |6, for Elisha Doudna, Hannah A. Webster
and Lydia P. Webster ; Thomas W. Newby and
for Joseph Little, Ind. ; Nathan Steer, O., |26, for

himself, M. B. Binns, Lindlev Hall, Jacob Maule,
O. S. Negus, John Starbuck, E. B. Steer, Israel

Steer, L. C Steer, W. J. Steer, L. B. Steer and
Asenath H. Bundy, f4 ; Sarah A. Holmes, N. J,,

per J. H. D. ; John Evans, Ind., |i, to No. 27 ;

Hannah E. Sheppard, Phila. ; George Haines. Jr.,

N. J. ; Benjamin Heritage, N. J. ;
Joseph Elkinton,

Pa. ; Elizabeth S. Brinton, F'kl'd ; William T.
Cooper, N. J. ; Ellwood Evans, N. J. ; Sarah G.
Woolman, Pa. ; Anna Pancoast, Pa. ; Matilda M.
John, la.

;
John Stamp Keeling, Eng., icr ; Walter

L. Moore, N. J. ; Seth Shaw, agt., O., Jao, for him-
self, Hannah Blackburn, N. ^i. I?lackburn, Chas.
Blackburn, J. K. Blackburn, Gulielman Neill, Phebe
Ellyson, J. H. Edgerton, Nathan Kirk and Louis
T. Morlan ; C. F. Saunders, Phila. ; Benjamin H.
Lightfoot, Pa. ; John Barclav Jones and Edward
M. Jones, G't'n.

;
James H. 'Moon, Pa., |6. for

himself, Everett Moon, Minn , and W. W. Moon,
M. D., N. Y. ; Thomas A. Crawford, agt., O., |i6,

for Eliza Ann Fogg, Mary F. Pearson, la. ; Edwin
Fogg, David Ellyson, Robert Ellyson, Lydia War-
rington, Edgar Warrington and Abner Woolman

;

lesse W. Taylor for Chas. J. Taylor, Phila. ; Evan
Smith for Thomas Blackburn, la. ; Geo. Blackburn,
agt., O., for J. Morris Ashead ; Sarah E. Garrett,
Pa. ; William Stanton, agt., O., |2o, for Asenath
Bailey, Ann Eliza W. Doudna, John G. Hall, Sam-
uel C. Smith, Wm. Bundy, D. C. Bundy, L. P.

Bailey, Allen Bailey, Daniel E. Stanton and D. H.
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J.
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Pusey, Pa. ; Wm. Balderston, Pa. ; R. Nich,io,

N. J., $10, for Sarah Nicholson, Rebecca NPai
lor, Henry Read, Louisa W. Heacock and Hjna

J. Prickett ; A. Roberts, Idaho ; Hannah B. Fpni

Ind.
; Joshua Brantingham, O., 134, for Joi'lia

Brown, John Hoyle, Chas. W. Satterthwaitjitt
G. Megrail, Alfred Brantingham, Wm. Brainy
ham, Rebecca Price, Lousina Harris, Jose, (

Stratton, Dillwyn Stratton, Jos. Masters, JarnE
Bailey, Alice Cope, Hannah P. Oliphant, W. [

Oliphant, Addison H. Fritchman and Chas. lair

ble ; Rebecca W. Warrington, N. Y. ; Richd 1

Osborn, N. Y., and for Edmund L. Post ; St Inn

W. Hoopes for Edwin A. Hoopes, Pa. ; ]\nr

Stanton, O. ; Stacy F. Haines, N. J. ; Thomi H
Whitson, agt., Pa., I50, for Susanna Sha:'esi

Isaac Sharpless, Wm. T. Sharpless, Thos. .'arp

less, E. Malin Hoopes, Jonathan Eldridge, Depra
I. Wendle, Ruthanna Hoopes, Edward H. all

Roland Smedlev, Phebe J. Walter, Marv E. 'tbl

Anna Webb, Deborah Smedley, I4. Philel S

Yarnall, Mary A. Scattergood, Jane M. ape

David Cope, Thos. C Hogue, Stephen Sbrj
Deborah Brinton, ^4, AnnaT. Griffith and Spue

Forsvthe; Lsaac W. Stokes, N J., |6, for An^H
Stokes, M. M. Allen and Samuel J. Eves.

In last week's receipts the name of Mary R. i\aA

should be substituted for that of Elma Hayes, 0. i

e&'Remitkmces received after Third-day noon In

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—Dur-,!.
Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be opoj^

on Second and Fifth-days from 3 to 6 P. M.
I

Situation wanted by a woman Friend as matro mai

aging housekeeper, either public or private, or aiposi

tion of trust.

Address " R," office of The Friid.

The committee having charge of Spring River A lemj

desires to engage the services of a suitable young -ieji

to serve as principal the coming year.

Address Levi Bowles, Clerk of Commiti

Galena, Ka

Changes and Corrections in Meetings a?ve

LiSHED IN Friends' Almanac.—Concord MonMiM-
ing : the hour has been changed from 10 to 9J.

London Grove Particular Meeting : mid-week hek

on Fourth-day at 10 o'clock and not on Fifth-day ,10}.

Mount Holly, N. J. : hour of all meetings changtfrou

10 to lOJ.

Wanted.—A teacher to take charge, for next ti,*!

the Monthly Meeting School at Sugar Grove, Lam.

.Application may be made to Calvin Newlin,
Mooresville:iil.

or Sarah T. Ma.xwell,
Plainfield, J.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term '*

school begins on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th

Early application should be made for admission

desiring to enter at that time, if the matter has

ready received attention.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Prineil

Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends.—T1

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, 7.17 A

the 22nd instant, will be met at West Grove, to

(free of charge), those desiring to attend the \ '

Quarterly Meeting of Friends, to be held at London roit.

Chester County, Pa. It would assist the commM"
those intending to come would inform byposta'iW-

vance. Truman C. Moore,
[ ^,„,

George R.Chambers, )

Com
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|0T A Sect. —It was well said by one of the

(t enlightened and experienced among the

j
members of this Society, in reference to

i| brotherhood, "We are not persons that

\,) shot up out of the old root into another

il^arance, as one sect hath done out of an

|r, till many have come up one after an-

lir, the ground still remaining the same,

l!of which they all grew. But that (very)

•jind hath been shaken and is shaking, de-

lved and destroying, removed and removing

,!. And the Koot of Jesse hath been made
a|fest in us, and we have been transplanted

'jhe everlasting power of life, and a real

i|ge brought forth in us, out of (and sepa-

itii from) that spirit wherein the world lives

a

worships into another spirit, into which
jng which is of this world can enter. The

aiist of that literal knowledge, historical

ii|i and outward religion, is but as the old

ijens, that are to be wrapped up as a scroll,

i(i)ld wine and bottles, that belong not to

ie:ingdom of God."— ( II';/!. Penn.)

I
Proselyting.

jere appear two motives at work for seek-

ffliccessions to membership in a religious

BJiation. The one is of the wordly and the

;hl of the gospel spirit.

ie worldy spirit of proselyting is the lust

[ cumulation,—of gathering to one's own
iri, profession or party,—whether religious

[ocular—as many adherents as possible,

t lake our association seem greater and

icjger upon earth. Our choice of an asso-

a^'n, church, or doctrine covets the endorse-

eij of numbers, and the pride of such ap-

ojl swells the zeal for winning names to

irtganization, and with all the more com-
•rtjf under a persuasion that this is winning
"il Some appear to suspect no difference

it^en winning members into their church

organization and winning them into the king-

dom of God. "Our church" and "the king-

dom" are spoken of as synonymous terms.

We have seen the eagerness with which

newcomers to a college, even before they had

reached its doors, were laid hold on to induce

them to join this or that rival society of stu-

dents. So a clearer meaning seemed opened

to the saying of Jesus: "Ye compass sea and

land to make one proselyte." And this same

ambitious energy for the aggrandizement of

one's own in business, in church, or in politics

is all "off from the same piece" of human na-

ture. It is indiscriminately commended as

just and true aggressiveness. The resulting

accumulation rises about as high in spiritual

values as the fountain or motive.
—

"Israelis

an empty vine; he gathereth fruit unto him-

self."

The other concern for the ingathering of

souls to have fellowship with us, is one in

which the agent "seeketh not his own." Our

eye is not to our own things, to our own system

to aggrandize it by numbers, but our aim is

the prosperity of Truth everywhere, and of

our fellow beings in the Truth. We would

rather spread its possession than monopolize its

profession, or gather all its professors into our

name. The more that can carry away a seed

of Truth from our preaching into the church

universal, the better for the cause.

Still it is highly desirable to encourage and

to win into organized fellowship with us, all

who can sincerely come, and can feel by be-

ing possessed of the same doctrine that our

people are their people, and our Society their

true church home. If we believe, not only

that the place of Christian truth which our

Society was set up to emphasize is best for a

man, but that he will best be blessed and pre-

served in the truth by membership with us,

certainly let us seek to turn him in with us for

his best good. But let us not lay down or re-

sign a single principle of truth, in order to let

him in. Thereby we would let down that for

which we claim he needs ,to join us. Those

whom the Truth does not draw to our member-

ship will do our membership no good; nor will

we, by waving a truth, do good to them. We
can only suggest, without completing the con-

cern in view. The exigencies of a journey

compel further views on this line to be left to

the reader's own thought.

Memoir of John Watson.

John Watson was born in the year 1G51,
and came with his father into Ireland, in 1G58.
Kilconner in the County of Carlow, became the
family residence. When about twenty-two
years of age, he was invited to a religious

meeting of the Society of Friends at New
Garden. It was the first he had attended and
the ministry of John Burnyeat so touched his

heart, that he joined that Society; and believ-

ing he did right in so doing, was enabled to
bear the displeasure of his father, which was
particularly e.xcited by his son's adopting their

plain mode of speech. It may now occasion
some surpri.se that this should have given such
offence; but our ancient records inform us of
much sufi'ering on that account having been
endured, from within and from without ; for

severe conflicts of spirit were experienced be-

fore the will was subdued, and the mind enabled
to overcome its reluctance to bear the cross in

this particular; especially as the singular num-
ber was formerly used in speaking to those of

inferior station, and persons in higher rank,

when addressed in this manner, were wont to

look upon it as denoting disrespect, and ac-

cordingly resented it. Not uncovering the

head, in salutation to a fellow-creature, also

drew much displeasure on those who forbore

to foster that self-complacency which expected

this outward show of respect from those who
withheld it, not from lack of good will or

courtesy, but from the conviction that it was
their duty to refrain from paying it, believing

it originated in pride and .servility, and tended

to encourage these evils. In 1674 John Wat-
son married Anne Tomlinson, whose parents

had settled in Ireland about the time of his

father's removal thither. His wife joined her-

self to the Society of which her husband was
a member, and both patiently endured the fa-

ther's remonstrance against his son's change

of religion. In these remonstrances he was

seconded by Acrchdeacon Plunimer, who, find-

ing persuasion unavailing, threatened him with

a prison ; to which threat the pious young man
replied: "I do not fear it, but will make
ready for one;" and thereupon disposed of

some of the land which he occupied, to lessen

his rent and incumbrances. He lived in his

father's house, which, in 1675, becoming his

own by the decease of his father, meetings of

Friends were occasionally held there, and regu-

larly established in 1678, which gave great

offence to the archdeacon, and to the bishop

of Leighlin and Ferns: who sued him for refus-

ing to contribute to the repairs of the parish

worship house at Fenagh, and obtained a writ

against him, which the archdeacon told him

should not be put in force if he would but sub-

mit to them, and not allow meetings in his

house. On his refu.sal to accede to those

terms, he ordered him to prison, cruelly ad-
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ding: "There he shall lie till he rots." He

was a prisoner above two years, and besides

this suffered in his property, under pretense of

an escape, because the sheriff had sometimes

granted him liberty to visit his own home.

To that home and to his liberty he was at length

restored, and found it was allotted to him to

do, as well as to suffer, in the cause of right-

eousness; for in 1696 he believed it to be his

duty to preach the gospel, and in that service

he took several journeys into England, and

through this nation, having meetings in re-

mote places, where none of his religious pro-

fession resided. He was also zealously con-

cerned for the support of the discipline estab-

lished among Friends and for good order in

their families, in which he gave the example

of ruling well his own house, in the spirit of

love; keeping his children in that subjection

which tended to promote their own happiness.

As he was an affectionate father, so he was a

tender and kind husband to a worthy wife; and

they united in humble submission to the will

of the great Disposer, while they drank the

cup which, had it not been paliated by resigna-

tion, parental feelings would have found very

bitter. Their daughter, Elizabeth, accompa-

nied a ministering woman Friend in a journey

to the province of Ulster, and there, remote

from her parents, sickened of the smallpox.

On receiving this information her father went

to her. The state of the roads and posts at

that time did not permit the anxious mother to

receive regular intelligence of her situation,

and her child's death was first announced to

her by the sight of her husband returning,

bringing his daughter's horse, with her clothes

tied on the side saddle. The mother stood

awhile silent, and then bore this testimony,

honorable to her children, and consoling to her-

self: "I have had ten children and not one

bad one." Elizabeth Watson died at the house

of William Gray, of Ballyhagen, in the twenty-

fifth year of her age.

.John Watson was naturally of a raild and

affable temper, yet he was firm in opposing

any tendency to violate those testimonies, the

proper support of which required humility and

self denial. His last illness continued about

three months, in which time he was often ex-

ercised in fervent prayer to the Almighty;

giving praises to his holy name for his favors

and mercies towards him, and testifying resig-

nation to his blessed will, saying: "If the

Lord have not a further service for me, I am
willing to die. I bless God I have a peace-

ful conscience. My good God hath all along

been my strength, my stay, my song, and my
salvation." He was pleased to see his friends,

and had often a word of tender advice to them,

especially to the youth for whose preservation

he was much concerned; and addressing a

young minister, he thus advised him: "Be
sure to keep low in thy mind and little in thy

own eyes; yet be not fearful, but of a believ-

ing heart. Look not much at others, neither

be dismayed at the frowns of any, but mind
truth in thyself. I have ever found that my
peace and safety." Looking: tenderly upon his

children, he said: "I leave you to the Lord,

and if you love Him above all. He will be your

God, as He has been mine." He exhorted his

wife, children and servants to treasure up the

memory of those seasons in which their minds
participated together, of the influence of heav-

enly good; to live in love, and the Lord of

love would bless them, as they kept near Him;
adding: "0 Lord! thou knowest I have al-

ways depended upon thee, and thou hast never

failed nie." When the near approach of death

caused his voice to be scarcely audible, he was

engaged in advising one of his friends to guard

against the snares of wealth, to content him-

self with the sufficiency which was granted

him, to keep in humility, and to devote to the

service of the Lord that good understanding

which had been given him. To another he thus

expressed himself: "My heart is united to

thee, and to all faithful Friends, as Jonathan's

was to David." He slept little or none the

last night of his life but was fervent in prayer

on behalf of their small meeting, and that

Friends might be preserved a growing
people.

"Oh! happy," said the dying man, "is that

man or woman who hath their work done in

their day. I have nothing to do but to die,

and offer up my soul to the Lord, " and again, "I

have done and go in peace with my God." In

this happy state his purified spirit was released,

the 19th of the First Month, 1710, at his house

in Kilconner, in the sixtieth year of his age.

His son Samuel thus bears witness to the char-

acter of his deceased father: "When I con-

sider his grave and solid deportment in his

family, his great care for our welfare, and

good advice to us in tenderness of spirit, when
young in years; as also his earnest concern

for the growth of truth, and preservation of

those who professed it, my spirit is tenderly

affected with a sense of the loss, which both we
of his family and the Church also sustain, by

the removal of so kind and tender a father

and faithful friend."

Copied Seventh Month 19th, 1902.

A. F.

Clouds.—Have you ever noticed how many
of the dispositions of the perfected life can be

richly gained only in the baptism of shadow
and tears? We are accustomed to speak of

them as fruits and flowers of the Spirit. I

think we might be nearer the truth sometimes if

we spoke of them as the ferns. Flowers are

suggestive of the sunny glare; ferns are more
significant of the moistened shade. And when
I contemplate the dispositions which are the

creations of the Spirit, I feel that for their

perfect nourishing something is needed of

moistness and of shade. Here is a short list of

the beautiful things: "Love, joy, peace, long

suffering, gentleness, goodness, meekness, tem-
perance, faith."

It is in the cloud that men grow the fern of

a spacious tolerance. Narrowness is trans-

formed to breadth. I have known a man of

very stern, severe and rigid creed, who defi-

nitely relegated to damnation all who lived be-

yond its sharp and imprisoning fence; and I

have met him again in after vears, and I have
found that the barbed wiring was down, and
the field of his creed sympathy was immeasur-
ably enlarged. "But that is not what you
used to believe ten years ago?" "No. but many
things have happened since then." Then I

learned that he had been in the valley of the

shadows. Adversity had wrapped him in its

clammy embrace. In his distress he had been
enlarged. The clouds had dropped their dew!

J. H. JOWETT.

Miracles. [

'

(Copied from Jamieson's Introduction to liis Bible.)

A miracle, being a suspension of the est I.

lished laws of nature, can be performed o\

by the Almighty power of the Creator who ,^

pointed them; and the circumstance of i^

individuals on earth being qualified to achig

such wonders, so far beyond the capabilii^

of ordinary men, is an unmistakable proof tit

the workers of them are engaged in the if-

vice of God, who, for some special and j-

portant purposes, has endowed them witla

portion of his omnipotent energy. Mirac's

were wrought in great numbers, and of j}-

passing magnitude and interest, at the ci{-

mencement both of the Mosaic and the Chj.

tian dispensations; and they afford inconteii-

ble evidence that Moses and the prophetsjs.

well as Christ and his a])Ostles, who all i'--

forraed them, were executing the duties da

Divine mission. It is true, that miracles hie

been often reported to have been wroughtiy

others, at different times, and in many difn

ent countries. But all of these are markeCjj

circumstances calculated to excite suspicj.-

They were designed to support the inter's

T)f a reigning superstition; the scene of tlSr

performance was always laid in the recesjs

of a heathen temple, or in some dark inaceli-

ble corner, where they could not be seen ir

examined. And they were also, in th'i-

selves, of so trivial and ridiculous a nature'ts

plainly marked the report of them to be a ,'e

of imposture. But the miracles recordec'n

the pages of the Old and New Testament v''a

of a very different description: they v;e

wrought publicly, and in the open face of c^,

in support of a cause that was new, id

"everywhere spoken against," and be:-e

multitudes, who not only did not call tim

in question, but who w-ere most relucfct-

ly constrained to admit their reality, le

accounts of them were published soon aftea

the very places where they were reporte'jo

have occurred; and they were attested byst

numbers of witnesses of sober minds, un-

peachable character, and undoubted verac/,

who evinced the strength and sincerity of tir

convictions by bearing testimony to these 'i-

raculous works in opposition to their own I g

cherished views and prejudices, and even so?-

times at the sarcifice of their dearest eanly

interests. Moreover these miracles wenaf

such a character that they testified to t ir

own Divine origin, as they were unifoily

wrought for good and important ends:—in le

case of Moses and the prophets to uphold le

claims of I Jod and the true religion in opp i-

tion to idolatry, and in the case of Christ id

his apostles to introduce the reign of Messti,

as well as typify the blessings of his spirial

kingdom. As thus described, then, the li-

racles recorded in the Old and New Tei-

ment supply a strong additional argunient^r

the claim of its writers to inspiration. Bi it

is necessary to examine a little further to

the nature of this argument, as some skt il-

eal, or rather rationalistic writers have arjn

in modern times to deny the possibility a

miracle; and who, maintaining that theb'SS

which record these miracles are mere le n-

dary histories, not written till some centves

after, scout the Bible miracles as myths n-

vented by the Jews to enhance the fame id
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nagnify the powers of their heroes. See,

lowever, into what absurd consequences this

nythical hypothesis leads. Admit it. and you

nust believe that Pharaoh and his court, in-

iluding the magicians who acknowledged the

inger of God in the wonders done on the field

)f Zoan, were deceived when they thought that

,hose appalling plagues, which were so fatal

,0 life and property, and the disastrous ef-

'ects of which were felt for a century after-

vards in Egypt, had ever happened or could

lave happened. Admit it, and you must be-

ieve that the whole people of Israel were led

hrough national pride to adopt a tale embod-

ed in a history which was not composed till

in advanced period of the monarchy;—that

heir early ancestors passed throush the di-

vided waters of the Red Sea, were sustained

fith manna from heaven for forty years in the

lesert, and entered into the promised land by

Tossing dryshod over the Jordan. The sto-

les of such supernatural occurences, it is al-

eged, are mere myths— just like the prodigies

bat figure so largely in the prehistoric pe-

iods of all countries—and they never had any

ixistence but in the floating, fabulous tradi-

ions of the Hebrews. But how or when, then,

vere they brought under the notice and made
natters of belief among that people? It could

lot be by Moses, for he was too good a man
attempt imposing on the credulity of oth-

ers; and besides how could he for a moment
uppose that the people of Israel would believe

dm when he spoke of their passing through

Icenes, and being marvellously delivered from

jerils, which none of them had ever heard of?

k could not be any later period in their na-

ional history that such a forgery was palmed

jpon them ; for it would have been absolutely

jecessary to persuade the people that the tra-

Uicn of those miracles had always existed

inongst them,-—that the memory of them

id always been preserved by the institution

days and observances,—nay, that their

ihole national privileges were connected with

,iem. And how could such a thing have

len possible, if no memorials of those mirac-

pus events had been preserved? But a copy
' the book that recorded the early history of

-ael was deposited in the Tabernacle shortly

iter the occurrence of those incidents. The
kt is attested in the New Testament, and

tjrefore the Mosaic history, including the

iiracles, must be received as true. In like

r.nner, admit this skeptical theory, and you

rist believe that the miracles of Christ (to

sj- nothing of those of his apostles) were mere
njths, —miracles which gladdened the hearts

1 homes of multitudes by the restoration of

ir lost senses and their dead relatives,—mir-

es which were so openly .wrought, and were
o|?o stupendous a character, as to arrest the

a^jntion of Herod as well as form a subject

oidiscussion in the Jewish Sanhedrim, and
wich, as the climax of all, were crowned by
tH| resurrection of the eminent Personage who
diithem, after He had been publicly executed
oi,the cross,—you must believe that those
mjicles were mere myths, which originated

inin ignorant and credulous age; while in the
fa: of this skeptical theory, the latter great
an miraculous event was commemorated, as
alljhe world knows, by the consecration of
thiitirst day of the week, which began to be
ob.rved at the time, and has been continued

a standing memorial of it throughout the Chris-

tian world ever since. Such are a few of the

strange inconsistencies and absurdities into

which the mythical hypothesis leads; and those

who, rejecting miracles as impossible, take
refuge in its monstrous conclusions, appear to

be far more credulous than simple believers.

Plain readers of the Bible act more agreeably

to the dictates of reason and common sense;

seeing the miracles related in it to be in per-

fect harmony with the whole tenor of the sa-

cred history, as well as the exalted and holy

characters of the persons who wrought them,

they admit without hesitation the reality of

those supernatural deeds; and being persuaded

that the God of truth, wisdom, and goodness,

can never give his testimony to falsehood, they

are disposed to say in the words of Nicodemus,

"We believe that the writers of the Bible

were teachers sent from Cod, for none could

have wrought the miracles which they did

except Cod were with them."

[•"•TlIK KlUKNI).-

The Presence.

A distinguished servant of the Lord lay a

dying, a friend said "Do you feel the promises

sweet to you?" "Yes, but I feel the Promiser

sweeter."

We have a fear that many devout persons

do not come up to the full measure of strength

and joy, for want of a little more care in rec-

ognizing the Holy Presence, when they read

the Holy Scriptures. The Bible is more than

printer's ink, or bookbinder's art, we may say

that Cod is in the book, but that is not all.

He is with the book. The Bible is a screen,

for behind it I can hear his voice, a veil, and

through it I can feel the warm breath of his

presence. He is nearer to me than I am to my-

self. Here is the secret of power: power from

on higli. This is the reason why Paul could

say '
'I can do all things." This is the secret of

devotion; it made St. Francis call poverty his

bride; it made Pascal conclude that his con-

stant ill health promoted his spiritual perfec-

tion. Peace in the battle, rest in the whirl-

wind, ineftable power overcoming all, so that

the soul in the very vortex of the maelstrom

may know itself at rest. This is how the mar-

tyrs died. Take an instance: "Cicely Ormes,

the wife of a worsted weaver, and daughter

of Thomas Hound, a tailor, was burned to

death for her faith at Norwich, on Twelfth

Month 23rd, 15?.7, aged thirty-two. After

coming to the stake she knelt down and

prayed. Then rising up she said, '(Jood peo-

ple, I beleve in Cod the Father, Cod the Son,

and Cod the Holy Chost, three persons and

one (jod. I believe to be saved by the death

and passion of Christ. Cood people, as many
of you as believe, pray for me.' Then laying

her" hand on the stake she said, 'Welcome the

cross of Christ.' Which being done looking

on her hand and seeing it blacked with the

stake— for two martyr.s, Simon Miller and Eliza-

beth Cooper, had been already burnt at it, she

wiped it on her smock. Then touching the

stake again she kissed it and said, 'Welcome

the sweet cross of Christ!' and so gave her-

self to be bound thereonto. After the fire was

kindled she said 'My soul doth magnify the

Lord and my spirit rejoiceth in God my Sav

iour.' " (Luke i: 4(V).

H. T. Miller.
Beamsville. Ont.

ST. JOHN THE AGED.
Tm growing very old. Thi.s weary ln'ail

That hath .so often leaned on Jesus' breast,

In days long past that .seem almost a dream.
Is bent and hoary with his weight of years.

I'm old, so old I cannot recollect

The faces of my friends, and I forget

The words and deeds that make up daily life ;

But that dear face, and every word He spoke
Crow more distinct as others fade away,
.So that I live with Him and holy dead
More than with living.

Bear me once more to my church!

There let me tell of a Saviour's love

;

For, by the sweetne.ss of my Master's voice

Just now, I think He must be very near.

Coming, I trust, to break the vail, which time

Has worn so thin that I can see

Beyond and watch his footsteps.

'Tis worth a hundred years

To feel this bliss ! So lift me up dear Lord
;

Unto thy bosom. There shall I abide.

H. T. M.
[Copied and condensed.]

Extract of a letter from Vasilla V'erigin,

brother of Peter Verigin, now in exile in Si-

beria, to one of the Brethren in Canada.

Village Petropavlovsk, I

February 20th, 1902. )

Dear Bruther in the Lord, Anton Vnsilicvitch.

—Thy brotherly lettter to me of the 14th of

October last year I received. I am very thank-

ful to thee for thy brotherly love, remem-
brance and wishes. May the Lord save you

with an everlasting salvation; and we mutually

wish you, dear Anton Vasilievitch, with your

dear wife and children from the Lord God,

health and prosperity in this bodily life, and

in the spiritual may the Lord send you wisdom

and perfection to attain to the eternal joys in

the heavenly kingdom, which the Lord hath

prepared from the creation of the world for

those who love him and do his will. In my
thoughts I embrace thee, brother, and also

your wife Anna Savelievna, with her children.

I warmly kiss you and with brotherly, open

love give you a low bow. I am safe and well,

thank God, and for the future am also trusting

in his mercy. I am very grateful to my
mother and all relatives for their greetings

and wishes. May the Lord be merciful and

save them.

I thank thee also, Antosha, that you visit

mine (relatives), and let me know of their

health and welfare, for your kind dealings to-

ward our relations. If we ourselves may not

have the privilege to reward you, the Lord

surely will not forget you for your kind ac-

tions which you do before the eyes of the Al-

mighty God, and still more if you do that not

for the praise of men or any personal profit,

but do it from love to Cod, doing his com-

mandment in helping the widows and orphans

about whom the Lord said: "I will be as a hus-

band to ihe widow and a Father to the father-

less." Here the Lord at this time is fulfilling

his promise through kind people. This I say

straight concerning our wives and children.

Maybe I am making a mistake, Antosha, that

such words of the Lord I am applying to such

wives and children, but I can't do any other-

wise, for it is told to people living in this life,

especially at this time of our separation and

suffering for the sake of the Lord's name.

There is no doubt but this is said to people;
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one ought not only to know if we can apply

such words to ourselves, but one has to lead a

life in accordance with those words, and to be

in truth doers of his holy covenant and to give

up our lives entirely to God and in everything

to act as in his presence. Then why could

not such people reckon themselves worthy of

those words? It is accessible to every one of

us, and if we desire and press on, the Lord
God will not deny any of us to be counted his

children.

Dear Antosha, transfer my greetings to my
dear mother and sister Annie, also Mary and
Grounia with children, and to all my relatives

a low bow and good wishes for all their life.

May the Lord send them all heavenly and
earthly blessings. Tell them that, if we can

not serve them in any material way, yet for

all that, in our hearts we never forget them
and always try to live worthy of those that are

banished for his truth.

Where is your brother Alisha living with
his wife Polia and children? Probably you
see them sometimes, I pray thee, give them
my brotherly love and good wishes, may the
Lord send them all that is good in this life.

Also to all your relatives.

Fred and William live in Notora, Vania left

for Takootsk on account of sickness. In

spring he promises to come back by steamboat
to Notora.

With this mail there was a letter received
from Yakootsk in which there were joyful and
grievous news. The letter is from Gresha Ar-
aeshin to his uncle Vasia. You have probably
heard that Araeshins have settled near Amga
and he writes from town to Amga addressing
it to Vasilie Verigin. Grievous news was that
Gresha informs Vasia that Aresha, by the will

of God passed away on the 10th February at

2 P. M. Receive, Lord, his soul into Thy
heavenly kingdom. Aresha was a man of a
kind heart and has left after him a good mem-
ory in the hearts of men.

The joyful news in the letter was that Gre-
sha writes that he will come to us in the end
of March, and will probably not build any
more, because the news has gone around town
that the elders will be released. Not long
since there was a telegram received and in

it is said that the Government has settled to

release the elders. How true is it? If it is

true it willl be joyful news.

I am safe and well, thank God. About my
coming here from Natora I wrote in letters to
my relatives and probably you also know, An-
tosha. Give my greetings to my brothers in

the Lord, Vanusha and Pavlousha Planeden,
with their wives and children. Tell them I

received their letter and have sent an answer
of the 1st of January. Good bye, dear An-
tosha and all your family.

•I remain trusting on the mercies of God,
Your brother in the Lord,

V. Verigin. -

For many centuries the public worship of
Jehovah in any degree of purity was confined
to an insignificant fraction of the world's pop-
ulation; and they were often lamentably cor-
rupt; yet they were preserved from utterly
perishing, a remnant of vitality being vouch-
safed them which has taken deep root and is

still growing, bearing fruit to the healing of
the nations.

—

Iowa Epistle.

The Quiet Removal of a Corner Grocery Store's

Traffic in Tobacco.

In the suburbs of the city, a small corner

store property used as a grocery, has for some
years been under the oversight of the writer

of this, as trustee. It is presumably well

known that, included in almost every grocery-
man's stock is to be found a liberal supply of

tobacco,—tobacco for chewing, for smoking
in pipes, and in the form of cigars and cigar-

ettes. Were we to look this mercantile occu-

pation over throughout the length and breadth

of the great city which Penn founded, and in-

deed of any city and town in the land, as well

as in the little villages and at the cross-roads

stores of the country side, it would probably

be found that hardly one dealer in a hundred
is exempt from handling the weed.

Notwithstanding this is so generally the

accepted practice, it was impressed upon me
in the case under consideration, to take steps

to have the sale of the tobacco discontinued,

though it seemed probable this might not be

easily done, and that a vacant store would be

the outcome of the eff'ort, seeing that the fa-

ther of the family was a confirmed smoker,
and the sons were believed to have no scruple

against that part of the traffic.

About two years ago, a little change in the

moderate rental being mutually considered,

the tenants were made acquainted with my
disapproval of tobacco using and selling, the

sale of cigarettes being then particularly al-

luded to. There was no denial that that cun-
ningly devised product of the tobacconist's art

worked very great mischief, especially upon
the young. Well, now, assuming that the
proposition as to the rent charge were to be

modified, making it lighter, would it not be
the proper thing on their part to drop the
sale of the cigarettes, for truth to say, I did

not feel easy to have the destructive things
dealt in upon property in which I had an in-

terest. The fact that I was not the veritable

owner (a readily availed of escape-hole for

stirred consciences), 1 felt did not release me,
who was the responsible factor. To my relief

the proposition was accepted.

A prior experience of perhaps a dozen years
earlier, had had its weight in my taking this

course. A very little shop, in connection with
a dwelling, had been used for the sale o^ can-
dies. Some cigars began to be sold, and then,

a German woman coming into the tenantcy,
cigarettes were kept in quantity. Contrary
to the law, these were sold to young minors,
and, likewise against the law, sales were made
(so I was informed) on the First-day of the
week. Further, the tenant had refused to re-

move certain pictures of a kind which com-
monly, and disgracefully, accompany the ci-

garette traflfic. Listening to no expostulations
against the wickedness of this course, a legal

notice to depart from the premises was the
only evident remedy, though the occupant,
finding her money would not be accepted,
crouched down, aggressively, as would a ti-

gress when seeing its prey was being taken
away.

Returning from this digression to the cor-
ner grocery, a right opportunity being sought,
when a withdrawal of the entire tobacco "priv-
ilege," could, without undue arbitrary pro-
cedure or injustice to the tenant be accom-

plished, the end desired was effected some
what unexpectedly. The ill health of the olde
son, on whom the business mostly devolved, ne
cessitated his leaving the store for sora(

months. Meanwhile, the introduction of a littli

improvement to the premises was mooted. Oi

the return of the young man the subject o:

discontinuing the tobacco sales being pre^

sented, the usual counter argument that if he

did not sell the article plenty of others would,

was advanced, while, as there was so much keei

competition and it was not easy to make a liv

ing at the business, my views on the morality o:

the tobacco trade ought not to guide him
The objector was informed that this was i

conscientious scruple of a kind not to be pul

aside—and whither did he think the world

would drift to if there was no endeavor tc

follow one's serious apprehensions of right anc

to strive to make something of a stand againsi

the evil which came in like a flood? The mat-

ter of the suggested improvement was ther

brought up, and the assurance being givei

that with the putting away of the tobacco th(

improvement would be made, and without in

crease of rent, the proposition was straight

way accepted. It seemed as though the lo\;

state of health of the young man more readil

inclined him to accede to the plea for th'

right course. No request was made for
•

three months' or six months' time allowanci

within which to make the change, and ther;

has been no sign of the weed on the shelve

or the counter since.

It may not be amiss to say that the state (

our membership in North Carolina as affectei

by its pronounced environment of tobacco Wii

felt during the operation of the concern abo^i

related. Many of us wish to help our bret!'

ren thereaway in this regard, and in ordi

thereto we will undoubtedly do well if favon

to keep ourselves clear. Josiah W. Leeds.
West Chester, Penna.

Some other matters may be more acceptal

to some people than the plain, simple, straigt

forward gospel. They may crave an exhil

tion of eloquence or worldly wisdom and wor

of pleasing flattery rather than to have th'

sins probed into; but we must take our sta

with the gospel, for we are commissioned '

preach this glorious gospel in the fulness

its truth and power, whether men will hear

'

not, be pleased or not. Our motives shoi'l

be cleansed of the desire simply to use hii

sounding phrases, or deep reason, or to ple;3

the ear with the fine turns of rhetorical r

pression, or to entertain by fine words, pictu 3

of fancy and the imagination. The gospes

the power of God unto salvation, and needs o

adventitious aids to find way into hearts, t

it be preached from a full mind, a good he;

,

and fresh communion with God, "not withi-_

ticing words of man's wisdom, but in demi-

stration of the spirit and of power."—Ljt<Aefl

Observer.

"I DID not expect to get a cent from yd'

said one who had gone to ask of John MurrtJ

contribution for a benevolent purnose,

had received one hundred dollars. "You tjl

out one of the candles by which you were\?!t

ing when I came in." "It is by practi-i

economy that I save up money with whiclto

do charitable actions," was the reply, ' ^^

candle is enough to talk by."
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The Quaker Methodists.

To restore apostolic simplicity has been the
dream of many sincere Christians. There is

fascination in the ideal, and where the efforts

to attain it have revealed a blending of com-
mon sense with the needful self-sacrifice, sym-
pathy has seldom been withheld. There may
be for Friends a more than ordinary interest
in the religious experiments which resulted in

the formation of the Independent Methodist
Jhurches at the end of the eighteenth century.
"Quaker Methodism" was the name invented

;o describe it. It was a term given in deris-
on, and by those outside, yet it came into
ise and described an interesting people for
nore than half a century. A better designa-
;ion could sarcely have been found, for the
)ioneers comprised both Quaker and Metho-
list, and they were finding their ideal in the
)lending of what seemed strongest and best in

)oth churches.

It can be well imagined that there were
friends who were restive under the quietism
ind want of progress of the eighteenth cen-
urv, especially with the example of early
lethodism before them. And it is not ditfi-

ult to realize that in the Methodist church
here were some who, though touched with its

sal, were not convinced of the soundness of
:s position in point of ministry. These dispo-
itions seemed to meet in the case of a few
len in Warrington in 1796 or 1797, and the
esult was the formation of a church of small
roportions but very exalted ideal.

.NO complete account of its formation
reserved, probably none was ever written;
ut it is clear that the inception was quiet,
id that there was no marked cleavage on
,ther side. There was a grievance against
lie Wesleyan ministry, owing to their refusal

\ allow the holding of cottage services, and
';yond that nothing is known.

j

The ardent Methodists of the movement were
'iehard Mills and Peter Phillips, and from the
i'iends came Peter Wright. The place of
Mor among these, and the title "Founder,"
|s always by popular tradition been accorded
i Peter Phillips, a man who combined in his

(aracter the best elements of .Methodist and
^iend, and who held closely through a long
'4 strenu.ms life to the ideal of the Society.

j

CHARACTERISTICS.

It is interesting to study the characterstics
Oithe Quaker Methodists. In the first place
My were distinctly evangelical. Week even-
iij meetings were of Quaker type, but the
"|jnday services" were prearranged, and used
ft the Breaching of salvation. In their man-
Qj of preaching they were distinctly .\Ietho-

"i- Their teaching and doctrine was that
4he Society of Friends, and the question of
^istry was settled upon the basis of the
lotrine of the priesthood of believers. Pro-
leiional ministry and clerical titles were re-
3u|iated, and no remuneration allowed for any
ie ice rendered to the spiritual interests of
Church. It was only after much agitation

Ms article is kindly sent ns by Arthur Mounfield,
of Tht Independent Methodist.— Ed. British

that sustenance was granted to evangelists
who travelled in the ministry, and to the pres-
ent time the entire work of the denomination
has been done gratuitously. In course of
time, when new churches were established,
the question of organization and government
came under consideration, and in this they
leaned towards the Congregational view, and
held for the independence of each body of be-
lievers.

With a sagacity which their history has jus-
tified, they chose what seemed the .strong
points of three branches of Nonconformity.
They placed themselves on the bed-rock laid
bare by George Fox, but found value in the
principle of Independency; and sought their
progress through the medium of the meth-
ods of the then rapidly-extending Methodist
church. This blending of principle is still

characteristic of Independent Methodism, and
has produced through a century communities
of Christians, alike in practice, in modesty,
and in unvarying adherence to the original
ideal.

The story of the early years is one of re-
markable self-sacrifice and devotion to princi-
ple. They worked quietly, yet enthusiastic-
ally, for the salvation of men, and, notwith-
standing poverty, erected a number of meet-
ing-houses in South Lancashire, as the homes
of newly won Christians. Intellectually, the
Quaker Methodists were not given to contro-
versy, and took up the wise attitude of not at-
tempting to prove anyone else to be in the
wrong, but sparing no efforts to put themselves
in the right—a mental attitude which might
have been copied with advantage by many of
their successors—and it is not surprising to
find that from the first they seemed to have
commanded universal respect.

Quaker dress and habits prevailed among
them, and though they used singing, the use
of instruments was debarred. Indeed, so
closely did they resemble the Society of
Friends that it would be much easier to name
the points of difference than those of identity,

and these, we think, would be found to be
matters of usage rather than of belief.

LORENZO DOW AND THE QUAKER METHODISTS.

Unfortunately there is no complete account
of those early strenuous years. A dread of vain
glory prompted them to .silence, and the only
testimonies to their zeal are those of outsid-

ers. We refer only to one of these, but one
to which a special interest attaches— that of
Lorenzo Dow, the famous American evangelist.

Lorenzo was one of the wandering stars of
the spritual firmament; a man of visions and
dreams, an unusual spiritual genius. This re-

markable individual seems to have become
deeply attached to the (Quaker Methodists,

and for an extended period made the house of

Peter Philips his home.
The circumstances of their becoming ac-

quainted are interesting. Dow had been moved
to visit England, and, though he had no friends

here, crossed in a sailing vessel in 1S0.5. His
brave wife Peggy accompanied him, and tells

in plaintive words of the thirty-five days' sea
passage, during which she saw no one of her
sex, and of her forebodings as to the strange
land they were visiting. .\o friendly door
opened to them in Liverpool, but by some
means opportunity to preach in a small church

of the "Kilhamites"—now the Methodist New
Connection—was found.
He was at this period quite unknown on this

side of the Atlantic, a wandering preacher,
'without visible meansof support," friendless
and all but penniless, wearing long, unkempt
hair, that hung around a haggard face (leei)ly
marked by smallpox, with nothing indeed, but
his .spiritual gifts to commend him to the sym-
pathy of good men.

It happened that Peter Phillips was in Liv-
erpool to buy rushes for his chair-makine
trade, and feeling "drawn" to enter the Kil-
hamite church, heard the unknown preacher.
An interview was sought, and an invitation to
visit Warrington given, and thus began a
friendship between two uncommon men, which
lasted till death separated them. From that
time forward the house of Peter Phillips be-
came his home, and Warrington became the
scene of extended labors and remarkable re-
ligious awakening.

In a remarkable volume, bearing as title,

"The dealings of (iod, Man, and the Devil
with Lorenzo Dow," a inurnal that reminds us
alternately of those of (ieorge Fox and Wes-
ley, he tells the story of his English wander-
ings, and has much to say of the Quaker Meth-
odists.

"These people are called in derision 'Qua-
ker Methodist.«,' because they are so simple,
using the plain language, and hold class meet-
ings," is his first comment. But stirring
things happened. The meeting-house at Fri-
ar's Green became the scene of a great revi-
val: people flocked from afar to hear the
strange preacher who in thrilling accents was
calling men to repentance, and there was an
awakening memorable alike for both preacher
and people.

Other events, equally unexpected, bound
him to the Quaker Methodists, and made their
meeting-house a hallowed spot. But to read
of these one must turn to the journal of his
wife for they were experiences best told, be-
cause most keenly felt, by the woman who
shared his vicissitudes. Peggy Dow's journal
lingers in the minor key, and reveals in every
page the heart of a brave and a tender wo-
man. She left her first-born, the "idol of her
heart," in the "burying-ground of the Quaker
Methodists." Her child was born here, and
as she had been sick of a fever, and lain many
long weeks at the home of Peter Phillip.s, the
little one was removed to the countrj'. The
news came that it was dead. It was carried
to Warrington to be buried, and the little

cofiin was to pass the window of the house in

which she was. In plaintive words she tells

of her strong desire to take a glimpse of it as
it passed, and how the solicitude of her friends
prevented it. Her husband was far away
preaching in Ireland, and she must bear her
grief alone. "It was a .sore trial, but the
Friend of sinners supported me."

It is not surprising to find Lorenzo in later

life exclaiming, when his thoughts turned to

Warrington, "Oh, the feelings of my heart

towards that place; feelings that no language
can describe."

Strong personal ties were established during
the days of sickness and trial, and a deep at-

tachment was formed between Peter and Han-
nah Phillips and Lorenzo and Peggy Dow.
From the home of Peter Phillips he sallied
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forth upon innumerable excursions to preach

to wayside congregations, and stories of the

weird preacher still linger in the villages of

Lancashire and Cheshire.

It is difficult at this distance to estimate his

power and influence. His genius was that of

Whitefield rather than of Wesley. He reaped

incessantly and in any field, but left others to

gather and bind.

ORIGIN OF PRIMITIVE METHODISM.

Most notable perhaps among the results of

his preaching were the circumstances which

led to the formation of the Primitive Metho-

dist denomination. It was owing to an appeal

of his that two young men named Hugh and

James Bourne decided upon the holding of the

open-air meetings, which gave occasion for

the unhappy controversy and division in ileth-

odism in 18U6. As revealing a point of con-

tact between the two bodies in their early

days, it is interesting to find Lorenzo placing

it on record that the "Quaker Methodibts,"

both preachers and hearers played a great part

and gave support in the camp meetings.

However much the eccentricities of this wan-

dering preacher may have marred his influence,

it is clear that he left a mark upon England

which several generations have not eff'aced.

FREE GOSPELISM.

There can be no doubt that the societies re-

ceived a great impetus from the prolonged la-

bors of Lorenzo Dow, but we are not quite

sure whether he did not unwittingly bring upon
Quaker Methodism its chief blight and hin-

drance. In his unceasing travels he discov-

ered in various.towns "free Gospellers"—small

bodies of Methodists who had severed from
other churches as a protest against a hired

ministrv, and for whom "Cheap Gospellers"

would perhaps have been a more appropriate

description. He gathered representatives of

the Quaker Methodists and Free Gospellers at

Leeds in 1806, and some sort of federation

resulted. But there was a vital dift'erence of

standpoint between the churches so apparent-

ly similar. The Free Gospellers held for Meth-
odism minus a hired ministry; the Quaker
Methodsts had taken their stand for the priest-

hood and equality of believers with Apostolic

simplicitv and usage in all things. Externally

almost alike, they viewed things from posi-

tions which were essentially diflferent, and per-

fect harmony has never resulted.

THE CONVERSION OF ROBERT MOFFAT.

One or two events in the history of the de-

nomination may be briefly noticed as having a

general interest. It was in one of the small

meetings of the Quaker Methodists that Rob-
ert Moffat was converted. At High Legh, in

Cheshire, a meeting held in the dairy of a

farm has an unbroken history of fully a cen-

tury, and at a service here, whilst an under-

gardener at High Legh Hall, Robert Moft'at

found the light. The reader of his journal

will remember his account of the experience,

and of his subsequent walk to Warrington,

during which he saw the missionary placard,

and may reflect upon the great issues which
have hung upon trivial things.

The farm buildings which offered a meeting
place for worshippers in his day have disap-

peared, but the service continues, and the vis-

itor may still see the reading-desk which did

duty then as now, and may visit the modest
two-roomed hut in which he lived.

THE FIRST TOTAL ABSTINENCE SOCIETY.

To two great teachings the Quaker Metho-
dists, or, as we now call them, the Indepen-

dent Methodists, have shown conspicuous fidel-

ity—those of Peace and Temperance.
In ISyO, when a few earnest men began an

agitation in Lancashire, in favor of abstinence

from intoxicants, it is said that the only doors

open to them were those of the meeting-houses

of the Quaker Methodists. Certain it is that

in one of them the first English total abstinence

society was formed. The history of it is of in-

terest, inasmuch as it places the date of the

movement earlier than that usually assigned
by temperance historians, and lends probabil-

ity CO the assumption that the men of Preston
derived their beliefs and impetus from exist-

ing societies.

In 1830, two members of the Society of

Friends appeared in Warrington as total absti-

nence lecturers. They were G. H. Burkitt, of

Dublin, and W. Wood, of Manchester. But
prejudice was strong, and neither public build-

ings nor churches could be obtained for the

purpose of their meetings. The Quaker Meth-
odists alone were sympathetic, and in one of

their meeting-houses at Stockton Heath the

first society of which we have any record was
formed. The pledge upon which it was based
is preserved. It is dated April 4th, 1880, and
reads: "We, whose names are subscribed, be-

lieving that intemperance, with its attendant
evils, is promoted by the prevailing opinions

and practices of society with regard to the

use of intoxicating liquors, and that decided
means are called for, resolve to abstain from
the use of inebriating liquors ourselves, and to

dissuade others from using them, and by all

proper means to discountenance the cause
and practice of intemperance."

Other societies came into existence in the

same year in Warrington and High Let^h, and
a leavening process can be shown to have pro-

ceeded through South Lancashire. It was in

1832, that the men of Preston began their ad-

vocacy, and by the adoption of different meth-
ods brought their teaching more acutely be-

fore the notice of the world. They were the

first to raise a noise of battle, and have had
the leading place assigned to them in temper-
ance history. But the Quaker teachers al-

ready named were the true pioneers, and to

them must be given the credit for the forma-
tion of the first English total abstinence so-

cieties.

THE EARLIEST BAND OF HOPE.

It is important also to record that the first

organized effort to spread temperance princi-

ples among the young was made by the Quaker
Methodists of Warrington. As far as research

can show there is no earlier Band of Hope, or

Temperance Society for the Young, than the

"Youth's Total Abstinence Society," which
was formed in the early thirties in Brick
Street Sunday School.

THE DENOMINATION.

Of the history of the denomination we have
not set ourselves to speak. Its growth has
not been due to the influence of any command-
ing personality or wave of feeling. It has had

no Fox or Wesley to fix its ideal or tell the

world of its principles. Nor has it had a liter-

ature to bind its scattered parts together.

One might expect that with so little to bind,

and so much liberty to enjoy, churches would
develop differently under varying conditions,

and often be at the mercy of men of master-

ful mind. This has unhappily been the case,

and it is here that the want of progress finds

explanation. Y'et the denomination has been

true to its early ideal, and was never more so

than at the present time.

Happily it has been saved from eccentric-'

ities in matters of usage, and whilst its rate'

of progress has been disappointing, there isi

comfort in the reflection that there is little to'

unlearn. Like the Society of Friends, it has;

had its period of quietism, but there is evi-j

dence that the awakening is complete, and ei

strong disposition for progress and self sacri-'

fice, joined with a perfect unity, has becomfi

an outstanding characteristic. Its own ad!

herents do not doubt that it carries a perma'

nent message, and when the changing atmo
sphere of the religious world is considered

and it is remembered that ever-increasins

numbers are accepting -in theory at least-

Quaker teaching concerning the ministry, i

will be admitted that a progressive form o'

Quakerism is likely to find wide acceptance

The Quaker Methodists were idealists in thei

day, but the ideal of yesterday may be th

real of to-morrow.

It remains to say that at the recent Ai

nual Meeting the membership of the ludepeni

ent Methodist Churches was given as eigl

thousand seven hundred and three, with twei

ty-six thousand seven hundred and forty-foi

Sunday School scholars.

Forever is thy Word Fixed in the Hea
ENS.—Some time since a visitor at the Obse

vatory of Harvard University was desiring

look through their great telescope. Consu

ing a book of astronomical tables, his frie

said: "A star will pass across the field

vision at 5.20 o'clock." The instrument w

adjusted and the visitor, lying upon his bac

applied his eye to the glass, his friend me;

while standing with a small hammer in his hai,

and with his eye fixed on a tall chronomet

clock. At precisely 5.20 o'clock the obsen"

said, "There!" At the same instant his friens

hammer struck the table. The exclamatJ

and the hammer stroke were absolutely simjj

taneous; although the man at the telesc«

could not see the clock, nor the man with

hammer the star. It was a wonderful coiri;

dence—that passage of the star hundredsl

millions of miles away across the object glsf

of that telescope, at the instant when the s\\

ond hand marked the hour 5.20 o'clock. ",

wonder seems greater when we know that -

book in which was the predicted positioiif

that distant star was published ten years ;-

fore, the forecast being based on calculat'is

running back a thousand years! In the s;M
book were other tables predicting celesM
movements a thousand years still in thefui«
- movements which we may be assured ill

prove as certain in fact and as exact in 'Je

as that which has just been noted. So perct

is the law of God, and so absolute the oUi-

ence of Nature to his decree! But the jd

of Nature and the God of grace are one;nd»
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.Hrelations to redemption are equally definite

aii are sustained by no less power than those
ivch bind the universe about his feet. "If,"
sai Jehovah, by the mouth of his prophet,
" can break my covenant of the day and my
(!c|3nantof the night, so that there should not
.bfiiay and night in their season, then may al-

lo^ny covenant be broken with David, my ser-
V^t." And so it is that we may have strong
cC^olation whoever of us have fled for refuge
to'iy hold on the hope set before us in the
joel. The covenant on which we rest is as
jUf—nay,—ten thousand times surer,—than
inlor all the ordinances of Nature.— T'Ac Pa-
nj.
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Elizabeth's Second Thought.

h'zabfth McDonald mounted the steps slow-
\y'.. There was a little pout on the lips, a
iviikling of the brows, a murmur of discon-
;e. Evidently Elizabeth was not pleased.

j

was the summer of 1863, in the little

;o|n of Gettysburg. The last week had been
re| exciti<ig. For three days the dreadful
lale raged. Now the rebels had gone, but
10 different the staid old, peaceful town!
'b streets were in confusion, the church
Ujlings and schools were full of wounded
i^, crowds of people were coming to see the
a>lefield or to help nurse the sick soldiers.
'1^ order of the McDonald home was inter-
i]|il. An uncle's family, driven from their
«!home, which had been claimed for sharp-
ijting, were staying there, and the general
ti the sharp-shooters had been invited to join
le party at breakfast. There was no room
»i|51izabeth at the table, but that was not
le^ause of her ill humor, for Elizabeth had
i« brought up in the old fashioned way, and
iiht that it was perfectly proper for "chil-
i to wait."

l3,
it was the bill of fare at which Eliza-

)\s nose turned up the least bit, and the
4ifying thought that such a handsome big
(jral ought not to have been set down to
hie so incomplete—frizzled chipped beef,
(Id without butter, coffee without cream
'preserves. But what else could be done?
jMother McDonald's good housekeeping
li not prevent the hams from being stolen,
jring the milkman from the farm,
sgusted Elizabeth found her way upstairs
1 enclosed porch and looked out over the
ibormg gardens. Beyond to the west lay
>me mountain tops, serene and unconscious
e horrors upon which they had so lately
id down. But Elizabeth's point of view
hearer.

ly a few yards away sat a soldier ready
ke his breakfast. ISlowly he opened his
[rsack. and the meal was soon set forth—
ce of hardtack, a slice of greasy bacon
d tincup of black coffee,
izabeth's lips curled again. How could
.t such stuff! The soldier waited, but not
immon courage to begin the uninviting

J U-"
'^° Elizabeth's astonishment he

d his hands and bowed his head, then
ed himself as a devout Roman Catholic.
exclaimed Elizabeth under her breath

'can he be thankful!"
ere were five minutes of thought. Then
beth skipped down-stairs. The frown had

boon a cheerful little girl was passing
eneral his second cup of coffee. "The

best I have had for a month," he gallantly

And the little girl with the thankful heart
never forgot what she saw and learned that
summer morning.—S. E. Stoever in Phil,,
Lcd(jrr.

A Wise Judge.— Two Penobscot county
farmers bought an old-fashioned pair of steel-
yards, each paying a part of the cost, and both
used them for weighing their produce for
market. After a time a dispute arose and
each caimed to own them. The matter was
carried into court. The jury disagreed. Then
the case, on some technicality, was sent to
the Law Court, and was again sent back for
trial. The costs up to this point had reached
about $500, about a hundred times the original
cost of the steelyards. When it came up
again Judge Peters was the presiding justice
He told the counsel that, if continued the
costs would be increased to such an extent that
one or the other of the parties would lose his
farm in order to pay, and advised them to enter
it neither party," and divide the cost as it
was. After a consultation the parties said
they were willing to do that, and it looked as
though the case would be settled. All at once
one of the contestants went over to his counsel
in the court room and asked: "But who is
going to get the steelyards? He shall not
have them." The other contestant made the
sanie declaration. Then the counsel arose and
said the case was just where it was before any
talk of settlement had been made. They were
willing to stop litigation and divide the cost
^^but what could be done with the steelyards?''
"Pll fix that," said Judge Peters. "Let the
sheriff of the county take the steelyards at
night and go down and throw them into the
middle of the river, letting nobody know the
exact spot, so they never can be recovered by
any one." The contestants agreed to this
propostion, each paid his proportionate part
of the cost, and the case was dropped.—Lcu;-
iston Journal.

With increasmg years her alle(rianco to the original
principles of our religious Society became more andmore pronounced, and .she was willing to stand, ac-coniin- to her measure, steadfast for the faith.

We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the

n°«!', i"n^",'
^^''''^'' A"'^^'« ^^ Philadelphia

108..-1<;j0, being a li,t of certificates of removal
received at Philadelphia Monthly .Meeting of Friend.s,
by Albert ( ook Myers, M. L., member of the His-
torical .Society of Penn.sylvania, author of "Immi-
gration of the Irish Quakers into Pennsylvania"

1 Ins work IS a valuable mine of information for
the genealogist and for the historian interested in
the early migrations into Pennsylvania. It includes
a complete list of hundreds of (Quaker emigrants
from Lngland, Ireland, Wales, Parbadoes, etc ar-
riving at Philadelphia Monthly Meeting during the
above period, giving also the location whence they
came, and usually other items of the condensed in-
formation especially valuable to the genealogist
and historian,

"

In removing to Pennsylvania the Quakers brought
ith them certificates of removal or membership
hich were received and recorded by the Monthly

Aleoting at the place of settlement. As Philadel-
phia, the metropolis, received more of these certifi-
cates than any other section of the Province, this

A Gentle Reminder.—An old man and a
young man were riding in a atage-coach. The
old man was grave but sprightly, short of sta-
ture, spare, with a smooth forehead, a fresh
complexion, and a bright, piercing eye. The
young man swore a great deal, until once
when they stopped to change horses, the old
man said to him, "I perceive by the registry
book, that you and I are going to travel to-
gether a long distance in this coach. I have
a favor to ask of you. 1 am getting to be an
old man, and if I should so far forget myself
as to use any profane language, you will
oblige me if you will caution me about it."
The young man instantly apologized, and there
was no more swearing heard from him during
that journey. The old man was John Wesley.

Items Concerning the Society.

^
W'hile the decease of Maria S. Reeve, of Medford,

X. J., is still fresh in our feelings, that of her sis-
ter, Rachel S. Rowland, recently of New Bedford,
Mass., which occurred last week, casts a solemnity
over a wide circle among our membership. She
was in her eighty-seventh year, and for fifty-five
years in the station of minister, maintaining also

active interest for the relief and welfare of the
poor and suffering. Her great-great-grandfather
was .James Logan, an intimate associate of William
Penn, and an early governor of Pennsylvania.

ist is of peculiar va
The material has been carefully compiled from

the original manuscript records of Philadelphia
Monthly Meeting,-from the Hook of Recorded
( ertificates at Fifteenth and Pace Streets, and from
Dnginal Certificates and Men's and Women's Min-
utes at Fourth and Arch Streets. No one else has
ever collected and printed these records.
A full alphabetical index jf the names is ap-

pended.

Printed from the type, and edition limited to ;300
copies. Price, .$1.25, postpaid.

Ferris & Leach, Publishers, Nos. 29-31. North
•Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

Notes From Others. .

When the hour of the mid-week service comes
round, have an attentive ear and mind to its call.
Go to it with readiness, and eagerness, and prompti-
tude. There are your Christian brethren waiting
for you

; and they will be disappointed if you do
not join them in the praise of God and contribute
your part to the exercise of the meeting. .Jesus,
the best of friends, is there, and has a blessing in
reserve for you. The Holy Spirit has fresh enlight-
enment, cheer and comfort for you, when you honor
Him by your presence, where He loves to hold au-
dience with Gud'a people. And do not go alone.
Take your family, as far as pos.-^ible, with you or
some acquaintance. This will tend to put fresh
life and vigor into all hearts, and be a means of
benefit to yourself and others.

DA.MAGES FOR THE Sale OF Lii^iioit.— There is a
statute in Pennsylvania which does not seem to be
very widely known, but which could be made very
effective in the hands of men determined to see it

enforced. It is the law which provides that saloon-
keepers shall be held responsible in damages for
injuries resulting from their sale of liquors to in-
toxicated persons. The Supreme Court of the State
has lately made a decision which sustains the law
as constitutional and equitable. A poor widow
sued a liquor-seller because he .sold liquor to her
husband until he was unable to guide his steps
homeward, fell into a gutter, contracted pneumonia,
and died. A jury gave the widow substantial
damages, and upon appeal the Supreme Court su.s-

tained the verdict and the law. It brushed away
without much ceremony the pleas made for the
saloon-keeper that pneumonia, and not liquor, was
the immediate cause of death, and that the man
took the liquor voluntarily. The court replied to
the last plea :

" Every drunkard not only takes
liiiuor voluntarily, but whenever he can get it, and
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because of his weakness the law makes the saloon-

keeper responsible for selling to such persons. He
has not the will-power to resist temptation, and

for this reason the sale to him is forbidden." A
very good, brief temperance lecture delivered from

the Supreme Bench.

—

rrcsbykrian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The President has appointed Oliver

Wendell Holmes, Jr., a son of the late Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Sr., now Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of

Massachusetts, to be Associate Justice of the United

States Supreme Court, in the place of Horace Gray, who

has resigned on account of ill health.

A riot has occurred at Duryea, near Wilkes-Barre, in

consequence of an attempt to operate a coal washery, in

which some persons were injured ; and many have been

arrested.

Under the rules of the Mine Workers" Union, in which

at least 90 per cent, of the man working at anthracite

collieries were enrolled, the will of the majority rules;

and, as a result, the unskilled workmen, employed inside

and outside the mines, really control the action of the

union. It is said a very large majority of the actual

miners of coal were opposed to the strike, which has not

yet ended.

Commissioner Sharrett, at Shanghai, has informed the

Government that the Chinese tariff protocol was signed

on 15th inst. This announcement brings to a successful

conclusion negotiations in progress for many months for

a tariff treaty between China and this country. This has

carried out the purpose Secretary Hay had maintained

throughout the preceding negotiations for an " open

door," the desire being to open up foreign communications

with the interior of China, and thus gain access to the

vast markets of the empire.

In a recent decision liy Commissioner Yerkes, at Wash-

ington, the use of palm oil in making oleomargarine was
declared illegal. It was shown that five pounds of palm

oil would color fifteen hundred pounds of oleomargarine

so as to make it look like butter. The commissioner ruled

that where so small a quantity is used, it cannot be

claimed that it is put in as a bona fide constituent of the

product, but is used solely for the purpose of coloring it

so as to make it look like natural butter.

According to a writer connected with the United States

Agricultural Department Alaska has resources to sup-

port a population of 3,000,000. The Government esti-

mate is that Alaska contains 2,000,000 acres of land

suitable for farming and pasturage.

It is said that strontium has been found in West Vir-

ginia and in some parts of New York, while near Franks-

town, Pa., the mineral is found in quantities worth de-

velopment. Its salts are employed in beet sugar pro-

cesses and in separating sugar from molasses, and in a

limited way in medicine.

The 17lh inst. was the hottiest day of the year in

Lincoln, Neb., where the mercury ranged from 96 to 102

degrees. The same day was the coolest day of the

month for the past twenty years, in New York City, the

thermometer showing a temperature of from 56 to "2

degrees.

The harvest in the North Western States is reported

to be the greatest ever known in that region.

Earthquake shocks occurred at Skagway, Alaska, oi

the 10th inst. The three volcanoes. Mounts Redoubt,

Ilmiana and Augustin, in the Cook inlet section of Alaska

have lately been active. An observer said: " We were in

full view of all three peaks, the farthest being not more

than fifty miles distant. The smoke did not appear to be

very dense, but enough ashes have been scattered over

the snow covered peaks to almost blacken the white sur-

face. There was no flame coming from either mountain."

On the 13th inst. the temperature at the top of Mount
Washington, N. H., registered 28 degrees and the summit
was thickly coated with sleet and ice.

New Hampshire has carefully collected statistics

touching her summer population. The capital invested in

summer property is valued at nearly $10,500,000, and

the number of summer guests is placed st 174,000. The

care and entertainment of these visitors employ over

12,000 people.-

The Raleigh (S. C.) News and Observer states that

there are 9,000 children under 12 years employed in

Southern factories, which condition the editor of that

journal declares should not be permitted to continue a

day.

Southern competition in the manufacture of cotton

goods has seriously affected mill owners in the Northern

States, and a recent telegram from New Haven, Conn.,

states, that it is rapidly transforming the pretty New
England hamlet of New Hartford, a few miles west of

that city, into a typical " deserted village." The business

is to be removed to Tallassee Falls, Ala., and the mill there

is to be abandoned Ninth Month 1st. It employs about

700 persons, with their families.

Foreign.—A battle has taken place at Barcelona in

Venezuela, between revolutionists and government troops,

in which the former partly destroyed the city.

A dispatch from Paris, of the 13th inst., says: The ex-

pulson of nuns from conventual schools in the provinces

is still marked by desperate resistance on the part of the

populace, and it is only where the gendarmes or military

have been requisitioned to assist the authorities that the

buildings have been forced into and their occupants ex-

pelled.

The work of demolishing Newgate Jail, the historic

prison so long a feature of the city of London, has been
begun. It is said that the prison will not be rebuilt and

that the site will probably be leased for commercial
buildings.

The city of Tien-Tsin, the port of Pekin, has been re-

stored to the Chinese authorities. This city has been in

the hands of the allied Powers since their invasion of

China in consequence of the Bo.\er uprising, and its evacu-

ation has been steadily urged by the United States.

The Viceroy of Chi Li has issued a proclamation in

which the people are warned against carrying arms. " The
people and the Christians must not retaliate against each
other," concludes the proclamation, " but forever be at

peace
"

The new North German Lloyd steampship Kaiser Wil-

helm 11 has been launched. It will be the largest, and is

designed to be the fastest, ship in the world. Her di-

mensions are: Length, 707 feet; beam, 71J feet; depth,

39 feet, and draught, 29 feet. Her displacement is 19,-

500 tons. She is to be of 39,000 horse power, and will

have accommodations for 1,000 cabin passengers.

The low rates of freight which have prevailed for many
months on both sides of the Atlantic have, it is said, re-

sulted in the enforced idleness of an enormous fleet of

vessels, particularly steamships, which are now laid up in

all European ports.

An English paper announces that the automobile and a

fire engine have been combined. The points of advantage

which are claimed for the apparatus are these: It can

cover the ground quicker than the ordinary machine, be-

ing able to run at the rate of a mile in two minutes; it

can go further, thirty miles being its limit with a single

supply of fuel; it can be prepared for action more speedily,

only a few seconds being required to set it in motion, and

the cost of maintaining it is, comparatively, very slight.

The fuel is petroleum. The use of petroleum is, in itself,

regarded as a highly commendable feature, inasmuch as

no sparks arise from its combustion.
" A novel plan for utilizing wireless telegraphy in its

present stage of development," the New Y'ork Times says,
" has been devised in Liverpool, and will soon be in prac-

tical operation. The scheme is to establish a post office

and signal station, not in midocean, but 110 miles west of

the Lizard, a place where, for British commerce at least,

information from the shore is more valuable than it would

be further out at sea. The purpose is to moor there a ship

equipped with a powerful search light and the Marconi
apparatus. It is expected that great advantage will be

derived from the distribution of orders sent from shore

by owners for vessels passing in or out.

The completion of the great dam across the the Nile

at Assouan, near the first cataract is announced. It is

one of the largest of its kind in the world. It is about a

mile and a quarter long and rises ninety feet above the

river bed, is thirty feet wide at the top. and will impound
220,000,000,000 gallons of water. The purpose of the

dam is to regulate the height of the river for agricultural

purposes.

Official and other reports from India state that the

famine situation there is becoming more serious, owing
to the lack of rains throughout almost the entire country,

and especially in the Bombay Presidency.

The London Telegraph says that four hitherto unknown
tougues—so far as print is concerned—are now being

added to the list of languages in which the British and

Foreign Bible Society prints the Gospels. The New Testa-

ment is to be turned into Nyanja, for the tribes of the

Shire River bank, Nyassaland. A version in Y'alunka is

nearly readv for natives of the Falaba district of Sierra

Leone, and in Bugotu for the inhabitants of Y'sabel Island

—one of the Solomon group. Lastly, a translation, into

Visayan, spoken by some 2,000,000 persons in the Philip-

pine archipelago, is being undertaken.

The feeling of opposition to the yoke of Russia by the

natives of Finland has been recently shown by the refusal

of about 2,000 young men in one of the provinces to enter

into the Russian military service, although they have by

declining subjected themselves to a heavy penalty.

Certain Hungarian journals state that Count Tolstoi

intends to reside in Bucharest, since having been ex-com-

municated by the Russsan Church he could not e: i

Christian burial in Russia.

It has been discovered that typhoid fever can be ,.

veyed by means of oysters. It is said that steps are 1
g

made in England to protect the oyster beds from an; ,-

posure to contagion.

RECEIPTS.

H. B. Garrett, Phila., for Frances Garrett
; J i,

M. Sager, Pa. ; Nathan Pearson, Ind. ; Reeo
.

Thomas, Pa.
;
Josiah Wister, N. J. ; Geo. Rus

I

N. ]. ; Paschall Worth, Pa. ; Martha M. Vaug ,'

N. Y., and for Hannah Hoyle, O. ; lorgeii E
la. ; Mary Roberts, N. J., per Susan R. Willia

Mary Pa.xson, Pa. ; Hannah P. Rudolph, N.
Warner W. Cooper, N. J. ; Sarah A. Longstr

;

Phila.
; Josiah W. Leeds, Pa., and for Johr'l.

Leeds, N. ]. ; Gertrude W. Cartland, Mass. ; H 1.

S. Taylor, Pa. ; K. L. Roberts, N. J. ; WilHatT.".

Wickersham for Hannah N. Harry, Pa. ; Sar;!

T. Haight, agt., Canada, f2o, for Catharine H,
Jos. H. Clayton, Jos. G. Pollard, Anna H. Mo

;,

Henrys. Moore, Mary A. Treffry, John PollJ,

George Pollard, Edward Waring and Joshua \ r-

ing ; Amos E. Kaighn, N. J., and for Wm Man,
M. D. ; David Heston, Phila., $6. for himself,

J n

B. Heston and Chas. D. SchoU ; Henry Wo. s

Sons, N. J., for Edmund Wood and George Wo
;

Wm. W. Hazard, agt., N. Y., for Martha K. C
;

Mary Reynolds, Ind. ; Thos. Dunn, La. ; Edv d

Comfort, G't'n, and for Edith C. Tatnall, 11;

Thos. H. Whitson, agt.. Pa., $[2.16, for T. Cl;;-

son Eldridge, Albert L. Entrikin, Geo. O. HibbH,
Sidney Temple, George B. Mellor and Phi^la

Hoopes, I2.16 ; B. V. Stanley, agt., la., ^4.5011:

William Coppock and Isaac T. Dewees, J2 ;

Alfred Embree, Pa. ; Phebe T. Hall, Pa. ; Will 11

Abel, Neb., |r, to No. 27 ; William C. Stokes ir

Marv E. Branson, Phila. ; Mary H. Ridgway,
;

Mary W. Bacon, N. J. ; Robert R. Hulme, I ;

Henry B. Leeds, agt., N. J., |6, for I. Powell Le ;,

Anna K. Woodward and Charles A. Lippinc:
Clarkson Moore, agt.. Pa., I20, forhimself, Penn k

Cooper, Elizabeth C. Cooper, Priscilla H. Hugs,
S. Morris Jones, Elizabeth W. Moore, Pembeim)
Moore, Sarah L. Passmore, Thos. L. Passmore 4
Wm. Wickersham ; Zenaide M. Hartz, Phi ;

Benj. P. Hoopes, Phila. ; Wm. F. Terrell, Va.

B&'RemiUaTiees received after Third-dny noon uril .(

appear in the Receipts until the folloieing wee/:.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library. 142 N. 16th St., Phila.— Duriogie
Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be open 7
on Second and Fifth-days from 3 to 6 P. M.

Wanted.—A teacher to take charge, for next tertif

the Monthly Meeting School at Sugar Grove, India.

Application may be made to Calvin Newun.
Mooresville, Id

or Sarah T. Maxwell,
Plainfield, Id

Wanted—Position as housekeeper in private faiy,

by a middle-aged widow, competent to take full chio.

Address R,
:

Office of TheFrieni

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term b«is

on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th, 1902. New sch.rs

should present themselves for classification in the !e-

noon or not later than 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Wm. F. Wickersham, '

Principi

Changes and Corrections in Meetings as b-

LiSHED IN Friends' Almanac.—Concord Monthly M-

ing : the hour has been changed from 10 to 9J.

London Grove Particular Meeting: mid-week is U

on Fourth-day at 10 o'clock and not on Fifth-day at i.

Mount Holly, N. J. : hour of all meetings changed m

10 to lOJ.

Rahway and Plainfield Monthly Meeting: Mo; Ij

meeting held at 11 instead of lOJ.

Langhorne, Pa.: The hour of meeting has been cha M
from 10 to lOi.
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Self-Love and Unity.

':)weet are the uses of adversity," is an

3"emark; and we could oftener say the

of diversity, were we not so often aware,

i(. we come to divergence of views and sen-

H]t, of their engendering in us the reverse

|)Feetness. But it is for our training in

etness that suci. tests of patience are suit-

.|To some minds unity means simply "a
nng over to my, orourview." "Unite with

jnd we shall be agreed." As a husband

d declared unity in marriage to be, that

ij man and wife are one, and I am that

e' Such an attitude must make one's

ihness little short of complete. But there

ijbe so exactly the same likes and dislikes

ssuch unity of tastes shared by two to-

br, as to confirm each in selfishness. This

|iave beard remarked in a view of our

if on love and unity. And indeed only

'i days ago when a couple were paying a

^call, one said of the other, "I should not

i' married her, had not her preferences in

i'>

been the same as mine." The other

;ed such things being a true ground of

, and she was right. But the view pre-

ijd on the Query was, that where the

te and choice of food of both husband and

were one, neither one in the providing

had to think for the other, and each had

'his or her own preference to suit, know-

t was sure to suit the other. So the

would grow on them, of consulting self

it is with opinions. Where there is diver-

if views there is occasion for each party

rned to think for the other, or with re-

ce to his standpoint. Thus may they

learer together in thinking with each

other,— in putting themselves in each other's

place; and so find the union of sympathy a

higher unity than that of opinion, or of cor-

rectness on some fact. Both are set upon a

comparison of their views with the essential

truth and so, if their sifting between essen-

tials and non-essentials is honest, are drawn
nearer to the central truth which should unite

them.

As regards the question, "What think ye of

Christ?" it does one good to try to see how
much of Christ there is in oihers,— even in a

doctrinal opponent, rather than to refuse to

see anything in him but the Adversary.

Are we the pronounced standard-bearers of

the doctrine of the universal and saving light

of Christ for heathens as for civilized"' If we
felt as free to acknowledge a measure and

manifestation of Christ in Christians who fol-

low not with us, as we are to acknowledge it

in heathens, some of us might be more en-

largud ill that opiril whii^ii is His.

Christ, "the same yesterday, to-day and

forever," is not divided. But human mind

cannot grasp his wholeness but sees in part

and knows in part; and should be .judged, not

for his inability to comprehend the whole, but

for his faithfulness to the point of view which

he has. We may have a service of love unto

his larger enlightenment, but there is none in

impatience and rejection of him.

In life as a warfare for development, diver-

sity is intended to cement rather than break

up that larger unity which is in Christ. The

foot, the hand, and the eye are all very unlike

and diverse members but are all of the body;

which deprived of some very odd member,

might be found a very crippled body. But

these so diverse members all have the same

blood and are quickened by the same Head over

all. Their higher unity in the one Head and

Life, works a diversity of functions from one

wisdom unto one end. Before we decide on a

fellow-being's substantial disunity, let us see if

we can trace him back as a branch to the one

Truth and Life.

The one awful diversity is a diversity from

the witness for the Truth in one's own heart.

For this, whose name is Sin, every one of us

shall give account of himself to God. But a

healthful truth-loving diversity apparently

from each other but not from Him, is under

the true unity in which all lovers of Truth are

encompassed as under a higher covering; where
each, though doing different work and seeing

different sides of the manifold grace, is doing
what his hands find to do as from the Lord

unto the Lord.

There are es.sentials of Christian religion

which admit of no variableness or shadow of

turning. There are also for each Society of

the Church of Christ, another .set of essentials

to that Society's specific existence, and with-

out which it has no right to exist as a dis-

tinct organization. For our organization is

not for itself, but for the principle which or-

ganized it for the perpetuation of its central

truth among men. Diversities under this

truth, and entertained for its sake, may well

have their healthful place, as breaking up
self-love, and promoting forbearance and love

of each other.

Ascent of Mount Ararat.

Al ' wfinty minutes to seven, when the sum-
mit of Little Ararat was about on a level with
the eye, we paused for awhile and turned to-

ward the prospect, now opening to a wider
range. The day was clear, and promised
warmth; above us the snowy dome of Ararat
shone in a cloudless sky. The landscape on
either side of the beautiful pyramid lay out-

spread at our feet; from northeast, the hidden
shores of Lake Sevan, to where the invisible

seas of Van and I'rmi dififused a soft veil of
opaline vapor over the long succession of lonely

ranges in the southeast and south. The wild

borderland of Persia and Turkey here for the
first time expands to view. The scene, how-
ever much it may belie the conception at a first

and hasty glance, bears the familiar imprint

of the characteristics peculiar to the great
tableland. The mountains reveal their essential

nature and disclose the familiar forms—the

surface of the tableland broken into long fur-

rows, of which the ridges tend to hummock
shapes. So lofty is the stage, so aloof this

mighty fabric from all surrounding forms, the

world lies dim and featureless about it like the

setting of a dream. In the foreground are the

valleys on the south of Little Ararat, encircl-

ing around to the Araxes floor; and on the

northeast, beside the thread of the looping

river, is a little lake dropped like a turquois

on the sand where the mountain sweeps the

plain. In the space of another hour we had

reached an elevation ... of over fourteen

thousand feet. We were now no longer thread-

ing along the shore of an inlet; along the vague

horizon of the summit circle was the limit of

the broad white sea.

After about eight hours of continuous climb-

ing the travelers at length gained the top of
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the mountain at an altitude of more than seven- ,

teen thousand feet.
I

We are standing on the spot where the ark of

gopher rested when first the patriarch alight-

ed in the face of an earth renewed. Before

him lie the valleys of six hundred years of

sorrow; the airiest pinnacle supports him, a

boundless hope fills his eyes. The pulse of life

beats strong and fresh around him ; the busy

swarms thrill with sweet freedom elect of all

living beings. In the settling exhalations stands

the bow of many colors, eternal token of God's

covenant with man.

—

From "Armenia: Trav-

els and Studies," by H. F. B. Lyjieh.

Selected.

Luke Howard.

Luke Howard, of Dover, England, was a ser-

viceable man in the early breaking forth of

Truth in this nation, a faithful sufferer for its

testimony, and preserved to the end in peace.

The following account is extracted from a short

journal and collection of his writings.

In his tender years he experienced in him-

self the appearance of the love and grace of

God, reproving for evil; and when about four-

teen years of age he was bound an apprentice

to a shoemaker in Dover. His master, being

in a seeking state, and having forsaken the

public worship and joined with some who were

separated from it, treated him kindly; which

so wrought on him, that he took a resolution

to become more conscientious towards God,

and more orderly to his master, than he had

been, not daring to wrong him by neglecting

his work. Thus he served out his apprentice-

ship to his master's content; and, a-few weeks

after his time was expired, he came to London

to work, frequented a meeting in Coleman

street, and was admitted a member thereof.

The war between the king and parliament being

then very hot, and forts raising about the city,

he sought to be entered in the army; but many
pressing to go, "it was my lot," says he, "to

be left out; that so I might be clear of the

blood of all men, as since I have seen it and re-

joice, though then troubled at my dismission."

He then returned to Dover, where there were

several young men inquiring the way to Zion

with their faces thitherward, and searching the

Scriptures, hoping to find the right way.

"There, and in that day," says he, "I was
convinced that singing of psalms in rhyme
and metre, was a lie in me as to my own con-

dition, and a mock service as to the Lord;

and was forced to sit silent under the cross,

when others sung." This, at that period was
so strange, that the priest took notice of him,

and in a little time it was noised abroad as a

great wonder, that he refused to sing psalms.

His master, wtth whom he had served his ap-

prenticeship, being also troubled at it, got

Samuel Fisher, their priest, to come and dis-

course with him. Fisher had much to say

to him; "But" said he, "I said what was
in my own conscience manifested, and I did

not know another in the world of my mind;

but so it was, my peace abounded, and knowl-

edge increased." Samuel Fisher returned

home and never dared to sing more in the

steeple-house; but was soon after convinced

of the everlasting Truth, in which he ended
his days in prison for his testimony thereto.

Luke Howard meanwhile went among the

Brownists, also the Presbyterians and the In-

dependents, and then among the Baptists,

with whom he chose rather to join than with

any other. He passed through their ceremony

of water baptism, but still knew not where to

find a resting-place, not knowing he had a

guide within him to keep him out of all evil;

and in this state he mourned with tears.

Nevertheless he got over his convictions,

and went into liberties; "In this great loss,"

says he, "I continued until I did, as too many

do, get above the witness, and I sought to make
merry over it, and to take my fill of the

world with all I could enjoy thereof."

But soon after coming to London on busi-

ness he went to hear a preacher in Lombard

street; and afterwards a young man, named
William Caton, stood up and sounded an alarm

out of Zion, and proclaimed the gospel of

peace out of the Lord's holy mountain; but

L. Howard's mind being after visible things

he slighted it at that time.

The next First-day, being at home, he was

told a Quaker was preaching; and going to

see what manner of man he was, found him to

be the afore-named William Caton. Luke w
reached by his testimony, was a guard to him

from the boys and others who ofi'ered him

abuse, and in the evening went to visit him,

where he found his companion John iStubbs.

He invited them to go home with him, which

they did, and had several meetings there, and

their testimony was to him as a pleasant song,

and he bore them company out of town. Then

exercises fell to his lot, but he was led along

in. safety under the teachings of truth, so that

he expresses himself thus, after giving an ac-

count of the exercises he had to pass through:

"My experience hath been and is. as I abode

in obedience to the Lord in waiting on Him,

which I hope I shall ever do; the word of the

Lord opened to me when in a great strait,

saying, 'I will cleave the rocks and mountains,

that the redeemed of the Lord may come to

Zion;' at which I felt and saw a little light,

and a hope sprung up of getting over and

through those rocks and mountains of thick

and black darkness in me, which the enemy
presented to be so great, that it was impossi-

ble to get over. So then, and ever since, in

that grounded hope, as an anchor to my soul,

I have cast my care upon the Lord and have

rode through many bitter storms, and I

bless the Lord my flight hath not been in the

winter, and now, I hope in the Lord, it will

not be in the Sabbath-day. Even so, amen."

In the course of his pilgrimage it was some-

times his lot to be imprisoned. Once he was

sent to Dover Castle with three more, and de-

tained sixteen months because he could not

forbear meetings. At this time he employed

six men in his trade, but he was obliged to

shut up his shop for six months. Neither

could he work in prison for a time: but ob-

taining the liberty of an entry to the grate,

where they drew their meat up with a cord,

he worked a little there, and his wife kept

cows and sold milk, to assist in supporting his

family; "and," says he, "I had perfect peace,

joy and content in it all; and the Lord made
it all good to me, both within and without."

It also appears he suffered a long imprison-

ment in the castle, in 1684; during which he

often pleaded with the magistrates on account

of their cruel and unjust treatment of him.

Thus persevering, he was preserved in

greenness to old age. The following expj.

sions were taken down during his illness
j

friend present as delivered, viz: "God,
it

Lord of heaven and earth appeared to nii

an acceptable time in the year 165-5, by's

word, through his servants .lohn Stubbs r

William Caton, in the gift of his grace,

son of his love, Christ Jesus, whom he

out of his own bosom, and by the sword o

own mouth, and by the brightness of his

;

ing, cut me off from the wild olive t

which I was rooted in by transgression,

grafted me into the true olive root, the lif

which is the light of the world, and by his ,-

and Spirit in my heart, raised me to wor'p ,

him in spirit and truth. Then the cross > j

peared so great, that if it had been his ^'\
|

would rather have parted with my natural'^e i

if I could have had peace, than to have tiji i

it up; but in the day of his love and pcir i

through the word of life, and the arij

;

thereof, I was made willing to do his will, .J

to take up the cross, not for a little wl*

but with a resolution as long as life contin I,

And though many temptations have atten i,

yet the Lord hath delivered me out of ti

all, and hath engaged my soul and all wi b

me, to serve Him in newness of life and bi'it

and continued a breathing, that He w d

never give more knowledge than He \s\i

give me power to obey; and in the day the,)f

hath made me willing to serve Him and dy

myself, and his reward is in my bosom, ie

is worthy to be worshipped, obeyed, and fed

forever, for He speaks peace to his child i,

that they turn not again to folly. In is

peace stands my rest, which rest reraainnr

the people of God, and in this I take my life

of the world, with soul, body and spirit, gsD

up to the Lord in and through his grace, le

life of Christ Jesus, in whom all the proira

are yea and amen."
He departed this life the seventh ofie

Eighth Month, 1699.

Quarantine Your House.—You must q r-

antine against immoral literature. This a

deadly poison. It comes in various andt-

tractive disguises. Exclude it as you wid

the germs of a pestilence. To efl:'ectually 3-

tect your homes from its baleful inflaee,

supply them with healthy literature. lis

as easy to cultivate a good as a depravedt-

erary taste in children. They will read see-

thing, and what they read will exert an i-

portant influence on their character Let ;ir

most earnest efl'ort be exerted to keep ou)f

the house the sensational novel, the blood c i-

ling tale of vice, the obscene pictures, andie

whole flood of wicked, degrading, crime-

>

ducing literature that threatens us. I'uin

reach of your family good papers, raagazes

and books. Bait them with a chaste story, iJ

keep them supplied with wholesome knowle^e.

A bad book may prepare your son for the :il

of a felon. A novel may vitiate the w le

life of your daughter.

—

Memphis Advocat

Though you feel to be few in number f

trust there may still be preserved a rem: it

to uphold the standard of truth as profe«

by Friends, remembering that strength is''

always in proportion to numbers. For were

told that "one shall chase a thousand and 'o

put ten thousand to flight."—/ou;a Episth
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1 Epistle to Friends of Great Britain

and Ireland.

BY MARY JESSUP.

:ar Friends:—Prompted by motives of gos-

)ve to my fellow professors and by a de-

for the exaltation of Christ's kingdom in

hearts I venture to address them on a

ict which appears to me to be of the first

rtance. I have neither the tongue nor

en of the learned to employ in this ser-

but I believe this ought not prevent my
jssing, in the simplicity of my heart, the

;ise I have long been under on behalf of

lembers of our religious tjociety, that they

increasingly become a spiritually minded

e; such were the primitive (Christians;

there is reason to believe, were our early

ids; would it not be well for us to con-

by what means we also may be enabled

Ik in the spirit with persevering watch-

3S?

engage in religious performances with

pared hearts would not promote this

ible end; but 1 would encourage all

IS amongst us to be vigilant in waiting for

y to perform the indispensable duties of

il prayer and praise; and this not only in

ligious meetings and when families are

ted for reading the Holy Scriptures, but

are be taken daily to dedicate a portion

e to withdraw from our temporal engage-

and, even literally where it may be, to

into the closet or private apartment and

he door, that we may be secluded from all

rd interruption; such an effort to disen-

our minds from bewildering things, it is

ied would prove an acceptable sacrifice in

ight of Him who seeth in secret. And
ih discouragement might at times be felt

jjse "the flesh is weak," yet, if there be

I

patient waiting for holy help, and a

\\ perseverance in looking unto Jesus,

1\uthor and Finisher of our faith," there

and to believe that a capacity would be

Vsed to bow acceptably at the footstool of

i| mercy and to offer up our petitions for

il to " lay aside every weight and the sin

ci doth so easily beset," and "to run with

i^ce the race set before us."

il,uld this address obtain general circula-

ijtrust it will fall into the hands of many
) 'm testify from blessed experience that

ifjrons, when they have retired in a state

iijness and insensibility, light has arisen,

ey have been favored to experience a

3 hunger and thirst after righteousness,"

ilt they have been made sensible that the

rihath indeed helped their infirmities and

intercession for them. I do not assert

tl.'ery rightly exercised mind will, at all

ej derive sensible encouragement and con-

it^n from this practice; but I fully be-

ep is nevertheless our duty to place our-

'9in a situation the most likely to draw
'Uhe Divine blessing upon us. There will

bbss be times when we shall have the
ID nee of death in ourselves that we should

tjst in ourselves but in God which rais-

tl; dead;" but this will humble the crea-

3 iid promote our growth in spiritual ad-

ctjient, perhaps as much aa those seasons
sr^ii sensible refreshment is dispensed.

H^jme therefore, my dear friends, to im-

ss'pon your minds the necessity of faith-

fulness in the discharge of so great a duty as

that of "watching unto prayer:" we read that

our blessed Lord "spake a parable to this end
' that men ought always to pray and not to

faint,'" and in another place he says "V'erily,

verily, I say unto you, whatsoever ye shall ask
the Father in my name, He will give it you; ask
and ye shall receive that your joy may be

full;" and again "If ye, being evil, know how
to give good gifts unto your children, how
much more shall your Heavenly Father give

the Holy Spirit to them that aslc Him." Sure-
ly the encouragement thus held out by the

highest authority should strengthen our faith

in his promises. "Let us therefore come
boldly to the throne of grace that we may ob-

tain mercy and find grace to help in time

of need."
To those who thus reverently wait upon

the Lord, I believe it seldom occurs but that

a renewal of spiritual strength is experienced

and a degree of ability witnessed to offer up
our petitions "unto Him that is able to keep
us from falling and to present us faultless be-

fore the presence of his glory with exceeding
joy;" and who that has been thus exercised in

the opening of the day, but would be im-

pressed through the course of it with a sense

of the necessity of endeavoring to cherish the

spirit of prayer; that when he mixes with

society a holy restraint may be felt lest

there should be any departure from the paths

of duty? This watchful disposition of mind
would neither be productive of a eloomy re-

serve, nor preclude the enjoyment of social

intercourse, but would expand our hearts in

love and charity towards our fellow-mortals

and in desire that we might be preserved from
putting "a stumbling-block or an occasion to

fall in our brother's way." Who does not see

the spiritual advantage that would result from

having the mind thus impressed, day by day,

with a sense of its duty to t!od and man and

with a conviction, that in order to perform

this duty. Divine assistance must be reverently

waited for? Thus sensible of the incalculable

benefits of retirement I am anxious to prevail

upon all my friends to avail themselves of the

privilege to press through the crowd of im-

pediments which may obstruct their persever-

ance in this important duty; should they even

seem when faith is at a low ebb, like insur-

mountable difliiculties. It is admitted that, in

some situations in life, the time devoted to

this purpose must of necessity be short; but

if very little time can be prudently spared

from domestic or other duties, that little,

rightly spent, may prove as acceptable to the

Searciier of hearts, as the widow's mite,

which was cast into the treasury. Again,

persons in health, by early rising, may always

secure a portion of time for this important

service before the occupations of the day com-

mence. Thus the man of business may be en-

abled to cultivate the spirit of prayer and if

his "eye be single" his whole body will be full

of light, so that his spiritual perception will

be quick and he will the more readily discover

the snares which the adversary of man's hap-

piness is continually laying to entangle the

unwary. If this watchful state of mind be

cherished, devotional feelings, there is every

reason to hope, will so prevail in the evening,

that sleep will not be given to the eyes nor

slumber to the eyelids, until some time has

been spent in reverently drawing nigh unto
Him whose we are and whom we ougjit faith-

fully to serve. "A mother whose incumbrances
may be many in attending to her infant charge
and to other necessary cares, will find that a

few minutes thus spent in reverential awe at

the footstool of Divine mercy will not be to

her time lost, on the contrary, she will there-

by be enabled to cast her care on Him, who is

"touched with the feelinii of our infirmities,"

and be encouraged to commit the keeping of

her soul with the souls of her offspring, to a

faithful Creator. In an especial manner I

wish to encourage dillident minds who may be

temjited to think it almost pre8umi)tion in

them to expect that the spirit of prayer shouM
be vouchsafed to any so unworthy as they feel

themselves to be. May such be animated to

begin and persevere in the practice here rec-

ommended, for there is no doubt with me if

they thus present themselves before the Lord,

in humility and abasedness of soul, but that

the blessing they seek will be mercifully dis-

pensed. And oh! how thankful should 1 be if

any nominal professor amongst us. who may
have forgotten his Heavenly Father or ne-

glected his duty towards Him, days without

number, might be awakened to a sense of his

dangerous situation, and should any such be

so smitten with remorse as to fear that his

iniciuities will forever separate between him

and his God, let him not despair, but remem
ber that the Saviour declared, "I came not to

call the righteous, but sinners to repentance."

Instead, then, of the awakened soul endeavor-

ing, like our first parents, to hide himself from

the All-seeing Eye, because he is afraid, let

him consider how awfully affecting it would

be if, in such a state of alienation from his

Maker, he should be summoned to ajjpear

in another state of existence before the .Judge

of all the earth; may such an awful reflec-

tion induce him to ilee to our great advo-

cate, Jesus Christ, the righteous?, "who is the

propitiation for our sins; and not for ours

only, but also for the sins of the whole world;"

trusting in His mercy, who is able to save them

to the uttermost that come unto God by Him,

seeing He ever liveth to make intercession

for them." Let all such be encouraged to

humble themselves under the mighty hand of

God and listen to the apostolic counsel. "Re-

pent ye therefore, and be converted that your

sins may be blotted out when the times of re-

freshing shall come from the presence of the

Lord." The poor penitent, humbled under a

sense of transgression, waiting upon the Lord

in daily retirement and patiently "bearing his

indignation because he hath sinned against

Him," will come to witness a capacity to "sor-

row after a godly manner." and in a degree of

faith to adopt the language, "Lord, if thou wilt

thou canst make me clean;" and if he .sincere-

ly confess his sins, God is "faithful and just

to forgive him his sins, and to cleanse him

from all unrighteousness." Then will he be

enabled to pray with the spirit and "with the

understandimg" also." May persons of this

description come, taste and see for themselves

that the Lord is gracious, that He is merci-

fully disposed to "heal their backslidings and

love them freely." If these submit to have

their steps ordered of the Lord, they may in

due time be enabled experimentally to adopt

the words of the Psalmist, "I waited patiently
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for the Lord , and He inclined unto me and heard

my cry; He brought me up also out of an hor-

rible pit, out of the miry clay, and set my feet

upon a rock, and established my goings; and

He hath put a new song in my mouth even

praise unto our God."
Those who have been measurably purified

and enlightened so as to have a deep and abid-

ing sense of the incalculable value of immortal

souls, and what is due from dependent crea-

tures towards the Author of our being, will

not only experience a living exercise of spirit

on their own account, but will be likely at

seasons to feel their hearts enlarged to suppli-

cate for their families, their friends, their

connections, and the whole family of man,

agreeably to the advice of the apostle Paul,

in the first of Timothy, second chapter, first to

the seventh verses, viz:
—"I exhort therefore

that first of all, supplications, prayers, inter-

cessions and giving of thanks be made for all

men, for kings, and for all in authority, that

we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all

goodness and honesty. For this is good and
acceptable in the sight of God, our Saviour,

who will have all men to be saved and to come
to the knowledge of the Truth." This com-
forting assurance of the universality of the

love of God may encourage us to intercede for

those who appear dead in trespasses and sins,

when we are favored with access to the throne

of grace even as the same apostle exhorts, "I
will therefore that men pray everywhere, lift-

ing up holy hands, without wrath and doubt-

ing." Many, indeed are the iniquities and
transgressions which abound in this land ; some
of its inhabitants who have the form of god-
liness, are, it is to be feared strangers to the

power thereof; there are others who have
even "denied the Lord that bought them" and
are in danger "of bringing upon themselves

swift destruction." Because of these things

the hearts of the righteous, among the various

religious denominations are made sad; per-

haps justly fearing lest the awful language
should in effect go forth from the Most High:—"Shall I not visit for these things; shall not

my soul be avenged on such a nation as this?"

I have a firm persuasion that sincere prayers

have been offered up by many.

Leakn to be Content.—The classic of Ad-
dison tells us of a dream in which he saw a

king make proclamation to his people that on
a certain day, they might gather at a given
place, and there exchange each his life burden
with any other who might desire to make the
exchange. At the given time thousands were
seen hastening to the rendezvous, and there
they changed their burdens for others they
thought easier to bear. Then they started

homeward with rejoicing. But he saw again
in his dream, that after some days had passed,

the same multitude was toiling back again to

the place of meeting, in the hope that those
who exchanged burdens with them might be
willing to take them back again, and give to

each that burden which had been fitted to each
shoulder according as it was able to bear it.

And there they found them all seeking the old

burdens, and when they had secured them they
started homeward a second time, having a new
joy and a new peace. They learned to be con-

tent. Shall not we?

—

H. A. Johnston.

Live for Christ in your home.

Science and Industry.

In a lecture recently delivered before the

Royal Meteorological Society, H. R. Mill said

that many tons of sand blown from the Sahara
desert had been plowed into their furrows by

English farmers this spring.

An Eskimo arrow of walrus ivory, found

imbedded in the breast of a healthy Canadiaij

gray goose shot near Spokane, is on view in a

store in that city. No arrow of that sort was
ever seen in Spokane before. The bird had
evidently carried it thousands upon thousands

of miles from the far north, where it was shot

by some Eskimo.

—

Public Ledger.

The camera promises to become as indispen-

sable in business affairs as the typewriter. It

is now being used in the reproduction of doc-

uments, statistical tables and other papers

whose duplication by hand would be laborious

and expensive. In a very brief period the

camera reproduces these things with absolute

correctness and with much labor saved.

Preserving Cut Flowers.—Flowers may
be kept constantly on hand in city homes at

small expense if they are properly cared for.

When you bring them in untie them at once,

and place them loosely in a large bowl of wa-
ter, the temperature of which should be ex-

actly that of the surrounding atmosphere; then

after an hour or two lift them out and spray

them very lightly with a little fresh water, and

arrange them in the desired vases, to the wa-

ter of which a small block of charcoal should

always be added if practical.

The next day a tiny morsel may be cut off

the end of each stem, the flowers rearranged

in fresh water, delicately sorayed, and thus

treated they will last in good condition a long

time.

A Good Substitute for Feathers.—Feath-
ers and down are expensive, but if you know
a bank where the cat-tail grows, you can have

down pillows galore for the mere making.
You must know that the fluff of the ripe cat-

tail, which may be gathered in July or Au-
gust, makes a pillow equaled only by down
itself. So be provident this year, and if you
live near a lake or pond get you a harvest of

cat-tails for future use. You will find them
the most inexpensive and satisfactory material

you can employ for this purpose. If it should

be your fate to live in a section of the country

where cat-tails do not grow, then substitute

the silk from milkweed pods. Gather the pods

in the fall of the vear, hang them away in pa-

per bags to dry, and they will burst open be-

fore the winter is over, and can be made up
into pillows in the early spring.— Woman's
Home Companion.

What Becomes of the Ox.—But one-third

of the weight of an ox is of such material that

it can be eaten, yet not one bit of it is thrown
away. What is done with the two-thirds was
explained in a recent periodical, from which
the facts are taken. The blood of the animal
is used in refining sugar and sizing paper, or it

is manufactured into door-knobs and buttons.

The hide goes to the tanner; horns and hoofs

are transformed into combs and buttons. The
thigh bones, worth eighty dollars per ton, are

cut into handles for clothes-brushes.
Ij

foreleg bones sell for thirty dollars a toij

collar buttons, parasol handles, and jewi.;

the water in which the bones are boiled i,

'

duced to glue; the dust from sawing the b

is food for cattle and poultry; the sraa

bones are made into bone-black.

Each foot yields a quarter of a pin it

neat's-foot oil; the tail goes to the "so'

"

while the brush or hair at the end of the
jl

is sold to the mattress-maker. The chcj

parts of the fat make the basis of buttei);

the intestines are used for sausage casing j

are bought by gold beaters. The undigeid

food in the stomach, which formerly cost 19

packers of Chicago thirty thousand dollaij

year to remove and destroy, is now made a

paper. All scraps unfit for any other use iii

welcome in the gluepot, or are employe ly

the farmers as fertilizers.— Young Amerit

The Many Uses of Olive Oil.—Concer ij

the value and increasing use of olive < a'

writer in the American Kitchen Magazine ij;-

Only a small part of the olive oil in «
markets of the world is used for cooking; ig

largely employed for soap making (castile ,ip

is made from olive oil), medicinally aniii

silk, and woolen factories.
1

The increased use of oil for food shouljl-

ways be encouraged. If children are traiid

to eat it, there is little likelihood of their er

losing the appetite. Instead, the tenden is

generally to an increasing use of oil not ly

with salads, but with almost all vegetable

Aside from custom there is no reason 1/

olive oil, more than good butter, should be-

garded as a luxury by an ordinary family.

It is hard to draw a sharp line betweer^

use of oil as a food and its use in therapeu's,

The former makes the latter less likely tbe

required. If a small part of the money snt

for patent medicines in the United States re

employed to put a pure olive oil on our ta 8,

there would be less call for the various w-

ders, pills and liniments that are advertise )d

every side.

The body can be fed artificially with oby

baths, massage, etc, and physicians ad

nurses know of the wonderful gain madoy

patients for whom this is done. In typid

fever, appendicitis and kindred diseases, lie

use of oil results very successfully. It is so

employed in the treatment of burns and an

antidote for poisons.

The United States was the first natioto

recognize the independence of the Sth

American Republics, and over them it ned

the asgisof the Monroe Doctrine almost eitj

years ago; yet, compared with the EuropfS,

we in .'\merica are profoundly ignorant ant

South America. We know almost nothiniof

its scenic wonders, for we do not visit ta;

our share in its exploration is insignifit^t;

what information the world has of its florffld

fauna has been gleaned by Europeans ma!y;

our knowledge of its ethnology also ciM

from them, and the same may be said he

history of its people in the nineteenth cer'ij

(from American sources almost no accou of

the rise of the Spanish Republics can be lO.

and it is European, and not American, caal

that has opened up its wildernesses, buiiw

cities and railroads and established its ii is-
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How many Americans have seen Ecua-
avenue of volcanoes," twenty of whose

id;y crests exceed fifteen thousand feet, one
;iem twenty thousand and three others

noen thousand feet? How many Ameri-
in'have heard of the Paulo Alfonso Falls,

1 is Kio San Francisco, with their descent of

ir^ hundred feet and volume of one hundred

idjfty thousand cubic feet per second, or of

le Lven falls of Guayra, on the Parana, which
Jiibination during the rainy season chal-

Df the grandeur of Niagara?

I w many Americans are familiar with (!en-

al>an Martin's achievement in making the

Blge of the Uspalata Pass, twelve thou-

mseven hundred feet above the sea level,

ijan army of five thousand men, infantry,

ijrjry and artillery, in the war of independ-

fc in 1817? The Great St. Bernard, over

li^i Napoleon led an army, is five thousand
Blower than Uspalata.

—

Ainslee's Magazine.

Life Eternal.
t

Viat is life? Even in its lowest forms it

h'onil my ken. I saw it revealed in a tiny

•ling on the western slope of the Sierra
•\ hi Mountains. In close relation to it were
e trees pulsating with the same kind of

eitbe annual rings of which in fallen trees

jrger, carried their individual beginning
Btto the times of Moses—plant life of one
[^perpetuated by (iod from the creation,

d a high rock in Yellowstone Park I saw
^le's nest. In it there were helpless eag-

BJ
They were dependent upon parental love,

BJ:y,
strength and skill for every particle

f)d that sustained the bird life in them,
vand then the parent birds, after soaring
M-d and gazing downward, plunged into the
Ikvstone River, struggled out and up with

!| living prey, and gave it to nourish the

jif the eaglets, till they, in turn, should
ijne strong eagles and care for their young.
i| once more, is life in the beasts of field

ijorest. The life is nourished from birth

ititurity. It expires by the limitation of

jvn nature, or it is taken to support other
i including the life of man.
ijien God had wrought the wonders of

[on, swiftly, or slowly, in days of hours, or

he said, "Let us make man in our image,
our likeness; and let them have dominion
he fish of the sea and over the fowl of

jir, and over the cattle, and over all the

i,
and over every creeping thing that

eth upon the earth." "So God created
in his own image, in the image of God
edhehim; male and female created he

And as if this were not a sufficient

ition and record of the creation of man
the earth, there was quickly added this,

I the Lord God formed man of the dust
e ground, and breathed into his nostrils

jreath of life; and man became a living

re first was animal life of higher order
any other. Here next was human perso-
ife, alone, and supreme, among God's
ly living creatures, with dominion over
all. And here at last, and best of all,

Shild life— life like God's own life, no
|r to whom it could answer but the living

With the sinless possessor of this blessed
God the Creator, walked and talked, and
rational loving fellowship in an earthly

Eden of visible beauty and delights. In its

highest order that was spiritual life, to be per-
petuated as eternal life on the one condition
of perfect obedience. Put it was lost to the
two who had it, as to their natural descendants,
by disobedience, strange, sad willfulness, under
Satanic subtlety and power

But thanks be unto God that the spiritual
life given to be perpetuated into eternal life

by personal obedience, lost in and by "the first

Adam," is more than regained in and by "the
last Adam." By his obedience unto death,
even the death of the cross, under the law that
justly condemns every one of us, and by the
grace and gift of (Jod in Jesus Christ our Lord,
the life spiritual and life eternal become our
individual possession and heritage. God gives.
We receive. Even the act and habit of re-
ceiving are ours by grace. Faith is this re-

ceiving. In the life soiritual are the first [ml-
sations of the life everlasting. The life is

real because of our effectual calling, "the
work of God's spirit whereby convincing us of
our sin and misery, enlightening our minds in

the knowledge of Christ, and renewing our
wills. He doth persuade and enable us to em-
brace Jesus Christ freely offered to us in the
gospel."

"This is the record that (Jod hath given us
eternal life, and this life is in his Son. He
that hath the Son hath the life, and he that
hath not the Son of God hath not the life."

Then I must have the divine Son to have the
divine life. Is this po.ssible? Can we have
the Son of God and the very life that is in him?
Here is the written answer: "He that abid-
eth in the doctrine (teachings) of Christ, he
hath both the Father and the Son." There-
fore if there is eternal life for us anywhere
in the universe of God, we have it individually,

when we have the true fjod and his Son, Jesus
Christ. And we do have the true God and his

Son, Jesus Christ, when the Spirit of Truth,
who searcheth all thing.s, even the deep things
of God, and glorifies Jesus Christ as the re

vealer of the Father, makes the truth as it is

in Jesus precious to our hearts.

—

John U.
Wells.

A Stonebreaker.

I passed by a quarry one day and saw a new
machine at work, running by steam. Quite a
gang of men were employed, teams brought
up to a platform stones weighing twenty to

twenty-five pounds each. These were thrown
into two massive jaws, which crushed and
ground them into fragments of various dimen-
sions. These were taken away by trucks un-
derneath and were sorted and made ready for

shipment.

As I wandered on the hill-side I thought of

another stonebreaker, not run by steam but by
Spirit, not open to the eyes of a rough gang,
but deep down and hidden from the eyes of ail

men. There are stones of different degrees
of hardness—on many a hill side—but the

hardest stones that come under the operation

of our spirit-machine are stony hearts, with
pieces of various size— pieces of obstinacy,

of indifference, of pride.

As I stood by the stonebreaker I saw a

wagon load of stones disposed of in a few min-
utes; as I think of the human heart I discover

a process very different and oh, the slowness
of the operation! What rubbing, chafing,

turning over, until the crumbling powder is

made very fine. But why trouble about this
slow grinding machine? I answer, you cannot
get into heaven unless vour heart is turned in-

to a grinding mill, and you come out of the
proce.ss refined and purified. "1 dwell with
him that is of a contrite and humble spirit."
The meaning of contrite is a crumbling and a
broken spirit. How may I get it? There is

only one way. We must go into the i)resence
of the (Jreat (Jod, and go alone, bring along
our .self-esteem and pride, and behold a won-
der. You will be changed, and after you are
broken and crumbled, then will come humility,
your rebelliousness will melt into beauty, and
you will go softly all your days

Lift up the gates of your heart and the
King of glory will come in. H. T. Mii-i,i:k.

Hkam.svii.i.k. Ont.

How Girls Can Help Their Mothers.

Every girl, if she be not thoroughly selfish,

is anxious to lift some of the burden of house-
hold management from her mother's shoulders
on to her own; but, unfortunately, many girls

wait to be asked to do things instead of being
constantly on the lookout for little duties
which they are capable of doing.

If you would be of any real use in the home
you must be (juick to notice what is wanted

—

the room that needs dusting, the fiowers which
require rearranging, the curtain which has
lost a ring and is therefore drooping. And
then you must not only be willing to do what
is needed, but willing to do it pleasantly, with-
out making people feel that you are being
martyred.

It is almost useless to take up any house-
hold duties unless you do them reerularly. If

you do a thing one day and not the next, you
can never be depended on, and if some one else

has to be constantly reminding you of and
supervising your work, it j)robably gives that

person more trouble than doing it herself would
cause.

Have a definite day and a definite time for

all you do— the flower vases will need attention

every other day, the silver must be cleaned
once a week, and there should be one day kept
for mending and putting away the household
linen. Begin, too, directly after breakfast,

and keep on steadily till your work is done.

If you begin by sitting down "just for a

minute" with a book, or think you will "just
arrange the trimming" on your new hat, the

morning will be half gone before you know
where you are.

A girl who has brothers may spare her mother
all those tiresome little jobs which boys are
always requesting to have done for them, if she
will only do them kindly.

But a boy will not come and ask his sister

to repair frayed out buttonholes and to make
him paste for his photograph album if she

snaps and says he is "always bothering."

It is not easy work, but it is quite possible

for the daughter at home to make up a good
deal of its sunshine, and it is only when she

has learned this that she is fit to go away and

be the sunshine of a home of her own. -Pres-
byterian.

The high and sacred privilege is wit

that God's tabernacle is with men, dwelling

and walking with them; they his people and He
their God.— Wedern Yearly Meeting Epistle.
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Simple Living.

Reiterated until it has become as an oft-told

tale, is the statement made on every hand that

life is becoming more complex with each suc-

ceeding gsneration. Life, we are told, is not

as easy as it once was. The ever-developing

civilization into which we are born and by

which we are surrounded is making life more

complicated every year. Where men had one

need a generation ago they have ten to-day.

the creation of artificial needs has led to the

living of a "stilted life." So marked has

been the growth of this that men are to-day

bewildered. They are so related and interre-

lated that they lose their way and spend many
idle hours in futile longing for the simpler days

when the world was young.

But is this complexity real or fancied? It

is both. Real enough it is, but complexity is

simply doubled by the fact that men fail to

reduce life to its ultimate analysis. ISo busy

are we in looking at things that we miss the

one thing. He is a great scientist who discov-

ers a law by which ten thousand things are

regulated. He is a great economist who
makes clear some fundamental principle which

may issue in a thousand directions. He has

learned the art of living who has reduced the

complexity of life to the living of a single

principle. The radii of a circle are best seen

from the centre. The "mixed condition of

things" is largely in the seeming because men
ignorantly persist in wandering from the cen-

tre and living life at the circumference.

No life is so complex that it cannot be lived

simply. Given the proper centre, the circum-

ference swept from it can never be too ex-

tended or take within its sweep too many de-

tails. If our hearts were but simple, the out-

ward things of life would be less complex.

Simplicity is the state of being unmixed or

uncompounded. The real complexity of life

is not in its thousand and one externals, but

in the doubleness of the human heart. When
the heart is right life is no longer complex.

What, then, is the one fundamental law

which reduces life to simplicity. What is the

one principle,which can regulate all life's man-

ifold diveristies What is the one force that

can drive and regulate the intricate machinery

of national and individual life. Hear the con-

clusion of the whole matter: "Fear God and

keep his commandments." "The fear of the

Lord is the beginning of wisdom," in all

things. It is the pole star that unerringly

guides howsoever dark may be the night or

tempestuous the sea. This is the secret of

simple living, and for men and nations the one

foundation fact upon which can be erected a

safe and noble structure.

This principle holds in all national life. No
age is without its prophets of despair. They
look for all the dark features of the days in

which they live. They tabulate the problems,

many of which are contradictory. In their

efforts to entangle life's skein, they pull first

at one thread and then another, until they

make confusion worse confounded. There are

race problems upon which they brood until

they make the world an Armageddon. There

are "class interests" that they clash one

against another until we are driven well-nigh

mad with the din. They play upon the igno-

rance of people. They make the rags of pov-

erty flutter before our eyes. They cause us to

hear the jangling of the chain that fetters

crime. All these things they bring to our no-

tice that we may be filled with despairing be-

wilderment.

But these things are not new. They have

existed in some form or other since the world

began. They were ever present to the eyes of

the Great Teacher. And this Expert in the

art of healing human woe had one unfailing

panacea. It was the reverential love of God.

Race problems melted before the warm shining

of this truth For in Him there is neither

Greek nor Jew, Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor

free, but in Him all are new creatures.

Beneath the beneficent sway of his law,

"class interests" do not clash, for masters and

servants are brethren, in "honor preferring

one another" Ignorance is taught the way of

wisdom, the shivering form of nakedness is

clothed, the captive exile hasteneth to be

loosed, for a reverential love of God issues in

man's loving his neighbor as himself.

The simple principle applied to individual

life makes it both sane and joyous. We speak

of our age as one of perplexing doubt. The
very foundations seem removed. Destructive

criticism rends the air. A thousand questions

are asked to which there appears no answer.

We bruise our knuckles knocking at doors that

will not be opened yet. But life in this mat-

ter is a very simple thing. It does not consist

in the abundance of knowledge one possesses

but in the intensity with which it is possessed

by this one principle—the fear of the Lord—
and the eagerness with which it obeys his com-

mandments. There are many things such a

simple life may not know, but one thing it

does know, that living such a life is God's

purposed plans for mortals. He that wills to

do the will of God shall know of the doctrine

that it is of God.

The same principle holds in the life that we
characterize as actual. To incarnate it is to

live unerringly. No real mistakes are pos-

sible to the man who does all from a fear of

God. He cannot sow to the spirit and reap

the harvest of the flesh. The harvest of the

flesh may appear good but that of the spirit is

good and eternal. A man must choose what
he desires to reap and sow accordingly. The

lock of human life may appear complex and

resist a hundred keys inserted in it, but to the

right key it answers and the door opens into

eternity. No problem of individual life re-

fuses its solution. In every crisis to act upon

it is to go in the right direction. There is no

perplexing question possible to which this is

not the true answer.

The complexity and contrariness of life

are due ninety-nine limes out of a hundred to

the fact that men persist in living "against the

grain." The stars in their courses fight

against Sisera because Sisera fights against

Jehovah. But these same stars fight for the

Israel of God. Incorporating this simple prin-

ciple—"only fear the Lord" —life iiecomes

easy, for all things work together for good to

them that love God.— Episcopal Recorder.

What an Old Gunner Says.

I remember once, some three or four years

ago, I stood on a lonely beach, just at sunset.

The last of the red rays was setting all the

waves on fire, and crimsoning the side of the

sand-hills behind me. There was hardly a

breath of wind to disturb the waters of th<fl

and everything but the gun on my sho>l
spoke only of peace and quiet. g

I stood resting, looking out over the^jj
to the other side of the bay, where the %
were fast changing from a sober brown,

j

rich purple. I was completely absorbed ii
jf

beauty of the scene, when all at once a
;,-ri

sailed slowly in range. I raised the s^vm
id

fired, and tiie poor tern, with a broken \

fell whirling through the air to the w
Wishing to end its misery, I fired ant

charge, but that fell short, and then, my
munition being gone, I shouldered my gurij

went slowly back over the sand-hilLs, lea
g

the poor tern to float back and forth omij

dark water, and utter its mournful cry. ^
,

the morning I went to the beach again, ;ij!

found the poor creature half alive, half d'J, i

dragging itself up the sand, covered
jli

blood, and its poor broken wing hanging ; a
its body. In mercy I wrung its neck. Nij

shall I forget the look of those deep, shi ig

black eyes, that seemed to ask only for d i
and relief from sufi'ering; eyes that soon gljd

over in death, as its pretty head dropped jd

the body became limp in my hands. It .b

murder, and for a moment or two after then

seemed to lose its brightess, and the f«li

beauty of the morning went away. 1 laidie

bird on the sands and went back to the hc>,

with a firm resolve never to fire another )t

at a living thing.

My comrades in the field, why should e

continue this slaughter of innocents? Il'e

learned of late to go into the wood and e:iy

the beauty of the life around me, to loolit

all the living things as a part of the wom-s

nature has put before our eyes, and not sou-

thing to be slain.

If you go gunning because you love le

woods and their beauty, why, they are still le

same with or without the gun. There is II

much of amusement as well as instructioi.o

be gained in studying the birds insteac)f

killing them. I have spent more than le

happy half-hour whistling to a quail and h :•

ing his answering call as he came nearer d

nearer, until at last discovering the fnl,

with a saucy flirt of his wings, he sprang n

the air, and went buzzing away into the tr i.

Could I find it in my heart to kill such a beai "

I am convinced that, whatever the placiT

season, it is a poor sport for a man to folw

which brutalizes and degrades him to si

an extent that he is willing—yes, longs-

o

slaughter.

—

P. E. D , in Rockland Imlepend.

"A YOUNG man sat chatting with somegiy

girls. Among them was a sweet, quiet yog

woman known as a Christian. The yoi?

man, thinking to tease her, bantered herabt

her religion. The silly girls tittered, but ^,

object of his mirth remained silent. Tn

with the folly of youth, and the recklessrjs

of impiety, he uttered infidel objections'O

Christianity. She did not smile, nor look t

him nor seem to notice him. Then he c-

tinued his harangue, hoping to force her to;-

fute something. But she maintained the sie

sweet, dignified silence. A vision of hisd

stupidity broke over the young man, and ci-

victed him of sin. He said afterwards, tel'i;

the story. "That silence saved me."--''

Va7iguard.
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Peace Principles in Action.

is Hotchkiss was located aniont; tribes

r some time regarded him with suspi-

On more than one occasion their atti-

ecame distinctly threatening Once on

pulse of the moment, he made a show of

a revolver, an act which he has ever

egretted. But his general plan with

ives was moral suasion, not the use of

ie morning I was attending to the long

f suffering ones; the last one had been

id, and I was binding up her foot, a huge

liavinir eaten away half the upper por-

r the bone. I did not notice the ap-

of my boy, Vui, until I heard him say

I have hit a Mkamba.' Finishing my
I looked up, and, used as I was to

of blood, I gave an involuntary shud-

tbe sight of the lad. A ragged, gaping

his head, fully three inches long,

uring a stream of blood down over his

nd his shirt and loin cloth were already

had said nothing about having been

mself, so I said, 'What is the matter,

who has done this?'

went to the river,' Vui replied, 'to get

l^ater, when a man sprang upon me to

I beat him off witli my club and cut

,d, and he broke his club over my head.

aster, there is a great crowd down there

y are going to kill us all!'

;|ad been only a few months among them,

not yet succeeded in breaking down
[atural suspicion against white men. At
struck me that tliis incident might in

si'ay be turned to account for the Master,

I scarcely knew how. So I went into

ie and got a sponge with which to

i's wound, and came out just as I was,

rted off. Viu looked at me curiously,

ed, and then said, 'Master have you not

your rifle?'

i'

V, said I. 'we are here on God's busi-

nd He will take care of us, and we will

sr any way without the gun.' At such

thought it much better to display no

pji, for its very presence created suspic

Mving at the river, about two hundred

Isaway, we found the whole river-bed

ifthere being no running water in it at

tjie—with a howling mob of painted sav-

i,irmed with bows and poisoned arrows,

,iand short swords. They were evidently

; 1 mischief. So, with a wordless prayer,

ilid into the midst of them, much to their

Ehment. This was the best course 1

diave pursued, for they have at first a

ii(,itious awe of a white man, not knowing
tjit he has some unseen method of de-

li|i; himself.

lie leader of the band, who likewise had
i{j gash in his head from Vui's club, made
IS at him; but springing between them,

gi talking to the crowd, asking them if

dever harmed them in any way, if 1 had

jid them well for everything I had got-

fjra them, if I had not ministered to their

I had not showed them in many ways
their friend. Gradually they cooled

nd became silent as I talked, and when
iirows were taken from their bows, and

finds quit playing with their swords, I

took Vui to a water pool, cleansed his wound,
and sent him off' down the river for water.
Then to their amazement, I took the wounded
leader, pulling him to the water hole, and be-

gan to do the same with him They could not
understand it. 'An eye for an eye,' yea, a

life for a life, is the only law, their poor minds
can grasp, and they rigidly adhere to it. That
the white man should take his w^orst enemy,
and do to him the same kindness he had done
for his own boy was so foreign to their ideas
of justice that they simply stood and looked
in wonder.

"Having cleansed the wound thoronghly,
and noting the advantage I had gained, 1 fol-

lowed it up by saying, 'Now, if you will come
to the house I will [)ut on some medicine.'

Slowly they followed me up the path, thor-

oughly vanquished. (Jetting out my instru-

ments, I shaved the head, sewed up the rag-

ged wound, bound it uu carefully, and they
went away.

"From that day their attitude changed, the

stubborn opposition melted away, sufferers

thronged the station, and some of those who
had been most troublesome became my staunch-
est friends. Thereafter I could go anywhere
through that country unarmed, so far as dan-

ger from the people was concerned. "—.S'AT<t7(t'6-

from the Dark Continent.

Up the Panama Canal,

Captain William Coules, of New York, gives
to the N. Y. Tiv}es a graphic account of his

trip in a naphtha launch up the Panama Canal in

its present state :^
"Around a small point not far from Colon

there is the mouth of the Chagres river, which
crosses and recrosses the canal. It was at ten

o'clock on the morning of the 18th of April

when we rounded the point which has been

made partly solid ground by hundreds of tons

of good machinery thrown in there to make
land. Poor old man Ue Lesseps never knew
how he was being fooled.

"Cocoanut trees in plenty were growing out

of the soil heaped up on the broken machinery,

and in plain sight was what all the people

down there call 'De Lesseps' Palace.' I never

saw such queer foundations for a palace in all

my life. There were boilers, hoisting engines,

locomotives and valuable machinery worth
hundreds and thousands of dollars, thrown in a

heap to make a foundation for a house. Im-

agine a solid structure of wood, three stories

in height, with fifty rooms, and so built that

the large windows and doors could be opened

to let the breezes blow through; large veran-

das, and all around banana and cocoanut trees,

and you have in your mind the picture which

we saw.

"We visited the De Lesseps mansion. It was
in charge of a keeper and he showed us the

large offices, all the silverware, the books and

furniture and the household things just as they

were left nineteen years ago by the owner.

The mouth of the Panama canal is about half

a mile in width, and on either shore there is

low shrubbery. We found a depth of over

twenty feet of water at this point. On both

banks could be seen all kinds of derricks and

machinery lying partly in the water.

"As we journeyed up the river in the launch

the tropical trees met overhead, and it was
not long before we were in the jungle. Banana

plantations could be seen about a mile apart.
The first Indians we met were friendly, and
they talked to Mr. Wilcox in their Spanish-
Indian jargon.

"We came to places in the canal where the
banks had been washed down, so that there
was only a depth of a foot of water. Our
Jamaica darkey would go overboard, put his

shoulder against the stern of the launch and
shove it across the sandbar two hundred or
three hundred feet. Then he came in handy
when we wanted to go ashore. He would pick
us up in his arms one after another and wade
ashore without any apparent effort.

"As we went up the river the Indians be-

came more wild. They would peer out from
the jungle and as soon as they saw us would
scatter as if we were going to kill them. One
strange thing was that the women never ran."

Indeki) it is a sifting time to many, and
their faith tried as to an hair's breadth, on
account of the devastations of the enemy, in

our once highly favored Society. Yet to those
who remain faithful and continue to keep their

ranks in righteousness, their affliction will

work for them a far more exceeding and eter-

nal weight of glory, a treasure in heaven that
fadeth not away. Zion will yet arise and
shake herself from the dust of the earth, and
put on her beautiful garment and becomo a

praise in the earth. Oh, may we, with you,

be found abiding in our dwelling until the sift-

ing time may be over, that we may be found
among the solid wheat in the end of which not

one grain will be lost. — Women's Epistle,

Iowa Y. M.

Men seek to do themselves what grace alone

can do in them.

Notes From Others.

The volume of Latin poems written by I'ope Leo

XIII, which has recently been publi.shed, contains

some poems written in 1822.

That civilization has reacted on Christianity is

palpably true, but it is not one whit more true

than the fact that Christianity has woven itself

into the very fibre of the civilization whose tri-

umphs it has so immeasurably increased, says the

New Yorlc Tribune.

The Church of the Future.—The church of

the future will be the one which has the most of

Christ in her spirit, in her doctrine, in her wor-

ship, in her life, in her organization, in her or-

dinances, in her missions and in her glorying.

Not science, not art, not culture, not civilization,

not learning, not ])hilosophy, is going to conquer

the world, but the Cro-ss of Christ. .lesus is the

mighty revolutionizer, and reformer and elevator

of humanity. The earth is his, and the instru-

ment which He will honor to etfect his purposes

must be full of his mind, power and glory.

—

Tlie

rreshytcrian.

Ton Much Begging.— Methodists all over the

[Tnited States are asking for a reduction of the

number of public collections in the local churches.

They say there is too much "begging" in con-

nection with the preaching services, and both

clergy and laity are demanding a change. Besides

the various local needs—church e.\pense.s, neigh-

borhood charities, etc.—there are general interests

for which several millions of dollars must be raised

annually. Some pastors claim that of necessity

they are obliged to make a public appeal about
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every alternate First-day of the week, which they

think is a little more than their congregations will

endure for any length of time. For the purpose of

relieving this unpleasant situation, the bishops have

appointed a commission to consider the matter of

consolidating the collections by uniting some of the

benevolent societies.

—

Boston Herald.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States. — A summary of the appropriations

made by Congress at its last session, shows the grand

total of $800,624,496.55. Of this nearly 140 millions

were for pensions and 180 millions for military purposes.

In addition to the above, expenditures amounting to 263

millions were authorized, making a total sum authorized

and appropriated of $1,063,000,000. The actual appro-

priations exceeded those of last year by 70 millions.

President Roosevelt began a journey on the 22nd inst.

into New England.

Several carloads of anthracite coal from Wales have

been landed in New York, and if tests being made prove

satisfactory, it may be imported in large quantities. It

is said that anthracite has not been imported for the past

fifty years.

A despatch from Fort Worth, Texas, of the 19th says :

" Edmund Butcher, a full blood Indian, walked seventy-

five miles to Muskogee to surrender to the officers, stating

that he had killed his brother-in-law in self-defence.

With him were his wife and two children. The jailer

pointed out the jail, and Butcher walked into it without

an officer or commitment."

William D. Collyer, United States Inspector of Dairy

Exports, and Professor McKay, of the Iowa State Agri-

cultural College, have completed the work of inspecting

butter for the United States. On Fifth Month 1st the

first shipment of butter was received. More than 500

buttermakers have sent their butter to Chicago for the

test. " The butter is high class," said W. D. Collyer.

" None of it is perfect, but one man's butter was scored

at 98, which is just 2 points' off. The test for the butter

was rigid. The flavor counted 45 points, the body 25,

color 15, salt 10, and the package 5. This is the first

time that butter has been scored in the United States."

There are 13 submarine telegraph cables now in suc-

cessful operation between this country and Europe.

It has been decided by the Superior Court of Massachu-

setts that the Boston Elevated Railway Company is re-

sponsible to abutting property holders for any damage
they may suffer from the nuisance of noise in the opera-

tion of the road. In Pennsylvania it has been repeatedly

held that no damages can be recovered for the noise

made by the operation of a railroad.

Eight hundred Indians have for several months been

working as farm laborers in the Dakotas, thus helping to

meet the scarcity of labor. In the Southwest, Navajos

are being used in railroad construction. In some in-

stances the Government has employed them in digging

irrigation ditches and building roads, where they receive

about a dollar a day. It is said that the Indians work

well.

Six schools have been open in Philadelphia during the

public school vacation, furnishing instruction to an aver-

age attendance of 2500 pupils. The work done by the

pupils of the vacation schools is largely of an industrial

character. It includes cooking, sewing, housekeeping,

carpentry, history, literature, physical culture and nature

study.

A series of tests covering a period of several months

is said to have demonstrated that a high grade of rubber

may be obtained from the Beaumont, Texas, oil, when
put through the refining process. Cotton oil is com-

bined with the Beaumont oil in the manufacture of this

rubber substitute.

The discovery has been announced that the spread of

a fatal fever in the Bitter Root Valley in Montana is due

to the bite of a certain species of tick.

The farmers of Walla Walla County, Wash., are trying

the experiment of laying their roads with straw to im-

prove them. The farmers turned out in force, plenty of

straw was offered, ready hands laid it to the depth of a

foot or more on the main thoroughfares of the county,

and traveling became easy. Three hundred miles of road

it is said will be covered with straw.

There were 379 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 67 less than the previous

week and 112 less than the corresponding week of 1901

Of the foregoing, 207 were males and 172 females : 32

died of consumption of the lungs ; 27 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 2 of diphtbe

15 of cancer ; 18 of apoplexy; 10 of typhoid fever ; 5 of

scarlet fever and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.— A despatch from Paris of the 18th says
" The attempt of the authorities to close the religious

schools in the provinces is still bitterly and aggressively

resisted by the peasantry. When the act was passed

there were in France 100 congregations of men repre-

ting 35,000 priests and their assistants, and 373 as-

sociations of women, containing 135,000 active workers.

This large number of people were employed in hos-

pitals, asylums, reformatories, schools and other charita-

ble institutions in all parts of the country. It is con-

tended that the Orders do not do their work so well as

the State, the Church's activity in educational matters

being especially deplored. It is held, too, that the Orders

are accumulating wealth in an unwarranted way, and that

their political influence is injurious to the best interests

of the State. Out of 3,000 schools involved in the decree

2,700 it is said have complied with the law. This law it

tated, is expected to be the forerunner of one sepa-

rating the Church from the State.

Private advices from China received by the Methodist

ssion Board represents that a renewal of the Boxer

troubles with increasing violence and power has begun

West China, and that " Throughout the country there

has been widespread destruction already, and it is proba-

that most of the Christians living outside walled

3, comprising several hundred persons, will lose all

they have, if not life itself."

It is said there are 227 diff'erent religious sects in

Great Britain and Ireland.

The White Star Line steamer Cedric, of 21,000 tons,

has been successfully launched at Belfast, Ireland. She

is 700 feet long, has 75 feet beam, and draws 49J feet of

water. Her carrying capacity is 18,400 tons, and she

has accommodation for 3,000 passengers. It is expected

that the Cedric will be ready for service in the autumn.

In order to diminish the use of intoxicating drinks

in Sweden, warm milk has been placed for sale in public

places, and it is said that thousands of working people

who otherwise would have been victims of the saloon,

have now been glad to get a warm drink for a smaller

price. The success of the enterprise has been noted by

many travelers, and the press in Southern Europe has

published several recommendations for a universal adop-

tion of this system as a very practical step against the

threatening spread of alcoholism.

A despatch from Manila of the 24th says :
" Official

cholera statistics show a total up to date of 25,664

cases and 18,040 deaths. The actual number of cases

and deaths is greatly in excess of the official reports.

In Germany, briquettes are manufactured from brown

coal, peat, and the dust and waste of coal mines. They
" form the principal domestic fuel of Berlin and other

cities and districts in Germany; they are used for loco-

motive and other steam firing, and are employed for

heating in various processes of manufacture. They are

clean and convenient to handle ; they light easily and

quickly, and burn with a clear, intense flame. They make
practically no smoke, and are, withal, the cheapest form

of fuel for most purposes."

The natives of Mindanao, one of the Philippine Islands,

have again shown their hostility to the American troops,

and made threatening demonstrations. They are Mo-

hammedans, and an active campaign against them has

been authorized by the War Department at Washington.

A despatch from Yokohama of the 18th says :
" The

little island of Torishima, one of a chain extending be-

tween the Bonin Islands and Hondo, an island of Japan, was

overwhelmed by a volcanic eruption between the 13th and

15th instants, and all the inhabitants, numbering 150,

killed. The eruption is still proceeding, and is accom-

panied by submarine eruptions in the vicinity, which

make it dangerous for vessels to approach the island."

A London dispatch from Simla, British India, says that

the plague mortality is increasing at the rate of a thous-

and weekly.

Much excitement is reported in the peninsula of Yu-

catan, Mexico, because of the discovery of petroleum.

Officers of the steamer Dahome report a severe erup-

tion of Mont Pelee, on the Island of Martinique, on the

21st instant. The eruption was followed by total dark-

ness five miles away from the volcano. The Dahome
was obliged to change her course to escape the volcanic

dust which fell heavily upon her deck.

RECEIPTS.

Anna \V. Lippincott, Pliila.; Hamilton Haines,
N. ].; \Vm. T. Zook, Pa.; Esther P. Terrell, Ore.,

to No. 14, v. 77; Isaac N. Vail, Cal.; James Edger-
ton, O.; Joseph Trimble, Pa., f 12 for himself, Phebe
M. Hawley, Natalie R. Stacy, Susan H. Sharpless,

Townsend T. Sharpless and Marv W. Sharpless;

VVm. C. Warren, Gtn., and for S. Eliza Warren, N.

J.; John B. Rhoads, N. J.; Martha G. Cook, Md. ;

i^
Anna Hort Pa.; N. Steer for Deborah H
J. T. Scofield, O.; Sarah L. North, Phila.;

F. Reid and for Eliza A. Martin, Pa,; Jo^\y;
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Trimble, Pa.; Levi S. Thomas, Pa., leforhself}

John G. Haines and Thos. W. Fisher; Jos. ?'n^\
Pa., and for Elizabeth C. Yarnall; Margareyti
O.; Ruhama J. Barnett, Wash., $1 to No. 21'i.^

K. Smedley, F"rankford; Lloyd Balderstorli((J.4

and for George Balderston; S. Howard Wjani
for Y. M. C. A.,Los Angeles, Cal.; A. }-

!^
Cooper, Pa.; Margaret Maule, Pa.; Geo. W. fidjj

ell, Kans.; George R. Haines, N. J.; Ann.iJaJ

burn Willits for Rebecca M. Willits, N. J.; \\[^

E. Vail, Cal.; Henrv B. Leeds, agt., N. , y
Benj. M. Haines; Mark H. Buzbv, N. J.;.?!
Gibbons, Del.; M. S. Parvin, Pa., for S. S.

'

and Susan Pearson; Charles Downing,
himself, Elhanan Zook and Rachel M. Zook
H. Whitson, agt., Pa., |io for Ralston
Gilbert Cope, Enos E. Thatcher, Rebecca
more and Lydia Embree ; J. C. Starbuck," 1 DlI

Mass.; Elizabeth Taylor, Pa.; Mary B. CI end

N.J. ]

S&'RemiUiinees received after Third-day noon /ln|

appiar in the Receipts until the following week. , \
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;. Pa. :5l3
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NOTICES.

A YOUNG woman Friend, with experience in ca?

and teaching young children, desires a position.

Address " M," Box 59.

Toughkenamoi-'i

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St., Phil,-U

and after Ninth Month 1st, 1902, the Library II bg

open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M., arfrot

3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term';giu

Third-day, Ninth Month 9th, 1902. New solars

should present themselves for classification in th 1

noon or not later than 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Wm. F. Wickersham
Pnil' :

Friends in the vicinity of Philadelphia are wajdt^

a man of short stature, about thirty, light comsio,

representing himself a member of " Portsmouth " )iw

folk Meeting." He carries a letter purporting to frei

a section foreman at Norfolk, Va., ofi'ering him a itia

on the railroad if he will come at once. He soils si

to reach this point.

Haddonpield Quarterly Meeting will be Id si

Medford, N. J., on the eleventh of Ninth Month.. «ii!

cars will be run to Medford from Camden by "

Haddonfield. Last boat from Market Street Ferry

leaves at 9 o'clock. Train leaves Camden at 9.08,

Ave. Station at 9.11 and Haddonfield at 9.25. Rt

trains leave Medford at 2 and 5.20 P. M.

Died, at his residence near Harrisville, Ohio,
'

twenty-ninth of Seventh Month, 1902, John W.S.-

the seventy-eighth year of his age ; a member and

Short Creek Monthly and Harrisville Particular M
Being from early life firmly convinced of the pi

and practices of the Society of Friends, he was

thereto himself, and diligent in encouraging hit

members to a like course. As the end of his li!

near, he expressed to a friend, " If it is the dear '.

will to take me now, I have a comfortable hope thai

be well." Of him it may be truly said that, " A

in Israel hath fallen."

,on the thirty-first of Seventh Mo., 1902, Ji

Miles, of Turner. Oregon, in the eighty-third yea

age. He was the son of David and Jane Miles, a

born in Miami County, Ohio, Fifth Month 13th, 1"

1841, he married Rebecca, daughter of Samuel ai

Miles, of West Milton, Ohio. Removing in 1854

shall County, Iowa, he afterward lived succes.-^

Parke County, Indiana, in Miami Co., Ohio, the f

his childhood ; in Clay County, Kansas, where «

several offices of trust; and several places in Cm
which State be finally settled near Turner. He i--

in early life in the Christian warfare, and often »

the baptismal cleansing of the Holy Spirit. He '»

faith and trust in Christ, and was a consistent an i

ful member, and for a number of years an esteemiM

in the Society of Friends. He bore a lingeriDtU

with Christian patience and fortitude. . I

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTMKI
No. 422 Walnut Street. I
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NVASSiNG FOK Membehs.—In bringing to

week before last the editorial re-

entitled "Proselyting," which com-

>(ed our seeking a proper distinction be-

'^^ the worldly and the spiritual motive for

our ranks, the thread of our sugges-

|vas left to its leadings in other's thoughts.

3 little imagined by the writer that at the

me time such thoughts were engaging

lind of a correspondent; who says:

Iiave been led afresh to meditate on the

1)d and law of Church unity and efficiency

eby the genuine Chridian fellowship is to

Istinguished from plausible but temporiz-

jnd ambitious confederation It seems to

ipat the radical query which concerns all

i|;h workers for the needful extension of

>jingdom of God and of Christ,— of all, I

li who are becomingly emancipated from
ijon their individual account,— is whether
3|iading direction in or to which our men-
i'es should be primarily and singly bent,

t} work of conviction and conversion in the

tion of individual souls; or whether, on
s|)ther hand, vve should be directly and
^jiarily concerned with that "bearing wit-

unto the Truth," by word and deed, in

h, as fellow workers "of God" and "irith

t," we may be required and privileged in-

ually to contribute to the continued de-

liraent of truth and doctrine. Conviction

:onversion being concededly Divine prero-

it seems to me that the question is self-

ntly decided in the fair statement. That
seems to follow that the blessed striving

estoring Spirit must operate through us

effectually, as we consciously give pre-

,ace to the impersonal aim, as "loving
to borrow Phillips Brooks's phrase

—

re than any brother" . . .

t often seems to me that there is more
er of drifting into idle flirtation in the
iit of personalities, than into idle specu-
1 in that of principles . . .

let us increasingly beware of slighting any

aspect of truth, 'as we see the day approach-
ing.'"

To us the concern for the prosperity of

Truth and of souls in the Truth, seem insep-

arable in the eospel motive; and let not man

put them asunder. They are of the true ground

on which we may say, "come and have fellow-

ship with us." But the "temporizing and

ambitious confederation" is rather chuirhian-

ity than Christianity, and its churches are re-

ligious clubs rather than folds of Christ. Be-

sides its zeal of aggrandizement, there is the

conniving at admission to membership by pur-

chase. For what else is it, in an expensively

conducted church establishment, when recruits

whose doctrine will not bear scrutiny, are laid

hold on as so many more among whom the

church expenses may be shared'.'

It is no sm„ll safeguard to the integrity of

our doctrine as Friends, that our meetings are

not conducted on a moneyed basis,—to main-

tain salaries, architecture, showy attractions.

So we can ask of an applicant, not what

money, but what doctrine does he bring'.' and

chiefest, what living experience of the Truth

as it is in Jesus?

The letter of William Dyer, husband of Mary

Dyer, which has been printed for the first time

in The Nation, of New York, we have hesitated

on account of its length, to reprint in our col-

ums. But our religious Society's literature

should have a place for it somewhere, as a

matter of historical record; and The Fkiend

may very appropriately undertake to preserve

such matter. The yearning and anxious hus-

band's many words, addressed to the Boston

authorities, may well, under the circumstances

be forgiven him. "It is," says the American

Friend, "a most vigorous document, and

shows plainly that Mary Dyer had a husband

of unusual ability, who, though not a Friend,

had the deepest respect for his wife's calls to

duty."
Mary Dyek.

To the Editor of the Nation (of Fifth Month, 29.)

Sik:—The tragedy of Mary Dyer, who was
hung on Boston Common in 1660 for being one

of those people called in scorn Quakers, must
always glare from the annals of the early Mas-
sachusetts colony. A woman of attainments

above the average, the wife of a leading man
in the neighboring plantation of Rhode Island,

the mother of a large family, and a person of

acknowledged exemphry conduct, her exper-

ience at the hands of the Massachusetts au-

thorities stands out as shockingly brutal, even
though inflicted at a time when persecutions

of (Quakers were carried to extremes. Ke-
turning from England to Boston in 16JJ7, she
was imprisoned because the magistrates were
incensed at the conduct of the Quakers. He-
leased on condition that she would not lodge
or speak in any town of Massachusetts, she re-

mained in Rhode Island until June, 1659, when
William Robinson and Marmaduke Stephenson,
both Quakers, were thrown into prison in Bos-
ton, and she felt a call from the Lord to visit

them. The authorities, Endicott and Belling-

ham, arrested her, and it was to secure his

wife's release that William Dyer wrote the
letter now printed for the first time. Re-
leased she was, with her fellow prisoners, but
all were banished from the province on pain
of death should thev return.

The subsequent history of these three per-

sons is among the well-known stories of New
England. How they did return, in response to

what was to them a call from on high, and
how Robinson and Stephenson were hung in

the clumsy manner of the day, while Mary
Dyer sat under the gallows tree, with a rope
around her neck and expecting to suffer the
same penalty; how the turtuic of seeing her
friends strangled was prolonged by making her
mount the ladder, blindfolded only to be saved
from death by a reprieve determined upon
days before the date of execution could the

details of such a story be heightened even in

imagination? Again sent out of the colony,

she once more returned, to find that her

judges had in the meantime grown merciful

—

thev hung her without torture.

This letter throws much light upon the atti'

tude of the Quakers and the manner of arrest-

ing Mary Dyer. It is now in the collections

of the Boston Public Library.

WORTHINGTON C. FORD.
Boston, May 5, 1902.

< ientlemen
hauing receiued some letters from my wife, I

am giuen to vnder.stand of her Coniittment to

close prison, to a place (according to descrip-

tion) not vnlike to Bishop Bonners roomes not
a place to sitt or lye upon butt dust. It is a
sad Condition that New England professors are
come unto, in exersising such Cruelties towards
their fellow creatures & sufl'erers in old England
upon the same acount. Under the bishops as

yo'selues now, had you no comiseration of a tender
[the pa})er liere ealen out by mice] that being wett
to the skin you cause her to be thrust into a
Room whereon was nothing to \eatcn] or lye

downe but dust (as is s") hadd yo' dogg been wett
you would haue afforded it the .

'. ofachimny
corner to dry it self, or had yo' hoggs been pend
in a sty you wold haue afforded them some dry
straw, or else you wold haue wanted mercy to yo'

beast, but alas Christians now with you are used
worse than hoggs or doggs oh merciless Crueltie,

& wliat doth euince but a rateficacon of that booke
lately come ouer to M' Cunnigraue from his wife

in England intiteled the Popish inquisition ex-

erted in X England, with how then, & how may
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bee resented by the supreiim Authority of Eng-

hmd & its dominions time will declare, & I be-

leeue you will be made sensible of, the carriages

therein exprest doth relent the harts of the rudest

of men, besides abhominating the carriages of

men called magistrats in y' seat of justice, w'thall

relating that you haue done more in p'secution in

one yeare than the worst bishops did in seeuen,

& now to add more towards a tender woman in

y' condition, that gane you no just cause against

iicr; for did she come to yo' meetings to disturb

them as yon call it, or did she come to reprehend

the magistrats: only came to visit her friends in

|)rison, & when dispatching that her intent of re-

turning to her family as she declared in her . .

the next day to the Go', therfor it is you that dis-

turbed her else why was she not lett alone [what]

house entred she to molest, or what did shee, that

like a malefactor she must be haled to [prison] or

what law did she transgress? she was about a

business justifiable befor god & all good men ;

[euenj the worst of men, the bishops themselves

denved not the visitacon ; and Eeliefe of freinds

to their [paper stained] vers. w"h my self haue

oft experienced, by visiting M' Prine M' Smart

& other eminent . . when he was Commanded
close in the tower, I had resort once or twice a

week, & neuer fetcht befor Authority to ask me
wherfor I came to the Tower, or Kings bench, or

Gate house; sure it argues yo' selues, little to

practise that duty when you were ther in England,
and men had ther not euen more aduenterous

tender harted professors than yo' selues many of

them you call godly ministers and [many?J might
haue perisht for ought I know, & doubtless the

authority ther might quickly haue [filled | the

prisons with such as came upon such arrants out

of a tender conscience ; if that course you take

had been in use w'th them, as to send for a person,

& ask them wherfor they came thither, what hath
not people in America the same liberty as beasts

& birds haue to pass the land or ayre without
examinacon, or are you of the fearful mind as the

Ijarbarous Chinensis, that wold nott permit others

to come into their Country because And when
she had declared her business then for those thatt

sitts in the seat ofjustice to charge her she was a

quaker; what a judge & an accuser both just a.s

did the Spanish inquisitors in Spaine to M' Lith-

gow, You are a spie, say they notwithstanding he
shew'd his Comissions, butt ipse dixit, a spie they

say he was, & into such a like place as you haue
jiutt my wife, so did they thrust him, & did not

giue him so much as straw to lye on but kept
him close according as my wife writs me word,
& informacon, y' she had ther been about a fort-

night & had not trede on the ground, but saw it

out at y= windowes: what inhumanity is this, had
you neuer wiues of yo'owne; what can man y' is

borne of a woman, or euer had any tender affecon

to a woman deale so w'th a woman, what is nature
forgoten, if refreshm' be debared, butt Benning-
foold the Lady Elizabeths dogged keeper wold
admitt the Liberty of the garden to her though a
condemn'd Heretick, as they called her, oh cruell

unheard' of dealings, wher was her accusers that
she was a Quaker, only M' Bellingham, amagistrat
& an accuser what hath magistrats (in the sim-
plicity of justice) to doe to make inquisition upon
persons, innocent persons, y" is brought before them,
or what president is ther but the Romish Inquisitors

& the Bishops' oath ex officio, for did she not say
when she had finisht her visitacon of friends, her
business was done for aught she knew & so shuld
returne to her family, but some of you wold charge
her to come to foment her errors, wisdome wold
haue staid till some svch thing had been done,
that so some colorable tran.sgression might haue
appeared for proceedings, & not vpon yo' owne
suggestions to draw up & stuff a mittimus w'th

All y= standers by could not but . . by their

silence being appealed vnto, y< she gaue a good
account of her coming. & j' she said no such
things as you exprest in yo' first mittimus, a copye
of w^h I haue also to be declared in time, and bee
sure such proceeds will be clothed in Roman BufT.

It is not to be forgotten the former cruelties you
used towards her when she came from England,
hauing been tossed at sea, all the winter, bvt a

j.riJii r rtiUjiNi,'.

little refreshm' they had by cross winds at Bar-

badoes, yett as soon as come into Harbor shvt vp
into a prison & there kept [here follow three lines

luhich have been carefully obliterated] for no trans-

gression at all, only M' Bellingham then as now
said she was a quaker, just as Bonner, Gardiner,

and y rest of y' Bloody Crew said to the poore
saints in St. Marys [illegible] they sent their blood-
hounds about, (as Waitt was) w'th their euerlast-

ing Comission to spie out & bring them before

their thrones, Comonly the first or second word to

them was, you are an Heretick ; but it may be
those dayes are forgotten, yett surely you or some
of you, if euer you had the courage to look a
Judges [?] in the face, cannot but remember that

the 1-2 or third word from them was. You are a

puritane are you not, and is it not so in N. Eng-
land, The magistrats hauing contrary to gods Law
assumed a Coerciue power oner the Conscience,

the first or next word after appearance is You are

a Quaker. See the stepps you follow, and lett

their misery be yo' warning; and then if answer be

not made according to the ruling will: Away w'th
them to the Colehole, or new prison, or house of
Correction, and neuer any of the three ages, haue
wanted rayling scurilous termes, to make the in-

nocent saints odious in the peoples eyes, espetially

when they are not able to gainsay their righteous

proffession, and all borrowed from y' nurserie of
Deuils, the persecutors of the Waldenses: And
now Gentlemen consider their ends, & believe it,

itt was Certaine the Bishops mine suddenly fol-

lowed after their hott pursuance of some godly
people by them calld Puritans, espetially when
they proceeded to suck y" blond of Doctor Laytons
and G Lillbornes backs (no more do they rend thev

proceeded to whipp) & the blood of M' Prin M
Burton & Doctor Bostwicks eares, only them three

& but three, & these were as odious to them as the

quakers are to you ; and let the appeale to yo'

owne consciences, & to yo' owne . . . oner twc
witnesses came against any person you haue ey-

there prisoned . . sworne they were quakers, or

a quaker, but as yo' brests conjectures so must
this in Generall, & now in particular, do I demand
what wittness or whether Legally testimony [']

was giuen or taken that my wife Mary Dyre was
a quaker, if not before god & man how can you
clear yo'selues & seat of justice, frimi Cruelty per
secution yea & so farr as in you lies murder as to

her & to my self & family oppression & tiranny.

the god of truth knows all this, & beleeve it is in

Remembrance w'th him & of you twill be r^quir'd,

who haue kept her to the uttmost that is to this

present court or sitting to bring her into or vnder
the capacity of yo' Cruell Law of Banishm', and
this is the summa totalis of yo' Law titled Quak-
ers : That a Law tittled Quakers shuld be a law is

that she is guilty of a breach of a law tittled

Quakers is as strong, that she is lawfully conuict
by 2 witnesses is not yett heard of, that she must
be banished by a law tittled Quakers being not
being conuicted by law, but being conuented [i. e.

summoned for trial] by surmise & condom'd to

cloce prison by M' Bellinghams suggestion is so
absurd & ridiculovs, that the meanest pupill in law
will hiss at such proceeds in old Lawyers. What
branch of the law tittled quakers hath she broke
or will you say she is vehemently suspected to be
a quaker in your law tittled Quakers Felony or
Treason, that vehement suspition renders them
capable of suft'ering Looke now upon all theTi-
rannicall & persecuting gouermnts in the world, &
giue the like instance, & it may appease, but for

my owne p* I never heard or read of any : To
Rome I being an Englishman & knowne not to be
of their profession, yea to be a protestant, & may
see & visilt, & yett not banished because I aiii

suspected to bee a protestant, & now you that
profess the Law of god is yo' Rule, when yo' Law
or Rule to keep a man's wife from him 7 or 8
weeks, & a mother from her children, in a capacity
of close prison, w'h Admitts of no Baylem", is not
this ye' endeauo' & fact of a diuorcem' what you
may, & is not this little less then murder by yo'
owne Catechismes to bringe in a guiltless person
into a little chamber in such a contagious time as
god shakes his Rod oner you in, & hath not ofered
her the benefitt of the fresh ayre, truly this is a

non pareille, and that she h as broke nolj-,,,

mittimus do suffitiently wittnes : w^h s'li [sh ietV

by virtue hereof you are to take into yo' Clodv
i

the person . . who upon examinacon
;fu,f

authorytie professeth her Coming into thes lajtj

was to visit the prisoners . . account ihj,

Comming. haue you a law or doth yo' law
;tle^

Quakers prohibitt any person from visiting s jm
'

you call Quakers in hold, (besides shea.>-kiim

to go into them, but stood w'thout the doonhin
the raine till she was wett to the skinn) the'lij^

you had some Colour, & yett her ignorance ifhaj (

Law or clause had ther been one, inighlay,

pleaded a suffitient excuse for the first tinieaii
,igsi

mercifuU men, '!'>' yo' mittimus s"' that ^lie
| fesi

her self of the same Religion that Humphre'','or.
(

ton was of, I dare ingage 500' she neuer spak uclj

a word, but that she might say H. N. was the

truth I deny not, yett, haue you a law to coijiiit

such to close prison as shall say they were H;

,

Nortons Religion :
3'-'' that she refused to j'c a

direct ans : to what was proposed to hero any

other occasion, you might as well w'th thelje.

preests condemn o' sauio', besides that sautitoo

much the oath ex oflicio : so much formerly i.Tj'd
'

by yo' owriesehies 4'' for affirming the light \4iii

her to bee the Rule, haue you a Law that iith

the light in M Dyre is not M: Dyre's rule, ifou

haue for that or any of the fornamed a la\^e

'

then may be made a transgressor for wori. S
yo' mittimus hold good, but if not, then hauioo

imprisoned her & puuisht her w'thout law &a;;nst

the Law of god & man, I mean yo' selues, -
if

you be men I suppose yo' fundamentall lai}, is

y' no person shall be imprisoned or molesteout

upon the breach of a Law, & yett behold mjjife

w'thout the Law & against law is imprisoi| &
punisht & so hiely puuisht as intended to a .pp

next unto death, and y' for Wh you practit,vo'

selues in part, as, she is condem'd for sayin ,lie

light in her is the Rule! Is not yo' light ;\iin

you yo' rule by w"n you make & act such 1 es,

for yee haue no Rule of gods word in the bil to

make a law tittled Quakers, nor haue you ny

order from yo' Supreme State of England to ke

such Lawes, Therefore itmust be yo' light W|iin

you y' is yo' Rule you walk by, and them m'

what Jesus Christ s"" If the light that bee irou

is darknesse how great is that darkness, Therd
of his grace dispell it from you that yee ay

come to see and say as xVdonibezeck did three ^re

& ten kings hauing their thumbs & great toesilt

of gathered their meat under my Table, as I ue

done to others so God hath done to me and ey

carried him to Jerusalem & ther he died: I ve

written thus plainly to you, being exceeding n-

sible of the unjust molestation & detaynm' oiny

deare yoke fellow . . & my family as wai of

her will urge Loud in yo' eares together w'tbcr

sufierings of yo' part but I question not ni 7
fauo' \' Comfort from the most high to her cte

soule, though at present my self & family beny

you deprived of the Comfort & Refreshm' we m it

haue enjoyed by her so s""

her Husband
Newport this 30"' august 1659 W : Dy
Addressed : To the Courte of Assistants now -•

sembled att Boston this G"" Septemb An" 1651i

Endorsed : To ye Court of Assistants d'd iul

Court by his wife M . D : 7 7mo 59.

Death can never interrupt a faithful Clu-

tian life. When we feel the touch upon r

shoulder and hear the word w hispered in Ir

ear, we may be at our work or on a journr,

walking the street or asleep in our beds, prf-

ing at church or sowing in the country. W't

difference does it make? We are tryingo

please our God in what is our business j t

then. Sacred places and times have no su -

rior advantage for the dying. Sacrednesss

in the motive of the heart that would doeve-

thing as unto the Lord, dying along with 3

rest. As heaven is still the glad doingf

God's will, where is there any interruption'-

Babcock.
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The Stain That Wouln't Rub Off.

I was but six years old, and a boy of six

iit be expected to know as much as a boy

j'elve. That was one reason why Charlie

ii't have been quite so sharp in his re-

|,
and then mother showed him another

|in that evening.

iarlie
and Freddie were "cutting across

," and, as they went along, were gathering

rs for mamma. Charlie was walking ahead

fo far had spied all the Howers, which he

i) with gracious condescension, allowed

jlie to gather. Suddenly the little boy

nt sight of a bunch of yellow beauties

iileep brown centres. They were down at

jjottom of a little hill, and the grass

ijid them was most brilliantiv green and

(jty. Charlie had evidently not seen them
irreddie darted down the slope.

iere, Freddie!" shouted Charlie glancing

ihis shoulder, "don't you go down there.

II muddy."

t the warning was disregarded and the

moment Freddie had sunk in the slime

Ivay up his fat little legs,

'ow, how'm I goin' to get you out of

I" demanded Charlie, crossly. "I told

jiot to go in, and you went. Now Fll

fto get all muddy myself pullin' you out.

li still!" this time more sharply than

ij "Don't try to get in any deeper than

Ire. Quit your blubberin' now. I'll get

lit some way."

>|, it took a long search for a linib of suit

)|length before Charlie, standing on the
!if the swamp, pulled little Freddie on firm

i again, though in doing it he nearly

the little fellow on his face.

,ddie's sobs broke forth afresh, and the

ilbrother relented a little.

iere,"
he said in a gruff tone, that was

ed to hide the tenderness which he

I might show, "now I'll scrape off the

mth a stick, and when your shoes dry

can be blackened, and will look most
I tell you, though, Freddie, you ought
e listened when I told you the mud was

r"

'jiidn't see any mud," whimpered Fred-
ithe grass was prettier there than any-

i) else."

' lat's just it," replied the brother, "when
i3e such awful green grass as that you
iiow there's a swamp."

'lit I didn't know," protested the little

oj, "and I couldn't see any mud."
']ien that's just why you ought to have lis-

Jito me," declared Charlie, feeling that

list not lose the opportunity of rebuk-
s II further. "You see I'm twice as old

?|i, and ought to be supposed to know
^[as much." This last sentence had a

J

tic tone that hurt Freddie, though Char-
i pleased with this conceit,

nlfact he was so well pleased that he
Ij't forbear repeating it to mamma,
ii|i he really had not meant to be too hard
[i| smaller brother.

'Im see, mamma," he said, "I told him I

l.'ice as old as he was and know about
: as much. That's what he got for not
loig me."
'l|i Freddie could bear the reproaches no
;<• He was sitting on mamma's lap,

alis little bare feet wiped quite dry, and

she was wiping away the tears, and telling him
it might have been much worse, and that he
was her own baby boy and the rest of the nice
things mothers sav w^hen their children are in

trouble. So this last speech of Charlie's was
really too much.
"Why don't you always mind?" Freddie

burst out, sitting bolt upright and digging his

fists into his eyes to stop the welling tears.

"He don't mind papa, mamma, for I saw him
smoking a cigarette in the barn. I peeked
through a whole and saw him. He'd better
tell himself to mind, hadn't he, mamma?"
Mamma only looked at Charlie, but it made

the blood rush up around his throat and up his

face to the very roots of his hair. That even-

ing, though, she came in his room after he
was in bed. She turned out the light— for

she was one of those mothers who know a fel-

low can tell things better in the dark -and
then she said:

"How about the smoking, Charlie? Hid
Freddie tell me the truth?"

This time she couldn't see the blush (though
it was there), and she could barely hear the

whispered, "Yes."
Then, like all wrong-doers, ever since the

time of Adam, he began to excuse himself.

"I didn't do it to disobey papa, I truly

didn't mamma. But half the boys in our
class smoke cigarettes, and I don't see where's
the harm in it."

"Neither did Freddie see the mud, and you
were very cross with him because he did not

obey you who were twice as old. Papa is more
than three times as old as you. Don't you
think, then, that he should know at least three

times as much as you? Don't you think when
he tells you that cigarettes are very harmful,

that you should believe he knows the truth of

what he is saying? He tells you that the boy
who smokes cigarettes can never be as strong

and healthy a man as the boy who does not

smoke. He tells you that the man with a

weak body can never do as valiant service for

Cod or the world as the man who is strong.

He tells you that the boy who deliberately

does those things that will injure the body, is

not only committing a great wrong against

himself and the world in which he is to be a

worker, but he is sinning against God.

"Remember, dear," she was bending over

him for a good night kiss, "remember that

Freddie's mud was easily brushed off; but

every act of disobedience or wrong-doing of

any kind leaves an indelible stain on the soul."—Presbyterian.

The Tired Foot.—A woman was watching a

potter at his work whose one foot was kept

with a "never-slackening speed, turning his

swift wheel around," while the other rested pa-

tiently on the ground. When she said to him
in a sympathizing tone, "How tired your foot

must be!" the man raised his eyes and said:

"No, ma'am, it isn't the foot that works
that's tired; it's the foot that stands. That's

it." If you want to keep your strength use

it. If you want to get tired, do nothing. As
a matter of fact, we all know that the last

man to give a helping hand to any new under-

taking is the man who has plenty of time on

his hands. It is the man and woman who are

doing the most who are willing to do a little

more.

The Cost of Intoxicating Drinks and Tobacco

to the Nation.

An e.ssay in the current number of the I'oii-

ular Sciriirc Muntlili/ by the eminent statisti-

cian. Dr. Edward Atkin.son of I'.rookline, Ma.'?-

sachusetts, on what he humorously terms "So-
cial liacteria and Economic .Microbes, whole-

some and noxious," gives the result of his

studies of the census reports, the liureau of

Statistics of the Treasury Department of the

I'nited States, and two periodicals called The

Aiiuriani dniccr and The Tuhatro World rela-

tive to the consumption of alcoholic liquors

and tobacco by the people of the United States,

that have deep significance for every Christian

mind solicitous for the spiritual and secular

welfare of his fellow citizens. He states that

the Government Bureau estimates the annual

average value for each person of the li(iuors

consumed at $17.90. Placing the present

|)opulation of the United States at eighty

millions, this would involve an annual expense

to the nation of one billion, four-hundred and
thirty-two millions of dollars. The estimate

of The American Grocer is .|14.20 per capita,

but Dr. Atkinson considers this too low, and

enters into a minute calculation from the num-
ber of gallons of beer, wine, and spirits re-

turned for internal and customs revenue tax,

and the number of drinks when retailed to

customers to the gallon, with the customary

price for a drink, to prove that the govern-

ment estimate is more nearly correct. Strik-

ing off the ninety cents from the latter he

adopts %n per capita as the fairest standard,

which will give $1,360,000,000, for the grand

total that the Nation expends for alcoholic

drinks, which the majority of medical experts

considers as in no sense of any food value, and

rather as a poison to the human system.

Dr. Atkinson quotes the authority of the

editor of the "Tobacco World" for an estimate

of the annual cost of tobacco to its consumers

in the United States, which he states at an

average of $6.15 per head of all sexes and

ages. This for eighty millions of people aggre-

gates $480,000,000, and over. Thus we find

our American nation expending annually $1,-

840,000,000, for two articles mostly useless

in themselves, and one of them destructive of

all that is valuable to mankind. This if dis-.

tributed equally among all the population would

subject each one to a tax of $23 per annum.

The cost of carrying on the government of

the United States for the last fiscal year was

$1,063,000,000. This includes all the military,

naval and pension expenditures.

The total cost of all kinds of bread stuffs

used by citizens of the United States is placed

at about $1,520,000,000, per annum and being

$340,000,000, less than the liquor and tobacco.

When will statesmen and legislators study

these greatest of all factors in social economics,

and realize that the suppression of the manu-

facture, cultivation, and consumption of in-

toxicants and tobacco constitute the highest

duty of those who guide and control the affairs

of the commonwealth and nation?

Charles Rhoads.
Haddonfield, N. J., Eighth Mo., 1902.

He who is taken up with the King's busi-

ness has no time to meddle with his neigh-

bor's.—S<a«(iarrf.
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Samuel Fothergill.

Samuel Fothergill, of Warrington, in Lan-

cashire, was the son of our worthy friend John

Fothergill and Margaret his wife. Being of

an active and lively disposition, and during

his apprenticeship, mostly from under the

watchful eye of his affectionate parent, he fled

from the holy cross of Christ and indulged

himself in the gratifications of folly and licen-

tiousness, violating the repeated convictions

of Divine grace in his own mind, which had

been mercifully extended from his early years,

thereby wounding the soul of his tender father,

of whose religious care to form and lead the

tender minds of his children to piety and vir-
^

tue, we have an account in the memoirs of his

life. Yet his pious admonitions proved, nev-

ertheless, as bread cast on the waters, which

returned after many days; for about the twen-

ty-first year of his aare, the visitation of Di-

vine love was so powerfully renewed, that it

proved effectual to turn his steps out of the

paths of vanity; and as he has expressed,

with humble and awful gratitude to the Pre-

server of men, it then appeared clear to his

understanding that would be the last call the

Heavenly Father would favor him with.

He therefore consulted no longer with flesh

and blood, but gave up to the holy visitation,

devoting his whole heart and- affections, to

seek reconciliation with God through the medi-

ation of Jesus Christ; and abiding in great

humility under the purifying operation of the

Holy Ghost and fire, he became thereby quali-

fied for those eminent services he was called

into. In a few months by the constraining

power and love of God, his mouth was opened

to bear a testimony to the sufficiency of that

holy arm that had plucked him as a brand out

of the fire. Thus a dispensation of the minis-

try being committed to his charge, he attended

faithfully thereto, and moved therein at the

requirings and under the direction of Divine

wisdom, by which means he soon became an

able minister of the gospel, called thereto, and

qualified by the Holy Ghost. Under this influ-

ence he labored with diligence, and devoted

much of his time and strength when health

permitted, to the service of his dear Lord and

Master; for the continuance of whose favors

he counted nothing too near and dear to part

with, that he might be instrumental in gather-

ing souls to God, which was the object he had

in view in all his gospel labors. Being dili-

gent himself, he endeavored much to incite

Friends to a due and constant attendance of

meetings for religious worship, and those for

the discipline of the church. Through the

course of his gospel labors, both in public and

private, animated by Divine love, he expressed

an uncommon warmth of affection for the

rising youth of this generation with whom he

was led into deep brotherly feeling and sym-

pathy, for their present and eternal welfare;

under which concern his love to this class of

both sexes under all denominations, was

strong and ardent.

He travelled much in England and Scotland,

several times in Ireland, and once through

most of the North American colonies, in the

service of Truth, where, though singularly

humbled in a sense of poverty, weakness and

insufficiency on his first landing, he was by

accounts received, marvelously strengthened,

both in public and private, in gospel authority

and love, to the awakening and comforting of

many.
In the fore part of the year 1769, he visited

most of the families of Friends in the Monthly

Meeting of Gracechurch-street, London; in

which service he was divinely strengthened,

and enabled to extend a helping hand to many
in close and necessary labor, for their increas-

ing care, to live, and act, consistently with

our holy profession, to the comfort and help

of many, and his own peace; and afterwards

at two different opportunities, he visited the

families of Friends in Horslydown and West-

minster Monthly Meeting in that city, to the

same good effect. He mostly attended the

Yearly Meetings in London, and other places,

when of bodily ability, in which his gospel la-

bors were very acceptable and edifying; being

particularly careful, when called from home

to return to his family and friends with as

much expedition as the nature of his service

would admit.

Having acquired a moderate competency by

his diligence, and industrj', he declined trade

for several years before his decease, devoting

his time and talents to the service of the

churches. As a pillar in the Lord's house, he

was steadfast, being actuated by a Christian

and manly zeal; —in deportment grave; his

private conversation was savory and edifying,

corresponding with his ministry, which at

times went forth as a flame, piercing the ob-

durate, yet descended like dew upon the ten-

der plants of our Heavenly Father's planting,

the true mourners in Zion; with these he trav-

elled in a deep sympathy of spirit. In his

gospel labors he was free from affectation; in

doctrine, clear, sound and pathetic, filled with

charity, allowing for the prejudices of man-

kind, being indeed a minister and elder worthy

of double honor, speaking whereof he knew,

and what his own hands had handled of the

Siood word of life.

He endured a long and painful illness, with

much patience and resignation, and towards

the close of his time expressed himself to

some of his relations when they took leave of

him, previous to their setting out for the

Yearly Meeting in London, to the following

effect: "Our health is no more at our com-

mand than length of days; mine seems draw-

ing fast towards a conclusion; but I am con-

tent with every allotment of Providence, for

they are all in wisdom, unerring wisdom.

There is one thing, which as an arm under-

neath, bears up and supports; and though the

rolling tempestuous billows surround, yet my
head is kept above them, and my feet are

firmly established. 0! seek it, press after it,

lay fast hold of it. Though painful my nights,

and wearisome my days, yet I am preserved

in patience and resignation. Death hath no

terrors, nor will the grave have any victory.

My soul triumphs over death, hell and the

grave. Husbands and wives, parents and

children, health and riches, must all go. Dis-

appointment is another name for them. I

should have been thankful had I been able to

get to the ensuing Yearly Meeting in London,

which you are now going to attend, where I

have been so often refreshed with my breth-

ren; but it is otherwise allotted. I shall re-

member them, and some of them will remem-
ber me. The Lord knows what is best

for us. I am content and resigned fihjg

will. I feel a foretaste of that joy thatito

'

come; and who would wish to change siji j

state of mind. I should be glad if any jan-

nel could be found to inform the Y'early
jet-

ing, that as I have lived so I shall close,,ith

the most unshaken assurance, that we |ive

not followed cunningly devised fables, buhe
pure, living, eternal, substance. Let the jed

be strong, let the middle-aged be animsd,

and the youth encouraged; for the Lo', is

still with Sion; the Lord will bless Sion. jlf]

be now removed out of the church mil jdI,

where I have endeavored in some measito

fill up my duty. I have an evidence that loalj

gain an admittance into his glorious clcch

triumphant, far above the heavens. Myiear

love is to all them that love the Lord Je^."

He departed this life the 15th of the Isth

Month, 1772, in the fifty-seventh year (^his

age and the thirty-sixth of his ministry.
!

The Spirit of the Lord.

The source of power has been an intereing

study among men, for all ordinary exp na-

tions fail to satisfy the conditions of the .ob-

lem. We often see people with very tie

mental or physical equipment accomplishiiire-

suits that those of vastly superior abilitiefail

to secure with all their most eager endesirs.

The prediction of great success in life ide

of the bright and promising sons and digh-

ters in families come to naught, while therail

ones of whom little was expected, acconish

spiritual and material wonders. Barrenila-

ces where all work seems like sowing seed oon

the rocks at length become like blossoing

gardens, while fruitful spots yield nothi;in

spiritual results. The worker who is se to

some unpromising field because there seied

to be so little in him, so slight a hold upothe

forces necessary for success in this worli re-

ports triumphs that the brilliant young lao

who was sent to the "high place" nevut-

tains. There are constant puzzles presited

to those who view matters only frora:he

standpoint of human ability. The unders nd-

ing of truth does not seem to be condit led

upon large intellect and abundant opport ity

of study with the learned of the earth, foAe

woman in some distant farm district ente in-

to the secret of the Most High, and propcids

questions that puzzle the seminary sti.'Dt

who comes to preach, and offers solutionsiat

surprise the seminary professor. There ire

some in the world who are evidently taugl bv

superior instructors, some who are aid in

their work by spiritual giants. They lift Ids.

they carry burdens, they speak truths, ley

control difliculties, they subdue opposim,

they smooth rough ways, they level lofty n in-

tains, they accomplish the impossible. )to

clouds that no one else would dare to cer

they cheerfully step, and dissipate them b.he

might of their presence. They are a ton to

every body. They are of utmost valu in

hours of depression. They furnish the couge

for heroic enterprises, and open the Ked tis,

and bring the water from smitten riis.

But they never claim any power for tm-

selves; they never want votes of thanks or

their efforts; they solemnly declare that ey

have no might nor worth in themselves. \H

this comes from the Spirit of the Lord. S.

H. Virgin, in New York Observer.
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The Irish Friends in Pennsylvania.

istory, in tins country, begins with the

mrng of the white man. The arrival from

Sulpe of the new people, who displaced the

rr;,ns and occupied and kept the land is the

ita'ing point for our historical work.

this portly and attractive volume (title

„.l\i, ' Albert Cook Myers has taken for his

h, . the migration of the families of Friends" Ireland and located in Pennsylvania
1082 and 1750. This is a subject

;. ;, his received but little attention, and
ihtiiook therefore has particular value as a

p^ial study. The coming of Friends' fami-

leito this region in the colonial time has

le^ described in many works of genealogical

dirch, and in local histories, but these have

idly related to families from England: those

^(ji Ireland, for some reason, had been
jr^ly left for a work like this.

'fter treating at some length of the begin-

iii|3 of Quakerism in Ireland the author dis-

ues the inducements that led the Irish

"rnds to emigrate to Pennsylvania. From
bcime of his convincement, while in Ireland,

fjhe truth of Friends' doctrines, William
eji had been brought prominently before the

rinds of Ireland. In 1669 he went to that

ojtry to assist in the management of the

en estates and hearing of the persecution

n| imprisonment of Friends there went at

gj to Dublin and succeeded in procuring
ijrelease of those in prison. The Irish

rinds had great confidence in him and they
et among the first to whom he opened his

Bflsylvania project.

le Free Society of Traders had much to do
i( the first Irish migration to Pennsylvania,

bl society, consisting of three hundred
dbers, among whom were several promi-
! Irish Friends, purchased twenty thousand
;s of land in Pennsylania. Robert Turner,
lof the committee of twelve at the head of
organization, removed to Philadelphia in

% with his daughter and .seventeen "in-
ed" servants. As he took a prominent part
16 affairs of the colony no doubt his influ-

did much to forward the migration of his

trymen. Some of the letters that passed
/een the early immigrants to Pennsylvania
the Friends who remained in Ireland are
interesting reading.

Ithough a few Irish Friends came over dur-
the first decade the greater part arrived
r the lands near Philadelphia had been oc-
ed and were obliged to push out into what
then the wilderness. A few of these ear-

gants settled in Bucks, Montgomery
Berks counties. About sixty-five per cent,
le whole number settled in Chester county
;ch then included Delaware county), and
ity-six per cent, in Philadelphia. After
idelphia Monthly Meeting comes NewGar-
with one hundred adults, Kennett (for-

!y Newark) with eighty-two, and Chester
sixty-three. The trades-people who were

fly from Dublin, Cork, Waterford, Limer-
and Wexford, naturally settled in Phila-
hia, while the yeoman from the counties
Ister and Leinster chose the outlying dis-
ts.

fJhe forty-three persons taxed in Ken-

nunigration of the Irish Quakers into Pennsylvania:
-1750." By Albert Cook Myers, M. L. Published
B author.

nett in 171.^ nine were Irish Friends; Ceorge
Harlan and Cayen Miller were probably the
first of these to secure land in the township.
The first map of New (iarden township shows
two vacant lots, twenty tracts owned by Irish
Friends, and ten tracts belonging to other
owners.

The only Irish Friend taxed in Marlborough
township in 171.5 was .Joseph Pennock, a na-
tive of County Tipperary. In 1788 he built a
mansion called "Primitive Hall," which is still

standing. He served as a member of the Pro-
vincial Assembly almost continuously from
171G to 1744. During the Cresap War in
17;{('), arising from the dispute over the boun-
dary between Pennsylvania and Maryland,
he v.'as one of the five men appointed by Cov-
ernor Thomas Penn "to investigate a conspi-
racy hatched by agents of Maryland among
the settlers of New Garden and London
Grove."
Newlin township was owned entire by an Irish

Friend, Nathaniel Newlin, of Concord, who
evidently bought it as a land speculation. A
difticulty arose between the settlers who
bought of him and the Indians on the north
side of the Brandywine, which was finally ad-
justed by the Provincial Assembly. Another
Irish Friend, who owned an entire township,
was -Joseph Pike, a merchant of Cork, to
whom William Penn granted a tract of over
ten thousand acres in 170.5, which was after-
wards organized as Pikeland township.

^

Moses Coates, grandson of emigrant Moses
Coates from County Carlow, was married in

1770 to Hannah Musgrave of Sadsbury, the
daughter of an Irish Quaker, and became the
owner of the land now occupied by the bor-
ough of Coatesville. Quite early in its his-

tory, Wilmington, Delaware, received Irish

Friends as settlers, and many who helped to
build up this industrial city were of Irish

Quaker stock. The Nottingham settlements,
now in ilaryland, also received a number of
Irish Friends, and the meetings in Pennsylva-
nia farther west than Chester county all had a
fair proportion of Irish members.
Among the Friends that emigrated to the

('arolinas before the Revolution there are many
Irish names. When the competition of slave
labor crowded out these Friendly colonies and
the stream of emigration set westward, we
find these same Irish names among those who
made homes and built up Friends' meetings in

the Northwest Territory.

The most eminent of the Irish Friends was
.James Logan, a young man in whom William
Penn placed great confidence. He came to

Pennsylvania in 16U9, with Penn, and for forty
years thereafter he held some high oflice in

the colony. He bequeathed to the city of

Philadelphia his private library of three thou-
sand volumes, which formed the foundation of
the Loganian Library.

Thomas Holmes, who had been imprisoned
in Dublin, was one of the first purchasers in

Pennsylvania, buying a tract of five thousand
acres. Penn appointed him Surveyor-General
of the Province of Pennsylvania. He also

held many other places of trust and honor, and
at one time acted as Governor of the Province.

Gther eminent Irish Friends not already
mentioned were Thomas Griffiths, who served
as Mayor of Philadelphia and .Judge of the
Supreme Court; Robert Strettell, a prosperous

Philadelphia merchant, who had a country
house in (iermantown, and who also served as
Mayor; William Stockdale, a writer of Friends'
books; Nicholas Newlin. who served as a judge
of the Chester (.'ounty Courts; and Lydia Dar-
ragh, who risked the safety of herself and
family to give important information to Gen-
eral Washington.— //(/(///r/cHccr.

A Trade and Habit That Worketh'lli"to"our

Neighbors.

In a previous article by the undersigned con-
cerning dealing in tobacco, a reference was
made at the conclusion to the pronounced to-

bacco environment of our membership in North
Carolina. The writer feels that a few more
words there-along may not be uncalled for.

Having some correspondence with a valued
member of that Yearly Meeting some fifteen

years ago, in which expression was given to a
concern relative to the immorality which ac-
companied the advertising of the manufactures
of tobacco, my correspondent thence wrote
to a member there who was concerned in the
wholesale trade, laying the subject referred to
before him. His reply, which was forwarded
to me, stated in efl^^ect that he thought his firm
was quite clear of the charge, but admitted
that there was a tendency among "the mer-
chants and manufacturers generally" in the
trade to make use of a line of pictorial adver-
tising that was undoubtedly corrupting; ad-
ding the postscript -"Probably I may have be-
come infected with the tendencies of the time,
and will be on my guard in future to eschew
the appearance of evil." Unhappily, the
trade itself being antagunibtic to the well-

being of society, bears upon its face this

wrong appearance of evil.

We will look upon the picture nearer home.
The principal of a large public -school south-
west of the central part of the "Quaker City,"

became practically acquainted with the evils

of the tobacco habit, through the fact that
several times in a week, boy pupils would come
to her complaining that they were ill. She
would either give them some simple remedy
for sick stomach or send them home. Later,
when the same boys were again afflicted with
nausea, she became suspicious as to the cause,

and found that they had been smoking cigar-

ettes, bought at various stores in the neigh-
borhood. One boy stated tliat he had gotten
them from a slot machine, a contrivance that
has been found signally efficacious in drawing
the spending monev from school boys' pockets.
The vicious operation of these machines hav-
ing already given the principal trouble, she
now complained to the police authorities for
relief. Several dealers were arrested and their

cases were sent to court, but remain yet un-

tried. It may be taken as a verity that if the
fathers smoke cigars, the sons will test the
worth of cigarettes. "Love worketh no ill to

his neighbor," said Paul, and so advised "make
not provision for the flesh to fulfil the lust

thereof." Josiah W. Lf:EDS.

The seed sown in the ground contains in it-

self the future harvest. The harvest is but

the development of the germ of life in the

seed. A holy act strengthens the inward holi-

ness. It is a seed of life growing into more
life.

—

Robertson.
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First Issue of the Scripture in Irish Characters.

A few years ago the subject of Celtic renas-

cence occupied mucii time and space on plat-

form and in public prints, but the apparent

silence on this subject in these daj's does not

necessarily betoken that the claims and claim-

ants for Celtic literary superiority are now non-

existent.

As a matter of fact there has been consid-

erable activity in publisher's circles.

The recent publication of the revised edition

of the Gaelic Bible has aroused keen interest

in Scotland, where for several years past every

encouragement has been offered to the young

men and women of the Highlands to preserve

and practice their mother tongue.

It is widely recognized that the picturesque-

ness of Highland speech is largely due to the

translation of the more poetic Gaelic into the

so-called Anglo-Saxon prose of daily life.

But the most fervent Scot, being also a

Celt, must never forget that the Irish Celt is

his senior and superior in language and liter-

ature, and as many allusions have been made

to Bishop Bedell's Irish Bible in connection

with this new edition of the Gaelic Bible for

Scotland, readers of the Ledger may take inter-

est in a few particulars as to this first edition

of the Bible in Irish characters.

This book was not actually printed and pub-

lished until the spring of 1686, or fifty-six

years after Bishop Bedell first expressed his

determination that the Bible would be trans-

lated.

A few words first on the subject of the in-

troduction of printing into Ireland may help

to elucidate the story of the struggle during

these fifty-six tardy years.

We all exclaim at the seemingly fabulous

sums offered in these days in auction rooms

for first editions of rare books or standard

works. Let us enhance our admiration by the

effect of contrast between the appreciative

spirit as displayed then and now.

Webb tells us that previous to the reign of

.James I., all Irish MSS. were made an object

of search, "with the intention of destroying

them—and so infatuated were the blind Gov-

ernment of that time that they not only would

not allow them to be translated in England,

but they exerted their influence to prevent this

being done on the Continent."

Records certainly prove that during the

reign of Queen Elizabeth the king of Den-

mark applied to England to send Celtic schol-

ars to examine and translate Irish MSS. in his

royal library at Copenhagen, but the request

was refused by the Privy Council. (Tradition

tells of valuable MSS. carried to Denmark and

Spain.)

Printing in Irish type was first introduced

into Ireland by John Kearney and Nicholas

Walsh, who, in 1.571, obtained a printing press

and font of type from Queen Elizabeth, also

permission to print the prayers of the Church

in native Irish, to be read of the common peo-

ple in a church set apart in the chief town of

each diocese. The title of their first book is

"Alphabetum et ratio legendi linguam Hiber-

nicam, et catechismus in eadem lingua. John

A. Kearnagh, 1.571."

Thirty years later a translation of the New
Testament was published, in 1603, which had

been begun by the two printers in 1573.

Walsh, however, was assassinated in 1585, and

then Donellan—who had studied at Cambridge

—assisted Kearney.

This Donellan was afterwards made Rishop

of Tuam, in 1.595. This first edition of the

Testament was dedicated to King James, but

the cost of printing the same was borne by the

Province of Connaught.

It may be wisdom to refer here to a state-

ment made by Lemoine, in his "History of

Printing," to the effect that an Irish Liturgy

was printed in Dublin in 1566 for the use of

the Highlanders of Scotland; but this is now

believed to be a reference to Carswell's prayer

hook.

In 1608 the Book of Common Prayer—but
without the Psalms—was translated and pub-

lished at his own expense by O'Donnell, who

in the following year was made Bishop of Gu-

am, and who died in 1628.

Finally in 1630, William Bedell, Bishop of

Kilmore, but a native of Essex, began his

work of translating the Bible. He, realizing

his inability to do justice to the Irish idiom,

found in King and O'Sheridan valuable col-

leagues of scholastic note.

Soon the greatest opposition arose against the

trio, and in 1638 King, although eighty years

of age, was thrown into prison. The good

bishop resented and resisted vigorously, and

his letter of protest, addressed to the Lord

Lieutenant, was long quoted as a masterly re-

buke.

To pave the way for a more kindly feeling

he printed, in his own house and at his own

expense, a few of the homilies of Chrysostom

and a catechism, and circulated these in

hopes that he could thus overcome the popular

opposition to an Irish Bible.

Alas! the Rebellion broke out, and, in 1642,

the worthy bishop slept with his fathers.

His successors in the See did not trouble

themselves, but, although many of his papers

were lost during the troublous times, the MS.

of his Bible was saved.

The font of type given by Queen Elizabeth

to Kearney and Walsh were used, in 1652, for

the printing of a catechism in Irish character,

and then sold by the king's printer, and car-

ried by the Jesuits to Doredy.

Our next record is in 1678, when the Testa-

ment of 1^03 had become so rare that Robert

Boyle ordered a font of types from Moxon, of

London, and, in 1679. assisted by one Reily, be-

gan a new edition of the New Testament.

This work was finished in 1681, and this sec-

ond edition numbered seven hundred and fifty

copies.

Public interest, stimulated by Robert Boyle's

zeal, was revived in Bishop Bedell's MSS. ; a

search was instituted, and the son of O'Sheri

den was able to place the MSS. into the hands

of a Dr. Sail in 1681.

Dr. Sail found many of the sheets much de-

faced, but he succeeded in arranging and bind-

ing the same together. Then, by an expendi-

ture of one shilling per sheet, he had the

whole rewritten for the press. Alas! there

seemed to be no continuous effort possible, for

in 1682 Dr. Sail died suddenly. Then others

were found to take his place, so that in that

year one hundred and forty sheets were ready.

In 1683 the Book of Jeremiah was reached,

and in 1685 the whole work was transcribed

into seven hundred and nineteen and a half

sheets, and sent to Reily in London, who pub-

lished the same in the spring of 1686.
|

There were seven hundred copies pJtea

and, although the total cost has not bej

certained, it is well known that Robert
|i

contributed seven hundred pounds.

This is the Bible, which, full of Irish

was transcribed into Scottish Gaelic, in

by Robert Kirk, of Balquidder.

Although copies of Bishop Bedell's

are not rare, they are of fair value. /

ago, the bookseller, Quaritch informe \

that he had three copies in stock, from f
(

dollars upwards, according to conditio

clean pages and binding. A copy withoi tki,

title page loses much in value, but thereunn

doubt whatever that those who own oi.

now will find them to be a good invesve

within a few years hence, and, as boi

said, this new issue in Scotland has calli ;,

tention to Bishop Bedell's life-work.—iv

Ledger

Mothers, Speak Low.—I know some oa-

ses, well built and handsomely furnished, vbw

it is not pleasant to be even a visitor. S ri

angry tones resound through them fromn-i

ing lill night; and the influence is as coiit

ious as measles, and much more to be dreief,

in a household. The children catch it a;| it

lasts for life, an incurable disease. A ftind

has such a neighbor within hearing ofier

house when doors and windows are open,';!*

even Poll Parrot has caught the tune amje-

lights in screaming and scolding, until shfas

been sent into the country to improve er

habits. Children catch cross tones quiet

than parrots. Where mother sets the exanle'

you will scarcely hear a pleasant word anbg

the children in their plays with each otT.

Yet the discipline of such a family is aUys

weak and irregular. The children expect st'

so much scolding before they do anything ey

are bid; while many a home where the t,

firm, tone of the mother, or a decided loobft

her steady eye is law, never think of disie-

dience either in or out of her sight.

mothers, it is worth a great deal to ci i-

vate that "excellent thing in a woman, a

low, sweet voice. If you are ever so m h

tired by the mischievous or wilful pranks of le

little ones, speak low. It will be a great Ip

to you to even try to be patient and cheer 1,

if you cannot wholly succeed. Anger ma s

yoa wretched and your children also. Ini -

tient, angry tones never did the heart go

,

but plenty of evil. You cannot have the -

cuse for them that they lighten your burds

any, they make them only ten times heavi.

For your own, as well as your children's s;b

learn to speak low. They will remember tt

tone when your head is under the willo'.

So, too, would they remember a harsh -A

angry voice. Which legacy will you leaveJ

your children?— A'. Y. Chronicle.

There are prodigal daughters as well >

prodigal sons. How many young girls ;i

wasting noble talents and precious time al

opportunities with frivolities, that no mo
feed and satisfy the longing soul than ts

husks with which the Prodigal Son would ffi

have filled himself. Yet they say to the-

selves, some time we will change and do tn

or that. That sometime spirit has lui

many to perdition.

—

Christian Instructor.
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'\. Mkjhty Kich Man."—Once in New
and I was driving with an old farmer,

[lome of the men of the neighborhood came

iir criticism. Speaking of a prominent

ilin the village, I asked: "He is a man of

Well, sir," the old farmer replied, "he

]
got much money, but he's mighty rich."

'ie has a deal of land, then?" I asked.

ko, sir, he aint' got much land neither,

ij.till he is mighty rich."

]e old farmer, with a pleased smile, ob-

!d my puzzled look for a moment, and

i
exclaimed:

ii'ou see, sir, he ain't got much money,

jie ain't got much land, but still he's rich,

jjse he never went to bed owing any man
lilt in all his life. He lives as well as he

js to live, and he pays as he goes; he

i owe nothing and he aint afraid of no-

:j; he tells every man the truth, and does

„uty by himself, his family, and his neigh-

rt
his word is as good as a bond, and every

ij
woman and child in town looks up to and

il'cts him. No, sir, he aint' got much
ijy and he ain't got much land, but still

ja mighty rich man because he's got all

and all he wants."

ssented to the old farmer's deductions,

thouaht them entirely correct. When a

all he needs and all he wants, he is

inly rich; and when he lacks these things

ertainly poor. Now the poor man's pos-

3—defining riches and poverty in this

j-may be double those of the rich man. 1

3an illustration in point. I know a man
(jives with his family in a country village,

itcome is, without doubt, larger than that

|y man in the township, and still he is in

|obability more harassed by want of money
ijany man in the neighborhood. He requires

liny things that he always spends some-

ij more than he makes, and therefore he

i/ays in debt, always importuned by his

ijtors. Now, according to the idea of the

hew England farmer, my friend is really

)jr than the artisans and gardeners and la-

ris who work for him. And I know that

^;entleman counts himself among the poor-

ilf the poor.

—

John Gilmer Speed, in the

mm People .

[j'lNG FOK THE FuTUKE.—Would it not en-

t)| our daily existence if we more vividly

i|ed, than we do customarily, that our hu-

itife is not ultimate even in this sphere,

sjrnited by its extent and duration, but has

jmortal prolongation even in this world,

iiwhen pursued for personal ends? It is

le-hat no man liveth to himself or dieth to

nlf, for life and death, though personal

3 iences, have a more or less remote pro-

tjn upon the race. The energy, force

linental and moral power set free must

m certain continuance, (iod will not be

; Iff or relegated to some other time and
6 He is here at your elbow and at mine,

\\t, us to use the day wisely, cheerfully,

, to enjoy, to love, lo worship, to act

for in this day foundations are laid for a

i1|' time to come.

—

Christian Register.

Items Concerning the Society.

e Society of Friends remains, on the whole,"

he Presbyterian, " rather stationary. The
statistics for 1901 show no great gains or

great losses. In Great Britain there has been a

gain of 20S, and in the United States a loss of

284 members. The total membership is 113,930,

a net decrease of seventy-six. The number of

ministers reported is 1,719, with 14G workers in

the foreign mission fields. The mission stations

number 292, with 2,533 native members and 7,077

pupils in Bible schools."

The valuable " Reminiscences " of departed wor-

thies of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, which have

until lately been appearing in our columns, have,

so far as obtainable from the hand of their be-

loved writer, William I'. Townsend, come to a per-

petual end. Passing peacefully away in his nine-

tieth year, an elder worthy of double honor, he

was faithful through many years, though silent in

meetings for worship, an able minister of the

gospel of love. So long as a succession of such

adorners of the doctrine of Truth shall be main-

tained, there is clear use for the existence of the

religious Society whose good he sought and loved.

NoKTii Cauolina Yearly Meeting, 1902.—The
Representative Meeting convened at 11 a. M. on

Third-day, the fifth of Eighth Mo. at High Point,

Joseph Potts being the Clerk. After transacting

the usual routine business, it adjourned, and having

again met, it completed its labors for the year.

On Sixth-day, the 8th, it was dissolved and merged
under the name of " The Permanent Board " into a

new body consisting of 50 members appointed by

the Yearly Meeting, ten of whom are to be re-

tired each year, and new ones appointed, our meet-

ings at home not having the nominations to make
as heretofore. At 2.30 P. M. the Meeting of Min-

istry and Oversight assembled, a few Friends from

other Yearly Meetings being in attendance. The
names of the representatives were called and some
minutes for Friends present read. An old Friend

who had come all the way from Canada spoke to

us in humility and tenderness as to his call.

On Fourth-day, the 0th, at 10 A. M., the Meeting

for Business gathered, L. L. Hobbs, clerk, P. Hack-

ney, assistant, with .Josiah Nicholson added to as-

sist, and all three were afterwards appointed for

the year. Most of the Friends appointed as rep-

resentatives were present. The minutes of min-

isters and elders from other Y'early Meetings were

read and recorded, except two from Canada and

one from Philadelphia. The London Epistle was
read, also the London General and the Epistle from
Ireland. Afternoon at 2.30, Meeting for Worship.

On Fifth-day, at 10 A. M., the meeting resumed

business. The statistical tables were read, show-

ing about one hundred additions. No improve-

ment as to the Use, Sale and Culture of Tobacco.

The Queries and Answers were read at 2.30 P. M.

The Report of Home Mission Committee, and at 8

p. M., the Christian Endeavor work occupied the

time.

On Sixth-day at 10 A. ii., the consideration of

the so-called Uniform Discipline brought together

a large gathering, with several transient attenders.

The Clerk explained that as the subject had been

before two previous Yearly Meetings, now Friends

would be expected to confine their remarks to ap-

proval or disapproval. He was reminded that

Eastern Quarterly Meeting had sent up a minute

against its adoption, which he looked up and read.

A Friend from Contentnea Quarter stated that

most of its members were against its adoption —
mothers did not want birthright membership taken

away. None of the other Quarters were invited

to tell how their Friends felt. It was proposed to

refer the consideration to the representatives, but

this being put by, the Friends in favor spoke and

afterwards those against its adoption. The ab-

sence of that cementing bond of unity under such

a complete overturning of what so many of our

members hold dear and true, transmitted to us and

tested by faithful predecessors, and of the evidence

of Divine unction calling for such changes being

apparent. The reports from the Foreign Mis-
sionary Board, and the pre.sentation of Foreign
Missionary Work, came before the afternoon meet-
ing at 2.30 p. M., and the night meeting at 8 p. m.

On Seventh-day at 10 A. M., the Report of Or-
phanage Committee was read, and the children
being present evoked much interest. A school-

house for their use is being erected on the prem-
ises. A subscription was taken up. The children
sung a few hymns and were taken away at 2.:'>0 p.

M. The Report from Guilford College and Edu-
cational reports were read and .sjioken to. This
year 192 children, 75 of whom were our members,
on tlie roll; deficit $I,.300—debt now about $21,000.
One of the directors appointed last year held out
the expectation that within two years the college
would be placed on a paying basis. Several thous-

and dollars had been paid in, and about $25,000
subscribed towards a new endowment. If these so

subscribing were willing to have so much of it

used as is necessary to pay off the indebtedness,

and then whether it continues under the name of

college or high school, to keep out of debt, and
fulfil the purpose for which it was acijuired, viz :

to give the best religious, moral and industrial

training to fit our numerous children for the duties

of our day in this Southern land, all would be well.

On First-day there were large gatherings to the

various meetings held in the house, tent and grove,

singing and preaching most of the time. I.,ittle

silent waiting as an a.ssembly before the Lord. At
the evening meeting in the house a collection was
taken up—another new departure.

On Second-day, two meetings for business con-

cluded the Yearly Meeting. The finance account
duly audited showed a small balance of cash on
hand. The mortgage of $1,000 on the Yearly
Meeting-house still unpaid. Two years ago we
had nearly enough to pay it ofl: with the help of

women Friends ; it certainly is better to pay as

you go, and not make appropriations until the lib-

erality of Friends supplies the needful funds. Re-

ports of the temperance work came before us, and
much encouragement was given to continue the

work and get our young people into it. The
epistle to the Y'early Meetings with which we cor-

respond was read and approved.

The attention of the Friends remaining, now
reduced to a small number, was called to the

practice of giving out hymns from the gallery,

and calling on the congregation to join in singing

them; also to the introduction of musical in-

struments into our places of worship as a depart-

ure from our testimony as to the worship of God in

spirit and in truth; and it was shown there was no

warrant in the New Testament for the u.se of musi-

cal instruments, and even under the Old it wub
the degenerate sons of Adam, not the "sons of

God '" who constructed them. If an organ is allow-

able, why not the trumpet and the drum, the bag-

pipes, the clarionet, and other instruments to cause

confusion ? ^ A. F.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The Presidents of the coal carrying

roads have decided not to permit any interference or arbi-

tration of the anthracite miner's strike. Justice Shiras

has remarked in reference to arbitration in settling the

anthracite miners' strike:

"There is now one great difficulty standing in the way
of an arbitration law: many of the labor unions are not

incorporated. Until they are, no law can be made bind-

ing, as no contract or agreement could be enforced upon

them, while the operators on the other hand, could be

held liable.

"Incorporation of all labor unions is the primary step

toward the passage of an arbitration law. The unions

must be responsible for the carrying out of an agreement,

and until they are there is little hope for compulsory ar-

bitration of labor troubles."

Iowa has a law which provides for the confining of ha-

bitual drunkards in insane asylums. It is popularly known

as "the old toper law," and its enforcement is reported

to be having a wholesome effect. Many men who for

years were in the habit of getting drunk regularly have

reformed and become more or less useful as citizens.
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In a recent address during his journey in New England

President Roosevelt has alluded to the necessity of addi-

tional legislation to regulate the great corporations com-
monly called trusts. On one occasion he said: "At
present we have really no efficient control over a big cor-

poration which does' business in more than one State.

Frequently the corporation has nothing whatever to do

with the State in which it is incorporated, except to get

incorporated, and its actions may be taken in entirely

different communities—communities which may object

very much to the methods of incorporation in the State

named."
On another occasion he remarked: " Material prosper-

ity without the moral lift toward righteousness means
a diminished capacity for happiness and a debased ehar-

acter. The worth of civilization is the worth of the man
at its centre. When this man lacks moral rectitude, ma-
terial progress only makes bad worse, and social prob-

lems still darker and more complex."

The area of the United States is now given as 3,025,-

000 square miles and the population is a fraction over 25
to the square mile. Its wealth is said to average $1235
for each individual.

The Census Bureau shows that, measured by the value

of products, more than eighty-five per cent, of the collar

and cuff manufacture is carried on in Troy, N. Y.; more
than sixty-four per cent, of the oyster canning industry

in Baltimore, Md.; more than seventy-four per cent, of

the manufacture of gloves in the adjoining towns of Glo-

versville and Johnstown, N. Y.; more than forty-eight per

cent, of the coke manufacture in the Connellsville dis-

trict, Pennsylvania; more than forty-seven per cent, of

the manufacture of brassware in Waterbury, Conn.; more
than forty-five per cent, of the manufacture of carpets

in Philadelphia; more than thirty-six per cent, of the sil-

ver-ware manufacture in Providence, R. I.; more than

thirty-five per cent, of the slaughtering and meat-packing
industry in Chicago; more than thirty-two per cent, of

the manufacture of plated and britannia ware in Meriden,

Conn.; more than twenty-four per cent, of the agricul-

tural implement industry in Chicago, and more than

twenty-four per cent, of the silk industry in Paterson,

N.J.
The Secretary of Agriculture has issued a circular in-

viting the attention of persons who engage in hunting
game and birds at this season of the year to the provis-

ions of the Federal law, and also to the laws of the sev-

eral States, in regard to this matter. The act of Con-
gress is aimed to preserve animals and birds that are val-

uable as food, or as destroyers of pests. The restrictive

laws are sustained by public sentiment, but have been fre-

quently violated through ignorance. The act of Congress
makes it unlawful for any person to deliver to any com-
mon carrier, for transportation from one state to anoth-
er, or for any common carrier or consignee to knowingly
receive any wild animal or birds killed in violation of lo-

cal laws. The purchase of native song birds, as well as

of herons, pelicans, gulls, terns or sea swallows, grebes,

or other plume birds should be avoided. The shipment of

these birds or any part of their plumage is prohibited by
the provisions of the Federal law.

George A. Hill, Inspector of the Beaumont, Texas, oil

field, has given out a statement in which he says: "The
conditions of the oil field are alarming in the extreme.
The gas is so dangerous to the lives of the operators that

over one hundred are overcome daily, and danger of total

blindness is greatly feared as a result of constant con-

tact."

The annual supply of eggs in the United States is said

to be 8,500,000,000. Their value is equal to that of the
product of our gold and silver mines.

By the census returns it appears that in the United
States as a whole, excluding Alaska and Hawaii, the male
population, at least twenty-one years of age and living in

cities having at least twenty-five thousand inhabitants,

was 0,885,644, of whom 339,223, or six per cent., were
reported as illiterate. In the rest of the country the
number of men of voting age was 15,248,655, of whom
1,949,247, or thirteen per cent, were reported as illite-

rate.

Among the native whites the differences between the
population of large cities in the North and the South in

the matter of illiteracy are comparatively slight, but in

the smaller cities and rural districts of the South a con-
siderable per cent, of the adult population have not ac-

quired the elements of book education.

It is said that the corn crop this year will be the lar-

gest ever known in this country. It is expected that the
total number of bushels to be harvested will exceed the
crop of the entire world during 1901. Two billion five

hundred and eighty-nine million nine hundred and fifty-

one thousand bushels are expected to be harvested, or
enough to supply the needs of the world for this and next
year, even should there be a failure in 1903.

The Medical Alliance of America, a foreign corpora-
tion, has been licensed in Indiana. For a stipulated sum
the company guarantees to furnish all the medical atten-

tion required during the year for a family. The patrons
of the alliance may select any physician they choose, and
they may call on him as often as they like.

In Chicago the number of places of worship is 666.
An estimate of the number of persons in attendance on
First day the 24th ult. was men, 80,844 : women, 123,-

723 ; total 204,567. The population of Chicago is set

down as follows : men, 562,153 ; women, 1,289,815 ; in

all 1,851,968.

A systematized effort to obtain large quantities of

allotted Indian lands through the opportunity to buy them
from the heirs of deceased Indians without competition
has been brought to the attention of the commissioner of

Indian affairs. It is estimated that there are over $10,-

000,000 worth of lands that are now in the position of

becoming the property of designing operators.

The United States exported during the twelve months
ending with Sixth Month 30th, 16,000,000 pounds of but-

ter of all kinds, and of this 10,000,000 went to England,
the principal market for our dairy products. The total

amount of oleomargarine exported for the same period

was 144,267,000 pounds, the bulk of it going to England,
the Netherlands and Germany.

There were 417 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 38 more than the previous
week and 7 more than the corresponding week of 1901.
Of the foregoing, 211 were males and 206 females : 54
died of consumption of the lungs ; 15 of inflammation of

the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 4 of diphtheria
;

3 of scarlet fever 10 of typhoid fever ; 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—The law of associations, the enforcementof
which has led to many riots in the French Provinces,

especially in Bittany, provided practically that the re-

ligious training of the youth of France should be con-

trolled by the state, and also for the expulsion of the

religious orders that did not agree to its provisions and
apply for permission to continue teaching under the new
law. The result has been, it is said, that nearly all the

orders have refused to obey the law and have left France.

In England, a law recently enacted relating to schools is

giving great dissatisfaction to non-conformists. The new
bill merges in a common system the so-called board schools,

hitherto maintained at the public cost, and the " voluntary
"

schools, hitherto maintained by religious denominations,

mostly by the Church of England, and it gives the manag-
ing bodies of these voluntary schools a considerable

majority in the new boards of control. In these schools,

religious instruction is a regular feature of the school

work, and not religious instruction merely, but the forms
and catechism of the Established Church. The result of

the change will be to give these denominational schools

of the Established Church the status of State schools,

supported by the public rates, regardless of the religious

predilections of the ratepayers.

On the 1st of Ninth Mouth the post offices of Great
Britain will accept parcels for transmission to the United

States. The Cunard and White Star Lines will convey the

parcels, and the American Express Company will deliver

them. The charges will be 24 cents for each three pound
package, and 72 cents for packages weighing from seven
to eleven pounds, to principal points in the United States,

with an additional charge of 24 cents for a British cus-

toms clearance fee. The United States customs fees will

also be added. A similar parcels post service is to be
inaugurated from the United States to Great Britain.

The weight and size of parcels will be a maximum weight
of eleven pounds and a maximum length of six feet for

length and girth combined. This arrangement has been
made independently of the United States Government.

King Victor Emmanuel, of Italy, arrived in Potsdam on

the 27th ult. on a visit to the German Emperor.
A dispatch from Victoria, B. C, of the 28th ult. says:

"The epidemic of cholera is reaching alarming propor-

tions on the other side of the Pacific, the outbreak ex-

tending further and having more victims. It extends
from the Island of Java to Japan, and almost every city

on the coast and many in the interior are affected. The
disease, too, is being contracted by Europeans." In the
Philippines 27,929 cases and 19,640 deaths are reported

to the 31st ult.

Near Chamerico on the west coast of Guatemala, the

lights of active volcanoes have lately been seen for many
miles at sea. An earthquake had caused the inhabitants

to desert the city.

It is said that sheep have been dying by the millions in

Australia, because of the long continued drought there.

An uprising of the Kaffirs in South Africa appears
imminent. A great number of them are armed, and live

in proximity to the Boers.

A series of earthquakes attended with the loss of life

has lately occurred in Mendanao, one of the largest

of Philippine islands. There are numerous vole U
.,

this land, some of which are active.

The telegraph lines of the world have a tot: etstk

of 1,180,000 miles, over which 400,000,000 ba^
messages are transmitted annually. Of this gr ! toi^

no less than 200,000 miles are laid beneath the L.anj

they carry 6,000,000 messages per annum. Eveloctai

is spanned by cables except the Pacific. '

Clouds of volcanic dust were reported to be f'npJB

Guadeloupe, St. Kitts and other West Indian IslaLj^
Martinique, and Mont Pelee was believed to be in

jptisii

on the 31st ult. i
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NOTICES.

Robert Sviith has been appointed agent foiiTi

Friend," in place of Edmund S. Smith, removecl Ad

dress, Harrisville, Harrison County, 0. '

A Friend wishes to dispose of a complete set o:|Tlll

Friend "—sixty-six volumes bound and the balat' on

bound.

Inquire at office of " The Frie ."

A Man and eight-year-old son want room and oar

within easy walking distance of Friends" Select lool

Sixteenth and Cherry Streets. Terms must be mo ats

Address "W."
Office of The Fri d.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall term gim

on Third-day, Ninth Month 9th, 1902. New Siilan

should present themselves for classification in thi ore

noon or not later than 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Prine I.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting will be 11 a

Medford, N. J., on the eleventh of Ninth Month, icia

cars will be run to Medford from Camden by »' 9l

Haddonfield. Last boat from Market Street Ferry, il«.

leaves at 9 o'clock. Train leaves Camden at 9.08, IHoi

Ave. Station at 9.11 and Haddonfield at 9.25. Ret iiii(

trains leave Medford at 2 and 5.20 r. M.

Changes and Corrections in Meetings as^ub

lished in Friends' Almanac.—Concord Montklt/'cei

ing : the hour has been changed from 10 to 9J.
London Grove Particular Meeting: mid-week iieli

on Fourth-day, at 10 o'clock, and not on Fifth-day a OJ

Mount Holly, N. J. : hour of all meetings changeiron

10 to lOJ.

Rakway and Plainficld Monthly il/ff/in^ ; M ibl;

Meeting held at 11, instead of lOJ.

Langhorne, Pa.: The hour of meeting has beencb'gei

from 10 to 10§.

Uwchlan Monthly Meeting is held at Downin; m
Pa., each month in the year. The meetings at Uulai

(Lionville) have been discontinued.
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Our Children are Our Echoes.

pur attention has been arrested by a re-

Brk of Hezekiah Butterworth, of Boston, in

aUniversal Peace Meeting lately held. He

fild that "when mothers and children bring

[ice to their homes, universal peace will

cne" among nations.

Why the fathers should appear wholly left

(it, is not evident. Their tempera and dispo-

eions are ceicainly no small laclor in the

]3ce of the family. Yet this must be said,

lit during the cares of domestic life through-

(It the day, the father is not usually in his

Ime. He is working or dealing with outside

jople, where it is found good business policy

1 control himself; while mother and Chil-

ian are much together, and exposing their

ioughts and emotions to each other inanun-

jSguised manner. A thousand moments are

'llowing one upon another, and not one of

lem may forewarn the next of its irritating

|:
explosive nature. A single day is a his-

iry of many surprises to one's temper, forti-

jide, control of speech or behavior, and the

Tint of these is on the mother and children;

id it is their emotional natures which are pe-

liliarly susceptible of them,

i

The mother through her quicker emotional

jfe is intended to be a channel of moral influ-

bces to her children. The same sensitive

institution, as it is subject to the Spirit of

ihrist on the one hand, or of Discord on the

ther, is peculiarly adapted to be made an an-

,61 of peace, or a vixen of war, in the spirits

f her household. The atmosphere of one

ingdom or the other prevails in a family, ac-

ording to the inward state of its chief min-

ster of influences. How important that for

er to live should be Christ, that for the

lousehold to live may be peace. The father

may rule, but she inspires. He may be the

law, but she the love. The father may lay

down truths and judgment, but she is to teach,

instil, influence. And it is the unconscious in-

fluence and savor of her spirit,—and his so

far as it is available,—that is breathing the

peace or the war into the spirits of children.

According^ to his own gifts and endowment,

the father's place is not less responsible, but

his opportunities are made increasingly fewer

by the growing artificial standards of living

requiring the money-earner to be an absentee

from home.

Both parents are solemnly responsible for

the example and contagion of their speech

tones, and spirit. Many are asking, "Why are

my children so angry or so disrespectful?" No

neighbor who is familiar with the parents'

mode of speech to those children wishes to

give the faithful answer: "You must expect

your children to be your echoes. If ye have

sown to the wind, what wonder is it if you

reap the whirlwind?"

Bui so it is. As we buiid by habit our own

characters, we are therein building those of

our children. We may punish them for being

or speaking like ourselves; but much better is

it to confess our faults one to another, and seek

to build up one another in the most holy faith

and practice, and require ourselves to be that

which we wish our oflfspring to be.

The Outward Appearance and the Heart

—Where we deny the letter or form, we are

constrained at times to acknowledge the

Spirit. So superior is the Spirit that maketh

alive as to prevail often above the letter that

killeth. Our recently printed story about the

thanksgiving of a poor Catholic soldier over

his uninviting food, was not oifered as an un-

mixed example; but it tended to illustrate the

principle, or an inward thankfulness notwith-

standing erroneous modes of expression. ' 'For

man looketh at the outward appearance, but

God looketh at the heart."

We may here reproduce another extract:

—

"By prayer I understand no vain exercise of

words, no mere repetition of certain sacred

formulae, but the very movement itself of the

soul, putting itself in a personal relation of

contact with the mysterious power of which

it feels the presence—it may be even before

it has a name by which to call it. Wherever

this interior prayer is lacking, there is no re-

ligion; wherever, on the other hand, this

prayer rises and stirs the soul, even in the

absence of forms or of doctrines, we have liv-

ing- religion.

"

William Michener.

William Michener, of Penn township, Ches-

ter county, Pennsylvania, son of Joseph and

Anna Michener, departed this life the 26th of

Twelfth Month, 1833, in the forty-sixth year

of his age, of a pulmonary consumption. He
was generally considered a good moral char-

acter, and for some years filled the office of a

-Justice of the Peace. He was favored a short

time before his decease, to see his .situation

and in the earnestness of that feeling was fre-

quently led to express his mind to those around

him. A few of which expressions were taken

down, and are as follows:

"Twelfth Month 2nd.—Some of his friends

being present, he expressed himself as follows:—
'I am a poor, weak creature.' And on be-

ing answered that he could not be otherwise

than weak, 'Oh!' he exclaimed, 'you don't un-

derstand me; I feel another weakness; I am a

poor. v.'cak creatu'" My rvt'ivA is unstali'p,

tossed to and ^lo; i.find that 1 have a great

deal to do, and but little time to do it in;

there is too much that has to be performed on

this boisterous bed. Ah! this thing of mere

morality; building one's self upon the faults

of others; gliding thoughtlessly along; it will

not do for such an awful time as this. Dear

children, I have been an indulgent father to

you, but I have neglected my own peace. I

believe that I have been too stubborn; I would

not give up; my warning, too, has been so

long, and yet I find that I am still unprepared

for that solemn change. Oh! that this prepa-

ration—this great work—should all have been

hurried into the last moments of my existence.

I fear that those speculative opinions that are

in the world will cause many a poor, weak,

wavering mind, like my own, deep travailing

to get along; at the last they will have to re-

trace those steps that they have taken, with

sorrow. I must confess that I have been too

wavering in my mind, with regard to my dear

Redeemer—sometimes almost doubting the ex-

istence of such a being. Why should it have

been so, that I could not take warning, before

I had to be tied down so close. I have often

said, why is it that I should have been so much

afflicted; but it was all right—all just—

I

might have taken warning. Oh, thou neglected

Redeemer, have mercy upon me!—Do not hide

thy face from me at this awful time; strength-

en my faith, that I may be enabled to inter-

cede for pardon for my many and numerous

transgressions; my sins are many and very

grievous ones. I have been guilty of wild and

extravagant conduct, even of late years; con-
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iduct very unsuitable for me as the head of a

family. "l was an exceedingly wild youth. ]\Iy

youthful days were spent in wild and unprofit-

able company. All these things press heavily

on me now; "they all come hurrying in on me
like a flood at this awful ceriod. I hope that

I may be enabled to proclaim to you, before I

have to leave this bed, that my peace is made
between me and my God; but oh! if I have to

take one great and awful leap in the dark, I

wish that you may take warning by me, and

not put off the work of your soul's salvation

for such an awful time as this.

" 'i\ly dear children, you are all that I have

now in this world. I want you to remember
what your poor father has told you, whilst ly-

ing on this bed. Do not neglect the attend-

ance of meetings; read your Bible frequently,

and mind what comcany you go into.'

"On the 5th of the month, some friends

calling to see him in the evening, he said, 'I

have hard work, hard work, to get along. I

find that there is too much to be performed at

this awful time. I am a poor weak creature

—a poor, weak, nervous creature, wearing

away little by little. I have need of consola-

tion from my friends.'

"After some words of consolation and en-

couragement from one of the friends, 'a min-

ister,' he exclaimed: 'Oh! what a comfort,

what a consolation, to hear such encouraging

language. I have indeed been favored with

the company of my friends, my weighty

friends.' As this friend was about to leave

him he said to him, 'thy visit, though short,

has been a very comfortable one to me.'

"On the 8th, a friend calling to see him,

he said— 'I have for some years back, say

three or four, thought all was right with me.
I thought I was living a tolerably moral life,

but I have seen, since lying here, that I have

all yet to do; and feel thankful that I have

been permitted to see that I was not prepared,

and have been laboring for some time, in a re-

tired and inward way, to make my peace; and

thought to have kept all to myself: but I

could not withhold in viewing that blessed

prospect that was brought to my view, last

night, of everlasting happiness. I now can

say that true religion is no farce; but it is the

most joyous life we can live. I have compared
myself to a child just beginning to walk. Last

night my spiritual mind could walk, but to-

day I feel weak and tottering; but I hope it is

all for the better. If there was no bitter

there would be no sweet.'

"On the 12th—a friend w-ho had previously

been to see him, and at this time calling at his

request, he said, 'Oh! dear Lydia, how I have
wanted to see thee, to tell thee what a state I

was in when thee and friends were here;

I thought I would as lieve have had your room
as your company, though you were welcome.
I was whole; I was sound; I needed nothing

—

but Oh! how glad I would have been since, to

have the company of solid friends. I've seen

things so diff'erent since. Some years ago, I

think I was in a pretty good state of mind. I

attended meeting twice a week, and felt com-
fortable; but little by little I gradually fell away
into a lukewarm state of mind, and oh! awful

would have been my situation if I had been
taken away in that state. I should have had to

make a bold leap in the dark; but oh! I thought
some days ago I would have given anything in

the world to feel as I now do. I lay here; I

have sweet communion with my dear Redeemer.

Oh, how comfortable I feel; it is not worth

while to try for words to express the comfort

I feel'

"At one time he said, 'I think if I was to be

set on my feet again, and have the cares of

the world around me, I should make a very

difl'erent appearance from what I have done.'

"To a friend, who was with him the night

after the above date, he said, 'if I had been

possessed of ten thousand worlds, not two
weeks ago, I would have given all for the

peace of mind I now enjoy. Oh! how much
better it would be if people were more can-

did and honest one with another, in telling

us our faults, not merely in a society way, but

whenever one was overtaken in a fault, tell

him of it in candor, not fearing to offend—be

they Quaker, Presbyterian, MethoAist, or any

other. I think it would be of great advantage

in general. If I was permitted to be raised

again, I should take the New Testament in

whole for a rule of life. If we deny any part

of it, we may as well deny the whole; it all

came from the same fountain-head, and is all

true. In my most profligate days I never de-

nied it openly, but cavilled with and disbe-

lieved a part.'

"Shortly after, laying for the most part of

the day very quiet and composed, towards even-

ing being told that he seemed to be very much
favored, he said, 'Oh yes! these are precious

moments, wherein I am permitted to commune
with my blessed Saviour, with my dear Re-

deemer, whose presence is near me and round

about to support me;' and particularly en-

joined the reading of the Scriptures, especially

the New Testament, just as it is. 'Do not go

to picking out some here and some there, to

suit our own purposes; that won't do; oh! it

will not do. I have done too much at it rav'-

self.'

"15th of the Month—He said to a neighbor,

'I think it strange if my way is not clear, for

amidst all my suft'erings this evening I have

felt comforted.' On being told that it felt

very comfortable to them, that he was thus

sustained in those trying moments, he said,

'I believe that I have spoken from my heart; I

feel my heart to glow with thankfulness to the

Supreme Author of all good. Oh! glory, glory

to his name; I cannot sing his praise too long

or too loud.' After laying some time in si-

lence, he spoke of the late trying seasons that

he had experienced, and requested that some
of the fragments might be gathered together.

'As I have thrown myself open to the world of

late, pretty much, with regard to spiritual

matters, those of you who have heard me ex-

press myself, though in broken sentences, may
perhaps be able to preserve some of them; not

to make any glare or glitter about me; but

perhaps they would be of use in awakening
some poor wayward mortal, like myself, that

has strayed far from the path of peace, to a

sense of their condition that they might not

put off the work of the soul's salvation to a

late period; to a time when it may be very un-

certain. The time has not been long since I

was permitted to see my undone condition; but

I have passed through some trying scenes.'

"On the 16th—A neighbor calling in to see

him, he said, 'My dear friend, I am yet here;

very unexpectedly here in this tabernacle of

clay at this time. My comforts ana jqi

terday were such that I had no doubt
f

this time the Lord would have taken
i

himself; but his will be done. I have!

ing to say in the matter. It is of hifgooj

pleasure that I am here, no doubt fo'wijp

ends. I have no fears to depart; my ^yj,

clear. Certainly it is of the Lord; if \^.^;

of my own coining my comforts, my jo;', ^,:

delights, could not be what they are. "ifej

certain of my near approach to dissolutioj

as my approach nears, my prospects brijj

Can I be deceived? is it not of the Lot|

certainly must be of the Lord. I can(

honesty and thankfulness of heart,

friends, Come, and see what the Lorll

done for my soul. Yesterday my cor«

were such, not for a short time, but foia

of the day, I felt such delight at the prcj__.

of leaving this tabernacle before morning-.hjii

I fell into a sweet sleep for a good whikar
when I awoke my joys were such that l,va;

astonished to find myself on this bed;iii(i

could not have been reconciled to it, hnum
the consideration that it is the Lord that i«th

it of his good pleasure. Let Him do, letlja

do what to Him seemeth good. Oh! I thiki

need not go back to my past life now. I jve

reviewed it over and over again and have^id

it open before my God. To my knowle';el

have kept nothing back, and feel that I ha\as-

surance all is well; that the Lord of his n'cy

has forgiven my sins, that He will remeiier

them no more; that all I have to do now td

watch and pray; for He is a merciful God.ud
endureth forever. Oh! my dear, (speakii to

his wife), shed not tears for me; it is to i>a

matter of rejoicing, that I am so near de.h.

My fears have all left me; I have a goodly h'le,

for 1 have thrown myself altogether on the ;*r-

cy of the Almighty, trusting on Him aloneor

salvation, and have good reason to believde

has heard and He has pardoned me; andM
laid up for me a crown of rejoicing.

'

"23rd.—In the presence of his famihiis

said, 'Oh! gracious Father! if it is consisat

with Thy Divine and blessed will soon to tee

me to thyself; but not my will, but thineie

done. Grant me patience, fortitude and fa'i,

to endure to the end till the final close cons.

Do not take me out of the furnace till I n

thoroughly purged. I do not wish that; it

be pleased to be with me, and support e

along through this trying time; I feel mys't

to be a poor, weak creature, a poor, W'k

worm, and oh! what would become of met
this awful time, if it was not for thy all-s>

taining, all-preserving power.—Oh glory! g-

ry! glory to his Name! what a pleasure to s j

his praise, both now, henceforth, and forev-

more, amen. And thou, my dear Redeem,
do not forsake me at this trying moment, Ip

be round about me, and support me alo;

thruugh this vale of tears till the final clo

come; then let me sleep in thy arms. C
blessed Father! if it is meet with thy Divi'

and holy will that my dear spiritual ps

should shortly be released from this sufferi)

body, what a glorious thing it would be f

me.—Oh! that I may be supported with for

tude and faith, to hold fast what I have gc

to keep the faith and hold out steadfast to t

end.'

"24th.—In the presence of a neighbor, 1

said, 'Oh! my sufferings are great, I cann
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gjibe them; I fear I will offend thee, oh

, eiiful Father, by my complaints; be pleased,

: ][erciful (Joodness, to forgive me, and sup-

31 me, and suffer me not to lose any ground

If I may have gained. Oh, thou beloved
.'

eii3 Christ, my dear Redeemer, do thou in-

ji^ide for me, and have my transgressions

ai'oned. Oh, Lord, they are many, but thou

rl'i.ble and willinji to help me; be pleased to

ai me not oft' in the last and trying hour,

u'je my support and consolation. My sins

n?reat, but not too great for thee, oh, mer-

jf Goodness, to forgive.'

25th. the evening before his decease, he

ffuently exclaimed, 'I long to be in my Sa-

iir's arms.'

He spoke to his brother of the uncertainty

ifime, and the necessity of a preparation for

hiawful change which awaits us. He spoke

ifhat light that he had once known, and of

,b- light becoming darkness, and how great

;h, darkness, which makes very hard work,

fit he once attended meetings pretty regular-

lylind when meeting day came, he felt a desire

tc'o; 'but,' said he, 'some how or other I slid

»v.y and became careless, and was guilty of

ssinbecoming things as ever I was in my life.

'

ti was the night of the 5th of the Twelfth

Math; on the morning of the Gth he ex-

plssed great thankfulness, for his night's

rtt; both rest of body and peace of mind."

HE Double Growth,— "Nay," said the

hiseholder in the Lord's parable to the impa-

t|]t servants who longed to clear his fields of

el. "Nay; lest while ye gather up the tares,

yjroot up also the wheat with them"
(fhere are many wrongs that our unskillful

liids may not safely touch despite our long-

ij to set the world right. Virtue and error

ke tangled their roots in the same soil; in-

ii:ence has twined its heart strings round the

Jilty, until justice to the one means cruelty

I
the other; we needs must wait for the har-

'st and a wiser method than ours. Even in

dr own little world, where the sufferings, the

(stakes, the burdens and sorrows of those

liom we love so grieve us, the same is true.

,e would root out all the trouble if we could,

;i say, but we do not not know what precious

lOwth of courage and faith, of patient sweet-

iss and strength of character, are slowly ma-
.ring in the shadow of the trials that seem
'il.

—

Selected.

How often do we sigh over opportunities of

)ing good, whilst we neglect the openings of

rovidence in little things.

ILDRED RATCLIFFE'S REMARKS AT THE TABLE

OF Jonathan Evans the Last Time She

Was at His Habitation.

I deem it a great privilege that I have been

ice more permitted to be refreshed at thy

.ble, and as it seems to me the last time that

lis privilege will be enjoyed by me, I cannot

36 without expressing my earnest desire and
ilief that we shall be permitted, through the

)wer of God and the mercy of his dear Son,

isus Christ, to meet together in eternity,

id enjoy the feast of fat things at the mar-
age of the King's son, the supper table of

e Lamb, where our enjoyment will be unin-

terrupted and continue through the boundless

ages of eternity. Oh may we keep our eyes
singly directed to the Pilot of our soul's hap-

piness, and steadily follow Him, so that noth-

ing present or to come may be permitted to

separate us from his love, or prevent us from
being landed by Him in the haven of rest

;

where in the enjoyment of the feast of fat

things we shall asqribe glory, honor and high
praises to Him who sitteth upon the throne,

and to the Lamb who liveth forever and ever.

A Sketch of the Life of Archbishop Fenelon.

Among the greatest and best men of the
seventeenth century, whose labors and piety

will never be forgotten, and whose influence

will never die, is Archbishop Fenelon. I be-

lieve his pure soul will shine in the heavenly

firmament as a star of the first magnitude.
He was born in France in 1654. After fin-

ishing his education he decided to be a min-
ister of the Catholic Church. He received

holy orders in 1675. He entered upon his min-
isterial work with great vigor. Soon after

he was ordained he was engaged to attend the

hospitals, besides performing the duties of the

parish of St. Sulpice. When he was thirty-

seven years of age he was director of an in-

stitution founded for the reception of female
converts. Then the King of France, Louis
XIV., selected him as preceptor to his grand-
children, especially the Duke of Burgundy.
In 1695 the king appointed him Archbishop of

Cambray.
In after life he was closely associated with

the life of Madam Guyon. One writer says:

"Fenelon was one of those uncommon men
who are destined to give luster to the age in

which they live, and who do equal honor to

human nature by their virtues, and to litera-

ture by their superior talents. He was affable

in his deportment and luminous in his discourse,

the peculiar qualities of which were a rich,

delicate and powerful imagination . . . His el-

oquence was more mild than vehement. He
brought himself to the level of his company.
Grace dwelt upon his lips. He preached upon
the greatest topics with facility. He was al-

ways original and creative, imitating no one,

and himself inimitable. His sublime simplicity

gave his appearance the air of a prophet."
The Duke of St. Simon says: "Fenelon was

a tall man, thin and well made. His eyes is-

sued the fire and animation of his mind like a

torrent. His countenance could never be for-

gotten. It required an effort to cease look-

ing at him. His manners were answerable to

his countenance. At one time he had it in

his mind to go as a missionary to Canada,
which was at that time a French province. At
another time he desired to go to Greece. He
wrote to Bossuet, 'The whole of Greece opens
before me, and the Sultan flies in terror.'

"

We have no account of the time when Fen-
elon was born of the Spirit, but his life declares

to all around that he had the fruits of the

Spirit. His acquaintance with Madame Guyon
was very extensive and very long. Her fer-

vent piety and missionary labors commanded
his admiration.

They often conversed upon the importance
of a transforming and sanctifying spirituality,

and the deeply felt need of his own soul. He
could not fail to notice the fervid eloquence

of this woman of rank, of beauty and afflic-

tions. Her evangelical simplicity and sanctity

made upon him a deep impression.

After hearing the bishop preach, Madame
Guyon realized that there was a great lack in

his religious experience. The next time they
met she poured out her heart to him on deep-
ly spiritual lines. This was after a season of
silent prayer. The bishop was greatly blessed

by this intercourse with Madame Guyon from
year to year. He also became greatly inclined

to believe the deeply spiritual doctrines that

she preached. She had a great desire that

he should be wholly sanctified— body, soul and
spirit. She presented him before God in fer-

vent prayer. He fully subscribed to the doc-

trine of faith as the life and guide of the soul.

Fenelon did not despise these sacred truths

because they were presented to him by a wo-
man who had but a limited knowledge of the-

ological writings. By fully yielding himself to

God he became not only a man, but a man in

the image of God. In this inward work of

• iod upon his soul we find the secret soring

of that almost divine justice and benevolence

which impart unspeakable attractions and pow-
er to his writings. He was not only free from
the spirit of selfishness, but was bathed in pu-

rity and love. His hearers felt that he was
an eminently good and holy man. This distin-

guished piety helped him to have a good and
great influence over his pupil, the Duke of

Burgundy, whom the king had committed to

his care. The Duke was a very unpromising

young man, but the bishop was not weary in

well-doing.

In after years, when Bossuet had a discus-

sion with Aladam Guyon, he drew up a writing

that reflected upon this eminent lady, and
wanted Fenelon to sign it; but he utterly re-

fused to do so. At length Fenelon wrote

and published a book called "Maxims of the

Saints;" this was in 1697. This book related

to the higher experiences of holy living, and

was very much like the writings of Madam
Guyon. It was, indeed, her defense. It was
an exposition of her views as Fenelon under-

stood them. These maxims cover more than

forty large-sized pages.

The bishop having taken this stand, his

friends knew that he would not abandon his

position. He was forbearing in his disposi-

tions, but inflexible in his principles. Neither

flattery nor threats would move him. Distin-

guished men examined this book and admired

the deep-toned piety that it set forth. Bos-

suet was wild, He said: "I will raise my
voice to the heavens against these errors. I

will complain to Rome, to the whole earth."

He knew that by attacking the doctrines of

Fenelon he should be found a defender of

Louis XIV.

No doubt he was sincere in the course that he

took. The king had no love for Madame Guyon,

and about as much for Fenelon. There was

something peculiarly commanding in the per-

sonal appearance of Fenelon. His mind pos-

sessed that simplicity and strength which he

taught in his writings. He had a calm, dig-

nified serenity in his countenance; vice and

hypocrisy stood abashed in his presence. It

is said the King of France stood in awe

of him. The king had given him one of the

highest positions in the Church, yet he had no

personal attachments to him.

tried to guard the Church against
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1|J*'^the errors of sanctification or of pure love,

and at the same time gain the favor of the

king. Fenelon was as iirm as a rocli. The

people wondered what these champions of the

truth would do. It was a conflict of the two

great minds of France. Bossuet had the ex-

perience of age. Fenelon had the vigor of his

manhood. Both were eloquent in the pulpit,

as well as in their writings. "Boessut re-

minded 3'ou of the philosophical mind of

Burke.'' "Fenelon had a large share of the

luxurious imagination of Jeremy Taylor, chas-

tened by the refined taste and classic ease of

Addison."

Fenelon taught, first, that the gospel pro-

vided a salvation by which we may gain the

entire victory over the sinful propensities, and

may have the constant and accepted commu-
nion with God. Second, persons are in this

state when they love Ciod with all their hearts

—with pure, unselfish love. Third, there

have been instances of Christians, though pro-

bably few in number, so far as can be decided

by man's imperfect judgment, who have
reached this exalted state.

The controversy between Boessut and Fene-

lon was very able and strong. They were
mighty men. "Fenelon was not idle. He
showed himself at home on every contended
proposition, and not more a master of lan-

guage than he was of every form of legitimate

argument."
He defended himself by his [ability.] He also

defended Madam Guyon when evil-minded men
were seeking to destroy her good name. He
kindly reminded Bishop Boessut "that nothing
that is dishonorable ever proves serviceable."

This is a most valuable sentiment. Fenelon
gained the victory. Rutlersays: "Never did

virtue and genius obtain a more complete tri-

umph." Fenelon was equally willing that his

own high character should stand or fall with

that of Madame Guyon. His mind was too

pure to estimate virtue by the public favor or

the want of public favor which attended it.

The enemies of Fenelon were not content
till this controversy was submitted to the

pope. The pope did not desire this work, but
King Louis would not rest till the pope de-

cided. Twelve men were appointed to exam-
ine Fenelon's book, "Maxims of the Saints."

After twelve sittings they were so divided that

nothing satisfactory was the result. Then a

company of cardinals held twelve sittings on
this book. They were so much divided that

they came to no conclusion. Another compa-
ny of cardinals were appointed by the pope.

They had fifty-two sittings. They lacked en-

tire unanimity. The discussion went on for

nearly two years under the eye of the pope.
Meanwhile the King of France denounced the
book as erroneous and dangerous. A few
days after this the king ordered Fenelon to

cease his labors as spiritual adviser of the
Duke of Burgundy at Versailles, and retire to

his own diocese of Cambray, and forbade him
to leave it. He returned with a heart full of

submission, full of zeal, of gratitude to God
and man. He stayed in Paris only twenty-
four hours, and never returned. He became
an exile from all the world in his own
diocese. Some of Fenelon's friends were
involved in his calamities. They also be-

lieved in the doctrine of pure love. He felt

more deeply the disgrace of his friends than

he did his own. In his distant place of exile

he found the rich consolations of Divine grace.

Pure love filled his soul, for God and for all

men. He thought it his duty as a Catholic to

be submissive to the higher authorities of the

Church. He was condemned by the pope on

twenty-three propositions of his book. At the

same time the pope said that neither he nor

his cardinals condemned Fenelon's explana-

tions of the book. So that it was more of a

condemnation of those who put their own ex-

planations on the book. Fenelon ceased to

write controversial articles, but always in-

culcated and practised pure love. He also

avoided expressions and illustrations that

would provoke a misunderstanding.

He was temperate in his habits, eating and
sleeping but little. He rose early and devoted

his first hours to prayer and meditation.

Walking and riding were his chief recreations.

In the country he often found God's holy

peace. Everything seemed to be filled with

God's infinite goodness. His heart glowed
with purest happiness when he could escape
from his business and cares and be among the

fields and flowers of the country. In the

country he often met some of his poorest pa-

rishioners. Sometimes he would inquire about
their temporal and spiritual conditions. He
was a friend of all mankind.

Strangers from all parts of Europe came to

see him. It was pleasing to see how readily

he sufi'ered himself to be interrupted by this in-

flux of friends and strangers. "He would
drop his eloquent pen with which he conversed
with all Europe, that he might bless the hum-
blest person that came to his palace home; at

other times he would maintain his episcopal

dignity as he conversed with the nobility that

called upon him. He was admired as much
for his kind condescension, by which he be-

came all things to all men, as by the sublimi-

ty of his discourses. His divine life was his

chief quality. He walked with God like Enoch,
and was unknown among some men. He was
a sanctified Quietist, because he had a believ-

ing acquiescence in the will of God. He was
religiously quiet in spirit. He had the inward
rest which Christ calls peace. "My peace I

give unto you." "The peace of God which
passeth all understanding" supported the Arch-
bishop of Cambray in his conflicts with both
men and devils. "He dismissed all useless

ideas and disquieting desires, to the end that
he might preserve his soul pure and in peace."
He counted all but dross that he might win
Christ and be found in Him. He died to his

own abilities. This was a crucifixion.

He bore patiently the passions and faults of

others. He said, "It is often our own imper-
fections that make us reprove the imperfec-
tions of others." He believed in religious

toleration. He said, "A man's belief is and
ought to be sacred. Liberty of thought is an
impregnable fortress, which no human power
can force. Violence can never convince; it

only makes hypocrites."

Fenelon's very dear friends of eminent piety

could see him only occasionally, but his soul

centered in God. He saw God in all things
and all things in God. Those who are united
in God are not far from one another. This
was his consolation in the absence of his

friends. He justly says: "It is the flux and
reflux of an infinite ocean of good, common

to all, which satiates their desires

pletes their happiness."

"After Fenelon was confined he nevigj^..

the Duke of Burgundy, the king's grai^
whom he had tutored for nine years; niJuj

could they correspond for many years. 1^
duke never forgot him or his kind mwin.
tions. Before the archbishop died the Ijln

wrote him a very kind letter, confessiciliij.

obligations and asking an interest in his ayJ

ers, that (3od would give him grace to iiow

out the advice that the bishop gave h
j ij

former years. The duke confessed his fi'fj,-

but confessed also his purpose to give hi elf

to God. "In respect to yourself, you m; be

assured that my friendship is always the sa'a.M

"Mark the perfect man, and behold th()p.

right, for the end of that man is peace."|So

the end of this learned and eloquent and <

ly pious man came in peace. How could

otherwise? God called him to leave the

and trials and misunderstandings of e£|j

that he might enter upon the eternal vic|

and rest of the bliss and glory of the he

of heavens. He died in 1715, at the

sixty-five years. "He rests from his laid

and his works do follow him." This wasj
ly two years after the death of Madame Gu

jj

Fenelon's writings were very great

latest collected edition embraces twenty-
e]

octavo volumes) and include every variety

subjects — theology^ philosophy, history,

erature, ancient and modern,

spirituality.

—

E. Davies,in Christian Advoc

Remembranxe of a Long-Forotten L,

GUAGE IN Delirium.—An interesting ca

abnormal memory in delirium is recounteo

The Lancet by Dr. Henry Freeborn. The
tient was a woman of seventy years, who
suffering from broncho-pneumonia.

"On the night of the 13th and 14th

Sixth Month] she was found to be spe

ing in a language unknown to those about h

It sounded as if she was repeating some poet

sometimes or carrying on a conversation

others. She repeated the same poem
after time. This language was found to

Hindustani. On the 14th, in the evening,

Hindustani began to be mixed with Eng
and she spoke to, and of, friends and p

tions of her girlhood. On the 15th the E

dustani had disappeared altogether and

was talking to and of friends of a later (

in English, French and German. The pat

was born in India, which country she left

the age of three years and landed in

land, after five months' voyage, before shei

four years old. Up to the time she landed i

had been under the care of Indian servants i

spoke no English at all, her only language -1

ing Hindustani. On her coming to Engli

the ayah was sent back, and she then began

'

learn English and from that time she had nev

spoken Hindustani. She apparently, on thi

13th, went back in her delirium to her ver'

earliest days, when she spoke again in thi

first language she ever heard. The poem wai

found to be something which the ayahs are h,

the habit of repeating to their children, anc

the conversations were apparently with the na-

tive servants, one being recognized as a re-

quest that she might be taken to the bazar to

buy sweets.

"Through the whole delirium there could be
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jclnized a sequence. As time went on the

•ifiis she spoke of were of later date, and

be'.ook events in their proper order. She

pp-ently began at the beginning of her life

ncvent through it, until on Third Mo. KJ she

acireached the time when she was married

ndiad her children, growing up boy and girl.

t
' curious that after a lapse of sixty-si.x

•ed', during which time she had not spoken

Jiiustani, this language of the early child-

loii should be recalled in delirium. The pa-

;ie, now speaks English, French, and Ger-

nji( one as fluently as the other), but although

ihiv'nows a few Hindustani words she is (|uite

in'le to speak the language or to put one

lejence together. She says that she has no

•etllection (nor had she any before her ill-

le) of ever having been able to speak Hindu-

itili. The evidence that this language really

we' Hindustani is that she does not knjw,

nahas she ever known, any other language

ijflipt those mentioned in this paper. A lady

wlj has lived much of her life in India, and

i»{ speaks the language, recognized the poem
jg'ne commonly in use among the ayahs, and

ill translated some of the conversations which

thpatient carried on with her imaginary vis-

!

Science and Industry.

OUND Coal in Old Yard.—Honesdale,

ijleen miles from the coal fields at Carbon-

i^i, is having a hard struggle to get coal,

)i' there is relief of a temporary character

night.

ilong in the late '40s Thomas Ham owned

I) operated a boat yard a mile below the town
jithe banks of the Delaware and Hudson
jiial. Two miles below was a large rectang-

iV piece of land situated between the canal

li the Lackawanna River. It contained sev-

Ml acres, and T. Ham saw possibilities of a

:k\ boat yard. He bought the land.

Honesdale at that time and until five years

I) was one of the largest coal storage places

I

the world. Hundreds of thousand of tons

3oal were brought over the mountain from

jrbondale and Scranton by rail and dumped
1 enormous piles to await shipment to this

iy by rail or canal. The coal was carefully

;|eened and only the larger sizes used. The
yeenings, pea and buckwheat size, were
toped wherever a place could be found. The
(ie Railroad secured permission from T.

Iim to use his land as a dump. For years

hs and tons of the screenings were dumped
ere. Then the matter was forgotten.

A few weeks ago T. F. Ham, of Honesdale,

10 inherited the land from his grandfather,

ard about the old dumping place. He made
investigation. He found that he had bet-

r than a coal mine, as the coal was almost

the surface. A large force of men are

ily taking out tons of small-sized coal, which
ids a ready market. It burns with little ash,

d can be used without specially constructed

ates.

The Delaware and Hudson abandoned its

nal from Honesdale to Rondout a few years

;o. All of the small towns along its line are

w reaping a benefit from its existence.

For years, as the canal boats passed along

e canal, quantities of coal slipped off the

avily loaded boats into the water. It is

ing remined by the farmers and villagers

who live near the abandoned canal bed. Good,
clean coal, of various sizes, is being dug up.

How Water Freeze.*?.— It used to puzzle

all thinking people why ponds and rivers do
not freeze beyond a certain depth. This de-

pends on a most curious fact, namely, that

water is at its heaviest when it reaches 40
degrees Fahrenheit, that is, 8 degrees above
freezing point. On a frosty night, as each
top layer of water falls to 40 degrees it

sinks to the bottom; therefore, the whole pond
has to drop to 40 degrees before any of it can
freeze. At last it is all cooled to this point,

and then ice begins to form. But ice is a very

bad conductor of heat, therefore it shuts off

the freezing air from the big body of compara-
tively warm water underneath. The thicker

it gets the more perfectly does it act as a

great coat, and that is why even the Arctic

Ocean never freezes beyond a few feet in

thickness. The Marine Journal.

Legitimate Gold Bricks.—Beneath stout

bars guarding a wide, arched window in the

United States Assay Office in Wall Street,

thousands of dollars' worth of little gold bricks,

the honest and true kind, pass every day from
Uncle Sam's coffers to the hands of jewelers

and bankers. And all that Uncle Sara charges

for the exchange is 4 cents on $100 for the

large bars and 5 cents on $1000 for the small

ones.

For the week ending Seventh Month 28 the

gold bars (they do not call them bricks in the

assay office) exchanged for gold coin amounted

to $190,780.17. This is a small figure com-

pared with what the office has done on a busy

day. Once, six or seven years ago, when a

large quantity of gold was to be shipped to

Europe, the assay office exchanged $8,000,000

into bars.

The bars Uncle Sam dispenses are of two

general sizes, the $5000 size, for bankers, and

the $1.50 size, for jewelers; the small size

being about an inch and a quarter long, three-

quarters wide, and perhaps half an inch or less

in thickness. Very often they run up to $200
or even more in value. Their size adapts them

to the size of the jeweler's crucible. As for

the banker, he does not melt his gold; he con-

tents himself with shipping it back and forth

across the ocean.

A remarkable feature of this exchange of

legal tender for gold bars is that one can not

always get just the amount he wishes. If a

jeweler or a banker wishes $10,000 in gold

bullion. Uncle Sam gives him as near that

amount as he possibly can. It may be

$9970.-50 or $10,006.30, because the bars

vary in size and weight, and practically all of

them have odd cents in their value. Two bars

the cashier handed out one day this week were

stamped $531.70 and $123.10.

In buying gold bars the purchaser first tells

the cashier at the assay office how much he

wishes; the cashier comes as near this amount

as he can with the bars on hand, and then the

purchaser goes next door, to the sub-treasury,

where he deposits his legal tender, gold certi-

ficates, greenbacks or gold coin, for the

amount designated by the assay office cashier

as the nearest to the desired amount, receiving

therefor a certificate which, upon presentation

at the assay office, insures the delivery of the

bars. But before they may be taken away the
recipient must sign for them in the register,

which lies open beneath the bars of the wide-
arched window.

—

Xew York Evening Post.

Wiped Off the Sea.—In 1846 there were
736 vessels carrying the American flag (prac-

tically all were from New Bedford) hunting
whales in every corner of the watered world,

from Okhotsk to Arabia. That was a mighty
fleet. Of it to-day are left but 39 small barks
and schooners. First Month 1st, 1859, a year
before the civil war began, there were 625
vessels ; by 18G6 the figures had fallen to 263.

The annals of ruined New Bedford fortunes
will tell how much of the decrease was caused
by the vindictive Alabama. The whalers would

be coming home from four-year-long cruises

in the Arctic. They knew nothing of the war
that had begun since they left port in peace.

Their holds were loaded down with oily cargo,

and the crews reefed and tacked cheerfully

enough to the thought of homeward bound.

Then would come the astonished encounter
with the Alabama, and the whaling captain

would pace the Confederate's deck a prisoner

and watch the fruit of his toil roll off across

the sea in big billows of dense black smoke.

The Alabama scourge was artificial. After

the war trade picked up. In 18G9 there were
338 vessels. Then came the striking of oil

in Pennsylvania, and the whaling industry was
doomed.

Of the remnant of the fleet still afloat, 24
hail from New Bedford, 4 from Providence-

town, 2 from Boston and 10 from San Fran-

cisco. These are scattered through the North
and South Atlantic, in Hudson Bay and in the

Japan and Okhotsk Seas. With the sailing

vessels, the old fashion of long voyages that

took a large gap from the sailors' lives still

persists. Some of the New Bedford whalers

have been away from port since '96.

—

Boston

Transcript.

Corn Row 25 Miles Long. Kansas is sim-

ply inexhaustible in the matter of oddities.

Just when it might be supposed that she had

run the whole gamut, she appears with another

novelty such as nobody else in all the wide

world would ever have thought of. For ex-

ample, a Kingman County farmer is growing
a row of corn a little more than twenty-five

miles long for no other reason than to be sing-

ular and extraordinary. He commenced in a

fifty-acre field and went round and round in a

circle with a lister until he had planted the

whole in a single row, which commences at

one of the edges and terminates in the middle.

When he cultivated it he had to plow the same
way. As appearances go, the field will make
as much crop as it would if planted in the or-

dinary way.

—

Kansas City Journal.

A CiREAT Engineering Feat.— With the

laying, on the first day of the present month,

of the last coping stone of the great dam
across the River Nile the ancient land of the

Pharaohs sees the completion of a national

work, which is not only the greatest of its

kind in existence, but in its beneficent results

will probably outrank any scheme carried out

in Egypt, either in ancient or modern times.

The completion of this dam and a similar

structure at Assoiut will provide in the Nile
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Valley a vast reservoir capable of supplying

over a billion cubic yards of water every year.

The surplus waters of the river will be stored

during the flood season, and then drawn upon
for the irrigation of wide tracts of land which

for many centuries past have lain waste for

want of water. As a result of the new system

of irrigation, there are extensive tracts of land

which henceforth will bear two crops a year

where formerlv they bore but one; while the

area devoted to sugar cultivation will be

greatly increased.

The Assouan dam itself is one of the great-

est engineering works in existence. It is no

less than one and a quarter miles in length,

and it is pierced by 180 sluice gates twenty-

five feet in height and seven feet in width, by

means of which the regulation of the waters

will be secured. The total cost of the two

dams will be about $25,000,000.—Scientific

American.

The D.'^ncing Bean.—A wonderful seed, a

native of South America, is called the danc-

ing bean. It is a small fibrous seed of trian-

gular form and about the size of a pea. It is

very light and easily crushed. It contains a

small quantity of pulp; that in case of one

seed examined, was dried up into a soft,

white substance.

The seed wll not move for some time after

having been handled, but will begin moving
again in a few minutes after having been left

in repose upon a smooth surface.

As an experiment, a dozen little seeds were
placed on a small, smooth tray, when they

seemed to be effected with St. Vitus' dance.

Without any apparent reason they would shift

around with spasmodic little jerks and twitch-

es that were ludicrous to gaze upon.

For a while one would keep perfectly still,

then the fit would assail it and, beginning with

scarcely perceptible oscillations, it would rouse

itself into a regular spasm, rolling over from
side to side and going through all sorts of

strange movements, taking occasional rest

from its exertions.

"What is bird's-eye maple?" asks The Sci-

entific American, Sixth Month, 14th. "That is

a question whch just now seems to be bafling

not only people who use furniture made of this

partcular wood, but even wood-workers them-
selves. In a recent number of a woodworking
magazine an article was published which staled

that bird's-eye maple was not a peculiar ma-
ple, but simply ordinary maple cut in a certain

way. In a recent issue of the New York S^in

that statement is refuted. It is there stated,

on the authority of a woodworker, that bird's-

eye maple and curly maple are both cut only

from the logs of the rock maple-tree, Acer sac-

chari7ium, in which a beautiful lustrous grain

is produced by the sinuous course of the fibers.

This tree is not at all the common hard maple.

It is a hard maple, but it is full of little gnarls

called eyes. Men looking for bird's-eye ma-
ple logs go through the .standing timber and
pick out the bird's-eye maple-trees, paying
for them from thirty dollars to fifty dollars a

thousand feot in the woods. Ordinary hard

maple logs are worth only from six dollars to

seven dollars a thousand feet. It would be im-

possible to cut a piece of veneer with eyes in

it from a common hard maple log, and would
be equally impossible to cut a bird's-eye maple

log, no matter how you cut it, so that it would
not show the eyes."

Fine Screws in Watches.—The minute-
ness of some of the screws made in a watch
factory may be measured by the statement
that it takes nearly one hundred and fifty thou-

sand of a certain kind to weigh a pound. Un-
der a microscope they appear in their true

character—perfectly finished bolts. The pivot

of the balance wheel is only one-twohundreths
of an inch in diameter, and the guage with
which pivots are classified measured to the

ten-thousandth part of an inch. Each jewel

hole into which a pivot fits is about one five-

thousandth of an inch larger than the pivot to

permit sufficient play.

The finest screw for a small-sized watch has

a thread of two hundred and sixty to the inch,

and weighs one one-hundred-and-thirty thou-

andth of a pound. Jewel slabs of sapphire,

ruby or garnet are first sawed into slabs one-

fiftieth of an inch thick, and are shellacked to

plates so that they may be surfaced. Then the in-

dividual jewels are sawed or broken ofl", drilled

through the centre, and a depression made
in the convex side for an oil cup. A pallet

jewel weighs one one-hundred-and-fifty-thou-

sandths of a pound; a roller jewel a little more
than one two-hundred and-fifty-six-thousandth.

The largest round hair-spring stud is four-hun-

dreths of an inch in diameter and about nine-

hundreths of an inch in length.

—

Detroit Free
Press.

"It is well known," says the Kevue Scienti-

fique, "that certain spiders can be transported

by the wind, owing to a very light silken thread
that they emit from the spinneret which is

blown along by an ascending current of air.

A thread a yard long, according to the exper-

iments of M. Favier, can sustain the weight
of a young spider. For many years M. Fa-

vier has witnessed every spring the dispersion

of young spiders from a large number of nests;

In a few hours, in favorable weather, a thou-

sand young ones will set out from the same
nest to begin their travels. The spider is not

absolutely passive, but can regulate its as-

cent, both at its departure and during the jour-

ney. It is suflScient to increase the length

of the string to mount more quickly and to

shorten it when w-ishing to alight. Possibly

certain hibernating species may accomplish a

sort of periodic emigration by this means."

—

Literary Digest.

A Vision of George Fox.—The following

remarkable passage, says the British Friend,

is taken from the ancient Register Book re-

cently acquired by the Devonshire House Li-

brary. George Fox's visionary contest with

the power of darkness in the shape of a mad
bull reminds one of Paul's experience when he
"fought with beasts at Ephesus;" but where,
even in Paul's records, can anything be found
more beautiful than Fox's care for the little

children, and his instinctive feeling that he
had "many with him?"
A Vision of George Fox's when he set up

Men and Women's Meetings.

"At the setting up of the Men and Women's
Meetings which was set up by the power of

God, the dark power appeared in opposition

and great strife against it; and then there was
a fierce bull did chase me sore, and would have

devoured me, and there was a shepherd

I bid him keep ofl" the bull with his staff,

the bull was mad at me, and made at «
many places, as I passed by him and e jip^

him. And 1 had many with me and littlfchi

dren, and I was loath they should be ti'l

hurt with the bull, and I did set the cl

upon my horse that they should not til

cause of the bull's chasing them, I was 6

der towards them. And the bull met m
place where he thought he had me sure i hji

prey, and would destroy me at his pleijire,

and he was not hasty to destroy me.

a great hedge stake and chopped it dov

throat to his heart and laid him still.

G.il

ku

I

The Christian and the Stage.

AN ACTOR S TESTLMONY.

An actor belonging to one of the prombnt

families of histronic art, called at our hoij in

regard to the funeral services of a relate.

In the absence of my husband it was my ^ty

to meet the gentleman, and during the coifer-

sation our thoughts incidentally turned t(';he

relation of the stage to the Christian.

In the conversation the actor said: '.he

theatre was not made for Christians. I Cien

wonder why they are found within its wjls;

not that I think they injure themselves in jt-

nessing its plays, but their influence upon 'h-

ers in thus doing is harmful. Christians 're

in another profession, and I think that prcla-

sion ought to occupy and satisfy them.

"I have always had a desire for the stie. t

My first performance was at a Sunday So ol

exhibition, when I played the violin. Myie-

sire strengthened from year to year, and \\fen

yet in boyhood I joined a professional conj-

ny. Having been trained to observe the h-

bath, the knowledge that I was obliged to^

hearse on that day was at first very repulsiv :o

me, but I saw that everybody had to rehear,

and if this was to be my business I must ;-

hearse too, so I yielded, and the work on t,t

day was soon done without any struggle of ci-

science.

"Respecting the morality of the professi

,

though there are a number of virtuous ra

and women on the stage, yet for the infeir

parts of plays so many have to be engag,

that the question is more "the survival of
p

fittest," than that of character. Then aga,

the familiarity in some performances rends

it exceedingly difficult for either sex, esp-

ially the women, to remain unsullied. My w '

was formerlv a member of the profession, I

after my marriage, I refused to have her i-

turn to it; others may see no harm in so (•

ing, but I prefer for her the purity of home

Does not this testimony clearly corrobor;

the principle which Paul expresses in 1 Ci

vi: 12, "all things are lawful unto me but

;

things are not expedient?" Here is an £;

tor, who while readily admitting that sorj

Christians might witness certain theatric'

performances without injury to themselves y

believes their example might lead others

witness the same, or different, and less moii

plays which would be seriously detrimental !

their spiritual life.
!

In the'second place, we see the progress 'j

sin. This man though at first repelled by til

thought of rehearsing on what he had bei
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riit was the Lord's day, is soon found en-

[]g into it with the others; thus establish-

gnother passage of inspiration wherein we
e;aught that if we walk in the counsel of

£iungodly, we shall soon come to stand in

Ejway of sinners, and at length sit in the

alof the scornful.

''irdly, we notice that "evil communications

r|ipt good manners." If a professional ac-

tif long experience feels that it is undesir-

||to expose his wife to the contaminations

.leatrical society, may we not well ques-

B.'hether attendance at play houses can be

llged in without in some measure resulting

k same evil influences, or without practic-

j)aying for performers to be ruined for our

tjtainment.—Susan Gale Gray in Ep. Re-

!IY TIMES ARE IN THY HAND.
isted in Thee, Lord ; I said, Thou art my God
iy times are in Thy hand " (.Paalm xxxi : 14, 15.)

fjmes are in Thy hand !

[|now not what a day,

(sn an hour, may bring to me;

tj am safe, while trusting Thee,

I)Ugh all things fade away.
All weakness, I

On Him rely

iSxed the earth and spread the starry sky.

Jmes are in Thy hand
;

E 6 poverty or wealth,

rding care or calm repose,

rjj's balmy breath or winter's snows,

SJiness or buoyant health

—

I Whate'er betide,

! If God provide,

!|)r the best ; I wish no lot beside.

jjies are in Thy hand !

Siuld friendship pure illume

itrew my path with fairest flowers,

jjuld I spend life's dreary hours

;i(iolitude's dark gloom,

j

Thou art a friend

I Till time shall end,

cjingeably the same ; in Thee all beauties blend,

ines are in Thy hand!

lliy or few my days,

lie with Thee—this only pray,

ipy Thy grace I, every day
]j'oting to Thy praise,

!

May ready be

To welcome Th(

we'er Thou com'st to set my spirit free,

tnes are in Thy hand!
Ive'er those times may end,

Im or slow my soul's release,

anguish, frenzy, or in peace,

Isafe with Christ, my Friend!

I

If He is nigh,

IHowe'er I die,

be the dawn of heavenly ecstacy.

nes are in Thy hand I

.'iirhee I can intrust

(imbering clay, till Thy command
£jll the dead before thee stand,
taking from the dust.

I
Beholding Thee,

What bliss 'twill be
ill Thy saints to spend eternity

!

nd eternity

meaven's unclouded light!

morrow, sin and frailty free,

i(|ling and resembling Thee

—

transporting sight

!

Prospect too fair

For flesh to bear !

Chaste, my Lord, and soon transport me there,—Newman Hall.

Sent Up.—A rich woman is said to have
dreamed that she went to heaven and there
saw a mansion being built.

"Who is that for?" she asked of the guide.

"For your gardener."
"But he lives in the tiniest cottage down on

earth with barely room enough for his family.

He might live better, if he did not give away
so much to the miserable poor folks."

Further on she saw a tiny cottage being
built.

"And who is that for?" she asked.

"That is for you."

"But 1 have lived in a mansion on earth.

I would not know how to live in a cottage."
The words she heard in reply were full of

meaning: "The Master Builder is doing his

best with the material that is being sent up."
Then she awoke, resolving to lay up treas-

ure in heaven. What are we sending up for

our building? What kind of material are we
building into our everyday life? Is it being

sent up?

The United States government has expended
some six million dollars on the canal and locks

at Sault St. Marie, Mich., in order to facili-

tate navigation on the great lakes. Through
this canal passes in a single season a larger

tonnage than passes through the Suez Canal

in an entire year. But for nearly a week this

vast expense was made of no effect, and hun-

dreds of vessels were kept waiting, all because

one steamer fell out of line and blocked navi-

gation. In passing through a narrow cut in

solid limestone the rudder chains of the Hough-
ton parted, and the steamer drove her nose

twelve feet into the cliff on one side, while

the current swung her entirely across the

channel.

The service of divers and tugs availed

nothing until heavy charges of dynamite had

been used. Then navigation was once more
open. What a procession passed down Lake
Huron that night—one hundred and twenty

vessels in all, one-third of a mile apart, forty

miles of shipping. Five days' delay for scores

of boats, and each day lost meant from five

hundred dollars to one thousand dollars deficit

in the season's profit account! And all be-

cause one boat swung out of line!—/oA;i T.

Faris.

Notes From Others.

Let us live Christ more than talk Him. Christ

spoke as no other man ever spoke, but how few his

recorded utterances. If what Christ said were
taken out of the New Testament and put in a book
by itself, his words would make a very small vol-

ume indeed. It was what Christ was and what
He did that make Christianity.—.4. Swift.

There has recently passed away, in the East End
of London, a clergyman who was loved by thous-

ands while living, and whose memory will be re-

vered now he is gone. " Father " Dolling was
rector of St. Saviour's Church, in the poorest part

of the East End. He was a strange contradiction.

A very high churchman, he yet believed in ex-

temporaneous prayer. An advanced ritualist, yet

he cut up to suit the needs of his work the ser-

vices of the Church of England. We have our-

selves seen him several times in his ultra clerical

garb, standing bareheaded, preaching in front of

his church. He combined in a wonderful way the

instincts and desires of an advanced ritualist, with
the slum work which the Salvation Army has made
so helpful. Though sworn to celibacy, he was a

passionate lover of little children. Xot a single
stone did this strange man leave unturned in the
hope of uplifting the mass of poverty-.stricken,

ignorant people by whom he was surrounded. One
phase of his work was an eft'ort he made for cler-

gymen who had gone astray. He would take them
into his home and "straighten them out,'" and
many a man who once "tasted of the heavenly
gift" and had fallen away has been saved by his
kindly ministry. We refer to this man's career,

not to endorse in any way his "advanced" peculi-

arities, but to endorse his method. He went down
to the people, he lived among them and shared
their poverty, if by any means he might save
some. He lived absolutely for the down-trodden,
and his death at an early age was due to the great
struggle to raise means for the carrying on of his

work.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

Ritualism, with its mummeries and millinery,

makes away with the simplicity of the gospel, in-

terposes an unauthorized mediation between the
Lord and the soul, and buries Christ beneath a mass
of ceremonies and superstitions, till the plaint of
the bewildered woman in the garden is again in

order, " They have taken away my Lord and I

know not where they have laid Him."— Einscopal
Recorder.

The supreme authority in all the art'airs of men
is God. All human authority is subservient to the
Divine. The powers that be are ordained of God.
In proportion as earth's rulers recognize this, they
rule for the well-being of the people ; wherein they
fail, the people are corrupted and depraved. Rulers
who judge for reward, priests who teach for hire

and prophets who divine for money are abhorrent
to God and will be judged by Him. The one hope
of a perfect .system of government is that of the

coming of God's own kingdom and government.

—

G. Campbell Morgan.

Finnish Resistanxe to Tyranny.—There is less

of surprise than of gratification and of vindication

of confidence in the news that Russian recruiting

or conscripting officers are being coldly received
in Finland. In the metropolitan province of Ny-
land, for example, we are told that while 2,577
young men were summoned for military service

only 577 responded. The others, 2,000, or nearly
four-fifths of the whole, declined to take the oath
dictated by their Russian oppressors or to enter
the service of the latter, though in thus declining

they made themselves liable to a heavy penalty.

Of more than 10,000 men summoned in various
provinces, less than one-half responded, and of
these latter the great majority were those suffer-

ing from some infirmities which would make their

rejection certain. The proportion of the 10,000
acceptable as recruits was no larger than in Ny-
land. Thus the young men of Finland incur the
wrath of the Russian conqueror with the same
proud disregard of danger which made their fore-

fathers world famous in the days of the great
Gustavus.

Such conduct of the young men of Finland is a
protest against the Russian conquest and spolia-

tion of their fatherland. It is also particularly a

protest against the manner in which the present

conscription was brought about. A military ser-

vice ukase was issued by the Russian Government,
and the Finnish Senate was commanded to ratify

and promulgate it. The majority of that body did

so, although the edict was palpably unconstitu-

tional.

—

Xcw York Tribune.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— In discussing the anthracite miners

strike, Abram S. Hewitt lately stated: "There is one

phase of this strike to which the public as a whole has

not bad its attention drawn. It is a mistake to suppose

that the mines are in the bands of seven or eight indi-

viduals who alone reap the rewards of victory or suffer

the disadvantage of defeat in this crisis. The mines be-
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long to many thousands of stockholders and bondholders

who outnumber the men that are employed. It is a vast

field divided up among all sizes of investors. Speaking

of the earnings of the anthracite mines, while they are

immensely productive and valuable industries, their earn-

ings are not what they are commonly supposed to be.

In the case of one of the oldest companies doing business

in Pennsylvania, the earnings in the last sixty years have

averaged appro.ximately 6 percent. The men who to-day

are administering these concerns are executing the duties

of their office not for their personal ends, but in the in-

terest of a very large public." He also commented on the

fact that the public seems not to be aware that there is

growing up a vast labor trust, fraught with a far greater

menace to industrial conditions than many of the so-

called monopolies that are now occupying the attention

of the entire country.

In an interview with Senators Quay and Penrose on

the 3d instant, President Baer of the Reading R. R. Co.

again defined the position of the mine operators, and

stated that " it is by reason of varying conditions at

each mine, impracticable to adopt a uniform scale of

wages for the whole region ; but that at each colliery

every complaint and grievance will be taken up and in-

vestigated by the superintendents, and adjusted whenever

it is just. I personally offered to Mitchell and his district

presidents to go with them and investigate any grievance.

None of these things can be the subject of arbitration.

A free man cannot be compelled to work, and an owner

by the same rules cannot be made to do business at a

On the 3d instant a carriage containing President

Roosevelt and others came in collision with a trolley car

near Pittsfield, Mass. The President was slightly injured,

but one of the company, a secret service officer named
William Craig, was killed. The President reached his

residence at Oyster Bay that evening. On the 5th he

started on a journey into Ohio and some of the Southern

States.

A dispatch from Chicago of the 2nd instant says :
" The

Chicago public schools opened to-day with an aggregate
enrollment of 275,000 pupils. The children will carry a

supply of pure drinking water for their protection against

typhoid fever.

The Census Bureau has issued a statement showing

the increasing age of the population from decade to de-

cade. The statement gives the results of computing the

median instead of the average age. The median is such

an age that half the population is under it and half is

over it. The median age of the total population in 1900

was 22.8, as compared with 21.9 in 1890. The median

age of the white population in the last census year was
23.4, and the colored, including negroes, Indians and

Mongolians, was 19.7, while in 1890 the white population

was 22.4 and the colored 18.3. The report shows there

was an increase in the median age of the white popula-

tion during each decade from 1810 to 1900, amounting

in the ninety years to 7.4 years, or an average amount
of about five-sixths of a year in a decade. The median

age of the colored population increased after 1830, but

with less regularity.

A despatch from Seattle, Wash., says :
" The steamer

Oregon, a large ocean going vessel, is being fitted out

here for the purpose of taking a party of American
manufacturers with exhibits on a six months' cruise to

Russia, China, Japan, the Philippines, the Straits Set-

tlements, Ipdia, Mauritius, South Africa, Australia and

the Hawaiian Islands. This is a unique and practical op-

portunity for buyers and sellers to become personally

acquainted and discuss the exhibits and methods of pack-

ing and preparing goods for the various markets, estab-

lishing agencies, effecting sales, and ascertaining the

financial responsibility of interested parties."

It appears from statistics that between Sixth Month
28th and Ninth Month 5th this year there were 297 cases

of small pox in Pennsylvania, and during the same period

last year there were 1077.

A despatch from Reading, Pa., of the 1st inst. says :

" For twenty-four hours an almost endless procession of

gnats passed along the Schuylkill at this point. This

afternoon at one time the swarm was so dense it formed
a sort of dark, animated mist. Men, women and children

suffered from the strange visitation." During the flight

of the gnats people were forced to take refuge in their

About 4,000,000 barrels of Texas oil were sold last

year for fuel purposes. It was sold from 25 cents to 30
cents per barrel. No economical method has been dis-

covered for refining this Texas oil for illuminating pur-

poses, and many experts are of opinion that no such dis-

covery will be made. It is being used quite extensively

on many of the railroads of the southwest, this use having

been forced by the high price of coal.

Charles W. Hayes, of the U. S. Geological Survey, has

estimated that this oil has a fuel value of at least $3
|

a barrel, compared with anthracite coal at $6.50 or $7 a

ton.

An analysis of oil from the Jager well, in Uinta Co.,

Wyoming, made by State Geologist Knight, disclosed the

presence of more than two gallons of rhigolene to a barrel

of oil. At the present market price of rhigoleno this

would make the oil worth about $12 per barrel. Rhigolene

was first discovered about twenty years ago, and with the

exception of cymogene, is the most volatile liquid known.

It evaporates at 64 degrees, and is used in surgical op-

erations, though on account of its high price, only spar-

ingly. From the Pennsylvania and Ohio oils it has been

possible to distil it, but only in very small quantities.

It is stated that there are printed in this country

newspapers in twenty-five different languages.

The great canal at Sault Ste Marie is completed. This

canal is designed to utilize the power of the waterfall

from Lake Superior to Lake Huron, a fall of nineteen

feet. The waterway is two and a third miles long, 224
feet wide, and much of it cut through the solid rock. In

it will be placed powerful turbines for operating dyna-

mos. The canal will furnish enough electric power for

the greatest industrial centre in the world.

There were 426 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 29 more than the pre-

vious week and 27 more than the corresponding week of

1901. Of the foregoing 225 were males and 201 females:

44 died of consumption of the lungs ; 21 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 5 of diphtheria;

3 of scarlet fever ; 8 of typhoid fever and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—The Hague Tribunal consists of eighty judges

appointed by the twenty-four nations that joined in the

convention. From this number each litigant selects two,

not its own citizens nor subjects of its sovereign, and
these four select the fifth. For two years this Court met
quarterly without having a case brought before it. The
first case is now under consideration, which is one in

which the United States and Mexico are the interested

parties, and relates to a claim originating in the seven-

teenth century for the support of Spanish missions in

Mexico, and which on the cession of Upper California to

the United States became a subject of dispute between
Mexico and this country.

On the 17th ult., as the result of a landslide supposed

to have been due to seismic disturbances, some twenty
villages were destroyed and nearly 700 persons were
killed, on the northern slope of Mount Kasbek, one of

the Caucasus range in Southern Russia.

From 20,000 to 25,000 tons of Welsh anthracite are

reported to have been ordered for immediate shipment to

New York.

Statistics presented in an official document which has

just been printed in London, show that England sent

out 386,081 troops and raised 52,414 more in the South

African colonies, during the Boer war. Of this great

number, 5,774 were killed, 23,029 were wounded, and

16,168 died of their wounds or of disease, a total of

45,000 men, or nearly ten per cent.

The volcano of Mont Pelee on the island of Martinique,

has been active since Eighth Mo. 15th. On the evening

of the 30th, an account states, " Tho sky was cloudless;

suddenly and without warning one-half of the horizon

was obscured by a pitch black cloud of dust. This cloud

was the centre of most magnificent electric effects, the

flashes of light surpassing the most elaborate fireworks.

Flames and flashes continued to burst from the cloud

until nearly midnight. Columns of flame shot out of

the crater of Mont Pelee, to explode about the cloud in

showers of balls of golden fire, which fell through the

darkness in myriads of sparks." This eruption appears

to have been one of the most severe which has yet been

experienced; and the loss of life is reported to amount to

over a thousend, a large number of whom had been re-

moved from that part of the island after the eruption in

the Fifth Month last, but had lately been returned by
the Government.
On the 30th ult. there was a startling series of deto-

nations from La Soufriere, on St. Vincent Island, louder

than any since the terrible eruption of Fifth Month 11.

The noises were terrific, and gave the impression in every

town and village of the island that the scene of disturb-

ance was only about two miles away. During the period

of intense anxiety which attended the detonations, two
luminous circles, like rainbows, appeared in the cloudless

sky to the northwest. Volcanic dust has been observed

at a distance of hundreds of miles from these volcanoes.

A despatch from Caracas, Venezuela, says that a strong

earthquake shock was felt at Carupano on the 30th ult.

at 9 P. M. It was accompanied by a noise which was
heard along the whole shore of the Caribbean Sea.

A dispatch from Naples says that large volumes of

flames were issuing from the crater of Mount Vesuvius on

the 6th instant.

RECEIPTS.
I

Unlessotherwise specifled, two dollars have 1
|i,_.

ceived from each person, paying for vol.
i

Charity Baldwin, Pa.; Samuel Bede'Cal'
Robert H. Russell for Anna P. S. Russiical'
Milton Stanley, agent, Ind., |i2 for Ric'rds
Ashton, Joel Newlin, Addison Hadley.dlbffl
Maxwell, Arthur B. Maxwell and Edwai'Mj,
well; Wesley Haldeman, Pa.; Rachel F. ,rl(«'

Pa.; \Vm. P. Churchill, Nova Scotia; m
p

Wickersham for Sharpless Mercer, Pa.; jimj
Trimble, M. D., Pa.; Anna Freeman, Ind.; chj^

W. Hutton, Pa., and for Samuel T. Hut), m
Benj. H. Coppock, agent, la., I24 for Dil ;yn c
Hampton, Joseph Edgerton. Edward Ecmoo
Lydia Hampton, Elnathan Heald, Elishellow

James E. Hoge, Benjamin Briggs, David Ht'jwav
Mary Spencer, Thomas E. Smith and Edv'd C
Vail; Jesse Negus, agent, Iowa, |6 for ^,.yn
Edmundson, Lars C. Hansen and Jane Joyd

Gulielma Smith for James Smith, Penna. Oavii

Brinton, Pa.; May Ward for Thomas WariCal
J. Barclay Hilyard from Mary E HilyarcN

j

J. Hervey Dewees, Pa.; S. H. Haines, M. '„ Pi
Mary Briggs for David Sears, la.; Reub;Sj|
terthwaite, Del. ; L. O. Stanley, agent, Ind.',6 fo

Wm. C. Stanley, R. P. Pickett and Joel W^Hod
son; Annie Mickle for Wm. Mickle and '.'oma

Evans, Pa.; Thomas H. Whitson, agent, :., «(

for Lydia H. Darlington ; Sibella S. Cop.J. |

Jacobs, Mary Scott Kay, Edward Savery, 'oma
B. Taylor and Nathan Cope ; Albert L. \\\\t

Mass.; Susan B. Smith Pa.; Henry B. Leec.'agi

N. J., for Amos Ashead.
tSi^Remittances received after Third-clay noor'UIn

appear in the Receipts until the following week.
^

NOTICES.
Robert Smith has been appointed agent foi'Ia

Friend," in place of Edmund S. Smith, remove! Ai

dress, Harrisville, Harrison County, 0.

A Friend wishes to dispose of a complete set tl"h

Friend "—sixty-six volumes bound and the bala'o 1

bound. I

Inquire at office of " The FriId.'

A Man and eight-year-old son want room an boa

within easy walking distance of Friends' Select ihw

Sixteenth and Cherry Streets. Terms must be mijrat

Address " W."
Office of The Fest.

The sub-committee of the Yearly Meetings' coiitli

engaged in service in the limits of Cain Quarter Met

ing, propose holding a Meeting for Divine Worship tl

I. P. H. Mission Building in Coatesville on First- v,tl

14th, at 3 P. M. The company of Friends is especlyd

sired, and all others are welcome.

Friends' Select School will reopen Ninth Mon lot

1902. J. Henry Bartlett, p't

Died, at his residence in West Chester, Pa. a ti

twenty-fourth of Eighth Month, 1902, William ? 0%

send, a beloved member and elder of Birmingham nth

and West Chester Preparative Meeting, aged eigl -nil

years and eighteen days. This dear Friend bore ve

suffering illness of nearly two months' duration vk i

markable fortitude, patience and resignation to th'fm

will, in childlike faith in our Heavenly Father. Itayl

said of him, " His heart was fixed, trusting in the ord

He was a firm believer in all the doctrines and testsmi

of Friends, adorning the same by his life and ccers

tion ; being by the grace of God what he was
—

'a

9

ample to the believers in word, in conversation, in irit

in faith and in purity." " Write blessed are V dei

which die in the Lord from henceforth : yea, sailfn

the Spirit ; that they may rest from their labc' al

their works do follow them."

, near Norway, Benton County, Iowa, Eigl' H

6th, 1902, in the seventy-eighth year of his age, ls8

Wick, a native of Reuneso, Norway, Europe, for ent

six years a resident of America, and a member (Sta

anger Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the fourth of Eighth Month, 1902, k

residence in Germantown, Emma N. Edwards, a ^mb

of Germantown Particular and Frankford MonthI I«

ing, in the ninety-second year of her age. Thiitt

days of this dear Friend were marked by increasi te

derness of spirit, and love for all about her. A b f 1

ness closed very peacefully the life which had "

lengthened out, while a reverent assurance was.iB'

that the Redeemer whom she had long loved and'iig

faithfully to follow, was near to sustain her to t »«

end by his own " Everlasting Arms."
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' Sub-LettiDg Our Religious Meetings.

le safest meeting in which the Holy Spirit

;
provide more teaching, is the meeting

ii is held "for consecration of heart, for

fual communion and worship, based upon

\, waiting upon God, but welcoming all

jiy qualified vocal service."

lie truest kind of meeting in which the

I over all things "^^0 his church can provide

Sil service in the freedom (which must

j; the authority) of the Spirit is also that

rkind of meeting,— based upon silent wait-

[lipon God, whose Spirit alone can put

3'
all the free gospel message in its season,

11 the teaching in its season, that could

)ier the church, or the people present.

VJ)
have nothing here to say about confer-

ji called for particular topics to be pre-

ri or discussed,- only that we should call

5i conferences or lectures, and not Friends'

(^ngs, whether "evening" or "morning."

tjhe conference, or the talk, is what those

ids' meetings would surely be reduced to,

16! such limitations are placed on the Holy

It, as to arrange to confine Him, in his or-

rijj of a meeting, to but one line or topic

sivice. Thus it is practically said to Him,

Jf, in the morning meeting we allowed

ela pretty wide range of choice, both as

(y messages and the messengers Thou

luj use. We hampered Thee with no pre •

ra^ement of topics, concerns, prayers,

iiis, readings, teachings or preaching that

o! should put forth in or by any worship-

r.i That was thy meeting. Now this after-

oil evening, or midweek meeting is to be

rs That freedom of the Spirit was good,

t j)w we claim the freedom of the individ-

l.'We limit the speakers (and Thee) to-

;h to the consideration of 'Repentance;'

Next Fourth-day to 'Prayer for Young Men in

Business;' First-day evening exclusively to

'Praise;' next time, perhaps, 'Baptism." So

the deliberate assignment by its caretakers of

a special line of service, or a lower ground of

service, for a Friends' meeting for worship,

abolishes it as such. To the unspiritual this

procedure might, for a change, become popu-

lar. If so, its tide would by degrees draw the

morning meeting into the same whirlpool; till,

as in most places where the program system

under our name obtains a hold. Friends' meet-

ings have vanished while their naqje for the au-

dience is kept.

Do we thus reflect on the ordering of wor-

ship in other churches? They honestly adhere

to their standards of man-arranged and man-

limited worship; and we, though set as a sign

for calling them up higher, can commend their

consistency with what they have received to

hold. As to public worship they have not de-

parted from their standards. It i.<< our own

desertion, in many quarters, of our standard

of worship for theirs, that we praise not.

Theirs is honest for them, dishonest for us till

we consistently join them. In this passing over

of any to them, which the same level makes so

easy, where is the difference found in the prin-

ciple of worship and ministry? The current

complaint is that these meetings of ours which

are left entirely open to the freedom of the

Spirit in his choice of exercises, are left by

members on whom the Lord is felt to lay his

hand for a simple service, dry and dull because

of their disobedience. Many still young will

confess their having held back when touched

with a little message to hand forth. Our con-

cern should be ' in the line of forwarding true

faithfulness to all spiritual openings of true

worship, rather than in replacing these by ar-

tificial substitutes through pre-arranged top-

ics
— "broken cisterns that can hold no wa-

ter." We have seen a mid-week meeting

—

and it is the.se that it is sometimes claimed may

be run on a lower standard of expression— be-

ginning with being turned into a religious con-

versation, and ending with the vocal reading

of a New York paper. The matter it con-

tained is nothing to the point. The anointing

is everything.

But what is there to choose between a

Friends' meeting degenerated into the man-

arranged exercises of the churches in general,

and those churches themselves, but our loss,

not only of the reason for the Society's exis-

tence, but also of dignity and spiritual author-

ity on the part of our efforts however able,

and being ourselves a disappointment to the

churches, as awkward imitators of method, ob-

servance, and discourse, which they, having

for generations the start of us, are trained to

do so much better. Surely it is by the Holy

Spirit alone that we can presume to compete

with them, and He who was our only success

at the beginning, is simply our only resource

as a Society to-day. and forever. To Him and

his free worship in simple truth, let us simply

return. Are those who are exercised in spirit-

ual gifts seeming so very small, and are rob--

bers of churches by holding back their obedi-

ence, sufficiently aware that they are inviting

upon us the day of spurious substitutes to fill

the vacuums left by them barren?

A Baptized Meeting.

An aged Friend l.avinu rretiueiil]> repeated

the following incident in the writer's hearing

it has been deemed worthy of preservation, as

it is now found written out by the narrator,

a minister now deceased:

—

One day as I was waiting for a train at Tre-

mont station, in Massachusetts, an old man
came up to me and said: "I perceive by your

appearance that you belong to the Society of

Friends, and so I feel drawn to speak with

you. For I love the Friends, and I want to

tell you the reason why I have cause to love

them.

I was at a Methodist conference. The Pre-

siding Elder said there were two meetings

that First-day that were not supplied with

ministers, and wished me to be at one of them.

I was at the morning meeting. A woman who
was a member of your Society requested the

opportunity to be at the meeting in the after-

noon. As that day had been assigned to me
for public service I felt glad to give her the

opportunity to use it as she might prefer.

When the congregation had assembled she was

found sitting there before us in devout silence

which continued for some time. Then she

arose and took off her bonnet, turned round

and laid it upon the seat. As she turned back

the tears were seen falling down her face, and

there she continued standing speechless and

weeping with the company. In that silence

there were more tears shed than I ever saw in

any public company before, while a spirit of

solemnity, tenderness and contrition seemed

rolling over us more and more deeply for half

an hour; till at length her mouth was opened

with the words, "Surely God is in this place,
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and there are many here that know it." As
she continued with her message with that gos-

pel power, a baptism of tears still seemed to

possess the company. It was the most pow-

erful preaching I ever heard. A deep concern

for eternal life was received at that meeting

by many. I was put in charge of that meeting

for the year. I must say it was the beginning

of the greatest religious awakening and con-

version in that place I ever knew. So you see

I have good reason to love the Friends and I

never see one of your people without being re-

minded of that woman's minisrtry."

Edwakd G. Dillingham.

Drugs 10 Produce Sleep.

An ex-editorial writer of this city took an

overdose of sulphonal a few days ago to induce

sleep. The result was death. The belief nas

been very common that sulphonal, which was
introduced into medical practice fifteen years

ago, is a simple and safe remedy and that no

one will be in danger from a dose of any size.

Sulphonal cannot be taken with impunity by

persons with overtaxed hearts or inactive kid

neys. The number of cases of death from its

use has not been large, but persons who resort

to any drug which will produce sleep, should

know that some kind of a powerful effect is at

work upon their nerves in one form or an

other. They ought also to know that if a per

son who naturally requires seven or eight

hours' sleep gets an average of three or four

hours a night, he is nut going to die for a long

time as a result of the want of sleep, and if

careful in his way of living generally, unless

there is some cause for his sleeplessness of a

dangerous nature, will get over his insomnia.

W-e have had attacks of it from time to

time, and in no instance have taken any ano-

dyne or a hypnotic or a soporific, while some
of our friends have become the victims of

drugs and have been ruined in the prime of

life, when a few little things would have
brought them to normal habits. At such times
the open air, an entirely unstimulating diet,

chiefly vegetables, the nonuse of tea and cof-

fee, at all events late in the day, the proper
use of milk as food and not as a beverage,

sipped rather than poured down; doing no
mental work of any kind after sunset; sitting

in front of an open fire without gas lighted in

the room; getting chilly intentionally, and if

wakeful taking monotonous exercise in the

midst of the night until the point of fatigue is

reached; reconstructing half-forgotten hymns
and pieces of poetry; mentally making a mul-
tiplication table that shall run up to fifty, and
reciting it hour after hour; never moving, if

possible, or allowing any part of the body to

move; breathing very slowly through the nos-

trils and counting the number of breaths—
anything to prevent a mental operation that
stirs up many of the brain cells; any or all of
these monotonously done will in a few days put
an end to insomnia. A nap in the middle of the

day is sometimes the only thing that will calm
the nervous system so as to bring back sleep

at night.

The best of all rules is never to admit to

the bedroom a single thought of one's trou-

bles, apprehensions, or business. If this cannot
be done with eyes shut, let them be open and
the gas lighted. All these experiments were

once tried by us for two weeks, and we aver-

aged about three hours a night. At the end

of that time we strapped a fourteen-pound

knapsack on our back and started on a pedes-

trian tour. The first day we made fifteen

miles; the second day twenty, not having

slept more than three hours in the interval.

The next day was Sunday and we went to sleep

under a monotonous sermon. As soon as the

service was over the bed was found, and a

long nap taken. But the habit of iiot sleep-

ing had been fixed, and during the night but

two hours of sleep was obtained. The next

day the diet was milk, three quarts being

consumed in the course of the day. Insom-

nia took its flight. The walk was continued

until two hundred miles had been covered, at

an average rate of twenty miles a day, and no

sign of sleeplessness appeared again for many
months. A drug would have given us semi-

coma at any time. Hypnotics and alcoholics

of all sorts are most dangerous. A drug habit

is as bad as an alcoholic habit. A word to the

wise ought to be sufficient.— Christian Advo-
cate.

Fnr -'The Friekd."

Life of Samuel Fisher.

The conversion of Samuel Fisher to the prin-

ciples of the Quakers, appears to have been

the eflfect of the ministry of William Caton and

John Stubbs. The time and place of his birth

is not ascertained. He was educated at one

of the universities, and entering into holy or-

ders, as they are called, he first became chap-

lain to some person of quality, and afterwards

was made priest of Lydd, in Kent, a living at

that time worth two hundred pounds per an-

num. While in this situation, he was requested

by the master of Luke Howard, an apprentice

to a shoemaker at Dover, to converse with

the young man respecting a scruple which he

entertained about the singing of David's

Psalms in places of public worship. Luke
Howard explained the reasons of his uneasi-

ness with that practice in such a manner, that

Fisher rather than he, was altered in opinion

on the subject. The arguments used on this

occasion were these, that (Jod is a Spirit, and

must be worshipped in spirit and in truth; but

that it was contrary to truth for a proud man
to sing, that he was not puflted up in mind,

that he had no scornful eye, and did not exer-

cise himself in things too high for him. Fur-

ther, to sing, "rivers of tears run down my
eyes, because other men keep not thy law,"
when those who thus sing, never knew true

repentance for their own sins, w^as such a viola-

tion of common morality, as true religion

could not sanction. By this conversation Sam-
uel Fisher, who had already entertained some
disafl'ection with various matters connected
with his present employment, grew more un-

easy with it. Preaching for hire, and the

baptism of infants became a burden to his

tender, feeling mind; and so great was his

dedication to that which appeared to be his

religious duty that he voluntarily resigned his

lucrative situation, took a farm for the support
of his family, and joined himself in society

with the Baptists, by whom he was highly es-

teemed; and he became a minister among
them. When William Caton and John Stubbs
went into those parts, he hospitably enter-

tained them at his house; and their gospel la-

bors made some impression on his lim

though he did not then acknowledge it.
jft(

leaving Lydd and visiting some places ««
about, they returned thither again, whetlij

found their former labors had been blesselat

many persons were now ready to join 'en

Geo. Hammond, however, a Baptist pre-hei

publicly preached against them; which»av

S. Fisher so much uneasiness that he st(iii

in ihe same meeting and said to Hamaa
"Dear brother, you are very near and cji
me, but the truth is nearer and dearer. T|i

is the everlasting truth and gospel." !lb

was very trying to Hammond, and with %
ture of anger and sorrow, he exclaimed: (k

brother Fisher is also bewitched."
'jhi

made no reply, but attaching himselsti

more closely to Caton and Stubbs, he !iii(

the religious Society to which they belgei

This was in the year 1655. In the Mm
year Cromwell convened the Parliament, ,hi(

met on the seventeenth of Seventh Mou,
i

the Painted Chamber, Whitehall. S. Fishiia

been under a great exercise for severfdaj

from an apprehension of duty to go tliei

that time, and to deliver what he consided

message from the Lord to the Protect(:aii

Parliament. After much conflict of sp 1

1

resigned himself to this duty, and went ' tt

Painted Chamber at the appointed time. li

Protector made a long speech, in the coilec

which he said, he knew not of one m8:thi

suffered imprisonment unjustly in Ed ant

As soon as Cromwell had finished his seel

Fisher attempted to deliver what wanpt
his mind; but he had proceeded a very 1 Jej

his intended speech before he was inter dU

m the cry of, "A Quaker, a Quaker; ke( bii

down, he shall not speak." He, howeve'pn
ceeded as long as he possibly could, ai Ix

lieved the Protector and Parliament men odI

have heard him had not others violent o{

posed and prevented his speaking. Eeirtho

prevented from verbally communicatimths
which was upon his mind, he committeitt
writing and published it. The followinqnc

tation will show the very low opinion he ita

tained of the then ruling party in the iJoi

and the plainness of speech with which :de

livered his message, or rather the mess.eo

the Lord, to them. After some introd tor

words he expressed himself thus: "Yae;
seed of evil-doers, saith the Lord; an ypo

critical generation, a people whose heart no

right, and whose spirit is not steadfasiviti

the Lord. Ye have made many sho; o

seeking my face, but ye have not found be

cause ye have not sought it in sincerity Yt

have talked much of turning unto me, tyi

have never done it yet with all your lirts

but feignedly, saith the Lord. Ye have s mei

to enquire much after me in your long pyer

as if ye did delight to know my ways, Lmi

ways, which are ways of purity, peac^ ain

pleasantness, though grievous to the wked

ye yet know not, so well as ye might c di

ye stand in my counsel; and so far fortb-

do know of them ye have no delight to ^^

them, so strait and rugged are they t^

.

nature which ye yet remain in. Ye c; n"

to me after light, as if ye were vei de

sirous to be enlightened: but ye are halso

my light and my life, saith the Lord, ev tb'

light in the conscience which I have pladii

every one of you. This ye come not < set

I
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;(^est ye should be reproved by it, but love courses with them on the subject of the 1 ight
Jflcness more than ii, because your deeds

, of Christ and warned them of the day that
' evil. Ye have fasted otten and held would come upon their idolatrous ways, wor-
kn your heads like a bulrush for a day; ship and works. They had also religious meet-

ings with the English soldiers and their ofli-

cers; Dunkirk being at that time in posses-
sion of the English. They were sent for on
their landing by Colonel Alsop, deputy gover-
nor, to Lockhart, and when Lockhart returned
he also sent for them. To those persons they
explained the nature of their concern and were
civilly treated by them. Having performed
their service at Dunkirk, they returned to
England and in the following year Samuel
Fisher and .John Stubbs went to Rome, where
they entered into conversation with some of
the cardinals and testified against the popish
superstitions. They also distributed books ex-
planatory of their principles among the friars,

some of whom confessed to the truth of their
doctrine, but said that if they should acknowl-
edge this publicly, they might expect to be
burned. Fisher and Stubbs, however, met
with no interruption or molestation. In the
course of their journey they underwent many
difficulties, travelling on foot over the Alps,
and in the countries through which they had
to pass ; but that Divine hand which led them
forth, protected them and biought them safely
back to their native land.

(To be continued.)

31 ye have never yet fasted unto me, saith

tbLord. You find your own pleasure, still

;b' bands of wickedness are not loosed; you
ir captivated still in the cord of your sins;

le'her Jiave you in the midst of all your
ib'inence, abstained yet from the fleshly

uls which war against your souls; but are

isjroud as ever, as pompous and vain as

ly, as luxurious and wanton; as covetous and
sajhly minded, as self seeking; as time serv-

D) as men pleasing; as oppressing and un-

ifteous as before. Ye have often fasted

but never fully from your iniquities to

h day, saith the Lord. Ye would be counted
ir essors, yea promoters of religion, but are

ved persecutors of the very life and power,

n of that people that do believe in the life

n power of that same religion, which in form
njwords ye have long professed." After a

)i! remonstrance of this kind, and laying be-

ii Oliver and his Parliament the great incon-

is'ncy of their conduct with the spirit of

hjStianity, and predicting their disgrace and
oifall, he concludes thus: "What shall

ni answer the messengers of the nations?

VI this, that the Lord hath founded Zion,

lithe poor of his people have betaken them-
(lis into it. But all luxurious, wanton and
)itous wordings, all formal professors and
Ambling hypocrites, painted sepulchres and
Wed walls, base backsliders, and filthy liars,

ling priests and fawning prophets and all

•id oppressors, and wicked opposers, and
Hjcutors of Christ in his people, can have no
it8 in it, but are shut out into the lake and
r down forever with the uncircumcised in

le pit, which hath shut her mouth upon
i\ there, world without end, to be con
ijded." Thus plainly did our early Friends
awith that "hypocritical generation," who
I'r pretensions of promoting liberty, both
(land religious, had proved more cruel per-

otors than those who had gone before them,
imany of them became so darkened in their

itrstandings as even to plead for persecu-
il and to pray against the spreading of a
ft of toleration. No wonder that the in-

Jatlon both of God and of good men was
jled against such a people as this.

*ie 24th of the Seventh Month was appoint-

iday for a public fast and humiliation, and
ijiel Fisher again attempted to relieve his

i in a public manner. For this purpose he
!ded the parish worship house called St.

aret's in Westminster. This was the
where the members of Parliament were

ittend. After two of their ministers had
fied their sermons Fisher attempted to re-

i his mind, but with no better success than
•e. He therefore had recourse to the
expedient and committed to writing the

;ance of what he would have verbally com-
cated. Indeed it is probable he rather
ged than contracted it; as the piece con-

i

of eight folio pages and contains much
jllent advice as well as close remonstrance
[arious subjects relating to their public

1

private conduct. In the year IQod he
iapanied Edward Burrough to Dunkirk,
e they visited the Capuchin and other
s; also the Jesuits; and had some dis-

Thousands eagerly strive to secure these, while
they despise and reject true honor. Jesus
says, "If any man will serve Me, him will My
Father honor." How will the Father honor
us? He will honor us with his praise, with his
love, with his presence, with a crown of glory.
This is honor indeed.

There are thousands of young men now
shrinking from this honor. They are hiding
among the stuff- among the stuff of worldly
pleasure, of secular business, of commercial
tratlic, of political preferment, of scientific
.study, and of sinful indulgence. Cod is call-
ing them to be kings. They were made for
royalty. All things are ready for the inaucru-
ration and coronation. But they are not to
be found. They are running themselves out
of breath for the honor that fades, but hiding
from the honor that cometh from God.- Chris-
tian Advocate.

Shrinking from Honor.

Few men hesitate to accept worldly honor,
The Old Testament relates the story of e

young man who was chosen king. A day was
appointed when this elevation to office should
be publicly proclaimed and recognized. The
prophet commanded the people to assemble
together to witness the solemn ceremony.
When all was in readiness for the public inau-

guration the king was nowhere to be found.
It was only after inquiry of the Lord had re-

vealed the place of his hiding that he was
found among the stuff. Saul was a shrinking,

bashful, modest young man. He was in no
haste to push himself forward or to grasp the
honor freely off'ered him.

Few men are so modest. We have read of
kings abdicating in favor of their sons or
brothers, but it is usually when they have
grown old and the crown has become a burden.
We have heard of a minister who was called

from an obscure congregation in the country
to a great church in the city, where his tal-

ents would have wider scope and his family an
ample support, but because he believed it to

be his duty to remain with the poor people
who loved him and needed him, he declined
the call. In the history of the Methodist de-

nomination there is an account of one man who,
having been elected bishop, refused to accept
the office because he believed it to be his duty
to serve in a less conspicuous position. But
such cases are rare.

Most men eagerly grasp after worldly honor.

They even push themselves forward and crowd
others out in order to secure a good place.

Some who have no fitness for leadership are
not too modest to seek after it and use un-
worthy means to obtain it. We are disposed
to praise Saul for his modesty and wish that

others might follow his example. After all

the honors which men seek are empty and vain,

Trusting in God.

Not long ago a business man found himself
in narrow financial straits. He became moody
and reticent. He appears to have been a
Christian, but without strong faith. His
financial burden almost crushed him. He sat
down at the table with his family and ate his
bread in silence. When he did speak it was
with petulance and feverish excitement. One
day he took up an old book and opened it.

The book chanced to be an old geography
which he had studied when a boy. On the page
to which he opened there was a picture of At-
las bearing the world on his shoulders. Look-
ing at the picture, he was reminded of the
freedom and happiness of his childhood. To
himself he exclaimed: "There is poor old At-
las. Ever since I was a child he has crouched
under that burden, and for centuries before.
How his back must ache! I can sympathize
with him now. I wonder what he has been
standing on all these centuries." Then clos-

ing the book he took out his pencil and
thoughtfully wrote on a slip of paper these
words. "I will not be an Atlas. Since I

must trust God for ground to stand on, I

will trust Him also for the load."

With that resolution a new inspiration came
into his soul. He went out to struggle with
his financial embarrassment with new hope.
His business associates observed a change in

his spirits. His countenance was brighter,

his voice was more ringing, his step was light-

er. They thought some change must have
taken place in his financial condition. But
the change was within. He had rolled a heavy
load from his soul. He had found a Burden-
bearer who was able to carry his load. He
went on in this new way and prospered. Af-
terwards he .'laid he would have gone to the
wall but for the new hope and strength which
came into his life when he made that decision

to trust God for the burden as well as for the
ground to stand on.

Trusting God may bring financial success.

It will not always do so. If it did it might
tend to make men mercenary. But it may do

because it makes the heart lighter It

inspires new hope and strength into the soul.

When the burden of care is lightened one is in

better frame for financial enterprises. His
mind is clearer, his nerves are more quiet, his

spirit is more calm. But whether trust in God
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bring financial success or not, it will cer-

tainly bring what is far better. It will bring

peace. "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace

whose mind is stayed on Thee, because he

trusteth in Thee." It will give strength.

Even physical strength and intellectual strength

may result from patient trust in God. Cer-

tainly spiritual strength will be the result.

"They that wait on the Lord shall renew their

strength. "

—

Christian Advocate.

England's New Education Bill.

A recent dispatch from London to an Amer-
ican newspaper said that all England was rent

by the discussions of the new education bill

which the government introduced early in the

session, and, apparently, intend pressing to

enactment. That it is receiving an extraordi-

nary degree of attention is apparent to every

one who sees English newspapers. Reports of

meetings, communications in great number
and editorial articles are devoted to this one
subject. There is no doubt that the proposed
action has aroused an intense feeling of oppo-
sition in all the bodies of Nonconformists, by
whom it is regarded as an oppressive measure.
It is, in fact, an overturning of the system of

unsectarian public primary education that was
instituted by the Liberal party in 1870, in the

establishment of which William Edward Fors-

ter had a large influence.

That system has never been satisfactory to

the State Church because it was strictly unde-
nominational. Ever since the Conservatives,

the successors of the Tories, came into power
they have been bent upon uprooting it and sub-

stituting for it another that would permit the

schools maintained at public cost to be con-

trolled by the church, at least wherever the
church desired to control them, and to be used
for religious as well as secular instruction.

This is only a natural development of the state

church ideal. What is the use of having a
state church unless it can have the privilege

of inculcating its religious dogmas and forms
in the education of the children of the state?

Why tax the people to sustain a state church
and not tax them also for sustaining an edu-
cational system in the interest of that church?

The Conservative party which to a large

extent is the English church party, does not
relish the secularization of common school ed-

ucation, but would pervert it to sectarian re-

ligious education. Not long ago a letter of the
archbishop of Canterbury was quoted in these
columns expressing the unalterable determina-
tion of the church to have its children in the
schools receive religious instruction only from
teachers whose qualifications to give it were
approved by the church. Under the existing
law the religious instruction in the state
schools is not sectarian instruction. Devoted
adherents of the church who desired their chil-

dren to be educated in a church school have
have established what are called "voluntary'
schools, just as the Roman Catholics in this

country have established parochial schools.

One purpose of the new bill is to have these
schools also supported by general taxation
The Nonconformists object that it is their
right as citizens not to be compelled to sup-

port sectarian schools to which they cannot
conscientiously send their children. They
plead for unsectarian public schools, open to

, as in the United States, not disputing the

right and privilege of any who are dissatisfied

with such schools to maintain others at their

own cost.

It is to be noted that England is far behind

most of the enlightened nations of the world in

the provision made for popular education.

Germany, France and the United .States are

far in advance of her. Scotland has had for

centuries a system oi public school education

for all the people that puts England to shame.

Hardly in any other modern nation have oppor-

tunities of education for all except the pros-

perous been so poorly provided. The present

educational law, limited and inadequate as it

is in many respects, is but little more than

thirty years old. Before its passage educa-

tion, even primary education, in schools, was
the privilege of those whose parents had

means to purchase it for them. The schools,

except the endowed schools, were of a low or-

der.

The act of 1870 has wrought a revolution.

Few would now consent to return to the con-

ditions that prevailed before. But that act

was the work of Liberals, and was a Liberal

law. It has been obstructed in its natural de-

velopment by judicial decisions and by the

hostility of the classes who can afford to edu-

cate their own children, and do not yet per-

ceive that general education will advance na-

tional intelligence and national power. At
the last session of Parliament the government
introduced a bill that was so clearly and scan-

dalously reactionary that it was permitted to

die. The bill now under consideration is some-
what broader and more generous in its terms,

but it aims not at higher development of pub-
lic education, but at restriction rather, and its

subjection to church control. The Premier,
Balfour, who is its sponsor, talks of it as a

"reform." All except the nobility, the phil-

istines and the church party regard it as a re-

form that faces backward.
How profound the sentiment of opposition

is appears from the nature of a protest made
to Balfour by a deputation representing the
National Council of Evangelical Free Churches
received by him, by appointment, in a commit-
tee room of the House of Commons, on the

12th instant. The deputation was a remarkable
one in its personal character. Dr. Townsend,
who introduced the deputation, said, among
other things, that "from the days of Eliza-

beth, Nonconformists had had a pathetic and
noble history. Their life had been one of

struggle, strain, pains, penalties, sufferings

and sorrow and their convictions had never
been more earnest than in their determination
to resist this effort, as they believed it would
subject them to fresh injustice and wrong."

—

Boston Herald.

The Power of Righteousness.

Are there intimations of a world-wide domi-
nation for Christianity? The reader of the
Bible will at once answer in the affirmative,

and will quote such sayings as "His dominion
shall be even from sea to sea, and from the
river even unto the ends of the earth," or,

"His kingdom shall never be destroyed," or
with Isaiah he will say, "Of the increase of his

government there shall be no end." It is by
the might of the King and of his Spirit in the

hearts of his subjects, that this conqikjj

anticipated by Christians. It is a mor [%
tory. Its weapons are truths in the natk
and Christian graces in the lives of irjg,

tains.
I

It may be asked, will a scientific searc intc

the history of progress, a getting down 1 bot-

tom facts, reveal substantially the samf|act

namely, victory for moral forces? Man per

sons, especially among the opponents aniW.
ics of the churches, will deny that relig^

ij

really a power among the races of me:iaD(l

certainly that it has the promise of iiia

kingliness among the powers. Is the iris-

tian's claim good? Would man's claim fj do-

minion over the wild beasts of the fcstj,

over the mightier forces of nature, havunci

been acknowledged as good? ThousandiiaT«

been torn by the beasts, and even the hif(

lightning sweeps man away as a straw, •bei

he is not rightly adjusted to it. Sohr
and wickedness break out, and are ral)aii

and ruinous. They laugh at meeknesi bn

the power of meekness is not broker lain

steadily age by age, and century by ce jry

the forces of evil are being cowerec am

curbed by the forces of moral and of sptaa

realities. i

Intelligence and righteousness man tin

march of the nations. The larger the ght

eousness the more perfectly assured is t ad

vance. Intelligence, under the lead ancom
mand of righteousness, is binding thenioi
together. Righteousness is winning ancnus

win, because it ought to win, and becaei
covers men from dangers, and opens thiioo

of opportunity and blessings, making m cc

operative and not competitive. The adv^iM

which have been made and which are o b

made are to be secured and guarded I tb

power which is spiritual. Intellectual, ivil

and national dominion, which is und( th

sway of righteousness is working at im^iB

advantage.— The Examiner.

Sarah Hillman to Mildred Ratcliff.

Philadelphia, Tenth Month 25th, :3.

My Dear Friend.— With a trembling ind

and a heart full, from a sense of the awfisei

vice, to which some of us have believe^iha

our dear Lord and Master has called u: am

for which my poor spirit feels that I an Ito

gether unfit, I sit down, just to say to lee

hold on thy way, for I believe that the b sse

Shepherd of Israel will string thy bow f' tb

battle, and teach thy fingers to fight, eaii

that place where it seems to me there oc

casion to remove much rubbish, befor tb

true seed can be found. Ah! my dear find

I do sympathize with those who are so uit

to the Lord Jesus, to his law, and to bites

timony, that they dare not rejoice wbil th

Seed reigns not, but who are willing g'

down to the very bottom of Jordan, and )id

there, not onlv until all the people passcei

but until the command is given, to con up

These will bring stones of memorial upW
them, to the honor and praise of Zion's ng

While I fear and tremble for myself, los

earnestly do I crave to be of this nu )er

however despised by such as can speak hei

own words, and cry Peace, when there i D

peace. Truly, when I began, none of les

things were before me. But thou wilt ilei

stand me I hope, and feel with me, w n
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, thee, that in obedience to what seemed to

a required sacrifice, I have just been the

ind of all our Monthly Meetings, in which 1

1 to feel deeply, both for myself and others,

cost me some suffering, but the peace

lich passeth understanding is infinitely be-

lid every earthly satisfaction. And I trust

!,t I may say to the praise of his grace, who
ih loved us and died for us, that He was
ir to strengthen me, and his arm did bear
i up. He remains to be the mighty Help
Israel; the shadow of a great rock in a

iry land.

i'hou knowest, my dear friend, that to be

is led about, is a humbling, a self-abasing

iployment; but if we are, from season to

son, renewed ly made to feel that the Most
[rh reigneth, and that nothwithstanding our

^1 weakness and vileness is great, yet

bugh the power of an endless life, his

tmgth is perfected in our weakness, how it

plates and enables us patiently to submit

ihe watchings and fastings and the deaths

i!iy, which we have to pass through, not on-

vhile treading the awful path of prepara-

i, but while eating the roll of prophecy,

liten within and without with mourning,
lentation and woe.

;hou hast no doubt heard of the death of

t Newberry Smith, furnishing another evi-

ve of the necessity of faithfulness, and
i|> here we have no continuing city, but are

lingers and pilgrims, whose business it is to

ii: a city that hath foundations with dili-

B;e. Ah! the time draws near, when this

(ital must put on immortality; when we
lil each have to appear before the judgment
)i of Him, who is our Prophet, Priest and
i;, and who will be our Judge also. And
jil humbly hope that we may be permitted,
lugh the boundless mercy of our adorable
cDcate and Redeemer, to enter that glorious

DJ
city, whose walls are salvation, and her

lis eternal praise, when the troubles of time
i; effect us no more.

jaffectionately salute thee, and bid thee
ujivell. Thy attached

I Sakah Hillman.
.ILDRED RATCLIFF.

[E following lines were addressed by Rich-
•c Peters, a clergyman of the Protestant

Pi^opal Church in Pennsylvania, to Anthony
e,zet, who had loaned him Barclay's Apol-

S It was understood that Dr. Peters, pre-
Ojily to his perusal of Barclay, had enter-
li'^d and expressed unfavorable opinions of
iCjluakers and their principles.

Fj Barclay's learned Apology, is due
yparty thanks and gratitude to you.
l6iore I read, the more my wonder's raised,

4'ed him often, and as often praised
iij'ianding reason through the whole design,
itrhoughts sublime appear in every line,

irjiome diviner spirit did inspire
isjregnant genius with celestial fire,

ii^had I censured with stupendous rage,
iqursed your tenets with the foolish age,
ioj:ht nothing could appear in your defence
ll|arclay shined with all the rays of sense,
fljorks at least shall make me moderate prove,
Whose who practice what he writes I'll love.
»whe censorious world, no more I'll sin i

^nning those who own the light within, I

^f can see with Barclay's piercing eyes, I

e JDrld may deem them fools, but I shall think '

Wa wise."
I

The Ministry of Suffering/'^

More than two thousand years ago, Socrates
first expounded the theory that pain is a ne-
cessity to true pleasure. The jailer was re-
moving the iron fetters from the ankle of the
philosopher, a short time before the cup of
hemlock was handed to him. His friends gath-
ered around him to hear his last inspired
words and take their last farewell. Socrates
bent his limb from which the fetters had been
removed, rubbed it with his hand and said,
"How strange a thing, my friends, is that
which is called pleasure, and how oddly it is

connected with what is called pain! Pleasure
and pain do not come to man together, but if a
person runs after the one he almost immediate-
ly catches the other also, as if they were fa.s-

tened together at the ends. So it happens to
me now, there was a pain in my limb when
the chain bound me, and now comes pleasure
following the pain." A law of physiology, a
law of the whole universe, underlies these
homely reflections of the ancient Greek!
From the first feeble wail of an infant, till the
last expiring breath, life is a continual illus-

tration of this doctrine of pleasure linked with
pain. Life, all sunshine without shadow, all

pleasure without pain, would not be human
life. The mere ceasing of pain, is in itself a
pleasure of a considerable degree, as in the
case of Socrates released from his irons; in-

deed, probably some of the moments of our
most intense delight are those experienced on
a sudden relief fmm acute suffering, or during
the reaction from long privation. —Suffering
then, is the necessary condition of happiness.
Do we not most enjoy those walks in which we
have climbed the higher mountains, rather
than climb the lower one, even if the lower
one have the finer view? The beautiful crys-
tals of nature are made through successive
shocks. Is not wheat obtained from straw by
means of the flail, and gold purged of its dross
by burning. Is not the richest fruitage from
the trees which have suffered the prunings of
the knife? Does not the goldfinch chant its

finest note only when pierced by a thorn?
Accordingly is not all that gives pleasure in

life, practically measured by the diflSculty of
its attainment?

There is no such thing as the evil we call

suflFering, but evil only in our way of thinking
of it. A healthy person gets his pleasure
from exertion, from what would to him under
different circumstances be sufl'ering, and we
sometimes measure ill health by thi§ inability

to turn suffering into pleasure. Therefore,
suff'ering is a manifestation in disguise, to
every individual, of his own capability for hap-
piness. There are thousands of things about
our soul of which we are ignorant, until we
come under the chastisements of life; these
tend to develop in us something sweeter, no-
bler, richer than modern prosperity can ever
give. They tend to open to us the door of
Heaven.

Pain has been the great stimulus by which
the race has advanced. Civilization has di-
rectly sprung from pain, and pain is the door
through which the deeper problems of life and
its meaning enter. The minds of mankind are

* The late William P. Townsend and others desired a
copy of this essay, but before it was permitted to reach
his hands, he passed beyond the ministry of suffering.—Ed.

continually bent on the avoidance of suffering.
All the arrangements of modern civilization
are contrived with this intent.

With this idea, however, the thought arises;
if suffering causes invention, does not inven-
tion necessarily bring about suft'ering? With
knowledge, the power to surt'er is increased.
The sensitive ear of the musician, taught to
detect harmonies which are obscure to our
duller senses, is w^ounded by a thou.sand dis-
cords which are powerless to give us pain.
The eye of the trained artist, skilled in de-
tecting beauties of which we remain uncon-
scious, is pained by inartistic blendings about
which we know nothing. Nevertheless, though
knowledge involves pain, without knowledge
and consequently without pain, the world
would stand still. A noble soul catches a
gleam of truth not before known. It may be
only a discovery in mechanics, but a discov-
ery which will greatly aid in the process of
human economy. He declares his knowledge,
but the world doubts; he insists on his mes-
sage, but men scoff; he becomes to them a fa-
natic, or an insane enthusiast. The man pass-
es his life in bearing the oains of misunder-
standing and poverty. It is often not till he
is gone, that men learn to appreciate and util-

ize his knowledge. Because of the dulness of
humanity the inventor must suffer long, to
teach the world his truth, and raise humanity
a little. Thus it is that our commonest com-
forts and appliances of life have been pur-
chased. Crimson with the life blood of some
of earth's best sprits, is the pathway over
which our commonest daily conveniences have
come to us.

In the spiritual and moral world, this is es-
pecially true. The reformer and prophet come
with their vision of a higher life, but their
message is received with scorn, by the reac-
tionists of the age. Truth is crushed, its mes-
senger is trampled, his life is passed in a liv-

ing martyrdom, till the message, at last

burned into men's hearts by his patient suffer-

ing, is welcomed, and the race steps forward
into a higher realm.

" For humanity sweeps onward.
Where to-day the martyr stands.

On the morrow crouches Judas,
With the silver in his hands.

Far in front the cross stands ready.
And the crackling fagots burn.

While the hooting mob of yesterday.
In silent awe return

To glean up the scattered ashes,

Into History's golden urn."

To the sufferings of our ancestors, then, we
owe the degree of intelligence to which we
have attained. Through every age it will be
the same. No cross was ever borne, no men-
tal battle ever fought and won, but some soul
has been uplifted. The martyr is not a fail-

ure if the truth for which he suffered acquires
a fresh lustre through his sacrifice. The pa-
triot who lays down his life for his cause, may
thereby hasten its triumph, and those who
seem to throw away their lives in a great
movement, often open a way for those that
follow them, and pass on, over their dead
bodies, to victory. The triumphs of a just
cause may come late; but when it does come,
it is due as much to those who failed in their
first efforts as to those who succeeded in their
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last Of some great men it might be said that

hey have'not begun to live until they have

died Pain and sorrow are necessary to bring

about the highest development of some men s

genius. Shelly has said of poets:

"Most wreiched men are cradled into poetry by

They'leara'in suffering what they teach in song."

Another gain that may come to those who

suffer, is that they may learn to weep with

them that weep, and re.io.ce with them tha

do rejoice. It is when we feel the great

weieht of our own sorrow, that we earn to

^S another's burdens, and so ulhU the law

of Christ." How is it that David was able to

write those grand hymns of consolation that

ha^l'been somiding down through the centuries

and will still be as sweet when the sun has

^hed its last ray V We have the ans.-er in his

afflictions. The anointed of God are those

who have walked through the furnace. They

have eaten the bread of anguish and desola-

tion. With agony and tears they have battled

with trial. As in the realm of nature, it is

those plants that have the bitterest roots, that

unfold the sweetest and whitest blossoms so

in the realm of the soul, the noblest, purest

characters, are those who have known the se-

verest ordeals of suffering.

Without pain we would not know pity, with-

out danger we would not develop courage

without receiving injuries there would be no

chance to show forgiveness, without^ affliction

there would be no opportunity for fortitude

without ingratitude there would be no means

S proving disinterestedness, without injustice

;Lre would be no occasion for forbearance

without violence no training in self-control.

Surely encountering misfortunes must be the

greatest fortune in life!

^Itwas a saying of Milton that 'Who best

can suffer best can do." The work of many

of the greatest men. inspired by duty, has been

done amidst suffering and trial and d.fflculty

They have struggled against the tide, and

reached the shore exhausted only to grasp the

sand and expire. They have done their duty

and been content to die. But death has no

power over such men, their memories still sur-

vive to soothe, purify and bless us.

When we turn from the lives of these men

who have suffered so as to raise humanity a

little, unto the years of sorrow of our baviour

who during his wonderful life on earth, was

despised and rejected of men," ."a man of sor-

rows and acquainted with grief;" who was

wounded for our transgressions, who was bruis-

ed for our iniquities, upon whom was the chas-

tisement for our peace, and with whose stripes

we are healed-what are our lives or our sor-

rows in comparison with this-the life of the

greatest Sufferer the world has ever known!

But the beauty of his, as well as of all suffer-

ing lies in the patience with which it is borne,

and endurance will be easy if we can remem-

ber that the greater the cross is on earth, the

more glorious will be the crown in an everlast-

ing eternity. ^- ^- ^•

doing too much. We want-at least this is

my own want-a higher quality of work. Our

labor should be to maintain unbroken commu-

nion with our blessed Lord; then we shall have

entire rest, and God abiding in us; that which

we do will not be ours, but his-John Ken-

neth McKenzie.

Science and Industry.

In the middle of the Colorado desert, a little

to the north of the Mexican border and two

hundred and sixty-four feet below the level of

the sea lies a field of crystallized salt more

than a thousand acres in extent, presenting a

surface as white as snow, and beneath the noon-

day glare of the sun, so dazzling that the naked

eye cannot stand its radiance. It stretches

away for miles and miles about Salton Colo-

rado, an ocean of blazing, blistering white.

Don't be unwise enough to think that we

are serving God best by constant activity at

the cost of headaches and broken rest. I am

getting to be of the opinion that we may be

For the American naturalist, botanist, hun-

ter and traveller, no part of the world should

have more attractions than South America

Brazil alone has seventeen hundred species ot

bird=^ many of splendid iridescent plumage;

no less than fifty kinds of apes; fifty varieties

of snakes, including the water boa, which

swallows horses and men; eight species ot al-

ligators; the yacareguazu. twenty-seven feet

long- twenty-four bats, including the loath-

some vampire (Phyllostoma Spectrum) two

feet in wing stretch, that kills cattle and fas-

tens on sleeping children; and eighteen hun

dred distinct marine creatures. Eight thou-

sand species of beetles have been recorded m

Ecuador; in the calambo it has a snake w-hich

is domesticated and trained to patrol gardens,

and in the flautero a bird whose song so re-

sembles the sound of a flute as to deceive the

practiced ear. Among the apes of equatorial

South America is the howler, which has devel-

oped a kind of tribal organization under a

chief who leads a chorus of dismal music un-

like that of any animal and heard for miles at

dawn and sunset. A curiosity of the plant

world in Bern is the Tamai caspi, or rain tree,

which grows to a height of sixty feet and ab-

sorbs the humidity of the atmosphere in such

abundance that in drouths water drips from

its branches. So many strange things there

are in the animal and vegetable kingdom of

South America that no prudent person would

do more than suggest the wealth of them.-

Ledgcr.

How Bay Rum is MADE.-Bay rum is man-

ufactured in Dominica from the dried leaves

of Pimenta acris. Bay rum is procured by

distillation and this in a very simple manner-

The leaves are picked from the trees and then

dried. In this state they are placed on the

retort, which is then filled with water, and

the process of distillation is earned on. the

vapor is then condensed in the usual way and

from what is known as "bay oil," a very small

quantity of which is required for each punch-

eon of rum. . . ,

The manufacture of bay rum is earned on

at the northern end of Dominica and proves a

very lucrative business to those engaged in it,

as the plants are plentiful in this district.

Nickels and CENTS.-The United States

Treasury during the fiscal year which has .lust

ended manufactured seventy-nine millioij.

hundred and eleven thousand one hundreds

forty-three cents and twenty-six million

hundred and eighty thousand two hundred}

thirteen nickels. .

Massachusetts took five million cents, l-.a-

sylvania four million, Illinois seven millior*-

New York nearly ten million. These an?

great cent-using states and stand in the

order as to consumption of nickels.
,

Ten years ago pennies were little ust|

California and the South, and were unl^

things in Nevada, Wyoming and Arizona.

The cent-making machines in the mn

Philadelphia are constantly turnmg out
}

nies all the year round.

Up to date the Treasury has turned outne

billion one hundred million cents, three in-

dred and forty million nickels, one huiied

million dimes, two hundred million qua m

and one hundred and fifty million half dol-s.

Somewhere in the world are one hui:ed

and nineteen million big copper pens.

What has become of them is a mystery, m,

barring a few in the hands of collectors, ey

have disappeared, no one knows where.

Many years ago the government issued ut

million five hundred thousand bronze ^fiit

pieces, and of those over three millionne

still outstanding.
. , , „ . •

The same is true of the nickel 3-cent pi. 3^

of which nearly two million are unaccoi.ed

"slot machines have greatly increased .he

demand for coppers, and so also have the an-

ny newspapers and the odd prices made po lar

in dry goods shops. .

Cents and nickels wear out pretty rap,ly,

because they are passing constantly from ind

to hand and the immense numbers ot there aat

pour into the Treasury at Wasl^ington are re-

fully sorted over for the purpose of sortin )«

those which are too much damaged to 1
Ut

for further use.
.

The "life" of a cent is only fourorive

years, because it changes hands ten time for

once that a half-dollar is removed fronDW

person's pocket to another's.

All worn-out pieces are melted for re in

age, and on every one thousand dollars la

remitted the government loses nearly trt;

dollars. ., . ,,,

Cents are subject to more accidents M

any other coins. Being of such small va«

very little care is taken of them, and titi

why the Treasury has to go on turningjo

new ones at the rate of sixty million tenet

million per annum.

At the Treasury they say that the c

a barometer of business conditions A
j^

storm or a sudden coming of cold weatl^

anything in short, that keeps the penny-s!n

ing part of th* population at home-is
^

rately reflected in the falling off of the -

coming to the sub-treasuries for exch f

Durin"^ periods of dulness cents accumuU-

sub-treasuries, but when trade revives b

begin to circulate rapidly again.

Anybody who wants cents may get tht

sending a check to the superintendent (

mint, who will ship them at the expense

.

"°NoTa d°ay passes that a good many coil

feit cents and nickels do not turn up i|

Treasury, most of them coming from
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rk and Philadelphia, where the business of

uing such small coins occupies the atten-

|i of many Italians and Polish Jews. The

fits of the industry are small, but the pie-

(. being of such small value, are easy to

.8.

jventually the counterfeits go to the bu-

[!|] of the secret service, under the direction

jvhich they are melted in a furnace, to be

}\ finally as old metal.

I'he pieces that are too much worn to be of

.;her use are thrown into a receptacle, and

iry few weeks a large consignment of them

lent to Philadelphia, where they are melted

irecuinage. Quite frequently foreign cop-

]i torn up, and they likewise go to the melt-

tpot.—'Bosto7i Post

liLUONS OF BuFFALO.~In the forties,

n the American Fur Company was in the

of its power, there were sent from St.

is alone in a single year one hundred thou-

] robes; and the company bought only the

ect ones. The hunter usually kept an am-
llsupply for his own needs so that for every

bought by the company three times as

iiy were taken from the plains. St. Louis

ionly one port of shipment Equal quan-

jis of robes were being sent from Mackinaw,

jroit, Montreal and Hudson Bay. A million

did not cover the number of robes sent east

ill year in the forties. In 1868 Inman,

i-idan, and Custer rode continuously for

lie days through one herd in the Arkansas

lion, and in 1869 trains on the Kansas Pa-

i were held from nine in the morning until

jit night to permit the passage of one herd

im the tracks. Army officers relate that

i'S62 a herd that covered an area of seventy

^hirty miles moved north from the Arkan-

I to the Yellowstone. Catlin and Inman
larmy men and employees of the fur com-
»les considered a drove of one hundred thou-

u| buffalo a common sight along the line of

iljante Fe trail. Inman computes that from
Louis alone the bones of thirty-one million

iiio were shipped between 1868 and 1881.

uting.

For 'The Kkiem..''

Thomas Finch.

lomas Finch, of Brentford, in Middlesex,

ajborn in the county of Berks of pious par-

it under whom he had a guarded educa-

dI and about the eighteenth year of his age
li favored with an heavenly visitation, to

hjh, if he had given way, he has since told an

tiate acquaintance, he thought he should

fihave been called to the work of the min
a. But neglecting to live under the influ-

ic of this Divine principle, and turning his

4tion to the reading of the deistical au-

(|; his understanding became so darkened,

ahis mind seemed closed up, in an unbe-

lif the truth of inward revelation, and he
W;ht there was nothing greater than rea-

ijo be known in man; but as he has said he
i^nued with Friends, among whom he was
u|ited, because he believed them the best

ailists. Although he continued many years
Bjting against the Truth, yet it pleased

eiUost High, about the latter end of the

1756, to favor him again with a fresh

lion of Divine love. He now no longer
Ited with flesh and blood, but gave up to

its heavenly instructions; and being humbled
under the mighty hand of Cod, he in due time
received a part in the ministry of the gospel

of Jesus Christ in whose spiritual as well as

outward appearance he now fully believed.

Having tasted of the Lord's judgments and mer-
cies, he labored to persuade men to let their

conversation be as becomes the gospel. He was
diligent in attending meetings for worship and
discipline till near his decease; zealous for the

promotion of righteousness, and of a benevo-
lent disposition which endeared him to friends

and others of his acquaintance.
During his illness, which was long and

painful, he was favored with that resignation

and peace which bespoke a mind elevated

above earthly things. To some friends, not

many days before his decease, he expressed

himself thus: that although during his indis-

position he had felt great poverty of spirit,

and at times as though deserted, yet he

trusted in the Lord's mercies; believing that

he should be favored, before the closing scene,

to feel the Lord nigh as in days past. This
there was good cause to believe he experi-

enced; for the First-day evening before his

decease, he broke forth in a living testimony
to the mercy and loving kindness of the Al-

mighty encouraging all who had known some-
thing of his goodness, to trust in Him; say-

ing, "There is no shortness in Him. If

there is any shortness it is in us, not in Him.
I bear this last testimony to his goodness."
At another time being asked how he did, he
said, "I have been praying for help to carry

me through with that patience which 1 love to

see in myself and others." To one who at-

tended meetings, he observed, "How comfort-

able a thing it is to have nothing to do but to

die;" that nothing stood in his way; and that

the way to die the death of the righteous,

was to live the life of the righteous.

He departed this life at Brentford the 5th

day of the Fourth Month, 1789, aged seventy-

seven years, and a minister about thirty years.

The following remarks were dictated ciuring

the course of his illness. "As sure as things

are in their places the best things will be up-

permost. Now as we read, 'The king's daugh-
ter is all elorious within,' so there is some-
thing truly beautiful in the regulation made
by true religion when the objects of our affec-

tion are rightly regulated. It is of great con-

sequence what we love best, because our lives

and conversations are generally according to

the order or disorder within. Notwithstand-
ing the increase of knowledge among men, it

seems but little of the best sort. There seem
to be many who understand Latin, Creek and
Hebrew, who know but little of themselves.

It must be allowed to be a material point

whether a man has liberty or not; and if he
has, wherein it consists, and which is the way
to make the right use of it. This, well con-

sidered, may help us to discern the great im-
portance of spiritual mindedness. The car-

nally minded world seems to know little of

these Divine things. Men, in common, seem
but little aware how necessary a good state of

mind is, in order to live a good life. Accord-
ingly we see few men in much care about the
state of their minds."

—

Selected.

"Difficulties are errands, which, when God
sends us on them, are signs of his confidence."

Self-

Self-respect has been well defined as the
"sense of individual worth." It is a correct
estimate of our moral worth—such an esti-

mate as will prevent us from doing ignoble
deeds, because they are beneath our inherent
dignity.

It has been mistaken for vanity, but vanity
is elation with a high opinion of our accom-
I)lishments or with things that are more showy
than valuable. It has been mistaken for

pride, but pride is the exaltation of self at the
expense of others, which issues in arrogance
of demeanor. It has been mistaken for self-

ishness, but selfishness is regard for one's

private interests chiefly, if not solely. Self-

respect is none of these. It is not self-con-

ceit, for it never over-estimates itself. It

is not pride, because instead of looking down
upon others it looks up to its best self. It

is not selfishness because it is eminently so-

cial, recognizing the claims and value of oth-

ers.

Self-respect is the act of holding in proper
estimation my own nature for what it is in

and of itself. This virtue may be acquired,

and will be acquired, when one comes to ex-

amine the base upon which it rests. Like all

virtues, it was first set in its true light by
Jesus Christ. Craces and virtues which seemed
to adhere in human nature before his coming,
are caught up and vitalized by his life and
teaching. This is true of all virtues, and
among them self-respect.

All self-respect is based upon a true estimate

of the greatness of human nature. Man is

made for a little while lower than the angels

and crowned with glory and honor. Men did

not know how great poor human nature could

be, until Jesus, emptying Himself, took upon
Him the form of a servant and was made in

all things like unto his brethren. The possi-

bilities of human nature slumbered until He
aroused them and showed how perfect they

could be made through sufi"ering. It was He
who opened up to us the depths of pity. He
unsealed the fount of compassion. He devel-

ops the fibre of moral strength. He showed
the capacity for sacrificial service.

Self-respect is based upon the consciousness

that human nature is the inheritor of a great

name. Such a name is of more value than

great riches. Men feel instinctively impelled

to "live up to" a great name. By what more
precious name could man be called than by

that of the Master? Christian, or Christ's

man, is distinction, indeed. It tells of being

restored to a lost inheritance and adopted into

the family of God. It is a sign of our belonging

to the aristocracy of the ages. It is eloquent

of Divine royalty, for it tells of our creation

into a kingdom of priests. It tells of our be-

ing a living part of that fast rising temple

whose corner stone is Christ.

Self-respect is based upon our realization

of the fact that we are engaged in the doing

of an eternal work. The importance of a

task and the skill necessary for its accomplish-

ment gives dignity to the doer. We are called

to be "co-workers together with God." The

works of his hands are great, but for the sal-

vation of men He has made bare his arm. In

this work, necessitating the baring of the Al-

mighty Arm, we are co-laborers. The sacri-

fice of Calvary made atonement for sin, but in
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our faithful effort to be the saviours of our

fellows we are to "fill up that which is behind

in the afflictions" of Christ.

The doinsr of it is a matter which even the

angels "desire to look into." To be about

the Father's business is the most honorable of

all toil, and to be able to say, "I have fin-

ished the work Thou gavest me to do," is the

supreme triumph of life.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

When we ascend a hill, do we rise in spite

of it, or because of it? Manifestly we do

both. The hill tends to force us back, down-

ward, and so we rise in spite of it. On the

other hand we could not rise without it. Un-

limited energy on a dead level will not carry

us upward. Our rising in spite of the hill,

then, is to be credited to our wisdom in taking

advantage of circumstances, and making of

them an opportunity for rising. In either

case we must do—the hill does nothing. Dif-

ficulties, sorrows, losses, tend to depress and

throw us backward. They are circumstances

which we must regard as opportunities. We
can rise in spite of them, and rise because of

them.

—

Patterson du Bois.

Items Concerning the Society.

The Quinquennial Conference of several Ameri-

can Yearly Meetings will assemble at Indianapolis

on the twenty-first of Tenth Month next. On the

final adjournment of this conference the "Five

Years' Meeting, composed of delegates from the

Y'early Meetings which have adopted the Uniform

Discipline, will organize.

" What would my meeting be if all its members

were just like myself ?'"

The first Y'early Meeting of Australia is to be

held at Melbourne on the third of Eleventh Month.

In this month's number of The Sunday at Home

an article is contributed by E. E. Taylor, entitled

" A Notable Day on the Fells," in which he de-

scribes the work of George Fox, Francis Howgill,

Edward Burrough, and others in the district of

Sedbergh. About 1675 "there were, within six

miles of Brigflatts, no less than six hundred Friends

who met in eleven appointed farm-houses." The

present condition of Quakerism in the district is

described as " few and small gatherings, alongside

a general appreciation, in every dale you enter, of

the Quaker character and worship." The article is

illustrated with a portrait of George Fox, a view

of " Fox's Pulpit," and the meeting-house at Brig-

flatts, said to be the oldest in England.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The Presidents of the coal-carrying

roads appear to be united in their decision that no out-

side influences would be heeded, and that the strike would

continue until the miners got tired of it and return to

work.
In one of his recent addresses President Roosevelt re-

marked on the responsibility of individuals in connection

with the government :
" No man can take the burden of

government off the shoulders of a people fitted for self

government. No man can make it easy for any people to

govern themselves. They have to determine for them-

selves what the government shall be, and in the long

run the government will represent their wishes ; their

wishes for good or their wishes for evil, or else they

are indifferent to good or evil. And so my plea to you,

my fellow Americans, as to every citizen in every section

of the country, is remember that in this country nothing,

no law, no leadership, can possibly take the place of the

exercise by the average citizen of the fundamental vir-

tues of good citizenship, the exercise of the fundamental

qualities of honesty, courage and common sense."

President Roosevelt has returned from his recent jour-

ney in the Southern States, and is expecting to leave on

the 19th instant for a visit to several of the far Western

States. A telegram from Deadwood, S. D., says: Presi-

dent Roosevelt's disapproval and the protests from sev-

eral humane societies have resulted in the abandonment

of a proposed cowboy race from Deadwood to Omaha.

The Commissioners of the District of Columbia have

been experimenting with various kinds of fuel, and have

satisfied themselves that coke and bituminous coal, burned

in alternate layers, will furnish an available substitute

for anthracite in heating the public schools.

Secretary Wilson, of the Department of Agriculture,

has lately stated :
" The wheat crop of the West this

year is very fine, and what may be considered as really

the most important crop of all—the grass crop— is ex-

ceedingly good. The census tells us that there has been

a great increase during the past ten years in the number

of cattle in the United States. This information, taken

together with the fine crop of grass, insures lower prices

of meat."

It is stated that the number of Jews in the United

States in 1840 was 15,000. There are now nearly 1,200,-

000. More than 60,000 landed in this country from

abroad in 1900.

Agents of the Department of Agriculture have been in

Western New York lately selecting the best varieties of

pears for shipment and superintending the packing of

them. Every pear is carefully inspected and wrapped.

The cases are sent in cold storage cars and carried on

shipboard into cold compartments. The success with

peaches leads the Department experts to believe that an

even greater success is possible with pears.

A course of lectures which are free for all to attend,

and which are intended to be educational and informing,

has been maintained in New York City, at the expense of

the public. The 3172 lectures given last year were at-

tended by 928,000 persons. It is said that many of

those who were in attendance found in their varied en-

tertainment their only opportunity for mental improve-

ment and relaxation.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has ordered 250

freight locomotives from the Baldwin Works, to be de-

livered the first six months of 1903. The aggregate cost

will be $3,250,000, and the order is considered the largest

ever placed by any railroad with a single works. It is

said that 100 more will be ordered of other parties, and

that these additions have been made necessary by the

congested condition of the freight traflic.

The town of Thomas, in Oklahoma, founded only four

weeks ago, is already a place of 1200 inhabitants. Thomas

is situated in the midst of a fertile, well watered country.

It is five and a half miles from the South Canadian River,

and the nearest town on the west is 100 miles away.

A railroad has lately been finished to this point from

Wichita, a newspaper and a bank have been established.

There were 379 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 47 less than the pre-

vious week and 51 less than the corresponding week of

1901. Of the foregoing 208 were males and 171 females:

48 died of consumption of the lungs ; 19 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 5 of diphtheria;

3 of scarlet fever and 13 of typhoid fever.

Foreign.—In a recent meeting of the British Asso-

ciation for the advancement of science the superiority of

the Germans in the field of chemistry as applied to the

arts was commented on. German chemical manufacturers,

the speaker declared, enjoyed a practical monopoly, which

enabled them to exact huge profits from the rest of the

world, and to establish in an almost unassailable position

industries which were largely founded on basic discov-

eries made by English chemists, but which had never

been properly developed in the land of their birth. In

explanation of this he said it was the failure of schools

to turn out, and of manufacturers to demand properly

trained men, which explained Great Britain's loss of

valuable industries, and the country's precarious
"

upon others.

The Hungarian Government is adopting stringent n:

ures to restrict emigration, and has introduced a bill

forbidding emigration of men until they perform military

A commission has been appointed in Italy to

into a plan submitted by an engineer for the establish-

ment of a system of electrical delivery of mails, by which

letters are to be transmitted in aluminum boxes along

overhead wires at the rate of 248 miles an hour.

From statistics lately published the loss of life in

Cuba during the last seven years from the effects of war

is put down at about 200,000. In 1899 only 3 per cent,

of the area of the island was under cultivation.

Destructive storms have lately raged in many parts of

Germany. In Saxony the temperature sank to zero on

the 14th instant.

It is said that orders aggregating hundreds of thous-

ands of tons of coal have been placed in the South

Lancashire collieries for shipment to various ports 'tbj

United States.
i

A despatch from Calcutta says that an eart oci

1 been felt throughout the Province of Assam a tb>

Chittagong division of Bengal. An earthquake, ijnj

-'-. seconds, was also felt at Pan, France. i

A despatch from Rome of the 9th says : Mon 'Ve-

pius is showing signs of activity. The voles, og

Stromboli Island is in full eruption and is throw
|
jp:

great columns of fire and torrents of stones. The 'sjd

is shrouded in smoke.

From Honolulu on the 3d instant it was stale ;iat

the volcano of Kilauea in Hawaii has broken out jit

The eruption was preceded by heavy earthquake ,cki

felt in Hilo, thirty miles away. The eruption is tin

middle crater of Halemaumau. A lake of molten la 400

feet in diameter has formed, and at last accounl^m

ithin 600 feet of the top of the crater and is i idl;

sing.
I

Angelo Heilprin, of Philadelphia, who has latel eei

1 Martinique, says of the late eruption of Mont ;.ee:

The scene of destruction in the last eruption of om

Pelee far surpasses in extent that of the erupt: o(

FifthTtlonth 8th, when St. Pierre was destroyed. "1
it-

structive blast, instead of confining itself to a sect i or

area, as was the case during the first eruption, wdjs.

tributed radially, crossing the low summit of the v am

near the knob of Morne Jacob, and skipping zon be.

tween its rays. The danger from Mont Pelee i ht
terially increased, and perhaps no position tk;

north of the island is absolutely secure. The Gover •

has judiciously ordered the evacuation of all points r^

by a radius of about eight or ten miles from the c

The recent phenomena were precisely like those o)

Month 8th, death resulting in most cases from c ,ac'.

with the terribly swift and hot blast, which bun 'and

suffocated.

A terrible drought reported in the lower Rio (inde

border region of Texas and Mexico still continue aid

hundreds of poor Mexican families are on the ve i of

starvation.

NOTICES.

A Friend wishes to dispose of a complete set of Thi

Friend "—sixty-six volumes bound and the balam un-

bound.
Inquire at office of " T:iE Erie:

John W. Hilyard, N. J.; Elizabeth D. Mer
Pa.; Caroline Cope, Cal.; John S. Kirk, Pa.;

B. Evans, N. J.; Jacob L. Evens, N. J.; H.

Evans, N. J., |i 50 to No. 52, vol. 76; A
nilloii, Kans., $1 to No. 27 ; Peletiah Gove
Thomas Elmore, Ind.; Hannah P. Sniedlev

I R. Buzby for H. T. Hilyard, N. ).; Geori

Reeve, Gtii.; Anna U. Warrington and for

Warrington, Pa.; Mary W. Carslake, N. ].; CI

C. Haines, N. ]., Joshua Brantingham, agen

|io for Martha Harris, Hannah Whinery, G
Devvees, Walter Edgerton and Isaac H. Sat

wait.

S^' Remiltances received after Third-driy noont

appear in I lie Receipts until the following Keek.

Died, at Mount Holly, N. J., on the sixth of nil

Month, 1902, Joseph H. Darnell, only child of Crla

and Lydia H. Darnell, aged forty-seven years, a mbei

of Mount Holly Particular and Burlington Monthly eel-

ing of Friends. He bore a long and painful illnes viH

Christian fortitude and resignation, often sayiDg ttill

had not one pain too many, but deserved them^ al m
that he had many blessings and much for which K

thankful.

, At his home, Oakland, near Wilmington, el»

ware, on the seventh of Eighth Month, 1902. JciR

Tatum, in the seventy-fourth year of his age ;
1»

loved elder and member of Wilmington Monthly M ing

Though his summons came with no time for a wl«

farewell, his friends have the consoling belief t;t(

him has been fulfilled the blessing promised totbrart

in heart.

— , on the twenty-sixth of Fourth Mo., 1902, at th oiiii

of Alfred Embree, near Malvern, Pa., Sarah C. G^
in her seventy-first year ; a member of Goshen K I'll!

Meeting. Her firm attachment to the principl; »*

testimonies of our Society in their ancient puri am

simplicity, was exemplified in a life of consisten. a*

her final experience verified that " the effect of rig "^

ness is quietness and assurance forever."
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Do It!

ifea, rather blessed are they that hear the

i of God, and do it !" said Jesus—more

than to be his mother in the flesh. On

ildepended the blessing of Mary, the doing

|ie word heard. So, at "the beginning of

iicles," she had learned to deliver the first

jjan's preaching of the new dispensation:

l^iatscever He saith unto you, do it."

Jitween the ;' >ing with ji t first hearing, just

i(,use it is doing, and the waiting to hear

but doing, and then, for avoiding the do-

S

getting deaf, our religious Society has

losing its life as between two spoilers.

lie is no christian activity till it is livingly

ilorized in the doer. There is no virtue in

aiiVity when once the word "Do this" has

H forth, tho' it may be a still, small voice,

i'een waiting for fear of doing, and doing

ijfear of waiting, there is a desert or a

I'e; while waiting in order to hearken and

ij rewarded with the abundant Life.

j is vain to pray "Give us this day our

i( bread," without digesting the bread

ill given, by faithful exercise of obedience.

Jinental indigestion now burdens our land

lir its surfeit of hurried and scrappy read-

flso spiritual dyspepsia can make a sickly

ich by not putting to faithful action the

'\i from heaven. They are bad hearers

Kjming deaf, who do not do; they are head-

liig doers starting deaf, who will not hear.

filer blessed than either of these conditions

hey who both "hear the word of God, and

." "If any man knoweth to do good, and

iijb it not, to him it is sin." "He that will

le will of God shall know of the doctrine."

Christian Workers.

, the following from John R. Whit-

deals in striking language with a false

theory of spiritual growth that has invaded

even the Society of Friends in many places :

Thus God manifested liimsef to them (the

Israelites), and they were brought nigh to Him
to receive forgiveness when they sinned—
guidance from day to day—and strength for

all the trials of their journey. Thus they

grew, not by their activity, but by their recep-

tivity. This is a very important considera-

tion. For the modern theory of spiritual

growth is by active service. So societies are

multiplied, and machinery invented, and multi-

tudes rush in for membership in the one, and

for opportunity to manage the other For it

is a common opinion that men must grow spir-

itually in stature and strength as the muscles

of the blacksmith grow by exercise and labor.

So they must, but exercise and labor are not

the first essentials with the blacksmith. His

muscles would not be at all developed by the

intelligent and diligent use of his hammer if

he were not healthy and well nourished. But

being healthy and well nourished, and being a

blacksmith, he must wield his hammer dili-

gently. His very calling demands it. If he

did not, he would soon lose all right to the

name. And if he w'-'^*- not regularly well

nourished by proper food, he could not use his

hammer at all, or if he did he would only wear

himself out and gain no strength.

So.it is with the believer. His growth de-

pends more upon what he receives from Christ

than upon what he does for Christ. If he

does not feed every day upon the heavenly

Manna—and be renewed by the indwelling of

the Holy Ghost—and draw nigh to God in

Christ as his adorable Redeemer and resting

upon his atonement—he cannot grow strong.

But if he does— like the blacksmith—he must

work or be unworthy of the name he bears.

If he is not active in Christian service, it

simply shows that he is weak and sickly, and

that like the people of Sardis, he has only a

name to live and is dead (Rev. .3:1). The

greater number of such in the Church, the

greater is its weakness. For, like the thirty-

two thousand in (Jideon's army, they add to it

no strength and for'' the same reason CJud.

7; 2). For the true child of God does not

work to gain strength, but because he is al-

ready strong in the Lord. Then he cannot

contentedly sit at ease. So it was with the

early disciples. No opposition, or command,

could repress their zeal, for they said— "we
cannot but speak the things which we have

seen and heard" (Acts 4 : 20). So always,

when obedient faith is strong the lips cannot

keep silent, or the hands be idle.

Regrets a Stage Career.

Julia Marlowe, the well-known actress, gives

the following testimony against the stage:—

Always it is easy for us, looking back on

our life-decisions in the light of our experi-

ences, to realize how much wiser, saner deci-

sions we might have made. Could I have an
opportunity once more to define my purposes
and give direction to my ambitions the issue of

the matter would be something very different

from what it has been. It would have nothing

to do with the stage. I am far from decrying

art as a thankless or an unkind mistress. She
spurs us on to a measure of achievement in

spite of ourselves sometimes and her rewards
are .sweet. But she denies us the one thing

in life that I have come to believe is best

worth while, a strong jier.sonal influence ex-

erted within a small circle, benefiting a few,

and these few supremely.

And so if I had the great decision to make
again—and knew what I know- it would be

for those things which should cast my life in

more peaceful walks and surround me with a

family and a few intimate friends. I would

have been worth more to the world than I am
now because the influence I might have exerted

would have won what is finer and sweeter than

a line in a book—the gratitude of a few dear

hearts.

The Lost. Prince.

In forwarding for insertion in The Friend

the notice, which appears elsewhere, of the

Dauphin of France, the aged contributor

writes: "There is probably no one but myself

acquainted with the fact that he met my uncle,

Stephen Grellet, and was immediately recog-

nized by him." Many of our readers have

listened with interest to our friend Watson

W. Dewees's graphic lecture in which he ex-

hibits the probabilities of Eleazar Williams

being the "Lost Prince." While we cannot

judge the merits of the case, it is at least in-

teresting to read the confirmatory link in the

chain of evidence now thrown in by our friend

John Collins.

Home Duties and Studies.

A woman whose writings have proved help-

ful to many, recently told .some of her youth-

ful experiences to a writer in The Household:

She resolved, on leaving school, to go on

with the studies which she had begun. She

allowed so much time for Latin, so much for

science, so much for mathematics: music,

painting and general literature, and proposed

to take regular exercise.

But when she sat down to her Latin, her

brother Will was sure to rush in with a coat

to mend or a splinter to be takeu out, or per-

haps to tell her a long story of a football

match or a fight at recess. She always pushed

the Latin aside and listened to him.

When busy with logarithms she would catch
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sight of her mother stooping over a basket of

unmended stockings or other household tasks.

Books and slate were put aside while she took

the task and sent her tired mother to rest.

When she wished to go to the gymnasium,
the parlor had to be dusted; when she intend-

ed to glance over a novel, there was old Peg-

gy in the kitchen spelling out a verse in her

Bible.

Often the day appeared to be filled with

nothing; a little sewing, a little housekeep-

ing, a thousand little trifles done for her mo-
ther, for the boys, for the old servant.

She was irritated and rebellious. Her plans

had been for a higher work and a higher life

than this!

But looking back at the age of sixty, she

said, "I have never found occasion for the

use of the higher mathematics or Latin in my
life. But the old negro in the kitchen died

trusting in her Saviour, whom she learned to

know as I read to her every day.

When my brother Will at twenty fell into

bad habits and ran away from home, I was
sent to bring him back. He had grown fond

of me because I talked and sympathized with

him, and he came. It was the turning point

in his life.

"I know now, too, that if I had not taken

some of my mother's hourly burden of little

duties upon myself, she would have sunk be-

neath them. As it was she lived to a happy,

helpful old age. God knew better than I

what work was best for me in life."

Shall we, then, conclude that this woman's
education was of no value to her? By no

means. It may have been because of those

studies faithfully carried on, that she was able

better than all the rest of the family to sym-
pathize with that brother and call him back
from his wanderings. The lesson is that we
should do the duties that lie nearest. If at

school study faithfully and well. If at home,
think no duty too humble for a follower of

Him who came not to be ministered unto but
to minister.

If an education does not make its possessor
more capable of performing the minor duties

of life then it is probably not the fault of the
education; but of the misguided youth who
thinks his education has been given him to

enable him to escape the duties of life instead

of to enable him to deal with them more intel-

ligently and efl'ectively.

It may be true that the higher mathematics
will not help a girl in the housework, ^—though
some evidence could be offered that they do,

but the sustained effort necessary to master
the higher mathematics will give training to

mind and will which will be of service in

many a household problem. Although mere
information will not make a person wise, in-

formation furnishes the necessary basis for
action. All knowledge is useful, but that
knowledge is of most value which helps us in

our daily duties. So, girls and boys, get wis-
dom, but with all your getting, get under-
standing.— The Safeguard.

Selected.

Elizabeth Smith.

Elizabeth Smith, of Burlington, New Jer-

sey, was one whose deportment from a child
was composed and steady. Frequently, while
others sought recreation and amusements

le chose to be at home employing

herself in the business of the family, or im-

proving her mind by some useful application.

As she grew up tlie reproofs of instruction

became the way of life to her, and she was
governed by a meek and quiet spirit; her con-

versation and conduct seemed to be almost
one continued example of child-like simplicity

and innocence. Her mother dying while she
was young, the care of her father's family

devolved upon her, a considerable time before

his death. Her duty to him and behavior
in general, gained the love of a careful, reli-

gious parent, and a blessing attended her, as

lier future life manifested. Her words were
few, hut savory and instructive; she had a

feeling heart, and the distressed were often

relieved by her charity; happy in herself, she
endeavored to make all about her so.

She had a great regard for the Holy Scrip-

tures; on taking up a Bible, she remarked,
to a particular friend what a treasure it con-

tained; and sought to inculcate the reading
thereof, and to discourage the fashionable

bojks of the times.

It was her concern to retire frequently to

wait upon the Lord,— to know her strength

renewed in Him, and the effects were visible

by a cheerful serenity in her countenance. In

her early youth she was called to the work of

the ministry, in which she delivered herself

in a clear, consistent manner; and it flowing

from the right spring, was often attended
with good effect. She was concerned to travel

in the exercise of her gift as far to the north-

ward as New England, and also in some of the

Southern provinces, and frequently to the

meetings near her home. . . .

The last summer before her death though
much enfeebled in booj, she had often very
acceptable service in the ministry; alive and
strong in the best sense her company was
greatly satisfactory to friends about her. She
waited for her change with a lively hope; and
a serenity of mind attended her, being in-

wardly supported beyond mere human attain-

ment.

She uttered many expressions during the
conflicts of her illness, much to the comfort
and satisfaction to those present.

In solemn supplication to the Almighty on
her own account, to be near and support her,

she expressed herself in great reverence to

the following effect: "Thou who art the God
of my life, who hast kept and fed me all my
life long, be now near and support me by thy

presence, and if it is thy will to put an end
to my being here, I submit. Be graciously

pleased to give me rest in thy mansion, with
thy dear Son, the Lamb immaculate, for ever
and ever.

She often said she had nothing to do but
to bear her pains with patience. Once in

great extremity of pain, she remarked that

she reasoned, "Why am I so afllicted?" and
had received this answer in her mind, "My be-

loved Son, who never offended me, drank of

the cup before thee." "Thus," said she, "I
am helped along with one kind hint after an-

other." She frequently expressed the peace and
consolation she felt in those trying moments,
in having lived in the fear of her Creator.

She died the second of the Tenth Month,
1772, aged about forty-eight years.

Extract from an epistle left by her to Bur-
lington Quarterly Meeting:

"In a fresh remembrance of the manj
sons of Divine favor we have been madi
takers of together, does my spirit affei

ately salute the living, with fervent d irfs

for the prosperity of truth and righteuc'es;

in general, that you may not fall short iliy.

ing up to the faithful performance of yoiir^

spective duties, and discharging that m|
which the Lord has committed to you,9
estly, as in his sight. I tenderly beseec'^j

all, both older and younger, who have kjwi

and may know the Master's will conceing
you, that you may be obedient. Let ncj^
soning with flesh and blood, or pleadinj'Sl

cuses because of unfitness as you may tH
prevail. .

-, . Where that is the case d ji?.

ishness and weakness will be the conseqU'iP

and the best life is in danger of being ,itH

lost; as it may with sorrow be remarktiof
some who profess with us, that a name t(5ve

and be accounted as wise virgins, has sejeii

to suffice, whose case I have often lame
"It is the ardent prayer of my soul for;'

while I am writing this, that they may a
to righteousness, and diligently attend t(

teachings of the Spirit of the Lord, whc ill

not fail to fit and qualify for every good id

and work."

ave

I

i
For "The Fei

Louis XVII,, Dauphin of France.

It is generally believed that this unforti

prince died in captivity, in the Temple
in Paris, which report was widely circul'ed

there, after his royal parents had perisheby

the guillotine. Some facts prove that cb

was not the case.

In a school reader-, published^at York, j-

land, entitled "Eecucil Choisi" (Select Cc'c-

tion), a few years after the French Kevolu <n,

is an interesting statement, that a gentlean

named Clery had been chosen by the kin<as

attendant and body servant to the little ]u-

phin while growing up, and was also eiitrued

with his education. He was separated 1 m
him when his parents were thrown into prin,

and was exposed to the heartless barbaritpf

Simon the jailer, who sought by every nuns

to destroy his sense of purity, honor ande-

ligion. i

After weeks of solitary confinement, le

poor little prisoner fell sick, and the rert

was spread around that he had died. A p
tificate of death was made out by the physi m
and the public had no doubt of the tnitljf

the report.
,

Many years afterwards, a volume was issid

by a firm in the United States, under the tie

of "The Lost Prince," attesting upon g'd

authority the rescue of the young Dauphin.lt

appears from this publication (a copy of wl h

is in the Mercantile Library of PhiladelphJ,

that a lad of about the same age, height 'd

figure, had died in the Tower prison at e

same time that the young prince was aln»t

at the point of death. A bold scheme s

contrived by some parties to rescue the li e

prisoner. A plain coffin was ordered, d

being taken into the darkened room, the C
phin was placed in it. It was hastily ta n

away, the supposed deceased released from s

short confinement and the conspirators t

the city at once, taking their charge vh

them.

I
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.n the Biographical Dictionary edited by the

iJi Joseph Thomas, we find the following

glement, viz : Jean Haptiste Cant Hanet, the

\i, servant of Louis XVII., was born at Ver-

Siies in 1759. He served the King as valet-

d.-hambre in prison and published a journal

o'the captivity of the King in the Temple.

li't, mention is made of the aforesaid Clery.

n Markham's History of France, page 517,

I, Jacob Abbott, published by Harper & Broth-

,i
incurs a brief notice of the appointment

, \\. Ck'ry as valet to the King. The same

Ink contained a concise account of the bru-

t;,ty with which the Dauphin was treated by

h' inhuman jailer.

'The Lost Prince" gives very interesting

jilsils of the escape of the young prince, his

Bi|gration to Canada, and adoption into a large

ftiily of the St. Regis Indians, where he grew

plas one of them, notwithstanding his fairer

c/iplexion. While recognized by the tribe as

jhember, he resolved to become a Romish

Jist, and as such he endeared himself to

(jry one in after years.

t is stated in "The Lost Prince" that he

i; only a confused recollection of the terrible

jsimity that befell him in past years, but,

tit once, when falling from a tree near his

[rian home he struck his head violently, and

j1;r the blow the memory of former events

Kiied to return with much clearness. Yet

KcarefuUy avoided any allusion to the sad

l(|-y of the sufferings, imprisonment and vio-

W, deaths of his relatives.

Ifter he had grown up and was established

ijraissionary work among several tribes of

[r'ians, two French gentlemen found by per-

ieiit inquiry, his residence among the St.

;;is tribe. They brought a very large amount
),noney as a gift and informed him that they

if'e commissioned by a powerful party in the

ijie government to offer him the crown of

Pj'nce, as a prince of the royal blood, the

'lit to which he was justly entitled. Every

iJument to Induce him to accept the offer

nil in vain. He had no earthly ambition, but

it|) determined to live as a missionary and

p'tor among his beloved parishioners.

'iome years afterwards, public business called

tl Dauphin (known by his assumed name,

Eazar Williams), to visit the United States,

firing that Stephen Grellet, the well-known

flinch Quaker minister, resided at Burling-

t , is. J., he called at the house. No sooner

M they met, than Stephen, with uplifted

bjids, exclaimed "C'est le meme!"—"The
y same ! " proving by his Bourbon features

e the real son of the unfortunate monarch.

pS Stephen Grellet's father attended wor-

j|p with the royal family and was on intimate

t|ms of friendship with the King, as Comp-
tjller of the Treasury, his son Stephen must
t>^e seen the young prince only twelve years

Iflimger than himself, and also when enrolled,

e afterwards was, as one of the royal horse

sjirds of the King. Hence we have undoubted
edence that the Dauphin and Eleazar Wil-

ns were identically the same person.

The above facts were made known to the

iter by Rachel (irellet in a personal inter-

JOHN Collins.
N. 43rd S t., Phila.

All life should be as sacred as a prayer,
£!• we live in the immediate presence of God.
Selected.

Science and Industry.

It takes about three seconds for a message
to go from one end of the Atlantic cable to

the other.

SECKET.S OF Tkioe-s.—Nobody .seems to know
what cause it i.s which produces those delicate

and beautiful lines in maple, known as bird's-

eye. Some people think they come from the
hundreds of little branches which shoot out
all over the trunk of the tree as soon as a
clearing is made around it. Expert timber
men say that is not the case. The only way
to tell a bird's eye maple tree is to cut it.

There are no outward signs by which one can
judge. The Riiilroad liazette tells a story of

the late George M. Pullman. Many years ago
he was offered a mahogany log for .$3000, to

be cut into vt neers. It was supposed to be a

very fine piece of wood, but this could only

be discovered by cutting it. He declined the

log, but agreed to take the log cut into ve-

neers for what it was worth. Tho owner had
it sawed and was paid .$7000 for his veneers.

Any one who can discover the secret of de-

termining the interior nature of wood from
the outside will have a fortune.

—

Poimlar Mr-
chanics.

The Yelllowstone Beaks.—General Cor-

bin, who has just returned to Washington
from a trip to Y'ellowstone Park, tells how
some bears in the park raided the Fountain

House. "I investigated myself and found

that the bears had broken into the kitchen of

the hotel and simply ruined all the stores,

leaving the hotel and its guests without food

enough for a meal. It was side-splitting to

listen to the Chinese cook attempt to describe

the visit of the bears. He became excited,

spluttered, grinned and squeaked, and went
through all the supposed manoeuvers of the

beasts in his endeavor to explain the dam-
age that had been done. It was really no

laughing matter, for the proprietor of the

hotel and Colonel Pitcher sent men to punish

the intruders." "Would they kill the bears?"

General Corbin was asked. "Oh, no; they

would only whip them. They would take a

big bull whip and lash the bears soundly.

Experience has taught, so the park people

say, that a good sound thrashing from a bull

whip will last a bear, either brown or grizzly,

for the remainder of the season.— .S'^. Faul
Dispatch.

Diving Fifty Feet.—The working crews of

the Islands were quartered in suitable camps
near their field of labor. They were native

Hawaiians, good fellows, willing workers, ad-

mirably adapted to the duty required of them,

which was largely in boats and in the water.

I well remember one who excelled in diving.

On a certain occasion, when the placing of a

deep water mooring had just been accom-
plished, it became necessary to detach under

water the end of a hawser, which had been

made fast to the submerged part of a spar

buoy, about forty or fifty feet below the sur

face of the sea. The man was told to take

his sheath knife down with him and cut the

hawser as near its end as he could, so as to

lose as little as possible of the valuable cable.

Taking his knife in his teeth he disappeared

beneath the water, and remained out of sight

so long that he was almost given up for lost,

when he suddenly reappeared, and, on being
asked if he had cut the hawser as he had been
told to, answered that he had unbent it with-

out cutting off any part of it whatever.

—

Jdwcx I). Ilanue in the September Century.

Social Instincts op Ants.—A swarm of

Formica pratensis was closely pressed in its

nest by an army of the same species, and
crowds of alarmed defenders issued from the

entrances to the nest, and Hew to take part in

the fight. Like Satan, the tempter of old, I

placed near them a beautiful drop of honey on

a piece of paper. At any other time the

honey would have been covered in a few in-

stants with ants gorging themselves; but this

time numerous working ants came upon it,

tasted it for scarcely a second, and returned

to it restlessly three or four times. Consci-

entiousness, the feeling of duty, invariably

prevailed over eormandism, and they left the

honey to go and be killed while defending the

community. I am bound to own, however,

that there are ants less social in whom gor-

mandism does prevail.

Compared to the manners of other sociable

animals, and especially to those of man, the

manners of ants exhibit a profound and fun-

damental aggregation of facts of convergence

due to their social life. Let me mention de-

votion, the instinctive sentiment of duty, sla-

very, torture, war, alliances, the raising of

cattle, gardening, harvesting and even social

degeneracy through the attraction of certain

harmful means of enjoyment. It would be

ridiculous and erroneous to see in the fulfill-

ment reasoning, the result of calculated reflec-

tion, analagous to ours. The fact that each is

fixed and circumscribed within one species,

as well as the fatalistic character it has

in that species, proves this superabundant-

ly. But it would be as grave a mistake to re-

fuse to recognize the deep natural laws that

are concealed under this convergence. Is the

case different as regards our actions, though

they are infinitely more plastic and more com-

plex individually? I do not believe it.

1 have been unable to give more than a

short sketch of the social life of ants. Let

each one study it for himself, and he will ex-

perience in doing so the deep enjoyment that

comes from sounding the secrets and laws of

nature, while at the same time he will enjoy

the moat delightful satire upon human wretch-

edness, and will perceive at least the main

lines of a .social example that we ought to be

able to imitate, though we cannot do so, on

account of the too large dose of egostistical

and ferocious instincts that we have inherited

from our ancestors.

—

International World.

The Kikuyu Country.—The Kikuyu coun-

try in East Africa is famous for having within_

its borders one of the greatest snow moun-'

tains of Africa, Mount Kenia, whose summit

is always white with snow, though it lies di-

rectly under the equator. All travelers have

been enthusiastic over the beauty and fertility

of this region of forest and plain that rises

from a height of about four thousand feet to

the summit of Kenia, more than 18.000 feet

above the sea. In this land, exceedingly rich

in agricultural possibilities, it is said that
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the white man can live and work as he does

in Europe, and very likely die of old age. It

is practically the only region yet studied in

tropical Africa of which it may be truthfully

Travelers, however, have given the inhab-

itants of these islands an evil reputation. In

other words, the Akibuyu are said to be sus-

picious, treacherous and hostile to all stran-

gers. But the latest testimony, coming from

Major Richard Crawshay, of the British army,

who has lived among these people for years,

is to the effect that they are the finest Afri-

can people he ever met, and he has had long

experience among many tribes in British East

Africa. It will be interesting to read some
things that Major Crawshay says about the

country in which white men may live in good
health, and about the remarkable natives who
inhabit it.

The first traveler to describe this region was
the late explorer, Joseph Thomson, who wrote

as follows of the large area of Kikuyu, lying

between six thousand and seven thousand feet

above the sea, where, it is said, white men
may live and work.

Drought is unknown, and astonishing fer-

tility is everywhere seen. Streams abound
in great numbers. Enormous quantities of

sweet potatoes, yams, Cassava, sugar cane,

millet, etc., are raised, and the supply seems
to be quite inexhaustible. On my return

journey I found a caravan of over fifteen hun-

dred men who remained a month, and carried

away little short of three months' provisions,

yet it did not seem perceptibly to affect the

supply or to raise the ridiculously low prices.

Extremely fat sheep and goats abound, and
there are cattle in considerable numbers.

—

New York Sun.

The Need of Patience.

Patience is more necessary than the bread

we eat; for when bread fails, or there is not

enough of it, then patience takes its place.

Most truly did Paul of Tarsus say: "Ye have
need of patience." Patience makes a man
who is foolish in other respects, victorious

over both the devil and himself; the man who
is armed with patience, may safely challenge

the whole army of the adversary. The giant

Philistine cried out: "Give me a man that

we may fight together." Such an athlete was
Job, who met the devil with every kind of

weapon, and always bore away the palm. Pa-

tience is the bulwark of all virtue, as Gregory
affirms. "Patience," he says, "is the root

and guardian of all things!" And there is

nothing by which a man can more powerfully
win God than by patience; nor is there any
more certain proof of love for God than en-

during many sufferings for God patiently and
willingly.

Lois of Blois, commends even moderate pa-

. tience, and that which is shown in little

things, in remarkable and noble words; nor do
I think there is any writer who has set forth

this matter in such natural and fitting lan-

guage. I will quote his exact words: "Noth-
ing," he says, "can happen to a man more
useful than tribulation, whether it be exter-

nal or internal. And there is no more cer-

tain sign of Divine election than if a man bear
tribulation humbly and patiently for love of

God. It is a precious and bright ring, with

which God betroths the soul to himself. To
suffer for God is a matter of such dignity,

that a man ought rightly to reckon himself

unworthy of that honor. Even a little trouble

borne with equanimity for God, is incompar-

bly more excellent than frequent and labor-

ious practice of good works. Every burden

recalls some picture of our Lord Jesus Christ's

most noble passion; by it a man may be made
a partaker in that same passion of the Lord."—Jeremy Drexelius.

Minor Insincerities.

From one point of view, nice distinctions

between insincerities may well appear danger-

ous, and those teachers take a straitforward

course who, without discrimination, brand all

insincerity as wrong. But however simple

the matter may be in theory, a great many
people share the practical diflSculty felt by a

correspondent, who invites us to write on "Mi-

nor Insincerities." The suggestion is appar-

ently prompted by the fact that, while admit-

ting insincerity in the abstract to be wrong,

there are certain concrete forms of it to

which we somehow become half reconciled.

It is not a subject with which it is easy to

deal without being misunderstood, but its very

delicacy is a sufficient reason for frankly fac-

ing it. Guides who never deviate from "safe"

roads must forego the privilege of leading

people out of difficulties. You cannot reach

the entangled if you keep far away from the

thicket.

There are, then, two kinds of minor insin-

cerities to which it may be of some use to re-

fer. First, there are those regarded as mi-

nor because trivial, and at least as to these

our judgment need not be uncertain. Where
right and wrong, truth and falsehood, are

concerned, there is, strictly speaking, no

such thing as the trivial. When we allow

ourselves white lies, we are serving an ap-

prentinceship to black lies. There is no false-

iiood so petty that it "does not matter," for

morally as well as physically the great is made
up of the small, and depends upon it. To be

unfaithful in little is to be unfaithful also in

much. To put it, if possible, even more
strongly, if we were jealous of the tiniest

speck on the mirror of our truthfulness, there

would be no danger of its ever being smeared

with a great shame. The first step may only

carry us an inch, but it is still a step, involv-

ing downward momentum. This tells us plain-

ly enough where our first and altogether most

important duty lies: it is to keepundulled our

sensitiveness to truth, to recognize that in

this realm there is nothing trivial, and there-

fore no room for trifling. In Locke's words,

"To love truth for truth's sake is the princi-

pal part of human perfection in this world,

and the seed-plot of all other virtues." Only

so far as we recognize this shall we be able

without risk to address ourselves to that as-

pect of the matter which is not quite so clear.

This brings us to what really exercises our

minds—viz: the insincerities that are minor

in the sense of conventional. In order to con-

sider these properly, let us state the defence

of them as it is usually presented. The argu-

ment runs somewhat on this line: If there is

to be social life at all, there must be certain

amenities and courtesies, and these in their

turn necessitate some degree of departure

I
from absolute sincerity. What Kina o
tercourse, for example, should we have
our fellows if we always said what we thoi
and never said what we did not think? 1;^
are, here and there, people who pride t si-

selves on this unalloyed social frankness.
'nii

it is not too much to say that they are a Mir-

ror to their friends. They indulge in brus(e-

ness and gauchcrie in a way that would
make anything but solitary existence imp|
ble. To take some common instances,

frankly to tell an unwelcome visitor thali

are not pleased to see him? Must we (.

leaving a party which has bored us, deny \r.

selves the courtesy of expressing gratide
for our host's endeavors? Or, again,

(jt

morally blameworthy to announce ours(;es

as "not at home" to certain visitors,

are actually in the house? And, once irjf

is it not permissible to "regret our
to accept an uncongenial invitation? The
gestion is that all these are, so to speak, tl

nical terms which, so far as social intercol

is concerned, have their own special

or lack of meaning. The recognized sptll

of politeness, they are, it is contended,

be looked upon as having any moral sigJ

cance, and can therefore be used withoutf

jury to ourselves or others.

In all this there is a certain a

truth, but it easily gets corrupted,

become the stepping-stone to an habitual!

sincerity, which makes the whole life ring!

low. In particular, the "not at home" exh-

ple is, to say the least, so near the borr-

line that it is far better to discard it

gether. When people call whom we do
j

wish to see, it is easily possible to int;

as much without giving them the impre

that we are not in the house. Here,

every case, the important point is, i

words calculated to deceive, and do we nj

them to deceive? It may be true that,

home" and "not at home" are terms wl

under some circumstances, are accepte

bearing what might be called a socially t(

nical meaning; but they are, on the ol

hand, often used with the intention and

effect of suggesting what is untrue, and t

clearly, they have no defence. People •

are too little scrupulous on this matter i

be reminded that they have responsibj

for their servants, whose moral sensitive

can hardly fail to be blunted when they

made the intermediaries of social equivc

tion. On the other cases not much
said. We may express polite gratitude

what we have not enjoyed, and may be agi

able to unwelcome visitors, without comE

ting any violation of truth. We can, at

same time, avoid the wanton insincerity

gush in which so many indulge, and keep o

selves free .from the quite unnecessary arl

ciality which so largely poisons social int

course. There is great strength in .saying

ourselves, with George Herbert, "Nothingi

need a lie!" If we make a habit of honor

and practicing reality, the harmless conv

tions of speech will keep their place and a

remain harmless.

To one other point it may be worth vl

to refer. While scrupulous about our c

sincerity, let us help others to preserve thei

Untruths and half truths are often provol

by questions that are unwise, rude, or
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Treason improper. To ask what we have
jo;ht to know, or what others have no

t
to reveal, is to make honesty difficult;

[it is lamentable to think of the harm
ijin this way by idle or impertinent curi-

;j
We, perhaps, pity the more or less

int persons to whom the interviewer

ythe tyrant, storming the citadel even of

ilintimate sanctities; but in our quieter

n/e are sometimes hardly less exacting to

mother, forgetting that privacy still has
ghts. And in defending those rights,

^lot fair that any of us should be tempted
lincerities, major or minor. No man ha.s

11 learnt to respect humanity until he un-

j.nds that every life holds secrets and
Ijences which ought never to be so much
!i.llenged. —Episcopal Recorder.

I
Learn to Understand Rightly.

Ilist alone indeed hath merited redemp-
br us; but not in such a way as that for

m proper merit's sake, he will freely

DJus his childship by an outward adoption
'jind so receive us for his children, when
r none. No. He himself is the merit,

i the open date that leadeth through
;i and through that Cate we must enter,

neiveth no beast into his merit, but those
jiat turn, and become as children. Those
jm that thus come to him are his reward,
!jhe hath merited.

lithus he said: "Father, the men were
tnd thou hast given them to me (as my
»j), and I will give them eternal life."

Jj life of Christ will be given to none,
dthey come to him in his Spirit, into his

sity, sufferings, and merit, and therein

Ci true children of the merit.

V'nust be born of his merit, and put on
nrit of Christ in his suffering and death;
(Itwardly with verbal flattery only, and

i imforting of ourselves therewith, while
itl remain aliens and strange children, of

•«ee essence or nature. No, the strange
lii inheriteth not the childship, but the

tJEssence it inheriteth it.

II innate Essence is not of this world, but
I'ven, of which Paul speaketh saying:
civersation is in heaven. The filial Es-
evalketh in heaven, and heaven is in

I
ijf heaven in man be not open, and the
knd without heaven flattering himself,

Sy: I am still without, hut Christ will

ji in through his grace; is not his merit
i1 Such a one is vanity and sin with the
al man.

more, learn to understand rightly, what
was taught us, and done for us. He is

yen; he must get a form in us, or else
nl not be in heaven. Thus then the
B|nward man, with the holy body of
ijviz: in the new birth, is in heaven,
in outward mortal man is in the world,
iih Christ spake, saying: My sheep are
Hand, and none shall pluck them away;
'mer who gave them to me is greater
2(.

—

Jacob Boehnie.

For 'The Friend.'

I Remembrance of John W. Foster.

3(it his residence in Westerly, R. I., on
ift of Tenth Month, 1901, John Wilbur
iTii member and minister of South Kings-

ton Monthly, and Westerly Particular Meeting,
aged seventy-one years, six months and four
days. V,y the removal of this dear Friend our
religious Society and the Meeting to which he
belonged has lost a much beloved and valued
member.

The labors and services of this faithful
watchman commenced in very early life,

through the heart-searching convictions of
Truth, and a patient abiding under the pre-
paring hand of hi.s Heavenly Father. Peing
obedient to its tendering manifestations, as he
came to mature years the fruits of the Spirit
w^ere abundantly shown forth in his life, en-
abling him to adorn the doctrines of our holy
profession by a circumspect life and godly
conversation, to the praise and glory of Cod.

His every-day demeanor was that of a dis-

ciple of Christ,—with a sobriety and gravity
which bespoke his earnestness, and at once
impressed those who met with him that he was
endeavoring in sincerity to walk worthy of his

high vocation and holy profession,—and it was
truly said of him, "he was one in harmony
with everything that ennobled life and that
testified his faith in the Master.
He was noted for unquestionable candor,

integrity, and uprightness—a soul so sweet
and gentle, a spirit so loving, that he was a
friend to all, both old and young, and to every
class and denomination. He was naturally of
a social nature, but deeply concerned to keep
the world under his feet in view of that better
country in which his hopes were centered; yet
often constrained to admonish others in things
pertaining to their souls' salvation, greatly to

the comfort and edification of those whom he

His sufferings during the last few weeks of
his life were of a very trying nature, through
nervous prostration and partial paralysis of
left side. Though he could move his hand and
limb, the feeling of touch was not acute, and
great numbness at times appeared. But the
principal trouble was his extreme nervousness,
and a great sufferer he was therefrom. But
it was a comfort the intellectual portion of his

brain was not impaired. Often he said, "This
poor, nervous body cannot enter the glorious
city, but it will soon shake off these poor
shackles. I do not want to have any will of
my own, but as the dear Master sees fit."

At another time he said, "I am nearing the
great white Throne, but all through mercy,"
giving evidence his faith was strong and
"reached within the vail," anchoring fast to

the Throne he felt he was nearing. He had
no fear of death, yet said, "It is a solemn
thing to die." He felt the gates of Heaven
were open for him, but often saying, "I am so

unworthy, and my shortcomings have been so

many; but the Lord is with me, and it is

through his mercy alone if I am able to enter
the gates. He desires me to suffer a little

longer, and I want not for one moment to lose

sight of his Divine presence, yet I long for the
land whose promise alone is changeless and
sure as eternity's throne."

At various times he left loving messages for

absent friends, and in a calm and solemn man-
ner gave directions concerning his funeral and
burial, and the Friends he desired specially

invited to attend.

The third night before his departure he very
impressively recited much of Longfellow's

"Resignation," dwelling particularly on the
fifth verse: "There is no Death ! What seems
so is transition, " etc. ; then, after a time of
silence, said:

"Jesu.s can make a dying bed
Seem soft as downy pillows are,

While on his breast I lean my head
And breathe my life out sweetly there."

On seeing his beloved companion much af-
fected, he said to her, "Do not grieve for me.
It is hard for us to part, but 1 have the assur-
ance hard things will be made easy and bitter
sweet." At another time, "1 would like to
recover for thy sake, but feel it is doubtful;
and when I am gone, go about the house cheer-
fully -try to be cheerful-try to be cheer-
ful. It is thy duty to do so. .lust think how
much better off I shall be forever at rest on
my Saviour's bosom."

Concerning the stripped condition of the
little meeting to which he belonged and was
much attached, he said, "Don'i give up to dis-
couragements. Christ is head over his church.
He was never foiled in battle nor beaten in the
field. He giveth abundantly even more than
we could ask or think."

He often asked for a Psalm to be read to
him, or a portion of the New Testament, and
his frequent petitions to the Throne of Crace
for those around him were most touching and
beautiful, and his child-like faith and tru.st in

his adorable Redeemer were unbounded.
This dear Friend from conviction of duty in

the latter years of his life visited in Gospel
love the \ early Meetings of Ohio, Western
Kansas, Iowa and Canada, and some of the
meetings and families composing them, re-

turning to his home "with the reward of peace,
and feeling strength and ability to perform
this labor had been mercifully granted by the
dear Master who commanded him to go forth."
He had a humble view of his own attainments,
but was a steadfast believer in the doctrines of
the Gospel. His confidence, however, was not
placed in any sense of deserving service, but
in the mercy of God; and his family and
friends are comforted in believing that through
this mercy he has been safely gathered into

rest. ^^
As Tkue as Truth Itself.—It is as true

as truth itself that without the mortification

of the flesh, neither prayer, nor piety, nor any
work of the Spirit, can be ever perfected in

man. And to figure out this to us the better,

it pleased God to appoint that all the beasts

should be put to death which approached the
holy mountain of Sinai; which thing is an al-

legory, and is written for our instruction and
edification; For by how much more ought we
to slay our bestial lusts and brutal affections,

if we would ascend into the holy mount of our
<!od, would offer up the incense of prayer and
spiritual sacrifices, and would meditate upon
the Divine word, and give ourselves up to

internal recollection"? And if we do other-

wise are we not already judged? There re-

mains, therefore, a fearful exoectation for us,

if we transgress this order; and if we think

here to spare our own flesh, we are strangely

mistaken. The beast, which is our flesh, must
in this case die, that so we may live, live unto

God; but if this live in us, according to the

old Adam, then must we ourselves die the

death.— True Christianity.
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The Marks of Christian Perfection.

We must not build our salvation upon men's

opinions. It is a matter of too great import-

ance, upon which depends our eternal happi-

ness. He that ought to teach us the way of

salvation, and the means of perfection, is Je-

sus Christ and none other (John xiv: 6.) He

is the only Way that is sure and certain.

Stay yourself there, and his doctrine will make

it easy for you to discern true perfection from

the false and supposititious. And if you

would know what souls are possessed with

true perfection, hear the Sermon which Jesus

Christ made upon the seashore, when He
preached the eight Beatitudes; where he clear-

ly shows what soult' are happy, or in the

blessed state of perfection; for we must not

foolishly believe, as many ignorant people do,

who think that in these Beatitudes, our Sa-

viour speaks of souls that are departed, and

entered upon eternal happiness. For they

have not anv more need of a law, nor instruc-

tions; and Jesus Christ needed not to preach

their Beatitudes unto them, seeing they know

them well enough by the union which they

had with God, and needed not any more, any

other doctrine, or any other law, than that

which proceeded from the love which they

possessed. It could not then be for souls that

are already saved that Jesus Christ preached

thus, but for those that are yet on the earth,

that he might declare unto them, in what

state they ought to be if they would attain

Christian perfection. Jesus Christ calls them

blessed, to show the happiness which they

have in this world, who are poor in spirit, and

so of the rest. They are already pronounced

blessed by Jesus Christ's own mouth, seeing

he calls them blessed, and promises them eter-

nal blessedness, with so many other even tem-

poral graces; for unto every virtue he promi-

ses a reward.

Wherefore, we are not to judge of Christian

perfection by visions, revelations, ecstacies,

or raptures; nor believe that they who can

speak well of God and of perfection, are there-

fore perfect; for Satan himself could do all

these things, and speak more admirably of

God than any man could ever do; because of

his angelical light and understanding, which

serves now as a hell and rack to him letting

him see what he has lost by desiring to be

equal with God. So as we must not judge of

Christian perfection by fine discourses or ex-

ternal piety, but only by the marks which

Jesus Christ hath set forth in the eight beat-

itudes.

We must diligently observe if those who
say they are regenerated into the Spirit of Je-

sus Christ, or have attained perfection, have

their souls truly endued with the eight beati-

tudes, without which none are truly to be

called virtuous, or said to have Christian per-

fection; yea, they cannot aim at perfection

without aiming also at the eight beatitudes,

seeing Jesus Christ calls none happy, but

those that are poor in spirit, those who
mourn, those who hunger and thirst after

righteousness, the merciful, the pure and

clean in heart, the peacemakers, and those

who suffer persecution for righteousness' sake.

If there were any other "blessed" beside those,

without doubt Jesus Christ would have de-

clared them so; or said: "Blessed are they

that have the gift of prophecy, or he that

worketh miracles, or speaks languages; or

they that fast, or go to church, or preach, or

read, or frequent the Sacraments;" and yet,

he speaks not a word of the happiness of those

that do all these things, and many more which

men call piety and devotion. But he only

speaks of the virtues which reside in the in-

ward ground of our souls, and promises a re-

ward to every one of them, for no good shall

be in us, which shall not be particularly rec-

ompensed; neither any evil, for which we

shall not be particularly chastised.

—

Antonia

Boungnon.

Illustrious Dunces.

In reading the biographies of eminent men

one is surprised to learn what great things

have been achieved by men who, in youth,

were pronounced dunces. Histories of their

careers are full of encouragagement to timid,

self-distrustful beginners in life. Among the

illustrious dunces—dull, and even stupid boys,

but most successful men,—were Justus von

Liebig, called "Booby Liebig," by his school-

mates who, when he replied to a question by

his teacher, said that he intended to be a

chemist, and provoked a burst of derision from

the whole school, yet lived to become one of

the greatest chemists of the nineteenth cen

tury. Tonimasso Guidi, the great painter,—the

precursor of Raphael,—whose works were

studed by the latter and by Michael Angelo

and Leonardo da Vinci, yet who was known as

"Heavy Tom," when a boy; Thomas Chatter

ton, who was sent home from school as "i

fool of whom nothing could be made." Isaac

Barrow, a quick-tempered, pugnacious, and

idle boy at school, but in manhood a celebra-

ted mathematician and preacher; Dean Swift,

"plucked" at Dublin University; Richard B.

Sheridan, the brilliant wit, play-writer and au-

thor, but "an incorrigible dunce" at school;

Thomas Chalmers, one of Great Britain's

most noted pulpit orators; John Howard, the

noted philanthropist; and even William Jones,

who besides writing various legal and other

solid works, distinguished himself as a judge

in India, and, at his death, at the early age of

forty-eight years, had mastered twenty-eight

languages.

Not less illustrious than this roll of dunces

were Robert Burns, a dull learner at school;

Adam Clark, "a grievous dunce," as his father

said, in his boyhood the "dull scholar," Na-

poleon and Wellington, characterized by his

mother as a dunce, who was only "food for

powder;" "Useless" Grant, as Ulysses was

termed by his mother, and Robert Clive, who,

a dunce at school, was sent, to get rid of him,

as a clerk to India. Last, but not least,— per-

haps the most marvelous blockhead of all in

the long roll,—was Walter Scott, of whom
his teacher. Professor .Andrew Dalzell, said

that "dunce he is, and dunce he will remain,"

and who, visiting tne school when at the zenith

of his fame, asked to see its dunce and when

taken to him gave him a half sovereign say-

ing, "There take that for keeping my seat

warm."
Let no young man, therefore, despond or

despair of success in his calling, because he

thinks he has little ability. He may be mis-

taken; but if not, his one talent, if carefully

cultivated and strengthened, may win for him

an enviable success. If he is dull, his dulness

may be but temporary; like Oliver Gold itb,

he may be one of those plants that flowefite,

Like Stephen A. Douglas, when he was idy.

ing law, he may be slow in grasping a i,^ci-

pie; but, as with "the little giant," RJait

is once grasped, it may be his own fore'

Wm. Mathews, in Success.

INo Excuse Allowed.—A successfulJi

ness man told me there were two things licli

he learned when he was eighteen yea old

which were ever afterwards of great use bim

—namely, "Never to forget anythiojlaiiil

never to lose anything." An old lawyesett

him an important paper, with certain irrno,

tions what to do with it. i

"But," inquired the young man, "si)0S8

that I should happen to lose it, what 'alll

do then?"
'

"You must not lose it," said the Iyer,

frowning.

"I don't mean to," said the youngM:

"but suppose I should happen to."

"I shall make no provision for such oe-

currence; you must not lose it."

This put a new train of thought in tli

young man's mind, and he found thai hi

was determined to do a thing he could'oit

He made such a provision against eveiicon

tingency that he never lost anything! H

found this equally true about forgettir: I

a certain matter of importance was to > re

membered, he pinned it down on his mir fa

tened it there, and made it stay. He I'dt

say, "When a man tells me that he foiitt

do something, I tell him he might ; we

have said, 'I do not care enough about o ba

iness to take the trouble to think of it ain

I once had an intelligent young man in feii

ploy who deemed it sufficient excuse rn.

glecting an important task to say, fo

got.' I told him that would not answei if i

was .sufficiently interested he would b car

ful to remember. It was because he :i m

care enough that he forgot. I drilli hi

with this truth. He worked for me three ear

and during the last of the three he waf;tt«

ly changed in this respect. He did notw
a thing. His forgetting, he found, -as

lazy and careless habit of the mind, w ;li 1

cured. "— Ch ristian I 'plook.

Some persons view their life as a retvoi

towards which streams of plea.sure, ,m

and prosperity, should flow. Othersiino

rightly, view life as a spring, with an ')lig

tion to pour forth freely its deepest,™

and sweetest treasures, for the refreme

of the world. The first class of perso, «

der the leadership, though perhaps ueco

nized, of Satan himself, who is incarns ^

ishness, sum up their law in the word "

The other class, captained by Jesus L-

and comprehending all the helpers ( mt

live by the royal law summarized in t wo

"Give."

—

Selected

.

As goldsmiths sweep up the very ist

their shops, that no filings of the 3cit

metal may be lost, so does the Christi M
when filled with the Spirit, use his let:

tervals. It is wonderful what may beoM

odd minutes. Little spaces of time lav

made to yield a great harvest of use i"

and a rich revenue of glory to God! '

be filled with the Spirit in that respei _
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BCTING AND MANAGING MEN.— .Many men

;enly think that because they work hard

•y hard they must eventually succeed

,6 extent. This does not follow. Some

jrry on great enterprises with little ap-

, effort. Their success is due to skill in

ng efficient executive heads,

y a business man breaks down trying

plement ths work of incompetent heads

lartnients simply because he does not

low to choose the right men. A man
imanding ability does not worry himself

etails. He makes out his program, and

alects men who can carry it out to the

i
Indeed, it is a sign of weakness for

ad of the concern to bother about little

|. It shows that he lacks the insight,

jiness sagacity, the ability to t,electand

age men who can do things efficiently,

y heads of large concerns spend little

^ their offices. They travel or remain

je, but the business goes on like clock-

imply because they know how to select

10 can efficiently do the work assigned

1.

a great art to duplicate one's self in

r and multiply one's self many times

cting those who are vastly superior to

es, but who did not happen to have had

)ortunity to do the thing themselves.

VNNOT Be Grafted.—Do not graft any

pee of Life upon the tree of knowl-

j'or it will not grow there; an appear-

likeness of the true fruit may grow
jbut the true fruit itself will not. My

is, do not make a treasury of knowl-

the understanding-part which is to

but know the true treasury of all the

f Life, which is in the life itself; and

understanding which is formed, kept,

in the Life. Lay no manna by to

i)on in the old store-house (lest the

ijWt should be running thither, when
wly appetite is kindled after food); but

iBceive the continual bread from the

I

Life. The w'isdom of the Life, strikes

isvisdom and understanding; and if ever

ilt grow wise any more, thou losest

W canst not possibly retain it; for that

ijthen getting up in thee, in which it

obe held; but only a shadow, an image,

elblance and likeness of it, which feeds

plises that part which fain would have
,t it cannot know it; and therefore is

sated to make images and likenesses of

;s|n e:irth, that it might have somewhat.

I fiT i;i: Discouraged.—Never be dis-

iSi because good things get on so slowly

1
lid never fail to do daily that good

hbs next 10 your hand. Do not be in a

I', ut be diligent. Enter into the sublime
mj of the Lord. Be charitable in view

od can atford to wait : why cannot we
have Him to fall back upon? Let

e her perfect work and bring
elestial fruits. Trust God to weave

little thread into the great web,
he pattern shows it not yet.—George
dd.

. jioa ca

I 3 havt

W have

I f celes

oi little

!a|i complaint drags us down a degree
riiward course."

Items Concerning the Society.
K.ir ••TlIK Kkiknm."

•luJge Lurton remarks about the chanjje of

standard on constitutional points, " that men, their

creeds and their institutions must be measured by
the standards which were recognized at the time,"

and thus cites a letter written to one John Hig-
genson by Cotton Mather in 1G82 about Penn and
the Quakers. It must be borne in mind that Mather
was a graduate of Harvard, a minister of the gospel,

and died in 1728, having the reputation of being
the greatest scholar and author in America of his

time. The letter is as follows :

"September ye 15, 1()82.

"To ye aged and Beloved, Mr. John Higgenson :

" There is now at sea a ship called the Welcome,

which has on board an hundred or more heretics

and malignants called Quakers with W. Penn, who
is the chief scamp at the head of them.

" The general court has accordingly given secret

orders to Master Malachi Huscott, of the Brig

Porpoise, to waylay the said Welcome, slyly as near

the Cape of Cod as may be, and maken ("aptive

the said Penn and his ungodly crew, so that the

Lord may be glorified and not mocked on the .soil

of this new country with the heathen worship of

these people. Much spoil can be made by selling

the whole lot to Barbadoes, where slaves fetch

good prices in rum and sugar, and we shall only

do the Lord great service by punishing the wicked,

but we shall make great good for his minister and
people.

" Master Huscott feels hopeful, and I will set

down the news when the ship comes back.
" Yours in ye Bowels of Christ,

" Cotton Mather."
B. L. Wick.

During a third trial for murder on the twenty-
first of Fifth Month, 1902, in the Melbourne court,

says the Australian Friend, an incident occurred

which shows the respect paid to liberty of con-

science.
" An elderly gentleman who said he was a mem-

ber of the Society of Friends, and had a conscien-

tious objection to capital punishment, brought
those facts under the notice of the Chief Justice

in the Criminal Court to-day, when he was .sum-

moned on a new panel to serve as a juror. ' You
are ([uite right in bringing these facts before the

court,' replied the justice, ' but I don't think it

probable that you will be called to take part in any
such case.' It is not at all certain that all citizens

who have such conscientious objections always
bring them before the court. It is said that there

was one man on a jury not long ago who held

such views, and in consequence of whose attitude

the jury perforce disagreed."

It is not argued that a person with a conscien-

tious objection to the death penalty is blamable

for uniting in a verdict of murder if based upon
reasonable legal evidence. To give a just and true

verdict is a bounden duty. The responsibility for

capital punishment must rest with the makers of

the law. Yet the fallibility of all human judgment
should be a deterrent. The after memory of com-
pliance in a verdict which may have led to such an

awful consequence as the death of an innocent

person, could not be otherwise than a burden.

Men may well fear being carried away under

such strong pressure as is sometimes brought to

bear by the vehemence of counsel or by unrea-

sonableness in a jury. In times gone by, the shape
of the coat and hat relieved Friends in such cases.

They carried their convictions apparent on their

per.sonal attire. The public prosecutor's " stand

aside " would safeguard their consciences in the

absence of the " challenge " of the prisoner.

The want of such symbols of their faith would
have caused a necessity for them to verbally state

their scruples.

When in earlier times the Quaker dress was the

usual dress of the day, they did so express their

convictions, often to their own less, as history

shows.

In these days and countries where the value of
life is too little regarded, it may be well that
Friends should take advantage of opportunities to

express their conscientious views, and bear their

testimony to the sacredness of human life.

Friends have met with little favor in their ob-

jection to risking life in Africa, but the courts

give them an opportunity, and their opinions will

be listened to with attention.

The Chief Justice of Victoria honorably com-
mended this expression, and it had approval in the

court and by the newspapers. S. P.

Notes From Others.

The Christian Register .says there are disagreea-

ble saints and lovable sinners. Each after his

manner does harm by his example.

No woman ever sings in a choir of a Creek
church. There are no organs, and no musical in-

struments of any kind are allowed.

The wonderful old volumes of the Scriptures in

the wealthy monasteries and cathedrals of Russia

are often bound in covers blazing with jewels worth
fabulous sums. The Scriptures are greatly revered

in Russia, and the circulation of the Bible is free.

Senator George F. Hoar says :
"

I do not believe

there ever was a man who attended church con-

stantly through life, or who brought his children

to church in their youth, or who was taken by his

parents to church in his own youth, who ever re-

gretted it as he looked back,"

John Kelman, of Edinburgh, in an address de-

livered at Northfield recently, said : "The hope of

the pulpit at the present time practically lies in the

emergence of real prophets who can utter a voice,

clear and convincing, which men shall recognize to

be for them the word of God."

The Religion of a Good Life.—The real test of

the average man's Christianity is found, not in

what he does in church, but in what he does out

of church. The best evidence of the worth of the

Christian religion does not lie in the eloquent ser-

mons preached by her ministers, nor in the rapt

attention of large audiences, nor in the large en-

terprises pastor and people may together carry on,

but in the way individual men and women live at

home, and in the way in which they deal with their

fellow men in the shop, the store, the school, and
the court.

—

Reformed Church Messenger.

AGAiNi3T Showing the Indian in the Rough.
—Acting upon the statement of the Washington
correspondent of the I'ulilic Ledger, appearing in

the latter paper a few weeks ago, that the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs had planned an exhibit

at the coming St. Louis Exposition, by which the

Indians would be permitted '' to dance and fight

and gamble and run horse races just as their fore-

fathers did . . clad in their fantastic and highly

colored costumes, with their faces painted," etc.

Josiah W. Leeds .sent a protest to President Roose-

velt against this alleged governmental scheme for
" showing the Indian in the rough," his argument
concluding with the words :

" Let the Government
not parade, even for an assumed educational pur-

pose, the old time Indian's weaknesses or vices.

Possessing at Washington, in addition to many ar-

chceological antiquities, a splendid pictorial col-

lection of Indian chiefs and others attired in the

traditional costumes, we may .'pare the red ochre

and feathers on the living subjects, and excuse

them from showing us how the red man can fight,

gamble and run the horse races."

A reply was promptly received from the Presi-

dent that he had taken note of the foregoing rep-

resentation, and that he had caused it to be brought
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to the attention of the Secretary of the Interior.

A satisfactory response from Acting Secretary

Ryan, states that " the Department has for several

years past positively declined to permit the par-

ticipation of Indians in any exhibition having the

character of ' Wild West ' shows, and it is not the

intention to allow them to be present to engage in

such exhibitions in the future." — West Chester

Daily Local.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A despatch from Washington of the

11th says : With the double purpose of protecting the

long-suffering Jews of the Balkan States and of averting

the ever present peril of the immigration into the United

States of a horde of paupers. Secretary Hay has adopted

the unusual course of appealing to the Powers of Europe

to force Roumania to observe the obligations of humanity

in the case of the Jews. The appeal takes the form of

a State paper, remarkable in several respects, which has

been dispatched to every Ambassador and Minister of the

United States residing in one of the countries of Europe

which were parties to the famous treaty at Berlin of

1878, namely. Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia,

Italy, Austria and Turkey. The appeal states that whether

consciously and of purpose or not, these helpless people,

burdened and spurned by their native land, are forced by

the sovereign power of Roumania upon the charity of the

United States. " This Government cannot be a tacit party

to such an international wrong. It is constrained to

protest against the treatment to which the Jews of Rou-

mania are subjected, not alone because it has unimpeach-

ble ground to remonstrate against the resultant injury

to itself, but in the name of humanity. The United States

may not authoritatively appeal to the stipulations of the

treaty of Berlin, to which it was not and cannot become

a signatory, but it does earnestly appeal to the principles

consigned therein, because they are the principles of in-

ternational law and eternal justice, advocating the broad

toleration which that solemn compact enjoins, and stand-

ing ready to lend its moral support to the fulfillment

thereof of its co-signatories, for the act of Roumania

itself has effectively joined the United States to them as

an interested party in this regard." This appeal, it is

said, has been favorably regarded in Europe, and that

Roumania will be asked by the Powers to answer Secre-

tary Hay's charges of her mistreatment of Jews.

A syndicate of Philadelphia, New York and Chicago

capitalists has been formed to develop Santa Clara Prov-

ince, in the Island of Cuba, by the building of an electric

railway, and developing a tract of 350,000 acres of land

by American colonists, 2,000 of whom have been engaged

for this purpose.

Lieutenant Peary has returned to the United States

after an absence of four years in the arctic regions. He
was unsuccessful in reaching the North Pole, and the most

northern point attained was 84° 7', or about 260 miles

south of the Pole.

According to a paper just issued by the Bureau of Sta-

tistics of the Treasury Department, the public debt of the

United States is now $12.97 per capita. The highest

point reached was in 1865, when it stood $76.98.

It appears that the number of men who are legally

qualified to mine coal in Pennsylvania, and who have been

furnished with certificates to that effect number 34,740.

To secure his certificate a man must show that he has

had not less than " two years' practical experience as a

miner or as a mine laborer in the mines of this Com-
monwealth." Practically all of these certified miners are

now on strike, and each one who refuses to take out coal

compels the idleness of three other men.

In a recent gathering of colored persons in Birming-

ham, Ala., who had been listening to an address by Booker

T. Washington, an alarm of fire occurred from a misun-

derstanding, inducing the company of several hundred

people to attempt to escape from the building. In the

struggle ensuing 105 persons were killed and a large

number seriously injured.

An application for a charter by a congregation of

"Christian Scientists " in Philadelphia, was lately refused

by Judge Arnold, on the ground that the charter was

sought for a double purpose, viz : for church purposes

and for business : the latter being the sale of a book

published by Mary Eddy, who is considered the founder

of the society, inculcating her doctrines. An appeal

against this decision is to betaken to the Supreme Court.

Judge Willson, who sat with Judge Arnold during the ar-

gument upon the application, said at that time that

Christian Science doctrine, as teaching that it is un-

necessary and inadvisable to employ approved methods

recognized by medical practitioners, was pernicious. Five

years ago Judge Pennypacker would not grant a charter,

on the ground that Christian Science, as practicing medi-

cine without due legal authorization, violated the law of

1874.

Internal Revenue Commissioner Yerkes has decided

that where boron or similar preservatives are used in

butter in extremely small quantities, for preservative pur-

poses only, the product will not be subject to tax as

adulterated butter.

The announcement is made that an immense oil gusher

was struck at Cotella, on the Southern Alaska coast, at a

depth of 200 feet. The oil rose nearly 200 feet before

the well could be capped. The oil is of good quality,

and near to water transportation to the Pacific coast

ports. A large body of coal was recently discovered

near the same place.

There were 336 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 43 less than the pre-

vious week and 43 less than the corresponding week of

1901. Of the foregoing 176 were males and 160 females:

51 died of consumption of the lungs ; 23 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 6 of diphtheria;

8 of cancer ; 12 of apoplexy and 12 of typhoid fever.

Foreign.— A despatch from Washington states that

officials of the State Department believe that current

dispatches from China indicate another Boxer uprising,

that may possibly be worse than the last. Mail advices

from Minister Conger indicate a most serious situation.

The troubles appear to arise principally from extortionate

taxation, combined with resentment against the presence

of the missionaries, thus justifying the judgment of the

Department of State, which pointed out to the Powers

that the demand for excessive indemnities would result

in serious internal troubles in China.

The rocky coast of Newfoundland, from Cape Race

Light, to Cape Pine and Cape Spear, with its numerous

rock bound bays and inlets, it is said has caused more

destruction to shipping than any other coast in the world

The number of vessels lost during the last thirty years

off the coast of Newfoundland in the vicinity of Cape

Sable has been 97. The value of them in round numbers,

is estimated at $25,000,000. Of these, 50 were steamers

and 47 sailing vessels. The loss of life, which is appall-

ing, was 942. In order to avert such disasters, it is

proposed to establish a lightship near Cape Race, which

it is hoped may be connected by wireless telegraphy with

the main land.

The wheat harvest in Russia is reported to be ex-

ceptionally large ; barley and rice have been much above

the average in quantity, and sugar beets are progressing

favorably. Reports from Siberia are very unfavorable.

A despatch from Adelaide, South Australia, of the

19th, says : A severe earthquake experienced here this

evening caused a panic. Buildings were damaged and

several narrow escapes from death recorded. Many
northern towns experienced earthquake shocks this morn-

ing.

Roentgen rays are now being successfully employed

in Germany for treatment of animals. Professor Hoff-

man, Director of the Royal Veterinary Hospital in Stutt-

gart, has employed them with uniform satisfaction. X-

Ray pictures of animals, he says, are of highly practical

value, enabling the detection of a variety of diseases.

With cattle they are likely, he thinks, to play an important

part.

A despatch from Berlin says : The Society for the Pro

tection of the Interests of the German Chemical Industry,

in session at Frankfort, has unanimously passed a reso-

lution against the prohibition of the use of boric acid for

the preservation of meats, and has appealed to the Bun-

desrath to reverse its decision in this connection in view

of the present scarcity and dearness of meat.

The Czar, who recently has been consulting peasants

and nobles alike, with the view of social and political

reforms in his Empire, has lately had before him deputa-

tions of the elders of tho cantons and villages in the gov-

ernments of Kursk, Poltava, Kharkoff, Tchernigoff, Orel

and Voronezh. To these he said, after referring to the

acts of violence into which many peasants were betrayed

by designing men who represented themselves as his

agents, some months ago: " Remember that a man gets

rich, not by seizing the property of others, but by honest

labor and thrift and by living according to the command-

ments of God. Repeat all I have said to you to the other

people of your villages, and tell them further that I will

not leave their real needs unheeded."

A despatch from The Hague of the 15th says : A new

epoch in the international relations of the countries of

the world was begun here to-day, and the principle of

arbitration set, as it were, on a more enduring basis.

The first case before the international tribunal estab-

lished by the Peace Congress called by the Czar came up

to-day, and in circumstance the most auspicious. This

was the claim of the United States against Mexico grow-

ing out of the Pious Fund of California. The President,

Dr. Matzen, opened the first session of the arbitration,

expressing the hope that the work of the tribnr

harmonize with the sublime idea which led to il

lishment, and said a glorious result was anticipaj..^

Arbitration Court, namely, to facilitate the W'-"

settlement of disputes between States on the ji-

respect for right.

A despatch from Manila of the 16th says : Th ta,

Taal and Balusan volcanoes are unusually acti-'

Balusan volcano had been inactive for years. Th,^,

residing near the Macon volcano are alarmed. Ncji,

disturbances have resulted.
,

In the island of St. Vincent both craters of j S„.

friere were reported on the 17th instant to h:j begf

active since the 11th.
[

The steamer which was sent by the Japanese '<)mb.

ment to the scene of the recent eruption at To is

has returned to Yokohama. The eruption had w j'

complete transformation of the island, and all >

habitants and animals had disappeared.

Wil
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Milton Stanley, agent, Ind., $6 for J.h-I

ter, Edmund Osborne and David Tin una

Stanton, agent, O., for Mary P. Talier;

Grimshavv for Chas Grimshaw, Pa.; Maris

kins, N. J.; Josephine F. Smedlev, Pa.; liraj

Herr, Pa.; William D. Smith, Kans.; Setl.hai

agent, O., for Abner I. Hall and \V. .M. 1 11:
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J. Jacobson, la., to No. 14, vol. 77; Hair,
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appear in the Receipts until the following vf
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NOTICES.

The name of John M. Rasmussen, Chicifro, ,, 1

omitted from the Receipts published on paire 3:f B
Friend, dated Eighth Month 9th, 1902.

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveifice

persons coming to Westtown School, the stai^e '\m

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8. IS .\, M., il

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when rt ssM

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents eon
To reach the school by telegraph, wire West fsslr

Phone 114x.
Edward G. Smehley ip't

Westtown Boarding School. — Application jr I

admission of pupils to the school, and letters irap

to instruction and discipline should be addressed 1

Wm. F. Wickersh.^m, Pri p«l

Payments on account of board and tuitinn. £ m
munications in regard to business should lie forvded

Edward G. Smedley. Superinteriden

Address, Westtown P. 0.. Chester).,!!

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Fourth :1 tl

Streets, Philadelohia, Pa., on the eleventh day Sii

Month, 1902, Edward F. Bracken, of Pa.ili, Psion

Lindley M. and Anna S. Bracken, of ColerainX,*

Virginia Lois Sellew of Colwyn, Pa., daujjhter E(h

P. and C. Virginia Sellew.

Died, at the residence of her niece, in We.brf

Chester Co., Pa., on the fifteenth of Eighth .\Ioc, W
Deborah W. Simmons, in the eighty-^ghth yeiof I

age; a member of West Grove Monthly Meel?>I

formerly of Upper Evesham, N. J. Her quiet walltow

life and her death, gave evidence that she trust i«i

Saviour.
'

, at his residence Stoke Newington, m
Philip Sargent, on the eighth of Second Month,Ml

his forty-ninth year.

, at Chez Nous, Hitchin, Julia Anns WM

wife of the late Philip Sargent, on the 6th of NM
1902, in her fifty-second year.

, at his home at Salem, Ohio, Eighth Molo'

1902, Barzillai French, a member of Salem l»l

and Particular Meeting of Friends, in the sevent «*

year of his age. We believe the language is aj ci*

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall si j'

t
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The Prophet and the Priest.

) prophetic and the priestly elements in

an have always contended for the ascen-

Fe read the Hebrew record with discrimi-

we clearly see how the priest finally

phed over the prophet. The prophets

[saiah to Malachi frequently and persist-

protested against the ritualism of priest-

f) what purpose is the multitude of your

Bigs unto me? saith the Lord" . . . "Your

rces are an abomination unto me."

'pw shall I come before the Lord, and bow

il before the Most High God'' Shall I

ijwith thousands of rams and tens of

^inds of rivers of oil? Shall I offer my
torn,"the fruit of my body for the sin

V soul?" . . . "Do justly, love mercy,

iiumbly with thy God."

'lie does not suffice to enumerate the many

,|:peated protests against the priestly as-

liions which have afflicted the church of

llhrough at least three milleniums.

i

naturally expect the Gentile world to

nder the ban of so great a curse,

—

er ancient or modern. But how shall

plain the inveterate tendency of profes-

Jhristians to revert to that crude and

liive method of worship, when they have

light of the knowledge of the glorious

tion of the truth as it is portrayed in

oapel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

,?

Iv can we account for the wave of ritual-

hich has recently swept so many of the

lising members of the Church of Christ,

m Europe and in America, into this

• ge to forms and ceremonies with all the

lions of the priestly order?

And are we as a Society free from its bane-

ful effects, when we resort to a prepared ser-

vice of song or other vocal ministry? In

short, are we on the prophetic, or on the

priestly basis, when we go to meetings for

worship to be entertained ?

The priest has to perform in some outward
and visible way; while the prophet has to hear

and echo the voice of God.

If every Friend would seriously ask himself

the question, "Do I worship on the prophetic,

or on the priestly basis?" there might be an

increase of spirituality within our borders.

That worship which primarily consists in

reverent, silent dependence upon the invisible

Source of all spiritual strength necessarily

differentiates itself from one which relies up-

on some sound or ministry issuing from one

or more voices—or perchance from a machine.

Such outward worshippers, however rever-

ent, would the better fulfil the requirement,

"They that worship the Father must woiship

Him in spirit and with true spiritual insight,"

if they clearly perceived the need of learning

how to worship Him by direct communion.

We freely concede all are not equally capa-

ble of doing this without human assistance;

and therefore infinite Love has condescended

to supply such help in every generation,

—

qualifying those upon whom he has bestowed

spiritual gifts for the edification of the Church.

These "co-workers with God" have no spirit-

ual or temporal rights apart from their breth-

ren. They recognize the gift of prophecy as

the apostle Peter declared it to be on the day

of Pentecost. They recognize also "the gift

of teaching" under the same heavenly au-

thority with that of "discernment of spirits."

At least these three distinct gifts may con-

tribute much spiritual assistance and comfort,

but in no case are they to supersede the need

and practice of each soul waiting upon God,

in the silence of every thought.

The normal development and exercise of all

our mental faculties is a duty no one will

question; but there is a vital difference be-

tween a studied preparation and a spiritual

enduement. The latter may crown and hap-

pily has often crowned the best mental abili-

ties; and it is well when these are constantly

dedicated to their highest service,—the con-

sideration and expression- of spiritual truths.

Yet the prophetic gift is in no wise de-

pendent upon any mental ability, and when-
ever it is exercised rightly it must be under
the immediate and renewed prompting of the

Spirit of Christ.

This is a fundamental distinction between
the prophetic and the priestly function.

The priest has a certain prescribed ritual

which he is competent to go through by vir-

tue of a standing "ordination." And it is

none the less an ordination of man when a ser-

mon is prepared by virtue of his mental abili-

ties and the demand of the congregation.

A crisis is at hand, and we must decide

whether the prophet or the priest shall occu-

py the foremost place in our system of church

government and practice.

The prophetic gift has largely disappeared,

in its old time power, throughout large sec-

tions of our Society both in America and in

England. The pastoral system has been es-

tablished in several Yearly Meetings, and the

cry for a L;piiitually baptiziuf, miuiLLry is

heard in our streets.

What shall be the remedy? The Lord on

high is still graciously disposed toward this

part of his heritage. He is preparing "sons

and daughters, servants and handmaidens"

upon whom he may bestow his precious gifts.

But they must be received and exercised in his

power, and therefore ever in true humility.

If any have felt the stirrings of heavenly

love in their hearts, and at times have been

moved to speak "a word in season," let it be

done in simplicity and discernment of a true

call and commission.

This is often faint in the beginning, and the

mind may at times be sorely perplexed to

know what is really called for at our hands.

But as there is a holy resignation and a pa-

tient waiting for the arising of the gospel

stream in our own souls, and a willingness to

wait indefinitely "if the vision tarry," there

is apt to be an increase of the commission;

and as we go on with the single desire of ful-

filling the will of our Heavenly Father by

keeping to "the gift" which has thus been

entrusted, many a heart will be refreshed.

It requires an act of real faith, in the ab-

sence of any clear idea of what may be said,

to begin to speak—trusting to that Heavenly

Power which alone can make any message

spiritually profitable. And yet this has often

been required of those who have known the
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prophetic gift to grow by faithful exercise.

Certainly in so important a calling every tal-

ent ought to be brought to contribute all that

it rightly can to the simple, clear delivery of

the gospel message. Everything that diverts

the attention of the hearer from the message

should be avoided.

The ministry of gospel power and spiritual

life through human instrumentality has been

a great blessing in all ages. And if the priest

and all that belongs to him, is not permitted

to crowd out the prophet with his ministry,

as has been the case reneatedly in the Jewish

church and in the early and later Christian

Churches— if the Society of Friends is to be

maintained upon its original and true basis—

we must preserve inviolate a worship based

upon silence without vocal prearrangment, and

cherish every gift which is exercised in the

life and demonstration of the Spirit with a

renewed heavenly "ordination."'

And let all who are called and entrusted

with any such precious gift be not too easily

discouraged because sometimes they may mis-

judge their commission; but in humility and

sincerity respond to each fresh prompting,

—

endeavoring to keep within the limitations In-

finite Wisdom has put upon us all. J. E.

Schooling the Prophets.

[In keeping with the above remarks, ex-

tracts from a recent number of Waymarks
also call for serious consideration, as to how far

we are leaving our original prophetic basis to

follow the insidious entering wedges of the

sacerdotal basis, or of will-worship.]

One very important subject was brought this

year before the attention of London Yearly
Meeting by John S. Kowntree: this was, the

need of a proplictic ministry, that is to say a

ministry of men and women who speak or pro-

fess to speak forth a message from God, suited

to the present need of their hearers. Where
this is a true message, it can without prevari-

cation, be called the word of the Lord, at that

time and on that occasion.

Many months before this, the noted preacher
Alexander Maclaren gave an address to the
preachers of the Baptist Union, where he ten-

tatively laid down lines, not as imperative but
as desirable which, if acted on, would result

in the entire dislocation of the prevailing plan,

and the substitution of a prophetic ministry in

its place. . . .

The question of a prophetic ministry cannot
be dealt with as if it were a beautiful Quaker
thread that can be interwoven along with a lot

of incongruous materials, to form a harmoni-
ous whole.

For the Church to be in a position to en-
courage such a ministry, it must be itself in

the prophetic spirit, otherwise it will be im-
posed upon, and will itself impose upon the
world at large: the requirements of that pro-
phetic spirit must take the precedence of all

other considerations whatever, and foremost
among those requirements is spiritual discern-
ment,—ability to try spirits, rather than

If any religious body of to-day can abide

this test, there is no question at all, that there

is a home for all who are thirsting after sub-

stance; for all who have tried those who say

they are Jews of "the commonwealth of Is-

rael," but have in the openings of Divine

Light, proved them to be liars: here is Life,

and here is fellowship in that against which

no enchantment can prevail (Num. xxiii, 23):

here the prince of this world is cast out., and

the King of glory comes in.

On the other hand, any Society, if it cannot

judge between sound and substance, if it can-

not discern the voice of the true Prophet and

true Shepherd, from the false prophet's voice,

if it cannot place the judgment of Truth over

the transgressing nature, even when the latter

appears clothed with a form of sound words,

such a Society cannot—do what it may— en-

courage a prophetic ministry.

A true prophet speaks the Truth from a

measure of its own Life; a false prophet either

preaches what is wrong in form as well as in

substance, or sets forth a form of Truth out

of the Life; the one gathers to Zion, the other

gathers to Babylon.

Where individuals and the Church itself

take heed to the prophetic Word which is not

the letter, all subordinate questions of Church
organization, testimony, outward walk, influ-

ence in the world and responsibility for others,

are easily solved, because each individual mem-
ber finds his proper work under the great

Head, and is exercised with it: from this ex-

ercise springs a prophetic and living ministry.

But where the ministry does not come from
the operations of the Holy Word, it is a life-

less and unbaptizing one. Spiritual paralysis

ensues.

It is impossible to graft the prophetic min-

istry on to the economy of a Church that is

not gathered to this prophetic spirit, this tes-

timony of Jesus "which is the spirit of proph-

ecy." The [compromising bodies] may all look

on it as a desirable addition to their equip-

ment, but it will elude their grasp, and it can-

not flourish side by side with a ministry of

another origin. Two standards of ministry in

one Society lead to confusion. A Society that

encourages a prophetic ministry must as a

matter of necessity discourage all other min
istry; where there is a growth in the Life^

that growth must overpower everything that

opposes the Life, and can leave room for no
other growth.

In a religious Society established on this

foundation, there is no schism, no break, no
want of harmony, no cause of weakness, for

where the word of a King is, there is power,

and the Kingdom of God does not stand in

outward declarations, but in cower. It is on
this rock that a prophetic ministry is founded;
on this it wholly depends. If we do not know
where to find such a ministry, let us, at least,

be so faithful as to come to abide in the Seed,

to which is the promise of all that pertains to

Life and godliness.

However it may be to-day, there is no doubt
that there existed a powerful prophetic min
istry in this country during the latter half of

the seventeenth century, and during a much
later period. W' hat was the nature of its rise

and progress?

First, there was in the minds of the youths,

and young men who were its chief repre-

P

sentatives, a turning inward to the \^

of God, and to the Light in which alonltj^

saw they could serve God.
'

Secondly, a separation from all socjtie^

where the call of the Word of Life was if"

warrant for the work of the ministr'i

from all where an imitation of the ii

practices of old, was deemed sufficient wji

the leading of Life.

Thirdly, a meeting together with thoi

were like-minded for purposes of publ:

ship, which meetings were often sile

nearly so.

There were these three stages—Coi|i

ment, Separation, Waiting, in whlc|

prophets were schooled before they weijsenl

forth to meet the mighty Goliaths anpii

roahs and Nebuchadnezzars of their day

We are not all called on to be proplisij

public service, but we are all called to ie

ercised with the Word of Life in the (hi

of Christ, and were it our daily endetjir

be faithful here, the laborers in the Ird'i

harvest field would be increased, and hm
would arise, even in our day, bright exiif'

of a living, powerful ministry, of Prli<

schooled by the great Teacher of his oi

and of faithful souls who can say, "He \ki

eth morning by morning, he wakeneth'n:

ear to hear as the learned." Is. I. 4. Ir

is the school, and here are the scholars (losb

life, examples and testimony will teacjamt

reach a lost world.

ISeasons for Worship and for Informatj

Our contributor under the heading

erings for Instruction in Truth," is ri ti

showing that it is quite gratuitous to aiuiM

that the article entitled "Sub-Letting o Rji

ligious Meetings" animadverted on othei:oi»

panics, if kept in their place, which n ' b«

gathered for conference, consultation, in.

struction outside of any stated Friends' eet"

ing for Divine worship. It aninuulverll oi

the substitution of these for any of our eet

ings for wurship.

The concern was that these whenjielii

should be kept distinct, called by their igkt

names, and no amalgamation sought beeei

our meetings for worship in the freec(iio{

the Spirit, and other gatherings set for scial

topics. On these latter we can pass no s;ep-

ing judgment. Each must be discei

own merits. The question will oft

of confidence in the standing and (.

the Friend exercised to have the

convened.

Neither was the article conceived to I

plicable to any in the service of mir
'

Meeting's Committee who have apprel

their special calling lay in the line of bri

our distinctive doctrines into clearer vie

fore the young. These have set the

mendable example which we advocatt

scrupulously declining to compromise a

ing for worship with a gathering calh

the specific purpose of presenting Fr

history and doctrines.

d iiti

cuoi

01 anj

i
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R- the special occasion of the editorial,

i:
members here have drawn upon conjec-

•( those of another Yearly Meeting have

J'o difficulty in drawing upon their know

g These can recognize from what Yearly

itjing document the acceptable quotation in

ijirst paragraph was obtained, relating to

)| "morning meetings," and that it was

li'ed by two suggestions in the interest of

ling the stated evening and mid-week

eng for worship to special lines of per-

ilince. One claim was (the text is not

Kit hand) that those meetings should be

fi;ed into an arrangement for teaching,

Ijhe other was that they should be made

ipively evangelistic in their exercises.

[() principle involved in this setting of

ijtions on the Holy Spirit in our public

r ip has its realization in our neighbor-

Miindividually, rather than as yet officially;

Ren a professing worshipper in a Friends'

sjng inwardly says: "He shall not speak

D'hrne;" or, "I will enter into testimony,

;|)t prayer;" or, "This may be for myself

1) but 1 will spread it before others;" or,

biday should control the topic, therefore

ij words on Thanksgiving or the New Year

I'seem appropriate from me;" or, "I will

a ray roving thoughts, and no gathering

r'l." .Such are some of the many indi-

j liloi-ks there may be to the Word hav-

.'e course and being glorified. But the

emendation sometimes made among us

)hO turn the First-day evening meeting

rfinto a social interchange of religious sen-

(jt, where speaking may be made more

(ijthan when under the imperative con-

lit of the Divine Spirit, is occasion enough

iT exercise, and germane to the proposi-

i:om abroad which we there discussed.

\te another subject than the burden of

t'aditorial is now entered upon by our

tibutor, and we best leave its presen-

c| to him. Safest though meetings en-

;«' in worship under the Divine anoint-

lay be, we would not any more than

ii^ep away all opportunities for teaching

^?ious truth except meetings for worship,

jfould desolate the field of parental in-

i(ion in the nurture and admonition of the

ijit would cut off much that concerned

iis do unto edification at Westtown and

olier schools; and besides closing up such

nj service as seemed blessed in the hands

jilliam, P. and Anna Mary Townsend,

li have foreclosed the helpful meetings

CjJoseph Scattergood and Thomas Evans

)b time had for reading the Discipline;

puld have contradicted the clear impres-

duty which several, including our es-

*1 contributor himself, have had, to read

ieak of our Christian doctrines and prin-

ciples before their fellow members in the

neighborhood of their residence. There is

doubtless too little openness of spirit and of

obedience among us all to our individual "in-

season and out-of-season" service. But in all

our Christian intercourse, that it may be done

unto edifying, the true rule is, "whatsoever

ye do, in word or in deed, do all in the name
of the Lord Jesus."

Gatherings for Instruction in Truth.

Referring to an editorial in The Fkii;ni) of

Ninth Month 20th, it is not to be supposed
that the impression intended to be conveyed
is, that the conference or lecture wherein re-

ligious subjects are considered or treated of,

must necessarily be outside the means which
may be used to spread and promote the truth,

nor that they cannot receive the Divine ap-

proval and blessing. They appear to be spe-

cifically excepted in treating of the vocal

exercises of meetings for worship.

Some readers of The Friend have suspected

that the article was aimed at the efl:orts made
by a few, who have a pretty clear conception

of our spiritual doctrines, to elucidate and ex-

plain them to others who have not the incli-

nation to inform themselves by reading treat-

ises on the subject. The more agreeable

method of imparting knowledge by a spoken
address being attractive to them in religious

as well as in scientific instruction.

That the questions should be treated in a

clear and lucid manner may require some
thought and care of the language used, as the

same effort would be exercised by most per-

sons who write on such subjects for publica-

tion; and whose readers approve both the

correctness of their sentiments and the per-

spicuity of their style. If these positions are

safe and true, cannot we admit with gain,

that the means of teaching truth by an intel-

gent presentation of it through speech may
be attempted if done under a concern engen-

dered by the motion of the Spirit of Truth?

That this Spirit will never call for sinister

means to propagate religion is a foregone

conclusion. There may be methods adopted

for religious instruction in which the sensual

predominates the spiritual to that degree by

which a lowered, instead of an exalted, appre-

hension of Heavenly knowledge is imparted.

Methods therefore are to be accepted or

rejected according as their employment does

or does not have deleterious effects. The dan-

ger involved is sometimes so obvious that we
need not hesitate to reject the proposed plan.

But seeing that speech has been always used

to impart religious instruction, its safety need

not now be disputed.

May we not then claim the deduction, that

while Gospel ministry, as has been proved by

the experience of Friends, is rightly exercised

under the immediate preparation and putting

forth of the Head of the Church administered

for the occasion, that teaching as a spiritual

gift can be rightly performed by a more de-

berate process, wherein the teacher has a

lind turned to Him "in whom are hid all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge," and a

heart devoted to his service?

Paul's charge to Timothy, "the things

which thou hast heard of me . . . the
same commit thou to faithful men who shall
be able to teach others also," is good counsel
to be received in any age of the Church.
Faithful men are they who have believed and
walked in the Light of the Lord; and have
become so well acijuainted with his voice as to
know his call and directions.

From these considerations may we not safely
draw the conclusion, that the spiritual man or
woman who has a gift of teaching from the
One Spirit, and who waits on his gift, may ex-
ercise it in a manner consistent with its pro-
ducing the best results?

Not to mention others who have received a
clear call to teach our Christian doctrines in

special gatherings of Friends, many have been
interested in the labors of our Friends William
P. and Anna Mary Townsend, who were inde-
fatigable in that line.

Let us hold firmly to our faith in "the rieht
qualification for religious labor," and stir one
another up to diligence in the good work of
spreading a knowledge of the Truth as it is in

lesus. The fields are wide and the harvest
great, while the laborers are few.

.Jonathan E. Uhoads.

The Sale of the Bible.

Twenty-five years ago Robert IngersoU de-
clared in a public lecture that the Bible was
an exploded book, that its sales were bound to
fall off rapidly, and that within ten years it

would be little read. The ten years have passed
and fifteen more, and yet the Bible is not only
still being sold, but is being sold in enormously
increased numbers. Within the last twenty-
five years six great Bible houses have been es-

tablished and the sales of the book have more
than quadrupled. The authority for this state-

ment is the head of the American branch

of the Oxford University Press. A book

that sells up to one hundred thousand and be-

yond in these days is heralded as a tremen-

dous success. It has recently been announced

that "David Harum" has reached a circulation

of six hundred and twenty-five thousand cop-

ies, and the presses are still running. But

how small do all these figures seem in compar-

ison with the sales of the Bible. The Ameri-

can Bible Society alone issued more than one

million five hundred thousand Bibles last year,

and in the same year the British Foreign Bible

Society turned out more than five million Bi-

bles. Other Bible companies show correspond-

ingly large outputs. If the total number of

Bibles in English alone produced in a single

year were all added up the number would evi-

dently be upwards of ten million. This is prob-

ably a greater sale than that of any other hun-

dred books combined. Several years ago the

competition in selling Bibles forced them be-

low cost and there were rumors of a Bible

trust. No such trust was formed, but prices

were adjusted and no Bible house went out of

business. These prices have been going down

for twenty years through improved processes

of production, but increased cost of manufac-

ture has recently caused a slight rise in price.

The British Biljle Society sells a complete

Bible for sixpence, or twelve and a half cents,

and a New Testament for a penny or two

cents. The American Bible Society sells a

Bible for fifteen cents and a New Testament
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for five cents. From these low figures, that

put the Bible within the reach of the poorest,

prices run up to sumptuous copies that cost

many dollars. The secret process of making

the famous Oxford India paper, so thin and

tough and opaque, which came into use about

1875, has revolutionized the manufacture of

Bibles that are compact and handy volumes.

The Oxford Press turns out twenty thousand

of these Bibles a week. More than forty

thousand sheets of gold are used in merely

lettering the volumes and the skins of at least

one hundred thousand animals go into Oxford

Bible covers each year. Not all these Bibles

published in England and America are in Eng-

lish, although these statistics do not include

those published in other Christian countries.

The British and Foreign Bible Society prints

the Bible in four hundred languages, and the

American Bible Society also prints the Bible

in many languages. The field in which the

American Bible Society shows the most marked
development is in the Philippines. For three

hundred years before the American occupa-

tion the Bible had practically no circulation

in these islands, but during the first year of

American rule ten thousand seven hundred

Bibles were distributed in them. The Bible

is now being translated into five Filipino dia-

lects. Representatives of the Bible Society

report that the natives are immensely inter-

ested in this "new book" in their own tongues,

and that in many villages where most of the na-

tives cannot read, it is read aloud. It was to be

expected that China would show a large fall-

ing off in the sale of the Bible after the Boxer
insurrection, but the reverse has been the

case, and more than four hundred and twenty-

eight thousand Bibles formed the issue for

China last year. It has been thought that the

sale of Bibles falls off in good times and in-

creases in hard times, on the theory that peo-

ple are more religious when they are in trou-

ble. But this is a mistake, and as business

improves the Bible houses share in the pros-

perity and their sales increase. The fact is

the Bible is the most popular book in the world

to-day. In the midst of the flood of books
that is constantly pouring from the press it

not only holds its own, but is winning for it-

self an ever-increasing place. It is being

bought and read to-day as never before. Let
us pray that it may be read with the spirit and
the understanding. "The entrance of Thy
words giveth light."— JV^c Presbyterian Ban-

Christ Manifest in the Flesh.

Great is the whole mystery of godliness,

but especially Christ manifest in the flesh,

viz., that the eternal love and light of God
should dwell essentially in man; for since man
might suffer his will and desires to enter into

vanity and bestiality, the Lord said: "It is not

good or safe for man to be alone," but prom-
ised him, "the seed of the woman," the holy

principle of Divine Light and Love, which
will bruise the head of the serpent in all that

adhere to and follow its counsel; that is, it

will destroy the works of the devij, and then

all vileness and oppression depart from that

man, and that saying is fulfilled: "The Lord

is my strength, my safeguard and portion."

And every man thus qualified is taught of

God; Jehovah is his tutor, and his guide, the

mighty counsellor; so that he will no longer

run after other lords, nor contend for any-

thing but truth and righteousness, and to live

a sober, harmless, innocent life in the sight

of God and man, and doing unto all as he

would be done unto. And such purified souls

amidst all the hurries, the storms and agita-

tions of the world round about them, do se-

curely ride at anchor in a blissful calm, and

are satisfied with their portions, and know
their Centre, and to them all contention ceas-

eth, and there is peace on earth, as in heaven.
— Thomas Tryon.

The Priuciples of Truth.

That the principles of truth are not held in

the natural will and wisdom of man is a testi-

mony that is needed to be kept closely before

us. "Ye must be born again." That there

is an effort in this day to do so is evident, to

gain the crown without the cross. "That
which is not of faith is sin." No one of the

testimonies of Truth can be very long main-

tained except on the ground of convincement,

taken up in faith, that it is required. In the

felt absence of this amongst us, no manner of

counterfeiting will avail. There is a repre-

sentation in Babylon of all that is in Jerusa-

lem. There would be no lack of real convince-

ment, if there was a willingness to pay the

price.

There has a wave of degeneracy overtaken

the Society of Friends in the various situa-

tions. In some a tenacious holding to the let-

ter and form, denying too much the spirit and
freedom thereof, putting bands and burdens
that were never intended to be borne. In

some while in a goodly form indolence, un-

faithfulness, not zeal enough, a resting satis-

fied with the form ; forgetting that we are to

be soldiers. In others denying the form in

the Life, and departing from the principles

in more or less measure, in a false idea of

liberty, ceasing from the very ground upon
which we were built.

Then when there is perceived an opportuni-

ty for the natural part, will and wisdom to

take part and have sway, here such as are

above the cross become stirred up from the

very centre, which might be taken for Life,

but true Israel cannot be deceived. Anything
the enemy is satisfied with but the real Truth,

by the way of the cross. Oh how precious

this is to those who have bought it! How it

has brought them down and does humble them,

as they are called to sustain it by any act of

obedience, realizing that if any good is done
at all it must be really Christ within them,

—

"Thus sayeth the Lord,"—and feeling an
holy fear lest it be not so. We cannot, cannot,

reach the heart by head convincement, which
man's wisdom and doings may, but it must be

the Lord's spirit upon the hearts. "Be not

deceived. God is not mocked."
Any organization can have activity, much

yoing on, but none can in that way have Life,

the essence which God alone gives, neither

will he give it except as a witness to his own
work. This cannot be except we are really

his children by birth, having died unto our-

selves. And there will be unmistakable marks
not the high head and lofty looks, but meek
and lowly, and the transforming evidence,

Oh, saith my spirit, may this kind be brought
forth! Such will know of no joining hand

with hand in any confederacy, but stanc

their own conviction, which as it

from a full yielding unto the Lord will
j

them to see eye to eye, and for the vei i

son of their not being willing to stand vH

by man as man, but looking unto our Hei
Father, will they be found to stand s'

together in Him. I would earnestly

age those who would sell all that thej|

to buy the Truth, to be faithful; but tcji

who would have it some other way
appear well, I could only say, it will i|

its very effects even; a tree without reali

"Ye shall seek me and find me when ya

me with the whole heart," "He that en

i

not by the door into the sheepfold, but in

eth up some other way, the same is a;hie

and a robber."

"Is there not a cause?" I would apjiit

every one, examine our ground, in thi

Light, the searching one, for the day

Lord will try every one, whereon he he

ed, if from conviction and the cross he '

this work, but none other. Oh he is st

for willing and obedient ones, who are ^

to humble themselves, who feel call

come apart, and be separate in spirit

all that is felt to be not of Him, and

not the unclean thing, no matter how
any man or body of men, may own, wa
practice.

In true love for the everlasting Truth.

Cyrus Coop
Salem, Ohio, Ninth Month, 14th.

The English School Question.

A friend has forwarded the following,

may supplement our recent selection

same subject.— Ed.

The debate on the education bill, whi. oc-

cupied the attention of the House of ou'

mons up to the recess of Parliament, w di-

rected chiefly to the provisions for the c trol

of the schools.

The bill represents an attempt to uni; the

English school system and to put its adiiis-

tration in the hands of local aulhoritie It

deals with two classes of schools alreat ex-

isting, the "board schools," which correotd

to American public schools, and the "mili-

tary schools," which have been establishtaiid

maintained mostly by religious denominaJDS.

The bill puts both classes of schools upo the

same footing, so far as maintenance J the

public cost is concerned, but it proses

to perpetuate denominational control (the

"voluntary schools" by giving their repien-

tatives two-thirds of the places in the brds

of management.
It was over this provision that the ccro-

versy raged, in Parliament and in the i?ss,

especially with reference to seven or ztt)

thousand parishes wherein there are no sciols

save the denominational or voluntary scbis,

and where the parents have consequent M
choice as to the influences to which their hll-

dren may be subjected. Most of these sciols

are Church of England schools, and No on-

formist sentiment, in Parliament and c.i)£

it, was aroused against the provisions cthe

government's bill.

In one sense the situation was not a ew

one. These schools had long been the nlj

ones available in the parishes in question

I
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jlonformist parents had sent their children

'hem without complaint. But to make

f; denominational schools a charge upon
(ate-payers, involved the introduction of a

vprinciple.

lis significant that in the vote on this

^ire of the bill the government majority

•dped to less than one-third of its normal

fortions.

"U bill will be taken up again after the re-

)£' next month, when it will become clear

h.her leisure for reflection has made its

•(jisions more tolerable to its opponents or

s\so.—Late Paper.

Science and Industry.

'iii M.\.\ WITH A Pitchfork.—Now is the

ni that one may see on the shores of the bay

iitJireat South Beach the industrious sea-

el gatherer. If he belongs to the "main-

)i ' and conducts his business along the bay,

. IS \\ ith him his horse and cart; he drives

siiatieiit beast knee-deep into the water.

It pitches the weed from the shore to the

tt)n. Then, when a load is made, there

ir's a great straining on the part of the

)i', a great creaking on the part of the

nil, ,111(1 a great amount of urging and

:i iig (if he be of an ignorant nature, such

,!lieves the most efficacious way to get a

ii; to the top of a hill with a heavy load is

|hip him unmercifully on the part of a

(i) If the business is being piled on the

i^h, the work must be all done by the man
i^elf, he gathering the weed into heaps and
6 transporting it the best he may to his

Saweed has been washed up of late in large

itities, for this is the time of year when it

Bs to be most abundant. It accumulates

|ick ridges along the water line, and if al-

3i to remain any length of time becomes
n and offensive. Ho it is that property

r^rs, who can make no use of it themselves,

pjthe stuff away to whomsoever will cart it

j There are many who are glad to get it,

dhere are few better things for fertilizing

fields. The weed is collected and hauled

r, either to be dumped into pigpens or

jjed into stacks to allow ic to rot sufficient-

I spread. The process of disintegration

tea its bulk about fifty per cent., but it is

[heap and abundant that this is scarcely

tdered a loss. With a variety of sorts

ii "niggerhead" and cabbage and grass

Is

—the "finished product" is of no little

to farmers and hucksters.

is said that a layer of this over seed po-

;|:s will guarantee an excellent crop, with

Jirther care. There is no doubt about its

sties as an enricher of this peculiar island

But for all its usefulness in this line,

?! is another use for some of it that
jies humanity at large. That part of the
reed crop which has been thrown highest
e beach, and lies out of reach of all but

ijitorm waves, dries in the sun, is washed
le rains, loses its saltiness, dries again,
jiecomes crisp and springy. The gatherer
bts this separately, presses it with his

ine for that purpose into bales, such as
nade of hay, and ships it to New York
Isterers, who use it for mattresses. Thus
that much of men's comfort and rest de-

pend on the labors of these seaweed gather
ers, who work close to Nature and await her
gifts without effort or impatience.
Away down the beach alone on the edge of

the land, a black line against the white of the
waves, pitchfork in hand and pipe in mouth,
the lonely gatherer heaps up his weed, and
saves for nun's use and comfort the very
waste of the .sea. It is certainly not a high
class of labor he has given himself to, nor one
conducive of ambitious purposes. But the
humble work, the mighty silence of the sea,

the solitude, the expectation— all these ele-

ments go to make a man picturesque and ex
ceptional. In the majority of cases he is a
sort of human weed himself, and finds a con-

genial, sympathetic business in that he pur-

sues.

—

New York Press.

Coal Famine at Capitol.—The coal fam-
ine is causing much concern to government
officials. There is just as much difficulty in

getting coal for the government as for pri

vate individuals, and a failure is more serious
becau.se of the magnitude of the interests in-

volved. Usually by this time every year the
big contracts for coal for the Capitol and the

immense department buildings have been not
only made, but the actual work of hauling and
stowing has been done.

It takes eight thousand tons to run the Cap-
itol a year. The Senate end has a two months'
supply and the House has about seven hundred
tons, or enough to run till near winter. The
supply for the last fiscal year ran short on ac-

count of the unusual number of night ses-

sions. Unless the famine comes to an end it

will be necessary to mix soft coal with anthra-

cite and burn the blend in grates. This would
make it necessary to put in a large number
of grates, as in the forty or more new rooms
lately constructed in the huge building no pro-

vision has been made for an emergency such
as is now threatened.

Last year's supply of coal for the Capitol

was bought for $4.7.5 a ton, and the amount
was seven thousand tons. It is used to heat
and light the building, to run elevators, venti-

late and perform a variety of service calling

for power. When the bids were opened at

the beginning of this fiscal year it was found
that the price had gone up to $7.50, and the

contracts contained a strike clause, which re-

lieved the bidders from responsibility in case
of just such exigency as has now arisen. The
officials rejected all bids, and decided to go
into the open market. Contracts have been
made for the one hundred and fifty tons re-

quired for the White House, at prices ranging
from $6.25 to $6.60, but the contracts have
not yet been signed. The White House is

nearly out of coal.

The Interior Department has contracted for

eighteen hundred tons of anthracite, at $4.98,
and twenty-five hundred tons of soft, at $3.25.

The Treasury has the largest coal bill to pay
every year. It buys for the big building here

and a number of other department buildings,

and for customs buildings all over the coun-
try. For the buildings here in Washington
seventy-five hundred tons are required. A
contract w'as made early in the summer for

this amount, at the low price of $3.16, and
the contractor gave a bond of eight thousand
dollars for the faithful performance of his

agreement. In the soft coal contract there
is a strike clause, but, in the anthracite con-
tract there is none. The Department will

hold the contractor to his bargain, although
he will lose heavily by it. Unless things take
a turn for the better in the mines, it is clear
that the government will be forced to burn a
good deal of soft coal, and Congress will, in

self-defence, be obliged to repeal the anti-

smoke law.

—

Ledger.

The Story of a Devoted Slave.

When, in 1835, Jefferson Davis, later Pres-

ident of the Confederacy, left the regular army
his elder brother, Joseph, gave him Brierfield, a
splendid plantation of two thousand acres on
the Mississippi Kiver. a few miles below Vicks-
burg, and a number of slaves. These latter

included a growing negro boy called Ben Mont-
gomery, whom J. Davis made his body servant.

The lad was unusually intelligent, and Davis
saw that in him were capabilities not common
to the African race. He taught him to read
and then to write, and soon he became an ad-

mirable assistant. He was not only Jefferson

Davis's body servant, but also his private sec-

retary, bookkeeper and general factotum. His
penmanship was beautiful, and his plantation

bookkeeping, in its simplicity and accuracy,

was the envy and admiration of the country-

side. He knew more of the business of the Davis
brothers, except themselves, than anyone else.

After Jefferson Davis entered politics, Ben
Montgomery became still more useful. When
the master was on his long campaign tours, or

in Washington, Montgomery had authority to

open letters not marked as private, and to an-

swer them; he had power, in writing answers,

to transact any business necessary for the plan-

tation. By this time Montgomery had come
to have absolute charge of the Brierfield estate.

He did not interfere with the management of

the negroes, or with anything else under the

overseer's purview; but the general business

of the place he transacted without consulting

anybody except the master.

When Jefferson Davis left Washington, in

1861, after resigning his seat in the senate,

he went to Brierfield. His estate was his sole

maintenance. It was certain that, during the

impending struggle, he must be absent much
of the time, and whom should he leave in charge

of the estate? Finally Joseph Davis asked,

"Why not Ben Montgomery?" and the sug-

gestion was adopted. The usual white over-

seers were left in charge of the farming oper-

ations, but to the slave, Ben Montgomery, was
intrusted the financial part of the business, un-

der the direction of his master. The cotton

crops of 1861 and 1862 were good, and, al-

though there was some trouble about market-

ing the crop of the latter year, it was finally

sent to New Orleans, and later, warehoused to

Liverpool, to be .sold when the money it might
bring would be needed. There were not more
than four hundred and fifty bales, for the south

then needed corn and food supplies more than

it did cotton, and so the land was devoted

largely to food crops. Then, early in 1863

came the Emancipation Proclamation of Presi-

dent Lincoln, and with it, to the South, the

equally dangerous Act of Confiscation. This

latter was put into execution, wherever possi-

ble, with great energy. Treasury agents,
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armed with all the forms of law, or without
them, sometimes seized all property belonging

to the list of suspects as soon as it came un-

der the protection of the Tnion armies.

Then for the first time in his life, Ben Mont-
gomery asked permission to visit Richmond.

"Dear Marse Jeff," he wrote, "I want to

go to Richmond to see you, and I want to go
right away. There is something that I want
to tell you that I dare not write, so do please

let me go to Richmond at once."

Jefferson Davis could not imagine what the

negro had on his mind, but wrote him to come,

and sent him the necessary permit for a slave

to travel.

"Marse Jeff," said Ben, when he arrived at

Richmond and had an opportunity to talk with

his master, "you know Mr. Lincoln has issued

what he calls an emancipation proclamation,

and with it another proclamation confiscating

the property of certain archrebels, as he calls

them. Now, they are going to confiscate your
property just as soon as they get a chance. Sup-

pose you and Master Joe sell me your estates,

and do it before the Yankees capture our coun-

try."
' Why. Ben," his master said, "you are a

slave and can't hold property in Mississippi."

"That is true," said Ben, "but you can set

me free. Make out two sets of papers. Give

me one set and keep one yourself. Then make
out a third paper, which shall say that under
certain conditions the free papers are to be

canceled."

The conditions were that the Federals should

capture the city of Vicksburg and the Davis

estate which lay eighteen miles below.

"Why, Ben, that's an excellent idea. Let
me think it over for a day or two," Mr. Davis

said.

He talked it over with his brother Joseph.

It was important to them that they should

have the income of this estate. If the Feder-

al soldiers should capture Vicksburg, about the

first property they would confiscate and plun-

der would be the Davis estate. But if this

property belonged to a negro, freed before the

capture of Vicksburg, then, under the Emanci-
pation Proclamation, it would be his, and could

not be seized by the Federal agents. The plan

promised well, and the Davis brothers, after

consultation, decided to adopt it. Jeft'erson

Davis loaned to Ben, for the purpose of making
the sale, ten thousand dollars. The consider-

ation for the estate was thirty thousand dol-

lars, on ten years time, with interest at six

per cent. Knowing that there would be some
trouble about the matter, the legal papers were
drawn with exceptional care. John A. Camp-
bell, who resigned his place on the United

States supreme bench when the war began, was
the attorney: at the same time he drew Ben's

free papers, with a clause in each that, under
certain conditions, the free papers should be-

come null and void.

Returning to Brierfield, Montgomery had all

the papers promptly recorded in the proper of-

fices in Warren County, Mississippi. Events
speedily showed that he acted wisely, for in

less than a week after Vicksburg fell, (Seventh

Month), 1863, an agent of the United States

treasury department appeared at Brierfield to

take possession of the goods, chattels, and
movables on the plantation, preparatory to

formal confiscation of the property by the

United States. The agent traveled in state,

escorted by a troop of cavalry, only to be
met by Montgomery, who mildly asked his

"1 have come," said the agent, "to take
possession of all movable goods and stores on
Jefferson Davis's plantation."

"Mr. Davis owns no plantation in this sec-

tion of the country," Montgomery rejoined.

"Then to whom does this plantation belong?"
queried the astonished oflicer.

"These three plantations," answered Mont-
gomery, calmly, "consisting of the Hurricane,

Palmyra and Brierfield estates, are my proper-

ty."

"You don't suppose that I'll believe such a
lie as that, do you?" asked the agent.

"The story that I have told you is true in

every respect,
'

' said Montgomery. ' 'If you will

come into the house, I will show you all the

papers, and you can decide upon their legali-

ty."

The agent was a lawyer, and when he looked

over the deeds, he saw that a correct legal

transfer had been made. But he said, in tri-

umph:

—

"At the time this sale was made, you were
a slave. You could not hold real estate in

Thereupon Montgomery, with a smile, hand-
ed the agent his free papers, made out and le-

gally verified four days before the title to the

real estate was passed:

"Now," said Montgomery, "this country is

under the protection of the United States, is

it not?"

"Why, yes," said the officer, "it is."

"And I am entitled to all the rights and priv-

ileges of a citizen of the United States, am I

not?"

"I suppose you are," was the reluctant re-

ply.

"Then, sir, under the Emancipation Procla-

mation of President Lincoln, and by virtue of

these free papers made before that proclama-
tion was issued, I am a citizen of the United
States, with all the rights and privileges that

any citizen has. You are especially enjoined

by that proclamation to see that I and all my
race are protected in our legal rights, are you
not?"

"Yes," replied the officer, who saw that he
was cornered.

"Then I request that you leave my property

untouched, for otherwise I shall call upon the

President of the United States to know wheth-
er or not this proclamation is more than an
empty form."
The agent and his escort went back to

Vicksburg. Montgomery at once addressed a

letter to the commanding ofticer at Vicksburg,

setting forth that he was a free man of color,

the legal owner of certain plantations, which
were specified by name; that an ofiicer of the

United States had called upon him and endeav-
ored to deprive him of his property without
due process of law, and he demanded of the

commanding ofticer his protection and that of

the United States. Still, the spoil was too

rich to be relinquished by the treasury agents
without a fight, and, in despair, Montgomery
decided upon a great stroke. He called upon
the Federal commander at Vicksburg and asked
that a lieutenant and guard be put in charge
at Brierfield for ten days' time, and also for

leave of travel on a government boat
for Cincinnati. He had resolved to visit

ington, see President Lincoln, and lay tb
before him personally. He chanced to

Judge Holt, then judge advocate of the ;

When he arrived in Washington, he at

went to see him, and asked to be taken 1

President.

"I'm a free man, now. Judge," he
"You have known me for many years. I

you to take me to Mr. Lincoln and tel

what my character is, for I have impo
business with him."

Judge Holt went with Montgomery t(

Lincoln.

"Mr. President," he said, "this is

Montgomery, who, for thirty years, has
the private secretary of Jefferson Davis.

"Private secretary?" queried Mr. Lin
' 'Yes, " said Judge Holt,

•

' that is what I

He is an honest man, and what he says is

He wishes to see you on important busi

and I will leave you and him to transact it

and Judge Holt left them alone.

"Well, what can I do for you, my frie:

asked Mr. Lincoln, after the judge had j

Montgomery related what had occu
"Mr. Davis has been very kind to me,
went on. "and I did this as much to help

as to help myself. This war is nearly ovi

believe that your people will succeed. \

you will do with Master Jeff, I do not ki

but I am going to do my best to keep
and children from starving."

Mr. Lincoln was deeply moved. "Do
mean to tell me," he asked, "that you
been Mr. Davis's private secretary all t

years?"
"I do not know what you would call it

President," the negro replied, "but for tl

years I have written his business letters, loc

after the affairs of the plantation, carried!;

sums of money to New Orleans and to Cir

nati for him, and have had his fullest c

dence in every way. In all his life he

never spoken to me an unkind word."
"Do you know of any other such

yours, ilontgomery?" asked the President

he rose and paced the floor.

"No, sir, I do not," was the reply;

doubtless, there are such cases. Now. r.

President, what I want you to do is this I

want you to give me a writing directing Jl

military and civil ofiicers to protect me in

possession of my property."

The President sat at his desk, and then

there wrote an order which enjoined upoB

military, naval and civil officers the proteci

of Benjamin Montgomery, the owner of tl

plantations that were named, and directedt

he be given any assistance he might requir

furtherance of these orders. It was sigE

"Abraham Lincoln." This was about Big

Month 1, 1863.

Montgomery went home and at onceshoi

his letter to the commander at Vicksbi

who issued orders that he should be protec

in the possession of his property. The Pr

dent directed the secretary of the treasurj

instruct his agents to let Montgomery ale

and he was not disturbed. After the wai

went quietly ahead with his business,

saved some money, and kept the hands p«
well together, though they were few. Dm
the years of reconstruction, Montgomery w
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jih his cotton-growing, and attended close-

] business. His credit in Vicksburg and

(Orleans was equal to that of any planter

1) country; his orders for supplies were

•|ptly filled, and his payments were made

h promised time.

1882, Montgomery felt that he was get-

1;oo old to manage properly the business

e estates. So a friendly suit of fore-

re was brought, and the great estate,

h Davis having been dead some years, re-

d to Jefferson Davis. He and Montgom-
;ettled their accounts, and Montgomery,

[jthat settlement, which assured him some
(undred thousand dollars, w^as the richest

yd man in Mississippi. Two years there-

i he died, and no man, white or black,

ij have been more sincerely mourned,

omery's funeral was attended by Jetfer-

and by all the prominent planters

] twenty or thirty miles. In an address

|; grave, Jefferson Davis said : "I have

my life many true and faithful friends,

more faithful than was he whom this

e have laid at rest."—/i?//«s i^- Wilson

'uccess."

jl to Know the Way Only by Walking

I in It.

he law of the Lord is perfect, converting

)ul; the testimony of the Lord is sure,

lig wise the simple" (Ps. xix: 7).

1 3 following anecdote taken from the

ttiaii Herald seems an apt illustration of

libove testimony of the Psalmist, who
i to have been sensible of a higher law

ilthat given by Moses. T. H. W.
don't like the idea of your going about

hing, " said the squire to a Cornish mil-

I'ho was a Methodist local preacher,

don't preach, sir."

ut you conduct the service, and go into

mlpit, and take a text and explain it.

limust know you are very ignorant. I

n you to consider whether a man ought
tlso few advantages as you have, to take

D( himself the responsibility to teach oth-

!J Suppose you made a mistake."
iW, sir, I've thought of that. I do pray

(ivery day to guide me by his Holy Spirit.'

]b squire explained that university train-

; laa necessary for preachers who would
others.

quire," said the miller, looking at the

"is that the map of your estate":!"

rj) squire assented.

s'pose you do know that map pretty well,

'ee? Every road, and every pathway,
Ivery water way'?"
'

es, yes."

/ell, squire, do you remember the other

^on was down to the mill and you asked
Mary to show you the pathway through
Dds? I've been thinken 'tes like this

You knowed the road 'pon the map. If

isked li'l Mary 'a was called 'pon the

mind—she wouldn't been able t' tell

But li'l Mary showed you the way up
gh the woods. You knowed the way up-

lap, but li'l Mary knowed the way
1 liken' in et, and if I don't know the way
ii|:he map so well as some people, bless the

I do know the way to heaven by walken

The Comntky Boy's Oppoktunities.— In

the country, boys dream of the city and its

great opportunities. They see, in their minds,

enormous stores, vast libraries and reading

rooms, great opportunities for self-improve-

ment; excellent day schools and night schools.

Young Men's (Christian Associations, evening

universities, and other institutions where seek-

ers after knowledge may satisfy their long-

ings. In other words, to the country boy,

the great city is a sea of opportunities.

On the other hand, the city-bred boy, who
has breathed this air of opportunity from
childhood, who has passed libraries and read-

ing rooms so many times that their familiarity

and commonness have taken the edge of his

mental appetite for their contents, longs for

the free air and wider space of the country.

If a country boy is made of the right stuff,

instead of dreaming of great opportunity in the

city, and longing for access to better libraries

and lareer schools, he will try to redeem him-

self from the meagrenesa and narrowing in-

fluences of his surroundings. Every book will

be to him a precious luxury, an opportunity

to open a little wider the door of his narrow
life. If he is determined to get on in the

world, the things that seem to hold him back

will be converted into stepping stones to

higher levels. Like Lincoln, Garfield, Grant,

Greeley, Burritt, and the long list of our coun-

try's great men who had to struggle against

far greater odds, without the advantages of

the country boy of to-day, he will prove him-

self greater than his limitations.

—

Success.

Items Concerning the Society.

Recent Letter.—Living, as I do, in the midst

of a people where the spirit that leads away from
Quakerism (far away, I might say), so much pre-

vails, I am often filled with sorrow and surprise,

to see those in the older walks of life taken up
with things that are so utterly at variance with

the principles of Friends. Those who have been

raised up to know what those principles and prac-

tices are, yet seem to know it not, but still

think they are Friends. With sincere desires that

the (Friend) paper may still uphold the standard of

purity and truth in its pages, and that the editor

may be strengthened to perform his duties honest-

ly and fearlessly, I remain

Thy friend, H. B. H.

Records of the Kingwood Monthly Meeting
OF Friends, Hunterdon County, New Jersey; com-
piled from the Minutes and other Manuscripts, be-

ginning in 1744. By James W. Moore. Fleming-

ton, N. J. H. E. Deats, 1900. (Price by mail,

.$1.2.5).

The region about Quakertown, New Jersey, was
settled by Friends at an early date, some families

appearing to be there about the year 1726. The
Friends who were early settlers were members of

Chesterfield Monthly Meeting, of Burlington Co.

In the minutes of that meeting under date of

Tenth Month 4th, 1729, the following is found :

"Thomas Williams, Samuel Schooley and others

made application to this meeting, that, whereas,

their settlement being remote from Friends, they

request Friends' approbation and consent to meet
together at one of their houses every First-day of

the week to worship God; whereupon this meeting,

well knowing the advantage the people of God
have in meeting together in his name, approve of

their so doing until there be an established meet-

ing over them, or until Friends see some incon-

veniency in their so doing." This is supposed to

be the authority for the establishing of the Beth-

lehem Monthly Meeting, which afterwards became
the Kingwood Meeting, the name of the township
having been changed to the latter.

It is believed no better history of Kingwood
Meeting can be written than that which is con-
tained in the Minutes. These are quoted at large
in the carefully compiled volume before us, and
in their quaint language tell the story. "These
records are interesting to thousands of persons
scattered over the United States, in whose veins
some of this ancient blood is coursing. Names are
found here which have taken a permanent place in

the Nation's history ; others once prominent have
disappeared from this part of the country, are en-

tirely unknown where originally they were a power,
but have reappeared in other parts of the country;
others again sound strangely and are generally
unknown. These records and the minutes repre-

sent the every-day life of a sturdy race; there is

a vein of sadness running through tbem and a pu-
ritanic idea of life which opens up to us the men-
tal frame of those of our ancestors who came to

this country to escape religious persecution."

A long list of Friends' marriages, with witness-

es in cases where copies of certificates have been
preserved; also of Births and Burials, is followed
by copies of several goodly Memorials, Friends'

Sufferings for War Taxes. Manumissions of Slaves,

and Certificates of Removals.
Accompanying this volume of Kingwool Rec-

ords, we have received from the same publisher

H. E. Deats, the number of Tke .krscyman for

Fifth Month, 1902, containing

A Genealogy of the Taylor Family, of Mon-
mouth County. By the late Asher Taylor of Mid-

dletown and Jersey City, and a continued portion

of an account of William Bowne, and his De-
.scendants in America. By M. K. Reading, M. D.,

Aden, Virginia.

Notes From Others.

Chang Chih Tung on Opium.—Chang Chih Tung,
recently appointed the Chinese Imperial High Com-
missioner of Trade, says in his book, "China's Only
Hope," in a chapter entitled "Cast out the Poison:"

"Opium has appeared with frightful rapidity and
heart-rending results through the provinces. Mil-

lions upon millions have been struck down by th«

plague. To-day it is running like wildfire. In its

swift, deadly course it is spreading devastation

everywhere, wrecking the minds and eating away
the strength and wealth of its victims. . . . Unless

something is soon done to arrest this awful scourge

in its devastating march, the Chinese people will

be transformed into satyrs and devils! This is the

present coidition of our country."

"What grand results would follow if each house-

hold, each village, each institution of learning in

the Empire would discountenance the use of opium.

Then would the winter of our distress be made
glorious summer by the coming of better times for

China. ... In all her history China has never been

placed in such frightful circumstances. From
these we might be delivered if Confucius and Men-
cius could live again to teach the Chinese a proper

sense of shame, and inaugurate a better condition

of things for our country, now under the influence

of this awful curse."

In the same proportion that a street brawl fig-

ures more largely in public print than a Hague
peace conference, so a threatened labor trouble set-

tled by arbitration makes less "news" than a strike

among a band if bootblacks. It is for this reason

that comparatively little space has been given to

the fact that a long and disastrous teamsters' strike

in Chicago has been ended by arbitration, and that

a similar difficulty among the street-car men of

Richmond, Virginia, had been averted by the same

means. Neither has public attention been called

in any considerable degree to t'le much greater
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and far more significant and momentouH fact that

on the 1st ult. the arbitration tribunal organized

by The Hague peace conference holds its first for-

mal session at Brussels to adjulicate the dispute

referred to it by the governments of the United

States and Mexico over what is known as the Pius

Fund Claims. The two men selected as arbitrators

in this particular case for the United States are

Sir Edward Fry, formerly chief justice of the Court

of Appeals of England, but now retired from the

Bench, and F. de Martens, of Russia, the well-

known international law writer; Mexico named

Pagans Guainas Cheill, a judge of the Court of Cas-

sation of Italy, and Savornin Lohman, a judge of

the highest court in Holland. These four men will

name a fifth to complete the number constituting

the tribunal. The assembling of this court may be

well and justly regarded as one of the greatest and

most epoch-making events in modern history, the

turning over of a new leaf in the annals of our

race.

—

Lcdic's Weekly.

The Way to Disarm—A few years ago it was

the Czar of Russia who dreamed the dream of Eu-

ropean disarmament. Now it is the king of Italy.

And again Germany, with her splendid military

blade of tempered steel which she thinks no other

Power can match, puts a veto on the project.

If we wait for all the nations of Europe to agree

to disarm it is not likely that this generation will

ever see the scheme carried out. There will always

be a' least one country that will think its interest

lies in keeping continually in training. But why
si^ould those nations whose backs are breaking

under the weight of useless fleets and regiments

wait for relief until the Powers that like such loads

agree to join them in taking them off ? Why
should not Italy, for instance, do her own disarm-

ing without asking Germany's permission ?

Suppose the Italian government should say:

"We are going to stop loading our people with

taxes for an army and navy that have never fought

a civilized enemy since Italy got her natural fron-

tiers thirty-six years ago, and are never likely to

fight another. We are going to turn a quarterof

a million young men from idleness to productive

industry. We are going to organize a national mi-

litia system on the Swiss model, that will give us

a million riflemen for home defense at less than

half the cost of a quarter the number of regular

soldiers. We are going to mind our own business,

and leave international high politics to those who
can afford the luxury."

Would the sky fall if that were done ? Would

France invade Italy for the mere pleasure of get-

ting into trouble, with Germany glowering over

her own frontiers? Would Austria, with the pres-

ent dominions of the Hapsburgs crumbling to pie-

ces under their eyes ? Would Switzerland ? Would

San Marino ? These are the only neighbors Italy

has.

The Power that first disarms will have such an

accession of genuine national strength that the

others in mere self-defense will have to follow its

example. But some one Power will have to have

the courage to take the lead. To wait for all to

act at once is to wait forever.

—

Sat. Evening Post.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—On the 23rd ult., President Roosevelt

submitted to a surgical operation in Indianapolis, for the

removal of an abscess in bis left leg above the ankle,

which had been formed as a result of the bruises re-

ceived in the collision with a trolley car near Pittsfield,

Mass. By the advice of his physicians he returned at

once to Washington, where he was enjoined to remain at

rest for several days. On the 28th another opening

made in the abscess.

The President in his late journey has spoken in regard

to Cuba as follows :
" We urge reciprocity because it

'

for our interests to control the Cuban market, because

we are bound to place the Cubans on a peculiar standing

economically when they consent in our interests, as well

as their own, to assume a peculiar status internationally,

and because it is fitting for a great and generous re-

public to stretch out a helping hand toward her feebler

sister, just starting to tread the path of independence.

The case stands by itself, and there can be no other like

it. Porto Rico, Hawaii and the Philippines have relations

of varying intimacy to us ; and they have either been

admitted within our economic system or have been given

some of the benefits thereof."

In regard to the tariff he has proclaimed that it ought

to be revised so that provisions which foster monopoly or

that work injustice to the people should be removed.

The President of the Armenian National Union, com-

posed of 20,000 Armenians in this country, has written a

letter to Secretary of State John Hay, requesting his in-

tervention with the European Powers in behalf of the

Armenians in Turkey, who he says have suffered longer

and more severely under the Turkish yoke than the Jews

in Roumania and also that " The Christian Powers of Eu-

rope in the Berlin treaty declared that under their charge

Turkey would reform Armenia and afford the Armenians

protection from the Kurds and other tribes."

The sheriffs of Lackawanna County and other counties

in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania have asked that

troops should be sent to their assistance in preserving

order, which requests have been complied with, and prac-

tically the whole of that region is now under military sur-

veillance. Disorders of a more or less serious nature

have been reported from various parts of the strike re-

gion, teveral thousand men have left the neighborhood

of the mines to seek employment in bituminous coal fields

in the West and elsewhere. The Reading R. R. Co., it is

said, has now four of its largest collieries in operation.

The pension system has cost the Government $2,992,-

509,019, according to the report of Eugene S. Ware, Com-

missioner of Pensions, in his annual report, e.xclusive of

the establishment of soldiers' homes. The pension dis-

bursements from Seventh Month 1, 1790, to Sixth Month

30th, 1865, $96,445,444. The total number of pensioners

Seventh Month 1st, 1902 was 999,446.

A company has been formed to make use of the water

power of the Potomac river in generating electric light

for Washington city and also motive power.

The Commissioner of Immigration in his annual report

states that immigration in this country is steadily increas-

ing, and urges that the laws governing it should be made
more stringent in order to stop the incoming of undesira-

ble classes.

The announcement is made that a corporation has

been formed with a capital of $200,000,000, which will

include six of the largest ocean steamship lines of the

world, aggregating 118 vessels and 881,550 tonnage. The

lines to be merged are the American, Red Star, Interna-

tional, Dominion, Atlantic Transport and Leyland.

A suit has been brought by certain citizens of Massa-

chusetts in the Supreme Court of that State, asking that

a receiver be appointed for the six coal carrying and

mining companies and for the Philadelphia and Reading

Coal and Iron Company and the Pennsylvania Coal Com-

pany. The proceedings take the form of a bill in equity

asking for a receivership, in order that the Court may ap-

point such persons as it may select to carry on the busi-

ness of mining and supplying coal to the public, which the

operators are not doing.

There were 442 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 86 more than the pre-

vious week and 57 more than the corresponding week of

1901. Of the foregoing 197 were males and 225 females:

43 died of consumption of the lungs ; 38 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 6 of diphtheria:

18 of cancer ; 17 of apoplexy and 10 of typhoid fever, and

1 of scarlet fever.

Foreign.— The appeal of the United States to the

Powers on behalf of the Jews in Roumania has been fa-

vorably received in England, and has elicited much com-

ment on the continent of Europe. It is expected that ul-

timately its effect wlil be to ameliorate the condition of

the Jews in Roumania, although the immediate effect of

the appeal appears to have been to cause the Government
of that country to discontinue the issuing of passports

for Jews to this country, which is regarded by them as an

additional hardship.

Statistics recently issued by the British Board of Trade

show that during the last year not a single passenger

has been killed by a railroad accident in Great Britain or

Ireland. This is the first time since railroads were es-

tablished in Great Britain that no fatal accident to a pas-

senger has occurred during a year. Moreover the num-
ber of railroad employees who were killed and wounded
during the last year was much less than during the pre-

ceding years.

The Russian forces are evacuating Manchuria, and have

turned over the railroad to China.

An alarming increase in the price of meat in Germany
has brought forth numerous appeals from municipal and

other bodies for the suspension of the stringent rules

prohibiting the importation of live cattle into thek
from abroad.

A report has recently been made by a commis
pointed in England upon industrial conditions

country, in which it is stated that " the influence!

unionism is not nearly so strong nor so aggressiv

United States as in Great Britain. A recent repor

New York Department of Labor shows that while i

Britain at a recent date there were 1,905,000 tr

ionists, there were only 1,600,000 in the United

and Canada for about twice the population. The
absolute freedom of labor has been the chief inst

whereby it has won such conquests in the field o:

trial economy during the last quarter of a c

all countries industrial processes have been greatly

ened during that period, but in America the ches

appears to have been carried farther than anywhe
Wages, in short, are generally so good, and the m<

their futures so much in their own hands, that thi

every encouragement to do the best they can, b

their employers and for themselves."

A despatch from Winnipeg of the 27th ult says

Government has taken steps to rescue the Dot

Colony, around Y'orktown, from the consequences i

belief that it is a sin to hold cattle or any beast of

to assist in their labor, in pursuance of which thi

abandoned their live stock. The Government agen

seized all the cattle, sheep and horses, which were

at large by their owners, and the live stock will

at auction, and the proceeds used to provide

Doukhobors during the winter."

The failure to obtain anthracite coal has it i

given a great impetus in Canada to the manufaci

fuel from peat. It is stated that the whole ques

making the inexhaustible beds of bog commercia

uable lies in the drying process, and that the pers

will invent a machine to extract the moisture froD

peat will not only make money, but be a public bene

Hundreds of thousands of dollars are being expendi

stated, in experiments intended to perfect the

machinery.

A heavy earthquake shock was felt at Guayaquil 1*
dor on the 22nd ult. On the same day another e:itia

occurred of the volcano La Soufriere on the islam IS.

Vincent. It is stated as a strange fact that St. in
lying between St. Vincent and Martinique, and onlloib

miles from the seat of the recent volcanic distnr tea

has experienced no tremors during eruptions, and c 'it;

faintest sounds were heard on the occasion, while ( ::

earth rumblings and loud detonations have been

enced so far as St. Kitts, to the north, and Trini

:

the south, both about 100 miles distant.

On the 23d an earthquake shock was felt in the jre;

Mexico and in other towns and cities eastward to tlM
of Mexico.

Mount Etna shows further signs of activity a tk

volcano of Stromboli is still active.

NOTICES.

Barthinius L. Wick has been appointed agent f Ta
Friend, in the place of Lars B. Wick, deceased, i

Address, Magnus Block, Cedar Rapids, Ia.i'

Meeting at Lansdowne.—A Meeting for Worsl

pointed by Chester Monthly Meeting, will he held

Meeting-house at Lansdowne on the evening of

Month 16th, 1902, at 8 o'clock.

Westtown Boarding School. — For convenie

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., ar

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reqi

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents eac

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West CI

Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, S

Westtown Boarding School. — Application i

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

to instruction and discipline should be addressed t'

Wm. F. Wickersham, Princ

Payments on account of board and tuition, an(

munications in regard to business should be forwai

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester C

The Caln Quarter Scb-Committee of the con

of the Y'early Meeting, propose holding a meet!

worship on next First-day, the fifth of Tenth Mont

p. M., in the I. P. H. Mission Building in Coat

Those professing with Friends are desired to be p

and all others who are drawn to attend are welcon
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(our present age, Light within', a Law
i, Spirit within, Christ ivithin, is the

Bg of some, and little regarded by many;

>hether they know it or not, I must

,hem they scoff and slight the Chicf-

veasnre, that ever the soul of any man
ijossessed of; they slight the Talent that

ijath given to every man to improve, in

E|to our rising from our fall, and return-

|i our native country, to live under the

[jnment of the Eternal Spirit. Whosoever

?lriout Spirit and Light wunm^is without

ill the world. Take away this Treasure,

!e shall have nothing in us that is good;

iiall be left quite graceless! Hugh Tur-

ibrounds of a Holy Life, 1772.

ie That Labor, or Employ Labor, "Come

Unto Me."

\- rights of labor that overthrow or for-

le right to labor, forfeit their right to

sime. Any rights of capital that oppress

jfireling in his wages, do the same. Any

B.*ho for no higher principle than personal

^deliberately shut off from the people the

rith that God has stored up for the homes

IjVes of their countrymen, stand as ene-

^0 their kind. This despotism, held over

riwhether by peasant or by prince, is

oj;bt by the root of all evil, and is of the

)iii)d offspring whence wars and fightings

t|rth come. It may for seasons be quelled

|ie self-interest from which it sprang.

itits radical remedy can never be realized,

«in the grace of Christ operating in the

BIS of men. In the present distress, would

j|the counsels of men would give way to

1 Writ, that Christ might be both operator

d|iperative.

I;oMPLETE Instruments. Sometimes a

ipf rock is valued for the five per cent of

lijwhich it contains, rather than cast away

cjise it is not wholly gold. There are a

cies which, without declaring the whole coun-

sel of (Jod, yet do good in part. For that por-

tion of good, we forbid them not; while yet

we could desire of them much more, and deep-

er. Even if they simply furnished to young

men coming to cities, moral substitutes for

worse places, they would justify their exist-

ence and we could bid them God speed, to that

extent.

It should be observed that our contributor

under the title "Religion without I'iety," does

not impeach the Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation, or the student movement, so far as

they go in the truth; but rather the inade-

quate popular religion of various churches

which are their feeders in membership and in-

struction. The Young Men's religious asso-

ciations are represented as an index of the

lowered religious standard of churches.

Many other articles appear in religious

papers of the day, and many sermons from

pulpits, deploring this same lowered standard

of spirituality, as attributable to the mam-

mon god of the present day, to militarism, to

intellectual criticism of spirituals, and to the

mind of the flesh craving its way against the

mind of the Spirit; also they are deploring the

dearth of the ministry, and of candidates for

the ministry, and discovering a loud call for

a ministry on the prophetic basis to be re-

asserted. So our contributor is re-echo-

ing a harmonious religious concern shared by

the deeply feeling heralds of truth in many

denominations, and by some prominent mana-

gers of those associations themselves.

As regards the devoted pioneer of the Stu-

dent movement, what he generally held forth

we do not know. But we have had some oc-

casion to sympathize with the student mind,

and in dealing with it to appreciate the wisdom

of the Saviour, who acknowledged that there

were states and conditions before whom his

teaching must for a time be left short of its

true fulness. "I have yet many things to say

unto you," said he, "but ye cannot hear them

now."

The exercise of our friend serves as a call

upon us and all adherents of the religion of the

cross (whereby the true Christians are cruci-

fied unto the world, and the world unto them)

now to be found daily standard bearers of the

same, holding forth the word of truth in the

midst of a crooked and perverse nation; among

whom such shine as lights in the world, and

will signally do so, when, on the enemy com-^

ing in as a Hood, "the spirit of the Lord shall

lift up a standard against him."

MOTIVE COUNTS WITH GOD.

He ca.st hi.s net at morn where fishers toiled,

At even he drew it empty to the shore;

He took the diver's plunge into the sea.

But thence within his hand no pearl he bore.

He ran a race but never reached the goal;

He sped an arrow, but he missed his aim.

And slept at last beneath a simple stone

With no achievements carved about his name.

Men called it failure, but for my own part.

I dare not use the word; for what if heaven

Shall question ere its judgment shall be read,

Not, "Hast thou won?" but only "Hast thou

striven?" - Selected.

Thoughts a.nd Actions.— Our thoughts are

a more true measure of ourselves than our ac-

tions are. They are not under the control of

human respect. It is not easy for them to be

ashamed of themselves. They have no wit-

nesses but God. They are not iiounu to keep

wittiin certain limits or observe certain pro-

prieties. Religious motives alone can claim

iurisdiction over them. The struggle which

so often ensues within us before we can bring

ourselves to do our duty goes on entirely with-

in our thoughts. It is our own secret, and

men cannot put us to the blush because of it.

The contradiction which too often exists be-

tween our outward actions and our inward in-

tentions is to be detected only in the realm of

our thoughts, whither none but God can pen-

etrate, except by guesses, which are not the

less oft'ences against charity because they

happen to be correct. In like manner as an

impulse will sometimes show more of our real

character than what we do after deliberation,

our first thoughts will often reveal to us faults

of disposition which outward restraints will

hinder us from issuing in action. Actions

have their external hindrances, while our

thoughts better disclose to us our possibili-

ties of good and evil.

Of course there is a most true sense in

which the conscientious effort to cure a fault

is a better indication of our character than

the fault we have not yet succeeded in cur-

ing. Nevertheless we may die. at any mo-

ment; and when we die, we die ES we are.

Thus our thoughts tell us, better than our ac-

tions can do, what we shall be like the mo-

ment after death. Lastly, it is in the world

of thought that we must often meet with

God, walking as in the shades of ancient

Eden. It is there we hear his whispers. It

is there we perceive the fragrance of his re-

cent presence. It is thence that the first vi-

brations of grace proceed.—F. IF. Faber.
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The Divinely Qualified Man.

[Though we might have taken liberties

with some words, we prefer to give from the

Presbyterian in its own language a sample of

many cries which are freshly arising through-

out the religious press, combining to say, "If

by the hspirit we live, by the Spirit let us also

walk."— Ed.]

The man who has a mission and who executes

it, is the man whom God qualifies for it. He
is not self-sent, nor self-developed. He is the

prophet of a Divine call and a Divine endue-

ment. . . .

The Church up to the present day has ad-

vanced and developed in proportion as her

ministers and her members have been pos-

sessed of a Divine qualification for their ardu-

ous duties and responsibilities, and have man-
ifested it in all the walks of life and under all

the leadings of Providence.

Nor is the inspired man a thing of the past.

(Jod is still putting his Holy Spirit into human
hearts and lives for individual and public ben-

efit. It is his function to endow, to quicken

and direct. It is our privilege to be divinely

qualified for our life-callings. Unless we are

called and energized from on high, we are of

little account in God's kingdom, and our work
becomes evanescent and futile. We are to

ask wisdom as well as grace at his hands. He
is willing and able to bestow upon us what-
ever we lack. His Holy Spirit is a free con-

ferment, and he is more willing to grant it to

those who ask him for it than earthly parents

are to give good gifts unto their children. He
who has asked and received it not, has asked
amiss--not in the right way nor to the right

intent.

Not only in Church work but in every day
affairs and pursuits is the Divinely qualified

man needed, (jod has a place and a service

for one and all. The Spirit's inspiration ex-

tends to all relations and activities. He must
give the ready and skilful execution. He
must be prompt to action, and must illumi-

nate and sustain in every sphere of service.

He must cause the pen as well as the voice

to fulfill its true purpose. He must put the

stirring motive into the soul and the quicken-
ing energy into the deed. He must inspire

the parent in the home, the laborer in the
field, the letter-writer in his effort, the reader
in his reading, the merchant in his traffic, the
physician in his healing, and the attorney in

his counsel and pleading as well as the minis-

ter in his study and preaching, the missionary
in his distant and difficult ministrations, or the

benefactor in his errands of love and mercy.
He of one talent as well as he of many talents

requires the Divine qualification to the ade-
quate and complete exercise and improvement
of what is conferred upon him for use where
God directs. Thus does life assume a new
meaning and all relations take on special sa-

credness. A fresh courage rises with every
difficulty and a mastering purpose presses on
to realization. God is ever present to the
mind, and everything is done as in his sight,

under his direction and with his benediction.

Revekence fok Life. —If we may say that
we have lost what we never had, then the
Gentile world has lost that reverence for life

which has long found a place, and still finds,

in the Jewish economy. The time is when

men will take their gun and go killing game
for pleasure. Do they know what they do?
What laws they disregard, what sacred pre-

cincts they invade, what right they destroy?

It was an old English usage to consider a

butcher disqualified to act on a jury in cases

of murder, because his senses were blunted by

reason of his calling in the matter of shedding
of blood; whereas the next best educated man
among the Jews to-day is the man who kills

the animals for food for the Jewish communi-
ty. Before taking the life of the animal, he
engages in prayer and thanks God that he is

privileged to take a life which is not his by
right, for the supply of food for his patrons.

Suppose we go in search of devout prayer
amongst the men who slay our food animals;
we might travel far and find little; and an-

other thing you will not find—that is a true

Jew as a sportsman. He has been taught a

reverence for life which others lack, and this

is to his praise. H. T. Miller.
Beamsville, Ont.

The White House in 1800.

The renovation of the White House at Wash-
ington, and its restoration according to plans
selected by Washington himself, recall the
early days of the first building.

Washington, it will be remembered never
lived in it, although he officiated at the lay-

ing of the corner stone, and went all through
the house a few weeks before his death.

The wife of John Adams, therefore, was the

first lady of the White House. In a letter to

her daughter, in the autumn of 1800, she gives

her impressions of the "castle." At a centu-
ry's distance tne letter makes very amusing
reading, but as a matter of fact, the White
House could hardly have worn a very welcom-
ing aspect to its first mistress.

"The house is upon a grand and superb
scale." she writes, "requiring about thirty

servants. To assist us in this great castle,

and render less attendance necessary, bells are
wholly wanting, not one single one being hung
through the whole house, and promises are all

you can obtain. This is so great an incon-

venience that J do not know what or how to

do. The ladies in Georgetown and in the city

have, many of them, visited me. Yesterday
I returned fifteen visits; but such a place as

Georgetown appears! Why, our Milton is

beautiful—but no comparisons. If they will

put me up some bells and let me have wood
enough to keep fires, I design to be pleased.

I could content myself anywhere for three
months; but surrounded by forests, would you
believe that wood is not to be had because
people cannot be found to cut and cart it?

"You must keep all this to yourself, and
when asked how I like it, say that I write you
that the situation is beautiful, which is true.

The house is made habitable, but there is not
a single apartment finished. We have not the
least fence, yard or other convenience with-
out, and the great unfinished audience room I

made a drying-room of, to hang up clothes in.

"The vessel which had my clothes and other
materials has not arrived. The ladies are im-
patient for a drawing room. I have no look-
ing glasses but dwarfs in the house; not a
twentieth part lamps enough to light it. Many
things were stolen, many broken by the remov-
al. Among the number, my tea china is

more than half missing. Georgetown '

nothing."

One would think such a condition of

sufficient excuse fcrr the postponement t

pitalities, but such was the executive

of the hostess that a great "levee" Wi

on New Year's day, ISOl.

—

Late Faper.

The Future of War.

Jean de Bloch, who died early in 190

a Polish banker of first importance, a

whom the Russian government turned

vice and help in its financial operationE

was a man of thought, and therefore s

the social and economic conditions whicl

it necessary for governments to raisi

sums of money. His studies led him
conclusion that the maintenance of great

ing armies is at the root of the matte

that in the natural progress of events

armies will bring about their own destru

His argument is that the immense imj

ment in the implements and methods o:

fare, the withdrawal of a constantly g
element of the population from product)

bor, and the ruinous drain upon national

ces for equipping an armament and
"up-to-date," will make it impossible!

civilized nations to continue the present

tary system.

It is not a sentimental argument, bi;

conclusion of a hard-headed man of

His book is such a storehouse of well-arri

facts that the Russian experts command ^
the Tzar to examine it, advised the studj f^

by every staff officer.

Bloch's last work was to begin the orgij

tion of a "Waiai.d Peace Institution" a|

cerne, a museum which, by means of pic't

models, charts, and other legitimate de!

should exhibit the complete horrors of:

His large minded plan was to open simil:

stitutions in all the great centres of travf

population.

Although there is no novelty in Bloch's

ory that the war system must break do\

its own weight, yet it is so powerfully

sented that the volume containing a sumnf
of his argument will have a wide circuino,

and will exert a great inffuence upon po lar

opinion.

—

Late Paper.

The Goal of this World.

Who has not felt the workings of a rilry

within him, between the power of conso'ice

and the power of temptation? Who doeiwt

remember those seasons of retirement, 'Hi

the calculations of eternity had gotten aio-

mentary command over his heart, and tie.

wiih all its interests and all- its vexations a3

dwindled into insignificancy before them? od

who does not remember, how, upon his ac.al

engagements with the oh.iects of time the 'e-

sumed a control, as great and as omnipoiit,

as if all the importance of eternity adhed

to them, how they emitted from them sucio

impression upon his feelings, as to fix and i-

cinate the whole man into a subserviencto

their influence— how, in spite of every len

of their worthlessness, brought home to B

at every turn by the rapidity of tne seans

and the vicissitudes of life, and the even f-

iiig progress of his own earthly career, id

the visible ravages of death among hisc-

quaintances around him, and the desolaticflL
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joiily, and the constant breaking up of

j'stem of friendships and the affecting

cicle of all that lives and is in motion

f-ing and hastening to the grave; and

fjomes it, that in the face of all this ex-

ijice, the whole elevation of purpose, con-

}\ in the hour of his better understanding,

ill be dissipated and forgotten? Whence
[light, and whence the mystery of that

|| which so binds and so infatuates us to

or!d? What prompts us so to embark

nole strength of our eagerness and of our

lis, in pursuit of interests which W3 know
ijlittle years will bring to utter annihila-

i!
Who is it that throws such an air of

^ty over these earthly tabernacles as

d, him look to the fascinated eye of man,

'esting places for eternity? Who is it

ictures out the objects of sense, and so

fies the range of their future enjoyment,

3 dazzles the fond and deceived imagin-

that in looking onward through our

career, it appears like the vista, or

ctive of innumerable ages? He who is

the God of this world. He who can

Sithe idleness of its waking dreams in the

(if reality. He who can pour a seducing

ncy over the panorama of its fleeting

1 res and its vain anticipations.

this wondrous contest will come to a

-Thomas Chalmers.

A Narrative.

BY LADY SOMERSET.

;ias in one of the mining centres of the

Ei of Wales one warm autumn evening,

ilaltry air scarcely stiri-vM the coal dust

lithe side-walk. On the market square

ija tent in which services were being held

ii miners. The colliers had eaten their

is and were about to gather for their

leeting that was to take place in that

J;own.

(Ilowed them down the street and watched

I|i3 they turned into the tent, small stunt-

i|q who had worked under ground from

liyouth. On many were the signs that

Oust was doing the terrible work which

r ns the lives of those who labor in the

ijg before the hour at which the meeting

I begin the tent was full. The same men
It in the same places every night and the

m coming in rather late had filled the

ujnear the door. Some had shawls drawn
eir heads and babies in their arms. As
up to the platform I could not helo look-

wn the rows to see whether a man who
t missed a night was in his usual place,

jsoon saw him.

.^through the meeting I watched him dur-

1J3
singing of the beautiful Welsh hymns
cadences seem to rise and fall like the

of a summer sea. l>y and by when
eacher began I saw that the man had
his face into his hands, in the same
had sat night after nisht, the attitude

Ifcair. Perfectly still he sat until the au-

began to disperse, then with lagging

e left the tent.

t!as very late before all dispersed who
3|' to have a personal word with the speak-
it.he workers.

i as with almost a sigh of relief that I

came out of the close air of the tent. The
stars were shining very brightly and I had al-

most reached the door of my lodging when
something impelled me to turn to a knot of

men who were standing round and ask if they

knew where the man lodged who sat every

night in the corner of the tent. They told

me he was a stranger and lived in a lodging

house at the other end of the town. Again 1

felt I should like to forget the man and go to

rest, and again the same feeling pressed me
that I must see him that night. 1 asked my
companion if she would mind walking with me
and we set out along the grimy streets until

we reached the house indicated. I knocked
at the door and the landlady told me the man
I sought was in the kitchen, and there, with his

head buried in his hands which rested on the

dresser, I found him. He did not move as I

entered and when I spoke to him he did not

look up. I asked him how it was that night

after night he seemed weighed down with

grief and to get so little comfort from the

meetings he attended so persistently?

At last without raising his head he said:

"How could I be comforted? I am one for

whom there is no hope. I knew it all, all that

was said there long ago. I taught Sunday-

school, I have had a happy home, I left it all.

My wife does not know where I am. I for-

sook her and the children. Some devil pur-

sued me and hunted me down and will drive

me down to hell." There is no moment
more awful than to be face to face with

the agony of a human soul, and I could

only feel with the Breton Mariners who utter

the prayer. "Help me my God, for Thy ocean

is so wide and my boat is so small;" and

yet I knew that in that supreme hour there

was the hope to which that drowning soul

could cling and be drawn in safety to the rock

of ages.

"Do you remember," I said after a pause,

that when Peter had denied his Lord he shrank

away from his presence, and yet do you rec-

ollect that when Christ gave the message of

his resurrection he said, "Go tell the disci-

ples and Peter—Peter who had denied Him,

Peter who in spite of his boast had failed, who
was unfaithful in the time of bitterest trial-

single him out and tell him I care for him, I

love him, I died for him." Little by little

the man breathed more gently, and then as I

knelt by his side, it seemed to me as though

the heavens had opened and some vision had

come to him of pardon and peace; and almost

before I had done speaking he fell upon his

knees and said, "I see it Lord! I see it, I

will go back."

We stayed talking till a late hour and I had

to leave town early in the next morning, but

1 went for a moment to speak to his landlady

and she told me he had left for his work by

sunrise. "What has changed him 1 know not,"

said she, "but he went as one who was march-

ing to victory, and he tells me he leaves to

join his wife at the end of the week."

Lady Somerset records that several years

after in a Western city in America she was ac-

costed by this man, who asked her to go with

him to his house nearby. There she was ush-

ered into a bright room where a canary sang

in the window and a gentle wife greeted her

warmly; two children were there and the scene

was marked a bright one in her life.

A Higher and Deei'ek Powek.—It is much
never to show impatience, to be always
the same under disappointment, in weari-

riness and pain, when things go wrong and
people are stupid and vexatious; to go on

steadily, without a sharp or fretful tone in

the voice, without petulance or hasty judg-

ment, or shaken trust, or slackened diligence

and effort. Tho.se who reach that point of

self-mastery and self-possession may come to

be leaders of men, and do great things. But
I think there is still a higher, deeper power
in the patience of those who are indeed cruci-

fied with Christ, crucified to the world, and

whose life is hid with Christ in God; the pa-

tience of those who, aa they move about the

world, may set even thoughtless ueople won-

dering where that quiet, bright grace was
learnt; feeling somehow that, after all, they

that are Christ's have hold of something that

the world cannot give, and have found a Way
better than the world's ways, and that there is

reality and truth in those words which have,

perhaps, the strongest power words can have

to touch the springs of longing jn the hearts

of men, "Come unto me, all ye that labor, and

are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for

I am meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall

find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is

easy, and my burden is light."

—

Tht Church-

man.

Religion Without Piety.

The Young Men's Christian Association at

its origin claimed the respect of all sincere

Christians, although Friends, if true to their

principles, could not act strictly in unison

with them.

When the Association was formed there was

a gloomy forboding about the future of our

government, and some of the best young men
of the country were led to place more reliance

than they had formerly done upon an Overrul-

ing Providence. Their belief that our Heav-

enly Father can turn the hearts of men at his

pleasure, became moie deep and practical, and

they became willing to be humbled, so far as

to seek for his help and direction.

The noon-day prayer meetings for business

men and the cotemporaneous organization of

the Christian Association, had a depth of sin-

cerity about them, with which we could sym-

pathize, though restrained from uniting in

their methods for promoting devotional feel-

ing.

The dark days of that period passed away.

Not only were the misgivings about the sta-

bility of our government dissipated, but the

nation entered upon a career of prosperity

greater than it had before experienced. As

a people we have become proud of our attain-

ments. We are found glorying in our intel-

lectual progress, and in the greatness of our

country.

In a condition of things so far the reverse

of that under which it started, 1 have at times

been thoughtful what could be the present as-

pect of the Association and the demand for

its continuance. An editorial article appears

in a recent number of the Outlook, the pur-

pose of which is to inform us of the Associa-

tion's present capacity for usefulness. In

doing this it tells us of the large sums of

money at their control, of the millions they
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have invested in buildings and other property

and hence their great opportunity to act upon

the minds of the people in magnifying the

Christian name.

All this proceeds upon the hypothesis that

talent and monev can evangelize the world.

This is in accord with certain lines of Long-

fellow,

"Were half the power that fills the world with

terror,

Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and

courts,

Given to redeem the human mind from error,

There were no need for arsenals and forts."

The writer tells us in this connection that

the aggregate membership of the Association

is very large, and this along with the state-

ment of their costly buildings and ample equi-

ment, he appears to see does not comport

well with the idea that this large company of

educated, refined, energetic young Americans,

are men whose primary concern it is to "lay up

treasures in heaven." Hence, he tells us that,

though banded together in the cause of Christ,

their religion is not of a pietistic character.

The word religion has various shades of mean-
ing. Some of these imply a character that men
of the world are not ashamed to bear. But piety,

whose essence is an humble walk with God,

would be an inconvenient clothing for the mind
of one wishing to live in subservance to earthly

pursuits. As truly as the asseition that "the
friendship of the world is enmity with God,"
the spirit that brooks no restraint in pursuit

of the world's business and in the enjoyment
of its pleasures, is antipodal to piety, the

fruit of saving grace. It is no part of my
purpose to find fault with the doings of this

respectable association. So long as its mem-
bers are called to no deeper experience than

belongs to a religion of which piety forms no
part, it is their individual concern. They
may be no worse than thousands of others

who have not yet realized the call to holiness

as indispensable to the Christian. With them
a compliance with the forms of religious us-

age may satisfy the demand for Divine ser-

vice.

Their present attitude is understood to be a

fair presentation of the standard now main-
tained by professors of religion. It is pre-

sumable that several of our leading sects are

represented in this association, and it is be-

cause of the standard there avowed as being

all that is practical in common life that this

protest is written. It would appear that al-

most every sect in Christendom is lowering

its standard of spiritual attainment, until they
are induced to explain away the solemn truths

uttered by Christ and his apostles, to promote
a conformity with their principles.

The article in the Outlook proceeds to say:

"There was a time when the Association was
identified in the minds of many with religious

work of a pietistic nature, and when its typi-

cal members were thought to be men of ex-

cellent intentions, but lacking in energy and
manliness. This impression is not justified by
the leaders to-day. They are wide awake
practical men, religious without being pietis-

tic." It would appear they have worked out

a system of conduct as a substitute for reli-

gion, that imposes no restraint on the most
strenuous devotion to all that administers to

pride and ambition, and leaves its votaries in

the full tide of worldly pleasure and vanity.

The same article reviews the "Student Move-
ment," as one branch of the "Great Instru-

ment" that constitutes its theme. There can

be little doubt that this, too, originated in

genuine piety on the part of a few young men.

But in its extension it has embraced many, in

whom but little change of heart has taken

place. Some light is thrown on this wonder-

ful movement by its association with the late

Henry Drummond. He was a man in whom
the virtues clustermg around amiability, were
naturally so dominant that it was easy for hira

to show forth most if not all of those traits

which the apostle characterizes as fruits of

the Spirit. Hence after writing the body of

his essays on "The Greatest Thing in the

World" and on "The Perfected Life,"—essays

so excellent that one could not discredit an

experience of the new birth in the writer, he

replies to the assumed question, "How is this

happy condition of mind to be attained?" by

saying, put the virtue of loving in practice and
it will become habitual. After speaking be-

fore crowded audiences of students in his own
country, he made a tour through the colleges

of the United States. In this, it would ap-

pear the students were eager to catch his

words. He was a lucid speaker. The true

inwardness of his teaching may have been mis-

taken. But the popular result in hearers

would indicate their apprehension of a relig-

ion that involved no sacrifice.

So when the writer calls these combined
movements "a great instrument," we may well

concede the term. There is no doubt that

these extensive combinations of influential

men are working a great eflFect upon society,

whatever that effect may be.

But the religion of the cross,—the religion

that at its advent prevailed against the learn-

ing of the world,— that uplifted mankind from
the depths of sin and degradation to lives of

puritv and happiness, and has worked the same
marvellous results in every age, where man-
kind have passed from a state of nature to a

state of grace, is different from the system
they are carrying out. Happily for us, this

soul-purifying religion that more especially

shines in humble life, does yet command re-

spect. In the time of Wilberforce it had been

so covered with obloquy as to be treated with

contempt by circles of assumed refinement.

And if this tendency to popularize religion and
do nothing deeper, a procedure that is want-

ing in what gives religion its vitality, —is now
continued, the teaching of the New Testament
will have been sadly perverted.

Lloyd Baldekston.

CONTENTMENT.

How truly blest is he who knows content!

His life is calm and peaceful, and the light

Of sweetest happiness shines warm and bright

Across his path. His mind is not intent

On what God grants us. nor is his time spent

In vain complaining, but he finds delight

In Heaven's gifts, and walks with face as bright

As gladsome as the sunlit firmament.

He tastes life's sweetness, but avoids its gall;

He envies no one, nor is he oppressed

With those dull cares and sorrows that befall

The one who murmurs, and that wild unrest

Which makes men's souls dissatisfied, can ne'er

Rob him of sleep, nor dim his eyes with care.—Boston Ideas.

The United States as an Experimeii

A writer in the Savannah Morniv^]
deems that our government is as a true 1^
—as inquisitive and inquiring as

sons. Whenever the government heanj

mystery, not only in the United States,

almost any part of the world, it cannojj

until it has explained it, or tried to m£}
undesirable thing go right.

For a good many years it has not lik(itlK

Great Salt Lake. It felt dissatisfied btyL

it seemed such a wasted opportunity—

a

body of water that would not support an

So it was determined to try if the lake

not be made to sustain salt water
since it would not support fresh water
tures.

Thereupon fish experts collected the

and healthiest clams, oysters and crat

other similar edible creatures that they

find, placed them in big tanks made fori

porting fish, and loaded them on one t

great big railroad cars that have been

for the sole purpose of transporting

These cars are full of ingenious

and devices to keep the fish alive,

though they may be taken clear acros

continent. The water is kept running thi

the tanks in steady streams by pumps,

are ice coils to keep the water cold, and i

pipes to keep it warm, according to the :

of the particular fish that are to be caj

Thus one can take snappers and other trc

fish out of their warm homes in the Gulf Si

and carry them to lower California, ffi

take mountain trout from brooks that ar

by icy waters from snow clad peaks, ai

them through the hottest part of the

without harming them. Indeed, his f

sengers possibly find the trip more comfor

than do the human passengers in the

train.

Traveling at their ease in such a luxu!^^

car, the government oysters and crabs arw=
in the Mormon country in excellent condilf

'

and there was every reason to expect i^

they would do well in the salt v,-ater olihe

great inland lake. Men did not just cnp

them into the water, but placed them car il-

ly into the best spots. They avoided

that were very briny, and selected covesj

which fresh water streams emptied, mak"

water brackish.

The government was much interested i

results, for it would have been a great tti|

for the country if he could have raised oyiO

and clams and crabs, and perhaps eveD>lt

water fish, inland in the United States. i)t

the experiment failed. All the creatures (d,

Experts had feared all along that they wo|

The San Jose scale, which devours

trees, has kept the department busy.

al times it has sent men out to catch otheil

sects that may be able to fight and destroji*

scale. It imported a queer bug from .lap »

few years ago, and tried to breed it and H
turn it loose on the trees that were infesi

Its experiments have given fruit grox"S

the valuable knowledge that often, when t^y

spray their fruit trees to kill obnoxious bu,

they also kill the insects that wage war*

these bugs. So now a fruit grower knows it

it is best to spray only at certain times w i

the beneficent bugs have not yet arrived.

The department has experimented witljl

d p:e«

ovesil-

.kin,^

ed irlP

tB|

yiO

D>lt

lit

i(d,

rok-

I
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j
of queer chemicals to kill both insects

jueer fungus disease that attack crops.

{! found a way of covering trees with

(and then smoking the insects off of them.

i? discovered mixtures that can be sprayed

i3es

with a hose to disinfect them just as

rould disinfect a house. In these exper-

s it has tried nearly everything from

CO juice to kerosene oil.

has sprayed parts of orchards with one

Df preparation and other parts with an-

, and then studied the trees to find which

best. As a result fruit growers and

;rs can get photographs from him show-

ist what the effects of different treat-

i|5 were. They can get tables showing how

js; certain mixtures should be for certain

t.

There isn't a bug or a disease that af-

crops for which the agriculturist cannot

,1 prescription from the government,

ried some odd experiments with orange

in tlie last few years. One thing at-

;ed now is to breed an orange that shall

dy— that is, proof against such frosts

ur so frequently in Florida, often ruin-

itire plantations in a single night. In

ing variety of oranges it works select-

trong parent stock and cultivating it

other strong plants of dift'erent species

3ome day he strikes the right strain.

; of his men thought he had hit on suc-

fevv years ago in experimenting with a

ranjre tree. He worked on original lines,

nstead of trying to improve the tree by

_ it with other stock he set to work to

it according to an elaborate and carefully

id plan. He loosened the ground around

|0.ts and put in certain kinds of fertilizers

K he had mixed especially. A good many
te experts watched the process with a

ling of amusement and curiosity. But

5 the fruit was ripe everybody, including

[perimenter himself, was astonished, for

anges on the sour tree had become sweet

I' so sweet as sugar, but sweet enough to

BDd.

!|3 little story has had a sad ending. It is

(lie story of lost mines that no one can find.

!;ever man who made the sour tree sweet
8 has been able to repeat the achieve-

a. The next year the sour tree bore

Granges as usual. Perhaps the man did

pcceed in getting the right mixture of

tjzer. Perhaps there was some element

;1 first fertilizer that was lacking in the

al. Perhaps his food had spoiled the

e^ digestive apparatus so that it has not

mble to assimilate it again. There are all

aof "perhapses" that wise men can sug-

B But none of them can suggest a way to

e: the wonderful deed.

'I experimenters did manage to cross a

rjrange with a sweet one, and for awhile

lejned that a new and valuable form of or-

;<;ree would be the result. But alas! the

rranges were all seedless, so they could

used to propagate more of their kind
'\ government commission has lost a fish.

1(3 not let a season go by without asking

Bwho ply the ocean whether or not they

'(found it. Besides asking questions the

iMssion also sends out its own fishing ves-

1 ' look for it. That fish is wanted be-

slhe is a big and beautiful and delicious

.
I

It probably would mean added wealth

for the American fishing industry if the gov-
ernment could find it again, and new food for

all its people.

The story of this fish is a real mystery sto-

ry. One day a smack came into famous old

Gloucester with a load of new fish such as no

American fisherman ever had seen before. They
were large, weighing from five to fifteen

pounds each, brilliantly colored with orange
spots and bright scales, and most excellent to

eat, as the crew of the smack had discovered.

The fishermen reported that the new fish was
plentiful, and that there were enough of them
on the fishing grounds to fill the holds of all

the smacks in Gloucester harbor.

The commissioners heard of the catch, and

its fish wise men identified the creatures as tile

fish. At once the (lovernment made ready to

help the fishermen develop the new opportu-

nity.

But, before anything could be done, before

any other smack even reached the ground, a

steamship arrived and reported that it had

steamed for many miles throusrh dead fish. The
water, said the captain, was covered with

them as far as the eye could reach. Some of

the fish were scooped up and taken aboard to

be examined. The description proved that

they were tile fish.

The (Jovernment fitted out its own vessel,

the Fish Hawk, at once, and she hurried to the

scene. The ocean bottom was examined with

a deep sea dredge, temperatures were taken

at all sorts of depths, and the nets were used to

scoop up the minute creatures that live in the

sea, so that they could be examined to see if

anything was the matter with them to explain

the mortality among the tile fish.

But no conclusion was reached except that

some unknown ocean accident had killed them.

Years passed, and no fishing smack caught any

more tile fish. Then, quite unexpectedly, a

vessel came sailing in again with a good

"fare," which is what the fishermen call a

catch of fish. The Commissioners were pleased

and at once sent the Fish Hawk out to look for

the tile fish grounds and find the best way to

catch the fish. But once more there was mys-

tery. The Fish Hawk caught a few tile fish,

but not enough to make it profitable for the

smacks to so out for them. They are not go-

ing to give it up, however. They know that

somewhere in the ocean off his coast there are

immense schools of valuable fish, and the com-

missioners do not propose to lose them any

more than it would lose money out of its Mint.

So it is fishing as patiently as any barefooted

boy ever fished.

The Government is annoyed whenever it

thinks of all the deserts that are on its hands.

Oflicers are planning all the time to change

them into farms. Sometimes they try to do

it by finding crops that can be grown there.

This line of experimenting has led them to im-

port date palms from the desert of Sahara in-

to Arizona. Other places are improved by

watering them. Help has been given to build

hundreds of miles of irrigating ditches. Some
of them lead the water from the tops of moun-

tains. Others lead the supply from rivers far

away. In places where water is especially

scarce there are locks in the ditches wherever

they reach a man's land. Each lock is opened

just long enough to give that particular land

the water it needs. Then the next lock is

opened and the next man's land is watered,
and so on.

Its ships keep the naval department think-

ing all the time. It is continually devising

new things in lighthouses and buoys and land-

marks that shall guide the vessels safely into

harbor. One of the most interesting experi-

ments is with great buoys with voices. Of-

ten when the great sea fog is very thick, no
light, even the most powerful, can pierce the

gloom far enough to be reliable as a guide to

sailors. Now the Government thinks that if

it could mark its channels with lines of float-

ing buoys that make noises, the sailors would
not need to be able to see. So it is trying

queer contrivances now. Some of them toll

deep melancholy bells as they roll and rise

and fall in the waves. Others blow whistles

with each motion that the sea gives them.

Still others roar to different keys. Some of

the contrivances do not depend on the waves
to make them work, but are operated by elec-

tricity from shore. All are designed to roar

or toot or whistle or clang so that the pilots

shall be able to tell by the ear alone where
they are. If successful in this, the Govern-

ment proposes to line channels with them for

miles from the open sea clear into the safe in-

ner harbor of the great ports. Each buoy is

to have a note of its own, different from any

other in that harbor. Then, if a pilot comes
into port on a dark, foggy night and can see

no lights of any kind, he need merely listen.

If he hears a great wailing sound on his right,

he can say, "Ah, we are in the bend of the

main channel, so many feet from so-and-so

point. Starboard your helm!" Then he lis-

tens again as he leaves the wailing buov be-

hind, until he hears a whistling one ahead and

he knows that he must turn again. Perhaps

the next buoy he hears is tolling a bell. The
next one may be tooting like a trombone. The

next may be a shrieking buoy, and so on. The

pilot knows just where each one of these sound-

ing buoys is anchored. So he is as sure of

his whereabouts as if he were sailing up the

channel in broad daylight.

Which Way Dost Thou Lean?

If a tree fall toward the South or toward

the North, in the place where the tree falleth,

there it shall be. Eccl. xi. 3.

That there is a solemn meaning couched un-

der this simple metaphor, no Christian can

doubt. It seems to describe the change, so

rapidly coming upon us all, of probation for

eternal fixedness, when the awful sentence

will be heard, "He that is unjust, let him be

unjust still; and he that is holy, let him be ho-

ly still; and he that is filthy, let him be filthy

still." But the tree will not only lie as it falls

;

it will also fall as it leans; and the great ques-

tion which every man ought to bring home to

his own bosom, without a moment's delay, is

this—what is the inclination of my soul? does

it with all its affections lean towards God, or

from Him?
That the bent of all men in their unregen-

erate state, is in the wrong direction, Scrip-

ture, experience and history all unite in bear-

ing testimony.

Man, by nature, is the child of wrath; he

has inherited from his first parents, in the fall,

a proneness to sin; and his distinguishing
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characteristic is the absence of that love to God

which is absolutely iDdispensable to true vir-

tue and happiness.

Hence it follows, beyond all doubt or ques-

tion, that we must "be born again," that we

must undergo a radical and inward change be-

fore we can live to the glory of God in this

world, or be fitted for the enjoyment of His

presence in the world to come. "Except a

man be born of water and of the spirit, he can-

not see the kingdom of God."

WHAT HAVE WE DONE TO-DAY?

We shall do so much in the years to come,

But what have we done to-day?

We shall give our gold in a princely sum.

But what did we give to-day?

We shall lift the heart and dry the tear,

We shall plant a hope in the place of fear,

We shall speak the words of love and cheer;

But what did we speak to-day?

We shall be so kind in the after while,

But what have we been to-day?

We shall bring to each lonely life a smile.

But what have we brought to-day?

We shall give to truth a grander birth.

And to steadfast faith a deeper worth.

We shall feed the hungering souls of earth;

But whom have we fed to-day?

We shall reap such joys in the by and by.

But what have we sown to-day?

We shall build us mansions in the sky.

But what have we built to-day?

'Tis sweet in idle dreams to bask.

But here and now do we do our task?

Yes. this is the thing our souls must ask,

"What have we done to-day."

—Nixon Waterman, in C. E. World.

Scienee and Industry.

Bombast once signified the cotton that was

employed to stuff garments, particularly the

enormous trunk hose worn in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries.

Between seven thousand and eight thou-

sand packages of home grown figs are now be-

ing dispatched every week from Worthing,

which is the centre of the English fig grow-

ing industry.

Scientists claim that the soil of the Ever-

glades in Florida is the richest in the world,

and would, if drained, produce marvellous crops

of nearly anything planted. It is proposed to

reclaim this immense tract, which covers near-

ly four thousand square miles, by building

drainage canals to take off the water, at the

same time serve as a means of transportation

between plantations. Contrary to the general

belief the Everglades are healthful, the water

is sweet and pure, and there is almost a total

absence of fevers and epidemic diseases.

The productiveness of the banana is so

great that it has been estimated that the

ground that would give thirty-three pounds of

wheat or ninety-nine pounds of potatoes would,

as far as mere space is concerned, give four

thousand pounds of bananas, and with a frac-

tional amount of the same trouble. It has

been called the "Prince of the Tropics," be-

cause it takes the same place, only to an even

greater degree, in these hot countries that

wheat, rye and barley take in West Asia and

Europe, and that rice takes in India and China.

William Thompson, now known as Lord

Kelvin, a distinguished English scientist, has

lately said: "This world must depend on its

water for power in the future. The supply of

coal will soon become so exhausted that it can-

not be profitably used for manufacturing pur-

poses. .'\merica has millions upon millions of

horse power in connection with her rivers that

are utterly neglected. This power is bound

to be developed in the near future. The start

that has been made at Niagara Falls is only

the beginning of a new era in the manufac-

ture and transmission of power."

There are astonishing new agricultural pos-

sibilities of Cassava, a bushy shrub growing

to about five or six feet in tropica' and sub-

tropical climates, its roots producing more
starch per acre than any other vegetable or

grain. In South Alabama, Mississippi, Geor-

gia and Florida its cultivation is growing with

great rapidity; all the more so because it

thrives best in the light sandy soil which be-

fore was not worth much. As tapioca, every-

one knows it. But as a fattening food for

cattle, sheep and pigs (which all eat it greed-

ily) its value is only just discovered. Experi-

ments show that Cassava will produce beef at

a little over a half-pence and pork at only a

half-pence per pound. Only the roots are

used, their average yield being eight tons per

acre. The starch from these roots costs only

two and a quarter-pence per pound, and ac-

cording to recent experiments was six times

better for plain and fancy laundry work than

the best wheat starch at three pence per

pound. The gain in using Cassava for fatten-

ing animals, as compared with the cost of fat-

tening them by former methods is put at about

thirty per cent, (on a seventy-day test.)

Farm Labor is Poorest Paid.—Besides the

regular number of farm helpers, about one

hundred thousand are employed in addition

during the wheat cutting season in the grain

belts. These are known as harvest hands,

and are paid from one dollar and fifty cents to

three dollars per day. These harvest hands

are now forming themselves into unions for

their own protection from overwork and low

wages. Many labor unions for regular farm

hands are being organized in Indiana, Ohio,

Kansas and the Southwest. The young man
who has made his home on the farm year after

year is paid less than any other class of work-

ers. He has had longer hours and no vaca-

tions. He has brought to his employer larger

returns for the work than the coal miner, the

steel worker, or the mechanic of ordinary

skill. The total expense, for instance, on an

acre of wheat is six dollars. Of this, four dol-

lars and ten cents goes for horse hire, twine,

seed, etc, while the remainder is paid to the

two men who gather it and the one w^ho plows

the soil and sows the grain seeds. The profits

upon their one dollar and ninety cents worth

of labor, yield from five dollars to eight dol-

lars to their employer. Corn is produced for

five dollars and eighty -five cents per acre, of

which two dollars and twenty-five cents eo

to the man and his team. Generally the

horses are owned by the farmer, and the man
is getting twenty dollars per month. The du-

ties and the wages of the farm hand of to-

day, it may be seen, are not commensurate

with the profits of his employer.— IF. R. Dra-

per in Review of Reviews.

I

"Elephant Ears."—A plant that h

ceived very little attention as

food in this country is the caladium, c

phant ear, Colocasi'a antiquorum, thou'
jt

is not uncommonly grown for this purpc'jj

some parts of the Southern States, and i 13.

surprise some readers who know it only 3,,

effective ornament of their lawns to heai
j

as an article of food.

It is found oftenest in the coast regi
(,

South Carolina, Georgia and Florida, wh.j,

is known as "Tanya," a local name, protjly

derived from "Tannier, " the West 1 iaj

name of a similar plant. In other coun es,

especially in the tropics, this plant furn?^

food for many thousands of people. Il

;

very important food plant in Japan. Th

groes of the Gold Coast in Africa have i

der the name of "Eddoes." It is comm)
the West Indies. It is the "Taro" ol'

Sandwich Islands, where it is universally

as food, and from ii"poi" is made by pin'

ing the roots in water till they are reduc t

dough, which is then allowed to ferment >>

or four days before eating.

In this country the tanya is cultivate
;

best advantage in rather moist, rich locat is

and it requires a long season to bring ti

maturity. It is planted in rows, the pit,

two to three feet apart, and cultivated \-.

other crops. It forms a large tuberous •

with numerous smaller tubers clustered cl 1

about it. These smaller tubers are use' u.

the planting of the next crop.

To make them properly edible, the root'e-

quire thorough cooking, and must be bi^

for an hour, after which the fibrous f -

coat is stripped off and the rest serve

much the same way as we do potatoes, r.

who eats tanya for the first time is not 1 ily

to be favorably impressed, but on second iai

usually likes it better, though it is unbly

that this dish can ever compete with thes et

potato for the favor of the American pa e.

Botanically it is related to the Indian r-

nip of our woods, and to the cultivated la

lily. Its virtue as a food plant is notrie

apparent by tasting the fresh leaves 01 he

uncooked root, but its relationship to then-

dian turnip is easily recognized from the n-

gent, acrid taste. The persistent smaiig

pain that even a small piece can product e-

mains long in the mouth and throat, lis

pungent quality disappears entirely la

cooking, however, and the tubers may the le

eaten with impunity. The tanya is staiy

like the potato, but compact and closer graid

and somewhat lacking in flavor. It is entily

free from fibres or woody parts, and possiy

might be cooked by a different method SJS

to appear to better advantage.— Country *n-

tleman.

Australia's Bad FoRTUNE.-The grong

and persistent drouth in Australia, contero-

raneous with the coming of the years ofi-

cessive rain in Canada, is a subject that se is

to invite scientific investigation. The co i-

tion developing in ths island colony is rely

serious, and there is a marked decline inie

productive capacity of the sheep ranges. A

correspondent of the Financial Tiincs g»

some facts of such a nature as to war at

speculations as to the possibility of the C( i-

nent being blotted out as a country fit

»
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1 habitation. In portions of Western

sland the four-year old cattle that are

ving have never yet had wet skins. The
mployed by the government as the coun-

I carriers have abandoned the mail con-

in Queensland in consequence of the

aving risen from six thousand pounds to

thousand pounds annually, and no mails

ling forwarded. Four thousand miles of

ind forty routes are involved. Commu-
3n is paralyzed, the water-ways are com-

y dried up, and the banks of the rivers

mply an exhibition of sand and stones.

\\\ correspondent wrote not many weeks
jhat for forty miles round the country

bare as a billiard table. Not a single

;of grass was to be seen anywhere, and

were dying in hundreds every day.— To-

The of the Sea.

;i probable that few people except fisher-

1
realize the immense value of certain

s of sea. It is almost impossible to

16 that wide expanses of tossing foam
t in the center of the North Sea should

th more, acre for acre, than the green

es and rich plow lands of good English

Yet it is quite easy to prove that the

of that vast shallow known as the Dog-
ink brings in a bigger income than any

urea ashore which is devoted to crops or

1 The Dogger is one hundred and sev-

iles long by sixty-five broad—that is,

an area of eleven thousand and fifty

miles. All the winter long the fishing

a)f the United Kingdom, of France, Hoi-

Germany, and other countries are at

n it, catching between them over four

dand fifty thousand tons of fish— that is

)rty tons to the square mile. Put these

l:en pounds a ton, and it is easy to see

16 Dogger Bank returns an income of

ndred pounds a square mile a year,

ering that only seven-tenths of the land

can be profitably used for farming, the

^jrofit on the sea is plainly enough seen.

fiihe Essex coast lie patches of mud just

>\ilow-tide mark which cannot be bought,

siable are they. To oysters they owe
^orth. A single acre of oyster bank on

the shellfish have been allowed to grow
years old will yield eighty pounds to

andred pounds worth of natives in a

Anyone who is exploring the Essex
Isan tell the oyster beds by the long,

akes which rise above the water. There
iry heavy penalty for yachtsmen who
sly allow their craft to ground on mud
marked in this way. All the oyster

1 the coast are in the hands of ditferent

icitions, that of Whitstable being the

xclusive. Each is extremely jealous of

oiers, and three or four years ago there

regular naval battle between the oyster
the Blackwater and those of Burnham.
Jestion in dispute was the right to

Ij up shingle and shell from their rival's

iry, and use it for covering their own
beds. Young oysters— spat, as they
led—are first laid down on beds of this

stuff.

ne apart from the many wrecks which
ts floor, there are portions of the Med-

fijean which are fabulously rich; one

thousand two hundred pounds' worth of spon-

ges were taken, in 1887, from one patch of

sea bottom near the island of Rhodes. The
space was not more than one hundred and
fifty by one hundred and twenty yards. Near
Uhodes, too, is coral of great value, but

much of it at a depth which is absolutely pro-

hibitive for divers without dresses. Off Ben-
gasi is a mass of branch coral said to have
cost nine lives. These nine men went down
one after another, and simply disappeared.

The tenth was named John Cataris. Taking a
large slab of stone in his hands, he dived into

seventy feet of water. About fifty feet of

rope were out when the men in the boat found

it floating loosely. They began to haul back.

The rope stuck, and then came loose again,

and up was pulled John Cartaris, with his

back scored by rows of wounds like those of

saw teeth. His story was that he dived,

stone foremost, into a hot dark place, and
then was suddenly hurled back. His mates
declare that he descended headforemost into

the jaws of the huge shark which had swal-

lowed the other nine, and, but for the great

stone he held, that he would have shared their

fate.

The discovery that a certain sort of sea

moss can be used to clarify has added very

much to the value of several small bays on the

Massachusetts coast of America. At a place

called Scituate there were gathered last year

nearly a thousand tons of this sea moss, worth,

in all, over twelve thousand pounds. Mossers

make from one to two pounds a day during

the season when this moss is fit to gather, and

many a family has eighty pounds to ninety

pounds to put by against the long, cold, stor-

my winter of the North Atlantic coast.

—

Cas-

sall's Journal.

Bearing up against temptations, and pre-

vailing over them, is the very thing wherein

the whole life of religion consists. It is the

trial which God puts upon us in this world, by

which we are to make evidence of our love

and obedience to Him, and of fitness for mem-
bers of his kingdom.— Clark.

Items Concerning the Society.

We may as well suspend judgment concerning

the Cotton Mather letter recently communicated
to these columns, until proofs of its alleged for-

gery are found and shown.

In the account of John W. Foster last week pub-

lished, after his remark "Hard things will be made
easy and bitter, sweet," a subsequent letter adds

that he said, "Lean on the Lord. His love is like

the shadow of a great rock in a weary land."

We have received a compact booklet entitled

"Abolished Rites, or Spiritual against Ceremo-

nial Worship. By A. H. Gottshall. Seventh Edi-

tion. Address "The Old Path," 250 Hummel street,

Harrisburg, Penna."
This appears a scriptural argument against the

prevailing outwardness of Christendom in regard

to the true Baptism and Lord's Supper. "Per-

haps," says the writer in his Preface, "the reader

may be inclined to say, "Why, these are the very

views entertained by the Quakers." Yes, we re-

ply, they are, and in this part of their doctrine

we lovingly follow and endorse them. Does not

the Christian world in general recognize the Qua-
kers as being a godly and spiritually minded peo-

ple?"

Later on: "Though not a Quaker, nor a mem-

ber of the Society of Friends, we endorse much of
their doctrine, and certainly love and respect them
for the Spirit of Christ, the uprightness of life,

and the peaceful and benevolent characteristics so
universally attributed to them by Christians in

general."

Many authors, ancient and modern, and appar-
ently all available Scripture, are made use of in

the extensive argument spread before us, and we
judge that the reading of the pamphlet would be
instructive and reassuring to every member of our
religious Society

A Hint on Dates, for Readers of Old Records
and History. Prepared by Gilbert Cope, of West
Chester, Pa., and found in Moore's Records of
Kingwood Monthly Meeting, N. J., in both the
heathen and the numerical names.

Old Style New Style
Before 1752 the The year llU'l

year began " March " 2rith. began "January" let.

March .... 1st month .... January.
April 2n(j month .... February.
May 3rd month .... March.
June 4lh month .... .ApriL

July 5th month .... May.
August .... 6th month .... June.
September ... 7th month .... July.

October ... 8th month .... August.
November ... 9th month .... September.
December . . . 10th month .... October.
January. . . .11th month .... November.
February . . . 12th month .... December.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.—According to a private
letter which has been received, the meeting of

Ministers and Elders of Ohii Yearly Meeting was
'leld on Sixth-day, the 26th ult., to good satisfac-

tion. "Our aged Friend Asa Branson, now in his

ninety-third year, was present."

Friends from other Yearly Meetings, with min-
utes, were:—from Canada Harvey Haight and com-
panion, George Pollard; from Western, Eli H.
Harvey and companion, Ezra Barker; from Iowa
Yearly Meeting, Ella Newlin and companion, Su-

sanna Ramsey; also Benjamin P. Brown from
North Carolina, and several Friends, including

Lloyd Balderston, Henry B. Leeds and Susanna
Kite, from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, whose
company was acceptable. Benjamin P. Brown's
wife and a son accompanied him.

On Seventh-day morning epistles from the five

Yearly Meetings, with which this corresponds,

were read, to the comfort of the meeting; and a

committee was appointed to essay replies to them,

if way should open. The answers to the Queries

exposed deficiences, which were occasions of much
counsel being given forth.

The wet weather of First-day morning dimin-

ished the usual large attendance, yet the house was
comfortably filled and good meetings were held.

"We miiss Edward Stratton, and feel our loss in

the decease of John W. Smith. It was shown this

year more perceptibly than ever, that the respon-

sible duties of the Society are fast devolving upon
f'e younger members."
The good social feeling ami'lst the nice company

of Friends at the Barnesville school building,

seemed to be enjoyed by ail. Busy labor has been

bestowed in installing some needed improvements
in the building.

Further accounts may yet arrive.

Wide-spread anxiety has been occasioned by

the accident which befel Isaac Sharpless, President

of Haverford College, on his return from the West-

town Alumni Re-union on Sixth-day, the 3rd in-

stant. The horse which he was driving, being

frightened by a trolley car, became unmanageable,

and President Sharpless and wife were thrown

from their vehicle, he receiving such wounds in

his head as to make him unconscious for two
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hours. His injury, though now confining him to

West Chester hospital, proves not so severe as was

at first feared, and his wife escaped serious hurt.

The latter day attempts to draw out young
speakers in meeting have been followed in an East-

ern Yearly Meeting by such a waning in the num-
ber of acknowledgable ministers, that loud com-

pl'iints were heard in a recent Quarterly Meeting

that pastors had to be imported from remote re-

gions.

Notes Prom Others.

From the Philippines we are in receipt of a

marked copy of The Manila Freedom, giving, under

conspicuous headlines, the following statement:

"There is insurrection to the Papal authority

among Filipino Catholics, and the Union Obrera

Democratica have gone so far as to form a Filipino

Catholic organization outside of the authority of

the Church of Rome, named a bishop or rather

President for the Philippine islands, and bishops for

each province, all of which are renegade Catholic

priests. The [assumed] honorary presidents of the

new church are Governor Taft, Emilio Aguinaldo

and Commissioner Tavera. The bishop or presi-

dent of the Philippines is the former notorious

renegade priest. Father Uregorio Aglipay: the ex-

ecutive president, Pascual Poblete. The pope is to

be defied if he will not recognize this as the Cath-

olic church in the Philippines. The churches are

to be taken from the Spanish priests and friars

and a general revolution of religious affairs is to

take place."

A part of the oratory of the insurrection is elo-

quently represented in the paper, the best sentence

of which is, "We will follow all the sacred inspi-

rations from God, but not the injustice and mere
caprice of men." Indignation against the friars

is the chief burden, but the general savor of the

remaining motives expressed seem to exhibit the

movement as removed from that spiritual basis

which is the Rock of true permanence.

Booker T. Washington's recent volume on

'Character Building," is made up of selections

from his famous First-day evening talks to the

students of Tuskegee Institute. It is said that

quite apart from the literary value of these ad-

dresses—and this is by no means slight—the moral

strsngth and earnestness of this leader of his race

is nowhere else so well exemplified. The talks are

on practical topics, and must have appealed with

great force to the young negro men and women to

whom they were addressed. These are a few of

the topics: "Helping Others," "On Influencing by

example," "The Virtue of Simplicity," "On getting

a Home," "The Value of System in Home Life,"

"Education that Educates," "The Importance of

being Reliable," "Keeping your Word," "The Gos-

pel of Service," "Some Great Little Things," "The
Cultivation of Stable Habits," "Getting on in the

World," "Character as Shown in Dress," "Getting

down to Mother Earth," and "A Penny Saved." In

not a few of these addres.ses there is a suggestion

of the real eloquence for which Booker Washing-
ton has been long distinguished, but the feature

which gives them their value in their present form
as well as when originally delivered, is their invig-

orating moral tone.
_

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—By invitation of President Roosevelt,

a conference of the Presidents of several of the anthra-

cite coal carrying railroads, and John Mitchel), President

of the United Mine Workers, has lately been held in his

presence at Washington with a view of ending the strike

in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania.

While disclaiming any right or duty to interfere in any

legal or official manner, President Roosevelt called the at-

tention of the parties to " the terrible nature of the cat-

astrophe impending over a large portion of our people

in the shape of a winter coal famine," and said in justifi-

cation of his invitation to those present to meet with him
in conference, that the gravity of the situation con-

strained him to insist that they should realize the heavy

burden of the responsibility resting upon each and all of

them.
The miners offered to put their men back at work im-

mediately, provided the operators would agree to leave

the issues to President Roosevelt to decide and agree to

abide by his decision or by the decision of a tribunal to

be appointed by him. This offer was declined by the

operators, who in their reply said :
" We represent the

owners of coal mines in Pennsylvania. There are from
fifteen to twenty thousand men at work mining and pre-

paring coal. They are abused and assaulted, injured

and maltreated by the United Mine Workers. They can

only work under the protection of armed guards. Thou-

sands of other workmen are deterred from working by

the intimidation, violence and crimes inaugurated by the

United Mine Workers, over whom John Mitchell, whom
you invited to meet you, is chief."

" We are contending for the right of the American

citizen to work without regard to creed, nationality or

association. To seek to prevent this is a crime, and we
cannot by implication sanction such a course. We ask

the enforcement of law and order in the State, that we
be permitted to deal with our employes free from foreign

interference, convinced that under such conditions we
can fully perform our full duty to the public, our owners

and to our employes. We will add to our olfer ' to con-

tinue the wages existing at the time of strike, and to take

up at each colliery and adjust any grievance,' a further

condition— if the employers and employes at any particu-

lar colliery cannot reach a satisfactory adjustment of any

alleged grievances, it shall be referred to the Judges of

the Court of Common Pleas of the district in which the

colliery is situated for final determination."

A Jewish rabbi in New York city has lately said in

reference to Secretary Hay's appeal on behalf of the

Roumanian Jews : "The note of Secretary Hay will for

all time occupy a unique place in the history of our

people. It is remarkable in several ways, but above all

because the youngest country in the world thereby pro-

tests against the oppression of our people and stirs up

the conscience of the nations."

The emigration from the United States into the fertile

lands of Manitoba and the Northwest Territories of Can-

ada has increased from 5,000 last year to 20,000 for the

year ending Sixth Month 30, 1902. The values of the

undeveloped lands in these sections of Canada are stated

to be rising rapidly.

Professor Hermann V. Hilprecht, of the University of

Pennsylvania, who has been abroad a year and a half

engaged in excavating the buried cities of Babylonian

Nippur, has returned to this city. " We have unearthed

23,000 tablets," he said, and " the contents of these

tablets when deciphered will altogether change the ideas

of the world as to the state of civilization and knowl-

edge of that early people. It will be seen that they knew
then, 2300 B. c, that the earth was a globe, and that their

astronomers took the same view of celestial phenomena
as we now take."

Foreign. — The recent merging of six large steam-

ship companies engaged in transatlantic commerce, under

partial American management, has awakened the British

public to the danger of losing the supremacy in the

ocean carrying trade, and an agreement has lately been

entered into by the British Government with the Cunard

Steamship Company by which the latter will receive an

annual subsidy of $750,000, and will add two steamships

of the first class to its fleet. The Government will loan

the.funds for the construction of the vessels, to be repaid

in annual payments.

A late despatch from Russia says : The promulgation

of the new laws for Finland removes the last hope of

the Finns that their ancient rights will be preserved. It

was thought in some quarters that the Czar might be in-

duced at the last moment to intervene. New measures,

will, it is said, almost "involve the complete abolition of

all those securities for public and individual liberties

which have hitherto existed in Finland, and which have

constituted the just pride of the Finnish people."

A despatch of the 2nd from London says in reference

to the bill which has been proposed to regulate the

management of schools : The general body of the Pres-

byterian and Baptist independent ministers, at a special

meeting this evening, passed a resolution calling on the

Government to withdraw the education bill, and declar-

ing :
" We will do everything in our power to defeat the

reactionary, tyrannical proposals of the measure, which

vast numbers of loyal subjects will be conscientiously

compelled to resist to the utmost, even to refusing the

payment of rates."

The production of coffee in South America has in-

creased within a short time from 5,000,000 bags to 12,-

500,000 bags. A congress of delegates from South

American countries has lately met in New York city to

consider the subject of increasing the consumpt
coffee.

A despatch from London says : Andrew Carneg
cording to his own computation made to a friend, I

cently given away nearly $45,000,000 per

It is stated that the remaskable effect of elee

as applied to plants has been demonstrated as

suit of experiments conducted by Dr. Lemstrom,
singfors University. Four seeds of barley, wh
rye were sown in pots, the soil being connected
trically with the ground. Above the pots

pended an insulated network of wire with a

points of a Holz machine so connected that in so

the pots the electric current passed from the

work to the earth, while in others it passed in t

verse direction. For five hours daily electricit

caused to pass through the soil, which was kept
After eight weeks the height of the plants effect

the electric current was found to be 40 per cent, g
than those to which no current had been " '

periments with other plants show the same resoH
in different proportions.

Cholera continues to spread in the Philippine

and it is reported that the totals are 70,222 case

48,402 deaths. But the actual total of

mated to be about 100,000, with deaths in proporti

A despatch from Japan of the 29th ult. says : A .-'.rt

typhoon swept over Yokohama to-day. A tidal av

swept the Odawara district, near here, and overwh m\

many houses. Five hundred persons are report n
have been drowned.

It is said that there are 28 languages spoken in ia,

and none of these are spoken by fewer than 40;00

persons. The most general is the mother tongi

85,500,000. There are also a great number of

dialects that are virtually unintelligible to outsider!

Attention is directed by the St. Petersburg Vedo
movement of laborers within the borders

ropean Russia. It ; calculated that 2,137,000 pea

airlciently provided with arable land, leave their

in the central and northern provinces every year
work in the south.

In welcoming the delegates to the ninth

the International Society of Criminalists, now
St. Petersburg, Minister of Justice Muravieff mad
following statement :

" The publication of a new cri

law book is imminent in Russia. The Council o

Empire has recently received a project for the con

reorganization of criminal court procedure. Impc

changes have been made in our penitentiary gy

Suflice it to mention the abolition of deportatioi

judgment of Court) to Siberia, the transfer of p
management from the Ministry of the Interior to tl

Justice ; the reform of our prison system, especja

prison labor ; the establishment of correctionable

tutions, and the preliminary work in the matter o

ditional sentences."

A violent earthquake shock was felt on the 2lid

at Torni, Italy, about fifty miles from Rome.
Reports from Mexico show that the tidal wave

Gulf of Tehuantepec wrought damage estimated attr

$700,000.

The French Government is about to lay a telegph

cable 1,500 miles long across the North African dirt

from Tunis to Lake Tchad. A plough drawn by an e M
will open a furrow thirty inches deep at the rate one

mile an hour, and the cable will be laid at the same It.

NOTICES.

Meeting at Lansdowne.—A Meeting for WorsMil

pointed by Chester Monthly Meeting, will be held
"

Meeting-house at Lansdowne on the evening of lib

Month 16th, 1902, at 8 o'clock.

I

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveniencof

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will et

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., and iO

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requei

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents each
j

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West
Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, SafU

Westtown Boarding School. — Application foue

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rtrd

to instruction and discipline should be addressed to

Wm. F. WlCKERSHAM,r " "

Payments on account of board and tuition, and !'
munications in regard to business should be forward*^

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co.I

t
I
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circumcidon gave many the name of Jews

i imitating of John's Baptism hath given

\^ the name of Christians; but nothing can

Jeic or Christian the name of a Saint

uth, but an Heart made pure, single, up-

and honest through the Mortification of

i)called in Scripture the Baptism of the

Ghost; for that is effected not by any

Urd means but by our u-alkiug after the

Ghost. 'Till this is wrought, though we
a Christian Name, we csnnot bring forth

avenlv conversation; and so the A^amc

(iteth little.—Hugh Turford.

A Voyage of Discovery.

Ife is a voyage of discovery, and they that

lias watchmen on the lookout are the first

soever what next is before them. But of

iscoveries given under heaven for each

to meet and know, the highest and most

itial to his true life is Christ. It is not

Christ is not near, if we do not recog-

Him. It is not that He is not with us that

not discover Him. "Have I been so

time with you, and yet thou hast not

i(I'n me?" said He. He yearns for us to

our eyes to Him, and know Him, enjoy

)ve and live with Him the true living. He,

was from the beginning, longed for a fall-

orld to discover Him much sooner, and be

"He was in the world, and the world

linade by Him, and the world knew Him

t, He came unto his own, but his own

) received Him not. But to as many as

ved Him, to them gave He power to be-

sons of (jod, even to them that believed

is name."

bring the discovery still more near. He
iij: personally upon earth and spake as nev-

' Ian spake, and did as never man could do,

iflrevealed truths never before apprehended

' Ian, and tasted death, the wages of sin,

rivery man. To get still nearer to all man-

kind than a condition in the flesh allowed, it

was expedient that He should go away, and

come again in the Spirit to quicken every man

unto repentance, which if faithfully heeded,

is followed by the witness of Divine forgive-

ness, and a following on still further to know

the Lord.

A concern has pressed upon the writer for

a greater willingness among us all to recog-

nize our Lord -Jesus Christ in every way, little

or great, of his coming. For He often does

especially present himself to each one to be

owned and discovered, but the "god of this

world" blinds our eyes to the chief privilege

of our lives. With us, sustaining u.s, "up-

holding all things by the word of his power,"

He yet walks by our side as one companionless,

and, except we be reprobates, is in us, but as a

homeless stranger; for having eyes we see not.

He will not force our wills to acknowledge

Him, but with loving kindness is drawing us;

and to such as are willing and obedient to the

secret monitions of Truth He will reveal Him-

self as they are able to bear it. In all our go-

ings out and comings in, in all our employ-

ments, we cannot afford to be off the watch,

as men that wait for their Lord, as men that

would discover every token of Him in every du-

ty, as servants, or rather friends of his that

would look for Him rather than for ourselves

at every turn of our course. In this alertness

to recognize Him as the chief factor in our

lives and daily doings, there would be many

discoveries of Him in little things that have

been overlooked as all his, and he that is

faithful in these is the one to be trusted with

those greater revelations of Himself, which

crowd satisfaction to the full, when we can

say "Lo, this is our Cod! we have waited for

Him, and He will save us. This is the Lord!

we will be glad and rejoice in his salvation!"

The Colok-War. — Agonizing details of

Southern burning of negroes at the stake and

other violent murders by lynching are for-

warded to us from the London "Daily News."

President Roosevelt, it would seem, was right

in suggesting a comparison of American atro

cities in the Philippines with those at home

to the greater discredit of the latter. Shall

it be measured by the proportion of water

torture to fire-torture? The persecutions are

fanned by, and mutually fan the color-contempt

in unregenerate hearts of North and of South.

Lands of the brown have exposed us of both

regions in a sin that is not sectional.

Professor Andrew Sledd, of Emory College

(for whites) Ceorgia, says in his able paper

on the negro question published in the" Atlan-

tic Munthh/," Seventh Month, l!t02:—
'In the last decade of the last century of

grace and civilization more men met their death

at the hands of lynchers than were executed

by due process of law. The total number thus

hurried untried into eternity during these ten

unholy years approximated seventeen hundred

souls. He says that a mere suspicion of wrong
doing furnishes ground for mob violence, that

the mobs are the work of the lower and lowest

classes. They make up as brutal a mob as

ever disgraced the face of the earth, For

them lynching is a wild and diabolical carni-

val of blood. The object of the mobs, he says,

is to "teach the negro a lesson," and "burn
into his quivering flesh the consciousness that

he cannot have the rights of a free citizen, or

even of a fellow-creature."

It is perhaps idle to publish in this paper

matter that will not reach the fcortu of the

disease. But the disease is not local, for sin

is not. We must reiterate that Christendom's

greatest need is Christianity; and whatever

legislation mav do, and it ought speedily to do

its best, yet it is powerless except as an echo

of a Christianized public sentiment, of which

the witness of the spirit of Christ in man is

the root. Patiently, though obscurely, would

we keep to the front the witness of his Spirit,

believing that Christ crucified is the axe laid

at the root of every corrupt tree. He is the

spring and stream of every right reform and

the antidote among men to all atrocity.

He who is satisfied in Christ, is above the

habit of dissatisfaction with lesser matters.

LET THEM LAUGH.

'Well, let them laugh!" said sturdy .Johnnie

Brown

—

'
I wouldn't mind if all the men and boys in this

whole town
Should laugh and laugh and laugh,

Because I never smoke the poisonous cigarette,

nor quaff

Wine, ale nor beer!

What is there in a laugh or even in a sneer,

That any honest temperance boy should fear?

' A laugh is only just a little air and noise

Mixed up to frighten weak-kneed boys

Into a course of wrong. Alas,

That any boy should fear a little gas!

A. moral coward such a boy must be,

Lacking in common sense and vertebrs,

Unmindful of his highest destiny."—Temperance Banner.
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The Mystery of the Mammoth.

[The editor of the British Friend sends to

us a copy of an article on the mammoth writ-

ten for its columns by a competent geologist,

in membership with Friends. He adds that

his interest in the matter was quickened by an

article in The Fkiend of Sixth Month 21st.

It was that which led him to get this written.

We have omitted a few words for which many
of our readers are not prepared.— Ed.]

It is now more than a htindred years since

universal interest was aroused in this extinct

elephant by the incontestable .proof that its

remains were preserved in a jjractically per-

fect condition in the northern parts of Siberia.

This interest has been repeatedly revived.

First, Mammoth bones and tusks were disin-

terred in one place after another in nearly all

parts of the northern, arctic, and sub-temperate

regions. In Britain alone we may mention the

finds in the limestone caves of the west, in the

gravels beneath London, in the North Sea

dredgings. Then came the discovery that,

with the Mammoth, man was coeval. Then
France gave us its very picture, graphically

carved on its own ivory by primeval man. The
recent discovery of another perfect "cold-

stored" specimen in Siberia, by Dr. Hertz, has

re-awakened public interest.

The Mammoth abounded to an extent almost

incredible. The Wookey Hysena den con-

tained the remains of thirty, with a total of

1,300 wolves, foxes, hyaenas, bears, lions, rhi-

noceroses, horses, oxen, reindeer, and Irish

elks. Till lately arctic Siberia supplied Rus-

sia with nearly all its ivory; in two years

nearly 3,000 tusks reached London. The
fishermen of one English village, Happisburgh,

dredged up 2,000 grinders in thirteen years of

this and other elephants.

Among the many points of interest sug-

gested we might consider three: the manner
of its life; how some became subjected to

"cold-storage" ; and how long it has been ex-

tinct. Although the Mammoth was more than

twice the weight of living elephants, its brain

was decidedly smaller. This contrast is shared

with others of its contemporaries, such as the

cave-lion and the cave-bear. Indeed the growth
of the "cephalic index," or of the proportion

of brain to total bulk, is one of the mist sig-

nificant lines along which recent development
has progressed. . . .

From the carvings of the cave-man, and
from the frozen carcasses, we learn that the

Mammoth had a thick coat of black hair and
reddish wool. Its tusks sometimes exceeded
four yards in length, curving outwards spirally,

sometimes making a complete turn. It was
fond of forests, like the elephant. Pine leaves

formed a favorite diet in Siberia, where the

pine forests are still the most extensive known.
In our country the forest land often included

our present seas and channels, extending out
possibly to the "hundred-fathom line," many
miles beyond Ireland and Scotland. There
must have been periods of comparative warmth,
as even the hippopotamus frequented the rivers

flowing out westwards. Our climate was then
of course continental, like that of France at

the present day. Hence the summer and win-

ter would be much more extreme. These big-

boned beasts were doubtless great wanderers
according to the season. Therefore, though
the bones of the Mammoth and his woolly rhi-

noceros comrade mingle with those of the

hippopotamus, the creatures when alive may
never have come within hundreds of miles of

each other, remaining as far apart, say, as

Paris is from Lyons, or even from Marseilles.

The Mammoth's . . . remains are found

on the sea-shore at Cromer in the "Furest-
bed," which represents the surface of the land

just before the great access of cold over-

whelmed Great Britain with snow and ice.

But the earliest unequivocal signs of man be-

long to the period when the first great ice age
had given way to a season of comparative

warmth. This was man of the "Pateolithic"

or "Old Stone" Age. The chief signs left by

him are the massive Palaeolithic flint tools,

and his carvings on bone. The former are

found in gravel beds, either on plateaux, or

such as are deposited by our rivers high up
their present valley sides. Both occur in cave

deposits, usually imbedded in stalagmite, at

times under layers many feet thick. These
incrustations probably represent the recur-

rence of the long period of glacial conditions,

when, possibly, the river gravels were also

being washed into their present high-level

terraces.

When at last milder conditions supervened,

primeval man had disappeared. Instead we
have man of the "Neolithic" or "New Stone"

Age. Apparently this was a fresh race. They
had learnt so to flake off fragments from flints

that the flakes would form the smaller tools,

such as arrow and spear heads, knives, saws,

and scrapers.

The point of interest to us is that the re-

mains of Neolithic man are 7iever more than

surface deep. In contrast to this, Palipolithic

tools are extracted from under beds of river

gravel, ten, twenty, or even thirty feet thick.

Neolithic flint tools look as fresh as the day
they were flaked. The PalaeoHths nearly al-

ways possess a peculiar gloss, the result of

age. Again, Neolithic man lived with the

present-day creatures alone, at least in Wes-
tern Europe. Not a sign of the mammoth,
rhinoceros, hippopotamus, has been found,

whilst the cave-bear, cave-lion, cave-tiger,

cave-hya?na, etc., are replaced by their mod-
ern descendants of degenerate bodies but re-

generate brains. These and similar indica-

tions compel the belief that, compared with

Neolithic man, Palaolithic man and his con-

temporaries were exceedingly remote in time,

at least in this part of the world. . . .

But did he go elsewhere when the cold re-

turned, or was he then annihilated ? There is

reason to think that the former was the case.

The ice-sheet which spread out from Scandi-

navia west, south, and east, was after all

local, though it overwhelmed most of western

Europe north of the latitude of London. We
know now, by the remarkable journey of Prof.

Ci. F. Wright, that there was no equivalent

glaciation over Asia. Western Europe con-

densed all the Atlantic moisture, then as now,

and the Siberian snowfall never gathered into

glaciers, even where, at the present day, the

ground is frozen to unknown depths. It may
well be that the Mammoth took refuge here,

—

and perhaps in parts of America, which it

reached via Siberia. There is, indeed, evi-

dence that it came back as far as Finland when
the climate ameliorated, and existed there al-

most into historic times. With its thick coat

it naturally preferred cool climates,

did not as a rule go south of 40
After the second great period of ci

other warmer period supervened, wh(
Siberian forests extended almost to the

Ocean. Therefore the abundance of

mains around Behring's Straits is quit

ural. But doubtless the winters were ti

severe, and the ground would remain
perennially, save for a few feet near tt

face.

We possess no direct evidence as tc,

caused its final destruction. But thei

some suggestive analogies in the blizza:

North America. The sagacious buffal

able to survive these by herding toeethi

facing the storm. The less intelligent

rush before it and perish. We are ran'

of the difference in Scotland between
tain and lowland sheep, when brought
elevated pastures. A heavy snowstorm
the former to exposed points, where the

blows over them. The latter huddle i

sheltered hollow and are smothered
We have seen that our mammoth was tol

the most intelligent. A recurrence of clit,

the Siberian tundras would expose it to sri

of unwonted violence, especially if it har ;

dered north during the blazing summer?;.

ter far than our own. Did it act Ilk :

buffalo, or the lowland sheep ? It wmild-e:

to have sought shelter in hollows, .-^rimt i,-

under lofty river banks. Overtaken sue •:

by the blizzard and overwhelmed, it pei:

helplessly, and in spring the carcasses -

swept with the ice to the Arctic Seas, r

in the course of ages their remains were

up by tens of thousands. At times the :

sudden onslaught of the blizzard overt .;

with its last mouthful unswallowed; the .

never melted from around it; ami, pei.:

buried deep by flood deposits, ages mitjh i

before it was released from its tomli o: :

How this might come about we can leari.i.

from the same regions, or better yet noiioi

Husdon's Bay. The sunny slopes thaw sier-

ficially, and the mingled mud and hoi ers

slide down over the yet frozen sub-soil, tea

like miniature avalanches. In this \va;the

snow-tomb and its contents might be :iie-

times overwhelmed and pushed upon the ret

ice. That, in turn, broke up, as so graiic-

ally described in Seebohm's account of ese

very rivers, and the ice-floes rushed i ti-

wards with ever rising flood. As this lib-

sided, the ice-floes and their burdens straed.

In some cases the debris above would b^ioo

thick for the sun's heat to reach thece.

Then, if only the river made one of its re-

quent changes of channel, the entombed In-

moth could lie at peace for its thousani of

years.

Such is the most probable explanatic of

the "find" in 1799, as well as that bj^t.

Hertz a century later. They may have iW

entombed for thousands of years. .

The present views of geologists would a gt

its final extinction to a date when probabl 1»

glacial extremes in Europe and America i«

place to what are called normal conditM.

It certainly survived many of its ancient ra-

rades, even in England: Indeed, it is in Ills

respect unique among mammals, as beinf Ik

only one known to have lived through w
epochs. G. St. Hilaire proposed, in Ci

I
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jce, to name it Dicyclotherium. Nor is

lange in space less remarkable. It has

I been found near Rome, and in Texas near

jGulf of Mexico. These, indeed, are ex-

jions, but show that its capacity for adap-

jn to its environment was almost as Hex-

las man's.

Iiologists
are still very uncertain as to the

cause of the great accession of cold. The

it suggestion, hovifever, that it was due to

il condensation of aqueous vapor, which

tpreviousiy, like a canopy, shrouded the

Si's surface from earliest times, seems ini-

5ble. This must have ceased as a potent

t)T ages earlier. Two of many reasons

i|
be given. First: during the glacial

ijid the (Jreat Salt Lake twice grew to ten-

jits present area. But in the interval it

[{•acted by evaporation to its present size.

J could not have occurred without direct

line, any more than the enormous evapo-

implied by the salt deposits of numer-

periods in geological history. Second:

a sudden entirely fresh condensation

rate so enormous a quantity of heat,

ously latent, that milder rather than se-

conditions would surely result. Nor

1 this vast precipitation have been con-

ijso largely to the regions which are near

)|iceans, and are wet because the evapo-

i moisture first comes in contact with

;[ground. It would have been much more

>^ distributed. Geologists generally will

ry accept this very hazy hypothesis in

m the two which at present find most

r(. These are: changes in level, and

ijces in the earth's orbit combined with the

3ion of the equinoxes. Land elevation

tend to increased cold, though the ef-

i|night lag considerably behind the cause,

nomers have proved that our orbit was

ntly" more elliptic than at present,

who lean to this cause, associate the

ing difl:erence of the sun's heat in sum-

,Dd winter with the question as to which

lis turned towards the sun when we are

sst it. Just now . . . it is the North

li which therefore has a shorter and warmer
nir. In the interval the South Pole claimed

j| advantages, which, by complex associa-

iiiwith oceanic and aerial currents, may
?lably affect the climate of the pole in

eiion. The greater the ellipticity the

eler the supposed contrast of climatic con-

iis. Which of these is the real eflicienl

u , (u- rather, how much each has rela-

•t contributed to the result, is far from

cjed. Nor would geologists be surprised

,use as yet unsuspected superseded these

hability. But this is not likely to as-

the form of the "canopy" theory.

.J. Edmund Cl.^rk.

D UsETH Different Means.— As many
iities of dispositions as there are amongst
so many different means doth God use to

IS to peace. That which is the life of one

death of another; wherefore, grace isdis-

d, in common, according to the frame and

sition of men. Be careful not to imitate

men's ways, except it be in their essen-

irtues, for the essential path which leads

Dd is but one and always the same,

theless attend to thy religious call, and

•e what God requires of thee. He who

properly attends to what passes in the inward
centre of his heart, and is right sensible of

his natural corruption, will renounce himself,

and follow (Jod, in that path into which He
pleaseth to lead him; such an one remains sta-

ble in himself, and receives all which happens
to him, whether inward or outward, as com-
ing from the hand of God. He submits to

God's hidden judgment, having the will of

God and not himself sincerely in view. He
will not be in doubt what he ought to do, and
will soon overcome all obstacles, however
strange and difficult thev may be; such a state

is of more worth than the most sublime exer-

cises. God will not permit such a man to go
astray, however dangerous his way may be. —
Plain Path.

LIFE'S MIRROR.

There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave.

There are souls that are pure and true;

Then give to the world the best you have.

And the best will come back to you.

Give love, and love to your life will flow,

A strength in your utmost need;

Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gift will be paid in kind,

And honor will honor meet;

And a smile that is sweet will surely find

A smile that is just as sweet.

For life is the mirror of king and slave,

'Tis just what we are and do;

Then give to the world the best you have,

And the best will come back to you.

—M. S. Bridges, in Tlte Christian WorlJ.

Facing Death and the Future Life.

The greatest living English philosopher

may dispose of the entire matter of the life

beyond the grave by a positive avowal of his

disbelief in such an existence, but that does

not dispose of it, nor disprove it; nor need it

disturb anyone's faith, nor disappoint his

hope. This philosopher we are told, "think-

ing carefully over the claims of revelation, and

collating them with the facts of experience

and observation, has found no real grounds for

expecting that if a man dies he shall live

again, and he says so without apparent re-

gret." If the philosopher can view the con-

tingency of non-existence, or annihilation,

without regret, his condition must be lament-

able indeed: and one wonders whether his de-

votion to his favorite scieniific studies and in-

vestigations has not dulled his spiritual per-

ceptions and turned the edge of his religious

faith. "If in this life only we have hope in

Christ, we are of all men most miserable."

Over against the cheerless and despondent

utterances of the philosopher it may be well

to place the simple but equally positive testi-

mony of several men from the humbler walks

of life. A short time ago a little company of

coal miners were entrapped in a mine in Ten-

nessee. There was no possibility of escape or

rescue, and the doomed men gave themselves

up with uncommon fortitude, based upon their

Christian hope, to contemplation of their fate

and of the life beyond the grave. Fortunately

these imprisoned men found a few scraps of

paper and on these wrote their last messages

of love and hope to those who were near and

dear to them. Four of those pathetic and

triumphant messages were as follows:

We are shut up in the head of the entry

with a little air, and bad air coming on us

fast. It is now about twelve o'clock. Now,
dear wife, put your trust in the Lord to help

you and my little children. . . . Woods says

that he is safe in heaven, and if he never sees

the outside again he will meet his mother in

heaven. . . . Elbert (his son) said for you all

to meet him in heaven. Tell all the children

to meet with us both. . . . Ellen, I want you
to live right and come to heaven.

J. L. VOWELL.
Dear Wife and Baby: I want to go back home

and kiss the baby, but cannot; so good-bye.

I am going to heaven. Meet me there.

James A. P.uooks.

To George L. Hudson's Wife: If 1 don't see

you any more ... I want you to meet me in

heaven. (Jood-bye. Do as you wish.

Geokge Hudson.
Barling Motfier and Sister: I am going to

heaven. I want you all to meet me in heaven.

Tell all your friends to meet me there, and

tell the church I have gone to heaven. ... I

have not suffered much.
Your boy, your friend,

John Hendon.
Those who have partaken of the Spirit of

Jesus Christ, the supreme consoler of stricken

and suffering humanity, will accept the testi-

mony of the imprisoned and doomed miners

rather than that of the profound philosopher,

who, it is feared, knows nothing experimen-

tally of that hope which is big with immor-
tality, and is not strengthened with the assur-

ance that is as an anchor to the soul and

that entereth into that within the veil.

Horace Bushnell once wrote a letter to a

friend, who was not far from the margin of

the river, in which he said:

"I hear that you are in a suffering way, and

that a cloud is over your prospects of contin-

uance. If so, I am sure that there will be no

cloud over your heart and the longer, better

prospects of your Christian expectation. It

is a very great thing to leave this world, and

yet I cannot think it a specially frightful

thing. True, we make a plunge into the un-

known, which is so far appalling. We do

know a great deal about the matter, after all.

We know Christ, which is to know pretty

much everything; we know what He is and

can be to us, so that if we know all about the

city and the river and all the figures of para-

dise it would not add much to our knowledge.

It comes indeed to this, that our plunge into

the unknown is plunging into a sea of knowl-

edge—the same we have been sailing in be-

fore only in a coasting way. May (iod be

with you and help you to be lifting your sail

gladly."

This note of Christian faith and triumph is

infinitely better, because truer, than the de-

spairing minor of the great philosopher. It

is the word of one who counts the assertions

of Jesus Christ as valuable and worthy of de-

pendence, and who has had experiences of the

things of God which justify his saying, "We
speak that we do know."— C/im/wn Advo-

cate.

When the devil speaks he makes men

ready and eager to accept dignities, but he

makes them reject humiliations and self-abase-

ment.

—

John of the Cross.
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LOVE.

True love is but a humble, low-born thing,

And hath its food served up in earthenware;

It is a thing to walk with, hand in hand.

Through theevery-dayness of this work-day

A love that gives and takes.

Not with flaw seeking eyes like needle points,

But, loving kindly, ever looks them down;

A love that shall be new and fresh each hour.—J. Russell Loimll.

orld.

The Jews' Legacy from an Age of Persecution.

In the current number of a Jewish publica-

tion there is an interesting comment on the

health of the modern Hebrev?. Dr. Maurice

Fishberg says that the most common diseases

of the Jewish race are neurasthenia and hys-

teria, while they are less affected by conta-

gious diseases and diseases of the digestive

organs than any other people. Both these

phenomena he attributes to the long continued

influence of historic conditions. The highly

strung nervous system of the Jew is the out-

come of centuries of life in cities; while his

immunity from disease affecting the internal

organs is also indirectly due to these condi-

tions.

A process of selection went on during the

centuries of Jewish urban life, which weeded

out the weaker and less enduring natures,

preserving the nervous, alert and sensitive in-

dividuals. It is a well known fact that when

it comes to epidemics of any kind, the full-

blooded, vigorous people who never have

known what it is to be ill usually go down be-

fore the wiry, tough, nervous individuals, and

are less likely to survive the attack.

Some day a book will be written on the me-

diaeval and modern history of the Jewish race,

and the influences which have developed the

unique constitution, temperament and individ-

uality of the Jew. Among these the book of

Leviticus will be given a prominent place.

Through all the hundreds of years when

Jews were herded like sheep and hunted like

rats, when their quarter of the city was unfit

for human beings to live in, when their water

supply was cut off at sunset, and the gates

locked on them, the stern law regarding the

preparation of food and the care of the health

acted as no modern sanitary law has ever acted

to preserve the people from extermination.

Had it not been for the steadfast religious

faith and stubborn persistence with which they

held to the law of Moses, the unnatural condi-

tions in which they lived must have killed

them off. As it was, their environment de-

stroyed only the weaker ones, while the stron-

ger were preserved through the observance of

that unequaled sanitary code, and perhaps also

by the very persecution which kept the race

apart from the debauchery and license of the

Middle Ages.

It is not always misfortune in the long run,

to be segregated, especially when the people

who do the segregating are not over fit to as-

sociate with. If anybody doubts that there

was enough animalism and vice and lack of

moral stamina in the Middle Ages to have

wrecked the Jew, had these influences been

added to his other disadvantages in the race

for life, he may read "Boccaccio;" The Dark

Ages are not nearly as pretty in history as

they are in romance.

of artificial selection and race improvement,

working through several hundred years, the

Jew has risen from the position of an outcast

to that of a leader, and there is a lesson in

this for all students of social conditions. The

moral of it is that in history there is nothing

quite so likely to happen as the unexpected.

What would Shakespeare, whose "Shylock"

gives the Hebrew his due, far beyond the meed

awarded by any contemporary playwright

—

what would even he have said if anyone had

prophesied a Disraeli?

—

L. L. in the Wash-

inqtoii Times.

Diminution of Marriages.

From a volume of short lectures by Dr.

Gladden, which has just been issued we quote

the following on "Social Evils:"

"A large number of the young people of the

more cultivated classes seem to shrink more

and more from family life, or at least to defer

to later and later periods, the setting up

of the home. The standards of social de-

cency and respectability are constantly ris-

ms.; the amount of money supposed to be nec-

essary to begin the married life increases

decade by decade. Young men say that they

will not marry until they are able to support

a wife in good style, and as the wealth of the

land increases and their neighbors live more

and more luxuriously, the phrase, 'in good

style,' is constantly undergoing changes of

meaning. Young women become accustomed

in their parental homes to a certain amount

of comfort and of leisure, and they do not rel-

ish the thought of beginning to live more

plainly and more laboriously in homes of their

own. Thus an increasing number of young men
and women decline or postpone marriage. It is

true that the family life does require of both

men and women the relinquishment of a cer-

tain amount of liberty, the assumptions of new-

burdens, the incurring of pain and privation

and sacrifice. The unwillingness to meet these

demands is the prime cause of the diminution

in the number of marriages which the census

reports to us and one of the inevitable conse-

quences is the increase of social immorality.

The condition of France, a prosperous and

luxurious nation, where the number of marri-

ages is lessening and the birth rate is decreas-

ing, and social vice is assuming appalling di-

mensions, points out the path in which the na-

tion must travel whose young men and women
undervalue the family relation.

"I do not believe that there is any remedy

for this social disease but the restoration of a

more wholesome sentiment concerning this

whole subject of family life. The morality of

what we call our respectable classes needs ton-

ing up all along this line. Many parents dis-

courage the marriage of their sons and daugh-

ters under conditions which would be far more

favorable than those under which they them-

selves set out in life bravely and happily.

They are unwilling that their children should

meet the responsibilities which they met and

bear the burdens which they bore, and in

meeting and bearing which they won their own

manhood and womanhood. .Many a father re

fuses his daughter to a young man whose cir

cumstances and prosperity are far more fa

vorable than were his when he was married

many a mother warns her son against

as hers was when she set up her own l|

The father and mother, in their prosp

have lost their sense of the value of cha

they have come to put far too much •

on the mere accidents of life. Forititl

not only of a man's life, but of the life

man and a woman together, that 'it consi]

not in the abundance of the things that'

possess. They can be happy and truj

brave with but few things. To begin as<j

parents began, to live simply and frugal|

face the problems of life without flinchiil

exercise their wits together over a li.l

menage, what is this but the disciplii|

which all the best qualities of life are W(|

"The habitual thought of the entire coJ

nity upon this subject is largely pervertl

the practical materialism which prevails.)

sacred function of the family is dishofef

when it is made subordinate to the demai o

style and the claims of luxury and of le .rr

It is a good for which right-minded humfhi:

ings should be willing to pay in toil and ir,

fice. No great good is obtainable at a w

price; and the refusal to accept marriag i

parentage on these terms is a cowardl;

delity to the highest claims, which nati
i

sure to punish."

The Condition of Forgiveness. ;

The upshot of it is that by a peculiar process
I

with a girl whose heart

John Nile, of Cornwall, was many m-ths

ago convinced of sin; he attended the prick-

ing constantly at Trelabe, and a little aki

came to this circuit he invited me t his

house to preach. I went, and found a fiple

destitute both of the power and form of od-

liness.

However, the novelty of preaching atieir

own doors induced many to attend, 'hej

heard with deep attention, and felt pow at-

tending the words.

But while the Spirit was poured out fr( on

high, and several on the right hand a'oi

the left hand were changed, poor Johnsile

continued to walk disconsolate, though 'pj-

rently following hard after God. At Igtl

his spiritual burden was removed in tb( fol-

lowing remarkable manner:

Sitting in his house late at night, he Ita

very powerful impression on his mind km
and walk out. He knew not what this nint

and when he went to the door knew not -eK

to go. The impression continuing. hewM
into his orchard, where he kneeled dowajd

spent some time in prayer to God. Hliiij

finished, and being about to return intibis

house, he felt the same unaccountable infes-

sion urging him to visit a turnip field wh lie

had at some distance. AValking into theilii,

he discovered something by the help otk

star light, which, on a nearer approach, pveii

to be one of his neighbors stealing his or-

nips. John spoke to him concerning t in-

iquity of his conduct, and the ]ioor fo».

having nothing to plead in his own vii ca-

tion, was speechless. He then onlereioiu'

to take up the sack (which was iireitjfeBi

filled) and follow him to his house. Thioor

culprit, without daring to gainsay, obeyt

When John and his prisoner had re I'

the house he made him empty his sack ^

if he had got any of his seed turnips. '

ing two or three large ones which he h

iance I served for that purpose, he laid them '

true and brave and ordered the thief to return the res

i
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J ick, and then helped him to lay them on

1 lioulder, and bade him carry them home
t|him, warmly exhorting him to steal no

)ii and adding: "If at any time you are

djtress, come to me and ask, and I will give

uj burden." He then shook him att'ection-

sljby the hand and said: "I heartily for-

jiyou, and may God for Christ's sake do

ejanie."

Hving thus dismissed the poor, trembling

iijr, he went in private and began to wres-

I
iith (jod in earnest prayer. The Father

rjTcies instantly heard him and filled his

jlwith a clear evide.ice of his pardoning

rjwhich he holds fast to the present day.

^having fonjiirn his brother his trespasses,

) aavenly Father also forgave him.

[ continues to evidence by an unblamable

Diet the sacred fruits of that grace which

iceived from the hand of a merciful God.

^ected.

John Woolman.

J in Woolman, of New Jersey, in America,

^lorn at Northampton, Burlington county,

', of parents professing with Friends,

iCiad a tender care over him, and being good

alples themselves, promoted every appear-

cpf good in him.

i^out the seventh year of his age, he be-

1] acquainted with the operations of Divine

'in his heart; and as he went from school

Bjeventh day, while his companions were at

ij he went forward out of sight and sitting

(ijread the 22d chapter of the Revelations:

I showed nie a river of water, clear as

r|il, proceeding out of the throne of God
he Lamb," &c. In reading of which, his

was drawn to seek after that pure habi-

which he then believed God had pre-

fer his servants.

place where he sat, and the sweetness

attended his mind, remained fresh in his

ii)ry for many years afterwards. This and

s Ike gracious visit itions had such an ef-

;upon him, that when he heard boys make
jf ill language it troubled him, and through

i|ontinued mercies of God he experienced

jjrvation from it himself; and the pious

ijjictions of his parents would recur fresh-

ijhis mind, when he happened to be among
id children.

h parents who had a large family of chil

ij frequently on the first day of the week,
: meeting, employed them in reading the

r tures, or other good books, one after the

r, the rest sitting by for instruction . . .

lus in his very young years, through the

ifings of Divine love on his. tender mind,

IS preserved from many snares incident

;juth, until he had attained about the six-

h year of his age; when, as appears by

ccount, through unwatchfulness he suf-

his mind to be carried away by a love of

[j)per company, and, though preserved

profane language or scandalous conduct,

1 was still a plant alive which brougnt
wild grapes.

ough at times he was brought seriously

nsider his ways, which affected his mind
sorrow, yet by an inattention to these re-

's of ins'truction, vanity was added to

y, and repentance to repentance, and his

j
became alienated from the truth, and

i}d toward destruction, "Whilst," said he

in his memoirs, "I meditate on the gulf to-

wards which I traveled, and reflect on my
youthful disobedience, mine eyes run down
with water." Nevertheless, afterward, he ran
greater lengths in vanity, until it pleased the
Lord to visit him with sickness, which ap-
peared nigh unto death; in which state dark-
ness, horror and amazement seized his mind,
and he thought it would have been better for
him never to have had a being in this world
than to see such a day of confusion and afflic-

tion of body and mind. Herein he bewailed
himself, and cries ascended to an offended (!od,

who in his mercy at length heard him, and
that word which is as a fire and a hammer, broke
and dissolved his rebellious heart into a state

of contrition, which was succeeded with in-

ward consolation and desires, that if the Lord
would be pleased to restore his health, he
might walk humbly before him. Though the

first part of his desire was granted, he again
relapsed into folly and vanity; of one instance
thereof I take his own account, viz.: "I re-

member once having spent a part of the day
in wantonness; as I went to bed at night,

there lay in a window near my bed a Bible

which I opened and first cast my eye on the
text, 'We lie down in our shame and our
confusion covers us.' This I knew to be my
case, and meeting with so unexpected a re-

proof I was somewhat affected by it, and went
to bed under remorse of conscience, which I

soon cast off again."

But at length, through the powerful op-

erations of Divine love, he was enabled to

take up the cross, and lived a very retired re-

ligious life, until it pleased the great Author
of our being about the twenty-second year of

his age to commit to him a dispensation of

the gospel ministry; through faithfulness

thereto, he witnessed an increase of those tal-

ents committed to his care, and visited most
of the American provinces at different times.

About the year 1763, during the Indian war,

he traveled about two hundred miles into the

back parts of Pennsylvania, though attended

with great fatigue of body and danger of his

life, in order to pay a religious visit to an In-

dian settlement there; which was favorably

received by the natives, and doubtless was at-

tended with peace to his own mind, as he found

many of them susceptible of Divine impres-

sions. He was for many years deeply exer-

cised on behalf of the poor enslaved Africans,

and both by word and writing, endeavored to

convince mankind of that unrighteous traffic,

and injustice of keeping them in slavery.

In the year 1772 with the concurrence and
unity of his brethren, he came over to Fng-
land, and landed at London about the 8th of

the Sixth Month.

The Yearly Meeting being then sitting he

attended that meeting, in the course of which

he had to drop divers weighty and instructive

remarks. His mind being drawn toward the

north, he soon departed from that city and by

the way of Hertford, Buckinghamshire, North-

ampton and Banbury quarterly meetings he

proceeded to the Quarterly Meeting at York,

where after having attended most of the sit-

tings thereof, he was taken ill of the small-

pox, in which disorder he continued about two
weeks, at times under great affliction of body,

and then departed in full assurance of a happy
eternity, as the following expressions, amongst

others taken down from his own mouth, plain-
ly evidence.

One day being asked how he felt himself,
he meekly answered, "I do not know that 1

have slept this night. I feel the disorder mak-
ing its progress, but my mind is mercifully
preserved in stillness and peace." Some time
after he said he was .sensible the pains of
death must be hard to bear, but if he escaped
them now, he must some time pass through
them, and did not know that he could be bet-

ter prepared, but had no will in it. He said

he had settled his outward affairs to his mind;
had taken leave of his wife and family as nev-
er to return, leaving them to the Divine pro-
tection; adding, "and though I feel them near
to me at this time, yet I freely give them up,

having an hope they will be provided for." A
little after he said, "This trial is made easier

than I could have thought, by my will being
wholly taken away; for if I was anxious as to

the event it would be harder; but I am not,

and my mind enjoys a perfect calm."
In the night a young woman having given

him something to drink, he said, "My child

thou seemest very kind to me a poor creature,

the Lord will reward thee for it." A while
after he cried out in great earnestness of spir-

it, "0 my Father! my Father! how comforta-
ble art thou to my soul in this trying season."
Being asked if he could take a little nourish-

ment, after some pause he replied, "My child

I cannot tell what to say to it; I am nearly

arrived where my soul shall have rest from all

my troubles." After giving her something to

put in his journal, he said, "I believe the Lord
will now excuse me from exercises of this

kind, and I see no work but one, which is to

be the last wrought by me in this world. The
messenger will come that will release me from
all of these troubles, but it must be in the

Lord's time which I am waiting for." He
said he had labored to do whatever was re-

quired according to the ability received, in

the remembrance of which he had peace;

adding, "and if that is mercifully continued

I ask or desire no more." Having
repeatedly consented to take a medicine with

a view to settle his stomach, but without ef-

fect, the friend then waiting on him said

through distress, "What shall I do now?" He
answered with great composure, "Rejoice ev-

ermore, and in everything give thanks," but

added a little after, "This is sometimes hard

to come at."

One morning early he broke forth in suppli-

cation on this wise: "0 Lord! it was thy

power that enabled me to forsake sin in my
vouth, and I have felt thy bruises since for

disobedience, but as I bowed under them, thou

healedst me; and though I have gone through

many trials and sore afflictions, thou hast been

with me, continuing a father and a friend. I

feel thy power now, and beg that in the ap-

proaching trying moments, thou wilt keep my
heart steadfast unto thee." .... Upon his

giving the same friend directions concerning

some little matters, she said, "I will take

care, but I hope thuu mayest live to order

them thyself." He replied, "My hope is in

Christ; and though I may now seem a little

better, a change in the disorder may soon

happen, and my little strength dissolved, and

if it i30 happen, I shall be gathered to my ev-

erlasting rest." On her saying she did not
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doubt that, but could not help mourning to

see so many servants removed at so low a time,

he said, "All goodness cometh from the Lord,

whose power is in the same, and He can work as

He sees best My dependence is on

the Lord Jesus Christ, who, I trust, will for-

give my sins, which is all I hope for." . . I

believe my being here is in the wisdom of

Christ; I know not as to life or death." . . .

He deceased the 7th of the Tenth Month,

1772.

Science and Industry.

Ancient Dentistry.—False teeth are by

no means a modern invention, as is proved
from the fact that jawbones of mummies have
been found with false teeth in them, and also

with teeth stopped with gold. Indeed, the

ancient Egyptians were no mean dentists, and
in Greece the art was also practised with much
skill, says Homes Notes.

There is plentiful evidence of skilled dentis-

try among the Romans, and many of the an-

cient Latin authors have references to false

teeth. There is a distinct notice of them in the

"Roman Laws of the Twelve Tables." The
first part of No. 10 prohibits useless expense
at funerals, but an exception is made in No.
11, which permits the gold fillings of teeth, or

the gold to which they are bound, to be bur-

ied or cremated with the corpse.

About a couple of years ago an ancient
grave was discovered near Rome. It was
opened, and in it was found the skeleton of a
woman with a complete set of false teeth, ad-

mirably made and wrought out of solid gold.

Persimmon as an Edible Fruit.— Why is

it the persimmon is not more highly regarded
as a fruit? True, it is difficult to get it at

just the right stage to avoid the "pucker,"
but well ripened and frosted fruit most per-

sons would consider delicious and worth a lit-

tle trouble to produce. Possibly it is because
the ripe fruit is difficult to handle.

What is known as the -Japanese persimmon
is more encouraging to grow than our native
ones, in respect to the size of the fruit, being
fully twice as large. But it will not thrive

further north than Philadelphia, and even there
it is uncertain. The flavor is a little less

sweet, but with less "pucker."
Of late attention has been given to the im-

provement of our native persimmon, and it has
been attended with more or less success. Some
are almost, or entirely seedless, and absence
of most of the puckering is noticeable. One
promising variety has been named Gold Drop,
for which it is claimed earliness in coming into

bearing, extreme hardiness, unusually large
and good shape, fine, yellow color, flesh melt-
ing and with little pucker when ripe.

The American oersimmon makes a handsome
tree ornamentally considered. It has dark
green leaves that remain on late in the fall.—Meehans' Monthly.

Tool That Works as if Human. — The
most highly developed of machine tools is the
automatic screw machine, and, like many oth-

er contrivances for saving labor, its home is

New England. It is a development of the
ordinary steel working lathe, the intermediate
step being the monitor lathe, in which the va-
rious cutting tools protrude from the side of a

steel turret-like thirteen inch guns from a bat-

tleship turret. In the non-automatic screw
machine the turret is revolved by the operator

so as to bring each tool into play, just as the

turret on the old monitor was revolved to bring

one gun after another into action. But in the

automatic machine the work is done without

human guidance.

In making screws, nuts, bolts, studs and
other small pieces that must be turned, drilled

or threaded for watches, clocks, typewriters,

electrical instruments and other mechanisms
all the operator has to do is to feed the

''stock"- a long thin rod of steel or brass-
to the machine. The feeding mechanism car-

ries the rod slowly forward into the field of ac-

tion. The turret advances and puts its first

tool at work on the end of the rod. When
this tool has done its task, the turret with-

draws it, turns and advances a second tool in-

to action. Each cutting tool around the turret

has its distinct work to perform— one cutting

a thread, another shaping a head, another put-

ting on a point, another drilling a hole, still

another putting on knurling. The turret au-

tomatically brings each of perhaps six tools

into action, and when the work is finished the

completed screw drops into a pan, while the

"stock" is automatically fed forward to begin

the complex operation again. A stream of ma-
chine oil pours continuously on the work to

carry away the heat, and the little metal cut-

tings that collect in a heap under the machine.

Hour after hour this wonderful automaton
goes through its cycle of operations, the tur-

ret clicking every moment as it brings a new
tool forward. Small brass pieces, on which
but one tool cuts, are dropped at the rate of

four a second. Large screws of complicated

design, upon which a whole turretful of tools

must work, are cut from a steel rod at the

rate of one or two a minute. So perfectly are

these screw machines constructed that an un-

skilled workman can operate a row of them.

All he is required to do is to keep them fed

with "stock." In some shops girls tend the

machines.

—

Success.

Culture and Religion.

As facts and doctrines form the intellectual

outworks of faith, historical criticism must
make good the one, and sound philosophy

must so far warrant the other. But when all

that argument can do has been done, it still

remains true that the best and most convinc-

ing grounds of faith will still remain behind

unshaped into argument. There is a great

reserve fund of conviction arising from the

increased experience which Christian men have

of the truth of what they believe. And this

cannot be beaten out into syllogisms. It is

something too inward, too personal, too mysti-

cal to be set forth so. It is not on that ac-

count the less real and powerful. Indeed, it

may be said that once felt it is the most self-

evidencing of all proofs. This is what Cole-

ridge said, "If you wish to be assured of the

truth of Christianity, try it." "Believe, and
if thy belief be right, that insight which
gradually transmutes faith into knowledge
will be the reward of thy belief." To be vi-

tally convinced of the truth of "the process

of renewal described by Scripture, a man must
put himself within that process." His own
experience of its truth, and the confident as-

surance of others, whom, if candid 1 v

feel to be better than himself, will be th ;if

sufficing evidence. But this is an ev i

which, while it satisfies a man's self, ,

i

be brought to bear on those who stanc ;:

out the pale, and deny those things of i

they have not themselves experienced.

A clear and trained intellect is one \\,

spiritual discernment quite another. Tlf,

mer does not exclude, but neither does
r

cessarily include the latter. They are ^^

gies of two different sides of our being. 1

less the spiritual nature in a man is ali'^

active, it is in vain that he works at rel ii,,

truth merely from the intellectual sid

he is not awake in a deeper region than ';i

tellectual, though he may be an able cr

dialectician, a vital theologian or a rel <

man he cannot be. It is only the piou ;i„

ject has the original datum, in virtue ol;)i

munion with God, on which the religious lit,

lays hold.
,

i

So soon as the "original datum" of t Di-I

vine spirit is there, everything else beinal

simply a matter of right reasonableness' On
as a thoughtful English scholar latePei-

pressed it:
—"Of all qualities which a tal».

gian must possess, a devotional spirit the

chief. Fjr the soul is larger than the lind

and the religious emotions lay hold o^tbe

truth to which they are related on manyides

at once A powerful understanding, o;the

other hand, seizes on single points, andw-
ever enlarged in its own sphere, is of ;.

never safe from narrowness of view. F
very office is to analyze, which implies \i

thought is fixed down to particular rel:

of the subject. No mental conceptioi;

more no expression in words, can give tl

:

significance of any fact, least of all of \

vine fact. Hence it is that mere reas,:-

is found such an ineffectual measure ajiD-

simple piety, and devotion is such a safeiaiii.

against intellectual errors." Yes, "the rig-

nal datum," that is the main thing.

And what is this but that which o-oid

forefathers meant when they spoke of nan

"having the root of the matter in him '/"[he

devout spirit is not fed by purely intelldual

processes, sometimes it is frustrated by ^m
The hard brain work and the seclusion cthe

student tend, if uncounteracted, to dry rtte

springs alike of the human sympathies a of

the heavenward emotions. It is said cDr.

Arnold, certainly no disparager of inteict,

that no student could continue long i a

healthy religious state unless his hear»as

kept tender by mingling with children, by

frequent intercourse with the poor anthe;

suffering.

—

Herald of Truth.
\

SONNET—WORDSWORTH.
In my mind's eye a Temple, like a cloud

Slowly surmounting some invidious hill,

Rose out of darkness, the bright Work stooc

.A.nd might of its own beauty have been prou

But it was fashioned and to God was vowed
By virtues that diffused, in every part.

Spirit divine through forms of human art;

Faith had her arch—her arch, when winds

loud,

Into the consciousness of safety thrilled.

And Love her towers of dread foundation lai

Under the grave of things; Hope had her sp

Star high, and pointing still to something h

Trembling I gazed, but heard a voice—it sai

" Hell gates are powerless phantoms when we
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The Best Winter's Schooling.

) Cyrus Hamlin, in some reminiscences of

pusin, the late Vice President Hannibal

j,n, once told about their early life in

j, ' Of his cousin he said:

i farming he beat us in the productive-

^)f the acres. He had more hired help;

Id little. His land was better to begin

Ijbut we put in the muscle, and were not

^led of the result. l!ut in one thing we

fiim, as he was always ready to acknowl-

i But that came by the sheer force of

;jnstances. Our farm tools had gone to

l Our father died in our early childhood

;>ven months old, and my brother Hanni-

i,o years and six months. We had to be

|i'hile we were boys, and we had an in-

=1 ambition to be so. Our father left the

j richly supplied with every implement

ijn use. The ox yoke, the hay cart, the

;) cart, tongue and axle had given out.

oys, fourteen and sixteen, resolved to

y their places. Fortunately there was to

D district school, owing to some local dis-

sn. With earnest labor, working in the

I bed by day and the kitchen by night,

impleted an ox yoke, to our great de-

ijand then ruined it in boring the holes for

liws. "Make another," said a neighbor,

lil will bore the holes for you." As he

it come, we invented a guide for the au-

lat made the holes exactly parallel, and

riumph was complete. We obtained a

ired paint and painted it a brilliant red.

to us overwhelmingly magnificent,

hg else on earth could equal it. So we

1)3 tongue and axle, a hay-cart body,

jie for potatoes. When they were com-

,\ we had risen to a higher level of being.

ijbal said, 'You have beat me. I couldn't

t|,t.' But, had his environment been like

3pe would have done it much better. In

3 later years he has said, 'Cyrus, that

I lie best winter's schooling you ever had.'

'I hard school of necessity turns out

)j:
and noble men. Circumstances make

)|; men, and such men then make circum-

i|s. Disappointments are often blessings,

icessities are mercies. The things which

nlTiost untoward may prove most profita-

"Therefore I take pleasure in infirmi-

n reproaches, in necessities, in persecu-

igin distresses for Christ's sake, for when
eak, then am I strong" (2 t:or. xii: 10.)

Safeguard.

The Harvest of a Tract.

act, entitled "The Bruised Reed," led

! conversion of Richard Baxter. He
t the "Saint's Rest," which was blest to

(jnversion of Philip Doddridge who wrote

'iJise and Progress of Religion in the

1) a book which has been translated into

ell languages and has led many to Christ.

aritical period in his history this little

i\i fell into the hands of William Wilber-

cj the great emancipatot of slaves in the

t^i colonies, and led him to the Cross.

force wrote "A Practical View of

ianity," which was the instrument in

g the eyes of a young clergyman who
reaching a gospel he did not know

—

s Chalmers. Doddridge's book also led

! conversion of Leigh Richmond, and

he wrote the "The Dairyman's Daughter,"
which has been translated into a great many
languages and has been blessed to the salva-

tion of thousands. It is related of Dr. Good-
sell that when he was passing through Nicom-
edia, he left with a stanger a copy of "The
Dairyman's Daughter," printed in the Arme-
nian Turkish language. Seventeen years af-

terward he visited Is'icomedia and found a

church of more than fifty members, and Pro-

testant community of more than two hundred
persons. This tract, with Cod's blessing, did

the work. The author of the tract himself

received information of three hundred conver-

sions by its instrumentality. It was William

Wilberforce who introduced into the British

Parliament "The Emancipation" act banishing

slavery from the West Indies. Every student

of history knows that William Wilberforce in

spirit influenced American politics until the

foul blot of human slavery was swept from
the Republic, in the liberation of four mil-

lions of bondsmen. Only eternity will reveal

all the fruits of that one tract read by the

lad—Richard Baxter. It has been said that

through this same line of agencies, created by

the reading of that tract by Richard Baxter,

the Czar of Russia received an inspiration

which resulted in freeing forty million serfs.

A lady in a railway car, while it was pass-

ing some laborers, with a silent prayer to C,od

for his blessing, threw some tracts out of the

window for the men. She afterwards learned

that the workman found the tracts, read them
and were turned to a Christian life. A flour-

ishing church was the result.

The sudden decease of our beloved Friend Debby
Cope, of West Chester, Pa., on the 14th instant,

who two days previous was engaged in her last

public ministry, brings members of the Yearly

Meeting under added solemnity, in view of tbe ev-

idences that the Spirit of the Lord is at work
among us, through death and through life and the

earnest travail of many to turn sons and daughters

to his salvation and service.

Items Concerning the Society.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.—A second account, more
complete than any which was possible last week, is

here presented:

The Eighty-ninth Session of Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, was held at Stillwater, near Barnesville, Ohio,

from Seventh-day, Ninth month, twenty-seventh

to the following Fifth-day inclusive.

The meeting of Ministers and Elders held Sixth-

day morning was considered a favored season as

was also the session of Second-day.

Shortly after ten o'clock Seventh-day morning,

the clerk read the opening minute and on calling

the names of the Representatives found them all

present except four. Minutes were read for Har-

vey H. Haight, a minister, and his companion,

George Pollard, from Norwich Monthly Meeting,

Canada ; for Eli Harvey and Ezra Barker, the for-

mer a minister, from Indiana, also for Ella Newlin

a minister from Iowa, with Susannah Ramsay as

companion. Satisfaction was generally expressed

with the company of these Friends.

A reference from one of these Quarterly meet-

ings requesting the Yearly Meeting to interpret

the clause of the Discipline regarding the affixing

of monuments to graves was given to the consid-

eration of a committee to be reported on at a later

sitting.

Epistles from Canada, New England, Western,

Iowa and Kansas Yearly Meetings were read. These

tokens of affection and unity of purpose were en-

couraging to the meeting and a committee was set

}
apart to prepare essays of replies.

First-day.—On account of unfavorable weather
the attendance at the meetings for worship was
not as large as sometimes, although the meeting
house was well filled. ISoth the morning and af-

ternoon meetings were satisfactory occasions. . . .

In connection with the meetings for worship, one
can hardly omit mentioning the evening collec-

tions at the boarding-school building— where many
Friends lodge during Yearly Meeting week. These
collections were indeed times of refreshing ; when
many, e.specially the young people were encour-

aged to greater faithfulness and exhorted to press

onward toward the heavenly goal.

Second-day, the twenty-ninth.—The Rrepresen-
tatives proposed Nathan R. Smith for clerk and
James IValton for assistant, with which appoint-

ments the meeting united. The consideration of

the state of Society as shown by the answers to

the Queries was entered upon. The substance of

which was about as follows:

—

First: Excepting a few small meetings, una-
voidably omitted, all meetings have besn held and
mostly well attended.

The answers to the second, fifth, seventh, and
with little exception the fourth and eighth were
satisfactory. It was generally felt that greater
faithfulness in those particulars queried after in

the third was greatly needed, and some Friends
had not maintained our testimony against a hire-

ling ministry.

On Third-day; Through the obituary notices we
were informed that three elders had died. Many
desires were expres.sed that the younger members
would be willing to take up the falling mantles,

and having received these mantles to run with pa-

tience the race that is set before them The
ciuarterly meetings reported five hundred and six-

teen children of school age, a majority of whom
had attended Friends' school. The Minutes of the

Meeting for sufferings, read at this time, were sat-

isfactory.

The report of the Boarding School Committee
was satisfactory to the meeting, and they were en-

couraged to keep the school on its original founda-

tion,—not looking to any other institution as a

guide, but to have the religiously guarded educa-

tion of the youth their first concern.

Fourth-day morning the meeting for worship

was again a favored time, in which many testimo-

nies to the Truth were handed forth.

Fifth-day. The committee which had under con-

sideration the reference from one of the quarterly

meetings reported that they had no new interpre-

tation to give the clause of discipline referred to,

than that which had always been given it by con-

sistent Friends everywhere.

After reading Epistles to the five corresponding

Yearly Meetings a solemn silence covered the as-

sembly, under a feeling of which the meeting ad-

journed. Taking the meeting as a whole we are

willing to consider it one of the most harmonious

and satisfactory Yearly Meetings we have ever at-

tended.

The caution expressed in these columns last

week, has been confirmed by the following, lated

"Friendg' Mdligencer, Tenth Month, 10th, 1902:"

Dear FRiEND.-rThe "Cotton Mather letter" was

a hoax—an absolute forgery, by a man named
Shunk, of Easton, Pa. Its character has been

again and again stated, —several times in this

journal.

Very truly,

Howard M. Jenkins.

[The above note was received the next day. Tenth

Month eleventh, and a little later on the same

day the tidings of the writer's sudden death, by

drowning, at Buck Hill Falls, Pa., began to be

spread in this city. He had for several years con-

ducted with uncommon ability the Journal of which

he was editor—was a conspicuous standard-bearer

of the cause of righteousness in those departments
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of morals and benevolence which have especially

appealed to Friends, and had become an histori-

cal authority highly respected not only on all mat-

ters relating to Pennsylvania and the Society of

Friends, but over a wider range. The sense of

their loss cast an obvious sadness on the next day

over the meetings of the body of which he was so

useful and representative a member,--a loss long

to be felt.]

By information of commemorations to be ob-

served on the 18th instant, it appears that the day

represents the two hundred and second anniversa-

ry of the establishment of a Friends' Meeting at

Moorestown, N. J., and the one hundredth anni-

versary of the building of the pressnt older meet-

ing house.

Notts from Others.

A Literature of its Own.— A denomination

should have a literature of its own: not that it is

to know nothing of what others think, say and do, or

to be limited in its scope of thought, knowledge, in-

spiration and accomplishment, but that it_ should

have its own constructive and defensive lines of

information and operation. It has its own peculiar

polity, doctrine, agency, history, life, and activity,

and it should keep its people as well as others in-

informed oi all these phases of existence. It has its

own thinkers, scholars and institutions, and out

of them should emerge those who are able to en-

lighten the public in regard to what it has been,

is, and proposes to be. It has its special mission in

the world, and the pen is one of the greatest and

most telling agents of the day for making known

what it stands for and what it is doing. It holds

a vital relation to the advancement of Christ's

Kingdom at home and abroad, and it should be

giving out instruction and help in all directions

whereby this end may be accomplished.

—

Presby-

terian.

There has risen a class of preachers who are

proclaiming a social gospel, a scientific gospel, a

literary gospel, a reformatory gospel. The cry

seems to be—anything to ge' rid of the old Gos-

pel, which the orthodox religion upholds and preach-

es. The gospel of culture and all kinds of sensa-

tional subjects are treated from the pulpits of

many of our churches, while Christ and Him cru-

cified, Christ the Saviour of the world, the atone-

ment, conversion and evangelical repentance, are

scarcely, if at all, emphasized, or even mentioned.

With many there is no need of conversion; we are

already divine, only give evolution a chance, and

all will be well. According to their opinions, ap-

parently Christ was mistaken when He said, "The

Son of man has come to search for those who are

lost and save them"' (Luke xix: 10.)—J. 11'. G. Her-

oU.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—On the 6th instant the entire division

of the National Guard of Pennsylvania was ordered on

dnty in the anthracite strike region by Governor Stone.

In promulgating this order Governor Stone says that in

certain parts of the Commonwealth " tumults and mob

law reign. Men who desire to work have been beaten

and driven away and their families threatened ; railroad

trains have been delayed and the tracks torn up."

President Baer asserted in the presence of the Presi-

dent of the United States that " only the lives and prop-

erty of the members of the secret oath bound order

which declared that the locals should have full power to

suspend operations at the collieries until the non-union

men joined their order are safe.''

On the 6th instant. Carroll D. Wright, Commissioner of

Labor, acting for President Roosevelt, submitted to Presi

dent John Mitchell the following proposal : that if he " wil

secure the immediate return to work of the miners ii

the anthracite region, the President will at once appoint

a commission to investigate thoroughly into all matters

at issue between the operators and miners, and will do

all within his power to obtain a settlement of those

questions in accordance with the report of the com-

mission." This offer was declined by President Mitchell,

as other offers have been which do not recognize the ;

Mine Workers' Union, of which he is the official head. In
|

his reply to President Roosevelt, he said :
'' Having in

mind our experience with the coal operators in the past,

we have no reason to feel any degree of confidence in

their willingness to do us justice in the future ; and in-

asmuch as they have refused to accept the decision of a

tribunal selected by you, and inasmuch as there is no law

through which you could enforce the findings of the Com-

mission you suggest, we respectfully decline to advise

our people to return to work simply upon the hope that

the coal operators might be induced or forced to comply

with the recommendations of your commission."

Other conferences before high officials intended to end

the strike have taken place in different places, but they

have been apparently fruitless.

In a recent address in New York, Secretary Shaw, of

the United States Treasury said :
" Our foreign commerce,

like the productive and consumptive capacity of our

people, has increased more rapidly than our population.

Since 1860, population has multiplied by two and one-

half, while our foreign commerce has multiplied by three

and one-third. Thus, our very prosperity redounds to

the advantage of those across the seas, who supply that

which we do not produce."

A late decision in the United States Circuit Court by

Judge Lacombe holds that a citizen of Porto Rico is not

a citizen of the United States and, as such, entitled to

land here without interference from the immigration au-

thorities, but is, the insular decisions notwithstanding, an

alien within the meaning of the law.

For the year ending Tenth Month 4th the Penna. R. R.

Co. has carried 19,803,869 tons of soft coal, as against

15,003,701 tons during the same period of last year, a

gain of nearly 5,000,000 tons.

In reference to the steamship company lately formed

in this country by the merging of six different com-

panies, an officer of it lately said that in tonnage the

International Mercantile Marine Company is by far the

largest shipping company in the world. It requires more

capital and will employ more labor than any maritime

business enterprise ever undertaken. It will engage

largely in the export, import and passenger trade of the

United States. Its success, therefore, rests upon the

material growth and welfare of the whole country.

In a recent meeting of the Farmers' National Congress,

one of the speakers discussing the labor problem said :

One of the most annoying, difficult and vital problems

of farming is to get a sufficient supply of good labor.

In farm work so much machinery is used nowadays that

the greater part requires intelligence and dexterity and

application rather than muscular strength. Woman has

taken man's place to a large extent in the school room,

the store, the office, even the pulpit and the courts ; why

not on the farm ? The farmer may, indeed, much prefer

seeing his daughter helping him in the field than amid

the artificial, unwholesome and dangerous conditions of

the city."

Of the 397 passengers who arrived at Portland, Me.,

on the 6th instant by the steamship Colonian, from Liv-

erpool, 320 were boys and girls ranging in age from 5 to

19 years from the Dr. Barnado Homes, who were for-

warded to Homes in Canada and the West.

In a recent interview with three colored persons rep-

resenting a considerable body of their people in the

Southern States, President Roosevelt remarked that he

did not believe a man's color should operate against him

anywhere, and that in appointments the character, in-

telligence and the esteem in which the applicant was

held in the community in which he lived would be the

first consideration.

In a recent case before the Supreme Court of Indiana,

where a person was arrested for practising as a physi-

cian without a license, having treated a boy who was a

cripple by what is known as magnetic healing, the Court

upheld only reputable schools of medicine, and decided

against the practice of Christian Science or healing by

faith.

Permission has been granted by the Board of Com-

missioners in New York City, to the Penna. R. R. Co.,

to carry out their plans for constructing a terminal

station in that city, a tunnel under the North river, a

tunnel under the city of New Y'ork to the terminal station

and a third tunnel under the East river to a connection

with the Long Island Railroad, which the Pennsylvania

owns. It is probable the work will soon be commenced,

involving the expenditure, it is estimated, of $50,000,000.

The experimental shipment of American peaches and

pears to Europe this season by the Department of Agri-

culture it is stated has proved a substantial success.

Foreign.— At t"he meeting held in Birmingham, Eng-

land, called by Colonial Secretary Chamberlain, to discuss

the Education bill he declared that if the Government was

defeated on the bill it would resign, but stated that he

had several suggestions to make towards amer

A dispatch from Paris says: The National P-

of the French Miners' Federation has decid. 1 i

a general strike.

The committee has issued a manifesto aiidr-?-

miners' comrades in the United States, England, i

Belgium and Australia, which declares in part;

The cause we are defending is common to all,

pushed to the last extremity in fightinK to
,

slight improvement in our miserable condition, nn

table remuneration, with regulation of our worl

present, and legislation sheltering us agair.,-t t, ;

needs of old age. We are sure you under.-tand

ty: we leave to you the initiative in such m.-a-ur. ,

most convenient to you in aiding us in this ftru^

It is stated that the French miners numiicr r

dred and sixty-two thousand men, of whom only si: i

sand belong to the Federation.

The probability of a rise in the price of dome

factory coal is beginning to be seriously discusse

A number of engineers who represent cert; :,

York capitalists, have arrived in Santiago de Cbili .v

purpose of building railroads and other public i Iks

Chile. It is said that twenty-five million dollars ,ti

expended on railroads and other improvements.

The German Government is considering plans ;;

the emigration of Germans to the United State. ,,;

duce them to go to the colonies, especially h ,r,

which offers inducements to desirable immigra

where Germans are warmly welcomed.

Tbe Pacific cable between Canada and Austn

been laid from Vancouver island to Fanning islam,,,

tance of three thousand tour hundred and tifty-> nji.

tical miles. '

On the 6th instant, one hundred thousand tonslfcoil

were sold in Newcastle, England, for shipmen t to ri-

It is estimated that two hundred thousand tons - 1

coal have lately been sold to come to this e 'untr

price of anthracite in Wales has advanced in cod.- i :

of the demand from America.

More than five hundred and twenty-four tliousa'atNl

of land in the Indian possessions of Great Britaii eJe-

voted to the cultivation of tea, nine-tenths of the at..

ing in Assam and Bengal. The production i.~ "tfi>

timatedat one hundred and ninety- one milli'O i«i

and fifty thousand pounds. It is stated that v

amount of tea sent to market in India is it. ere;. ,

.

amount sent from China is diminishing.

The reports of the commissioners sent to Sout fria

from England to investigate trade openings h; \m

published. They emphasize the enormous oppo.,iiiti«

for trade in engineering, mining, agricultural ai!el«-

trical machinery of all kinds, street car and ihtii;

equipments, and iron and steel constructional wo;

A dispatch from Athens says Dr. Sotiriadis, th »

dian of antiquities, announces the discovery nea :

nea, the place where, according to Plutarch, the

nians buried their dead after the defeat of the A t;

and Thebans by Philip of Macedon 338 B. C. of a mbr;

of skeletons in a good state of preservation.

A Norwegian inventor. Captain Doenvig. has jntci

a new lifeboat, which, it is said, the Norwegian -.w

ing society has proved a success. It is a globe t

carry sixteen persons, about eight hundred a

pounds of provisions, and one hundred gallons o .

It has an air pump and water pump, and is equipi v

sail and rudder. Its diameter is eight feet.

NOTICES.

Westtown Bo.\rding School. — For conven-beol

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage « aw*

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., i 2..*

and 4.32 r. M. Other trains are met when re. 31*

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 rents e;. »«!

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West i-sW

Phone 114x.
Edward G. Smbdley, '

Westtown Boarding School.— Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in %»»

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Prin al- I

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

munications in regard to business should be forw;

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRIMTKH
No. 422 Walnut street
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"Is the Strike Off?"

ii

ye into the vineyard, and whatsoever

tl will give you." Is the strike of

4 us over, wherein we enter not into the

tj-'s vineyard ourselves, and them that are

iiig in we hinder?

l\ hinder others, and block their way,

)| by stopping our own service, or ceas-

i^move

forwarfl. Much more wh»n this

lit of active duty is found a misery that

company, and seeks to justify itself in

ederacy of idlers, and obstructors of

vho are pressing on towards the mark

tl prize of their high calling,

llhfulness, loss of interest in the work of

Ird in the vineyard of our own hearts or

B-nanity, dropping out of the ranks of

ibusness because a tempter diverts us or

i;f ease advises that we are faint and

T or the music of entertainment drowns

Jill small voice of the inspeaking word,

fitever may be the motive of our cessa-

1 lom labor in the Lord, it makes a re-

i,ha strike that smites the Shepherd, to

jattering of the sheep. "For we are

ntrs one of another," and " if one member

'^all the members suffer with it."

im Jesus whom thou persecutest!" was

kl to one who was striking at the Word

lilgrace, and kicking against the reproofs

njruction, because he was proceeding to

t^iny of the least of the Lord's brethren

ij was doing it unto Him.

fbch was our obduracy that it required

(ath of the loving son of God to recon-

by so great love, and by his life much

TO save us,—shall we not under a living

sof it be melted into a reconciliation of

rito Him, and by his grace declare our

ki of rebellion and sin forever off, and

ourselves willing and obedient laborers to-

gether with Him who has bought us with a

price? Is the strike of the carnal mind's enmity

aeainst God ended, the surrender to his holy

will yielded, and our peace made?

For Christ is "our peace, who hath made

both one, having abolished in his flesh the en-

mity; that he might reconcile both unto God

in one body by the cross, having slain the en-

mity thereby."

Passive Enough to be Active.

The true Christian activity has its basis in

passiveness to the Divine will. The victories

of true aggressiveness have their spring in the

victory of true submission, on the part of the

soldier of the cross, to his Captain and Leader.

He must be moved before he moves. He must

be subject to orders before he can subjugate.

There is not among us aggressiveness enough

in the service of Truth, we admit, but it is be-

cause there is not absolute submissiveness

enough to th" secret behests of the Spirit cf

Truth. If the gospel can say, "when I am

weak, then I am strong," or "Let him become

a fool, that he may be wise," or "poor that

he may be rich," it must likewise say, and in

various forms does say, "Let him be passive

that he may be rightly active, "—passive

enough to be used, as a surrendered instru-

ment of the Holy Spirit, waiting on the voice

of his Word, to do it.

The writer of the following letter says that

"we are too passive." We may be too pas-

sive to our fears, or to love of ease and undis-

turbed quietude, or to a long-enjoyed respect-

ability; but we cannot be too passive under

the hand of God and the will of Truth. For

passiveness to Him means uncompromising obe-

dience, which is the true aggressiveness of

the "valiant for the Truth upon earth." The

correspondent would probably join us in this

view, and so we will quote his letter to the

British Friend:

Dear Friend. —In reading thy full and in-

teresting report of the late Yearly Meeting. 1

noticed my friend William Cooper, in referring

to Friends in Australia, is reported to have

said. "It was not to the credit of the Society

in Australia that its present numbers were less

than ten years ago." I regret I must admit

the truth of this statement. While all the

"denominations" around us can show a large

increase, the Society of Friends has to record

a serious decrease, and this, too, under cir-

cumstances the must favorable the Society

could enjoy. I have no reason to think the

religious character of Friends in the different

States here will not compare favorably with
that of the "churches" around us. In all

gootf works r am satisfied Friends are not be-

hind others outside the Society. Then, what
is the cause of the falling off? Why are we not

also increasing in numbers? These are ques-

tions which have been very much in my mind
for many years, and have cost me, as I am
sure they have others, much earnest thought

and close observation. I am more than ever

persuaded that there is but one answer to be

given, and it is this: We are too passive.

We have a great message for the world,—

a

liberty-giving message has been committed to

our trust, to deliver to thousands who are need-

ing their spiritual freedom. And it does seem
to nie that, through fear of offending, we are

holding the message back. 1 have no desire

to speak or think hard things, but I am deeply

impressed with this thought, that we are

much at fault in withholding our testimony

against those things which so seriously hinder

many earnest seekers after Truth, who are

at present searching among the tombs of a

dead theoluiiy for that Living Tower which is

obscured from their view by mere form and

man-appointed ordinances. Our past history

would justify people in looking to us as the

advanced guard in the march for religious

freedom. We fail in our mission to men if we
slacken our zeal in that for which we believe

we have been commissioned by our Divine

Head.

Judging only from my many years of associ-

ation with Friends in Australia I am inclined

to think most persons who seek membership

with us over here, are moved to do so by the

good name the Society enjoys abroad, but alas!

this influence, as might be expected, in time

wears off, and they drop out. Whereas those

who come among us, being convinced that our

principles are in harmony with the teachings

of Jesus, seldom hse their hold of Quakerism

—seldom depart from that rest and peace

they find the Society of Friends affords.

I should be sorry indeed if any of thy read-

ers should understand me to advocate any

change in our meetings "for worship." These

are refreshing times for those who have at-

tained that state in which they can partake of

such spiritual communion. These holy sea-

.sons I trust Friends will guard jealously lest

there should be a going back to that which

pertains to the outward or lip service, from

which we trust we have been delivered.

The true spiritual man and woman needs

these foretastes of better things, but these

meetings are more for those who have been

gathered in than for those among the high-

ways of mere worldliness, or accustomed to a

I

religion of forms and symbols.

If we are to hold our place as a progressive
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body, we must be prepared to publish abroad,

by word of mouth, "the more excellent way."

We cannot afford to rest on our laurels. As

our forefathers have left us a great heritage,

we are called upon to improve it, and leave

for those who follow us the Divine truths of

Quakerism, a living force in a world that ever

needs them. Thy friend,

Alfred Allen.
Lawson, Blue Mountains, N. S. W., Seventh Mo., 1902.

The Doukhobor Ripple.—The Doukhobors

by their self-denial for conscience sake are a

unique advertisement to this generation of a

testimony for the supremacy of the spirit as

against the flesh and of conscience as against

convenience. Being thus a standing rebuke

to the worldly mind and a worldly press, the

overstrained conscience of a few is held up to

the discredit of them all, with a contempt that

is absent from the same popular sheets against

woful sins. Calls have for months poured in

upon us for explanations of recent eccentrici-

ities among that scrupulous people. Our si-

lence, construed perhaps as an abandonment by

us of their case and a confession of unworthi-

ness on their part, has yet been the silence

of a confidence that they would be vindicated.

We have waited for those who could speak

with authority. Material for the restoration

of our readers' confidence in the Doukhobors'

general worth of character is at hand, soon to

be produced in our columns.

The Simple Life.

BY CHARLES WAGNER.

Within the present year a book has been

published in New York, translated from the

French, entitled "The Simple Life," by Chas.

Wagner.
From a notice of the life of the author by

Grace King, we learn that "from Paris the

complex city, comes this volume of little es-

says, upon the simple life."

"A limpid, bubbling spring, fresh and cool

from its forest source, running down one of

the boulevards, would hardly appear more mi-

raculous to the eye, nor more refreshing to

the senses."

But, quoting our author, "As the fevered

patient devoured by thirst dreams in his sleep

of cool brooks to bathe in, of clear fountains

to drink long draughts from, so in the com-
plicated agitations of modern existence, our
fevered souls dream of simplicity.

"The appeal is so obvious, direct, earnest,

simple, that the reader seems rather a listener

to the sympathetic words of a friend. Cheer-
ing, warning, encouraging, chiding, rising in

the course of a personal talk with kindling emo-
tion from the small sublimities of life about
us to the great sublimity of life above. From
our own obscure struggle to the great strug-

gle of humanity until, within the heart, there

vibrates in response the feeling of what man
was, what man is, and what man may be-

come.

"A return to the simple life is no new ad-

juration from pulpit or press. It is a remedy
that perhaps sounded as commonplace to the

man who asked what was Truth, as to the

world to-day. From time out of mind, men
have been asking for bread and receiving

something else. But there have been bread

givers as well as stone givers, to mendicants

for food.

"Wagner is a bread giver, and his original-

ity in a world full of originals, perhaps con-

sists only in this: that the bread he gives is

the bread he feeds upon. The bread of the

soul— the bread of life, that recurs over and

over again on his pages, is with him no mere

symbolical expression. He knows what it

means to hunger for it, to labor for it. It is

no flight of imagination for him to write of

wheat thus:

"By the bread that Christ broke one even-

ing in sign of redeeming sacrifice and ever-

lasting communion, we can say that wheat en-

tered into its apotheosis. Nothing that con-

cerns it is indift'erent to us. What poetry in

its sowing! in the black furrows, to which la-

borious hands are confiding the bread of the

morrow. From the day tliat it comes out of

the earth to the harvest in the late summer,

our anxious attention follows the evolution of

the tender green blade, destined to become

the nourishment of men. In midsummer the

fields look like gold. And when the wind blows

and rustles the stalks together we seem already

to hear the grain running in the bushel meas-

ures. The bread sings it in fine weather; but

if the horizon darkens a shiver runs through

the stalks, as in the heart of the peasant.

"Ai last is the harvest, the barn, the

threshers. Then comes the grinding in the

mill, and the kneading by bakers, or house-

wives. The bread is on the table. Before

eating it, think that it is the fruit of the la-

bor of men and the Son of Cod. Take it in

gratitude and fraternal love. Do not suflier a

crumb of it to be lost. Break it willingly

with those who have none. As the wind blows,

as the fountain gushes, as the morning
brightens so wheat grows, for all."

Some pertinent observations on the use of

tobacco by Friends in the Westonian for Sev-

enth Month led to copying these lines:

The pipes at Lucknow music made
To Scottish ears entrancing.

And pipes that smokers use have oft

Set all their nerves a dancing.

But nerves that dance too much while young,

In age oft creak and quiver.

And opiates fail to give relief.

When weakness makes them shiver.

How shall we best our strength preserve?

'Tis well for each to ponder,

How keep the force and power of nerve

Of which age makes us fonder?

Now call the wise ones, let them tell.

Does smoking make them stronger?

Do those who earliest begin

Retain their vigor longer?

Old Germany comes forth to say*
" Tobacco shall not be

Used by her troops.'' If strength it gives,

Why should she thus decree?

West Point is following suit in this,

With Yale and Harvard, too;

While other colleges and schools

Unite in the taboo.

But college training all can't have,

All may in this unite.

That Wisdom, Knowledge, far excels

To robe the soul in Light.

Then Wisdom's ways may we now choose

And keep in view our guide;

Resolved no more the weed to use

We'll lay its traps aside.

*This was written in 1883, when the statemMHl

regard to Germany, West Point, Harvard, Yal6,"ei|

been recently in papers.

n ij>b|

4lobi'

A Man Who Dared.—How a younjig

who went to Paris to study surgery stc'

his principles is told in The Aew Voice.

As he was bidding his friends good-bjiiii;i

betrothed, obeying a sudden impulse, tiij.j

pered as her parting word: i

|

"Charlie, dare to be a Daniel!"

"Only that old saw," said he, while : i

of disappointment shadowed his face

"That only, ('harlie; but it may mean ]

to you," was the answer.

The young American, the bearer of i

of introduction to a distinguished nobi

and scientist in Paris, was soon receivec

marked kindliness.

In a few days he was the recipient ?

invitation to a small banquet at the cjn

residence, at which were present some tl

savants of the great city.

During the progress of the feast, th

filling his wine glass, proposed a toast

'

wives, daughters and sweethearts of A\

ca, " to which he invited a response

youthful guest, motioning a servant

while to fill the glass with red wine.

What followed can best be told in the

;

man's own words:

"Mother," he wrote, "for a momentw-
in an agony of trepidation. I would 1

1

have faced a cannon. All had risen, a

the hand of each was a cup of wine, ii&

I had been pledged from my childhood iW
'touch, taste, nor handle.' My head sm
Suddenly 1 heard the words, "Dare C(ie»!

Daniel!" They shot through my head liisi

electric flash. Instantly ray resolutior»j5

taken. I touched my white glass— a seatt

filled it with water. Rising, I said, asfdl

as I could for the great lump in my thrc :

'

" 'I beg leave to say that the typical ife,

daughter and sweetheart of America, tlpt-

rity of this, nature's own beverage, illusntes

the lives they aim to lead and the da ers

which they seek to avoid. Permit me 1use

it in their dear names.'

"Following the example of Count B-
every white glass was instantly raised."

Not Alone.—A good minister was it

sent to a wild and dangerous part of Aira-

lia. on an errand of duty and mercy. Heav-

eled up too poor to be in any great d^er

from bush-rangers or robbers, but as he '

back had to bring in his saddle-bags a larg i

of money, not his own, but belonging to tl

ing man he had been sent for lo comfort I

knew that a dangerous robber was awari i

he was riding alone this track throug

bush with all this money about him, and

he got to one ])art of the road he felt so f

ened that he thought he was not trustin'

as a Christian should. He wanted a

quiet, so he got off his horse and stood

with his eyes shaded against it— pi''
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r raith and courage not to be afraid
'

!

sh-ranger robbers, and to be guarded

ra:5t them. He prayed till he felt calm

lOth to ride on, and then he mounted his

in' and reached the town in safety with

e ioney which he had in charge.

Siietime later he was once more called to

jjii man on a sick bed, and he recognized

in|s the robber of whom he had been so

ri in his ride. This man had told him he

didthe could not die without confessing

aton that day he had followed him, in-

jOig to rob and murder him but could get
(jportunity.

"'hy did you not do it when I got off my
rS?" asked the minister in surprise. "I
ulnot then," said the bush-ranger, 'there

ritoo many of you." "What do you mean?"
djhe minister; "I was quite alone in the

sh-standing with my head resting against

[jrse's side for a long time. You could

ir^:illed me then."

mulas Clerk-Maxwell affirms that they bear
every mark of being "manufactured articles,"
and, after having traced to its limits every
variety of evolutionary theory, he affirmed
with the utmost confidence that every one of
them must have a (Jod to make it work. Thus
are these philosophers brought back to almost
the identical opening words of (ienesis as the
statement of their highest philosophy.

2. The first verse of Genesis is followed by
a more detailed statement, indicating that the
original creation was followed by an orderly
development, progressing from the simpler
forms of matter and life to the complex
forms which we see at the present time.
This involves periods of time, even if one
should restrict the meaning of the word "day"
to twenty-four hours, which is by no means
necessary when one considers the great lati-

tude given to the meaning of the word "day"
both in Bible and in general literature. Now

,,.,,, "' '^ '^hat most striking fact which cannot be
|ou were not alone, said the bush-ranger, lightly disregarded that the order of the crea-
8|v you standing as you describe, but there tion brought to light in the first chapter of
s! man standing on each side of you." Genesis is so closely parallel to that which is

:itainly there had been no other men with brought to light by modern science, that even
the most carping critics can find but little

fault with it; while a large array of our most
eminent geologists, like Guyot, Dawson, Dana
and Winchell, emphatically declare that the

h dangerous duty, as Elisha's servant's scheme is so perfect as to preclude the idea
avere opened to see celestial guardians of its being of human origin.
ril his master. But, whatever may be No inspired man, three thousand years ago,
Ixplanation, God did send his angels to could have hit upon such a scheme, according

so closely as this does with the ripest fruits

of modern science. The criticisms of Huxley
and others are based upon such small matters,
involving such a doubtful interpretation of lit-

erary phrases, that they are scarcely worthy
of notice. The production of such a scheme,
so accordant with the actual facts, by a Jew
twenty-five hundred or three thousand years

afve-can go to the other for confirmatory ago, without the aid of Divine inspiration,

i|ice. In history and morals the Bible is would be a greater wonder than its production
through Divine inspiration.

3. In the story of the flood the Bible indi-

cates a period of instability in the earth's

crust such as does not now exist. Hence
there has been a strong tendency either to re-

gard the story as entirely unhistorical, or to

minimize the event to such an extent that it

loses its significance. The Bible says that the

Hood was largely occasioned by the breaking-
up of all the fountains of the great deep,

which is a very good geologic phrase for the

subsidence of the land. It also affirms that

the destruction was so extensive that an ark
was necessary to preserve not only Noah and
his family, but the species of animals most
closely associated with him.

But it is to be noticed, in confirmation of

the account, that the dimensions of the ark
are scientific in their proportions; its length,

breadth and depth being almost exactly the

same as those of the latest steamships made
to cross the Atlantic. That .such correctness

of proportions could not have been ignorantly

obtained by guesswork is shown by the fact

that everybody else who has dealt freely with
the subject has destroyed the harmony. The
cuneiform tablets make the vessel so broad and
high that it would be utterly unseaworthy
while Berosus makes it twelve hundred feet

broad and Origien claimed that it was one
hundred and thirty-five thousand feet long and

!
jinister in that hour of terror when he

B(to God, but it is just possible that God
(ally open the robber's eyes, and show

ijis angels guarding his servant as he went
dangerous duty, as Elisha's servant's

ere opened to see celestial guardians
1 his master. But, whatever may be
xplanation, God did send his angels to

jlen away the robber, and by so doing he

e| him from a great crime as well as the

tcninister from death.— The Christian.

jie Accord of Science with the Bible.

tj5 equally a mistake to go to the Bible for

lie, or to science for the historical and
•j teachings of the Bible. But in each
e-can go to the other for confirmatory

ilice. In history and morals the Bible is

ain witness, while in the realm of na-

ijphilosophy science is the main witness.

jie evidence for the moral teachings of

ble may be strengthened by the analo-

iif nature, and as a historical witness the

I' may be cross-questioned to see if its

iients conform to the natural conditions

Id. On the other hand, science may be

iquestioned to see if its purported conclu-

conform to the plain teachings of the

regarding morals and history. In this

:jl will submit some of the most import-

lortions of Bible history to the cross-

Ioning
which is made possible by scien

ivestigations.

The Bible most unequivocally makes the

rse the work of a personal God. "In the

jiing (lOd created the heavens and the

j" To this bold statement, which hea-

iihilosophers never dared to make, science

)t only make no valid objection, but must
18 support of her own positive testimony,

g physicists there are no greater names
l.hose of Lord Kelvin, Faraday and Clerk-

jell, all of whom are, or were, devout be-

'i in the Bible. Two famous sayings of

[Maxwell voice the sentiments not only
Ise, but of all profound students of chem-
iind physics. After tracing the protean
of matter down to the ultimate atom,

vhich the chemist deals with all his for-

three thousand seven hundred and fifty feet
wide. What keot the biblical writer from
making a fool of himself as these others have
done? The simplest answer is, that he con-
fined himself to the facts which had come un-
der his observation.

Keturning now to the scientific question of
a recent abnormal instability of the earth's
crust, such as is implied in the biblical ac-
count of the deluge, let me cite as evidence
the well-known geological facts that all the
high mountain systems of the world belong to
the latest geological (the Tertiary) epoch and
received their main elevation shortly before
the advent of man; while there is abundant
evidence that since man came into the world
there have been extensive oscillations of level
fitted to cause extensive catastrophes beyond
anything of which we have had in modern ex-
perience.

More and more of these oscillations of land
level are seen to connect themselves with the
glacial epoch, which came on at the close of
the Tertiary period and, continuing until after
the advent of man, ended in a series of ra-
pid changes of level att'ecting a large part of
the northern hemi.sphere. The general public
has yet scarcely begun to realize the extent
of the tremendous shifting of forces which
took place during this epoch. Six million
square miles of territory in the northern hem-
isphere was covered with ice a mile deep,
making sixty million cubic miles. This ice

was formed by the accumulation of snow which
represented water evaporated from the ocean
and was sufficient to lower the ocean level two
hundred and fifty feet the world over. In
weight the ice was twice as great as the whole
of the North American continent, amounting
to twenty-four thousand million million tons.

Anyone who appreciates what it means to

have that amount of weight transferred from
the ocean beds to a limited portion of the land

surface of the northern hemisphere will have
such a sense of the instability of the earth's
crust at that time, that Noah's flood will be
easily credible from any point of view. The
means for its accomplishment will be seen to

be so ready at hand that the calamity will

make no excessive demands upon our creduli-

ty. The means and the end will not be dis-

proportionate. If thero is any plasticity to

the earth's crust, such a loading and unloading
of a portion of it as occurred during the glacial

period and at its close is clearly seen to be
a cause capable of producing almost any
changes in land level.

Still, we do not, by this 'deductive reason-

ing, prove the flood. We simply accept the

evidence of the Bible, and by this means re-

move the exaggerated objections to the oc-

currence of the event which have hindered be-

lief. The Bible narrative is brief and aimed
principally at giving the moral effects of the

catastropiie. Still the sobriety of the account
goes far to establish its genuineness and ac-

cordance with fact.

4. In like manner, recent studies into the

geology of the Jordan valley go far to confirm

in a remarkable degree the biblical account of

the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah and

of the crossing of the Jordan by the children

of Israel under the leadership of Joshua. In

both these accounts it is to be observed that

there is remarkable brevity, leading to the ex-
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clusion of all superfluous matter and of every-

thing which is out of harmony with physical

conditions. One who is familiar with the

general tendency of the human mind to en-

large such narratives by the addition of ex-

planatory comments and legendary surmises,

cannot read these Bible accounts without be-

ing convinced that they are the records of

eye-witnesses with which no one has ventured

to tamper.

The Jordan valley is a great crack in the

earth's surface along which the western edge

has slipped down to the extent of four or five

thousand feet. This is what the geologists

call a "fault," and, all thing considered, it is

probably the most remarkable of its kind in the

world. Along the line of such a fault further

movement is likely to continue and be con-

nected with earthquakes which would lead to

openings in the depths of the earth. In this

case the movements are in an exhausted oil

and gas district, the signs of which are abun-

dant, both in the existing rocks and in the

large quantities of bitumen or asphalt which

are found about Jericho and the Dead Sea.

The description of the destruction of Sodom
and Gomorrah fits so perfectly to the explo-

sion and burning of such a combustible reser-

voir that it could not have been invented, but

must be the simple tale of an eye-witness. It

is a striking commentary upon the matter-of-

fact character of this description that in a re-

cent number of the National Geographic Maga-

zine Robert T. Hill, who was sent by the soci-

ety to Martinique to report upon the recent

calamity there, opens his report with the

graphic words of this Bible story: "The
Lord rained fire and brimstone and the smoke
of the country went up as of a furnace."

Thus, in general it may be confidently af-

firmed that the Bible history is so in accord

with the physical conditions involved and is

so far from making extravagant demands upon

our belief in the miraculous, that its credibil-

ity is supported rather than lessened by scien-

tific cross-examination. Space forbids my
showing this here, respecting the crossing of

the Jordan and of the Red Sea, the experien-

ces of Israel in Egypt and numerous other cru-

cial instances ; but all w-ould tend in a similar

manner, to confirm the general credibility of

Old Testament history. —G. Wright, in Chris

tian Advocate.

wire. In the meantime, almost all the elec-

tric railways and street-lighting plants in

Western New York were without power.

The next day the pet pussy in the Utica

power-house, undeterred by ihe fate of the

Lockport cat, short-circuited a fourteen-thou-

sand-volt current, blowing out the fuses on

several generators and stopping the trolley

cars, until repairs could be made. As this

cat was little harmed, it would seem that a

cat can stand fourteen thousand volts, but that

twenty-four thousand are too much.

Science and Industry.

Strikes in Twenty Years Past. ^The re-

port of the United States Commissioner of La-

bor shows that in the twenty years from 1881

to 1901 there were 22,793 strikes in the Uni-

ted States, involving over 6,000,000 working

men and 17,000 establishments. The loss in

wages was $257,800,000, and the employers

lost $121!, 730, 000. The general average was

1,100 strikes a year and $19,000,000 loss an-

nually. These figures do not include the losses

sustained by businesses indirectly affected, or

by the general public; neither of which can be

estimated.

Pussy and the Electric Wires.—The on

ly cats on record as investigators of electrical

science have made a deal of trouble for the

street railways of New York State, according

to the New York Sun.

A cat climbed a trolley pole between Buft'a-

lo and Lockport, and tried to walk on the feed

wire, that brings the power from Niagara
Falls. Her tail touched the parallel wire that

carried the current back to Niagara Falls.

There was a flash that could be seen for miles,

as the twenty-four thousand volts of electric-

ity passed through her body, which fell across

both wires and didn't drop to the ground.

This short circuited the current and caused

a fuse at the Niagara Palls power-house to

be burned out. The power was immediately
cut off from all the lines running out of the

power-house. It was two hours before the

cause of the trouble was located and the

charred remains of the cat removed from the

"Here sit I, an Englishman, by a sea-coal

fire," Dr. Johnson was heard to murmur by

James Boswell after their famous "Journey

to the Hebrides," The term sea coal arose

from the fact that it was once wholly, and is

still largely, carried by sea. Graphic descrip-

tions of these grimy coasting collieries may be

found in W'. Clark Russell's nautical novels.

The first discovery of coal in America was

made by the missionary priest. Father Henne-

pin, near what is now Ottawa, III., while all

the Western territory was still nominally in

the possession of France. Nothing came of

the discovery, however, nor were mining ope-

rations begun until 1813, when five boat loads

of flinty coal were floated down the Lehigh and

the Schuylkill rivers and sold in Philadelphia

for $21 per ton, the war between Great Brit-

ain and the United States having put an end

to the importation of Liverpool coal.

The Baltimore Sun gives the following de-

scription of a simple contrivance to use gas in

the ordinary cooking range for heating pur-

poses :

The "converter" consists of a horizontal

piece of gas pipe, about eight inches long,

with two upright skeleton burners, about four

inches high. An iron platform or base sup-

ports the pipe. In the horizontal pipe, which

can be attached to any gas bracket by a piece

of rubber tubing, there are two small holes,

through which the gas passes to the burners

above. Between these holes and the burner

there is an open space to admit of air entering

into the gas before it reaches the flame at the

top of the upright burner. This gives great-

er heating power to the gas, which burns with

a greenish flame.

The contrivance is designed for use in the

firebox of a range, the flame acting directly

on the lids. By a stopcock arrangement one

of the burners can be cut off if desired.

By tilting the converter so that the blaze

plays on the waterback the water in the boiler

can be heated in the same time as with a coal

fire.

— McCahan, the inventor, said the
'.n.

'

verter was not a new idea, but had beMJu
i

use in his establishment for about ten y -g

The likelihood of a coal famine and the (fj.

ability of finding substitutes caused hiito

make the matter public. He claims that
tl

'

both burners going the amount of gas
u.

sumed is only twelve cubic feet an hour.

About Walking. — An old postman
ys

down the following rules for walking: 1
,1,^

first place you must go along with youijet

pretty far apart. This is one important t 'g,

'

Most persons walk with their feet clos:o.

gether—very close. That's all right in i

mer, but in winter it's all wrong. If I

feet are close together, nine times out o:j

the one that slips will knock the other
j

under you, and down you go. If it doesn't i ill

'

get so thoroughly mixed up with it that u;

ankles will curl together like grape vinesm,

before you can get them straightened out, r
you go. If your feet are well apart,

i

should be, you have time to think, reflect
i

get ready before the crash comes, and peii

save a bone. Another important thingij^if.

land well on the ball of the foot

walk. If you can't get the ball of yomut
down first, bring it down just as soon a Jon

do the heel, anyhow. Come down flatfojii.

Every time you slip and fall, if you noticny-

thing, you will notice it was your hee'.n

slipped and not the ball of your foot. It a!

ways the heel that slips. I don't know ly,

unless it is that the sole of the shoe, ng

broader, gets a firmer hold.

These two rules, if you follow them out :^

fully, will save you the price of a good i

bottles of arnica. There are some otrt

but they are not so important. One is a ijs

to keep the body limber as you go along; sp

the legs limber at the knees, too. It is a iys

a stift", dignified sort of a man that goes c™.

because he holds himself so that he is noi re-

pared to lean quickly one way or the lei

and save himself.

I

Memorizing Scripture.— During the Ti-

ble persecutions of the Huguenots in .he

South of France, the persecution flamed agJ8t

books as well as against men and women, ae

is an account of a single book burning, 'm

day in 1730, the Intendant of Languedoc.TS-

ited Frismes, escorted by four battalkof

troops. On arriving, the principal Catlici

were selected and placed as commissari to

watch the houses of the suspected Huguets.

At night, while the inhabitants slept,-he

troops turned out, and the commissaries pl-

ed out the Huguenot houses to be sear id.

The soldiers entered, the houses were m-

maged, and all the books that could be !.bi1

were taken to the Hotel de Ville. A fewiys

after a great auto-da-fe was held. Thceire

Catholic population turned out. There ire|

the four battalion of troops.the gendarme: k

Catholic priest, and the chief dignitaries '

in their presence all the Huguenot books

destroyed. They were thrown into a pi

the usual place of execution, and the 1

man set fire to this great mass of Bibles,

;

books, catechisms and sermons. The ot

laughed, the priests sneered, the mult

cheered."

And this is but a single instance. Ste
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igh the long and bloody years of the per-

Jion, the Bible-burnins went on, together

Ihe slaughter of the saints.

^a consequence, Bibles became a scarce

^jre in that ravaged "Church in the Des-

In this way they offset the scarcity:

:, by any means, a New Testament had

/ed capture and the tlame, persons— often

'land girls—were put at learning it. And

j, in some midnight, and in some cave or

lied place among the mountains, the

Irch in the Desert" met for its worship,

ii who had memorized the Scripture recited

Ind thus the Scripture was fed on by the

|>d saints. We owe no thanks to the Uo-

I
Church that we are not thus forced to

jinemorizing of Scripture, but I am sure

luguenot habit is still a good one for any-

i
though, amid our gracious religious free-

he is not thus iorced.— Wuyland Hoyt.

from Tenasea, an Indian chief; others have it sleep, does not have a little dome like those of

that it means "river of the big bend."
|

Jerusalem and other parts of Syria, but has a

Ohio has several meanings fitted to it. Some
^

flat roof forming a terrace. It is, in fact,

say that it is a Sawanee word, meaning "the i built on the old Jewish plan. One enters by a

beautiful river," Others refer to the Wyan- j little courtyard, where provisions or animals

What State Names Mean.

Vhat's in a name?" asked the poet; yet

names are full of meaning, and contain

rical associations well worth remember

For example, see what is to be found in

Eiiame of the States:

tiine takes its name from the province of

e, in France, and was so called as a com-

Hint to Henrietta, the Queen of Charles I.,

liwas its owner.

iw Hampshire took its name from Hamp-

i], England. New Hampshire was origin

y;alled Laconia.

Srmont is French (Vert mont), signifying

mountain."

ssachusetts is an Indian word, signifying

ntry about the great hills."

ode Island probably gets its name be

) of its fancied resemblance to the Islan(

ihodes, in the Mediterranean Sea.

real name of Connecticut is "Quon-eh-

t." It IS a Mohican word signifying

river."

York was so nan-ed as a compliment

le Duke of York, whose brother Charles

granted him that territory.

Jiw Jersey was named for Sir George Car-

r'lWho at that time was governor of the Isle

lirsey, in the British Channel.

Innsylvania, as is generally known, takes

i|ame from William Penn, the "sylvania"

nof it meaning "woods." Literally it is

?jm's woods."

Ilaware derives its name from Thomas
el. Lord de la Ware.
itryland was named in honor of Henrietta

m, Queen of Charles I.

irginia got its name from Queen Elizabeth

e)' Virgin Queen."
intucky does not mean "dark and bloody

qod," but is derived from the Indian word

Hin-tukee, " signifying the "land of the

!siof the river."

iabania comes from a Greek word, and sig-

fii "land of rest."

I|uisiana was so named in honor of Louis

nssissippi is a Natchez word that means
fjjher of waters."

of our Indian interpretations have
!€ given to the word Arkansas, the best be-

Rthat it signifies "smoke waters," the

ech prefix "ark" meaning "bow."
according to some writers, is

dotte word, "Oheza, " which signifies "some-
thing great,"

Indiana means "land of Indians."

Illinois is supposed to be derived from an

Indian word which was intended to refer to a

particular class of men.

Wisconsin is an Indian word, meaning "wild

rushing waters."

Michigan is an Indian word, meaning "great

lake."

The name of Kansas is based on the same as

that of Arkansas.

Iowa is named from an Indian tribe—the

Kiowas. The Kiowas were so called by the

Illinois Indians because they were "across the

river."

The name of California is a matter of much
dispute. Some writers say that it first ap-

peared in a Spanish romance of L530, the he-

roine being an Amazonian named "California."

Colorado is a Spanish word, applied to that

portion of the Rocky Mountains on account of

its many colored peaks.

Nebraska means "shallow waters."

Nevada is a Spanish word, signifying "snow

covered mountains."

Georgia had its name bestowed when it was

a colony in honor of George II.

The Spanish missionaries of 1524 called

the country now known as Texas "Mixtecpah,"

and the people "Mixtecas." From the last

word the name of Texas is supposed to have

been derived.

Oregon is a Spanish word, signifying "value

of wild thyme."

Dakota means " leagued, " or ' 'allied tribes/

Wyoming is the Indian word for "big

plains."

Washington gets its name from our first

president.

Montana means mountains.

Idaho is a name that has never been satis-

factorily accounted for.

—

Morning Star.

A Carpenter's Shop in Nazareth.

The little town of Nazareth has now three

carpenters, whose workshops join one another.

They are very small, and only from four to six

metres wide. The soil is not paved, and the

walls which support a flat roof, are roughcast.

As there is no light in these little shops, save

from the door, the men work on its threshold

or else in the street. Sitting on the ground

they make use of their feet, which they draw

close together, to serve as a vise to fix the

pieces of wood which they polish: or branch-

es of elm bent in a crook, and forming very

light carts, enough to transport small ob-

jects; or Drimitive yokes with four little per-

pendicular pieces, which they can put over the

heads of the beasts employed in this labor.

The tools are simple enough. Two trunks of

caroub tree or sycamore placed on the flo<>r

make their bench. Certainly it was in a poor

little workshop of this kind that Jesus at

twelve years old, began to work.

The house of a workman in these countries

is always distinct from his workshop. A house

in Nazareth, where the workman comes at mid-
. „.

day to take his meal and return at night to I remember onef.— Hasliington limes.

are kept; then mounting a little staircase or

gallery, you come to the single room where the

family eat and sleep, and carry on all domes-

tic occupations. The traditional addition to

this department is the terrace, which is reached

by a few steps, and on this flat roof of glazed

mortar the family meet to breathe the fresh

air in the evening and to spend their leisure

hours together; while in the day time the wo-

men wash and dry their linen on the terrace,

and often place upon it the grain they have

collected during the dry season.

The house in which we are about to enter is

that of a carpenter. The door is open which

is necessary to give light to the large room.

There is a little window to give air, but noi

much else. At first the darkness seems com-

plete!

What strikes one most, in the singular inte-

rior of this house, is the very little required

by man unless brought into contact with mod-

ern civilization. First, there are neither beds,

nor tables, nor chairs. Beds are replaced by

thick mats, which are rolled up in the morn-

ing and put away. The table, which is re-

moved when the meal is over, is sometimes a

barrel, but if not, a round bit of wood on a leg

eight inches high, on which is laid a disc of

copper or of tin and upon which is placed the

rice or vegetables for the family meal. Seats

are needless, as whether they are eating or

working, or talking, they squat on the mats

which occupy the end of the room.— TAe Child-

ren of Nazareth.

What Do You Know?— Here are some ques-

tions about things you've seen every day and

all your life. If you are a wonder you may-

possibly answer one or two of the queries off-

hand. Otherwise not.

What are the exact words on a 2-cent

stamp, and in which direction is the face on it

turned?

In which direction is the face turned on a

cent? On a quarter? On a dime?

How many toes has a cat on each fore foot?

On each hind foot?

Which way does the crescent moon turn?

To the right or left?

What color are your emjiloyer's eyes? The

eyes of the man at the next desk?

Write down, offhand, the figures on the

face of your watch. The odds are that you

will make at least two mistakes in doing this.

Your watch has some words written or

printed on its face. You have seen these

words a thousand times. Write them out cor-

rectly. Few can do this. Also, what is the

number in the case of your watch?

How many teeth have you?

What are the words on a policeman's shield?

How many buttons has the vest or shirt

waist you are wearing?

How many stairs are there in the first flight

at your house"'

How many steps lead from the street to the

front door of your house or flat?

What is the name, signed in fac-simile, on

any.'fl, $2, ^5 or $10 bill you ever saw?

You've read dozens of these names. Can you
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"Doing Sums."—Many of us remember the

"sums" which we were set to "do" in the early

days of school life. Some of the examples

had the answers affixed, and we would try to

bring out, by some means, corresponding re-

sults. It was not always easy, and sometimes

it was impossible. But, alas! oftentimes the

answers were not given, and that was the case

with the most difficult problems in the entire

list. We worked at them our very best, only

to be told at last that we were wrong, and

must try them again. Perhaps we knew that

the teacher had a "key," in which all these

knotty questions were explained in full, and

"worked out" to the last figure. If we could

only get a peep into that key, it seemed to us

that our happiness would be complete. But

no; we must work in the dark, guided only by

rules that were very ambiguous, and by prin-

ciples that had little meaning to us.

What a parable of life! How often, in the

storm and stress of life's conflict, we have

thought of those far-off school days, and of

the "sum" without any answers! If we only

had a "key," that somebody had worked out

who knew all the problems from beginning to

end, somebody who actually made the prob-

lems for our training, and therefore thorough-

ly understood them before hand! This very

day there have doubtless come to us questions,

very perplexing and seemingly insoluble, that

we must find some answer for, uncertain

whether they are right or wrong. for a " key"

of life! The whole of conduct and character,

and civilization itself, seems to consist in solv-

ing croblems.

The Master seems to have something like

this in mind when he tells us ' 'to count the

cost;" and he suggests that there is a way
whereby life's puzzling questions may be

turned to the highest advantage, and the true

answers found in Him, who prepared the prob-

lems, for a purpose and will lead to the right

solution.—Examiner.

The Prayek Life.—Prayer is a life, rath-

er than a series of isolated acts. It is an at-

titude of soul, a temper, that at times must
express itself in words, but also time and again

is best heard when it is silent. It is commu-
nion, and for communion speech, is unneces-

sary. It is often deepest and most precious

when nothing is said. In fact, its highest prec-

iousness is when such perfect understanding

exists between God and the soul that silence is

most eloquent speech.

Prayer is the outgoing of the soul toward

God in everything it does and says. It is the

home-life of the soul, of which the heavenly

Father is both the source, the centre and the

goal. Its eloquence is that of deeds and its

breath is aspiration. It is as unceasing as

breathing, and like breathing, it is an inhala-

tion of the pure air of heaven.

Nothing in life is foreign to prayer. Ev-

erything, both small and great, are swept

within its sacred circle. The centre is the

soul's outgoing toward God. The circumfer-

ence includes the remotest province of the in-

dividual life. Not more truly does a man live

and act for his home and family than the

prayer-filled soul lives for his heavenly home,

Everything feeds the fires of devotion, and

from them a warm glow irradiates his life.
•

We know a man who has made it the habit

of his life to pause in his day's work and for

a moment or two give his mind and heart a

chance to live with his wife and little ones at

home. It quickens his soul. It makes ardu-

ous tasks light and consecrates his doings to

a noble use. In just such a way the prayer-

filled soul gives itself a chance now and again

to live the home-life of God. . . The prayer

life is the praise life, made sacred by the in-

timacy of the soul with Him who calls us "not

servants, but friends," and makes known to

us all things He has heard of the Father.

—

Late Paper.

Vulgar Fractions.—If you will not amuse
nor inform, nor help anybody, you will not

amuse, nor better, nor help yourselves; you

will sink into a state in which you can neither

show, nor feel, nor see anything, but that one

is to two as three is to six. And in that state

what shall we call ourselves? Men? I think

not. The right name for ns would be numer-

ators and denominators. Vulgar Fractions.

May we not accept this great principle

—

that, as our bodies, to be in health, must be

generally exercised, so our minds, to be in

health, must be generally cultivated? You
would not call a man healthy who had strong

arms but was a paralytic in his feet; nor one

who could walk well but had no use of his

hands; nor one who could see well if he could

not hear. You would not voluntarily reduce

your bodies to any such partially developed

state. Much more, then, you would not, if

you could help it, reduce your minds to it.

Now, your minds are endowed with a vast

number of gifts of totally different uses—limbs

of minds, as it were, which, if you don't ex-

ercise, you cripple. One is curiosity; that is

a gift, a capacity of pleasure in knowing;

which if you destroy you make yourselves

cold and dull. Another is sympathy; the pow-

er of sharing in the feelings of living crea-

tures; which if you destroy, you make your-

selves hard and cruel.

Another of your limbs of mind is admira-

tion; the power of enjoying beauty or ingenu-

ity; which if you destroy you make yourselves

base and irreverent. Another is wit; or the

power of playing with the lights on the many
sides of truth; which if you destroy, you make
yourselves gloomy, less useful and cheering to

others than you might be. So that in choos-

ing your way of work it should be your aim,

as far as possible, to bring out all these fac-

ulties, as far as they exist in you; not one

merely, nor another, but all of them. And the

way to bring them out, is simply to concern

yourselves attentively with the subject of each

faculty. To cultivate sympathy you must be

among living creatures, and thinking about

them; and to cultivate admiration, you must
be among beautiful things and looking at them—John Kuskin.

If we let the love of unity hush the voice

of truth, we shall drive out true religion. We
may put off for awhile the day of conflict, but

we shall thereby accelerate the triumph of a

sleepless, skilful system of religious error.

The silent inaction under which an unbalanced

sentiment would hush all Christian boldness

and zeal for the truth, is the very mood for

the successful propagation of wrong doctrines

and practices, which deprecates nothing more
than controversy, and desires nothing more

than to be let alone to do its own work 'A.

lentje under the dim shades and hushed aiij

widb-spread mental bondage.
'

Tnere is in every true Christian heajj

depth below which the love of unity oughlm
to strike its root, and another depth vi'|jt

the love of truth should be found gro«
alone, deeper down than any other sentin^

because identical with the love of Him w ;|.

truth itself. And for the sake of thiin

should be willing to give up life itself, %\
driven into solitary orthodoxy, beyond ^
bounds of any outward fellowship or con'5.

nion. Maya spiritual baptism of gentle «

and zeal united come on us in full

that we may neither be bitter against a si

opponent, nor abashed before a host; nei

wounding charity by our harshness, nor

traying the gospel by our timidity; conten

earnestly for the faith, without spiritual p

or wordly prudence, and let us then n

draw back from our labors, even at the Si

fice of ease, property, or life itself.

Stone.

-

The number of books in the world,

ing to the conservative estimate of Th
York Times, is 3.200,000,000, or two b.

per capita for the entire race. This is ai

tonishing record, and shows the fertilili

the human brain and the vast variety of

jects, literary, scientific, political, social, i

al and religious, that evokes man's thouj

and consideration. It is said the yearly

put of books in different lands is about 1

000,000.

The poor that are naked shall be clo|

and the soul that will strip itself of all V
sires, likings, and dislikings, God will eli

with his purity, his own joy, and his owni

Notes from Others.

It will be a glad day both for labor and c^p

says the Morning Star, when the principle^

Christianity can be applied to the conduct of g!

enterprises, or even to the lesser transactioni

the country store, for that matter.

Great good is said to have been done in pris

State reformatories, hospitals, poorhouses, asyli

lumber camps and many other places all over

United States, by the Good Literature Exeha

of Chicago.

Of late years we fancy that the term "sp:

uality " is much more frequently used in our

pits than it used to be. This concession is

much in itself, yet we are profoundly glad ol

and we trust our observation has been corr

We look on this change for the better, as a "shiM

of good things to come." The frequent mentioi

spirituality in the pulpit proves to us thati

current of religious thought is tending in thul

rection.

—

Christian Instructor.

How DOES THE BiBLE SOCIETY HELP ALlFORIV

Missions ?— The British and Foreign Bible -

ciety's Lists of Versions now contains compe

Bibles in one hundred languages ; complete lH

Testaments in nearly one hundred others ;
si»

portion of Scripture in more than one hundred i

fifty others. To print these, over fifty diffeit

sets of characters are required. More than 1

hundred languages have been added to the Socies I

list during the reign of Queen Victoria.

In type for the blind, the Society has helpe(«
j

provide Scriptures in nearly thirty languages. ,

The Bible Society becomes more conspici s
j
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irlyear as the indispensable storehouse and

eji from which all British Foreign Missions

8t raw their necessary munitions of war. And

Bvplies them with no grudging hand. As a

B.criptures for the foreign field are granted
"'
issionary terms," i. e., the books needed are

t ut free, and carriage paid, to the mission-

5iffho remit any proceeds from copies sold

Bjdefraying expenses of circulation. At best,

y small fraction of what the Society expends

tl preparation and delivery of these missionary

BJis can ever come back to it as the result of

hiiles.

tirovided thousands of Gospels and Testaments

iitish reinforcements embarking for the Cape,

slth Africa many thousands of Scriptures in

tJ English, etc., have been supplied, irre-

e've of race or party, to the sick, wounded

I

jfugees in hospitals and camps ; to Boer pris-

it the Cape, at St. Helena, and in India and

11.

Inly, each fresh advance in the mission field

IS an imperious demand on the Bible So-

No genuine application for a grant of

BS has ever been denied. No Missionary

's request to print and publish a properly

ticated version of the Scriptures in a new

S!

has ever been refused.

Society employs in the East, through some
different missionary organizations, over six

id native Christian Biblewomen. The total

iJfor last year exceeded three thousand eight

*d pounds.

^ese Biblewomen are not mere vendors of

kjbut they are living epistles themselves of

;hich they sell. Themselves enlightened with

pire truth, they are able to enter into the

liits of men, and able to meet the questions

\e necessities and the sins and the sorrows

;lse to whom they sell the Scriptures."

—

R.

4
iie 1804 the Society has circulated altogether

'jhirty thousand short of one hundred and
nmillion copies of Scripture, at a total cost

w thirteen million pounds.

,iJes of Living.—Hugh Peters, an English

ijer of the seventeenth century, left as a leg-

his daughter, in the year 16<50, some rules

i|ig. "Whosoever would live long and bless-

jet him observe these following rules, by
ahe shsll obtain that which he desireth."

[|C thy Thoughts be Divine, awful, godly; let

lilk be little, honest, true; let thy Works be

ijble, holy, charitable; let thy Manners be

?, courteous, cheerful; let thy Diet be temper-

jnvenient, frugal; let thy Apparel be sober,

;Romely; let thy will be confident, obedient,

l| let thy Sleep be moderate, quiet, seasonable;

tV Prayers be short, devout, often, fervent;

t|' Recreation be lawful, brief, seldom; let thy

ry be of death, punishment, glory."

!

London Missionary Society will soon publish

I's "Pilgrim's Progress" in the Matebele
-Central African) language.

[|RE are forty-six distinct and separate Prot-

tState churches in the German empire. These

iies stand in no organized or official relation
' er tl each ot'ier, and they cooperate in no

William Ashmore of Swatow, China, de-

ij that the heathenism in Asia to-day is being
*"ced by the philosophy, the science, and

—

sof all— the scepticism of the West.

IFESSOR
William James of Harvard Universi-

is considered the foremost psycologist of

lited States, has been making a study of re-

i experiences. The results of his investiga-

lave been highly commended by men of ex-

!)pposite schools of religious thought.

The Buddhists of Japan are taking active meas-
ures to counteract the influence which the Young
Men's Christian Association in that country is ex-

erting among its young men.

The Fiji Islands contributed last year .'i;2.'5,0()0

to foreign missions. The first Wesleyan mission-

aries went to these then Cannibal Islands in 1835,
facing martyrdom.

The Pacific declares the International court of

arbitration, provided for by the Conference of the

Hague, to be "the expression of the world's best

thought and judgment. It is the morning star of

a new day." The latter day glory is distinctly

brought nearer, as looked at through this glass.

It is probable that there never has been so large

a number of scientists of ability engaged in the

search for the Supreme Being as in t^e century
which has just closed. But they have accomplished
nothing. St. Paul states that the failure to find

him in his day was because it was contrary to the

Divine will to reveal himself to the intellect.—

E. H. Rogers.

E. H. Jones, a missionary at Sendai, Japan,
writes a graphic letter to the Baptist Missionary
Magazine concerning his work in that city— in

which is one of the six colleges of the empire and
various private and Goverrment preparatory

schools—in which he says: "Those who think the

non-Christian nations are anxiously awaiting the

coming of the Christian evangelist and that they
will gladly accept the gospel are not well informed.

All our fruit here is hand-picked.

Protai" Chunder Mozoomdar intends, he says,

to spend the remainder of his days in quiet se'-lu-

sion on the Himalaya Mountains. "My thirst for

the higher life is growing so unquenchable that I

need the time and the grace to re-examine and pu-

rify and reform every part of my existence. The
spirit of God promises me that grace, if I am alone,"

is one of the many reasons that Mozoomdar gives

for retiring from the world.

Zion's Herald has the following: The worst of

all heresies is the heresy of the heart, the most per-

ilous of skepticism is the atheism of the affections.

The Chinese are now making a translation of the

Bible for themselves. This work is in progress un-

der the imperial sanction, and is being performed
by two of the first scholars of the empire.

One of the most interesting chapters of Dr.

Cuyler's autobiography just published under the

title of "Recollections of a Long Life," is his sec-

tion devoted to Great Britain sixty years ago. As
a boy of twenty, fresh from Princeton, he crossed

the ocean in an old packet. He traveled solely for

recreation, but his energy and interest in the great
writers made him, as he has sail, a "lion hunter."

He visited Wordsworth at Rydal Mount Cottage,

the land of Burns, Joanna Baillie, then called the

"female Shakespeare," Carlyle in his garret at Chel-

sea, Dickens and many others. Dr. Cuyler's re-

markable memory of the conversations with these

famous persons links the great names of the Vic-

torian era more closely with the present than prob-

ably any living American could do. Dr. Cuykr
was but a boy—as Carlyle said when he first re-

ceived him—"You are a vera young mon," in his

broadest Scotch. In America, too, Irving and
Whittier were well known to Dr. Cuyler, as were
also Greeley and other famous editors, and practi-

cally all of the great preachers, hymn writers,

temperance workers and statesmen were close

friends and sympathetic workers with the vigor-

ous Brooklyn clergyman.

A YorxG converted Jewess is said to have spent

a good deal of time reading the church histories.

in order to find out at what time the Christians
ceased to become like Christ. This is caustic crit-

icism. But who shall say that it is not well mer-
ited and to the point. It is an alarming truth
that so many of the professed Christians are any-
thing but like their Master. And if you call their

attention to it, they fiare up and would have you
understand that they are old Christians, and that
they know their business from A to Z.

—

ExrAange.

The denomination rejoicing in the name of Dis-

ciples of Christ was to hold their annual conven-
tion at Omaha last week. This body is better
known as Campbellites. They are a very vigorous
body of people, who have not been afraid to meet
the world in debate on every occasion. In season
and out of season, they are ready to stand up for

their two items of creed, viz., profession of belief

in the Bible and immersion. These two things are

indis|iensable to their membership. P^ach one may
interpret the Bible as he pleases and hold what
doctrines he may choose, and still enjoy their fel-

lowship. It is evident that these ea.sy terms are
in their nature agreeable to human nature, as re-

quiring no adherence to the particular truths of

the gospel. As a consequence this body, though
comparatively recent in origin, has met with a rapid

growth. Alexander Campbell, the founder of this

sect, was a son of a United Presbyterian minister,

in the Associate branch. He was educated with a
view to the ministry in that branch of the church.
But owing to a change of views on baptism his

father was suspended and the result was the found-
ing of this at present large sect - ClirUlian In-

structor.

To The Friend :—General Booth of the Salva-
tion Army, has arrived on this side of the Atlantic
and will doubtless receive a cordial welcome. His

methods may not commend themselves to members
of our Society in all particulars, but it is good to

remember that he is the largest exponent of non-

sacramentarianism to be found in our day. He is

at the head of millions, and these are not within

hail of either water baptism or bread and wine
communion. " By whom shall Jacob arise, for he
is small?" H. T. M.

Beamsville, Ont.

Items Concerning the Society.

Western Yearly Meeting convened with the

representative Meeting at ten o'clock on Seventh-

day morning the 4th instant and Meeting of Min-

isters and Elders at two o'clock in the afternoon.

The Meeting for Worship on First-day was well

attended, though not as large as usual, on account

of the inclement weather. They were favored

and satisfactory meetings. Meeting for Discipline

commenced on Second-day morning. We had the

very acceptable company of Ella Newlin, a min-

ister from Iowa, and Susanna Ramsay, an elder and
companion of Ella Newlin and some other Friends

without credentials, who were very acceptably

with us.

We received and read Epistles from all the

Y'early Meetings with which we correspond except

one. The reading of them was very satisfactory

and encouraging. On Third-day morning Albert

Maxwell was reappointed Clerk and Joseph Allen

for assistant. A very satisfactory letter was read

from our dear friend Thomas H. Whitson. Then
the consideration of the state of Society was en-

tered upon, by reading of the Queries and Answers

to them, wliich showed that there were many defi-

ciencies amongst us, which was a cause of sorrow

to many concerned Friends, and much wholesome

counsel and advice was handed forth.

On Fourth-day two public meetings for worship

were held, which were much favored seasons and

good order seemed to prevail throughout.

On Fifth-day we had reports of standing com-

mittees and Epistles were read, one to each of the

Yearly Meetings with which we correspond, and
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then we had a very solemn conclusion ; and it

seemed that we could all say, " It has been good

for me that I have been here."

Sarah Halleck, a minister from Western Yearly

Meeting, accompanied by Freelove Pyle, from Pop-

lar Ridge, has been visiting several meetings in

Philadelphia and its vicinity. Harvey H. Haight,

from Canada, on his return from Ohio Yearly

Meeting, is reported also to have had some service

in this vicinity.

The Nantucket home of the late Mary Mitchell,

widow of Peleg Mitchell, which strangers have

been accustomed in past summers to visit as the

birthplace of the astronomer, Maria Mitchell,

daughter of William, is in prospect of being pur-

chased by the " Nantucket Maria Mitchell Associa-

tion," to be used as an astronomical museum. Her

brother Henry donates to the association her sci-

entific library. It was in this house, now one hun-

dred and twelve years old, that William Mitchell

rated chronometers for the great Nantucket whal-

ing fleet, a task which necessitated observations

every day, when possible, during the year. Aaron

Mitchell bought it eighty-six years ago, and sold

it in 1818 to his cousin William, who sold it in 1837

to his brother, Peleg Mitchell, whose family has

ever since owned and occupied it. In the yard of

this house Maria Mitchell made her first astron-

omical observations, which pursued steadily in

after years, made her distinguished, bringing to

her from the king of Denmark a gold medal, which

she showed to the present writer fifty-three years

ago, and placing her in the' professorship of astron-

omy at Vassar College when that institution was first

opened; and at Vassar she and her beloved father

passed the remainder of their days, adorning their

membership in the Society of Friends.

What is in a Name ?

To the Editor of the British Friend /—With all

the changes and developments we are watching

in the Society of Friends, one sometimes wonders

how far the old name belongs to the new thing.

The name " Quakers " is so associated with the

bitterness and scorn encountered by the first mem-

bers of the Society, that one would gladly give it

the go-by. The name " Friends " is supposed to

have stood in the early days for " Friends of Truth,"

or "Friends of Light." May we not now leave

behind these abstractions, and boldly date back to

.John XV : 1.5 ?

Anyone who has tried to take the place of a

"hired servant" in the Father's house, and_ to

justify his position by work done, would, I think,

feel the force of that gentle message, and gladly

take it for his motto and his standard, " Hence-

forth I call you not servants, for the servant

knoweth not what his lord doeth; but I have

called you 'Friends,' for all things that I have

heard of my Father I have made known unto you."

S. F.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—After a conference at Washington on

the 14th inst. in which President Roosevelt, J. Pierpont

Morgan, Robert S. Bacon and Secretary Root participated,

a basis of settlement of the coal strike was reached, by

which the coal operators agreed to the appointment of a

commission to be appointed by the President of the United

States, to whom shall be referred all questions at issue

between the companies and their own employes, whether

they belong to a union or not, and the decision of the

commission shall be accepted by the operators.

After a conference with President Mitchell and some

further conference with representatives of the coal oper-

ators, President Roosevelt appointed the members of the

Commission to inquire into, consider and pass upon all

questions at issue between the operators and miners in

the anthracite coal fields. The Commission consists of

six members, and includes George Gray, of Delaware, a

judge of the United States Court. A convention of the

Miners' Union which met on the 2tlth to consider the

proposition to refer these matters to a Commission, it is

expected will agree to it.

The loss to miners in wages by the strike is estimated

at $27,400,000. The total amount of relief funds received

by the men on strike is placed at $3,235,000.

It is estimated that 30,000 men have left the hard coal

region since the strike began.

In a recent lecture upon the tablets in cuneiform char-

acters lately discovered in Babylonia Professor Hilprecht

said :
" Hitherto the whole history of the time prior to

3000 years ago has been regarded as largely mythical ;

but truly it may be said that, in these tablets, Israel's old

enemies have arisen from the dead to testify to the

truth of the Old Testament Scriptures. ' These tablets,'

he said, ' show the daily life of the people, their manufac-

tures, manner of households, methods of training, their

irrigating and cultivating systems, their customs of mar-

riage and adopting children, and vividly bring before us

life as it was in the days of Belsbazzar, Nebuchadnezzar,

Cyrus, Darius, Sardanapalus, and carries us back thou-

sands of years before the Christian era.'"

A recent decision has been made in the Court of Ap-

peals in Washington in a case in which it was sought to

overrule the action of an Episcopal eccesiastical body in

expelling a member. The Court of Appeals held that the

ecclesiastical court had jurisdiction over the appellant and

that the temporal courts had no authority to intervene

where the church court had jurisdiction.

The annual report of the Commissioner of Education

shows that the grand total of pupils in schools, elemen-

tary, secondary and higher, both public and private, in

the United States for the year ended Sixth Month 30, 1901,

was 17,299,230, an increase of 278,520 pupils over the

previous year. The average attendance of each pupil for

the entire number enrolled was ninety-nine days for the

year, an increase of twenty-four days over the previous

year.

During the year ending Sixth Month 30, 1902, 648,743

immigrants arrived in this country, more than one-third

of whom were unable to read or write.

tmallpox appears to have almost entirely disappeared

in the United States, excepting in two or three places.

One of these is Cleveland, Ohio, where for the three

ths ending Ninth Month 30, there were 532 cases and

73 deaths. The chief of the Cleveland Board of Health

in Fourth Month last stated that he had entirely eradi-

cated smallpox in that city by fumigation and other san-

itary means without a resort to vaccination.

A despatch from Topeka, Kans., says that on account

of the difficulty of getting hired help for the kitchen in

all of the large cities of the State a movement has

been made to import 2000 Chinese servants from Califor-

nia. It is also stated that 2000 men to cut up the great

corn crop into fodder are needed. A heavy apple crop

may suffer for lack of pickers.

John P. Brown, secretary and treasurer of the Inter-

national Society of Arboriculture, has contracted for the

planting of 25.000 catalpa trees in Southern Illinois. Thi

growing of those trees is for the purpose of supplying

telegraph poles, and the Society has the contract

twenty different railroads to plant similar orchards. The

Illinois Central Railway Company has arranged to plant

200,000 trees in different parts of Louisiana.

The President has directed that the army be reduced

from 65,000 to 59,600 men.

The growth in the production of rice in Louisiana and

Texas is very great. In 1890 the output was 75,753.856

pounds ; in 1900, 179,919,293 pounds.
" Rarely, if ever," it is said, " has there been such a

superabundance of fruit as now abounds in the New Eng-

land orchards. In some localities fine apples may be had

for the picking, and an offer of half a dollar a barrel for

the fruit on the tree is eagerly accepted."

Foreign.- In a recent discussion in the French Cham-

ber of Deputies, the Premier Combes said in reference to

the recent enforcement of the law closing the schools

which were not authorized by the Government :
" We have

reached a turning point in our history. The country

would perish if we yielded to the congregations. We
wish to arrest the monastic invasion, and depend on the

support of the Chamber." The action of the Government

I was sustained by the Deputies.

The Paris correspondent of the Times says that several

members of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals having asked the Government to prevent the

bull fights about to begin in some districts in France,

Premier Combes declined to interfere. The Premier took

this attitude on the ground that the present state of leg-

islation in regard to cruelty to animals does not warrant

action on the part of the Government.

It has been stated that thirty-five years ago there were

about 2000 Protestant Christians in China. Their num-

ber has lately been estimated at 100,000.

According to the census of 1901, the total number of

persons living in the administrative county of London was

I 4,536,541, showing an increase of 308,324, or 7.28 per

cent, on the number enumerated in 1891. Th^j
length of public highways maintainable by the lo I jn.*

thorities in the county of London was estimated
\ ||i

fewer than 20171 miles. '•

1

The International Arbitration Court sitting !ujl

Hague in the Pius Fund case has decided in favoiij,!

claims of the United States and that Mexico shoi I

^

the United States $1,420,682.67 in Mexican cnj

The decision of the court was unanimous.

A terrific eruption of the volcano Soufriere (

land of St. Vincent occurred on the 15th inst. T}
break was accompanied by an incessant and

cannonading. There were incandescent clouds, and If

ling matter was ejected. After several hours the (

'

ances gradually decreased, but the noise of the boilii (;

ron was still audible in the districts near the volcan V.,

canic sand fell heavily at some points, the sand t ;,

inch deep, the depth gradually increasing towards ,vf,

canic cone, where there were showers of large ,0?.

pebbles and cinders.

The United States Department of Agriculture' m

mary of the crops of the world shows that a w c

summer damaged grain in a large part of Europe.

It is estimated that the Dominion of Canada is c v.

of sustaining at least 100,000,000 people.

The output of briquettes in coal producing reg ,

Continental Europe is estimated at more than jn,! <

tons annually. Coal dust mixed with a 7 per cei

portion of lime makes the ideal briquette. It is sa
,

briquettes, which will answer every purpose of ant ..

coal, and which have many advantages not posses . .

the coal, can be turned out at a profit for $3 a tot

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveniek c(

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wilneei

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., ai&iO.

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when req 'tei

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents eacWy.

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West C ',t«.

Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedley, S t.

The sub-committees set apart for religiiius : ri&i

within the limits of Cain and the Western Qii -r

Meetings, from the committee of the Yearly .\I

propose holding a Meeting for Divine Worslii[ in F

Meeting-house, at Ercildoun, on First-day. the i:

10 o'clock, and in the evening of the same day a i^>

in the Methodist place of worship in Coatesville. t ij

hoped that Friends, especially, in those places ii; at-

tend, and all others are cordially invited to favor i !iiils

with their company and unite with them in exert! of

spirit that the meetings maybe held to the ho' of)

Christ.

Bible Association of Friends in Amelia. .

The Annual Meeting of the Corpor.ation will beU

in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select School, ^:140

N. Sixteenth Street, on Fourth-day, Eleventh MonlStb,

15^02, at 8 o'clock P. M. Friends generally are invij to:

attend. William T. Elkinton, St/-

Died, at the home of his parents, on the nineteei of

Seventh Month. 1902, Dayton J. Maxwell, son of ()ert

and Maria H. Maxwell, in the forty-fourth year bii

age ; a member of Plainfield Monthly Meeting of FJnd-s

Indiana. Bv a life of piety from his early youth Ihail

won the esteem of all. He was concerned for thij-os-

perity of Truth and the preservation of those who [te

it ; and his earnest thought and enlightening sngg'jioos

were often material for devout reflection. His nirki

during a lingering illness leave abundant assuranct'bis

preparation for the change.

, at her home. Beetlewood, Camden Co., Ne Jer-

sey, Ninth Month 29th, 1902, Caroline Wood Baco mb

of Josiah Bacon, aged sixty-seven years : a belovetiem-

her of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting of Friends. *
devoted wife and loving mother having served th#J

by a life of usefulness here on earth, we humbUosI

and fully believe, has entered into that rest prepa: for

the people of God. Her bright, cheerful dispositit ai"j

unselfish Christian life, was a loving example to th >
of

,

her own household. " Blessed are the dead which eio

the Lord from henceforth ; yea, saith the Spiri W i

they may i their labors, and their vorks .ffoH

, at the residence of her mother, Debo

Smedley, West Chester, Pa., on the twenty-ninth o'

Month, 1902, Deborah Smedley, in the twenty-fif:

of her age ; a member of Birmingham Monthly and

Particular Meeting of Friends.
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raying in the Language of Conduct.

litely a Friend, who was passing whece a

r^nt-woman was sinking upon her knees in

1( to scrub a floor, said to her: "Well.—

d faithful work is prayer, in the doing of

w might as well kneel."

Ki himself for the moment taking in the

ijjcope of the impromptu words, and she

iice brightening up under them as one

t|i above their literal sense, he was moved

)] after to contemplate the language as

a|to him for his own, if not for another's

d. It soon occurred to him that the good

iijimbrancer had, perhaps, given a glimpse

jartin Luther's words: "Bene studuisst

\neortisse;'' which are oftener quoted as a

liiius to students than to any other class,

cvith this interpretation: "To study well,

[

pray well." But if Luther intended his

iti in its classical sense, he did not confine

1 mge to study, but embraced every class

vrkers as with the language, "To be right-

jtuated in a devoted zeal for duty, is of

rue spirit of prayer." And see 2 Tim. ii: 15.

"I
observe the injunction, "Whatsoever thy

ife find to do, do it with thy might, as unto

jj.ord," is surely to observe the spiritual

t!ude of prayer unto Him. In a sense of

ijlaily duty as being the Lord's work and

I) as in his sight, it will be done prayer-

1. It will be done upon the knees of sub-

iion and devotion, and with the secret

sling of eyes that are looking unto Him
roly help and with hands suppliant in terms

laithful work,
—"not with eye-service as

ijpleasers, but doing the will of God from

^leart."

ich may have been the view of the poet

ijsaid, "Oh prayer and action, ye are

i' What are the faithful actions which

speak louder to heaven than words, but a

rendering unto God of a measure of that life

which came from Him, the (Jiver, and is ex-

pressed through our hands in submissive pray-

ers of practice? As our right attitude of

spirit is to "pray without ceasing," and dai-

ly toil must coincide with much of this time

of prayer, to do our work with a heart uplift-

ed to Him, puts work into terms of prayer,

and prayer into terms of work.

Yes, in the doing of all right work "we
might as well kneel,"— no other posture of

spirit is safe but that of watching and pray-

ing. Therein we could not long be doing

wrong work. How often while the inward

man is kneeling, does the outward man find

himself strengthened to work in good heart,—

to "run and not be weary, to walk and not

faint!"

The inconsistency of prayer without work is

apparent. Many words are offered that our

Father will keep us in the practice of certain

virtues, and we are loud preat^neio uf right-

eousness or of holiness to ourselves on our out-

ward knees, and then go away unconcerned to

keep our prayers sincere, —not thinking it

worth while to try to be the very men and wo-

men we profess to pray that we might be.

The work is his, but there is something for us

to do in proving practically that we mean

what we said,—that we think our prayers

worth answering enough, as it were, to be help-

ing Him to answer them. The principle is

true, that we need to go to meet Him at least

part way, and prove our faith by our works,

or try to stretch forth the withered hand in

faith, if we wish to find it true that "the Lord

helps them that help themselves." So faith-

fulness must be the "amen" to our prayers.

If we fail to supplement them with the amen

of practice and earnest conformity, what if

He should take our prayers at our own valua-

tion of them ?

It is trusted that nothing in the above con-

flicts, with Isaac Penington's statement on

Prayer, sent to us by a valued English friend,

in a concern lest one of our writers had treated

Prayer for the church "as though Prayer is

at our own will or in our own power, or com-

mand."

Prayer is the breath of the living child

to the Father of life in that spirit which

quickened it, which giveth it the right

sense of its wants and suitable cries pro-

portionable to its state in the proper season
thereof. So that i)rayer is wholly out of the
will of the creature, wholly out of the time of
the. creature, wholly out of the power of the
creature, in the Spirit of the Father who is

the fountain of life, and giveth forth breath-

ings of life to his child at his oleasure.

The Institute for Colored Youth.

The opening of the Industrial Department
of the Institute for Colored Youth during the
present (Tenth) month has resulted in large

classes in all the industries, with the exception
of cooking and millinery. Not only are the
classes large, but the work has been entered upon
with much zest. The Hoard of Managers ac-

cept this as a good token for the race and feel

assured that there is a definite need for this

line of work in the city.

The work in academic lines pursued without
interruption for more than thirty years past,

has been suspended for the present year. The
advance in public school education, especially

in the direction of normal training in the great

school at Thirteenth and Spring Garden streets

h«« so changed condition" that the Board
found their efforts to train teachers paralleled

by the public system, with the balance as re-

gards equipment and staff' and opportunity for

practice quite against the Institute. In other

words the ambitious colored youth could get

more out of the public system than out of the

Institute. Reasons were not wanting even in

the face of these facts to draw a large patron-

age to us, but it is a serious question whether

it is right to screen colored children from

social conditions that are to be overcome only

as they are bravely faced.

At the same time a loud call, voiced by

Booker T. Washington and his associates, for

a teacher of a new type has claimed the atten-

tion of the Board. This is not a teacher in

industrial lines exclusively, as is often repre-

sented. Not a little indignation is afloat at

what is said to be the denial of liberal culture

to the Negro under the new systems of edu-

cation. The recent article by Dr. DuBois put

this thought with much eloquence, but prob-

ably fails to make clear the type of training

intended by Tuskegee and similar efforts. In

saying the Negro should be trained as an in-

dustrial factor in society, we are only saying

that this is an industrial age and the call for

black and white is to conform education to

meet the needs of the age. A right relation

between intelligence and labor is needed for

every race and in every country. It forms the

basis of happiness under the Divine blessing in

human society. The teacher therefore who

can train pupils into this relation is needed

everywhere and the whole educational system

is getting recast to supply the need.

W'hat does this recasting mean as regards
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the Institute for Colored Youth? Much in

many ways, but some points are fundamental

and may be briefly mentioned as follows:

—

Candidates for this special training should

have the advantage of good High School

courses as a preparation for entrance. Edu-

cators must be educated.

The special training should include a suit-

able home environment, with an opportunity

for practice in several industries, especially in

farming and in all home economies.

The style of living should be simple and

practical, and demonstrate the essentials of

happy home life and the possibilities of self-

help and thrift.

The theoretical training should be scientific

and vigorous. A teacher who is a mere for-

malist can have no place under the new order.

All this means for the Institute for Colored

Youth a revised administration, a new course

of study and a change of site. Fortunately

the first step is inaugurated in securing the

man that Booker Washington has pointed out

as best qualified to administer such a project.

Naturally he is at work on the second step and

the Board of Managers are industriously pur-

suing the third. The new site should give the

institution a farm of one hundred acres and

buildings to accommodate about two hundred

students. These students will come from all

the States of the South and carry the training

they get back into all States of the South.

Hampton and Tuskegee and all institutions of

this grade, will want our new teachers, as in

the past the district schools of \'irginia and

Maryland have been glad to secure them. So

the good work of the past should have larger

fruition, and the best hopes of the best friends

of Negro education be fulfilled.

One hesitates as he reflects that all this de-

mands toil of mind and hand and much money.
Friends supplied both in the past, but public

sentiment is with them now and other purses

doubtless will open at the call. Only, Friends

must not hold back at this new demand for

service, but rather rejoice if they can lead the

advance of a great cause.

The industrial work in the city may go in.

There is a distinct call for that, but the special

mission of the Institute is that outlined in the

will of Richard Humphreys to train teachers
" in school learning and in the various branches
of the mechanic arts and trades and in agri

culture.

J. Henry Bartlett.

It is a just criticism of the lack of courtesy
which too often appears in Christian homes
that leads so many to remark that "our best

behavior, like our best dresses, is reserved for

visitors." Guests are welcomed with bland

smiles by parents and children who a moment
before were frowning or grumbling. The ap-

pearance of a deep and appreciative interest

is worn while the guests discuss some theme
which in the family circle would be treated
with indiff'erence, and perhaps with impa-
tience. If we could have company manners
at the fireside, and always hear the pleased
and persuasive tones made use of in the social

gathering, many homes would be far more at-

tractive than they now are, and many people
would have less occasion for complaining that
they cannot abide the incivility of their brothers
and sisters.

—

George S. Payson.

A Call for Confidence in the Doukhobors.

BY THE COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION OF CANADA.

The interest taken by the public in the re-

cent peculiar actions of a few of the Doukho-

bors makes the following interview with the

comissioner of immigration a matter of some
importance in order that the public may not

be misled by what, after all, is only a set of

temporary circumstances which are often met
with in the experience of the immigration

department among all classes of people, al-

though, perhaps, not to the same extent of

peculiarity as in the case of the Doukhobors.

Public notice has been given of an auction

sale of certain cattle which the Doukhobors

did not desire to keep, and which the de-

partment, acting as their agent, is now selling,

and were it not that certain newspapers, for

political reasons, bad given the matter much
more serious attention than it deserves, the

occasion would have been one of general in-

terest only. Ic appears to the department

that so many piecemeal statements have been

made regarding the Doukhobors, that the whole

situation is in danger of being misunderstood,

and the commissioner of immigration, in the

following interview makes the matter clear

enough for any person, who desires to under-

stand and learn the truth, to do so without

much difficulty

Speaking to a Manitoba Free Press reporter

the commissioner said:

"The policy of the department, is suffi-

ciently comprehensive to cover all classes of

immigrants of every nationality, and every

different race, English-speaking or otherwise,

has to be dealt with upon their merits and

according to their individual needs. The Douk-

hobors have been dealt with from the stand-

point that they would, and do form a most

valuable acquisition to Canada and are much
needed settlers upon our vacant lands. When
immigrants arrive in Canada they can be dealt

with satisfactorily only by a careful under-

standing of their habits and usages so that

they may be gradually conformed to our own
laws and customs.

"To those who are so disposed to criticise

the presence of the Doukhobors I would say

that the sociological condition of these people

(ex.cept the few who have lately imbibed

strange notions) before coming to Canada and

now must be taken into consideration, and re-

sults will prove from that standpoint alone

the real value to the country of the commu-
nity of Christian Brotherhood as the Doukho-
bors delight to call themselves. Imagine a

community of agricultural peasants who, for

generations, have had no literature, nothing

but simple tradition banded down from father

to son to guide them, and those who have

been with the Duukhobors are immensely sur-

prised to discover such excellent traits of

character. It is true they have ideas which,

to civilized Canada, seern peculiar, but they

are peculiar and not malicious, and surely our

land is wide enough, and the administration

of our laws generous enough, to enable good
living people to secure a chance of gaining a

livelihood. Results have already shown marked
success of our deep-seated belief in the final

dominance of Canadian institutions and Cana-

dian laws. Take a community who, for gen-

erations, has been at war with an autocratic

government like that of Russia, and taught by

surrounding circumstances there to h (,,

that all governments are tyrannical; thjoe;

secution is the lot of those who disagrei
it

religious authorities; and add to these «;

the fact that the Doukhobors were er-ei

ignorant of the English language, and w on

book-learning were unable to understar
;tlif

tremendous gulf existing between demo'iitje

Canada and autocratic Russia, and the r iltj

which are evident to an observer amon tk^

Doukhobors themselves, after their three !ori

years under the control of the Canadian ov-

ernment, and the unyielding pressure of ija.

dian laws and institutions, form not only
/ii).

dication of the worth of these people but

rather a delight to all true Canadians wl'be.

lieve, as the department does, in the finido.'

minance of those Canadian ideals and t'tij

the welding a homogeneous population jj
great and mighty land, much has beeiac-

complished.
,

i

"The religious faith of the Doukhobors a

plain and simple one, but their lack of ook|

education prevents that extensive knowlgei

of the Bible which is the privilege of er

person who can read. Their truths are le 31

by heart, are passed from mouth to eaiur

have been so for many years. It is, acrd-

ingly, very difficult to persuade themy
anything different from what they have le ped

is really from the same inspired source. ;o8ei

who have visaed their villages say the:jare

truly what they declare themselves to 3-

raembers of a Christian brotherhood, bey

all attend sunrise worship each Sunday /.ru-

ing with the rise of the sun, no matte m
early that may be. They clothe themselMin

their simplest and best, and, standing in^ws,

the men on one side the women on the (ler,

each one recites the verse of Holy Seri lire

which was taught them as children. Tsis

interspersed with chants or psalm-sinnft

and each one salutes the other with a holiiss

and a triple bow, recognizing the holy Tiity

in the brother or sister. This is their sple

faith, and this service frequently ocoies

from four to five hours. The Doukhoboiare

hospitable and kind to a degree, and ose

English-speaking settlers living near theivil-

lages have much reason to thank them fcche

sympathy and practical assistance whichiej

have afforded, for even in the case of lo by

fire or storm, the Doukhobors have nioreiaii

once given the sufferers horses and cattleiiid

helped to rebuild destroyed houses and bns;

and in every other way they have won tbre-

spect and affection of their English-spe.iig

neighbors, when such neighbors have d( re-

sented their presence on land which wasor-

merly a range for other settlers' cattle.

"The habits of the Doukhobors are fral,

and any discrepancy between their actiom.nd

those required by our laws is not wilful, ut,

in the opinion of those able to judge, iscjied

by a fear which has its root deep in the nd

from whence they came, where they 're

systematically deceived by officials, wh( se-

cured their signatures to all kinds of Ise

documents, and they have not yet got ove be

fear that signing any document^wheth it

be a list of members in the family, an apf-'a-

tion for marriage license, or an applic on

for a homestead— may, even in Canada, rjH

in their signing something against their )ii-

science. This timidity is caused by their ck
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(jucation and their sad experiences before

ijescaped from persecution in ivussia.

(any have already learned to trust Cana-

,1 and Canadian laws and the department is

|e opinion that Canada's laws, adminis-

fl with justice and tempered with mercy,

Jmaiiy secure the willing respect of all.

•Ihe simple Christian faith is the faith of

il'oukhobors, and this accounts for them

fg found such strong, self-sacrificing

Jls in the Quakers of England and Amer-

,0 which people they have freely given

iconfidence, and who have accepted and

IjCted the same. One can hardly imagine

,tnen of the class such as compose English

lAmerican Quakers would spend their

1^ money and ability for and with the

ahobors if they were not a desirable class

3i;ry respect.

'!he present difficulty in connection with

rof the Uoukhobors in the Yorkton dis-

;i (for it is only a portion in that locality

iire affected with the recent notions), is

Jiother instance of the teaching of a false

^et who apparently has come from among
4archists of Russia. Directly antagonis-

I

the teachings of the Doukhobor commu-
^and greatly to the sorrow of the Ameri-

ijnd English Quakers, this 'new teacher'

i|3tilled the poison into the affected Douk-

i^s and has taught them that the Bible,

i« they so respected, is utterly untrust-

r|y, and the affected ones have followed

!id, and they are those who have given up

lie of animals as beasts of burden.

'i) correct a mistaken impression, I might

Siay
that the Doukhobors never would eat

they being strictly vegetarians, and if

jliesire to give up their live stock (which

liargely purchased for them by the Qua-

a and thus remove the temptation to eat

i] that may surely be considered a privi-

eif every person under the free institutions

H) British crown, and they are not to be

islered unworthy citizens because they are

fiarians. The teachings of this new teacher

rjled the affected ones to believe it to be

idptural to use animals as beasts of bur-

i,ind those desiring to do so, having given

tj live stock they did not want, the de-

lent have taken charge of the same, and

i^se to sell it at public auction for their

wt.

Ibis must not be in any way construed as

iliication that even those Doukhobors who
f|s;iven up their live stock are in destitute

cmstances; nothing could be further from
ict; and no person who makes any sug-

ilin that these people are denying them-
r the means of subsistence, or that they

'ijnot ample means of subsistence, knows
'Hng of the facts of the case. There are

n people in the world who apparently ex-

jithout meats of any kind, and as the

iiiiobors have so existed up to the present

iijthey are not likely to suffer in the fu-

ISome of these men have earned as high

hundred and five dollars a month at

t|'n work on the railways, and they would
rl therefore to be able to take care of

iikelves physically. All these people have

t and excellent ones at that, they have
I'jsions of their own growing without stint,

be very villages who have given up the
sjng of live stock have as good crops of all

kinds of grain and vegetables as any part in

Western Canada. In some cases they have
from two to three hundred acres in crop
around the one village. Besides this three of

the villages in question are each now building

a Hour mill complete in which to grind their

own wheat this winter; and the proceeds of

the sale of the live stock is not intended to be

used for the purposes of furnishing food for

the Doukhobors, as they have sufficient good
sense to attend to all their physical needs
without government aid, and the proceeds of

the sale will be expended as the Doukhobors
desire for their own benefit.

The Doukhobors on the Saskatchewan Uiver

have not been contaminated by the presence

of an anarchistical people from Russia, and

the following list of homestead entries will

show the result of three years' residence in

Canada under normal conditions:

The village of I'etrovka has fifty-eight per-

sons eligible for homesteading. All have en-

tered.

The village of Terpennie has forty-eight per-

sons eligible for homesteading. All have en-

tered.

The village of Ispennie has sixty persons eli-

gible. All have entered except three.

The village of Spasovka has fifty-three per-

sons eligible for homestead entry. All have

entered.

The village of Pozerewka has twenty-nine

persons eligible for homestead entry. All

have entered.

The village of Hawrelovka has sixty-three

persons eligible for homestead entry. All

have entered except a few who desire their

homesteads in a township which is only now
being surveyed.

The village of Troitzka has forty-five eligi-

ble for homestead entry. All have entered

except a few.

The village of Tombovka has thirty-one eli-

gible. All have entered, so that it will be evi-

dent that the affected ones are confined to a

small area.

"In proof of this Free Press readers will

recall the report in its columns that Rudolph

Bach, a Montreal journalist of national repu-

tation, has, during the last week, visited six

of the villages in the Yorkton district, and

reports them as progressing in every respect,

and amongst the very best and most desirable

people in (Janada.

To this testimony must be added that of

Senator Jansen, of Nebraska, who expresses

the same opinion regarding others, and as

these men can speak to the people in their

own language, their statements must be worth

attention.

"The public need have no apprehension re-

garding the Doukhobors. They will, in con-

junction with every other class of immigrants,

be guided and cared for by the deoartment, and

the department has no fear of the ultimate re-

sult. The affected ones are only a very small

portion of the community, and the quantity

of stock to be disposed of at auction sale for

their benefit is only a fraction of what is held

by these people who number between seven and

eight thousand souls, and have shown such

marked intelligence and ability since coming
amongst us. In practically every Doukhobor
village there are some of the villagers who
can already make themselves well understood

in English. The tradesmen of all the towns
with which they do business welcome their

trade, which is an immense item in the busi-

ness community and I am of the opinion that

when the business men of a country welcome
among their purchasers people like the Douk-
hobors who jiay a hundred cents on the dollar,

the opinion of the business men is surely

worth having.

"The department is not in any way trou-

bled over the outcome o^^ the present situation,

believing it to be merely of a temporary char-

acter, and confined to a small number."
'Have you noticed the remarks made by

one of the morning papers in this connection'.'"

ncjuired the reporter.

Commissioner Smith said that he had, and,

so far as rescuing the Doukhobors from their

folly was concerned, other races of people

had need of departmental advice and assist-

ance as well as the Doukhobors.

"The department have many thousands of

dollars every year sent to them to expend for

the benefit of Englishmen, Scotchmen, Irish-

men, Welshmen, Germans, Calicians, Doukho-
bors and all other classes and I do not think

t strange to have money to disburse for the

benefit of the Doukhobors.

The live stock which is now being sold, to-

gether with a much larger quantity that was
also purchased for the Doukhobors, was paid

for by the (Quakers or by the Doukhobors

themselves; and the statement that the gov-

ernment in any way furnished the stock in

question is altogether untrue.

I am not aware that the department has

ever expended any money or given any public

grants to prevent these Doukhobors from

starving in the past, nor will there be any ne-

cessity for so doing in the future. The gov-

ernment have paid into the committee of the

atagonian Welshmen the same bonus per head

as was paid in to the committee for the Douk-

hobors, and any suggestion that the govern-

ment has paid more in connection with the

Doukhobors than for any other class of immi-

gration is altogether without foundation.

"The only assistance the government has

given the Doukhobors is that given to English

and other settlers in Manitoba and the North-

west, by way of advance of seed grain, etc.,

protected by lien upon the homestead. No
such assistance was given to the Doukhobors

except they had a homestead, and in every

case the amount loaned has been repaid with

interest."

There appears also in City and State the fol-

lowing reassuring article by Joseph Elkinton,

confirmatory of the commissioner's statement:

RECENT EVENTS AMONG THE DOUKHOBOKS.

The civilized world has recently been in-

formed of a fanatical outbreak among the

worthy although somewhat benighted Russian

peasants. It is a fact that a few of the York-

ton Doukhobors liberated their horses and cat-

tle, believing it to be contrary to the will of

God for them to be retained in servitude. This

delusion spread through a tenth of their villa-

ges, and one hundred and twenty horses with

two hundred and eighty-five head of cattle

were thus turned loose, for conscience' sake,

and sold by the government in order that the

Doukhobors might have the benefit of the pro-

ceeds.
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When the sale "came off" they bought

back most of their own stock, paying a high

price, as the animals were in splendid condi-

tion and the bidding was lively. No one was
disappointed so much as the settler who
thought he was going to buy a fine animal at

a low price and so take advantage of these

superconscientious colonists.

I saw these horses and cattle when among
the Doukhobors about three months ago, and

greatly admired the care they had evidently

received at the hands of their owners.

On one occasion I also saw a wagon being

drawn by seven men and two boys through

sloughs that were dangerous fur any horse to

enter, and one knew not which to pity most

the minds or the bodies of these deluded men.

Their faces were honest and their spirits

Christ-like. When I remonstrated with them,

the leader quoted: "The whole creation wait-

eth and groaneth even until now for the man-
ifestation of (mercy on the part of) the sons

of God."
They have probably learned a good lesson by

this experience and will continue to make bet-

ter use of their opportunities, for they have

done marvelously well since coming to Amer-
ica, and the Canadian government knows per-

fectly well that they will eventually prove

among her most desirable citizens.

This report was instigated by the political

opponents of the present administration, and

one marvels how quickly the press seizes upon
anything so trifling and heralds it to the ends

of the earth, when evils of infinitely more im-

portance are passed over without comment or

are excused. Here are a few poor, ignorant

peasants on the remote frontier of the Domin-
ion of Canada led into some absurd notions,

chiefly affecting their own comfort, by a few
designing men,—who did not belong to their

community originally. And these held up to

scorn because they were too tender hearted to

be practical in all respects; whereas a war
craze can sweep over our country like the fire

of the prairie and bring desolation to thou-

sands of homes and endanger the morals of

the whole nation and be applauded from the

pulpit throughout the length and breadth of

the land as "the will of God."
The two thousand Doukhobors in Saskatche-

wan were entirely opposed to this interpreta-

tion of God's will on the part of their Yorkton
brethren, and sent representatives to remon-
strate with them and to buy up their stock

when offered for sale.

There are noble souls among these people
—those who "have resisted even unto blood,

striving against sin," and who are willing to

sacrifice any personal comfort in order to keep
a conscience void of offense toward God and
man.

All of their leaders were sent into Siberian

exile, so they have been at a great disadvan-

tage on this account. Only three or four in a

hundred can read or write, and their commu-
nistic ideas keep them from developing in-

dividu illy as they otherwise would ; but in spite

of these disadvantages they are lovable.

Their women are more numerous than the

men, and are often quite as capable of direct-

ing the affairs of their community. As one
visits from village to village, the substantial

character of these women who have suffered

so much because their fathers, husbands, and

brothers have been sent into exile grows upon

one. They have their Oriental ideas about the

inferior position of women, but practically

they show their superiority to the men, and

with education their children will give a very

good account of themselves.

As they have suffered so much from the

hands of the Russian government, they are

naturally suspicious of all governments.' I

did what I could to disabuse them of any

wrong opinions about the Canadian govern-

ment, which has done so much for them.

It is their good fortune to have secured the

services of a young man who was born in Rus-

sia and educated in one of our eastern colleges

in the management of a school now being

started in the Saskatchewan colony.

There is hope for any people who have such

a conscience as these long persecuted Rus-

sians have, and their principle of non-resist-

ance will survive all the armaments of the

world.

An illustration of the true character of

these Russians was witnessed when they were

seen loading up their wagons with clothing and

food supplies, and distributing these gratui-

tously among the poorer Galician neighbors -
often traveling a whole day to find those who
were most in need.

Tenth Month 6th, 1902.

.Joseph Hoag's Letter.—I feel like add-

ing that it is best not unduly to dwell on past

mistakes, but "leaving the things that are be-

hind, press forward toward those that are be-

fore." Also, that some of the most eminent

servants of our blessed Lord and Saviour,

.Jesus Christ, even when far along in their

Christian journey, have caused themselves and

their friends concern and suffering, and had

to amend their ways. One instance is related

of that eminent minister of the gospe], Joseph

Hoag, who was "minded" to reprove a wealthy

and influential Friend near Providence, R. I.,

but shrank from the duty. Leaving Provi-

dence, he thought the uneasiness of mind
would wear away before he reached a meeting

to be held at Portland, Maine; but the suft'er-

ing grew heavier, and ere he reached Port-

land he felt he was a castaway, his gift in the

ministry gone, and his peace gone. In deep

prostration and repentance he saw a little ray

of light and a hope for acceptance again, by

returning to Providence. It took several long

days' travel, for an old man and an old, poor

horse, but it was accomplished, and Joseph

Hoag's Christian Armor was again brightened

and ability again given to wield the sword of

the Spirit aright.

Thy friend, E. L. P.

Tenth Month 6th, 1902.

The true Christ-life is nowhere tested more
severely or more continuously that in the do-

mestic circle. And when in that sphere of

duty we learn to "bear one another's burdens,

and so fulfill the law of Christ," we have ac-

quired a liberal education in the life that is

life indeed.

Every man takes care that his neighbor

shall not cheat him. But a day comes when
he begins to care that he does not cheat his

neighbor. Then all goes well. He has changed
his market-cart into a chariot of the sun.

Science and Industry.

White lead is said to be the most ei

agent for mending broken crockery, i',^.

one of the few cements that resists bc'«

ter and heat. Apply thinly on theec-s

the broken pieces, press them togeth'ai

set aside to dry. A water-proof glue at

exceedingly useful for repairing marble
|p„

celain is made by mixing plain white gl aniii

milk. Unslaked lime mixed with thewleof

an egg makes a good cement for ordinjinj^,

as does also plaster of paris blendei^O'

cream with the white of an egg.

In The Friend of Ninth Month aj, I ,;

a reference to the salt-fields near ; t.

which is stated as being in Colorado T

Salton referred to is in San Diego Co,;;

fornia, and not in (Colorado.

The name Colorado Desert is prope -

;

plied to the desert extending along thi'lok,,

rado River, but no part of it is in Co iado.l

.As the elevation of Colorado is from 4tOto'

14000 feet above sea level. The error! the!

statement that there is a part of it sixtiom

feet below is apparent.—Alva J. Smitij
|

Emporia, Kat'g.

A YOUNG Friend (Joel Cadbury, of Bi|iiig.

ham, England), who had recently arrijd in

New York, writing to his relatives injiila-'

delphia in 1820 says: "There is nothhinew

here that 1 can learn only all the folkhm

coal, and it is as perceptible to the r

in the air we breathe, as to the smel

Philadel])hia! May thou be preserved fn

nuisance! For they are not content w
smell only, but they put the ashes in the r

so that we may have the full benefit of '

j

.

dirt they can make!"

Electricity as Divining Rod.—Eiecicity

is now being used after the manner of li di-

vining-rod to discover metallic veins der-

ground. According to some particulars iven

an American technical paper, wires a: rm

across the land which is to be surveye anj

the resistance between contacts placed tk

ends of the wires is measured. A fall 're-

sistance indicates proximity to a vein. )na

certain occasion it is stated, a resistaeoi

fifty-four thousand ohms fell to fifty-six ims,

and there was found beneath a rich ^jn of

copper. I

Anniversary of Anthracite.—The i|ow-

ing clipping has been sent us, from a n<^pa-

per of Second Month 1858. "On the 11 ult.

the fiftieth anniversary of the first succsfol

experiment of burning anthracite coal i an

open grate was celebrated in Wilkesne.

Pa., in the same room where are the saiiold

grate and fire-place used by Judge Jessi'-'ell.

in the experiment. The following is ::opy

of the original record by Judge Fell :
Ibrii-

ary 11th, 1808, made the experiment ofun-

ing the common stone coal of this valleMna

grate in a common fire-place in my hou m
find that it will answer the purpose ouel.i

making a clearer and better fire at le: ex-

pense than of burning wood in the ccraoii

way. "Je-sse Fei
"

One of the preacher's best friends, s ^ >•

Boston religious journal, is the old-fasiW'
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lidespised saw-horse. It is not exactly a

At of beauty, and there are few to proclaim

slxcellence; but it may become a veritable

nz, or nervine, and as a recreation will ri-

lijolf, or tennis, or baseball. It is a great

ijid to meditation. The rhymatic move-

nt of the gently gliding saw is both a men-

il;,nd physical stimulus, while the mild re-

stnce of beech or maple is sure to induce

J^rateful moisture upon the reddened brow.

njto impart a relish to the humblest meal,

ihe spring of the year it may be safely

Hiiiniended as one of the best liver invigor-

Ua known; and as a blood purifier it is unex-

i'.'d. It can be taken in doses suited to the

apnt's needs.

IviLS OF Eating Quickly.—The London

((iwsays: It is a mistake to eat quickly.

|$ication performed in haste must be im-

eject even with the best of teeth, and due

jlixture of the salivary secretion with the

J cannot take place. When a crude mass

fliadequately crushed muscular fibre or un-

i\iled solid material of any description, is

mvn into the stomach, it acts as a mechan-

iq irritant, and sets up a condition in the

iiuous membrane lining that organ, which

ntly impedes, if it does not altogether pre-

BJ, the process of digestion. When the

rjtice of eating quickly and filling the stom-

c with unprepared food is habitual, the di-

e'ive organ is rendered incapable of per-

)(iing its proper function. Either a much

iiJ3r quantity of food than would be neces-

^ under natural conditions is required, or

l^^yslem suffers from lacli of nourishment.

y matter may seem a small one, but it is

0,30. Just as a man may go on for years

il defective teeth, imperfectly masticating

ii'ood, and' wondering why he suffers from

iilTestion, so a man may habitually live un-

ejan infiiction of hurried dinners and endure

bconaequent loss of health without know-

ijivhy he is not well, or how easily the cause

fiis illness might be remedied.

[NIQUE City of Ualny.—At present there

! jing founded on the shores of the Pacific

iiiin in Siberia the Russian city of Dalny.

h. city will form the terminus of the new
i|rian and Manchurian Railway, and its site

ajheretofore been known as Talienwan.

ihe unique thing about this new city is that

; logins its municipal life with all modern ini-

rl'ements. There are piers of stone and ce-

t; a large breakwater, with no ships to

d: refuge behind it. The streets are graded

paved, although there is no traffic for them

et. The different quarters of the town

a,; been laid out, space provided for parks,

ols, churches, etc. Gardeners are al-

j,y beautifying the parks. Electric lights

ii|electric railways are already in operation,

n yet not a foot of land has been sold, al-

ijigh over six million dollars has been ex-

ejled for improvements and public buildings,

hi population now exceeds fifty thousand,

v1ity-three thousand of which are employed
ijuilding the railroad, which is to be owned
he Russian government.
is calculated that the city will cost eigh-

million dollars before the present plans

completed. It is provided that when lands

"(sold taxation will begin, and the city's

government will be placed in the hands of a

Council elected by the taxpayers, of which
two members must be Russian subjects and not
more than two Chinese or Japanese. The pott

will be an absolutely free one, as the govern-
ment wishes to encourage trade.— Municijial

Journal.

Rlack, White and Othek Inks. "For all

ordinary writing purposes," said a man ac-

quainted with the ink trade, "colored inks,

once used to some extent, have now been al-

most entirely superseded by black ink. They
are still made, and in many colors, and red ink

is still, as ever, a standard, and various other

colored inks are sometimes also used in count-

ing rooms, as in the preparation of statements

or exhibits, in which, for purposes of conven-

ience, the several divisions are made each in a

separate color. But for the ordinary purposes

colored inks, as violet, have gone almost whol-

ly out of use; black is the thing.

"Among the inks for special use might be

mentioned white ink, made for writing with

on black paper, and especially employed for

writing cards for window displays and like

purposes. Black inks are largely comprised
between the blacks and the blue-blacks, the

former putting on black as it leaves the pen,

and the latter putting on blue and turning

black. There is now used in this country

more blue-black than black, and the propor-

tion of blue-blacks sold is increasing.

"Countries have their peculiarites in this

respect. In France, for example, more black

ink is used; while England has long been dis-

tinctively a blue-black country. Writing ink

is sold in a great variety of packages, ranging

from two ounce bott'ies to sixty ^ci"''n casks.

School boards are the chief purchasers of ink

by the barrel.

—

New York Sun.

His Wife's Triumphs.—It has been the lot

of many men of letters to have ill health

bearing them down as they struggled on to-

ward literary achievement. Thus beset in re-

cent times were Stevenson, Richard .Jeffries

and J. R. Green. Each of these, it happened,

had a high-hearted wife to keep him up, even

to help him with the actual labor of writing.

"The Life and Letters of J. R. Green" show
forth a great and sweet man; they show, too,

a wife whose sympathy and fortitude helped

to make his accomplishment possible.

In copying the vast amount of manuscript

of her husband's books, his wife contracted

writer's cramp, and was forced to stop using

her right hand. This looked like a final ob

stacle in the way of the invalid, who did

much of his thinking in bed, and could not

write himself. But she set to work at once

learning to write with her left hand.

One of her first practice pages, which she

was about to destroy with the rest, her hus

band took quietly and put in his pocket.

Years afterward, when ill health seemed un-

bearable and in discouragement he felt he

could not work, he used to take out that

piece of paper, a living record of his wife's

triumph over difficulty. When he saw the

painful, patient strokes by which his wife had

learned to write with her left hand he could

work on with something near to inspiration.

"I FEEL, I grieve, but, by the grace of God I

fret at nothing."

—

Wesky.

THE DEATH OP THE FLOWERS.
The melancholy day.s are come, the saddest of the

year.

Of wailing wind.s, and naked woods, and meaiows
brown and sere,

Heaped in the hollows of the grove the withered
leaves lie dead;

They rustle in the eddying gust, and to the rabbit's

tread,

The robin and the wren are flown, and from the
shrubs the jay;

Anil from the wood top calls the crow through all

the gloomy day.

Where are the flowers, the fair young flowers, that
lately sprang and stood

In brighter light and softie airs, a beauteous sis-

terhood?

Alas! they are all in their graves; the gentle race
of flowers

Are lying on their lowly beds, with the fair and
good of ours.

The rain is falling where they lie, but the cold

November rain

Calls not from out the gloomy earth the lovely

ones again.

The wind flower and the violet, they perished long
ago.

And the brier ro.se and the orchid died amid the
summer glow;

But on the hill the goldenrod and the aster in the

wood.

And the yellow sunflower by the brook, in autumn
beauty stood.

Till fell the frost from the clear, cold Heaven as

falls the plague on men,
And the brightness of their smile was gone from

upland, glade and glen.

And now, when comes the calm, mild day, as still

such days will come,

To caVl the squirrel and the bee from out their

winter home;
When the sound of dropping nuts is heard, though

all the trees are still.

And twinkle in the smoky light the waters of the

rill,

The south wind searches for the flowers whose fra-

grance late he bore.

And sighs to find them in the wood and by the

stream no more.

And then I think of one who in her youthful beauty

died;

The fair, meek blossom that grew up and faded by

my side,

In the cold, moist earth we laid her when the for-

est cast the leaf,

And we wept that one so lovely should have a life

so brief.

Yet not unmeet it was that one like that young
friend of ours,

So gentle and so beautiful, should perish with the

flowers. — Wm. Cullen Bryant.

Kor -TlIK l-KIKSD."

A Further Salutation of Brotherly Love.

[F^orgetting, when judgments seem quiet, to

learn righteousness.—How to observe the First

day of the week.— Behavior of children in the

streets.— Contrition under impending pesti-

lence turned to libertinism later on.]

Deak Friends :— Having, as occasions of-

fered, heretofore addressed you, with such

counsel and caution as appeared needful, w
are again incited by the same motives of duty

and a solicitude for our present and futUj.'

mutual happiness, to revive in remembrann
that the season of outward prosperity, ease and
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tranquility wherewith the inhabitants of this

land are so remarkably favored, through the

long-suffering and mercy of infinite goodness,

loudly claims adoration and reverence from

every heart susceptible of the ennobling sen-

sations of filial gratitude to the Father of

mercies. And the gracious interposition of

his delivering arm in the late awful day of

mortality with which this city was visited,

when inferior help was vain, ought also to be

considered as an additional obligation unfeign-

ediy to desire and strive, through Divine as-

sistance, so to redeem the time yet allotted us

that we may be enabled to bring forth those

good fruits by which our blessed Saviour in-

forms us his heavenly Father is glorified.

May we all therefore keep in daily remem-
brance the necessity of watchfulness and care,

that our conversation may be such as becom-
eth the gospel of Christ; avoiding, as incon-

sistent therewith, the corrupt communications,

manners and maxims that many in this favored

city are unhappily indulging in; which lead to

the attendance of vain shows and sports, the

exhibitions of the theatre, those houses, gar-

dens and other places of oublic resort, evi-

dently productive of dissipation and licentious-

ness, which have been so many engines of

Satan to delude unwary youth and others, to

alienate their affections from God, render

them regardless of their duty towards Him,
and finally piercing their own souls with many
sorrows.

Among the many obvious marks of declen-

sion from true virtue, especially to be la-

mented at this time, is the increasing inatten-

tion and disregard of the solemn duties for

which the generality of Christians have set

apart the first day of the week. Our faithful

predecessors, although they did not attribute

any inherent holiness to one day above an-

other, well knowing that every day is the

Lord's day, and ought to be spent in watchful-

ness and fear; nevertheless, freely united with

others to observe the first day as a day of rest

from bodily labor and their worldly affairs,

and to employ it in the sacred duties we owe
unto God, and the most weighty concernments
of the immortal soul. But, alas, how many
professing the Christian name are sorrowfully

prostituting it to purposes diametrically op-

posed to these indispensable obligations! Is

not the great cause of religion and virtue

more injured and the holy Name more dishon-

ored on that day than on any other day of the

week, by those loose and careless professors

who spend it in the pursuit of sensual indul-

gences and vain amusements? When we take

a view of the borders of this city, what revel-

ling and rioting, wantonness and profanity are

in the houses and gardens of those who thus

make a gain of unrighteousness! And indeed

such is the prevalence of injurious customs,

that many otherwise accounted respectable

members of civil community, and more moral

than to be engaged in the most reproachful

scenes of revelling and wantonness, are much
employed in a manner not consistent with the

truly rational as well as holy purposes of the

day, in needlessly visiting each other and join-

ing in unprofitable conversation, or in riding

or walking merely for recreation, business or

pleasure, or in collecting and feasting to-

gether; to the great oppression of those em-
ployed in their service, and depriving them of

the privilege of attending their several places

of worship, which is the reasonable duty of

all, without distinction of rank, station or

color; but to many of these, instead of being

made a day of rest and religious improvement,

it is frequently so pervertod as to become a

day of labor and hurry than any one of the

seven. On serious reflection we hope all will

acknowledge that these things ought not to

be. Works of mercy, humanity, or unavoid-

able necessity, such as visiting and consoling

the sick and afflicted, or other occasions of

Christian duty, may sometimes lawfully inter-

fere with our attendance of public worship.

But if habits of non-attendance are indulged

from lukewarmness and indifference towards

God, or want of a due sense of his manifold

mercies to us, and the obligations we are

under to reverence and adore his goodness,

such are in imminent danger of falling into

unbelief and departure from the living God.

We therefore tenderly exhort all in religious

profession with us to a diligent attendance of

our respective meetings held on the first and
other days of the week, with reverent and de-

vout hearts, impressed with an humbling re-

membrance of the Lord's unmerited goodness,

and with unfeigned desires to worship Him in

spirit and in truth; and between meetings on

the First day, labor to keep yourselves retired,

exampling your families therein, avoiding un-

necessary visits and unprofitable conversation,

and as strength is afforded (by Him that will, if

He be diligently sought unto, strengthen the

weak hands), gather together at suitable times

those entrusted to your charge and enjoin

them the reading portions of the scriptures of

truth, and other religious books. Habituate
yourselves to silent meditation and contempla-

tion upon God; that, thus under his blessing,

you may be made instrumental to lead the

youth and others under your care to embrace
the same pious practice; which, although it

is irksome to the unsubjected mind, to those

who love God with sincerity will become the

most profitable, refreshing and delightful ex-

ercise.

Deeply affecting also to those who are re-

ligiously interested in the well-being of the

rising generation, is a disorder not only dis-

reputable to and unbecoming a people making
a Christian profession, but so far a nuisance

in civil society as to engage the public .ani-

madversion and care of the chief magistrate

of the city—that is, the profanity and unre-

strained behavior of children and youth in our

streets^ which must have been obvious and
long beheld with sorrow by every pious ob-

server, much desiring that this charge may
not in any degree continue justly to he laid

upon us. We earnestly admonish all parents,

guardians, masters and mistresses of children,

schoolmasters and mistresses, to exercise a

vigilant care over those whom Providence has

committed to their trust, restraining them
more than has hitherto been the general prac-

tice, from associating in the streets or other

places with those who are corrupt and disor-

derly; and (as stewards that must render an

account) warning them against all profanity,

rude and unseemly behavior. Endeavor to

train them up in the knowledge and fear of

God. Instruct them early in the principles of

our holy religion, that their minds may be

prepared to receive Divine impressions and

brought under the discipline of the cr';,

Christ, which only can make them tru
us.

ful and honorable members of civil and
ji^..

ious society.
;

Now, dear children, we tenderly entreiyon

in the words of the apostle, that ye obejcr'

parents in the Lord, for this is right:
;n,

thy father and thy mother (which is tHr,
command with promise), that it may b vf

with thee.—Eph., chap. vi.

And, dear friends of every rank, may ,.

^

frequently and instructively remember tl si

emn impressions and covenants made ii h;

awful season, when the Lord's chaslii

hand was so signally evident that thoi m

of our fellow citizens, amongst whom m;';

our near connections and relatives wen.iii

denly summoned to appear before the ii_

ment seat of Christ—when nothing lesi h:

the interposing mercy and almighty po^

our heavenly Father could have prevente:)

great and populous city from becoming ;

lated of its inhabitants. In that day th( ii

looks of the proud were humbled, the g.

pursuit after perishing riches restraine( and

,

the people in a general manner excited tiall

upon the Lord, that He would pity and are

them. But how painful is the reflectioiibat

when those petitions were answered aDJtlw

Lord's compassion eminently manifested, finy

have so suddenly forgot his works and tied

again unto folly, that it appears lamer.bly

evident libertinism, and we fear infidelitjlso,

have greatly increased since that day pi
here let us caution all to beware howhev

suffer their minds to be drawn away bltlie

vain philosophy of this world from th((lo-

rious, divine and most consolatory faith iov

Lord Jesus Christ, the only mediator antre-

deemer. Many have been the attemp of

men of corrupt minds, by artful publico m
and fallacious arguments, to deceive th^ un-

guarded and rob them of that inestinble

treasure, the hope of salvation througlthe

Son and sent of God. These deluded ants

of the enemy of your soul's peace wou in-

volve you in the deepest misery and distruf

given place to. We beseech you, there re.

wisely to reject and bear at all times a Ith-

ful testimony against their insinuations.

And under a daily sense of our depeient

condition, and of the abundant merciexe-

ceived, let us hold fast the profession o:)or

faith in all things, studying to show oursVes

approved unto God, without whose favoi)wi

blessing we can neither be happy in th( ife

that now is nor in that which is to come.

Siened on behalf and by appointment o;he

said Monthly Meeting held in the Senth

Month, 1795.

James Pembertc
John Elliott,

John Pakkish,

William SAVER-i

Daniel Drinker
Jonathan Evan

Birds that can Talk.— It is not a littl

:

gular that while the so-called dumb an ;

have all some language of their own, a nn

by which each species can hold converse

its kind, it is in the feathered world alone

we find any creatures capable of being tE

to use the speech of man. Certain bird

only are capable of producing articulate v
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llsntences, but it would appear from many
ijiuthenticated instances as if they pos-

ein some measure the reasoning faculty

ii enables them to apply their acquired

If
speech with peculiar aptitude.

fe raven, the jackdaw, the magpie and the

lay all be trained to imitate sounds and

ijter words and even sentences, distinctly,

tjiore familiar to most people are talking

c' of the parrot tribe, which acquire the

ti)f speech in far greater perfection than

/ther of their species. The voice of the

:|t is also much more human in its tones;

(laven is too hoarse, the jay and the mag-

!-e to shrill; but there are modulations in

)i)arrot's notes when speaking that are

ritimes absolutely uncanny in their weird

i^iblance to the "human voice divine."

ijsuperiority is due to the construction of

teak, its tongue and head. The parrot,

(jias a wonderful memory and rarely for-

tjwhat it has once thoroughly learned.--

A'mng Folks.

l;iON AND Non-Union Workmen. — (Jur

)|nce is not in taking sides with industrial

rj;8, but we readily give place to statistics

\\.o the Friend by a correspondent, leaving

ii reader such conclusions as are obvious

h mind.

li:ent events bring into more than ordina-

i;erest the following informationTecently

bjihed by the V. S. Commissioners of La-

r.'arroll D. Wright:—
Ili union bricklayer works 51.5 hours per

4 and receives an average of $3.80 per

y The non-union bricklayer works 57.4

ul per week and receives on an average

ill wage of $2.17. A bricklayer's dues are

t!i excess of $12 a year, and he receives

8 a year more and works 312 hours less

ijhis non-union brother.

% union carpenter works 53 hours per

itjand receives an average of $2.53 cents

ray- The non-union carpenter works 58

U per week and receives $2.13 per day. A
rjnter's dues are 50 cents per month, and

iceives $1.20 a year more, while working

2iours less time.

Ii union painter works 48 hours per week
dreceives an average of $2.50 per day,

ii| the non-union man works 57 hours pei

le and receives $180 per day. The union

iiliays $8 a year dues, and receives in wa-

8i210 more in a year and makes 468 hours

isime than the non-union man

T|e Promise of Life.—My religious dis-

riients are in need of culture. My sense

tij Infinite requires refinement. My per-

p|)ns of God must be sensitized. The more
qjsite tendrils of my spirit must be drawn
t hat I may apprehend the length and
ejth and height and depth, and know the

fftof God which passeth knowledge. My
)ri discernments are in need of culture.

I j'nse of duty requires invigorating. I re-

ii; a keener discernment between the self-

i\\g and the disinterested; my intellectual

id'nments are in need of culture. The
W;' of seeking and acquiring truth re-

iiis strengthening. A man's intellectual

laj^ement is greatly helped by his moral
o\:h. Thought expands as by a natural

isicity when the presence of selfishness is

removed. The moral and religious principles

of the soul, generously cultivated, fertilize the

intellect." My social discernments need to

be cultivated. My affections require enlarge-

ment and purification. They must receive

purity and dignity. They must be converted
from wavering instincts into fine and illumined

principles. Holiness is more than spiritual

freedom: it is spiritual culture. Holiness is

therefore aliveriess. This is the promise of

life in Christ Jesus.

—

J. H. Jowett.

PuoF. James, in his "Talks to Teachers and

Students on Some of fJfe's Ideals," says:

"Action and feeling go together; and by reg-

ulating the action which is under the more
direct control of the will, we can indirectly

regulate the feeling, which is not. Thus the

sovereign voluntary path to cheerfulness, if

our spontaneous cheerfulness be lost, is to sit

up cheerfully and to act and speak as if cheer-

fulness were already there. If such conduct

does not make you feel cheerful, nothing else

but inspiration on that occasion can. ... To

wrestle with a bad feeling pins our attention

on it, and keeps it still fastened in the mind;

wheareas, if we act from some better feeling,

the old bad feeling soon folds its tent like an

Arab, and silently steals away."

Which was the Narrow Life?--A mother

once said to a popular teacher, who had been

admired by her pupils for a score of years:

"What a wide and beneficent influence you

have exerted while I have been housed up at

home managing servants, dosing the mumps
and measles, and patching and darning! How
narrow my life looks beside yours!"

Narrow!" cried her friend. C^'y t!nir,k how

you have sent forth into the world every

morning your flock of boys and girls full of

health and cheer! What a model home you

have made for your dear ones and for your

friends to see!

"It is I who have lived a narrow life rather

than you. What is the slight touch which I

have given to a thousand or more lives, com-

pared with the deep determining influence,

which you have wielded over the half dozen

children in your home?"
"Is it possible that you can think so?" ex-

claimed the tired mother, incredulously.

"I know so. I have watched your children

in school and out. They radiate an atmosphere

of love and light, and a disposition, which,

whilst they are born of heaven, were given

to them by their mother.—TAe Lutheran.

If you fail in the practice of self-denial

which is the sum and root of virtue; every

other way is but beating the air, and you will

make no progress, notwithstanding most pro-

found meditations and communications.

A celebrated Italian used to call time his

estate.

Items Concerning the Society.

John G. Whittier.—From Theodore L. Cuyler's

" RecoHections of a Long Life" the following ref-

erence to Whittier is selected:

"The pleasant little town of Burlington, N. J.,

in which I spent my earliest ministry, was the

headquarters of orthodo.x Quakers. I was thrown

much into the society of their most eminent peo-

ple, and very delightful society I found it. The

wittiest Quaker in the town was my neighbor,

William J. Allinson, the editor of the ' Friends

Review," and an intimate friend of John G. Whit-
tier. One afternoon he ran over to my room, and
said: ' Friend Theodore, John G. Whittier is at my
hou.se, and wants to see thee; he leaves early in

the morning.' I hastened across the street and, in

the modest parlor of Friend Allinson, I saw, stand-

ing before the fire, a tall, slender man in Quaker
dress, with a very lofty brow, and the finest eye
I have ever .seen in any American, unless it were
the deep ox-like eye of Abraham Lincoln. We had
a plea.sant chat about the anti-.slavery, temperance
and other moral reforms; and I went home with
something of the feeling that Walter Scott says

he had after seeing ' Robbie Burns.' Whittier was
a retiring, home-keeping man. He never crossed

the ocean and .seldom went even outside of his

native home in Ma.s.sachusetts.
" In the course of my life I have received sev-

eral very pleasant letters from my venerable

friend, the Quaker poet; but immediately after his

eightieth liirlhday, he addressed me the following

letter, wliicli, believing it to he his last, I framed
and hung on the walls of my library:

Oak Knoll,
12th M-jnth 17th, 1887.

" Ml/ <h-ar Dr. Ciujlcr,

"
I thank thee for thy loving letter to me on my

birthday, which I would have answered immedi-
ately but for illness; and, my friend, I wish I was
more worthy of the kind and good things said of

me. But my prayer is, ' God be merciful to me.'

.\nd I think my prayer will be an.swered, for His

Mercv and His Justice are one. May the Lord

lile.ss"thee.

" Thy friend sincerely,

"John G. Whittikr."

XoT Ash.vmed (II' It.— It is surprising how many
I have run across here in Colorado who are of

Quaker ancestry; and they never are diffident

about announcing the fact. I have often thought

that if the past few generations of Friends had all

held to their faith, what a strong, able and influ-

ential body the Society would be in this country

to-day.

—

Correspondent.

P.\RDON Tl'CKER, OF Jamestown, R. I.—An aged

Friend in Westerly, R. I., has felt concerned to

contribute to these columns a testimonial concern-

ing a valued friend of his, who was a Friend in

principle; but because not a member he is is no-

ticed here in a letter, rather than among our reg-

ular obituaries^

Pardon Tucker departed this life in Jamestown,

R. I., on the si.ith of Ninth Month last, at an age

above four-score years. His father was Simeon

.Tucker, who was of marked Christian character

and superior abilities, while entirely illiterate as

to school learning; a most kind-hearted, sweet-

spirited and loving Christian man in the Baptist

connection, having withal a strong predilection

for the Friends also. While not a public speaker,

he was yet an earnest and deeply religious man in

all the relation;; of life. Generally reputed in his

neighborhood to be a .seer, or spirit-sighted, he was
endowed with ability to detect incorrect or mis-

taken readings of f^e Scriptures, while yet unable

to read a word in the book. Becoming an earnest

friend and admirer of John Wilbur and his minis-

try, he was greatly distressed when the latter was
arraigned as an offender and kept for a long time

under dealings; so that when he could no longer

bear it, he walked away down some miles from his

home back in the woods to inquire of my father,

Othniel Foster, about the matter. On arriving

there his first demand was, " What are you doing

to John Wilbur? I know you are stoning him, for

I can feel the blows!" He and J. Wilbur were, I

think, about of an age, and died at nearly the same

time.

Now to return to the notice of his son. Pardon

Tucker, who settled on Jamestown after nearly all

the sound Friends once there had left or been re-
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moved by death. While a worthy, high-toned and

active business man, his mind and time were doubt-

less much absorbed, especially in the development

of property there, understanding well the laying

out of real estate, and of roads and streets, and

his duties as director in two banks in Newport.

Yet sickness and disease came in to claim another

part, a painful and disfiguring malady confining

him to the house for the last few years, so that he

welcomed death as an end of his sufferings.

While not a member of any religious society.

Pardon Tucker was yet a firm believer in the great

and important truths of the gospel as ever held by

our religious Society, and often enunciated, more

or less, in the pages of The Friend, and com-

mended to his mind and understanding as conson-

ant with Bible truth. Looking to our holy Re-

deemer as the alone Saviour of all men, he was
" ready and willing to go," and " thought he was

going fast and rejoiced at it;" his mind being

clear to the last, and bearing his sufferings not

only patiently, but cheerfully; his nurse saying,

"there was no repining, from first to the last,"

and his daughter bearing witness that more might

be said, but she "would not wish to say too

much "—a sentiment which I also desire to follow.

George Foster.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States. — The meeting of the United Mine

workers, held on the 20th and 21st ult. agreed unani-

mously to the proposition made by President Roosevelt to

refer the matters at issue to a commission appointed by

himself, and on the 23rd instant a large proportion of

the miners returned to work. The usual output of the

anthracite mines is about 240,000 tons of coal a week,

but it is probable that for some weeks not over half that

amount may be mined. Governor Stone has issued orders

for the withdrawal of troops from the coal region.

The Arbitration Commission met in Washington on the

24th instant, and after organizing decided that their

meetings should be open to the public.

It is said that some sixty vessels have been chartered

to bring coal from Wales to this country, some of which

are now on their way.

President Baer, of the Reading Railroad Company, has

issued a circular directing that if coal dealers ask more

than a fair profit the company shall take steps to supply

the public direct. He fi.tes $6.75 as a ma.\imum price.

To compensate" for increased cost of production, due to

damages to the mines, 50 cents a ton is to be added to

the circular prices until First Month 1st, 1903.

The Census Office has issued a statement giving a

compilation of figures regarding illiteracy among chil-

dren of immigrants and children of natives. The state-

ment says :
" Confining the comparison to children be-

tween the ages of 10 and 14 years in the United States

as a whole, 95.6 per cent, of the native white children of

native parents, and 99.1 per cent, of the native white

children of foreign born parents are able to read and write.

This surprising difllerence in favor of the children of the

foreign born population is due largely to the fact that

the children of the foreign born immigrants live mainly

in the Northern and Western States, where the public

school systems have already reached a high degree of

efliciency, while great numbers of native white children

of native parents live in the Southern States, and in that

region about 10 per cent, of such children are illiterate."

A recent report of the Geological Survey contains a

compilation of statistics showing the number of working

days lost in strikes in the coal industry. These figures

include the present year, and are brought up to date.

The total number of days lost for the present year is

placed at 20,000,000 compared with 733,802 days in 1901,

4,878,102 in 1900 and 2,124,154 in 1899.

A despatch from Washington states that " The annual

report of the Dawes Commission appointed to treat with

the five civilized tribes says that if all the pending

agreements should be ratified by the tribes practically

all necessary authority will have been secured for the

complete administration of the five estates entrusted to

the Commission, an end entirely sought for for nearly ten

years. The conclusion is announced that the bitter

anti-allotment sentiment of the Indians has now largely

yielded to reason and time, and the five tribes are fairly

upon the threshold of a new era."

A despatch from White Plains, New York, states that

the parents of a girl who had died from malignant

diphtheria, as a result of Christian Science neglect, and a
" Christian Science healer" were held by a grand jury on

the charge of manslaughter for having failed to take

proper means to save the life of the child.

A despatch from Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., says the

opening of the new water power canal on the Michigan

side of the St. Mary's river marks the completion of an

engineering work of great magnitude, which has been in

progress for four years, and which has been accom-

plished at a cost of about $4,000,000. This is the second

water power canal constructed by the subsidiary com-

panies of. the Consolidated Lake Superior Company, the

first canal being one of about 120,000 horse power, on

the Canadian side of the St. Mary's river, which has been

in operation for about seven years.

A report has been made by Attorney General Knox
on the title which the new Panama Canal Company can

transfer to the United States. This he states is " good,

valid and unincumbered." The Canal bill which was

passed at the last session of Congress authorized the

President to purchase the rights and plant of the French

company if he could secure a valid title, and then to

proceed with the construction of the canal after a per-

pertual lease was obtained by treaty from Colombia to

the land through which the canal passes.

It is said that women lawyers are now admitted to

practice in the highest courts in almost all of the States

of the Union.

It is stated that during the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth

Months of this year 616 persons were killed and 9520

injured on railroads in the United States.

A great gas well has lately been opened in Arm-

strong County, Pa., in which the pressure of gas has

been so great that it has been impossible to curb it, and

for several days a volume of more than 20,000,000 cubic

feet of gas has escaped into the atmosphere every twenty-

four hours; an amount it is estimated sufficient to supply

a city of 10,000 inhabitants.

It is stated that more than 26,000,000 children of

school age in the United States are now under temper-

ance education laws.

In a recent circular issued by the Women's Christian

Temperance Union it is stated that in regard to cigar-

ette smoking that a very careful statistical examination

has been made by educators of boys drawn by lot. This

table shows the average efficiency of non-smokers is 95

per cent.: that is 95 per cent, out of 100 would probably

acquire a good education. On the other hand, only 6 out

of 100 cigarette smokers could hope to battle success-

fully agiii.51. tlie mental inefficiency produced by the

cigarette habit. Of smokers, 60 per cent, had poor

memories, 40 per cent, were untruthful; 60 per cent, had

bad manners, 90 per cent, were slow thinkers.

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington has

decided that a Japanese cannot become a citizen of the

United States.

A manual training school for the education of negro

youths has lately been completed at Washington, D. C. It

is named after General Samuel C. Armstrong, who until

his death a few years ago was the head of the school at

Hampton, Va.,for the training of negro and Indian youth:

of whom Booker T. Washington said in a public address,

" He did more to teach American educators. North and

South, and the men of all races, the value of hand train-

ing than any other American who has ever lived."

Foreign.—A despatch from Paris states that France,

Great Britain and Germany have concluded an agreement

providing for the military evacuation of Shanghai by

their forces. The negotiations have also brought about

an important extension of the open door policy, as urged

by Secretary Hay. The agreement effects not only Shang-

hai, but the entire Yangtse-Kiang Valley, which the

Powers are seeking to develop for commercial purposes."

Premier Combes of France has been encouraged by a

resolution of the Chamber of Deputies to use his influ-

ence to cause both parties to the strike of the coal

miners in that country to accept arbitration and has had a

conference with the representatives of the labor union,

and proposes consulting the delegates of the mining com-

panies to bring about a settlement.

It is officially announced that Colonial Secretary Cham-

berlain has decided personally to visit South Africa and

examine on the spot the problems presented by the ter-

mination of the war and the settlement of affairs in the

new colonies.

A group of model buildings is being erected in Pine

Woods near Potsdam, Germany, as a sanitarium, costing

about $2,.500,000. The institution, which is now partially

occupied, accommodates 600 persons, one-half suffering

from tuberculosis and the other half from chronic dis-

eases of the nerves, heart, kidneys, etc. The sanitarium

was designed for restoring persons threatened with disa-

bility. The maximum period of their stay is fourteen

weeks, during which they have plenty of fresh air, good

food, medical attention, and all the advantages of a holi-

day. The theory on which the State maintains the in-

stitution is that it is an economic duty to restor
!e:,

to the head of a family or any skilled worker.
'

In Odessa earnest efforts have been made by .
:

thorities to rid the city of the plague, among wl j [

been the killing of a great number of rats, whicl'e

'

lieved to have had a part in spreading the disease'

Foucault's experiment for demonstrating the 31

of the earth has lately been repeated in Paris by u<

a pendulum 220 feet long to swing above a table ,>-

with sand. The pendulum swung across the table, ti

a trench through the sand, each swing widei ;

trench slightly, until the table appeared to be re ivr

A despatch from Rome says : It has been de >i

establish wireless telegraph apparatus at all stat s

on all passenger trains on Italian railways.

The rates for the journey through Russia oc'ip

herian Railroad, from the frontier on the west 'M

churia, on the Russo-Manchurian frontier, has ni.bt-

fixed at about $63. The Siberian express will stijtroi, I

Moscow, which may be reached by way of the'.. Pe.

tersburg or the Warsaw branch.
\ ]

Stanley Spencer, an aeronaut, has recently jde j

successful trip over London, traveling twenty-fi' ,m

in one afternoon in his airship.

King Oscar of Norway and Sweden has lately ci,,

the question of damage referred to him for arfai-,,,,,

arising from the combined action of the fleets'/ tbsi

United States and Great Britain in bombarding f\iui\

surrounding country in the Samoan islands in M, ii'

order to stop the war between the native facti [ anj -

prevent the further destruction of property. The ^ision

made was in favor of the claims of Germany. j

In a despatch from Rome it is stated that thejalian

Government has been informed that the America! k»t«

is disposed to pass a bill excluding illiterate imnratij

from the United States. Such a bill it is state kool/1

exclude three-fourths of the Italian emigrants to Orita.

The proposed treaty with Denmark for the cetn tn

the United States of the Danish islands in ttjWest

Indies has been rejected by the Upper Branctjftke

legislative assembly by a tie vote. I

The volcano Izalco in Salvador, Central Americ js re.

ported to have been in a state of violent eruptioi|(iiitl|i

Month 7th, and also on Tenth Month 23d.
[

The Soufriere volcano on the island of St. Viilntii

reported on the 23d ult. to have been active f eiglit

days, keeping the people in the Windward distr
j
in i

state of continuous unrest. i

There have been renewed earthquake shoiks in 'ily.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For cni,\vn 1

persons coming to Westtown School, the .^tnire \

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 -\ m.,

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when r"

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 rents e: waj.

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West esta,

Phone 114x.
Edward G. Smedley, p'l.

Westtown Boarding School. — Application ir tin

admission of pupils to the school, and lettt-rs ii^ari

to instruction and discipline should be addressed
;

Wm. F. Wickersham, PriiW.

Payments on account of board and tuition, a (com.

munications in regard to business should be forw(eiit«

Edward G. Smedley. Superintet.den '

-

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester j).,Pa;

Bible Association of Friends in Am^

The Annual Meeting of the Corporatmn wi

in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select Srhn^il,

N. Sixteenth Street, on Fourth-day, Eleventh .\lu

lf02, at 8 o'clock P. M. Friends generally are ir

attend. William T. Elkinton',

Died, at the home of S. L. Comfort, her s

Pasadena, Cal.,on the morning of the thirtieth of

Month, 1902, Mary V. M. Michener. wife of

Michener, and daughter of the late John and

Vail, aged sixty years : a consistent member of 1

Monthly Meeting of Friends. In her short and

sickness she gave much encouraging evidence

mind was stayed on the Prince of Peace. Her ap

triumphant death is our joyous consolation,

are the dead who die in the Lord. Yea, saith th

they rest from their labors and their works
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\iiLE churches claim the function of set-

nmenibers to work, the genuine Friend

)1 for his work to the Head of the Chntch

ri.

!

^
\^1EREVER there is a mourner, there is a

DDrter.

Eery success achieved for mere self-inter-

Lj a downward step towards failure.

T.E place to start from for eternal life, is

stvhere thou art.

A article by "Penn" in ihe Philadelphia

2'ng Bulletin, on the city's burial places,

occasion to say thus of the Friends:

—

I ave sometimes thought that the Quakers
jeir indifference to the body—forgotten

iusually is, after all, by most of us when
3i,'le generation has passed—show sense

tlut sacrifice of the fine feelings of hu-

iiy. The flesh and bones are to them
tligto be commemorated or preserved; they

Vfe only ttie spirit and the memory of good
diiseful lives, and to the strictest of the

cfwen a simple headstone is a mark of hu-

ir.'anity. The supremacy of the Inner Light
t'ir guide of life and oracle of duty saves

eijfrom superstitious veneration of the in-

iti of a graveyard and fa.^tens their

oilhts on the souls of the departed and not

(Itward emblems of sorrow and mourning.
liera a cemetery like Laurel Hill or the

wflient and others like them, with mauso-
iii. and columns and statuary and stones

cjwith epitaphs, are only examples of the

)lhness of worldly pomp.

V|TH the recurrence of a series of Quarter-

iJetings, the diary of Mary Jessup has

1* open to us at the following paragraph,

ien when she was seventeen years of age:

A end<>d the Quarterly Meeting; Rebecca
''iht (from America) was present, who
n,oned that in her early years, when she
eied our Meetings for Discipline, she was
|) consider the great importance of the

Queries, with desires that she might come up
to them in every point; and that she had
found much satisfaction in these meetings.
These observations led me to reflect how un-
concernedly I have often sat in them. At this

time a desire attended my mind that I might
endeavor after greater solidity on these occa-
sions, as well as in Meetings for Worship.

An article in the Boston Transcript has this

to say about the Society of Friends, as their

principles observed heretofore have made them

factors in the betterment of their times:

—

The Quakers have always had a sociological

importance out of all proportion to their num-
bers. Never counting more than two hundred
thousand of their faith in the whole world,
they have had, especially in England, a large
share in prison reform, the restriction and
final abolition of slavery and many minor re-

forms which all of us enjoy, without knowing
their source, in their peace teachings, in

their standards of practical morality and phi-

lanthropy, to some extent even in their ideas

of theology, they have always held doctrines

that men of all sects or of no sect arc now
coming to as discoveries. The surprising

thing is that they could live as a sect while

the world was catching up with them.

If, as it is a fashion to assert, the Society's

"Middle Ages" (when it was adhering to its

testimonies), was a "desert," how could it

have been blossoming with so many roses?

We are content to leave events to prove

whether modern endeavor is throwing itself

upon substitutes for that inspeaking author-

ity which once made Quakerism efficient "out

of all proportion to its numbers." Many an

eloquent vaunter of the victories of Quaker-

ism needs to be reminded that they are the

outcome of principles which he is disparaging.

As to the largely changed theory of public

worship under the still unchanged name, the

writer of the above article pronounces the old

Quaker meeting a thing of the past. We have

heard it publicly prophesied by the late Ed-

ward L. Scull, that if Friends should fail to oc-

cupy in spirit a waiting public worship, the

privilege would eventually be taken away from

them. Wherever now it is a thing of the

past, so must those eminent fruits be.

"As I stepped upon the steamboat to leave

Nantucket," said Andrew P. Peabody (then

preacher to Harvard University) in a conver-

sation with the writer, " there was handed to

me by William Mitchell a copy of Bates's Doc-
trines of Friends ;

—

'not that I aim to indoc-

trinate thee,' said he, 'but that thou may
understand us better.' I took the book and

have read it with deep interest, and there is

not a volume in my library that I prize more
highly. I believe that the various denomina-
tions of Christianity will ultimately come under
a united view of Christian truth, the principfes

of which will be those now called (Quakerism."

The Lot of the Christians in Russia.

By Michael Sherbinin, (at J. S. Elkinton's

request).

Beloved Friends and Brethren in Christ. It

is with a sense of awe and fear of Cod, be-

fore whom all flesh shall appear and all men
shall give account of their words in the day
of judgment, that I take up the pen to convey
to vou the record of some facts of which I

was eye-witness and which might be interest-

ing to you in our common cause of service to

which our Divine Master is calling us.

Pussia, where I was born and which re-

ceived a name and form of Christianity one
thousand years ago, has recently heard the

Word of God and is 'arising out of a sleep of

centuries. Young men and women of both

the higher and lower classes begin to respond

to the Divine calling, and, with hearts enrap-

tured bv the glory and sweetness of that call-

ing, step out to Christ without the camp of

the conventional state religion, bearing their

Lord's reproach. They gather the air into

their lungs and we are at the moment when
the hush of conventional silence and compul-

sory form of speech will be broken by a trium-

phant song of those who have tasted the true

liberty which Christ alone can give, and who as

the true Israel of Cod have emerged out of

the threatening wave of the Red Sea of judg-

ment and of the Egypt of fleshly wisdom and

]
tvranny of thought, to follow and serve Him
who of God is made unto us wisdom and who
is the Prince of the kings of the earth.

Russia realizes the necessity of public in-

struction, but this instruction has as its aim

not so much to raise the moral level of the

people as to help to bring up enlightened sol-

diers and officers of the state. The schools,

started in the second half of the Nineteenth

century, helped for the most part to corrupt

people rather than to have a moralizing effect.

I heard a very correct saying in South Russia,

where I spent eight years of my married life:

"Before our people had the public schools, a

peasant could leave his plough in the field over

night, but since we got these schools he can

no more leave his implements in the field, be-

cause they will be stolen."

The schools went on with their educational

work but the children got in them little reli-

gious enlightenment and the rich Russian

landowners preferred to take managers of the

German, English and Swedish nationality rath-

er than to entrust their estates to a Russian.

The large restaurants of Moscow and St. Pe-

tersburg also recruited their waiters from Mo-
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hammedan Tartars, as most of the Russian wai-

ters were drunkards and tiie Tartars were not

drunkards and were more honest. It is for

this same reason that the menials of the Im-

perial palaces of Russia are chosen from the

Tartars.

Th's is also the reason why many Russian

statesmen and aristocrats take as their coach-

men members of the sect called "Old Believ-

ers," who do not use intoxicants, rather than

to entrust their persons and lives to the "or-

thodox" sons of the State Church. This is

also why the German and foreign banners and

capital owners find the doors of Russia open

to them while those doors close again upon the

wealthy Russians of the same profession; and

lastly this is also the reason why poor Russia,

liberated by Alexander II. of serfdom, enters,

if she has not already entered, upon a period

of enslavement to the wealthy foreign mil-

lionaire; who in spite of the profession of pa-

triotism heard on the lips of the Church, state

and press, is much more favored in his enter-

prises than the sons of the land.

Time and space would not permit me to

state other instances which make the following

saving too true: "Russia gives her adopted

children what she refuses her own children."

This was true since the Slav tribes living one

thousand years ago near lake Ilimen, half-way

between Moscow and the llaitic Sea, sent a

message to the Scandinavian princess called

Varingar-Russ saying: "Our land is vast and

rich but there is no order in it. Come to rule

and have dominion over us." The ritual of

the Greek Church is somewhat like that of the

Roman Church, and in fact these two churches

have much ground in common. The poor

Greek priest is as much a slave to his holy im-

age as a pagan is a slave to his idol. Perhaps

there have existed holy men in the Greek

Church who could pray to their God "in spirit

and in truth" and for whom a picture was but

a remembrance and symbol of holy events and

facts or martyrs, but now-a-days, 1 am sony to

say, the holy image is to the priest what the

graven idol is to the heathen. If a man hap-

pened to burn or destroy a holy image he is

treated like a gross criminal and sent to Si-

beria. The same lot awaits a man if he dares

publicly declare, that an image howsoever
holy it may be, is and remains a wooden board

with some oil paint on it. No marvel that the

common people call the images gods, and no

marvel that such dissenters as the Molokans,

Doukhobors and Stundists abhor them as a

weapon of the wicked one. A Russian mer-

chant steals and cheats, and then goes to a

temple and presents to it an expensive holy

image with the gold and precious stones or

offers other propitiatory sacrifices to the

Church. A woman who owns a house of ill-

fame moves with her establishment to the an-

n'lal fair of Nizhni and before starting sends

for priests to hold prayer and ask God's speed

an 1 blessing for her trade. A party of work-
men erect a distillery where brandy will be

sold to the neighboring villages, and affix a

nice white cross on the front piece of the

building to show that their work is done in

the name of Him who triumphed on the cross

over the prince of Darkness.

Surely things have come to an extreme and
they cannot go further in Russia. The time

of the crisis has come. The world is enthroned

on the seat of the Church, and laughing to

scorn her most sacred traditions and lega-

cy, crucifies with irony the members of that

blessed Head, crowned with thorns. The great

Russian poet Poushkin well expressed this

irony when he saw an officer of the state who
had reached his rank through theft and bribes

and was adorned for his merits with the order

of son.e cross. Poushkin's verses on account

of this knight could be thus rendered in Eng-

lish:

Christ, who from eternal loss

Didst save the thief upon a cross.

From a new curse now send relief

And save the cross upon a thief!

After the Russian troops returned trium-

phant from the Turkish War in 1877 the blood-

stained banners and standards of the enemy
were hanged up in a large "Temple m honor

of Christ the Saviour," especially erected a

few years later in commemoration of the vic-

tory. The banners brought by the Russians

when they returned from Paris after the fall

of Napoleon, were deposited in the Kazan Ca-

thedral in Petersburg, where they can be seen

up to this day. In both cases the followers

of Christ forgot that their God was not a god

of bloodshed like Jason of old, to whose tem-

ple the Romans brought their trophies of war.

In the chief town of Russia, St. Petersburg,

the gospel was preached by godly men during

the reign of Alexander I. However it seems
that the work of God in which Lord Radstock

and Colonel Basil Pashkof were instrumental

at the close of the Nineteenth century had

such a lasting influence that it brought in mo-
tion all the classes like the waves produced on

the surface of the waters by the propeller of

some gigantic ocean steamer, waves which are

transmitted to an incredible distance. The work
was sound and deep and good not only in quan
tity but in quality. While these worked in

the North, other workers labored in the South,

and the vast population of European Russia

was put into commotion. The conflagration

was general and the persecutions, imprison

ments and banishments helped as always only

the more to spread the fire. Alexander II

under whose reign the movement arose, was
not unfavorably disposed towards it and the

prefect of Petersburg, General Trepof, showed
a friendly disposition, by ordering the whole
city police to help and protect the good work.

However after the death of that liberal em-
peror, those cruel persecutions, just men-
tioned, broke out and several Christians, es-

pecially of the poorer classes, were deported

to such barren places of the Caucusus where
they were half starved to death or where they

caught deadly diseases from being obliged to

find their dwellings in damp and filthy huts

often dug out in the mountains. These trou-

bles have not yet ceased, and the South Rus-

sian dissenters especially are much restricted

in their worship and in their liberty; but it

seems now that the exodus of the Doukho-
bors has given the start and there is quite a

wave of Southern dissenters, which carries and
brings them to the shores of America. I hear

that during the last two years one hundred
Russian families settled in North Dakota, a

few settled in Saskatchewan. Canada, and
about fifty-five families have passed through
Winnipeg this summer on their way to the

W^est.

During my present visit to Winnipeg,

I am spending some hours uf leisure in st

ng the educational system and schools

country, I have the privilege of meeting
quently with some Russian brethren who i

not words enough to say how their
i

grateful to God, whose providence bro

them and their children out of this cond-

of thraldom, where even their wives i

children would not be acknowledged legs

the government,—into that land of al

and freedom. One of them, Kapousti'

told me he dreams often that he is sti

Russia pleading with the Russian govern:

to sell him the passport, without whicS]
subject is allowed to cross the frontier, ajl

adds the brother,— "I often awake from si'iiij

dream and to my great joy and amaze

have to realize, that what I so much
;

after in my dreams is already a bless

ity." I quite sympathize with that fr

as 1 have passed through an analogous ex

ence in Russia and have dreamt during

year of my being settled here, at least 1

twelve times a similar dream.

My prayer and endeavor is to put w
your reach all the interesting facts connt

with this persecution and this exodus, so

enable you to judge what you could do in

ing these persecuted friends to lead "a
and peaceable life in all godliness and

esty."

Receive, respected friends, this shorts

I promised to send you, and do not forg

your prayers your humble and grateful fr

Michael Sherbini

Letters from Doukhobors in Siberia.;

EXPOSTULATING WITH SOME IN CANADA.

I'rom a man among the Doukhobors int

to Simeon Vasilievitch Vereschagiii, who

in the village Terpenie, Saskatchewan.

Dear Brother Simeon Vasilievitch!- .Vc

received a long letter from Evan Evsae cli

Konkin, who writes of his daughter's illss,

and of the runaway of three Doukhobors M
Siberia to Canada, and about your refus to

hold cattle. The note about the latter ini

sending you with this, thinking that it w ,be

important for you and all your brothersnd

sisters to know what Evan Evsaevitch tllks

about it. i

I think that man and beast should v;k,

and to manage the work there should b he

one to whom God gave the knowledge-ial

is, man. Without the management of an

the animals will suffer and perish, not oi Id

a cold climate, but in a warm one also, ^rl

makes man and animals wiser and be'f

When the animal is let loose it gets wiln

foolish. It is a sin to beat and ill-trea I

animal, but there is no sin in that the ai^^

works and gives man its extra wool, milk :

other things. I think that if a man al

;

treated his animal with love, it would

desire to work with man and serve hin >

cause in light work there is no sufi:Vrine'i

pleasure, especially in regard to the oi l^i

loves.
j

Do you not know the unanswerable ai'M

raent of a dog to a man he loves? Andi"'

pitiful if the man, desiring to liberal i-

sends it away. I think that your a •

which you have liberated will itself retu
j|
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you and profit by your love. Is it pos-

you will send it away again? If it was

for the cattle to live with you and work

then being liberated it would not

i back to you. But it will surely come

unless you send it somewhere far away,

3 without your care it will probably die.

Iso don't find it a sin to feed on milk and

ase write what you feel in yourselves

you remain alone before your conscience

I'iod. L)o you feel that it is a sin for you

lie animals for work, and to feed on milk,

;|r, and eggs? And why has such a thought

ilbred in the minds of your brethren? Is

i|, from this, that being settled down and

iprted materially, you and your brothers

isters have begun to long for more spir-

food? You in your souls have begotten

mg desire to do good around you, and,

ning that the animals are suffering in

Aty, you have desired to liberate them,

1 that way to do, if only pretended good

imals who are not at all in need of it,

doing you want to satisfy your thirst

)od.

;, our dear brethren and sisters, why
ne the unexisting suffering of cattle,

there is so much of real, actual suffer-

ith which our brethren are afllicted? . .

|| harvest truly is great, but the laborers

w."

fg of you, dear brother, to think, please,

he brethren and sisters, and let us know
jOod has put on your hearts and minds.

^ God help us to do his will, and to serve

r as our strength will allow to forward

ngdom of peace and love,

ase give the copy of Evan Evsaevitch

n's and my letter to all.

Your loving

Evan Tregouboff.

et vour mother and all brethren and

ijopsis of a letter of Evan Evsaevitch

a[n to Tchertkoffs.

I Olekminsk, Y^akootsk.
I

Jloved and dear friends, Anna Konstanti-

i|and Vladimir Grigorievitch!

J ters received lately from Canada in which

93 informed that one of the Doukhobors
t forty days and nights, and is still alive.

1(3, being taken up with that foolish act,

ejiven up taking milk, butter, eggs, etc.,

i 'e working themselves, having let loose

i iattle. Where do our brethren dig out

Ibsurdity? It is a terrible and incurable

iity, and compels others to suffer, beinsr

*en will the Almighty Father send them
Jsight, that they might heal their sick-

8 and stop abasing his majesty and his

ny with their unaccountable actions?

ft;h much bitterness we have to read and
rdthe absurd tidings and think: What,
nis all our hard suffering for, when there

yire leaning on nothing, and instead of

iif they are making a heavy and grievous
[(

3 ivy thoughts oppress the sore heart and
nd it to suffer!

Evan Konkin.

Letters on the Doukhobor Situation.

From William Halstead, Methodist minister,

Portage la I'rairie, ilanitoba. Eighth Month
2.5th, I<»02.

"Looking back and thinking of the kind

Providence of God regarding the Doukhobors,
it seems to me very fortunate that they were
brought to our West at the time they came,
as it would have been now much more difficult

to have procured land for them. It is marvel-

lous how the land in our West is being sold

and taken up. From all I hear, the Doukho-
bors see that it was a very good thing for

them to come when they did. They have been

able to get plenty of work, and have been

raising stock, cultivating land, and earning

good wages on new railroads, building and in

helping in harvest fields. . . . The wages
are $1.7.5 per day and board.

"In yesterday's Free Press there is pub-

lished a letter of thanks expressing gratitude

for the great kindness of American Friends in

bringing them to this country and in helping

them to get a start."

Letter to a Friend from Joseph S. Elkinton.

"Many statements have of late been made
in the public papers concerning the Doukho-
bors in Canada which have been greatly exag-

gerated. It cannot be denied that agitators

and deceivers have wrought mischief among
them by discouraging them from taking up

homesteads and inducing some very strange

practices, but not nearly to as great extent as

is represented. There were no such sights as

that they were reduced in flesh, as the papers

state, when I was among them in the early

summer, and my son some weeks later re-

ported there was no appearance of starva-

tion, nor does my correspondence from those

living among them speak of starvation. It

was thought when I left that as a body they

were practically self-supporting, and had ex-

cellent credit with the storekeepers. The

Doukhobors in Saskatchewan had ten thou-

sand bushels of wheat for sale, and have been

reported as having very generally taken up
homesteads.

"The agent of the Swan River district told

me that 1,500 Doukhobors living in thirteen

villages had no disorder among them, except

that two or three of them did not do as well

for their wives as he thought they might (by

sending of their wages to them).

"Whilst it is a grievous consideration that

there should have been estrangement through

deceivers and agitators, which has led into

some fanatical excesses, they, as a body,

are a very interesting people, learning the

English language faster than might have been

expected for the time they have had to do it

in, and have done themselves much credit

with their industry in the erection of their

dwellings, and in their eagerness to p -ssess

agricultural implements.

"The Yorktown district has been the most

afilicted by evil-designing and crafty impos-

tors, some of whom left Canada; but with per-

nicious publications continue to perplex and

injure. But those who have had a consider-

able number of Doukhobors in their employ

have said they had no better class of men to

work for them."

Sarah Boyle to ,J. S. Elkinton, from Devil's

Lake, Yorkton. Ninth Month, 15th, 1902.

"I believe that the men here will take up
their land. The others, who, I think, must be
crazy, won't take their land. Indeed, some
of them made a bonfire of their harness and
fur coats, and they wear rubbers, not leather;

they won't drink milk, or eat butter or eggs,

and some are looking for "the coming of the

Lord." I am sorry to say that they don't be-

lieve even in I'eter Verigen. The Doukhobors
here are not keen on tlie school, and will not

.send their children. But still the boys say

that they will come in the winter. I feel that

it is a great test of patience, and even if the

school work should have to be given up for a

time, I dare not leave these people. No one
has ever lived long enough among them to

gain their confidence. I get many things in

return for medicine, such as chickens, eggs,

butter and vegetables; and they show me so

much kindness in many ways that I feel grate-

ful to (jod that He sent me here."

From J. T. Ueid, M. D., of Winnipeg, to

the Montreal Weekly Witness. Tenth Month
6th, 1902.

"Believing that this deflection of the young
men (to liberal ideas and railroad workers'

habits) had been brought upon their own heads

as a Divine retribution for some disloyalty to

truth on their own part, a few of these old

men thought it to be their duty to follow still

more closely the 'law of conscience,' and they

therefore resolved not only to adhere to for-

mer principles, but to carry those principles

to a still greater and (to us) a less pardonable

extreme. They discarded the use of boots

and shoes, harness and all other articles made
from the skins of dead animals, and many of

them went to such an unreasonable extreme

as to doff all clothing made from the product

of living animals. Another short step re-

vealed to a few of the more fanatical that it

was wrong to use animals for any purpose

whatsoever. These few set out over the col-

ony, preaching from village to village this

new doctrine, which they claimed was a reve-

lation from heaven. Barnum said that 'all

races of men like to be humbugged.' In this

crisis the action of the Doukhobors proves

that to that rule the Slav is no exception.

The result of the missionary tour of these few

fanatical Doukhobors has been that quite re-

cently the Dominion Immigration Department

has taken charge of several hundred head of

cattle and horses which had formerly been the

property of the Doukhobors, but which were

found wandering at will on the prairies.

"But this aberration is not 'epidemic,' only

a small minority of the Doukhobors are in-

volved. The' statements of Tlie Illustnitrd

London News that 'taking no thought for the

future they are making no preparation for the

winter,' is incorrect. Their this year's crop

of cereals and vegetables is sufficient for the

sustenance of all their people for more than

one winter. The statements of the Xew Yurf:

Tribune that they have 'abandoned their

fields' and are 'gaunt and hungry wrecks' are

likewise incorrect. Those who have aban-

doned their horses and oxen are themselves

cultivating their fields for next year's crop.

If the editor of the Xew York Tribune could,

at close quarters, look upon the amount of

wholesome homemade bread and highly nutri-

tious vegetables assimilated by the average
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Doukhobor (their fanaticism has not by any

means impaired their powers of assimilation)

he could then understand why it is that they

are not only not 'gaunt and hungry wrecks,'

but that they are evidently so 'well fed' that

in their more natural life they have been able

to develop a physical organism which in free-

dom from acute and chronic disease, in avoir-

dupois and in power of endurance, is superior

to that of the Anglo-Saxon.

"It is equally untrue that the men now 'sit

around idle' and 'compel the women to do the

work formerly done by the cattle.' The
Doukhobor is nothing if not industrious. Both

men and women are hard-working. Those of

them who now do the work formerly done by

beasts of burden do it spontaneously and do it

gladly, for it is done from a sense of duty in

obedience to what they sincerely believe to be

the voice of conscience, which to the Doukho-
bor is the voice of God.

"We do not censure the Puritans as a class

because there were many religious fanatics

amongst them. To censure the Doukhobors
just because a minority of them are religious

enthusiasts is as unjust as the Doukhobors
themselves are in judging all Canadians by the

more uncivilized minority of our people whom
they occasionally see on the frontiers of our

civilization in the west. To censure them as

a people on account of the fanaticism of their

minority is as illogical as it were to class the

whole American people with those who follow

Dowie and Mrs. Eddy.

"In the west there are six classes of men
who have at all times seemed to glory in the

abuse of the Doukhobors:-

-

" 1 . The politician of a certain school whose
political game is 'to get in,' and who makes
political capital out of every opportunity 'to

get the other fellow out.'

"2. The rancher, who wants the whole earth

within the bounds of his own ranch.
"3. The class who cannot appreciate the

high moral tone of the Doukhobors and there-

fore look upon them as hypocrites.
"4. A fourth class who are so narrowly

sectarian that they are unable to see any good
outside the pale of their own particular creed.

"5. A fifth class whose grasping propensi-

ties in the west are being daily put to shame
by the more Christian brotherly kindness of

the Doukhobor, to whom Christianity is noth-

ing if it do not include the love of neighbor.
"6. Some of the most unjust things said

against them have been said by disappointed

would-be missionaries who thought the Douk-
hobors were spiritually benighted and were
anxious to enlighten them. . . .

"Just as every Anglo-Saxon 'craze' runs
its course, declines and disappears, so will it

be with this fanatical exuberance of the Douk-
hobortsi."

Visited tlie Doukhobors.

The following appears in the Manitoba Free
Press of Tenth Month 29th, as a report of an in-

terview with Frank Pedley, Superintendent of

Immigration, who had left Winnipeg for Ot-

tawa:

"Did you visit the Doukhobor Community
w^hile you were away?"

"I visited ten or twelve of their villages,"

replied Mr. Pedley, and found the Doukho-
bors to be very comfortably situated. Their

houses are well built, well arranged and scru-

pulously clean. In every case that came under

my personal observation—and I was at pains

to make very full inquiries—and from all that

was reported to me, I found they had pro-

visions for the winter. Their crops have

been abundant. In addition to the revenue

thus derived, many of them have been at work
in harvest fields other than their own, and

many have been employed on railway construc-

tion, and by these means they have been ena-

bled to gather considerable money. In a

number of instances the Doukhobors have

bought modern agricultural implements, indi-

cating that these people are acquiring Cana-

dian methods of farming at a reasonable early

period. The general reputation of the Douk-
hobors, too, for business honesty and integ-

rity, is above reproach.

"The merchants and other residents all bear

testimony to their promptness in meeting their

financial undertakings as well as to their

peaceful dispositions and industrious habits."

COXEY ARMY CANARD.

"Did you see a statement made to a city

paper last week, Mr. Pedley, to the effect that

a Coxey's army of one thousand Doukhobois
were marching to Yorkton to demand food."

"I heard of it," answered Mr. Pedley.

"There's not a tittle of foundation for it. It's

a yarn manufactured out of the whole cloth,

as I said, they have food enough for a year,

many of them for two and three years; why
should they demand food."

"The Doukhobors," went on Mr. Pedley,

"frequently visit and discuss matters of com-
mon interest. I noticed that this was being

done while I was driving through their settle-

ments of some considerable extent. It is pos-

sible that some of them have carried to an ex-

treme limit some of their views regarding the

ownership and working of cattle and horses

by releasing them, as they did some time ago.

Some of the extremists, I understand, are en-

deavoring to engraft their views on their

more moderate compatriots, and are travel-

ing through the settlements with this view.

Whether they are prepared to go further than

this in their religious doctrines is doubtful,

although the matter will in all probability be

decided with them at an early date. Large
numbers of them are perfectly concented with

their present condition, and indicated their

intention of staying where they are, working
their land.

MAKING HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

"I found several cases where applications

had been made for homesteading, and a grow-
ing disposition to conform in other matters

to departmental regulations. Whatever may
be the result of the so-called agitation, it is

at present confined to only two colonies of all

those that the Doukhobors have established.

From information I have received I see no

reason to believe it will extend further."

Extract from a letter from Laura Snider to

•Joseph S. Elkinton—Portage La Prairie, Tenth

Month 27th. 1902.

"The money you left with me I carefully

distributed among some needy Doukhobors in

the hospital. It was very gratefully received

I assure you—one poor man ill with typhoid

fever, with wife and family at home unprovi-

ded for, was especially thankful for

"In looking over one of the hospital Ti\

for 1900 I found to my surprise tha C
Doukhobors ranked third in the numb
patients who had been treated during bf

year. I presume, however, that the nti

has been lessened in the last two years.

"We always found the Doukhobors eI^

tients very tractable,—very grateful, a',vj'

willing to submit to treatment, even tl
gfe

painful—knowing that it was for their od

always willing to do their part to haste
:e.

covery—which was not always the casein

other foreigners.

"They seemed to have confidence in |iH|

physician and nurse and exhibited no susiioi

— in fact were more intelligent with riirj'

to the value of the treatment than people ir

other lands. It was often hard to per;

them to stay in the hospital till comp e,

cured—as soon as tbey felt themselves t in. i

ning to recover they wanted to go lie;

I

wanted to go to work. Many foreigners ae I

too willing to stay long after recorery, m
feigning ailments as an excuse to remai;

'

Laura Snider was nurse in the Win .eg

Hospital at the time of my visiting the on

my two last visits, at the hospital in fl!iii.

peg. She is a widowed daughter of W m
Halstead, a minister in excellent sta: Dp

among the Methodists and one who had er-

ested himself for the welfare of the Do lo

bors. He grew up in that section of the u-

try and was what might be called a sueciful

farmer and could encourage the Doukhors

as one experienced in the hardships of pi jo

life, as also in having reaped the bene; of

steady perseverance, as he added,

Divine blessing. J

When, instead of saying, "The world

me a living" men shall say, "I owe the riJ

a life," then the kingdom shall com ii

power. We owe everything to God bul

sins. —M. D. Babcock.

IGrowing Pains.—"I think William suf

from growing pains this morning, " said g id-

father. "William is growing in gracerat

it pains him very much some times."

"What is growing in grace?" asked Oir.

"Growing good; growing like Jesus,' jid

grandfather.

"Did he grow this morning?"
"I am sure he did. He wanted very cb

to ride with me. He knew his little brier

and he could not both go, as there was at

one empty seat in the carriage. So he 'Jit

out under the tree and thought somethinjh

this: 'I always have to give up to Oir,

just because he is little. I hate this grc ng

up.' When William felt this way he I i

very bad growing pain indeed. It hurt 1:

long time, and then he said: 'I promised-

J

that I would try to be strong, and kii tf

everything weaker than myself. I ha ».

pony and a bicycle; let Oscar have tbedt

with grandfather."
^

I

"Why, grandfather, how did yoa kn'

cried William.

"Because I have had that kind of grosi.

pains myself for thirty years, and I know alj

I shall never get over them till I go to li n

heaven.
' '

—

Selected.
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ODE TO THE FLOWERS.
of the earth, whose perfumes floating ever

ID hill and valley, mount and prairie sod,

e in incense to the glorious Giver

In paths He trod
;

1 some lone traveler o'er the desert dreary,

nt and disheartened, plod his toilsome way,

tited floweret may his spirit weary
Revive and stay.

ions far remote— in Arctic highlands,

where the sun beams forth with tropic glare,

ig o'er continents, and seas and islands

Your odors rare.

! the simoon's blasting breath still seething

rom a furnace, does your fragrance rise,

alth and joy and thanks forever breathing

Beneath the skies.

b the fair flowers may lose their transient

jhndor

fall upon the soil that gave them birth,

lall their faded leaves a perfume render.

Of higher worth.

|e not thus a solemn lesson given

inan, ere yet he yields his mortal breath,

[raise continual should ascend to heaven

I

Through life to death ?

Ire the words and actions of the living,

fise souls grow " brighter unto perfect day,"

(6 the flowers, their memory surviving

Shall ne'er decay.

J. Collins.

Science and Industry.

(|
Farming in Alaska.—Within the last

1^
years the new industry of "fox farm-

as been developed in Alaska. Jt origi-

!^ in the desire to preserve the valuable

i!'ox from extermination. The experi-

tvas begun by placing twenty foxes on

iccupied island. In the course of a few
some thirty islands were thus turned in-

ranches. It was found that the ani-

ioon became sufficiently domesticated to

!«fearing their keepers, and to assemble

qiing places. Eight hundred or a thou-

liDxes are included in a ranch. At the

3i age a certain number are killed for

riielts. The business appears to pay very

,|iiid it is suggested that other fur-bear-

diraals might be domesticated and prop-

t|iin a similar manner.

ORTAHLE Food.—Here is a suggestion

ver the water concerning the prepara-
' easily carried food for use when one
s to be on a physical or mental strain

11 unable to procure food. This especial

p is called meat lozenges. These are

ei3y dissolving slowly two full ounces of

ilatine (this is more often to be had
alhe druggist than the grocer) in a quart
e|' strong, well-flavored clear-meat stock.

ifto the boil, then cook sharply till it is

i(d to a gummy syrup, skimming care-

1 uring the cooking till no more scum
e!j Pour the liquid on plates and cool.

t may be cut across in diamonds, the
then packed in little tin air-tight

ATES Pkoduced BY Electkicity.—The
teresting sight which Lord Kelvin re-

that he saw in his recent visit to

America, was the working of an apparatus at
Niagara Falls in extracting nitrogen from the
air. When it is remembered that the world's
food supply depends in the long run on the
presence of nitrates in the soil, a practical
method of producing nitric acid enough to re-

pair the drain of constant cultivation becomes
an important matter, liy the apparatus of
Charles S. Bradley and I). K. Lovejoy, of Ni-
agara Falls, about two and a half per cent, of
oxides of nitrogen are yielded from the air

passing through. If the gases are brought in

contact with caustic potash they produce salt-

petre, if the base is caustic soda they yield

nitrate of soda. With this as a fertilizer,

land that produced twelve bushels of wheat to

the acre has been made to produce thirty-six,

and the yield of hay has been increased from
$15 to $28 per acre. A power of doubling
or trebling the ^vorld's food product is thus
indicated.

Beginning of Ostrich Farms.—Fifty years
ago the domestication of the ostrich was an
idea scouted by most of the zoologists who
had given time and thought to the subject,

Their young, it was believed, could not be
raised in a state of captivity. The great de-

mand for ostrich feathers was then met by
hunting and killing wild birds, and there w^ere

indications that the species would soon be-

come extinct. But, in the early sixties, a
French scientist named Gosse issued a pam-
phlet in which he argued that the domestica-
tion of the ostrich was feasible and prac-

ticable, and not long afterwards a brood of

ostriches was reared in the city of Algiers.

Uosse's pamphlet and news of the experiment
in Algiers became familiar to two farmers in

('ape Colony, who determined to undertake
the domestication of ostriches in South Africa.

Beginning with two birds, which they caught
and placed in an inclosure, in a twelve month
they had a brood of eighty, which marked the

birth of a new industry, which has played a

potential part in the development and com-
merce of a vast region. Large tracts of land

in South Africa, which could not be profitably

used for any other purpose, are now devoted
to this business, and feathers to the value of

$6,000,000, from nearly 400,000 domesti-

cated birds, are now annually sent abroad
from Cape Colony.— ."jMecess.

The Duration of a Horse's Affection.—
The affections of a horse are not inferior to

his intellectual qualities, and, especially if

made a pet, he becomes very fond of his mas-
ter. In case of separation he remembers him
for years. But his affection is different from
that of a dog, which continues to love his

master even though the latter abuses him

greatly. Rough, unkind treatment will quickly

estrange the affection of a horse. Good horse

sense discovers no particular reason why a

horse should be devoted to a master who ha-

bitually maltreats him.

The intellect and affections of a horse point

out two things so important to a trainer that

he must bear them in mind until they become
fixed habits of thought:

First. Never, under any circumstances, al-

low a horse successfully to oppose his will to

yours. If you do he will remember it and
(reasoning by experience) try it again.

Second. Always keep his affection. If he
dislikes you he has no wish to please you;
and, if his disobedience is always perfunctory,
you will make but little headway in training
him.

These two points assured, he will almost
invariably try to do whatever you reiiuire of
him— if he only knows what it \s.-- David
Buffum, in Success.

The immense demand for pai)er and the
great quantity of wood used in making pulp,
call for the replanting with some hardy,
quick-maturing tree of the acres denuded by
this industry. A future crop of wood must
be assured. The silver poplar or abele, an
importation from Europe, now become wild in

this country, will answer this jmrpose well.

It is found in every great city and is almost
the only shade tree that will survive the nu-
merous vicissitudes of city life. The sucker-
ing is a nuisance in the city, but helpful for

planting. The tree frequently surrounds it-

self with several thousand sprouts suitable for

forest planting or it may be grown from cut-

tings of the branches or of the roots. The
silver-leaved poplar is of rapid growth under
favorable conditions. It will flourish upon
the mountain slopes of the eastern States,

increasing from three-fourths to one inch in

diameter yearly. The wood is white and sim-
ilar to that of the cottonwood. There are
many places where it would serve a good pur-

pose for lumber. In twenty years there may
be grown from 50,000 to (JO, 000 feet b. m.
of lumber per acre from the abele— estimating
170 trees per acre, 20 inches in diameter and
20-foot length of trunk, which it is capable
of attaining. (Jr considering it for pulp pro-

duction, there would be 6,500 to 7,000 cubic

feet of wood per acre.

Russia's Floating Farms.—We are accus-

tomed to think that America leads the world
in farming methods. But our Department of

Agriculture is fairly distanced by the Russian

(iovernment, which not only furnishes seed to

the farmers of the land, and recommends to

them improved ways of farming, but sends

model farms floating round among them as an
object lesson for their benefit.

These wandering agricultural experiment
stations have for their foundation, so we are

told, immense barges, holding enough pre-

pared earth to raise goodly crops. On the

deck is a comfortable building for the profes-

sors of agriculture who are in charge of the

"farm," and a smaller house for the crew.

There are vegetable patches, grain beds, bee-

hives, and so on, on each barge. Built at the

headwaters of the great Ru-ssian rivers, and.

launched by the spring fre.=hets, these barges
loiter down the streams and through the con-

necting canals all the summer long. W'hen-

ever they reach a village, they are tied up to

the landing, the church bell is rung, and the

staradn, or mayor, leads his flock of villagers

on board, to take a lesson in farming.

The professors often give illustrated lec-

tures to the peasants. They show them how
to use farming machinery, and give them the

seeds of new plants. The visiting peasant is

dull, indeed, if he does not learn something

that will help him in farming his own little

field. After the village is satisfied with its
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lesson, the barge casts loose and moves on to

the next one.

When the summer is over, the crops on the

floating farms are reaped, and the wood of

the barges is sold in the treeless southern

country along the river's mouth for enough,

often, to pay the expenses of the trip, outside

of the professors' salaries. So the whole

thing is economical enough, after all.

—

Bar-

bara Griffiths.

Don'ts for Users of Coal Oil Stoves.—
Coal oil is a good servant, but a bad master.

Treat it well, and it returns the compliment;

grow careless in its use, and it may destroy

life and property and cause lasting and painful

injuries. In view of the winter's prospect it

is well to lay down a few rules in every house-

hold about the use of coal oil for fuel. They

are here summarized in a "dozen don'ts":

1. Don't fill the reservoir when the stove is

burning.

2. Don't fail to have a thoroughly good

stove in the first place.

u. Don't burn any oil but of the best

quality.

4. Don't spill oil upon the stove, or, if you

do so by accident, wipe it off carefully before

approaching it with a lighted match or other

flame.

5. Don't fail to fill the tank out of doors,

if the stove be provided with a detachable

tank.

6. Don't forget that the less oil there is in

the tank the more gas there is generated from

the oil, and unless the gas-escape hole in the

stopper is suflicient for the escape of this gas

it is likely to flame up when the wick is

lighted, causing a small explosion that may
have bie results. The well-filled lamp is

7. Don't fail at frequent intervals to boil

the perforated wick tubes in soda water or

lye, that the ventilation may be free, or an

ill-smelling stove'will result.

8. Don't try to force the wick too high, or

smoke and odor will be inevitable. Some
stoves have automatic wick regulators.

9. Don't expect good combustion unless you
turn the wick low at first until the cylinder is

heated through.

10. Don't fail frequently to scrape off the

charred incrustation on the extinguished wick

with a knife, to secure a clear flame.

11. Don't forget that little oil in the tank

causes rapid consumption of wicks.

12. Don't set your burning stove near the

draft of a door or open window, or you lose

heat and gain an unpleasant odor.

—

Baltimore

Sun.

Dependent and Independent.—No class

of men, as a rule, are more independent than

farmers. They can stand strikes without any

great loss. They raise enough to depend on

for their living, and can exchange one with

the other. Neighbor Thompson had a lot of

hay out, help was short, a storm was brewing.

A neighbor stepped in with the salutation,

"Well, neighbor, I thought I would step in

and see if I and the boys couldn't help you get

that hay in before the rain comes on. We can

put off the cultivating of our potatoes a day

or two, and besides, we may get caught as

you are, and a like favor from you will come
good."

"Well, now, if that isn't kind of you. You
couldn't have offered me help in a more accep-

table time. I will certainly pay you back;

and, by the way, neighbor, I see one of your
road horses is lame. There is my roan in the

pasture doing nothing. Send one of the chil-

dren over when you wish to use him."

"Thank you! My wife was saying this

morning she wanted to get to town to-day."

So it went on all through the season, each

helping the other, and so it should be between
farmers. The joint work, the sociability, the

kindly feeling, make life more enjoyable.

—

.4. M. Purdy, in Tribune Farmer.

A Terrapiu Farm.

A diamond back terrapin farm, with more
than fifteen thousand in stock, and worth ful-

ly sixty thousand dollars, is one of the inter-

esting industries of Crisfield, Md.
When Washington and Lafayette were

forced to eat terrapin at Yorktown because

the array supplies were low; when counties in

Maryland passed laws prohibiting the feeding

of slaves oftener than twice a week on terra-

pin meat in order to save pork, and when the

succulent "reptiles" were cooked for food

for fowls and swine, and could be bought for

one dollar an ox-cart load, no one dreamed that

the day would come when the terrapin would

be almost extinct and worth as much as one

hundred and sixty dollars a dozen. But such

is the situation to-day and in this region the

most productive of the luscious diamond back

of the Chesapeake, they are cared for and

guarded with greater anxiety for their safety

than were the slaves in the days when they

protested against being gorged on terrapin

meat.

Believing that good money could be made
in "cultivating " terrapins, A. T. Lavalette,

decided to embark in the business, and he has

no cause to regret this decision. He knew
the Chesapeake thoroughly, having been en-

gaged actively in the oyster, crab and terrapin

business for mere than fourteen years, and

there was no question in his mind but that it

would only be a few years before terrapins

would bring almost fabulous prices. Select-

ing a pretty site for a home on the shore, ad-

joining which he built his terrapin farm, cov-

ering about seven acres, everything was ar-

ranged to suit their habits. The farm is di-

vided into pens, with high board fences, and

wire screens cross the sluiceways. In these

pens there is water, grass and sand, and the

terrapin can take his choice as to where to

spend his time. Plank walks high above the

water and marsh are contructed over the farm,

and when Lavalette wishes to feed his valuable

reptiles he simply goes out on one of these

elevations and clasps his hands together, mak-
ing a loud noise. In an instant the terrapins

come helter skelter from the sand, marsh and
water and huddle under the walk where he

stands while those in the other pens crawl

against the wire screens and fences in an ef-

fort to get through. They sometimes crawl

on one another until they are three feet thick,

and occasionally there are some pretty lively

fights, though a terrapin is not generally very

pugnacious. They are fed on crabs, fish and

meats of every kind, but are small eaters. It

is seldom that a terrapin will attack any liv-

ing thing larger than a fly or a small bug.

A. T. Lavalette has terrapin of all ;z-

Their growth is remarably slow, and iu^

timated that at least forty years is re jr

for a terrapin to attain its full growth.'!

diamond back seldom grows to be ovi'r,

inches in length, measured by the stom h

under shell. The terrapin is by nature
:;,

blooded reptile, and with the coming \[

first frost he begins to locate himself i t

winter, and it is necessary on this farm t >

a close eye on the weather and use ar r

means for keeping the terrapin from fre ir.

The favorite place for the hibernation t

very large sizes is a few inches belo i

soft, oozy mud at the bend of a three c
:'(

fathom V shaped channel iu the bed of a -

about the same distance from shore to <

Thousands of such creeks penetrate the
i

and islands of the Chesapeake, and tho:

frequented by man are instinctively se

by the terrapin for its haunts. No i

:

how long they may remain hibernated ;

never lose an ounce in weight, and con: i

in the late spring as gay as crickets, t ii.

for months they have not tasted food ni v

ter. The time of hibernation usually i-

about six months. They bury a few incisi',

the mud, and leave at the spot they dissjiear

a small mound, in the middle of which nole

may be discerned. It is the mound an^liole

which first attract the hunter and fisheiM.

During this period the terrapin is cauj: ii

the torpid state. At least ninety per'^nt

of those taken from the beds of deep ({eks

will measure from six and one-half to istht

and one-half inches, with an average vight

of two and three-quarter pounds, and a fe-

males, while eighty per cent, of thosfbed-

ded in marshes have an average weight i-one

pound, and measure less than five inchi and

are males. The latter always bed i.the

marshes and among the rushes of slilo*

ponds, only venturing in cold water duriiUk

summer and warmest spring months in iick

time they lead a migratory life in sea a of

food, consisting principally of small sht'fish

and crabs.

The terrapin is easily tracked, and thtiar-

ket value being so high, the shores area'ays

dotted with hunters, and it is mainly toni

these that A. T. Lavalette buys. A fi of

the hunters still employ dogs in trackingiem

but a dog trained to track terrapin is slom

suited for anything else, and the result i.hat

few dogs are kept engaged in the busess.

Years ago nearly every resiaent of the e;;erD

shore had his terrapin dog. When :ilog

tracks and finds a terrapin he places hi 'eel

on him and holds him until the hunter cies.

Dogs also locate the nests of terrapin, ai the

hunters take the eggs, worth but liti as

food, but going far towards hastening ttex-

termination of the terrapin. It requ'S^'

skilled hunter to catch a terrapin with :'

or dredge. Nothing has, perhaps, ha^

:

the scarcity of terrapin more than the i

ing of the marshes in the early spring c; i

the reptiles to come from their places

bernation under the impression that

spring, and that it is safe for them to vi

out. Thousands are burned to death i:

way, and stringent laws have been ei

against firing the marshes, but the hii

evade the law by declaring the fires ac 1-

tal.
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(ile the people of this region are noted for

I
honesty and square dealing, Lavalette

i no chances. He has a one room house

fi centre of his terrapin farm, built twen-

fet above the marsh on piles, and in this

i]
are Winchester rifles. One of his

\id employees sleeps in the house every

tand
it would be unwise for any one to

pt to make a raid on the farm. Large

ive him more trouble than thieves, as

occasionally get into the pen and kill and

iie young. Hats will also dig and eat the

S and, as a terrapin deposits her eggs only

la year, the breaking up of a "hatch-

"I means a heavy less. A. T. Lavalette

st is a great error to state that terrapin

r^are hatched by the sun's heat. The

iof eggs are laid in wet sand and covered

|jepth of five or six inches. It requires

r'forty to forty-two days for the eggs to

J. It is from three to five days after the

rlhatch before the little terrapin can go

Jing around. The young receive little at-

in from the mother and almost from the

tiire left to look out for themselves and

long the best they can. After a few

1 the little fellows sport around in the

w water and crawl out on the sand banks

(iky as young colts.— A'. }'. Tribune.

Items Concerning the Society.

RT Concerning Iowa Yearly Meeting.—
Yearly Meeting, held this year at Earlham,
need the fifteenth of Tenth Month and con-

ij by adjournments till the twentieth of the

Meeting of ministers and elders took place

)[. M. Meeting for Worship at 10 A. m., and

g for Suft'erings at 3 r. M. The attendance

irly representative. Death and other causes

to diminish the roll, but a few names
nladded from time to time the actual decrease

aiibership is not large. And it is evident that

cjinterest exists all over the body for main-
e of the distinctive characteristics of the

The exercises of gifted ones during
rious sessions were clear and emphatic in

tiirection, and encouraging to all to faithful-

Bi what might appear small matters.

EjStles were received from all of the Y'early

sjigs in correspondence, and the reading of

nj/as occasion for marked response in evidence

tlj great value of this means in the hand of the

aHead of the Church for drawing into closer

olship those concerned to walk in the simplicity

Jiness of the truth as it is in Jesus.

ah Ann Hobson, a minister from Ohio Yearly
iljg, and Beulah Cameron, her companion, also

ujs N. Brown, a minister from Kansas Yearly
sttg, and Alvin Lawrence, his companion, all

Msrtificates, were acceptably present, whose
iwiy and service from day to day had large
Jflof usefulness in stirring up the pure mind
DJy, and reminding all of their immense re-

njjiiity for the revelation of Jesus Christ in

ffjand in pleasing engagement of spirit en-

i\g every one to come from under condemna-
i.lnd enter into the liberty of the children of

)tj.'r voices were heard in testimony, and with
iptizing power, and fresh presentation of

iritual nature of the kingdom of Christ,

; it manifest that citizenship therein in-

fj close following in the footsteps of the Re-
an-i sharing his fellowship Hence, away

11 dependence on, or acknowledgment of

nd ritual devices of men which lead into

y and confusion, and far apart from the
ision of the pure in heart who are per-

-marvellous revelation !— to see God.
Vile considering the state of the Society, in-

troduced by the Answers to the Queries, much se-

riouBne.ss took hold of the meeting. And while it

was clear there was much to cause sadness be-

cause of manifest deficiencies, travail of soul was
the engagement of not a few, finding expression
in fervent prayer that submission to the yoke of

Christ might be known by all in our holy profes-

sion. C.rateful acknowledgment was also made for

assurance that the cause of truth and righteous-

ness in the earth was still measurably upheld
within our borders.

A letter was received from Thomas H. Whitson,
a minister of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and
one from Benjamin Vail, a minister of the same
body, expressing warm interest in this Yearly
Meeting, with appreciation of having visited it on
former occasions. The counsel and encouragement
contained in these epistles were felt to be tokens

of Christian love and deep concern for the welfare
of our Zion, provoking a sense of gratitude in

many hearts to God and the writers for thus re-

membering us.

Clarkson T. Penrose and Milton Mills were ap-

pointed Clerk and assistant clerk.

As usual the concluding session was a joint

one, and proved to be a season when the heart-

tendering infiuence of Divine favor rested on the

assembly with contriting, humbling power, a fitting

complement to the continuous exhibition of broth-

erly love and condescension prevailing in all former
sessions, making separation difficult.

A. C.

West Branch, Iowa, Tenth Month 31, 1902.

Notts from Others.

The University Extension Lectures.—We have
not every year been able, from the religious stand-

point of Friends, to publish with the implied com-
mendation that the act might carry, all the topics,

or the expected treatment of them, offered in the

program of the University Extension lectures.

Now the thirteenth annual announcement is before

us, showing promise of instructive courses orlec-

tures by able thinkers and learned speakers. In a

time when so much is afloat to waste it and us

with shallow entertainment, it is a relief to be

afforded means of instruction for winter evenings,

which may deepen the thought and reflection in the

younger and the older. We see nothing likely to

conflict with this purpose in the lectures an-

nounced to be delivered in Association Hall, Phila-

delphia, as follows :

" On Greece and the Rise of Rome." By Cecil E.

Lavell. Six lectures.

"Some Aspects of the Greek Religion." By John

H. Wright. One lecture.

"Imperial Rome." By W. Hudson Shaw. Six

lectures.

"The Philosophy of Plato and its Relation to

Modern Life." By Edward Howard Griggs. Six

lectures.

"The History of the Republic of Venice." By
W. Hudson Shaw. Six lectures.

"The Life and Teaching of John Ruskin." By
W. Hudson Shaw. Six lectures.

G. Stanley Hall, in Ainske's, gives what he calls

" the logic of the Sabbath "—As a psychologist, I

believe one day in seven should be kept holy from
work and sacred to man's primitive paradise of

leisure. I am no Puritan pietist or even Sabba-

tarian in any severe sense, but hold that this is

one of the greatest of all human institutions, and

that the command to keep it as a day of rest is

written in our physiological constitutions. If need

be, it may be kept in sleep, man's great restorer.

Our nerves and brain must be refreshed, and we
must start a new weekly rythm on a higher plane

than we closed the old one. The mental scenery

must be changed. The brooder's overthought must
have enlarged our plans and given us both mo-
mentum and direction. What form the rest cure

should take differs perhaps for each person. I go

to church, but for all there should be peace, tran-
quility, repose, surcease of worry and relaxation.
In no land should the " Sabbath " be so hallowed
as in this land of hustle, tension and Americanitis.

Canon Rawlinson of Canterbury has recently
died at the age of ninety. His repute as an his-

torian is still high. Egypt and the Eastern em-
pires were the chief fields of his historical labors.
He wrote also on Bible history and criticism.

George A. Gordon, in his lecture on "The Quest
for a Theology," delivered at Yale last week, said:

"The final thing to remember in the quest for a
theology is that the soul in Christian experience is

the foundation of theology. To be a great spiritual

thinker one must be a great spiritual liver."

The religious world, says the liodoii Transcript,

rings with cries for men. Trustees of institutions

and of churches say there is a growing difficulty

in securing men competent to fill vacancies of the
first grade. Time was when men were imported
from England, but sentiment is against that course,

save in a few religious bodies and under excep-
tional circumstances. There is at the moment
needed a general Secretary for the United Society

of Christian Endeavor, a corresponding secretary
for the American Baptist Home Mission Society, a
general financial agent for the six Congregational
benevolent societies, a dean for the General Theo-
logical Seminary, and a rabbi for Temple Emanu-
El, New York, the greatest Jewish place of wor-
ship in the world. Tremont Temple pastorate,

Boston, is vacant, and no one in sight for the
place. Discussion is already being had of names
for Methodist bishops. Since the removal of the

pastoral time limit there is a demand for greater

.supervision, and because ministers who are lo-

cated are determined to stay, there is a decreased

source of supply for Episcopal material. Finally,

there are in most of the large cities pulpits of the

first grade in large numbers looking for occu-

pants. Salaries offered by these vacant places are

iiardly in a single instance lower than $.5,000 a

year, and some of them run as high as $12,000.

Harder conditions are coming to be attached to these

important positions ; conditions which make them
compare in ability requirement with the great

prizes of the commercial world.

A writer in the Pacific declares :
" A new era of

revelation is opening. What is wanted would

seem to be a common ascent of Christian scholars

to the higher levels of life and thought from
which they may overlook minor differences and

realize the unities of faith."

Sir Bartle Frere, formerly the governor of Bom-
bay, has declared that the teaching of Christianity

among 160,000,000 of civilized, industrious Hindus

and Mohammedans in India is effecting changes,

moral, social and political, which for extent and

rapidity of effect are extraordinary.

The Churchman says : "The relation of the Bible

to public education seems to be attracting atten-

tion simultaneou.sly in all parts of the English-

speaking world.

Many Finns Coming Here.—The less by Finns

of their autonomy as a people to Russia caused a

year or more ago a movement to send Finns to this

"country. The final act of the czar in taking away
the last vestige of Finn peculiarity had the effect,

it is said, of determining vast numbers of Finns to

quit Finland, and this winter and spring at least

twenty thousand are coming to these shores. Some
of these Finns speak Finnish and others speak

Swedish. None speak Russian, and therein lies

one of their grievances. There are two churches

in Finland, the Lutheran and the Evangelical. In

this country most Lutherans call themselves evan-

gelical, but" in Finland they do not. Finns coming

to -America are seeking Lutheran connection, and
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there are three large Finnish Lutheran synods.

Some others, and especially those of the evangeli-

cal type when at home, are seeking union with the

Congregationalists. There are now five Finnish

Congregational churches in America. They are

located in Fitchburg and Quincy, Mass., in Con-

neaut and Ashtabula, Ohio, and in New York city.

Penn's " Holy Experiment " is the subject of an

interesting article by Ernest E. Taylor in the

Gentleman's Magazine for Tenth Month. The writer

gives a very clear picture of the main features of

that great experiment, and brings out forcibly

"the distinguishing mark of greatness placed

upon Penn's government—his treatment of the na-

tives and his relations with them over a long

course of years ;" those relations being based

"upon the natural rights of mankind—not upon

the supposed interests of trade." It is a distinct

gain to have sound Quaker teaching in magazines

for the general reader. Friends of to-day too

little utilize the general press for promoting their

conception of truth.

—

London Friend.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States. — The members of the Commission

have been visiting the anthracite region in Pennsylvania,

entering coal mines, and inquiring personally into the

methods of mining and transporting coal, and the wages

paid. The Commission has decided that if any award is

made affecting existing rates of wages, such award shall

take effect Eleventh Month 1, 1902. The miners wanted

the new scale of prices, if one is made, to date from

the time they returned to work. The operators left the

matter to be decided by the Commission.

A despatch from Washington says : The rate at which

the bubonic plague is increasing in California is causing

alarm, and the action of the New Haven conference of

Health Boards last week has served to arouse the Gov-

ernment authorities to the necessity of prompt efforts

to stamp out the disease completely. It is said that the

business men of San Francisco have used their influence

to keep the health authorities from publishing the facts

in regard to the cases that have occurred, and have in

this way aided in the spread of the disease. It is now

believed that the time has come for the general Govern-

ment to act.

A despatch from Jackson, Miss., says : The alarm-

ing growth of the use of cocaine among the negroes of

Mississippi has caused the suggestion to be made that

medical laws should be enacted for the suppression of

the evil. The cocaine habit is demoralizing the race in

this State, and its growth in recent years has been phe-

nomenal. Thousands of victims may be found among the

negroes.

The statement is made in Chicago that between 40,000

and 50,000 colonists have gone into the far western,

northwestern and southwestern States during the Ninth

and Tenth Months. The movement of home seekers and

settlers has never before been so great in the history of

Western railways.

The new steamer Korea of the Pacific Mail Company's

line has recently made the voyage from Yokohama to

San Francisco in ten days, a distance of 4,000 miles in a

straight line. This is the shortest passage between

these two points on record.

Prof. Hilprecht in a lecture on the results of ex

plorations in Babylonia, has stated that tablets have been

discovered which confirmed the Biblical account of the

journeyings of Abraham and the entrance of the children

of Israel into Palestine.

The aggregate horse power now being developed at

Niagara Falls approaches 500,000.

Nearly 6,000,000 acres of land in Northern California

have been withdrawn from the area of public lands by a

late order of the Secretary of the Interior for the pur-

pose of growing forests.

Foreign — A despatch from Washington says that the

Chinese minister is endeavoring to induce the Powers, par-

ties to the treaty of Pekin, to consent to arbitrate the

important question as to whether the indemnities to be

paid them shall be paid on a gold or a silver basis. The

issue is of the utmost importance to China ; in fact, it is

said that the insistence of the Powers upon a settlement

on the gold basis would mean the ruin of the Chinese

Empire, which is totally unable to pay the vast sum of

nearly 450,000,000 taels in gold. He has appealed to the

United States for help in influencing the other Powers.

Secretary Hay has met the appeal favorably, and has con-

sented to accept the proposition in behalf of the United

iitates if the other Powers agree to it.

The Chinese Benevolent Society, of Victoria, B. C, has

received cablegrams from South China asking for assist-

ance for the famine stricken people. Their crop has

failed in five largely populated districts as a result of a

drought, which has lasted five months.

A despatch from Berlin, says : Increasing pressure is

being brought to bear on the Government in Germany
ith the object of opening the frontiers for the importa-

tion of foreign animals and a relaxation of the regulations

created to exclude meat exports, or for something which

afford relief from the excessive prices of meat, which

have now risen to levels which areprohibitive for the la-

boring people and which are seriously affecting the re-

sources of middle-class families. The best beef retails at

44 cents a pound, and other meats are proportionately

high. The wholesale prices in the German markets are

from 15 to 25 per cent, higher than in those of neighbor-

ng countries.

The discovery is reported of the site of the ancient city

of Gezer, in Palestine, formerly occupied by the Canaan-

s, the king and people of which were slain by Joshua.

Recent despatches from Yorkton, in the N. W. terri-

tory of Canada, state that several hundred Doukhobors,

under the influence of religious excitement, have left their

homes, and are going from village to village among their

own people, and it is reported are moving towards Win-

nipeg. The Colonization Agent Speers is reported to have

said on the 31st ult. : "Exhaustion, hunger and sleepless-

ness have rendered their condition such that they can no

longer be reasoned with. I have worked night and day

with the misguided people, and must confess defeat so far

as inducing them to return to their homes is concerned.

One thing is certain, the Doukhobors must be taken care

of. I have wired the authorities at Ottawa to give the

question of their condition the most serious consideration."

A despatch from Vienna says that the migration of

Roumanian Jews to the United States has again com-

menced, and that large numbers of men are now on their

way. The former parties of emigrants were mostly women
and children.

The last section of the British Imperial Pacific Cable

was laid at the Fiji islands on the 30th ult. A message

was received on the 31st at Ottawa, Canada, from Premier

Seddon, of New Zealand, on the completion of the great

undertaking.

It is estimated the cases of cholera that have occurred

in the Philippine Islands since Third Month 20 last ag-

gregate 75,000, with a mortality of 75 per cent. Some

of the towns have lost 10 per cent, of their population,

and the epidemic continues severe. Cholera has also

caused great mortality in Japan, China and Egypt.

A despatch from Paris, says : Foreign Minister Del-

casse has announced that Germany, Great Britain and

France had agreed with Japan to submit to The Hague

Arbitration Court the exact interpretation of existing

treaties dealing with the holding of perpetual leases of

property by foreigners in Japan.

Earthquakes have occurred recently in Southern Mex-

ico, and the volcano of Santa Maria in Guatemala is re-

ported to have lately been in a state of eruption. Dust

from this and other volcanoes has spread several hundred

miles over the surrounding country. For fifty-three hours

the town of Tapuchula, in the State of Chiapas, Mex.,

was almost totally dark.

There was a slight eruption of the Soufriere volcano in

the island of St. Vincent on the 28th ult., and tremors of

the earth were continually felt, causing much alarm.

The Agricultural Department of Russia is taking steps

which will prepare the way for that country to play an

important part in supplying the leading markets with

beef, in opposition to the American meat exporters.

Special steamers have been built with freezing chambers,

intended to ply between a Russian port, via the Kiel

Canal, and London, with huge cargoes of fresh meat.

Prof. Heilprin in describing the eruption of Mont Pelee

on the 30th of Eighth Month, said : "I saw for the first

time the column of steam and ashes rising not less than

five to six miles above the summit of the mountain. It

was about 1500 feet in diameter, and had a velocity of

about three miles a minute."

George Pitt, John Sykes, Eliza M. Southall,

E. Southall, |. H. Shield, Isaac Sharp,
Stewart, F. B. Sainty, E. C. Thompson, Saraf
Wood, John H. Walker, William Williamsc
de Chronschoff to No. 27, Vol. 77, and

;^

Ellen K. Watkins, 2S 6d for J. A. Braithwaiti

IS id for P. T. Moffat ; from James Hobson,

;

Ireland, /5 loi-. being jos tach for Henrj
Edward Bell, William S. Cole, John Doug!
F. Duguid, Charles Elcock, Forster Green, Fr
Green, T. M. Haughton, Charles B. Lamt
William White.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveniei

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M.

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqo

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West CI

Phone 114x.

Edward G. Smedlet, Si

Westtown Boarding School. — Application fi

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in 1

to instruction and discipline should be addressed to

Wm. F. Wickersham, Princi

;

Payments on account of board and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forward

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester G

Meeting at Lansdowne.—A meeting for worshi

pointed by Chester Monthly Meeting, will be held ;

Meeting House at Lansdowne on Fifth-day cv

Eleventh Month 20th, 1902, at 8 o'clock.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Sts
Philadelphia.

Open on week-days from 11.30 a. m. to 2 p. 11

from o p. M. to 6 P. M.

Circulation of books free.

Among the new books are the following :

Benson, Jane.— Quaker Pioneers in Russia.

CUYLER, T. L.— Recollections of a Long Life.

Henderson, C. H.— Education and the Larger Li

Hemstreet, Charles.—When Old New York Was'i

HOSMER, J. K.—Louisiana Purchase.

Marden, 0. S.—Stepping Stones.

Myers, A. C.— Immigration of the Irish Quake

Pennsylvania, 1682-1750.

Peters, J. P. (ed.)—Labor and Capital.

Washington, B. T.—Character Building.

WiNSLOW, H. M.—Literary Boston of To-day.

Wanted, a teacher in the Friend's school for

children at Tunesassa, New York. Application m
made to Caroline C. Scattergood,

626 Spruce Street, Pi

or Hannah F. Carter,
Moorestown. N. J,

Re

RECEIPTS.
ved from George Sykes, agent, England,

/.22 3i and gd, being icy each for himself, Mary
Asbby, John Anderson, Robert Bigland, Elizabeth

M. Bellows. R. B. Brockbank, Birmingham Friends'

Reading Society, E. and G. Brodrib, Horatio
Blake, A. Cheal, Stephen Cimiberland, A. L. De-
wees, Thomas Francis, William Graham, W. B.

Gibbins, Rachel Hall, Ann Holmes, [obn Hine,
William Knowles, Elizabeth Knowles, Frances
Kennedy, W. J. LeTall, Joseph Lamb, VV. C.

McCbeane, David McCaughtrie, Anna Moorhouse,
August Marshall, Wm. R. Nash, Daniel Pickard,

Died, at the residence of her brother-in-law, 1

Steer, near Barnesville, Ohio, Ninth Month 7th,
1'

the eighty-first year of her age, Hannah G. Tati

beloved member and elder of Stillwater Particnia

Monthly Meeting. She was firmly attached to the

trines and customs of the Society of Friends,

are they whose names are written in the Lamb's b(

life."

, at her residence in West Chester, Pa., c

fourteenth of the Tenth Month, Debbie E. Cope, i

seventieth year of her age ; a beloved member ant

ister of West Chester Particular and Birmingham M(

Meeting. On the 12th she attended the usual Kn
meeting, in which she was engaged in a tendering!

munication, particularly addressing the young, in
'

welfare she was deeply interested. In the even"

I

that day she wrote as follows to a friend :
" The 8

I

has been short, and a happy one to me, the weal

delightful and earth so beautiful. I have felt ai

that has been meted out to me of suffering and

that ' God is good,' and desires for myself

that our faith may not fail in the time of trial,

time passes on, that the needful preparation f(|l

spirit's departure from this scene of change and d|

may be perfected in us, through the power and effio||

that Grace that has been sufficient to overcMM
world ; and that through mercy, we shall be safely;|

ered into the haven of unending rest and peace, prf?

for the redeemed." Her death occurred after an

lasting about half an hour of a disease of the he I

which she was subject. " Blessed are tha

whom the Lord when He cometh shall find watchin)
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^jIT.\kis.\i nursed by Imperialism became

in of Rome, has wrought the decline of

and is visibly producing that of France

; is feared, that of England. Can that

is an ultimate blight to other great na-

il be a strength to ours?

Jr THE Best.—It is wrong to do anything

ttakes the place of something better or

r which the way is open for. A deed inno-

i n it.self is a fm, Then cbo.en ii^stcad of

ivitation "come up higher." It is not

lb to be. doing eood things,—are they

i]]g us hack from better things? Then

I better things entered upon become bad

;, as soon as they hold us back from get-

he Best. We shall never ascend to tHfe

' the golden ladder by abiding steadfast

\i midway step, nor upon the next to the

tjivhen the call is still upward.

j|abor-Learners and the Waiting-Learners.

fie
laborers in the vineyard who waited

Lord, received the same reward with

who had been wating on the Lord in the

of being waiters in active service. The

;ith-hour laborers, like the others in the

le, yielded to their first call for that

e. But the Master's language repre-

them as standing "all the day," thus far

jiout work"—not necessarily idle in the

ij^ense. The service of waiting eleven

II for right authority, together with the

niir's open service, was rewarded as being

h| eyps a day's work. The waiting for his

jjring that th'^y might serve Him, was ap-

iijited equally with the waiting on Him of

i larlier ones actively—the will taken for

i 3ed, the waiting for the work.

I? Lord will have "a willing people in the

Jihis power." It is a rieht disposition

lart towards Him, it is a responsiveness to

his will on immediate call, that He would train

and prove, dividing unto every man his work

or his waiting, as they severally need.

Thanksgiving by Grace, by Prescript, and by

Calendar.

No one who has not the anointing power for

thanksgiving, has the appointing power.

Neither can we mortals command "one of

the days of the Son of Man," or days of grace,

because we cannot command his grace.

When chief magistrates in proclaiming one

of the days of the Son of Man, and Son of God,

year-after year usually escape the mention of

his name, then their implied confession that

they do not look upon theirs as a Christian

country, becomes conspicuous.

We could be glad when by grace it is in a

chief magistrate's heart to commend the spirit

of thanksgiving to his people. It would be

much more impressive, however, if he did it

when the spirit of the service was upon him in

whatever part of the year, without waiting for

a perfunctory notch in the calendar to come

round. Prayer-wheels and thanksgiving-wheels

are one in principle. Whatever thanksgiving,

however, animates one's heart on any day, let

him mak'fe the most of it, and it will make the

more of him.

Friends' Institute.

Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the

Frinids' Institute for the year ending Fifth

Month dth, 1902.

The work of the Institute has been carried

on very much as heretofore. The rooms have

been well patronized, both by residents of the

city and by Friends coming from nearby or

more distant points, the visitors numbering
seventeen hundred and thirty-two more this

year than last.

We are especially desirous that all should

avail themselves of the conveniences thus af-

forded for meeting their friends, etc.

The Lyceum Committee makes the following

report: "Nine meetings of Friends' Institute

Lyceum were arranged for by the Committee

the past year. One of these was omitted

on account of the Peace Conference and one

on account of the sleet storm that made the

streets unsafe for travel. The list of those

held is as follows:

Eleventh Month 1.5th, 1901. Roentgen Ray
Phenomena: Prof. Arthur H. Goodspeed.

Eleventh Month 29th, 1901. The Making
of a Book; J. Horace McFarland.

First Month 24th, 1902. Abraham Lin-

coln; William H. Lambert.

First Month 24th, 1902. The Mediterra-

nian: Henry A. Bryant.

Second Month 7th, 1902. Brain Paths;

Henry H. Goddard.
Third Month, 1902. A Neglected Scottish

Poet; Francis IJ. Gummere.
Third Month, 22nd, 1902. Tony's Hard-

ships; .Jacob A. Kiis.

The first lecture on this list was tendered to

the Lyceum by an interested Friend in ac-

knowledgment of his appreciation of the work
of the Institute. The last lecture was made
possible bv funds collected privately by mem-
bers of the (j'ommittee and admission to it

was by ticket to prevent an overcrowded room.

The attendance during the year has been

fairly satisfactory, but not up to previous

standards. Not a few Friends have failed to

get seats so frequently in the past that they

have given up the habit of attendance. In

addition to this fact, free lecture courses quite

I'ke the Lyceum course have become common
in many centres in the city and an evening

rarely pases now, without some attraction of

this kind. This may be a signal to a new
committee to make some modification in the

future programmes of the Lyceum.
As heretofore, the Lyceum is under deep

obligations to the speakers who have so kindly

contributed their services. The programn.es

have been attractive and the audiences have

been pleased to welcome such able lecturers.

For the Committee
(signed) J. Henky Bartlett,

Chairman.
PlllLADELrHiA, Fourth Month 28th, 1902.

One important feature of the work of the

Institute is the care for young men and young

women who come to the City from distant

points, without the advantages of a large ac-

quaintance; and for these we have been in

the way of holding a reception about once a

year. In the second month of this year such

a reception was held which was attended by

about one hundred. It was a very pleasant

occasion, and the courtesy and interest shown

by the Board of Managers was much appreci-

ated by those who were present, and .iudging

from appearances they had a thoroughly en-

joyable social evening.

We would ask for the kind interest of

Friends and trust that our membership may be

increased.

Application may be made to any of the Board

of Managers or the person in charge of the

Institute rooms.

Let us labor to make the heart grow larger

as we become older, as the spreading oak

gives more shelter.

—

Ex.

What we need is not a new compass every

year, but a determination to steer straight by

the old compass, which is the Word of God in

Christ.

—

Henry Van Dyke.
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Letter from Joseph James Neave, with a Rus-

sian Reminiscer.ee.

The Lord is wonderfully good to me and far

more than compensates for any apparent loss.

I seem like a water-logged vessel no longer fit

for sea, moored in a little harbor just outside

the desired haven, where we would be! Sev-

eral fine ships have passed in since I thought
I was going, with whom I sailed in former
days; dear John Bellows among them; but mine
is a happy lot, it could not well be more so, ex-

cept by knowing that my dear relatives, friends

and acquaintances, yes enemies—if [ have any
were partakers of the same ; while the film seems
to thicken over the outward eyes, it seems
rather as if the inward vision were clearer and
beheld the dawning of God's bright eternal

day wherein the shadows and sorrows of time
pass away for ever; time is lost in God's glo-

rious and ever blessed now, and the river that

appeared to separate the saints militant from
the saints triumphant is lost sight of in the

unity and union of the whole around his

throne, for there is no more death and the

former things pass away for ever.

Now and then the thought will come, it is

so beautiful it must be a dream or a delusion

and will pass away; and I often marvel at the
wonderful goodness of God toward me who am
as the least in our Father's house. In this

store-house there is abundance for all, and all

may take what they will of his abundant grace
and treasure .... In our interviews with the
Stundists in South Russia, the subject of bap-
tism was alluded to on more than one occa-
sion. They were not exiles, but eleven of
their places of worship had been closed there
and in the neighborhood by orders from the
government six weeks before.

We gathered by one; , twos and threes to

avoid suspicion. About fifteen or sixteen gath-
ered in an upper room at a private house, all

being men, I think, but two.

The Holy Spirit seemed poured out upon us,

in a wonderful manner, bringing us all, I be-
lieve into tears and into that sweet and pre-
cious oneness known only in Christ, to the
people of God, and under his constraining
power many petitions,—oft short and broken
— ascended to our Father and our (Sod, and
we were enabled to say through our interpre-
ter what was on our mind towards them.

Then the host brought in refreshments
which we partook of with them.

They gathered round us wanting to know
our views about baptism, as they understood
we held different views to them on the sub-
ject. John Bellows in a few brief and pointed
remarks referred them to the experience we
had just known together as the baptism for
which we as a Society plead and without which
no outward sign can be of value. It seemed
fully to satisfy them, and I think no further
question was asked; under the precious canopy
of love we parted from them.

Ninth Month 2l3t, 1902.

COMMUNION.
Thou canst not intermeddle with my joy,

I dwell so deep behind the strongest veil,

When lofty themes my active powers employ,
What kindly greetings shout their generous hail,

So well attuned my ear. I understand
The glad monitions of the Spirit's voice.

The gentle foot-fall and the helping hand
Confirm rae in my high and final choice.

A double choice adorns me like a crown,
The choice from heaven evoked my frail embrace,

A double purpose makes me all his own,
'Tis mine, 'tis Thine in fellowship of grace.

Ah ! not in proud disdain I close the gate.

Against all comers of the human kind.

It is because I stand and silent wait,

As in his heart the well of life I find.

I dwell with Him in secret converse glad,

With Him I share the tears of rescued throngs.
And hail the hosts in shining garments clad.

Who change their prayers to shouts of lofty

songs.

H. T. Miller.
Beamsville, Ont.

"Tkust that man in nothing who has not
conscience in everything."

TO THE MEMORY OF MARIA S. REEVE.
Her face shone with the peace and love of God,
Her careful words portrayed his attributes,

She seemed as on the Mount with Christ,

Hearing from Him the blest beatitudes.

We miss the true companionship of those

Who on their way, like Enoch, walked with God.
Through tranquil joys, of life's most pleasant day,

Or 'neath the pressure of bereavement's roi.

But yet the fragrance of such valued lives

Still lingers on our swiftly shortening path.

And Heaven seems near and brighter than before,

With the rewards which it forever hath.

E. P. Terrell.

"The duty of physical health and the duty
of spiritual purity and loftiness are not two
duties; they are two parts of one duty, which
is the living of the completfist life which it

is possible for man to live."

The Rowdy and Refined Way of Student Wel-

come.

Every reader of the daily papers must have
noticed of late the constant recurrence of tel-

egrams and other items of information, telling

of tumults and fightings between the older pu-
pils of colleges and the recently entered schol-

ars, or freslimen. To refer to two cases only:

in one instance there were four of the stu-

dents carried to a hospital to have their

wounds dressed, many others having suffered

minor injuries in the fracas; in the second
case, while the freshmen were in the midst of
a special repast, the doors were burst open,

chairs broken down, dishes in great quantities

broken and a disgraceful scene of tumult en-

sued. Yet these things appear but as a se-

quence to be expected of the rage for inter-

collegiate games, and so to speak, the apoth-
eosis of sport prevailing in the higher educa-
tional circles. The following extract from
the Tenth Month number of The IVcstonian is

pertinently suggestive as indicating the better,

more dignified and sensible way of welcoming
freshly arrived scholars to their new and
strange field of student life:

"On the morning of Ninth Month, 10th, the
annual sociable for the introduction of new-

scholars was held in the library. The usual
rounds were made to introduce them to the
teachers and to each other, and we hope that
the agonizing 'newness' was much decreased
by the three-quarters of an hour thus spent
together." J. W. L.

Actiug a Lie.

Dolly had been told never to meddle
;h„

beautiful vase that stood on a bracket ov \h]

piano. "It will break very easily," hn- n 'I

said. Now, Dolly had an intense dts

take the vase down and examine it— pn t:

because she had been told not to do so. .jj.,

day, when she was alone, she made uV
mind to gratify her curiosity. She too (i

vase down without breaking it, but cm :,

to put it back the bracket slipped ctt it;
i:

and the vase fell to the floor, and was b ;,

into a dozen pieces. Dolly was frighteiieL .

she stood there trying to think her way i

the dilemma her kitten came into the ro
.

"I'll shut Spotty into the room, and 'lo..

ma'll think she did it," decided Dolly, 'mji

Spotty can't tell." ' '

So the kitten was shut up in the p o'

and when Dolly's mother came home she n;

Spotty there, and the vase broken.

"Do you s'pose Spotty did itV" asked I lv

"I think she must have done so," ans'

her mother. "You don't know anything ,•

it, do you?"
Dolly pretended that she didn't he

question, and got out of the room ;

possible. That night she couldn't sleep, '-m
lied," something said to her. "No, Idid|,"

she said. "I didn't say I didn't break '."

"But you might just as well have saiil ;

the voice of conscience told her. if
didn't tell a lie you acted one, and that's ist.

as bad as telling one.
'

Dolly stood it as long as she could.

got up and went to her mother's bed.

"Mamma, I broke the vase," she so]

out. "I thought if I acted a lie you '_

find out about it, but 1 can't sleep for tfl

ing that God knows, if you don't.
"

Ah, that's it—God knows, if no one
We cannot deceive Him.

—

New York

lieaX:;

soim

Bible in Four New Tongues.—Foml
erto unknown tongues—so far as printlsS

cerned—are now being added to the Iisi

language in which the British and ForT

Bible Society prints the gospels, and of tb

three are for the benefit of the subject^

King Edward. The New Testament'*
turned into Nyanja, for the tribes of the'S

liiver Bank, Nyassaland, and in this work)

Livingstosia Mission of the United Free Chiih

of Scotland, the Blantyre Mission of the Esb-

lished Church of Scotland and the Myera ifeg"

sion of the Dutch Reformed Church
laborating. A version in Yalunka is ne

ready for natives of the Falaba district of

erra Leone, and in Bugotu for the inhabit!

of Ysabel Island—one of the Solomon grc

Lastly, a translation into Visayan, spokeri

some two million persons in the Philippine!

chipelago, is being undertaken. All are •

terprises of great interest to philologists

London Telegraph.

Unless truth come to you, not in word

ly. but in power besides—authoritative

cause true, not true because authoritativf

there has been no revelation made to you ft

" ' F. W. Robertson.God.

The words we speak and the things we
are not snowflakes dropping into the water,

moment white, then gone forever," bnt

beginnings of immortalities.
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Sarah Taylor.

ih Taylor, of Manchester, England, was

luehter of John and Margaret Routh, of

ey-dale in Yorkshire. She was relig-

educated, and through the merciful

t|;ions of the day-spring from on high, Di-

mpressions were made on her tender

through faithfulness to the manifesta-

wnereof, in patient resignation she

tted for further service and appeared in

inistry about the nineteenth year of her

nd visited Ijondon, in company with Mary

About the twentieth year of her age

moved to Manchester, and resided with

other John Routh. In the year 1748

is married to William Taylor. He sur-

but a few months, but she often ex-

d that they were united in a bond of

vlily fellowship. After his decease she

tiued unmarried.

nlestimony she was lively, clear and perti-

treverently careful to wait for the open-

jd authority of the word of life and skil-

ildividing it to the people; and in her ad-

9 3 to the Almighty, her mind was sensi-

qthed with that which gives access to the

D| of grace. Under the engagement of

ii love, with the full concurrence of her

tjen, she visited at several times the

itjigs of Friends in most parts of this

Wales and Ireland. She was diligent

iiing the widows, fatherless, and afflict-

ai exemplary in attending meetings for

p and discipline.

^n the infirmities of old age attended,

le was, by a dropsy, confined to her

and mostly to her bed, she expressed

3^' to a friend nearly as follows: "I was

Iraore sensible than in this time of my
fihment and separation from my friends,

iovarious ways in which the Lord's work

lired, and his merciful designs, with re-

DJto individuals, frustrated, through the

iqince of the creature to become as pas-

! lay in the hands of the potter, vessels of

l|rd's own forming without any mixture,

i^iesitate; some are too forward; but all

lifrom unreduced self, and all tends to

!e Lord's work. We are to be formed

) 'ure vessels quite emptied, that the Di-

;iord may have free course; no hesita-

i,io activity or contrivance of the creat-

,
;

choose or to refuse."

iir a little pause she added, "But he

\»lth human weakness who is a God of in-

laompassion, and he stands ready to help

isve look to him in sincerity. A sigh, a

:, rising from true contrition, is a sacri-

\jll pleasing in his sight; because it is

li own preparing, and will arise as in-

36'rom the temple of our hearts, if we are

ic|:ed to him."
h same friend going to her early in the

g, she nieiitioned a person who desired

)ejemembered to her, and by her. Sarah

I have been thinking much of him in

i!J;ht and would have thee say, when thou

that in looking at me, and the pro-

y of my being nearer the solemn close

)me others; and having been in a good
rt| preserved through many exercises, he

ink there is a cause to rejoice. But

through more proving conflicts

present, nor ever had greater need of

watchfulness, lest the enemy should get an ad-
vantage over me; or had at any time more
distressing fears of losing ground, and the
great work of redemption falling short, and
receiving damage, by my poor mind being
turned aside to objects of inferior importance,
and so the victory not be obtained. Day and
night, to be solicitous for preservation, was
never more needful! Oh, that great work of

redemption! 'I pray not,' said our blessed

Redeemer, 'that thou shouldst take them out
of the world, but that thou shouldst preserve

them from the evil.' We are called to vic-

tory. All depends upon keeping close to him
who alone can preserve us in the hour of temp-
tation; then is the trying time, when the

grand enemy endeavors to gain his end; it is

his work to draw the mind into captivity; he

wants to keep us in bondage."

Some months before her removal, she .said,

"I am not apprehensive my close is very near,

though I feel nothing to stand in my way. I

am quite resigned, and desire to be preserved

in the patience, for though so feeble, and
nearly worn out, a natural quickness about me,

often under my sufferings, prompts to disquie-

tude; but when thus tried I invite patience;

and also pray to the Giver of every good and

perfect gift.and am favored to feel its return."

She also mentioned, that as her bodily

strength became more impaired, her under-

standing was more opened to prospects which

no language was copious enough to express;

in which she experienced a freedom from all

the fetters of earthly connections, or objects

of sense. It was as the place of broad rivers

where were no storms or tempests; neither

galley with oars, nor gallant ship could pass;

no work nor invention of man; but as in the

ocean of Divine love, her mind was filled with

silent worship, and adoration of the Supreme

Being. She added, few of her early acquain-

tances were now remaining in this life; yet

she said there were situated in several parts

of the nation, those whom her mind often vis-

ited in near love, and she felt them near in

the covenant of truth.

She expressed, with much tenderness, her

desires that those who were entering upon a

situation surrounded with dangers, might seek

after the pearl of great price; and be willing

to sell all, to purchase the field where treasure

was hid; for it would remain when all other

supports failed.

On two Friends visiting her, she said that she

knew not how it might be with her, in res-

pect either to life or death; nor did she de-

sire to know; but it was abundantly made up

by a prospect that was frequently laid open,

and enlarged into a scene of ineffable glory and

brightness, that at times it seemed too vast

for her to bear; but as it was mercifully con-

tinued, her capacity for receiving it increased.

She had been favored to behold a state so

glorified, in perpetual union with glorified

spirits, that at seasons she seemed in a scene

of universal brightness, glory and beauty, too

great for human comprehension. But she

soon added with awfulness, "Yet this has not

always been the case; there was a time when
ihe heavens were as brass, and the earih as

iron, and my soul encompa.ssed as in clouds of

impenetrable darkness; but since, that is mer-

cifully removed, and the before mentioned

prospect has graciously succeeded."

She had been made to view the past errors

of her life, and even also to feel that judgment
must pass over the transgressing nature, and
upon every wrong impulse of the mind though
it might not break forth into action, by
giving way to which, she had often pre-

pared herself a cup of sorrow unknown to oth-

ers. She said, what she felt for her friends

in religious profession, was not to be ex-

pressed; nor the strength of her desire, that

those who had yielded themselves into the pu-

rifying hand of judgment might be preserved

under it steadfast and immovable.
Nor could she set forth in words her ar-

dent solicitude that those who had been, and
were wandering from the fold of rest, might
be given to see their dangerous situation; ad-

ding, "0, what I feel for those wanderers!

Could I but gather them, could I open one of

those prospects to their view, how it would

stain all their worldly pursuits. Surely it

would make them covet an establishment on

this immutable foundation. I have often

thought of those expressions, 'If the right-

eous scarcely be saved, where shall the un-

godly and the sinner appear?' What my mind
has felt for some of you of late has indeed ex-

ceeded anything that I ever experienced be-

fore."

Another time she said, "I have had deep

sufferings and baptisms to pass through, but I

now see with indubitable clearness, that there

is a rock and fortress at the bottom; which if

we cleave to, no power of darkness, however

great, shall be able to move us from it long

together." To a friend who sat with her she

said, "The body is weak, but my mind is pre-

served in quietness, and seasons of consola-

tion come unsought for; when clear prospects

are opened to my view, of "the spirits of the

just made perfect," and of the church trium-

phant, which words are insufficient to de-

scribe. It appears like a boundless expanse,

an ocean of love, a river clear as crystal,

which the vulture's eye cannot see; no galley

with oars, nor gallant ship can pass thereby.

There the spirits of the just, the church tri-

umphant, enjoy full fruition; are gathered in-

to the place of pure prayer, adoration and

worship. Precious in the eyes of the Lord is

the death of his saints; because in these

crusts and shackles of the body they cannot

enjoy perfect uninterrupted blessedness, and

He wills and loves that tho.se whom He has

redeemed by his power, should enjoy perfect,

unmixed happiness!"

She added, "I have learned with the apostle,

that it is not by works of righteousness that

I have done, but of his mercy that He hath

saved me, by the washing of regeneration and

the renewing of the Holy Ghost. O, I would

not change my situation for all the possessions

of this world; nor for all the Knowledge and

speculation that the wise system-builders of

the present age can acquire; and, whatever

they may vainly suppose, it is not a delusion,

nor the workings of imagination, nor of pre-

judice; but solid, enduring, substantial truth."

After a solemn pause, before some friends

took leave of her, she signified, with a sweet

calmness, the probability of its being a final

farewell; then added, "But there is one thing

of more importance, that I feel my mind

pressed to fix upon yours; which is, that you

may be gathered into entire resignation, to
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abide with your great Master on Mount Cal-

vary. Remember what he declared, that

'Where I am, there shall my servant be;' and

this you know was under sutlering. What I

have wished for you is that you may iravail for

a willingness to be kept there; for what can

we desire more or greater than to be where

our great Lord and Master is? He knows

your state and your weaknesses, and his eye

is over vou for good. But if, like Peter, you

slide from his testimony. He may bring it to

your remembrance; and though your trials

may be many and severe, and you may be be-

set and buffeted on every hand, yet He is om-

nipotent, all-powerful to preserve and keep

you. It is the Father's good pleasure to give

his adopted children the kingdom; for his re-

gard is to his little flock, and all the combined

powers of darkness shall not be able to pluck

any of his lambs out of his hands."

On the 19th of the Sixth Month, to a friend,

she spoke to the following import: "On
looking over my past life, I cannot charge

myself with being presumptuous; but I know

I have not at all times been as honest as I

should have been; especially in our large pub-

lic meetings for worship. When things have

arisen with clearness that I should have com-

municated to the people, I have let the right

time slip, by deliberating on my own unfit-

ness. This is indeed consulting with flesh and

blood; listening to an enemy. I have not on-

ly hereby increased my own portion of sorrow

and conflict; but the blessed cause has suf-

fered. The free circulation of life has been

obstructed, when I have had reason to believe

it would have flowed from vessel to vessel."

After sitting a while under the covering of

a sweet and solemn quietness, she said, "0,

what an awful thing is pure gospel ministry!

How few understand, or are sufficiently bap-

tized into the true nature and spirit of pure,

living, powerful gospel ministry." The follow-

ing day to the same friend, when taking

leave of her, she said, "Thou seest dear

child how I am carried on from day to day ;

neither seeing nor desiring to see, how the

present dispensation is to terminate; but faith

and patience are mercifully vouchsafed to sus-

tain; though sometimes it seems as if they

were ready to fail; and then I am deeply tried.

It is a great thing to be able to say, "I have

fought the good fight; I have kept the faith."

Oh this keeping the faith, this cleaving close

to Him, who has indeed loved us freely! If

some of you will keep the faith, you will be

strengthened more and more, to make war in

righteousness against the enemies of your own
houses; and be able to lift up a standard

against wrong things in others." She after-

wards added. "I often visit you in that love

which is wider than the ocean, and extends

over sea and land, and do thou remember to

keep the faith in Him who is invisible and

invincible too."

On Second-day preceding her departure, she

was much afflicted with pain and shortness of

breath; when a relation expressing her re

luctance to leave her, to attend the Monthly

Meeting, she said. "I would have thee go; for

though I have a trying putting on, I do not

quite see the end; but it may not be long be-

fore it comes. Thou may tell Friends I do

not expect to see any of them again; and give

my dear love to all, for it spreads universally
"

On Sixth-day morning the symptoms of ap-

proaching dissolution were more apparent;

and her outward sight much gone, so that she

did not seem to know those about her, but by

their voices; yet her religious exercises did

not cease. She frequently expressed much
care and concern for a young woman in the

family, earnestly entreating her to do all she

could to inherit eternal life; with many other

pressions of strong solicitude for her pre-

servation.

About eight o'clock in the evening she found

t difficult to swallow, and said with a strong

and clear voice, "No more;" and soon after

dropped the following expressions: "Be still,

be still, and thou shalt soon see the salvation

of thy God;" which were the last words ut-

tered.

They were accompanied with such an evidence

that they were spoken concerning herself, and

that it was her own blessed experience, as

greatly bowed the spirits of those present, in

resignation to the Divine will. She quietly

breathed her last the nineteenth of the Eishth

Month, 1791, aged seventy-four years, and a

minister fifty-four years

Fruitful or Fruitless.

THE TEST OF VIT.\L UNION BETWEEN CHRIST AND HIS

PEOPLE.

Tender, and full of deep, loving meaning is

the allegory of the vine, which Christ uttered

in the closing hours of his ministry on earth.

.•\fter many warnings and repeated assurances,

the fact of Christ's approaching death had at

last penetrated the understanding of the dis-

ciples. They had thought and hoped that

when Christ told them of his departure, he

was speaking in parables, but now they real-

ized that the separation was at hand. They

must have been bewildered at this sudden re-

versal of their expectations, and, doubtless,

concluded that his mission was about to close

in failure. Knowing what was passing in their

minds, Christ uttered this allegory, which

was probably not understood at the time, but

was clear to them when they thought upon it

afterwards. He tells them, in effect, that it

is through them that his mission is to come

to fruition. His function in the future will

not be as in the past, to preach to the world

and to teach it spiritual lessons. The disci-

ples are to do that, but they can only do it as

they draw life and strength from Him. They

are" to be like the branches of the vine, bear-

ing fruit through the power supplied to them.

He will cure no more lepers, restore no more

cripples, preach no more sermons. His func-

tion will be to give the disciples spiritual life

that they may do for the world all that he has

been doing.

The idea of responsibility presented by

the allegory was very impressive. The way

that Christ's work could be applied to the

world and accomplish its purpose was through

their lives. It was the branches bearing

fruit. From the branches men might gain

not only the fruit, but knowledge of the

vine. Their life and work must express his

character and person. How was it possible

for men so ignorant and untrained to do this?

He tells them, and it is his answer alone that

must have kept their sense of responsibility

from crushing them. The secret of their

power was their union with him. That

rious life which they had witnessed,

flow through them and would produce

By themselves they could do nothing,

more than the branches of a vine could

fruit when separated from the stem. Ne
could the stem produce fruit without

branches. Henceforth Christ's work '

be interdependent. They were to hi

hands and feet of the body of which hi

the head. By them, and by them a

henceforth, would men learn what he w;i

what he had done for them. From
changed lives, from their patience undei

fering, from their self-sacrificing labors

world must learn how far above comraoi

maiiity must be he who inspired them,

must be the candle of the Lord lighting

who had never seen the sun.

The conditions of illuminations have

changed. The church is still the city s

a hill that cannot be hid. Unconscionsl

men still remind her of the fact when tlij

duce the inconsistencies of members
church as a reason for their not acce]

Christ.

They expect the fruit, as Christ does,

when they do not find it, the reproach

upon Christ himself. So we see that th

sential purpose of the branches, the rt

for their very existence, is that they

fruit. If they do not bear fruit, they

worse than useless; they are mischievous

cause their barrenness leads men to be

Christ's power. If men see those who
his name, manifesting none of his spirit, (

less of the sorrows and woes of others, gi

of gain, absorbed in the business and-pi

ures of the world, heedless of the spir

danger of their fellows, they draw the

'

elusion that Christ's power is not what

said to be and that there is nothing in relifi

If Christ sees such conditions, what

judgment? There is no ambiguity abom

sentence. "Every branch in me, that be

not fruit, he taketh away." An awful

i

the nature of which is beyond our concep

It implies that there never was vital

with Him, because those who abide in Hiit

not bear fruit. So the test is establis

We judge no man, but we have the rij^

conclude whatsoever a man's profession I

be, that the absence of fruit in his WeJ

absence of the graces of the Christian (

ter, "love, joy, peace, long suffering,

ness, goodness, meekness, temperance," sf

that the branch is no part of the vine, oti

the life of the vine would have producedl

fruit. How consolatory too, to the afflii

Christian, is the intimation of the purpos

discipline. The fruit-bearing brancheai

purged, or cleansed. Why? Is their sni

ing capricious or the punishment of sin?

they are cleansed or pruned for a defin^l

pose: "That they may bear more frtSfc

Selected.

A MOTHER said she wanted her son to gi«

a dancing school because he was so awkwl:

she wanted him to be more graceful. A
'

six weeks he had made such poor progress

took him out in disgust and chided him. •

he: "I'm sorry, mother, I'm so stupid a' it

it, but I can't seem to do any better. '0

see, it's one of the things I can't pray ov
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A Great Provocation.

FROM REMARKS BY UICHARD GLOVER.

I limit that the Gospel carries everywhere

itlSt some provocation, and that it has done

tiChina. It disturbs thought; it affronts

ii troubles prejudice; and it arouses

I admit it. But is the provocation

. ,
IS iii'en received in China from the mis-

mies responsible for all the trouble re-

b|' aroused there? Is it the only provoca-

nihat has been given to China? I should

v.Hidu.u'ht that politicians and men of com-
I Wire pretty well versed in provocation.

V have to remember that we took Upper
ir:ah, wiiich was a State tributary to China;

alFrance took Tonquin—a part of China;

a(i;ussia took Fort Arthur and a bit of

iiihuria; that (Jermany took Kiaochow and
liiuf Sliantung; and then we took Wei-hai-

i And then a popular English nobleman
out and writes a book on "The Break-up

(jina." And then there came the scramble

heres of inHuence, and appeals without

in|er for concessions to all sorts of syndi-

And the whole of Northern China —
hole of that district which has been

eiliy devastated in this conflict — was
d with prospectors of mines and survey-

f railways, till the Chinese thought that

nations believed that China was dead

deady to be carved up amongst its hungry
eies. That is a provocation which nat-

roused the patriotism and opposition of

hinamen. The Christian missionary is

friend in times of famine, who blesses

with the cure of their diseases, and v;ho

Ills before them as the embodiment of all

ais lovely, honorable, and true. The prov-

apn that he gives is "the small dust of the

ce" in comparison with the other.

8n, admitting that the (iospel carries

cation, I say further that the Saviour

i€J
that there was provocation in the Gos-
and yet he ordained that we should spread
iHe came, he says, to send, not peace,

t| sword - to set a man at variance with
j'lther, and the daughter with her mother.
J )ld his disciples that they should be hated

I men for his sake, and led them to ex-

Ciconfusion and distress as the result of
elwork. Why did He ordain that which
is)30 provocative? Not for want of love.

itVhen all power was given unto Him in

dm and in earth, and all love dwelt in his

ajthen He chose this Gospel with its provo-
tjns as having in it an omnipotence of
iiy and a power of healing which would in-

i ly compensate for the disturbances that
iiji be aroused. The .Saviour chose it be-

ll; He knew not merely the trouble that the
isel would arouse, but the blessing that it

iijl bring; and He sent his disciples for-

iii to do that which should temporarily pro-
ti but permanently save and bless mankind,
lis not the history of the past justified the
vjiur's expectation? All that we see to-

Sn China you read of as happening in the
iiin Empire in the days of Nero and Dio-
I m. But after that trouble wore away,
tind the Gospel had wrought a purer so-
I

; had produced a heavenly brotherhood.
(J was the light of life on the world.
' replaced despair: and instead of seeing
Sjlolden Age behind them, as they had done

formerly, they now beheld it in front, and
greeted it, and worked on tow'ard it in patience
and hope. Womanhood was raised and child-

hjod protected. The fetters were broken
from the slaves, and the days of slavery were
ended forever by the inHuence of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ. Christ knew the Gospel
would disturb, but He disturbed to bless and
save. That is the history of the past eighteen
hundred years, and it is the history of the
nineteenth century.

When Carey went out to India, so far as I

know, there was not a nation under heaven,
except, perhaps, Switzerland, that had not
slavery as an institution. But England,
France, America, Holland, Spain, Brazil-
nation after nation have, in this century,

emancipated their slaves. For the mission-

aries pleaded the wrongs of the slave and fit-

ted him for freedom, and roused the hearts of

the nations to give the freedom which they
sought. So that to-day there is not a single

nation in Christendom that holds a slave.

Nations in the South Seas have been evan-
gelized. Sir Arthur Gordon says of the na-

tive converts there, that they are as good
Christians as the Christians at home. They
were wild cannibals when the century began.
In India at the present time every kind of im-
provement has come with missions. Vernac-
ular education came with them. Carey taught
the first girls' school that was ever taught in

India, and started the first university at Fort
William. He has been followed by a noble
army of educationists, by Dr. Duff and by
John Wilson of Bombay, and Dr. Miller of

Madras, and others carrying on that higher

education of young India, and impressing on

its growing culture a Christian character. . .

China is prominent before us. Have we
failed there? Why, it is not very long ago
since our work there began—so recently, that

the first Christian Church of five communi-
cants was formed by a friend of my own. I

have met with one of these first five believers,

who, through a long life, did the will of God
his Saviour in all things. To-day there are

—

or before these troubles began there were

—

100,000 Protestant communicant Christians;

gathered in spite of vast difiiculties, of slan-

ders incredible, and misconceptions of the
hugest and most terrible kind; gathered
through the faithfulness of men; through the

truth they uttered; through the mercy which
they practised. Does that look as though
provocation was the only thing missionary
societies gave? The Chinese are ready for

the Gospel, and they will receive it if we show
it to them. There are very few hearts so rich

in comfort that they can dispense with the
richest comfort of all. Mankind says, "Show
us the Father and it sufiiceth us," and has to

wait till Christ says, "He that hath seen me
hath seen the Father."

There is no such thing as utter failure to

one who has done his best. Were this truth
more often emphasized, there would be more
courage and energy infused into sad and de-

sponding hearts. The compensation may seem
shadowy and afar off, but it is not so. It at-

tends everyone who is conscientious, pains-

taking and resolute and will never desert him
whatever may be the fate of his exertions in

other respects.

—

Great Thoughts.

A Question of Rigliis.

When Julia Fairchild came home from col-

lege at twenty-one the world looked bright
before her. She was young, strong, and keen-
witted; she had a fair share of beauty, and
was the petted daughter in a wealthy and
luxurious home. As the years passed, how-
ever, she began to realize that she was missing
something—something that other girls with
not half her advantages seemed to win with
scarcely an effort. She was in the society at
home; she had travelled much, and was ac-
quainted with charming and cultured i)eople

in many countries; yet somehow she never
touched more than the outside of it all. Two
or three friends she had, but scarcely more;
girls never "ran in" to see her as they were
continually doing with other girls whom she
knew; as for young men—the briefest duty
calls w^ere all they ever paid her.

"I don't see why it is," she said, in a mo-
ment of rare revelation to a friend. Then in-

stantly she changed the subject, her pride

angered that she betrayed her pain. "By the
way," she went on, "I met Judge Haven yes-

terday. I had wanted for a long time an op-
portunity to tell him what I thought of that

matter. I know that he is an old man, but I

had my rights, and I let him .see that I intend-

ed to assert them. He didn't answer a single

word—he couldn't."

She spoke with keen satisfaction; she had
no conception of the cheapness of her triumph.
The judge was an old man and she a young
girl, and the matter one of the slightest im-

portance. But she had a.sserted her "rights."
It was her perpetual attitude toward life. It

was not strange that few people discovered
that behind her continual aggressiveness dwelt
a warm heart and unswerving loyalty.

The secret of the charm that wins love

never can be wholly defined, but one element
is always discoverable—the tact and sympathy
that make those about one happv. Madam
Kecamier, old, impoverished, blind, was yet
sovereign over hearts. A remark in her me-
moirs is significant. When darkness had fall-

en upon her, her great pleasure was to have
some one read aloud; yet invariably she chose
for the reading not what she cared for most,

but what would give most pleasure to the
reader or the other listeners. She would
rather miss something herself than to have oth-

ers miss something upon her account.

"The best thing about having rights of our
own," says George Macdonald, "is that, being

our rights, we can give them up." It is a

sentence that challenges the test of life.

—

Youth's Companion.

Divided Attention.—Goethe's motto, "Wo
du bist, sei alles!" (Wherever thou art, be all

there!) would be an excellent one for people
who seem totally destitute of the power of

concentration, says a writer in Success. The
mental reservoirs of many earnest, enthusias-

tic workers are like a leaky dam, where most
of the water flows out without going over the

wheel and doing the work of the mill. Their

energies are dissipated by being scattered

over too wide an area; consequently their

well-intended efforts are barren of results.

Energy must be conserved. The manager of

a large establishment, a very promising young
man, recently declined the offer of a director-
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ship in two leading banks in his town. In

giving his reason for declining he said that if

he sapped his energies in toe many directions,

he could not make a great success of his reg-

ular business. Every little leak in the men-

tal reservoir lessens by so much the stream

upon the wheel of life. Mind-wandering is

one of the most subtle and dangerous of these

leaks, and it is one of the greatest enemies of

effective work. A habit of worrying about

things that cannot be remedied, crowding the

thoughts with petty anxieties and jealousies,

taking up one thing after another and not

bringing anything to a conclusion,—these are

leaks in our mental reservoirs that are drain-

ing reserve power. The man who does not

learn, early in life, to focus his efforts to cen-

tralize his power, will never achieve marked
success at anything. The waste of life occa-

sioned by trying to do too many things at

once is appalling. No one is large enough to

be split up into many parts; and the sooner a

man can stamp this truth on his mind, the

better his chances for being a profitable mem-
ber of society.

—

Shoe and Leather Fads-

Science and Industry.

Susfar exists not only in the cane, beet-root,

and maple, but in the sap of 187 other plants.

Health as a Duty.—A wise man who chose

to pose as a fool once said that "health is the

primary duty of life." Yet the majority of

us do not consider health a duty. We think

it is a gift from God, a piece of good luck,

what you will, anything but a requirement laid

on mankind. We exact of man that he be

kind, tjiat he be hanest. If he is not either of

these the more shame to him; but if he is un-

healthy we count him unfortunate, and let it

go. It would be better to regard health as a

duty. We inherit some of our trouble, to be

sure, but nature is on our side, fighting for

health, and most of our illness is brought

about by our own indiscretion. Let us shoul-

der the new responsibility. We should live

wisely and temperately in all things, neither

overeat nor overdrink ; we should keep away
from intoxicants, and, above all, we should

not allow ourselves to worry about anything,

because that harms us physically as well as

mentally. We should regard an act that is

likely to interfere with our well-being with

some of the abhorrence due to a lie or a theft,

which is a blow at character. This is the

part of wisdom; it is also the part of morals.

If a man is sick he will more easily yield to

temptation; all the moral and mental are

closely affected by the physical, and with good

health to his aid one is able to face with forti-

tude all the various problems of life.— Wo-
man's Home Companion.

Eggs are valuable remedies for burns, and

may be used in the following ways: The white

of an egg simply used as a varnish, to exclude

the air; or, the white beaten up for a long

time with a tablespoonful of fresh lard, till a

little water separates; or, an excellent rem-

edy, is the mixture of the yolk of egg with

glycerine, equal parts, put in a bottle and

corked tightly; shake before using; it will

keep for some time in a cool place. For

inflamed eyes or eyelids, use the white of an

egg beaten up to a froth with two tablespoon-

fuls of rose water. Apply on a fine rag,

changing as it grows dry; stir two drams of

powdered alum into the whites of two eggs,

till a coagulum is formed. Place between a

fold of a soft linen rag and apply. For a boil,

take the skin of a boiled egg, moisten and

apply. It will draw off the matter and re-

lieve the soreness in a few hours. They are

considered to be one of the best of remedies

for dysentery. Beaten up slightly, with or

without sugar, and swallowed at a gulp, it

tends by its emolient qualities to lessen the

inflammation of the stomach and intestines,

and by forming a transient coating on these

organs, to enable nature to resume her health-

ful sway over a diseased body. Two, or at

most three, eggs per day would be all that is

required in ordinary cases; but since egg is

not merely medicine, but food as well, the

lighter the diet otherwise and the quieter the

patient is kept the more certain and rapid is

the recovery.

Bread Crumbs.—The cleaning of the pic-

tures in the Houses of Parliament, London,

has all been done by means of a perfect cloud

of bread crumbs discharged through a tube

by compressed air. In the London atmos-

phere pictures are attacked by fog, soot, sul-

phuric acid and other products of coal com-

bustion, which reach even pictures covered by

glass. The crumb treatment is claimed to be

the only effective way of removing soot and

dirt without injury to the pictures.

At West Point the cadets use bread crumbs

to clean the white stripes on their uniforms,

while for removing soiled spots on wall-paper

the most widely advertised wall paper cleaner

cannot do the work more thoroughly or satis-

factorily than a stiff dough made of bread

crumbs, with a half cupful of gasoline added

to a quart of water. Make it into a ball and

rub the paper with it. When it gets soiled on

the outside, fold it inside, and continue until

the entire surface is gone over. Care must

be exercised not to use the gasoline in a room

where there is a flame of any kind.

Some California women never travel without

a jar of prepared food, carried against a pos-

sible emergency. It is made of bread or

cracker crumbs rolled fine, then sifted and

thoroughly moistened with olive oil. This

preparation contains all the elements of nutri-

tion, while the blandness of the oil allays irri-

tation in cases of stomach trouble.

The Manufacture of Pi.ns has become such

an industry in the United States that the mills

of this country practically supply the world

with this needed article, and yet the demand

is by no means a small one, says The American

Exporter. Pins cost only a trifle nowadays,

where they were very expensive. In 1900 the

7.5,000,000 people in the United States used

66,000,000 gross of common pins, which is

equal to 9,500,000.000 pins, or an average of

about 126 pins for every man, woman and

child in the country. This is the highest aver-

age reached anywhere in the use of pins. Ten

years ago we used only about 72 pins each.

The total number of pins manufactured in

the United States during 1900, the census

year, was 6S,8S9,260 gross. There are forty-

three factories in all, with 2,353 employes.

The business has grown rapidly during the

last twenty years, for although there

forty factories in 1880 they produced
half as much, employed only about hal

capital and only 1,077 hands. There haf

a considerable increase in the number o:

men and children employed in pin factor

late years, which is an indication tha

machinery is being improved and simp

and that its operation does not require so

an order of mechanical skill.

Hooks and eyes are a by-product o

making, and are produced at most of thf

tories from material that will not do for'

The output of hooks and eyes in 1900

1,131,824 gross.

Pins and hooks and eyes are turned o

automatic machines in such quantities ti

that the cost of manufacture is practi

limited to the value of the brass wire

which they are made. A single machine
the whole business. Coils of wire, hung
reels, are passed into machines which cut

into proper lengths, and they drop off

receptacle and arrange themselves in the

of a slot formed by two bars. When '

reach the lower end of the bars they aresn

and pressed between two dies, which foro

heads, and pass along into the grip of anc

steel instrument, which points them by
]

sure. They are then dropped into a soh

of sour beer, whirling as they go, t(

cleaned, and then into a hot solution of

which is also kept revolving. They here

ceive their bright coat of metal, and

pushed along, killing time, until they have

an opportunity to harden, when they

dropped into a revolving barrel of bran

sawdust, which cools and polishes them al

same time. Because of the oscillation of

bran they work gradually down to the bol

of the barrel, which is a metallic plate

into slits just big enough for the body of

pins, but not big enough for the head to

through. Thus they are straightened oati

rows again, and. like well-drilled soldiers; i

along toward the edge of the bottom, i

slide down an inclined plane, still hanginj

their heads, until they reach strips of pai

to which they are introduced by a curious.

I

of the machine. The first they know
are all placed in rows, wrapped up and onti

way to the big department stores, where t

are sold at from five cents to ten cents a {

A machine is expected to throw out sevi

thousand gross an hour.

"What is bird's-eye maple?" That

question which just now seems to be bai

not only people who use furniture made of

particular wood, but even woodworkers th

selves. In a recent number of a woodwork

magazine an article was published which sfc

that bird's-eye maple was not a peculiar

but simply ordinary maple cut in a

way. In a recent issue of the A'ew York

that statement is refuted. It is there sta*

on the authority of a wood-worker, that bir

eye maple and curly maple are both cut

from the logs of the rock maple tree, /

saccharinum, in which a beautiful, lustr

grain is produced by the sinuous course of

fibres. This tree is not at all the comi

hard maple. It is a hard maple, but it is

of little gnarls called eyes. Men looking

bird's-eye maple logs go through the stanc
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b' and pick out the bird's-eye maple trees

i ; for them from |30 to $50 a thousand

1 1 the woods. Ordinary hard maple logs

)rth only from $6 to $7 a thousand feet,

fild be impossible to cut a piece of veneer

yes in it from a common hard maple log,

would be equally impossible to cut a

eye maple log, no matter how you cut

iithat it would not show the eyes.

—

Scien-

merican.

b Distribution in the Province of Quebec.

FROM AN ADDRESS BY A. L. THERRIEN.

u, in 1820, the Montreal Auxiliary Bible

i*y was organized, there was not in Que-

ne French-Canadian Protestant, and I

if there were half a dozen in the United

; but this evening, as a representative

French-Canadian Protestants of Canada

e American Republic, I bring to you the

^lal greetings of forty thousand!

amongst the various agencies used of

bring about this glorious result, I do

itate to name as one of the most effi

the society under whose auspices we
net this evening, and its parent, The
and Foreign Bible Society.

n Henrietta Fuller and Louisa Koussy

eir beautiful country of Switzerland for

ores of the St. Lawrence River, and
their divinely guided steps towards the

h)torical parish of Lacadie, their marvel-

3cess in that place was largely due to a

hich had pref.eded them, published by

ent society and distributed by the Mon-
vuxiliary. In a humble farmer's home

d book, for two years, had been

i^ig the missionaries' arrival, and in a

l|t wherein the light of that bible had
shone, was started Feller Institute,

;l|has already educated over four thou-

)ung French-Canadians in things secu-

li divine, and which, with other institu-

f the same kind, has been and is still, a

ijof light radiating throughout the whole
mt.

n the same missionaries found their

the old parish of St. Pie and the neigh-

dI township of Milton, where through
rj/ork hundreds of precious souls were
igt to the knowledge of the Truth, and
riwo French evangelical churches now
tJthey there again were preceded by a

3 ubiished by The British and Foreign
epciety, which bible had prepared many
't to receive them.

bJ beginning of the Sabrevois Mission,

Jtj'ecord is also glorious, was largely due
mo the presence of a bible from tlie same
'•

, wliich had found its way into a fani-

1 inu,nished for its respectability, which
years has been an honor to our French

eantism, and which has given to the old

lie Church of England four of its faith-

isters.

nd believe that if the whole truth was
^i] we would find most of our French
eaint interests similarly indebted to these

Jo'le societies. What could the various
iqary organizations operating amongst
»wle have done had not these bible soci-

i

^
generously furnished them the litera-

nich enabled them to carry on their

siork?
I

Joseph, the son of .Jacob, had a dream and
it came to pass! Nebuchadnezzar had a dream
and it proved to be a prophetic sketch of the
world's history. John Newton had a dream
whose significance cannot be disputed. Now,
a French-Canadian farmer, furty years ago,
had a dream also. He saw a man enter his

house, and solemnly take out of his pocket a
small book, which he deliberately opened, and
as he did so the house was filled with the ef-

fulgence of a heavenly light. Three weeks
later this dream was realized in that identical
home by the entrance of a colporteur and the
blessed book he carried. And what took place
in this home was repeated in hundreds of
French-Canadian homes into which the bible

brought light and life.

A young man came into possession of
bible distributed again by the society we here
represent. He loaned it to an intelligent

French-Canadian, who read it day and night
He and his numerous family were soon after
turned to Christ, and two hundred and seventy
five persons are known to have been brouglit

to the light through the influence of that
bible. And it was only three weeks ago that
I had the privilege of attending the dedication
of a fine chapel built on the land owned, in his

lifetime, by that same farmer, and in which
now worships a regularly organized evangel
cal church.

My parents were staunch Roman Catholics;

my mother being one of the few persons who
could read in the parish in which I was born.

She kncw her catechism by heart and taught
it to the children of the neighborhood, but
never had she seen a bible until she had
reached the age of fortv-eight years. When
a colporteur entered the house with bibles and
testaments she was almost frightened out of

her senses. But the missionary spi)ke so

kindly that she felt disposed to talk with him.

"I shall secure a bible from my own priest,"

she said, "and when you return I shall con-

vince you of your errors out of it." With
great difficulty she secured from the priest the

loan of a new testament. She read it with the

most intense interest, and bye-and-bye she was
wont to shut herself up in her room and weep
and sob like a child, and why ? Because she had
come to the conclusion that in order to follow

the teachings of that book, she must sever her

connection from the church she had )oved so

much, in which her sons were singers in the

choir, and attendants at the altar; she must
part with relatives and friends, and face a
whole Roman Catholic community, there being

no Protestants for miles around. But when
the sacrifice had been made, she felt as if a

mountain had rolled away from her heart, and
oftentimes did she say that never had she

known before what it was to have in her soul

the peace of (iod, or to be free from the fear

of death and the day of reckoning. . . .

My grandmother was one of the most de-

vout Romanists in the City of St. John's. She
spent a great deal of her time on her knees,

and attended most faithfully to her religious

duties. And yet her last words were these,

"Oh that I knew where 1 was going to spend
the first day and the first night after I leave

this world. Oh, that I knew that I was eoing

to Purgatory, then would I know that even-

tually I would reach Heaven." On the other

hand, a sister died at the age of twenty-

three years. She had been educated and con-
verted at Feller Institute. Her death was
most triumphant. Peace and heavenly joy
filled her soul. She longed to be with Jesus,
and manv were the words of cheer and com-
fort which she spoke to those she was leaving
behind.

Christian friends! What made the differ-

ence between the death of my grandmother
and that of my sister, if not this, that while
the former had "a zeal of Cod, but not ac-
cording to knowledge," the latter had both
the "zeal" and the "knowledge." . . .

Notfs from Others.

/iOH'.f Herald thinks the machinery of religion

is of little use without the power from on high.
Not statics but dynamics represents the church

In a remarkable degree the work of Palestinic

exploration is confirming the whole of the Old
Testament history and the prediction of the prophet,
"Truth shall spring out of the earth."--fjjihcopal
Recorder.

President Eliot of Harvard University says

:

There is no safety for democratic society in truth
held or justice loved by the few; the millions must
mean to do justly, love mercy and walk humbly
with their God.

Archbishop Ryan in his address at the Lake
Mohonk conference urged that " Philanthropy can-
not succeed unless humanity is illuminated by
Deity, that love to God as seen in Jesus Christ
must move men and women to be servants of man-
kind for his sake."

A Chinese mandarin who has filled a book with
extracts from the New Testament is reported as
sayiiig~i,iieit if the people vfho professed the le-

ligion of the New Testament were to live in ac-

cordance with its precepts that religion would
spread over the whole world.

The " seven world riddles" are given by Du liois-

Reymond in his celebrated address delivered in the

year 1880, viz: (1) The essence of matter and
energy : (2) the origin of motion; (.3) the origin of

life; (4) the apparently purposive arrangement of
nature

; (5) the origin of sensation and conscious-

ness; (6) rational thought and the origin of lan-

guage; (7) the question of free will.

The twenty-eight hundredth sermon by C. H.
Spurgeon to appear in The Metropolitan Taherna-
de Pidpit has just been issued. Since 18.j4 a
new sermon has been published every week, and
Passmore and Alabaster inform us that there are
still enough unpublished manuscripts to continue
the paper for some years. All of the back num-
bers are in print, and there is said to be a steady
demand for them. He. being dead, yet speaketh.

No one ever suspected that Joseph Scriven had
any poetical gift until a short time before his

death. A neighbor was sitting up with him, and
while the patient was asleep accidentally found a

manu.script copy of " What a friend we have in

Jesus!" and read it with great delight. When
Scriven was questioned about it, he said he had
composed it for his mother. He had sent her a
copy to comfort her in some great sorrow, and
had kept this copy for himself, never intending

that any one else should see it.

Some time later a Port Hope gentleman said to

him: "Mr. Scriven, it is said that you composed
the hymn, ' What a friend we have in Jesus!' Is it

so ?" He replied, " The Lord and I did it between
us."

The hymn is undoubtedly one that will live.

—

Word and Work.
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The first Bible printed in America was made for

the benefit of the Indians. It was Eliot's trans-

lation, and was issued at Cambridge, Mass., in

16G3. The Germans had the benefit of the ne.\-t

Bible, which was printed in their language at

Germantown, Pa., by Christopher Sauer, in 174.3.

So the Indians and the Germans were supplied

first, and it was not until 1782, according to Har-

per's Encyclopfedia of United States History, that

Robert Aitken, a printer and bookseller of Phila-

delphia, published the first American edition of the

Bible in English. This was in quarto form. The
first folio form in English was printed at Wor-
cester, Mass., in 1791, and bears the imprint of

Isaiah Thomas.

The Southern Presbyterian church is very con-

servative on the question of women's right to

engage in Christian work. Some good women
lamenting the cold state of religion in their con-

gregation, agreed to meet weekly in the church

for prayer. On one occasion th^se good women
were holding their prayer meeting when a man
dropped in to enjoy the meeting. The women felt

that they could not proceed with their meeting in

the presence of a man, and one of them went to

the parsonage near by for the pastor, who came
in and closed the meeting as they supposed in a

scriptural manner.^Christian Instructor.

Not every one charged with the " leaven of the

Pharisees " is as frank in his avowal of assumed
superiority as was Rabbi Simeon, son of Jochai,

who was accustomed to say: "The world is not

worth thirty righteous persons such as our father

Abraham. If there were thirty righteous persons

in the world, I and my son would make two of

them; and if there were only twenty, I and my son

would be of the number; and if there were only

ten, I and my son would be of them ; and if there

were only five, I and my son would be of the five;

and if there were but two, I and my _sgij_ would

be those two ; and if there were but one, myself

should be that one."

That is Phariseeism, whose center is self, for whom
the worlds were made, and in whose interest every

thing is supposed to move. No wonder the Lord

warned his disciples to take heed and beware of

the leaven of the Pharisees. The man or woman
who will not hear others patiently, who will not

be advised by others, whose way is the only right

way, is in danger of Phariseeism, if not already in

the ranks of the Pharisee. The true disciple of

Jesus, on the other hand, is one easily entreated,

severe with himself but gentle with others, humble,

forgiving and kind—the very opposite of the self-

righteous Pharisee.—A'. W. Christian Advocate.

Items Concerning the Society.

Samuel T. Piekard, Whittier's literary executive

and biographer, will sell a great many of his

manuscripts and books for the benefit of a fund
for the restoration and care of the poet's birth-

place at Haverhill and his home at Amesbury.

Joseph S. Elkinton during a few days past, has

again been in Canada, to be consulted by Govern-
ment oflicials at Ottawa concerning the unsettle-

ment of a section of the Doukhobors. It appears

it was not found necessary for him to proceed

further, and that an early return home was per-

mitted.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— The Commission appointed by Presi-

The amount to be paid to the troops lately sent to

the anthracite region will amount to nearly $1,000,000.
This does not include subsistence, transportation, etc.,

which will amount to several hundred thousand dollars.

On the 4th inst. elections occurred in 42 States. The
general result does not appear to have materially changed
the political composition of Congress, though Democratic
gains are reported in many places. In Pennsylvania,
Samuel W. Pennypacker, the Republican candidate for

Governor, was elected by about 126,000 majority. The
Republican Governor Odell of New York was re-elected.

While a dense crowd in New York City was watching the
election returns on the evening of the 4th instant, an
explosion of fireworks occurred by which 12 persons
were killed and about 80 injured.

Reports from the Bureau of Statistics show that the

coal production of the United States has quadrupled since

1880, while that of the remainder of the world has not

quite doubled. The three great coal producing countries

of the world are the United States, United Kingdom and
Germany. These three countries produce practically 80
per cent, of the world's coal.

The annual report of the Commissioner of Navigation
shows that on Sixth Month 30th, 1902, the documented
tonnage of the United States was the largest in its his-

tory, comprising '-;4,273 vessels, of 5,797,902 gross tons.

The increase over last year is almost wholly in large

steel steamers. The report prints at length the agree-

ment of the transatlantic merger, and its fleet of over

1,000,000 tons and says :
" The organization of so great a

navigation company under American auspices is, how-

ever, the most important step toward the establishment

of the influence of Americans on the ocean which has been
taken since modern shipbuilding plants were developed in

the United States."

A despatch from Denver says : Invalids must have a

certificate from a physician before they can get on a

train in Colorado after Twelfth Month 1st. The certificate

must say that the bearer has no contagious disease. The
roads have had a great deal of trouble with sick people
afflicted with contagious diseases getting on trains. Con-
ductors are supposed to watch for such cases, but some-
times it is impossible for them to detect contagious dis-

eases. The idea is to have all the roads adopt the phy-

sicians' certificate scheme, and thereby protect passen-
gers who desire relief from the presence of hacking con-

sumptives.

Olficial reports show that there are now 500 cases

of typhoid fever under treatment in Philadelphia, and the

caution given by Dr. Benjamin Lee of the State Board of

Health in 1900 is again applicable in certain sections of

the city, viz: that no Schuyfkill water shall be taken
into the mouth unless it has been boiled.

It is stated that a company has been organized in Bos-

ton, Mass., with a capital of $300,000, to manufacture
railroad ties and paving blocks from leather. The ties

and paving blocks are made of leather scraps.

Sixteen thousand tons of anthracite arrived in New
York on the 9th instant from Great Britain by four

Roosevelt to adjust the differences existing between
the anthracite miners and their employers have spent

several days in personally visiting the mines and making
inquiries in various neighborhoods. The Commission has

received from the miners a statement of their grievances

and their demands. The Commission has agreed to meet
at Scranton on the 14th, to take the testimony of the

miners. The individual operators, of which there are

about seventy in the anthracite region have agreed to

abide by the findings of the Commission.

The available cash balance in the United States Treas-
ury Seventh Mo. 1st, 1902, was the largest net balance
in its history. It amounted to $862,187,361.

Morris C. Lockwood, an inventor of Vineland, N. J.,

announces that he has discovered a cheap process by
which peat can be converted into fuel briquettes far

below the cost of mining coal. Lockwood, after investi-

gation and experiments, declares that in Atlantic County
are hundreds of acres of the finest peat bogs in the
world, running to a depth of fifteen feet.

• A despatch from San Francisco says of the Indians re-

siding in Alaska, etc. :
" At least 25 per cent, of the

natives along the Arctic coast have died from measles,

and there seems to be nothing to check the death rate.

Two years ago the devastation began, and it has contin-
ued since. When the natives began to wear civilized

man's clothing and drink white man's whiskey, then began
their decline. Diseases unheard of attacked them, and,

I

not knowing how to care for themselves, the people died

I

rapidly. Pneumonia, rheumatism, grip and every con-
ceivable malady made their appearance among them and
spread along the coast with appalling results."

A telegraphic message has lately been sent from Bos-
ton around the world by way of the recently completed
cable from Vancouver across the Pacific to Australia.

The actual time consumed was thirty-nine hours and
twenty minutes.

According to a plan of the Chicago Housewives' Asso-
ciation serving maids may hereafter be obliged to hold
diplomas issued by the association in order to secure po-
sitions in the homes of members of the organization.
The rules regulating the granting of the diplomas are to

be definite. The formal testimonials will be granted to

a maid only after she has been in one family for a year

and has performed her duties with a certain di

proficiency. Real parchment will be used, and thf
will be described as " satisfactory," " good " or

"

ably efiicient." Graduate "cooks," "waiting \iti

" ladies' maids " and " laundresses "will be the cl i,

'

household servants.

A Brooklyn firm of coffee dealers and sugar re

said to be feeding one hundred horses used in its

upon molasses. Each horse will eat from ten to i
pounds of molasses every day, the cost being all

teen cents. It is said that the horses thrive ni

fare.

Foreign— The Emperor William of Germany h, i,

been paying a visit to his uncle, Edward VII of
1

'

W. J. Wilson, an explorer of the Canadian Gov
Survey, has returned with his party from a tour

the unexplored country tD the southwest of Jam
He reports the discovery of a large river rum
tween the Albany River on the south and the /
picket River on the north. The newly discover

has a course of over 300 miles, and near James
vides into two branches emptying into Hudson E ,

eral new lakes were also discovered by the explorin
-irit

The movement of the excited Doukhobois aw
'

their villages appears to have been stopped by tl

dian Government.
The Philippine Commission has appropriated $2

in silver to purchase rice to avert the famine wl

pears to threaten many provinces in those islam; fj

wards of 20,000 tons of rice are reported to ha h

purchased.

A despatch of the 6th from Lisbon, ea\s : .<

earthquake shock has been felt at Guania. in i

vince of Beira, and at other places. There has -

rious loss of life, and many houses have been de

Official statistics show that owing to the droi

wheat harvest in New South Wales this year h b

very poor. The shortage is estimated at U.tM',
bushels. Queensland and other States of the Fe nju

in Australia will probably also have very |")or l e*
A large emigration of Italians to Argentina h

lately taking place. Of 90,127 persons who ri

that country last year 58,343 were from Italy.

The volcano Kilauea, in Hawaii, is again beeoi

tive.

An expedition for exploring in the antarctic']

has lately left Scotland on the steamer ScotiOfi

leadership of William S. Broce, who has had e|
experience in such researches. The Scotia is (

with a complete set of instruments for oceanogra
^

meteorological research. Kites will be used fo: ili^

photographs of bird's-eye views, and cinematognsfi
keeping records of the movements of animals ai mk
Self-recording meteorological instruments fiT th igki

regions of the atmosphere are provided.

A despatch from London says that an epidcil

measles is prevailing in the peninsula of KamCl ^d
which ten thousand persons have died, and somelllp

have been nearly depopulated. ;

The English language is hereafter to be systen

and practically taught in the national preparaton

of Mexico, in accordance with the prescriptions a'

'

a decree by the President of the Republic. The fin

prescribes that " the professors of English ;

preference to teach the pupils to speak that 1:

and to instruct the students in the acquisition

cabulary and phraseology sufficient for daily i

the expression of ordinary events and general

ties." It is considered that the English langnagi

essary for business in Mexico as well as the Span

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveo

persons coming to Westtown School, the stags

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M.,

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when r

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents e

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West
Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlby,

Westtown Boarding School. — Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pri

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

in regard to business should be for?

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendec

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chestei

Wanted, a teacher in the Friend's school f I

children at Tunesassa, New Y'ork. Applicatio!|

made to CAROLINE C. Scattergood,

626 Spruce Street, I

or Hannah F. Carter, Mooreshl
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toothing Stand Between Your Souls and

God, but Christ."

H last number, on page 140, contained a

<on concerning fruit-bearing branches,

biples of Christ, in the course of which

tated that "by them and by them alone,

c'orth, would men learn what He was and

iljle had done for them."

^jle according their full importance to

i instruments of Christ's direct teaching,

I iminer was especially concerned to strike

im the copy before printing, the words

by them alone." What diverted the

om the intended erasure, we know not

The assumption that men are to learn

by other disciples "and by them alone,"

t diets his own words: "Come unto me

J/ that are weary and heavy laden ....

I'.m of me." "The Holy Spirit shall take

De, and show it unto you." His beloved

lie also wrote. "The anointing which

b: e received of Him abideth in you, and

md not that any man teach you." If the

((anointing, or sap from the Vine, makes

1 isciples, who are these disciples thus di-

tl taught, but men, as any other men can

toght?* Instrumentally also no doubt men

[I to be taught,— but to shut them up to

struments alone, and to tell men they

lit to look for any direct teaching of the

lyppirit, to "take of mine," as Christ

njied, and show it unto them, is to ar-

g| for a priest-craft,—a class of men to

am between the soul and Cod, instead of

i, the "one Mediator."

be not true, as revealed to CJeorge Fox,

There is one, even Christ Jesus, that

I leak to thy condition," and "will teach

Dople himself," but it must be "by hu

"13 gospel which I received," said Paul, "was not

n in. Neither was I taught it, but by the revelation

ke'oiy Spirit."

man disciples and by them alone" that this is

to be done, then Quakerism has all along been

a mistake, and its meeting houses, where free

from donative conditions lo the contrary,

should be promptly handed over to the Komish

or some other sacerdotal system. Indeed un-

der our professed name a sacerdotalism is al-

ready forming, which may land there.

We appreciate the grounds of fear which

our brethren of other persuasions have in re-

ferring all church-growth and enlargement of

Christ's kingdom on earth to human endeavor.

For it is thought human faithfulness might

rela.x, if prominence should be given to the

truth that "the work is the Lord's, the power

is his," and "a manifestation of the Spirit of

God is given to every man to profit by," and

for our labor not to be in vain it must be "in

the Lord." There is a fear that if the Divine

Spirit is relied on as sufficient for the who'"

work of Grace in men's hearts univ;
jtf/'.y,

Christians will lie idly by to let Him do^^Il,

and so ours will be a Christianity of dwarfs

and weaklings.

That human nature takes advantage of all

visible loop-holes to escape the work of the

Lord and the cross of self-sacrifice, is evident

enough. None of this hanging back, however,

comes from the doctrine. "Without Meyecan

do nothing," but from the same Deceiver that

would pervert the good of any doctrine. If

he can keep men out from under Divine au-

thority by pushing them on ahead of it, or

detaining them to wait continually behind it,

his purpose is equally served.

But the doctrine that requires a hearing of

Christ's inward voice in order to execute it,

requires unrelenting faithfulness in the work

appointed. No better workmen, even unto

martyrdom, have been found than in the ranks

of Quakerism, where, as laborers together

with God, they were girded to high endeavor

through a living sense that their mission was

Divine.

The Ending of the Yorkton Doukhobors' Pil-

grimage.

A letter from .Joseph S. Elkinton, dated

Eleventh Month 10th, 1902, contained the fol-

lowing: "At the immigration office (Ottawa)

I had the reading of a long telegram from

Frank Pedley (Superintendent of Immigration)

to the Minister of the Interior from Yorkton,

where he arrived at noon yesterday with the

remaining Doukhobors (who had gone on the

pilgrimage as far as Minnedosa—one hundred

and fifty miles southeast of Yorkton) and (he)

was making arrangements to send them back

to their village early to-morrow morning, and

did not anticipate much difficulty.

"He and Charles Spears arrived at .Minne-

dosa just in time to save some from being

badly if not fatally frozen, as night before last

was bitterly cold. The newspapers have atro

cious accounts of a struggling lime to get

them on the cars, but Frank Pedley's telegram

stated the en-training took about forty minutes

—without requiring assistance of an extra

mounted policeman. . . .

"I feel thankful they (the Doukhobors) are

all, or very nearly all, likely to get back to

their homes where they can be fed with their

own provisions.

The Superintendent of Immigration said, in

a later telegram, he did not think the Doukho-

bors were likely to make anotK pjfort of the

same kind, as the last tramp iiad proved so

disappointing." >

A Second Tunessassah Boarding School.

more than a small fragment of the whole com-

munity) have .safely returned to their homes

their friends can take up the work of educa-

tion in good earnest, as this is the best way

to help them out of their errors.

A modern school house for the accommoda-

tion of forty day scholars and twenty boarders

is in process of erection at I'etrofka on the

western bank of the beautiful Saskatchewan

River—the most desirable site I found while

visiting the Doukhobor colonies last summer.

A competent manager has been secured and

he writes, under date of Eleventh Month 7th.

1902, "I am more than ever convinced of the

need of this school among the Doukhobors, and

feel sure that with the Divine blessing, it will

go very far towards solving the chief prob-

lems.

"

The Saskatchewan Doukhobors have been

greatly tried with their brethren of the York-

ton colonies for their unwillingness to take up

their homesteads and still more on account of

their late fanatical acts in turning their ani-

mals loose and following false teachers on a

pilgrimage.

I felt a crisis was at hand with these Y'ork-

ton coloniists when among them four months

ago and I told some of them their mental con-

dition was more critical than their physical sit-

uation had been three years ago.

Friends came nobly to their relief when

their outward needs were to be supplied, and

shall we now draw back in this hour of greater

need?
All who have come into contact with the vast

majority of these peasants are impressed with

their sterling qualities, and the Canadian gov-
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eminent is well assured of their thrift and

moral character—in the face of all the mis-

representations so industriously circulated of

late by the newspapers.

The Saskatchewan Doukhobors promised me

to send their children to such a school if

Friends would build and conduct it, as we did

our own schools at home.

The entire cost of this building will not ex-

ceed twenty-five hundred dollars for its con-

struction—eighteen hundred dollars of which

has already been donated.

It will require probably two hundred dollars

more to furnish it and such a model will be

much appreciated by the Doukhobor women

and girls who are quick to learn American

ways.

The whole educational problem is admirably

stated by my friend Cornelius .Jansen, wlio has

this work in hand, when he says it calls for

some wise young Friends who will dedicate

their lives to it in a whole-hearted manner as

others do in their "college settlements" or as

the Boarding school at Tunessassah has long

been conducted—with this difference, how-

ever,—the Doukhobors are much further on

the road to civilization now than the Indians

are, even after so many years of labor.

C. J. further states: "An English-speaking

man and his wife will be needed in the domes-

tic department, in order that the Doukhobor

children may learn by actual object lessons our

way of cooking, livine, etc."

The opportunity to enter into this field of

e^Jucational work is now clearly set before our

society. Will we rise to the occasion or allow

others to take our crown?
The Presbyterians and Second Adventists

and even the Mormons are trying to find a

place among them, but so far the Saskatche-

wan Doukhobors have expressed a decided

preference for Friends.

The late unhappy events in the Yorkton col-

onies show how susceptible some of them have

been to false teachers, and the only way to

prevent the repetition of such fanaticism is to

live out and teach correct ideas among them.

Their children are exceedingly bright and

interesting, and I never saw a more inspiring

school or class of children than when sur-

rounded by some thirty or forty of them in

front of Grandmother Verigen's home.

They grasped even mature thoughts when
interpreted in the Russian language and asked

questions that showed they were thinking ser-

iously.

Any one going among them must have re-

gard to their customs and sense of propriety

and treat them sympathetically, or they would
. better stay away.

When once their confidence is gained and
they realize it to be true love which actuates

their friends, they will respond liberally.

I never felt more nearly overwhelmed with

kindness than on one or more occasions, when
they bestowed more than I could comfortably

receive at their hands.

We must remember their former condition

in Russia and how long they have been de-

prived of any literary education, and so study

them psycologically as well as religiously.

If this preparation is supplemented by the

constraining love of Christ and a willingness

to learn from as well as teach them, success is

Joseph Elkinton.

"Aca-Nada."

The first discoverers of Canada were Span

iards, who, finding no trace of the precious

metals, and a snowy, inhospitable climate,

said, "Aca-Nada"—"Nothing there"—since

abbreviated into "Canada."

Years passed by, and English settlers

Trnd that bleak and wintry shore,

Claiming God's unfailing promise

To the reaper and the sower.

And the harvest wave, outspreading

Gleaming fields of glorious gold;

Range the herds in grassy pastures,

Feed the lambs within the fold.

Now the waifs and strays of England,

From the city's dens impure.

From the lanes and from the alleys,

Where the fever stalks secure- -

Come to ask for strength and succor.

Come to breathe the fresher air

To the plains of " Aca Nada."

And they say not " Nothing there."

Are there hearts that seem so hardened.

Bound in chains of wintry frost,

That in careless mood we pass them.

Thinking labor there were lost 1

Let us pause—although no treasures.

Gold or silver, meet our view.

Ere we say the "Aca Nada,"

Love and faith might prove untrue.

Sow the seed in trust and patience,

God will send his blessed rain
;

We shall reap a glorious harvest

From the fields of golden grain.

Ay, full oft the "Aca Nada "

^^"Of the faithless heart's despair,

^Ptoves God's Acre, rich in blessing,
' Overpaying all our care.—London Christian.

Many of the names that are most prominent

in the calendar of saints are there because

their owners did exactly what the Doukhobors

have done, spurned the wisdom of the world,

and gave up all for faith.— Daily Express (Ca-

nada).

Elizabeth Drinker.

Elizabeth Drinker, wife of Daniel Drinker,

of the city of Philadelphia, being drawn in

go.'^pel love to visit the meetings of Friends in

this nation (England), arrived here about the

Seventh Month, ' 1793. After visiting the

meetings in the city of London, she proceeded

into Kent, Sussex, and the western counties

as far as Falmouth, returning through Bristol

to London. Though frequently tried with in-

disposition of body, she was strengthened in

her gospel labors to the comfort and edifica-

tion of many, being concerned to wait for, and

move under the fresh arisings of Divine life.

In the Fourth Month following, though in a

declining state of health, she visited the

meetings of Friends in Hertfordshire, etc., but

her complaint increasing, she stopped at

Staines, in Middlesex, nearly six weeks.

While at this place she expressed to a friend

an apprehension that her time would not be

long in mutability, and at the same time men-
tioned, that as she sat in the meeting on First-

day morning, though she had nothing to com-
municate to others, and part of the time felt

low and discouraged, yet towards the close,

her mind was comforted in the fresh revival

of those expressions of the prophet Hab;
J

"Although the fig-tree shall not [

"

ther shall fruit be in the vine;

the olive shall fail, and the field shall yil

meat; the flocks shall be cut off from tbi

and there shall be no herd in the stal';

will I rejoice in the Lord, 1 will joy %'

God of my salvation."

She reached London the eighteenth

Sixth Month, where for some time sl^

peared under great conflict of spirit;

very desirous, if consistent with her Mi

will, to return to her beloved connectio]

native land. But this trying dispensatitjl

permitted to pass over; and some time'

her dissolution, she seemed relieved fron in

anxiety respecting them; and was favoii
;

bear her sufferings with great patience, m.,.

ing true Christian resignation '"'^ «"

cence in Divine appointment.

She attended several meetings under

bodily weakness; and her last public test

was at Westminster Meeting, where
i

"

up with these words, "Precious, very pre

in the sight of the Lord is the death l

saints;" on which she enlarged instriMj

and encouragingly.

During her illness she was led to sp«

structively to those about her; at i

nearly in these words: "To look

world appears trifling and vanity; and il

trials come, and the storm be permit!

beat as against the wall, it is good to b

the Lord, who in gloomy seasons, is th

tector of those that fear Him." After (

aging those present to greater dedicatia

said that the highest anthem that

sung was, "Thy will be done." At'j^

time she said she believed it was rigk

she had given up all and left home; w'

for life or death she must leave.

The last few days of her life she was

engaged in supplications, uttering

ken sentences, which though not fully

ered, were expressive of the state

mind, and breathed the language of cc

tion and praise. When near the clos

spirit seemed supported above the las

flict; and with an animated countenam

said: "Oh, the beauty! the excellent b

the beautiful prospect in view." Then

up her hands she appeared for some ti

sweet, silent adoration ; after which

but little, and with difficulty; yet si

peared sensible. She expired in the &
of the tenth of the Eighth Month, 17

quietly that it was scarcely known whe

breathed her last; and her remains we

terred at Bunhill-fields the fifteenth.

True Refinement.—The truest test

finement is a uniform regard for the vs

and interests and feelings of others. Tl

a refinement which is by education, but

case the sure indications of refinement a

same. You can recognize the differem

tween those who have and those who la

finement, by their bearing in a crowd

deed, this difference is easier cerceivec

street car, or in a market, or in a thr

highway, than in a drawing-room. A
of true refinement takes up the less roor

claims less concession, and is readier tt

position than an unrefined person. Tl

in which a man carries a cane or an uir

in a crowd settles the question in his
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n agan the keeping of one's market-basket

e way, or out of it, at tlie busiest mar
itjiour, is an infallible test of the bearer's

nj' grain. And so in many other minor

aers. It is worth one's while to desire re-

liant and to know and to crave its eviden-

iSfor, after all, true refinement is but the ex-

eiion of the spirit of the (Christian life,

tilinseltish thoughtfulness of others is an

iti"0wth of the religion of Christ. Each
timing others better than himself, each

e|ng not his own but another's good, marks
endwelling and the outgoing of the spirit

le fervant of Christ, intent on exemplify-

giis master's spirit.

—

Parish Visitor.

Ii Mammoth Mystery and Canopy Theory.

[;ie writer of the following paper is enti-

3for its interest and for fairness' sake, to

ring against the seeming rejoinder to his

irticle. l^ut while according such oppor-

nj/ in the present number, we must sug-

B :o parties desiring further discussion on

isine, a transfer of it to scientific sheets,

e^for such purposes.

ijs periodical is conducted in behalf of

imive Christianity as revived in the early

tilsses, or in any piesent day witnesses to

3 ruth and the truths which gathered the

c:;y of Friends. And while we throw in

rs of popular scientific interest and other

i suited to family reading, we can afford

0)n no arena for courses of debate, even

rthey on our fundamental doctrines and
Itionies considered as mooted questions.

—

ave read with great interest the

sm upon the Canopy Theory, by J.

nd Clark, an English geologist. It is

a^ the duty of any one who is drawn to

ploitation of a new theory to welcome
(isest scrutiny by competent and accred-

ixperts. At the same time it must be

iqied that the exponents of a new theory

the proper ones to caution the critic

t«:is stepping. In the present case I have

[q! me a letter from the able editor of the

teean Geologist, N. H. Winchell, .Jr., who
ejnaving read one of my books on the "An-
laTheory of World Evolution,

'

' is free to

itthis unsolicited statement: "I have no

um to a vapor canopy even down to recent
'
c times." (Italics mine.) I must con-

Dwever, that I have omitted the courtesy

aiing his permission to thus use his name.
loas I look over the very many additional

tfj!, commendatory and otherwise, received

last twenty-five years on this deeply in-

ing subject, it is very animating to

»iOW greatly the odds still lie on this side

Atlantic. So fortunately a vast neutral

impossible for any critic, however
ed for his work, as I suppose, to get

7'ar into the field of Canopy thought by
lading of the Suggestion published in The
D of Sixth Month 21st, 1902. For this

1 I feel it incumbent upon me to prepare
e general view of the subject, and ask

ritics do not vault to conclusions until

ave a correct understandingf of what the

y Theory implies. It will then be my
st pleasure to abandon this thought, the

moment it can be shown to be an untenable
one.

It was .suggested in the article aforesaid
that some of the lingering remnants of the
primitive vairors sent to the terrestrial heav-
ens from the igneous earth, may have fallen as
grand installments in the polar or extreme
temperate regions of the earth, by which the
glacial epochs were produced, and arctic mam-
mals incidentally buried suddenly under great
snow avalanches from a supru-acrial source of
snows. My critic's misunderstanding is very
plainly expressed in his remarkable statement
that a "final condensation of aqueous vapors,
which had previously, like a canopy shrouded
the earth's surface from earliest times seems
impossible" as a cause thus suggested. Again
he says further: "Such a sudden entirely

fresh condensation would liberate so enor-

mous a quantity of heat, previously latent,

that milder rather than severer conditions

would surely result."

No one can doubt that a "condensation of

aqueous vapors" into continental volumes of

snow, in the atmosphere, competent to bury
the arctic animals in glacier graves would
evolve an "enormous quantity" of heat, but
what philosopher can for a moment conceive
that aqueous matter revolving as a Jupiter-

like canopy about the earth for unknown time
in the loftiest limits of the atmosjihere where
the temperature would register a degree of

cold far below the zero point, would in falling

through the air become a "final condensation"
adequate to form milder conditions? If con-

densation did not take place in the region of

inveterate cold, are we to suppose it would in

the lower air? It certainly wou'd not on thJe

side of the Atlantic.

A canopy anchored to the lofty terrestrial

skies and largely composed of aqueous vapors,

primitively hot, implies that condensation took

place as in the cold of tellurio-cosmic space.

Such aqueous matter could not fall without

entering a warmer region. I need not tell

my readers, that under such circumstances

"milder conditions" could not result. Such

vapors already condensed brought down the

cold of the skies with them, and "severer

conditions would surely result," and I suggest

that such snow falls must have taken place re-

peatedly, thus to place the earth and its tropic

life again and again in cold storage -to bring

the oceans back.

Again my critic cites "two of many rea-

sons," for discrediting the Canopy Theory. As
I have never know even one out of many cases

not to fail when brought to the test, I will

also try to prepare these two for the rubbish

pile of geologic thought. He says: "First

during the glacial period the Great Salt Lake

twice grew to ten fold its present area. But

in the interval by evaporation to its present

size. This could not have occurred without

direct sunshine."

In the first place the canopy theory presup-

poses annular world conditions. The canopy

which to-day surrounds the planet Saturn pre-

mises that it came down from the rings that

surround that world. The striated and belted

appearance of this, and the great banded can-

opy of Jupiter, as well as the motions of both

of them, force us to the conclusion that such

world appendages are the orderly wreck of slow-

ly declining rings. This suggestion has been

before the world for more than a quarter of a
century as the one chief element of the canopy
theory. And to-day I presume no eminent as-

tronomer doubts that the earth once had a
Saturn-like annular or ring system. An im-
measurable succession of earth canopies is

implied as inevitable in the declination of

rings.

Saturn's canopy must eventually fall, as is

conceded by all physicists, and "direct sun-

shine" result on the surface of that world, and
here we simply learn the one great lesson

taught from the skies that Annular World-
making is not to be called a thing that "seems
impossible." It seems rather that rings and
their resulting canopies have made the "Ages."
These are the Titanic way-marks which those

potent factors in strata-building may have im-

pressed as an imperishable record in imperish-

able stone. Thus the Creat Salt Lake may have
had repeated opportunities to grow to "ten
fold its present area" by grand instalments of

snow and water from the one great jirimitive

Fountain or source of waters. And again it

may have been reduced to its present size or

even to nothing many times by "evaporation"
under "direct sunshine;" for, after one can

opy fell, a long period of years may have

elapsed before the next one eliminated direct

sun power again.

But what right has my learned critic to

say: "Evaporation" could not have produced

this result "without direct sunshine?" Does

not the atmosphere absorb water from ocean

and lake in the absence of solar energy, as on

a cloudy day? Is not one-half the sphere

warmer in the day time than it is at night
ovoT, thoiifT^i '^ \yaro TTiiTitlpr^ in vnnnr'' l>nPS

a green-house roof, though painted any color,

prevent solar heat being thus operative be-

neath the covering? A world canopy is a

world roof, and a green-house world is the

ever implied result, and as the air in a solar-

heated green-house is warmer in the day time

than at night, so, too, the atmosohere in a

canopied world would be warmer in the day

time than at night. Now this necessitates

the alternate absorption of watery vapors or

"evaporation" during the day and the inevita-

ble fall of dew or mists at night.

Then, too, a canopied earth, for all practi-

cal purposes, must have been a rainless and

stormless earth. Rainless for the simple rea-

son of abated "direct sunshine" upon the

earth's surface; in consequence of which air

currents had become so much less operative,

that rains were reduced to a minimum. It is the

active commingling of air currents of different

temperature that insures rain. For these rea-

sons the lakes of the whole earth had a double

opportunity to grow less and less in size. For

these reasons also, it would seem the earth in

a geological sense, ought to have as many salt

regions as it had lakes, and most geologists

would be glad to know why so much of the

modern world was checkered with salt marshes.

(ireat Salt Lake then is very far from being

a witness against a canopy concealed sun.

Correctly interpreted the great manv "salt

deposits" of numerous periods in gpologica!

history" are in the world's court to-day, and

for the future, as witnesses of canopy world-

making.
Again, is it not a little puzzling to find such

vast lakes, and all abounding waters, during
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i
the glacial period? Geologists have become

so familiar with the way-marks of impelling

floods, and swollen streams, rushing from the

very bosom of the glacier, that the illustrious

Dana called these inter-glacial floods "Deluges

vast beyond conception." As I see it, a re-

maining canopy, or a succeeding canopy is ne-

cessary to account for this exceedingly rapid

dissolution of continental glaciers. It seems

that the glacier must have been put into a

hot-house world to make the vast floods and

vast lakes of the inter-glacial epochs, and a

hot-house world roof is a very natural solu-

tion of the strange problem. It seems impos-

sible for glaciers to melt into floods without it.

My critic is pleased to call the canopy theory

a "very hazy hypothesis," and considers

"changes of level" as more adequate. The
venerable and venerated Cuvier of last cen-

tury was plainly not very far afield when he

stated that the Arctic mammals were suddenly

entombed in their graves of snow, and that

the same snow mantle that covered them cov-

ered a semi-tropic north-world, and had kept

it in the embrace of the glacier all these cen-

turies. The very many additional mammoths
found, since that of 1799, so well preserved

as to become the food of animals; the Herz
mammoth, and the Wilju rhinoceros, with food

in their mouths, as well as food undigested in

their stomachs; all are emphatic endorsements
of the views of that great naturalist. Sev-

eral of these mammoths have been found in

Alaska. The natives of that country are

known to have rendered the fat and used it in

their lamps, and specimens of this rendered
fat are now in the Smithsonian Museum at

Washington. So that "Suddenness" is the
epitaph written all over the Arctic graveyard.
No wonder my critic is forced to say "Geolo-
gists are still very uncertain as to the real

cause of the great accession of cold."
Again the very generally accepted astrono-

mic theory that "changes in the earth's orbit

combined with the precession of equino.xes"
is cited as the cause of this accumlation of
.snows. Reduced to simple terms, the earth
was carried away from the solar fires and got
so cold it became covered with snow. (Here
again the epitaph of the Arctic cemetery is

altogether ignored). But why should our
friend so soon forget that the "condensation
of aqueous vapors would liberate so enormous
a quantity of heat that milder rather than se-

verer conditions would .surely result?" Would
not snow formation evolve as much heat when
thus produced, as otherwise produced?

The plain truth is that it requires work to
make snows; and to work, nature's engines
must have heat; and when geologists and phy-
sicists make the earth colder in order to cover
it with snow, they simply take the fires from
the furnace to make the engine work. If the
furnace fires of the molten earth did not start
nature's vast engine to do this work, where
shall we find an agency that is not a little

"hazy?" As the canopy implies, the snows
fell, and the earth grew cold as a pure result.

Orbital change and precession imply that the
snow-making fires went out, and the earth
grew cold, and .somehow, by hook and crook
of nature's ledgerdemain, got covered with
snow. This is the theory which "geologists
generally favor in lieu of the very hazy canopy
hypothesis." But it is decidedly reinvigor-

ating to be told- "Nor would geologists be

surprised if a cause as yet unsuspected super-

seded it in probability.

Amongst the very many manifest miscon-

ceptions of the annular or canopy theory, con-

tributed as evidence in stock against it, is the

claim that the primitive vapors formed in the

molten earth, "must have ceased to act as a

IJOtent factor ages earlier" than the mammoth-
period. This statement has the air of an em-
pirical guess. I cannot see why it "must."
As it is my constant aim to avoid guessing,

when confronted by a problem of this kind,

and to buttress my claims by acknowledged
testimony, I would next attempt to show how
very far we have wandered from the truth, by

admitting the unwarranted assumption made
by geologists of half a century ago, that the

fire-formed waters all fell back to the earth

at the close of archeean time.

The true theory must explain all geological

puzzles, and I have yet to find one that the an-

nular theory of world-making cannot explain.

We have access to a vast fund of evidence

which, as I see it, proves beyond a doubt that

some of the earth's primitive vapors lingered

on high, as a world-controlling canopy for

a long period of years after man came upon the

scene. By digging into the old fossil beds of

human thought we find a history that must be

admitted to the witness stand—a history that

is so thoroughly saturated with canopy thought

that the most ordinary thinker cannot fail to

see the unerring order and grand intent.

Isaac N. Vail,
Pasadena, California, Tenth Month 28th, 1902.

Truth is Wise.—A Christian writer of two
ccntui-ioo ago -.Vca asked this same question:

Is it ever right to tell lies? He replied to the
effect that he who tells a lie throws in his lot

with him who is the father of lies, and must
take the consequences, but he that tells the
truth puts himself under the protection of

the God of truth, and He will not forsake him.

Throughout the terrible persecution against
them the early Friends told the truth. They
did not even try to hide the fact that they
were meeting together for worship though
they knew that if it were known it would sub-

ject them to the most cruel treatment that

might be fatal. It was their persistent truth-

fulness as much as anything else that gained
them their liberties. When officers of the law
found out that all they had to do was to tell

the Quaker to go to prison and that he would
go there, and if necesary inquire his way to

it, it became too apparent to everyone that

these people were neither dangerous to society

nor evilly disposed for the persecution to con-
tinue. The moral eff'ect of such conduct,
though it brought great suffering at the time,

must have been powerful to aid them.

—

Inter-

clianqe.

"To us, dearest mother, who are in health
and vigor," wrote .James Hinton, "you are
scarcely less useful now in your example of

cheerfulness and patience and thoughtfulness
for everyone, showing us how infirmity should
be borne, than you were in the old days when
we were the feeble ones. It would be a pity

if the relation of parent to child were not
so inverted before it ceased; it would lose al-

most half its use and a great part of its de-

light."

Prayer of James Logan.

Bearing date 1732 (following a mi

addressed to his soul).

Oh my God and Gracious Father! In'iyj

infinite mercy bestow on my poor atflicted
jj] |

this Divine sense; visit it with the touchiof
(

Thy love, bear it up through all the temi'tg

'

that would overwhelm it, by a firm depend!^
j

upon thee. When troubles surround me, vjj
j

temptations invade me, let me boldly and
;tli

j

resolution say, God, the Lord of all th
Jg,

the Supreme Ruler of the Universe is my ^ijt
j

Lord and Maker, on whom alone 1 defld. I

To this will I submit in all things and then re

he cannot forsake me. gracious r

guide me by Thy Divine Providence, su]

me in my dependence upon Thee. I c >

nothing on earth, not even exemption
any visitation whatsoever that Thou thitil

to deal to others. I crave only that I ;v

enjoy the sense of thy love and regard t'nj

,

soul, and that this, if it be thy Divine pjg.i

ure, may be always in a degree superior t iiy i

sufferings. I shall then undergo all tljsrg

cheerfully, and instead of being afflictt'or

impoverished by outward visitations, I 'all

be enriched by the greatness of creatures'he

truest of blessings, thy love in my soul, in ^
parison of which nothins: besides on eai'js

worthy to be named. gracious Lord, liiiit

me thy inward peace in thee and I en'ilj

give up every other consideration. U gra^aj

God, who art the Ruler of this universe vid

thou hast created, in which nothing is ijii-

fested but by the permission of thy liiie

will and of which I am a very small and i niy

siderable part, on whom nothing more ik-

cumbent than to act according to the stioB

wherein thou hast placed me, accordirtc

that sense and understanding thou hast ;e«

pleased to bestow upon me according t:lie

best of my ability. Lord enlighten mil-

derstanding and make me more and more 30-

sible that it is my duty wholly to aciiuie.' in

thy dispensations. Thou hast hitherto •b

graciously good unto nie, conferring o m
thy outward blessings much beyond my di rt

and I have now but a few short threads t(piD

out my life, before I am by thy laws ar es-

tablished decree of nature to be gathered flir

here unto thee from whom 1 at first jiroceei

In this small remainder, gracious liod.r,

ble me to run that course thou hast set 1: t

me with joy and thankfulness whatevcl'

visitation may prove, and with a due l

nation to thy will to embrace thy ilis] -

tions with cheerfulness, and even with < ti-

ful acknowledgment for the innumerable er-

cies with which I have hitherto been favrt.

without the least repining at what thouia;

hereafter sufl'er to be dealt to me, thougle^

agreeable to my weakness or natural in n^

tion, which still continues to reign too st

ly within me. gracious God, in thy w
mercy eradicate and destroy these. I'

and cleanse my heart. Direct my will, f'

my inclinations and let thy Holy Spirit

and teach me to know that only a perfec

ignation and submission is my duty, and|

no more is required of me, than to act mj

in my station, and obey thee with a pur

intention, with a dependence on thee <

and without contriving or carving out

thing for myself, but what bv the cour

thy providence thou thinks fit to dls]
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ijjO, Lord, this thought deeply in my heart
D(jjtrengthen me in the belief of it:—That 1

m:s a servant engaged to follow a mighty and
o\rful Leader in the worli or business to

hlh He is pleased to call me, who points

i)t|0 me what I am daily to perform, and that

h '6 no other knowledge of, nor concern in

legreat and mighty designs of my Maker,
iqcnow Him to be perfect in all things and

sure rewarder of all who are faithful

that it is my place to consider only
yluinediate task and cheerfully to perform

J

bout further reasoning or inquiry into

is entirely hid from me, and in all things
to confide in the conduct of my Master

irjhe issue of what I am engaged in. ()

!ajous (Jod, strengthen me in these thoughts
I ie sum of my duty here.

J L'FINISHED PKAYEK OF JAMES LOGAN, 1732.

dgracious God, Creator and Ruler of the
ajjrse, as I am thy production, brought
tdbeing and made a part of thy creation,

Uf by thy power and without any concur-

nj of mine and am therefore what thou art

Bjjad to make me, I return the most humble
diincere acknowledgments to the Divine
oiess for the sense thou hast given me of
^Imdition here, that I am wholly to depend
ly will to wait on thee for thy assistance

d irection in all things, that there is a way
etc all who truly seek thee to attain the
i)f their creation, which is to be united
tj(thee, but that there is an enemy perpet-
II combating us and endeavoring to divert

Jlraw us aside from our duty to thee,

ejfore, gracious Father, as I can do
yjig of myself or wiihout thv support,
iiibly pray thee so to guard and direct my
)^hts that they may be wholly fixed on
!<that they may rest and acquiesce in thee
III that 1 may entirely submit in all things

t' dispensation without the least repining,

t:heerfully embrace whatever thou art

aid to deal out to me and those thou hast

6 me, with thankfulness as the effect of
• oly will. Purge my heart [Almighty
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THT LAW.
It is Thy law that from the sky

Withdraw.s the silver awning
;

It is thy law that sends the light
Of long, slow summer dawning.

It is Thy law that brings the wind
Where fragrances have slumbered,

That fills the air with darting wings
And hum of bees unnumbered.

It is Thy law that heaps the moss
A green and velvet pillow.

That lifts the leafy forest-side
In billow after billow.

It is Thy law that throbs with life

And crowns the year's sweet story
;

It is Thy law that bursts the bud
And brings the rose in glory !

It is Thy law that buoys the soul
Far over all annoyance.

In vision of supernal power
Bending to summer's joyance.

It is Thy law that lets Thine own
Feel heavenly strength attend them—

Great peace have they that love Thy law.
And nothing shall offend them !—Harriet I'reseott Spofford.

Allied Tenth Month 28th, 1902, (by a de-

ijint.)

.jmes Logan, born in Ireland in 1647, ac-

QJinied Wm. Penn to America as his secre-

an 1699. He became secretary of the
I'jice in 1701, afterward chief justice, and
^ent of the Council. He acted as gov-
cjabout two years (1736— <S). He was a
ajf considerable learning. The Loganian
ay of about three thousand volumes, which
pscended from him, is now included in

.liladelphia Library. He died in 1751.—
I Meditations to his Soul," preceding these
5|rs are said to be very sweet and strength-
4- Ed].

'is is the temptation that is likely to be
ited to the poor working girl who comes

city for employment. If professing
ian women were attired without orna-
plainly and neatly, how they cculd help
girls by their example and influence to

I womanhood above vain dress, also that
us character needs no such attractions.

:jcould make such sensible godly dressing
['table, and save many a girl from fall-

Herald of Truth.

A Dream of Truth.

I dreamed that I was on my way to school,
when suddenly I noticed a great crowd upon
the green. People were hurrying to and fro,

and when I asked what all this commotion was
about, a girl said:

"Why, don't you know? It's Measuring
Day, and the Lord's angel has come to see how
much our souls have grown since last Measur-
ing Day."

"Measuring Day!" said I; "measuring souls!

I never heard of such a thing," and I began
to ask questions; but the girl hurried on, and
after a little I let myself be pressed along
with the crowd to the green.

There in the center, on a kind of throne
under the gieat elm, was the most glorious

and beautiful being I ever saw. He had white
wings; his clothes were a queer, shining kind
of white, and he had the kindest yet most
serious face I had ever beheld. By his side

was a tall, golden rod fastened upright in the

ground with curious marks at regular inter-

vals from the top to the bottom. Over it, in

a golden scroll, were the words: "The meas-
ure of the stature of a perfect man." The
angel held in his hand a large book, in which
he wrote the measurements as the people came
up on the calling of their names in regular

turns. The instant each one touched the gol-

den measure a most wonderful thing happened.
No one could escape the terrible accuracy of

that strange rod. Each one shrank or in-

creased to his true dimensions—his spiritual

dimensions, as I soon learned, for it was an
index of the soul-growth which was shown in

this mysterious way, so that even we could see

with our eyes what otherwise the angel alone

could have perceived.

The first few who were measured after I

came I did not know; but soon the name of

Elizabeth Darrow was called. She is the

president of the Aid for the Destitute Society,

you know, and she manages ever so many oth-

er societies, too, and I thought, "Surely
E. Darrow's measure will be very high in-

deed." But as she stood by the rod, the in-
stant she touched it she seemed to grow
shorter and shorter, and the angel's face
grew very serious as he said: "This would
be a soul of high stature if only the zeal for
outside works which can be seen of men had
not checked the lowly, secret graces of humil-
ity and trust and patience under little daily
trials. These, too, are needed for perfect
soul growth."

1 pitied E. Darrow as she moved away
with such a sad and surprised fa<;e, to make
room for the next. It was poor, thin, little

Betsey Lines, the seamstress. I never was
more astonished in my life than when she took
her stand by the rod, and immediately she in-

creased in height till her mark was higher
than any I had seen before; and her face shone
so, I thought it must have caught its light
from the angel, which smiled so gloriously
that I envied poor little Betsey, whom before
I had rather looked down upon. And as the
angel wrote in the book he said: "Blessed
are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the king-
dom of heaven."

The next was Lilian Edgar, who dresses so
beautifully that 1 have often wished I had
such clothes and so much money. The angel
looked sadly at her measure, for it was very
low—so low that Lilian turned pale as death,
and her beautiful clothes no one noticed at all,

for they were quite overshadowed by the glit-

tering robes beside her. And the angel siid,

in a solemn tone: "0, child, why take thought
for raiment? Let your adorning be not that
outward adorning of putting on of apparel,
but let it be the ornament of a meek and quiet
soirit. whch is. in the sisht of (Jod. of great
price. Thus only can you grow like the
Master."

Old Jerry, the cobbler, came next—poor,
old clumsy Jerry; but as he hobbled up the
steps the angel's face fairly blazed with light,

and he smiled on him, and led him to the rod;
and behold, Jerry's measure was higher than
any of the others. The angel's voice rang
out so loud and clear that we all heard it,

saying: "He that humbleth himself shall be
exalted." "Whosoever shall humble himself
as a little child, the same is the greatest in

the kingdom of heaven."
And then, 0, my name came next! and I

trembled so I could hardly reach the angel,

but he put his arm around me and helped me
to stand by the rod. As soon as I touched it

I felt myself growing shorter and shorter, and
though I stretched and stretched and strained

every nerve to be as tall as possible, I could
only reach Lilian's mark—Lilian's, the lowest
of all, and I a member of the church for two
years! I grew crimson for shame, and whis-
pered to the angel: "0 give me another
chance before you mark me in the book as low
as this. Tell me how to grow; I will do it all

so gladly, only do not put this mark down!"
The angel shook his head sadly: "The rec-

ord must go down as it is, my child. May it

be higher when I next come. This rule will

help thee: "Whatsoever thou doest. do it

heartily, as to the Lord in singleness of heart

as unto Christ." The same earnestness which
thou throwest into other things will, with

Christ's help, make thee to grow in grace!"

And with that I burst into tears, and I sud-

denly woke and found myself crying. But 0,
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I shall never forget that dream! I was so

ashamed of my mark.

Do any of my readers know any girl who
throws more enthusiasm into every other thing

than into the most important of all—the

growth of the Christian character?

—

From the

"Mcastiring Rod," by Delia Lyman Porter.

The Spanish Peasant Teacher.

God has many unheralded but successful

workers in his kingdom. He is not limited to

any one method of operation, or to any fixed

order of ministry. He raises up agents for

the accomplishment of his purposes, when,

where and how He pleases. He adapts his

instruments to the character of the people to

be reached and to the time and circumstance

of the work to be done.

For instance, Spain needs a pure gospel.

Tne Romanists will not give it. The priests

oppose all evangelistic movements, Workers
are sent from other lands, but they are few in

number and receive scarcely any encourage-

ment in the land of the Inquisition. God,

however, shows how He can meet the need and

provide the suitable workmen from among the

people themselves. Nor does He go to the

ranks of the learned and the influential, but

chooses a peasant in the person of Francisco

Gutierrez, whose simple life and effective min-

istry are full of interest and suggestiveness

Up to 1870 he was under the power of Ro-
mish error, darkness and superstition; but

that year God opened his eyts to see Jesus as

his only Saviour, and to turn from Roman Ca-

tholicism to Protestant Christianity. His
conversion was due to his reading the Bible.
IIo injljiltod it.i opirib ar.J -.vao iiV.proscc<3 by its

teaching. His zeal for it was all-consuming.
He embraced its truths simply and fully.

His devotion to the gospel sent him out to

tell its story of love, grace and mercy to oth-

ers. He knew nothing but the Bible. That,

however, was all he wanted, and admirably
answered his purpose. He talked so much
about what it said and was so anxious to

have his friends and neighbors enjoy the salva-

tion which it revealed that men said that it was
turning him mad. He denounced sin and Ro-
manism with so much boldness and in such ter-

rific terms that people fled from him and his

preaching, and concealed themselves in their

houses.

So fearle.ss and faithful assailant of Rome
could not long escape her persecution. He
was summoned before both civil and ecclesias-

tical tribunals; but he stood true to his con-
victions, and (lod came to his rescue. He was
not daunted in the least by opposition; but as
he had opportunity continued to preach the
gospel and to expose the delusions and sins of
the papacy. During these dark and trying
days of his ministry, of the few whom he had
won to his side, some returned to the Roman
fold, and others were afraid to own that they
were his friends. At last one morning he
found himself in the little room where he
was wont to hold his services, without a
single hearer. This would have damped the
ardor of an ordinary man, but it only intensi-

fied the zeal of this peasant preacher, and
showed him to be a man equal to emergencies.
Opening the door and windows, he preached to

empty pews at the top of a very strong voice,

saying, "If they won't hear me inside, they

shall hear me outside." God rewarded his

zeal and faith. His pluck and earnestness at-

tracted the people. Gradually they picked up
courage, and men and women came within his

house again, and conversions followed. Not-
withstanding the growing resistance of priests

and their supporters, he succeeded in founding

a Christian church "in his native town of

Tznatoraf, on the slopes of the Sierra Ne-
vada." Now there are forty members who
meet in Francisco's house for religious wor-
ship. In five other places in his native prov-

ince there are bands of Christians who claim

him as their spiritual father. Through his la-

bors one hundred persons have been brought
to Christ.

After about twelve years of zealous work,

he, in 1888, fell a victim to the cancer. With
ill-health, and pain, and sufferinji for nearly a

year came supporting and ripening grace. His

last words were:—"1 am saved; 1 am saved."

He was buried in a Protestant cemetery amidst
the tears and grief of his converts and others.

Nor has God forgotten to raise up a succes-

sor to carry on the work thus begun. It con-

tinued under the care of .Juan Tavera, who la-

bors without compensation as pastor at Tzna-

toraf. He has "at his side an elder of tried

faith and considerable experience."

Discernment.—It was the declaration of

the blessed Jesus. "I am the Way, the Truth,

and the Life." 1 believe that the Society of

Friends was gathered from the spirit of the

world by the influence of this Son of the Fa-

ther, who is the head of the Church, the

"way, the truth and the life." He bestowed
upon this people the excellent gift of discern-

ment, to be exercised in the transactions oi

the church, and also the invaluable gift of
sound gospel ministry. The faithful Friends
of an early period were inspired to form a

code of discipline to regulate the conduct of

members by. Deep inward dwelling under the

influence of the Holy Spirit, was and is need-
ful to be realized by all who minister or are

active in the affairs of the church. I appre-

hend that all who assume the title of Friends
may put on sackcloth and mourning under a

sense of the deplorable diminution of the

spirit of discernment.

Hence a lifeless ministry has spread, and
an unwarrantable activity in other members
of Society. 1 have long felt it my duty to

bear an unflinching testimony against a life-

less minister. In the language of the prophet,

I will say, "Come, my people, enter thou into

thy chamber and shut the doors about thee

until the indignation is overpast." Let us be

still and hearken to hear what He, the Spirit,

saith. —Mary Pike.

Wonderful Old Men.—Men of thought
have often been distinguished for their age.

Solon, Sophocles, Pindar, Anacreon, and Xen-
ophon were octogenarians. Kant, Buffon,

Goethe, Fontenelle and Newton were over
eighty. Michael Angelo and Titian were
eightv-nine and ninety-nine respectively. Har-
vey the discoverer of the circulation of the

blood, lived to be eighty. Many men have
done excellent work after they have passed
eighty years. Landor wrote his "Imaginary
Conversations" when eighty-five. Izaak W'al-

ton wielded a ready pen at ninety. Hahne-
mann married at eighty, and was working at

ninety-one. Michael Angelo was still pa
\

at giant canvasses at eighty-nine, and T

at ninety worked with the vigor of his ;

years. Fontenelle was as light-hearted at

ty-eight as at forty, and Newton at ti

three worked as hard as he did in the n .i

life. Conararo was in far better heal

ninety-five than at thirty, and as hapi

a sandboy. At Hanover Dr. Du Boisj ,,

still practicing as a physician in 1897,
i

his daily rounds at the age of one hundre i>

three. William Reynold Salmon, M. R. ' s

of Conbridge, Glamorganshire, died in f,

at the age of one hundred and six. h _

time of his death he was the oldest knovii:

dividual of indisputably authenticated agi
::

oldest physician, the oldest member o:li.

Royal College of Surgeons, England.— (t^.j

ber's Journal.

The Emperor and the Psalm. ;

In the year 1812, Stephen Grellet, whva,

then travelling at his own charges as an jn

gelist, in connection with the Socie i

Friends, spent six months in Russia, ai '

happened to be in the capital when the t

seized the people consequent on the '

gaining currency that Napoleon. witl.;i

French army, was at Moscow. In those ly

there were many persons of high rank atiiied

to the court of the pious Alexander I. yho I

were the Saviour's disciples indeed, and aing

these was Stephen Grellet's friend, I'riiK Al-

exander Galitzin. While the emperor, vho

was quite as agitated as his subjects, was asy

looking after the trdops who were to o bae

the invaders. Prince Galitzin was as coo ind

•jridisturbed as ever he had been in hisife;

and happening to have some repairs ii ri

gress at his palace, he continued to atte

the workmen as though nothing unu.;uc vj

in the wind. Some even insinuated tl he

must be disloyal, or unpatriotic, and thi em-

peror himself was anxious for an explac on.

"Galitzin, what are you doing?"' be lid.

"What means all this? Everyone pre res

to flee, and you are building."

"Oh, I am here in as sure a place of Eft

as any I could flee to," replied thepict

"The Lord is my defence, in Him I trus

'

"Whence have you such confidence?" u.

the monarch. "Who assures you of it?'

"I feel it in my heart, and it is al?o i :

divinely inspired volume," answered the ( t:

as he directed his master's attention t

Book itself.

It so happened that the volume accide:ili:

fell from the prince's hand but without bun-

ing closed. It lay open at Psalm Ninetjne

and by the emperor's permission Galitzin .a

the passage aloud. Grellet tells us \w\\
'•

xander I. "stood for a while like a man i

"'

ished," and then repaired to the catheil :

attend a short service before leaviiii; wit

:

soldiers. Psalm Ninety-one was again v :

his hearing by the officiating ministers

after the service the latter was asked w t-

had selected that particular chapter, ft-.

minister replied that nobody had directec

but that he had prayed over the matte

have a portion of Scripture suggested st|

would encourage the emperor's heart; hei

apprehended that what he had read was

message. The emperor then went off

the army, and, feeling the heavy responsi
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esting on his shoulders, he desired in the

vening to have something from the Bible

ead to him. Without any direction, the

lerson appointed to do this service turned at

mce to Psalm Ninety-one.

"Who told you to read this?" asked the

iniperor, probably feeling by this time that

he guardian angels were actually about his

lath. "Has Galitzin told you?"

The reader declared he had held no commu-
lication with the prince; but on hearing that

le should have to read to the emperor he had

)rayeil to be directed to the right passage,

,nd the consequence was he had selected that

articular psalm. Its fitness for the occasion

;ad commended it to all alike.

' "The emperor felt astonished at this," says

jtephen Grellet, "and paid the greater at-

bntion to what was read, believing that this

u?t be of the Lord's ordering, he was there-

')re very solemnly and tenderly impressed, and

lom that time he determined, morning and

ening, to read privately a chapter in the

bk."—Sunday at Home.

There are thousands of men to whom im-

i;diate success rarely comes; they are met

t constant failure and disappointments; they

^•uggle with scant reward and scantier recog-

nion from the world. The sweets of success

a* never theirs; the struggle, the labor, and

tl' lone deferred hope are their daily experi-

c|:e. Such men may not miss the crowning

oilife; it may be theirs to pluck from failure

tl immediate flower of noble character. —
.1>-/V.

Che Law Feeble Where the Home is Lax.

j'he Seattle Humane Society is preparing a

til to present to the legislature, forbidding

thsale to small boys of pernicious publica-

ns, aimed especially at cheap novels of what
hslcome to be known as the "blood and thun-

dei' variety. The purpose is commendable.
rHevil which it aims at exists and is a real

in|terrible one. But one may have doubts

lb' t the efficacy of the method of reaching
t.

lere is one spot where the power of the

Ui stops short. It cannot take the place

I \) the work of the family. The obligation

f ;e parent to the child must be discharged

y ;ie parent or it will remain forever unful-

iiid cry to heaven through the agonizing

nf ruined lives. Nothing but the un-

u watchfulness, the wise suggestion, the

luthority of the home can assure the

ment of that character without which
itc is derelict and the individual life not

'! living.

1 t is where duty fails in this country and
If we were asked to mark the

^danger, the crevice in the great dyke
stitutions that keeps out the sea of

and shuts in the fair tilled fields of

D, we should unhesitatingly place a

the decline of family restraints, the

|ig of family discipline, the privilege
'il to the young of doing substantially

ley please and growing up with such
liahits and thoughts as their associa-

- ad created. It is the parent of crime
' principal source of degeneration of
a er. The prisons and reformatories of
C(|ntry to-day have a population recruited

from its youth, not because of hereditary taint

or uncontrollable criminal impulse, but because
of a neglected childhood that grew up in the

slum and the gutter or on the pavement, until

it became like all the worst that surrounded
and tempted it.

The growth in the publication and circula-

tion of pernicious printed stuff follows the de-

cline of supervision and restraint within the

home. It was smaller in volume and obtaina-

ble with more difficulty in the old days, not

because human nature was different or the re-

straint of public opinion more valid, but be-

cause the market for it was restricted by the

watchfulness of the home. The child had no

opportunity to cultivate a depraved taste, be-

cause all its ways were guarded. No such

books as those now under protest could find

their way into its hands save by stealth and

at the risk of great punishment and shame
still harder to endure. Youth is essentially

modest, and shrinks with wholesome fear from
the first steps upon forbidden ground. But
when it is left to go its own wavs, form its

own associations, choose its own amusements,
and select its own mental and moral food, it

will do as the still younger child does when
left to itself; absorb a poison as greedily as a

food.

Here the state is thoroughly impotent. We
have seen that it cannot prevent the use of

cigarettes by undeveloped children, no matter

what regulations it puts into effect If the

parent exercises no control over habit the

child will find ways and means to gratify

appetite. It is even more true of matter

made food for the mind. The easily stimula-

ted imagination and unformed taste of the

child will run to these vicious tales of crime;

and they, in turn, such is the infernal lust of

gain in the world, will be supplied to it by

agencies open or surreptitious as the need

may be. Between youth and its corrupter

stands only the protection of the home: the

love, the care, the tender guardianship, the

immense sense of responsibility of the parent.

Where that fails there is no substitute unless

it should be supernatural. And we need

to revive and to exalt it in our country if we
are not to feel the somber effect in the de-

cline of manhood and womanhood and the dis-

honoring of the state.

—

Seattle Paper.

Items Concerning the Society.

It will be of interest to many Friends who were
interested in the reading of The United Friend
during the period of its publication, to learn that

its editor, Cfiarles Francis Saunders, is to sojourn

now for nearly a year in California, with his wife,

to whom (Elizabeth Moore Hallowell),he was mar-
ried on the 11th instant, at her residence in Phila-

delphia.

Says the Intelligencer :
" Of one hundred an \

fort3'-five meeting-houses within the limits of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting, one hundred and two re-

main in the possession of our [Race Street] branch
of Friends ; twenty-three are in the possession of

the other branch. [" Orthodox "], and twenty are

yet in the possession and occupancy of both."

The Christiansburg Industrial School at Cam-
bria, Va., which remains the outcome of the ser-

vice formerly conducted in the Southern States by
the Friends' Freedman A.ssociation of Philadelphia,

is taking an increasing hold on the interest of

many Philadelphia Friends. VVe note that within

the past two weeks the institution has been visited,

first by President Isaac Sharpless and his wife,

and next by .Jane W. Bartlett and her sister, Mary
Lydia Wetherell ; who have returned apparently
impressed with much faithful labor carried on
there, and with the evident promise of a future
good to multiply among the colored people of that
region, as Friends will by their means rise to the
opportunity of promoting the work.

The Boitton Transcript says :
" Tremendous changes

are making in American Quakerism. It was said

once by Cardinal Rampolla that the most remarka-
ble thing about Quakerism was the manner of

reaching its decisions. Quaker meetings for busi-

ness have heretofore had, not a presiding officer,

but a clerk. Parliamentary law was not observed.

All spoke who wished to do so, and the clerk re-

corded at the last the sense of the meeting. If

this sense was not unanimous nothing was done.

Any o))position at all has been sufficient to prevent
action. The recent Five- Year Meeting, by which
American Orthodox Quakers came to be one re-

ligious body, adopted for fie first time parlia-

mentary law, had motions and seconds, and took
votes to reach decisions. This is a radical depart-

ure, and came not without same protests. Some
Philadelphia Friends of the old stamj) are saying
the end of Quakerism has come. All others are

reaching out after further innovations. Some
meetings for worship in the East are just now
adopting singing. Instruments are not yet intro-

duced, but these have long been in meetings in the

West. To the Quaker mind all these changes are

most startling."

Notts from Others.

Experience .shows that where moral jjreaching

usurps the jilace of the spiritual, even moral life

declines, and Christian activity greatly suffers.

Paterson Du Boissays in the Watchman: "Many
Sunday-school experts are now pleading for a re-

turn to the practice of a generation ago, the memo-
rising of Scripture."

It is estimated that there are one billion heathen

in the world, and that Christians are giving at the

rate of one-tenth of a cent a day for their en-

lightenment.

In six different portions of New York City the

Mormons have been granted preaching permits.

Every pleasant evening they hold preaching ser-

vices on the street. The subject of polygamy is

seldom broached. Their speakers are very tactful.

The London Spectator says an interest in Chris-

tian doctrine will be revived by nothing but the

widespread practice of Christian morals, and of the

increase of their influence. There are surely many
hopeful signs of this.

Twenty-five years ago there was not a Christian

in Central Africa. To-day three hundred native

teachers proclaim Christ in the villages every First-

day.

There is nothing extraordinary in the outbreak

of zealotry on the part of a section of the Douk-
bobors, except its time and place. The history of

religious movements in the world shows many
similar examples. The Doukhobors have shown
an exalted contempt for the wisdom of the world,

for what are regarded as the necessities of life,

and for the conventions of society ; but some of

the first Christians did the same thing, or some-

thing very similar."

—

Canada Paper.

The next meeting of the New York State Con-

ference of Religion, to be held in New York city

Eleventh Month 18-20, will lay emphasis on the

need of an ethical revival, in view of the present
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crisis in morals, in business, politics, the church

and the family.

Edward A. Horton says the great question in the

United States—and it is a growing one—is how to

obtain sufficient religious and moral education for

the young people to match and make useful the

intellectual training of the public schools.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—An answer has been filed by President

Baer, of the Reading Company, with the Anthracite Strike

Commission, in which many of the statements made by

President Mitchell, of the Miners' Union, are denied. The

independent mine operators have also filled replies in

which they charge the United Mine Workers with respon-

sibility for the murders and beatings in the anthracite

region during the strike. They announce that they will

bring evidence to show the losses of life and property to

be direct results of the methods of the Union.

The Commission resumed its sessions at Scranton on

the 14th, and will probably be occupied for several days

in hearing the testimony of different parties.

The annual report of the First Assistant Postmaster

General urges that in view of the success of the rural free

delivery system and its future necessities, the recommen-

dation for $12,655,800 in the estimates for that purpose

is reasonable.

The rural free delivery system the report says, has be-

come a permanent feature of the postal service, and has

increased the postal receipts and improved conditions

wherever it has been put in operation. No deficiency, it

is stated, will be created by this service.

In a recent address in New York city President Roose-

velt said in reference to "trusts:"

No patent remedy can be devised for the solution of

these grave problems in the industrial world, but we may
rest assured that they can be solved at all only if we
bring to the solution certain old time virtues, and if we
strive to keep out of the solution some of the most familiar

and most undesirable of the traits to which mankind has

owed untold degradation and suffering throughout the ages.

Arrogance, !-uspicion, brutal envy of the well-to-do, bru-

tal indifference toward those who are not well-to-do, the

hard refusal to consider the rights of others, the foolish

refusal to consider the limits of >• eticent action, the

base appeal to the spirit of seli.ou iv^ued, whether it take

the form of plunder of the fortunate or of oppression of

the unfortunate—from these and from all kindred vices

this nation must be kept free if it is to remain in its

present position in the forefront of the peoples of man-
kind. On the other hand, good will come, even out of the

present evils, if we face them armed with the old homely
virtues; if we show that we are fearless of soul, cool of

head and kindly of heart; if without betraying the weak-
ness that cringes before wrongdoing, we yet show by

deeds and words our knowledge that in such a govern-

ment as ours each of us must be in very truth his broth-

er's keeper.

A gift of one hundred thousand dollars has recently

been made to the University of Pennsylvania by Edward
W. and Clarence H. Clark towards founding a research

professorship in Assyriology, of which Dr. Herman V.

Hilprecht will be the first incumbent. In a recent lecture

the latter said that the more e.xtended the researches the

greater proof also was found of the truth of the Old

Testament scriptures. By a series of illustrations he

showed that even the bricks discovered testified to the

truth of the scriptures, indubitably corroborating the

passages in the eleventh chapter of Genesis, including

the one, "They used bricks for stone," the bricks of this

period resembling stones in nearly every respect.

A. J. Cassatt, the president of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, has decided that the employees of the

company shall have their full share of the prosperity

which the railroad is enjoying, and in accordance with

this policy, has ordered that one hundred thousand em-
ployees of the company be given an advance of ten per

cent, in wages, dating from Eleventh Month 1st. The an-

nouncement of President Cassatt's policy was made at

the regular meeting of the Board of Directors and was
adopted without discussion and ordered to be enforced

immediately.

The Reading Company has also decided to increase the

wages of its employees by an addition of ten per cent.

This will afi'ect about eighteen thousjpd men and similar

advances have been voluntarily made by some other Rail

Road companies.

Samuel W. Pennypacker was elected by a plurality in

the late election in Pennsylvania for Governor of 142,340.

The Department of Agriculture announces that exper-
iments which have been made for some years now appear
to be successful in growing an orange which can flourish

in regions two hundred miles further north than the vari-

eties commonly grown in Florida. This has been accom-
plished by crossing the Japanese trifoliate orange, an or-

namental tree, with the common varieties successively,

until a fine fruit capable of enduring extreme cold has

been produced.

The Assistant Secretary of Agriculture has recently

made the statement that the Department did not accept
Professor Koch's theory that tuberculosis could not be

transmitted from animals to man.
"Experiments," he said, "which we are now making in-

dicate that the disease can be very readily transmitted

when the conditions of the subject are suitable."

So great has been the freight traffic on the Pennsylva-

nia Railroad that a dispatch from Pittsburg says: Some
hundred miles of yards and sidings are blocked with

loaded freight cars. In the local yards the siding and
tracks are blocked with solid trains of freight, which are

shifted and reshifted to enable trains to get through.

Hundreds of ears of perishable freight have become a

total loss on account of the congestion.

The twenty-third annual report of the Training School

for Indian Youth, at Carlisle, Pa., shows there are 1073
Indians at the School, representing eighty-eight tribes.

It is contended that in no other institution in the world

are there so many different nationalities as are gathered

here to be taught to speak one language. During the

year 489 boys and 439 girls remained out during winter

attending district and other .Americanizing schools, earn-

ing their board with their work out of school.

Foreign—Mail advices from China report a fire at

Kweilin, Kwangsi, causing great loss of life and property.

The fire spread and burned several hundred houses. Many
Chinese were burned to death. The fire burned houses

all around the Christian Alliance Mission, which was un-

scathed. The result is that many Chinese have since

come to the missionary to be baptized.

Germany has agreed to the American proposal to sub-

mit the question whether the Chinese indemnity is payable

in gold or silver to The Hague Tribunal, provided that

only that feature of the protocol be included in the

arbitration.

The President of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce
has recently stated in reference to the experiments of

growing cotton on the West Coast of Africa. " We sent

out one hundred tons of American seed and divided it

among all the British West Coast coloniea. The results

have been most satisfactory. The crops matured in

ninety days, and in quantity and quality were quite equal

to those of the parent stock. The only question is

whether we can make the natives work so as to put big

plantations on a commercial basis. The native wages
are four cents a day. But I am personally afraid that a

number of years will elapse before we can make the West
Coast of Africa a serious competitor of the American
Southern States. We are sending out Americans to teach

the natives cotton growing, and must wait and see how
the experiment turns out."

The late war in South Africa is stated to have cost

England £228,000,000. A further sum of £8,000,000

has been granted by the House of Commons towards the

settlement of the country. The Colonial Secretary in ex-

plaining this measure said that in giving, " I will not call

it compensation, but assistance to those who were our

former enemies we should clearly state what are the rea-

sons. The reasons are humanity and policy. Humanity

first, because we do not wish, under the British flag, that

any one should be subjected to the misery which these

people would otherwise have to suffer. But policy, be-

cause, as we have said over and over again, we have got

to live together and want to live together. We hope that

we shall live together as friends."

The condition of the peasantry in Southern Italy, hy

excessive taxation, and the losses caused by the outbreak

of phylloxera, etc., has become so miserable that more

than 100.000 of them have left Naples during the present

year.

The Canadian Commissioner of Immigration has lately

said: "We expect next year to place 100,000 emi-

grants in Western Canada, and we shall probably draw a

third each from the United States, the United Kingdom
and the rest from Europe."

A recent despatch from London, says: The Indian Sec-

retary, in submitting the Indian budget statement in the

House of Commons pictured the increasing prosperity of

India, in spite of the ravages of famine, and said the only

item showing a decrease in revenue was opium. The in-

come for the current year was so ample that the Govern-

ment had decided to make a special grant of $7,500,000

for the relief of the sufferers from drought and famine,

and the Secretary expected that the surplus would still

exceed $8,500,000.

A famine appears to be imminent in Finland. The

barley and oat crops in the North have been ruined

by frosts following an extremely cold summer, and th(

damage has been increased by great floods swamping thf

flelds before the harvest was got in. Thousands of fami
lies are suffering from starvation and attendant diseases

In many places the peasants have been forced to sel

everything they possessed in order to obtain food, and an
eating bread made of the bark of trees. About 18,00(

persons have emigrated this year.

In a recent decision in the Provincial Civil Court in Vien
j

na it was held that a marriage between a man who describe
,

himself as having no religious faith and a woman who sal
J

she belonged to the Protestant church was invalid on atj

count of the differences of religion between thecontracil

ing parties, in spite of the contention submitted bythj
woman's counsel that such marriages are perfectly legil

in England, France and Germany.
'

The steamer Luxor reports that great earthquak'

s.hocks have considerably changed the harbor of Ocos •

Guatemala, and while in the neighborhood of San Boni i

was covered with ashes from the volcano of Mount Qu
made.

A dispatch from Rome of the 13th, says: The volcai

on Stromboli Island, off the north coast of Sicily, h

commenced a terrible eruption. A colossal column of fi

is rising and incandescent stones are being emitted fn

the craters. Many houses on the island have been d

stroyed.

A dispatch of the 13th from Auckland, New Zealat

says: According to advices received here from Ap
^

Samoa, via Tonga, a volcanic eruption has broken ont
j

Savaii, the westernmost and largest island of theSamoi

group. Six craters are reported to be emitting

and flames. In one village in the vicinity the

covered two inches deep with ashes.

According to a dispatch from Sydney, N. S. W., i

traordinary red dust storm has been experienced 'm^

toria and New South Wales. Darkness enshrouded] J

city of Melbourne at noon on the 14th. and balls

fell and set fire to several buildings. The people i

thrown into a state of panic. A similar cloud of redj

hung like a pall over the city of Sydney and manyi
towns on the same day.

German motor boats are now plying on the Dead 1

forming a line of communication from Jerusalem toF
the ancient capital of Moab, whence caravans sb

cross the desert of Arabia.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — For convenienc|

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and ,

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requel

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents each f
To reach the school by telegraph, wire West Chtj

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley,
~

Westtown Boarding School. — Application fol

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rl

to instruction and discipline should be addressed to f

Wm. F. Wickersham, Princiil

Payments on account of board and tuition, and
f

munications in regard to business should be forwarij

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester 01

Wanted, a teacher in the Friend's school for

children at Tunesassa, New Y'ork. Application

made to Caroline C. Scattergood,
626 Spruce Street, Pb|

or Hannah F. Carter, Mooreston

A meeting of the Friends' Educational Assoc!

will be held at Friends' Select School, 140 North Six
J

Street, on Seventh-day, Eleventh Month 22, at 2.3l|

Address, " The Relation of Hand-work to Intelliif

bv Hugh M. Browne, Principal, Institute for

Y'outh. Rachel WickersbaIj

Died, at his home, near Emporia, Kansas, Sixtt j
22nd, 1902, aged eighty-seven years,

twenty-six days, Curtis Hiatt; a beloved member
J

tonwood Monthly and Quarterly Meetings. His f

at the head of these and of Emporia Particular

since their first setting up nearly a half cent
,

Diligent in business, serving the Lord, he was i

in a life clean and blameless among men, acou

also a goodly inheritance for old age;—a nobled

wage-earner; kindly to those around him;

principles of the Society, but charitable and bsl

to those of lesser light. The flrst Frien''^

brother-in-law, to enter middle Kansas territi

many hardships. A friend and counsellor to I

and a peacemaker to the settlement that so''

Alas! there are too few like him, and hii
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BjVithdrawing of "Religioo" from Schools

by Competing Religions.

jjthout the religiou.s incentive it is doubt-

Ihether education, as a concern of parents

jieir offspring, would be pursued on eartii.

^jrning for children's afflii others' welfare

)jthe Source of all Gooti; and so it is of

nuai origin. By education is meant the

[jjfiment of what is good or best in man

liipnvtr to fitciiii; iiiin for a bi^utrl-c>iai.e

Rted in the future. The highest state is

ijvhich religion promises, and so all forms

rigion demand some training of their sub-

tfor the prize of their promise. A father

e| said to some of us, "We always meant

riaughter should be better than we were;"

iter parents are delighted that their as-

sjons even now seem realized. Centuries

•Jr, another echoed the real, but some-

H darkly obscured, yearning of every par-

i^"I have no greater joy than to see my
il'en walking in the truth." Even when

)f| error is taught to a nation as truth,

rUs sijf)k to conform their children to it,

ipcausc'it is error, but because they have

jjpersuaded it is the truth. A parent, he-

}l he is a parent, wants his child trained

' le best, and therefore for the religious

li Even if religious doctrine be divorced

mschools, still schools are sought unto for

pjbetterment of the mind as they will give,

Benlargement of it for higher things.

Hi exclusion of religious doctrine from pub-

shools is not because all classes and sects

i^: desire religious truth inculcated in their

en, but because of a jealousy of some

may not be of their own ecclesiastical

. These practically say, "Unless it is

rand of doctrine that is taught, none

lljbe taught." Then when the Holy Scrip-

though most largely recognized in civi-

lized lands as the highest literary storehouse

of religion and righteousness, are cast out

from the schools, along with vocal prayers

and hymns, the same who have conspired to

banish all these vestiges of religious expres-

sion turn round and arraign the public school

sj-stem as devoid of all religious element and

"dangerous because godless." But at whose bid-

ding were they stripped of intended means of

religion ? By the same who denounce the .schools

for this condition of the coraplainers' making.

Such is the usual respect returned to those

who surrender religious principle, by those

whom they have accommodated.

Since now it has come to pass that public

education has in its outward form become by

law mostly secularized, there seems no re-

course for religiously concerned parents but

to the setting up of denominational schools in

which their religious views may have free

opportunity. This need has long been antici-

pated uy the Society of Jx.'onucJ, whc'se re-

ligious doctrines, from near the time of its

origin, have been safe-guarded in schools

founded by Friends "for the religious and

guarded education of their children." In no

other schools would our religious principles

have been a definite accompaniment of educa-

tion. Had these specific views been made

and kept more definite to the minds of youth,

the spirit of our doctrine would not have been

replaced by the wind of doctrine so much as

now appears. Not now would large and major

sections still holding the name of Friends on

the very grounds from which Friends first

came out, be excusing themselves by saying

"We have been converted by our converts!"

They, admitted as members unconvinced of

that which gave the Society a distinct right of

existence, have drawn us under the same non-

convincement to meet them more than half

way, or the whole of the way."

An eminent investigator of the religious life

of children tells us that the child in his early

years, up to twelve, will implicitly believe any

form of religion that is taught him. This is

his age of credulity, of undoubting receptiv-

ity. Between twelve and sixteen a doubting

condition comes up. This is the critical pe-

riod which the -Jesuits, the shrewdest of all

educators, take in hand, to shape the faith of

youth into settled Romanism. Here the nat-

ural doubts need to be met, and parried, or

turned into courses of convincement, and

guided into such establishment that "when he

is old he will not depart from it." The un-

settled time is the best settling time for the

understanding teacher to fix the bias upon be-

liefs. It may be doubted whether our train-

ers for Friends' doctrines are thus wise in

their generation. Therefore it may rwt be

doubted why the general discernment of doc-

trine and testimony among us has become so

nebulous.

The abolition of the Bilde and of stated doc-

trine from schools need not leave so great an

unspiritual vacuum in their nurture and influ-

ence as our zeal for the letter might fear.

"The kingdom of God is not in word but in

power." .^nd the power of an endle.^s life in

a Christian teacher makes him or her a priest

unto God of the universal priesthood of be-

lievers, that will not fail of a religious minis-

try. Though the printed- Bible be in sight or

no-;, j€i us iu 1.S ofMii sa-Iii,' ".A Chiii.i,iy_
0'

"•• 't

the on' , Bible that the majority of people will

read." A school, in its established respect

for a truly Christian teacher, will learn to es-

teem the book and the Christ of which he or

she is a living epistle, and as there will be no

concealment of the fact that such a teacher is

a lover of the sacred Scriptures, such com-

mendation of them will be attractive to their

contents, and bv no means so tiresome as the

perfunctory readinu of the Bible often is.

Yet we deem the frequent reading and learn-

ing of the Scriptures indispensable to the true

purposes of education. But the absence of

them is not wholly irreparable where in living

editions of them the life represents the letter

and adorns the doctrine.

It is refreshing to observe the advanced

spiritual ground on which education is placed

by lecturers who have investigated the inner

history oi the chiLd's mmd. Many of their

utterances seem like Quaker sermons repro-

duced.

Also a large class of the teachers in the

land are religiously concerned. They would

never have taken up such a work except under

spiritual aspirations in themselves and for the

elevation of others. They may have no tech-

nical profession of a special religion, but they

have a measure and manifestation of the Di-

vine Spirit and so of Him who came not to

please Himself. Instrumentally "a little child
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shall lead them," and spiritually He who was

the holy child Jesus. Through such spirits in

education public schools are, in an undercur-

rent of life and motive, more religious in a

Christian sense than appears on the surface.

We cannot speak so highly of the contamina-

ting associations of youth with youth bred in

contaminating households or neighborhoods.

Even in schools set for a guarded religious

education, the.se are the chief bane of influ-

ence. But what seems foul ground is no dis-

couragement against the planting of the seed.

As the seed is cleaner than the ground, so will

the harvest be, in its coming up higher. The

seed is our ground for courage, and the good

seed is the Word of (Jod. primarily neither a

Book nor formulated dogma, but the Life which

inspired the Book and is the witness for the

truth of doctrine. These seeds of life lodged

in the inner being of children, will in their

true development yet require the Book and

discern sound doctrine.

The Strenuous Life.

There are men, and plenty of them, who
start the business of the day, or thinking

about the business of the day, almost as soon

as they are out of bed, and keep it up with

scarcely an interval until they turn in at

night. The business telegrams and letters

brought to the bed room in the morning and

the continuation of mental labor and worry

into the small hours of the next morning, un-

til sL-'er inability to go on compels a reluctant

lialt for sleep, are evil modern phenomena
that occur too often. And the hurried mid-

day lunch is not worse for the digestion than

it is for the mind, which is thus cheated of

its due pause for rest. This is certainly not

the way to get most work done in the long run.

The men who have put most work into their

lives and been able to keep on longest at it

have been men, like Gladstone, who knew the

full value of absolutely banishing work from
their minds for some time every day. In the

height of political excitement Gladstone could

always contrive to shut out politics and official

business for an hour or two while he read

Greek or a story.

One may seek his relaxation with a tennis

racket or a bicycle, another with a book, an-

other in talk (not about business); but com-
plete relaxation in some form every man
should have every day. And an entire and ab-

solute holiday, long enouch to count, is no
less indispensable every year. The meaning
of "rest" varies with the individual; to one
it is rest to climb the Alps or cycle fifty miles

a day, to another to lie under a tree or on the

beach. But in some form the rest is inevita-

ble, unless the breakdown is to come. The
hour from which business is entirely excluded

every day, the weeks from which it is entirely

excluded every year, must never be neglected

by the man who means to last.

—

London Ex-
press.

Alas! if my best Friend, who laid down his

life for me, were to remember all the instan-

ces in which I have neglected Him, and to

plead them against me in judgment, where

should I hide my guilty head in the day of

recompense? I will pray, therefore, for bless-

ings upon my friends, though they cease to be

so, and upon my enemies, though they con-

tinue SMC^i.— Cowper

.

The Spoiled Child.

This article is not meant as a plea, nor even

as an excuse, for the spoiling of children; but

it is a protest to parents against spoiling a

child and then blaming him for being what he

becomes through his parents' mistakes.

We hear in these days a great deal about

the ingratitude and lack of respect of Ameri-

can children toward their parents. That the

parents themselves are to blame in most in-

stances cannot be denied by any one who will

take the trouble to study the cause of this

state of affairs. When fathers and mothers

realize that lack of discipline comes nearer to

cruelty than to kindness, we shall have fewer

children who have not learned to respect old

age and who do not know the beauty of the

Fifth Commandment.
The mistakes most parents make is in being

too unselfish. Unselfishness in a parent, car-

ried beyond a certain point, encourages sel-

fishness in the child. Fathers and mothers

work and save and deny themselves for the

benefit of their offspring, consoling themselves

with the hope that when the little ones are

grown their reward will come; but it too often

happens that when the sons and daughters

reach the stage where it is possible for them
to make life easier for their parents they have

become so accustomed to seeing father and

mother "doing without " that they never even

reaii>.e that this condition of affairs ought to

be reversed. The one argument in favor of

boarding schools for children whose parents

are living is that in them a child learns to take

his chances with other children. At home his

parents love him whether he is cross and surly

or sweet-tempered and affectionate ; at board-

ing school he soon discovers that if he would

be loved by his teachers he must be lovable ;

if he would win friends among his companions

he must show himself friendly.

It is not fair to a child whose parents have

allowed him to grow up selfish that the world

should blame him because he is so ; but the

world does just that. It is too busy to probe

below what we seem to be, to learn what we
are; and w-hen it finds a man or a woman who
is selfish, who expects too much of it, it does

not argue the matter—it simply lets that man
or that woman alone.

This is why parents should look beyond the

present moment in dealing with their little

ones. We all desire for our children, w-hen

they shall have become men and women, hap-

piness, success, power. Shall we not, then,

do all we can to fit them to fill the ))ositions

we crave for them? Do we not all know peo-

ple whose power to control others is lost

through inability to control themselves?

The greatest kindness we can do the little

ones, who may owe the happiness or the mis-

ery of their after lives to our direction of

their earlier years, is to instil into them that

mastery of self which is the foundation of a

well-balanced nature, and without which no

man or woman can attain to a high degree of

development—physically, mentally, or mor-

ally.

—

The Household.

At a Meeting for Sufferings held in Phi ^
phia the 15th of ye 4th Mo., 1779. thfol!

lowing Epistle was communicated
t(|his

Meeting, and the seasonable advice tlleji)

contained being well approved, is ear'.tlv

recommended to the serious attenti
; of

Friends within the compass of thelW
Meeting for Pennsylvania and New J- 'ey,

An Epistle from the national Half- ir'j

Meeting, held in Dublin, by adjournLjti

from ye 3d Day of ye Fifth Month, 17'
| to

ye 7th of ye same, inclusive. To the M(',|ilr

and Quarterly Meetings, and other Meio^
of Discipline of Friends in Ireland.

Dear Friends and Brethren- :

We have, in this our general assembly Imb

deeply affected and humbled under the sctiw.

ful view and feeling of the declined st;,i of

many in our Society from the Life and wet

of pure Religion; and that humble, self/ny.

ing conversation which it leads into; and Ider

this concern we have been afresh madteel-

ingly sensible of the great loss and hiir that

both individuals, and the Society in gelral,

have sustained by letting out the min;aDii

affections after great things in this life; 'any

of the professors of Truth, as it is in fus,

departing from under the discipline of h ]iol_v

cross, have let up an high and aspiring sm'

that affects ostentation and show, and

after many superfluities, to gratify th

and ambitious cravings of the unmortifie

in them: the noble simplicity of ma
habit, and deportment, which Truth le

still leads into, hath been much de

from; the plainness of apparel which
guislied our religious profession i-i I

many despised, and the testimony whi

have been called to bear against the ur

foolish fashions of the world has been

pled. as under foot; the mind, not liraii

the girdle of Truth, hath coveted an evjov-

etousness; the wedge of gold and the iby-

lonish garment have been the objects ite

inordinate desire. And one examplir ' aj-

other, and the lesser fondly copying aft,tk

greater, an evil emulation hath gotten i.noi

provoking one another to love and good 'rkf,

but vying with each other in the grand'' of

their houses, the order and provision olheir

tables, the richness of their furniture, a tbe

gaiety of the'r own dress, and that olieii

children, contrary to the self-denial, tl4u-

mility and meekness prescribed b/efthe -

of Christ, in which they profes^ to b

and the constant tenor of the salutary a

of the Society they pnjfess themselves

bers of, from the beginning to this ver

:

Every superfluous thing occasions a

fluity of expense; and superfluity of e;

tequires extensive, and frequently exoi

and precarious engagements in trade, i

the capital and abilities of the maiiai>!

support it. And when their own t';iilf.'»;

too frequently keep up dishonouraMe st^'ii|

the prorerty of other men, till inso't'
i

fatally ensues to the ruin of themselv

families, the loss and damage of their rw-

itors, the reproach of Truth, and the re

trouble of friends, who are concerm .1 t u";

good order amongst us.

It is an undoubted truth, that tlie ' "

which doth not frequently recur to i

'''

principles will go to decay; if thiiiwlfc
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jto our beginning we shall find, that from

Jeginning it was not so; in a postscript to

irly epistle from the Province-meeting at

iedermot we have this lively description

le effect Truth had in that day. "Then

;hey) great trade was a great burthen,

reat concerns a great trouble; all need-

hings, fine houses, rich furniture, gaudy

el, were an eye-sore; nur eye being sin-

) the Lord, and the inshining of his Light

r hearts, which gave us the sight of the

jiiedge of the glory of God ; this so affected

ninds, that it stained the glory of all

|ly things, and they bore no mastery with

'l
The divine principle of Light and Grace

ijns still the same, and would work the

effect in us, if we were obedient thereto!

even introduce gradually, by the opera-

if its divine power, the new creation in

: Jesus, whereby man, returning from

II, would be placed in dominion over all

eatures.

i are therefore, dear Friends, impressed

h zealous concern of mind, in this day of

when "the judgments of the Lord are in

wth, that the inhabitants thereof may
righteousness."~Isa. 26:9. As this

me of danger, uncertainty, and distrust,

ijjst earnestly desire that friends may let

moderation in all things appear, that

swho have launched out extensively in

j with as little delay as possible, set

contracting their engagements therein

moderate compass, and instead of risqu-

e reputation of Truth, the peace of their

linds, and the welfare of their immortal

I in grasping at things beyond their

B in order to provide for superfluous ex-

s reduce their wants and expenses within

mits and bounds of Truth, and then a

rade with frugality and industry will be

n| sufficient,

love of money is a sore evil, "which
some have coveted after, they have

eifrom the faith, and pierced themselves

o|;h with many sorrows."—1 Tim., 6 : 10.

I'le Truth itself therefore, dear Friends,

ilate and limit us in our pursuits: "A
nllife consisteth not in the abundance of

Ihings which he possesseth."—Luke
:|j. And the limitation and order pre-

iW by him who is the Truth, the Way, and
jfe, is this: "Seek ye first the kingdom
td and his righteousness, and all these

fi
. shall be added unto you."—Mat. 6 : 33.

n who 'have transgressed this holy bound-

, nd reversed this heavenly order, in giv-

e preference to the pursuit of earthly

f sions, have in themselves, or their off-

ir, furnished a verifying proof of the

1 ation of the Almighty by his prophet,

: Ye looked for much, and lo it came to

1( and when ye brought it home, I did

wipon it: Why? saith the Lord of Hosts,
356 of mine house that is waste, and ye

1 -ery man to his own house."—Hag. 1 ; 9.

V
I let those, whom Divine Providence hath

isj^red and blest with abundance of the

^hings of this life, ever bear in remem-
3, that "the earth is the Lord's and the

s thereof."— Psal. 24:1. And that we
countable stewards, each for his share,

tJ3 manifold mercies we receive at his

i«| Let them then as 20od stewards use

me with a due regard to the pointings

and limitations of Truth, not indulging them-
.selves in any thing wherein is excess; and
thereby setting an evil example to others

whose abilities cannot well bear the expense,

and yet from the depravity of human nature
may be tempted to copy after them. For
those of the foremost rank in Society, by the

assistance of Divine Grace, may do much
good; or neglecting it, by the infiuence of

their example occasion much evil therein.

We therefore earnestly desire, that those who
are thus favoured may seriously co-operate

with our concern in setting a good example;
and we hope it will have a happy influence on

others, who may be discouraged from aiming
at expense unbecoming their cii'cumstances.

when they behold those, who have it in their

power, decline it through their regard to

Truth, and for preserving inviolate the testi-

mony of a good conscience toward God; the

experienced apostle very pathetically, in his

directions to Timothy, points out the particu-

lar duty of this class of Christians" "Charge
them that are rich in this world that they be

not high-minded, nor trust in uncertain riches,

but in the living God, who giveth us richly all

things to enjoy ; that they do good, that they

be rich in good works, ready to distribute,

willing to communicate; laying up in store for

themselves a good foundation against the time

to come, that they may lay hold on eternal

life."— I Tim. 6:17, 18, 19.

Finally, Brethren and Sisters, as example

must accompany preceot, if we be sincere to-

ward God, we desire especially that ministers,

elders, overseers, and other active members
in the Society, may seriously, in the first place,

set about this necessary work of retrenching

and reformation where needful; that their

nearest connexions, their children and fami-

lies, in regard to the point of view in which

their partners in life and parents are placed,

may lay to heart the evil consequences of their

deviating from the simplicity of Truth, and

the pernicious influence of their evil example;

that these, and the children the Lord hath

given them, being as signs and good examples

from the Lord of Hosts, they may go forth

strengthened by the cleansing of their own
hands and those of their families, and so be

enabled to say to the flock, "P'ollow us as we
follow Christ." And that parents heads of

families, and all friends, each in their proper

places, may be engaged to wash their hands

in innocency, and be qualified to encompass

the Lord's holy altar, that the "offerings of

-Judah and .Jerusalem may be pleasant to the

Lord, as in days of old, and as in former

years."

In the extendings of that real affection,

which desires your present and everlasting

well-being, we salute you, and conclude.

Your Friends and Brethren.

Signed on behalf of our said Meeting, by

John Gough, Clerk.

The Bible illustrates the best elements of

historical writing: and every page gives proof

that its writers wrote in the conscious pres-

ence of the living God. Its biographies are

matchless; this difficult species of writing is

here seen to perfection. Truth dominates

every part; infirmities and excellencies are

faithfully portrayed. This fact is an evidence

of its inspiration; uninspired writers would

have denied or concealed the sins, and would
have magnified or created the virtues of their

heroes. Its influence or language is wonder-

ful; it has fixed the form of our language, and

it ennobles and exalts every language into

which it is translated.

—

Robert Stuaii ,\[(ic Ar-

thur.

Livable.

A neighbor, speaking of another, called her

"livable."

"Livable?" repeated her listener, "Liv-

able? That must be a local word. 1 don't

think I ever heard it before."

"It mav be local," was the answer, "and
it may be bad, and it may be good; but it's

just what I mean. She's Uvahle. She's been

brought up in a large family, and she's had to

be. if she meant to be comfortable herself and

let other folks be comfortable, too. There

were more livable folks when 1 was a girl than

there are now, and I think the large families

had a good deal to do with it, though of course

not everything.

"There were plenty of people then who
never got their corners worn down, no matter

how many brothers and sisters they had; but

even when they rasped, those days, they got

along together after a fashion.

"Nowadays! Sometimes it stumps me fair

and square why the nice people I know in nice

families can't seem to stand each other's little

ways.

"I don't say it is not .w ,• when the doctors

say they can't, and it generally ends in doctors,

I suppose they truly can't. It's nerves, and

nobody understands nerves unless the doctorB,

and I'm a long way from being sure that

they do.

"But iust count up sometime the families

where there's always one member mysteriously

off visiting, and then the number of folks you

know that separate when they'd naturally stay

together, if only they could hit it off—lone

sisters and only surviving bachelor brothers,

and mothers and only daughters, and all sorts

of family remnants that ought to be each

other's best comforts. But as soon as they

try living together, one of them gets nervous

prostration, or is ordered off quick to travel

somewhere where the climate don't agree with

the other one.

"They're fond enough of each other, gener-

ally, and they aren't generally ugly-tempered.

They're just not livable.

"It can't be endured always, and it can't

be cured sometimes; but Pm firm in believing

it could be often prevented. If, when folks

first began to harden in their own little 'ways,'

and fret over the 'cranks' of those they care

most for, they'd stop and think where they

were getting to, nine times out of ten they'd

pull up in time, and get their nerves and feel-

ings and foolish frettings tight in hand before

they ran away with them! And outside the

great, deep foundation virtues, if I had a

daughter, the little virtue— if it is a little vir-

tue—I'd choose for her, would be just that -

being lirnhlr. It's an all-round, lifelong bless-

ing to whomsoever it concerns."

—

Late paper.

Few Things and Many.—Christ's call to

special service comes to us when we are en-

gaged in the faithful discharge of our ordina-

y work. This is a lesson written large across
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the page of Scripture. It was when Moses

was feeding his father-in-law's flocks that he

was called to be the leader of Israel; it was
when Gideon was threshing his wheat in the

wine-press that he received his commission to

destroy the Midianites; it was from the sheep-

folds of Beihlehem that David was called to

the throne; it was from their boats and their

nets that the apostles were called to evangel-

ize the world. How important is the lesson

this teaches us! Faithful discharge of the

task nearest us, however humble it be, is the

best preparation for the greatest work God
can call us to. The man who thinks his pres-

ent work beneath him will never rise above it.

For The FKrEND."

HYMN OF PEACE.
Lo ! the era is dawning by prophets foretold,

When love's sacred ties shall the nations enfold,

Earth's millions no longer shall hurt and destroy,

But blest deeds of kindness their hands shall em-
ploy.

Peace, peace, beautiful peace.

The world shall rejoice in this beautiful peace.

The glad hosts are coming that ne'er shall retreat.

Behold on the mountains their beautiful feet,

There's glory for mourning, there's gladness for

gloom,

And the wilds of the desert with roses shall bloom;
Peace, peace, glorious peace;

The world shall rejoice in this glorious peace.

The sword's bloody carnage is nearing its end.

When men shall their spears into pruning hooks
bend.

The lion and lamb together shall feed.

And the leopard and bear, little children shall lead,

Peace, peace, wonderful peace !

The world shall be glad in this wonderful peace.

A high court of justice the world shall maintain.
Through which all the nations shall victory gain,

There's a glad day coming when carnage shall

cease.

And man be restored to an Eden of peace.

Peace, peace, wonderful peace!

Mankind shall rejoice in this wonderful peace.

Oh! the world has grown weary with bloodshed
and wrong.

It longs for the strains of the jubilee song.

The glad day is nearing when carnage shall cease.

For Immanuel's realm is a kingdom of peace.

Peace, peace, wonderful peace!

In Immanuel's realm is a wonderful peace.

Mahlon Oliphant.
Westbranch, Iowa., Eleventh Mo. 17th, 1902.

He who hath appointed thee thy task will pro-

portion it to thy strength and thy strength to

the burden which He lays upon thee. He who
maketh the seed grow thou knowest not how
and seest not, will, thou knowest not how,
ripen the seed which He hath sown in thy heart

and leaven thee by the secret working of his

good Spirit. Thou mayest not see the change
thyself, but He will gradually change thee,

make thee another man. Only yield thyself

to his moulding hand, as clay to the potter, hav-

ing no wishes of thy own, but seeking in sin-

cerity however faint, to have his will fulfilled

in thee, and He will teach thee what to pray
for and will give thee what He teaches thee.

He will retrace his own image on thee line by
line, effacing by his grace and gracious disci-

pline the marks and spots of sin which have
defaced it.

—

Edward B. Pusey.

THE IVIID-V7EEK HOUR.
Only a few of us gathered in

From the worldly jar and worry and din,

To the midweek hour of prayer;

With laggard steps from a snowy wold

We turned, our hearts grown sad and cold.

Burdened with toil and care.

The angels of Love and peace came near,

And hushed all clamor and strife and fear

In the hearts of the gathered few;

A heavenly presence filled the place,

Revived each soul with renewing grace,

And awakened hope anew.

Then crosses that seem too hard to bear.

And losses that burdened life with care,

Grew light in faith's bright rays:

So blest the joy of the sacred hour

When hearts respond to the Spirit's power.

In the joy of prayer and praise.

As back to the work of the world we went
Each heart was on willing service bent

The blessing of love to share;

With souls revived, and hearts made strong.

The power of the word to pass along

From that holy hour of prayer.— S. Jean Walker.

The Clear Vision of Mononcue, the Wyandotte,

About Liquor Selling.

When Judge Raymond, the appointee for

the new judicial district of the United States

Court in the Indian Territory, made his first

charge to the Grand Jury the other day, he

drew their particular attention to the Govern
ment statute prohibiting the manufacture or

sale of intoxicants in the Territory, and, tell-

ing them it was his belief that a very large

proportion of all the overt crimes were due to

strong drink, asked them to make inquiry

faithfully as to every violation of this liquor

statute, and present an indictment against

every offender.

In my library there is a book written by

.James B. Finley, and published in Cincinnati,

nearly fifty years ago, entitled "Life Amons
the Indians," or "Personal Reminiscences and
Historical Incidents Illustrative of Indian Life

and Character."

Pastor Finley was a Methodist, residing for

years subsequent to the notable Treaty of

Greenville, among the Wyandottes, located in

the region between the Manmee and Scioto

rivers.

It is remarkable how often the subject of

liquor drinking, as a baneful factor in the

work of Christianizing the red man, darkens

the course of the narrative. I will select two
passages only. They relate to the convert,

Mononcue. a remarkable man, earnest in ex-

hortation and prayer.

"Late in the evening we reached the Lower
Rapids of the Maumee River, and forded it

just above the principal rapid. We rode ten

miles that night, and put up at a public house

kept by a man who had made a profession of

religion."

Before retiring to rest after an exceedingly

arduous travel, the guests rendered thanks to

the Almighty for his loving kindness and care.

The narrative continues:

"My old friend (Mononcue's) soul was fired

with his theme, and he prayed as if the heav-

ens and the earth were coming together.

"When we arose from our knees, he and
Gray Byes went and shook hands with all in

the house, weeping and exhorting theij

Indian, to turn to God, believe and live.

We had a good meeting, for

family wept. . . .

" After we retired, brother Mononcue i

me:
" 'Is this man religious?

'

"I said. 'Yes, I believe so.'

" 'How can this be,' said he, 'whil

keeps and sells the fire waters? I the

that religious men were to love God an

men, and not do any evil; and can there

worse evil than the keeping and raeasurini

this destructive thing which makes menc:

and leads them to commit any crime, lej

murder?'
"I told him it was a great evil and sin.lnd

I could not see how any man could be 'od

and practice it; that it never did any
j (j,

but was always productive of the worst cri,-,s

"He then replied that all such ought be

kept out of the Church, or turned out if ey

were in and would not quit it.

"I agreed with him in sentiment; so, :|er

prayer, we spread our blankets and coram y
ourselves to sleep." ;

On another occasion, lamenting the dir-

ders and murders that had occurred arog

his tribe, the Wyandottes, because of thi

water brought to his people by the whitSi

pertinently asked: "What good can it (.;

men to make and send out poison to kill

friends? Why this is worse than our In(

killing one another with knife and tomah

If the white people would hang them a; up

that make it and sell it, they would soonl^-
it off, and then the world would have m|

Weil, here is an untutored Indian, w|
his guilelessness, is persuaded that the li

business is worse than the old-time tomah;

ing, and that those who hand out to
'

fellow men that which steals away their bi

and leads them to commit murder are

of the evil deed, and if justice had its

should be hanged.

So summary a corrective as that I do

endorse; but, were the good Mononcoe

living, I have no doubt he would

thank Judge C. W. Raymond, who at Mi'

gee, is not far distant from the

home of the Wyandottes, on the upper wf

of the Neosho in the northeasterly come

the Indian Territory. Would not

also say "I agree," to that conviction of

Methodist Conference which aflirnis that'i

liquor traffic cannot be licensed without si

It is a happy presage for the Indians of e

tribe that the training school at Car

stands for Total Abstinence.

—

Josiah W.h
in The Redman and Helper.

lire

I

The Simplicity of Greatness.—Mai^ji

ago the licentiates of Princeton Semii

were in the habit of preaching at a sts

some distance from that place. Among t

habitual hearers, was a sincere and hnn;

but uneducated Christian slave called Ul*

Sam, who on his return home would trytoiU

his mistress what he could remember die 1

sermon, but he would always complain that le

students were too deep and learned for hi

One day, however, he came home in g n

good humor, saying that a poor "unlarnf d
I

man, just like himself, had preached that ', i

who he supposed, was hardly fit to preac « i
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jite people; but he was glad he came for

U for he could remember what he had

]qxi inquiry it was found that Uncle

i"uiilarnt" old preacher, was Archibald

jder, who when he heard the criticism

jwas the highest compliment ever paid

keaching.—Selected.

I

Science and Industry.

J New Stamps.— For the tirst time since

pe Post Office Department, with the

iL-e of the new series of stamps now in

lition, will- make use of the American

i]i one of its designs. This will be a part

U
two-cent stamp, which, by the way.

har little resemblance to the one now

Jt. The familiar portrait of Washing-

\lll be succeeded by a photograph taken

itilbert Stuart's famous painting. The

if Washington, so long known to the

1 using public was drawn from Houdon's

cast. Let the public, then, soon take

t view of the likeness of Washington.

is doubtless more than any other im-

1 upon the popular mind.

p experts think that this new two-cent

with its superb likeness of Washing-

5 draped flags, its wreaths of laurel

n the lower corner.s, and the general

of text and artistic elfect, logether

16 remarkable excellence of the mechan

ork, will make this the finest postag(

ever produced. Every effort has from

rt been made to have this series a type

jrican achievement in the engraving art.

I(|els for four stamps of the new series

[ready been completed; the denomina

isl'f two, four, tight and thirteen cents.

othe designs are distinctive and are said

i0f rare artistic merit. It is noted that

^ 1, now brought into the stamp for the

me since 1869, were then used on a de-

ition which the public rarely ever saw

—

tirty-cent.

—

Boston Transcript.

!B^-PUU1F1CATI0N OP RlVEU WATEKS.—
>|5sue between Chicago and St. Louis,

abned by the opening of the Chicago

iilge canal, through which the sewage of

ici;o is conducted to the Mississippi River,

jis Plaines and Illinois rivers, is based

mihe condition in the minds of the people

StjLouis that there will arise effects detri-

nt to the water of the Mississippi River

tilt city. The whole dispute centers,

irJjre, about the old moot question as to

V ne a distance it is necessary for a river

flff in order to purify itself.

iV'jknow from chemical analysis and physi-

e|imination that a varying degree of puri-

itin takes place in a river. In early days

8 las thought to be due to aeration, and

I limbling of water down mountain sides

:ale the basis for poetic typification of

rij. The experiments of the Massachu-

to State Board of Health have shown that

)n has little or no effect upon the con-

of organic matter in water— that is, the

;ac matter is not assisted in its oxidation

alitation in the air. It was also found

le highest degree of activity in oxida-

"ocesses is to be found in quiescent or

.glint waters. It then became clear that

irification in a sluggish stream is far

that dams and other impediments have a ben- knowing how. Some children are so uiducky

eficial effect upon the condition of water in as to be born with their hip- joint out of its

river channels.
j

socket. Uf course unless the joint can be put

The promulgation of these facts led to an in place such children are cruelly crijjpled for

entire change in the ideas concerning the dis- ! life. This misfortune had happened to the

tance necessary for stream purification, and it
j

little daughter of Armour. He learned that

is now understood that no hard and fast rules the surgeon who succeeded best in these hip-

t

'teaffective than in a swift current, and

can be set for guidance in determining the

purifying power of any water-course. A Royal

Commission, appointed to inquire into the con-

ditions of England's rivers, reporting to the

English Parliament in the early seventies, held

that no stream in the United Kingdom was
sufficiently long to effect its own purification.

The familiar and oft-quoted principle is that a

stream purifies itself in twenty miles, but how
this distance was ever determined or who was

responsible for its general acceptance is a

matter of doubt; certain it is that the state-

ment is entirely wrong in the majority of

cases. Pettenkoffer, Hering, Stearns, and

others have given formula which are undoubt-

edly true for the rivers upon which these gen-

tlemen worked, but which can in no wise be

accepted for rivers in general, and it remains

for the investigator to determine by actual ex-

periment the purifying power of each stream

with which he has to deal.

The work of examination of the surface

waters of the United States, recently inaugu-

rated in the Division of Hydrography of the

United States Geological Survey, in co-opera-

tion with the various college laboratories

throughout the country, will be useful in the

determination of the self-purifying powers of

many of the interstate rivers. These results

will be highly beneficial to the municipalities

and corporations which may be looking toward

the establishment of sewerage systems and

purification works.

During the coming winter it is expected

that M. 0. Leighton, hydrographer of the

Geological Survey, will take up this work

upon various rivers in Indiana and Illinois,

and will so far as possible extend this research

to the streams which at the present time are

of great interest to the inhabitants of th

Mississippi Valley.

Winter Home Study.—I wish that many of

our farmers would adopt a plan of winter

home study that would interest the children

along the lines tending to improved agricul-

ture. I have spoken several times of Profes-

sor Hodges's new book on "Nature Studies,"

and once or twice have made reference to

Professor Comstock's "Insect Life." Consid-

erable of the work suggested in these books

can be done in the winter, as well as in the

summer, especially if you begin about Elev-

enth Month, when farm work is slacking.

Make a thorough study of what Comstock has

to say on orchard life, and brook life, and

pond life, and roadside life, and then next

summer complete the work out of doors

There really is no reason why every farm

should not be a college. There is no reason

why the boys should run away, or be sent away

to a distance to pick up facts which are occur-

ring right under their noses at home.

—

E. P.

Powell, in Tribune Farmer.

The Advantage of Knowing How.—There

was given in Chicago, on Tenth Month 1.3th,

a wonderful exhibition of the advantage of

joint cases was Professor Lorenz, of Vienna,

so he opened negotiations with Professor Lo-

renz, and was able to induce him to come to

Chicago and put little Lcdita Armour's hip to

rights. He came and did the operation. The
next day he went to the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, and there in the amphitheatre,

with eight hundred doctors and students look-

ing at him, he did for nine afflicted children

the same service he had done for Armour's

child. The newspaper account of how he did

it describes the unconscious chi'd brought to

him, the "large projection at the hin-joint

caused bv the head of the dislocated femur,"

and the correpponding depression in the groin,

deep and discolored, with the surrounding

flesh shrunken and unnatural in appearance,"

showing where the head of the bone belonged.

Then, the despatch says:

"The surgeon took the leg in his hands,

drew it up at right angles to the body, and,

holding it, paused to say: 'The manipulations

I am about to make might with ease break the

bones of the leg. It is not necessary to break

bones, however. It is only necessary to know
how to handle them." A series of rapid, deft

turns, twists, and pulls followed. Suddenly

the surgeon paused. He held the leg in one

hand and pointed with the other to the spot

where the dislocation had been so apparent.

The spectators then saw the culminating point

of the operation. The ugly protrusion was

gone; the depression beside it was gone, too,

and except for the discoloration of the flesh,

the entire hip appeared like the other. The

eight hundred onlookers broke out in applause.

No knife had been used, nothing had been

done, as was formerly believed indispensable

to prepare the socket for the presence of the

dislocated femur. Knowledge, skill, a certain

amount of daring and precision of movement,

which showed a knowledge to a hair's-breadth

of how far to move and twist, had wrought

what medical men say will be a cure. It had

taken five minutes."

We all clap our hands with the eight hun-

dred who saw that miracle of skill. How it

happened that a surgeon from Vienna could do

what no surgeon in Chicago knew how to do

is not explained. But it has so happened,

and enviable the privilege of Dr. Lorenz in

discovering to his American brethren a pro-

cess so merciful, so etiicacious, and appar-

ently, so simple. There seems to be no doubt

that the operation is efficacious. Dr. Lorenz

says that the cure is permanent in every case

when the bandages are taken off.

—

Uarjier's

Weekly.

BuKNiNG Millions in Stamps as Fuel.-—

The coal strike has led to a strange spectacle

in a government department in Washington,

D- C, says the Cliristian Herald. It appears

that in spite of the high price of coal, it has

cost the government less by $\G0 than usual

to maintain the fires in the furnaces of the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing. To make

this saving, however, fuel has been cast into
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the furoaces for which the government paid

several million dollars. Beginning with Sev-

enth Alonth, 1901, when the stamp tax on

bank checks and telegrams was abolished

—

and other stamp taxes have been repealed this

year—wagon loads of unused stamps have
been sent to the Treasurj' for redemption. In

an ordinary way, these would have been de-

stroyed in the furnace provided for the pur-

pose, and the heat would have been wasted,

but with the scarcity of fuel it has been de-

cided to utilize them. The stokers sandwiched
a layer of fifty thousand dollars' worth of gov-

ernment securities between two thin layers of

coal, and at the end of a month it was found
that nearly a ton a day had been saved through
the use of the high-grade fuel. Since the re-

deemed securities must be destroyed, it is

well that the heat generated should be turned

to useful account. Paul's natural energy,

diverted into persecuting Christians, was after-

wards converted to missionary labor.

To Mend Family Manners.

Family manners are apt to suffer from too

much candor. We speak with great plainness

in the circle of our own kindred ; we comment
too freely on foibles : we express the contrary
opinion too readily and with too little courtesy.

A slight infusion of formality never harms
social intercourse, either in the family or else-

where.

Beyond this too common mistake of an over-

bluntness and brusque freedom in the manners
of a household, in some of our homes there is

a greater fault, even a lack of demonstration.

There is the deepest, sincerest love in the

home—the brothers and sisters would cheer-

fully die for one another if so great a sacrifice

were demanded—but the love is locked behind

a barrier of reserve. Caresses are infrequent,

words of affection are seldom spoken. It may
be urged with truth and some show of reason
that in the very homes where this absence of

demonstration is most marked there is com-
plete mutual understanding and no possibility

of doubt or misgiving, and, so far as it goes,

this is well. But often young hearts long un-

speakably for some gentle sign of love's pres-

ence, the lingering touch of a tender hand on
the head, the good-night kiss, the word of

praise, the recognition of afflection. Older
hearts, too, are sometimes empty, and many
of us, younger and older, are kept on short

rations all our lives, when our right is to be
fed with the finest wheat, and enough of it,

too.

Another suggestion which should not be

overlooked is the importance of politeness to

the little ones. To snub a small laddie need-
lessly, to order about a child on errands here
and there, instead of civilly presenting a re-

quest as one does to an older person, in each
case is an invasion of the rights of childhood.

|

The child on whom everybody practices polite-

ness will in turn be himself ready to oblige

and agreeable in manner, for the stamp of the

family is so plainly to be seen in every one as

the stamp of the mint on the coin, and it is as

indelible for time, and why not also for eter-

nity?

—

Margaret E. Sangster.

FRAGMENTS OF PRAYER
Infinite fragments of prayer,

Gathered from every clime,

Make an environment rare,

Sanctified tributes of time.

Tinges of eloquent tears,

Fresh from ths toil and the strife,

Breaking away from the fears,

Rising to rapturous life.

Wreaths of a beautiful form,

Dressed in the beams of the light.

Rise in the freshness of morn,
Bound for the throne that is white.

Breath of Jehovah's might,

Spirit of love sent down,
Chains of unbreakable light,

Binding the King to his own.
H. T. MiLl

Beamsville, Ont.

Dr. James Hamilton draws an instructive

lesson from the snows and icicles of winter.

He says: "On a winter's day I have noticed

a row of cottages with a deep load of snow on
their several roofs; but as the day wore on
large fragments began to tumble from the

eaves of this one and that other, till, by-and-

by, there was a simultaneous avalanche, and
the whole heap sild over in powdery ruin on
the pavement and before the sun went down
you saw each roof as clear and dry as on a

summer'-s eve. But here and there you would
observe one with its snow-mantle unbroken
and a ruff of stifli' icicles around it. What
made the difl'erence The difference was to be
found within. Some of these huts were empty,
or the lonely inhabitant cowered over a scanty
fire, whilst the peopled hearth and the high-

blazing faggots of the rest created such an
inward warmth that grim winter melted and
relaxed his grip, and the loosened mass tum-
bled over on the trampled street. It is pos-

sirble by some outside process to push the

main volume of snow from the frosty roof, or

chip off the icicles one by one. But they will

form again, and it needs an inward heat to

create a total thaw. And so, by sundry pro-

cess, you may clear off from a man's conduct
the dead weight of conspicuous sins; but it

needs a hidden heat, a vital warmih within,

to produce such a separation between the soul

and its besetting iniquities, that the whole
wintry incubus, the entire body of sin, will

come away. That vital warmth is the love of

(Jod abundantly shed abroad—the kindly glow
which the Comforter difl'uses in the soul which
He makes his home. His genial inhabitation

thaws that soul and its favorite sins asunder."

It is not the condition which makes miser-

able, but the want of God in the condition.

—

/. Penington.

A STORY is told of an old gentleman, who
lived in a large house, and had everything he
wanted and yet he was not happy. When
things failed to please him he would get cross

and speak sharply. His servants all left him,

and he was in great trouble. Discouraged, he
went to a neighbor's to tell him of his difficul-

ties. After listening to his story the neigh-

bor said, "It seems to me, my friend, it

woul 1 be well for you to oil yourself a little."

"To oil myself ! What do you mean?" "Let
me explain. Some time ago one of the doors
of our house had a creaking hinge. It made
such a disagreeable noise whenever it was
open or shut that nobody cared to touch it.

One day I oiled its hinges ,and since then we
have had no trouble with it."

Making the Most of His Life. •

They who live longest do not necefrji, *

make the most of life. Long life is destblj

provided the years are all filled witfc'iijt

which is good. But an empty life can
i-

redeemed from vanity by length of day
life tilled with good fruit is better thanVit
life. .Jesus, who made more of life tha u,
other did not live long. H'is life WE,cBti
short by violence while he was yet a \m <

man. A life poured out in blood for thcjite

!

of righteousness is far better spent thaone •

which has been carefully guarded anc^re-

.

served even down to old age at the expe • nf

righteousness and truth. In order to

the most of life it may be necessary I

it down as a sacrifice.

One who finds most pleasure does not j

sarily make the most of life. Some
there is nothing better in the world th '

have what they call a good time. They j

that aay lost which does not bring them s

social delight or worldly gratification. £ a

wise men agree that mere pleasure shoiibe.

sacrificed to some higher good. Thejjho

live in pleasure are dead while they live Je-

sus, whose life was a perfect model, nevtran

after pleasure. We do not know that htW
sought it for a moment. It was his mecbd
drink to do his Father's will and to Miih
work which was given Him to do. The; of

a good conscience and the approval othe

Heavenly Father are infinitely superior all

worldly pleasure.
'

The man who makes the most moneijm
not always make the most of life. Moi'is

not to be despised or thrown away. Mo /is

a means of great good when properly jaf.

But a "man's life consisteth not in the m-

dance of the things which he possesseth. A

millionaire may live a narrow and unsacac-

tory life. His millions will be a milljne

about his neck unless they are used for me

good purpose in the world. It is bett(f8r

to be rich in good works, rich in faith icli

toward God , rich in character, than to bi icb

in gold and silver.

It is thought by some that learning the

thing that makes life rich and grand. Jut

one may be learned without making mi' of

life. Learning is a good thing. Thestrcf

science affords wonderful satisfaction, 'ew

things contribute more to the enrichmetof

life than a well-stored and a well-disciped

mind But knowledge and learning araot

the principal thing. Some men are wistind

stronger without learning than others art ill

it. Jesus was not a learned man accord ;to

the standards O""" this world ; yet whe F

opened his mouth and spake, such strea

truth and wisdom proceeded from his en

ened mind that his learned enemies

"Whence hath this man these things,

having learned?" Peter and John wer

learned fishermen, yet they made the

richer by their wisdom, John Bunyai

not a learned man according to the stan

of this world, yet what scientist or philos

ever did so much as he to enlighten the y

The wisdom that cometh from above is f

ior to the wisdom of this world. It

the scientist but the saint, which livet

life which is life, indeed. It is

philosopher but, the Christian, that i

light of the world. It is not the schol;
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Dod man that makes the most of life.

istian Advocate.

The Pinehurst Tea-Farm.

BY MARY R. BALDWI

is tea has a delightful flavor," says the

who has dropped in for a call upon her

1 who has just returned from a winter's
'

in South Carolina.

3he tastes again of the cup offered for

•(hment, she adds new words of praise,

fie
hostess explains, to the surprise of

Her, that the tea was a product of her

iiountry, grown at Summerville, S. C, on

'nehurst farm. Perhaps there are others

)!ave not learned of the successful culture

in this section of the country who may
rested in hearing some of the facts re-

to the industry and of the beneficent

Ilk of the great undertaking.

'I experimental years with the plant Ite-

eighteen hundred, when the French

st Michaus set out some soecimen; at

i Middleton place, ten miles from Pine-

si Other attempts were made in the years

ding, but without success.

\|are told that in the years just before

the United States Government sent

inese seed for distribution in the South-

tes, but the conflict between the North

uth made it impossible at that time to

the attention or energy for the enter-

About 1880 the National Department
\|-icuiture set itself to undertake to estab-

business of growing the tea-plant, but

ifiinfortunate circumstances and a certain

^ssness with reference to the outcome
ild the commissioners against it, and so

(jivernment gave it no more thought.

%n private individuals took up the pur-

eind tried the chances on a very small

leand found such encouragement that the

ia was gradually enlarged until it em-

ci sixty acres and the annual crop is at

sjt five thousand pounds of tea.

!e|ous problems were presented at different

g\ of the experiments, even after success

nil assured for the enterprise. One,

jler the tea could bear a very low tem-

a re possible for the climate in which it

I -own, was solved in 1889 when the ther-

m;er fell to zero. The other important

is the question of labor, or, rather, the

sility of success financially when com-
i' the high rates paid to the pickers in

! Duntry with the low ones of China and
a, but that also has been settled through
13 of machinery and late devices in agri-

;iil implements, and the employment of

r women and children in the picking.

1(1' that the demand for the tea of our own
y is greater than the supply, the in-

efents for extending the area for its cul-

e multiolied. Then the United States

lajment of Agriculture has at last come
help of the man. Dr. Charles N. Shep-

ho has persevered through discourage-

that would have disheartened one of
• fiber, and the help given by the Gov-
it in the form of money is timely and
used wisely for new experiments in the

Jrrise.

uone must visit Pinehurst and take a ride

II a portion of the tea farm, and wander

along the avenues of its beautiful park, and
then enter the lecture room of the attractive

building in its bower of beauty, to get at the

meanings of tea-growing in our country. . . .

After exploring the park on the beautiful

morning and surrendering to the magical
charm of its rare beauty, one was somewhat
prepared upon entering the lecture room for

a new surprise in listening to Dr. Shepard's

account of the gradual growth in the tea cul-

ture. (.)ne could not help from the very first

of this lecture deciding that he spoke with

authority and that his enthusiasm was of a

sustaining quality.

He explained the needs and habits of the

plant from the seedling on. In the choice of

variety he staled that the locality had much
to do with the choosing, certain plants pro-

ducing well in their own climate doing much
less in others. The tea-planter having se-

lected the right sort for his ground and air,

produces as fast as possible a healthy, strong

bush, four or five feet high, and then begins

his pluckings, and from this first picking, as

he expressed it, "the struggle goes on be-

tween him and the plant." The successive

crops are called "flushes," and the quality of

the tea depends upon the age of the leaf.

What is named the "Pekoe tip" is the end of

a tender shoot, and this makes a high grade

when properly cured.

After the interesting story had been told

the audience was invited to visit the machin-

ery rooms, and later the parlors, to be re-

freshed by a cup of the Pinehurst tea, served

in dainty cups, which by the large company
was pronounced delicious. Packages of the

same brand were for sale, the proceeds to be

given to one of the charities of the vicinity.—

Advocate and Faviily Guardian.

Mistress of Her Work.—The Student, a

little paper published at Hiram College, of

which General Garfield was once president,

prints the following letter written by Lucre-

tia (iarfield to her husband some years ago,

and originally designed for no eye but his. It

might be helpful to many another whose lot is

one of hard work:
"I am glad to tell you that, out of all the

toil and disappointments of the summer just

ended, I have risen up to a victory, that si-

lence of thought since you have been away
has won for my spirit a triumph. I read

something like this the other day: 'There is

no healthy thought without labor, and thought

makes the labor happy.' Perhaps this is the

way I have been able to climb up higher. It

came to me one morning when I was making
bread, I said to myself, 'Here I am compelled

by an inevitable necessity to make our bread

this summer. Why not consider it a pleasant

occupation and make it so by trying to see

what perfect bread I can make.' It seemed

like an inspiration, and the whole of life grew
brighter. The very sunshine seeTied flowing

down through my spirit into the white loaves;

and now I believe my table is furnished with

better bread than ever before. And this truth

—old as creation—seems just now to have be-

come fully mine, that I need not to be the

shirking slave of toil, but its regal master,

making whatever I do yield me its best fruits."

To know about Christ is one thing: to know
Christ is quite another thing.

" Draw nigh to God, and He will draw nigh
to you. Cleanse your hands, ye sinners, and
purify your hearts, ye double minded."

—

James iv, 8.

'"Humble yourselves in the sight of the

Lord, and He shall lift you up."—.lames iv, 10.

It remains to be a solemn truth, that noth-

ing can draw to God but what proceeds from
Him; and whatever may he the eloquence or

oratory of man, if it be not the gift of God,

under his holy anointing, which aisvays has a

tendency to humble the creature and exalt the

Creator, it will in the end only scatter and
deceive. It has long ajipeared to me that true

vital religion is a very simple thing, although,

from our fallen state, requiring continual war-

fare with evil to keep it alive. It surely con-

sists in communion, and at times a degree of

union, with our Omnipotent Creator, through

the mediation of our Holy Redeemer. And
seeing these feelings cannot be produced by

elo(|uent discourses or beautiful illustrations

of Scripture, but by deep humiliation and fre-

quent baptisms of spirit, whereby the heart is

purified and fitted to receive a greater degree

of Divine influence ; seeing it is proiluced by

daily praver, by giving up our ow^n will, and

seeking above all things to do the will of our

Heavenly Father, surely there is cause to hope

that those who are convinced of this, and who
have tasted spiritual communion through this

appointed means, will never be satisfied with

anything, however enticing, which, if not

under the influence of the Holy Spirit, may
well be compared to the "sounding brass or

tinkling cymbal."
ElBventh Month 17th, 1902.

A YOUNG college student, who was under

religious impressions, was confused by the

suggestion, that he could not tell whether he

should continue faithful to the end. While

in this state of mind he called on one of the

professors, and spent some hours with him in

conversation. When he was about to go home
the professor accompanied him to the door,

and observing how dark the night was, pre-

pared a lantern, and handing it to his friend,

said "George, this little light will not show

you the whole way home, but only a step at a

time; but take that step, and you will reach

home safely." It proved the word in sea.son.

As George walked securely along, bright-

ened by the little lantern, the thought flashed

through his mind, "Why can I not trust my
Heavenly Father, even if I can't see my way

clear to the end, if He gives me light to take

one step."

Charles Spurgeon relates, that when at Co-

I gne one very rainy day, the window of the

room in which he was sitting overluoked a

public square in which stood a pump. To this

pump a man came with a yoke and two buck-

ets for water.

In the course of the morning, he came a

dozen times, and Spurgeon concluded that he

was a water carrier, who fetched water for

other families than his own. This man seemed

to him an illustration of a gospel minister.

He needs to go to the Source of living water.

not only for his own wants, but that he may

receive for the refreshment of others.

A man's own good breeding is the best se-

curity against other people's ill manners.
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A YOUNG man once expressed to Dr. Frank- 1

classified service, of whom 40,509 pass

,. . ,, ,
^

ui,„ „,„„ „<^ ,..„:r were appointed, promoted or transferred.
nhis surprise that a wealthy nan of their

|^.^^
^^^^t'

^^,j competitive examinations

acquaintance should be more assidaous in the I

prosecution of business than any of his clerks.

To illustrate to his friend the fact that care

and anxiety about wealth generally increase as

it soes, the doctor took an apple from the

fruit basket and presented it to a little child

who could iust toddle about the room. The

child could scarcely grasp it in his hand; he

then gave it another, which occupied the

other "hand. Then, choosing a third, remarka-

ble for its size and beauty, he presented that

also. The child, after many ineffectual at-

tempts to hold the three, dropped the last

on the caruet, and burst into tears. "See

there," said Franklin, "there is a little man

with more riches than he can enjuy."

f^KEAT Britain brews annually three hun-

dred and forty-tive million dollars worth of

beer.

Items Concerning the Society.

Meetings for religious worship for its members

(which all who are interested may attend) are ap-

pointed by Western District Monthly Meeting,

Philadelphia, to be held at its meeting-house on

Twelfth Street below Market, at 7.45 p. m., on

three Fourth-day evenings, namely, Eleventh Mo.

2Gth, Twelfth Month 3d and 10th.

An interesting exhibition by lantern sliies and

lecture, of the Doukhobors in various aspects of

their present condition in Canada, was given in

Friends' Select School building on the evening of

the 21st instant, by .Joseph Elkinton, who himself

took the photographic views during his last sum

mer"s visit among that people.

Henry T. Outland, of Rich Square, N. C, has

been paying a religious visit in these parts, at-

tending Quarterly Meeting at West Grove on the

21st instant, and appointed meetings in Reading,

Pa., on the following First-day afternoon and

evening, besides the meeting at Malvern in the

forenoon of the same day, attending Burlington

and Bucks Quarterly Meeting on Third-day, and

expecting a meeting at London Britain, Pa., on

Fourth-day, P. M.

The meeting-house at Raysville, Indiana, was

subject to a dynamite explosion recently, because

prominent members had successfully resisted the

encroachment of the liquor interest in its neigh-

borhood.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—The e.xamination of witnesses before

the Anthracite Commission has been going on. Prom-

inent among these has been John Mitchell, President of

the Miners' Union. A physician gave it as his opinion

before the Commission that 90 per cent, of the men en-

gaged about the mines at the age of fifty years are af-

flicted with some form of rheumatism. The effect of

particles of coal getting into the lungs of the men, he

said, was that it brought on bronchial troubles, and

eventually a peculiar form of consumption. Another phy-

sician testified that a comparison of fatalities on all

railroads of the United States with those in the anthra-

cite fields shows that 2.5 per 1000 railroad employees

are killed annually, while 3.5 per 1000 employees were

killed in the anthracite industry. An effort has been

made to attempt to adjust the differences between the

miners and their employers outside of the Commission,

and an adjournment of that body to the 2nd proximo has

been made.

The independent coal operators in the anthracite re-

gion have appointed a committee to look after their in-

terests in connection with the possible adjustment of the

differences between the miners and the coal railroad com-

panies.

The annual report of the Chief Examiner of the Civil

Service Commission, shows that during the last fiscal

year there were 60,558 people examined in and for the

40,509 passed and 13.298 Manitoba, the Northwest Territories and British Cc

The Commis- to Bute Inlet, or Port Simpson, B. C, as later

in every State determined uponcompetitive

and Territory except in Alaska.

The growth of socialism in this country during the

last ten years has been very great. During .the late

election 400,000 men in various parts of the United

States voted as Socialists. This increase is attributed

largely to the immigration of illiterate persons from

Europe.

A recent dispatch from Berlin says: The manufacturers

of machinery for compressing coal waste and lignite into

the fuel called " briquettes," of which enormous quanti-

ties are used in Germany, have organized a syndicate for

promoting the exports of this machinery to the United

States, and have sent an engineer to America to explain

to mine owners how to make estimates of the costs of

plants and describe the piocesses of manufacture. The

syndicate is impcrtiov; samples of American coal waste

and lignite to analyze :.hem and to test the machines with

them.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Jones, in his annual

report, estimates that the Government, from its founda-

tion to 1890, spent $845,275,290 in fighting, subduing

and controlling the Indians of the country, and $240,-

000,000 for the education and care of their children.

Twelve thousand Indians, he states, have been dropped

from the ration roll, being wholly self-supporting.

The mild weather lately prevailing in Massachusetts

has resulted in ripening some strawberries and rasp-

berries in the open air near Marshfield, and at Standish

village several pear trees have begun to blossom for the

second time this year.

It is announced that the Pennsylvania Railroad, in

order to relieve congestion on the main line between

Philadelphia and Pittsburg, will build a low grade freight

line from the Susquehanna river to the Delaware, which

it is expected will be completed in about two years. The

new road is part of an extensive plan for shortening its

line from Pittsburg to Philadelphia, and which includes

the building of cut-offs between Harrisburg and Pittsburg

that will greatly lessen the time between those cities.

Robert E. Peary, the Arctic explorer, has made public

the maps of newly discovered country in Northern Green-

land, with the names given to various places. The

farthest point North reached by Peary, which is the point

of land furthest North on the globe, has been named
after Morris K. Jessup. It is a cape, and juts out into

the ice from the very northernmost extremity of the is-

land of Greenland.

A despatch from Washington says : Professor Wiley,

Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry of the Agricultural

Department, will begin a series of experiments on twelve

young men in the employ of the Government for the

purpose of testing the physiological tfi'ects of the use

of meat preserved with borax and other chemicals. The

experiments will be made with a view to deciding what

basis there is for the objections of the German Govern-

ment to American meats, on the ground that the borax

or other chemicals used in their preservation are injuri-

ous to public health. The twelve young men selected are

volunteers, and all are young and vigorous.

Booker T. Washington, lately speaking in Cleveland

upon the work of the Tuskeegee Institute said, " In the

present condition of my race, industrial education in

connection with mental and moral training is of the highest

value. The mere fact that through our twenty-nine in-

dustries we give our students the opportunity to help

themselves is of great importance."

The sand blast has lately been applied to cleaning the

walls and pillars of the east front of the Treasury Build-

ing in Washington with very satisfactory results. The

sand blast removed the dirt and a thin layer of stone,

making the pillars look as though new.

There were 448 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 3 more than the pre-

vious week and 6 more than the corresponding week of

\90l. Of the foregoing 217 were males and 231 fe-

males: 52 died of consumption of the lungs ; 86 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 8

of diphtheria; 20 of cancer; 17 of apoplexy, and 14 of

typhoid fever.

FoKEiGN— The announcement is made that a new trans-

continental railroad is to be built in Canada, extending

from ocean to ocean : and that the construction of it will

bigin as soon as the necessary legislation can be obtained

from the Canadian parliament. The new line, it is stated,

will have mileage of about 3000 miles, and the construc-

tion, including equipment stations, bridges, ships and

other facilities, will involve an expenditure of from $75,

000,000 to $100,000,000. According to the present ar-

rangement, the new system will run through that portion

of Northern Ontario known as New Ontario, starting from

North Bay or Gravenhurt, Ontario, and extending through

k
The King of Portugal arrived at Windsor on tl.

from France to pay a visit to the King and Qi', ,;

England.

Intense cold was reported on the 18th inst. thrc ')„„

Europe. In Austria winter has come nnpreccd'ej

early. Fourteen degrees Fahrenheit are recorj
^

Vienna, and the weather is still colder in Bohpir,S!,

ravia and Galicia. Skating is general in Austria
;

:

Switzerland, while in southern Russia an iritpr:;

frost threatens the wholesale destruction <a ih ,

winter crops.

A despatch from London, says: The shn[isliei>
i

of excellent figs, plums and grapes at low [irirn
,

California. The success of the Californians is att «.

to their unique skill in packing, whereby the fruit .

here intact. The Gardeners' Magazine says La '•

shipments of plums in the Tenth Month agirri gat-

tons over the previous record.

It is stated that an Australian scientist has fnu

soft fruits can be sent on long freight journ-y.^

decaying, if they are first fumigated with fnuna

gas or methane, and then carefully packed.

The Colonial Secretary Chamberlain is al oct .

bark for South Africa with the view of betomii ;-

sonally acquainted with the condition of thuse j

of the country which have lately been the seat >

He lately said in a public address he hoped to ,

representatives of every political section in Snolh :,

He then could learn more in three days than in a i

study of dispatches in the blue books. He believe h/

he would be met half way, and that he would g ik,.

friendship of the King's new Boer subjects.
^

A fresh eruption of the volcano Stromboli occn Ion

the 17th, accompanied by a terrific explosion atid :reai

fiow of lava. It was visible from all the northern 't

Sicily, the flames rising from the volcano illuminat i

surrounding sea. The volcano Kilauea is reported i,

broken out in the most violent eruption for the past is..

years. It has shown mild intermittent activity si} ui

outbreak of St. Pierre.
j

Cholera is reported to be spreading rapidly irjtb

At Jaff'a there have been fifty-seven deaths in thri'sr

The disease is raging in neighboring villages.,

plete returns of the mortality are available,

in the stricken districts are in a sad plight, ail

needed everywhere.

The destruction caused by recent volcanie ercf

Guatemala is reported to have been very t'leal.

thousand persons are said to have perished, XeK

in the Santa Maria volcano had opened and furnif

twenty-four hours were in constant eruptinn. Tl

was in continual commotion, shaking down luildii

causing much destruction. All the territoiy abc I

mer, San Felipe, Pueblo Nuevo and Retalquies wa:iriK

under ashes. Many of the plantations were burie nder

from five to seven feet of debris.

afln iH

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For onnveD

persons coming to Westtown School, the stai;e »

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., s

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when rei

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents ea

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West I

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet, !

Westtown Boarding School. — Application
|

th

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in 'girl

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Prin i

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

munications in regard to business should be for*" '

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester

Correction.— The year of James Logan's bin

have been stated on page 119 as 1774 instead of

Married, at Friends' Meeting-heuse, Horshs*

Eleventh Month 13th, 1902, John H. Thomas, oVn

dale, Chester County, Pa., and Mary Anna Ldi s.<j

Horsham, Pa.

Died, at her son's residence at Norristown, Pa. 8"!

Month 8th, 1902, Emma H. Brown, in the eight;

year of her age : a member of Norristown Parlic
'

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting of Friends, formerly i

her of Evesham Monthly Meeting of Friends, N.

was firmly attached to the doctrines and cus

Friends, and died in the triumphs of a livin'J

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall s
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Fragmentary Service.

ny of us are lamenting that we bring no

to perfection. Life is all broken up by

mijiplicity of ways to turn, this way one mo-

mJt, that way the next, and what we accom-

plfi is bits and fragments. The well-rounded

W(JK of others ought to be a pleasure to us to

adjlire, but it adds a burden to our dissatis-

fa ion with our own.

|('e have a right to blame ourselves for this

ecjJition of imperfect and frustrated service,^

ifj'e have chosen for ourselves complexity of

lijng, instead of simplicity. The single eye

Ujo the one Guide would do a few things well,

rijber than a multitude of them for the waste-

bjket. "One thing I do," said the apostle

op single aim, and in this determined single-

n[s of heart more lasting and effective work

vJ3
thrown out for the church of all a{

t|m aught which seems to stand now as the

\jrk of any apostle. He "labored more
aandantly than they all."

Our humility is at fault if we aspire to be

B.'yclopedia rather than a single article. No
|e would buy a cyclopedia written through-

t by one author, for it would be impossible

r one man to make himself an authority on

^ery subject. Wise publishers now employ

specialist for each article, and so the com-
ned work is received with confidence. Let
I be willing to stand as the single article that

e Maker made us for, sound and strong in

e simplicity of a unit. It is better to be

oked upon with confidence for the one thing

i are good for, than with admiration for a

zzling variety of chaff. The simple life is,

fulfilling its simple lot, the productive life.

In distributing the bread of life the Master
nds out no complete, well-rounded loaf to a

iciple to minister unto those to whom he is

band bread, but fragments only, of his own

breaking off, dividing unto each severally as
He will. Faithfulness with these //y/(/mf«/,s-

i

life is all that is required of any of us. It is

honor enough from Him to be assigned any
fragment of service from his own hand. .Shall

one, because it was not a full loaf, trample
the crumb under foot, and secede to the des-
ert with wounded dignity? "The Lord giveth
grace unto the humble, but resisteth the proud.

"

No, He proves our faithfulness by littles and
by fragments; and when found faithful in a few
things, we are made rulers over more.
A hungry world needs our crumb-service,

if crumbs are handed us to give; our fragmen-
tary service, our unfinished bits to dispense, if

we are shut up to no larger opportunities.

Faithfulness with our one talent, or our broken
end of a talent, is what the Master smiles on
with the joy of the Lord, which He will bid us
to enter into. "Seekest thou great things
for thyself? Seek them not." But thy great-
ness will not be measured by the things thou
ieahz: rnth, hut by tV.y fa:t^''u^ ' n in ti-^rr..

"A little thing is a little thing, but to be

faithful in the least thing, is a great thing."

We feel a desire to speak high courage to

burdened hearts who find none but the frag-

mentary services possible amidst their neces-

sary interruptions, or their hedged-in lives.

Their ministry to children under their care is

as large, if as faithful in singleness of heart

to the Lord, as is the ministry of a bishop to

thousands. Their crude ejaculations in prayer
which leave no sentence complete, may rend
the heavens as stronger supplication than the
most finished periods of the silver tongue, that

never fails of good form. And if their lives,

by circumstances over which they have no

control, seem broken into shreds and bits of

service, yet so that it be as unto the Lord,
they may have the .joy of feeling that if they
must thus be broken, it is upon the Lord's al-

tar that they are broken, acceptable as a whole
sacrifice, and complete in Him.

The Larger Home.
In the same house of various rooms, upper

and lower, the inmates may have their several

calls to be engaged in this apartment or that.

A father may continue in his unfinished work
while his companion goes to a room above for

rest or further service; children may separate

below or above to special apartments for dif-

ferent interests; yet none of the household be

homesick one for another, because all feel

they are occupied in their places; and though
some are out of the others' sight lor the time
being, yet all regard themselves as happily
together in the same home. It is the father-

hood and motherhood of it all, and not the

building, that makes it the home.

In our Father's house there are many abodes,
and a Provider has prepared a place for each
home-mate. One thing these desire of the
Lord, and seek after, that they "may dwell in

the house of the Lord all the days of their

life, to behold the beauty of the Lord and to

inquire in his temple." In his inscrutable

I'rovidence, in the secret of his tabernacle,

hidden for a season, one from another, they
yet feel at home under the same Fatherhood,
and can trust him for the good keeping of
loved home-mates called to this sphere or that.

He who has prepared a place for each in our
Father's house, so that, receiving us to Him-
self, where He is, we may be also, is our bond
f ccntent.^er.t \r. our =:ever->! I'^t? ?.i^d 'ijncs,

—the same Lord both of those who may be

dead and of those who may be living, as inclu-

ded in the Divine house and presence. It is

ours who may seem left below for a season,

to be faithful to the same power and pres-

ence, the same life of Christ that binds us all

as one family of God, and quickens us together

with Christ, on earth and in heaven. For the

faithful occupants of both, whether here be-

low or there above, are but living in different

rooms of the same eternity!

1 Peter i: 7.

0, how good and true is God,
In all He doeth.

Even severity from Him,
Is blessedness.

The faithful cannot perish in his hands,
However handled.

And time is sure to justify

Thy ways, Lord!

D.

Engl.\nd, Tenth Month, 1902.

ABEL.

The thirsty earth has drunk her primal draught,
And tongues new-born lift up their piercing cry

;

0, eloquence of blood, by first-born .shed.

pang of mother's heart ! to taste with tears

The bitter fruit, when second-born is slain.

A lonely creature on the plains of heaven,
Bringing new wonders to the angel host,

Forerunner of a throng, vet incomplete.

H. T. Miller.

Beamsville, Ont.
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Counsel to our Members as Citizens.

Our religious Society having always ac-
knowledged the benefits of civil government,
we have not the least intention of impairing
or lessening its salutary obligations, nor of
debarring our members from the orderly and
innocent exercise of the privileges and immu-
nities to which, as citizens, they have an un-
doubted right. And knowing that it is in-
cumbent on us, in common with others, to
bear our part of the public burdens, we have
ever been willing to render such services for
the support of legal authority, as may not be
repugnant to our Christian principles; but it

is our fervent desire to inculcate the necessity
of continual watchfulness unto prayer, that no
part of our conduct, or the ardor and bent of
our spirits, may manifest that we do not suf-
ficiently regard the weight and importance of
our testimony to the dominion of the Messiah,
the Prince of peace; whose power being over-
all, his real subjects look with hope and con-
fidence to Him, who alone, in the midst of the
strife and confusion which may be in the
kingdoms and governments of this world, can
persevere in a calm reliance upon his almighty
arm, and a living faith in his protecting I'rov
idence.

Although it is not our business or inclina
tion to engage in the discussion of subjects
which peculiarly belong to the management of
the affairs of government, yet knowing that
much excitement does at this time agitate the
public mind, we cannot but feel very desirous
that the members of our religious society may
be preserved upon the only sure foundation,
which has been the hope and stay of the right-
eous in every generation—that they may be
guarded against encouraging the unstable,
deceitful spirit of party, by joining with polit-
ical devices, or associations, however spe-
ciously Disguised.

The peaceable exercise of the right of suf-
frage. Friends have always left to the private
.ludgment of the members; but it is repugnant
to our religious profession to be concerned in
any measures which violate the order and
peace of civil society, under the pretext of
redressing grievances, or maintaining what
are considered inalienable rights. As we can-
not join in any such measures, we believe it is
safest for our members to refrain from politi-
cal associations, which will lead them into
connexion with those, whose sentiments and
habits are prejudicial to a religious life, and
may eventuate in acts diametrically opposed
to the peaceable nature of Christ's kingdom
and of our testimony thereto.

The invariable tendency of political pur-
suits, IS to engross the attention of those who
devote their time to them, frequently draw
ing them to taverns, so that they often be-
come disqualified for the necessary duties of
lite, suffer great loss in their temporal busi-
ness, and above all, in a proper concern for
the .salvation of their immortal souls The
instability and faithlessness very observable in
political combinations, frequently involve the
parties in disappointment and chagrin- de-
stroying the peace and serenity which apper-
tain to the Christian life, and unfitting the
mind for the enjoyment of Divine approba-
tion.

"^

At the same time we do not wish to inter-
tere with the judicious and guarded use of

Twelfth Mo. I

their civil rights, we feel concerned to remind
our beloved Friends of the danger of being
drawn into the vortex of party strife and con-
tention; and also of the obligation we are un-
der, to walk in all respects conformably to
the purity of the Christian character. Re-
member, that we are bought with a price, of
no less value than the precious blood of Christ;
and are solemnly called upon to glorify God in
all things— to show, that being redeemed from
the spirit of the world, its fluctuating policy
and customs, we are joined to the Lord in a
perpetual covenant, never to be broken. Re-
specting his disciples our Redeemer said : "They
are not of the world, even as I am not of the
world." Ir we are thus redeemed and joined
to the Lord, the primary object of our desire
and pursuit will be, to exalt and spread, by
the aid of the Holy Spirit, the kingdom of' the
Messiah upon the earth; and by the salutary
influence of virtuous example, we should also
contribute to the preservation of order, and
the strength of civil government.
We deplore, in common with our fellow-cit-

izens, the distress in which many are involved;
but we desire that our attention may be di-
rected to the primary cause of all our difiicul-
ties and embarrassments. The Holy Scrip-
tures declare, and experience confirms the
declaration, that it is righteousness which ex-
alteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any
people. When we reflect upon the vices which
prevail m our land—the libertinism, both in
principle and practice, which abounds— the
infidelity and even atheism, in some instances
openly avowed—the injustice and oppression
which the native inhabitants of our country,
and the descendants of the African race have
suffered and continue to suffer— the inordinate
feasting and revelling, so openly and shame-
lessly practised, by which the bounties of our
merciful Creator are wasted and abused— the
sports and diversions, in which so much pre-
cious time is squandered, and the sacred name
dishonored, we need not be surprised that dis-
tress and confusion should be permitted to
overtake us.

In the general consequences of these vices,
in every thing which affects or endangers our
bfeloved country, we are all deeply interested.
As members of a religious body, professing
belief in the inward manifestations of the
Holy Spirit, we are especially bound to exam-
ine the nature and influence of our example
whether our lives and conversation are a stand-
ing protest against the iniquities which are in
the world; or whether we are giving counte-
nance to corrupt principles and practices
We believe that the call of the Lord to the
members of our religious society is, to with-
draw, in a greater degree, from the pursuit
and even from the desire of accumulating
wealth— from the surfeiting cares and pleas-
ures of the world, its maxims and policy, and
sincerely to gather to the teachings and re-
qu'rings of his Spirit, clearly made known in
the heart. To this Divine leader our primitive
Friends were gathered; by it they were made
quick of understanding in the fear of the Lord
and wise in things pertaining to the heavenly
kingdom. It was this which opened the Scrip-
tures, and prepared them, from living experi-
ence, to bear those precious and unchangeable
testimonies to the truths of the Christian re-

J

ligion, which have exerted an extensive and

ftl^k
i/r-

salutary influence in the world. OfL
our responsibility is exceedingly great

:)nti;
has been given and much is required ! I
The Lord of the vineyard is looking foL;,
proportionate to the gifts he has bes ';p7

But if we should sell the blessing f,'a.
gratification of the carnal mind, in hi\\l
up the fading treasures and comforts t\I
world, or for the love of fame and disti L,
amongst men, we shall suffer irretri,',bL
loss, and fail to answer his purposes, in
taining the testimonies which our fo'refj!

faithfully bore, even in the midst of \k

persecution; and which we believe will i j

suffered to fall to the ground.

(To be concluded.

Moral Obligations of Debtors.—Th.L
lowing question was proposed to the Oiri
Union: t

A conscientious, zealous Christian, he
a family, fails in business, and gives up;
creditors, but still leaves debts unsatisfic
the amount of his original capital. He i

leased from further obligations by the
gets a start, accumulates barely ca^al
enough to run his business, and thereby
port his family economically. Does his Cll
tian duty require him to surrender
tal to pay old debts. Will his refusal „
so debar him from future happiness bej
the grave?

The editor replies:

This is a hard question. We are noi
.judge to decide what shall keep a man on
heaven. But, in the first place, let the

i!

solvent debtor clear his mind utterly from-
delusion that the human law can ever absdi
him from his obligation to pay honest del.
He is a debtor as much as ever,—the o;
difference being that the law gives him ;!

not his creditors the control of his proper
Now the question is thus reduced to a sim •

one, we can see that such a man has no mo
right to refuse payment that he would i

have had if the law had never intervened,
the absolute necessity of his family excm
him from the payment of debts, he is excuse
But a court of bankruptcy must not be ;

lowed to keep a Christian's conscience; if a
say this is hard, we say that honesty is oft<

hard, and it were well for men to consid
what the consequences may be before they i'

cur debt. It is hard for all debtors to pa-

no doubt, but what of the creditor whoi
money was lent?

THE LORD OUR KEEPER.
(Psalm cxx\.)

Up to the hills Til lift mine eye.? ;

0, whence shall come mine aid?
My help shall from the Lord arise,

Who heaven and earth hath made.

He will not let thy foot be moved;
Thy keeper will not sleep.

Xor sleep nor slumber shall He take
Who doth his Israel keep.

The Lord thy faithful Keeper is;

Thy shade upon thy right.
The sun shall smite thee not by day,

Xor yet the moon by night.

The Lord shall keep thee from all ill;

The Lord thy soul watch o'er
;

Shall keep thy going out and in.

Henceforth forevermore.

—E. A. CoUier,

I



iRags and Tags and Velvet Gowns.

"here was a new boy at school yesterday,

1 h had great patches on his knees ; 'n when
^

-e (oosed up the boys didn't choose him ; 'n

. j8 (ice got red, oh! as red as fire; 'n he

/al!<l away 'n stood lookin' off over the3 at the ships. Served him right, I say."
bad been rattling on in this fa.shion for

st fifteen minutes ; and mamma, who
jading up for her next club paper, hardly

. leai a word ; but this last caught her atten-

:ioijand she looked over the top of the book

»itja little start.

' 'i'erhaps he was watching for his ship to

eori: in," said she, quietly.

; Ted could have seen the rest of her face

hejould have done some thinking before he

sailany more.

^Ilis ship! 'Tisn't likely a boy like him
wad have a ship— is it now? Course he

cajt help the patches, p'r'aps," said Ted,

collescendingly, "but he oughtn't to come to

a I'y school with us. Harold Winston said it

wsd't— suitable ; and so did all the I'ther

bfli. He ought to go to the public school

wire the other patches are."

Jamnia's eyebrows went up in a fashion

th', would have alarmed Ted if he had hap-

pjed to look at her, but he was stroking the

sptless knees of his own velvet trousers.

'I used to know a boy who wore patches."
j'You, mamma?" cried Ted.

I'Yes. I used to play with him every day.

P ches and bare brown feet, and a hat with-

oj any brim."

j' Was he a nice boy? "asked Ted, doubt-

f'l think, taking everything into considera-

t.'n, he was the nicest boy I ever knew," said

jmrna, with an emphatic little nod. "And
[|^ught to know, for I went to school with
jn for years."

I"
'N when the boys choosed up did they

ive him out?" asked Ted.

"Oh, dear me, no!" said mamma, decidedly.

They wouldn't for the world have done any-
ing so impolite."

Ted looked blank for a moment. Then his

ce grew red, oh! as red as fire.

"His ship hadn't come in then," continued
imma ; "but it has since. He owns a big

ctory now."
"W-w-hat's his name?" sputtered Ted.

"John Hartley Livingston."

"Uncle John Livin'ston?"

Mamma nodded. " All boys who wear
tches— and bare brown feet— don't become
ih men ; but I fear they are more apt to he-

me something worth while than boys who
ar—velvet suits, because they are used to

rdships and dirt and disagreeable things,

in who amount to something have a great
j1 of hard, disagreeable work to do."
"This is my best suit, anyway," cried Ted,

isting in his chair. "I don't always wear
vet. You know I wore it 'cause it was Fri-

<f
and speakin' day."

Mamma went back to her book, and Ted
lie away and lay down on a fluffy white rug
th his feet on the seat of the sofa—a favor-

position of his when he wanted to think.

Monday night he came home greatly ex-

ed and stood before his mother with his feet

issed.

"The boys choosed again, 'n I choosed the
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patched boy, 'n they wouldn't let him play, 'n
we went off 'n played mumblety-peg by our
two selves," he cried, the words fairly tum-
bling over each other. Then he uncrossed his
feet and swung the under one forward. There
was a jagged hole in the knee of his trousers.
" 'N I want that patched," he cried, with a
defiant ring in his voice. "If you please,
mamma,'' he added, in gentler tones.

" Very well," said mamma, soberly, but her
mouth was smiling behind the book.

"The boys have all come 'round, mamma,"
Ted announced, cheerfully, a week later.
" Harold Winston came 'round to-day. He
held out two days longer 'n any of the rest, 'n

he did hate to give in, but he got tired of
walkin' 'round all by himself."—,S'. S. Times.

The Age of Miracles.

Anne A. Preston, of Wellington, Conn., re-
lates nearly as follows what she heard ex-
pressed at a small meeting in a certain rural
retreat \n the summer.
One day a sweet, refined young woman re-

lated to us this wonderful experience. As
she arose from the bank of moss where she
had been sitting and stood leaning gracefully
against the trunk of an evergreen tree which
spread its broad arms and overshadowing fo-

liage above the devout little company, and
began talking in low, sweetly modulated
tones, the thought came to me that her life

must have always flowed in a current as even
her gentle voice, and that she must be out of
place in that particular meeting, where the
participants had always a subdued rather than
an exalted demeanor.
Her soft, rose-tinted cheeks were like car-

mine as she turned and began very gently and
a little timidly to say:

"I have not been a Christian very long and
have had so little religious training that I

have no fittine conversational phraseology at

command—the Scriptural phraseology, my sis-

ters, that comes so abundantly and easily to

your lips in your remarks and in your prayers
—and I have to tell my little story just as I

would tell any other story.

"I tell it because I feel that many people
talk about the Holy Spirit when they do not
understand his work in the world, and because
I believe that all Christians who will may re-

ceive manifestations of the presence and power
of the Holy Spirit right now in these matter-
of-fact days that are miraculous, only they do
not regard them as such. They shut their

hearts against his strivings, and so prevent
his help and make it impossible for him to

answer their prayers that they may receive

the gift. Let me tell you what he has done
for me:

"I have a brother much older than I am, an
invalid and a cripple from birth, who, on ac-

count of his perverse temper, which, of course,

was sharpened and embittered by his suffer-

ings, has been all his life a trial to all who
come in contact with him. Although it was
almost an impossibility to live with this poor
brother and not show resentment, and even
quarrel with him. it is with deep regret and
shame that I confess that from my earliest

childhood I had been in a state of continual

ferment and rebellion on account of his con-

stant petty annoying.

"After the public profession of my Master

by following in his ordinances I supposed I

should feel differently toward my unfortunate
brother and his most provoking ways, and had
no doubt that I should get along with him
much better. Hut to my great grief and dis-
appointment I did not. I was just as contin-
uously and grievously vexed at his fault-find-
ing, his irritability and bitter speeches, as
before.

1 brooded upon this, to me, strange fatality,
that my otherwise pleasant and peaceful life

should be so shaded by this poor boy, whom I

fondly loved as a sister does a brother and
whom I longed to comfort and help, and to
make better, lioth in heart and in body, but
who would not be helped by any one and whose
only delight apparently was to be in a state of
contention with one or all of the family."
Then she related how in meetings which were
appointed her heart was so tendered that she
accepted Christ as her Saviour. From that
time "I could see that Henry watched me
closely, so as to note any change that might
have been wrought in me as affecting my at-

titude toward him, and he tried every way in

his power or that his ingenuity could devise
to irritate me, thus hoping to make me give
him a sharp answer so that he might have the
opportunity of taunting me about my religion.

"Although nearly every day, and often many
times a day, I would be greatly exasperated
and ready to make almost any bitter, sharp re-

tort, some kind, gentle words would rise to
my lips.

"I'oor Henry would look with disappoint-

ment and surprise; but his surprise was not
greater than mine. The words I would have
spoken remained burning like coals in my
heart, but I had grace given n.e to turn my
brother's stinging words with a soft answer.

"My mother was now in feeble health, and
the task of reading to and amusing my broth-

er devolved upon me. I tried to devise means
and plans whereby I might escape this cross

until I came to be nearly insane. I did not

then realize that the religion of Jesus Christ,

the abiding presence and aid of the Holy
Spirit, would, in this my extremity, do still

greater things for me, and this healing,

cleansing power be visited upon the soul and
body of my brother.

"One morning, just at this juncture of af-

fairs, poor Henry was even more exasperating

than usual, and before I really knew it I was
answering him back in the old dreadful way.

" 'Ho, ho!' he cried, 'the good effects of

your religion have been just about as lasting

as I expected. A worthy follower you are of

the meek and lowly Jesus, who answered his

enemies never a word!'

His sarcastic laugh when angry, was ex-

ceedingly irritating to me, and turning from

him as he sat leaning over the arm of his roll-

ing chair I ran from the room overwhelmed

with shame and humiliation over the fact that

the religion of my precious Saviour had been

brought to reproach. Entering the parlor I

beheld the family Bible which always lay upon

the centre table, but in which, I am confident,

I had never before read a word. Now my
tear-suffused eyes fell upon the passage, 'My
Spirit will not always strive.' I read no fur-

ther. The truth flashed over me, giving me a

positive shock, that the Holy Spirit had been

triving with me and I had not recognized Him
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nor made Him welcome as I should. He had
been trying to lead me to be patient, gentle,

and Christ-like, but I nad so utterly neglected

his gentle call that perhaps He had now left

me! Inexpressibly grieved, I mechanically

opened the Bible again and read: 'The last

state of that man shall be worse than the first.

'

"'Dear Lord, Holy Spirit!' I sobbed,

'come back, for Jesus' sake. I will resist

Thee no longer.'

"Keturning to my brother's sunny room, I

said as coherently as I could that I was sorry

for my display of temper and for my hasty

words, that the Saviour was not to blame nor

my religion; it was only that I had failed to

realize the abiding presence of the Holy
Spirit in my heart. Now I had made Him
welcome there and hoped I should not again

be tempted to retort, but should pray rather

that he might believe, accept, and receive the

blessing.

"The taunting smile faded from his thin,

pale face, and he said quite softly—the first

apologetic or repentant words I ever heard

him utter
—

'I am sorry, too, I alone was to

blame; I have always been to blame. Some-
times I have wanted to tell you so and to ask
your forgiveness, and that of our mother and
of all the family, who have always been mak-
ing sacrifices for me, but I have always re-

sisted the impulse. Sometimes I feel so badly
in my mind that I am ill for days. Oh, sister,

can it be that the Holy Spirit is striving with

me? I believe in Christ as the Saviour, and
since you confessed Him before the world I

have longed to do so, but I am so unworthy,
and bad thoughts come and crowd out good
impulses. What can I do?'

" 'I believe that good impulses are always
the suggestions of the Holy Spirit,' I said,

'welcome Him, and you will be healed in soul,

and let us hope you will be healed in body.'

".And, dear friends, this wonderful thing

happened: my brother was converted that very

day; and shortly after our dear parents, who
were what is called secret Christians and had
never given us children any religious instruc-

tion, were turned and openly acknowledged
the Master.

"Since that time our Henry has been pleas-

ant, gentle and sunshiny in disposition. He
thinks of Christ's love and of the good that

even he may accomplish, instead of his own
ills. And, strange as it may seem, his phys-
ical health is better, and his malady, which
was largely a nervous affection, is disappear-
ing. The physicians who have always consid-

ered his case as incurable now give him great
encouragement that he may yet be entirely

well. People say the age of miracles is past,

but is not this a miracle? The Holy Spirit

abideth in our household now and gives us
grace and strength for every hour. When
I heard the announcement for this meeting
given out I felt that I must come and publicly

acknowledge my gratitude."

She went away that afternoon, and I did

not seek to learn her name or residence; her
story, however, made a deep impression on
my mind, and I was confident that I should in

some w^ay learn of her progress in the Chris-

tian life. Many months later I was attending
a large convention in a beautiful city where
there is a large educational institution.

Looking from the window of the house

where I was delightfully entertained, I saw
a Chinaman pushing a wheel-chair in which
was riding an invalid with most interesting

face and wonderful eyes, who was animatedly

chatting with a charming young woman who
walked briskly by the side of the chair.

"It's my young lady!" I exclaimed, and

my hostess, noticing my excitement, said:

"It is Professor Blank's son and daughter.

Interesting, are they not? He never used to

see any one outside the family. Intimate ac-

quaintance even did not know of his existence.

But he was converted. His morbidness dis-

appeared under the influence of the Holy

Spirit. He became interested in teaching

Chinamen, who went to his room for lessons,

his sister assisting. I don't know how many
have been converted through their influence.

It is a wonderful thing. It makes me feel

that we do not make enough of our spiritual

Science and Industry.

A WHALE of fifty tons exerts one hundred
and forty-five horse power in swimming twelve

miles an hour.

A FENCE nearly two hundred feet long at

Livingston, Mont., is made entirely of horns

of the elk, more properly called Wapiti. These
animals, like the others of the deer family,

shed their horns once a year and grow new
ones. The old horns are found in large num-
bers in the forests and are used for various

commercial purposes.

Nemesis of the Tarantula.— That deadly

pest of the Southwest, the tarantula, whose
bite is certain death to both man and beast,

has at last found its nemesis in the form of a

small wasplike insect that is found quite nu-

merously in some regions.

The discovery of a tarantula killer will be

interesting news to all residents of the South-
land. The wonderful phenomenon is no more
than the black wasp with silvery wings, which
is common in this locality. Henceforward he

will be known as the tarantula killer and will

be known as a blessing to mankind by all who
are afraid of the tarantula.

The female wasp keeps a close lookout for

the tarantula, which keeps just as close look-

out from fear of the wasp. The latter lights

quickly on the tarantula, stings it once, which
produces a drunken stupor, and then drags the

lifeless victim to a grave previously prepared
to receive him. It must be remembered that

the tarantula is not yet dead, iust dead drunk,

but he coils himself into a kind of knot and
when safely deposited by the wasp in a desired

location the victim has a sorry appearing as-

pect.

Underneath the tarantula the wasp digs an-

other hole, and in this she makes herself at

home until she has laid her quota of eggs, and
in due time the young tarantula killers show
themselves and then begin to feast on the
prostrate body of the tarantula. The remains
are suflicient to keep the young wasps in food

until they are large enough to hustle for them-
selves. This statement results from close

study made of the matter by a farmer resid-

ing near Cuthrie, who became interested in

watching the movements of the wasp and kept
a close watch afterwards learning therefrom

the facts above given. This should eijif'

the black wasp with silvery wings fro;r|^l

ther execution at the hands of the huma.^j
ily.

—

Chicago Chronicle. \
1

The Generalship of a Cat.—The mi't*!

of herself which a cat shows, when hW
been caught in a position from which thi j^

i

no escape, she calmly sits down to facsnt

the threats of a dog, is a marvelous tw
Many have seen a kitten on the si.et

doorstep, attacked by a dog ten times'jet

size, as apparently self-possessed as ilhe

were in her mistress' lap. If she turns iui

and runs down the street, she is lost; thej:

will have a sure advantage of her. Even
i

is, if he could get up courage enough to i

her on the spot, he would be able to

short work of her.

"You dare not touch me and you know itll

what her position tells the dog. But she ifl

tensely on her guard, in spite of the air of

feet content. Her legs, concealed under!

fur, are ready for a spring. Her claws are ]

sheathed. Her eyes never move for

stant from the dog; as he bounds wildly fi]j

side to side, barking with comical fury, th|

glittering eyes of hers follow him with

keenest scrutiny. If he plucks up

age she is ready; she will sell her life de

She is watching her chance and she does :

miss it. The dog tries Fabian tactics

withdraws a few feet, settling down uponj
fore paws.

Just then the sound of a dog's bark

next street attracts his eyes and ears

moment, and when he looks back, the

is gone! He looks down the street and
wildly in that direction and reaches s

board fence just as a cat's tail—a mon
tail for such a little cat— is vanishing

the top of it. He is beaten. The cat show

not only more courage than he had, but

great deal more generalship.

—

Exchange.

The Praise of the Pumpkin.— In the mcj

mories of men and women who have livei|

their three-score and ten years the chronicli.

of the noble pumpkin has been cherished. 1

In pioneer times peaches and pears weni

unheard of; apple trees had to be grown, and

the principal fruit of that period was the|

faithful pumpkin. The time when pumpkins

ripened was a time of general rejoicing. The

crop of pumpkins was always to he relied

on; every country loft contained a wagonload

of pumpkins, and every village householder

bought them by the dozen. They did not

freeze in log houses. Pumpkins, as elderly

women can testify and as the old cookbooks

show, were as popular as the splendid apple

is now. Stewed pumpkin was an everyday

dish, fried pumpkin also; pumpkin butter;

pumpkin jam and pumpkin preserves were al-

ways made. Pumpkin bread was a notable

pioneer delicacy and a New England cookbook

gives a recipe for Roston brown bread into

which a cupful of cold stewed pumpkin was to

be stirred. Pumpkin pies were, perhaps, more

toothsome then than now, and pumpkin pud-

ding was also much relished. Dried pumpkin
was universal. One elderly Indiana man re-

calls that he could hardly find his way to bed

in the fall, so thickly hung the strings of dry-

ing pumpkin in the loft of his father's house.
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wJ cut in strips and threaded, then hung
: jhif stoves, near the fireplaces or from the

lofjeams all over the house.

Cfdren had rare sport when pumpkins were
- lenK Jack-o'-lanterns were made and put
iqter places to scare other children, can-

leseing cheap and plenty, too. Sometimes
Tol of jack-o'lanterns would suddenly gleam

, utiong the top of the log house or on a

hej

Twhitewash pumpkins on the vines in the
leli.vas also considered the essence of exqui-

,
iiiior. Whitewashed pumpkins hid in a
k were called "a mare's nest."—/«-

'lis Journal.

Some Notes on American Friends.*

1 ;ive long had a desire to visit America,
thii 1 might see for myself something of
Friiids as they exist in that great country,
ili,.ii.story of which as a set of individual

largely self-aoverned, runs back only
.IS, while when still in subjection to

., iiitish Crown, its chronicles date back
l.jiyears further.

lactically throughout the whole of that
tin Friends, "commonly called Quakers,"

'111 themselves in evidence, founding,
'lolling the destinies of one State for

.'lis, with considerable success, while
lai|ely contributing to the political and spir-
itili life of some of the others, maintaining a
pojtion, in respect of numbers and influence, of
no|nean order. But in 1826 came a great sep-
jriion, when the Society of Friends in Amer-
icjvvas split into two sections of almost equal
iijibers, called, respectively, Orthodox and
Sljksite. Into the merits of the controversy,
vich caused this disastrous split, we have
10' no need to enter. Largely based on Uni-
^an principles, it was led by a powerful
''j?nd named Elias Hicks, who thus gave his
i|ie to one of the two henceforth distinct

I this had been the only division among
lends in America the later history and pres-
position of the Society would be a more

•eeable contemplation: but (in a zeal which
3 probably a recoil from the Hicksite posi-
n) the central tenet of Quakerism— the il-

unation by the Divine light of every soul of
n—was largely overlooked, and the ortho-
cy that was current in the evangelical
Jrches around became the recognized stand
. A period of great creaturely activity
lervened, when silence being relegated to a
corner of the temule of worship, human

angements assumed an importance pre-
Jsly unknown, and even the ordinances (so
ed) were not by some deemed out of place,
those who held by the old ways this condi-
I of things was very painful; but it had the
arent merit of success, inasmuch as hun-
is, yea thousands, were drawn within the
ipass of the Church as professed followers
he Lord Jesus Christ: though in many, if

most-cases, it is doubtful if they ever un-
itood beforehand what the Society of
inds stands for, or what is its real testi-
yjo^thejvorld. To Friends concerned to

'his article stems to present a fair opportunity to
urselves and others from the standpoint of an un-
d observer from Australia. Such a view need do us
.rm. k few of the passages we are not prepared to
lisa here

; others we might modify.— Ed.

maintain the old order this was deplorable-
and eventually led to cleavage in several of the
i early ileetings, though by minorities. Not,
however, that these minorities represented the
iull strength of Conservative Quakerism; many
remained to leaven the Progressive camps.

Through all these later trials Philadelphia
1 early Meeting has remained outwardly a
united body. It was not without its Progres-
sive element manifesting sympathy with the
aims of those of like spirit elsewhere; but
patience was exercised, wiser counsels' pre-
vailed, and Philadelphia has remained one, yet
at the cost of cutting itself aloof (officially)
from all other Yearly Meetings, including even
London, recognizing none, though refusing
none. It is a unique position, the resultant of
various forces, and marking, probably, the
line of least resistance. One can well 'hope
that the result might be the preservation of
all that is best in the Quakerism of the past;
though we have ever to remember that the
hand of time cannot be held back, and "the
old order changeth, giving place to new."
'It IS not for man to dwell alone;" and it

must be conceded that Philadelphia Quakerism
has not inclined to adapt itself to the chang-
ing order of modern times. One of the sad-
dest features of Philadelphia \ early Meeting
has been its regular record of loss, year by
year a decreased membership, and [at inter-
vals] meetings laid down. This was the chief
exercise of the last Yearly Meeting at which
It was my great privilege and pleasure to be
present. It lay as a heavy burden upon the
minds of all, and resulted in a special commit
tee appointed to take the facts of the case
into consideration and adopt such steps as it

may be divinely guided into to cope with them.
One earnestly hopes that a service may result
which shall not alone vitalize its own member-
ship, but shall be an object lesson to all Year-
ly Meetings; and restore our beloved Society
to the place God assigned to it in the Church
and the world. Quakerism with a narrow out-
look does not seem equal to this, possessed
though one feels it to be, of deep reserves of
spiritual power and influence; but the hope of
Philadelphia I'early Meeting is in the abund-
ance of earnest young life it possesses, in its

association with those deep reserves of spirit-
ual power. ... The strength of this young
life IS its zeal for spiritual freedom, its ear-
nestness in all good works; its fervent belief
in the guidance of the Holy Spirit; its firm
acceptance of the headship of the Lord Jesus
Christ in his Church. But the younger needs
the older as a power house from which to draw
experience and -strength. ...

|

But it is not only within the limits of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting that the abstention of
some Friends, concerned for the upholding of
the ancient testimony, as they conceive it, is

felt as a great loss. All the Y'early Meetings
of Friends in America are looking to Philadel-
phia to lead them into the possession of all
that is best and best worth saving in the old
faith. They feel they need Philadelphia; and
may it not be that Philadelphia equally needs
them? Let us picture the case of these Year-
ly Meetings, particularly the more western,
which, not content with the old name of
Friends, have branched out as "the Friends'
Church." and have otherwise so far departed
from the traditions of the Society as to choose

themselves "hireling " pastors, after the man-
ner of other Churches. On this, other "abuses"
have followed; pre-arranged services, instru-
mental music, and (what is even more foreign
to our testimony) baptisms, and communion
services. To the eye of an old Friend this is
practically to abandon all for which the So-
ciety has stood for tlie past 27)0 years; but
let us, as in duty bound, examine the position
of the.'-e Western Friend?, and particularly
that of those who (while they have sympa-
thized with and appreciated the living force
there has been behind this movement, and
have seen fit to adJiere to it) have yet not
bowed the knee to formalism, or sacrificed
what they have held to be the es.sential prin-
ciples of our Society. Look at the condition
of the West, a rapidly growing population
drawn from all corners of the earth, engaged
in reducing its waste places to subjection;
they have been missioned by men called Friends
who have felt a call to labor among them for
a period, and have rushed into the Church not
bv ones and twos but by hundreds. Presently
they have been left to their own resources,
ignorant of almost everything except the rudi-
ments of (Christianity, untaught in Friends'
doctrine, untrained in Friends' discipline, and
yet with a love for the name of Friend which
in some cases is almost pathetic. Their man-
ner of life gives them no leisure for the de-
tailed work of building up a Church, and yet
something must be done, so they choose one
of their own number, for want of a better,
who has shown some special gifts as they con-
sider it, for this ministry. It is his duty to
watch oyer the flock, not neces.sarily to preach,
but to live among them, to uphold the cause
of Christ in their midst. Holding himself
ready for the performance of any duty de-
volving upon the body, which, from the nature
of the circumstances, the body could not other-
wise fulfil, he nevertheless in no way releases
any other member from any rightful obliga-
tion possible of fulfilment. Where possible, a
small salary has been given; in other cases a
small plot of land to be cultivated, free of
rental; in few cases sufficient return to ren-
der a man clear of the labor of his own hands;
in some no direct payment whatever. And if

we look to results as shown by the in-gather-
ing of units to the Church, it would appear as
though up to a certain point the plan has been
eminently successful. Good Quakers, as Qua-
kers understand themselves, could hardly be
expected to be made after this fashion; and
yet (overlooking mistakes, extravagances, and
the un-Quakerlike conduct of some of those
men who have gone forth into those waste
places "preaching the word") there has been
a decided leaven of Quakerism operating
throughout. While the more pronounced
"heresies," such as baptisms and communions,
may be put down not as the work of meetings
but of individuals, and that chiefly within the
limits of one Yearly Meeting. It is doubtful
whether until the V\ est has been settled down
and people have acquired some time for lei-

sure, the system of "pastorates" [will] be dis-

pensed with. . . . Their mistakes have been
made from lack of knowledge rather than from
design. Show them what true Quakerism is

and they will follow after it;* for nowhere

Then the showing of it is at present defective, if the
to follow after it stands ready. But to ua the most
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are ministering Friends of the old order more
gladly received than among these people.

Their efforts also in the cause of education

—

the education of their own young people from
the religious, as well as, and apparently in

advance of, the secular side, afford food for

thought to Friends whose circumstances have
been more favorable. No sacrifice has been
spared toward the end of providing schools

and colleges. Hard-working farmers have
handed over iheir farms as mortgages to the

denomination's colleges, paying annually the

current rate of interest thereon; in every pos-

sible way they have shown themselves pre-

pared to bear the burden of their children's

education. Such a state of things is now ac-

tually in progress in Kansas in connection
with Wichita College. How one wishes one
could bring together Philadelphia and Kansas
as the two extremes of the system, the ideal

and the potential (though perhaps only yet in

embryo). Here on the one hand is wealth,

education, refinement, and a depth of spirit-

uality shut down and confined,* and eating its

own heart out, as is sometimes said; there on
the other hand is poverty, ignorance, lack of

refinement (using the words relatively) but
withal a deep, earnest spiritual longing. Oh!
to close the circuit that they may become one
even as their One Alaster has desired they
should be. If the lapses, or I would rather

say the inconsistencies, which Friends of the

old order deplore among Western adherents,

are to disappear, it can only be by the spread
of knowledge of better things. Herein lie

opportunities of service which may enfold re-

sults commensurate with those effected by the
gi'eau apostles of our early history. The world
has not had enough of Quakers; it is asking,

always asking, for more, though not knowing
that it asks; and when baptized men of our
communion go forth to "do the first works"
the Spirit of God will fall upon their hearers
as it fell at the beginning, and our Quakerism
will arise and shake itself from its sackcloth
and from the dust which has been accumu-
lating about it for two centuries past. "If
ye know these things happy are ye if ye do
them."

In conclusion, let me say I have only had
twenty-eight days at my disposal to "do
America," and to see Friends. It is all too

little, even though every moment were de-

voted to the main object in view. At best

only a "bird's-eye view" is possible; and in

attempting to describe what has been seen,

and making deductions therefrom, I must
warn my friends to accept them only as the
opinions of an individual laboring under great
disadvantages. Where, with much fuller

knowledge before them, people are led, ac-

cording to the bent of their minds, to take
divergent views, it behooves a stranger from
the outside to speak with bated breath. Nev-
ertheless I have earnestly desired throughout
to see without prejudice and to write "in the
fear of the Lord."

—

William Cooper, in the

Australian Friend.

Sin is too dull to s beyond himself.
— Tennyson.

widespread lack, eastward and westward, seems to be in

the will to follow true Quakerism.—Ed.

*The spiritual enlargement of some lives in their
strenuous out-of-sight exercises and promotion of good
can not widely be known or come abroad.

—

Ed.

Stephen Grellet and William Allen's Bible Les-

sons for Russian Schools.

In the year 1818-19, two distinguished

members of the Society of Friends—our coun-
tryman, Stephen Grellet, and William Allen of

London—were on a religious visit to the north

of Europe, and spent some time in the Rus-
sian Empire, and were received with remark-
able kindness and cordiality by the Emperor
and by members of his family and court.

During their various engagements, they

visited a school which had just been estab-

lished on what is known as the Lancasterian
plan,—more immediately for the benefit of

the military department, but with a view to

extend the system throughout the country.

In the school were Russians, Calmucks, Tar-

tars, Cossacks, etc., from various parts, fitting

themselves to become teachers in the several

regiments. Upon examining their reading-

books, they were grieved to find lessons of a
very corrupting tendency. With exemplary
fidelity to duty, they repaired to the deposi-

tory from which the books were distributed,

and found among them such as inculcated im-
pious and deistical sentiments.

They had obtained sufficient knowledge of

the views of those in authority to satisfy them
that a reformation in this respect would re-

ceive support; and the opportunity seemed
favorable to introduce suitable lessons into the

schools, and through them to inculcate the

principles of vital religion, and so to promote
piety, virtue, morality and justice over all the

vast empire, silently rebuking vices and im-
moralities, and carrying the knowledge of

salvation by Jesus Christ to many thousands
then wholly ignorant of it. Much prudence
was needful to avoid awakening the hostility

of the ecclesiastics; and to this end it was de-

termined to confine the selection of lessons to

the simple language of Scripture.

With the aid of three or four kind friends,

and by devoting part of some of their nights
to the work, they soon had the lessons in read-

iness for the printer. A gentleman in Leeds
( England) came into possession of the two
French Bibles out of which the lessons were
culled and pasted into a book, arranged under
proper heads. On the leaf opposite the title-

page of one of them is a memorandum, made
by the original owner of the Bibles, as fol-

lows:

—

"One of the Bibles out of which selected

lessons were cut and first pasted on blank

paper, by Stephen Grellet and William Allen,

when in Petersburg, in the winter of 1818-19,
—wherefrom lessons were printed for the use
of Russian Schools, and since adopted by the

British and Foreign School Society in London.—Sam'l Stansfield."
We have it on the best authority that this

work, though so humble in character, was, in

effect, truly great and blessed. At one of the

interviews which Stephen Grellet and William
Allen had with the Emperor, they adverted to

the book they had prepared, and to the mo-
tives which prompted the undertaking. The
Emperor said, "You have done the very thing

that I was anxious should be done. I have
for a long time contemplated how that mighty
engine, general public education, might be
used for the promotion of the kingdom of

Christ by bringing people to the knowledge of

the dear Redeemer and to the practice of

Christian virtues. Send me immediate wW
you have prepared."

This volume of Scripture Lessons,
i ^

informed, was (at least for several ye:l) j,

extensive use in the schools of the I'siji,

Empire,—in Greece, Italy, France, Geiany
and Spain, as well as in England,

tjeral

large editions have been printed in this'juu.

try, for use in the public schools. i

The "American Sunday School Union
Iwas

urged to publish an edition to supply a irgj

number of industrial Home Schools in'

York and elsewhere, and also for the s(

established in various parts of the counti

freedmen. The expense of the

kindly borne by the liberality of memb('
the Society of Friends; and the selecti

just as it was made by the original comp
except the omission of a few duplicatioi

—

Preface.

I

ise

I

Bishop Whipple's Horse

Every boy will want to know about a I

that did noble missionary work in Minnei

Bishop Whipple, the Episcopal Bishop of

nesota, owned him, and we will let him ti

in his own words about one of his narroW
capes from a blizzard, in 1861, and how
his horse was. He had to drive across

prairie thirty miles to tht Agency, and

twenty-three miles there was not a house alg

the way. • A great storm came on and a s '-

less night settled down, and though he cc'd

usually find a trail almost equal to an Indi;|,

he felt that he was lost. We now give a

own account of it, as it appears in his 1^

book, "The Lights and Shadows of a Ld;

Episcopate:" '

"I kept my hordes headed in the direct)

which I thought to be that of the Agency,

said my prayers, threw the reins over I

dash-board, let the horses walk as they wou
and curling myself up under the buffaloi

hoped that I might weather the night.

"Suddenly Bashaw stopped. I was cor

dent that the wise fellow had struck a Ian

mark, for he knew as well as I did that \

were lost. I jumped from the sleigh ai

could just distinguish in the darkness som

thing under the snow that looked like a huj

snake. It proved to be an Indian trail. Tl

Indians always walk single-file to avoid ;

ambush, and in the loam of the prairie the;

trails are several inches deep. Bashaw fo

lowed it, and when his mate was inclined t

turn out he put his teeth into his neck an

forced him into the path.

"Mr. Hinman, in charge of the Agencj

was so sure that I had started that he kept

light in the window, and when Bashaw saw it

he leaped like a hound from its kennel. W'hei

we reached the mission and Bashaw, comfort

ably stalled, turned his great eyes upon me

his whinney said as plainly as words, 'We an

all right, now, master.'

"Bashaw was own cousin to the celebratec

Pachin. He was a kindly fellow and had everj

sign of noble birth—a slim, delicate head,

prominent eyes, small, active ears, large nos-

trils, full chest, thin gambrels, heavy cords,

neat fetlocks, and was black as coal. He was

my friend and companion for over fifty thou-

sand miles, always full of spirit and as gentle

a girl. The only time I ever touched him

with a whip was on the brink of a precipice,
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e; the path was a sheet of glare ice, and

tl wagon began to slide, I saved us bo h

Iash,

but the blow hurt me more than it

ash'aw. He saved my life when lost on

airie many times.

1
summer heat and winter storm he kept

;ij
appointment, often by heroic effort,

tjit, hopeful, cheerful, he was a favorite

I the stage drivers, and upon coming to

n, cold and wet, I was always sure to

aia kind-hearted voice cry, 'Bishop, go

;(Jhe inn; 1 know just what the old fellow

eJ.'

'« few months before he died, at thirty

a) of age, I sent him to a friend in the

u'ry to be pastured. One day some colts

tl same meadow were racing, and Bashaw,

iJiad been noted for his speeil, with all his

i|-e joined in the race, heat the colts, and

Djed dead. I wept when the news came to

The Presbyterian.

PLEDGE PERIL.

(Is. viii: 12, 13; xxviii : 20 ; xx : 1.)

AN ACROSTIC.

the Lord, ye wanderers in sin !

m|hall ye find no elsewhere than within

Except by faint report,

lot for outward aid for strength to stem

ngly Satanic stratagem.

Still Satan will resort

^rest means by which to overturn
'8 order in the things which Christ concern

Reject such refuge short,

il(5 content in God's advancing day,

liion's course still recklessly to stay,

I

.4nd in Truth's outer court

ir^ with the seers who upon sins forgiven,

e(by contrast a mere human heaven. R.

i

City Houses in Summer.

ilbright, motherly woman in one of our

isj'rn cities who was about to close her fine

li for the summer, bethought her of sev-

aindependent young women, all of them

ike graduates and self-supporting, who

111 spend the summer in stuffy offices and

illnore stuffy lodgings. To these she went

t;a simple business proposition. For the

n I of their uncomfortable little rooms she

)«] turn over to them her handsome home,

explained that she would rather keep the

4 open in this way than to clooe it. She

It hat her house and its furnishings would

l^r less from the careful use they would

cive than from the usual two months of

and lack of sunshine and fresh air.

f
young women jumped at the offer,

pooled interests, got their breakfasts

idluppers, and divided the housework. Oh
jxury of those wide, cool halls, the beau-

y-appointed bath-rooms, the book-filled

•y, the big drawing-rooms, the pleasant

abers, the dainty linen and table appoint-

?! Some of the young women had been

tomed to just such homes in the past

hi the mistress returned in the fall she

uil her house awaiting her in perfect order,

sUs she had stepped out of it. She had

na kindlv, thoughtful deed in a way which
U' be accepted gratefully and without
nl of patronage.

II another city the owner of a handsome
n' who spends his summer in the White
lUains, but wanted his servants employed
d|iis horses exercised, offered the house to

an aunt, courteously extending to her the

privilege of entertaining. She invited a sis-

ter, a nurse, to spend the summer with her.

For the past two summers a Brooklyn family,

ead of closing and burglar-proofing their

house, have given the use of it in summer to

a middle-aged couple who board.— Good House-

keeping.

Items Concerning the Society.

On last Seventh-day our friend .Joseph S. Elkin-

ton proceeded to the attendance of the funeral of
" an elder worthy of double honor," the aged .Jesse

Tucker, at Nortti Dartmouth, Mass., the father-in-

law of Job S. Gidley, whose voice, in company
with J. S. Elkinton, first welcomed the Doukhobors

on their approach to the shores of America. Ky
the grace of God our friend Je.sse Tucker, a noble

monument of it, was what he was. Through trying

seasons he stood staunch for the Truth as com-

mitted to the Society of Friends to hold, of clear

mind and strong though unassuming talent, of that

gentleness in which Divine love makes its servants

great, and of a wisdom from above which is " first

pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be en-

treated, full of mercy and good fruits, without

partiality and without hypocrisy." And the fruit

of righteousness was sown in peace of him that

made peace, and was a godly savor of it throughout

a neighborhood which will long miss such an ex-

emplar of the typical Quaker character. JJis

Yearly Meeting, held at Westerly, R. I., which has

been .so sorely stripped of late, will feel the loss

of his righteous wisdom in its chief councils, even

if others are found soon coming up into like growth

in the same grace.

Anna Warner Marsh, widow of Thomas William

Marsh of England, and daughter of Yardley and

Hannah A. Warner, formerly of Germantown, Pa.,

is paying a visit to her reiatives in this country,

including some meetings in their neighborhood,

she being in the station of minister.

It seems a hopeful sign of something good

awaiting the future of our religious Society, that

companies of our younger members for mutual

help in acquiring an acquaintance with the primi-

tive history and doctrines of the Society are vol-

untarily forming in several neighborhoods of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting. Seasoned with true spir-

itual exercise on their part, this movement will

in many reach deeper than the intellect.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, usually the most

numerously attended and not the least interesting,

also the last in the series of these Quarterly

occasions, is stated to be held on Fifth-day, Twelfth

Month 11th at 10 a. m., at Moorestown. Train

leaves Market Street Ferry at 8.20 A. M. Trolley

service every half hour, leaving Camden 8. .33 and

9.03 A. M. Time required to make trip by trolley,

5.5 minutes.

Margaret and Rachel Irwin of Manchester, Eng-

land, the latter frequently heard in the ministry,

daughters of Robert Irwin, who recently deceased,

having for nearly two months been visiting their

friends in and about Philadelphia, propose soon re-

turning to their native country.

Notes from Others.

A work of unostentatious liberality has been

prosecuted among the Armenians by Professor

Rendel Harris, the well known Orientalist, a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends. Some few years

ago he. with his wife, made a tour through Asiatic

Turkey, paying particular attention to Van, Sasun,

Harput and Diarkebir. The impressions he re-

ceived saw the light in his book, "Letters from

Turkey." Writing a book was not enough for

this devoted man, and making public the needs of

these persecuted people, he undertook the duties

of almoner. For six years this work has been

going on, and Professor and Mrs. Harris have is-

sued their sixth annual report. They have dis-

tributed nearly .$9,000 during the past year. We
notice that no expenses have been charged against

the fund. These have been cheerfully borne by
the almoners. Great good has doubtless been done

by this charity. We are pleased to call attention

to it, as its quietness and genuine helpfulness has

refreshed our hearts.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

A SUJ.N'IFICANT Chancf, IX Ui'.^siA.-Since 1880,

Constantine PobiedonoslaefT has been Procurator

General of the Holy Synod in Russia. He has just

resigned his office. The Holy Synod is one of the

four great executive boards or councils of the

Russian government, and has entire control of ec-

clesiastical affairs. Probably this man has the

strongest intellect of the statesmen and ecclesi-

astics of Russia in his time. He was originally a

teacher. He believes the tendencies of modern

times are in the wrong direction, contributing

toward the overthrow of all proper relations of

subjects to government, and to confuse all orders

in society.

Pobiedonostseff is now seventy-five years of

age. He was the son of a university profes.sor in

Moscow, educated in a government institute of

law, and became a teacher there. He resigns on

the ground of advanced age. It is considered that

by this act the greatest enemy of anything ap-

proaching representative government passes from

the scene, and that more liberal views may be

expected to prevail. The latter is not very proba-

ble, for the more that a despot in Church or State

concedes, the more insatiable for concessions his

subjects become.

—

Ibid.

A new feature of the Philadelphia Tent Work
undertaken this year was that for the seventy

thousand Italians in Philadelphia who are un-

reached by any gospel agencies. Thousands of

these people attended the tent "meetings, where

gospel pictures were thrown by the stereopticon

upon a large screen.

John Elliott got the title of "Apostle of the In-

dians " because of his self-sacrificing labors among
the tribes of red men in the forests of Massachu-

setts. He mastered their language, reduced it to

writing, and then translated the whole of the

Bible into it. Three thousand copies of it were

printed, and many of the Indians read its words in

their own tongue. Those tribes have melted away,

and now none of them exist. For more than half

a century but one man has been able to read

John Elliott's Bible. The book itself is now a

great curios'ty. It has become very rare. Only

a few copies of it are known to exist. Any one of

these will command a high price— five hundred

dollars or more. The boolc is useless now, except

as a memorial of the work that was done, and of

the man who was mainly instrumental in doing it.

We must not conclude, however, that because the

book has become a dead language, that it was a

vain expenditure of time and strength and money

to produce it. No one can tell the number of the

poor red men that were led to the Saviour of sin-

ners through its instrumentality. The day alone

will reveal what was accomplished by that volume.

The word which it contained has returned unto

God, but it has accomplished that for which He

sent \i.—Christian Instructor.

The enormous force of public opinion is a danger

to the people themselves, as well as to their leaders.

It fills them with an undue confidence in their

wisdom, their virtue and their freedom. It may

be thought that a nation which u.ses freedom well

can hardly have too much freedom; yet even such

a nation may be too much inclined to mistake

prosperity for greatness. Such a nation seeing

nothing but its own triumphs and hearing nothing
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but its own praises, seems to need a succession of

men like the prophets of Israel, to rouse the people

out of their self-complacency, to refresh their moral

ideals, to remind them that life is more than meat
and the body more than raiment.— Ja?nes Bryce.

" If one looks for any reward or returns for

labors spiritual he should keep in mind the law,

that those alone attain good who do it; that in

things of the spirit it is possible to hoard one's

self poor and give one's self rich, as the old

proverb has it.'"

—

Leader.

One of the strongest evidences that the writers

of the Bible were guided by a wisdom altogether

superhuman is to be found in the fact that none of

them attempted to reduce theology to a science,

not one of them tried to systematize spiritual truth,

says the Xeic York Wilnesg.

With all Christians opposed to it, and all re-

formed Chinese pledged against it, the abolition

of footbinding is said to have become a plank in

the reform party of China. Recently the Empress
Dowager issued a decree against it—another straw

to show which way the wind is blowing. The wife

of Archibald Little says it looks as if her prophecy

that by 1905 it would be rare to see any child

along the seacoast of China having to undergo the

agony of footbinding were in a fair way of being

accomplished.

Heed and remember, aspiring youth,
" Success in error means defeat in truth."

Better, by far, to linger at the base,

If to achieve the height means soul-disgrace!— Susie M. Best, in Success.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—The attempt to settle the differences

between the mine operators and their employees, outside

of the anthracite Commission, has failed. The individual

operators presented a protest against any adjustment
being made at this time, insisting that the principles in-

volved were so serious and affected so many interest? that

it was necessary now to have the Commission hear all the

facts and pass its judgment upon the whole controversy.

The presidents of the coal carrying roads, upon considering

this protest, concurred in refusing to proceed with private

negotiations. Hearings before the Commission, it is an-

nounced, will be resumed at Scranton, Pa , on the 3d inst.

The President has sent a letter to a prominent citizen

of Charleston, S. C, in which he deals with his attitude

on the negro question. The President maintains that his

endeavor has been to name for office only men of high char-

acter and good capacity, whether black or white, and that

he never said he would not appoint reputable negroes
when objection was made to them on the ground of color

alone. In his letter he says: " It seems to me that it is

a good thing from every standpoint to let the colored man
know that if he shows in marked degree the qualities of

good citizenship -the qualities which in a white man we
feel are entitled to reward—that he will not be cut off

from all hope of similar reward."

The second session of the Fifty-seventh Congress began
at Washington on the 1st inst.

The annual report of the Comptroller of the Currency
states that the aggregate banking power of the world i.s

estimated to be 5,409,000,000 pounds, of which the United
States has the wonderful power represented by 2,487,-

000,000 pounds, or nearly one-half. It is also stated that
" in the latter half of each year the problem is presented
to the banks to furnish currency needed to handle from
2500 to 3000 millions of bushels of grain, 8 to 10 million

bales of cotton, and a corresponding quantity of other

farm products. The total value of these products for the

year 1902 will not be far from 5000 millions of dollars."

Secretary of Agriculture Wilson has issued a sweeping
order, directed to the managers and agents of railroads

and transportation companies of the United States, stock-

men and others, notifying them of the establishment of a

quarantine of cattle, sheep and other ruminants and swine
in the New England States, and prohibiting the expor^a-

tion of such animals from the port of Boston until further

orders. Recent investigations by the Department of Ag-
riculture disclosed the fact that what is known as foot

and mouth disease exists to an alarming extent in Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Vermont, and

Secretary Wilson has said that this is the most serious

matter the Department has had to handle for some time;

but that all the resources of the Department would be

employed in stamping out the disease. He declared that

if it should spread west of the Hudson River it would be

nothing short of a national calamity.

A visit to this country has been made by Alfred Mosely,

of England, accompanied by representatives of twenty-

three of Great Britain's trade unions, for the purpose of

studying the manufacturing and mechanical processes and

the relations of capital and labor.

Among the reasons fur the prosperity of the United

States appear to be the following: Here machinery is used to

the fullest extent; old machinery and methodsare discarded

regardless of cost; everything is thoroughly systematized;

operations are carried on with the greatest economy be-

cause of their magnitude and specialization; and there is

an intelligent class of labor, and in the main cordial rela-

tions between labor and capital.

It is said that thirteen hundred fires were caused in

New York City last year by parlor matches. The dis-

covery of this fact has led the city authorities to prohibit

the storage or sale of parlor matches after First Month,

1903. Sulphur matches and safety matches must take

the place of the more convenient but more dangerous

parlor match. It is said that Sweden and France have

also prohibited the use of matches similar to the parlor

match.

A telegram of the 26th from Reading, Pa., says: Last

night a roaring noise was heard in the northwestern sec-

tion of the city. It proceeded from thousands of wild

geese on their way down the valley, following the Schuyl-

kill river. Many of the birds were shot by residents of

Riverside, and the geese changed their course and flew

back toward the city where many were easily captured.

A flow of natural gas has been opened by boring a well

near Scottsdale, Westmoreland Co., Penna.

The Seed Division of the Department of Agriculture

has made a change in the work of putting up seeds for

mailing to the country. Heretofore this has been done

by a large force of clerks. Now it is to be done entirely

by machinery Sixteen machines have been set up in a

building rented by the Department near the main build-

ing, and with a force of 100 women it is calculated 30,-

000 packages can be filled in a day. The plant is expec-

ted to put up over 40,000,000 packages in the course of

a year.

The colored population of Philadelphia is now stated

to be 70,000 and in the past 20 years this city has gone

from the tenth to the second place in regard to negro

population among the cities of the Union. New Orleans

only exceeding it.

There were 454 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 6 more than the pre-

vious week and 44 more than the corresponding week of

Is^Ol. Of the foregoing 216 were males and 238 fe-

males: 59 died of consumption of the lungs ; 71 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 7

of diphtheria; 17 of cancer; 19 of apoplexy, and 12 of

typhoid fever and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.— A despatch of the 28th ult. from London,

says : The Board of Agriculture has closed the ports of

the United Kingdom against the importation of animals

from Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,

Connecticut and Rhode Island. The order takes effect

Twelfth Mo. 5.

Cargoes arriving in the meanwhile will be the subject

of special investigation.

The exclusion of American cattle has caused a feeling

almost amounting to consternation in the shipping and

meat trades. Fears are expressed that the interdiction

may be extended to imports from other United States

ports, which would result in a general rise in the price

of meat, as only a few steamers have large refrigeration

space for dead meat.

The growth of American trade with China and the in-

creasing popularity of American goods in that country

are shown by two oflScial statements which have just

reached the Treasury Bureau of Statistics.

Cotton goods and flour are the items of importations from

the United States which show the greatest gain.

The American manufacturer enjoys advantages in the

way of geographical position, transport rates and im-

proved machinery.

A despatch from London of the 26th, says: The con-

tinued decline in the price of silver causes much comment
in financial circles. According to the best informed

houses, it is regarded as being directly due to China's

Hooding the market with silver in payment of the indem-

nity to the Powers.

In Manila, on the 28th, silver was sold at 270, making
a dollar in silver worth about 37 cents in gold. The de-

cline in silver has seriously affected business transactions

The Muirhead system of wireless telegraphy h;

experimented with on the steamer Vedamore,h[
rived in Baltimore from England, and the operator
Blenheim, stated that he had received messages at

tance of 1000 miles at sea.

The Morse alphabet is used in transmitting me!
and the characters are recorded on a paper ribbon

The British warship Sparrow shelled five Soul

Island villages lately to punish natives for killing a

who had professed Christianity.

The Soufriere volcano on the island of St. Vince
again in eruption on the 26th ult. In addition

great discharge of ashes a volume of hot water, 2C
wide was ejected, doing great damage.
The volcano of Mont Pelee on Martinique

to have been in a state of violent eruption on ih jij

ult.
I

It is stated that on one of the islands of Hudsc .»

has been discovered the remnant of a lost tribe of jj.

maux. Sixteen persons make up the community, ey

know nothing of metals, and it is supposed they
'ej

saw a white man until recently. They build their nj

from the bones of whales.

NOTICES.

Received from James Hobson, agent, Ireland,

Susan Williams, Vol. 76.

A Meeting for Worship, to which the public a In- i

vited, had been appointed to be held in Friends' Me,i|
\

House, Ninth and Tatnall streets, Wilmington, Dela.-s,

'

on First-day afternoon the I4th inst., at 3.30 o'cloc '.

A Mesting for Worship is appointed to he htln

Millville. N. J., on First-day the 7th inst., at 10.30 jo.
—

Train from Market street ferry at 9 a. m.
j

Westtown Boarding School. — For convenien )f

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will jt

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., andiO

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when reqoii

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents each y.

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West Chti,

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet, So|

Westtown Boarding School.— Application foiie

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rfrd

to instruction and discipline should be addressed to

Wm. F. Wickersham, Princip

Payments on account of board and tuition, and i-

munications in regard to business should be forward' i«

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
,

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co i.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St, Ph.

Open on weekdays from 11.30 A. M to 2p. M., and ji

3 P. M. to 6 p. M. Also on evening in which Friends!-

stitute Lyceum Meetings are held from 7 P. M. to 7.45
f.

New additions are as follows:

Clarke, W. N.—What Shall We Think of Christianir

Gladden, Washington.—Social Salvation. i

Griffis, W. E.— Maker of the New Orient—Samuel »

bins Brown.

Hartshorne, A. C—Japan and Her People.

Higginson, T. W.—Henry W. Longfellow.

James, William.—Varieties of Religious Experience.

McMaster. J. B.—Daniel Webster.

NORM.AN, Henry.—All the Russias.

Stone, Witmer & Cram, W. E.— American .

Wheeler, B. I.—Alexander the Great.
Anin,|f

lmanac a
;

m for sail)

. Price:-l-

Eriends' Religious and Moral Alm
Friends' Card Calendar for 1903 are now
Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street,

manacs four cents each, by mail fire cents: thirty c):

per dozen, by mail thirty-eight cents. The same v

paper cover five cents each, by mail six cents: forty C''

per dozen, by mail forty-nine cents. Calendars five ce

by mail ten cents.

Died, at the home of his son-in-law, Isaac F. McColij

in Jewell county, Kansas, Tenth Mo. 15th. 1902, NaT
_

Hill, aged seventy-seven years six months and one (

He was a lifelong member of the Society of Friends

a firm believer in the doctrines as held by early Frit.

and filled the station of Elder for several years bel

his death. This dear friend was of a weakly constitu

and a great sufferer, at times, for a number of ye

which he bore with patience. He was a loving husbs

a tender father and greatly beloved by all who knew I

He seemed to be ready and anxious to go where suffei

and affliction would be no more, and we have the c

forting hope that through redeeming love and mere]

has been permitted to enter one of those mansions

)

pared for the redeemed of all generations.
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'hdrransmission of Energy to Willing and

I Unwilling.

ilis not for the disciple to chose what di-

BCbn of the "energy of the Holy Spirit" he

iljidopt for his line of service, but it is for

inio submit unreservedly to be adopted and

1 by that energy and power. This

:. iL' him into aii ihe irui^h concerninfj

is epartment of service, as--" the good man's

tei are ordered of the Lord, and he delight-

th[n the Lord's way." If we read, as we

DO! elsewhere, that "the missionary energy

f 18 early Friends is in striking contrast to

hejquietism that came over them in subse-

u^t years," and then, stimulated by this as

toroach, assume a missionary energy, we

ia1be brought to the confusion of him who

i8|;ed, "Nevertheless let me run!" Happy

jrjhat man and all disciples, whom the Di-

inlraissionary energy chooses, and they sur-

3iiir to the operation of his power, "to will

Bco do of his good pleasure." Happy they

hsurrender to the preaching energy of the

Holy Spirit, to obey it though with stam-

ng tongues, as He requires it. So the

ing energy, and the teaching energy, and

lalof shepherding, of stewardship of means,

mnsel in affairs of state, of minding one's

house well. The manifold grace of God

his energizing in various directions, gifts

nJcallings, dividing to each man severally as

eivill. Happy and a success is he whose

n, of endeavor coincides with the Divine

liiion for his energy and the Divine energy

ttjiis mission. Our authority has no foun-

I'jjn in what Friends did or later Friends

• not: but in the same Spirit who directed

itialiants for the Truth in their day, that

He may select and direct our specifi'^ missions

fur our day. What form our present day mis-

sion shall take, it is not for this sheet to urge.

Only a revival of the old-time, uncalculating

submission to the direction of That which blew

them where He listed, is the need of our pres-

ent day and present Society. We can trust

the Head of his own Church for his develop-

ments in service and practice.

But very willing we should be if this Divine

energy should drive out more servants from

their ceiled houses into the by-ways and

hedges, to compel the wanderers in empty

professions to come in. A bishop has lately

said that "endowed churches are like endowed

people. They setttle down to an apathetic

enjoyment of comfort." A devoted minister,

poor in temporal means and concerned for the

support of his family, was observing with us

lately instances of one here and another there

breaking up their homes in their native places

in the compass of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, and ..icving,- and the :i again -.vingtc

other localities, as resident so.iourners for the

cause of Truth;—regarding that as errand-

servants of Christ they had here no continu-

ing city. "And I should not wander," said he,

"and, indeed, I have been expecting, that

much more of this manner of service would in

days that are near at hand be called for of

members of this Yearly Meeting, and will be

done by them if they are faithful, like our

early Friends, to their heavenly calling." Let

us not shut our eyes and hearts to this "mis-

sionary energy" of the Holy Spirit, simply be-

cause it is possible to call it by that name.

He will have, in the day of his power, a people

that is willing. Do not let us fear to be ser-

vants of the Power at home, because as we

learn obedience it may call us abroad. But

rather fear Him who when we are called from

homes in the body, may call us to none in

heaven.

The Leaning Towards Finery.

A recent editorial of a contemporary has

the following statement, "It can be safely

said that there never was a time when Friends

thought less of dress or fashion than now,

and that in this respect the new Friend is not

below the ancient standard." Upon what ba-

sis of facts such a statement could be made

we are not aware. The action of meetings in

dealing with the subject might be cited as ev-

idence, but as these evils were corrective in

their nature a diminution in them might in-

dicate an unwillingness to receive the correc-

tion ctiiite as much as "'less thought" on the

subject of dress. The question would seem

to be, after all, more a matter of opinion than

of fact, and we have found after some inquiry

amongst intelligent Friends a positive disa-

greement with the statement quoted. One

Friend with University training and consider-

able residence amongst Friends in three west-

ern and three or four eastern states, is quite

emphatic in maintaining the contrary state-

ment.

Concern, however, in regard to the warrant

for the statement seems to us of less account

than some other considerations on the subject.

Granted for argument that "there never was a

time when Friends thought less of dress or

fashion, than now," does this pruve the other

half of the statement "that the new Friend is

not below the ancient standard" in these mat-

ters? !t it not tri'ly a question cf the qunHiy

of the thought devoted to the subject? On

the one side we have Dame Fashion with

thoughts of vanity, on the other the conscien-

tious Friend with thoughts of simplicity and

sacrifice. We are not forgetting the truth of

some other statements in the editorial in re-

gard to set forms of dress. True, the Society

has never prescribed any. Some Scripture

principles, however, might rightly have a

bearing on a choice of the forms of simplicity

as against the forms of fashions. It seems

clear that one or the other must be chosen, as

dress after all is a matter of form.

The multiplication in Friendly circles of

diamonds, of bright feathers and showy flow-

ers, and of rich laces for trimming is natur-

ally enough noted by the critics who write of

the "passing of the Quaker." There are those

who feel bound to deplore these signs of de-

cline, although thankfully accepting other

manifest signs of progress. It seems wholly

needless, in protesting against the evil in a

fixed form of plainness, to have gone to these

extremes, and much is lost in Quaker charac-

ter when it becomes obscured in worldly finery.

Fifty years ago a very sensible discrimination

seemed to prevail with Friends in these mat-

ters. We quote from one of the best known

writers of that day—"We ought to distinguish

between clothing and ornament. Clothing is
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intended lo cover and protect the body; orna-

ment to beautify it. The former is necessary

* * * the latter is altogether needless for the

body, and evidently hurtful to the mind." And

again, "But we are not so foolish as to ob-

ject to beauty, under any of its forms, merely

because it is beauty; we disapprove only of

such a misapplication of things supposed to be

beautiful, as is attended with an evil effect on

the human mind."

The plain injunctions of Scripture must still

have some weight in regard to dress. Paul

writes very clearly to Timothy (1 Tim. ii, 8

iO) and Peter (1 Peter iii, 1-4) reinforces all

that Paul says. As has often been pointed in

both of these passages we have a positive in-

junction as well as a prohibition. So there can

he no doubt of their intention. Scripture sim-

plicity therefore in the Society of Friends

should not be put aside because of some ap-

parent failure in the past to find a wholly ra-

tional expression of it. John Kuskin is most

emphatic on the Scripture side of the subject.

Writing of the zeal displayed by the women of

England again.'^t criticism of the Bible he says,

"The Bible tells you to dress plainly, and you

are mad for finery." *

Water Baptism. A Pagan and a .Jewish

Rite, but not Christian. Proven by Scriptures

and History. Confirmed by the Lives of Saints

who were never Baptized with Water.— James
H. Moon, Fallsington, Pennsylvania, 1902.

The above is the title of a well-printed

booklet, which makes no claim to speak for

the Society of Friends, or to be connected

with any religious denomination. It is for

the relief of the author's individual concern,

to meet individual charges and questions which

he has had to bear, from men and women who

have declared to him that the avoidance of

water baptism must necessarily be in a delib-

erate disregard of the plain commands of the

New Testament.

In showing the more excellent baptism, or

that proclaimed by John the Baptist and by

Christ as Christ's own, and ordained by Him
to supersede the baptism of water, the author

has not failed to use much diligence in the ex-

amination of every known treatise on Bap-

tism, including all the known writings of those

called the Ante-Nicene Fathers, that he might

"take away the first in order to establish the

second."

The conciseness, terseness, and lucid direct-

ness of his expression in planting-the steps of

his unrelenting proof, are the results of a

study by which he seems to have gotten his

points well in hand, and so C( uld condense

them into a small treatise which wastes few

if any words. The brevity of his full senten-

ces will hold the popular ear, as the style of a

disquisition would not. If dust is thrown over

the strong framework of proof to becloud it,

it will be by harping on minor points of criti-

cism or learning, which we have not thus far

observed, but which the letter of all texts

and statements is open to, and usually by men

out of sympathy dwelt upon as if the main

issue.

The treatment of the whole subject is given

under the following headings in their order:

— "The Commission."—Paul's "Conimission."

— Water Paptism in History as a Pagan and

Jewish Rite.—John's Baptism.—Water Bap-

tism and Christian Baptism. -Baptismal Grace.

— Water Baptism and Circumcision.—Water

Baptism after Christ in Apostolic Times.—Wa-

ter Baptism after the Apostles' Time.—Conclu-

sion (in which the whole treatise is condensed

into a Summary). On nearly every page the

margin is boldly printed with Scripture re-

ferences.

In standing upon our higher plane of Chris-

tian Baptism, we do not covet to invite con-

troversy, nor to unsettle others where settle-

ment will not follow; but we do deem it at

least a kindness to render a clear answer to

those who earnestly inquire of us the grounds

of our position. That tiuestion is entitled to

a response. We are in receipt of letters of

inquiry on our view of baptism, which this book

will save us much time in answering. While

it does not appear as a Friends', or any secta-

rian book, yet we deem that many Friends may

be thankful for the service done them person-

ally bv its conscientious preparation. Others,

bound hand and foot by vested interests, will

refuse to be convinced, no matter what is

proved. But as an answer to those who wish

to be answered, the book seems to the pres-

ent reviewer effectually to vindicate all spirit-

ual-baptists against the charere of coming a

whit behind water-Baptists in reverential con-

formity to the expressed ordinances of Christ.

Nay, it exhibits them as rendering a superior

obedience.

Political Incorruptibility.

Fellow secretary with Milton, under Crom-
well, was Andrew Marvell, who after theRes-
storation was returned as a member of Parlia-

ment. Naturally he took his seat on the op-

position benches. As he was a person of in-

fluence, the ministry was desirous of getting

him to act with thera, and to this end used all

available influence, of which bribery w^as not

the least. These means failing, the chancel-

lor resolved to make him a visit, in hope that

personal entreaty aided by all the eloquence

he could command might prove effectual. As-
cending therefore to the garret, which for

poverty Andrew made his lodging, he set

forth how much more good he might accom-
plish if he cast in his influence with those

"who were carrying on his majesty's govern-

ment," etc. As a clincher to his arguments
he slipped, as he went downstairs, a piece of

paper into Andrew's hand. It was a draft on

r to-morr.jjt

me to lay L
dish of sop
Turning tM
"Do you §

the treasurer for a thousand pounds. E
called back, when sunsmoning his bodyse
Andrew said, "Tom, my boy, what di

have for dinner to-day?" "Why you re;

ber that little shoulder of mutton you ha

to buy for you." "Yes, yes. Well, Ton
lad, what are we to have for to-morr.

"Why, sir, you know yuu told me
the bone and we would have a dis'

"Quite right, quite right." Turning
expectant chancellor he said,

that! Andrew Marvell's dinner is pre
for him,"— handing back the draft—'
these things to those who want them. 1

1

here to serve my constituents."

Indian Aid Association.

The work of the Associated Executive (-

raittee of Friends on Indian Affairs has

carried on during the past year in ten d:

ent missions or stations, of which four a

the northeast corner of Indian Territorj'

are established among the Modocs, Sent

Ottawas and Wyandottes, respectively.

Indians in these stations are largely of n
blood and are further removed from orif

conditions than those among whom the (

homa missions are scattered,

are known as the Otoe, Iowa, Shawnee, I

apoo and "Big Jim's Band" Missions; the

ter being the last established. The wor
your Executive Committee, as is well kr

to many present, has been practically

fined to the Skiatook or Hillside School

cated in the Indian Territory quite

boundary line of Oklahoma. We have n

the customary appropriation of funds to id

the management of this School, we bavia-

ceived monthly reports of the condition ofie

establishment and some correspondence is

usually taken place monthly between raemrs

of our committee and our friend Eva Wati,

who has the principal share in the mpi'

ment of the work.

The condition of the School continues

prosperous. The total enrollment of

for the past year has been an average of

88. In the average attendance 38

dians and 44 were white scholars; those

ing at the School numbered 25. The
paying for their tuition was 52.

The enrollment in the Eleventh Month wi

largest, by three, since the School wasstaDJ

While is is noticeable that the attendance
_

whole has increased, .we note that thereje

now more white than Indian children in e

School, a reversal of the conditions two y 8

ago. Many of the children have also bt

low percentage of Indian blood in their ve"

The gradual entrance of whites into the

(partly allowed for the purpose of payi

penses), is also partially occasioned by

race admixture. To quote from a recent

ter of our friend, John Nicholson

"The difficulties arising from contact

evil-dispos d whites have increased."

"Much attention is given to the white

the hope of lessening the evils arising f:j

their presence."

"The work has therefore become a

mixed one, with that for the whites tal?

the lead in some cases."

We give extracts from a letter from •

Watson, which we think will throw some ht

on the school life.

^1 9

V
t
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!
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iie states, "that there is a regular detail

chool work, changing each month, arranged

ng the scholars, which takes about one

r of each one's time daily." "The boy.s

I with the washing and the girls with the

ing."

It is our intention to carry on the work as

h like it is done in an ordinary family of

8 size, as possible, only such appliances are

I as would be found in a thrifty family

vhere."

The children, when coming to school, are

illy deficient in regularity of life; they

> gone to bed at oleasure, eaten what and

n they liked."

The School is sought by many, because of

simplicity and purity of the home life that

>ndeavor to uphold, and the regulation of

t that we strive to secure."

We fall far short of our ideal, but yet are

luraged to think mucli good has been done

ugh the agency of the School."

We are still twenty miles and more from

school that lasts for more than four

ths, and are filling a place that would be

ink otherwise."

Our Sabbath School and Meeting are hav

jin excellent influence on the community

ithese could not be maintained without the

fol."

iiVe have eight or ten former school girls

iare creditably married and settled, that

us great pleasure in meeting and hearing

them; several of our boys, too, are good

less men, straightforward and earnest."

le Committee would state to this meeting

ij its treasury is practically empty, the

}nt shown as a balance in the Treasurer's

t being already pledged for part of the

njil payment to the School. Many of the

tf-ous friends who formerly supported this

il have deceased; this, we hope, will be a

Dl'ally recognized fact by our young men
dvomen, who, coming into positions of

ear responsibility, will find themselves

ki.o contribute to our funds.

Q behalf of the Committee,
Charles Evans, Sec'y.

liwe who profess to be the initiated do not

ovthat we are living by something beyond

eiisn, "if we do not keep the faith," how
al|ffe expect others to seek it?

—

Ex.

T'a Bad Things.—"Shall I give you a

ra|le?" said Mark Guy Pease. "There was
n<{ walking in the highway, and he fell

m No doubt it was partly his own care-

isnss. He, however, insisted that it was
atident. But the trouble was that when
y.y, down he stayed there, and scent all his

neiin telling everybody vvho would listen

w't happened. Some shook their heads

ubi'ully, and that made him angry. Some
nanthized with him and that made him sad.

' lat there came a simple man, who asked,

owong have you been here?' It was ten,

el'j, fifteen years or more. The simple

injiook his head. 'I am sorry, very sorry.'
" j'es,' said he who was down, 'it is a ter-

)lehiDg to tumble down.'
" 'jhat may be,' said the simple man, 'but

ere, one thing a thousand times worse.'

'%at is that?'
' 'viy,—not getting up again!'

"

And he who overcomes shall eat

Of hidden manna, pure and sweet;
The food the Lord alone can give.

Bidding the soul to taste and live.

And thou wilt have a name unknown,
Engraved upon a pure white stone.

Whispered to thee by lips Divine.

precious secret! His and mine.

—Failh HoUki

Thoughts on Meetings for Divine Worship.

On the way to attend New Garden Mid-
week Meeting, held at Winona, Ohio, we
viewed the north and south road through the

valley containing the little town, and counted
eleven vehicles carrying Friends to meeting,

six more had either turned in or were not yet

in sight, while almost as many Friends were
within walking distance.

When seated in the house the teacher with

her interesting school of twenty-seven chil-

dren, all but four of whom are members,
quietly took their places. Seven more had
recently gone to the Barnesville Boarding

School, and most of the twenty-four under
school age are often at meeting. Excepting
a few elderly men, each man had left a life of

physical toil, mostly upon a farm of his own,

to meet for worship on that bright Fifth-day

morning. Those not acquainted with Friends

express surprise that hard-working, busy peo-

ple should leave all, in such fine weatlier in

the busy season, to assemble themselves to-

gether for what may prove to be a silent hour.

They know full well that even the promise of

a prepared sermon with skilled musicians and
trained singers would not gather others week
after week from their outward affairs. This

attitude of the popular mind comes from a

misapprehension of the nature of divine wor-

ship. Priestcraft, rite and ceremonial have

become identified with their notions of church

worship. The precious promise to those, even

the two or three, gathered in our Saviour's

name, that He would be in the midst of them
is almost forgotten. In their reliance upon a

paid master of ceremonies, they do not know
of that living silence in their meetings where
the life, as it rises and fills each waiting ves-

sel, overflows from one to another.

Robert Barclay compares the blessing of

such a meeting to many candles lighted and

put in one place: they do gieatly augment the

light and make it more to shine forth. So,

when many are gathered into the same life,

there is more of the glory of God, and his

power appears, to the refreshment of each in-

dividual, for that he partakes not only of the

light and life raised in himself, but in all the

rest.

Isaac Penington compares the warmth of

life to a heap of fresh and living coals, warm-
ing one another, inasmuch as a great strength,

freshness and vigor of life flows into all.

Living ministry in such meetings finds living

hearers, and who of them could think of al-

lowing trivial afl'airs, or even pressure of

business to hold them from their share of the

blessing? As we abide in that power, that so

marvellously manifested itself in the gather-

ings of early Friends, we can adopt the words

of the apostle to the gentiles who knew what

it was to feel so abased as to count himself

the chief of sinners, and what it was to abound

in Grace, when he said, "1 beseech you there-

fore, brethren, by the mercies of God that ye
present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,

acceptable unto (Jod, svhich is your reasonable
service."

The exercise of our late Yearly Meeting on
account of a lukewarm state amongst us is

alluded to in the following closing minute.

D. S.

"On considering the State of Society, our
dear absent Friends were brought to our re-

membrance, with desires that they also might
be made partakers of streams of Divine con-

solation. Although it may at times be diffi-

cult to leave our business and take our chil-

dren to attend midweek meetings, and may
even seem that a positive loss would be sus-

tained in material things and be a sacrifice to

our comfort, yet, it being a sacrifice, which
the .Master requires of us, we certainly can

trust Him, who is able to "bless the little or

blast the much," and that in a spiritual as

well as a temporal sense, "our bread shall be

given us, our w^ater shall be sure." But if

we turn from intimations of duty, even though
they may appear small, there is great danger
of the enemy leading us away, farther and
farther, until the plaintive language may be

applicable, 'The summer is past, tlie harvest

is ended, and we are not saved.'

"The faithfulness of our forefathers in

promulgating and maintaining the testimonies

of truth, have borne fruit to his praise, and

we are now benefited by their faithfulness,

'(Jther men labored, and ye have entered into

their labors.' Yet this does not excuse us

from faithfulness on our part, but rather

should incite us to further endeavors in the

cause, 'which is dignified with immortality

and crowned with eternal life."

"The testimonies of Friends in plainness of

speech, deportment and apparel was felt to be

in accordance with the Apostolic injunction,

'Whose adorning, let it not be that outward

adorning of plaiting the hair and of wearing

of gold or of putting on of apparel,' but let it

be the hidden man of the heart, even the or-

nament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is,

in the sight of God, of great price." May we
be enabled to draw our supplies from Him,

who bringeth forth out of his treasury things

new and old, and vvho can alone enable us to

maintain these things, not in the oldness of

the letter, which killeth, but in the newness of

the Spirit, which giveth life.

"With feelings of thankfulness for a fresh

extension of Divine favor, during the various

sittings of this Yearly Meeting, turning as we
trust the hearts of the fathers to the children,

and the hearts of the children to their fathers,

we now solemnly conclude, to meet at the

usual time and place next year if permitted so

to do.

"Nathan R. Smith, Clerk."

Harm Done by Calling Ours a Christian

Country.—One of the greatest hindrances to

the spread of the gospel in heathen lands is

the ungodliness manifest in nominally Chris-

lian lands. The vice, drunkenness and im-

morality prevalent in town and city are her-

alded far and near in Islam countries as evi-

dence of the failure of Christianity to evan-

gelize the nations in which it has its >eat. It

is said that educated Moslems in India take

note of the wickedness of Great Britain and
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faithfully report its moral condition to tlieir

co-reliKionists, who use it with terrific eftect

in counteracting the efforts of Christian iniE-

sionaries in their worli of evangelization No

doubt a distinction should be made between

true and nominal Christians, but the Moslem

mind is slow in recognizing and acknowledg-

incr it as we do. Thus is it in heathendom

.generally. Japan and China have their rep-

resentatives in America, and they see much

among us that is hard to reconcile with our

Christianity, and they send home what they

observe and hear that is adverse to our relig-

ion The news spreads rapidly to our injury

amon<T those of their countrymen whom our

missionaries seek to enlighten and to save.

There are also Englishmen and Americans re-

sidincrin India and China and other pagan sec-

tions who lead lives that are a like reproach

to the Christian name. "Let him that nam-

eth the name of Christ depart from miquity.

Ex.

Selected

.

Josiah Coale.

Josiah Coale, born of a family of good re-

pute among men, near the city of Bristol, was

convinced of God's everlasting truth through

the powerful ministry of that servant of God,

John Audland, about the year 16oo.

The word of life pierced Josiah to the heart

and wrought effectually to his salvation and

redemption. He walked for a time under deep

iudgment, and mournfully, so that he became

a easing stock and wonder to his former ac-

quaintance. But God's arm was strong, and

plucked up every evil plant, and purified hira,

and made him fit for the Lord's use, and an

able minister of the everlasting gospel of

Christ Jesus; an incessant laborer, few more

spent in God's service.

His soul seemed wholly bent to the renown-

ingthe name of Christ; and the enemies of

Truth he ever accounted his enemies.

His declaration was to the ungodly like an

axe, or hammer, and sword sharp and piercing,

being mostly attended with an eminent appear-

ance of the dreadful power of the Lord, to the

cutting down many tall cedars, and making

the strong oaks to bow, but to the faithful

and diligent who minded the things of Christ

more than their own, oh! how soft and pleas-

ant were the streams of immortal life that ran

through him to the refreshing of those! It

was his life and joy to be speaking the word

of the Lord, and not his own words; and many

thousands were living witnesses to the power,

virtue and efficacy of his ministry; but, above

all, he was terrible to the sowers of strife,

secret backbiters, and such as rend the holy

body and in their own selfish spirits set them-

selves over their brethren, by feignedness and

deceitful appearances, to the destroying the

simple-hearted.

In his conversation, his kindness was so

mixed with seriousness, and his familiarity

with a staid and exemplary behavior, that he

was an honor to the truth and therein a con-

firmer of his holy testimony and weaker breth-

ren. He was hardy, valiant, and fixed; not

of those who shun the cross or sell their birth-

right for a mess of pottage. He balked no

danger for the sake of his blessed testimony,

which he bore faithfully in England, Holland,

the Low Countries and Barbadoes; and had

also sore travails among the heathen m Amer-

ica as in Maryland, Virginia, and iNew Eng-

land, preaching the gospel of Christ among

them He travelled on foot through the wil-

derness, from Virginia to New England, m
danc^er of wild beasts and venomous creatures,

enduring much cold, hunger and weariness,

and through bogs and waters, often obliged to

eat chestnuts for food when hungry, as ap-

pears at large in the record of New England s

persecution.
,, _ ,

. ...

He was a good example, as well for his lib-

erality as faithfulness, for as the prosperity

of God's truth was above all things, so he was

always cautious of making the gospel charge-

able to any; having some estate of his own,

he freely employed it in the Lord's service

counting nothing too dear for the name and

service of the Lord.

Thus having labored his natural strength

away in this heavenly warfare, for the pro-

moting of the glorious truth of the Lord and

for the advancement of its interest and do-

minion in the world, for above twelve years

to<^ether, he did with perfect understanding,

and an extraordinary enjoyment of the Lord s

life majesty and presence, to the refreshment

of beho'lders, cheerfully lay down his mortal

°G^eorge Fox, visiting him on his sick bed,

queried whether he had anything upon his

mind to write to friends in England or beyond

sea He said he was clear of writing to them

;

and that as the Lord by his power had carried

him through England and other nations so he

had nothing to write; but he desired his love

to all Friends. *.u .

One thing, he said, did he upon him, in that

he understood Lodowick Muggleton (a most

blasphemous ranter) and his company would

boast against him, and understanding George

Fox was preparing a book in answer to the

^aid Muggleton, desired he might put in a few

words as his last testimony against Muggle-

ton; which George Fox desired him to prepare,

and he would call for it as he came back. . .
.

George Fox, when he came back again, found

Josiah sitting by the fireside filled with the

power of the Lord, and speaking to friends

about him as followeth: "Well, friends be

faithful to God and seek nothing for self, or

vour own glory; and if anything wrong arise,

judge it down by the power of the Lord God,

that so you may be clear in his sight, and an

swer his witness in all people; then wi 1
you

have the reward of life. For my part I have

walked in faithfulness with the Lord, and 1

have thus far finished my testimony, and have

neace with the Lord, and his ma.iesty is witli

me, and his crown of life is upon me; so mind

my love to all friends."

Then he spake to Stephen Crisp, saying,

"Dear heart, keep low in the holy fear of God,

that will be thy crown." Afterwards he said.

"\ minister of Christ must walk as I have

walked." Then he desired George Fox to pray

that he might have an easy passage; and

friends seeing him begin to be heavy, desired

him to go and lie down on the bed, which he

did, and he was filled with the power of the

Lord and Seed of life, which was over all. So

in that he departed in the arms of his fr:ends,

as he sat on the side of the bed, and had a

very easy passage into eternal life. He died

in London, aged thirty-five years, in the year

1668. He labored in the ministry twelj

years.

tJM,:

Does Paul Forbid Women to Teach in tb;

Church?

BY J. M. ADAIR, (in the United Presbyterian Witn^\

[Although the following article travers,^

ground not unfamiliar to Friends, yet it
\

i

well even for our members to review tht

ground of doctrine from season to season

in this instance the honest inquiry and

of a Presbyterian clergyman is of added mt

est to us.—Ed.]

The answer to this inquiry, yes or no, vj

be according to the interpretation given

two passages in Paul's epistles. The first

in 1 Cor. xiv: 34,35, "Let your women kt

silence in the churches, for it is not permit

unto them to speak, but they are commam

to be under obedience, as also saith the k

And if they will learn anything let

their husbands at home, for it is a shame

women to speak* in the church." The ot

passage is in 1 Tim. ii: 11-12, "Let

women learn in silence with all subjecti

But I suffer not a woman to teach nor to us

authority over the man but to be in silenc

It must be admitted that these passages

seem to give an affirmative reply to this qi

tion that Paul does forbid woman to teacJ

the church. And commentators favor

interpretation; so far as I have had accea

their writings I find that almost without

exception thev adopt the view, that I

means in these passages that woman shall

take part in the public exercises of teacbg

and prayer in the church. In Jamison, U-

sett and Brown it is said, "The women sh

learn, not teach." "She should not even

questions in the public assembly. Gi

says in bis Paraphrase, "It behooves
_

to be hearers and not speakers m religions

semblies." The same interpretation is g

in the Pulpit Commentary, the Preachers
,_

miletic Commentary, and by all the older (fl-

mentators. The Bible Commentary has le

following on 1 Tim. ii: 11: "In public wonp

the man only is to teach as well as to pr.

Shaff Herzogg Encyclopsdia says in the J-

cle on Woman: "Paul seems to refuse wcaD

the right of speaking in the public meetirflf

the congregation." That this opinion as

"
*CeTtam\Yto^ophesy is "to speak," and flic

praveris speaking: and these are servicesjc

Paul expressly admits to be incumbent on w-jn

in the congregation or assembly, 'nst™^'''";'^

rinthian women in the garb to be worn «toi^

thus appear. So all words of public singing Bj

be incluled under speaking. But the Greek
^

which Paul used is not so sweeping as to ba

all speaking from women in meetings. It me,i»

talk. In the assembly for worship it is no a-

niitted unto them (o talk:"-''it is a shame f(V^

men to talk in the congregation, and true H

meetings comply with this prohibition, thei

trine of ministry forbidding not only wome

men also to talk on such occasions, or do ar

turing or teaching that is below the spirit o

phecy To speak then, but not mere talk

permitted both by the apostles and by Fnei

male and to female, (both "one in Christ J-

when it is of the living spring of propht

prayer, or praise that is in the immediate

ing" authority of " the Head over all things t-

church."—Ed.
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I very prevalent might be inferred from

following graphic lines:

But the brethren only seemed to speak;

odest the sisters walked, and meek;

nd if ever one of them chanced to say

fhat troubles she met with on the way,

ow she longed to pass to the other side,

or feared to cross over the swelling tide,

voice arose from the brethren then:

let no one speak but the 'holy men.'

or have ye not heard the words of Paul,

h, let the women keep silence all?"

'his prohibition is not supposed to be lodged

•ely against what is known as official teach-

er that what Paul means is that women

to be excluded from the ranks of the min-

y, but it applies to all teaching of the l)i-

e Word in the public or promiscuous assem-

; that women have no right to take part in

ching the word or conducting religious ex-

ises in the presence of men.

.'his interpretation has been so long and so

lerally held, that niiiny women in the church

rywhere have felt themselves under the

!, and however well qualified to engage in

[istian work, they have feared to do so lest

jy might expose themselves to the charge

|)fficious meddling in sacred things, and in-

ithe displeasure of the Head of the Church,

(instance of this the writer met some years

i in Thomasville, Georgia. The Southern

il^byterian church is very conservative on

1 question of women's rights to engage in

rstian work. Some good women in the

akregation there lamenting the cold state of

jtion in their congregation, agreed to meet

'dily in the church for prayer. On one oc-

aon these good women were holding their

rier meeting when a man dropped in to en-

)^:he meeting. The ladies felt that they

0(1 not proceed with their meeting in the

rijnce of a man and one of them went to

heparsonage near by for the pastor, who
an; in and closed the meeting as they sup-

osi in a scriptural manner.

Jiw
it must certainly be apparent to all

if this interpretation of these passages is

orl'ct and Paul has really forbidden women
:ach the Word in the promiscuous assem-

)lyithen much of her work as it is carried on

iO-(!y in the Sabbath school and mission fields

s jrbidden. For it is certainly true that

iisaw if given is still binding. If the Head
'f ii Church by his Holy Spirit led Paul to

ecjre in these verses that women should

eejsilence in the church and not take part

1 1? work of teaching that is the end of the

onbversy, his will is absolute law from
.'hij no dissent will be allowed. But it is

leajd by some that the customs of society

hit rendered this prohibition necessary have

) clinged that it is no longer necessary and
iis[iw has become obsolete, and women may

,

ghjully disregard it. Hut in reply it must
.' sjd that the laws and appointments of the

jwl'estament church are not subject to any
ch hange but remain in force however the

. stijis of society may change. If this pro-

)it|n was given and women were forbidden

tel'h the Word in the promiscuous assem-

Corinth or any other place in that day
ohibition is still in force whatever may

thj customs of society in our day.

the great question is, has Paul really

given such a prohibition or are not these pas-

sages capable of a different interpretation?

(To be continued.)

Counsel to our Members as Cilizens.

(Concluded from pay" l''-->

In accordance with the concern which we
have felt at this time, we believe it will be

proper to revive some of the excellent coun-

sel of our ancient Friends. Our honorable el-

der, Ceorge Fox, in his unremitted care and

labor for the preservation of the members of

the Society, in consistency with its religious

principles, thus addresses them in the year

1659: "Friends, take heed of joining with

this or the other, or meddling with anv, or

being busy in other men's matters; but mind

the Lord, his power and his service, and keej)

in that which answers the witness in all,"

.And again, in 1685: "Whatever bustlings

and trouble, tumults and outrages, quarrels

and strife arose in the world, keep out of them
all; concern not yourselves with them; but

keep in the Lord's power and peaceable truth

that is over all such things; in which power
ye seek the peace and good of ail men."

Stephen Crisp, under a deep concern respect

ing the state of our Society, and an awful

prospect of the commotions and judgments

then impending, endeavors to bring Friends to

a serious recollection of the place of their be-

ginning, the day of their first convincement:

showing that the light which shined in their

hearts, being Divine, it led them into an en-

tire subjection to the cross of Christ, and en-

abled them to despise the pleasures, treasures,

honors and friendships of this world, and pro-

duced fruits which were truly acceptable in

the sight of the Lord, and which must ever be

the case of the faithful in all ages. After

describing various snares by which some were

induced to think that a "day of more liberty

was come," in which "they need not stand so

straitly to try things and words as at first."

and were now esteeming some things to be

"little," which at the beginning they saw

were "great things," he says: "0 Friends,

be ye all watchful, and take heed lest any of

the testimonies of Truth be laid waste; for

that which leads thee to be weary of bearing

witness to the Truth, and to lay it waste, the

same will lay thee waste, and bring thee into

such a state, as thou wilt want the Truth to

bear witness for thee. Therefore, let all

lukewarm ones, who are neither hot nor cold,

be awakened; and all that have gone back-

ward, be warned to return to their first love;

else the Lord will come against them; and the

day hastens that will divide such their por-

tion among hypocrites, except they repent."

Although our ancient Friends respected and

pass, repose ye yourselves in the munition of

that rock, that all these shakings shall not

move; even in the knowledge and feeling of

the eternal power of Cod, keeping you sub-

jectly given up to his heavenly will; and feel

it daily to kill and mortify that which remains
in any of you, which is of this world; for the

wordly part in any, is the changeable part;

and that is up and down, full and empty, joy-

ful and sorrowful, as things go well or ill in

this world. For as the Truth is but one, and
many are partakers of its spirit, so the world

is but one, and many are partakers of the

spirit of it; and as many as do partake of it,

so many will be straitened and perplexed with

it; but they who are single to the Truth,

waiting daily to feel the life and virtue of it

in their hearts, these shall rejoice in the midst

of adversity. These shall not have their

hearts moved with fear, nor tossed with an-

guish, because of evil tidings; because that

which fixeth them remains with them."
".And when you see divisions and parties,

and rendings in the bowels of nations, and ru-

mors and tempests in the minds of the people,

then take heed of being moved to this party

or to that party, or giving your strength to

this or that, or counselling this way or that

way; but stand single to the Truth of (Jod, in

which neither war, rent nor division is. And
lake heed of that part in any of you, which
trusts and relies upon any sort of men of this

world in the day of their prosperity; for the

same party will bring you to suffer with them
in the time of their adversity, which will

not be long after; for stability in that ground,

there will be none.— When they shall say,

come join with us in this or that, remember
you are joined to the Lord by his pure spirit,

to walk with Him in p^ace and righteousness;

and you feeling this, this gathers out of all

bustlings and noises, and parties and tumults,

and leads you to exalt the standard of truth

and righteousness, in an innocent conversa-

tion, to see who will flow unto that. And this

shall be a refuge for many of the weary,

tossed and afflicted ones in those days, and a

shelter for many whose day is not over."

Having thus brought into view the exercise

with which we have been impressed, and the

counsel which our early Friends published on

similar occasions, it is our affectionate desire

that those in membership with us may regard

the concern with that seriousness and weight

which its importance claims;—that as the

Truth is unchangeable, we may be engaged to

bear a harmonious testimony to its power and

efficacy; walking by the same rule, and mind-

ing the same thing. We should then experi-

ence the fear of the Lord, as a fountain of

life, to preserve us from the various alluring

objects, which under the promise of emolu-

ment to ourselves, or of eminence in civil so-
supported the governments under which they

lived, declaring that "Magistracy is God's or-

dinance, the good ends thereof being for the |

ciety, are pres-singly soliciting our^acceptance

punishment of evil-doers, and the praise of '
'

'
" ' '

them that do well," and availed themselves of

the protection which the law affords, using

the elective franchise according as they indi-

vidually felt freedom so to do; yet, in times

of civil disturbance and excitement, they were

concerned to advise their fellow members to

refrain from participating in those convul-

sions, with reference to which Stephen Crisp

and by which the soul may be defiled.

When capable of duly estimating the awful

and responsible station of a member of the

body of Christ, we are made sensible of the

liabilitv to defilement, by uniting w^ith any-

thing that is impure; and assuredly know,

that that which stands not in the counsel of

God, must ever be regugnant to the kingdom

of his dear Son, our Lord Jesus Christ. Oh!

thus addresses them: "Oh, Friends, while how very important are the obligations rest-

all these things are working and bringing to
|

ing upon a holy profession! What fear, what
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circumspection and caution should always at-

tend those who take uijon them his holy name
—that sincerely and steadily seeking to honor

him in their humble consistent walking, they

might be instrumental to the spreading of his

reign upon the earth, who is King of kings

and Lord of lords.

With the salutation of unfeigned love, we
are your friends and brethren.

Signed in and on behalf of our Meeting for

Sufferings, held in Philadelphia, the 15th of

Eighth Month, 1834.

Jonathan Evans, Clerk.

Trust Schemes.

Extract from annual address of President

—

the Lady Somerset—of National British Wo-
men's Temperance Association, Sixth Month
4th. 1902.

The cultivation of a candid and tolerant

spirit does not render it necessary that we
should blindly accept whatever is offered us as

a solution for the reform of the licensing sys-

tem. It does not require that we should ac-

cept a stone as a substitute for bread, or a
serpent instead of a fish. The experience of

the country, with respect to grocer's licenses,

and with regard to political and social clubs,

has been such as to warn us against a too easy
acquiescence in the proposals of men who,
from good, honest motives, but partial and
unbalanced views of the subject, evolve
schemes which, however specious, are not
calculated to promote, but rather to hinder,

the temperance reformation. None doubt the
motives which influenced Gladstone when he
brought forward his Grocers' License scheme.
He meant to give the nation a fish, but it

turned out that he had given them a serpent,

and the undoubted excellence of his motive did

not in the least change the character of his

gift. Experienced and alert temperance re-

formers strongly opposed the measure. Many
who were regarded as men of light and lead-

ing, and who actually had in other matters
much experience and sound judgment, sup-
ported it. They lacked, however, the closer

knowledge of the subject, and saw in it only

many commendable characteristics, and there-
fore, brushing aside the warnings of temper-
ance experts, thev induced the nation to ac-

cept it. The measure has turned out as in-

jurious in its effects as though it had origi-

nated with the most dishonest, and had been
supported only by the most foolish people.
Such experiences, I believe, have been given
to us for our warning, and it is incumbent on
us to be vigilant and firm in all our dealings
with the projects of liquor legislation. The
experience of the results of the Grocers' Li-

censes and of the Beer Bill, introduced to pro-
mote temperance, with their disastrous effects

on national sobriety, ought to make us wary
of any scheme for drink selling or drink dis-

tribution, for blunder now may lead to na-
tional calamity, and eventually to national dis-

aster.

The Trust scheme introduced by Earl Grey
claims our close attention. It is temptingly
held out to us, and, like the forbidden fruit,

can certainly be very speciously recommended.
The advocates of the scheme argue that pub-
lic-houses under the Trust would be much bet-

ter managed than public-houses under the
trade, that the licensing laws will be less

often broken, and that conduct which, without
being illegal, is deemed to be injurious to the

customer himself, will be discouraged to a

greater extent in the public-houses belonging

to the Trust than in those of their rivals. This

seems to be the object of the scheme, and the
promoters have carefully considered the meas-
ures to carry it into effect. The argument,
therefore, is that under these circumstances
the Trust houses will be much less injurious

to their customers, as well as to the neigh-

borhood in which they are situated, than the
ordinary drink shops. Now to me this is not
at all clear. Harmlessness and respectability

are not, 1 believe, one and the same thing.

The Grocer's Licenses have in the past, I

think, proved this; their respectability has
been a considerable element in their increas-

ing danger. Political and social drinking
clubs, in their earlier years at any rate, were
esteemed highly respectable, and attracted as

regular visitors many young and middle-aged
men who had abstained from attending pub-
lic-houses; but the evidence which was given
before the Royal Commission has undoubtedly
proved that club frequenters have not infre-

quently become drunkards. There is, there-

fore, a reasonable fear that the lure of re-

spectability of the Trust's houses will consti-

tute a peculiar danger to the young men in

the neighborhood in which these houses are

planted, .now it is most important to note
that the special, indeed the supreme danger
of the public house or of the drinking club is

not that the customer should not now and
then get drunk, but that it should become a

place of habitual resort, where steady drink-

ing, short of drunkenness, will be carried on,

and where the diseased appetite for alcohol

will be acquired, for when this is accomplished
the man, as a rule, at least, is on the road to

ruin. Gradually and imperceptibly he will

become a slave to this imperious appetite, al-

though his respectability may for a time hardly
be held in question. The highly respectable
character of houses such as those held by the

Trust are specially suited for doing an exten-
sive business of this nature, at little danger
to their reputation for respectability, for,

when a customer reaches the offensive stage
of his downward career, the Trust's house as

a place of habitual resort will be made uncom-
fortable for him, and he will gravitate to the

lower class of public house, where such custo-

mers are to be found in plenty.

There are grave errors in the public mind
as to what it is that really constitutes the
chief evil of our drinking customs. It is not
such drunkenness as that of which the police

courts take cognizance; it is the enormous
amount of drinking short of absolute drunken-
ness, which is usually talked of as harmless or

as a matter for jest— drinking which the po-
lice would never think of dealing with, and in-

deed are not entitled to deal with—but the
drunkenness in which a large proportion of
the people habitually indulge, aijd which in

time develops the fatal diseased appetite for

alcoholic liquor, causes the perversion of brain

function, and is now recognized as the chief
agent in the production of physical and mental
decadence and the premature death-rate of
this country.

Many, I am aware, will regard this sugges-
tion as to the extent and effect of the evil as

a great exaggeration, but it may be doubte
J

whether it gives anything like an adequatj
idea of the actual magnitude of this destructi

ive agency. It is now a commonplace to sa

that men above suspicion, men of science an'
of wide social experience who are not tempeij
ance extremists, have over and over again m,
tered warnings against this national peri

j

For instance, the late Sir William Gull, phys
cian to Queen Victoria, told the Lord's Con
mittee on Intemperance that: "It is one i

the commonest things in English Society th;

people are injured by drink without heir

drunkards. It goes on so quietly that it

even very difficult to observe. A man's nea

est friends will frequently not know it." Ai

he continued: "I should say from my exp

rience, that alcohol is the most destructi

agent that we are aware of in this countr

There is a great deal of injury done to heal

by the habitual use of wines in their vario,^

kinds, and alcohol in its various shap
in so-called moderate quantities. It 1

the degeneration of tissues; it spoils

health, and it spoils the intellect. I w
like to say that a very large number of pe

in Society are dying day by day poisone

alcohol, but not supposed to be poisoned by'

That is very striking testimony indeed.-

suggests something of the extent to

drinking in a degree short of police-coi

drunkenness prevails, and clearly indicates 1

character of its effects. The report of

investigating committee of the British Me
cal Association strikingly corroborates

William Gull as to the extent of this ha

drinking which is not at present recognij

as drunkenness. They reported that the ccj

mittee had found that out of a little

thousand men, all of whose cases of deatl

had investigated, only forty per cent., inct

ing "teetotalers, had been "strictly temj

ate." The other sixty per cent., or thn

fifths of the whole, had been in varying i

grees intemperate, a considerable proporli

of them—about a half—markedly
Now it is not with "police-cuurt drunll

ness" merely or mainly we, as temperan(}e(

formers, have to deal. We have [to deal \

the intemperance of the whole sixty per d
among adult males, and with a very g:

amount, we cannot as easily estimate

much amongst women. Can we confide

reckon on the Trust's public houses to

First, what can they do for us with

drunkards? Nothing, or next to noti;

They can refuse drink to these disease-stri'ffl

people should they come to their houses i

state of drunkenness. They will certainlJo

what the other publicans also are bouiKoy

law to do, and sometimes they keep the sf.

if a customer is very drunk and offen e.

But the refusal of drink in the house he'.t-i

ing to the Trust will simply send the drurJd^

to the place where he gets his drink nov I^

cannot see in what way the introduction iw

and there of a house belonging to the'JS'

will in any way or to any extent reduci.ln

drinking among the class contemplated. BOi

ond what will they do for us with the #
mous army of partially intemperate? HJ

can do nothing in the way of curing tb ^
cipient appetite. They can and will supM
comfortable, orderly place in which a cusaj|-

f
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jrink respectably, and even copiously, so

Jis he does not give obtrusive signs of in-

ly.
They will only have one house here

I'liere among many others. If they do not

jy what their customers want, their cus-

Is will go elsewhere.

li Special Commissioner of the United

I
lorn Alliance, visiting a house professing

1 conducted in the manner in which the

I;
houses are to be conducted, was told by

lanager: "But my principal bother here

linken people coming from other places,

ylace is doing no good. One of its kind

illace is no use. If we had all the houses

i place under our management we could

^me good, but what would be the use of

slosing earlier, or anything like that,

;lour customers would just go across the

j\o the public-house opposite?"

far, therefore, that so far as the promo-

ijf temperance—and that is the point in

we are chiefly interested— is concerned,

-uat's houses, except under such condi-

las will rarely be found to exist, will be

s. Hut they will not be innocuous. If

ject of their projectors was to popular-

vern drinking, to increase the consump

f alcoholic drinks, to set up establish-

which, by being exceptionally attract-

' a section of the community who do not

sent hold public-houses to be quite re-

,ble enough as places of resort, they have

( a scheme likely to accomplish their pur-

en every particular. Such, I well know,

)t the objects of the projectors of this

bi. But what then? How does this fact

D 3? I fear it will not do so at all. There

roverb about good intentions which I

ijiot quote. And most of us know that

[ige blunder of the Beer Bill was perpe-

,i by men who had the best of motives;

tfladstone's Grocer's Licenses Act, which

I [lid to have been opposed by nobody but

3i and fools, was granted with the object

)moting temperance; and political and

iii'clubs, where pure drink was to be sup-

idind consumed in an entirelv blameless

iJr, the publican and private interest hav-

ten eliminated from the management of

h;laces, had the same laudable purpose.

M these schemes was intended to be re-

i^; and, although promoted by men with

;^d intentions as are those of the nromo-

i|f the Trust scheme, each has cursed

(juntrv. They have all through special

ilies for drinking, co-operated as feeders

h traffic, by creating and strengthening

ink crave— the most fatal of modern
iB'S—among sections of the community
c but for them, would have been com-
lyely free from it.

H Bible is not academic but "It was a

Ijfore it was a literature; it was an ex-

,e:e before it was an expression." It was
; living epistles," then written ones, and
mided to live again. It does not belong

ci)lars only, but came from the lives of

n'men wno were filled with the Holy
ij and may be received by other plain

ho are filled by the same Spirit. For
•yemptation, for every sorrow, for every

',:his Bible arsenal has an appropriate
pi. Every one who lives by it will have
bjlruest sense good success. Let us ad-

mit its truth into our minds; submit our lives

to be ruled by its precepts; commit its watch-
wairds by heart, transmit it to others.

—

Mc-
Dowell.

A YOUNG man who had been brought up in

a religious home spent a summer in a commu-
nity of strangers, persons who. though of con-

siderable social standing, yet gave little con-

sideration to the things of religion. The young
man wrote home, after a few weeks, "Relig-
ion never before seemed so important to me as

it does here, where it is discounted. You can-

not imagine the smallness of the lives and in-

terests of these folks. Their conversation,

and especially their constant social bickerings,

would astonish you. Nobody seems really

happy, with a deep-down unchanging happi-

ness. As near as I can make out, all this is

due to the lack of real spiritual impulses. A
true revival of religion would mean the social

and intellectual salvation of this entire com-
munity."

We are distracted by the many schemes for

good, which are sometimes the device of de-

spair rather than the fruit of faith. We are

disheartened at the failure of the partial pa-

naceas that appear like false Messiah's and
draw after them many. We are weary of the

slow coming of a better time, and the rectifi-

cation of all things. What peace and power
it is, then, to realize that the prince of this

world is judged already; that the Lord, our

Redeemer reigneth, that the Kingship of God
is already fixed in its everlasting seat. The
Cross is that judgment throne; its victory is

our sphere, the grace of it is our gospel, and
our charge. For the supreme sake of the

kingdom of God, let us pay more attention to

the gospel than to the kingdom. It is through

the church of the judged and saved that the

kingdom comes. Let the kingdom be what
the true church makes it. But let the church

be what the gospel makes it, rather than what
our dreams of a millenium seem to require.

The gospel is our business, the kingdom is the

Lord's. We were not charged with the king-

dom. Ours is the gospel, the Spirit, the

church; but thine is the kingdom, the power
and glory forever.

—

Forsyth.

ENCOURAGEMENT.
'Twas long ago I read the story sweet,

Of how the German mothers, o'er the sea.

Wind in, throughout the yarn their girlies knit.

Some trinkets small and tiny shining coins;

That, when the little fingers weary grow
.4nd fain would lay aside the tiresome task.

From out the ball will drop the hidden gift.

To please and urge them on in search of more.

And so I think the Father, kind, above.

Wind? in and out the skein of life we weave.

Through all the years, bright tokens of his love,

That, when we weary grow and long for rest,

They help to cheer and urge us on for more;

.A.nd far adown within the ball we find.

When all the threads of life at last are spun,

The grandest gift of all— eternal life.

Items Concerning the Society.

George Fox charged his fellow members to in-

struct and teach " how that Christ, by the grace
of God, tasted death for every man, and gave him-
self a ransom for all men, the propitiation for the

sins of the whole world."

The Australian General Meeting, which opened
in Melbourne on the third of Eleventh Month, is

reported as a very satisfactory occasion. A depu-
tation of three from London Yearly Meeting, was
in attendance.

"George Fox in New England in lG72"is the
title of a valuable little reprint, says the London
Friend, by Augustine .Jones, president of Friends'

School, Providence, K. I. "The missionary energy,"'

says the same, "of the early Friends is in striking
contrast to the quietism tliat came over them in

subsequent years, and Fox's visit to Xew England
is but one illustration out of many. It i.s of in-

terest to recall that the New England Yearly
Meeting dates as a representative body from the

year 1G61, before the time of the formation of

London Y'early Meeting as such."

In a lecture delivered last week under the aus-

pices of one of its branches by a clergyman,
nominally of the church of England, on St. Francis

of Assisi, the speaker referred to "Quakers" and
other Nonconformists as " heretics." At the close

of the address the chairman invited discussion,

when one of the audience (a member of the Church
of England), challenged the lecturer's right to such
phraseology. The term, however, was not with-

drawn, and on the point being pressed, the chair-

man ruled the objector out of order, amid the ap-

plause of those who were responsible for the meet-
ing.— London Friend.

Notts from Others.

The first thanksgiving service known to have
been held on the North American continent was
observed with religious ceremonies conducted by a

priest of the Church of England named Wolfall in

1578 on the shores of Newfoundland.

John G. Paton, the venerable missionary of the

New Hebrides, has recovered from a long and
severe illness, and at the age of seventy-six has

returned to his work on the island of Aniwa. He
was enthusiastically received by the natives.

F. C. Taylor, who recently took charge of the

new mission at Valdez, Ala.ska, thinks that few
people in the States can begin to realize the ter-

rible conditions obtaining in a new mining town.

The Advance says the Bible lives to-day because

its books take hold upon the great fundamental

ideas of God, life, duty; which no change of fash-

ions in thinking, manners, new inventions, or new
civilizations can disturb.

F. D. Phinney, superintendent of the Baptist

Mission Press at Rangoon, Burmah, has designed

and perfected a modification of the Remington
typewriter with Burman characters. It is very

ingenious and as easily operated as those carrying

English characters.

The Universalisl Leader believes that " the most
destructive preaching in the world is the argument
in defence of or apology for the eternal verities.

The people are not going to believe the minister's

doubts, and are not going to rush to the support of

his uncertainties."

The Examiner (London) has the following: " There

can be no manner of doubt that if ever the king-

doms of this world are to become the kingdom of

God, the work must be done by God's people here

and now. The city of God is not merely a pattern

laid up in heaven, it is an ideal meant to be realized."

Many Catholics and a number of the Protestant

and .Jewish clergy of France believe that the sepa-

tion of Church and State would end the present

religious conflicts in that country.

Dr. R. P. Johnson, pastor of a Fifth Avenue

Baptist church. New Y'ork, advocates the practice

of admitting people to the Baptist churches with-

out baptism.
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General Booth says: " Our flag flies in forty-nine

countries. We have 7.495 societies, and our

preachers preach in thirty-one difl'erent languages.

We have 13,486 chief officers, 3,000 employees

and 47,000 local officers. There are 17,000 men
playing in our musical bands. The Army publishes

sixty-one periodicals and twenty-seven newspapers

in twenty-three different languages, with an an-

nual circulation of 52,000,000 copies."

On behalf of the Victorian Sunday School Union,

Victoria, Australia, F. W. Fry travels by van

to reach the people of the forests and of the tim-

bered lands in the north and near the coast. He is

a grandson of the famous Elizabeth Fry. W. Fry
travels about four hundred miles on each trip,

much of it through lonely roads and far from any

habitation. By the aid of a lantern and slides

and a micro-phonograph he never fails to secure

an audience and to give them wholesome instruc-

tion.

The pope, in his apostolic letter appointing the

commission for promoting the study of the sacred

Scriptures, says: "The fitting seat for such a

council is Rome, under the very eyes of the supreme
pontiff himself.'" A portion of the Vatican library

has been set apart for the use of the commission,

and a large collection of codices and volumes

dealing with biblical subjects are to be added.

But the Germania of Berlin, the most influential

Catholic organ of Europe outside of Rome, now
reports that on account of the energetic opposi-

tion of a number of prominent members of the

Cardinals" College, the papal international com-
mission for biblical studies will for the present

suspend its activity.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States— The President in his message to Con-

gress recommends the regulation by appropriate legislation

of moDopolies, unjust discrimination, and other evils of
" trusts;" recommends the repeal of the duty on anthra-

cite coal, urges the increase of the navy, favors arbitration

to settle differences between nations; calls attention to

the claims of Cuba upon this country, and the obligation

it is under to deal generously with it; considers it unde-

sirable to make violent or radical changes in the tariff

laws, and recommends the adoption of reciprocity treaties

with other countries; states that in dealing with the In-

dians the aim should be their ultimate absorption into the

body of the people— though in many cases this absorption

must ami should be very slow. In regard to labor and
capital, he says: " Every employer, every wage-earner

must be guaranteed his liberty and his right to do

as he likes with his property or his labor so long as he

does not infringe upon the rights of others."

The Coal Commission has been again engaged in hear-

ing the testimony of miners, etc., some of whom com-
plained that the promises made by the operators to

reinstate them in their former positions had not beenful-

filled.

The production of gold in the United States during 1901
was about $78,666,700, and the entire stock of gold in

the country, including bullion in the mints, is estimated

at $1,192,395,607.
The Secretary of Agriculture in his annual report says

that he finds that " the demands of many public institu-

tions for men to conduct research in scientific fields and
for ability to manage agricultural enterprises encourage
young men to take advantage of the opportunities thus

afforded. The teaching of the science of agriculture and
of the sciences relating to it are receiving more attention

in the colleges instituted for the purpose, many of which
have neglected their full duty in the past."'

The methods devised for the analyses of soils in the

field have been so perfected that the amounts of nitrates,

phosphates, sulphates and the like can be determined to

within four or five pounds per acre, one foot deep. Con-
cluding his review of the Soil Survey work, the Secretary

says: "
I know of no line of work which has been under-

taken of more fundamental importance than that of the

Division of Soil management, nor one which offers promise
of more valuable results to agriculture. It will tend to

solve fundamental problem.-, giving a reliable basis for

the development of better methods for the cultivation,

fertilization and cropping."

It is stated that there are nearly 3,000,000 children in

the United States under twelve years of age whose lives

have been insured in three companies, which have been

doing such business more than twenty-nine years. Public

attention has lately been called to the subject of infant

insurance by the death of certain very young children in

this city, under suspicious circumstances, whose lives had

been insured; and additional legislation to regulate this

business has been proposed.

The Commissioner of Immigration reports that during

the year ending Sixth Month 30, 1902, there was a total

alien immigration of 730,798. The increase of immi-
grants in 1902 over those of 1901 was 167,930. The
larger numbers came respectively from Italy, 184,683;

Austria-Hungary, 175,900; Russia, including Finland, 109,-

721. The total number from those three countries was
470,304.

The Atmospheric Product Company has established

works at Niagara Falls for the manufacture of nitrogen

from the air by means of electricity. The method, as de-

scribed, is this : A large chamber containing dry and cold

air is supplied with electric discharges of small quantity

and high tension, and the discharges produce the chemical

changes that result in gaseous oxides of nitrogen. The
air from the chamber, so charged, is conducted to an ab-

sorption tower, where it comes into contact with the sub-

stance whose nitrate it is desired to obtain. If the air is

carried into pure water nitric acid results, if into caustic

potash, saltpetre results; if into caustic soda, Chile salt-

petre is the product.

The annual report of Factory Inspector James Campbell
for the year ending Tenth Month 31st, 1902. recently

made to the Governor of Pennsylvania, says: "The first

year's report of the department in 1890 showed that over

10 per cent, of the employes were children between the

ages of twelve and sixteen years. This year's report

shows that less than 5 per cent, were employed between
the ages of thirteen and sixteen years. He recommends
that the coal breakers in the anthracite coal fields be

subject to factory inspection, and the age limit at which
children can be employed at such places he raised to at

least thirteen years."

Governor Yates, of Illinois, has issued a proclamation

prohibiting the importation into that State of cattle and
sheep from the States of Vermont, Massachusetts. Con-
necticut and Rhode Island, also from adjoining States of

New York, New Hampshire, New Jersey and Pennsyl-

vania.

Governor Stone has written a letter to Governor Yates
protesting against his action, and advising him that there

has been no such disease in this State since 1882 ; that

there has been none in New Y'ork, and there is none and
has been none in New Jersey.

State Superintendent of Agriculture of New York has

notified all railroads doing business in that State that

there is an outbreak among the animals in the States of

New Hampshire. Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island

and Connecticut of foot and mouth disease, and orders

them to cause all cars in which any animals have been
transported since Eighth Mo. 1st to be thoroughly disin-

fected before further use.

A despatch from Eagle City, Oklahoma Territory of

the 4th, says: Eagle City last night was cornfields and
prairie. This morning it was a town of 2000 inhabitants,

with a complete municipal organization, a bank in oper-

ation, a daily newspaper established, a fairly good hotel,

four restaurants, seven saloons and at least a score of

mercantile establishments.

On account of the liability of paper made from wood
pulp to become brittle from exposure to light and air it is

believed by men who have made this matter a specialty

that within fifty years the newspaper files of the present

day cannot be accessible to the public without great re-

strictions on account of their fragile condition. The
Congressional Library is preserving the files of about
600 newspapers daily.

It is report' d that earthquakes are occurring daily in

Southern Utah. Much damage has been done, but no
lives lost.

There were 450 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 4 less than the pre-

vious week and 10 more than the corresponding week of

li^Ol. Of the foregoing 223 were males and 227 fe-

males: 56 died of consumption of the lungs ; 72 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 3
of diphtheria ; 16 of cancer; 21 of apoplexy, 8 of

typhoid fever; 4 of scarlet fever and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—It is said that the continued depreciation in

the value of silver is likely to produce a serious financial

crisis in China. The import trade is practically at a

standstill, and there is no prospect of an immediate in-

crease in exports.

It is reported that there has not been a case of yellow
fever, originating in Cuba during the past fourteen
months.

A despatch from Guadeloupe, of the 5th, says: Profes-

sor Lacroix, who was sent out by the French Govf
to investigate the volcanic situation in Martiniq

ports that the volcano had bean in dangerous
during the previous week. There have been sev
tions, and ashes have been thrown out, but have fall. .;.

over the regions already devastated and evacuated
"

During the night rumblings have been heard, a i,

central cone appears incandescent. It falls freq i,

and reforms in different shapes. The smoke risic nl!

the crater is sometimes three kilometers high. ^|j[.

are advised not to approach the coast.

A recent writer. Dr. A. Hrdlicka, states that thi ,,

descendants of the Aztecs scattered in many to

Mexico. In the mountainous country in the S(

Morelos "there are in particular two large vi

Tetelcingo and Cuauteptc, in which the Aztec-)
,;

descendants not only speak the pure Aztec langna ,i

know but little Spanish, but they also preserve th
'y

cient dress and ancient way of building their dwi t.

In both of these villages the natives are almost fre i,'

mixture with whites."

It is stated that probably 600,000 persons in ,.,

Britain are without employment, and suffering fro

and hunger as a result of the decrease in demand : y;

skilled labor. Germany, Russia and Sweden ha'
i

situations.

NOTICES.

Received from Thomas H. Whitson, agent, Pa., fof

Hannah Arnett.

Friends' Freedmen's Association is preparing t sij

some goods to Christiansburg Industrial Institnte. ,d;

clothing, or material, shoes or books, will he madi.Wd

use of at the school. The sewing teacher will se'iai -
clothing that needs mending or altering is proper)' ne.

All should be at Friends' Institute, No. 20 Su'jth T fi:

Street, Philadelphia, marked "For Christiansburg not

later than Twelfth Month 18th.

Wanted— Position as mother's helper.

Address " G,"

Oflice of The Fmbii;

A Meeting for Worship, to which the public 1

vited. has been appointed to be held in Friends' II

House, Ninth and Tatnall streets, Wilmington, Del

on First-day afternoon the 14th inst., at 3.30 o'Slrf

A fart of the Committee for Abington Qgi

Meeting propose being at Frankford Meeting, oBi

Day morning the 14th inst., and at an Appoiated'il

at Norristown, at 3 o'clock, and at Germantown M
in the evening at 7.45 o'clock. All Friends

others are invited to be present and join with tl

the solemn act of Divine Spiritual Worship.

Westtown Boarding School. — For convenie

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M.,

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when i _

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents eaS

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West
Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet, S

Westtown Boarding School. — Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

to instruction and discipline should be addressed!

Wm. F. Wickersham, Prinfl

Payments on account of board and tuition, an-

municalions in regard to business should be forwa'

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester (

Friends' Religious and Moral Almanac
Friends' Card Calendar for 1903 are now Mt
Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street. Pne<

manacs four cents each, by mail five cents; thwlo

per dozen, by mail thirty-eight cents. The
paper cover five cents each, by mail six cents: fort

per dozen, by mail forty-nine cents. Calendars fiw

by mail ten cents.

ailst asleep) on the night

1902, in the seventy-secot

Died, (apparenllv

22nd of Eleventh Mo
of her age, Eliza A. Hobson, relict of Thomas Ho

member of Chesterfield Monthly and Plymouth Pai

Meeting.
, at her residence Hartford, N. J., Eighth

1902, Hannah S , wife of Amos Ashead, aged
"

A member of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friend

She found much comfort in the passage "Becausi

ye shall live also," spoken to her by a beloved

of the Society : and she left on record that she

perienced " A goodly hope of being admitted

Heavenly Father's Kingdom."

gdi

I
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in the Divine.

til one thing td say and to hear said year

sil'ear, that "God is not far from every

i us. For in Him we live, and move and

ejur being." But it is another thing to

b| the Divine situation. It is as a life from

cad, to come to the discovery of God in

B^^es. to have the revelation dawn upon our

Bcbusness, that in Him our life lives,

It our motions move, in Him who is the

4|, " our little being exists.
'

' I have heard

hf," says the soul, "by the hearing of the

; lit now my eye seeth Thee! Therefore

ipjit, and abhor myself in dust and ashes."

'h revelation of God in us accepted in

cl;e is a new birth making a new man.

I |im I move, " discovered in the witness

fath to be a fact, becoming accepted

r
fe a holy resolution saying "In Him I

! ive,—in harmony with Him by his grace

move,

—

must move or be lost!" may

r^pon become quickly compared with our

ns and estrangement, a past life of com-

alienation from the life of God in us,

i'aken a sense of unfitness for the pure

?4ent of our lives with Him and in Him,

id as we are by our past and weighted

by its load of sin in our character,

cjcan he justify me and yet be just? Oh,

a|)ivine Redeemer to taste the wages of

8 for me—a Saviour or I die, a Redeemer
'. jrish forever! Oh for an Arm to take

b|-den and bring salvation! To whom is

Am of the Lord revealed?" Happy for

t )ul when the gospel revelation of Christ

tnArm of God who "hath borne our sins

irried our sorrows," is anplied by the

0^3 of his Spirit to a sense of the remis-

I {f the sins that are past, and a cleared

conscience for walking with Him henceforth

in the light, moving in Him as a son or daugh-

ter accepted in the Beloved, knowing and be-

lieving the love that God hath to us. How
glorious in the gospel discovery revealed to

be, that He in whom we live, and move, and

have our being "is Love, and he that dwelleth

in love dwelleth in God and God In him!"

Let the Same Name Cover the Same Things.

A few years ago the anomaly was presented

of a claim in some quarters of the professing

Society of Friends, that the Society should re-

cede from its hitherto steadfast position on

the Baptism of Christ as the one Baptism,

and retreat to the baptism of John so as to

embrace that also, in order to take in some of

its votaries as members. Such revolt did not

gain rapid headway, partly because the requi-

site sacerdotal machinery was not yet ready.

For each svstem, that of carnal ordinances

and of virtually a stated priesthood, will nat-

urally require the other.

We remember in those days contemplating

what the Baptist Church might have to do, if

at one end of its camp the standpoint of

Friends should develop, as that of Baptists had

done under our name, to assail the integrity

of its standard doctrines in their practice.

A movement to take into Baptist membership

persons who had not submitted to the water-bap-

tism would be as irreconcilable with the dis-

tinctive stand of that church, as was the

movement to receive into our membership per-

sons who adhere to water-baptism.

That turn in the wheel of Baptist time has

now come round. We have noted in another

column an apparent weakening among Bap-

tists of the position in which they have for

generations so strongly intrenched themselves,

namely that of immersion as a condition of

their church membership. A weakening but

not a weakness. For while it is a weakening

denominationally, it is personally a strength-

ening in the spirituality and growing enlight-

enment of all whom those four advocates of

the spirit above the letter represent. Thus

we are in sympathy with them doctrinally ra-

ther than denominationally. How can a new-

doctrinal enlightenment in some and an in-

veterate church standard walk together, except

they be agreed?

They whom the truth differentiates should

differ, and they who differentiate themselves

from a system have an honest right to do su.

But if it be from a fundamental standard that

they separate themselves, their moral right

to the old organization and name drops.

Should they call themselves by a changed

name,—for instance Optional Baptists (that is,

holding to the water, or Spirit, or both, which-

ever one chooses), that course would be quite

honest and consistent. In the spiritual ten-

dency of their movement they as men have

our encouragement. They are apparently ap-

proaching the higher plane of baptism where

Jesus standing, pointed his church upward—

a

standard which musteventually increase, as pro-

mised to increase, while the outward and car-

nal decreases. While these Progressive Bap-

tists seem to be on the right track of truth in

some openings of doctrine, it is not truth for

them or for their present denomination to

reckon such as its legitimate representatives.

There are es.sential8 of Christianity, and a spe-

cial seu 01 es-senliaia for each Christiaii Society.

There are essentials of patriotism, but a special

set of essentials for each political party, holding

to which one partisan could not be a member

of the other party. But members of the one

party may have as much patriotism as those

of the other.

Concerning the Doukhobors.

Extracts from letters of Sarah Boyle to Jo-

seph S. Elkinton.

Ninth Month 1.5th, 1902.—I love the people

more than ever, and I am kept fairly busy. A
poor man in the nearest village met with a

very serious accident, three weeks ago, his

horse knocked him down and then tramped on

him, causing severe internal injuries, the

people sent for me at once, and I really

thought the poor man would die, but he is re-

covering, slowly but surely:

I get many things in return for medicine,

such as chickens, eggs, butter and vegetables,

and they show me so much kindness in many

ways that I feel grateful to God that He sent

me here.

Eleventh Month 9th.—Our six villages are

all right, and the people are quite content, a

good many of them have taken up land, and a

great many say that they will do so in Spring,

if they are not too late, as ever so many peo-

ple are out here land hunting, every day.

The poor things that left their all to go as it

were on a pilgrimage, have suffered,' and a few

have died. The women and children were

kept in the immigration hall in Yorkton, and

the men went where they liked. The govern-
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1

nnPnt officials were very kind and patient, and Pellv, where he was met by Agent Harley, of of the Doukhobors, had been released frot

^hP Lonlf in iSon were very good about , the Swan River district. "The Doukhobors,"
\

bena after sixteen years' exile, and is do
the people in lorkton were very goo

,

^ returned to their England. He intends to proceed to Ca:
g,vingJ,oodtotheDoukhobors |Saia L V. p ,

occuDvins I as speedily as possible. Veregin has a
(Tivincr food to the Doukhobors. . .

, . .

Th« nmikhnhnrs in Novatroitskaiza village respective villages and are again occupying
.

The Doukhobors m Aovairoiui^d k^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^,^^^ in

|
ability and influence, and favors a quiet

perfect readiness to receive themmade and sent four wagon loads of bread, and

then all the other villages did the same. Be-

fore the people left their homes they cleaned

their houses, and even pared some potatoes,

and left them in a pot of cold water, ready to

be cooked by any pilgrim who chanced to come

thai way.

Peter Veregin's brother was able to stop a

good many of them from leaving their homes.

He got home just about the time that they

were thinking of going away.

I firmly believe that the Doukhobors will

come out of this trial all right; poor things, I

have seen women crying as if their hearts

would break, because their fathers and moth-

ers had gone off not knowing where.

We have a little house (real Doukhobor),

beside the Buchanan's, indeed Buchanan got

it up for us in a hurry, when the cold weather

set in. . . .

Twelfth Month, 2nd.—The box of medicine

has arrived, and it is needless to say that I

am pleased. I have had a good many patients

lately and thy gift is a great boon just now.

A number of the dear people who went on a

pilgrimage are suffering from the effects of

exposure to cold, and their friends have been

coming to me for medicine for various ail-

ments. Poor things, I trust that the desire for

wandering has been taken away. I see so much

to admire in them, especially their willingness

to suffer, that I want to help them all I can.

Not one of the Good Spirit Lake Doukho-

bors went away, and a good many of them

have taken up their homesteads.

At present I am trying to find one who can

speak English, and who will go to meet Peter

Veregin; all the Doukhobors seem quite anx-

ious to see him. I pray that he may be a

means of blessing to them.

[It will probably be remembered that the

writer of above, Sarah Boyle, is a nurse, sent

out by London Friends to care for the sick

and injured among the Doubhobors.]

A letter from England under date of Elev-

enth Month 30th, states that J. Obed Smith,

immigration commi.ssioner of Winnipeg, Can-

ada, has met with Pe^er Veregin in England,

thus confirming the report that he has been

released from exile.

Extract of a letter from Anastasia V. Ver-

egin to .Joseph Elkinton, dated Eleventh Month

25th, 1902.

I am extremely sorry to confess that a part

of us vex all our benefactors and friends by

their foolish actions, but I hope that our Cre-

ator will enlighten our reason and help us to

finish our common life in the best way.

The Lord had pity on me, and sent me a

great consolation,—my son Gregory, who

came recently from Siberia, and the joyful

news that my other beloved son, Peter, is on

the way to Canada; I am sure you will partake

of my hearty rejoicing.

' as speedily as possible. Veregin

ere iii ! ability and influence, and favors a .^um„ .

Ample I tlement for the Doukhobors. He will Iji

We quote from the Manitoba Free Press

that C. W. Speers, colonization agent of

the Dominion government, returned Eleventh

Month 19th from Yorkton, driving through

the Doukhobor settlements as far as Fort

clothing was carefully piled up in the corner

and things set in order previous to these

people starting on their pilgrimage. The vil-

lages are well supplied with roots and vege-

tables and these have been protected by the

department from frost during the absence of

the people. In fact, I had arranged some

time ago for everything of a perishable na-

ture to be protected. The villages are also

well supplied with grain, consisting of wheat,

oats and barley and a quantity of flax. There

is yet some threshing to do and a number of

grist mills that have been built by this com-

munity are in operation.

"These people will require very little to

support them for six months and they are at

present consuming their own product. There

is a greater spirit of contentment than I ex-

pected to find and a great majority of the

returned pilgrims will again assume the duties

of life along right lines.

"I was informed that they purchased nine

pairs of horses at Pelly on their return jour-

ney, which would go to prove that they are

moving in the right direction. They met

rather a cool reception from their brethren

A'ho remained and were not affected by the

mania. This is having a good effect, because

it must be remembered that only about twenty

per cent, of these people were affected. I

have been having officials taking an inventory

of all ascertainable property.iind find the vil-

lages in a most satisfactory condition as far

as supplies are concerned. The pilgrims feel

that their missionary work was not a success

and 1 think I can safely say that eighty per

cent of the younger men are impressed with

the necessity of commencing to work. I met

a few who still want to preach and there are

a few leaders who will possibly keep up an

agitation for a time, but it would be a diflS-

cult undertaking for any set of men to con-

duct such a movement again. I consider the

situation highly satisfactory and that the

great majority of these people will be saved

to the labor market of Canada and make use-

ful settlers.

"The influence of the Doukhobors who re-

mained at home is constantly working in the

right direction. There has been considerable

outside influence brought to bear upon these

people and some are remaining among them to

advise them. As to how successful these in-

fluences may be, I can not say. I am led to be-

lieve that these people should be let alone for

a time, as they have had sufficient excitement.

I have observed that in Saskatchewan, where

we have sixteen hundred of the.se people, they

are considered good settlers, are in a state of

perfect contentment and have had no one

among them giving any special advice.

"The mounted police have left Yorkton for

Regina. The local N.W.M.P. are remaining

at their posts, and are doing the usual patrol

duty."
FETER VEREGIN FREE.

Swan River, Man., Eleventh Month, 21.—

Cable advices received here to-day announced

that Peter Veregin, the acknowledged leader

solve everything satisfactorily.

Additional news of Peter Veregin thus

pears in a letter in the London Friend:

In the company of a member of the Soc

I had yesterday the opportunity of hea^g

Peter Verigin, whose words Vladimir Tel t-

koffi interpreted in fluent English. Both d

an enthusiastic reception and patient heai
;,

Both referred to the sad pilgrimage of le

Doukhobors, and touching upon the pet ',d

to the Sultan of Turkey and other Euro
:,ii

governments, V. Tchertkoff, who is in i.^

touch with the Russian emigrants, infoiiii

us that the document in question did noit

press the views or wishes of the majoril

the Doukhobors, but was drawn up prot

by one Russian, not a Doukhobor, who

gone with the sectarians to Canada, and

a small following among them.

Peter Verigin is a most sympathetic i!

modest in his bearing and yet full of c

dignity, a man whom one at once recogiij

as one of nature's own nobleman. He'j.

pressed himself very hopefully about the a-

ture. Indeed if he is still of the same n*

as when he penned his letter to the Eiii]s-

Alexandra Fedorovna during his exile in le

government of Tobolsk, there is no rein

why he should not succeed in reconciliiic is

fellow-believers to their lot. If these pi
'

could only be left alone, if Russian a

would but keep their hands off thei
^

seems no ground for doubting thaftt!

would settle down under the wise andllK;

ating influence of Peter Verigin,

parture for Canada will have taken pli
_

fore this appears in print.—Your sii

friend, C. C. SCH
RUTLI, Bournemonth, Twelfth Month, 1

I

No Half-Way Work.—Bad habits ccot

be left off by degrees. There must a

square, clean cut. Webb, the noted p 'S-

trian, who was remarkable for vigor bo of

body and mind, drank nothing but water, le

was one day recommending his regime to

one of his friends who was fond of wine nd

urged him with great earnestness to q a

course of luxury by which his health ar^ii-

tellect would be destroyed. The friencp-

peared convinced, and told him that he vi

conform to his counsel, and though he nld

not change his course of living at one he

would leave off strong drink by degrees. By

degrees!" said Webb, with indignation. 'K

you should unhappily fall into the fire, mM'

you caution your servants to pull you o b»

AV.\TCH your way then, as a cautious

eller; and don't be'gazing at that mount:

river in the distance, and saying, "How

1 ever get over them?" but keep to the

ent little inch that is before you, and ac^-

plish that in the little moment that helor
'"

it. The mountain and the river can oi

passed in the same way; and, when you

to them, vou will come to the lighH

strength that belongs to them.—J/. A.
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i] Paul Forbid Women to Teach in the

1 Church?

;
(Continued from p;ige 173

)

ihatever interpretation may be given to

I
passages, there are various considera-

rt
which go to show that we should not ex-

'jPaul, or any other apostle, to prohibit

!n from teaching in the Church,

apprehend that a prejudice will at once

against our reasoning, through fear that

i»l go too far, that if it is conclusively

y that woman is not forbidden to teach

Jpmraiscuous assembly, then it will cer-

follow that she is eligible to the office

\e ministry and may be ordained to offi-

li administer the sealing ordinances. This

snot necessarily follow, as we will en-

Jr to show before leaving the subject,

llong the reasons which should lead us to

cide that surely Paul does not forbid wo-

teach in the Church are the following:

It was plainly foretold in the Old Testa-

ithat in the New Testament dav women
be employed in teaching the Divine

oted instance of this prediction we have

prophecy of Joel ii:28, 29, "And it

ome to pass afterward that I will pour

\ my Spirit upon all flesh; and your sons

JDur daughters shall prophesy, your old

all dream dreams, your young men shall

ion'^; and also upon the servants and

the hand-maidens in those days will 1

ut my Spirit." Here it is foretold that

q|i, the daughters as well as the sons, and

nd-maidens as well as the servants, shall

fl'sy or teach the Divine word, as this

rophesy is to be understood.

this prediction was to be fulfilled in

SDel day, and that it refers to the teach-

women in this day, there should be no

for Peter quotes it in his sermon on

y of Pentecost, and asserts that it was

Id in the giving of the Holy Spirit on

icasion. So it is certain beyond ques-

at women were to be employed in teach-

J3

word in the New Testament day. And
htory of that occasion confirms this view,

ti! Holy Spirit was given to the women as

I li to the men, and they as well as the

I jiake with tongues as the Spirit gave
Tijitterance.

H prophesying, that was predicted in Joel

^at was done by men and women after

d(f of Pentecost, was not mainly the fore-

,n of future events by persons possessed

Hspirit of inspiration; neither was it the

:i| teaching by persons ordained to the

•ebi the ministry. And certainly it was
vat is known as private teaching, such

sjidmitted by all, that women may do in

rwn families and among their own sex;

iiwas proclaiming, telling the resurrec-

|f Christ and salvation, in private and
lit to all everywhere, without regard to

rendition or the sex of the hearers,

njit is most significant, indeed, that this

)f woman was foretold in connection

lis promise of the Spirit. It was under
cjitrolling, mellowing power of the Spirit

e disciples of the new dispensation were
ii| to accept of her aid, and fall in with

w and broader fellowship where there

iher Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor

free, neither male nor female, but all are one
in Christ Jesus. As a result of the Holy
Spirit's presence and power. Old Testament
rites were displaced. By the death of Christ,

types were fulfilled and virtually abolished;

but it took the power of the Holy Spirit to un-

twine the hearts of worshippers from them,

and bring the worshippers to accept the more
spiritual rites of the New Testament Church.
It was this very revolution, we may call it,

that overcame the long prevailing prejudice

against woman, and made the Church willing

to accept of her service.

This prediction in Joel is entitled to much
consideration in this question of woman's work
in the New Testament Church. There is per-

haps no other passage of the Old Testament
quoted in the New that, in its scope and
breadth of meaning, is of more momentous
import than this great promise of tne Holy
Spirit to the New Testament Church. And
the fact that woman is here included with men
as teachers gives great prominence to this

truth; and surely we should not expect to find

in the New Testament any prohibition of her

work.

Another prediction of similar import we
have in Ps. lxviii:ll, "The Lord gave the

word: great was the company of those that

pubhshed it." The Revised Version gives

what is regarded as a more correct rendering

of this verse: "The Lord giveth the word: the

women that publish the tidings are a great

host." This is a Messianic Psalm containing

a number of predictions that are being ful-

filled in the New Testament Church. And
among them is this one about women teaching

the word. The word that Cod gives is the

gospel of salvation, and women are to publish

the glad tidings. And do we not see in wo-

men's gospel work in our day, in their various

and multiplied agencies and operations in Sab-

bath school and temperance and mission and

rescue work in home and foreign lands, no

small part of which is done to and for the

male sex, and in public in the presence of

men in the promiscuous assembly; do we not

see in all this a fulfilment of the prediction

that the women that publish the tidings are a

great host?

In the light of this prediction, and the ful-

filment of it that we are permitted to see, we
would not expect the great missionary to the

Centiles to prohibit women from engaging in

this manner in gospel work.

(To be continued.)

The Power of Stillness.—A score of years

ago a friend placed in my hand a little book

which became one of the turning points of my
life. It was "True Peace." It was an old

mediaeval message, and it had but one thought,

and it was this, that God was waiting in the

depth of my being to talk with me if I would

only get still enough to hear Him.

I thought that this would be a very easy

matter, so I began to get still. But I had no

sooner commenced than a perfect pandemoni-

um of voices reached my ears, a thousand

clamoring notes from without and within, un-

til I could hear nothing but their noise and

din. Some of them were my own questions,

some of them my own cares, some of them my
own prayers. Others were the suggestions of

the tempter and the voices of the world's tur-

moil. Never before did there seem so many
things to be done, to be said, to be thought;

and in every direction 1 was pulled and pushed

and greeted with noisy acclamations and un-

speakable unrest. It seemed necessary for

me to listen to some of them, but God said,

"Be still and know that I am God." Then
came the conflict of thoughts for the morrow,
and its duties and cares; but God said, "Be
still."

And a.i I listened, and slowly learned to

obey, and shut my ears to every sound, I found

that after a while, when the other voices

ceased, or 1 ceased to hear them, there was a

still, small voice in the depth of my Spirit.

.As I listened it became to me the power of

prayer, and the voice of wisdom and the call

of duty, and I did not need to think so hard,

or pray so hard, or trust so hard, but that

still, small voice of the Holy Spirit in my
heart was God's prayer in my secret soul, and

(Jod's answer to all my questions. -.4. Ji.

Simjison.

Polar Expeditions.

"Isn't it a pity, grandfather," said James
Henry, "that the Peary expedition should have

been a failure?"

"What makes you think it was a failure?
"

"Well, it was organized for the purpose of

finding the North Pole, and here they are all

back "

"And they didn't bring the North Pole with

them. Is that what you were going to say?"

"No, not just exactly; but they didn't find

what they went in search of. Isn't that fail-

ure?"
"Not by many degrees. By his persistent

efforts Peary reached 83:27 degrees north lat-

itude on the mainland of Greenland's north

coast, and on this expedition he went on the

ice to S4.17 north. That surely was not a

faiiure."

"Have any explorers ever gone farther

north than Peary?"
"Yes. Other venturesome men have gone

farther north on the ice which covers the

great bodies of water in the polar regions, but

Peary's expedition went nearer to the North

Pole on land than any other. When arctic

explorers reach the end of their journey north

they usually leave some record of their work

in the form of macs and manuscripts in metal

boxes, so that future searchers for the undis-

covered region may be guided by their expe-

rience, and so that in case of mishap to them

the results which they attained may not be

lost. The records of that kind left on the

mainland are in themselves proof that the peo-

ple who left them there reached that spot.

But those explorers who leave their records

on ice, no matter how firm the ice may be at

the time, run the risk of having their records

carried either north or south before others

may find them. So, you see, we are never so

sure as to how far a man went whose dash for

the pole was on icefloes."

"Who were the men who went beyond

Peary's most northerly point?
"

".^.'aneen reached 86:14 north, and that was

called 'farthest north ' until Captain Cogni, of

the Duke of Abruzzi's party, went nineteen

miles bevond that point, or to 86.-33 north."

"But didn't Greely make a still better rec-

ord with his brave men?"
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"Greely set the pace. Until Peary estab-

lished his record Greely's men had gone on

mainland to the northernmost point ever

reached by civilized man."
"Did'nt he have pretty hard luck with his

expedition?"

"He had a desperately hard time, if that is

what you mean by hard luck. The expedition

was organized in 1881 and succeeded in estab-

lishing an observation station on the eastern

coast of Grinnell Island, in Lady Franklin Bay,

81:44 north latitude. The party retreated in

1883, and the seven survivors of the original

party of thirty-two were rescued in June,

1884. It was a small party of Greely's men
under Lieutenant Lockwood, known as the

Lockwood Brainard party, which reached north

latitude 83 '24 on the mainland of Greenland.

This was the record trip north until 1894,

when Peary went a little beyond the Lock-

wood-Brainard mark."
"According to that, the best records have

been made by Americans."
"Yes. the best records on mainland, which

are always, as I explained to you, the most
reliable."

"When did people first attempt to reach

the North Pole?"
"I don't know whether the first arctic ex-

plorers cared much for the pole, but Sir Hugh
Willoughby took three ships from England in

1835 with which he hoped to find a maritime

route from the north of Europe and Asia to

India and China. Two of his ships were lost,

and the third reached the mouth of the Dwina
River. Then came Stephen Burroughs, and

after him Jackman and Pet, all Englishmen.

The Dutch took up the work then and in 1595
an expedition under Barents reached the Kara
Sea, and a year later the same explorer dis-

covered Spitzbergen. A whaler named Koule
reached what is now known as Franz Josef

Land, and constant efforts were made by Rus-

sian, Norwegian and other venturesome navi-

gators to go farther east than Nova Zembla
along the northeast passage. The first man
to succeed was Nordenskiold on his ship Vega.
That was in 1879."

"Which was the first great expedition to

the north?"
"The expedition under Sir John Franklin

probably attracted more attention than any
other up to that time. Franklin was a rear

admiral in the British navy, and was a fighter

as well as an explorer. He was at the head
of polar expeditions in 1818, 1819 and 1825.

His last venture in that direction was in 1845,

when he took the Terror and the Erebus and
168 men under orders to find the north pas-

sage. He never came back, and for thirty

years search expeditions were sent out from
all parts of the world. Among the leaders of

these search ])arties were MacClure, McGlin-
tock and Kane. Kane was an American phy-
sician who had travelled in Asia and Africa,

and had served in the Mexican War. When
an expedition was organized in Philadelphia

to search for Franklin he joined it, and had
command of the second one. Like all the

rest, he found no trace of Franklin."

"Was nothing ever heard of him?"
"Yes; a young lieutenant in the United

States Army, Fred Schwatka, cleared up the

mystery. In 1878 he conducted an arctic ex-

pedition, and before he returned he found the

graves of the last of Franklin's men and much
valuable information concerning the expedi-

tion."

"Who else tried to go to the North Pole?"

"Dr. Hayes, who was one of Dr. Kane's

companions, went up to latitude 81:35, and

Dr. Hall reached 82:16. Dr. Hall died in the

arctic regions, and his followers were rescued

after floating 186 days on an icefield. They
travelled in that time about 1,700 miles.

There were many others, but the most notable

of them was Fridtjof Nansen, who started in

the Fram in 1892 for the north, and did not

return to civilization until late in 1896. He
took his ship farther north than any navigator

had done before him."
"But what good has all this polar research

done?
"

"It has helped man to get an idea of that

part of the world, and you may rest assured

that he will not be satisfied until he knows

more, and, whatever scientific discoveries are

made, they will be of benefit to the human
family.

—

N. Y. Tribune Farmer.

For -The Friend."

A Universal Spirit.

The exhortation, "Be of a universal spirit,"

is by no means one only of modern use, but

was used by the early Friends, and the sub-

stance of its meaning is of common use amongst

us, when speaking of the "universality of Di-

vine grace." The term is an equivalent to the

apostle's prayerful blessing, "the grace of the

Lord Jesus Christ be with you all." This was

the fulness of the blessing of the gospel of

God, his power in Christ Jesus made manifest

to save, which our predecessors in the Truth

were called forth and ably qualified to preach

by the outpouring and the renewings of the

Holy Spirit upon them in their work. Through
faith they saw and laid hold of (Jod's promises

through his prophets, "The glory of the Lord

shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it to-

gether; for the mouth of the Lord hath spo-

ken."—Is. xl, 5. The apostle says, "God
was in Christ reconciling the world unto Him-
self," and Christ Jesus the true witness also

bore testimony to the Father's work in Him by

the miracles which he wrought by his Divine

power, that, as He said, "they might know
and believe that the Father is in me, and / in

Him."—John x, 38. The apostles, believing,

"beheld his glory, the glory of the only be-

gotten of the Father, full of grace and truth."

— I. 14. And, as God's glory was by them
thus seen as Christ came in the flesh, so did

Jesus pray the Father that all those who
should hereafter believe In Him, and receive

Him as He came in spirit, "might be with me
where I am, that they may behold my plory,

which thou hast given me;" and hath he not

given to all true believers in Him an under-

standing to know Him as He comes according

to his promise and makes his presence known
and felt with his people everywhere, even

though there be but the two or the three? On
these he breathes the breath of life, his Holy

Spirit; in Him they live and in their souls is

kindled a flame of love to God and man. "Lo,
I am with you alway, even to the end of the

world." This is the fulfilment of the twice

repeated prophecy by Isaiah (xi, 9) and Hab-
akkuk ii, 14), "The earth shall be filled with

the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the

waters cover the sea." As then our i

become by grace renewed and thus filled

the Spirit of the Lord, we come to have

universal spirit of Christ, which bre

"peace on earth, good will to man," ai

children of the new Jerusalem with

branches of victory, we can gladly gree'

King, crying "Hosanna! Blessed is the

of Israel, that cometh in the name o:

Lord."—John xii, 13.

In conclusion, let me quote a very

record of the use of this term. It is fou

a postscript to the London Yearly Mee
Written epistle of the year 1678, and

"And, dear Friends and Brethren, ke'ji

the pure and peaceable wisdom of Jesus, lat

you may be in all things ordered to theL'l'g

glory, and your mutual peace and ref'sh-

ment. Friends, though the enemy be ne to

betray with fair pretenses, the Lord is n.'w

to preserve his heritage and water his p) ts,

therefore let none wax cold, let none ir-

mur; watch against all vain jealousies, m
evil surmises, and that spirit that worke it

a mystery against the blessed unity, ex; Dg

itself under the words and profession o; be

ancient truth, against the life and
] er

thereof, and the brethren that abide th( 'in,

And be noble and valiant for the Trut on

earth; look to the Lord God of your life'.nd

keep your eye steadfastly to Him. and be u
universal spirit, and by how much the m-iit

is a day of trial and an hour of tempt; jii,

forsake ye not the assembling of your;rej

together, but by so much the more, bezem
in keeping all your meetings . . . ii;lie

Lord's everlasting power, by which they ;re

set up; and as you are found diligenhnii

steadfast in the work of the Lord, the G of

peace will suddenly tread down Satan iai

your feet, and plentifully reward intojir

bosoms your patience and perseverance, ith

the durable blessings, peace and joy o1 hat

Kingdom, which was before the world b

and that never shall have an end."

_^
w. w.

It requires a well-kept life to do the v

God, and even a better kept life to will

his will. To be willing is a rarer gra«

to be doing the will of God. For he w
willing may sometimes have nothing to di

must only be willing to wait; and it is

far to be doing God's will than to be will

have nothing to do —it is easier far

working for Christ than it is to be willi

cease. No there is nothing rarer in the

to-day than the true willing soul, and tb

nothing more worth coveting than the

will God's will. There is no grander

sion of any Christian life than the traik

ently simple mechanism of a sincerely

ing heart.

—

Drummond.

A FEW months before his death C
Spurgeon received a letter containing .

thing in the nature of a threat. You mi'

call his manly reply: "You may wri

life across the sky; I have nothing to con

Here was character incarnate. Truth 1

better than Truth taught. When a ma
ualizes his ideals, then his creed becom

tal, vigorous, victorious. "There is n

quence," writes Emerson, "unless theP

man behind the speech.—A'. B. Tupper.
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TELL HIM SO.

If you have a word of cheer

That may light the pathway drear

Of a brother pilgrim here,

Let him know.

Show him you appreciate

What he does, and do not wait

Till the heavy hand of fate

Lays him low.

If your heart contains a thought
That will brighter make his lot,

Then, in mercy, hide it not;

Tell him so.

Bide not till the end of all

Carries him beyond recall.

When beside his sable pall,
•

To avow
Your affection, and acclaim

To do honor to his name
And to place the wreath of fame

On his brow.

Rather speak to him to-day,

For the things you have to say

May assist him on his way;
Tell him now.

Life is hard enough, at best,

But the love that is e.xpressed

Makes it seem a pathway blest

To our feet;

And the troubles that we share

Seem the easier to bear,

j
Smile upon your neighbor's care,

As you greet.

Rough and stony are our ways;
Dark and dreary are our days;

But another's love and praise

Make them sweet.

Wait not till your friend is dead
Ere your compliments are said.

For the spirit that has fled,

If it know.
Does not need to speed it on.

Our poor praise; where it has gone
Love's eternal golden dawn

Is aglow.
But unto our brother here

That poor praise is very dear.

If you've any word of cheer
Tell him so.

JRighteous Concern From a Friend.

ei Friends, bear with me while I tell you
Itave been enabled to view the broken
1 lalls of .Jerusalem by night, and feel a
iijig to call your attention to some of the

ahat are the causes. And I wish to be
wh you in this concern to arise to a
tq faithfulness to abstain from the weak-
poken of.

especially

'hristmas,

the poor
for a set

tijdo good. Paul says, "Ye observe
ajl times. I am afraid of you lest 1 have
)vjd labor upon you in vain" ((jal. iv, 11.)

'slot observe days and times when we
i |feast on birth-days? and when there is

riige conform to the world's custom in

ig after so manv years, a tin, silver or
:n|,-edding? and also at the time of mar-
I inform to another of the world's vain
in, in throwing rice upon those just mar-
verting the hearts from the solemn

la; they have just entered into before
tiator? Also the increasing reunions,
sing to pleasure grounds and lawn ten-

[ifjjalling pastimes; and the money paid

for the use of these goes to keep up a dancing
platform. Oh, consider these things. Does
it become a people who should be in this world
pilgrims seeking a heavenly country, a treas-
ure in heaven, where to do the will of our Fa-
ther in heaven is our aim in life?

"Enquire for the old paths that ye may walk
therein." ]•]_ \\_

Winona, ()

" Satan Came Also."

The following letter was written by William
Grimshaw, rector of the parish of Haworth,
Yorkshire, in I74U, to one of the smaller an-
nual assemblies of Friends in the Provinces
that met in that county. The situation ex-
plains itself; and although the letter and
David Hall's reply were published years ago in

the "Irish Friend," they describe a situation

so remarkably similar to certain conditions
among our meetings to-day in the newer lo-

calities, that it has been thought they might
not be without interest to many Friends.

David Hall was a Yorkshire schoolmaster,
prominent as a minister and elder, and he
made his home at Skipton, in the same neigh-
borhood. He died Ninth Month 16th, 175G,
at the age of 74. A. M. G.

To the people called Quakers at Stanbury,

these nth of ye 4th month, 'l749.

Deak Friends :

Your Meeting annually on this day at Stan-
bury is doubtless well designed,— the glory of

God and the Edification of your souls, where-
fore my sincere prayer is that the holy Spirit

may be in the midst of you and fill all vour
hearts with the wisdom, Power and Love of

God.

But dear Friends, I trust you will indulge

me the freedom to advise you on one thing

which I am persuaded you are not utterly in-

sensible of; I mean the Evils that not inten-

tionally on your part yet continually follow

the Meeting. There are you know great num-
bers of carnal careless People young & old

who under pretence of coming to hear you,

make no more of it than a mere Rendezvous of

Vanity and Wickedness; Drunkenness, Curs-

ing, Swearing, Fighting, revelling, &c. abound
and this with many not only for the Remain-
der of the Day following but commonly all the

night and most of the Day following if not

longer.

This has obliged me this 7 Years past as

constantly on this day with our Ch. Wardens
and Constable to go amongst them, to en-

deavour the Suppression of the Disorder, tho'

but with little Success. Therefore being now
almost tir'd with the trial of this Expedient,

I determined with myself to make my applica-

tion to you, who, 1 am satisfied are as far as I

can be from countenancing or in any wise en-

couraging such Immoralities— iNor do 1 see

any other way of suppressing them.

The most likely Expedient, permit me to

intimate it, is either that you would meet of-

tener or totally suspend it. By the former

means the Novelty will cease & therewith

these Evils, by the latter the Effect will be

the same; I wish you would take the matter
however, into serious consideration and cor-

dially concur with me in a Speedy and effec-

tual endeavour to put an end hereto.

I hope you are not so tenacious of your an-

nual custom, tho' the Blessings experimen-

tally attending your Meeting were never so
wei.uhty & precious to your own aouls, as not
seriously to consider & industriously to pre-
vent such a train of evils, as may tend, no less
to the Di.shonour of (Jod, the Contempt of re-
ligion, & the eternal damnation of numbers,
Yea and deeply enhance your own souls in the
same Destruction; For as much as we must
own it is righteous with God to charge the
mischiefs incident to others upon you and me
which we might have prevented but did not.
This is my Casuistry.

May our flear Lord bless you daily more and
more unto the perfect day may his (irace,
Love and Truth abound and shine farther in

your Hearts, Lips & Lives and may you & I

and all men be stedfast immoveably and al-

ways abounding in the will and work of the
holy Spirit till we all come to appear before
Him in glory & to rejoice for ever together in

His Presence where there is fuilne.ss of joy
and at Whose right hand there are pleasures
for evermore. The Lord bless you all this

day.

I am your respectful Friend,

William (jkimshaw.
Priest at Haworth in Yorkshire.

Excuse hast and errors.

To Priest Grimshaw' s Epistle.

Answer as Follows.

Much Esteemed Fkd., tho' at present per-
sonally unknown:

The good Character thou hast born for these
several Years with regard to thy Concern and
Endeavours for the Suppression of Woe and
promotion of Virtue & Piety among Mankind
without a rigid bigotry to any one set uf Men,
has some Years ago rais'd in me a desire to
write to thee by way of Encouragement there-
in, & approbation thereof, but hitherto one
thing or other hath letted me.

But upon perusing thy Friendly and Chris-

tian-like Epistle to the People called Quakers
at their Annual Meeting at Stanbury dated ye
11th Instant, can no more omit giving thee a
few Lines, whereby 1 do assure thee that thy
1st Epistle was and is well taken, by our
Friends and tho' I perceive it came rather too

late for a Suitable and (ieneral Perusal before
ye Meeting, yet care was taken to answer part

of the Contents thereof, by giving a very close

Charge or Caution at the Close of the Meet-
ing that all Young People & others should be
careful to depart Soberly and in good Order,

& if none should by any means behave them-
selves amiss in Ale-houses or elsewhere, the

Inn-keeper (near the place especially) was
earnestly desired not to sell Liquor to any, be-

yond the just bounds of Moderation, &c.

Some inconveniences & disagreeable things

attended those anniversary Assemblies hereto-

fore at Stanbury have not Escaped ye Notice &
consideration of Divers of us, with strong de-

sires the same might be redressed.

The two Expedients thou proposest & per-

haps some others for remedying ye sd Griev-

ances, I believe, will be taken into ye Consid-

eration of our Friends.

May God almighty crown thy well intended

Endeavours with Success replenish thee more
& yet more with ye Enlargement of the hearts

& effectually loos'ning of thee from every

thing that in any wise would Eclipse ye Bright-

ness of the Sun of Righteousness (wch. is I
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am well assured, Gloriously Risen in thy

Heart) or curtail thy service in ye everlasting

Gospel of Peace, & may thou my beloved Frd.

entirely resign thy self to ye will & disposal

of him who hath call'd thee, & thus far pre-

vailed upon thee, that in due time thou mayst
attain to a Capacity of fully believing receiv-

ing, of ye practising (according to that primi-

tive Precept of our Blessed Lord ye Author of

ye Gospel—Freely ye have received, freely

give.

)

Oh! Dear Friend I can but say to thee 'tis

a pity such a person as I believe thou art,

should be rank'd & numbered in ye Catalogue

of ye Mercenaries.

Farewell, saith thy Cordial, well-affected &
sincere Friend in much Brotherly kindness &
Charity,

David Hall.
Skipton ve 24th of ye 4 Mo. 1749

Helpers.

"You've been a help to me," she said:

"Your life has strengthened mine for years."

I looked into her honest eyes

Through sudden mist of grateful tears.

My desert blossomed as the rose;

My dreary past grew luminous:

Life's spectres vanished in that light.

And cares, that all too sorely press.

A new song lifted in my heart,

Set to the music of her word;

Way-weariness gave place to joy;

Alone I knelt and thanked the Lord.— Selected.

Adam needed a helpmeet for him. God
gave him one. God's choice is always the

right one. He makes no mistakes. Marriages
made in heaven are not failures. But men,
and women, too, are slow to ask God, for

a life mate. They consult their foolish and
silly companions on the subject of marriage,

but how many times do they forget their best

friend and wisest counsellor. God chooses a

suitable companion and helper.

To know how to help one another in the

home is the secret of home-happiness. The
very presence of a mother at the head of the

table is a help to all, by giving dignity and
cheer to the members of the family. How
pleasant it is for the presiding genius of the

home to bless by her cheery smiles and words
of approval and encouragement the gathered
household at the regular meal, or at the fam-
ily altar!

The fact is patent to every one that a home
without a loving wife, and none but men pres-

ent, lacks an essential element of perfection.

Rut there is something worse than even
this, viz., a household where mother and
daughters feel under no obligation to help in

any way the general work and ends of family

life. There are homes where the female mem-
bers are everywhere a burden and a draw-
back. We are glad to think these are few.

But the natural heart is so utterly heartless

and selfish that nothing needs cultivation

among the female members of families more
than the art of unselfish devotion to the com-
mon well-being of all.

Generosity in the home toward even the

weakest and most heartless goes a long way
to remove difficulties and smooth the way.
A gentle response to a surly remark, or a read-

iness to run to the help of the over-exacting

demands of others, is the graceful thing for

girls to do. By such things they show the

true delicacy of womanly nature. By this

they rule the world; not by the masculine

ways of mastery over their fellow-creatures.

Some of the greatest men—men whose
names are renowned—have been helped by the

presence of the one whom they love. The
writer once knew a president of Jefferson

College, who had, in her absence, his wife's

shawl placed so at his side as to remind him

of her at all times, as if she were there look-

ing on his work. This was to him as an in-

spiration. To many who saw it, it was an ev-

idence that he was a goose. Yet he was a

great man and fine scholar, and who knows
how much of his greatness was to be attribu-

ted to that shawl?

Other instances of a similar character could

be enumerated. The silent influence woman
exerts in the world can never be measured or

told until the secrets of woman history are re-

vealed on the last day. Let no woman who is

living an upright life be cast down or be dis-

couraged because she cannot see and measure
just how far her influence extends at the

present.

But silent influence is exerted for evil as

well as for good. The very presence of the

impure woman is contaminating. Hence she

is shunned not more from abhorrence of her

criminal Vi'e than from motives of self-pres-

ervation which is the first law of nature.

Hence the wise man so strongly urged the

simple ones to go not the way to her house.

—

Christian Instructor.

Christiansburg Industrial lusiitute.

The Christiansburg Industrial Institute, un-

der the fostering care of Philadelphia Friends

for upwards of thirty years, first as a common
school, then as a high school and now as an

industrial school, starts another year under

brighter prospects than it ever has enjoyed.

With a hundred acre farm which is gradually

being brought up to a high grade of cultiva-

tion and on which there is an equipment of

live stock, tools and implements valued at

eight hundred dollars; a modern barn costing

upwards of two thousand dollars; a shop build-

ing for carpentry, blacksmithing and print-

ing, that cost one thousand dollars, and a dor-

mitory in course of erection which when com-

pleted will cost ten thousand dollars, the school

may well congratulate itself upon the fact

that it is making rapid progress. By way of

comparison we might say that five years ago
when school opened it owned just one building

in which the academic work was carried on.

The industries were conducted in a building

belonging to the Colored Baptist Church of

Christiansburg, but now the entire plant in-

cluding buildings, tools and materials is esti-

mated at sixteen thousand dollars, and when
dormitory is completed it will be worth twenty-

six thousand dollars.

To teach the students to work, to do the

best work, and to create a love for work for

the work's sake is one of the aims of Chris-

tiansburg. Farming is the central industry.

All others hinge around it. The boy who
works on the farm has his clothes mended in

the sewing room, his washing done in the laun-

dry, his meals cooked and served in kitchen

and dining-room. As a result of his work the 1

farm yields produce,—wheat, corn, poties
which go to feed him and those who ijii \^j

to his necessities. Under present cond j„„

'

our farm will not yield enough of prodi'to

run the boarding department, so the Boa
'laj

decided to supplement what the farm can ise (

with a certain amount which goes to buyiat

supplies are necessary over and above
'nat

the student produces. Is this plan pre ca-

1

ble? We have found it entirely so. Eiuj!

the greater part of this year we have had
-ee i

boys working on the farm. It has pro ced I

so far about one hundred bushels of poti'es

eighty-four bushels of wheat; peas, bearmj
garden truck to the value of twenty-fi '

to I

thirty dollars, besides corn which has ieii

cut ready to gather, from which we arijj. I

pecting two hundred bushels, to say ncjngi

of hay and forage for horses.

But Christiansburg, like Hampton and 1 ike-

gee, is aiming to train the head, the har'md

the heart. The school is undenomina'nali

but thoroughly Christian. In the dining om:

of the boarding hall a chapter from the |blei

is read each morning and prayer is of led,

thus developing in the students a love for ble

reading and the habit of family devbns

which we try to impress them to carrjick

to their homes. Connected with the f,ool

are religious societies for young me 'fai

young women. They are wholly in chailof

students but are guided by teachers wlaie

also members.
In the academic department thoroufless

in the English branches is the aim; ncjng

fancy is taught. The academic courshas

the hearty endorsement of the County Ser-

intendent and the school board of Mon )di-

ery County. They have placed all th' Col-

ored schools in Christiansburg District der

the supervision of the principal of our s lol.

This shows the confidence they have i lim

and the work he is doing.

In conclusion we select a passage fn re-

port of the chairman of the executive )ffi-

mittee of Friends' Freedman's .\ssot :ioii

that states:

"From a country school we have bee ea

normal and industrial institute. We piess

a school-house which has cost seven th(aid

dollars; a farm five thonsand dollars; Ins-

trial shops one thousand dollars; bar tv

thousand, dollars; dormitory which wil ft

five thousand dollars to eight thousar h
lars; and live stock, tools, etc, Vali

thirteen hundred and fifty dollars: a U.

say twenty-three thousand dollars.

A well equipped industrial building idj

few minor necessities may require ten ion-

sand dollars more. This amount we -iiii

Friends will contribute.

With so much in hand and in pro?!^. k;

will we stand? Will it not be in uur ^

place? Can less than this be our due?
j

Many, many are the noble endownu5ij

the general cause for which we work.

"Let us then be up and doing, alwa i

ing more and more."
Owing to the increased facilities -

school there will be required to run the
\

this year sixteen hundred and twenty-fi (

lars more than it has cost in previous i

Of this amount the county of Montg <

Pa., pays five hundred and fifty del 3

maintain its two schools under our suil.,_
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iving ten hundred and seventy-five dol-

be raised by our treasurer over and

jvhat he has in other years raised. The

eels that this step is wise and necessary

jes Friends will respond liberally to the

of three thousand dollars for the run-

icpenses of the school this year. All

utions should be ;ent to J. Henry

good, Treasurer, 648 Bourse Building,

Iphia, Pa.

j

Thomas Loe.

(las Loe, of Oxfordshire, was a faithful

land minister of Christ Je.sus, and con-

imany to truth, especially in Ireland,

le travelled through great hardships.

it
going thither was about the year

'rancis Hovvgill, Edward Burrough, and

laving been there before him. He had

llent gift, sound and clear in the min-

owerful in SDeech, sharp and quick in

erstanding; and many people flocked

m, and received truth by his ministry

anation; and others he confirmed in the

ho were convinced before. He was

lublicly engaged with priests and op-

Jand the Lord made him a sharp instru-

I
his hand, to confound the adversaries

and the mouths of gainsayers were

His company was very desirable,

easant and sweet in conversation, and

laliizing with his friends in affliction, so

hjcould speak a word in due season,

several times a prisoner for the tes-

of truth, and went out of England

imes to visit the nation of Ireland, in

bl'avels his natural strength was much
He also labored in the work of the

itl in London, being often there: and

n sick in that city, expressing on his

i-j:d what exceeding encouragement he

injfeltof the Lord, asfoUoweth: "Glory

69 God, for thy power is known. God

e !5rd!" Then speaking to William Penn,

a le Lord had made him instrumental to

in , he said, "Dear heart, bear thy cross,

li kithful for God, and bear thy testi-

r ijthy day and generation, and God will

tie an eternal crown of glory that shall

18 liken from thee. There is not another

tU; the holy men of old walked in, and

aljirosper. God has brought immortal-

i;ht, and immortal life is felt; glory,

^ pr he is worthy. My heart is full,

1 sail I say? His love overcomes my
l.;uy cup runs over. Glory! Glory to

IBK forever. He is come, he has ap-

Bdlind will appear. Friends, keep your

mqy for God; live with Him, and He
livjwith you." Another time he said to

: fiends. "Be not troubled, the love of

olrcomes my heart." And again he

et

enl

tl

George Whitehead, and other friends

viz: "George, the Lord is good to

day He has covered me with his

[ am weak, but I am refreshed to see

le Lord is good to me." Another
1, "How art thou, Thomas?" He
"I am near leaving you, I think:

well in my spirit as I can desire, I

tl| Lord ; and I never saw more of the

God than I have done this day."

being expected to depart, the power
•d arose in him, and he sang to the

Lord, "(ilory, glory to thee forever!" And
|

so continued praising (!od for some time,

which much affected the slanders by.
|

He departed in peace the 5th of the Eighth
Month, in the year 1668 at London.

j

Judge Not.— Why, because our judgments
'

are our fashioners. Lecky has declared that

the two most influential factors in shaping

character are our judgments and our occupa-

tions. Every judgment leaves its mark upon
our being, and determines its final shape and

color. No judgment passes away in fruitless

impotence; every judgment tends to enrich

or impoverish the soul. Now, censorious judg-

ments are thoughtless and they are therefore

mentally enfeebling. They are harshly, and

therefore they are spiritually benumbing. They
are aggressive, and therefore they are de-

structive of the fine reserve and modesty of

the soul.

The authorities at Greenwich have been very

much concerned lest the electrical railways,

which are now undermining London, should

emit subtle currents w'hich might destroy the

accuracy of their exquisite astronomical instru-

ments. Now it is the presence of subtle cur-

rents created by foreign matters, which per-

vert the truthfulness of our moral judgments.

It is the beam which corrupts our decision.

Envy is a perverting medium. So is avarice,

prejudice, pride.

At Wraggley in Yorkshire, there is a curi-

ous old painted window representing a man
with a beam across his eyes trying to extract

a tiny speck from the eye of another. Is it

altogether without suggestiveness that the

window is in the minister's vestry'.'

"How canst thou say to thy brother," etc.

—J. //. Juwett.

Items Concerning the Society.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting.— Haddonfield
Quarterly Meeting, held at .Moorestown, X. J., on

Twelfth Month 11th, 1902, was largely attended.

This betokened an interested membership when the

disagreeable weather is considered. The large

house was filled.

The first meeting commenced with a deep silence

and with a sensible evidence of the Divine pres-

ence. This was succeeded by vocal exercises, there

being sixteen offerings in prayer and exhortation.

The number of Friends so engaged did not weaken
the strength of the meeting, but sensibly tended

to increase the baptism into the Holy Spirit. There

was a unity in the labors of exercised brethren and

sisters, which we feel should confirm and build up

in the things of Christ's kingdom.

The need of approaching worship or our spiritual

activities with the expectation set only on Christ,

was dwelt upon. The weary and heavy laden were

invited to come to Christ, and in Him find their

rest. To bear his yoke was truly depicted as

yielding peace and love and joy. We were ex-

horted not to be ashamed of his glorious gospel,

and to forsake the fashions of the world which so

soon shall perish.

The second meetings were times of active and

earnest labor. The report of the committee having

charge of the Atlantic City Meeting showed that

the attendance during the past year had ranged

from about thirty to two hundred on First-day

mornings. The average attendance for the year

had been seventy-six. .\11 these meetings, whether

held in silence or accompanied by much vocal min-

istry, had been felt to be favored times. Many
not Friends had been deeply interested, and it was

felt helped, by these meetings.

The answers to the first Query incited the re-

membrance of our outward mercies and temporal
advantages, and the inquiry as to whether we were
not thereby called to make the sacrifice of any
time involved in attending mid-week meetings.
Young parents were reminded that if their chil-

dren were permitted to grow up without being ex-

pected to attend Meetings for biscipline whenever
practicable, a generation of non-attenders of .such

meetings will in years to come only weaken or

decimate the church organization. At the same
time, the encouraging fact was exhibited that

many young men find much comfort and value in

the iiours of mid-week worship.

The second Query revealed much love and unity.

It was cause for deep thankfulness that all our

Monthly Meetings were able to report that " no

differences" were known to exist within their bor-

ders.

In connection with the answers to the eighth

Query, it was announced that there had been no
disownments amongst our Monthly .Meetings during

the past three months.

The interest in the Quarterly Meeting was con-

tinued until the end of the long .session, and the

details of business were transacted in love and

condescension. The meeting then concluded, and

many kindly hand-grasps and salutations were ex-

changed as Friends left for their respective homes.

Twelfth Month 11th, 1902.

We are informed that the treatise on Water Bap-

tism, by .James H. Moon, which was noticed in our

columns last week, is on sale by William C. Cow-
perthwaite, ;304 Arch Street, Phila., at 2.5 cents, or

if by mail to any English-speaking country, 30

cents.

For the encouragement of our readers we will

say that a literary woman of practised talent

resident in the State of Maine, but, it is supposed,

not a member of our religious Society, writes :

" We have many magazines and papers — news,

reform and religious --but nothing that at all

takes the place of The Friend. My husband never

fails to read it first, before any periodical, and it

has been in this community a continual missionary."

Inasmuch as the book entitled "A Chinese

Quaker," is declared to be a true story, and not a

work of fiction, as fiction is understood to be, we
venture to give the following information from a

private letter of .Joel Bean: "The hereof the story,

' The Chinese Quaker,' is Sing, a boy beloved by us

here, a member of our Association of Friends. Our

daughter Lydia taught him awhile and prepared

him for college. Wilhelmina Proctor of the story

is our friend Wilhelmina Jones, who brought up

Sing from a child eight years old. He was a dear

Christian boy, a real Friend, a regular attender of

our meeting. Now he is a mandarin in China, but

still the lovely boy whose letters you will see

specimens of in the book Thy sister .Mary will

know about the parties mentioned. The authoress

is a gifted writer, a friend of ouns. She met Inazo

and travelled with him in the Swiss mountains,

and wrote about him to W. B. Jones."

The current Independent Methodist, in publishing

a chapter from the late Francis Frith's " Quaker

Ideal," entitled the "Quaker Ideal of Ministry,"

adds the following editorial note: "Our teaching

and attitude concerning ministry is part of our

Quaker inheritance, and it is matter for profound

satisfaction that we have in r.o way departed from

the Ideal. A careful perusal of this article will

bring a renewed sense of our indebtedness to the

early Friends, as well as reveal our close identity

with them in the matter of ministry and the

teaching of the doctrine of the Priesthood of Be-

lievers." Our friends, the Independent Methodists,

it is clear are not far away from us in spirit, says
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the London Friend. Still, before vouching for this

we would have to be witnesses of their practice;

as we have to do in the case of much preaching which
of late passes for " Quaker," but really is based on

the principles of preaching in vogue amongst
others.

Notes from Others.
" I, for one," says J. Wilbur Craft, "expect little

reinforcement in counteracting the corrupting

tendencies of our times from free libraries from
which little goes out save fiction, and much of

that not the best— some of it nearly the worst

—

no adequate effort being made to guide even juvenile

readers; or from art galleries, where susceptible

and uncultured youths are turned loose in yet

more dangerous forma of Frenchy realism."

Yuletide has been held as a sacred festival by
numberless nations. Christians hold December
25th as the anniversary of the birth of Jesus.

China, on the same day, celebrates the birth of

Buddha, son of Maya (See Bunson). The Druids

held during the winter solstice the festival of No-
lagh. (Higgins). Egypt held that Horus, son of

Isis, was born toward the close of December.
Greece celebrated in the winter solstice the birth

of Ceres, Bacchus and Hercules. Numerous Indian

tribes keep Yuletide as a religious festival. (Monier

Williams). Mexico holds in the winter solstice the

festival of (]apserame. (History of the Indies.

Volume II., page 354). Persia at the same period

honors the birth of Mithra. (Gross). Rome cele-

brated on December 25th the festival " Natalis

Solis Invicta." Scandinavia held at Yuletide the

festival called .Jul, in honor of Freya, son of Odin

(Brewer, page 321), etc.— Tribune.

We noted last week that the idea of admitting

people into membership of the Baptist church with-

out water baptism had found at least one advocate,

and this none less than pastor R. P. .Johnson of

the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church of New York.

We may add that this occurred at the Baptist

Congress recently held in Boston, on a discussion

of the question: " Is Baptism Essential to Church
Membership?" To the surprise of many present all

four ministers chosen to address the conference on

this subject answered the question in the negative.

The arguments of the above-named speaker, which
are fairly typical of those put forward by his three

colleagues, aresummarized as follows:
"

I. To make baptism essential to church mem-
bership is to emphasize ceremony rather than char-

acter, and is to exalt the letter above the spirit.

" II. To make baptism essential to church member-
ship is to demand more for the church than is re-

quired for the kingdom. For, in harmony with

our age-long contention, baptism is not essential

to membership in the kingdom of God. The king-

dom preceded the church and produced it, just as

the love of liberty and independence preceded and
produced the declaration of independence and the

institutions of our country.
" III. To make baptism essential to church mem-

bership is to perpetuate a cleavage in the body of

Christ along the line of ceremony merely.
" IV. To make baptism essential to church mem-

bership compels us for the sake of ceremonial ob-

servance to disregard the fundamental Biblical

principle of the right and duty of individual free-

dom of Scripture interpretation. The only rea-

sonable course is to recognize individual freedom
of intepretation within the limits of essentia! prin-

ciples. We do that in other matters, why not in

matters of baptism also?"

These positions are repudiated by the conserva-

tive Baptists, as they ought to be by those who
would consistently claim the name of that church

—a name which has been given an established

meaning from the first, by its distinctive doctrine

of immersion as a condition of admission.

The Boston Watchman pronounces these yielders

of their fundamental principle as " but masquerad-

ers and pretenders when they call themselves
Baptists." But the Chicago Standard (also Bap-
tist) says: "The discussion is evidence of our often-

urged contention that Baptists lay much less stress

on the ordinances than on a changed life; that they
contend much more earnestly for the faith than
for the form; that they strive first for the spirit,

then for the letter. . . We must not too strongly
regret that our denominational position should be
reviewed, for we Baptists would rather be right

than be Baptists."

SUMM.4RY OF EVENTS.

United States—The hearing of testimony by the An-
thracite Commission has continued, in the course of which
many of the grievances of the miners have been stated.

They have alleged their wages are not sufficient to provide

a proper living for their families, and that the operators

are arbitrary in their dealing with their employes.

The recent cold spell has caused great anxiety in many
cities and towns, and much suffering among those who are

not provided with fuel. President Baer, of the Reading
Railway, lately said that at the end of Eleventh Month,
1901, 40,495,000 tons had been mined. This year, owing
to the strike, only 26,100,000 tons had been mined at the

end of Eleventh Month. This shortage has been largely

made up by the burning of bituminous coal, but there is

still a large shortage. Although a number of school-

houses and some charitable institutions are scantily sup-

plied with coal, a canvass recently made in this city shows
that the laboring man is really the greatest sufferer. In

Washington, the supply of coal in the public buildings is

almost exhausted.

The number of Jews in this country has greatly in-

creased since 1880, when they were less than a quarter

of a million. Since then nearly a million has been added.

In 1882 the severe measures taken against them in Rus-

sia, caused a large emigration to the United States.

A valuable improvement in navigation is stated to have

been made by the invention of the stellar compass by

Captain R. T. Lawless, by which it is possible to steer a

vessel after dusk by fixing the compass on a particular

star.

Dr. Adolph Lorenz, of Vienna, has lately performed
several operations upon young children for congenital dis-

location of the hip, by means of his method of "bloodless

surgery,'' which have been witnessed by many hundred
medical practitioners and surgeons in this city, and have

awakened great interest here as in other cities where
similar demonstrations of his method have been success-

fully made.

A sudden change in the course of the Missouri River

has lately left Nebraska City, Neb., three miles inland.

Evidences of the importance of regulating the immi-

gration into this country of aliens from abroad have ac-

cumulated of latter time, and point to the necessity of

additional legislation. Goodwin Brown, representing the

New York Lunacy Commission, testified recently before

the Senate Committee on Immigration that the cost of the

foreign born insane to the States in the past ten years

reached the sum of $50,000,000. There is, it is stated,

an increasing number of unfit persons coming into the

country by way of Canada.

Dr. J. T. Rothrock, in his annual report as Secretary

of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, said: 'I can

see no reason why a fully equipped school of Forestry

should not also be found at one or more of the great edu-

cational institutions of this State, for forestry is some-

thing more than a mere art. It takes rank in Germany
with other well recognized branches of political economy.

It would be well indeed for the nation if all of our states-

men recognized its bearing upon the prosperity of the

country."

Natural gas has been discovered near Livingston, Mont.

Governor Yates, of Illinois, explained that his action in

excluding cattle from Pennsylvania, New York and New
Jersey, only requires that such cattle must be accom-

panied by a certificate to the effect that they have not

been within the quarantined States for the past thirty

days.

The end of the Pacific telegraph cable, which is to con-

nect San Francisco with Honolulu, has been landed from
the steamer Newsboy, which afterwards proceeded on her

voyage to Honolulu.

A system of wireless telegraphy for commercial pur-

poses has been established between White's Point, Cal.,

and Catalina Island, a distance of thirty-six miles.

There were 459 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 9 more than the pre-

vious week and 4 more than the corresponding week of

IPOl. Forty-three died of consumption of the lungs; 81

of inflammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes;

13 of diphtheria; 15 of cancer; 13 of apople in,il
typhoid fever; 3 of scarlet fever and 2 of small '

i

Foreign.—A long pending controversy with \ ,jj,], I

on account of the non-payment by it of certain .mJ
Great Britain and Germany has developed into a 'esjj,

measures by these two countries. A despai '

fnjj

Washington states that the dispute "grows out
jljj.ji

made by the Governments of Germany and Greijriijj,

for losses sustained by their respective citizens irenv.

lutions and local disturbances. For a number iyj,,,

past Venezuela has been in a condition of chroni
^vji,.

tion, and in the progress of these numerous reiitiom'

the property of the foreigners has been deati ij jgj

appropriated at will by one or other party to j»jf.
fare." i

It is said that in seventy years there have In ou-
hundred and four revolutions in Venezuela. It jtaij,)'

that Castro, President of that country, who hadtherto

been averse to an arbitration, had become williiltoj,.

cept of it, and had made overtures to Great Br 'n audi

Germany to this end, and requested that th ',Mi^\

States should act as an intermediary, to which thi'ithorj.!

ties at Washington had given assent. On the 13th, «enr
a British and a German cruiser bombarded the ;rlr«ii-

at Puerto Cabello, the second sea port in size Vent-

zuela, which has caused great excitement and Ww
acts of retaliation upon German and English rei'muii'

Venezuela.

China is stated to be the richest country in I, world

in coal, though the want of mining and trans liatioi

facilities have rendered this source of supply ud 'lilabit

up to the present time.

Information has been forwarded from China, 'km-
ous disturbances are occurring there in certain p ince^

'

from insurrections largely directed against fore|era.

It is stated that there is great suffering aiDr;L(ij-

dnn's unemployed poor. Thousands of them depl jpoi

charity bread and soup for their living. SevenW
and soldiers back from South Africa are amonfieanJ-

ferers.

Cholera alone in Egypt, in Japan, in China a'intlii

Philippines is said to have carried off a multitudjf pai

sons estimated as high as 600,000 during thifejeU

year. '

The great Nile reservoir and dam lately co hor

was formally opened on the 10th inst., when ' si.

gates were swung open and a great body of Wi f v

ed through them. It is estimated that this dint

has cost about 12J millions of dollars will inc se

agricultural earning power of Egypt about 13 n os

dollars yearly. It will permit the irrigation of ! liu

acres. The dam is straight from end to end od

length is about a mile and a quarter, its width sbeta

is about twenty-three feet, and the deepest pa; igkty

two feet. The height from the lowest part of foQJ-

dation to the top is 131 feet.

A despatch from Berlin, of the 10th, says:iiei

tremely cold weather prevailing in Germany, in c leclin

with the hard times, is causing much sufferin; Min

persons have been frozen to death in the wiirni"

dustrial provinces and also in the northeastern [
'it'

A definite treaty of reciprocity between Cub «(i

United States has been signed, which, howevea*"

the approval of officials in the two countries. 1 trean

provides for an uniform reduction of 20 per cent, in *

present tariff charges on Cuban products enti|g*

United States.

The drought in Australia the present year is 1
1"

" the most frightful that has ever been kninvn <

large area of wheat lands in Northern Virturia :

nothing this season, and there is great d

farmers in that region. During the drought it|

that forty millions of sheep have been killed tli|

Australia.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — For convfjj

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage f

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. H

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents.]

To reach the school by telegraph, wire Weslj

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedle^B

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicatio!*

admission of pupils to the school, and letters ,H

to instruction and discipline should be addresse*<

Wm. F. Wickersham, P a|

Payments on account of board and tuition. M
munications in regard to business should be foi ™

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendi
^

Address, Westtown P. 0.. Chest j&

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINT: Si,

No. 422 Walnut Street

i
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and all the way onward to the excellent glory,

Christ is to the wise a progressive revelation,

and upon the rock of this Divine revelation

He builds his church of living and obeying

witnesses. They being wise shall shine as

the sun, and bringing many to righteousness

"shall shine as the stars forever and ever.''

They alone have celebration-power of the

birth of Christ who know of the new birth in

themselves. These, as children of the light

and children of the day, though they may

pass under clouds and storms, yet while they

abide in Him know no sunset to their Christ-

mas day.

The Day-star.

i early glimmerings of that prophetic

ich lighteth every man that comes in-

orld, man does well to take heed, as

awn of spiritual consciousness in his

1 horizon, until the Day Star arise in

t. For that is not first in our recog-

hich is spiritual, "but that which is

and afterwards that which is spirit-

We live the animal life before we are

the Spirit. But the clearing vision

ipijtual daybreak, the revelation of this

cl
Righteousness unto a man as his

igl and morning star," when accepted

li^d under, will be found to have no book

eajh like the Bible to reflect it and har-

liziwith it, as a record penned under the

e ight of the moving of the Spirit of

;. jFherein, as in a holy witness for Truth,

)ai)e felt that holy men of God spake as

y \k moved by the holy inbreathing, and

t tj! same bright and morning Star which

I tl] root of David's vision and experience,

iClist, the offspring of the same Divine

8. jrhe light of Christ is the Star of

istjthat leads to the recognition of the

? c! Id Jesus, and to the revelation, which

IS
j

birth, of Christ in us the hope of

ry.| Who are they who have, from gener-

m lo generation, come to worship Jesus

is! They are the wise who have seen his

: ijthe east, and have been obedient to the

ve|y vision. These bring their choicest

I
his cradle, and going on in grace lay

T towns at the foot of his Cross

rd the first dawning of the day-star in

h^rts, through every spiritual discovery,

iiter when his eyes were opened to see

hi mouth to say, "Thou art the Christ!

The Scriptures.

A short series of articles will begin in the

present number, expressing the exercise of

concerned Friends in regard to our right atti

tude towards the Bible.

If any of our young members have been per-

suaded that in the field of holy Scripture,

while men slept, "an enemy ha? sown tsres,"

let them observe the counsel of the Master to

those who would extract them. "Nay, lest

while ye gather up the tares, ye root up the

wheat also with them. Let both grow together

until the harvest." Such work, where radi-

cally related to the faith, is assigned to the

angels only. Walk in the Spirit and we shall

not stumble at things hard to understand in the

letter, nor wrest them to our own destruction.

The following passages reflect the counsel

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting hitherto:—

A declaration of the Meeting for Sufferings

issued in 1828, was:—

"The Society of Friends have always fully

believed in the authenticity and divine author-

ity of the Holy Scriptures, and acknowledge

them to be the only fit outward test of doc-

trines, having been dictated by the Holy Spirit

of God, which can not err.

"They are profitable for doctrine, for re-

proof, for correction, for instruction in right-

eousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughlv furnished unto all good works; and

are able to make wise unto salvation, through

faith which is in Christ Jesus; and whatever

any teach or do contrary thereto they reject

as a delusion."

It seems seasonable this time affectionately

to caution our members against the dangers

involved in a merely intellectual study or lit-

erarv criticism of the Scriptures. Their chief

evidence is the witness for Truth in each heart.

This, we believe, will not be wanting in any

who reverently read them, with the mind

humbly directed to the Holy Spirit who dictated

them, and through whose enlightenment alone

they can be rightly understood. For, "The

natural man receiveth not the things of the

Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto

him: neither can he know them, because they

are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. ii: 14).

A Bit of Commonplace Biography.

A woman who lives in a Maine village, has

on her reading table a copy of John Wool-

man's Journal, a history of the Friends and

several of the little Barclay books. In her

library an old volume of Job Scott finds kinship

with Joseph Walton's "Incidents and Kefiec-

tions." She has distributed in the local W. C.

T. U. considerable Quaker literature and has

given away many carefully marked copies of

The Fkienu, which has long been an esteemed

member of her family.

Possibly ihis is worth noting for the reason

that there is not a Quaker in the town nor has

the woman ever made the acquaintance of

one. Neither, so far as the writer knows,

are there any bona-fide Friends' meetings in

this state, though there are a few "Friends'

churches."
..u

At the age of fourteen she united with the

Caivinist Baptists and straightway began a

promiscuous reading of her own and other de-

nominational books and papers. She soon dis-

covered that she was no Baptist and, after

some trying experiences, succeeded in sever-

ing her connection with the church, though

she continued to attend Us services and work

in its "Sunday school."
• j . i, <

Being of a speculative turn of mind she beat

about in many troublous theological waters,

little guessed by those who knew her, but she

came at last to see that the current ot the

years had been bearing her steadily toward

Quakerism. At this period it was a pleasure

for her to remember that her mother's ances-

try a generation removed furnished a long

line of loyal Friends. Looking further into

her geneaolgy she came upon the to her inter-

esting fact that an ancestor who helped whip

the Quaker's at Dores Neck, in the_ Seven-

teenth century, was punished by seeing his

four sons soundly converted to the taith or

the persecuted.

The churches in this town of three thou-

sand inhabitants are seven. One of them re-

cently sent out the following on a good-sized

pink fiver.
, r-, . ..

• ^

"Hallowe'en Social and Entertainment.

"Witches and choice spirits of darkness will

hold high carnival. . . ,

"Among the features of the evening wil be

the Hallowe'en Fortune Teller, Madame Me-

dea. Come prepared to have your fortune

told and to visit the Room of Mysteries^ Pur-

chase a piece of Cupid's Cake and find your

prize. Etc., etc.
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The woman asks if a church which can only
support itself by an annual series of entertain-
ments (which engross its chief attention) is

giving a satisfactory reason for its existence?
Is a thinly attended "Sunday service" and a
thinly attended prayer meeting a satisfactory
equivalent for carrying on the show business"?

Comment Upon an Autocrat's Position.

The Tribune, of New York, remarking upon
a recent report of the Czar being a victim of
melancholia, and rehearsing instances of sun-
dry alleged mental maladies in the Muscovite
line, makes the followiner observation: "Prior

t,,JiL?"'"' ''f- '*'"' v'f T ''""'
"?u''^' 'u

to and largely during the reign of Nicholas I.
the same practice, let the woman, though -

•'

continually seeing much which she must con-
demn, though frequently tempted to separate
herself and remain at home, still believes she
has the chance to hear a more effectual testi-

mony to the truth (as she receives it) than she
could possibly bear if she remained away.
Her interest in the "Sunday school " and in the
W. C. T. U., a natural impulse to speak her
views plainly, and an undeniable influence over
many lives, seem to encourage her in this con-
clusion. She asks is she wrong?

Every-Day Blessings.

The accustomed things are usually occupied
as a matter of course. One seldom stops to
think of the beating of his heart which causes
the blood to flow through his body, or of the
process of breathing by which that blood is

filled with life-giving oxygen.
Immunity from disease does not impress

one until it ceases. Ability and opportunity
to work are not always regarded as blessings.
Friends with whom one has genial intercourse
— wife or husband, children or parents—how
little, after all, we appreciate them until we
lose them!

Habit is responsible, also, for much neglect
to consider whence come the gracious rains,
and how it is that harvest succeeds seed time
in the recurring years.

The spectacle of the sunset and the glorious
panorama of the dawn are neglected for cheap
representations of them.

The nightly pageant of the stars is less
thought of than a street parade.

The mute appeal in the eyes of the dumb
beasts is too often denied, and we are thus
deprived of the kindly comradeship of our fel-

low mortals. Even when we do accept that
comradeship we fail to prize it as a Divine
blessinu.

The old earth itself, swinging through the
infinite spaces of the universe, might fly from
its orbit into chaos, for any serious thought
that we give to the matter.

If one pauses a moment to consider these
things he will be filled with wonder at the or-
derly plan of nature, and will be moved by
reverent awe in the presence of a power and
a mystery beyond his comprehension. Thank-
fulness, therefore, is the proper mood for hu-
man kind . . .

It is fitting for vouth that it may face life

with some appreciation of its significance and
for age, that it may approach its end knowing
that the Power which has guided the universe
through the eternities and a single human soul
through its brief span on earth, will not cease
his care at that transition which we call
death.

—

Late Paper.

Keep your most refined and gentle manner
for the home.

Never refer to a mistake that was made
with good intentions.

When a wrong is pardoned, bury it in oblivion.

the Czars had the ordinary dangers of an abso-
lute monarchy. To the general uncertainty
of life and the uneasiness of the head that
wears a crown, the rise of Nihilism added the
awful certainty that organized plots of assas-
sination covering many years and including
many persons in all classes of society, were
being steadily pursued. This would be suffi-

cient, together with the precautions that have
to be taken, to bring an average man into
nervous prostration, and the average woman
into melancholy."
Now, so far as concerns Nicholas I., his

reign began auspiciously, the young emperor,
hardly thirty years of age when he ascended
the throne in 182(d seeming inclined to fol-

low in the footsteps of his father, the benefi-

cent Alexander I. Thus, a year after his ac-
cession, we find Daniel Wheeler, in the midst
of his own important service in Russia, writ-

ing as follows to a friend in the early part of
1827:

"The Emperor Nicholas is indefatigable in

his exertions to support the interests of his

people throughout the empire, by strictly in-

sisting upon the most rigid adherence to" jus-
tice in all causes; which has given great sat-

isfaction. His leisure hours, at least those
ab.solutely necessary for exercise, he makes
subservient to the general good, and is daily

going about to inspect the hospitals and other
public institutions, in the most minute man-
ner, which has already had a salutary eff'ect.

"I may be mistaken, but I think he is al-

most the first crowned head that ever entered
the doors of a prison, with the benevolent ob-
ject of inquiring into and improving its state;
this he has lately done, and not in a superfi-

cial manner; having, in many instances, en-
tered closely into the examination of partic-
ular cases with great interest, and caused many
to rejoice in being set free. This work is

carried on without any parade; he just steps
into a sledge with a single horse, and no one
knowing where he is going, of course there
can be no preparation made to receive him;
in this manner all are taken by surprise, and
the real state of things is fairly developed,
whether rough or smooth. He has a great
work before him. and stands in need of that
wisdom which is better than rubies, to direct
and support him in such an arduous and re-

sponsible station."

This estimate of a ruler who, in later years,
has been pointed to as the type of a stern au-
tocrat, is corroborated in the memorials of
•John Venning. The latter was a philanthro-
pic Englishman, a lesident in Russia at the
time of which D. Wheeler speaks, as well as
for a number of years before and after, and
in his work of ameliorating the condition of
the prisons and reformatory institutions, he
earned the imperial confidence and coopera-
tion, as also that of many of the nobility. He
thus records the impressions produced on his

mind, early in the reign of Nicholas:
"Nicholas is truly the father of his people,

and his character is strongly marked bin.
ble sincerity and high sense of honor. '[;„!

fidently assert from personal experienclbgi
he must be met with similar senti

.nts

whether by private individuals or by
.yj,!

characters, foreign or domestic, or ycLi
fail of success: but meet hjm on his O'.no.
ble principles, and you will succeed. Alimgi,
many acts of injustice are exercised b5'iol
under him, yet they are without his avl
edge or sanction; and, as soon as W^
promptly remedied." Having given m'ste
of this assertion. John Yennig relates t!fo|.

lowing instance in support of the decl&tioj
he makes that "every one who has li

j jj

Russia knows that where there is duer
there is Nicholas." It is evidence of tlfact

that this monarch's natural impulses Vere
good, while he is seen to be an exeni|rof
the "strenuous life," of which we have:teh
frequently heard.

"When the cholera-morbus raged Ipj.

tersburg, in 1832," says the narrative 'the

ignorance of the lower orders there, 3 ij

many other countries, broke out in gre;acts
of violence, and in the assembling offeat
numbers to destroy the hospitals and ta.the
lives of the medical men. On one ocsion

many thousands of the common people IbijI.

t^uously assembled atone of the hospilsin
St. Petersburg, owing to absurd and ic I

re-

ports that the food, water and medicineifere

purposely poisoned. The noble and ir^^piil

monarch was then residing at Peterhoff, «
twenty miles from the capital, with tlim.

perial family; and as soon as he heard :the

uproar, he fearlessly started for town, W
into the midst of the infuriated moh, a ad-

dressed them in the most energetic iyle:

'Are you Russians to act thus shanully!

Are you not destroying the very means tab-

lished for your relief? This is God's awfnisi-

tation for our sins. Down every one of v up-

on your knees, and implore mercy fromira!'

Struck and overawed by this appeal frorbeir

monarch, all knelt down, and the empei of-

fered up aloud a prayer, which, being fined,

the people dispersed.* Never while I mm
Russia, did I know him turn away eitl his

eye or his heart from misery. He is stiy

beloved from one end of the empire the

other."

Nevertheless, the political oppositioi en-

countered appear to have embittered thifiind

of Nicholas, changing his rule in a nieaseto

that of a despot. First, a long-prepare mil-

itary conspiracy was suppressed with rest

vigor and harshness; then, a national sing

of the Poles was, with difiiculty overcon'tbe

conquered kingdom being converted ioa

Russian province; a long contest was k: TO

with the Caucasian mountaineers, who 'HI!-

gled for a greater degree of independenciand

finally came the hapless Crimean war, ' it-

the course of which (18-55) he passed a\

'

St. Petersburg. In the meantime Nihilie v,:

lifting its head as a determinately aggK^i

factor in the empire. Knowing a lit'i

the cumulative perils which waylay the m-

ments of the second Nicholas, it seen pa-

thetic to turn a backward glance three uar

ters of a century, to the word-picture to

iel Wheeler, telling how the then »!?

'Whether the Emperor was right :

order, I pass no judgment.—L.

1
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cl'wned Czar "just steps into a sledge

th|. single horse." Were the present Czar,

e iomulgator of the rescript which even-

atl in the International Tribunal at The

igi;, surrounded by disinterested, liberal-

in(jd advisers, it is not probable we would

adof those successive coercive measures

vv^ds the Finns, which seem likely to alien-

e lom the empire the adhesion of that pro-

eJve and hitherto patient people. The

st|:les interposed to his carrying out cher-

lei benevolent purposes, may be an occa-

the alleged melancholia.

JosiAH W. Leeds.

Oil the Memoirs of Margaret Woods, 1771

!

—1821. P,245.

Elventh of Seventh Month,

'll has no hope who never had a fear;

\i he, that never doubted of his state,

Htiiay, perhaps—perhaps he may, too late."

—Cowper.

ever we may sometimes flatter our-

with the safety of our situation, yet I

e there are seasons when fear seems al-

si;o prevail, and doubts will arise in the

iKirespecting our admittance into that glo-

iii state, which our souls have ardently

ivjl. And Oh, that I may continue to have

,siis of fear and doubt, if they will in any

;r3 tend to my final preservation.

\\en on the verge of an awful futurity,

r;hing must wear a solemn aspect. VVe

I irm no idea of the place to which we are

it ling, and but faint ones of the attributes

I erfections of our Creator. VVe cannot

re our lives without acknowledging that

Ive done those things which we ought not

h'e done, and neglected to do those things

i(l we ought to have done. We have been

eious as well as unprofitable servants.

) lultitude of our failings seems to rise up
Handwriting against us, and we can al-

3 fancy we hear the sentence pronounced,

li^i art weighed in the balance and art

r| wanting" (Dan. v, 27. ) That we are

ling, we must with all reverence and hu-

ii own. We can only pray that our re-

lince may be accepted, and our sins blot-

|jt from the book of remembrance; for

)jan stand before a Being of infinite pur-

^d holiness, and find anything to plead in

eht? Yet there are seasons when hope
ips, and we feel enabled to cast all our

Bipon Him who died for us. Upon Christ,

)|ame into the worlu to redeem us from
nd become our eternal salvation. Our
and confidence are in Him, as the ap-

d of the Father, to bring us to glory;

ijhaving so loved the world as to give his

)egotten Son, that those who believe in

should not perish but have everlasting

ve trust will shew mercy to our trans-

ions, and with Him give us all things.
e-Newington, England, 1802.

E is God's school, and they that will lis-

j)
the Master there will learn at God's

|.

—

George Macdonald.

)SE to the exhaustless fountain of all

must be that man who, borrowing some
e Truth, and bringing it into his own
being, becomes thereby a fountain of
to the world

.

Does Paul Forbid Women to Teach in the

Church ?
(Continued from pagB 179.)

In our last we proposed to give several rea-
sons why it should not be expected that Paul,
or any other New Testament writer, would
forbid woman to teach in the public assembly;
and we endeavored to present one reason, and
that was that it had been plainly predicted in

the Old Testament that women should be en-
gaged in teaching the gospel in the New Tes-
tament Church. In this article we shall pre-
sent two additional reasons.

1. That Paul does not intend in these pas-
sages to forbid woman to teach in the Church
is evident from the fact that he elsewhere
plainly recognizes her right to teach and to
pray in the public assembly.

In the eleventh chapter of First Corinthians
the apostle mentions, and reproves, two abuses
that prevailed in the public worship in Corinth.
One was in the observance of the "Lord's Sup-
per"—a want of proper solemnity, partaking
of it much as they would of an ordinary meal.
The other disorder that he corrects is that of
women appearing unveiled in the public as-

sembly, and taking part in the exercises with-
out the usual covering of the head. In this

the apostle refers to the universal custom in

Oriental countries, and that was regarded as
so very important— of women wearing a veil

or having their head covered when they go out
in public. This was an emblem of modesty
and chastity, and was also a mark of proper
subordination to the husband on the part of
the wife, and it is so regarded to the present
day. The apostle shows at length that Chris-

tian women, while brought into the liberty of

the gospel, and they might consider them-
.selves liberated from the bondage of such a

custom, should not discard the veil when ap-

pearing in public assemblies, but out of re-

spect to long-established and universal custom
they should wear the veil, and not expose
themselves to the suspicion of immodesty and
immorality. And in this expostulation he
mentions in the fifth verse the fact of their

praying and prophesying. "But every woman
that prayeth or prophesieth with her head un-
covered dishonoreth her head." Now, Paul
here incidentally recognizes the right of wo-
men to pray and to teach in the public assem-
bly. This is not the subject or point of which
he is speaking. He is speaking particularly

about the manner of worship, about the cov-

ering of the head in the public assembly; but
while speaking of this, he does clearly recog-
nize the right of woman to pray and teach in

the public assembly. That this is the case,

we will see by noticing the similar expression

in the preceding verse in the case of man.
"Every man praying or prophesying having his

head covered dishonoreth his head." In the

worshipping assembly, man should abide by

the prevailing custom as to the head, and have
his head uncovered. And is there not here a

clear recognition of man's right to pray and
prophesy or teach in the public assembly'.'

And certainly the same is true in the case of

woman. The language is the same in both

cases, and if the inference is legitimate in

one case, it must be in the other. And Paul
virtually teaches that woman has a right to

take part in the exercise of prayer and teach-

ing the Divine word in the public or promis-

cuous assembly. She must do it in a proper
manner, so that it will be to general edifica-
tion; but her right, it would seem, cannot be
questioned. Then, if this reasoning is cor-
rect, these pasffiiges must have some other
than a prohibitive interpretation.

2. That Paul does not prohibit women from
teaching in public and from engaging in gos-
pel work, .seems certain from the fact that, in

his epistles, he gratefully mentions women
that labored in the gospel with him and others.

In his letter to the Church of Philippi he
refers particularly to the women in that
church. He mentions two of them by name—

•

Knodias and Syntyche. And in chap, iv, 3,
he requests .someone whom he styles true yoke-
fellow to remember and help certain women
who had aided him and others in gospel work:
"And I entreat thee also, true yoke-fellow,
help those women who labored with me in the
gospel, with Clement also, and with other my
fellow laborers whose names are in the book
of life." Let us remember the prominence
thai woman had in founding the Church there.
The first assemblage to which Paul preached
was composed entirely of women, met for
prayer by the river side. The first convert
was a woman, Lydia, a seller of purple. Pos-
sibly the second was the damsel out of whom
the evil spirits were cast. It would seem that
women were active there in gospel work, and
when the apostle wrote to that church from
Pome, he rememhered those faithful workers
and interceded on their behalf.

Paul says that the women labored with him
and others "in the gospel." This was the
distinctive characteristic of their labor, they
labored in the gospel and they labored with
him in the gospel. Paul labored in the gos-
pel. He taught it and commended it to others,

and endeavored to persuade all to believe it.

And these women in their way labored in the

gospel, too. In view of this and also in view
of the prediction that women as well as men
were to teach, and that at Pentecost the Spirit

was given to them, and that then they did

teach the gospel, would it be reasonable to

conclude that all Paul -meant was that they

taught the word in their homes or in a private

way to their own sex? And in the last chap-

ter of the Epistle to the Romans, the Apostle

mentions quite a number of women who were
noted for their work in the gospel. Phebe,

the servant of the church at Cenchrea, Pris-

cilla, Mary, Tryphena, Tryphosa and the be-

loved Persis, all of whom he says helped him
and labored in the Lord.

Now when the presumption is so strong that

Paul and others had been much aided in their

great work by women, we would not expect to

find him prohibiting them entirely from teach-

ing the gospel or praying in the promiscuous

assembly.

In view of all these reasons is it not mani-

fest that there must be some other interpre-

tation of these passages than the one so gen-

erally adopted?

(To be continued.)

As a dear friend can look the love which he

cannot utter, so I read the face of nature, so

do I read the record of (Jod's interposing

mercy. I feel myself embraced with a kind-

ness too tender and strong for utterance.

—

Orville Dewy.
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The Sacred Scriptures.

[The following is the first of several papers

recently prepared by diiferent Friends regard-

ing the sacred Scriptures. They have been

furnished for publication in The Fkiend.]

I.

In this day of high literary culture and at-

tainments, when new theories are being ad-

vanced and old ones set aside; and when even

the sacred Scriptures have not escaped the

pen of the modern critic—a fear has been felt

lest some of our members—and particularly

those of the younger class—should be so far

influenced by the sophistry of certain writers as

to allow their own reasoning powers to usurp

the place of the Holy Spirit, in endeavoring

to explain some of the mysteries of the Bible.

Our Society has always believed that a por-

tion of that Holy Spirit with which the writ-

ers of the Scriptures were inspired is neces-

sary for the right understanding them, as is so

well expressed in our Book of Discipline. "As
a true understanding of the Divine will and
meaning of Holy Scripture cannot be discern-

ed by the natural— but only by the spiritual

—man, it is therefore by the assistance of the

Holy Spirit that they are read with great
instruction and comfort."

George Fox says of the Holy Scriptures:—
"We believe they were given forth by the

Holy Spirit of God, through the holy men of

God, who, as the Scripture itself declares in

2. Peter i: 21—spoke as they were moved by

the Holy Ghost."
In writing of the Scriptures, William Penn

uses similar language:—"We in truth and
sincerity believe them to be of Divine author-

ity, given by the inspiration of God through
holy men,—they speaking or writing them as

they were moved by the Holy Ghost, etc."
In order fully to comprehend any literary

production, it is necessary that we should—in

good measure—be endued with, and enter into,

the spirit of the writer. If this be true of

any ordinary writing, how much more import-
ant is it that in our endeavors to understand
and explain the sacred Scriptures, we should
seek the aid of that same Holy Spirit which
inspired the writers of them.

The Apostle Paul— in writing to the Corin-
thians—says: "But the natural man receiveth
not the things of the Spirit of God; for they
are foolishness unto him; neither can he
know them, because they are spiritually dis-

cerned" (1 Cor. 2: 14. j Our Saviour in speak-
ing of the mysteries of the kingdom said:—
"I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and
earth, because thou hast hid these things from
the wise and prudent, and has revealed them
unto babes."

It is well for us at all times to remember
that the Bible is not a scientific book, and
that it was not written to advance or confirm
any scientific theory, but that it is essentially

a religious book—or collection of books,—and
contains a record of God's dealings with his

creature man from the earliest history of the
world. It was written long before the origin
of the modern sciences by holy men of old as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit, and is

not a speculation as to the origin of things, but
an authoritative statement of the truth from
God to man. Our blessed Saviour frequently
referred to what are called the Old Testament
Scriptures in such a manner as to demonstrate

his full belief, not only in the record of fact,

but also of many of the miracles therein re-

corded. He confirmed the Mosaic account of

the Deluge in his remarks as given by Matthew
xxiv: 37-39. He also bears testimony to the

truth of the Bible account of the destruction

of Sodom in Luke xvii: 28 29. His belief in

the miraculous daily fall of manna as food for

the Israelites, and of the preservation of the

life of the Prophet Jonah are also recorded

If we allow ourselves to doubt the authen-

ticity of any one of the miracles recorded in

either the Old or the New Testaments, we may
—with equal right— entertain doubts in regard

to a second or a third, and thus lay the foun-

dation of what may unhappily end in disbelief

of the whole.

Among the many attributes of the great

Jehovah is that of Omnipotence. Did we but

appreciate to the fullest extent the might and

the power implied in this, no doubt would be

entertained, that He who in the beginning

formed the earth and the worlds, and breathed

into man's nostrils the breath of life, whereby
he became a living soul, could also cause the

waters to flow from the flinty rock— or pro-

vide a great fish to preserve the life of the

disobedient prophet, or raise the dead Lazarus

from the grave.

May we then—both older and younger

—

accept in faith all that we find recorded on the

sacred page; not relying on our own intellect-

ual faculties to explain that which may seem
obscure or unnatural:—carefully excluding

the erroneous idea that we are not bound to

believe what we cannot understand—for things

that are impossible with men are possible with

God.

Rich for a Moment.—The ship Britannia,

which struck on the rocks off' the coast of

Brazil, had on board a large lot of Spanish

dollars. In the hope of saving some of them
a number of barrels were brought on deck,

but the vessel was sinking so fast that the

only hope for life was in taking at once to the

boats.

The last boat was about to push oif, when a

midshipman rushed back to see if any one was
still on board. To his surprise there sat a

man on deck with a hatchet in his hand, with

which he had broken open several of the casks,

the contents of which he was heaping up

about him.

"What are you doing?" shouted he. "Es-
cape for your life! Don't you know the ship

is fast going to pieces?"

"The ship may," said the man: "I have
lived a poor wretch all my life, and I am de-

termined to die rich."

The midshipman's remonstrances were an-

swered only by another flourish of the hatchet

and he was left to his fate. In a few minutes
the ship was engulfed in the waves.

We count such a man a madman, but he has

too many imitators. Many men seem deter-

mined to die rich at all hazards. Least of all

risks do they count the chance of losing the

soul in the struggle.

And yet the only riches we can clasp to our

bosom with joy in our dying hour are the

riches of grace through faith in our only Sa-

viour, Jesus Christ. Let us make these riches

ours before the dark hour comes. They will

continue and will afford joy and comfort when
earthly riches are useless.

—

Ex.

GOD KNOWETH BEST.
,

Some time, when all life's lessons have been h i,fj

And sun and stars forevermore have set, [

'

The things which our weak judgment
spurned.

The things o'er which we grieved withlaslic!

Will flash before us out of life's dark night, t

As stars shine most in deeper tints of blul
And we shall see how all God's plans wererl
And how what seemed reproof was lovemosS

And we shall see how, while we frown and s <

God's plans go on as best for you and me;
!'

How, when we called. He heeded not our crj t

Because his wisdom to the end could see. ', •

And even as prudent parents disallow

Too much of sweet to craving babyhood, i

So God, perhaps, is keeping from us now '

Life's sweetest things, because it seemeth
loii

And if, sometimes, commingled with life's wi
We find the wormwood, and rebel and shrif

Be sure a wiser hand than yours or mine
Pours out this potion for our lips to drink:]

And, if some friend we love is lying low,

Where human kisses cannot reach hisfaceH
Oh, do not blame the loving Father s

But wear your sorrow with obedient gn—E. B. Browni

Football Brutalities.

It is a particularly vehement denunciion

of the game of football which one Thorn i)D,

an old graduate of Princeton Universit in-

dulges in in the Princeton Weekly. Hi'jb-

servations are the more impressive hecac of

the knowledge which he brings to thediis-

sion, and the prominent place he oceies

with reference to college athletics. Pis

not a sentimentalist complaining about c li-

tions of which he has no practical knowli'e,

but a veteran of long experience with bis

popular and strenuous college sport.

That the game as it is commonly playidj

this country has been improved in the ist

few years, from the point of view of th 5e-

curity from injury of the individual meors

of the team, is very well known. It is, w-

ever, still far from an intellectual, sai or

gentlemanly pastime. As the writer irhe

Princeton Weekly asserts, it cannot bi n-

dulged in without long training, which b-

sorbs the time the student should devo to

his lectures and books. He must frequ :ly

interrupt his studies altogether to make o-

journ of some days or weeks at a mounta.or

seaside resort in order to put himself ir be

pink of condition for a contest with a stag

rival team. There are abundant opporii-

ties, even in a well refereed game, for u lir

tactics. A whole team will often conspi to

disable a player who is known to be weakoi

thus breaii up the line of defense. It isit-

ent to every spectator that the game is ill

full of brutalities, since it is frequently stoed

to enable wounded men to recover, since r-

geons are often called from the side I?,

since men are compelled to retire and a ja:

squad of substitutes is kept at hand cons t-

ly from which to replenish the team whe. ts

strength begins to fail.

If this is a noble and civilized gamete

fact is not entirely obvious. However t A

the player may revel in the zest and ex «•

ment of the sport, or however much the s>
1

tator may enjoy the "points" of the ex"

tion, the exhilaration of a shouting cro\^

the brisk autumn air, or the opportunii n
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> pretty faces and tine costumes, the fact

;|ains that it is a game that does not well

aport with the legitimate work of a univer-

i It may not soon be cut out of the col-

:f
curriculum altogether; but there is ur-

« need for its further reformation, with the

airstanding that if it still cannot be played

lout brutal feature, public opinion will see

I , that it shall at last go the way of all evil

I ss.— Public Ledger.

Mary Harris.

lary Harris, of London, a maid young and
ijtifui, went often with her relations to the

ejngs of the people called Quakers, and
lia love raised in her to the blessed Truth,

idto them who held it in a pure conscience;

mtill lived in the customs and fashions of

ijevil world. But the same love of God
; had begotten tenderness in her heart and
v.to Truth followed her, and would notsuf-
rjher to sit down in the world without
ojjle. The Lord visited her with great

;J;ness, so that she grew ill, and fell into a
rjimption for about three years; and being

til visited by Josiah Coale, and put in mind
Insider whether the hand of the Lord was
tpon her for her unfaithfulness and dis-

eience, she did consider the matter, and
el.ord set it home upon her heart, and she

i6 to Him for mercy; and applied her heart
tie Lord and his faithful messengers, say-

jj'I have hardened my heart at many pre-

){ meetings, when the Lord hath smitten

siind I have seen plainly that the Lord
iijl have gathered me; but I said in my
aj, if I receive this, if I give up to this, I

i^be a Quaker, and I cannot be a Quaker,
ej would I take my heart from attending
o[ the ministration of Truth, and then it

:jie more hard. What shall I do," said

;,'that now I may receive the faithful say-

!&jf the servants of the Lord? Oh! that

'.art were open; but it is shut and hard.

z\ shall I tind mercy in this state?"
it remained so for some time, and grew
ahr in body; and on the first day she took
:ied she was much under the righteous
l^ients of the bord, and felt his word in

• ';art as fire. But the Lord in judgment
fi^bered mercy, and, having brought her
jjlow, He showed her the child's state,

id she with great delight desired; and in-

idihe became as a little child, fit for the
g|3m of heaven. Then did the Lord rend

?il. and showed her his elory, and the
usness of his pure Truth, and the light

out of darkness, and in it she saw light,

iceived the knowledge of God; and her
was tilled with joy and praises to the
saving, "I am well, I feel no pain. I

II; my cup runs over. I am filled as it

:ftvith marrow and fatness. I have seen
pry, and tasted his precious Truth. How
63 God's everlasting Truth? Nothing so

'eand they who indeed receive it are made
ly it. Praised be the Lord who hath

:ii|me a partaker of it, and placed me
n his people. Oh! blessed God, who
hkiven me cause to sing aloud of thy

y precious words she spoke to several

s who came to visit her, to their sev-

inditions, showing to some who lived in

ij-e, her hands, saying, "See here, the I

Lord hath made these bones bare for my re-
bellion; because I would not submit to his
precious Truth. He hath brought me to the
dust, and I must lay down this body as a sac-
rifice. Oh! do not vou stand out; it will cost
you dear, if ever you find mercy!" Then
she would sing praises to the Lord, and ex-
horted all speedily to embrace the Truth, and
warned others profe.ssing Truth from follow-
ing the fashions of the world, crying to the
Lord to wash her thoroughly. Some would
say to her, "It may be thou mayest recover."
"No, no," she replied, "I must lay down this
body for my rebellion. In my vain life, if any
had said I should recover it would for a little

time seem to refresh me; and if they had .said

surely I could not live long, it would cast me
down; but now I long for death. I must lay
down this body; for," said she, "when I re-
ceived (iod's everlasting Truth Ireceived the
sentence of death;" and this she was positive
in all along.

More sensible expressions she uttered, which
I omit for brevity." About half an hour before
her departure she was taken with a very great
trembling, and seemed to be somewhat trou-
bled. When one near her said, "Art thou in

any doubt concerning the Truth of which thou
art made partaker?" she replied, "No, no;
that is God's pure, everlasting Truth which
the people of God called Quakers are made
partakers of, and for which they suft'er; that
is everlasting, that is the true Spirit, and
their (iod is my God; and although I see it

not now as I have seen it, yet I bring in my
testimony, that is the Truth which enlighten-
eth every man coming into the world; the
little seed in me is become great, great, great!
Blessed be God, who hath placed me among
his people, and I possess what they possess;
and when the faithful die as I die, my n'^'-fon

will be their portion; and my cup is full, it

runs over and over." Then she breathed a
little thicker for about the space of a quarter
(if an hour, and closed her eyes and slept.

Glory to God forever!

She died at the widow Mary Forster's in St.

John's street, near Smithfield, London, in the
year 1668.

—

Selected.

There is an old story about a Greek maiden
named Eulalia; she wanted to be friends with
Lucinda. a very gay and worldly woman. One
day she said to her father, Sophronius. "I
would like to call upon Lucinda; may I go to-

day?" "I cannot allow you to do that, my
daughter," replied Sophronius. "But father,

you must think me exceedingly weak if you
suppose I should be injured by going," said

Eulalia, crossly. Her father stooped down and
picked up a piece of dirty coal and held it

out. "Take that in your hand, my child; it

won't hurt you." She did, and her fingers

became smudged. Eulalia did not understand.

"Why," she said, "did you give me this? It

blackens." "Yes," came the reply, "coal,

when it does not burn, blackens. Do you
see the lesson of the old Greek? Bad com-
pany will blacken if it does not burn."

The grandest aim that can be set before a

man is that of having his whole personality

—

body, mind, spirit, skill, character, powers
and possessions—made a means of saving man
and glorifying God.

Science and Industry.

Whoij:.some Mac.azink kuu the You.ng.—
A correspondent in Canada writes: "Having
found i^o much trouble to find a paper for the
children free from fiction and evolution the-
ories, I now find that "Birds and Nature,
published by A. W. Mumford, Chicago (203
Michigan Avenue)" serves to fill the require-
ment. Our own ob.servation decidedly agrees
with this recommendation of our friend.

PiioTOGUArns on linen are very popular. A
patent was recently granted for a new process
in doing the work. A kind of seaweed is sat-
urated in water, and to the extract thus ob-
tained citric acid and ammonium chloride are
added. The linen is soaked in this mixture,
and dried, after which it is soaked in a solu-
tion of nitrate of silver, and again dried. It

is then sensitive to light, and when placed
under the negative in a printing frame, will

produce the picture just like the prepared
paper. The ordinary toning and fixing baths
follow, when the picture becomes permanent.

Toothed Paper Wheels.—So remarkable
are the number and diversity of uses to which
paper has been jiut recently, that one need
hardly be surpri!^ed at this substance being
substituted in many instances for metals in

the mechanical arts, says the PuUuher's Cir-
cular. Friction wheels of paper work won-
derfully well in the driving of certain high-
speed machines, but now spur and bevel
wheels are among the latest successes with
this remarkable material. . . . Paper pinions
are not only strong, but exceedingly durable.

Alcohol akd Crime.—Referring to an ar-
ticle in a French medical journal. Good Health
says; "The writer calls attention to the fact

that the official statistics of the police

court of Paris show that for several years
past there has been a rapid increase in juven-
ile criminality. Even among murderers there
is found a largi; percentage of young people,
some almost children. This increase of juven-
ile crime is charged to alcohol, which has been
shown to act, rot only directly, but indirectly,

through heredity. Alcoholic in.sanity is in-

creasing with great rapidity in Paris. Alco-
hol is perhaps more active than any other
agent in producing human degeneracy, and is

one of the most direct and potent causes of
criminality and insanity. The children of
drunkards are very liable to be epileptic and
idiotic, as well as criminal. The children of

alcohol-drinking parents, when young, do not
appear difl'erent from other children, but about
the age of puberty their criminal instincts be-

gin to manifest themselves. . . . Careful ob-

servations have shown again and again that

there is an intimate relation between diet and
alcoholism, especially that tea, coffee, and
condiments lead to the use of alcohol. It has
also been demonstrated that flesh-eating cre-

ates a thirst for alcoholic beverages and an
appetite for tobacco, the use of which almost
invariably leads, sooner or later, to the use of

alcohol in one form or another."

By thy worthiness make the other esteem
thee, and do not feel that marriage gives any
right to demand, or dictate, or criticize.
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"He'll Do."

Four years ago there entered one of our

Eastern collet;es a clear-eyed, plainly clad,

and wholesome-looking young man with health

unimpaired by dissipations of any kind. He
had never smoked a cigar or cigarette in his

life and he did not know the taste of any kind

of intoxicant. He had exactly one hundred
and twenty dollars with which to "go through

college."

On the day of his arrival he paid one hun-

dred dollars for his tuition, and more than

half of the remaining twenty had to be spent

for books. He had noticed in the window of

a house near the college a card with "Rooms
to Let" printed on it. He went back to this

house after he had paid his tuition, and when
the lady who had rooms answered his ring he

asked her if there was anything he could do in

or around her house that would pay for the

rent of her smallest room.

"Why, yes," she said at once, attracted by
the young fellow's manly bearing. "I want
some one to wash windows and clean rugs
once a week, and before long I shall need
some one to look after my furnace."

"Would you let me do those things in re-

turn for a room in your house? I am about
to enter the college as a student, and I must
earn my room rent in some way. I am not

aboye washing windows and cleaning rugs and
taking care of a furnace; and I will do the

work well."

He was given a small hall bed-room, and
thus the question of his room rent was set-

tled. Then he went to a large dining-hall on
the college grounds and saiH-

"I have heard that someounes students earn
their meals here by acting as waiceis two or

three hours a day. I would like to do work
of that kind in return for my meals."

The frank and manly way in which he made
this proposition pleased the man in charge of

the dining-room, and he replied, "I can give

you your meals in return for your services two
hours a day."

Thus the determined young man's room and
his meals were provided for. He cared noth-

insr for the fact that the menial occupations
he had taken upon himself would debar him
from associating with the students who formed
the "exclusive set" in the college. He had
no time for their frivolities and no interest in

them. Before the end of his first term he
was earning money for new books and for his

future tuition by tutoring some of the Fresh-
men of this same "exclusive set." When
the summer vacation came he went to a large

seashore hotel and worked as a waiter all sum-
mer.

When the college opened in the fall his lit-

tle room was ready for him on the same terms
on which he had occupied it the year before,

and they were glad to have his services in the

dining-hall. His teachers became interested

in him because of the high marks sained by
his hard and faithful study. He applied him-
self steadily to the one object of getting an
education. He put aside all temptation to

waste his time. He lived soberly and right-

eously. He began to be talked about as one
of the brightest and most promising students
in the college. At the end of the second year
one of the college professors secured him an
excellent position as teacher in a summer

school. During the year he had won scholar-

I

ship prize money to the amount of two hun-

dred and fifty dollars. This money, with that

earned in teaching the summer school, enabled

him to rent a room, and the time he spent in

working to pay room rent could now be given

to study.

It is needless to say that this young man
graduated with high honors. One of his

teachers pointed him out to some one on com-
mencement day and said:

"That student rings true every time. He
has what I wish more of our American boys

had, and that is clear grit. He came here be-

lieving rightly that poverty was no obstacle if

a young fellow made up his mind to secure an

education.
'

'

—

Forward.

The Virtue of Being Dependable.

It is a splendid quality in a man to be abso-

lutely dependable. Some people are not.

Some who pass for good, who really are good
in many ways, continually fail those who de-

pend upon them.

There are some who are slack and careless

in meeting their money obligations. It is pop-
ularly said, for example, of a certain man who
does many generous things that he cannot be

depended on in the matter of paying his debts.

He gives much money to benevolence. His

name is never wanting on subscription papers

in behalf of worthy causes. He is active in

the work of the church of which he is a mem-
ber. He takes part in the w-eekly prayer

meetings and is ready, even eager, to do what-

soever he findeth to do in religious service.

But it is known everywhere that he is very

slow in paying his debts. It is needless to

say that the man's goodness in other ways and
his generosity and devoutness suffer irredeem-

ably" ... hs opinion of others through his dis-

regard of his money obligations and his want
of dependableness.

But there are other ways in which too many
people fail to be dependable. They make en

gagements with their friends or neighbors and
do not keep them. The worst of it is, the

breaking of the engagement does not appear
to trouble them. They do not think of it as

in any sense a moral delinquency. They send

no apology to those they have disappointed

and put to inconvenience. W'hen the matter
is brought to their attention they show no

regret at the annoyance their neglect has

caused.

There are a great many of these people.

It is impossible to calculate the amount of

trouble and inconvenience they cause to those

who depend upon them and are disappointed

by their want of faithfulness. Then the effect

upon their own name and reputation is most
disastrous. Any one may now and then find

himself justifiably unable to do what he has

promised to do. He should then instantly

send his explanation and express his regret.

But where no explanation is given and where
the failure is repeated again and again, it

soon becomes evident that there is a flaw in

the person's character. He is not a man of

his word. He has no sense of the sacredness

of a promise.

There are tradesmen and business men who
make small headway because they are not de-

pendable. The painter or the pauerhanger
promises to do the work you want on a cer-

tain day, and neither comes nor sends any^.

planation of his not coming. When you c 'e

him for not keeping his word, he has S;e

lame excuse which you know is not true,
je

dressmaker promises your gown positiveliy

a certain day. You tell her you want to \'j

it that evening and she must not fail -j.

She assures you you need not be afraid {t

will be delivered to you in good season,
'jt

it is not delivered, and when you show 'ir

vexation, she is very sorry, but someily

failed her and she had to disappoint you. 'n

can only make the best of it, for your garr'it

is under way and you cannot take it out of ir

hands. But you will probably not so to ft

with your next gown.
|

In *"he end all such treatment of others ill

such disregard of one's word, will result irje

destroying of one's reputation. People re

very patient, but ultimately they will ceasro

patronize the man who is not depends e.

They cannot afi'ord to be disappointed andjt

to inconvenience, and compelled to suffer s
again and again, through any man's dishonsy

in the matter of keeping his engagenKs.

The tradesman, the merchant, the busies

man in any line, who keeps his word, isje

one in whom people ultiinately put their ,i-

fidence and to whom they give their patron |e.

It is a splendid character for a store, for x-

ample, to get—that its statements regariig

its goods may be absolutely depended u,n,

that its advertisements tell the precise tra,

that its salespeople never misrepresent ,y-

thing they are trying to sell, thatachiior

the most simple-minded person will be as ;d-

estly dealt with as the keenest-eyed purcter

who comes in. The way for any store feet

such a reputation is always to be what it wits

its patrons to believe it to be.

It is most important for young peep to

train themselves in all things to be absoli ly

dependable. Let them begin in early yth

to keep every engagement, however triviit

may seem, never to break a promise, th ^h

it be only for some small matter, never ti x-

aggerate, never to misrepresent, never tdil

anyone's trust or confidence. A life vch

begins in this way and never in the least I eg

deviates from the strictest faithfulness, ill

gain at last a reputation which will be Vjj

more than the largest fortune.

Here are some noble words, words
|

worth pondering, quoted from Dean Stai

"Give us a man," he says, "young or I

high or low, on whom we can thoroughly

pend, who will stand firm w'hen othe

the friend, faithful and true, the adviser]

est and fearless, the adversary just and.]

alrous; in such a one there is a frag

the Rock of .Ages."

—

Selected.

Is.\Ac's W.\Y TO End Strife. -"Ther*

short way of ending disputes between l-k-

ren, which I would recommend, and hop al-

ways to take, which is to submit to wl is

insisted on, though apparently to my s^

rather than to contend. It is better to I'f

it said of us, that we are sufferers for p-*

sake, than that strife is continued becau 'f

will not be content to suffer; whenwiM-

sider how much our Redeemer suffered f a'

this should reconcile us to bear patii^nr >

sufferings [which by his permission be; ,

by the way.]"

—

John Kendall, 1778

I
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I The Sinfulness of Sin.

1 E. Gladstone, who, whatever may he

^ht of his political opinions and niove-

1^ was certainly an intelligent observer of

/thing, is quoted as saying:

''lere is one feature which almost univer-

yiiarks writers who do not absolutely ex-

1 religion while they reject the Christian

i], and the authority of Scripture. They

£ to have a very low estimate both of

lantity and quality of sin; of its amount,

B- like a deluge over the world; and of

'iblety, intensity and virulence of its na-

ej I mean a low estimate, as compared

hhe mournful denunciations of the sacred

til,'s, or with the language especially of

ijer Christian Confessions."

[hi fact thus expressed has doubtless at-

ctli the attention of many others. We

1
|ige sometimes of the whole mental and

ri'lal attitude of the man when we learn

athe thinks of sin. With many, sin is

ipian error, a mistake, a lack of develop-

Dtji step in the path of progress, some-

nejnevitable and of little account. With

lerlsin is that evil thing which tJod hates,

icllie abhors which He rebukes, which He

•sel which He punishes. "The wages of

i^death." "The soul that sinneth it

ill le." These are the aspects in which sin

prei'nted in the Holv Scriptures.

Perms who belittle sin, despise the law

ich-Jod gave to Moses. They criticise,

iy k fault with it, they question its au-

mti ty, they disregard its sanctions, they

DE barges of cruelty and inhumanity

sinait, and they often speak evil of things

;y How not of. On the other hand those

10 tie sin at God's estimate say, "0 how

relihylaw! It is my meditation all the

y.''i'hey learn that "the law is holy, just,

d grid," and that by "the law is the knowl-

);e dsin." Under the rebukes of that law

ey lilrn the importance of penitence and the

ed o! forgiveness, and are prepared to com-

;heri the value of the sacrifice offered for

1, aJof the great gift of the well beloved

n ofllod, who "Himself bare our sins in his

n bey on the tree."

The nan who really comprehends what sin

I do!', who contrasts this world of sorrow

h tl Paradise which was lost through sin;

9 ca trace man's sinful course as marked

agq of mourning, and lamentation, and

: j; tl; man who can read in the records of

elu^d world, the cities of the plain, over-

owriNineveh, fallen Babylon, desolated

. 'pt, nd down-trodden Jerusalem, the rec-

of Ld's displeasure against sin, and the

illmit of ' he curses which He has uttered.

' wt conclude that sin is no light matter,

^ thai he that sinneth against God wrong-

his|wn soul.

isino advantage to any man to think

:
tly If sin. How many thousands are to-

' wnjked and ruined by sin. How many
)n8k-e being undermined by the iniquities

16 jople. How many souls are perishing

; use of sin. Sin brings sorrow, guilt,

;; le. id death. Sin scatters blight through

;ige sin strikes its fangs into the heart
' .imuty. "The sting of death is sin; and
' itrejth of sin is the law," and only God

i;ivC'us the victory through our Lord

:.i Clist." Let us learn to flee from sin.

Let us pray that God, the living God, will

show us the evil of the sins which He hates,

and will teach us the preciousness of that

lilood of Jesus Christ his i50n which "cleanseth

us from all sin."— //. L. lhi.itiii(/.<.

The Word of God.

In thinking of the "Word of (Jod," which

lives and abides in man, we must carefully

distinguish it from language, and from any

and every sacred book. Language may be,

and often is, the vehicle of the Living Word;

but the vehicle and its occupant must not be

confounded. The Living Word goes forth in

a thousand different vehicles. Yea, He often

goes forth incognito, as the Breath of Life,

without a vehicle. "He is King of kings and

Lord of lords," and the I'.ridegroom of the

soul; and though "thou hearest his voice with-

in thee, thou canst not tell whence He comes,"

nor how He comes; "So is every one that is

born of the Spirit." It is (Jod's life, it is

his love, it is his truth, it is his word, his

will, his power entering into the soul, to make

all things new. It is the sun illun.inating the

whole world of the inner man. It is unknown

Wealth to those who know their own poverty.

It makes the least and humblest human spirit

conscious that he is greater than the world.

In short, the Living, indwelling Word, sup-

plies all our need for time, for death, and

for eternity, and finally crowns us with the

fulness of Life, the triumph and the glory,

and the bliss of Life.

Hearest thou the voice of the Divine Har-

mony which was before all things? Thou

hearest many things which bewilder thee; but

hast thou an ear for the music of theWord,

who is the reconciliation of every discord?

Hearest thou his promise which is thy sure

hope? Is Christ, the all-bearer, the all-suf-

ferer, and the victor in thee?

Beware that you do not substitute the read-

ing and hearing of Scriptures for the Creative

Word of God. A written analysis of the con-

stituent properties of bread is not bread.

Scriptures may represent Christ, but they are

not Christ. Christ is the embodiment and

mediating power of the Infinite and Eternal

Spirit.

Love Him, delight yourselves in Him, and

He will lead out all the germs of your nature

into freedom and harmony, and thus will fulfill

all the desires of your heart. From Him as

"The Word" or Perfect Will of God is the joy

of your being, the Crown of your reason, the

completeness of your character. He is your

Ineffable Humanity, nor can any man or wo-

man be rightly blessed, wholly blessed and

complete, until created in his exquisite Image

and Likeness, "you are complete in Him."—
''Loyalty to Christ," by John Puhford.

Items Concerning the Society.

At its recent sitting, Philadelphia Monthly Meet-

ing for the Western District appointed evening

meetings for worship to be held in its hou.se on

Twelfth Street below Market, at 7.4-5 P. m., on

every Fourth-day evening until Yearly Meeting

week in Fourth Month next, except on those even-

ings in which the adjourned Monthly Meetings are

held.

progressive or aggressive as are the Americans.

We are ready to acknowledge that we can learn

much from our zealous occidental cousins, but,

and with all due respect to you, we think that

there may be some things that you may learn with

profit from us. I think of this sometimes when I

mentally compare your nervous, rushing, never-

resting nation with my own less strenuous one.

The rush of Western life is in the very atmosphere

the American breathes. It greets a traveller before

he places his foot upon your .shores. His baggage

is .seized and cheeked for his hotel before he leaves

the steamer; the moment he lands he is hurried

into a cab and whirled away to his lodgings. From

his windows there he sees men going through the

streets at a speed that would be employed in

China only in a case of life or death. Everywhere

he is impressed with the nervous haste w'lich ap-

pears to be the predominating motive of all classes

of society.
" Now, in my country the very opposite of this

obtains. There is an equipoise, tranquility and

patience about the people, which may be attributed

to a lack of enterprise, but which adds immeasur-

ably to the comfort of their daily lives. It is

said that as a nation we are without nerves, and

while this statement may be exaggerated, yet it

is undoubtedly true that the oriental races are not

of the nervous temperament. This absence of

nerves is an inherited condition. A Chinese baby

drinks in repose of character with his mother's

milk. If you doubt this, look at our infants in

arms. They never wriggle and squirm with re.st-

lessness, as do the American babies. And this dis-

position remains with them through life. A China-

man never wastes his energy. He takes things

deliberately, he does not get nervous over his

work, and this lack of nerve enables him to sleep

under almost any circumstances. To him the

American impatience is unaccountable. He rea-

sons that impatience and hurry but make one un-

comfortable, and why should any one do anything

so unnecessary as to make himself uncomfortable?

No, he prefers the even tenor of his way, even if

that way is not aV -^^lat could be desired."

General orders by General Chaffee call atten-

tion to the heroism of Alice Kemmer, of the army

nurse corps in the Philippines. While on leave of

absence Alice Kemmer learned that a nurse was

needed to care for two smallpox patients in Ma-

nila. Although she had never had the disease,

she gave up her leave and volunteered for the

dangerous and loathsome duty. For two whole

months, in the hottest weather, she was shut up

alone with her patients, doing both day and night

duty, and never having more than two hours'

sleep at a time. Both patients were nursed back

to health. If soldiers receive medals for heroic

deeds performed on the battle-field, this nurse

surely deserves as much for her conduct in the

presence of an enemy more dreadful than any

Filipino.

Archbishop Ireland lately said: "Of cour.se

every association has the right to establish its

own code of ethics, this is true. For instance,

every Church establishes its own creed, or rather

puts forth a creed that is its own. but not every

Church has the right to go out in the streets and

the public places and say, " If you don't come to

my code of ethics, well, I'll hit you."

The " Murderous Game."- -A few years ago so

many were killed and wounded in football games

that' public sentiment demanded and accomplished

the abolition of the flying wedge ; but during the

recent games the slaughter has been worse than

Notfs from Others.

On American Hurry.—The wife of Wu Ting

Fang says in the Woman's Home Companion: "It

is not to be denied that my people are not so

ever before. Ever since the flying wedge was done

away with it is said that football "coaches" have

been trying to invent new formations equal to it,

and have introduced the tacklesback formation,

which is another form of momentum mass play.
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To this most of the accidents of the present sea-

son are attributed. The subject will certainly be

brought before the Football Committee of all the

colleges, and many suggestions are being made how
to avoid the brutality which disgusts the public,

without diminishing the fascination of the game
for the players and the interest of the spectators.

There is no patent way to bring down the spirit

of revival in the church. Men may send for this

revivalist or that evangelist in their desperation,

but all in vain. He comes not at the bidding of

any but the Master himself. Christ said to his

anxious disciples: "If I go away, I will send him

(the Comforter) unto you." It is his promise and

prerogative to send him when and where he will.

Revivals do not come by the will of man, but of

God. But they do come in answer to the prayer

of faith. It is not the number of prayers that

bring the showers of heavenly blessing upon the

Church, but the character of the prayers. Elijahs

prayer—just one prayer— had more favor with

God than all the prayers of the people of Israel

put together. His was what is called " the effect-

ual fervent prayer of a righteous man," and it

availed much. When the Spirit moves many or

few to offer up such prayers, there will be a re-

vival that will be manifest in genuine repentance

that needs not to be repented of.

—

Christian In-

structor.

Here is what Wm. E. Gladstone said, at a confer-

ence held in London, preaching should be: "It is

the preaching of Christ our Lord, which is the

secret and substance and center and heart of all

preaching, not merely of facts about Him and no-

tions about Him, but of his person, his work, his

character, his simple yet unfathomable sayings :

here lies the secret." These words are just as

true and applicable to-day as when spoken more
than twenty years ago by the great Christian

statesman.

Better still, the preaching of Christ is, preach-

ing simply Him, who is the living Word, just as He
reveals himself for the time bc^-^g to be preached

—not merely Christ as a theme, but Chilst as the

Source makes the true preaching.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The Senate in executive session has

ratified a treaty of friendship and general relations be-

tween the United States and Spain. It is, in effect, a re-

newal of treaty arrangements formerly existing between

Spain and the United States which were annulled by

the war. It deals with commercial rights, navigation

laws, diplomatic and consular intercourse, the rights of

travelers, maritime jurisdiction, copyright and kindred

topics, and is a formal renewal of the friendly under-

standing between the two countries lately at war, upon a

basis that is expected to be permanent.

Congress has passed the Pension Bill appropriating

$1.39,000,000.

The Coal Strike Commission has listened to testimony

presented to show that a reign of terror existed in the

anthracite coal fields during the Mine Workers' strike.

Non-union men and others appeared before the Anthra-

cite Coal Strike Commission and told their stories of al-

leged boycotts, intimidations, dynamiting and violence in

various forms during the late strike. Each witness was

a sufferer in one form or another at the hands, they al-

leged, of union men.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has obtained from the New
York Board of Aldermen the right to tunnel under the

Hudson River through the Borough of Manhattan to the

terminal of the company at Thirty-fourth street, between

Seventh and Ninth avenues, thence eastward under the

East river to connect with the Long Island Railroad sys-

tem, recently acquired by the Pennsylvania Company.

The company proposes to spend $50,000,000 on the im-

provement, and in return for the franchise the company
claims that the people of New York City will be given

enormous transit facilities.

The plans call for a submerged double tubular bridge

from Jersey City under the North River to New York.

The formation under the North River will not permit the

construction of an ordinary tunnel and, therefore, the

twin steel tunnels will run under the mud of the river

bed, resting upon piers built upon a solid foundation.

fourIt is stated that the work will be completed

years.

A despatch from Boston, of the 19th, says : Condem-
nation of cattle infected with the foot and mouth disease

is proceeding rapidly in Massachusetts and Rhode Island,

and slaughter of herds is reported at many places.

The Executive Committee of the Rhode Island State

Board of Agriculture has voted to order every barn in

that State where cattle, swine or sheep are kept inspect-

ed and the animals examined.

The action of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in ap-

proving of leases of a large portion of the Standing Rock
Reservation of Sioux Indians has been reviewed by the

President, who has had a report on the subject made to

him by Dr. George Bird Grinnell whom he directed to

make an investigation.

Dr. Grinnell found that a number of Indians had been

threatened with imprisonment in the guardhouse if they

refused to consent to lease their lands, and reported

against the execution of one of the leases, and recom-

mended that the other which had been executed be modi-

fied so as to protec^ the Indians. The President directed

Secretary Hitchcock to see that these recommendations

were carried out.

In a recent address Judge Speer, of Georgia, in

speaking of the great advance of the colored people in

the South, especially in the acquisition of property, said,

that in the United States the negro farmers own and

operate 746,717 farms. These include 38,233,933 acres.

Their value is $499,943,734.

The value of the products for the year 1899 was $'255,-

751,145. It will be observed that this immense sum of

productive capacity in one year is more than 50 per cent,

of the entire value of the farms, and to produce it they

expended only $8,789,792 for the labor and $5,614,841

for fertilizers, leaving them a net profit on one year's

operations of $241,346,512, which is 48 per cent, of their

investment. An easy explanation of this is that most of

their labor is the work of their wives and children.

There were 535 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 76 more than the pre-

vious week and 103 more than the corresponding week of

IPOl. Of the foregoing 293 were males and 242 females;

60 died of consumption of the lungs; 77 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 13 of diphtheria;

21 of cancer; 22 of apoplexy; 14 of typhoid fever and

1 of scarlet fever.

Foreign—Italv has joined Great Britain and Germany
in making demands upon Venezuela for indemnity. Rep-

resentatives of Spain and Belgium have asked that if the

claims of other Powers are paid by Venezuela that the

same treatment should be given to Spain and Belgium.

President Castro in common with many of the influential

citizens of Caracas, is anxious to settle the dispute by

arbitration, and. Minister Bowen representing the United

States, has been empowered by four European govern-

ments as well as by his own to act for them, and has also

been authorized by President Castro to act for Venezuela.

A despatch from Washington, says: The State Department

has announced that, in response to President Roosevelt's

suggestion to the allies that The Hague tribunal arbitrate

the issues, the European Government suggested that the

President himself act in the capacity of arbitrator. Both

Germany and Italy have expressed their satisfaction with

the efforts of the United States in promoting a settlement.

Guglielmo Marconi, the inventor of the Marconi system

of wireless telegraphy, has announced that he has suc-

ceeded in transmitting complete messages across the At-

lantic, from Glace Bay, N. S., to Poldhu, on the coast of

Cornwall, Eng. The London Times acknowledges having

received one of these messages.

A despatch from Vienna, says: The unprecedented se-

verity of the weather throughout Austria has caused

acute suffering among the poor and the unemployed, who

are more numerous this year than for many years. In

the iron trade alone there are 140,000 men without em-

ployment. Many factories are closed or are running on

half time.

The Czar of Russia has granted amnesty to certain stu-

dents who were banished for rioting, and says: " Let the

students who were banished for creating disturbances re-

turn from Siberia, although they should not for the pres-

ent be allowed to live in towns where there are high

schools. Care must nevertheless be taken that the young

men on iheir return be entrusted to the keeping of their

families, as such surroundings will familiarize them with

order." The telegram, which is equivalent to an imperial

decree, pardons fifty-eight students, who were exiled to

Siberia, in addition to the sixty-two students previously

pardoned.

A despatch from St. Petersburg, says: The condition

of the starving peasants of Finland, upwards of half a

million of whom out of a total population of about 2,600,-

000 are declared to be on the verge of absolute destitu-

tion, as a result of the failure of the grain cr'jj
beginning to be realized here, and measures are •,„

taken to afford some immediate relief to the suffen
i

The Educational Bill lately passed by the British P ^j.

ment is considered to be an event of national impon If

The new system, with respect to the denominational c i)|^

untary schools, entrusts religious teaching and the ke w
of the schools in repair to " managers," the major

,ot
'

whom are the appointees of the trustees of the p \
It is urged that this provision places or continues th 'b!

trol of nearly all the voluntary schools in the estab
'si

church, although the schools are to be supported b\ n.
i

eral taxation. The measure was amended so as topi lie

that leligious instruction shall be given in a pnblii'e.

mentary school, in accordance with the tenor of thim.

visions, if any, of the trust deed relating theretdmj

shall be under the control of the " managers." B lijs I

provision religious instruction can still be given, accc W
to the faith of the Established Church, and of the Ejan

Catholic and Non-conformist sects, in the denomina
,ia|

schools to be thereafter supported by the rate piye , I

A despatch from Guatemala City speaks of the r'nt

eruption of the Santa Maria volcano as a national cahtj,
|

and says: The losses suffered by German capital alo \n
\

not less than$6,250,000, consisting of houses and ni:^ii. '

ery and the present coffee crop. If the destrocti . of

other properties belonging to other foreigners, as w^as

to natives, be added to this amount, the actual loss'ire

many times greater. The volcano is still in activiflnd

a new eruption is feared at any time. The suffer I
is

'

indescribable, for, besides the loss of coffee, which es-

timated at about 300,000 quintals, the corn and Jat

fields are ruined.
[

The town of Andijan, in Russian Central Asia, I'ng

a population of about 30.000, was greatly injured lan

earthquake on the 16th inst Nearly 1000 personU
said to have been killed and 9000 houses destroyed

I

It is proposed to try on the Northeastern Rails
| in

England, a system of motors run by petroleum. Onnd

of each car is equipped with a Napier petroleum tine

of 85-horse power, with four cylinders, driving a d;pii)

generating electricity for two motors applying the «
to the wheels. The cars are light, carrying fifty-twias-

sengers, and have a storage of thirty gallons of petn im,

enough to last for five hours.

Excavations recently made in the city of Mexicc we

shown that the remains of the ancient city of the .pes

still exist at a depth of thirteen feet below the le|0(

the present city. Two large sculptured monolithsWe

been discovered, and cornerstones of a great wall i ,os-

ing an old Aztec temple. Many smaller objects, si si

idols, remains of idols, incense gum, spearheads and ha-

ments, were found at the foot of the steps, just asaej

had been thrown down by the Spanish conquerors.

Alfred Mosely. who has lately returned toEnglan( on

this country, states that he was greatly impressecfith

the superiority of American labor workmen. The .iri-

cans worked harder and were better trained and edited

than the Englishmen.
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NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For convenie

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage m
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. ll.,»r

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when req

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents eiu

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West C

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlbt.SJ

Westtown Boarding School. — Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

to instruction and discipline should be addressed t

Wm. F. Wickersham, Prin-

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

munications in regard to business should be forws

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., ChestW
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A !ew Year and the Imperishable Newness.

Awe view our ink bottle, imagination fails

I !:haust the possibilities of written lan-

aaj) which it contains. One man may with

diiof the pen therein draw forth a drop and

1 1; it out on paper as to make it draw thou-

jti in silver and gold from a bank. Other

inl might be so guided as to turn the ink

tofvords of the most sacred inspiration to

I aDivine Scripture for ages to come. 0th-

8 to a declaration of war for woe to thou-

m. No poem in all the ages has been pro-

iclso excellentasone all the turns ot whose

ijig stand in many an inkstand. No statue

ijirvellous beauty and expression exceeds

ejne imbedded in many a rugged rock. The

sihuman soul ever known under heaven

us po.ssible in many a man, who we fear

lieep it buried, latent and dwarfed in the

i^n of self.

\|iat has made so telling aditference in the

rink? It is mind coming in between the

ance in the bottle and the same on paper.

mind outlining its thought, its feeling,

mmands, knowledge, instructions in cer-

arrangemints of the one fluid. It is the

irtal transmuting a brute element as with

ive power into shapes of living and im-

al import. To kindred minds these shapet^

k with intelligence the mind of the shaper.

|hat which is not mind they remain but

j

ink. So in all other expressions of

Ight human or divine—it takes sense to

jsense, intelligence to read intelligence,

t to discern spirit, inspiration to recog-

inspiration, "What man knoweth the

!;s of a man but the spirit of man which

him? Even so the things of God know-

10 man, but the spirit of God."

New Year begins with every day, every

ent. And so the same quality of tempo-

lewness is inherent in each succeeding

day, as in that which begins to receive the
number 1903. But there is a living newness
that we want in these our days. May the in-

ward man be renewed day by dav, and the pro-

gressive newness of the Spirit shall keep the

year really new till its end, and really happy.

"If any man be in Christ Jesus he is a new
creature," or creation; and the outward crea-

tion is new to his eyes. "Old things are

passed away, behold all things become new,

and all things of God, who hath reconciled us

to himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given un-

to us the ministry of reconciliation." Not

our forms or our formlessness, but a new crea-

ture is what avails. It is the Spirit that

quickeneth, and makes the senseless ink or

letter, or stone, or other form seem to spring

into life and express its word.

"Where are our preachers?" asks a period-

ical at this hour, under a sense of "a famine

of hearing the words of the Lord." The

preachers wanted are in the Holy Spirit.

Though there be so much speaking, it is in the

Holy Spirit alone they are to be revealed,

thence onlv to be drawn. The possibilities of

a Peter or a Paul or George Fox are in the self-

same Holy Spirit. There is t he making of plent>

more where they came from. He alone is our

-ource of supply of and for both ministers am'

their ministry. The sculptor may draw from

brute marble human forms that almost seem tr

breathe, but their substance will be but ston?

still. We may draw from colossal schools of

theology the man-made minister by scores,

and have but man-made furniture still; eccle

siastically carved, polished, adorned and or

dained; an echo of words once holiest, now

borrowed; if he come not forth of the Hob
Ghost, and his utterances not fresh from the

same, he stands a human manufacture, a pul-

pit phonograph.

This revived sighing for a living, prophetic

ministry which we hear of as raised on both

sides of the Atlantic, is a hopeful sign. For

the sighing of the poor and the crying of the

needy may the one Fountain of true ministry

soon ari.'^e. He is risen, but what we on our

part need is to resort singly to Him for the

ministration of Life, and when our dependence

is wholly on Him, it will be supplied, if not in

enticing words of man's wisdom, yet in de-

monstration of the Spirit and of power. Per-

haps, then, having part in the .Fountain, we

shall less hunger for instrumental declara-

tions of the Fountain; but if we crave for the

low-born ministry of the intellect to be re-

placed by that of the Holy Ghost and his fire,

we must rely wholly on Him as the one Source
who putteth forth his own, and in whom are
hid all the possibilities of a George Fox, an
Edward Hurrough, a James Parnell, or a Tho-
mas Loe, that can revive or feed a hungry,
waiting, and surrendered church. The dete-

rioration of ministry under our name has all

come by looking lower, and the lower supply

has spent its short-lived newne.ss.

The Duukhobors.

The following succinct account of the recent
"pilgrimage," taken from the Ymitk's Cimi-
panioii, being perhaps the faire^^t. and the
most nearly in accordance with the facts as
known to the Philadelphia Committee, are
thought worth being presented to the readtrs
of The Friknd.

" Wide-spread interest and sympathy have
been aroused duiing the last two months by
the strange hallucination :.nd pathetic p,il»ri-

mage of the Rus.'-ian Duukhobors of western
iJanada. E'er a time these peculiar people
made wonderful progress in the new land to

which they were brought, when their religious
iieliefs made residence in Kuss;ia no lunger tol-

Hiable; hut lately ideas have s| read among
ihem which in all breadth of view and all

charity must be regarded as fanatical."
"Having long refrained Irom eating meat he-

cause it involved the shedding of blood, they
next turned their catile loose becau-^e they
considered it wrong for a man to en-lave the
lower animals. Then they discarded wotden
clothing for cotton and linen, and leal her shoes
for foot-wear made of rubber or binder twine.

"At last, in the late fall, when the weather
vas already severe, they began their "pilgri-
mage"— a march "to look for Je-us," as thev
-xpres-ed it. When some had perished and
others gone insane, when hu-bands and moth-
ers had deserted their families, the strong arm
of the law reached out and led them gently
back to their homes.

" The incident has bee na strange, pathetic
and impressive thing. Not even the most
cynical can doubt the sincerity of the Duuk-
hobors, nor the most suspicious allege any hut
pure and holy motives for their ac s. Yet
the heart of mankind in the aggregate under-
tands that they are wrong, and while it pit-

ies, restrains them.
" It may not be possible to draw with abso-

lute justice the line between sane belief and
fanaticism, but it must never be forgotten

that Christ allayed rather than caused suffer-

ing, and blessed and cherished the human af-

fections."
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ling Counsel, Thanksgiving and Exhor-

tion of Friends—With Biographical

Notes.

ailed for my life, and I offered it at his

jtsj-ol: but he save it me as a prey, with

gpikable addition. He called for my will,

d jesigned it at his call; but he returned

) hi own in token of his love. He called

rt'i world, and I laid it at his feet, with

3 d)WDS thereof. 1 withheld them not at

B [ckoning of his hand. But mark the

Del of exchange! For He gave me instead

eii.h, a kingdom of eternal peace; and in

n j the crowns of vanity, a crown of glory.

Tlhias Story (1666-174^!).

TiiMAS Stoky was born not far from Car-

le,!n the county of Cumberland, England,

I [jf-ents being members of the Established

uri. A brother was chaplain to the Coun-

ts jwager of Carlisle. After his convince-

iiitjjf the principles of Friends, T. S. was

;ei^engaged, in the course of his frequent

inyings, in maintaining against the priests

tb denomination with whom he had for-

irl.affiliated, and others, the simplicity of

jtjie and of practice of those with wlium

cast his lot. He declined the practice

law, for which he had studied, and (he

"by the same grace [of God], I was

;e enabled to undergo the displeasure of

her, to close my eyes from all worldly

and to stop my ears forever from

ning to any preferments there." Nev-

iss, upon coming over to Pennsylvania

ajarolonged visit, he acceded, as a re-

on of duty, to the desire of William

hat he accept the position of recorder

dt,Js. The passage from his journal, above

was frequently quoted with deep fer-

the late Joseph Scattergood, of West

r, Penna., who had doubtless been spir-

strengthened by its perusal, and by an

mntance with the dedicated life of him

3nned it.

ln;he outward Temple they cleansed first

i iward part of the house of the Lord, and

Ciie along to the porch, until ttie Temple
Sjioroughly cleansed. In the morning of

recious day of visitation, the axe was
I the root of the corrupt tree, and the

er to the hard rocky heart, and the spir-

ire kindled in the stubble. Now, dear

ieis, in the Word of Truth I say unto you,

1 with the holy light of Christ Jesus,

lis work has prospered in your souls;

hether you that knew a right begin-

igjfirst in the inward part, have come along

t ully in the work of sanctifying the heart

dlie temple, from the inward part to the

t4e; see whether the root has not escaped

J ce, the rocky heart the hammer, and the

lithe fire; for if it has, the cause is not

t ! Lord, nor in his power, but in your dis-

3(fence and negligence, going from the axe,

mer and fire, and so sparing the best, as

ojidient Saul and Israel did; so the root of

less springs up against the work of (iod

is heavenly wisdom.— C/ia7-/('s Marshall

1698.

Iijthe realm of religious narrative, whether
that of the Society of Friends or others,

sadily, I apprehend, would one find with-

in the compass of a single paragraph, so sin-

'

gularly suggestive a recital as that in which
Chakles AIakshall—a tender-suirited, pray-

1

ing lad of the age of seventeen years, at the

time —relates in brief the incidents immedi-
ately preceding the setting up of a permanent
religious meeting in his native city of Bristol,

England. It was on a First-day morning
when those ''two servants of Cod," John
Camni and John Audland, coming to the olaco,

the youth went with them "about a mile and
a half from the city, to a little spring of wa-

ter, where," he says, "I had spent many soli-

tary hours in my tender years, seeking the

Lord; where we sat some time and drank of

the spring." After some hours had gone by,

during which John Audland, then only tweniy-

four years of age, visibly manifested the con-

cern, even to trembling, which rested on his

spirit, he desired to return to the city. Charles

snowing his new friends the way, and inquiry

being then made for a convenient place where

people might be gathered together, an ancient

man led tiieni out to a field of his which was

called Earlsmead. What was there said, with

an authorization unmistakable, wonderfully

reached the hearers to the efi:ectual convince-

nient of many. "It was a notable day wor-

thy to be left on record, thai our children may
read, and tell to their children, and their's to

another generation, that the noble acts of God
may be remembered through generations."

The testimony concerning Charles Marshall,

left by his wife Hannah, is a worthy tribute

to one who, starting thus early in the Chris-

tian way, cheerfully endured imprisonment and

the spoiling of his goods, for co<iscience'

sake; yet being of a self-denying life, and ever

a lover of the poor, oft visited them in their

families, and sympathized with them in tender

compassion and true Christian charity.

* * *

Wealth is attended with power, by which

bargains and proceedings contrary to univer-

sal righteousness are supported; and hence

oppression, carried on wiih worldly policy and

order, clothes itself with the name of justice

and becomes like a seed of discord in the

soul. And as a spirit which wanders from

the piire habitation orevails, so the seeds of

war swell and sprout and grow and become

strong until much fruit is ripened. Then

cometh the harvest spoken of by the prophet,

which "is a heap in the day of grief and des-

perate sorrows." that we who declare

against wars, and acknowledged our trust to

be in God only, may walk in the light, and

therein examine our foundation and motives in

holding great estates! May we look upon our

treasures, the furniture of our houses, and our

garments, and try whether the seeds of war

have nourishment in these our possessions.

Holding treasures in the self-pleasing spirit

is a strong plant, the fruit whereof ripens

fast. A day of outward distress is coming,

and Divine love calls to prepare against it.

—

John Woolman (1720-1772.)

John Woolman was born in Burlington

county. New Jersey; he died of the small-pox

at York, in England, whither he had gone on a

religious visit. He early became convinced

of the non-compatibility of slave keeping with

the Christian religion, and, visiting several of

the Southern States, beheld the forbidding in-

stitution "as a dark gloominess overhanging
the land." Deeply affected by the fact that

Friends themselves were not clear of holding

their fellow-men in bondage, he laid his con-

cern upon the subject before the Yearly Meet-

ing held at PhilaUelphia, and was greatly in-

strumental in freeing its borders from the re-

proach. Unlearned in the schools as Wool-

man was, his journal in its simple, chaste dic-

tion has been many times spoken of as a clas-

sic, and the same term may be applied to

some of his essays which treat speciiically of

labor and of riches. "Nowhere," says Whit-

tier, "has what is called the 'Labor Question,'

which is now agitating the world, Ijeen dis-

cussed more wisely and with a broader human-

ity than in these essays." The extract above

given is from the one entitled "A Word of

Remembrance and Caution to the Rich." It

were well did every Christian Socialist, every

student of the pregnant theme of the respect-

ive rights of labor and of capital, possess this

lucid, calmly phrased paper. J. W. L.

(To be continued.)

William Penn on the Scriptures.

Having thus expressed myself to you, my
dear children, as to the things of God, his

truth and kingdom, I refer you to his Light,

Grace, Spirit and Truth within you, and the

Holy Scriptures of truth without you, which

from my youth I loved to read, and were ever

blessed to me; and jvhich I charne you to read

daily; the Old Testament for history, chiefly

the Psalms for meditation and devotion; the

Prophets for comfort and hope; but especially

the New Testament for doctrine, faith and

worship. For they were given forth by holy

men of (lod, in divers ages, as they were

moved by the Holy Spirit, and are the declared

and revealed mind and will of the Holy God

to mankind, under divers dispensations, and

they are certainly able to make the man of

God perfect, through faith unto salvation;

being such a true and clear testimony to the

salvation that is of God, through Christ, the

second Adam, the Light of the World, the

quickening Spirit.— Wm. Fenn's Advice to kis

Children.

Accustom yourselves in everything that

happens, to recognize the hand and will of

God. This lesson is of more consequence

than you think. Whether it be some great

wrong, or some little oft'ence that you meet

in daily life, before you fix your thoughts on

the person who did it, first be still, and re-

member, God allows me to come into this

trouble to see if I shall glorify Him in it. This

trial, be it the greatest or least, is allowed

by God, and is his will concerning me. Let

me first recognize and submit to God's will in

it. Then in the rest of soul which this gives,

I shall receive wisdom to know how to behave

in it. With the eye turned from man to God,

suffering wrong is not so hard as it seems.

—

Andrew Murray.

Culture, as one has well expressed it, is

not so much quantity as quality of knowledge;

not so much an extension of ourselves by ad-

dition from without, as enlargement of our-

selves by development from within; not so

much a result of accumulation, as a result of

growth.
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WHAT IS CHRIST TO ME?

BY JOHN COLLINS.

Christ is to me the only hope of glory

Through countlpss ages, m a world above,

The oije grand subject of the old, old story,

Forever new, as his unchangii.g love.

He is my light, in gloom or darkness guiding,

As through the devious ways of life 1 stray.

In his ture word, and piomises abiding,

My path grows brighter unto perfect day.

He is my friend, beyond an earthly brother,

A never-failing help in time of need
;

Tru^iting in Him, I would not seek another

In all the world, my wandering steps to lead.

He is my refuge when the battle rages.

And ^in aiid Satan press on every hand.

In Him alone the living Rock of Ages,

Conhding humbly, may I hope to stand.

As the good shepherd watches on the mountains
The many t-het p committed to his carp.

Or brings them to green fields and cooling fountains,

So doth the Lord my daily food prepare.

He leadeth me in paths of his own choosing.

He knoweth surely what is best for me,

Then will I follow on, for fear of losing

My heavenly Guide through all eternity.

He is my Saviour, let all praise ascending

Be to that holy name from eveiy tongue.

Sweetest of words, in choral anthems blending.

That ever rose in hymns by mortal sung.

For me He left the Father's throne in heaven,

An offering and a ransom for my soul.

For me He died, that I might be forgiven.

Washed in his blood and from my sins made whole.

Is He not, then, to me the dearest treasure.

Priceless beyond all wealth that worlds can buy?
His love eternity alone can measure.

The best and choicest gift of God most high.

He is my comforter: his Holy Spirit

Consoles me in the hour of deepest gloom;
I know, that, resting in his grace and merit,

I cannot dread the darkness of the tomb.

Buried with Him in death, what power can sever

The spirit tie, stronger than triple cord.

Rising with Him, I know my soul shall ever

Rest in the joy and glory of my Lord.

Christ is my all. Still to his promise clinging,

I find in Him a " living way " and true,

And if such peace to me his love is bringing,

May I not question, " What is Christ to you?"

We must cultivate the mind; but it is rot

enough orly to cultivate the mind. With ed-

ucation of the mind must go the spiritual

teaching which will make us turn the trained

intellect to good account. A man whose in-

tellect has been educated, while at the same
time his moral education has been neglected,

is only the more dangerous to the community
because of the exceptional additional power
which he has acquired. Surely what I am
saying needs no proof; surely the mere state-

ment of it is enough, that education must be
education of the heart and conscience no less

than of the mind.— Theodore Roosevelt.

"It is wonderful, but full of comfort to be
able in our darkest and bitterest sorrow to

look up to heaven and say, at least, that there
is One who has been through all this. As
Christ was, so are we in this world, and the
disciple cannot be above his master."

Dav.d Barclay.

David Barclay, of Urie, of Scotland, father

of Robert Barclay, the most eminent apologist

tor true Christianity, was convinced of truth

in the Seventh Month, in the year 1666, being
then in the fifty-sixtd year of his age; and
abode in the truth, and in constant unity w'ith

the faithlul friends ihereot to the end; having

suft'ered the spoiling oi his goods, and many
oiher indignities, besides several tedious im-

prisonuients, after the sixty-sixth year of his

age.

In the latter end of the Seventh Month, in

the year 1686, being past the seventy-sixth

year of his age, he was taken with a fever,

which continued upon him for two weeks;
during which time he signified that he had a

quiet and contented mind, treely resigned to

ihe will of God. About two days before he

di d, being in much pain, in an aiiony he said,

"I am going, now;" but instanily checking
himself, added, "but I shall go to the Lord,

and be gathered to many of my brethren, who
are gone before me."

Upon the eleventh day of the Eighth Month,
between two and three in the morning, he

growing weaker, his eldest son drew nigh to

him, and he said, "Is this my son?" Robert
answered, "Yea;" signifying his travail, that

He that loved bim might be near him to ihe

end. To which he answered, "The Lord is

nigh." Repeating it once again, he said,

"^ ou are my witnesses in the presence of

God, that the Lord is nigh." A little after,

he said, "The pertect discovery of the day-

spring from on high; how great a blessing it

hath been to me and my family!"

Robert Barclay's wife, desiring to know if

he would have something to wet his mouth, he

answered, "It needs not." She said it would
refresh him; he then laid his hand upon his

breast, saying he had that inwardly that re-

freshed him; and after a little while, he added,

"The truth is over all." He took his eldest

son Hubert to him and blessed him, and prayed

C;od he might never depart from the truth.

When his son's eldest daughter came near, he

said, "Is this Patience? Let patience have its

perfect work in thee." And after kissing his

son's other four children, he laid his hands
upon them and blessed them. Perceiving one
liy. (who was not a Friend in the truth), weep-
ing much, be wished she might come to the

truth, bidding her not weep for him, but for

herself.

A sober man, an apothecary that waited

upon him in his sickness, coming near, he

took him by the hand, saying, "Thou wilt bear

me witness, that in all 'this exercise I have
not been curious to tamper, nor to pamper the

flesh."

The man said, "Sir, I can bear witness that

you have always mindel the better and more
substantial part, and rejoice to see the blessed

end the Lord is bringing you to."

He replied, "Bear a faithful and true wit-

ness; yet it is the life of righteousness, (re-

peating these words twice over) that we bear
testimony to, and not empty profession."

He, supposing a man that was by him to be

a caruenter, said to his son, "See thou charge
him to make no superfluity upon my coffin."

About three in the afternoon there came
several friends from Aberdeen to visit him.

and he took them by the hand and said!
were come in a seasonable time. And
some words were spoken and Patrick Livin

[

had prayed, which ended in praises, he I

up his hands, and said, "Amen, Amen, A^^:
forever." After they stood up, he li/

"How precious is the love of God amon ^jj

children and their love one to another. H ibv

shall all men know that you are my disci

if you love one another. How precious a
it is to see brethren dwell together in

My love is with you; 1 leave it among y[
Perceiving some of his friends to weeili

said. "Dear friends, all mind the inward

heed not the outward; there is one that 1th''

regard, the Lord of Hosts is his name."
j;er

he bad heard the clock strike three in thjif.

ternoon, he said, "Now the time coiiii''<«i'

And a little after he was heard to

"Praises, praise.s praises to the Lord*
now thy servant depart in peace. Into!

hands, Father, 1 commit my soul, spirit

body. Thy will Lord be done on earth

is in heaven. " A little after five in the ii

ing. on the twelfth day of the Eighth Mc
in the year 1686, he fell asleep like a lam

remarkable quietness and calmness; thereb
standing about him, to behold his end, a

twenty persons, who were witnesses to

is above said.

iK

Divine Calls.

Experience shows the power as well as

existence of an inner voice calling eithe

rectitude or to sin. Satan as well as

speaks to man. But there is no necessityi

any one mistaking their voices. One is

dressed to the higher nature; the

the lower. When the appeal is made tos

interest, or to self-indulgence, it emanates

from above but from below. When ni'

considerations are left out of view, and rej

is had to personal advantage by means of elf

device or unworthy practice, the genius of

dition is at work. On the other hand, w
generous and worthy impulses possess us,

Christian objects rise prominent and ct

manding in our sight, when the 1

tibilities of our being are played upon, w
we are inspired to holy activities, when i

is put in the background and Christ in

foreground, when we are lifted out of

narrow circle of selfish consideration into

broader area of human and divine purpos

and working, the Lord is calling us to en

the spheres where He would have us expt

ence and exhibit his grace.

Difiiculty in distinguishing the voice «fO

in the general and special movements ei

Providence and grace may arise from varii

causes. Generally it is because the

too close to earthly noises and too farav

from heavenly sounds. Sometimes prejad

warps the spiritual vision. Often love of

and pleasure closes the mind to "the Sr-

voice of the Spirit." Again, absorption'"'

other things creates obliviousness to div

impressions and operations. It is the tn

illumined and responsive soul that recogni

the providential and gracious direction a

movement as to what God would have c

say and do from day to day. As our Savii

declares, "He that hath an ear to hear,
^

him hear." He who would hear the divi'l

calls from time to time must be on the lot
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f them and listen for them. There is

chin the attuned ear, in the receptive at-

jdein the wide-awake attention. He who

ise'to heed and listen will tind that God

I
dised to speak to him. Nature has a

celor him who is in sympathy with her

1 v!o responds to her toUL-h and impression.

t is a message to the soul that is in har-

nylith its creations and suggestions. So

i Is a word for the true and responsive

ff^—Presbyterian.

\nJEpistle by Way of Encouragement

fIends TO BE Frequent AT Week-Day
lEios.— By Theodore Eccleston, 1693.

—

arjind tender friends. We having been

enlefreshed in the living presence of the

rdin meetings, and those that have truly

ig'ed after righteousness, have there felt

I
Isad that comes from heaven plentifully

trjjted; and manv being thereby nour-

ed p in the eternal life, it hath encouraged

imo be frequent in meetings; not only on

It liys but aloof on week days, to wait upon

! lird in his Divine gift, to be refreshed

ill; for as the sense of God's goodness is

)d«iD, the hunger will remain after the

Idjn's bread, and an earnestness of mind

I I' to get to the table of the Lord, where

sils have been refreshed before; that we

y iijoy the renewings of the heavenly life,

I [crease in it; wherein as we are pro-

ve we shall abide in the favor of God,

I Ijve a share of his blessings which He is

itding among the sons of men, whose

iriare prepared and stand open, and ex-

!ti)!! to receive from Him.

rij-efore, Friends, let a watchfulness be

til mind of everyone, that this world's

eand concerns do not become as briars

i (orns unto any, hindering their growth

ti Truth; for, Friends, these outward

3d the Lord hath bestowed, ought raiher

case in our minds thankfulness unto the

ie\ and to walk in true fear, and lowliness

m|d before Him; and unto those that so

Gtward riches, or any outward blessing or

re that He bestows, will not be an occas-

t neglect our Christian duty of assem-

ne ourselves together, but so much the

r(jas we have received from Him, so much
! lore to be engaged to serve Him, and

iwiear unto Him and wait upon Him.

i\i thus your good example in frequenting

ejigs may be an inducement to others to

q;'nt Friends' meetings also, whereas, if

J |)oking into our meetings, should see a

iS and slackness in Friends, may they

nk that our meetings are no more pro-

than their own, and so not be drawn by

:ample to be fervent in seeking after

! [)rd; let therefore the zeal and diligence

Fjends in frequenting meetings, show forth

! mefit of our meetings and the refresh-

nthat may there be had; and it may prove

nins to stir up them to consider; that

e we do enjoy more in our meetings than

syllo in theirs, because of our frequenting

srso diligently.

\l Friends, if any are in straits and diffi-

t3 inwardly whom have we to go unto

(raparison of our God? Therefore not

yin private, but also in the Assembly of

' 'ird's neople, spread your spiritual neces-

ej before Him, and wait upon Him for a

supply; and let the minds of none wander,

but (when you are so met) be staid upon the

Lord in his heavenly gift, to receive from
Him, and if any are not yet come to a stay to

|

their minds, let such be turned to the measure
of the Spirit they have received, and, (in

faith) therein diligently resist the enemy that

would keep you unsettled, and as you abide

faithfully warring against him, in due time

you'll know a victory; and this will be of more
advantage to your immortal souls, than in-

crease of outward wealth, or indeed, than a

bare formal sitting in meetings, only to hear

the experiences of others. For hereby you'll

come to know bread in your own houses, and

water in your cisterns, that you'll not need to

say to others, give us of your store. For

through the heavenly gift that you have re-

ceived will you be abundantly supplied, and

your souls in the receiving will have a sacri-

fice of thanksgiving and praise to offer to our

God, who is worthy thereof, forever and ever-

more.

And you that are masters and mistresses of

families, and parents of children, had need be

exemplary in your practise and care over those

of your families, that they seeing your zeal

and earnestness in assembling yourselves to-

gether, to wait upon the Lord, may be drawn

by your example also to be diligent in waiting

upon Him, and so come to receive for them-

selves of his blessings and mercies; and then

that they together with you, may live worthy

of his mercies, is the fervent travail and

prayer of Your Friend,

Theodore Eccleston.

London, Tenth Month 13, 1693.

Remember the time appointed for meetings

to begin.

K.,1 ••TlIK KlilEXD.''

From a Woman's Journal.

A laboring woman who had the care of an

aged and very dear mother once poured out

her heart in verse, lamenting the inability to

provide all that her love prompted and voicing

a dread of what might in the near future befall

her precious charge. She had the grace, how-

ever, to keep the jeremiad to herself and,

coming upon it a few years later, not long

after a happy family gathering, she added the

following:

Six years have gone and God's kind hand

Hath led us clear:

In plenty we possess the land,

And all are here.

How long to stay

We may not say.

But rainbow-written on the yore

Above the mirkiest path we trod.

And rainbow written all before

I daily read: "Have faith in God.''

"Do all these dreary stretches serve as seed-

time?" asked a friend, writing to one who had

the long-continued care of invalid parents.

"It seems to me the physical powers are too

overtaxed to allow anything to germinate."

And the answer was given: I am certain

that "overtaxed physical oowers" do not nec-

essarily nullify the conceptive and receptive

functions of the mind. Besides, I have been

permitted to learn that even close-confining

and exceedingly wearisome service upon the

sick has its compensations,— in a hushing of

many little troublous matters; in a deepening

sense of dependence on and confidence in the

near presence of the Father, in a sincere and
exalting gratitude that, since this or that hard

and unpleasant thing must be done for the

sick one and the loved, 1 am permitted, com-
missioned, anointed to do it.

However much at other times perplexed

about what to avoid and what to follow, now
comes the restful assurance that for once

there can be absolutely no question or quibble

about duty—a compensation of no small con-

sideration. 1 have not found my "dreary
stretches" only "dreary stretches."

Again the same friend writes: "You say

you believe He cares. That I am glad to hear.

It will help me to believe, which 1 fear 1 don't

very much."
'Ihe message returned said: "I'elieve He

cares! 1 believe He cares from start to finish,

stitch by stitch, to the end (which is no end.)

But if I fail to put my belief into Hesii and

blood, if I fail to get calmness and courage

and guidance out of that belief, day by day, I

am worse ofl:' than you are if, as you say, it is

indeed true that you 'don't believe much.'

"It isn't the worst thing in the world not

to believe. The worst thing is to believe and

not live out that belief."

People who believe in a half-hearted way
are the only ones who fear. The out-and-out

disbeliever is no coward. Earth and self look

loo mean to him to be worth much of a struggle

to keep. The out-and-out believer, of course,

cannot fear. Belief in a future life made the

early Germanic races magnificent battlemen.

They had it unshakably settled in their hearts

that to be brave was to be good, and that to

pass in strife was but to go on into Wahalla's

mirth and feasting and never-ending hunting.

It belongs to human nature to exalt bravery,

because it is the outicard show of the only con-

dition of the soul which accomplinhes. "I would

thou wert cold or hot." The ineffectual must

be spewed out. Neither heaven nor earth, no,

nor the soul of man can make any use of luke-

warm belief. A live dog can lie by his mas-

ter's fireside and at least wag his tail goodna-

turedly now and then when his master speaks

to him, and perchance go out and drive up the

cows. A dead dog can get buried out of sight.

But a dog that is neither dead nor alive, a dog

with a lukewarm constitution, neither to be

used nor yet to be buried, is an unmitigated

nuisance.

Some time ago I discovered a defect in a

friend. It was certainly a defect, and though

I have written the word "discovered," it is

true I had previously su.spected the weakness.

But the fuller revelation tried my soul. For

a time—some hours— 1 felt estranged. I rea-

soned to myself that I had two defects to my
friend's one, but the reasoning did not in the

least warm my heart.

After a change of thought, I reflected,

shamefacedly, that I had shrunk away even for

a few hours, even with no one to know it but

God and myself, from a true and loving friend

who had done and had a temperamental ten-

dency for doing—a foolishly impulsive and ill-

balanced thing. W'hat was it—what was it

to the rich, sincere, always well-intentioned

life? Surely, my love was much at fault if it

faltered at a fault. "A friend should bear a

friend's infirmities" or what's the worth of

friendship? How bear them? Bear them as
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the shepherd bears the lame lamb. Bear them

on the heart. Bear them always with prayer.

Bear them away, if possible, by prayer or by

reproof.

Then I thought it takes a certain faith in

the atonement to make it easy. When we

look at a life in the light of that Love which

could spend itself to the uttermost for the

most defective, how grows our tenderness and

our patience! Can we be unkind or indifferent

to one for whom Christ found it necessary to

die? Christ the teacher brings us immeasur-

able blessing, but Christ the Saviour, the Suf-

fering One,—He only it is who can impart to

us the love that bleeds and loves on. "The
only gift is a portion of thyself," says Emer-

son. "Thou must bleed for me."

Common Lives.—The common people have

always been Christ's best friends. It was the

common people who heard Him gladly when the

great were persecuting Him. From the com-

mon people his church has been most large-

ly recruited. Even so to-day the hearts

of the common people are the greatest bul-

wark of the faith. If the common people

have honored Christ, still more has Christ

honored thera by using them in the defense

of his Truth and the spread of his gospel.

Through them, in a thousand quiet ways, He
is daily being preached. They are the main-

stay of every movement for righteousness;

they comprise the bulk of his church. Verily,

Christ uses common lives.

Christ uses common lives, not because they

are common lives, but because they are will-

ing to be used by Him.

God requires not talents, but submission. It

matters little to Him whether a life be com-

mon or great, as the world views it. He only

asks that the life be yielded to Him ; he is per-

fectly able to fill it with all power, and to use

it to accomplish mighty works in his name.

There is no life too humble to be greatly used

of God. He wants not worth but willingness.

Most of the work that needs doing in this

world does not require exceptional ability.

The diffusing of cheer in discouraged sur-

roundings; the repression of sharp and criti-

cal words in the ever-recurring moments of

temptation; the speaking of messages of en-

couragement and sympathy; the habit of kind-

ly forbearance; the daily humbling of self for

other's sake- these are the common ways in

which common lives may be used by Christ.

Greatness in heaven is not measured by

greatness on earth.

—

Herald of Truth.

A PHILOSOPHER, seeing that he could not ap-

prehend the flowing and ebbing of the sea,

without stopping to consider it further, threw

himself into the sea, in order to be taken in

by it; and I, having labored for some time in

looking at and contemplating the flow and re-

flow of God, and seeing that I could not com-
prehend it; without stopping longer to con-

template it, I am lost and swallowed up in

Him; and that is the way I have learned more
about it in one moment, than I could have

learned by my care and solicitude during a

life time.

—

Madam Guyon.

Ma.nnekism we should despise; good man-
ners we should cultivate, as they are "spirit

acted out into form."

THEY CALL ME STRONG.
They call me strong because my tears I shed where

none may see
;

Because I smile, tell merry tales and win the

crowds to me
;

They call me strong because I laugh to ease an

aching heart,

Because I keep the sweet side out and hide the

bitter part.

But, 0, could they who call me strong live but an
hour with me

When I am wrung with grief in my Gethsemane!
They call me strong because I toil from early morn

till late.

Well knowing there will be no smile to meet me at

the gate.

They call me strong because I hide an inward pain

with jest,

.\nd drive away the care that comes unbidden to

my breast;

Perhaps 'tis strength—God knoweth best; He sent

the cares to me !

And his— not mine — the strength that keeps

through my Gethsemane!—Los Angeles Herald.

Science and Industry.

Government Stenographers' Salaries.—
In Washington, under the Civil Service sys-

tem of the United States, a stenographer and
typewriter receives from seven hundred and

fifty dollars to fifteen hundred dollars a year.

The hours are from nine until sometimes four

or five, and there are rather more free days
in the year than are usually allowed. De-
partment stenographers are paid on the fol-

lowing principles: accuracy counts five out of

ten points; speed counts two, and spelling,

handwriting and arithmetic one each. We may
say that in all the departments accuracy is the

first requirement. Next to that comes the ca-

pacity to think independently, and to act

quickly and intelligently. Among the ques-

tions put to ascertain the clear-headedness of

applicants is this : What would you do if you
discovered a smell of smoke without being

able to discover its source?

Art Subduing Nature. —The great Assouan
Dam, the most extraordinary engineering work
of the kind, has just been opened under im-

posing circumstances. There being practically

no rain in Egypt the purpose of the dam is to

hold back the waters of the Nile during the

flood period, permitting of their gradual use

for irrigation during the rest of the year.

This will increase by a million acres the cul-

tivatable land of Egypt. It will enable large

tracts to bear two crops a year instead of

one, and in increased production of cotton

and sugar will add twelve million dollars a

year to the wealth of the country. The dam
is a mile and a quarter long, and will hold the

water 347.6 feet above the level of the Med-
iterranean Sea. It is pierced by 180 openings,

each 23 feet high and 7 feet wide. Some of

these sluices go 75 feet below the ordinary

rock surface. Twelfth Month lOth, the open-

ing day, is Ramadan, the great annual Mo-
hammedan feast: tne ceremony had to be post-

poned till four in the afternoon. The Khedive
turned the key which set in motion the elec-

tric machinery. Several sluice gates gradu-
ally opened and the volume of water rushed

out. A stone to commemorate the event was
put in place by the Duchess of Connaught.

The work cost more than $10,000,0', auj'

the work of 16,000 laborers, of whc'ovet'
14,000 were native Egyptians. I

By Rail Through Africa.— It is a^,
possible that Cecil Rhoads' magnificent teaff'

of a railroad through Africa from n ^h t^.

south—" from Cairo to the Cape,"—
jy |,g

realized before manv years. On the ntisl

'

South Africa railroad trains will soon Inm.,

ning from Cape Town to Bulawayo, a d janw •

of fifteen hundred miles, and railway b|diDg

in Rhodesia is progressing rapidly. It [ni^ I

proposed, under a recently signed con ?sioii

'

from the King of the Belgians, to cat
J the

road through Congo Free State to the^per

waters of the Nile, the route being ^ron

Bulawayo to Victoria Falls, three h Ired

miles, and thence to Lake Kasali, the post

southerly navigable point on the Congo, even

hundred miles. Stanley Falls, on the bper

Congo, will be connected with the Egtiaii

railways at Mahiga on Albert Nyanzajya
link four hundred and eighty miles Ion

i It

was formerly intended to carry the road thbgh'

German territory, and that line may a' b»

built. I

Insanity from Alcohol. — The se-^ity-

ninth annual report of the oflRcers of thlKe-

treat for the Insane at Hartford, Conn, has

just reached us, says the Christian Admte.

In a strictly professional way the distingiQed

superintendent, Dr. Henry P. Stearns— th-

out having the temperance question, t( ni-

cally so called, in view — thus discussethe

subject

:

i

"You will further observe from the ties

of statistics appended, that in no less lan

twenty-one of the admissions—that is, in )n

than seventeen per cent. — the insanity /as

thought to have been caused by the abu of

alcohol. This may be a higher per car of

such cases than exists in some State iDt,u-

tions, but it corresponds quite accurately)

our own history [seventy-nine years], inj

respect.

"In fact, alcohol plays so important a1

in the production of insanity and crimej

pecially in cities and large towns, that soif

should use every means to educate the rij

generation as to the danger attending it8|

as a beverage.

"The effects of alcohol upon the elen

of the nervous system are much j

fore twenty years of age than afterward,

brain is more sensitive to the effects of all tl

influence during the period of adolescej

and young persons acquire habits of

both alcohol and tobacco much more

than during later periods of life. Wh(
formed during this period they are much i

likely to become incorporated with the^

velopment of the system and thus

permanent.
"They may eventuate in some cases in a|

generat'on of the cells of the brain and':

vasomoter portion of the nervous system,

other cases, before such a stage is reacll]

there may result morbid changes in the

:

tal activities of the individual, attende

cravings which become very difficult,

some cases impossible, to resist. The

power becomes much impaired, and the I

deals of the individual are lost."
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Francis Howgill.

-cis Howgill, of Grayridse, in the coun-

•'.-estnioreland, an early minister ot the

J of Jesus Christ, was convinced ot the

,1 Truth by George Fox, at that notable

I at Firbank Chapel, in Westmoreland,

Larl652. He soon became a power-

lister and preached Christ freely as he

Lived Him. He came to London with

ji Burrough early, to visit that city
;
and

li to Bristol and divers parts ot that

of and suffered imprisonment in Appletry

; the year 1652; and "a nasty, stinking

°i4 let "at liberty the latter end of the

r Ind grew valiant and bold for the name

lilLor'd, travelling up and down on foot,

uiing the gospel. He went to the steeple-

sd and to many places, warning both

>s and people of the day of the Lord that

r iming upon them, directing them to

'isJesus, their teacher and i^aviour. He

Jo Loudon on foot, with John Camm, to

Jsh Oliver Cromwell, soon after he was

jLotector; and he went with Edward

•righ to Ireland, and preached Christ un-

seat sufferings there, until he and Ld-

rdliurrough were banished by Henry Crom-

II it of Ireland. Afterwards he was im-

soid in London in the year 1661, at the

18 hen the Fifth Monarchy people rose up

ar i but was clear of that bloody act, and

waset at liberty, and continued laboring

a] down the nation, in the work of the

rdimd turned many to God. In the latter

i dthe Fifth Month, 1663, he was sent for

t CI the market in Kendal, by the magis-

itel who tendered him the oath of alle-

inq and because for conscience' sake he

uldhot take it, they sent him to Appleby

il- iid at the assizes, for refusing to take

e'dth, sentence of premunire was given

ain. him by the judge in these words:

loAre put out of the king's protection, and

e bliefit of the law; your lands are confis-

tedo the king during your life, and your

lodiind chattels for ever; and you to be a

iso'T during your life."

F. 'owgill replied: "An hard sentence tor

y o'|dience to the commands of Christ; the

3rd)rgive you all."

Jue: "Well, if you will yet be subject

tb'laws of the king, the king will show

m ercy." F. Howgill: "The Lord hath

ow mercy unto me, and I have done noth-

g iainst the king or government or any

an, leased be the Lord; and herein stands

y p.ce; for it is for Christ's sake I suffer,

id rt for evil doing." The court broke up

-id 'any were sorry to see what was done

laiithim; but he signified how contented

Id M he was that he had anything to lose i

r t) Lord's precious Truth, of which he had

ibli V borne testimony, and that he was conn

d wlrthy to suffer for it. He was kept a pris-

er I Appleby jail four years and a half; and

i b ly being much spent in his public trav-

i al labors in the gosnel, was not able to

du such close continement, though he bore

'

3 sterings in much patience and cheerful-

ss.jmtil the time of his decease.

Helvas taken ill the eleventh of the Elev-

thjlonth, 1668, and though his departure

•' 3W igh, yet was he kept in perfect under-

standing, being often very fervent in prayer,

and uttered many comfortable expressions, to

the refreshment of those about him. Two

days before his death, his wife and friends be

ing present, he said, "Friends, as to matter of

words, you must not expect much from me,

neither is there any great need of it, or to

speak to matters of faith to you who are sat-

isfied; only that you remember my dear love

to all Friends who enquire of me, for I ever

loved Friends well, and any others in whom

Truth appeared. Truly God will own his peo-

ple, as he hath ever hitherto done, and as we

have daily witnessed; for no sooner had they

made that act against us for bani.shment, to

the great sufferinar of many good Friends, but

the Lord stirred up enemiesagainst them, even

three great nations, whereby the violence of

their hands was taken off. I say again, God

will own his people, even all those that are

faithful; and as for me I am well and content

to die; I am not afraid at all of death. Truly

one thing was of late in my heart, and that I

intended to have written to George Fox and

others, even that which I have observed

which thing is, that this generation passeth

away, when so many good and precious Friends

within these few years have been taken from

us- and therefore Friends had need to watch and

be'very faithful, so that we have a good, and

not a bad savor, to the next succeeding gen-

erations; for you see that it is but a little

time that any of us have to stay here.
_

Often he said in the time of his sickness,

that he was content to die, and that he was

ready; and praised God for the many sweet

enjoyments and refreshments he had received

on that, his prison-house bed, where he lay,

freely forgiving all who had a hand m his re-

straint. And he said, "This was the place of

my first imprisonment for the Truth in this

town; and if it be the place of my laying down

the body, I am content." .
, ^.^ ^ „.

Several persons of note, inhabitants of Ap-

pleby, as the mayor and others, went to visit

him, some of whom praying God might speak

peace to his soul, he sweetly replied: He

hath done it;" and they all spoke well ot him.

A few hours before his death, some being

come to visit him, he prayed fervently with

manv heavenly expressions, that the Lord by

his mighty power would preserve them out of

all such things as would spot and dehle. A

little after, recovering some strength, he fur-

ther said, "I have sought the way of the Lord

from a child, and lived innocently, as among

men; and if any enquire after my latter end

let them know that I die in t^e faith that 1

lived in and suffered for!" These words he

spoke with some other words in prayer, and

sweetly finished his course in much peace with

the Lord, in the Eleventh Month, lb6b. He

labored in the^gospel ^sixteen years.

I DO not forget how often, for many a dis-

ciple "the closet" may be impossible, m its

literal sense. But even then, even in a crowd,

"the secret of the Face" can be entered; the

soul aye, in a time measured by moments, can,

if it' has learned the habit of "remembering

God " step in to be alone with Him. Only, to

that very end, where "the closet" is possible

let us use it to the uttermost. Let us covet

and greedily grasp the interview alone m the

quiet corner of the busy house, with the la-

ther, in the Son.—Bp. Uoule.

Indepfa'DENTLY Toou.—She always had a

good time, the other girls said of Jessie— said

it half enviously, some of them. Her home

was an old-fashioned, rather shabby house

where the furnishing and the style of life

were of the plainest, but she welcomed her

friends there cordially, and shared with them

what she had without pretense or apology.

She wore her plain clothes in the same way

— prettily and daintily made, but inexpensive

always— and made the most of whatever pleas-

ures came in her way without regard to ap-

pearing in costly array.
. ^ .

"You seem to get as much satisfaction out

of everything as if you were independently

rich," said a discontented acquaintance one

day.' "1 don't see how you can."

"Well, if I am not independently rich, lam

independently poor, and I suppose that's the

next best thing," laughed Jessie.

After all, it is the independence that counts

rather than either the wealth or the poverty.

The simplicity of standing for just what one

i« without sham or pretense, lifts a burden

of fret and anxiety, and leaves the spirit

free.— TFe//.s/»nn(/.

A MAN must not choose his neighbor; he

must take his neighbor that God sends him.

In him, whoever he be, lies hidden or revealed

a beautiful brother. The neiuhbor is just the

man who is next to you at the moment. Ihis

love of our neighbor is the only door out of

the dungeon pi s^M.-Georyc Mnciimald.

If the women Friends and young girls who

are engaged in Christian work would observe

simplicity in dress in going about among those

whom thev desire to help, they would hn<l they

were having a decided influence tor sood by

example rather than by precept.—/I Baltimore

i'. ^l-

Notts from Others.

Bishop coadjutor Mackay-Smith of rh.ladelphia

regrets that the American clergy (luote the Bible

so seldom in their sermons. He says the Lnghsh

clergy use the Bible much oftener. They are taught

to acquire it at school.

Says the Uidversalist Leader : "The Church must

be like its great founder and Master, not a scribe,

but a prophet, not pointing to what nien have be-

lieved about God, but pointing rather to something

that men can see and believe and do now.

A writer in the Xcw York Observer believes that

unless a new standard of benevolence and self-

sacrifice enters into our life as a republic we shall

reap an evil and painful harvest "Oreat wealth

without mercy, charity and self-devotion, he says,

"
is not a blessing but a curse.

The London Chrutian says: " Do we realize the

value to a nation of its Christian P;°Pl'^[. ^^
J^^*

would England be without them? It is a h^h and

o-lorious calling— to be children of God— light in

fie mTdst of darkness, salt permeating corrup-

t. It is not for them to bow o.-n their heads

or hang their harps on the willows. The word

cannot do without them; they have much to live

for.

The University Extension Lectures in .Associa-

tion Hall wm be'resumed on First Month 6th. when

W. Hudson Shaw will begin a course of
^ix Third

day evening lectures on -'Imperial Rome and on

First Month 12th a course of six Second-day after-

noon lectures on "Venice." Besides these he will

debver his six Fifth-day afternoon lectures, be-
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ginning Second Month 19th, on "The Life and

Teaching of John Rusl^in."

On Second Month 17th Edward Howard Griggs

will begin a course of six Third-day evening lec-

tures on the Philosophy of Plato. His aim will be

to present the essential contribution of Plato to

the world of human thought, and to show the

value of his philosophy for modern life.

Said Bishop Potter on the day called Christmas :

" There are some churches that we pass upon the

street and say to our friends, ' This is a church.'

When we enter it, however, the interior appear-

ance gives the idea that we have made a mistake

and that we are in a theatre instead."

"Of the one hundred and fifty thousand Indians in

the country, seventy thousand have received al-

lotments of land in severalty and have become

citizens of the United States. During the past

year about twelve thousand ceased to receive ra-

tions, and, instead, were given work whereby they

were able to support themselves. This is making

very rapid progress. The reports of the religious

work among the Indians show good results, and

also indicate that the distinctive Christian work

has been an important element in the progress

made."

—

Ram's Horn.

The New York Tribune presents several extracts

from "The Oldest Egyptian Book," a papyrus

manuscript said to be four thousand five hur.dred

years old. Two of these are of religious interest

to us, namely

:

" If thou art a wise man, sitting in the council

of thy God, set thy thoughts toward that which is

wise. Keep silence rather than pour out thy

words. When thou speakest, know what objections

may be made to thee. To speak in council is an

art. and speech is criticised more than all other

work."
" Doubly good is the precept of our Father from

whose heart we come. May what He tells us be in

our hearts. Do more for Him than He has said."

Opposite Extremes in the Times op Accom-

plishing MAREi.'iGES.— Friends now living remem-

ber when it was requisite for a couple desiring to

be married to declare their intentions orally in

person before a Friends' Monthly Meeting on hoo

separate occasions, a month apart, and receive the

meeting's permission later on.

Last week, on the 2.5th, ten persons on the same

evening, in Armstrong, Mo., without letting their

outside friends know of their intentions, were mar-

ried at the same time and by the same minister.

Each prospective bridegroom took dinner with his

intended bride, and after the meal the five couples

repaired to the minister's house. There they

formed a circle around the parson, clasped hands

and took the vows prescribed by the church. Only

a few persons beside the contracting parties were

present, enough to sign the certificates as wit-

nesses.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United Statks -A despatch of the 26th ultimo from

Washington, says: The scarcity and high price of coal has

greatly stimulated the inventive faculty ot Anieriuans in

the invention of fuel substitutes and of machinery for the

making of briquettes from combustible materials now al-

lowed to go to waste. Hundreds of patents have been

filed, and the development of industry in these directions

is to be expected; but the first practical steps are likely

to come from Europe, where, especially in Germany, Bel-

gium and France, the making of briquettes is already suc-

cessful and profitable. A combination of the manufac

turers of briquette making machinery in Germany has

been formed, and will soon establish a branch office in

New York City, in charge of a competent engineer, who
will examine sites for briquette factories and will furnish

estimates on the cost of installing plants near available

locations. There is no lack of material in this country

for the purpose. Western New York, New Jersey, Nev

England, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin. Oregon and Wash
ington have vast beds of peat; the Dakotas and the Gulf

Slates have deposits of lignite and kindred substances,

and the great culm banks in the anthracite fields of Penn-

vania can be utilized.
j

A plan of improving country roads at a small cost has

been proposed by the brick track wagon road system, which

sists of two wheel tracks of a width ranging according

to the conditions from twelve to fifteen inches, with a

wheel bearing surface of vitrified brick, bedded in Port-

and cement, making practically a solid stone the entire

ength of the road, which is not affected by the grinding

of the wheels, the action of water or the disintegrations

of frost.

few years ago the Navajos Indians were able, by

means of their large flocks of sheep and their industry of

eaving blankets, to maintain themselves. Drought for

X consecutive years has, however, reduced their flocks

and impoverished them as a people. The reservation,

which is two hundred miles east and west by one hundred

north and south, is mainly arid and irrigation is needed.

It is urged that what they need is instruction in the way

of developing by their own labor the natural resources

of their country. Schools and teachers are needed.

The trans-Pacific cable from San Francisco to Honolulu

has been successfully laid to the island of Oahu, a dis-

tance of 2238 nautical miles. When completed to Manila

the new system will have only three relays, instead of

fourteen, as at present, and will reduce the price from

.$1.66 to $1 per word to the Philippines, which will also

be the rate to Japan and China. The first section will

extend to Honolulu, the second westward from Hawaii to

the Midway Islands, the third to Guam and thence finally

to Manila Bay, where it will be spliced to the shore end,

completing the cable to the Philippines.

The Railroad Gazette estimates that about 6026 miles

of steam railroads were constructed in the United States

during the year, making the total mileage in the United

States not far from 200,000. In 1850 there were only

9021 miles. It was estimated that at the close of the

century there was one mile of railway for every 400 peo-

ple. In Europe, it is stated, there is only one mile of

railroad for every 2200 people.

Dr D. E. Salmon, of the United States Bureau of Ani-

mal Industry, has stated according to a late despatch that

"Ad the present time 1300 head of cattle have been

slaughtered in Massachusetts, and under favorable condi-

tions all of the known infected herds should be killed and

disposed of within the next week or ten days."

Dr. L. F. Flick, of Philadelphia, the president of the

Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis,

has lately returned from Europe, where he visited several

institutions established for the treatment of consumptives.

In speaking of the Free Hospital for Poor Consumptives,

maintained by the Pennsylvania Society at White Haven,

Pa, he said: "Our method is the one that is recognized

now as the best all over the world—outdoor life, with

forced feeding. We expect to extend that work by the

establishment of like institutions, and also the opening of

dispensaries in other pans of the State. Ours is a popu-

lar movement, which any humane person can join. Our

present membership is between seven hundred and eight

hundred, and it is increasing rapidly outside of Philadel-

phia. Auxiliary committees of women are to be formed

in all the towns and cities of the State."

The new German phonetic spelling which has been

adopted by order of the Kaiser throughout Germany is to

go into effect in America about First Month 1st. The

new spelling eliminates all unnecessary letters.

A combination of farmers has been organized in Indian-

apolis, which proposes to extend its operations throughout

the country, and by means of a system of reports ascer-

tain the yield of various crops, and fix a minimum price

which will rule for a year. Also to encourage the build-

ing and maintenance of cold storage warehouses in the

principal cities where farm produce may be held for ad-

vantageous prices..

The annual report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

shows that the 1800 people composing the Osage tribe of

Indians are the richest people per capita in the world,

the tribal possessions including $8,584,498 to their credit

in the treasury of the United States, besides 1,400,000

acres of land in Oklahoma.

There were 470 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is (35 less than the pre-

vious week and 6 less than the corresponding week of

I'.'Ol. Of the foregoing 230 were males and 240 females;

58 died of consumption of the lungs; 74 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 4 of diphtheria;

25 of cancer; 19 of apoplexy; 14 of typhoid fever ; 1 of

scalet fever, and 3 of small pox.

Foreign.—A despatch of the 26th from Washington

says that the claims of Great Britain, Germany. France

and Italy on Venezuela will be submitted for adjudica-

tion to the tribunal of The Hague is now certain. The

notes of the allied Powers agree to accept the arbitration

of The Hague Court should President Roosevelt be un-

willing to act in that capacity, and the willii ,55

Venezuela to recognize the same authority was a 'a,

this morning. Secretary Hay is preparing a nc
,,

Powers, in which the gratification of the Unitt
,;iy

Government is expressed for the course agreed
'jn

them towards a settlement of the pending diffici'j

President Castro has telegraphed his acceptao \f.

proposal to submit all pending differences to j,

tration of The Hague tribunal, subject to certainj,

tions. Venezuela was not one of the signator,™

which established this court of arbitration, bat ,.

vention provided that the jurisdiction of the bm

may, within conditions laid down in the regula
1;,

extended to disputes between non-signatory P( „
between signatory and non-signatory Powers, if 1 „

ties are agreed on recourse to the tribunal.

It is stated that the number of natives of th. hi:

pine Islands who have died since the United Stat m
military operations there, including those who hi

|,

ished from cholera and other diseases, is probably ; ;,

than a million.

In a recent address in New Y'ork City, Presidei cli..

man of Cornell University, a former member of 'fij:.

ippine Commission, said of the Philippines: "Thijititd

in those islands are in dire distress. Their calhati

been largely destroyed by rinderpest, and the isla 'hjvi

been visited by famine and pestilence. Adde^oall

these things, the islands have lost $1,000,000 in Mail

twelve months, bacause of the decline in silver dlbi-

fluctuation in the rate of exchange. We have dt to'

the islands capable and well-paid teachers, but 'Goi.

ernment has insisted upon one language in the iiooli,

Imagine the education in an American town (8,000

persons in charge of a Spaniard who insisted 't iki

language of all the schools should be Spanish." i

To increase the export of Siberian butter the |psrl.

ment of Agriculture in Russia has appropriated \000,

It is said this amount will be used in increalilK

number of instructors for creameries in Western peril

in maintaining creamery schools in Kurgan anjiuj

Provinces, educational courses in creamery ecoDois,ej

tablishing five examining laboratories in the orgaatioi

of creameries in Western Siberia, and for travej q.

penses of instructors and foremen.

The representatives of the Marconi Company Loi

don state that it is calculated that the company II bi

able to handle 1000 words per hour. As soon :iti!

able to get the postoflice authorities to connect (ildhi

with the inland telegraph, the company will heg Wgn

lar commercial business between Cornwall, Engl ,aK

Nova Scotia.

The number of deaths from the recent sever arlh-

quake at Andijan in Russian Turkestan is now enatwl

at from 4 to 5,000. This citv, which has a popul moI

about 56,000. has suffered damages amounting :iaDt

millions of dollars. A despatch of the 26ih <ays ttbi

oscillations of the earth still continue. Many tisand

persons are homeless.

Hot milk is obtainable in Stockholm during thi ioW

from automatic slot machines placed in the stre byi

Swedish Temperance Society.

A railway Company in England has lately obledi

verdict of $140,000 against a labor union for ore 5 a

strike of their employees and thus inducing m w

break their contracts. The legality of this decis', hai

been sustained by the final court of appeal.
j

NOTICES. I

Westtown Boarding School. — For conven m el

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage » meet

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., 1; 2.50

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when rt- slri.

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P, M., 25 cents ef wif,

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West '
sttt,

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley, I't.

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicatloii lt»

admission of pupils to the school, and letters itJgan.

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. WiCKERSHAM.Prir 5

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

i in regard to business should be forw

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester

Died, on the eighteenth of Eleventh Month,

the residence of her brother, Thomas Sharpless

mingbam, Chester County, Pa., Edith Sharpless, c :

of the late Aaron and Susanna Sharpless, in the si

enth year of her age; a member of Philadelphia '

Meeting of Friends.

WIL1.1AM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINXEH
No .422 Walnut street
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Domestic Elocution.

dsh that could be said to every profes-

ristian which was said to a Gallilean

of Christ, "Thou also art one of them;

speech bewraj'eth thee." That is, that

rit of all the tones, modulations, and

of their voice truly marked them as

he spirit and nature of Christ in their

For we believe there is a gospel note

i| through the voice and conversation of

13 Christian, which does indeed affect

jit ot hearers with a secret influence or

hough they be not able to identify it

y to their intelligence. That se-

cjilect of utterance of man to man

I born of the Spirit is spirit, and to be

e out must be spiritually discerned;

[lat which is born of the flesh is the

ifoice, expressive of the breathing of

ilbut of no spiritual life, or echo of

tiithin the hope of glory.

:ed no schools or vocal training to cul-

ls note of the Divine harmony, except

ol of Christ whose spontaneous pro-

o^these vocal reflections of the spirit of

e. Given the genuine Christian ex-

of the love and converting power of

Christ, and the pronunciations of

le among the signs following. They

tel to modify the accents of a whole

vherein is stationed even one whose

tion is "as becometh the gospel of

rtter how much we have been trained

socution of the schools, the happiness

Ea liy needs in its members the elocu-

'hrist, tempering its "habits, man-

ways of speaking and of answering

ken to and of helping and smoothing

3wn and brightening things up; an

itii in tones of voice and in managing

acjl nerves and in governing the tem-

per." Many need that domestic elocution of

Christ's spirit as a post graduate education,

which should have been taken in with the

very breath of a kindergarten training.

The expression of the voice is from the

heart before it is from the mouth, for there

its spiritual and moral quality begins to be

formed; and so the door of the mouth is the

heart, where the watch is commanded to be

set. As "what comes from the heart goes to

the heart, "so the same person is variously

affected by the same words, according to the

spirit of the person uttering them. One may

ask a question, and by it provoke peace; an-

other give forth the very same question and

provoke resentment. "What is the matter?"

asks the latter. "Did not Hannah ask the very

same question this morning and it was re-

ceived graciously?" "Yes; the same,—but

not the same. The words were the same but

not their savor. Grace was poured into her

lips, and my response vibrated to the same

noce.''

The peacemakers are among the blessed;

and we do well to study the modulations of

voice which make for peace, or for comfort,

or for courage, or for purity or for incite-

ment to higher life. They come unstudied

from hearts and lips imbued with the gospel

spirit; but they have a reflex action even on

the imitator who aspires to their virtue. The

very concern and effort to produce them is a

part of that service by which we receive more

grace, and become of that nature whose tone

we would imitate in quest of so holy an endue-

ment.

The Psalmist's aspiration contains the pro-

gressive rule of the school of Christ wherein

all gospel elocution, including the domestic, is

taught: "Let the words of my mouth arid

the meditation of my heart be acceptable in

thy sight, Lord, my strength and my Re-

deemer." The four steps of this Christian

voicing are experienced in the reverse of the

order thus expressed. First He is faithfully

believed in as "My Redeemer." Thereupon

a sense of this power is received and ascribed

to Him as "my strength." Thence is inspired

that meditation of the heart which is accepta-

ble in his sight, and out of the abundance of

a heart thus exercised come forth acceptable

words in the acceptable spirit.

To the wise it is better to be suggestive

than exhaustive. These hints may suffice to-

wards the peace and prosperity of various de-

partments of our social relations. But we
can hardly forbear adding these never too well

known w'ords of John Woolman:—
Some glances of real beauty may be seen

in their faces who dwell in true meekness.

There is a harmony in the sound of that voice

to which Divine love gives utterance, and

some appearance of right order in their tem-

per and conduct whoso passions are regulated;

yet these do not fully show forth that inward

life to those who have net felt it; this white

stone and new name is known rightly only by

such as receive it.

Note.—The authorship of the article on

the Scriptures in our last number was misun-

derstood, when given as in the name of ".lon-

athan E. Rhodes." In absence of writers'

consent to add their names, we withhold them.

On the Sacred Scriptures.

Ill

The testimony of the religious Society of

Fr;pnds throughout the, early nprio^s of it?

history, was clear and emchatic concerning

the Divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ, his

miraculous birth, resurrection and ascension;

nor was it less pronounced as regards the

mighty works which He wrought, the Divine

teachings He uttered, and the spotle.ss exam-

ple by which these were enforced and com-

mended. They gladly and fully accepted, as

a most precious doctrine, that this sacrifice

on Calvary was made for the sins of the whole

world; that thereby a new and living way of

access to the Father has been opened, and that

He forever lives as the adorable advocate and

intercessor for the believing, repentant sin-

ner. Whatever tends to invalidate or weaken

our testimony on these points must. lower our

gospel standard, and our efficiency for good

as a body of Christian believers.

We have been therefore deeply concerned

to observe the persistent and too successful

efforts by many acute writers of the present

day, which tend, if they are not designed, to

undermine the faith of the unwary in the va-

lidity and authority of the Holy Scriptures,

wherein are clearly set forth the events and

truths which are the very foundation of the

Christian religion. Our Lord, in bis teach-

ings, frequently appealed to the writings of

the Old Testament as authoritative, and de-

clared concerning them "they are they which

testify of me." As foretelling his coming in

the flesh, and setting forth the purpose and

character of his mission, he would, therefore,

have them searched and believed in.

We are not disposed to call in question facts

or discoveries that have been brought to light

through modern science and research, and
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which have modified to a certain extent the

views once entertained regarding some of the

statements contained in the Sacred Writings.

—Nevertheless we feel bound to accept the

general tenor of their testimony concerning

the attributes of the Most High, his omnipo-

tence, omnipresence, and omniscience; his in-

finite purity, justice and mercy, and the man-
ifestation of love for his creature man, as re-

vealed in the coming of the Saviour of the

world in all his gracious offices.

While sympathizing with those to whom
some of the truths contained in the Scripture

Volume may seem dark and incomprehensible,

we would tenderly remind them of the decla-

ration of the Most High through one of his

prophets that "as the heavens are higher than

the earth, so are my ways higher than your

ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts."

Thus, in view of our own limited powers, are

we not led, by all right reason, to accept the

statement of the Apostle Paul, in his first

Epistle to the Corinthians, that "the natural

man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of

God; for they are foolishness unto him, nei-

ther can he know them, because they are spir-

itually discerned. " And again— the same apos-

tle asks, "What man knoweth the things of

a man save the spirit of man which is in him!

even so," he continues, "the things of God
knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God." Is it

not most reasonable to believe that, from this

high source of spiritual enlightenment, we are

to look for those revelations of Divine truth to

our souls which "make wise unto salvation,

through faith that is in Christ Jesus."

In the humble, teachable attitude thus be-

gotten, we shall indeed be instructed regard-

ing the mysteries of the heavenly kingdom,
which are still "hidden," as our Lord declared,

"from the wise and prudent," but continue to

be revealed unto the "babes" in spirit, so far

as is needful for their growth in grace, or as

they may be able to receive them.

Here, also, a holy settlement will be reached

as regards those views of Christian faith and
practice that distinguish our religious Society

from fellow Christians of other persuasions,

while strength not our own will be given, not

only to uphold them faithfully, but commend
their excellency and the high authority where-

by we believe they have been laid upon us to

bear before the world.

Some while ago two ceronauts, hanging in

mid-air, looked down to the earth from their

balloon, and wondered to see how small great

things had grown—ample fields were con-

tracted into little patches, the lake was no
larger than a looking glass, the broad river

with ships floating on the bosom seemed like

a silver thread, the wide-spread city was re-

duced to the dimensions of a village, the long,

flying, rapid train appeared but a black cater-

pillar slowly creeping over the surface of the

ground. And such changes the world under-

goes to the eyes of him who, rising to hold

communion with God and anticipating the

joys of heaven, lies above it and looks beyond
it. This makes it easy, and even joyful, to

part with all for Christ—"this is the victory

that overcometh the world, even our faith.''

Thomas Guthrie.

Thou canst not fatten thy soul on furniture.

Heartening Counsel, Thanksgiving and Exlior-

tation of Friends—With Biographical

Notes.

(Continued from p.ige 195,)

There is a life that ought to die on the

cross, which is easier saved alive under testi-

monies, be they ever so substantial and ex-

cellent, than under the immediate teachings of

Christ; whose voice is as a fire against evil of

every kind, and afliords no peace after it is

discovered, until it be given up for destruc-

tion, and to be purged away by the spirit of

judgment and burnins. This pure voice speaks

to us in such a manner that we can by no

means turn it off from ourselves by applying it

to the states of others, which may be done

under the most searching testimonies; there

being a partiality to ourselves, which, through

the deceitfulness of the heart, we are ape to

fall into; and also to flatter ourselves by sup-

posing the pleasure we take in hearing tlie

doctrines of Truth delivered, arises from the

good in us; when it may be no other than the

state of those to whom the prophet Ezekiel's

words and declarations were " as a lovely song

of one that hath a pleasant voice :" for they

heard his words, it seems, with pleasure, but

did them not, their heart going still after their

covetousness.

—

John Griffith (1713-1776)-

A Friend who had lived some time in Pennsyl-

vania, visiting at the home of John Griffith,

in Radnorshire, Wales, and giving a very pleass-

ing account of the newly settled country, the

desire of the lad, then thirteen years of age,

to go thither where he had near relatives,

was acceded to. A brother accompanied him.

Their home was with an uncle about twelve

miles from Philadelphia. When about nine-

teen years of age, passing an evening with

some companions in " frothy vain conversa-

tion and rude actions," a message was brought

to J. G. after he had retired to bed and had

been not long asleep, that one of his so re-

cent jolly companions was dying. .John hur-

ried to his bedside, and witnessing his dread-

ful agony, was himself plunged into deep anx-

iety. The young man in time recovered,

while John was mercifully brought to " a state

of sincere repentance and deep contrition of

soul." He was recorded as a minister when he

was twenty-one years of age. Removing from

Darby to England, he married (a second time)

and settled at Chelmsford, in Essex. The ob-

servation above quoted occurs in connection

with a religious visit through the upper coun-

tries of England, in the course of which he

felt several times called to be " an example

ofsilence." A humiliating engagement of this

kind, not readily submitted to where there

may be naturally an easy flow of words, is

one which can be scarcely contemplated when
a stipend is paid for preaching.

* * *

I was in the nineteenth year of my age

when John Camm and John Audland came first

to Bristol, in the power of the great God of

heaven and earth; and I am a living witness

that his presence was with them, and made
their ministry so dreadful, that it pierced the

hearts of many. Oh, the terror that seized

my heart, at the sound of John Audland's

voice, and the sight of him, before I rightly

understood what he said. But before the

meeting was over the spirit of the Lord moved

in my heart, and I came to see ray

state, which made me cry to God for me
a day never to be forgotten by me.

I have arrived to the seven and fiftieth ji

my age- Oh! the many deliverances,

inward and outward, which I have been

a living witness of; the decrees that me
|

been sealed against us, the threateniniof
|

ruin and destruction which have beeu so Jed i

in onr ears—how have we been as itsre'

killed all the day long, and counted as liep
i

for the slaughter; and yet behold we arepve

to this day, to praise the Lord!— £//'
'eft

j

Stirredffe (1634-1706).
_

\
I

The autobiographical relation which vat!

left by Elizabeth Stirredge, of Sorailet.

shire, contains frequent salutations tc;ief

"dear children," with many ejaculatioiof

praise and thanksgiving interspersed, .^i
reviews the conflicts within and withoir^n-

dured, she is likewise more than once r"ed

to testify against the subtlety of .'^atan '-ho

would have had her strive no longer, fo ;lie

should never inherit the kingdom of he sn,

" but a liar he is, and ever will be. Jl}|oiil

is at enmity with him; the Lord in wh I

trust preserve me and my house fore ;."

Brought back from a brief season of wa er-

ing, in which she says, "W'illing to h;]> a

little rest and comfort, I lent an ear t lie

enemy of my soul, and let my miml go Iter

fine clothes," she was preserved thertter

to follow faithfully her Guide. This led'er,

when fully settled, into the close servi^of

going to King Charles, a hundred miles My,

with " such a plain testimony as the Loidid

require" of her: also a similar message 'be

mayor of Bristol for his and his associa pf-

ficials, persecutions of "the righteous serjnts

of the Most High God;" of which sort ol'ial

it was her lot and her husband's to ive

grievous experience three years later, en,

through the instigation of the priest olhe

parish of Chew-magna, they were castnto

Ivelchester (or Ilchester) jail. The rf ion

is a moving one, that tells of the vinof

Elizabeth Stirredge to the judge who had ied

her, and the bishop who sat with him olhe

bench, at the hour when, after the cifs

adjournment, they were seated contented jto-

gether at meat. So searching and foible

was her appeal, that both were effecillj

reached, and though on the followingaj,

when the keeper was ordered to "bring itlie

Quakers," a five shillings' fine was iniSed

upon each, no word was said about pa;ent

of the penalty, the judge and keeper, tthe

admiration of the indicted ones, went leir

way. while "above fourscore prisoners .ho

were before them that day, were freed.'

One day, in corn harvest, as I was jing

on the road to Sheldon, in deep exercisriinl

taking a view of my condition, beinc;- ii <

tribulation and anguish, condemniiii- ami

ing myself, it pleased the Lord on a s

unexpectedly and unlooked for, ti' caii

Day Star to arise in my heart, and tlie ;

Righteousness with healing in his wings

'

when the sorrows of hell seemed to tak '

on me. Then it pleased the Lord to api
'

me, and to visit me with the day-sprirg
'^^

on high, in a very powerful and won;'

manner, in great mercy, goodness, go(«;i

and infinite loving-kindness. I was, in "
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•nan, full of the power and presence of

hty God, and his heavenly, glorious light

in nie mightily; so that 1 may truly say,

Jexceeded the brightness of the outward

ind the eye of my understanding was

1, and I saw that it was the Lord's holy

that appeared in me, and I believed,

juld do no otherwise. Oh, then 1 was

ind my soul was filled with joy!— Jo/r/i

til (1G48-1711.)

(king about with care for the acceptable

,.he way cast up, which is the way of

John Guatton was emphatically of

rge non-associated band of ISeekers to be

in England in the time of the first and
Charles, and of the Puritan Common-
He went first amongst Presbyterians

dependents and "a people called Ana-
"Afterwards, " he continues, "1

ome and kept from all people, and joined

)ne, having tried almost all persuasions

Protestants, and much sorrow I had in

and was deeply baptized with the spirit

;ment and burning; and I saw the bap-

ith the Holy Ghost and fire; and my
nd empty notions and opinions, yea, my
lat I liad got by the wisdom of men was

up." It was very soon after this that

ces entry of the assuring experience,

unspeakable, above related. Fittingly

prepare him for the persecutions and
nments (when he had united with

) that marked much of the time of his

lid residence at Mony-ash in the county

eiy, one of these experiences as "a pris-

r the gospel's sake," including an ira-

nt of above five years and a half in

tjiail. Nevertheless, opportunity was not

C to visit in gospel love, many meetings

and, as also some in Scotland and Ire-

I that he came to realize with all, the

ce of the Lord Jesus Christ, in receiv-

li hundred fold of "brethren and sisters

thers, and children, and lands, with

tions: and [doubtless] in the world to

ernal life." He finished his days at

i(jie of a daughter, at Farnsfield, in Not-

ishire. J. W. L.
(To be continued. )

Thkee Things.—"I once met a schol-

id Bishop Whipple, "who told me that

rs he had read every book he could

hassailed the religion of Jesus Christ,

hisaid he would have become an infidel

three things."

rst, I am a man. I am going some-
e To-nieht I am a day nearer the grave

Las last night. I have read all such

m tell me. They shed not one solitary

n the darkness. They shall not take

only guide and leave me stone-blind.

1 cond, I had a mother. I saw her go
le dark valley where I am going, and

Bi ed upon an unseen arm as calmly as a

les to sleep on the breast of its mother.

that was not a dream.
ird, I have three motherless daugh-
md he said it with tears in his eyes

—

ive no protector but myself. I would
ii);ill them than leave them in this sinful

you blot out from it all the teachings

ospel." ^

? must learn of God as well as labor for

THE PATH TO THE BUSH.
Some Christians in South Africa adopted the plan of

retiring to the bush for prayer and meditation. A watch-
ful sister came to another and expressed her anxiety
about her soul's health, and when asked why, the reply
was: "The grass has grown over the path to the bush."

Trample down the growing way.
Tread the hardened .sod,

Angels gather here to stay.

Precious path to God!

Sacred bush with silent tongue,
Uttering not a word;

Gathered thoughts a potent throng,
Hound the feet of God;

Sheltered spot, where hearts may rest.

Unobserved, alone.

Place where holy hand is pressed,

And heart-throbs swell to song.

Meeting place 'tween God and man,
Interchange most dear.

Here we learn the wondrous plan,

Which make the way so clear.

The sheltered strength makes doubly sweet,
The precious private road,

And helps us holy joys to meet,
Joys only found in God.

The calm retreat, the silent shade.

With prayer and praise agree.

And seem by Thy sweet bounty made.
For those who follow Thee.''

H. T. Miller.
BEA.MSVILLE, Ont.

Does Paul Forbid Women to Teach in tiie

Church ?

(Concluded from page 187.)

[The substance of an omitted portion may
be gathered from what here follows:]

That this is the mind of the apostle is more
apparent still, if you notice the phrase in the

twelfth verse, "Nor to usurp authority over

the man." This phrase follows the sentence,

'But I suft:er not a woman to teach." Now,
f Paul here has the public sanctuary in mind
and is declaring that he will not suffer a wo-
man to teach there, why does he add this con-

junctive phrase, "Nor to usurp authority

over the man?" Woman in teaching the Di-

vine word, in her work in the gospel, as seen

in her work to-day, is not usurping authority

over man, and there does not seem to be any
necessary tendency in this direction, she is

but filling the place and doing the work which
the Master has assigned her. Then notice fur-

ther the apostle uses the singular number
'man," not men as he would certainly have

done had he been referring to the public as-

sembly. But "man," in the singular number,

just what we would be expecting him to say if

referring to the home, to a wife usurping au-

thority over her husband.

The truth is that in this chapter Paul is in-

structing Timothy about ordinary duties of

Christian life, and not about, who shall, or

who shall not engage in the work of teaching

the gospel. And in these verses he shows
that the gospel does not interfere with the

appointed government and order of the home.

God has instituted the family, he has lodged

authority in this head, and the apostle here

teaches us that Christianity does not disturb

or reverse or set aside this order in the home
and that the woman is to occupy the same po-

sition of subordination to the head of the fam-

ily to which she was assigned by her Creator;
and she should not aspire to the position of
authoritative head and teacher in the home.
And it is to this that the apostle refers when
he says that the woman must learn in silence
with all subjection and not usurp authority
over the man. It should be remembered that
Paul is not to be understood here as declaring
that women should not teach in the home; not
by any means. It is assuming the position of
supreme authority in teaching, a step that
usurps authority over the man, it is this and
not the work of teaching in the family as we
usually see it that is forbidden.

Since women heathen as well as Jewish who
were converted and brought into the liberty

of the gospel and taught their rights that as
members of the body of Christ they were en-
titled to social recognition and were the equals
of their husbands, it is probable that they
would be tempted to exceed their rights and
usurp authority over their husbands. And
specially would there be danger of this in cases
where their husbands remained worshipers of
false gods. They might feel that in that
case they should not be under authority, but
would even have the right to assume control

over the husband and family. But the apostle
informs Timothy that it was wrong for them
to entertain such thoughts. The gospel was
not intended to reverse the government of the
home, but even in such cases Christian wives
should be subject to the authority of their

husbands. Then in view of the whole subject,

in view of the reasons given why we should
not expect to find this prohibition in the New
Testament and in view of the explanation

uiven of these passages, does it not seem a

reasonable conclusion that Paul does not for-

bid women to teach in the church? It might
be inferred from this, no doubt, many will

say, that if this interpretation is correct and
woman is at liberty to engage in Christian

work and teach and pray in the promiscuous
assembly, then she may go further and the

way is open for her to be ordained to the of-

fice of the ministry.

[Here we cannot further follow our writer,

as on seeing the first of his series of articles

we hoped we could. He excludes women from
the "ordained ministry," after arguing that

gifts of p\ihUc prophecy, prayer, and teaching,

are conferred by the Head of the church on

women. What else does public vocal ministry

conisist in than the exercise of those three

gifts "by the self-same Spirit?" And if that

is ordained for women, and there are churches

where men will not "ordain" what Christ

has ordained, so much the worse for those

churches' conception of gospel ministiy. — Ed. ]

Some one has suggested that when at the

Tower of Babel men tried to glorify them-

selves by building a tower to heaven, God
made them talk in different tongues; but when

at Pentecost they set about glorifying Jesus,

God enabled them to speak with other tongues

so that they could understand one another.

Pride and selfishness are often at the root of

separations, and the love of God alone will

bring them together.

—

Exchange.

Consider the other's honor your own, and

shield each other's weakness with sacred jeal-

ousy.
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Doukhobor Leader Has Arrived.

From the Winnipeg " Free Press News Bulletin," Twelfth

Month 23, 19u2.

For three hours before the train from the

east pulled in yesterday afternoon, a number
of people patiently promenaded tne platform

awaiting its arrival. One of them—a woman
—had been there since early morning. She

was awaiting her brother, whom she had not

seen for fifteen years, fcjhe knew nothing of

the congestion of traiEc along the C. f . R.,

and so Isept steadfast watch lest the train

might get in before its advertised time, de-

termined, no matter when it arrived, that her

brother should find someone there to meet
him.

When, at a little before three o'clock, the

train drew in, there alighted from one of the

front coaches a tall, quiet-looking man. carry-

ing a black leather valise studded with nickel

bosses arranged in curious design. A dark-

blue gaberdine reached half-way to the knees,

over his trousers were fastened close-titting,

dark-grey leggings, piped at the edges with

black-cloth. His headgear was a black fedo-

ra. Around his neck he wore a long cord,

fastened to which was a heavy silver watch

and a richly-chased gold pencil. Alongside

the watcn-pocket was a fountain-pen, secured

by loops of the cloth.

The traveler was Peter Verigin, newly come
to Canada after fifteen years of ISiberian ex-

ile. The woman awaiting him was his sister.

Accompanied by Interpreter Harvey, who
had gone east to meet Verigin, and by Ewan
Ivan, Paul Planidin and Simeon Rieben, three

Doukhobors who had been deputed by the

communiiies to extend to the Doukhobor lead-

er a welcome on his arrival, Verigin walked
eastward along the platform.

A HAPPY REUNION.

His sister saw him, standing half a head

taller than the average, and ran towards him,

followed by the other waiting Doukhobors,
with joyful cries. Verigin dropped his valise,

took off his hat, opened his arms and cried

"Anna!" He kissed his sister and the oth-

ers, and quietly walked on toward the immi-

gration buildings.

On the party's arriving at the immigration

buildings, Verigin was shown the room set

apart for his use. Here he spent a little

time chatting with his sister and friends, en-

quiring after his mother—who is eighty-six

years of age, and who lives at Poterjevsky

village with his sister, whose full name is An-
na Vasilievna Verigina. Then, after the bag-

gage had been packed away and the foregoing

domestic enquiries made, the party moved
downstairs to Acting Commissioner Moffatt's

office.

Com. Moflfatt greeted Verigin warmly, wel-

coming him to the west in the name of the

Dominion authorities. In answer to his in-

quiries as to his voyage Verigin said it was a

a long iourney—good, but rough. He had
sailed from Liverpool after crossing Europe
from Moscow to Warsaw, and thence to Eng-
land.

"You'll be glad to be in a country," said

Moflatt, "where there is religious and in-

dividual freedom."
"I haven't looked around yet," answered

Verigin, through the interpreter, "so I can-

not yet tell whether this is a free country or

not
"

"You know, however," said Com. Moffatt,

"that in Canada we do not put people into

prison because of their political or religions

views."

"Oh, yes," answered Verigin, "I know
that."

"People have been looking for your coming
for a long time," said Agent Crerar, "There
are three hundred Doukhobors at Yorkton
station, watching every train for you. And
there is one person very anxious to see you

—

your mother."

WANTS TO SEE HIS MOTHER.

Verigin had up till that time been quietly

courteous and dignified; but here his manner
underwent a change, becoming alertly inter-

ested. "Did you see my mother; yea?" he

asked. "When did you see her? Was she

well?"

Agt. Crerar satisfied him on these points,

and then Verigin asked him when the train

could take him there. "I am in a hurry to

see my mother," he said. "There is no train

till to-morrow, yes? I would go to-day if I

could; yes!"

Then he realized that perhaps he might be

taking up too much of the commissioner's

time. "Shall I see you again, yes?" he

asked. "You are perhaps now too occu-

pied."

Being assured on this point. Cum. Moffatt

asked him concerning his visit to Ottawa.

"I couldn't talk much business," he said,

"for I had not seen the Doukhobors. Of my-
self I know nothing of their troubles—only of

what I had heard. They told me the people

would not take up their homestead lands."

"Did you hear of the pilgrimage?" asked

Agt. Crerar, "and of the action taken by the

government to prevent the pilgrims from be-

ing frozen to death?"

"I had not heard any particulars," answered
Verigin. "It was in print in Russian papers.

They said that two hundred people were frozen

to death."

Agt. Crerar told him that this was entirely

false. Pointing to the Free Press representative
— who was the only newspaper man present at

the interview— Crerar told Verigin that he

had accompanied the pilgrims throughout
their wanderings, and personally knew of all

the facts in connection therewith. "Is that so.

yes?" said Verigin. "I shall have much to

ask him."

Verigin's Personality.

Throughout the interview Verigin said little,

only speaking in reply to questions, and al-

lowing the others to do the talking. His man-
ner was marked with a natural courtesy and
simple dignity that would single him out for

notice anywhere. His voice is low, and of

singular sweetness. Physically, Verigin is a

splendid type of his race. Tall and strongly

built, and of erect and graceful carriage, he

would attract attention among hundreds of

good-looking men. His features are regular,

and his skin of an olive pallor. His hair and
beard, which is luxuriant, are black as jet.

His eyes are dark and thoughtful, and his

whole expression that of a man who has suf-

fered much, and has triumphed over every-

thing through the force of kingly Ci
;,.

and constancy.

It was evident that he would m; . y,

statement as to his future action.?, ([^'^^

counsel he would give the Doukhobor;
«lij

,

for months have been anxiously avvaiti:

coming, till he had personally famiji

himself with every phase of the siti

Com. Moffatt, indeed, and wisely, did i

tempt to draw from Verigin any stat(
" You will know all about the troubl

government has had with the Doukho
he said, "when you get among them,
hope your coming may have a very gcJ

feet. We will do anything possible tdilj

you. You must be tired after your longjur-

ney. And you must be hungry. So n ; I'n

say good-bye to you, and wish you a saft'jur.

ney to your mother to-morrow."
Verigin listened gravely, and when th ,was

translated, rose and shook hands withtbcom-
missioner. "I thank you much," said 1 "I

hope my coming may be good. I hope . in-

deed, " and so went up-stairs to his roorj

His Exiledom.

The Free Press man asked Verigin 1

something concerning his life in exile.
'

would be a long story," he said. "If I

talk English I should much like to tel

But you cannot always trust interpreters

I was sent to exile from the Caucasus ft-

years; when that was passed I w
for another five years, and when thatoo,

had gone, I was given yet another five irs.

W hen I was allowed to go free I want to

go to the Caucasus to see my wife an' oi.

but the government would not allow ra nor

would they allow them to come to se^W.

They might have come to Canada wit the

Doukhobors four years ago, but they uM

not because it would take them farther on
me, and I do not know whether thegom-
ment will give them passports to coi to

Canada, and perhaps I shall never see tt

As Verigin talked of his wife his

broke several times. He sprang up fro

chair and paced up and down the room
speaking of them, and it was some jni

before he regained his comoosure.
"What did you do while in exile?"

asked the reporter.

"Do?" repeated Verigin, "why we atjiid

slept, of course. I used an axe and ca en-

tered and built stores. We had all to am

our own living, for the Russian govenent

allow nothing for the sustenance of its e es.

Many times I asked for a trial, but it \y al-

wavs refused. I was never condemned r a

judge, or by due process of law, but an

"administrative order" of the goveneit

which enables them to detain any persoob-

iective to it."

".Are the reports of cruelty and ill-usa of

the exiles, of which we sometimes hear, tef

Russian Brutality.

In what way you mean, ill-use?" anS^

Verigin, "the exiles are sent to a vi|

They have to walk all the way. If an

tired and fall behind they are beaten. If

try to run away they are shot. If thi

outside the village boundaries they are

ished—maybe sent down 'the mines. I

kutsk there were some student exiles,

said they wanted the limits of their walk

10

1."
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that it was ridiculous to confine them

ijh a small space. Soon after they were

1 march into a building. Excecting to

•j reply to their request they went. The

iig was surrounded by soldiers. They

|| volley, wounding many of the students

fling two."

dioscow, Verigin saw Count Tolstoi, who
jjoiced at his release. "I wonder if the

;|ment hasn't made a mistake," he said,

ui better get to Canada soon, for they

jiange their minds and give you another

yjhis time Verigin's sister and the others

(impleted their preparations for the meal,

little was set on the white table cloth

—

e by the Doukhobor women—it was spot-

Ij lean and did not soil it in the least ^

a; as a samovar. Bread and Cross &
Ik ell's jam were the staples. Loaf sugar

pired out on a plate and eaten as a relish,

if I cut a lemon in thin slices, and poured

i^'iting the Free Press representative to

ijn at his meal. During the progress of

rtlast, Verigin chatted with perfect ease

;ei:ral topics. He said he wanted to take

1 around the city that evening, as his

kllbor friends had often written to him of

He looked with some surprise at

trie light, when it was turned on, but

remarked, "I am seeing new things

ime."

A Daughter Worth Having.

riends, who had been parted for years,

iiji crowded city street. The one who
the city was on his way to meet a

business engaaement. After a few

ref|ons of delight, he said:

1, I'm off; I'm sorry, but it can't be

I will look for you to morrow at din-

emeraber, two o'clock, sharp. I want

toee my wife and child."

one child?" asked the other,

one," came the answer, tenderly; "a
?hr. But she is a darling."

hen they parted, the stranger getting

ajreet car for the park. After a block

wol group of five girls entered the car.

f |1 evidently belonged to families of

1th Tney conversed well. Each carried

sryelaborately decorated lunch basket.

h vs 11-dressed. They, too,, were go-

park for a picnic. They seemed
id amiable until the car stopped, this

i leing in a pale-faced girl of eleven, and
ly of four. These children were shab-

sed, and on their faces were looks of

They, too, were on their way to the

"he gentleman thought so: so did the

girls, for he heard one of them say,

ok of disdain:

ipose those ragamuftins are on an ex-

too."

iildn't want to leave home if I had to

liljthat, would you?" This to another

Nojndeed; but there is no accounting for

e. think there ought to be a special

of .rs for the lower classes."
II ts was spoken in a low tone, but the
:lenn heard it. Had the child, too? He
cedit the pale face and saw tears. He
an^v. Just then the exclamation, "Why.
8 isNettie! wonder where she is going?"

caused him to look out upon the corner, where
a sweet-faced young girl stood, beckoning to
the car driver. When she entered the car she
was warmly greeted by the five, and they
made room for her beside them. They were
profuse in exclamations and questions.

"Where are you going?" asked one.

"Oh. what lovely flowers! W'hom are they
for?" asked another.

"I'm on my way to Belle Clarke's. She is

sick you know, and the flowers are for her."
She answered both questions at once, and

then glancing toward the door of the car, saw
the pale girl looking wistfully at her. She
smiled at the child, a tender look beaming
from her beautiful eyes, and then, forgetting
she wore a handsome velvet skirt and costly

jacket, and that her shapely hands were cov-

ered with well-fitted gloves, she left her seat

and crossed over to the little one. She laid

her hand on the boy's thin cheeks as she asked
his sister;

"This little boy is sick, is he not? He is

your brother, I am sure."

It seemed hard for the little girl to answer,
but finally she said:

"Yes, miss, he is sick. Freddie never has

been well. Yes, he is my brother. We're
going to the park to see if it won't make
Freddie better."

"I am glad you are going," the young girl

replied, in a low voice, meant for no one's

ears except those of the child. "I think it

will do him good; it's lovely there, with the

flowers all in bloom. But where is your lunch?

You ought to have a lunch after so long a

ride."

Over the little girl's face came a flush.

"Yes, we ought to, for Freddie's sake ; but,

you see, we didn't have any lunch to bring.

Tim— he's our brother—he saved these pen-

nies so as Freddie could ride to the park and
back. I guess mebbie Freddie '11 forget about

being hungry when he gets to the park."

There were tears in the lovely girl's eyes as

she listened, and very soon she asked ihe girl

where she lived, and wrote the address in a

tablet which she took from a bag on her

arm.

After riding a few blocks she left the car,

but she had ni)t left the little ones comfortless.

Half the bouquets of violets and hyacinths

were clasped in the sister's hands, while the

sick boy with a radiant face, held in his hand

a package, from which he helped himself now
and then, saying to the sister in a jubilant

whisper:

"She said we could eat 'era all, every one,

when we got to the park. What made her so

good and sweet to us?"

And the little girl whispered back:

"It's cause she's beautiful as well as her

clothes."

When the park was reached the five girls

hurried out. Then the gentleman lifted the

boy in his arms and carried him out of the car

across the road into the park, the sister, with

a heart full of gratitude, following. He paid

for a nice ride for them in the great carriage,

and treated them to oyster soup at the park

restaurant.

At two o'clock, sharp, the next day the two

gentlemen, as agreed, met again.

"This is my wife," the host said, proudly

introducing the comely lady; "and this," as a

young lady of fifteen entered the parlor, "is
my daughter."
"Ah!" said the guest, as he extended his

hand in cordial greeting, "this is the dear girl

whom I saw yesterday in the street car. I

don't wonder you call her darling. She is a
darling, and no mistake. Cod bless her."
And then he told his friends what he had

seen and heard in the street car.

—

New York
Evangelist.

A Correction and Remark.

In the article "Comment U])on an Autocrat's
I'osition," in the issue of Twelfth Month,
27th, Alexander I. is incorrectly referred to

by me as the father of Nicholas I. instead of

as his brother. He was many years older than
Nicholas, and, indeed, was married before the

latter was born. The succei-sion rightly de-

volved upon Constantine, the second brother;

but, Alexander knowing his unfitness for the

throne, induced him to abdicate his right,

while conferring upon him the military gover-
norship of Poland, and giving his royal assent

to his marriage. Constantine, however, soon
put an end to the harmony which had existed

between the Czar and the I'oles. and an insur-

rection breaking out (1880), he was driven

from Warsaw, but still kept his hold on the

kingdom. This explanation makes clear the

lines of Whittier in those "Early Stanzas" of

his Voices of Freedom, penned about 1882:

" Go— let us ask of Constantine

To loose his grasp on I'oland s throat;

And beg the lord of Mahmoud's line

To spare the struggling Suliote,

—

Will not the scorching answer come
From turbaned Turk and scornful Russ:

' Go, loose your fettered slaves at home.

Then turn, and ask the like of us!"'

Yet the dual event—the release of the

slaves of the two countries— afforded one of

the singular contrasts of history: Ameiica's

emancipation of her negro bondsmen happen-

ing through a terrible fratricidal war, while

the "scornful Kuss, " in the person of Alex-

ander II., the eldest son of Nicholas, issued

his decree peacefully emancipating upwards of

twenty million serfs, a single month before

this country's civil war began. J. W. L.

Be Generous While Alive.— I have felt

that it is a great mistake to put off" being

generous till after vou are dead. In the first

place you lose the pleasure of witnessing the

good that you may do; and, again, no one can

administer your gifts for you as well as you can

do it yourself. It is a great pleasure to be

brought into personal relations of that kindj

and to make people feel that you are not a

philanthropist in the abstract, but that you

are interested in them personally and care for

their welfare. In that way you benefit them

not merely in a natural way, but you make
them feel that men are really brothers, and

that they were made to help one another.

That feeling is not only agreeable in itself,

but it will lie apt to prompt them to carry out

the principle themselves. Put yourself into

all you do, and let others feel that you are

there. Do not only contribute to a charitable

fund, but go yourself and help. It may seem

an inconvenience at first, but soon you will

come to consider it worth any inconvenience.

—G. W. Childs.
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The Institute For Colored Youth.

A few weeks since The Friend printed an

article in which some points of present history

in the affairs of the Institute for Colored

Youth were outlined. Since that time a farm

at Cheyiiey, Fa., has been acquired and pre-

liminary steps have been taken to establish the

Normal work of the Institution in the coun-

try. The farm contains about 116 acres:

there is a large farm-house and barn upon it,

a blacksmith shop and a very fair tenement

house. The farm is well located at the Hail-

road Station, is well watered by Chester Creek

and presents a variety of soil in upland and

meadow. The buildings now standing can be

turned to immediate account, but new build-

ings will be required before any very active

effort can be attempted.

Naturally, to interested Friends not en-

tirely familiar with the more recent history of

the work, difficulties present themselves as

they reflect upon this apparently radical de-

parture from the policy of the last fifty years.

Some of these Friends know that the initial

step in the history of the Institute was a farm
experiment, and that after several years of

struggle this experiment ignominously failed.

In regard to this original project it is to be

observed that it was merely an apprentice sys-

tem under which boys of very moderate ac-

quirements were to be trained to farm labor,

and incidentally to receive some instruction in

"school learning." It was attempted long

before any system of agricultural education

had been developed, and while the colored man
was hardly a factor in northern society. In

view of the great work at Hampton and Tus-

kegee this failure is now interesting as ful-

filled prophecy, and it need not discourage the

present effort. Such a Normal School as is

now intended will deal with well educated

young men and women who give distinct prom-
ise as teachers. The training in farming will

be incidental to the larger training in those

fundamental activities of head and hand now
felt to be of greatest moment to the Negro
race. The student teacher, if worthy of a

place in the School, will understand that the

preparation there is for leadership, and that

in all likelihood it will be in a farming neigh-

borhood that the future opportunity for leader-

ship will be found. Be that as it may, the

farm training will be only a part of the hand
training given to every graduated teacher,

and the hand training and the head training

will in turn be parts of a well related whole
to have their highest fruition in a well regu-
lated, thrifty and happy home. To give the

equipment for .such teaching the Institution

must maintain such a home and this is practi-

cally impossible in the city.

Difficulties in establishing and maintaining
such a work will doubtless be very great, but
the call has seemed to the Board to be clear

and the eye of faith has not faltered.

When the war was over and the call went
forth for colored teachers to come to the

South the Institute could rejoice that it had
so many to send. Now that a practical sys-

tem of education has been developed and
northern capital has started to flow by mil-

lions to establish the new type of school, an-
other call comes for a different type of teacher.

The demand this time is for a specialist and

to have part in training this specialist is still

to keep the lead in influence with the col-

ored race. Friends may be discouraged at

the little progress of thirty years, but the true

Friend can not long dwell under discourage-

ment. His hope and his faith are fixed in

the "universality of the gift."

To some minds in addition to the objection

treated above it niay seem that the proposed

C^heyney project is a duplicate . of the excel-

lent work at Christiansburg. We think so

well of that effort that were this true it would

not present itself as an objection. We hope
Christiansburg can be manifolded but as a

matter of fact the Normal training contem-

plated in the Institute for Colored Youth at

Cheyney will be of a grade in advance of that

given in the Virginia institution. We shall

expect to have Christiansburg graduates take

our course and in turn shall be most happy to

furnish teachers for Christiansburg. True the

new work of the Institute puts it in the field

to solicit funds and at first thought this will

be a disadvantage to projects already lan-

guishing. The Tuskegee effort however proves

that there is another and more hopeful view

of this matter. A right stimulation only is

needed and funds are bound to flow to right

enterprises. The liberality of the philanthro-

pic erows by use and the reason that more
money is not now given to the eff'orts for the

colored race conducted by Friends is that too

many have not yet learned the great pleasure

of giving. One more live Institution added to

the list of those now active in soliciting

funds should bring a larger return for all. In

any event Christiansburg and Cheyney if both

right will both find support. The past thirty

years of effort for the Negro has not been

thrown away. On the contrary thirty years

have been needed to perfect a satisfactory

system of education. Once this system is put

into active service the harvest will not be far

to seek.

J. H. Bartlett.

Science and Industry.

Starvation Diets.—The hardest fare that

X strong men and a boy of fifteen ever kept
alive on was the daily menu of the Windovei-'s

survivors, who were cast up on the Irish coast

near Kilsegg, a few weeks ago. They lived

for sixteen days on stewed rope yarn, without

a crumb of anything else to help digest it,

except water, and, though it made them ill,

they kept alive on it, and did not waste away
very much.

The Windover was a bark carrying salt be-

tween Spain and the States, with an English

crew, and she was dismasted and abandoned
about one thousand miles out on the Atlantic.

Three of the crew were killed by falling

masts, and two others were washed overboard

;

but the other seven took to the whaleboat
and set out for Britain. Being in too much
of a hurry, they took too little food, but three

large butts of water, besides the tank the

boat already held. The result was they ate

up the provisions in four days, but had water
enough for a month, and, after starving two
davs more, they tried boiling lengths of tarred

hemp rope into a pulp and swallowing it. They
had a keg of paraffine wax, and, though it

made them very ill at first, they eventually

contrived to live on the boiled hemp, the tar,

boiled to a jelly, adding to the nouri,-

of the rope. They landed in corapar:

good health.

j

Two men who went to a small island
(jti,

Irish coast a little while ago, kept them've

j

going for ten days on a diet almost '

^-se

They landed in a boat, which was smasl.
b'

a wave on their trying to relaunch he
ran]

they were left on the bare, rocky island, ijd

has only a slight scalp of coarse turf,
,'itli

out food. Fortunately there is a sprijoi

the island, but nothing in the way of fo 'bj

gulls, which they could not catch, andjtb

ing to make a fire with as a distress ;'aal

There are not even any shellfish, as tfcpji

no beach, and the pair had to subsist f itei

days on cold, raw seaweed washed up l|tb(

tide. For two days they starved, butlftei

that they tackled the seaweed, making 'ire*

meals a day of it until rescued. When :ket

off they were a good deal emaciated, I, k
ill effects resulted. The same thing ha] nee

off the same coast five years ago, whe: 'oui

ficherwomen were imprisoned on an is, bj

loss of their boat. They lived on"kt|ie"

grass for six days.
;

A diet of boots is one of the commoi^toi

last resort foods; and, though it is hard'ira

well-fed person to imagine that anyondfiiild

masticate and digest shoe leather, a jfof

long sea boots will keep a man alive 'jr a

fortnight, if he has a little water. Ctain

Maboly, of the foundered steamer Gwali'mi

his second officer created a record las feat

by living for seventeen days on hoot Ttbei

and a pint of water per day each. :

Of course, no teeth can tear cowhide Sots:

they have to be cut up and shredded ih s

knife, and the shreds chewed and swa>ved

Boiling, even when possible, does no g 5 a!

all, but takes from the boots what rn'isli-

ment they contain. A few ounces of kier,

being so hard to digest, stays the stom;ifoi

fifteen or twenty hours.

The best known and most useful of .ra-

tion diets for wrecked or castaway '

iple,

however, is that of barnacles, and if ai hinj

of the kind happens to you they will pi abh

be your staple food. Barnacles ait ong,

tough, half shellfish, half vegetable ere ires,

that grow on the undersides of vessels, 'ta

Englishmen and a crew of Lascars w hac

been forced to abandon the sailing «S8e

North Sta7- a few months ago, kept tbeielvei

going for over a week on barnacles, ailODJ]

two of the crew died. The worst of tim ii

that they give one internal cramps aiiC;aiist

an insuff'erable thirst; but they do noui )

:

frame. You have to reach under the -^^

side and pull them off, taking care iiott!^

the best half of them sticking to ihe .'

Only a starving person could possibly e; !^

Many a castaway crew however, ha:

them better than nothing.

—

Ansii-a^^.

Another Telephone Triumph. The ti

scientist, Ducretet, has been making sif

teresting experiments in telephoning tt'

wires. He places an ordinary telenhon re-

mitter in direct communication with t_h(f

and at a considerable distance away.i

other side of some buildings with thii;

and cellars, he has a receiver, count

»

one wire to the e<»rth and by another \!i

small metallic sphere let down thrt

opening to the floor of the catacombs a
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When words are spoken into the trans-

they are heard in the receiver with

clearness than in a common telephone,

ming through the earth appears pos-

^sician in talking about physical breath-

the open air, says that persons who

ifined by their work may take the ex-

:or a few minutes every day at an open

He specially advises women to take

breathing; for the development of the

nal muscles. Corsets and other modern

ations have made a condition in which

;)er part of the lungs is taxed at the

> of the lower, and iho abdominal nius-

) brought very little into play. This

fs for the accumulation of fatty tissues.

Ireathing also develops the chest, and

y it will be noticed that air may be re-

longer in the lungs.

I'ATioN AND Longevity.—Dr. .Arlidge,

ish physician, has recently published

Its of years of close study of longevity,

n the Chicago Tribune, and his conclu-

instructive and valuable. Dr. Arlidge

ded that the indolent rich are the short-

1 of all classes, and gives as the cause

eeming anomaly that they worry their

ay. The farmer stands at the head of

of long livers; he generally has to

1, but his work is in the open air,

an altogether healthy environment.

(:;estion with hiin waits upon appetite,

eiats heartily of wholesome food, which

s his frame and makes good red blood.

in order of longevity are the clerical,

il medical professions. The clergyman

ountry leads a life somewhat closely

Ing that of the farmer: he is much
oors, his hours are necessarily regu-

he is precluded by the nature of his

rom dissipated habits of a worldly

he lawyer's lines, so far as health is

d, are not cast in such pleasant places.

is a more strenuous one, srenerally

xcitement, with the brain kept for

the time at high pressure, and the

sn the strain.

three learned professions the phy-

m calculate on the shortest life. A
Iqtious doctor must of necessity be the

abnegating of men; and as a rule, he

2 or no time to think of himself, as

is continually burdened with the re-

ities of his practice. In both town
01 try the medical man is compelled per-

tlive under unnatural conditions; he is

n .11 weathers and at all times: and it

beruly said that a busy physician can
" an hour his own. Then he is con-

osed to infection, and a large part

i le is spent in the depressing and de-

atmosphere of the sick room.

, according to Dr. Arlidge, is one of

healthy of occupations. This fact

proved tmie and again— Gladstone,

onield, Bismarck and Thiers are con-

examples of the truth of this state-

ireat brain workers are notoriously

I, and among literary men, scientists,

s and teachers, the mortality is far

t n among the industrial classes. There-

Arlidge holds that activity of the

mind, if bent in the right direction, has more

to do with the health of the body than mus-
j

cular exertion, but he thinks that a judicious '

combination of both forms of exercise brings

about the ideal condition.

Employers of labor are especially subject

to heart alfections. Nervous complaints come
senond, apoplexy third and consumption fourth.

The commercial traveller is a man who seldom

reaches the allotted term of years. Irregular

habits, too much drinking and smoking, and

poorly cooked food are the factors that tend

to bring his existence to an untimely end.

Policemen are, as a class, very healthy and

live to an advanced aee, due to the fact that

they are chosen for their soundness, and that

their life is largely spent in the open air.

i\heumatism is the affection with which the

policeman is chiefly troubled. The mail carrier

is healthy on account of his outdoor life, but

for the same reason is peculiarly subject to

rheumatism.—Medical Review.

Born of the Spirit.

The first years of our existence are simply

animal; then the life of a young man is not

that of mere instinct, it is a life of passion,

with mighty indignations, strong aversions.

And then passing on throueh life we some-

times see a person in whom these things are

merged; the instincts are there only for the

support of existence; the passions are so

ruled that they have become gentleness and

meekness and love. IJetween these two ex-

tremes there must have been a middle point,

when the life of sense, appetite, and passion,

which had ruled, ceased to rule, and was ruled

over by the life cf the spirit; that moment,

whether it be long or short, whether it be

done suddenly or gradually, whether it come

like the rushing mighty wind or as the slow,

gentle zephyr of the spring—whenever that

moment was, then was the moment of spirit-

ual regeneration. There are cases in which

this never takes place at all; there aregrovyn

men and old men merely children still, still

having the animal appetites, and living in the

base and conscious and vicious indulgences of

those appetites which in the child were harm-

less. These are they who have not yet been

born again. Born of water they may have

been; born of (iod's eternal Spirit they have

not been. Before such men can enter into

the kingdom of their Father that word is as

true to them as to Nicodemus of old, "Mar-

vel not that I say unto you, Ye must be born

again." 0, it is an awful thing to see a spec-

tacle such as that; an awful thing to see the

blossom still upon the tree when the autumn is

passed and the winter is at hand; an awful

thing to see a man, who ought to be clothed

in Christ, still living the life of the flesh and

of passions! The summer is past, the harvest

is ended, and he is not saved.

—

Selection.

Non-Kesistance. — In the moral sphere,

Christ, with his doctrine of forgiveness and

of non-resistance did not mean the discontinu-

ance of fighting. Christ was the greatest

fighter the world has seen. Alone He stood

up against the mob, against the priesthood,

against the empire, against almost everything

there was. and with the might of his spirit

fought for a new kingdom and a new style of

life. The weapon He introduced is only just

beginning to be understood, so slowly does

human history move. Hut as surely as electric

traction will take the place of animal haulage,

so surely will t hrist's way of dealing with

evil and with our enemy supersede the brute

force method of an earlier time. Christ's

method was to oppose to the enemy the force,

not of muscle but of soul. That force could

not have been used before humanity had

reached a certain level, for [Christ crucified]

was not there. But its mystic pulsations are

now being felt over ever-widening aieas and

with ever increasing distinctness, and there

can be no doubt what the result will be.

Those of whom Athenagoras says. "When
struck they do not strike again ; when robbed

they do not go to law ; they give to those

who ask of them, and love their neighbors as

themselves" were men who knew themselves

as conquerors. They were in charge of a

force against which swords and spears were as

naught. And whenever since it has been tried

the results have been equally unmistakable.

In .John Woolman's delightful autobioeraphy,

we read how he went, singlehanded and un-

armed, to preach the gospel to a tribe of In-

dians, actually on the warpath aeainst his

own countrymen, delivered his message, and

returned without a hair of his head being in-

jured.

—

J. Bricrly in London Cliridian Worhl.

"I AM debtor both to the Greeks and to the

barbarians, both to the wise and to the un-

wise." Paul considered himself a debtor to

every man who had need of the Truth he had

to deliver, whoever he was, or wherever he

lived, and he spent his life trying to pay his

debts.

Notts from Others.

A VicTouY OF CnuLST'sPriKiT.—French journals

give the story of a Chinaman who was shot by a

Russian soldier in the streets of a Manchurian vil-

lage. The Chinaman refused, when called upon by

the commanding general, to identify his assailant.

"
I forgive him," the Oriental said, as he lay on a

cot in the military hospital ; "you .shall not punish

him." "
I forgive "—that was his la.st word. He

never recovered consciousness ; an hour later he

was dead. " Even the hardened souls of the Cos-

sack officers were profoundly moved by the specta-

cle of this majestic death. The inquiry was aban-

doned. And never since (says the narrator) have

we heard of Russian violence in Kharlin."

T\'e are informed that the young woman in Xew
York who was moved to translate the above ac-

count from the French, was her.self lately shot so

that she died, but likewise refused to the last to

give the name of her murderer.

The Emperor Menelik, of Abysinnia. has issued

an edict prohibiting the importation of alcoholic

drinks into his empire. French wines and <;erman

beer have, he says, found their way to his court.

He has watched their effects, and has come to the

conclusion that if he does not put a stop to the

drinking that is going on his empire will soon fall

a prey to other nations. The emperor has no ob-

jection to European arts and sciences, but he sets

his face against European poison, and declares that

he will punish importers of alcoholic liquors by

forcing them down their throats until they die. In

the preamble to his edict he says that drunkenness

is pernicious, enfeebles a race and destroys the

body and mind. He desires that his people re-

main strong, healthy, independent, and as a means

to that end prohibits alcoholic drinks in every part

of his i"
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A certain paper puts it in this way:
Stealing $100,000 is called a case of Genius.

Stealing $50,000—Litigation.
Stealing $25,000—Insolvency.
Stealing $10.000—Irregularity.
Stealing $1,000- Corruption.

Stealing $500—Embezzlement.
Stealing $100—Dishonesty.
Stealing $50—Thievery.
Stealing $25—Total Depravity.

And a similar table of numbers of persons killed

by men might be made out, using the largest num-
bers of slain as marking military glory, and so on

down through Patriotism, Bravado, Pluck, etc.,

down to the killing of one, which is Murder.

Said an exchange recently: "If Mary Nixon of

Bryn Mawr, Pa., lives until Christmas morning
she will be one hundred and two years old. She

is a remarkable old woman. Her health at present

is good and the conditions are favorable for a big

celebration by her family when she enters on her

second year of the second century. She is the last

of a family of twenty-one children, nearly all of

whom died at half her age. Mary Ni.xon has a good

memory and can enumerate incidents of her early

youth. She is an interesting talker, and despite

her advanced age is still able to read newspapers,

write letters and do sewing."

" When men hire themselves out to shoot other

men to order, asking nothing about the justice of

the cause, I don't care if they are shot themselves,"

said Herbert Spencer to a well-known military man.
But we as Christians must say that we care. Their

taking into the bargain the danger of being killed

as one of the risks of the business, does not relieve

such deaths from any of their awfulness.

A minister returned from his vacation recently,

and remarked that he had heard many sermons,

but not one in which the atonement figured as the

prominent and basal factor. There is a growing
lament among thoughtful Christians that the sac-

rifice of Christ for sin is largely dropping' out of

modern preaching. Christ is not ignored in many
aspects of his teaching and life, but the cross is

not emphasized as formerly. If this is the case, it

is no wonder the pulpit is declining in spiritual

and saving power. A Redeemer's atoning blood is

the glory of a gospel ministry and will be kept

ever in view by the true and faithful preacher.

—

Ex.

Men and Women is the name of a new Roman
Catholic family magazine published in Cincinnati.

In appearance and contents it somewhat resembles

the Ladies' Home Journal.

Arrangements for the inaugural ball had been

made at the capital of Nebraska, and the com-
mittee called on Governor Mickey to tender an in-

vitation. To the consternation of the business

men and society women of Lincoln, he denied it

flatly. " I am a Methodist, gentlemen," he said,

" and Methodists are opposed to dancing. I am a

trustee of the Wesleyan University, and it would be

as much as my good name is worth even to give

my consent to such a function, much less to attend

it."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States-A dispatch from Washington of the

2d inst. saj's :
" By direction of the President, the At-

tornej'-General will take cognizance of cases in which
negro office-holders are mistreated by the community in

which they live, and proceed against the offenders. The
issue is made in the case of a colored woman atlndianola.

Miss., who has resigned the office of Postmaster because

of threats made against her by the whites. The Presi-

dent has closed the postoffice at Indianola, and has direct-

ed the Attorney-General to take action against the al-

leged offenders. The case was discussed at the Cabinet
meeting, and the President decided that this was the time

to test the question whether a comniunity could force

out an office-holder appointed by the Executive, and also

the question whether the Federal Government was pow-
erless to interfere in the race problem."

Telegraphic communication between San Francisco and
Honolulu was established on the 2nd inst., when a message
was sent to President Roosevelt and a reply returned.

The line has been opened for business at the rate of 50
cents a word for piivate messages.
The review of business operations during the past year

indicates that almost every branch of trade shows an in-

crease over previous years, and in many there has been

a great development which has not been sufficient to

satisfy an ever increasing demand.
The total of gold coin and bullion held by the Treasury

has risen to $655,000,000. The gold in the Treasury is

not idle and useless, says Treasurer Roberts. It keeps
in active circulation as currency the certificates issued

against it, and, moreover, $346,681,016 in United States

notes and $30,000,000 in Treasury notes, or over $160,-

000,000 more than its own value.

A despatch of the Ist inst. from Baltimore says : The
effect of the coal shortage on the 4,000,000 persons of

Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia and West
Virginia is seriously felt. Few towns are supplied with

anthracite, and in many there is a shortage of all kinds

of fuel. In the smaller towns the residents substitute

wood for coal, but in the larger places this has not been

possible. In some entire counties nothing but wood is

used.

The foot and mouth disease is reported now to be under

control in the New England States.

A report on crime, submitted for the information of

Congress by Dr. .Arthur MacDonald, specialist in the

United States Bureau of Education, makes this statement:
" It may he said, with few exceptions, that within the

last thirty or forty years there has been an increase, re-

lative to population, in crime, suicide and insanity. The
youth, as compared with adults, have committed more
crimes as society has developed. Statistics show that the

States which show the greatest education and intelligence,

as the North Atlantic and North Central States, also ex-

ceed in insanity, suicide, nervous diseases, juvenile crim-

inals and almshouse paupers."

The Ohio Fuel Supply Company, of Zanesville, has

drilled in the largest gas well ever struck in Ohio. The
new well is in the Homer field, in Licking county, and has

a daily capacity of 14,000,000 cubic feet.

Professor Willis L. Moore, Chief of the Weather Bureau,

has lately said that it cost $1,250,000 a year to make the

weather forecasts; that the frost warnings of a few days

ago in Florida saved millions of dollars to the people of that

State, and the forewarning of a single cold wave recently

saved shippers $4,000,000.

In the neighborhood of Bangor, Me., black bears have

appeared this winter in such numbers as to have become
pests to the farming population. A few years ago a law

was repealed which offered a bounty of $5 for every bear

killed, since which they have multiplied greatly.

It is said that the Cornell College of Agriculture will

inaugurate a system of experiments with a view to the

domestic cultivation and harvesting of ginseng.

There were 532 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 62 more than the pre-

vious week and 44 more than the corresponding week of

1901. Of the foregoing 283 were males and 249 females;

65 died of consumption of the lungs; 91 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 9 of diphtheria;

19 of cancer; 26 of apoplexy; 10 of typhoid fever ; 1 of

small pox.

Foreign—The State Department at Washington has

been officially advised that the second instalment of the

Chinese indemnity fund, due on the 1st inst., will be paid

on a silver basis. The first instalment of the indemnity,

which was due Seventh Month 1st, was paid on a silver

basis, the nations receiving the money and reserving the

right to reclaim the difference between the silver and

gold basis. Most of the first instalment paid to the

United States, nearly $500,000, was in payment of mis-

sionary claims for damages in the Boxer outbreak. The
State Department adopted the plan of paying 25 percent,

of each large claim. This absorbed nearly all the first

instalment. The State Department has decided not to

protest against the payment of the Chinese indemnity on

a silver basis.

A despatch from Pekin of the 30th ult., says: The
missionaries in the Sian-Fu region have been officially no-

tified to be prepared to leave, if necessary. It is recom-

mended that the women and children be sent to safe ports.

On the 1st inst.. Edward VII of England, was proclaimed

Emperor of India, at Delhi, amid a great display by the

Viceroy Curzon. A message from the King was read in

an assembly estimated to have numbered 70,000 persons.

It is reported from Liverpool that contracts have been
made for 200,000 tons of coal for shipment from English,

Scotch and Welsh ports to Eastern ports of the United

States. The purchase of coal and the engagi

ships are expected to continue for several weeks
steamers have already been chartered.

The Philippine Commission in a report to

recommends among other things that an

made to the Chinese Exclusion act giving poweiC
Government by law to admit a fixed and limited

(

of Chinamen into the Philippine Islands w
to be skilled laborers, on the bond of the emplo i

for every Chinese skilled laborer employed he wiil
a Filipino apprentice, and that he will return thej
skilled laborer thus introduced within five years;
admission to the country, and that he shall pay a'l

of not exceeding $50 for each Chinaman so ada
the Insular Government to meet the expenses ofl

forcement of these restrictions. The Commissit
unlimited admission of Chinese would be unwise.

<'

Of the breadstuffs used in Great Britain

per cent, are imported from this country. 1h4l
States also supply about seventy-five per centf
fresh beef, seventy per cent, of the bacon, and ni J
per cent, of the ham which Great Bri

Earthquake shocks are reported to have been ^i

the 28th ult. at Andijan in Russian Asia and atG ,a

in South America and also in France. On the ]
i

shocks were felt in Costa Rica.

It is stated that whole villages on the Island ' Jlit,.

danao, one of the Philippines, are being depopn id [j]

cholera.
;

A dispatch of the 1st inst. from Winnipeg fays

"Marconi is making tests preparatory to installin iw,

less transcontinental service through Canada. ;i

are experimenting in the Rocky Mountains, whi
'

expected, the diverse electrical curr

atmosphere of the high altitude may interfere '

successful sending of messages. W"
half-way house of the system. It is understood

tion will be located at Stony Mountain, an

twelve miles from here. It will receive Eastern i:':aja

from Mount Royal, at Montreal."

The bubonic plague has appeared in the city o 'ant.

hn, Mex., and it is estimated that 5000 persons 1 jlefl

the city in alarm.

United States Consul Coding, at Newca.stle, A nk
says that Australian crop shortages will ciil for ,;ii»

portation of 200,000 tons of breadstuffs from wh'pro

ducing centres.

The volcano at Santiago, Nicaragua, is reporte io k
active. I

A newspaper published in Porto Rico lately 1.-

its intention of suppressing gambling-housHS in S

in the following words: " We hereby give noti

the notorious gambling-houses in San Juan, tha l.._

they aie closed at once to the public, the .Vfics \, pr»

cure warrants for the arrest of the keepers i tte

gambling-houses and the owners or agents of thi vo6i!

of the houses who knowingly rent their premises : lb

purpose." "We propose to make what effect 'ttn;

have, in obliterating the vice, perpetual." AniiJiaU

effect was produced and the houses were closed.

e 1 1 ;lii

ito tte

Od
I

811-
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RECEIPTS.
Received from James Hobson, agent, Ireland i to

Daniel Alesburv.

NOTICES.

Under concern of a member of the Yearly i

Committee to visit subordinate meetings, a:;J witi

operation of Woodbury Monthly Meeting, .a public

for Divine worship will beheld in Friends' Meetin

at Woodbury, N. J., First-day afternoon, the elei

First Month, at 3.80 o'clock. Members of the

Meeting's Committee, and Friends generally, are

to be present.

Westtown Bo.\eding School. — For c"nver.

persons coming to Westtown School, the sta^e •

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8. IS a. m..

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when r.

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 oents e:

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smeiuey.

Westtown Boarding School. — Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i:

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

W.M. F. WiCKEESH.AM. Frii

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

munications in regard to business should be for»

Edward G. SmedleY. Superintenden

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, FRINTEl
No. 422 Walnut Street

I
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Our Homeless Youth.

[e is a picture entitled "Breaking Home

jwbich has dimmed the eyes of many

2ars, when they have beheld the scene

j,uth about departing from his paternal

jo make his way in the world. Mem-

I

his family are taking perhaps their last

ion brother and son, men are carrying

tink out at the door, the mother's bands

jlin the dear boy's shoulders, her eyes

i|; up earnestly into his as she speaks the

ij; blessing and her aching heart swells

.
j-ayer for his preservation,

h'e are few households in the country

4ave not passed through such a scene,

nat prayers follow the youth to the land

hjcity whither he may go! What bless-

i Je called down in a yearning love upon

3evho, in answer to parental supplication,

J friend him. A mother's and a father's

isi? in eternity upon those who shall take

iice of father or mother to him! The

,4ow little he knows now what he is do-

• low unsuspicious of the pitfalls of a

atlcity, how inexperienced to detect evil

n id seducers who wax worse and worse

ddiivers. The parents dread all this, the

I Jes into the battle of life defenceless

re \! the armor of God within and the un-

jn and above.

Buiis he a Friend's son, and going to Phil-

elplia? "There is some hope in this. Surely

ieii,5 will look after him there. They will

^ ttjthrow protections around him. When

ey i'ar that he is a member, they will be

eth(;n to him, or perhaps as parents or

itcJul guardians concerning his best inter-

ts.j Such hopes as these bring a measure

colfort over the strained hearts of par-

ts,
j
What art thou and am I doing that

their hope may be justified and their boy pre-

served?

Do we sufficiently dare to face the question,

how many sons and daughters claiming mem-

bership in the Society elsewhere are amoni,' us

as strangers and continuing as strangers, till

they are lost to the Society and sometimes to

morality? There are plenty of seekers after

their acquaintance to take very prompt inter-

est in them, to entertain their evenings with

the cards or the pool playing, to show them the

sights of the town, to aid them to the theatre, to

open the hospitalities of the saloon, and of that

society for which drink arouses the passions.

If evening after evening must hang heavy on

a young stranger's hands here in our city, with-

out well-concerned members of his religious

Society to meet him more than half-way, and

provide him with proper acquaintance and with

substitutes for the seducing institutions which

abound, we must expect him, if not a charac-

ter unusually strong, to be drawn into some

of these temptations. The Friend's institute

does what it can to furnish a reading-room

and wholesome place of resort; and in the

winter occasional lectures, with sometimes a

gathering for social acquaintanceship. Its mo-

tive and its work are to be highly commend-

ed, so far as they go in this direction.

But the need of a more settled home-life

under the kind and sympathetic care of quali-

fied members, has been seriously felt and

dwelt upon of late years, in some sessions of

our Yearly Meeting— for the gathering of

the strangers who may come among us from

other meetings, into a boarding home where

they may feel they are associated with their

own people, and are subjects of a righteous

interest in their welfare. We are glad to see

that the subject of a Friend's boarding home

for such is taking practical hold on a consid-

erable number of our members, and we trust

our religious Society in these parts will in-

creasingly awaken to the responsibility of res-

cuing from the enemy many sons and daugh-

ters, who may yet be turned into valuable

standard-bearers of the Truth, through the

preserving ministry of such a life-savine sta-

tion.

i'lsm.

A GREAT moment at which to take any new

step in grace is at the fainting-point, when it

would be so ea.'^y to drop all, and give a.l up;

when if thou dost not, thou art endued with

power.

It is often stated that Friends are alone in

the position that Christ commandiMJ no rites

or ceremonies. But this is far from being

the case. Yet we confess to a feeling of sur-

prise at finding a Baptist minister, Ur. .John-

son, of New York, reading before the recent

Baptist Church Congress a paper of which the

following is reported:
, , .- ,

"Could there be a church without baptism.'

One's answer must depend upon one's views of

the efficacy of baptism. I assume that bap-

tism is an expression of confession merely, an

act of obedience only, and that it is essential

neither to salvation nor to the highest type of

Christian character. To make baptism essen-

tial to church membership is to perpetuate its

cleavage in the body of Christ along the line

of ceremony merely. It would compel us, for

the sake of a ceremonial observance, to disre-

trard the fundamental Biblical principle of the

right and duty of individual freedom of Scrip-

tural interpretation. The policy of receiving

members without baptizing them has been fol-

lowed by many English Baptist churches. Its

adoption here would not mean the discontinu-

ance of baptism nor the disappearance of im-

mersion."
. , ^ . ,

But our surprise was still greater in read-

incr the remarks of The Outlook to find a paper

nf such wide circulation and influence among

the different denominations taking such a

strong ground on this subject, and using ex-

pressions, many of which might have been

written bv a Friend. It is certainly an evi-

dence that on this point as on others, posi-

tions long held by the Friends are being ac-

cepted by others. Why should not w-e be

more ready to spread them? The Outlook, .

(Twelfth Mo. 20th) says: , u „„
"We agree absolutely with Dr. Johnson.

Strictly speaking, neither baptism nor the

I ord's Supper was originally a church ordi-

nance, and certainly baptism was not a prere-

quisite to the first communion The commun-

ion was held by Christ with the eleven before

the Christian Church was organized; the 1 a^s-

nver feast which it supplanted was a family,

not a church, fe.stival; not one of the eleven

who shared in the first communion had e\er

received Christian baptism; and there is no

reason to think that more than /our of these

had ever been baptized by -John the Baptizer.

The Lord's Supper was originally a simple fes-

tal meal, generally held in private houses, and

n memory of the Master; and baptism was a

ceremonial form of confessing Christ borrowed

from an antecedent ceremony which accompa-

nied the act of receiving a proselyte from 1 a-

ganism to .Judaism, by which he signified that

he disowned and washed away his old pagan

beliefs and practices. It thus soon grew to

be the customary door of adm.ssj to the

Church, and later, in Roman Catholic theolo
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gy, a necessary condition of admission to tlie

kingdom of God and therefore to heaven.

Even unbaptized infants, however helpless and

innocent, were supposed to be left in the ves-

tibule of hell because they had not been bap-

tized. Dr. Johnson, if we understand aright

his position, is simply reaffirming the attitude

of the Apostolic Church, the only essential

qualifications for membership in which were

spiritual, not ceremonial. His paper is one

of the many indications of a trend in our time

away from insistence on the accidents and ex-

ternals of religion toward its essential life

and spirit."

Our position that the one saving baptism is

that of the Spirit is good. But we are not to

let this doctrine satisfy us, until we know the

experience which it calls for. To hold it apart

from the experience is to bear testimony

against ourselves. The lack of experience

cannot be set down to ignorance, nor to the

Lord's unwillingness. It must be our own
carelessness or disobedience. — The. Inter-

change.

Selected for " The Friend."

Giles BarnardistoD.

Giles Barnardiston, of Clare, in the county

of Suffolk, England, came of a family of great

account in the world, and had his education,

accordingly, at the university, and his natural

parts were answerable thereto; but when he

received the Truth, he saw not only the emp-

tiness of those things, but of their way of

worship also; and, like Moses, chose rather to

join with the poor, suffering people of God,

called Quakers, than to enjoy the pleasures of

sin for a season. After he was converted, it

pleased (Jod to permit a dispensation of the

gospel unto him, and He laid a necessitv upon
him to preach _the same; which he faithfully

performed to the day of his death, not re-

garding the tenderness of his body so much,
as to fulfill the will of God.

When he was about to enter upon an hard

journey, or otherwise exercised, he would say,

"That is but for a short time, and we shall

have done with this world; and I desire that

I may be faithful to the end, that I may enjoy

that of the hand of the Lord, that I received

the truth for. If it had not been to obtain

peace of conscience whilst I am in this world,

and hopes of everlasting rest with God in the

world to come, I would never have left the

glory and pleasure of this world which I had

a share of with them that are in it. Neither

would I now leave my house and home, where I

have a loving wife, with all that a man fearing

(Jod needs to desire, if it was not to obey the

Lord, and to make known his truth unto others,

that so they may come to be saved. For this

cause do I forsake father and mother, wife and
estate; and whosoever thinks otherwise of me,
with the rest of ray faithful brethren whom
God hath called into his work, to declare his

name and truth among the sons of men, they

are all mistaken of us, and I would they knew
us better."

He continued faithful ip the Lord's work to

the end; and he was blessed in his labor, for

he turned many to righteousness. It pleased

the Lord to visit him with sickness in his re-

turn from London to Chelmsford, and his sick-

ness was short; in which time he gave testi-

mony to the goodness of God, and said that

the Lord was his portion, and that he was

freely given up to die, which was gain to

him; and on the eleventh of the Eleventh

Month, in the year 1680, he departed in peace.

How Cigarettes Impair the Schoolboy's Mind.

Cigarette smoking boys in the public schools

of Kokomo, Ind., are an average of two years

behind the non-smokers of their own age.

This startling conclusion and others almost

as important are the result of a year's careful

investigation by Prof. R. A. Ogg, superinten-

dent of schools and a member of the Board of

Trustees of the Indiana State University.

The investigation was carried on quietly but

thoroughly by each teacher, and Superinten-

dent Ogg summarizes their reports on the

matter as follows:

"The investigation has involved nearly

twelve hundred boys fron. the first grade

through the high school. More than one-third

of these admit that they do smoke or have

smoked at some time. All these have been

included in the list of smokers, and only those

who say they never smoked are counted in the

list of non-users. Surprising uniformity is

found in the effect in all buildings and in all

grades. Those who belong to the class of

smokers average one year older than those of

their grade who have never used tobacco. The

inveterate smokers are two years behind the

non-users. This is true through all the grades.

"It might be expected that the divergence

would increase in the higher grades. That

such is not the case is doubtless due to the

fact that those who smoke fail and drop out

of school at an earlier age and in larger num-

bers than those who do not smoke. If, instead

of including all who have smoked at all in the

list of smokers, we take only those who smoke

habitually, the difference in age in favor of

those who do not smoke is nearly two years.

Here is a terrible loss which may clearly be

charged up to the cigarette habit.

"But there are other losses beside those of

progress in their studies. The teachers' re-

ports show that the conduct of the smokers is

far below the average. Some of the reports

say of smokers: 'Self-control poor, inatten-

tive, not trustworthy; bad memory, careless,

excitable, nervous, bad conduct; lazy, sleepy,

slow to move; very dull, blank look; heavy

eyes, sick frequently; never did any good

work in school; no energy, naturally bright

but no power of concentration; vacant stare,

gloomy, listless.' One boy failed regularly

while smoking. He quit the habit and now
passes successfully. Physical deterioration is

very noticeable, including shrinkage of chest

measurement."
A crusade against the cigarette immediately

fiillowed this alarming report, and as a result

the four hundred cigarette smokers have given

up the weed. Now the effect is just as no-

ticeable the other way.

There is a bit of comfort for us common-
place, humdrum people, to whom God has

only given one or two talents, and who can

never expect to make a figure before men.

We may be little violets below a stone, if we
cannot be flaunting hollyhocks and tiger lilies.

We may have the beauty of goodness in us

after Christ's examcle, and that is better than

to be great.

—

Anon.

Poems by Mechthild Hellfde. PI.

These poems were written in the dilfgt

hour of the middle ages by Mechthi
of

Hellfde, who died in 1277. She is alsoli,tj

as Mechthild of Magdeburg. Her sweilm.

terances were long unknown till in 18', a

the convent library of Einsiedeln a trans'

of her poems into the high German, ma
1344, was discovered. She was one c

faithful witnesses to the grace of God.

H. W. Webse
Westerly, R. I., 1903.

I.

" My Beloved is mine, and I am his ; He feedath

the lilies" (Cant, ii : 16.)

Thou hast shone within this soul of mine,

As the sun on the shrine of gold.

When I rest my heart, Lord, on Thine,

My bliss is manifold.

My soul is the gem on Thy diadem,

And my marriage robe Thou art;

If aught could sever my heart from Thine,

The sorrow beyond all sorrows were mine

Alone and apart.

Could I not find Thy love below.

Then would my soul as pilgrim go

To Thy holy land above
;

There would I love Thee as I were fain

With everlasting love.

Now have I sung my tuneless song.

But I hearken. Lord, for thine;

So shall a music sweet and strong.

Pass into mine.

" I am the Light, and the lamp thou art;

The River, and thou the thirsty land;

To thee thy sighs have drawn my heart,

And ever beneath thee is my Hand,

.And when thou weepest it needs must be

Within mine arms that encompass thee;

Thy heart from mine none can divide.

For one are the Bridegroom and the Bride;

It is sweet, beloved, for me and thee

To wait for the Day that is to be."

0, Lord, with hunger and thirst I wait,

With longing before Thy golden gate,

Till the Day shall dawn
When from Thy lips divine have passed

The sacred words that none may hear.

But the soul that, loosed from earth at last.

Hath laid her ear

To the mouth that speaks in the still sweet

Apart and alone

—

Then shall the secret of love be told.

The mystery known.

M.\DE One.
" He that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit" (

vi: 17).

The mouth of the Lord hath spoken.

Hath spoken a mighty word
;

My sinful heart it hath broken.

Yet sweeter I never heard ;

Thou, thou art, soul, my deep desire

And my love's eternal bliss;

Thou art the rest where leaneth ray breast,

And my mouth's most holy kiss.

Thou art 'the treasure I sought

And found rejoicing over thee:

I dwell in Thee and with Thee am I crownei

And Thou dost dwell in me.

Thou art joined to me, mine own forever,

And nearer Thou canst not be

—

Shall aught on earth or in heaven sever

Myself from Thee?

Goodness has ever been a stronger p:!'

than valor. It is the surest policy alwajio

have peace with God.—Bishop,Hall.
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ening Counsel, Thanksgiving and Exhor-

,tion of Friends—With Biographical

Notes.

(Continued from page iii:>.l

;ew weeks afterwards, there was an af-

ijn meeting at my uncle's, at which a

!;er named William Hanimans was present,

highly prejudiced against him when he

up, but I was soon humbled; for he

bed the Gospel with such power that 1

'bliged to confess it was the truth. But.

h he was the instrument of assisting me

I

many doubts, my mind was not wholly

I
from them. The morning before this

;ig I had been disputing with my uncle

i baptism, which was the subject han-

'y this minister, who removed all my scru-

i:?yond objection, and yet I seemed loath

(!eve that the sermon I had heard pro-

II from Divine revelation. I accused my
jnd uncle of having spoken of me to the

1; but thev cleared themselves by telling

lat they had not seen him since my coni-

;itii he came into the meeting. 1 then

', him as the messenger of God to me,

ying aside my prejudices, opened my
'jto receive the truth—the beauty of

; was shown to me, with the glory of

({who continued faithful to it.

—

Eliza-

\Mridge (1713-1755.)

ias by a singularly varied and tribulated

•J that Elizabeth Ashbkidge, of Middle-

i|n Cheshire, reached that point in her

riiage journey which enabled her to pen

pjiteful record above given. Brought up

V way of the Church of England, and

yjaught to sing and dance, she was nev-

lis often affected, even to tears, as she

ifit upon the different religious societies

ir her, desiring that she might be di-

eito the one it would be best for her to

el'ith. Marrying very early, without the

iijil consent, five months later she be-

eli widow. Alienated from her father,

sight a home with a relative in Dublin,

rhd, of religiously restrained life; then,

1 'lother connexion in the west of Ireland,

ri she had all the liberty she wished,

clling to go to an uncle in Pennsylvania,

i^entured herself to a plausible, but un-

iCiled gentlewoman, for her passage. Still,

lading of Providence seems to have been

),|'or the knowledge of the (iaelic lan-

gijihe had gained enabled her to expose to

cjitain a murderous plot among the Irish

sellers. Arriving in New York she en-

id'jito a contract of servitude attended by

1 peat hardships, and though her master

inlad card-playing guests of the clergy at

hdse, "his example," she said, "made me
;

I

his religion." Then came the temp-
ori;o become an actress with a strolling

d ' players, but this being put aside, she

3n|l to the marriage proposal of a stroll-

sdool teacher, who fell in love with her

llr dancing. How the Lord at last

net her to ilimself in the midst of many
np3 of abode from Massachusetts to Del-

irtj how she patiently endured the incon-

iFfh and even brutal treatment of her hus-

d;iow she was strengthened to cast in her

will Friends, and to persevere in attending
ir heetings, notwithstanding the opposi-

i all threatenings of her unnatural com-

panion, and how the latter w'as at last brought

to cease his persecutions ere death stayed his

hand,— all these make up a pathetic narrative

beside which a "Sorrows of Werther," or

other sentimental production of a mind unsub-

jected to the cross of Christ, seems of but

trifling worth in comparison. It remains to

be said that Elizabeth at the age of thirty-

three years, was married at Burlington, a

union not to be repented of, to .Aaron Ash-

bridee, and later having her mind drawn to

visit the meeting of Friends in Ireland, she

was acceptably engaged nearly two years in

that country, but, falling sick, "departed this

life in a quiet frame," her body being laid in

the burying-groundsof Friends, at Ballybrum-

My father frequently read the Bible to us,

as well as other religious books, particularly

on First-day. One evening when collected for

that purpose, I read to the family William

Leddra's epistle, written the day before he

was executed. It had a very powerful effect

on me, tendering my heart in an unusual de-

gree, and bringing me to trembling; under

hich 1 was favored with an extraordinary

visitation of heavenly love, jiroducing a sense

of my sinful, impure condition, and fervent

desires after holiness—that 1 might become

changed, and hereafter live a life of acceot-

ance with my Heavenly Father. 1 had never

had the same view of myself, nor felt the same

willingness and desire to dedicate myself to

Him as at that time. The savor of it contin-

ued many days. The light of Christ shone

clearly into my heart, showing me that many

of my habits were contrary to the Divine pu-

rity and must be abandoned— that many of

my words were light and unsavory, and a

guard must be placed at the door of my lips.

Love flowed in my heart towards my gra-

cious, Almighty Parent pre-eminently, and then

towards all men as brethren and creatures of

the same all-powerful hand. I desired above

all things to be with Jesus, and to know Him

to continue with me, and at that time it

seemed as if He did condescend to manifest

himself in a clear manner, so that his counte-

nance was lovely, and 1 walked under his

guidance and protection with great delight.

It was the baptism unto repentance, the day

of my espousals—the beginning of a new life;

and while favored with these heavenly feel-

ings, I thought nothing would be too hard to

part with in obedience to the will of my Sa-

viour.— William Evans (1787-1867).

Born in Philadelphia of godly parents, and

surrounded by many relatives and friends who

had been carefully "brought up in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord," William Evans

was yet conscious, in the search for true

peace, of the same need of a surrender of self,

of subjection to the cross and a coming under

the purifying process of Him who sitteth as a

Refiner of silver, as was the troubled and

tossed Elizabeth Ashbridge, whose home en-

vironment was so different, as were also her

early and rough experiences with the world.

The compendious Journal of William Evans,

reaching to 700 printed pages, is no prolix

narrative. The man of business will find

therein a savory recital upon engagement in

mercantile pursuits, with its Divine limita-

tions as to the character of business embarked

in, the lime accorded it, and the outreach for

riches. Appearing for the first time in the

ministry at the age of thirty yei'.rs, when ac-

companying his mother on a religious visit to

New I'^ngland, he was often himself engaged

in similar visits during the succeeding tifty

years, frequently to the nearby tiuarlerly

Meetings, but also to many olher.s, from New
England to Iowa, and from Canada to Caro-

lina. Many thoughtful observations upon the

right training of children at home and in

schools, upon war, trading, the keeping of

slaves, the ministry, etc., will be found

throughout the pages of this instructive Jour-

nal. * * *

The sweet influences of the Morning Star,

like a flood, distilling into my innocent habi-

tation, have so filled me with the joy of the

Lord in the beauty of holiness, that my spirit

as if it did not inhabit a tabernacle of clay,

but is wholly swallowed up in the bosom of

eternity, from whence it had its being. * *

As the flowing of the ocean doth fill every

creek and branch thereof, and then retiies

again towards its own being and fulness —
and leaves a savour behind it ; so doth the

fe and virtue of God flow into every one of

your hearts, whom He hath made partakers of

his Divine nature. And when it w^ithdraws but

a little, it leaves a sweet savour behind it, so

that many can say they are made clean through

the word that He hath spoken to them: in which

innocent condition you may see what you are

in the presence of (lod, and what you are

without Him. Therefore, my dear hearts, let

the enjoyment of life alone be your hope,

your joy and consolation; and let the man of

God flee those things that would lead the mind

out of the cross, for then the savour of life will

be buried.— William Leddra ( -lG(iO).

In an open jail, in an extreniely cold win-

ter, chained to a log, the "enjoyment of life
"

of which the soon to be martyred William

Leduka wrote the day before his execution

on Boston Common, assuredly had reference to

that life with Christ which never dies This

beautiful ep'sMe opens with the salutation,

"To the Society of the Little Flock of Christ,

lirace and Peace be multiplied." An inhab-

itant of the Island of Barbadoes, William

Leddra had become convinced of the Truth

as held by the Society of Friends, and came

thence (1658) under an apprehension of duty

to the town of Newbury in Massachusetts.

With his companion, William Brend, he w^as

carried to Salem, sent to the House of Cor-

rection upon a false accusation of denying

Christ and the Holy Scriptures, then removed

to Boston, and for five days kept without food,

and finally whipped with a three-corded lash.

Banished from Boston, he nevertheless felt it

his duty very soon to return thither, notwith-

standing imprisonment, with severe suffering

from the cold and lack of food, and cruel

chaining to a log, awaited him. Not the lips

of a deluded one or of a malefacior could

phrase the parting words to a friend as he

was led to the place of execution— "All that

will be Christ's disciples must take up his

cross;" nor as the halter was iguominiously

put about his neck, calmly say, "1 commend

my righteous cause unto thee, God! and at

the last, as he was turned off, cry out, "Lord

Jesus, receive ray spirit!" J. W. L.

(To be continued. )
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Science and Industry.

Under the patronage of women a diet kitchen

is to be established in Washington whose pa-

trons are expected to be mainly physicians,

who will send in prescriptions for food to be

supplied in the same way that prescriptions

for medicine are sent to pharmacists. It is

now realized that proper food is as necessary

as medicine.

BoKAx AND Experiments on Young Men.
—The following is from an editorial in the

I\ew York Evening Post : "Apparently it has

not occurred to Dr. Wiley that experiments on

such healthy, robust young men will not be ot

much service. jSiobody claims that borax is a

violent and immediate poison like arsenic or

strychnine. It is merely believed or suspected

that it interferes with digestion, and thus in

the long run impairs the health of those whose

stomacns are not vigorous. Young men in the

student age usually do not know they have

stomachs: they are apt to boast they could eat

broiled brickbats on toast. Borax is not likely

to atfect them visibly: but children and adult

dyspeptics — most American adults are dys-

peptics—must be injured by a chemical which

arrests fermentation, disguises the badness of

tainted meat and fish, and retards digestion.

More persons are kept awake at night by re-

tarded digestion than by any other cause, and

insomnia does as much to impair vitality and

make one feel wretched as insufficient nutri-

tion."

The last sentence is of importance to mil-

lions of people who gormandize late at night

or eat a second meal too soon after the first,

or a third meal too soon after the second,

and then wonder why they do not have a good
night's sleep.

The Reindeer's Run to the Sea.—"Grand-
father," said James Henry the other night, as

the two sat belore the open wood fire and

watched the red flames wallow up the chim-

ney mouth, " what about those reindeer you
promised to tell nie of?"

" When did I promise that?" asked the old

man.
" Why, the day we saw the wild fowl going

by over the marshes, like a great arrow in the

sky. Don't you remember?"
"Oh, yes. I remember now," his grand

father answered. "The straight flight of the

birds made me think of the great run of the

reindeer for a taste of the salt sea. I never

saw the reindeer make this run, but I have

heard others tell about it. I wish that I had

been up in the frozen countries where the rein-

deer, the only sort of deer that man can tame
and harness, live, but I never have been, and
I am too old now ever to get there. You
know, I suppose, that the reindeer live in the

cold countries to the far north of us, es-

pecially in Lapland, in northern Europe?"
"Yes," saidJames Henry: "we learned that

at school."
" Well," said his grandfather, settling back

comfortably as a log sank down into the fire

as if easing its position, sending a shower of

sparks up the chimney, "some day you will

know what it means to live a life none too

full of variety, excitement, adventure, and

to long for something you cannot have; to

greatly desire in summer a whiff of cold

northern air; to ache for the freedom of the

woods and the cool plunge in a mountain

stream while you have to slave all day in a

hot office in the city. And then you will

think of what I am going to tell you about the

reindeer.

"For once in the life of the reindeer, so

they say, he must taste of the salt water; he

longs for a drink of it, and has to get that

drink or he dies. The Laplanders travel in

large numbers together, and with them they

have hundreds of reindeer, tame and docile.

But one morning one of the youngsters of the

herd is seen to prick up his nostrils and scent

the breeze. It may be- that the village is a

hundred miles from the sea at the time; but

he seems to sniff the salt, and it makes him

restless. His restlessness the next day has

spread through the herd, and the Laplanders

begin to pack up their cooking utensils and

bedding, for they know what is going to hap-

pen.

"The herd gets more and more restless,

more and more unwilling to be harnessed, till

one morning they all start in a body toward

the distant ocean, moving slowly and cropping

the moss as they go. The Laplanders follow

them, having to carry their goods on their

own backs, and themselves drag the sledges,

ksoon the herd breaks into a trot and forgets

to crop the moss. Tnen the reindeer breaks

from a trot to a gallop, and from a gallop to

a breakneck race, the thunder of their hoofs

reaches the camp for a few minutes, and

then they are gone to drink from the polar sea.

"The Laps who are following find the trail

broad at first, but on the second day it has

narrowed down, there are stains of blood to be

seen, and soon the bodies of the weaker deer

appear on the plain, trodden down by their

stronger companions in the now deadly race

for salt. The narrow trail is like an arrow,

straight for the sea, for the sharp, salt draught

ahead.

"How do the reindeer know the way to the

sea? No man can say. They have an in-

stinct that guides them, like the birds. Per-

haps they smell it afar off. At any rate,

when the Laps come up to the beach, they find

their animals grazing quietly by the shore,

quite tame and docile again, having had their

one long drink. Once more they can be har-

nessed into the sledges. But during the time

when the call of the salt water comes to them

no po'ver on earth can stand between them and

their desire."

"But do they do this every year?" asked

James Henry.

"No," said his grandfather; " every year

the Laps journey with them to the sea, where

at that season there is better grazing and

plenty of salt. Rut once in the life of every

reindeer a sudden desire comes on him for a

drink of salt water with unconquerable force,

and then he must go to the water, wherever he

is. H' he happens to be by the sea, there is

no trouble, no stampede. But I suppose this

ereat desire does not come w^hen the ocean

is near. As you grow older you will find that

men, too, do not desire certain things half so

much when they have them at hand as when
they are far from them."

"That is true," said the boy, half to him-

self. "I've wanted lots of things, air guns

and that sort, ever so much, till I got them.

and then they didn't seem half so nice,
i u^,

grandfather smiled, and poked the fe.~.

A'fii' York Tribune.
]
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The Caribou. — The great reason \^
present neglect of rice raising in the iii;.

pines is lack of caribou to carry oh th

this most useful animal having been dec
:

first by the hand of man who slau; .-

them in great numbers during the it

-

tion, as a war measure, the creatures r

ing at the hands of both our soldiers ,„

as the enemy. After the destruction Wir

came the ravages of pestilence, the . nr.

dying in great numbers from a disease all"

the rinderpest, which swept off aver;;,

proportion of the caribou of the Visa n

lands.

The caribou is a great ungainly

about the size of tne ox, but I think

strong or possessed of the enduranct

;

oxen in the United States. He is of a
:

color, with very large horns, is genera
i

sessed of the proverbial patience of thi v

the States in submitting to the yoke, it ^.

times he is filled with a sort of furj.vb-

he breaks loose from all restraint ar wa
the utmost speed makes for the nearest ater,

where he submerges himself till the pasya

passes away. The native driver is rel!i

not to drive him too hard or too long -koi

water, as too long abstinence from ball

is liable to cause the death of the anil oi

drive him to fury. The caribou, ungaiiaiK

slow as he is, is probably the most use aji

mal in the Islands. He is pre-eminen tl(

beast of burden, and the only one w tin

exception of an occasional cow or bull chw

to a keelis or cart. The native horse iteve

used to draw loads, his only occupatioi ;eiii|

to transport passengers. The aristratii

Filipino horse draws the men and wo no

the land; the humble caribou bears iboT'

den. In every pueblo may be seen tl tw

wheeled cart to which is attached tt m
mal, the driver riding in the cart or thi

back of the caribou, as may best acco: will

his pleasure.

In the sugar fields the plow is dnnb)

him, and in the rice paddy he may 1 seei

knee deep in mud and water bearing th irp

of the onerous burden of the rice culreo:

the Archipelago. He may truthfully aai(

to be the foundation of the past Indus Ssoi

the Philippine Islands, and when a utol

arms is adopted, this faithful animal lunk

figure conspicously in the design, whateril

may be, and thus it should be even ongl

American enterprise and capital intdow

labor-saving inventions that cause the -M

to be a thing of the past, for during th'liw

centuries of Spanish domination the '*'

bore the burden of the Philippines.

This animal is well suited to theFiiift

The Caribou is slow; so is the Filipino Ih

caribou is regardless of the value of ti;;*

is the Filipino. The caribou believes in kio)

life easy and enjoying the present reg tiles

of the future; so does the Filipino. W ttln

buffalo was to the American Indian, tlcafj

bou is to the Filipino. They are suited ead

other. It is difficult to hurry the cari I'J

is very diflicult to hustle the Filipino '»

caribou is characteristic of the counti ^
going, patient and extremely slow, unl <

*
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d|) a paroxysm of fury, and not easily ex- bread and wine. His people were to reniem
d in which latter respect he affords a ber Him on whom their thoughts were to be
tl example to the American resident of

;
constantly concentrated, or to commune with

inds, whose first lesson to learn is that

lence, the great lesson of the Orient, to

I'hich is necessary to health and peace

ijd.— H'. F. iXorris, in the Presbyterian.

Ceremonies.

\j:at an inveterate tendency there is in

hjiian heart to trust in outward forms,

et of seeking the inward grace! And
r^this is the case, what a hindrance, ra-
' iian help, have these forms proved to

giwth, nay, to the very existence of that

itlil life which constitutes the real and
jjree of Christian experience."

l(s a calamity deeply to be deplored that

fjould thus put the form in the place of

pver, but they have always been doing

i

is only another species of that idolo-

ivlch has prevailed from the foundation

HJvorld."

Wjen forms are exalted and idolized and
t^ in . . . they become 'Nehustan,' as

el of brass, or a piece of bread, or a

) water. As the apostle said of circum-
nlwhen the Jew had put it in the place of
Wusness, 'Neither is that circumcision

m outward in the flesh . . . Circum-
n\i that of the heart, in the tspirit, and
LJhe letter; whose praise is not of men,
aliod' (Rom. ii: 28-29.) We feel per-

Bfthat if Paul were here and could see
dlidly consequences which have arisen

je idolatrous regard given to what are
dlhe Sacraments of the Supper, and of
i^i, he would say precisely the same with
'.(' to them; for even if Jesus Christ in-

i(|them to be permanent institutions,

1^ which there are very strong argu-
sjas put forth by many most devoted and
lilint Christians ever since the days of
ijistles, amongst whom are the Friends
kjs) of our own time, we feel sure Paul
l|ay baptism is nothing, and the cere-

J'

the Lord's Supper is nothing."
^nstians often say to me when I put this

lifore them, 'Oh, but you have no au-
tito remit the Supper, because the Lord
(V were to take it in remembrance of Him
e;ome!' I answer that He left the tak-
f|t at all perfectly discretional; and as
;:| continuance, that entirely depends
Ij'h coming He alluded to. Friends,
liny others of the most spiritual and
ylaught Christians of all times, have be-
nat He then referred, as in so many
laces which are generally misunder-
ohis coming at the end of the Jewish
tion. Any way, our L,ord, who had
fore said to the woman of Samaria,
hour Cometh, and now is, when the

\jrshippers shall worship the Father in

|id in truth' (John iv: 23), any^^here
rywhere, could not have intended to
at God could be more acceptably or

y worshipped through any particular
ceremony. . . . Neither"is it credit-
i spiritually enlightened mind that He
i, 'If a man love me he will keep my
ind my Father will love him, and we

mm in any special sense above that in which
they were to commune with Him always and
everywhere. The water which Jesus gives
and to which alone He attaches any import-
ance, is that which is in us, "a well of water
springing up into everlasting life'- (John iv:
14); and the vine which He values and pro-
mises to drink with us in his Father's king
dom is that wine of the kingdom which k
righteousness, and peace and joy in the Holy
Chost."

"Friends, do you partake of these sacra-
ments? U not, rivers of earthly water, vine-
yards of wine, will avail you nothing; they
will be as 'Nehustan' " (a piece of brass).

"If we were to have any binding forms in
the new and spiritual kingdom, in which all
forms were to find fulfilment, it seems to me
that there is a great deal more ground for in-
sisting on washing of one another's feet than
for either of those already referred to; and in
this we can see a great practical lesson on the
human side which our Lord actually laid
down. How comes it, I wonder, that many
of those who regard the former with sancti-
monious reverence can utterly, and without
scruple, set aside the latter? 1 fear that hu-
man pride and priestly assumption must be
held largely responsible."

"Further, nothing is more evident to all

who have any acquaintance with the history
of Christianity, than that the undue value set
upon these ceremonies has been one of the
greatest hindrances to the extension of Chris-
tianity. Again and again have its valiant
warriors turned aside from the battle with the
great forces of evil to quarrel amongst them-
selves concerning these externals."
"When I was in Ireland, some of the old-

est and most experienced Christians who took
part in the great revival some twenty-five
years ago told me that a great proportion of
the results of that wonderful work of God
were lost in consequence of a controversy
about water baptism. Do you wonder that
we of the Salvation Army shrink from the pos-
sibility of such a sacrifice of the greater to
the less, especially when we are backed up by
the great apostle to the Gentiles thanking God
that he baptized none of his early converts,
and for the very same reason, namely, because
they were making the ceremony a cause of
controversy."

"Oh, the thousands of souls who are resting
their hopes of salvation on the fact that they
have been baptized, not only such as believe
in the palpable delusion of baptismal regener-
ation, but amongst ordinary church and chapel
going people. ... I do not think there are
many thieves, or harlots, or drunkards, or
openly immoral people who claim baptismal re-

generation. It is only genteel sinners who
can bring themselves to believe such a palpa-
ble sham, and yet if baptism possesses any ef-

ficacy, it should.be as effective in the one
class as in the other."

—

Catherine Booth.

The world must not see us staggering un-
der our crosses. It must see that we are in

le unto him, and make our abode with the "fellowship of his sufferings," and that
^bn xiv: 23) could have intended to we are supported in that fellowship by a su-
nat through the earthly medium of

|
pernatural power.—McoZZ.

Mary, the Selfish Scholar.
^Marv, a schoolgirl, is now at home again.

She was away for a long time—at preparatory
school— at college. She went through a full
course. Kven when at home attending high
school Mary might almost as well have been
away. Her studies were so numerous, her
lessons so long, her teachers so exacting, her
standards so high, her ambitions so strong,
everything was absorbed in school life. It
was school, school, school—all the time.
When she went away to the seminary to pre-
pare for the colleiie one of her sisters said:
"Mary is not much more away now than she
has always been." School life, even though
the student be at home, is often such engross-
ing work that young people lose home influ-
ence while yet at home. And this is an un-
fortunate thing.

There is an education which every girl
needs—and every boy, too—which no school
can give and which is more important than
the education that the school does give. It is

an education in things of life -everyday life
—things practical and "common"— pertaining
to habits and manners and ways of speaking
and of answering when spoken to and of help-
ing and smoothing things down and brighten-
ing things up; an education for parlor life and
dining-room life and bedroom life and kitchen
life; an education in burden-bearing and er-
rand-going; an education in tones of voice and
in managing the facial nerves and in govern-
ing the temper. Well, there are many things
Mary ought to have learned before going to
school and practised at home while going to
school. It would have given her a belter
start and made her great parchment diploma
worth so much more.

Mary is now at home—she and her diploma.
If all the things which the diploma .says in

Latin about Mary, are true in English, she is

a remarkable girl. And she is. She knows a
great deal of history. The outlines of it are
in her mind and the filling up. She knows the
men and women who made the history of the
world and can tell you when and where and
how they lived and what they did. She has
fine powers of analysis in the study of charac-
ter. Her biographical studies and acquire-
ments alone would make her a rare compan-
ion and an exceedingly rare teacher. She has
insight into motive. When Mary talks about
Caesar and Cromwell and Lincoln she does not
nger among the most obvious phenomena of

their lives—where they were born and when,
who educated them and how, what they be-
came and what they did and when they
died.

She penetrates into the hereditary forces and
the influence of the age and the pressure of
immediate circumstances: the balance of per-
sonal powers, the ruling motive in each case
and influential motives which might have been
sufficient to produce other and widely differ-

ent results, but for that all-dominating mo-
tive which made each man what he was rather
than that possible other. It is positively de-

lightful to hear .Vlary talk on such topics. She
seems wise beyond her years. And the inves-

tigation of ordinary people of her acquain-
tance, by the tests which she applies to the

extraordinary people of history, is sometimes
as comical as it is wonderful. College did a
deal for Mary.
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Mary's tastes are delicate and accurate.

In literature she has studied the best stand-

ards, until her own thought puts on the fine,

flexible and elegant expression of her models.

h?he detects infelicities with an artist's insight.

Thought, in her case, stands no "beggar at

the door of speech." She has the gift of

language. She has so long read and loved

what the masters have spoken and written,

that she herself has gained mastery over

tongue and pen. In the fine arts Mary is well

trained. She is gifted rather than trained,

although her education has developed the

gifts. Nor is it at all affectation with Mary.

She is all that she professes. In painting and

sculpture she has the critical and cultivated

eye. She has read much, seen much, prac-

tised much, talked and written much, and her

judgment along these lines is consulted and

respected by her seniors. She is a versatile

girl. She could give lectures on literature,

art and music. She could teach almost any-

thing anywhere. Money has been spent upon

her. She had the faculties to begin with and

she has improved them faithfully. She shines

in society. Men admire her. Some women
envy her. When the glow of achievement is

on Mary's face in the parlor, or while the

brilliant discussion is going on, Mary's mother

is proud of her. She looks into the girl's fine

illuminated face and says to herself, "Mary is

a wonderful girl!"

Mother thinks another thought. She thinks

it but does not speak it. She does not, how-

ever, wholly succeed in suppressing the sigh

that grows out of the thought. Why should

Mary's mother sigh at thought of Mary? Sure

enough, why? Because she knows Mary. She

sees both sides of her—the society side and

the home side—the matter-of-fact every-day

side. She sees through the fine show into the

Secret soul. She knows what she dare not

tell. She does not want to ^ell. She wishes

that what she knows were unreal, so that she

could not know it. In fact, for we might as

well out with it, 'Mary is an incarnation of re-

fined selfishness. Mary is polished marble.

She is selfish—a selfish scholar, a selfish

talker. She is a product of the one-side edu-

cation which looks only at the intellect and

neglects the heart and conscience. She has

no sympathy with the children at home. They

jumped for joy when they knew she was com-

ing home from school. She froze their joy

wichin twenty-four hours by her want of in-

terest in their simple pleasures and by her

sharp rebuke of their "noise." She is "proud"

of her father when he is dressed for society

and thinks her mother "looks very well" wnen

ready for church—but that is all. Father

might come home with aching head, with an-

xiety over some business matter, but she must

practice her new sonata whether it is agreea-

ble to iching heads or not. Mother is some-

times very tired—very tired, caring for chil-

dren, carrying on kitchen work, superintend-

ing the sewing woman, preserving fruits, and

a pair of hands could relieve her so much.

But Mary has Crawford's or James' new novel

and doesn't want to be disturbed and wishes

the "children would be quiet," and thinks

—

and says
—"what a nuisance babies are any-

how!" For folks at home, Maryhas no smiles,

no sympathy, no help. For society she has

time and suavity, song and talk, inexhaustible

resources and unwearying patience. No won-

der mother sighed.

Alas for those who, having a right to love,

receive indifference; who, reaching out to

find a heart, grasp—a stone; who, having

le sacrifices all their lives through love,

expect some slight return, and for return reap

scorn! Alas for the mother whose sons and

daughters are insensible to her devotion and

to the service and self-abnegation by which

they enjoy the brightest and best things that

come into their lives! If there be one thing

in this world more cruel than another, it is

the ingratitude of a child on whom love has

been lavished without stint and who has turned

all advantage into self-gratification. .

Mary needs more schooling. She should take

a Dost-graduate course. The sooner she regis-

ters and begins the better. She needs to

learn what a mean thing selfishness is, and to

look upon it with loathing. She needs to see

that culture of the intellect and of the "tastes"

is a very small part of education, and that

without tenderness and the spirit of self-sac-

rifice and of helpfulness, it is not only use-

less, but it is a curse to those who have it.

She needs a course in kitchen work and nur-

sery sympathy and sitting-room manners. She

needs to know how to spell the words "grati-

tude," and "honesty," and "patience;" and

how to pronounce the words, "father," "mo-
ther," "brother," and "sister," so that there

shall be heart in the sound; and to read the

words of the Lord Jesus, "Take up thy cross

and follow me;" and how to sing (with the

Spirit and the understanding also).

Thy nature, gracious Lord, impart;

Come quickly from above;

Write thy new name upon my heart,

Thy new, best name of Love."

What pictures she could then paint! What
a light would then shine in her face! And
mother looking on could say, and without a

sigh, "Mary is a wonderful girl."

—

From Stu-

dies in Young Folks, bjj John H. Vincetit.

A little boy declared that he loved his mother

"with all his strength." He was asked to ex-

plain what he meant by "with all his strength."

He said: "Well, I'll tell you. You see, we

live on the fourth floor of this tenement, and

there's no elevator, and t^e coal is kept down

in the basement. Mother is dreadfully busy

all the time, and she isn't very strong; so I

see to it that the coal hod is never empty. I

lug the coal up four flights of stairs, all by

myself. And it is a pretty big hod. It takes

all my strength to get it up there. Now,

isn't that loving my mother with all my
strength?"

Suffering searches us as fire does

We think we are fully for God until we are

exposed to the cleansing fire of pain; then we
discover as Job did, how much dross there is

in us, and how little real f)atience, resigna-

tion and faith. Nothing so detaches us from

the things of this world, the life of sense, the

birdlime of earthly affections. There is pro-

bably no other way by which the power of the

self-like can be arrested, that the life of Je-

sus may be manifested in our mortal flesh.

—

F. B. Meyer.

Integrity is a great and commendable virtue.

The Priesthood of Believers,
i

Aaron as high priest, and his on,,

priests, under the law, were washed, Inojji

with holy oil, and clothed in garjms

beauty. None but those of the fc'lyj

house of Aaron were eligible to act Iprjj

in the holy temple, a temple made witban

Under this higher and spiritual disiigaj

of God's only begotten Son under iich

now live, Christ Jesus is of God madunto

a High Priest after the order of Mel^seiii

to continue forever. And all, who are

t

are anointed as He was, with the Ho!l_

that they may serve in God's temple, iteiii|

not made with hands, but built up b jofl

living stones' those who are the wor
)

of his holy hands. These as priests jrefi

washed in the laver of regeneration

with the Holy Spirit, clothed in gar>nts

righteousness, freely given forth :^ni :(

wardrobe of ('hrist.

God, an invisible, omniscient, and iri

sent Spirit, needing nothing of our aj ,

possessing all created things, by his tin ji

Glared "the hour cometh and noic is, tatl

true worshippers shall worship the Ilheri

spirit and in truth; for the Father Beta

such to worship Him. God is a spit, an

they that worship Him must worshi{ jUm i

spirit and in truth" (John iv: 23-24! Tbi

commanded our High Priest. Theyirek

sons who are led and guided by hiispiri

These are of the family of Christ hi tl

household of God, as Jesus said, "WsoeTi

shall do the will of my Father, whi! is:

heaven, the same is my brother, ands erai

mother" (Matt, xii: 50). He leads em-

the paths of righteousness, for his ime

upon them. They are like trees "pitedi

the house of the Lord, they shall flc'ish:

the courts of our God" (Ps. xcii: 13. Tbe

fruits, those of the Spirit, are rightasnei

a righteousness not their own, their jmenl

are those of holiness, decked with t orii

ments of his grace, wherein He do »s at

beautifies his people, that they maijloril

his Father and their Father.

His temple is his people, whose hers ai

sanctified; the sacrifices they offer arspiri'

ual; their altar is a contrite and umll

heart, one that in holy fear tremblel atb

word. The holy fire is such as com
,

do*

from heaven, even the Holy Spirit; tl aloi

gives unction and ascendeth thither wl ice 1

came.

The conversation of these who are reem

from earth (their carnal mind), is in ?arei

as becometh their high and holv ciiDSj

Christ Jesus, as his saints. These se3 n«

in the beauty of holiness. His nai is!

their forehead, and God is pleased tacM]

them, and to extend his mercy and :'orti

wards them for the sake of his dear ^i.

A befitting order and solemnity "'M(

his house. God sitteth between thirber^

bim, his judgment and his mercy seat.

:

teth upon the thmne of his glory,

righteously. Christ as the Son and H '

the house, ordereth all things, acco dsJ

the Divine will, directing and putti' w
each and every one who is truly gat m
spirit, appointing to and calling upon =ti«i

to exercise their several service, d s ^

and power as a canopy is over all, w
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Igs of his love and mercy at times ex-

others present, so that as the apostle

,i they are constrained "to worship God,

lort that God is in you of a truth" (1

i':
25).

(should it be, and thus will it be, in all

^ watchful, true and faithful to the

Its of Divine grace, the grace or gift

jto us through our Lord Jesus Christ.

I
his Son have sent the t>pirit of pro-

lead his people into ail truth, to teach

iie Divine will, to order them in all

jirvices, to empower them to forsake

its of sin whose end is death, and to

Jhe way of holiness which leads to God.

» in Christ speaks to us by his grace,

jjlid to Israel of old by his prophet,

Fi'n unto me ye that know righteous-

tij people in whose heart is my law;

<not the reproach of men, neither be

r,d of their revilings:" again, "a law

joceed from me, and I will make my
lit to rest for a light to the people"

:jand4.)

pw speaks to us by the Spirit of his

fj)m God has appointed as the Mediator

^himself and man; and whether it be

•lint or sinner, the word spoken will

jpe one of love and mercy, as we give

n ear, a yielding of uur soul in faith

sHim, as we hearken to his reproofs

all away from folly. It matters little

M are when first He meets us in the

llmighty He is able by the renewings

race to transform us, and make us

^svould have us to be. Saul the per-

iijound mercy, Peter declared himself to

^ful man," King David on various oc-

spevously sinned; on repentance, God
r| forgave him all, putting away his

'or this very purpose Christ died,

Ij might redeem us from all iniquity,

ufy unto himself a peculiar people

sjf good works."

sthen as willingly yielding our hearts

(jerations of his Spirit, from being de-

irl unholy, He, by his Spirit, cleanses

u'and makes us holy, that as priests

ti^ and made holy, we may tread his

iholiness, that we may offer "spirit-

ic;t3ees" acceptable to God. through
jisus our High Priest. And as we

whip God in spirit offering sacrifices

lij, prayer or thanksgiving, the savor
stjis sealed to our souls, as Paul de-

, \i "eating of the sacrifices are made
;e of the altar" (1 Cor. x: 18), that is,

3 leased to bestow upon such of the
;snd blessings which by his will accrue
ejrs, the church of Christ, whom Christ
tnjugh his sufferings, death and medi-

purchassd to himself. Thus is ful-

word to Abraham, "In thee and in

hall all the nations of the earth be

sjn is this: G"d hath made his only
Son, anointed with the fulness of
rit, an almighty, all-sufficient High

^
things pertaining to God. Christ

l<)e hath called sinners from among
ev] and Gentiles, "washed them from
liijin his own blood, and made them
aj priests unto God his Father, to
b^^lory and dominion for ever. Amen."

i W. W. B.

I

I

The Echo Principle.—The story of the
boy and the echo is an old one. He learned
to know the echo once upon a time, and, sud-
denly provoked, he called it hard names. The
hard names came back to him from the hard
face of the cliff'. He became angrier and
more abusive, but abusive word and angry
tone were thrown back at him. Then the boy
ran to his mother and cried in anger and de-

feat. But she was a wise woman, who told

him to go back to the echo and to speak kind-

ly to it. The boy did as he was told. Sud-
denly the tone of the echo changed. Loving
words came back to him from the cliff which
had scorned him before. He ran in glee to

his mother and told her he had found a friend.

There is a deep principle involved in this

simple story. The world does give us back
what we give it. If we scorn life, life will

scorn us in return. If we abuse law instead

of obeying it, law will break us instead of

saving us. If we give the world love, we
shall find that the very atmosphere of the

world is loving. If we cast our kindness

broadly, we shall receive rich returns in kind-

ness. There is no use in weeping angrily

when we seem to hear the harsher notes of

life. It is most likely that these are the ech-

oes of a censurious spirit within our own
hearts. The only cure is to give the world

kindness and love. Then the echo principle

obtains, and love and kindness are thrown back
to us richly.

—

Zion's Herald.

A WRITER tells how a little child once
preached a sermon to him.

"Is your father at home?" I asked a small

child at our village doctor's doorstep.

"No," she said, "he's away."

"Where do you think I could find him?"
"Well," he said, with a considering air,

"you've got to look for some place where
people are sick or hurt, or something like

that. I don't know where he is, but he's

helping somewhere."

Notes from Others.

There can be but little doubt from the reports

that come from the Vatican ttiat Pope Leo is fail-

ing in health and the weight of years is begin-

ning to hamper seriously the wonderful energy

which has marked the closing years of his pontifi-

cate.

The Leader believes that instead of taking com-

mercialism into the Church the Church must take

Christianity into business— not make the Church
more secular, but secular life more sacred.

A large building, one-story high, and capable of

accommodating eleven hundred persons is to be

erected in Philadelphia for the purpose of preach-

ing the Gospel to the Italians and instructing them
in our language and the industries.

The Christian Endeavor World says we Protest-

ants give our congregations too little part in

the vocal e.xercises of the house of God. We have

made one idol of the sermon and another idol of

the choir.

Dr. Kikuchi, the present minister of education

in .Japan has recommended the Bible as one of the

best books for students of English to read.

The Independenl has an editorial entitled "The
Christmas .Sword " in which is the following: "Men
care little, too little, for theologies nowadays, but
such theologies are taught to Christian people as
ought to rouse to battle every child who would not
see his Pather's character maligned."

The " Freed from Home " movement at Manila,
under the lead of " Bishop '" Aglipay, seems to be
getting serious. The breach between old and new
grows wider and tends to riot. The Roman Catho-
lics are considering the prosecution of the leaders
under the Sedition Act.

It is estimated that the number of Bibles issued

last year from all the printing presses was over
7,;WU,000 copies. Bible studying is increasing.

In a recent university address N. D. Willis said:
" The greatest weakness of this nation is the lack
of the religious instruction of the young."

The Advance believes that the Church ought not
to be behind the places of amusement in seeking to

hold the best locations in the down town districts

of our great cities.

Eugene R. Shippen, pastor of the First Parish
Church, Dorchester, recently .sent to one hundred
and eighty-five of the male members of his parish

a list of twelve questions with the request for an-
swers. One hundred and forty-five men promptly
responded. In answer to the(iuestion why so small

a number of men attended church the majority
answered "Indifference." In answer to the ques-

tion what are the most desirable topics for the

pulpit sixty-two answered "Christ," forty-nine
" The Bible," fifty-three " Religious History," forty-

eight "Science," fifty-four "Sociology," twenty-
one "Theology."

There is to be started a Fraternity of Prayer,

chiefly for men. It will consist of a pocket prayer
service for church extension, under the theory that

men may be induced to use printed prayers during
leisure of travel, and other times, when they will

forget to pray extempore!

What do thesa people think that prayer is ?

Episcopalians will push the matter of change
of name, under the claim that the present name,
"Protestant Episcopal," is a misnomer and a hind-

rance to Christian unity. The name favored is

" The American Catholic Church " and diocesan

conventions thus far acting, in response to a com-
mittee request, have generally taken stand in favor

of a change.

Was there ever a time when the well-placed

woman cared so much to improve the world as

now, did so much to assume its misery, spent such

time, and energy, and money in the effort to make
it more intelligent, or more kindly, or more pure in

conduct? In numbers which are to the numbers of

the audacious or the ill-conducted as the numbers
of London to the numbers of Bristol, they devote

themselves with a sort of passion to good works,

preach, teach, distribute, nurse, and comfort all

who are in need of their ministrations. There are

literally dozens of Elizabeth Frys, hundreds of

Florence Nightingales, thou.sands of Anna L. Bar-

baulds, all unpaid, all glowing with enthusiasm,

and most of them actually working at their self-

appointed tasks as if they were earning their liv-

ings. There is not a slum they do not reach, not

a form of misery they do not face, not a kind of

appeal to which they turn deaf ears.— Spectatar.

This is the interpretation which some are placing

on the passage: "The Lord gave the word, and the

number of women that published it was very great."

—Ed.

The group of school buildinss at Tokyo, Japan, Improvement in New Gcinea.—There are evi-

maintained by the Missionary Association in which dences that a change is setting in over New

many of our members in Philadelphia are interested, Guinea. Conscience is at work among the people.

has been destroyed by fire. when they have been committing outrages
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they are conscious that they have been doing

wrong, and they slink back from their cannibal

encounters in twos and threes, 'and try to avoid

the missionary, and they omit the war-song and the

war-dance, aiid the public distribution of the can-

nibal food, which were formerly customary among

them. It is a terrible thing that the cannibal

raids should happen at all, and yet they are not

carried out as in the old days. The people are, in

fact, emerging from their barbarism, though now

and then there is an outbreak of their old habits

of savagery. . . . All down the coast a change

is taking place. The children are being brought

into the schools; the sick are being healed; old

and young are being taught, and the First-day of

the week is being observed as the Christian's day

of rest. A portion of the Bible is being printed

in the native language. Two New Guinea Chris-

tians are already expert compositors, and they are

devoting their services to the setting up of parts

of the Scriptures, and not only so, but industrial

arts of various descriptions are being taught to

the people. Some are being made boat-builders,

and some are being trained as carpenters. White

men said that there was one thing which the New
Guinea natives could not be taught to do, and that

was to work; but Christian missionaries have

proved that Christian natives, inspired by Chris-

tian motives and living in the Christian settle-

ments, can work steadily at the most laborious

tasks, under the hottest of suns, and in the most

moist temperatures, and can achieve tasks which

white men would find too onerous.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— Senator Hoar in introducing a bill

into Congress to regulate "trusts" on the 6th instant, dis-

cussed the perils to the community of the control of vast

wealth by a few individuals. "Is there anything to

render it unlikely," he asked. " that, if one of these vast

fortunes has grown from a hundred thousand to a hun-

dred million, or a thousand million in thirty years, that,

in the hands of the next possessor, in another thirty or

fifty years, the hundred million may become a hundred

thousand million, or the thousand million a thousand

thousand million? Is there anything to stop the accumu-

lation of these snowballs? Can not the same power and

business ability and capital that can cflntrol all the pe-

troleum in the country by and by control all the coal?

Can it not control the railroad and the ocean carrying

trade? Can it not buy up and hold in one man's grasp

the agricultural and grazing lands of new and great

States and the coal mines and silver mines and copper

mines?"
But, great as were the possibilities of the accumula-

tion of great wealth by individuals, he did not find in

such accumulations the same peril that is found in

corporate control of such wealth. This was true, he

said, because the natural man dies and his estate is

distributed under the law, while the corporation lives

forever.

The President has appointed Dr. Crum, a colored man,

as Collector of the Port of Charleston. This action, to-

gether with his action at Indianola, Miss., in vacating the

post-ofiice there on account of the ill-treatment of the

post-mistress, a colored woman, has awakened a strong

feeling of race prejudice in parts of the Southern States.

Two bills have been introduced into Congress to regu-

late "trusts" which have been drawn up by Attorney

General Knox, and are measures which the Administration

proposes. In a letter on this subject the Attorney

General says: "The end desired by the overwhelming ma-

jority of the people of all sections of the country is that

combinations of capital should be regulated and not de-

stroyed, and that measures should be taken to correct

the tendency toward monopolization of the industrial

business of the country. I assume a thing to be avoided,

even by suggestion, is legislation regulating the business

interests of the country beyond such as will accomplish

the end."

Andrew Carnegie has offered $1,500,000 to the city of

Philadelphia for the election of 30 branch free libraries

here. The offer has been accepted by the Board of Li-

brary Trustees, subject to the approval of City Councils.

In this city the Anthracite Commission has resumed its

sessions, and a long catalogue of assaults on non-union

men and those dependent upon them has been stated.

The cases were not confined to the stoning, beating,

stabbing and shooting of men who wished to work in

spite of strike and boycott, but, according to many wit-

nesses, the lives of women and children were often wil-

fully endangered.

A recent despatch from Chicago says: 200,000 persons

in Chicago are suffering from ailments directly due to

cold and exposure resulting from the coal famine. A

special Grand Jury has convened in Chicago to inquire

into the high prices demanded for coal by the local

dealers, and the leading dealers have been summoned to

testify before the jury.

The Pennsylvania Rail Road Co. proposes to increase

its capital stock by an addition of 200 to $250,000,000.

When the increase is made the total authorized capi-

tal will be from $450,000,000 to $500,000,tJ00, and it is

also proposed to authorize the issue of an equal amount

in bonds in addition, if there should be need for them.

The Reading Railway, including all its railroad tribu-

taries and dependencies and its coal properties, has passed

into the hands jointly of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

and the Vanderbilts. Control of the Reading is lodged,

for the Pennsylvania, with the Baltimore and Ohio; for

the Vanderbilts, with tha Lake Shore Railroad Co.

By this purchase the Pennsylvania and the Vander-

bilts have acquired control of two of the leading anthra-

cite roads, the Reading and the Jersey Central, and of

one-third of the anthracite coal output. Large bitumin-

ous fields are included in the transaction, and now, as

the Pennsylvania already had possession of the leading

soft coal roads, control of both the hard and soft coal

business of the country lies in the same hands.

A Catholic priest of Midland, Maryland, has made pub-

lic a letter addressed to certain Societies denouncing

dancing and asking them to aid him in eradicating "the

principal evil antagonizing the work of a parish priest in

this region:" he adds, "I became fully convinced that it

brought ruin to an enormous number of young people."

He expresses great admiration for the Methodists for

"their noble stand against any kind of dancing."

An earnest plea has been made by President Roosevelt

and Secretary of War Root that Congress appropriate at

once three million dollars to relieve distress in the Phil-

ippines. ....
A dispatch of the 8th says, the determination has been

reached after careful deliberation by the President and

his advisers to accede to the claim made by Great Brit-

ain and Germany for the "open door" in the Philippines.

This claim was recently made by these governments in

order to remove the export duties in Philippine ports on

certain cargoes of hemp.

A bequest for masses and for the education ot Koman

Catholic priests has been declared by the State supreme

court of Minnesota to be a trust not authorized by law.

In South Bend, Indiana, people are burning beans for

fuel, and at $1.50 per bushel are satisfied that they are

getting the worth of their money.

Henry Phipps, formerly of Pittsburg, has given one

million dollars for the establishment of a hospital to treat

tuberculosis in this city.

The institute is to be modeled somewhat after the Pas-

teur Institute of Paris, but will be devoted exclusively to

the study and treatment of consumption. It will consist

of an administration building containing a Finsen light

institute, a hydro therapeutic institute, with baths of

every description, including electric, and every device

known to science for the study and treatment of tuber-

culosis. It is to be under the charge of Dr. L. K. Flick

who is considered one of the foremost authorities re-

specting this disease.

There were 552 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 20 more than the pre-

vious week and 81 more than the corresponding week of

IWl. Of the foregoing 279 were males and 273 females;

53 died of consumption of the lungs; 110 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 10 of diphtheria;

24 of cancer; 25 of apoplexy; 14 of typhoid fever and 4

of scarlet fever.

Foreign.— All the foreign ministers at Pekin except

United States Minister Conger, have signed a joint note

informing the Chinese government that a failure to ful-

fill its obligations in refusing to pay the war indemnity

on a gold basis, as provided for by the peace protocol,

would entail grave consequences. At the present time

the cost of the indemnity in gold would be about fourteen

per cent, greater than when it was first agreed upon.

Under the operation of a new law regulating liquor

selling in England any one found drunk in any public

place may be arrested, prosecuted and punished, and if

he is convicted of drunkenness three times within twelve

months, he is classed as an "habitual drunkard." This

involves imprisonment for a month, a being placed on the

black list and photographed, and a copy sent to the publi-

cans of the surrounding district who are liable to a

heavy fine if they serve him with drink during the next

three years. Habitual drunkenness is also made a ground

for legal separation between husbands and wives.

15^
am'

A dispatch from Washington of the 8th says.
-e,.

pears to be reasonable prospect that the Vs u,

trouble can be settled without invoking the macl ^
The Hague Tribunal. Minister Bowen has been .

,;,,

named by President Castro as his commissions jj

the few points relative to conditions precedent .s.

tied amicably it is the expectation that the Bri ,.

German governments will name their ambass

Washington as commissioners in their own behal •

fer with Minister Bowen, and that the commissi
meet with instructions to endeavor to adjust the

j

elan dispute at Washington. Minister Bowen
Venezuela for Washington.

The amount of coal ordered in Europe for shii m
the United States is said to reach five hundred i »
tons. Of the fifty four steamers now under

,ri

thirty-four are bound for Boston, six for New 1 ,r

for Philadelphia and the remaining nine for Pr Ik

and Portland.

A dispatch of the 8th states that an earthqna 'b

had been felt at Tapachula, Mexico, which was ;i

duration and did but little damage to property, j

7th another violent earthquake occurred at Ai n

Russian Turkestan. On the 11th a severe eai u,

shock was felt at Jamilleptec, Mexico.

A dispatch from Berlin of the 8lh says: Six lo:

people sat down to-night to the most remarkable ')p,

that ever has been given in Berlin. The dishes c ist^j

entirely of horse meat, and were served in variou m-
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to iniLi

issued the invitations to the dinner, which was g nd'

the purpose of demonstrating the nourishing and .Ijij.

ble qualities of horse meat, thereby causing ii im
consumption of meat and a ready market for oh'.ireB.-.

Petroleum in enormous quantities, it isrepor^bt'

been discovered in the isthmus of Tehuantepec in tint'

NOTICES.
;

A RELIGIOUS meeting has been appointed byi'ilKn

of the Yearly Meeting's Committee to be held in ^
Meeting-hnuse, Media, on First-day, the 18th fin

Month, 1903, at 3 P. M., to which Friends genei>»

others are invited^ i

Westtown Boarding School. — For cooveo !»«

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage vioM

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., : 2.6

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when rested

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cenU ei|W«j

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West <m
Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet. >X

Westtown Boarding School. — Application ti

admission of pupils to the school, and letters it igai

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Prii aL

Payments on account of board and tuition, a: coin

munications in regard to business should he forw; jdt

Edward G. Smedley. Superintetidem

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester ,Pi

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St, Jlla

Open on weekdays from 11.30 A, M to 2p. M„ a froi

3 P, M. to 6 P. M. Also on evenings in which Fri'S'li

stitute Lyceum Meetings are held from 7 P.M. to

7

The following books have been added to the Li!

Gary, E. L.—William Morris.

Earle. A. M.—Sundials and Roses of Yesterd:

Hale, E. E.—Memories of a Hundred Years.

HlLUS, N.D. Quest of Happiness.

Kennan, George. -Tragedy of Pelee.

Long, W. J.—School of the Woods.

McCarthy, Justin— Reign of Queen Anne (2v

RiCHMAN. I. B.—Rhode Island, its making and i aw

ing, 1636-1683,

Riis. Jacob A.— Battle with the Slum.

Van Tyne, C. H.— Loyalists in the American m
tion.

M

t

Died, on the eighteenth of Twelfth Month, 2,1

her residence in Philadelphia, Mauy E. T.Loed.oii

Benjamin J, Lord, in the eighty-fourth year of -V

A member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends, w*

delphia, for the Northern District.

, at her residence. 1527 Poplar Street, Pi-.

«

Eleventh Month 15th, 1902, Hannah W, South. •)»«

E. W. South, M. D. (formerly of Plainfield, N. J-,""

seventy-second year of her age; a member of the W
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the "«*' "

trict.
" Blessed are the dead who die in the I '

saith the spirit, they rest from their labors s^
works do follow them."

'"

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRi:

No. 422 Walnut Street n
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iWord in Season—How Good It is 1

£)we to our readers a share in the en-

a;ment which we have received in the

vig extract from a letter from a sub-

K in Massachusetts, personally unknown

Kjditor, and not a member of our relig-

iciety.

aesiro to speak of the helpfulness of

1 lEND which comes weekly to us. It is

ji rare number that does not give a

g: or open up a truth and give new light

kiruths, for all truth is old yet ever new

!. While you cull choice bits from other

cj that are in line with The Friend, yet

fill the most pleasure and profit from

;
[

particularly of the Friends and opens

hjinner life of God within. As we pass

1 me we grow more and more conscious

)«:rue place of worship and as we gather

^i silence within we find there Him for

Tiiwe long, and we adore and worship,

ifjso patient with us that at length w^e

3'o have patience with ourselves, and

i stillness and quiet silence that we may
oil the work for which He predestinated

iljii. viii: 29), that is, conformity to his

ad the change from glory to glory of

sjikeness as we gaze upon the Christ— as

Or. iii: 18, But the looking upon must

'i "open face."

'elo still praise our God for the revela-

qjesus Christ his Son in us.

Adrift in tlie World.

iK'ollowing advice, unexcectedly met with

/lend in his reading, is forwarded to us

:ciporting with the concern laid before

riders last week, under the title "Our

less Youth:"

—

a:5olicitude has at this time been awak-
l rour young men employed as travellers

lUlness. The exposure of these to the

pt|tions to which they are often unavoida-

bly subjected, has tended to draw aside some
from that simplicity, that purity of heart and
thought, that strict morality which our Chris-

tian principles require. We would submit to

the serious consideration of iheir parents and

employers the extreme danger of sending

forth into such service, any young person

whose religious principles are not fixed, nor

their habits formed; and w'e would encourage

Friends in different places where those in this

line of employment may travel to continue and

extend that kind and hospitable notice, which

has been already manifested. The situation

of some of our young Friends in other occu-

pations, may deprive them of the advantage

of virtuous and instructive associates; these

also we hope will not be overlooked by those

to whom they are known.

—

From the London
Annual Epistle, 1816.

Ostentation is Barbaric, Simplicity is Christian.

Sometimes when a kingdom of this world

wishes to inaugurate itself in the minds of a

people deemed barbaric, it would cater to the

barbaric love of display and outward splendor

by the most lavisn exhibition of sumpiuoub

expense in gold, silver and precious gems,

and of all that can bewilder and dazzle the

people's eyes and intoxicate their ears with a

sense of imperial magnificence.

The recent Durbar in India, by which Eng-

land during a whole week sought to impress

a sense of its majesty on the peoples of that

realm, was on a scale perhaps unparalleled

for gorgeous grandeur, except in the imagina-

tion of one of her own poets when he wrote

of "the prince of this world" who, as Christ

declared, "hath nothing in xMe:"

" High on a throne of royal state, which far

Outshone the wealth of Ormus or of Ind,

Or where the gorgeous East with richest hand

Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold,

Satan exalted sat."

That such display complimented India as

being barbaric, is confessed by the much

simpler course pursued in celebrating the coro-

nation in England— all too ostentatiou.s, in-

deed, for Christ, but chaste in proportion to

the average advance of the English in a Chris-

tian refinement.

Yet bow far removed from Christian char-

acter, in either case, all this pride of pomp

and pageantry seems in the light of the meek

and lowly Jesus, Him of whose Church a

State assumes to be a joint Head and ex-

ponent; Him into whose City the kings of the

earth must bring their glory and honor, and

who when entering the earthly Jerusalem,

made good the words, "Tell ye the daughter

of Zion, behold thy King comelh unto thee,

meek, and sitting upon an ass, and a colt the

foal of an ass."

Likewise there are churches barbaric, and

churches Christian. The one kind seeks to

impress men's senses by carnal show, the other

their souls by spiritual Tower.

Ministry in Proportion to Dedication.

—Another serious loss in the ranks of our

public ministry is tenderly felt in the decease

of a beloved Friend, Sarah W. Roberts, of

Malvern, Pa. When even one of our minis-

ters drops out, we now begin to say, how few

there are left! Some would allege that this is

because those who yield to a call for vocal

service, are not sufficiently encouraged,— are

not recognized except very tardily. We be-

lieve there is a disposition prevailing to recog-

nize speedily every true gift, and that there

is a desire to recognize it on every occasion of

its utterance. But the recording of a true

public representative of our religious Society

in the ministry, means other considerations in

addition to that of a simple gift in spiritual

utterance; and the gift that feeds on the ex-

pressed recognition of brethren, is on the

verge of extinction. We believe it will be

found that the recognition will be in propor-

tion to the dedication -a whole-hearted dedi-

cation that keeps its eye single to the Divine

encouragement and openings. What did our

beloved Friend gain by her dedication? Much,

every way. What are our members gaining

by a lack of dedication! Certainly not an up-

risins: ministry. What are they gaining by

dallying with worldliness? Certainly, the dry-

ing up of the spring of the ministry among

us, and the itching of ears for a spurious min-

istry, even if it have to be of the hirable

brand. —Given a revived dedication on the

part of our younger members, and there can

be no doubt that it will be answered by the

pouring out of that Spirit upon sons and

daughters, in which they shall prophesy.

It is imperative that a surgeon's hand be

clean. Augustine says, "the hand that minds

to remove dirt ought itself to study cleanli-

ness. A minister to others must himself be

consecrated. "The snuffers of the sanctuary

were to be of.pure gold."—H. M.
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John Collins.

The death of John Collins brings to a close

a long life of usefulness and integrity. He
was the son of Thomas Collins and the grand-

son of Isaac Collins, who was appointed prin-

ter by King George III. for the Province of

New Jersey in the year 1770. John Collins

was born on the Fifteenth of the Third Month,

1S14 in New York City, on the site of the

publishing house of Harper and Brothers. In

the year 1818 the family moved to Burlington,

New Jersey, where, with his five brothers, he

grew up with all the advantages that the best

schools and private tutors could afford; at the

same time not neglecting the athletic sports

of the day, in which he particularly excelled,

and which he took much pleasure in after

years in recalling for the benefit of a much
younger generation. In 1833 he entered Ha-
verford College, and in the following year

Daniel B. Smith urged the managers to form
a department for the purpose of preparing pu-

pils for the college course, and John Collins

and William Gumraere were appointed teach-

ers. He left Haverford at the expiration of

another year, and devoted himself to teaching

and to lithography; one of the most important
works which, at that time, he was engaged in,

was the drawing on stone of the illustrations

for the valuable work of Dr. Samuel G. Mor-
ton, "Crania Americana." In the year 1839
he married the daughter of Joshua and Eliz-

abeth Baily. The first few years of their

married life were spent partly in Philadelphia

and partly in New York City, where for a

short time he took charge of the Monthly
Meeting school in that place. In 1845 they
removed to Burlington, New Jersey, where
they passed many years enjoying the valued
society, and almost daily intercourse, with
such eminent friends as Stephen Grellet, who
had married Rebecca Collins, Richard Mott,
Harrison Alderson, Susan Smith, Eliza P. Gur-
ney, the Allinsons and many others, whose
sterling worth and refining influence were
much appreciated by John and Anna B. Col-

lins and the little family which was gradually
growing up around ihem in the old mansion at

the corner of Broad and Y'ork streets. Dur-
ing these years he was occupied as a teacher
in Burlington College, Samuel R. Gummere's
school, his own school, private classes in

drawing and writing, also sketching and paint-
ing, generally in water colors. His indomita-
ble energy and industry were part of the
nature of John Collins; quick to learn, and to

absorb knowledge, he was constantly adding
to his fund of learning; he was familiar with
Latin, Greek and Hebrew languages, and able
to converse quite fluently in both French and
Spanish. To his interest in the last men-
tioned tongue may be ascribed much of his

pleasure in a visit which he paid to Cuba in

the year 1859, a trip which not only afforded
him much gratification, but this was shared
on his return by hundreds of the children of
various public schools in both Burlington and
Philadelphia, to whom the sight of the large
water color drawings of Cuba and the talk
upon them, will long be remembered.

The stirring times of the Civil war soon fol-

lowed, and although no active part was ever
taken by him, yet the stern realities of the
times were wrought into daily prominence by

the trains bearing the troops, passing, and

often stopping in front of the house. Many a

basket of fruit, pitcher of cold water or a

baking of bread or publication of reading mat-

ter was carried out by John Collins and his

wife to the tired soldiers.

In the year 1869 John and Anna B. Collins

attended the North Carolina Yearly Meeting

and became very much interested in the

Friends in that section; so much so that in

1870 they believed it their religious duty to

connect themselves with the newly established

"William Foster Home" in East Tennessee.

In the summer of that year they left Burling-

ton, as it afterwards proved, never to return

to the old home; as they remained in the

South until the year 1879, and then they re-

moved to Philadelphia.

The activity and interest in everything per-

taining to the advancement of knowledge and

the betterment of his fellow men had firm hold

on the mind of John Collins, and after their

removal to Philadelphia he was engaged in

many benevolent organizations; he was a mem-
ber of the Prison Society, the Pennsylvania

Peace Society, the Temperance Society, and

other kindred bodies, and was a frequent vis-

itor to Children's Homes and Public Schools.

His interest in all that surrounded him, his

desire to render others happy, and to be al-

ways busy was characteristic of his life, for

he thoroughly believed in the brotherhood of

man and did what he could to advance the

cause of education. At the age of seventy-

six he wrote, "It has been my aim while in-

structing thousands of children in scholastic

knowledge, not to lose sight of teaching sound

principles of honesty and integrity, so essen-

tially needed in after life."

To his ability as an artist he added the gift of

poetry, and a number of his poems have been

published from time to time; the theme being

mostly based on either religion or nature. As
age drew on apace one of the dominant qualities

of this man—that of activity— lost but little

of its power, although somewhat enfeebled by

illness. Surrounded by members of his family

that gave him loving service it was hard for

him to realize that his physical powers were
not equal to the strain laid upon them by the

strenuous active mind; and it was a constant

effort and a sorrow, for them continually to

present to him the necessity of checking his

natural bent.

V'indictiveness and hate were unknown
words in the vocabulary of this good man ; he

loved to think nothing but good of his fellow

men, and he sought earnestly to forget injur-

ies. Practically the teachings of the Peace
Society, whose cause he sow-armly advocated,

were carried out in his own life. In his lat-

ter years he repeatedly expressed the wish

that he might depart peacefully, and be num-
bered among those who had preceded him that

he so frequently spoke of during his earthly

pilgrimage. His desire in this respect was
most mercifully granted, for on the afternoon

of Twelfth Month 17th, 1902, he passed away
so gently that the exact moment when the

spirit left its earthly tabernacle could hardly

be discerned.

Many times has he expressed his gratitude

to his Heavenly Father who had led him
through the devious ways of life, and he loved

to speak of this firm belief in Christ as his

only hope of glory,

he writes:

In one of his latei

"He leadeth me in paths of his own choosin

He knoweth surely what is best for me.

Then will I follow on for fear of losing

My Heavenly Guide through all eternity."

Southern Schools and

Hannah H. Stratton, of Winonah, Ohi '«

a minute for religious service amoi

colored people of some of the Southern

accompanied by Lydia K. Lightfoot, oiiiio

burg, and by her son, Dillwyn Strattcj."'

recently accomplished the service. Tlj;

lowing details of encouraging progress i

some of the people of African

been furnished by D. S.

"The impressions of Tuskegee gainei

the descriptive narrative in The Frien|

winter, were an advantage in makinn
selves at home in so complicated and

system of education as is required for b(l

manual and mind training of nearly foj

hundred pupils.

"To see this large family twice;

one room, giving close attention tothj

pel labor of one of our ministers, to fd

reverent prayerful attitude of the carei

towards the spiritual welfare of their
| lii.^

and to have their assurance that the a'

outward signs of devotion are accompar ir

some knowledge of our Saviour's inwai ari

spiritual manifestation, was cause to hot t

some seed must fall upon good ground.

"Representatives of the colored race h-

we met in several of their schools in Ti le

see, Georgia and Alabama, assured usoiu

knowledge of the part Friends have tak

behalf of their people, in slavery time ir

since; welcoming our present visit as ;on-

tinuance of favors bestowed.

"The Institute at Tuskegee is the larg;of

its kind in the world. Our three days'tay

was all too short to master more than a: nt

line of what they offer in the way of n'al,

intellectual, and industrial training to eir

students. It is quite educational to riew

so many industries, each under the car fa

competent foreman or instructor, who 1 dly

gave a history of the work they had in ad.

.4s we stood beside their printing press, liie

it was clicking off the Tuskeffee Studei m
were reminded of the correlation of ;eir

many departments. The subject matt of

the paper gave evidence of the academic in-

ing under the care of an alert and tailed

member of their race, Roscoe ConklingEee,

a graduate of Harvard College. The le-

setting, press-work, folding and mailing !re

manual training in that line. The littl fn-

gine that gave the power was an active it-

ness of many branches of student labor Ii

the mechanical drawing room we saw on

paper, in the wood-workers' room wer its

patterns made, in the foundry the casigs

took their form, in the machine shops wtaw

the lathes, planers and drills, that ma it

ready for the service assigned it. The ini-

ture in the room testified of the cabinet ik-'

er's training. The shoes on the boys' ;«•

much resembled those we had just seen, Ifv

finished, in the hands of the young men i
^'

shoe factory. The clothes they wore tf

made in the large tailoring department, v re

we saw a score of cuts for trouser legs ^

i
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ni operation. The cost of boy's regula

liforin is $10.50, and tiie girl's, inciud

ti, less than one-half that sura. Plain

in, dress-making, laundrying, and gen-

(Iraestic training are taught the girls on

xfnded scale. But we need not go from

pice in the Slater-Armstrong memoria

e'building for more evidence of the mu-

(ipendence of these departments; in its

id measurement the rectangle is two

iijl and eighty-three feet by three hun-

id fifteen, with an open court in the

L)}the fifty or more large structures now
blgrounds, all but four were built by the

, s they mastered each one for himself a

e.ind at the same time helped to pay his

d| In the school of architecture we saw
Jijwings of some of the buildings worked

>t'l by the apprentices. At the brick-

were reminded of the failure of three

iJDS and of Booker T. Washington's

; his watch for means to make a trial

ourth, which to their great satisfac-

3:ceeded: but he did not realize money

I
in time to redeem his time-piece. The

I lachinery was there, capable of turn-

»ij twenty thousand bricks a day. Two
) jx-wagons, with four yoke of cattle to

,
lere capable of cairying five tons at a

Ijne dusky boy drove the eight patient

;s|round many angles and turns, to one

e iree buildings under process of erec-

I'here were young men busy, not only

n|raortar and carrying hods, but laying

the line, using levels, plumbs and
At another house the plasterers, car-

plumbers, tinners and electricians

tjjh doing their part, in finishing a mod-
hjise. The lumber for the carpenters

01 at the »aw-mill, where the boys are

bllo file the large saw, fifty-two inches

initer, to scale the logs, and grade the

eior to act as engineer for the forty-

i fwer engine, that furnishes the power.

3ai-iages on the grounds form another
m in which new industries are repre-

id! The blacksmith, the wheel-wright

tl carriage trimmer, each may be se-

i ;rom the Industrial Institute. Last
8 raduating class presented the faculty

ame riding vehicle, of their own make,
ii^' skill in workmanship and finish, that

i io credit to mature workmen. This

silass are planning to give a rubber-tired

lyj The dinner bell suggested another
ilsjity in their industries. To provide

al wholesome food is a most worthy ed-

ojl venture, among the Alabama ne-

!. The five hundred and seventy-eight
vv saw feasting on cooked corn, collards,

ic|ns, were mostly of good enough form
!0|iition to grace a Pennsylvanian's sty,

vaire glad to say Tuskegee pork chops
I litter flavor than much of the meat we
I ji the South. They had twenty or

f itive razor-backs, mixed through the

illustrate the contrast, making anob-
lejon to their many neighbors that would
y k effective.

•fjhe five hundred cattle, most were for

;ide instruction in their feed and
[) in breeding up from the inferior

etock was well illustrated. The milk
3 tow the weight of each milking, for

seventy-six cows. Stable sanitation was good,
they had clean food and water, and the milk
was well cared for in the model creamery,
that had a nice class-room attached. The
class on care of dairy cattle gave interesting
data of the cost of milk from different cows,
and value of various feeds. It was interest-
ing to learn that several of the boys expected
to return to farms, when through the school
course. The seventy horses and mules con-
tributed largely to the farm products, in till-

ing the soil under the care of student masters.
Their harness, their shoes, and the wagons to

which they were hitched all were made on the
grounds.

"Remarkable as the results are at Tuskegee,
the cumulative influence of the thousands who
have carried away with them the spirit of

competent efficiency, in whatever they have
chosen as their occupation, is v\orkinga wider
basis of credit, independence, and integrity

for the African race.
' 'We were impressed with the accounts given

us of Cornelia Bowen's efliorts to build up a

school among the plantation negroes, away
from any village, in Mount Meigs township,

where they are "practically all colored" and
descendants of the slaves who lived in the

same cabins they now occupy. The plantation

owners have vacated their large houses to live

a city life, and they regulate their tenants by

agents, who make new contracts and close out

securities on unfulfilled obligations, staying

among the colored people but a short time

each year.

"Cornelia Bowen was born on Colonel Bow-
en's plantation in a little house that stood

where Dorothy Dix hall nuw stands, at Tuske-

gee; she was a member of the first graduating

class, and was given charge of the training

school for the Institute, when but seventeen

years of age. Traits of character shown at

this early age occasioned Booker T. Washing-

ton to recommend her when application came
for an energetic teacher to open school in the

most ignorant section of the black belt.

' 'A plantation of over seventeen hundred

acres, by the insolvency of the planter and the

cotton dealer in Montgomery, fell to the owner-

ship of Edward N. Pearce, a New England man-
ufacturer, whose company had advanced mon-

ey, on the security of future crops, to both

parties.
' 'When the new mistress visited her husband's

plantation she pleaded that something must be

done to educate the poor ignorant negro. E.

N. P. gave a strip of land, and loaned Corne-

lia Bowen and her associates the cost of the

new building, $173.5, without security or in-

terest. She opened school with an enrolment

of near three hundred pupils, who were to be

taught the first elements of civilized life, in-

cluding the bath and care of clothing. No
better proof of her tact in handling the mate-

rial at her command need be given than the

fact that in seven years she paid back the loan

in money secured entirely from the colored

people, either for tuition of their sons and

daughters, or contributions made directly to

her work.
' 'When we called for a ticket to Merrit's

plantation, at the Tuskegee railway station,

the agent did not know of such a place, but

sold us tickets to Chehaw, five miles distant,

for fifty cents each. At Chehaw we bought

to another point on the main line, as that
agent did not know the said stop either; but
the conductor on the train assured us of the
existence of such a place, and kindly allowed
us to alight at a little store built of rough
boards. Merrit's agent soon appeared, and
informed us that no vehi(;le with springs under
it could be had to Pearce's plantation or
Mount Meigs school. He kindly undertook
"to carry us over,'' and called colored John
"to cut the mules from the plow and hook
them to the wagon.'' Three strong, old-

fashioned splint bottom chairs were provi-

ded for the passengers, while John sat on
the end-gate of the rickety farm wagon, and
said "get up sah" a great many times, to the
able but self-composed mules. We thus cov-

ered the three miles in about one hour, mostly
through cottonfields diagonally. A few nar-

row strips of wood land were very pretty.

The delicate red tints of the sweet gum, seen

through the emerald of the pines and water-

oak made a pleasing contrast to the dark
brown cotton-stalks dotted with the white cot-

ton. Our driver explained that a drought in

mid-summer threatened ruin to their crop,

but later rains brought on this last picking.

The cabins were in groups of from two to

seven, no window-glass, the square opening
that served as a window was fitted with a

shutter, which at this season is mostly closed.

We found they did not esteem it a hardship to

live shut from the light, as when it was cool

enough to have the shutter closed they had an

open fire on the hearth, that made a light to

suit them.

Most cabins were built of small pine logs

not over six inches in diameter, raised three

feet or more from the level of the ground, on

posts. Some were of boards, but the old plan-

tation homes w'ere often deserted, the simple

cabin having more attractions for the negroes.

In places, the mad was too rough for our

uncomplaining women Friends, but when they

mentioned what our early Friends passed

through, we were thankful our lot was no

worse, as we fared better than we were given

to expect, before leaving Tuskegee.

"The children were playing ball in front of

the school when we arrived, it being their

noon hour. Their principal, Cornelia Bowen,

made us quite welcome, but had not been on

duty for a few days, on account of "La
Grippe." She had the children assembled be-

fore school closed, in their large room, three

sitting at a desk, making a very orderly and

thoughtful appearance. Over two hundred

were enrolled, but many were out picking cot-

ton during the nice weather; some came from

a distance with mules and buggies, while one

persistent fellow walked four miles morning

and evening. They have added five buildings,

and have manual training go hand in hand

with literary schooling. The boys are taught

wheel-wrighting, blacksmithing and farming.

The girls are taught sewing, in a nice well-

lighted room, where they work up many rem-

nants sent from the North into small gar-

ments, which they sell, and thus procure ne-

cessities for the school. Several girls froma

distance board with the teachers and sleep in

the girl's dormitory. Those unable to pay

for this accommodation furnish eatables from

home, even to their share of the salt, pepper

and soda. The cooking and general house-
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keeping form an important part of their

training; the principal's sister, Katie, is at

the head of the domestic department.

"As we sat in their rear parlor, before a

bright pine fire, on andirons in a capacious

fire-place, the score of girls over -head re-

minded us of Hannah, the housemaid's "light

heart, but her feet so heavy and awkward.
The noise on the bare floor was, however, no

more than we have known from iN'orthen

ers, with paler faces and daintier feet. It

was the plaintive narrative given by this ener-

getic little woman that made us forget uur

surroundings for the time, in our desire to be

of assistance in her great undertaking. This

year's cotton crop little more than paid the

land rental; many will be obliged to mortgage
their next year's crop, for their subsistence

while it grows. The few savings that had

heretofore been willingly contributed for tui-

tion must this wintei support the family at

home. What tuition is paid will be as a tax

upon their living fund or a draft on future

crops. One thousand dollars must be raised

for the five teachers, which would be certain-

ly moderate salaries, beside living expenses
and necessary repairs, that ought to add as

much more expenditure to the year's ac-

count. They are trying to economize by eating

only two meals a day, but are too hungry
with this economy to be in condition for the

most efficient work.

"All but their first buildings were erected

mainly by the students themselves, and re-

sults have shown that the children of adverse

circumstances in these isolated plantations val-

ued their education in proportion to its cost.

Other and more noted schools on the railways

or in cities, have powerful friends in the North,
and have large iState aid, but this, so largely the

negroes, own venture, seems likely to fluctuate

with their crops' success or failure, and this

year promises to be a crisis. The money spent

at TusKegee to beautify the ground would al-

most support the Mount Meigs Colored Insti-

tute. True, a few friends in New England
and some in New York have known of their

needs, and rendered some assistance that has

been thankfully acknowledged; but their work
has not been of a character to attract by the

brilliant achievements of their pupils, as larger

and more advanced schools have been able to

do. The prjblem of the Southern States is

not so much a matter of color or race preju-

dice, as of ignorance, poverty and vice, all of

which are fostered in no small degree by a far

reaching system of securities, whereby the

value of next year's crop is lived up before

the crop is grown, in too many cases the poor
man becomes discouraged and gives over his

contract without working the cotton at all.

This condition was lamented by all except the

Jews who furnished the capital to the planters,

in land mortgages at extravagant interest, and
safe sureties. Different remedies were sug-

gested. The typical Southern white, if not so

hampered himself, would suggest starvation for

a year or two. But the New England philan-

thropist would educate the poor negro and al-

low the shiftless whites still to reap the fruits

of the seeds sown in slavery times. Our sym-
pathies were with those who advocate and pio-

neer the school .system that educates the

right in their own homes or communities
thereby uplift child and parent.

"In no case were we so impressed with the

need or assistance as in that of the Mount
Meigs Colored Institute, and we feel assured

that contributions will be judiciously appropri-

ated if forwarded to the M. M. C. I., Cornelia

Bowen, Merry, Alabama, via Sea Board Air

Line R. R. Checks should be made out to

the Mount Meigs Colored Institute, Treasurer,

Edwin P. Root, 115 Dwight Street, New Ha-
ven, Conn."

(To be concluded.)

Selected.

ST. JOHN THE AGED.
I'm growing very old. The weary head
That has so often leaned on Jesus' breast,

In days long past that seem almost a dream,
Is bent and hoary with the weight of years.

These limbs that followed Him—my Master—oft

From Galilee to Juda; yea, that stood

Beneath the cross and trembled with his groans.

Refuse to bear me even through the streets

To preach unto my children. E'en my lips

Refuse to form the words my heart sends forth.

My ears are dull, they scarcely hear the sobs

Of my own children gathered round my couch;

God lays his hand on me~yea, his hand,

And not his rod— the gentle hand that I

Felt those three years, so often pressed in mine.

In friendship such as passeth woman's love.

I'm old: so old I cannot recollect

The faces of my friends; and I forget

The words and deeds that make up daily life;

But the dear face and every word He spoke.

Grow more distinct as others fade away,
So that I live with Him and holy dead
More than with living.

Some seventy years ago
I was a fisher by the sacred sea.

It was at sunset. How the tranquil tide

Bathed dreamily the pebbles! How the light

Crept up the distant hills, and in its wake
Soft purple shadows wrapped the dewy fields!

And then He came and called me. Then I gazed,

For the first time, on that sweet face. Those eyes,

From out of which, as from a window shone
Divinity, looked on my inmost soul.

And lighted it forever. Then his words
Broke on the silence of my heart, and made
The whole world musical. Incarnate love

Took hold of me and claimed me for his own,

I followed in the twilight, holding fast

His mantle.

0, what holy walks we had.

Through the harvest fields, and desolate dreary

And oftentimes He leaned upon my arm.

Wearied and wayworn. I was young and strong,

And so upbore him. Lord, now I am weak,

And old and feeble! Let me rest on thee!

So, put thine arm around me. Closer still!

How strong thou art ! The twilight draws apace.

Gome, let us leave these noisy streets, and take

The path to Bethany: for Mary's smile

Awaits us at the gate, and Martha's hands
Have long prepared the evening meal.

Come, James, the Master waits; and Peter, see.

Has gone some steps before.

What say you, friends !

That this is Ephesus, and Christ has gone
Back to his kingdom? Ay, 'tis so, 'tis so.

I know it all; and yet, just now I seemed
To stand once more upon my native hills.

And touch my Master. Oh, how oft I've seen

The touch of his garments bring back strength

To palsied limbs! I feel it has to mine.

Up! bear me once more to my church! Once more
There let me tell them of a Saviour's love;

For by the sweetness of my Master's voice

Just now I think He must be very near

—

Coming, I trust, to break the veil, which,

t

Has worn so thin that I can see beyond.
And watch his footsteps.

So raise up my head.
How dark it is! I cannot seem to see
The face of my flock. Is that the sea
That murmurs so, or is it weeping
My little children! God so loved the worhi
He gave his Son. So love ye one another,
Love God and man. Amen. Xow bear me
My legacy unto the angry world is this,

I feel my work is finished. Are the streets
What call the folk my name! The Holy Ji

Nay, write me, rather, Jesus Christ's belov
And lover of my children.

Lay me down
Once upon my couch, and open wide
The eastern window. See! there comes a I

Like that which brokt upon my soul at eve
When in the dear Isle of Patmos, Gabriel c

And touched me on the shoulder. See, it
j

And as when he mounted toward the pearh
I know the way. I trod it once before.

And hark! It is the song the ransomed
Of glory to the Lamb! How loud it soundj

And that unwritten one? Methinks mysoij

Can join it now. But who are these that i

The shining way! Saved! joy! 'tis the eh

With Peter first! How eagerly he looks;

How bright the smiles are beaming on Jame
I am the last. Once more we are completf

To gather round the Pascal feast. My plai

Is ne.xt my Master. Oh, my Lord, my Lon
How bright thou art! and yet the very i

Beloved in Galilee. 'Tis worth the hundret

To feel this bliss. So lift me up. dear Loro

Unto thy bosom. There shall I abide.—Bishop Bii

A Man Named John WESLEY.-^m'i
her lectures, Frances Willard told the

of a young nobleman who found himsi

little village off in Cornwall, where he

had been before. It was a hot day, l"

was thirsty, and his thirst increased i It

rode up and down the village streets skiiij

in vain for a place where something singe

than water could be had.

At last he stopped and made impatitin

quiry of an old peasant who was on b waj

home after a day of toil.

"How is it that I can't get a glass oj

anywhere in this wretched village of
j^

he demanded, harshly.

The old man, recognizing his quest:

a man of rank, pulled off his cap and

humbly; but, nevertheless, there was a

flash in his faded eyes as he answered

ly: "My Lord, something over a h

years ago a man named Wesley came ti

parts," and with that the old peasant

on.

It would be interesting to know jus

the nobleman thought as he pursued his

way. But what a splendid testimony w

to the teaching of John Wesley! Foi

than a century the word that he had

for his Master had kept the curse of dr

ness out of that village; and who can e;

the influence for good thus exerted up

lives of those sturdy peasants? What

memorial could be desired by any Cb

minister?

—

Epworth Herald.

ojp

'i

Religion is always an education. In

cation is not always religion.
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'The Friend.'

•e are several reasons for recommending
> and writings of Hannah More to the

1 of modern readers. I'erhaps the fore-

5f these is, the example of religious

under difficulties, as an encouragement
i>r8 who may plead excuses for neglect-

! duties that pertain to a future life.

j

temptations in her case to stifle the

if the inward monitor were uncommonly

i
But her triumph in turning a course

|on thought contemptible by her associ-

lito a source of admiration and power

|)d, was complete.

1 she should withdraw from the allure-

•3f pleasure, of fashion and the world's

>e, and in humility yield to the yoke of

vas in itself doing much. But that she

have turned instructor to the genera-

3und her, and led them to respect what

ad hitherto despised, that she should

in them an interest in life's solemn re-

both efficacious and abiding, is rather

(jous. Independently of the good influ-

ierted upon others, the history of her

[j<es us acquainted with most of the dis-

iied persons then living in England,

ijieceased authors who still lived in their

9 The most eminent of those in active

iame her associates, and we learn from
jjers to form a correct estimate of their

]

le first came into public notoriety, by

tamatic productions; she naturally be-

18 companion and guest of distinguished

ii characters, among whom were Gib-

(j.rrick, Johnson, Burke and Jenyns. At
el period, when the lesson of religious

1113 had changed the current of her

;j,
we find her in converse with New-

VJlberforce, Chalmers, Rowland Hill and
ai of the best of the English clergy.

^;iety was courted at the homes of

;nind refinement.

t'hile still in early life, she gradually

ln,v from scenes of dissipations, retain-

i^ntimates only those most congenial

lir altered feelings. Though her dra-

vre still acted at the theatres, she

dio attend their exhibitions. She does

p':ar to have expressed regret that she

nten them. I'erhaps, as it seemed need-

lalthe unregenerate populace should be

eoit was better that it should be from
ifeions than from writings more cor-

m of her last efforts in this line were
oilled "sacred dramas." In witness-

bee, the attenders would have some Bi-

:e;3 at least brought to their notice.

vi[? at length withdrawn from associates

Bj' who were but devotees of pleasure,
' front and commenced a series of

s in which the corruptions of the

d the shallowness in religion on the

afjer late associates was thoroughly un-

it should be remembered that about
the corruptions native to the Eng-

ecfle, were fomented by the libertinism

aile, where people mocked at religion

ralpled sacred things under foot. Such
beltate of popular sentiment that there
fei, who in social converse dared mani-
re;ious feelings. Cowper writing at

this time describes it by saying of George
Whitfield,

"Whoever mentioned him at once dismissed
All mercy from his lips and sneered and hissed."

Such was the formidable entrenchment of
irreligion pervading all the upper classes in

England, not excepting the clergy, when this

intrepid woman turned her batteries upon it.

She wrote and published "Thoughts on the
Manners of the Great." She did not put her
name to this; modestly assuming it might do
more good if people were left to imagine il

was from the pen of some one of more force
of character. The book at once fell into the

hands it was designed for, and it was the gen-
eral opinion that Hannah More only could

have written it. It sold with great rapidity.

A number of editions were soon disposed of.

She had reason to expect opprobrium from
former associates she so boldly reproved, but
their general verdict was one of commenda-
tion.

This book was soon followed by another
reaching more deeply into the springs of hu-

man conduct. It was entitled, "An Estimate
of the Religion of the Fashionable World."

Her biographer says: "In this essay she

animadverted in bolder strain on the urevail-

ing corruption, on the decay of domestic

piety, and on the absence of religion from the

education of the higher classes. Tracing the

want of moral restraint to its true source,

—

the prevailing indifference to vital religion,

she brought her charges so home to the expe-

rience and conviction of her readers, as to

make many a Felix tremble, and touch the

consciences of many who were sitting at their

ease in self-righteous complacency.
" 'The Spectator' had the address, beyond

all the works that went before it, to gain an

audience for religion in the societies of the

vain, the unthinking and the unstable; but

then it was religion in a compromise form,

modified at least if not unchristianized, to

please the trifling and conciliate the unhum-
bled. But the challenge of Hannah More, pen-

etrated the proudest and gayest resorts, and

surprised and shamed the votaries of fashion,

in their full career, without giving to truth

either drapery or disguise, to qualify or

conceal its awful realities. Hers was the

solitary case in the whole history of man and

his anomalies, in which severe and sober truth

was enabled to make its way through all the

obstacles of habit, interest and prejudice,

without art or strategies or machinery. She

went forth with her sling and her pebbles from

the pure brook and fought and triumphed.

Her clear understanding had no other ally

than the sanctity of her cause, and by her

honest and vigorous efforts, the whole read-

ing world and a large part of the idle world

were constrained to listen and confess while

she told them in fearless language the truth,

the whole truth and nothing but the truth."

It appears that not only were these books

read with interest but were the means of in-

fusing a considerable leaven of religious vi-

tality.

Now it is remarkable that such works should

have met with such a reception. The human
heart when led captive, into the labyrinth of

sin and error, is little disposed to listen to

words implying censure. And it is a ques-

tion whether any other person in England

could have enunciated the same truths with
like effect.

It appears from the correspondence between
Hannah .More and her friends that there was
a marked increase in religious vitality among
the upper classes during the latter years of
her life.

As the higher classes had been thus aroused
by her labors, some interested ones invoked
her aid in regulating the conduct of the peas-

antry. There was great political unrest.

With the example of the French revolution

before them the rulers were alarmed lest these
troubles should lead to insurrection in Eng-
land. There was an anxious glance turned to

Hannah More, in some way to pour oil on the

troubled waters. She wrote some simple dia-

logues such as might take place between un-

learned mechanics and laborers. Those inter-

ested in these publications scattered them
broadcast over England. They were read

with avidity by people of all classes, and the

cause of law and order obtained the ascen-

dancy. Thus it would seem that England was
saved from rebellion by the pen of a woman.

The vast sale of her books brought her a

liberal income. Besides what was needed to

embellish a country home for herself and sis-

ters, who were co-workers with her, there was
a considerable amount for which she consid-

ered herself but the steward. Among her in-

timate friends were a number like-minded,

who could help in contributions, and a system
of schools for the poor was started. William

Wilberforce was a strong co-adjutor in this

work. She in turn aided him in his anti-sla-

very efforts. Her sisters, especially Martha,

were also active in conducting these schools.

They met with much opposition from the mid-

dle class in the neighborhood, who thought it

their interest to keep the laborers in ignor-

ance. The schools were attended with such

success that in the thirty-five years during

which Hannah More lived after they were

started, quite a new aspect was placed upon

the country for ten miles round Barley Wood.
In many cases religion was added to mental

and moral improvement and from these de-

graded poor there were raised up those quali-

fied to continue the good work.

While in the prime of life she withdrew

from personal associations in London that she

might enjoy the privacy of retirement. But

correspondents sprung up in all parts of the

world where her writings had gone, and many
persons of almost all ranks sought her con-

verse.

There were some who called from no better

motive than curiosity. There were many who
called to ask her counsel in the contest of life.

And there were the many already endeared to

her by their congenial minds and previous ac-

quaintance. She was obliged, for the sake of

endurance, to limit her calls to certain hours

of the day or week, and at many repeated in-

tervals she was laid up by sickness for months

together. As these periods of bodily infirm-

ity did not affect her mind she utilized them

to write some new works.

The home at Barley Wood occupied by her-

self and four sisters, witnessed the happy

deaths of those sisters in the order of their

ages, at about the seventy-fifth year of each.

She was spared to the world which seemed

to need her, and for whose welfare in tem-
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porals and spirituals she was especially called

and trained, some fifteen years longer. In

the latter part of this period her mental per-

ception of worldly affairs became somewhat
clouded, but in spiritual things the mind was
unimpaired. Her death-bed scene, which lasted

about ten months, was one of serenity and
peace and even of "triumph in Christ."

She died at Clifton in the eighty-ninth year
of her age.

Lloyd Balderston.

From "The Spectator."

A ROYAL HEART.
Ragged, uncomely, and old and grey,

A woman walked in a Northern town.
And through the crowd as she wound her way.
One saw her loiter and then stoop down,

Putting something away in her old torn gown.
"You are hiding a jewel!" the watcher said.

(Ah! that was her heart, had the truth been read!)
" What have you stolen?" he asked again.
Then the dim eyes filled with a sudden pain.

And under the flickering light of the gas
She showed him her gleaming. "Its broken

She said: "I hae lifted it up frae the street

To be oot o' the road o' the bairnies' feet!"

Under the fluttering rags astir

That was a royal heart that beat!

Would that the world had more like her
Smoothing the road for its bairnies' feet!

Will H. Ogilvie.

Communion.—My child, it is not needful
for thee to know much, or to do great things,

it is only that thou lovest Me. Tell me thy
heart as thou tellest thy mother, it shall be
well.

Do not hesitate to ask Me for strength, for
body, mind and mercies. I can give you all,

things. •

Hast thou no joy to make known to Me,
why dost thou not let me share! Let me know
thy happiness, tell me what has happened to
console thee. Bring me all thy failures, I

will shew thee the cause of them. Hast thou
trouble? who has caused thee pain, tell me all

then thou wilt forget, and then I will bless
thee.

Tell me of the poor thou wouldst relieve,

the sinner thou wouldst have converted, and
those who are estranged from thee. Repeat
to Me their names and after each name add
what thou wouldst have me do for them.
Ask much—ask much! because I love gener-
ous souls who forget themselves for others.
Tell me simply how proud thou art, how sen-
sitive, egotistical and mean and indolent.
Poor child, do not blush, there are in heaven
many saints who had thy faults, they prayed
to Me, their many faults were corrected.
Poor child! Spin the flax of patience.

Thou thinkest that answers come not. Yes!
they come, sometimes thou knowest not how.
My child, go now, take up thy work; be si-

lent, humble, submissive, kind, and come back
to-morrow. 1 shall have more blessings pre-
pared for thee.—From the Latin of the Mid-
dle Ages. Translated by a native of British
India.

Every temptation that is resisted, everv
noble aspiration that is encouraged, every
sinful thought that is repressed, every bitter
word that is withheld, adds its little item to
the impetus of that great movement which is

bearing humanity toward a richer Me.—Anon.

Institute for Colored Youth.
An Address to all who may be interested in the

Institute for Colored Youth, and to Friends
generally.

The Institute for Colored Youth has had
more than sixty years of successful history.
During nearly all that time it has maintained
a School of academic grade for the training of
teachers and since 1885 an industrial depart-
ment with opportunities for education in nine
grades has been successfully operated. The
original impulse for the work came from a be-
quest in the will of Richard Humphreys. It

is interesting to note that every recent ad-
vance in industrial training for the negro was
anticipated in the broad provisions of this

original trust. Colored youth were to be in-

structed "in school learning, in the various
branches of the mechanic arts and trades and
in agriculture in order to prepare, fit, and
qualify them to act as teachers." It is esti-

mated that for several years past more than
five thousand children have been in daily at-

tendance during the school year where gradu-
ates of the Institute have positions as teach-
ers, so that the original design of the founda-
tion has had large fulfillment.

Since 1885 efforts have been constant to .se-

cure as large a proportion of industrial train-
ing as possible for those who were preparing
in the academic department for teaching.
Such graduates as received this industrial
training took more lucrative positions than the
others, and several of them were instrumental
in starting institutions or departments in these
lines in the South. Our late highly esteemed
principal, Fanny J. Coppin, was an ardent
advocate of the extension of industrial training
so as to be required of every aspirant to the
teaching profession. Through her earnest ef-

forts, opportunities in this direction were mul-
tiplied. By much sacrifice she established a
home for students from a distance so as to se-

cure better control of them and to give them
some training in the essentials of home-mak-
ing. The limitations of city life were felt in

all these efforts, but the fruit of her faithful-

ness was very considerable and served in meas-
ure to educate the Board to take the step that
is now before them.

In order to join her husband. Bishop Coppin,
in a missionary effort in Africa, Fanny J. Cop-
pin insisted upon resigning her position at the
end of the school year 1902. After several
months of careful study, of consultation with
experts and of deliberation, the Board conclu-
ded that the time was ripe to extend the nor-
mal training work of the Institute to include
all that is demanded by the highest type of a
teacher for the colored race. This must em-
brace shops, an opportunity for agriculture, a
suitable home environment, and instructors of
a rare order. To make the work most effect-
ive a limited number of students only should
be admitted and they should be those who have
had good preliminary education and show some
sign of the teaching gift. The present re-

sources of the Institute are not equal to this

expansion. They amount now to about one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, but these
funds should be kept intact as an endowment.
A farm at Cheyney Station has been purchased
and active efforts are now in progress to be in

readiness for students by the Ninth Month,
1903. A rich return for the funds invested

in this work during the past sixty years la,

parent. It is most desirable that this
i;j,

should be increased in the future. Th(;ei
ing industrial work in the city as well iH
normal training should be sustained acdu
tured. The case is too plain for arg'iei

and Friends now as ever will know the .Jm

in the matter.
|

Fortunately the Board has secured so
the ablest colored men in the country fo(rii

cipal of the normal department. En
\ jj

Browne is a graduate of Princeton, has sjij,

at the University of Edinburg and in (Jma
ny. For twelve years he taught succe

jjli

in Washington. For three years l::iia|

charge of the summer school for teach isj

Hampton, Virginia, and last year he re:>ai>

ized the Industrial School for Colored cliret

in Baltimore. In common with Bool' I
Washington, who recommended him to

, Jk

feels that the greatest need of his race .-k)

is the properly trained teacher. He wi! jad'.

ly call on members of the Corporation aipre.

sent the opportunities now open for help car-

rying out the project at Cheyney.
As a matter of interest a copy of the peal

issued sixty-six years ago is appended.

J. Henky Bartlett,
Secretary of the Boa,

Walter P. Stokes,

Treasure
217 Maria

Board of Managers.—George Vaux, 1 ccii

Stokes, George Vaux, Jr., Edward M. \;tar,

Francis B. Gummere, Walter P. Stokes, iiltei

Smedley, George M. Warner, J. Henry Bi'lett

Davis H. Forsythe, Alfred C. ElkintoD,,OT

G. Yarnall, Stanley R. Yarnall, Cor'

Shoemaker, James G. Biddle.

Philadelphia, Fifth Month,!

Esteemed Friends:—A number of I

whose attention has been directed to tl

lected condition of the colored peep m
their descendants, and the propriety of ikJDj

some measures which under the hless^^oi

Divine Providence might tend to promot.heii

welfare and improvement, met in thi 3it.v,

and after a free interchange of sentime m
ted in the opinion that the period hadijiTO

when it would be proper to make aneffifoi

the attainment of this object. At a ib»

quent meeting held Fourth Month 19th 83i,

they adopted the following preamble ai|»

stitution which will explain the me4 b)

which they propose to improve the situEJnol

this destitute class of our fellowmen.

Should such funds for the purpose 1 pro

cured it is designed to obtain afarmitbi

vicinity of this city where a portion of 'M
shall be spent by the children under tl can

of .suitable superintendents and teacher nac

quiring school learning and a part also

ricultural and mechanical labor by wbii

may be trained to industry and obtain a

edge of some useful trade or business.

Our valued friend, Richard Humphrei
of this city, bequeathed a sum of mcj]

trustees with the benevolent intention

moting the establishment of such an

tion; and although it is inadequate fo)

ing out the plan he had suggested, yet

assured that the benefit which it pron

confer on the African race will procuife

the cordial and liberal support of Frie

I
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we consider the hardships and cruel-

vhich this people have been subjected

centuries, in which the whole country

;ated; that many of them labored to

the comfort and interest of our ances-

) held them in bondage, or made them
• small compensation for their services;

ly and we are children of the same

il Parent and alike the object of his

ind care, the claim they have upon our

lies and aid, aa a people torn from their

ioil by their oppressors, is strong and

r. The present appears to be a favor-

portunity for uniting the energies of

in the promotion and support of an

king which holds out a rational and

nded prospect of essentially benefiting

ired population by educating men in

f industry and economy, imbuing their

ith sound principles and useful knowl-

id thus preparing them to be helpful to

ler and to become useful and peaceful

3 meeting above alluded to the follovv-

nds wei-e appointed a Board of Mana-
ij were requested to use exertion to

isubscriptions in aid of this interesting

j

In pursuance of this object they

tcit the co-operation of Friends in dif-

'ee ings in the country and respect-

iuest thee to bring the subject before

ice of Friends of your Preparative

din order that such measures may be

i will give to each of your members
irtunity of contributing to this benev-

iliertaking.

iras collected with the names of the

i-rs and the amount subscribed by

ispectively may be remitted to the

ijr, Charles Roberts, 174 Arch Street,

ij of the managers.

;^f.—Charles Roberts, Treasurer; Sam'l

,k.. Secretary.

liers—Benjamin Cooper, George Wil-

Iiilip Garrett, Thomas Evans, Blakey

!», John G. Hoskins, William Biddle,

rj'istar, Stephen P. Morris, Marmaduke
ip Joseph Scattergood, Mordecai L.

b^alf and by direction of the Board of

jigned) Marmaduke C. Cope.

For " The Friend."

THE POTTER.
) h potter's house and hear my words,"

ay waits thy glance, thy wonder glare,

rn'ss lump springs to comely shape,

)vi?ign skill its moulding hand displays.

Bt y limpid being passive shine,

ea the touch of regal plastic helm,

hal-lamp claims a share of flaming throne,

rg with the beams of overwhelming sway.

H. T. Miller
hsIlle, Ont.

(IW has been fruitful of good only in

' a it has been the result of the harmo-
acon and reaction of two poles,—the

f tl: individual and that of the commu-
"De consciousness of the race resides

in tidividuals; but does reside in them
ipojion as the true collective conscious-

)f Binkind is revealed in them. All that

at ikes it rise from [/. e. in] the Individ

utlnly in proportion as he offers up his

ddself to the whole.

—

Bunsen.

A PRIVATE COMMUNICATION.
"And he said privately. Blessed are the eyes which aee

the things which ye see," etc. (.Luke x: 23.)

Am I a babe beneath the Father's eye.

Has the recording angel marked my name?
Thy sov'ran choice has put on pavement pure

My feet, to stand and mark the mighty wave
Of rising grace from life's eternal sea!

From eyes of kingly men thou didst withhold,

Denied the deep desires of holy seers,

Kept back the gold of life from reverend thought,

And poured before my humble gaze the store

t)f deep dominion and of lofty praisel

Bereft of dismal shreds of pride of life,

I plead, why didst thou stamp me for thine own?
secret most profound, no sequel yet.

And " Father, even so," my life-long song!

H. T. Miller.

Beamsville, Ont.

- Items Concerning the Society.

There is an indefinable quality arising out of

long dependence upon inward strength, and a free-

dom from the priestly or professional elements in

religious life, which, if we may venture to say so,

has, among all its many weaknesses, given the

Quaker his full force.—Present Day Papers.

Being willing to lay all at his feet, we shall be

shown what the Lord would have us do. Surely

this is not will-worship, with which we are abund-

antly supplied at this time. Will not the Guide

be forsaken when we go on of ourselves?

—

Cor-

respondent.

General Booth is reported to have once said of

us :
" Ye were a spiritual people, ye are a natural

people."

Another fears that "instead of walking by faith

we have been walking by sight, just as any pru-

dent business man of the world would do in his

ordinary business. We once insisted that the Lord's

business is not like any other business. The busi

ness methods of the world will merely build up ;

worldly establishment without spiritual life and

power."

"Friends (Quakers): This sect, once so important

in Pennsylvania, where it was brought by William

Penn, seems to be going or to have gone out of

fashion or out of business. Their peculiar dress

and speech are rarely seen or heard nowadays. They

issue eight periodicals, of which four appear weekly,

but none gets credit for issuing so many as five

thousand copies." Thus speaks Geo. P. Rowell &
Go's pamphlet on "The Religious Press," considered

from the advertiser's standpoint.

While this is but a mild sample of what can be

read regularly in local papers in many parts of

our country, in news of meetings under our name,

we need at times to have such statements set be-

fore us as warnings of what an easy drifting on

our own part may leal us into :

—

" A profitable [Quarterly] meeting was held on

Saturday, with H S as leader, a business

meeting following. In the evening there was a

meeting, and after the business part was

dispensed with, a programme of music, reading

and recitations was given. On Sunday morning

Rev. R R gave a scholarly discourse and

was listened to by a large audience."

Notes from Others.

I believe that in the adoption of the philosophy

of the religion of Jesus Christ as a practical creed

for the conduct of business lies the easiest and

speediest solution of those industrial difficulties

which are exciting the minds of men to-day, and

leading many to think that the crisis of govern-

ment is at hand.— CarroZZ D. Wright.

The Christian thinks that the ministerial break-
downs are not the fault of Providence or the re-

sult of respon.se to the true calls of duty, but
follow individual imprudence or over-zealous ac-
tivity, or personal disregard of duly consulting

God. It says : "The renewal of strength is prom-
ised in Isaiah xl : lU ; and Caleb's testimony at
eighty-five was that he felt his powers as vigorous
as they had been at forty. The root of the matter
lies in the question, I'pon whom does the ministry
really and continually wait? If, like Isaiah and
Jeremiah, he goes only whire (Suit sends him, speak-

ing only irhen, and where, and what (lod commands
him, he may expect the continued supply of the
everlasting strength of God. Under these condi-

tions he will do God's work, and breakdowns will

become impossible." Whether one wholly endorses
this opinion or not, he should exercise great care

of his health, husband his strength as much aa

possible, and show good judgment as to time,

place and extent of work, if he is to live long and
enjoy physical comfort and vigor in God's service.

The Chrislinn World of London states that

trumpets and drums to supplement the organ are

creeping into the Church of England service. St.

Saviour's, Southwark, owns a pair of kettle drums,
and these, with trumpets and trombones are used

to emphasize passages in the chanted Psalms and
in the canticles and anthems.

The Russian pea.=iantry openly maintains that

Father John of Kronstadt is the Christ, and the

good priest has been compelled to go among them
at Kostroma to put a stop to the growth of a sect

which was being founded to worship him. Portraits

of Father John are frequently used as ikons and
are greatly venerated.

Chinese Ciiristophobi.v.—The chief obstacle to

the spread of (;hristianity in China is due, I be-

lieve, not to any especial dislike of it as an im-

ported religion, but a fear and an objection to

certain foreign concomitants which, because of a

mistaken point of view, are regarded by mission-

aries as essentials. " Christophobia " is due not

only to Chinese hardness of heart, but also to the

methods by which the message of " Peace on earth

and good will to men " has been presented to them.

The missionary tells the Chinese that they need

the Gospel above and beyond anything else, but

he supplements this announcement with the idea

that a Chinaman cannot be a Christian unless his

Christianity finds expression in exactly the same
forms and observances that it would in the land

from which the missionary has emigrated. The

missionary does not stop with the statement that

the Chinaman is a non-believer in Christianity.

He goes a step farther and calls the Chinaman a
" heathen."

The conversion of a " heathen " to Christianity

means much more than it would in the case of an

.American. A Chinaman must not only experience

a " change of heart,'' he must also undergo a com-

plete revolution of opinions and sentiments. He
can no longer venerate his ancestors and pray be-

fore their tablets that he may keep unsullied the

honored name they have left him. In other words,

in order to become a Christian according to mis-

sionary standards, a Chinaman must be denation-

alized. In sentiment he must become a foreigner.

And naturally enough his "heathen "countrymen

who still love their country and reverence their

ancestors do not like the denationalizing process.

—Francis H. Xichols, in the Atlantic Monthly.

Milford H. Lyon says in the Advance: "If the

authority and spirit of Jesus were as dominant as it

ouffht to' be in every church, the factions and criti-

cisms and jealousies that are so often glaringly

evident would have to cease."

Joseph Parker used to say that " The house-top
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has now superseded the hearthstone." Private life,

he thought, had quite disappeared and life was now
but a variety of" the open air treatment."

He also used to say that his library, or study,

was in underground trains, on omnibuses, in tea-

shops, at churches, stations, receptions, meetings,

jubilees, and sick beds and many other places where
his work called him.

That of " fire chaplain " is a newly created office

in Brooklyn. The chaplains attend all second

alarm fires, visit the different companies, and min-

ister to sick and injured firemen.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—A bill H. R. 15345 was passed by the

House of Representatives at its former session to promote

the efficiency of the militia, which it describes as consist-

ing of every able-bodied male citizen within the ages of

eighteen and forty-five years in the United States. Dur-

ing the present session of Congress this has been discussed

in the Senate at different times. On the 14th inst. the

following amendment was offered by Senator Beveridge,

of Indiana:
" Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed

to require or compel any member of any religious organ-

ization whose creed forbids its members to participate in

war in any form, and whose religious convictions are

against war or participation therein, in accordance with

the creed of said religious organization, to serve in the

militia or any other armed or volunteer force under the

jurisdiction and authority of the United States."

Several Senators favored the adoption of this amend-
ment, among whom was Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts,

who said: " It seems to me we ought to meet the impor-

tant question of the right of conscience in the proper

way, and in the way in which it has been met in the

United States from the beginning of the Government of

the United States, to wit: That persons belonging to re-

ligious bodies who have conscientious scruples against

military service shall not be compelled to violate their

conscience. It seems to me the proper place for that,

the righteous thing to do, is in the act of Congress, where
we define the persons who shall be compelled by the

United States to do that service."

This amendment was adopted, and the bill was passed.

It afterwards passed the House of Representatives with

the Senate amendments.
John Mitchell, president of the United Mine Workers of

America and director of the recent strike in the anthra-

cite regions, has issued a circular letter to the miners

urging them to exert every means to increase the produc-

tion of coal.

There are 373 collieries, including washeries, in the

anthracite coal regions. These collieries and washeries

are operated and controlled by 130 different companies
and firms. Some of the larger coal companies buy the

output of the smaller operators, but the larger proportion

of the coal mined by the individual operators is sold

through their own agencies. Many of the individual op-

erators are disposed to sell their coal at the highest prices

obtainable, and a wide difference in price is thus produced

in different places.

President Baer, of the Reading Railway Co., recently

stated that: " The companies I represent do not believe

that it is just to the public to take advantage of the

temporary scarcity of coal to increase the price. In

general, it is true that the seller has a right to get the

highest market price for his goods, but this rule ought to

be modified as to food and fuel in times of great distress,

when a decent respect for the necessities of mankind
should restrain the seller from taking more than a normal,

legitimate profit."

Among the serious results of the scarcity of coal is

the crowding of the hospitals, which in this city are said

to have more inmates than ever before, the recent cold

weather having greatly increased the sufferings of the

infirm and poor.

The duty on coal of 67 cents per ton has been repealed

by an act of Congress, which was approved by the Presi-

dent on the 15th inst.

The Anthracite Commission, sitting in Philadelphia, has

continued to hear testimony upon various points connected

with the mining of coal.

A dispatch from Lockport, N. Y., of the 15th, says:

Several prominent independent steel manufacturers of the

country to-day witnessed a test of the new process of

making steel direct from ore in an electric furnace. It

is claimed that the process saves 33 per cent, in fuel and

nine-tenths in power.
" Dried potatoes " is the name of a new product which

is said to have been prepared by the South Carolina agri-

cultural experiment station. The potatoes are boiled,

peeled and evaporated in a cannery, and will remain in

perfect condition for years. The preserved potato be-

comes fit for eating after being soaked in warm water
for an hour.

It is stated that a stone slab in Henry Marr's farm, near

Columbus, Ind., marks the centre of population in the

United States, as fixed by the last census.

A dispatch from Boston, says: Representatives of the

American Telephone Company have conducted successful

experiments utilizing rails for wire, on the Dedham branch

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. Tele-

phones were placed in the stations at Roslindale, Highland

and Dedham and connected with the rails. No difficulty

whatever was experienced in talking except when trolley

cars crossed an overhead bridge.

A herd of 114,000 head of cattle, belonging to certain

cattle owners in the Indian Territory, has lately been

driven out of that country into Oklahoma, on account of

the refusal of the owners to pay a tax of 25 cents per

head to the Chickasaw tribe of Indians. Twenty-six mem-
bers of the Indian Police Department were engaged in

this work.

A dispatch from Austin, Texas, says: Several of the

largest ranches in Texas, aggregating more than 3,000,-

000 acres and including one 1,000,000 acre ranch, are to

be divided into small farming tracts and placed under ir-

rigation. Four companies have been organized to lay out

town sites on these ranches, build and operate extensive

systems of irrigation and carry on the development work.

There are, in the United States, according to the last

census, 126 women plumbers, 45 women plasterers, 167

women bricklayers and stonemasons, 241 women paper

hangers, 1,759 women painters and glaziers and 545

women carpenters and joiners.

A despatch from Albany, N. Y., says : In a report to

the Legislature, Charles R. Skinner, State Superintendent

of Public Instruction, says that, despite the ruling of

his predecessors that the practice of reading the Bible

in the public schools is a violation of the Constitution, he

will not stop such reading providing there is no sectarian

teaching accompanying it. He says that at present ex-

tracts from the Bible are read without comment in

every public school in New York city, while in the rest

of the State it is not generally done, and this fact led to

the presentation of a discussion on the subject.

There were 498 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 44 less than the pre-

vious week and 81 more than the corresponding week of

1P02. Of the foregoing 282 were males and 216 females;

48 died of consumption of the lungs; 99 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 5 of diphtheria;

19 of cancer; 24 of apoplexy; 19 of typhoid fever; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Foreign. — Minister Conger has informed the State

Department at Washington that the Chinese Government
has declared its inability to pay the indemnity under

present conditions on a gold basis, and it has suggested

that if the Powers insist on such payment China be per-

mitted to collect the import duties in gold. This would

mean a practical doubling of the customs receipts. It

is felt at Washington that the only logical solution of

the problem is a submission of the matter to The Hague
Tribunal, as has already been proposed by China.

A dispatch from London of the 14th says : The daily

marches of London's vast army of unemployed is fol-

lowed with a growing uneasiness among merchants and

shopkeepers. Lately more than 2,000 unemployed men
marched through the streets, headed, followed and flanked

by police. Many shopkeepers, alarmed at the cries, put up

their shutters while the parade was passing.

Much suffering has lately been caused by the cold

weather in England, and for the first time in many years

the river Thames is frozen over.

Prof. Niels Finsen, of Copenhagen, announces that since

his discovery of the light cure treatment of lupus, about

800 sufferers have been wholly or partly cured by that

method.

At the present day, it is stated, there are 250,000,000

Mussulmans in the world. The Christian population is

put at 447,000,000.

A despatch from Berlin says : Dr. Schrader, at Han-

over, has perfected an instrument that measures the

time elapsing in the reaction of the sensorium after

mental exertion. The principle upon which it is based

is that mental work produces a fatigue of the nerve cen-

tres. The measurement of fatigue during class room
work generally shows that history makes but a slight

call on the mental powers. Geometry and Latin are

far more exhausting. During the study of Latin the

nerve-power is reduced one-quarter and the memory ap-

pears to suffer greatly.

Two new steamships for the Cunard Line have been

ordered to be ready for use in the Sixth
They are to cost about $6,2.50,000 each.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraphy Co. of Can

'

been organized at Montreal, which acquires all tt r

erty of the Marconi Co. in Canada.
An earthquake shock was felt in Mexico Citj

13th instant, and in other places in the southern
Mexico, causing considerable alarm.

A despatch from Stockholm of the 15th sa

tressing accounts of the famine in Northern Swt
ports of which have been prevalent for some .

continue to come, and it now appears that the s

is as critical as that which confronts the pea
Finland. About 70,000 persons are affected by thi

of crops, and the starving people are eating pii

which is dried, ground to powder, mixed with ste-

land moss, and made into a kind of famine brea

famine area extends from the sixty-first to tl •

seventh degree north latitude and from the Gulf

-

nia and the Russian border far into the interior.

It is estimated that the expenditure of about )

000 will be necessary to save the population frt ;

mation. Thus far abont $200,000 has been snl

of which sum over $12,500 was sent by Swede;

United States.

Professor William Dunbar, of St. Paul, Minn., n beji

of the Hygienic Institute at Hamburg, annoance? (!».

many that a toxine made of serum taken from ri uii

an effective cure for hay fever.

NOTICES.

Notice. — The subcommittee (Cain Qnarter)l|

Yearly Meeting's committee, have appointed a itl^

for Divine worship to be held at the home of Wi jH.

Gibbons in Coatesville, Pa., at 3 o'clock First-daW
noon, the 25th instant. 1

*
atur-

iDTenifll^

ige «'<
. M.,m

Westtown Boarding School. — For
persons coming to Westtown School, the stage '

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when rentd

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents ea n;
To reach the school by telegraph, wire West ( it«

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley, 'i.

Westtown Boarding School. — Application U
admission of pupils to the school, and letters iDJgii

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pri»'

Payments on account of board and tuition,' a»1

in regard to business should be forwil

Edward G. Smedlet. Superintendenl

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester

IFrisnds' Western District Dorcas Socicty.

stated meeting of the Society held Twelfth Mo. 31; I*'

it was decided to make a special appeal to each i.

and contributor, and Friends generally, for mone / ..

the poor women employed by the Society to obt pw
during this season of scarcity. The proper dist

of the fund thus obtained will be decided upon at

meeting of members.
It is hoped that a generous response will be

once, so as to relieve a great deal of suffering.

Emma M. Shinn, Prea

Alice C Letchwortb

Mary H. Biddle. Treas.,

1429 Arch St.

Died, on the tenth of Ninth Month, 1902, in tht

fifth year of his age, at his residence near Jerii

William Robinson
Monthly Meeting and Jericho Particular Meeting oft

Another standard bearer of the doctrine and priii'

the Society of Friends hath been called to his

and we can adopt the language, " Well done, tl

and faithful servant, enter thou into the joy

Lord."

, on the twenty-fourth of Tenth MontUiW!

William H. Reid, in the sixty-second year of hi:?;<

member of New Garden Monthly and West Grove 1»

lar Meeting. He was just and upright in all bis .«(

with his fellow man, loved mercy, and walked m\

In his sudden removal we mourn the loss ofaioj

husband, affectionate father and kind brother. ' »"

our loss is his everlasting gain.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, First M' [»

1903, Rachel S. Maris, widow of Edward Mari "

in. the seventy-first year of her age, a raembe'"

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. _^

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTEI .

No. 422 Walnut Street
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Concealed Explosives.

Dln't know it was loaded," is said with

,llig frequency of guns or pistols that

[gone off" in thoughtless hands and

nlnany a precious life. A recent anec-

l|s opened up to our thought the acci-

illischarge of loads of other kinds. A
litween a major and an admiral, de-

i^ because the former, who had been

\ heavily, got into a dispute with the

,nd struck him, is said to have been

adiside at the last moment by the wit of

olthe seconds, whose plea was that the

idj' had "gone off accidentally, not know-

bivas loaded."

18 moral world most of these "acci-

ajjxplosions" are but normal unfoldings.

ti surprise it makes sometimes when a

a woman, after years of exemplary con-

, iiddenly breaks out into an eruption of

sir passion. He who is thus overtaken

t as much surprised as his neighbors,

liinot know he was so fully loaded with

srit. But he is the one who need not

I'mdered, had he noticed how year after

, ;re a little and there a little, he had

;ding just a grain at a time to a sure

nlation of lust, or of greed, orof resent-

t. By and by the enlarging force is press-

tofind a vent, when a mere spark or a

oia weakness of control under increasing

s(:s loose an outbreak of some sin, to the

ailment of trusting friends, besides of

oi who has trusted in himself that he

nhteous. Time after time he knew when

v; loading himself, though he did not

vrhen he was loaded, nor how small a

h ad become enough for an explosion.

163 is no grain of a personal fault too

111) occasion alarm,—the more so for its

' siallness, if^so it beguiles us of a sense

of the volume which is steadily at every little

repetition accumulating. By one bad habit

even of thought secretly indulged we may

know that we are loading up with a vice,

though ignorant that we are loaded till the

day shall declare it. Lust when it is con-

ceived in the heart "bringeth forth sin, and

sin when it is full grown bringeth forth

death."

So we can look upon sudden conversions,

whether unto Satan or unto God, were their

whole history known, as not always really sud

den. They may be developments of a series

of inward experiences maturing up to the full-

ness of time when the revealing touch or

word shall disclose unto a man himself or his

Saviour. The sudden conversion of the cen

tury plant into the glory of its blossoming is

not the work of a day, but of years of secret

gathering ana growth. Yet whenever to a soul

the opening word comes, let it not, because it

is "sudden," be refused, on the plea that we

did not know we were loaded or inwardly fur-

nished. Ours is the duty to be growing in

grace by obedience, but with Him is the knowl-

edge of the time to put forth his own.

Sometimes there appear great emergencies,

when we are surprised at ourselves. Some

will regard us as having summoned to our

help a store of reserved strength; or to our-

selves it will seem a supernatural enduement

of power. Some will say a latent wisdom and

discernment sprang forth, to do the right

thing at the right instant; but we will attri-

bute the praise to the inspiration of a Divine

wisdom and spirit. For to be quick of under-

standing in emergency, is learned in the fear

of the Lord as one watches daily at wisdom's

gates. His sheep learn to know his voice and

to follow Him, and so the touch of the swift

witness for truth to disclose a wisdom what to

do, is no stranger, but an old acquaintance to

that disciple of Christ who has walked unre-

servedly in the light, as He is the light.

The habit of minding the light is an accu-

mulating of ready wisdom. Our Friend .John

Warren's friend, the sea captain who ordered

all sails furled under a clear sky and a calm

sea, did it none too soon to save the ship from

a cyclone; and later, when ordered by the in-

ward voice which from boyhood up he had

learned to respect, he put about his ship at

night and sailed in an opposite direction till

at day-break he found her among floating

planks and timbers, and rescued from them

fourteen men whom he took to Boston,— this

man had a practical acquaintance with reve-

lation which was not the product of an emer-

gency or of a day, but of long obedience from

youth up in little things to little monitions of

the living Truth. And being found faithful

in the littles, he was made trustee of much.

So did his shipmate John Warren, as an able

minister of the new covenant. Little do such

humble servants to the word of grace know to

what extent they are loaded, till occasion for

its putting forth comes; and none are so quick

as these to recognize that the miracle is not

an outbreak by accident, but in demonstration

of the Spirit and of Bower. Happy for the

man who did not know that he was loaded with

sin, when, on coming to the startling discov-

ery, a godly sorrow works in him repentance

not to be repented of; and he is brought by

the Spirit ic behold the Lamb of God who

taketh away the sin by the sacrifice of Him-

self; and he thenceforward follows Him who

"was manifested to take away our sins," and

who comes to destroy the works of the devil

and "to bear witne-!S for the truth," and guide

us into it, and our feet in the way of peace.

Selected for "TitE Kuikn-d.''

Jospph Coale.

Joseph Coale, of Reading, in the countv of

Berks, England, a young man about nineteen

years of age . . . When the ministers of Christ

Jesus our Lord came to Reading, he was one

of the first that received their testimony, also

one of the first in the county of Berks that

suffered imprisonment on Truth's account. In

the year 16.5.5 he was committed to the coun-

ter in Reading, by Henry Freevin, justice,

and afterwards to the jail, for declaring, in

the public place of worship, that Cain's sacri-

fice was not accepted, but was an abomination

to the Lord.

He preached the everlasting gospel and the

day of God's visitation to the world and his

ministry was effectual, not only for the con-

vincement, but also for the establishment and

confirmation of many, he being experienced in

the work and dealings of the Lord God, and

also of the wiles and baits of the enemy of

the souls of mankind; a faithful witness-

hearer to the truth, not in words onlv but in

life and conversation aKso: walking in inno-

cency and lowliness of mind, in which he was

a good example and pattern, as became the

gospel of Christ Jesus.

Being delivered out of prison, he was
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moved, in the year 1656, to travel

the west of England, to visit his friends and

brethren who were prisoners for the truth in

Launceston jail in Cornwall, when at that time

our dear Friend, George Fox, was also a pris-

oner, with other Friends. In compassion to

their sufferings he was conscientiously con-

cerned to lay before Justice Anthony Nichols

the cruelty of the .iailer towards his friends,

carrying also with him a letter from George

Fox to the said justice; who, instead of re-

lieving the oppressed, committed the said Jo-

seph Coale to the rest of his friends at

Launceston as a vagrant. He lay there many

months, after he was fined at the assize, for

the most part in a wretched place, called

Doomsdale, where they used to put murderers,

after they were condemned to die. It was so

noisome that it was observed few who went in

ever came out in health; and the jailer would

not let Friends clean it, neither would he let

them have beds or straw to lie on. being re-

leased he went on farther westward to visit

Friends, but was committed by Justice Ceely

again in Launceston jail as a wanderer, where

he lay three months. In the year 1657, he

being with other Friends, met to worship God,

near Penryn, in Cornwall. Captain Fox, with

a troop of horse, came and abused Friends in a

wicked manner, and Joseph was much beaten,

and some of his blood shed, to the hazard of

his life.

He was also afterwards, for declaring truth

in the public place of worship at Exeter, fal-

len upon by the rude people, and haled by the

hair of his head, and had to the town hall, and

from thence to jail, a very filthy place, where

they put a pair of double irons upon one of

his legs, and ordered the jailer not to let him

have any bed or straw to lie upon; but the

next week he was set at liberty. ... In 1661

he was again imprisoned at Exeter for not

swearing; being taken from a peaceable meet-

ing, and tendered the oath.

Many other times he hazarded his life for

the testimony of the blessed Truih, in stocks,

and stonings, and divers other hardship^ and

difficulties.

He was once in Ireland with Edward Bur-

rough, in the service of the gospel.

Last of all he was committed to the jail of

Reading, on the thirteenth of the Fifth Month,

1664, by William Armourer, a justice of the

peace, because for conscience' sake towards

the Lord, he could not break his command,
who had said, "Swear not at all." After six

years being shut up in prison, and much de-

prived of common air to breathe in, he was

greatly impaired in his health. In the time

of his sickness, he gave forth many heavenly

exhortations to Friends who came to visit

him; and this was his faith, which, he de-

clared on his dying bed, saying, that the light

of that glorious everlasting day of the Lord,

which is broken forth in this our day, shall

never be extinguished, notwithstanding all

that men can do; "And though," said he, it

may be in the hearts of men to destroy and

root out, if it were possible, the righteous

from off the earth, yet the Lord doth not in-

tend so. neither is it in his heart to suffer it

so to be, but to exalt his own name and king-

dom over all; and the wrath of man shall turn

to the glory of God, and the rest he will re-

strain." Death was made easy to him; and

near his departure he bid one of his fellow-

prisoners farewell, and resigned up to him

that office of love and care which he exercised

amongst his brethren and sisters, in bonds for

the Truth's sake. Being filled with heavenly

love and life and fully satisfied, he laid down

his head in peace and a full assurance of ever-

lasting rest and joy in the Lord. Aged about

thirty-four years.

Being Charming.

"What is the secret of being charming?" a

girl asked recently. It is not easy to define

charm, nor is it easy to eive directions for ac-

quiring such a quality. It may be a gift, like

beauty. It may be in a sunny temperament, a

sweet and cheerful disposition. It is certain

that it may be cultivated in true politeness, a

wish to please, an absence of selfishness, a

freedom from self-consciousness, an unwilling-

ness to hurt another person by word or action.

If you are in search of this quality of charm,

you are already on the road toward finding

it. At the start you must realize that it must

not be sought for your own gratification or by

way of winning power, or you will soon dis-

cover that it will prove elusive.

If you would be charming you must take

the trouble to be thoughtful of others. You
will be considerate of older persons, greet

them as cordially as friends of your own ages

take the time to talk to them, listen when

they are talking. You will not be so absorbed

in your own interests that you cannot enter

into the interests of others. You will look

people in the face when you are talking and

give your attention to what they are saying.

You will not interrupt others or contradict

them or show impatience for your chance to

talk, and will not try to monopolize the con-

versation. You will not be effusively gracious

to someone because you wish to gain an invi-

tation or something of that sort, while you are

coldly indifferent to another who may not be

of so much importance in the world or among
your set of friends. Sincerity is one of the

essential parts of charm. A lack of it is very

quickly detected.

Perhaps I can show you how charm can be

gained by pointing out other things to be

avoided. You would not call a girl charming

who is loud in talk, or aggressive in manner,

who discusses people or private affairs in a

loud voice in public, who pushes rudely past

others, who seems to fancy that by asserting

her own independence she is maintaining her

rightful place in the world. Contrast with

her the girl with gentle, sweet manners and

voice, who talks quietly, who offers graceful

little kindnesses, who sacrifices her own com^

fort and ease rather than inconvenience any-

one.

A girl may not be a beauty, or a brilliant

talker, or wonderfully clever, yet she may be

so charming that it is a delight to be with

her, and to count her among our friends. She

is winsome, sweet-tempered, full of tactful,

considerate ways, genuinely kind and sympa-

thetic, and she has that wholesome sense of

humor which helps to smooth away so many
of the rough places of life.

One thing to avoid, if you would be charm-

ing, is the tendency to talk about grievances.

A girl who fancies herself a martyr and

I to

Iif-

First Mo. 31, |5

-b
who claims that no one understands her

kp.

moods is not on the road toward the p ses-

sion of charm. A girl who is morbid

centered, egotistical, cannot be charmin

she needs to make every effort to oYe

these characteristics, or she will becomi

some to her friends and the prey of d

tentment.

Try to live in the "sunshine of cheerf

and the breeze of larger interests," ^n,.

would be charming. Say pleasant tigg.

Praise others when you can do so with s

ity. Praise is an encouragement. Be

eous, really polite. When I tell you to

vate charity I mean that kindly dispc

which looks for and believes in the I

others, which is generous in pardonini

takes, which defends the absent, and dc^ni

repeat idle gossip.

I will add a last word about the impoife

of being careful in speech, if you would

vate charm and refinement. Always thi

fore you speak; thus only can you acqui

habit of speaking to the purpose. Good

ers are generally deliberate talkers. ;oiil

slang, use correct expressions, and dete^iie

to have a well-modulated voice in speaki

Exchange.

One Young Lady's Method.

"The most effectual te.-nperance led

ever heard in my life was preached to

New Year's day,
'

' said a young man,

in our hearing.

"Why, Horace, where were you?

who delivered it?" we asked.

"I was visiting in Philadelphia, and itii

my cousin, John Levins, set out to i( a

number of New Year's calls. It is notte

custom now, as formerly, to set out wii be-

fore guests, but it is still done soraetes.

Our second call was at the princely hoi of

Franklin Graves, of whom you have hrd.

His lovelv daughter greeted us, smilingud

beautiful, a very queen among women, 'are

was also an elegant assortment of choice aes

which the father pressed upon the gtte.

"Did you come to see papa or me?" wasa lys

the question asked of each guest, and, s'ar

as I know, there was but one answer, we

came to see you." "My guests touc no

wine." she said. "I have other refresh ote

provided for them." The wine glasses sod,

untouched, the fair young girl flitted tcuid

fro among her guests, ministering hersi to

their needs. The father gracefully acquired

and finally had the wine glasses removed.

"Did you ever witness anything so effeial

as that?" said Cousin John, as we st:ed

up the street together.

"Never," I answered. "No tempeiice

lecture ever touched me like that !iet

speech, 'My guests touch no wine.' M

helping me, it is the last time the glass J
ever touch my lips."

I have since learned that more thanne

younff man began re^rmation on New Yrs

Day, the result of that very call.

"My guests touch no wine." They i«

simple words, quietly spoken, but wha'W

they not imply?

This Christian girl performed a servit a3

faithfully as though the kingdom of Code-

pended upon her fidelity.

Perhaps it does]— Christian Melligenc ^

i
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For " The Friend."

« jiuthern Colored Schools and Experience.

O^T MEIGS VILLAGE SCHOOL AND MONTGOM-
I ERY STATE NORMAL.

I

(Concluded from page 220.)

F.jm Cornelia Bowen's school we went in

yojopen buggies to the Mt. Meigs village

!h|'l, Cornelia kindly accompanying us.

V; reached the house shortly before the
jufor the day session to close, and after a
rifi visit to the different rooms the scholars
eiiassenibled in their largest room to have
1 iportunity of a religious character before
lejseparated. They had an enrollment of

sa'c two hundred, but not one-half that

nnier were at school that day, the cotton
jclog interfering as at other places. Here
jr riend left us to the care of the five fe-

alteachers, of whom Georgia Washington,
Hinpton graduate, was the principal. Be-
dea commodious school house they have a
)o:home for themselves, in which they took
itJaction in making us welcome. As we
tith them at supper in their little dining-
oiwith two boys as waiters, we felt that
5 '(re surrounded with a genuine education-
fee, in the heart of a country where of

I :;her localities we had seen it was the
wneeded. We were glad to note that by
ed of many Northern friends their finan-

9 lere not so serious a problem as at the
itchool visited.

Ti; northern remnants of dry goods we
nsiered were skilfully worked into a variety
ijedle-work.

T:;y had two very good mules contributed to
iiservice by benevolent friends, which with
i'ly pace conveyed the women to the rail-

yltation one mile from the school.

(S reached Montgomery about eight P. M.,
e|! we found comfortable quarters and had
)jrest ready for what they counted an
•I breakfast at the hotel, that we might
id the State normal school before their
png exercises were gone through with.
jrway to the institution we passed the
i Capitol where Jefferson Davis was inau-
ied President of the Confederate States,
rrival we were met by the female princi-
|f the institution, Hattie Stratton, who
hs, was interested in a supposed rela-
iiip. Her branch of the family is repre-
\i by herself almost entirely alone, and as
iently happened, she is greatly interested
ijnealogy. Having, she believes, traced
amily to Daniel Stratton, of Wales, said
live been a descendant of one William
j;on, of Stratford, England, born about

1 were invited to attend their morning
|ring, where a little time of silence was
(ed when the love of the gospel seemed
ise in dominion, to the comfort of many

I

gathered. It was an unusual company,
;iny young people who were preparing to
I, and seemed in a degree to know the
•tance of their calling. It has been noted
the colored people of the South are more
iciatiye of religioas feeling than our own
but in this case the white members of
acuity seemed deeply sensible of the mer-
d goodness of our God.
e head of the school, William B. Patter-
was very kind to show us their work in

the various departments, and narrate some-
thing of his own history.

He came from his native Scotch home to
the Northern States in 1867. In 186^ he
went to Alabama, to a section where negro
schools were greatly opposed by secret bands
of the white population. After several school-
houses had been burnt and the teachers'
lives threatened, he completed his first term
of school under a tree. Cne of his pupils in

that school is still with him as foremost man
teacher in the State normal, having nine hun-
dred and sixty colored pupils under him. They
have moved their school three times, each time
at the urgent desire of their neighboring white
settlers who would aid them by securing addi-
tional State appropriation if they would only
move from them; the feeling is so strong
against living near an educational centre for
negroes. Now they have large State aid, and
a good equipment for both academic and in-

dustrial work. He has found his greatest
success in submission. In this attitude of
mind he and his work have been most blessed.
The satisfactory meeting at this school

proved to be the closing opportunity with the
colored people in the South. We took train
in the afternoon for Atlanta, where after
a day's rest we felt at liberty to return
home. At Cincinnati we found the remains
of the great ice storm that had visited some
of our northern sections while we were hear-
ing the frogs chirp at Mt. Meigs, the mosqui-
toes buzz in Montgomery. The high waters
were so impeding railway traffic, that we here
determined to take a comfortable boat up the
river for our nearest point home.

The packet line with an assurance not un-
common in such cases advertised the river trip
as the most beautiful in the world. However
that may be. we had some very fine views of
high hills and fertile valleys, rugged rocks and
beautiful cities.

It was indeed cause for thankfulness that
we should be favored to return with the re-
ward of peace to our families and friends,
finding they had been favored with health dur-
ing our absence.

RUSKIN once remarked that as a nation the
British have despised literature: "What do
we as a nation care about books?" he asks.
"How much do you think we spend altogether
on our libraries, public and private, as com-
pared with what we spend on our horses? If

a man spends lavishly on his library you call

him mad—a bibliomaniac. But you never
call anyone a horse maniac, though men ruin
themselves every day by their horses, and you
do not hear of people ruining themselves by
their books. Or, to go lower still, how much do
you think the contents of the bookshelves of
the United Kingdom would fetch, as compared
with the contents of its wine cellars? What
position would its expenditure on literature
take as compared with its expenditure on lux-
urious eating? We talk of food for the mind,
as of food for the body; now a good book con-
tains such food inexhaustibly; it is a provision
for life, and for the best part of us; yet how
long most people would look at the best book
before they would give the price of a large
turbot for it!"

"Extraction is the best remedy for sin and

Glimpses of Early Church History.

Condensed from Charles Tyler's "Pictures from Early
Church History.''

Few who have read the Book of Acts but
have wished it had been longer. To pass
from the New Testament to the scanty re-
mains and traditions of the succeeding ages
is like passing from light to darkness. We
have in the writer of the Acts a safe, wise
guide for the thirty years which followed our
Lord'd ascension. Although he does not tell

us half of what we might like to know, he
leads us through a region glowing in the light
of truth. But, for the next fifty or sixty
years, we have to grope our way through a
tangled wilderness, only here and there illu-

mined by a gleam of twilight.

The apostles, as Mark tell us, went forth
and preached everywhere. Neither they nor
their successors had much time for writing.
They saw around them a world lying in wick-
edness, and they had before them a mighty
work—to gather and build up the Church of
Christ, in preparation for the Day of his com-
ing which they believed to be nigh at hand.
They were but a handful of men, a little army,
but never in the history of the world was army
sent forth to make so vast a conquest or to

encounter so terrible a foe.

Very little regarding the heralds of the gos-
pel can be added to the Book of Acts. But
though it is so little it helps to carry on the
story of the Church to future days, when
men had more leisure for writing. Paul, after
his imprisonment at Rome, seems to have tra-

velled again in Judea, Asia Minor, and Greece,
and possibly, to have visited Spain, as we
know from the Epistle to the Romans he in-

tended tj do.

It is believed that he came a second time to

Rome, where he met Peter, and that they
both suffered martrydom in the persecution
under Nero.

We read in Galatians, "There is neither
Jew nor (^entile; there is neither bond nor
free; for ye are all one in Christ Jesus."
Thousands upon thousands of heathen peo-
ple, ploughmen, vine-dressers, and shepherds,
swarthy sailors of Alexandria and Sidon,

fierce soldiers and centurions of the Roman
army (which was gathered from all nations),

artisans and merchants, lawyers and philoso-

phers, slaves and freedmen, and even members
of the imperial household, were, through the
preaching of the apostles and their succes-
sors, turned from darkness to light and from
the power of Satan to God.
Now, too, "the fulness of the time" was

come ; the whole civilized world was united under
one Sovereign, and the Roman roads, straight

an arrow, well paved, had made intercourse

easy and rapid. Preachers on their way to

the unconverted "regions beyond," bishops on
their rounds, messengers with tidings or epis-

tles passed from city to city, and wherever
they came met with a brotherly welcome;
whilst such as were unknown beyond their own
church were furnished with "letters of com-
mendation." "Tickets of hospitality," as they
have been called. On the arrival of the vis-

itor, the faithful were called together, and
listened while he recounted the sufferings of

the confessors, the dying words of some ven-
erated teacher, or the rise and spread of some
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strange doctrine— (so frequent in the East.)

When the visitor had told his errand and par-

taken with the brethren of the simple meal, in

the name of the Lord, and they had prayed

with him and replenished his scrip and purse,

they kissed him and he departed.

The disciples met for worship in private

houses or hired rooms. They had no temple,

or consecrated building, no altar, sacrifice or

priest, no ritual, and no instrumental music.

Mow at length the golden visions of ancient

prophecy were fulnlled. The partition wall

wh>ch for two thousand years had separated

Jew from (lentile, was broken down; both

were seen to enter at the same door, embrace

one another with a brotherly kiss, recline

around the same table, break bread, and dip

together in the same dish. JMow woman was

restored to her rightful rank and honor; and

the slave found a place of refuge and was
welcomed as a brother, in the Lord.

We know fiom the Epistles and the Revela-

tions that the church, even from the begin-

ning, was troubled by false doctrine and false

brethren. As time went on these troubles

multiplied. The party spirit which divided the

Corinthian believers in the time of the Apostle

Taul broke out with still greater violence in

the next century.

Yet for all this it may safely be said that

at the close of the first century the Church

was in a condition of spiritual health and

vigor, such as has seldom, if ever been known,

abounding in love and separate from the

spirit of the world.

"The Christians," says an ancient writer,

"are not separated from men by earthly abode,

language or custom, but whilst they conform

to the usages of the country in things per-

taining to the outward life, they show a pecu-

liarity of conduct wondrous to all. "They
inhabit their native country, but are strangers.

They take their share of all burdens as citi-

zens and yet endure all kinds of wrong as

though they were foreigners. They are in

the tiesh, but they live not after the flesh.

They dwell on earth but their citizenship is in

heaven. They love all, yet are presecuted by

all. They are reviled and they bless. What
the soul is to the body, that Christians are to

the world. The soul dwells in the body and

yet is not of the body; and Christians dwell

in the world and yet are not of the world.

Our Saviour told bis disciples, "It is im-

possible but that occasions of stumbling should

come;" and, as we know, many did come.

Yet there were in these times of persecutions

and sufl'erings, when there were troubles with-

in and without, men, who steadfast to the

faith, stood as watchmen and standard bear-

ers. Such are known as the Fathers. Re-

sisting the errors shown to them, striving

with eloquent tongues and by their writings,

to uphold the truth—they lived self-denying

lives, and not a few sealed their testimony by

cruel deaths.

Of these Polycarp's long life sketches, as a

connecting link, from the apostolic age to

near the end of the second century. One of

his disciples was Irenseus, bishop of Lyons, a

native of Asia Minor. In a letter written in

his old age, recalling his boyhood, (of which

he tells us he had a much more vivid recollec-

tion than of later events). Irena?us thus de-

scribes his revered teacher: "I could point

out the very place where Polycarp was accus-

tomed to sit and discourse—his gait, his form,

his manner of life, his conversations, and what

he was accustomed to relate of his familiar in-

tercourse with John and others who had seen

the Lord; how he used to repeat their dis-

courses, and speak of the miracles of Christ

and of his doctrine, agreeably to the Holy

Scriptures. To those things, by the mercy or

Cod I listened attentively, noting them down
not on paper, but in my heart, and by the

grace of Cod I habitually call them to mind."

When of great age Polycarp sufliered mar-

tyrdom at Smyrna. A persecution had arisen

in the city in which a number of Christians,

being thrown to the wild beasts, confronted

them with admirable courage.

The devotion of the confessors only in-

creased the appetite of the heathen citizens

for fresh victims, ai d they cried out, "Perish

all atheists! Let Polycarp be sought for."

Summoned before the proconsul, "swear," he

was urged, "revile Christ, and 1 will set thee

at liberty." The reply was "Eighty-six years

have I served Him, and He never did me any

wrone; how then can I now blaspheme my King

and my Saviour!" The proconsul said, "I

have wild beasts at hand; to them I will cast

thee, except thou repent."

"Send for them," answered Polycarp; "to

repent from things better to things worse is

impossible."

Then the sentence was given, "Seeing thou

despisest wild beasts, 1 will have thee con-

sumed by fire." And so having "witnessed a

good confession," his earthly life was de-

stroyed.

The records of the early Church bear the

names of Ignatius, Justin Martyr, Cyprian.

Of this last we are told, that he was a nalive

of Carthage and did not become a Christian

until he had reached middle life. He writes

to a friend that in his younger days, even

though living in affluence, he was in the gloom

of n'ght, a wretched wanderer, unable to be-

lieve how anyone in his state could be born

again, could put off what he had been all his

life, and be changed, heart and soul. "But
when," he says, "by the help of the water of

the new birth the old stains were washed
away, and a light from above shone into my
heart, then doubtful things began to be cer-

tain, and hidden things clear, and what before

had seemed hard, and even impossible, now
became practicable. He adds this good piece

of counsel, "Let godly fear be the keeper of

innocence, that the Lord may dwell in us as

in the guest chamber of a grateful heart, and

that the assurance we have gained may not

beget carelessness, and so the old enemy creep

in upon us again." When Cyprian renounced

paganism he sold his villa and garden and gave

the money to the poor. He was soon made
deacon and presbyter, and in the year 248 was
elected bishop of Carthage. In the following

year Decius was made emperor, and his reign

is memorable for a more general and deter-

mined attempt than had yet been made, ut-

terly to destroy and root out Christianity.

Forty years of ease had put the Church off

the watch. The line of separation from the

world had gradually lost its sharpness, and

many who professed Christ had so far forgot-

ten their vows as to frequent the public shows,

the theatre and the circus. The giving up of

I

I

these things had been the very badge of ',.\.

pleship, a token which every heathen ecu!

derstand, and to return to them seemed
ing less than a denial of Christ. Dres

another powerful temptation. It was tt

ridian day of Roman display and luxury'

not a few Chris'.ian women vied with

heathen acquaintances in the adoption

surd fashions and the use of costly garir

From this condition of ease and fal

the Church was suddenly roused by tne c

persecution. Beginning at Rome the (

tians in every city and village were rec 'ed

to present themselves on a certain day

market place, deny Christ, and offer sac,

to the gods. Very many yielded. Some
to quiet their consciences by bribing the

cers, or presenting forged certificates of ^ejr

having complieo with the decree. Ha ly,

however, many brave and faithful witrW;

were to be found, who endured the rack;lii

dungeon, hunger and thirst and even dea i;

self, rather than deny Christ.

Cyprian writes of the Church at Cart

"The Lord would prove his people; an

cause the Divine rule of life had been b:

during the long season of quiet, a judieit

was sent to revive our tottering, I migl al-

most say, slumbering faith. Forgettiniji

believers had lived in the time of the apo,'

they had set their hearts on growing

they had maligned and quarreled, and

one another."

As the storm of persecution continm

prian was first banished, and afterward

iieaded. At the place of execution he kt

down and prayed, then taking off his ijic,

and binding his eyes with his own haD( he

stood in his linen vest, awaiting the swo of

the executioner, to whom he desired that en-

ty-five pieces of gold should be given.

Chrysostom, so called from his eloqnce

the ("golden-mouthed"), wrote, "That line

Providence ordained that the Scriptures suld

be written by publicans, fishermen, tent alt-

ers, shepherds, goatherds, in order thjtlie

things written should be understood bihe

workmen, the poor widow and the slave.'

When Paul, in his second letter to Bo-

thy, said, "From a child thou hast hn
the Holy Scriptures," we understand tb he

spoke of the Old Testament only: no piiof

the New Testament had then been wreD.

The gospels, one after another, as the; ap-

peared, were thankfully received, read all

the churches, and copies made of therfor

private use. In course of time they ere

joined together in one roll or book. To ese

were gradually added the Acts and f'aul' et-

ters; and later, the rest of the Epistlesffld

the Revelation. But, many years elapst be-

fore the New Testament was completed The

gospels were almost immediately tranitei

into Latin.

Some of the brightest ornaments othe

early Church came from the African cont >iit.

from Egypt and Carthage. Tertulliai'ts*

one of these. Son of a centurion of Cart gf.

he was trained for an orator. He was on-

verted to Christianity in middle life. '"'

warm and deep feelings, he possessed o''

rich store of knowledge. His death took ii-'

about A. D. 220.

Clement of Alexandria lived about themr

time. His writings are much valued. HiW
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eek made before his time by Chr

from rivalry or vain-glory; or
,

tian scholars. The work was called the Hex- of age, Thomas was taken by a press gang and

he says, "leaves me no time to eat. Even the

night is not allowed me for rest, as a great

part of it is consumed in study."

Many more examples of the faith of the

Fathers might be given, but as we are told in

the Epistle to the Hebrews, "the time would

fail me" to tell of those who "through faith

subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness ob-

tained promises, stopped the mouths of lions,

quenched the power of fire, escaped the edge

of the sword, from weakness were made

strong." ^

Jdvice to those who undertake the office letters; the third the Septuagint version;

(iristian teacher: "Every one ought to fourth, fifth and sixth, were three other trans-

iiiself whether he has taken to teaching lations in
(

'

ijr the only reward he proposes to him- I apla (the sixfold). Origen's industry was

iihe salvation of those who hear him." very great. "The collation of manuscripts,"

lie rich he says, "The saying, 'I poj- '

- "' '"-" *" ->' '''"°" ^'

hy should I not enjoy?' is not becom-

(her to him who possesses, or to the

mankind. More worthy it is to say, 'I

2i, why then should I not give to those

ijid?' This is the true luxury, the real

di wealth."

lO^h Tertul.lian and Clement were both

iririe writers and shining exemplars of

d'istian life, their minds were widely

tit. Clement was an ardent admirer of

jkbhilosophy, which he regarded as the

o'jod, and a preparation for the gospel.

m\w, on the contrary, sought to clear

gknd of paganism in all its forms and

leilies, believing that the gospel would

>
; freer and more prosperous course if

eijrely to itself. Thus far the witnesses

he'ospel of whom we have spoken, were

chiJren of heathen parents. The father

Jren, Leonides, was a Christian. He

1 J Alexandria, Egypt. The child gave

y Iroof of superior genius. Required

yt learn a portion of Scripture, he was

Siiisfied with knowing the words, but

iteijilso to understand the meaning, and

m ,;ked questions which were difficult to

ifeJ During the persecution under Septi-

I
y.'erus, the father was thrown into

mi Origen, who was then seventeen,

iteq;o go and be a prisoner with him, but

ino|er prevented him by hiding his clothes,

ae irote to his father exhorting him to

id ,-m in the faith, and to take no care

hislfamily Leonides was beheaded and

prlierty confiscated. The persecution

tiniig, Origen visited the confessors in

du?eons, and went with them to the

fol^supporting them in the presence of

th 1 the power of his faith and sympathy,

i cduct exposed hira to imminent danger

n l3 rabble. When only eighteen the

lopl.ppointed him teacher of the church

)ol.j As there was no salary Origen sold

libiry of classical books, which he had

:ba|d or copied out, for a pension of six-

:e ^iay, on which pittance he lived many

s. jHe panted after holiness of life, but

iin^;he simple gospel method, he strove

ttal it by bodily mortification. Allowing

, iellLt one garment, which was too thin

rotj't him from the cold, he walked bare-

, filled often, and slept on the bare floor.

: ucbf his time was given to the Old Tes-
.' jntJThe Greek translation made in Egypt,

. knj,n as the Septuagint, was commonly

;. injhe churches, and was looked upon by

y Cristians as inspired. But in this ver-

, th(-e are many faults, and many varia-

.5 film the Hebrew. The better to teach

', dejnd the Truth, Origen set himself to

,
1 ^orew, at that time little known by any

pt lie Jews, and to examine and collate

evvmd Greek manuscripts.

he] he had done this, he divided his

,
i Ijives of papyrus or vellum into six

tini Down the first column was written

oriinal Hebrew in Hebrew characters;

secnd contained the Hebrew in Greek

the popular speech in this particular, may
bring them into the like straits with some

of their predecessors. When but twenty years

Heartening Counsel, Thanksgiving and Exhor-

tation of Friends—With Biographical

Notes.

iCoiicluded from page 211.)

And when 1 read of the crucifixion of our

blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, it

would break my soul into tenderness. I thought

it was enough to awaken and humble any soul

that was well meaning, and had any sense of

the power, love and grace of Christ. Thus I

went on for several years, feeling that peace

which passeth natural understanding, which

many times accompanied my poor and needy

soul; and being advanced to about fourteen or

fifteen years of age. I remember that I used

to shun the cross of speaking in the plain

language, which I always read in the Holy

Scriptures, to those whom 1 conversed with,

except my father and mother, who would not

allow me to speak otherwise. I was convicted

in my conscience that it was not right to play

the hypocrite after that manner ; and on a

certain time I had occasion to speak with an

officer, a great man in our neighborhood, and

my heart moved within me for fear I should shun

the cross of Christ; for it was Christ's lan-

guage to all, as we may read in the New Tes-

tament, and all the Scriptures, from Genesis

to the Revelations, speak "thee " and "thou
"

to a single person. So I took up the cross,

and said "thee" to him, and he was much

affronted, and said, "Thee! What dost thou

thee me for?" I so'oerly asked him if he did

not say "thee " to his Maker in his prayers?

and whether he was too good, or too great,

to be spoken to in the same language in which

he addressed the Almighty? To this he made

no reply, but seemed to fall from his passion

into admiration, as one smitten in himself.

He bore me respect ever after, and I greatly

rejoiced that I was preserved faithful. Though

it may look a little thing to some, yet I found

it good, as the Scripture saith, not to despise

the day of small things.— Thomas Chalkky

(1675-1742).

The scruple of Thomas Chalkley as a small

lad in his native city of London, in the mat-

ter of simplicity of language, I fear would not

now be deemed of much worth by many mem-
bers of our religious Society, who appear

to believe it one of the minor testimonies,

hardly worth while to be upheld. With the

arrival of the Century Testament, which dis-

places the thee and thou of the gospel narra-

tive by the plural pronoun, the convictions of

some who may not be prepared to yield to

carried on board a man-of-war, but his wise

and staunch words against carnal fighting were

recognized by ihe officers, who gave him his

liberty. At the age of twenty-two we find

this youthful valiant in the Lord's army, on a

religious visit to Friends in America, and a

little later he removed thither, fixing his resi-

dence at ['hiladelphia. As master of a vessel,

he went many times to the West Indies,

generally to the island of Barbadues, some-

times returning with a cargo of sugar, at other

times going over the ocean to London. Sev-

eral excellent essays were prepared while at

sea. and were widely read. Long travels be-

tween voyages in the love of the gospel were

taken to various parts of Europe as well as

in the American provinces. Many tribula-

tions were his lot, as may be inferred by the

fact that he makes record in his journal of

the death of all his children, of whom he had

twelve, except one daughter, Rebecca, yet he

remained bright, loving and ever praising God

through all. His death occurred on the island

of Tortola ( near the Danish possessions in the

West Indies), where he had been holding meet-

ings with Friends and visiting their families.

"Chalkley Hall," in the Frankford suburb of

Philadelphia, is yet standing. In his verses,

so named, Whittier thus testifies his early ap-

preciation of the Journal of its owner, whose

occupancy of the place, however, witnessed

many long interruptions:

' far away beneath New England's sky,

Even when a boy.

Following my plough by Merrimack's green shore.

His simple record I have pondered o'er

With deep and quiet joy."

J. W. L.

For "THE Friend."

Mind Your Calling, Brethren.

The Master bids us mind our calling in the

language, "Ft How thou me."

In order thus to obey the Saviour's _ injunc-

tion, the heart must be open to receive Him

in order that we may know Him before we can

follow the Good Shepherd.

There must be that begotten in us that is

of Himself, that understands, knows, and is

able to follow as the intimations of the Holy

One are unfolded unto us.

The gentle voice of the pure and Gentle One

is whispered in the soul that is weaned from

the tumult of the many voices. That has

learnt in some measure to cease from the striv-

ings of the working-nature in man that cannot

rest.

To mind our calling is to follow the Lamb

whither soever He goeth. But that mind, in

measure, must be in us which was in Him be-

fore we can thus embrace by a ready obedi-

ence the mind of our Saviour, whose meat and

whose drink it was to do the Father's will.

As we are made partakers together of the

one Spirit, we become baptized into a like

mind and will not to live for self-pleasing, but

God-serving. There is a higher and nobler

plain upon which we may be raised by ceasing

from the desire to be something, in order to

know the virtue that flows from a sense of our
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town nothingness by our becoming enamored
with the fulness that is of God.

To part with all is to be made possessor of

all, and to enter into that glory that is of God
in Christ Jesus. The perfect man revealinji

the fulness of God in knowing no will but his.

How high that calling by which we are

stripped of all self-dependence, and to be

stripped of self-dependence is to know perfect

security and rest in God.

Do we really realize our calling—to be made
partakers of his Divine nature, through whom
alone we can escape the corruption that is in

the world through lust after other things than

those that be of God. How many are the de-

vices and twistings of that nature that is out

of harmony with God, that Christ alone can

redeem from.

The adversary of our soul is likened unto a

crooked serpent, and until that is uprooted in

us that springs therefrom, Christ cannot be-

come formed in us, and hence that likeness

which is of God cannot shine through us, to

the Glory of God the P'ather. Our works all

are tainted so long as we remain in the border

land. Hence we must know a dying daily to that

which is not of God by the resurrection life of

Christ who is the image of the invisible God.
Mmd your calling brethren, the call to be

saints, not sinners, for the blood of Christ

cleanses from all sin, and the blood is the life,

so that without the life or spirit of Christ

abiding in us we cannot know cleansing from
sin, as his power alone can keep from sin, and
bring into and keep in that condition that sin-

neth not.

There is a condition of union a communion
with God the Father through the indwelling

of Christ's Spirit in us. It is as the relation

of branch to the vine, which betokens a con-

tinual drawing of sap from the parent stock,

and also the putting forth of the natural

shoots of growth, and the evidence of life

brings forth fruit in its season ripening under
the moisture and sunshine of heaven as these

fall upon it; the vine and the branches alike

showing forth the praise of the Great and
Good Husbandman.

Are we such to the praise and glory of God?
for there are signs of age upon many of us

that show we have passed through many a
wintry blast, but have these passed over us

and left us more firmly rooted, settled and
sealed in the Master's hand, for his use and
service; or are we but lukewarm followers and
half-hearted disciples much more than was the

case with us in early life?

These are enquiries that press for an an-

swer, if there is with us evidence of slackness

in our love and allegiance to Him whose mercy
took strong hold upon us in early youth, and
whose tender mercies have followed in our
mature years, and now in our declining days
there are not wanting the sensible care and
guardianship of a gracious God and Father.

There is such a thing as living wholly on
mercy, and in bringing no fruit to perfection,

passing over the same ground again and in

having to make the same acknowledgment
time out of number. Is this the true and
rightful condition of Sonship of the Lord God
Almighty, to evidence so little of the sweet-
ness of his grace in life and in service. For
his servants do serve Him and not themselves,
here on earth as well as in heaven above.

The shackles of mortality will soon fall

from us. Are we evidencing our being clothed

upon with our heavenly habitation by the

clothing and covering of one mind being more
and more in unison with our Divine Master,

and as such it will be our meat and our drink

as it was his, to do the will of God our Father,

through Christ Jesus.

The youth among whom we move will be ex-

ampled by us to seek the heavenly country, and
those of riper years to follow us as we are fol-

lowing Christ.

There is still the need for fruitfulness in

the field of offering, and as this is known,
there will be joyousness in the house of prayer.

ye servants of the Lord, quit you like

men, be strong in Him! Manifest your cloth-

ing to be the whole armor of God. Thus
fighting the good fight of faith and adorning
the doctrine of God our Saviour, we shall be
prepared by grace to welcome the summons
home to perfect rest in that more perfect ser-

vice in his own realms of bliss, the happy con-

summation of our truly minding our calling

in and from Him, wnom we rightfully call our

Lord and .Master.

Truly with such, what will the harvest be

in that perfect ingathering of all taGod?
Be encouraged, then, ye aged pilgrims, to

hold on your way, neither faint nor grow
weary in well doing even though sin doth

abound around, proving the power of grace to

give the victory over all, and thus bring honor

and glory to Him who hath called you and
who will assuredly perfect his own work in

you, as faith and faithfulness is abode in.

Thus as the shadow of eventide doth gather
round, let the sun of your life go down in the

horizon of his love, who hath loved you and
gathered you for purposes of his own glory.

Even so saith my soul, in the like hope that

is of Him,
Your friend in Christ,

Charles W. Thomson.
26 Havelock Street.

Byre's Road, Glasgow, Scotland, 12lh Month 30, 1902.

Science and Industry.

Habits op the Sturgeon.— The big stur-

geon which died at the aquarium recently was
not the only specimen there on exhibition.

There are two or three more swimming about
in the tanks, says the New York Tribune.

The sturgeon is an interesting fish. It has,

for instance, a telescopic mouth. Its mouth
has not the usual bony jaw opening like that

of most fish. It is on the under side of its

head, like that of a shark, and is more like

a hole than anything else. In front of it,

hanging down like a thin beard, are a number
of sensitive tentacles.

Whenever the sturgeon in his search for

food skims the surface of the bottom these

tentacles sweep the ground. If they chance
to pass over the end of the siphon of a soft-

shelled clam, the information is immediately
telegraphed to the brain, and the telescopic

mouth unfolds into a tube over the neck of

the clam. Its gills begin to work with the

speed of bellows when a fire is being stirred

up. The sand blows out of them on either

side in a little cloud. In a few seconds the

sand around the clam has been sucked through
the gills and the clam is lifted into the mouth
of the sturgeon. Once inside the vestibule of

the sturgeon's mouth, the shell is en
pieces, the gills again working like a t'v

of bellows. The clam, it is needless i'

does not follow the fragments of the i n

Sometimes the sturgeon with his shi ;.

nose will cultivate the sandy bottom a^r

manner of the husbandman. Gather

;

mentum, he forces his snoot into the km
and ploughs a furrow from six to eigh^
deep and from fifty to sixty feet Ion

Hi

current clears away the debris thus,iron
up, and returning along the furrow he itt«|

his harvest of mollusks and crustaceai I|

number of sturgeon is rapidly growii \^

owing to the love of mankind for cav eaj

smoked sturgeon. Caviare is made i%^
roe of the female. This not only redistj

number of adult sturgeons, but cutsftl

possibility of an increase of the suppi, lt|

said that "smoked sturseon " is beiraai

from the West Indian catfish. In som jUn

there are laws against the promiscuous an|

ter of sturgeon.

New Pennsylvania Topograf
—The United States Geological Snr

recently issued a number of topograpbjl

sheets of portions of Pennsyh
unmapped by the Survey. Three dtl

sheets, known as the Wernersville, Bortoi

and Slatington, cover the regions in th iei(

borhood of Heading, and include partsoJarl

Lehigh, Montgomery and Schuylkill cntii

lying to the southeast of the Schuylkill ithi

cite coal region. A fourth map, theCh^
burg, shows the country surrounding tW

of Chambersburg, Greencastle and Way!
in the southern part of the State. Th€B«>
are the result of the co-operative snijp

tween the Federal Bureau and the

Pennsylvania. They are on a scale of i

mately one inch to the mile, and e?hi-.»

unusual accuracy and wealth of de I

features of the regions represented.

One of their most interesting aD(|

features is the admirable manner inwl
marked inequalities of the country are!

This is accomplished by means of c<|

or lines running through points of eq|

vation, at intervals of twenty feet,

fully are the surveys made that it is iH

to distinguish the slopes, grades and sl')e8

the hills and valleys, and even of tl s»

ravines etched by the streams on th^Mi

tain sides. The work is carried to 0(4

degree of refinement that the locatiorjf

dividual houses in the country distrsi

shown. On the Slatington sheet the t«8

the slate, iron and cement industries ith

Slatington are indicated.

Values Due to Irrigation.—The *
statement is made in the current ri)rt

the Division of Hydrography of the nil

States Geographical Survey, now iiP»

that :

"The open range of the arid region?

erally stated to be capable of supporg'

cow to every twenty acres. The saili

when watered and put in alfalfa will fr iM

feed ten cows to every twenty acres, >»'

chards at favorable altitudes will s>)0"

family of three, or even five, persoi '

open range may have a value of fifty i'*

acre, while under irrigation the seUiiJB

il I

i
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jlnp to fifty dollars an acre, and if in
'5 to five hundred dollars an acre. Thus

,, v9es of the lands are directly reversed,

:
gning lands having the greatest extent
th least value and the irrigated land the
t litent and the greatest value."
tieirogress of the West is so dependent on

, iirtint and the intelligent use of its water
ilyhat the Geological Survey, in its study
,hevvater resources of the country, has
especial effort to collect full informa-

. r ;arding the character and regimen of
hemportant streams and other sources of
>r iipply of that section. The investiga-
iR iides systematic measurements of flow,

V of reservoir sites, the study of
nervation, and the consideration of

- if water on important watersheds.

V n[el Way of Harvesting Pecan Nuts.
;;n jterprising Texas girl has solved theM of harvesting the pecan nuts that
T ji the topmost branches of the tall

8. These nuts are usually the very best
be rop, and are often one hundred and
fe;from the ground, so it has been cus-
iryin the past to leave about twenty
irsjworth of nuts on the tree, because
1 til most daring climber fails to reach
i. she leased a number of pecan groves
fai and determined to harvest the crop
n. [She studied aeronautics and employed
mplent mechanic to make an airship in
-rdjce with a design that she had drawn,
m |e balloon was finished the girl stepped
thi basket, and soon was up to the level
hebpmost branches of one of the nut
B. [he had with her a long thrashing pole,
in le course of a few minutes the ground
sra/th was covered with pecans. Then she
t fiu tree to tree with the same result.
sal that the energetic young woman will
B ^big sum out of her groves this year

'5,00 A Year for Listening.— Every
tbj^a telegraph operator works, at three
iteibefore twelve o'clock there is only
mi in the whole country, from .San
CIS) to New York, that is privileged to
iiis^ey. That man is the operator at
iin;on. In those three minutes every
8 'pen and all operators wait for three
te^ ticking which tells them the correct
iom that ticking every telegraph com-

8 9ck IS set. There are at least 20,000
Mi at work. Taking three minutes
e|y one of them equals 60,000 minutes
ajy every day. It would take one man
edi to do the listening of all these men
Off few minutes. At the rate of ,$50 a
i.jad working for the required number
3r this man would receive $75,000.
sjhat the companies pay a year to their
oi|ust listening.
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50 for bituminous coal. The result will equal
the number of pounds; and to find the num-
ber of tons, divide by 2,000, or to reckon

long tons," divide by 2,240.

Huber, the great naturalist tells us that if
a single wasp discovers a deposit of honev or
other food, he will return to his nest and'im-
part the good news to his companions, who
WMll sally forth in great numbers to partake
of the fare which has been discovered for them
fehall we who have found honey in the rock
Jesus Christ, be less considerate of our fellow-
men than wasps are of their fellow insects?

The U. S. Geological Survey also announ-
ces us completion of maps of mountainous
North Carolina, and of the Geologic his-
tory of Chicago and vicinity, said to be one
of the most satisfactory of the series thus far
issued. The price of the Chicago folios is
fifty cents, and of the other charts usually
five cents.

V Measure Coal in a Bin or Bo.x.
)1[ cubic foot of anthracite coal weighs
) pounds. When broken for use it
'(bout 54 pounds. Bituminous coal
bjken up for use, weighs about fifty
i-l the consequent rule for the approxi-
msurement of coal in a bin or box is
ti'ly the length in feet by the height
.od again by the breadth in feet, and
!^lt by 54 for anthracite coal, or by

Letter from Anastasia V. Verigin to Eliza H.

Varney.

Village Proterpevshy, December 1, 1902.

Heartily Respected and dear-to-our-soul Sister
in Christ, Mrs. Varney.

Not long ago I received a letter with your
hearty love and good wishes, and the desire
that the Lord would grant a safe arrival of my
sincerely beloved son Peter Vasilievitch; for
all of which I send you sincere thanks. May
the Lord save and show mercy to you in this
life as also in the eternal kingdom!

With sincere delight I send you the news,
sister, and also to all your acquaintances, that
I, in the last days of my life, have received
relief; the Lord of grace sent me my younger
son, GresHa, who arrived here on the 15th of
October. He left his place of suflFering with-
out any permission on the part of the govern-
ment, and arrived here in safety.

The second joy is that on the 18th of No-
vember I received a telegram from England,
from our well wishers. Tchertkoff, stating that
'Peter Verigin arrived here to-day, is soon

going to Canada." From such a joy I forgot
all about my suffering and old age. I thank
God for his mercy, and as, after a long and
stormy nignt, which burdened my soul for
over fifteen years, now I am waiting for the
bright and joyful sunrise, which will give
warmth to my soul and heart's delight. The
break of day has shown itself, and the light
IS not far; I am waiting with impatience for
that day in which I shall see my son; even
DOW it is in my mind as though I am realizing
my meeting with him. Gracious God, what
will it be when we see each other!

Anastasia V. Vekigin

hobors a high character in the Manitoba press
or integrity, saying at one time he had eight
thousand dollars loaned to them, every cent of
which was paid back when it became due, and
although he was a conservative in politics, he
thinks the Doukhobors will be good citizens
and that the government did well in bringing
them into the country.
A letter received from an interpreter in the

baskatchewan District, to whom was commit-
ed the translation of the letter from the
Doukhobor committee to Peter Verigin, also
an address from Joseph James Neave to the
Doukhobors, with the instruction to send a
copy of the latter in Ru.ssian to each village
informs, that the service has been completed'
and there was evidence of its having been well
received. (J. J. N. in company with J.
bellows, had some years ago visited the Douk-
hobors in Russia.) The translation has the
confidence of the immigration department.

The same letter notes that there is prepara-
tion going on for building next summer, and
the people seem comfortable this winter. The
disturbance in that colony was quite limited-
no accounts having reached us of any in that
section having joined in the Cru.sade; a few
had seemed unsettled, but were quieting down

From letters received from different corre-
spondents there is reason to believe that Pe-
ter Verigin has had a joyful reception by his
relatives and brethren, and has been visiting
among the Doukhobors, encouraging the tak-
ing up of homesteads, which is likely to be-
come very general; he had no sympathy with
the late movement of those who let go their
cattle to start out on a Pilgrimage or Cru-

e; quite a number of those who have re-
turned have bought farms for their own use.
A banker, at Swan River, gives the Douk-

From "Home Thoughts."

The Maiden Aunt. -In many a home, that
woman of varied endowment, the maiden aunt
plays her quiet role of unrecorded and most
valuable service, and her beneficiaries are
scarcely aware of her sacrifice of time or per-
sonal enjoyment, or of the check she has to
put on her individual preferences or opinions in
order to carry out the family rule, which she
often neither approves nor sympathizes with.
She IS ever ready to take the helm when ill-
ness or absence forces the heads of the home
to yield It to other hands. If she has an in-
dependent income, this boy goes to college
and that girl receives the education for which
she longs. Too often, even in grateful young
hearts no inquiry as to what might have come
into her single, and in some ways, lonely life,
had she used the money to gratify herself'.
She is dear and good and generous,— they ful-
ly understand that; but where she would" have
travelled, what she would have taken delight
in possessing— books, pictures, a home which
was her very own, in which to express herself
—they do not think or dream of these. How
could she be happier than she is?"

Depressing Intercourse.—The depressing
effect of certain visitors or of entering cer-
tain homes, is too well known to need illustra-
tion. And usually this saddening influence
comes from persons who have little to endure.
A well-dressed woman, whose cheeks are rosy,'
and whose eyes are bright, awaits you in her
drawing-room, and you meet her easy smile,
with a mental assurance of her entire well-be-
ing. When at the end of a twenty minute
visit, she says "good-by," you feel as if you
had visited a field hospital after a battle. You
have been told of severe illnesses, of threat-
ening misfortune, of impending disgrace, of
family disagreements, until the world seems
"Tapped in gloom . . .

Let us seduously endeavor to hide that
which mars and disfigures, while it is yet tri-
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fling enough to be veiled, and set forth what is

fair and sweet to human eyes, as far as it is

possible for us to do so.

"The atheist who spent a few days with

Fenelon said, 'If I stay here much longer I

shall become a Christian in spite of myself.'

t'enelon had used no word of controversy or

solicitation. It was but the quiet convincing

argument of a holy life—a consistent walk

and conversation."

Items Concerning the Society.

Referring to a letter from Kansas received over

a year ago we find the following

:

" Your friend Charles Rhoads, in the course of

his religious visit in the West several years ago
attended the said meeting. I at that time was
down in a state of darkness and misery on account
of the troubles in the Society, not hoping for nor
expecting any good ; but contrary to my expec-

tation his ministry was so living and powerful as

to lift me up into the light, joy and peace found
in believing, which is only known in the faith of

Jesus. This convinced me that there was some-
thing better in the way of ministry than I ex-

perienced in either party of the Society in the

West." Continuing to And his satisfaction in Christ,

but in no Society, he recounts how he resigned

from the so-called progressive body to which he

had belonged, to stand isolated in the church uni-

versal.

So representative a Friend of much that was
excellent in gospel truth, and in the counsels of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, is added now to the

number of lately departed ministers whjm it is

hard to spare. Charles Rhoads deceased on
First-day afternoon, the 25th instant. No Friend

in these parts needs to be told what a loss he and
we have met with. Seldom has one been raised

up, both so esteemed and so beloved, whose taking
away strips the church so widely, and the town of

his residence so affectingly.

The same public paper which announces the

death of Charles Rhoads, a twin brother of the late

Dr. James E. Rhoads, reports in the very next
paragraph, the death, at near the same age, of

Alfred H. Smiley, twin brother of Albert K. Smiley,

both widely known as formerly superintending tlie

Friends' Boarding School at Providence, R. I., and
since the remarkable places of summer sojourn at

Lakes Mohonk and Minnewaska.

Word has been received from England of the

decease of Mary Elizabeth Beck, who. in the sta-

tion of minister, has paid two visits to Friends in

America, the last one during a winter mostly in

and about Philadelphia. Also books and writings

carefully prepared by her testify to her interest in

the prosperity of the Society.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—The new Panama Canal treaty, now
under consideration in Congress, gives the United States

what is practically a perpetual and sovereign control of

a strip of territory about six miles wide, in which the

waterway is to be built. This is to be accomplished by
means of a lease for 100 years, renewable thereafter in

terms of 100 years at ihe sole option of the United States.

The United States agrees to pay Colombia a yearly an-

nuity of $250,000, which is to begin with the American
occupation of the territory. The bonus to be paid by the

United States in lieu of the rights of Colombia in the

canal and in the railroad and from yearly fees collected

at the terminal ports is to be either $8,000,000 or $10,-

000,000, of which one-half is to be paid upon entering

into possession of the canal strip and the other half when
the canal is completed. In order to make the control by
this country the more absolute, it is agreed that the Co-

[

lombian Congress will enact a code of special laws for
j

the State of ^Panama through which the canal will run, I

and that the administration of these laws will be en-

trusted to American officials exclusively.
|

In a convention of the United Mine Workers, lately

held in Indianapolis, a letter was adopted which states

that: "We recognize that the donations of money sent us

from all parts of this country, and likewise from foreign

lands, have been the greatest factor in maintaining the

strike in the anthracite region."

Forty-five Chicago coal operators and dealers have been

indicted by a special Grand Jury for conspiring to restrict

the coal supply, and to charge a price for coal greatly in

excess of its value.

The sessions of the Anthracite Commission have been

continued, and a large amount of testimony has been of-

fered.

A message by the Marconi system of wireless tele-

graphy was sent on the 19th inst. from President Roose-

velt to King Edward VII. It was transmitted from Cape
Cod to Cornwall, England.

In a recent meeting of the directors of the Marconi Wire-

less Telegraph Co., of America, held in New York, it was
stated by the manager of the company that "the possi-

bilities of this system are practicably illimitable. In

sending the President's message from Cape Cod to Poldhu

only one-sixth of the available power was used, and I be-

lieve that it would be just as easy to send a message to

New Zealand. Many new stations are contemplated.

Some of them will be on the Pacific coast, and in time,

doubtless, we shall have the world pretty thoroughly cov-

ered."

President Roosevelt has announced his policy in refer-

ence to appointments to office, as follows: "The spirit of

the Constitution forbids that any man shall be refused

office on account of race or color; it also forbids that any

man shall ask office on account of race or color. The

whole matter resolves itself within the party, back into a

question of character, ability and fitness and of previous

service; or the indorsement of the community at interest

shall constitute the best test; where a suitable member
of the party cannot be found, the best man obtainable

will be chosen."

The membership of 1380 congregations in New York

City is stated to include 425,243 Protestants and 976,025

Roman Catholics.

A conference to consider the danger of the spread of

the bubonic plague has lately been held in Washington,

in which it was stated that ninety-three cases of plague

had occurred in San Francisco, eighty-seven being in

Chinatown. This conference passed a resolution, in part,

as follows: "The gravity of the situation is greatly in-

creased by the gross neglect of official duty by the State

Board of Health of California and the obstructive influ-

ence of the recent Governor of California, by the failure

of the city government of San Francisco to support its

city Board of Health, and by the obstacles opposed to the

operations of the United States Public Health Service."

Chas. W. Eliot, president of Harvard University, lately

stated in a public address that: "Within the last few years

four new professions have developed—engineering, in its

four distinct branches of civil, electrical, mechanical and

mining; applied chemistry, architecture and landscape

gardening." Of the four, he thought architecture should

be ranked as one of the most learned.

As a result of a series of experiments. Dr. Leonard

Pearson, of the Veterinary Department of the University

of Pennsylvania, announces that he has discovered a

method of vaccination whereby cattle may be made im-

mune to tuberculosis.

On the 23d instant an earthquake shock was felt at

Charleston, S. C, and throughout lower South Carolina,

and also at Savannah, Ga.

There were 615 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 117 more than the pre-

vious week and 52 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 317 were males and 298 females;

57 died of consumption of the lungs; 121 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 6 of diphtheria;

14 of cancer; 29 of apoplexy; 35 of typhoid fever; 4 of

scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Foreign.— A despatch from Pekin says : China has

formally announced her inability to make the indemnity

payments required by the treaty of Pekin, and has thrown

herself upon the mercy of the Powers.

Minister Bowen, representing Venezuela has arrived in

Washington, and has taken steps to endeavor to settle

the questions in dispute between that country and cer-

tain European Powers. This endeavor has been seriously

endangered by the action of the German naval com-

mander off the coast of Venezuela in bombarding the fort

of San Carlos on the 21st instant. The Venezuelan com

mander at San Carlos claims that the German attack was

made without any provocation on their part, without

previous notification or the delivering of an ultimatum.

A dispatch from Washington of the 22nd says : Official

circles here cannot see, without having details of the af-

fair, what reasons may have induced the commanders of

the German ships to create new complications at a time

st

when the negotiations for the solution of exii »

culties are about to begin in Washington.
The bombardment was continued by German

ir

sels on the 22nd and 23d instants. This u'j^^

action of Germany has awakened in England lai -

satisfaction. An editorial in the London Kji,,,

The act of uncompromising hostility committ.bj
German warships in Venezuelan waters has st;

dismayed all who were bent on securing a s|

tranquil solution of the problem.

Dr. Mavmorek, of the Pasteur Institute, Par ji,

nounced the discovery of a tuberculosis serum t,

many cases has proved a specific.

The condition of German workingmen it issai
s

respondent of the London Times, is miserably iiri|„j

that of the English or Americans. Regarding
\
U

of work, the English workmen were far aheai'fj
Continental brethren.

|

The bubonic plague in Mazatlan, Mexico, cm t-

a virulent form ; 141 houses which were belie ;

infected were burned. Quarantine stations Ij

established to protect the people in neighboring ife

A despatch from Stockholm of the 23d says t Oia

II, King of Sweden and Norway, has tempora
j^J

cated his throne on account of impaired health, 'isn

Prince Gustaf, now 44 years of age, takes his p:e.

A dispatch from Rome says : Professor Tizzc of j

Bologna University, has announced to the Royal adii

of Sciences the discovery of a serum to com ! pi)

monia. ) '

Earthquakes and volcanic disturbances are re 'W
have occurred lately near Urique, State of C.taii

Mexico, and the atmosphere filled with fine volci
An earthquake at midnight on the 23d was tenj

the inhabitants.

INOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — For conveiit

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage jlh

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. Il.,jd«

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when ries''

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents ib

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West le-

Phone 114x. Edward G. SMEDLBYjp.

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicati

admission of pupils to the school, and letters '

to instruction and discipline should be addressi

Wm. F. Wickersham,
Payments on account of board and

munications in regard to business should be fori ded

Edward G. Smedley. Superinterjdei

Address, Westtown P. 0., Cheste o.,l

atioiMr
erg 'B
BBSetB'-

l.PrP

Frisnds' Western District Dorcas .Societ -il

stated meeting of the Society held Twelfth Mo. 3 ,19

it was decided to make a special appeal to eact k.

and contributor, and Friends generally, for mon i

the poor women employed by the Society to ob ]

during this season of scarcity. The proper di: i'J

of the fund thus obtained will be decided upon alfoli

meeting of members.
It is hoped that a generous

once, so as to relieve a great deal of suffering

Emma M. Shinn,

Alice C Letch
M.-iRY H. Biddle, Treas.,

1429 Arch St.

'ering. .j^„
[NN, VieM
chwobtV'''

Died, at the home of her brother, near Dun

shall County, Iowa, on the eighth of Tenth Moc

Ellen K. Botnen, in her eighty-first year; am'

Stavanger Monthly Meeting of Friend-', Iowa,

at Roldal, Norway, and emigrated to this (

summer of 1869. Although her parents were

she was deprived of her eyesight when one-an

years of age, she manifested a cheerfulness and

contentment through her life not often witnessei

who are outwardly more favored. In her were t

fled the words: "Godliness with contentment isgr

, on the twenty-ninth of Eleventh M nth,

the home of Alice Hiatt, his daughter, of Betio

Jonathan Irish Southwick, in the eighty-fonrt

his age. He had been a life-long Friend and 2

liever in the doctrines of the Society, and un

eighty-second year regularly made the journey

Iowa Yearly Meeting (conservative), of which

^

member. His life had been a testimony Uir C

during his last illness he often calmly ,<p"ke o

preaching departure. A short time before the

a look of solemn joy, he said, " This is death."

in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saio

LLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTe"'*:
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Leadership, Fellowship, Worship.

Ahoughtful woman who on one day recent-

' aeiided two public meetings of Friends

jiniked "What I marvel at most is your

3 in holding assemblies for public Divine

ip, and then sitting still in them expect-

ig lie Lord to supply that which may hold

le bople's attention." She acknowledged

latjhe faith exercised for those occasions

88 jstified by results. But sometimes ment

igslvhich worshippers had regarded as liv-

gljj)wned by the Head of the Church in sl-

id ixercises of spirit, are afterwards pro-

)un^d by on-lookers who are not in-lookers,

I did meetings. Quiet they may be to the

itwi'd ear, if that is what is meant by

dea;" but may such spectators yet learn

le vrship that is too living for words.

A iiijoaopher is said lately to have pro-

mD;d George Fox not a mystic, as the typi-

il iTistics are. To be sure, all experimental

iri^ans are mystics in the essentials of

eir"orship, experience, and spiritual com-

jinili. Rut the communion of the so-called

ysti was solitary, cloistered, that of the

srui shutting himself up away from human

teNurse, hugging to himself and convers-

e ajne with that inward discovery which he

)ui(jdwell upon as the one centre of his

e ^d interest. George Fox, too, knew

was to enter into the inner chamber

biioul and shut-to the door, and confer

ra who seeth in secret,

us, also, by day or by night, are

ougit more opportunities than we improve

r tl| same indwelling with the inspeaking

ordjf life. Even the busiest workers have

ch jDments afforded, without need of clois-

•• oij;ave to retire to.

Buljeorge Fox's distinction from the mys-

tics consisted in his concern to share such ho-

ly partaking in common with others. Fre-

quently must his communion o/'the Spirit be

with fellow beings. Herein is the genesis of

the Friends' Meeting. These associate wor-

shippers, when gathered in spirit unto the same

living Centre, could feel what it was to be

"members one of another" in Christ's body,

—even that when two or three were gathered

together in his name, there was He in the

midst of them, dispensing the true supper of

the Lord.

This living Treasure and Comforter was too

good not to bo shared. "Come, taste and

see," and let us enjoy the secret of life to-

gether,—was his word to all who would be

grouped in Christ's name, and become a fel-

lowship together in Him. This is what a "so-

ciety" is,

—

a fellowship; while a "church" is

an assembly, a congregation. Fox did not

aim to found a church, but to invite men into

a fellowship, a sharing together of the one

central Life. "Come and have fellowship with

us; for our fellowship is with the Father, and

with his son Jesus Christ." Such is the true

inwardness of the social gospel which George

Fox felt. His was a Society (fellowship) of

the friends of Christ, beside which the name

church (congregation) seems colorless. Yet

a church to be of Christ, must be a fellow-

ship; else, being nol of the Spirit of Christ

and out of mutual love, it is none of his. The

universal church of Christ may have many so-

cieties of Christ, and all of them without sec-

tarianism in the sense of separation of feeling,

if only all of them are fellowships,— all eating

the same spiritual meat and all drinking the

same spiritual drink.

So that a church be a fellowship, the Spirit

of Christ is equal to every emergency of pub-

lic worship. The members of a true society

in Him begin to be aliens and infidel, when

they carry to meetings anxieties about the

people being entertained,—fixing up in their

minds sermons and sermonettes lest the Head

over all things to his Church should be dere-

lict, or too slow in his inspirations; devising

ways and means in will-worship for holding the

assembly, and so in the "assembly" utterly

losing the "fellowship." "Thou who sayest,

have confidence in God, hast thou confidence"

in his holding of a meeting, when thou and it

are livingly trusted to his Spirit? It is in-

deed a work of faith, but whatsoever in wor-

ship "is not of faith, is sin." And many,

seeing what God hath wrought when trusted,

will be moved as the woman aforesaid was,

who saw in a Friends' meeting the triumphs

of faith in the conducting of it.

And so may be repeated the experience of

many a stranger at our gates, that "thus are

the secrets of his heart made manifest, and so

falling down on his face he will worship God,

and report that God is in you of a truth."

"Gather the Children."—If any would be

gatherers of the future Society, they will look

well into that which gathers and that which

scatters the children. "When I was a child I

thought as a child," and as a child needed

some kindergarten mode of approach to my
condition.

Small, five-minute silences, as before God,

with a loving parent at home,—entering into

an understanding with the child as to what

this beautiful little privilege is for,—will tend

to win the heart thus directed to commune

with the Father of spirits, far better than the

process of tiring him out with the strong

meat o? long sittings and sermons adapted ra-

ther to the full grown. These too he will in

due season learn to love, by beginning with

the little sittings as he is able to bear them

and appreciate them. Children once touched

with the preciousness of these short opportu-

nities, have been known to seek such silent en-

gagements by themselves. So will they be pre-

paring to join their older Friends in what will

be deemed an inestimable privilege. But how

often do we, by our lack of Christian tact at

the outset, turn Friends' meetings into a pun-

ishment and a dread to children. Even this

is often overcome in their hearts, by a sense

of wonder accompanying a Divine silence or

an anointed utterance in the mention of Di-

vine things, though they understand no sen-

tence, but are bowed in spirit under the cover-

ing of good. In order thus to gather the chil-

dren shall we not give heed to being rightly

gathered

Mysticism is a word employed by philoso-

phers and monks alike, as involving the idea,

not merely of initiation into something hidden,

but, beyond this, of an internal manifestation

of the Divine in the feeling of the secluded

soul.

—

R. A. Vaughan.
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Hov I Was Punished.

My father was a country minister. Like

most of his ^uM his only abundance consisted

in piety and the "poor man's blessing"—many
children.

There were nine of us and the butter on our

bread was very thin, our pantaloons were
pieced down and pieced up and turned hind

side before, and we went barefoot all summer,
and never gave each other the value of a pin.

One day a letter arrived from grandfather

containing a gift of a small sum of money. It

was deemed permissible that out of it father

should treat himself to a certain book which

he had long desired. So one cold winter

morning (I was nine years old at the time),

mother dressed me in the combined wraps of

the family, and the precious coins in my pock-

et, and despatched me to the neighboring vil-

lage, four miles away, to procure the book.

My way lay along the river which was fro-

zen as hard as granite, and all alive with boys

from the village skating. I recall again to-

day my sensations as I stood upon the bank

watching them. Such beautiful circles they

cut! Such races they ran! and how splendidly

they cleft the air as they drew up after a long

run and let the momentum carry them on, on,

as if they would never stop! It fairly made
ray legs tingle! I began to grow envious. I

had no skates; I never had a toy bought for

me in my life. 1 despised our home-made
playthings. Then I had to cast the blame of

my fancied wrongs upon somebody, and whom
could it be but my father and mother? They
were hard with me—they didn't love me, I said.

Once in this mood it was easy for worse
thoughts still to come. What if I should take

some of the money in my pocket and buy a

pair of skates! It would not be very wrong, I

said,—father did not earn it. I tried hard to

make myself believe that it belonged almost

as much to me as to him. Besides, the jing-

ling of that money in my pocket made me feel

grand and independent. I wanted to do some-
thing on my own account; so upon reaching

the village, instead of going to the book-store

I went directly to a shop where, a few days
before, I had s',en a row of coveted articles

hung across the window. The longer I looked,

the stronger grew the temptation, until it

seemed as though I lost the power of moving
away. Finally I yielded—went in and bought
the skates.

I was soon at the river with my skates

strapped on. Another moment and 1, too,

should be sailing grandly before the wind!

But what was my amazement to find upon ris-

ing to my feet, that I could not even stand,

much less move a single step!

This brought me to my senses. My spirit

every bit oozed out. I saw plainly what a

foolish boy I had been. In a moment, con-

science began gnawing at me, and I felt how
wicked I had been. I have since learned that

there is nothing better than failure to pro-

duce both understanding and penitence. What
would I have given to be able to bring back

the money! Should I ever be innocent again?

I had stolen, and now was planning a lie to

conceal the thief. I could scarcely believe

that it was I! It seemed like some wicked
boy I had read of. The skates I hated and
left upon the ice. I shall never forget my
walk home; how my guilt increased with

every step, how heavy my legs felt, and how
strange our house looked when it came in sight,

not larger, nor smaller, but so different, and
as I neared it, all the windows seemed to be

eyes looking right into my guilty breast!

Then, as I thought of going in, there came
such a feeling of suffocation, I was ill, and
was glad of it, for I felt so far away from fa-

ther and mother, and I was sure that would
bring me near again.

Weak as an infant I tried the latch. Only

mother was in the room as I entered. She
looked surprised to see me empty handed.

"Where is the book Henry?" she said.

"Why mother," I replied, "as I was going

along I took the money out to look at it, and

I put it back in my pocket, and when I got to

the bookstore, I felt for it and it was gone!"
Mother looked at me suspiciously. In a

moment father came, and she told him my
story, adding, "I think it had better be in-

quired into, closely."

Father looked at me and replied, "Henry
has not been a lying child. I think he was
never found in a falsehood, was he, mother?"
"But if I am not mistaken he shows guilt

now," she said.

"That may be because he saw suspicion in

your voice and manner. The conduct of a

suspected person is often so like that of the

guilty, that one is easily mistaken;" and then,

in a tone which proved that he thought me in-

nocent, he said, "Let us do no injustice to our

child, mother."
Nothing could have melted me like those

words. And I had thought my father hard!

If a chasm had opened before me, I think I

would glady have jumped in to hide my shame
and remorse.

That evening I wandered to the study (for

1 could not stay with the family), and counted

the books over and over again, yet they were
so few.

I went to bed early, but could not sleep. I

lay awake all night, a lump of conscious, an-

imated guilt. Cold, moist chills and waves
of heat followed each other over my body.

And harder to bear than even remorse, was
the thought that it was my dear, loving father,

whom I had treated so basely. A revelation

came to me as to the nature of his life, that

it was one of privation and self-denial. Oh,

if I could only think of some way of earning

money so I could make up this loss! But I

racked my brain to no purpose.

When, at last the light of another day had re-

turned, I was the same guilty wretch as I was
the day before. Oh, how I envied my brothers

and sisters! I wondered they did not seem
happier, because they had not stolen and told

lies. I was gentle and obliging that day, but

the awful feeling at my heart would not go

off. I was petrified with fear if but my name
was spoken.

For three days and nights I endured this

suffering, but then I felt as though I would
rather be put in prison than endure it longer.

The old remedy for prodigals occurred to me.

I would go to my 'ather. It couldn't be any

worse. In desperation I went to the study

door, but it was not easy to enter. At last

the door opened somehow, and I burst into the

room in a wild fit of tears.

"Father," I screamed, "I did not lose the

money. _ I spent it for skates."

And then, what I could not understanttas:

that father seemed to feel as badly as ^g-

He took me in his arms and held me si Itiv;

to his breast, and my heart which nearly mi
my jacket became smaller and smaller },\[[s

thought I had breathed it all out in solan^:]

sighs.

"Punished enough for this time," I ^,
father say to himself. After I was quitf^lii

he said, "Henry, we will say nothing joit;

this at present to any one, not even yoi|io,i

ther. If you ask God I think He will fivivji

you as I do, seeing you have so truly replied.;

I feel sure you will never be so wicked ajjo.''

I felt sure of it, too, and so it was alfept

between father and me. '

Do I Discourage Others?

(Mark x: 46-55: Num. xiii: 26-33.)

It is one of the easiest things to do aiione

of the meanest, and deserves the severest'

sure. During the siege of Ladysmith aivili

ian was arrested, tried and sentenced jo a

term in prison. He had not stolen aD::iiiij

that men could see; he had not the st;i ol

human blood on his hands, he was not a jii

the pay of the Boers, yet it was felt t tin

was a dangerous man to be at large' Hi

would go among the soldiers and drop c.'on

here and there that so disheartened thinei

that their power of defense was wea'fieil

And so they dealt with him as an enemy jup

pose the discouragers of the Church wen^eal

with as severely! And why should it tb

so? They hinder the work far more th|th

enemy on the outside.

There's a man who is always magnifyii dil

Acuities. He may be honest enough K

view of things, the enemies may be
,

t

real as the ten spies saw in the land of u

ise and as fierce as they were. Andttm.

himself may be as cowardly as the spies. Bd

if he only has sense enough to keep still w
it nobody would be affected by his cowdit

unless they should read his story in hi; ac

But discouragement is dreadfully contcoi

It is more catching than the measles w

soon spreads through the congregation. Jj

after the battle of Bull Run a compar w

gathered totrether deploring the awfu' ta

of affairs and bemoaning the fate of the lic

At length one sunny faced, white head

man arose, and told a story of a clim'ti'

mountain to see a sunrise. Part way u t!i:

came on a fearful thunder-storm, and 1

experienced were for turning back, it ?

use to go on in such a storm. But the i.

persuaded them to persevere, and soo tl

got above the storm, which still raged Ji'

them and saw what they were seeking
'

though it may be dark just where we an ht

is plenty of light somewhere. Move o

and draw others on towards it, instead c ii^'

ing the darkness more dense and depr 'if

Find the bright side and if, perchance lit

should he none, polish up the dark H

'

shines brightly.

Then we have the people who are disc «J

ing the soul that is seeking the Saviour li^

may not bid them keep quiet, buttheimt

as effectually stifle them. This theyO!

manifesting no interest in them or :
tkl

which concerns them. We do not sa tb*

have no interest. Far be it from any to
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jto feel no concern for the lost man who
'

Ixious about his soul. But if there be an

est why not show it? If only by a hand-

ia though no word be spoken; even that is

[ir than a cruel silence or an ignoring; of

sanxiety. Or have not souls some times

i discouraged by noting how little power

jllhristian faith has in the lives of its pro-

i!)n? A young man attended a certain

ij;h and was wonderfully attracted by a

ii'er there who was his ideal Christian.

I
earned to his admirer to be just about

ija Christian ought to be. Then came the

jrht, I wonder if he is good outside the

o'h as he is inside! I'll watch him and

). The watching disclosed visits to the

01 and other inconsistencies. Result? Such

ic'iragement as sent that young man away

mthe church and gave him the opinion

ltd! church members are as hypocrites.

I
ju discourage others? It's so easy to do

Lnd just as easy to encourage and a lot

{tj.

—

Christian Instructor.

j

For "The Frienii."

•
i Christ's Church, His Bride.

G^ is love. The greatest gift of God's

e') man is that of his own dear Son. God

it ot his Son into the world to condemn

I vrld, but to save the world, and Jesus,

1 ,in of God, said, "I came not to judge

ivlrld, but to save the world" (.John xii:

) iut he did judge and condemn the sin

th world, and cast out the devils who had

Diied themselves in man.

'ieher does God now send his Son into the

tldas He comes in spirit and in power, to

mn the world but to save it. He by his

rit;eproves the world of sin, of righteous-

B ;d of judgment. He condemns sin, the

it the seed of the Evil one, in the flesh,

. ijikes this judgment manifest to man by

lijit and glory of his presence, that man

f rfsake the sin, and be made meet to hold

imiuon with his Maker and Redeemer. If

jrj'uses this arm of God's power, put forth

hi|salvation, and dies in his sin, he par-
'

98lif God's righteous judgments on sin.

a ^sus, who came to save his people from

ir ns told the .Jews, and now by his Spirit

3 1 Gentiles too, that if we die in our sins,

Telhrist is, we cannot come.

hrt in his great love to his church gave

aefor her, that he might redeem her from

ni'iity, bringing her out from under the

ia!; of sin, and purifying her unto himself

; chte virgin, a fit spouse for the Holy One
arill. He enrobes her with his own spot-

r g^ments of righteousness, and beholds in

nouiquity. He sought her and found her

ed| polluted by sin, in this wilderness

Id. He wooed her to follow Him, to come
oii;he paths of sin, that He might lead

' in| the paths of righteousness wherein
* n^^ walk with Him and with his Father.

[* c*ferred to Him her transgressions and
'' ia reat love to her, he freely forgave her

erjins, and cleansed her from all unright-
' ne'. Her robes were spotless white,

n Lira the King's wardrobe.
' t her becomes the one out of ten thou-

t» one altogether lovely. "None have
liven but thee, and none on earth can

"lared unto thee." No love so holy,

ui and strong as this, uniting the

church to her Lord. Waters cannot (juench

it, nor can fire have any effect upon it, and

like the fire in the burning bush it waneth

not. His name to her is as incense poured

forth, and she is engraven on the palms of

his hands. His praise is the language of her

soul, and He delights to hear and answer the

incense of her prayer. She cries, "(J Lord!

my King and my God." He answers, "What
is thy request? my love, my dove, my unde-

tiled." W. W. li.

Morse's "Light."

George Winifred Hervey relates that long

ago, while pursuing invesugations in the Astor

Library, New York, he used often to meet

there Prof. F. 15. iVIorse, the renowned in-

ventor of the electric telegraph. Once he

asked him this question: "Professor Morse,

when you were making your experiments yon-

der in your rooms in the university, did you

ever come to a stand, not knowing what to do

next?"

"Oh, yes; more than once."

"And at such times what did you do next?"

"I may answer you in confidence, sir," said

the professor, "but it is a matter of which the

public knows nothing. Whenever I could

not see my way clearly, I prayed for more

light."

"And the light generally came'.'"

"Yes. And I may tell you that when flat-

tering honors came to me from America and

Europe on account of the invention which

bears my name, I never felt that I deserved

them. I had made a valuable application of

electricity, not because I was superior to other

men, but solely because God, who meant it

for mankind, must reveal it to some one, and

was pleased to reveal it to me."

This utterance by a distinguished man of

science reminds us again, as many similar ut-

terances have done, not only that true great-

ness has no vanity, but that .«uperior minds as

a whole, reverently acknowledge the Supreme.

They who climb highest see farthest, and the

light which comes from above shines the long-

est way.

A pleasing proof of the felicity and far see-

ing wisdom of this eminent man and devout

inventor appeared in the result of a grand test

by the Postal Telegraph Company. This com-

pany had a "field day" a short time ago,

when the various transmission methods and al-

phabets were tried on all their lines. When
comparative materia! costs, salary of opera-

tors, accuracy of work, time consumed, and

all other factors were taken into considera-

tion, the decision was wholly in favor of the

Morse system, which has been in use fifty

years.

The inventor's first message
—"What hath

God wrought!"—intimated in no uncertain way

the inspiration which gave his work longevity,

and made it a light to the world.

At f.he completion of one of the Amherst

College buildings, when President Hitchcock

first assembled his geology class in a new reci-

tation room with sky windows, this was his

introduction to one of his best lectures:

"Y'oung gentlemen, all the light we have here

comes from above."

All great things are born in silence. —
Martineau.

THE BOOKS OF THE BIBLE.

In Genesis the world was made ;

In E.xodus the march is told
;

Leviticus contains the law.

In Numbers are the tribes enrolled.

In Deuteronomy again

We're urged to keep God's law alone
;

And these five works of Moses make
Perhaps the oldest writings known.

Brave .Joshua to Canaan leads ;

In Judges oft the Jews rebel
;

We read of David's name in Ruth,

And First and Second Samuel.

In First and Second Kings we read

How bad the Hebrew state became
;

In First and Second Chronicles

Another history of the same.

In Ezra captive Jews return.

And Nehemiah builds the wall,

Queen Esther saves her race from death.

These books " historical " we call.

In Job we read of patient faith
;

The Psalms are David's songs of praise ;

The Proverbs are to make us wise
;

Ecclesiastes next portrays

How fleeting earthly pleasures are ;

The Song of Solomon is all

About the love of Christ. And these

Five books "devotional " we call.

Isaiah tells of Christ to come.

While Jeremiah tells of woe,

And in his Lamentations mourns

The holy city's overthrow.

Ezekiel speaks of mysteries,

And Daniel foretells kings of old
;

Rosea calls men to repent.

In Joel blessings are foretold.

Amos tells of wrath ; and Edom
Obadiah's sent to warn

;

While Jonah shows that Christ should die

And Micah where he should be born.

In Nahum, Nineveh is seen
;

In Habukkuk, Chaldea's guilt

;

In Zephaniah, Judah's sin!

In Haggai, the temple built

;

Zechariah speaks of Christ,

And Malachi, of John, his sign.

The prophets number seventeen.

And all the books are thirty-nine.

Matthew, Mark and Luke and John

Tell what Christ did in every place
;

Acts show what the Apostles did,

And Romans how we're saved by grace.

Corinthians instruct the Church,

Galatians shows of faith alone
;

Ephesians, true love ; and in

Philippians God's grace is shown.

Colossians tells us more of Christ,

And Thessalonians of the end ;

In Timothy and Titus both

Are rules for pastors to attend
;

Philemon Christian friendship shows,

Then Hebrews clearly tells how all

The Jewish law prefigured Christ,

And these Epistles are by Paul.

James shows that faith by works must live,

And Peter urges steadfastness.

While John exhorts to Christian love,

For those who have it God will bless.

Jude shows the end of evil men.

And Revelation tells of heaven.

This ends the whole New Testament,

And all the books are twenty-seven.

Without murmur, uncomplaining, in His hand,

Leave whatever things thou canst not understand.—Haqenbach.
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Science and Industry.

Vegetable Fuel for Future. -Edward

Atkinson is one of the most adventurous and

indefatigable of intellectual explorers, says

the Chicago Tribune. The intellectual world

contains few recesses into which he has not

penetrated. From fireproof wood he turns

lightly away to the use of tubs as ovens in

farm houses; from that he hurries oft to the

status of subject populations an from that he

flits to the dittusion of light on planets through

glass. Just now he is trying to find out

whether a farmer cannot raise his own fuel

"by devoting about one acre in a hundred ot

his possessions to that purpose for the supply

of one family." ,.. ,

' ' Anthracite coal,
'

' he says, is becoming a

luxury. In about two generations itwiH be

exhausted." There is no way of replenishing

the supply. There is just so much coal and

no more Why, then," asks E. Atkinson m

a letter to the chiefs of the agricultural ex-

periment stations, "should we not try at once

to discover some substitute."

Consider the corn crop. The ratio of dry

stalk, leaf and corncob is about one and one-

half tons to the ton of shelled corn._ Ihe

amount of potential fuel, therefore in the

present corn crop is over one hundred million

tons Consider now the whole grain crop, in-

cluding corn, wheat, oats, barley, _
rye etc

The total amount of potential fuel involved is

between one hundred and fifty million and two

hundred million tons. Further, there are

plants, like alfalfa, and the sunflower, which

produce heavy fuel growths. Sorghum, how-

ever is of all fuel plants the one which Ed-

ward Atkinson regards as the most promis-

ino- Sorghum, "compressed into logs in a

pa'rtially green stage," and seasoned as green

wood is seasoned, holds out great possibili-

ties of future usefulness. Besides, there is a

new seed grain plant from Egypt which grows

rapidly in the semi-arid parts of this country.

Could not this plant be used as fuel, andhave

we not here a means of turning the semi-arid

West to account?

Whatever plant is used, the problem is es-

sentially the same. Corn, wheat alfalfa, the

sunflower, rye, oats, sorghum, cane-brakes,

horse beans, barley and the new seed grain plant

from Egypt are all available for fuel onlv iin-

dpr one condition. Some cheap and effectn-e

means of compression must be devised, ihe

farmer who wants to prepare his own fuel is

confronted with a mechanical difficulty. It

"fuel" were "cultivated," however, m large

quantities on the Western plains compression

could be accomplished on a large scale^ at

small cost. As for the "calorific POwer ot

vegetable fuel, Edward Atkinson thinks that

twenty tons of cornstalk and leaves would

equal about fourteen tons of bituminous coal.

This being the case, one may hope that the

chiefs of the agricultural experiment stations

will give Edward Atkinson's suggestion some-

thing more than the "derision" which he

deferentially anticipates for it. If vegetable

fuel is practicable, there are interesting in-

dustrial developments ahead of us.

cles in existence, being worth seven thousand

dollars a pound, and is so powerful that one

part of it dissolved in one hundred thousand

parts of water will show its presence when

tested with chloride of iron.

It has been found that the suprarenal gland

of the animal—which is found about the kid-

neys—when reduced to a drug, possesses won-

derful astringent properties: so powerful that

operations on the eye and nose may be per-

formed without the loss of any blood. With

the addition of cocaine, such operations are

also painless. The great value ot this to a

surcreon will be appreciated when one realizes

that when cutting around the eye he can have

a perfectly clear field, and can do his work

much more quickly, as a flow of blood would

not only obscure the operation, but would make

it necessary to stop frequently and wipe it

away in order that he may see where he is

cutting. The active principle has been isola-

ted at the Armour laboratory, and has been

named "suprarenalin," a word that has not

vet gotten into the dictionary. It takes seven

thousand grains of the fresh glandular sub-

stance to make one grain of the "suprarena-

lin
" However, it is very powerful, and solu-

tions employed by surgeons in performing mi-

nor operations on the eye, ear and throat vary

from one-ten-thousandth to one one-thousandth

in strength. This "suprarenalin" is said, also

to be the most powerful stimulant known, it

may take the place of strychnia in the phar-

macopoeia.

homes are helping to make the collars o ie

United States. It is the skill of these wo ^n,

as well as those who are employed withi;ie

factories, that enables thirty manufacture

in and near Troy to turn out complete ijry

year about sixty million collars, cuffs nd

shirts; and it is these same women, ii|he

small houses of the city, in the villages re,ij.

about and on the farms, that make it ii )3.

sible for this industry to live elsewhere.

:W=

Suprarenalin.—It is a big product of the

packing house industry, says the Duluth News-

Tribune. It is one of the most precious arti-

A Thousand Miles of Collars.—If all the

collars and cuffs made in a year in Troy V
Y says Harry Beardsley, in Leslies Heekly,

we're placed in a single line, end to end, that

line would be more than one thousand miles

long, (t would extend from New York city

to Chicago, with several miles to spare.

Ninety-five per cent, of all the collars manu-

factured in the United States are produced m

New York State, and eighty-five per cent, ot

the entire countrv's product comes from Iroy.

That an industry of this magnitude, and one

whose product is of such general use, should

be concentrated in a city of seventy-five thou-

sand inhabitants is perhaps the most interest-

ing industrial phenomenon in the country.

From it arises a variety of unique conditions.

Troy is called "the collar city" of the

world Here the very first collar detached

from the shirt, and bearing a semblance to

that article of apparel as it is known to-day,

was made; and since that time, seventy-five

vears ago, the industry has increased, with

Troy always as its centre, until now collar

manufacturing involves twenty million dollars

annually and gives employment to nearly eigh-

teen thousand persons, whose wages amount

in the aggregate to between eight millions

and nine million dollars.

Although the factories which construct these

finishing touches to a man's attire are in

some instances immense plants employing

thousands of people— great, buzzing nests ot

activity—a large and important part of the

work is done by women in their homes ^or

this is distinctly a woman's work, and while

in the city of Troy the great factories are

humming, through all the country round in

the farm houses and villages within a radius

of fifty miles, the women sitting in their own

No Law on Rugged Island.—There an

island down in Penobscot Bay, a few ~h

from Penobscot, that is in one respect 0:0!

the most peculiar islands on the surface c.;he

Globe, says a correspondent of the Pitts'irf

Gazette. It is known on the chartsas Ri^;eii

Island, but sentimental summer residents ;ivt

named it trie Haven in honor of old John ie,

a bearded Scotchman, who settled here a uf;

the rocks more than half a century ago.

The island is under no form of governu

and, though it is part of the State of Hi

the people pay no taxes and have no olfl

of any kind.
. ,,,.,[

There is not a rat or mouse in all ot ifct

and a half of rocky length, and its half ir

ledgy width. There are no bugs in the

no roaches in the pantries, no cats crogs

behind the stoves, and no mosquitoes 1 jtha

pools of fresh water.
_

:

The island has no church building m jich

to worship and no minister to tell the lople

whether they are doing right or wrong, Ni

lawyers ever resided here and no she E 01

constable ever came to issue summonEttc

serve processes. A kind old doctor wlidva

in Pvockland is the only physician who jJca

professional visits to the place, and he !tol(

when to come by carrier pigeons. As snii

the doctor receives the call he liberates pig

eon from his loft, which bears a messagieil

ing when he is coming.

The regular inhabitants of the islannov

number forty-two, but in the summer m
are often as many as one hundred perso liv

ing on the island. There are eight co^ am

three horses there, but not a mile of re 0;

them to travel in. The horses are us to

hauling up boats. Everybody walks Iwel

worn foot-paths, which are originally If o«

by cows while seeking feed among theme

boulders.
^ ^, ., 1

;

The onlv occupation of the resides 1

catching lobsters in pots covered byiets

Every person tries to capture enough ver;

dav to bring three dollars, which is i8ii;

done when lobsters are sold to the sfner

for fifteen cents a pou^d.

\Ve\thek News from the Sea.—J t be

cause there happened to be a submarin aW

putting a vessel in mid-ocean in instant eoi

communication with the Pacific coast t raj

storm now deluging all Soutnern Ca-jm

was announced with accuracy and ce in

sixteen hours before even the first mditwi

arrived, says the Los Angeles Tunes.

Probably no storm was ever .predj'"

'

similar manner, but it is the opinion of «

sional weather experts that many more H

in future years. Weather Observer Ge'.e'

Franklin stated yesterday that he bel «

few years will undoubtedly witness tb.swi

lishment of some permanent system 01 P«

ing conditions at sea.

i
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entirely unique idea was aroused by

ijiking illustrations of the value of such

i:
yesterday. Without any local condi-

liicative of rain in Southern California,

iev McAdie in iian Francisco based his

eiful prophecy entirely on the cable re-

5 -om E. D. Moore aboard the yilvertown.

t> rainstorm was located, the wind and

isheric surroundings briefly noted, and

vatherfor the next twenty-four hours

r eiy described.

i.value of such advices has already been

fried to some extent by the national

;tjr service by the establishment of ob-

ajries on nearby islands. A contract has

bm closed for laying a cable to the Fa-

i5 Islands, ofi" San Francisco, for the pur-

, i increasing the etticiency of the wea-

^•vice by observations from that point.

aCnost of the outlying islands are consid-

ijj.oo close to the mainland to be of the

t iilue as observation points. For the

rlults in the way of predictions condi-

B jould be known for a distance of several

irl miles out in the ocean. Laying of

eSto vessels stationed far out seems at

pjsent day entirely impracticable for

y iasons. Wireless telegraphy is looked

;o iy the climatic experts eventuallv to

e h problem, when observatory ships will

,tal)ned at proper points and the weather

nrjoasts be predicted as far in advance

wii as great accuracy as in the most fa-

ll jland farming districts.

IoiiVeavers of Persia.—Boys from eight

weie years old do a great part of the car-

an'rug weaving in Persia, says The .4?ner-

i B\'. They are very deft. Having been

unlie design and coloring of the carpet

1 i\ to work, the boys rely on their niem-

« f| the rest of the task. It is very sel-

I th; you will see on any of the looms a

terwet before the workers. The foreman

I Ian is frequently a boy of from twelve

oufren. He walks up and down behind

wolers calling out in a sing-song manner
niiber of stitches and the colors of the

)ads:o be used. He seems to have the de-

1 prted in his mind. A copy of a famous

)eti)watthe South Kensington Museum
ein^made. The design and the coloring

unilie, but the boys who are working on

cocare doing it without the design be-

thln and at the rate of from thirty to

ty-lje stitches a minute. Nothing but

i wjk is employed in the manufacture of

liancarpets and rugs, and none but nat-

onvegetable dyes are used. This ac-

itsjr the superior quality of the Persian

iBcti The secret of the beautiful dark

:. dyiused in the older days has been lost.

,UC considered unclean by the Mohamme-
, b«ause it is the product of a worm.

;
IE I'es of deep-sea animals are not like

,« (Veloped under the influence of the
ighj Some of the abyssal species are

.
I; tjjse that have eves probably capture

,
' P^V by the phosphorescent light shed
th|r own bodies and the bodies of the

,
nujber of other creatures that are con-
ly ishing their faint lamps over the

BY HENRY ALEXANDER LAVELY.

Men seek the Truth amid the shards of earth.

And dig and delve for weary years in vain

Among the creeds the schoolmen would explain,

Forgetting that in God it has its birth.

And never can be found in all the dearth

Of books and tomes which harry heart and brain

And furnish of its grandeur scarce a grain,

Obscuring still, in clouds, its sterling worth.

But look! "
I am the Truth!" In Me 'tis found

In all its forms of glory and of grace ;

In Me, one with my Father, it is crowned.

And in My life it holds a kingly place.

From whence it brightly shines, the world around.

And reigns supreme in all the realms of space.

The Irresponsibles.

Business men tell us that they can find any

number of people to take wages or a salary,

but they are able to secure, among a crowd of

applicants, only a few, and sometimes none,

who bring to their work a sense of personal

responsibility. The boys and girls who grad-

uate from the high schools and seek a position

are apt to be thinking how soon they will get

through with their work or when they will

have a rise in their wages; but they do not

seem to know how to apply themselves to

their work with the faithfulness and efticiency

which make a business succeed. It is as if

the "help" in a store or a factory were so

many passengers, trying for their own con-

venience to catch a ride on the train, or even

willing to pay their fare as they go, yet with-

out any consciousness of belonging themselves

to the system.

It is idle, however, to complain of the boys

and girls just out of school, and especially of il-

literate people, because they have never learned

to identify themselves with their employers.

The youth and the ignorant naturally take the

tone of the people around them and of those

who employ them. The fact is, that irrespon-

sibility is the fault of our times. We do not

necessarily urge that men have a lower sense

of responsibility, fidelity and loyalty than our

forefathers; but the relative need of these

qualities is vastly greater, while the supply

hardly yet seems to increase. We are living

closer together than men ever lived before.

Our com-mon interests are larger, more com-

plex and more numerous, while we still go on,

both by example and precept, teaching the

youth of each new generation to look out each

for himself; that is, to remain mere individu-

als, when the pressure of the needs of the

world is for men and women who know how

to co-operate, to effect things together, to ap-

preciate the common welfare.

Catechise the very employer who has just

filed his complaint against his irresponsible

help! How much is he worth as an eflicient

and public-spirited citizen? The great cities

are full of able merchants who know how

to accomplish things in their own business.

W hat is the reason, then, that their cities are

continualy plundered?

Why is it hard in the capital of New Eng-

land to rescue even the public schools from

the control of those who wish to use them for

their selfish ends? The reason is not inthe

number of new immigrants in our cities; it is

in the general irresponsibility of the men and

women who ought by their means and educa-

tion to be the natural leaders in all civic en-

terprise.

Catechise your complaining employer of la-

bor acain. His city is full of philanthropic

necessities. We are only on the verge of true

civilization. The poor live in slums and ugly

tenements. Children suffer and die. Young
fellows go to the bad for the want of the

right kind of help. Read the list of the char-

ities of any great city; throw out half or

three-quarters, if you please, and keep only

those which you believe in. How much now
do you feel bound to do to help these good

societies? Are you sure even that you give

them your fair share of money? Are you

willing to serve, on occasion, on any of their

boards of management? Will you be a visitor

^or a single family of the Associated Charities

of your town? It you undertake to help, will

you be one of the people on whom the small

band of active workers can depend?

Let us try another question. The fault of

the country, every one says, is on the side of

education. The darkest part of the map of

the United States for illiteracy is the South.

Peculiar needs exist there, calling for our sym-

pathy in behalf of the youth of both races.

What now will you do to help cure this evil of

irresponsible citizenship from which we all

suffer? The nation has taken on its shoulders

the resonsibility for millions of people on the

other side of the globe. How far do our en-

lightened citizens feel any personal responsibil-

ity for them, or for the needy millions at

home, black and white?

A question now touching our churches.

The time was when the membership of a

church involved a definite responsibility to

stand by and make the church thrive. If men
who belonged to a regiment vowed their loy-

alty to answer to the roll-call, much more do

men and women owe their allegiance— we will

not say to hear any minister preach, but to

help accomplish those great moral and spirit-

ual ends for which a church exists. Who is

without responsibility for these ends, without

the securing of which all our institutions

would perish? Is it strange that young men

do not devote themselves to the interest of

their employers when "the best people" throw

off their sense of responsibility for the insti-

tutions which conserve the spiritual life of the

world.

—

Christian Register.

A GREAT scholar says: "In reading a book

I always stop at the bottom of each page and

compel myself to give an account of anything

read on that page. Thou mayst as well ex

pect to grow stronger by always eatins, as

wise by always reading. It is thought and

digestion which makes books serviceable, and

gives health and vigor to the mind.— Thomas

Fuller.

The power to prevail in prayer depends prima-

rily upon the revelation of the Father, the me-

diation of the Son, the inspiration of the Spirit.

The Father must be revealed to the praying

soul, otherwise there is no desire and yearning

to pray. But the confronting of Cod's holi-

ness would make prayer impossible but for the

mediation of the Son and even then we need

the inspiration of the Spirit, for we know not

what we should pray for as we ought.—G.

Campbell

.
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For "The Friend.'

REPROOF.
Let me never stand aloof

From the pain of just reproof,

Though the blade be comrade-sent,

Unaware, in friendship's tent,

Where the feast has oft been spread

With a blessing on the bread.

Friend, thou wouldst not hurt me so,

Could the pain be spared, I know.
Though I did not dream the need

—

Did not know the fault, indeed

—

Yet thy love I so can trust

That I thank thee for the thrust.

Fan.n'ie B. Damon.

Emma Wilson's Struggles to Advance Her

Race.

The boy who educates himself, studying his

lessons by firelight after following the plow or

wielding the axe all day, is a common type of

effort in America. Jt is a heroic type,

matched now and again by a woman, who
achieves her end over still greater difficulties.

One of the most interesting schools in the

South is the result of such a self-educated

woman's labor. Her story, simple, sober,

but admirable, begins in the last years of sla-

very. Emma Wilson was born in bondage in

Mayesville, S. C, about five years before the

Civil War. Hers was one of the cases where
the bonds were lightly worn. Her mother was
the family cook, and the child played on terms
of equality with the white children.

The first intimation that ever came to her of

the inferiority of her social condition was on
the morning when her white playmates were
first sent to school. She could not understand
why she was left behind, and the blunt state-

ment that she was black and therefore not enti-

tled to an education failed to satisfy her. She
wept and could not be comforted until her fa-

vorite boy playmate ran back and promised
that he would teach her everything he learned

in school.

He kept his word as far as he was able, and
the girl learned to read easy sentences and to

write the alphabet. Newspapers were used
as textbooks, and a smooth sand plot and a
stink for a blackboard.

The tumult of the war interrupted the les-

sons, and after those stormy days were over
the young girl found herself on a small farm
with her mother and brothers. There was a
school for freedman's children in the neigh-
borhood, and the brothers were permitted to

attend it. The mother did not believe in ed-

ucating girls, and in spite of entreaties the
daughter was sent out into the cotton fields.

Even this did not stifle the child's ambition.
She carried scraps of newspapers into the
field with her, and conned them over and over
as she worked. It was her fixed determina-
tion to spell as many words as the boys who
went to school, and she often stopped them
in the road, when they passed by on their way
home, and challenged them to spell some es-

pecially long word which she had mastered.
A priceless gift of Webster's blue-backed
speller helped her on her career, and when the
mother's prejudice was finally overcome and
the girl was allowed to go to school she was
ready to enter the fourth class.

Her teachers took an interest in her from
the first day, and as her progress advanced

they advised her to try to enter a higher

school. The Scotia Seminary for Colored

Girls at Colcord, North Carolina, was recom-

mended. After several year's hard work the

necessary money for traveling expenses, books,

clothing, etc., was earned, the disapproving

but kindly mother paying the entrance fee of

fifteen dollars.

Emma Wilson remained at the seminary

three years, a well-deserved scholarship pay-

ing her later expenses. The desire to help

her race came to her in the midst of her stu-

dies, and first took the form of missionary

work in Africa. After her graduation she

went home to prepare for this work, but all

ambition in his direction left her when she saw
the condition of her people in Mayesville. Her
work lay nearer home than the African coast.

At the First-day night service after her ar-

rival she caused it to be announced that a

school would open the next morning in her

mother's cabin. Ten children came.

Even this small number was too tight a fit

for the cabin kitchen, and the teacher set out

to find a school building. She managed to

secure the loan of an unused gin-house, bare

of any furniture, without windows, and far

from clean. Plenty of friendly hands were

stretched out to help the new school, white

hands as well as black. The owner of the

saw mill donated a pile of boards for benches

and blackboards. The druggists gave lamp-

black to color the blackboards, and some one

else gave a few sticks of chalk. The children

brought their own text books—any book with

English letters in it served.

When the gin-house was demanded for cot-

ton the school had to move. There were many
moves in the next five years. Any vacant

building was borrowed, always with the un-

derstanding that it must be given up when the

owner needed it. Very often the children

would gather up their books at night with the

query: "Where's school goin' to keep to-

morrow, Miss Emma?"
And often she would be obliged to say: "I

don't know yet children, but somewhere—
that's sure." The school did not always open

promptly at nine o'clock, but it never missed

a day's session.

To raise funds to support a home for board-

ing pupils Emma Wilson rented six acres of

land, and with the help of pupils raised enough
cotton to keep the school going, and to buy a

little home for herself. In 1895 the school

had grown beyond the teacher. Help was
needed to extend the work, and leaving an as-

sistant in charge, Emma Wilson came North
to find it. Since then she has made yearly

trips, and has raised over eight thousand dol-

lars for her school.

It was after her first northern journey that

Emma Wilson came to the realization that her

entire plan of education would have to be al-

tered. The time had gone by when a mere
literary training seemed to her either useful

or desirable. She perceived that, in educat-

ing children beyond their growth, and giving

them that which would breed discontent with-

out helping them to better their condition, she

ran a risk of making dangerous citizens. In

other words, the industrial training advocated
by Booker Washington replaced her old ideals

of education.

The Mayesville school is now a farm school,

with a superintendent from Tuskegee
'fom

other teachers similarly trained, and foi ^j,.

dred pupils a proportion of whom live th

school. The institution is co-education
:,

domestic science and agriculture are th :

cipal studies pursued. The boarding
.p,„

pay a tuition of five dollars a month, i^
the work of the school. The tuition

"e i

rarely paid in money, but wood, poultry ip

butter, etc., are quite as acceptable, rae

tically all the foodstuffs consumed are Isei

by the pupils. The pupils have also ladi

nearly all the furniture in the schools.

The farm is not stocked as it should t am

the students' tables are without milk, a ||

most without butter. This is not the 'jrd

ship it would be in the North, but the vin

management is aware of the dietary va ! o

such food, and is making a strong eftti

buy cows. A carpenter shop and furnijnj

have been promised by a New York wiai

and teachers already at the school ar ptf

pared to open classes in shoemaking and the

trades as soon as the tools can be obt:ec

The blacksmith's and wheelwright's trac ar

much needed in the neighborhood.

For the little children, Emma Wilson no

in the North studying the kindergarte syi

tem and basket weaving.
'

The old-time industries of the loomajtt

dye-pot are to be revived for the girkS'";

besides being instructed in housekeepiiB,

needlework, will be taught .to weave WL
spuns and rugs of carpet ravellings si f

make rag carpets. There is a good r -ki

for such articles.

One of the most pressing needs is a pi tir

press. The town has not even a smal )d

and the school would be able to earn a c'si'

erable sum with a press, besides savir n

cost of its own printing in Sumpter.

Mayesville, where this colored womar li;

has been dedicated to the advanceme
'"

race, is a village in Sumpter County,

Carolina. It is in the centre of a

ty population of negroes, a number of
J

own their little farms of five or six acr

are very poor. Many of their childreii|

to be clothed at the school. There i

lie school for colored children in the v ig

and the small sum set apart by the Unt

School Commission for the education ni

groes is given to Emma Wilson's school. :h

enables her to receive free all childreffl

cannot afford to pay the monthly fee U

cents asked of day scholars.

The eagerness of the children and ar

men and women of the neighborhood toO'

school is pathetic in its intensity. Om tt

tot came through a howling storm and;oi

in the school door dripping wet, chilled tl U{

and weeping bitterly. Being comfortt si

sobbed out: "I ain't crying 'bout beino.

but the rain done wetted my book."

The influence which the school exi;i8i

over the older people of -the settlemt

gratefully acknowledged by the white op

of the town and neighboring plant; on

This influence is strongest with the motl'Si

the children attending. These ask to 3'

mitted to the cooking and sewing classe ai

are entertained very often with mother's

«

ings and social afternoons. Richard H. «

53 State Street, Boston, is treasurer, of 3'

stitution.—iV. Y. Evening Post.

1
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lHeart Makes the Wish. —Two little

ijboys, to whom the missionary, going

nd forth across the plains on his er-

gjf love, was a familiar figure, were

I the other day as to what they would

the and do when they were men.

Exclaimed, "
I wish 1 could be a preacher.

I I'd go and tell everybody all the good

nl know." The other hesitated for a

Bi It seemed to him the very best wish

nnmade. But suddenly his face bright-

,nd his shrill little voice rang out with

tof triumph.

Ij/ish I could be a horse and buggy; I'd

^ lie preacher to tell the good things."

\C) who heard it didn't laugh. They

1 ie earnestness of the heart from which

idiome—a heart willing to be anything so

e "good things" might "go" to

ra Willing to be even the preacher's

e id buggy if he couldn't be the preacher!

leiieart will make the wish. Whatever

ipill come to the lips, and make itself

a^ seen in deeds of love and usefulness

je contrary. And I have noticed that

ne' r the heart is running over with earnest

re,he one to whom the heart belongs is

ont wishing all the time to show the love,

isl/illing, like the little Indian boy, to

nyjing, to be anything, however humble,

roi its simenty.—Exchange.

ELius to reach out past the things we
lotlnderstand, to the God we trust. We
,k '^ee for the passing of what changes,

thj changelessness of that which

Ev I spiritual earnestness is not to be

ipt^ as an apology for intellectual lazi-

L"-IPerhaps the writer means religious

lestiiss. Spiritual earnestness would in-

€ ajuickening of all talents and faculties.

hfuiess is clearly ruled out of the earnest

itualife.

Items Concerning the Society.

ke Rtish Friend appears in its first number
thejiar in new dress and altered arrange-

t. e colored cover and appearance of the

ggests an approach towards the monthly
There is increasing evidence in the ed-

being awake to the needs and problems

he ties, and especially the present-day con-

the Society of Friends. The editor comes
'ard

I

the current number with a comprehen-
andllear expression on the question " What
e st^d for ?" He says :

We and, first and foremost, for spiritual

ttiaiy. Is the adjective redundant? Surely

The is much that calls itself by the name
iristnity which is far indeed from the spirit

irist The power of that spirit, recovered in

*vei*!enth century by the early Friends, it is

'Upr<!e desire to experience and to set forth.

notl philosophy and not a creed, though in

meiure it involves both. What the first

tian knew—what the saintly souls through
le distian ages never completely lost—what
?e i[i received, not from " flesh and blood,"

lieved, direct from God himself— was
f the Divine nature, but a personal and
rience, a direct and immediate con-

f God, revealed through Jesus Christ,

' de^i of their own souls. The pomp of ec-

jsticj Christianity has too often hidden this

Presjce from the eyes of men. ToFox it was
to tir aside the veil of priestly and sacra-

mental mediation, and to draw others with himself

into the real unsymbolized presence of the very

God.
" We stand, then^ as a witness to Reality—

reality first and foremost, of personal experience
;

and following this, reality in worship, reality in

thought, reality in daily life and conduct."

-These departments of reality are forcibly out-

lined in distinct paragraphs, followed by a look at

special interests concerning the Society of Friends.

Here again we quote :

"A religious body that tries to maintain itself

without a professional ministry can succeed only

if the " priesthood of all believers " is a reality and

not a phrase : if it is recognized as a responsibility

to be discharged, and not merely as a privilege to

be insisted on. Unless the ministry is taken much
more seriously than it has been, we and our message

together are in imminent danger of extinction."

He attributes the return to the pastorate sys-

tem in three-fifths of the meetings in America to

the failure of such ministry as was current. And
adds, " We do not want what are called ' intel-

lectual sermons;' we do need and are not securing

in any adequate measure, a living, heart-searching,

convincing and upbuilding ministry."

Other topics are named, which it is not the prov-

ince of this sheet to touch upon. Their existence,

which he deems upbuilding, may, as conducted, be-

long to the root of that which he deplores. But

the whole statement is an able presentation of

that which the editor, and, in its essentials of

Quakerism, we also would have the British Friend

stand for. The article promised for next month
on "our testimony to Jesus Christ, and how it is

affected by the criticism of the New Testament,"

we hope can allay the apprehensions in us which

such a statement raises. But we would rather see

how criticism of those writings is dealt with from

within Christ Jesus, than how Jesus Christ is dealt

with from the standpoint of men's literary criti-

cism. He " who speaks to my condition " best

speaks to that of the Scriptures, and their right

perspective.

Notes from Others.

The longest sermon on record, it is said, was
preached by Isaac Barrow, a Puritan preacher of

the seventeenth century, who delivered a sermon

in Westminster Abbey lasting three hours and a

half.

Pundita Ramabai has recently sent to the patrons

of her school for Hindu widows a circular stating

that hereafter the Bible must be the supreme book

of her teaching, and that the school will be placed

upon a distinctively religious basis.

Professor Borden P. Bowne, LL. D., in an article

written for Zion's Herald, says: " Tlie high pres-

sure emotional religion of past generations is pass-

ing away. The changed intellectual and moral at-

mosphere is fast making it impossible."

Football playing as now conducted shows a

greater percentage of injured to the number of

participants than in actual warfare. Last year in

three months there were fifteen players killed and

over seventy seriously injured, many of them for

life.

The Eskimos now have their own translation of

the Bible, which has taken one hundred and fifty

years to compete. The Norwegian pastor, Hans
Egede, who went to Greenland in 1721, began the

work, which is completed and published by the

Bible Society of Denmark.

" The kingdom of God is as universal as the

air and sunlight, is bound up -with no particular

church, and demands no feeling unnatural to man.

It is of God, but it is for man."

What Stopford Brooks in saying this means by

"unnatural," might perhaps be found to signify
" out of accord with the universal witness for truth

in man."

It is said the faiths of India and China are

crumbling away at the touch, not merely of West-
ern Christianity, but of Western civilization itself.

They could not preserve the doctrine of caste

when there were electric trams in India, and so

these things were disappearing like the snow at

midday from the ancient slopes of the everlasting

hills. What shall be .supplied to them, in the place

of their ancient crumbling beliefs?

There was not much of the Friend, says the

British Friend, in manner at least, about the late

Joseph Parker, but it is interesting to note the

extent to which he approximated to the Quaker
view of the sacraments. The Christian World

says

;

"He preached infant baptism, but never sug-

gested that he regarded the rite as having any

significance beyond that of a formal dedication,

which was just as well done informally. As to

the Lord's Supper, he looked upon it as a com-

memoration, for whose perpetuity there is no clear

mandate from Christ. . . He thought that both

might be abandoned, temporarily, if not perman-

ently by the Christian Church, without any danger

to real Christianity."

What is said to be the oldest biblical manuscript

extant was lately discovered in Syria, and is now
in safe keeping at Cairo. It comprises the Penta-

teuch, written in Samaritan characters on Gazelle

parchment, and its date is the year 116 of the

Moslem era—the year 735 A. D. It is declared to

be far older than any of the Hebrew biblical manu-
scripts in the libraries of Europe. It is stated

that the oldest manuscript in the British Museum
is of the year 13;i!9 A. D., and this has hitherto

been supposed to be the oldest in the world. The
newly discovered manuscript contains immediately

after the decalogue a passage of about fifteen

lines that does not exist in the authorized version.

It is said that this passage is likely to clear up

several long-disputed points.

From a California paper we gather, says the

Episcopal Recorder, a new Methodist church is to be

built, to be called St. Andrews, and it is to have a

"Rector, a Boys' Vested Choir, Early Morning
Communion, and Fasts." The same paper contains

a picture of the rector, who is called "The Rev.

Father Charles Oxnam," nicely attired in a cassock

and a short surplice of the most approved style.

This clergyman hides himself behind the fact that

John Wesley did not leave the Church of England,

and so things Anglican belong to the Methodist

Episcopal Church. The Living Church, our con-

sistent contemporary, reminds our friends that

these trappings do not constitute the " Episcopal

Church," and the donning of them does not make
any one an " Episcopalian." With this we heartily

agree. These things may appear to be the fitting

accompaniment of the worsliip of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, but the difl^erence between the

Protestant Episcopal Church and the Evangelical

Churches is one of doctrine, founded upon a sacer-

dotal ministry, drawing its authority from the

doctrine of "Apostolic Succession." Evangelical

churches, the Methodist Episcopal Church among
them, deny this doctrine. If Charles Oxnam de-

sires to wear these ecclesiastical garments, why
does he not go back to first principles and join

the Church to which they belong? To don these

garments and preach Methodist doctrine is to us

an absurdity.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—In a recent statement respecting the

division and allotment of the lands in the Indian Territo-

ry, the chairman of the commission which has been en-

gaged for several years in this work says:
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"Approximately sixteen million acres of land of three

remaining tribes are now surveyed, classed, valued, and

platted down to forty acre units, a necessary preliminary

to the dividing of these tribal estates into shares of

equal value, as required by law. Surveys of the location

of the houses and other improvements of every citizen

in most of the thickly settled parts of these areas are

now made and platted, in order that the homestead and

occupancy rights provided by law may be duly regarded."

In reference to the labors of this commission, he says:

"In character and magnitude combined, this work is

perhaps without a precedent in human experience or his-

tory."

The shipments of anthracite from the mines have lately

amounted to about fifty thousand tons daily. These large

amounts it is said would have supplied the demand, had

it not been for the shortage in the receipts of bituminous

coal. This shortage is due, as stated by an official of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, which is the chief carrier of

bituminous coal, to the congested condition of traffic on

that road. He said:

"We are not only overwhelmed with coal shipments,

but with every class of freight. There has been no dis-

crimination against any operators in our distribution of

coal cars, and all have been treated fairly.

"The immense improvements now under way all along

the road from New York to Pittsburg, while intended to

expedite traffic, are really a hindrance in their present

incomplete state. We have miles upon miles of 'slow'

track where trains must run at decreased speed, and un-

completed freight yards which are almost useless. Many
thousands of men are at work day and night trying to

relieve the freight congestion on the Pennsylvania and

to expedite the shipments of soft coal east, and I expect

the situation to improve slowly, unless we have unus-

ually severe weather for the rest of the winter."

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company proposes to dis-

continue running the twenty-hour express train from
New York to Chicago in order to break up the freight

congestion, and it is said other fa^t trains may be taken

ofl^ for the same reason.

Much testimony continues to be offered before the an-

thracite commission as to the troubles in the mining re-

gions of Pennsylvania.

It has been recently stated there are six million four

hundred and eleven thousand children of school age south

of the Potomac—three million nine hundred and eighty-

one thousand white, and two million four hundred and

twenty thousand black. In 1900 only sixty per cent, of

them were enrolled in schools, and of these only seventy

per cent, were in attendance. One-half the negroes get

no schooling whatever, and one white child in every five

is left wholly illiterate. The average child who attends

school at all stops with the third grade.

The General Education Board for the promotion of ed-

ucation in the United States has lately been organized.

Its object is to aid rural schools particularly in the

Southern States. It has recently announced "that the op-

portunities are now at hand for wise and prudent invest-

ments of large sums of money to promote the education

of all the people throughout the Southern States. The
fact is demonstrated that no wiser or more patriotic op-

portunity for philanthropy is before the people of the

United States."

At the beginning of its work, "a generous friend," as

stated by the Board, subscribed one hundred thousand

dollars a year for a period of ten years, which sum, the

Board says, has enabled the demonstration of the possi-

bility of effective work and the practicability of philan-

thropic co-operation with the public authorities.

A bill has been recently introduced into the Legisla-

ture of Pennsylvania to repeal the law of 1794 which

prohibits the carrying on of business of various kinds on

the First day of the week. The repeal is strongly op-

posed by the Philadelphia "Sabbath Association," the sec-

retary of which announces that three thousand petitions

will be sent out in this State for the signatures of those

opposed to the bill. The petitions will be sent to the

Law and Order Committee of the Senate before Second
Month, 10th, when the proposed bill will come up for a

hearing.

A dispatch from Baltimore of the 30th ult. says: Act-

ing upon the recommendation of the State Live Stock

Sanitary Board, Governor Smith to-day signed a procla-

mation forbidding the importation of cattle into Mary-

land from the territory south of an irregular line run-

ning from the northwest corner of California to the

northern border of Virginia.

This action is taken as a precaution against splenetic,

or Southern, fever. The prohibition will last from First

Month 31st to Eleventh Month 1st.

A treaty was signed at Washington on the 24th ult. by

Secretary Hay and the British Ambassador providing for

the settlement of the Alaskan boundary dispute by a com-

mission of six jurists, three to be appointed by the United

States, and three by Great Britain. The United States

has held that the question involved is simply one of de-

termining the title.

In an address lately issued by the executive committee
of the National Afro-American Council, they say, "It is

evident to the thoughtful among us that we are passing

through one of the most critical periods of our existence

in this country. Systematic effort has been inaugurated

on the part of the South which has for its object the

withdrawal of the franchise of the Afro- Americans of

that section, and their reduction to a position of abso-

lute subserviency in all the relations of life.

"We call the attention of the country to a condition of

service on many farms in a number of the Southern

States resembling very much the old peonage system,

and ask for legislation looking to the remedying of the

evil."

Six complete locomotives are now turned out daily at

the Baldwin Locomotive Works in this city, but even with

I

this supply the demand for motive power by the various

great railway systems cannot be met.

"We are working continuously, night and day," said

the president of the company, "and we are turning out

on an average one complete locomotive every four hours.

The various branches of our plant are rushed with

work. The demand for motive power by the railroads

does not seem to slacken, and it reflects the general

prosperity of the country."

In the annual report of the foreign commerce of the

port of New York, issued by the Chamber of Commerce,
it is shown that the most valuable article entering that

port for the year 1901-02 was coffee. Coffee to the

value of $58,329,401 was imported. In the matter of

total imports New York received a valuation of $574,-

066,854. The largest item of exportation was illuminat-

ing oils, valued at $33,693,481.

The production of oleomargarine is stated to have fall-

en off during the first half of the fiscal year to the

amount of eighteen million pounds, as a result of the late

legislation on this subject. It is said that most of the

oleomargarine now sold is white, and no attempt is made
to make it compete with butter.

It is known that a number of Southern cottonseed oil

mills are blending palm oil with their product and selling

the result to the oleomargarine manufacturers. This

enables the latter to make a slightly colored imitation of

butter, which is being sold in evasion of the tax of ten

cents a pound.

There were 623 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 8 more than the pre-

vious week and 93 more than the corresponding week of

\902. Of the foregoing 314 were males and 309 females;

65 died of consumption of the lungs; 114 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 3 of diphtheria;

16 of cancer; 20 of apoplexy; 30 of typhoid fever; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 4 of small pox.

Foreign.—The efforts to settle the claims of the Eu-

ropean Powers against Venezuela was begun in Washing-

ton on the 27th ult. by a conference between Minister

Bowen representing Venezuela and the representatives of

different European governments. The question has been

raised as to whether the Powers which did not join in

the blockade shall share in the results secured through

expensive naval operations by Germany, Great Britain and

Italy. This involves the question of the preferential

treatment of the allied Powers as against France, Den-

mark, Holland, Norway and Sweden, Belgium, Spain and

the United States in the payment of indemnities.

A dispatch from St. Petersburg mentions that great

unrest has occurred in Teheran, the capital of Persia,

on account of a religious sect which aims at the over-

throw of Mohammedanism. This Babist sect, as it is

called, is stated to be scarcelv half a century old, but it

has obtained a remarkable hold in Persia, and promises

to break down the wall of prejudice which has hitherto

shut out Mohammedan countries from intercourse with

the Christian nations. It was founded by one Mirza ali

Mohammed, who was born in 1825. He early conceived

the falsity of the claims of Mohammed, and resolved by

the formation of a new sect to supplant his teachings.

The journey from Pekin to Moscow has lately been

made in 17 days and 19 hours over the Eastern Chinese

and Trans-Siberian Railroads.

China and Mexico have each addressed the United

States, desiring its assistance in endeavoring to restore

and maintain a fixed relationship between the moneys of

the gold standard countries and the silver using countries.

It is distinctly declared that the Government of China

does not seek the restoration of the free coinage of

silver by either the gold or silver using nations, the

memorandum saying :
" It is recognized by this Govern-

ment that bimetallism, in the sense of free coinage of

both metals, is a policy which has been definitely dis-

carded by leading Powers of Europe and by tl July
States, and that it would be futile to propose iti gi^
tion. It is not the expectation that the gold jjJ
countries should impair their monetary standard f n,.
terially change their systems. What is askecjthii
these Governments which have dependencies wh('8llt»

is used should co-operate with the Governments
'ijl^j.

using countries in formulating some plan for (
blisj!

ing a definite relationship between their gold a
jsilver

moneys and take proper measures to maintain sirtlj.'

tionship."
,

As a result of experiments made in London th edji^

Officer of Health has issued an alarming report,
juJijL.

he condemns the entire vicinity of the Thames lbei»

contaminated with sewage. Not only oysters anc c5
says the report, but sprats, white bait and stD(|nni|

be viewed with suspicion. The Thames fisheries a,J tj.

ployment to a large population, and the report w itubt

bly start an agitation for some more effectual imu(J

disposing of London's sewage. i

On the 24th ult., Mont Pelee on the island o arlin.

ique was again in eruption, and about SOOfes'ittlK

cone of the volcano is reported to have been bio iim.

The volcano of Isalco in the Republic of SaSori
reported to be emitting smoke and fire at frei-ntii

tervals.

Earthquakes in Urique, Mexico, occurred on '22ii

25th, 26th and 27th ult.

Extensive deposits of asphalt and petroleum ist i

Mexico, and an American company has lately pen i

treaty for tracts of land upon which these depks a,
found containing more than 9,000,000 acres, 'j Ijj-

extends along the coast of the Gulf of Mexic fom

point near Tampico north for a distance of more ii 20

miles, and runs back from the coast for adis;ce(

75 miles. i

NOTICES.
,

A Friend with experience in dressmaking and i|dreD

sewing wishes employment in private familie <y tl

week. Address "S,"

327 Vine Street, Camdeil.J.

Caln Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Isn i

Fifth-day, the 12th instant, will be held at the idw

of Elhanan Zook, at the usual hour, 10 o'clock, A

.

Westtown Boarding School.— A stated m^iog

the Committee on Admissions will be held in &i

mittee Room, Fourth & Arch Streets, on Seventhy.t

14th instant, at 10 A. M.

John W. Biddle, erk.

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveace

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage line

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M-, d2J

and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met when rieste

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents i h wa

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West lesfe

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley ap'l

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicatioi or t

admission of pupils to the school, and letters tega

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pr ipal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, )
Ml

munications in regard to business should be for\,de(i

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendei

,, Westtown P. 0., Chesteo.,f

Died, at her residence near Danville, Ind., on

of Twelfth Month, 1902, Ruth Hadley, widow <

Hadley, in the eighty-first year of her age
:

i

and elder of Mill Creek Monthly and Particula:

of Friends. She had been afflicted for several

her sufferings had been borne with much patii

life seemed slowly but surely nearing its close,

vored with consciousness until the last, she was

gaged in giving counsel and encouragement to

were ready to falter by the way, to be faitl

was a life-long member of the Society of Fr

evinced her attachment thereto by her reguls

ance of meeting, as long as health permitted, a

earnest endeavors both by example and preci

holding and promulgating the doctrines of the

religion as professed by early Friends.

, First Month 14th, 1903, at Clement

Frances G. Rhoads, daughter of Jonathan I

becca G. Rhoads, in the thirty-sixth year of her

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PBXNTI|

No. 422 Walnut Street
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Ti: Failure of Success.—We see tliis

ivejas part of the title of a recent book:

Wli is Christianity so great a Failure?"

ndbw and then a magazine article appears,

] "'he Failure of Christianity." This seems

I dis absurd as to write about the failure

iSi'cess, or to uphold sin as a man's truest

iccis in life, or to affirm that the distinctly

jn-jiristian nations have advanced the most

loc^sfnlly.

CjJthe writers point out an instance where

mai has fully embraced Christianity, sub-

ittii; to be possessed of and governed by

19 4rit of Christ, and has found it a fail-

re,
I'

been himself a failure while so actua-

id?j

Wtfancy that the failure which they bring

I vi|; are the failures not of Christianity

it < the lack of Christianity in professors

^it.)

Thisame must be said of the alleged fail-

•e \
Quakerism, Many bearing its name

ive|iiled, but the principle of the influence

id ^idance of the immediate and percepti-

e oiiration of the Holy Spirit, has not been,

idvjinotbe, a failure upon earth. Qua-

irs ay fail to be Quakers, but Quakerism

iveifaileth. Nor can it fail, while there

mal? one, even Christ Jesus, who can speak

a ijm's condition, or "uphold all things by

e %d of his Power."

The Friends' "Collect."

At)]e opening of a philanthropic meeting

city, a clergyman was asked by its

'«8i(nt, if he would please offer prayer.

Exoie me," was the response, "I haven't

1 ciect with me." "Then pray from your

lartj said the chairman. But the minister

id tit the heart to do it. This being the

ise,ie was right in abstaining.

In another part of the country an assembly

came together to hear a moral lecture from

clergyman, .\fter some introductory word

he called on a young Friend in the audience

to lead in prayer. After a few moment's re-

flection the young man arose and said, in sub-

stance, that he did not find the witness of liv-

ing authority with him at that moment for vo-

cally representing the company's wants before

the Throne of Grace; but while the so.v'k.7 of

prayers was not always obligatory, he desired

that we might live in that in which we should

"pray without ceasing." The minister was

taken aback, and said that if he had reflected

that the brother was one of the Society of

Friends, he would not have called upon him

thus. At the conclusion he sought out the

young Friend and thanked him for his testi-

mony, and said, "t never have been so im-

pressed in my life with the solemnity of the

true standard for public prayer. I have been

taught a lesson."

Thus neither the ritualist nor the Friend

had his collect evidently with him for public

prayer. That of the former was a set form

"in the oldnessof the letter" on printed pages;

that of the latter was "the true and holy

witness,"— Christ's inspeaking Word and Life,

collecting a sense of the needs present and

gathering the soul for a public offering in the

light of the immediate Divine will. Word, and

baptism. Our collect and whole Liturgy is

Christ. His grace is sufficient for us,—most
especially in Divine worship. Christ is to the

real Friend, "mouth and wisdom, tongue and

utterance. " Will we not believe on him prac-

ticallyl

Now that there is in process of fabrication

under our name a "Hymnal," the whole ground

which Friends had contended for during two

hundred and fifty years is yielded back and

openly conceded to the systems which have

formulated man-made performances of a wor-

ship subject to human will and call. Though

those children of the same principle, the

"Friends' Collects" and Sermon-book, author-

ized or appointed to be read in collective ser-

vices, have not openly crept in as yet, never-

theless, since vocal Preaching, Prayer, and

Praise are placed on the same ground of au-

thority for their delivery, who that endorses

the book-praise with imitated intonations, can

forbid book-prayers or book-sermons? The

whole outfit belongs to the same principle for

so-called worship.

Furthermore, a new "progressive" measure

has come upon the stage of stated services.

We said, in our first number of the year,

that the machine minister, ordained in what-

soever correct form, whose utterance was not

of the fresh putting forth of the Holy Spirit,

"stands as a human manufacture, a pulpit

phonograph." Does any one assume that the

gramophone, or phonograph, sings, prays, or

sounds forth a homily "with the spirit and

the understanding also?" But if religious

services are to be done without the witness

and anointing of the Holy Spirit, why should

not their channel be metallic as well as of

flesh? There is a beginning of thinking so,

which our suggestion of the phonograph

scarcely preceded. To quote from a recent

paper: "The use of the gramophone at the

funeral of — , came about in this way: It

was a question of economy from the doctor to

undertaker—one of those cases where a poor

man cannot afford to die. As a soloist or

choir would involve carriage-hire, even if the

singers donated their services, the idea of

using the gramophone suggested itself . . .

So the service was opened by the selection

The Holy City,' and concluded with 'My Jesus

as Thou Wilt.' It was the first time the cler-

gyman had handled such an instrument, as

doubtless it was the first use of a gramophone

at such a service. The innovation did not ap-

pear to provoke surprise [why should it, as

worship is taught?] and the clergyman re-

ceived cordial thanks . . . There is no reason

why a wise use of this wonderful instrument

may not render efficient service at funerals.

[How appropriate for the funeral of worship

are mechanical performances in its place!] In

the light of the present possibilities of this in-

strument, undertakers and sextons may do by

proxy this service, where the services of a

clergyman are not obtainable or perchance not

desired. [And what if the clergyman also is re-

garded as the worshiper's proxy?] Fraternal

societies and lodges with a burial ritual can do

the same, with advantage on the side of the

gramophone, where the lodge chaplain is a

poor reader. Why not?"

The times of this ignorance Quakerism can-
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not wink at. It regrets that the signs of the
]

of my possessions the money fas. It would

J .. „,^<, „f wionrlQ mean a tithe of my time, and my thought, ;

times for sections under the name o± l^nends '"«•' y - ..-:

are trending towards that unworthy view.

Let this legitimate outcome of the popular

outwardness in worship which many calling

themselves Friends make haste to patronize,

warn them of their progressiveness towards

the "prayer-wheel" and praise-wheel system.

If mechanical inventions can laugh us out of

mechanical and routine systems of worship,

they may tend rather to the furtherance of the

gospel ; as we trust other modern inventions are

tending to the discouragement of warfare be-

tween nations.

But Quakerism was made for something bet-

ter than graphophone collects, or machine

praises, stated exercises, routine worship, or

will-worship, in the mind and wisdom of man.

It was made for a standing protest against

these, by setting an example of spirituality in

the higher walk and the higher life and wor-

ship of the kingdom which stands "not in

word but in power." Would we not all feel

happier to unite in a return to that?

"Tithes of All I Possess.

A lady sat in her quiet, beautiful room. In

the early morning she had read the words of

the Pharisee: "I give tithes of all I possess,"

and now, in thought, she was reviewing the

day s busy work; but all through the crowded

hours the words had followed her persistently,

and she found herself continually repeating,

"I give tithes of all I possess."

Shopping in the crowded stores, poring over

the wealth of new books, choosing the exqui-

site roses for her sick friend and the beauti-

ful picture for her young daughter, sitting in

her sunny home with fingers moving swiftly

over the beautiful fancy work, continually

the refrain ran on: "I give tithes of all I

my ingenuity, and my ability to make things

go.
" 'AH I possess'—that would mean love, hu-

man love, that makes me blessed among wo-

men. I am sure I never gave that. I never

in my life gave any real love to those women

whose lives are empty of it. I haven't taken

time to love them. I have just let ihem be

crushed out of my thoughts. I don't know

just what good love could have done them;

but it might have done me good, made me

more grateful, more generous, more eager to

help, and that would have reached to them.

" 'AH 1 possess,' would mean opportunity

and influence with others; it would mean the

beauty and rest and delight of ray home; but

how could I tithe that except with those who

can be brought in to share it?

If I had plenty of money I should love to

help in every other way, but I have no talent

for personal giving. Yet that was the way

Christ helped—'who loved us and gave him-

self for US'—first the love, and then the giv-

ing of himself.

"Perhaps, if I had the love, really, truly,

in Christ's measure, the giving would be eas-

ier. I might even have to give, for Paul says:

'The love of Christ constraineth us.' Well,

I'll never say again: 'I give tithes of all I

It annoyed her, as she had often been an-

noyed by a strain of a foolish song, caught up

by the memory and reiterated mechanically.

"It was a miserable old Pharisee who said

it," she reflected, "and I don't know why 1

should be haunted by it. It is much the easier

way to keep the peace between your con-

science and so many conflicting claims. When

I've laid aside my tenth I feel perfectly com-

fortable over the rest of the dollar."

Silence for a few minutes in the busy brain,

and then a litde laugh with the thought:

"The Pharisee seems to have been perfectly

comfortable about the rest of his dollar or

shekel. I suppose the great trouble with him

was feeling too comfortable about his tithes

—as if that ended the matter. 1 never felt

so, I am sure. My tithe is a real thank-offer-

ing, not a tax."

Again the needle sped on its way, but the

face above it grew every minute graver and

more thoughtful, until at last the hands lay

idle in the lap and the eyes were lifted to gaze

slowly about the beautiful room, taking in its

charm and harmony and comfort.

"Tithes of all I possess," said the mistress

of the home. "I never thought before how

much that meant, and what a very small part

She sighed and took up her needle, but it

moved slowly now, and in place of the haunt-

ing words, a gentle, persuasive voice seemed

to whisper, "Freelv ye have received, freely

give." "Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought

also to love another." "Wherefore receive ye

one another, as God for Christ's sake hath re-

ceived you. " The tears began to fall, and in the

auiet, beautiful room, David's prayer of thanks-

giving ascended again: "Bless the Lord,

my soul, and forget not all his benefits."—

Leaflet.

The very natural desire to know things sys-

tematically and comprehensively must often

give w^y to the Spirit's wish to show us things

nractically and next in order of our needs.

Educational advantages we mav have missed,

or possibly may have forgone for Jesus' sake,

may be more than made up by the advantage

of having every event and experience illumi-

nated and made an object lesson in the school

of Christ. The shame we might feel in con-

trast with those who surpass us in worldly

scholarship, is more than offset by the com-

fort we have in seeing things brought to pass

by the learning the Holy Spirit voucshafes to

us.

—

Selected.

Christ was not a mere example; that cross

was never needed to be set up to explain to

me the meaning of the word example. He was

an example, but not in his dving, not.in his

propitiatory act ; He was an example, but on

the cross, and all that belongs to the cross,

He is the power of God unto salvation, the

atonem'^nt, the mystery, that makes all dis-

cords harmonious. . . . We want more

than an example; we want somebody to take

off the leprous robe and give us newness of

life. And that some One must not be one of

ourselves, cannot be one of ourselves—must

be God, God with us, Emmanuel, the incarnate

Spirit.—Jos. Parker.

For "The Fa

Growtli of the Roman Hierareli|

Condensed from Chas. Tylor's "Pv

Early Church History."

The first officers in the community (

tians were the Elders or Presbyters."

Overseers, {Episcopi, Bishops). The ilj

term was taken from the Jews, the latte rm

the Greeks; and at first they were only fan

ent names for the same office. To

added the Deacons. After a while onti

byter or overseer, under the name of b|i_

was looked upon as head of the whole C'jn

gation.

The ofiice of bishop rapidly grew in

dignity; ambitious or mistaken meiU

began to dream of even setting the (j

above the State.

It need hardly be said that this not'

the State being in subjection to the Chv h

entirely contrary to the New Testamen' ii

is equally clear, on the other hand, th tb?

church is independent of the State; si est

have no other ruler than her Divine jad,

Jesus Christ.

The exalting of the bishop was follow ilkj

the separation of believers into clerg'ami

laity. Such a distinction was unkno
^

in

apostolic and primitive times. The only vest-

hood under the gospel is that of all beli^eri

The distinctions which Paul makes bt^eei

Christians are founded not upon offic'bm

iia

f

upon the variety of gifts. But whe tk

Church had begun to leave her first lev an

self took the place of Christ, men felliad

upon the shadows and patterns of tt'OII

Testament. The process was gradual.

During the second century a priestho(;wai

still unknown. Ignatius with all the cln bi

puts in for the supremacy of the bisho h»

no such idea. Justin Martyr says noth^oi

it. But at the beginning of the third cem
TertuUian gives to the bishop the title o ligl

Priest; and Origen, although he nia'D iiw

the priesthood of all believers, and th th(

sacrifices of the gospel are spiritual, yet me-

times speaks of the ministers under theara

of Priests and Levites. By the middle thf

third century Cyprian has completely ideifiec

the new clergy with the Jewish pries Md.

Now where there is a priesthood there iml

be a sacrifice; and so the simple partakr to-

gether of bread and wine grew into a sri-

cial act. and was in the end developed ii tli(

idolatry of the Romish mass.

Moreover, as the notion of a prieiiood

came to prevail in the Church, the orm

idea of the priestly character and consectioi

of life of every individual member waW
sieht of. The clergy suffered loss bm
they supposed themselves to belong t( su-

perior class, and to be more holy in chacte!

than the people; and the people suffere oss,

because the high gospel standard of hoes

and unwordliness which the Lord had top

for all his disciples, was removed, and a ««

standard set up in its place. Another m
of this change was that the affairs »

Church, which at first were transacted I
»«

whole body, fell into the hands of the p sa

and so the Church lost strength and ind ;i»-

ence.
;

In the third century Gregory was bisP«'

Neo Caesarea. He ruled his diocese wi i'^

igence, but in his desire to enlarge the l«i«s
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«! Church, he made a concession to the

ffllen which was the occasion of much weak-

jgf "When he saw." says his biographer,

he the ignorant and simple multitude clung

t:ir idolatry on account of the sensuous de-

;h| it afforded, he allowed them at the birth-

lyjjstivals of holy martyrs to give a loose

linlo their appetites, hoping that in time

ejlvould of their own accord, rise to a more
!C(jiing manner of life."

W know that the hermit's cell and the mon-

te- are no outcome of the gospel. Our
)rcin his ministry, left no example of such

ji, nnr did He give any precepts which

ig! appiv to it. Elijah and John the Bap-

itii their home in the desert, but he that

lest in the kingdom of heaven is greater

an hey.

Tl| origin of the ascetic life is to be sought

r i India and Thibet, in the practices of the

•aliins and Buddhists. It early made its

ipe'ancc in the Church, but 'or a while the

mllier view of the Christian life made head-

jy liainst it. "Do not," says the Epistle

Binabas, written about A. D. 100, "retire

larto live a solitary life as if you were al-

adj perfect, but, coming together in one

act make common enquiry about what con-

rns.'our general welfare."

Ar a century later Clement of Alexandria

•oti "It is not in a solitary life that a man
oW himself to be a man, but he who as a

flbid and the father of a family, endures

e tals of providing for wife and children

d irvants, without allowing himself to be

awjfroni the love of God." The monastery
ewut of the hermitage. The first was
id

I
have been established on an island in

8 ^le, not far from Thebes. The monks
srely no means idle; they tilled the ground,

(veiaskets from the Nile rushes, and built

atan which the produce of their labor was
keclown the river to the Alexandrian mar-
ts. They fasted often and gave much time

pieer. Many of the purest and noblest

an
1
the age betook themselves to the mo-

stejes.but many turbulent spirits also were
b( found there; ignorant and fanatical

)nk who, so far from living a life of tran-

il dvotion, meddled in all kinds of public

'aif political and religious.

Aslime went on. Christians became more
d ^)re numerous. The wife of the Em-
ror)iocletian and his daughter were Chris-

^n8,nd many high offices in the palace were
edjy Christians. There were also many

(jllel) in the army. Instead of the

jildings in which the brethren had been
med to meet, large and handsome pla-

vorship had now begun to spring up.

t w,h the increase of wealth and outward
here had been a decline in faith and

'e; ind the accusation was made that "some
10 light to have been shepherds of the
ck- tared for nothing but to be lords over
'd'aeritage."

Nejrtheless, even in its degenerate state,

risnnity was intolerable to the heathen. A
rce srsecution broke out, and of those who
herl to their faith many were destroyed,
*n ith unspeakable torments. Others to

'6 <eir lives consented to offer to idols.

Aftj- some years Constantine became emper-
anpublicly declaring himself a Christian,
ueqm edict of universal toleration.

In 397 Chrysostom was chosen to be the

bishop of Constantinople. His predecessor
had lived in a style of princely splendor. To
a man of Chrysostom's habits, such a mode
of living in one who ought to be an example
to the tiock, was intolerable, and he at once
showed his contempt for it. He disfurnished

the palace and sold the costly plate and rich

carpets, and with the proceeds built hospitals

and made provision for the support of the

poor. Instead of interchanging sumptuous din-

ners with the wealthy, he ate the simplest

food, alone in his chamber. He seems even
to have regarded social intercourse as a waste
of time. Spiritually minded, however, as he
was, he gave his sanction to the superstitions

of his lime, urging them forward with all the

force of his eloquence. Not content with ex-

tolling the merits of fasting, alms-giving, good
works, and the unmarried state, he fostered

the worship of saints and relics, and above
all, carried the pretentions of the priesthood

to the highest pitch of presumption. "Al-
though," he says, "their abode is on the earth,

the priests are entrusted with the manage-
ment of things in heaven, and receive an au-

thority such as God never granted to angels

or archangels." "Out," he exclaims, "upon
the madness which would despise an office

without which neither salvation nor ',he pro-

mised blessings can possibly be obtained."

One of the most eminent rulers and teach-

ers in the early Church was Augustine, a Nu-
raidian. His father was a pagan, his mother,
Monica, the "pattern of mothers," was a

Christian. Notwithstanding her care, he fell

while a youth, into sinful habits. The mother
sorrowed more than those that weep for their

dead children. One who would comfort her

said, "Go thy way,—and God bless thee, for

it is not possible that the son of these tears

should perish. " When the great change came
to her son, Augustine having now given him-
sel' to the Lord, in accordance w-ith the ideas

of the age, took the vow of celibacy and with-

drew from worldly concerns, and began a life

of fasting, prayer, meditation and study, and
in after years became a bishop.

He did not carry his self mortification so far

as the monks of the East. The diet of the

brotherhood in his monastery was chiefly of

vegetables, but flesh and wine were provided
for the visitors, of whom there was a continu-

ous flow. On the dining table was carved a

Latin distich, "He who slanders the absent,

is forbidden to sit at this board." If any one

broke this rule, Augustine used to tell him
that either the verses must be effaced, or he

must leave the table.

Augustine was a very diligent and powerful

preacher. The fire which burnt in his own
soul kindled a'corresponding flame in the souls

of his hearers. Like all true Christian preach-

ers he depended for success on the help of the

Holy Spirit, saying, "let us give heed to our

Lord's words, 'Take no thought how or what
ye shall speak, for it shall be given you in ihat

same hour what ye ought to speak; for it is

not ye that speak but the Spirit of your Fa-

ther that speaketh in you.' If the Holy Spirit

speaks thus in those who for Christ's '^ake are

delivered to the persecutors, why not also in

those who deliver Christ's message to such as

are willing to learn?"

But alas! it was not easy to carry out the

principles of peace and charity given by the

Lord. Earthly power was now used by those

who had hitherto been as strangers and so-

journers. Theodosius, the emperor, was a no-

minal Christian, and he ruled the East with a
rod of iron. "It is our will," came this com-
mand, "that all the nations who are subject

to the rule of our clemency shall adhere to

that religion which the Divine apostle Peter
gave to the Konians. We believe in the one
(Jodhead of Father, Son and Holy Ghost, with
equal majesty in the Holy Trinity. We order

those who follow this law^ to assume the name
of Catholic Christians. (Catholic signiJies

general; universal.) We pronounce all others

to be mad and foolish, and we order that they
shall bear the ignominious name of Heretics,

and that they shall not presume to give to

their conventicles the title of churches. We
warn them that they will be visited, first by
Divine vengeance, and secondly by the stroke

of our authority, which we have received in

accordance with the will of heaven." At this

time there w'as a sect found only in the North
African province, called Donatisls, which had
increased until they were almost as numerous
as the Catholic Christians. With the same
faith, the same worship, and nearly the same
discipline, there were thus two rival commu-
nities, each claiming to be the true Church.
The predisposing causes of the Donatist schism
were the belief, early introduced into the Af-

rican Church, that the validity of all sacerdo-

tal acts depended upon the personal character

of the agent; and the question, arising out of

that belief, as to the eligibility for sacerdotal

offices of the traditores, or those who had de-

livered up their copies of the Scriutures under
the compulsion of the Diocletian persecution.

The exciting cause was the election of a suc-

cessor to Mensurius, bishop of Carthage, who
died in SIL Mensurius had held moderate

views as to the vexed question of the treatment

of the traditores, and accordingly a strong fa-

natical party had been formed in Carthage in

opposition to him, headed by a wealthy and

therefore influential widow named Lucilla, and
countenanced by Secundus of Tigisis, primate

of Numidia. This was a state of things which

Augustine could not endure to behold. He
not only longed to bring all men to what he

deemed the peculiar privileges of the Catholic

Church, but believed like Cyprian that outside

her pale there is no salvation. At first Augus-

tine tried persuasion. He proposed a confer-

ence between the Catholic and Donatist bish-

ops. The Donatists agreed to the proposal,

but unwillingly; they were satisfied that they

were in the right, and they dreaded Augus-

tine's skill in argument. At the meeting in

Carthage the Donatist bishops showed great

suspicion, and conducted themselves in a dis-

courteous and even offensive manner. The
disputation lasted two days; but although the

Donatists were fully heard, they had no fair

chance. It was determined from the begin-

ning that they should be defeated and con-

demned. Accordingly they were adjudged to

have lost their cause and to be guilty of

schism. The alternative was offered them of

returning to the Catholic Church or of being

swept off the face of the earth. Unhappily

Augustine consented to this iniquitous sen-

tence. For a while, indeed, he could not

make up his mind to employ force. At one
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time he said, truly and wisely: "You must
go forward simply with the word of truth;

you must seek to overcome by argument, else

all the effect will be that instead of open ^nd
avowed heretics you will have hypocritical
Catholic Christians." But in the end false

principles prevailed. He made the fatal mis-
take of putting himself and his fellow bish-

ops in the place of God. "If any one," he
says, "should see his enemy delirious through
fever, running headlong to destroy himself, and
should not stop him and bind him, would he
not be rendering evil for evil? Yet God
quickens us by wholesome fear and sharp tri-

bulation and disquiets his rebellious people by
severe chastisements."

The Donatists had asked: "Did the apostles
ever persecute? or did Christ ever deliver any
one over to the secular power?" and again,
"What must that man think of God who would
defend Him with outward violence?" To which
Augustine had nothing better to reply than
that "although instruction is to be preferred
to fear, yet bad servants must be reclaimed
by the rod." With a strange perversity of
interpretation, he instanced our Lord's words
in the parable of the supper, "compel them to
come in," as a warrant for every kind of vio-

lence.

The Donatist bishops and clergy stood their
ground almost to a man. Many of their fol-

lowers were won over to the Catholic Church
by Augustine's eloquence and the fascination
of his character;. and many yielded through
fear. The more warlike amongst them made
a stubborn resistance. A fierce contest en-
sued, and the world beheld the followers of
the Prince of Peace engaged in slaughtering
one another, and the country was thrown into
a frightful state of disorder; and when later,

the Vandals overran the province, the remnant
of the persecuted Donatists sided with the in-

vaders and helped them in pillaging and slay-
ing the Catholics.

From this time persecution became the law
of the Church. "Believe as we do, or die,"
was the choice offered to all who dared to
think for themselves.

The bitter tree bore abundance of fruit,

from the burning of the Paulicians to the tor-
nado of the Albigensian crusade, the ghastly
secrets of the Inquisition, to the fires of Smith-
field and the massacre of St. Bartholomew.

Fame.—One thing is certain in regard to
fame; for most of us it will be very brief in

itself : for all of us it will be transient in our
enjoyment of it. When death has dropped the
curtain we shall hear no more applause. And
though we fondly dream that it will continue
after we have left the stage, we do not realize
how quickly it will die away in silence while
the audience turns to look at the new actor
and the next scene. Our position in society
will be filled as soon as it is vacated, and our
name remembered only for a moment except
please God, by a few who have learned to love
us, not becau.se of fame, but because we have
helped them and done them some eood.— Van
Dyke.

The real time to work is when indolence
most tempts, is most fertile and ingenious in

expedient and argument. You do best work
then if you will.

Science and Industry.

The Locomotive.—In 1831 a jeweler in

Philadelphia took a notion to make a toy loco-

motive for exhibition in a museum. The suc-
cess of the model, says the Scientific Ameri
can, brought him an order for a locomotive
for the Philadelphia, Germantown and Norris-
town railroad company. The jeweler, whose
name was Mathias W. Baldwin, completed the
since famous little four-wheeled locomotive
"Old Ironsides," not as big as an "L" engine,
which did duty on various roads for over twenty
years. Since those days the business of the
Baldwin Locomotive Works in Philadelphia
has grown immensely. The one thousandth
locomotive was built in 1861, and the five

thousandth in 1880. Thrcie well-known types,
the "Consolidation," the "Mogul," and the
"Atlantic," have originated there. In 1889,
the ten thousandth locomotive was completed,
and in 1896 the fifteen-thousandth. This last

spring the company celebrated with special
festivities the building of its tvventy-tbousandlh
locomotive, a four-cylinder compound, weigh-
ing eighty-six tons, its cylinders having the
diameters of fifteen and twenty-five inches,
respectively, while "Old Ironsides" weighed
but nine tons, and had a cylinder only nine
and a-half inches in diameter. The Scientific

American is right, says the JSew York Adv
cate, in declaring that it would be "diflicult

to find a form of mechanical construction in

America which bears more strongly the im
print of our national characteristics than the
American locomotive. In its general appear-
ance, constructive details, and nnquestionable
convenience of operation, it stands entirely

distinct as a type among the huudred-and-one
styles of locomotives that are manufactured
in the shops of the world." It should be re-

membered that in the evolution of the loco-

motive, as in that of many other now highly
developed types of machines, many inventors,
have successfully had a hand, no one of whom
could claim to be the sole creator of the splen-
did modern "iron horse," but concerning all

of whom it should be affirmed with a modern
application of the scriptural saying: "Other
men labored, and ye have entered into their

labors."

—

Presbyterian.

'i\\)

The toes of civilized people have lost much
of their cunning as helpful members of the
body in any work that requires skill. The
Maya people of Yucatan, however, have kept
the free-and-ea.sy use of the toes in doing many
kinds of work. It is said that the Maya wom-
en, who always go bare-footed, will pick up a
pin from the floor as easily with their toes as
their fingers. An archaeologist who has spent
some time among that people in the interest
of the Peabody Museum, of Harvard Univer-
sity, tells the following anecdote of his land-
lady at Chichen Itza:

Coming into the house one day, the Ameri-
can noticed that the pig had been rash
enough to trespass upon the domain of the mis-
tress of the house. The woman was in close
pursuit of the intruder, but piggy would look
in any direction other than toward the door.

Had she been compelled to stoop and seize
the animal with her hand, the outcome of the
chase might have been doubtful. Mayan train-
ing, however, gave her a great advantage.
She reached out her foot as the pig ran by.

seized him by the tail between her gre;
and the second toe, and with a graceful
of the leg she landed the pig some yart
yond the threshold.

When told by the American that h(

never seen the thing done in his own cot
the Mayan woman replied that it was as ,„
done with the toes as with the finge'-
Youth's Companion.

For the first tin:e in many centuries
ne.

thing modern has appeared on the site
( tbe

ancient city of Carthage. Here where
'ace

flourished the arts of war and peace, i low

but a vast solitudinous plain. Of the s ets

through which the conquering Hai'bal

marched in triumph amid the cheers ( hij

countrymen, nothing now remains bu,'tbe

shadeless wheat fields. Instead of the pra'inf

war horse, the stalking camel plods Dng

drawing the plow or cultivator. Instei of

the triumphant warrior is seen the irk-

skinned African, devoid of pride, spii or

self-reliance. The soil, though, is asrias
it was on the day when the Phoenicians lad-

ed the cit}', and the American and hisre'^Dg

influences have found their way to the bi^ric

spot where the Romans wrought such de sta-,

tion in their conquests. A modern Ann'cai

binder, made by the International Harster

Co., has been at work on the site of tbiity

of Carthage, with Americans in chargofi
gang of native workmen. The machirwa
a source of wonderment to the nativesfski

for generations have employed only than-
dest of farm implements in harvesting
tilling the soil. The place is on the no len

coast of Africa, about twelve miles frc,th{

present city of Tunis. American farm iple-

ments are now in general use here, ar tbi

market has been found a lucrative one.

The growing scarcity of rubber and :; is

creasing demand for the many comn'cia

uses it now supplies has caused capital sk
seek new fields for its cultivation. hsi

been found to grow quite prolifically alo tJK

Isthmus of Tehuantepec and further sou an

several companies have already been ima
to push the enterprise. It takes abctei

years for a rubber tree to yield returns. Tfc

tree is then tapped (cut), and the thick •ami

like sap is caught in a receptacle plalal

the base of the tree and scraped from tl trei

with knives. The process is not unlil thai

of gathering the sap of a maple tree.

Tropical Truth, a publication devoted th

interests of Tropical America, says: Th

cultivation of rubber in this section is*

great future, but is not yet sufficiently;

oped to make regular returns in comrt'

quantities. After eight or ten years a
]

tion is supposed to be immensely profitalid

will last for forty or fifty years withci

planting." i i

A YOUNG Ohio farmer attributes a p*/

good fortune entirely to his father's lai

A great field which had never been ch'M
stumps was recently taken in hand by t

who discovered that the huge and

stumps were of black walnut, exquis

grained. He sent for a furniture raaki

realized their value for veneering,

more for the stumps than the former v i
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Ihole field. Paternal indolence is not

»i|eneered with such quick-wittedness and

n[ion in the son.

3\kY girl ought (and it would not harm a

)]) learn to sew and to sew well, on the

n' that she may some day need to make
en clothes and those of others. No mat-

hv improbable may seem the advent of

t ly, it should be recognized as a possi-

ty To have skill in the simple task of

lil sewing is to have drawn the fangs of

othe little serpents which make the tor-

B I sudden poverty.

iJooubt many women have to ."ew much,

i
it) forced to wish they might never see a

dr again; but ignorance of the work will

<e1ieir lot only the harder, not the easier.

1 tut cold turned our atmosphere to liq-

a|it would make a sea thirty-five feet

p ler the surface of the whole globe.

i Time of Peace, Educate for Peace.

Insin proportion as a military basis is

en!" society, national character is switched

to jwer lines—materialism in morals, pa-

lisijin religion, and unconstitutionalism in

iti(!

f v ask what it is that excites this lust

a )ilitarv type of character, we shall find

aiiver in society's weariness of the slow

irflof agriculture and industry, and soci"-

'8 I'sire for those swift returns of con-

st ihich add whole provinces, with their

ieid territories, to the empire in a single

; whout the dull and prosaic necessities

foring and paying. Imperial races be-

ie^;ed with luxury, crave the excitements

rar.nd the stimulants of conquests, and

:oii the transformation of their homely
keJinto gay soldiery.

uti it not more important to teach men
writhan to kill? And if we were to train

lair as systematically as we train for

le,j'ould not the laborer present a front

iie^'ul and alert to (he world? Kuskin. as

,h, shown the way: "Men are enlisted foi

lab- that kills—the labor of war; they are
)te trained, fed, dressed, and praised for
'. !.et them be enlisted also for the labor

fejls; let them be counted, trained, fed,

seg praised for that."

oU it be an extravagant thing to de-

i jat our men, instead of serving the

,
e ijarms should serve it in the arts that

.3r\i and develop human good? Instead

. "esjganging our men for the bloody pur-

:

i ojwar, let them be allured into the holy

;
i i agricultural and industrial develop-

. '. Let our young men refuse to be
• laijs of war, but offer to become the ser-

i
\ society. Let them decline to be

ed|or the purpose of killing their broth-
oujiemand to be educated in order to

^eir brothers live with a life more
Let them make it plain that they

sire their duty to the State to be re-

ut only that it be made harmonious
ends of humanity; that they will

t^ir country for good, but no longer
as their contribution towards the

universal man.
ep towards this glorious servitude to

3dg.

,.t 'S

d,

tH

humanity, we may find it necessary to resist

the encroachments of militarism by the same
means as the tjuakers of the seventeenth cen-

tury, and the Russian Doukhobortsi of our
own; by submission to fines, imprisonments,
and, in the last resort, death. Even in that

Great Britain which has boasted of its free-

dom, men may yet be driven to bind them-
selves in a solemn league and covenant against

the rendering of military service or payment
of military taxes— and to take the consequen-
ces. The culmination of militarism in con-

scription makes compromise impossible, forces

every citizen to make choice between the

Prince of Peace and Imperial Baal. The ques-

tion will cease to be one of expediency, and
will have become one of principle; for the

adoption of compulsory service is a definite re-

pudiation of Christianity, a deliberate return

to pagan ideas. As soon as the mark of the

false prophet is visibly inscribed on the fore-

head of Christian men and free citizens it is

time for them to stand together and resist

"even unto blood"— their own blood, not the

blood of their persecutors. That they may
not become murderers, they must be ready to

be made martyrs.

—

From ''The Moral Damage
of War," by Walter Walsh.

Harmless Fall of City Hall Elevator.
—From the top of city hall tower, Philadel-

phia, which is higher than any building in

tne world, an elevator car weighing twenty-

four hundred pounds was permitted to fall

recently in order to test the efficiency of a

newly invented air cushion. It is five hun-

dred feet from the pavement to the base of

the statue of William Penn, which surmounts
the tower. In the car was placed a lighted

lantern, six rats, fifty incandescent light bulbs

and several dozen raw eggs. The test, which

is the most remarkable ever made, was wit-

nessed by hundreds of Philadelphians and scien-

tists from Europe and all parts of America.

At a signal the rope suspending the car was
cut. The fall is thus described in the Practical

Engineer :

"There was a hiss, increasing in volume
to a roar, then a bang and crash as of the

breaking of a hundred window glasses as the

car passed with frightful rapidity into the

mouth of the air cushion. It seemed as if the

tower walls were tumbling down. The bottom
had been reached in less than two seconds.

Think of it, over four hundred feet drop —
then there was a rush for the bottom by the

spectators who were at the top of the tower.

"All were dumb-founded to find the car was
not damaged a particle, and the glass globes

and the eggs were just as they had been

placed, and the rats unharmed.
"The shock of force of the fall had been

deadened by the air cushion, known as the

EUithorpe. The compressed air was forced

into the air-tight well at the bottom of the

elevator shaft by the downward rush of the

car, gradually reaching a degree of compres-
sion suflicient to check the fall of the car.

"At thirty-five feet from the bottom the

cars fits tightly into the shaft, and the com-
pression of the air beneath began in earnest.

A valve with a strong spring lets out the

surplus air in the bottom of the well, per-

mitting the car to stop with a gentleness truly

wonderful. "

—

Popular Mechanics.

Seven Lamps for the Teacher's Way.

By Frank A. Hill, Stcretary of the Massachusetts State
Board of Education.

These are seven principles or thoughts, in

particular, that young teachers^all teachers,

indeed— need to have impressed upon their

minds—lamps, as it were, to illumine their

way. And the first lamp is that of the Won-
derful Interaction. There are two realms in

our mental life— that of inleading currents

and that of outleading ones, that of impres-

sion and that of expression, the one receptive

and preparatory, the other executive and pro-

ductive. The educative process engages both
realms, indeed, but in a very special way be-

longing to the latter. All our mental states

tend to action, and it is the right utilization

of the reciprocal infiuence of each upon the

other that constitutes the gist of the educa-
tive process. The perennial temptation of the

teacher is to cut this process in two; to at-

tend to the first realm and neglect the second
—to neglect, in short, the wonderful inter-

action between thought and deed which is the
life of all genuine education.

The second lamp is that of the Royal H's

—

the hand standing for that action which
springs from thought, the head symbolizing
that thought that tends to action, and the

heart giving its warmth and color to the in-

terplay. The traditional R's are necessary;

mastery of them is an accomplishment, but

after all thev are only tools. It is not rhet-

oric that rules the world, but ideas. Good
English is more than a grammatical collocation

of words; it is adjustment to the idea. Have
something to say—that's thought; then say it

—that's expression. Our times are extend-

ing the maxim: Have something to do— that's

thought also; then do it—that's expression

also. Hence the endless form of expression.

Whatever forms are suitable for the school,

they all need tne backing of high thoughts

and fine feelings. Better no schooling at all

than a schooling put to ignoble uses. Better

illiterate honesty than cultured dishonesty.

The third lamp is that of the Worker's In-

terest. What a pity that the joy of the child

in his spontaneous activity should ever sicken

and die when it comes to the school guidance

of that activity. Artificial stupidity is a pos-

sible product of the schools. There are

teachers who still persist in bandaging chil-

dren's minds as the Chinese bandage their

feet, and with like results. The teacher

should distinguish between pleasure interest

and pain interest. Especially should the teach-

er note that that interest which leads to a

fine action becomes by such action a finer in-

terest, and so leads to a finer action still. The
child's interest is captured at first by the novel-

ty of the outward; but it is bad for both teacher

and child to depend too long on such mild sen-

sationalism of method. The teacher cannot

be always discharging fireworks, and the nor-

mal child at length tires of effeminate meth-

ods, hates to have his food cut into bits and

tendered him in a spoon. Respect, then, his

interest in doing things, his spirit to overcome
ditticulties, his conscienceness of grow ing pow-

er. There are two things that modern educa-

cation does not stand for— efl'eminacy of meth-

od and the dissipation of energy.

The fourth lamp is that of the Commendable
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Ratio. Children's capacities vary endlessly.

Teachers cannot reduce them to a common
level. It would spoil the landscape to do so.

If elementary education keeps the ratio of ac-

complishment to available power reasonably

high, it serves its purpose. Educationally the

little that expresses one's all, ranks immeas-
urably higher than some larger achievement
that expresses but an inconsiderable portion

of one's all. Percentages to express accom-
plishment are feasible in a way; not so per-

centages to express the ratio. The gravest

problems of elementary education are found in

the conflict of two ideals—that of scholarship

based on standards of exterior determination

and that of development based on standards

of interior capacity. The schools are chafing

and worrying under the former when their su-

preme business is with the latter. The true

road to scholarship is by way of the commen-
dable ratio. It makes a vast difference with

the joy of the pupils and the temper of the

teacher which of these two ideals dominates
the school.

The fifth lamp is that of the Gracious

Overflow. Train the right arm to increased

strength, and the left arm shares in the gain.

It profits by the gracious overflow. So for all

our activities. There is a radiation of gain

from them—gain in muscle, eain in idea, gain

in will power. Our activities minister to one
another, and the gain is forever crossing the

chasm that divides the mental from the phys-

ical. It follows that courses of study some-
what intensive in character are broader than
they seem. Sometimes there blossoms in the

overflow the finest flower of instruction.

The sixth lamp is that of the Backward
Light. Things dimly seen in childhood are

more clearly seen in maturity. Indeed, why
should the harvest follow hard upon the seed

time? It is not always wise, therefore, to

keep children back for lack of thoroughness.

Some trust should he placed in the power of

maturity to dispel their fog.

The seventh lamp is that of the Blessed

Transformation. Our mental growth must
wait on our physical. The sooner the teacher

accepts the inevitableness of nature's slow

pace on the physical side, the less impatient

will he be over the inevitableness of her slow

pace on the mental. But is the pace so very
slow? It has taken ages for man to rise to

the marvelous creature he is to-day, and yet

science tells us that each human being, in its

own life history, passes through all the devel-

opment stages of the race since its life began.

Here is speed enough—nature's sturdy hint

that people should not be eternally hurrying
things up with the child. We owe John Fiske
a debt of gratitude for pointing out the signi-

ficance of man's prolonged infancy—his edu-
cability depends unon it. What a paradox—
the child, rising, stumbling, falling, and there-

fore educable, his weakness suddenly becom-
ing his strength! Thus hindrances, by a
blessed alchemy, are seen to be most benefi-

cent helps. What a sad thing it would be if

the child were really to accept all the advice
in all its details that all his advisers see fit to

give him!

These seven lamps light up seven essential

things in the educative process—the seat of

the process, the ideas that should dominate
it, the finest inspiration of it, the truest

measure of success in it, the radiation of gain

from it, the saving of its early obscure inter-

actions by later ones of a higher order, and

the beneficent character of many of its condi-

tions that are commonly held to be adverse.

Fi.r "TUE Frie.nd."

Meetings for Worship.

A proper conception of the nature of meet-

ings for Divine worship, as held by the So-

ciety of Friends, would leave no room for any

one to doubt of their adaptation, at least equal

to if not beyond those in use among other

Christian professors for benefiting a congre-

gation. The conditions and wants of a mixed

multitude, assembled for such a purpose, are

of so varied a character that it is utter-

ly impossible for any formally prescribed

exercise or predetermined service to reach

and answer thera universally. Some, it may
be, are poor, and some rich in spirit; some in

tribulation, and some ready to rejoice; some
hopeful and some dismayed; some have "at-

tained," and are strong, others have just be-

gun and are weak; some want knowledge
;

some need conviction, some encouragement,

and some reproof; in a word the spiritual cir-

cumstances of every member of the congrega-

tion may be dissimilar. Now, can any mode
of religious exercise be better calculated for

such a company, than for every one to sit still,

and "girding up the loins of their mind," wait

in silent imploring expectation for the gift of

God's Holy Spirit, to show them their wants and

their duty, and to qualify them for a perform-

ance of that particular thing which will most

please Him and profit themselves? Surely this

is a plain case—for who would be likely to be

deceived in judging himself by the Holy Spirit,

or who would not be able to perform his

proper business on such an occasion through

its assistance ?

In a silent religious meeting the soul places

itself (or ought to be placed) before the Di-

vine Omniscience just as it is. The aspiration

of the devout mind substantially is, "Thou,

oh Lord, seest me as I really am; thou knowest

my need, thou knowest what is best for me;

feed me therefore with that food which is

convenient for me. This state of true in-

ward prayer being attained, the Holy Ghost

"distributes to every man severally as He
will," and agreeably to his condition and ne-

cessity. In such an assembly there is no con-

fusion, no clashing of spirits, no interruption

of one another's secret exercise- The poor

are left to ask; the rich to enjoy and give

thanks; the wise and strong to "meditate

knowledge;" the novice to learn and the un-

holy to their convictions; in a word, there is

no intermeddling of other men's matters with

our own special concerns ; no abstraction of

the soul's attention from its own particular

appropriate employment; but each individual

is left to "mind his own proper business."

God and his Son Jesus Christ being in the

meanwhile the objects universally of desire,

trust, apnlication, reverence and praise, and

the Holy Ghost himself the beginner, director

and end of every engagement.
But let it ever be remembered and laid to

heart by all who adopt this form of Divine

worship that no profit can be expected to attend

it, unless there is an honest care on the part

of those who assemble to labor in m
\ f^

their own spiritual good. To act a slot 'd „

unconcerned part on such a solemn and
;

,

ant occasion, as it argues a total absent

votional feeling ; so it is an open affron

majesty of heaven and a scandal to the

What! to have so little reverence for

cience, and so little sense of Omnipr
as to place ourselves, as it were, immi

before Him, and in company with his pe

the midst of whom He assuredly is, and „,

to recollect where we are, with whom art

nor care what we are about—such depor,'.;^^

awful mockery, and cannot fail to rece •
tin

indignation of the Lord. In such a cas( ';

i

is profession; where is knowledge ; w

sensibility, where is the spirit of love

and of a sound mindl Will the bar it t.

gathered without labor? Will the revrdbi

given without service? Will the Ajghi)

bestow to those who ask not, or be f(i(Jo(

those who seek not, or open the treaseso

his kingdom to those who do not knock Nay

we must be sincere, industrious, ferve' aii

persevering—laboring "with all might I'ouj

his spirit in the inner man " for the b Isinj

or else who can promise himself a pa'cipi

tion in it?
^

Is there any difference between tkrirtu

and eflScacy of our meetings for woilipj

these days and those of our ancestorsif

«

too seldom hear individuals in the prestaj

say what " Barclay" said: "whenlwtii'
the silent assemblits of God's people celt

secret power among them which touched n.htia

and as I gave way unto it I found s

weakening in me and the good raised :

the truly devotional among us have nov a.

labor and less consolation ; iftheunfilvi

without conviction in our congregatic i, ai

the lukewarm without /ear—is it not cam

we have less of that among us which is
'' m

of lije unto life and of death unto death '

is

not because we have less exercise of so b^n

the Lord ; less " vehemence of desire;" kpm
verance of supplication in spirit ? Wasie^

mighty more gracious to our forefath i thi

He would be to us if we were what tht im

would his power and goodness he lesselt

our meetings than they were in theirs, the

was among us the same hunger and thii(^

righteousness, the same earnest coneerndi

votedness ofsoul ? No! for as the Loilisi

"respecter of persons," so He "isriun

all that call upon Him," and if when ett

gether in his name we were but fer^it ii

diligent enough in spirit, who can doth

that our assemblies would again becoi Id

signal manner the place of his prest;eai

power, wherein the overshadowing of sHo

Ghost would be sensibly felt, and himiiii

trations experienced to the conviction "f"

doers," and the edification and coiorti

them that "do well?"— i?f;)riK<.

"Once realize what the true obji-iS'

life— that it is not pleasure, not kn leiigi

not even fame itself, that last infi ity<

noble minds, but that it is the develo en'*

character, the rising to a higher, nobli
PJ"

standard, the building upon of theierfel

man—and then so long as this is jnsoi

and it will, we trust, go on forevermo of'

has for us no terror; it is not a shadi.
''

light; not an end, but a beginning." .^

I
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I
Items Concerning the Society.

n'lg thirty thousand volumes of the late Wm,
Jlistone's books left to a Hawarden library

tbstudy of theology are found scores of books

ch:hat statesman " had collected relating to

Qj,kers alone."

1 .bington Quarterly Meeting held at German

nja the 5th instant, the feeling seemed to

i ice that there was a call for an appointed

iti- of the members, and the date was vir-

llyxed for Third Month 2nd at 4.30 r. m.

[e'Jnes are being taken to replace the old

itii-house at West Grove, Pa., by an entirely

'all more commodious structure. Quiet ev

je^if a deep and growing spiritual life among
yqig as well as older members there, are not

Q^^tion : What instruction have you had ir

jicii knowledge ? Answer: None. Question

»Hn was it given ? Answer: By the vicar."

hi^s from England, as found in an examina-

pder. What if some children among us were

mid as to parents and heads of families?

dvi?3 from Jacksonville, N. Y., show that

jar ions are in progress for the building of a

ni^ting-house for the Conservative Friends

hailistrict, in sympathy with those known as

"pilar Ridge" Friends. We trust this is an

and of life among them, as well as of promise

theuture.

>ve!years ago, says the London Friend, C. D.
' istor of a Baptist Church in Worthing,

. charge, and severed his connection

nationalism, commencing an independ-

-tic cause at a building known as the

In the second year of the work, from
scruples with regard to receiving a

ir preaching the Gospel, C. D. Crouch

ted|i business for himself in order to provide

kis.wn maintenance, still carrying on the

( ofjhe Tabernacle. His capital was slender,

he !s found, and still finds it, "a very uphill

I," iit he bears testimony to the providing

loflod. And after six years' experience of

mei' and preaching, in his New Year's letter

lis ick, he says, "My business engagements
I nd rendered the work of preaching more
:ult!Dn the contrary, the regular physical ex-

le, si the more practical acquaintance with
affas of daily life, have conduced to better

th al a fuller appreciation of that ' Gospel of

at vjich is the power of God unto salvation,'

BBtjiveryday-life salvation." The testimony
b^of special interest and satisfaction to

ids.j

pr^y picture comes to us, says the London
td.Un American paper, of an elderly-Friend,

ilwiippincott, who twice a week goes to the

ma.ing-house at Woodstown, New Jersey, to

id fe meeting of which she is the only con-
sntJ Week by week she sits in the same seat
asijmpied for fifty years, sometimes keeping
» d sometimes offering words. She is the
:renjning Friend of the "orthodox" body in

pa^i, and if the meeting were to fall through,
-ousiwould revert to the heirs of the original

rolheland. But P. Lippincott never fails
I at.he door with the big brass key at the
forlneeting on First and Fifth-days. The
dw) sends us the cutting recalls a similar
ien^ in Hertfordshire. " One of my ancestors
api e of ground on which to build a meeting-
MS( which was to be in the hands of the
ily eeting as long as there was a Friend to
i itjfter which it was to revert to the heirs
! d(^ir. My grandfather was the only Friend
»tteled for some years, and he died about

1834. when the Monthly Meeting had to give up
the house. Two Friends went over every other
Sunday to attend with my grandfather."

The following appeared in the I'hiladel[ihia

Record :

"The Passi.ng of an UrisiGHT Man.— Charles
Rhoads, whose death occurred on the 25th [of First

Month], at his home in Haddonfield, New Jersey,

was a man whose long life of uprightness, useful-

ness and charitable deeds suggests the type which
caused the poet Whittier to write that he had come
to know in the vicinity of Philadelphia a higher
civilization than he had ever seen before. Like
the poet, Charles Rhoads was a member of the

Society of Friends. He had two spheres of ac-

tivity—one in Philadelphia, where his business life

was spent, and where he was a leader in the Yearly
Meeting, and one at Haddonfield, where the affairs

of the Haddonfield Meeting, the cares of many pri-

vate interests and the sorrows and trials of the

distressed and poor were borne by him with an
unfailing self-sacrifice which won him the love of

those whom he .served so unselfishly and the es-

teem of all. In any community few men would
have been found who were his peers. The church
had not many preachers more winning and con-

vincing than this modest, unassuming Quaker, who
on First-day mornings spoke so truly, so simply, so

nobly, with such rare intelligence that it was ever
a delight and a gain to hear him.

"The meeting between ex-president McKinley
and Charles Rhoads, when the latter as a repre-

sentative of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting went
to the White House during the Spanish-American
war for the purpose of speaking a word in behalf

of peace, recalls the historic meeting on the Thames
between King Charles and a boat load of Quakers
bound for America. In both cases the thought
and the paths of ruler and subject were different,

but they parted with personal respect.
" Charles Rhoads by a life-long assistance ren-

dered to the negro race appeared to express the

thought that the Friends, who had done so much
to aljolish slavery, had imposed upon themselves

the duty of caring for those members of the col-

ored race who were incapable of self-help."

Notes from Others.

Lillian W. Betts expresses the opinion that " No
surer method of reaching the unchurched exists

than that of undenominational effort for the com-
munity's good."

"It is one of the most hopeful signs of the

times," says the Pilgrim Teacher, " that so many
capable scholars are engaged in studying the child

in order that the secret of his right up-bringing

may be mastered."

Famous church buildings, such as that called the

"Church of the Holy Sepulchre" and the Mosque of

Omar, will be reproduced in almost their exact size

in the reproduction of the city of Jerusalem at the

St. Louis world's fair.

Balfour, the Prime Minister of Great Britain, is

a Presbyterian, and by virtue of his office has the

power to appoint deans, bishops and primates in

the English Church. This is an anomalous condi-

tion, and it is hardly to be wondered at that an
Episcopal authority in England is greatly exercised

over it.

The one course that W. Hudson Shaw has yet to

give at 15th & Chestnut Streets is one on " The Life

and Teaching of John Ruskin " on Fifth-day after-

noons beginning Second Month 19th.

On Fifth-day evening of next week Edward
Howard Griggs, M. A. will begin a course of six

lectures in Association Hall on "The Philosophy of

Plato and its Relation to Modern Life." He will I

deal with Plato, and not with criticism and com-
ment upon Plato. Beginning with the lighter,

tentative dialogues, such as Charmides and Lysis,

following with those that present most completely
the mission of Socrates—the Apology, Crito and
Phaedo, dwelling then upon the complex whole life

of the Republic, and closing with such dreams as
the Symposium, the effort will be to present in full

outline the message of Plato and to show the rela-

tion of that message to modern life.

The Monroe Doctrine.— What we call " the
Monroe Doctrine" is not, properly speaking a doc-
trine at all, says the Baltimore American, rather is

it a declaration made by President James Monroe
on Twelfth Month 2nd, 1823, it did no more than
define the attitude of his administration toward
the question, then pending, of the occupation and
colonization of territory on this hemisphere, by
non-American powers. That declaration, reiterated

by Monroe Twelfth Month 7th, 1824, was made
with England's knowledge and consent, and bound
this nation no further tlian the end of the Monroe
administration.

It would have lapsed with its author's exit from
office had it not struck the chord of public senti-

ment, and had not President Monroe's succes.sors

recognized the wisdom of giving adherence to the
policy defined by him. This they did, and we find

that the policy of Monroe was reasserted by Tyler,

Twelfth Mo. 30th, 1842 ; by Polk, Twelfth Month
2d, 1845; by Polk, Twelfth Month 7th, 1847; by
Polk, Fourth Month 20th, 1848 ; by Buchanan,
on Twelfth Month 6th, 1858 ; by Buchanan, on
Twelfth Month 3d,' 18(50; by Grant, Fifth Month
31st, 1870 ; by Grant, Twelfth Month 5th, 1870;
by Grant, Fourth Month 5th, 1871; by Cleveland,
Twelfth Month 2nd, 1895; by Cleveland, Twelfth
Month 17th, 1895 ; by McKinley and Roosevelt, on
numerous occasions in the past six years.

Grant, in reasserting the doctrine, declared it

-should be extended, and on Fifth Month 31, 1870,
in a message to Congress, said that thereafter

territory on this hemisphere should not be held

"subject of transfer (by treaty or otherwise) to

any European Power."

As the original declaration of this policy was
made in a message to Congress, so has been each
reassertion of it, and outside of these documents
the doctrine of Monroe has no official existence. It

does not live in any act of Congress, nor in any of

the treaties by which nations are bound, nor has
it ever been recognized as a principle of interna-

tional law. Therein lies its principal weakness

—

and outside of public sentiment, and .save as a Chief
Executive of the nation chooses to give it his ad-

herence, it is non-existent. It is, therefore, not a

doctrine, but merely a matter of administrative

policy.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A bill to admit Arizona and New Mex-
ico as States of the Union has been under discussion in

Congress, and in a recent debate the powerful and secret

influence of the Mormon Church in politics was brought
to view as now felt in Utah and to some extent in Idaho.

Senator Hale characterized the debate as interesting,

valuable and startling, because it had disclosed a power-
ful religious organization, " exerting itself as a dominant,
potential force" over the mind and action of its followers,

B^hich should be taken into account in future legislation.

An earthquake shock was felt at St. Louis, in Southern
Illinois and in Kentucky on the evening of the 8th inst.

In a recent decision respecting the legal rights of In-

dians, who are citizens, Judge Bernard said:
" If the Indian is ever to lift himself into the ranks of

citizenship, he must do so by assuming responsibilities
;

he must be trusted to manage his own affairs, even at the

risk of loss of property by unwise investments or im-

prudent living. He can never be a man if he is always

to be treated as a child.
"

I think the policy of Congress at the present time, as

shown by its enactments, is to give him an equal chance
with other races in' acquiring property, education and

habits of civilized life and building himself a home.
' It seems to me to be a wise policy, but whether so or
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not, if the laws defining it are duly executed by the

executive and judicial branches of the Government, and

they prove to be unwise, Congress will see the propriety

of repealing or amending the same."

Dr. D. E. Salmon, Chief of the Bureau of Animal In-

dustry, said that about 3000 animals have been slaught-

ered in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vermont and New
Hamp-hire to prevent the spread of the foot and mouth
disease, and that the indemnity the Government has paid

the owners aggregates over $100,000.

Dr. Salmon said that unless new cases should develop

it is probable that most of the quarantine restrictions now
existing will have been removed in about sixty or ninety

days. Not a single case of the disease has been reported

from any point outside of New England, although a gen-

eral spread was feared at the inception of the epidemic.

The report of the State Mine Inspector shows the total

coal output of the State of Alabama for 1902 to have

been 10,238,793 tons, an increase over 1901 of 1,358,376

tons. The skilled workmen employed in Alabama col-

lieries number 1K,978.

The total cost of the anthracite coal arbitration hear-

ing is now estimated at $750,000. The operators are

credited with spending about $500,000 ; the union men
say that their expenses will not fall short of $1.50,000,

and Congress has already appropriated $50,000 for the

expenses of the Commission and the salaries, at $15 a

day, of such of its members as were not already on the

Federal pay roll.

The testimony in regard to the subject has now been

given and several lawyers of note on both sides will, it

is expected, be heard.

The State of Pennsylvania has between 10,000 and

20,000 persons suffering from tuberculosis. The annual

death rate for this disease is about 6000. The^majority

of these are poor people.

The State is to be asked to appropriate $300,000 to

aid in the movement to care for those affected with this

disease, and to prevent its spread, which is under the

care of the Free Hospital for Poor Consumptives, and

towards erecting dispensaries in the large cities.

A despatch from Dover, Del., of the 4th says : "The
House of Representatives this afternoon passed the bill

prohibiting the manufacture or sale of cigarettes in this

State by a vote of 20 to 13. It is now assured that the

bill will become a law. The bill makes it unlawful to

manufacture or sell cigarettes, cigarette paper and cigar-

ette tobacco in this State under a fine of from $200 to

$500."

The Jefferson Medical College, of this city, has offered

the various railroads entering Philadelphia a free course

in medical training to the trainmen so that they may be

schooled in the first aid to the wounded. This action on

the part of the authorities of the college was suggested

particularly by the recent wreck at Plainfield, N. J. The
railroad officials have favored the suggestions offered,

and in conjunction with the medical director of Jefferson

Hospital, will arrange the course of illustrated lectures.

The New York Medical Society has lately received a

report from its Committee on Hygiene which contained

several recommendations, among which are the following:
" We recommend that persistent agitation of the duty of

the community to the tubercular poor be infused with new
enthusiasm. The senior students in every grammar
school and high school should be required to pass an ex-

amination in the method of preventing the spread of

tuberculosis. Public lectures in each school district

should be frequently given. By these educative efforts

much could be done to teach the sanitary science of

every-day living. We recommend the compulsory regis-

tration in the proper office by every physician of every

case of tuberculosis, and that in case of death the house

be thoroughly disinfected by the proper health officers."

There were 596 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 27 less than the pre-

vious week and 15 more than the corresponding week of

15^02. Of the foregoing 319 were males and 277 females;

76 died of consumption of the lungs; 105 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 9 of diphtheria;

14 of cancer; 22 of apoplexy; 23 of typhoid fever; 1 of

scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Foreign.— Negotiations respecting the settlement of

the claims of the European powers against Venezuela,

have taken place in Washington, in which Minister Bowen
represents Venezuela. A proposition of Germany, Great
Britain and England to allow them to have 20 per cent,

of the duties on customs collected at certain ports, and

that 10 per cent, should go to other creditor nations was
refused by Minister Bowen. It is understood that in re-

fusing the allies' proposition. Minister Bowen takes the

ground that he cannot accept in principle the contention

that blockades and bombardments of forts, and the con-

sequent killing of helpless men, women and children, en-

title any Powers, or alliance of power, to preferential

treatment at the hands of a civilized nation. It is claimed

that should the peace Powers and the blockading Powers
agree to such a principle, they would incorporate in the

law of nations a doctrine in conflict with the tenets of all

modern day ethics. The refusal of Minister Boweu to

accept the proposition has been followed by instructions

from the three allied Powers to their representatives in

Washington to submit the question of preferential treat-

ment for settlement to President Roosevelt, and in the

event that he declines to act as arbiter, to take that

point, and possibly the entire Venezuela controversy to

The Hague Tribunal for settlement, thereby breaking off

negotiations with Minister Bowen.
A despatch of the 6th from Washington says: " Presi-

dent Roosevelt has declined the invitation of the allied

Powers to arbitrate the question whether they shall re-

ceive preferential treatment over the other creditor na-

tions in the settlement of their claims against Venezuela.

The matter, therefore, now will be referred to The Hague
Tribunal, and this, it is stated, will result in the imme-
diate raising of the blockade." The representatives of

Germany, Great Britain and Italy have been engaged in

preparing a protocol on behalf of their respective coun-

tries for presentation at The Hague Tribunal.

It is announced that the new White Star steamship

Cedric will start on her first voyage to New York on

the nth instant. This is the largest vessel afloat. The
external dimensions of the Cedric are the same as those

of the Celtic, but because of structural differences an in-

creased tonnage and passenger capacity has been effected.

The Cedric is 700 feet in extreme length, 75 feet in

breadth, 49j feet deep, with gross tonnage 21,000 tons,

and displacement 38,200 tons. It is stated that the

Cedric will have accommodation for 350 first saloon, 250
second saloon and about 2000 third-class passengers, in

addition to a crew of 335 men, 92 of whom will be in the

engine-room.

Information from northern China has been received

that a large army is being organized to proceed against

foreigners in Kansu.

A Swiss invention has been patented for transporting

live fish which appears likely to be commercially useful.

The device consists of a tank of water with a cylinder

of oxygen attached. The most delicate fish can be packed

in great quantities and will keep alive for 36 hours, and

it is expected that with larger cylinders of oxygen the

time will be lengthened. It is said that large quantities

of live fish are now being sent from Switzerland to other

parts of Europe by the inventors.

A cable has lately been laid across the English Chan-

nel from near Dover, England, to a point on the coast of

Belgium near Ostend, a distance of about 68 miles,

through which it is expected telephonic communication

will shortly be opened. It is said to be the longest sub-

marine telephone cable in the world.

Information has been published of a great loss of life

in the Society Islands by a great storm which swept over

these islands between the 13th and 16th of the First

Month, accompanied by a tidal wave. It is estimated that

1,000 persons perished.

A despatch from Berlin says Professor Baginsky an-

nounces that a discovery of serum against scarlet fever

has been made by Dr. Aronson. Good results have al-

ready been obtained. The professor believes the serum

will prove to be a specific for this disease.

X meeting of journalists and others interested in the

Russiaif periodical press has lately been held, which

adopted several resolutions declaring the importance of

the removal by the Government of restrictions upon a

free and full discussion of public affairs. One of these

states that " Considering that, in the degree of develop-

ment attained by public life and public opinion in our

country, the existence of an independent press is a genu-

ine national requirement ; that this necessity is particu-

larly urgent in the present complicated and difficult phase

of Russian history ; that the press cannot fulfill the obli-

gations imposed upon it in present circumstances, being

subjected by the existing legislation to the unlimited dis-

cretionary authority of the administration : we regard

the thorough going revision of existing press legislation

as indispensable."

A recent despatch from Montreal says Marconi has

almost perfected apparatus to measure the distance be-

tween a ship at sea and a station on land. This will be

accomplished by means of a moveable disc, which will be

affected by the current from the ship. Naturally, the

further the ship the weaker the current. The disc will

have stationary marks, which will thus register the exact

distance from the ship to the shore. Stations will be es-

tablished all along the St. Lawrence River and gulf to

Belle Isle.

A despatch says the Czar has decreed severe discipli-

nary measures for all Finlanders who failed to comply

with the military requisitions in 1902. These total

14,798 men. The decree orders that all delinqt

gaged in State service be immediately dismissed,

passport be granted to any of them to go abroa

the next five years, that all shall be enrolled

Landwehr and that a full battalion of life guards
i||'J

recruited therefrom.
^

Indifference as to religion and socialism are siixili

so prevalent in Germany and Austria among tl j^
middle classes as to be undermining the basis of Ciitii,

faith. I

*

A severe earthquake accompanied by loud roni '^-^
reported to have been felt in the western part of nig,

on the 5th inst. Mont Pelee is reported to be stistni
'

NOTICES.

A mother's helper in a Friends'
.mji,

Address Box 42, Haddonfield,
J.'

Westtown Boarding School.— A stated me
g t

the Committee on Admissions will be held in tiOii

mittee Room, Fourth & Arch Streets, on Seventh-!,
|k

14th instant, at 10 A. M.

John W. Biddle, t

Westtown Boarding School. — For conven 'x »

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage v jki

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., 2j

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when re itv

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents e:\n

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West jiti^

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley, Vf
Westtown Boarding School. — Application '•

tl

admission of pupils to the school, and letters irsgt

to instruction and discipline should be addressed
,

Wm. F. Wickersham, Priifjl

Payments on account <

in regard

Edward
Address,

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th Street, lill

— Open on weekdays from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M. j (n

3 P. M. to 6 P. M. Also on evenings in which a
Institute Lyceum Meetings are held from T P. M 7,

p. M. New books include the following :

^

Bayne, S. G.—On an Irish Jaunting-car.

Blanchan, Neltze—How to Attract the ]

Bontwell, G. S.— Reminiscences of

Public Affairs.

DUGMORE, A. R.—Nature and the Camera.

Fisher, S. G.— True History of the Ame:

"

tion.

HiGGlNSON, T. W.—John Greenleaf Whittier..

Keyser, L. S.—Birds of the Rockies.

Lddlow, J. M.—Incentives for Life.

Mathews, Alfred—Ohio and her Western Resi!.

Thwaites, R. G.—Daniel Boone.

iiii

Died, at her late residence, 2030 Ontario Spt

:

delphia, on the sixth of Seventh Month, 1902,
|

Story Hulme, widow of Samuel Hulme, in bei^

third year. A member of the Monthly MeetiDg of-im

of Philadelphia for the Northern District. "Tiei

they which came out of great tribulation and haviuk

their robes, and made them white in the blooHbr

Lamb." m.
, stt his home near Plainfield, Ind., on theW

of First Mo., 1903, Abram Peacock, in the fifty*

year of his age ; a member of Plainfield Monthly**

of Friends, Indiana. His last illness was of sh' J"

tion, but the work of preparation had not been 1
f«

death bed. All who knew him feel that his aim '«

to deal justly, love mercy and walk humbly withiw

, on the twenty-fifth of First Month, 190EiBi

donfield, N. J., Charles Rhoads, a well beloved anj

and minister of Haddonfield Particular and "w

Meeting of Friends, aged seventy-five years. Hi..«'

a shining example of devoted service to his Lorla''

family gathered at his bedside to hear his partiiTO

he said, laying his hand on his breast, "No cond^
to them who are in Christ Jesus," adding Bt

" Through the washing of regeneration," and

voice, "Lord, Lord, Hallelujah ! Hallelujah
!"

, on the eighth of First Month, 1903, atl]

of his sister, Mary Ann C. Scattergood, in WoaJJ

Pa., Abiah Cope, in the sixty first year of hit

of London Grove Monthly Meeting of P"

irdill

tiiVM

DdB, .

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTE.

No. 422 Walnut Street
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With wounding word tiiou piercest three,

' Thy neighbor, Christ and thee.

' our part effort is for the sake of wants;

II ir Creator's part our wants are for the

ik6)f effort.

M'he and more lost is that soul becoming

batls pursuing an end of less than a soul's

alu' Less than one's soul is the world,

ii:>' is less, fame is less, the flesh and

atificacions are less. What will ii

,...,.1 man to make any of these an end,

ndjse that which is worth more,— his soul?

t isjiermitted that things less than the soul

hoiil be made a means, if unto an end that

i gjiater. Nearer and nearer is coming that

alviion which will satisfy a soul's demand,

:th)aim of its activities, prayer and faith be

D el greater than itself, and more than self.

\M are nearing the date of the birth of

Vasington, when doubtless much will be said

f tilt prominent man's life and services.

>ut| is likely that the orators generally will

lisEJiis views upon war and the implements

f ir,—what, after some experience, he

hotjht of them. This had taught him there

houl be a better way of reconciling differen-

68. "My first wish,'' said George Washing-

OD,i'is to see this plague of mankind ban-

jhelfrom the earth, and the sons and daugh-

ersjf this world employed in more pleasing

nd|inocent amusements than in preparing

mpnients and exercising them for the de-

tm ion of mankind." J. W. L.

ET All Youk Things be Done with

'haIty."—Charity is a surrender of personal

ntojrance, but not of discernment between

irinjples. It so rejoices in the truth, that it

anrjt be an indifference towards error. It

Bvejmen too well to tolerate known error, or

or easy-going liberality, True charity is not

blind, but uncharitableness is blind. Charity

is, in part, an openness of sight into princi-

ples and motives, because it is its business, in

order to render righteous judgment, to discrim-

inate between principles and men, and hate

the sin while loving the sinner.

There are those who do not easily distin-

guish, when principles are brought under judg-

ment, but that themselves or certain individ-

uals are intended to be arraigned. Also, on

the other hand, some in a zeal for truth but

not against men, while not suspecting that

they are scolding men, denounce principles or

dissectttndencies in terms that seem to con-

demn some men. It is difficult to disentangle

the two in thought,—the heart of a man and

the principles of his views or practice. And

it is not always wholly the hearer's or the

reader's fault that he does not discriminate the

critic's intention, as between the abstract prin-

ciple that he protests against, and its human

representatives. All three might be at fault

tosrether,—the representative so far as he de-

liberately identifies himself with an error, the

reader or hearer whose discriminations will

not separate a principle from apparent per-

sonality, and the writer or speaker who does

not criticise both himself and his expression.

The witness of the inspeaking Word is de-

clared to be a discerner of thoughts and in-

tents of the heart; and where we so sink self

out of sight as to clear the way for a dispas-

sionate view of his discoveries of our own and

each other's true inwardness of intention and

thought, we shall be in a condition while

passing judgments or while hearing them, "in

malice to be children and in understanding to

be men."

While engaged in manual labor Paul did

not forget his high and holy calling. Rather,

he made the six days work contribute to the

one day's work. If it is not the most profitable,

the shop may, nevertheless, become a valuable

place of study. The Apostle might learn the

habits, the speech and the dispositions of the

peonle about him, and he might at times hold

private conversation or in silence he might
meditate on the great subjects that had long

engaged his mind. Many eminent martyrs have

come out of places of toil. But when the

Sabbath came Paul entered into the synagogue
(verse 4) and taught the people, both .Jews and
Greeks, who would give the more earnest at-

tention because his labor was gratuitous.

—

Ledger.

An Autograph Letter of Thomas Chalkley.

Our friend Josiah W. Leeds, in his prepara-

tion of "Biograptiical Notes" for TheFkiend,
introduces, in No. 29 of the current volume,

a brief account of Thomas Chalkley, "Gent-
lest of Skippers, rare Sea Saint." CJuite re-

cently, the removal of merchandise and chat-

tels from one place of business to another, in

Philadelphia, brought tn light the following

fragment of a letter of T. C. to his wife,

written with the careful, clear chirography

more characteristic of the Friends of a cen-

tury ago than of the present generation. This

may in part supplement the accounts of

Friends in Tortola which our columns have had

from the pen of George Vaux.

Tortola ye 16th, Eighth Month. 174L

My Dear.—By this know I am well, and

safely arrived here at Governour John Picker-

ings, who with his Spouse are very Loving,

and Christian - like kind and reed me with

Hearts full of Tender Love.

Yesterday we had a large & Satisfactory

Meeting at Friend Pickerings House, Where
were many People divers not of our profes-

sion and I hope 1 may say t^'at the 'Jood hand

of the Lord was with us. John's wife, and

Sister, the Wife of one Hunt, Appeared in

their Meeting, & as my poor self, so many were

much Affected. & broken into tenderness, &
I felt some Reward in my Bosom, or heart,

in undertaking this Religious Visit. Here was

at this Meeting a Dear Young Creature, whose

father had turned her out of Doors for com-

ing to Friends Meetings, Saying he had been

at all that Charge to buy her fine Cloathes &
taught her to sing & dance and all for nothing.

I have no sight of any Return as yet, hut

as Soon as I have, & have an opportunity, I

shall let thee know it. This . . . (wanting)

. . I have my health now better than I

have had it for Several Years, which I take to

be a great favour from him in whom we live,

move, (if we live & move well) & have our

being.

The Governor, his wife, & her sister are

Dear Tender hearted friends, & He seems to

be better Satisfied as to defence since I came
than he was before. 1 understand from the

Governor that the General hath Sent for the

Warlike Arms here. Saying, If the People

were Quakers they would have no need of

them, that he should want them at Antigua,

that a Good Quaker stood fairer for Heaven

than a bad Churchman. But he liked his own
Religion best, & if they would trust Provi-

dence with their Interest thev had a Right to

do what they would with their own, & he has

still Continued Friend Pickering Governor of

the Island to the Mortification of all the Great

Swords'men. Things are yet young, & ten-

der here. But we hope for a growth as above

in the best things, the Great name of the most

high be praised for his Merciful Visitations,
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SO be it saith my Soul. . . . (wanting) . .

One of the Dear Friends who are come to see

me. In a very Scarce time & corn at 6s: p
Bushell, the Usual price being 3s.

He would take no more, Saying he would

not raise the price since he had plenty & it is

very observable that he always has so, which

the People take to be a blessing on him be-

cause of his Charity. He is a good friend, &
is now (since I came) about building a Meet-

ing House. He tells me, he believes it will be

Money well laid out. The (Governor intends to

build another, these are Good Examples.

T. C.

TORTOLA ye 28th, Eighth Month, 1741.

My Dear.—To-day here being an Opportu-
nity for Antigua, I gladly make use of it to

inform thee of my health & welfare. I have

been here upwards of two Weeks on this Is-

land, & my heart hath been much opened as

also my mouth to the People, & here hath

been an Open Door to Receive the Doctrine

of the Gospel of Christ & divers Added to our
little Society. Such openness Love and In-

crease I think, I never met with, Except on

the Isle of Nantucket. I was informed that

about 30 persons have been so Convinced that

they Resolve to keep to Meeting, & join with

friends. Since my coming here . . . (want-
ing) . . One who wrote against us, & another
who Exceedingly disliked our Principles both
Great Men in this Island, at whose House I

having been Kindly Treated.

As my Coming here will be pretty much
talked of with you by Reason of my Age, the
Wars & this place being so near the Span-
iards, & not likely to Come home these five

or six months if ever, for these reasons, I did

not Care if this letter was Spread among
friends.

Thus brokenly & abruptly I am Obliged to

Conclude with Love unfeigned to thee my
Dear, & to my only Daughter Rebecca, & all

thy Children whom I love and wish well as I

do all who Sincerely Love our Lord Jesus
Christ, I am

Thy faithful Loving Husband,
Thomas Chalkley.

P. S.—I do not Expect to be at home

The following information, furnished by a
Friend on the island of Tortola, was forwarded
to Thomas Chalkley's friends after his decease,
which occurred one week subsequent to the
penning of the latter part of the above letter

to his wife. He was aged sixty-six years and
five months.

^On third day (the 27th of Eighth Month,
1741) he was employed chiefly in writing to
his family and friends in Philadelphia. On
fourth day (the 28th) some friends from the
road came to see him, which prevented his

going out to visit the neighbors as usual.

()n fifth day morning he found himself much
indisposed, a hot fever upon him at the break-
ing up of the week-day meeting. The fever
continued on and off until his death, which
was between two and three o'clock on fourth
day morning, the fourth day of the Ninth
Month, 1741.

"Is the sermon done?' was asked of one
who returned from meeting sooner than usual.
"No, not yet," was the answer; "It is

preached but it still remains to be done."

The Secret Lodge not Desired by Marshall,

Washington, Ritner, Lincoln.

Several months ago, while interior altera-

tions were being made to strengthen an old

brick building on the lower side of Walnut
below Fifth Street, in Philadelphia, it became
necessary, on account of work being done

about the main stairway leading from the

street, to find access to the second story

through the large room of the first floor used

as an auction room, and so up-stairs by a back
stairway. I had been very many times on that

second floor, but had never before known of

the existence of this extra, possible exit. A
large low-down window at the top of this en-

closed staircase, looked out upon the roof of

the first floor back extension, though in former
years this was probably a high porch over-

looking an ample, south-side garden. On this

second floor and the floor above. The Friend
has been printed during a long course of years.

The old changed mansion is an historic one,

having been the boarding home, a century

ago, of John Marshall, Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of the United States. Only a

few steps away is Independence Square, on the

Chestnut Street side of which is the venerable

State House or Independence Hall, with the

old time offices and courts, and in one of these

did the Chief .Justice enter upon the duties of

his high office a hundred and two years ago.

When the centenary of this event was com-
memorated in Philadelphia in 1901, there were
very high tributes paid to this "greatest of

American jurists," and expounder of consti-

tutional law. The listeners to these eulogies

were, however, not told of the low estimation

in which Marshall held secret societies. It would
have been a benefit to the country generally

could this opinion have been spread broadcast.

Writing to Edward Everett he observed: "The
institution of Masonry ought to be abandoned,

as one capable of producing much evil, and
incapable of producing any good, which might
not be efl'ected by safe and open means."

Marshall was an honored friend of George
Washington, and wrote his Life, which was
published in five volumes, but I do not find

in this large work any allusion to Washington's
connection with Masonry, notwithstanding such
extravagant claims have of late years been
made thereabout by the Order's adherents.

"I do not recollect," said Marshall, in an-

swering an inquiry upon the matter," ever to

have heard him utter a syllable upon the sub-

ject." Both Washington and Marshall, in their

younger years, had, indeed, joined the lodge,

but both wisely ceased attendance, while so

lightly did they hold to the institution that it

was not thought of sufficient importance to

form the subject of conversation. To Jared

Sparks, also a biographer of Washington, all

the documents of the latter, Marshall believed,

had been given, but Sparks failed to find any
of the alleged letters of Washington to Free-

masons, not even in his carefully kept letter-

copying book which had been many times at-

tended to.

The above matter of Washington's relation

to the lodge was thought of suflicient moment
some sixty-five years ago, at a time of much
political excitement concerning Freemasonry,
to form thesubjectofacommunicationfrom the

Legislature of Pennsylvania to Governor Joseph

!

Ritner. Replying thereto the Governor p ye,]

by authentic documents, that Washington lej

he was thirty-six years old, had ceased rejlar

attendance on the lodge; that thirty years .tet

(being the year before his death), his opibns

continued the same; that he was never so-

called "Master" or "Grand-Master;" tl]
it

was not agreeable to him to be addrsed

even as a private Mason, and that &]%
letters said to be written by Washingt;to
lodges are spurious. As might be infe»(j,

the secret lodge had no attraction for bv-

ernor Ritner. This, however, does not 'em

to have been brought forward last aut.in,

when, at Mount Rock burying-ground, iar-

lisle, a monument commemorative of the fdier

Governor was "dedicated." These lirlof

Whittier's, cut in the granite, were said U'he

despatch, "to have been inspired by the jv-

ernor's message on behalf of public schoi.in

1836," but the matter of the poem s;to

that it was because of his opposition to s be-

holding and the pursuit and reclamation o;he

fugitive slaves
—"the peeled and the niM,

and outcast of earth." The lines referreto,

commending the Governor, and which are'.jse

introducing the poem read:

" Thank God for the token !—one lip is still f

One spirit untrammelled—unbending one kne

Like the oak of the mountain, deep-rooted and

Erect, when the multitude bends to the storn

In the Eleventh Month last. President R'5e-

velt being in Philadelphia, and being the },est

of the Masons at a commemoration of \>)]i-

ington's initiation into the order of Ite-

masonry, expressed a regret in his adiiss

that President Lincoln had not been and-

herent. How little need there was foriiis

regret may be inferred as we read the wds

of Lincoln's address to his old neighboi at

Springfield, Illinois, when about to leave 'iiii

(1861), to enter upon the duties of the pisi-

dency. Alluding to Washington, he said: ie

never would have succeeded, except for he

aid of Divine Providence, upon which bat

all times relied. I feel that I cannot suced

without the same Divine aid which sustted

him, and on the same Almighty Being I jce

my reliance for support, and I hope you ny

friends, will pray that I may receive thaiH-

vine assistance without which I cannot c-

ceed, but with which success is certain."
,

It was a strange claim which was raadby

an Episcopal bishop at the banquet acrB-

panying the celebration in Philadelphia t:e-

inabove referred to, that " Freemasonry 'id

brought [two ecclesiastics of differing e-

nominational faiths who were present] togeer

—something which the Christian religion c Id

not do. I want you all to widen your I'i-

zon and take a larger view of things. MaSifj

goes first to the great principles of one'ss

which President Roosevelt talked about is

morning."
Why should this secret, oath-bound ordeoe

thus exalted above Christ and his onens!

We are sure that, however high the cl n,

the immaculate Lamb of God cannot bat

one with the blood curdling oaths and le

horrible penalties invoked against those lo

reveal the secrets of the lodge of darki s.

.^ .system which requires such obligations n-

not be founded on Christ, the true Corr-

stone, and, if not, the building is destine w

fall. JosiAH W. Leed

t
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OUR CHURCH.
., i'hen they willingly received Him into the ship ; and

Bi'diately the ship was at the land whither they went

"

J<|>.i:21.)

i'hat our path may be as the way of a ship in the

»iJ.vhich no deceit can follow or imitate."— f^pis/ie,

Nor is the rudder lost,

Nor is the helm forgot,

Of our ship tempest-tost,

That to the general lot

f aught with contribution large and pure,

,(. by th' creative Word which ever shall endure.

By that exhaustless Word
In God's well-pleasing Son,

On true souls are conferred

Equipments, all in one,

,
;
il.r, hull, and freight, and sails and wind,

[V in;,'i' the broad communal element of mind.

The rule of God with man.

As ever present fact.

Past each coast-hugging plan

I And mere memorial act,

ftilwith preventive grace our course controls

fhi'igh rationalistic reefs, and carnalizing shoals.

Kach soul regenerate

A minister ordained,

The mystery only great

Of godliness unfeigned

—

The lesson of a Saviour crucified

—

uf o'er all slip-shod faith and inly craven pride.

The spiritual ground
' On which move outward things,

Through them in one sure sound

To ears attentive rings,

'Wat hath let will let, till it be removed,

\n.;hen the source of sin and discord shall be

.roved."

X\\ resting upon form
Beyond the child's estate,

Forsakes the heavenly norm

I
On which ripe blessings wait,

Perjrts the doctrine of Christ's holy cross,

And;hanges his fine gold to unsubstantial dross.

The port for which we steer,

.\s ever held in sight,

!
With clear and yet more clear

Monition, doth invite

lo lun dependence on external things,

in (jistant waiting on a jealous King of kings.

1 R. R.

NnviTHSTANDiNG Paul rejoiced in the

of '18 gospel by the overruling of bad pro-

da; ers of it for good (Phil i: 15-18), yet he
aev; sanctioned any ministers as truly Christ's

BX(i)t such as had his spirit; yet remember,
jayWetherbe, "that God's blessing did not fall

jpc those men who preached Christ through
'&if and strife.' God would bless his truth

13 iclared by them, but He would withhold
bisilessing from the preachers themselves.
rhfji is a wide difference between the two
thiis. No man, actuated by a bad purpose
infiiaching the Gospel, will be the subject of
Go(ij favor. It is such men as Paul, gov-
ernjl by the purest motives in preaching
Chijt, that receive the Lord's special favor
andisoiacing support. Are you filled with
thajcoDsuming desire which animated Paul in

his igerness to have Christ preached to a lost

woii?"

j^JTER all, the great triumph of civilization
in ti past has been the insubstitution of judi-

cialletermination for the cold, cruel, crude
arbjrament of war —Lord Salisbury.

Science and Industry.

i^AiLoiLS have a very simple, and what is

said to be a very effective way of determining

the edible or nonedible qualities of any new
varieties of fish they may happen to run

across. In the water in which the fish is

boiled is placed a bright silver coin. If the

coin retains its natural color during the boil-

ing process the fish is good to eat. Hut if it

turns dark, the food is rejected.

To TELL THE AGE OK EGGS.—A German sci-

entist has -discovered a method for making
eggs tell their own age. It consists simply of

immersing the egg in a solution of salt con-

taining about eight ounces to the pint. When
the salt has thoroughly dissolved the egg to

be tested is dropped gently into the glass

containing the solution. It is said if the egg

is only one day old it sinks immediately to the

bottom; if three days old it sinks just below

the surface only, and from five days and up-

ward it floats.

Another process has just been awarded a

medal in Saxony by the national society of

poultry breeders. It is well known that the

air cavity at the blunt end of the egg en-

larges as the age of the egg increases. Con-

sequently, if the egg be placed in a solution

similar to the one described above it will have

an increasing tendency to float with the long

axis vertical. A scale of angles is placed at

the back of the vessel and from the inclina-

tion of the eggs to the horizontal the age can

be gauged almost to a day. A new-laid egc
lies horizontally at the bottom of the vessel.

When three to five days old the egg raises it-

self from the horizontal, so that its long axis

makes an angle of about twenty degrees with

the horizontal. At eight days this angle in-

creases to about forty-five degree; at fourteen

days it is sixty degrees; at about three weeks

it is about seventy-five degrees, while after

four weeks it stands upright on the pointed

end.

The Black Sea differs in a most remarkable

manner from other seas and oceans. A sur-

face current flows continually from the Black

Sea into the iMediterranean, and an undercur-

rent from the Mediterranean into the Black

Sea. The latter current is salt, and being

heavier than the fresh water above it, re-

mains stagnant at the bottom. Being satura-

ted with sulphuretted hydrogen, this water

will not maintain life, and so the Black Sea

contains no living inhabitants below the depth

of about one hundred fathoms. The deeper

water, when brought to the surface, smells

exactly like decayed eggs.

Even with the modern ocean greyhounds and

their sharp steel prows the whale must yet be

accorded some rights at sea. They cannot be

disregarded by seamen for to do so may invoke

disaster as was demonstrated a short time ago

by an incident that befell the ocean liner

Sierra. The Sierra was speeding along be-

tween Auckland and Sydney at sixteen knots

an hour when it was brought to a sudden stop.

The passengers and crew received a severe

jolt and for a time great alarm was felt. In-

vestigation showed that the huge body of a

sperm whale was stuck firmly on the vessel's

stem. The whale was struck squarely in the

middle. Its back was broken and the stem had

cut .so deeply into its carcass that the levia-

than could not be thrown off until after much
hard work on the part of the officers and

crew, and the reversing of the engines.

—

Popular Mechanics.

"Do your buttons ever come off'.'"

"Ever'.' They're always doing it. They

are ironed off, washed off and pulled off", until

I despair. I seem to shed buttons day after

day."
"Make use of these two hints when you are

sewing them on, and see if they make any

ditl'erence. When you begin, before you lay

the button on the cloth, put the thread through

so that the knot will be on the right side.

This leaves it under the button and prevents

it being worn or ironed away and thus begin-

ning the loosening process. Then, before

you begin sewing, lay a large pin across the

button, so that all your threads will go over

the pin. After you have finished filling the

holes with thread, draw out your pin and wind

your thread round and round beneath the but-

ton. That makes a compact stem to sustain

the possible pulling and wear of the button-

hole. It is no exaggeration to say that my
buttons never come off, and I'm sure yours

won't if you use mj method of sewing."

Akid Land Reclamation in California.—
The greatest opportunity for the reclamation

of arid lands in California, and perhaps in the

entire Southwest, has been found to lie in the

utilization of the waters of the Colorado River

on its adjacent lands in California and south-

ern Arizona. As a result of an investigation

along this river made in First Month 19021, by

the hydrographic branch of the United States

Geological Survey, the extent of the alluvial

bottom land between Camp Mohave and Yuma
was found to be from four hundred thousand

to five hundred thousand acres. This map, on

which the topographic features are clearly

and accurately shown, will be of great value

in assisting engineers to locate the main canal

lines, and is essential to a comprehensive

knowledge of the river as a whole.

The demands for irrigation in the Colorado

Valley are urgent. The average rainfall at

(^amp Mohave is only 5.99 inches per annum,

and at Yuma it is 30.6 inches per annum,

while the temperatures are such as to provide

twelve growing months in the year. The Col-

orado River derives its principal source of

water supply from the melting snow on the

high mountains of Utah, Colorado and Wy-
oming. The opportunities for storage on this

stream are very great.

The silts of the river are difficult to handle

in canals, but the fertilizing properties which

they have are such that lands irrigated with

these muddy waters will never require further

fertilization.

R. H. Forbes, of the Agricultural Experi-

ment Station at Tucson, Arizona, who has

made a study of the silt in the Colorado River,

has pointed out that this stream resembles the

Nile in many particulars. Like the great

river of Egypt, the Colorado is subject to an

annual summer rise sufficient to overflow the

extensive areas of its borders and delta lands.

These high waters are rich in fertilizing sedi-
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meets, are exceptionally free from alkaline
salts, and come at an opportune time for irri-

gation. K. H. Forbes maintains that when
the Colorado is understood and utilized as suc-
cessfully as the greater and better-known
Egyptian stream, it will be recognized as the
American Nile—the creator of a new country
for the irrigator, the mother of an occidental
Egypt.

Tkade Unionism in England.—Trade Un-
ionism m England has gone farther and de-
veloped more power than in America or any-
where else. There are at this moment some
thirteen hundred unions of workmen with a
membership of about two million. In the
United States, with double the population,
there are less than half that number of un-
ionists. Nor do numbers make up the only
difference. In England the system of collect-
ive bargaining, especially in the coal and cot-
ton trades, is carried much farther and on
more methodical lines than in America.

Whether that fact points to a greater su-
periority in the mechanism of English over
American industrialism is a much-argued ques-
tion. It points, at any rate to a greater
power in English trade unions. That power
is further shown in the amount of control
trade unions have contrived to gain over the
management of business. It is a control that
stretches beyond such questions as hours and
wages and embraces the fundamental points
of methods, internal discipline, the maximum
output, the number of apprentices, the use of
unskilled labor on work hitherto done by
skilled labor, the introduction of a new ma-
chine, the employment of men not recognized
by the unions, and so on. Broadly speaking,
these demands have been resisted by Ameri-
cans and yielded to by English employers.
Americans have stood firm on the vital matter
of "control" in a way that Englishmen are
never tired of praising. Most employers here
let the point go by default against them
through lack either of prevision or of courage
to force a decisive issue at the outset. The
consequence is that the industrial machine in
England is geared to a much lower efficiency
than in America; the slowest workman sets
the pace; "going easy" is their rule of labor,
and work is distributed over the largest pos-
sible number of men.

Of course, it is absurd to ascribe, as many
employers do, all the decline in British com-
merce to "the tyranny of trade-unionism."
The employers themselves have much to an-
swer for with their fatal complacency and
conservatism, their lordly, unaccommodating
ways of doing business, their myopia that will
never unreservedly admit that British meth-
ods are not the best, and their short-sighted-
ness in not risking a dollar to-day to earn five
next week. In speculative pluck and energy
they are to the Americans what the Italian is
to the Englishman. But granting all this, it

is still the fact that trade unionism has done
more in England than in any other country to
limit production, curb initiative and control
output by the uniform, deadening rule of av-
erages. There is something in the atmosphere
of England that allows trade unions to thrive
as they thrive nowhere ehe.—Harper's Weekly

Robert Barrow.

Robert Barrow's account of the death and
funeral of George Fox was given on page 303,
in The Friend for Fourth Month, 5t.h, 1902.
Some further account of Robert Barrows

will appear in the following interesting selec-
tion which has been forwarded to us:

—

Robert Barrow was born in Lancashire, Eng-
land, but was removed in his infancy into the
neighborhood of Kendal, in Westmoreland. He
was convinced of the truth in 1652, soon after
the first meetings of Friends were settled in

that county; and, as did many others, he olten
suffered from tines, distraint of goods, and
long imprisonments.

About the year 1668, he received a gift in

the ministry, and was a zealous laborer in the
gospel for twenty-six years. His wife was
a daughter of Christopher Brisbrown, who,
for conscientiously refusing to pay tithes,

was, at the age of seventy-seven, imprisoned
and (even contrary to the law under which his
persecutors pretended to act) kept in close
confinement more than sixteen months, when
he was released by death.

Robert Darrow," on his death-bed (in Phila-
delphia), often spoke most afi'ectionately of
his wife. On one occasion he said: "I mar-
ried her for the truth's sake,—she was God's
gift to me. When [ left her, it was as if I

was going to my gravp. Neither gold nor
silver, riches or honor, should have parted us,

—nothing but that I might be obedient to the
Lord, and keep my peace with God."

Notwithstanding the various fines collected
from him, Robert Barrow had, by industry,
accumulated an estate; and feeling himself
called to more extensive travels for the truth's
sake, he, about the year 1690, placed
property in the of his son, reserving

No great characters are formed in this
world without suffering and self-denial.

therefrom an annuity sufficient for the com
fortable maintenance of himself and family.

In the Eleventh Month, 1690, he was in

London; and having attended many meetings
with George Fox, he was with him during his
short illness until "he sweetly fell asleep in

the Lord," whose blessed truth he had livingly
and powerfully preached in the meeting but
two days before.

He travelled twice under a religious con-
cern in Scotland and Ireland; and in 1694 he
believed it right to visit in gospel love the
American continent and adjacent islands. He
felt it a trial at his age to cross the ocean
and travel in a foreign land, but above all to
take, probably a last farewell of the beloved
companion of his life. In speaking of the ex-
pected difficulties and dangers of his way, he
remarked, that he had rather immediately lay
down his natural life, if by so doing he could
keep his peace with God, than go to America.

In London he met with Robert Wardell, an-
other ancient minister who was under a simi-
lar concern. There also were Samuel Jen-
nings, and Thomas Duckett, of Philadelphia,
who, having been on a religious service in

England, were about returning home.
About the close of the year 1694. Robert

Barrow and Robert Wardell arrived in Ameri-
ca and travelled through the various provin-
ces, attending three hundred and twenty-eight
meetings in less than a year.

Near the end of the year 1695, they passed
over to the West India Islands, and after I

much service in Bermudas and Antigua, sjej,

to Jamaica, which they reached the fonriof
the Second Month, 1696. Although atjij,

time these ancient Friends were both iSj.

posed, they continued diligent in their gj^j
labors for about two weeks. Robert W8«]j
then rapidly sank under the efl:'ect of th Ift

mate, and after four days' confinement,
'led i

on the twenty-second of the same month. He
departed in great peace, which conditi(iof!
mind appears to have been mercifully grsjed
to him throughout his illness. To the wi'au

Friend at whose house he lay, he said, ihe

Lord reward thee for thy tender care; it n tea

me think of my dear wife. I know not wh-!er
I may see her more; but, however, the w;of
God be done. I am, and was willing ijbj

contented with the will of God, whether ife

or death, before I came hither; and I blesiiod

I am not afraid to die." He continued t'he

end giving pertinent exhortations to thosf ho

came to visit him, concerning the educ on

of their children, and the support ofpijer
discipline in the church; having a desir'a
he told them, that Friends might walk anf';r-

able to God's love to them. :

Robert Barrow remained on the island uj

months after the decease of his compa In.

He was very unwell all the time of his -lit,'

but was enabled to attend every meeting! it

came in course, except one. On the tw.ty-

third of Sixth Month he embarked to reiro

to Philadelphia. The other passengers ire

Jonathan Dickinson, wife, and infant son.ind

Benjamin Allen. On board were seven iri-'

ners, twelve negroes, and one Indian rl.

They had calms for many days, loss of a:iii-

chor, and deviations from their proper co c,

caused by the master's fears of encountu;_
the French fleet. On the eighteenth of :

enth Month the master had his leg brc n,

and the Indian girl died. A northeast s -m

set in on the twenty-second, which, earl on

tne morning of the twenty-third, drove lie

vessel on the coast of Florida. The s •m

subsided towards daylight, and they fnd

themselves on a beach of sand, which was ft

bare by every receding wave. There re

Robert Barrow, an aged man, who had en

sick more than five months; the captain, w se

leg had been recently broken; Benjamin A d,

who had been very ill most of the voyag: a

delicate woman and sick child, besides se'al

others.

They saw a country without trees, wse

only vegetation was the shrubby pain to

growing on the sand-hills. Under soni of

these bushes, which broke the violence o: he

w-ind, but gave no protection from the in,

they made a fire, and the invalids were pi ed

around it. Most of the seamen and negies

were employed in carrying their chests id

provisions on shore.

While thus employed, two Indians ra; ly

approached them foaming with their e r-

tions in running and having Spanish kniv. in

their hands. They each seized one of^e

seamen and dragged him towards the grouoj

the fire. Some of the crew would have ked

the assailants but Jonathan Dickinson peia-

ded them to offer no resistance and ad^^d

them to put their trust in the Lord. He tn,

whilst the Indians stood looking with wild id

furious countenances on the invalids, off^ll

them some pipes and tobacco which they

i
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lyjeized and departed rapidly as they came
.'hifriends knew the Indians of Florida were

:C(jnted cannibals and cruel usage and pain

1 leath appeared before them. But some
thm were favored to seek after and obtain

pciion of deep quiet retirement of mind in

bii they were {^iven some hope for which

gjret they blessed the name of the Lord

Worn was their only trust.

Kljwing that the Spanish nation had great

flunce over the Florida Indians the greater

irtof the company agreed to endeavor to

isafur Spaniards, one of the seamen being

)m-'tent to act as spokesman in that lan-

ia>'. But Robert Barrow could not assent

tj) falsehood.

S(n great numbers of Indians arrived and

osbf them commenced takmg from the ves-

1

1' that remained in it, but the cacique or

ngwith about thirty others, rushed upon

le little band who were quietly sitting

oi:|i the fire. The Indians were armed like

ie}st two who came except the cacique who
idlbayonet. They cried out "Nicholeer,"

eaing English, but were not understood,

id he captives were silent. They then

ie^'Espania, " Spanish, to which some of

e i:amen assented. During this time the

itldcompany sat calm and still, under the

ivemg of the spirit of prayer; when the

lOide placed himself behind Jonathan Dick-

soil and one of his band behind each of the

helprisoners. Their knives were elevated,

id ley looked to their king, as if for a sig-

tl ticommence the work of slaughter.

Thr' were at first loud in words, but the

iie(ess of their prisoners seemed to affect

fliriminds, and they also became silent;

ou.n they stood in the same threatening po-

tioifor a quarter of an hour, their counte-

inci had fallen. They then proceeded to

lenlhe chests, etc., and divided the con-

Dt^among themselves. They stripped off'

ost:f their clothing all the prisoners except
hrrow, the captain, and J. Dickinson's

ifepd child.

Thicacique appeared to feel some kindness
was them, and at his suggestion they

ecti a tent, and gathered some leaves to

! or They endeavored to obtain permission

oralhe king to pass northward along the
ack desiring to reach St. Augustine, but
3d no, they should go southward with

m. The Indians seemed to doubt the pris-

ersjieing Spaniards, and often asked if they
Tejiol "Nicholeer;" on the twenty-fifth

ekig addressed the question to Robert Bar-
«', ,'ho answered in the affirmative. On
is t|3 company were stripped of most of the
tlefclothing they had previously been al-

vedo retain. The prisoners were then or-

redo march, une of the negroes was al

vecl:o assist the captain, but J. Dickinson's
fe as obliged to carry her child, each of

eoiers bein^ laden with the spoil. Their
ursjwas south, and for five miles they waded
rouih deep sand under an oppressive sun.
Thj were tnen ferried across an inlet to

3 Iiian town, where they passed the night.
I ti twenty-sixth, the little band were
thfid into silence, and some of them, as
sulry other times, were favored to feel

i pjsence of the Lord in the midst of
-IDj On this occasion, R. Barrow was much
vor

.
in testimony, and also in supplication.

that if it was his Heavenly Father's will, they
might be preserved from the perils around
them. It was a season of refreshing and
strengthening. The heart of the cacique was
softened, and he told the prisoners they might
depart; which they did twenty-eighth of Sev-

enth Month, the cacique protecting them to

the last. He furnished a boat and a small

stock of provisions for the invalids and weak
ones.

After various dangers, especially from a

rough sea, they landed and passed the night

of the 2'JLh on shore, and met those of their

companions who had come by land.

On the thirtieth, great numbers of Indians

from St. Lucia, came fiercely upon tl-.em, cry-

ing "Nicholeer;" all who had any clothing

were quickly stripped of it; the Indians ap-

peared much enraged, and drew their arrows,

but suddenly became calm, and R. Barrow, J.

Dickinson, his wife and child, were sent in a

canoe over an inlet into the town. The In-

dians there seemed even more enraged than

the others Those who had rowed them over,

sprang into the water to save themselves.

Arrows were shot towards them, but the wife

oi the cacique and some others interceded for

the lives of the prisoners.
(To l.e uontiQiied.)

This will be a happy year if we learn in it

to find a new interest in our fellow men. But
for such a work we need a higher inspiration

than that of human genius. We must be led

by the Spirit. What a peace coines to us
when we realize that there is such an inspira-

tion always waiting for us; that we need only

to consent to be led, and we shall have given

us what to think and say and do. Then we
are ready for all occasions; then no duty is

too hard, for we have a well of water within

the soul perpetually flowing—a guidance and
influence sufficient for all things. Let us re-

member that we are never asked to do a duty
but whal power will be given us with which
to do it. This year let us grow in grace.

Let us lean more and more on this inward in-

spiration. Let us be sure that this comfort,

this light, this guidance, this strength and
peace, may always be ours.

—

James Freeman
Clarke.

One of the most intelligent women I have
ever known, the Christian mother of a large

family of children, used to say that the edu-

cation of children was eminently a work of

faith. She never heard the tramping of her

boy's feet as they came home from school, or

listened to their noisy shouting in their plav.

or watched their unconscious slumbers, with-

out an inward earnest exercise to God for wis-

dom to train them, and for the Holy Spirit to

guide them. She mingled praying with coun-
sel and restraint; and the counsel was the

wiser, and the restraint the stronger, for this

alliance of the human and Divine elements in

her instructions and discipline. At length

when her children became men and women,
accustomed to the hard strife of the world, her

name was the dearest one they could speak
—her's who "had fed them through her own
spirit's life."

Though idleness be a sin which the devil

loves to tempt men to, yet he is never guilty

of it himself.

—

Dr. South.

THE ALABASTER BOX.
There i.s no life so void, so bare,

But that a box of ointment rare

Somewhere within may be
;

This one a cheering song may sing,

This but a loving thought may bring.

So that for Christ it be.

Yet, dear as Mary's ointment, shed
So lovingly upon his head.

The .viialkst gift will be.

Why hold thy offering back, though small
It seems for Him, the Lord of all?

No gift is small to Him.
Whatever it may be in thee—

•

Ambition, pride, self-ministry

—

That keeps thy gift from Him,
0, break it into pieces now.
As Mary broke above his brow

The alabaster box
;

Then shall He for thy offering care.

E'en as for Mary's ointment rare,

Within the costly box.

No pride of power, no height of fame.
Ambition's goal, nor boasted name.
Can lasting be to thee;

Yet shall thy smallest gift of love

Forever shine, all these above.
Within Christ's memory.

—Elsie M. Smith.

Has the Time Come?

We are happy in believing that an increas-

ing number of people cherish in their minds
ideas which, though old as to their truth, are
new to human consciousness. Thoughtful
minds of the age are pondering over concep-
tions which involve the abandonment of cer-

tain prejudices, the establishment of sounder
principles, the adoption of better customs,
the amelioration of evils, the promotion of
improved conditions of health and welfare in

almost all directions. We do not here allude

to the multitude of vague theorists who have
floating in their brains supposed panaceas for

all human ills, untried experiments, unbal-

anced notions and hastily formed conclusions;

but rattier to the much smaller number of
those whose'opinions are the outcome of much
thought, impartial examination, careful sift-

ing; who neither abandon the old because it

is old, nor endorse the new because it is new,
but submit both to the dictates of sound rea-

son and wise judgment.

Such persons, however firmly they hold their

own well earned views, are seldom noisy or

eager in heralding them. They see many dif-

ficulties which may prevent their acceptance,

and perhaps feel unable to cope with the loud

opposition which they are sure to meet. More-
over there is a widely spread feeling among
thoughtful people that the time may not have
come and the world may not be ready for the

reception of the new truth or the institution

of the new practice which they so warmly
cherish. They well know how slow are the pro-

cesses of unfolding, and how impossible it is to

precipitate changes for which society is not

yet prepared. Thus they remain silent, and
bury within their own breasts the truths and
ideas which they have tested and proved, and
which they feel sure will at some future day
be the heritage of all.

There is a certain confusion in this reason-

ing which spoils it for the purpose for which
it is used. It is difficult, if not impossible,

for any one to know exactly when society is
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ready for a progressive step. The very fact

that its necessity is felt at all affords a rea-

sonable hope that it will be felt more and
more, and win more and more adherents. But
even if the time has not arrived for the gen-
eral reception of a truth, or for the actual
change in some common practice or some ex-
isting institution, that fact by no means proves
that the time is not ripe for its announcement
by one who firmly believes in it, and his au-
thority to herald it, and for the natural dis-

cussion which such announcement would pro-
duce. It is only by such means that any step
in human progress is made. If every one
were silent as to his convictions until society
were prepared to endorse them, that time
could never arrive. There would be nothing
to bring it on. The history of all ideas shows
thej' have first dawned upon the minds of a
few, and through them have, by slow degrees,
become the property of the many. All in-

ventions are thus popularized ; all truths are
thus disseminated; all real gains in civilization

are thus made. But if those who first pos-
sessed these treasures had refused to share
them; if they had hidden them away in si-

lence, because they fancied no one was ready
to welcome them, what advances would the
world have made ?

John Morley, in discassing the Realization
of Opinion, says :

"Progress is not automatic, in the sense
that if we were all to be cast into deep
slumber, for a space of a generation, we
should awake to find ourselves in a greatly
improved social state. The world grows bet-

ter, even in the moderate degree in which it

does grow better, only because people wish
that it should, and take the right steps to
make it better. Development is not a force,

but a process: not a cause, but a law. It

explains the source and marks the immovable
limits of social energy. But social energy
itself can never be superseded either by evo-
lution or by anything else."

We all admit that the rich man. should hold
his wealth in trust, and put it into circulation
for the good of the community, and exactly
the same is true of everyone who has the
wealth of fresh openings of truth which he
has tested, and tried and found reliable. He
is entrusted with them, not for his own pri-

vate benefit, but that he may be the means
of opening them up to the world, and of thus
in some way promoting its welfare. Nor is

he at liberty to doubt that he can do this.

He may very likely see that the time has not
yet come when his thoughts can be fully

realized; bat he should also see whether to
him belongs the responsibility of taking the
first step towards this realization. If his

thought is a true one, or his plan a wise
one, it will grow and bear fruit, though he
may never live to see it.

The architect pictures in his mind the beau-
tiful structure which will.take years to com-
plete; the farmer has a vision of the plentiful
crops the seed of which is not yet sown. Yet
they know that if they do not take the initial

steps their ideals will come to naught. The
time has not yet arrived for the edifice to
stand forth in its grand and massive propor-
tions or for the fields of ripe grain to wave
in the sunlight

; but the time is fully at hand
for the foundations to be laid and the seed

to be sown. So, although the time may be
far distant when a new truth will be univer-

sally received, or a beneficial change be gen-
erally adopted, yet whoever faithful to the
opened sight has earned the right to look for-

ward to that future, should see if this is not
inseparable from the witness for truth that
the time is fully ripe for him to begin the
good work by openly and faithfully supporting
it by his words and his influence.

—

Public Led-
ger {unth some revision).

Doukhobor Notes.

Taken from a letter to Jos. S. Elkinton, da-
ted Good Spirit Lake, Second Month 12th,
1903.

Peter Verigin has been visiting the villages;

when he arrived at our village I was pleased
to see how he was received. There was a ta-

ble with a white cloth over it, and on the top
a huge loaf of bread, some salt and a knife;

this was placed in front of the house where he
was to stop, and the men and women lined

right across the road, near the table, singing
Psalms.

Peter arrived in a sleigh drawn by four good
horses; there were five other teams with
Doukhobors from other villages, and a visitor

from Terpenie, Saskatchewan, whom I w
glad to see. When Peter got out of the sleigh

he bowed in the usual Doukhobor way, and ex
changed a few words of greeting, which was
returned by the people in their way of praising
God for his arrival. Peter kissed the oldest

man, after which he broke a piece off the
huee loaf dipped it in the salt and ate it, then
went into the house, the people singing all the

time. I dined with them, and he asked many
questions. Next day he visited Novotroitska,
and called at Robert Buchanan's on his way,
and came into our house. He told me that
after the Doukhobors had taken ud their land
and got established that they would have their

schools in their villages. His nephew acted
as interpreter.

To-day there is a big meeting in Grand-
mother Verigin's village, two men from every
village, also James Crerar (who is the Domin-
ion land agent), and all the Doukhobors are
taking up their land in one common lot, but if

any of them prefer their own farms, are at lib-

erty to take it.

I believe Peter used great tact in dealing
with the Pilgrims, and he thought the govern-
ment had been very good to them in not allow-
ing their wives and children to go on in the
late pilgrimage, and perhaps die; about the
horses, he said, keep them, they do the work,
and will get a share of the grain.

states that she has been kept veryS.

busy looking after the sick, many of whom she
is thankful to say, are improving, and that
she enjoys her work.

Bridget, wife of Michael Sherbinin, writes
to a Friend under date of Second Month 11th,
1903: My time is much occupied in so many
wavs I could not respond earlier, but I hope
thou wilt understand me.

Thy letters are welcome, witnessing in a
warm and hearty way the unity of Christ.

I think it will be interesting to thee to
know what we are doing here on the banks
of the Saskatchewan river.

When we arrived here one year and a half
ago, several women consulted us about their

weaknesses or injuries, much of which
^

brought on by excessive hardships. We
been able to help them by medicines, mail

and hydropathy. We have just sent a bcS

medicine for two remote villages whiclj
visited in the beginning of first month.
We have on First-days a class of little

dren coming to us to hear what we hav ».

say on Bible subjects. When we have
i

we make trips to other villages where wt

reading the Bible and other edifying b(

these hours are very precious when we
the privilege to read to these illiterate i

and to converse with and understand theiK.
My husband continues his school wori t^,

thou already knows, with this differencei gv

since the twelfth month of last ye«f
;

teaches his school in a large lofty and bl

room with three big windows, a table

benches for the children to sit upon; as'ij

children had been reading and writing s

standing position it took time to get them id

to sit in a class.

My husband had quite a hard time tiVo

from hut to hut last winter, but now 1 1 ik

God they are coming to the additional buil ij

by which our house tias been enlarged.
Jj

husband has besides his .school work a id

deal of writing to do in the way of busijss

letters and official writing for^the Douo-

bors.

This winter began about November 1st, id

continued until February 6th, with a contirf

time of intense cold weather, but now we 7«

been cheered by warmer days, and tbanlt*

our Father the spring is approaching tb

its warm sunshine.

Our son Samuel is staying in Terpenie il-

lage, and teaching his second season. Jm

glad to say pupils make rapid progress.

"It is a great mistake to let any thing a

substitute for a genuine Christian experiee.

Some are apparently satisfied if they carij

that they are honest or charitable or agi'

ble to those about them. Some let a kn

edge of science or philosophy or litera

stand in the place of a personal knuwledg)f

(iod's saving grace. Some are willing to ;e

a little money, or a little honor, or a I le

amusement in place of the eternal inheritaa,

or a part in the kingdom that passeth,)t

away. Anything substituted for that wib

the Holy Spirit presses upon us must be ly

a delusion and a snare. ^^iom's Watehmai,

^

long in thA.

:t that it il

!credit of e»!-

js about wiJ-

It is never well to deliberate

of doubtful propriety. The fact

doubtful propriety is to the discredit (

thing. There are to many thine

there is no doubt at all which one can dto

leave any time for things of even doulol

propriety. This is enough to settle the os-

tion, and at this point the way of safety to

dismiss the matter from any further consir-

ation at all.

—

Selected.

Items Concerning the Society. ;

The total of American Yearly Meetings is w

brought to 93,299 members, a net increase of 7 )'

the year. The total throughout the world t «

fore stands as 114,090 members.

The total membership of Philadelphia Moi ll

Meeting for the Western District (Twelfth Stt);

is 768. This is a gain of 9 for the year, a «
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) 10 in the last five years. There have been

, Jiirths against 16 deaths. Eighteen have

i]eived by request. There has been a steady

3: in the number of children of school age.

there were 136 reported, and last year

"i
—

HBJiTRENGTH OF THE FRIENDS.— Philadelphia

fsi-e ceased to have the outer aspect of a

•ft janded by Friends. Thirty, still more, fifty

I. liiie often saw their costumes on the

r presence and personality were every-

nt, and the Philadelphia still daily re-

1 ranger within her gates of the city's

.' to-day goes below the passing sur-

i' realizing how much of the silent

iiity and beneficence of the city rests

iiopulation of Friends. A few scores

111 all they are—yet the Friends sup-

ili'ges, and yearly increase their en-

iintain the largest hospitals, conduct
-^, yearly growing, and are perpetually

Hi; and business at its best.

small population so leavens and influ-

it city of one million four hundred
liich has outgrown so many fold the

Ahich it owes its beginnings, becomes
:iin and unmistakable when death sets

, A 111 its earlier years of ascending man-

i ilife and character like that of Edward
travvbridge, whose going was recorded a

to-day. Still young, at the head of a

isiness, faithful even in the week-day at-

ilft'. of his faith, living by its serene and
ttcength, measuring the world's values by a

"•"orp lasting than that of the day, main-
*' stainless repute of a long line of men

and meeting all the multifarious du-

isiness life with the fundamental ac-

n regards punctuality, fidelity, one
lid and a promise as but a part of

ui uif truth— these things all, when they

e:ir:in a single life, reveal the strength of

jndia strength which makes mere numbers of

ill (|isequence.

—

Philadelphia Press.

Notts from Others.

I it iliiubt that the infants whom the Lord
ner| together from- this life are regenerated

a i;ret operation of the Holy Spirit.

—

John

Vhtj Bishop Moule, who is still living in China
Ha^-chow first went there, only forty Prot-

wttwere to be found in the empire. Now
re ii 100,000.

.Phjidelphia pastor proposes to open the First-
' ao)ol rooms of his church-building to the
Idrejof the street to play and study in during

,'s, with a view to protecting them
rael.

upreme Court of Nebraska has now de-

lat the reading of the Bible in the public

f Nebraska is permissible so long as it

SMtake the form of sectarian instruction.

t iisaid that a sermon preached by Charles
-hht. Hall recently in India, upon the theme
brisi Disturbing and Calming Work in the Soul
I
M^'' made a great impression upon the people.

lay reston Slosson, wife of the vice-president
the Diversity of Wyoming, has been chaplain
;he nitentiary in Maramie, Wyo., for over two
rs. ilay P. Slosson is the only woman chaplain
he lited States.

'lie jfestorians carried Christian teaching to
na ilthe sixth century. The Roman Catholics
an Ijeir work there in the thirteenth century.

The first Protestant missionary was Robert Morri-

son, who went to China in 1807.

Theodore Cuyler said in an address before a

large audience of Christian workers and ministers:

"Don't predict a revival. I never in my life knew
a predicted revival that came to pass. The glori-

ous revival of 18.j8 arrived without the slightest

premonitory hint.''

The Examiner (London), in writing of the evi-

dent failure of modern Christianity to win the great

masses of the people, says, "The vision of what
Newman used to call 'the dreary, hopeless irre-

ligion' of great multitudes, is one to astonish and

grieve the most careless observer."

"Christianity," says the Christian Register, "is

even under the most unfavorable auspices doing the

world untold good. Its spread over the globe will

go on, in all probability, keeping step with the ex-

pansion of Anglo-Saxon power. It is a great world

force, as it must now be looked upon, rather than

a mere belief or creed."

The Bible used by Governor Bradford of the Pil-

grim Fathers was recently presented to the Pilgrim

Society of Plymouth by Asa W. Waters, a descend-

ant of the governor in the eighth generation. The
bible has never been out of the possession of the

family. It was printed in London in 1G92 ; taken

by Bradford to Holland, and brought over in the

Mai/flou-er.

It is one of the saddest commentaries on our na-

tional ethics that those who have tried with all

their might to live up to the best they know are

looked upon as failures if they have not accumu-
lated money, written a notable book, achieved dis-

tinction in science, art, music, or some other field,

or done some high, heroic deeds that attracts the

world's attention.

—

Success.

There are now three editions of the Revised Bible

on the market. (1). The British revised version,

which was begun in 1870 and completed in 188.5,

(2) In 1899 " a so-called American edition " of the

revised version was issued by the Oxford and Cam-
bridge presses through their American publishing

house. (3) The American Standard edition, issued

in 1901, under the auspices of American scholars.

A prominent Philadelphia clergyman strongly

urges all young men who intend to enter the min-

istry to learn some trade either before or after

their ordination. He has examined the statistics

of the various Protestant denominations, and has

been appalled by the number of ministers who are

without a charge. He thinks a trade would be a

good thing to fall back on in such cases, besides

standing the preacher in good stead in many ways
while still in the pulpit.

How TO Prepare Manuscript.
Write upon pages of a single size;

Cross all your t's and neatly dot your i's;

On one side only let your lines be seen

—

Both sides filled up announce a verdant green.

Correct—yes, recorrect— all that you write.

And let your ink be black, your paper white.

Punctuate carefully, for on this score

Nothing proclaims a practised writer more.

Then send it off. And, lest it merit lack,

Inclose a stamp with which to send it back.

But first pay all the postage on it, too,

For editors look blank at " six cents due,"

And murmur, as they run the effusion o'er,

Yet here it goes; retain a copy clean

—

Writers should own a copying machine.

Little they know the time that's spent, and care,

In hunting "copy ''vanished who knows where?
Bear this in mind, observe it to the end,

And you shall make the editor your friend.—Notes and Queries.

" The Doukhobors," by Joseph Elkinton (Ferris

& Leach, 29 N. 7th St., Phila.; price .$2), contaitis

an historical review of the Doukhobors from their

first appearance in Russia 150 years ago to their

exodus from the Caucasus in 1899, and also an

account of their settlement in Canada, with the

author's personal experience among them during

the past summer. The volume is richly illustrated.

All the returns from the sale of this book will go

toward supporting the school now being started.

The text of the amendment of the new militia

bill, as actually passed by both houses, is as fol-

lows :

"
(3). Provided, That nothing in this Act shall

be construed to require or compel any member of

any well-recognized religious sect or organization

at present organized and existing whose creed

forbids its members to participate in war in any
form, and whose religious convictions are against

war or participation therein, in accordance with

the creed of said religious organization, to serve

in the militia or any other armed or volunteer

force under the jurisdiction and authority of the

United States."

A list of the States granting exemption in some
form on account of conscientious scruples has

been collected by Lindley D. Clark, of Washing-
ton. It is much larger than we had supposed,

and is interesting in the States which it includes

as well as those which it omits. One would hardly

have expected Kentucky and South Carolina to be

more advanced in this line than Maryland and

New Jersey. The list is as follows:

Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, In-

diana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky. Louisiana, Maine,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South

Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Washington and
Wyoming.

—

Interchange.

A Sale of Whittier's Letters and Manu-
scripts.— Some manuscript of John G. Whittier

and letters formerly owned by him, were sold at

auction in New York Second Month 6th, to secure

funds for the maintenance of the old Whittier

homestead. The 271 lots sold brought $10,000.

An original draft of a message by President Lin-

coln to Congress in regard to the Freedman's Aid

Society, obtained by Charles Sumner from Lincoln

and presented to Whittier, brought $84.5, the high-

est figure of the sale.

A letter from Alfred Tennyson to Whittier went
for $400. .\mong the purely Whittier relics an

original unpublished and last Stanza of the poem
published in the '50s, " To my Sister "—a stanza

which was signed in full by the author—was sold

for .$23.

The original manuscript of the child poem, " In

School Days," of nine stanzas, together with the

aditional stanzas composed afterward, brought

$540. Attached to the manuscript was a letter

to Lucy Larcom, editor of Our Young Folks:

Dear Friend Litcy :—l could not make verses for

the pictures, but I send thee herewith a bit, which

I am sure is childish, if not childlike. Be honest

with it, and if it seems too [trivial] for a grave

Quaker like myself, don't compromise me by print-

ing it. When I get a proof I may see something

to mend or mar. Thine truly,

J. G. W.

Almost without exception these purely Whittier

relics were purchased, it is understood, on behalf

of private individuals.

Original manuscript account of the Barbara

Frietchie incident in the handwriting of Emma
D. E. N. Southworth. Seventh Month, 1863, sent by

her to Whittier and used by him as the basis for

his celebrated poem, accompanied by a letter of

Mary A. Quantrell, of Frederick, who claimed the

honors of the incident. Seventh Month 15th, 1876,

and asking the poet to do her justice, with other

letters on the same subject, $161.
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Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes toWhitlier,
|

giving praise to the latter's " In School Days," i

$230.
An unpublished letter of John Bright, London,

Third Month 18, 1885, to Whittier, remonstrating
j

with the poet against his writing an ode in honor

of General Gordon, $29.

Original draft of Whittier's anniversary poem
before the alumni of the Friends' Yearly Meeting

School, Newport, 1863, containing many lines which

have never appeared in print, $.50.

Original manuscript of Whittier's poem, "The
Golden Wedding of Longwood," containing many
lines that were afterward changed and one stanza

that has never before appeared in print, $115.

Manuscript of "The Deity," one of Whittier's

earliest poems, $167.50.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A new Department of the Govern-

ment has lately been established to be called the Depart-

ment of Commerce, the head of which will be a member
of the Cabinet. The new Department will consist of the

Bureau of Corporations, the Bureau of Labor, the Light-

house Board, the Lighthouse Establishment, the Steam-

boat Inspection Service, the Bureau of Navigation, the

Bureau of Standards, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the

Commissioner General of Immigration, the Commission-

ers of Immigration, the Bureau of Immigration and the

Immigration Service at Large, the Bureau of Statistics

of the Treasury Department, the Shipping Commissioner,

the Bureau of Foreign Commerce (now in the Department

of State), the Census Bureau and the Fish Commission.

The law declares " It shall he the province and duty of

said Department to foster, promote and develop the

foreign and domestic commerce, the mining, manufactur-

ing, shipping and fishery industries, the labor interests,

the transportation facilities and the insurance business

of the United States." It will have also a partial con-

trol over the subject of " trusts." A dispatch from

Washington says :
" The new Department of Commerce

will have the distinction of dealing with the largest com-

mercial interests of the world. In domestic exports, in

manufactures, in transportation and in internal com-

merce the United States is at the head of the world's list

of great nations."

The manufactures of the United States are now about

double those of the United Kingdom, and nearly equal to

those of France, Germany and Russia combined, while

the value of the agricultural products of the United States

far exceeds that of any other single country.

Attorney General Knox, speaking of laws lately en-

acted in regard to "Trusts," has said : "The legislation

affecting the trusts passed at this session of Congress i-

satisfactory to the Administration, and the prompt je-

sponse to the President's requests is highly gratifying. A
very long stride in advance has been accomplished, and

the promises of last fall have been made good. The

legislation is concise in its terms, but very comprehensive

in its scope. Under its provisions a fair opportunity will

be afforded to test the effect upon the tendency towards

industrial monopoly of its guarantees of no favors for

the great producer as against the small one. Upon the

whole, the situation is eminently satisfactory, and is the

result of concessions, modifications of views and forms

of expressions upon the part of many earnest and

thoughtful men, who have endeavored within a very brief

session to meet a rational public demand in a rational

and effective way."

Railroad officials and others say that the coal famine is

now practically ended.

The Anthracite Commission has closed investigations

in this city on the 13th inst. The Commission will begin

its private sessions for the consideration of the recorded

testimony before it in Washington on the 19th inst. It

is said that it would take at least a month to attain to a

mastery of the mass of testimony received, which would

enable it to make even a preliminary decision.

A despatch from Utah of the 13th says bitterly cold

weather prevails over Nevada, Northern Utah, Southern

Idaho and Western Wyoming. Wells, Nev,, reports a

temperature of 42 degrees below zero last night.

In a recent address in New York respecting the colored

race in this country, James J. Torbert, of Georgia, lately

said :
" Slavery left us 4,000.000 strong. To-day we are

about 9,000.000. It left us without a home, but well

schooled in the exercise of the muscles, and, to some ex-

tent, with the desire to imitate the white man. Our

homes to-day dot the hilltops, plains and valleys all the

way from Virginia to Texas. Slavery left us illiterate,

but with a passionate desire for knowledge, and to-day

we have 2,500,000 people in the public schools and 35,000

teachers trained from the rank and file of the race."

It is announced that the Pennsylvania Railroad en-

gineers have completed plans for the bridge across the

East River at Hell Gate, to connect the Long Island

Railroad with the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Railroad. The bridge will be two miles long, will be built

of steel, on stone abutments and pillars. The connection

with the New York, New Haven and Hartford will be

made at Port Moiris, and the Long Island connection

will be at Astoria. The main span across the East River,

at Hell Gate, will be 660 feet, making the longest rail-

road span in the world. The bridge at this point will be

135 feet above high tide at the clear. The steel to be

used in the construction will weigh 61,000,000 pounds.

It is proposed to complete it in three years.

In a recent report the Commissioner of Forestry in

Pennsylvania states that there are now more than half a

million acres in this State under the laws for forest

preservation.

One of the Government reindeer herds, in Alaska, is

being taken from Nulato, near the mouth of the Y'ukon

River, to Tana River Valley, to be slaughtered for food.

Natives along Tana River are reported to be dying of

starvation, and even white miners are suffering because

provisions are very scarce.

The use of carbolic acid injected into the veins is re-

ported to have been useful in a case of lockjaw in St.

Louis, Mo.
It is said that several thousand horses in Brooklyn are

being fed on molasses. Dr. G. H. Berns, a veterinary

surgeon, states that "molasses, if properly diluted and

mixed with cut hay, bran and meal in proper proportions,

is in a digestible condition and ready for assimilation the

moment it enters the mouth. Its nutritive value is,

therefore, quite apparent. It is not only a better and a

more nutritious food than oats, but is much cheaper in

the end."

There were 558 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 38 less than the pre-

vious week and 44 less than the corresponding week of

11^02. Of the foregoing 294 were males and 264 females;

62 died of consumption of the lungs; 116 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 9 of diphtheria;

21 of cancer; 28 of apoplexy; 21 of typhoid fever; 5 of

scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Foreign.—A despatch from Washington of the 13th

says : Herbert W. Bowen, Venezuela's representative in

the peace negotiations at Washington, to-night signed

with each of the allies' representatives here a protocol

providing for the immediate raising of the Venezuelan

blockade, and for the reference of the question of prefer-

ential treatment of the claims of the allies against Ven-

ezuela to The Hague arbitration tribunal. The protocols

provide for the payment of certain sums of money to

Great Britain, Germany and Italy, which is to be derived

from the customs collected at the ports of LaGuayra

and Porto Cabello.

The protocols, in providing for reference of the ques-

tion of preferential treatment to The Hague, do not

state in detail the methods of procedure by which the

case is to be laid before the tribunal This will be done

in a second set of protocols, the preparation of which

will begin at once. It is provided, however, that not

Venezuela alone, but all the other creditor nations shall

he permitted to appear with her before the tribunal in

opposition to the allies for preferential payment.

The British and German Governments telegraphed the

commanders of the blockading squadrons off Venezuela to

withdraw as the result of the signing of the protocol. In

Berlin, Paris, Rome and London satisfaction was ex-

pressed by Government officials and the public in general

over the signing of the protocol.

In Great Britain parcels weighing one pound are de-

livered anywhere for 3d through the post-offices. The

weight limit is eleven pounds, and a parcel of that weight

is carried for one shilling. The size of the parcel is regu-

lated by law.

The State of Guerrero, in Mexico continues to report

many and somewhat alarming earthquakes.

A despatch from London of the 11th says: When the

steamship Minneapolis reached this port her passengers

brought ashore copies of the Intercontinental Wireless

Daily, the first newspaper ever published at sea. Those

on board the Minneapolis got the news of the world in

brief form each day by means of Marconi's Wireless

telegraph system. The liner left New York on First

Month 31. For five days the station at Cape Cod flashed

the bulletins that were edited in New York. After that

communication was effected with the Cornwall station,

and perfect success attended the experiments.

At Liverpool, in the course of a speech. Premier Balfour

declared that international animosity was a great source

of international weakness. If the peace of Europe were

to be preserved and the cause of civilization goi
without fatal shocks, it must be by the increasii

ciple of co-operation between the European Powei

implored all those who had any command over the!

of public opinion to refrain from indulging in tli

task of embittering the relations between natii

creating jealousies, so easily formed and so difi

allay.

The steady increase of drunkenness in France i .rfi

accompanying diseases has aroused anxiety in' •'^

health circles. The general interest in the subjef

revived when the Academy of Medicine was rece:

trusted by the Ministry of the Interior with the p
tion of a list of poisonous essences used in the m.

ture of liquors. Y
Mail advices received from Hong Kong say thai

spread grief exists at Canton and throughout Si I

China over the loss of the bones of 500 Chinese wiS
died during the last few years in New Zealand aoj
tralia. Following the usual custom of the Chines)
remains were being taken home for final interne |

those of their ancestors in the British steamer VJi

when it ran on rocks shortly after leaving New!:j
and sank.

In an address before the Bengal Chamber o (

merce, the Viceroy of India stated that it washii'J

that the natives of India possess, besides the m(!
circulation an amount of money valued at $310,0l|

which is hoarded and mostly buried. He urged the F

to bring out this wealth and invest it, especially in!

trial enterprises, and in that way themselves re 5

profits which British capitalists are slow to apprecj

the possibilities of the development of In
"

A dispute between Brazil and Bolivia respecting!

tion of territory, known as the Acre territory, ha|
referred to The Hague tribunal for settlement. |

A gift of $10,000 recently made by Henry Phi
the Carnegie Steel Co. for some practical object oij

tific research of enduring benefit to India, it is statlH

be devoted to the establishment of an agricultorsj

ratory in Cashmere and a Pasteur Institute, in T

India. The Government will give the sites and

the institution.

It is stated that there are 100,000 persons inll

who are entirely destitute. Efforts are being in|

secure transportation across the ocean at reducecj

for grain and flour which is being contributed byl|

farmers in this country. 1

Dr. Castellani, an eminent Italian ph

Uganda, Africa, has sent some particulars cone

the " sleeping sickness," which rages among the i

in the Victoria Nyanza district. In one year 50,0

lives died of the disease. He says the malady last

two to six months, and always ends fatally.

nra'if

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — For convenie

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi'

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., at

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when raqi.

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West CI

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet, Si

Westtown Boarding School. — Application f

admission of pupils to the school, and letters

to instruction and discipline should be addressed tt

Wm. F. Wickersham, Princ

Payments on account of board and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forwar

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester (

Died.- Sarah K. Brantingham, ofWinoi

wife of Cyrus Brantingham, departed this"

3i;.t of Twelfth MonthT 1902, in the 68th yf

her age. The immediate cause of her deal

tuberculosis. She was an elder and memt
New Garden Moiithlv Meeting of Friends,

She led an active Christian life, ever muc
concerned for her own comfort than for tl

others. Through all her varied affliction

mind was sustained by an unchanging trust

protecting care and love of her Heavenly F

which enabled her to view with composure h

preaching dissolution. She frequently alluc

the peaceful prospect before her, thus adc

strong testimony to the sufficiency of Divine

to support and carry the mind above the ff

death. Her family and friends, to whom sh

much endeared, feel a comfortable assurana

her spirit has entered into rest.

ILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS,PRINTBBS
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Tij confirmation of a cardinal principle

licjwe as a Society have received to hold,

viij formerly and often inwardly been re-

ale by the King of kings, has not been

liti)?, in these latter days, for the procla-

itii of an emperor; but it is sometimes a

lie^-o find individuals in the various church-

eflie out with an explicit acknowledgment

lie] their church creeds have kept ob-

"f of the immediate guidance and en-

nt of men by the Divine Spirit.

i.nilieror William's recent attempt to

ihiself right as to doctrinal views before

ecirch of (jermany, of which he is ranked

ohf bishop, contains the following ex-

ess n as regards Divine revelation both

iist)'ical"and Christian:

Reirding the former it must be said, for

m(it does not admit of a doubt, not even

8 8|ihtest, that God reveals himself contin-

Qsljin the race of men created by Him. He
3at;d into man the breath of his life and
iloil with fatherly love and interest the

velment of the human race. In order to

id irward and develop it He reveals himself

thj or that great sage, whether priest or

ig,.vhethei among the heathen, Jews or

risins. Hammurabi was one, so was Mo-
iiraham, Homer, Charlemagne, Luther,

akipeare, (loethe, Kant and Emperor Wil-

Great. The^e He sought out and en-

R'ewith his grace to accomplish splendid,

peqhable results for their people, in their

tual and physical provinces, according
nil. How often my grandfather pointed

at he was only an instrument in the
"hands.

second form of revelation, the more re-

ioij is that which leads to the manifesta-
f our Lord. It was introduced with

ra m, slow, but forward-looking and om-
elet, for humanity was lost without it.

begins the most astonishing activity of

d'frevelation. Abraham's race the

developing from it regard faith in one
their holiest possession, and, it fol-

low.s,. hold fast to it with iron-like consistency.
Split up during their Egyptian captivity, the
divided elements were again welded together
by Moses, ever trying to hold fast to their mo-
notheism. It was the direct intervention of

God that caused the rejuvenation of thi.-^ peo-

ple, thus proved through centuries, till the

Messiah, heralded by prophets and psalmists,

finally appeared, the greatest revelation of

God in the vvorld, for he appeared in the Son
himself.

Christ is God, God in human form. He re-

deemed us and inspires us, entices us to fol-

low Him. We feel his fire burning in us.

His sympathy strengthens us. His discontent

destroys us. But, also his intercession save.s

us. Conscious of victory, building solely upon
his word, we go through labor, ridicule, sor-

row, misery and death, for we have in Him
God's revealed word, and He never lies.

"Is Saul among the prophets?" So far as

visited and speaking under a measure of the

same Spirit which he publicly confesses, we

may be willing to trust that, for so lucid a

moment, though flaws appear, he is; and are

more willing to crave that one would there

abide.

When the profe.ssion of the immediate

spirit, life, and light of Christ in men's hearts,

becomes a conversion to that living witness,

so that rulers and all those in authority, by

having the Spirit of Christ are entitled to be

named as his, then shall nation thus headed

"not lift up sword against nation, neither

shall they learn war any more."

But what are they doing now''

And when also a religious Society becomes

transfigured according to its profession of true

doctrine concerning the immediate witness of

the Holy Spirit, so as to be converted to that

doctrine and witness, experimentally in its

members' hearts and daily lives, then will that

Society be a much more effective leaven to the

nations of the kingdom of this world, in its

process of becoming "the kingdom of our

Lord and his Christ."

What the world wants and what we want,

whether upon plain "benches or upon thrones

of dominion, is that the profession of, should

be the outcome of a conversion to the Holy

Spirit.
^^

The Single Talent.

Lapse of time need not always be an excuse

for avoiding to correct a mistake when it is

discovered. We were long since informed by

a Friend in England of an error, which on fur-

ther information we are now enabled to trace

back to page 21 of our volume seventy-five,

where it is stated that "The receiver of the

five talents by use had gained five talents more,

and he with the one talent was equally com-

mended." Our correspondent writes: "This

is quite untrue, as Matthew tells us, the one

with the one talent was condemned to outer

darkness and where is weeping and gnashing

of teeth. See Matthew xxv., 14th to 30th

verses."

The original writer's mind was evidently oc-

cupied with the faithfulne.ss involved in the

use and non-use of talents irrespective of their

number, and so failed to hit the number "two"
instead of "one." in the parable.

Tne detector of the error would, we be-

lieve, urge with us the view, that the posses-

sion of but one talent did not send a man
to outer darkness, but the non-use of it did.

The world however, still daily condemns to

the outer darkness of its society, even the

faithful plodding upward of the one talent

into two, because society would welcome to

its appreciation chiefly the able and the bril-

liant.

That faithfulness in the little or in the few

talents, which the parable holds up as under

the same Divine commendation with the more,

is proclaimed also in the incident of the wid-

ow's mites or farthing, and in that of the

lad who had but five loaves and two small

fishes, which when dedicated were made
aboundinsfly sufficient amone so many thou-

sands of hungry ones.

Let no one dishonor his one talent by fear to

dedicate it to the divine service of his fellow-

beings. And if the distineuishing doctrine

of our religious Society is its one talent, com-

mitted to us for enlargement among men, and

it be wrapped in a napkin or buried in earth,

the Society is well advised beforehand of the

Divine sentence which awaits it.

"What am I, the least of the flock, among

so many?"—asks one who allies himself or

herself with the one talent. Thou art one of

the little whom if dedicated the Lord can

bless, and will; in contrast with the ten un-

dedicated talents of another which he can

blast, and will, if abiding in any service away

from his. "And who knoweth whether thou

art come to the kingdom for such a time as

this?"—whether thou art come into such a
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Societj' as this, for such a time as this? and

we will add, as once before, that when in a

course of providence, we find ourselves bound

to a situation, especially if it is not of our

own choice, the first thought is not necessar-

ily. "How shall I evade it?" but rather let it

be, "What was I placed here for?" A uivine

meaning may be found for us in the situation.

What if I was not born into the Society of

Friends by my own choice? Can I say there-

fore it was not my Maker's choice? Has He

no part in the arrangement of our environ-

ment? Let us say less about our unchosen ac-

cidents of birth, and feel more of the Provi-

dence of birth; let us not make haste to re-

sign or to ignore, but rather to fulfill our Di-

vine environment. Only as our inheritance

and legacy is used according to the intention

of the Donor, can we get the blessing of it so

as to testify,—what every faithful birthright

member who realizes his measure of the rich

fulness of his bequest under the gospel, may

with uplifted thanksgiving acknowledge—

I

have a goodly heritage!"

A Provisional Retkaction.—Since these

columns were set up in type we have received

a statement for which we expect to give space
next week, tending to relieve the uneasiness
of an esteemed aged Friend and others. We
make room now to say that an illustrated arti-

cle in the Philadelphia Press, dilating on the
keeping up of Woodstown Meeting in New
Jersey, by Priscilla M. Lippincott asits "sole"
attender, and giving a distorted and sensa-

tional view of the whole situation, found its

way to England, and was condensed into an
item in the London Friend, which was in un-
doubting confidence copied into this paper as

by many others. It seemed to us of value as
showing one of the few good examples in his-

tory of faithfulness in the solitary attendance
of one of our meetings for worship. This
served to eclipse from our view the less wor-
thy motive unjustly implied in the extract,

that of preventing the property from lapsing
by disuse into other hands than Friends. That
meeting is kept up by other attenders also.

We regret the painful publicity given, and the
misrepresentation of motive.

Hamburg Children.—A curious and pretty
custom is observed every year in the city of
Hamburg to celebrate a famous victory which
was won by little children more than four hun-
dred years ago. In one of the numerous sieges,
Hamburg was reduced to the last extremity,
when it was suggested that all the children
should be sent out unprotected into the camp
of the besiegers as the mute appeal for mercy
of the helpless and the innocent. This was
done. The rough soldiery of the investing
army saw with amazement, and then with pity,

a long procession of little ones, clad in white,
come out of the city and march boldly into
their camp.

The sight melted their hearts. They threw
down their arms, and, plucking branches of
fruit from the neighboring cherry orchards,
they gave them to the children to take back
to the city as a token of peace. This was a

great victory, which has ever since been com-
memorated at Hamburg by a procession of

boys and girls dressed in white, and carrying

branches of the cherry-tree in their hands.

SIMON THE CYRENE.
They acted rudely to the son of Ham,
They pressed a menial for a menial task.

Across the back they laid the transverse beam.
Involuntary fellowship of pain.

A fellow-feeling brought a ray of cheer

Unblanched by insults from the noisy crowd;

.

While Simon's burden brings him endless fame.

The white man's burden is the white man's shame.

Beamsville , Ont. H. T. Miller.

SeU'ctPil for
' The Friend."

Thomas Robinson.*

Thomas Robinson, son of Thomas Robinson,

of Bridge-end, Scotland, was convinced of the

Truth about three years before his parents,

when he was about thirteen years of age, and

hut few Friends in those parts; and he was so

effectually converted, that although many en-

deavors were used, boch by promises and threat-

enings, they were not able to overturn his faith.

He was a youth of a sober and religious con-

versation, insomuch that he was a wonder to

many; and by his faithfulness to the Truth,

though a child, he was very instrumental to

the convincement of his parents, who after-

wards lived and died in the same faith. Many
disputes he had with priests and others, and
was so furnished with arguments, that they

were often astonished at him. About the

twentieth year of his age. God was pleased to

call him to the work of the ministry; at which

time he was concerned to go to public places

of worship, and bear testimony to the people

against their evil deeds. His ministry was
living, and he had a clear discerning of the

spirit of anti-Christ, that secretly worked for

the heart of God's heritage, which he advised

Friends to watch against.

He travelled through the northern countries

of England, and also visited all the meetings

of Friends in his own nation, and had several

sights of things to come, some of which he

saw come to pass; and also had a vision of

his own death two years before he died.

He was visited with sickness, which con-

tinued about seventeen weeks, and in all that

time he was not heard to repine, or speak

frowardly, though his sickness was attended

with much exercise. Many times he sung
praises to the Lord, to the afi'ecting of others

who heard him; and declared that he valued

not the pains and trouble of his body, if it was
the Lord's will so to try him; but that the

Lord's everlasting Truth might be raised over

all; and all lets and hindrances be taken out

of the way, and he to feel preservation in the

Truth, to the end of his days. With many
more good expressions.

The night before he di^d, he entreated his

parents not to repine at the Lord's doings,

saying it was his will to remove him from the

evil to come. After a little silence his father

asked him if he had anything more upon his

mind to say- He answered, " Little more, but

that all might be kept faithful who profess

the Truth, the precious Truth." And farther

said. "Let me rest, I have done;" and fell

asleep, and departed this life the second o^

the Eighth Month, 1678, about the twenty-

third year of his age. I

Robert Barrow.
;

((_'oncluded from page 2.'t:i.i

They were taken on shore, when a feat

contest arose among the Indians, some Bh-

ing to kill, others to save them. Man 'ar-

row's were shot; J. Dickinson's wife rec^eii

several blows, and one Indian offered ttiit

her throat, but on the interference of he {uj.

band desisted. A handful of sand was tkt
into the mouth of the babe, but thewi]of,
the cacique rescued them.

j

The chief Indians held a council, althe

close of which some articles by way of }tli.

ing were given to the prisoners.
,

Eighth Month 1st. The cacique and wU
appeared kind, but they were told they s.ulij

be taken to the next town, in which 15 a

company of "Nicholeers" who were Ibe

killed. •

At ten o'clock at night, they were huied

away, with an Indian for a guide, whikjieii

and boys followed them for miles, p ling

them as they went. The night was coliibut

the day very hot, and they suffered muchfom
fatigue, exhaustion and want of water: At

length they met the cacique of the tc; of

•Jece, which they were approaching. 1 ap-

peared kind, said he would be their f nd,

and send them to Augustine. W'hen thiien-

tered his town, he brought water and wjhed

R. Barrow's feet, which had suffered griijus-

ly from stumps and stones on the way; lere

were many holes in them in which a jger

might he laid. On the third the caciqu Jeft

them to demand a share of the money linn-

derstood was raised from the wreck ofjieii

vessel.
j

Then a storm of unusual fury occifed,

which drove the sea into the town, and Jiced

the inhabitants to leave it. For severSjajs

the prisoners had no food or fresh \Ier.

The infant received sustenance from liian

women, which sustained its life.
\

On the 11th the cacique returned;. liap-

oeared incensed against his prisoners, aion

being reminded of his promise to send thi to

Augustine, made many excuses. At I'igtb

concluding to go thither himself, he conflted

to take one of the company—the seamafviio

sDoke Spanish—with him. They left 0;t!ie

ISth. Food was scarce, and the primers

suffered much from hunger; they wouli licit

up the gills and entrails of fish, and t'.nk-

fuily drank the water in which the Indiaijliad

boiled their fish. Yet through all. the tiifi-

dence of some did not fail; they qBtly

trusted that the Lord would work their liv-

erance.

On the 2nd of Ninth Month the old eiqiie

returned, accompanied by twelve Sparrds,

sent by the governor of Augustine, ('lio.

having heard of shipwrecks, feared they islit

be of vessels he had recently dispatchedand

he sent this force to protect the crewsvith

orders to their captain to save those wl had

escaped from the wrecks, of whatever iiin-

try they might be. The crew of another bip-

wrecked vessel was also at Jece. On th}t^i

R. Harrow and thirteen others, acconipieii

by four Indians, set out in a boat fo Au-

gustine; they had been two days without 'od.

when they were overtaken by those of titi^'

wrecks they had left behind them, bul I"

could spare them only a few berries; al in-

I
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njthis journey, were frequently two days

vilout anythinji to eat. Un the 10th they

)a;ed a town, where, their Spanish j^uide in-

'o^ied them, the shipwrecked crew of a Dutch

lefel had been Iciiled and eaten twelve months

)ere. The weather became very cold, and

(eg obliged to encamp out at niy:ht, though

ihi made large tires, they sutfered severely.

)the I'Sih they were forced to wade to their

10 s, and after going two leagues in them,

1^. landed in a marsh, through which they

laito pass a mile, and then walk five or six

eajjes to the residence of a tjpanish sentinel.

Pbjnorthvvest wind was violent, and the stout-

Bthought they could not survive the day.

if;rgomg two miles, Benjamin .-^llen became

itil his speech failed, and he began to foam

it lie mouth. J. Dickinson ran on several

oiii to endeavor to obtain helu, but it was

oqate. When K. Barrow came to the place

»h|e he was laid, he stopped and spoke to

he was too far gone to answer, but he

fiJ piteously. Five of the company perished

'day, four of whom were well in the morn-

^' Dickinson, his wife and child, reached

he'entinel's house, about an hour after night-
" ': l!;irrow in less than two hours atter-

Sijine of the company missed the

..,i;i travelled thirty-six hours without

nuiiiission. Those who reached the house

teil in great pain, their feet extremely

irued, tne skin entirely otf, and a mass o;

an and blood caked to them. After a night

if iiffering they were forced to proceed,

boi;h the wind was high as the previous
' ' The house of the next sentinel was on

I side of an inlet. He came across
! to them, would not suffer them to

- house, but caused them to build a

r the lee of it; in half an hour gave
i|i of cassena, and two ouarts of In-

II to be divided among all, then bade
i irt to the next sentinel's house, one

>:iiaher. There they were kindly re-

eivi, and furnished with a plentiful repast.

i^xt day a canoe arrived for them, sent by

he'ivernor of Augustine. The day was cold,
~" company in a. suffering condition, but

i.< before sundown they reached Au-
and were taken to the governor's

He sent -Mary Dickinson to his wife's

lis, and kindly cared for the others.

f quartered among the inhabitants,

very kind to them, and clothed them
hest they could procure. R. Barrow

,M ring severely from diarrhoea, which
eiiiied Ilim very low. After signing an obli-

;at:i to pay for the provisions and clothing

he; had purchased, they parted from the

?)vnor with mutually kind feelings; and
Stlof Ninth Month, with a captain and six

oldrs, sailed to Santa Cruz, where they
las^d the night, being supplied by the In-

liai] with such provisions as they needed.
)n e 2nd of Tenth Month they reached the
owjof St. .Mary, where they made such pro-
isiti as they could for their journey to Car-
ilinj They left St. Mary on the 5th, with
evil large canoes, seven Spaniards, and more
hauhirty Indians to pilot and row them.
^ft much wet and cold travelling, during
''hi|i K. Barrow could neither be made warm,
lOrijtain natural rest, they reached the first

ettraent in Carolina on the 2iind.

This belonged to Richard Bennet, who re-

ceived them very kindly, provided for them
plentifully, and treated their Spanish conduc-
tors with great hospitality. (Jn the 24th they

reached the counlry-seat of Governor Blake,

who showed them much kindness, and sent R.

Barrow to the house of his neighbor, Marga-
ret Bammers, an ancient Friend, who, he said,

would be careful of him and nurse him. The
other.s went to Charleston, where thev sepa
rated.

R. Barrow continued very weak. Early in

First Month, l&Jl, he was taken into Charles-

ton, where he lay at the house of Mary Cross.

In a letter to his wife he writes thus of his

kind hostess:

—

"At last we arrived at Ashley River; and it

pleased Uod I had the great fortune to have

a good nurse, one whose name you have heard

of, a Yorkshire woman, born within two miles

of York; her maiden name was Mary Fisher,

she that spake to the great Turk; afterwards

William Bayley's wife. She is now my land-

lady and nurse. She is a widow of a second

husband; her name is now Mary Cross."*

R. Barrow was anxious to reach I'hiladel-

phia, and though the captain who was to take

J. Dickinson and family, was unwilling to re-

ceive him on board in his weak condition, his

earnest entreaties prevailed. They embarked
First Month 18th, and arrived 1st of Second

Month. Many Friends went on board to see

K. Barrow, he being too weak from his disor-

der (which had been on him fourteen weeks)

to be removed that night. His mind was
strong, and he rejoiced to meet his friends;

expressed great satisfaction that the Lord had

granted his request to bring him to that place,

that he might lay down his body there. Next
day, having wrapped him in a blanket, and

placed him in a hammock, divers Friends as-

sisted in carrying him to the dwelling of Sam-

uel Carpenter, where, having many of his

friends around him, his heart seemed to over-

flow with gratitude to his Creator. He said,

"My heart is yet strong, and my memory and

understanding good." He continued in a

sweet, thankful frame of mind, saying, "The
Lord has been very good to me all along, unto

this very day; and this very morning had

sweetly refreshed me." "It is a good thing

to have a conscience void of offence towards

God, and towards men." "The Lord, in bring-

ing me hither hath given me the desire of my
heart, and if I die here I am very well satisfied,

and believe my wife will be well satisfied also,

for as the Lord gave her to me, and gave me
to her, even so have we given one another

up." "The Lord is with me and all is well; I

have nothing of guilt upon me, and have noth-

ing to do but to die, and if I die now, I shall

die like an innocent child;"— with much more

of the same import, and he gave much solid

advice to his friends. On the '4th he dictated

a letter to his wife, after which he seemed

gradually to sink. A friend who stood by his

bedside, remarking in a low voice, he believed

that Robert was not sensible, he immediately

said, "I have my senses very perfect, and

thank the Lord that He hath not left me, but

preserved me in my understanding to this mo-

*Mary Cross was married to her second husband, John

Cross, of London, in the year 1678. They emigrated to

South Carolina, where, it is supposed, she passed the re-

mainder of her eventful life.

ment." The last sentence understood was,

"God is good still." Then, after lying quietly

for a time, he gently passed away, Second
Month 4th, liS'j77

Getting Rid of Hyacinths.

The .Jacksonville correspondent of the New
York Tribune says: To those who know of the

hyacinth only as a pretty water plant it may
seem strange that the government is devoting

thousands of dollars toward destroying it, and
that only after this State and scores of indi-

viduals and companies have devoted large

sums to the same purpose. But it is true.

The hyacinth that blooms in so lovely a man-
ner and is a pretty household plant has be-

come in Florida waters a terrible pest, a men-
ace to the navigation of the rivers and creeks

and has cost steamboat companies and lumber-

man a large amount of money in the vain en-

deavor to clear out the St. John's and its trib-

utaries.

The hyacinth was introduced here many
years ago by a planter living near Palatka,

on the St. John's, fifty-seven miles above here.

It speedily flourished, and was the owner's ad-

miration and delight. Later the plants began
spreading, and soon covered the bayous in the

St. John's, near his place, and later they

spread to South Florida. Year by year the

invasion increased, and soon the rivers and

creeks became almost impassable for boats by

reason of the immense beds of hyacinths clog-

ging up the waters. Many were the schemes
tried in the effort to rid the waters of this

pest. Chemical solutions were sprinkled on

them, but the hvacinths only grew the faster.

Boats were tried that had sharp propellers to

cut them down, and the plants were dragged

out on the banks. This proved too costly.

After months of work and worry the gen-

eral government was appealed to. An appro-

priation was secured, and the government en-

gineers tackled the problem. Many were the

ideas and suggestions given. Scores were

tried and given up as impracticable. In Louis-

iana the same trouble was experienced, and

in time the engineers here, taking lessons

from those at work there, solved the problem,

and in a few days the large steam tug La Reve
started out in its first fight against the hya-

cinth Dest, fully equipped for its work.

The tug was purchased for this work espe-

cially, and is strong and staunch, with extra

heavy boilers and engines, so that power can

be used to force the boat through the beds of

the plant.

For the last year or more the St. John's

has been covered with floating beds of the

plant, varying from those of a few acres in

area to those a mile or two long, and extend-

ing sometimes from shore to shore. As the

plants became crowded together, they packed

closely, almost solidly, and in many places on

the upper St. John's, where the river is nar-

row, they are so solidly packed that people

can cross the river on them. The roots ex-

tend down from four to ten feet, and the

plants are so solidly and compactly packed

that an ordinary steamer cannot force its way
through them.

The tug is expected to clear this all away,

and much interest has been awakened through-

out the State by this work, as the losses en-

tailed by this pest are felt on every hand.
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Along with the tug, as a tender, will be a
large barge, on which are two big tanks, with
a capacity of five thousand gallons each, with
a large boiler attached, the latter being nec-
essary in preparing the chemical compound
that is used. The capacity of the three
tanks on the tug is thirty-five hundred gallons
each. A cuge spraying pump is set in the
engine room of the tug. This pump forces the
chemical solution through pipes to the bow of
the boat, where large sprayers will distribute

it broadcast over the beds of haycinths. One
sprayer is fastened at the bow, and the other
two extend outward from the sides on long
booms, thus enabling the workmen to give a
wide distribution to the spray. The spray, in

fact, will be thrown to a distance of ninety
feet in an arc around the bow. By steaming
along steadily into the bed of plants it is ex-
pected that the boat will be enabled to cover
something like one hundred thousand square
yards daily. It will be seen from this on
what a large scale the war against the hya-
cinth is to be waged. It is expected that the
boat will be at work all winter and next spring,

and that when noticeable results of the suc-
cess of the wurk will be observed. The work
will be continued here for several years, pos-
sibly, before the hyacinth is entirely eradi-
cated.

Selected for " The Friend."

George Fox not a Negative Mystic.

The consciousness of the presence of God is

the characteristic thing in George Fox's relig-

io IS life. His own life is in immediate con-
tact with the Divine Life. It is this convic-
tion which verifies and gives direction to all his

activities. God has found him and he has
found God. It is this experience which puts
him among the mystics. Uut here we must
not overlook the distinction in types of mysti-
cism. There is a great group of mystics who
have painfully striven to find God by a path of
negation. They believe that every thing finite

is a shadow, an illusion—nothing real. To
find God, then, every vestige of the finite

must be given up. The infinite can be reached
only by wiping out all marks of the finite. The
Absolute can be attained only when every
"thing" and every "thought" have been re-
duced to zero. But the difliculty is that this
kind of an Absolute becomes absolutely un-
knowable. From the nature of the case He
could not be found, for to have any conscious-
ness of Him at all would be to have a finite

and illusory thought. George Fox belongs
rather among the positive mystics who seek to

realize the presence of God in this finite hu-
man life. That He transcends all finite ex-
periences they fully realize, but the reality of
any finite experience lies just in this fact, that
the living God is in it and expresses some
Divine purpose through it, so that a man may,
as George Fox's friend, Isaac Penington, says,

"become an organ of the life and power of
God" and "propagate God's life in the world."

"The true wealth of States is men, not mer-
chandise. The true function of government is

to watch over the growth of good citizens
"

— Bishop Westcott.

THREE THINGS.
Remember three things come not back,
The arrow sent upon its track

—

It will not swerve, it will not stay.

It speeds; it flies to wound or slay.

The spoken word so soon forgot
By thee, but it has perished not;

In other hearts 'tis living still,

And doing work for good or ill.

And the lost opportunity

That Cometh back no more to thee.

In vain thou weep'st, in vain dost yearn
;

Those three will nevermore return.—From the Arabic.

The last day lies hid ; therefore watch every
day.

Science and Industry.

Dwarfs.—"History has a curious way of

repeating itself," writes a contributor in The
Sun, in an interesting article entitled "The
Dwarfs of the Congo," "and the dwarfs in the

Congo forest apparently possess human char-

acteristics, and practise some of them on
their big black neighbors. Curiously enough,
the tallest as well as the tiniest men in the

British Empire are found in Central .Africa.

In the damp depths of the Congo forests, us-

ually in little clearings between great moss-
covered trees, are the tiny dwellings of the

dwarfs. Their circular huts (one to each
grown-up person, and a tiny hut for each
child), made of leaves and sticks (their great-

est height three feet, with a tiny hole as a

doorway), are so diflicult to distinguish in the

general gloom that a passing traveller might
miss them altogether. Although very timid

they will come to see a white man if one of

their big friendly neighbors calls. These
forest pigmies do no kind of agricultural

work. Their food consists of the flesh of

beasts, birds, reptiles and insects; but being
very fond of bananas, they steal these at

night from their neighbors plantation. If no
ill-feeling is shown them for this theft, an-

other night the pigmies will leave, in return,

some meat, or do some useful work. These
little people seem to have no special language
of their own, but are found to speak with a

defective pronunciation the language of negro
tribes surrounding them. They are very in-

telligent, and although under their natural

conditions they are more degraded than many
negro races, if living with Europeans they then

quickly learn and speak correctly other lan-

guages."

FiNSEN AND His Light Cure.—The experi-

ments and discoveries of Dr. Niel Finsen have
done much to establish the 'herapeutic value

of light and to provide for its practical use
in the treatment of certain diseases. What
he has accomplished, this Icelander who strug-

gled through early poverty to become a gen-
eral benefactor, Cleveland Moffett tells in Mc-
Clure's for Second Month.

First, Dr. Finsen found that, by keeping
small-pox patients in rooms from which all

ght except red rays are excluded, the period

of suppuration may be avoided and scarring is

extremely rare.

"With so much done, Finsen went back to

his general experiments," writes C. Mofi'ett.

"Having pointed out a certain injury that

the body may suffer from the chemical rays,

he now hoped to discover in them some unsus-

pected virtues.

':

"It was well known at this time that
nary sunlight will destroy bacteria if

are long enough exposed to its action. 1

now proceeded to show that this bactei
action of light is almost entirely limit

the blue, the violet, and the ultra-vide
(the green, yellow, and red being pract
useless), and that this action is greatly
sified by focusing the light through I

Thus Finsen found that while unfocused
from a midsummer sun in Copenhagen
kill plate cultures of the bacillus prodi{
in an hour and a half, the same light cc

trated through lenses, with the useles

filtered out, would kill similar cultures i

or three seconds, and the same was tr

other bacteria—they were almost instantlj

stroyed if exposed to concentrated actinic

"Finsen's experiments furthermore d.

strated that a powerful electric light is

efiicient as a bactericidal agent than on
sunlight, however concentrated, sinct

latter loses part of its ultra-violet rs

passing through the earth's atmosphere,
the former has these in abundance. A
the matter of penetration he discoverec

the actinic rays will go much deeper inl

sues from which the blood had been ,pi

so that they are left white.

"Finsen began with lupus, a dreadfr
figuring disease, usually of the face, kt
comes when the bacteria of tuberculos at-

tack the surfaces of the body instead (fhe

lungs or deeper parts. There was no cu for

lupus, and thousands of sufferers ove the

world (there were some fifteen hundred in en-

mark alone) were condemned without hcito

endure its slow ravages. Surgeons miglfcnt

away the affected parts, but some of tlKac-

teria were almost sure to remain, so tliithe

knife gave only temporary relief."

The treatment of the first case was en ely

successful, and Dr. Finsen's discovery pet

with prompt recognition. The use of the ght

treatment for this and other diseaseiha*

spread into various parts of the world vhii

a few years.

And this man, who has done so much I re-

lieve the sufferings of others, is hims; a

sufferer from constant bad health. He hdly

knows what a well day means.

Old King Coal.—Anthracite coal wa:pot

always of value to man, in fact, a little fB,

a hundred years ago he even refused U^m
it, and sometimes, it has been said, denoi^ej

it as a fraud, calling it stone, and decl inK,

that it could not possibly be burned. .-^

Its properties as a fuel were discovereiJi^

cording to some good authorities, aboufliB.

year 1770. It was some blacksmiths wbdst,

made use of it at their own forges, but i;h»

year 1775 a boat-load was sent to the Vid,

States armory at Carlisle. i

The famous mines at Mauch Chunk sn

discovered in 1791, and the Lehigh Coal ;ilb|

pany vainly tried to induce Philadelphia,"

use the product. The attempts to bu^

were so unsatisfactory and there were

abundant forests from which wood and

coal were obtainable, that as late

less than four hundred tons had been sh ied<

to Philadelphia. (

In 1808, a certain Judge Fell of W:M

t

1
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re, pvented or contrived a kind of grate

shii the anthracite coal could be burned,

s tabling people to use it in warming

ir iuses. It was probably at the rolling

1
ajtschuylkill that the secret of using it

malifactures was 'ound out in the year

15. ['his is said to be the way it happened,

[hej'orkmen had been endeavoring to use

coj, and had stirred and raked the fire,

h lile success. In anger they threw into

finace all the black stones and went

ly. jOn returning in a few hours they

nd lie fire burning furiously and sending

th ,'eat heat. Thus the fact that anthra-

) wi slow of ignition but capable of gen-

tinjheat beyond any other fuel, was made
iwni

D t[. year 1822, a private citizen wrote a

*r jat has lately been published. In it the

owg occurs:

'WIe we pushed forward our labors at

mi), hauling coal, building arks, etc., we
I th greater difficulty to overcome of in-

linejhe public to use our coal when brought

thai doors, much as it was needed. We
ilisljd handbills in English and German,
tin^;he mode of burning the coal, either

jra^s, smith's fires, or in stoves. Numer-
c^tificates were obtained and printed

m hcksmiths and others who had success-

y U):d the anthracite. Mr. Cist formed a

lei a coal stove and got a number cast.

letlj- we went to the several houses in the
r ar| prevailed on the masters to allow us

kinse fires of anthracite in their grates,

cteiito burn Liverpool coal. We attended

Jacjimith's shops and persuaded sonje to

srtt 'too-iron,' so that they might burn
L^igh coal, and we were sometimes

geC;o bribe the journeymen to try the ex-

imej; fairly, so averse were thev to learn-

thMse of a new sort of fuel so diff'erent

ID \\|at they were accustomed to."

''inajc, however, the rise in the price of

reol led the people to give the new fuel a
- il, ad it has been so common a necessity

t itjas taken a winter like the present one
nak us understand what a calamity it is

)e vihout coal, and to wonder what effect

exijvagant and wasteful use of it may
e o;succeeding generations. No man liv-

toimself, alone.

I ^
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'o h saved is to be freed from an accusing
seitjce, the dominion of sin, its ill conse-
nceiand the fear of them; to be content,
leacj, even full of hope as to the great
novj future. It is to have the day of
?m(|t divested of terror. It is to have
tiv gain and peace of conscience, free-

I frn the mastery of the world, an abid-

ellating, purifying, motive toward well-

% Ihich acts within, and is not depend-
I uman observation, and a hope which
resent limitations, like grief, poverty

pqi, and actually converts them into
-fit It is to have a hope, realized in due
. (jail that is involved—and how much

eternity can disclose— in "eternal

W\T matters how little the little door,

>ma it lets us in?" And it is because
a not great that they count any duty

I
I'or "The Kiiiknd."

By Precept and Example.

There may be many ways of teaching use
ful lessons. Our discipline recognizes at least
two of the most important, "by precept and
example." Each has its beneficent use and
they often work best together. "Words fitly

spoken,^'' when a consistent life lies back of
them, "are like apples of gold in pictures
of silver." And words, be they ever so finely

phrased or forcefully delivered, if they are not
the direct result of an honest concern of one
who is consistently struggling upward, and in

obedience to a divine call, how empty they are.

W'hen Christopher Healy first attended a
Friends' Meeting it was a new experience to

' him, and when he saw the solid demeanor of
some and the the tears coursing down the
cheeks of others, although no words had been
spoken, be had to acknowledge that these had
something which he knew not yet for himself.

After meeting Friends were kind to him and
he a stranger among them was made witness
both to the eft'ects of the Spirit and the fruits

of the Spirit. Their conduct and their kind-

ness toward him was preaching by example,
which bore fruit in his becoming a true Friend.
A few months ago two little girls entered a

street car in one of our larger cities and the
conduct of the older one toward her small sis-

ter was so thoughtful and motherly, so full of

affectionate care, that when they left the car
a lady who saw and heard it all said, "That
little girl preached a whole sermon to me from
that beautiful text, ' Love one another.'

"

That simple loving child taught more than
words could tell.

A Presbyterian minister told me he once
tausiht school near a Friends' neighborhood,
and became acquainted with a few Friends,

and that they had been kind and helpful to

him. He had learned to love them and their

ways, and now he was commending those of

his pastorate to imitate the virtues of the

Quakers. He had been impressed by their

kindness of heart and their persistence in go-
ing to meetings through all kinds of weather.
Their example had touched him, and now his

influence touches other lives, and thus the

circle of good widens and blesses as it goes.

A number of years ago two men came to

our house to perform some work which they
had been engaged to do. Their homes were
near Mentor, where Garfield lived. They were
his neighbors and attended the same meeting
he attended. They told me that James A.

Garfield was not a fair-weather Christian, but
that whenever he was at home and could

come, be the weather stormy or fair, Garfield

was in his accustomed place at meeting. His
example taught and still teaches many lessons,

and now after the lapse of years and all

their tragic happenings, the memory of Gar-
field is sweeter, nobler, in that he was not

only great, but good.

We can each, doubtless, remember some
whose lives have been their most convincing

sermon. They have been so full of goodness

and grace that even the faithless and the un-

believing have been made to acknowledge that

these "had been with .Jesus." Christianity

can never become a failure as long as it con
tinues to produce such men and women as

these, whose lives illustrate and adorn the

doctrines of God our Saviour.

Some men and some women are called and
qualified to teach by precept, and these must
enforce their teaching by a consistent, up-
right walking and example; then how beau-
tiful upon the mountains are the feet of them
that publish salvation and proclaim "thy God
reigneth." Some men's example is all the
preaching they ever do, all they are ever called
to do, and in some that speaks louder than
words. The spoken or the written words
derive most of their force from what lies

back of them. If they contain a true mes-
sage of Gospel love and are delivered in the
demonstration of the spirit and with Divine
power by one, the main bent of whose life is

right, that message will bear good fruit some-
where, even though unseen. Every divinely

inspired word, every consecrated life, bears
good fruit. There was Dorcas, a woman pos-
sibly of few words, but with deft fingers and
a willing heart. Her capital, humanly speak-
ing, was small; just a needle and thread, but
following her example to-day there are the
Dorcas Societies and the other associations of
women who are doing so much to make less

bitter the lot of those lowly ones who wear
neither purple nor fine linen. Her life grows
more fruitful in beautiful, helpful deeds as
the years and the centuries roll away. In

the beginning one woman and her work and
consecration; now, a multitude with willing

fingers and .sympathetic hearts doing the work
which she began. That is the kind of mul-
tiplication more of us need to learn. That
is the way a good word or a beneficent deed
ought to grow. And what is better, that is

the way a good word or a noble deed does
grow. Be as pessimistic as we will, the fact

remains that God's providences fit each other

part to part. If the need be in (ialveston,

or Charleston or Chicago, the cities and the

counties unvisited by storm and destruction

pour out of their substance, and the needy
are helped. If a tried and persecuted people

are seeking new homes in a free land, some
with sympathy and help are at St. Johns to

bid them welcome, and to assist them in get-

ting settled in this better, more hospitible

country. If the starving be in Africa or in

India, or in the isles of the sea, some hearts

are filled with sympathy and an untiring pur-

pose to help those who have been unfortun-

ate; the widow's mite combined with the of-

ferings of larger amount, and the hungry are

fed.

In the world we have not only tribulation

and sorrow, but also much to be thankful for,

therefore "be of good cheer, for I have over-

come the world." When Ellen M. Stone and
her companion in travel were captive in the

mountains of Macedonia, *:hey were at times

sustained by the thought that somehow there

was for them deliverance. Efforts unknown
to them were made that through God's bless-

ing procured their freedom. Deep as the need
was his power to save, to protect and to de-

liver.

When Leonardo da Vinci had nearly com-
pleted his masterpiece, "The Last Supper,"
he called his friends in to see and to criticize it.

They were silent before it for a time, then

one said, "How well that cup is painted."

The painter seized his brush and blotted out

the pictured cup, and said he was determined
not to mar his work with anything that would
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attract attention from the central thought
and figure, that of the Lord Jesus Christ. In
that there ought to be a lesson for each of
us. If we were so concerned that nothing
in us or in our work should detract from
Him, our work would be worth the doing.
Consecration like that would bear fruit.

When some visitors were being shown the
light in a lighthouse, one asked, "Does this
light ever go out?" The keeper looked his

astonishment at such a question, and said,

"If this light went out, those ships out on
the deep might go down." Let us do our
part as faithful watchmen to keep our lamps
trimmed and our lights burning.

G. G. Megrail.
WiNoXA, 0., Tenth Month 29th, 1902.

For "The Friexd."

The Living Word.
An Exercise for its members, felt but not uttered,

in Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting.

The voice said cry. and he said what shall I

cry? All flesh is as grass ... The grass
withereth, the flower fadeth; but the word of
our God shall stand forever. . . . Say unto
the cities of Judah behold your God ... He
shall feed his flocks like a shepherd" (Isaiah.
40th chapter.)

We comprehend from this that men passed
away. The eternal Word shall stand forever.
This word was before the generations of men,
and shall live and abide forever; is active in

every generation, seeking to affect men and
women, by its operation, which is quick and
powerful, and sharper than any two-edged
sword and completely discerns all the thoughts
of our hearts. This same Word created the
worlds and yet condescends to quicken and
operate upon the hearts of poor finite men.
This same Word took flesh or was made flesh

and dwelt among men, and John bore witness
of Him (1st chapter John, veYse 15).

Peter speaks of being born again, by the
Word of God which liveth and abideth forever
(see 1st Peter, 1st chapter, 23d, 24th and
25th verses).

We find men making offerings to their Lord,
even so early as the sons of Adam,—Abel's
was accepted, Cain's was not accepted; Noah
when delivered from death by the floods and
coming out of the ark made an offering unto
God. Many other offerings were made among
the generations of men, down to the time
when, our blessed Lord appeared in an out-
ward prepared body. The outward nriests mak-
ing offerings daily (Hebrews vii: 27), but our
blessed Lord made an offering once for all, of
his own body, ending all outward offerings,
all outward priestly offices,—a High Priest,
consecrated for evermore (Hebrews viii: 28),
an eternal gospel, spiritually, and not out-
wardly discerned. E. L'. P.

Perhaps there is no form or evil so palpa-
bly bad as immoral literature. It will be read
with avidity because it appeals to the lower
passions and gross instincts. Like forbidden
fruit, it is longed for. But it should be mer-
cilessly suppressed because the motive that is-

sues it is tiad, being the desire for gain. Greed
is at the very foundation of this evil. Then
as it goes forth it blasts and ruins in all direc-
tions; and parents are as much called on to
protect their children from this evil as from
that of the saloon or gambling hell.

A Letter to a Schoolboy.
[By a Schoolmaster.]

The following article is from The Journal ot

Education. It is one of many indications that
there is a strong reaction against much of the
popular literature for children. It is reprinted
in The Fkie.nd, to encourage the care of com-
mittees in guarding our Friend's Libraries
from improper juveniles.

My Dear Boy :—You wish to know why 1

do not like to have you read the cheap books
that are passed about among the boys, and I

will try to tell you enough of ray reasons so
that you will prefer a different kind of books.

Reading a book is very much like being in
company with the people you are reading
about, and choosing a book is like choosing
your companions. Xow, if some strangers
should come to town dressed as the people are
pictured in these books, and having the ways
and manners described there, and "should ask
you to go and spend your evenings with them,
would you go ? I have asked a good many
boys this question, and they all seem to think
they would wait until they knew a little more
about the strangers.

But suppose the strangers should come to
you and boast that they were very good and
very brave, would you not still ask some one
you knew whether these were the kind of peo-
ple they pretended to be? You do not wish
to spend your time with companions who pre-
tend to be something they are not, do you?
Now these people in the books are not what

they pretend to be, and this is one of the
worst things about them. There are no such
people, and if you were to find the real men
and women who are most like the ones you
are reading about, and who live as near as
any one does to the way these are represented
as Jiving, you would not like them at all. You
would find that they were coarse and low, that
their habits were not such as you admire, that
their manner of life had no charm for you,
and you would wish yourself back home again.

All this the book conceals from you. It

covers up their bad side, just as a dangerous
man hides his evil habits when he goes among
respectable people, and it pretends that they
do things which such people do not do. These
companions are not what they pretend to be.

This is the difference between a good book
and a poor one. The good ones are true. I

do not mean that they always tell of something
that really happened, but they give you a
true picture of the life of such people as they
describe, as I might tell you how we lived
when I was a boy, without trying to give you
word for word what we said, or telling ex-
actly what occurred on any particular day.

In the next place, I wonder if you do not,

after reading one of these books, spend a
good deal of time in thinking what brave
deeds you would do if things should happen to

you as they do to the heroes of these stories?
I think most boys do just that. Now you
never will Uveas these heroes are represented
as living, nor have the adventures they do.
I do not suppose you expect to. The habit,
then, of thinking what extraordinary things
you would do if you were in a different kind
of a world from the one you really live in, is

not good for you. A man who spends his

strength in planning for a world utterly dif-

ferent from the one he is to live in is unfitting

u 11 ir,!

lOtcH

himself for successful life in the rea

'

When he is brought face to face witi
questions which must be decided, and

;

fore needs to see things just as they aJ
a great misfortune to him to have all

;

imaginary circumstances come troopi'
his mind and confusing themselves w! jt

real ones. But this is just what they '|'j

if his mind is in the habit of letting t'

Instead of deciding promptly what to

begins to think what he would do
were different. His judgment is not c|

This is the reason we read so ofti

daily papers, about young men who i

and foolish, sometimes even criminal
after reading such books as we are

'kji

about. They have made their plan or

world like the books, and we in thi;

have to interfere with their plan.=, an
to shut them up in prison because tl

dangerous to us.

One more reason I think you will see.

I man becomes a drunkard or an opinn
t is not because he likes the taste can
hoi or of opium. It is because thes« rn

excite his nerves in a certain way, arVli

the effect has passed off, he feels de^
and discouraged, his nerves are unstea

li

a loosened bowstring, and he really suffe'iji

he can again tighten the string with ){]

dose of his drug. This is what we mea ai

we say a man is becoming dissipated.

Just so one's mind may become dissiti

Do you not find, after you have read e

these books, that the every-day life ab :j

seems very tame? Do you not find bi

to be interested in the simple plays (ji

friends and the humble tasks your pareij

teachers give you? '

Whatever makes you discontented witliii

as they are, and leads you to feel that is

worth while to do your best until i

casion comes, is bad for you and e

your future happiness and your future!

ness. The man who makes the most of (

opportunity when all the world is loo Ig

is not the one who has been waitiog r

but the one who has all along been he

fully making the best of small oppor lit

while nobody noticed him.

So, I say, choose your books as yoi'oi

choose your companions. Read onhthi

which tell of people you really respeci^b

which make you think more of your 'jdi

not less, make you feel like being moib«

ful and useful, more patient and earns li

playing fairer, doing your work bett'S

finishing every task more faithfully. iJ

you would not choose a friend until yob
something about him, so it will be ::sil

not to begin a book until it has been co

mended to you by somebody you hav.'Oi

dence in — your parents, school teacr,

brarian, or some of your companions*
taste and habits you know to be as *}

your own.

At any rate, do not read a bookvck

not considered fit to he placed in a piic'

brary (any more than you would soe 5*

evenings with a boy who was not eoii^

fit to be in a public school), or a boolf"

gives you a hero that you would be cS™

to see at your home. Keep your mi W
and clean and strong, as you are <V

your body. I know you mean to. '
,
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Idyllic Island Life,

e ecent visit to the Colonial Office in

o|of a deputation representing the I'lt-

Ai Norfolk islanders has again served

lljttention to the descendants of the rau-

J.f the Bounty.

Js own small way Pitcairn Island af-

he most remarkable illustration of

ius of colonization which has built up

Empire on which it is but an atom,

mere doc in the Pacific, an

i illy seven miles in circumference. It

)Cipied and colonized in 17U0 by a ruf-

r (3W, the mutineers of the Bounty. Yet

nty isolated and never under any con-

i{ e British government, Pitcairn is now

if le most idyllic and Utopian as well as

escommunities on the face of the earth,

iiabitants number about one hundred

ift They are fine, tall specimens of hu-

lyj-ather dark, but favoring their Euro-

rJier than Kanaka forbears. They are

eocated, and speak excellent English,

fijn any lingual corruption or slang.

|ij! is one of unbroken peace and ease,

laiiains, maize, bananas, oranges, pump-

sCar and cocoanut trees grow in luxur-

', lith no wild animals to wreck the

I. is sea swarms with fish, while goats,

an poultry thrive and multiply. The

,teji perfect. And though all the pros-

plies, man is not vile. On the contra-

lelitcairn people constitute a very moral

ty. They are religious, and, adhering

;ly :o the Fourth Commandment, ob-

I Si'enth day as the Sabbath. The or-

D ti'n church building was presented to

bjjjueen Victoria. There is no poverty,

ill !bor for the common weal, and there

Hh\ prison nor policeman on the island.

el^t one of themselves to fill the post of

rnoior magistrate, but his office is prac-

y sinecure. They have no money; al-

1 aaa beverage is not, being regarded

ilyli a medicine, nor is the smoke of to-

) silt in the land. Once a year the life

is rcadia is excited by the visit of a

sh \{rship, bringing the annual mail. To

apttn of the vessel any important mat-

3 rjerred for settlement, and his judg-

ia^ways quietly accepted. Save for this

al V|it and the occaisonal call of a sail-

hip e little community pursues its peace-

ay
I
complete isolation from the raad-

NVOll.

thi British Utopia, the only less unso-

icatl Norfolk colony is an offshoot. In

, 01 hundred and ninety-six descendants
e tiinty mutineers migrated from Pit-

to N'orfolk island, on account of the

Toved state of the former. They have
incnsed to seven hundred and fifty, and
preS]"ve the Edenic features of their par-

"loi. Farming and whaling are indus-

st^mers calling once a month to carry

to Sydney, nine hundred miles

hen the weather is rough the vessel

roach Norfolk, with the result that

tie islanders have been reduced to

Df starvation,

e isliders are desiring of securing bet-

nip communication with the outside

ai this was the principal subject dis-
' he recent conference between the

and Colonial Secretary Chamberlain.

srod:

)t a

erg

How far removed is their life from ours is

shown by the complete absence of crime with-

in their coasts. All adults over seventeen

years of age have a voice in the management
of public affairs, which are decided in open

court under the cocoanut trees. Tobacco and

alcohol are unknown, and a side light on

their communal life is .shown by the custom
of presenting every couple on their marriage
with twelve acres of land for their residence

and support. It is difficult, indeed, to realize

that these Pacific (in a double sense) islanders

are of our kith and kin and share with us alle-

giance to the Union Jack.

THE VISION FROM MT. LOWE
Looking southward to the .sunlands on the ocean's

ebb and flow,

Iveeping watch o'er Echo Mountain dwells the

presence of Mt. Lowe.

In the glowing light of noonday, in the midnight
calm and lone

;

Gazing outward from the summit like a ruler from
his throne.

.'\t his feet sits Pasadena, framed with fields of

fruit and grain,

Where the valley of San Gabriel slopes in beauty
to the main

;

Pasadena decked with roses, and with gems of gold

and green.

Resting on the landscape's forehead like a crown
upon the queen.

And the city of the Angels, on her hills of bronze
and gold,

.Stands amid her groves of olives like Jerusalem of

old;

With the purple Sierra Madras smiling downward
from the dawn,

.\s Mount Hermon smiled on Zion in the ages that

are gone.

West and south the blue Pacific, hemmed with surf
and fringed with spray

Bathes in clouds of molten silver, headland, island,

beach and bay
;

East and north the inland deserts with their ever-

shifting sands,

More unstable than the waters, fade in distant

mountain lands.

that vision of the Sunland, where the sky is ever

fair,

.Ind the autumn woos the winter with young rose-

buds in her hair
;

Where the orange blooms forever and its leaf is

never sear.

And the mocking bird is singing to his mate the

live-long year.

It has haunted me in slumber, it has gleamed and
throbbed again,

In my solitary wanderings, in the crowded throngs

of men
;

Like a vanished revelation floats the memory back
to me

Of that dawn upon the mountain twixt the desert

and the sea.

•J. G. Clarke.

"Real devotion is not limited to time or

place. It can, and will, find expression in

the home, by the wayside, in the mart of busi-

ness and in the house of Uod. It is not tied

down to book and rule, to form and temple,

but is of the heart and life, and lives and
moves in every circle and under every envir-

onment. It is an inner spirit and habit, and
ever responds to condition, relation and need."

Every sacred truth and every impression

that leads us from evil or towards good is a

word of t^od, as is everything that enables us

more fully to know (!od as he is revealed in

Jesus Christ. A man or woman in the power
of the Lord to-day and under his guidance,

may speak forth the Word of God to others.—Interchange.

Notes from Others.

TltAFI'ICKINC IN Mam'sciuit Sf,1!M0.\S. .V I!a]-

timore firm has been sending out a circular to

ministers, offering to .sell them " carefully written

sermons," prepared by " an earnest and able theo-

logical student in England." They are also as-

sured : Our correspondent is desirous of sending

us a regular supply of such, provided we can dis- •

po.se of them advantageously in this country."

The acts of warfare of Germany on Venezuela,

while awaiting arbitration, "only illustrate once

more the truth that the cultivation of might leads

inevitably to brutality among nations as among
men. A good many people are getting their eyes

open to this simple fact, and are beginning to see

that our nation, as well as others, is getting nearer

and nearest to the peril of war and unlimited

disaster, the more it goes on mailing its fist and
encasing its sides in steel."

—

Advocate of Peace.

Andrew Carnegie has lately said: "The great

advance which all religious bodies are making,
and must continue to make, or perish, is along

this road, the recognition of the truth that the

kingdom of God is within man here and now, and
that in order to merit heaven in the future, or to be
fit to exist there, it is necessary that we begin to

make something of the real heaven here now on
earth."

While we do not admit that we can " merit
heaven," we are pleased to see thoughts of such a

man turned heavenward.

Professor Delitzsch, of " Babel und Bibel " fame,
informs the world that the Babylonian system of

ethics was superior to that of the Jews as re-

corded in the Bible, and that the latter is in great
part derived from the former. All this is very
interesting, and highly important, if true. But
the fact remains that the Jewish system is alive

and in full force and effect at the present day

—

—shaping the lives and moulding the actions of

millions of men in every civilized country of the
world, while the ethics of Babylonia are as dead
as Baal himself, and have been so some thousands
of years. If the doctrine of the "survival of the

fittest applies to anything, it applies to ethical

systems. Measured by that test. Prof. Delitzsch's

startling assertion will not pass muster."—./cjcM
Exponent.

" Not long ago I w^andered one bright morning
into the old church of St. Bartholomew the Great.

In the Lady Chapel sat a .score of women, young
and old. Dead silence reigned, no word was spoken,

some of the women were reading, some were lost

in thought, some were bent in prayer. The scene
in the old church, every stone of which is eloquent

of the dead centuries, impressed me, and I sat

down and gave myself up to the holy peace of this

house of God. I remained an hour, and in that

one hour of reverent thought, unbroken by the

voice of priest or congregation, I found more com-
fort for the past, more courage for the present,

more hope for the future, than I have ever found
in the set services, grand or simple, of chapel,

church, or cathedral. . . . The good thoughts
that come to men and women in the quiet hours of

self-communion and silent prayer are more genuine,

more permanent in their effect, than all the emo-
tions excited by music and song, by the dramatic
efforts of the preacher, or by the droning repeti-

tion of printed words." Though the foregoing is
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extracted from a sporting paper, there is so much

sound truth in the thought, that it will not be felt

out of place here. One is inclined to ask, with the

Benjaraites of old, " Is Saul also among the proph-

ets?"—Lonrfo7^ Friend.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— George B. Cortelyou, lately secretary

to the President, has been appointed Secretary of the

new Department of Commerce and Labor.

The United States Government has formally accepted

the offer of the Panama Canal Company to sell to the

United States the canal property for $40,000,000, subject

only to the ratification of the pending treaty with the

Republic of Colombia.

The Anthracite Coal Commission met in Washington

on the 19th instant to begin the work of formulating its

conclusions and preparing its report.

President Roosevelt has announced that he would call

an extra session of the Senate soon after Third Month

4th unless both the Panama Canal treaty and the Cuban

Reciprocity treaty are ratified by that date.

A bill has been agreed upon by both Houses of Con-

gress in which the death penalty is provided for any one

who shall wilfully or maliciously kill the President or

acer upon vhom the duties ofVice President, or any

President may devolve under the Constitutii

the wilful killing of any officer of the Government in line

of succession to the Presidency, or any Ambassador or

minister accredited to the United States. An attempt to

murder the officials named is made punishable by death

or imprisonment for not less than ten years. Another

section prohibits the entry into the United States of all

persons opposed to all organized government, or who be-

long to any organization so opposed, and punishment is

provided for any such person who attempts to enter the

United States; and, lastly, no person disbelieving in or-

ganized government, or who is affiliated with any organi-

zation teaching such belief, shall be naturalized.

William R. Day, of Ohio, formerly Secretary of State

under President McKinley, has been appointed a justice

of the Supreme Court of the United Stales in the place of

Justice Shiraz, resigned.

A decision has lately been made in the case of the

" Beef Trust " by Judge Grosscup, in which he held that

the " Beef Trust " is an unlawful combination. He stated

that there can be no doubt that the agreement of the de-

fendants to refrain from bidding against each other in the

purchase of cattle is combination in restraint of trade ;

so also their agreement to bid up prices to stimulate

shipments, intending to cease from bidding when the

shipments have arrived. The same result follows when

we turn to the combination of defendants to fi-t prices

upon and restrict the quantities of meat shipped to their

agents or their customers. Such agreements can be

nothing less than restrictions upon competition, and,

therefore, combination in restraint of trade, and thus

viewed, the petition, as an entirety, makes out a case

under the Sherman act.

A despatch from Wilkesbarre, Pa., says: There are

now 3,000 women and girl members of labor unions in

and about this city. They conduct their own business,

and send delegates to the Federated Labor Convention.

There is also a movement on foot to organize the servant

girls in this city.
. .

The severest storm of the winter, accompanied in

many places by intense cold prevailed during the 16th

and 17th instants throughout a large part of the United

States. In certain localities in California a loss of ten

to twenty per cent, of the entire fruit crop is reported.

The temperature in Philadelphia on the 17th was the

lowest for the past three winters.

Notice of an appeal by the Delaware Indian nation to

the Supreme Court from a recent decision of the Court

of Claims, upholding the Cherokee Indians in the claim of

the Delawares for their share of the Cherokee lands in

Indian Territory, has been filed. The case involves lands

and interests valued at more than $2,000,000. It is based

upon the terms of an agreement entered into between

the Delawares and Cherokees in 1867.

The Cedric. the largest steamship in the world, arrived

in New York on the 20th instant, having made her first

voyage from Southampton in eight days and eight hours.

The displacement of this vessel is stated to be 38,200

tons of water, or 15,000 tons more than that of the Great

Eastern, which 45 years ago was considered as a modern

wonder.

A course of instruction in the maintenance of health

has been introduced into the Teacher's College of Colum-

bia University, New York.

There were 582 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 24 more than the pre-

vious week and 14 more than the corresponding week of

1P02. Of the foregoing 311 were males and 271 females;

61 died of consumption of the lungs; 96 of inflammation

of the lungs and surrounding membranes; 11 of diphtheria;

17 of cancer; 23 of apoplexy; 27 of typhoid fever; 2 of

scarlet fever, and 6 of small pox.

Foreign—Secretary Hay, for the United States, and

Herbert Bowen, for Venezuela, signed a protocol on the

17th providing for the adjustment of United States

claims against Venezuela by a commission to meet at

Caracas. This commission will consist of two members,

a Venezuelan and an American, to be appointed respect-

ively by Presidents Castro and Roosevelt, and in the event

of disagreement an umpire to be appointed by the Queen

of the Netherlands.

The Times correspondent at St. Petersburg says: "The

belief of the peasantry in the divinity of Father John, of

Kronstadt, is still largely held. Trustworthy newspaper

reports say that 20 peasants, living in Karpovka, in the

Don territory, journeyed 1000 miles to Kronstadt, in or-

der to wor-hip Father John, persisting in maintaining

that he was Christ. They were discovered by the police,

and sent home to be dealt with by the ecclesiastical

authorities."

A novel idea in lighting trains by electricity, says the

Engineering News, is the " Gullott " system, which has

been experimented with successfully on a small scale on

an important road and is now to be applied to an express

train. The motion of the train is used to generate the

electricity by a rotary fan attached to the front end of

the locomotive. No gale of wind is required to cause the

fan to operate ; the ordinary pressure of the train moves

it sufficiently to generate the electrical energy required

to light any train and leaves a large surplus for ventilat-

ing fans and other purposes.

A discovery of oil in the city of Dublin is announced.

It was discovered in the basement of an ordinary house

built on reclaimed bogland, and it is said that a copious

flow has continued since the find was made five weeks ago

Experts attach much importance to the matter.

A dispatch says much indigation prevails in Hong Kong

and Shanghai over evidence that the French traders in

the New Hebrides Islands are forcing the natives into

slavery. A settler at Epi, New Hebrides, writes to friends

at Hong Kong that regular trading in human beings is

being conducted there by Frenchmen. An investigation

shows that the French subjects in New Hebrides are al-

lowed to buy and sell natives for a term of years, though

the same privilege is not accorded to British subjects.

When ill treated these slaves had no redress except to

run away. British residents desire to see the slave trade

prohibited.

The Emperor, of Germany, has lately written a letter

to Admiral Hillman, Councillor of the German Oriental

Society, which sets forth his views in regard to religion,

which are accepted as satisfactory evidences of his

orthodoxy, that for some months past had been some-

what in doubt. This statement of his views has been

made in response to requests of some of his advisers in

order to restore the confidence of the clergy and laity.

After rejecting some of the assertions of " higher

critics" he bears this testimony: "Christ is God, God in

human form. He redeemed us and inspires us, entices us

to follow Him. We feel His fire burning in us. His

sympathy strengthens us. His discontent destroys us.

But, also. His intercession saves us. Conscious of victory,

building solely upon His word, we go through labor, ridi-

cule, sorrow, misery and death, for we have in Him God's

revealed word, and He never

Westtown Boarding School. — Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pri-

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

in regard to business should be foni

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendeni

Address, Westtown P. 0., Cheater

The completion of the 25th year of the pontificate of

Leo XIII was celebrated

great display.

son the 20th inst..

NOTICES.

An appointed Meeting for Worship for the members

and attenders of the various meetings composing Abington

Quarterly Meeting will be held in the Meeting-house at

Germantown, Second-day afternoon. Third Month 2nd,

1903, at 4.30 o'clock.

This meeting is called at the wish of the Sub-Committee

of the Yearly Meeting's Committee now under appoint-

ment to visit Abington Quarter and Subordinate Meetings.

It is hoped that all our members will make an earnest

effort to attend. Samuel Emlen.
Hannah B. Evans,
Alfred C. Garrett.

Germantown, Second Mo. 19, 1903.

Westtown Boarding School.— For convenience of

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will meet

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., and 2.50

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requested.

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents each way.

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West Chester.

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley, Sup't.

Died, Fifth Month 20th, 1902, Eliz^

daughter of John Q. and Mary R. Spencer'

loved member of Coal Creek Monthly and
\

lar Meeting of Friends, Iowa, in the forty!

year of her age.
.Seventh Month 6th, 1902, John Q.Sp

a beloved member of Coal Creek Monthly a

ticular Meeting of Friends, Iowa, in the s

eighth year of his age.
'

'

, First Month nth, 1903, Mary R. Sp

a beloved member and elder ofCoal Creek^

and Particular Meeting of Friends, Iowa.'

seventy-eighth year of her age.

. at her residence in Malvern, Ches' «^

Pa., First Month 17th, 1903, Sarah W. Rc

an esteemed minister of Goshen Monthly f]

of Friends, aged fifty-five years. Although
j

was sudden, she expressed the belief that.

was near, saying: "I feel quiet and pet

And quoted, " Yea, though I walk throe

valley of the shadow of death. I will feari

for thou art with me ; thy rod and thy sfc

comfort me."
, at Quaker Hill, New York, on th

teenth of First Month, 1903, Ruby Osbor^^"
of Richard T. Osborn, aged eighty-two

3

six months ; a beloved member and elder!

long Monthly Meeting. The sixtieth

of their marriage was the twenty-third ofB „;

Month last. " Blessed are the dead whic: "'

the Lord from henceforth ; yea, saith the

that they may rest from their labors

works do follow them." Rev. 14 : I3-

, on the 30th of First Month, 19! _

father's winter residence, in Thomasville, G
Edward R. Strawbridge, son of Justus

Mary L. Strawbridge, in the thirty-eighth ye.

a?e ; a member of Chester Monthly Meetin

The taking away ofthis young man from the

life, including the management of a large fc

house which he had notably conducted on

pies of Christian integrity, was a sudden si

the business community and to many 1

our religious Society in whose welfare he

an increasing interest; setting aside all \
*

concerns regularly to attend the mid-v

ing for worship, and at times known to s.

—

a minister to meetings at long distances »
encouragement and help of gospel service.

To Divine Grace also belongs the credi J

beneficence towards numerous employees, id

deserving causes in the community; as will si

understood by the presentation of the fc w

testimonies from his lips :

To a friend several years ago he rei 'W

"When I am walking through the store on

times feel almost overcome with the lovefj

Heavenly Father." And when laid up( wl

proved to be his death-bed, suft'ering fM

greatlv from oppression, entirely at peace tin

Maker and with a conscience void of ottie,

awaited the outcome with a patience, s« w

and resignation touching and wonderful to ho

Rousing from a period of great prostration e»

heard to say words to this efl^'ect :
"1 thoijt

Lord wanted me to go. If necessary 1 is

and work as hard as ever, but I have m ea

And again, as if m prayer, "Xow, my Savu.n

has always been with me in my business ,»

in my home life, taking me by the hand a is

ingme in the wav I should go" Uhenre-M

said, "Why couldn't I pass away hke ?»

Rhoads? I was so ready I" On asking to e"

daily verse read to him, his verse was rea^'j

"
I the Lord, will hold thv right hand»P,

unto thee, fear not. I will help thee. 1
»

in eftect, "Haven't we proved that, in the "
or two?" When thoua;ht to be passing ^
rallied a little, and among other things niai.™

articulate, repeating a part twice, " Ttious:

throusjh the valley of the shadow of dea.

'

no evil ; thv rod and thy staff they conifo ^an UK\ Lui"-^^

sons.pbintkB.""
at Street K
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ilar-Praying and Mouth-Praying.

A istinguished general of an army was ac-

3t(ied, we are told, to put into daily prac-

e injunction, "Pray without ceasing."

e said that he had so used himself to

ayjiat he would never raise a glass of wa-

tjhis lips without asking God's blessing

thact. "He always closed a letter with

m'T under the seal, and in the military

' \'..i.-; in the habit of offering a petition

' the cadets coming into and going

. L,ii:s presence. The custom, said he,

18 imost as fixed as breathing. Prayer

be with us the linking of our lives to

id mself.

"

Wi: the general'.s honest concern to pray

tbol; ceasing we feel a sympathy, and with

t sentence of the quotation especial

Prayer should indeed be with us

B Ubitual "linking of our lives to God

That attitude of spirit towards

akes our lives a prayer. And where

e Sirit of God and the human spirit are

keoin such communion, one's deeds are

manifest that they are wrought in

one, however, judges that warfare

another general has stigmatized by the

ful name, embodying ail sin) is justi-

ause a general while engaged in it

e habitually uttering expressions of

he might also judge that the slave-

justified because a writer of many

mnsong esteemed in the churches as pre-

ecorded, as we remember once read-

t he used to enjoy most blessed sea-

cj Divine communion in his private de-

at sea while serving as master of a

:p. There are many such anomalies

pner and practice which we prefer to

the Searcher of hearts to reconcile

indidual cases. The judgment of their

consistency with Christ's Spirit is beyond us.

If the utterers of prayers went honestly, as

we could prefer to trust they did, by such

light as they had, God knoweth. But why

were they not receiving clearer light? Doubt-

less eventually this came, and, we could hope,

in mercy more than in judgment.

Leaving individual characters to their .ludge,

it is a popular short-coming in the theory of

prayer, that we are concerned with. Through-

out human literature and society there is much

indiscriminating allusion to prayer, as if say-

ing prayers was praying, and so to pray with-

out ceasing would require the incessant utter-

ing of words.

But when prayer is regarded in that second

aspect, so rightly defined as "the linking of

our lives to God Himself," it may continually

be realized as that uplifted aspiration of spirit

to Him "in whom we live and move and have

our being," which proceeds from and blends

with the inspiration of b's own Holy .'^p'rit and

living grace. For of Him and through Him

and to Him is all acceptable prayer,— in us

the motion of a state of heart which He re-

gards, and himself needs no formula of word.'^

devised for the help of man's intelligence, or

for the relief of man's emotions.

Our question was, why are not devotees to

the frequent utterances intended as prayer,

more heard for their much speaking? Why
are they not receiving clearer light while run-

ning their prayers side by side with anomalies

to Christ's Spirit? Huw responsive are we

ourselves to conversationalists who meet us,

asking many questions, and absent minded to

our answers? The continuous producing and

hearing of our own sounds of voice in prayer,

even at its sincerest, is but a one-sided exer-

cise which leaves a prayer-hearing God out of

hearing. Do we not forget that the effectual,

fervent prayer of the righteous, to avail

much, needs to be ear prayer as earnestly as

mouth-prayer?—that the first command is

"Watch," and then "Pray?" Let us give our

first and foremost attention to his prayers and

entreaties to us in secret, and then shall we

on our part "know what to pray for as we

ought." To watch, then, for the Holy Spirit's

intercession with our spirit, is an integral

part of praying without ceasing; a state of

prayer that is a reciprocal exercise and inter-

course between the Father of spirits and our

own hearts, in which He must take the lead.

He always leads in prayer, if genuine praying

is done. Bring no more vain oblations of ac-

cnrnmodation-prayers, where man requests

man to lead. The Divine prayers to us wit-

nessed in the secret of our hearts,—a sense

and witness ministered through any channel

written or spoken as a felt request of his,

—are the most important part of living and

of every true devotion. How much have we

a right to expect Him to answer us or en-

lighten us if we do all the talking, or with-

out ceasing ask Him for a hearing without

ever giving Him one? In vain are our tele-

phones without an ear at both ends. Does

not this account for some of our slave-trading

and some of our man-killing, or whatever

things done in the dark,— if we take upon

ourselves to be men of prayer without watch-

ing unto and waiting on the inspeaking Word
of God as his prayer to us? "If any man be a

worshipper of God, and doeth his will, him be

heareth."

For Thk Friknd.''

Our Mid-week and Perennial "Lent."

"Indifference to Truth and to Truth's ser-

vice" is the only explanation I can arrive at

in considering the oft-mentioned "neelect of

our mid-week meetings." There is ".'^uch a

cloud of witnesses" to their value as a great

help to the best life, that it is difficult to un-

derstand how any that are truiv in earnest in

heavenly aspirations, can "neglect" opportu-

nities for advancement in "the race set before

them."
Doubtless some who do not regularly attend

these meetings, caw no< because of circumstan-

ces beyond present control;— let not these be

charged with "neglect,"— they may have the

life of God in them and are doing the best

they can. If they are waiting in expectation

of a larger liberty, do not 'judge them before

the time; their case is vastly more huoeful

than those who can attend our week-day meet-

ings if they wanted to, but who do not bec^iuse

rhey care not; and what is this but indiflfer-

ence to Truth and Truth's service? The

hearts of such go where their treasure is, and

thus a breach is made in the body—a harmo-

nious working of all the parts is made difficult,

and our meetings suffer in proportion as the

breach widens.

But why emphasize week-day meetings? Be-

cause of our needs and because the righteous

of every generation have found them especial-

ly helpful in their heavenward journey.

Whence come "the noon-day prayer meet-

ing" and "the morning and evening service"
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observed by others all through the Lenten
season, if they be not to supply a felt need?

Let us have a Lenten season all the year

and praise God for the privilege. There is

not a single reason urged to live holily from
"Ash Wednesday" to "Easter," that does not

apply with equal force to the whole year.

Let the dignity of your calling provoke and

encourage you to be diligent attenders upon

his work and service you are called to, and

let not your concerns in the world, draw you

from observing the time and the seasons ap-

pointed to meet together . . . but when the

time is come, leave your business for the

Lord's work and He will take care your busi-

ness shall not suffer, but will add a blessing

upon it, which will do more for you, than the

time can do that may be saved out of his ser-

vice.

—

Stephen Crisp.

The Faultless Christ.—In looking at

the character of Jesus Christ, one feature

that stands out very prominently is that it is

faultless. The evangelists no where say that

He was faultless, but they never place him
in an attitude in which we can detect a single

flaw in his mental or moral life. We see Him
under a great variety of aspects and in many
different lights, but the picture is alike per-

fect in each. Sometimes He is presented to

us as in orivate, surrounded by those whom He
loved, and who loved Him, and in whose cher-

ished society He could give free scope to the

warmer and tenderer emotions of his soul.

At other times we see Him in public, now at-

tended by wondering crowds, and now ex
posed to the crafty assaults of bitter and
spiteful enemies. At one time He is shown
to us amid circumstances of joy and triumph;

at another, amid scenes of deepest humilia-

tion, the severest agony, and the most fearful

sorrow. We see Him brought into conversa-

tion with people of every class and character

—high, and low, rich and poor, young and
old, learned and ignorant, soldier and priest,

lawyer and rabbi, prince and peasant, Phari-

see and Sadducee, the devotee of the temple,

the student of the schools, the money chang-
ers of the market place, and the abandoned
of the streets. Never was a life in all its

phases more faithfully and fairly laid before

us. And what is the impression left upon the

mind of the reader as to His character. Is

it not this? that there is One who is absolutely

superior to circumstances; One on whose se-

rene and lofty spirit the changes that effect

earthly interests can produce no lasting or in-

jurious impressions; One for whom we think

his friends never had to make an apology, for

whom the impartial critic needs not to ask any
forbearance, and in whom the keenest sighted

of his enemies find no fault; One whom no
passing weakness from within, no cunning
temptation or frowning terror from without,

could divert for a single moment from his ca-

reer of virtue, beneficence and purity; One in

short, who, tried by the loftiest standard of

spiritual excellence, must be pronounced with-

out blemish and without a^ot."—Selected.

If Nature put not forth her power
About the opening of the flower.

Who is it that could live an hour

!

— Tennyson.

Selected.

Ebenezer Slocomb.

Ebenezer Slocomb, who departed this life

in Jamestown, on Conanicut Island, the 14th

of the Second Month, 111^, in the sixty-fourth

year of his age, was born in Portsmouth,

Rhode Island, the 25th day of the First Month,

1652, and had his education among those peo-

ple called Baptists.

Being a man of great stature, and strong

and nimble t'f body, he was given to those re-

creations that were in those davs accounted

civil; but about the twentieth year of his age,

it pleased God to send his faithful servant.

George Fox, into those parts, and he was wil-

ling to go to hear him preach, which he did.

But being in that nature which understood not

the things of the Spirit of God, he came to

this conclusion in his mind, never to hear any
of the Quakers again, boasting in himself that

the Baptists were nearer the rule of the Scrip-

ture than they.

Thus he went on for some time, until God,

who brings down the high, and scatters the

proud in the imaginations of their own hearts,

was thus pleased to manifest himself to him.

He with two more of his company, were pass-

ing by a barn, where there was a meeting, at

which was that eminent gospel minister, John
Burnyeat, of Cumberland, England; and he

being preaching as they were passing by, they

all went to the outside, to hear two or three

words, to talk of as they went on their way.

It so pleased God that at that instant John
Burnyeat was treating of that saying of John
the Baptist, where speaking of Christ, he

said, "He shall baptize you with the Holy
Ghost and with fire;" which Ebenezer did not

remember he had ever read, although he

thought he knew more Scripture than any of

the Quakers. He was willing to lean against

the door-post to hear farther, although his

companions jogged him to be gone. Yet he

stayed, until through the powerful preaching

of the gospel he was reached to the heart,

and made in his own soul to confess, that all

his Scripture knowledge and high notion-; of

water baptism, had left him short of the new
birth, and the baptism of Christ by the one

Spirit into the Church which is his body. Yet
he did not give up in obedience for some time,

until the fire of God began to kindle in his

own soul against the root of the corrupt tree,

and every branch thereof; for he found that

saying of the prophet fulfilled, that "There is

no peace to the wicked."
About this time, being with his newly mar-

ried wife at a merry-making, where they were
pitching the bar, they persuaded him to pitch

with them, but he refused, being sensible the

Lord had appeared to him, to redeem him out

of such vain delights. But they at last set

his wife to work; and she, through much en-

treaty prevailed on him to pitch once. And
although he outdii all the company, to their

rejoicing who set him to work, yet the Lord,

who requires obedience according to the under-

standing given, set his folly and shunning the

cross so powerfully before him, that for a time

he thought the day of his visitation was over.

Yet He who in judgment remembers mercy,
after some time, was graciously pleased to

show him that he might come out of condem-
nation, by obeying the law of the Spirit of life

which now, through Christ, was made mani-

fest in his mortal body, to reprove sin In

flesh; to which he gave up in faithfulnessi

The Lord was near to him, both to comi

him in his exercises, and also to give him s(

wisdom, and a Divine understanding in

mysteries of his kingdom. After a few y
He called him into the work of the minig

in which he approved himself a laborer

needed not to be ashamed; for he rightly

vided -the word of Truth, being sound
trine, and his speech very often minis^

grace to the hearers, and was sealed by

Spirit of God to many of his auditors, to

turning them heme to Christ, the great i

ister and mediator of the new covenant w
God hath made with his people in this la

age of the world. He was also made an o

seer of the church in these parts, by theg
Bishop of souls and Shepherd of the sh

m which he acquitted himself like a true

vant of Christ, being a pattern to the floe

his conversation and Christian humility

also in his apparel and furniture.

He travelled much in the work of the

try for the space of thirty-six years, bof.

the colonies of New England, and also seT

times to Long Island, East and West Je

and Pennsylvania, and in bis latter years

.Maryland about five hundred miles from

habitation; in which travels several were

vinced of the everlasting Truth throughj

ministry; also the convinced were built u

the most holy faith, which gives victory

all the works of the flesh.

He was also very serviceable in meeting

business where he came, that the

of Truth might in all their conversatioi

brought to walk in the same, having an e}

lent gift in the service of tie church.

In ihe latter part of the year 1714, het

elled to Boston. Lynn, SaJem, Hampton,

Dover, taking his leave of Friends, sayinf

never expected to see them again; for be"

a sense that his time in this world was Dpi'

a period; and was also very serviceahMT

preaching the gospel of Christ with po r,

and with an audible voice, and in giving | id

counsel to Friends. When he was ath(3,

he always delighted in the company of Frils

who stood zealous for a godly discipline id

good order in the church of Christ,

Lord hath measurably established

Friends, that so the honest, though

might be preserved, and all disorderly

ers who would not be reclaimed, might be s-

tifi.ed against, as professors who are gone :iB

our holy communion; in which good

this Friend was one of the first rank in t

American parts of the world. As on the'

hand he always accounted the disorderly^

ers, under profession of Truth, his enen H'>

and they often found from him a strok Ip

sound judgment, so on the other hand, he

a tender nursing father to the honest-hea

and young scholars in Christ's school,

ruled not with severity over any, because

were younger than he; but always deligj

to see young men come up in the good c

established amongst his people. Andifaf *::

time they were too zealous to be borne bj

old and loose professors of Truth, be w

commend their zeal, but gently instruct t

to use "wisdom," in which good work

Lord greatly blessed his labor to his peo]

He would also give way very much tot

ipiine la

which^f
1 aiDO^'
igh wB"'-

erly «F'

I&

ib<
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lejy called into the work of the ministry, if

;h< kept to sound words and doctrines, which
inicoording to godliness, ministering from
ihijibility which God giveth. Thus he, with

nun sweetness, continued a faithful elder

in. the sixty-third year of his age, and then

was taken ill, and continued very weak all

;h(ivinter, very often expressing his willing-

16; to submit to the will of God, either in

if or death. He was concerned in the time
ifiis sickness for his children, that they

niiit walk in the way that is strait and nar-

•0^ and leads to eternal bliss; telling them
lelad done his duty in teaching and instruct-

D^hem, as much as in him lay, and letting

;h6 know his earnest desire that they should

tee in the unity of Friends; and that it

iroid prove their utter ruin, if they went
't(f, it. lie would in his sickness very often

ixpiss his desire that Friends might be kept

n ire and unity, and so continued in a Divine

leD! of God's goodness with sweet peace; and
'nrjer said he had done his day's work, hav-

ngjeace with God, and unity with his peo-

)le| And then like a composed Christian,

ehchad fought the good fight of faith, he

oojleave of his family one by one; and after

;onjtime. departed very quietly, and doubt-

e8SJ3 entered into that rest which is prepared

orjie people of God.

i For "The Friend."

I

Motes and Beams.

J:ob Roberts, a deceased elder in the So-

iet; of Friends, was a man of a deep relig-

BU^iXperience. He had the gift of express-

ngiruth in an original manner, sometimes
iVMwith a tinge of humor. I heard him
nc^^ay, "If a man keeps well on the lookout

or Urns he will find they will give him such

, hai tussle, that the conceit will be pretty

mlljaken out, so that when he goes looking

or btes, he will be apt to be quite gentle in

heperation."

Its right at times to reprove our broihpr

or jfault, but if we have been watchful over

ur Ivn sins, we will do it without any of the

piri "I am holier than thou;" and if it is by

Wj! direction, best wisdom will be given to

lakjthe caution effective. This is illustrated

1 tl| case of .Jacob Roberts himself. I heard
ma some forty five years of age say, "When
yo|:g man I had a most ungovernable tem-
er, jat I have been able to bring it in a good
egrp under control, by the Holy Spirit ap-

lyin a reproof I once received from an el-

erNFriend by the name of Jacob lioberts.

aaa to haul milk to the station some twenty
earago where I often met Jacob Roberts,

holvas there on the same errand. One
lorrjig I drove a young horse that scared at

36 coraotive, upset my wagon and spilled

le rlk. I started in to beat the poor beast

1 ar|jnmerciful manner. A lady passing in

cajiage threatened to have me arrested;
lis Inly made me more angry. After the

•ainliassed Jacob said as he patted the ani-
lal, jPoor coltie, did the ugly engine scare
lee^aever mind, as thee gets ulder thee will

arno.take the trying things of life more
ilm|, I hope." 1 have never forgotten the
ssojand whenever I feel my temper rising
ho| myself in check, for invariably the
ndl;face of Jacob Roberts comes before me.
havjthus come in a degree to take the try-

g tjngs of life more calmly myself. P.

A Remarkable Work in Italy.

One of the most notable events in connec-
tion with gospel work in Italy, says the Pres-
byterian, has been its origin in the past few
months in the Vatican itself. A society
named the "Religious Society of St. Jerome,
lor the diffusion of the holy gospels," has
been organized, its express purpose being out-
lined in its title. The name is an appropriate
one, for Jerome was the translator of the
Vulgate Bible, and for that work is still fa-

mous.

In order to accomplish their purpose, the
society is distributing a new translation of the
gospel with the Acts. An edition of one hun-
dred thousand having the imprimatur of the
Vatican press has been prepared, and is being
advertised for sale in the chief Italian centers.

In order to place this edition within the reach
of all, the society has drawn largely upon its

own funds, so the books are selling at two
pence, unbound, and four pence, bound. O.ie

report states that the whole edition has been
sold, and a new one ordered.

The volume contains five hundred and ten
pages and in addition to the sacred books no-
ted above, has a preface, the chapter from
"The Imitation of Christ," entitled "The
.Spirit in Which Holy Scripture Should be
Read," notes designed to clarify any obscure
passages, maps and illustrations depicting
Palestine and Paul's missionary journeys, a
list of quotations from the Old Testament, and
lastly, the names of those who have the publi-

cation for sale.

The translation has been made in the pure
Italian of to-day, and is therefore perfectly

intelligible to the common people. The text
is closely followed, and the thought rendered
with great fidelity. The notes are few but
good, and while, of course, a distinct tone of

Roman Catholicism is sounded occasionally,

this does not often appear. The kindly man-
ner in which the writer of the preface speaks
of the Protestant Bible Society, the members
of which are called "our Protestant brethren
who diff'er from us," is a marked and encour-
aging feature of the work, indicating a great
change of sentiment. Indeed, the issuance
of this new translation is regarded by Italian

Protestants as one of the most cheering
"signs of the times." A writer in 'A Voice
from Italy" says:

"The Council of Trent forbade the reading
of the Scripture in the vulgar tongue without
written permission from spiritual superiors;

but here, the first page of this volume re-

commends that it should be read and pon-
dered daily both by single persons and by fam-
ilies."

But a still more advanced step than a mere
"recommendation" to read this version of the

gospels is taken, and this time by Pope Leo
-XIII himself, who grants an indulgence of

three hundred days to all who shall spend fif-

teen minutes daily in the study of this book.

The words with which the writer of the
preface closes his commendation of the publi-

cation, may well find an answering response
among all classes of Christendom.

"Let the gospel," he says, "become to-

gether with the other Scriptures of God, the
pasture of our souls, and under their sacred

spell these shall indeed be nourished unto
life. As it enters our homes there shall

breathe there a new spirit of purity; the au-
thority of parents and the subjection of chil-

dren shall stand in new strength. The gospel
shall lead in social questions among us, teach-
ing the poor no longer to think themselves
unhappy merely because they have less of
this world's goods than the rich, and the rich

to abound in the neglected duty of a discrimi-

nating charity, where heart and hand shall

work together."

A Pkepaked Sekmon.—The following cir-

cumstance occurred while Thomas Shillitoe

was on a religiuus visit at Geneva, Switzer-

land is given in his journal as follows: "My
mind be'ng thus set at rest about ray pro-

ceeding, I spent part of the day with an inter-

esting family, where I had the company of

several religious young men. The evening I

passed with a pious family, and two interest-

ing young men, who were pastors; one of
whom put the following question to me, "Is it

not possible that a sermon prepared before-

hand, if the person who prepared it and was
to preach it, was sincere in his desire of doing
good, praying earnestly to Almighty (;od to

assist him when writing it, would be profitable

to his hearers?" I replied, "I durst not pro-

nounce the impossibilities of it; but it was
a subject I had at times thought much upon,

and it had uniformly closed thus with me,
that what was ofl'ered in the way thus de-

scribed, at best, could only be compared to

hashed meat, which neither has the same sa-

vory taste, nor does it appear to possess the

same nourishing quality as it would, had it

been set before those who were to partake of

it, when first prepared, or meat that has been
warmed over again." After pausing a while

he feelingly expressed his full assent to the

truth of my reply.

Two Lovable Things.—There are two
things exceedingly lovely in a disciple. The
first is, a brokennesa of spirit in himself for

his own vileness. Though a man be pardoned

for his sin, yet the sight of what he was, the

remembrance of what was blotted out in him
(nay of what is still in him and upon him, fur-

ther than the Lord pleaseth of his own free

goodness to blot it out continually), should

keep him very low in his own eyes; even as

low as if he were still lying under the guilt

and condemnation of it. The second is, a

pity and tenderness of spirit towards sinners.

He who knoweth the bitterness of his own
wound, although he be in part healed himself,

3'et cannot but yearn over those who remain

still exposed to the bitterness of the same
wound. How did Christ pity sinners, even

the most stubborn sinners! "0, Jerusalem,

Jerusalem, etc." The more men lie open to

judgment, doth not afford us the more liberty

of judging them; but the more it should ex-

cite our pity. It no way becomes a con-

demned person newly pardoned, to judge his

fellow-off'enders; but to pity them, and to lie

abased under the sense of his own desert,

which, by the mere mercy of the judge, he

hath lately escaped the danger of.

Isaac Penixgton.

Forasmuch as no man can bear to see him-

self as he is, therefore he should not think it

strange that he cannot see God and live.
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^Science and Industry.

Four car loads of valentines were shipped

from Worcester, Massachusetts, lately to a

wholesale Chicago house. There were one

million three lyindred and sixty-two thousand

valentines in the consignment.

The highest point of latitude reached by

Robert E. Peary, the American explorer, was
eighty-four degrees, seventeen minutes north-

west of Cape Hecla. The most norilierly

poinc thus far reached in the Arctic regions

has been by the Norwegian explorer, Nansen,

who penetrated to a lauiude of eighty-six de-

grees and fourteen minutes.

The two greatest manuscripts in America,

according to the Bookman, are, ihe manuscript

of the Declaration of Independence, which is

in the government arctiives and which has be-

come illegible, and the life of Benjamin

Franklin, written by himseif, the only manu-
script entirely in his own handwriting, which

changed hands and was added to a private col-

lection in Mew York city. The Franklin man-
uscript was discovered in France some years

ago in the possession of the descendants of

M. Le Vaillard, to whom it had been given by

William Temple Franklin, Franklin's grand-

Lemon Juice not a Sure Typhoid Pkeven-
T.\TiVE.—Aluch newspaper prominence having

been given to the statement that lemon juice

will completely destroy typhoid fever germs.

Dr. W. H. Park, bacteriologist of the depart-

ment of health of New York city, has made
several experiments to determine the truth of

the statement. Several microscopic examina-
tions of cultures of typhoid bacilli which have

been subjected to the action of lemon juice

showed that although the acid killed the micro

organisms it required too much acid and too

much time for the chemical action to take

place to render lemon juice as an agent prac-

ticable. Dr. Park's negative opinion in re-

gard to the efficacy of the acid as a typhoid

prophylactic was corroborated, for after the

bacilli had been acted upon by a live per cent,

solution of the acid for thirty minutes, it was
found that all of them had not been destroyed.

Dr. Park, when questioned regarding the ex-

periment said: "My suspicions were con-

firmed by the tests. It is far safer to boil the

water or filter it properly than to trust to

lemon juice to destroy any typhoid bacilli

that may be in it."

Uses of Turpentine.—Turpentine, either

in resinous form or in spirits, has a household
value. A child suffering with the croup or

any throat or lung difficulty will be quickly re-

lieved by inhaling the vapor and having the

chest rubbed until the skin is red, and then

being wrapped about with flannel moistened
with fiery spirits. Afterwards sweet oil will

save the skin from irritation. In the case of

burns and scalds, turpentine has no equal. It

is the best dressing for patent leather: it will

remove paint from artist's clothes and work-
ingmen's garments; it will drive away moths
if a few drops are put into closets and chests;

it will persuade mice to find other quarters if

a little is poured into the mouse holes; one

tablespoonful added to the water in which
linens are boiled will make the goods wonder-
fully white; a few drops will prevent starch

from sticking; mixed with beeswax, it makes
the best floor polish, mixed with sweet oil it

is unrivalled as a polish for fine furniture

—

the latter mixture should be two parts of

sweet oil to one part of turpentine. Some
physicians recommend spirits of turpentine,

applied externally, for lumbago and rheuma-
tism. It is also prescribed for neuralgia of

the face.— Woman's Home Companion.

Reclamation of the high Plains.—The
efforts of the United States Geological Survey

are being directed to the discovery of suffi-

cient water to lead to the reclamation and
habitation of that area of the Great Plains

lying west of the prairies and east of the

Rocky Mountains, commonly known as the

High Plains. The section is admirably suited

to agriculture and grazing except for its in-

adequate water supply, which is so uncertain

that great areas of fertile land lie quite unin-

habited. This is especially true of the re-

gions lying between the river valleys which

cross it at wide intervals. These broad inter-

valley plateaus are practically waterless, but

it has bean discovered that water may be had

from underground sources by wells and wind-

mills, and it has been demonstrated that, while

the region may not be largely reclaimable by

irrigation, it may be successfully used for graz-

ing by creating stock watering points, at com-
paratively close intervals. It will, however,

be difficult, if not impossible, for the grazers

to raise anything besides fodder cane of the

drought-resisting varieties, such as Kaffir

corn. Vegetables and other products will,

for the most part, probably have to be grown
elsewhere. The river valleys, on the other

hand, seem destined to be extensively cultiva-

ted by irrigation, the water for which will be

pumped from the gravels of the river beds,

where an underflow has been known to con-

tinue in the summer season after the rivers

themselves have ceased to run. These areas

will furnish garden produce for the ranches

on the plateau, and in this manner make the

region as a whole habitable, The details of

this investigation, with exhaustive studies of

the nature of the underground waters of the

High Plains, appear in the Twenty-first and
Twenty-second Annual Reports of the United

States (leological Survey, the latter of which
is now in press and will soon be issued.

The Mission of the Sub-Marine.—The
Pritish battleship Agamemnon, which was
built in 1883, was sold to a firm of metal bro-

kers for one hundred thousand dollars. The
cost of constructing this obsolete warship was
two million five hundred thousand dollars.

The government will get four per cent, of its

original investment: the other ninety-six per

cent, is lost.

All the big nations of the world are build-

ing warships, putting the money taken from
taxpayers in investments which have no per-

manent value. The modern battleship repre-

sents an enormous outlay and costs more than

twice as much as the Agamemnon. Such
great progress has been made in naval con-

struction in late years that ships built in the

last decade are now practically out of date.

Furthermore, the submarine torpedo

introduced an element into warfare which
jaf

revolutionize the navies of the world. Ijt
•

should ever realize the expectations of iijn.

ventor there will be little use in the fii.rji,

for the stately warships of to-day. Th Na-

tions which have invested hundreds of mi Im ,

of dollars in floating fortresses will find
p.ir

fleets of no avail against a swarm of su
,

rine torpedo boats. The battleship wi
i

longer be the symbol of power, of irresi:

might. The swift cruiser will be of no
,

except as a commerce destroyer. The
,

little submarine will be the mistress c ii>

sea. It seems a pity to waste money upOffe

construction of vessels which must be se;to,

the junk shop in A few years. Perhaps ajhe,

world grows older it may become wiser, lea

may conclude that it is poor business poli;tfl.

accumulate a large number of warships 'ao

enormous expenditure merely for the pubse

of giving them away as old iron. It m be

that the submarine will Drove a blessiijit

disguise. It may relieve nations whicl^re

not prosperous of the burden of maintaing,

costly naval establishments. It may lei to,

that disarmament which has long beeijthe

dream of all who hate war and love peace' If,

that is to be the mission of the subaiijDe,

nobody who believes that peace is the grt t--

blessing a nation can enjoy will regret th ;;

appearance of the battleship and cruis -

Baltimore Sun.

Our Safety Lamp.—To some of us, in id,

who may have attained to nearly the te!of

years allotted to man by the Psalmis the

teachings of life have brought many d )lii'

sions. And not the least solemn of thil"

sons which it has taught has been, the '

of our faith is an inevitable condition (o,.

mundane existence; that our difticultie:;aij

never be wholly cleared up on this side (the

grave, that our Almighty Creator has dign-

edly surrounded us with a dense veil of sol-

uble enigmas and impenetrable mysteries: hat

we have been placed in a world of some gbt

and much darkness; of some clearnes;3iid

much fog; of some certainties and raaiun-

certainties; of some fixed and many va 'bie

laws; of some harmony and much disco; of

some realities and many dreams; of son ob-

jects distinctly seen, of many wholly whol'un-

seen, of many more seen through a glass irk-

ly; of some things well known, of many I'ngs

wholly unknown, and many more wholl un-

knowable by beings like ourselves whose en-

tal horizon is circumscribed and whosf ac-

culties are limited.

And yet surely we are never left wit! it a

kindly and Divine light bright enough tiead

us in our worst periods of encircling g^vi.

—iU. Monier Williams.

Many a vessel, richly freighted.

Sinks beneath the whelming deep.

For the watcher in the look-out.

Heedless, falls asleep.

Many a life goes out in darkness.

That might shine in endless day.

For the soul, bewitched by folly.

Barters it away. — The 'E.rami '

We attract hearts by the qualities w^i-'

play ; we retain them by the qualities w^
sess.

'"

J
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Bmeer Work of Friends for Liberty,

i
Peace and Social Reform.

leiollowing is the Rockhampton Bulletin's

my of a lecture by Joshua Kowntree:

fB a Rowntree quoted from Fox's Journal

Bf ence to eight subjects greatly affect-

It relation of man to man, in which Fox

tfi ahead of his time; and with regard to

|lur of them ahead of the present time.

rlJof mind and conscience was Fox's tirst

jniisbing principle. Men were beirinning

bout the Divine right of conscience,

man bringing forth the be»t that was

ithout having tirst to think whether

rundy" on this side and Public Opin-

e other would approve of it. Tnere

Iways be a stunted race of men while

ta of that kind prevailed. Fox said

was accountable to the Highest, and

times He should be approached or in

t jinner He should be approached was

a ilitter for interference. Fox held that

A! ighty spoke to man direct in the inner

tflhis conscience, and that nothing should

(Kween. But the laws of that day were

hejther way about. Everybody's religion

me taken through the public office and

II tl) corporate seal upon it. Fox said

it! as a matter of life and death, and he

fail followers were prepared to pay the

,ltji In those days the English law said

th people must have the Governmental

;ioil Fox said they would make a new
an The battle went on for two-and-a-

^ in which time 13,000 followers of

ntined in dungeons in England.
liiT, 400 died there. Many hun-
i'M away as slaves for seven years'

1 le, because they met as some of

:> in iiockhampton met the previous

ix said, "I have never feared death
iffeng in my life," and in some remarka-
rajihat spirit animated his followers.

heiFriends became the ruling power in

isyjinia, happily they held to their views,

no|ersecution was recorded of any per-

JD l.'count of his religion in ihat State.

m iirteis had said that the Society of

mis ad put down slavery, which was say-

much. The Society did its best.

hoped that the Society was on
[lit down war.

jor. Fox looked at the sanctity of hu-
lifijs contrasted with the rights of prop-

he first time P'ox was in prison he
1 1 re a respectable young woman who
un(r sentence of death for one of the
huijred offences under the English law
h lire visited with the death penalty,

to'hed him to the quick, and he en-

5re to get the young woman reprieved,

idaletitioned parliament that human life

'd I longer be placed in jeopardy for the
of

'
attels. They were one hundred years

i qtheir time in that, for it was early
e kjt century that the death penalty was
she] for crimes against property,
or^ Fox agitated against war. Being a
of I'wer and individuality, he was asked
wed join Cromwell s army as a captain.
'asjhen in Nottingham Gaol, and he was
)d h release if he would join. He said,

k Ju may put me in gaol. I have a
trt will not allow me to cut men's

throats and shoot them down. This was no
mere fanaticism on the part of Fox. It was
a carefully thought-out problem of the higher
life. Some people thought it was a condition

of perfection. They would say with George
Eliot—

" Loving all men clearly is deferred
Till all men love each other."

That was a pleasant way of putting it, and
imposed no obligation upon anyone; but that

was not Fox's way. The Treaty with the In-

dians made by Friends, as had been said, was
the only treaty made between different peo-

ples without an oath and the only treaty that

was never broken. Penn established a sys-

tem by which six of the Indians and six of

the Friends heard all questions in difference,

and the decision was accepted on both sides.

In the sixty or seventy years that Friends

were the ruling power in Pennsylvania no
lives were lost among the whites at the hand
of the Indians.

Penn and another prepared, independently

of each other, elaborate schemes for a high

court of justice for the Powers of Europe. In

very recent days a scheme of the sort had
been adopted in the Plague Arbitration Court,

which had already settled one dispute.

George Fox and his people held that there

should be only one standard of truth—a man's

word; in which also the lecturer thought they

were ahead of the present day, bearing in

mind the manner in which the oath was taken

in the law courts.

Another view seldom credited to Fox was
that he held very strongly that labor should

always have its equitable reward. In those

days the magistrates used to sit on the scale

of wages, and as there were no labor magis-

trates, there was a fine freedom for one side,

and the other had to be thankful. Fox went
to the courts and told the justices that they

were responsible to a higher Judge. No doubt

he must have given a great deal of trouble to

some of the magistrates. Friends appealed

to Parliament to set up in every market town
in the country, labor intelligence offices, for

the registration of men who wanted employ-

ment and employers who wanted men. We
are now just beginning to do something like

that in England.

Friends worked for the establishment of

work-houses, and two most elaborate schemes
were sketched out. George Fox also gave a

position to women, in which he was very

daring, and had some trouble even with his

own followers, because he let women take

part in the work of the Church. He further

altered the form of the marriage regulations,

so that the woman no longer promised to

obey. Fox was interested in education, and

impressed upon Friends that they should teach

their children "all things civil and useful in

creation." To most of the schoolmasters

such a proclamation by the Government would

hardly l3e acceptable; but it showed the broad-

ness of Fox's character.

"It seems to me," said J. Rowntree, in

conclusion, "that the churches must have

grievously curtailed the extent of their re-

sponsibilities. A sentence of Froude comes to

my mind where he says, 'In the Middle Ages
they painted the ceilings of their churches to

imitate and shut out the sky.' I am afraid

there has been a good deal of that. We

want to get at the sky itself, and at the

source of light, and life, and love; and if we
can do that, the fruit coming therefrom will

spread more light and more love even in our

generation amongst our fellow-men."

A Trumpet With No Uncertain Sound.

The following from the pen of Edward
Alexander of Limerick, Ireland, was found
amongst his papers after his decease, and, as

it appeared to be intended for circulation, was
published in tne thirty-ninth volume of The
Fkiend, ISG.5; what further publicity than

this was ever given to it, the writer is not

aware; so full and clear a vindication of our

high and holy profession, as being entirely in

accord with the Truth as it is in Jesus Christ

our Saviour, is seldom met with in this our
day of continued degeneracy and compromise.
Then would it not be in a measure placing the
" candle on the candlestick," again to give it

a place on the pages of TiiK FuiEXD? so it ap-

pears to the writer. I). H.
Coal Creick, Iowa, .Second Month 13, 1903.

After a night of apostacy, it pleased the

Lord to raise up our Society, in order that the

Light, the life of men, might again shine

forth. Our pious predecessors, feeling the

power and efificacy of the Light of Christ in

their souls, quickening them from their for-

mer state of death in trespasses and sins, and

leading them from the form of godliness into

its power, preached Christ the Light of life;

but the world rejected their testimony: never-

theless their bow abode in strength, and the

arms of their hands were made strong by the

mighty God of Jacob;— in all their affliction

He was afflicted, and the angel of his presence

saved them, even from the midst of their per-

secutions, and deep sufferings; so they w-ere

experimental witnesses, that God gave them
victory, through Christ their light and life.

The light or Spirit of Christ always was the

enemy's point of attack, because it is that by

which his kingdom is to be destroyed; there-

fore his power has been exerted, from age to

age, to divert the mind of man therefrom, and

turn it to anything rather than to live with,

and walk in the Spirit. Hence it is that we
have so many covered with the form of godli-

ness without the power. Deep sorrow and

exercise cover my mind, on account of this

state among us. Ought not the Scripture

declaration to be deeply engraved even on

each of our hearts,—one is "your Ma.ster

even Christ, and all ye are brethren?"

It has appeared to me that the enemy of

the Church of Christ is endeavoring to scatter

the sheep, and to overthrow the faith once de-

livered to the saints in three ways, viz:—to

lessen our estimation of the doctrine of the

light of Christ; to set the Scriptures above

the Spirit by which they were given forth, and

to lower the standard of perfection. Now it

is matter of heartfelt sorrow that any, who
were once enlightened, had tasted of the

heavenly gift and were made partakers of the

Holy Ghost, should fall away. An awful pause

covers the mind, whilst "the query arises.

What is the cause? I believe it to be this:

—the eye was not kept where the wise man's

ought to be, in the head, Christ; it looked

out, and so in such as these it becomes dark-
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ness. Notwithstanding this grievous depart-

ure from the light, there 's abundant consola-

tion for the humble, self denying follower of

our Holy Redeemer to "trust in the name of

the Lord and stay upon his God." Whilst

these endeavor to abide under the cross, they

will be made livingly sensible that, "in Him
(.Christ Jesus) was life, and the life was the

light of men." "This is the true light which
lighteth every man that ccmeth into the

world," in which men must believe, and unto
which they must be obedient, because it is

their spiritual life; and those who reverence
its appearance, and are willing to be led by

it, the life that they live in the flesh, they live

by faith in the Son of God who loved them,
and gave himself for them. And thus believ-

ing in his inward, spiritual appearance does
not in the least lessen or depreciate the value

of the redeeming fact of universal love, the

propiatory sacritice of the dear Son of God,
without the gates of Jerusalem, and his there

bearing our sins, in his own body on the tree.

On the contrary it greatly enhances the value

thereof, and so the children of the light can-

not but render unto God, the Father, the tri-

bute of adoration and praise, that He hath
been pleased thus to open the way for our
reconciliation, through our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. Now where Christ dwells in the

heart by faith, there is a more ample confes-

sion hereof than any outward or literal confes-

sion can be; and truly this is the way in which
He is to be confessed, "That the life also of

Jesus might be made manifest in our mortal
flesh." "if any man have not the Spirit of

Christ, he is none of his;" thus He manifests
Himself by his Holy Spirit. This is the point

to which all who believe to the saving of the
soul must be directed; for let us believe ever
so fully of the outward coming, sufl:ering and
death of our Saviour, on the cross, without
the gates of Jerusalem, and also in the won-
derful work done by Him, while in that pre-

pared body, yet if we believe not in Him, as
Immanuel working in us, by his Holy Spirit,

to will and to do of his own good pleasure, we
do not believe to the saving of the soul."

As a religious body did God call us, out of

darkness, out of gross and superstitious wor-
ship, into his marvelous light, and now it is at

our very life that Satan is striking the inward
revelation of the Lord Jesus, the true light,

borne testimony to by many faithful martyrs,
and preached again with power by our enlight-

ened predecessors; and it is from among our-

selves that the [enemy] is trying to take and
make instruments to suit his purposes. The
rock on which the Church is built, is Christ;

and the revelation of Him to the soul is indis-

pensable to every member of his body; "now
ye are the body of Christ, and members in

particular." If this revelation be not made
to the soul, there can be no saving knowledge
of God and of Christ; and this revelation can
never come through any outward medium; flesh

and blood do not reveal Christ unto the soul.

The revelation of the Son of the living God,
made to Peter, was not made through the
blessed record which f^-Jod has pleased, out-

wardly to give us in the Holy Scriptures.

The Father revealed the Son, without any in-

termediate agent, thus establishing that Scrip-

ture "no man knoweth who the Son is but
the Father, and who the Father is but the

Son, and to whom the Son will reveal Him."
"There is a path which no fowl knoweth,

which the vulture's eye hath not seen;" the

King's highway to holiness; it is so contrary

to flesh and blood, to the highly cultivated

natural understanding, and to that which is

on the wing, exploring the depths of science,

that few there be that find it. (n it through

much tribulation and suffering, did our prede-

cessors pursue their holy bourse, and [now]
when so many things present in the garb of

religion, to divert from it, we should be cau-

tious of being drawn aside from the simplicity

of the Truth as it is in Jesus. In the endeavor

to set the Scriptures above the Spirit, by

which they were given forth, -the query put by

our blessed Lord, seems pertinent: "Whether
is greater, the gold or the temple that sancti-

iieth the gold?" That which sanctifies our

bodies, and enables us to glorify God in them,

is greater than our bodies; and that which
sanctifieth the Holy Scriptures unto us is

greater than the Scriptures; and that which
opens them to the understanding is greater

than they are. The Word which was in the

beginning with God, and was God, gives life

and gives it abundantly. This Word was be-

fore the Holy Scriptures were, and shall be,

when the volume of the book shall be no more,

in which was foretold the power and coming
of the Word made flesh. The Holy Scriptures

are a blessed testimony bearing witness to the

Word, which was in the beginning with God
and was God; so thev direct to the fountain

from which they emanate. And this is the

testimony of Him whose name is called "The
Word of God," concerning the Holy Scrip-

tures. "They are they which testify of me."
However we may find ourselves, compassed
with infirmity, and manifold temptations, we
must not dare to lower the standard of perfec-

tion, that mark for the prize of the high call-

ing of God, that standard set up by our Sav-

iour,
—"Be ye perfect." "Grace and Truth

came by Jesus Christ." He was and is mani-

fest to keep us from temptation, to deliver us

from evil, and "to destroy the works of the

devil."

The law made nothing perfect; but we are

saved by hope of that which we see not,

under the power and influence of the Spirit of

life in Him, by whom grace and Truth comes;
who by the law of the Spirit of life in himself,

sets free from the law of sin and death. "Ye
are complete in Him." There is no imperfec-

tion in Him. After the fall of man, the world

took possession of his heart, his affections be-

came alienated from God, and the things of

this world entered in, and took up their abode

there; thus he lost the dominion which God
has given him over the earth, and also the

power by which he should have been able to

subdue it, and so those things, which God
commanded him to have dominion over, came
to have the ascendancy, and to bear rule over

him. Thus we died in Adam, and this is the

state in which every unregenerate man is at

this dav; and he or she who is not sensible

that this is or has been their state have not

yet right thoughts respecting themselves;

never knew that they died in Adam. This is

a woful state. In order to redeem us there-

fore, Christ, the Son, and sent of the Father,

came. .According as we submit to the power
of Christ, He leads an to perfection, and dur-

ing the course of his operations He s;

ye perfect." So through his power ,

vance toward it, and when coni]ilete

subjection are made perfect.

"The carnal mind is enmity agai

for it is not subject to the law of God,
,;

indeed, can be." Here is a lively de;

:

of the distinction between the can .1

which neither is, nor can be subject tcjen

of God, and the spiritual, which can-!,

n

is subject thereto. "To be carnally
ijnj

is death, but to be spiritually mindeljS

and peace."
Christ is the author of eternal salvau

to all them that obey Him, and this
jjej

must be through the power of his Holjfjd

Great is the mystery of godliness, jti

of the unregenerate hath not seen, '8 4

heard, nor can his heart conceive thesnij)

Some who have got high in the n.»)ii

them, must come down, even to the 'lot

the cross, if ever they become expMt
witnesses of them.

Although there does at this time I'vai

spirit in many, which being exalted ahel

Truth, looks with a supercilious eye uCm
a declaration, as that our Society wa 'aii

up after a night of apostacy, yet I 'j
1

only not at all afraid, but I believe it

'

duty to declare that it did please

causeth the day-spring to know his
[

who turneth the shadow of death

morning, the "Lord of Hosts is

raise u^ up as a people; and if notwiji

ing this glorious purpose concerning 1

may be many among us who have

first love, are neither cold nor hot, h;,iO

a name to live and are dead, it alters jt

foundation, it touches not those wh sti

upon it, for it has still this seal, "t L

knoweth them that are his." "In tl

afl^liotion He was afflicted, and the a'd

his presence saved them." Hispromiibe

immutable, "Lo, lam with you alwa'tl

are witnesses that it is even so and ttt

revelation of the spiritual appearand if

Lord Jesus Christ is the very Truth G

the Father, who hath sealed Him. Th fr

generation to generation the poor, th laii

can recognize the spiritual manifestion

Christ, the Child born, and the Son fei

they can glory in having the govern ;Dt

his shoulders, and are at times favoreog

witness of his resurrection, and to pr'e;

adore his great and glorious Nam e.

The Mustarp Tkee.—Prof. Hacke at

long and doubtful search, found on tfcola

of Akka, on the way to Carmel. a littl.'oi'

of mustard-trees, which he thus inter;iii|

describes: "It was then in blosso f

grown, in some cases six, seven, and tsfi

high, with a stem or trunk an inch or jre

thickness, throwing out branches o,(i^

side. I was not satisfied in part. I<'1

such a plant might well be called a tr J(

in comparison with the seed produc;i^

great tree. But still the branches, istil

of the branches, were not very large,'.'

parently, very strong. Can the bird I si

to myself, rest upon them? Are thej'tl

slight and flexible? Will they not oi

break beneath the superadded weig'

that very instant, as I stood and revo^d'

thought, lo! one of the fowls of «"

stopped in its flight through the air, d

'
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d one of its branches, which hardly

d pneath the shock, and then began,

lec.here before my eyes, to warble forth

liiiof the richest music. All my doubts

charmed away. I was delighted at

snt. It seemed to me at the moment
[ (joyed enough to repay me for all the

f the whole journey."

terns Concerning the Society.

it .several months ago reported, but do
.m ihcr to have noted it in these columns,

'led of it by the last number of the

. with additions, as follows : that
I and Hannah E. Bean, " with others

•pped'as members of Iowa Yearly
years ago, have been received by
Meeting in New Hampshire, where
were born. We are thankful that

' iince more technically members of

A hich they have always been in

,'' Ntteri'n which this news is announced
ueijOns that steps are being taken to rein-

Jol and Hannah E. Bean in the position of

inisters."

.— If ever a religious body had rea-

ajeparate existence it is the Friends. It is

that many of the positions taken to-

ing religious men of other denominations
mparatively slight differences the same
>ld by Friends for two centuries, but

said and done we believe there is not

but need, for a people, wtio practically

at no rite or ceremony has permanent
! Christian church, that every man and
any right occupation may equally be

e public ministry, that the gifts of the

Jing prophecy are still given, that the

working on all hearts everywhere,
hole of life is holy, and that Christian

I means the actual living in love with
hether as between employer and em-
between citizen and citizen, or as be-

>n and nation, and that there is to be

:d of truthfulness for all men and that
1 " " yea " and " nay " " nay " of the

t Funds by any means fully realize all this

noBlaim, but it is in their inheritance, and
mo is in it also. It is well worth hearty
;o what we can to come into the fulness
I inlritance, which men need to have shown
ra. ifo work for this is not sectarianism,
ep ^d broad-minded Christian duty. We are

>' and spread these truths, and mould
5 to them, thankful if they come and
s, and help us ; but thankful also, if

ched and blessed, whether they come to

d thankful also for the help that others
) us, and wishing God's blessing on all

Lord.— The Interchange.

informed that our friend Esther
approved minister in the Society of

3, uler a religious concern for gospel ser-
i thHouse of Representatives at Washing-
ply g last week for such an opportunity,
feril to the Speaker, who answered that it

pre dented for a woman to appear on the
I House with liberty to address its

id that he must deny the permission
Feeling thus released as having done
uld, she departed from the capitol in a

f r(ef, with a peaceful heart.

recall the memorable visit paid by an-
ministers from England, Geo. Withy,

ublic meeting was allowed in the house
resttatives in the year 1822. Friends

145 gives the substance of Thomas
junt of the scene as follows :

jing at the door of the House of Repre-

p arge a crowd had assembled, that

way had to be made through it for them to reach
the .seats it was intended they should occupy.

"After sitting some time in silence, George
Withy arose with the te.xt : 'For ye see your
calling, brethren : how that not many wise men
after the Hesh, not many mighty, not many noble
are called : But God hath chosen the foolish things
of the world to confound the wise ; and God hath
chosen the weak things of the world to confound
the things which are mighty : and base things of

the world, and things which are despised, hath
God chosen, yea, and things which are not, to bring
to naught things that are ; that no flesh should
glory in his presence.' Upon this he enlarged in a
remarkable manner, the audience being much im-

pressed and affected. Old men with white hair,

and women dressed as dowagers, were equally

broken under his baptizing ministry, the tears

streaming down their faces, so that, to use the lan-

guage of Thomas Evans: The floor was literally

strewed with tears, and it was one of the most re-

markable meetings I had ever attended.'
" After the meeting the people crowded up to

speak to G. W., expressing their satisfaction and
approval of the sentiments delivered. As he was
descending the steps of the Capitol, a Presbyterian
minister embraced him, saying : 'My dear brother,

you have preached the gospel this day !'

"

I.NJUSTiCE Done to .\ Member.— Some months
ago there was printed in the First-day edition of

a Philadelphia newspaper a lengthy article, quite

sensational in its character, and accompanied by
numerous illustrations, in wliich a valued and be-

loved Friend of Woodstown, N. .J., was brought
prominently into view, and motives altogether for-

eign to her nature attributed to her. It is much
to be regretted that so respectable a journal should
have allowed an article, personal in its character,
and containing so many inaccuracies, to be pub-
lished in its columns. It has been copied, in a more
or less abridged form, by many newspapers in dif-

ferent parts of the United States, thus bringing
into publicity, and placing in a false position a most
worthy and unobtrusive vt'oman.

As the article, much condensed, has been given
still wider circulation by being published in No.
31 of the present volume of The Friend, it seems
proper that the facts in the case should be given.

Priscilla M. Lippincott, the Friend referred to, was
for many years connected with a leading retail dry
goods store in Philadelphia, largely patronized by
Friends, which caused lier to be widely known by
members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. About
thirty years ago, not fifty, as stated in the article,

she retired from business, and came to Woodstown
and made her home with a brother. There were
then sixteen members of the Society at that place,

but about that time, or in 1871 the mid-week
meetings were discontinued with the sanction of
Salem Monthly and Quarterly Meetings, and what
is known as an indulged meeting has been regularly
held there on First-days ever since. Thougli death
and removal have diminished the number above
stated, there are yet five members of the Society
living in and near the borough of Woodstown; and
our friend P. M. L. does not remember being the
"solitary worshipper" on more than two or three
occasions : and for the last few months, during
which the infirmities of age and disease have pre-

vented her attendance, the meeting has been regu-
larly kept up. A janitor takes care of the house,

as is done at other places of worship, so that the
" big brass key," if there is one, need not be used
by the attenders of the meeting. The greatest in-

justice has been done our Friend by assuming that
her primary object in so punctually attending this

place of worship, is to prevent the loss to the So-

ciety of the house and lot in case the meetings
should be discontinued. It is quite possible that
the property may, by a provision in the deed, re-

vert to the family from whence it came, in case it

should no longer be needed for the purpose of

public worship, but no one who knows Priscilla M.

Lippincott would for a moment attribute to her
such an unworthy motive. A sincere and humble
Christian, she believes the regular attendance of
our meetings one of her religious duties, and one
which she has not only faithfully performed her-

self, but a duty which by exhortation and the ex-
tension of pecuniary aid, when necessary, has often
induced others to fulfil.

JO.SIAH WlSTAR.

Notes from Others.

The German Government has decided to readmit
the .Jesuits, who since 1872, have been excluded
from Germany.

According to the official Catholic Directory for

1903 there are over 11,000.000 American Catholics
in the United States.

It is said that eight of the olive trees in the
historical garden of olives, in Jerusalem, are known
to be over one thousand years old.

An observer says the Mormon "priesthood" is

probably the most ecclesiastical system ever set in

operation, not excepting .Jesuitry.

The Methodist Churches are meeting the rapid
rise in cost of living, by a generous increase in

salaries for their ministers.

Second Month 20th was the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of the election of Pope Leo XIII., who in

a few days will reach his ninety-third year.

The Univcrsalist Leader says: "The Church of

the future is builded not of books and theories,

but of lives, and we are building or destroying it

to-day in Sunday schools."

The New York Observer believes that while the
men who were illustrious as masters of pulpit and
platform a few years ago have all passed away,
"the truth is more effectively proclaimed than it

ever has been since the world began."

Professor Hilprecht's last excavations at Nippur
brought to light a number of rooms in which were
found hundreds of school books and students' exer-

cises, which proved the existence of a school or

college at Nippur in the days of Abraham.

The gospel boat that was built a few years ago
for Robert W. McSel and his wife, that the gospel
might be carried to the towns and cities situated

upon the twenty-thousand mile water-way formed
by the rivers and canals of France, has been so

successful in its mission that a second boat has
been put into service. An automobile is to be con-

structed also to carry the missionaries where the

boats and railroads do not reach.

Man.ana.
My friends, have you heard of the town of Yawn,
On the banks of the River Slow,

Where blooms the Waitawhile flower fair.

Where the Sometimeorother scents the air,

And the soft Goeasys grow?
It lies in the valley of Whatstheuse,
In the province of Letherslide;

That tired feeling is native there.

It's the home of the listless Idontcare,

Where the Putitoflfs abide.

The Putitoffs' smile when asked to invest,

And say they will do it to-morrow;

And so they delay from day unto day,

.Till death cycles up and steals them away.
And their families beg, steal or borrow.—Popular Mechanics.

President Rush Rhees of Rochester University

said at the Religious Education Convention, held

in Chicago that the religion of to-day is not to be
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the religion of a book, but Christianity is a re-

ligion with a book which discloses the springs for

the development of knowledge of God, duty, destiny.

Annis Ford Eastman of Elmira, lately pastor of

Park Church of that city, gave an address at the

Brooklyn Congregational Club recently which was
the feature of the evening. The universal verdict

was ' that, given all public women to be as she is,

the question of a woman's equal claim to the pulpit

with men to preach the gospel, was forever settled.*

Alice Price Logan says that American rule has

wrought great changes in the island Guam for the

betterment of the natives ; but the utter shame-
lessness and undisguised sin, as seen in the lives of

some of the white inhabitants, has a mighty and
far-reaching influence for evil. However, the na-

tives are beginning to feel the power of Christi-

anity. It is difficult for them to realize that all

who are not Catholics must not necessarily be

Protestants, and that a man may be a Protestant

and still b'e a very imperfect Christian. For gen-

erations they have known only a religion of form,

and the idea of heart-service is wholly new. We
thank God for the few Christian young men among
the Americans, who, by their consistent lives,

help us in the struggle to lift these people from
the blindness of their superstitions to a higher

plane of Christian thought and morality. The
priests, in their violent condemnation of the Protest-

ants, have informed the Chamorros that there are

no sacraments in the Protestant Church. The
burial of Francesca Garrido, quietly performed in

a spirit of loving sympathy, and, of course, free

of charge, revealed to the natives the aim of the

Protestant missionary, in sharp contrast to the

grasping, mercenary oppression of the priests.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— In a recent message to Congress urg-

ing the passage of legislation to reduce the tariff duties

on merchandise passing between the United States and
the Philippine Islands, President Roosevelt thus refers to

the condition of these islands : "As Congress knows, a

series of calamities has befallen the Philippine people.

Just as they were emerging from nearly six years of de-

vastating warfare, with the accompanying destruction of

property and the breaking up of the bonds of social or-

der and the habits of peaceful industry there occurred an
epidemic of rinderpest which destroyed 90 per cent, of

the caraboos, the Filipino cattle, leaving the people with-

out draught animals to till the lands or to aid in the or-

dinary work of farm and village life. At the same time

a peculiar Oriental horse disease became epidemic, fur-

ther crippling transportation. The rice crop, already re-

duced by various causes to but a fourth of its ordinary

size, has been damaged by locusts, ."o that the price of

rice has nearly doubled. Under these circumstances
there is imminent danger of famine in the islands."

President Roosevelt has lately written a letter defining

his position in regard to appointing colored men to Fed-
eral positions in the South, in which he says : "I cer-

tainly cannot treat mere color as a bar to holding office

any more than I could so treat creed or birthplace—al-

ways providing that in other respects the applicant or

incumbent is a worthy and well behaved American citi-

zen. Just as little will I treat it as conferring a right to

hold office. I may add that the proportion of colored

men among the new appointees is only about one in a

hundred. I am concerned at the attitude taken by so

many of the Southern people ; but I am not in the least

angry ; and still less will this attitude have the effect of

making me swerve one hairs-breadth to one side or the

other from the course I have marked out—the course I

have consistently followed in the past and shall consist-

ently follow in the future."

Andrew Carnegie, it is stated, has decided to give

$100,000 to the Western Reserve University to establish

a school for the training of librarians.

The International Wireless Telegraph Co., with a nom-
inal capital of $7,500,000, has applied for incorporation

in New Jersey.

.4n earthquake shock was felt in Lyman county, South
Dakota, on the 25th ult., which lasted several minutes.

It IS stated that the grand total of immigration into

the United States during the six months that ended with
Twelfth Month, 31, 1P02, was 323,641. This is nearly

100,000 more than came in during the corresponding six

months of the preceding year. Italy, including Sicily

and Sardinia, sent 77,845 persons. From Austria-Hun-
gary came 73,275 ; from Russia, 57,189. Sweden and
Germany contributed nearly 20,000 each, while England
and Japan each sent about 10,000.

A jury in Kansas City has lately returned a verdict in

favor of the heirs of Silas Armstrong, an Indian, for the

recovery of certain lands along the Missouri River valued

at $1,000,000. The tract of land contains eighty-five

acres and originally belonged to Silas Armstrong, a

Wyandotte Indian, and was an island from 1860 to 1891.

Great floods from rains and melting snow have occurred
in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys. On the 1st inst. the

latter river was 10 miles wide opposite Memphis, Tenn.
A decision has recently been delivered by the United

States Supreme Court that the lands of Indians who have
received their allotments are not subject to taxation, nor
the permanent improvements upon them, nor the per-

sonal property used for the cultivation of these lands.

It is stated that citizens of the United ttates now
have investments in Mexico aggregating more than

$500,000,000. •

A jury in the United States Court, at Trenton, awarded
$500 damages to Henry T. Johnson, of Camden, a negro,

who sued the Pullman Car Company because he was re-

fused service in a dining car.

A decision has lately been rendered by the United

States Supreme Court that, lottery tickets are subjects of

traffic, and that Congress has power to prohibit the car-

rying of such tickets from State to State, and that the

anti lottery law is constitutional. The decision was ren-

dered by a majority of one.

Funds to enable Yale University to collect phonographic

records of American voices, especially those of the dis-

appearing tribes of American Indians, have been granted

by the Carnegie Institute.

A despatch from Utica, N. Y., says a Holstein Friesian

cow has lately yielded during thirty days 2754.6 pounds

of milk, producing 123 pounds SJ ounces of butter. The
world's officiil record heretofore has been 112 pounds.

A physician in Williamsport claims to have successfully

prevented hydrophobia by injecting formalin into the

veins of a patient suffering from the bite of a mad dog.

There were 639 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 57 more than the pre-

vious week and 47 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 370 were males and 269 fe-

males. 69 died of consumption of the lungs ; 114 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 12

of diphtheria ; 8 of cancer ; 22 of apoplexy ; 22 of

typhoid fever ; 4 of scarlet fever, and 1 of small pox.

Foreign. — The importation of arms into China from
European countries and from the United States has been

the subject of representations to the State Department
at Washington by the Russian Ambassador, in the hope

that the United States will co-operate with the other

Powers to stop the illegal importation of arms, which has

reached an alarming stage of activity.

A despatch of the 24th ult. says H. Bowen, the Ven-
ezuelan plenipotentiary, has proposed to the allied Powers
that the Czar of Russia be asked to name the three ar-

bitrators who, as The Hague tribunal, shall decide the

question of preferential treatment. The suggestion has

been approved by the State Department at Washington.

A despatch from London of the 28th ult says : In spite

of the efforts of several of the great Powers to avert

hostilities in Macedonia and other Balkan States, the situa-

tion is growing more acute every day. The chief source

of danger is the ungovernable character of the Albanians,

who have an appetite for bloodshed, an overpowering re-

pugnance to foreigners, and a religious fanaticism tosvards

those whom they regard as enemies to the faith of Mo-
hammed.
The great volcano of Popocatapetl, with its immense

sulphur deposits, is reported to have been sold by its

owner to an American syndicate. The price is said to

have been $5,000,000. It is further reported that the

new owners intend to build a cog-wheel railway up the

mountain, and operate the sulphur deposits on a large

scale. Sulphur has been regularly worked from the

crater for many years. The work is performed by a

number of Indians, who have their huts at the foot of the

cone, at an altitude of 12.000 feet.

A system of wireless telegraphy, it is announced, has

been established between the islands of Martinique and
Guadaloupe, as the only method now possible of sending
telegraphic messages between them.
A despatch from London of the 26th ult., says : Con-

ferences between the consulting engineers of all the rail-

roads of Great Britain are being held with the object of

deciding on a uniform scheme for electric equipment,

whereby the rolling stock and electric motors of the

various companies may travel interchangeably on all the

lines. All the trunk companies practically have decided

to use electric motors, and the suburban lii

awaiting an agreement on the subject of ur

A recent despatch says : The creation of

'

ment of Commerce in the United States ha'
great interest in other countries, and espec
mother country, where active but friendly ri

world's markets is a subject of much attent '

appointment of a Minister of Commerce for ':

Kingdom is being urged.

The Taff Vale Railroad case against the A: _

Society of Railway Servants has been ended a
:

have been awarded against the union in fa

company at $115,000. This decision of the En
declares that trade unions are responsible

,

their acts. All picketing, intimidation or mol
.

suiting in actual damages to the companies
;

to the penalties of the law.
,

The standing timber of Canada is said to e( |1 U)|
the entire continent of Europe, and is nearly Ulell

of the United States.
J

The Governor of Guam states that recenimlp
longed earthquakes in that island have raised ilevdi

inches. '

On the 21st ult. the volcano of Colima, MebwM
violent eruption for some hours. Further accjusil
that the people are fleeing from the stricken ^iot,

their terror is intensified by the severe earth emklj

which have taken place at frequent interval fince

eruption began. Many buildings at Tuxpan Idij

city of Colima have been destroyed. Towijuorc
motely situated have also suffered severe damf.

Sharp earthquake shocks were felt in Spain '2otl

The Czar has personally intervened in beijf of

famine stricken Finns, and has ordered tha|xt«i

relief works be started without delay. It 'bci!.

that the proposed relief works will employ t 'it:

of the able bodied, and that, consequently, thi -

committees responsibilities will be lightened,

cessities of the people will be satisfied with'! .

aid, which the Finns gratefully accepted, alt ligb

have never solicited it.

Cotton cultivation in West Africa is encour.-jdbj

cotton spinners in Lancashire, England. Fn|eri'

shipments of American cotton seed have been Wu
Governors of West African colonies. Tbfe
Commissioner is showing great interest in cottcgron

Out of 1000 deaths in Germany of persons tV--

ages of 15 and 60, 316 die of tuberculosis aloi F

under 15 and over 60 are seldom affected. Tt

;

of the whole population averaged 242 per 100 :

The conditions in Germany are shown to be I >

in France, Austria and Ru^isia, but worse than .-^

land, Belgium. Denmark, Norway and, especiall i :

The Health Office has found that consumptioa i

treated in special hospitals, in which German i

accommodation for 30,000 patients. The st: t

1896 to 1901 showed that, on the average, i •

cases treated, 87.7 were dismissed as cured or iii

8 8 as no better; 3.1 as worse, and that 0.4 d:.

NOTICES.
I

Westtown B0.4RDING SCHOOL. — For con- it-

persons coming to Westtown School, the stag i

:'

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. >ir

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when i|'i

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 centBfb'

To reach the school by telegraph, wire We;,Cb9

Phone 114x. Edward G. SMEDU:Sup'i

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicati for

admission of pupils to the school, and letteri'i reg

to instruction and discipline should be addressjto

WM. F. WlCKERSHAM,lici|H

Payments on account of board and tuitiot|nii t'

in regard to business should be feiarta

Edward G. Smedley. Superintencf.

Address, Westtown P. 0., ChesICo,

NoTS.—In the account given last week con'mnj

decease of Roby Osborn, of Quaker Hill, N. jbef'

name was misread as " Ruby."
Died.—At her residence in West Chester, :>»»

Month 16th, 1903, Deborah G. Brinton. a mkt

West Chester Particular and Birmingham Mo !!)' »'

ing, aged seventy-one years and six days.

, at Pasadena, Cal., Second Month :
1,

Maurice D. Engle, of Haddonfield, N. J , in s

fourth year, son of Margaret F. and the
'

Engle. Deceased was a member of Haddonlie! 'n

Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H, PILE-S SONS.PRINI
No. 422 Walnut street

I
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Babylonianism is Babylon.

osing it proved, as some German histori-

lentists begin to assert, that the same

BOieism and moral code which appear in

t J Testament Scriptures, are traceable

BIylonian inscriptions lately brought to

s it necessary that they should leap to

(nclusion that the religion of the Old

was derived from Babylon? and

([re,—which is the effect of their insinu-

-not given by inspiration of God?

Friends' doctrine well reconciles the

lims as not rival, but pointing to one

Origin, even the Spirit of Truth. It

3 truths of religion as given, in both

uarters and in all quarters, to as many

"qd receive them, by the same Divine in-

id inspeaking Word of God. Israel

fl lis abused and less refused these revela-

D3,iecanie the most conspicuous channel

th^i in human history, and her true sons

1 tis advantage chiefly, that "unto thorn

Mjimmitted the oracles of God," some of

icl^iave in their Scriptures been handed

m 1 us, or may come to us immediately.

But'ven if the Sermon on the Mount were

sutance gathered up from all over the

rldutside of the gospel narrative,—here

ittl as found in Confucius, there a little

aocj'nt Persia, here some elements in the

Jtetjor Maya inscriptions of ancient Yu-
an.and much more in some yet undis-

'erj literature,—all this would take away
thirj from the credit of Christ as be-

: oriinal author and communicator of them

minds of men from the beginning,

iscoveries would but add lustre to the

if the universal and saving light of

who was in the beginning the Word of
i ajl remains "that true light which light-

eth every man," equally available for Babylo

nians and for Hebrews, and apparently finding

pagans more generally than Israelites open to

glimpses of the doctrine of the immortality of

the soul.

The Truth revealed to -Jerusalem is not jeal-

ous of the utmost of Truth that may be un-

earthed in Babylonia, but ever yearned that

Babylon should have more of it than she now
can ever show. "Yesterday, to-day, and for-

ever," is Christ the same Word of God to as

many in every place as would and will receive

Him, and with Him power to become sons of

God.

But Babylon is fallen,—a tyne of our car-

nal nature which has divorced the spiritual.

Her name stands as the representative of

worldliness and Mammon,—"the lust of the

flesh, the lust of the eye and the pride of

life." Jerusalem,—all that state which has

submitted to redemption,—is risen with Christ

and called the New Jerusalem, her old house

on earth being left desolate, but her name
standing in contrast with Babylon for Christ's

spiritual Church. In the one name is repre-

sented "the church and synagogue of Satan,"

and in the other the Church and city of the

living God.

Even under Christian names both as between

separate churches and within single churches

or societies, these two principles continue in

conflict, making the Christian life nn earth

veritably a warfare. And Hilprecht's with

other discoveries of Babylonian resemblances

to Israel's religion, but give point to an old

saying of the spiritually minded among
Friends, that "all the things of Jerusalem

have their counterfeit in Babylon."

—

A writer in the Episcopal Recorder who asks

"Will Ancient Babylon be Restored?" judges

that her restoration is literally to take place.

He shows an interesting study of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth chapters of Isaiah in

connection with the seventeenth and eight-

eenth of Revelation. But do we not see enough

of Babylonianism in these latter days reassert-

ing itself, overspreading men's hearts, and

ambitious of the kingdom, dominion and wealth

of this present world, to make us believe

that the conflict between the spirit of Babylon

and the New Jerusalem is daily waged in indi-

vidual lives, and in national life is pressing

hard to cover the earth ?

Some of the signs of the times are collected

by the writer, who finds in the book of

Revelation that "the seventeenth chapter

is Babylonianism, and the eighteenth Babylon,

and these two are one. The one is the spirit

of the other." This conclusion ought to

satisfy one not to look further for Babylon

than the pressing and oppressing worldliness

and mammon of men's hearts. And he goes

on to say:

It remains to inquire whether there is any-
thing in the trend of affairs to-day aft'ording

corroboration for the thought that commerce
is to dominate the nations, and that the East
rather than the West is to witness her regal
glory? To raise this question is to answer it

and to answer it affirmatively, in the mind of
every intelligent and thoughtful observer of
the world's history. What explains the Siber-
ian railway? What explains the awakening
of Japan? Why the resistance to an "open
door" in China? Why the partition of Africa
among the European nations; Why the in-

crease of navies^ Why does (Jreat Britain

assume a protectorate over Egypt? Why does
she seek an alliance with the United
States?

Why do we retain the Philippines? Why
build the Panama canal? On what questions
chiefly have our national elections of late

turned? What is all this discussion about
tarifl", and trusts and reciprocity? Does not
the one word "Commerce" explain and ac-

count for all these things? On the other
hand, who is the most influential man in the
world to-day, the king on the throne or the
king in the counting room? What parliament
or legislature in the world couid long resist

the demands of its merchants and moneyed
men for changes of national policy, no matter
how radical they might be? Please under-
stand that no charge is now made that com-
merce is necessarily sinful, or that it cannot
develop the resources of the earth, or bring

the nations together, or bind men in ties of

amity and brotherhood after a certain sort.

These questions demand separate and distinct

treatment, while at present we are concerned
only with the problem as to whether Babylon
shall be rebuilt and become a centre of com-
merce in the last days.

In whatever way or region Babylon comes

into dominion, whether worshipped as the

star of Empire, or in the individual heart as

god of this world, her fall is assured in

prophecy, and the Lamb and they that are

with Him, "tried and chosen and faUhful,"

shall overcome her forces. "Be of good

cheer," said he, "for I have overcome the

world."
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Essaying Discipleship for One Ninth of

THE Year.—"If any man would be my disci-

ple let him deny himself, take up his cross

daily and follow me.

"

This is the condition of Christian disciple-

ship laid down by Jesus. And we will add

these words from a valued correspondent:

—

"Can the kingdom of God progress when

sin appears to be one thing during Lent and

something else at other times? and be so pre-

sented by professed ministers of the gospel?

"A young Friend attending a noon-day ser-

vice in the city thinks it good,
—'must do

good' he says. I query will the good con-

tinue after 'Easter Sunday'—if not, then may
we not look for the coming in of more

('seven') and stronger devils,—and hence an

ever-increasing intensity of desire to fight for

the world's goodsT

Responsibility of "The Friend."—A cor-

respondent says: "Thankful am I for the

great privilege we, as brethren in the faith,

have in these days, of speaking one to another,

in the widely circulated pages of The Friend.

Surely it is a "ministry" which as carefully

and prayerfully conducted, will ever tend to

strengthen the readers in our "most holy

faith," and bring us more into the unity

thereof. It enlarges the circle of our affec-

tions, and becomes a powerful bond in uniting

us together in the brotherhood of the family,

based as such on our relationship to Him who
ever dwelleth in heaven."

Note.—'The error adverted to in a recent
editorial on "The Single Talent" would not
have appeared had the original manuscript
been followed, which, we are informed, reads:
"And had he with the one gained the one,
both would have been equally commended, as
were, etc."

The Magic Andirons.

It is a "far cry" from the Wilkesbarre
coal mines to the Maine farm-house; but the
shortage of coal has been a blessing to at least
one New England family.

Mother Long had been ill for two years and
the household had suffered accordingly. The
boys had acquired the habit of going to the
village every night to the detriment of their
manners, if not of their morals. Jennie, the
older daughter, was growing hard and fretful
under the strain of nursing. Hattie the
younger, was jealous and gloomy.

Last winter the family sitting-room was de-
serted in the evenings in spite of its genial
warmth from the furnace which Farmer Long
had put in when his wife was first taken sick.

Matters were in this case in Ninth Month of
the present year, when the chilly conviction
came lo Farmer Long that the furnace would
be empty and useless this winter. One rainy
morning he went into his wife's bedroom with
an unusually bright face.

'Mother," he said, "we're going back to
old times. I've opened up that big fireplace
in the hall, that hasn't been used since grand-

father's day. It's a great one! It'll take a

five-foot log easy. Now I'm going up attic to

hunt out the andirons."

He hurried away, and presently came down
with the huge brass monsters. The boys pol-

ished them till they shone again, and at night

the great fire was laid and lighted.

Then followed strange things. Suddenly
the family feeling revived. The boys stayed

at home to pop corn and roast apples in the

new-old fire-place. The mother found courage
to be brought into the hall to enjoy the good
cheer. Hattie and Jennie had a long talk be-

fore the glowing coals after the rest had gone
to bed, and it did them both good. There
was a large store of dry cord wood in the

shed, and more in the woods ready tu haul out

when snow fell; and Farmer Long soon be-

lieved that burning it would be better for his

household than either medicine or reproof.

Now what wrought the change? Well, Jen-

nie, the imaginative, believes it was the and-

irons! They were big and strong enough to

work marvels. How old they were nobody
knew, but they were said to have come from
England on an early ship. What history they

have seen in the making! An Indian chief had

slept on the rug before them Soldiers in both

armies of the Revolution had had their wounds
dressed by the light streaming from between
their feet. Lovers had whispered vows in

their hearing, and sweethearts and wives had
mourned over their irreclaimable dead.

Possibly it might have been the andirons

that wrought the modern miracle, but they
would have had no chance for their magic ex-

cept for the coal strike. Even good angels

cannot bring cheer and health and love when
they are shut up in a garret.— Youth's Com-
panion.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Bra of Mahomet,

I.

In a little book of some sixty pages entitled

"The Primitive Christians' Estimate of War
and Self-Defence." published in 1876 at New
Vienna, Ohio, by the Peace Association of

Friend 5 in America, the undersigned writer

gave the testimony of Justin Martyr, Cyprian,

Tertullian, Lactantius, and a few others of the

early Christians, in practical proof of the as-

severation that Christianity means Peace. In

the words of Judge Grimke, of South Carolina,

who had well studied the historical narrative:

"The primitive Christians did not resist their

oppressors by rebellion and with the sword,

simply because they knew these to be unchris-

tian means." Sufficiently conclusive did those

doomed valiants of the first three centuries

after Christ deem to be the brief response

made to their Imperial inquisitors: "I are a

Christian— hence I cannot fight." It is pro-

posed here to continue the line of the narra-

tive.

The noted Origen, of Alexandria, (A. D.

186-253), replying to the Epicurean philoso-

pher, Celsus, admits the latter's accusation

that the ("hristians of his time would not bear
arms, and justifies them for thus refusing, on
the principle of its unlawfulness under the re-

ligion of Christ, the Prince of Peace. Of him-
self and his brethren in general, he says:

"We no longer take up the sword against any
nation, nor do we learn to make war any more.

We have become, for the sake of Je

children of peace." He also affirms tl|

Christians are the most useful of subje

asmuch as they pray for their monarch.'

such means," lie continues, "we fight ll

king abundantly, but we take no partj

wars, though he urge us." And ag«l

"The more eminent any man is for pietjtj

religion, he will be able to afford grea^jjj

sistance to his prince than a great many
,]kj

soldiers that stand ready to fight for h ln^

to destroy his enemies." '

It has been sometimes said, in derogalnol

the constancy of many of the victims idn

the Roman persecutions, that they surre;:rf,i

theii lives too readily, self-glorying 'i

act. This may have attached to some, v

be shown later. Eusebius (Book V, cl:

,

mentions this message, the reverse ( t;

self-glorifying spirit, immediately folic t

period of persecution: "The servac. >

Christ dwelling at Lyons and Vienna t(;iei:

brethren in Asia, concerning those whjil

fered death — 'They did not proclaim en

selves martyrs, for it did not become us lafi

ply this name to them; but if any of us, :lie

by letter or in conversation, called theriai

tyrs they seriously reproved us. Foi
;

cheerfully yielded the title of martyr to i

the true and faithful martyr (witnes

first begotten from the dead, the Pii

Divine life.'"

It is excellent collateral testimony, a lei

tioned by Archelaus,who fiourisheil unu

Emperor Probus, in the year 27^^. that

Roman soldiers who had embraced Chris t

after having witnessed the piety and n

tude of the martyred Marcellus, imniei te

foresock the profession of arni.-^. \\ ai

told also by Euseb'as (cited by Clarkson :lii

about the same time "Numbers laid a e

military life and became private perso ii

ther than abjure their religion."

Marcellus, above referred to, hat ee

serving in the legion called Trajani, ai wj

on duty in that part of the Roman prov e(

Mauritania in northwestern Africa, now o«

as the sultanate of Morocco. It happeilo

a certain day, the birthday celebration

emperor, that the soldiers, according tc

custom, were ofl:ering sacrifices of i

idols. Persuaded that compliance in ti

in other matters incident to his occupal

a warrior, was inconsistent with his pea

profession, Marcellus, rising up, threw k
;

his weapons and belt, and remarking

soldier of Christ ought not to be thus

gled with the things of this world, rem

the service. "It is not lawful," he dec

"for a Christian who is a servant of Chr'

Lord, to bear arms for any earthly comeft

tion." Here was treason to the empii an

contumely to the gods of the State;

upon, Marcellus, being haled before the,

was by him remanded to the Deputy-:

of the" Pra?torium, and by the latter w|

dered to be put to death.

The "Acts of Ruinart" to which '

debted for the foregoing account, also

the equally interesting narrative coDci

the youthful Christian conscript .Maxii ia»

who was stationed (A. D. 295) at Tev.e,!

city near the source of the Bagrada, ti"

province of Numidia, now the French i."

of Algiers. Being brought before tb 'f

lere

B.|^t

t

il
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,ni], and his measurement ordered to be

kl he exclaimed, as he stepped forward—

1 Jiy not serve, because 1 am a Christian."

leiieasurers proceeded to obey their order,

I
tnnot possibly serve," cried Maximilian,

[ (innot do what is wrong, I am a Chris-

jnl Being tendered the leaden badge of

ebrvice, to be displayed about bis neck,

t [fused to accept the token of a worldly

ifii-e. seeing that he had already known
' liy the Lord Jesus, who had given

r him. Finding him firm against all

IS, the august representative of Rome
young conscript on to the execu
whom he was quickly beheaded.

' 111 claim has sometimes been made,

it during the first three centuries

t, there were no Christians, or at

- known as such, in the army. This

iver, cannot be sustained. The po-

III' primitive church, the concensus

-t thought, was decidedly against

r will find by reading its most emi-

n-s, Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Cy-

1 I iitiintius, Urigen, and others.

wile the Christians, generally, of that

rlylay were probably animated in theii re-

saio embrace the military science by the

irejnolive that the words of Christ con-

mijj it, they were likewise repelled by the

)la|y involved in the oath to the emperor,

e icritices made to the idols and by the

atnn custom of laurel crowning. In his

! Q-ona (The Soldiers' Wreath) Tertullian

apbally describes this ceremony, intro-

:cii| a narrative of a Christian soldier's re-

salio wear the crown. Out of this related

n-ises TertuUian's Inquiry into the

'I of the military crown, and whether

, iven defensive warfare, is proper at

1 f(. Christians. Let this very important

stiiimy be stated in his own words, as it

ly \i taken as the mind of the primitive

urq upon this matter.

"\jiat sense is there," he says, in turning

.'ayirom the immediate subject of the lau-

Icisvning, "in discussing the merely acci-

nta when that on which it rests is to be

ndflined? Uo we believe it lawful for a

imajoath to be added to one divine, and for

ma^to come under promise to another mas-
ral3r Christ? . . . Shall it be held lawful

mae an occupation of the sword, when the

ird roclaims that he who uses the sword
alierish by the sword? And shall the son

e take part in the battle when it does
t t^onie him even to sue at law? And
all ; apply the chain, and the prison, and
ttture, and the punishment who is not

nger even of his own wrongs? ... Of
if faith comes later, and finds any pre

cupjid with military service, their case is

leriit . . . yet, at the same time, when a
in fe become a believer, and faith has been
slecj there must either be an immediate
anqiment of it, which has been the course
thrj.ny, or all sorts of quibbling will have to

rted to in order to avoid offending

Noj in so great degree has the ministry of
r d|, in the main, shifted its position con-
fnin the permissibility of engagement in

ir, hm that which was occupied by Ter-
liailmd the Christian elders generally of
it e-ly time, that even to quote the above

concluding sentence of the able presbyter of

Carthage in deprecation of the brutality and
wickedness of fighting, becomes an offence. I

recall that a prominent "doctor of divinity"

(now deceased), an able writer and excellent

man, having encountered the aforesaid con-

clusion of Tertullian, as quoted in the writer's

tract "The Dress I'arade at West I'oint" was
so greatly stirred thereby that he straightway

enlarged upon the theme in a long and quite

bellicose editorial which bore the alliterative

title "A t,!uarrel with a Quaker." Doubtless,

the "divine" felt he was justified in making
his breezy onslaught, yet it did seem to the

"quaker" offender that it couldn't be a naugh-
ty thing to do to (juote the anti-war language

of a Christian "father of the Church." As
sustaining this position, it may be in place to

put on record here the notable declaration

upon war of one of the same denominational

faith as my contemner. I refer to Charles

H. Parkhurst, of New York city, who in a dis-

course at the time of our country's war with

Spain, said:

"When all those matters [economics, etc.],

are put one side and we come on to ground
that it is distinctly my province as a repre-

sentative of Jesus Christ, then 1 do not yield

to you; and I am going to say to you, without

any 'buts' or 'wheresoevers, ' that to promote
civilization by the use of swords and artillery

is false to the word, example and life of Jesus

Christ and of all his apostles, and alien to

the entire genius of Christianity. If you say

to that, that there are places in the world
where Christianity has sprung up as an after-

growth of military conquest, undoubtedly; but

that does not alter anything so far as relates

to the point I have just made. It does not

relieve filthy soil that flowers grow out of it.

God is all the time doing that thing ... Or
you may claim that the powder and shot

method of extending civilization is more feas-

ible, works with greater promptness. A Krupp
gun does quick execution; a missionary and

a Bible are slow. I do not dispute that. I

am not here to claim that Christianity is feas-

ible. A great many Christians, laymen and
clergymen of our own and other denomina-
tions, have durins: the past year confessed

that Christianity is not feasible. Thousands
of ministers have practically been confessing

to the world these twelve months that Christ'

5

way of saving the world will not work. . . .

I should be sorry to have to conclude that the

20spel is inadequate without gunpowder to

support it, and when I do conclude that, I

shall stop preaching out of self-respect; at

least I shall stop calling myself a preacher of

the gospel . . . I have simply dropped all ques-

tions of gold and diamonds and commercial
perquisites, [operating as incentives to a

war] of which I know little, and have stated

to you the mind of Jesus Christ, of which I

do know something. Now you can ignore that

mind and promote civilization by killing,

—

which may be [thought to be] the best way,

or you can adopt that mind and promote
civilization by making alive, which is the only

gospel way." Josi.-\H W. Leeds.

(To be continued.)

The higher civilization becomes, the greater

its risk in undertaking the work of bar-

barism.

Science and Industry.

Bke.\d as a daily article of food is used by

only about one-third of the population of the

earth.

I'ETKU'iEii FoKESTS.— Inter.'ist is awakened
in the wonderful petrified forests in north-

western Arizona the efforts now being made
to have the government set aside this place as

a national park, and thus preserve to posterity

one of the wonder spots of the world, which
is being rapidly despoiled by curio hunters.

This great forest of petrified wood is the

largest known deposit of the kind in existence.

Several thousand acres are covered with im-

mense agatized logs, some of them broken

into a thousand pieces, some still unbroken.

If all these were to be brought to civilization

and utilized the value of them can scarcely be

estimated. The beauty of the coloring in

the broken fragments, especially when pol-

ished, is remarkable, and they are as endur-

ing as precious gems. The nearest railway

station to this wonderful place is Holbrook,

Arizona, but within the past year a way station

has been established at Adamanna, after

Adam Hanna, an old guide and eccentric char-

acter, w'ho spends his time piloting people to

the forest.

Tlie trip from the railway to the forest is

without interest, unless one can find interest

in wading through the desert sands, mile after

mile. Without doubt there are thousands of

the trunks of trees which have fallen and pet-

rified in years gone by and been covered up
by the sands and lost. The surface of the

desert is constantly changing, and where was
a hollow to-day may be a mound to-morrow.

On every hand are evidences of erosion that

are almost remarkable, too. In places the

country is quite like the "Bad Lands" of Da-

kota, though not on so large a scale. There

are, of course, as many visitors expect, no

petrified trees standing with leaves on the

branches and birds' nests in the crotches.

The petrified forest is, in fact, not a forest at

all. From a short distance away it is not ob-

servable.

There are three large deposits, though for

a hundred miles around petrifications may be

found. The first deposit, covering about a

thousand acres, is thickly covered with small

pieces of shattered trunks of trees, but there

are very few brilliant pieces to be found here

now, the most being of a dull red color and

uninteresting. The famous petrified bridge is

in this deposit, however, and hence it is an

objective Doint for visitors.

The bridge was formed by a huge tree

which fell across an angle of the walls of a

canyon, and it spans a gorge fifty feet wide

and a hundred feet deep, its two ends resting

upon natural abutments of limestone. The

earth has washed away from beneath it and

the ledges of the cliffs have crumbled and

fallen, leaving the full length of the tree ex-

posed. The tree is nearly a hundred feet in

length, five feet in diameter at the butt, and

is the most perfect petrified tree ever found.

Billy Pitts, one of the dare-devil cowboys of

Northern Arizona, recently rode his broncho

across this narrow bridge just to display his

skill to a party of tourists.

The second deposit, several miles southeast

of the first, contains many large pieces, in a
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much better state of preservation, if such a

term is permissible in the case of a thing that

grows constanty better with age. Some re-

cent floods have uncovered many fine petrified

logs here, the presence of which was unknown
until the floods came. Nearly all of these

logs are broken, and are from two to four feet

long, showing the bark and the grain of the

woud as natural as the trees cut in the great

pine forests around Plagstatt' to-day. This de-

posit comprises about four thousand acres of

land, lying in the bottom of a wide canyon
that winds its way to the south and widens
out until the open desert is reached.

The third deposit is still farther to the

south, in the mouth of this canyon, and this

is the largest deposit and contains the most
perfect specimens of all. Here are thousands
upon thousands of agatized trees, lying broken
and shattered by the elements. Sparkling and
scintillating in the sunlight like jewels, show
ing all the colors of the rainbow, are millions

of pieces of this wonderful mineral. The ends
of the massive logs, where they have broken
in two, present the most delicate combinations
of exquisite colors imaginable, blending from
pure white to pink, blue, red and yellow, set

ofi: by brilliant crystalline formations at the

heart, all framed in a dark, rusty rim, once
the bark of the tree. Unarled limbs and knots
may be found near the trunks of the trees,

half buried in the sand, that are as perfect in

grain as pieces cut from a live tree. These
are very much valued as specimens by tourists,

as they invariably say that these will convince
their friends back home that the stones are
really pieces of wood, which is hard to believe

of the large pieces.

In this deposit one may walk for a quarter
of a mile without stepping off the logs of pet-

rified wood. Some of the stumps stand up
ten or fifteen feet high, with roots showing
underneath them. The forest was first dis-

covered in the early 50's by government
geological surveyors.

The Prayer of Agassiz.

The island of Penikese, in Buzzard's Bay,
was given by John Anderson to Agassiz, the
great naturalist, for the use of a summer
school of natural history. A large barn was
cleared and improvised as a lecture room.
Here, on the first morning of the school, all

the company was gathered. "Agassiz had
arranged no program of exercises, " says his

widow, in "Louiz Agassiz: his Life and Cor-
respondence," "trusting to the interest of
the occasion to suggest what might best be
said or done. But as he looked upon his pu-
pils gathered there to study nature with him
by an impulse as natural as it W3s unpre-
meditated, he called upon them to join in si-

lently asking God's blessing on their work to-

gether. The pause was broken by the first

words of an address no less fervent than its

unspoken prelude."

This was in the summer of 1873, and Agas-
siz died the Twelfth Month following.

On the isle of Penikese,

Ringed about by sapphire seas,

Fanned by breeze.s salt and cool,

Stood the master with his school.

Said the master to the youth :

" We have come in search of truth.

Trying with uncertain key
Door by door of mystery

;

We are reaching, through His laws,

To the garment-hem of Cause.

. . . As with fingers of the blind,

We are groping here to find

What the hieoglyphics mean.
Of the Unseen in the seen

;

What It is that hides beneath
Blight and bloom and birth and death.

Let us light and guidance ask,

Let us pause in silent prayer !

Then the master in his place

Bowed his head a little space
And the leaves by soft airs stirred,

Lapse of wave and cry of bird.

Left the solemn hush unbroken
Of that wordless prayer unspoken.
While its wish, on earth unsaid.

Rose to heaven interpreted.

Even the careless heart was moved.
And the doubting gave assent,

With a gesture reverent,

To the master well beloved.

As thin mists are glorified

By the light they cannot hide,

All who gazed upon him saw.

Through its veil of tender awe,
How his face was still uplit

By the old sweet look of it,

Hopeful, trustful, full of cheer,

And the love that casts out fear.

Who the secret may declare

Of that brief unuttered prayer ?

Did the shade before him come
Of the inevitable doom.
Of the end of earth so near,

And Eternity's new year ?

In the lap of sheltering seas

Rests the isle of Penikese
;

But the lord of the domain
Comes not to his own again;

In all voices known to her.

Nature ow'ns her worshipper,

Half in triumph, half lament.

Thither Love shall tearful turn.

Friendship pause uncovered there,

And the wisest reverence learn

From the master's silent prayer.

—1873, John G. Whittier.

Dreading the Future.—The most of our
trouble is caused by dread of coming 'lis.

.Many of them never come at all, or rather

when the trial that we have been dreading
does come, it proves to be far more easy to

bear than we expected. In fact, we are al-

most disappointed, when we get over some
long expected trouble so easily, and immediate-
ly look for something else to worry over. We
have abundant grace given for every need to-

day; let us thankfully receive the blessing,

and leave to-morrow, with all it may bring, in

his care. After all, what He expects of you
and me is faithful trust in Him, a trust that

remains firm in the face of every possible ca-

lamity. Such faith as this is the only remedy
for dread of the future, and such faith is the

rightful heritage of every saved soul.

—

The

Preshyterian Journal.

It is none of our business whether or not

men recognize and praise our consecration,

for consideration looks Godward, not man-
ward. It is a life lived in the eye of Him who
seeth in secret.

The FbhJL^;

tiinoDieswConvmcement ConcerDicg Testimonies

Truth

In the year 1793, William Lewis, of!jj.>

tol, England, a serious seeker after righjij.

ness, who had been led by the dispensati '«<

Divine Providence to feel and acknow
the truth of many of the principles an-
timonies of the Society of Friends,

;j^

brought under close exercise in referei;ic

the adoption of plainness in his attire, ^^

ners and language. '

Like many other individuals who dish
to

bear the cross which a non- conformity
lift

the custom of the world imposes, he fou ar-

guments against obedience. He gives . ^

teresting account of the manner in whi-

was led to feel the importance of these ;

monies. As respects using the plain Ian: :

he says, "The very idea of a change i
i

particular caused such a shrinking, and a

dread of mind as induced an attempt r

and prove groundless their argumeiifs in

of its being genuine Christian test

against that corruption in speech, \\h\,

to the letter, I could not deny to lie vei

dent, in that commonly adopted. . . .

first passage that met and arrested my i ei.

tion was the apostolic injunction to be ;^(

use of ' iound speech that cannot bejoi

demned.' This pressed and pinched in a
degree at first, but I got from undeijt

weight by reasoning after this manner. !

" 'Sound! that is surely so, which, proceS.
from a heart without rottenness, is divl
of all deceit, seeks not to leave a falsiffl

pression on the minds of hearers.' But m
fast the form of sound words,' came froithi

same authority and appeared to inculcattda

substantial rectitude of heart, with uij

other effect of the Light of Christ thi;iD

should shine forth in its native garb bm
others, and that in the real possession of atl

inwardly, every appearance of evil mu bi

abstained from outwardly.

"This, for a time, lay with more weight lai

the former; but at length appeared toon

tain in substance, nothing that added it

force. I came at last to the Lord's meigi

unto his people through the prophet Ma M
charging them with such withholding, a fai

even robbery in his sight, and which was ni'

mitted by keeping back 'tithes of offer ;t.

Reflecting upon this charge and renienib nf

that in these offerines, mint, anise, etc., r!

included, things as insignificant in theni^ >

when compared with the weighty matte '

the law, as a form of sound words could tc

substantial truth in the inward parts, an 'ft

that Divine wisdom made them ofsuclm-

portance as to condemn those who re

compliance with what was enjoined respe

them, in the awful manner noticed, I beg

fear--] say, to fear—that Friends were

i

and that it was my duty as an individual ti

them in testimony against the corruf

which crept into modern language, and

back to the primitive simplicity and plai

of speech. A sore exercise of mind now

place, and while under it, falling in con nf

with a ministering Friend from Ameri,2

communication from his lips' was a '^'

thereto."

This minister w-as Samuel Emlen; a '\

those assembled on the occasion William ft

ill
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ftf te£

t^s ir

,
some had departed from and given

testimonies of Friends. Samuel spoke
_

.,3
import: "Robbery, robbery! it is a

imof no small magnitude with respect tom pertamingto men; how great then is
,

irpitude when the rights of the Most
ghu-e invaded and the creature holds back
la^s due to the Creator!
"ijme of old were charged with this atroc-
-; |iey had the impudence to query Where

I ^a|i answer was ready, 'In tithes and

"' enlarged on the subject and ad-
' P'^'',«°". Pi-esent. At the close of
-'IV he inquired who William Lewis

' lieing informed, he addressed this
.-non to him, "Well, William! brin<.
I'les into the store-house." This
iiion, in connection with his pre-

.rcises had a powerfully convincing
I eiisener's mind. He gave up to
lieved to be the Truth, and meekly

t- ,r cross his .Master laid upon him. At"-
;a me hewas admitted into the Society of

7i' fnTi- \5'" '" ^^^ "^''"i^try and

uT
',''6 Light, e.xperienced sweet fel-

/ah wi h the brethren, and the favor ofDine Master, to the close of his life —
'']'

^^:
''"' 0/ Biographical sketches

^eattergood.
"'Id it be if our members who are

'".--it-iiun their attire, were brought to
Jiciate in tat kind of feeling which trou-
dTlimas E hvood when he heard a perse-
'"

^

riPnds say of him, because he wore
;k, velvet cap, "Let him alone;

'• with hira: he is no Quaker, I'll

I thi It they had beaten him as they didtm^. and put him out of conceit of his

.[ those who profess to be Quakers, and
'

dojot conform to the testimonies of the
letjvvere blessed with a sound, discrimi
nsudgment, they would not fail to per-
e t|' incongruity of their conduct
eot' who are not members among Friends
'OiQ a keen appreciation of what con-
>nc requires. Kobert T^esbit, in 1791
e ]j.oring in the Yearly Meeting of Phii:m told an anecdote to this effect. Dur-

SIT;,"^^^'-'^'"^^''^^" Ivevolution, a
bejof the Society of Friends was laid0% a body of soldiers, who told him
he|nust go with them to the war; in
yds. ,iuin the army. His clothes were

1 i"
'' p-"=eable profession, or he

I jt have been disturbed. He told the

fe7'''..v'*
he was a Quaker, and

"fight. "\ou a Quaker!" said they;
fli^e not got the marks of one. " How-

his repeated assurance that he was*
,
and earnest solicitation to be re-

ey let him go, but not before they
tt his hair, which he wore tied be-
cross-pockets, and large fashionable
tdus in a summary way reducing him
nearer to their idea of a true stand-

Jaker plainness than he had before

T^ri^^' ^'o
^""-^ ^^' °^ Biogaphical

e^liy Thomas Scattergood.

THE FRIEND.

NOAH.
"The Lord shut him in."

sad spectator of a wailing seaA remnant rescued from a race engulfed

"if> iron nerve compressed to form a crnwnAvailed to lift him among the me^ of miX
shuTin"r/f '''''p,'".^s°"y '^'^'^ dumr'-
Wifh 1 ° '^^t^^^'u^'O" and to tears.With memory burdened with a drowned world I

Bkamsville, Ont.
"' '''• ^^"^'^'^•

comniission are the usual punish
"'ns of omission. He that leaves a
well fear that he will be left to

prme.—GurmlL

Travelling Dick.

There was living in England, near the middie of the eighteenth century, an tinenntbarber vvho was commonly knovS astS ngUick. The great want at that time amoni^cotton manufacturers was for pun JanfThey could weave fast enough but where wa^the yarn to come from? A search at nV^h
neighboring cottages where hand spinning w'adone could not keep the looms going NowTravelling Dick had imbibed the id?a thaJ^machine might be made which wou d trans

m2t7"°"„'"^ ^""- ^" ^'^' he had vStmight be called cotton spinning on the brainand would talk of it, in season and out of sea'son, to any one who would listen Mor ove;he carried certain sticks in his pocket, wSSwhen any one seemed interested-which was

th °T;;^
\°."ld set up to illustrate how hethought the thing could be done. In pursuitof his trade he had stopped one evening at thehouse of a farmer of his acquaintance pur-posing to stay till morning. A piece of'gfeatgood fortune had fallen in the way of o5e othis farmer's sons, in that an uncle who was acotton manufacturer at Manchester had takenthe lad and initiated him in his art. At homeon a visit he was among those country "bun^>kins the hero of the hour; for had he nitbeen at the great city, and did he not understand he mystery of calico weaving? VVhenTravelling Dick had sufficiently e.xoftiated ojhis fav-orite theme - so much above the°>

I

comprehension-and set up his sticks to provj
Its feasibility, all hands turned to this learnednew arrival as the one competent to udge ofIts merits when thus appealed to. All he reoKhe vouc safed was to break out i to a £and contemptuous laugh. At which the bar

h'.l-T
^^°ff^"d*^d that, gathering up hsicks he indignantly left the house VVbenthe father came in and found their guest

dviHty
^'^™'°'^^^^^^ ' «^-«re reproof ffr in-

'Jecea.ed and eft his busine.ss with all its ner-
p exitie.s-mainly the still and increasing lack

and wi 1 1 '''''u"
^'''' "^^^ had inventedand was selling machines which would, it was

said, really produce the desired ar ide ?nabundance. Others were getting "v ateJframes'' as they were called, and if he kepiup his business he must have one. Thev were
expensive and his means limited, but the patentee was said to be accommodating, and per-

anTrV"^'^'
'?" '^' ^""<^« he fouW ra seand offered security, he might succeed, at leas?he would try. On entering the office he,

as at hrst surprised by the strange familiar-

hat t^Tl ^"°"^*^'- '""l^ convinced him

whom he hS ' "°
n^*'"'"

'''^" the barberwnom he had so uncivilly driven from his fahersh No longer known as lYaSling
iJick, he was now Sir Kichard Arkwrieht
i he man who contributed fur more^wltithe
possible exception of .lames Watt- -than anvher ever did to the commercia supremacy

tLYt"'^-
^^"•""''^he interestingKowthat the recognition was mutual.

Arkwright was knighted by (Jeorge IIL in'

7qS; ^1* ", '^"^""^ that he left property (J

He wir h^'f T^'^
half a million sterlinglie was the founder and pioneer of the factory system. a man of wonderful energy andperseverance. (Jreat Britain has reapcfmSJh

her prosperity from his invention, and Treeof character in establishing them

The Evils of Lynching and Convict Camps.

.

We have long labored in the advocacy ofmprovements in the penal systems of our ownand other nations, and, although cons=dera5e
progress has been made in this direction j!

ErTem^T '''' ^'"^ '' ^^"' -"'^h room IImprovement in many of the social and legis-lative conditions on this side of the AtlanUcSome of your own countrymen, both from theNorthern and Southern States, have very use-ully co-operated in furthering various e-

ZT '

a5M""'''1 r'
^''•^°" ^'^tems 0? Eu-rope. And their labors have specially deep-ened our interest in the extension of similarmovements amongst your own people Withmuch satisfaction we have heard'offie great Jincreased public attention which, of late yeahas been directed to the improvement Jf theprisons ,n many of the United States, and inpar icular to the extension of efforts to pre-vent juvenile crime.

At the same time, we may confess that this
gratification at American progress has beenaccompanied by a strong and friendly desirethat similar practical earnestness could bemanifested in the Southern section of vourcountry in regard to the suppression of theevils lynching and of the convict camps
espec.a ly those connected with the leasT:

wHcTf™- J'"
'"^'"-"'ties of these camps,which have been acknowledged in some of h^

official reports issued by the authorities ofcertain Southern States, are peculiarly apt ?oeude public knowledge and attention, Vy'rea-
on both of the remote localities n whichthey aresituated and the privacy of management which usually characterize., them. These

conditions also render it very difficult to bringhome to the perpetrators the cruelty and vicewhich are almost necessary accompaniments

itrTsr'''p^^-'-^^"-™-fS;^^
But far more open to public cognizance arethe cruelties attendant upon the lynching of

offenders in the South, who, if brought to le-

^tlH/""^ P'°'''] ^""ty' ^'""'d certainly be
punished in accordance with the State laws
V\e learn that, since the year 1890, not fewer
than one thousand eight hundred and sixtv-two persons are known to have been lynched-some of them only suspected of crime, and
possibly innocent. Of these, some have beenowly urneo to death, with horrible ingenuT
t es of torment, and in the presence of multi-
tudes of men, women and children, sometimes
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brought together, from far and near, by ex-

cursion trains, as for a public holiday.

The people of the United States deservedly

enjoy a very nigh position in the world's esti-

mation; and it is precisely because we, with

innumerable others, desire to see this honor-

able appreciation maintained and further ex-

alted, that we venture thus to invite your spe-

cial endeavors, gentlemen, as powerful mould-

ers of the public opinion and action of your

great country, to strenghten the influence of

the more humane and intelligent class of your

citizens who are opposed to the evils in ques-

tion.

The Southern States have furnished some of

the noblest types of character, such, for ex-

ample, as those of George Washington, Henry

Clay, "Stonewall" Jackson and others like-

raind'ed. The scenes connected with lynching

horrors and convict camp vices should be

strenuously suppressed by the compatriots and

successors of those illustrious men.

The many excellent persons in the Southern

States, to whom the profession of religion and

the honor of God are heartfelt realities, will

doubtless welcome, on the part of their own

influential journalists, any measure of encour-

agement and co-operation which you may be

willing to afford them. And you, yourselves,

in rendering this needed service to God and to

humanity, cannot fail to derive a solid satis-

faction and reward-

Signed for the Committee of the Howard

Association,

Henry Gurney, Chairman.

Alfred P. Buxton, Treasurer.

Edward Grubb, Secretary.

Devonshire Chambers,
BisHopsGATE Without, London,

February, 1903.^
The Doukhobors Will Homestead.

Ex-Pilgrims Desire to Become Canadian Citizens

Immediately—Balance of Stock Fund to be Ap-

plied in Paying Entries— Verigin's Influence a

Potent Factor in the Settlement - Several Difficul-

ties Remain.

Peter Yerigin, the Doukhobor leader, has

left for the Saskatchewan colonies, near Ros-

thern.

Since his arrival in the west, some three

months ago, he has accomplished a great

work. Almost altogether, as the result of

his efforts, the discontent and dissatisfaction

that before his arrival were prevalent among

a large section of Doukhobors, have altogether

disappeared.

Henceforth the Doukhobors will have no

other aim but to settle in Canada, and become

Canadians. The erstwh'le pilgrims will at

once proceed to get out naturalization papers,

and, like the Icelanders, Germans, Galicians,

Swedes and the other European nationalities

of the Dominion, will in a short time become

merged in the Canadian people. They will at

once enter for their homesteads, and in other

respects conform to the requirements of Ca-

nadian departmental regulations.

These things were finally decided on at a

meeting of delegates from all the Yorkton and

Swan River colonies, held on February 10th.

Agents Crerar and Harley were present, rep-

resenting the government. They explained

fully the Dominion regulations as to the set-

tlement of land, that they were designed

solely with a view to the safety of the State

and for the benefit of the settler, and without

any intention of harshness or oppression, and

were identical for all who desired land,

whether British, Canadian or Doukhobor.

The meeting was very lengthy, and every

aspect of every question agitating the Douk-

hobors was thoroughly discussed. Throughout

it was evident that Verigin was in absolute

control of the gathering, his every suggestion

and recommendation being immediately and

cordially adopted. Verigin assumed no show

of authority— in fact, he created the contrary

impression, that of following where in reality

he led. But his every suggestion showed so

much more knowledge of the matters at issue

than those who waited on his counsel, that by

virtue of this they were in every case adopted.

The government agents informed the assem-

bly that, in regard to the fund realized from

the sale of the Doukhobor stock, a committee

was to be appointed to deal with the matter.

Of this committee Verigin was to be one. The

others elected were Paul Planidan and Nicolai

Zilroft", and Simeon Kieben was appointed in-

terpreter. This committee has spent four days

in the city and has had numerous interviews

with Commissioner of Immigration J. 0.

Smith. The all-important question discussed

was the taking up of the homesteads. The

committee stated that, owing to the distur-

bance created by the recent pilgrimage, there

was not as much money among the Doukho-

bors as there would otherwise have been. It

was decided that the balance of the fund,

after paying for all charges caused by the pil-

grimage, should be applied to the entry fees

of the Doukhobors for their homesteads. The

remainder of tnis fund will be in the neighbor-

hood of nine thousand dollars, all of which

will be devoted to this purpose. About two

thousand homesteads will be required in order

that each adult Doukhobor may have his own

farm. The Saskatchewan Doukhobors, who

were unaffected by the pilgrimage, have, as is

generally known, all taken up their land, and

otherwise conformed to departmental regula-

tions.

Verigin desires to assure the people of Ca-

nada—and in this he is corroborated by Zilroff,

the real leader of the pilgrimage -that the

spirit wrestlers had no malicious or injurious

intent in that movement. They honestly be-

lieved they were right in going out to preach.

Verigin assured Mr. Smith that he felt deeply

the kindness and sympathy extended to the

pilgrims by everyone on their line of march,

and by the government since their return to

their homes, and he has assured the commis-

sioner that the Doukhobors would in future

show by their behaviour that they merited

the confidence of Canadians. They are now

all willing to admit that the pilgrimage was a

mistake—at least in this sense that it was

not neceessary for so many to have gone.

They now admit that, for the purpose of

preaching, a dozen would have been as ef-

fective as the eight hundred who started.

Commissioner Smith and the officials of the

department are, naturally, pleased with the

turn affairs have taken. This is the first com-

mittee having power to act for the Doukho-

bors that has approached the government for

two years. There are still matters to be ad-

justed, but the main question was that of land

entry. This is now settled. The Doukhobors

will locate on the land. They will eiipi*

up ten dollars entry fee. They will hn
stake and interest in the country. Thijhai

given up all idea of moving out of i

'

iz(bfliThen another difficulty, the fund realize}

the sale of the Doukhobor stock, has I

posed of, to the mutual satisfaction
| )]

government and the Doukhobors. Thi|

tions of schools and vital statistics regis ^tuj

have yet to be dealt with, but there is ittkj

slightest doubt but that these things jll,ii|

due course, be settled as satisfactorily lathi

land question has been. Two facto laij

entered into this settlement—the mocjati«(

and firmness of the department, and t
j p

sonality of Verigin. It is fortunate tijwil

the crisis came the man who could coi.olii

for, had it not been for the limitlesbni

dence the Doukhobors had in Verig', tk

present satisfactory conditions wouiha?

been long in coming.— iManitoba fnj'ra

of Third Month 2nd.

An Exoneration of the Speaker of thtdoos

Although not having a wish to mij; ai

public statement in regard to the lateisit'

Washington, since reading the accoilrel

live thereto in The Friend of last w-js, tJ

feeling has been entertained that a littiull

explanation might be in place. W\n
furnished with a letter of introductioilot

Representative from our district, whc^id

we could have expected in introducipgbdi

commending us to the "Chaplainif I

House." We had an interview with |e li

ter and he expressed that he would ' wl

he could for us. And after further ir

;

tion on the subject, informed us, tl

was no way such a privilege could be ;.

under the existing regulations; and.,

informing us that all the way it could

;

was by a special resolution, but we .''

leased without going further in the to

Through favor a comfortable reflect! a

the result of this exercise has been !t-,i

a desire to leave it in the hands of m«

can only prosper either this or the by

blessing resting upon our exercises.

But that which comes up and live in i

heart of the writer is, "That first ofll,»

plications, intercessions, and giving o hao

be made for all men; for kings, and 1'

are in authority; that we may lead a i-

peaceable life in all godliness and lit-.

How greatly does it behoove the

»

have been favored to see in what thebigli

the Prince of Peace consists, to dwell :abil

may be given under a secret exei^ei

prayerful spirit that He who alone iM'

hearts of all men in his hands, may )ca

the spread of his glorious kingdom, hs

knowledge of the Lord may so pre ^

"the kingdoms of this world may ben

kint^doms of our Lord and his Christ

John S. Fc^lbi

Third Month 9th, 1903. I

Why I Memorize the Bible.—A bif Iw"

keeper thus tells how she began to p"«

the Bible: |^
At first, being long unused to su,8»

it was diffcult for me to learn even ««

correctly, but, with determinatior o

every "and" and "the" right, ( can '•'

mit to memory accurately and rapid
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hd, too, that the constant repetition of

Ihoughts and noble language improves

Ivn thought and expression, especially in

ijije committing the Bible to memory,

Ej
worries, bitter thoughts, vain regrets,

ii fancies and all the jumble o' things

tlimber an unoccupied mind are crowded

Jliy frequent repetition, rich meanings

jjstand out clearly in the lines, which

li otherwise escape my notice.

ji; growing familiarity with the Bible

it it ready for use in guiding my own way

1

1 helping others. How can 1 walk and

tilth God unless I have in mind some word

hjto which I can respond, or which satis-

I]' own questions and aspirations?

!oetimes I may be deprived of reading

: 11 what riches I shall have in this store

:
- wise hid in my heart! Often at twi-

ii r 111 helpless hours I say the sweet words

!r ith a sense of comfort and companion-

D lat otherwise I should miss.
^

1 ^
ICALLED TO BE WARRIORS

(|r fathers to their graves have gone,

IAt strife is past, their triumphs won
;

VI .sterner trials wait the race

\iich lises in their honored place

.inial warfare with the crime

}\ folly of an evil time.

SIt't it he. In God's own might

\ ;;iril us for the coming fight,

A I 8U(ing in Him whose cause is ours,

h'^onttict with unholy powers,

V\ grasp the weapons He has given

V light and truth and love of heaven.—John Greenleaf Whittier.

(I to live in the strength of Christ

to be able to teach men with bap-

1 and bring them to be disciples of

We are to teach that to be his dis-

e really to follow him and live ac-

iiis Spirit. We are to understand
'. Ills is our first business and that

.! is to bend to it. Then we shall be-

;ii 11 our right place both as individuals

lis; Christian body.

—

Interchange.

Items Concerning the Society.

tevmmittee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

lokj towards the holding of appointed meet-

.(W lin the city limits, have settled on Sixth-

: ,»t 1.30 P. M. as the time, and the meeting-

Ik i Fourth and Arch Streets as the place to

4 embers and attenders generally are in-

Ifi a season of Divine worship. We hope a

timber will attend.

.; K ineral meeting for worship called together

ij»h ton Quarterly Meeting and held at Ger-

;. (M at 4.30 r. M. on the second instant was
;_ is ;tended, and evidently owned throughout
'"to ister of Assemblies. "That Christ should

Itl g3 have the pre-eminence," was the mani-
- coiem of the many brief but lively exer-

surrender to his Spirit in all things, the

near the age of ninety-one, like a shock of corn fully

ripe in his season.

'.ittlon of Him for self as well as for sin, the
:t' i

'
nf his power for service and for suffer-

ly living for Him who for our sakes

Him who rose again, were pressed to

n, in sermons which by being little in

confined to their simple message, al-

easion to be great.

i !! effect seemed to be the covering of the
'<' the North Meeting-house on Fourth-day

* in in the presence of the remains of Edw.\rd
K. ;levoted and conscientious elder, gathered

Notes from Others.

Almost all the great preachers in and around

London are said to be laid aside for a time on ac-

count of ill-health because of overwork.

A writer in the Christian Register says: "No re-

ligious faith can prosper and grow, or even con-

tinue alive, unless it have the motive that is wil-

ling to do hard, necessary and self-sacrificing things

for the sake of the truths and principles it holds.''

W. Robertson Nieoll is quoted by the British

Weekly as saying :
" If there is one thing beyond

another that is the weakness of the Christian

Church in these days, it is the abandonment of the

crowded and wretched parts of towns for rich and

fashionable suburbs. No church is a living church

that excludes the poor.

Hugh M. Scott, in an article written for the

Advance, says that on all hands in Germany the

decline in religion is deplored and this "eclipse of

faith" is recognized by all classes of German the-

ologians, and however much they may differ among
themselves, they all agree that what is positive

and constructive in Christian teachings should be

given the first place.

I do not know whether I most pity or most de-

spise the foolish and selfish man or woman who does

not understand that the only things really worth

having in life are those the acquirement of which

normally means cost and effort. If a man or

woman, through no fault of his or hers goes through-

out life denied those highest of all joys which spring

only from home life, from the having and bringing

up of many healthy children, I feel for them deep

and respectful sympathy.

—

President Roosevelt.

Pastor Scott, at a meeting of Edinburgh Es-

tablished Presbytery, said the visit of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury to their General Assembly

would long be remembered. It was the first visi-

ble recognition they ever received from a dignitary

of the Church of England that they were indeed

one of the Churches of the Lord Jesus Christ.

They had had bishops in the Assembly before that,

but so outstanding a representative of the Church

of England had never come down to their General

Assembly, greeting them and encouraging them in

the work in which he and they were engaged.

"There are some things in our civilization that

are breeding disaster for future generations. The

dance, the card game, the theatre are among these

things, and the greatest joy of my life has been

that I have had the courage to resist such worldly

temptations. How would I have appeared to my
children had I permitted and sanctioned such things

when from their infancy I have warned them against

such follies. I find that the great outside world is

hungering for a genesis in these things, and most

of the commendations I have received for my stand

in such matters have come from outside the church.''

—Governor Mickey of Nebraska.

I A nation is indeed in danger of national dis-

aster which, though rich, has lost faith in a God

of justice, mercy, and truth; which is "aggres-

sive" in ignoring and trampling upon the God-

given rights of other men ; and which is unarmed

with those moral principles that are the only real

safeguard of men and of nations. Many another

nation, ancient and modern, has courted disaster

and has been overtaken and destroyed by it, from

the failure to see this simple truth. Just this, and

this only, is the danger of the United States. We
are safe if we have this safeguard without any

more "war colleges;'' and we are in danger of dis-

aster, more than that, we are certain to incur dis-

aster, if we are without it.

—

City and State.

The Independent or " Quaker " Methodists carry

the voluntary principle so far that they not only

decline financial support for ministers (except

when traveling), but they do not even appoint a

paid secretary for purposes of society organization.

All work for " the cause" is a labor of love. The
editor of their monthly organ, the Independent

Mdhndisl, gets no remuneration for his services,

which are rendered after his day's work, when
business is over. In addition to this, he usually

preaches twice on First-day, sometimes oftener. A
society that can secure such devoted service de-

serves to grow— if only it does not kill its servants

in the process. It is refreshing to hear that it is

increasing so fast as, if the present rate is main-

tained, to double itself in six or seven years.—
British Friend.

Here is a list of words and phrases in common
use the boys and girls should avoid. They may be

easily remembered. Don't say :

Guess for suppose or think.

Fix for arrange or prepare.

Ride when you mean drive.

Real good for really good.

Not as I know for not that I know.

Try an experiment for make an experiment.

She don't read well for she doesn't read well.

Party for person.

Posted for informed.

Depot for station.

Stopping for staying.

Like I do for as I do.

Over-Study. — At a joint meeting of school

superintendents and the State Board of Health in

Ohio, the question of overstudy was a topic under

discussion. The superintendents appeared to take

the position that there was no such overworking

of the pupils. The superintendent of public schools

in Cincinnati said :

"It is not mental activity that hurts. It is

the foul air, the bad seat, the unequal heating of

the room, the poor lighting. Study doesn't hurt.

A few days ago we had a case of a child not yet

ten years old, who was suffering with headache

and seemed to be unable to give attention to the

le.ssons. On investigation it was found that the

child had been up four nights until eleven o'clock.

We have thousands of such cases in Cincinnati, in

which the bad eating, bad hours and irregular

sleeping at home produce these results. . . But

hard work is what the child needs; not rest, not

recreation, not release from task, but infusing the

task with a purpose, so that in pursuing it the

child grows strong in mind as in body. Of course,

mental exercise as well as physical can be carried

to excess. But the work of the schoolroom which

shows a stultifying process has to do with the

formal text-book side of the schooling.''—.4;rt(T!caa

Medicine.

The Jews in China. — Chauncey Goodrich, now

of Oberlin, 0., formerly of the North China Mis-

sion of the American Board, says that the Jews in

China wear queues and they speak the language,

follow the customs and wear the dress of the

Chinese. There is a small colony in Kaifengfu,

Honan, possibly numbering a few thousand. I can-

not think they came to China as far back as in

the reign of Saul. Their synagogue is gone, their

Hebrew Bible, which they were unable to read, was

given to Bishop Schereschewsky thirty-five years

ago, at which time he brought several young men

to Pekin to study. These young Jews were a sad

failure, " worse than the heathen." Two of them

were in my school, but for a few weeks only, as I

felt it unsafe to keep them longer.

The Jew is not honored in China and he has no

influence with the Chinese officials. No Chinese

are converted to the Jewish religion, a cult which

is practically unknown in the land of Confucius.

I have been many times in Shanghai, but never

heard of a synagogue there. It is not impossible
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that there may be a few Jews of respectable stand-

ing in that metropolitan city, merchants who have

been in China a few decades. But if there are it

is practically certain that they cannot speak the

Hebrew language.

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTS.

II.viTED St.\tes.—The Fifty-seventh Congress ended on

the 4th inst. In addition to the usual appropriation bills

but little legislation of great public importance was ac-

complished during the second session. Of this character

is the militia act, the act estabMshing a Department of

Commerce, an amendment of the immigration laws, an

act for the improvement of arid lands— and an act to es-

tablish civil government in the Philippines. The amount

of money appropriated during its two sessions exceeds

that of any previous Congres-', amounting to more than a

billion and a half of dollars ($1,.554,108,518). The num-

ber of bills introduced during the Fifty-seventh Congress

aggregated 17,560, of which 3918 were reported and

more than 2000 passed, of which about 1200 were private

hills, mostly for pensions. The money appropriated for

the army and navy and for fortifications exceeds 167

millions;" for pensions, nearly 140 millions; for the Post

Office, 1.53 millions; for agriculture, nearly si.x millions;

for the Indians, over eight millions. While it appears that

the appropriations of this Congress have been largely in

excess of those of the last Congress, it is stated that the

increase is chiefly made up of three items, namely, the

$50,000,000 for the Panama Canal, the increased appro-

priation of $50,000,000 for the postal service and the

river and harbor appropriations. A number of important

bills failed of passage. On the 5th inst. the Senate was

convened by the President in extra session, and a message

was received from him asking its special attention to the

treaty with the Republic of Colombia securing to the

United States the right to build an isthmian canal, and

to the treaty with the Republic of Cuba for securing a

measure of commercial reciprocity between the two coun-

tries.

A bill recently passed by Congress contains the follow-

ing clause: "No intoxicating liquors of any character

shall be sold within the limits of the Capitol Building of

the United States."

The new Immigration act provides that a tax of two

dollars shall be collected for every alien immigrant who
enters the United States. The money thus collected shall

constitute a permanent appropriation, to be called the
" Immigrant Fund,'' and used to defray the expenses of

administering the Immigrant law. The classes excluded

from admission are idiots, insane persons, epileptics and

persons who have been insane within five years previous;

paupers, persons likely to become public charge, persons

afflicted with a loathsome, dangerous or contagious dis-

ease; persons who have been convicted of crime or

misdemeanor involving moral turpitude; polygamists,

anarchists or persons who believe in or advocate the

overthrow by force or violence of all government or the

assassination of public officials an^some others known to

be immoral persons.

What are stated to be the greatest deposits of iron ore

in the West have been found on Prince of Wales Island,

Southeastern Alaska. The deposits comprise both mag-
netic and hematite ore, and lie within a short distance of

the sea, making them readily accessible to water trans-

portation.

The Superintendent of Forestry, in his report for 1902,

calls attention to the great demand for wood pulp by the

paper makers in this country, and says: "The rapid ex-

haustion of the supply of standard pulp woods renders it

imperative to discover, if possible, other equally useful

species. To demonstrate the usefulness for pulp of cer-

tain plentiful timbers not yet used for that purpose will

be exceedingly valuable if it can be done. Wherever sup-

plies of such timber are present the life of the wood pulp

industry may he greatly extended."

An act recently passed in North Carolina makes it law-

ful for Christian Scientists to practice their methods of

treating diseases in that State.

A law forbidding first cousins to marry was passed by

the Legislature of Pennsylvania in 1901. A despatch

from Wilkes Barre, Pa., of the 4th, says: What is believed

to he the first suit in the State since the passage of the

act forbidding the marriage of first cousins, for the an-

nulment of such a marriage, was instituted here to-day,

when District Attorney Jones filed a bill in equity asking

that the marriage of Ellen L. Tiers and her first cousin,

Edgar Tiers, be annulled. Both are under nineteen, and

were married in New Jersey. When they returned they

were separated by their parents.

A despatch from Portland, Me., of the 5th, says: The
steamship Montauk carried the largest cargo of oats ever

taken out of this port— about 300,000 bushels. This

cargo goes to Hango-Udde, for the relief of the starving

Finns.

Helen Keller, who, although deaf, dumb and blind, is a

student at Radcliff'e College, lately addressed through an

attendant, the Legislative Committee on Education, in

Boston, in behalf of a bill for the relief of the adult blind.

Her message to the Committee was a feeling one. She

said that the blind did not need the higher education, but

did require help in order to take their places in the indus-

trial world.

A bill has lately been enacted in Pennsylvania designed

to permit the loaning of money at a higher rate of interest

than 6 per cent, in the event of a stringency in the money
market.

A deposit of crude nitrate of soda is said to exist in

the Death Valley in California in a tract twenty-five miles

long and fifteen miles wide, an area larger than that in

Chili, which has long been a source of supply.

A number of leading citizens of Washington have or-

ganized a propaganda against tuberculosis, and have un-

dertaken the spread of intelligence that will tend to

minimize the conditions which produce the disease. The
society accepts the belief that the disease may be pre-

vented, that its spread may be checked and that persons

who have it may be cured. The work will from time to

time he made the subject of lectures and special study in

the public schools.

There were 614 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 25 less than the pre-

vious week and 106 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 323 were males and 291 fe-

males. 77 died of consumption of the lungs ; 116 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surroupding membranes ; 17

of diphtheria ; 16 of cancer ; 24 of apoplexy ; 21 of

typhoid fever ; 6 of scarlet fever, and 4 of small pox.

Foreign.—At a recent gathering of literary men in

Russia to celebrate the anniversary of the emancipation

of the serfs, the statement was made that agitation for

political reform in that country had broken out with re-

newed force, and was spreading through the length and

breadth of the country.

During the year 1901 the records of the police in

London show that but 24 murders occurred in a popula-

tion of about 6,000,000. In England a trial for murder
is completed generally within a few weeks after the ac-

cused is arrested, and it is stated that there is no appeal

to a higher court.

A dispatch from Berlin states that the country medical

practitioner in Germany is to have an opportunity to

learn the latest developments in surgery and general

medicine from a traveling university that will bring post-

graduate instruction to the nearest large town in his

vicinity free of charge. The country doctor can thus

come to his neighboring city for a week or two once a

year and hear the leaders of his profession explain the

latest processes for treatment or see celebrated surgeons

operate.

Information from China is to the effect that a revolu-

tionary movement appears to be growing more serious,

and that it has for its object the massacre of foreigners

and the placing of a new Emperor on the throne.

Terrible snow storms are reported to have been raging

in the Government of Samara, in S. E. Russia, and have

caused hundreds of deaths. Horses drawing sleighs have

returned to villages with the passengers frozen to death.

The village bells are rung nightly to enable travelers to

find their way to shelter. Many persons have been frozen

to death within the villages while searching for the doors

of their own homes.

A dispatch of the 2nd inst. from Guadalajara, Mexico,

says: There is no indication of any decrease in the vio-

lence of the eruptions of Mont Colima, and the showers

of ashes are devastating the fertile plantations in the

rich valleys to the eastward. The ground is covered to

a depth of several feet. Lava is pouring down the eastern

slope of the mountain. Natives are terror stricken by the

terrific earthquake shocks. A pall of smoke that hangs

close to the earth and is almost stifling covers the

country for fifty miles around the volcano. The light of

the sun is shut out and lighted lamps are required

throughout the day. The places of worship are crowded

with worshippers day and night.

A despatch from Costa Rica reports frequent earth-

quake shocks on the 4th instant. Similar shocks were

felt in Dominica on the 8th instant. The La Soufriere

volcano in the island of St. Vincent, is again active,

though the eruptions are not violent.

A despatch of the 6th from Berlin says :
" Earth shocks

have been felt for two days in the district of Voigtiand,

Saxony, and in the Erzgebirge. Yesterday's shocks were

slight, but those of to-day were violent.

A movement has been started to transfer large numbers

of expatriated members of Catholic societies from France

to America.

The portion of the Yearly Meeting's Commi
\^

apart for service within the limits of Abington 'j|

has arranged for an appointed meeting, to be hel:(

Meeting-house at Frankford, on Fourth-day even-)

18th inst, at 7.45 o'clock. The members ofFrlJ
Meeting in particular, and Friends generally, are

to attend.

The sub committee of the Yearly Meeting's Col

assigned to Philadelphia Quarter propose holdingl

ing for Divine worship at the Meeting-house, at

and Arch Streets, on Sixth-day, the 20th inst.,.

p. M., for Friends of Philadelphia and vicinity, t

our young Friends are invited.

Tract Association of Friends. — The
meeting of the Association will be held in the Goi

Room of Arch Street Meetinghouse, on Fonrth-di

ing, the 25th inst., at 8 o'clock. Reports of A
Associations and an interesting report of the 1

will be read. All are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott.

Westtown Boarding School.— The Sprii

will open on Second-day, Third Month 16th,"""

pupils should arrive at the School early in the afte

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pfiw

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveni

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage '

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. H.,f

and 4..32 P. M. Other trains are met when rei, j^.

Stage tare, 15 cents; after 7.30 p. M., 25 cents <

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West (

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet, :

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicatioa

admission of pupils to the school, and letter* ii

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Wi
Payments on account of board and tuition, a

munications in regard to business should he forwj

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th Street,

— Open on week days from 11.30 a. m. to2 p.il,a

3 P. M. to 6 P. M. Also on evenings in whiA
Institute Lyceum Meetings are held from 7 P.K.

P. M. The following are recent additions :

Briggs, L. B. R.— School, College and Charaete

Crawford, M. C—Romance of Old New Englai)

trees.

Folks, Homer—Care of Destitute, Neglected jjjy,.

linquent Children.

Gibson, E. C. S.— John Howard.

Hall, C. C—Lords Baltimore and the Maiyla

atinate.

Harrison, Frederic—John Ruskin.

Lang, Andrew—Alfred Tennyson.

Lowell, Isabel — Stories in Stone from

Forum.
Villari, Luigi— Italian Life in Town in Coiutr,

Died, at his residence in Haddonfield, N. J.

Month 26th, 1902, Albert H. Hillman,

year of his age : a member of Haddonfield Uonthl j -

ing of Friends. N. J. He was for many years at

and frequently had to endure severe suffering,*

bore with true Christian fortitude and patienoe.i |^

friends have the consoling belief that his poiffie

has entered into that rest which remaineth forfti

of God.
, at her home in Haddonfield, N. J., Twd

29th, 1902, Elma E. M. Hamlin, aged seventy-si

a member of the Monthlv Meeting of Friends o

delphia for the Western District. " Then they th«

the Lord spake often one to another, and tbelion «;

ened and heard it, and a hook of remembrance w

ten before him for them that feared the Lord i

thought upon his name." The above langasge!

Scripture was particularly applicable to this dear

k fear of offending, and a great love for her Di*;

ter were ever present with her, and we doubt not

evidence given that she has been gathered into

of rest and peace.

Note.—The decease of John Q. Spencer,

page 264, occurred on Sixth Month 7th, 1902.

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS.PRI>
No. 422 Walnut Streetm
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iNihe Library of Congress, wisdom is rep-

:
il liy Minerva. In the Library of our

ii|iture, wisdom is represented by

M that marble hall the statue of the

)f wisdom holds aloft an electric

.ill in the presence of. the light of

,y, le electric light and the statue cast a

adtf upon the pearly marble of the hall-

iv. So in the presence of the wisdom which

1-
1 above, our intellectual wisdom is a

n k y. It adds no light, but only a shadow,

on 16 sacred page or the things of God.

Gain for Truth in Russia.

Czar's proclamation in promise of reli-

reedom throughout Russia is cheering

wsjeven though for a season it may be

mpj-ed by ministers wedded to oppression.

le joral effect of such an announcement,

:e tjit of the same Czar's historic appeal to

e njions against militarism, must be found

arilj future fruit in public opinion thus

akjied unto mercy.

I'otibly the way was made more open for

isleral movement of Nicholas II. by the

lirdent of the late Procurator General Po-

;do)stseff, whose intolerance of the liberty

th(3pirit in men has, he ought now to fear,

ire; for itself a lasting monument in the

lukbbor region of Canada. The passive re-

tare and long-suffering of this oppressed

opljwas doubtless long since secretly work-

; alone among several factors in produc

3onvincement that intolerance of con-

in religion should be a thing of the

3t/

Muii more decisively for America, how-

!r, jas religious toleration procured by the

feriigs of the Quakers in Massachusetts and

ilecby their blood. Of that great battle

re^ious liberty. Friends took the brunt

in their own non-resisting persons. Against

the Puritans of the Bay Colony the warfare

was worn out by the passive resistance of

scourged and imprisoned Friends, the wea-

pons of whose warfare were not carnal, but

mighty through God. The blood of the four

Friends executed on Boston Common, sealed

the victory for religious liberty in America.

But they in Russia whose recourse has been

to the sword and bombs for forcing freedom

from their government, have but delayed its

coming. It is pronounced an open secret that

Alexander II. was on the point of giving the

Russians a constitution when he was assassi-

nated by claimants of liberty. This criminal

mistake discouraged the next emperor, and

fastened a repressive government on Russia

throughout his reign.

Inasmuch as ideas of religious liberty have

been constantly ministered to other nations

through the example of America, and her col-

onies or states might not soon have been solid

for that principle but fcr the martyr-service

uf the Quakers, we will claim the early

Friends also, as well as the faithful in Russia,

as having part in the genesis of this late proc-

lamation.

May the improved and tender spirit which

seems to animate the present Czar be permitted

a freer course than has hitherto been evident

in his empire, and liberty be no longer killed

in the house of its friends, nor thwarted by

the reactionary spirit of its enemies. We be-

lieve the faithful spiritual sects, including the

Doukhobors, have not lived in vain in Russia;

and we strongly hope that those "Spirit-

wrestlers" of whom the mother country was

not worthy, will,—if the times of some pres-

ent ignorance among them are judiciously

winked at by the Canadian Government,—yet
be found a mighty host for peace and spiritual-

ity in a land which, not forgetful to receive

strangers, has entertained angels unawares.

For "The Friend."

A Church-and-World Testimony Agaiust

Euchre.

Referring to our ".Mid-week and Perennial
Lent' "—in The Friend, Fourth Month 7th,

the following shows the practical working of

setting apart a portion of time in the year for

self-denial.

"S. p. E. EUCHRE."
"The last social meeting of the S. P. E.

Euchre met at the home of Misses Schappet,

on February 26th. Gentleman's prize was won
by Mr. Daniel Maguire. Ladies' prize by Miss
Florence Schappet.

The members partook of refreshments and
after a very pleasant evening adjourned.

Dvrinrj Lent the curhre trill be discmitinue.d,

and on April 15. the members will reunite to

continue their enjoyment."

This is not an exceptional case,—generally,

diversions deemed unbecoming a churchman
during "the Lenten Sea-on" are restored to

unbridled swing for the rest of the year, im-
mediately that season is over.

How can righteousness grow and increase
in the land with such apportionment of time
and talent tetween God and the world? Surely
now as of old "the leaders of the people cau^e
them to err."

A Voice for the Times.—"According to
my apprehension it is a day of especial mercy
to many both in these Islands, and on the Con-
tinent, in which the Great Over-ruler of events
is exercising the nations with judgments mixed
with mercv, in order to bring down the power
uf Antichrist, his corrupt docirines and wor-
ship; and to enlarge the spiritual kingdom of

our Lord .Ipsus Christ. Abundance of people
seem prepared to receive the Word with glad-

ness, and yet there seems something wanting
to deepen them in the root and power of god-
liness, so as to he able to be r tribulation and
reproaches for his gracious name's sake; and I

do believe one of the means by which this is

to be brought about, is the sending forth of

a cloud of witnesses with diversity of gifts,

vet all by the same Spirit;— and these simply

minding their own callings, and not that of

another, the work will be carried on harmo-
niously both within and without the pale of

our Society, and we shall be bound together

in the bonds of gospel love and enabled to

strengthen one another's hands to do whatso-
ever He bids us do, nothing doubting."

—

From
a letter of William Savery to Charity Cook
and Mary Swett, dated London, Third Month
lOth, 1798.

Doukhobor Notes.

A correspondent from the Saskatchewan
Colony writes thus:—

"Peter Verigin was here on the third inst.

Great preparation had been made for him, in

house-cleaning and cooking. The whole vil-

lage gathered together to meet his appearing
sleigh: as he and his escorts went into the

house the younger people stood outside sing-

ing, after which the Psalm was rehearsed,

then he went out and after greeting them, and
speaking a few words, he asked them to go
into the houses and warm themselves; he af-

terwards went from one house to another, ac-

companied by his niece, also Nicholas Zibraff,

Paulo Planden and Simon Riban."

The correspondent says that Peter is a de-
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cided man, with a fair share of common sense

and disposed to useit, and not one to be led

about by such things as upset the Doukhobors

last summer. He dresses like a Russian coun-

try gentleman, has no scruple about wearing

leather, does not favor Doukhobor style of

'dress, and se(;med likely to be a great help in

influencing the dress, manners and thoughts of

the Doukhobors in the right direction.

He said he would not advise the removal

of that colony to the Yorkton district, as had

been proposed, as it would be of too great a

sacrifice: that should have been considered

when they first came to the country; to move
now would be a loss and expense. He seemed
to enjoy the time spent in that village (Shasof-

ka), and confirmed the report that two thou-

sand homesteads were likely to be taken up.

.\n official of the Interior Department at

Ottawa writes on the ninth inst. a letter which
contains the following.

"The information that we have, and which
the officials of the department are inclined to

rely upon, is, that the Doukhobors are settling

down to a recognition of the land laws, etc.,

of this country. I had a good many talks

with them when I was up there last fall, ana
showed as clearly as I could that the proper

course for them to pursue was to conform to

the government regulations, which were in-

tended for the benefit of citizens, and would
not at all interfere with any reasonable reli-

gious views. I think they are beginning to

realize that such advice was not out of the

way, and I hope that from this time forivard

any news that you will have of them will be to

the effect that common sense is guiding their

actions.

"

Joseph S. Elkinton.

Reward of Learning in Antiquity.

In ancient Greece and Rome, men distin-

guishej by their learning were esteemed by

kings and emperors and often more honored
by the people than the first of the repub-
lic, which cannot be said to be the rule

in our days. To realize the miserable con-

dition of our men of learning, as compared
with those of antiquity, we need but to

read of the honors and rewards heaped
upon almost all ancient authors. Plato was
honored by the tyrant Dionyisus of Syracuse
with a seat in his own chariot. When .Alex-

ander the Great had the city of Thebes de-

stroyed (336 B. C-) he gave special orders that

the house of the poet Pindar should be spared.

Such consideration is certainly not shown to

the poets of to-day. The Syracusans, who
had made some Athenians prisoners of war,

gave them back their liberty after hearing
them recite some scenes of Euripides. The
great Scipio Africanus carried always with
him a small bust of the poet Ennius (239-204
B. C.), which, before his death, he ordered
to be placed beside his tomb. Mithridates
showed his great veneration of Plato bv or-

dering the latter's statue to be placed among
those of the greatest kings of Pontus. The
.Athenians paid the same honor to Demos-
thenes. The Romans went even further in

this respect. When, after the siege of Jeru-
salem, Josephus was brought a prisoner to

Rome, they not only set him free again but,

in appreciation of his work, "Antiquities of
the Jews," erected a statue in his honor.
The pecuniary rewards received by the an-

cients were in their way not less considerable I

than the honors accorded. For his "History

of the .Animals" Aristotle received from Alex-

ander eight hundred talents, which equalled

about eight hundred thousand dollars of our

money. The son of the Emperor Severus re-

warded a poet with as many gold pieces as his

rather long poem on the nature and proper-

ties on the fishes contained lines. The Em-
peror Gratian conferred upon the poet Auso-

nius the consulship and other distinctions. It

is well known that all learned men at the

court of .Augustus were loaded with benefits.

Virgil, Horace and many otliers had every

reason to praise his generosity. It is said

that when Virgil recited the sixth book of his

.Eneid before Augustus and his wife Livia,

the latter was so overcome with emotion that

she fainted, and after coming to herself again

she ordered that the poet should receive ten

sesterces for every line still unrecited of the

praise of .Marcellus. This gift amounted to

about fifteen thousand dollars of our money.

Even the worst and most cruel princes of an-

tiquity would have felt ashamed to suffer the

learned to live in indigence. Nero gave con-

siderable property to Seneca. Domitian, whose
character was almost as bad as Nero's, be-

stowed great gifts upon a poet of little merit.

Even avarice and stinginess did not prevent

the ancients from rewarding the men of tal-

ent and learning. Vespasian, who was ac-

cused of great avarice, rewarded nobly the

sciences and fine arts. The salary which he

fixed for each professor was more considera-

ble than the revenues of some of our colleges,

viz: two thousand five hundred gold pieces, of

the value of about five dollars each.— Tribune

Farmer.

For "The Friend,"

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

II.

Before referring to evidence of the fact

that in the first three centuries of our era,

not a few known as Christians were enrolled

in the Roman armies, let us consider testimony

to show that it was net merely aggressive

warfare that was then declared unlawful, but

likewise that w'arfare for self-defense which is

now generally looked upon as both allowable

and praiseworthy.

Irensus, referring to the New Testament
disallowance of retaliation, speaks of the Chris-

tians of h's day as "now unaccustomed to fight-

ing, but when smitten they offer also the

other cheek." He alludes to the prophecy

concerning the inoffensiveness that should ap-

pear in the Messiah toward his enemies, as

having been "accomplished in the Lord's per-

son," and adds that "the same is still true

with regard to us, the body following the ex-

ample of the Lord."
In Cyprian we find many confirmatory pas-

sages, but a single one only will be ci:ed. in

which, speaking of the non-carnally equipped

"soldiers of Christ," he says: "They do not

in turn assail their asailants, since it is not

lawful for the innocent even to kill the

guilty," and again, (he is addressing Deme-
trianus, the Roman proconsul of Africa), in

certifying to the willingness of Christians to

await the Divine amend for injuries, he con-

tinues: "For this reason it is that none of

us, when he is apprehended, makes r

ance, nor avenges himself against you
righteous violence, although our peopl

numerous and powerful."

Tertullian, already quoted as testifyi

fully against the military service, refersl

faithful as "yielding themselves up in

own places of duty with patience, rather

fighting in self defense."

Lactantius, in delineating true bra

shows how incumbent it is upon the fol

of Christ not to answer reviling in si

manner, and when injured not retalia

kind, that such a one should not mere!

inflict injury, but he should not aven,

when inflicted on himself. A just man,

this order, he admits, may be an obje

contempt, and, "because it will be th(

that he is unable to defend himself, he w

regarded as slothful and inactive," the

mon estimate of one who avenged hi

upon his enemy being that he is a m;

spirit and activity. When it is remem
that Lactantius became preceptor to Cri

the son of Constantine, called "the first (

tian emperor," one is inclined to

whether precepts such as the above wei

parted to the heir expectant, who,

"earned his spurs" in the wars agains

Franks, and eventually was put to deat

D. 326) by his father's order, upon wb
alleged to have been a baseless accusat

According .to Lactantius, who died in

the year before his one-time pupil wa^

headed, there had at that time been

an increase in the standing army that there

not men enough left to till the ground,

was allowed to run wild; and the array

suffered in consequence, as the supply o)

visions was inadequate to their demands,

thur J. Mason, in his "Persecution of D
tian" (A. D. 303) alluding to the grc

wealth of the church, remarks,
—"The -^

which was now in her hands might well

excited the covetousness of a less hone

sovereign than Diocletian. Bishops, likt

of Antioch, lived in greater state than Aui

himself. According to Eusebius, even

ernors of provinces and great state of

were fain to court the good will and su

of the prelates."

It was clearly a time of decadence in C
and State. Humility, simplicity, steac

ness, the non-resistant principle taught i

Sermon on the Mount, were givin

fore the inroads of riches and luxury o

part of ecclesiastics, to be presently fol

by the unseemly and unblessed union of G
and State.

The persecuting edicts of Diocletian, v

told by .Anthon, had been much mitigat

the forbearance and leniency of Consta

and Constantine not only followed his fa;

example in being merciful to the perse

Christians, but even showed them some i

of positive favor. \'ery considerable nui

of them, in consequence, flocked to his f

ard, and swelled the ranks of his army,

peaceful, orderly and faithful conduct

trasting most favorably with the turbulei

dissolute behavior of those who forme

mass of common armies, won his entire

dence. "To what extent," cautiously re'

the author above quoted this satisfactor

itary accession led Constantine to form

i
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)rile opinion of Christianity, or inclined

iif.o view with esteem and respect the ten-

is hich produced such results, cannot be as-

jrlined. How far his avowed reception of

hrkianity was influenced by the prudence of

leolitician, how far by the conviction of

lepnvert, it is impossible to determine."

te may take it for granted, nevertheless,

lalustin Martyr (2nd century), who, in his

snApology for the Christian religion, ad-

ed'd to the pacific emperor Antoninus I'ius,

fjly appreciated the record of that sover-

gul long reign undisturbed by any war,

]ul not have rendered a like gracious tri-

teo the perpetually fighting Constantine,

:

' he latter was known as "Christian,"

iniiine was not. In the Edict of

I'. 312), promulgated by Constan-
latter declares: "We have long

ve have no business to refuse free-

i-ion, and that to the judgment and
arh individual man must be left the

' eing to matters of belief according
I

- liwn free will." Yet this concession

iBiinot to have made because of the emper-

g ijty, for his acts were far from showing

b], rather, was declared at the dictate

fltje policy and expediency. A pagan he

itiied until his death in 337, although he

•mjted the rite'of water baptism to be ad-

i8ti-ed shortly before he passed away.

,t |id now become notably easier for the

ifeting Christian to enter the military ser-

", ein.u' that the accommodating emperor,
; iTicl the oath so that it read

—"By
1,

• Christ, and by the Holy Spirit, and by

njesty of the emperor, which next to

i, I to he loved and honored by mankind."
ir iople, who thought that persecution for

- ike had ceased and the empire was
How little did most of them un-

hat Constantine had brought F'agan-

inrward, incorporated it— its cere-

iM.Tstitions, even its idolatries— into

in faith, whilst he himself retained

inous title of Divinity and Pontifex

hich had been bestowed upon his

(To be continued.)

i'F:;osrF.L IN A Barrel— I stood in a

n ;! factory the other day and watched
in inspects the barrels just before

-iarted down the inclined plane to

4 rooms. He would whirl the bar-

a few times to inspect the outside,

. lolling it over, thrust a small incan-

t'njlight into the hole in the side, and
hjeyes at the opening, stand quietly gaz-
'oiii moment, as if looking for something.

; <li) you do that for?" I asked.

inside's 0. K., charred all right,

,!je, etc.," he answered.
)U my eye to the hole in one of the bar-

II was black as pitch within.

id," he said, pushing me aside, and
nf:he little electric lamp through the
Now look."

idand the inside of the barrel was as
a day. Every joint and irregularity

,»s lain as could be.

w ke our lives. We never know our
Sntil Jesus holds the light. How we
hi inspection, even after we are his.—

Copy of a Letter from Alexander Wilson to

His Partner, Thomas Rogers.

An Account of the Decease of John Pemberton,

Supposed not to have been heretofore printed.

Pyrmont, Second Month 5th, 1795.

Dear Thomas.—
When I wrote thee from this place on

Twelfth Month 20th, 1794, I little thought my
next would be the medium of such heavy tid-

ings, but we are sometimes kept in the dark,

and affecting circumstances which are near at

hand are hid from our view, for wise and good
purposes that we poor finite creatures cannot
comprehend; this has been much my situation

of late, when a deeply trying season was nigh,

I knew it not —but I know that the Judge of

all the earth, can only, and will undoubtedly,
in all his ways do what is right; this tends to

silence every murmuring thought that would
arise, and engages to labor after a patient

resignation to his holy will.

After date of mine, (No. 11), dear J. Pem-
berton kept poor and weak until the latter end
of the twelfth and beginning on the first

month, but towards the middle of the month,
he had gathered so much strength as to walk

about in his chamber, and the physician

thought him pretty much out of danger; but

on the twenty-third, immediately after dinner,

he was suddenly seized with a chill and fever,

and being much reduced by the former at-

tacks, it turned to an inflammatory fever, and

the disorder settling on his lungs (his weak
part), nature gave way and on the ninth day
his gentle and patient spirit was released from
its habitation of clay, and was wafted, I firmly

believe, on the wings of faith and love divine

to the mansion of eternal rest and peace.

Throughout his sickness, which was at

times very painful and trying to nature, he

was mercifully favored with uncommon pa-

tience and resignation, which struck those

who saw him with admiration, and the physi-

cian, (who constantly and carefully attended

him), said that he never attended such a pa-

tient in his life, and he also remarked to one

of the friends that he believed he had made a

glorio'JS end.

Yesterday his remains were, I think, sol-

emnly interred in the center of Friends' bury-

ing grounds, (I having previously obtained

leave of them for that purpose,) in a plain

simple way, conformable to written directions

of his own, dated in the Eleventh Month last,

directed to me, "to be opened," says he,

"after my decease;" and also agreeable to the

manner of our friends at home.

(t was remarked by the Friends here, that

the inhabitants were in the general sober,

whilst we passed along, and some be'ng struck

with astonishment, not, I suppose, having

seen the like before, and said, "There they

come and verily it is a beautiful sight;" and a

few of them who attended with us behaved

soberly.

Thou must, dear Thomas, naturally con-

clude that this has been and is to me a deep

and heavy trial; being now left alone in a

strange land, among a people of a strange

language, four thousand miles from home

—

and losing in him a father and a friend whose
paternal care over me was great; and his

humble, circumspect walking has conveyed

deep, and I hope lasting instruction to my
mind. May the Cod of all grace, mercy and
peace bestow on me a double portion of that

Spirit which rested on Him, so that when the

curtain of the evening is drawn over my spirit,

and eternity opens to view, 1 also may, as he
did, gloriously and victoriously triumph over

death, hell, and the grave; having an unshaken
assurance that an entrance was administered

unto him, into the realms of never ending fe-

licity, there with saints and angels and the

spirits of the just made perfect ever to live,

praise, magnify and extol, the Lord Cod and
the Lamb, world without end, Amen and
Amen!

—

And now, dear Thomas, 1 may remark for

thine and the encouragement of all who may
be hereafter tried in like manner as I have
been, that the holy Helper of his people, even

Cod, who is great in mercy and abundant in

his loving kindness, even to the unworthy, has

been graciously near on this trying occasion,

when the floods of aflliction have been ready

to overwhelm my distressed soul, proving him-
self indeed a Cod nigh at hand, and a present

help in this needful time, saying to the raging
waves, "Thus far you shall come and no far-

ther," and to the boisterous winds, "be
still."

And I have a hope that the mercies now ex-

perienced will engage my soul with all its

might evermore to trust in Him, and this is

the portion which it desires and craves more
than riches, honor, or length of day.

He had frequently remarked to me on our
way through Cermany, that going to Pyr-

mont appeared very gloomy to him, and thou

mayest remember that in some of my for-

mer letters I remarked that after we got here

his mind felt pretty much as if he had been

at home and among his friends; the pros-

pect also, of visiting Rinteln, Minden, etc. died

away, and he could not see his way clearly

from hence, which circumstance made us fre-

quently say to each other, what can be the

reason that we are detained here so long?

I have enclosed thee a copy of hi.s dying ex-

pressions, which I took down at sundry times,

when relieved a few minutes from his bed,

which contains a demonstrative proof of the

happy state of mind he had through holy help

attained to, and that his exit was indeed glo-

rious. May it prove an incitement to us who re-

main earnestly to seek after a like experience.

A question has sometimes arisen, whether
Friends here would not have to lay me by his

side, as i feel my health considerably impaired

by being so much confined these four or five

months past, and for the greatest part of the

time but few nights that I have had all my
clothes off. And if infinite wisdom sees meet
to spare me a little longer, my way ott' the con-

tinent Seems at present difficult, as I am
nearly surrounded by contending parties, and
the French having overrun and taken Holland.

Although I have of latter times considered the

French as a generous people, and my being

from a nation that is at peace and in a league

of friendship with them, and also they nut be-

ing altogether unacquainted with our peace-

able principles as a religious Society; all these

things corroborate to strengthen me in a be-

lief that my way even through the French by

way of Holland might be practicable; nev-

ertheless, ( desire to act with prudence and not
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sijhat

run any improper risk, but take advice on this

subject.

If I snould be spared to get off the conti-

nent and reach England without any accident,

I have a desire to visit my native country and

relatives there; J would be glad if thou would

take an opportunity with John James, James
Pemberton, etc., and know if possible whether

I might be indulged in this thing, and meet

me with a letter in England as soon as possi-

ble inforramg me of the result and of Friends'

sentiments on the subject.

I wrote to Hannah femberton under date of

First Month 2nd, giving a pretty full ac-

count of her dear husband's last illness and

dying expressions, etc, which 1 enclosed to

William Dillwyn to forward to her, but if this

should reach thy hands hrst, to advise

with some friends how the effecting tidings

can be opened with the greatest safety.

After the burial of my dear companion, the

avaricious and ungodly priest sent his clerk

to demand money of me as his due for suffer-

ing the corpse to be buried, etc. I spoke

kindly to the man and desired him to give my
love to the priest and tell him that 1 would

take it kindly if he would come and see me,

and sympathize a little with me in my afflicted

situation, and that we might also converse to-

gether respecting his present demand, and if

he could convince me of the propriety of it I

would willingly pay him. He came not but I

suppose, went and complained to the magis-

trate, for in the afternoon the constable came
and brought me an order directing the pay-

ment of the money within ten days of the

date, at same time granting me privilege of

making my defence within that time. After

some consideration I felt a little matter to

arise in my mind explaining the ground of

my refusal, etc; which I penned and addressed

to the magistrate, to be by him communi-
cated to the priest, and which my kind friend

Lewis Seebohm, translated into German lan-

guage, but I have not yet heard what effect

it has had.

My dear love to thee, thy mother and fam-
ily and all other friends as if named.

Alexander Wilson.

Pyrmont, 20th of the Second Month, 1795.

This morning Frederick Seebohm being with

the chief magistrate on some business, the

conversation turned a little to my situation,

the priest and his demand for the burial of

my dear companion, etc., in the course of

which the magistrate intimated that the injus-

tice of the priest's demand appeared now so

glaring to him that he had informed the priest

he could not, nor would not compel me to pay
him;—which answer so chagrined the priest,

that he expected he would complain of him to

the ecclesiastical court. But the magistrate,

who is a man of resolution and experience,

and having justice and sound reason on his

side, did not appear concerned for anything
the priest could or might do.

I expect in a few days to leave this place

for Amsterdam, although my way seems more
and more difficult.

"One can do a great deal of good in this

world if one doesn't care who gets the credit

for it."

Science and Industry.

Iron and stone utensils may be repaired by

using a cement in the form of a paste com-
posed of litharge and glycerin. This cement
is not affected by changes of temperature.-

I don't wonder that many boys leave the old

home and farm for the professions and the

cities. If fathers would encourage them more
and give them a Ittle chance on the old farm,

and get them interested and attached more to

it, thousands of our sons would remain on the

farms. The farm and its occupants are a

safety power of this country and government.—Purdy.

England's foremost farmer is a woman, the

widow of Murray Smith. On her estate at

Gurnley Hall she raises the finest Jersey cattle

bred anywhere. She personally supervises all

details and provides every modern improve-

ment. Her cattle take many prizes through-

out England. One cow gives nine hundred

gallons of milk a year. She attends to all

correspondence and bookkeeping, besides man-

aging the dairy. She also keeps the pedigree

of every animal.

The cause of the stars' twinkling is said to

be the presence in the atmosphere of innu-

merable little currents or Aaves, which dart

through the air and cause a break in the light

from the star. The result is that to a be-

holder on the earth the star has the familiar

appearance of twinkling. These little air cur-

rents can be distinguished through the twenty-

four inch telescope very plainly on nights

when this twinkling is observed most, by the

simple process of removing the eye-piece of

the instrument.

The Oil Fields of Texas.—A scientific ex-

amination of the oil deposits in the great

coast prairie extending from Louisiana through

Texas to Mexico, a distance of several hun-

dred miles, has recently been made by Profes-

sor K. T. Hill, who describes his results in the

Journal of the Franklin Institute. The oil was

first struck in 1901 by a drill hole driven one

thousand one hundred feet, through clay and

quicksand. More than two hundred wells are

now in operation, and one has been sunk to a

depth of more than three thousand feet. Some
times hot water is struck below the oil, and

sometimes the oil itself is hot. The deeper it

is found the more salt the water is.

Every one who owns an umbrella has won-

dered at some time or other why it is that he

can never roll it up as compactly and neatly

as it was rolled when he bought it. Instead

of twisting with the handle, you should take

hold of the umbrella just above the points of

the cover ribs. These points naturally lie

evenly round the stick. Keep hold of these,

pressing them tightly against the stick, and

then roll up the cover. Holding the ribs pre-

vents them from getting twisted out of place

or bending out of shape. Then the silk is

bound to fold evenly and roll smooth and tight.

When the umbrella is rolled in this way it will

last twice as long. And until it gets very,

very old it will always look just as good as it

did on the day it was bought.

Changing a River's Course.— In at

ance with the message of President Rocs
our government is taking its first step to

reclaiming the arid lanjs of the Wt
States. One of the greatest feats of ni

times is already under way. The Gui

river in Colorado is to be diverted fro

course, through a sixteen-mile tunnel, si

the stream will water an immense \

The result will be that a whole farming

munity will be reclaimed and a fertile dii

now parched and dry, will blossom as thf

Before setting out on their labors the g(

ment employees planned to have pro\

lowered to them by ropes from above,

they would have as few things to carry a

sible in their arduous labors.

Questions for Boys and Girls.—pyon
are good at guessing or answering, here ha
few questions put by the Wesleyan Ao'asli

you can wrestle with: You can see anyija

white horse, but did you ever see a whitolt!

How many different kinds of trees gifjn

your neighborhood, and what are they'ooii

for? Why does a horse eat grass backtrds

and a cow forward? Why does a hopviniim

one way and a bean vine the other? jien

should a chimney be the larger, at the joi

bottom, and why? Can yoti tell why a w
when tethered with a rope, always unra^sit

while a cow always twists it into a ikt;

knot? How old must a grape vine be for

it begins to bear? Can you tell why iive

turn upside down just before a rain? /ba

wood will bear the greatest weight iw

breaking? Why are all cow paths c ike

and none straight?

Birds as Omens.—The American Fh n

cords as a fact that, when an epidei: c

cholera threatens a certain locality, tli( ird

leave the neighborhood a few days bef( tt

appearance of the scourge. This was riM

in connection with the recent outbreak th

epidemic at Hamburg. In 1SS4, thtai

phenomenon occurred at Marseilles anloi

Ion, where all the birds, as if actuatei )y

common impulse, abandoned the plague- id

en cities, and took up their abode at I TO

which was fortunate in escaping the jj

The great influx of birds at the

much commented upon by the inhabit

1872 all the sparrows left the town

zemsyl, Galicia, two days before the a'eai

ance of the pest, and not a single b n

turned before the end of Autumn, wh tt

cholera had entirely disappeared. Let iliop

that the birds may remain with us thi m
mer.

a I r-iw

litanli:'

vn liflr

A Curious Tree.—There is a tree it

West Indies that the natives say"grsi

dishes!'' It looks like an apple tree. Ilw

call it the calabash.

It bears very queer leaves and large 'bi'

blossoms that grow right from the tru w

larger branches. After the flower coi jj^

fruit, just as our apples or peaches dc
"

this fruit is in the shape of a gouil'

stronger and much larger, sometimes a <

diameter.

Now, see what a use the people

country make of this fruit. The shei

hard that all sorts of big and little i
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iijing cups can be carved out of it. Even

tjind kettles are made and used over the

e!)ut of course they cannot last as long as

n on ones. Is not this a serviceable tree?

) lender the natives are proud of it.— Moti-

•aStar.

Al'RiNCE IN Overalls. —In jumper and

ejlls a real Prince of the Imperial family

Joan is working side by side with dollar

d] laborers in the Pennsylvania Railroad

o(, and at the same work. He is Prince

)b!o Yamanoto, and this is the beginning

hj training to enter the imperial railway

r\<e. He intends to spend three years in

eihops here to study locomotive building

d|!pairs. Then he will spend two years in

B ransportation, freight, civil engineering

djiditing departments before his return.

Hjhas two servants and lives in a modest

Sling house. It was the prince's wish to

jriin at the bottom. Touching his work

djms he has written the following:

"iilready know how to build a locomotive,

I jvant to discover how the Americans do

jalso want to know how repairs are made

d jiat parts wear out tirst, with a view to

prj'ing the original piece,

"itter a month in your country I must say

»t[am delighted with American methods,

;hoj?h it is sometimes hard for me to find

t hht English words to express myself

icB'.

"wst mechanical engineers in Japan prefer

iglii locomotives because they consume less

el,
i
though American locomotives are sev-

• 'i"'il pounds cheaper. But the Amer-
•iigines are best on heavy grades.

licomotives lack power in a test of

it (nd.

"IiTi also astonished at the maivelous uses

wWh electricity is put in this country.

"Sice my visit here I have been made to

il nich at home. Unly once was I mis-

atk\, and that was when I was mistaken

•a jhinaraan.

"1 lie your social conditions. Every one

on In equal footing and has a chance to

ke, name. I have no doubt that is why
) ai so progressive. I expect to be a

nk^ before I go home.

'M|fourteen-year-old brother is with me.

eacjhim English at night. He intends to

aaijhere fourteen years and get a univer-

I eication. I don't mind the hard work,

van] to learn.

—

Altoona, Penn., correspon-

ttghe St. Louis Republic, in The Lutheran.

''INIWORKMANSHIP.—A writer in Murray's
gaz\e, gives the following account of an

icajinstrument which, according to our

)Dti; skeptics, was invented and con-

ictl by no one in particular, and without
intiji, foresight or design, simply by the

;e
(| circumstances, the operation of nat-

I lajs which no one made and no one en-

;e8r applies:

An one who will take the trouble to ex-

ne |ith a lens the head of a bee, will see

eitir side the large, rounded compound
al on the forehead or vortex three

htlttle simple eyes. The latter are,

hej name implies, comparatively simple

truiure, each with a single lens. But
;on,ound eyes have a complex structure.

Externally the surface is seen to be divided

up into a trreat number of hexagonal areas,

each of which is called a facet, and forms a

little lens. Of these the queen bee has on

each side nearly five thousand, the worker
some six thousand, and the drone upward of

twelve thousand. Beneath each facet is a

crystalline cone, a so-called nerve-rod, and
other structures too complex to be here de-

scribed, which pass inward toward the brain.

It will be seen, then, that the so-called com-
pound eye, with its thousands of crystalline

cones, its thousands of 'nerve rods' and other

elements, is a structure of no little complex-
ity. The question now arises: Is it one struc-

ture or many? Is it an eye or an aggregate

of eyes? To this question the older naturalist

answered confidently—an aggregate. And a

simple experiment seems to warrant this con-

clusion. Puget, quoted in Goldsmith's 'Ani-

mated Nature,' adapted the facets of the eye

of a tiy, so as to see objects through it under

the microscope. 'A soldier thus seen appeared

like an army of pismies, for while it multi-

plied it also diminished the object; the arch

of a bridge exhibited a spectacle more magnif-

icent than human skill could perform, and the

tlame of a candle seemed the illumination of

thousands of lamps.' Although Cheshire, in

his book on the bee, adopts this view, and

supports it by reference to a similar experi-

ence, it numbers to-day but few supporters.

One is tempted to marvel at the ability of

the drone to co-ordinate twenty-four thousand

separate images into a single object. Picture

the confusion of images of one who had sipped

too freely of the sweet but delusive dregs of

the punch-bowl ! Under similar circumstances

human folks are reported to see double.

Think of the appalling condition of an inebri-

ate drone! Those who believe the faceted eye

to be one organ with many parts contend that

each facet and its underlying structures give

not a complete image of the external object

as a whole, but the image of a single point of

that object. Thus there is formed, by a jux-

taposition of contiguous points, a stippled im-

age or an image in mosaic. Hence this view

is known as Miller's mosaic hypothesis. Lowne
has experimented with fine glass threads ar-

ranged like the cones and nerve-rods of the

bee's eye, and finds that (even when they are

not surrounded by pigment, as are the ele-

ments in an insect's eye) all oblique rays are

got rid of by numerous reflections and the in-

terference due to the different lengths of the

rays. Some modification of the mosaic hypo-

thesis is now generally adopted, and Dr. Hick-

son has recently worked out with great care

the structure of the optic tract which lies be-

tween the crystalline cones and the brain."

These are the things which skeptical scien-

tists think make themselves, without the aid

of a Creator. sceptic,
'

' great is thy faith
!"

~^
Selected.

Elizabeth Braithwait.

Elizabeth Braithwait, a young maid of sev-

enteen years of age, died in prison for the tes-

timony of a good conscience, at Kendal, in

Westmoreland. From a child God by his

grace inclined her heart to love, fear and
serve Him and she was truly obedient to her

parents, sober and chaste in her life and con-

versation, kind to all, and of a meek and quiet

spirit She was with several others of the

people called tjuakers, taken up by a warrant,

dated the Twenty-fifth of the Fifth Month,
U)84, for not going to church, (so called) and
carried to Kendal jail.

After some time she had liberty for a few
days to be at her brother's house; but com-
plaint being made against the keeper, she was
sent for, and she was not easy until she re-

turned to prison, for she said "That is my
place, and my present home; there 1 have
most peace and comfort."

About two months after her commitment,
viz: the seventeenth of Seventh Month, she
was taken sick in prison, and her mother com-
ing to visit her, asked if she had a mind to

go home; she replied, "No, no. I am at

home in my place, to my full content; and if

my Cod so order it that I be dissolved, I had
rather die here than in any other place. I am
glad that I got to this place before I began to

be sick; here I have peace and true content

in the will of Cod, whether life or death. I

am only grieved that there should be so little

tenderness or pity in the hearts of my perse-

cutors, to keep such a poor young one as I am
in prison. The Lord forgive them, I can
freely." She further said, that "her impris-

onment was by the permission of the Al-

mighty, who is greater, and above the greatest

of my persecutors, who I believe will shortly

set me free from these, and all other bonds,

over all their heads and in his peace in true

patience I possess my soul, and am contented

if it be his will, to be dissolved."

A friend asked her why she was so willing

to die. "Oh," said she, "I have seen glorious

sights of good things." The friend queried,

"What things?" she answered, "They are so

excellent and glorious that it is not utterable

and now I have nothing but love and good
will to all." But more especially she was
glad in the love and unity she felt with

Friends,. "with whom," said she, "I have been

often refreshed in our meetings together,

with the refreshment that comes from the

presence of the Lord. Oh! the good evening

meetings we have had." Another time she

said to her mother, "They say that we shall

spend all our riches with lying here in prison;

nay our riches are durable, and our treasure

hidden, laid up in heaven." Her mother see-

ing her lie under great weight of sickness,

would sometimes weep, but she was always

troubled at it, and said, "Dear mother, do

not weep, but resign me freely up into the

hand of the Lord. Weep not for me, for (

am well, Christ my Redeemer is with me."
And to her sister she said, "Come sister, lie

down by me, do not sorrow for me, I am well

content to live or die; for my Cod hath

blessed me, and will bless me, and his bless-

ings rest upon me." A little before she de-

oarted, her speech failed; after which she

would sing in her heart, lifting up her hands

with a cheerful countenance and taking her

friends by the hand with great affection, she

fell asleep in the Lord on the Twenty-eighth

of the Seventh Month, in the year 1684, in the

seventeenth year of her age.

Life, misfortune, isolation, abandonment,

poverty, are the fields of battle which have
their heroes—obscure heroes, who are some-

times grander than those who win renown.

—

Victor Hugo.
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For "The Friend. "

WITH ONE EYE TO ENTER INTO LIFE.

"Making much of the socket even when the candle wa
put out," is said of Constantine when he had kissed th

place where Pophnutius"s eye had, for the profession of

his faith, been put out by Maximinius.

He kissed the lampstand when the light had flown

Back to its primal source of central fire.

Oh hands of cruel men what marks ye make,
Blotting the glory from the face of man
Which like a mirror bore the face of Christ.

The fragile lantern lost its power to bless,

But light internal reached superior bliss,

And mingled in the ravs of glory of the Lord.

H. T. IMlLLER.

Beamsville, Ont.

Card Playing and Lemonade with Alcoholic

Mixtures.

Social gambling and the drinking of intox-

icating liquors are greatly on the increase,

says the Pittsburg Christian Advocate. They
constitute one of the greatest perils of the

day. Women are in the greatest danger, for

it is among them that these vices are on the

increase, and these chiefly women in what are

called the higher classes of society— the mure
wealthy and aristocratic. Among them at

this time card-playing is a craze. Card-par-

ties are the fashionable social events. Women
spend at these a whole afternoon engaged at

nothing else but playing cards and that for

prizes; that is for stakes. It is gambling
pure and simple, and has been so decided by
the courts In principle it does not differ in

any manner from the gambling men do in the

dens of vice. The only difference is the social

surroundings. Card-parties in fashionable

homes have about them an air of respectability

which does not belong to a gambling den, but
the business carried on in the two is pre-

cisely the same.

Women become so infatuated by the game
that they are what are known in society as

"card fiends." They become not only inter-

ested and excited, but they are actually infat-

unated and absorbed in the game. They are

restless to be at it, and are most at home
when in the excitement of the game- Some
almost lose sight of the ordinary duties of

lifp, and spend all the time they can in gamb-
ling.

The other vice of which ',ve have spoken is

the social drinking of intoxicants. Lately we
have heard, and the papers of the country
have commented on the rapid increase of drink-

ing among women in the older countries across

the sea. We have held up our hands in hor-

ror, and wondered what the world is to come
to when its women become drunkards. But
we need not go so far from home to find the

beginning of this vice. We need not go even
to New York and its famous "Four Hundred."
The thing is here, right at our own doors and
in our own cities. Comparatively few recep-

tions or parties are now given among wealthier
people at which strong drink is not literally

forced upon the guests. It is not set out in

bottles or decanters, as of old, but is put into

the lemonade or punch. Simple wholesome
lemonade has been tabooed on such occasions.

It is quite too old fashioned and tame. It

must be fired up with claret, or some other
thing which has a iwang to it. A lady who
would serve lemonade plain now would be re-

garded as narrow and puritanical And these

fashionable dames and maidens have come to

expect their stimulant at these gatherings,

and have been known to turn up their fashion-

able noses in disdain when they found "only
lemonade." So strong drink has come to be

the order of the day, and it is often so strong

in the open punch bowl as to perfume the

whole house. Not long since a Christian wo-
man of Pittsburg remonstrated with her ca-

terer after her reception was over for having

put spirits in the lemonade without her knowl-

edge, when he replied that he would have been

afraid not to do it when all other ladies or-

dered it. There is no mistake about it—this

is the ruling fashion. Its effects may easily

be known. Women are thus being trained to

strong drink, and their sons and brothers will

readily follow their example.

And let it not be supposed that these vices

are confined to the homes of what are called

"worldly people." They are not; they are

practised in nominally Christian homes. That

is to say, in plain words, that gambling and

drinking take place among those who are

members in good 'standing in Christian church-

es. Women who on the set-day receive the

"Holy Communion" may be seen during the

week with faces already flushed with drink re-

peating their cups at the social punch bowl,

and under great excitement struggling for

prizes at the card-table.

That many of them do not realize the enor-

mity of the evil in which they engage may be

admitted. They would he shocked if asked to

stand up at a public bar and drink wine with

common drunkards, or to enter a gambling

den and play cards for stakes. That to their

minds would be drinking and gambling, things

too horrible to be thought of. They do not

stop to consider that that is exactly what they

are doing now, only under different surround-

ings. The glamour of wealth and fashion de-

ceive them. The vice is sugar-coated, and

has a pleasant, and not a bitter tasie.

The pulpit and the press should cry out

against these evils, says the Advocate. They

are real, and they are growing. They threaten

the very fountains of our social and domestic

life. Woman is the conservator of the very

best there is in the world. If she becomes

evil, the fountain is corrupted, and all life

will follow in the ruin. We must protect our

women. We must warn them of the dangers

into which they run, and we must entreat them
for their own sakes and for the sake of the

race to mend their ways. And we must warn

others to avoid these perils.

Christy Davis.

In attempting a brief tribute to the memory
of our departed friend, there is little to aid

from any record which his pen has left, or

from any expression of his religious feelings.

The inner sanctuary of his life was guarded

by a reserve which scarcely admitted the inti-

macy of his nearest friends.

And* yet, notwithstanding this, Christy Da-
vis has left with us the impress not only of a

strong personality and a sterling manhood, but

of a positive religious character.

His long business career was marked both

in prosperity and adversity, by an unwavering
integrity, ensuring the entire confidence of

those who knew him best in this relation.

In manners, he was a gentleman of tl old

school. His nearest neighbors saw nn'of

his knightly courtesy, as they received h at-

tentions in his home or his calls at their (ij_

When business drew Christy Davis tijaj

Francisco years ago, being far removed on

the meetings and privileges of his owiSo.

ciety, he did not shrink from the respon %
ty of holding a Friends' Meeting in that ty

in company with a few others. For anija
of years— so long as he resided there—h ;a8

the mainstay of it, and his place at they,
of it was seldom vacant.

He was so thoroughly imbued with Frilis'

ideas of the possibility of a true worsliin

silence, that he never seemed anxious %[

the presence of a preacher or of vocal se:<je,

thougli always ready to welcome the vis 'of

the gospel messengers. One would hito

know more of the inner experience oi of

which those convictions grew so deet'ind

strong as to make a business man willrlj

thus publicly in the face of a great ci to

avow his faith and dependence in spiioal

Christianity, and to assume a position of |idi

weighty responsibility.

Of his later years, since his removal ti 'Col-

lege Park, little need be written for thos/ho

will hear this paper. We know how reg- riy

and punctually he was in his seat in our -et-

ings for worship, and the dignity and i er-

ence of his manner as a worshipper raustnt

impressed all who attended with us. Cc|er-

vative to an extreme, it was not easy fo Jm

to tolerate innovation and revolution in ;th-

ods long approved and established by th So-

ciety. This attitude, joined with his n; ra

reserve and dignity, gave to his bear|;c

seeming austerity that prevented the eaiac-

cess and familiarity of strangers. B fa

those who knew him, it was touching toiiii

his last days, the yielding and tendering hii

strong nature under the subduing powo;

Divine Grace, and the training of his sp ;fa

patience and thankful appreciation othi

blessings of his lot. Through his linjiDj

illness of many months there was no mu ur-

ing, but unvarying cheerfulness; and ul(

his mental faculties waned and memory 1 e4

his native Irish wit and humor sparkled itiji

last. He was a child again, imagini at

times the presence of his mother at hisbi.idi

caring for her boy.

With his marked individuality and mli

ness, he had the humility that exact n;

claim of deference or attention fro: l)i:

friends, but he commanded the respecam

honor which he did not demand, and iM
his young friends and little children, whae*

near to him, there are those who dearly vk

him and who venerate his memory.

We miss him here and register in our in.-

his name among those gone before, '0»'

presence hallowed this place of wors: «

their day, and whose lives have been kM

w'th our own by many sacred ties.

Joel Be .

Anything which makes religion its :
*

object, makes religion no object. Gcwi

put up with a great many things in the "Sj

heart, but there is one thing he will r W
up with in it—a second place. He who M
God a second place, offers Him no pi "
Euskin.
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Selected for " The Friend."

Thomas Aldam.

Tias Aldam, of Warnsworth, in York-
received the glad tidings of the gospel

and salvation in the year 1651, by the

ng of that eminent and faithful servant

"fist Jesus, George Fox, soon after he
livered out of the dungeon in Derby
At this time .John Kellam, Thomas
Richard Farnsvvorth, Thomas Good-

nd several others of note, received the

;h and many sufferings, beatings, re-

S'lS,
spoiling of goods and imprisonments

red for Christ's sake and the gospel's;

giften concerned to go into market-places
pi^lic places of worship, bearing testimony

D the wickedness of the world, and against

I
achers and leaders as caused them to

tllDugh lightness, pride and covetousness.

sfje he was convinced, he was a great
iw of the priests and teachers of those

8, ut his hungering and thirsty soul not

g itisfied amongst them, he left them;
wj;ed as alone, until it pleased the Lord
imhis servant (Jeorge Fox, as aforesaid,

th^e parts of the country. And he hav-

reiived the Truth, was valiant for the

(U)n earth, and gave up his strength and
taie to serve the Lord. He was very
lu^and fervent in spirit, severe against
bl tender to the least appearance of
whh was good, watching over his chil-

inlhe fear of (Jod; given to charity, and
) g])d to all.

J \{i one of the first called a Quaker,
wajiraprisoned in York Castle upon that
nntjin the year 1652. It was for going
Valsworth steeple-house, and speaking
hoil,is Rookbey, a priest of that place,

prOired his imprisonment at York, where
i'asi;ept two years and six months so

, tU he was not suffered once to come
! nj' to see any of his children; and
itiiri? not permitted to see his wife and
ionjwhen they went to visit hini. He
Jlsdined during that imprisonment forty
ds, [t the assizes, for appearing before
udg with his hat on his head, and for
iinfjthee and thou to him. During the
'8ai(imprisonment his adversary Rookbey
iriM and one Vincent, an impropriator,
hitnat the law for treble damages and
m(\ spoil of his goods to the value of
-tw^pounds; not leaving one cow to give
for k young children and family. Thus he
red r his faithful testimony to the com-
f thJLord Jesus Christ in the flesh, and
isfte ministry; at other times also he
'ed je loss of goods for his testimony to
rutH As he had been a sufferer him-
so I had a tender sympathy for the
Jpej)le his brethren, who were sufferers
he juth, ana would go oftentimes to
Cpwell, and others, the rulers of

timj, and lay the sufferings of Friends
' thn. He also travelled into Scotland
relajl, and went to the chief rulers
up(j the same account. He went to
mo| of the prisons in England, where
werjany of the people called Quakers, to
Pei|>ct account of their sufferings, that

KQtlie the more capable to advocate
ca8(^ before the government, being

He had a tender regard to love and unity
among brethren, bearing good esteem in his
mind for such as labored in the gospel.
When he was about to undertake any jour-

ney upon Truth's account, he would call his
family together, and in much humility pour
out his supplication to (!od to preserve them.

After thus having served his generation in

faithfulness, he was visited with sickness, in

which time he set his house in order; and in

the time of his weakness, the Lord was good
to him, and eminently appeared with him, so
that he said to his sister, near his latter end,
that he found his strength so renewed, that
he believed he could get to London if the Lord
required it; but he answered again, "1 am
clear of the blood of all men. I find nothing
to this man," meaning King Charles the Sec-
ond, then lately restored to his kingdom.

He was very sensible of his latter end; and
the day he died he called for his children, and
exhorted them to live in the fear of God, and
to love and obey their mother; and so, being
freely resigned into the hands of God his Cre-
ator, he departed this life in the Fourth
Month in the year 1660.

His wife, Mary Aldam, survived him but
three months. She was a woman fearing
God, and served Him in her generation. In

all the exercises which her husband passed
through in those early days, she was never
heard to grudge or repine, but was given up
in all things to God's disposing. Her remem-
brance is sweet, and her name to be recorded
amongst the faithful of God's people. She
received Truth by the ministry of George Fox,
at the same time her husband did, and bore
testimony to the same Truth, according to her
measure.

Items Concerning the Society.

An appointed meeting was held on the after-
noon of last First-day, at Moorestown, N. J., at
the desire of Cyrus Cooper and others, which was
a solemnized occasion wherein the hearts of many
were touched, and the truth of our high calling as
a Society brought home in clearness and tenderness
to the strengthening, it is believed, of our youth in

their religious life.

An Attitude Developed in Eastern Quar-
terly Meeting, North Carolina—In a desire not
to advertise prematurely what might be a local or
temporary difference, the following information
offered to us in last Eleventh Month was not pub-
lished, pending such issue or settlement as might
appear in the next Quarterly Meeting. That hav-
ing lately been held, and members of it now seem-
ing to .see their way pretty clearly in view the
tendencies of the new Discipline which they had
protested against, the information may now be
due to our readers, as of concern to the Society at
large.

" Eastern Quarterly Meeting of Friends, held at
Piney Woods the twenty-eighth of Eleventh Mo.,
1902. The Meeting for Ministry and Oversight
was well attended, and at it there were two sets of
Queries and Answers presented and read. One
under the old Discipline from Rich Square Monthly
Meeting, the other under the proposed new from
Piney Woods which simply referred to them as a
whole. They were both spoken to, and a proposal
made to refer to the permanent board was not
approved. Next day the meeting for business
convened, when the Queries and Answers were
treated in the same way as the day before. There

few members favorable to the new, but the

the

"When the question of Rich Square Monthly
Meeting paying the usual proportion towards the
i early Meeting expenses came up, it was at first

disapproved, but afterwards Friends agreed to the
request on the understanding that it was not to
in^'olve any sanction of the proposed changes. A
minute was sent to the Permanent Board, though
it met with little support. Our meetings for Di-
vine worship were much favored and very well at-
tended. A.FisiiEU."

Information from other sources is given that the
late sitting of the same Quarterly Meeting at Rich
Square was held in much earnest exercise and
with seasons of impressive solemnity. The at-
tendance of our friends, Lloyd Balderston and
Charles Kirscht was seasonable and acceptable.
Cyrus Cooper has a minute liberating him for
some service in North Carolina.

Notes from Others.

The triple crown presented to Pope Leo .MIL by
the Catholic world as a jubilee present cost .$2.3,000.

The gold tiara was worn by the pope at his jubilee
recejjtion.

The Christian religion is something simple and
sublime; it means one thing, and one thing only

—

eternal life in the midst of time, by the strength
and under the eyes of God.

—

Hamad;.

The fact is stated that fifty-six per cent, of the
personages, all presumably distinguished, mentioned
in the "Dictionary of National Biography," pub-
lished in England, were the children of clergymen.

Dr. Hamilton, in a lecture on " Preparation for
the Work of the Preacher," said that the prepara-
tion must go on as long as the work goes on, and
that preparation is inseparable from the growing

heW nV r'.'""'' °f
e'^e^^'here, to bulk ^vere for the old ways and practicesne <use of God s people. Society.

The Leader says :
" Be true to your church. Not

bigoted towards others. Do not discredit them.
Make your own creditable. Give the hand of fel-

lowship, but let it be the hand of one true con-
viction."

Edward S. Tead; secretary of the Congregational
Education Society, states that there is an urgent
demand for an industrial school among the Spanish-
speaking Mexicans of New Mexico, of the same
kind as that for the Negroes at Tuskegee and
Hampton.

The two hundredth anniversary of the founding
of St. Petersburg, by Peter the Great, is soon to be
celebrated. The Russian Academy of Science offers

a prize of twelve thousand rubles for the best his-

tory of that city. (A ruble is seventj'-seven cents
'

in gold and sixty cents in silver).

In Newark, N. J., the mother of Bishop Fitz-

gerald, of the M. E. Church, reached her ninetieth
birthday the 1st inst. She has read the Bible
through ninety times during her life. She has
read all editions of the Bible in German, French
and Spanish, as well as in English.

John Watson, in a sermon recently preached on
"The Attitude of the Church to tliose Without "

said : "It is no use to stand on platforms and talk

about the church and the masses, when the fact
remains that those who ' labor and are heavy-
laden,' do not to-day hear the gospel gladly."

John Huske, who has charge of the work among
the whites in the mountains of North Carolina
under the auspices of Epi-scopalians, states that
there are .3.")0,000 whites of that section who are
cut off from communication with the outside world,
who for the most part are unable to write their
own names, and are devoid of the knowledge of
God.
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Chancellor James R. Day, of Sj'racuse University

in his address before the vast audience assemble(

in Carnegie Hall at the celebration of the bicen

tennial of John Wesley said :
" The genius of

Wesley shone in nothing more clearly and splen-

didly than in his appreciation of the fact that the

gospel was a mighty life and not a formulated

statement or a fixed system."

The entire conference of the Library Association

for Pennsylvania and New Jersey, to meet at At-

lantic City on the 27th and 28th instants will be
given to the discussion of the various phases of the

perennial problem "How to Encourage Serious

Reading." The theme, as presented, will bring out

how this can be done through university e.xtension

methods, through woman's clubs, through public

libraries, through universities, and through biblio-

graphical enterprises.

Spectacularism in church service draws the

crowd for awhile, but rarely holds it. It makes
heavy demands upon the pulpit and the purse to

keep it up to the exciting point. It sooner or later

fails of its purpose. It interferes with true wor-
ship and sends the people away entertained rather

than benefited. It afl^ords food for light talk, not

for serious reflection. It brings into play the

showy and ephemeral, not the substantial and en-

during. It magnifies the human, not the divine.

It appeals to the natural, not to the spiritual.

—

Presbyterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—Secretary Hitchcock, of the Interior

Department, has granted authority for the acquisition of

necessary property, rights of way, etc., prior to the con-

struction of irrigation works in five localities in Wyoming,
Montana, Colorado, Nevada and Arizona. These projects

are estimated to cost $7,000,000, and will provide for the

irrigation of about 600,000 acres of arid land.

The Department of Agriculture has issued a bulletin

on the relations of population and food products in the

United States, exclusive of Alaska and the insular pos-

sessions. The food resources per capita in the census year
1900 follow: Wheat, 8.66 bushels; oats, 12.40 bushels;

Indian corn, 34.94 bushels; barley, 1.57 bushels; buck-

wheat, .15 bushels; rye, .34 bushels; rice, 3.29 pounds;
potatoes, 3.60 bushels; sweet potatoes, 56 bushels; sugar,

6.54 pounds; syrup and molasses, .5S gallons; pulse; 1.9

bushels; cattle, .69 head; swine, .83 head; sheep, .52 head;
orchard products, 2.79 bushels; onions, .15 bushels; mar-
ket gardening, including small fruits, $1.30; semi-tropical

fruits, 11 cents; poultry, 3.29 head; eggs, 17 dozen; honey,

.80 pounds; fishery products, 16.35 pounds.

The Census Bureau has issued a bulletin on the geo-

graphical distribution of population in the United States.

It shows that almost 96 per cent, of the total population

lives in the country drained by the Atlantic Ocean; over

53 per cent, in that drained by the Gulf of Mexico; 44 in

the drainage area of the Mississippi River; almost 10 per

cent, in the area drained by the Great Lakes; 4 per cent,

on the Pacific Coast, and half of 1 per cent, in the Great
Basin. The proportion living within the region drained

to the Atlantic Ocean is steadily diminishing, while the

part drained to the Gulf of Mexico is becoming relatively

more populous, as is the case, in a still more marked de-

gree, in the Great Basin and in the Pacific Ocean region.

Of the foreign born, 93 per cent, live in the region drained

to the Atlantic Ocean, 36.4 percent. in the region drained
to the Gulf of Mexico and 15 per cent, in that drained to

the Great Lakes. The proportion in the region drained

to the Pacific Ocean is 6.1 per cent. Out of every 1000
negroes, 998 are found in the regions drained to the At-
lantic Ocean and 61.4 per cent, are in the lands drained

to the Gulf of Mexico.

The continued heavy rains have resulted in rising and
flooded livers all over the country, and reports of damage
come from places scattered from New England to the

Mississippi. Reports from Mississippi and Arkansas in-

dicate that the gravest apprehension prevails. All streams
and rivers in Arkansas are overflowing.

On the 15th the guage at Memphis, Tenn., marked a

rise of water in the Mississippi of 38.5 feet, the highest

ever recorded.

A despatch of the 15th, says: Captain Douglass, of the

United States Engineer Corps, has ordered 75,000 feet of

lumber, 40,000 sacks and a carload of wheelbarrows and
shovels for use on the levees between Vicksburg and

Natchez. The Government is furnishing the material,

but the local authorities must furnish the labor.

A communication on cacao culture in the Philippine

Islands, says: "The cacao grown in the Philippines is of

such excellent quality that there is keen rivalry among
buyers ts procure it. So far as known, the areas where
cacao prospers in the great equatorial zone are small.

Cacao is cultivated nearly everywhere in the archipelago."

Machinery for a manufactory of briquettes in North
Dakota is to be imported from Germany. It is estimated

that 55,000 square miles of lignite underlie the Dakotas
and Montana, while another wide belt extends through
the Gulf States from Florida to Texas. It is stated that

German geologists have long believed that the American
cities would solve the smokeless fuel question by the use

of briquettes.

The Mayor of Philadelphia has approved the ordinance

recently passed by Councils prohibiting expectoration on

the city sidewalks, in public conveyances and other places

resorted to by the public. The fine for the violation of the

ordinance and incidental costs of an arrest amount to $3.50.

The Secretary of the Treasury has approved an agree-

ment entered into by Commissioner General Sargent with

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, whereby all ports

along the Canadian border which heretofore have been

open for the admission of Chinese persons are closed,

except Richford, Vt.; Malone, N. Y.; Portal, N. D,. and
Sumas, Wash. Detention stations will be established by
the Government for the care and maintenance, as well as

the examination of Chinese persons at these places.

Secretary Wilson has promulgated an order putting a

quarantine on the State of New Hampshire on account of

foot and mouth disease. This order prohibits the ship-

ment of cattle, sheep or other ruminants or swine from
or across New Hampshire into other States or foreign

countries.

Howard M. Kutchin, special agent of the Treasury De-
partment in supervising the salmon packing-houses in

Alaska, bears testimony to the exceeding abundance of

this fish in these waters from whence about one-half of

the world's supply is derived. He says: " Though it is a

statement greatly at variance with prevalent ideas, I do

not hesitate to affirm that all existing lawless practices

could never materially affect the Alaska salmon fisheries.

It is not to be understood that they may not be endan-

gered by the stupendous drain upon them by processes

which are entirely lawful. Some curious calculator has

estimated that every square mile of sea water contains

3,000,000 fishes of all varieties, and in the North Pacific

one sees things that almost make him think the greater

part of these are salmon."

Dr. L. F. Flick has stated that if every consumptive
case in Pennsylvania could be isolated in sanatoria and
hospitals as soon as these had recovered or died, there

would practically be no more tuberculosis in this State.

There are 20,000 poor people in Pennsylvania suffering

from tuberculosis, and of these probably 6,000 will never
recover. There are between 10,000 and 16,000 incipient

cases which can be saved
"

The Clerk of the House of Representatives, who is

charged with the care and custody of the House wing of

Capitol during the intervals between sessions of Con-
gress, has made an order that the law forbidding the sale

of liquors be rigidly and immediately enforced.

The Pennsylvania Rail Road Co. has lately authorized

the increase of its capital stock from 5^250,000,000 to

*400,000,000. This company now operates 10,783 miles

of road, and has 70,307 employes. It is owned by 29,000
stockholders.

There were 577 deaths in this city last week, reported

the Board of Health. This is 37 less than the pre-

vious week and 49 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 299 were males and 278 fe-

males: 57 died of consumption of the lungs ; 103 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 10

of diphtheria ; 17 of cancer ; 22 of apoplexy ; 38 of

typhoid fever ; 2 of scarlet fever, and 4 of small pox.

Foreign.—A despatch from Russia of the 12th says :

The Czar has issued a decree providing for freedom of

religion throughout his dominions, establishing to some de-

gree local self-government, and making other concessions

'le village committees. After referring to the efforts

of his predecessors, particularly his father, to add to the

welfare of the Russian people, the Czar announces his de-

cision to grant freedom of religion to all his subjects who
profess non-orthodox creeds, and to improve the conditions

of village life and those of the local nobility and peas-

antry. In this decree he says: "We are irrevocably de-

cided to satisfy the needs for which the State has become
ripe, and have deemed it expedient to strengthen and de-

the undeviating observance of the principles of tol-

erance laid down by the fundamental laws of the Russian
Empire, which, recognizing the Orthodox Church as the

ruling one, grant to all our subjects of other religions

and to all foreign persuasions freedom of creed Ig
ship in accordance with other rites, and we art JrU

resolved to continue the active carrying out of ! ;su

for the improvement of the material position o te(

thodox rural clergy, while enabling them to take ,311

share in the intellectual and public life
"

;

The practical application of the sentiments ( ajt

in this decree are awaited with great interest,
i

A protracted discussion has lately taken pIai|o(j

House of Commons in England upon the Church Mpg]
bill, which passed its second reading by a vote c ,'39

51 votes. The debate, which was strictly on i .pjji

lines, brought out a strong sentiment on both sid'jfti

House against extreme ritualism. The bill prop 3n
ing the civil courts the right to take cognizancIf|»

ceedings brought by laymen to prevent the pr,jc«i

extreme ritualism, abolishes the Bishop's rite of ioa
provides that offending clergymen may be de'/ed[

their livings. Harcourt, Liberal, in supporting
'e ^

said the conditions had reached a stage whei'ifn

right of veto was left to the Bishops, and laymen ten
given rights in ecclesiastical as well as in civil d|mi,j

would be better to disestablish the Church.
The British Government has granted Marconi' sqig

to connect his wireless station at Poldhu with,i |j|{

graph system.
j

It is said that nearly as many people use the (h In

guage as speak Welsh, Greek, Servian, Bulgai^.ftr

wegian or Danish. In Galway alone are 17,83ieita,

who can speak nothing but Irish.
|

-

A despatch of the 10th from Naples says : .son

continues to cast forth colossal columns of jeai

thick clouds of smoke, accompanied by subterraiara

blings and slight shocks of earthquake.

The Turkish Government has agreed to gi ioic

recognition of diplomas issued by the America Jledii

College at Beirut, and also to recognize the riglof I

wives and children of Armenians, who have beieo

uralized Americans to leave Turkey.
j

NOTICES.

Notice.— Situation wanted by a Westtown 'uloi

Address S. Emlen Stokes, MedforiV.J

Tract Association of Friends. — Tl SDt

meeting of the Association will be held in the (juK

Room of Arch Street Meeting bouse, on Fourth »«
ing, the 25th inst., at 8 o'clock. Reports of iiili

Associations and an interesting report of the maj

will be read. All are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott Id

Died, on the twenty-second of First Munth. I'.sl

home near Jacksonville, N. Y., Aaron Mekei in

eighty-sixth year of his age ; a member nf Hecti tol

Meeting of Friends. He left the consoling evi^ cei

his end was peace.

, at his residence in West Grove, Fa., F Mo

23rd. Luke F. Reid, in the fifty-eighth year of :-

member of New Garden Monthly and West Gro' 1

lar Meetings. His frank, open character and ct n-

position, endeared him to his family and friend .1

tracted weakness was borne with Christian pi nee

fortitude. His already enfeebled system rt-cein 1
sei

shock in the sudden death of a beloved brothe i»i

he was devotedly attached, and rapidly siiccun ii

disease. Nearing the close he expressfd a • i

might be permitted to pass quietly away T it

seemed mercifully granted, not a sigh escaped >

lips, so peacefully and gently his spirit tool*

and we humbly trust through redeeming 1

is safely lodged in the Eden of Love, our 1osb|

infinite gain.

, at his residence in Greenwood, Colomtj

Pa., on the thirtieth of First Mo., 1903,

in the eighty-third year of his age ; an e

of Muncy Monthly Meeting of Friends. He B]

and tedious illness patiently, while from the Ofj

disease (paralysis), he could express but littliy

one who firmly maintained the doctrines and

of Friends, and we trust received the sunn

done, good and faithful servant; enter thou

of thy Lord."

, at his residence in Pittsburg, Secon f»'

1903, Benjamin H. Lightfoot, in the seventy-; kfj

his age ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of «™

Philadelphia.

Correction.—The decease of Deborah G. ""ft

ticed on page 272, in No. 34, occurred on )

'<•.

16th, 1903, instead of Second Month, as ther.
»»*

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS.PRIN'
No. 422 Walnut Street
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My creed's the view I hold as true,

My creed in fact is that I do.

TH|Holy Spirit is a holy power of action.

ARlwe resting on our ancient doctrine con-

mii; the Holy Spirit,— or living to-day by

}H!y Spirit himself?

In eir annual income, some have by Prov-

incia larger salary to be good on than oth-

% berefore a larger goodnes-s should be

peed.

W'cannot overcome evil with itself. Give

a td man "as good as he sent" and no

tteiand we shall but add to his badness

i ewblish our own.

Mdeking it is the favorite habit of so

ny I squander the possible spiritual mean-

[8 oScripture texts by drawing them forth

speilations before they are called out by

!80''s occasion, it may be doubted whether

:h tempts to ferret out the hidden, spir-

Bi, r symbolic meanings possibly underly-

a l.rrative or statement of Scripture, are

. These all we may most safely leave

bing thereunto) to the opening and re-

grace of the very Spirit who moved

insired penmen, and filled the height and

ith f Holy Writ with all the fulness of

i wicb it contains.

\ J|fess, who not many days ago, listened

a Hprew Christian proclaiming "the un-

rchl)le riches of Christ," wrote to the

aclj-, in her perplexity, a letter of many
Brrdatories, of which the following is the

iclujon: "Where shall I find the whole

tb?| Which of these sects are the Church

Go(l Whom shall I believe? If I be-

Je
j

Christian I have to join a Christian

rch| Which shall I join, and why must I

be baptized when I believe that Jesus is the Mes-

siahl Allow me to say that when the time

conies and those questions or hindrances shall

not be in our way, then and only then the

-lewish nation as a whole will consider the

claims of Christianity; but until then I would

plead w^ith you to cease preaching tn women;

enough for you to break men's hearts, but you

have no right to break the hearts of women
with the Christianity of to-day." L.

The Pkiestless Telegraphy of the New
Dispensation.—A link of connection was

lately thought to be discovered between Wil-

liam Penn and wireless telegraphy by D. G.

Sutherland, writing in the London Friend, in

the fact that the mother of Helmholtz, the

distinguished German physiologist and scien-

tist, was a lineal descendant of William Penn.

The writer concludes by saying:

—

Believing that the kingdom of heaven is not
so much an institution as ?'i insmrntinn, and
believing also that each attuned individual

Christian can be a spiritual receiver and ra-

diator, what becomes of the numerous ques-

tions as to machinery and millinery, which to

many people alas! are synonymous with reli-

gion? Science will explain that superfluous

organs, having served their purpose, simply
atrophy and fall into disuse; and it would
seem that the Friends as an organized body
again have for one of their chief functions,

the duty of leading the minds of all classes

away from what is mechanical and material in

Christianity to what is essential and spiritual.

Of course there will always exist a need for

the prophet, the seer, the interpreter, the
spiritual physician of souls, but where is the

need for the human priest, who so frequently

arrogates to himself the position of being the

sole channel of communication between the

Saviour and the sinner?

In the same number an abstract of remarks

ty Anne W. Richardson, on the "Message of

Quakerism for To-day," contains the following:

The principles which the early Friends pro-

claimed were these: God deals himself with

each individual spirit. No creed or belief

without obedience, and surrender of the Spirit

to God. can really be religious belief at all.

All forms are of secondary value. The Bible

was a part of the living revelation, which is

going on now, and comes from God himself.

Sin rather than punishment was the abhorrent
thing. Ail men were illumined by the same
Spirit. William Penn has a remarkable de-

scription of George Fox: "So meek, con-

tented, modest, easy, steady, tender." George

Fox and Isaac Penington are two great in-

stances of the kind of character which the
principles of Quakerism produced.

H0U3ES OF MeRCIIAXDISB AG A.\.\E.XES TO

THE House of Pkayek. We have seen in our

meetings for worship, strangers of no common
character in attendance, just because one of

our members who stands in a store is willing

to let himself be known as a Friend, and their

conversation results in an invitation to attend

one of our meetings. They go away from the

meeting acknowledging singular impressions

of good- received, above what was expected.

Are there not many more such loyal mem-
bers who need not stand idle in the market-

place ?—who may stand in their week-day

services as index-fingers to Truth, and to a

spiritual worship?

The late William L'. Ditzler acknowledged

that he could make more money by letting his

business-room in the heart of the City for rent

than by conducting his trade in it. But he

felt he ought daily to occupy that room as a

mission-station, so accessible to his numerous

callers of many denominations. So in natural,

—that is, unaffected and unforced— conversa-

tion, with an eye to the pointings of Truth,

many were turned to a convincement of prin-

ciples of true life, who might have gone away

as unconcerned as they came in. No matter if

it seemed a loafing-place for some. It was a

loafing that meant business for him,—even
"wist ye not that I must be about my Father's

business?"

Customers also, in their turn, have much

influence with those who stand behind coun-

ters to serve them. It has seemed pathetic

at times to see the longing of waiters, who

have learned to expect customers to treat them

as machines, to draw towards one who has no-

ticed them with the fellow-feeling of a fel-

low-being, or has expressed an interest in

their reading or evening study. This has led

to church matters, and to an asking for the

privilege of attending our meeting for worship.

One of these discoveries was a waiter in a

restaurant, formerly educated in the Uni-

versity of Dublin, and now studying law by

evening reading and lectures. But it is to our

employees at home that a crucial test of our

Quakerism as of Christ's spirit appears. How
many servants are won to membership by the

or of our lives?
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A Statement as to Authop:ship.—The
interesting extract in the issue of Third Month
14th, entitled" Convincenient concerning Tes-
timonies for Truth" is there stated to have
been taken from "Biographical sketches and
Anecdotes of Friends" by Thomas Scatter-
good. It seems proper to correct this error in

relation to its authorship, by mentioning that
this book was compiled from a series of articles

contributed to The Fkiend by the late Nathan
Kite*, of this city, and published in it during
the year 1847 and some subsequent years, un-

der "the title of "Thomas Scattergnod and His
Times." The compilation was made by his

nephew our friend William Kite, of German-
town, Phila., lately deceased. G. J. S.

Philadelphia, Third Month 16th, 1903.

History of the Friends' Registers.

Extracts from Papers by John S. Rowntree.

The very early e-itablishment of the Friends'
registration system apears to have been prin-

cipally due to the sagacity of George Fox. It

was a striking piece of constructive legisla-

tion. The Friends of the Commonwealth per-
iod do not formally assign, in documents that
have come down to us, many reasons for es-

tablishing these registers; in a memorandum
presently to be quoted it will be observed that
the example of Scripture is appealed to. There
is, however, no difficulty in seeing that a reg-
ister of births, deaths, and marriages, was a
virtual necessity for a Society then in process
of organization upon the principles proclaimed
by Fox and his colleagues. As an outcome of
their spiritual apprehension of Christian truth,
the Friends had ceased to have their children
christened, their weddings celebrated, and
their funerals conducted by the clergy, and
consequently these great events in human
lifehad ceased to be recorded in the parochial
registers. It was of prime moment for secur-
ing the validity of marriages solemnized by
the Friends' ceremonial that authentic regis-
ters should be preserved, whilst the transmis-
sion of property, and the security of the le-

gal status of children demanded that proofs of
births and deaths should be easily accessible.

In the following passage from documents of
the Commonw-ealth era, enjoining the registra-
tion of births, deaths, and marriages, the use
of the term "members" is observable.

" 16thly. And also that Friends buy necessary
Books for the registering of Births, Marriages and
Burials as the holy men of God did of old, as you
may read through the Scriptures that every one
may be_ ready to give testimony and certificate
thereof if need require or any be called thereunto."
From paper signed "G. F." with note—"Copies of
this to be sent all abroad among Friends in their
men's meetings."

"3. That a record be kept as (Friends are moved)
of the births and children of such as are members
or Friends and of the burial of the dead who die in
the Lord (as they depart out of the body), which be
done after the manner of the Holy men of God re-
corded in the Scriptures and not after the custom
of the heathen that know not God." Third Month,
1659. (Meeting of Friends of four counties.)

*Nathan Kite was a frequent and valuable contributor
to The Friend for many years. Besides the series re-
ferred to in this article, he wrote that entitled "Biogra-
phical sketches of Ministers, Elders and other concerned
members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting," published in
the years 1853 to 1862, and that entitled "Musings and
Memories" 1861-1865. His death occurred First Month
4th, 1867, in his sixty-third year.

The period over which the Friends' regis-

ters in England and Wales extend may be
taken at two hundred and fifty years. The
earliest entries antedate the appointment of

the Lord Protector, and they have since been
uninterruptedly maintained down to the reign
of Edward \'II. The entries in these regis-

ters rapidly increased in number after the

Monthly and Quarterly Meetings were estab-

lished 1660-1670, attaining their maximum
just prior to the colonization of Pennsylvania.

In their subsequent history two dates stand

out conspicuously,— 1737 and 1837— the for-

mer because the line of membership in the

Society was then more clearly defined by Lon-
don Yearly Meeting, the latter because the

State then established a complete system of

civil registration throughout England and
Wales. It is hardly correct to say, as is

sometimes done, that membership did not ex-

ist among Friends before 1737; we have seen

that the word "member" occurs in the official

documents of the Commonwealth period, and
—what is more important— the substance of

membership, community in a body, carrying
with it reciprocal duties between the individ-

ual and the congregation, had been long rec-

ognized. For eighty or ninety years this mem-
bership was determined almost automatically

by union in worship, in manner of life, by pe-

cuniary contributions to common objects, by

participation in suffering, and when the need
arose, by participation in the charity so gener-
ously extended to the poor and the persecuted
of "the people called Quakers."
As years passed the relief of the poor be-

came attended with growing difficulty. It is

a curious illustration of the perversity of hu-

man nature that even when persecution was
hottest there were persons who preferred to

live upon alms, though in a prison, to doing
honest work; and when persecution was re-

laxed the same spirit manifested itself in an
aggravated form. In 1710 the records of the
Yearly Meeting contain a long document, in-

troduced by .John Wyeth, showing the difficulty

there was both in determining who were en
titled to receive the relief of the Society, and
in some cases, upon whom the obligation of

giving relief rested. Persons claimed relief

who were not thought deserving by their

Monthly Meetings, and these Meetings some-
times [questioned] among themselves as to

which was liable to give relief. Hence grew
UD a body of legislation, and of practice, de-

termined sometimes by appeals to superior

meetings . . . The results of this legislation

have been far-reaching; as respects registra-

tion, they became apparent only gradually.

Previous to 1737 the births of all the chil-

dren of Friends whose parents so desired, had
been registered in the Society's books. Hence-
forth those not in membership were marked
"N. M." ... On the establishment of the
civil registration in 1837 the Friends' registra-

tion of non-member children entirely ceased,
conformably with the regulation of the Yearly
Meeting of 1836 . . .

In conformity with this regulation the birth-

register, since mid-summer 1837, has been
exclusively one of member^, an alteration

which reduced the annual entries by more than
one-third. The change in respect to deaths
was less abrupt. ^ The register of mortality
after 1837, so far]]as non-members were con-

cerned, became virtually a register of bn u
a considerable but diminishing numbtS
non-member entries are still made, of pe ij,

not in membership, interred in Friends' V)^
grounds.

In 1840 the Friends' registers were su-j.

dered to Government. They were statiiJB

round figures to contain entries oftwoiii.
dred and sixty thousand births, three hu ei
and ten thousand burials and forty the jj

marriages. Subsequently other register 1 kg

were discovered, and in 1857, a furtheur-
render of volumes was made. '

Two questions of historical interest prjin
themselves in connection with the regwj
thus surrendered to government—firs do
these registers practically represent the «le

of Friends' registers for England and \.^
1650-1837? Secondly, how far was th So-

ciety successful in securing complete de ij.

national registration of the births, death; imj

marriages of the people?
1. It is known that other register jkg

must have existed bes'des those which^
been surrendered. In certain districti.he

records are obviously incomplete. In tb lat-

ter years of the seventeenth century, s-oM

all the Friends in a rural district would ne-

times emigrate, taking, it is believed, leii

registers with them. It is obvious th,,tlif

documents now in the possession of the or

ernment do not include all the registers icl

at one time or another have existed, but ba

proportion have been lost must be a mat?o
conjecture; we believe those best qualillh
judge are of the opinion that the lost »k
ters do not form any large proportion tk

whole number.

2. The answer to the second question las

likewise be based largely upon conjectur ba

it is clear that the seventeenth ci,ur

Friends registers do not indicate the iat

ence of a Friend population nearly so la 3a
there is reason to believe it did exist, ti

patent that the number of entries in thio
relaxed church government, e.g. 1740-( di

minished, and again recovered when thesci

pline was re-established. We see that tin

present time, of the whole number of p ;oii

who would have been accounted Friends tb'

latter part of the seventeenth and the 'lie

part of the eighteenth centuries abou it-

third are not so closely identified wii u
Society as to be "in membership." In'eii

religious community there is a margin i

derers, persons more or less sympatheti,
.Judge Fell in the days of the CommonvJ
yet not fully identified with the body,

doubtedly many persons occupied thispiti||

in the seventeenth century, and it m.i
doubtful how far this class employti
Friends' registers. A close e.xaminat||
the early registration entries shows tl'l

record of births is less complete than til

burials. It is, however, wonderful i\>'M.

seventeenth century registers are as co\

as they are; they are a monument to til

of Friends in those days, especially in '

the constant and terrible persecution
during the Commonwealth and the re

(,'harles the Second, a period of nearly (

years, was constantly consigning to

those upon whom the care of regis )|

would naturally devolve. We do notj

ever, think that these registers repr
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ita statistics of the whole Friend popula

ioDin the same sense in which those of the

lesiitrar General now represent births, deaths

.ndi-narriages of the whole Enelish popul;

'h|onfessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Bra of Mahomet.

III.

Tit Christians were enrolled in the army a

en!ry before the advent of Constantine is ap-

ar<t from references made by TertuUian, Eu-

9bk aid other contemporary writers. That

hejvere there in great numbers, so as to form

g^irate legion, is not at all to be credited,

hul the story of the "Thundering Legion"

f tji second century, as applied to a distinct

odjof Christians soldiers, may be set down

3 ainyth. According to this legend, as we
layjproperly term it, the Emperor, Marcus

oriud, being at war with the Germans and

amiitians (A. D. 174), his army was found

I ^place of great peril, suffering the tor-

ire of intolerable thirst, and at the same
m^ihreatened with overthrow by the enemy,

t tis juncture, we are told, the Twelfth Le-

ion) composed entirely of Christians, fell

joil:heir knees, and, putting up a prayer for

icci', a great thunder storm arose, where-

1 |e thirst of the Romans was relieved

hilithe barbarians were utterly terrified and

iffejd a signal defeat. And so, says the

icojit, the emperor out of gratitude gave

le |le "Thundering" to the legion, while he

dejd the persecution of the Christians to

lasl But this same Twelfth Legion had

irnj the name of "Thundering" from the

nelf the Emperor Augustus; and although

dent of deliverance from remarkable

is spoken of by heathen writers, the

iii^ians do not appear as participants in the

Furthermore, there was no persecu-

•evailing at that time in Gaul, not, in-

intil three years after the emperor's un-

tioiated victory.

W! raay now refer to the first war said to

.veijeen fought under the banner of the

W This occurred in the year 311, when
u^ilian, the associate of Diocletian in the

irpi, made an attempt to force the Chris-

iD Irmenians of Koordistan to sacrifice to

e iraan gods. Resenting the indignity in

moil forcible manner than had their prede-

8S(J5 in the faith, war followed; but, be-

usfof pestilence and famine in his army,

ixi^ilian not being able to bring his force

omtly forward, suffered a disastrous de-

it,| It is related that Maximilian died

thithe same year of a loathsome disease,

jriked by his contemporaries to be a punish-"

mtJrom heaven for his persecution of the

riians.

Th reply of Jonathan Dymond to the query,

Vh did Christians become soldiers?" is

13 ;iven: "When their general fidelity to

ri^anity became relaxed; when in other

ipfs, they violated its principles; when
jyiid begun to 'dissemble,' and to 'falsify

!ir|,vord,' and to 'cheat;' when Christian

iuils had persuaded them that they might
t a meat in the idol's temple;' when Chris-

nsjccepted even the priesthoods of idola-

• in a word, they became soldiers, when

they ceased to be Christians. The departure

from original faithfulness, was, however, not

suddenly general. Like every other corrup-

tion, war obtained by degrees. During the

first two hundred years, not a Christian sol-

dier is upon r^jcord [or, if there were those

who claimed to be such, it is likely they had

largely forsaken the pure faith, were back-

sliders, as will be shown a little farther on.]

In the third century, when Christianity be-

came partially corrnpted. Christian soldiers

were common. The number increased with

the increase of general profligacy; until at

last, in the fourth century, Christians became
soldiers without hesitation, and, perhaps, with-

out remorse. Here and there, however, an

ancient father still lifted up his voice for

peace; but these, one after another, dropping

from the world, the tenet that war is unlaw-

ful, ceased at length to be a tenet of the

church.

In Backhouse and Tyler's "Early Church
History, to the Death of Constantine," (4th

edition, 1899) this so momentous epoch in the

history of Christendom is adverted to as fol-

lows:

"If the testimony committed by Christ to

his disciples against all use of the sword was
upheld more feebly in the third century than

in the second, it may be considered to have

fallen entirely out of sight after the victories

of Constantine. Then began that unhallowed

union of the worship of Mars with the wor-

ship of the God of peace, that fatal en-

circling of the cross with the laurel, by which

the church has been dazzled and disgraced

down to the present day. From this time the

Christian conscience on this great question is

silent, or all but silent. Augustine speaks the

mind of the Church when he says: 'Some-

times the powers of this world fear God;

sometimes they fear Him not. The Emperor
-Julian [who reigned 361-363] was an unbe-

liever, an apostate, an idolater; and yet Chris-

tian soldiers served under him. When, in-

deed, a question arose as to their obedience

to Christ, they acknowledged Him only who is

in heaven. Whensoever the emperor ordered

them to worship idols, or to offer incense, they

preferred God to him. But [mark the guilty

and disastrous severance!] when he said, 'Draw
out the line of battle, march against this or

that nation,— forthwith they obeyed their

king.'
"

Continuing the remark in the first section

of this essay concerning those who surren-

dered their lives in martyrdom, it may be said

that the self-sacrifice of the Christians of this

later period appears not to have been actuated

by the pure spirit which animated the Chris-

tians of the two preceding centuries. A ten-

dency to self-immolation—as remarked by Ma-

son in his "Persecution of Diocletian"—began

to be manifest, a too ready offering of the

body to the rack and torture, that the crown

of martyrdom mieht be won. Hence, fol-

lowing the persecutions, arose the unhealthy

tendency to make saints of martyrs, to col-

lect and even worship their bones, clothes,

books and other relics, and to visit their

tombs, invoking their intercession. The Acts

and Passions of the martyrs of that and suc-

ceeding times have been preserved, the great

majority of them exhibiting the effects of this

degenerate spirit.

After this glance forward at the generally

prevailing conditions, we will now need to

turn backward in the narrative.

Pliny, the younger, who was sent (A. D.

lUo) as proconsul to the Asiatic provinces of

Bithynia and Pontus, in the reign of the Em-
peror Trajan, observed that many of the tem-

ples were deserted, that the ordained rites of

worship were being singularly neglected and

that victims for sacrifices were rarely pur-

chased. The cause, he soon found, was owing
to the contagion of the new "superstition."

Writing to the emperor some particulars of the

belief and practices of these errant people, as

he understood them, he proceeded to state

what steps he had already inaugurated to

stamp out the dangerous heresy, and then

asked for definite instructions how further to

proceed in the matter. It was his method,

with those brought before him for neglect of

the temple service, first to ask whether they

were Christians. Should they confess to the

charge, they were threatened with capital

punishment. "In case of obstinate persever-

ance," he goes on to say, "I ordered them

to be executed; for this I had no doubt, what-

ever was the nature of their religion, that

stubbornness and inflexible obstinacy ought to

be punished . . . Many repeated after me an

invocation to the gods, and offered worship

with wine and frankincense to your image
(which fur this purpose I had ordered to be

brought with the images of the divinities),

and also reviled the name of Christ,— none of

which things, I am told, a real Christian can

be induced to do."

The emperor's reply was a general approval

of the course adopted by his deputy, that pun-

ishment was to be visited upon the Christiana

unless they recanted and performed .sacrifice

to the gods, though he did not encourage their

being directly sought out by the police. Soon

it became evident that many were not thor-

oughly established in the faith, yielding un-

conditional submission. The temples were

again frequented, the pagan sacrifices were

offered, the festivals were thronged. A little

later, Trajan himself, victorious against his

enemies, came to Antioch in Syria, where the

Christians were numerous, and where the aged

Ignatius, who had been a disciple of the

Apostle John, was chief elder or bishop. In-

censed that this Christ, so much spoken of,

should divide his imperial authority, Trajan

commanded anew the worship of the Roman
gods, threatening with death those who con-

tinued obdurate in their refusal. To avert

the storm. Ignatius requested to be brought

into the presence of the emperor, who now
himself conducted the inquisition, and who at

the end pronounced this sentence: "We com-

mand that Ignatius, who affirms that he car-

ries within him Him who was crucified, he

put in chains and taken to great Rome, there

to be devoured by the beasts for the gratifica-

tion of the people." The joyful reply of Ig-

natius, to the sentence was: "I thank thee,

Lord, that thou hast vouchsafed to honor

me with a perfect love toward thee, and

hast made me to be bound with iron chains

like thy Apostle Paul." The martyrdom of

Ignatius in the Coliseum, a lone, supplicating,

most venerable figure, the prey of wild beasts

in the arena,— a multitude of tens of thou-

sands of onlookers tier above tier witnessing
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the savage spectacle—has been often pathet-

ically described. It was a testimony unto

death that doubtless strengthened very many.
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

When Home is Sweet.

Home is not merely four square walls,

Though with pictures hung and gilded
;

Home is where affection calls

—

Fill'd with shrines the heart has builded !

Home!—go watch the faithful dove
Sailing 'neath the heaven above us

—

Home is where there's one to love !

Home is where there's one to love us !

Home's not merely roof and room

—

It needs something to endear it;

Home is where the heart can bloom,

Where there's some kind lip to cheer it!

What is home with none to meet?
None to welcome, none to greet us?

Home is sweet, and only sweet,

Where there's one we love to meet us.— Selected.

Even birds have nests and beasts have dens,

which are the dearest spots on earth to them.
It is not then surprising that man whose per-

ceptions and affections are many fold brighter,

should delight to speak of home, sweet home.
Man's Creator knew and said, "It is not good
that the man should be alone," and in his

wisdom the Lord made woman to be a help-

meet to him. And though sin as a dark cloud

obscured man's bright hopes of heaven, it

robbed him not of every earthly bliss. Yea,
the tempter would, if he could, make man be-

lieve that man must now forfeit these, if once
he turn his steps into the straight and narrow
way. But this is not true. God designed and
formed the family ere man fell. His blessing

rested thereupon. And nowhere else on earth
are found sweeter earthly joys and flowing

streams of comfort than those that like per-

ennial springs are found in Christian homes.
And what sweetens every bitter cup, for such
at times must come to all, is this, that even
though death itself may enter and make his

inexorable demand, the inmates of that home
rejoice in an assured hope of a home beyond
the grave, where neither sorrow, pain nor death
can ever come.
Who would not have a happy home? It is

a thought that quickens the step of young
men in the race of life, and ofttimes gives

them steadiness of purpose. It lies deeply
seated in the bosom of the maiden, gently
prompting her to cultivate every grace that
would be conducive to such a desirable consum-
mation. And yet it may appear strange, but it

is true, that whoever in earnest starts with
this high and noble aim, must take like steps

to those of the would-be Christian. And so

much is this the case, that it is easy for the
Christian to have a happy home. A Chris-

tian home and a happy home, should always
be, and mostly are, interchangeable terms.
What then is this happiness-producing elixir?

It is the denial of self, and the earnest desire

and endeavor to minister to other's comfort
and joy. This is a never-failing lubricant of

the machinery of life, causing everything to

run smoothly and well.

Palaces, paintings, costly articles of virtu—yes, all that wealth could buy, have time

and again been tried, all producing no appre-

ciable effect in the all-to-be-desired end, to

have a happy home. If love and virtue rest

not there, happiness remains a stranger, too.

It is true the world is beautiful, and God's

work in nature pleasing to the eye, but what
avails all this to the man in whose heart

hatred, jealousy or discontent find a lodgment?
He carries the cause of his unhappiness in his

own bosom. The eye is never satisfied with

seeing, nor the ear with hearing, but always

lusts for more.

We as men, drink in pleasure, when in good
health and of sound mind we behold the beau-

ties of nature; and even the copies of them by
art are held in esteem, but these all are a

thousand times enhanced as men become, so

that they may with "humble, unpresumptuous
eye " look on all these beautiful creations,

and feel, if not express that feeling, "My
Father made them all." Herein lies man's hap-

piness complete; in a humble, watchful, pray-

erful walk with God.

He who first ordained and blessed the family

union, now to those who seek Divine guid-

ance, unites heart to heart in a heavenly union

and ever remains to cement and bless the tie

that binds.

As Christ rules in the heart and is head
over the man, so is the man the head of his

household ruling in God's fear. And as Christ

-lesus loved to minister to the needs of his

servants, so do these as helpmeets know how
to serve one another in love; gentle to the

erring, steadfast and firm in the right, having
a unity of purpose and aim. placing their

eternal interests and duties first, constant in

love and fervent in spirit, loving God above
all earthly blessings, for He alone is the

source and fountain of all our joys and the

giver of all good.

As these together draw near in spirit to

worship and adore the God of all the families

of the earth He will make his presence known;
He will throw around them his mantle of love,

tender their spirits, and kindle a flame of

prayer or praise, when on bended knee they
will be constrained to sav, "Come let us bow
down, let us kneel before the Lord our Maker."
"The blessing of the Lord which maketh rich,

and to which no sorrow is added " will rest

upon them and theirs, and rejoicing in the

Lord, their cup at times will overflow.

In the love, peace and harmony found in

such a home, the inmates have a foretaste of

their more glorious home in heaven, and even
the cares and trials of life are but as waves,
ever wafting them nearer to that eternal shore.

W. W. B.

SoiiE men are surprised, when they retire

from business late in life, to find that they
have nothing to retire to, that they have de-

stroyed the capacity for appreciating the
things they thought they would enjoy.— 6'ttc-

There is no nobler sight anywhere than to

behold a man quietly and resolutely put aside

the lower things that the higher may come in

to him ... To put aside everything that

hinders the highest from coming to us, and
then to call to us that highest, which—nay,

who— is waiting always to come—this as the
habit of a life that is noble.

—

Phillips Brooks.

Science and Industry.

The windmills of Holland are on the \

All now standing are old and no new one

being built. The gas engine and the e

engine have taken their places and we
yet have a Holland without windmills.

The Pennsylvania railroad will build

;

bridge across the East River at New
City to cost over eight million dollars

will require three years to complete the \

The bridge w-ith its approaches will b(

miles long, the central span will be eight

dred and forty feet in length, and the b

will be one hundred and thiity-five feet i

the river. The structure will contain ;

one million pounds of steel.

A CORRESPONDENT asks:
—"Would it n be'

desirable to call attention of readers o:;HE

Friend to the fact that the interesting a 'ds

in No. 33 on 'Getting Rid of Hyacinj,"

quoted from a contemporary, refers t('ii{

wafer-hyacinth {Pontederia), and not t(iiir

common hyacinth with a bulb? Both are az

cultivated for their flowers.

Sincerely,

Henry S. Conj

"If I were a farmer," said John t

mother, "I wouldn't let any old thistles

in my field."

"But how about the field you do o

asked his mother, very seriously. "I tt

I saw a thistle sprouting up in it the

day."

"The field I do own?" asked John in

prise.

"The other day I heard you say, 'p

take it, ' an expression I never heard yo-

before. [ said, 'some one has sown a t

in John's heart.'

"

''A single Treasury note measures •
and one-eighth inches wide by seven ant r-

fourth inches long, and will suspend fort k

pounds lengthwise and ninety-one pounds >^

wise. Notes are printed four to a shee .

sheet will suspend one hundred and :

pounds lengthwise and one hundred and ser

ty-seven pounds crosswise.

"The remarkable strength of a Its

States Treasury note may thus be seei

glance and I venture to say that not one {

in a million would have guessed the grea,

acity of the paper, which, when properly

ed and stamped, becomes good money.— ^
ington Star.

IK

i

One of the inventions recently made tiK

"girlless telephone." It has been testecif

great success in New Bedford and Fall If'

the German government has just pure-

the European rights to it. and already ;

;•

change is in operation in Berlin. The sict;

of the system is the point that attract ik

user. The caller makes his own conne op

and it is absolutely impossible for any ]='*

to hear one word of the conversation i e?

the speaker and the one addressed. Tl li

nois Telephone and Telegraph Comp; -

building an exchange that will acconin s'-

twenty-five thousand instruments, and >'

be installed in Chicago by the first of m
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itjj This improvement has but one draw-

kl While it admits of proper secrecy, it

pibably contribute to secrecy in promo-

1
oidomestic and commercial intrigue and

er [irms of dishonesty.

IE iiTEKESTED THE BoYS.— It is stated that

Cayennes of Oklahoma were induced to

ed farming by strategy. An Indian agent

rejto give a calf to every boy who for

je onths would help him to milk his cows.

3 s,d that the braves laughed at the boys
this "squaws' work," but three boys

it and got their calves. Then nine

y's volunteered, says the Yout/is' Cum-
Then the agent asked them to help

f^iw, offering them all the corn they

Id Irow. The boys accepted and raised

)e housand bushels of corn, which they

veiid into thirty-five steers, every boy at

a^icy being anxious to get a herd of his

I. The fathers and mothers now became
reed, and as a result the formerly wild

mes have become the most industrious

nej. Some farmer may find here a sug-

;iojhow to interest his boys in farm life.

ELmOiNiNG TO DoGS.—A French tourist

te$hat some time ago he set out to cross

Belard's Pass by himself, and got caught
hel'og near the top. He sat on a rock

wged for one of the dogs to come and
ni\o him, but in vain, and when the fog
re(;jway he managed to reach the Hos
. (In arrival he observed that he thought
do^a rather overrated animal.

The 1 was," he said, "for at least six

•sid not one came near me."
Bui why," exclaimed one of the monks,
I yji not ring us up on the telephone?"

) ie astonished tourist it was explained

tb( whole of the pass is provided with
terjat short distances from each other, all

ire; telephonic communication with the

oic! When the bell rings the monks send

. htnd loaded with bread and wine and
r |)mforts. The dog on duty is told

t ninber has rung and he goes straight to

shter.

lifiij'stem saves the hounds their old duty
jtilling the pass on the chance of a stray

;le;being found, and as the oass is for

t t;ht months of the year under snow,
ei'iiled very hard and often fruitless

'..-Baltimore Sun.

IBIi'ELL TO THE ALLIGATOR.—Those Wh3
tcayin a stock of alligator skins had

if ) so now, for in a few years there will

) a gators in America. When the French
sdjouisiana they found the alligator, the
istf American reptiles, in almost every
inijying about like logs in the water and
lira along the banks of rivers, bayous
Te|;s. VVhile the advance of civilization

dcjn the number of the reptiles in Louisi-
bel: were countless thousands of them up
eu' years ago. But some one in Louisiana

y Jars ago tanned an alligator skin and
' abair of shoes from it. It took some
laljr for the seamed and knotty leather to

in'avor. But when it did become pop-
^hflaughter of the alligator began which
sti'dtowipe it out of existence. The
ctin of an animal, so abundant as the
itojwas in Louisiana, in so short a time

is almost without a parallel. Moreover the
alligator is naturally long lived, its normal age
being estimated at from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty years. The animal skins have
long been in demand for many years for al-

most all kinds of leather goods, grips, valises,

purses, hand-bags, etc. When the skins be-

came very scarce as a result of the wholesale
slaughter, dealers resorted to all kinds of imi-

tations, until now it is almost impossible to

get an article made of pure alligator skin.

Carried on as it must be at night, for the
animal sleeps nearly all day in the mud, the
hunt for the alligator is very picturesque.
Reptiles are attracted by a torch or other
bright light and are easily killed in spite of

their rough skins.

Odd Ways to Earn a Livlng.—Women
workers are invading every line of employ-
ment. The census of 190U makes returns for

three hundred and three separate occupations,

and in only eight of these do women workers
fail to appear, says Mahin's Magazine.
None will be surprised that there are no

women among the soldiers, sailors and marines
of the United States government, yet there
are one hundred and fifty-three women em-
ployed as "boatmen" and sailors.

Women have not yet invaded the ranks of

the city fire department, still not less than
eight hundred and seventy-nine women are re-

ported in the same general class of "watch-
men," policemen, and detectives."

There are no women street-car drivers,

though there are tw^o women "motormen" and
thirteen women conductors."

They have not as yet taken up the employ-
ment of telegraph and telephone "linemen,"
yet twenty-two thousand five hundred and
fifty-six of them are operators for these com-
panies.

There are no women apprentices and help-

ers among the roofers and slaters, yet two
women are returned as engaged in these em-
ployments.

There are one hundred and twenty-six wo-
mer plumbers, forty-five plasterers, one hun-

dred and sixty-seven bricklayers and stone

masons, two hundred and forty-one paper-

hangers, one thousand seven hundred and fifty-

nine painters and glaziers, and four hundred
and fifty-four women carpenters and joiners.

No women are returned as helpers to steam
boiler-makers, but eight women work at this

industry as full mechanics. There are one
hundred and ninety-three women blacksmiths,

five hundred and seventy-one machinists, three

thousand three hundred and seventy women
workers in iron and steel, eight hundred and
ninety in brass, and one thousand seven hun-

dred and seventy-five women workers in tin.

Among other unusual employments for wo-

men are one hundred workers as "lumber-
men and raftsmen," one hundred and thirteen

wood-choppers, three hundred and seventy-

three saw-mill employees, four hundred and
forty bartenders, two thousand and eightv-six

saloon-keepers, nine hundred and four "dray-
men." and teamsters, three hundred and twen-

ty-three undertakers, one hundred and forty-

three stone-cutters, sixty-three "quarrymen,"
sixty-five white-washers, eleven well-borers,

and one hundred and seventy-sev.en stationary

engineers and firemen.

Henry Stout.

Henry Stout, of Hertford, in the county of
Hertford, was born in the year 1G31, and was
convinced of the blessed truth by the ministry
of a woman, in the year IGofj, being then
about the twenty-fourth year of his aiie. At
which time some of the people called (Quakers
came into that part of the county, concerning
whom he had heard evil reports, and that they
denied the Scriptures; which had prejudiced
his mind against them. But it so happened
that there came a woman called a Quaker, and
preached in Waremarket; and afterwards a
rude rabble followed her down the street, and
he seeing them, followed her also, in pity

towards her, and to rescue her from them.
But she turned into a house where there was
a meeting; and a Friend was speaking there,

unto whom he listened, and heard him speak
much Scripture, although he named neither
chapter nor verse; at which he wondered, be-

cause he had heard that they denied the
Scriptures.

After he thus lent an ear, the woman stood
up and .spoke; and such power attended her
ministry, that his spirit was much broken, and
astonishment seized on him; and he saw others
also with paleness of face, and they smote
their hands. This brought great fear upon
him, lest he should be deceived; yet was he
afraid also that he should offend God, and re-

sist the day of his visitation. This brought
great sorrow upon him fur a time, he not be-

ing able to distinguish; but afterwards going
to another meeting, he heird another woman
by whose preaching his convincement was in-

creased; and he was so confirmed, that he
could set to his seal that it was the very
truth which had long been veiled in him; but
now by the preaching of the gospel, was re-

vealed. He could say Christ was come, and
he looked not for another; and it was con-

firmed by the work that was wrought both
within and without. First, within, the eye
which had been shut was now opened, and the
ear that had been deaf, now heard, and the
mouth of the dumb could speak, and the lame
walk, and the mysteries of the kingdom of

God were known, which before were in para-
bles.

He searched the Holy Scriptures, and
found it was the good old way, though new to

him and others; and the Scriptures were opened
by the Spirit that gave them forth, and wit-

ness for Cod he had in himself, according to

John i: 5, 10. "He that believes hath the

witness in himself." Then he took up the
cross and denied himself, and so became a
gazing stock to the world, as the Lord's peo-

ple were in those days, as well as in former
ages. Soon after he was moved of the Lord
to go to the public places of worship, to de-

clare against them, and to preach the Truth.

Persecution and suffering soon followed; so

many and various were the trials and exerci-

ses which the Lord's people went through in

their day. He was the first called a Quaker
who suffered imprisonment in Hertford jail,

for the testimony to the Truth; where his suf-

ferings were great, the prison windows being
shut, that he might not have the benefit of

the air or the light (5f the dav. After he was
released of that imprisonment, he was a pris-

oner five times more in that town of Hertford;
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the last of which he was sentenced for banish-

ment, and continued a prisoner nearly eight

years, to the great detriment of his health;

beins often put in the common jail; which

trials the Lord carried him through with

much patience, contentedness and quietness

of mind, he being given up to the will of God.

He was a serviceable man in many respects,

and willing to do what offices of love he could

for any. He traveled much in the service of

Truth in his younger years whilst he had

strength of body . . . The last four months

before his death, he went little abroad, but

grew weaker and weaker; which his wife per-

ceiving, did much importune him to advise

with some doctor; but he answered her, "I

would not have thee confide too much in doc-

tors, for they will all prove physicians of no

value to me. I thank God I know that power

which in former ages raised the dead and

healed all diseases and if it is the will of

God, he can restore and heal me; his will be

done!"
His greatest infirmity was an affection of

the stomach and shortness of breath, which

often brought faintings, which he bore with

great patience ... He told some friends he

had this testimony, that he had served the

Lord with faithfulness, and with an upright

heart, to the best of his knowledge . . .

At another time to a friend he said, "None
know the virtue and goodness of Truth so

well, as when they draw near their latter end,

when all outward comforts fail, and sickness

and weakness come upon them."

He further said he had travelled in the ser-

vice of Truth when he had strength of body,

and the Lord had given him many living testi-

monies to bear for his name; in all of which

he was faithful, and the remembrance of it

warmed his heart at that time: for he could

say that his care was not to speak more than

what the Lord gave him to speak, that there-

by his name might be honored. Many times

and upon several occasions, he fully manifest-

ed the true satisfaction and peace he had with

the Lord; often desiring to be dissolved, that

he might go home to his rest. The Lord's

love and gentle dealing appeared very largely

towards him, giving him many times ease of

body and comfortable seasons of refreshment;

and he generally rested well in the night until

but about a week before his death; for which

favor he would often break forth into praises

and thanksgiving for his goodness and mercy

to him . . . When his sleep was taken from

him, he continued quiet, patient and sensible

to the last moment. When his wife saw that

he slept little, and took hardly enough to keep

him alive, she was full of grief; which he per-

ceiving, said to her, "Thou must give me up,

but it will not be long before thou and I shall

meet again in that blessed state, where all

tears shall be wiped from our eyes."

The day before his death he said to his

children, "You, who are likely to enjoy wbat

I have, I would have you to remember the ad-

vice of your father, and live in the fear of

God, as it becomes the Truth; then you will be

as monuments, and it will go well with you, and

what I leave will be a blessing to you.

Beware of earthly-mindedness, and pride and

prodigality which are s. dishonor to any

family; and bring up your children in plain-

ntss, and not in the fashions and super-

fluities of the world, which passeth away.

Remember my advice who speaks to you in

love, for woe will be to the wicked. I would

say more but my strength faileth." The day

he died he spoke little, his last words being,

"Now I am going to the Lord." Thus he

finished his course the sixth of the Tenth

Month, 1695, in the sixty-fifth year of his

age. ^
The Day Shall Declare It.—Christians

are working in this world to some extent in

the dark. We are to obey orders from a Di-

vine Master though we may not understand

their bearing, or fully comprehend their re-

sults; and never till the great day shall we

come to a full knowledge of the fruits of the

work which we have done in this world. Then

the bread cast on the waters shall be found

after many days. Then the saving words

which we have spoken shall come echoing

back, to fill our hearts with never-ceasing

joy. The following instance is related by Ca-

non Twells:

"A friend of mine, a layman, was once in

the company of a very eminent preacher, then

in the decline of life. My friend happened to

remark what a comfort it must be to him to

think of all the good he had done by his gift

of eloquence. The eyes of the old man filled

with tears, and he said, 'You little know! You

little know! If I ever turned one heart from

the ways of disobedience to the wisdom of the

just, God has withheld the assurance from me.

i have been admired, and flattered, and run

after; but how gladly I would forget all that

to be told of a single soul I have been instru-

mental in saving'.'" The eminent preacher

entered into his rest. There was a great

funeral. Many pressed around the grave who

had oftentimes hung entranced upon his lips.

My friend was there, and by his side a stran-

ger, who was so deeply moved that when

all was over my friend said to him, 'You knew

him, I suppose?' 'Knew him,' was the reply,

'No; I never spoke to him, but I owe to him

my soul!'"

Many a soul has had an experience some-

what similar, and many others doubtless will

have such experiences in the great day.

Hence we must labor on toiling, watching,

hoping and praying till the Lord shall in his

own good time give us to see the fruits of our

labors in the kingdom of our God.

—

Common
People.

God made mothers before he made minis-

ters: the progress of Christ's kingdom de-

pends more upon the influence of faithful,

wise and pious mothers than upon any other

human agency. — Theodore L. Cuyler.

For • The P:

A BIRDS FUNERAL.
Drop down, ye heavens, and form in silenl

Stand with mute majestic mein demure,

The folded wing upon the breast is still.

Hark! for the silent footfall draweth nea.

He marks the end; how much more the so

Bending to his behest, response shall sing

And with sublimest reach of cleaving win

Rise with lifting heavens to central throni

H. T.M
Beamsville, Ont.

It is character that counts in a nation as in

a man. It is a good thing to have a clean,

fine, intellectual development in a nation, to

produce orators, artists, successful business

men; but it is an infinitely greater thing 'o

have those solid qualities which we group to-

gether under the name of character—sobriety,

steadfastness, the sense of obligation towards

one's neighbor and one's God, hard common
sense, and combined with it the gift of gener-

ous enthusiasm toward whatever is right.

These are the qualities which go to make up

true national greatness.

—

Roosevelt.

For "TheFi

"By Their Fruits Ye Shall Know Ti

"A good tree cannot bring forth i

neither can a corrupt tree bring for

fruit." This to my mind is one of tl

impressive truths uttered by Jesus
'

mon on the Mount, in which we may

we need to live by to insure us true 1

in this life and peace and rest beyond,

easily we can see the result of a pu

selfish life. It needs no words of mi

these are as nothing; it is action andi

which we know them. Men may pre it

most eloquent sermons, full of intellect t,

ture and scriptural knowledge, but if tl n

to stop by the wayside and help their |a||

brother; if they be not charitable towsw.

ers' views; if they be not patient andll

towards all, we know at once the tree a

rupt. Then, again, we come in conta wi

others whose beautiful works shine out ;hi

homes and wherever their presence lit

felt, then we know there is the Christ lir

It need not always be those that enj e

great charitable works nor those w ;

gifted with high mental attainments tt

bring forth the best fruit, but only thiH

faithful in lending the helping hand, giv;t

cheering words from a heart filled wi' lo

and sympathy to the many wounded ir

that see only darkness and despair in T
ture before them, to forget self,

that we are in a measure our brother's'lt

Christ's whole life was filled with

sympathy for his fellow-creatures, tlfcv

not of his own trials, but always found
"

ing other's woes. When He said to

lowers : "By their fruits ye shall know ;iii

He had reference to those who were not fii

according to his words and example,' kj|

that the fruit came always true

that bore it, for as He says, "Do:
grapes from thorns or figs from j'^il

While He enjoins his hearers to "jod

lest they be judged," yet the caution

"beware of those who were false proiil

meaning so clearly those that did so mu pr

phesying and vet neglected to do the h

their Heavenly Father. Let us then b|

watchful over our hearts and actions, \

may be known by our fruits.

I REJOICE that He is come, and hath »

you in the furnace; it was even there M

ye and he set tryst. That is an old i -lit

of Christ's; he keepeth the good fashic»il

you, that was in Hosea's days: "The OJ

behold, I will bring her into the wildiej

and speak to her heart." There wasns*

ing to her heart while he and she were «

fair city, and at ease; but out in thfO"

waste wilderness he whispered to her, ™

art mine."— Samuel Rutherford.
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Selcctfil for " The Fkiend."

Alexander Jaffray.

lender Jaffray, of Kingswell, in the

, Scotland, born in the city of Aber-

^is one who early remembered his Crea-

ii as he grew in years he increased in

ipus concern towards Cod and those

I
e thought feared him. He joined

ying with the Presbyterians, though he

d'ated in another form of religion; but

tie after, when those people got into

m government, they forgot their former

nipersecuted condition, and grew high,

h fierce persecuturs of others; there-

msoon disliked them and signified the

li
some of the chiefest among them,

gjeen himself one of those commission-

b^were deputed by the nation of Scot-

toireat on articles with King Charles the

idi;hen in Holland, in the year 1650.

te' he left the Presbvterian way, for

tile he was among the Independents,

in|ng them also to be for setting up

3efes, and persecuting others he could

iD^r follow them. After this he re-

jdin private for some years a solitary

nel not joining with any profession of

oti nor suffering several of his children

acinkled or baptized (as they called it),

iseie could not own their way of consti-

g [itional churches; and this was long

e was called a Quaker. In his solitary

jinjit he sought the Lord, waiting for

pUwho were spiritually touched with a

e ^al from the altar, to kindle true and

nal^acrifices to God.

aatiie first heard that God had raised up

a jople in England, who directed all to

spije light. Spirit and grace in their own
s, (I the most sure teacher and leader

alliruths, worship and religion, he said

elt lis heart to leap for joy. After

btypxamination concerning the people

1 jiakers, who preached the Truth

igtjjm, he found his heart and soul uni-

tim. This was in the year 1662, a

wljn it was as bitter a cross even as

1 tQown them, especially to one of his

te; ]d shortly after, several more men
ite,|i that nation were convinced of the

W! of truth, as John Swinton in the

lenj parts, David Barclay, Alexander

1, Ti)mas Mercer, and others. This made
prie!,3 and others persecute them; but

stoii their ground, through the grace of

andloldly bore their testimony valiantly

culaly Alexander Jaffray, contending for

ratlin solemn conferences with the bish-

f A^rdeen, and the chief preachers of

city

' w| faithful in his testimony to the

3 to';he last; and in his sickly old age
impsoned many miles from his uwn

-^ f<) non-payment of tithes. It is re-

ablthat, a little before this imprison-

, b4g near to death, as was judged by
ho s|w him, he signified under his hand,

C altjjether unable to speak, by a great

ingii his throat, that his God had yet a

"e f|'' him to do, in suffering for his pre-

Tr«h; and that he was not to die at
tim^

w£l taken sick the latter end of the
:h Urnth, 1673; and during the twelve
ofli sickness, he uttered many living

testimonies to the blessed Truth, before many
witnesses, both Friends and other people, who
visited him; and a few of them are as follows.

He said "It was his great joy and comfort in

that hour, that ever he had been counted wor-

thy to bear a testimony to, and suffer for,

that precious testimony of Christ Jesus, his

inward appearance in the hearts of the chil-

dren of men, visiting all by his light, grace

and Spirit, that convinceth of sin; and that it

was, and would be the great judgment and

condemnation of many in this nation particu-

larly of the professors, that they had so

slighted and de-upised, yea hated the said light

and witnesses thereunto." Sometimes being

overcome in spirit, he said, "Now, Lord, let

thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes

spiritually have seen, my heart hath felt, and

is feeling, and shall ever feel, thy salvation."

He also prophesied of a great and near trial

shortly to come, wherein some that were not

what they seemed to be, should be discovered

and fall; but the upright and lowly ones, the

lowly shrubs should be preserved, when tall

and sturdy oaks should be overthrown, which

is since fulfilled on some.

He further said, that the Lord had given

him the garments of praise, instead of the

spirit of heaviness.

Sometimes when very sick, he would bless

the Lord, that now fighting with a natural

death, he had not an angry God to deal with,

"Oh!" says he, the sting of death is fully

gone, being reconciled to me as a sweet pas-

sage, through Him that loved me ... A
lititle before his death he said he had been

with his God, and had seen deep things; about

which time he was filled with the power of

(jod in a wonderful manner, which much af-

fected those present, and a little time after,

he died like a lamb, on the sixth day of the

Fifth Month, 1673, aged fifty-nine years.

Items Concerning the Society.

In London Meeting for Sufferings on the 6th

instant pemi^ion was given for Rufus M.Jones to

use the map prepared for the bicentenary edition of

George Fox's Journal in an American edition which

he is bringing out.

A movement to enlarge the meeting-house at

Haverford, at an estimated cost of about $10,000,

to be raised mostly by private contributions, hav-

ing the consent of Western District Monthly Meet-

ing, is now progressing, the required amount seem-

ing already well assured.

The meeting for worship appointed by the Yearly

Meetings' Committee, held in Arch Street Meeting-

house, Philadelphia, at 4.30 P. M. on Sixth-day, the

20th instant, was attended by a large number,

under a manifest covering of Divine life and good.

A second meeting is announced to be held in Twelfth

Street Meeting-house, at 7.45 P. m., on Fourth-day,

Fourth Month 8th.

Harriet Green, who came from England nearly

a year and a half ago, on a second religious visit

to American Yearly Meetings and their member-
ship, has recently deceased, at Salisbury, North

Carolina, and was buried at Guilford College on the

17th inst. This solemn event brings to memory
Susanna Fales, Stanley Fumphrey, and William

Foster, whose lives were sacrificed to arduous labors

for American meetings.

Notes from Others.

It has been carefully estimated that the number
of missionaries who have laid down their lives of

service in Africa is one hundred and ninety.

D. F. P. Noble says that " No follower of scien-

tific progress has ever taken a locomotive into

Africa before missionaries had prepared the way."

The New York Medical Record says : The Bible

itself is one of the very best text-books on hygiene

that has ever been written. He who strictly fol-

lows its teachings will be a perfect sanitarian.

Rebecca Harding Davis says : "In the churches

of America the majority of sermons now are whole-

some literary essays and ethical discourses. The
effort is seldom made to convert the soul of the

man in the pew."

The famous traveller, Isabella Bird Bishop, says

she thinks that no one follows the Master's footsteps

.so closely as the medical missionary, and no work
is so entirely satisfying. She has visited such

missions in many parts of the world.

Professor Nash, of the Cambridge Protestant

Episcopal Divinity School predicts a revival of

monastecism and asceticism in the Christian Church
in this country within fifty years as a reaction

against the worldliness of the Church and the world.

J. H. Jowett recently advised his hearers to come
to the reading of the IJible as one stands before a

great picture, with the purpose of finding out the

Master's mind. Bible reading will cease to be irk-

some when we read it with earnest purpose to dis-

cover the mind of Christ."

The Pacific, in an editorial on " The Service of

Public Prayer," says :
" Our non-liturgical churches

will never regain their lost ground until their pas-

tors recover the art (!) of public prayer. The fact

is, that the pastoral prayer is to-day the weakest

point in public ministerial service. It ought to be

the strongest."

It is stated that the English language is be-

coming general in the land of Japan, which is

principally owing to the higher schools and seats

of learning, mailing it imperative for students to

become proficient in English literature before grad-

uating. With so many natives acquainted with the

language, the typewriter has become common, and

all business letters are now dictated to expert

stenographers, but the language used is not the

native one ; the Japanese signs would be too much
for the typewriter, and it is necessary to use Eng-

lish. The typewriter is therefore doing more towards

Americanizing Japan than anything else.

.\ Protestant Dictionary.—There is being pre-

pared, for controversial use, a Protestant diction-

ary. Editors of it include a rare list of English

scholars, with a few American ones, and the work
is to be circulated here—not so much a trade pub-

lication, as a missionary one. The claim is made that

heads of colleges, clergy and controversialists, when
asked to give exact information about the causes of

the Protestant Reformation and their bearing upon

present day theology, are at sea. There is a Catho-

lic dictionary of no mean merit that provides con-

troversialists on the Catholic side with data in

plenty. The Protestant dictionary is intended to

do the same for the other side. It is intended

also, if possible, to arrest the spread of ritualism

in England and the Catholic movement in the

United States. Incidentally it is stated that it

may " arrest the wave of indefinite religious opinion

now spreading over the length and breadth of the

land, and among all Protestant churches."

Drinking among Society Women.—The drinking

of intoxicants is becoming alarmingly prevalent

among society women. It has come to have the

stamp of fashion, and " whatever has the stamp of

fashion goes."

Dr. Sarah Hackett Stevenson, a lady of large
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medical practice and observation, has said that,
" during the past ten years, drinking among Ameri-

can women has been steadily increasing. The in-

crease has been greater among the wealthy classes

and the younger social sets than among the lower

strata of society. It is the natural result of great

wealth and luxury."

Dr. Nicholas Senn, an eminent authority in medi-

cal circles, says :
" There is much more drunken-

ness among women than is dreamed of by most
people. There is a tendency to imitate the British

women in this vicious habit. Upon the delicate

and nervous constitution of the woman, alcohol is

more injurious in its effects than upon man, and

when the woman becomes a victim of alcoholism,

she becomes more depraved than the man victim."

Dr. Richard M. Genins says: " Have treated nearly as

many cases of alcoholism among society women as

I have among society men. At summer hotels and

golf clubs is the practice of drinking, especially,

prevalent."

—

National Advocate.

Denominational Names.— Commenting on the

desire of many members of the Protestant Epis-

copal church to have its name changed, the Phila-

delphia Telegraph says: "As a matter of fact, no

denomination is well named. That of necessity

ensues from its being only a part of the whole

Church, which includes all denominations. The
Methodists first received their name in derision; the

Baptists have a name which describes only one of

their beliefs and practices, and that not the most
important ; the Presbyterians are called such from
their form of government, as are also the Congre-

gationalists ; the Lutherans are named from an

individual, and he not a Biblical character; the

Roman Catholic Church, as it is universally called,

since the movement to drop the qualifying adjec-

tive has made little headway, even among the

writers and preachers of that faith, is limited in

its name by the localizing word ' Roman,' which

is unsatisfactory to many of its leaders.

"So we see that all bodies of Christendom may
properly quarrel with their name, if they wish to

take time for such a proceeding. The better way
is to do as most of them have done—notably the

Methodists and Quakers, whose names were orig-

inally terms of contempt — accept the common
name and make it full of honor and new meaning.

Men will inevitably read into the name the church's

character, and whatever the name may be, it will

be interpreted only in the light of its works and

worth."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—On the 17th inst. the Panama Canal

Treaty was ratified by the Senate by a vote of 73 to 5. It

must be ratified by the Colombian Congress before it

takes effect. This body will probably convene next month.

By its terms the "main works of the canal proper" must

be begun within two years after the exchange of the rati-

fications of the treaty, and the canal must be open for

traffic within twelve years after such period of two years;

but Colombia consents, in case of unforeseen delays and

obstacles, to prolong the time limit twelve years. If the

canal is made a sea level canal, the United States is al-

lowed ten years more to complete the enterprise.

On the 18th inst. the Senate ratified the Cuban Reci-

procity Treaty by a vote of 50 to 16 and adjourned sine

die. This treaty, for the reason that it is a revenue

measure, it is alleged, must receive the concurrence of

the House of Representatives.

The Anthracite Commission has made its report to

President Roosevelt. It awards 10 per cent, increase in

wages of all employees from Eleventh Month 1st, 1902,

when the Commission began its labors, to Fourth Month,

1903, and awards an increase of wages and shorter hours

to employees generally after Fourth Month 1st. 1903.

It provides that awards shall continue in force until Third

Month 31st, 1906. It states that " a labor or other or-

ganization whose purpose can only be accomplished by the

violation of law and order of society has no right to exist.

The right to remain at work where others have ceased to

work, or to engage anew in work which others have aban-

doned, is part of the personal liberty of a citizen, that

can never be surrendered, and every infringement thereof

merits, and should receive, the stern denouncement of the

law. The Commission is of opinion that there should be

a positive utterance on its part relative to discrimination,

interference, boycotting and blacklisting, and this opinion

it has put in the form of an award, as follows : It is ad-

judged and awarded : That no person shall be refused

employment, or in any way discriminated against, on ac-

count of membership or non-membership in any labor

organization ; and that there shall be no discrimination

against, or interference with, any employee who is not a

member of any labor organization by members of such or-

ganization. It provides for a Board of Conciliation to

adjust differences, consisting of six members."

The suit at law by which the United States Government
seeks to enjoin the consolidation of the Great Northern,

the Northern Pacific and Burlington Railway systems

under one corporation, "The Northern Securities Com-
pany," has been argued at St. Louis before a Federal

Court. A summary of the railway systems involved shows

that the combined mileage is 33,423, and that the out-

standing stocks and bonds of the companies amount to

the enormous totals of 13,713,000.000, representing a

capitalization of $111,000 per mile. This action is taken

to carry out the law to prevent railroads from merging

and thus stifle competition.

The floods in the Mississippi Valley continue to cause

great damage and anxiety, especially near Memphis, Tenn.

On the 17th a despatch says : A veritable sea exists in

the St. Francis and Mississippi River basins in Arkansas,

extending from the one completely to the other, a dis-

tance of many miles. On the 20th it was reported that

the long lines of levees that guard the river front of Mis-

sissippi and protect the vast and fertile delta region of

that State, and which thus far have stood firm against the

great flood, were believed to be in a critical condition at

many points, and news of disasters from that country will

not be surprising. On the 22nd the river was slowly fall-

ing at Memphis, but was rising at Vicksburg.

It is stated that Thomas A. Edison has taken out 791

patents for different inventions.

The Supreme Court of Louisiana has made a decision

sustaining the right of the Legislature to pass a law pro-

viding for separate accommodations for whites and blacks

in the street cars.

An expedition under the auspices of the University of

California has been gathering information respecting dif-

ferent Indian tribes of Northern California, especially in

relation to their traditions and language. Several Indians

have been brought to Berkeley, Cat, for the purpose of

reproducing the languages orally, so that they may finally

be transcribed by the Rousselot apparatus for recording

sounds.

A bill has passed both branches of the Pennsylvania

Legislature to prevent the sale of cigarettes to persons

under twenty-one years of age.

Advices from Dalton, Ga., state that five distinct earth-

quake shocks were felt by the residents of that vicinity

on the 15th inst. On the 16th an earthquake shock did

some damage at Helena, Mont.

Dr. W. D. Crura, a negro, an educated and upright man,

has been appointed by President Roosevelt to be Collector

of the Port of Charieston, S. C. This appointment was

not acted on by the Senate, and the President has availed

himself of his powers to make the appointment during its

Statistics as to injuries to football players show, it is

said, 12 killed and 86 injured this year, an increase of 2

killed and 12 injured over the previous year.

The number of Poles in the United States is stated to

be 2,500,000, of whom there are in Chicago alone 274.-

000. Within the last few years 80,000 Poles have left

the Roman Catholic Church and are members of a distinct

body under Bishop Kozlowski of Chicago.

In a recent decision by the Missouri Supreme Court

against the "beef trust " five large packing companies

were fined $5,000 each and costs as members of a " pool

"

to fix and maintain prices.

The authorities in Brooklyn, N. Y., whose attention has

been called to advertisements of euchre games by women,

have warned them that no more professional games must

be given.

There were 535 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 42 less than the pre-

vious week and 101 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 279 were males and 256 fe-

males: 56 died of consumption of the lungs ; 86 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 7

of diphtheria ; 18 of cancer ; 23 of apoplexy ; 27 of

typhoid fever ; 4 of scarlet fever, and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—The Venezuelan Government has paid to the

German Minister the first instalment, about $70,000. of

the 1^340.000 pledged to Germany in satisfaction of that

country's claims.

In a recent debate in the French Chamber of Deputies,

the action of the Government in suppressing certain re-

ligious congregations was upheld by a vote of 300 to 257.

Premier Combes declared that "instead of love ju
nity and unity among the people the teachinf.iL

congregations brought forth hatreds and alien, j ii,

people from the Republic," and that it was timi ^
this propaganda. '

A despatch from Paris says : This vote in the i

'ij1«

of Deputies gives definite form to the present py ^
the Government to terminate the existence of thdj,
ious teaching Orders and to substitute a systenig^

ernmental schools. ' ^
The agitation for reforms in Russia it is said

1 j^

mand, 1st: A great increase and improvement
i

j|,

mentary education under popular control. 2nd: jju^
tablishment of Zemstvos, or elective local Asiilig

where they do not now exist, and the grant of iju,

powers of a representative character to Zemstvo'ia,

where. 3d. The completion of Alexander IPs \[\^

by placing the peasantry on a footing of legal
jilit

with the rest of the nation. 4lh: A change in t liiu

cial policy by relieving the peasantry of the bi in)

certain forms of taxation. These reforms, toget;»ii

the limitation of the arbitrary power of the pim
the mitigation of the press censorship, constitut !«

j

reducible minimum which will satisfy the modera;

The recent decree of the Czar, it is said, wil t n

lieve the Jews, who enjoy liberty in regard to 'r r

ligions rites, but are subject to many disabilities

Cable despatches from Salvador say the effoi b»

by Consul General Chocano, Peru's represent 'e i

Guatemala City, have made possible a peaceful jij

ment of the differences between Salvador and Gniuj

which will be submitted to the arbitration of a »ii(^;

American President. The Guatemalan army wil il

banded shortly. The Presidents of Salvador am mi

mala have expressed their gratitude at the med a
Chocano. I

In order to harmonize conflicting interests inV«
President Castro has offered his resignation to

gress of that country.

A despatch from Melbourne says a prelimlnai

of the wheat harvest just reaped illustrates the

of the drought in Australia. Victoria's yield vs

000 bushels, averaging 1.26 over the area sown, tl

yield in twenty-eight years.

A dispatch from St. Vincent of the 22nd ;

volcano Soufriere on that island is belching fort

black clouds, accompanied by loud roaring ai

"

which rend the spreading pall of smoke which i

opes the entire island. Electrical discharges o

intervals during the night, while at daybreak the

playing on the stupendous volcanic clouds, prod

ceedingly beautiful effects

NOTICES.

A MEETING has been appointed to be held in tl

and Arch Street Meeting-house on First-day'

i

the 29th instant, at 3 o'clock, at the request'

Cooper, for members and attenders of Friends i

within reach, particularly the middle aged or

Westtown Boarding School.— For codtk

coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. H.,

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when r

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents i

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West

Phone li4x. Edward G. Smedley

Westtown Boarding School. — Applicatioi

admission of pupils to the school, and letters

to instruction and discipline should be add:

WM. F. WlCKERSHAM.Pr

Payments on account of board and tuition,

munications in regard to business should be for

Edward G. Smedley. Superintende

Address, Westtown P. 0., Cheste

Died, near Leavenworth, Kansas, Twelfth Mi

1902, Jonas Edge, aged seventy-eight years a

months. Deceased was a member of Uwchlsi

Meeting and a former resident of Downingtown

, Third Month 9th, 1903, Lydia E. Coope

ber of Cropwell Particular and Upper Eveshao

Meeting of Friends, N. J., in the sixty-sixth ye

age. She was much beloved by a large circle i

Through her varied afflictions her mind was sui

an unchanging trust and love of her Heaven

We have only a beautiful memory to carry with

.

life, and the prayer that we may be more

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall

WILLIAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTJj

No. 422 Walnut Street
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Di|ing the war in Cuba wide-spread atten-

iD iis attracted to the stury of an American

srclint, if we rightly remember, handing to

coilg man in his employ a document with

,np!e command, "Carry that message to

Taking the message without ques-

iiries it through all difficulties and

its destination in Cuba. This he-

iy to service was diligently adver-

the land by hundreds of thousands

111 a business tract, to stimulate in

,^.,tLJ a right attitude in duty to their

ipljers. A rejoinder was soon spread

ro3 on behalf of workmen wearing out

,1 in diligent service, asking that such

flf-sacrificing loyalty should work

L., ay-, as well as one way.

Bei'een the faithful and our heavenly Mas-

•»ih golden rule eminently does work re-

irOilly. His sacrifice far us wins ours for

n. But who is our Garcia to whom our

_at( asks us to carry his message. Who is

8( strongly entrenched by nature and so

iei to reach, to whom we are called upon

:d6/er messages of the inspeaking Word?

tithe man of the inmost recesses of our

irt-our self-will at the secret place of

;di|ice. To our hidden selves we are

^acfin to admit the witness of the Spirit,

I Ind our wills to obey Him. There is

ndhe greatest test of our loyalty to our

hes business. Greater is the inward tra-

io taking the Divine message home unto

di(ce, than the travel of carrying it

OB' to others. But the first must be in the

' qualification for the second. He who

n deliver the Word of Truth faithfully

theplace of obedience in himself, is not

idlortby to be his ambassador elsewhere.

Our Preparation for the Annual Assembly.

"The preparation of the heart in man as

well as the answer of the tongue is of the

Lord;" and so in the ordering of Infinite Wis-

dom the needs of the Church Univer.«al are

provided for in the influences of the Divine

Spirit upon the hearts of individual members
—moving them in an exercise and travail of

soul known only to those thus exercised and

to Him who inspired them. Thus it is that

the living in Israel are humble before the

Great Head of the Church in anticipation of

service which may be called for, either in si-

lent travail of spirit or in suffering with and

for the suffering seed—that when the tongue

is loosed it may be in the "demonstration of

the Spirit and in the power of God." Such I

believe are the feelings of not a few who are

concerned and willing to take their share of

suffering and service in our approaching an-

nual assembly—whose hearts are lifted, and

whose prayers in secret arise to H\m who
watches by night as well as by day over his

own; and will in his own good time and way
bring to pass "whatever is for the glory of his

name and overrule the rest."

As those who have been faithful in their

day have been removed from the church mili-

tant to the church triumphant, leaving our

ranks thinned and an added weight of respon-

sibility upon those who remain; m.ay there

be a willingness begotten and a preparation

experienced to take our share of the burdens

thus laid down;— as "good stewards of the

manifold grace of God," I would salute in the

love and fellowship of the everlastinff gospel

those whose hearts are thus struggling with a

weight of exercise which they feel wholly un-

able to carry, and which they fain would lay

at the Master's feet. To these ( would hold

forth the comforting, consoling language:

They who suffer-with their suffering Redeemer
shall in his own good time "reign with Him."

May our confidence in the strong arm of Isra-

el's God be renewed, and having been made
willing patiently to wait and quietly to hope,

we "shall yet see of the desire of our soul and

be satisfied." Benjamin Vail.

He that winneth souls is wise.—Prov. ii: 30.

The revised version renders this passage,

"He that is wise winneth souls." The two

statements are equally true. There is but one

secret of soul-winning—the Holy Spirit's co-

operation with us. As a great soul-winner

used to say, "Be sure that you co-operate

with the Holy Spirit." Wherein does our co-

operation with the Holy Spirit consi.-;t? (1).

When we become the subjects of his influence

and of his gracious operation. (2).) When
we fully share his purpose. (3.) When we
actually join him in His work.

For 'TuK Friend."

Worldly Compliance.

It was a noteworthy feature in the teachings

of the Saviour of men, when He forewarned

his disciples, that the religion which He in-

troduced, should not be popular. For the

worldly, the ambitious, the self-pleasing and

the voluptuous, it had few attractions. Instead

of alluring followers by promises of being

flattered and caressed, or holding out to their

views the friendships and honors, the riches

and pleasures of this world. He plainly told

them that they should be hated of all men for

his sake, and that in making choice of Him
and his religion, they must be prepared to

endure the loss of everything else, to be de-

spised and persecuted, and accounted as fools.

"If ye were of the world," says He, "the
world would love its own; but iccousc ye are

not of the world, but I have chosen you out

oj the world, therefore the world hateth you."
Here the cause of the hatred is plainly

stated to be separation from the world; not

being of its spirit, nor following its fashions

and customs, which is ever the case with the

sincere disciples of Him who declared, "My
kirigdoiii ii not of this world." The apostles

understood it so, and such force had their

Master's teaching on their minds, that they

wrote in very strong terms to the believers,

respecting the subject.

Gentle and meek as was the disciple who
leaned on Jesus' breast, yet such was his zeal

against the spirit of worldly compliance, that

he says: "Love not the world, neither the

things that are in the world. If any man
love the world, the love of the Father is not

in him. For all that is in the world, the lust

of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the

pride of life, is not of the Father." Again,
" We know that we are of God, and that the

whole world lieth in wickedness." Another

apostle says of those who are lost, that the

god of this world hath blinded their eyes, lest

the light of the glorious gospel of God should

shine unto them. The Apostle James makes a

great part of pure and undefiled religion to

consist in keeping ourselves unspotted from

the world; and another enjoins, "Be not con-

formed to this world."

The antagonism between the world and the

Christian, as thus set forth by our Lord and

his apostles, is so broad and entire, that the

dullest comprehension cannot fail to perceive

it; yet there is a studied and systematic effort,

even under the guise of religion, to bridge

over the chasm which divides them, to recon-

cile their opposite and ho.'^tile views and prac-

tices, to smooth down or fritter away nalpable

differences; and, regardless of the express

declaration of our Lord himself, to inculcate

the idea that it is possible to serve two mas-

ters—God and mammon.
Many listen to these flesh-pleasing sugges-
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tions; and not liking to give up religion al-

together, and yet, averse to the cross and

self-denial, and desirous of shunning them,

they readily drink in the plausible and ac-

commodating theories which propose to help

them to heaven without renouncing the world,

and th'js to make them heirs of two kingdoms

as widely different as light and darkness, and

Christ and Belial. Of the teachers of such

errors, the apostle says, "They are of the

world; therefore they speak of (or in favor

of) the world, and the world heareth them."

The teachers and the hearers are of the same
spirit, and to hoth the doctrine of our Lord is

very distasteful, when He says. "Whosoever
doth not bear his c7'oss, and come after me,

cannot be my disciple." "If any man will

come after me, let him deny himself, and take

up his cross daily, and follow me. For whoso-

ever will save his life, shall lose it; but who-
soever will lose his life for my sake, the same
shall save it. For what is a man advantaged,

if he gain the whole world, and lose himself,

or be cast away."
It is not a little surprising to observe what

ingenuity is evinced in endeavoring to ap-

propriate these unmodish but honest tests,

and yet to indulge in the customs and fash-

ions, the grandeur and show, the vain conver-

sation, empty compliments and hollow friend-

ships of the world, as though the march of

refinement, and the social improvements of our

day, had rendered the saying of Christ and his

apostles obsolete, and changed their plain

meaning.

In our own relieious Society the tendency is

obvious; and not a few, perhaps, argue the more
strenuously in favor of the modern compli-

ances; because they are inwardly sensible their

cause is a weak one, and feel that they have
need of all the courage and countenance which
bold assertion and sophistical reasoning can
give them, to allay the uneasiness which secret

compunctions of conscience often create. They
would gladly be convinced by their own argu-

ments, that the disregard of plainness of speech,

behavior and apparel, and indulgence in costly

and showy furniture and living, etc., are not

incompatible with being good Friends; but after

they have exhausted all their resources, _there

is still in the deep recesses of the he'art a

consciousness which no argument can wholly

efface, that it is not so. We would affection-

ately counsel such not to reason against the

convictions with which they are favored, how-
ever weak and faint they maybe, lest the visi-

tations of the Spirit of Truth be gradually

withdrawn, and they left to the guidance of

their fallen reason, which, in rel'gious mat-
ters, "leads to bewilder and dazzles to blind:"'

and thus they realize the saying of the dear
Saviour, "If the light that is in thee be
darkness, how great is that darkness."

Friends did not take up their testimony
against gayety and grandeur, and other worldly

compliances, from any affectation of singu-

larity, or desire to mark themselves by a pe-

culiar badge, but from a firm persuasion,

wrought in the mind by the operation of the

Holy Spirit, that it was the Divine will, they
should thus evince their non-conformity with
the world and its ways. Many who had a birth-

right in the Society, and many others who have
been convinced of its principles, and been
brought into it, have found, as they kept under

the power of the Spirit of Truth, that their only

Xvay to peace, though greatly in the cross, was

by being obedient in these things; and it would

be presumptuous to suppose that the Lord would

call for obedience in matters which were of no

importance. Those who have known this work
of grace in themselves, will readily admit that

nothing so effectually bumbled the pride of the

heart, and subdued the stout and stubborn will

in them, as the humiliating process by which

they were brought to submit in these little

and despised things, as they are considered

by many; yet painful as it was, they found

it a blessed work to them, and the day of

obedience one of sweet peace and consola-

tion. It is often by weak things and foolish,

in the eyes of men, that the Lord chooses to

lay low the lofty, and humble the proud; and

nothing which He pleases to use as a means
of carrying on the work of salvation, can be

esteemed, with impunity, of light obligation

or importance. The Scriptures moreover show,

that prophets and apostles were commissioned

by the Most High, to give commands to the

believers on the subject of dress, and our

Saviour himself did it in respect to language

also; and will any one presume to say, that

subjects thus noticed by the Almighty, are of

trifling moment?

Memorizing the Bible.

A short article on the above subject in The
Fkiend, Third Month I4th, has awakened
thoughtfulness in the mind of the writer, as

containing some sentiments not entirely in ac-

cordance with the long established belief of

Friends, that the letter of Holy Scripture is

ever to be held in subservience to the Spirit

which gave them forth; also as regards the

proper qualification for religious labor, and for

the performance of acts of devotion, or of wor-

ship. We should seek familiarity with the Bible

for our own instruction, believing as is therein

declared that, "All Scripture is given by in-

spiration of God, and is profitable for doc-

trine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

tion in righteousness, that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

good works."
The daily reading of the Holy Scriptures in

our families, and in private, with our minds
reverently turned to their Divine Author is

highly profitable and necessary for us, that we
may be instructed and established in our most
holy faith. As we are thus gathered inward

unto Him, our true Teacher, and when about

our daily calling, how frequently are the many
comforting promises contained therein, ap-

plied refreshingly to our minds, and obscure

passages, made clear, not by an intellectual

effort to memorize or comprehend them, but

as these saving truths are freshly opened to

our understandings by Him who hath the key

of David, "He that openeth and no man shut-

teth; and shutteth and no man openeth." with-

out which the Scriptures remain much as a

sealed book to us.*

* I do not wish to be understood as objecting to

the committing of portions of Scripture to memory
by the children in our schools, as we wish them to

become familiar with, and have a due reverence

for it, yet I think that the wholesale committing
of the Bible to memory [on some of the motives

alluded to] might induce an undue dependence

upon the letter.

Can we suppose that prayer is any moi Jc.

ceptable to the Divine Being, when couch
jiu

"high thoughts and noble language," unl;it

be from the immediate promptings oijlij

Holy Spirit, than in the most simple fori
'of

speech, or, than when it ascends in s'-et

breathings of soul unto Him, since HeJCwj
our hearts and knows just what we stailij

need of before we ask Him? Only thatp fer

which is of his begetting is accepted of jm,

" Prayer is the soul's sincere desire

Uttered or une.xpressed.

The motion of a hidden fire

Which trembles in the breast.

" Prayer is the burden of a sigh.

The falling of a tear.

The upward glancing of an eye

When none but God is near." I
In our desires and in our efforts to 'ieip

others," may we ever keep in view thej'iie

ground of all availing labor. It was tb^i.

perience of a valuable minister of afcier

generation that in her public ministratioikjie

could not depend upon "memory, " "or elec-

tions of beautiful passages of Scripture 'or

anything short of the fresh openings oJ'fe,

from the living source of supply. As lice

heard a minister say in a public meet'Dg, We

might think of a hundred passages, but.ine

of them might be what the Lord wants to

quote."

To seek familiarity with the Bible in ler

to have it "ready for use," "in helpingtli-

ers, " is departing from the true ground f re-

ligious labor among Friends.

A few steps further on, and we havthe

"Bible training school." So may we nde-

pend too much upon the letter, reniembrng

that "The letter killeth, but the Spirit gath

life."

Our Saviour said, "Search the Scripies;

(or ye search the Scriptures) for in thi ye

think ye have eternal life; and they arciey

which testify of me. And ye will not m
to me that ye might have life."

As our dependence is upon Him, we n be

furnished with matter suitable for the ca-

sion, and adapted to the states ofotht.if

we are called upon to nvnister to their edB

in public or in private, by the good Reim-

brancer, and without this fresh anointini tin

best of words, or what we might thin the

most appropriate Scripture passages, wibe,

in our mouths, little better than as "Sou log

brass or a tinkling cymbal."

The writer has no sympathy with tl so-

called "Higher Criticism" which seeks 1 1"

dermine, and call in question the auther

of some portions of the Bible, ami to

the reality of some of the miracles thert :

corded, believing it is the outwardly re' i

will of God to man," and was all writt' i--

our instruction, by "holy men of old a; be;

were moved by the Holy Ghost."

If we admit doubts as to the IrutM''

part, we are in danger of finally conii

discard the whole, and to find oiirselv

volved in the mazes of skepticism.

So, while highly valuing the Sacrei-'

ords, let us endeavor to look unto Him, "'

Spirit giveth life to the words, and wh'^

reveal their hidden meaning and seal i 1"

our understandings, so that when we c(

know the saving truths of the Bibb '"

ii
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•ely in the literal knowledge thereof, but

-ealized in our individual experience, and

s be prepared through Holy Help to be-

lie fruitful unto every good work.
I Sakah a. Hobso.n.

jiNONA, Ohio, Third Month 25th, 1903.

Ifhere is a service in having the weakness-

uf the extract in question pointed out.

] chief object in quoting it was to encour-

r| teachers and learners of Scripture to give

mtion to the committing of verses to nieni-

•, rather than to so much of the unauthor-

£j
dissecting of them in classes for unfold-

3;heir spiritual meaning by the natural un-

ijtanding. Let the mind learn to remem-
(PortioDS of what the Scripture sai/ii, and

a,! to the true Opener what it spiritually

e(is. Of course the motive of getting

ines for praying to Him who needs not our

could not be entertained by a sound

In public vocal prayer, however,

as in preaching, words have to be u-sed,

riJds have lieen careful bevond others that

,ei language should be Scriptural, and to

bdl fast the form of sound words," —than

biji none are deemed safer or sounder than

:0^of Scripture. That our quotations may
I cjTect, and that we may be able to give

qjry man a reason for truths held by us,

e {emorizing of actual words of Scripture

cojes useful under right anointing, without

linipushed to that wholesale extreme which

e Jtract is open to, and against which we
ouj have guarded it.

—

Ed.]

History of the Friends' Registers.

ic.'ontiiuied from page 2'Jl.)

I

KEGISTKATION IN AMERICA-

A Istem of registration of births, deaths,

d ii.rriages was established by the Friends

10 Migrated to America on substantially the

raejnes as those existing in England. In

e oler Yearly Meetings thi-i system has

en laintained with much regularity to the

eael time. The Friends' registers in the

stai States are often appealed to in con-

Ctid with the transmission of property and

lervil proceedings. In the United States

! cjil registration of births, deaths, and
rri;;es is regulated by State legislation,

i tl]re is some diversity of practice between
! dijsrent States. The official registry in

w ^rk, Pennsylvania, and other States is

rdtibe very efficient, and nearly all pub-

1, uier the title of vital statistics, similar

ornto those published in Great Britain by

istrars-General of England, and of

ew Uniform Friends' Discipline throws

i^f of denominational registration upon
C -ks of the ilonthy Meetings, in the

owj^ section :

—

ThjClerk of a Monthly Meeting shall be
oin|d by the meeting on the nomination
• cjimittee named for the purpose. He
1 Mward to the Quarterly Meeting such
nesjas requires its attention, and such ab-

cts|f the minutes of the Monthly Meeting
na.^he necessary. He shall keep (in a

tpnted for the purpose and provided by
Vejly Meeting) a correct record of the
ibe|hip, including all births, marriages,

.
trajifers, and he shall annually furnish to

ii^uaterly Meeting such statistical infor-

REGISTERS OE THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS IN
laso-ieoo

:Nr,L\NI) AND WALES,

Decennial
Periods.
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have already spoken of the uses made of these

figures by the historian and the statistician,

and do not propose to retrace in any detail

ground already occupied.

THE LOW DEATH-RATE.
One interesting feature of the register of

deaths is the very light mortality of the past

twenty years, during which there has been a

substantial increase in the membership, with
very little increase in the annual return of

deaths.

What is the spiritual inwardness of this

light mortality? Js it the statistical ratifica-

tion of the Psalmist's promise, "With long
life will I satisfy him" who "dwells in the

secret place of the Most High," and thus an
occasion for thankfulness? Or is it the token
of a comfortable life amidst the resources of

civilization, unruffled by strenuous labor in the

Master's service? How few years did it take

in the Commonwealth days to terminate the

service of the majority of the forty young men
preachers, worn out with work and suffering,

through whose tireiess labors the Society was
chiefly gathered?

But leaving these searching questions unan-
swered, what are the broad denominational
lessons of the figures before us?
An outsider appro iching them for the first

time would be very likely to say, these are the

records of the representatives of a spent or

waning force. Certainly they are not calcu-

lated to minister to sectarian pride. The
low death-rate just referred to, partly rises

from the smaller proportion of infantile life

amongst Friends than in the general popula-
tion—and in other directions careful statisti-

cians would caution us against drawing deduc-
tions without remembering other facts of

which these figures do not take cognizance.
For instance, through several generations
Friends gave the strongest proofs of the ex-

treme value they attached to their marriage
ceremonial, and yet they allowed the marriages
in their meeting-houses to dwindle away frnni

generation to generation; and had it not been
for the changes introduced in the middle of the

nineteenth century a Friends' marriage cere-
mony would now be a rare event indeed: the
force of circumstances did, however, at last

induce the Society to adapt its usages to the
needs of the time. The weddings by the
Friends' ceremonial have nearly doubled in

the last forty years. Taking two extreme
years—in 1863 there were but forty-nine, in

1898, one hundred and nine. It is still a day
of small things as regards these marriages;
but the illustration may encourage us to turn
to other lessons from these figures, not in the
spirit of despair, but of hope.

(To be concluded.)

The record book of every "Christian's life

has some pages in it which were written at
the bidding of that severe teacher, Disappoint-
ment. Tears may have blotted and blurred
the page at the time. But as we turn over to

that page now and read it in the light of ex-
perience we can write beneatn it: "Thank
God for those losses! they were my everlasting

gain. Thank God for those bereavements!
they have saved my soul from being bereaved
of heaven. 'All things work together for

good to them that love God; to them who are
the called according to his purpose.' "

WEEK-DAY WORSHIP.
[Author unknown.]

Behold us Lord, a little space

From daily tasks set free,

.\nd met within thy sacred place

To wait awhile on Thee.

Around us rolls the restless tide

Of business, toil and care;

And scarcely can we turn aside

For one brief hour of prayer.

Yet these are not the only walls,

Wherein Thou may'st be sought,

On humblest task thy blessing falls.

In truth and patience wrought.

Thine is the loom, the forge, the mart,

The wealth of land and sea,

The worlds of science and of art,

Revealed and ruled by Thee.

Then let us prove our Heavenly birth

In all we do and know.
And claim the kingdoms of the earth,

For Thee and not thy foe.

Work shall be prayer if all be wrought
As Thou wouldst have it done,

And prayer by Thee inspired and taught,

Itself with work be one.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

IV.

In the middle of the succeeding century,

during the two years' reign of the Emperor De-

cius (A. D. 249-251), there raged a persecu-

tion which, starting at Rome and quickly ex-

tending to the provinces, far surpassed that

which had prevailed tnder Trajan. Decius

had wrested the throne from Philip, surnamed
"the Arabian," who had shown much favor to

the Christians, and so his successor seemed to

think that this fact was a justification for an at-

tempt to root out the hated religion. It came
upon the church in a state of prosperity, un-

prepared, so that again many succumbed to

the dread ordeal. "In every city, on the re-

ceipt of the imperial rescript, a day was ap-

pointed for the Christians of the place to pre-

sent themselves before the magistrates, re-

nounce their religion, and offer sacrifice at

the altar. Many stood firm, but very many
yielded. Those who refused to sacrifice, after

being repeatedly tortured, were thrown into

prison, and tormented with hunger and thirst.

Such as sought refuge in flight had their goods
confiscated, and were forbidden to return un-

der pain of death." Cyprian, being at that

time bishop of Carthage, where the persecu-

tion was very violent, ha I much to say in the

way of exhortation to the "true and spiritual

soldiers of Cnrist." to the "soldiers and com-
rades, steadfast in faith, patient in suffering,

victors under tortures," while on the other

hand he lamented grievously for the many who
had lapsed. When the hand of persecution

was withdrawn, the position of those who had
yielded, and sought to be restored, caused

much trouble in the Church. It was through
those who had stood faithful, the confessors,

that many of the weak ones came back into

the fold, there being given them "certificates

of repentance" by way of recommendation to

the compassion of the brethren. These were
often too easily granted, and hence was intro-

duced an element of weakness which became
felt when, a generation or two later, the

State stood in need of soldiers after the carnal

order.

It may be worth noting, in connection i||

the soon terminated earthly career of theii..

perial persecutor, that after winning rer^j

in a campaign against the Persians, he ag

slain in an action with the Goths, who ha.^.

vaded his dominions. In advancing vu
them, Decius, with the greater part ollij

troops, became entangled in a morass, wife,

being surrounded by the enemy, he peri'ed

under a shower of darts.
j

It has been shown that Trajan was a bl ^y
opposer of the spread of the Christian f ,h.

His successor, Hadrian, on the contrary, \ le

generally according toleration to the C s-

tians, showed exceeding animosity to^^
'

the Jews. This episode of his reign is

gestive. Hadrian's purnose, unmistak
was one of revenge. The same wicked ;

bute of our fallen nature has instigated

than one war, even between professedly C •

tian nations of our own times. In his -ly

manhood, as a general under Trajan, Hb'^
had suppressed a noted and w'despread r el-

lion of the Jewish people in the region ex ,'

ing from Africa to Mesopotamia. In

course of this great outbreak, it was
upwards of half a million of their Gentilia-

low subjects had been put to death bjihe

Jews, often with accompaniments of exce've

cruelty. In coming to the throne. Ha \w

immediately evidenced his vengeful inteiby

prohibiting circumcision, the observanciof

the Sabbath and the reading of the law, <lle

he likewise declared the purpose of cortt-

ing Jerusalem into a Roman colony, 'he

manner of this fulfilment was peculiar.

"The Jews endured this tryanny for a m-

ber of years," say Backhouse and Tayl in

their valuable compilation, "but the pelii-

sion was deeply rooted in the heart of tt na-

tion that in its darkest hour the Messiah 'aid

suddenly appear. They fondly deemed eii

hopes fulfilled when, in the year 131, a rfr

tender named Bar-Cocheba presented hi elf

as their deliverer. This man assume' his

name (which means the Son of a t'tar) oib

the prophecy of Balaam, and his pretei m
were supported by the most popular .iid

learned Rabbi of the day. The Jews wh lad

not embraced Christianity flocked to him;he

tiallileans and Samaritans joined themd
Palestine was filled with violence and )iii

shed. But the insurgents could not ind

against the Roman legions; the false Mdal?

was slain in battle, and the Rabbi was ft

alive, whilst the city of Jerusalem itsei«

once more laid in ruins. The emperor c if

into efl'ect the threat which he had ure'

fifteen years before; he settled a colony tt'

city under the name of .-Ella Capitolin; m

erected a temple to Jupiter Capitolinus i tlj>

site of the Holy Place, and one to Ven «'

the spot where Jesus was crucified. The?'-

were forbidden under pain of death to it«

the new city, and the more etfectually d«"

ter them, the figure of a swine in niarh *'ai

set over the gate leading to Bethlehem B.v

the estimate of the conquerors, five hr r«

and eighty thousand Jews fell in the can.e-

The Talmud recognizing the deception ac-

ticed, changed the name of the leade nto

Bar-Coziba (son of the lie), and calletke

coins which he had had struck to celebra "H

successes, "rebel money" It is said B C^

cheba put to death all Christians who ;l!!|
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jjoin his standard. Indeed, in every re

it, in speech and action, he was one of

efalse Christs our Lord prophesied should

ij
(Mark xiii: 21, 2'Z), and by his very de

dt set forth more prominently the virtues

he Perfect One, the Hope of Israel, the

)i
Anointed. (Schaff's "Religious Encycio

i." AlsoMosheim, quoting Justin Martyr.)

j| a matter of comparison in connection

t| the preceding siege and destruction of

rblem by Vespasian and Titus (A. D. 70),

ii-ecorded by Josephus that "the slaugh-

riade of them [the Jews] exceeded all the

BJuctions that men or (Jod ever brought
iO|the world," the number of those who
riied during the siege being given at one

ililn one hundred thousand, while the pris-

ei taken during the courst of the war were
tinted to number ninety-seven thousand,

wil be remembered that the Christians at

atinie heeding the solemn warning of their
- had timely found refuge at Pella and
.; inline villages on the far side of Jordan,

r inilrs south of the Sea of Galilee.

I nsult of the insurrection of Bar-Co-
II i,, liflieved to have turned ultimately to

•; vantage of Christianity, inasmuch as the

lioisrs of Christ kept altogether aloof from

i tinult while the lingering adherence, on

B j.rt of a section of the church, to the

18^ traditions and usages came to an end.

Thj stormy way by which Constantino

icl|d the place of empire and maintained

ie{: there was one by no means conducive
prj^ess in the arts of peace. Going as a

infiDan to Britain to assist his father, the
'• I'onstantius, in the subjugation of

IS northern "barbarians," and Con-
ing ar, York in the year 306, there

^:m a long warring contest of seven-
I

. between Constantino and the five

.
iiiLi Augusti and Cajsars, before the

t (jthem, his brother-in-law Licinus, was
dlMdefeated in a battle near Adrianople
. uM3), and the heir expectant became
1 miiter of the Roman world,

iutjll these wars were those for the suc-

eiol the one in Britain excepted, which
3 ajar of conquest. Now, in the year of

ice900, the sixty-third year of Victoria,

Jen'f England and Empress of India, if we
.1 irjiire concerning the wars that occurred
inahe reign of that benevolent sovereign
wiffind that they were no less in number
D fjty, and all of them wars of expansion
to.l^onquest) and of "benevolent assinii-

if trade and territory. There were
)us wars with China, which had to be

!ed 3 receive opium, but whose people are
reirning it to our Christian cities with
iveting recoil; the wars with Burmah and
1 vjious presidencies and native states of
a; lith Afghanistan, Russia, Egypt, the
danjwith the Basutos, Kaffirs, Matabele,
rs jid other tribes and kingdoms. The
pet|g Augusti and Caesars for the rule of
kncj'n world, they are still here, as they
i siteen centuries ago when Constantino
ca;eDding for a crown; there is the

it Wiser at Berlin, and his brother on the
uhejthe one on the Neva and a fourth
he iber ruling a mere remnant of the
d's nee greatest empire; the power that
itsjentre on the Seine, controlling the
of;,vhich Constantine was the prefect

during the first six years after his father's

death, and, finally, the sovereign of many
years' reign, but, alas, of many wars! All of
these, notwithstanding the methods and tribu-

nals of amity that are offered, maintaining
great armies and ships of war, and in a state
of instant preparedness for attack, do they
not together present a condition as barbarous
and anti-Chiistian (I speak not of the personal
character of the rulers, but of their govern-
ments) as that which history presents to us as

the state of Europe in the early years of the

fourth century when less and less frequently
was heard that faithful declaration—"I am a

Christian, therefore I cannot fight?"

Our New Industrial "Institute for Colored

Youth."

The cause of negro education was given a

great forward impetus among the city's think-

ing people on Fourth day evening, the 25th
ult., when at a meeting in Witherspoon Hall,

held in the interests of the Institute for (Col-

ored Youth, the need of enlightening the black

man, the means of doing so, and the outlook
for the movement's success were discussed by
Booker T. Washington, the enlightened coun-
sellor of his race; Charles Emory Smith and
Hugh .M. Brown. We are indebted to the Phil-

adelphia Press for the best report of the in-

teresting occasion.

For sixty-six years the school has been in

active operation in this city. It was founded
by the Society of Friends, in 1837, through a

fund bequeathed by Richard Humphrey, one of

their number. At first it was located in Lom-
bard street, but in 1866 it was moved to Ninth
and Bainbridge streets.

Now, the institute, having reached a growth
in keeping with the advance of years, is

to be moved to Cheyney, in Chester County.

A farm of one hundred and sixteen acres has

been bought there, upon which are to be

erected twelve buildings.

Besides academic branches—above them,
rather, trades are to be taught—carpentry,

brick-laying, shoe-making, printing, tailoring,

type-writing, dress-making, millinery, cook-

ing and so on.

The general idea of the rural location is in

accord with the views of Tuskegee's famous
founder, Booker T. Washington.

Warmly greeted by the large audience, in

which were many of his own race and many
Friends, whose society still holds to their

trust, B. T. Washington expressed these views.

After declaring his belief in the future suc-

cess of the institute, he said:^
"The race throughout the country, and es-

pecially in the South, is in need of teachers,

not only teachers who have knowledge of

books, but such knowledge of methods as wqll

directly connect the work of the school-room

with the actual condition of the people in their

homes, their churches, and their places of la-

bor. In the first place, a careful study of the

actual home life and the opportunities for sup-

port should be made, then as far as possible

our methods of education should be bent in

the direction of actually meeting these needs.

"I am exceedingly pleased to know^ that it

is the plan of the trustees of this institution

to take it out of the immediate environment of

the city and place it in the country in the
midst of trees and birds and flowers and vege-
tables where the students trained in it can
come into immediate and direct contact with
the soil. All races who have gotten upon
their feet have started on the soil in its own'
ership and intelligent and skilful cultivation.

In most cases my race is at its best in the

country; in too many cases it is at its worst
when in contact with the severe competition
and many temptations of large and complex
city life.

"I want to see the black boy graduate from
the public school, high school or college, and
then possess that dogged determination and
persistence which will make him willing to be-

gin if necessary in a furrow without shoes,

without hat, without coat, and remain there
until he has wrung success from the soil.

"I believe thoroughly in the most complete
form of academic and literary education, but
we must remember that mere literary educa-
tion increases an individual's wants. Unless
while these wants are being increased we are
able at the same time to increase the individ-

ual's ability to supply these increased wants
along lines at which he can find employment
we are in danger of not reaping the best re-

sults.

"With us as a race at the present time it

is not so much a question of getting knowl-
edge into our heads as it is a question of

gaining the kind of knowledge that will have
an immediate and eft'ective market.
"To deal practically and directly with the

affairs of my own race, I believe that both the
teachings of history, as well as the results of

every-day observation, should convince us that

we shall make our most enduring progress by
laying the foundations carefully, patiently, in

the ownership of the soil, the exercise of hab-

its of economy, the saving of money, the se-

curing of the most complete education of

hand and head, and the cultivation of Chris-

tian virtues.

"I know no other road. If I know how to

find more speedy and prompt relief I should

be a coward and a hypocrite if I did not point

the way to it.

"As a slave the negro was worked. Asa
freeman he must learn to work. There is a

vast difference between working and being
worked. Being worked means degradation;
working means civilization. There is still

doubt in many quarters as to the ability of

the negro unguided, unsupported, to hew his

own path and put into visible, tangible, indis-

putable form products and signs of civiliza-

tion. This doubt cannot be much affected by

mere abstract argument, no matter how deli-

cately and convincingly woven together.

"Patiently, quietly, doggedly, persistently,

through Summer and Winter, sunshine and
shadow, by self-sacrifice, by foresight, by

honesty and industry, we must reinforce argu-

ment with results. One farm bought, one
house built, one sweetly and intelligently kept,

one man who is the largest taxpayer or has

the largest bank account, one school or church
maintained, one factory running successfully,

one truck garden profitably cultivated, one
patient cured by a negro doctor, one sermon
well preached, one office well filled, one life

cleanly lived, these will tell more in our favor

than all the abstract eloquence that can be
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summoned to plead our cause. Our pathway
must be up through the soil, up through
swamps, up through forests, up through the

streams, the rocks, up through commerce, ed-

ucation and religion.

"The Ten Commandments and the Golden

Rule were written centuries ago, but as yet

mankind has not come up to the full require-

ments of these precepts, yet we do not advo-

cate the blotting out of these laws because of

our failure to live up to them."
Charles Emory Smith's remarks dealt more

with the national importance of the negro
problem. He said in part:

—

"i\o other nation faces such a problem.

England has a homogeneous population, ex-

cept in her dependencies, which are only de-

pendencies and are not a part of the body pol-

itic of the Kingdom. So has France. So
has Germany. Even the dual Empire of Aus-
tria-Hungary, with its diverse races, has no

such broad radical division, and even there the

complex system is held together only by the

life and authority of the aged emperor
"The race problem of the TJnited States is

greater and more serious than that of any
other land. Some of our people have thought
we were taking a great burden upon ourselves

in taking the Philippines, with its eighi or ten

millions of alien people. But we never have

proposed to make them an integral part of the

State. We have never proposed to introduce

them into the body of citizenship, and the

question of dealing with them, delicate and
difficult as it may be in some aspects, is noth-

ing compared with the question of dealing

with the colored pleople here on our own soil

and under our special complications.

"Whatever doubts or differences there may
be on other points there can be no doubt about
the primary duty of doing everything in our

power to educate and uplift this race. That
work of education lies at the foundation of

their progress. If they are to have political

advancement they must be fitted for it. If

they are to have a fair chance in life they

must he prepared for it. That duty comes
home to us. The blacks are chiefly located

at the South, but that does not make our ob-

ligation any less. They were emancipated by

our act. They were admitted to citizenship

by the amendments which we passed. They
are the wards of our nation and their care is

our care.

"This institution which provides for their

education to the largest extent within its

means is a direct fulfilment of that obligation,

and the more it is strengthened and the

broader its influence the more we are dis-

charging a sacred duty."
H. M. Browne's address was a straightfor-

ward, practical talk on the advantages of prac-

tical over theoretical knowledge. He is a

graduate of Princeton; but, he said, the work
he had to do to gain his instruction was of

more value to him in the end than the instruc-

tion itself. He displayed a chart by which it

was easy for the audience to accept his views
regarding the superiority of first hand facts

over those gained by reading of others' work.
The negro, Hugh Browne said, would have

to learn for himself the practical, even primi-

tive facts necessary to his trade or profes-

sion.

Isaac Sharpless, president of Haverford Col-

lege, was chairman of the meeting. While

no direct appeal was made for funds, the pro-

gram invited contributions towards the com-
pletion of the Cheyney Institute. Gifts of

buildings or money, it was announced, might be

made to Walter P. Stokes, the treasurer, of

217 Market street.

For "The Fkiend."

Berachah.

The valley of Berachah signifies Blessing.

The valley was so called where Israel under

Xing Jehoshaphat assembled to bless and

praise the Lord, after He had miraculously

delivered his people from Ammon, Moab and

Edom (2 Chron. xx: 26).

It is a lively type of those spiritual joys in-

to which the Christian is at times led, through

paths of sorrow, suffering and trials. Many
are the lessons in Holy Scripture by which

the Lord would instruct us to be patient un-

der suffering, that we may in hope look be-

yond and be made partakers of the joy. This

path which to us is the way of the cross, is

that which the Captain of our salvation trod

on his way back again to eternal glory; a path

culminating on Mount Calvary; and He now
calls on his disciples to follow Him, as He by

his Spirit leads them in the way.

Many poor pilgrims on life's highway are,

in the inscrutable wisdom of Him who doeth

all things well, at times depressed by an over-

shadowing gloom; to them it is a sore time of

need, when they find themselves to be poor

in spirit, compassed by their own infirmities,

the secret besetments and buffetings of the

enemy ever recurring like the waves of the

sea on the sandy shore; their fellow pilgrims

seemingly all unconscious of these trials of

spirit through vvhich they are passing, and

they themselves bereft, like Job, of the con-

scious support of the Divine arm on which
they would lean. Yet "the Lord will not

cast off forever; though He cause grief, yet

will He have compassion according to the mul-

titude of his mercies. For He doth not afflict

willingly nor grieve the children of men"
(bam. iii: 31-33.)

The Lord is with these in the way, though
they may not see Him. "In all their afflic-

tion, he is afflicted, and the angel of his pres-

ence saves them."
Thus was it with Jacob who long mourned

for Joseph as lost, but his sun set in a cloud-

less sky, and through faith he perceived the

glory beyond. The children of Israel, too,

suffered affliction in Egypt, their sighs and

groans reached the ears of the Lord of Saba-

oth, still their troubles increased, until help-

less, they cried to God for deliverance from
the army of Pharaoh, and the Lord stretched

forth his arm, and made to them a path

through the Red Sea. Leaving all their fears

and troubles behind them, the rising sun be-

held them filled with exultation and joy.

Jesus was "a man of sorrows and acquainted

with grief." At Lazarus' tomb Jesus wept
tears of sorrow and sympathy He by his

Spirit in the prophet king affirms, "It is bet-

ter to go to the house of mourning than to go

to the house of feasting." . . . "Sorrow is

better than laughter; for by the sadness of

the countenance the heart is made better"

CEcc. vii: 28). And to prove that the house

of mourning is very nigh to that of inward joy

and blessing; the Lord Jesus said,
'

are they that mourn; for they shall'

forted."

The Apostle James plucks this fru

sympathetic sorrow with others in the

afflictions, as one of the choicest fruits <

religion, and as a sample of them all.

ing to bear the burden of others, alleV'J

thereby their lot in life, is indeed Go6|
He who "hath borne our griefs and c;|

our sorrows" pronounces this blessing on

who follow Him in the way, and do ;

~

"It is more blessed to give than to rec

Wouldst thou then a blessing seek foi|

self.' Why then stand so long idle

market place? Is it because no

hired thee? To the attentive ear the

of Him who knocketh at the door of j

heart are neither few nor seldom. Hfl

did once enjoin that we should pray tti

borers might be sent into the harvest, isl

ing DOW to send the workers, willing ttf

his word, willing to do h's will. All j|

us are homes where the glory of the

light has not streamed in as it hadddto
us. Bereavements, misfortunes or folhan

brought sorrow there. Even though th^oi.

row was the direct effect of sin, our Loiiaix

Master Jesus Christ in mercy forgave
i al

and sweetly said "Go and sin no more.'j

Why not then be Christ-like, as ths'on

Christian means? Nor should we letals

worldly notions of rank, culture, rich , i

estate deter us from thus exercising at

towards all when the Lord puts it i on

power to do so. "Blessed are the me fn

for they shall obtain mercy."
Ever watching the pointings of the Mi f

hand, our hands shall soon be fully er'.gi

and our own sorrows lightened, if nolilh

gether taken away, in thus laboring wi,0!i

Lord. May we not then hope to be Mi

through mercy, with these to whom si 1

1

said: "Inasmuch a ye have done it unto ec

the least of these my brethren, ye have c le i

unto me." W. Wi

"As becometh saints." Beautiful eii«

sion! It gives in one touch the deporW
behaviour, rule of Christian life as a jiB

thing suited to the character of sain' I

applies to everything we do in our hon.M

conversation. '

; need of seed-time and harvest hjJMJ

lized in the case of the Christiai H

The
recognized in the case of the Christiai'

cannot be forever giving out; he mni al

be taking in. A most important part H

ses' experience was that gained in hisisi

previous to his great life work, andliJ

ilt. Sinai. The great prophets that f(»

him were often alone with God. Jo t

Baptist had his season of preparation ( ar

away from the haunts of men, and oij*''

had his forty days in the wilderness,

silent hours on the tops of the moul

John, the Evangelist, had his Patmos; ij

his Wartburg; and one of the greatest

tunes of the early church, monasticisn|

out of the abuse of what is otherwise

needful and healthful practice; terapoKJ

aration from the visible world in

draw nearer to that kingdom which is

'

—Lutheran.
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i;

great rival to God in tlie human heart

love of this world. The very gifts of

^/ and bounty which were meant as a

fry of love we, by our selfishness, have

ijl to a source of temptation and degrada-

i] The world was given to us as a servant;

H-mit it to become a master; and the ser-

tf'hich was ordained to help us up to God

k/e allowed to become a tyrant to drive

rin Him.

, IcOTTiSH nobJeman once, seeing an old

j((er of his establishment with a some-

itlhreadbare coat, made some passing re-

J^jn its condition. "It's a verra guid

Lsaid the honest old man. "I can not

B^witb you there," said the nobleman.

fjt's a very good coat," persisted the old

^j'it covers a contented spirit and a body

no man anything, and that's more

a man can say of his coat."

fcj'it C^

ll^s ever and always excommunicate from

I;
I

is under the ban of his disfavor, and

siner, forfeiting his rights of sonship

1 i)d becomes the son of wrath. This is

ajiitrary on God's part. It lies in the

f ijture of things. As holiness has in it

peer and principle of growth, so sin has

t le elements of disintegration and de-

ctln. The sinner exiles himself. As a

erie could only be in torment perpetually

iejpresence of holiness; and away from

hlpiness is impossible.

Items Concerning the Society.

-lAV Developments.— Speaking of the

iiklyn Meeting-house, we quote (avoid-

;ips), a New York correspondent of

'i-'cnd, who says :

Mils of fifty years ago, having at heart

n of utility and simplicity in their

,„,.;. ;uied architectural effects; the Brooklyn

iBkiouse might have passed for a factory, or

m mild form of a penal institution. But
ipi' of the age is festhetic, and the homely

^ in process of transformation. The
he main auditorium has been com-

,...11,:,' striking or garish introduced, only

d. irmonious coloring in woodwork, carpets

upjlstery, softened light coming through

edilass windows, the straightness and an-

itvof the former benches giving place to

roided in a semi-circle, with broad aisles of

DC

joning of the newly-arranged room was a

ed 'ent. On Seventh-day evening, 7th inst.,

ds athered in the lower room, and listened
' adress on the Present-day Responsibilities
' ^ a setting forth of the truth that ours

II of negations, but of positive, living

lii be expressed in word and deed, in

: , uf the Holy Spirit, of the truth as it is

u»4 A social half-iiour followed.
' n ijbbath morning, though an easterly rain-

p vailed, the main auditorium was well

a mber of New York Friends being in the
- .ny Some of the young people of Brooklyn

' ig ive fine well-trained voices, and in their
:' m tings the hymns form a sweet and ac-

ile irt of the worship, and it was so on this

on. An organ, nestled unobtrusively in a

. rour of the room, was used as accompani-
, j'ter prayer, in which another led, and
oliraise suited to the hour, another stated

- rf hat Friends did and did not stand for.
'

t c the eighth chapter of Nehemiah was
. A ther then spoke on Paul's declaration,

: antiot ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, for

it is the power of God unto salvation.' His expo-
sition of this passage was clear, logical, lightened

and brightened by apt illustrations after his usual
happy fashion. There were more sweet hymns,
prayer and a benediction, and the good, old-fashioned

hand-shaking and greeting, as the company dis-

persed. On Sabbath evening the chief address was
given by , of ."

There are, says the correspondent, " diversities

of operations," on the two sides of the river. New
York the more conservative, Brooklyn verging

more to what may be termed, not invidiously, the

Western type of Quakerism." And of that type,

what is its verging? A Richmond, Indiana, paper

contains a call by the " Friends' Church " for ob-

serving the Lenten season, and gives directions for

daily services and observances. Among the objects

for prayer, one is, " For a return to absolute faith

in the Bible as the inspired authoritative word of

God, and as furnishing the churches their only

credentials and message."

Notes from Others.

The noon prayer meeting, established by the

late D. L. Moody, in Chicago, has not omitted its

daily service for over forty years.

There are contracts for 120,000 copies of Hindi

and Urbu Scripture portions being made with
Christian presses in Allahabad, Benares and Luck-
now.

The superintendent of Methodist missions in the

Philippine Islands, speaks of his work with much
enthusiasm. He says the work is encouraging
beyond his expectations.

C. H. Spurgeon has been dead for eleven years,

but the issue of his sermons has continued every

week. The total number of sermons published is

over three thousand.

Theodore L. Cuyler says: "There is much talk

about saving the masses, but people are not saved

in the mass; they must be reached and persuaded

Christward one by one."

Henry W. Hulburt, of Bangor Theological Sem-
inary, says: "The theological Seminary has re-

mained nearly stationary, and has been tempted to

give short cuts to the ministry.

It is stated that out of 200,000,000 people in

Africa only 2,000,000 have ever heard the gospel

through human instruments. In the Soudan region

alone there are 90,000,000 who are thus without

religious instruction.

Clovernook, Cincinnati, the home of Alice and

Phoebe Gary has been purchased by William A.

Procter, a wealthy citizen and presented by him
for a home for the blind under the management of

the Trader Sisters of Avondale.

A writer proposes as a reason for the increasing

neglect of the privileges of public schools: " May
it be because parents are coming to realize that

information minus inspiration and aspiration is a

barren, sterile thing ?

The widow of the late William E. Dodge, Sr.,

who recently died at the advanced age of ninety-

four years, had been a member of the Brick Pres-

byterian Church, New York, for eighty-two years,

and was its oldest member.

The city school superintendents of New York
have decided to include the Roman Catholic trans-

lation of the Scriptures known as the Douay Bible

in the list of school supplies, and to permit any
teacher who wishes to call for such for use in the

schools.

The L'niversalist Leader has the following: "Re-
ligion must be set to no le.^s a task than to

moralize and spiritualize the industry of the world,
for failing this she will be driven into a corner by
the wild beasts of greed who seek whom they may
devour."

An exchange says: Protestantism is weakening
on its sectarian side, is placing less emphasis on
doctrine and more on life, and is more disposed
than formerly to recognize worth in systems of
belief and sense in points of view which formerly
it denounced or ridiculed.

".4/'"' evil, not, I think, out of it, God educes
good," writes Helen B. Harris in reporting a re-

markable religious movement among the Ar-
menians. We may add that Helen B. Harris, the
wife of .J. Rendell Harris, has been reinstated

into membership in Hertford and Hitchen Monthly
Meetings, England, from which she thought it

right some years ago to resign.

Jewish Situation in America.— .Jewish leaders

in this country had their hopes high upon the pro-

mulgation of the Czar of Russia's edict, only to

have them dashed to the ground by later reports,

to the effect that the edict does not change the

hard condition of the Jew in Russia. The Jewish
situation in .America is most serious, but it is noth-

ing when compared with the terrible condition of

the Jew abroad. During the last ten years fully

250,000 Jews, all poor, have come hither from
Russia, and have settled on the lower East Side of

New York city. What to do with them and for

them, is giving to Jews who feel keenly their re-

sponsibility no end of anxiety. The Baron de Hirsch
funds are being used to their utmost in works of

relief, and rich American Jews are being appealed
to for financial assistance. If the tide hither

could be shut off, some reasons for leaving Russia

being removed, there was a little bit of hope that

those already here might be taken care of. Jewish
leaders have a little hope left that some relief may
come, but the outlook is dark and difficult.

Speaking of the recent decree of the Czar, a

correspondent of the Boston Tra)iscripl says: " Em-
peror Nicholas is a man of broader views and of

more progressive mind than his father. He had
enjoyed the advantages of more extensive foreign

travel than had ever fallen to the lot of his prede-

ce.ssor on the throne, and being an omnivorous
reader has been able to keep himself abreast of

and in touch with foreign ideas and with the spirit

of the age. While fully appreciating the integrity

and the devotion of Pobiedonotsoff, he entertained

but little of Alexander Ill's sympathy and affection

for the man, and after repeatedly remonstrating

with him, he has at length asked for and received

his resignation. And in order that there shall be

no mistake either at home or abroad about his

complete disapproval of the late procurator gen-

eral's policy, he has issued this decree, in which,

after having called attention to the ' principles of

religious tolerance laid down by the fundamental

laws of the Russian empire,' that is to say, the laws

established by Peter the Great and by Catherine

the Great, he demands ' undeviating observance

'

thereof, and the assurance ' to all our subjects of

other religions [than the Orthodox Church] and to

all foreign persuasions, freedom of creed and of

worship in accordance with their respective rights.'

This means that the 12.000,000 Roman Catholics,

the 7,000,000 Protestants, the 4,000,000 Jews and

the 12,000,000 or more dissenters of one kind and

another in European Russia will be free to practice

their religion without let or hindrance, and will be

no longer persecuted and treated as disloyal and

as rebels merely because they refuse to join the

Orthodox Church, and to regard the Czar not alone

as their temporal ruler, but as their spiritual Pon-

tifex Maximus (chief priest.)"
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— A dispatch of the 27th ult. from

Greenville, Miss., says: '' The swollen Mississippi has torn

a three mile gap in the levee south of Greenville and

the flood is roaring over the Great Yazoo Delta Under

the torrent as it sweeps its way southward lies the most

fertile land in the State of Mississippi. This is the first

crevasse reported on the east side of the river during the

present high water. A second one occurred at five o'clock

this afternoon in the Albemarle levee, in Lower Issaque

county. Reports from there to-night state that the gap

is several hundred feet wide, but as the water is running

through with very little force it can probably be closed."

A break on the west side of the river near Hymelia, La.,

1.50 to 200 feet wide has occurred by which a large area

of land in one of the richest sugar producing districts of

Louisiana has been submerged. In Greenville, Miss., the

citizens are moving through the streets in boats. At

other points along both banks of the river large areas

have been inundated. It is estimated that in the Yazoo

Delta 1500 square miles of territory are covered with

water.

A statement that one-fourth of the inmates of the

State prison at Dannemore, New York, are afflicted with

tuberculosis has drawn attention to the danger of in-

fection from this cause. Dr. L. F. Flick has stated that
" many persons sent to prison come out with tubercu-

losis because the cells often contain the germs of the

disease," and says that all cells in all prisons should be

regularly disinfected.

The award of the Anthracite Commission appears to

be generally accepted by both miners and operators.

The Roman Catholic population in the United States is

set down as 11,289,710, that in the Philippines 6,565,998,

in Porto Rico 953,243, and Hawaii, Guam and Samoa
745,000, making a total of 19,553,951 out of the whole

population of 84,233,069.

A despatch from Washington of the 23d ult., says:

Urgent appeals have been made for the relief of the native

Eskimo and other Indian inhabitants of Northern Alaska,

who are said to be in an extremely destitute condition

as a consequence of a strict enforcement of the laws

prohibiting the taking or killing of fur-bearing animals

in that territory. Instructions have been sent to the De-

partment Commander to investigate the situation and, in

his discretion, to distribute rations in cases of emergency.

Dr. Lederle, of the Board of Health, has reported to

Mayor Low of New York, that " Tuberculosis remains the

greatest single cause of deaths in this city, and one which,

in my opinion, demands more attention from the authorities

in the interest of public health. The number of persons

suffering from tuberculosis is variously estimated at from

30,000 to 40,000, and many of these are undoubtedly af-

fecting their associates and thus adding to the extent of

the disease. I believe that the time has come when the

City of New York should extend its facilities for the

treatment of tuberculosis." He recommends the erection

of a sanitarium on the tent plan. The deaths from pul-

monary tuberculosis in New York last year numbered

7571.

It is reported from Washington that manufacturers'

materials have formed more than half of the imports

into the United States in the Second Month. This is the

first time in the history of our importations that this has

been the case. There has been a steady increase for

some months in the proportion of articles of this class,

which includes chemicals, copper, cotton, fibres, furs, hides

and skins, india rubber, silk, tin, tobacco, wool and the

bulk of the iron and steel imported which comes in a par-

tially manufactured state, but for use in manufacturing.

There were 545 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 10 more than the pre-

vious week and 45 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 289 were males and 256 fe-

males: 64 died of consumption of the lungs ; 85 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 12

of diphtheria ; 17 of cancer ; 24 of apoplexy ; 41 of

typhoid fever ; 5 of scarlet fever, and 2 of small pOX.

Foreign— A bill has been introduced by the British

Government into Parliament, intended to assist tenants

in Ireland to purchase the lands they occupy at moderate

prices and on long terms of payment, and appropriating

|60,000,000 for the purposes of the bill. Tenants are to

pay 3i per cent, interest on money which the Government

may advance to them to assist in these purchases. The

bill also provides that untenanted farms and grazing lands

shall be sold to neighboring tenants, and that three Com-

missioners, to be known as Estate Commissioners, shall

supervise the sales. In introducing and explaining the

bill Secretary Wyndham said he " was sure the landlords

and tenants would continue to act in the reasonable spirit

which actuated the conference. There were two alter-

natives before the country. They could prolong for an-

theyother 150 years the present tragedy in Ireland, c

could now initiate and henceforth prosecute a business

transaction, based on the self-esteem, probity and mutual
good-will of all concerned." An English newspaper, dis-

cussing the proposal, said that the removal of the land

question from the field of Irish politics would be of ines-

timable value to both Ireland and England, for there

might then be some hope of a contented Ireland ; whereas,

while the land question is not settled there is none. It

is said that to-day out of 15,000,000 acres of arable

land in Ireland, less than 2,500,000 acres is under the

plow. The best land is given to cattle. The people are

in many regions huddled together in bogs. The mass of

them live in huts of one or two rooms, often without win-

dows. One in seven of the population is "on the rates
"

—supported by the parish.

President Castro has withdrawn his resignation at the

request of the Venezuelan Congress.

A despatch from Paris, says : A parliamentary group
has been formed in the Chamber of Deputies, whose aim
is the advancement of the cause of international arbitra-

tion. The initiative was taken by Baron d'Estournelles

de Constant, the French delegate to The Hague arbritra-

tion conference, who was elected President of the group.

More than 100 deputies, irrespective of party, have given

their adhesion to the group.

A despatch of the 30th ult. from London, says : The
Times to-day publishes two Marconigraph messages of

over 100 words each from its New York correspondent,

giving items of American news. Day by day the trans-

mission of news between the New and Old World will be

undertaken upon a contract basis, such as the Times
starts this morning. It marks an epoch in the develop-

ment of telegraphy. Messages can be sent between Eng-
land and America by the new system at a rate slightly in

excess of that between England and France by the old

plan.

A despatch from Toronto, says : Canada is to have

another transcontinental railway. Its terminal will be at

Quebec in the East, and Fort Simpson, B. C , in the West.

The road will run parallel with the Canadian Pacific, but

will be from 200 to 400 miles farther north, travers-

ing the very heart of Canada through the wheat and pulp-

wood belt. The road will be called the Transcanada
railway. The Dominion Government has granted the

promoters a charter, and prominent capitalists of Great
Britain and Canada are interested in the project. Canada
now has one transcontinental line, a second rapidly near-

ing completion, and two, the Grand Trunk-Pacific and the

Transcanada, under promotion.
Two distinct earth shocks were felt in various parts of

Derbyshire, England, on the 24th ult., and caused great

alarm. In the town of Derby ceilings were cracked, cor-

nices and fireplaces were dislodged and the walls of houses

swayed.

Mail steamers running between Kiel and Korsov, Den-
mark, are in continuous connection with the mainland by

the Slaby wireless telegraph system. The Government
is accepting messages at twenty-five cents a word.

Information lately received from a British exploring

expedition in Antarctic regions indicates that a vast con-

tinent exists there. It is stated that Captain Scott, the

commander of the ship Discovery, has penetrated more

than 100 miles further south than any previous explorer,

and discovered an extensive mountainous region, hitherto

absolutely unknown, extending to 82 degrees 17 minutes

south. He thinks this indicates that the land stretches

to the Pole in a series of very lofty mountains, which is

considered to be far the most important geographical re-

sult ever achieved in Antarctic exploration. The Discov-

ert/ wintered 400 miles further south than any vessel had
previously wintered.

The Cuban reciprocity treaty has been ratified by the

Cuban Congress without amendment.
An unparalleled engineering feat, it is said, has re-

cently been achieved in Australia. The Kalgoorlie water
scheme is to Australia what the famous Assuan dam is to

Egypt. The remarkable feat of pumping 6,000,000 gal-

lons of water a day for a distance of 350 miles, from the

Helena River to Kalgoorlie, has been accomplished by

English engineers, by means of a great dam, called the

Mundaring weir, ninety feet high, constructed across the

Helena River twenty miles from Perth. There are a num-
ber of auxiliary reservoirs and pumping stations along

the 30-inch steel water main which runs along the rail-

road line to the gold fields, near Kalgoorlie.

In reference to the famine in Finland Dr. Reuter, of

the Finnish National Relief Committee, says " that there

would have been untold suffering but for the assistance

of the Committee, which was so largely helped by Ameri-
can funds. The Committee has branches in every village

and parish, and every case of suffering is attended to.

The Committee supplies bread, peas and salt fish and ex-

pects labor for its help, so as to avoid pauperi
people. As to the stories of deaths from fan

Reuter adds, ' no such happenings have been
anywhere.'

"

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For conver
persons coming to Westtown School, the stage >

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. m.,

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when rt

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. ll., 25 cents e

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West
Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedlet,

Westtown Boarding School.— Application ;r ijj

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i eni)

to instruction and discipline should be addressed
, i

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pri pa|.

Payments on account of board and tuition, eIm^
munications in regard to business should be.for« Isdj

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., ChesteiLPi

The portion of the Yearly Meeting's Commie,*
apart for service within the limits of PhiladelplQim

ter, propose holding a meeting for Divine worsh 'a it

meeting-house on Twelfth Street, below Markeiln^

on Fourth-day evening. Fourth Month 8th, at 7.4 jclaij

The members and attenders of the meetings of ilili

phia and vicinity are invited to be present.

Mahlon Johnson has been appointed Agent fli

Friend, in place of William Harvey, who has jion

Address Monrovia, Morgan County, Ind.
'

A woman Friend desires position as superiindB

itron or managing housekeeper, either public o ,-inl

as companion to lady. i

Address " E."

Office of The I an.

Wanted—At the School for Indian Childr Tb

sassa. New I'ork, a suitably qualified Friend as tU
of the girls, and one as assistant matron. A;ja|

may be made to Hannah F. Carter,
201 E. Central Ave.. M-.rest^. ,,

or Caroline C. Scattergikhi,

626 Spruce St., Phila.

The annual meeting of Friends' Westernisu

Dorcas Society, etc., will be held at Twelf 'Sb

Meeting House on Fourth Month 8th, 1903, afteierti

Alice C. Letchworth, Sec ary

Died, at the home of her son-in-law, Isaac P.
!

'.

in Jewell County, Kansas, on the tenth of Twelf SI

1902, Eunice Hill, aged sixty-five years ten m h-

twenty-five days. She was a birthright memb n:

Society of Friends, and a firm believer in tl ir,

doctrines and testimonies held by them. She » a

.

example and of a meek and quiet spirit, wh i-

sight of the Lord is of great price. She W£ n

health for quite a while and her already enfeebU.v>

received a severe shock in the death of her bcl d s

band. At one time she said to her sister, " I s. loll

in my way; I feel no condemnation, but it is a ihni

unmerited mercy that it is thus with m^ " ? »«

ready and willing to go, and a short tim- !
:' r-

-

she said, "A few more fleeting days, and ;

Her relatives and friends trust that sht- i i.

come language, " Well done, good and laithli. •

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

, on the seventh of Third Month, 19' ^

home in Danville, Hendricks County, India

Carter, wife of Newlin Carter, in the se

year of her age ; a member of Plainfield Moni

of Friends, Indiana. On account of poor hei

often deprived of meeting with her friends

worship, but maintained a firm belief in the dw
practices of Friends, until death. Her lastilli

was short and severe, was marked byas_
and tranquillity. Her expressions evidenced •

sense of the presence of the promised Comfoi

friend that sticketh closer than a brother,

mother, who was a devoted servant of Christ,

self-sacrifice of life is o'er" and " Death is sw

in victory."

, Third Month 16th 1903, Mary EluS
widow of Thomas Branson, in the eighty-ninth

age. She was a beloved member and elder of f

Monthly Meeting for the Western District,

presence is fullness of joy."
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DjioDd's Essays on Morality in Spanish.

Eli.-iYOS sobre los ruiNCirios de Mok.al y

sierechos y Obligaciones del Genero Ku-

an tanto en la Vida Privada, como en la

1. Tor JoNAT.\s Dymond. Version

>l:i . . . hecha y publicadadeordeny a

a^ lie . . . Joseph Pease (Edicion

iaiia*, Filadelfia: Friends' Book Store,

li. (le .\rch, U)03 ($1.25;).

iiii has brought forth one master-

. I'hristian doctrine at the hands of

)bt: Barclay and another in the field of

iriiian Morals by Jonathan Dymond, and in

esjue domain a spiritual classic by John

"ooian. An excellent translation of Dy-

jBffi Essays, produced under the care of

861 Pease (in recognition of which the raon-

ch|)f Spain endeavored to award him a

iglhood),has been known for years past to

inlrint in England; while also an edition in

iglo has still more lately been brought out

tJ!
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Book

mrjttee, containing all parts that are of

rmjient and universal value, but omitting

3je;s now obsolete or relating chiefly to

elji laws anJ institutions. The Spanish

itici before us contains the same matter

ajut 400 pages), which is retained in the

ilal^lphia edition in English, and omits

; > sjje which that omits. To say that its

letjwere printed in the printing-house of

in|lellows, in Gloucester, England, is to

: tit excellent feature of the work beyond

ticm, as a specimen of the printer's art.

)y|)nd's Essays constitute a book which,

bjieve, remains unsurpassed as a moral

icuf a high order. Its principles are

ndl upon a rock. While other present

ite f the Moral Law e^ade the meeting

h Jiritual and Scriptural truth in plain

lesi and squareness, and seem to climb up

some other way into the domain of ethics,

Dymond treads on the firm ground of Divine

Revelation as his main authority from start to

finish. He is not ashamed of the Spirit of

Truth, nor of its Book, as undeniable evi-

dences of the Will of God, nor to own that

will as the simple and eternal Rule of Right

and Wrong. Its teaching makes for simple and

pure Christianity,—for unadulterated Divine

righteousness,—much too directly and un-

swervingly, to be acceptable to popular stan-

dards of conduct. Because Dymond's work,

lieing Christian without compromise, a stand

ing rebuke among moralists, they prefer to

ignore him ; and because it stands steadfast

for Truth, it is kept standing in life. And

here it comes forth in Spanish tongue to preach

the Word; and well calculated is its teaching

to fill a void among the people of that tongue

with important discoveries in righteousness.

A sense of a service incumbent on Friends

to open out to Spanish-speaking peoples our

views of Truth, has also of late brought forth

translations of some of our tkacts into their

language. These have received considerable

circulation in Spanish-American States. A

letter from Cuba comes on the very day of

our writing this, urging the need of much

more of the leaven of the kingdom being pre-

sented there from Friends' standpoint and

through their hands.

Holy Week.—For the first time, as some of

the papers are saving, " Congregationalists,

Methodists, Baptists, Quakers[?], Disciples of

Christ, Presbyterians and all other non-litur-

gical bodies unite this year with the liturgical

ones in observing Holy Week, which began

on the 5th inst. That is, they will do so if

they heed the recommendations officially made

by the foreign mission boards of their respec-

tive bodies."

But we can hardly expect those papers to

know the difference between Quakers and

pseudo-Quakers. Some will ask, " What are

we doing to let them know? " It is not for

us to tell what to do,— only to each one this :

Be true to the Holy Spirit. Then the mission

of our Society to the churches will be unmis-

takable.

We believe that the Spirit of Christ knows

no Holy Week for us in any sense that the

other weeks are less so. "Always bearing

about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus,

that the life also of Jesus might be manifest

in our body." "Y'e observe," said the same
apostle, "days and months and times and

years. I am afraid of you, leat 1 have be-

stowed upon you labor in vain." "Behold"
said our Lord, "

I am with you all the days,

even unto the end of the world." In season,

out of season, Christ is our perpetual calen-

dar, and our times are in his hands. To those

who are attentive to His Spirit, due notice

will be given of His now as the acceptable

time for a right service to Him, and no church

council can prejudge or tabulate His future

times for special states of the heart. It

becomes Friends, in view of their profession

of each week as holy, so to evince it as to

find each week a higher step than the last.

If not higher, the prospect is it will be lower.

La Verdad (The Truth) i-; a weekly period-

ical published in Manila in English, Spanish

and Tagalese, or the principal Filipino lan-

guage. Two copies of sixteen pages each

have come to us, exhibiting, in the English

articles at least, marked force and ability.

La Verdad is the official of the Filipino In-

dependent Catholic Church, which has severed

connection with the Roman authority. The

archbishop Gregorio Aglipay is the official

head of this new movement and organization,

which has been forced into being, as the Pur-

itan churches were, by the tryanny and rapac-

tiy of the priesthood under which its members

had been suffering. The Archbishop Aglipay

in his manifesto has put himself and his follow-

ers on record as accepting in its entirety the

sovereignty of the United States, and their

intention to pursue their religious and politi-

cal aspirations peaceably and on constitutional

lines. They are undertaking the great reform

of clarifying the religious and political atmos-

phere, and of bringing about a settlement of

the vexed friar question, which Rome is una-

ble to accomplish. We have been impressed

thus far with the wholesomeness of the moral

and religious instruction which La Verdad

gives.

A GOODLY old couple were in trouble and

sorrow. Said the husband to the wife: "Mary,

I am fain and glad I can sav, 'What time I

am afraid I will trust in the Lord."' "Eh,

John," said the wife, "I can beat thee at

that, for I can say with all my whole heart, 'I

will trust and not be afraid.'
"
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History of the Friends' Registers.

(Concluded from page 300.)

THE BIRTH REGISTER.

The gravest feature in these registration

figures is their evidence of the diminishing

stream of young life entering the Society.

When Philadelphia was building, it may safely

be said, having regard to the incompleteness

of the records, that more than one thousand

children annually came into association with

the Society in Great Britain through birth

and registration. This number has continu-

ously lessened through 220 years, till now it

stands at less than 20 per cent, of the figure

just given; and in recent years the diminution

has proceeded at an increasing ratio.

In recent years Friends have given generous

proofs of their religious concern on behalf of

their young people by contributing more than

/100,000 for the improvement of their

schools; but the number of Friends' children

in these schools has been steadily diminishing,

and these institutions would now be thinly

peopled, were it not for the large admission

of children unconnected with the Society.

The regulations affecting the relationship of

children to the Society have naturally been

closely connected with its marriage rules;

when these were revised, the rules affecting

the membership of children were left unal-

tered.

POOR RELIEF.

In this connection the action of the Friends'

system of poor relief, framed with the best

of motives, has unintentionally worked re-

strictively. It is a singularly beautiful idea

to have no beggars in the spiritual Israel, but

one hard to translate into the practice of a

thrifty people, without engendering very re-

strictive influences. It was the exigencies of

poor relief which dictated the membership
minute of 1737, which has operated througli

successive generations in the creation of the

great dividing line between members and
attenders. After the provision of a boarding

school education for all children of members
by the foundation of Ackworth and other

schools, pecuniary considerations naturally

made Monthly Meetings shy of admitting
families of children who might entail a large

expenditure for education on the Society:

whilst at the same time the sentiment of in-

dependence made many parents of such fami-

lies reluctant to apply for membership. The
abrupt stopping of the registration of nun-
member children in 1837 now looks as if it

had been a mistake; it is rather curiously out

of harmony with the concern, which, about
the same period, was founding schools at

Rawdon, Penketh, Sibford, and Ayton.
It cannot be denied that the civil objects of

the Friends' registry, which largely prompted
its establishment and secured its continuance
for two centuries, have been verv much re-

moved by the excellent State registry founded
in 1837; and hence it follows that the main
objects of the denominational registry now are
religious. The chief direction in which it

seems possible for registration to exercise a

distinctively religious influence is in its bear-

ing upon the training and education of chil-

dren; and here we are at once confronted by
large problems as to the mutual relationship

which should subsist between a religious

society and its children.

There is little or no difliculty in discovering

the causes of the recent diminution in the

entries in the birth registry; it is not neces-

sary to dwell on social causes, excess of pru-

dence, and the like, which have lessened the

birth-rate in the population at large in the last

twenty years, and the influence of which tells

upon Friends, in common with the whole pop-

ulation; but the main reason for the dimin-

ished number of births registered in the last

twenty years, is the increased number of

families in which only one parent is in mem-
bership, and where consequently, by the ex-

isting regulation, the children are not in

membership. An examination of the Tabular

Statements for the last qumquen-nium of the

series shows that the number of homes
founded, in which the children would be in

membership with Friends, was 196, whilst the

number of homes founded in which the chil-

dren would not be in membership, was 586.

In the epistles to the early Churches, it is

observable how much stress is laid on the duty

of edification, the building up of Christian

people in their corporate life. The extreme
individuality of the Friends' conception of

Christianity has not been favorable to their

success in edification. This thought seems to

have been present to the mind of London
Yearly Meeting of 1734 when they affirmed

their "weighty concern for the offspring of

Friends that the rising generation may be

trained up in the principles and practice of

the Christian religion," and in association with

"a people, who, by their lives and conversa-

tions, should be patterns of that simplicity,

holiness, and charity, which our great Lord

Himself in the most perfect manner exhibited,

leaving us an example, that we should follow

his steps."

Is It I?

In reading "The Irresponsibilities" of Second
Month 7th, the selection seemed loudly to

echo the many who, in our Society at this

time are desiring Peace, Temperance, Bible-

study, etc., every day of their lives wishing

to do some good; "For the harvest of the

earth is ripe." Candidly speaking, much la-

bor is offered by the Master, that would mul-

tiply many-fold, if faithfulness to the requir-

ing, however small, was abode in. It may be

the duty shown is, faithfully to uphold our

testimonies that make us so conspicuous, es-

pecially while mingling in a business capacity.

Are these not reasoned away and so refused,

in a preferring to do nothing? Finally the

talent is wrapped in a napkin, or otherwise

the zealous one chooses his or her labor, some
"philanthropic work" perhaps, thus making
their own idols. If each member of our So-

ciety were to feel the great responsibility

resting upon us as burden-bearers, filling up
our measure though ever so small, we should

be as a city set on a hill with our light shin-

ing forth to the world, being in the world, yet

so filled with His light and power as to ena-

ble -us to resist the many temptations; not

conforming to the customs either in dress or

address which is so marked at this time. We
must be weaned from the world to be made
partakers of a life hid with Christ in God.

R.

For "The FRiKiy,

The Preparation of the Sanctuary.
||

The presence of God is the crown and f «|
of his people. Nor will He dwell amongs

ie i

unclean or the unholy. A holy God, he ejJi

holiness in all those who approach his
'J.

stool to render homage and worship. Sdie

priests of old were commanded to wash ii^

laver every time they entered the sanci-

or ascended the altar to offer sacrifice,

could the priests minister unless they

legally clean. "Be ye clean that beai i.

vessels of the Lord" was and is a perp
j|

ordinance.

Nor is less required of us in this, Chi'g,

higher and more glorious dispensation,
'of

in temples made with hands does God yt

manifest his visible elory, but this he dcjij

the sanctuary of the heart of h's sain it

whom He dwells, as -Jesus 'said, "I will iij.

fest myself to him" (Johnxiv: 21.) He 'ri-

fles his promises by his prophet, "I willJo-

rify the house of my glory," (Isa. Ix
'?;)

again, "I will make the place of my feejo-

rjous" (v. 13.) So Christ Jesus, our tj,

said in his prayer to his Father, "The ity

which thou gavest me, I have given tin"

(Johnxvii:22.)
God was in Christ, as He came in the ^,

and God is even now in Christ as He conjii

Spirit and in power, and Christ is in hisso

pie; thus through Him does God restO't

man that heavenly communion which thiijj

sin man lost. Nor has any man a valic tli

to be called a Christian unless hehavUn

Spirit of Christ. All so anointed are h]

made priests unto God, that they may 1

tue of the one atoning sacriflce of theii

Priest Christ Jesus, now offer to God;

spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God th

Him."
Before then convening for so sacred i

pose as to worsh'p Almighty God may«
expect that He who has declared that

preparations of the heart in man, and tl '=

swer of the tongue, is from the Lord"

xvi: 1) will thus prepare his people ton
his promised holy presence? Many,

are the witnesses who have declared thai ft

hand of the Lord has been time and agai In

laid upon them." ..

A watchful, prayerful people willpeBj

this, and being attentive and obedient ||

'

to, the heart, emptied of all worldly thoip-'r

the Lord will find more room to fill with •!»

blessings.

Let me quote an extract from the j *
of William Savery, a Philadelphia FrieD'»li'

thus wrote in the year 1797, (see pag(2i

10th line) "Retired to my chanibe: I

seems to me improper, before these rg'

public meetings to continue in compar»

conversation until they come on- -my pl5S

least, appears to be to retire and endear ti

have my mind gathei'ed to the Divine «
tain, where strength and qualiflcat^on I

'»J

them to the honor of the Truth, can ale »

found; and. after all, I think I alway'i""

entered them with fear and trembling, h »

blessed cause should by any means sufF*'^

To be a true minister of the gospel i i'

a minister of the Spirit and the pow W

the Word only; and to do this requires '<S

vouchsafed from on high, as it did tcj

miracles. The apostles were eari^
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iTiheir Lord and Master, "Without me, ye

ijdo nothing." They needed like Jacob to

r[,tle in prayer and with fasting to (iod.

d(ss then the Lord is pleased to uphold, to

)* and to guide us in our ministry by his

pit, we need not expect any true conver-

,01 of sinners to God. How essential then,

ijall who are truly concerned for the wel-

irt of Zion, and those who are called to be

llihepherds in Israel more particularly, that

]( first diligently take heed untu tlum)<elves

lathey may be qualified to fulfil the pur-

j,- of their calling, viz: to feed the tlock of

lilt. Let these oft-times sink down into

II wild is the root and the offspring of Da-

idliat they may be partakers of the life in

;;iriiut, that the sap of the vine may circu-

,ti lirniiL'h all the members Then shall all

I- trees of the Lord's own planting, trees

^llllousness, planted by the waters of

I,, learing fruits to the praise of the heav-

u\ iiisliandman

\ V wf always bear in mind, there is no

(ji acceptable frame of mind, to the great

>aiher of hearts, wherein to come before

im!o worship than that of a humble and

)niite spirit. And when hearts rightly pre-

ai come under a baptizing ministry, exer-

isCjin the demonstration of the Spirit and

f ^wer, doctrine drops as the gentle rain

id 5 the dew on the tender herb, and hearts

ndered and melted by the love of Christ,

ccording to his promise is present there.

iOrd is with his servants, going before

leni and working with them, as He was in the

jgiiiing with those who were scattered abroad

]d lent everywhere preaching the word.

aljord
is with his church as He ever has

therefore though the waters of the sea

oar, threatening to engulf the gospel

lipjve need not fear as we steadfastly do as

e Je commanded, "Look unto Jesus, the

jthi and the finisher of our faith." It is

Hejwho] ruleth the raging of the sea; when

le laves thereof arise thou stillest them"
'8. [ixxix: 9). W. W. B.

Gqrtesy is closely akin to religion: indeed,

mrisy is an inseparable element of true re-

?ioi True politeness, inherent urbanity,

oif of the fruits of indwelling religion,

be [olden Rule is the highest law of eli-

Kt\—R. S. MacArthur.

TbI Instinct of Animals. —An English

iriolical says: The instinct whereby wild

eatires detect those of the human species

ho ie likely to be hostile to them and those

ho jay be regarded as harmless is of so

btlia quality that it almost appears to par-

ke If the nature of metaphysics. In the

•stij; season plovers will actually buffet the

glejwho is fishing too close to their broods;

it b| the date of the shooting season they

)ul(mot allow him to get within two fields

then. The wood pigeon seems to know
act) the range of the modern fowling piece,

d \|,1 flash boldly past at an interval of one

:nd«d yards and upward, but is careful

ickj to put a tree between himself and a

ortjian if disturbed at any range within

nsllt. The fox knows that be is sacred

)m he guns and will audaciously seize a

lenpheasant and decamp with it within

ent paces of a retriever; as he is quite

art:hat the latter is no foxhound.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

Here it may be well to make record of the

following interesting and significant result of

the investigations made by LeI'rant concern-

ing early Christian inscriptions, to wit, that

out of four thousand seven hundreii and thir-

ty-four, but twenty-seven- or one in one hun-

dred and seventy-five—were memorials of mil-

itary men, whereas, of ten thousand and fifty

Pagan inscriptions, five hundred and forty-

five—or about one in eighteen—were over the

bodies of soldiers.

The epoch was a momentous one, and it will

be worth while to seek to know how it hap-

pened that the Christian rule of non-resistance

which obtained during two and a half certur-

ies, came to be so generally forsaken. The
modification of the oath has been referred to,

together with the unfaithfulness arising from

worldly conformity manifest in so many lapses

when the times of persecution appeared. Per-

haps to no one thing was the moral weaken-

ing more due than to the infiuence of the cir-

cus and the amphitheatre.

"While the shamelessness of the theatre,"

says Farrar in his Eaiiy Days of Clmdianity,

"corrupted the purity of all classes from the

earliest age, the hearts of the multitude were

made hard as the nether millstone with brutal

insensibility by the fury of the circus, the

atrocities of the amphitheatre and the cruel

orgies of the games. Augustus in the docu-

ment annexed to his will mentioned that he

had exhibited eight thousand gladiators and

three thousand and ten wild beasts."

An immense oblong-circular building nearly

two thousand two hundred feet in length lying

between the Palatine and Aventine hills was

the oldest and most celebrated of the many
circus buildings in Rome intended for exhibit-

ing shows and games. It is said that it would

accommodate as many as two hundred thou-

sand spectators. Caesar subsequently supplied

it with porticoes and also with a surrounding

canal to furnish water for naval exhibitions.

The amphitheatres used for gladiatorial com-

bats, fights of wild beasts, etc., were to be

found in the provincial cities of Italy as well

as in various provinces of the empire from

Britain and Gaul to Thrace and Syria. The

largest of these was the Coliseum or Flavian

Amphitheatre, erected by Vespasian, who em-

ployed in the work twelve thousand Jews who
had been made slaves at the taking of Jerusa-

lem. To these of the favored nation who re-

membered the splendid Temple for the wor-

ship of Jehovah in the walled city whence

they had come, what a humiliation and cause

for wailing that they should now be doomed

to build a temple to the gods of cruelty and

sport!

"Wandering bands of gladiators," says

Brace in his Gesta Christi, quoting sundry au-

thorities, "traversed Italy, hiring themselves

for the provincial amphitheatres. The influ-

ence of the games gradually pervaded the

whole texture of Roman life. They became

the commonplace of conversation. The chil-

dren imitated them in their play. The philo-

sophers drew from them their metaphors and

illustrations. The artists portrayed them in

every variety of ornament. The vestal vir-

eins had a seat of honor in the arena. The
Coliseum, which is said to have been capable

of containing more than eighty thousand spec-

tators, eclipsed every other monument of Im-

perial splendor, and is even now the most im-

posing and the most characteristic relic of Pa-

gan P.ome.*

Augustus had limited the number of men
who might take part in gladiatorial fights, to

not more than one hundred and twenty on any

one occasion; but this imperial regulation ap-

pears not to have been greatly regarded, for

Josephus mentions that in the amphitheatre at

Berytus, in Phenicia (the modern Beirut),

Agrippa caused fourteen hundred to do baitle.

The adjacent plain, it may be said in passing,

is renowned as the place where the so-styled

"St. (ieorge, the patron saint of England,"

slew the dragon.

Under Nero and Uomitian, female gladia-

tors were not uncommon, and Juvenal, in bis

Satires, describes the enthusiasm with which

Roman ladies practised with gladiatorial wea-

pons. Was it with the hope of a Pagan renais-

sance after this order that the practice of

fencing was recently said to have been grow-

ing into favor with "society ladies" in certain

localities? Also, that one of our great uni-

versities should be projecting a "real Grecian

amphitheatre" for the young men's sports?

As to the contests with wild beasts, it need

not be necessary to go into particulars fur-

ther than to refer to a series of games provi-

ded by Trajan, which continued one hundred

and twenty-three successive davs, when lions,

tigers, elephants, rhinoceroses, hippopotami,

giraffes, bulls, stags, even crocodiles and ser-

pents were employed to give novelty and zest

to the spectacle of slaughter. Variety in the

exhibit of ferocity was shown in innumerable

ways, as instance the chaining together of a

bull and a bear. We will now give some con-

sideration to the relation of the Christians to

these very popular and seductive entertain-

ments.

It has just been said that the philosophers

drew from the gladiatorial contests some of

their metaphors and illustrations. So also the

Apostle Paul, who we know to have been a

man of considerable learning and of acute ob-

servation, makes happy illustration of the ac-

companiments of worldly games in inciting

Christ's followers to press obediently and very

earnestly on in the way of their Divine Leader.

Thus, in his first epistle addressed to "the

*It seems like a singular revival of what is said above

by Brace—that "the influence of the games gradually

pervaded the whole texture of Roman life; the children

imitated them in their play"— to refer to the suggestion

contained in an article which happened to-day to come
under my notice, on "The Use of Myths in the Primary."

It occurs in a serial which has supplied a great deal of

excellent matter for American mothers. It tells of play

instruction for little children concerning the myths of

.\pollo, Neptune, Minerva, etc.. and gives especially ales-

son about Diana, introducing some infantile dramatiza-

tion. "Now the children were ready to read about Diana,

so part of the story was written on the blackboard, and

we chose our palace of the moon, a corner of the room,

and our Diana. Of course she had to have black hair, as

the goddess had. We pinned a large yellow star and

crescent on her hair, and, in our fancy, decked her in a

robe of richest blue. For the star maidens we chose lit-

tle girls with golden hair, and for the horses, black-haired

boys." We can scarcely suppose that the Christian

mothers of the early days we are considering, would have

deemed this diversion to the "great goddess Diana" of the

Ephesians, a judicious line of instruction for their little

ones. Not less of care is surely called for to-day.
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church of God which is at Corinth"—that city

being but seventy miles distant from Olympia

on the Alpheus, where the celebrated sanies

were statedly held— he employs the following

appropriate parallel in illustrating the care-

ful preparation and unfaltering zeal of those

who press on for the heavenly prize:

"Know ye not that they which run in a race

run all, but one receiveth the prize? So run

that ye may obtain. And every man that

striveth for the mastery is temperate in all

things. Now they do it to obtain a corrupti-

ble crown, but we an incorruptible. I there-

fore so run, not as uncertainly; so fight I, not

as one that beateth the air; but I keep under

my body, and bring it into subjection lest that

by any means, when 1 have preached to oth-

ers, I myself should be a cast away."

A little later in the same epistle to his

brethren at Corinth, explaining the resurrec-

tion from the dead, and how the faithful "in

Christ shall all be made alive," he ardently

exclaims: "1 protest by your rejoicing which

I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily.

If after the manner of men 1 have fought with

beasts at Bphesus, what advantageth it me, if

the dead rise not? let us eat and drink, for to-

morrow we die."

Then again, writing from his confinement

at Rome to the Ephesians from whom he had

so sorrowfully parted (as detailed in the twen-

tieth chapter of Acts) about four years be-

fore, he enjoins them to "put on the whole

armor of God." Full well those distant

brethren in Asia would apprehend his beauti

ful simile of the Christian warrior's panoply,

seeing that right there in their own city was
that wonder of the world, the great Temple of

Diana, as also the immense theatre in the

shadow of Moun Coressus, where the uproar

raised against Paul had been finally appeased

by the town clerk, and where the populace

were wont to throng to view the gladia-

torial combats, So the fitting concluding ex-

hortation of Paul to Christ's followers and

confessors of peace in the midst of the idola-

tries, popular entertainments and many other

temptations of their attractive city, ran thus:

"Wherefore take unto you the whole ar-

mor of God, that ye may be able to withstand

in the evil day and having done all, to stand.

Stand therefore, having your loins girt about

with truth, and having on the breast-plate of

righteousness and your feet shod with the

preparation of the gospel of peace; above all,

taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall

be able to quench all the fiery darts of the

wicked. And take the helmet of salvation,

and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word
of God; praying always with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit, and watching there-

unto with all perseverance and supplication

for all saints."

Again, writing to "the church of the Thes-

salonians which is in God the Father and in

the Lord Jesus Christ," he bids them as chil-

dren of the light and of the daj', to watch and
be sober, reiterating, "But let us, who are of

the day, be sober, putting on the breast-plate

of faith and love; and for an helmet, the hope
of salvation." . . . "For what is our hope, or

joy, or crown of rejoicing? Are not even ye
in the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ at

his coming? For ye are our glory and joy."

He furthermore declares the rapture of those

'which are alive and remain," who, with "the earthquakes and epidemics—an inundati

dead in Christ . . . shall be caught up with

them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the

air; and so shall we ever be with the Lord."

But, alas, it was at this same Thessalonica,

upwards of three hundred years later (A. D.

390), that there occurred in the great circus

building of the city, the most awful scene of

slaughter of its kind that the world has pro-

bably ever witnessed! It happened in the

reign of Theodosius, called also Flavius, and

surnaraed the "Great," that a certain favorite

charioteer of the circus, having been put in

prison for an ofl'ence, the populace, inflamed

by this punishment of their idol, and recalling

some former matters of dispute, murdered

their governor and several of his officers, and

dragged their mangled bodies through the

mire. Theodosius, concealing his resentment,

caused an invitation to be given in his name

to the people of Thessalonica, to witness an ex-

hibition at the circus. When a great con-

course had assembled, they were mercilessly

massacred by a body of barbaric soldiery, the

number of the victims according to lowest

computation being seven thousand. W'hile it

is very probable that many of these were

known as Christians—for even at that time,

Chrysostom. with other teachers of the faith,

was forced to complain that the theatre was

more frequented than the house of worship

—

yet we may also conclude that of those who

on that fatal day went thronging to the circus

with the multitude, there was probably none

who wore the protecting breast-plate and the

helmet of the children of the light and of the

day.

We will now return to the historical rela-

tion. It is told by Neander concerning Apol-

lonius, of Tyana, that noted disciple of Pyth-

agoras and magician or seer, of the first cen-

tury, that "he spoke against the cruel gladia-

torial shows; for when the Athenians, who

were celebrating such games, invited him to

their public assembly, he replied, that he

could not tread on a spot stained by the shed-

ding of so much human blood, and wondered

the gods did not forsake their Acropolis." A
similar bold testimony, likewise cited by Ne-

ander, is that of Demonax, of the isle of Cy-

prus, who at the beginning of the second cen-

tury resided in Athens, where he lived to

nearly the age of a hundred years, universally

respected for his simple life, full of kindness

and charity to all despite his profession as_ a

Cynic philosopher. "When a show of gladia-

tors was about to be exhibited in Athens, he

presented himself before the assembled peo-

ple, and told them they should pass no such

decree until they had first removed away the

altar of pity."

During the reign of the Emperor Marcus

Aurelius (contemporary with Demonax, the

benevolent pagan philosopher), his legions

were kept in constant conflict with the Ger-

manic tribes bordering on the empire, and at

one time the danger appeared so threatening

that even the gladiators were enrolled in the

army. This both alarmed and irritated the Ro

man people as an interference with their fa-

vorite pastimes, and operated as one cause of

the severe persecution against the Christians

which stains the record of the reign of the

wise and virtuous emperor. Recent plagues

had desolated the empire—there had been

the Tiber had done great damage in P!

hence was good occasion given for

saying of TertuUian: 'Let the Tiber ove

its hanks, let the Nile fail to inuiidatt

country, let the heavens be of bra.ss, le

sun be darkened, let famine or pestilence

the land, and at once the cry is raised-

Christians to the lions!'
"

Ltlnued.)

For ' The Frib

Around Porto Rico.

BY WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

This winter feeling the need of a cl

from our rigorous climate, and my mind

ing been turned toward Porto Rico, I st

for that Island. The interest it has ex

in our own country since the acquisition oi

the United States, may be some apolog

this brief narrative.

The steamship Ponce is a very good v
She is a freight steamer with fine passi

accommodation out on deck. Everythi

as clean as possible, and the table is

good. The service is excellent. My s

room was amid-ships, had two good wir

in it, also a slat door opening out oilB

deck. All this secured that most des'bis

condition on ship-board—splendid ventibm

After a voyage of a little more tham
days we sailed" into San Juan harbor und(,;lit

light of the moon, which was nearly i'ix

zenith. The waters of the harbor (l;in( ii

the silvery light beneath the frowning dli

of El Morro, the great Spanish forss

erected many years ago. The electric liti

of the city were brilliant along the te-

front, while from the dimly seen wharvem

far distant, there arose a babel of voice n;

foreign tongue.

From that time on I realized being in ro

pical climate. Indeed, although I hacicf

New York on a piercingly cold day, \lib

seventy-four hours it had been necessa to

shed my heavy overcoat. Two days ton

reaching San Juan the people on the ship en

glad enough to get into the lightest sunei

clothing.

San Juan was founded many years Ion

Philadelphia. Part of the castle was Jiii'

pleted as long ago as 15S4. Columbuliac

discovered the Island in 1493. The city m
rounded by ancient walls, some of them^W

fifty to one hundred feet in height, consti'W

of the most solid masonry; and so arrang «

to mount batteries to command the apprc h«

to the city in every direction. But a^bii

care and vast expense of a preceding ag dli

not prevent the city being easily captui I?

the United States, in the recent war 'it!

Spain.

I stayed with the ship during the tire

trip, whilst she made a circuit of the I H

calling at various ports to load, prind

with molasses, sugar, coffee and orange

I went ashore during the day-time ar**

enabled to be physically comfortable, i*

the same time observe interesting phai»

Porto Rican life, in some of the smaller

and villages.

San Juan has about twenty-five tht

people. As on other parts of the Islam

are a great mixture. There are a few

icans, and a few Spaniards, besides the

!9i
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jdj. The htter are of all shades of color

^n light brunette to almost black. They

I

':" slight build and frequently have good,
|

;i.r features with black hair and eyes.

niloubtless are of altogether Spanish de-

II while others are a mixture of Spanish

1 |ld Indian blood. There are also many
ritjS.

rti Porto Ricans are a light-hearted race.

3 imate tends to make them indolent, as

e our own countrymen become, after a

ir:r so uf residence on the Island. They

I tsily won by kindness. (Joing down on

j jiip, a lady who had resided there, re-

liid, that in Porto Rico "a smile goes a

^iay,"and that, "if you but smile on

n they cannot do too much for you."

rs :il experience confirmed her assertion.

I'h morning after arrival, restless and in

nilr attire, armed with an umbrella to

?p'tf the Winter's sun, and with a folding

laiin my pocket, I sallied forth to do the

raj The kodak was soon brought into re-

isipn, for novel sights greeted me in every

ecpn. In about half an hour, I ran across

neicquaintances, who were starting out on

hole hunting expedition, out in the su-

rb^and they invited me to join them. Thus

ick' I was engaged in investigating real

at| and learning about rentals in Porto

!0.1\ents are very high, at least for Amer-

Ds One would-be-renter asked fifty dollars

• rmth for a veritable shell of a house,

iofhe said rented for fifteen dollars a

ntlbefore the American occupation. Most
th^iouses of medium style and size in the

rarji are of one story, built high up from

I gjund on posts. They have one central

I, mm which open smaller living and bed

iin^with wretched apologies for the con-

lieles, as we understand them. The ovens

:i olfiassive masonry with square apertures,

ffhlh charcoal is burned. Every thing is

throng ago.

. wj; in San Juan and its neighborhood for

) di's after reaching Porto Rico, and also

alut the same time previous to sailing

h^'ie. San Juan and Ponce are the two

nctU cities. 1 was in the latter also about

) dis. These and the smaller towns have

8a,e general characteristics. Everything

dianctly foreign. The architecture is

mii or like the pictures one has seen of

!er|ti or Moorish towns. There are the

ar« deep windows, the balconies over

ich|:he women lean, as they watch the

ietjelow; and the big door-ways in the

d one walls up and down the streets.

' liter are narrow, and in San Juan are

't vndrously clean. The large shops are

in ttractive and look like those in any
th jf Europe town. The little shops are

w(,der to visitors. All sorts of odds and
s iie found in them; often in front is a

' o| sugar cane, cut into lengths about
56 jet long. This sells at a cent a stalk,

th natives pare down the outside, and
k t\. sweet juices from the interior of the

. e, ^d it is good.

'roil^al fruits are offered everywhere. Big
ige can be purchased at three for one
t, l|5m any street corner of old men or

^enlquatted on the pavement. Funny little

i8
f stands are loaded with mysterious

etsivhich would not tempt the users of

Whitman's or Lowney's candies. The nar-

row sidewalks are thronged. In the mid-

dle of the streets, and far out into the coun-

try, pours an unceasing stream of men, wom-
en and children with burdens on their heads,

crying their wares. All are dressed in th'n

stuff of gayest pattern and color. (Jreat ox-

teams sometimes block the way. The jargon

is terrific, for the Porto Ricans seem to be

great talkers, and can laugh and argue with

one another, over anything, by the hour.

San Juan is on an island between the harbor

and the sea. Out on the point, commanding
the entrance to the harbor, is Kl Morro. Its

walls are enormously thick. United States

troops now occupy it. Nearby are the bar-

racks. In the center of the city is the Plaza

or public Square—surrounded by shops and
government buildings. In this space are trees

and seats for the way-farer. Twice a week
the military band plays music in the Plaza,

whilst the light-hearted people promenade un-

der the electric lights.

San Tuce is a very pretty suburb of San
Juan. Here are really charming villas, painted

or calcimined in the brightest colors.

Over them, perhaps, wave broad palms,

whilst around them are other beautiful speci-

mens of tropical verdure. The brilliant flow-

ers, and deep green of the shrubbery, all

tastefully laid out amidst winding walks, and

enclosed behind high walls, or pretty railines,

ofttimes combine to form lovely views.

One of the most attractive places near San

Juan is the La Parque, or the Park. A fif-

teen minutes' trolley ride takes you there. A
great grove of cocoanut trees extends down
to the beach. Thither one First-day morning
I repaired with my little Testament, and, sit-

ting in the shade of the waving palms, close

by the booming breakers, as they rolled in

from the broad blue Atlantic, I seemed very

close to God. Possibly I had as much satis-

faction during that quiet hour, as some of our

ship's company who attended Episcopal church

at the same time. I apprehend they thought

it strange that I, a professing Christian, did

not go with them to listen to the bishop. And
later in the day it seemed additionally strange

that I Jid not accompany them to a masked
ball in the theatre,— where the fiercest rev-

elry abounded. Truly the consistent Quaker
is little understood by those who, professing

Christ, love the world.

The trip around the Island included some
beautiful views of sea. surf, headland and

mountains. The waters of the Caribbean Sea

are, when shallow, simply indescribable as re-

gards their colors. Alternate shades of in-

digo, emerald, or sapphire surround the ship,

or are tossed into lighter tints in the foam in

her wake.

Our first, stop on the south side of the Is-

land was made |at Ponce, where we anchored

in the roadstead, about half a mile from shore.

Ponce is an interesting city of about twenty-

five thousand inhabitants. One of our first

experi'^nces was in the market place where,

as in similar places in Porto Rico, were offered

for sale a great medley of things,— fruits,

meats, clothing, and what might be called

local bric-a-brac. All around squatted on the

pavement were women surrounded by vege-

tables, fruits or articles for personal ise.

People of all degrees of color threaded their

way amongst the.se venders of merchandise,

whilst loud and lluent Spanish voices filled the

air. Our party wandered through the crowd
looking for subjects for snap-shots in ihe gro-

tuscjue scene. Several of us had small pack-

ages, and as in this country it is assumed that

no lady or gentleman will carry bundles we
soon became ourselves objects of curiosity to

the natives. Possibly the summit of our pop-

ularity was reached when one of our number,
finding a small boy prepared to do the job, es-

.sayed to have his shoes polished. Perched on

a chair he was soon surrounded by an amused
yet respectful throng.

One of the novel sights of Ponce was to see

how milk-men guarantee the freshness and
purity of their wares. Men drive bunches of

three or four cows around from house to

house. The purchaser will carry a large

mouthed bottle out to the milk-man, and he

proceeds to fill it directly from the animal un-

der her personal observation, thus precluding

any sinful association with the pump.
Leaving the town, one finds many of the con-

ditions of country life exceedingly primitive.

All the towns have their suburbs of "shacks"
and many smaller villages seem to consist

entirely of them. A "shack" is only a hut,

maybe not more than ten by twelve feet in

size, with a wretched floor if any, its roof and
sides being covered with cane or palm leaves.

In these dreary abodes exist the poor, who
probably constitute fully one-half the popula-

tion of the Island. In one of these huts al-

most without furniture, and amid sickening

odors, will live possibly a large family.

(To be continued.)

Remarkable Conversion of an Infidel.

The following narrative has lately been re-

ceived by a Friend in this city from the writer

now residing in England:

I was brought up in the Established Church
of England and remained within its ranks un-

til my twenty-first year. Its lifeless formal-

ism and meaningless ritual never impressed me.

with conviction, but rather paved the way for

me to receive the prevailing scepticism of the

age. I began the study of what is called the

higher criticism. I read Strauss, Renan,

Fichte, Schlegel, Hegel, and other metaphy-

sicians and soon blossomed into a philosophical

Deist. After tasting these highly spiced dish-

es of heteredoxy, my craving for .stronger food

led me to Rosseau, Voltaire, Volney, Paine,

etc. The tenets of Christianity were insid-

iously uprooted from my mind.

I became what is termed a Free thinker

(why a rejecter of Christianity should have

the monopoly of this title 1 have never been

able to understand. ) The transition from this

phase was greatly facilitated by a course of

studies in the realms of science. There I was
introduced to the works of Darwin, Tyndall,

Huxley, Buclurer, etc., who completed the

work, and left me a materialistic atheist.

In this state of mind I met Chark-s Brad-

laugh, whose rejection by the House of Com-
mons (because of his atheism) had gained my
sympathy. I became a strong supporter of his

ideas and attended twice as a delegate to Tra-

falgar Square demonstrations in favor of his

right to enter the House of Commons. Under
Bradlaugh's teaching I soon developed into

an active anti-Christian propagandist, and in
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ISSI I became secretary of a branch in Man-
chester of his society National Secular Society,

and carried on an active propaganda against

Christianity in many of the large towns in

Lancashire. In this vein of thought and ac-

tivity I continued for twenty years, varying

my ideals as the humor took me. Now it was

Classicism, now Hedonism, now Epicureanism,

then Stoicism, EgoisQi, Anarchism, Spiritual

ism, Socialism, etc. All these were tried

during these years, and yet my life seemed
meaningless, I wondered what I was here for,

there seemed no answer, life appeared to be

only a farce, and we compulsory players.

Why should we build up an edifice of Intel

lectuality which would crumble away without

a moment's warning? What was all our boas

Science, I'hilosophy and Literature? really, it

was vanity and nothing more. Yet I could

not abandon it. Whilst in this condition I un-

expectedly received instructions to undertake
a journey through the United States by the

firm that I was employed by. During this

journey I saw many wonderful sights and ex-

periences, through the Rocky Mountains, Des-
erts, Grand Canons, Mississippi River, Niagara
Falls, etc., all these influences gradually had
a remarkable efl:ect upon my mind. I felt I

was in the presence of a power greater than
myself, my materialism began to give way,
the solemnity of the panorama through which
I was passing was teaching me more than any
other influence had ever the power to do be-

fore. I could not reject the idea of a God
now, the facts were so palpable, insensibly I

had to admit that the evidences were over-

whelming. The Holy Spirit was working
through me and drawing me to the Eternal

Father and I was resistless, there was no con-

flict, the edifice of materialism that I had
been building up for the last twenty years,

crumbled to pieces in as many days.

I capitulated without an effort, the Lord
had revealed himself by his Holy Spirit, with-

out the means of the written or spoken word.

Then came light, glorious, wondrous light,

the scales fell from my blind eyes and I saw
the glory of the Lord in all creation.

what a revelation, what a revolution of ideas.

Was I dreaming or ill with the fever; nay,

neither, I never felt in better health, and
when I returned to England the desire to

know the things of God increased every hour.

I was convicted of my sins by the Holy Spirit,

repented, accepted God's gracious gift of sal-

vation through his dear Son Jesus, and became
a new creature. This will naturally be inter-

esting to you to learn, considering that no
preacher, book, nor even the Bible had any-
thing to do with my remarkable conversion,

but to the Grace of God by his Holy Spirit is

due this great work, and that is why I honor
Him, and give all praise to Him.

I am conscious that this light that has been
siven to me has been in answer to my prayers
that the Holy Spirit would guide me into all

the Truth as it is in Jesus, and that it is

through my honoring the Holy Spirit as I have
always done since my conversion two years ago
that I have been brought into the knowledge
of his marvellous light. I sincerely thank
Almighty God for his wondrous love and mer-
cy towards me and ask that I may be guided
to the highest of Christian Truth wheresoever
it may lead me.

THE TAPESTRY WEAVERS.
Let us take to our hearts a lesson

—

No lesson can braver be

—

From the ways of the tapestry weavers
On the other side of the sea.

Above their heads the pattern hangs,
They study it with care,

The while their fingers deftly work,
Their eyes are fastened there.

They tell this curious thing besides.

Of the patient and plodding weaver,
His work on the wrong side evermore,
But works for the right side ever.

It is only when the weaving stops,

And the web is loosened and turned,

That he sees his real handiwork

—

That his marvellous skill is learned.

Oh, the sight of its delicate beauty.

How it pays him for all his cost,

No rarer, daintier work than his

Was ever done by the frost

;

Then the Master bringeth him golden hire,

And giveth him praise as well,

And how happy the heart of the w'eaver is,

Xo tongue but his own can tell.

The years of men are the looms of God,
Let down from the place of the sun,

Wherein we are weaving always.

Till the mystic web is done.

Weaving blindly, but weaving surely,

Each for himself his fate,

We may not see how the right side looks,

We can only weave and wait.

But, looking above for the pattern,

Xo weaver need have fear.

Only let him look clear into heaven,

The perfect pattern is there.

If he keeps the face of our Saviour
Forever and always in sight.

His toil shall be sweeter than honey,

His weaving is sure to be right.

And when his task is ended.

And the web is turned and shown.
He shall hear the voice of the Master,

It shall say to him " Well done!"

And the white-winged angels of heaven
To bear him thence shall come down,

And God for his wages shall give him,

Xot coin, but a golden crown.

Science and Industry.

The most hazardous part of the work on the
Manila telegraph cable is that completed be-

tween San Francisco and Honolulu, in which
the sea bed is precipitous, with valleys thirty-

one thousand six hundred feet deep. The
next two sections will lead across plains of

mud at a depth of eighteen thousand feet,

while the last section will be laid over a ser-

ies of mountains.

Longevity of Ships.—Ships, evtn built of

the best materials, rarely last longer than
one hundred and twenty years. There are,

however, some exceptions. Thus, the whaler
Truelove. a three-master, that had been con-
structed at Philadelphia in 1T4S, after sailing

several years under the American flag, was
purrchased by an English captain, to be used
for whaling in the Arctic Sea. At the age of

ninety-seven it passed into other hands, and
continued to sail in the Baltic Sea for another
forty-four years, and not until after one hun-
dred and thirty-nine years of active service
was it sold to be demolished. The other day
twenty-four P^nglish vessels over one hundred
years old, and thirteen vessels that kept at

sea more than sixty-five years, were '^

got afloat. It has been estimated thit^j

average duration of a vessel is twen =i-

years. All steamers built in 1815 aw
have disappeared. The oldest ship i

world is said to be the Victory, Nelson'

ship at Trafalgar. This vessel was launt

1765, and is therefore one hundred and t

five years old. Moored for several ye

the docks of Plymouth, this historica
oo".

.venir could be preserved only at the pri|(

considerable sacrifices on the part of th(«
lish admiralty.

Hints Concerning Ink.—Some inks id

turn black in a few hours look pale whe«j|

used. Most inks,^ too, run and flow if m
gets on to the wn'ting. The American m.

gist advises a correspondent, who war^a
ink which is black at the very beginnir '«

is waterproof, to try this formula: 1,^

sine, two hundred grains; potassium biw

mate, thirty grains; gelatin, thirty s.m
and water enough to make sixteen fluid o a

Dissolve the gelatin in one-half of tlw
ter and the nigrosine and the bichrom f j

tne other half. Then, having poured tbj

solution into a dark, amber colored boti

the second solution.

The ink should, if possible, be kept
|

inkstand of such shape or color nhat tht»

tents shall not be exposed to br'ght da}j;it

It can be used in a fountain pen by dilu g
with water until the writing appears paliln

ish black. If this is done the gelatin wl»

clog the orifice of the pen.

Another useful bit of advice refers!

restoration of the color of faded
ink, as in old letters. The desired i

not be secured with aniline inks, whosfl

five character is well knowm, and whici

not to be trusted for anything requirinj

manence. When the ink with which aia

of writing was done was made, as mosti

inks are, from compounds of iron sulphai

nut galls or tannin, the task

tint may be deepened by washing the y\

over lightly with a solution of ;

phide.

cm f I

I tb.n

)ttl§;-

spti'-

m sulpha*

s easier.!-

ng the \M
ammoniDjI

-The "4The Trained Nurse Habit.—The "i

nurse habit" is deplored by a writer i

Saturday Review who contends that wiv ai

mothers have too much given up a precicW

vice in surrendering the sick room I'l

care of loved sufferers, even in trivial se

to the professional attendant. He says;

"We have to face the fact that whiliid

is great gain in trained and paid nursinjW

is also a loss of something else, and thiM

to be settled is whether this loss is be idi

to all parties concerned. Personally ]^

it. So far, indeed, as the slighter ai«<

are concerned, I believe—and I know*

doctors will bear me out— that the g^
habit of sending at once whenever poss ?''

skilled shoulders on which to- lay ever it*

of responsibility cannot fail to weaker ^

man's mother-hood or loosen the tie ^

wife-hood. This is strong language, 1*4

but the subject deserves it. The nurgj

the sick is something that no woman
'J

ford to leave out of her life altogethtiij

out detriment to her own character. '1

call in skilled aid by all means should «l
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ic jif the technical part of the work, but

,t
I
as not exonerate her from other work

teji important. For without being a Chris-

n Sientist, I assert that no reasonable per-

iWo has studied the marvelous influence of

ndi'.an doubt that the mental atmosphere

ch we happen to be does affect the

3S AS Weed Destkoyehs.—Recent in-

jtijtions made by the Biological Survey,

instates Department of Agriculture, of

) f(d of the dove, prove this bird to be of

alclable value. The examination of the

itej^s of two hundred and thirty-seven

iin^hs of the dove shows over ninety-nine

•cit. of its food consists wholly of vege-

ile latter in the shape of seeds; less than

J |r cent, being animal food. Wheat,

;s, ye, corn, barley and buckwheat are

indn one hundred and fifty of the stom-

18, nd constituted thirty-two per cent, of

) t al food. However, three-fourths of

8 a cunt was waste grain picked up in the

d8 fter the harvesting was over. Of the

101 grains eaten, wheat is the favorite,

1 Kilmost the only one taken when it is in

)d mdition, and most of this was eaten in

I Enths of July and August. Corn, the

onjin amount, was all old damaged grain

[eni'rom the fields after the harvest, or

m iiads or stock yards in summer. The

DC»1 and almost constant diet, however,

;heeeds of weeds. These are eaten at all

sor of the year. They constitute sixty-

ir j'r cent, of the annual food supply, and
iw TV little variation during any month.

•'
I 'n^ seeds eaten were so minute it

that none but the smallest species
[ wiiuld eat them, and then only when

veao do so by lack of other food. Some
taniis of the enormous numbers of seeds

itiiividual birds consumed will be of in-

est In one stomach were found seven

lusad five hundred seeds of the yellow

3d-irrel {Oxalis Strida), in another six

lUS^d four hundred seeds of barn grass or

:-tal(r/((/(^)(7(K/) and a third had eaten a

ade'ul combination.

iV'E,'HEK Prophets Depended— Willis L.

ore chief of the United States Weather
•eamt Washington, was lately in Philadel-

a, ?d is reported to have spoken in a con-

sat)n as follows:

'Lejme say that the weather reports em-
tin from this city are not inaccurate,

thfflontrary, they are so accurate that if

' Oi:hree false predictions occur immede-
;eaention is drawn to them. It is human
ureo enlarge on ones' faults, and fail to

thjgood points. This is the case here,

htvjhree out of every hundred predictions

coJect, and there has been no such num-
of lad calculations here.

'Ori thing is generally overlooked. No
ca predict with mathematical precision

cliatic conditions of any one place at a
3n t^ne. We rely on the judgment of men
ledb handling the instruments and judg-
tb clouds. We take a map and see a
'm oving in a certain direction at a cer-

S{ed. Then we calculate when it will

ihipoint, and predict rain for that time
hatioint. Now that is the only calcula-

tion we can make. But suppose that storm
suddenly moves either faster or slower, or

changes its direction. Then our prediction is

spoiled.

"When there occurred in Philadelphia sev-

eral false prognostications in succession I in-

vestigated. I found that the local bureau
was justified in its reports. The storm was
on the maps all right, but it moved so slowly

east that it caused the predictions to go
wrong. Sometimes a forecaster will make
several mistakes in succession without any ap-

parent excuse. Then I just relieve him for a

week or so, and tell him to go away and rest

up. It is a case of brain fag. Like the trained

athlete who is constantly under a nervous

strain, the forecaster will sometimes go stale

and make all kinds of queer reports. Such,

however, was not tie case here and I have
nothing but praise for the local bureau.

"Just to show you what we can do, I will

cite the present floods along the Mississippi

River. Two weeks ago our reports all through

the flooded districts warned the residents and
predicted almost to the inch how the rise

would be. The waters are now at those fig-

ures, but by our warning I calculate that the

Weather Bureau saved the South fifteen bill-

ion dollars, and that is a low estimate."

W. L. Moore was reminded that to-day was
the vernal equinox, the supposed death knell

of winter. It has long been a popular belief

that on this day a storm will occur and this

was pointed out to the weather chief. "Well,"
he smiled, "If you were anywhere else around

the country but Philadelphia I could undeceive

you.

"True, it is raining here to-day, but nine-

teen-twentieth of the country is enjoying fair

weather which disproves your old theory. But

I am going to get even," he laughed. "There

is likely to be a stretch of cold weather yet."

Selected for "The Kkiend."

George Fox.

fJeorge Fox was born in the Fifth Month,

1624, at Drayton, in Leicestershire. At

eleven years of age he knew purity and holi-

ness, in the nineteenth year of his age, in

the year 1643, he left all, and travelled up

and down the nation, visiting many people who
were seeking the Lord, until the year 1646,

at which time he entered into his more public

ministry; for he was sent of God, as the apos-

tles were in the primitive times, to turn people

from darkness to light, directing all to mind

the light of f'hrist Jesus in their own hearts.

In the year 1648, several meetings of Friends

were gathered to God's teaching through his

ministry; in which ministry he faithfully la-

bored forty-four years, through much suffer-

ing and many perils of various sorts, as by the

journal of his life doth largely appear.

God gave him length of days, so that he saw

his children in the faith, unto the third and

fourth generation, to a great increase. Great

was his care for the preservation of those who

had received the Truth, that they might walk in

the same; and to that end he gave forth many

faithful epistles, and good exhortation and

advice, for good order and discipline in the

Church of Christ, as appears in the collection

of his epistles to Friends. He preached the

gospel effectually but two days before he died,

viz: on the eleventh of the Eleventh Month,

1690, at Grace-church street meeting house
in London. After meeting, he said, "I am
glad I was here; now I am clear, 1 am fully

clear;" and then was the same day taken ill

of some indisposition of body, and continued
weak in body for two days, at the house of

Henry Goldney, at Whiteheart court, in Grace-
church street, and lav in much contentedness

and peace to the end, being very sensible. In

this time he mentioned divers Friends, and
sent for some in particular to whom he ex-

pressed his mind for spreading Truth and
Friends' books in the world; signifying also

to some Friends, saying, "All is well, and
the seed of (Jod reigns over all, and over
death itself; and though I am weak in body,

yet the power of the Lord is overall, and over

all disorderly spirit <;" which were his wonted
sensible expressions, being in the living faith

and sense thereof, which he kept to the end.

On the thirteenth of the Eleventh Month
in the year 1690 he quietly departed this life

in peace, and so ended his days in a faithful

testimony, in perfect love and unity with his

brethren, being about the sixty-sixth year of

his age.

He will not send thee into a wood to fell an

oak with a penknife. When He calls thee to

work thou never didst, He will give thee

strength thou never hadst.

—

John Mason.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Uhitsi) States—PreaidBnt Roosevelt left Washington

on the 1st inst. for an extended tour lasting until Sixth

Month 5th, in the course of which he has planned to visit

many of the cities in the Western States, the Yellowstone

Park, the Grand Canon of the Colorado, and various points

on the Pacific Coast, traveling altogether about 14,000

miles. During his absence, it is expected, he will be in

constant communication with officials in Washington by

telegraph. On the 3rd inst. he was in Milwaukee, Wis.,

and in the course of a speech expressed the following sen-

timents: " We should be false to the historic principles

of our Government if we discriminated, either by legisla-

tion or administration, either for or against a man because

of either his wealth or his poverty. The vigorous admin-

istration of the Anti-Rebate law, and it will be enforced,

will afford a remedy for certain trust evils. We are no

more against organizations of capital than against or-

ganizations of labor." In an address at Minneapolis, he

said: "Sweeping and violent changes in the tariff would

be disastrous in any event, and would be fatal to our pres-

ent well-being if approached on the theory that the prin-

ciple of the protective tariff was to be abandoned."

The award of the Anthracite Commission has been in-

terpreted differently by the operators and their employes,

particularly in reference to wages, and in some places

the employes are divided as to the meaning intended.

On the 2nd inst., at Scranton, thirty-five independent

operators, representing the whole anthracite region, met
to consider the award of the Commission. A committee

was appointed to confer with a committee of the super-

intendents of other companies with a view to securing a

concerted understanding about putting in operation the

various recommendations of the Commissioners

A despatch of the 5th inat., says: The sentiment in

favor of the weekly half holiday is a growing one, and if

the coal companies insist upon the full nine-hour day on

the seventh day of the week there will certainly be trouble.

It is not improbable that this question will be the first

question for the Board of Conciliation provided for in the

award of the Strike Commission.

The flood in the Mississippi River continues, and serious

crevasses are reported in various parts of its course in

Mississippi and Louisiana.

A Vermont jury has rendered a verdict against a labor

union for $2500 in favor of a manufacturing company,

which claimed damages for the intimidation of non-union

men and for preventing them from filling the positions

vacated by strikers.

The first regular daily newspaper in the world depend-

ing entirely on wireless telegraphy for its general news

service at Avalon, Catalina Island, twenty-five miles out

in the Pacific Ocean, has been published. The new paper

is called The Wirelesg and is published under the auspices
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of the Los Angeles, Cal, Times, from the office of which

an epitome of the news is telegraphed each morning.

The President has selected Wayne MacVeagh, of Penn-

sylvania, who was a member of the Cabinet of President

Garfield, to represent the United States at The Hague

when the arbitration tribunal considers the question of

preferential treatment as between the allied and the non-

allied Powers having claims against Venezuela.

Organized labor in all parts of the United States is said

to be quietly preparing for what may prove to be a gi-

gantic struggle between capital and trades unionism.

Labor leaders are confronted by many serious and per-

plexing prpblems, which, if not settled, will involve thou-

sands of workingmen in every branch of trade.

Arrangements have been made whereby the rural tree

delivery mail carriers, near Utica, N. Y., will carry flags

which will be weather signals, a certain flag to denote

changes in temperature, storms, etc.

Many applications have been received in New Orleans

from members of the religious orders in France, who are

desirous of establishing themselves in Louisiana, upon

their expulsion from France.

. A dispatch of the 3rd from Kalispell, Montana, says:

The residents of Helena Flats, near here, were terrified

last night by an earthquake. At a point on White tish

River, where the disturbance occurred, more than five

acres 'of bluff land was carried a distance of six hundred

feet and deposited in the channel of the river. The dam

is three hundred feet long, and no trace of the iormer

channel can be seen. The water is backing up and flood-

ing bottom lands. ... ,,

A despatch from Monardvilje, Texas, says: A rich gold

discovery has been made here by J. K. Stone, an experi-

enced miner. The vein is found in an ancient abandoned

mine which Stone located by means of old Spanish records.

It is said the demand for snails in this country has

steadily increased during the last fifteen years. At the

height of the season twenty thousand snails are consumed

in New York in a week, and nearly as many in New Or-

leans. Practically all of them come from Burgundy and

the Bordeaux district, France. They feed on the grape

leaf, and so profitable does their culture sometimes be-

come that whole vineyards are given up to them.

By an executive order dated the 14th ult.. Pelican is-

land, on the coast of Florida, a resting-place for native

birds has been made a reservation and been placed und

the charge of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. By

this action the continued existence of the useful pelican,

at least on the east coast of Florida, has probably been

assured.
, ,

There were 535 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 10 less than the pre-

vious week and 29 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 284 were males and 251 fe-

males: 74 died of consumption of the lungs ; 87 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ;
12

of diphtheria ; 15 of cancer ; 19 of apoplexy ; 21 of

typhoid fever ; 8 of scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Foreign.—In the course of a discussion of the Irish

development grant in the House of Commons, Secretary

Wyndham, in moving that $925,000 be granted annually

for development purposes in Ireland, said a genuine in-

dustrial revival was taking place in that country. The

proposal was adopted.

Minister Bowen, representing Venezuela, has refused

to accept an amendment to the protocols giving the allies

which blockaded Venezuela preference in payment of

claims over other nations having such claims.

Hostilities have commenced between the Bulgarians

and Turks and a battle in Albania has recently taken

King Edward VII left London on the 30th ult. for

Lisbon, with the prospect of visiting Paris before his

return. Queen Alexandra left England for Denmark on

the same day. The King of Portugal met King Edward

on the 2nd instant. It is stated that King Edward will

visit Rome during the month.

The German Emperor has been to Denmark, and the

3d instant was in Copenhagen, returning towards Ger-

many on the 5th.

The prefect of police of Paris and the prefects of all

the departments of France are distributing official no-

tices from Premier Combes to the monastic congregations

of the action of the Chamber of Deputies requiring them

to disband. This affects twenty-five teaching orders,

having 1580 branches with 15,964 members, and 28

preaching orders, having 3040 members. The prefects

are directed to allow the preaching orders fifteen days

from the date of service of the order to disperse. The

teaching orders are allowed one to four months' delay.

In case the orders fail to disnerse within the time stated

they are to be notified that they will be prosecuted by

the police in the local courts. Action in the case of

orders conducting hospitals is postponed.

Acknowledgment of the aid rendered by the American

people to the famine sufferers of Sweden last year has

been made through United States Minister Thomas, at

Stockholm, by Karl J. Bergstrom, Governor of the prov-

ince of Norrbotten, where the failure of the crops was

marked. After assuring the Minister of the good ac-

complished by the American contribution, the Governor

adds :
" It has been a great comfort to feel the in-

terest which has been shown this remote part of the

world by the people of America and its influential news-

papers, two of which have sent to Sweden special cor-

respondents to investigate the situation. The esteem

which the Swedish peeple have always cherished and

evinced for the American people will, through the sym-

pathy now shown, be still more confirmed and united

with grateful feelings."

A dispatch from St. Petersburg says the statement is

published in the Russian capital that in the South of

Russia, especially in Kertch and Odessa, the forgery of

antiquities is carried on as a regular business. Several

factories, chiefly in the hands of Greeks and Jews, are

engaged in the work, employing men of great archaeo-

logical learning, which are able to produce coins, urns

and ornaments so correct as to deceive the experts.

The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Daily Tele-

graph says the measures for the relief of the peasants

outlined in the Czar's recent reform decrees are already

being carried out. Arrears of taxes amounting to about

$57,000,000 have been canceled, and overdue taxation

exceeding $15,000,000 which the peasants owe to the

district authorities have been assumed by the central

Government. Other measures alleviating the burdens on

the peasantry are expected to be adopted shortly.

A despatch of the 30th ult. from Jerusalem says : An

earth shock of unprecedented violence was experienced

here to-day. The entire population was panic-stricken,

but the damage done was slight.

Professor Heilprin has called attention to the fact

that Mont Pelee has not yet ceased in activity, although

eleven months have passed since it began its terrific

upheaval, the only instance of its kind he had found in

history. He said that in one day the mountain throws

off 200 times the quantity of sediment that the Mis-

sissipi throws off in a year. In 330 days it has thrown

off enough to cover the Island of Martinique, which has

an area of 384 square miles, to a depth of 330 feet.

Advices from France state that a process has been

discovered bv which alcohol can be produced by syn-

thesis without the use of vegetable matter. By a direct

combination of carbon and hydrogen in the electric arc,

acetylene is obtained. Sufficient hydrogen then is added

to produce ethylene, and by combining water with ethy-

lene, alcohol is obtained. While the cost of alcohol by

the new process has not yet been reduced much below its

cost as produced from vegetable matter, it is predicted

with confidence by eminent French chemists that in the

near future it may be produced by the new process at a

cost of about half that which Germany pays to obtain it

from potatoes.

rooms in the new Dormitories, as well as the clas

will welcome many things which Friends are wat

find a good place for.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th Street,

—Open on weekdays from 11.30 A.M. to 2 P.M. a

3 p. M. to 6 P. M. The new additions include the fo

Burroughs, John—Literary Values.

Ely, H.R.—a Woman's Hardy Garden.

HiLPRECHT, H. v.—Explorations in Bible Landi

the 19th Century,

Miller, M. R.—Brook Book.

Ottley, R. L.—Short History of the Hebrews.

Rexford, E. E.—Home Floriculture.

Van Vorst, Bessie and Van Vorst, Marie-The
who Toils.

Wordsworth, Dorothy—Journals (2 vols.)

Woods, R. A. (ed.)—Americans in Process, a

ment Study.

Lawrence, William— Phillips Brooks.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For convenience of

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will meet

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. m., and 2.50

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requested.

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents each way.

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West Chester.

Phone 114x. EDWARD G. Smedley, Sup't.

Westtown Boarding School. — Application for the

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regard

to instruction and discipline should be addressed to

Wm. F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and com-

munications in regard to business should be forwarded to

Edward G. Smedley. Superintendent.

, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at her residence in Media, Pa.,

fifteenth of Second Month, 1903, Mary E. M
in the eightieth year of her age; a belove(

ber and elder of Chester Monthly Meetii

Meekness and gentleness of spirit with the

sympathy which characterized our dear

endeared her to many; and these precioi'gift

united to clearness of judgment, prepared 'rx

fill wisely and acceptably responsible statisii^,^

the church, and to "adorn the doctrine jOoi^

our Saviour" in her daily life. The patieniam

resignation with which she bore the reducJn t

her physical strength, gave evidence that he)iini

was stayed upon Him who had support
j

he

under the vicissitudes of a lengthened li,ani

who had realized to her the gracious p jiia

" Even to your old age, I am He, and even hm

hairs will I carry you," " Even I will cai
1

will deliver you."

, on the twenty-eighth of Second :;

1903, at her home in Monrovia, Indiana, ui

Ann Stanton, a well beloved member aimii

ister of West Union Particular and Monthl lee

ingof Friends, aged nearly eighty-three yeai' Hi

life was a living example of devoted ser e 1

her Master. She bore with patience and c :r(i

ness her protracted suffering, covering a pi:)d'

ten years. While her natural strength gr u.ii

declined, her mental faculties were iinin :•

her spiritual vision clear, so that as a ni.

Israel, she often encouraged others to a

performance of the labors assigned them l.

Great Head of the Church, and to the brinigi

all the tithes, that they might inherit the b sini

Her life in public closed nearly four yea agi

She was faithful still in ministering in helOli

to those who came about her, " dropping nm

tard seed," as she expressed it, and seldon ai

versation passed without a word for though Thi

her life work was finished—the time ha<;on-

for rest, and she had nothing to say or do, Itia

asleep, and awake to inherit the mansion c*
she had a vision in the prime of life.witlna

surance it would be hers if faithful to the en It

language of Scripture is peculiariy appliUel

her "Blessed are the dead which die in tlLoi

from henceforth, yea, saith the Spirit, that tl'iii!

rsct from their labors and their works dcm

Wanted—At the School for Indian Children, Tune-

sassa, New York, a suitably qualified Friend as caretaker

of the girls, and one as assistant matron. Application

may b§ made to Hannah F. Carter,

201 E. Central Ave., Moorestown, N. J.

or Caroline C. Scattergood,

626 Spruce St., Phila.

Friends' Freedmen's Association is preparing to send

the spring shipment to their Christiansburg Industrial In-

stitute. Contributions will be gladly received at Friends'

Institute, No. 20 S. Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, on or be-

fore Fourth Month 14th. They should be plainly marked
" For Christiansburg." Clothing, or material, or shoes

which need mending, will all be made good use of. The

rest from their labors and their

them." i

in Philadelphia, Pa., on Second MoiBtl

1903, Rachel B. DeCou, in the sixty-fiftliJaf'

her age. She was a member of Mansheld P; ciii;

and Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting, > .

on the thirteenth of Third Mont m
Sarah L. Passmore, in the seventieth ye."

age She was a member and elder of Wes^w

Particular and New Garden Monthly Meiigi

Friends, Pa. Although she had been nail

health for some time, the summons came i n"

twinkling of an eye. Her friends have the .

^w

ing thought that when the undeniable nnW
called for her, she was ready to answer H«i

am I Lord."

on Third Month 14th, 1903, at iherflem

of her son, Joseph H. Branson, Philadelp."

Iuliann H. Branson, widow of Jacob Jb^

in the eighty-eighth year of her age; a nv w
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of PhilaW
formerly of Flushing Monthly Meeting, Oi

FlLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTB
No. 422 Walnut Street

nteH"
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The Redemption of the Body.

1 tures are but words, spelled as words

ir8()egan to be delineated, and may express

;ooior evil, truth or fiction, according to the

m of him who speak.s by their means.

Vhj facts expressed by them were not cor-

npiig. Friends have unhesitatingly had re-

tmii to pictures for illustration and teach-

igijut have not approved of their display

ihel the prevailing motive or ettect was Chat

f oiiamental show,—as for the gayety of a

oonor the indulgence of pride.

Imresuming to depict the crucifixion of our

flrtj any human hand must degrade its sa-

rediss by falling short of it, and produce

ot ! work of fiction. Yet whether we ap-

Toioi the attempt or not, it now stands as

faj, that an object looked upon as an im-

resj/e teaching ot the doctrine of Atone-

lenbr Redemption by way of the cross on

alviy, is displayed to the people of Boston

y ^
symbolic picture which Sargent has

ainid on a wall of their Public Library.

BOier books of words, so pictorial language

liglj have place in a library if anywhere,

ut 'painter should be a prophet to be in-

)ire to preach in that mode of utterance,

houh our feelings have always revolted from

lanl attempt to delineate that sacred scene,

jt e leave the question of this artist's

jecjl calling between him and his Master.

/e |re told, 'ndeed, that nothing has hap-

snejin Boston for a long time which has so

jmjstrated the moral and religious ear-

BStjss of our American people as has the

nco|3ring of Sargent's painting. "Day after

iy,'md all day long, the hall is thronged

ithjien, women and children gazing at the

realpicture. They speak to one another in

ibdid voices, and come and go in silence.

hej;arry an air of awe, as in the presence

of a solemn mystery. The majority of visit-

ors care very little for 'art for art's sake,'

but are intensely interested in a picture with

a meaning. And here is a picture with a

meaning which appeals to the universal senti-

ment, and it is for this reason the crowds of

people are attracted to it. With absorbed at-

tention they strive to decipher the various de-

tails of the symbolism. It is as if, like Paul,

they were 'determined not to know anything

save Jesus Christ and Him crucified.'
"

In case such a mode of teaching w-as divine-

ly calculated for the latitude of Boston, we
could net wonder at that or, indeed, any lan-

guage chosen of the Spirit to speak to men
in their own tongue wherein thty were born.

And if not ruled, yet may it be overruled

there, for many solemn convictions of the re-

demption which is by Christ Jesus.

That which has impressed the writer, who
has not seen the picture, is the inscription up-

on it, as thuo tranaltit-oH- "Tho Mpl/or nf

man was made man and the Redeemer of his

work; as man (incarnate) I redeem the body,

God I redeem the soul."* And our spe-

cial attention is drawn to the language "I re-

deem the body;"—which is apparently based on

that of the apostle, "Ourselves who have the

first fruits of the Spirit .... waiting for the

adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body"

(Rom. viii; 2.3).

In saying "as man I redeem the body," the

translation is as imperfect as the doctrine.

If we are reminded that George Fox said,

'He died as he was man, and not as he was

God," yet we do not ascribe the whole work

of redemption to his physical death, but believe

also that "by his Spirit that dwelleth in us" he

quickens and redeems not only "his body which

is the Church," but the bodies of individual

Christians. Whatever is redeeming a soul in

the body, is improving the body with it.

Let "the redemption of our body" mean

what it will concerning any far off resur-

rection,—are we not also impressed with a

sense of solemn responsibility to join with

the Spirit of the risen Christ, in the present

redemption of our bodies as instruments of

our most precious treasure, the souH—
even these temples of the living God, which

"if any man defile, him shall God destroy."

*Factns Homo Factor Hominis Factique Redemptor;

Redimo Corporeas Corpora Corda Deas.

We are called upon now, in these present

bodies of ours, to live unto Him who for

our sakes rose again,— called to live by
his resurrection life. "He that raised up
Christ from the dead shall also quicken your
mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in

you." "If ye then be risen with Christ (a

present state for such) seek the higher things."

The intimate relation and effect upon each

other of body and spirit is indicated in every

miracle of healing by Jesus, through spiritual

power quickening mortal bodies. Shall we
not cooperate with his Spirit in keeping our

bodies wholesome inwardly and outwardly,

having in view that "that which goeth out of

a man,— that is, from his heart—defileth the

man;" and "so also is the tongue among our

members, that it defileth the whole body."

We are not prepared to adopt a recent medi-

cal statement that "at least forty poisons in

the blood can be traced to evil thoughts," but
thp qtntpmpnt contains a orinciole. that the
corruption of the body is hastened by the sin

of the soul, and that a sound mind is needed

in a sound body if it is to remain sound. Laws

of health, we believe will yet be increasingly

opened out in "the law of the Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus," neither can we doubt that un-

der the great Physician a suffering body has a

ministry in the cure of the soul; but rather

may the sufferings become superfluous by the

soul being cured.

There has been indeed a blameworthy

"show of wisdom in will worship, and humili-

ty, and neglecting of the body;" but the body

is a talent for whose good and efficient condi-

tion we shall be held responsible, so far as

we have a part in its redemption,—so far as

we can keep it and foster it as an instrument

of grace,—so far as we can present it as "a

living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God,

which is our reasonable service."

At times it comes to us as a marvel, how

careless of Divine grace professors of grace

can be in the faithful keeping and carriage of

their bodies,— in the language which their

postures exhibit, in their heedlessness of of-

fensive or uncouth manners. If we are "al-

ways bearing about in our body the dying of

the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus

might be manifest in our mortal bodies," we

shall be as much redeemed from vain show or

pompous bearing on the one hand, as from
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unrefined or slouchy awkwardness on the

other, and our manner tend to be more like

that which William Penn describes of George

Pox, "courteous beyond all forms of breed-

ing." Indeed, the distinctive marks of the

Lord Jesus Christ which we bear in our body,

may well bear .such due savor of their process

of redemption as we love so often to quote

from John Wooiman: "Some glances of real

beauty may be seen in their faces who dwell

in true meekness. There is a harmony in the

sound of that voice to which Divine Love gives

utterance, and some appearance of right order

in their temper and conduct whose passions

are regulated; yet these do not fully show

forth that inward life to those who have not

felt it; this white stone and new name is

known rightly by such as receive it."

The Horse Race and the Human Race.

We fear that by this time a bill will have

passed the Pennsylvania Senate for so recog-

nizing and adopting the racing interests of the

State as to erect a horse-racing bureau under

the charge of a trust or monopoly of three in-

dividuals. [The Ledger also prints our con-

cern.]

To the politically-minded this may appear

as one sort of danger, while to the spirtually

minded it is evident as a much deeper danger.

This setting the seal of the State's sanction
on a demoralizing interest which experience

at Gloucester, Saratoga and elsewhere shows
will not make for righteousness among its

people, is bad teaching, and if adopted puts
the State in the light of a sponser of immor-
ality. Legislators cannof shut their eyes to

the fact that there will be gambling at race-

courses, and the usual drunkenness and de-

bauchery, with the insane excitement of mul-
titudes, and the impoverishment of men al-

ready poor, and of not a few rich.

For what purpose is all this harvest of cor-

ruption? Its plea is the encouragement of
improved breeds of horses. But does it raise

a higher order of men? Is the intoxication of
the horse-race of greater value than the virtue
of the human race? What well-wisher to his

children would locate his home and family in

the vicinity or moral atmosphere of the race-
course? To improve horses and men, there
are better conditions than the excitement of
excessive nerve-strain in both, and the gath-
ering of throngs of men and women, adult
and youth, to spots blighting to the righteous-
ness that should exalt a nation.

National decline has ever been hastened bv
fostering the appetite for spectacular shows.
While Friends have in their official capacity
done what they could to remonstrate, yet much
must always depend on the influence of individ-
ual members everywhere in discouraging the

multiplying of such centres of demoralization,

and especially the endorsement and partnership

of the State in such a business.

The remedy and preventive of all lawless-

ness without, is Christ within. So much re-

mains to be done in applying the gospel to the

spring of men's motives and practice, that it

seems by comparison as if the work for which

our religious fellowship and testimony was

first called into being, had scarcely begun.

Through us or through others—at any rate by

the direct witness of the Spirit, may there

come upon the people an awakening to bring

their deeds to the light of Christ in their

hearts, that their deeds may be made manifest

whether they are wrought in God.

From "The London FKiEhD,"

Peter Verigin on Tour.

THE LEADER AlIONG HIS PEOPLE.

Last month Peter Verigin, Doukhobor lead-

er, back among his people after so many years'

exile in Siberia, made a tour of the villages in

Manitoba where the Doukhobors are located,

strengthening, encouraging, and counselling

the people. The special correspondent of

the Manitoba Free Press accompanied Verigin
on the tour, and gives a graphic account of

the earlier part of the journey and its results,

which will be followed with much interest by
Friends. He writes:

—

Petrovka Village, Yorkton Colony, January
19th. —Peter Verigin, the Doukhobor leader,

has started his tour of the villages, accom-
Mauica Uv a oeleci cuiiipany. His reception in

his own village a little more than a week ago
was solemn and emotional. He had started
from Yorkton early in the morning, and by
changing horses twice, the forty odd miles to
Proterpeosky village was covered by nightfall.
It was bitterly colo, but the people turned out
and massed themselves in the village street to
meet the returned leader. It was weary
waiting, but at length the sleigh came up the
street, and Peter Verisin was at home again.

The whole party began to chant their spe-
cial song of welcome, and a lengthy prayer
was recited. Verigin then replied to their
greeting. His remarks were few, and soon he
asked for his mother's house, and the aged
dame had the joy of that meeting to which
she had so eagerly looked forward. That even-
ing and the days following were busy indeed.
Delegation followed delegation, "jpilgrims"
and "moderates" alike hurrying to interview
the head of their sect. In conversation Veri-
gin does not encourage the assumption that he
has any special power over his people. He
probably knows that to avow influence is to
risk or lose it, but one is not long left in

doubt as to the feelings of his people towards
^'"^ They trust his judgment implicitly, per
fectly sure that his advice is valuable, and
that it comes from a man far cleverer than
they, and who has their interest at heart, (n
his exile in Siberia he has come in contact
with other exiles, educated Russians, often of
good family, exiled for political heresies, and
this has increased his knowledge, and famil-
iarized him with progressive ideas. In nature
he is eminently practical (some might say even
too practical), and for a flow of speech he is

not excelled by any Russian of my
tance.

Already, before we started from ProtS
osky, his influence on the "pilgrim'
ment could be seen. They grew noticj

meeker; inefliectual beards were shave
cut, certain stalwarts were currently

ed as riding on sleighs, and it was even
pered that some had again taken to mill|

butter.
j

The night before our departure VtL
held a village meeting at his house, jjui

good-sized room was crowded with people %
filled every available corner. The leader sike

of his exile, his journey from Siberia to (nj.i

da, his dangerous voyage down the Obi{i(i

across the Atlantic; and at last he cat] to

practical questions. He first treated tkjjoj

question raised so often by the pilgrims lelj—of the suitability of Canada for theii«t

tlement. He declared that they were he^bj

God's will, and that there was no need tciok

anywhere else. As far as he could see, it^as

a country where they could live and prow
The climate was cold, but very healthy lul

all necessary vegetables grew splendidly. iin:

to become prosperous he said, there milbe

harmony. .And the best guarantee of ar.

mony was a community life. They proffed

peace and love; the expression of these -^j

life of brotherhood. But, of course, amik
wished to take separate farms were frits

have it so. Freedom was their motto.
The other essential to success was tht

session of animals, especially horses, as .

as possible. Each family should have at ,,;

a pair of horses and one or two cows, ^i
some aniung them considered it wrong tlw
animals. The speaker paused interrogat ily.

"Here all the work is done by horsent'
man gets the benefit of enslaving tin,

spoke up a pilgrim. Verigin discussecb
point courteously and dispassionately, ar;iii|

that the relation was not, or should ndbe,

that of a slave and master, but of fow-

workers. The horse helped to raise notBlj

wheat for his master, but oats for hinslf.

Hay was cut and stacked, and stables buifor

their benefit. If horses served man, niai Iso

served horses; the work and benefit wen lu-

tual. "Let us consider the matter irliii

way," the speaker concluded, "horses ai co-

workers with us, they should also be ci id-

ered members of our community
"

Regarding cows, the same pilgrim id
the question of the disposal of the exct of

males. "If we have many cows, soon we lali

have too many bullocks. What is to he (le.

We must sell them to the butcher, and tl i-

wrong." The reply for its appeal to the.Tr

erous instincts of the people, was hi.ghl ef-

fective. On the ship that Verigin cross in

from England were seven hundred imiiiigi ts.

They were poor people, ani most of thews-

pecting to settle on the land. "Ifweiw
too many animals, we can give to then;.'.

Then he returned to the question of s le-

ment. Everything depended on their lu m-

ing settled. In his opinion they should tt

up land without delay. They should lie d jI,'

grateful to the government. For fmir :rt

they had behaved as if they were on a ii.

and the government had not deprived tin fi

land as it might have done, but had tr «

them with every kindness. He saw no d: i,<i i

d
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n|oing as the government asked. Canada

fda free country, not to be compared with

K)!'
Russia, crushed into the dust by bad gov-

irjient. But even were it not so, it was not

'oi.hem to expect evil and danger. Kegard-

nsithe registration of vital statistics Verigin

,;, not less clear. The law was for their

. ill as much as others.

rii came a few words on the late pilgri-

Maiiy had lately come to the conclu-

i they should only walk and preach,

had even declared that they would
, in the spring. Of course they were

1 must do what they saw to be right,

should think, and think again, before

iiding. He asked them, were they
- iinugh in their own lives to be able to

.1 others'.' Before preaching to oth

must live a good life oneself. "Are
-nod? I don't know how it is with

said smiling "but I know that I am
repeat that if you feel it is your true

, that no other life is possible, and
; are good enough— then go. But re-

el ;liis, you have full right to dispose of

I

i l\ fs, but no right at all to make women
1 i| liiMren endure fatigue and pain. If any

I

I

should start out again you should leave

litainilies with your brothers and sisters

: \ illage. They will, I am sure, gladly

:k iiarge of them." Referring to the ac-

m it ilie government in forcibly stopping
._ ii^iimage, Verigin said, "I see in this

It' ami of 'v_iod. It is true that I do not like

le se of force; but what was to be done?
i;iot wrong to use force to save men from

IK .', and that is what the government
1
liivory village visited the san-e is said,

to the time of writing all indications

lalile. Our party makes an imposing
.

'.- of three and sometimes four sleighs.

Briui's has been fitted with seats down the

de and is drawn by four beautiful horses.

vela dozen people travel in it. The joy of

'village's welcome is infectious. The
of welcome is the same in each vil-

, lien we enter we find most of the in-

111), nis in a mass outside one of the best

mii chanting the song of welcome— all the

eniareheaded independently of temperature.

hejfoilows prayer, often recited by a wo-
anjand a low bow. Verigin greets them,
id lives them messages from friends in Rus-
a ^d England. If the day is coid, all ad-

nrinto the house fully to discuss matters.

ibhare ready laid, and soon tea is brought,

ler with fancy bread and preserves. A
ollow's.

Cistantly one comes on evidences of the

te ilgrimage movement. One village had

horses and thirty-two cows. All were
t iee, and one man, whose chronic gout
islapt at bay by plenty of milk, is again a

ar'r to the complaint. In another village

le ids a man whose leg was run over and
oki by the loaded wagon he wa?, with oih-

•s, ragging from Yorkton. A few weeks
te'his family went on pilgrimage, and took

ong on a stretcher. The jolting dislo-

the break, and he will perhaps always
ripple. In another village is a woman
insane by the pilgrimage,

igin admires the Canadian scenery,

3 the climate, and says such things about

the government that the Doukhobors must be
feeling quite vexed that they have not appre-
ciated it better themselves. In short, he
finds that in Canada they have come to just
the place for them. The settlement of the
Doukhobors now seriously begins. Torn by
dissension, puzzled by extreme doctrines, they
welcome gladly the clear, common-sense ad-
vice of their leader (given, too, with great
policy), and it is as if they had received a new
access of life. The second night of his arri-

val I met a parly of people—men, and women
— returning from an interview with him. They
were singing joyously. Passing them one
caught exclamations, "Thank Cod for all.

"What a load he has lifted from our hearts."
The significance of the incident was at once
apparent, when I learned that they had been
pilgrims. It really forms the keynote of what
is now happening in every village.

H. P. A.

Around Porto Rico.

iL'outlniiccl from page ;it>9,)

Porto Rico is one of the most thickly popu-
lated parts of the globe. The poorer people,

comprising the vast majority, are indolent,

and their often helpless air indicates that

they are the victims of past injustice, as well

as the unfortunate inheritors from their an-

cestors of disease and sin. In spite of all

this, they frequently have ambition to live bet-

ter lives. They possess many amiable traits,

and are seldom seen intoxicated.

The higher-class people are sometimes high-

ly educated, are very polite, and live and
dress well. Some of them send their children

abroad or to the United States to complete
their schooling. As I have elsewhere inti-

mated, they often possess pleasant homes sur-

rounded by charming tropical conditions.

One of the cleverest boys I ever met w-ith

was a little fellow at Ponce. Peter is twelve

years old, has aquiline features and is light-

complexioned. He was dressed in a white

duck suit and was a perfect little gentleman.
He proved to be an encyclopedia of local in-

formation, spoke English fluently, and was a

fine interpreter. If that boy only had one-

half the opportunities of young Americans, he

would speedily outclass many of the latter. I

regret to say, however, he admitted that,

whilst he was earning money from "America-
nos," he was neglecting school.

After leaving Ponce we called at several

ports loading for the return voyage. This

process was full of interesting and exciting

incidents. There are no docks at these ports,

so lighters come out to the steamer; and the

bags of sugar or hogsheads of molasses are

hoisted aboard as quickly as possible. Some-
times it is very slow work, as the lighters are

either poled out by sinewy negroes, or pulled

out by means of great ropes attached to a

buoy, half way between the shore and the

ship. Sometimes the lighters have sails. When
the sea is rough and the lighters fall up and

down with the wave motion by the steamer's

side, it requires much skill to get the mer-
chandise safely into the ship's hold. Once in

awhile an accident occurs, and the jabbering

crowd of laborers, will pause a few moments
to hurl at one another divers unhandsome epi-

thets, each man seeking to make out that
some one else has made an error.

These laborers are very strong. I have
seen one of them lift a bag, weighing say one
hundred and eighty to two hundred pounds,
on his head and walk ort' with the load as un-
consciously as if wearing a straw hat. They
talk incessantly whilst working. They are
very rough and sometimes indulge in good-
natured horse play. Occasionally they will

draw their knives and playfully go through
the motions of stabbing one another. They
live largely on a diet of beans and rice, and
are urged on to their labor like the beasts of

the field. Their lot seems a hard one, yet ap-

parently a happier lot of humans never lived.

Although Porto Rico is so densely populated

the land is only partially tilled. The ground
is very rich, and the low^ lands show broad

acres of sugar cane, young orange groves and
banana fields. Up in the mountains cofl'ee is

grown. This is of a superior flavor, but is

little known in our own markets. The sugar
industry has almost completely gone into the

control of the Sugar Trust. I could not learn

that Americans, who have entered into other

agricultural developments in the IsLnd, have

been paid for their enterprise, but rather the

reverse. The undeveloped conditions of in-

terior transportation and climatic indolence,

affecting natives and Americans alike, have

helped to contribute to failure in business

openings, which, on the face, apparently

should have proved successful.

Speaking of mountains, reminds me that

across those in the Island from the north to

the south coast, winds the famous Military

Road. It is a splendid highway, smooth as a

floor, and hard as rock, which, by gradual as-

cents or declines, leads through some of the

most beautiful scenery. This roadway is a

wonderful piece of engineering and was con-

structed by the Spaniards many years ago.

This great highway will, before long, have .

competition, in the form of an American trol-

ley system. The new line will carry freight

and passengers. In view of the trafiic now
carried on with ox-teams, it would seem as if

the modern method of transportation will cer-

tainly pay. And tho?e ox-teams! How long

trains of them meander for miles out in the

country! How the negroes love to travel

with them ! I have seen one of these ox-carts

slowly creaking by, loaded with goods, and

over it a flimsy cover to keep off the sun,

whilst sprawled out on the goods in the shade,

were two or three sleeping darkies. Is this

the genesis of the Pullman sleeping car?

I received several deeply appreciated cour-

tesies from resident American orticials, or

from natives, during my twelve days sojourn

at Porto Rico. They seem glad to converse

with one interested in the social, commercial

and religious conditions of the place. I can-

not here take the time to elaborate the rea-

sons for my conclusions regarding the value

of this "acquisition" to the United States.

But it can briefly be summed up by stating

that the natives claim business has declined

since the American occupation, also that it

costs more to live than under Spanish rule.

Some Americans on the Island, who believe in

holding colonies for the benefit of America

practically adm't these assertions. This con-

dition is largely brought about by the fact
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that the United States laws applying to Porto

Rico have cut off the importation of goods

from Europe under the free-trade which they

previously enjoyed; now they are forced to

buy in the United States where the range of

prices is much higher than in Europe. Con-

sequently they cannot live as well for equiva-

lent money, and local business languishes.

The natives also say that foreign commerce

has declined because, as a result of the United

States laws, the carrying business is forced

into American hands. Consequently Ameri-

can Steamship companies have a monopoly of

freights to the detriment of the Islanders.

(To be concluded.)

True Philanthropy.

Friends' Western District Dorcas Society

is a practical illustration of one of the best

methods of reaching the poor with that which

they most need—the means of self-help, which

to the women who are struggling for decent

living, apart from the so-called "charity" in

which the pauperizing loss of self-respect is a

factor, is unfortunately too often ignored.

To add to the scant earnings of mothers with

large families of children to support and edu-

cate (when the husband is incapacitated for

work, or making insufficient wages to supply

the necessarie.s of life), without requiring

long absences from their homes and little

ones, is charity in an important sense of the

word. Dangers both to body and soul, which

surround the poor in the congested districts,

are such as to require constant vigilance on

the part of these mothers if they would pro-

tect the young. The piece of sewing at hand

whenever or wherever it can be done in the

home, has a deeper significance than tne mere

money or comfort it brings. Herein, too,

lies a keynote to the problem of sweat-shop

work for women and children, at least in so

far as it is able to reach and resist it through

. this one phase of philanthropy, (f we would

really help the poor, we must do it through

their home life! The Friend is deserving of

commendation for permitting the attention of

its readers to be drawn to this worthy work,

which deserves to be strengthened and en-

larged.

Mary H. Geubb.

"It is no great mat-

lith good-natured, with

There are persons whom some professing

Christians cannot tolerate. When one comes
into the community who is broad enough to be

the friend of their friends and of their ene-

mies also they cannot understand him. Un-

less he will discard those whom they discard

they will discard him. This Pharasaic spirit

has broken down Christian fellowship in scores

of so-called Christian churches. There are

persons in every community and in every

church who are not congenial. There is some-

thing irritating in their manner of life. This

antipathy will manifest itself even when we
try to hide it. It is the purpose of the Holy

Spirit to burn up all such antipathies and pre-

judices and melt all sorts of people into one

brotherhood. The Spirit did this on the day

of Pentecost, and He will do it wherever He
may have his way. It is an easy thing to love

those who love us and to live on good terms
with those who are kind to us; but to love our

enemies and to enter into fellowship with those

who irritate our feelings requires grace.

Jeremy Taylor saj

ter to live lovingly

humble and meek persons; but he that can do

so with the freward, with the wilful and the

ignorant, with the peevish and perverse, he

only hath true charity. Lord evermore give

us this charity."

—

Selected.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

VI.*

Athenagoras, the converted Athenian philo-

sopher, in his "Plea for the Christians," ad-

dressed to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius and

his son Commodus (177 A. D.), says
—"The

pastime which you fondly dote upon is the

combat of gladiators and wild beasts. But

we, deeming that to gaze on manslaughter is

much the same as slaying a man, have re-

nounced such spectacles."

The treatise De Spedaculis of Tertullian, a

generation later, was written by way of cau-

tion to certain of the Christians who were in

the habit of attending the theatre and circus,

and the gladiatorial exhibitions at the amphi-

theatre. Having referred to the heathen de

fenders of these sports and disposed of the'r

apologies, he continues in language which

shows that the pleaders for more "liberty"

were ready with the same specious excuses

that they are to-day:

"Fortified by this krowledge against hea

then views, let us rather turn to the unworthy

reasonings of our own people. For the faith

of some, either too simple or too scrupulous

demands direct authority from Scripture for

giving up the shows, and holds out that the

matter is a doubtful one, because such absti

nence is not clearly and in words imposee

upon God's servants. Well, we never find it

expressed with the same precision, 'thou shalt

not enter circus or theatre, thou shalt not look

on combat or show,' as it is plainly laid down
'thou shalt not kill; thou shalt not worship

an idol; thou shalt not commit adultery or

fraud.' But we find that the first word of

David bears on this very sort of thing

'Blessed,' he says, 'is the man who has not

gone into the assembly of the impious, nor

stood in the way of sinners, nor sat in the seat

of scorners. . . . God certainly forbids us to

hate, even with a reason for our hating; for

he commands us to love our enemies. God
forbids us to curse, though there be some
ground for doing so, in commanding that those

who curse us we are to bless. But what is

more merciless than the circus, when people

do not spare even their rulers and fellow-citi-

zens? ... If the literature of the stage de-

light you, we have literature in abundance of

our own—plenty of verses, sentences, songs,

proverbs; and these not fabulous, but true;

nor tricks of art, but plain realities. Would
you have fightings and wrestlings? Well, of

these there is no lacking, and they are not of

slight account. Behold unchastity overcome

by chastity, perfidy slain by faithfulness, cru-

elty stricken by compassion, impudence thrown

into the shade by modesty; these are the con-

*In the present number our essayist conforms to a re-

quest which he has received, to extend his references

concerning Tertullian and the Montanists to their testi-

mony against other vices than War. So the popular

shows and other signs of decadence are given a space

here.

—

Ed.

tests we have among us, and in these

our crowns. But would you have someth

blood too? You have Christ's

Perhaps it will serve to elucidate

our consideration of the times now bro'lit

under notice, if we take a glance at the r'g.

ions position held by the Montanists, an^"

Tertullian, their foremost apologist,—he
was the son of a high officer of the R(

garrison at Carthage, had been given a

eral education, especially in the line of j

prudence, and now, having become a Chri,

commended the brethren to a simple, no

sistant life. Montanus, of Phrygia, accoi

to Neander "claimed to be considered

prophet sent of God in behalf of the v

Church, as an inspired reformer of the v

church life." His opponents, it is

charged that he made claim to be the

Paraclete, the Comforter, the Holy Spirit
u't

we must not forget that so recently asie

seventeenth century, the utterances of m
Friends were similarly misconstrued by ;ir

enemies. "Tertullian," the above authorjr.

ther explains, "sets over against the chilb,

consisting of the number of bishops, tbe'chcb

of the Spirit, which manifests itself thrgli

man enlightened hy the Holy Sp'rit." o-

man's gift and qualification for the mini'y,

equally with man's, was acknowledged. ,)s-

heira unsympathetically observes, that "t

the followers of Montanus, the most d:

guished was Tertullian, a man of genius

austere and gloomy by nature, who defe

the cause of his preceptor by many ener

and severe publications." This reflects the

ular view of the time, of those who plfia-

more "liberty of the flesh and of the spi

But, Schaff and Herzog in their Religimi^

cyclopedia, with a juster discrimination,

sum up the matter: "With such princiis,

Tertullian could not help coming into co id

with the Catholic church [the general ch ;h,

which acknowledged the decrees of the (in-

cils]. To him the very substance ol he

church was the Holy Spirit, and by no n ,118

the episcopacy, whose right to wield the p'er

of the keys he even [ever?] rejected, -on

the conflict assumed such a form, thai he

Montanists were compelled to separate fro be

Catholic church. But Montanism was, n 3-

theless, not a new form of Christianity lot

were the Montanists a new sect. On them-

trary, Montanism was simply a reaction che

old, the primitive church, against the obms

tendency of the church of the day — to s ke

a bargain with the world, and arrange he elf

comfortably in it

"

We are considering the influence ol be

theatre, and the shows generally, of theer-

iod antecedent to Constantine, in weakiDg

the moral tone of the professed followeof

Christ, and particularly in breaking wn

their testimony against war. The faithfi *'

durance under persecution of many ol lif

confessors of Christ and of the te.-^timoi oi

peace, was the occasion of drawing man} H''

the fold, and of strengthening the faii

others. We remember the oft-quoted e:

'

of Tertullian—"The blood of the Christi; i

the seed of the Church." On the other liA

the effect of the witness of these b d)'

spectacles by the multitude at large ii

quest for sport, was to harden and brut

Thus the faithful moral counselor of CartJ
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B i less

e gra

igjit vvii

jling both upon the immorality of the

tjs and the barbarity of the gladiatorial

);s, proceeds:

4ii we not in like manner enjoined to put

rtl immodesty? But the theatre is the

icus of indecency, where nothing is in

t] but what is elsewhere disreputable

JLet the Senate, let all ranks, blush for

liame . . . These things are that very

pif the devil which we Christians have

Died. The rejection of these a muifeincuts

y^^hief sign that a man has adopted the

n faith . . . How monstrous it is to

God's church to the devil's, from the

the saying is, to the sty; to raise the

Iflb God, and then to weary them in the

aie of an actor; with the lips which have

raAnien over the holy things, to scream

in i^ladiator's favor."

[i.laiiiler, in h\s Mceurs liomaines, quoted

iisi', says, that "The theatre, and all

less closely connected with it, had be-

nd school of corruption and of

as the fruitful centre of every sort

in| Pantomimes of the amours of Jupi-

mlof Venus, very literally rendered, not-

stidintr the mere symbolical signification

, fur them, were, with wanton dances,

ilramatic attractions."

\\ liter of this time of Rome's Decline

ksifthe fascinating and deadly attrac-

01 the ever-popular spectacles. Thus

PJssense picture to us the decadent Ko-

K ['As they sat upon the steps of the

ovjed) theatre beneath a burning sun,

thi:; a moral atmosphere of feverish ex-

, watching in security the vicissi-

i.-al battle, gloating over the suf-

III' wretched whose blood crimsoned
flH/hting in their death, as Tacitus

• n witnessing the all too vivid rep-

iiii of some scene of adultery, shel-

I iiler the name of an Olympian god,

pelormed to the rhythm of melodious

c, Jhile the Numidian lion was roaring in

agj impatient to devour his prey waiting

e jndemned cell; as thus they sported

de|h, the people became themselves the

cr>l of wild beasts, and never did Afri-

; iesft resound with a more terrible roar

t th: in which many a delicate iioman

jo'ed, as it rose in the circus: 'The

> to the lions!'
"

aul, the prisoner of the State, who
ks of himself as "the prisoner of

ist," "dwelt two whole years in his

I house" in the imperial pagan city,

ft us a vivid portrayal of the unre-

Roman of the days of Nero—inglo-

very vile, "without natural alfec-

icable, unmerciful," whose low state

inly not improved under the further

3ti|i of Domitian, Eleagabalus and Ca-
a. iHe tells of the only escape "through
Cast our Lord," in answering the ex-
toil query

—"0 wretched man tha^ I

'hoshall deliver me from the body of
!a«'.'"

btl then, the Church excluded from
Jsgif catechumens (neophytes or proba-
j), ny who were in any way, directly,

iirmly, connected with theatrical, cir-
* ftdiatorial performances. TertuUian,
oi s the general sense of the early
I i|on this matter of frequenting the

ungodly shows, speaks of one unhappy wo-
man, who, yielding to the temptation to go to

the circus, was so overcome with horror at

the spectacle to which she had allowed herself

to be drawn, that she returned from it de-

ranged, believing herself to have become the

I)rey of demons.
The gladiatorial contests were continued in

Rome during the greater part of a century
after Christianity became the Slate religion,

but they were not introduced at the capitol of

the Eastern empire, Constantinople. A de-

cree of Constantme, contained in the Theodo-
sian Code (A. D. 438), says: "Let those who
are condemned, whether to gladiatorial games
or to the mines, not bo branded on the fore-

heads, that the majesty of the face formed in

the image of celestial beauty be not dishon-

ored." It is curious, however, that the same
law justified the infliction of torture in exam-
ination of persons accused of treason; and so,

under the degenerated church, as under Ro-
man law, the innocent were liable to the inflic-

tion of barbarous punishments in the search

for evidence. It may be remarked here, that

in the .Jewish code, as in that of the Hindoos,

this savage method of inquisitorial procedure
was unknown.

The last gladiatorial show in Rome was in

the year 40:^, being given in honor of Stilicho,

the Vandal commander of the Emperor Hono-
rius. Upon this notable occasion, a monk,
Telemachus, rushing into the amphitheatre to

part the combatants, was stoned to death by

the enraged and disappointed populace; but

his death brought about the final abolition of

the games. The contests of men with wild

beasts, however, lingered in the East for more
than two centuries, when the degrading

"sport" was formally and finally condemned
by the Council of Trullo, (A. D.) 692. This

Council, it will be of interest to explain, in

passing, was also known as the "Quinisext,

"

the name representing a sort of supplement

of the fifth and sixth general councils, its de-

crees being of a disciplinary character. It

assembled in a hall of the imperial palace at

Constantinople called the Trullus.

(To be contiuued.)

The Value of Memorials.

[A series of brief memoirs of members who
had deep spiritual experience and have suffered

steadfastly for the Truth, has been appearing,

and will be continued in our columns. The
following observations are appropriate to such

selection.— Ed.]

Memorials of the circumspect lives and

dying expressions of such as finish their course

well, show the efficacy of the Divine principle

—the holy spirit of the Lord .Jesus which we
profess,—and that obedience to its dictates

yields the peaceable fruit of righteousness.

To promote an attention to this principle

in the vouth, the accounts of many in their

day are recommended to their perusal, that,

excited by their example, they. also may fill

up their duty as they go along, and partake

of the same peace those had to rejoice in,

when no human help could afford them com-

fort. The experience of those who are gone

before is a waymark to those who follow

after; and their example calls loudly, "Fol-

low us as we have followed Christ." Those

who in early youth are happily brought under
the teachings of this Divine principle, and are

faithful to its precepts are prepared to en-

counter the world, and all its allurements. If

prosperity be their lot, they can receive it as

the bounty of an Almighty Father, and keep
in that state of humility which becomes de-

pendent beings, applying it to the honor of

Him who hath entrusted them therewith. If

afllictions attend, and it is sometimes the lot

of good men to experience adverse winds and
tempestuous seasons, they can look with an

humble confidence to him for protection in

their conflict, and bow to the hand which has

permitted them. It was not the ottering of

any temporal things, according to the I'salm-

ist; but says he, "Offer to God thanksgiving;

pay hy vows to the Most High; then call on

me in the day of trouble, and I will deliver

thee, and thou shalt glorify me." I'salm L.

This hath been the experience of those who
have had their trust in (Jod's power, in every

age; and as they have gone along in this vale

of tears, for such it hath been to many, they

have from time to time, had their faith re-

newed, and their hope confirmed, so as to set

up their Ebenezer, "Hitherto hath the Lord
helped us."

"We have," as saith the apostle, "no con-

tinuing city here; " neither have we any state

of security beyond [that which asks], "Give

us this day our daily bread." Whatever may
be our growth and experience in religion, it

will never go beyond that state of dependence.

Our only safety is a truly humble state, where

in the mind is exercised in a daily watch,

care, and travail, for the arisings of the

Divine life; under a sense of which such have

a hope that He who hath been their morning
light, and hitherto conducted in safety, will

in the conclusion, be their evening song; and

in effect adopt the language of the prophet,
"1 will greatly rejoice in the Lord; my soul

shall be joyful in my God; for he hath clothed

me with the garments of salvation."

T. W.—179.5.

F(.r TiiK FRif:Ni)."

Ambrose Rip;ge.

Ambrose Rigge, of Ryegate, in Surrey, was

convinced of the truth about the year 1652.

Being called of God to preach the gospel of

peace and salvation, he was drawn to visit

London, and the south and west parts of

England about the year 1655, enduring great

harJship, being often imprisoned in divers

jails, not for evil doing, but preaching the

truth. For refusing to swear, in obedience

to Christ, who commanded, "Swear not at

all," he was premunired and made prisoner at

Horsham, in Sussex, above ten years at one

time. He was also whipped, and often evilly

treated and abused, which he bore with

much patience, and continued faithful unto

death. In the time of his sickness whereof

he died, he had great as.surance of the mercy

and favor of God and said, "I am going where

the weary are at rest." He bore his sickness

with much patience: and a little before his

departure, he declared, saying, "If Friends

keep to the root of life in themselves, they

would be the happiest people in the world!

He departed this life the .SOth of the Elev-

enth Month, 1704, aged above seventy, and a

minister about forty-nine years.
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1

P'or "THE Friend."

Christ's Resurrection Morn.

"She supposing him to be the gardener :"

Yes, he who stood before Mary weeping at

the tomb, her heart overflowing with grief too

deep for utterance, He was the gardener.

But not of such an earthly garden, contain-

ing such a tomb, wherein Jesus, crucified,

was tenderly laid by weeping frieads; friends,

brethren, children, as He loved to call them,

for whom He himself had once wept and pray-

ed, and, like stray lambs, had "borne them
home to his love. But no tomb, hewn out of

the solid rock by the hand of man, could pos-

sibly retain its hold of the Lord of glorj'. He
who in His own power, did cleave the fountain

and the flood and from the flinty rock made
cry.stal streams of water flow to quench the

thirst of this flock of Christ, as safely through

that wilderness, great and terrible, he led them.

Neither could huge rock rolled to the door,

which a company, with shouts of triumph,

placed there to bar the egress of Him whose
words they derisively repeated, saying, "This

deceiver said, 'I will rise again.'
"

The soldiers, the chief priests' guard, faith-

fully kept their watch, but near the break of

day one angel came, his countenance struck

terror into the hearts of the bravest, and they

all did tremble as an aspen leaf, and became
as dead men; nor could they move a limb, nor

lift an arm to stay the w-ork of that one

angel, whose Master's tabernacle lay sleeping

within; for had he not taught this dissolution

of the earthly tabernacle of man; this seem-

ing death is not the death they have to fear

wlio trust in Him, for such, said he, "shall

never die.'" Gloriously he rose from the dead

;

all nature smiled as it had mourned, when
hanging on the cross it beheld this deed of

man, God's creature, first created in God's

image, blessed above all others. The light

broke in the East, and the sun in glory rose

as it had done from the beginning by his

beams chasing away the darkness of the night.

Had then God forgiven all these mournful
things? Yes! Jesus' prayer, as He hung
upon the cross, to God, His Father, bad
been answered, "Father, forgive them; they

know not what .they do." And afterwards

this charge He gave to his disciples, when
with power He sent them forth to preach the

glad tidings of salvation, through Him their

crucified and risen Lord, this special charge
He gave, "beginning at Jerusalem."

In Mary's soul, his mother, the sword had
pierced too deep, and so wounded her that she

could not rise and go tenderly to care for his

body lying, as even she supposed, in the

grave where they had laid Him. But other

willing hearts were found who, with eager
steps, did haste, bearing myrrh and frankin-

cense, his body to embalm. They reach the

tomb early; it was break of day; liut yet they

were too late. Over all brooded a holy silence,

like as that which came over the vast multi-

tude, when expectantly the worshipping Jews
awaited the reappearance, in his glorious ap-

parel, of their High Priest, after that He had
entered, with the blood of atonement, into

God's presence, and had come forth with pow-
er from Him to reconcile his people to their

God; fordid not the Lord now sit upon h's

throne of grace and mercy willing to forgive

and cleanse the repentant sinner? All was

quiet ; the garden, a prosencha or place of

prayer, was emptied of those who, in its quiet

shades, sought to hold co.nmunion with God.

The guards, where were they? .Already gone

to tell the strange things to the priests, and

how their (to them dead) prisoner had escaped.

The huge stone was rolled away. The sepul-

chre's door was open, and peeping in, for

love is strong and conquers fear, they saw
indeed the place where they had laid Him.

But where was He? The tears of these gentle

women did now more profusely flow, tears for

the time refrained in this ministry of love to

Jesus, for had not He, when once alive, wept

at the tomb of Mary's brother, and by al-

mighty power raised him from the dead? Fit

messenger was she to send to men, who,

though full of faith and power and strong in

themselves, yet had proved weak in tempta-

tion's darkest hour, and had left their Master

all alone in his hour of peril. But Mary could

not forego her mission of love, and, turning

round weeping, she dimly sees through her

tears, as she supposed, the gardener, and her

petition was, "Where have ve laid Him? that

we may go ... " Her sense of sight,

bedimmed by tears, had failed to recognize

her Lord, but when in tones, his voice so of-

ten heard as sweetest music in her home,

now called, "Mary;" it was enough; Mary
believed and replied in humble reverence,
' 'Rabboni, " highest title given by Jew to those

who taught the law of God.

woman! richly with love endowed of

God, when sanctified by grace, what can with-

stand thy power? It is true that woman first

through weakness fell, but to Mary, first the

virgin, did God's message come, and she

reverently bowed, all other interests failing

to outweigh the complete submission of her

will to that of her Lord. To Gentile Samari-

tans, too, the Lord first by woman preached

his power to save, and with what power she

preached, brought by her means to Jesus,

they themselves declared. Women lingered

longest at the cross, cherishing the hope that

He would take that power to himself which

they knew was his, and defy the taunts of

those who mocked and exulted in his death.

First at the tomb, the last sad rites to do;

now first their love unquenched, Christ sends

them to bear glad tidings to the chosen few,

who mourned for Him as they would for their

first born. Could woman then be by Him forgot-

ten, when from his throne of power He sends,

like a rushing, mighty wind, his spirit on

Pentecost's day, and fills with its power the

disciples who, like a little flock, had gath-

ered there? Far from it. He who did create,

knew well the mother's love, and had tasted

of her love to Him, when like as ma?i, to

others He had seemed to be; nor do we ever

read of one woman's tongue that ever spoke

one unkind word to Jesus, who, though man.

was yet Lord of all. Henceforth in Christ,

sex was to be unknowni. It is to the inner-

man, Christ born again, in all the hope of

glory, as raised by his power from the grave,

in which death our sin has placed us, who
hearing His voice, shall with Him rise, and

living praise his holy name. Henceforth

woman is and is to be equal recipient with

man of Christ's spirit of love and power, and

shall receive like holy gifts and graces as

men, that she may be a helpmeet ti

as Eve when first in innocence in P
they together, walked with God.

And now it is the garden of their h

which they are together to labor

the Lord's direction, root up every p
of his planting, and tend and keep

each precious seed of grace, that Ht

unutterable condescension called him

Son of man (whilst yet He was in ti

Son of God), may sow, that it may sp

flourish and bear fnait to the glory

Great Husbandman.
This same Christ Jesus, once

now alive again, no more to die, once

am the resurrection and the life; wl'

believeth in me shall never die." An
servant John declared to us, "Bless

holy is he that hath part in the

rection; on such the second death 1

power; but they shall be priests of

of Christ, and shall reign with Him
sand years." Rev. xx: 4.

W.

For •THEFl,.\t.

Doukhobor Notes. •

Confirmatory reports continue to be lieif

from Canada to the eff'ect that the .ukl

bors are progressing in the right d:«ti(

"The Commissioner of Immigration v

the 1st inst. viz: At the present t t

colonies are at rest, and, under the i i,

of Peter Verigin, are settling down a|

cultural life and are now making entry jj

From the Manitoba Free Press thef ot

has been summarized: _"The Doukhiire

the Yorkton District have changed theivii

in regard to taking out homestead it-

They have abandoned their ideas of coiv

and ownership and are now disposed t u'

the laws and customs of Canada; iSon

quence the Yorkton Land Agency w;lw

worked and assistance was sent to th i fr

another point. In the Swan River ai'Y

ton Colonies they are settling downirar

to the work of making permanent lit-

the land of their adoption. The ex-lgri

had purchased fifty horses and intend

k

ing one hundred more. Their brethre of

Saskatchewan Colony had sent them in-

of forty horses and eight thousand d a:

cash which had been appropriated '

purpose. The credit of the Doukhot s

the merchants of the towns with whi

have business dealings was very good n;

ence having shown that they will f

obligations promptlvand in full; and ii :

lieved that in a short time the Do n;

in each of the Colonies would be iiipi

with the necessary modern applianceioel

ble them to carry on farm operatioi ill

most approved manner. They ha\
'''

garded the Russian and adopted the r;:

calendar and further, they have res

anglicize the names of all their chili r

may be born in their colonies. Charle
[

the Colonial agent, is reported to 1 f

that sixteen hundred and fifty home a

tries will soon have been completet >

Yorkton."
To the above compilation of accouii it«|

be added, that those who came ov« in

last ship from Russia mostly setth i"

'

IL
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;d;hewaii District, which is a choice tract

aJ!. They had rather more money in

i;nd it was evident from the quality of

e.f their goods, such as rugs, etc., which
r i'DUght with them, that tliey had more
Ma in their native land; some of their

lefions were sold, however, at exceedingly

p|;es to afford the means of subsistence

ti first year after their arrival, but on

vjole this colony seemed at least one
•

i

advance of their Yorkton and Swan

ir brethren.

he; have lately been received from Kus-

10 3 returns for the property which they

I )liged to abandon at the time of their

eparture. which together with their

itj-ift has enabled them to make their

I gift of eight thousand dollars and

rses to their brethren less favored, and
suffered from being deluded into the^r

'king to start out on their pilgrimage

onihs ago.

J. S. E.

Notable Books ou War.

)ilowing notice of two books recently

jjjd is clipped from The Journal of Edu-
r"THE Fkiend for two reasons: First,

ntrinsic merit of the notices, and see-

especially, for the encouragement it

to friends of peace to find one of the
iducational journals of the country giv-

I to such sentiments.

J. H. Bartlett.

ON War. Charles Sumner. With
:|iiction by Edwin D. Mead. Boston:

Co. Cloth. 319 pp.

ijRE OF War. By 1. S. Black. With
ion by Edwin D. Mead, and con-

by W. T. Stead. Boston: Ginn &
Ihstrated with diagrams and charts.

380 pp.

r's three greatest orations were
I'ar, and there have been no greater

for Peace than these of Charles
The only remarkable thing about

that they are now printed in one
T the first time.
1

1
Mead certainly has a mission in

;
the message and conviction of

s limner on this subject, and he finds

ihilanthropist to aid him in Edwin
makes possible the publication of

ohie, and one on "The Future of War "

'lack, who was the most profound
' the problem of peace that has ever

•onceivable that one can read these
gilt addresses, "The True Grandeur of

08, "The War System" and "The Duel
ier('"rance and Germany," and not enlist

.
cijsade for peace. Every graduate of
sool in the land should read these
ticjtterances as a part of his school
i. These should be read aloud in the
ice if the whole school, if there is an
bhiall, otherwise in each class-room,
lid equire not more than a half-hour a
T month to do this, and this would be
St ivestment that could be made of so
tin each year.

yoi designate this as a "fad?" Read
entice of Voltaire: "Put together all

:esif all ages, and they will not come

I

up to the mischief of one campaign: " or this

of Charles Sumner: "Put together all the ills

and calamities from the visitation of God,
whether in convulsions of Nature, or in pesti-

lence and famine, and they will not equal the
ills and calamities inflicted by man upon his

brother-man through the visitations of war,"
and then say whether it is not worth a half-

hour a day for one month or two to awaken a

sentiment against war. One generation of
school children well taught would go far

toward leading the United States to do its

part toward the settlement of national differ-

ences as do individuals, cities and states.

I. S. Black's great book with its adequate
body of facts, charts, maps and diagrams fur-

nishes the best possible arsenal from which to

draw material for arguments for peace. Once
each year some pupil in every upper grammar
grade, high school, normal school and college,

should prepare an essay or address on some
phase of the peace problem, drawing his ma-
terial from this book. Rightly used these
two books can be made to do more for civili-

zation than any other two books that have
been issued in recent years.

Notes from Others.

Dr. Hall's lectures have been issued already, in

an octavo volume, printed on good paper, and
sold in India for eight cents.

The legislature of Cuba has refused to make
"Good Friday" a legal holiday, greatly to the dis-

satisfaction of the Cuban Roman Catholics.

Ellen M. Stone, at the end of her lecture en-

gagements, beginning last Tenth Month, will have
made the circuit of the continent and filled 149 ap-

pointments.

Manorama, the daughter of Pundita Ramabai,
has aroused much interest among the people in

Queensland in missions in India, especially in the

great work for widows.

Helen Gould maintains an office in her New
York house for charity work, presided over by
two secretaries and a typewriter. Representa-

tives in her name make the rounds of the hos-

pitals, relieving worthy cases of distress.

John K. Nutting, head of the Utah Gospel Mis-

sion, believes that if the increase among Mor-
mons continues to go on at the rate it has been

gaining during the last twelve years, they will

control the west of the United States from Canada
to Mexico.

Joseph Clark, missionary at Ikoko, Africa, gives

a very interesting account of " Fetichism on the

Congo." He says a fetich is not an idol, nor is

it the likeness or symbol of a god, but it is sup-

posed to be either the abode or receptacle of an

impersonal power.

What is said to be the culminating part of the

Chatauqua exercises for the coming summer will

be a series of conferences on " The Essentials of

the Christian Life," in which men of differing

points of view will discuss the elements of faith

and purpose which they hold in common.

The annual meeting of the American Tract So-

ciety has ju.st been held in Washington. The
distinct publications of the society now number
nearly nine thousand, of which about two thousand

are volumes. The whole number of tracts and

periodicals reaches nearly eight hundred millions.

Two years ago Porto Rico did not have a single

school-house, says Superintendent Brumbagh. Spain
in 400 years built not one. To-day more than fifty

first-class brick, stone and concrete buildings are
in use. Agriculture is taught in connection with
twenty-two schools. The poor people are very
anxious to educate their children. A compulsory
law is not necessary. The average of admittance
is higher than in any State except Massachusetts.— lloilo Times (in J'kilippineg).

Rkmciois Stru(;(!lf, in South America.— Re-
ports coming here through the Methodist mission
boards and the American Kible Society representa-
tives are to the effect that a desperate struggle is

going on in Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia upon re-

ligious lines. Government officials seem to be ear-

nestly in favor of absolute religious liberty, while
ecclesiastics are defying the law and inciting to

riot. Full religious liberty has been guaranteed
recently in Ecuador. The marriage law putting
Protestants and C^itholics upon the .same legal

footing has just passed both houses of Congress.
In Peru an effort is making to secure religious

liberty by constitutional provision, and in Bcdivia

a bill freeing cemetaries from Catholic control is

pending. Another bill is likewi.se pending in Bo-
livia, taking away the privilege of priests, monks
and nuns repairing to ecclesiastical courts for trial

in case of misdemeanors, and placing them upon
precisely the same footing as other citizens. Scenes
of outlawry in great numbers are being enacted,

and bon-fires have been not a few, especially in

Peru. It is a curious fact, observes one of the

missionaries, that there, as always, it is the civil

authorities and not the religious authorities who
are leading in reforms.

Slavonians in Chicago.—The Bohemians, Rus-
sians, Slovacks, Croatians, Hungarians and Poles

are all akin in character and languages, yet all

show great diversity in their unity and require dif-

ferent literature for each. To prepare this needful

religious literature for immigrants has been a

work of great difficulty, financial cost and sacrifice

on the part of friends and supporters of the Ameri-
can Tract Society, and to put it into circulation

from house to house calls for even more strenuous

efforts. There is much good, moral and religious

literature in circulation in the language of John
Huss, which colportage has introduced, and which
is producing good results wherever it has been

distributed. The Russians have a larger per cent,

of illiteracy than any other Slavonic people. The
Slovacks are all nominally Roman Catholics and
have few religious books except those published by

the American Tract Society. They are particularly

careless about all religion, and yet there are .some

noble exceptions Many ask for the Bible.

The Russians and Slovacks are given to intoxi-

cation greatly. Temperance literature is very

useful. The Croatians are also wofully given to

drunkenness and gambling, and yet there are many
exceptions, and many buy a New Testament in

their own language and will accept tracts and get

some one to read them to them if they cannot read.

Their children are growing up under better condi-

tions and learning to read English in the public

schools, and gradually literature is making its mark
on them as well as others. Through the colporteur

largely must the supply of religious truth come,

for no one would seek it except it was carried to

them.

The Hungarians (Magyars), the people of the pa-

triotic Kossuth, whose struggles for freedom at

one time secured the sympathy of the civilized

world, are largely represented in Chicago. They
are an enlightened people and stand in many ways
high in literary and social qualities. The volumes

and tracts in that language provided for them by

the .American Tract Society, together with a criti-

cal version of the Holy Scriptures, are well re-

ceived.
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The Polish people are more religiously needy
than any other nationality. If the' census of 1900
is to be believed there are more than 100,000 of

them within the corporation of Chicago. The
partition of Poland, the military tyranny of Russia,

and the bloody rebellions which were put down in

the most remorseless w'ays have not dampened the

love of liberty in the hearts of the Poles. The
countrymen of Kosciusko have a grand future be-

fore them, and the key to it is said to lie in an

open Bible and evangelical ministry, and the edu-

cation of the children in our public schools. The
large and most e.xcellent religious literature pro-

vided for them in the publications of the American
Tract Society is said to be steadily winning its

way. The old Catholic movement continues to

flourish and develop in spite of every efl^ort to de-

stroy it. The Polish press is largely against all

religion. .A.mong these Slavonian people the com-
mon sin is drunkenness. The saloon and beer-hall

and the half-informed agitator are said 'to have
done them much harm mentally and morally.

—

ilichacl Jaeger, colporteur.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—A decision has been rendered by the

United States Circuit Court in St. Louis, which enjoins

the Northern Securities Company from voting the stocli

of the Northern Pacific or Great Northern Railway Com-
pany, but allows the return of such stock as had been

delivered to that holding company. The opinion was
unanimous, all the four Judges concurring. The judg-

ment of the Court in the Northern Securities case is one

of far-reaching consequences, and reaffirms the right of

the people to be free from monopoly. The results of this

decision, if it be upheld by the Supreme Court, to which
it is said an appeal will be taken it is believed, will be so

momentous that wholesale consolidation of competing
railroads will be checked or sensibly modified. This de-

cision, it is explained, holds in substance, that whenever
the control of competing interstate carriers is secured,

either by a combination of natural persons or by a cor-

poration which they creata, and the motive for competi-
tion has thus been destroyed by the consequent unity of

interest, the Anti-trust law is violated.

A law recently passed in Iowa permits the confinement

of confirmed drunkards in lunatic asylums. Within eight

months after its passage three hundred such patients

were under restraint and treatment- When cured they

are discharged, and the statement is made that 75 per

cent, of the cases have thus been restored.

A dispatch from Indianapolis, says : The E.Kecutive

Board of Union Carpenters and Joiners, meeting there on

the 13th inst., will have 350 strikes in various places to

investigate and sanction. There must also be appropria-

tions to carry on the strikes now in progress and any
others that may arise soon. There are now 3500 carpen-

ters out in New York.

President Roosevelt has lately entered the Yellowstone

National Park with the purpose of remaining two weeks
within its recesses for relaxation and rest. In late pub-

lic addresses he remarked in reference to the interests of

the laboring men : "The well being of the tiller of the

soil and the wage worker is the well being of the State.

Very much of our effort should be to try to secure a con-

stantly better understanding between employer and em-
ploye. The report of the Anthracite Strike Commission
is a masterpiece of sound common sense and of sound
doctrine on the very questions with which our people

should most deeply concern themselves."

Dr. Howard S. Anders, the president of the Pennsyl-

vania Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, has

urged the necessity of a popular educational movement
for the spread of practical knowledge of the character

and nature of tuberculosis and its prevention and cure.

Dr. Anders said :
" Popular education is still necessary to

combat beliefs that tuberculosis is hereditary and incur-

able, or that some medicine of a specific curative virtue

exists—a popular fallacy for which the advent of propri-

etary 'consumption cure' nostrums and fakers are most
largely responsible. Legislation against these heartless

triflerswith credulous and hopeful consumptives is greatly

needed. For economic as well as humanitarian reasons

there should be Government institutional care of incipient

and curable cases, including the tent and shack plan, and

farm colonies with high, dry soil and abundant woodland;

municipal hospitals for advanced destitute and desolate

cases, and city dispensaries for walking cases that cannot

or will not be sent away. Change of climate is not so

essential as change of environment."

At a " conciliation conference" at Pottsville the Read-

ing Railroad Company's miners were promised reinstate-

ment of men discharged, adjustment of working time and
a more convenient train schedule.

The steamship Bulgaria lately arrived at New York
with 2594 immigrants, the largest number of aliens ever
brought on one ship. Thirty-eight thousand and seventy-
six immigrants were landed in New York between Fourth
Month 1st and Fourth Month 10th.

The Supreme Court of Kansas has decided that the To-
peka Board of Education can maintain separate schools

for white and negro children.

A dispatch of the Gth from Harrisburg, says: It is a

misdemeanor punishable by a fine of from .$100 to $300
for any person to sell cigarettes or cigarette paper to a

minor under twenty-one years of age. The Governor
signed this bill to-day, and it goes into effect immediately.

The New Jersey Legislature has made an appropriation

of $300,000 for a sanitarium for poor consumptives, an

appropriation to purchase a site having been made last

year.

New York State has a College of Agriculture for Women.
It is situated on the Hudson, near Ossining. The girl

students are taught to plow, harrow, milk cows, drive

and groom horses, dig ditches, to irrigate land scientifi-

cally and to fertilize it. They also acquire the principles

of floriculture, vegetable raising, grape and nut culture,

the training being so arranged that they become not only

practical farmers, but landscape beautifiers. This new
departure in the education of women, it is said, has been

very successful thus far.

A dispatch from Kansas City, says: Plans are under
way for the establishment of an Angora goat packing-

house in Kansas City. The plant will be equipped with

a tanning outfit, and the skins of the animals will be made
into robes. A very large percentage of the fur garments
in use to-day are made from the Angora fleece. The com-
pany will establish a branch of its business "in Texas,

where Angora milk will be condensed and sold for medi-

cinal purposes

Recent elections in Kansas disclose the fact that the

vote in favor of enforcing the Prohibition law is the most
overwhelming in the history of the State.

The Wabash Humane Society hjs elected President

Roosevelt an honorary member in consideration of his

message to Congress recommending the exercise of kind-

ness toward the cavalry and artillery horses of the army.

The Attorney-General of California is reported to have

rendered an official opinion declaring the use of the Bible

in the public schools as unconstitutional. Not only may
teacher^ not use the Scriptures as a textbook, but even

reading from them, as is the custom frequently at the

opening exercises, is barred.

An immense tract of coal lands, it is announced, has

been discovered near Wilkesbarre, Pa., including eight

veins new to that region.

As much as 1,000,000 tons of coal are estimated to lie

in the Blue Mountain dam, and as much in Felix's dam,

near Reading, Pa., whither it has been deposited by rush-

ing waters.

There were 500 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 35 less than the pre-

vious week and 6 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 269 were males and 231 fe-

males: 62 died of consumption of the lungs ; 70 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 11

of diphtheria ; 14 of cancer ; 18 of apople.xy ; 17 of

typhoid fever ; 6 of scarlet fever, and 5 of small pox.

Foreign.— The instructions from Washington to the

representatives of the U. S. Government in China in ref-

erence to the payment of the indemnity money, it is an-

nounced, will stipulate simply for the payments of the

instalments of the indemnity on the basis of exchange at

the date the agreement was signed in 1900. Whether
the United States will exact the payments in gold or

silver concerns no other nation, and the other nations

parties to the agreement are permitted to likewise exercise

their discretion as to the basis upon which they will

settle.

It is stated that the American Government's proposed

silver bond for the Chinese indemnity was disapproved by

the Powers, who require that payments shall be made on

a gold basis.

The London Times correspondent at Pekin cables that

riots reported in the district around Hwaiking were pro-

voked by oflicial exaction of increased taxation. The riots

are described as anti-taxation and not anti-foreign. The

officials now levying taxes invariably declare that they

are required to satisfy the needs of rapacious foreigners,

therefore anti-taxation easily becomes anti-foreign.

The Times correspondent at Pekin states that Count

Cassini, the Russian Ambassador at Washington, has

suggested the co-operation of the Powers to prevent the

importation of arms to China. The prohibition clause in

the protocol expires on Eighth Month 25th, but is renewa-

ble if the Powers think it desirable. The effec

prohibition has been to give great impulse totlH
facture of arms in China. S

It is stated that there are now in the Chinesi ',iS.

11,000,000 post-offices, which are placed in evcrj S
except Kausu, and in 730 other important ci

i j,
towns. In the province of Chili, in which Pekin is :;,m

the service pays all expenses. In other provinc u
have been considerable losses, which, however, lj|'
minishing yearly. '|

The Russians partially evacuated the second pi 'n,
Manchuria on the 8th instant. A despatch fro '^
says : The Russians removed their flag from thei'iij

customs and retired from the civil governmeni '

ti

native city of Niuchwang, but retained the rail i,

minus at the Russian concession, which is but aigg/

march from the city, whence they can effectna! ilog

inate the treaty port and the Liau River.

President Loubet of France is expecting to

:

geria, Morocco and Tunis, returning to Franc.

29th inst. Much political significance is att,

the journey, as it is the first time that any pres
,

the French Republic has visited her African pos 'm
and it will be the first meeting on African soil ^h
a French ruler and a North .\frican Sultan and thwi
Tunis.

;

Notifications have been received at The Hagfri
the Governments of Salvador, Uruguay, Guaten . u
Korea of their adherence to The Hague Conve lo

,

1899.

The recent action of the French Governmemin
pressing the religious orders in France is expjd:!^

result in the complete extinction of monasticism ft

country. There are fifty-five religious orders set

by this action who had more than 13,000 establii,«i

such as retreats, schools, colleges, industrial codW
monasteries; all of which have thus been close., It

estimated that 200,000 monks and nuns will leavfai

owing to the strict enforcement of the receneti

against these religious orders.

A strike has been proclaimed throughout Holla ol

labor engaged in transportation, both by land aD'al

The strike is due primarily, it is said, to the igdi

tion of Government bills in Parliament intende jf
vent strikes. This legislation makes it a pena fei

for public servants, the railroad employes, to rs«

perform their duties. A long term of imprisoiml

imposed by the pending measures upon public n
who act " collectively " in refusing to work. Per ss

instigate a strike of public servants are alsotcis

jected to severe punishment.

It is estimated that the railroad strikers noml ab

25,000.

There are many sugar refining companies i if

most of them situated in the southern part of tht ^u

the total capital invested in this industry beiiib

$5,000,000. Except in Formosa—which, alth'o

a part of the Japanese Empire, has separate offl

laws—the industry receives no direct aid from
i

ernment.

Recent experiments in England have shown t

marine boats can be communicated with by

'

telegraphy, when submerged to the depths at 1

'

can reach them.

A vast deposit of iron ore has lately been dis<H

the State of Guerrero, Mexico, 6,000 acres i

including a mountain of ore hundreds of feet \Ag

NOTICES. •

A woman Friend desires posiCion as superi iJs

matron or managing housekeeper, either public oilin

or as companion to lady.

Address " E," ;

Office of Thb F »

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveil*

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage >
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. M.,P
and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when r^
Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 p. M.,25 cents (i«

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West ;••

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedley pt

Westtown Boarding School.— Application .n

admission of pupils to the school, and letters *P

to instruction and discipline should be addresse.

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pr (••

Payments on account of board and tuition, "

munications in regard to business should be for w
Edward G. Smedley, Superintende.

Address Westtown P. 0., Cheste '•.(

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PKINTE
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Vi.VT Will it profit us that Jesus died for

VM' do not die to sin"'

, ,i;.\ one is under call for a Christian ser-

icejthe best way of saying, "I pray thee

avime excused," is instead of looking back
• ward. Then when a willing mind is

ill be the Master's time, should He
tn take the will for the deed.

rule of the proceedings of this week's

Bss.ns of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting could

eebressed in the present number to make

reilt profitable to the reader, or compen-

atir for the interference with the right ser-

ice'f the sittings in the mind of the writer.

Ti fear expressed in our last number of

le issage of the Racing Bill in the Penn-

Fvliia Senate, we may now in gratitude

ave proved groundless, in that the bill

to become a law.

otejba

iilptc

1i, Christian dispensation does not need

ivh, but the Twentieth Century does need

. ilvation can save the age, but the age

save salvation, in any other sense than

)f btjig saved ;—coming under its power from

;tion to generation and so glorifying the

in being glorified by it.

istendom may, indeed, give way to the

ut Christianity cannot, and live. Sup-

he Christian dispensation could begin

noment to make the world its master,

iat|?ginning would be its end. Thanks be

Clist that the beginning was fought off

"
, when Satan offered Christ the world

price of one act of submission to him.

'. but," say our time-servers, "the
iri8|an dispensation must adapt itself to the

age!" To the wants of the age, but not to

its wishe.s, Christ does, indeed, adapt hi. dis-

pensation. The same yesterday, to-day and

forever. He speaks to the condition of every

age as Lord of its needs, but not the accom-

modator of its whims. "Indulge me," says

the world to Christianity, "or I will not pat-

ronize you,—you will not get adherents;"

And so the times, the age, the world "will

love its own." Its logic to the church is,

"Throw away Christianity if you wish to get

adherents to it;"—just as to us its word keeps

up the cry, "Throw away your Quakerism if

you wish to get members"—and then they

will be members of what, an organization or

a principle?

Not conformation to an age, but transfor-

mation by the renewing of its mind, is what
salvation requires and bestows. Let the age

adapt itself to the Christian dispensation, ra-

ther than the dispensation to the age,—and

great shall be the peace of its people, and the

ha^jpiiiess oi iis civilizaticu. Salvation for-

bids that we should glory "save in the cross

of our Lord, by whom the world is crucified

unto us and we unto the world," using it as

not abusing it. What an abuse of this world

it is to make it our master. What a mastery

and overcoming of the world our faith makes!

The author of the book on "The Future of

War," noticed in our last number, should be

given as I. S. Block.

John Carlile.

John Carlile, of the city of Carlisle, in the
county of Cumberland, was, through the gra-

cious visitation of Cod, convinced of the bless-

ed tnith about the year 1763, by the ministiy

of John Graves. ... He grew and in-

creased in faithfulness, according to his meas-
ure; and was drawn forth sometimes in a pub-
lic testimony, and preached the gospel, not

in the eloquence of speech, but very power-
ful and reaching, in simplicity, and sincerity.

Although illiterate as to outward learning,

yet in his doctrine and testimony, he consid-

erably opened the Scriptures of truth, by the

assistance of that Holy Spirit that gave them
forth, to the edification of the hearers, and
confirmation of those gospel truths by him
preached. He labored in the work of the

ministiy in divers counties in England, and
also in Scotland. Several were convinced by
his labors of love in the gospel of Christ in

many places, who remain as seals of his min-
istry.

He was open-hearted, and zealous for the

testimony of truth, and in much love received
the friends of it into his house, who were
travelling in the same work. As he delighted
to draw^ near to the well-spring of life, for
Divine succor and consolation, he was notup-
mindful often to wait upon the Lord in his
family, to whom the Lord was pleased to
reach, in order to their convincement, by his

blessed truth. He was sometimes opened to
speak a few words to them, and to supplicate
the Lord ; at other times in silence, to wait
upon the Lord in his family, to feel an increase
and growth in the virtue of truth among
them. Many are witnesses of the benefit and
comfort they received in those his family
meetings. Although at his first convince-
ment in the city, and when he came to bear
testimony to the truth, he was as a speckled
bird among the birds of the wood, there being
none who bore the same profession in the said
city, and was warred against by the bitter
magistrates, and severe informers, and cruel
persecutors; yet such was the Lord's good-
ness to him, that he was preserved faithful in

his testimony for the Lord through all. Some
of his persecutors fell into great distress and
died miserably; and others of them fell into
great poverty ; so that a prison became their
dwelling, and therein they died. He was al-

ways ready to help forward and encourage
every good work on truth's account, was much
given to hospitality, and was open-hearted to
the poor of any society. He was of a blame-
less conversation, just in his dealings, and of
a good report among all people, and valiant

for ti-uth and its testimony to the end.

In his sickness he often exhorted Friends to

be faithful to the Lord and His truth accord-
ing to their measure, saying, then the Lord
would stand by them, and bring them through
all the exercises they might meet with for the
same, and they should have the reward of well

done ; with more expressions of the like na-
ture.

Having some sight of the glory and joys of
heaven, that those who are faithful and up-
right-hearted shall enjoy, and that evidence
in himself, of his soul's everlasting peace, he
signified his desire of a change, and that his

wife and children might give him freely up,

saying it would be well. Being sensible the

time of his departure drew near, he said to

his friends and neighbors present, that a lit-

tle time would finish and make all things easy.

He died the 2.5th of the Twelfth Month,
1706, in the faith of Jesus, and in full unity
with Friends, aged about seventy-four years.

Selected.

When the Lord breathes into the human
heart a thought, it behooves the hearer to

w^eigh well its import; they who heed the

celestial visitant, see not with the limitations

that pertain to mortality, but walk in the

light and unity with Jehovah.
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Around Porto Rico,

iCoucluded from page oltj.)

So it comes about that, whilst trade be-

tween our country and Porto Rico has in-

creased by leaps and bounds as the annual

official statistics reveal, this has been accom-

plished to the part dissatisfaction of the Col-

ony. Do people or newspapers of our country

forget the other side of the story when telling

of the benefits and profits of imperialism?

Another cause of dissatisfaction in Porto

Rico is the fact that, under Spanish rule the

people had representation in the Cortes of

Spain, but they have not been conceded any

such representation in Congress. Their gov-

ernment is simply a local one, the executive

branch of it being under appointment from

Washington, and being endowed with large

powers wherewith to steer or control legisla-

tion. The people feel that their position is

only that of a colony like one wh'ch any im-

perial power might hold, and that, having had

their citizenship taken from them, no substi-

tuiton has been granted. All this does not

seem fair. Yet in some extenuation it may be

said that the Colonial government seems to

be made up of sincere and efficient men. Al-

so, a great many of the natives would not—as

in our own country— seem to be sufficiently

educated to be custodians of the franchise.

The United States is doing a grand work in

the matter of education in Porto Rico. In

1897, just previous to the war, there were
about twenty-two thousand pupils enrolled in

the Spanish schools, many of which were not

entirely free. The schools lacked system and

equipment, and in many cases, the teaching

was hardly worthy of the name. The United

States sent Dr. Brumbaugh to Porto Rico as

superintendent of education, and he instituted

a most efficient administration in connection

with the public school system. Dr. Lindsay,

the present superintendent, is ably forwarding

the good work. I had a very interesting con-

versation with him. There are now about
three hundred thousand children of school

age on the Island. The latest reports show
that about sixty-one thousand of these are in

the public schools—patterned after those of

the United States. There are nine hundred
and twenty-one schools in operation, including

normal, night and special schools. Four hun-

dred thousand dollars in the past four years

has been devoted to new buildings. Fourteen
hundred teachers are natives, about one hun-
dred of them being Americans. The average
monthly salary of teachers is about forty dol-

lars. It will be seen that a very economical
and substantial progress is being made in dif-

fusion of education. In addition to the regu-

lar public there are now three industrial

schools. Twelve agricultural schools have
been established, and three nurses' training

schools are in contemplation. English is

taught in every school on the Island, and it is

hoped ere many years American text books
will be generally used.

One day when wandering around San Juan,
I came across a good-sized building with some
young people about the door-way. Thinking
it might be a school, I inquired of a gentleman
with the children. He proved to be the prin-

cipal of the establishment, which was an in-

dustrial school. He called the teacher of

English, who acted as interpreter. I had an

interesting talk with them, and was courteous-

1

ly shown through the building. Both sexes

are taught in this school. The course includes

not only English and Spanish grammar, his-

tory, reading and geography, but also book

accounts and methods of conducting business.

Instruction is given in free-hand and mechan-
ical drawing, also in Sloyd and construction

of models and articles of household use, such

as brackets and light furniture. Some of the

work done in designs with different colored

chalk on the black-boards was beautiful. The
girls are particularly taught cooking, sewing,

dress-making, needle work, drawn work, darn-

ing and embroidery. They are very skilful.

Taking the boys and girls together, it would

be difficult to find a more alert and keen-eyed

lot of young people.

Another day I went over a common public

school. Here, as in the other one, was a reg-

ular American equipment of furniture, etc.,

for school work. The children, about two

hundred and fifty in number, generally ranged

in age from six to fifteen years. The disci-

pline and quickness of the pupils seemed ad-

mirable in all the class-rooms I visited. After

a broad hint to the teacher of English, she

willingly had some of them step outside for a

few moments, while I photographed them.

From what little I have seen and heard the

Porto Rican children are very ambitious, and

take great pride in their work, as well as in

presenting as good a personal appearance as

they can during school hours. Many of them

are very poor, and as they cannot afford to

wear shoes and stockings all the time, will

go to and from school barefooted, carrying

these useful articles of apparel and only wear-

ing them during school hours.

When our ship lay in the bay at Ponce eight

United States war vessels were anchored a

mile or two away. At night time the play of

the innumerable electric lights as they prac-

tised signalling was beautiful to witness. One
evening the admiral's yacht passed by convey-

ing him and many officers to a ball in Ponce.

The deck was crowded with a gay throng

dressed in the trappings of war, whilst music

floated on the breeze. Who, according to

nature, would not be an admiral with almost

unlimited power over his fleet, and courted by

"fair women and brave men."
But here the enticement ends. The two days

of my sojourn on shore in Ponce I saw a good

deal of the sailor boys. Some behaved well

enough; but many were all around the town

miserably drunk. Occasionally there would

be a fight and vile language filled the air; I

took a snap shot of a drunken marine fighting,

and nearly got another picture of an intoxi-

cated sailor attacking a well-dressed and ap-

parency educated native. My object was to

show the seamy side of naval glory. Amer-
icans laugh er some of the escapades of the

"jackies" as they affectionately call them.

But ii seems to me that if a stronger people

than ourselves held our country, and our

would be "defenders" roamed in maudlin

condition through the streets of our cities and

villages insulting men and women, we possibly

would not enjoy the situation any more than

do the Porto Rican.s.

One lovely First-day morning whilst we lay

in San Juan harbor, there was a fight between

two sailors on the forecas*le of a nearby
[nj.

ted States ship of war. An officer and ;iia.

rine with a gun, stood over the scrap tjte

fair play. When it was over the deckJag

wiped up and things looked normal once i>-e.

Here is the moral. It may seem very sito

good Christian people to think of such a .5e-

cration of the day. But if they hire and jijn

men to slay their fellows, they cannot e::x[

to secure those of the finer sensibiliti to

engage in the Christ-forbidden business, iltj

associations are inherently bad. Sin andij.

ease unmentionable, will continue to foil 'in

the wake of the navy just so long as id-

fearing people continue to countenance i %
crease or complacently allow their tax-niey

to be applied therefor without any won 'of

protest.

Porto Rico may need a strong constabiVy,

and has it. But what a pity that the spl M
educational work of the United States s jH

be offset by the evils connected with the-e-

quent presence of the navy!

One morning a cultured and prominent 3r-

to Rican called on me, evidently with tljin-

tent of conversing on religious subjects. He

plied me with many interrogatories regaiig

the Society of Friends. The conversion

was through an interpreter and with theiiof

my little parallel-column Spanish and Eilish

Testament. As he asked me searching tes-

tions regarding the work of the Holy S it.

the atonement, ritual, worship and w i

would reply by referring to the Testa ant

verse after verse, endeavoring to explain 'eir

connection with each other, and the resuint

reasons for our faith and practice. A':he

culminating point in an argument wou be

reached he with alternate solemnity or I'as-

ure expressed his assent. At the end of o in-

terview, he asked why a people holding ich

ideas regarding religion did not send soi of

its ministers to Porto Rico to teach 3se

biblically founded truths?

Truly the fields are white unto harvest ind

the laborers are all too few. And why?

The return voyage was delayed by heaceas

which frequently broke in veritable catacts

over the bow of the good ship Ponce, a

little less than six days we exchange! ie

tropical heat and waving palms of Porto ico

for the frosty air and snow-clad hills

rounding New York city.

I
Richard Pike,

Richard Pike, of Cork, in Ireland, .as

born at Newbury, in England, about the?ar

1627, and came from Ireland belonging t:he

"horse in the army," which were sent om

England, for the reduction of that nnn,

upon the rebellion of the natives. Wh he

was in the army he had the character a

very sober, conscientious man, but of -at

courage, for which he was much esteem ibj

his superior officers. In those days he'as

religiously inclined, and one who sougtiiie

Lord, and the Lord was pleased to be;inJ

of him, and revealed his truth to him. .'lit

the year 1655, the Lord sent some ojiis

faithful ministers called Quakers to that riot

to preach the everlasting gospel, by whc hf

was convinced of the way of life and salv^M,

to which he became truly obedient, and ion

denied the use of carnal weapons for i\^

Ii
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iti|;tioD of mankind, and in other things tak-

njiup the cross of Christ, despisinii the

ibtie, and, for truth's sake, became a great

ml-rer, by patiently enduring reproaches,

ibjes, and imprisonments, as well as loss of

rajard substance. As he was a faithful foi-

ov]r of the Lord Jesus, so he w-as greatly

jel.ed by all faithful Friends who knew him;

iD(his deportment and conversation were

UL as adorn the blessed truth, he being very

ipi;lit and just, as well as a very inoti'en-

uMiian; insomuch that his greatest persecu-

,1 lave been heard to say, "If there were any
:

;inil honest men among the tjuakers, he
!!i .

" The year 16G8 he was with several

more cast into prison by one Rye,
>nr of Cork, for meeting together to

,i|i ilod; in which place he got a violent

ol( which ended in a flux, that brought him
er.low, the prison being thronged and with-

at :onvenience at that time for the sick.

heiiiler indulged him for a little time to be

prjoner in his own house.

A'.er his coming home, the distemper in-

refng upon him, brought him exceedingly

eaand low; though in much pain, yet very

atiit under it, and much retired to the

on and in a sweet frame of spirit. The
fthilay before he died, came that worthy
otir in Israel, Susannah Mitchel, to visit

imj.vho, sitting in silent waiting upon the

ordby his bedside, was moved to pray,

bio she did w'ith great fervency of spirit.

t wich time also the power of the Lord fell

jonhim in a wonderful manner, greatly

elt g and tendering his spirit, causing him
Inrth several sweet and heavenly ex-

-; and though he was exceedingly
I

:i uudy, and neither able nor fit to rise

It I bed before, yet the presence and pow-
o^heLord so strengthened him that he
im^iately rose out of bed as one that ailed

it l,;le, and put on his clothes in order to

I tcjhe prison to see and meet his dear com-
mit;? and fellow sufferers. His wife and
ieni present, seeing the great and sudden
ter|ion, were in great hopes the Lord
)ul(restore him to his health again.

He.vent abroad to prison as one that was
it sk, and had a good meeting with Friends
erethe jailer gave him leave in the even-

i ttreturn home again, which he did with
tieippearance of illness; but soon after his

tur| as one that was only raised from
s duh-bed to give his last visit to his be-

i'ed;riends, his distemper returned again,
d 1 grew exceedingly ill that night, and
cctinued growing worse till about the

ird ay, in the evening, at which time he
is^ill that it was concluded he was dying.
bisveak condition the power of the Lord
me 3on him again, in an extraordinary man-
r, ^that he was revived, and as one that had
w 'e and strength given him, he spoke
th(,.vonderful love of God to his soul, and
8 I3ciousness of truth, with seasonable
hoqtion to all that were about him. Thus
CO inued with the Lord's power upon him
til |he fifth day, having a spirit of dis-

nitj given him from the Lord, by which
savjand spoke directly to the inward states
1 (jnditions of most or all that came to
it jm, giving counsel and advice accord-
:'y.jnd in particular to some who had been
failful. He spoke so home to their states

that they were almost amazed, warning them
to prize their time, and be more faithful for
the time to come.

'< He also called those of his children who
had come to some years of understanding.

j

and gave them heavenly advice and counsel as
follows: Fear the Lord, and be faithful to
Him, and be obedient to your mother, and
then the Lord will be a father to you, and
provide for and bless you every day, and let

the blessing of your dying father rest upon
you. ... He quietly departed this life

in the Fourth Month. I6G«. being about forty-

one years of Sige.—Selected.

For "THK Friend "

ISAAC,
Gen. .\.\iv : (JS.

Give me the quiet prince of priestly mien,
Responsive soul who gives vibrating touch,
And clasps in chains of prayer the heavens and earth
Adding completeness to departing day.

Unfolding thoughts go out to farthest reach,
And lifted hands reveal a bosom bare.

When lo ! a drove of camels heaves in sight,

And Sarah's tent bids welcome to the bride.

H. T. Miller.
Be.amsville, Ont.

The Slaughter of our friends for Hat-Homage.

The Audubon Society of Louisiana has issued
a circular for general distribution which con-
tains the following:

"Of late years the ravages of the cotton-
womi, tobacco-worm and the cane-borer have
been appalling, and why? Because the birds

that feed on these insects and their larvje have
been wantonly slaughtered to satisfy the greed
of a civilized but perverted people. .Millions

of our most beneficial birds are annually killed

to be served on the tables under fancy names

;

while many other millions are stripped of their

feathers, which are then used as fantastic

decorations for the heads of women.
"Why are the cray-fish giving so much trou-

ble to the rice-planters, boring through their

leaves, cutting the standing rice and doing
thousands of dollars damage every year? Be-
cause the Herons, which feed on these cray-

fish, have been slaughtered to satisfy the van-
ity of women, who demand their plumes for

their hats. Why do the fishermen have so

much trouble locating the schools of fish and
shrimp? Because the great flocks of (julls

and Terns that followed these schools, thus
showing the toilers of the sea just where to

cast their nets, have disappeared. Where
have they gone? Read the answer on the

hats of our women.
' 'A most urgent appeal will be made to the

next Legislature for bird protection. We in-

tend to raise such a powerful sentiment for

the redress of present frightful wrongs that

our demands for efficient legislative enactment
will be granted, not because this Society asks

for it, but because it is in the -vital interests

of the people of every part of the state."

The last judgment is a phrase which we
have almost robbed of its effect, because we
have used it chiefly for a remote and pictorial

future. We have dwelt on the final date of

judgment, and lost sense of a state of judg-

ment.

Science and Industry.

Syste.matu; inquiries into the present con-
dition of bird life in .Missouri bring lo light
the surprising fact that within the last fifteen
years insectivorous birds have decreased sixty-
two per cent, and game birds eighty per cent.

The deadly "sleeping sickness" of West Af-
rica has been discovered to be a form of men-
ingitis. It is almost always fatal. Commu-
nicated by some means unknown, it begins
with a slight listlessness and gradually pro-
duces coma and death. Its duration is from
one to six months. Its ravages have depopu-
lated large districts, although as far as known
it has affected only the negroes.

Ohio, .says the Scientific American, holds
an interesting place among the stone-produce-
ing territories of the world in that here are
said to be located the largest sandstone quar-
ries extant and from these quarries comes the
bulk of all the whetstones and grindstones of
the country. The value of her grindstones
and whetstones product last year was .$.")77,543.

It is this class of Ohio's stone product too
that is more in demand than her rough stone.

To-day we hear a great deal about women
usurping men in the field of labor. That it

is not so new an idea is proved by one woman
in Indiana, who admits she is thirty-six years
old and has for twenty-one of them been a
cobbler. She understands the trade as well
as any man who handled an awl or wielded a
hammer. She learned her trade at a factory
when she was fifteen years old and continued
there till the factory closed down, some eight
years after.

How BiKDS Dkink at Sea.—The means by
which sea birds quench their thirst when far

out at sea is described by an old skipper, who
tells how he has seen birds at sea, far from
any land that could furnish them water, hov-
ering around and under a stnrm cloud, clat-

tering like ducks on a hot day at a pond, and
drinking in the drops of rain as they fell.

They will smell a rain one hundred miles dis-

tant, or even further off, and scud for it with
almost inconceivable swiftness.

The resourcefulness of modern engineering

appears in a plan nowadays employed in tun-

neling through water-bearing strata. The soil

is first frozen and is then removed in blocks.

In a mine at Iron .Mountain, Michigan, a long

perpendicular tunnel, extending one hundred
feet below the water level, was thus excava-

ted. To freeze the soil, pipes are sunk in a

circle around the site of the proposed shaft,

and brine that has been cooled in an ice ma-
chine to zero temperature is circulated through
the pipes.

"When we consider what an important ad-

junct the telegraph has become to the rail-

roads," says The Electrical World and Engin-
eer, "it is hard to get oneself back to the

t'me of the Baltimore and Ohio experiments

of 1844, and to take seriously Professor

Morse's suggestion that if a break were found

in the telegraph wires the train should stop

long enough to repair it. But this is what
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he said: 'Very little interruption would take

place if the train that discovered a break

would stop not more than five minutes, and,

being furnished with pieces of wire already

prepared for the purpose, any one could sim-

ply unwrap and scrape the broken ends and

unite them by twisting the ends of the pieces

of wire to them.'
"

To Find the North Magnetic Pole.— Cap-

tain Ronald Amundsen, a Norwegian, this com-

ing spring, is to conduct an exhibition to dis-

cover the magnetic North Pole and there to

carry out observations during a series of

years. The magnetic North Pole diffei's from

the earth's mathematical North Pole in two
essential respects: the magnetic North Pole

is easy to reach, while the mathematical pole

has proved sutticiently difficult to approach;

investigation of the magnetic pole is of much
scientitic interest, whereas the mathematical

one is of little real importance for purposes of

study, the gain in reaching it being of the

kind experienced in attaining tD the summit
of some difficult mountain peak. Captain

Amundsen will make a magnetic survey of the

whole ground and thus establish whether the

pole is a mere point, a more widely spread

area, or even several points. His equipment

is very complete and entirely modern; he has

had much experience in voyaging through the

polar regions, and is said to have every quali-

fication necessary to carry to a successful end

an expedition of tLis kind. His task will

doubtless take him several years.

Wonders of Radium.—Dr. George F. Bar-

ker, emeritus professor of physics in the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, in a lecture delivered

Third Month lyth, at Columbia University,

held up in his hand a diminutive glass bulb

which contained a small quantity of a white

substance. Then he ordered the lights turned

off, took a position where all could see his

hand poised aloft, and the white substance in

the little bulb began to gleam, as a distant

star will shine on a dark night or through a

cloud.

Professor Barker explained that this was
"radium," the wonderful element which was
discovered recently. Before he made his de-

monstration he had lectured at length and

shown tests on the power of cathode rays and

Roentgen rays, with which he has had long

experience. In introducing radium he said

the rays sent out by that element would make
all other rays look like tallow dips.

"Here," he said, "we have an element
which holds within itself apparently the power
to give out rays. It overthrows all the old

ideas through its conservation of energy, for

its inherent power seems never to diminish.

If you have respect for the discoveries of

Crooke and Roentgen you should have exceed-
ing reverence for the wonderful power con-

tained in radium,

"The Cathode rays in the highly exhausted
atmosphere of a Crooke's tube can travel with

one-tenth the speed of light, or about seventy
million miles a second. The speed of the ra-

dium ray is one hundred and twenty million

miles in a second. Yet, with all that tremen-
dous energy within, it is so harmless that I

can hold it in my hand or put it in my pocket.

"

After dwelling for some time on the won-

derful things that might have been accom-
plished by means of radium. Professor Barker

said that, unfortunately, its prospective use-

fulness was totally discounted by the fact

that it would be almost impossible to produce

any quantity of it that would have practical

value. Professor Barker said it was obtained

from pitchblende, a mineral that is being

mined only in Bohemia and Poland, and that it

would take about two hundred thousand tons

to produce a pound of radium.

"This little piece of the ore," said Dr.

Barker, hoiding a piece nf pitchblend up in his

hand, "contains less that one-tenth millionth

of one per cent*, of radium. The largest

quantity of radium I have seen was in Paris.

It weighed three centigrams, was the size of

a buckshot and was valued at $20,000."

The new element was discovered in 1898 by

a Polish woman, the wife of a professor in the

Ecole Industrielle of Paris, who had been mak-
ing a series of experiments with uranium.

Bird-Study in the Scliools.

BY WILSON TOUT.

The solution of the bird protection problem
can never be reached by courts, laws, or of-

ficers. The small boy is one of the chief

offenders, and those in authority seldom at-

tempt to cover or even reach his thoughtless

acts of destruction. If all boys could be shown
the harmful results of killing birds or destroy-

ing their nests, what an army for bird pro-

tection there would be within a few years. If

the girls were taught the folly of pandering to

the demands of fashion w'hen it calls for the

sacrifice of countless innocent victims, the

game wardens now needed to protect our birds

would have to seek some other vocation if they

would still prosper. The school is the foun-

dation of reform movements in other lines

—

why not in this?

The first objection offered to a proposal for

having bird-study in the schools is that the

course is already crowded and no room remains

for a new study. The objection would be

rational if it were proposed to introduce a

new study. Birds cannot be studied from
books and very few schools have access to

mounted specimens. Excursions, observations

on the road to and from school, and in coun-

try schools, even at recess and during school

hours, will furnish subjects for conversation

lessons and also much needed material for

language and composition work. One school

I know of organized itself into a club for the

study of birds. The children met at four

o'clock twice a week and compared notes for

about twenty minutes. This did not detract

from school work, but on the other hand in-

creased the interest in the regular studies.

Bird-study should be begun as soon as the

child begins to attend school. The seeming
interest of the little tots in their reading and
number lessons pales before the glow of won-
der and enthusiasm as they tell of finding a

bird's nest while on the way to school or hear
the story of the birds from their teacher. Let
a teacher mention finding a sparrow's nest

and the school turns into an experience meet-
ing; each little one having a story of his own
to tell. In the country school this is especial-

ly true, as the pupils have a better chance to

observe birds than the children of the cities.

I have had to work out my own plan ofU
study in the schools, as I have never cli

to get another's plan. I have had some s-

cesses and some that were not successes,

from these experiences I have formed a p
that I believe overcomes most of the diffi^

ties.

In primary grades social talks with the

pils is the best method. Let the pupils t|

as much as possible. Take a single bird

a lesson and show a picture. By a judici

use of questions and statements bring out

distinguishing features of the bird you
studying. I have no patience with the tea,

er who asks such questions as: How manyl;

has a bird? What is its body covered'
How many eyes has a bird? What is a biii

nest for? etc. The dull pupil does not 1(

anything and the bright boy is disgusted,

pupils will tell about the habits, food,

:

places, eggs, call, etc., of the common]
If you are studying a woodpecker, call

tention to the peculiarities that distinguis)

from other birds; consider its stout, si

bill, its peculiar feet, its short, stiff tailfei

ers, its habit of drumming, and its undulat

flight. Tell the stoiy of how one specie

woodpecker got its red head and black

white dress, and have the pupils learn av^

or two from the many that are to be fouB

the readers and in teachers' journals. Be

the interest lags close the period, always 1

ing something for the next lesson. At'

next lesson, if during the right sei

will have several facts from pupils who I

seen and observ'ed a woodpecker duringi

interim. Never fail to treat of the good pc

of a bird and by a vote have it declared ei

a ' 'good bird " worthy of protection or a 'i t;-

bird " deserving extermination. The teai

can mold the opinion of the school in i

ance with established facts.

In the grammar and high school g
different plan works better. Here each {

should have a note-book in which should b

corded his owti observations. These shouL

elude the time of arrival, numbers,

food, departure, acts of depredation, vah

man, etc. Every note should be dated to b

value. In the course of a year the
y

find several dead birds; these should liebroM

to school for specimens. Shooting bird'ar

specimens should not be tolerated. Last fn

we had twenty-two birds brought to scho( or

study. Among those brought alive wen at

bam owl, coot, horned gi-ebe, meadow- k,

barred owl, and flicker. Several dittVul

kinds of ducks were brought and a numh^
dead birds, among them a black-headed B.

beak, golden-crowned warbler, Bohemian »
wing, downy woodpecker, and bittern. 1 n-

tion these to show the actual pos.-^ibiliti ia

this line.

At the end of the year a list is made M,

the notes of all of the pupils, but each rl*

his own. One pupil will see the norffl(

shrike and mark it "seen," while anotheH

only mark it ' 'reported.
'

' No bird is p di

the list without the approval of the teaMJ

Last year we had seventy-three birds o "I

list, and I can answer for every one of
' "III

Now I believe this to be true bird-stud;

its utility and common sense are its del*

Only fifteen minutes twice a week was n

to keep the notes, and the time was not
f^
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interest was aroused and the diver-

1 regular school work was pleasing.

y'mpils reported an added pleasure in

i\i^- their notes and observations during

SI imn- vacation, and all voted for a con-

aljin uf the study during the present

iOfear.

hije never taught a school where I did not

. inl study, and I have never heard an

rim. It is not a good plan to announce

lii ilay of school that you intend to in-

iv liiiil-study. Suchacourse will arouse

ii- III iipposition. Start it very gradu-

,1
] \iiu have the school well under con-

;ii 111! one will suspect an innovation un-

.1 i::\r the pupils converted and the pa-

- :ili r the value in the added interest of

ii hvii in their school work. And remem-
prutcdion should be the keynote.

laws protecting game and song
! lie discussed and better ones pro-

,1. Spring shooting of migrants should

II niir:i,i;ed. Superstitions about birds

I

Ii' . xposed. Errors in popular ideas

•orrected. Prejudices should be

It truth must prevail. A love of

list not blind one to the fact that

,
ilrstructive to the agricultural and

; iiral interests of the state. A healthy

ml ill the school-room in favor of the

Ii linwn the boy who shoots meadow-
iisi tor fun," and he will be an out-

n! I).- reforms.

ry member of the Audubon socie-

iipon this matter and do some-
i'lirage the study of birds in the

his is one of the objects for which
^ are founded, and yet I fear little

ne for the children of our public

..ry year hundreds of boys and
heir studies and leave school, yet

nthing of the value of birds. In

j,s to become real men and women
the vices as well as the virtues

IS and join the ranks of bird de-
• men for sport and pleasure, the

lecoration. As students of bird

iripions of bird protection our duty
ii The school is the field and we are

ill- lie for the harvest. What shall it be?

Helping People.

ars ago a discouraged young doc-

:. ..J of our large cities was visited by
Id jither, who came up from a rural dis-

tobok after his boy.
Vol .., ,n,

'

' he said, ' 'how are you getting

getting along at all," was the dis-

.-.„g answer. "I'm not doing a thing."

e [d man's countenance fell, but he

i Ocourage and patience and persever-

F'"ter
in the day he went with his son

ree Dispensary,
'

' where the young
)r Id an unsalaried position, and where

;m hour or more every day.

ther sat by, a silent, but intensely

estl spectator, while twenty-five poor
tes received help. The doctor for-

sitor, while he bent his skilled ener-

his task; but hardly had the door
i c the last patient when the old man
fdh:

thlight you told me you were not doing
ini' Why, if I had helped twenty-five

people in a month as much as you have in one
morning, I would thank Uod that my life count-
ed for something."

"There isn't any money in it, though," ex-
plained the son, somewhat abashed.

"Money! " the old man shouted, still .scorn-

fully. "Money! What is money in compari-
son with being of use to your fellow men?
Never mind about your money; go right along
at this work every day. I'll go back to the

farm and gladly earn money enough to sup-
port you as long as I live—yes, and sleep

sound every night with the thought that I

have helped you to help your fellow men."—
Unknown.

Peksoxal Religion and Exteknal Activi-

ties.—Has not the world within the last thirty

years learned from the church that man's per-

sonal piety is a matter of small consequence
alongside of his external benevolent activities?

Has not the church come to teach, consciously

or unconsciously, that external activities, out-

ward benevolence, are not merely the fruit

—

for that they are—of C!hristian life, but the

Christian life itself?—that doing these things

is the all-sufficient living before God? Is not

the judgment of the world expressed in the

words of indifferent contempt for a man who
is trying to save his own soul ?

The remedy for present conditions is the

restoration of personal religion, the direct re-

lation of the individual soul to God, to that

primary place in the Christian economy which
it has momentarily lost, and to relegate to their

subordinate consideration all those external

works which have usurped its place.

Personal religion is but the co-operation of

man's will with the power of Jesus Christ that

man's soul, man's whole being, may be saved,

not for his own profit chiefly, but that he may
lay it, thus redeemed, thus exalted, at the

feet of Him who loved him and gave himself

for him.

As believers in Christ we can see no secur-

ity for the civilization which has grown up
around the faith in Him and has prospered no-

where else and under no other conditions, if

that faith ceases to spread.

Capt. a. T. Mahan.

"And, behold the veil of the temple was rent in twain,

from the top to the bottom; and the earth did quake,

and the rocks rent." Matt, xxvii: 51.

In Fleming's "Christology, " it is stated

that an unbeliever visiting the sacred places

of Palestine was shown the clefts of Mount
Calvaiy. Examining them narrowly and criti-

cally, he turned in amazement to his fellow

travellers, and said, "1 have long been a stu-

dent of nature ; and I am sure that the rents

and clefts in this rock were never done by
nature, or an ordinary earthquake. P.y such

a concussion, the rock must have split accord-

ing to its veins, and where it was weakest in

the adhesion of parts; for this," he said, "I

have observed to have been done in other rocks

when separated or broken after an earthquake

;

and reason tells me it must always be so. Put
it is quite otherwise here; for the rocks are

split athwart and across the veins in a strange

and preternatural manner; and therefore,"

said he, "I thank God that I came hither to

see the standing monument of miraculous

power by which God gives evidence to this day

of the Divinity of Christ."

—

Faith and Works.

AT THE FOUNTAIN.
I rest me at the fountain near the hill,

I trace the pathway ri.sing higiier still,

What kindly hand was this that turned the stream
l)f lonely life, that had not yet a gleam
i)f hope, or gladness, love or joy or fear ?

I could not .say as yet, " the Lord is here."

Hut now I hide me in the rocky dell,

And dip communion cup in holy well.

.My pa.ssion now is for the Lord most dear,

That He would bless me with his secret cheer;
Come near, come nearer, nearer still !

I am so well when Thou my heart dost fill.

On Thee I rest, with Thee I journey on.

With thee I labor, till the work is done.

My strength and stay, the savor of Thy name,
Shall bring vast increase to thy deathless fame.

H. T. MiM.ER.
Bka.msvii.le, Ont.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

VII.

Here it will be worth while to pause and to

put forth a few interrogatories, seeing that

the value of any investigation of the sort now
undertaken, is by no means so much in its his-

toric interest, as in its practical, present-day

application. How is it, for instance, through-

out Christendom, to-day—do its great cities

possess the theatre, amphitheatre, circus,

which, in their attractiveness, may be spoken

of like those of pagan Rome, as ever-popular,

fascinating, deadly ?

Taking the first of these, the theatre, does

not every one know that the scenes and per-

sonations of vice presented upon the boards

of almost every modern play-house, are of a

sort so utterly debasing that it has been well

said by attenders themselves, that it is not

safe to take a refined lady to witness a stage

performance, unless her intending male com-
panion has first seen it and is assured that it

is passably decent? But alas, if not so for

the woman, is it any better for the man? In

the Scripture code of moral obligation, wheth-

er male or whether female, there is no differ-

ence. Do we not know that a very large pro-

portion of the spectators in these demoraliz-

ing places claim to be church members, "com-
municants?" Is it not likewise a fact, that

of the thousands of newspapers, issued daily

throughout the land (speaking only of our own
countiy) and coming freely into its homes,

scarcely one in one hundred will be found that

does not print the advertisements of— the invi-

tations to— these perilous resorts? Is it not

evident to every obsei'ver that our art and our

literature are tainted, often noisomely pol-

luted, by things written and pictured that

emanate from the theatre? Applying the

words of Friedlander
—

"It is the fruitful cen-

tre of every sort of sin."

Again, as to the circus,—we do not have,

it is true, the chariot races, but we have the

race-course, and we have the pool-rooms for

betting upon the races in every city, to which

thousands flock, gamble away their money,

wreck their fortunes and ruin their families.

Then, as to the amphitheatres,— the law says

we may not have the bull-fights, as they have

them in some other lands, and we may not have

the gladiators with swords or other deadly wea-

pons, but there is the coarse, brutal (now and

then fatal) fisticuff fighting between man and

man, and the foot-ball contests carried on with
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every accompaniment of fierce rivalry, where-

at scores of the contestants are killed or ser-

iously wounded every year.* We have no im-

posing Coliseum, as at Rome, where upwards

of four-score thousands of spectators can at

one time view the combat in the arena, but we
have, nevertheless, our "up-to-date " dailies,

which give the particulars of the combat dowTi

to the slightest detail, the pictures of the

bruisers, pitted against each other, and all the

slang and scandal in connection therewith, and

all this appearing (
practically) before an audi-

ence, in a single day, that shall be a hundred

times as great in numbers as could have possibly

crowded into the Coliseum. And then, further,

when we consider that such baneful matter as

this is served up, with special zest, on the day
commonly set apart throughout Christendom,

for needed rest from business employment and

for religious observance, it is apparent that

there still lingers with us altogether too much
of the spirit of heathen Rome, and (modified

according to the times) we, to our shame, "do
as the Romans do." Hence, it is worth while,

at any rate, seriously to ask, whether this

education of which so large a proportion of

our population partake, is Christian or wheth-

er it is Roman? whether it will graduate the

confessor of peace, who, because he is a Christ-

ian, feels that he is forbidden to fight, or

whether it will not continue the class of those

who must have ' 'an eye for an eye and a tooth

for a tooth,
'

' and who utterly fail to appre-

hend the non-resistant teachings of Christ's

Sermon on the Mount?
The Council held at Aries, in Gaul, under

Constantine (A. D. 314) condemned soldiers,

who, through religious motives, forsook their

colors. In this judgment, Augustine, who
flourished in the latter part of the same cen-

tury, united. The emblazoned cross upon a

banner had now become, in lieu of the eagle,

the conquering standard of Constantine, adopt-

ed, it was claimed, in obedience to a vision

from heaven. When about to commence a

campaign against Persia, he prepared, it is

stated, a tent of embroidered linen, formed on
the model of a church building and to be borne

before him, as he had read that the children

of Israel did in their marches in the desert.

A band of priests and deacons were to accom-
pany the tent, and ofliciate according to the

rules of the Church. So also, thereafter, each
legion had its own church tent, with its at-

tendant servitors. It is evident that the Old

Testament conquests of arms were easily adopt-

ed by the Roman head of the State and the

Church as his model of the holy warfare. And
here it will be apposite to quote a remark of

Pressense upon high assumptions of this char-

acter:

*Prof. Edwin G. Dexter, of the University of Illinois,

in the course of an exhaustive article on college foot-ball

accidents, contributed to the Educational Review, found
as the result of inquiries sent out to a large number of

colleges, that in the year 1902 there had been one hun-

dred and forty-three cases of serious injuries—being
nearly double those of the previous year. This indicates

an increase in the brutality with which the same has
been played. The killed and the injured outnumbered the

killed and seriously injured in prize fighting. Facts such
as these have led many educators and concerned obser-

vers seriously to consider whether (1st) foot-ball ought
not to be given up. and (2nd) whether the intense rival-

ries engendered by intercollegiate games are such as

ought to be fostered. Surely, " the tree is known by its

fruit."

I

' 'A State religion,
'

' he observes, ' 'however
' orthodox, will be always a partial resurrection

of the pagan idea. Ancient religions were
maintained only by coercion, and by the sup-

port of wealth— both forces foreign to Christi-

anity, which conquers by none but spiritual

weapons. It might well blush to grasp the

sword which slays the body, since it has in its

hand the sword which can pierce the soul. Its

kingdom is not of this world, therefore it can
assert its dominion over the whole world.

Protection places it in a servile position; it is

strong in its own independence. The State is

not at variance with the Church—as the flesh

with the spirit, the old man with the new.

The State, no less than the Church is of Di-

vine institution. The Church is called to act

upon it, but only by way of influence, and the

more the two spheres are kept distinct, the

greater and more penetrating is that influ-

ence."
Before his semi-acceptance of Christianity,

Constantine had sanctioned the sending of crim-

inals to the amphitheatre. He had caused a

great multitude of persons to be exposed to

wild beasts, so that the people were fairly

satiated with the sight of blood. Now the

humanizing efi'ect of Christianity on legisla-

tion became evident in a law of Constantine

(A. D. 325) which declares
—

"Bloody spec-

tacles, in our present state of civil tranquil-

ity and peace, do not please us ; wherefore, we
order that all gladiators be prohibited from
carrying on their profession.

'

' It was hence

no more the custom, as it had theretofore

been, for the emperors or their principal gen-

erals to give gladiatorial shows before going
to war.

It had been the habit of the early Christ-

ians, taught by the Apostles (Matt, xviii, 15-

17; I Cor. vi, 4-7) to decide their disputes by
arbiters chosen among themselves. This prin-

ciple was engrafted into the new legislation,

when the emperor conferred upon the arch-

bishops the legal right to protect the weak
and become arbiters in civil cases,— a prac-

tice, says C. L. Brace, which was the begin-

ning of the system of arbitration, the Aus-
trage, which in the Middle Ages became so

important an influence in rescuing society in

Germany from private war and anarchy.*

On the other hand, it will be seen, that this

concession whereby litigants were permitted

to carry their suits before the ecclesiastical

powers rather than the civil courts—the for-

mer having authority to have their decisions

enforced by all governors and military—was
a combination of State and Church likely to

lead to disastrous consequences. Other mis-

chievous tokens of the Emperor's newly-di-

rected zeal, were the endowment of churches

with revenues derived from the confiscation of

heathen temples, and from the common funds

of the cities, together with a system of tithes

and exemptions for the benefit of church and
clergy.

*The comparatively slow progress made by this be-

neficent principle for the reconciliation of conflicting

interests, is seen in the case of the recent coal miners'

strike in Pennsylvania (1902 1, when, after five months of

anarchy affecting several counties, and involving the sac-

rifice of a number of lives, the wounding of many per-

sons, and the loss of many millions of dollars in wages
and traffic earnings, the dispute was finally referred to a

commission to arbitrate the claims of the contending

parties.

Early was Constantine plunged into cori

upon questions of ecclesiastical variancen

heresies, which appear to have kept t
busily and aggressively engaged as hai

wars with the various competitors fo;

crown. During the Decian persecution c

preceding centurj', there had arisen

of Novatians (so called after their

which had extended itself throughout tb

pire. Likewise were they named Catha

Puritans. Although classed as

among these are we to look, through se

centuries, for the confessors of the testi

of peace, rather than among those who
bound more nearly to the religion of theSJ

Allied to these in the demand forar
to the simplicity of the earlier Christian

tice, were the Donatists, whose rise occ

during the Diocletian persecution. Af
ing for a hearing of their grievances to

stantine, their case was referred succesf

to the councils at Rome and Aries (313-

but, not being decided in their favor, an

Emperor being irritated at what he wasj

to consider their obstinacy, decrees wer "_

thorized depriving the "schismatics" of

church properties and exiling their bis

The authority of the Emperor being defi^fi'

armed force was sent to reduce them toi''

mission, the ' 'Catholic " or State partyW
only too ready to assist in this crusade, iff,

Says the Early Church History of Bactia'

and Tylor: ' 'A sanguinary contest ensuedil

now for the first time the world beheh'h

followers of the Prince of Peace engag i

the slaughtering of one another. Then

perial attempt at coercion stirred to its > it

the fanaticism of this hot-blooded proc

[Numidia, with its chief city of Carth''.

Bands of furious desperadoes, known 'ie

the name of Circumcelliones, who held ji

own lives cheap, and deemed no death too it

for those who difl'ered from them, sweptV

the country, carrying fire, torture andsl;^

ter wherever they came.* Their warcria

Deo laudes (Praises to God), and because ( if

had forbidden the ase of the sword to 1 ;:

they took for their weapon a huge and m; iv

club, which they named The Israelite, 'b

Catholics, according to their own adnii;it

were not far behind them in violence ; th( i[

pealed to the Old Testament to justify, 1 i

examples of iloses, Phineas and Elijali

Christian duty of slaying by thousand;!)

renegades or unbelievers." "It must lie

knowledged," is the just comment c:i>

above narrators, "that the first fruits '4

alliance between the Church and the Stab »

bitter enough.

"

(To be continued.)

Reality.—The decay of the sense of d
caused by the loss in our moral s(

I

note of judgment. Our convictions 4

start from a sense that we are convicted 'l^

want to be convinced by evidence

should be convicted by the Spirit. Thk^

element that has dropped out from vii^

the cross, and therefore out of much Chij

life.

—

Forsythe.

*Farther along in our narrative, if it be sufficie!

tended, we will find that the Camisards, of SI

France, some of whom were non-resistants, were

carried away by this fanatical spirit in their r»

of persecution.
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'The Friend."

uestioned him with many words, but he

nothing " (Luke xxiii : 9 ).

d thought claims kindred with the light,

ue that shapes no words has touched the

lilt unseen hands reach out to turn,

ii al current of a vain request.

1, cing eye serene, the quiet mien,

mmed radiance of his conscious sway,

the rude wish of vulgar pomp and pride,

B^jht the blush of impotence in power.

H. T. Miller.

ILLE, Ont.

Self-Control.

t, Tommy, don't do that, " said a moth-

ou know it make.s my head ache."

it make your head ache, mother?"
child seriously, and with a pitying

lis voice, came creeping up to his

side, and looking at her as if in

hether he would be repulsed or not.

eiiies it does, my son," replied his

r imlly. "and it is always unpleasant.

u 1 1 y to play without making so much

" ilier, I'll try," answered the little

;iilly, "but I forget sometime."
niestly at his mother, as if some-
;is in his thoughts.

ii-, what else? " she said encour-

rget you'll tell me, won't you^
si.

MiUhrii I'll stop. But don't scold me,

.
ir then I can't stop."

II liiiT s heart was touched. She caught
; 1 ,111(1 bent her head down, to conceal

ii^sinn, until it rested on the silken
•1- child. "Be a good boy, Tommy,

T T will never scold you any more,"
I 1 gently in his ears.

ii.le upwards, and as they were
-' i\ about her neck, he pressed his

. MV ai^ainst her cheek, thus sealing his

ii- cimtract with a kiss.

' vet to a mother's taste were these
II

i (if a self-control! In the effort to

1 self, what a power had she acquir-

n first fruits were these. In all her

: 1} (lid that mother strive with herself

( t(:'ied into a contest with the in-

' ils (if her children. And just so far

- able to overcome evil in herself,

lime evil in them. Often, very
-lii' fall back into the old state, and

vti' often, was self-resistance only a

effi-t, but the feeble influence for good
lowl from her words or actions when
as ), warned her of error and prompted
e TJorous self-control. Need it be said

sheiad an abundant reward? Words
n hanger are sure to bring regret.

—

on l-ople.

Ims Concerning the Society.

torsl^ittending Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
the»i'early Meetings have been John S. and
HPowler, from Ohio ; Caroline Hadley,

iilnjigton Yearly Meeting, Ohio; Henry T.

d al Abram Fisher, from North Carolina;
Halck, from Indiana; .John Henry Cross-
romLynn, Mass.; Lester and Ida R. Cham-
om])wa; Jacob Maule, Charles and Rachel
-. ai Martha N. French, from Ohio.

Women and the A.mekican House of Repre-
sentatives.

To the Editor of the [London] Friend:—! noticed

a note in this week's Friend about Esther Fowler
and her concern for service in the House of Rep-
re.sentatives at Washington, and as a woman has
previously spoken in the Capitol, I thought it might
be interesting to thy readers if I sent thee the ex-

tract from her Life which tells of her mission to

the then President.

Dorothy Ripley, though not a member of our

Society, attended meetings, and frequently applied

for membership ; but the Whitby Friends of those

days would have none of her. She was a remarka-
ble woman, as her si.x missionary journeys to the

United States testify. Amongst other works she

wrote the " Bank of Faith, " from which I have
copied the enclosed e.ictracts. Should any of thy

readers have copies of her books published in

Philadelphia, I should very much like to have par-

ticulars of the same. Thine sincerely,

Joseph T. Sewell.
Chubb Hill Road, Whitby, Third Mo. 20th, 1903.

Dorothy Ripley spoke in the Capitol, Washing-
ton, on the twelfth of First Month, 180f> (fo. 241).

She says :
" We return thanks to God for the tran-

quillity of soul expressed when standing in the

presence of the President (Thomas Jeffer.son), Vice-

I'resident, Senators, Representatives, and a crowded
audience . . When I sat down in the Speaker's

noble chair methought Wisdom adorned me; but

with awful reverence I felt God was in the midst,

when supplicating his throne of mercy for assist-

ing power, that He might be honored by those

rulers of the land, who had the direction and gov-

ernment of all the United States of America, at

this period, when they were convened together for

the purpose [fo. 246]. . . . After the meeting
was finished I arose and rendered that respect due

to the assembly, whom I reverenced as the higher

powers ordained of God to govern the affairs of

men " (fn. ?471 l^'h-. linri p,HHnriHT' hopn to^^'^'y irg

against slavery, and in Charleston, a few months
later, we read of her speaking to the captain of a

slave ship, who was exposing "his Ethiopians"

for sale at the quay side, and saying to him, " Be-

lieve the Scriptures [Isa. xxiv.] thou that seest it

fulfilled, and remember, those brought hither will

at length possess this land which will be experi-

enced to the sorrow of many " (fo. 281).

Notes from Others.

The popular haste to leave the place of worship

to be in time for dinner is disgusting and sac-

rilegious. We must teach the people better things,

and not ourselves drift along with them.—Episcopal
Recorder.

A lady said to me, some days ago, " I believe a

clergyman should be well groomed." Most ladies

think so. I agree with them. A clergyman should

be well groomed. His life and character should

be well groomed — spotless; his heart—pure; and
his clothes — clean. — W. R. Collins.

The .$2,500,000 trust established by George Pea-

body, the American banker living in London, for

the purpose of securing sanitary lodgings for the

London working classes has increased to nearly

i?7,000,000. The trust provides .5378 separate

dwellings with 11,918 rooms for a population of

19,033.

Committees charged with the selection of books

for municipal libraries, cannot be too careful in

their choice. Literary style and vigor are dearly

bought if they be obtained at the expense of de-

cency in the community, and this class of transla-

tions needs to be especially watched, as some of

these books—and the fact is greatly to be re-

gretted—are issued by reputable publishing houses.

One hundred and seventy-five young men who

were among the Boer prisoners at St. Helena and
other places have returned to South Africa to be-

come mi-ssionaries. They are mostly under twenty-
five years of age and have been placed where they
can continue their education and receive the neces-

sary training. The various Dutch churches of

South .\frica have undertaken their support.

If Congregationalists, United Brethren, Metho-
dist Protestants and the small body known as

the Christian Connection come together into or-

ganic union, the effect will be, so it is held in all

directions, very telling in favor of union or other
religious bodies. Delegates representing the de-

nominations named are to meet in Pittsburg on
Fourth Month 22nd, to see what can be done toward
such union.

Bishop Schereschewsky of Pekin has finished his

translation of the entire Bible into Chinese. The
work has been done under the greatest difficulties,

as the bi.'^hop had the partial use of one hand only

with which to operate the typewriter and spell

out the Romanized Chinese sounds.

A well-informed magazine in an editorial on
"Church Decadence," declares that there is no
.such thing, but that " the Church in this country
and throughout the world was never so strong
and never so active and useful as it is to-day."

Resolution passed by the Wagon-Drivers' Union,
Fourth Month 9th, 1903: "Whereas, the delivery

of milk on Sunday compels hundreds of men to
'

work on that day, and as a result deprive them of

their weekly rest day and their privilege 1o attend

upon Christian worship, and as we believe the peo-

ple of our cities are interested in all men having
these privileges.

"Therefore, be it resolved, that we, the Milk
Wagon Drivers' Union earnestly request that all

who are interested in the welfare of the milk-

wagon drivers of the city of Philadelphia arrange
and take milk on Saturday evening as far as pos-

sible, and if by any reason this cannot be done,

they arrange to have it delivered early on Sunday
morning."

George B. Chapman from London brings a dole-

ful tale of religious conditions in England. He is

a Church of England priest of wide intelligence

and experience, who has had ten yeans' service

among the poor of London's East End. England,
he thinks, is at the moment in as low spiritual

condition as it has known of late times. The
causes are two, in his judgment. One is an in-

flux of pleasure from France, and the other is an
influx of money from America. (Why does he not

discern the effect of the late war in abjuring

Christianity and deadening spiritual life ?) Both
are, he says, good tools in the devil's hands. In-

dulgences of all sorts, some never before heard

of, obtain. The churches are making concession,s,

and also making mistakes in that they are. He
thinks the spiritual character of the Church of

England unimpaired, and believes the same to be

true of the free churches. Until the present era

of wordly prosperity ceases, or is checked, he is

afraid to hope for better things.

The total bill of the nation for stimulants in

1902 reached the enormous total of $1,369,098,276,

an expenditure per capita of .$17.33, or 4.7 cents a

day. One-fourth of the total population are esti-

mated to be users of alcoholic beverages, and on
this basis the average per capita is .$69.32, or 19

cents a day. This expenditure has been on the in-

crease for more than twenty years. Since 1880, it

has increased 93 per cent., or from 10.09 gallons

per capita to 19.48 gallons. The figures are not

to be accounted for by the growth of the popula-

tion alone, rapid as it is, but rather by the fact

that the use of intoxicants is steadily increasing.

The increase is simply enormous when compared
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with that of coffee, which still retains first place

as the most popular non-alcoholic beverage among
us. Coffee has increased a little over 52 per cent.,

while tea has decreased nearly 48 per cent. These

figures are not encouraging. They do not show

any advance in the direction of betterment, either

social or physical. We sincerely deplore this fact.

Latin.—Regarding the extent to which the Latin

language still is in practical use, the New York

Tribune says :

Until 1848 Latin was in Hungary the language

of the constitution, the laws and the diets. To-day

it is still the official language of the Catholic

Church and of some universities. In Germany, in

England, etc , most of the programmes, announce-

ments and diplomas of the universities are com-

posed in Virgil's tongue In the domain of natural

sciences the need of a universally understood vo-

cabulary has led to the use of the Latin. There

are great works on botany in Latin such as '' In-

dex Bryologicus," "Lichenes extra-Europaji," etc.

In anatomical treatises the same language is being

used, and if " musculus sternocleidomastoideus" is

not altogether euphonic, it is at any rate easier un-

derstood than its German equivalent " Brustschlus-

selzitzenfortsatzmuskel." In many foreign univer-

sities Latin orations are delivered on public occa-

sions ; in Amsterdam there is annually a distribu-

tion of prizes to the author of the best Latin poem.

In Germany the various associations of students

bear Latin names, and some of their most favorite

songs (" Gaudeamus igitur, etc.) are in the language

of Horace. Nay, some time ago, the proprietor of

a beer garden in Berlin had distributed in the

streets his prospectus in Latin.

We add that there exists also a Latin press ; among
the periodicals published the most noteworthy are:

"The Phcenix Nuntus," of Oxford; "The Vox Ur-

bis " of Rome, and " The Prsco Latimus," of Phila-

delphia.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—A commission of British workingmen,

who have recently been in this country studying the con-

ditions of labor here, have made a report in which they

say that the American workman has a far better educa-

tion, " is infinitely better paid, housed, fed and clothed,

and, moreover, much more sober," and add, "If we are

to hold our own in the commerce of the world, the old

methods must be dropped and the old machinery aban-

doned." One of the commissioner's reports concludes

with a severe criticism of the social and moral life in

America, where " gambling and pleasure seeking appear

to be characteristics. The disregard for human life, the

corruption in politics and other immoralities tend to the

moral and physical deterioration of the people, and must

be arrested if disaster is to be avoided." Summing up

the reports of the delegates, the conclusion seems to be

that while keenly conscious of American competition, it

does not mean a hopeless position for Great Britain, for

the report says: " The workmen who have built up Ameri-

can industries are largely Britishers. Most of the inven-

tions in American workshops come from men hailing from

the old country. Let us adopt modern methods and Eng-

land will hold her own in the commercial rivalry of the

world."

The number of negroes appointed by President McKin-
ley to office was fifty-two. The entire number appointed

by President Roosevelt is fifteen, and of these several

are reappointments. The latter has made no changes in

the Consular service among the negro incumbents, and

all of these officers appointed by McKinley continue in

office.

An act to provide coined money for the Philippine Is-

lands was passed by the late Congress; 2,500,000 pesos,

a silver coin equal in value to the silver dollar, have

lately been coined in the Philadelphia Mint, in the short

space of twenty-five working days, together with a large

number of bronze and nickel pieces.

The steamship Minnesota, the largest vessel ever built

in this country and the greatest cargo carrier in the

world, was launched on the 16th inst. at the yards of the

Eastern Shipbuilding Company at Groton, Conn. The
Minnesota will carry 172 first cabin passengers, 110 sec-

ond cabin, 68 third cabin and 2424 steerage passengers,

in addition to a crew of 250. Its speed isjl4 knots. In

completeness of electric service, of cold storage and Jre-

frigerator plant, of laundry service, ventilation plant and
life saving appliances, the Minnesota and Dakota are the

most modern and up-to-date vessels that have been de-

signed. It is intended for use in the Pacific Ocean by
the Great Northern Steamship Company.
A annual meeting of the Academy of Political and So-

cial Sciences has lately been held in this city, in which
the general subject under discussion at all the sessions

was the relations and common interests of the United
States of America and Latin-America. Among the ben-

eficial results of this series of conferences, it is claimed,

are the sentiment of mutual respect and consideration

promoted by them among the nations interested, the im-

pulse given to material improvements, the encouragement
of closer commercial intercourse and the furtherance of

international arbitration.

Preparations are now being made by the United States

Fish Commission at Bryant Point, on the Potomac, to

supply various neighborhoods with young shad, and it is

stated that between now and the middle of the Fifth

Month, when the season closes, many millions of young
shad will be hatched at the station and will be shipped

all over the country to stock streams where the condi-

tions are favorable for the growth of the fish.

Considerable damage has been done in parts of the

Eastern and Middle States by violent rain storms on the

13th and 14th insts., accompanied by high winds. The
floods in several rivers have caused much damage The
waters of the Mississippi have lately considerably sub-

sided, and the breaks in the levees along its course in

many places are being closed.

The lynching of a negro murderer at Joplin, Mo., on

the loth inst., was accomplished notwithstanding the ef-

forts of the authorities to prevent it, after which another

mob of several hundred enraged white citizens went
through the negro section, burning houses, stoning ne-

groes and firing many shots. All attempts to stop the

mob's fury were futile.

The number of cases of rabies in Chicago has reached

such dangerous proportions that the education of police-

men in regard to it is urged as necessary. It is proposed

that lectures on the disease be given, that every patrol-

man may know rabies when he sees it and destroy rabid

dogs as soon as the first symptoms of madness be shown.

Imports into the United States during the year just

ended aggregated $1,001,000,000 in value, and exports

to foreign countries were $1,414,000,000.

It is estimated that there are more than 2000 automo-

biles in New Jersey alone, where a license costing $1
each is required by law.

There were 530 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 30 more than the pre-

vious week and 67 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 284 were males and 246 fe-

males: 67 died of consumption of the lungs ; 76 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ; 8

of diphtheria ; 17 of cancer ; 15 of apoplexy ; 26 of

typhoid fever ; 4 of scarlet fever, and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—A National Irish Convention has lately been

held in Dublin to consider the off'ers made by the British

Government in the land bill lately introduced by Secretary

Wyndham— John Redmond, one of the Irish leaders has

stated that "The convention was the most important

Nationalist assembly held in Ireland during the last hun-

dred years. If its recommendations be substantially

carried out by the Government, the land question will be

settled, and the whole future of Ireland will be full of

hope. The convention's recommendation will be sup-

ported by the members of the land conference, and they

will be presented to the Government as the demands of

both landlords and tenants. I have the strongest pos-

sible hope that the Government will have the wisdom to

accept them. If all goes well, the result will be the ab-

solute end of the land war in Ireland, the union of all

classes and creeds in this country, with the inevitable re-

sult of the concession, almost immediately, certainly

within the lifetime of the present generation, of a sys-

tem of national self-government."

An attempt to re-organize the " Boxer " movement in a

district in China about 100 miles west of Pekin has lately

been suppressed by the native authorities with great se-

verity.

Statistics of the movement among Roman Catholics in

Austria entitled the Away from Rome movement show
that in 1902 there were at least 184 places in Bohemia and

Styria where religious instruction was regularly given

by ministers or others connected with this movement,
which has for one of its objects the throwing off of the

yoke of Rome.
A congress of Latin peoples met in Rome on the 15th

instant. The delegates are said to represent the peoples

of France, Italy, Spain and Portugal, the various Balkan
States and the whole of Central and South America,

aggregating 165,000,000 souls.

Nasi, Minister of Public Instruction, delivered
, ,„,

designed to show that the congress was not intt j j
a threat to other races, and that its object was

.^i,

to " defend the Latin world against the advance iHj

peoples wishing to conquer the globe."

President Loubet of France has been welcomi
', jj

giers, and his visit appears to have strengths' n,

feelings of friendship between Algeria and Franc'

The International Anti-Alcohol Congress ha.iidi

held its biennial meetings in Bremen, attended
juof

delegates from fifteen different nations. Therjui
strong and general endorsement of the positioi '

|||

total abstainers, and of the teaching of tempeai
school children as is done in this country. i

Explorations in Peru by Dr. Uhle of the Univ u,
California it is said have led to the belief that a

race existed in that country many hundred v-

viously to the Incas, whose reign was ended by

quest of that country by the Spaniards. The ci' .„,,

of this early race appears to have exceeded th:ifu

Incas.

Several hundred-weights of cotton grown in tl ;{ili

district of German East-Africa have just been tt dji

are reported to have resulted in showing that tb'mu

is nearly as good in staple, color, etc.. as tliigl

valued Egyptian product, from seeds of whic i r.

grown.

A despatch from Berlin of the 16th says ; loii

wintry weather prevails in Northern and Cen Qi

many, particularly in the Hartz Mountains. The mi

station in the Upper Hartz reported yesterday a

snowstorm and a temperature of twenty-five

Fahr. The mails have been carried on sleighs, £

carriers, gendarmes and wood cutters are onl

move on snow shoes. The snow in some place fr.

three to four feet deep. The storm continneiith

creasing violence.

In discussing a new German industry, Consu |el(

Richard Guenther, writing from Frankfort, k- -

manufacture of quartz glass is rapidly developiiiul

country. He adds : "Quartz glass consists esseisll)

melted quartz, which is made into tubes and of i

cles. It is perfectly translucent. The mannftoi

quartz glass is yet in its infancy. Everybody w!iii

the properties of quartz glass admits that it ill

replace ordinary glass for many uses."

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For convc i«o

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage III

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. M.ld

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when M
Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents i

To reach the school by telegraph, wire WesJ
Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedle-|

Westtown Boarding School.— Applicatiol

admission of pupils to the school, and iettersl

to instruction and discipline should be addressfj

Wm. F. Wickersham, pi
Payments on account of board and tuition,!

munications in regard to business should hefoj

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendif

Address Westtown P. 0., ChesiC?

Died, at his home in North Dartmouth, Ma

twenty-seventh of Eleventh Month, 190:^. Jes.-

aged eighty-five years and seven mnnths.

dearly beloved member and elder of Iiarimoii

Meeting of Friends, and the influence uf hi

beneficent life will long be felt both in the i

the community in which he lived. From hi

he was a notable example of faithful and

Friendliness, but his light ever shone befor

such humility, that others, seeing his good »

glorify not him, but his Father in heaven

scrupulously honest in all his dealings with

men, steadfast in adhering to his convictions

tender and compassionate friend to those in

sistance, and constant in his endeavors

affairs of our Society and to promote th

in the land. Gifted with a remarkably sour

good memory, he was able to make use of b

discriminating knowledge of conditions and

the time of his sudden death, so that he wil

missed. But we endeavor to rejoice that afte

of labor his cheerful, gentle spirit is at res!

are the pnre in heart, for they shall see God.

are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the

heaven."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRIK
No. 422 Walnut Street
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of life and righteousne.ss through all the years

of their existence as a religious body. They

are a conservative and protesting element in

an age too prone to depart from the whole-

some restraints under which the linest types

of manhood and womanhood have been devel-

oped. Charles Lamb beautifully says of the

Friends in one of his essays:

I

The Friends.

W precede our account of the recent ses-

oniof Philadelphia Yearly Meeting with the
"

ill- I'ditorial given in the Public Ledger:

arly Meeting has brought to Phila-

large assemblage of Friends, whose

must always be welcome in the city

iv William Penn. To this day Phila-

,, i-i-ars the impress of its Quaker found-

s 1 us architecture, its plan, its laws and

giiiily names. It has been said with ius-

ce lat had the city been roverned from its

'nu with the sense of stewardship and

ility w^hich characterized Penn's gov-

here would be no public ills here to

i deplore and to remove. There have

departures from the pure standards

i.'aaker regime, but there are rules of

ivi' and official conduct recognized and

acted by the Friends which cannot become

isoj;e without irreparable injury to society.

Th' followers of no other sect adhere to

eirieliefs more ffiithfully than do the Friends

alfhe relations of life. N o body of Christ-

1 bjievers is more tolerant of the religious

'liel and practices of others. Religious

ler ion was one of the glories of Penn's

le.|In this respect Pennsylvania differed

licly from the colony of Massachusetts

y. lln tracing the histoiy of the Baptists,

oMor Vedder says that Roger Williams

: ide^in Boston in 1631 only to find that the

ritjis had established a theocracy, "and

relo more disposed than Laud himself,

»ir rch enemy and persecutor, to allow any

:3eT from the religion established by law."

rhj Quaker community organized by Penn

thJNew World was in its purposes the

m approach to an ideal commonwealth of

icn,here is record. For more than a cen-

y hiladelphia was the leading city in the

intj'. Its rapid growth, prosperity and at-

ct3?ness were due to Penn's prescience in

se^ction of the site of his settlement ; to

tyrant spirit of the Friends, and to the

'y, justice and wisdom of their govern-

riends have stood for prudence, purity

"
I have seen faces in their

which the Dove sat visibly brooding."

The moral influence of the Friends in the

world bears no relation to their numerical

strength.

The testimonies of the Friends have always

been against war, and the establishment of

The Hague tribunal for the arbitrament of in-

ternational controversies marks a substantial

advance in the acceptance of Quaker princi-

ples on this subject in quarters which seemed

to be hopelessly committed to warfare.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

The 222d session of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting began on Second-day, Fourth Month

20th, and closed on Sixth-day afternoon of the

same week. A'l the men representatives! and

all but five of the women representatives were

present at the opening session. After a sea-

son of waiting, in which a solemn engagement

in prayer was vouchsafed, not without vocal

expression, the Men's Meeting proceeded to

the consideration of the proceedings of the

Meeting for Sufferings for the past year, and

the Women's Meeting to that of the Queries

and Answers.

This was preceded, however, by the Clerk

announcing his reception, through Samuel Mor-

ris and Jonathan E. Rhoads, of a message of

greeting from the General Meeting of Austra-

lia, which was set up since our last meeting.

These two Friends having explained to the

meeting the s'tuation and sincerity of Austra-

lian Friends, among whom they had a few-

years since paid a religious visit, the Meeting

approved of the reading of their salutation

It spoke appreciatively of the two messengers

from Philadelphia who had acceptably visited

them, and commended us to the same grace

in which they desired the members of their

own General Meeting to be built up. The

Clerk was desired kindly to acknowledge for

the Yearly Meeting our receipt and reading

of the fraternal message.

The Meeting for Suflferings had appropriated

from the Charleston Trustees' Fund $-50 to

Laura Monthly Meeting, Ohio; $2.50 for the

meeting-house at Chatham, N. C, and $100

for the meeting-house at Cottonwood and Em-

poria, Kansas. It is understood that such ap-

propriations are made for the repair or build-

ing of such meeting-houses only as are con-

fined to the mode of public Divine worship ap-

proved by the Society from its beginning.

Much concern had been full on account of

the unsettlement in the religious world pro-

duced by the promulgation of views calling in

question the Uivine authority and inspiration

of the Holy Scriptures. The following expres-

sion of this exercise was approved, and was

clearly endorsed by the Yearly Meeting:

ON THE HOLY SCKIPTUKES.

"While not rejecting the discoveries which

throw additional historical light on the in-

spired volume, it was felt that in the flood of

criticism and questioning, and the endeavor to

bring all their contents to the test of human

reason, there was great danger that the faith

of some might be so shaken, as to lead to a re-

jection, in a greater or less degree, of the

supernatural element in both the Old and New
Testament, and thus the way be opened for a

disbelief in the record concerning the life,

miracles and offices of the Lord Jesus Christ.

"The same Almightly Power that created the

universe, and stamped upon it the wondrous

laws by which it is governed, can doubtless

suspend or reverse those laws, thus furnishing

a most impressive evidence of his Omnipo-

tence.

"The miracles recorded in the New Testament

as performed by our Saviour, furnish the out-

ward and visible proofs of his Divinity and

mission in the world, for the redemption of

man.
"With our finite comprehension, we may not

know just how or why all the miracles were

performed, for, as was declared by the Most

High, through the Prophet Isaiah (chapter Iv,

verse 8th): 'As the heavens are higher than

the earth, so are my ways higher than your

ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.'

'If we reverently and diligently familiarize

ourselves with the Holy Scriptures, depending

on the Holy Spirit to enlighten our understand-

ing, and to apply their truths to our individual

needs, we believe that the as,surance of the

Divine authority of these tniths will be sealed

upon our spirits, and that the help and strength

and comfort which the inspired writings have

given to the righteous of other generations,

will be ours also, and we shall not be unsettled

by the spirit of criticism or human reasoning.

"Here, also, a holy settlement will be reached

as regards those \iews of Christian faith and

practice, which distinguished our religious So-

ciety from fellow Christians of other persua-

sions, and strength not our own, will be given

to uphold them faithfully before the world."

A new edition of the "Address on Theatri-

cal Amusements and Horse-Racing," first is-

sued in 1874, with additions from the pamph-

let on "Horse-Racing," published in 1891, was

authorized.

The great value of the record of our mem-

bership being correctly kept was commended

to the attention of the Yearly Meeting, which

subsequently instructed subordinate meetings
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to observe increased care in having the form
of record adopted in 1885 fully kept up.
A remonstrance against a bill before the

Pennsylvania Legislature, which would legal-
ize horse-racing and betting, had been carried
to the Governor and distributed among the
members of the Senate and House by two of a
committee of this meeting, who also, during
the course of two visits made to Harrisburg
on that account, had interviews with the Gov-
ernor and several members of both houses, in-

cluding a senate committee. The bill eventu-
ally failed to become a law.

The Book Committee reported that 1,534
volumes and 1,326 pamphlets had gone into
circulation from the Rook-store in the past
year. The copies of books printed in the year
were 3,064. The Spanish edition of Dymond's
Essays, lately commended in these columns,
had been reprinted from a translation made by
the late Joseph Pease of England, and first

published in that country in 1870. The pres-
ent reprint conforms to the abridgment of the
work issued by the Book Committee in 1896.
The cost of stereotype plates on hand is $15,-
889.64. All the publications on hand are
valued at $8,731.10. This year's expenses in

publishing have been $1,386.68. A Friend in
Australia writes to the committee, "Asa peo-
ple we have largely abandoned the practice of
making ourselves acquainted with the early
days of our history, and this accounts in no
small measure for the uncertain attitude which
so many of us present towards those truths on
which our Society was originally founded."

The Willits Fund Trustees have continued
to publish the African's Friend, and have dis-
tributed about 2,300 copies monthly in the
Southern States, and about 2,400 in Liberia.
Tracts were also sent to Liberia during the
year.

The committee to aid the Doukhobortsi re-
ported as follows:

REPORT ON THE DOUKHOBOHS FOR 1902-'3.

"Our intercourse with the Colonists has
been maintained by correspondence and the
visits of Friends. Their means of support have
increased, so that their physical needs are sup-
plied by their own resources, and their condi-
tion in respect to health and comfort, so far
as we can learn, has much improved.

"Their unwillingness to comply with the
Canadian laws continued to be a source of so-
licitude to the committee, and our friend
Joseph S. Elkinton again spent much time
among them in the spring of last year on this
account. The government of Canada has shown
much forbearance in dealing with them, de-
ferring from time to time the enforcement of
Its laws requiring the registration of titles to
land, whereby the Doukhobors have not been
disturbed in the possession of their homes.
Gradually more and more of them have se-
cured their homesteads, and it is lately report-
ed that through the influence of one of their
leading men, Peter Verigen, who recently was
released from exile in Siberia, they are gener-
ally adopting this course.

"While there is some unwillingness to ac-
cept aid from Friends in establishing and con-
ducting schools, the committee has not felt
prepared to enter actively into this work, al-
though they would now encourage any Friends
who rightly feel drawn to engage in it.

"Considerable unsettlement has been caused
by the propagation of chimerical notions of re-
ligion, which were happily allayed, and order
was restored by the intervention of the Cana-
dian officials."

The labors of the Meeting for Sufferings re-
ceived hearty approval. Their declaration con-
cerning our attitude towards the Holy Scrip-
tures was very acceptable. An earnest plea
was made by a member who had visited the
Doukhobors in the past summer, for our de-
cided interest now to be manifest in their edu-
cation, especially in the matter of a school
property now partly provided for, where such
a boarding school is hoped for as will serve as
an object lesson for education among all that
people.

Third-day, the 21sf.— William Evans and
C'harles S. Carter having been reappointed as
clerks of the Meeting, the consideration of
the state exhibited by the answers to the Que-
ries was then taken up. The larger meetings
appeared to have been regularly held and at-

tended as usual, but an uncommon number of
lapses in the holding of some small or declin-
ing meetings, chiefly in one of them, gave a
discouraging aspect to the general answer.
Much increased life and interest throughout
the membership was nevertheless testified to

by speakers, and in greater proportion in the
smaller country meetings, than in the larger
meetings. The inquiry concerning love and
unity was favorably answered throughout, but
that on our testimony through speech, behav-
ior and apparel, was followed by an unusual
amount of counsel and expostulation, some
of which was of a truly instructive nature.
The Holy Scriptures were believed to be gen-
erally and frequently read in Friends' families.

Fourth-day, the 22ft(/.— Continuing with the
Fifth Query, which, as regards provision for
the poor, and for education of children, was
satisfactorily answered, Friends soon, on reach-
ing the Sixth, were earnestly engaged in con-
sidering the acknowledgment of a paid or sta-
ted ministry by such as had attended at its

places of delivery, and searching analysis was
given of the radinal difterence between that
ministry which could be engaged and ordered
in the will and time of man, and that which
waited for the fresh renewals of Divine life

and authority for the putting forth of public
utterances in the name of the Head of the
Church, who alone can thus anoint and qualify
them. The reason any do not find satisfaction
in a waiting worship or a waiting ministry,
is that they do not come to them in a right
spirit.

The relation of the limitations of Truth to
business enterprises and practices was dwelt
on, with a caution as to what the headship of
large financial institutions by a member might
mean to the Society, should unsound opera-
tions through unwatchfulness find an entrance.
Spiritual life, as it is the greatest attraction
of a Friend, so it is the surest safeguard
against the scattering of confidence in his
dealings. "I would," said one, "that the
Spirit of Christ might be in every action in the
shop, in the office, in the factory, and in our
leisure."

Uf the observance of the principles of all

the queries, the necessity of maintaining a
high standard, since they serve as "the barom-
eter of the Society," was impressively set I

were especially needed for the sa

forth. A famous judge has said of theU
embraced in these queries, "If they were It
by all people there would be very' little if
of our courts."

j

The record of the death of these minisil,
and elders,—Sarah W. Roberts, John R. I

tum, William P. Townsend, Debbie Cope, 1

.

nah Evans, Charles Rhoads and Josiah
;

Cloud,—was occasion of a deep solem!-
which fell over the meeting, baptizing \
company under a felt covering of the \\,

Presence. r

Fifth-day, the 23rf.— Meetings for Di L
worship were held in the forenoon, in thetlL
meeting-houses usually thus occupied. Ir'j

afternoon a concern for the opening (jj

Friends' boarding-house or home, for the t-

ter sheltering of younger members whocie
to the City from other parts of the land ij

obtain employment, was laid before the V'%.

ing. A general sympathy with this concji,

was expressed and an association of FriendS^
terested in so beneficent an accommodi|iii
was heartily encouraged to proceed in pnj.
ing for such a plate. It was not, howtr
regarded as a proper work for the Yearly i t-

ing in its official capacity to carry on.

The annual inquiry as to how childreio

our membership are placs as regards scl^l-

ing showed the whole number of childreE|e-

tween five and twenty years of age to be \\\

of whom 486 have been taught under ca:of

Friends and 134 at schools of others.

The number of members who have al/iy

time partaken of intoxicating drink doe.iot

seem to have varied noticeably from th iof

last year. Some Monthlv Meetings quite c ir.

The Committee appointed one year ag to

visit the subordinate meetings made an i|r-

esting report, and testimony to the valtiof

their labors was made by many members It

was a disappointment to many to learn 4
the ("ommittee requested to be released, ut

it became the prevailing judgment of the r ;t-

ing to forego their services for the pre it,

"and to await the Divine Power to aii; at

some future time when there might appeto

be a call to further similar service." ,

Sixth-day, 24//(.— The Committee appo.

a year ago to consider the marriage rules

Discipline, reported that way did notop;;

accede to the request sent up by
Meeting, allowing marriages of membi
non-members to be solemnized in our
houses according to our rules of Disciplii]

members. But they had simplified

guage, re-arranged, and brought togethijall

the provisions concerning marriage, wip
charging their principle or mode of openjl.

These were all read and proved satiafajB

to the Meeting. A new edition of the iiili-

pline will have to be printed to embody ese

changes in the form of the Marriage RuK
The account of the year's care of Wes.wi

School commanded the usual eager atte pi

The faithfulness of the Committee w;*
knowledged. One member's suggestioiW
that the modern advance in educational tN

ods could be secured with more helpful litj

of purpose among the workers', undetlll

sympathy of a Committee less represen^Jj

of past conditions in education. Others th^j

that, for all the instructors there .mig Ii4)

we had none too nianv fathers: and that
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iiis institution in right religion as the

irnost concern, far in advance of the iiter-

•ylpart, and nowhere to stand aside in the

icfor modern methods. Much regret was

aifest at the pressure from families gener-

lyto which the Committee had at length

no alternative but to yield, so as to

natc the time of winter vacation to that of

leol'days now kept open by most near the

of the year. The general claim of par-

that they must have their children at

during that season had brought much

ift-ing to the caretakers, in the unprotita-

lejnsettlement resulting to the school. A

aai;e in the price of board and tuition, from

Miiundred and eighty dollars to two hun-

rei dollars was approved. The whole re-

i\]\i of the institution for the year was

)rtj-tvvo thousand three hundred and seven-

7 \o dollars, and the expenses forty-five

loJand seven hundred and seventy-nine dol-

i> Committee on Education had carefully

jpivised a work which proved to be of grow-

ijrjnportance and excellence year by year,

nd! the visiting superintendence of a well-

uajied woman Friend. Thus schools are

ined in Friends' neighborhoods, where

itllut the assistance of the Yearly Meeting

liJdren would be left to public schools.

ppropriation of two thousand dollars to

'ork was again cheerfully made.

report of Friends' care over the Tunes-

Inilians showed wise and diligent labor

n t) Committee's part. Their efforts to re-

ov opportunities for the obtaining of strong

fin! by Indians were gratifying, and the re-

ultsof instruction given at the Boarding

chcjls truly satisfactory. Two thousand hve

UDijed dollars were appropriated for the

!oraittee's use for the coming year.

[Se Wm. Savery's account of the origin of

he'jinessassa concern, given in next column.]

Tl Treasury was reported to contain a bal-

nc^of ten thousand two hundred and sixty-

ighl dollars, and six thousand five hundred

oWii was appropriated for the use of the

leelag in all its concerns for the coming

eaij

A; instructive memorial concerning our

elo>d Friend William P. Townsend, who

iBdjn Eighth Month last, in his ninetieth

eait was read near the conclusion of the

ieejng. It was the occasion of several lively

jstioniesand incidents expressed concerning

is Muable service and religious character.

AJiinute embodying some of the concerns

nd tercises which had been delivered during

he insideration of the state of the Society,

novd evidence of the same anointing in

•hiq the exhortations had been uttered, and

as xompanied by a covering of good. When
.16 'nesting for this year, in an afternoon

388 n, came to its concluding moments, these

en of a Divine solemnity, under which the

lee^g long lingered in silence, loth to

ite

Let us forgdt the things that vexed and tried us,

The worrying things that caused our souis to fret;

The hopes that, cherished long, were still denied us,

Let us forget.

But blessings manifold, past all deserving.

Kind word.s and helpful deeds, a countless throng.

The fault o'ercome, the rectitude unswerving,

Let us remember long.

The sacrifice of love, the generous giving.

When friends were few, the hand-clasp warm
and strong.

The fragrance of each life of holy living,

Let us remember long.

Whatever things were good and true and gracious,

Whate'er of right has triumphed over wrong.

What love of God or man has rendered precious.

Let us remember long.

Rjigion is not a little fenced off enclosure

itni which all is sacred, and outside of

hi( all is secular and profane. There is no

ictlistinction to be drawn. Religion is life,

:ter, conduct; it reaches up to God and

into the smallest details of daily duty;

ccjer everything.

—

Anon.

A Letter by William Savery.

An interesting letter by William davery to

Abraham Lapham, long preserved in a family

of Abraham Laphara's descendants in Phila-

delphia, has lately been offered to the notice

of Friends, who have obtained a copy, as fol-

lows ;

For Abraham Lapham, Canadarqua, in the

Genessee Country. By favor of Captain Israel

Chapin.
Philadelphia, Third Month 2nd, ITDG.

Respected Friend Abraham Lapham ;
— 1

cheerfully embrace the present opportunity

by the return of Israel Chapin to revive in thy

Remembrance one who frequently thinks of

thee and thy family «t our other fellow Pro-

fessors in your Neighbourhood, with desire

that the great and good Shepherd of Israel

may be with you to preserve &; keep you to

encourage one another in maintaining your

faith ard hope in our Lord Jesus Christ who

hath mercifully called divers of you {& some

of those too who are young in years) to the

Inheritance of that Peace and Joy in Him,

which all the enjoyments and advantages of

this world are not adequate to. Tell my young

friends in the Neighborhood and thv children

in particular, my Love is to them all with af-

fectionate Desires that they may in the Days

of their youth seek after knowledge of their

great Creator and holy Redeemer, in prefer-

ence to all things in this uncertain world, love,

honour and obey him with all their hearts. So

will he delight "to bless them both with those

things that are necessary and convenient for

them in the present life, be their Stay and

Staff in the hour of affliction, and finally when

it shall please Him to call them from this state

of probation, he will receive them into those

PeacefuU mansions which our Blessed Redeem-

er has gone to prepare for all those that Love

& Obey Him.

1 frequently Bear in remembrance the De-

sire thou had to be of Benefit to the poor In-

dians & may Inform thee that our last yearly

meeting taking into Consideration their situa-

tion, recommended a liberal subscription in

all our meetings for promoting among them

the knowledge of husbandry & usefull trades

as well as School Learning and other necessary

Instruction. In Consequence of which a large

Sura has been raised and put into the hands

of a Committee to Expend for that purpose

and several friends *iave the prospect of vis-

iting some or all of the Six Nations in the

Spring, who I expect will take with them some

friends—Tradsman & farmers to stay with the

Indians for the purpose of promoting their

civilizaton. I apprehend thee will be glad to

hear this—but to inform thee more fully of

the Prospect the yearly meeting had of the

subject, I herewith send thee a little Pamphlet

which was circulated among our members for

their Information.

Our Fr'' David Bacon is in England with

Nicholas Wain. David went as a Companion
for him in his (jospell Labours & travells.

John Parrish is well. We often talk of our

friends at Canadaqua, and James Emlen ha.s

gone to the Southward as a companion for our

Fr'' Peter Yarnall. How long I shall be here

is uncertain but having for some years had a

Prospect of visiting some parts of Europe, par-

ticularly some places in Germany & perhaps

F>ance where friends are settled, my friends

have granted me a Certificate for the purpose,

and my friend Sam' Emlen of the same meeting

also—our present intention is if no hindrance

appears to emieavor to embark in the next

month. This Journey it Voyage appears aw full

& trying to me, but my heart's desire is that

I may lay down my head in peace and therefore

though it is not pleasant to the flesh to leave

my Dear Wife & Connexions & quiet home,

yet Believing it to be my Religious Duty I

Labour for Resignation to the Divine Will—

a

Dear fr. from this City John Pemberton Laid

Down his life at Pyrmont in Germany the Be-

ginning of Last Year after having seen some

pleasant fruits of his Labour in that Country.

Now my Dear fr'' having wrote (though in

much haste) more than I at first expected, I

must bid tjiee & thy Dear Wife farewell and

Desire my best Love to you Children, to Susan

that lived with thee, to my Ancient friend

Nathan Cumstalk and his Children, and my
fr''"- that remember me, with the desire in my
heart that the God of all (]race, mercy & power,

may bless you all with faithfuU and Believing

minds and make you a Joy & Comfort to each

other, though outwardly separated & distant

from the body of your fellow Professors of the

Faith, and I remain thy fr*^ and Brother—
William Savery

I expect you must have heard of the Decease

of Dear Robert Nesbit.

Savoy Meeting.

Copy of a Record dated Tenth Month 9th, 1683.

About 50 ffrds taken out of y" meeting 13

whereof were brought before 2 Justices by

y'' Con'''*" etc. (by means of y*' Inform"" Hilton)

who put y'' oath" of Alleg. to Jn'' Vaughton,

and referred him to speak to a certain priest,

who was to Inform him upon his queries con-

cerning the oath & y" Lawfulness thereof etc.

all to appear at sessions y'' day following.

Being gone, all were Convicted for a Con-

venticle and fined in their Absence. And Jn"

Vaughton with y'' rest appearing at y"" sessions

at Hicks hall y'' day following, found a great

deal of moderacon toward them and were

greatly Comended.

Sr. Wm. Smith being Chairman who called

frds early before y'' bench (y'' Lord Craven

being on y*' one hand & another Lord on y''

other hand etc.) and having spoke to friends

concerning y'' lawfulness and usefulness of an

oath, & Equity thereof as to defend y'' King,

who takes an oath to defend us his subjects

said at last, I must confess though you have
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not sworn Alleg. yet you have practis'^ Alleg.

by your honest Life and quiet Conversation

among your Neighbors etc. speaking pretty

much to that purpose: saying further. And
therefore this honorable Bench in hopes you

will Continue your Ajieg. and obedience to y^

King, & his government and have no hand in

any plot or designes as we do not hear of any

of you or yours have, do not intend to put thai,

upon you which they know you cannot perform,

which is to swear: and so discharged them.

—

Froin Mss. Book called "London Friends' Meet-

ings," etc.

Science and Industry.

Straw hats of excellent quality can be

bought in Cuba at exceedingly low prices.

The hats are made by hand, mostly by the

women, while the men work in the fields or

lounge about in the shade. Every Cuban resi-

dence in certain of the farming districts of

the poor is a hat factory. Here girls in their

teens toil throughout the day interweaving the

straw into the form of tiles. Remarkable
skill is possessed by some of these feminine

hat-makers, but a remuneration of 30 cents a

day is considered good returns for their labors.

Cooking, eating and sleeping are often done

in the same room where the hats are made.

An Ideal in Work.—What is needed in

life, if we would secure a moderate degree of

happiness, is an ideal. Fortunately for us, an

ideal is possible in any kind of employment.
When the cockney visits the countiy he often

commiserates the toiler on the soil for what
appears the dulness and monotony of his life.

No doubt it is dull enough, measured by city

standards. There are no music halls, no lighted

streets in which diversion may be found, no
excitement and nimbleness of thought, com-
municated by the mere contiguity of numbers.

But if you come to examine the life of the

plowman, you will find that he also has things

to live for. He wants to plow a straight fur-

row, so that at next year's agricultural con-

test he may take a prize. He is proud of his

horses, of his crops and of what he can do
with his small bit of garden or his allotment.

His home is dear to him and he is as proud of

his few sticks of furniture as a prince is of

his marble palaces. So with the humblest
craftsman. There are difficulties in making
a good table quite as real as the difficulties in

making a great picture and there is the same
kind of joy in overcoming them. It has often

been pointed out that the craftsman of the

Middle Ages produced superior work because
he had a real faculty for art. Let us rather

say because he had a deep interest in his

work.—A'. II'. Christian Advocate.

Map of Pittsburg and Vicinity.—The
United States Geological Survey has begun the

constniction of a series of topographic maps
of a section in western Pennsylvania, having
Pittsbui-g as its centre. Six atlas sheets of

the topographic atlas of Pennsylvania will be
required to cover this area.

The larger part of the area is being mapped
on a scale of about one mile to the inch. All

roads, railroads, and streams, as well as streets

in the towns and houses in the country, will

be shown. The relief of the country will be

determined by lines of spirit level run over

all the important roads and wherever else

may be found necessary. Permanent bench
marks, bearing bronze tablets having the ele-

vation of the place above sea level stamped
upon them, will be located at all important

points.

The area covered by these maps includes

within its limits a gi-eater number of indus-

trial enterprises having a larger aggregate

capital than any equal area in the United

States.

A circular area having Homestead as its

centre and a diameter of about 20 miles will

be mapped on a larger scale, approximately

one mile to two and three-fourth inches. This

will include Pittsburg and its suburbs and
many important manufacturing towois. On
this map it will be possible to show such fea-

tures as the ground plan of the larger build-

ings and mills, the location of oil and water
tanks, railroad tracks used in operating works,

and other similar details.

From this larger scale map the Pittsburg

Chamber of Commerce intends to have con-

structed a model of Pittsburg and its vicinity

for exhibition in the Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position at St. Louis. This model will show
the parks, streets, and buildings of Pittsburg

and the surrounding towns, the rolling mills,

foundries, and factories, and the rivers with

their shipping, in addition to all the natural

features—in short, the model will be a com-

plete plastic representation of that great hive

of human industry, Pittsburg.

The W' eather.—The unusually mild weath-

er last month, the fonvardness of vegetation,

and the absence of the high, cold winds, so

characteristic of the Third Month, led me to

look over some records of my father's and a

relative of his, covering the period from 1789

to 1870; these, with those kept by the writer

since that date, making in all over one hun-

dred years, I find but one Third Month during

that time with a temperature equal to the

month just past; in fact, a little in excess of

it, and that was Third Month, 1842, when the

average temperature, taken early in the morn-

ing, was 47 degrees, while last month it was
45 degrees.

The record states: "The weather the past

month has been unusually warm, the average

temperature at early morning being 47 de

grees. Several days at 3 P. M. the thermome
ter has been above 70 degrees, vegetation be

ing as forward as it is generally in the Fourth

Month, and peach and apricot trees being in

blossom on the 20th of the month. There were

several thunder storms, April weather pre-

vailing."

The past month the average temperature at

early morning, as stated, was 45 degrees. On
three days at 3 P. m. it was above 70 degrees.

Also thunder and lightning several times, and

peach, apricot and cherry trees in blossom,

and the apple and pear nearly out by the end

of the month. While the Third Month, 1842,

was the warmest on record, that of 1843 was
the coldest.

The record states: "The average tempera-

ture the past month at early morning was 30

degrees. For fourteen days the thermometer

ranged from 13 to 20 degrees above zero, and

only on three mornings was it above the freez-

ing point. On the i6th of the month snow

fell to the depth of fifteen inches, with a I

wind piling the snow in drifts from fou

five feet high.

"The New York papers reported snow to

depth of two feet, with drifts six to eight

high, the country roads impassable, no ni

arriving for three days."

Jacob R. Elfreti!

The Power Behind the Man.

When Lord Beaconsfield went to the B( n

Conference to represent the British Erai
.,

he was asked, "What concessions are
ij

willing to make?" His reply was, "Ge:;.

men, 1 did not come here to make con;.

siODS." That reply thrilled all Europe,
'a

man with the British army and navy be J

him could take that stand in the face ot le

world, what kind of a stand should a Chrii'in

take with the resources of Jesus Christ heU
him and the power within him strong asje

right arm of God that raised his Sonfrome
dead?

Fellow Christians, we need to let this ik

down into our hearts, and become the uiir-

tone of all our thinking. It will put ire ij

the blood: it will give you back-bone li.a

shaft of steel; it will enable you to stam be-

fore an ungodly world with something ote
Divine dignity of the Son of Man, and se-

thing of the spirit of a born conqueror.

There are a thousand ways of showing le-

ther or not we resemble the Lord Jesusie-

sides merely talking about Him. I am ild

that a rather worthless man, a member ok
British Parliament, standing one day ii he

parliament house lobby, told a very 5 dy

story to another member, not knowing th; In

man to whom he was speaking was a Cis-

tian. He replied, I will give you one id-

dred pounds in gold if you will go in aC'eU

that story to Mr. Gladstone. Will you dit?"

He shook his head, and said, "No, Icoulc:."

Of course he couldn't; it would have cl:ed

him. Why? Gladstone would probabK ive

done nothing but look at him, but he aid

not stand that look. There was some log

about the man who had walked witbiod

as England's great statesman had, that ide

sin slink and shrivel in his presence It

is your privilege and mine to have a tor of

that very thing.

The Holy Spirit also dwells in the be v^

to make him an effective witness for i i-

among men. Have you ever noticed lo?

much more the same testimony means tlif

mouth of one person than in the mouth an-

other? Did you ever think why? Thei'er-

ence is in the man or the woman bebii tilt

testimony, the difference between the gkt

weight, cheap, vain character, and the lar

acter to which Christ has added someth;'

his own Divine weight. A gentleman m

one day to see some new guns tested, 'oi

waiting for them to be loaded one of tl ;

gineers said to him, "We always ma '

gun a hundred times heavier than tlit-

is intended to throw. A three-i" in

must have a three hundred pound i;iiri:

pound shot a thousand pound gun. :•

"

on." He fell to musing. "Suppose 1
f'

to take one of those balls and a cha" i

powder, and put it into an empty b '"'

stick, and touch it off—what ? Tin ^

would lie still, the powder would kick th a^

i
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j
of the bamboo stick, and the onlj' per-

k would get hurt would be myself. Sup-

; were to put that same ball and that

tiarge of powder into a steel cannon one

[|] times heavier than the ball— what

! This time the cannon will be still and

i—well, if you should be in its pathway

\!jld better move! The difference is in

«ght behind it." Jesus Christ cannot

ebctiveness to your witness save by ad-

\jight—Divine weight—to your charac-

jo in and out of homes I meet at every

trintiiience of A. J. (Jordon. I wonder

1^- was another pastor so beloved in

1 ask myself sometimes, "What
or say that his influence should reach

circumference of Christendom," and

injv'er always comes to me, "It was not

what he did or said as the man be-

doing and the saying that made his

for Christ flow forth like a river of

iter to the ends of the earth." It is

pii)0se of the Holy Spirit not alone to

like Christ, but to make our words

the destruction of evil, for the con-

orlof sinners, upbuilding of saints, and

be|r gress of that kingdom of Truth and

jvtvhich is destined yet to fill the world.

le pod wife comes down in the morning

i;h|;he fire. She puts into the stove a

pabr, lights it; there is a tremendous

I. She says the kettle will soon be boil-

bnb moment more, and there is nothing

biia little black ashes. She tries it

a ilth a larger paper, and again;—no

Viat is needed in that stove is not

Igr -e, but some solid fuel of which the

ai take hold, and produce a strong,

ly I'at. Exactly so! And I have seen

g{JDple pray very fervently to be tilled

thiHoly Spirit and rise from their knees

shjing faces, saying, "Surely, the Lord

n (lis place." And in an hour, the ef-

sojir as any one could tell, had entirely

d !vay. Why? There was no fuel of

ffo in the mind, of which the Holy

i (uld take hold, to make a strong,

y h ze of love to God and to man. ilake

elfcquainted with the VVord of Truth.

td,Him who gives the Spirit of Truth,

ber.he Spirit of God, the Word of God,
' inglin the man of God, will give you

clnbination of power for service.

—

AFntncis.

Obedience Honorable.

ithe
mistakes into which certain

reedom sometimes fall is that of de-

the value of obedience. They re-

t ijsome degree as a symbol of slavery,

th- openly despise it and count it the

'nil of liberty, or at least slight it as a

w ch has had its day, and is no longer

. rlija to our advanced notions of inde-

ed This is a not unnatural reaction

''1-time aristocracy, when the com-
ilivided by rigid lines into classes,

'111 possessed unlimited authority,

ne; rendered unqualified submission,
' iospect of cessation or change. It

ipj not strange that sympathetic peo-
ifiiint at the tyranny of despots and
I'lt abuse of power, and painfully

•
'
the passive and willing subjection

of the down-trodden, should be led to decry
the very quality of obedience itself and give it

small place among the virtues. Yet such an
estimate is as untrue as it is injurious. It

overlooks a large part of human nature and a

most necessary element in human society.

Take the most obvious example, that of
children. There are few persons so ultra in

their views as to deny the importance of obe-
dience in their case. Their very safety and
well-being depend upon it. Only by its means
can the ignorance of the child be supplemented
by the knowledge of the parent, so as to pre-

serve him from all sorts of physical and moral
evils. Without it all training and teaching
would be impossible, whether at home or at

school, and to the lack of its cultivation may
frequently be traced the presence of many sub-

sequent evils to the child and sorrows to the

parents. Uf course, the authority that en-

forces it is of many kinds. It may be used
selfishly or unselfishly, wisely or unwisely,

tyrannically or gently. The obedience may be

wrung from fear or rendered gladly and lov-

ingly; but the abuse of any pow-er is no argu-

ment against the power itself.

The necessity for obedience by no means
ceases with the passing away of childhood.

The value and success of every one who works
for another person depend largely upon his

ability and willingness to obey. The laborer

on the farm, the workman in the factory, the

mechanic at his trade, the clerk in the office,

the secretary at the desk, are each employed

for certain work, under more or less defined

conditions, and for a specified remuneration.

It is a simple contract, entered into by two

parties, for a given time, and can be ended

whenever either one desires; but so long as it

exists it is for the one who bears the responsi-

bility and takes the risks to give directions,

and for the other to obey them. Otherwise

the contract is worthless, and the work, in all

probability, a failure. This does not in any

way depend upon which of the contracting par-

ties knows the better how the work should be

done. It may be that their relative positions

might be reversed with advantage; but, as

long as they remain what they are, so long do

the terms of the contract require obedience

from the one who is employed, however much
he may doubt the wisdom of his orders.

This is seen very clearly in the army. The

battle would in all probability be lost, without

the prompt and unquestioning obedience of the

soldiers. Sir Arthur Helps quotes from Na-

pier's "War in the Peninsula," as follows:

"The Duke of Wellington issues orders that

certain divisions of the Peninsular army are to

move in a certain direction, by a road not the

shortest and not apparently the best. Before

dawn he is on the road. The troops do not

come. The Duke, rightly conjecturing what

had happened, gallops off to the other route,

and surprises these divisions by his presence

at a point where it was impossible to pass, but

at which, knowing how likely men are to dis-

obey orders, he expects and fears to find

them.
'

'

In this instance the evils of insubordination

were emphasized by the superior knowledge

of the general. The result shows their fault

in a stronger light, and inclines us to blame

them more severely. But this does not alter

the quality of their action. Had the Duke

been mistaken, and their information been ac-

curate, they would have been eijually culpable.

For in every case it is with, him who bears the
responsibility that the decisions must rest, and
from him must the orders come, while those
who have agreed to receive these orders and
carry out these decisions are not accountable
for the results, and should render implicit obe-
dience.

Nor is the latter of these positions at all

less honorable than the former. It is merely
the most effective and convenient way of divid-

ing the business on hand and producing the
best results, without in the least degree les-

sening true independence. Each accepts his

share of the work and trenches not on the pro-

vince of the other, thus preventing confusion,

and, by orderly arrangements, facilitating re-

sults. It is by no means necessary that this

relation be a permanent one. Unly at the de-

sire of both need it continue. The private in

the ranks may become a general; the work-
man may become a master; the clerk may be-

come a principal. .Meantime, let all who as-

pire to such changes remember that the art of

obedience is essential to the art of command.
One who has never learned the former is not

prepared to assume the latter.

—

Selection.

A Plea for More Faithfulness.

Seeing, as is generally admitted, that the

moral and religious standard of the world has

been elevated, by the influence upon it of our

beloved religious Society, it seems allowable,

and perhaps commendable, that we should en-

deavor to see in what way in particular that

influence has been most exerted, to produce

so desirable a result, that we may as a people

be thereby incited to a greater degree of

faithfulness in the furtherance of the same in

the future, if consistent with the Divine will.

It no doubt is apparent to many, that this

has not been so much through the medium of

holding and advocating, in common with other

professions of the Christian name, the funda-

mental truths of the Christian religion, as in

those peculiarities of our profession, that

have ever distinguished us from them, and

marked us as a peculiar people in the eyes

of the world.

Doubtless our distinguishing doctrines,

practices, and testimonies, are the legitimate

outgrowth of our fuller recognition of the

spirituality of the Christian dispensation, in

its application to mankind as the practical

guide of life :—the only guide that availingly

leads its votaries into the straight and narrow

path, and on to eternal life ; now if this is

their origin I of which I have no doubt), and

it has been through the faithful maintenance

of them in the past that we have been made

as a people so practical an object lesson to

the world, will it not be by a faithful contin-

uance in the same that the good work will

most surely eo forward in the future, to the

ultimate universal triumph over error, when,

according to ancient prophecy, "the knowl-

edge of the glory of the Lord shall cover the

earth, as the waters cover the sea." Hab.

ii : 14. So if the foregoing is true, every

deviation from our well defined pathway will

be as a spot upon our standard, eclipsing the

radiance of our outshining example, and thus
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;

curtail our usefulness in proportion to its

magnitude.

If proof is needed that the characteristics

of our profes.sion have their foundation in

the Truth as it is in Jesus, there need be none
given more convincing than that exhibited

through the constancy and faithfulness of our

early members in enduring persecution there-

for even unto death, when called upon so to

do, as our history reveals was the case in

hundreds of instances. Thus have we been

made (with other faithful martyrs') " as the

salt of the earth " and " as a city set upon a

hill that can not be hid." That these things

have been abundantly suffered for is true,

sufficiently, it would seem, to establish them
permanently in the heart of every honest

Friend as essentials of our profession that

cannot safely be ignored or compromised.
We have a vivid and practical demonstration
of this in the experience of our Society, par-

ticularly in the last seventy-five or eighty

years ; how the departures, little at first,

from our original doctrines, practices, and
testimonies where given way to, have led to

the almost total abandonment, in many places,

of nearly every characteristic of our ancient
profession ; in others a middle ground, half-

way into the world, seems to be occupied,
wofully verifying the truth of the admonition,

"He that contemneth the day of small things,

shall fall by little and little." So we may see

that, we as a people, have been much scat-

tered by the malice of Satan, the world, and
worldliness, instead of gathering the world
unto the standard of Truth, as doubtless was
the gracious design of our High and Holy
Head in calling us out of the same, and the

lifeless professions of religion to be a separate
people to his uraise on earth.

Then in view of our perpetuity, where is

the hope of prosperity attending us but in the

direction of rebuilding on the original founda-
tion? The walls of our Jerusalem have
indeed "been broken down, and the gates, as
it were, burned with fire; " but are there not
Nehemiahs,here and there, especially in those
organizations that are, more or less, feebly
striving to maintain our integrity to the
Truth, who see it so, who are prepared, and
are being prepared for the great work, as the
Lord their light shall lead in the way, and who
will not be dismayed or disheartened at the
mocking and derision of the Sanballats and
Tobiahs who may oppose the good work going
forward, as they did in the rebuilding of the
walls of Jerusalem in the days of the captive
Jews; but if these with their confederates are
faithful as was Nehemiah and those who
joined with him, the good work will go for-

ward and prosper, no doubt, as it did then to

the discomfiture of the enemies of Truth and
the rejoicing of the upright in heart.

So then, is there not still encouragement,
notwithstanding our scattered and peeled con-
dition, still to trust in that Almighty arm of
power that first gathered us to be a people to

his praise, that He will still be with the rem-
nants of His heritage, and enable us to rebuild
on the Ancient Foundation? But should we
seek (as it is to be feared there is too much
of a tendency prevailing to do) to occupy a
lower plane, one more in conformity to the
world than the one we were and are designed
to occupy. I fear there will be no place in

the religious world found for us, but a further

scattering and confusion will be our portion,

and the faithful ones here and there will be
rescued only as "on broken pieces of the
ship;" for in any event, doubtless there will

be true witnesses left, to whom, in the Lord's
time, there will be a gathering to the true

standard as in the beginning, and the prophecy
of Francis Howgill concerning this people will

still be verified, in part as follows, viz: "The
sun shall leave its shining brightness and
cease to give light unto the world ; the

moon shall be altogether darkness, and give

no light to the night ; the stars shall cease to

know their office or place ; my covenant with
day, night, times and seasons shall sooner
come to end than the covenant that I have
made \vith this people, into which they have
entered with me, shall come to an end or be
broken." For the declaration in full of what
this valiant and truly dedicated servant of the

Lord then saw and wrote, see Sewel's His-

tory, Volume Second, Page 14. D. H.
Coal Creek, Iowa, Third Month 18, 1903.

Health or Whiskey—Which ?

A recent president of a state medical so-

ciety said, ' 'The health of the people demands
the suppression of the saloon." And he was
right. If any disease like small-pox or cholera

caused one-half as many deaths in our country
during a year as has intoxicated liquors sold

over licensed bars, the United States congress
would appropriate a hundred thousand dollars

to stamp out the disease, and then appoint

special officers to see that the health orders

were enforced. This would be right, and the

people would give such a measure their hearty
approval.

The health of the people is a precious heri-

tage. And no legislative power has any right

to legalize any business that destroys or en-

dangers the health of the people. We speak
the more positively on this question because
the United States supreme court has so de-

cided.

You will permit me to speak briefly from my
own experience, especially if I substantiate

what I say with high authority. Having been
a busy physician for more than twenty-five

years and in that time having never lost a
week by ill health myself, and having my of-

fice located with a saloon on one side and an-

other saloon in front, and my residence with a

saloon keeper living each side as neighbors,

you see I have had a fair opportunity for prac-

tical observation and study as to the effects of

alcoholic preparations on health.

A drunken man is a sick man. And it is cniel

to send him to jail, where he is disgraced and
often cruelly treated, when he should be sent

to a hospital and there kindly treated and re-

stored to health. A drunkard may be a sin-

ner; we leave that to a merciful God; but one
thing we do know, and that is that he is a dis-

eased man, and made so according to law.

A noted physician, a few years ago, when
he observed that most men who died of cholera
were drinking men, declared that every dram
shop ought to be labeled, "Cholera sold here."

And I declare unto you, every saloon in Amer-
ica and the world over, ought to be labeled,

"Disease sold here." We know it is a severe
charge to say that saloons sell disease, but it

has the merit of being true. And w-e have

I
—

P

the facts to prove it, a few of which ^y
give here.

"

I

Dr. Willard Parker, who for many ^
j

stood at the head of the medical profes*ij]

'New York City, said: "One-third of rft
deaths in New York City are caused, il

and indirectly, by alcoholic drinks.
'

' Di

mond, of Washington, D. C, who enjoy,

success in his specialty of treating!
diseases as to make $100,000 a year,

twenty diseases of the nervous system ;

by alcohol. He said in a letter to .'^
it,,

Blair: ' 'I am free to admit, weighing all iiu

for and against, mankind would be bei-jf

mentally, morally and physically, if

were altogether abolished.
'

'

The Massachusetts legislature appo
committee to investigate the cause of

and Dr. Howe, its chainnan, reported

300 idiots investigated he found that

them had dninken parents, and he est'at«

that three-fourths of the idiots oftlstil

had intemperate parents.

Insanity is the woi'st form of mental caj

One of the students, who has been thf^
cian in charge of the largest hospital toMx
in the state for fifteen years, recently Si

that sixty-five per cent, of all their
] ia

came to the hospital, directly or ind|ct'

by the influence of alcohol. Were 11,*

sary these facts could be multiplied Ibi

sand fold. When the statesman Glads le/i

clared that "Strong drink destroys ire

the human family than war, pestilSe

famine,
'

' he could have meant nothii 8k

of the mighty destruction cau.'ied by co

through disease which it product's.

Fathers spend their money at the !o

and their children go half clad, take

die of pneumonia or other diseases o
j

ure. The mother and children of tbj

ard go half starved, and become an e.|

to the germs of disease.

If moderate drinking fathers, ancj

medicine taking mothers realized hf

narcotics weaken their offspring, mak|
an easy prey to the germs of dis

would cease the use of intoxicants.

Many, many are the good :

saloon should be wiped off the

earth, but one of the greatest o^

destructive powers over the health

pie.

—

Dr. Homer J. Hall.
\

Beauty in Excellence,
j

The hard dividing line so ofte

tween use and beauty is a purely <

there being nothing analogous

world of fact. All through na^

them inextricably commingled,

impressed with the wonderful

stars resplendent in the heavens,!

ing forests with their varied tinlf

majestic in its broad expanse, or (

rily on the shore, of the gracefu

meadow and mountain, of the colfl!

the plumage of birds, the brilli

sunset, the tender bloom and
spring, and the blazing glory of J

But the meaning of it all lies d^

see. Science will readily expli

these very qualities that sc

ter to our delight are the results]

forces that tend to the order and pel

the development and improvement,
f
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g wth and the general excellence of the

c| we so much admire. The use, the

the perfection of each in its sphere,

: primaiy aims; the beauty was the

outcome, the crown of excellence.

speaks of this in his Essay on Lieauty

:

jond their sensuous delight the forms

rs of Nature have a new charm for us

lerception that not one ornament was

d|)r ornament, but each is a sign of some
ealth, or more excellent action. * * *

irule of largest application, true in a

t, rue in a loaf of bread, that in the con-

ctm of any fabric or organism any real

;[ of fitness to its end is an increase of
''' * Beauty rests on necessi-

ne of beauty is the result of per-

nomy. There is a compelling reason

the plant, for every novelty of

m; and our art saves material by
arrangement, and reaches beauty

:l^ s every superfluous ounce that can be

adl'om a wall, and keeping all its strength

i« l)etry of columns."
• i' '^iit sadly in need of these lessons

the ordering of our own lives?

sling upon the tnith that beauty
t !iig from fitness, we treat the two
IS, and seriously consider which
;liced to the existence of the oth-

Ui:i»ur.se, this notion lies at the root of

e llse ideas of beauty which are so nu-

lUB nd widespread among us. The well-

I siject of dress and fashion afliords the

, feiliar illustration of this. We smile

co«nipt at the rude effort of the savage
'' h'liiself with paint and beads, w^hile

'nthing as a means of protection

: yet we follow him at "no great

11 we submit to inconvenience,

hain and loss of health, time and
' sake of altering the shape of

.,„„.i ihe size of the waist, or of adopt-

amwhim of fashion which will pass away
e M have had time to become accustom-

i We sometimes hear the criticism

re sacrificing use to beauty, but the

lat we are only sacrificing it to a de-

which beauty has no share.

finishing of our homes affords a simi-

xaiole. We cannot make them truly

ifuivithout studying their uses and their

small house, crowded with expen-

ture and filled to ovei-flowing with

is not beautiful. Nor is a room
or two costly objects seem to em-
e inferiority of all the rest; nor a

w re the parlor is decorated at the ex-

o: ;he comfort of the living rooms, or

a aky roof or defective plumbing is

ii ) continue, that showy banquets may
)T where, in any way, use and adapt-

sacrificed for ulterior objects. The
lome, whether large or small, cost-

liirle, will proclaim the comfort, the

Ine;, the hospitality of the family; it

ibsrve the needs of the children, the

of lind of the elders, the happiness and
of its inmates, the pleasure of its

ke|nanner the beauty of life in all its

ot be separated from its excellence,

th^fleetness of the grey-hound, the

nd spirit of the horse, the gentle
i\ dove, that make them beautiful

981 01

%:
e<jnon

our eyes. The human countenance will ulti-

mately betray the soul that dwells within, and
the constant presence of love or of hate will

transform it into beauty or ugliness long after

the roses of youth have lost their bloom. And
what is beauty of character? Certainly noth-
ing that can be added as an ornament after

character has been established. It is the
simple and natural expression of goodness,
which can be no more imitated than the rain-

bow in the sky. When right-doing ceases to

be a painful duty, and comes to be a delight

preferable to all others, then does the beauty
of character flower forth in rich and fragrant
profusion.

If this true idea of beauty could be gener-
ally appreciated and realized it would at once
simplify and elevate our lives. We all love it

and long for it in many forms. But we are

seeking it as a thing by itself and it escapes

us. \Ve think of it as something apart from
usefulness and value, reality and truth, virtue

and honor— something that can be added at

will, like an exterior decoration. Thus we
vainly strive to obtain it by appearances, dis-

play, simulation ; whereas it is really imbed-
ded in the very heart of all true efficiency, ex-

cellence, sincerity and integrity.

—

Ledyer.

Despise Not Pkophesying.—Even as there

is no surer way of putting out a fire than pour-

ing cold water upon it, so is there no surer

way of quenching the Spirit than by rejecting

and despising his revelations. Yet it is a

fact, strange indeed, yet constantly noticeable,

that whilst the only religion which the world
believes in at all is a life of complete conse-

cration to Cod, and whilst the world makes no
allowance for the defects of those who belong
to Christ, yet the advocacy of such a life of-

ten moves the scorn of the church.

—

M. S.

Pearse.

We cannot be a blessing to those who need
the ministry of comfort until we, too, have
suffered and learned the lesson of comfort for

ourselves at God's feet. Hence, if we would
be truly and deeply helpful, we must be will-

ing to pay the price of the costly tuition. We
must learn long before we can teach. We must
listen long before we can be ready to speak to

others.

—

Ex.

Items Concerning the Society.

Heard and Overheard About the Yearly
Meeting.—"It was a Yearly Meeting marked by as

much life as any of late years, preserved in as great

peace, notwithstanding unusual risks of breaking
the peace, but held under an evidence of silently

working power .surpassing that of recent yeans."

Says another, recently received into membership,
"I don't know what to make of such a spectacle.

What! No president, no moderator, no votes cast

—but only a recorder of the sense of the meeting
— and that gathered sometimes without hearing

words enough to tell it by ? I tell you, I sat

dazed at it. I tried to tell my folks about it, but
they couldn't conceive of such things happening so

orderly, and decisions come to that way, in any as-

sembly of people. And such unbroken dignity !

What do you say? ' Christ the head over all things

to his Church,' and no other presiding officer needed ?

Ah, that explains it. Now I see it all!" Another,

of eminence among men in England, when asked

if he could sum up his impression of Philadelphia

Y'early Meeting in one word, replied, "I could not

in one word, but I might convey it in two. And
they are these: Reserved Power."

Notts from Others.

Canada has stopped all First-day excursions,
Switzerland has done the same and Norway closes
all its business upon the First-day by law.

The importance of giving the Bible to the Fil-

ipinos in their native dialects is emphasized by the
fact that ninety-five per cent, of the population
cannot read Spanish.

Every settlement in Creenland is now said to be
Christian. The Christianized Indians throughout
the Hudson Bay region sing hymns in eleven dif-

ferent languages.

Conference, a paper published in India, states
that opponents of missions to .Jews calculate that
it costs from four to six thousand dollars to con-
vert a single .Jew.

Canon Hen.son says of Dean Farrar :
" It is an

agreed point that he succeeded in gaining the at-

tention of the middle-class public of England beyond
any other Anglican divine."

At Point Barrow, Ala.ska, which is in the " very
teeth " of the arctic circle, the Presbyterians main-
tain a mission. Ships with mail and provisions only
once a year touch there.

In his travels through Northern Luzon Bishop
Brent found at Ilocano a community of two thous-
and Christians, w^ho for over two years have had no
priest even for occasional administrations.

Ichino Shibota, a Buddhist priest, is taking a post
graduate course at Yale. He is a native of Japan,
and has been decorated by the mikado for special
services. He is studying philosophy at Yale.

It is said that the ancient Syrian manuscript of
the gospels found by Lewis in the monastery on
Mt. Sinai agrees in almost every respect with the
changes made by the New Testament revisers.

William E, Griffis says: "In the pure text of
the Bible one may search through its sixty-six

books without finding wings ascribed to the angels,
though fleetness and celerity of motion are ever
theirs."

A magazine whose orthodoxy is sometimes ques-
tioned, has an editorial in which it states the belief
" that sacrifice is the central truth of the Christian
philosophy, as it is the supremest experience in the
Christian life."

Henry Ware has been appointed dean of West-
minster to succeed the late Dean Farrar. Some
years since H. Ware had acontroversy with Pro-
fessor Huxley, which has been preserved to litera-

ture in " Christianity and Agnosticism."

"It is still the itinerant rather than the fixed

preacher," says the Congreaationalist, " who must
be depended upon to carry the gospel message to

the multitudes of new peoples who are constantly
coming to our .shores.

Timothy Richards, an English Baptist, has been
summoned by imperial decree to the consultations

of the great counsellors of state in China to con-
sider questions relating to the peaceful conduct of
missionary work in the empire.

"The AMethodist Book Concern " has grown from
a borrowed capital of six hundred dollars to an in-

vestment of over three million dollars in one hun-
dred years and more of its existence. It has never
lost its credit; never failed; never made an assign-

ment; never passed through bankruptcy.

The new venture of the Y. M. C. A. along the
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lines of industrial work is said to be one of appar-

ently limitless possibilities, not only in the relig-

ious world, but also in the domains of physical im-

provement, of mental attainment and of social re-

generation."

Gregorio Aglipay, archbishop of the Philippine

Independent Catholic church, who surrounds him-

self with advisers, both Frotestant and liberal

Catholic, recommends the study of the Bible and

urges his people to support the public schools and

uphold the present Government by obeying all its

laws.

E. E. Hale has an article in the Christian Register

this week on "The Singing Birds," in which he asks

if
" we cannot arouse the public opinion of the very

people who butcher the birds to-day, so that these

people shall be their most cordial friends and pro-

tectors." The Catholic archbishop of New England

is also interested in this matter.

Henry R. Talbot, of the Philippine mission, who
is now in New York says, " The Filipinos are largely

disaffected toward the Roman church as a foreign

institution, but quite satisfied with the system of

thought and practice which Rome represents. They

want priests from their own people. Roman priests

from the United States would not satisfy them."

A similar concern to that entertained by some

Philadelphia Friends for the sheltering of young

members animates C. Silvester Home, who in

speaking of his new work at Tottenham Court road

says: " It is one of my hopes for Whitefield that we
shall make it a veritable city of refuge for the

young people of London who are hard pressed in

the realm of thought and harder pressed in the

realm of morals."

The American Tract Society has received a re-

quest for the employment of a colporteur in Maya-
guez, Porto Rico. "

I know from long experience,"

says the maker of the request, " that the books

and tracts are doing great work in these Spanish

countries. They preach the gospel in many places

in the privacy of the home, on the public highways,

in stores and shops, in the city and in the country,

and many of them will be read and reread over

and over again."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—President Roosevelt, during his late

visit to Yellowstone Park, it is said, spent most of the

time in studying the habits of the various species of game
which abound there. He would lie for hours near a herd

of elk or mountain goats, and frequently would walk

eight or ten miles to obberve them. He also studied bird

life with John Burroughs, the poet naturalist, who was

able to show him but one bird with which he was not ac-

quainted, namely, the soltaire. In some very apprecia-

tive remarks in reference to the interesting objects and

the scenery of this Park, he said : "I have been literally

astounded at the enormous quantities of elk and at the

number of deer, antelope and mountain sheep which I

have seen on their wintering ground, and the deer and

sheep in particular are quite as tame as range stock. A
few buffalo are being preserved."

The original decree of the United States Court of Ap-

peals, enjoining the Northern Securities merger, has been

modified only to the extent of allowing the payments of

certain dividends. An appeal has been made to the Supreme

Court of the United States against the decision of the

United States Circuit Court in this case.

The trustees of the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial

Institute, of which Booker T. Washington is the head.

have received $600,000 toward the endowment fund from

Andrew Carnegie. In a letter, Andrew Carnegie, says :

"
I give this without reservation, except that I require

that suitable provision be made from the gift for the

wants of Booker T. Washington and his family during his

own or his wife's life. I wish that great and good man
to be entiroly free from pecuniary cares, that be may be

free to devote himself to his great mission." Last year

this Institute had 112 instructors and 1384 students

under instruction in such manual training as will enable

them to become self-supporting and self-respecting men

and women. The value of this establishment is stated to

be $1,000,000.

The amount of anthracite coal produced during 1902

in Pennsylvania is stated to be twenty-three million tons

less, and of bituminous coal about eighteen million tons

more than in 1901.

The manufacturers of cotton in the Southern States

are increasing at a more rapid rate than in New England.

It is said that " not proximity to the cotton fields, not

climate, but cheap labor, long hours, together with utter

absence of excitement, of extreme moderation of taxa-

tion, explain the growth of the South."

The Northern manufacturers demand factory laws

which shall restrict the time during which children may
work in the South.

Dr. Beaudoin-Bennet, of New York, lately held a clinic

in the Polyclinic Hospital to demonstrate the use of elec-

tricity in curing deafness. Three patients, one totally

deaf, were treated, and in every case they acknowledged
having heard distinctly numerous sounds made by physi-

cians in the room. The instrument used in the demon-
stration is the invention of Miller Reese Hutchinson, chief

engineer of the .American Finance Company. It consists

of a small storage battery of 6 voltage and small enough

to fit in the vest pocket. Two wires connect it with a

circular rubber box, which is used instead of an ear trum-

pet. When applied to the ear, and the battery turned

on, the patient is made to hear the faintest sound made
within a radius of about fifteen feet, providing there is

no paralysis of the auditory nerve. The experiments

made on the three patients were successful. One of them,

who had been deaf since childhood, answered correctly

several questions put to him by one of the attending physi-

A slight earthquake shock was felt at Haverhill, Mass.,

and also at Georgstown, N. H., on the 24th ult.

A despatch from West Point, N.Y., of the 20th, says ;

The presentation of teachers' Bibles by the American

Tract Society to the members of the graduating class of

the Military Academy was made this afternoon. Bibles

were provided for 104 graduates, and in a few instances

to those who already had Bibles other books were given.

A despatch from Riverton, N. J., says : State Entomo-

logist John B. Smith is asking the co-operation of local

Boards of Health all over the State in his war on mosqui-

toes, for the destruction of which the State has placed

an appropriation in his hands. He suggests connecting

all mosquito infected places by ditches with tidewater, so

that a small fish, known as ''
killies," would have free ac-

cess. These fish live on the larvae of insects and, he

believes, would be effective in destroying the mosquito.

He recommends this plan in preference to treating the

pools and ditches with oil.

There were 526 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 4 less than the pre-

vious week and 53 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 294 were males and 232 fe-

males: 73 died of consumption of the lungs ; 70 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ;

21 of cancer ; 18 of apoplexy ; 18 of typhoid fever ; 4

of scarlet fever, and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.— A despatch of the 20th ult. from Hong
Kong states that the famine in Kwang Si province is

killing tens of thousands of persons. The American

Consul at Canton has inaugurated a relief fund.

A despatch from Pekin of the 23d says : Russia has de-

manded that China sign an agreement practically ceding

to her the sovereignty of Manchuria and excluding other

nations from that country. The Russian Charge d'Af-

faires, Plancon, has informed Prince Ching, President of

the Foreign Office, that no further steps in the evacuation

ot Manchuria will be taken until this agreement is signed.

These demands of Russia abrogate the understanding

which has prevailed among the Powers in regard to the
" open door " policy toward Manchuria.

Secretary Hay has directed Ambassador McCormack, at

St. Petersburg, to present a strong protest against Rus-

sia's demands as to Manchuria, and he also has instructed

Minister Conger, at Pekin, to advise the Chinese Govern-

ment to resist the demands.

A despatch of the 24th from Berlin says :
" The Gov-

ernments of Prussia and of the Grand Duchy of Mecklen-

burg have decided to expelthe Mormon missionaries, of

whom there are 145 in Germany and 90 in Prussia, on the

ground that they are propagating a form of religious be-

lief incompatible with the laws of the State and public

morals, and because polygamy is not excluded from their

doctrines. The missionaries, who are all Americans, and

who come from Utah, will be allowed sufficient time to

settle up their personal affairs. The Government of Prus-

sia defines the expulsion as being simply a police measure,

to which no legislation need be made.

A despatch of the 20th ult. from Berlin says: The

great storm of wind and snow which raged for thirty-six

hours ceased at daylight this morning, and Centr; j.,,-

was under a white pall, varying in depth from U
,,|,^

here to three feet in the Hartz highlands and on t
'jij,

plains.

The steamship Kaiser Wilhelm II., which is
1J5,,

to prove the fastest in the world arrived at Nest iij

the 21st ult. on her first voyage. Her length is ';f^

and she is capable of accommodating 775 first c,3(

second class and 770 third class passengers. ' ;'(^

consists of 600 people. It is equipped for wirfti,'

egraphy. ,

King Edward VII of England left Malta on the il||

for Italy, and preparations have been made for^a'll

him to the Pope. His arrival at Naples was m^(
great enthusiasm.

A despatch from Washington of the 22nd Jm
United Slates Minister Leslie Combes was the \ui

preventing a war between Guatemala and Sahij.

letter from President Manuel Estrada, of Gnat ill,

him says: "There is no doubt whatever that '»
offices exercised by you had a great influence tcrji

storing peace between us, and I have the satisliioi

tendering to you, in the name of Guatemala,, «
heartfelt thanks for your work."

In a discussion in the German Reichstag prec-jgi

passage of the bill forbidding the use of white ydi

phosphorus in match making after First Month

was stated that phosphorus not only caused necr

times three or four years after a workman ha

match factory, but it was hereditarily tracs'

that whole families were afflicted, and again tr

necrosis to their descendants. So subtle were :

of the vapors that bones were fractured withou

son being aware of the fracture at first.

Two German students at Berlin were lately ,t«

to four months' imprisonment for fighting a dai|

The measures taken by the French governmeij

the members of religious orders from France b

g in several places. 5 1

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For

coming to Westtown School, the sb

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 a. Ml
and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met
Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents !|

To reach the school by telegraph, wire Weejke

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smedle^ij

Westtown Boarding School.— Applicalii f

admission of pupils to the school, and letter:

to instruction and discipline should be address to

WM. F. WiCKERSHAMj I

Payments on account of board and

munications in regard to business should bsiw
Edward G. Smedley, Superint

Address Westtown P. 0., Ghesl

Notice.—The Fourth Annual Meeting of

Educational Association will be held at

lege on the afternoon and evening of Seventl

Month 9th, 1903.

Afternoon session 3.30 P. M. — Regular

Reports of Standing Committees; Reports of

Colleges Represented in the Association; Wal

Hand will report on the curriculum for Fri

School: Dr. James A. Babbitt of Haverford

read a paper on " The Place of Athletics as

Intellectual Force in the Curriculum."

This subject will be discussed by Franklin

the Haverford Grammar School, and opportun

be given for general discussion.

Evening session, 7.30 P. M.—Dr. Martin G.

of the University of Pennsylvania, and Prei

Sharpless of Haverford College will address

ence on the general subject of "The W
Schools and Colleges from the Religious

tional Standpoint."

Supper will be served (on the college lawn

permits,) at six o'clock. Those attending th

will be guests of Haverford College, and per

ing to take supper will please notify Oscr

Haverford College, Pa., not later than Fifi

Month 7th. A general invitation is extendei

sons interested.

Rachel C. Wickers)

Died, Third Month 7th, 1903, George RiN

eightv-fourth year of his age : a member 0!

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the

trict.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PBW
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Disbursing Cliarity Funds.

ain person.s who have been investigating

)ject of the cost of disbursing the funds

ovL'd for various charitable purpose.?, in

iCiO, claim that from thirty to sixty-four

r c|it, of the money contributed to such or-

nizjion there, is spent upon salaries and

peilss. Of examples given in support of

a legation, one is that of a well-known in-

tnt^n '.vhich receives three hundred thou-

lliis a year, expending one hundred

in thousand dollars of that sum in

alii, another receiving one hundred and

.te( thousand dollars, is said to pay out

'tyJDur thousand dollars for salaries and

niilitration expenses; a third, receiving

tyfe thousand dollars, uses seventeen

inslid dollars of it in a similar manner.

Qtijited with these is the United States

bW' Charities, receiving one hundred and

y-^: thousand dollars, which spent only

rtlousand two hundred and forty-one dol-

3 f salaries and expenses. The balance

f many secret lodges and fraternal or-

ions have frequently revealed a very

ge im charged to expenses account, as for

iri , banquets, junketing trips, etc. A
so known to the writer, who has frequent-

<ivi money for philanthropic objects, has

reiian once expressed his satisfaction that

en^ should handle the funds, believing the

leiould be administered with scrupulous

les', so that practically all the contribu-

J8 Duld reach the beneficiaries. The Her-

OjTruth remarking upon the above Chi-

;o Iquiry, observes:

Vejave little comment to make on this, and
'tejanguage of the disciples (Matt, xxvi:

'
' to say, "To what purpose is this

ite' The people who give do not count
gi ng their donations to be expended in

and expenses. Of course there are
some expenditures in all plans and pro-

jects for the relief of the poor and other be-

nevolent purpo.ses, but, as shown in the last

instance [The Hebrew Charities], these ex-
penses need not require more than a very
small percentage. When people have only
the glory of God and the welfare of humanity
at heart, they will maintain the working ma-
chinery, and the managing expenses in all be-

nevolent and charitable institutions on just as
simple and economical a basis as possible, and
will be willing to devote some time and labor

as a donation to the cause. L.

An Unfriendlike Monument.

A monument to Lawrence and Cassandra

Southwick as persecuted Quakers under the

Puritan regime has been offered to be set up

in Salem, Massachusetts, by Fred S. Ayer, of

New York City. "They were my ancestors,"

he writes to the mayor of Salem, "and they

were public martyrs in the cause of religious

liberty and freedom of thought, as they were

among the first to become Quakers in this

country and to perish for their independence."

He thus continues:

—

They settled in Salem about 1630. The
town donated to Lawrence land to enable him

to establish glass factories, and tradition re-

ports him to have been one of the first to man-
ufacture glass in this country. For absence

from the established worship to embrace tiuak-

erism he and his wife, Cassandra, and their

children were repeatedly imprisoned, mulcted,

whipped, starved and almost despoiled; two

of their children were ordered to be sold into

slavery, a sentence not executed because no

shipmaster could be found to take them, while

Lawrence and Cassandra were finally banished

from the colony under penalty of death, took

refuge in midwinter at Shelter Island in ex-

treme age and perished there in the spring of

1660 of privation and exposure. There were

others who also suffered."

We are informed that besides Lawrence and

Cassandra Southwick. there were Daniel and

Provided Southwick. These were ordered sold

into slavery for their faith. Josiah Southwick

was banished in 1659, but returned in 1661

and was seized, tied to the tail of a cart and

dragged through the streets. He remained

in Salem, however.

The model of the proposed monument of

bronze or marble represents a mortal struggle

of a man and woman with a fierce and ram-

pant tiger. This beast stands in the artist's

mind for the spirit of Persecution, and the

munificent contributor of the gift to Salem,

doubtless with noble intent, contemplates a

righteous protest in celebration of religious

liberty and its martrys. liut in effect the ti-

ger would naturally stand in the people's mind

as a vindictive libel on ancient Puritanism.

It would find secret sympathy amongst anti-

Christians and anti-protestants; but none, we
believe, in the true-hearted Quaker or Friend.

The lamb that tired out and discomfited that

beast for all America through faithful non-

resistance save by the sword of the Spirit,

would be among the first to wish the tiger

kept buried out of sight, and all trace of ran-

corous memory hid which might flaunt the

mistaken zeal of fathers in the face of unof-

fending children, who are to-day just as sorry

for it all as are the Quakers of to-day. Pro-

fessing the immediate Spirit of Christ as their

foundation, the Friends must in the same

spirit continue to say, "Father, forgive them,

for they know not what they do;" and rejoice

in no exasperating reminders to mar in Salem

the grace of peace.

How surely are generations succeeding sto-

ners of the prophets moved to garnish their

sepulchres. How often the first stone hurled

at a faithful one's life, is made the first of

his monument! Rut Quakerism covets no mon-

uments or stones of memorial but of tne

spiritual order, and no adurnments but "the

ornament of a meek and quiet spirit which in

the sight of Cod is of great price," even that

of the sacrificial life and offering of his dear

Son. For principles, Quakerism will observe

memorials and testimonies to be displayed be-

cause of the Truth, but not in any honor for

the pleasing of the flesh. If this proposed for

Salem had been a monument for a principle,

and not in effect a stigma on mistaken men,

the Friends, though inquiring "for what pur-

pose this waste" of fifty thousand dollars, could

leave the well-meaning sign-builders to their

signs. But we aspire to no structures for

personal fame. Likewise, if Friends in truth,

we look upw-ard with no pride on that highest

of human statues yet erected on this planet,

though it figures one of our historical charac-

ters foremost in true honor, William Penn,—

towering, as it were, above time and earth in

this city of his founding. "How can ye be-

lieve," were that statue its original, it would

preach,
—"who receive honor one from an-

other, and not the honor which cometh from

God only?' Not even would he, as architect
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of a state, have the vanity to say words put

upon the architect of a great Cathedral, ' 'If

thou wouldst see my monument, look about

thee." No boasting forecast breathed in the

spirit of bis mind; but this, in brotherly love,

was the yearning of his soul over his city:

—

"Oh that thou mayst be kept from the evil

that would overwhelm thee; that faithful to

the God of thy mercies in the life of right-

eousness, thou mayest be preserved to the

end. My soul prays to God that thou mayst

stand in the day of trial, that thy children

may be blessed of the Lord, and thy people

saved by his power.
'

'

Imagine the same William Penn coming to

Boston some twenty years earlier f^an when

he came to Pennsylvania. What was there in

human probability to have prevented his shar-

ing that martyrdom along with William Rob-

inson, Marmaduke Stevenson, Mary Dyer, or

William Leddra? And yet, so far as we know,

William Penn was not better than they, and

they all in pure righteousness as good as he.

But their death largely made it possible for

Penn, or any others, to find in North America

twenty years later a land of toleration of con-

science, which he came hither to confirm.

Religious liberty covering America is the mon-

ument, more imperishable than bronze, of Cas-

sandra and Lawrence South wick, with the no-

ble army of Robinsons, Dyers, Brends, Hold-

ers, CDpelands, Nortons, Christisons—who re-

cieved upon their own persons, and stunned to

silence the shock of state-per.-iecution for rel

gious opinion. Less traceable to the labors

of that pioneer army of faith, but more elusive

as being spiritual, is the substantial monument

which has now found a foothold of recognition

among so many churches,—that of the im-

mediate and perceptible witness of the Holy

Spirit on the hearts of men. But marble mon-

uments are too carnal for us to covet for that

vanguard of Truth, and we repudiate all tiger

monuments for their enemies.

Simply forgetting the things that are be

hind save as sacred incitements, let us come

unto the living Rock of Divine revelation in

Christ for our future, other foundation than

which no man can lay, ourselves also "as liv

ing stones being built up a spiritual house, an

holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices

acceptable to God through Jesus Christ."

Whe.n Hannah More was dying she said

three words: "Light, light, light." Then
she went up on the wings of light to the city

of light. A neighbor of Hannah More's died

near the same time, and made all hideous

about him with his cry: "It's so black, so

black! " How do you explain the difference?

Hannah More was scared to death at a little

mouse. Her neighbor was the boasted bully

and infidel of the country, bragging that there

was no God, man, or devil that he w-as afraid

of. The only rational explanation to a reason-

able mind is, Christ was with Hannah More.

A Bank Teller.

"The average signature of the young busi-

ness man is becoming more and more diihcult

of identification," said the paying teller of a

leading local bank to a Washington Stnr re-

porter. "This is so because of the teaching

in the schools during the past few years of

the new vertical handwriting. Although this

writing is more legible than the styUs of the

past it has a tendency to destroy individuality

in the signature and put to the severest test

the faculties of the teller in distinguishing

genuine from forged signatures. These facts

apply particularly to young men who have

graduated within the past dozen years, for up

to that time there was only the Spencerian

style taught in the schools and every pupil un-

consciously acquired his own particular style

as his hand became adapted to the use of the

pen."
The business of the bank had been conclud-

ed for the day, the cash had balanced and

the teller grew loquacious as he sat before a

luncheon in a neighboring cafe and repaired

the waste in his system that had gone through

a siege of ten hours amidst piles of money and

the varying moods of those with whom he had

come in contact.

"You see," he went on, "signatures can be

duplicated almost as easily as a suit of clothes.

There are men in every city of the world who
have the power to counterfeit almost any sig-

nature given them if they are permitted a lit-

tle practice, and it is the dishonest among
these whom we have to avoid. Therefore,

the new handwriting is a constant menace to

the tellers, for if the signature is really forged

it lacks the individuality of the genuine, and

it is this trait in all signatures that the teller

first has to learn. I have thrown down hun-

dreds of forgeries that would have passed for

the genuine in the hands cf any but an ex-

pert, and all because of the lack of individual-

ity. It is a hard thing to get used to, hut

once acquired is impossible to overlook, any

more than one could fail to recognize a friend

if he happened to change his clothes. It can-

not be taught, but must be acquired by the

teller, and it is this that has made me a firm

believer that tellers are, like poets, horn, not

made. I think I have a familiar acquaintance

with five thousand signatures, and the rating

behind them, and when any one of these come
before me with a demand for recognition on a

cash basis I instantly size up the man pre-

senting it and draw my conclusions from the

tout ensemble. Not only must the signature

be all right; but so must the person who pre-

sents the check, and if he is unknown to me
he must prove his identity and right to the

money called for.

"When you present a check of your own at

your own bank you will observe that the teller

glances at the face, then turns it over to see

that it is indorsed, and then pays it at once.

But you do not know all that he saw in that

quick glance. He saw the signature first,

then the amount, instantly recalling if it was
in excess of the sum on deposit, then the date

to see that it was not predated, and then he

glanced at you to see if you were the indorser.

All that took but the fraction of a minute, but

in those few seconds the teller had sized you
up and rated you all along the line, for we

have no authority to overpay a check one

gle dollar, and are personally responsibfej

errors that may occur if we do. We
at the time, and customers in line do

to be put to the embarassment of being

waiting when they present a check,

depositor feels that he has a sort of inl

in the bank, and when his check is quei

he gets warm around the collar,

how gentle he may be at other times.'

feels that his honor is questioned, ai

makes him want to fight. These are a

the things we have to avoid in order to

the bank popular, yet at the same tii

must be alert to the bank's interests

"To give you an idea what it is to h
fectly familiar with several thousand

tures, tell me how many you know so v

you would be willing to take the respo:

of paying other people's money on the £

of your surety?"

the Star man, after several minutes

in recalling signatures, confessed that

half a dozen, for the first time actua'

izing what it meant to know thousani

his respect for the capabilities of the

growing in the interval. The expert

ued.

"Some men of business will reco]

hundred signatures, but even these cai

so sure of them that they would be wil

go a large amount on their judgment,

tures are a part of the world of the

He becomes as used to them as the M
does to the fluctuations of the stock bat i

board. He lives one-third of his life

them, and when a forgery comes to him ifi

the face of the presenter of the check tfel »-

nine times in ten, reads the guilt, for a

forgery is a difficult thing to detect,

your own signature, for example. Do

know that, after a year, you could positi

swear that you wrote it? No, and you w.

hardly care to take the risk of a man'si

on your judgment. In every criminal t

where handwriting comes into play, y(

almost invariably read that the witn(

that he thought that the signature was
or forged, but seldom or never sure o:

even when they say they are sure of it,

pens to be a handwriting expert who
and he bases his conclusions on his set

and not on rapid judgment, as we ha

You will seldom find a teller on the si

will positively assert that he knows a si

ture to be good or bad. He always quaS

his testimony. But take that same telks-

hind his window, and place before himie

man who presented the check and he wil H

you positively if the check is good or kit

once. That is what makes him valuable- is

ability to read .signatures and human iiatuit

the same time.

"We, like all men who deal directly

the homogeneous public, have our trou;

Banks nowadays are always ready to coij

errors, and if such a claim was made by
i

one at the window he would be given C(t;j

ecus attention and told that if at the clo:

the day's business the balance showed a

ror it would be remedied. Frequently cM*

are overpaid, but it generally happen^ tlia )*

time can be calculated, and very rare '»

there loss to the bank from this cause. *i|

lers are only human, and are liable to ehi
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iheir percentage of error is so slight that

I is not on foot any plan at present to

Jant them with machinery.

'.vpi'v hour in the day there are people at
I i\v who object to being told that they
inwn to the teller and will have to be

i.iliLd. It hurts their sensibilities. They

^ to feel that we offer them a gratuitous

j: by doubting them, and at these times,

uLirly when the person is a woman, we
Mxercise all our diplomacy to make
! that we are doing them a favor as
!• bank by protecting them from dis-

rsons by insisting that all who come
\ lie personally known to some one in

A story is told of Joseph Jeffer-

"iiipt to cash a check on a Chicago
' lal years ago. The teller did not

, never having seen him save on the
i;ip Van Winkle,' and when the fa-

r came face to face with one of his

nlmirersthe latter refused to believe

[;ie of his own eyes, and demanded
rson get some one to identify him.

r was somewhat nonplussed that his

unknown to even the teller of a bank
turning from the window to get th(

iiientification, said, in those inimi-

world renowned accents 'If my dog
vas here he would know me, dot's

ti'ller laughed with delight, and paid
ri i: without further question. Nobody
s. -li'tFersoncould have said it that way."

YiiirJii Meeting of Women Friends,

•'hihuhlphia, the Ninth Month, 1776.

n^ls who were a Tommittee appoint-

ler of the most convenient method
n;j,' the advice of this meeting to the

arterly and Monthly Meetings be-

iiTeto, have, after deliberate and
iteration, produced the following

lich, being approved, is recommend-
:id in each of the said meetings:
'ving been revived in the minds of

lends a weighty and growing con-
1- advancement and preservation of

in the way of purity and plainness,

il exercise appearing in the meet-
l account, we feel a fervent desire

who are in the station of parents
I if families, may deeply attend to

Is of instruction in their own minds
'. way of life and peace, that peace
1" sure and lasting reward for the

ai-ge of evei7 religious duty; may
re, arise in that strength Divinely

ted, and lay our hands upon every-

n our houses and families that's incon-

with the high and holy profession we
king; thus would the causes of com-
" jt'eatly removed and we should ex-

iting enriched with that blessing to

nnexed no sorrow, and become as
Ml-' world, as a "city set on a hill

not be hid." Signed on behalf of

;in,ii,-by Mary Pemberton, Clerk.

e are those who honor a far-off Saviour,

; one now living, and such have built

'
"!• places where .Jesus once was, and
liver the spot where He was thought

' !>'i; but the Friends have preached a

not once only in the world, but con-

there.—r. E. Harvey.

William Gibson.

William Gibson was born in Caton, near
Lancaster, about the year 1(329.

Being a soldier in the garrison in Carlisle,

Cumberland, he, with three others, understand-
ing that a preacher called a t^uaker, who was
a stranger, had appointed a meeting in that
city, agreed to go together to the meeting,
with an intent to abuse the said Friend, whose
name was Thomas Holmes. William Coming,
first to the meeting, and hearing the Friend
powerfully declaring the truth, was so affected
and reached by his testimony, that he stepped
up into the meeting, near the place where
Thomas Holmes stood, and, knowing the de-
sign of his fellows, waited to defend the Friend
against any that durst offer to abuse him.
b rom this time he became a constant fretiuent-

er of Friends' meetings, and quitted his place
in the garrison, and employed himself in the
trade of shoemaking, and waited upon Cod in

silence, under the exercise of his power, for
the space of three years. Afterwards he re-

ceived a dispensation of the gospel to preach,
and became very serviceable in divers places
in the county of Lancaster He
afterwards travelled southwards in the work
of the gospel, and w^as imprisoned at Maid-
stone, in Kent, for his testimony, w-hich im-
prisonment was long; from whence being dis-

charged, he went to London, and removed his

wife and family thither, where his service was
well known to Friends in that city, and many
other parts of the nation, and many are the
seals of his ministry He was a

tender father to the mourners in Zion, and di-

vided the word aright, speaking a word in sea-

son to the tempted, afflicted and travailing

soul, a cherisher of such as loved and fearea
the Lord.

He was a lover of unity amongst brethren,

but as a sword against that spirit, which, un-
der pretence of love to the light of ( hrist

•Jesus in their consciences, would plead for a
liberty that was out of the truth, and sought
to draw others from the footsteps of the Hock
of Christ. ... He was a man devoted to

the service of God, and an example to believ-

ers in word, in conversation, in charity, in

spirit, in faith and in purity, given to hospi-

tality, apt to teach, and was an approved min-
ister of God. He had suffered hard imprison-

ments, and the spoiling of his goods, for his

testimony's sake, against hireling priests, who
feed themselves and not the flock, and against
their maintenance by tithes. In the Third
Month, 1684, he travelled into his native coun-
ty, Lancashire, though he had been out of

health; and in his return home he was taken
sick, and continued ill for three months. . .

He had two sons and one daughter, to whom
he gave good advice in the time of his sick-

directing them to that blessed and Di-

vine light of Christ, by which he had received

the knowledge of God, and, by walking in it,

salvation to his soul, desiring that they might
know the same and walk in it. "It will show
you," said he, "what is good and what is

evil. Take heed to God's word in your hearts,

so you will know your ways cleansed by it.
'

'

He charged them to avoid all vain and idle

company, and to be diligent in frequenting the

assemblies of the Lord's people, and to keep
society with such, and to flee youthful lusts,

which war against the soul. ... He
also charged them to read the Scriptures and
other good books. . . .

He died the Twentieth of the Ninth Month,
16.S4, aged fifty-five years, and a minister
twenty-six years. —Selected.

Note.- In this series the selection on page 321 gave
the year of John Cariile's coDvincement as 1763, which
..huuld be 1«73.

A Declaration by William Savery.

William Savery, an eminent servant of the
Lord, when near the close of life: "I thought,"
said he, ' "I was once strong for the work, but
now 1 am a child brought back to my horn-
iiook, and have nothing to trust to but the
mercy of (lod through Christ my Saviour."
Without attempting to give the preacher's
words, it may be stated that the purport of
his discourse was to show the importance of
faithfulness in little things, and the necessity
of bearing the Cross. He said that if we were
in earnest in our pursuit of essential good
every day, and several times in the course of
the day, we should have to do and to suffer
things extremely mortifying to us. The Cross,
the Cross; this was the banner we must always
bear; he found it so, at least; and nothing
but prayer, prayer for preservation, morning
by morning, evening by evening, would be the
means of enabling us to travel safely. At
the close of the day we should impartially re-
view our conduct, bring it to the test, and,
whenever we have fallen short of the stan-
dard, we should endeavor to feel after a quali-
lication to seek for, and obtain our Heavenly
Father's forgiveness. This, with all its exer-
cises, is a truly happy life. The want of
faithfulness in little things is the cause of
their being so many dwarfs in Israel. Those
who are faithful in a little, and those only,
would be made rulei-s over more.

Soon after rising upon his feet in the after-
noon he mentioned the great fear that had
aver attended him through life on occasions
like the present, lest he should not be skilful
in discerning between what was given to him
for his own improvement and that which was
designed for the people, adding that at the
present time he still found that care as need-
ful as ever. However it might be with others,
thus it was with him.

Dick and the Sparrow.

The lady of the house was standing in the
vestibule, casting an anxious eye down the
street.

"Are there no boys in sight?" asked a
voice from within.

"Yes, plenty of boys on the street, but you
know how particular 1 am about I'et. I should
like to be sure that the boy who rides her will
not be rough with her."

.Just then a sturdy young fellow of ten came
whizzing by on a bicycle. It was not his own,
but one that its owner was generous enough to
lend to the boys who had none, and he was
taking his turn while the other boys lay on the
grass and played jackstones, wishing as he
rode along, "My! if I only had a wheel for my
trip to the farm!"

-Just then he suddenly straightened himself
up. "Ting-a-ling-ling!" rang out the bell of
the bicycle sharply, and as he slowed up the
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other boys half rose and looked wonderingly.

They could see nothing to ring for.

"What was it, Dick?" they inquired. "Oh,
nothing but a sparrow. I was afraid I would
run over it ; the little thing stood so still right

in front of the wheel.
'

'

"Ho, ho! Rings his bell for a sparrow! "

sneered the other boys as Dick dismounted.

"Mamma's itty wity baby."

"I don't care how much you make fun of

me,
'

' he replied, good naturedly, yet not wath-

out a red flush on his brow. '
'I guess I wouldn't

run over a sparrow, even when I could help it

by ringing or stopping.
'

'

"Come here, please, Dick," called a voice

from the doorstep of one of the handsomest
houses on the avenue. "You are the very

boy 1 want to drive a pony to the country, and
back. It is out the Darlington boulevard.

Would you like to go?"
"Why, yes, ma'am," quickly answered Dick.

I have an errand out there, and was just dread-

ing the walk."
' 'Then I am glad you may ride. I was won-

dering whether I could trust one of those boys
to be kind to Pet when I overheard about the

sparrow. This made me willing to trust you."—Junior C. E. World.

THE CHURCH AND THE V70RLD.

A TIMELY ALLEGORY.

The church and the world walked far apart
On the changing shore of time;

The World was singing a giddy song,

And the Church a hymn sublime.

"Come, give me your hand," said the merry World,
"And walk with me this way,"

But the good Church hid her snowy hand,

And solemnly answered
—

" Nay.

" I will not give thee my hand at all.

And I will not walk with you
;

Your way is the way of eternal death.

And your words are all untrue,"
" Nay, walk with me a little space,"

Said the World with a kindly air,

" The road I walk is a pleasant road,

And the sun shines always there;

" Your way is narrow and thorny and rough.

While mine is flowery and smooth;
Your lot is sad with reproach and toil,

But in rounds of joy I move.
My way, you can see, is a broad, fair one,

And my gate is high and wide
;

There is room enough for you and me,
And we'll travel side by side."

Half shyly the Church approached the World,
And gave him her hand of snow

;

And the false World grasped it, and walked along,

And whispered in accents low,
" Your dress is too simple to please my taste;

I have gold and pearls to wear
;

Rich velvets and silks for your graceful form,
And diamonds to deck your hair."

The Church looked down at her plain white robes,

And then at the dazzling World,
And blushed as she saw his handsome lip,

With a smile contemptuous curled.
" I will change my dress for a costlier one,"

Said the Church with a smile of grace;
Then her pure white garments drifted away,
And the world gave in their place

Beautiful satins, and shining silks.

And roses and gems and pearls;

And over her forehead her bright hair fell

Waving in thousand curls.
" Your house is too plain," said the proud, bold

World,
" Let me build you one like mine,

With kitchen for feasting and parlor for play,

And furniture never so fine."

So he built her a costly and beautiful house

—

Splendid it was to behold;

Her sons and her daughters met frequently there.

Shining in purple and gold.

And fair and festival—frolics untold,

Were held in the place of prayer
;

And maidens bewitching as sirens of old

—

With world-winning graces rare;

Bedecked with fair jewels and hair all curled,

Untrammeled by Gospel or Laws,
To beguile and amuse and win from the World
Some help for the righteous cause.

The Angel of Mercy rebuked the Church,
And whispered, " I know thy sin,"

Then the Church looked sad, and anxiously longed

To gather the children in.

But some were away at the midnight ball.

And others were at the play;

And some were drinking in gay saloons,

And the Angel went away.
Then said the World in soothing tones,

" Your loved ones mean no harm

—

Merely indulging in innocent sports,"

So she leaned on his profliered arm.

She smiled, and chatted and gathered flowers

And walked along with the World;
While countless millions of precious souls

To the horrible pit were hurled!
" Your preachers are all too old and plain,"

Said the gay World with a sneer;
" They frighten my children with dreadful tales.

Which I do not like them to hear.

" The Father is merciful, great and good.

Loving and tender and kind
;

Do you think he'd take one child to heaven.

And leave another behind?"

So she called for pleasing and gay divines

—

Deemed gifted, and great, and learned
;

And the plain old men that preached the Cross

Were out of her pulpits turned.

" You give too much to the poor," said the World,
" Far more than you ought to do;

Though the poor need shelter, food and clothes.

Why thus need it trouble you?"

So the poor were turned from the door in scorn.

She heard not the orphans' cry;

And she drew her beautiful robes aside

As the widows went weeping by.

And they of the Church, and they of the World,
Walked closely, hand and heart,

And none but the Master, who knoweth all,

Could discern the two apart.

Then the (^hurch sat down at her ease and said,

"I'm rich, and in goods increased;

I have need of nothing, and naught to do,

But to laugh and dance and feast."

The sly World heard her and laughed within,

And mockingly said aside,

"The Church has fallen—the beautiful Church

—

Her shame is her boast and pride."

Then the Angel drew near the mercy-seat.

And whispered in sighs her name,
And the saints their anthems of rapture hushed.

And covered their heads with shame.
—Christian Herald.

And this for comfort thou must know
Times that are ill won't still be so;

Clouds will not ever pour down rain;

A sullen day will clear again. —Herrick.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Cei ^j

to the Era of Mahomet.

vni. .

The bloody settlement of the Donatistscu
had not long been concluded, when thcjf

greater one growing out of the teachiniof

Arius arose, separating the whole Chrilm

world, as it were, into two antagoi'jt

camps.

In the two centuries preceding thert ad

arisen similar widespread docti'nal contr;;t.

sies, first with Gnosticism, and then
'Hi

Manichffiisra. The gnostic cult was a spefj.

live theosophy that concerned itself verjiir.

ticularly with the origins of things

—

I!bi

and human—unknowable mysteries, t( he

exclusion of the simple life of faith in C k
The followers of Mani, a Persian, essav

' to

engraft a dualistic realm of light and darl sj,

derived from the religion of Buddha, upcohe

stock of Christianity. The so-called eel

among these were purists, abstaining on

flesh (being opposed to the killing of aD:;ils|

and wine, and even from marriage, leii

teaching, in which was not a little trnthiii

gled with error, re-appeared variously ft

succeeding centuries.

The doctrine of the Arians, claimed '!»

heretical, was thus defined: "The apojte

assert that Uod was not always Fathe'bo

that there was a period when He was )ti

Father; that the Word of God was notion

eternity, but was made out of nothing ''jAI

so, that the Word incarnate, was of sila

substance with the Father, and not the im

substance.

As the controversy proceeded, "in er

city," writes one historian, "bishop w[0]

posed to bishop, and the people conlde

with one another, like a swarm of lal

fighting in the air." "Those," writs ai

other, "were indeed melancholy times tve

deserving of our tears. It was not thei si

former ages, when the Church was at ie

by strangers and enemies; now, thoswii

were natives of the same country, whcWB

under one roof, and sat down at one bl(

fought together with tongues as ilsit

spears."

Chiefly to settle this very serious lad

Constantine called together, in 32."i, at.'ss

in Bithynia, a few miles east of his re\'ap

tal of Constantinople, a notable council, liic

was composed of three hundred and eil

bishops, besides other hundreds of pres er-

deacons, and interested lay persons.

The fact of the coming together— oi"

ward peace, at least— of this great as nbi

from all parts of the Roman empiie. is if'

the starting contrasts of history; fo onl

twenty-two years previous to this event ber

had occurred at Nicomedia the burning :tli

beautiful palace of Diocletian—an act, lic'

attributed to the Christians, had start will

renewed fury the fires of persecution, tba

at last it came to be triumphantly said: 'Ti-

name of the Christians who were see if

overturn the State has been blotte n'

Everywhere the Christian superstition;

stroyed, and the worship of the gods '

sally restored."

Constantine did not idly hold his title

was sovereign head of the State and''

army, and so he intended that he shou o'"'

i
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dirch. The great Council being called

iijaa, he aupeared there as the presiding

;eand central figure of the assembly. His

nijc speech counselled peace, and depre-

jdj'the devil's tares of dissens'on," and

fti'ibly enough, he admonished his "be-

.(1 linisters of God" "to remove the cause

1; nsiiiii, to cut off the heads of this hy-

,,iiiiu.-y and establish peace." The pro-

[lji;s, nevertheless, were marred by a great

Id unseemly contention. The creed, the

;iill of the historic Nicene Creed, was

[it I, followed by anathemas condemnatory

in ii'ii'sies of Arius.

,[ ,( lueaking up of the Council, which

I:
1 li two months, the Emperor issued an

I nlning that the writings of Arius

uli -e liurnt, while anyone secreting them

uli«tand in peril of death. Another edict

ov|.l, against the Novatians, Marcionites

oler schismatics, enjoining them to for-

" ' 'ir "pestilential errors" and return to

III, and, to make the cure of the

iLial, requiring that the meeting

11 all heretics shall be, without delay

: iiiution, pulled down and confiscated

atiiiilic Church." Thus early began

ii hi professing church the evil course of

section for conscience' sake. It may be

we! to add that a few years later, in the
'- T?v with Athanasius, bishop of Alex-

-tantine sided with the formerly

v,\ Arius, whom he fully restored

'heiime of the Decian persecution, which

ed|0 violently in Northern Africa in the

dW)f the third century, witnessed the be-

of the religious movement of Monas-

The persecution itself, the corrupt

society, the falling away of many
ns from their faithfulness, the preva-

i wars, together with the spread of

ist

:e

ef 1 the merit of celibacy, influenced first

oJ wo at a time to withdraw as hermits

mcprites into the solitudes of the Egypt-

dCTt. The knowledge of Christ which

aened to be overspreading all the world,

afeinence of multitudes from engagement

aril warfare, had not the Fathers—Jus-

M;,tvr, Clement, Tertullian, Origen and

told them were a fulfillment of the

1 prophecies of Isaiah ard Micah and

ir lly seers of old, that the swords and

vould in the latter days all be done

y ^jtll, and violence and wasting no more
inin in the land? Evidently the out-

tclld hand of ruthless power and the in-

DKt of torture did not presage those

•.te days" of the Lord's own rule which

bei foretold, and so in the despondency

ler^i souls at the world's condition, and

1 le thought of nourishing the better

I iilhemselves, did some of these proceed

fitlraw themselves far away from the

les f men.

ycngman, Paul, and Anthony— of whom
y onderful things have been related

en of those who first withdrew (A. D.

I iio the desert of the Thebais, and, in

Jryfew years, the solitary parts on the

er of Libya, and up into Palestine and
a. 'catre the abiding places of the her-

. t climate favoring this outdoor method
fe. The founder of the associations of

bit, or monks, was one Pachomius, also

a native of Egypt, who had been forced into

the military service, but obtained a release

from the undesired employ. During twelve
years he remained as companion to an aged
anchorite, and then, actuated as he believed

by a call from heaven, founded on an island

in the Nile, not far from Thebes, a community
of monks. This was in the time of Constan-
tine. In little more than half a century,
many monasteries had been established there-

around, with as many as fifty thousand broth-
ers subject to the order's rules. These were
no idlers, but diligent workers in the making
of mats, ropes and boats, and in the pursuit

of agriculture, (.'ommunity of goods was ob-

served, the surplus products were sent down
the Nile to the Alexandria markets, and what
was left over was bestowed in charity. A
sister of Pachomius, emulating her brother's

zeal, became abbess of the first convent, which
was built by brethren from the parent monas-
tery of the island in the Nile. The picture

of this early institution of the colonies of

monks and nuns offers many pleasing features,

yet the system was an unnatural one, and,

closely examined, will not fail to discover

harsh and unattractive accompaniments. The
following instance of this period is cited:

"The hideous degree to which some suc-

ceeded in drying up the spring of human affec-

tion is shown in the accounts of Pior and Mu-
cins. The former, one of Anthony's disci-

ples, vowed on leaving his father's house,

that he would never again look upon any of

his relations. After he had spent fifty years

in the desert, his sister discovered that he

was still alive; she was too infirm to seek him

out, but her earnest entreaties set in motion

the authority of his superiors, and Pior was
ordered to visit her. Arriving in front of her

dwelling, he sent her notice of his presence.

As the door opened he closed his eyes, and

held them obstinately shut throughout the in-

terview; and having allowed his sister to see

him in this fashion he refused to enter her

house and hurried back to the desert."

Here we see a singularly literal adaptation

of the Lord's injunction, that "if any man
come to me, and hate not his father and

mother . . . and sister, yea, and his own life

also, he cannot be my disciple." Ki'ad thus

narrowly, one might even commit self-murder,

and claim that he honored a Divine require-

ment in nut regarding his own life. Never-

theless, the spirit of the obligation remains

subject to the paramount command— "Honor
thy father and thy mother." It 's likewise

said
—"The kingdom of heaven sutt'ereth vio-

lence, and the violent take it by force," a

passage which has undoubtedly been interpre-

ted in a way to justify the forcible taking of

lands, that their possessors might the better

be brought within the beneficent pale of Chris-

tendom.

The canons of the Egyptian Church as to

military service did not fully uphold the posi-

tion of Tertullian. Sympathizing with, and,

indeed, being the foremost exponent of the

principles of the Montanists (who, previous to

the Novatians and Donatists stood for puri-

tanisra in the Church), this forceful writer

declared consistently against all carnal war-

fare. In the Egyptian Church, military ser-

vice was sanctioned only under compulsion.

"The catechumen, or believer," quotes Bun-

sen in his Anakdn Antenivalin, "who chooses
to be a .soldier shall be cut off. But one who
has been enlisted without his own free will

does not fall under the same condemnation;
he is only enjoined to respect human life as
far as possible. Let the soldier who is under
command never voluntarily kill a man; and if

he is ordered to do so, let him not obey with
haste. If he takes life without being com-
pelled to do it, let him be excommunicated."
Hut Pressense shows (as quoted by J. B.

Braithwaite) that under the Empire in the third

century, military service was not, as former-
ly, obligatory, and hence "by choosing the
calling of a soldier a Christian exposed him-
self to all the temi)tations of camp life, and
showed a disposition altogether opposed to the

spirit of his religion." It is gratifying to

have this so discriminatingly shown, and as-

sented to, by the eminent evangelical writer

of France, and author of "The Early Years of

Christianity."

(To be continned.)

Christ in Humanity.

The meaning of the incarnation is full of in-

struction when applied to the practical life of

the Christian. In the familiar phra.se, Christ

has come into humanity to stay. His life is

to manifest itself in all the affairs of men.
Constant attempts are being made to crowd
Him out. His experience in infancy, that

Mary, bearing Him, found no room at the inn,

has been repeated in all ages. Notwithstand-

ing all the blessings He has bestowed upon the

world, attempts never cease to crowd Him out

of the political thought, the current literature,

the amusements and the business affairs of the

world. Many statesmen go upon the theory

that Christ has no place in their jiolitical cal-

culations, and that religion belongs to the in-

terior of the Church. Authors and editors,

on the other hand, w'rite as though Christ had

no place in the literature of this age. All

subjects, science, art and kindred themes, are

discussed independent of their relation to Christ

and his Church. And yet the fact is that

art and literature owe almost everj'thing to

Christ. The thought of Him is the deepest

inspiration of human intellect. In the world's

amusements there seems to be no thought of

the morality of the Christian religion. There

is no place for Him in many palaces of enjoy-

ment. He is banished from the social pleas-

ures of life, and our amusements are in many
cases of such a nature that Christ is looked

upon as an intruder in places of merriment

and mirth. Christ is also excluded largely

from the business of the world. Business, it

is said, is one thing and religion another. The

great principles of Christianity are considered

obstructions to business. The great law, "Do
unto others as you would have them do unto

you," is too troublesome to be admitted as a

maxim of business. Yet, while Christ is

crowded out of many hearts, let us thank God
that there are also many millions of lives

where He is welcome to dwell.

Thus, while the doctrine of the incarnation

contains a profound philosophical truth, and

has a deep theological significance, there is

also an eminently practical side to it, which

we do well not to overlook.

—

Reformed Church

Messenger.
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Science and Industry.
j

The Babylonian Tablet.—In a recent .

article telling of his excavations in the city I

of Nippur, Dr. Herman V. Hilprecht is quoted

as saying: " The Babylonians, in their arith-

metical tables, the multiplication table, for

instance, went far beyond us. Our multipli-

cation table stops at 12. 12 x 12 is the high-

est. The Babylonian table went up to 60.

Their children might have sung 60 x 60 in re-

citing the multiplication table. Indeed, for

astronomical purposes, they carried the table

out to 1300; that is, the results of multiplica-

cation up to 1300 x 1300 were tabulated.

They wanted to know at once the result of

large calculations. They did not want to be

retarded in their work by arithmetical pro-

blems, that is why they extend the tables so

far."

One Horse Powek to Every Seven Peo-

ple.—It would be difficult, says the Boston

Herald, to obtain better proof of the great

industrial advancement of the United States

than is furnished by the fact that there is

employed in the United States, one horse-

power in manufacturing establishments for

each seven of the population, and that ten

years ago the figure was one to ten, and

twenty years ago one to fourteen. It is esti-

mated that the horsepower now available in

this country for manufacturing purposes foots

up to the enormous total of 11,300,000.

This is almost double the figures ten years

previous, which were less than 6,000,000,

while twenty years ago the total was less

than 3,500,000.

Not only has the power that can be utilized

in our manufactures increased with our popu-

lation, but it has actually advanced in greater

ratio than have the number of workers.

These figures, be it understood, include only

power used for manufacturing, and they make
no account of the locomotives on railway or

the power in electric light plants or other

similar establishments. Of this total engine

power, three-fourths is obtained from steam.

Water power provides for perhaps 15 per

cent, and the rest is divided among miscella-

neous sources of mechanical power. While

electricity is now credited with only a small

per cent., the growth in the use of this power

is remarkable, and it bids fair, at no distant

time, to rank second only to steam. Accord-

ing to the figures of the last census, there

were employed in manufacturing and me-

chanical pursuits in the United States about

7,113,000 persons, and on this showing there

would be over one and one-half horsepower

available for the use of every person em-

ployed in the manufacturing industries of our

country.

Swedish Telephones.— Probably the first

thing which a visitor to Stockholm remarks

after his arrival is the appalling number of

telephones scattered about the hotel in the

corridors and rooms, says the Stockholm cor-

respondent of the London Express.

In his bedroom he will perhaps find one and

just outside the door another. He cannot

move twenty steps without discovering a new
one. While when he goes out into the streets

he will see little shelters, each of which holds

an instrument.

If his washerwoman does not send the linen

back punctually, he rings her up to ask the

reason. If he wants company at dinner or

lunch, he invites a friend through the tele

phone. It is here, there and everywhere.

In Stockholm there are more subscribers to

the telephone than their are in New York and

Chicago together. It is used very advanta-

geously in the rapid discharge of work by the

State authorities.

There are arrangements made by which

telegrams, instead of being sent to the house,

are communicated per telephone to the re-

ceiver direct from the postoffice.

But the system is not confined to Stock-

holm. The whole of Sweden is covered with a

network of cable and wires. At short notice

it is possible to converse with Haparands in

the north, sixty miles beyond the railway ter-

minus, or with Malmo, in the extreme south.

At the present time larger wires are being

laid in the north. When this task is com-

pleted and the trunk lines are in full working

order again, it will be possible to carry on a

conversation with the utmost ease between

Victoria Hafen, on the Arctic Ocean, and

AIoscow, Berlin or Paris.

In short, the telephone system of communi-
cation has been carried to the highest pitch

of perfection in the Scandinavian Peninsula.

But even now it cannot be said that the

system has attained its greatest dimensions if

one is to judge from last year's figures, from

which it appears that no fewer than 12,000

fresh installations were made in Sweden, the

majority in and around the capital.

Almost every village is connected by tele-

phone with its nearest neighbors, even in such

distant parts as Lapland.

Where Icebergs Abound.—Admiral Mark-
ham relates how, on one occasion, some men
were attempting to secure a ship to an ice-

berg, which split into two with a loud report

immediately a blow of the drill was delivered,

says the London Standard. A cubic foot of

ice at 32 degrees Fahrenheit weighs about

fifty-seven pounds, and a cubic foot of sea

water weighs sixty-four pounds, so that ice-

bergs float with about one-eighth of their

total mass exposed above the sea surface. It

must not be hurriedly assumed however, that

the total height of an iceberg from base to

summit is 12,000 feet because the portion

above water is 1500 feet high. As a matter

of fact, the submerged portion of an iceberg

may be altogether different in shape from the

Durtion which is visible. Icebergs, drifting

lazily southward on the broad bosom of the

Labrador current that hugs the east coast of

North America, often bring with them large

fragments of rock and a considerable quantity

of earthy matter; they occasionally ground

on the shallower parts of the banks of New-
foundland, and doubtless help decrease the

depth of water there by depositing the detri-

tus gathered while forming parts of glaciers.

Similarly, the icebergs of the Southern Ocean
have been observed with earth adhering, and

one, which was close to the Long Rannoch in

Second Month 1893, had a large brown rock

firmly imbedded in its side. Captain Ross,

the renowned Polar explorer, once saw a

#
southern berg bearing large pieces i^i

and nearly covered with mud and
qjj

specimens of which were obtained, j^
long intervals, ice is very scarce or altjtji

absent in the Southern Ocean, wh
^

several years without a break, near '>^^

ship navigating those waters, reports n

fallen in with ice. In Fourth Mont^^

the barque Earnock passed an ice!

;

degrees south, 20 degrees east, anc

hours later was completely surrounc

the words of Coleridge:

The ice was here, the ice was there.

The ice was all around
;

It cracked and growled, and roared and
,i

Like noises in a swound.

For several successive days ami nig

sailed eastward between long rows ot,t

At one instant her commander, Captaii

counted not fewer than 100, and it

mated that without any exaggeratic

vessel passed over 900 bergs. In

Month 1896, the Aberdeen White Star

ship Damascus, on her way to At

passed 954 • bergs in three days, o]

number 708 were counted in one day

in a watch of four hours. Several sh

lided with icebergs during this prol:

son, extending from 1891 to 1895 !

the Southern Ocean, and a few were s

damaged. .

In Seventh Month 1894, the bark

had an awe-inspiring experience. Afi'

ing for several days in sight of

massive bergs, she passed one in 4
which showed signs of human beings

been on it for some time. A beaten p
well in evidence, an apparently si

place had been formed in a hollow

the summit, and five dead bodies of mi

prostrate on the ice. Captain Hatfi

compelled to give up any attempt at

on the berg, inasmuch as night was co

and the breeze unpleasantly strong,

First to Fourth Month of 1854, betwc

and 40 S. 20W., many ships

island shaped like the letter J. The

for sixty miles, the shorter side fo

miles, and inclosed by these icy promc

was a broad bay quite forty rail

Several vessels were entrapped,

totally lost, under the nvstaken

that they were sailing between two ici

about forty miles apart. Some are

opinion tnat a fall in the sea surface t

ture is invariably experienced in the t

of an iceberg, and others assert that

summers are due to the extraordina

valence of icebergs in the North ^

Both views are erroneous. On cross

margin of the gulf stream and the I

current, the sea temperature sometiir

20 degrees without a sign of ice, i

not vary at all w^hen ice is in sight,

coolest summers do not necessarily

when icebergs are in evidence to the wi

"The Lord is long suffering, and

mercy, forgiving iniquity and transf

and hy no means clearing the GOT

Num. xiv: 18.

For every guilty deed holds

seed of retribution.
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^ever Be Above Your

Ilk," said the head clerk to a young
a large carpet establishment, "take

rl' of carpet over to Mr. Craft's, and

vljther the pattern will suit. You niav

aiveil take a rule and measure the room
jlu are there."

MHght," replied frank, putting on his

ai hat. I?ut when he noticed the size

bffoll—a sample one containing about

ya|ls— he exclaimed: "You surely don't

ctiiie to carry that big roll, do you?"

.t'ionly a sample and Mr. L'raft is in a

y ir it," replied the clerk.

Mvhat are the boys here for? I think

milt .send one of them over with it. If

. iaiivthing I detest, it's carting bundles

iidiowii."

oprietor, who happened to overhear

o^he conversation, told the clerk, pri-

t the young man go and take his

nents and send the caipet after him.

d arrived at the house and was busy

ork, when a man came to the door

II of carpet under his arm and was
to the room where he was. Looking
ik was surprised to recognize his

, with the roll of carpet in his arms.

ie| is your carpet young man. I hope I

D' kept vou waiting for it. If you
iitlirT orders, I'll take them now,"

! set down the roll. The young
istunished he hardly knew what to

"111 staring in amazement at his

lid left the house with a polite

M you get the carpet this after-

il the clerk, laying his hand on

nan's shoulders, when the latter

till Frank, looking up from his

do you know, I cannot under-
Ir. Green brought it around. I

ife surprised in my life."

.Ir. Green told me to ask you to

.ni,liis office when you returned."
lyby," said his employer, as he entered

Scj "I overheard your conversation this

ji(|, and what I did was for your benefit.

n [lould never be above his business;

18,100 proud to give personal attention

sallest detail. He should be prepared
rfon any duty that comes legitimately

y orders from those 'n authority. Y'ou

nsider no part of a business too

nt for you to give it attention.

carry for yourself rather than miss
oint or risk the loss of a customer.

above your business."

—

Success.

8 tcause we set our eyes on things of

stone and steel and fail to see be-
h(|3 into the clear ether of spiritual

thj; we sometimes grow despondent and
tdr inability to achieve more than the
t n.terial ends. We must remembei-,
.nd'ver, that our least deed is an arrow,
is hot into the air and will surely fall

'JM>; that our slightest word is a song
is snt out into a world w-here are many

; 88 earts, and that do as we may, none
' ai:s or words can ever die without
n'ime one.

—

Mitchell.

m you to

How Coins are Made.

While, perhaps, there are few things more
generally seen and handled than coins, still to

watch them turned out by machineiy in hun-
dreds with the rapidity and ease of buttons is

something which can be done in but three

cities in the United States. The only mints in

this country are in the cities of I'hiladelphia,

New Orleans, and h-an Francisco. Of these

the largest and finest, as well as the iirst to

be established, is in Philadelphia.

It was Robert Morris, the (Quaker financier

of the Revolution, whose eftorts finally induced
Congress in the year 1792 to establish the first

mint of the United States.

Naturally with the rapid growth of the coun-

try the output of coin had to be greatly in-

creased, so that by the year 1849 the mint
was moved from the little building it first oc-

cupied, near Seventh and Filbert streets, to

the more pretentious structure on Chestnut
street.

As great an advancement as was this move
to better quarters, it was, however, a still

greater one when the mint established itself,

in the year 1901, in the impressive structure

of marble and granite, which it now occupies,

on Spring Garden street.

To the new spectator there is something de-

cidedly novel in seeing coins manufactured
just as if they were any ordinary product. The
first step in the process of money-making to

be shown to the visitor is in the melting room,

where the raw material, great ingots of silver

it happened to be at the time of our visit, is

melted in earthen crucibles into a mobile mer-
cury-like liquid.

While in the liquid state the silver is quickly

cast in iron molds into uniform bars, less than

a man's forearm in length, which, after they

are cooled in water, are subjected to an acid

bath to remove all impurities from their sur-

faces.

And all of this melting, a process which in

most places is accompanied by volumes of

fume and grime, is here done over gas ranges,

with as little smoke and disorder as a chafing

dish fudge party. But the feature of the

melting room which, perhaps, will appeal to

the housewife first, is the floor. This is made
up of separate pieces of iron grating, a foot

in diameter, so constnicted that the entire

floor can be picked up and laid aside in a very

short time. This is done at the end of each

week, in order to sweep the smooth floor be-

low of the scraps and dust which have sifted

through the iron grating. The "sweepings"

thus obtained yield, it is estimated, about

$25,000 worth of metal each year.

Let us follow one of the trucks bearing the

silver ingots into the milling room. Here each

of the bars is passed several times through a

heavy rolling machine. Under this pressure

it is transformed into bright metal strips,

equal, perhaps, to a man's height in length,

and several times the width of the coin which

is to be made from it.

When these "ribbons" of metal have reach-

ed the desired thickness, or thinness, rather,

a fact determined by a most accurate gauge,

they are passed through a cutting machine,

where they are cut into small metal discs with

an ease and lightness of biscuit.

From the milling room great quantities of

the smooth metal discs, or "blanks" as they

are called, are carried into the adjusting room,
where they are carefully weighed on the most
delicate of scales. Each coin has a standard
weight from which these blanks are allowed to

vary by a very small fraction. Should any
of them exceed this allowance or "toler-

ance" they are given a quick rasp with a file,

which generally brings them down to the re-

quired weight. Then if they fall below it they
are cast aside to be again melted in the cruci-

ble.

Great truck loads of these planchettes are
now conveyed to the coining-room. Here, af-

ter a careful cleaning with alcohol to insure
facility in handling, they are fed to ponderous
stamping machines, which not only make the

impressions on the obverse and reverse of the

coin, but also where it is required do the mill-

ing on the edge. Although running with but
the slightest noise, these machines are capa-

ble, as in the case of stamping the double
eagle, of exerting the enormous pressure of

one hundred and seventy-five tons, at the same
time turning out perfect coins at the rate of
eighty a minute.

I'ut to many people the most interesting

feature of the I'hiladelphia mint is the cabi-

net room, which doubtless contains the most
complete collection of coins in America. Of
its many curious and unique specimens per-

haps one extreme is the large bar of bronze

which was once the standard "coin" in use

among the Scandinavians. The other extreme
to be found near at hand is the "Lepton," an
ancient coin, hardly so large as a pea, which
is commonly believed to be the time-honored

"Widow's mite."
In looking over the many rare and ancient

coins of the cabinet room we are impressed

with the fact of how- closely the monetary sys-

tem is linked with the history of a country.

In ancient times one of the most common ways
of commemorating an event or honoring a ruler

was to strike off a coin picturing the theme
which it was proposed to honor. And it is by

means of these old coins which, after hundreds

of yeai's have been unearthed, that we are able

to corroborate some of the most imjiortant

dates and historical events which would other-

wise have been handed down as legends.

And when we recall, too, the slow, crude

processes by which all this ancient money was
made, we cannot but wonder at the thoughts

of one of those old-time coin-makers could he

have visited the Philadelphia mint with us and

seen there the twenty-five ponderous machines

which each day turn out fifty thousand of the

"little wheels" upon which our commerce runs.

—Allen Biddle, in Youth.

Notes from Others.

The colporteurs of the Bible Society are per-

mitted to sell in Greece the New Testament in the

original Greek alone.

George Albert Coe in the Morninq Star says :

" Denorainationalism, from being a doctrinal squab-

ble, has become loving emulation in good works."

O.xford University Press issues on an average

forty Bibles every minute, and this number can be

readily doubled. Every year six hundred tons of

paper are used for Oxford Bibles alone.

St. Clair-Tisdall, who has lately superintended
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for the British Bible Society the printing of the

new edition of the Persian Bible, is now translating

the ancient cuneiform tablets discovered by Pro-

fessor Hilprecht at Nippur.

Bishop Brent says: "I am not particularly con-

cerned in trying to impress the Filipino people with

the unity of Protestantism only, but I am anxious

to stand for the deep, imperishable unity of the

whole Christian Church, that some day will break
forth into a visible and permanent form."

Charles Booth after the most exhaustive re-

searches into the methods and results of religious,

social and philanthropic efforts in London writes

of the failure of the fight with the terrible evils

existing there, of the demoralized poor who are
" gospel-hardened and sick of religion " and declares

that the unquestionable fact is that " London is a

heathen city."

"
I maintain," says Conried, of American theatre

managers, " that the theatre can do as much good

as the church." Even should this be admitted to be

true, would it not be equally true that the theatre

can do as much harm as a Mephistopheles"? And
which of these two conceivable results does the

English-speaking theatre come nearest to accom-

plishing at the present time?

—

Providence Bulletin.

By the aid of a phonograph the faculty and

students of Notre Dame (Ind). University on Fifth

Month 1st heard the voice of Pope Leo XIII in

solemn benediction and the responses sung by the

cardinals and the members of the papal court as

they occurred at his jubilee celebration Third Mo.

3rd in Rome. The cylinder was presented to Dr.

Zahn by Bettini, the scientist, the day the doctor

left for Paris. The one condition on which he

permitted the cylinders to be made was that they

should not be used for commercial purposes. This

recital was the first given in America.

J. Elbert Cutler, a post-graduate student at Yale,

has just completed an exhaustive investigation

into lynchings in the United States for the last

twenty-one years. He finds that the total for this

period is 3233, of whom 1872 were negroes and
1257 were whites. There were sixty-one women
lynched in that period, twenty-three of them white

women, of whom nine were lynched for murder.

In the South 1091 negroes and 593 whites were
lynched. Statistics cannot be made to show more
than thirty-five per cent, of negroes lynched for

crimes against women.

Nowhere is the spirit of militarism found in a

more offensive form than in Prussia. It is one

great reason for the unpopularity of Prussia and
Prussian methods among Bavarians, Saxons and

other Germans. That spirit is not of recent origin.

Neither the emperor nor any other living Prussian

can be held responsible for its existence. It is an
inevitable result of the history of Prussia. It has

been a military state, depending for its life on the

efficiency of its soldiers. The traits which have
been developed since the days of Frederick the

Great cannot be eradicated in a generation.

Prussian statesmen do not seem to consider the

dangers of militarism and of making officers little

gods. The emperor's intelligence ought to reject

the doctrine which exalts the soldier so greatly

above the civilian, and which establishes for the

officer a murderous " code of honor," but he, too, is

tainted by the Prussian vice—for vice it is. So
far it has not taken deep root in the other German
states, but it has spread like a cancer since the

creation of the empire. If militarism is not checked
gently it will be checked violently by a popular

revolt.—AT. Y. Sun.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—President Roosevelt, since leaving the

Yellowstone Park, has visited several cities in the West,
including St. Louis, where he was present at the gather-

ing intended to commemorate the Louisiana purchase from
France one hundred years ago. In an address before the

National and International Good Roads Convention he

commented on the influence which good roads may have
in keeping young men and women from giving up farm
life and removing to cities, and spoke of the benefits to

the country districts of the trolley line, the telephone

and the rural free delivery, and closed by asserting that

good roads would prove to be of benefit to all.

A despatch from St. Paul, Minn., says: W. H. Murray,
representing the California Promotion Committee of the

commercial organizations of San Francisco and California,

arrived here in search of laborers to assist in harvesting

the fruit crop. He will go as far as New England on

this mission. He says that the labor situation in the fruit

districts is a very serious one. The cause of the labor

shortage, he states, is the Chinese Exclusion act.

The announcement of the discovery of the cause of

smallpox has been made by Dr. William T. Councilman,
Professor of Pathology in the Harvard Medical School.

It has been determined that smallpox is caused by a mi-

cro-organism representative of the lowest form of animal

life. This fact serves to show a relation between small-

pox and such diseases as malaria.

President Baer, of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway
Co., has lately said: " My policy, in the face of the present

unrest, is to get several millions of tons of coal of all

sizes stored, so that should any calamity threaten again

we shall be prepared for it, and the public will not suffer.

I hold it poor policy for the coal companies to put all their

coal on the market at a loss to avoid the expense of stor-

age. The Reading Company has about 400,000 tons of

coal at various storage places."

The thermometer in Philadelphia on the 30th ult. reg-

istered 90°. On the 29th snow fell in Michigan and Wis-
consin. It is reported from Kansas City that snow and

frost did great damage to corn, wheat and fruit crops in

Texas, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska. The loss was es-

timated at several millions of dollars

Information comes from Southwestern Georgia that re-

cent frosts there have injured the crops greatly. In New
Jersey similar results have occurred. One observer states

that the cold has destroyed millions of insect eggs. The
insects by reason of the extreme heat developed very rap-

idly, and had laid their eggs on growing plants.

Forest fires iave done great damage in various parts

of Central Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and in New
York State. A despatch from Williamsport, Pa., of the

1st inst., says: The fire is the worst that has ever visited

the counties of Potter, Clinton, Clearfield, Jefferson, Elk

and Lycoming. The blaze started two days ago, and the

fierce wind that came from the west yesterday swept
down throu^"h the counties mentioned and fanned the

flames into a hurricane of fire forty feet in height, which

sped along at race horse speed. Hundreds of men have

been fighting the fire since yesterday, but have not been

able to retard its progress.

The actual amount of money of all kinds in the United

States on Fourth Month 30 is stated to have been $2,679,-

340,000, and the per capita circulation was $29.58.

The United States Supreme Court decided against a

negro, who brought suit to test his right to register as a

voter under the new Constitution of Alabama. The Court

did not go into the merits of the case on the strict validity

of the Alabama Constitution, but denied the relief sought

by the negro on the ground that the case was political.

A report made by General Miles to the War Depart-

ment, upon his observations in a visit he made to the

Philippines, has been made public. A despatch from
Washington, says: It shows a shocking state of affairs to

have existed in the islands, and, it is believed, may reopen

some of the cases involving cruelty and other improper

conduct of American soldiers. He denies that the people

have been pacified,, and says that the number of troops

needed in the islands is still problematical.

Four million six hundred and sixty-eight thousand one

hundred and ninety-two eggs, in 10,806 crates, were re-

ceived in Philadelphia in one day lately. This was by far

the largest number of eggs ever received here in one day.

There were 505 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 21 less than the pre-

vious week and 46 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 269 were males and 236 fe-

males: 62 died of consumption of the lungs ; 70 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ;

11 of diphtheria : 13 of cancers ; 20 of apoplexy ; 25 of

typhoid fever ; 4 of scarlet fever, and 4 of small pox.

Foreign.— The reported designs of Russia to retain

possession of Manchuria have been denied by its Repre-

t^t

sentative in this country ; and a dispatch from 'I'Ufj

ton of the 1st instant says : Secretary Hay has y!^
graceful acknowledgment of Russia's statemec'fy
purposes relative to Manchuria, involving her re|

jti,.

of sinister designs in that quarter. The Secretai
'mu,

addressed to Count Cassini, expresses regret thin,,

should have been a temporary misconception or 'bij,

to Russia's position in the matter, and seizes tl,r

tunity to return the thanks of this Governmenil
frank and satisfactory declaration of Russian ptipiM''

It is reported that China has yielded to the dei ji),,.

the Powers, and has agreed to pay the indemnii;)o,i

in gold.
]

^
A monastery in Marseilles, France, occupiec l

u,
Capuchian friars has been taken by the police Jten

siege of several days' duration, and their sympalij^ji

the building were arrested. These monks were
jluj,

among the religious congregations expelled under iLj,

of Associations, and resisted the various steps I
Ji i,,

the civil authorities to dispossess them of their ],)m

and drive them from the country. The French 'nn
ment's campaign against the religious orders is !ej,

the contention that they are disloyal to the Repit,aii

that their teaching is revolutionary and reaction!
'inji

tendency.

King Edward of England arrived in Rome on .JJi

ult., and was cordially received by Victor EmmjiiJn
a large concourse of people. On the twenty jH|
visited the Pope, and remained with him alone iabot

twenty minutes. The subjects discussed are saicjjij'

been on the part of the British sovereign, the tilu

taken by the Pope on the principal social questiobfti

day, and, on the part of Pope Leo, the situatiojf
||

Church in the British Empire. '

A despatch from London of the 28th says : Th linri

Association at its annual meeting in St.Jamesllli
night voted, with only three dissenting voices, tm
King Edward at Rome a protest against his visfji

Pope, similar in expression to that sent yesterd^iji

Protestant Alliance. This protest expressed le/

liance's ''intense regret that our Protestant Kinta
to visit the Pope, who is described in the homilioft

established church as anti-christ."

King Edward arrived in Paris on the 1st in;iti

was warmly welcomed.

The town Kischeneff, the capital of Bessarabia jon

western Russia has lately been the scene ofi

tacks upon the Jews residing there. A dispatcjil

1st from London says: Over 2,000 shops, boj

stores in Kischeneff were wrecked. Not a biiig

the Jewish quarter was spared; there was ranch istri

tion on the fashionable thoroughfares, and onlyiilili

protection saved the banks and commercial houi. .

Ten thousand Jews have fled from Kischeneff.

The town of Frank, N. W. T., has been nearly Iroj

by a landslide at the top of Turtle Mountain, ov mK
the town. An immense quantity of rock and ii;is»

hurled over the vicinity, causing death and di gdj

throughout a wide area. The whole side of Tur Moi

tain was observed to have fallen away, and the ef I

a distance of two miles was entirely choked up roc

and debris piled to an average height of sixty t.

multaneously with the falling of the rocks lit

Mountain an immense fissure of the earth open' on 1

northern side of Turtle Mountain. About tifty-s: oreo

are reported to have been killed.

Hurricanes, followed by a severe earthqual'shoi

alarmed inhabitants of Arica, Chili.

Emperor William, of Germany, has lately vwl I

Pope in Rome, and had a private interview withmlli

ing forty minutes.

The Santa Maria volcano in Guatamala has b agl

in active operation

v|*.

bolsg

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School. — For oonvi

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A.M.

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M., 25 cents ih >

To reach the school by telegraph, wire Wes 'hf

Phone 114x. Edward G. Smbdlb-»ii|'

Westtown Boarding School.— Applicatio for i

admission of pupils to the school, and letters! BP
to instruction and discipline should be addrassfp'.

Wm. F. Wickersham, PfiP"

Payments on account of board and tuition. ill

"

munications in regard to business should be fo >«

Edward G. Smedley, Superintend'.

Address Westtown P. 0., Chest I^*

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINT »

No. 422 Walnut Stree t ',

I
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iri Declarations of the Faith of Friends.

T- first written declaration of faith, rep-

II SI line of the leading doctrines of

- ^iven in Bowden's History as the

issued by Christopher Holder, John
111(1 Richard Uoudne), soon after the

>i' the two former in Sandwich, Mas-
-. It is dated: "From the House
lion, the 1st of the Eighth Month,
iston."
n believe in the only time and living

ither of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
' the heavens and the earth, the sea

I iiint;s in them contained, and doth up-

i n things that lie hath created by the

mil f his power. Who at sundry times and

ii rs manners, spake in time past to our
I

, the prophets, but in these last days
I'll unto us i)y his Son, whom He

I.- heir of all things, by whom He
world. The which Son is that Jesus

! was born of the Virgin; who suf-

ur offences, and is risen again for

ir stitication, and is ascended into the

ghe; heavens, and sitteth at the right hand
' G^ the Father. Even in Him do we be-

>ve rt'ho is the only begotten Son of the

itM full of grace and truth. And in Him
I w trust alone for salvation; by whose
ood.-e are washed from sin ; through whom
> he access to the Father with boldness,

ing justified by faith in believing in his

me Who hath sent forth the Holy Ghost,
wi the Spirit of Truth, that proceedeth
)m le Father and the Son, by which we are

liecmd adopted sons and heirs of the king-
m

I
heaven. From the which Spirit' the

ripires of truth were given forth, as, saith

} flostle Peter, ' Holy men of Cod spake
tht) were moved by the Holy Ghost.' The
lichjwere written for our admonition, on

-lOimihe ends of the world are come; and
! pjfitable for the man of God, to reprove,
i toixhort, and to admonish, as the Spirit

Gojbringeth them unto Him, and openeth
iinj "Him, and giveth Him the understand-
;oflhem.

"9that before all men we do declare that
d^ believe in God, the Father, Son and

ly jiirit ; according as they are declared of

in the Scriptures; and the Scriptures we own
'

to be a true declaration of the Father, Son i

and Spirit; in which is declared what was in

the beginning, what was present, and was to

come. . . . [The onij doctrinal matter
which follows is contained in an e.xhortation

to turn to the Spirit], that showeth you the

secret of your hearts, and the deeds that are

not good. Therefore while you have light,

believe in the light, that you may be the

children of the light; for, as you love it and
obey it, it will lead you to repentance, bring

you to know Him in whom is remission of sins,

in whom God is w-ell pleased; who will give

you an entrance into the kingdom of God, an

inheritance amongst them that are sanctified."

In the following year, 1658, or ten years

after George Fox commenced his ministry,

the following confession of faith was published

by Richard Farnsworth. In 166S and 1671

this was reprinted, with some other treatises,

by John Crooke, William Dewsbuiy, Humphrey
Smith, Isaac Penington and Alexander Parker,

in a work entitled "The principles of Truth,

being a Declaration of our Faith who are called

Quakers.
'

'

" vVe profess and confess faith in God the

Father, and in Jesus Christ his eternal Son,

the true God, and the Holy Spirit. And we do

acknowledge the Holy Scriptui-es of the Old

and New Testament to be the words of God;

this we testify; and we are not ashamed to

confess and profess faith in God the Father,

and in Jesus Christ his eternal Son, and in the

Holy Spirit, as the Scripture saith; but we do

believe in them, and acknowledge subjection

and dutiful obedience unto them, viz: the

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. And more-

over, we do hereby declare and testify to all

tme Christians, God's elect, what God we do

own, and profess faith in, even in that God
that appeared unto Abraham, the father of

the faithful, when Abraham was ninety-nine

years old, and said unto him, I am the Almighty

God, walk before me and be thou perfect (Gen.

xvii.) The everlasting God, the God of heaven

and earth," i&c. [After giving a number of

of Scripture passages illustrative of the majesty

and glorious attributes of the gi-eat Jehovah,

he proceeds]: "And this is God the Father,

which we own and profess faith in, and in

Christ Jesus his eternal Son, who said, ' I and

my Father are one ' (John x: 30), upon which'

saying the Jews took up stones to stone him;

yet notwithstanding, the same Christ that the

Jews hated, we love, believe in, and own; who

was delivered up to be cnicified for our of-

fences, and was raised up again for our justi-

fication (Kom. iv: 25), who is the true God;

and Him we own and profess faith in, and in

the Holy Spirit, God, together equal with the

Father and the Son, one God over all, God

blessed forever."

George Fox's celebrated reply to priest

Stephens is considered to have occurred in the

year 1644. In 165'J he replies to another in

his "Great Mystery"— " Christ gave himself,

his body, for the life of the whole world; He
was the offering for the sins of the whole
world, and paid the debt and made satisfac-

tion; and doth enlighten every man that comes
into the world, that all, through Him, might
believe; and he that doth not iielieve in the

offering, is condemned already."

In the same year, 1659, we find Edward
Hurrough answering: "As for the word Trinity,

it is invented, and he hath learned it out of

a mass-book, or common prayer iiook; but we
own the doctrine of the gospel of Christ, that

Christ is God, and the Spirit is God; and there

are three that bear record, the Father, Son
and Spirit, and these are one." So, more
fully, Francis Howgill in the same year.

To pass now- from earliest individual decla-

rations of the faith of Friends, we take up the

first that we can find as issued by the Society

in its oflicial capacity.

In the year 1668 the Society of Friends

issued a tract, entitled, "An Epistle from the

people in scorn called Quakers, for all people

upon earth to read over, that they may see

what the people called Quakers hold, concern-

ing God, Christ, his death, his resurrection,

his blood, his offering, redemjition, salvation,

justification, faith and hope. This Epistle was
drawn up by (ieorge Fox and Ellis Hookes,

who was clerk of the first Yearly Meeting of

Friends (London), held in 1675 (the first held

in America w-as at Newport, in 1672.) The
following is an extract from the Epistle

:

"Christ Jesus the Immanuel, God with us;

whom all the angels must worship. Christ

offered himself through the eternal Spirit,

without spot to God, and by his blood purges

our consciences from dead works to serve the

living (Jod. And so we know that Christ, by

one offering, hath forever perfected them that

are sanctified. And so as people walk in the

light, they have fellowship one with another,

and the blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin.

And Christ, who his own self bare our sins in

his body on the tree, that we being delivered

from sin, should live unto righteousness, by

whose stripes you are healed. And we, being

justified by the blood of Christ, shall be saved

from wrath thro' Him. For if when we were

enemies we were reconciled to God by the

death of his Son, much more being reconciled,

we shall be saved by his life (Rom. v: -S).

Postscript.—And this is to clear us from

all those pamphlets which are scattered up

and down among people, that we should deny

the Godhead, his eternal power, or his offering,

or his blood, or that we should be bought with

a price. For it pleased the Father that in

Him the fulness of the Godhead should dwell

bodily, and the Father, and the Son, and the

Spirit, we do own. And so let all stop their
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mouths that say that the Quakers' principles

are hid till now, for we have manifested our

principles both in our printed books, and would
that all people know our inside as they know our

outside ; and we do know, and also others know
it, that we have an esteem of Christ's suffer-

ings and death, and blood, and the Scriptures

of the Prophets and Apostles, more than any
other people. Geokge Fox,

Ellis Hoopes.

The following, as given in the London Friend,

was presented to Parliament in 1689, and may
be found in a pamphlet entitled

'

' the Chris-

tianity of the Quakers asserted against the

unjust charge of their being no Christians.

It is in the form of questions and answers.
"Q.— Do you believe the Divinity and hu-

manity of Jesus Christ, the eternal Son of

God, or that Jesus Christ is truly (Jod and man
"A. — Yes, we verily believe that Jesus

Christ is truly God and man, according as Holy
Scripture testifies of Him ; God over all, blessed

for ever; the true God and eternal life; the

one Mediator between God and men, even the

man Christ Jesus.
"Q.—Do you believe and expect salvation

justification by the righteousness and merits of

Jesus Christ, or by your own righteousness

and works?
"A.—By Jesus Christ, his righteousness,

merits, and works, and not by our own: God
is not indebted to us for our deservings, but
we to Him for his free grace in Christ Jesus,

whereby we are saved through faith in Him,
not of ourselves, and by his grace enabled
truly and acceptably to serve and follow Him
as He requires. He is our all in all, who
worketh all in us that is well-pleasing to God.

"Q.—Do you believe in remission of sins

and redemption, through the sufferings, death
and blood of Christ?

"A.— Yes; through faith in Him, as He
suffered and died for all men, gave Himself
a ransom for all, and his blood being shed for

the remission of sins, so all they who sincerely

believe and obey Him receive the benefits and
blessed effects of his suffering and dying for

them ; they, by faith in his name, receive and
partake of that eternal redemption which He
hath obtained for us, who gave himself for

us that He might redeem us from all iniquity;

He died for our sins, and rose again for our
justification; and if we walk in the light as
He is in the light, we have fellowship one with
another, and the blood of Jesus Christ, his

Son, cleanseth us from all sin."

In 1693, Friends being greatly misrepre-
sented, another Declaration was published,

signed by George Whitehead, Ambrose Rigge,
James Parke, William Fallowfield, Charles
Marshall, John Bowater, John Vaughton, and
William Bingley. The following appeared in it:

"We sincerely profess faith in God by his

only begotten Son Jesus Christ, as being our
light and life, our only way to the Father,
and also our only Mediator and Advocate with
the Father

;

That God creates all things; He made the
worlds, by his Son Jesus Christ, He being that
powerful and living Word of God, by whom
all things were made ; and that the Father,
the Word, and Holy Spirit are one, in Divine
being inseparable, one true, living, and eter-

nal God, blessed forever."

—

Sewell's History,
(Vol. 2, p. 449).

I

The above extracts, compiled mostly from
Evans's Exposition, have been selected with

reference to their earliness rather than to the

doctrine delivered. They are intentionally de-

fensive rather than comprehensive. One has

to put several books or treatises together to

find all points of the doctrine of Friends fully

stated.

Unl.^dylike Expletives.—We were not

pleased, on seeing in our last number a note

concerning Hannah More, to find we had not,

as was intended, erased the two last of the

words "scared to death,"—words used by some
one to express her natural fright at a fly or a

mouse, in contrast with her composure when
in view of immediate death.

As regards the frequent light use of that

extravagant expression, we often have occas-

ion to ask young people to think twice about
its meaning, and to a?k them if those words
have their foundation in truth. "Awful" and
"awfully" are words much abused by young
women, also "never in all my life,"—and so

on, one could catalogue a good (or rather bad)

many of such expressions heard in the course of

a week, which cultivate a regard lessness of

truth in the mind of the speaker. But we ob-

serve that those who scruple to violate truth by

plural pronouns for singular, or by titles of su-

periority where facts are otherwise, are not

guilty of those other gushing falsities with

which much of the conventional speech of the

day is vehemently weakened and degraded.

The Church and the World.

It is not well with the church when it is on
good terms with the public. It was sent to

be at war with the world, to be a stranger and
a sojourner, a wilderness prophet, and a mis-

sionary pioneer. It is a rebuke to the world
no less than a refuge. Its ache is something
more than the weltschmertz (world-pain); it

is the Saviour's woe. See to it that there

be no sleeping. It is a vigilant, suffer-

ing church, a crucified church; not chiefly

a militant church, but a sacrificial church,

a church that has not priests, but is as the
world's Priest— that is, the church that [bears

its cross and co-operates with our] Great High
Priest. There is no foundation of public right-

eousness for any nation but the revelation of

the public righteousness of God in the death
of Christ. The kind of stalwart that we need
is made only by an inward humiliation, which
we lack. And we lack it partly because Chris-

tianity is being construed so largely in the in-

terest of the young; and humiliation, which
is moral strength, is a youthful dread.

It is true where the Spirit is there is liber-

ty; but there always comes [an eye to the
world and a lukewarmness] when we care more
for latitude than for obedience, for freedom
than for faith. We have abundance of religi-

ous energy out of all proportion to our re-

ligious influence, and we have a depressing
sense of waste and of losing with it all. We
are frittered by our very sympathies more
than we are gathered by a ruling faith, or re-

charged with a royal power. The whole his-

tory of "the church" is shaped by its relation

with world-power. And the world-power is

no longer feudal or dynastic. It is finance.

We are in the hour and power of the plutoc-

racy.

—

Forsythe.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Cei

to the Era of Mahomet.

IX.

The Koman Empire, on the death of j.

stantine, "the C-reat, " in 337, was di\ed

among the three sons of the latter. Con [n-

tine, Constans and Constantius. Britain, \i^

and Spain went to the first of these ; the ic-

ond had Italy, Illyi-icum and part of V%
Africa, while to Constantius fell the Eain
division, with Constantinople as its then jij.

tal, and the seat of its government for e 'en

succeeding centuries, until the conqu lig

Moslems, crossing the Bosphorus, should ike

it their own. \

The family of the great Constantine, it ist

be frankly admitted, proved not to be e Im-

plaiy Christians. They hardly commende%
way of peace to the outside barbarians. \
elder of the brothers having been defeat 'bj

the armies of Constans, was killed, tlgh

only in the twenty-fifth year of his age. ™.

stans himself was murdered in his bed, ter

a reign of fourteen years, while Constajjus,

manifesting much cruelty and arrogance jed

in the course of his march against Julia %
cousin, who had been proclaimed Empeijby

his soldiers. Constantius was then (A. D.
|1),

in Gaul, of which province he had bee^
pointed the governor, and which he haikt

cessfully defended against the onslaught jtfe

Germanic tribes.
'

Julian had early come under the inflt

of the sophists, and, although he is com -t.

designated as "the Apostate," itdoesmaj^

pear that he at any time embraced Chri '4

ity. On assuming the purple, he madtjw
profession of the old religion of Rome, cri

ficed as high priest to the gods, orden ti

pagan temples rebuilt, and, notwithsts ur.

he issued an edict of religious toleratic hii

enmity against the Christians was raaiest.

and a severe persecution and reaction I th

East) at'ainst them followed. Julian h r»

ceived a liberal education, partly yt A r:

where Basil of Cappadocia, and Grt'-or i

ianzen, both eminent Christians, "were ; «

sociates; he was author as well as wiior.

but his talents were mischievously used 'de-

crying the religion of the Lord .Jesus (ist

His short reign of less than two yeanws

brought to an end during a campaign aiMt

Sapor, the king of Persia, when he rect^ii'

mortal wound in his side from a javi-lir >

had not yet reached the age of tliir
=

years.

Julian, in his non-acceptance of t! t^
'

ian religion, evidently stumbled at r >

ding example of his relatives and imii .it-

predecessors in power, who made prcai
of that faith. Had he lived up to h:|#

declarations he would have earned a »*

character for consistency. "Ye ar. a

wrote, "brothers one of another, 'o!

common father of us -all. * * ;

tain that it is a sacred duty to impart r r^

and food even to our enemies, for tlie 1
"i

humanity, not the disposition of indivJiiii

regulates our giving." Kendall, in Wt

ian," says of him: "Not only did he

strict continence and abstain from the

ties of the theatre and exciting and

spectacles of the amphitheatre with r M
determination, but in his private lift

liv-iii,

1e -m
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tidl a strict asceticism. It has been thought

thl his reign acted beneficially upon the

griv'th of Christianity, which, or the appear-

and' of which, had spread too fast, running

int license, losing its purity in its popular-

id'
bbertson, in his 'History of the Christian

Crch," says of Julian: "When Christians

aplaled to him against the illegal violence of

-o'rnors or of mobs, he reminded them that

I

leligion enjoined on them the duty of

lire under wrong. He deprived them of

mil military employments, and excluded
mm the courts of law; and he alleged

ivason that the gospel forbids worldly
.11. bloodshed and law-suits. " Thus the

. legenerating Christianity of that period
iiiked by one stigmatized as an apostate,

nleed, by his life, seemed to be less

lian Constantine and his contentious

.krwise Libanius, the celebrated sophist

UKirhetorician, the preceptor of Basil and
Jhsostom, and friend of Julian, and of whom
t is been remarked that he was ' 'the great-

istlrator that Constantinople ever produced,"

n |e course of his plea for the pagan tem-
jle refers all the calamities of that time to

jlj.hange of religion, while he appeals to the
^' Testament precepts in proof that the per-

•c;ingzeal and the forcible measures of the
!hi tians, were contrary to the spirit which
he own faith inculcated.

' Hie introduction to the Fifth Book of his
' siastical History," Eusebius, bishop of

I, 1 4th century) makes the following
.' of peace: "Others, indeed, that com-
-torical narratives, would record noth-
victories in battle, the trophies of

:, ,o.s, the warlike achievements of gen-
ra the bravery of soldiers, sullied with
ioii and innumerable murders, for the sake
' ildren and property. But our narrative

:
lies that conversation and conduct which
Lptable to Cod: the wars and conflicts

. iino.st pacific charactei", whose ultimate
en|ncy is to establish the peace of the soul,

'hdi, also, who have manfully contended for

heiruth, rather than for their countiy, and
/Mhave struggled for piety, rather than
hel dearest friends. Such as these our nar-
•tjj would engrave on imperishable monu-
fek The firmness of the champions for
heme religion, their fortitude in the en-
ftrjice of innumerable trials, their trophies
rejed over demoniacal agency, and their vic-
)rii over their invisible antagonists, and the
rojis that have been placed upon all these,
'Vuld proclaim and perpetuate by an ever-
iBtjig remembrance.

"

>|w, Eusebius, as a sympathizer with and
Jnnder for the Arian creed, was a close
iejl of Constantine, who is hardly to be
>ol|d upon as a consistent exponent of peace.

|

t lie synod of Tyre (a. d. 335), convened
)r he purpose of deposing Athanasius from
ie|shopric of Alexandria, Eusebius appeared
Jte presiding ofiicer—yet it is the "evan-
elijil " Athanasius that we would now look
po as one who "manfully contended for the
,"asa "champion for the true religion."

eiJ8, also, when we find Eusebius (in his
xt book), referring to "the peculiar heresy
lose who in the pomp of their imagina-
"" call themselves Cathari, " we are ad-

.

monished that in any historical search for the
simple truth, great names and elaborate ex-
positions, even though, as in the present case,

presented by " the Father of church history"
are to carry with them nothing more than
their just meed of weight. The truth will

be found often to discover itself under the
undeserved epithets of heterodoxy and heresy.
Prefacing some account of several of the
minor sects which arose in the period now
under review, Neander makes the following
observation of value:

"Such phenomena of the Christian life are
often very significant symptoms of disease in

the life of the church; they betoken deeper
wants of the Christian consciousness, which
are seeking after their satisfaction. Opposite
errors, or tendencies bordering on error, by
which they are called forth, lend them a par-

tial justification. As reactions of the Chris-

tian consciousness, although they may be in

many ways disturbed reactions, they point to

a purer reaction reserved for the future, which
shall some time or other push its way vic-

toriously through.
" We have already remarked, that worldly

minded bishops and ecclesiastics, instead of

endeavoring to cherish and promote serious,

vital Christianity, did everything in their power
to suppress it, because it presented such a

strong and to them vexatious contrast to their

own mode of life. Serious and piously dis-

posed laymen were persecuted by such clergy-

men, as dangerous censors of their conduct.

Often they were excommunicated from the

church, or they separated of their own ac-

cord from such spiritual guides, because they

could not believe it possible, that men so

polluted with every vice should serve as in-

straments for the work of the Holy Spirit.

Others of like persuasion joined with them;
and they became the founders of minor sects,

in which, after the separation had once taken

place, there arose, out of the opposition that

had reference at first only to matters of prac-

tice, certain doctrinal differences also, which
sometimes had no other ground than in the

more sensuous mode of apprehension among
uneducated laymen."

The same spiritually gifted writer says, in

another place, where he cautions against es-

timating the whole Christian life of the period

according to the standard of the mass of nom-
inal Christians, to the exclusion of the evi-

dences of an unobtrusive,
'

' progressive work
of the Holy Spirit:" "it was natural, how-

ever, that the bad element, which had out-

wardly assumed the Christian garb, should

push itself more prominently to notice in pub-

lic life. Hence it was more sure to attract the

common gaze, while the genuine tJhristian

temper loved retirement, and created less sen-

sation, except in those cases, which were not

unfrequent in this period, where opposition

elicited the hidden Christian life, and made it

appear brighter in the conflict. 'Watch the

oil-press,' said .Augustin to those who saw
nothing but the evil swimming on the surface;
' Watch it a little more narrowly, and do not

look at the scum alone that floats on the top.

Only seek, and you will find something."

(To be continued.)

They are never alone that are accompanied

with noble thoughts.—Sidreey.

I'l.r "The Kkiend."

The Testimonies of Friends.

It has been customary to treat of the prin-
ciples and testimonies of the Society of Frienda
in connection, and we may further say it has
been admitted by those of deep religious ex-
perience that the adoption of the one neces-
sarily leads to the practice of the other.
Among what have been marks of distinction
there may be some that have been merely
habits. Where these have been accidental it

has been a weakness to claim for them any
Divine authority. But even when not funda-
mental they have their value, and when any
under our name from temptation of conformity
with the world have yielded in minor points,

they have commonly lost further ground by
yielding the badges that are essential to a
Christian character.

The departure in dress and manners has
become so extensive that it has raised the
question in many minds how far this testi-

mony to jilainness is obligatory. We have
based it upon conformity to the will of Cod,
and it was a maxim with J. Dymond that
" the will of (Jod being known, human duty is

ascertained." It is an excuse on the part of
some that they do not perceive it to be the
Divine will that they should bear these testi-

monies. This may be true for the moment.
But if one sets about leading a religious life

it is not expected that conformity in dress
and manners with the standard of Friends will

be the first outward evidence. Our Saviour
testified that the change in his followers should
commence within, and all experience goes to

show that in the way of holiness the first step
is the work of regeneration. When this takes
place; when the heart is cleansed the outside

afterward becomes clean also.

We may see this all-important work, as it

is gradual, in all stages of fulfilment. At
first the temper, the countenance, the manner
of expression are necessarily affected. The
speech of dedicated ones "betrays that they
have been with Jesus." In the case of early

Friends they found it to be a call of duty in

various ways to confess Christ before men.
To preach the Gospel publicly may be the

work of but few, but to bear some testimony
in everyday life is a service for which all are

fitted, and we may say is required from all. It

should be borne in mind that each of us is

accountable for the influence he exerts in

passing through the world. Any one who
has been divinely visited and led in some de-

gree to " bear the yoke" is likely to be in-

fluenced in shaping his heavenward course by
the example of those around him. Some of

these perhaps have " stumbled at the cross,"

and become callous in regard to their un-

faithfulne-ss. Others are encouraged in a com-
promise with the world, by association with

such as have fallen short in duty, and the

more creditable these evil examples may be,

the greater is their influence. Thus the evil

goes on. And when these nominal members,
imbued with the spirit of the world are placed

in positions of trust in the Church, it greatly

magnifies their unconscious power, for spir-

itual weakness. It would ill become any who
have attained some stature in Christian growth
to cast aspersions around them upon others

they may think less favored. They cannot,

however, but fervently desire the overthrow
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of the doctrine that the Tiiith no longer leads

in these paths of self-denial. That the fol-

lowers of Christ must bear his yoke is an ever-

during testimony.

Christ is spoken of as our example in a
sinless life. He could weep with the sorrows
of mankind, but there is no intimation that
He ever indulged in what the world calls

pleasure. His service does not entail upon
us a life of gloom and dejection. He does
forbid participating in delights that are at

war with his perfections, but to those who
wholly follow Him He gives "the peace of God
which passeth all understanding," a fountain
of enjoyment the world knows not. 1 am in-

clined to think that the deficiency in attain-

ment of the present day is somewhat referable

to taking ideas obtained from studying the
Scripture as the beginning of a religious life.

If there is no heart w^ork preceding it or co-
operating with it, a religion obtained in this

way will be wanting in vitality. Its growth
will be unhealthy, and when beset by the al-

lurements of the world on the one hand, or its

frowns on the other, will yield to its force.

Some of our members who highly value relig-

ious consistency, but do not appear as Friends,

may flatter themselves that their line of useful-
ness lies in conformity with customary usage.
But 1 apprehend that this sphere of action is

not just what God designed for them. Perhaps
if they would carefully trace back their past
lives they would find some places where duties
were pointed out which they failed to comply
with. A few such mistakes would account
for all the deflections that appear. I believe
there should be no compromising the difl'erence

between those who observe our testimonies and
those who but partially do so, and there is

no unity to be arrived at but by going back to

Bethel, and noting from thence the waymarks
of our pilgrimage.

Lloyd Balderston.
COLOUA, Fourth Month 4th, 1903.

Read Best by Stumbling.—A few years
ago a blind man had taken his station on the
bridge over a canal in the City Koad, London,
and was reading from an embossed Bible. A
gentleman on his way home from the city was
led by curiosity to the outskirts of the crowd.
Just then the poor man, who was reading in

the fourth chapter of Acts, lost his place, and
while trying to find it with his finger kept
repeating the last clause he had read, "None
other name—none other name—none other
name." Some of the people smiled at the
blind man's embarrassment, but the gentleman
went away with a new thought in his mind.
The words he had heard from the blind man
were like music to his soul. "None other
name given under heaven or among men where-
by we must be saved,

'

' was the message which
awoke him to a new life.

THE TWO MARYS AND JOANNA.
A threefold bond of sadness at the tomb.
With weary fefet allied to wailing heart,
As yet 'tis dark, the stars are clouded o'er.

The lantern of their love the only light.

The earth has quaked and opened wide the door,
And light supernal takes the place of gloom.
And feet, with heart, and tongue with beauty mov

the burden of the great acclaim!

H. T. Miller.
Beamsville, Ont.

To

The Line Upon Which to Extend the Influence

of Friends' Schools.

The report of the Educational Committee
of our Yearly Meeting last year contained the
interesting and significant statement, that

about two thirds of the children attending our
schools were non-members of our religious

society, and that the reason of their being
sent to these schools was due more to the
parent's recognition of Friends' schools as

being exponents of a healthful religious and
moral influence, than for any superiority of

intellectual training which they might afford.

Strenuous efforts have been made during
the past two decades in the direction of the
introduction of up-to-date educational methods
with the object of retaining the confidence

which for generations has been implicitly re-

posed in our schools, until their eflSciency in

this particular can scarcely be questioned,
when compared with other schools of like

grade. They have in common with other de-

nominational schools a more select patronage,
and hence, on the whole, a higher morale than
the undenominational schools. The usual re-

spect paid by the community at large to the
Society of Friends, based upon the high moral
plane reached in the lives of its consistent

members, has been handed on to its institu-

tions of learning, which, with one notable
exception, are now open to all children of
average moral character. The effect of this

influx of "outsiders" has been in some ways
to impart an influence which some of us be-

lieve, in the main, to be wholesome, though
we cannot but observe an increasing tendency
towards "worldliness, " which affects not only
our schools, but the society as a whole. And
here, we would observe, we are adverting to

tendencies only, and would not be understood
as advocating a policy of greater exclusiveness
as a corrective, but rather the encouragement
of a fuller realization of our possibilities and
power for good, by simply holding fast to

some things which are known to be of good
report amongst men, and of the value of which
we are assured again and again by those not
of our own persuasion, when they are urged
with sincerity and lived out with consistency.

Coming now to the real question which con-
cerns us— as to how Friends' schools may
widen their influence for good, it seems to me
there is no field in which we can be found
laboring with higher promise of assured suc-

cess, even in this dawn of the twentieth cen-
tury, than by reasserting and exemplifying in

our lives some truths as old as the dawn of
the first, but which in these days are somehow
being obscured by the rising tide of commer-
cialism, which, sweeping all before it, is in-

vading our homes and our schools. There is

no department of human activity hut which
will admit of the injection of a fuller inter-

pretation of the Sermon on the Mount. Im-
agine the eflect upon the world of one hundred,
or even ten men possessed of the conscience
and strength of character of John Woolman !

The work upon the heart of the child, which
should begin at the family hearthstone, should
by all means be continued in the schools, and
the indifference of the one must be made up
by the watchfulness of the other, if our boys
and girls are to go out into the world fully

equipped for the duties of life.

The ideal school, if we may be allowed to

judge by the defects in our present edi '.

tional methods, is still a long way off, and t

an unmistakable advance has been made dui

the past few years even, and this is chi

due to a better understanding of the work; .

of the child mind. Results are still, howe' j

as always, dependent upon the personalit}!

the teacher, and the capacity of the

respond to the forces applied for his i]

ual awakening. True teaching me
creation of a desire on the part of the p
to prow and become, to repress the base

exalt the higher life within him.

And this thought leads at once to a I

plane of reasoning, in the connection be

us. If the extension of the influence

Friends' schools means anything at

while, it means the implanting and fi;

within them of those principles for w
we as a society stand. The reason

the existence of our schools is one with

for the existence of our society as a dist

religious body. In other words, the exteni

of the influence of our schools, means t

apprehension and inculcation of the princiST

of Quakerism. And in this presentatio:!)f;

the case, no one need charge us with a df?e

to proselyte, for such has not been our 3-

cess within the past one hundred years f'a

make this imminent. But it may mean A
a culture of heart, (which is, after all, ;l-

ture of character), as to be of far more a-

portance than mere intellectual developnit.

We naturally value that most highly whic ye

most stand in need of. That which is b.a

shadow or repetition of something else alrir

at hand, can never fully satisfy the reall r

tensive nature of those seeking for the •

helps towards the development of their jr

dren. They want something in the way a

school, which has a strength of its own.nii

upon which they can rely, when the weaiss

of the child comes to the surface, and hisiai

needs are projected, it may be, not only ra

the plane of his home-life, but upon thaof

the school to which he has been entrusts o-

the reception of his education.

If, then, we would extend the influenc c

a school, we must look towards the en 'i

ment of its personality. If a school suc( n

in the work of inducing the child to look ^r.

closely into the working of his own soi to

the extent of discovering his defects andm-

itations, and of helping him to the co'^ct

remedy, that school has discovered the av

to an influence far greater than as if it a'

passed the child along successfully ove; In

various subjects of the curriculum, andien

left him, to face the duties of life with ;
ol-

ished intellect, it may be, but with a sW
religious sense and a shrunken moral re.

Let us educate, but by all means let us lu-

cate the soul.

We want a knowledge of things in-ac a^

'tis true, that we may be enabled to intt '>

aright our material advancement, but itne

same time we want to be preserved fij

formalism in our religious and sc

running parallel to the secularizing tendcj

of our age.

The decline of a just sense of the

ance of religious teaching in our school

apart from instruction in ethics and moil

is something to be deplored ; for the si I

absence of such teaching may not onhl
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jiplanted and nourished, it may be, in a I .

.^"^ ^^^^^^'^ '^^"^ ^'^^^ ^"^^^^iQ-

18 (hristian home, but may be the mean's
' ^o^^ing baci< upon my writinjrs for the last

sojngthe seeds of skepticism in his mind, |

"^'"^"'y y«i»rs. I believe their failure has been
adeast of inclining him to think too well i

^*:7 ^^'^^^' '" ^'"^^^ °"''"*^ '° '"^ compromise
ajtendency to substitute culture and ,

'^'"^ infidelity of the outer world, and my
maism for the simple faith in the Divine |

*^"deavor to base my pleading upon motives of
an abiding power for the soul's

o™'"'"'^ Prudence and kindness, instead of the
primary duty of loving (iod•lit, and which will conduct into the

; of that truth which makes men free

Anihere, in this education of the inner life,

th regards theory and practice, Quaker-
-: a distinct type of Christianity, and
•> vantage ground for a work both
I luting. To those who are members
lummittees, or teachers, or inter-

niy way in the work of our schools,
t of the implanting of the funda-
mciples of our religious belief in
"'Is must be one of assured and last-
U if we are to hold our prestige as
"f the religious influence referred
"'.irinning of this paper.
-^111 is one with the Hebrew cultus,
ncognizes an over-ruling God, sin,'

M'l holiness, but with this it unites
'•ek thought, which recognizes the
of God as the Logos, Light and

n whom are all things, and by whom
consist. The one recognizes
Lamb of God that taketh away

^ he world;" the other sees Christ as
!

il Word, that enlighteneth every
nraeth into the world." And this
i\e as a Divine and princely heri-
'1 down through the ages of the
•a, now and then obscured by the
men's souls, or by ecclesiastical

.

i 'lit never lost sight of, until once
re liurst forth in meteoric splendor in
I d of George Fox, who brought it, as
rerWore, to fit the practical needs of our

'"'Jiten and comfort with its genial
I those who are really seeking a

" may be relied upon for meeting
"H-eiieies of storm and stress that beset

_

i} faith that needs no apology, though
TO?ine of the grandest ever written; for

" !v to be cherished and upheld in its
I'licity by those who embrace it,

•rid will grow more and more to
u l^uaker and his singular, though sin-

J ^jys, and will accord him a respect
tapf his profession.
f (r schools are, as they should be, the
m< ts ot these our deepest convictions as
'N'sbest for our own children, in all

I knowledge, they should wear the
I'se convictions, and have thrown
he verj' best religious atmosphere

- icn can afford. We can then say to
3 patrons from beyond our own denom-

loit- Let us have thy child in fellowship
for awhile, and we will do him good;

ra ellowship is with the Father, and with
iOijJesus Christ."

»l>vN,N.j.
Walter L. MooKE,

nth, 1903.

^, ... . foundation oth..
than which no man can lay.

I thought my.self speaking to a crowd which
could only be influenced by visible utility
nor was 1 in the least aware how many entirely
good and holy persons were living in the fear
and love of God, as vividly and practically
now, as ever in the early days of Christen-
dom; until chiefly in consequence of the great
illness which for some time after 1878 forbade
my accustomed literary labor, 1 was brought
into closer personal relations with the friends
in America, Scotland, Ireland and Italy, to
whom if I am spared to write any record of
my life, it will be seen that I owe the best
hopes and highest thoughts which have sup-
ported and guided the force of my matured
mind. These have shown me with lonely ini-
tiation in how many secret places the prayer
was made which I had foolishly listened for at
the corners of the streets; and on how manv
hills which i had thought left desolate, the
hosts of heaven still moved in chariots of'fire.

But surely the time is come when all the
faithful armies should lift up the standard
of their Lord—not by might, nor by power
but by his Spirit bringing victory; that they
should no longer be hidden nor "overcome of
evil but overcome evil with good." If the
enemy comes in like a flood how much more
may the rivers of Paradise? Are there not
fountains of the great deep that open to bless
not to destroy?

'

And the beginning of blessing, if you will
think of it, is in the promise, "Great will be
the peace of thy children."

All the world is but an orphanage, so long
as its children know not God their Father;
and all wisdom and knowledge is only more
bewildered darkness, so long as you have not
taught them the fear of the Lord; not to be
taken out of the world in monastic sorrow, but
to be kept from its evil in shepherded peace.

Science and Industry.

Can'nel coal is a variety of bituminous
coal which burns with great freedom, the
flame of it affording considerable light. It

was called "candle coal" by the English peo-
ple who first used it, as it often served for a
substitute for candles. The name became
corrupted to "cannel" and has so remained.
It is more compact than ordinary bituminous
coal, and it can be wrought into a lathe and
polished. A certain variety of it found in

Yorkshire, England, is manufactured into a
kind of jewelry known as jet

nJ fu^^f^u^"*. S^^^ ^« Cairo" railway will
ciohs the Zambezi directly in front of the falls
over a steel arched bridge of five hundred
eet .span, tour hundred feet above the river

1 his bridge will be built on the cantilever
lu-incij.le to carry a double track with provi-
sion on a lower deck for a wagon road The
country within reach of this projected electri-
cal centre is rich in minerals and great results
are anticipated.

_

A Cheat CiTV.-A recently publi-shed book,
/^ondun, IliMonc and Sncial/' hyC I) Fran-

cis, IS authority for the following —
This enormous city, whose several .streets,

If placed end to end, would form a line soni;
1 '.00 miles in length, and which is said to
contain more Scotchmen than Edinburgh
more Irishmen than Dublin, more .lews than
lale.stine and more Catholics than Home, is
peopled by some 4,(^,741^ human beings.
living in some 500,000 houses, and consuming

fnfu!'n^L''''""'^^^
"^ fi. 000,000 tons of coal,

^,jJ0O 000 quarters of wheat, 400,000 oxen,
LjO,0(jO sheep, 1;W,(KI0 calves, 1^50 000
swine, 8,000,000 domestic and game fowls,
400, 000, 000 pounds of fish, 1 , 200, 000 lobsters
these eatables being washed with 180,000 000
quarts of beer, 8,000,000 quarts of spirits
and 31,900,000 quarts of wine, not to men-
tion the 175,000,000 gallons of water supplied
daily by nine different water companies.

The cause of labor, if rightly understood,
IS the cause of humanity. What labor desires
first ot all IS, not charity, but justice. We
Americans are using up too rapidly the re-
sources of nature, and we are using up too
rapidly human lives. One of the greatest
fallacies of the age is that money is equiva-
lent to human lives. The spirit of commer-
cialism is sinking deeper and deeper into us.
W hatever a man sets his heart on must in-
crease or it ceases to satisfy him. What we
need in America is a realization of spiritual
Ideas, and the realization that the best things
in life are not procured by money. Wages
are never the full equivalent for human work.
There is a quality in all men which goes far
beyond the question of wages. One of the
great curses of the modern world is the vast
conglomeration of people in huge cities. The
idea of civilization is a country of cities of
from 20,000 to .50,000 inhabitants. If it were
not for these great cities we could do away
with the evils brought upon us by corrupt
politicians.—Bishop Spalding, of the Coal
Strike Commission.

short to waste
ipeep or cynic bark, quarrel or reprimand:

'on be dark;
nil thine own aim, and
P'l the mark!

J

An Electric Plant in Africa.—It is pro-
posed, says "Cassier's Magazine." to utilize
the Victoria Falls of the Zambezi River, dis-
covered by Dr. Livingstone in 1855, for power
to i-un an immense electric plant similar to
the one at Niagara. The Victoria Falls are
nearly 400 feet high and it is estimated that
the volume of water passing over them would
furnish 35,000,000 horse-power.

Dr. Louis Sambon, in this month's Climate,
gives a most interesting popular account of
the life history of the malaria parasite. As
an illustration we may quote this description
of the spread of the parasites after the devel-
opment of one of them in a single corpuscle.
At last, the corpuscle bursts open like a

mature seed pod, the segments (of the para-
site) separate, acquire a globular form and
float freely in the plasma. It is an anxious
moment for the young parasites, because, un-
less they manage veiy soon to get inside a
fresh corpuscle, they are sure to fall a prey
to the large white cells which guard the red
corpuscles, just like sheep-dogs guard their
flocks. Even on the glass-side, under the
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:

microscope, the white corpuscle will stretch

out its shapeless body, creep up to the para-

site you are examining, and engulf it under

your very eyes." It has been calculated, we
are told, that at least 250,00U,000 parasites

must be present in the blood in order to pro-

duce a paroxysm of fever.

Work of The Fish Commission.—The cur-

rent number of ''The North American Review"

contains an interesting article on the United

States Fish Commission, from which the fol-

lowing items have been taken.

The Commission operates thirty-five hatch-

eries, four railroad cars, and an extensive

equipment for carrying on its valuable work.

Atlantic and "land-locked" salmon are culti-

vated at Green Lake and Craig Brook, Maine;

cod, lobsters and other marine species are

propagated at Gloucester and Wood's Holl,

Mass.; the steamer "Fish Hawk" operates in

the Delaware River, hatching shad, while sta-

tions in Maryland, North Carolina and at

Washington, D. C, are mainly devoted to this

toothsome fish. Five hatcheries on the Great

Lakes are devoted to white-fish, pike, perch,

lake-trout, etc., while the work at St. Johns-

bury, Vermont ; Nashua, New Hampshire
;

Wytheville, Virginia; Erwin, Tennessee; Cold

Spring, Georgia; Northville, Michigan ;
Quincy,

Illinois, Manchester, Iowa; Neosho, Missouri;

San Marcos, Texas ; Leadville, Colorado ; Spear

Fish, South Dakota, and Bozeman, Montana,

is principally with brook trout, black spotted

trout, grayling, rainbow trout, black bass,

crappie and bream. There are also six sta-

tions on the Pacific coast cultivating the var-

ious species of Pacific salmon.

During the year ending Sixth Month 30th,

1902, the output from the various stations

was 1,488,673,000; including .594,490,000

white fish; 237,099,000 pike-perch; 212,001,-

000 codfish; 168,133,000 flat-fish; 104,986,-

000 shad; 81,020,000 lobsters; 53,599,000

salmon; 27,257,000 lake trout; 6,142,000

brook trout; 1,785 grayling; 1,183,000 rain-

bow trout.

Of yearling and adult fish there were dis-

tributed 6,780,000, principally 2,006,000

shad; 1,488,000 black spotted trout; 735,000

crappie ; 606,000 sun-fish, 492,000 rain-bow

trout; 437,000 brook trout; 381,000 salmon;

262,000 black bass; 77,000 steel-head-trout;

37,000 rock bass.

The increased catch of shad since 1888,

when results of cultivation began to appear,

approximate 8,000,000 annually, represent-

ing a yearly revenue to fishermen of $2,000,-

000, more than fifty-fold the cost of propaga-

tion.

A Heroine's Long Delayed Recognition.

—Upon the publication of Eva Emery Dye's

graphic narrative of the expedition of Lewis

and Clark to the Pacific Coast the Inter-

Ocean editorially directed attention to the

services of Sacajawea, the heroine of that

famous exploration, and suggested that she

should be enrolled among the nation's notable

women. It was further suggested that the

women of the country should erect a statue

to the Indian woman at the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition at St. Louis, the starting point of

the expedition of 1804.

It now appears that the suggestion of the

Inter-Ocean has been taken up in far-away

Oregon. Portland is to hold in 1905 a Lewis

and Clark centennial in celebration of the

first crossing of the continent. The women
of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and

the Dakotas have taken up the project of

erecting a monument to Sacajawea suitable to

the occasion. It is proposed to erect a statue

to cost about .$6000. It has been thought fit-

ting that the sculptor should be a woman and

a Westerner, and Alice Cooper of Colorado,

has been suggested.

Readers who are familiar with that great

American classic, the Journal of Lewis and

Clark, will remember Sacajawea and her ser-

vices to the explorers. Lewis and Clark

found her in their winter camp among the

Mandans. She was a captive Shoshone girl

of sixteen, and the slave wife of a French

half-breed interpreter. She would have died

in child-birth had it not been for the aid of

the explorers. In the spring she and her hus-

band and babe went west with the party.

When the explorers had abandoned their

canoes and were approaching the Gates of the

Mountains, they stood face to face with fail-

ure, because of the lack of horses. It was

Sacajawea who pacified the Shoshones, ob-

tained horses, and smoothed the way through

the Flatheads and the Nez Perces. Passing

over her many services during the winter

spent at the mouth of the Columbia, it was

Sacajawea who guided the party on the return

trip. She seemed to have the instinct of the

homing pigeon, and time and again she found

the way out of the wilderness.

Sacajawea understood the importance of

the expedition, and was as earnest for its

success as were its leaders. Her services

were great, even if she was not the rescuer

of Lewis and Clark. Yet when and where

she died is not knowTi, and no stone marks her

resting-place.

The importance of the expedition of Lewis

and Clark is brought strikingly to mind by the

fact that the wilderness through which Sacaj-

awea guided them one hundred years ago is

now thickly studded with flourishing cities

that purpose to erect a statue to their guide.
—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

TEMPERANCE.

The matter under this heading is furnished

monthly to The Friend, on behalf of the

"Temperance Association of Friends of Phila-

delphia," by Benjamin F. Witscn, 401 Chest-

nut street, Philadelphia.

As the headlines of this column and the

accompanying announcement are brought for

the first time to the attention of readers of

The Friend, there will doubtless be comment
varying in character. It is natural that it

should be so, and probably better so; else we

might not feel sufficiently the weight and del-

icacy of our undertaking, and the need of wis-

dom, not of ourselves, in order that these pa-

ges may be made both useful and unifying.

It is not our intention to advocate herein

any solution to the "Temperance Question"

or the broader question of temperance, other

than the daily living of those virtues and

Christian attributes that compel, first the put-

ting away of all intemperance in the individ-

ual believer, and next, through his influence,

the drawing of others to the same '
'i m

thinking and living.
f

Doubtless many will say, "This isonm

teaching, but not specific; Christian seiljej

should do more than express itself, iij,,

be aggressive. 'Individual responsibly-

the teaching that pleases the vicious, .

leaves them free-handed to cont'mie t t

ciousness, and makes the possibility
( .^p,

overthrow by concerted action exceediiyu

mote." !

To this we reply by admitting the 1 jib j

it, but asserting that our apprehension^
set

vice through the medium here affordecsm

to formulate or defend specific methc, t.

to endeavor to inform our readers 'as 1

1

methods aie being suggested orexper:,

with, and what eff'ort is being set f i ,

cleanse society from the contaminatinint

ences of a stupendous evil.

There is ground for fear that mariieii

bers of the Society of Friends are umjalt

their opportunities and unappreciative !the

personal accountability, because of ig ':m

as to the insidiousness and enormity jftt

evils Df intemperance, and as to fai' ri

ative to temperance effort successful o!tli«

wise.
j

It will be our aim to arouse suchila

ears to hear, and to invite them to lay
1 pi

judice and pre-conception aside, and -ek

know what our Heavenly Father woUi ha

his children do in the presence of a at

scoft's at Him and thwarts his purposu"

Our plea is not for cant or argument, ;

open-uiindedness and self-sacrifice,

The importance of protests from

and associations as a means of check

posed legislation of a vicious chara^

forcibly illustrated in the recent def to

bill introduced at Harrisburg with aiew

license gambling at horse races. It wiStal

in our Yearly Meeting by a Harrisb?o

cial, himself a Friend, that the worofl

Meeting for Sufferings had been a c

factor in the overthrow of this hi;:

measure. Said the writer to this ri:

"Would not that bill have been defesdai

how?" "I doubt it very much," said (•

t^ink it would have oassed the Legisure

least, for the 'orders' were to 'put it t tragi

but Scattergood and Dillingham came ftbt

by request of the Meeting, and calleati:

tion to it in every way they could, tib:

tors began to say, 'Why, what's wr<:

this bill anyhow?' and when they Hi

gambling clause they did not like it e ,er.

Cooper goes to work and has the bill Deoi

so as to leave out that clause of it. 'bat

course killed it. Its own makers didbto

any more about it then." "Well!" ft'

claimed, "Friends seem to have more #
political headquarters than we had t u^

"Oh„yes," he continued, "when the s

get stirred out, it is a sure sisn that s it-

is wrong. Lots of the legislators do y-

half the bills they vote on. They-'

they are told to do, unless some peo •

judgment they respect, say somethin; o

about it. After that they have a i

their own. It isn't so hard to main

for the political bosses as one migl t"
;_'

These remarks should lead more pern?'^

the writer to consider the door of i K'*

I
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it Jens here, revealing a responsibility that

m] not shirk.

It istated on good authority that the to-

Duber of protests reaching the Governor

h Inspect to the afore named bill vere

»efe telegrams and eighty-one petitions

I leers," from a commonwealth of seven

lio inhabitants. "Only one teacher in the

te id appealed to the Governor against a

tit would have educated the young by

us ds in dishonesty."

'hfarnestness that makes us watchful of
'- "itips and the faith that prompts us to

I- that we can, are pedestals upon
-ifatest reforms are builded.

meetings in
In the opinion of the delegates tne conven- in their course, and several partic

tiun just closed achieved more practical re- their neJKhborhood.
suits than any that have gone before. In I

as proposed'. The last session of West Grove Monthly .Meet-
Vienna two years ago, when it

to hold the next meeting in Germany, the pro-
posal met with strong opposition on

'

that the beer-loving Teuton would injure the
work by unsympathetic comment. "Happily
the Germans adopted quite a contrary atti-
tude.— [71 (on aignal.

ing, Pa., was marked by the admission of three 1

opposition on the ground '"«"'^f
>^ =»"'' "le application of a fourth to be re-

r„..^,,_ .J :
.*" .. !

ceived as into membership; also the consideration
of the acknowledgment of a gift in the ministry
as conferred on another, and by the liberation of
Elizabeth (". Cooper for religious service in Kastern
Quarterly Meeting, X. C.

1
i;ii|uor traffic can never repay its

matter how high we make the license

. ii: papers are commending the Barten-
lal Abstinence Societies, claiming that

i
irit'.'is principles" a bartender should
Itai- brain and a steady hand. On what

lilies," we would ask, do the promoters
rui:ard factories condemn the use of their

pduct?

"''VTrUXATIONAL ALCOHOLIC CO.NGRESS
iiiennially in Europe has closed its

II This body of fourteen hundred
t^a .-', iiotable in science and in the service
nntnity came from fifteen different na-
icitwo hemispheres.
'"ti^^ of religion and politics were

1 "lit of such a varied assemblage.
- discussed were the teachings of
'rning a moderate use of alcohol,

'ct of its use on every phase of

_ri'.ss. Two schools of thought were
!, the moderates, who called them-

' " Temperate school," and the total

' -. who are called the "Abstinence

use for the testimony of science
nee on behalf of total abstinence

moderates to be in the minority.
iient of Dr. August Forel, one of

I authorities in the world on brain
iiseases, that neither science nor
iiirnishes evidence to justify call-

i food, called out prolonged accla-

lie papers read by notable mem-
liiigress during these six days will

three volumes and will soon be
v..i,i wide distribution,

e jiper on ".Alcohol and Art," by Pro-
r jrens, director of the German School
^'t Pusseldorf, was a classic. He said

;li'il, by dulling the spiritual aspira-
nt ia! to the greatest work, is an en-

^Mic. highest attainment in art.

M'T on "Scientific Temperance Educa-
ir.the Public Schools in the United
B,1by Mary H. Hunt, led to a discussion
icjtwenty speakers took part, and nearly
o}' of them recommended the extension

J .'jierican method for the prevention of
pmnce.

Wthe great results of the Internation-
ti-jlcohol Congress just concluded is the
»ij>tion of all workmen's abstainers' so-
i

j

Germany under the leadership of a
ntiind popular member of the Reichstag
Wjer of Hamburg.

The An.njual Meeting. of the Te.mpekance
AssocL^TlON of Friends of Philadelphia was
held on the evening of Fourth Month 22nd.
1903, and was well attended. The work of
the Executive Committee for the past year
was interesting and met with approval. The
coffee stand at Front and Margaretta streets
had been enlarged and will now accommodate
fourteen persons. It is believed that many of
the men who come here are kept from the sa-
loons by this means.

Protests and Remonstrances have been sent
to the Pennsylvania Legislature against bills

providing for radical and dangerous changes
in the license law of the State. All these
bills failed to pass.

The Literature Committee reported the
distribution of twenty-nine thousand four hun-
dred and ninety-nine pages of temperance
tracts. A large percentage of these have been
given out on the small streets, in the slums and
at the factories during noon hour bv two of
our faithful members. Several endorsed Phys-
iologies and some temperance leaflets were
sent to the workers in the girl's school belong-
ing to the mission in Japan. Five hundred
temperance papers have been distributed at
Trenton and in colored First-day schools at
different places. Several Talks on Scientific

Temperance Instruction were given before
Teachers' Institutes by Elizabeth Lloyd.

For a number of years past the Executive
Committee has recognized the principles of
"reclaiming society bv the redemption of the
child." Consequently efforts have been made
to induce the super'ntendents and instructors
of our public schools to make the Scientific

Temperance Instruction provided by law ef-

fective rather than half-hearted. We believe

that the labors of Ella B. Greene, who has
been employed by the .Association a part of
each year for several years past, have been
most valuable in the l''ne above alluded to.

She has visited at our request nearly every
county in Pennsylvania, encouraging pr'nci-

pals and teachers to a conscientious compli-
ance with the law. She is now engaged by the

Association for additional work in the S'ate of

New .Jersey. Being tactful in manner and
feeling a special call to this labor, she is wor-
thy of our confidence and encouragement.
Testimonies to the value of her work comes to

us from many quarters.

.\fter the business of the meeting had been
transacted, a deeply interesting but informal

address was delivered by James Wood, of Mt.

Kisco, N. Y., who spoke by appointment on

"The Proposed Inter-denominational Confer-

ence and the Results it is hoped to .\ccom
plish."

At the same Monthly Meeting, Henry T. Out-
land, of .North Carolina, was In attendance, as also
at the Monthly Meeting held at Medford, N. J., on
Seventh-day last. On the week following the Yearly
Meeting he proceeded to the neighborhood of Mun-
cy Monthly Meeting, I'a.. attending the meeting
held at I'ennsdale, visiting most of the families
there, and returning in time to attend Philadelphia
Quarterly Meeting. Since which he has been vis-
iting several meetings as they came in course.

The Westtown Old Scholars' Association of West-
town Boarding School proposes to hold its .Seventh
Annual Reunion at Westtown, Pa., on Seventh-day,
the sixth of Sixth Month, 1903 ; the meeting to be
held in their large new tent, special trains run by
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and interesting speak-
ers engaged to address the meeting. This will
probably be the largest gathering of Friends in
this vicinity in 190:1

Items Concerning the Society.

Sarah Caroline Hadley, from Wilmington Ohio,

has been engaged in visiting the Quarterly Meetings

Notes from Others.

It costs less to send sixteen thousand students
through a State university than to build a battle-
ship.

W. G. Ballantine says in the Congrcgationalisl:
"Up to this time the theory of all our Sunday
school work has been exegetical. The advance
will come in teaching the Christian life vitally and
dynamically, not bookishly."

Official announcement is made that the Fiji is-

lands are now nominally Christianized and civil-

ized, and will no longer need to be cared for by the
Wesleyan Missionary Society. The islands contri-
buted for missionary purposes last year .$2"),000.

Tao Teh King, the only writing left to posterity
by the philosopher and seer, Lao Tsze, who lived
six hundred and four years before the Christian
era and upon which Taoism, one of the three re-
ligions of China, is based, has been translated by
I. W. Heysinger and gives an excellent idea of the
original Taoist belief.

Archdeacon Wilson, in Contemporary liciieu; last
month in an article entitled "Scientific Training
and Religious Truth" says: "I have personally
known distinguished men of science who have spo-
ken to me of their early religious teaching (which
was exceptionally bad) as a crime committed
against them—a crime which they could never for-
give and of which they could never obliterate the
effects. The Bible was 'spoiled for them forever.'
There is no stronger reason for the most scrupu-
lously truthful religious teaching than this terri-
ble, and very common reaction in the minds of
those who have been ill taught. The way to avoid
and minimize this most serious effect of .scientific

training on the reception of religious thought is to
teach religion in every home, and every school,
from the infant school to the university, tliat men
and women shall have as little as pos.s'ible to un-
learn; or. in a word, to prepare religious thoug*]!
for scientific training by making the religious
teaching truthful, and not inconsistent with [true]
scientific methods and results.'"

Andrew Carnegie has given six hundred thon-
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sand dollars to Tuskegee Institute in Alabama, on

the condition that out of this sura provision shall

be made for Booker T. Washington and his wife.

No more worthy object could have been selected.

The Tuskegee Institute does in many respects a

work exactly opposite to that of public libraries,

to the establishment of which Carnegie has given

so many millions. No doubt public libraries are

capable" of doing a beneficent work; but one can

hardly study their actual use without reaching the

conclusion that they often do quite as much harm

as good. The taste which they chiefly appear to

stimulate is a consuming appetite for vapid fiction,

the gratification of which not only keeps the hands

in idleness but enervates the will and fills the

brain with a riot of disordered fancies. Nothing

more calculated to unfit the average boy or girl

for the mechanical tasks that would naturally

fall to his or her lot can be well imagined. Now
the training in Tuskegee is in the highest degree

practical—in the direction of maximum industrial

efficiency. It teaches the crafts and trades. It

sends out yearly a band of trained negroes who are

doing more for their race than any other class in

the community is doing for it.~~Country Gentle-

Free Fiction.—The only reasonable principle on

which to base the acceptance of Carnegie's offer to

the city of one million five hundred thousand dol-

lars for the erection of thirty branches of the Free

Library, with the enormous expense which will be

entailed thereby, is that the practically indefinite

extension of the system will place within reach of

every resident of Philadelphia the best books by

the best authors, ostensibly free of charge. A fur-

ther glance at the annual report of the Free Li-

brary, just issued, shows how the present facilities

of the institution are appreciated, and what use is

made of them by the army of free readers. Of the

one million six hundred and ninety-one thousand

four hundred and fifty-two volumes taken out of

the central library and the fourteen branches dur-

ing last year, one million three hundred and three

thousand nine hundred and forty-one volumes were

classed as "fiction," leaving only three hundred and

and eighty-seven thousand five hundred and eleven

volumes in all the other departments of literature.

Nearly four-fifths of the books circulated during

the year were novels of varying degrees of worth-

lessness as educational and elevating agencies.

Contrast the work of the free library system as a

whole with that which has been carried on for

years past by the Friends' Free Library, in Ger-

mantown, among the fifteen thousand or twenty

thousand volumes in which institution there is not

a single novel.

—

Evening Telegraph.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— In Omaha, Judge Hunger, of the U
S. District Court, has lately issued an injunction to pre-

vent 3000 union teamsters, who had struck, from inter-

fering in any way with non-union teamsters. The in-

junction is said to be the most sweeping of the kind ever

issued in the West, and, among other things, restrains

the men from any conduct to humiliate the strike break-

ers, from applying vile epithets, from congregating in

crowds anywhere, from publishing any rules, notices, or-

ders or directions from the officers, from picketing, in-

timidating and various other actions inimical to the in-

terests of the employers.

President Roosevelt has reached California, and re-

ceived a warm welcome in several places he has visited

on the way.

Statistics show that during the last twelve years lines

of electric railways have increased in length from 8123

miles to 22,589 miles.

An appeal to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania was

made by a congregation of Christian Scientists against

the decision of the Court of Common Pleas in this city

which had refused to grant the congregation a charter.

This decision was confirmed by the Supreme Court. One

of the reasons assigned is the manner of healing or cur-

ing disease, is injurious to the community and opposed to

the general policy of the law of Pennsylvania relative to

the existence and treatment of disease.

Nearly 100,000 Bibles and Testaments in forty lan-

guages, including those in raised characters for the

blind, were distributed by the Pennsylvania Bible Society

in this State last year.

A negro rural free delivery letter carrier named John

C. Allgood was lately warned near Gallatin, Tenn., by

asked men, not to make another trip. The Postmaster

General has accordingly suspended service on this route,

and has stated that there were five applicants under the

civil service rules for appointment as rural carriers. The
three men passing the highest on the list were all colored.

Under the civil service rules there is no option with the

Department except to appoint the person who stands

highest on the list ; therefore, the negro, Alfred Dillard,

was appointed. He resigned about three weeks ago, and

the Civil Service Board certified the second man on the

list, John C. Allgood, also a negro, and he is the carrier

who has been held up by masked men and ordered to re-

sign.

There were lately sent in one day from Wilmington, N.

C, 34 refrigerator cars, holding about 272,000 quarts of

strawberries, to cities in the Northern and Middle States.

There were 498 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 7 less than the pre-

vious week and 42 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 268 were males and 230 fe-

males: 66 died of consumption of the lungs ; 69 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ;

9 of diphtheria : 15 of cancers ; 16 of apoplexy ; 25 of

typhoid fever ; 5 of scarlet fever, and 2 of small pox.

Foreign—A despatch of the 7th from Paris, says :

Baron D'Estournelles de Constant, the French Deputy

who was delegate of France to The Hague Peace Confer-

ence, to-day gave a statement regarding the political

meaning of King Edward's visit to Paris and the advanc-

ing world movement in favor of arbitration. The Baron

says it will eventuate in a Franco-British and in other

arbitration treaties between the great Powers, and de-

clares the United States is entitled to the credit for ini-

tiating this world movement. In his statement the Baron

says :
" While King Edward did not utter a word on poli-

tiL-s from the time of his arrival in France to the moment
of his departure from the country, yet I am convinced

that his visit will have the happiest effect on the relations

between the two countries. Only a year ago Europe

sought to let The Hague court die a silent death ; but

President Roosevelt saved the tribunal, first by submitting

to it the question in dispute between Mexico and the

United States ; second, by obliging Germany, Great Bri-

tain and Italy to take their Venezuelan complications to

The Hague court. Finally, Andrew Carnegie enriches the

court by the magnificent gift of $1,500,000. Thus, thanks

to America and the Americans, the tribunal is not doomed

to slow death, and even Europe has been awakened to its

merits."

A fire, suspected of being of incendiary origin, destroyed

about 250 houses and millions of feet of lumber in Ot-

tawa, Ont. About 2000 persons were made homeless.

The British Foreign Secretary Lansdowne has an-

nounced in Parliament the policy of the British Govern-

ment in regard to the Persian Gulf in the following lan-

guage :
"

I say without hesitation," he declared, " that

we should regard the establishment of a naval base or a

fortified fort in the Persian Gulf by any other Power as a

very grave menace to British interests, and we should

certainly resist it with all the means at our disposal."

A despatch from Paris, says :
" The separation of Church

and State has become one of the great questions of the

day, and both sides are closing their ranks, and it is gen-

erally recognized that a grave crisis is imminent."

In a recent address in London Andrew Carnegie attrib-

uted the success which has attended his business career

largely to the system of sharing profits with the employ-

ees. He said : "The great secret of success in business

of-all kinds, and especially in manufacturing, where a

small saving in each process means fortune, is a liberal

division of profits among the men who help to make them,

and the wider distribution the better. We may look for-

ward with hope to the day when it shall be the rule that

the workman is partner with capital, the man of affairs giv

ing his business experience, the workingman in the mill

giving his mechanical skill to the company, both owners

in the shares and so far equally interested in the success

of their joint efforts, each indispensable, without whose

co-operation success were impossible. It is a splendid

vista along which we are permitted to gaze."

After much delay the agreements to refer the Vene-

zuela controversy to The Hague Tribunal has been signed

by representatives of the European Powers, and by Minister

Bowen representing Venezuela.

A purchase of 2,000,000 acres of timber land in New-
foundland has lately been made by Canadian and .Xmeri-

can capitalists, with the view of developing the business

of paper-pulp making.

illiam Morrison, of Lexington, Ky., who has s 5
a

years in the Congo Free Stat missionary,
I ;[,

nished, according to a despatch from London,
tive report to the Congo State authorities, to thi

""

can and British Ministers at Brussels and to Fort

retary Lansdowne, detailing the results of his

investigation and showing that the situation of tb

blacks is daily growing worse, as a result of the
it,,

monopoly's introduction of forced labor, virtually im,^
ing to slavery. On his way to the coast William j'-jj,,

travelled eight hundred miles of the Kassai Riifm,.
merly thickly dotted with villages, and he says t n^
now less than a dozen villages there, the people |ti|^
fled into the forests to escape the tyranny of thf

'.jiJI

Reports show that at least one hundred Jewsaa^^
non-Jews acting rn sympathy with them were b -

in Kischeneff, the capital of Bessarabia, between
,

Month 20 and 23. The sufferings of the Jews in

cality have awakened the sympathy of their brt ,-

this land, who have forwarded money for thei

Another massacre of Jews is reported from Tiro

A lamp has been designed by Hans Molisch, of

in which phosphorescent micro-organisms produc
:

without heat. It is described as a flask-shapt

filled with gelatine. Into this is put a spoonful 1

tain kind of bacterian culture germs. Thegerir;,;

called the micrococcus phosphoreus, and after t;ii

troduced into the lamp grows with great rapidii'Tl

gelatine solidifies and forms a lining in two days, i'U(^

a pale blue phosphoresence is thrown out. This Lr'
continues for about two weeks. 1

There are 41,000,000 people in England, of wk;ii

stated, more than half live on less than $12 a ',ti

come, while 7,000,000 of them have no more th 'k

week.

NOTICES.

Meeting at Lansdowne.—A meeting forW
appointed for Chester Monthly Meeting will be he lit

meeting-house at Lansdowne, on Fifth-day evenhpl

Month 21st, 1903, at 8 o'clock.

Western Quarterly Meeting of Frien

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia

the 22nd instant, will be met at West Gi

'free of chjrge), those desiring to attend tbeJ

Quarterly Meeting of Friends, to be held at Londt]

Chester County, Pa. It would assist the comil

those intending to come would inform by

vance. Truman C. Moore.
George R. Chambers,

]

Westtown Boarding School.

persons coming to Westtown School, the sta^ •'

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A.f,, 12

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when rtisl

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cento e t

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West

Phone 114a. Edward G. Smedley. p

Westtown Boarding School.— Application r

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i ;^

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pri n

Payments on account of board and tuition, s '

munications in regard to business should be fortfe

Edward G. Smedley. Superintenden

Address Westtown P. 0., Chestei 1..

Notice.- Suburban Friends having flowers fp

wild or cultivated, will confer good upon many i1'"

surroundings in the city—members of sewingw
mission schools and others— by sending flowers^ by'

five cent package express to Broad Street S ob

Reading Terminal on Sixth-days or Seventh-day

to the care of Martha S. Calley. Postal-o

thereof to her at No. 4234 Pine St., Philadelpb

be helpful.

Married.—On Fifth-day, Fifth Month 7th,

Friends' Meeting House, Haverford, Pa., RaC

com Alsop, daughter of the late Samuel Also)

of Esther Kite Alsop, to John Darlington C/

Haverford, Pa.

Died, at his residence at Ashley, Newtown S^

aware County, Pa., on Third Month 17th, 1908^

Rhoads, in his seventy-ninth year ; a member '

field Particular and Chester Monthly Meeting
"

Penna.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINT*
No. 122 Walnut Street
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Finding tlie Verb.

T life and meaning of a sentence is not

iacjned till we find its verb. Therein its

hoj being and action is centered. Amidst

11 \i other words one says nothing till his

omes into sight; and when, as often in

the verb is held in reserve till the end

sentence, the hearer's attention must

e hjd on the alert till that word is reached

;

'hicj thereupon throws back its light and

Mt^over all the preceding words, quickens

its own activity, and binds them to-

1 their relation to itself. So the

erbfrom its being the soul of the whole

entice, was named Verbum,

—

the word of

aenjill.

Om when we inquire what is hindering a

upijin his translation, the answer is, "I

sn'mnd the verb." When that is pointed

at, je countenance lights up as the sentence

t orie leaps into life. The other words were

oodlnd correct, all in their right place, and

)aii|d well, but they were all as dead words,

11mword came and spread through them its

fe. iThe Verb was the one voice waited for

)mie the gathered words stand up as living

id ftive, and to reveal their thought and
iteri

Th-e is a sacred Scripture which says,

TheiVord of God is livinr and active, . . .

rid g asunder of soul and spirit, and quick

' d 3ern the thoughts and intents of the

iarj- (Heb. iv. 12). Also that "Without
im the Living Word) was not anj^hing
add hat was made,"—even Hhrist "through
honlthe worlds were made," and "who up-

jldtli all things by the Word of His power;"
id jthe Word was made flesh and dwelt

men," and that the name of Christ

d is still announced in the Revelation

caied "the Word of God."
Asji religious Society we continue, in con-

sonance with the Scripture, to acknowledge
Christ, "the same yesterday, to-day, and for-

ever," as the Word of (rod; who speaks the

secret counsel of the Father directly to our

spirits, and is the "one Mediator between
God and Man," "who can speak to our condi-

tion," "And this is the Word which by the

gospel is preached unto you,"— even the in-

speaking Word of Life to every man's heart.

And this is the living and essential Word
which the congregation or the man must wait

upon in every season of devotion, if his wor-

ship is to be "in spirit and in truth."

Apart from the Living Word, worship can

do nothing. Many words and many views may
come into the mind, and they seem so sound

and good in themselves, that we think that

they might, if given to the air, edify others.

But they all remain as a dead letter, till in a

living waiting we find the living Verb, —that
Word which as a quickening Spirit starts

them all into life and breathes through them
a message of grace.

Worship can afl'ord, in order to be worship,

to look for and wait for its Verb, --its living

and active Word of Life,— that makes all the

otherwise dead bones of its language or of its

silence stand up and live. It can affoi'd no

substitute voice as an easement of impatience.

"Tho' the vision tarry, wait for it." Only

Life, whether wordless or vocal, can be min-

istry. Only the Life can be worship. Pray-

ing is spirit-life, else it is not prayer. Praise

is the life of the spirit, else tuning in its

name is dead intonation. And the words of

Christ to a man, scriptural or voiceless,—
' 'they are spirit and they are life.

'

' He that

in all these things "hath the Son, hath life,

and he that hath not the Son of God," in his

work or acts of worship, ' 'hath not life.
'

'

Christ the Word is thus the Bible's Verb,

and worship's Verb. Christ has and is the

key-note that opens Scriptures to our under-

standing; the key-stone that binds the dis-

jointed fabric of truths into one solid arch of

Truth. He is the living nucleus about which

all the atoms of worship co-ordinate in har-

mony. Let worship find its Verb, and wait till

He is found, else it renders a spurious trans-

lation and a forgery.

He is "the better part," at whose feet

Mary sat to hear the gracious words that pro-

ceeded out of his mouth. And not by bread

alone shall man live, "but by every word that

proceedeth out of the mouth of (Jod." The
silence of all flesh is often the one possible

condition in which we can hear that Divine

voice; which they that hear shall live.

The Testimuny of Hugh Stamper, of Lunjan,
Ireland, near his lieparturc out of this life.

About twenty friends beine present, he
said, "I die in the same faith that I have
made profession of, and lived in, and suffered
for these twenty-three years. ... All the
desire I have to live, is to see Truth pros-
per, and if sufferings come, I am willing to
suffer for it. There is no weight or bur-
den lies at my door. I have wronged no
man, neither have I been burthensome to any,
but always if there was any difference, I suf-
fered wrong for peace-sake. I have not op-
pressed any man. So, my dear friends, walk in

love one to another, passing by infirmities,
forgiving one another, for even as Christ said,
"if ye forgive not one another, how shall your
Heavenly Father forgive you?' even as he
who would not forgive his brother missed of
pardon. Keep the heart void of offense to-
ward God and man, and when any evil doth
appear, judge it down with the light. . . .

Walk humbly before your God and be of a pure
mind to liim in true love one towards another,
and stand not at a distance one from another,
for envy and strife lead from (Jod, and eat as
doth a canker. Blessed he the Lord (Jod for-
ever. Bear up your heads, and give not away
your crowns for any visible thing here below,
for they are but trifles, and things of no value

"Dear friend.«, in the suffering of all things
you shall come to wear the crown. 'No cross,
no crown;' take notice of that; that your bow
may abide in full strength in the needful time,
when the pains of death come upon you,
which will come upon all. Death troubles
me not, for blessed be the Lord forever, since
1 lay on this my bed of sickness, there is

nothing but peace on every side.

"My dear friends, I de.sire you in tender
love, to love one another, and you will be an
honor to God and one to another. Bear the
daily cross that you may be crowned when
time shall be no more ... 'If the righteous
scarcely be saved where shall the wicked and
ungodly appear?' Oh I the joy and endless fe-

licity that shall be upon the righteous, and
what horror and mi.sery shall be upon the
wicked. And dear friends, have not a bare
profession, but walk answerably to what you
profess, that your bow may stand in full

strength, as mine doth at this time.

So my dear friends, do not run in your own
wills, but wait daily upon the Lord, and let

your whole dependence be upon Him, that you
may come in at the right door, for whosoever
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climbeth up another way is a thief and a rob-

ber. Cast your care upon the Lord, and He

will in no wise cast you off, but He will work

in you, and for you, and you will become the

children of the day, and of the light . . .

Friends, you know these things before; this

is to stir up your minds, to stand steadfast

in the Truth. Be faithful in the day of small

things, and despise them not, and the Lord

will make you rulers over much. So shall

you be honorable, men and women, and He

will shower down multitudes of blessings upon

your heads". . . .

Just before he died he sat up in his bed and

spoke these words, "Now, Lord Jesus, receive

my soul into thy everlasting kingdom of glory,

for thy kingdom is from everlasting to ever-

lasting."

He departed this life the ninth of the Sev-

enth Month, 1676, aged about sixty-five years.

—Selected. ^^

Jewish Situation in America.

Jews of America are not divided so much

upon theology as upon traditions and present

conditions. All are orthodox, in that they

cling to the essentials of Jewish theology, and

to the Seventh-day Sabbath, for in no quarter

in this country has the proposition to change

to a First-day Sabbath, made serious headway.

Jews in America may be divided into three

distinct classes. First, there are the com-

mercial Jews who, like so many Protestants,

are such only in name. They rarely go to re-

ligous services, save perhaps at holiday time.

Second, there are a comparatively small num-

ber of faithful men and women, Americans in

all respects, and profoundly impressed with

their responsibilitv to Judaism of the past,

and to their fellow .Jews. Finally, there are

the hundreds of thousands of foreign Jews,

here during the last ten years, speaking a for-

eign tongue and thinking foreign thoughts.

They are from Kuss^a, ch'eiiy, and very poor.

Tbey are poor not alone in finances, but in

ambition, in ideas. They cling to the old

form of worship. Their synagogues suggest

Orientalism and not Americanism. Men sit on

the main floor, while the women are huddled

into the gallery, often behind a screen. Men

wear their hats during service, and much of

the time walk about and chat with their neigh-

bors. For the most part these Jews are

crowded into the lower East Side of Manhat-

tan^New York city. Estimites have been

made putting the number of Jews in New York

at six hundred thousand, but the number is too

high by two hundred thousand, certainly by

one hundred and fifty thousand. Even so.

New York is by far the greatest centre of

Jewish population in the world, London, Vien-

na, Chicago and the rest not being in any de-

gree in the same class A stroll on the lower

East Side of New York will cause one to meet

Jeremiah, Hosea, Habakkuk, indeed all of the

biblical characters one ever studied. They

are there in the flesh as truly as they were

in Jerusalem in the time of Christ. Dr
Kohler has been for twenty years rabbi of the

temple in Fifth avenue, whose gilded dome

rising above the trees on the east side of Cen-

tral Park is familiar to all strangers. Tem-

ple Beth-El Congregation is not unlike the

congregation of churches, Protestant and Cath-

olic, near by Refinement and Occidental cus-

toms prevail. It is this congregation that gives

up its rabbi to Cincinnati. The New York

seminary, representing the well-bred, relig-

ious Jew. who is faithful to essential Judaism

of the past, but who realizes that the world

moves. This class, small in number, is trying

to keep alive Judaism in America, and these

two seminaries, one in Cincinnati and the

other in New York, both with new financial

resources and new presidents, are for the

training of rabbis of the modern American

type. This class of Jew is also tremendously

alive to its responsibility for the Oriental Jew

who is in America in such vast numbers. Zi-

onism is an example of effort put forth to ben-

efit either those already here or to prevent

others from coming. In the same uplifting

agency list there are to be placed the Jewish

Chautauqua, the National Jewish Farm, and

the Baron de Hirsch charities. Such is the

Jewish situation, religious and social, in Amer-

ica at the moment, and such some of the ef-

forts to improve it—Boston Transcript.

the fields, teaching his people how tocultivj'

their soil in the best way, how to breed shei

work in wood, and wool, and iron; and as

;

had apprentices he read to them the Biblej

other good books— all the while himself Iivi|

the higher life. It was slow, discour

work; the custom of centuries cannot

(

be altered.

It takes a braver man to live a life ofjj

kind than it does tn face a cannon, and i

the victory is won for the right, as it I

will be, it is a victory of peace, which i

counts for more than the bloody victoE

war.

—

S. Dubois in the Presbyterian.

Tiie Confessors of Peace from the Second (

to the Bra of Mahomet.

X.
'

A resident of Gaul, at the time of Jul!

was Sulpicius Severus, the historian. In •

life of Martin of Tours, a contemporary, Si

picius says of him that he had been btm
the profession of arms, but on his conv^
to Christianity, he declined the service, i

his answer to Julian for the reason of >

conduct on this occasion, he used the wc:

An Indian Hero.

It was hot; we were thirsty and tired ; even

the ears of our donkeys hung flopping along
|
previously employed by so many of the fa

their faces as we slowly scuffled along through

the dust of an Arizona desert towards a Zuni

pueblo. We could see it in the far distant, a

black, square hUl outlined against the horizon.

Soon we came to little patches of potatoes,

watermelons, beans, onions; in fact, all sorts

of garden truck. After having lived several

months on surveyors' stores, tinned stuffs, and

smoked meats, we were glad to see the gar-

dens.

A queer village it was. Just one great

house, looking for all the world like a lump

of mud on the end of a shingle. It was four

stories high, with not a window-frame in all

the three hundred rooms. The Zuni Indians

made us welcome and brought jars of water to

us for drinking, washing and cooking purposes.

And water is the most precious thing in that

region for hundreds of miles. As soon as we

had rented a little while we started to look

about, and almost the first person we met was

a young Indian dressed in uniform— not quite

a soldier's uniform but very much like it. We
approached each other and, after shaking

hands, he addressed us in faultless English,

making us welcome to Zuni; hoped that we

would find it convenient to stay a long t'me,

and asked us to make his home our headquar-

ters while we were in that vicinity.

In travelling this wide world over I have

never come across a braver man than that In-

dian. Amid poverty, squalor and want, he

was living the life of a Christian gentleman

among his people, unashamed of his life or

theirs, doing all he could with skill and tact

to lead them to better things, both in their

method of work and in their spiritual life.

He was a graduate of the Indian school at

Carlisle, Ta. He loved his people with a sur-

passing love. They were poor, ignorant and

superstitious. He was a highly-cultured gen-

tleman, and here he was giving them—without

any hope of pay—the fruit of long years of

toil in learning the laws and lessons that have

made the white man what he is He had one

room in the house fitted up with the convenien-

ces of civilization. His days were spentjn

ful
— "lam a Christian, therefore I car'

fight." Similar was the rejoinder, someyif

earlier, of one who, being found in the ar

,

but refusing to fight, underwent examinaj

at Tarsus, of Cilicia, the city of the Apo^

Paul., Replying to the query as to his m,-

and condition, he replied: "I am called'-

achus by my father; but my military naits

:

Victor. I have led a military life, and ai:

Roman. I was born at Claudiopolis, a i

;

of Isauria, and because I am a Christian 1 1;.'

abandoned my profession as a soldier."

Now, in the middle of the fourth centi.

we may seek almost in vain for the like c r

testimony on the part of the clergy. Ol-

son's remark hereabout may be appropriay

quoted: "It had been formerly held unla':l

for Christians to fight at all: it was nov-

sinuated as if it was allowable if they fm t

under the banner of Christian emperors, r

bloodshed in war was more excusable_'

cause of virtue and religion. This

terpretation of the old tenet afforde

to the consciences of many, and help

the idolatrous oath was modified) to
'

that other part of the objection to ai

life which consisted in the unlawfulj

fighting. Hence the unlawfulness of
'

began to be given up. We find,

that here and there an ancient Father';

retained it as a religious tenet: but, t«

dropping off one after another it cease ji

length to be a doctrine of the church, and.t

her to all the deep war-degeneracy of sii-

quent ages." Thus earl.v, after the bill

testimony-bearing of multitudes, do we,w

this tenet so honored in the Beatitudes )

idly on the wane, and becoming year by iJ

more dim, and on the verge of seeming'-

tineuishment.

Martin, of Tours, having been made bi,*,

of Avila, in Spain, was afforded an oi

tunity to manifest in a notable mannsi j".

adherence to the Scripture testimony of pi

and his opposition to the shedding of B

The occasion arose in connection with

was stigmatized as the heresy of the n-
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1 sect of the Priscillianists. There is a

deal of confusion of statement as to what
jhe doctrinal belief of those people, and
jthey practised—their adversaries being

itnesses. Mosheim makes the admission,

'to ascertain the real doctrines of the

ilianists, is very difficult, and perhaps
sible," and again: "No one of the an-

bas accurately described the doctrines

B I'riscillianists; on the contrary, some
em have perplexed and obscured the

t."

:ir tenets appeared to be more or less

red by Manichteism, with its complex
tic theories of light and darkness. Their
onies are represented as being after the

c order, enjoining austerities of all sorts,

ection of flesh food, disapproval of mar-
Presumably, being opposed tj the kill-

animals for food, they prized Cliristi-

principle of peace. While maintain-
connection with the church, they
taking the elements in the Lord's sup-

secretly they celebrated Divine ser-

leir own manner, allowing women to

(Schaff).

me of this very much persecuted sect

ived from a rich and gifted Spaniard
linguished family, named Priscillian.

side from a life of luxury and frivol-

ly gave his attention to philosophical

studies, and, being dissatisfied with

id condition of Catholic Christianity,

a system which ultimately took his

Two bishops joined themselves thereto,

number of women united, but, other
'
ops, men reputed of a worldly life

and Ithacius), violently opposed the

which, at the synod of Saragossa

), was condemned, and all Priscillian-

excommunicate. The schism still

an appeal by the hostile bishops to

, Uratian, resulted in an edict of

banishment. Then followed the

tion of the emperor, to whose succes-

us, the Catholic bishops successfully

ish appeal.

critical juncture appeared the good
tin, of Tours. At that time he

ing at the city of Triers (later,

Treves), on the Moselle, the second
of the Roman empire from the time
tine, and a great ecclesiastical centre-

having come thither, to him Martin
nest protest that it was an unheard
that a matter of distinctly church
discipline should have been thus re-

the adjudication of a secular court,

Iples of the civil law. He hence en-

the emperor to at least spare the lives

iciliian and his associates, who had
|ecially condemned, and to rest content

i's synod had declared them false

1 that they had been deprived of

aijhurches. The trial was thus delayed,
d Icimus gave his promise that there should
n6 bedding of blood.

Thii promise proved as futile as, a mil-
liudlater, did the safe-conduct of Sigis-

mdJn saving Huss from the Council of
nstjice. The emperor taking his leave, yet

(her bishops followed him with their

'onijendation of severity, re-inforcing the
me

!y considerations of cupidity in thus
ikiD it easy to secure the estates of the

rich Priscillian and his followers. A fresh im
peachment was also introduced, to wit, that
the tendency of the false doctrines was to

encourage impurity. l!y this subterfuge the

matter could be brought before the civil court.

The hearing of the case having been entrusted
to a severe judge, Priscillian was condemned
not only as a false teacher, or heretic, but,

further, as a violator of the laws, and upon
him and his principal adherents was inflicted

the penalty of death by the sword. This oc-

curred at the imperial city of Treves in 385.
"It was the first time," says Scliatt', "that

a Christian was punished with death on account
of heresy, and all (Christendom felt the shock."
"The instigators of this capital execution for

heresy," remarks another, "were, however,
regarded with abhorrence by the bishops of

Gaul and Italv; for it was not yet considered
among Christians as a pious and righteous

act to deliver heretics over to the civil power
to be punished." Later, indeed, the ecclesi-

astical power itself with rack and torture and
pyre of faggots, became judge and executioner,

and the rancorous zeal of Idacius and Ithacius,

of Soain, under Galerian and Maximus, but

foreshadowed the bloody inquest of Torque-
mada under Ferdinand and Isabella, called

'

' the

Most Catholic."

Again Martin, of Tours, returning to Treves,

found there one bishop of the condemnatory
synod, Theognist, who, fearless of the em-
peror's displeasure, declared most emphatically

against the whole proceeding, and testified his

disunity with all those who had taken any
part in it. Ere Martin entered the city, how-
ever, he had been warned by Maximus that he

must keep peace with the bishops. Worthy
was Martin's answer, that he "would come
with the peace of (iod." The emperor's ap-

peals to Martin and Theognist to be reconciled

to Ithacius and his party proved unavailing,

and he dismissed them in anger. Maximus
had already resolved to despatch a military

force to Spain to suppress the Priscillianists.

Now, the tribunes with plenary powers, were
actually sent to the peninsula. To save many
unhappy creatures from ruin, it is said that

Martin acceded to the emperor's desire to

restore the bishops to church fellowship. Nev-
ertheless, when Ambrose of Milan, came some-
what later to Treves, he took the same stand

that Martin had originally done, accounting

the offense of the bishops so grievous a one
that their claim to stand as teachers of the

people ought not to be countenanced.

It remains to be said that the bloody re-

moval of Priscillian and his friends, with a

fresh condemnation by the synod of Toledo,

in the year 400, failed to arrest the progress

of the movement. When the Visigoths, who
held the Arian belief, passing over the Pyre-

nees, broke into the Iberian peninsula, the

peaceful Priscillianists fared badly. The new
occupants of the land had little appreciation

of the non-fighting testimonies prevailing in

the earlier centuries. The sect survived till

the latter part of the sixth century.

(To be continued.)

'

' The blossoms of spring are the prophets

of autumn, so a joyful service in youth

promises a rich fruitage in after years."

Christian works are animate love and faith.

Inhabitants of Our Southern Mountains.

Dr. William frost. President of Perea Col-

lege, in the mountains of eastern Kentucky,
recently delivered an interesting address on
"(tur Contemporary Ancestors in the Southern
Mountains."

These millions of people—American for
four or five generations— who are living to

all intents and purposes in the conditions of
the colonial times! these people form an ele-

ment unaccounted for by the census, un-
reckoned with in all our inventories of
national resources. And their remoteness is

by no means measured by the mere distance
in miles. It is, as it were, a longer journey
from Northern Ohio to Eastern Kentucky,
than from America to Europe; for one day's

ride brings us into the eighteenth century.

Now, the ancestors of our mountain friends

"went West" under the same mighty impulses
which peopled Western New York and Ohio.
Put they unconsciously stepped aside from the
great avenues of commerce and of thought.
This is the excuse for the Kip Van Winkle
sleep. They have been heleairuered by na-

ture. The vastness of the mountain region
which has enveloped this portion of our fel-

low-countrymen, has been concealed by the
fact that it was parceled out among so many
difterent Commonwealths. The mountainous
back-yards of nine States abut upon the lofty

ridges which seoarate the Virginias, bound
Kentucky on the east, divide Tennessee from
North Carolina and Alabama. This is one
of (jod's grand divisions, this Appalachian
America. It has no coast like Scotland, no
inland lakes or navigable rivers like Switzer-

land. The surface varies greatly in elevation

and eeologic structure, but as a place for

human habitation the entire region has one
characteristic—the lack of natural means of

communication. Its highways are the beds of

streams; commerce and intercourse are condi-

tioned by horseflesh and saddle bags. I recall

an early exoerience when enjoying the hospi-

tality of a mountain home.
"When you cannot get what you need at

this little store down by the creek, where do
you go?"

The mountain woman answered with a frank

smile, "I go without."

And it appeared that she had never been to

any tow^n or city in her life. Is the lamp
chimney lacking? The mountain potteries

re still making flambeaux, lamps of almost

classic patterns, in wliich grease is burned
with a floating wick. Is the sawmill remote?
In the high mountains, where streams are

small and mills impracticable, the whipsaw is

brought into use, and two men will get out

300 or 400 feet of boards from the logs in a

day. Handmills for grinding can still be con-

structed by well brought up mountain men,
and m some places they have not yet lost the

tradition of the fashioning of the old English

crossbow. And who does not have a feeling

n to reverence in the presence of a hand
loom? When a mountain ma'd speaks of her

'wheel," she does not refer to a bicycle, hut

to a spinning wheel of our ancestors, her use

of which here in our mountains calls to mind
the sudden and entire disappearance of cloth

making from the list of household industries.

In examining social life and its variations

in the moujtains, we discover a new kind jf
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isolation, a higher potency of loneliness. The
people are not only isolated from the centres

and thoroughfares or the world, but isolated

from one another. The families who live

alonK one valley form a community by them-

selves, and the children grow up with almost

no examples or analogies of life outside these

petty bounds. As we need a fresh air fund

for the little ones of the city, we need a

fresh idea fund for these sons and daughters

of solitude.

A word deserves to be said of the native

retinement of many of the mountain women.
The staid combination of a black sunbonnet

and a cob pipe is not unusual, and the shrill

voice that betokens desperation in life's strug-

gles may be heard. There is an utter frank-

ness in questioning a sti'anger. "Who might
you-all be? Where are ye aimin' to go?
What brung ye up this air way off branch?
Where do ye live at? Where's yer old man?
(This to a lady engaged in extension work!)

How old be ye?" Yet there is withal a real

kindliness and a certain shy modesty, and often

a passionate eagerness to note points of su-

periority which may be imitated. As a rule,

the proprieties of life are observed to a sur-

prising degree; and a mountain woman cer-

tainly suggests her descent from Eve when
she appears at a meeting on the hottest sum-
mer's day wearing woolen mitts as her tribute

to conventionality!

The narrowness of their horizon may pre-

pare us to understand their religion. They
have lost the Protestant idea that a minister

must be an educated man. Ignorance makes
men positive, and the barriers of orthodoxy
have been raised to a very commanding
height. The habit of literal interpretation

has raised up many champions of the doctrine

of a fiat earth. "Dew yeou perpose to take

-Joshuar inter yeour leetle school and larn him
the shape of the yearth? Don't the Bible

tell us that the yearth's got eends an" founda-
tions an" corners? And that the sun runs
from one eend on hit ter the other? Let God
be true and every man a liar!"

The few representatives of this obscure
people who have made their way to regions of

greater opportunity have shown no mean na-

tive endowment. Lincoln himself is an exam-
ple. How the mountains are to be enlight-

ened, however, is a double problem— first, as

to means, and secondly, as to the method.
The first question is one of philanthropy, and
the second question is one of pedagogics.
There could not be a clearer call for the inter-

vention of intelligent, patriotic assistance.

We are sometimes remonstrated with for

breaking in upon this Arcadian simplicity, and
we have had our own migsivings. l?ut it must
be remembered that ruthless change is knock-
ing at the door of every mountain cabin. The
.lackals of civilization have already abused the
confidence of many a highland home.

The means for extending this saving aid

must be furnished by the patriotic people of

the nation. It cannot be left to the States
concerned, for these are all poor Southern
States, inexperienced in jjopular education,
Appalachian America is a ward of the nation—^such a ward as we never had before. The
mountain man is not to be compared with the
negro, except in the basal fact of need. Nor
can he be compared with the Western pio-

neer, for the Western frontier had always a

certain proportion of educated leaders, and it

was closely knit by family and commercial ties

with the older and richer part of the land.

But Appalachian America is a frontier with-

out any related back tier, and must be dealt

with accordingly. The native capacity of the

mountain people is well established, and their

response to well directed efforts has been sur-

prisingly ready.

BY W. T. SLEEPER.

Our Heavenly Father's gentleness

Doth make his servants great,

And loyal to their sovereign,

They on his bidding wait.

The sun arising calmly
Awakes ten thousand tongues,

Leaving his chamber softly

He's hailed by myriad songs.

The placid moon in silence

Uplifts the mighty main.

The dews descending gently

Refresh the wide world-plain.

Vast mines and balmy islands

In silent chambers grow.
Through countless paths and creatures

Life-currents noiseless flow.

Not in the wild tornado

Nor fiery Vulcan's noise

Did God bespeak the prophet,

But in a still small voice.

The world's most mighty forces.

Ordained mankind to bless.

Show not their strength in passion.

But in sweet gentleness.—Boston Transcript.

The Teaching of True Religion. —Ti-ue re-

ligion teaches the soul a high veneration for

Almighty God; a sincere and upright walking,

as in the presence of the invisible, all-seeing

God. It makes a man truly love, honor, and
obey Him, and therefore careful to know what
his will is. It renders the heart highly thank-

ful to Him, as his Creator, Redeemer, and
Benefactor. It makes a man entirely depend
on Him, seek Him for guidance, direction, and
protection, and submit to his will with pati-

ence and resignation of soul. It gives the law,

not only to his words and actions, but to his

very thoughts and purposes; so that he dares

not entertain any which are unbecoming the

presence of that God, by whom all our thoughts
are legible. It crushes all pride and haughti-
ness, both in a man's heart and carriage, and
gives him a humble state of mind before God
and man. It regulates the passions, and
brings them into due moderation. It gives a

man a right estimate of this present world,

and sets his heart and hopes above it; so that

he never loves it more than it deserves. It

makes the wealth and the gloiy of this world,

high places, and great preferments, but of

little consequence to him ; so that he is neither

covetous, nor ambitious, nor over solicitous,

concerning the advantages of them. It makes
him value the love of God and the peace of his

own conscience, above all the wealth and honor
in the world, and to be very diligent in preserv-

ing them. He performs all his duties to God
with sincerity and humility; and, whilst he lives

on earth, his conversation, his hope, his treas-

ures, are in Heaven.

—

Matthew Hale.

Science and Industry.

The well known De Forest Wireless T .

graph Company will equip the fast train;
f

the New York Central with wireless telegi \

systems. The experiment will continue ir

two months. The successful accomplislm,

of this will prove a great benefit to rail*

traffic.

Statistics which have just been publii

in France show that the State sold during

past year over 2,600,000 kilogrammes we
of cigars and 1,800,000 of cigarettes,

quantity of tobacco disposed of amou
about 34,000,000 kilogrammes. The inl

tants of France smoke annually at the ral

a little over two pounds of tobacco per h

with an average expenditure of eleven frJ
for each. But addiction to the narcotic vi.*'

in different localities. For instance, vie

the population of the Department of the M
contrives to get through upward of !|)0

grammes per head in the course of a ij,

that of the Lozere uses only an averagbf

400 grammes. The Parisian's average es'n-

diture on smoking comes to nearly twiy

francs a year.

Malaria in The South.— Prof. Heri
of the Mississippi Agricultural College, an

article published in ''The Popular So.ee

Monthly," states that malaria is respoE)le

for more sickness among the w^hite popul on

of the South than any disease to which '

is

now subject, there having been during'he

year ending Fifth Month 31st, 1900, appti-

mately 635,000 cases in the five States, iii>

isiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia ^iri

South Carolina.

While fully realizing the gravity of afe

situation the Professor feels certain thaihe

day is soon coming when "chills and fji*

will have lost their terrors because we all

surely learn how to avoid them, rema'nf

that it is most propitious that recent wo er-

ful discoveries in regard to malaria and y m
fever were made on the eve of the Sc h's

great awakening on educational and indu "ial

subjects.

Those obliged to live in one room :' 8

boarding house will be glad to know hi to

free their clothing from the musty, stuliair

that sometimes affects it. Dried lavder

flowers, encased in thin muslin bags an aid

among garments in the trunk or draweriviU

help somewhat, but oil of lavender will ove

a potent, faithful and unfailing friend. fe«

spots dropped into a cup of hot water wi ler-

fume the air subtly and with a fragrar i^

resistibly clean and charming, and a g«f

vessel of this steaming and perfumed UWi

set in a closet or wardrobe, or beneat rt'

chair across which dusty-smelling garf

are hung, will work wonders also. The 1

not expensive, and a few drops will go oi

way. A small saucer containing a vei I;"

drops of this pungent oil, will drive th l^f

from a dining-room very speedily.

Fresh air and plenty of sunshine are )"'

lutely indispensable to give the bloom of ''''

to the skin. The bed-room windows sh( J
1-

kept open at the top, even during the ( if'

winter nights. Whether the weather
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finj a quick walk in the fresh air must be

enlit some part of the day, even if it in-

vesli slight risk of catching cold. In these

rg It brain exhaustion from continual over-

•ssie, fresh air is the very condition of life

us,jnd it is far better for the neurotic \vo-

n« run the chance of an occasional cold

,n t accustom herself to become a coddle

hoiooms. The veil, thought by many to

a Irotection, is -often, curiously enough,

!
ease of much mischief to a sensitive skin,

leslthe veil is of the most costly make,

I
rtgh threads will rub the face, making

•edind sore, and the dye may also be most•eajna sore, ann me uye

^A(E OF Common Sense.—A little wit is

en btter than a great amount of muscle.

)toi is told of a Pittsburg iron company

UB igo that bought a large amount of old

nb [hells for the iron that was in them.

; shlls were not loaded but in order to

It lljni it was necessaiy that they be bro-

I iiiji pieces. An attempt was made to re-

»tem with a sledge hammer; but to no

)Ct Ind the project was given up thinking

y ])uld be of little use to them. Some
8

£^ er a man came along who said, '
'I un-

stail you have a job for a man here."

68 ie want that pile of bombs broken,"

tlj reply. "How much will you pay?"
11 give you 6J cents a piece if you will

1 break them all." "I'll take the con-

said the man. It was a cold day and
immediately set to work. But he did

tai a sledge. He carefully placed each

ibjth its mouth up and therein poured
«rbtil they were full, then went into the

;e, jiade out his bill and told them he

lid |dl in the morning for his pay. The
«r pving frozen during the night in the

mill the bombs were found nicely broken
—,jvaiiger Mirror.

IciHGE AND Faith.— "Every religious

i,^'[(urphy says, "believes that (!od is in

hisireation; he may therefore reasonably

ectihat those discoveries which reveal the

ictje of the universe, and the processes
(fhh it has assumed its present form, will

)w I reflected light, not perhaps upon the

ineiature, but on the Divine government;
ifje is unable to see any such connection
fee the things of Science and Faith, his

ira nference will be, not that there is no
b crmection, but that it is yet to be dis-

are"

he ame writer, Joseph .John Murphy, of
anc is quoted by the late Professor Cope
ayij, "There is no action which may not
Jiiii habitual, and no habit which may not
nhiited."

syslr. Joseph Heniy, in United States
Jnt)ffice Report: "The great aim of sci-

i iijihe discovery of truth; and the pro-

lialveneration entertained for it by the
annind is a sure indication that truth,

thjwhole truth, will always be conducive
lie fa,\ progress of nations or individuals,

th^' to present it simply as a proposition
lOUj special application is the best means
appting error.

ovi^ND Housekeeping.—Four years ago
sujirban town in New Jersey, two lads
ixtrn, having between them eighty-seven

cents in money, started a business enterprise.

One of the boys had always enjoyed helping
his mother in her housewifery, particularly
when the season came round for making pre-
serves and jiickles. When a summer of inva-
lidism laid the mother aside, the family made
up their minds that the next winter would be
marked by a diminution of the canned and pre-
served fruit, of which all were fond, but they
reckoned without the pluck and energy of the
eldest son. He used his vacation in doing all

liy himself what his mother had formerly done,
and in the autumn her preserve closet showed
fully siip])lieii shelves. It was this experience
that emboldened him and a companion to go,

very simply and modestly, and undertaking to

till only small orders at a small profit, into the

business of making preserves. To-day, after

four years, one young partner having retired

and gone into other business, the original be-

ginner is the proprietor of a large and paying
plant. He supplies housekeepers over an ex-

tended area with their jams, jellies, canned
fruits and pickles, for a whole season; his

trade-mark stands for excellent work; he has

a line of business that an older merchant
might envy. This is a demonstration of what
good sense, thoroughness and push will do,

when united with practical knowledge and a

very little ready money.
Why are mothers in general so reluctant to

let the boys assist in the housework? There
is no reason in the wide world why a boy
should not make beds, wash and iron, and
wash dishes, quite as handily and neatly as a

girl, and the muscles that respond so eagerly

to the demands of base ball and football can

be trained without trouble to the lifting of

many a domestic load. Whatever you do,

mothers, or leave undone, do not forget so to

bring up the boys, that they may feel some of

the responsibility of the home. They will be

better sons and brothers for this training,

very possibly better men of business for it,

and veiy certainly, better husbands bye and

bye, for girls who are fortunate to marry
them.— Christian Herald.

As announced in our news columns for Fifth

Month 2nd, Miller Reese Hutchison, an elec-

trical engineer, has invented an "Acousticon"

which, it is claimed, will enable the deaf to

hear. The device involves all the important

principles of the telephone, plus Hutchison's

inventions, the efi'ect of which is to give such

intensity to sound waves that they will pene-

trate ears that have never before heard a

sound.

The "Acousticon," as described in the New
York Sun, is in three pieces, which may be

carried in the pocket. That called the re-

ceiver—which in the telephone would be called

the transmitter—is a \Tilcanized rabber disc

about three inches in diameter. To its back

is attached a hook by which it may be sus-

pended from a waistcoat pocket. The reverse

face of the disc is hollowed and in the hollow^

certain gases, the composition being known

only to M. R. Hutchinson, are hennetically

sealed.

The other two pieces are the earpiece,

which corresponds to the receiver of a tele-

phone, and the battery. The latter is about

three inches long, two inches wide and half an

inch thick. It contains several cells, which

supply the electric current. Wires connect
the three pieces of the machine.
When Hutchison is operating his invention

he stows the battery away in his waistcoat
pocket. The sound that is to be transferred,
whether it be the voice or some other sound,
is caught by the receiver and intensified be-
fore it passes to the ears of the .subject.

M. R. Hutchinson recently gave a successful
test of his in.strument in New York. Dr.

\'an Tassel of the deaf-mute institute said
that the invention would reduce to a minimum
most of the ilitiiculties that have to be met
with in teaching a mute to talk. With the
".Acousticon" the mute can hear himself or
herself talk, and thus hear what s|)eech sounds
like. Last year M. li. Hutchinson went to Kng-
laml and gave several tests of his instrument.
One test was given at Buckingham I'alace and
t^ueen Alexandria bestowed a gold medal upon
the inventor.

A Noble Experience of Dr. John Foihcrgill.

How say they that scandal is always an ap-

pendage to the Tea Table; that its subjects

are ever drawn from the very reprehensible

and poisonous .source of defamation? 1 am
happy that 1 have seldom been able, experi-

mentally to acknowledge the propriety of this

assertion; this afternoon hath been one of the

many which I have seen devoted to recounting

deeds of worth. Among other exalted charac-

ters, and memorable anecdotes, the celebrated

Doctor Fothergill has been introduced; he fig-

ures in the line of the gentle virtues; it vi-

brates sweetly upon my ear in the recital, and
I will by transcribing it infix the substance at

least upon the page of memory. He was upon
the road and alone; a highwayman crossing

his path demanded his purse; the assailant

was a youth whose agitated frame visibly be-

trayed the perturbation of his soul. Fother-

gill expostulated, but the unfortunate invader

persisted in his demand "Thou art," said the

humane physician, "in the morning of life,

and unhackneyed in the walks of vice; thy

mind is ahhorrent to thy jiresent course; ex-

traordinary circumstances must have conspired

to drive thee upon so desperate an expedient;

—here is what may answer thy present exi-

sencies," and he presented his purse; "this is

no place for particular enquiries, hut my name
is Fothergill; I practice physic in London

—

possibly thou rnayst have heard of me; if thou

can put confidence enough in me, call upon

me there, my lodgings may easily be found,

and I promise thee I'll be thy friend." How
dignified are the steps of a man seeking to re-

claim, by such extraordinary efforts too, a fel-

low creature posted in the high road to de-

struction.

Some mornings after the good doctor is

sealed at the breakfast table, a stranger very

importunately request? to see him; he sup-

poses a patient, and his humane feelings are

immediately engaged; it was indeed a patient,

his disease, however, of the mental kind. The

son of adversity presents
—

"I come, sir, rely-

ing upon and confiding in the fame of your un-

sullied virtues"—and he prostrated himself at

his feet; they instantly retired to a private

apartment, and the unpracticed culprit un-

bosomed himself to this excellent man. "An
erroneous education, sir, has been the source

of my ruin ; my father bred me a gentleman,
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yet in that character it was not in his power
to support me. I was early initiated into a

life of dissipation, and amid the licentious

round I am stripped of every farthing; no
friendly hand presents; the walks of rectitude

are barred against me, nor is there an avenue
which I can enter; but one alternative re-

mained, either to arm myself against my own
life, or point the pistol at the breast of an-

other; a love of existence prevailed, and I

have assaulted, with impious despair, the man
on whom the welfare of a very large propor-

tion of my fellow creatures depended, yet my
reliance on your honor, sir, is implicit; and if,

by your means, [ could be placed anywhere out

of the knowledge of those who have witnessed

my misfortunes, where I might obtain support,

my obligation to you would be eternal." White
robed mercy still triumphs in the bosom of the

doctor; after some deliberation he proposed to

the young man some honorable employment
abroad, he said he could have no objection,

provided he could be taken out of the country
which had witnessed his misfortunes. The
man of feeling rejoined, he would consider

what might be done for him. This he did ef-

fectually, for by his interest in the course of

a few days he was provided for, in the East
India Company. The start of the young ad-

venturer was lucrative; two or three years en

riched him beyond his utmost hopes; and he

returned penetrated with the deepest sense of

his patron's benignity; once more he pros-

trates himself at the feet of the doctor.

"Take, sir, the life of the man you rescued

from destruction!" The comments upon this

anecdote so much to the honor of Doctor Fo-
thergill, are obvious; and the result such as

reason would teach us to expect. A useful

member of society is restored to his family,

to his friends, and to himself; a good citizen

is saved to the State, and by proper exertions

of lenity an unhappy being is stopped in his

carer of iniquity.

Is it not worthy of consideration whether it

would not be of much more utility viewed as

a political object only, for every government
to endeavor to reclaim instead of cutting olt,

in the midst of their days, those who have
but just entered the devious walks of vice.

CONSTANTIA.
New York, Second Month 25, 1808.

(Copied for Elizabeth Pearsall).

How one Woman Endured.

It has often been noted, that when un-

dergoing great physical stress and hardship,

woman endures the strain better than man, and
is delivered from the emergency with her fac-

ulties more perfectly under her control. And
the peculiar part of it all is, that the more
finely bred she is, and the higher-strung the

condition of her nervous system, the better

is she able to withstand trials that cause the

utter collapse of those possessing much great-

er physical strength. A remarkable instance

illustrative of this, is related by Charles F.

Lummis in his account of California's Death
Valley, and the fearful trip across it, that

gave it its gruesome name.
"There is on the globe no other spot so for-

bidding, so desolate, so deadly. It is a con-

centration of the hideousness of that whole
hideous area; and it has a bitter history.

"One of the most interesting and graphic

stories I ever listened to was that related to

rce, several years ago, by one of the survivors

of the famous Death Valley party of 1849— J.

W. Brier, an aged Methodist clergyman, who
preached the first Protestant sermon in Los
Angeles.

"A party of five hundred immigrants started

on the last day of September, 1849, from the

southern end of Utah, to cross the desert to

the new mines of California. There were one

hundred and five canvas-topped wagons drawn
by sturdy oxen, beside which trudged the

shaggy men, rifle in hand, while under the

canvas awnings rode the women and children.

In a short time there was division of opinion

as to the proper route across the pathless

waste in front; and the next day five wagons
and their people went east to reach Santa Fe
(whence there were dim Alexican trails to Los
Angeles), and the rest plunged boldly into the

desert. The party which went via Santa Fe
reached California in December, after vast

suffering. The larger company traveled in

comfort for a few days. Then they entered

the Land of Thirst and for more than three

months wandered lost in that inconceivable

realm of horror. It was almost impossible to

get wagons through a country furrowed with

canyons; and presently they abandoned their

vehicles, packing what they could upon the

backs of the oxen. They struggled on to

glittering lakes only to find them deadly poi-

son, or but a mirage on barren sands. Now
and then a wee spring in the mountains gave

them new life. One by one the oxen dropped;

day by day the scanty flour ran lower. Nine
young men who separated from the rest, being

stalwart and unencumbered with families,

strayed into Death Valley ahead of the others,

succumbed to its deadly thirst, and, crawling

into a little volcanic bowl to escape the cold

winds of night, left their cuddled bones there

—where they were found many years later by

Gov. Blaisdell and his surveyors, who gave
Death Valley its name.

The valley lies in Inyo County, and is about

one hundred and fifty miles long. In width it

tapers from three miles at its southern end to

thirty at the northern. It is over two hun-

dred feet below the sea level. Most of Inyo

County is a great plateau, averaging five thou-

sand feet in altitude, and in it, in the south

end of the Sierra Nevada range, towers the

loftiest peak in the United States—Mt. Whit-
ney, fifteen thousand feet high. So, as you
can imagine, there is a terrible 'jumping-off

place' when one comes to the brink of this ter-

rible valley. From five thousand feet above
sea level to two hundred feet below, it is a

good deal of a drop; and in places it fairly

looks as if one might take it at a]single jump.
The valley is walled on each side by savage
and appalling clifi's which rise thousands of

feet in apparently sheer walls. There are but
few places where it can well be crossed from
side to side; for by the time one has trudged
over those miles of alkali one is generally too

far gone to climb up the farther rocks to

safety. It is the very last place. There is

nothing so deadly even in the hottest parts of

Africa. Not even a bird flies across that hid-

eous waste—nature is absolutely lifeless here.

It is the dryest place in the world—the place

where one will soonest die of thirst, and where
the victim soon becomes a perfect mummy.

When the melting snows of the Sierra

come roaring down the slope in great ti

they do not reach the bottom of Dea
ley. Long before the stream can get

is swallowed up into the thirsty air an

tier sands. The main party of pioneers

Death Valley at about the middle w
is but a few miles wide, but suffered

fully there. With every day their t

grew worse. The gaunt .oxen were so

dead that their meat was rank poison;

last the starving band had no food f

weeks save ox-hide scorched and then

to a bitter jelly. Day by day some i

number sank upon the burning sands

to rise again. The skeleton survivoi

too weak to help the fallen. One pooi

revived enough to crawl four awful e
his hands and knees in pursuit of his c

ions, and then died.

The strongest of the whole party v

wee, nervous wife of J. W. Brier, w
come to Colorado an invalid, and who
with her boys of four, seven and nine

that indescribable tramp of nine hundre

For the last three weeks she had to

athletic husband from the ground ever;

ing, and steady him a few moments be

could stand; and she was able to help

giants, who a few months before, cou

held her upon their palms When they i

the home of a wealthy Spaniard. Iier 1

had w'asted from one hundred and seve

pounds to seventy-five, and the others

proportion showing the suffering am
tions they had undergone.

Love's Spelling-Book,

Harry found an old English siit'llii

about the house which his grandmotl

used in school and which had a very

way of spelling many words. He was

ing over some of the funny spelling w

mother called him to her.

"How many ways of spelling love h

found, Harry?" she asked.

"Only one," he replied, "it i.^
j

same in this book as it is in my spellii

at school."

"Why," said his mother, "I know c

than one way. I think there must be ;

a dozen ways—possibly a hundred or

Hari7 opened his eyes wide in surpi,

"Just now," said his mother, "you

part of your dinner that the iioor ,

boy might have a good meal. You

send a word in the basket, because

not want your right hand to kno\\ wh

left hand did ; but nevertheless there

word in the basket spelled out in vei

letters. Can you guess what it was ?"

"Was it love?" asked Harry.

"Yes," answered his mother. ".A

week when you put your dime into tl

sionary bank you did not say anything

it rattled down among the other coins i

it speak veiy distinctly a word which

not catch. Do you know what it was

"It must have been love," again a

Hany.
' 'Yes,

'

' said his mother, ' 'that was

way of spelling love. And a little wl

as I was watching you play your game

the yard, I saw you step out to mal

for James Marshall. What was that'

i
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CTiy," exclaimed Harry, "that was be-

jie' thought it was his turn, altho' I was

iwas mine, and so were all the rest of

bfs; but I gave up to him just because I

tl him to have a good time."

m you spelled the word in another way,"

fe mother.

\^11, I declare!" said Harry, "it is such

oierful word that it ought to have a

IjV-book all to itself."

lias," answered his mother, "Our whole

g 'ere intended to be primers of love, in

E3

should be constantly spelling out

by kind, thoughtful actions so as to

i world a beautiful, happy place in

live."—Exchange.

-To sum up, then, heroism' is

based upon two qualities: truthfulness

mess, a readiness to put one's own

B aside for that of others, to be cour-

all, kind to those younger than your-

Ipful to your parents, even if that

Eijiess demands some slight sacrifice of

( n pleasure. You must remember that

vo qualities are true signs of Christian

If one is to be a true Christian, one

a Christian hero. True heroism is in-

slle from trae Christianity, and as a step

'i the former ( would urge most strongly

ntly the practice of the latter.—Home

liPIL YE MY JOY " (Phil, ii: 2).

id with divinest thirst,

and pressed with strong imperious claim,

in the midst of boundless store,

th moistened cup all unappeased.

11 np my heart with bounding joy,

) rest until beside the marge
fnlness of the Master's mind,

ictions of thy saintly grace.

H. T. Miller.

IIAE, Ont.

Items Concerning the Society,

; FROM England.—There are so few that

where we are, endeavoring to conserve

tb precious (and there is so much) in our

aed Quakerism, and yet willing to see the

_'ir which is coming along, and which if

i and cautiously received will tend

II and enrich the truth that we already

I., a position that will most surely lead

ii'-'-i;; and to heavy burden-bearing, but it

I" ii; that there is no other position open for

; -. if we are livingly to hold our own and
i

I ling to be faithful in our day and
-

( 'orrespondent.

;'iM New Hampshire.—Some one sent

:i>, and I find much comfort in read-

:.nnot unite with the [recent] depart-

..
, Uie principles of our early Friends. I

J«tjcalled " bigoted," " narrow minded," and
"t jiow what else ; but all this don't move
Ml firm in the belief that our principles

• ipcjy in accordance with Christ's teachings,

,^W^^ Friends so easily depart from them?
'•'

-iilj-t-reaching, heart-tendering sermons we
I- fifty or sixty years ago are fresh in

li'iw. If we had such preaching in our

lay, there would not be so many vacant
I as there are now. Those sermons,
1' and tendernes.s, had a gathering in-

• those not members of our Society,

'-onvinced of our principles in silent

,
gS They felt that there was an influence

o]r the meeting which they did not find in

leings. It is cause of mourning when we

see how it is with our meetings to-day. Vet I am
comforted in believing there is a precious remnant
of faithful ones, and I firmly believe that rem-
nant will increase.

—

Comspondent.

In Dublin Yearly Meeting on Fourth Month 29,

John Orr Green thought that in its reply to an
American Yearly Meeting some notice should be

taken of the system of appointing pastors. He
deprecated the manner of holding some meetings
in the United States, and suggested that the hope

might be exjiressed that Friends there might be

prevented from sliding away from the principles

of the Society of Friends.

Several agreed with him on the ground that

when once an assembly of Friends in their meet-

ings restrict the liberty of individual members to

speak under Divine guidance, it ceases to be a

Friends' meeting for worship. The liberty or ab-

sence of liberty in this particular settles the ques-

tion.

The final view before the meeting was to the

effect that by abstaining from sending advice to

pastoral Yearly Meetings in this particular, some
would be left in a better condition to see their

way out from under the burden of this experi-

ment, into the open exercise of gifts, as every

man had received a gift, in the waiting worship

of a waiting ministry.

After an animated discussion on the .stand that

should be taken against the increasing wave of

militarism, it was concluded to ask London Yearly

Meeting to extend to Ireland the visit of the large

Feace deputation which it had appointed.

A member queried, were we to abandon the ad-

vocacy of what we think to be right-, because we
were brought into strange companionship ? Dis-

cussing the subject of peace once with a stranger,

the latter, after hearing hi.s arguments, said, "You
talk like a Quaker." He wondered if the conver-

sation of some of our members on the subject

would have elicited a like remark.

The total membership of the Yearly Meeting
was shown to be 2,.529, an increase of one mem-
ber. Ten per cent, of these are officers (ministers,

elders and overseers). This was occasion of one

speaker saying, " We are like a vast piece of ma-

chinery, holding meetings, sending out deputations,

but lacking sadly in the power of the Holy Spirit

to drive it." Others testified to encouraging favors

manifest of the demonstration of the Spirit and of

power. One said, on the state of the Society,
" We want the ministry of the opened vision,

that will make us feel that we are in the presence

of our Lord and Master." Another: " Our whole

organization seems like a beautifully laid fire,

needing only a match to ignite it." Another: "We
are not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, but are

sometimes ashamed of the waj- in which it is set

forth."

These are but gleanings—not a report, and we
trust, not distortions— from the London Friaid's

account of the first two days. More may follow,

as they have point, for our notice or instruction

hereway. The di.scussion on peace, and probably

some other subjects, would be interesting to our

readers if copied more in full.

Notts from Others.

Pope Leo. XIII has outlived all but one of the

sixty-one cardinals who elected him.

Bishop Thoburn recently baptized 737 candidates

at Thasara, Gujarat, India, in a single day. It was

probably the largest number of baptisms ever ad-

ministered in one day by any minister of the M.

E. Church.

Bishop Frederick Burgess of the Protestant Epis-

copal diocese at Long Island has declared strongly

against raising money for churches through card

parties or church fairs in which the element of

gambling enters.

The CiiiiQrcgaliunalist believes that "The same
busine.ss rea.sons exist for the merging of denomina-
tions doing the same work in the same field on the

same principles, a.s exist for the merging of great
business enterprises."

A. H. Bradford says: "Some time bigotry and
controversy will cease, and fraternity begin. Then
the Church will move as one man against vice,

cruelty, bigotry, and all that works lies and hin-

ders brotherhood will flee away."

The (Allege of Confucius, the old university of

China, has for three thousand years borne the name
of Kwotszekier. Its main building, the finest

temple of Confucius in China, has three hundred
volumes in its court, on which are engraved the

names of its sixty thousand graduates.

The Wayside Chapel in Maiden, Mass., is the one
Universalist Church in which service is held every

day in the year. A woman called " Uev. Mrs.

Bruce," editor of The Myrtle, is the pastor. She
has been a preacher for over twenty-five years,

and was ordained in her own chapel shortly after

the dedication.

Samuel A. Eliot says in the Chridian, Reijinter:
" Cnitarians have so completely outgrown the bad
habit of ' pitching into the orthodox ' that they are

often surprised to discover how incorrigible is the

habit of the self-appointed guardians of the faith

once and forever ' delivered to the saints 'of jiitch-

ing into the Unitarians." [On this we repeat a

former caution: "They who would contend for the

faith once delivered to the saints, must do it in the

spirit of the saints, which knows no rancor." Yet
perhaps if the liberals felt the relation of a correct

faith to salvation as the "orthodox" feel it, they
would be equally aggressive. But do some of the

orthodox realize that in the very act called " pitch-

ing in
' or personal denunciation, they cease to be

orthodox?"—Eu.]

The Protestants in Australia have been aroused
to great indignation by the burning of the New
Testaments belonging to the native converts in the

Rewa district, Fiji. They were a recent transla-

tion, and belonged to a tribe who, under the coer-

cion of their chief, were perverted from the Metho-
dist Church to the Roman Catholic. They were
burned, by Sisters of Mercy under the direction of

one of the Fathers. The Cardinal has explained

that the Bibles were burned becau.se the natives

used them as idols.

William Morrison, of Lexington, Va., says the

Presbyterian, who is returning to this country
after six year.s' work along the Kassai River, about

1,200 miles in the interior of the Congo State,

fully confirms the stories of the abuses in the

Congo Administration. He reports that his per-

sonal investigation has revealed that, as a result

of the rubber monopoly's introduction of forced

labor, a virtual slavery has been imposed upon the

natives. Villages have been forsaken and the in-

habitants have fled into the forests to escape the

tyranny of the oppressors. It has been utterly im-

possible to get any redre.ss from the Congo State

officials for the flagrant cruelties and abuses, and

an appeal has been made to the American and

British ministers at Brussels, and the State Depart-

ment at Washington will be furnished with evi-

dence on the subject. That such conditions should

exist at the beginning of the twentieth century,

and at this stage of the world's progress in civiliza-

tion, is deplorable, and it is to be hoped that the

right means may speedily be adopted for the cor-

rection of the existing evils.

The Winnipeg Free Press gives an encouraging

account of recent events among three of the colo-

nies of Doukhobors which were affected with the

wandering idea, and who sent their horses and

cattle,.adrift. As a result of Verigin's influence
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1 „f..„ ^f t-liuir
' million five hundred thousand dollars; for the isthmian

the Doukhoboi;s are now "^^king^ ^.Ujyjf_^^^^^^^^^^
^^„^^^^ ,^^ ^,, agricultural depart-

- ment two ">''''

Fifth Mo. 23,

homesteads. The committee

visitation throughout the forty-four villages of

the colonies. With three exceptions, every Douk-

hohor of more than eighteen years of age gave to

Verit'in a power of attorney authorizing him to

make the necessary entry, all the homesteads thus

settled being with one exception communal pr^op-

erty In three colonies alluded to, a total of 1 143

entries has been made. Including the Rosthern

eolonv, the total is 2012, compared with 207 m
1002 "and 62 in 1901. Large purchases of heavy

draft horses and stock have taken place
;
numbers

of Doukhobors have attended lectures on gram

and fruit culture; latest machinery is being intro-

duced, and considerable preparations are being

made 'for the education of the children. All this

betokens a change of view, and is full of hope for

the future. An illustration of the spirit of broth-

erly love existing is found in the handsome gift

recently made by the brethren of the Rosthern

colony to their neighbors of the North, South and

Good Spirit Lake colonies. The members of the

former not having- joined the pilgrimage, remained

in comfortable rin-umstances. In Third Month

they sent a pivstnt .if .^8,000 in cash and thirty-

eight' fine horses to their fellows of the three colo-

nies to help them to a fresh start in life.

NUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Unitei: States.- a bill passed by the Legislature of

I'ennsylvania has lately become a law by the approval of

the Governor, which is to prevent the publication of un-

just and defamatory statements respecting individuals.

It provides "That from and after the passage of this act,

civil action may be brought against the proprietor, own-

er, publisher or managing editor of any newspaper pub-

lished in this Commonwealth, whether the same be pub-

lished monthly, bi-weekly, semi-weekly or daily, to recov-

er damages resulting from negligence on the part of

such owner, .proprietor or managing editor m the ascer-

tainment of facts and in making publications affecting

the character, reputation or business of citizens.'

A despatch from Washington says: Manufacturers

which enter into the international commerce of the world

are valued at four billion dollars, according to a state-

ment just issued by the Bureau of Statistics of the Treas-

ury Department. Of this sum the United States fur-

nishes four hundred million dollars, or ten per cent.
^

A new industry, the raising of Sea Island cotton, it is

said, is -to be started in Porto Rico by a company, whose

directorate includes several prominent American capital-

lillion five hundred

lative, executive and judicial^
penses four million two

dred ihous'a'nd'dollars; for public buildings throughout

llion dollars; for the Philippine Islands

A law has recently been enacted in Pennsylvania

changing the limit age of children working in the coal

mines from fourteen to sixteen years.

The Mayor of Philadelphia lately stated his belief that

"city and municipal government of our city depend en-

tirely for its success upon the Christian people living in

our community." ', ^ t j

A despatch from Omaha of the 12th inst. says that Judge

Dickinson, in the District Court, to-night, on application

of the labor unions whose members are on strike, issued

an injunction against the business men and employers

even more sweeping than that issued by the Federal

Court against the unions last week.

The order restrains the business men from refusing to

sell goods to dealers who employ union labor; prevents

them from boycotting union labor; requires the Business

Men's Association to cease holding meetings or conspir-

ing against the unions or in any way interfering with the

unions in the management of their affairs.

A recent storm during which 8.40 inches of rain fell in

twenty-four hours has done great damage in Jackson-

ville, Fla., and its neighborhood.

The executive committee of the Carnegie Institute re-

ports that the entire sum of two hundred thousand dollars

allotted to grants for original research has been distri-

buted among scientists for the purpose of aiding in mak-

ing scientific investigations.

The total appropriations made by the Fifty-seventh Con-

gress amount to one billion five hundred and fifty-three mil-

lion six hundred and eighty-three thousand and two dollars,

an increase over the Fifty-sixth Congress of one hundred

and thirteen million one hundred and ninety-three thou-

sand five hundred and si.xty-seven dollars. This is ac-

counted for in part by increases in the appropriations

for the postal service of fifty-four million dollars;

for the naval service of seventeen million five hundred

thousand dollars; for rivers and harbors twenty-nine

the country ten

three million dollars.
,

Reductions are made in the appropriations for the mil-

itary establishment of sixty million dollars and for pen-

sions ten million dollars.
. „, ., j , . • u i

The movement to assist the poor in Philadelphia by al-

lowing them to cultivate vacant lots in the suburban dis-

tricts has gradually extended so that while only twenty-

seven acres were cultivated in 1897, five hundred and

twenty-eight unemployed benefited and six thousand dol-

lars earned; in 1902 one hundred and ninety-eight acres

were cultivated, three thousand seven hundred and sev-

enty-five persons were benefited, and fifty thousand dol-

lars earned.
,

During the same time the cash cost per garden or fam-

'ly has decreased from eighteen dollars and twenty-five

cents each in 1897 to seven dollars each in 1902.

There were 474 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 24 less than the pre-

vious week and 78 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 247 were males and 227 fe-

males- 51 died of consumption of the lungs
; 75 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding inembranes ;

1 of diphtheria : 13 of cancer ; 17 of apoplexy ; 27 of

typhoid fever ; 3 of scarlet fever, and 1 of small pox.

Foreign.—A dispatch from London, of the 12th inst.,

says Colonial Secretary Chamberlain announced in the

House of Commons to-day that as a result of the British

military operations in the Sokoto and Kano districts

ending with the capture of the Emir of Kano, 100 000

square miles of territory has been added to Northern

Nigeria and would be administered by the Government of

that territory.
, , t

The district of Sokoto is said to have a population of

12,000,000, and is located near a branch of the Niger

river in Northwestern Africa.

In order to test the correctness of the statement that

coal deteriorates in its steam producing power by expos-

ure to the atmosphere, an experiment has be^n enterei<

upon in England by submerging 20 to;

enclosed in wooden cases, which after

raised and tested. .

In the recent protocols referring the Venezuela claims

to the Hague tribunal it is provided that the Czar of Rus^

sia shall appoint from the members of the permanent

court of The Hague three arbitrators to determine and

settle the question ; the proceedings are to be conducted

in the English language, although, with the permission of

the Tribunal, arguments may also be made in other lan-

guages. Any nation having claims against Venezuela

" may join as a party in the arbitration provided by this

agreement." , , - t t. i

A French airship lately made a successful trip of about

24 miles. It started out in a light rain, with a brisk

wind blowing, passed over a number of towns near Paris,

circled around and returned to the starting point and de-

scended without accident. The trip took 96 minutes

Culion, one of the islands' numbering from 1400 to ISUU,

in the Philippine archipelago, it is stated, is to be set

apart for the exclusive use of lepers, of whom there are

believed to be at least 10,000, and possibly la,000, in

Thrrecent massacre of Jews in Kischeneff in South-

west Russia was attended with revolting cruelties which

have excited the abhorrence of their co-religionists and

of others throughout the United States, and elsewhere.

Urgent requests have been made that the United States

Government should remonstrate against these barbari-

tLv

stituted against the State of Kischeneff. Thej

damages to the amount of $1,500,000.

Lieutenant General Von Reaben. Governor oi

abia, the capital of which is Kischeneff, has be

moned to St. Petersburg.

Mexico is reported to have entered into a tre

Santo Domingo, Argentine, Peru, Bolivia, Gv

Salvador, Paraguay and Uruguay to submit all (

sies between these countries to arbitration.

Of European nations the Norwegians and &
the longest lived, the Spaniards the shortest. .

to a foreign statistical return recently issued, t

age duration of life is as follows : Sweden anl

50 years ; England, 45 years and 3 months
;
Bel

years and 11 months ; Switzerland, 44 r-~

months ; France, 43 years and 6 months
; .^^^

years and 8 months ; Bavaria, 36 years, aiiaj,{ W
years and 4 months. kj'

A dispatch of the 14th, says : Mount Cohii*l(

in a violent state of eruption. A vast voldhj

has been pouring from the crater for the laattfc .-.'

without interruption, and the greatest alari^ii

Tuxpama, twenty miles distant, and at the othen

of that neighborhood. The eruption far ei

violence that of a few weeks ago.

of Welsh
year is to be

NOTICES.

Notice.— Friends visiting Warwickshire,

will find a meeting at 11 on first days held in the

Meeting house at Warwick, twelve miles from S

on-Avon, two-and-a-half miles from Leamington

Westtown Boarding School. — For convei

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage ,

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. H.,

and 4 32 r M. Other trains are met when r

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents.

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West.

Phone 114a. EDWARD G. Smedlet

Westtown Boarding School.— Application

admission of pupils to the school and letters

to instruction and discipline should be addresset

WM. F. WlCKERSHAM, Pr

Payments on account of board and tuition,

munications in regard to business should be for

Edward G. Smedley, Superintender

Address Westtown R^ Cheste ^

Notice - Suburban Friends having flowers

wild or cultivated, will confer good upon many
^

surroundings in the city-members "f^^^m^

mission schools and others-by sending flowers

five cent package express to Broad i'fe^tJ »

Reading Terminal on Sixth-days or Seventh-daj n

to the care of Martha S. Calley Po« ^^<=?'.«"

thereof to her at No. 4234 Pine St., Philadelp,

be helpful.

'''^The number of Jews and Jewesses killed is now put at

between sixty and seventy, and the number of seriously

injured is estimated at about 500.

The report published in the United States that a mas-

sacre of Jews, similar to that at Kischeneff, had occurred

at Tirsopol, is officially denied.
. ^ .

The Kischeneff Relief Committee in Russia state :

" Thousands of families, representing all classes, includ-

ing storekeepers, merchants and laborers, remain with-

out clothing for their bodies and without a piece of bread

to eat The dwellings and homes have been destroyed.

Their furniture and household utensils have been broken

or stolen. Cash, money and valuable documents have

been torn and burned, and long accumulated wealth has

scarcely remained in the smallest quantity to support

the broken bodies and souls." The authorities connived

at the riots, and the police openly sympathized with the

anti-Semites. Some even assisted in the rioting. The

Jews of England have protested.

It is- stated that 3000 suits for damages have been in-

Westtown Old Scholars' Assooi!

Seventh Annual Reunion (Fourth Westtown RB
the Old Scholars' Association is planned for be M

Sixth Month 6th, 1903, on the School grounds i«

'°Ali old scholars, their husbands, wives andhj

and all others interested, are invited to becomje-

of the Association. The members are ,nv.t^^>«

the Reunion which will be held from 9 am to J."

Special trains will be met by stages a Wes f^

tion The meeting will be held at H.o clock

^
0. S. A. tent; it will be addressed by interest|ip

ers, whose names will be announced ater, ai

lunch will be served in the school ''"'"'"g-
g

noon will afford an opportunity of v.e» ng W

games, walks, and having the more social eo] '«'

old school friends^

Friends' l.ibr^^^^^l*2^^^^^^t.ee^'^

-Open on weekdays from 11.30 A.M. to2 p
>J

3 p M. to 6 P.M. The new additions include the™'

BRYCE, JAMES-Studies in (Contemporary Biog'y-

Eliot C. W.—More Money for the Public bcm

Elliott, J. W.-Plea for Hardy Plants.

GILDER, J. B.. «^<'"'P->-Anierican Idea^

Hunt, Violet Brooke-^ tory of Westminster
^

INGERSOLL. ERNEST-Wild Life of Orchard ao^

Keeler, H. L.- Our Northern Shrubs

Lansdale. M. H.-Vienna and the V-enneM.,

Parkhurst, H. E.-How to Name the Birds.

ROGERS, J. E.-Among Greenjrrees^____

FROsnilWILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS,

No. 422 Walnut Street
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Distinctiveness.

' « wiiuhi that all people knew our inside

,
know our outside," said George Fox.

lor lack of knowing our inside,—our

principles, —that people think that

:ii consists in our outside. Failing to

!ii\v-a-days the distinctive externals by

i.nds were formerly recognized, they

I kerisni itself is well-nigh gone. Much
il talk'of that sort has appeared in the

I late. The most internal system of

I iloctrine in the Christian church is

iiy writers otherwise intelligent, to

;ii, or nothing. A distinccive wa) of

:n- tends to make a distinctive way of

ppering, but the outward letter is by no

leai all there is of the inward spirit.

Iti? a law of life that a distinctive princi-

le )jll form about itself a distinctive expres-

ionJ Throughout creation this is done, else

11 jjssification and every natural science

'onlbe impossible. Distinguishableness is

idiiness to fellow-mortals eveiywhere. If

•es;; the Scriptures do not prescribe it, what

e Scriptures' God do? He gives every

face his distinctive outward appear-

ncel He wisely distinguishes Haggai from

iaia and Matthew's style from Paul's. He
lusl that the inner germ of one apple-seed

lall^niformly produce a Baldwin, and that of

aotir always a pippin. As is the interior prin-

iplejso throughout his works is the exterior

)rm And we are told this is not Christian-

y. it is, if it was through Christ "that all

liftf were made, and without Him not one

linjmade that was made." It is Chris-

ani in natural law, if it be Christ, as

delared, "who upholdeth all things by the

ordbf his power. " It is by Christian law,

ad \ brotherly kindness, that such on earth

id distinguished from other professions

r conception of a ministry by the Spirit,

id fee from hire, of worship by immediate

d ^ent Divine intercourse, of the immediate-

ness of Christ's dealing with us as our sufficient

Mediator and priest, of abstinence from oaths

and wars, of renouncing all display or appear-

ance that caters to vanity or pride, of the con-

formity of daily conduct and religious work to

the perceptible witness of Christ's Spirit,

of baptism and communion as by the Spirit only,

—that such disciples, so differentiated from

other professions inwardly, should let their

true inwardness have the advantage of gener-

ally understood signs,—signs practically of

those principles' own producing. The studied

absence of such outward indexes comes pretty

close to a confession that there is nothing dis-

tinctive at heart to stand for. Accordingly

it is not without reason that the public think

Quakerism is gone; where it is not earnest

enough at heart to confess itself. The public's

error, and sometimes an unspiritual member's

error, is in resting Quakerism on its outward

badges rather than its inward life;—which

life is, indeed, possible without this or that

foi^m of testimony, but j'et 'n human weak-

ness less likely to be kept steadfast.

We would not reflect on some who truly

have the root of the matter in themselves, but

have not seen the call to testify of it in the

usual way. There are, indeed, such precious

spirits. Sometimes their way for the testi-

mony has been closed up by injudicious or

harmful presentations of the subject; or by

the outward testimony of some beine found

to cover a vacuum, as regards life in the prin-

ciples. The Searcher of hearts knows each

one's peculiar impediments, and we would

judge no one. Nevertheless the principle

stands throughout this universe, that inward

and outward distinctiveness as a rule mutually

correspond. Even vanity will have its dis-

tinctive tokens of dress and address, and

why not sanity? All words are made lan-

guage by distinctiveness, all atoms and mole-

cules make science possible thereby. It is a

kindness in nature, it is also a duty in doc-

trines. Our protest against forms is not as

testimonies of truth, but only as rituals as-

sumed to have a sacerdotal value.

The Presbyterian sustains Friends in their

view of the relation between testimonial dress

and conformity with the world. The omitted

sentence, in our copy following, is this : "The

change of dress doubtless affected but little, if

any, their spirtual life, save as they made it a

part of their religion." The effect on spiritual

life in each case will depend on the amount of

obedience or disobedience of the witness of the

Spirit that is involved. The changes,—the giv-

ing up of the outward testimoDies,—must nat-

urally aft'ect one's care to discriminate so sharp-

ly as he did before, the grounds whereon he is

concerned to be a (Quaker. ( )ne generation of

general non-distinctiveness already shows mul-

titudes under our name ceasing to know their

right hand from their left, as regards the

standard and doctrines given us to liisplay be-

cause of the Truth. Even simulicity itself as-

sumed as an escape from "plainness," has

been wofully sacrificed, and loud gaiety largely

evolved, by throwing overboard the special

plainness that stood as our testimony for sim-

plicity. By many essaying to adopt a simplicity

cut loose from testimonial form, simplicity

is vanishing amon.u the things that were, and
doctrinal latitude and indifference .setting in.

But let our great peculiarity be the Holy
Spirit without which all other peculiarities

ar2 empty.

The Presbyterian on Wordly Conformity and

Significant Plainness.

.\t the recent Yearly Meeting of the Friends

held in this city, it was distinctly noticeable

that among the younger generation of the

sect, the former sombre garb and characteris-

tic headgear was discarded and in their stead

a conformity to the prevailing styles and fash-

ions of the world adopted. The change of

dress ... is suggestive of the tendency in the

lives of the followers of .lesus Christ which
lead? to serious and dangerous ends.

Conformity in ttie manner of dres.s, the style

of living, the character of amusements, the

choice of vacation places, and in many of the

lesser incidents of life has become a part of

existence. The same spirit is entering into a

religious life and is much to be deprecated.

The yielding in what have been termed the

non-essentials, has made easier the yielding

in the matter of truth once delivered to the

saints. The conformity to men's dictates and

customs becomes a habit of life and its influ-

ence on the spiritual nature is evidencing it-

self in a conformity to the world that clearly

ought to be guarded against.

Convictions that form the bulwark of belief

and the ground of faith are esteemed more
or le-ss lightly. The world scoffs or jeers, or

mocks, and in that the ardent disciple discov-

ers himself to be a peculiar person is found

the basis of his discomfiture. The truth that

seemed so necessary yesterday is regarded

more or less indifferently to-day. The act

that was the result of an ingrained belief seems
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a very child-iB

)wn, or were fJ B',
out of keeping with its surroundings. The
life that is fashioned along the lines of its

suggestion is not in accord with the lives of

men, and the result has been a yielding, at

first only like the change of an outer garment,

but because of its relations to the spirit that

dwelt beneath, it has marked the beginning of

the giving of a vital faith. If one be able to

give a reason for the faith that is within him

he has a sure foundation en which to build,

but if the foui dation itself is removed, then

there remains only a structure built upon the

sand which cannot withstand the shocks and

assaults of the storm. It is the conviction

maintained, and defended, and contended for

that proves a mean? to the development of

character and the upbuilding of the real life.

The same is true of the purposes that domi-

nate the career. It is the purpose carried out

in act which proves of value. The good inten-

tion that ends with intention is only disastrous.

In the tendency to conformity to the world the

purpose has been forgotten. The weakening
of it has wrought a change in Christian char-

acter. The enthusiasm of service loses some
of its fervor when it is discovered that it stands

well nigh alone. The careless, indifferent,

lukewarm endeavor casts a chill over the life.

The natural sequence is a pulseless Christian-

ity that has the semblance of the real, but it

has been so conformed to the spirit of man
that it has been robbed of its vigor. It is not

good form to be too enthusiastic, or zealous.

or earnest, at least in Christian service, and

the consecrated purpose is overwhelmed.

Such a condition is not the result of a mo-
ment but is the product of a gradual change
of sentiment. It began with the partial yield-

ing and it has culminated in a lost stability of

life. Whether it has been due to the world's

influence upon the Church, or to the Church's

attempt to meet the demands of the world

matters little, but the fact remains that the

distinguishing characteristics of the disciple

are hard to discover. The old Jewish people

hid their religion under tradition until tradi-

tion itself became their supreme revelation,

and mayhap the Christian world to-day has

yielded so much to the world of sin that its

real truths if not forgotten, have, at least,

been too much concealed.

It was Pilate's error when "willing to con-

tent the people" he submitted Jesus to the

scourging, and then delivered Him to be cruci-

fied. It was the spirit of conformity to what
seemed to be demanded that led to the cruci-

fixion of the Divine Son. In the life of the

professed follower the Master is again on trial.

The verdict is being given in the devotion or

non-devotion, the full fledged allegiance or

half-hearted indifference that is manifested.

The world's non-conformist is the need of the

hour. The man who has convictions and
stands for them, who has purposes and will

carry them to execution, who lives not in the

fear of man but in the sight of God, who
struggles not to suppress the better instincts

of his nature to conform them to the world's

mold, but who gives them free scope for their

development—will attain to the more abun-

dant life. This freedom from the world's re-

straint will lead out to a glorious liberty, a

heritage that belongs by right to the child of

God, and the life itself will reflect in clearer

effulgence the Divine glory.

- Confidence in Friends as Educators.

Friends who are interested in the schools of

our Society will undoubtedly find much to en-

courage them in the article that appeared in

The Friend Fifth Month 10th, entitled, "The
Line Upon Which to Extend the Influence of

Friends' Schools." It is significant that one

of our teachers has been favored clearly to in-

terpret to us, what we believe to be the cor-

rect line upon which to continue the work,

and that the Educational Committee of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting does in these days of

vaulted "high standards," control the schoDl

patronage of hundreds of children who are

non-members of our religious Society, indi-

cates, in our judgment, that a bles-^ing has

attended "the strenuous efforts of the past two

decades," and has assured to the committee a

missionary field, the boundaries of which are

unlimited.

A. V. Button.
Salem, Ohio.^

Doukhobor Notes.

Extracts from a letter of Cornelius Jansen

to J. Elkinton:

Yesterday I wrote thee a postal card, say-

ing that I was going to meet with Peter Veri-

gin. They were to come to my room at the

hotel (in Winnipeg:), and I waited till almost

eleven o'clock, and when I had made up my
mind that it was not to be, a telephone mes-

sage told me that P. V. and the interpreter

were at the Exchange Hotel, and that they

were very tired, and if I would not come up?
Of course, I went right up, finding P. V. al-

ready in bed, yet we had a very satisfactory

conference. His interpreter is a young Douk-
hobor, of perhaps 18 years, who speaks Eng-
lish fluently, and I think faithfully translated

our conversation.

I wish I could write thee all we spoke about,

but that is impossible, and I will jot down
what comes to me as I write. Remembering
Commissioner Smith's suggestion, I did not

press the School question; and, in fact, at

first I found him very non-committal; but af-

terwards he grew more and more friendly,

and gave me very directly to understand that

he was very much in favor of having schools

and education for and among the Doukhobors,

and has already, at Yorkton, and will con-

tinue to give his influence in behalf of their

schools.

When asked about the position of the Douk-
hobors on the Saskatchewan River with re-

gard to the school, he said that he had only

been there five days in all— far too short a

time to get any very definite information—
but that he had got the impression that they

were rather in favor of having a small school

house in each village.

It is plainly to be seen that Peter Verigin

has been a very, very much occupied and busy

man, for he told me, with a shade of sadness,

that of the three months he has already been
in Canada he has had only three days with his

mother

!

He said that words failed him to express to

the Quakers the debt of gratitude felt for all •

they had done, and still were doing, for the

Doukhobors, and that it was his firm intention

to come to Philadelphia this summer.
|

He asked many questions about the Friends

(in fact, he seems to have a very child-

mind), if they all lived in town, or were fj

ers, etc., etc.

When I told him that I thought the Prici

would help him defray the expenses of Ij

coming to Philadelphia, he said: "How j

we expect them to do that, when they lie

already done so much for us ? No ; 1 will
Jy

myself." i

He told me his intention is to retur^

Rus.sia this summer in order to labor for

release of some 100 Doukhobors who i

exiled. When I said that I hoped very n
that he would soon come back, he said'

don't know; perhaps the Government wills

me to Siberia, also.'

This morning Peter left on an early t

to go back to Yorkton with a carloac

horses, brought here for the Doukhobors,
der the personal attention of Superintem
Speers, whom, by the way, I have font

very kind-hearted, considerate man.
On Peter's return to Yorkton the final s

will he taken with regard to the 2000 he

stead entries, for which he and two
Doukhobors were appointed Commissioner

order to expedite matters.

It

"Wait on the Lord."

Psalms .xxvii,J4.

It may seem an easy thing to wait, but

;

one of the postures which a Christian sol-

learns not without years of teaching. Mar
ing and quick marching are much easie'

o

God's warriors than standing still. There le

hours of perplexity when the most wilg

spirit, anxiously desirous to serve the L (
knows not what part to take. Then vlt

shall it do? Vex itself by despair? Fly 1 k

in cowardice, turn to the right hand in f •,

or rush forward in presumption? No, it

simply wait, wait in prayer, however,

upon God, and spread the case before

tell Him your difficulty, and plead his prei

of aid. In dilemmas between one duty

another, it is sweet to be humble as a cl 1,

and irait with sijnpticity of soul upon the Li.

It is sure to be well with us when we feel
'"

know our own folly, and are heartily

to be guided by the will of God. But

faith. Express your unstaggering coi

in him ; for unfaithful, untrusting Wi

but an insult to the Lord. Believe thai

keep you tarrying even till midnight, yet

will come at the right time ; the vision s il

come, and shall not tarry. Wait in quid}-

tience, not rebelling because you are under

aflliction, not blessing your God for it.

murmur against the second cause, as the c]

dren of Israel did against Moses; never i

you could go back to the world again, but>

cept the case as it is, and put it as it sfcls

imply and with your whole heart, without J

self will, into the hand of your covenant ( I,

saying, "Now, Lord, not my will, but t'e

be done. I know not what to do; I am broUt

to extremities ; but I will wait until thou s It

cleave the floods, or drive back my foes I

-.wait, if thou keep me many a day,'!

my heart is fixed upon Thee alone, (I

and my spirit waiteth for Thee in the B

conviction that Thou wilt yet be my joy

my salvation, my refuge and my sti

tower."

—

C. H. Spurgeon.

I-
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MAKING A MAN.
" urry the baby as fast as you can,

B;ry him, worry him, mai\e him a man.

0-with his baby clothes, get him in pants,

Sd
him on brain-foods, mal<e him advance,

,tle him, soon as he's able to walk.

Iij) the grammar-school, cram him with talk,

his poor head full of figures and facts,

p on a-jamming them in till it cracks.

e boys grew up at a rational rate,

N J we develop a man while you wait.

ish him through college, compel him to grab

Ojivery known subject a dip and a dab.

G^him in business and after the cash,

Alpy the time he can raise a mustache.

Whim forget he was ever a boy
;

Mie gold his god, and its jingle his joy.

K«) him a-hustling and clear out of breath.

Ur.l he wins—nervous prostration and death."
— The Arya I'atrika.

TljConfessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

XI.

'henasius, who stood so stoutly in defence

of lie Nicene creed against the Arians was

se\ral times banished from Alexandria, and

finily died there in o73, having been bishop

foil'-six years. Although on a number of oc-

caams his life was in great jeopardy, it does

nouppear that at any time did he make ap-

peato the sword for his defense. The fol-

iBBig declaration is in line with the senti-

raels avowed by Tertullian and Cyprian:

Nothing more forcibly marks the weakness

of {bad cause than persecution. Satan, who
hadio truth to propose to men, comes with

axeand sword to make way for his errors.

Chjst's method is widely different. He teaches

theitruth, and says: 'If any man will come
aftj Me and be my disciple;'—when He
cons to the heart He uses no violence, but

aayl'Open to me, my sister, my spouse.' If

weJDen He comes in; if we will not open He
retjis: for the Truth is not preached with

Bwcis and spears, not by bands of soldiers,

butjy counsel and persuasion. But of what

asejan persuasion be where the Imperial Ego
doriiates? Or what place is there for coun-

sel a'hen resistance to Imperial authority

mnUerminate in exile or death?"

Vjien Julian was killed in his campaign

agaist the Persians, in 363, Jovian, who was
jer^ig with him in the array, was proclaimed

by ^e soldiers to be his successor. Yet Jo-

?iaijprofessed to be a (Jhristian of the ortho-

loxaith. Making peace with the Persians,

leiturned to Antioch, but, on his way thence

;o instantinople he died of suffocation, or

A-asoully dealt with, after a reign of only

ievd months. Again the army dictated a suc-

:e3sr, in the person of Valentinian, who upon
issuing the purple associated with him his

Wer Valens. The latter thence became
jmiror of the East, and Valentinian of the

We;, his capital being Milan instead of Rome.
V'al itinian had been scarcely two years emper-
)r ven a violent contest arose for the see of

^orl, for even then the bishopric of that city

)eg|i to be looked upon as the highest eccle-

iiascal dignity in the world, and those who
.'ra'd its possession were scarcely gifted v.-ith

'he lumility and self-renunciation of Peter
ind 'aul.

lithe first two centuries it had been the

custom for the whole Christian population or

district over which the bishop was to preside,

to decide upon h's fitness. Cyprian says,

that a true and just ordination was one where-
in the suffrages and judgment of both the

clergy and the people united. In the year ''{>{>

a great struggle arose for the see of Rome,
Damasus and Ursic'nus being the chief con-

testants. While the latter was being conse-

crated in the Julian basilica, Damasus, with

a disorderly mob, burst into the building and

stopped the proceedings. Violent contests of

a similar kinds followed, frequently accompa-
nied by bloodshed. At one time as many as

one hundred and thirty dead bodies strewed

the pavement of the Basilica Licinius. Finally,

Uamasus, who was a favorite of the Roman
ladies, was triumphant. Thus it may be seen

that the Romans were still largely pagan, not-

withstanding their assumption of the Christian

name, and that they yet favored the contest

by main force, although the scene might be

transferred from the arena of the amphithea-

tre to the pavement of a Christian basilica.

Chrysostom, then a young man, living at

Antioch, subsequently referred to the fore-

going and similar most discreditable scenes of

strife, when he said: "I will pass by, le-it

they should seem incredible, the tale of mur-

ders perpetrated in the churches, and havoc

wrought in cities by contentions for bishop-

rics. The elections were generally made on

public festivals and were disgraceful scenes

of party feeling and intrigue. The really im-

portant qualifications for the office were sel-

dom considered."

The Mennonite writer, Twisck, in his Chron-

icle, saysof Chrysostum: "This golden-mouth,

John Chrysostom, taught also mightily against

cruelty, tryanny, war and bloodshed, main-

taining that it is altogether improper for

Christians to wage war, and that peace and

quiet are to be taught in the kingdom of

Christ. Christ, he says, compels not, drives

not away, oppresses not, but accords to each

his free will, saying that the tares (to which

the heretics are compared) are not to be rooted

out, which he says Christ spoke for the pur-

pose of preventing and forbidding bloodshed.

No violence is to be employed in heavenly

things, the wicked teachings which have pro-

ceeded from heretics are to be reprehended

and anathematized; but the man we must

spare."

A little further on we will have further to

say of Chrysostom. It will be proper here to

briefly allude to several others whose person-

alities and writings fill a prominent place in

this latter half of the fourth century, which

produced so many defenders of the Nicene

creed, and not a few who appeared as cham-

pions of the views of Arius. Among the for-

mer were Basil and his friend Gregory Nazian-

zen, of Cappadocia, both of whom received

their education in part at the university in

Athens, where Julian, afterwards emperor,

was at the same time also a student. Basil,

whose name is distinctly associated with the

promotion of monasticism in both the East

and the West, was involved in controversy

with the Arian emperor, Valens, who inclined

to manifest toward him a persecuting spirit.

Gregory on the accession of Theodosius (A.

D. 380) received the call to the high place of

bishop of Constantinople, but he liked not the

intrigue, turmoil and contention of the impe-

rial city, and soon returned to his quiet retreat

in Cappadocia. Being invited by the emperor

to attend a Synod at Constantinople, he re-

plied: "To tell the truth, I am in such a tem-

per of mind that 1 shun every assemblage of

bishops, liecause 1 have never yet seen a good

issue to any synod, have never been present

at any which did not do more for the multiplica-

tion than it did for the suppression of evil.

.\n indescribable thirst for contention and rule

prevails in them; anil a man who dares to lift

up his voice against what is base in others,

will be far more certain to bring down re-

proach upon himself than to succeed in re-

moving such baseness."*

The name of Ambrose, bishop of Milan, is

associated among other things, with the hu-

miliation of the great emperor Theodosius.

The latter was at Milan at the time of the

serious tumult over a charioteer, in Thessalo-

nica, referred to in a preceding chapter as

followed by a shocking tragedy of wholesale

murder of his own instigation, at the circus in

that city. Ambrose peremptorily refused to

condone this iniquitous oft'eixe of the emperor,

but instead, refused him admission to the

church, and restored him only after eight

months of severe penance. The prelate's ex-

ceeding displeasure and condemnation of the

heinous offence were abundantly called for,

though the power thus put forth has proved

to be a dangerous one to be lodged in or

claimed by a mortal, .\mbrose nevertheless,

defines a limit to the manifestation of condem-

nation in saying:

"The violence of worldly opponents must

not be overcome with worldly, but .spiritual

weapons; and heretics must be punished only

by exclusion from the church; for the cham-

pions of Christ .^eek neither weapons nor iron

balls." The emperor Valens had no scruples

of that sort. According to Robertson, he or-

dered (A. U. 373) that monks should be

dragged from their retreat and should be

compelled to perform their service (civil and

military) as citizens, under the penalty of be-

ing beaten to death. The Egyptian deserts

were invaded by soldiers commissioned to en-

force the edict, and many of the monks suf-

fered death in consequence. These favored

the Nicene declaration of faith; the emperor,

as already said, was an Arian. The army had

declared itself Christian.

At the time of this edict of Valens against

the monks, Chrysostom, who was then twenty-

eight years of age, was living with a commu-

nity of recluses who dwelt in separate huts in

the mountainous regions south of and near to

Antioch, having withdrawn themselves that

they might live a life removed as they hoped,

from the corruption of the neighboring city,

laboring with their hands to supply their ne-

cessities and those of the poor. Chrysostom

wrote a treatise defending the recluses against

•Eleven hundred years later, we find Cranmer using

this language to a friend who had unwisely recom-

mended another to a vacant ecclesiastical office. "Ye
do know what ambition and desire of promotion is in men

of the church, and what indirect means they do use, and

have used, to obtain their purpose; which, their unreason-

able desires and appetites, I do trust that you will be

more ready to oppress and extinguish, than to favour or

further the same ; and I remit to your judgment and wis-

dom, what an unreasonable thing it is for a man to labour

for bia own promotion spiritual."
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the advisers and abettors of the persecution.

He contends that the struggle for virtue ought

not to be thus beset by a Christian emperor,

while vice is allowed to prevail unchecked.

"I see," he says, "a constant perpetration of

crimes which are all condemned by Christ as

meriting the punishment of hell—adultery,

fornication, envy, anger, evil-speaking and

many more. The multitude which is engaged
in this wickedness is unmolested, but the

monks who fly from it themselves or persuade

others to take flight also are punished without

mercy."
At the end of the fourth century, Theodo-

sius dying in the year 395, the empire was di-

vided between his two sons: Arcadius, a lad

of eighteen years—weak in moral principle as

in body, the easy tool of designing individuals

—being given the eastern division, and his

brother Honorius the western. The lapsed

conditions at Constantinople like those at

Rome were significant, as indicative of the de-

generacy of Christianity following the assump-

tion of hierachical and state supremacy. Ru-
finus, cruel and perfidious minister of state,

Eutropius the vile eunuch of the palace, Gai-

nas, the general who ravished instead of de-

fended the empire and so invited the irrup-

tions of Vandals, Goths and Huns,—these
formed a trio well calculated to facilitate the

wreck of a great empire.

Aiming at the deposition of Chrysostom

from the patriarchate of Constantinople, The-

ophilus, bishop of Alexandria, instigated by

jealousy though concealed under plausible pre-

texts, fomented discord in the city of the Bos-

phorus. A synod of hostile bishops being

convoked there (408) to consider certain false

or trivial charges against Chrysostom, the lat-

ter was declared guilty, and, by the Emperor
Arcadius and his very worldly wife Eudoxia,

was ordered into banishment. On the follow-

ing day an earthquake occurred, which shook

the palace, and especially the bed chamber of

the empress. Alarmed at what she considered

a marked dislav of Divine displeasure, Chrys-

ostom was immediately recalled and was en-

thusiastically received by the populace. Two
months later, however, there happened an

event which again involved the bishop in ser-

ious trouble. Eudoxia, despite her high pro-

fessions of orthodoxy, which she sought to es

tablish by acting as patroness and builder of

church edifices, seems to have been a decided

worldling in her everyday life, her court, per-

haps, not being noticeably different from that

of the pagan sovereigns of prior generations.

Chrysostom's denunciations of the corruptions

of the time, the attendance at the theatrical

spectacles and the games of the circus, but

particularly his plain talk against female ex-

travagance and levity and the wearing of gay
apparel, had at all times been received with

an ill grace by the empress, who appeared as

the leader of the fashion of the day.

Ambitious also to be the recipient of hom-
age equal to that accorded Arcadius, Eudoxia
ordered a statue of herself to he erected, in

the forum'. It was a brilliant silver image,

mounted upon a column of porphyry, and was
placed directly in front of the vestibule of St.

Sophia—the occasion being celebrated with

music and dancing and all the pagan festivi-

ties commonly observed at the adoration of

the image of an emperor. That such heathen-

ish ceremonies should occur at all, and espe-

cially in front of the cathedral, greatly of-

fended Chrysostom, who made an appeal to the

prefect of the city. Eudoxia, angered at

this, caused a second hostile council to be

convened. Although no condemnation ao-

pears to have been pronounced on the patri-

arch, the imperial authority was invoked

against him. Upon the eve of Easter, the ca-

thedral of St. Sophia was the scene of a great

tumult, the thousands there assembled were
forcibly ejected by the soldiery, and when the

people reassembled in the Baths of Constan-

tino, the Thracian Band was instructed to fol-

low them, and the former scene was reenacted.

Sentence of banishment to a village on the

border of Armenia was then declared against

Chrysostom. Pallaiius, who has minutely re-

lated these occurrences, says: "The angel of

the church went out with him." It is also

remarked that "the spirit of lawlessness and
selfishness which was let loose during this per-

iod of misrule, dealt a blow to morality and
discipline from which the church at Constan-

tinople never recovered."

Body and Members.

That "no man liveth to himself and no

man dieth to himself " remains to be true of

all men who live that true life which has

been "by the gospel bro't to light " as an im-

mortal life. As living branches of the one

Vine, and as members one of another," be-

cause "members in particular" of Him who is

the Head over all things to his living Church,

it concerns individual members of that mysti-

cal Body to ponder their relationship to the

Body in both the origination and the operation

of that relationship. In the first place it be-

hooves them to consider that society is not a

mere aggregation of individuals, fortuitously

evolved from individual persons, as the indi-

vidual person is assumed by an erratic phil-

osophy to have been evolved from individual

atoms. In that Divine concept to which our

groping human conceptions must normally tend,

the vast mass of mankind may be presumed to

have been an original unit, whose fragmentary
ofl'shoots, all too lamely and slowly are ac-

complishing the original purpose of the Divine

counsel and inception. While therefore in-

dividual and society are alike of Divine origin

and design, we may for purposes of strict

doctrine and true practice, regard the indi-

vidual phase of life as secondary or parasitic

to the social phase, and not the reverse. At
least in that educational stage of experience
in which we have need to hear from fellow-

beings the injunction, "Know the Lord," the

living church as his representative element in

the promiscuous mass of mankind, demands
our loyalty, and inaugurates our needful intel-

lectual sustenance, as representing the present

mediatorship of Christ upon earth.
'

' Ye, " said

He, " are the light of the world."

While however that living church of rep-

resentative humanity must be regarded as a

compact and continuous whole in the original

purpose and progressive administration of its

Divine Ordainer, that essential unity or solid-

arity is necessarily held in seeming abeyance,

as a mere mystical principle, for that in each
successive historic era neither the raw re-

cruits nor the trained veterans in the h

warfare can worthily reflect in their moi
personality the crowning glory and authci—
tative prestige of the Church Triumphant. T:

church-unity is, to the world, a

invisible fact. The same afflictions are to

accomplished in Christians as are in the wor
though to more substantial purpose. Tl

are still more or less largely as deceivt'

and yet true; as unknown, and yet w
known; as dying, and behold they live;,

chastened, and not killed; as sorrowful,

always rejoicing; as poor, yet making mi

rich: as having nothing, and yet

all things" (2 Cor. vi: 8-10; iv: 7-10).

of that coming completion of Divine

tion (.John xvi : 13), in which "spirit i

derstanding" shall be indeed harmonized,
i

claim of entire catholicity by any Christ

denomination must be premature; and
world, while apprehending the body of

church as the mere aggregation of sue

nondescript or paradoxical constituency,

never consciously realize and recognize ,.

leadership of the church as it actually i

Therefore it is that, while the intellec

the highest plane on which the spiritual i

can approach the unspiritual consciousn

the leadership of the church in the worl

one of warfare and conquest rather thai

mere logical demonstration. That warfare

conflict of custom or morality rather thai

argument, wherein the previous worldling

subdued, or convicted and converted, by?

authority of a truthful manner of life, be
amenable to the

'

' sweet reasona

true logic. As the faithful and perseve

neophyte of the church, the convert from

world will graduate through the succes

stages of faith and experience which are s<

turally s3Tnbolized by the blade, the

the full corn in the ear, into that mati

of character which will make him in tu

dispenser of that sweet reasonableness

which he has erewhile profited. He will

come not only measurably weaned from i

pendence on church tutelage, but qualifie

like measure to represent the church ii

controversy with the wisdom which "coi

not from above." But still, as has bee

ready intimated, the relationship of the

vidual membership to the Body is not loi

the operation or conduct of that outsid

missionary service; and so it becomes ai

of vital interest to consider what is the c

ite, abiding duty of the individual men
ship, as distinguished from the mission o

body at large to the world at large.

And thus the observation seems to be >

for, that while the church upon earth,

relation to the world, is pre-eminently a c

militant, the individual members of that cl

are divinely forewarned that a man's foeS'

be those of his own household. The circ

the Christian's external conflict in the;

place to be narrowed to those most inti

relations of worldly life, in which his

foibles and eccentricities and his wilfo

prices will elicit the swiftest and

the kindliest rebuke. A due regard t<

lessons of experience will then inculcat

view that his individual duty of confl!

wholly an internal duty, consisting

combatting of his own temptations

firmities which is synonymous or ide:
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the cultivation of character. Culture,

more military parlance, "drill," would

seem to be the comprehensive term for

dual as distinguished from social duty.
' open secret " of social efficiency lies in

let that the truly attractive life is nec-

ly, though indeed often unconsciously,

liost truly aggressive life upon all evil

Ees.
Only be it specified, that a true

must be a progressive culture, and

ly attractive life an integral life, to

iurning of all the slothful or traditional

(tions which would preclude its being

iJably made "all things to all men." The

ijif Col. ii : 18, as now restored in the

id Version, is cogently suggestive of a

(ilitary equipment in that progressive cul-

!Jhich ensures a progressive revelation.

|re love of truth is an all-enlightening

li as an all-conquering influence; and so

elmes a characteristic of the aforesaid

li or competition or custom or morality

ISQ the church and the world, that while

IS on the side of the victor, right neces-

|y jonstitutes might, on the side of the

(t had, might, as necessarily, constitutes

leraines right. The mere rule of faith,

le^t in its incipiency, is one of "vio-

»,jand not of harmony. Let the Chris-

1 sillier loyally follow the holy Captain of

(utin in having that single eye to a bear-

wi ess (John xviii : 37), unto the whole

ih, hich will take timely cognizance of

en ring germs of deadly sin in mere cur-

i OKonventional morality! "First pure,

1 pjiceable," the truly missionary, is one

I it truly irenic spirit,

islwell said that "duties are ours, and
*' n- (;od's." The conviction and con-

i lie sinful soul is doubtless a glori-

liut there seems a danger of our

: lu' letter of the familiar text which
the very practical Epistle of James,

1

1

II' magnifying of the human agency
.. 1^1, ng that object, and to a heedless

: iliii; upon the Divine prerogative in the

er.JHere, if anywhere, the subordina-
'•'

'e objective may be found the "mode
nii,"of that " cross of our Lord Jesus
.\liich an illuminated writer* of a
;i- has defined as "an inward and
iliing." According to this view,

jsiveness, as objective, is simply sub-

file attractiveness as subjective, even

^non to power, or as effect to cause

May our eye be single to the lead-

, and may we overlook no accessible

the deliverance of our several

the world! R. R.

became Lord Chancellor of

^hen he was a little boy he read

which made a deep impression

"God claims you!" Those three

life motto. They led him
elf to God. They followed him
[college and into Parliament, and
im when he became Lord Chan-

, he was appointed to that great

was teacher of a large Bible

minister said to him, "Now I

I will be obliged to give up your
he answered, "I will not.

Science and Industry.

Equal parts of ammonia and spirits of tur-

pentine will take paint out of clothing, no
matter how dry or hard it may be. Saturate
the spot two or three times and then wash
out in

""

South Afkicv^n Sn'kkze-Wood.—Among its

many peculiarities, South Africa includes the

"sneeze wood" tree which takes its name
from the fact that one cannot cut it with a

saw without sneezing, as the fine dust has e.x-

actly the efi'ect of snuff. Even in planing the

wood, it will sometimes cause sneezing. No
insect, worm or barnacle will touch it. It is

very bitter to the taste, and its specific gravity

is heavier than water. The color is light

brown, the grain very close and hard. It is

nice-looking wood, and takes a good polish.

For dock-work, piers, or jetties it is a useful

timber, lasting a long time under water.

Distinguishes Colors Without Sight.—
Sixty-five years of sock knitting and quilt

piecing is the unique record of the life-work

of Lucy Read, of Danbury, V't., who has been
blind since her tenth year. Previous to that

she had lost both hearing and speech also.

When about fourteen Lucy Read was sent -to

Boston to be educated, where for a time she

was the friend and companion of Laura
Bridgeman. Since then her time has been

given to the making of mittens, socks, quilts

and fancy articles. Lucy Read designs her

owTi patterns for all her work, doing all the

cutting for patchwork without assistance.

Different colors she assorts by the sense of

taste or smell, and rarely if ever makes a

mistake, even in the threads used, and she

also threads her own needles.

Talking Fish.—Professor Holder, a patient

investigator of things that other people do

not notice, announces that there are some-

thing like seventy different kinds of fish which

produce sounds. Most people have heard of

the grunting carp, but there is a fish which

wanders about saying ' 'umph, umph, uraph,
'

'

and another which marches through the silent

places of the deep saying "boom, boom,

boom."
The fish that says "umph" is the blue cat-

fish, sometimes called the midshipman. Then

there is the sunfish, which imitates the type-

writer, by nishing about chattering out

"click, click, click;" while the solemn dog-

fish of Newfoundland gets through life with

an occasional "roik." In view of Professor

Holder's discoveries, "mute as a fish" is an

expression which finds small support in actual

fact. Apparently fish sounds may be produced

by the pharyngeal bones, but in general they

proceed from the pneumatic duct and the

swimming bladder.

Califohnia's Golden Tkee.— Eveiybody is

familiar with the fame of California's gigantic

sequoia trees. Hardly less wonderful for size

and far more useful than those trees, are the

first cousins of the giants, the redwoods. Se-

quoia sempervirens. Unlike the Sequoia gi-

gantea, the redwoods avoid the mountains and

follow the seacoast, keeping a few miles

back, but always within reach of the fogs.

Of late there has been a revival of the red-

wood lumber industry, and the great excel-
lence of the wood ha.s never before been so
fully recognized as it is now. Of a light

salmon color when cut, it gradually turns a
deep red. . It is hard, ami remarkable for its

resistance to fire. It gives fine results in

carving, and when used for piano cases is .said

to increase the resonance of the instrument.
It polishes beautifully, and is used for house
interiors and many decorative purposes. The
annual i)roduct is now more than three hun-
dred million feet, and it is estimated that the

sui)ply will last for one hundred and fifty

years.— Youth's Companion.

An Olive OKCHAKi).--The largest olive

orchard in the world, and probably the most
remarkable and successful experiment in the

history of American agriculture, is located at

Sylmar, twenty miles from Los Angeles.

This ranch is a big project in any light in

which it is considered. It contains more than

120,000 trees. There are 1,200 acres under
cultivation, covering an area whose greatest

length is three miles and whose breadth is

two and one-half miles. Besides this, the

ranch includes an additional 800 acres, which
will shortly be planted to olives. There are

forty miles of roads within the ranch. One
could drive all day without leaving its bound-

aries. Two hundred and ten thousand dollars

have been invested in the orchard and $1."), 000
in the factory which treats the olive crop.

Olive culture in the United States, which was,

at first, deemed a great experiment, has

proven successful, for the crop this sea.son

from the Sylmar ranch is valued at $225,000.
When the entire 2,000 acres shall be in bear-

ing, at the present rate of increase, the ranch

will produce an annual income of between

.$300,000 and ^500,000.—Pittxburg Dixpatch.

Those who enjoy stories of nature will be

glad to know of Olive Thorne Miller's forth-

coming book for children, entitled "True Bird

Stories from My Note-Boohs." "This is a

rather clumsy title," said she in speaking of

her work, "but there are so many untrust-

worthy stories of birds and nature foisted on

the public, that I wished to make the relia-

bility of this book apparent in its name. They

are all my own observations, and were mostly

made in my own home. All are authentic,

hence the title. I had a room in my house

fitted up with shelves and cages. Here I

brought some native birds and after they were

comfortably established in their new quarters,

( was ready to learn all I could about them.

Everj' morning after they were properly cared

for, their cage doors were left open and they

enjoyed the freedom of the room. Then,

with my note-book, I sat down in an out-of-

the-way corner to watch them. I made no

effort to tame them; I wanted to learn their

natural ways. They often apparently ignored

my presence altogether, while I sat quietly

taking notes of all that they did. 1 u.sually

go to the countiy about nesting time and take

up my quarters at some convenient farmhouse.

I try to locate the nests of several birds, then

armed with a camp-stool, field-glasses, and

note-book, I make my way cautiously to a

good point of observation. I always wear a

plain dark gown and try to become, you might

say, a part of the landscape as much as possi-
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ble. I don't want the birds to notice me in

the least. There are some days when I

scarcely move for hours at a time, except to

take notes."

Here, in part, lies the secret of Ulive

Thome Miller's success. She never depends

upon her memory or her imagination. With

the utmost care her observations are jotted

do^\^l on the spot, and at night, while the in-

cidents are still fresh in her mind, they are

written out. Her first and second books of

birds are very well known. She is a New

Yorker by birth, and now lives in Brooklyn.

—Presbyterian.

Typhoid Fever Spread by Ignorant Dai-

rymen.—The following article is of value as

very pointedly calling attention to the way in

which typhoid fever is frequently dissemina-

ted. The proper care of milk is a subject

which should be better understood.

During the past winter, a dairy formerly of

good repute, lying about four miles from Palo

Alto, was leased to a Portuguese family. In

this family, in March, a death occurred from

typhoid fever. Two of the three houses stand

on the brink of a brook which bounds the cat-

tle yard. From this brook a wooden channel

carries water to a large wooden trough within

the yard. In this trough the cans and pails

of the dairy were washed.

From the house, the excreta of the fever

patient seem to have been thrown, Latin-

fashion, on the ground, to be washed by the

rains into the brook, and thence into the trough.

One of the milkmen supplying the town of

Palo Alto bought milk from this Parreiro

dairy. About April six cases of fever ap-

peared in Palo Alto. The water supply of the

town, as well as that of the university, from

deep-driven wells, was found above suspicion.

This dairy was examined, bacilli were found in

its milk, and on April 8 the milk route was

closed. In this period, however, many people

had taken the milk, and in the next three

weeks there were upwards of one hundred and

fifty cases in the town, eighty of them being

students of Stanford Univeristy.

On the university campus, a mile away, about

eight hundred and fifty of the one thousand

four hundred and eighty students of the uni-

versity live. Two fraternity houses on the

campus were served with milk from Parrei-

ro's. In one of these houses fourteen out of

twenty persons were attacked. In the other

four out of twenty. In the university dormi-

tories, and in the remaining fraternities there

have been a few cases, persons who had eaten

at a Palo Alto restaurant or had been guests

at some infected house.

About one hundred and ten cases have de-

veloped among the students of the university,

and there have been four deaths, all in Palo

Alto. The source of infection was promptly

detected. The period of incubation, about

three weeks is now past; every care has been

taken to prevent secondary infection, and thus

far there have been no cases from such infec-

The chief lesson lies in the need of closer

inspection of the habits and methods of dai-

rymen and gardeners who come from the south

of Europe.

—

Science.

The Orange Secret.—It was told me by

Maritza, a little Greek girl, in far-away

Turkey; and I am going to tell it here and

now to every one, because I have never found

any American child who had discovered it.

I was finishing my breakfast one morning,

when I heard a little sound at my elbow. It

was Maritza, who had slipped ofi:' her shoes at

the outer door, and come so softly through

the open hall that I had not heard her.

After I had taken the parcel of sewing her

mother had sent, I gave Maritza two oranges

which were left in a dish on the table. One

of them was big, and the other quite small.

"One orange is for you," I said, "and the

other you may carry to Louka. Which one

will you give him?"

Maritza waited a long while before answer-

ing. At any time she would have thought it

very rude for a little child to answer promptly

or in a voice loud enough to be easily heard;

but this time she waited even longer than

good manners required. She looked one

orange over and then the other. After a

little more urging from me she whispered,

"This one." It was the big one.

Curious to know of the struggle which had

made her so long in deciding, I said, "But

why don't you give Louka the small orange?

He is a small bov."

Maritza dug her little stockinged toes into

the carpet and twisted her apron hem before

she answered.

"Is not Anna waiting for me at the gate.'

she said. "Anna and I will eat my orange

together. Mine has twelve pieces, and the

other only eleven. Anna would not like to

take six pieces if I had only five."

"You cannot see through the orange skm,

Maritza, to tell how many pieces there are.

How is it you know?" I asked.

Then Maritza told me the orange secret,

and this is it.

If you look at the stem-end of an orange,

you will see that the scar where it pulled

away from the stem is like a little wheel,

with spokes going out from the centre. If

you count the spaces between these spokes,

you will find there are just as many of them

as there will be sections in the orange when

you open it; and so you can tell, as Maritza

did, how many "pieces" an orange has.

Perhaps you think every orange has the

same number, just as every apple has five

cells which hold its seeds; but you will find it

is not so. Why not? Well, I do not know.

But, perhaps, awav back in the history of the

orange, when it is a flower, or perhaps when

it is only a bud, something may happen which

hurts some of the cells or makes some of

them outgrow the rest. Then the number of

cells is fixed; and, no matter how big

plump and juicy the orange becomes, it has

no more sections than it had when it was a

little green button, just beginning to be an

orange.

The next time you eat an orange, try to

find out its secret before you open it.—Ju?ta

E. Twitchell in Little Folks.

The Patience Pail.

There was once a man in China \fh'l

Despise not the little things. A word of

one syllable, a nod of the head, a motion of

the hand are each very small matters, but

they are frequently the difference between

truth and falsehood, between right and wrong.

—Kennett Advance.

many other people in the world, was very

given to letting his temper get away

him without its giving him sufficient to

He would often get angry at some littl

vocation and then repent very sadly

leisure. He wished that there couldl

covered some method for keeping hin

stantly reminded that he must not get :ta

in such way that he could not be taken [fe

guard. It was suggested to our Cm
friend that he get a "patience pail"— 1

1

a pail in which one is supposed to be i :•

put his anger and then cover it upji.

good strong lid to keep the anger iiiH,

must cariT it always. That would keijliiB

always reminded. <

He thought that would be a very good ir

so he obtained a patience pail and star 1

satisfied and glad. Now his anger woi;».

out only after he had exercised due iem

tion and should open the pail.
,

By and by a boy began to follow hi lat

having his curiosity excited at seeing tl ma

carrying the pail, asked, "Say, MisteivlB

is that you are canying?" "It is a p.m

pail," said the man enthusiastically.^^ /ki

is that for?" asked the small boy. "(it

to keep me from getting angry."

said the boy with an intimation of

and not inquiry, in his tone. He folloi

in silence and asked again. Say,

what is that you are carrying?"

patience pail." "Oh!" Another two _i«

of silence following and the questii

repeated, "Say, Mister, what is that ;.

carrying?" "It is a patience pail!''

signs of losing gi-ound. Another

passes and the little rascal asks. Say,

will you not tell me what that is you f

rying?" "It is a patience pail, butyc

not ask too much"—signs of inward

The little monkey is full of mischi.

after another silence and a moment

ming, he says, "Say,—Mister,-^o

what that is you are carrying? I<

rascal! It's a funny thing you ran

member anything two minutes! Yo

scoundrel, if I could catch you (runmi

him) if I wouldn't warm you! 1 bi

patience pail. I lost my patience,

good is a patience pail."

He went off sadly repenting, whilst

rascal went off laughing over his sm

making the poor stricken one fail.

How often we, in trying to trust

own strength or some worldly plan, ai

cuted by some little messenger ofba

how often we fail! But what a joy

when we find a real helper in Chnst,

iour This Chinese story lets us fc

that the Chinese, too, do have son'''

I their human weaknesses and that nu:

straggles long and hard to be goo<

recognize no Saviour to help them, and
|

to useless schemes like having a "

pail." They straggle on in their ci..

way, without the clear knowledge ot

and mighty Redeemer.—//. G. t. a

the Presbyterian.

4

Although good never springs outj

it is developed to its highest by
"

with evil.—RTiskin.
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Reflecting the Glory.

B summer day, when walking on the slope

i ill^the sun setting behind me, right
» cross the valley I espied a most 're-

lle light, it was more brilliant than
,1; light, and seemed to rise from the
DJ, At first I supposed that some one
Hia fire with resinous wood tfiat sparkled
thed, but there was evidently no smoke.
Wied as though some angel had dropjied
•ilint star down there upon the ploughed
. 1(1 that it was burning itself out. Fi-

' my reaching the spot, I discovered
oM piece of broken glass had caught

ii "( the setting sun, and was bathed
'
ilural glow. An old piece of bot-
>ft so brilliant,—the bottle glass
isible, because of the light that

he apostle's thought. We are to
us, as a mirror reflects and flashes

le i;ht that falls upon it. If there be a
belreen the mirror and the sun, there is

)o^bility of its reflecting the radiant
jsjind if there is any sin upon your heart
;h inders your fellowship with Jesus,
c no possibility of your passing on his

•Inly remember that the mirror is

1st the light is seen. So shall it

II- "We preach not ourselves, but
' sus as Lord, and ourselves as your

367

mtfor Jesus' sake."
\n(50 we all with unveiled faces reflect-
as

1
mirror the glory of the Lord, are

tfo led into the same image from glory
oi'yeven as from the Lord the Spirit."
" tit. 18.

—

Anon.

,

The Use of Enemies.

henji man complains of his enemies, it

jnlSshows that his heart is filled with
raej, and that he would not hesitate to
jaWf opportunity should offer, but also
he {:ks wisdom as well as charity in not
der g how useful an enemy could be to
A|,ise and faithful friend once spoke

i a(|uaintance upon this subject, as fol-

"ou |re ever complaining of the wrong
—dance you suffer from your enemy,

"get that more than half your trou-
"3 come from your own heart, for
you give such an evil disposition

_y|i no harm as long as you do that
1

IS just and honorable in the sight of
nd an. Cuard more against yourself,
'ou ill have less reason to fear other
es, ir open enemies are far less dan-
3 t.n secret ones. The man is an
^toiimself w^ho indulges in hatred to
liowaan, and meditates revenge against
Of |iose hostility he complains; for by
'hinjlsuch a temper of mind he makes
It a enemy of the God who condemns
'P'Tility and malevolence of disposi-m consider the matter calmly, and
'II m see how much good you may de-
rom In enemy; so much, indeed, that
<»y uled to esteem him as a friend, and
^^odthat so much good can come of

Items Concerning the Society.

The return of Asa S. Wing to Philadelphia has
been welcomed after his fourteen weeks' absence
on a visit to .Japan.

Ja^A ^"I'.u'^f ff^l:
^'""^ ^^^^^^^^' I'-e'and. who

arrived in Philadelphia on the 20th, in time to
attend a portion of We.stern District Monthly
Jleeting was much interested also at Western
Quarterly Meeting held at London Grove on the
-..nd, and in the meeting at Germantown on
I' list-day the 24th. He has been diligently form-
ing acquaintances with the several members of
tlie 1 im family in these parts. On the 25th he
fJeparted for Tennessee, Kentucky, and Georgia
and aims .shortly to conclude in Canada his fort-
nights visit to America.

Notes from Others.

^^
The Mdlmdist Duciplinc tells the ministers to
make out what they take in hand."

The Pope has granted an "indulgence" to every
Catholic who will read for fifteen minutes every
day the translation of the Gospels and the Acts
which has been issued with the approval of the
V atican.

Herbert Booth, son of General Uooth, who has
left the balvation Army, is to start a mission in
which he will preach "the gospel" by means of
Bible dramas, illustrated in up-to-date fashion by
the cinematograph.

The Churchman states that Roman Catholics in
England are in no way behind the Americans in
the zeal of their conversion to Bible reading. They
are ridding themselves of the notion that the Bible
is a Protestant book.

It is reported that Mwanga, the cruel king of
Uganda, who murdered Bishop Hannington and
burned at the stake scores of native Christians
has just died in exile on one of the Seychelles
Islands in the Indian Ocean.

teenth century, and because of persecution came
to America in 180:1 Their creed was the Bible
and they held to the doctrine of community of
goods, and celibacy. Their numbers now are very
few and of greatly advanced age.

Lectures before a Christian Worker's A.ssocia-
tion are announced on the following topics--!
Theology -2. Angelology.-:}. Anthropology.-4'
Harmatialogy.-5. Soteriology.-O. Ecclesiology.
These are at the same time rightly explained as
meaning respectively: "The Doctrine of God," "The
Doctrine of AngeLs," "T'le Doctrine of Man," "The
Doctrine of Sin," and "of Salvation," and "The
Doctrine of the Church."

Thiillrilish Weekly is said to have a fine editor-
ial on "The Future of Quakerism and the Salvation
Army." "If," says the article "General Booth
were to create an order of jireachers -and no man
in the country has such opportunities he would
give many of his converts the highest o|)portuni-
ties of benefiting others and spiritualizing them-
selves. But a man-created order of preachers and
a spiritualized ministry are a contradiction in
terms.

JosKPii Chamberlain- and tiik Boers.—A few
weeks ago Joseph Chamberlain arose in the House
of Commons and retracted the charges that for a
series of years he had laid before the House of
Commons concerning the character and conduct of
the Boers with respect to their treatment of their
Kaffir servants. He went on to say that the Boers
were absolved of the charges of brutality, of vio-
lent misconduct toward the native.s, or of ill-treat-
ing them, and testified that the Boers seemed
somehow or other to have understood the native
character. "Harper's Weekly" of a recent number
gives a summary of the speech on which this note

"I"! works without haste, but without
stelily."

The Unhersalist Leader says: "Our creed makers
and religious teachers have not yet discovered
that religion and morality are the two halves of
one living thing, and you cannot kill one without
killing the other."

J. C. Paton of the New Hebrides writes that
there are over 1G,000 worshippers of God now on
the islands. There are yet 40,000 and more can-
mbals on this group of islands. On Malekula and
Its surrounding islands the natives are still sav-
ages.

A heathen in Burma obtained a copy of the
Psalms left by a traveller who stopped at his
house. For twenty years the man worshipped the
God revealed in the Psalms, then a missionary ap-
peared, who gave him a copy of the New Testa-
ment, which he received witli great joy.

In an article on "The Childless Church" the
author, Charlotte Brewster Jordan says: "The
world waits for the coming of the one who will do
for the children's church what Froebel did for the
children's school. When that comes the reproach
of the childless church shall be taken away.

George Cadbury of England has presented to
the Society of Friends his Woodbrooke estate with
an endowment of £12,000 for "management and
upkeep," as a permanent settlement for training
in religious work. Accommodations will be pro-
vided for forty students.

The religious community called the Society of
Harmonists has sold all its property in Sewickley
Valley, Pa., for .$2,500,000. This society was
founded in Wurtemberg at the close of the eigh-

Why Rector ?-Rector is from the Latin, regerc,
to rule. In this sense a politician could be a Rec-
tor, while it requires one called and ordained of
God to fulfill the office of a Pastor. If this Biblical
and more beautiful name for the ministry must be
blotted out, and the Rector take its place, on what
grounds do you make the change?
We do not deny that Rectors have not always

existed, as frequently perhap.s, among the laity as
among the ministry. Laymen who denounce the
Papacy with the strongest language often pose as
little popes in their own little parishes. Whoever
the Rector of the parish mav be, whether the offi-
ciating minister or the .self-oxalted layman, let
him remember that this office has no sanction
from God's Bible, and that according to apostolic
order no one was ever ordained WectoT.—Euclid
Philips, in Episcopal Recorder.

"The things that I care for most in our Church,"
said Van Dyke. Moderator of the Presbyterian
General Assembly, "are not those ivhich divide us
from other Christians, but are those which unite
us to them. The things that I love most in Chris-
tianity are those which give it power to save and
satisfy, to console and cheer, to inspire and ble.ss
human hearts and lives. The thing that I desire
most for Presbyterianism is that it should prove
its mission and e.\tend its influence in the world
by making men happy in the knowing and doing
of the things which Christ teaches.

"The Church that the twentieth century will
hear most gladly and honor most sincerely will
have two marks. It will be the Church that
preaches the central truths of Christianity most
clearly, strongly and joyfully. It will be the
Church that finds and shows most happiness in
living the simple life and doing good in the world.
May that Church be ours."

In response to the call which went forth to
many churches to observe last First-day as "Emer-
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son Sunday," the Christian Advocate says: "To
commemorate Emerson as a genius, as a literary

star of the first magnitude, as a citizen, as being

of considerable value fo the symmetrical develop-

ment of thought by opposing bald materialism, as

one who has extended the fame of the United

States far and wide by his poems and essays, as a

person of unusual sweetness of disposition, and the

sympathizer with the elevation of mankind and

the removal of inequalities, is as unobjectionable

and as praiseworthy as the vote that placed him
so high in the Hall of Fame; but for orthodox

Christians to take the hours set apart for religious

worship to magnify the life of one who used his

powers to dethrone Christ as in any special degree

the Son of God, and attached no value to His sac-

rifice for the salvation of men, except as a mere
martyr, would be most incongruous except for

Jews, Unitarians and Deists."

Captain Mahan, of the United States Navy,
speaking before a recent meeting of the Episcopal

Church Club, in New York, is reported as having

said:

"Has not the world, within the last thirty years,

learned from the Church that man's personal piety

is a matter of small consequence alongside of his

benevolent activities? Has not the Church come
to teach, consciously or unconsciously, the exter-

nal activities, outward benevolence, are not merely

the fruit—for that they are—of Christian life,

but the Christian life itself—that doing these

things is the all-suflicient living before God?'"

If that statement, says the Presbyterian, cor-

rectly states the lesson that the world has learned

from the Church, there is the demand for a fuller

presentation of the need of personal piety. Real

fruitage is the witness to life and not its end, it is

only the external evidence of the regenerated soul.

Benevolences and philanthropy of themselves avail

nothing, but "in his name" become deeds of right-

eousness. The Christian life consists not in doing,

but in being. To the end of any real service re-

generation is a necessity, and that means new
creatures in Christ Jesus.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States. -President Roosevelt in a speech at

Salem, Oregon, on the 21st inst., referred indirectly to

the persecution of Jews in Russia, deprecating the out-

rages and expressing gratification that this country is

free from religious hatred and persecution. He also said:
" There is but one safe rule to follow in public life, as

in private life, and that is the old, old rule of treating

your neighbor as you would like your neighbor to treat

you ; the old rule of decency, of honesty, of square deal-

ing as between man and man. Just so long as our people

keep character, so long as they have the fundamental vir-

tues of decency, of courage, of common sense, just so

long we may rest assured that this country will go on-

ward and upward until it occupies a place among the

nations of mankind such as has never before been known
since the days when history was first written."

Dr. Robert H. Chase, of the Frankford Asylum, has
stated in a late report that insanity in this country ap-

pears to be increasing. He says: "From the best in-

formation at hand, we conclude it is probably true that
there is still an increase in insanity. In the United
States immigration has a potent bearing on the results

of these computations.. This may easily he seen when it

is considered that while only one-eighth of the popula-
tion is foreign born, one-third of the insane belong to

this class."

Under a certain contract between the Pennsylvania
Railroad Co. and the Western Union Telegraph Co., the
latter agreed to remove its poles and wires from the lines

of the Railroad Company, upon receiving sL^c months' notice

to do so. This notice was given, but the Telegraph Com-
pany not only refused to remove its poles, but applied to

court to restrain the Railroad Company from it. On the
21st inst. Judge Buflington, of the United States Court,
at Pittsburg, declined to issue such an injunction, upon
which President Cassatt, of the Pennsylvania R. R. Co.,

directed that the poles and wires should be removed,
which was done immediately by employees of the com-
pany. Poles and lines which had cost at least $500,000
have been rendered useless. The work covered 1200 miles
of track, and included about 55,000 poles, upon which were

strung 15,000 miles of wire. From every point east of

Pittsburg, e.xcept in the northern part of New Jersey,

which is not embraced in the division, and along the

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Division of the

Pennsylvania, it is reported that not a pole or foot of

Western Union wire remains on the railroad right of way.
It is probable that litigation upon this subject will be
carried to the Supreme Court.

A dispatch from Great Falls, Mont., of the 19th, re-

ports that a great snow storm had prevailed for the past

three days, which had caused a great loss of sheep and
cattle, and says herders have abandoned their flocks on

every hand and fled for safety to the settlements and
ranches. Nothing like the fury of this storm has ever

before been witnessed in Northern Montana. It is stated

that 1,500,000 sheep, worth $3,750,000, perished in bliz-

zards in Montana the past winter.

In consequence of the recent advance in the price of

cotton, attention has been called to the large area of

land in Mississippi which might be utilized in producing

it and other valuable crops. This is in the Delta, lying

between the Mississippi and Yazoo rivers, extending from
Memphis to Vicksburg, and Yazoo area, adjacent to the

Delta, together comprising nearly 200,000 acres. A por-

tion of this land, however, will require protection from
floods and also draining.

The total annual loss from forest fires in this coun-

try is estimated at from twenty-five to fifty millions of

dollars.

There were 472 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 2 less than the pre-

vious week and 4 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 241 were males and 231 fe-

males: 63 died of consumption of the lungs ; 56 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes
;

11 of diphtheria : 22 of cancer ; 18 of apoplexy ; 31 of

typhoid fever ; 4 of scarlet fever, and 4 of small pox.

Foreign.—The strong opposition existing in England

to the Government's London Education bill was manifes-

ted on the 23rd in that city, in a public demonstration

attended by great numbers, estimated at from 300,000
to 500,000 persons ; a general protest was voiced in a

resolution condemning the Education bill because it "de

stroys the School Board, excludes women from control

and imposes religious tests upon teachers."

A dispatch from Washington says : Great Britain has

decided to accord China the same terms in the settle-

ment of the Boxer indemnity as those accepted by the

United States.

The State Department has been informed that the Eng-
lish Charge at Pekin has signified the willingness of the

Government to accept payment on a silver basis for a

term of years, reserving under bond the right to receive

payment of any deficiency that might exist should it

hereafter be decided that the payments should have been

made on a gold basis. This very much strengthens the

attitude of the United States in its almost single-handed

contention for payment on the silver basis.

The permanent treaty between the United States and

Cuba, in which is incorporated all the provisions of the

Piatt amendment, was signed on the 23rd inst., at Hav-
ana. Under the terms of the Piatt amendment the fol-

lowing points were required among others to be incor-

porated in the treaty :

Cuba will never enter into any treaty or other compact
with any foreign Power or Powers which will impair the

independence of Cuba, nor in any manner authorize or

permit any foreign Power to obtain by colonization or

for military or naval purposes or otherwise lodgment in

or control over any portion of the island.

Cuba agrees that the United States may exercise the

right to intervene for the preservation of Cuban inde-

pendence, the maintenance of a government adequate for

the protection of life, property and individual liberty and

for discharging the obligations with respect to Cuba im-

posed by the treaty of Paris on the United States.

The imports into China from the United States consist

chiefly of cotton goods, kerosene oil and flour, and during

the year 1902 were the largest known. They were nearly

30 per cent, larger than in 1901 and amounted to nearly

thirty millions of dollars in value.

Evidences appear that the recent massacre of Jews in

Kischeneff was encouraged if not instigated by Russian
oflicials, but without the knowlege of the Czar, who, it is

believed, was kept in ignorance of the proposed move-
ment. It is stated that the Jews in Russia are concen-

trated in sixteen Governments, being forbidden to dwell

anywhere else, and, moreover, are confined to the towns,

and prevented from spreading themselves over the coun-

try. Under these circumstances they are unable to com-
pete in the labor market, and, consequently, suffer from
terrible poverty.

In a statement made to the United States Government
in 1893, by Andrew D. White, formerly Ambassador of

the United States, at St. Petersburg, it is statei i"

restrictions upon the Jews are by no means co m
residence, they extend into every field of activitj !g

in the parts of the empire where the Israelites : a
free they are not allowed to hold property in 1(

|

to take mortgage on land nor to farm land, an (1

they have oven been, to a large extent, preven !fr

living on farms and have been thrown hack is cii

and villages, ',

"Perhaps tire most painful of the restrictiolm

them is in regard to the education of their chil
fi.

. . In regions where they are the moat m
ous only 10 per cent, of the scholars in high set |i|

universities are allowed to be Jews, but in ms cai

the number allowed them is but 5 per cent., :i

Petersburg and Moscow only 3 per cent."

Resolutions have been passed by diff'erent I

Jews in this country simililar to the followin

solved. That the President of the United States s 1

head of a Government recognizing religious li'tj

one of its cardinal principles, is in duty bound :,i je

to human kind, and is hereby urged to take so 'ste

through the Department of State as would ijgj

Russian Government to a realization of its ol^tlo:

towards its subjects of dissenting religious opin s, u

as would further urge said Government to pu,li
|1

guilty and to make a recurrence of such atro es ii

A young woman Friend desires some light wo

Seventh and Eighth Months. Address J., Offic

Friend.

Westtown Boarding School. — For convepce

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage llgi

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M
'""

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,2o cents
j

To reach the school by telegraph, wire '

Phone 114a. Edward G. S.\iedlei ^

Westtown Boarding School.— Applicatioijor',

admission of pupils to the school, and letters ,ref

to instruction and discipline should be addresseii

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pi i-

Payments on account of hoard and tuition, :

munications in regard to business should be foi r

,

Edward G. Smedley, Superintende;

Address Westtown P. 0,, Chest :o.,

Westtown Old Scholars' Assooiati,.-

Seventh Annual Reunion (Fourth Westtown RiioD

the Old Scholars' Association is planned forSe«l)-'

Sixth Month 6th, 1903, on the School groundi, W

All old scholars, their husbands, wives aai ibil(

and all others interested, are invited to becomm
of the Association. The members are inriteiiati

the Reunion which will be held from 9 a. m. t(.p. D

Special trains will be met by stages at Wesi*"

tion. The meeting will be held at 11 o'clock
I

tb

0. S. A. tent; it will be addressed by interest ( sp'

ers, whose names will be announced later: a,r»

lunch will be served in the school building. 3 8)

noon will afford an opportunity of viewing th' oildi

games, walks, and having the more social en.jsen

old school friends.

Died, at his residence in West Philadelpt »

13th day of Third Month, 1903, Lewis Woo fN.

/

sixty-two years. A member of the Monthly leti?

Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern Distt.

, Fourth Month 28th, 1903, Peiscill^-I?

COTT, a member and elder of Woodstown Men

Salem Monthly Meeting, N. J., in the eighty-iB

her age. This valued Friend was among the Ij

fessors of the Lord Jesus, and was zealous I

allegiance to Him by diligent attendance on
f

ship, although she had few associates in the*

Woodstown. Her character was marked bsS

adopting the course her religious convictions 9

as the way of Truth ; and the energy with w
j

pursued her calling in earlier years "
'

later life by efforts to promote righteousness)"

fil her part in carrying on the work of our S( ^V-

example may be safely followed by those o ra

places where few are left to represent the fa Ml

tice of Friends. Those who knew her have «»»

tion to believe she has been made more than cw

through Him who loved her.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, FBIN

No. 422 Walnut Street

I
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T^Y who seriously ask, "Is life worth liv-

aresuch as may be existing but are not

No one knows what living is who
lops'hort of the spiritual life, or who lives

elovtits privileges.

Wlacknowledge the worldling's weary dis-

Dvei,—"vanity of vanities!"—or that "to

ecaially minded is death." But the Chris-

lao 'ses to the higher living, which finds

spiritually minded is life andiatlo be

eacj

est

TujAnti-Christ of a nominal Christianity is

lally cropping out, and sometimes star-

; civilized world by diabolical atrocities,

d it in our wars, we find if to-day at

isclneff in the Russian church members'

of Jews less unchristian than they,

('efijl Anti-Christ bearing the Christian name
I enjerors, bishops, churches and peoples

ho jve been exposed to just abhorrence in

le iries of articles going on in our col-

mnslmder the title "Confessors of Peace "

Chrjt," says the Springfield Republican,

wbcjwashed the feet of some rather dark-
"Dn|] persons in his day, might have some
ifiicijiy nineteen hundred years later in recog-

iziD^those who profess his name, whether
'ey

! foundjn Russia or America." Until

that superstition is cleared away which regards

an assent to some church machinery as Chris-

tianity, the conversion of its members from
the heathen state is still afar off. Christianity,

if anything, is Christ-likeness, and we by being

individually exponents of Christ's Spirit on

earth, shall best illustrate to men's minds the

true Christianity in contrast with the false.

A Leader to Antichrist.

The beginning of Peter's denial of Christ was
his taking the sword. Though this act was
intended in defence of the best of causes, yet

the Prince of Peace rebuked it, saying. "Put
up again thy sword into its place. For all they

that take the sword shall perish with the

sword." And in his spiritual life Peter was

at once found to be perishing. In a sense of

his alieniation from the Spirit of Christ, he

forthwith followed Him "afar off." And when
the moment of testing came, and a maiden

could banter him with being "one of them,"

he added swearing to his swording, and denied

Christ, by saying, "I know not the man!" The

consequence of the spirit which could use the

sword was a shirking behind or a laggard fol-

lowing of Christ; the consequence of following

Him afar off was denial; while a consequence

of following Him close to, would have been

fellowship and spiritual life.

.The same consequences follow the spirit of

militarism in our day— discipleship perishing

by the sword. Christendom's denial of Christ

began where Peter's did. How sad is the wail

which rings through our periodicals generally

over the waning of the Spirit of Christ in this

mammonizing generation, the lukewarmness to-

ward other races which the "missionary boxes"

complain of; the increasing violence of atroci-

ties, lynching?, massacres, committed by pro-

fessedly Christian peoples. "The nation," as

we quote elsewhere, from our English contempo-

rary, but it applies to us with other nations late-

ly dechristianized with war,— "is going back

to the moral standards of Greece and Rome.

The old-fashioned teaching that men of differ-

ent races and nations are yet brothers, that the

best defence is the consistent practice of na-

tional justice and righteousness, is scoffed at

as sentimental rubbish." Accompanying this

decline, the simple faith in the Lamb of fJod

who taketh away the sin of the world, is visi-

bly becoming sapped in churches that were

once strongholds of the profession of Him

who gave his life a ransom for the sins of

many.

We speak now of the popular mind, as viti-

ated by the bane of militariBm,—not of the hid-

den seed of life which we believe is by Christ

growing in prayerful hearts, preparatory to

its coming up into dominion above all this

work of the enemy,— but that spirit which

takes the sword has evidently been having its

following in the practical denial of Christ, or

a callousness to the spirit of Christianity. It

gives "its strength and power to the beast; but

the Lamb and they that are with Him shall

overcome them."

One week ago there was an intended popu-

lar decoration of the principle of self-sacrifice

as represented in soldiers through whom the

Union was saved. The principle of self-sacri-

fice, as a gospel principle, we can but honor.

But practically bound up with that observance

was the decoration of war and the inflaming of

the military sp-rit. Two of its representatives

were seen clasping each other i.i the gutter,

and whoever was atop bruising the other with

his fist. "Is that the gospel of Decoration

day?" said a passer-by. The next day was

what some people call the "Lord's day." Such

scenes were not in evidence, or not to be ex-

pected then. Why was the angry fight which

seemed to the crowd not out of character with

Decoration Day, a spectacle which would have

seemed a sacrilege on the day following?

Two Kinds of Reading.

A young boy found that 'he could read with

interest nothing but sensational stories. The
best books were placed in his hands, but they

were not interesting. One afternoon, as he

was reading a foolish story, he overheard

someone say :

'

' That boy is a great reader
;

does he read anything that is worth reading?"

"No," was tfie reply; "his mind will run

out if he keeps on reading after his present

fashion. He used to be a sensible boy, till

he took to reading nonsense and nothing

else."

The boy sat still for a time, threw the book

into the ditch, went up to the man who said

his mind would run out; and asked him

whether he would let him have a good book

to read.
"

"Will you read a good book if I will let

you have one?"
"I will."

"It will be hard work for you."

"I will do it."

"Well, come home with me, and I will lend

you a good book.
'

'
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He went with him, and received the volume

the man selected.

"There," said the man, "read that, and

come and tell me what you have read.
'

'

The lad kept his promise. He found it hard

work to read simple and wise sentences, but

he persevered. The more he read, and the

more he talked with his friend about what he

read, the more interested he became. Ere

long he felt no desire to read the feeble and

foolish books in which he had formerly de-

lighted. He derived a great deal more pleas-

ure from reading good books than he ever

derived from reading poor ones. Besides,* his

mind began to grow. He came to be spoken

of as an intelligent, promising young man,

and his prospects are bright for a successful

career. He owes everything to the reading

of good books and to the gentleman who influ-

enced him to read them.

—

Christian Guardian.

Doukhobor Notes.

The following has been received from Joseph

H. Nelson, who has taken much interest in the

establishment of a hospital in Yorkton, N. W.
T., which is worthy of the consideration of

those who have the wherewith at command to

assist institutions to relieve suffering hu-

manity.

The hospital at Winnipeg has been a bless-

ing to disabled Doukhobors, but it is about

three hundred miles from Yorkton, which may
be supposed to be the nearest point to the

main body of Doukhobors where it would be

practicable to maintain a creditable hospital,

and would be desirable on account of the ex-

pense and fatigue incurred by the longpurney
to be assisted.

The letter is dated the 22nd instant:

"We are making an effort to clear off the

debt on the Cottage Hospital here, also to

complete the building which will amount alto-

gether to about two thousand dollars, and

knowing the sympathy that you have in this

matter we make an appeal to you and your

good Friends to help us.

Some months ago I wrote you on this sub-

ject, but your reply at that time was, that

you would wait a little while and see how the

Doukhobors would act, as you remember it was

about the time they went on their pilgrimage.

A great change has come over them since then,

and since Peter Verigin has been amongst
them, and now with the exception of a few
they are settling down nicely and are doing
well. We have had some of them, both men
and women, in the hospital, and they have
paid their fees when they went out, but as you
know the profits on these charges will not pay
off the debt.

"We have had sixty-nine patients treated

since we opened in October last and only two
deaths. I trust therefore that you will give

this request your kind consideration, and will

see your way clear to help us in this matter."
A letter from Peter Jansen under date of

Winnipeg, Fifth Month 25th, 1903, contains

the following:

"Just returned from the Northwest where
I found things very prosperous and the outlook

for crops fine. The great majority near Ros-
thern are doing splendidly in their farming
operations, and the grain dealers here tell us
they bring in the cleanest wheat and oats."

Joseph S. Elkinton.

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Era of Mahomet.

XII.

A century before the time of the Emperor

Julian, Christianity was introduced to some
extent among the Goths as the result of an

irruption made by that people into Cappadocia

and adjoining parts of Asia. A number of

Christians being carried back to the homes of

their captors, some of these became converts

to the new faith. In the reign of the Emperor
Valens (375) the Visigoths in Dacia, [the

present kingdom of Koumania], being pressed

by the Huns from Asia, crossed the Danube
by permission of the Emperor. A dispute

arising with the Romans two years later, the

Goths invaded Thrace, and in a decisive battle

at Adrianople defeated the imperial army,

Valens being slain.

The translation of the Bible into the Gothic

language by Ulfilas, was an important incident

of this period. Ulfilas appears to have been

a descendant of one of the Cappadocian cap-

tives just alluded to. He received a liberal

education at Constantinople, and being ap-

pointed bishop of the Goths resided among
them a number of years. It is recorded that

when he made his translation into the vernac-

ular he excepted the four books of The Chron-

icles and Kings, being fearful that they might

encourage the martial spirit of that sufficiently

warlike race, among whom he had taken his

abode.

It was the Arian form of Christianity that

was imparted to these Goths. It has been

observed that the Arian Christ (not held to

be essentially One with the Father) "found

responsive acceptance in the Teutonic mind.

They pictured Him as a king upon earth,

moving about the highways of Palestine, at-

tended by troops of loyal followers, from
among whom He had chosen the twelve as

captains. When He went up into a mountain

and took His seat His captains stood in obe-

dient readiness before Him, and all below; and

around, the faithful host was waiting to hear

His commands." Well, we get from the

Goths or Saxons our ordinary days' names of

the old pagan time, as Tuesday from Tui'sco,

their Mars or god of war, Wednesday from

Woden, synonymous with the Mercury of the

Romans, Thursday from Thor, the god of

thunder. What wonder that some tender

minds (more particularly of the religious

society of Friends) scruple to use these in the

place of the plain nomenclature of Scripture?

Alaric, King of the Visigoths, had been in-

vested by the Emperor Theodosius, with the

command of his Gothic auxiliaries. Angered
afterward at being refused command of the

armies of the Eastern Empire, he invaded

Greece, and, later, though hindered awhile by

Stilicho, the able general of Honorius, he

advanced into Italy and in the year 410 made
himself master of Rome. It was the first

occasion during the 1163 years following its

foundation that it had been entered by a for-

eign enemy. The sack of the city continued

for six days, and yet it is said in defence of

Alaric's humanity, that "even in that hour

of terror, when at midnight the awful Gothic

trumpet sounded in the streets of Rome, the

Arian Goths showed more compassion and

more sense of religion than the Roman Cath-

olic soldiers of Charles the Fifth, when
sacked the city of their own Pope eleven

dred years afterwards."

In the year of the Gothic capture of E

the Vandals, an allied German tribe I

name is from the Teutonic term, we-

which means to wander) having passed tb

Gaul, set up a kingdom, Vandalitia—no\

dalusia— in Spain, and thence under

leader Genseric, crossing into Africa,

sessed themselves of a large part o;

Roman provinces along the Mediterra

They subsequently crossed over into Ital

(A. D. 455) plundered Rome. It will b

propriate here to quote from -Judge
'

Grimke, who, writing upon the Delusion

Suicidal Results of War, says:

"The Roman Empire, the grave of a

dred states, was destined to illustrate

remarkably than all the preceding na

that the law^ of violence is a self desti

Her power had been constantly exte

nearly eight hundred years, till a singl

had swelled to the magnitude of an e

embracing the fairest portions of Africa

rope and Asia. But her law had evei

and was still, the law of violence. Her

shout of defiance had pierced the deep
j

of the Hercynian forest; and the Gotl

Burgundian, the Vandal and the Hun,

down to the feast of victory at the tri

summons. Their progress was terrif

when the mountain torrent rushes in iti

to sweep away the vineyard and the

the peasant's cabin, the shepherd an,

flock. The Pyrenees, the Alps and the B

range were feeble barriers against

dren of eternal snows, and, as the barbi

poured dowTi from those mountain

the wild music of their battle songs ove

beautiful and delicious regions of I

Italy and Greece, the Roman Empire com

in her agony of fear, that the sword we

only title to all her dominions from the

to the setting sun."

The learned Jerome was born in a to

the district of Venitia, at the head c

Adriatic, A. D. 346. He has left on i

the saying that "He that is spiritual

persecutes him that is carnal. I have \i

from the command of the apostles, to ai

heretic, but not to bum him. Christ

not to smite, but to be smitten. He i

smitten, follows Christ; but he that si

follows anti-Christ.
'

'

Jerome was indeed a man of great lei

—none more so in his time—yet he wi

posed to be vain of his acquirements

often passionate and resentful, though
_

credit not continuously so when yieldi

the Holy Spirit's arrest and convictir

minder. We need only recall here, in

tioning him, his hermit life of several

in the desert east of Antioch. and,
_.

quently for a much longer period, in hi;

at Bethlehem, diligently occupied in

lating the Bible into Latin—the so-

Vulgate of the Roman Catholic Churcl

of which the council of Trent (1546) af

that "The Vulgate edition shall be h(

authentic in public lectures, dispufc

sermons and expositions and none sha.

to refuse it."

Jerome's friend and correspondent, Aug

was born in Numidia in 354. Always ^
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ad be associated with that of his chaste and

od mother, Monica, whose tears and pray

rspllowed him, when, opposing her wish, he

She North African shores for Rome, and

itt'for Milan, where his life was favorably

iflJiiced by Ambrose. His notable Confes-

1)1 narrate his relinquishment of a sensual,

iiiirtitied life for the service of the Divine

J.- r who had visited him with His over-

jmig grace.

K;urning to his native Numidia, Augustine

asliade bishop of Hippo, the latter a city

in on the Mediterranean, west of Carthage.

nl^jpily, he, as an orthodox churchman,

)t Illy condemned the Donatists (the Puri-

.! ihat period) but defended the perse-
'< which they were subjected. Many

J- of the separatists' ministers were

milled to the islands, with loss of their

iO(j and other accompaniments of great

irstiess. "Augustine's sanction of perse-

. li'M-ame from this time forward a pre-

ureat authority in the church. In

II lie found the germ of that whole sys-

m,f spiritual despotism and intolerance

jio culminated in the Inquisition."

Arastine did not object to Christians en-

,m in "a righteous war. " As a student

a ertain high school in the large town of

idara, some miles from the place of his

ih he had been drilled in the martial

•asj-es and sensuous myths of the classic

.tirnnd Greek authors. In their "Witnesses

irist," Backhouse and Tyler remark

reuon:

'Ills worthy of note that when Augustine
1 \t'ars looked back upon his school

a ripened judgment and from a

' ill standpoint, he condemned the clas-

Blthod of instruction, that 'torrent of

r 3 he calls it, by which learning was
into the boyish mind through the ob-

inejables of heathenism. He also brings

in strong relief the scrupulous care with

ichhe scholars were trained in the niceties

nniar, whilst moral truth and practice

eglected; so that, as he expresses it,

accounted a greater offence for a

to drop the aspirate and say 'ominem,

of hominem (man, ) than if, in opposi-

the divine commandments, he, a

being, should hate a human being.'
"*

stine lived to see the desolating con-

f the Roman North African provinces

Vandals, who visited many-fold upon
C;holics the miseries which the latter

Aniuscript letter of Anthony Benezet, of date the

10th month, 1780, in my possession, thus dis-

MBpon the above subject, and is submitted without
:rie( either as approving or the contrary : . . "I,

ii .-ire to see such a knowledge of the Engli.sh

iL;ht in our schools, as may malse the use
I'll languages unnecessary ; long experience

. irii-ed me, that the means of obtaining them,
"111.-; a proiiciency therein, has a natural tendency
ed i the world, and beget an enmity to the cross.

I ; persuaded is generally the case even where
Ming is attained through the use of such authors

16 hitiments are not opposite to our religious pro-

onJut how much more so, when we consider what
ofhthors are made use of, as Ovid, Virgil, Horace,
Sqne Jenyns in the small treatise I now send, at

3Sline 10, observes well on this weighty subject

;

» t timony I have long vainly bore to Friends."
nnper of years ago, Lafayette College, at Easton,
r tj care of Presbyterians, instituted a course of

P»an classics, but it was discontinued after a few
1, qing to the loss or withdrawal of the fund upon
h t; maintenance of the course was dependent.

—

L.

had so recently inflicted upon the heretic Do-
natists. A few days before his death (in

430
', he caused the penitential i)salms to be

written out in large script, and hung where
he could see them upon the wall, desiring
further that he might be left in quiet to him-
self. Were it possible for us to interpret
his then thoughts, as the last troul)lous years
of his life rose before him, might we not be-

lieve that he saw an end of all wars and fight-

ings; that the follower of the Lamb ought not
to be found in the place of the warrior, whose
"battle is with confused noise, and garments
rolled in blood," and that the healing words
of that other psalm (the 46th) came consol-

ingly to mind— "He maketh wars to cease
unto the end of the earth; He breaketh the

bow and cutteth the spear in sunder; He
burneth the chariot in the fire. He still, and
know that I am God; I will be exalted among
the heathen, I will be exalted in the earth."

Foreshadowing in a manner the deadly per-

secutions of the Anabaptists of the sixteenth

century, was the edict of the Emperor Hon-
orius (418), re-affirmed sixteen years later in

the reign of the second Theodosius, as fol-

lows—that "If any minister of the Christian

church is found guilty of having re-baptized

any one, he, together with the person thus

rebaptized—provided the latter is proved to

be of such an age as to understand the crime

—shall be put to death."

The state church in Africa through the ur-

gent request of Augustine and his fellow bish-

ops, secured the convocation (in 418) of a

synod, which, in the name of the see of Rome,
absolutely anathematized or condemned the

views of those of the "heresy" of Pelagiu.s,

who did not admit infant baptism or recog-

nize original sin in infants, as well as of

those, who, opposing predestination, held that

the will of man was free.

It is related in Van Braght's "Martyr's

Mirror of the Defenseless Christians," an ex-

tensive work detailing the sufferings for con-

science' sake of the Mennonites and their his-

toric predecessors in the faith, that in the

year 424, one Albanus, a pious teacher, who,

intending to spread abroad the name of Jesus

Christ and promulgate the doctrines of the

holy gospel, had come to Mentz, was lamenta-

bly slain, as were also some others. This

city of Mentz (the modern Mayence), situated

near the confluence of the river Main with the

Rhine, owed its foundation to a Roman camp,

which later became the most important of a

line of forts built along the river. On the

decline of the power of Rome it was almost

entirely destroyed, but in after years it rose

to be the first ecclesiastical city in the Ger-

man Empire. Eleven centuries after the edict

of Honorius and the martyrdom of Albanus,

the Anabaptists of the region of the Rhine

were brought under similar hea\7 persecution

to that of their African predecessors.

It may be well to add here that the name

Anabaptists is applied generally to those Chris-

tians who reject infant baptism and admin-

ister the rite only to adults ; so that when a

new member joins them, he or she is bap-

tized a second time, the first being considered

no baptism. Commenting on the Honorian

edict, the compiler of Martyrs' Mirror con-

cludes that at the time of its promulgation

there were people who were called Anabap-

tists : that on account of this procedure of re-

baptizing, these people were exceedingly hated
by the world, especially by the great; that

they were hated even unto death, even as

('hrist the Saviour had predicted long before

that such things would befall his disciples

and followers, .\mong these people for cen-

turies, although noted names are largely miss-

ing, we may look in the main for the Con-
fessors of Peace.

(To be continued.)

The Bible inlhe Schools.

The address of President Faunce of Hrown
Univeristy on the training of women teachers

contained no more suggestive passage than his

reference to the exclusion of the Bible from
the schools. Said he: "If Christians con-

sent to banish the Scriptures from the school-

room they will probably live to see them
brought back by the disciules of Herbert

Spencer and Frederic Harrison." This signi-

ficant utterance of one of the best-known col-

lege presidents in New England will set people

to thinking on a subject which has agitated

society for a good many years, but which has

reached no conclusion by general consent.

The exclusion of the Bible from the schools,

where such exclusion has taken place, has

been almost solely in deference to sectarian

liifferences. With the pupils representing

nearly bII denominations, it has been argued,

and with some show of reason, that a book

which has been the subject of so much doc-

trinal controversy as the Bible could not be

admitted for reading, much less for study.

This view of the case has been acquiesced in

by many who freely admitted that the value

of the Bible as a history and a text book and

the consequence has been the disappearance

of the Bible from most of the schools of the

country.

There are signs of a reaction, however, and

of a change in public opinion in this respect.

The fact is beginning to force itself upon the

attention of intelligent people that in exclud-

ing the Bible one of the strongest moral and

intellectual influences that can be exerted on

the minds of the young is being neglected.

The teachings of the New Testament, aside

from all doctrinal tendencies, inculcate the

highest moral and ethical training, and there

are chapters and books in the Bible that are

un.surpassed, if equaled, for beauty of expres-

sion and dignity of language. No such pure

system of morals and no such profound philo-

sophical ideas can be found anywhere as in

the Sermon on the Mount, and as a model of

pure and noble English the Book of Job is un-

approached. These specimens by no means

exhaust the Bible. They are only illustrations.

To exclude such a book from the schools

and deny pupils the benefit of its teachings at a

period when their character is forming is a

mistake, and it is encouraging to see that the

public is coming to recognize the fact. Intel-

ligent people will agree with President Faunce

when he says: "I do not believe that we

should require the students of our schools to

study the antics of the Greeks and Roman de-

ities and the dubious moralities of Mt. Olym-

pus and not know the fifty-fifth Psalm."

And with this change in public ouinion will

doubtless come a restoration of the Bible to

its rightful place in the school.— L'ai/i/ Paper.
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Heart of tbe people ! Working men!
Marrow and nerve of human powers;

Who on )'our sturdy backs sustain

Through streaming time this ft'orld of ours;

Hold by that title, which proclaims

That ye are undismayed and strong,

Accomplishing whatever aims
May to the sons of earth belong.

Yet not on you alone depend
These offices, or burdens fall;

Labor, for some other end,

Is lord and master of us all.

The high-born youth from downy bed
Must meet the morn with horse and hound,

While industry for daily bread
Pursues afresh her wonted round.

With all his pomp of pleasure, he
Is but your working comrade now,

And shouts and winds his horn, as ye
Must whistle by the loom or plow

;

In vain for him has wealth the use

Of warm repose or careless joy.

When, as ye labor to produce,

He strives, as active, to destroy.

But who is this with wasted frame.

Sad sign of vigor overwrought?
What toil can this new victim claim?

Pleasure, for pleasure's sake besought.
How men would mock her flaunting shows

Her golden promise, if they knew
What weary work she is to those

Who have no better work to do!

And he who still and silent sits

In closed room or shady nook.

And seems to nurse his idle wits

With folded arms or open book;
To things now working in that mind

Your children's children well may owe
Blessings that hope has ne'er defined,

Till from his busy thoughts they flow.

These all must work; with head or hand.
For self or others, good or ill;

Life is ordained to bear, like land,

Some fruit, be fallow as it will;

Evil has force itself to sow
Where we deny the healthy seed;

And all our choice is this—to grow
Pasture and grain, or noisesome weed.

Then in content possess your hearts,

Unenvious of each other's lot,

For those which seem the easiest parts
Have travail which ye reckon not;

And he is bravest, happiest, best.

Who, from the task within his span,

Earns for himself his evening rest.

And an increase of good for man.

Science and Industry.

A HAMMOCK swung firmly according to the
following directions will be safe and comfort-
able: The rope that secures the head end
should be twelve inches or so in length, while
that at the foot should measure four and a

half feet. Arranged in this way the lower
part only will swing free and the head kept
nearly stationary.

A NEW process for the manufacture of ar
tificial marble has been patented in Berlin.

Asbestos, dyeing materials, shellac and ashes
are pounded into a stitf mass and then sub-
jected to a high pressure. The product is sur-
prisingly firm, and tough, not brittle, is very
easily worked by means of tools, can be given
a_ fine polish, and in appearance can not be
distinguished from genuine marble.

Gloxinas are a beautiful group of plants,

with large foxglove-shaped flowers, of a nu-

merous variety of tints and produced in great

profusion from the base of a deep rich green

velvety foliage. They flower all the summer
j

and are the finest ornaments of the green-
'

house from Sixth till Ninth Month. The bulbs
;

may be potted in spring, and when done bloom-
ing may be placed away during the winter in

any warm place till the season of growth com-
mences, keeping them quite dry.

Lieutenant Peary sa3-s that the tribe of

Eskimos living on the shore of Whale Sound in

Greenland are the most northerly people in

the world. Their isolation has differentiated

them from all other races. They do not ex-

ceed two hundred in number, and are being

destroyed by an unknown disease which ap-

pears to be a slow malignant fever. Lieuten-

ant Peary became personally known to every
man, woman and child belonging to this re-

mote and perishing community of human be-

ings.

Gardening on Vacant Lots.—Philadelphia
has been using its vacant lots for gardens for

the unemployed. The first year twenty-seven

acres were worked. Last season more than

two hundred acres were under cultivation.

About eight hundred men, a few women, and
many children harvested vegetables on vacant
lots in Philadelphia last autumn.

The use of the unoccupied land is given by
landlords, and hence no rent is charged. Nei-

ther is there expense to the gardener for

plowing, harrowing, fertilizing, seeds, advice,

information and supervision. The gardeners
are chiefly the worn-out, the disabled, the in-

competent, the men with large families, and
small salaries, widows with small children, the

aged, the half-sick, and school children.

Rolled gold is a cheap substitute for solid

gold, and consists of brass, covered on one
side with a thin coating of gold. It is made
by brazing a thin plate of gold on to a thick

plate of brass, and then rolling the ingot out

into a thin sheet, from which ihe articles are

manufactured. Gold of nine or ten carats is

that usually employed. In the best qualities

the gold is sufficiently thick to bear engraving
without cutting through into the base metal.

"Rolled gold" is mostly of German origin, but

it is also manufactured to a considerable ex-

tent at Birmingham, England. Articles made
of the poorer qualities of "rolled gold" are

often "dipped" before being put on the mar-
ket, but the exceedingly thin film of gold thus

deposited soon wears off. When brass is cov-

ered with gold on both sides it is known as
" filled gold."— Engineering and Mi}iing Jour-

nal.

When a Magazine is iVlANUFACTURED.—
When Harper's Magazine is being printed, the
women who are employed to sort or gather
together the different sections of one copy of

the periodical, handle one million of these sec-

tions in one day. This gives some idea of the
work involved in getting out one edition of a

popular magazine. A statistician in the Har-
per factory has also computed that each of

these women, while gathering together the

separate sections of the magazine preparatory

to binding, walks from five to seven mile

day. The women are incredibly swift

movement, their hands whirring back
;

forth like humming birds, and in collect

the separate sections from the great w|

piles of printed sheets tbe eye can scartj'-

follow their rapid motion. In cases of^ (t-

editions, like that of Christmas, the

ures are largely increased.— rAe7?i/a?i(ij

ter.

Penn's Treaty Tree.—"The Treaty

does that still exist?" a young man as

antiquarian. "No," said the old m
was blown down on the night of M;

1810. This tree, as its concentric

showed, was two hundred and eight;

years old. No great age. that, for

[A grand-scion of Penn's Treaty Elm pi

near the south-east corner of the y;

Friends' Meeting-house on Twelfth sti

low Market street, in Philadelphia, ha^ti
come a large and flourishing tree.] T

in England, a Cowthorpe, an oak that

posed to be eight hundred years old.-j

English yews often reach an almost ini

age. The celebrated Ankerwyke yew
thousand one hundred years old, and

are others of an equal age. Some
American pines can hold their own in

of age with the European trees. 0*

pines, on being cut down, have shown as

as one thousand one hundred concentric!

running from the heart out to the bark,

you know who first showed how to tell a I

age by its rings? It was Montaigne, the

sayist."

—

Philadelphia Record.

)b3Lr
llOWB,*'--

About Beavers.— In his habits thebej

resembles the muskrat: he likes to liveai):

the bank of a stream, not too swift. Ei

decidedly herbivorous in his tastes, usinj*

food green cornstalks, grass, weeds, anci'

bark of trees, such as the quaking asp, I

low, Cottonwood, etc.

The only entrance to his nest is

bottom of the stream ; it is often to

under a clump of overhanging willowg,

routs of which help to keep the dirt from f

ing in. He digs upward, plastering his b

with mud and bracing it with sticks unt«

gets high enough above water level to i:(:

his nest. These animals are wonderful v)t

ers. I have known them to stop up a »

inch p'pe with grass, mud and moss. Im

been laid to the centre of their pond, inr

haps four feet of water. The pipe at th(»

had a strainer placed over it. The I'l

house was about one hundred yards af

How they discovered the water was esciil

from the bottom of the Dond, I do Dotk*

but every morning, and sometimes in them'

the w'orkmen had to go to tbe pond, wadeit,

and clean off the end of the pipe. .'

Besides being the most patient of all*

mals, the beaver is a model housekeeper.
^

neat as a beaver" should be considered \«

houswives as a high compliment. Every a

is carried out of the nest after the barll

been peeled off for food, and thrown intH

stream.

He sometimes builds a house, but he

fers a stream deep enough to allow him t

down his food for the winter in its bed,

shallow it is quite likely to freeze up as

Pftt-

4ts
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I
il" from his winter's supply. He lays

,a|iis fresh-cut poles close to the bank,

h e butt ends up-stream to prevent their

j: (Idwn and away from his hole.

.si liilpless on land, he is perfectly at

n tlie water, his broad paddle-shaped

;,,! his large webbed hind feet making

I nt "ours." His front feet, strange to

:_' laid close to his belly in swimming.
II I with the exception of some oriental

'In use their toes about their daily

, uiii- as cleverly as their hands), the

>e usrs his "hands" in doing his work.

story about him using his tail for a

i'eis not reliable to any extent.

1
(' animals usually herd together in small

li:, u'l) up stream during the spring

Il ami remain there. If their dams are

n, a liog can be sent into the hole and

(icii]iaiits driven out. They are then eas-

ca^ht and killed, as they are so clumsy
and see but little. They have a won-
icent, which makes it impossible to trap

land. To trap them even in water re-

r less practice on the part of

He has a cunning creature to

and he must proceed carefully.

muskrat, the beaver can swim a long

inder the ice by breathing upward
ng again as he swims across. This

seen to collect in bubbles under the

occasional "air-hole" also serves

that I have known him to cross under
mile and a half wide.

—

Forest and

For "The Friexd."

What is a Miracle?

tween the two definitions of a miracle,

le that it is a suspension or reversing

of the universe, and the other that a

is the transcending of a lower law or

y one that is higher or stronger, —a
mdent thinks that the first view "in-

:difficulty to faith that has no exis-

resent his further language:

illustration, we may refer to the walk-

eter upon the water. We need not

there was any change in the law of

ion But a stronger force was exerted
q;—the power into which Christ him-

A walk upon the sea. And so of all

icles; we may believe there was the

t higher laws beyond our knowledge,

lu control winds and waves, and heal

and restore life to the dead.

Jems to me that without such a reve-

id manifestation of Ciod in the realm
pernatural, as is shown us in the

irk of his Son, we could have no true

of Him.
entists who would revolt against the

God reversing his own laws, might
iculty in accepting the Christian's

igher and deeper laws of the universe

beyond our ken.

hts like these have helped me and
they may help others.

"Truly thy friend,

".Joel Bean."

STENED virtue is the highest virtue,

IGodless learning is the lowest form

THE SHINING PATH.
Sometimes the thought of God's great love to me

Seems almost overwhelming in its might;
It fills my heart, and bathes my path in life

With a rich glow of never-failing light;

I think without the knowledge of that love

My day would fade to deepest, darkest night.

What matters it where'er my path may lie ?

My Father reigns; and in his loving hand
I'll lay my own, in childlike hope and trust,

Knowing 'twill guide me to that better land

Where I shall dwell with those who love the Lon
And sing his praises with the angel banl.

My Lord, I thank Thee for this wondrous love,

Which gladdens and enriches all my way.
And sheds its beams of tender, shining light

.\round my step.s, e'en when they go astray;

May grace upon my path shine more and more
I'nto the radiance of the perfect day !

— .l/(7r^ Louise Hurnibrook.

Richard Jordan in France.

From the Monthly Meeting of Friends held

at Congenies, in the south of France.

To Friends of Kicli Square, in the county of

Northampton, in North Carolina, and other

parts of America where this shall come : Under
a lively persuasion, that the religious visit of

our very dear and well beloved friend, UiCH-
AKD Jordan, has been a restoring balm which
has healed our wounds, and strengthened us

in the love of the Lord, and that he has been

a precious instrument in the hand of I'rovi-

dence to unite us in that spirit of order and
love which speaks the same language to all

the peoples of the earth,

—

Many members of our Meetmg have ex-

pressed their ardent desire that it may be re-

corded in our minutes, and also that it would
be very pleasant to us, if on our part he would

receive a testimony of the lively sitisfaction,

which our souls have experienced in his assis-

tance and fraternal exhortations, persuaded

that he is a minister whom the Lord in his

merciful goodness, has sent to help us in our

weakness, and to strengthen us in the faith.

In that tender love which unites all the

children of the Saviour, in whatever part of

the earth, they may be situated, and which
not any distance can dissolve, we fraternally

salute you.

Elizabeth Langle, Louise Rabinel, Magda-
leine Benezet, Francaise Rabinel, J. Benezet,

Marie Kaboal, Majnlier Benezet, Marie Ma-
Jolier, Susanna Roux, Elizabeth Dubeney Faye,

Louis Majolier, Jean le Cointe, P. Rabinel,

T. Langles, Jean Benezet, Francois Rabinel,

Perdian Etienne Rabinel, P. Marignan, Samuel

Brun.
19th of Tenth Month, 1801.

If you wish to advance in your position

don't form the habit of waiting to be told to

do a thing, but be always on the lookout for

something that needs to be done and then do

it. No one ever advances who waits for

direction. You should free yourself of the

impression that you are only to do what your

employer directs you to do. It is your duty

to your employer to devote your entire time

to his interest and when you are not engaged

in doing that which he directs, to see if you

can't find something that needs being done.

Original work demands attention and will be

worth a great deal to you in receiving a pro-

motion.

—

Freedman's Friend.

The Angel in the House.

1 am going to tell you of a girl who, from
being one of the most careless girls it was
possible to meet, became a gentle follower of
Christ, and, as her mother often said, "An
angel in the house." A friend and I were
staying at a little village by the sea, and in

the house next to where we were lodged lived

a mother and her daughter of whom we heard
the following:

The mother, a widow, was very delicate,

but she worked for her child from morning till

night. Before she left for school in the morn-
ing, Bessie would goto her mother and say:
"1 don't like the way you have done my hair

—you mu.st do it over again." Then she

would pull ofi' the ribbon and tangle her hair,

and worry her mother until it was to her lik-

ing.

She would play on her way from school, and
reach home at the last moment, late for din-

ner. Then she would call out: "Uh, mother,
I must have my dinner this minute, or I shall

be late for afternoon school. What is there

for dinner?" And if it was not what she fan-

cied, she would put herself into a terrible

temper, and go to school dinnerless.

I cannot repeat the many ways in which
she proved to be a tro. ble, rather than a bless-

ing to her invalid mother, whose fail'ng health

made her unable to cope with the ill tempers
of her self-willed child. At last, .iust after

Bessie's fifteenth birthday, and when her chief

thoughts were of going out, reading and dress-

ing, the doctor called her aside and spoke ser-

iously to her: "For year.s," he said, "your
mother has waited on you, and in this way
she has increased her illness. Now she will

never walk again, and it is your turn—you
wait on her. There is One whom your mother
knows and loves, who will take all you do for

her as done for Him; it is the highest service

—are you prepared to enter it?"

Bessie was ashamed. In a moment her

heart was touched. "Oh! I see how wilful

ani selfish I have been!" she cried. "Oh,
Dr. Blair, is it true what you say of my mo-
ther?"

"Every word of it," was the reply. "Just
ponder on it."

Bessie crept upstairs weeping, with a feel-

ing in her heart that the world had somehow
suddenly come to an end.

She listened out.side her mother's door, and
she heard her praying: "Dear Father, who
lovest my child more and better than I can

love her, soften her young heart and help her

to bear this burden. Jesu.s, open thine

arms very wide that I may more closely lean

upon Thee, for I need Thee in my helplessness

more than ever."

Bessie heard, and, rushing into the room,

she fell at her mother's bedside, and in a fit of

remorse, exclaimed: "Oh, mother, my heart

is broken! Forg've me all the past, and by

Cod's help 1 will devote myself to you every

hour."

Mother and daughter became united in the

sweetest bonds, for Jesus was their Saviour

and Comforter, and it was beautiful and touch-

'ng to see them together in the days of the

mother's dependence on the daughter— the el-

der leaning on the younger.

"What first touched you most?" we asked

Bessie.
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"Mother's gentle trust in God and the way
she prayed for me," was the reply. "I had

often heard her pray before, but the doctor's

words, 'She will never walk again,' seemed to

break my heart, and I felt as if God had put

her into my idle arms to fill them."

We used to watch Bessie wheel her mother
into the sunshine, and the mother's hanpy
smile would follow her as she went in and out,

and waited upon and cheered the invalid every

hour of the day.

A letter came one day from an uncle in

.'America, asking Bessie to come out to him
and his wife, and they would make her heir to

all they had, for they were childless. Bessie

wrote: "I have a most blessed charge in a

sick mother whom I would not leave for all

the wealth in the world. For fi fteen years she

spent her life for me, and God had to lay her

aside before I could be brought to see the evil

of my heart and ways, and the selfishness and
uselessness of my robust health."

This so stirred up the uncle and aunt that

they came to England to see the widow and

Bessie, and the perfect unity and sweet Chris-

tian life of motiier and daughter won them
both for Christ.

Bessie is a bright example. Many careless

daughters have seen Christ in her so really that

they have been caught by the beautiful like-

ness, and in the desire to be like Him have
been "transformed by the renewing of their

minds." I wish you could know Bessie. But
perhaps you know Bessie's Saviour? Ah! if

you do I need say no more, as your happy
mothers would tell me, for "Who teacheth

like HimV"

—

London Christian.

An Indian Letter.

[The following extract from a letter written

by one of the graduating class of 1903 at the

Boarding School for Indians near Tunesassa,

N. Y. , was addressed to one of the Committee
who had sent a letter and a copy of "Golden
Gleanings" to each member of the class as a

graduating present.]

Tunesassa, New York, Fourth Month, 3rd, 1903.

Dear Friend:
Your letter received a few days ago

encouraged me very much in doing what is

right. It was a comfort to read such a letter.

The Friends are doing a noble work for the

Indians. Thousands of dollars are spent every

year for the benefit of our people. I think

they will be greatly rewarded by our Heavenly
Father, for they are doing a great work.

I have been here for several years, and I

have always been well provided with food and
shelter at the expense of the Friends.

They have given me education which I value

very much.
They are doing a great deal in trying to

bring us up to live the right kind of lives:

I can only repay your kindness by a truer,

better life. Many temptations come in the

way but we have to strive to overcome them.

Every temptation we overcome makes us

stronger.

Indeed it was very kind of you to present

us with such nice "books, for which I thank
you very much. I know it will be a help to

me in reading it."

I will now close,

Your Friend.

And hath man the power with his pride and skill

To arouse all Nature with storms at will?

Hath he the power to color the summer cloud

—

To allay the tempest when hills are bowed ?

Can he waken the Spring with her festal wreath,
Can the sun grow dim by his lightest breath ?

Will he come again when Death's vale is trod?

Who then shall dare murmur, "There is no God?"
—Whittier, in 1829.

The Two Natures.

A man was ridine in a trolley-car in Phila-

delphia. It was just after six o'clock, when
people were going heme from their work as

fast as they could, and the cars were crowded.
Three boys came in together. They were
bright boys, with clean faces, and they were
good-natured fellows; buc they were full of

fun. They pushed each other and talked ra-

ther loud, and they annoyed a lady who sat

next to them by pushing each other.

Then a big man, who was standing up read-

ing his newspaper, after asking the boy once
or twice to be quiet, took hold of the noisiest

boy by the collar and pulled him out of his seat.

He told him he must be quiet or he would have
to get out of the car. After that the car

was pretty still, as you may believe.

The gentleman who saw this began to think

why it is that boys cannot manage themselves.

In every boy there are two boys—a good boy
and a bad boy. The good boy wants to be

master; he wants to speak the truth, and to

be clean, and kind and obedient. But the bad
boy in him wants him to be noisy, and mis-

chievous, and do just as he pleases.

A- boy, perhaps, does not mean to be bad;

but somehow he is bad, because the bad boy
in him gets stronger than the good boy. The
good boy needs help. Don't you think he

does? Do you know how he can get it? Let
us ask one of the good men of the Bible. His

name was Paul. He says, "1 can do all things

through Christ which strengtheneth me." If

we ask Christ to help us, we believe He will;

and with his help the good boy will be stronger

than the bad boy.

The real trouble is, most of the boys fail to

know that the good and the bad in them are

struggling for the mastery. And it is one of

the tragedies of life that very often natures

most sensitive to impressions are found amid
sordid surroundings, where every touch is de-

basing. The clever criminals that come from
the dark places of our cities, who seem to be-

come little else than beasts of prey after a

time, are, as a rule, men and women of this

temperament. They were peculiarly sensitive

to the sights and sounds, and to the moral im-

pressions about them, and in the formative

period of their lives these were evils only. So

the life in which there were such possibilities

took a permanently evil bent. . . .

There are too many homes where the coming
of the son or the daughter is awaited with

shrinking. From too many of our homes the

children pass out into the world with as little

regard as if they were changing their boat ding-

house. It was not so in the olden times; it

need not be so now.

And just here we would enter our protest

against much of the prevalent discussions in

connection with the religious training of the

young in our churches. Much of it takes for

granted that there shall be no training in the

home, and that the Sabbath school and the

Christian Endeavor Society shall not i

supplement but practically take the pk
such home training. That is a fatal i

sion. The home must retain its places
eminently the institution for the Chi

training of the young. If it has fallen

its proper standard, let us do our utm
lift up again, but under no conside

should we entertain the idea that outside

cies can do what the home alone has the

to do.

—

Zion's Watchman.

Items Concerning the Society.

We have received from Headly Brother;

don, "A History of the Adult School Mov
By J. Wilhelm Rowntree and Henry Bryan ]

A review of this work in store, awaiting our

examination.

The Friends' School at Providence is to hi

one hundred and nineteenth anniversary (

23d day of Sixth Month next, on the school

ises. The principals for more than half a c

are expected to be in attendance.

Joseph S. Elkinton has been liberated by
delphia Monthly Meeting to pay a religion 5
to all the remnants of Indian tribes dwelkj

New York and the New England States, anija

within the Dominion of Canada.

Dover Monthly Meeting (New Hampshhlt!

Monthly Meeting, we understand, of Joel E i

his younger days, and which several mont ;

received Joel and Hannah E. Bean, of Sai

California, on their certificate of transfer, a:.,

bers, has since recorded thera as ministers

Society of Friends.

We acknowledge the receipt of an engrav

trait of " Nat Franco, Comedian and Iraperso

as advertised to perform " at Friends'

[somewhere], Thursday, February 26th, 190

p. Ji." The date possibly relieves the occai

being connected necessarily with a gatheri

worship.

" The march of intellect seems to be the

spirit amongst Friends, judging from the,

reports one reads. There are, of course,

exceptions, and there had needs be, in my
judgment. Intense refinement may exalt th

ture at the expense of the weightier mat

the law.

—

"Australian Friend " corresponds

A pamphlet of 134 pages now reaches us

kindness of Norman Penney), giving in adv

the sitting of London Yearly Meeting, tl

utes and Reports which are to come up frot

mittees or Subordinate Meetings, including ».-

monies concerning deceased Friends : Jan
'"

Barber, Charles Barnard, John Bellows, (

Brewster, Francis Dix, Robert Home Penne'

nah Pumphrey.

Hannah Bellows, daughter of the late Jo

lows, of Gloucester, England, who was prt

by his death from going to teach among thi

hobors one year ago, has lately been visiting

interested Friends in and about Philadelpl;

paratory to entering upon her mission in iiai

On last Second-day, the 1st instant, she lef M'

delphia for her distant field of service am ;U

Doukhobors.
Helen Morlan, who preceded Hannali BeN'si!

one year, is said now to have an interesteipW

of thirty children, ready to hand over to t

of Hannah Bellows, previous to her own

to England.

To send a circular to a Friends' school

'

it to place a sargeant on its staff and to

boys with carbines, is, as the Australian
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s it, a stroke of humor of which only the

gent routine of the War Office could be

The headmaster of the Sidcot school

es his " humiliation " at finding the military

ties apparently so ignorant of the principles

,ch the Friends stand as to send him a

nt setting forth " the advantage of an early

lining to the youth of England." What-
"'•>.' may think on the question of military

Is, they will agree that such action

hick either of knowledge or of taste,

1 not to pass without protest.

A Friend called attention to the above
I as instancing a grave national peril.

II is going back to the standards of

Uiime. . . The old-fashioned teaching
'{ different races and nations are yet

it the best defen.se is the consistent

, national justice and righteousness, is

IS sentimental rubbish . . but we
i-iiuard bravely even in what may seem a

ng.attle. How often have the idealists, the

anl's, the leaders of lost causes shaped the

•Idl future."

\ Vf.arly Meeting.—We continue glean-

i-h expression in the recent sessions as

ither general application or of interest

im would aim at limiting the Meeting
and Oversight to those alone who felt

,..,,,, L- called to the work. In regard to the

M' he feared there was a tendency to exalt

illffual power rather than spiritual insight,

oh-as of the first importance.

,; I ihn Bell queried how far was there a
alled-out people, within the Society of

.<f who know what it is to be baptized

? Such are the hope of the Society.

ut building up the Church, but nope
uiiilers, at the most we are stones for

I'iUilder to use.

r hoped the pendulum would not swing
I lie direction of exalting a cultured

\\ e did not undervalue culture. We
nded men like Paul, but also men like Philip,

1 tljugh unable to give a long address?, could

"lime and see." We needed the ministry of
'<'-' in the school of experience, in the midst

1 temptations, had learned lessons they
! have learned in any theological semi-

III reading theological books.

a-meld referred to a sentence he had
' --ntly-published book

—
"It is impossi-

hristian to live and act up to his prin-

iiivictions in the world we live in;" a

!! characterized as entirely untrue.
led there were Friends who believed

- a-ry similar to it. We could not, in-

M' life without faith in Him who gives
I live it. He must be to us our Ruler,
ir, the first and the last.

A . Davidson felt it difficult to work
y and helpfully, without the confidence

~ Liives. i?ut he believed God meant to

iirk in us and by us.

an Allen, referring to the predominant
-

i
lessed in our deliberations, respecting

iiiii lit' more spiritual power, said this might
mi'e platitude, or it might be a statement of

really felt to be our need, and which we
gned as the remedy for our condition. The
IJ us Christ may be preached in our meetings
hej\edeemer ; the doctrines taught may be

d Scriptural; but was the teaching effect-

d our preaching influence people to throw
lot with the Lord Jesus Christ; and did

ling bear fruit in the lives of our mem-
? ilur ministry seemed to fail in reaching
ycjiger people. This was a greater danger

a generation back. It was not from the
Mess that the complaint came, but from the
Mul and the religious, that they did not get
H« of teaching their souls required. Were

we not suffering from the want of a deep search
into the things of God? Why should there be any
antithesis between spiritual earnestness and the
desire to be taught? Why should not our words
be put in the way best adapted to achieve their
end? He felt that we were in danger of substi-
tuting for the inspired Word of God a theology of
man's invention. There are increasing signs of
heresy hunting, a disposition to pick out some
little slip, and magnify it out of all proportion.
Truth is many-sided, and no man has the whole of
it. There are difl'erent conceptions and different
presentations of truth, but these are consistent
with unity in the truth.

Anna Hogg considered that definite evangelistic
work on the part of our members had been unduly
insisted on, as if the only way in which a person
could serve God was in undertaking such work.
But not every one had gifts in that direction.
Those who brought practical religion into the
affairs of daily life did God's work as much as if

they spoke in meetings.

\Villiam R. Wigham said we had heard a good
deal about power; the power was present if we
would but use it. The early Friends got hold of
the right principle and lived it out, and hence ex-
ercised so great an influence. Because they were
willing to sufl'er they won liberty of conscience,
and contributed very largely to bring into promi-
nence the principle of arbitration as opposed to

war.

William Henry Haydock desired sympathy with
middle-aged Friends, who had been brought up
with certain ideas of religious truth which were
now assailed.

Edgar A. Pirn urged the teaching of the history

and principles of Friends to children.

Several other Friends addressed the Meeting
before the deliberation on the state of the Society

closed.

It was concluded to have no written reports of

meetings for worship and discipline at next Yearly
Meeting, and the subject of the spiritual condition

of these meetings was also left to be introduced by
Friends who feel it laid on their hearts when the

state of the Society again comes up for considera-

tion.

Fifth iVIonth 4th.—Anna Hogg called attention

to the fact that many Boer families had lost their

much prized family Bibles, containing in many
cases the family register. Many of these Bibles

had found their way to these countries, and were
kept as curiosities. If they were now restored to

the original owners, it would be in the interest of

peace, and A. Hogg recommended any Friends
knowing the whereabouts of any of these Bibles,

to seek to prevail upon the holders to restore them
to their owners, who were so sorely feeling their

loss. Much unity was expressed with Anna Hogg,
and the matter was commended to Friends in their

individual capacity.

A minute from the sitting of the Women's
Yearly Meeting which had just been held was
read, asking the Yearly Meeting "to alter its con-

stitution, so as to make it consist of men and
women Friends with equal responsibility for any
action that may be taken or arrangements made."

The Clerk read from the Discipline a section

which declares that "the Yearly Meeting of Friends

in Ireland consists of all Friends who are members
of any Monthly Meeting within the limits thereof."

After some deliberation a minute was made
accepting the view that the Yearly Meeting con-

sist of men and women Friends with equal and

co-ordinate rights and responsibilities, and that

power should be retained by the men and women
Friends respectively to meet separately when it

appeared desirable to do so. A committee was
appointed to consider the matter further in detail,

and to propose to next Yearly Meeting what

changes in our present usages might be desirable.

In of their approaching Yearly Meeting the

London Friend says:— "It is possible to expect too
much from the decisions of our Yearly Meetings,
as of all other Church conferences and convoca-
tions. That very many hearts may be refreshed
and stimulated to higher and more earnest en-
deavour all devoutly trust, and we desire that our
collective and increasing membership may move
forward under a yet clearer sense and understand-
ing of the mind of God. But it does not therefore
follow that it is wise for Yearly Meeting to be
looked to as though its regulations were to be an
easy guide for every member's conscience. It is

true there are corporate functions of united testi-

mony to foundation truths that find expression
relative to the bearing of those truths on the
questions of our time ; but it Is well for every
member amid the varied circumstances of life to
have large play for the working of the individual

conscience, that he may grow in the knowledge
and comprehension of the immediate prompting
and restraint of the Spirit of God."

NoUs from Others.

.lohn Eliot's Indian Bible of IGGo is owned by
the town of Xatick. The book is in an excellent
state of preservation. Two other copies of this

Bible are in existence, one in Connecticut, the
other in Europe.

The Association of the Congregational Churches
of the State of New York, lately took action,

"earnestly reque,sting the American Bible Society
to publish or sell the recent revisions and not con-
fine itself to the translation of 1611."

It is said that nowhere in the Old World do the
Jews enjoy such a degree of liberty as in the
country where their fathers were once slaves. This
is probably because Egypt is subject to British

rule. In Cairo there are five synagogues.

J. L. Harbour says, in the Pilgrim Teacher: " It

is a well-known fact that not one man in a hun-
dred is gifted with the ability to really interest

and hold the attention of Sunday school scholars,

and the 'remarks' of a great many speakers are
valueless on this account."

A magazine has recently been started in India

which promises to answer every objection against
Islam, and to discu.^s every question bearing upon
religion The editor, Mirza Gulam Ahmad, of Oad-
ian, promises an "impartial review of the existing

religions of the world, Christianity, and Islam in

particular."

Secretary Barton of the American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions .says that Ellen

Stone will probably return to the scene of her

captivity among the brigands in time, and he urges

that this Government should secure the payment
of indemnity for her ransom from the Turkish Gov-
ernment.

A cordial response has been given by Philadel-

phia ministers to co-operate in open-air services

during the summer. The leading ministers from
all denominations have expressed their willingne.ss

to engage in the work, some offering to give up
part of their vacation for the purpose. The cam-
paign is to be inaugurated by Campbell Morgan.

The Bible, translated into the language of Tibet,

is now being carried even into that forbidden land,

in advance of foreign commerce and travel. The
Russian Government, while hitherto intolerant of

missionaries, gives the Bible itself free course

among the people. It is admitted free of duty,

and has often been transported free of charge.

Rabbi Hirsch, in a lecture before the Epworth
League in Chicago recently, said: " if Jesus Christ

should return to the earth to-morrow, he would be
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welcomed in every Jewish synagogue in the land

. . So far as the modern Jew is con-

cerned, they regard Jesus as one of the noblest

spiritual teachers that ever appeared in the world."

" I believe it is far better to have little knowl-

edge of the Bible, with reverence for its teachings,

than to have much knowledge without reverence,"

says John D. Prince, commenting on the attitude

of" mind in which many pupils receive Bible in-

struction either in dull indifference or in frivolous

disrespect, mainly those from twelve to sixteen

years of age.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—A despatch from Halifax on the 25th

ult., says: "The Marconi station at Tablehead. C. B., is

in perfect order, and within a few days messages will

probably again flash across the Atlantic and the first long

distance wireless service on a commercial basis be estab-

lished."

From New York comes the announcement by the

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, that Thos. A.

Edison has become a member of the Board of Technical

Engineers of that Company, and it is said that Edison,

having become a stockholder in the above Company,

will turn over certain patents he owns.

The Philadelphia Milk Dealers Exchange has decided

not to reduce the price of milk from 8 to 6 cents a

quart. Poor pasturage due to a lack of rain is assigned

as the chief cause for this action. If the drought con-

tinues many days longer, it is likely 9 cents will be

asked.

During the first half of this month nearly 100 clerks

of the Census Office will be dropped for the reason

that the work of that office is being rapidly completed

and there is no longer necessity for retaining the present

clerical force.

The Lake Mohonk Conference on International Arbi-

tration opened on the 27th ult. The opening address

was made by former Secretary of State, John W. Foster.

In referring to the submission of the boundary dispute

between Chile and Argentine to arbitration, he said:
" Probably the most edifying and auspicious event has

occurred in a quarter of the world to which Anglo-Saxons

have not been inclined to look for helpful examples in

good government and salutary public law."

Referring to the value of the Hague Tribunal, he says:

"The Venezuela imbroglio has also served to bring into

prominence the value of arbitration and the utility of The

Hague tribunal. It was a high compliment to President

Roosevelt to be solicited to act as arbitrator of that dis-

pute. But it enhanced his reputation still more to de-

cline the offer, and to refer the contending parties to the

tribunal, which his own Government has done so much to

create.
" In no country did this act of President Roosevelt re-

ceive greater commendation than in France, some of

whose representatives at The Hague conference were the

most ardent supporters of the scheme adopted by that

body."

In summarizing the work of the past year, another

speaker pointed to the fact that disputes between 12

nations, have been referred to special arbitrators, or

arbitral commissions, while decisions of cases referred to'

arbitration, before The Hague Court was set up, have

been rendered, affecting twelve countries.

It was estimated that about 200,000 men were idle in

various parts of Greater New York last week, as a result

of strikes ordered by different unions, and the lockout de-

cided upon by material men and contractors, in their

fight against the unions." With a view to ending such

pernicious practices in the future," a committee of five

union men was appointed by the Board of Building Trades

to obtain evidence that employers in the building industry

are engaged in unlawful conspiracy t,o stultify competi-

tion and to crush lawful organizations of workingraen.

This evidence is to be laid before prosecuting authorities,

and is also to be made the basis for public denunciation

of the employers.

In this city, building operations, costing upward of

$12,000,000, are tied up as a result of the carpenters'

strike, and nearly 10,000 men affiliated with the building

trades, are idle. Of this number, about 5,800 are car-

penters, who are demanding 50 cents an hour, and the

remainder includes plasterers, bricklayers, laborers, mar-

ble setters and polishers, and other trades identified with

building construction, who are out in sympathy
Clarence S. Darrow, the Chicago lawyer who

before the strike commission as counsel of the United

Mine Workers, and who is looked upon as a legal cham-

pion of Labor, in an address to the Henry George Associa-

tion, on " The Perils of Trade Unionism," said: "When
all is said and done, the power of public opinion is the

one controlling power in the world. A sufficient public

opinion will preserve trade unionism. A strong enough

hostile public opinion will destroy it."

The greatest strike of Textile Workers, ever known in

the trade, was inaugurated on Second-day, when 95,000

operatives forsook their looms and spindles. They de-

mand fifty-five hours for a week's work, instead of the

sixty heretofore made, and ask pay only for the hours

worked. From Government statistics it seems that 95

per cent, of the carpets made in this country, come from

Philadelphia. In the upholstery trades, 98 per cent, of

the output is made here. 500 mills are affected, while

48 firms have conceded the shorter working scale.

Floods of unusual severity are devastating portions of

Nebraska, Iowa, Oklahoma and Kansas. A vast inland

sea is reported to surround Kansas City, while the gas

and electric lights are extinguished, the waterworks shut

down, and the railroad service is feeble and uncertain.

20,000 people are reported homeless. The food supply

is failing, and grave fears are entertained. At Topeka

34 persons are known to have perished and the loss of

property has reached vast sums. The War Department

is exerting its full powers, and going to the extreme

warrant of the law in aiding the flood sufferers in the West.

A tornado in Gainesville, Georgia, is renorted to have

killed from 85 to 100, mostly employers of the Cotton

Mills in that vicinity. One of the largest of these, a

three-story building had its two upper floors swept away.

There were 444 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 28 less than the pre-

vious week and 1 less than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 228 were males and 216 fe-

males: 54 died of consumption of the lungs ; 45 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ;

7 of diphtheria : 17 of cancer ; 14 of apoplexy ; 27 of

typhoid fever, and 5 of scarlet fever

Foreign. — From a most authentic and semi-official

source from Bogoto, the capital, it has been learned that

the Colombian Congress is almost certain to reject the

Panama canal treaty in its present form. It is added

that open opposition to the measure is encountered every-

where.

Owing to what was termed the hostile tone of his

correspondence, the St. Petersburg correspondent of a

London paper has been expelled. He had to sign a

promise to leave Russia forever, within three days.

Secretary Chamberlain's protection policy has caused a

ferment in England, and is being discussed on all sides.

Both the French and Spanish authorities have for-

bidden the continuance of the Paris-Madrid automobile

race, six persons having been killed, and thirteen seri-

ously injured. A speed of from 60 to 88 miles was at-

tained by some of the machines. Count de Talleyrand-

Perigord, President of the Middle European Automobile

Association, referring to the race, said: "This is what

comes of madness, for I regard it as madness to drive

along streets or roads at more than thirty kilometers an

hour." He admitted that automobile races were neces-

sary for the development of perfect machines, but they

should take place over a specially built course. No
country road in the world was capable of velocities of

100 kilometers an hour.

President Loubet will return the state visit which

King Edward has just paid to Paris. While Emperors,

Czars, Sultans, Shahs, Kings and Khedives have visited

London, this will be the first time in the great city's

history when the President of a Republic will have par

taken of its hospitality, and it is thought that this "in-

terchange of visits, by the rulers, will strengthen the

peace of the two nations.

Apparently the United States and Great Britain are

alone willing to make the payment of the debt easier to

China, the other governments consulted having disapproved

of the indemnity scheme proposed by Great Britain.

A despatch from Havana says: Both houses of Con-

gress passed the bill increasing the duty on coffee from

$12, the present rate, to $18 par hundred kilos. The
measure is intended for the protection of Cuban growers

against Brazilian and Porto Rican coffee.

A deputation of Jews from Kischeneff arrived at St.

Petersburg, to ask the Russian Government to protect

their race against future massacres and relieve their

burdens. The reception accorded the deputation, by

Minister of the Interior von Plehve, was such as to im-

press the delegates with the display of his amiability,

and by the attention with which he listened to their

complaints and requests.

A despatch from St. Johns, says: The Allan Line steam-

ship City of Bombay reports having passed an unusual

number of Icebergs on the Grand Banks. She sighted

18 bergs in one fleet. The British steamship Silvia,

which arrived from Halifax, passed 47 icebergs off Cape

Race. Several sailing ships report similar coi L
and the presence of heavy floes in the track of si

It is reported that the deaths from the plagn

Punjab from First Month 1st to Fifth Month In
bered 141,879.

NOTICES.

A young woman Friend desires some light work-

Seventh and Eighth Months. Address J., OflSce '

Friend. "^
Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting will be( ^L

Mt. Laurel, N. J., on the eleventh of Sixth Mont
A. M. Coaches will be waiting at the meeting-b:'

Moorestown on the arrival of the trolley leaving

at 7.56, and of train leaving Market Street Ferry

at 8.20, to convey Friends to Mt, Laurel and i{j

Those intending use of coaches will please notif'n

E. Kaighn, Moorestown, N. J., not later than the 1( %

Westtown Boarding School. — For conveni e

persons coming to Weettown School, the stage v, i

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M., ; :.

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when re(
hj..

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents ea;jt

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West Ijit

Phone 114a. Edward G. Smedlet, ; ,'t.

Westtown Boarding School.— Application lU-
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in gjr

to instruction and discipline should be addressed

Wm. F. Wickersha.m, Prin >'

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai ci

munications in regard to business should be forw; .-

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address Westtown P. 0., Chester ,F

Westtown Old Scholars' Associatioi

Seventh Annual Reunion (Fourth Westtown Reo

the Old Scholars' Association is planned for Seve

Sixth Month 6th, 1903, on the School grounds at W.

All old scholars, their husbands, wives and

and all others interested, are invited to become i

of the Association. The members are invited t

the Reunion which will be held from 9 a. m. to 4

Special trains will be met by stages at Westti

tion. The meeting will be held at 11 o'clock ii

0. S. A. tent; it will be addressed by interestin<

ers, whose names will be announced later; aftf

lunch will be served in the school building. Ti

noon will afford an opportunity of viewing

games, walks, and having the more social enj

old school friends.

ingerM

Died, at New Providence, Iowa, on Fifth Moul

1903, Julia Ann Martin, aged eighty-two yeJ
months. For more than half of that time sbj

minister in the Society of Friends and travele'di

truth's service. Though a member of the lari'

in Iowa, her sympathy was with the conservativ'en

Meeting, and she was present at the first meet th

by Norwegian Friends in Marshall County, low; kill

nine years ago, which has been kept up twice Id

week ever since, and is now known as Stavanger >iltl

Meeting of Friends. This dear Friend suffered j'

account of poor health for several years,

end was permitted a season of relief for I

spirit, and in quietness and confidence excl

earthly temporal tabernacle, for that which i

and eternal.

, at his residence in Philadelphia on thf>eBl

eighth of Second Month, 1903, Edward RiceI^I

nearly ninety-one years, a beloved member and W
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia^ «l

Northern District. Of his condition in active lif *•

fitly said, " Not slothful in business, fervent m
serving the Lord," while in his declining years«»i»

ifested that humilty. patience, tenderness ofsftii

love, which mark the mature Christian. I

, at Greenwich, Ohio, Fifth Month 1st, 19. J«'

F. Brown, aged ninety-three years and eleven 's'

esteemed member of Greenwich Monthly Mepf

Friends, the was the youngest daughter of 2tii

and Anna Bridsall, and was born in Ulster Co„^l<

New York, in 1810. Removed to Ohio in )%>

was united in marriage to Merritt Brown, who aifw

short years was removed by death in 1841, piecM*

to his eternal home sixty-two years. Endowed ipW
than ordinary mental ability, she quietly walke pn*

those long years of lonely widowhood, trusting ii j""

Saviour. She was a life-long member of the E«I'

Friends, and firmly attached to its doctrinesatliiw

pies; was quite frail for many months, but is f('

ered home, we trust, as " a shock of corn fully >«

the heavenly garner.

I
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Unionism.

TJ* great concern to be looked after in

mrji Unionism, for wliich some in these times

eiiking plans, is whether God is their union

•up is their god.

Tl|re is a unity which God draws men into,

id ir all true churches it centres in Christ,

•ari that is the unity of the Spirit, and

iril is their bond of peace. There is also

elsy mind of man, as rife for unity as

r cision, when it uneasy now to be turning

• M-s, or now for building its babylons,

Mir doing's sake,— which must be felt

ivat stumbling block to promoters of

ue nity.

-B^^een the poetic sentiment for union and

le list for combinations and trusts, there is

iiiii|;h danger of the idolatry of union as

wjis hope of the unity of the Spirit. If

« Krely syndicate motives are to prevail,

onjwith that popular indifference to es-

mtil differences which likes the associa-

OD'id tolerates its truth, then "Say not ye

coiederacy, to all them to whom this people

laljsay, 'A Confederacy !' Neither fear ye

leij'ear nor be afraid. Sanctify the Lord
'

hilts himself, and let Him be your fear,

id 1, Ilini be your dread, and he shall be for

aajtuary" ( Isaiah viii: 1-24).

Til basis of union is not the swapping of doc-

in^ or the leveling of some points and the

rc|gupof others, but it is the Spirit of Him
w,)m the gathering of the people shall be.

MBcan be a unity of spirit and honest, help-

J c'ference of opinions, healthy because ex-

ciijd in the bond of peace. When we as a

ici y report that love and unity are main-

inj, we believe that there is a unity of spirit

id iirpose alive among us, steadily minding

« jnie essential thing; and perhaps all the

orifO because true to differing convictions of

ffejmt aspects of Truth. The unity of the

lir does not mean uniformity of opinions.

These belong to the head rather than the heart,

and may be left to follow the lead of a heart

that is concerned to be right towards God. It

is not right to respect others' opinions of

every sort, but it is right to respect others

who are honest in their opinions. In running

with one another the race that is set before

us, are we called upon to copy exactly each

other's steps and so get our eyes off the Goal,

or fo be looking unto "the Author and Fin-

isher of our faith, who for the joy set before

Him endured the cross despising the shame?"

If we, with eye fixed on Him, so run as to

obtain. He will not criticise us for our indi-

vidual gait, but the uniform aim of eye and

step towards Him will be the unity with which

He is well pleased.

Good and pleasant as it would be for all

Christ's brethren on earth to be found dwelling

together in unity,—even of organization if

that need be, but we doubt it,—yet we can-

not see that it is not better at present for the

professing church at large that scnc of its

different bodies should continue to preserve

their individuality. The maintenance of living

principle in the Truth by some individual de-

nominations is a more eminent service to all

churches, than the sinking of those testimony-

bearing denominations into a common ecclesi-

astical mass could possibly be. This, in the

present state of the church, would be a

drowning of the most living instances of the

unity of the Spirit in the uniformity of dead-

ness. Union is not for the sake of union, but

for the sake of the Spirit, and the better to

band men together in maintenance of his testi-

monies and the furtherance of Christ's king-

dom.

While it is conceivable that most I'rotestant

churches might combine without real loss of

any spiritual principle for which they stand,

though not without several changes of mode

and form,—yet the one absolutely non-priestly

religious society of them all would have to

remain d'stinct or else be utterly cancelled. It

is wholly unmixable with the other systems,

without the surrender of all the points which

made it a Society. In its case union would be

simply obliteration. Such obliteration of most

but the name has already, over large areas,

come to pass, through attempts to accommo-

date principle to the usages of others. In

such cases the distinctive principle simply

(Iroi)s out, and the principle of worsiiip, of

ministry, of usage and of doctrine generally

which obtains in other churches seta in and
keeps on under cover of our name. So church-

unionism, consistently applied to the rest of

us, would have to mean the annihilation of all

that is distinctive in (Quakerism. Without nam-
ing now our several fundamental tenets that

gave our system a separate existence, we leave

to any one so disposed to see if he can blend

them, one by one, with the practice of other

church-systems without surrendering them.

We are glad to hear of the growing spirituality

of the churches, and hope it is true. But until

their standards <we compare no individuals)

reach a higher level still, or ours a lower one,

our religious Society must stand separate, or

be submerged in the common tide. And yet

how many, swept along in that tide, we have

heard calling out to us, "Oh Friends, keep

true to your special principles, and show to

the church at large the more excellent way!"

On the wbo'o.wp ioin t^n ( 'liriMim Inatrvrimc

in fearing that "the schemes of union of the

churches of our time means a leveling down to

the plane of the churches that have made lower

attainments ... It is questionable whether

a union formed under these circumstances

would be endeavoring to keep the unity of the

Spirit."

"1 imi'ii," says a correspondent, "that those

who have the care of Tmc Fkik.nu will con-

tinue to impress upon the minds of its readers,

that the foundation of true Quakerism is the

revelation of .Jesus Christ in the heart of every

one, agreeably to the teaching of .Jesus Him-

self;

"Flesh and blood hath not revealed this unto

thee, but my Father which is in heaven." The

revelation of the Father being the revealing

of his Son, so Jesus Christ revealed in us be-

comes the foundation of all true living spiritual

experience. Out side of this there is no spiri-

tual experience that will satisfy the longings

of the true seeker after righteousness and

true holiness, and the peace of God that passeth

all understanding."

We are indebted to another for the follow-

ing:

The Springfield Republican recalling the

massacre of Chinese at Rock Springs, observes:
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—"With no Rock Spring massacre to our

creiiit, no slaughter of Italians, no roasting to

death of negroes, no lynching, no savagery in

labor wars, America would be in a better posi-

tion to tell the Czar that his peocle were a

very barbarous set, and that all of us, in this

blessed land of civilization and humanity were

indescribably shocked by the reports from Bess-

arabia. Until our own skirts are cleaner, this

should be a cardinal feature of our policy

—

to mind our own Kischeniffs, and pray that

other nations may be saved from the brutal

and passionate excesses of mankind."

Doukhobor Notes.

We, Gregory Michaelovitch and Praskovita

Vassilyevna Popov and all our family of Popov

send our greeting to -Jos. S. Elkinton, Joseph

Elkinton, (Jeorge M. Comfort, Ephraim Smith,

Jonathan E. Rhoads, Samuel Morris, William

L. Bailey and William Evans, with our beloved

parcners and also with your dear children

and also to all your Christian household of faith,

to you who are the partakers of the same faith

with us. You our much beloved brethren and

sisters in our Lord Jesus Christ, we send you

our hearty greeting from the depth of our

souls,and we praise the Lord God for his great

mercy in bringing us to Canada to this free

country as he has blessed us to live heie.

Moreover we have a greater joy, which I am
unable to express with my tongue or describe

with the pen, that is, how my heart feels that

there are so many of our Friends who have

been sending us help and supporting our bodies

by sending us carloads of clothes and also

flour and were having compassion with us as

with their own children . And up to now,

dear Friends, your love has not grown cold,

but has become warmer. Now, dear Friends,

you have sent a messenger who came to

build for us a school.

As to us, we were very glad when Cors. Jansen.

gave us such a precious word that you do not

deprive us of your love and you desire to have

our children taught in Rosthern in school,

and then I was exceeding glad, so that from

gladness t could not refrain the tears in my
eyes, and I respond to your gracious dealing

and your desire towards our children. I be-

lieve also our children ought never to forget

you for such a great love of yours. I have

also therefore given away my children Tenia

and Peter to be taught in Rosthern. Dear
Friends, we are not able to thank you enough
for your great love.

We remain, wishing you all the riches of

God's love, forever loving you,

Gregory Michaelovitch Porov and Wife.

A "Loving Definition of Mysticism,"
cited in the review columns of the Atlantic

Monthly, for Fourth Month, 1903:

By mysticism we mean, not the extrava-

gance of an erring fancy, but the concentra-

tion of reason in feeling the enthusiastic love

of the good, the true, the one sense of the

infinity of knowledge, and of the marvel of

the human faculties. When feeding upon such
thoughts, the wing of the soul is renewed and
gains strength ; she is raised above

'

' the mani-

kins of earth " and their opinions, waiting in

wonder to know, and working with reverence
to find out what God in this or in another
life may i-eveal to her.

—

Jowett.

From a Letter of John Crooks to Isaac Pcning-

ton

:

"Sure I am, none can be so weaiy, but

He takes care of them ; nor none so nigh

fainting but He puts his arm under their

heads; nor none can be so beset with ene-

mies on every side but He will arise and

scatter; nor none so heavy laden, but He
takes notice of them, and gently leads them,

and will not leave them behind unto the mer-

ciless wolf, because they are his own, and his

life is the price of their redemption, and his

blood of their ransom ; and if they be so young
that they cannot go. He carries them in his

arms, and when they can feel nothing stirring

after him, his bowels yearn after them: so

tender is this Good Shepherd after his flock.
'

' I can tell, for I was as one that once

went astray, and wandered upon the barren

mountains, and when I had wearied myself

with wandering, I went into the wilderness

and there I was torn as with briars, and
pricked as with thorns, sometimes thinking

this was the way and sometimes concluding

that w^as the way, and by and by conclud-

ing all was out of the way, and then bitter

mourning came upon me and weeping for

want of the interpreter, for when I sought

to know what was the matter, and where
I was, it was too hard for me. Then 1

thought I would venture on some way, where
it was most likely to find a lost God, but

found it not, until I came to see my heart

swept from those thoughts and imaginations

and willings and runnings, and to die to them
all, not heeding them, but watching against

them, lest I should let my mind go after them.

"And here I dwelt for a time as in a

desolate land uninhabited, w^here I sat alone

as a sparrow upon the housetop, and was hunted

up and dowTi like a partridge upon the moun-
tains and could rest nowhere but some lust

or thought or other followed me at the heels,

and disquieted me night and day, until I came
to know Him in whom was rest, and no oc-

casion of stumbling; in whom the devil hath

no part, and He became unto me as a hiding-

place from the storms, and from the tem-
pests. Then came my eyes to see my Sav-

iour, and my sorrow fled away, and He be-

came made unto me all in all, my wisdom,
my righteousness, and my - sanctification, in

whom I was and am complete, to the praise

of the riches of his grace and goodness that

endure for ever.

"Therefore be not discouraged, 0, thou,

tossed as with tempests! nor dismayed in

thyself; because thou seest such mighty hosts

of enemies raising up against thee, and be-

setting.' thee on every side; for none was so

beset and tried and tempted as the true Seed
was; who was a man of sorrows and acquainted

with grief. But be thou still in thy mind,

and let the billow-s pass over, and wave upon
wave, and fret not thyself because of them,
neither be cast down, as if it should never be

otherwise with thee. Sorrow comes at night,

but joy in the morning; and the days of thy
mourning shall be morning, and the accuser

will God cast out for ever.

"For therefore was I afflicted, and not

comforted, and tempted and tried, for this

end, that I might know how to speak a word
in due season, unto those w-ho are tempted
and afflicted as I once was: as it was said

unto me in that day when sorrow lay h- ,y

upon me.
'

"Therefore be not disconsolated, neiir

give heed unto the reasonings and disput

«

of they own heart; nor the fears that it
therefrom, but be strong in the faith, belie ;»

in the light which lets thee see them, am jj

grace thou wilt know to be sufficient for t a

and his strength to be made perfect irS
weakness. And so wilt thou rather glojj
thy infirmities, that his power may rest 'jj

thee, than in thy earnest desires to be r of

them, for by these things thou wilt con 'to

live in the life of God, and joy in God, ad

glory in tribulation, when thou hast leay

in all conditions to be contented; andthrk
trials and deep exercises, is the way to Jn

this lesson.
'

' Therefore watch that thou fall not 'to

temptation, and my God and Father keep 'ee

in the arms of eternal love, over all, unt le

end, unto his praise. Amen."

FOR ' The FBit

The Mark of Modern Saintship.

BY AGNES L. TIERNEY.
'

Religion has been .defined as the consjuf

relation between man and God, and th's-

pression of that relation in human condui

If one have occasion to pass judgment mi

the religion of another people, organi; i

or individual, we necessarily confine our.-

.

in that judgment to the second element :

ligion—its expression in human conduct v

are too circumscribed and limited in our k '

edge of the workings of the infinite upc t

finite to feel anything but reluctance to ;

another's claim to relationship with God.

we almost instinctively judge the genui^,(;^

of a man's religion by his conduct, hij'on

formity or non-conformity to certain i.'nd

ards acknowledged by his generation. N
thus it has happened that different ages .1'.

their vaiying development of ethical p v

tion, have set up different standards of i-

ment of the outward expression of re' i-

Observance of the law under the Jewi; d

pensation, obedience to the church i i

Middle Ages, acceptance of certain fix :

terpretations of Scripture in early Prot ;:!

times, were each in their turn the ac jt

witnesses to men of the soul's relati st

with God. If we ask what is our pti!'

modem test of the reality of a man's re n^

I think we can answer, "his attitude 1v;;

his fellow men.
'"

' In previous epochs
,

-

ligious history we find no widespread sis

ence on this modern standard of judgni^

the adequate fruits of religion. In the

we have the most complete and loftiej^

pression of the religious attitude towar^i

faith, trust and deepest adoration. It tt

the religious attitude toward man D:iri(tM«

little. His enemies were the enemies ^'>-

The command, "love your enemies" ili

searching question, "He that lovfth t

brother whom he hath seen, how shall i-

God whom he hath not seen," were ilie "•

of a new dispensation, the spiritual fi :-

which were borne long after Daviil- ti

The early Christians, we must 1 r

sessed to an unsurpassed degree li:

attitude toward men. Theinspirati

new and lofty faith fused all its cm .i

into one spirit of self-sacrificing low

SIS

'I
I

i
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chdih, in the fulness of its hierarchical power
anqnaterial glory, soon cooled that splendid

pason for humanity which bui-ned in the hearts

of js founders, and substituted for it devo-

tioito its worldly interests and loyalty to

ita )ramands.
"
t in the midst of its formalism and be-

;ai! of its corruption there appeared men
jncvomen whose lives were passionately de-

/otl to a religion expressed as an attitude

;owd (!od. These are known in history as

:he'nediieval saints. Here and there were
ho whose relationship with (iod bore fruit

1 Mttitude toward men. Francis of As-
1 I'llizaheth of Hungary, are types of
l^ut the record of a large projmrtion

h lives of the saints is full of i)ainful

. ^ 1(1 gain favor of Clod through self-

ilralion, or to become so absorbed in the

,1 iiiplation of heavenly things that the

needed almost entirely from their vis-

St. Simeon, who stood for thirty years
lictwixt the meadow and the cloud,"

: ixtreme example of the tirst class,

second we find some interesting ex-

iiips described in Prof. James' recent book
n Keligious Experiences." One was "St.
laiaiet Mary," the founder of the Day of

ai ivil Heart. She grew so absoi-bed in

I- Idve that she became almost useless

' he convent. They tried her in the in-

lait without success, in the kitchen,

\er3rthing dropped out of her hands,

ly they put her to teach in the school,

he little girls cut pieces out of her
er relics, but where she was too much

-e.l to pay the necessary attention,

j^uther example is that of "St. Louis"
f (jnzaga, who died in his twenty-ninth year.

nii'i known as the pattern of all young peo-
He felt it right to forget the number of

iiers and sisters and to think of his

Illy to pray for them. He guarded
s(j carefully that when one day, by

ae looked upon a compatiion he re-

I himself severely for lack of mod-
ile cultivated silence in order to be

I from the sins of the tongue, and
iter false accusations and unjust rep-

as opportunities for humility. When
r died he took it as a particular at-

I if God to himself and wrote a letter

. , 111 advice to his sorrowing mother, whom,
III the age of twelve, he had avoided seeing
! (iiversing with alone.

ijny of the Protestant mystics did not avoid

lejctravagances and asceticism of the church
iii|N and while, perhaps, it is possible to

iiialuly on extreme instances, it is well

11 1 the whole religious tendency of

1 ai-kable period of history known as

ale Ages was toward cloistered con-

Mi and passive ecstacy.
I, list century began with a stem revolt

ja^st any form of religion that abstracted

from human life and activity. The
Jsd of the nineteenth century was hu-

aty, its text the brotherhood of man. In

lidst of its scientific reasonings, its ques-

ongs, its doubts and its negations, service

imanity became with large numbers the

Ui of religion. So widespread was the re

retained. In defence of the greal-souled among
these, Whittier wrote: '

" Call him not heretic whose works attest
His faith in goodness by no creed confes.sed.

Whatever in love's name is truly done
To free the bound and lift the fallen one,
Is done to Christ. Whoso in deed and word
Is not against Him labors for our Lord.
When he who, sad and weary, longing sore
For love's sweet service sought the sister's door,
One saw the heavenly one, the human guest,
And who shall say which loved the Master best?"

At the beginning of the twentieth century
we find two tendencies at work. On the one
hand is a reaction toward the formalism,
mysticism and self-centered emotionalism of
another age. On the other hand a ceaseless,

breathless activity in good works which must
at times lack the essential qualities of true
service, sure leading, real devotion, faith and
perfect sympathy. If we, as Friends, are to
stand between these two tendencies and hold
the scales at balance, we must examine our
standard carefully.

From their beginning Friends have bridgeri

the chasm which divided the iiiystir from the
humanitarian. Mystics tliey have always been,

but mystics with a leading into the world, not

out of it. Those i)rominenl in the earlier an-
nals were pioneers in. the many-sided humani-
tarian movement. Their reverent spirits, bathed
in that divine love which saint and mystic
sought in retirement, saw in each human being
a brother or a sister. In the light of the

revelation of love they detected and miti-

gated wrongs which society at large ha'd not

fully recognized. So much of their power
came from their simple, human attitude, that

we do well to inquire how much of this force

we are losing or gaining to-day. What should

be our attitude toward our fellow men? What
is the mark of modern saintship"?

"Manners maketh man" is an old saying.
" Manners do not make the man, but manners
reveal the man " is the revision of a great

scholar who puts second in his five evidences

of an education, "those refined and gentle

manners which are the expression of fixed

habits of thought and action." "Keal man-
ners," he continues, "the manners of a truly

educated man or woman, are an outward ex-

pression of intellectual and moral conviction.

Sham manners are a veneer that falls away at

the dampening touch of the first selfish sug-

gestion. Manners have a moral significance

and find their basis in that true and deepest

self-respect which is built upon respect for

others. . . It is by the amount of respect,

deference and courtesy shown to human per-

sonality as such that we judge whether one is

s parade or whether he is so well

trained, well educated and so habitually ethi-

cal in thought and action that he realizes his

proper relation to his fellows and reveals his

realization in his manners."
The religious attitude towards others means

all this and more. It realizes an actual com-

munion of the best within one's own nature

with the best in another. It recognizes that

common humanity which underlies all attain-

ments, all exterior differences of opportunity

environment. It delights in other souls

against"religion without love, that the
|

as revealers of varying aspects of truth. Noth-

hes lost many allies, whom at a later ing but a true baptism of sympathy can give

iiore liberal period they would have gladly
|
this attitude. We recall how Oeorge Fox was

troubled because he was allowed to see and
understand the evil in the hearts of others,
and he cried to the Lord saying: " Why should
I be thus, .seeing I was never achiicted to com-
mit these evils," and the Lord answered that
"it was needful I should have a sense of all

conditions; how else should I speak to all

c((Mditii>ns." Few of us can hope for such
an overwhelming sense of insight as this. But
through the humility which comes from a genu-
ine recognition of our own weakne.sses, and
through an earnest desire for that wondrous
spirit of penetrating love which .Jesus radiated
on all about Ilim, we may be prei>areii for a
life of hel|)ful .sympathy and real service.

When I was a school girl I learned from a
short paragraph in the Outlines of the World's
History that Socrates was one of the most
remarkable of men, because he said: " Know
thy.self." It seemed to me then a curiously
overrated remark, for, 1 reasoned. If one does
not know himself, what can he possibly know?
The deep wisdom of this classic injunction is

revealed only to those who have had experi-
with themselves for a long time. Medita-

tion on the difficulty we all have in recognizing
the counterjjarts of what we call weakne.sses,

aults or sins in others, will bring it home to
us all.

As members of a religious body with an in-

heritance of tradition, settled jmlicy and social

standing, most of us have led unusually se-

cluded lives, protected for the most part from
those temptations which ambition, necessity or
hardship bring to others. But a week's rigid

insjiection of our motive, in each act, of our
prowess to yield to slight temptations to evade
truth, to lose tempers, to slight work, to think
or si>eak ill-naturedly of others, to break small
promises, to withhold perfect justice, to choose
the easier of two courses, will convince us
that human nature is strong within us, and
that it may be only the absence of greater
temjitations that keejis us from the struggle
which often overwhelms others. The barriers

that sejiarate individual from individual, class

from class, are much thinner and more artificial

than we realize. Few of us know sufficiently

well the strength and weakness of our own
natures to judge others except in the spirit

of sympathy. The world is coming to believe

more and more in the power of spirit. Na-
ture and art, body and mind, make the strong

appeals, but it is the spirit that quicken-

eth.

We all know what it is to be attracted or re-

pulsed, even heli)ed or hindered by the stranger

who simply crosses our field of vision. We
have no means of measuring the diffusive

power of a spirit of outreaching .sj-mpathy.

Its messages are by wireless telegraphy, its

receivers human souls.

There are no such discemers of spirits as

those upon whom the burden of the world's

labor falls. Hence there is a reason, and we
younger Friends cannot reflect upon it too

often, why the "(juakerof the olden time"
held an unrivalled place in the affections of

the poor and oppressed. They had "those
refined and gentle manners which are the ex-

pression of fixed habits of thought and action,"

and adtled to this, a sense of the value of the

human soul, a serious, tranquil, pervasive

sympathy, and that highest and most modem
of spiritual achievements, "the separation of
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sin and the sinner." Tliis is the spirit we
all need in our work to-day.

"Do our works revolve about ourselves, our
own activities, our own sensibilities, " writes
President Hyde, "then we are philanthro-

pists, workers, anything you please, only we
are not Christians. For true love shares the
whole personal problem of its object and
strengthens the will of him whom it serves
by sympathy even while it helps him bear its

burden."
Another great teacher has written :

' 'From
the love of man we do not necessarily rise into

the love of God; but from any true love of

God we inevitably descend into the love of

man, his child, his image, the object of his

benediction and the sharer of his immortal-
ity." And the greatest of all teachers said,

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart and with all thy soul and with all

thy mind. This is the first and great Com-
mandment, and the second is like unto it.

Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

We are often reminded that no people, in

proportion to their numbers, give so largely to

philanthropic and charitable enterprises as

Friends. We are proud of this distinction. But
let us not forget that the most precious posses-
sions we all have are the thoughts, the aspira-

tions, the principles and the love that guide and
animate our own lives. Let us not deny what
we can communicate of these in word, deed or
spirit to the least or greatest of our fellow
beings. Let us so order our hearts and lives

that we shall serve our generation as true
Friends of God and of humanity—not as med-
iaeval but as Modern Saints.

" No monkish garb he wears, no beads he tells.

Nor is immersed in walls remote from strife;

But from his heart deep mercy ever wells.

He looks humanely forth on human life.

In place of missals or of altar dreams
He cons the passioned book of deeds and days

Striving to cast the comforting sweet beams
Of charity on dark and noisome ways.

16).

John Bellows.*
|

his life. His utterances in our Meeting^
that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God" i

Worship were not of great length, but Ij^

This truth was abundantly
j

such as gave help to the meeting, and in
jj,

ings for church affairs his views weretn
helpful. ^

John Bellows' life was a full and busyiie^

and yet in it all he maintained that quit^
of spirit which is the inheritance of those

tie

Not hedged about by sacerdotal rule.

He walks, a fellow of the scarred and weak.
Liberal and wise his gifts, he goes to school

To justice ; and he turns the other cheek.

He looks not holy, simple is his belief,

His creed for mystic visions do not scan;
His face shows lines cut there by others' grief,

And in his eyes is love of brother man.

Not self nor self-salvation is his care.

He yearns to make the world a sunnier clime
To live in; and his mission everywhere

So strangely like to Christ in olden time.

No medisBval mystery, no crowned
Dim figure, halo-ringed, uncanny bright,

A modern saint, a man who treads earth's ground.
And ministers to men with all his might."

To Receive a heavenly vision is a great
honor and privilege. The only way to mani-
fest our gratitude and deserve the privilege
is to obey the vision. It is much easier to
admire, wonder and believe, than to obey.
The new-born Christian is always tempted to
stop short of obeying, and content himself
with adoring the grace that saves him. But
he is called to serve, and expected to obey.

—

C. C. Adams. ^^^^
Say what is true ; speak not agreeable false-

hood.— 2%e Code ofManu.

"H
(1 John iv

manifest in the life of our friend John Bel-

lows, and it seems right to us at this time
briefly to bear testimony to the life and labors
of one whose name will long be precious, not
only to many in our Society, but also to others.

John Bellows, son of Wm. Lamb and Han-
nah Bellows, was born at Liskeard, Cornwall,
the eighteenth of First Month, 1831. He was
apprenticed as a printer at Camborne, and in

1851. at the close of his apprenticeship, re-

moved to London: but his health failing, he
remained only six months, returning to his

home at Camborne. Shortly after this he re-
moved to Gloucester, where he was engaged
as manager in a small printing establishment
for several years, after which he commenced
on his own account, and built up a large and
flourishing business.

During the early part of his residence in

Gloucester he was brought in contact with a

clergyman who insisted on the need of water-
baptism; this led him to study the question
more fully, and having Barclay's "Apology"
sent him, he was convinced most strongly that
it was his duty to become a Quaker in all re-

spects.

In 1869 he was married to Elizabeth, daugh-
ter of the late Mark Earnshaw, of Clitheroe.

During the Franco-Prussian war, in 1870,
a number of Friends went to France to distri-

bute help to the non-combatant victims, and
he was one of those who volunteered to go,
spending a month in this work. In 1892 went
to Russia with Joseph James Neave, who had
concern to visit that country to endeavor to

get the authorities to ameliorate the condition
of the persecuted Stundists; and it was on
this visit that he met with the Doukhobors in

the Trans-Caucasus, which led to the interest

he afterwards took in these people, resulting
in their migration to Canada.

In 1896, with his wife, he visited Constan-
tinople, and entered into the cause of the op-
pressed Armenians. Sir J. W. Whittall stated
lately that the labors of John Bellows "and
those of others like him had saved thousands,
not only from death by starvation, but from
perversion to Islam."

1899 saw him again going abroad, this time
with Edmund Wright Brooks, to St. Peters-
burg, to endeavor to get the release of about
one hundred and twenty of the Doukhobors
who were in exile in Siberia.

As a delegate to the Peace Conference at
the Hague he was found on the side of peace;
and he went to Sweden to endeavor to get
some mitigation of the imprisonment of Nor-
wegians because of their refusal to bear arms.

Although he did not enter into municipal
life, yet he took an interest in matters con-
cerning his adopted city, becoming one of its

most esteemed citizens, whilst for the Society
of which he was a member he undertook the
position of Elder, and was an appointed mem-
ber of the Meeting for Sufferings. His strong
conviction of what he believed to be the right
work and methods of the Society led him at
one time to resign membership, but after
awhile he again sought to be united with us,

and continued in membership for the rest of

like the Psalmist, can saj', "All my stjm
are in Thee, " and who have learned to i ,ej

their strength by waiting upon the Lord.hj,

quietness of spirit, coupled with faithfijeg

to what he believed to be right, was a king
trait in our friend's character, and shovfiit

self in every department of his life. Hjas
an individual manifestly seeking to live ife

the control of the Spirit and to walk iitk

God.
;

His allegiance to personal convictioJe^

him frequently to differ from those he ve^

and respected, causing at times painbuto
himself and others; but his honesty, hur,tT,

and unfailing courtesy led even those ;h(i

differed from him to respect him, and encirec

him to all who knew him.
j

Numbers of clergymen and others, ijal

not sharing all his views, have written ;jre

dating his sincerity, while his friend jm
correspondents were to be found in all ^Ifc

of life and in many lands. i

His visit to America with his wife in jOl

to see a son who was settled there, seeDJh
have brought on an attack of asthma, vick

with complications, was the cause of ea

suffering, and although for many wee td

wards the close he could only sit up hi

chair, yet no murmur escaped him. Thi gii

out his illness he was only once knc t

give way to depression, and that but ir

brief time.

On the return of his son from Americtk
latter asked him, "Is all well with th(i&

ther?" to which he replied, "Yes; alli.'rall

we have not followed cunningly devised 1 [let

We know in Whom we have believed." Hi

memory will long be cherished by the rae

cuted and oppressed communities of he

lands, who attracted his deepest symphie

and most practical help. He died on th i;;

of Fifth Month, 1902, aged seventy-one .i

His funeral at the cemetery of Paiiiswi

the ninth, was largely attended by ]ierj j

all shades of political opinion, and by

sentatives of most of the religious ilem ii;;

tions and of the civic authorities.

One Flock.—Our Lord says to his dif

that there are other sheep not of the

race whom he is to gather. "There s

one flock and one shepherd." Not on

but one flock. There are many iiicb

many outward organizations called ":

but Christ is the shepherd of all true

As Dr. Thompson, of Berlin, well says

mark is on the sheeiK not on the fold.

need not go from door to door to tind

Divine mark; the mark is on the t hri

not on the organized church, as such.-

The fields in some places are not

but precious grain is being shed hv

sheaves have not been carried to tl

A testimony of Gloucester and Nailsworth Monthly I

by the few and fainting laborers.- - -

Meeting concerning John Bellows, an Elder, deceased. j pondent.

i
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I

infessors of Peace from the Second Century

to the Bra of Mahomet.

XIII.

ji'arly contemporary with Augustine and

erjiie was I'atrick, through whose faithful

jfjts the Christian religion witnessed a good
stjilishment in Ireland. There have been

Tijen very many accounts of the life of this

o-Jlled "patron saint," but a large part of

hejiatter is simply legendary and fictitious.

'rci his own "Confessions, " which furnish us

;i( a trustworthy narrative, we are intro-

^:i
i to one who appears, after his conver-
In have closely followed the leadings of

aeli'ly Spirit. Without the great learning

f jther of the renowned "Fathers of the

Ihijch" just named, I'atrick was one who has

"flhe savor of an excellent name unmarred
likniish of a persecuting or of a bitter-

iitmversial temper.
• -uspel had been introduced into Eng-

>ie than a century before the time of

ntnie, in whose reign we read of three
\i liishops attending the Council of Aries,

,. I. ol4. Patrick was born about sixty

eai after the latter date. His father, he
ell us, was a deacon and his grandfather a

i \tfr. The village where he was born
,

111 the banks of the Clyde near the south-
r: Liast of Scotland, and it was his lot, as

b- of sixteen, to be carried away by Irish

re^ooters, who sold him into captivity in

he' own land. The place was near the
'"it (if Slemish. His master employed him

I riling cattle, and here the grace of God
isul him. "While I was feeding cattle,"

e jrites, "I prayed frequently every day,

ndlny love and fear of God and faith in Him
onldually increased. I dwelt in the woods
nd)n the mountain, and woke up to pray
efje the dawn. I felt no pain, nor frost,

ornow, nor rain, nor any sense of indolence,

orlie Spirit was burning within me."
Iitrick, like Paul, was a chosen vessel of

ht'.ord. Frequently in dreams, in visions

iiiiiht, the tender mercies of the Lord
It, and fervent desires to walk in his

II way, were impressed upon him. He
ECitd from slavery to his own land, but af-

ertvhile he heard the inward voice calling

imo return. "Again, on another night,—
kjvv not, God knoweth, whether it was in

Jelor near me— I heard distinctly word.'*

'hh I could not understand except these at

beilose: 'He who gave his life for thee, is

ieiho speaketh in thee;.' And so I awoke
i.i(j;ine." He rejoices indeed that his call

aaotat all from man, but directly from God,
» e says: "I testify in truth and in joy of

ea, before (jod and his holy angels, that I

evj' had any reason except the gospel and
iBj-omises for ever returning to that people
JOjwhom I had formerly escaped with diffi-

nli" There is no evidence that he was
Kjin Rome, or had any commission from its

isip, patriarch or pope.
Tje Druidical religion was that which main-

' levailed in Ireland before the coming of
at'ck. According to Dr. Joseph Sanderson,
"tjhas compiled a discriminating life of Pat-
clj) the Druids invoked their divinities in

iVj of their friends, and for this purpose
»([ incantations upon a mound or elevated
roid near the field of battle. By auguries

from the heavenly bodie.s, clouds, wind and
smoke, the flight of hirds, and other phenom-
ena, they determined the propitious and the
unpropitious times for fighting a battle, or for
any other important action. Their bards, like
those of the Northmen, cast into rude verse
the deeds of their heroes, reciting them upon
public occasions and at all great festivals. A
Druid was the most jealous of beings, and woe
to the individual who excited his jealousy. A
single word from the Druid, and the man was
cut down like grass. A Druid had always the
king's ear, and at his whisper the order went
forth to slay the hated man. Yet they taught
a belief in the immortality of the soul, a fu-

ture state of rewards and punishment, and al-

so it is said, in the unity of God, though mixed
with many superstitions.

When Patrick in the course of his long ex-
tended tours throughout the island, came to

Moy Slecht in County Cavan, then the seat of
the great national idol, Crom Crunch, the
people having been won over to a belief in

Christianity, the great idol was demolished by
the preacher and so an end put to pagan wor-
ship at its centre. "In this way this great
missionary in his gospel tours, dealt many
death blows to the cruel paganism that held

the inhabitants of Ireland in its merciless

grasp, striking the fetters of error and super-

stition from their minds and hearts by the use
of the sword of the Spirit, which is the word
of (Jod. His weapons were not, except in

such a case as this at Moy Slecht, carnal, but

spiritual, but they were nevertheless mighty
through God to the pulling down of strong-

holds."

"Since the days of Paul," is Dr. Sander-

son's tribute, "i o greater missionary has ever

lived. The grand motive power of his life

was love of souls, and like another Paul or

Peter he preached the gospel with the Holy

Ghost sent down from heaven. The [irodigious

effect produced on the minds and hearts of

men was a clear indication that (!od was with

him. King's daughters w'ere among the hon-

orable women who yielded to the Truth as spo-

ken by his lips Leaders of hostile clans,

whose trade was war, beat their sw'ords into

plow shares and their spears into pruning

hooks, and onward Patrick went with his good

work from county to county, and from prov-

ince to province, till in a few years he had

carried the tidings of salvation from Howth
Head to the borders of Clew liay, and from

the glens of Antrim to the dreary wilds of

Kerry From that time forward, during sev-

eral centuries, there was no country more dis-

tinguished than Ireland by the possession of

Scripture truth. She had a pure gospel, a

free Bible, an unclouded day of grace, a rent

veil into the holiest of all, a religion that will

run on parallel, in all eternity, with the be-

nign results of the redemption of Christ. Col-

leges were founded, congregations were or-

ganized, a bishop as he was then called, had

charge of each congregation, and, according

to Archbishop Usher, Patrick organized dur-

ing his life three hundred and sixy-five church-

es and placed over them three hundred and

sixty-five bishops who were simpln pndors."

The church established by Patrick, be it said,

was not subject to the jurisdiction of the bish-

op of Rome, and did not become so until the

eleventh century. While not prepared to en-

dorse the common legend of Patrick ridding
the island of the whole brood of serjjents al-
leged to have been formerly existent there, it

is interesting to recount (as given by John
Borland Finlay) the list of certain things ec-
clesiastical which the same worthy did not
perniciously settle upon the people, to wit:
"Neither holy water, nor the incense, nor
Christmas, nor Kaster. nor saints' days, nor
purgatory, nor transsubstantiatioii, nor the
mas;s, nor auricular confession, nor the el-

evation of the host, nor the seven sacra-
ments, nor the \ irgin Mary, nor extreme unc-
tion, nor papal infalliiiility, nor any of the
modern theological doctrines of the Bonian
church, appears to be found in any of Pat-
rick's genuine writings. He loved his liible;

he read it carefully; he preached it faith-
fully."

In his poem "Erin's Old Song of Peace,'
Iloratius Bonar sings:

" Through the green vales of Krin
Pours the glad lay of lovo-

The love that passes knowledge.
Descending from above;

The love of Him who bought us,

And sought us in our nin;

The long-shut gate who opens,

And bids us enter in.

Peace, peace, from Ood to men,
Good-will, goodwill. Amen!"

It has been stated that Christianity was in-

troduced into Britain a good while before the
time of Constantine, yet it was considerably
more than a century after the death of Pat-
trick before a systematic endeavor formally to

set up a Christian church in the distant isle

was attempted. The favoring opportunity ap-
peared in the fact that Bertha, a Prankish
Christian princess, had wedded Ethelbert, king
of Kent, of the Anglo-Saxon Heptarchy. In the
year .5il7, the Roman bishop (or pope) Gregory,
called "the great," commissioned .Augustin, a
Roman abbot, with forty companions, to pro-

ceed to Britain. Ethelbert, though a Pagan,
met them in a friendly wny, furnished them
with a dwelling and means of support at his

capital, Canterbury (then known as Doro-
vern ), and told them they had permission to

convince such as they could of the truth of

their religion, and afterwards to bajitize them.
"The example and influence of the monarch,"
says Neander, "and the sensuous inipre-ssion

produced by the miracles, which the people

supposed they beheld, induced great numbers
to receive baptism; with many of them, how-
ever, as show n by succeeding events, the faith

had taken no deep root."

It has been said of Gregory, "that with all

his zeal for the diffusion of Christianity, he
was most gentle in his treatment of heathens

and Jews," and, according therewith, we
find him writing very earnestly to the abbot
Augustin (then become bishop i, carefully to

observe love and humility toward the people

among whom he was sent. This counsel ap-

peared to be called for, inasmuch as Augus-
tin, in his rigid attachment to the forms of

the Romish church early ran against the sim-

pler faith and practice of the Britons. Crging
the latter to submit all things to the ordinan-

ces of the Roman church, the abbot Dey-
nock, of the monastery in North Wales, one
who was held in great esteem for his piety

and good judgment, made this excellent reply:

"We are all ready to listen to the church of
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God, to the pope at Rome, and to every pious

Christian, that so we may show to each, ac-

cording to his station, perfect love, and up-

hold him by word and deed. We know not,

that any other obedience can be required of

us towards him whom you call the pope or

the father of fathers. JBut this obedience we
are prepared constantly to render to him and
to every Christian."

At the suggestion of Ethelbert, a confer-

ence on the questions in dispute was held, ac-

cording to the ancient German custom, near
an oak. Augustin, however, was unyielding,

and the Britons declining to enter with him
into any terms of agreement, he is said to

have replied, "Well, then, as you are unwill-

ing to recognize the Anglo-Saxons as breth-

ren, and to preach to them the word of life,

you shall have them as foes, and experience
their vengeance."
And so it fell out a little later. Ethelfrid,

king of the Angles, advancing with a large

army to Caerleon, in the beautiful valley of

the Usk on the border of Wales, saw there

standing apart in a place of safety "a great

company," so the old historian Bede testifies,

"of priests and monks, who, having fasted

three days, were come to offer prayers to God
for their people. Although," he said, "they
are unarmed, yet if they cry to their (Jod

against us, it is the same as if they fought
against us; let them be first attacked."

Thereupon there ensued a great slaughter.

The method of Augustin, the monk, and the

way of his contemporary, the calif Ali, "the
faithful," are equally far removed from the

non-resistant practice of the early Christians.

(To be continued.)

The Higher Lawlessness,

JIan's deepest grudge is against the distur-

ber who wakes him from his sleep and bids

him resume his march onward. Those times

of awaking are ever the crucial points of his-

tory. We watch what is going on with
breathless interest. It is like the moment in

the life of a butterfly when the grub state is

exchanged for the new form and sphere of a

winged creature. It is the grandest sight this

world affords the spectacle of some man of

destiny to whom the new law has been com-
mitted, revealing the mystery of life to his

astonished contemporaries.

And these men are all law-breakers. Lu-
ther, with his justification by faith, is the icon-

oclast of a thousand venerable traditions;

George Fox, with his freedom of the spirit

and sufficient priesthood of the individual,

shocks Protestantism almost as much as Lu-
ther had shocked Catholicism ; Wesley, with

his bold gospel campaigning, tramples under
foot at every step the orthodox conventions
of his time. To-day we know that their law
breaking was all law-making, and that the

world's highest interests could not spare one
of the strokes they struck. There are times

when the highest law that such men know im-

periously demands a seeming lawlessness. In

obeying this they tread a path their Master
trod before them. The question came to

Meissner, one of the examiners at the prose-

cution of Jacob Boehme, "Who knows what
behind this man?"

J. B.

Science and Industry.

The working world understands that the

only man who really knows things is the man
who can do things; that no man is really

skilled and wise whose whole knowledge has

been got out of books.

—

Portland Oregonian.

Nasturtium is a word the derivation of

which will occur to few who see it. Yet there

is a laugh in it that you may recall when next
you eat water cress and bread and butter, or

see the plant sharing ditch or stream side

with its little four-leaved blossoms. The
word is derived from nasus torsus, a convulsed

nose— an effect supposed to be produced on
the human eater by its acrid and pungent
qualities. The famous old remedy of spring
juices, beloved by our great-grandmothers,
was concocted of the water cress mingled
with brook lome, or scurvy grass and Seville

oranges.

How Oysters Grow.—A man who has de-

voted much time to the study of the oyster

says that this bivalve is bom with his shell

on and that he grows only in the summer
time. The beard of an oyster is not only his

breathing organ—that is, his lungs—but it

also serves to convey food to his mouth. When
the warm, calm days of Sixth Month come, the

oyster opens his shell, and, by means of his

beard, begins building an additional story to his

house. This he does by depositing veiy, very
fine particles of carbonate of lime, till at last

they form a substance as thin as silver paper,

and exceedingly fragile. Then he adds more
and more, till at last the new shell is as hard
as the old shell.

Women who are in the habit of using soap
bark as a cleanser may be interested to learn

a little something about it, says an exchange.
The small, thin bits that are procured at the

apothecaries, are the inner layers of the bark
of the quillaia saponaria, a middle-sized tree

found in Chile. In Chile it is commonly used
as a soap, and has been for many years. No
doubt it was in use by the native Indians,

when Magellan discovered them in their

country, about 300 years since. Quillaia

comes from a Chilian word, which means "to
wash.

'

' The bark of the tree contains sapo-

nium, an alkali compound which makes it use-

ful as a soap. In preparing soap bark one
ounce of the laark should be allowed to simmer
in two quarts of water until the two quarts
have been reduced to one quart. It is then
ready to use and it can be bottled. Colored

goods are cleaned by placing on a board and
rubbing the soiled parts with a cloth wet in

the soap bark infusion. The cloth should be
the same material as the garment that is to

be cleaned. There must be no rinsing. If

possible, the wrinkles should be ironed out
w'ith the hand. If black goods are to be
cleaned, a table-spoonful of ammonia should

be added to a pint of the cleaning fluid.

A Doctor for Fishes.—The veiy latest

thing in the medical profession is the fish

doctor, who goes from aquarium to aquarium
instead of from sick-bed to sick-bed. He pre-

scribes for the fish, performs surgical opera-
tions and looks after their diet and surround-
ings.

Fish surgery is difficult, not because
to be done outside the aquarium (for

can be kept out of the water for six or

minutes without hurting it), but be'

flesh heals so slowly after it has been
wound should be kept dry, but, unfoi

in the case of a fish this requirecient

easily met. Therefore, operations

simple and slight. The most familiar

ming tails which have become enlari

fungus growths. Japanese gok"

stance, have tails bigger than their

so when these become enlarged they

ble to swim well and often "drown"
float with their heads out of water
from asphyxiation. Other surgical opi

are removing tumors, lacerated

splintered bones.

Fish sometimes have to take medio

When one grows very fat and unwieldl}

doctor calls it a case of swollen swimi

bladder and prescribes castor oil. His

is one drop, slightly diluted, given either i

a spoon or quill toothpick. Sometimes fjh

becomes weak and thin, taking no interein

his food and surroundings. In this caselij

stomach is out of order, and a drop of

vomica is needed to make him active

cheerful again.

Clocks Not Needed in Cuba.—Whe! 1

asked Senora D. if she w-ould tell us i

of day that we might set our watches,i

smilingly replied in her quaint foreign V
"I have not the least idea and there i

clock in the house.
'

' Then, in answer

look of surprise, she added: "I did h
watch once, but I lost it, and over a yea:

my clock was stolen. It was a b
clock, too; it cost $70." (Senora D.

discovered had a weakness for good roun

ures.)

"And you have lived over a year witb

time-piece in the house?" we gasped.

The senora smiled placidly again,

how do you manage with the servant

do they know when to get the meals?"
' 'Oh, they guess at it,

'

' was the reply

they go over to one of the shops

Think of an American woman running a

house, with two children and three sei

in it, and not a sign of a time-piece!

do things very differently in Havana,

soon found out that clockless houses

general rule and in the course of tim

too, fell into the universal "manana"
lea\ing our watches unwound and pract

ignoring the flight of time. Had The'

Gautier but lived in Cuba he would nevei

had recourse to the expedient of flingii

the clocks out of the house, as he did or

in disgust at their impertinent tickin

I

reminder of old Father Time.

I To an American woman, ovei-workei

nervous, there is something refreshing!}

ful about the Cuban home, with its

high-studded rooms, simple bent-woo(

cane furniture, and almost entire abi

bric-a-brac and pictures. Even the

clocks becomes something to be grate;

after having lived day after day with o

on a time-piece and the other on some pi

work which must be rushed through.

Cuban women, say most outside obs(

appear to do nothing but read novels an

I
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iking chairs. While this seems true of

ijority it must be acknowledged that

ire busy and capable housekeepers to

id among them as well as clever needle-

To be sure, they do not emulate

merican sisters and wrinkle their faces

their bright eyes with trying to do a

things at once, and even the best of

eepers leave the marketing entirely to

nevertheless there is no doubt that

pparently indolent Cubans only need

pportunities and education to follow in

h of their American sisters. A young

n woman in charge of a Cuban hos-

Id us with enthusiasm of the work of

odd nurses under her. "It is perfectly

ing the way they are taking hold of the

rti she said. "But little more than a

lifeo it was necessary for me to employ

;an nurses and now they are all L'ubans,

.'tshe added emphatically, "they are all

, faithful workers, too."-The Brookij/n

re are briers besetting every path

That call for patient care;

re is a cross in every lot,

^nd need for constant prayer:

owly heart that leans on Thee

iipv anvwhere.''

Items Concerning the Society.

'

'
I ;ifford, a minister of Providence, R. I.,

une hundredth year last Fourth-day.

iiuarterly Meeting of Friends, N. C,
\ Woods, commencing Fifth Month 30,

..A\ attended, the usual business having

iisacted, it was concluded not to send any

lor to appoint any representatives to the

leeting. We were favored with religious

meetings, and had the company of some

om Ohio and Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

minutes, whose gospel services were ac-

Our Heavenly Father was very good to

I being exalted as our Prophet, Priest and

over all things to his people, our light

ilvation, whose teaching is free. We had

ccount of our schools, particulars being

as to how the children of school age

educated. A. F.

<DLY Home in the City.—Many who are

in a boarding home for Friends in Phila-

nay find matter of interest in the Intcllv

(allusion to the "Pennington," an apart-

1 on property aiijoining the 15th Street

[•house in New York. The " Friends' Board

|e Committee " lately made report on this

|early Meeting. The " Pennington " is in-

ia " headquarters for Friends in New York,

[those who wish to board near the heart of

I
and near the meeting, and for those who
siness or visiting in the city. The Friends'

ciation, to which the Pennington belongs,

orated body which has put itself in such

(the Yearly Meeting, that it may, through

Ifttee, make reports to the Yearly Meeting

nation ; and that in case of its disaolu-

|any time the property would go to the

fleeting
"

Notts from Others.

sentence of Emperor William's letter

il Revelation: " Religion has never been

of science, but an outpouring of the

eing of man, caused by his intercourse

le arctic church edifice in Baffin's land,

which was made of seal skins, was eaten

up by famishing Eskimo dugs. Nkw a good house

and decent church buildings have been provided by
kind friends.

Not until recently have the Japanese bookstores

been willing to carry the Bible in stock, for fear

of offending their Buddhist patrons, but now Bibles

are so eagerly sought that they are for .sale at ail

the prominent bookstores in .Japan.

The British and Foreign Bible Society reports

that although it has circulated Bibles in one hun-

dred languages, there are still five hundred and
fifty million people on this earth who have not .a

copy of the Bible in their own language.

Wesley .\s a Disciplinarian.—"After diligent

inquiry made, I removed all those from the con-

gregation of the faithful, whose behavior or spirit

was not agreeable to the gospel of Christ ; openly

declaring the objection I had to each, that others

might fear, and cry to (iod for them."

It is said of Charles Cuthbert Hall's work in

India that he has won by his sympathetic apprecia-

tion " of all that is best in Hindu philosophy and

religion and in Indian character, the kindly appre-

ciation of Christianity of very many Indians whom
no amount of disputation would have helped."

Boston has now the largest library of Congre-

gational literature in the world. The library is

especially rich in Pilgriih and Puritan history, and

is also rich in literature bearing on controversies

in the Church of England. The library of the late

Bishop Stubbs, of Oxford, adds over six thousand

volumes to the 50,000 books and 50,000 pamphlets,

which composed the library.

At Oxford it is reported an influential section

of Nonconformists have issued a long manifesto,

which concludes with the expression of a deter-

mination not to pay the education rates. "Dr.

Fairbairn, principal of Mansfield College, and Dr.

Massie, professor of New Testament exegesis in the

same college, have remitted their rates minus the

education tax."

The agent of the American Bible Society in

Shanghai reports that more Mandarin Bibles have

been issued in the last three months than would

have been an ample stock for eight years, a decade

ago. The demand for Bibles and Testaments comes

from all parts of the Chinese empire, and there has

never been such a spirit of imiuiry concerning the

word of God.

A special despatch to the Philadelphia Xorlh

American says: "Existing social conditions were

denounced in an address given by Newell. Dwight

Hillis, pastor of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, before

the annual conference of the Orthodox Friends at

the meeting house in Gramercy Park. To-day we

are raising pampered sons and daughters," said Dr.

Hillis, ' surrounding them with every luxury and

idle satisfaction of desire, and they are rotten be-

fore they are ripe. I repeat it, they are rotten

before they are ripe, and the boys in many cases

are sinful before they are bearded.'

"

International Arbitr.\tion.—The ninth Molwnk

Conference on International Arhitration was held at

Lake Mohonk on the 27th, 28th and 29th of Fifth

Month, and was the largest of the gatherings held

there to forward this important subject, and con-

sisted as heretofore, of men and women eminent in

many walks of life, a lively and encouraging in-

terest was manifest.

John W. Foster, Secretary of state under Presi-

dent Harrison, and the adviser of the Chinese Gov-

ernment in the negotiations that closed the >var

with Japan, presided; his knowledge of international

affairs and wide experience enabled him to speak

with authority on the questions under discussion.

It was a source of congratulation that the United

States Governmeirt, which was actively instru-

mental in establishing The Hague Court, was one

of the first parties to submit £t case to that Court.
" The Pious Fund " case with Mexico, which was
(juickly settled and both parlies accepted the de-

cision as final, and also the Venezuelan case, which
will bo settled in the same manner.

lienj. F. Trueblood, Secretary American Peace

Society, gave an interesting resume of the progress

of arbitration during the j)ast year ; during which

time many cases of dilFerences between nations

have been referred to special arbitrators or ar-

bitral commissions, of which the following are

some:

The controversy between Italy and Guatemala aH

to the treatment of Italian immigrants.

The que.stion of claims of citizens of France

against Venezuela.

The controversy between the United States and

San Domingo over the claims of the San Domingo
Improvement Co.

The question between Great Britain and Portu-

gal over the location of colonial boundaries in

South Africa.

The question of the claims of Sala & Co. of New
York against the Repuldic of San Domingo.

The Alaskan Boundary Dispute between the

United States and Great Britain, which has been

referred to a mixed Commission.

And many cases have been thus amicably settled

to the satisfaction of all parties concerned.

The boundary dispute between Argentine and

Chile has been settled by arbitration by the King

of England, and these two countries have agreed

to stop the construction of naval vessels, and to

sell those they now have and to reduce their armies

—an excellent example to nations who have con-

sidered them.selves more enlightened than these

South American Republics.

A remarkable evidence of growing sentiment in

favor of International Arbitration is the formation

of what is called "The International Arbitration

Group," composed of about two hundred members

of the French Parliament with the object of the

promotion of this cause. Another gratifying sign

of progress of public sentiment is the change in

the tone of the public pre.ss. At the time of the

establishment of The Hague Court it was lightly

spoken of as visionary and impractical; now many
influential journals strongly urge that difficulties

of international character shall be taken there.

What is now most needed is for .'iome of the prom-

inent nations, the United States and Great Britain

for instance, to have some important ca.se settled

at The Hague, when other nations will soon follow

this good example
It is well to remember that there were many

'doubts expressed about the usefulness of our own

Supreme Court when it was established, and there

was not a case submitted to it for about two years.

The following platform gives a true insight into

the real spirit and attitude of the Ninth Mohonk

International Conference:

" The principle of international arbitration has

secured the approval of the civilized world. This

fact is solemnly recorded by The Hague convention.

It is gratifying to state that, largely through the

influence and example of the United States, which

had so much to do with the success of The Hague

conference, prestige has been given The Hague tri-

bunal by the submission to it of international dif-

ferences.

"This conference thanks our Government for

what it has done in this behalf, especially in the

recent Venezuelan controversy, when its efforts

averted war. This conference believes that the

next step in the steady march forward should be

the conclusion of a treaty of obligatory arbitra-

tion between the United States and Great Britain,

to be followed by similar agreements between the

other signatory nations to The Hague convention to

refer disputes to The Hague tribunal. Such treaties

would make the present implied obligations of the
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nations signing them explicit, binding and per-

manent, instead of leaving them, as now under The

Hague convention, voluntary and to be determined

from time to time, and largely by circumstances.

"This conference believes that the best public

opinion of the United States and Great Britain,

neighbors and kinsfolk as they are, recognizes the

wisdom and justice of such an arrangement, and

that the example thus set would be followed speedily

by the other Powers. It would lead all the nations

to The Hague Tribunal.
" With a deep sense of the fatherhood of God

and the consequent brotherhood of man, the con-

ference looks forward to new victories for its

cause even more remarkable than those already

won, notwithstanding the difficulties in the way of

extending the application of international arbitra-

tion. Many motives may inspire arbitration—fear,

horror of war, dread of expense, but justice is the

only safe foundation for the world's peace. In

the Alaskan boundary dispute, who should not

prefer that justice should prevail, even if we make
no gain of hills and harbors. America should

conduct this claim with such loyalty to justice as

to win the honor of the nations.
" This conference summons all possible agents

to teach and preach the gospel of justice—busi-

ness men and great corporations, teachers in schools,

ministers of God, the public press; let our whole

country accept the great motto and seek to live up
to it. " America loves justice." It appeals to

every man and woman to aid in increasing and or-

ganizing the general sentiment in favor of inter-

national arbitration so as to secure, by the in-

vincible" power of public opinion, the employment
of it in the maximum number of possible cases, in

the hope that wars may cease and that peace may
prevail.''

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—The floods are subsiding and condi-

tions becoming more nearly normal in the vicinity of To-

peka. In Arraourdale, a suburb of Kansas City, 16,000

people are homeless, and an appeal for help has been is-

sued. Topeka's death list now reaches seventy-eight,

and the loss to the State of Kansas is estimated at $12,-

000,000.

The great volume of water sweeping down the Missis-

sippi is surging past St. Louis like a mill-race, and on

First-day had reached a stage of thirty-eight feet, the

highest since 1858. Seven hundred people are reported

imprisoned on a lowland, twenty-five miles northwest of

St. Louis, and in peril of their lives from the rising wa-
ters of the Missouri. Relief boats have been unable to

ascend the river on account of the swift current and the

inability to pass under the bridges, owing to the abnormal
height of the water.

The Sny levee, which is seventy miles in length, has

broken, and 100,000 acres in the vicinity of Louisiana,

Mo., are flooded.

A cloudburst at Spartansburg, S. C, drowned twenty-

five people, swept away several mills and caused losses

aggregating $2,000,000. Fifty lives were lost, five hun-

dred left homeless and three mills washed away at Clif-

ton, S. C. Columbia and Greenville, in the same State,

were also deluged, and sufi'ered severely.

The President returned to Washington on the 5th inst.,

having traveled 14,000 miles without accident or delay.

The journey covered sixty-five days.

Forest fires have been raging in New Jersey, Long Is-

land, the Adirondacks, New England and Canada. The
unusual drought of nearly seven weeks has rendered the

fires very dangerous. In Vermont sixty square miles

were ablaze, while the Adirondacks have suffered damage
beyond precedent, and will not recover for twenty-five

years. Three thousand men were fighting the flames, and

the Governor authorized the use of State funds to subdue

the fire. A pall of smoke, reaching from Albany and

Boston to Washington, D. C, nearly obscuring the sun,

hung for two days over the intervening country, render-

ing navigation extremely difficult and causing much delay.

The steamship Dcutschtand, which sailed from New
York on the 4th inst., went aground in New York Lower
Bay, owing to the dense smoke. After being detained

over twenty-four hours, she was floated and proceeded to

sea. In addition to her 7.50 passengers, the vessel has

on board $4,000,000 in gold, on which the company must
pay interest at the rate of 3 per cent, for the time con-

sumed by the delay.

Under the auspices of the Geographical Society, a

largely equipped expedition of scientists has sailed fcom
Baltimore, to make a survey of the Bahama Islands.

The executors of the estate of Clementine Cope have

presented to the Wm. Penn Charter School, for a play-

ground, an estate of twenty-two acres, located in German-
town. It is thought to be worth at least $125,000.

Sixty-eight mills, employing 17,000 textile workers,

have conceded to the demands of the latter for shorter

hours, but about 100,000 workers who operate in over

550 mills, are still out. A few workers have gone hack
on employers' terms, but the strikers hope to carry their

point.

A conference to formulate rules for the better inspec-

tion of milk will be held in the Mayor's office, by Mayor
\^eaver, the Director of the Department of Health, the

Chief of the Health Bureau and the State Veterinarian.

It is expected that the conference will also result in a

request to the State Board of Health, to act in conjunc-

tion with the local health authorities to secure the mar-
keting by some dairymen, of a better grade of milk than

the city is now receiving. Dairymen will also be asked

by the Department of Health to conform to certain rea-

sonable requirements in the case of the cows and stabling.

The inspection of milk shops has revealed unsanitary

conditions in some quarters, and the owners have been

forbidden to sell milk until the places were made sanitary.

Dairy and Food Commissioner Warren has ordered prose-

cution against forty-nine Philadelphia dealers in lard.

Out of sixty-six samples from the city, forty-nine have

failed to stand the analysis by the State Chemists. The
principal ingredient used for adulteration is cotton seed

oil.

The strike of carpenters, which has been in force in

this city since the first of last month, is practically over,

a compromise of forty-five cents an hour having been

agreed on. They had been receiving forty cents and

struck for fifty cents. During the six summer months of

the year, forty-four hours will constitute a week's work,
and forty-eight hours remaining six months.

There were 427 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 17 less than the pre-

vious week and 29 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 211 were males and 216 fe-

males: 54 died of consumption of the lungs ; 45 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes ;

7 of diphtheria ; 20 of cancer ; 14 of apoplexy ; 26 of

typhoid fever, and 2 of scarlet fever

Foreign.— Both Houses of Legislature in Japan have
passed the hill extending the Formosan camphor monopoly
system to the whole Empire. Japan, owing to her ac-

quisition of Formosa, controls the camphor product of

the world. The Chinese yield has never exceded 220,-

000 pounds, while the yield in Formosa has in recent

years averaged over 6,000,000 pounds. In the rest of

Japan the annual production is about 300,000 pounds.

Elaborate measures have been taken to guard the For-

mosan camphor forests and the border residents. Within
certain limits the Japanese Government does not inter-

fere with the manufacture of camphor, but the entire

production must be sold to the Government at a fixed

price, and the Government names the maximum amount
to be produced in order to prevent the markets being
oversupplied.

Secretary of State Hay has designated the 15th inst.,

at the request of the B'nai Brith, to receive its Executive
Committee, which desires to make representations re-

specting the t-eatment of the Jews in Russia.

The committee is understood to be fortified with a

mass of detailed testimony respecting the terrible hap-
penings at Kischeneff'.

There is no diminution in the number of letters direct-

ed to Secretary Hay respecting the Kischeneff horror,

not only from prominent Jews, hut from Christians. It

has been impossible for the department to reply to these

separately.

The Christian Herald has received from M. Lopoukhine,
Director of the Police Department of the Russian Empire,
a statement giving an official version of the Kischenefl"

massacre. This came in response to a cablegram to the

Czar, asking for an official statement of the facts as to

Kischeneff, and is remarkable, not only as an authorita-

tive report, but as an announcement of Russia's future

policy with respect to the Jews. It declares that the

Siberian mines await hundreds of the rioters ; that orders

have been sent out to the Governors all over Russia to

make immediate use of firearms in cases of anti-Jewish
disturbances, but the Government cannot give the Jews
new rights of citizenship, as this would be sure to drive

the Russian population to new excesses against the Jews.
The permanent treaty between Cuba and the United

States, accompanied by a message of transmission from
President Palma, was read in the Senate and then refer-

red to the Committee on Foreign Relations.

In view of the apparent plentifulness of money iW
don, the Government organ La Discussion ai ^iKg
that Senor Montoro, the Cuban Minister at Lon

! u,
been instructed to ascertain the attitude of the ij^,
financiers regarding the prospective Cuban loan i Sk
000,000. p'

The legality of President Castro's decree cloit{|,,

ports in Venezula now in the possession of the ins
i

will probably be recognized by the United States
j

ment. Technically this decree does not
blockade, but practically the consequences of

ment would be similar to one. No foreign ves&fl

right to trade in a closed port under pain of seiziJ

The several international commissions whicb^i
determine the amount of the claims of the i

ers against Venezuela met at Caracas on the Ist

}

Owing to the activity of Robert C. Morris, ir lai*

of the United States' case, it is expected that th nm-
ican claims can be adjudicated within a month.

The Times' correspondent at Pekin says there 'jijis

position among the other Ministers to regard moi jtor.

ably the British proposal toward relaxing the co tiow

of the indemnity payments. The proposal, whi i is :

modification of last year's scheme, invites the P rs

accept payment in silver until 1910, after wh
ments are to be made in gold. The disposal of ,t

ficit accumulated in the interval must he conside sci

sequently. Such relaxations are to be condit ^

China's signing the gold bonds in accordance '

the Powers, except America, consider an equitahl

pretation of the protocol's indemnity clause.

.A despatch to the Times from Burgas, in

Roumelia. says, that the situation in the vilaye
j

rianople demands the attention of the Powers

)

than the condition of Macedonia. The presence;

dreds of refugees in the Bulgarian villages adjiWl
the frontier indicates the unsatisfactory state o fair

All have fled within the last six weeks owins to |rcli

for arms, accompanied by punitive measures, fiw

between the outlaws and fugitive peasants in the hi
Mountains on the one hand and Turkish troops at ^as

bazouks on the other are of frequent occurrence

The French passenger steamer Liban. was r dm

near Marseilles on the 7th, sinking within 17 lali

Over 100 lives were said to be lost, and at least we

saved.

There is a wholesale emigration of miners ar, ««
men from the iron districts of Austria ti thijnil

States, in consequence of the unprecedent. J st Ui
of the iron industry.

Hundreds of men have been discharged sioa

ginning of the year and the mines and ironj

operating on short time.

NOTICES.

A WoM.\N Friend desires position as compa
lady for the Summer months, or permanentiv il

Address W, Office of The F

Westtown Boarding School. — For convei

persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.16 and 8.18 A. M.,

and 4.32 p. si. Other trains are met when r

Stage fare, 15 cents; after 7.30 P. M.,25 cents €

To reach the school by telegraph, wire West
Phone 114a. Edward G. Smedley,

Westtown Boarding School.— Application

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

to instruction and discipline should be addressee

Wm. p. Wickersham, Pri

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

munications in regard to business should be fors

Edward G. Smedley, Superintender

Address Westtown P. 0., Chestei

Died, at Haddonfield, N. J., Rachel M. Cox,

born Seventh Month 14th, 1821, and died Fifl

4th, 1901, a member of Haddonfield Monthly U
Friends.

, in Chicago, at his home 208 North Mc
Fifth Month 21st, 1903, John M. RASMUSSEN,a
Norway ; aged 64 years. A member of the &
Friends, and much interested in their princip

diligent reader of all that concerned them in

odical.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, Thii

8th, 1903, Mary Ann, widow of George Wrig

82 years. A member of the Monthly Meeting c

of Philadelphia for the Northern District.

WILLIAM H. PILVS SONS, fKIM'E
No. 122 Walnut Street
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iple Copies—New Subscribers.

fview to securing new subscribers to

«D, interested Friends have furnished

ames to whom sample copies are be-

3h week. The Friends who are re-

copies are hereby requested to

ibscribers by sending two dollars to

[Sellew, or by writing him that they

ive their ndiuea ciiterod ao such,

ps subscribing now will receive tlie

' of the present volume free.

le reliance on the teachings of the

a diligent use of the Sacred Scrip-

the means of leading our forefa-

all those distinguishing views and
which are described in their writ-

lB.j If this be true, and we have abundant
ISC for believing it to be so, what ought
bt)ur course? Shall we turn our backs on

:l;h Christian views of the spirituality of

«;orship? Shall we return to ceremonial

iiurative rites? Shall we make way in

: ieetiugs for a ministry which one man
yl'epare, and another appoint? Shall we
wrora our testimony against all pecuniary
Tttion in the church? Shall we forget

'^eetnessand solemnity of true silence?

illve surrender our Saviour's standard of

I |id nay, and no longer refuse an oath

-eipxpediency is supposed to demand it?

lilve, after all our peaceable professions,

n|to the w'arfare of the world? Shall we
B^e our simplicity in dress and language,
I Teak down a hedge which so usefully

•tUs many of our beloved young people

Hjthe vanities of the world? In short,

iWe renounce that unbending adherence
tH rule of right in which our forefathers

^'distinguished? If such, through the

eof Satan, should be our course, how aw-
id affecting must be the consequence.
acious purpose for which we are raised

t be a people will be frustrated through
lilt of faithfulness.

—

Selected.

A Mistaken Foundation.

While the Supreme Being rests civil gov-

ernment upon spiritual foundations, fallen man
has chosen to rest his State Kovernpient.'i "pon

no broader foundation than the edge of the

sword— their ultimate appeal. So ill-balanced

a State is kept constantly fearful of tottering.

The doom that "all they that take the sword

shall perish with the sword," has been suffered

piecemeal by many a monarch in the daily dread

of assassination, or else in the fearful looking

for of judgment. There is more than one

"sick man of Europe" because of his own

sword, and suspicion of its reaction. For

many a nation, and we believe for any, the

sickness of militarism is unto death, for death

is its trade. And whether the sentence of

death within itself be spelled in terms of moral

decline, of physical consuming by uneasy woe,

or of a murderous ending, the word of Christ

comes true. Not that the monarch and heads

of Servia were sinners in this matter above

all them in Europe thai consent unto the sword

for their standing— they lived by the maxims

they had been taught and which clergies en-

dorse, and we judge not them while noting

the law under which they perished — but if

their system cost them only their physical life,

how much lighter this than the wages of sin in

the spiritual death of any who by their armies

deliberately step deeper into human slaughter

and woe, to make lives of fellow beings play-

things of their State policy! But how much

sorer judgment have the late assassins assumed

with the sword. Is it not time that the world

saw the more excellent way? Is it to be

called by a series of judgments to accept at

length the Prince of Peace and his gospel?

The Fkiends' Bo.audlvg Home.— Attention

is called to the notice of the meeting to be

held on the 23rd instant of all Friends who

are interested in the establishment of a Board-

ing Home and temporary lodging for our mem-

bers who may live or sojourn in this city.

The encouragement recently given in Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting to such as felt it in

their hearts to carry out the concern has been

responded to by a meeting already held, whose

committee is now prepared to report the re-

sult of their investigations, and their practi-

cal recommendations. The guarded employ-

ment of youth is of one interest with the

guarded education of youth, and the ancient

concern of one of our Queries that these go
not forth into the world under employment

except as "placed among Friend.s" for their

fostering care, retains all its original import-

ance. Although no coitrol of their liberty

may be made obligatory on the part of the in-

stitution, save the reaf:onalile rules of such a

a house, still a moral control will substan-

tially result from the safeguarding interest

in their welfare which the members of the

household should feel thrown around them,

and from the a.ssociation under the same roof

of members who have come from homes of the

better sort. The advantages expected under

this godly concern are obvious, without not-

ing them in detail here; and it is hoped the

project will be responded to by Friends in the

country, who are largely concerned in the ex-

istence of such a place for members of their

families who may come to the City.

The Relapse Into That fko.\i which We
VVEKE Called Out.—The program of a Bibli-

cal Institute under the name of Friends is an-

nounced, giving as the exercise of its opening

day, sometime next month, a sermon at 8 P.

M. The newness of such an arrangement for

a professedly Friend minister is not, however,

in the practice, but, so far as we have seen,

in its freedom from disguise. Under other

phraseology pre-announcements of sermons by

individuals named in Yearly-.Meeting weeks

have virtually been going on for years; and

the correspondence of result with announce-

ments shows what these uniformly mean, and

often the speakers' papers of notes displayed

during delivery confirm that meaning. Would

the introduction of an inspired exercise in the

announced time on which the prepared sermon

has a lien, be resented as an intrusion? Is the

free gospel ministry to be smothered by the

ministry which is bound? And likewise week

by week,—what an extinguisher to the arising

of gifts in the prophetic ministry, the incubus

of a stated ministry must become.

A dead silence is also an incubus on public

worship. We were as much called out from

that, as from artificial discourses under the

name of ministry. But a living silence will

be sure of living ministry,—livin? when audi-

ble, and very much alive al»o in "that soul-
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less voice which the soul utters when its ap-

peal is to the invisible."

Prayer.

BY JOHN BELLOWS.

The fuUowing weighty definition of Prayer,

by Isaac Penington, will appeal to everyone

who has had experience of the spiritual wor-

ship of which Christ spoke to the woman of

Samaria, and to which the Society of Friends

was raised to bear witness:

—

' 'Prayer is the breath of the living child to

the Father of life, in the Spirit that quick-

ened it, which giveth it the sense of its wants,

and suitable cries proportionate to its taste,

in the proper season thereof. So that—mark
—Prayer is wholly out of the will of the crea-

ture; wholly out of the time of the creature;

wholly out of the power of the creature; in

the Spirit of the Father, who is the fountain

of life, and giveth forth breathings of life to

his child at his pleasure."

All prayer is included in this, bo h that

which breathes inwardly and which ovghtto

be "without ceasing," and that which is ut-

tered by the lips when, like Isaiah's, they are

touched by the live coal from off the altar

—

by the present and living sense of the Divine

requiring which purifies the spoken word and

endues it with power. It was this present

sense of his soul's wants that prompted the

cry of the publican, suitable to his state,

"God be merciful to me a sinner!"—this that

gave to the dying thief on the cross faith in

the Divine nature of Jesus Christ and in the

coming of his kingdom.

It is the realization of the truth that prayer

is wholly out of the will and time and power

of man, that is the reason for Friends begin-

ning their worship in silence, and keeping si-

lence until they are made sensible of a call to

speak, whether in preaching, or prayer, or

praise. Every one who has experience of this

true spiritual worship knows that every

Friends' meeting in which the presence of

Christ is sought, whether in silent watching

unto prayer or in words spoken in his name

—

that is, in his power—is, in very deed and

truth, a "prayer-meeting," under the direct

leading of Him who declares that "Where
two or three are gathered together in My
name there am I in the midst of them." This

gathering in the name of Christ is something

deeper than a formula. It is the gathering

into the sense of his power; into the "strong

tower" spoken of in Proverbs xviii: 10: the

dwelling in the secret place of the Most High,

and abiding under the shadow of the Alnrghty,

which was witnessed to by the writer of the

ninety-first Psalm.

More than this even the redeemed spirits in

heaven cannot attain to. Less than this no

man can rest on without falling into the sin

against which we are warned in Ecclesiastes

v., and offering "the sacrifice of fools," who
"consider not that they do evil" in asking,

even for good things, without the Spirit of the

Master who tells us: "My time is not yet

come, but your time is always ready" (.John

vii: 6). We may "ask and have not," even

for the gift of the Holy Spirit itself, if we
"ask amiss." "I will pray with the Spirit,"

said Paul, "and I will pray with the under-

standing also." That is, the Spirit must en-

lighten the understanding with a present sense

of our wants: of what we ought to pray for.

But we have also a natural idea of our wants

and of the wants of others that springs from

the understanding alone, apart from the Spir-

it, (Rom. viii: 26), to give utterance to which

is not true prayer, but a kindling of sparks of

our own which we are assured shall end in our

lying down in sorrow. It is from this we are

warned to refrain as "the sacrifice of fools."

It is nothing to the point to say that the

majority of Christians do not see, with Friends,

the necessity of coming to this silence of the

will before offering words to the Almighty,

and that they are nevertheless accepted of

Him. Every man is accepted according to

his faithfulness to what he does see; but if we
try to walk by what others do not see, dark-

ness will blind us, and we shall stumble we
know not whither. If, on the other hand, we
abide faithful to our calling, and hold steadily

the light the Master has given us, we help

others to find a path that they have not yet

known.

Our calling is in a special degree to show

the reality of the promise of Christ, "When
He, the Spirit of Truth, is come. He shall

guide you into all truth;" to testify that this

Spirit of Truth is manifested, in the unlimited

love of God, to all men; and that it is the co-

operative action of this Spirit—this Divine

life— in the hearts of a company of men who
unite in obeying it, that can alone constitute

a Church of Christ, with power to bind and

loose on earth that which is bound and loosed

in heaven; or, in other words, to discern that

which is, and that which is not, in accord with

the Divine will, and so to approve or disap-

prove of it. This is made clear in Matthew
xviii., where the promise in the eighteenth

verse, that if "two shall agree on earth as

touching anything that they shall ask, it shall

be done for them of my Father which is in

heaven," is made contingent on the presence

of Christ being in the midst of them (verses

I'jth and 20th), and therefore guiding each

of them by the revelation of his will.

When the London Meeting for Sufferings

lately endorsed by a minute the appointment

of what was termed a "prayer-meeting," if by

this was intended a waiting on the Father of

Spirits, to come into a renewed sense of his

will, and to do it, it was well; but the name
"prayer-meeting" was not well chosen, be-

cause to the majority of men it has come to

man an occasion of offering words to God,

whether those who do so are, or are not, sensi-

ble of the fresh and living call. On the other

hand, if by the term was meant a meeting in

which no coming to a silence of the will was
necessary before offering the sacrifice of the

lips, or in which it was tacitly understood that

there would be less restraint than in the

"Meeting for Worship," then the Meeting for

Sufferings must have acted more from the

natural sense of things than from the leading

of the Spirit. Everyone who has attended its

sittings frequently, has known it sometimes to

do this; as well as often to act in ttie true au-

thority of the Master. A church can retain

its life and power only upon the same condi-

tion as that which is incumbent on each of its

individual members—that is, of keeping in the

humble and tender state in which the cry

again and again arises: "Search me, God,

knov^and know my heart; try me,

thoughts and see if there be any wickedly

me and lead me in the way everlasting _
Reprinted Jrom the "Fr-iends' Quarterly L %.

iner."

The Confessors of Peace from the Second Ceifj

to the Era of Mahomet.
\

XIV.
I

A noted martial contemporary of Pa

was Attila, the king of the Huns, whose

name was the Scourge of God. Advai

westward in the course of centuries

Tartary into Scythia, the Huns as we
seen, had pressed the Ostrogoths (or Ea
(joths) beyond the Danube, in the reig

the Emperor Valens. Thence they ha(

vanced into Germany, and, when Attila a

he became their leader into Gaul, in \

country and in Spain the Visigoths (or \

em Goths ) had founded a kingdom.

Here the Romans, making common
with the Goths against the dread inva

finally overcame the latter in a great I

fought near the site of the present or

Chalons-sur-Marne. This engagement if

to have been (if the historical records o

time are not at fault) the most

battle ever fought in Europe, it being cU

that there were upwards of 250,000 slai

on the field. Driven beyond the Rhine,

and his hordes threatened Rome with des!

tion, but it was saved (a. d. 453) by the

sonal mediation of Pope Leo I.

During the remainder of the fifth

Gaul, or the country we now know as Pr'

was veiy much divided between peopli

various nationalities. There were the si

goths and the Burgundians, the Alemann 'jii

Alans, the Saxons and Franks, and a ;

little remnant of the Romans. ()ne te.

another, all opposing forces were drive of

or subjugated by the Frankish king, C is

the grandson of the founder of the ]ro

vingian dynasty. Now, the Msigoths an ihi

Burgundians were of the Arian faith. C is.

who seems to have been very much 1

1

heathen, had married Clotilda, a Catholic At

daughter of Gundobad, king of the Bum-

dians. In the heat of the battle again.' thi

Alemanni, it is said, Clovis had vowed asi

if he won the victory he would acknowjgi

the (jod of his wife and become a Chriipi.

The issue of the contest being succe^Til,

the king and three thousand of his foil' en

received the rite of water baptism at the idi

of Remigius, archbishop of Rheims. I lai

readily be inferred that the natural tern] f

the king had not been radically changed, !•

we are told that as Remigius was om 1

reading to him the story of the Itedee

apprehension and cnicifixion Clovis excla >

"Had I been there with my Frank.-;, I
'

have avenged his wrongs." Eut, alas, a.

lam (using strong language), says that tl de-

pravity of the Frankish princes who folli ed,

was frightful, and was perhaps unpara !ei>

in the records of history; so it reniai

be true that the washing away of the fi

the flesh is nothing, without the aiiswe !-

conscience void of offence toward ( ;<'d.

Before dismissing Clovis, however, liis t ntr

ful and bloody career may be further hej

by way of illustrating the right and v

methods of conquests, Patrick, as has



boil, being a shining exponent of the better

,aJ When the Visigoths sought the alli-

nc'of the Burgundians, Clovis, while covet-

ngihe rich and beautiful south lands and at

he lame time putting forward the interests

f I'^igion, said to his warriors: "I am much
jsjfased that these Visigoths, who are Ari-

nsjshould possess a part of Gaul. Let us

iTth with the help of God, and when we
avfconquered them, we will take possession

f «3ir land, for it is very good." And he

id ;)
— the Goths being signally defeated at

bcle near Poitiers and driven south of the

Mis. Has not the subtle reasoning of

liien sharply revived even in our own

T; various tribes of the Prankish nation

ad'etained their own chiefs, but Clovis de-

in'ied to put an end to all minimizing of his

I -ity. The king of the Ripuarian Franks,

ri, he caused to be assassinated by the

I I's own son, and then had the son killed

1 tm. The several other chiefs suffered the

ke ate. "Then," says Gregory of Tours,

jac^d by Duruy in his History of the Middle

ge, "Clovis, gathering his people together.

Ml thus of the relatives he had killed :
' Un-

ipi am I to remain like a wayfarer among
;ra;ers! I have no kinsmen to aid me if

Ivsiity should come.' But this he said, not

iro!?h grief but from cunning, if perchance

3 nljht still discover some relative whom he

.ig« kill. In this condition of mind he died.

1 ii days of his victories the Pope had

ritjn to him
—

'The Lord has provided for

le jeds of the church by giving her for de-

sndl- a prince armed with the helmet of sal-

jti(j; be thou always for her a crown of

on,|.nd she will give thee victory over thine

leijjs. '

"

Li us contrast with this "man of blood

ad on," that primitive Christian and con-

!es( of peace, Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, in

aulvvho, writing in the second century of

le !avenly uses of tribulation, said: "In

le ginning He (our Lord) figured forth the

rarig hook by means of Abel, pointing out

lat lere shall be a gathering-in of a right-

raslace of men. He says, ' For behold how
le ,3t man perishes and no man considers

; ai righteous men are taken away and no
an.iyeth it to heart." These things were
itejoeforehand in Abel—were also previously

jcljed by the prophets— but were accom-
M|i in the Lord's person; and the same is

ill lue with regard to us, the body following

leeample of the head."
Injthe middle of the sixth century, the

i;ui of Justinian fills the historical fore-

roqi as did that of Constantine more than

TOIenturies earlier. Personally, Justinian

aajhe more admirable man, being highly

ipu^d for his temperance, frugality and
ladty. Little time he gave to sleep, being
dej;ly devoted to business and study. The
rea Code of Justinian, commonly known as

le landects, was prepared under his direc-

onbeing a digest of the laws compiled by

3n!J3ntine,Theodosius the Second and others.

UC| of the Emperor's time was spent in

le^igical studies, and he was munificent in

a ifts for the building of cathedrals and
ma.\s.

Umrtunately, however (quoting Dr. Anthon),
hij love of theological controversy led him

XXlHi r XVlXLiiN JJ.

to interfere with the consciences of his sub-
jects, and his penal enactments against Jews
and heretics display a spirit of mischievous
intolerance which has ever since afforded a
dangerous authority for religious persecution."
Death was the established punishment, under
this j)rofessedly Christian emperor, for being
a Manichtean. During the thirty-eight years
of his reign (527-5(33), Arianism in North
Africa, where the invading Vandals had so

largely settled, was doomed to a relentless

onslaught, the famous generals of Justinian,

Belisarius and Narses, being conspicuous fig-

ures in those early "dragonnades." Peaceful
Montanists and Nestorians came similarly un-

der the harrow of persecution. Yet Justinian

was unable, remarks Schatt', "to preser\'e these

conquests, and, what was still worse, he was
unable to give the conquered countries a better

government than they had enjoyed under their

barbarian rulers;" and farther, "the marvel-

lous success of the Mohammedan invasion of

Egypt and Syria half a century later, is gen-

erally ascribed to the total disaffection of the

population, which resulted from the [sanguin-

ary] ecclesiastical policy of Justinian." It is

a suggestive refiection that the church building

of St. Sophia, in Constantinople, erected by

Justinian, and long famed as the most mag-
nificent cathedral of Christendom, should now,

after upwards of thirteen centuries, be a Turk-

ish mosque.

The so-called civilized world, as the sixth

century drew to its close, was evidently in-

viting the entry of a rival dispensation, whose

distinguishing tenets were not to be those

of the Prince of Peace. "The sword," de-

clared this new interpreter, Mahomet, "is

the key of heaven and of hell; a drop of blood

shed in the cause of God, a night spent in

arms, is of more avail than two months of

fasting or prayer; whosoever falls in battle,

his sins are forgiven ; at the day of judgment

his wounds shall be resplendent as vermilion

and odoriferous as musk; and the loss of his

limbs shall be supplied by the wings of angels

and cherubim." The bible of this sword-

conquering sect tells us, that "it hath not

been granted to any prophet that he should

possess captives, until he had made a great

slaughter of the infidels of the earth. . . .

When ye encounter the infidels, strike off their

heads until ye have made a great slaughter

among them. . . Verily if God is pleased,

he could take vengeance on them without

your assistance; but he commanded you to

fight his battles that he might prove the one

of you by the other. As to those who fight

in defence of God's true religion, God will not

suffer their works to perish; he will lead them

into Paradise of which he hath told them."

(Quoted by C. L. Brace, in Gesta Cliristi).

We may now conclude our theme with the

following extract from The History of Euro-

pean Morals, by W. E. H. Lecky, in which that

author, after referring to the malefic influence

of the religious wars of the Middle Ages in

stimulating militarism, despite the occasional

prevention of a contest through the mediation

of ecclesiastics, observes: "The military fa-

naticism evoked by the indulgences of the

popes, by the exhortations of the pulpit, by the

religious importance attached to the relics at

Jerusalem, and by the prevailing hatred of

misbelievers, has scarcely ever been equalled

4H7

in its intensity, and it has cau.sed the effusion

of oceans of blood, and has been productive
of incalculable misery to the world. Religious
fanaticism was a main cause of the earlier

wars, and an imjiortant ingredient in the later

ones. The ])eace princii)les that were so com-
mon before Constantine, have found scarcely
any echo except from Erasmus, the Anabap-
tists [Mennonite-s], and the tjuakers."

JosiAn \V. Leeds.

Did Not Forget.

There lived in Auburn, New York, some
sixty years ago, a clergyman, an intimate
friend of my grandmother. This gentleman
owned an exceedingly beauti<'ul, fleet, and
graceful sorrel mare, which bore the classic

name of Diana. She was the admiration of

the town and the pride of the clergyman's

family. But alas! one dark and stormy night

the barn was boldly entered and the beautiful

Diana stolen from her stall. All efforts to

discover the clever thief though long and per-

severingly continued, «ere u.seless. At last

the family sorrowfully abandoned hope; an-

other but inferior horse was purchased, to

which, by the way, the children would not al-

low the occupancy of the old stall of their

pet, for that, with everything else that be-

longed to her, they insisted on keeping sacred

to her memory.
Nearly twenty years had passed, the clergy-

man's ha'r had grown white with age, and his

children had become yonng men and women,
when he chanced one autumn to be called on

business to a remote part of the State. Hav-
ing an easy chaise, he made the trip, as was
not uncommon in those days, by private con-

veyance. He was riding slowly along a wind-

ing road, on the third morning of his journey,

when his attention was forced from the beau-

ties of the scenery to the strange behavior of

an olil horse confined in a pasture by the road-

side. The creature seemed bent on attracting

the clergyman's notice; it pranced, snorted,

and beat the fence with its fore feet, keeping

all the time in line with the slowly moving

chaise Wondering a little as to the cause

of such singular conduct, the clergyman drove

along to the end of the pasture, and then

turned from it down a road which branched

off 'n an opposite direction.

As he did so, he was startled by a cry of

such human agony from the poor creature in

the pasture that he instantly stopped his

horse and looked back. There at the corner

of the fence she stood, her neck thrust de-

sparingly forward, trembling in every muscle

of her body, her eyes fixed on him with an

expression of utter, helpless misery, which

strangely moved the tender-hearted clergy-

man. He now discovered that the head and

face of the animal bore a marked resemblance

to his lost Diana. Impressed by the likeness,

he obeyed a sudden impulse and drove rapidly

back to the farmhouse near the pasture, where

he found the farmer, just getting up from his

twelve o'clock dinner.

"Friend," said the clergyman, "is that

vour horse in the field yonder?"

"Yes, the mare is mine. I've had her about

twenty years."

"Twenty years! May I ask where you got

her, friend?"

"I bought her off a peddler who cheated
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my wife on a gingham gown, but he didn't

cheat me on that horse."

"Diana! as sure as I'm alive!" cried the

clergyman, starting excitedly for the pasture,

followed by the astonished farmer. He en-

tered the field, and the moment the old mare
caught sight of him she rushed wildly forward,
snorting with delight. Old and faded, rough
and lame, the clergyman still unmistakably
recognized his lost beauty; and oh, the joy of

Diana! Tenderly she licked her master's hand
and face, lovingly nestled her head upon his

shoulder, and at last with something of her old

coquettish way, took the rim of his hat daintily

between her teeth, lifted it from his head,

and replaced it hind side before.

"Never saw her do that before!" cried the
farmer.

It was a trick which the clergyman himself
had taught her, and which she had remembered
during their twenty years of separation to

practice once more for her beloved master.
The farmer consented to part with Diana

for a small sum. and she was welcomed back
to her old home, amid general rejoicing. There
she lived, tenderly cared for, several years,

and there she died a painless death, expending
her last breath in a vain attempt to lick her
master's hand.— Owr Duvih Animals.

Too Busy to See God.

One reason for the growth of skepticism re-

garding fundamental spiritual verities is to

be found in the ceaseless, universal and intense

activity characteristic of the time. As a rule

men and women of to-day give no attenton to

the contemplative side of life. All is uninter-

mitting rush and whirl and excitement in

every department of human affairs

Even in the churches, the spirit of ceaseless

and intense activity characteristic of the age
makes it almost impossible for one to take time
to be holy. There never was greater need
than now for frequently heeding our Saviour's

direction, "But thou, when thou prayest, enter
into thy closet," etc." and for occasionally.

at least, heeding the call, "Come ye your-
selves apart into a desert place and rest a-

while." Nor was there ever a time when,
for the toiling and weary multitudes compli-
ance with the foregoing directions was so diffi-

cult and apparently impossible.

Even in our churches, which should be to

some extent sanctuaries of rest and meditation
such are the exactions in the way of religious

activity that we get little more time to see

God and commune with Him than is allowed
amid the intense activities and competitions of

secular business. As a recent and able writer
most aptly puts it, "In the churches we are
—many of us—so busy working for God that
we do not take time to look around and see
God, and are making so great a din preaching
and praying that we are not able to hear Him
talk; are so busy looking far away for signs
of Christ's coming that we do not see that He
is already here, is the most manifest Being
on earth to those who have eyes to see, and
ears to hear, hidden only bv the abundance of
light."

We are mistaken, too, if we suppose that
more is accomplished of enduring worth by
that restless activity which allows no time, or
insufficient time, for prayer and mtditation
than by ttiat more measured zeal which takes

time to wait upon God for soul-inspiring and
strength-renewing visions of his presence and
glory. With all the burdens and anxieties

incident to his great work of reformation
pressing upon him, Luther used to take much
time to pray. When an unusually heavy and
troublesome day's work confronted him he
was wont to say, "I have so much to do to-

day that I cannot possibly get on with less

than three hours' praying." He took time to

see God and listen to his voice, and therein

was the secret of his power both of enduranc-

and of achievement.

They who are so busy that the dust of their

own activity shuts out all vision of God from
the soul, and that the din and clatter of their

own works render it impossible for them to

hear God speak, soon wear out, as a result of

ceaseless over-strain and friction, and that

without having accomplished much of perma
nent value. Too busy to see God and com
mune with Him, theirs is largely an unillu

mined and uninspired activity—building of

"wood, hay, stubble"—works that will be

wholly consumed when submitted to the final

and fiery test. But with such as take time to

see God, take time to get the mind of the

Spirit in all their undertakings, it is other-

wise. They work according to a Divine pi

God working with them, in them and through
them, mightily; and thereby they build of sub-

stantial materials
—

"gold, silver and precious

stones"—upon an immutable foundation— Je-

sus Christ—and according to a Divine plan

and purpose to the fulfilment of which every-

thing in earth and heaven must contribute.

To such God most encouragingly says, "Ye
know that your labor is not in vain in the

Lord."— The Free Methodist.

House-Furniture. -I have peered into quiet

parlors where the carpet is clean and not old,

and the furniture polished and bright; into

rooms where the chairs are neat and the floor

carpetless; into kitchens where the family
live and the meals are cooked and eaten, and
the boys and girls are as blithe as the spar-

rows in the thatch overhead;—and I see that

it is not so much wealth and learning, nor
clothing nor servants, nor toil, nor idleness,

nor town nor countiy, nor station, as tone and
temper, that render homes happy or wretched.

And I see, too, that in town or countiy good
sense and God's grace make life what no
teachers or accomplishments, or means or

society, can make it—the opening stave of an
everlasting psalm; the fair beginning of an
endless existence; the goodly, modest, well-

proportioned vestibule to a temple of God's
building that shall never decay, wax old, or

vanish away.

—

Jolin Hall.

A vision rose before my eyes.

As I sat musing on this life.

Its good and ill, its joy and strife,

Of what should be in paradise.

I saw two souls that, until then.

Had been divided, hand in hand,
In golden day at last they stand.

Clear from the doubts of scornful men.

They looked into each other's eyes,

With sense of perfect peace at last,

Made dearer for Life's sorrows past

—

Thus shall it be in Paradise.—Hamilton Aide.

Science and Industry. -

Within a month the telegraph systeiji

Alaska will be complete, and by Fall the i1^

connecting Seattle with Juneau and thiif

North will be in operation.

—

Ex.

A HIGHLY recommended furniture poli;
j

made of a w-ineglass of olive oil, one wine, ;-

of vinegar, two tablespoonfuls of alcohol j.

ply with a soft cloth and polish with flan

"Make Yourself Wanted."— In an].

dress reported in the American papers, g, j.

tary Shaw tells an incident that puts in b a

dozen words the secret of business sue- s.

A young clerk in a store, he said, askei

»

an increase of salary. The proprietor ga it

to him. A little lafpr the clerk asked fo n-

other rise. At first the owner was indigi t;

then, after thinking the matter over, he it

for the clerk.

"Young man," he said, "what you nei is

not more money, but more usefulness." '

u
he pointed out to him countless ways in ^\;li

he might have done something for the s-

pany and had missed his opportunity—t is

when he had been careless or indiflferent c!;-

norant.

"Every time," he concluded, that a ci'o-

mer comes in and asks for you personally

counts for you and counts for the store, jj

business is to make yourself wanted."

It is the secret of success in business; il

not also the secret of success in every j?(

in life? In the home, in the church, in «
school, everywhere, the one whose woi-if

thorough and cheerful and enthusiastic is

one who is making the most of his life; '1

yourself wanted" and you will soon know

joy of solid success.— Youth.

She Raises Cats.—From the various
j

of the country we hear of new occupa

taken up by women; some have gone il

kitchen gardening, others to raising po'

and yet others have undertaken the cultu

nursery products or taken up the breedin

stock in its several branches.

There is one woman on the coast of M
who has made a very considerable incom

conducting a cat farm. In that locality

beautiful species of cat, called by some oie

natives "coon cat" and by others "shagc:."

These cats in many cases attain to a cons r-

able size, eighteen and twenty pounds Us.

not at all uncommon.
They vary in color, have large heads id

many of them pronounced mutton chop v s-

kers in addition to their "smellers;" th(or

on their chests grows very long and ar ig

the finest of the breed have a small fur

growing from the very centre of the c!

The tails of these cats are beautiful;

grows long, often two and one-half inch(

length, and very full ; they have also ver\ n-

usual eyes, being large and extremely bri t

In frequent instances these cats mare

with blue eyes and it is not uncommon tc'f

a full-grown cat of this breed with one le

and one green eye.

Tears ago many of the Maine sea caplM

brought home from their trips to Eastern i
ts

specimens of the beautiful cats of the Or t,

which in after years developed into the prt at

coon cat.

I ang

; th(|
-

11
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OJ woman recognized the beauty of this

ospeed and has for several years been

i8i|f these cats and making money out of

e ^terprise. She takes orders and sends

^ts to all parts of the Unir.ed .States.

TJi price ranges from five dollars upward,

[e,|:olor, etc, determining the cost. She
large house for them and spacious

s screened off with wire netting, which
the cats straying off. The proprie-

is cat farm says that cats are eaiser

rae and command readier sales than dogs.

AjiDE With the Engineeu.—A writer in

iCB-f'.s' M(i(jiizinc describes a trip he made
imWew York to Albany on the locomotive

thj Empire State Express. Its object is

thiW into strong light the personality of

e epineer. He says the engineer set his

vm\ and pulled the throttle a bit, and they

irW so gently the movement could scarcely

fej iSot a pound too much steam was

ed; he train got under headway evenly,

it trough the yard they went and through

atijnel; then into the clear sky at moder-

iSjed till the yard was cleared. Then the

?injr pulled the throttle open wider and
derlntil he set it at a certain notch; then

letl;o and leaned back.

Ihawas the time of the greatest exhilara-

n- The great locomotive seemed to be

ichig out. It moved like a snake, swaying
im jie side of the track to the other, and

eao swing it took a better grip on the

in, lathered more momentum, liising at

•ve^it seemed to dive around them, and,

en
i

had attained full speed, behaved like

lUgibutfalo driving ahead cumbrously, yet

;h asense of power that made the motion

Fhe'ingineer sat leaning on the window
is throttle hand resting idly on the

nd, though he was looking ahead, he

mei hardly interested. His whole attitude

tgei^d a man at ease. For miles and miles

enjne held the pace, the engineer, the

;e, ild the Hudson river opened and closed,

jed|md unfolded like a picture book in

DDgjold slow hands. By and by they re-

;ed j)eed for a town, then for water, then

anther town; then they slowed down and
led |;ross the bridge and into Albany just

and have lunch with me," was the

n to the engineer. "Oh, I can't do

3wered. "I've got to go to work
He meant he had to oil, and inspect,

tipten bolts, and so on. But hadn't he

work on the trip up? No, he had
ut forth a conscious effort. To a

owever, it would have been work of

nerve-wearing kind.

wish to be miserable, you must
ik a])ut yourself, about what you want,
i yi like, what respect people ought to

yo. and then to you nothing will be

ou will spoil everything you touch.

make sin and misery for yourself out
erihing which God sends you. You will

"tched as you choose.

—

Kingsley.

"Putting off till to-morrow
Will lead us to sorrow
Beginning to-day
Is the very best way."

THE YOKE OF CHRIST.

BY S. J. TROTH.

Thought from a sermon: "When we are yoked unto Christ
we begin to learn of Him."

Yoked unto Christ in fellowship unending,
Re.sting or moving e'en as He doth move.

Brought near to Him while to his service bending,
My heart-beats timing to his heart of love.

Thus, always thus, my gracious Lord and Ma.ner,
Let me be taught and learn with joy of Thee,

.\ye keeping step, nor slower move, nor faster,
Thy will forever the one law for me.

My own dear Lord! Could any lot be better!
Could any living yield more peace and rest!

Thy yoke a precious treasure, not a fetter.

Because it holds me near unto Thy breast.

Surpassing bliss! My heart is filled with longing.
Saviour bind on thy yoke, nor lose it more.

Lead me with Thee through all life's duties throng-
ing.

Grant I may serve Thee on the " other shore."

Unnoticed and Uncounted.

It is constantly assumed in many quarters,
and the statement is often made, that the
churches are only half filled; that Christianity
is on the decline, and that religion has ceased
to be one of the great interests of the hu-
man race; and, all the while, in all parts of
Christendom, and in lands outside its borders,
there are millions of people leading devoutly
religious lives, sacrificing themselves without
hesitation and without repining, bearing heavy
burdens without complaint, and doing the hard,
rough, obscure work of the world with pa-
tient, unconscious courage. These faithful

servants of the Lord constitute far the greater
proportion of the human race. Some of them
do not go to church; many of them are found
in the churches, which are by no means as

empty as they are represented. Tliey are de-

vout believers in Christianity, and the chief

motive of their lives is profoundly and decid-

edly religious. They live as in the sight of

the Infinite, and in the life immortal; but they
never report themselves, they are never inter-

viewed. Their lives are apparently common-
place, and are never included in those enumer-
ations of the good and the evil which are from
time to time taken by the daily press. It is

one of the great distinctions between vice and
virtue that it is easy to secure statistics of

the first, and impossible to get any report of

the second. The discords are always notice-

able; the harmonies attract no attention. The
devout, the religious, the faithful, and the

pure, upon whose integrity society securely

rests and w^ho are the salt of the earth, do
not appear in the census reports; but they

make life safe and sweet as of o]A.—Selected.

My friends, wait upon God. When He him-

self shall give the signal and release you from
this service, then are ye released unto Him.
But for the present bear to dwell in this place

wherein He has set you. Short, indeed, is

this time of your sojourn, and easy to bear
for those who are so minded.

—

Epictetus.

"As the flint contains the spark, unknown
to itself, which the steel alone can awaken to

life; so adversity often reveals to us hidden

gems, which prosperity or negligence would

forever have hidden.
'

'

TEMPERANCE.
The matter under tliis heading is furnished

monthly to The Fuiicnd on behalf of the
"Temperance Association of Friends of I'hila-

delphia," by Benjamin F. Whitson, 401 Chest-
nut Street, i'hiladelphia.

Reference was made last month to the ad-
dress delivered by .lames Wood at the annual
meeting of the Temperance Association. We
had hoped to be able to print verbatim extracts
from the same; but, being disappointed in this,

we shall give from memory such thoughts as
we recall. I'nfortunately we cannot repro-
duce the apt expression and the mild but force-
ful tone and manner of the speaker, it would
seem unnecessary to speak to an audience of
Friends, or even to a greater part of the
earnest Christian people of our land, about the
evils of intemperance and the pernicious in-

fluence of the saloon. We all are fully con-
vinced that the use of alcoholic li(iuors as
a beverage is a very dangerous and reprehen-
sible practice, to which is attributable more
than three-fourths of all the pauperism, in-

sanity, and crime that menace our civilization,

and that the saloon is undoubtedly the greatest
agency of evil that exists amongst the social

institutions of our time. So earnest have
Friends become in the effort to wash their
hands clean of this iniquity, that a careful in-

quiry is made annually of every member as to
his personal habit and influence in this par-
ticular.

Yet the feeling amongst Friends in this

regard has not always been thus. A story is

told of a certain Friend, perhaps a hundred
years ago, who was a brewer, and, at the same
time, the treasurer of the Monthly Meeting.
It appears that on a certain occasion some
question arose as to the disposition that had
been made of a part of the funds belonging
to the meeting, and the treasurer desired that
a Friend should call at his office and inspect
his memoranda book. It happened that on the
morning this call was made the treasurer was
exceedingly busy in the brewery, and, acting
with undue haste, handed to the inspector,

not the meeting book, but his office book of
"orders." As the Friend glanced over the
pages and saw one after another the names of
reputable members who had ordered liquors

of various kinds in liberal quantities, he said

to the teasurer that he thought he could see
where the money was going. Although there
may not be a Friend to-day whose business
is the manufacture or sale of intoxicant.s, so

that a mistake like the foregoing would be
impossible now, yet, if we could examine the

order books of the distillers, we miftht gain
ery pertinent suggestions as to the probable

disposition in indirect ways of vast sums of

the public money. Think of a people spending
more money for intoxicants than they do for

bread! more in fact than for all cereal food
products combined!

Should there appear suddenly a mysterious
disease of some sort causing a weakening of
will power and resulting often in idiocy, sui-

cide, pauperism, and every manner of crimi-

nality as well as bodily ailments of a serious

nature, great efforts would be put forth by
concerted action everywhere, and enormous
expense incurred in an effort to overcome the
malady and eradicate its causes. Should the
disease assume such alarming proportions as
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that of alcoholism as it exists to-day, it would

be called a plague of the severest type> and

even the national government would subscribe

vast sums of money and even direct the mili-

tary authority to be exercised in the effort to

suppress its ravages and prevent its spread.

Such heroic action would be justified fully on

the ground of safeguarding the public welfare.

Yet such a plague does exist, and its victims

may be seen on every hand in the midst of our

proudest civilization. The number of them is

so great as to seem incredible. But inasmuch

as the causes are generally understood, and

the fostering and spreading of the disease has

become a mercantile enterprise entrenched be-

hind vast social and economic interests, the

government, though spending much in the

effort to check or regulate it, is impotent to

effect a cure; while public sentiment, through

self-interest and indifference, is at best divi-

ded and impractical in dealing witn the sub-

ject.

The interesting fact remains, however, that

a large percentage, probably a majority of

American citizens, are temperance people at

heart, and long for the day when there shall

be no saloons and when the curse of alcohol-

ism shall have been effectually overcome. In-

deed it might be overcome in large measure
very soon, if temperance people were agreed

as to the best method for accomplishing the

result and would act conjointly. Here and

there it has been practically eradicated, at

least for a time, in some places by one method,

in other places by a different method; some
times with entire success, sometimes with

partial success only. But on account of the

failure of adjacent districts or states to adopt

similar measures, the opportunity for renewed
contagion is constant, and, worst of all, aug-

mented by a vicious self-interest on the one

hand and fallacious reasoning on the other.

Under these circumstances a general extermi-

nation of the evil is indeed doubly difficult.

Nevertheless a great deal has been achieved

and is being achieved and constantly along the

lines of reform. Never has the issue been more
to the front in the minds of the bone and sinew

of the nation. The subject has been dignified

by careful research, wise precedent, and in-

fluential opinion.

Some would advocate a statutory law similar

in character to the federal law relating to

Indian territory, that prohibits the manufac-
ture or sale, or barter, or even the giving

away, of "any malt, spirituous, or vinous

liquor of any kind under any label or brand.'"

Others contend that such a measure would be

too drastic, and would not be duly enforced.

Some favor "local option," so that each com-
munity may decide for itself the question of

liquor selling within its jurisdiction. The
difficulty in this instance arises from the in-

ability to the temperance community to regu-

late the action and influence of adjacent com-
munities of a counter opinion and eager to

stultify or render odious the law of ihe prohi-

bition district.

Many advocate a system of "high license,"

limiting the business to such dealers only as

are able to pay a required annual fee or

"license to sell " The great objection to this

plan is that it gives, under the required con-

ditions, a legal status and sanction to the very

business it is sought to curtail, making the

State a party to the transaction. It gives also

to the liquor trade a political influence of

tremendous consequence in its own behalf.

Some States have adopted the Dispensary

System, by which the sale of liquors is taken

out of the hands of private citizens, so far

as pecuniary profit is concerned, and put under

the proprietorship of the State. This method
has the advantage of eliminating the incentive

to foster and extend the evil, but many per-

sons object with sound logic to the State con-

ducting any business that is prejudicial to the

public health and morals.

Other systems, also, have been tried with

varying degrees of success, but the chief ob-

stacle to overcome in every instance seems to

be the lack of coherence amongst temperance
workers, while the liquor interests are ever co-

operative and ever at work, in ways peculiar

and extremely subtle, in preventing a union

of temperance forces. In States where the po-

litical parties are divided quite evenly, with

frequently an abundance of temperance senti-

ment on both sides, the encouragement of

party fealty is a fruitful source of weakness
to the temperance element, especially when, as

is usually the case, the liquor interests are

less loyal to party and more eager to seize the

balance of power. In States where the politi-

cal sentiment is very one-sided, the temper-

ance people are more free to unite on temper-
ance lines, and to command recognition or else

overthrow the existing faction. In such

States, therefore, independently of whether
they be Republican or Democratic, we shall

find more advancement in temperance reform
than elsewhere.

Pennsylvania might be such a state, being
overwhelmingly one-sided politically, but un-

der the influence of a large city, a corrupt po-

litical "ring, " and an inexplicable party aflinity

amongst its best citizens, the State is rightly

designated as owned by the liquor interests.

Thus with many methods proposed for con-

trolling the evil of intemperance, yet with

great lack of concerted action amongst tem-

perance people, the need for unity of method
and cooperation of effort amongst all honest

opponents of the saloon and its attendant evils

must be apparent to every one who makes a

study of the subject.

Under a profound sense of this need a mem-
ber of a Monthly Meeting of Friends in the

State of New York was led to lay his exercise

before the meeting for business, and to ask

if it might not be possible for the meeting to

agree on some given action. The matter was
weightily considered and dwelt under for some
time, after which it was decided to refer the

subject to the Quarterly Meeting for its consid-

sideration and advice. The Quarterly Meeting
in turn referred it to the Yearly Meeting. Here
the subject was again reviewed and the duty of

the church as a body and as individuals to seek

prayerfully for light in this matter seemed to

be felt by every one. The saloon is so inti-

mately associated with all that the Christian

church was intended to resist, that it would
seem that the work of unifying Christian sen-

timent regarding it ought not to be impossi-

ble or even difticult. Accordingly it was pro-

posed to call for an interdenominational con-

ference to meet in the city of Washington in

the year 1906, should the way open for the

same to be held. It is hoped that in the

meantime a kindly but earnest effort wi

made to secure a representation from ead
every sect claiming the name of Christiai

What such a conference may purpoan

shall not attempt to predict. That thei

ious denominations have a common inter*

the matter to be considered, there can

!

doubt. That their conclusions should be

monious, is reasonable to expect. Thafe

far the proposition is meeting with

aging approval, we know. That great

may eventually come of it, is certainly

suit we may hope for, and. as opport|

offers, labor and pray for, believing tfeit

aspiration of every true Christian heart s

be "Thy kingdom come," in me and ajJLi

"Thy will be done on earth as it is inl

California is a State of extremes as to

als and society. There is a great da
drunkenness in San Francisco caused bj:

'*'

miscellaneous class of people that

the population. Almost every national

represented here. The large number (

ted States soldiers discharged here o

way home from the Philippines, adds

criminal class. Hardly a week goes bj

we do not read in the papers of some

committed by a soldier. Murder, hij

robbery and suicide are frequent witt

class. There are many squalid looking (

ing places. The license fee is only i

dollars; thus very poor and disreputabb
^'

are able to open saloons. In marked coi
'-

with the condition here, are the large? f,^

in the southern part of the State, and Be

and Palo Alto in this end of the State

the last two, saloons are forbidden bya;

law prohibiting the opening of any

within one mile of the University.

Alto the title deeds also prohibit liquttj

ing. These towns contain a fine class ol
pie. Berkley is supposed to have sevtl

thousand inhabitants and not any polic'a

Ihe Prohibitionists in the southern p;

the State are hopeful and

at least a dozen towns the saloon has I

ished. I believe that the influence cl

Society of Friends, in its several branchij

contributed largely to these favorable i

Friends are active in the Prohibition
i

Anti-Saloon League, and the W. C. TLI'"-

Letter from W. E. V.

Sobriety of mind has a very close c le

tion with the sobriety of body; it is, )«

the foundation upon which physical si ie

rests. — Union Signal.^

Drunken, but not with wine.—It io

little purpose to talk of religion or the p

ness of piety, to a person who is fondort

or plays or sports, as to another wlio '

temperate; for the pleasures of these rt

ular ways of life make him as deaf I

other proposals of happiness, and asinc*

of judging of other happiness and pleasV

he who is enslaved to intemperance.

A lady abominates a sot, as a creatt"

has only the shape of a man; but tb «

does not consider that drunken as he '^

haps he can be more content with the »

liquor, than she can with the want «

clothes; and if this be her case, she o

fers from him, as one intemperate

fersfrom another.— Wm. Law.

I
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Items ConcemiDg the Society.

[oa'h S. Elkinton and Zebedee Haines were to

rtiesterday on their service of visiting the

li of Indian tribes in our Eastern States, be-

;ii Tunessassa reservation in New York

: iliiii,' to minute received from his Monthly
a I Woodland, N. C, Abram Fisher expects

1-.^ tlie ocean and attend meetings in the

is, Isles, having engaged passage on the .4«-

lajo sail from New York next Third-day, the

inint.

Hit of the late sitting of Haddonfield
iecting in the ancient Mt. Laurel house

,, ; I our columns of next week. .Seldom
• witnessed one held more unto edifying,

r\ I'litly under the covering of Divine Good-
;in the meeting then enjoyed.

Friends' Tract Association of London
ived two well made pamphlets of
il "Friends Ancient and Modern." The
i'se two are "George Fox, the First

1 "Samuel Bowley, the apostle of Tee-

\Ve defer further review of them till

them a more worthy notice,

same time is received the thirty-sixth

ort of the London " Friends' Foreign
sociation," containing much interesting

on of its religious and educational work.

glad to be able to present the following
'lite information than has been usual

the first holding of Y'early Meetings in

Jty. The claim of New England Yearly
be a little the earliest in 1672 doubtless
the continuous annual holdings of such

iiTOR OF The Friend :—May I be al-

•ect a statement in The Friend of

16th, page 34.5, column 3. The first

iting was held in London in 1660. There
or two omissions during that decade, but
" onward the Yearly Meeting has been
lly in London to the present time. Ellis

clerk to the Society from about 1657
He signed the Epistles on behalf of the
iting, as did B. Healing later, but did

act as clerk to the meeting.
Thine truly,

Norman Penney.
iHiRE House, Library Department,

12lishopsgate Without, London, E. C.

'Fourth of Sixth Month, 1903.

e Tjre not disposed to pass by Old Scholars'
at Visttown unheeded in our last number, but
illelince of but one day already full between
an(,he printer cut off the visible evidence of
ntest. And the interest of the thousand and

r y

nirning pilgrims, compared with that of
rs, continued unabated. The public ex-

es red no one, either by quantity or by
ly, Jt rather refreshed all hearers. The ad-
ofi nna K. Cadbury on higher education for

g wtnen, and that of Judge William F. Smith,
'hiojwere excellent presentations of the
s Wiich concerned their hearts. The incite-

3 Ifided forth by the latter, through an-
e all exhortation, to the sons and daughters
est^ivn to live up to the high standard of so

y a|3ritage, has left a warm and appreciative
nsejhroughout the hundreds of hearers. The
que; repast, and arrangements for social in-

urBJimongold acquaintances, left nothing to
sir«l for the crowning of the favors of the
'ithhe spirit of gratitude.

iiiSENCER ON John Dalton.—In connection
th^;elebration at Manchester, of the Cen-

tenary of the announcement by John Dalton of
the atomic theory. Earl Spencer^ as chancellor of
the Victoria University, conferred degrees on two
distinguished scientists who have developed and
substantiated Dalton's theory.

Lord Spencer said: "John Dalton was a man
born of humble parents, and he belonged to the
Society of Friends, which has sent forth many
eloquent men and distinguished and learned citi-

zen.s. By his energy, his ability, and his deter-
mination he won for himself an education which
soon put him at the head of the scientific world.
He was honored in his own time by his sovereign
and his nation, and now all the world knows that
he has made one of the greatest discoveries science
ever made." Quoting I'rofessor Clarke Wilde, he
continued: "Dalton created a working tool of great
power of usefulness, something which none of his

forerunners had been able to do. In the growth of

chemistry since his day the guiding clue has been
the atomic theory." " It is right," said the Chan-
cellor, "that this University should do homage to

that great man who one hundred years ago, when
education, and especially science, was not esteemed
as it is in the present day, gave lustre and honor
to the city where he lived by his great discoveries."
— The London Friend.

The Recent Se.s.sion of London Y'eari.y Meet-
ing.— "The abounding liberty," says the London
Friend, " with which the state of our Society was
discussed in our Yearly Meeting might surprise an
intelligent new member listening to one Friend
after another pronouncing the common sense of

shortcoming and fault. A recently received mem
ber from the North of England was asked, after
hearing the discussion last week, " Did you not
feel as though you had joined a sinking ship? ' He
answered, " No," and possibly the very freedom
with which our weak points are exposed is a mark
of progress and of future promise. . .

" We were reminded of the Buddhist who retires

to a cave that he may learn of God to love his

fellow men, and to love the whole world, but he
remains in his cave. . .

"The most important pronouncements in the
discussion were perhaps those relating to the char-

acter of the Gospel ministry among us. .\mid

much that is excellent, for which we may be thank-
ful, in the discourses we hear in our meetings for

worship, there is probably ground for the charge
that we have an inadequate perception of the re-

lation of the ministry of the Gospel to the Church.
The call is spiritual, but, as Paul shows, it was
humanly recognized in his day, and acknowledged
either by the laying on of his own hands or the

hands of the presbytery. We protest against a
" one man ministry," resulting at times in a griev-

ous lack of vocal ministry of any sort, and at other

's in a number of very promiscuous utterances;

and much expression in our meetings partakes
rather of the nature of desultory exhortation, or

the repetition of texts without any direct applica-

tion to the meeting that is addressed. However
humiliating it may be to us, the only pathway to

higher things is clearly to understand what is

amiss. We may be quite certain that it is not the

good Spirit of God that is to blame."

Notes from Others.

No " great revival '" is possible till the Church
and ministry repent, pray, get right with God,

and unload the dead weight of about half our

church members.

—

E. P. Marvin.

fore day, lie went out, and departed into a solitary
place, and there prayed."
"His prayers were not, then, as ours too often

are, mere monologues. They ucre true communiunn;
an interchange of life with 'life; an intercommuni-
cation of earth withhearen."

The true patriot interprets " love of country " to
signify love for the people who are in it. He will
express this feeling by a special interest in their
welfare and elFort to make them the purest, noblest
and happiest among the nations of the earth. This
love will necessarily expand into a world-wide love,
for all men have a common origin, need, nature
and destiny.—A: Y.Evcninij I'usl.

Protestants of America are sending into foreign
mission fields .$.5,.".00,(K)() a year, through about
twenty different societies. Koman Catholics in

America have two societies, the Propagation of
the Faith and the Holy Childhood, and together
they last year sent to foreign missions $113,-12;!.

while both are increasing their contributions, the
Protestant increa.ses faster than the Catholic.

Ecuador is said to be the most Roman Catholic
portion of our globe. There are six Romanist
churches or chapels for every thousand of the in-

habitants; one acre in every four is church prop-
erty; one person in every ten is a priest or a monk
or a nun; and 272 days in the 36.5 are kept as ec-
clesiastical days of observance either as feasts or
fasts. Le.ss than eight per cent, of the people can
read.

A Lockport, N. Y., clergyman complains of " the
multiplication of forms and amateur liturgies, to
make up for departed power in worship, the prom-
inence of musical exercises, in which ungodly
singers, inspired by lucre, brandy and vanity, shout
lies to heaven to entertain the world; the sensa-
tional, secular and worldly preaching, changing
the emphasis from eternity to time, and booming
each successive craze of worldline.ss."

Then the preaching—well, fancy a man pleading
for his life, or the life of a dear friend. No un-
rolling of a manuscript, and one hand employed to

prevent its departure on the wings of the wind.
No bending down over the notes with one hand
flourishing overhead, like a drowning man sig-

naling for help; but both upright, the preacher
looking straight into the eyes of his hearers, and
in tones which needed no ear-trumpet to catch,
poured forth truths vivified and heated in the fur-

nace of his own heart.— //. L. Hastings.

Possibility of an American PorE.--If present
tendencies continue, the third or fourth pope in

succession to Leo XIII. will be an American. This
tendency is shown in the selection of heads of the
Roman Catholic orders. It is not so very many
years ago that such heads were invariably Ital-

ians, or at most and excepting a few societies,

(Jerman in their traditions, citizens of Latin coun-
tries. The present inclination of the Roman Catho-
lic Church is to put Americans at the head of as
many of these organizations as po.ssible. Com-
plaints have been uttered by Italian aspirants, but
they are being silenced by events. That the next
step should be taken, and forty or fifty years hence
an American pontiff be chosen, will be the logic of
events. These events are the wonderful develop-
ment rif Catholic orders in America, and the cer-

tainty that that development is to be far greater
during the next decade than ever before. The
new Franciscan superior general, just chosen, was
born in Pru.ssia, but has spent many years in

.\merica, and is looked upon as an American. Other
reasons entered into his selection, however, than

The Independent says that "union" will be the

note of the Protestant cTiurches in .America and

other countries for the next twenty years, and that

no better service can be rendered than the effort to
! simply the one of his nominal Americanism. Father

secure " Christian unity by denominational union."
|

David Flemming, an Irishman, was acting superior
general only, but during his term of little more

"And in the morning, rising up a great while be- than a year he offended most of the Italian Fran-
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ciscans. Finding themselves unable to secure an

Italian, the}' substituted an American for an Irish-

man. Father Flemming has been made secretary

of the new Bible Commission, of which Cardinal

Satolli is the head, and will go to Rome to reside.

The new superior general. Father Schuyler, organ-

ized the English-speaking Franciscan Province of

the Holy Name, with headquarters in Paterson, N.

J. The new American Franciscan consulter is

Father Leonard of the commissariat at Washing-
ton.

—

Boston Transcript.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—During the last few weeks the num-
ber of strikes of laborers in various trades has greatly

embarrassed employers and been attended with great

losses to the employees. During thirty-two days in New
York it is conservatively estimated that the loss of profits

to contractors and builders, with office expenses added,

has amounted to $8,000,000 ; to the workingmen in

wages alone, $14,000,000. In Chicago the cooks, waiters

and other employees at twenty-one of the large hotels

quit work on the 12th inst. A dispatch says : The city

has never been in this predicament before and thousands

of persons are greatly discommoded. With the leading

restaurants already closed, it is difficult to find a dining-

room open.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,
lately meeting at Los Angeles, Cal., unanimously adopted
a revision of the Westminster Confession of Faith, which
greatly modifies its teachings respecting predestination

and infant salvation, and brings them into harmony with

the doctrine of the love of God toward all mankind.
A dispatch of the 9th, from St. Louis, says : The crest

of the Mississippi flood here was reached this morning
with the stage at 37.5 feet, the highest water here since

1844. The river is now falling steadily, and so far as

the territory near St. Louis is concerned, the acute crisis

is past. The danger to points below here is lessened by
the spreading of the river over the lowlands. The loss

of life will reach at least twenty, possibly a greater num-
ber. The property loss is several million dollars.

In East St. Louis on the 8th inst., on proclamation of

Mayor Cook, business was suspended, the saloons were
closed and everybody was at work on the levees in a des-

perate effort to save the city, which is from one to four

feet below the level of the water that pressed against the

embankments. .\ hastily constructed levee of sand bags
and mud was all that stood between the city and almost
complete inundation. On the 10th inst. nearly two-thirde

of its territory was under water. The waters have since

begun to recede. Thousands of persons rescued from the

waters have been thrown on the overtaxed charity of the

local community, and in the impossibility of providing

adequately for their necessities, the chief peril of the

moment, it is stated, now rests. In view of the want and
suffering caused by the flood, Mayor Cook has issued an
appeal to the public for aid.

An urgent appeal in behalf of the flood sufferers in

Kansas City, Kansas, has been made. In that city 23,000
persons, out of a population of 60,000, are reported to

be homeless and dependent. Floods in Northern and
Central New Mexico are reported.

A dispatch from Washington of the 12th says : The
floods that are devastating large sections of the West
and Southwest have engaged the attention of Govern-
ment officials who are in charge of the reclamation policy

authorized by the recent Irrigation law passed by Con-
gress. The combined volume of the water impounded in

storage reservoirs at the head waters of great rivers and
their tributaries and that contained in a net work of

hundreds of miles of irrigation canals and ditches, coupled
with that absorbed by millions of acres of arid land,

would have gone a long way toward preventing what will

be known as the great flood' of 1903.

In addition to the floods in the Mississippi and Missouri
Rivers and their tributaries, great damage by floods is re-

ported from North and touth Carolina.

Alaska was purchased by the United States from Rus-
sia, in 1867, for $7,000,000. The value of the salmon
exported annually from Alaska to this country now ex-

ceeds the entire amount of purchase money.
The Board of Health of Trenton, N. J., has in prepara-

tion a circular to be issued to householders advising them
as to protection against mosquitoes. It is suggested that
cisterns be covered with double mosquito netting of fine

mesh ; that all hollows where water can stand be drained
or filled in ; that grass and weeds be kept down, and that

the water be changed twice a day in barns, chicken coops
and kennels. The circular advises that mosquitoes in

houses can be killed by burning fresh Persian insect pow-

der. As cure for bites, alcohol and glycerine in equal

parts is recommended.
Rules to be applied by the Department of Health in

Philadelphia to improve the supply and inspection of milk

and meat, recently adopted, provide that all milk sellers

must be licensed ; all dairies inspected monthly, and the

milk and cream to be given a chemical and bacteriologi-

cal test ; milk dealers are required to sterilize all bottles

before using them for the delivery of milk. All meat
producing animals must be inspected by a veterinarian of

the department before being killed, and all meat exposed

for sale must bear the stamp of the Health Department.
It has been lately stated by statistics that 6.5 per

cent, of the deaths from tuberculosis in Philadelphia are

in the mill district of Kensington.

It is stated that for the first time in the history of this

Government the imports have exceeded $1,000,000,000
in a year. The exports are about $1,400,000,000.

Recent rains in various parts of the country have oc-

curred accompanied by cool weather. A dispatch from
Latrobe, Pa., of the 14th, says : A fall of snow came last

night. A heavy hailstorm came first, and this prepared
the ground for the snow, which came down in great volume
for over an hour, leaving the mountains as white as they

are in the winter time.

A dispatch from Pottsville, Pa., says : Ferdinand E.

Wesser, of Philadelphia, has just completed arrangements
with the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Com-
pany for the manufacture of coal bricks on a large scale.

Three of his machines are to be put in operation at once
at the Lincoln colliery dirt banks, and 1000 hands are to

be employed. The Wesser patent consists in the use of

80 per cent, coal dirt, 15 per cent, sawdust and 5 per

cent, coal tar. Vast quantities of waste coal dirt have
been stored in this region for years, and the supply is

practically inexhaustible.

There were 480 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 3 more than the pre-

vious week and 18 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 232 were males and 198 fe-

males: 63 died of consumption of the lungs ; 30 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes :

11 of diphtheria : 16 of cancer ; 17 of apoplexy ; 21 of

typhoid fever ; 2 of scarlet fever, and 3 of small pox.

FOKEIGN.— King Alexander of Servia, and his wife

Draga were assassinated on the 11th inst., also two
brothers of the latter, the Servian Premier, and two
other high oflicials by a band of army oflicers. Prince

Peter Karageorgovitch residing at Geneva at the time, is

mentioned as the possible successor as King of Servia.

A despatch from Washington, D. C. says this mas-
sacre has resulted in a situation which even forbids this

and other Governments from sending a note of condol-

ence on the one hand or a note of congratulation on the

other. Individually, Cabinet members, as well as the

President, regard the massacre with horror, but none is

willing to be quoted, either individually or ofiicially.

Russia has a larger Jewish population than any other

country in the world. The Russian Ambassador in this

country. Count Cassini, is reported to have lately said in

an interview with Abraham N. Sadler, of New York, in

reference to the massacre at Kischenefl'

:

"The public meetings that have been held in the United
States, the resolutions that have been adopted, will be

ineffective in my country. Russia, with her 137,000,000
inhabitants, will not be influenced in her internal policy

by outside pressure. She will take care of her people.

Five millions of Jews resident there are but a small

minority, and they can and will be protected.

"As an evidence, there are now more than 500 of the

Kischeneff rioters in prison, and the guilty ones will be

severely punished. We do not desire the Jews to leave

Russia. We regret to lose them. Those who remain in

Russia will be cared for. The attitude of my Govern-
ment since the Kischeneff affair attests to this. We
have hearts as well as other people. We do not want to

see pillage and carnage any more than you do. I insist

that the action of the Russian Government, from the mo-
ment it became acquainted with the facts of the unfor-

tunate occurrences at Kischeneff, has been all that its

severest critics could ask for."

The Congo Free State, now an independent nation, the

head of which is the King of Belgium, has within a few
years been greatly developed. Its territory includes

nearly a million of square miles, inhabited by 30 millions

of people. It has 500 miles of railway, with 2000 more
under construction, and 1000 miles of telegraph lines ;

seventy-nine steamers, some of them carrying electric

light, ply on the Congo ; shipping of 1,000,000 tons an-

nually enter and leave its port on the sea ; in 1901 its

exports amounted to $11,000,000.

The representations which have Istely been made re-

specting the ill-treatment of the natives in that country
have lately induced the British Parliament to adopt the

following resolution : "The Government of th

State, having at its inception guaranteed to thi

that the natives should be governed humanely,
no trading monopoly or privilege should be pi

the House requests the Government to confer
other signatories of the Berlin General Act, in '

which the Congo State exists, in order that i .

may be adopted to abate the prevalent evils."

It is stated that over 2,000,000 people have
India from the bubonic plague since 1896, and ,

ease is reported to still continue in that country
;

signs of abatement.
The free trade policy of Great Britain has lal

re-affirmed by a large majority in the House of (

when certain measures proposed by Colonel S h
Chamberlain to modify it were under discussion.]

A donation of $10,000 has lately been tranjtto

through The Christian Herald of New York, t ShiiB

for the relief of starving Chinese in the Pro ip ,

Kwang Si. Its receipt has been acknowledg'^
gratitude by the Viceroy of that province, as a

:

proof of American friendship and sympathy fo .,

One million Chinese are said to be starving. ,

The smoke from the late forest fires in Cai a ba

been so dense on the coast of Nova Scotia as inter

fere with navigation.

Experiments lately made in Porto Rico bythjmtt
States Agricultural Experimental Station lead ithes

conclusions ofiicially announced by Commissiom pf Hi

Interior Elliott : :

That the poorer sandy soil of Porto Rico will ^AtT-
a remunerative crop of sea island cotton when f iliie

and that the dry months of winter and early sf;?ai

adapted to the successful harvesting of this cro]!

Despatches from Acapulco, Mexico, report ear flali

of terrifying nature. There were violent shocks fom
at sea. These shocks took place on the nigh If U
10th, when simultaneous shocks were experiiUt
Tulancingo and Mescala. The people ran into ttlra
and falling on their knees prayed for mercy.

European engineers, says the periodical called Ur
have been congratulating themselves that, altk ;k

•'

coal mines may fail, they have in the Alpine gk r^

exhaustible sources of energy. The melting f

glacier ice gives rise to mountain torrents, who fs

being utilized more and more, especially since I; el(

trie transmission of power has more nearly ap jail

perfection. The glacier is thus a mine of storecioj

and its ice has been somewhat poetically termerahi

The Czar of Russia has signed a rescript whiciiak

the government of Finland entirely dependent n > El

sia, and reduces the Fins to the political sto'lig'

Russian peasants, enabling the Governor Genera
J
1»

ish those whose presence he may deem undesiral , »il

out accusation and without trial.

NOTICES.

A Woman Friend desires position as compa d

lady for the Summer months, or permanently il'si'

Address W, Office of The F :.\:

Notice.—A meeting of all Friends who are i te^

in the establishment of a Boarding Home in thicty

members, is called to be held at Friends' Insti ^,

20 South Twelfth street, on Third-day, the 23d Is:

at 4 P. M., when the committee who have been \i'K

in making inquiries and a practical plan for the

on of the work will set forth the particulars of

ments now available.

Westtovrn Boarding School.—The

the School will open on Third-day, Ninth Month £

Friends who are intending to send children

will confer a favor by making application befi

Month 26th, if the matter has not already rec

tention.

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pri

Died, at West Chester, Pa., First Month 2'i

Ann Elfreth, wife of James Elfreth and dsf

the late John and Phebe Benington, in the se\

year of her age ; a member of the Monthly 1

Friends of Philadelphia. " The foundation of &
eth sure, having this seal : The Lord knoweth t

are his." 2 Tim. II : 19.

, at his residence, Rancocas, New Jerse

eighteenth of Third Month, 1903, SAMUEL Wll

the eighty-third year of his age : an elder and

of Burlington Monthly and Rancocas Particulai

of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILK'S SONS, PKINTJ!

No. 422 Walnut Street
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Forward to Christ.

rj Old Testament provision, as of a series

nidows laid in advance of the Substance

lt|ast them, was always leading forward

rist whom they were prefiguring and

"who was, indeed, foreordained

he foundation of the world, but was

ted in these last times for us, who by

believe in God. " Not that Christ was

|)m the beginning onward spiritually la-

"the Word of God, " with men, as

ight that lighteth every man that comes

Id 46 world." He was in all those gener-

ioij "in the world, and the world was made

poth Him, and the world knew Him not,"

Be|' those, here one and there another, who

fffifnade peculiarly his own by receiving

ini.j "To these gave he authority to become

ildin of God, even to them that believed

h name, who were born of God" (John i:

-1
. He was in the world teaching, as

n ere able to bear it, through a law of

dirnces, which was a schoolmaster to lead

to!hrist, and was, according to their re-

ive measure of light, the expectation of

til ^. More especially among the Hebrews,

tilhe fulness of time came, was there a

pell looking forward to a personal mani-

Jtaon of the Messiah who should come.

N(i-, however, for nearly nineteen centur-

rbi there been on the part of Christendom

Tocjing backward to Him who was personally

e^th as Jesus, the Christ; and too gener-

y }ch an exclusive looking backward as to

loijt to a blindness to his present and daily

pej-ance to the hearts of men,— those liv-

? ^pearances of the risen Lord by his Spirit

rid He was so earnest to assure his follow-

> C| in his parting language pleading that

3y;ike notice of his being "with them all

3tys, even unto the end of the world."

Thus also had he in substance been teaching

them,—even that it was expedient for them
that He should go away, else the Comforter

would not come. "If I go, 1 come again" (John

xiv: 3). And He ;(tiiA Spirit proceeding from

the Father and the Son) when He is come, will

convict the world in respect of sin, and guide

you into all the truth" (xvi: 7-13). And so

is fulfilled, in the experience of many witnesses

past and present, the promise that "to as

many as look for Him, Christ shall come again

the second time apart from sin unto salva-

tion."

But now, in the determinate ignoring of any

Christ save as one apparent in the days of his

flesh nineteen hundred years ago, many seem

to be teaching Christ as always to be looked

backward to, and never present as the in-

speaking Word of God, speaking to our condi-

tion,—the one Mediator between God and men,

—who even daily "upholdeth all things by the

Word of his power." But there are many

who can say, "we know that the Son of God

is come and hath given us an understanding,

that we know Him that is true." So Christ is

known as still declaring in his present revela-

tion; "I am He who liveth, and was dead, and

behold I am alive forever more.
'

' For us to

live is a living Christ, and not merely one dead

and gone away; who is by his Spirit "Christ

in us, the hope of glory." So that "He that

hath the Son hath life, and He that hath not

the Son of God hath not life." "For the

Word is nigh thee, in thy heart and in thy

mouth. Say not then, who shall ascend into

Heaven, that is to bring Christ down from

above" (Rom. x: 8, 6).

There is coming into the air a present day

slogan, "Back to Jesus, " which has in view

more than the ignoring of Christ come again

in these the days of his Spirit which have suc-

ceeded the days of his flesh. It would unload

from men's minds all Christian teaching which

has come forward since He in that prepared

body himself taught his hearers, and would

limit us to his recorded words (or rather the

more convenient of them ) as riven in the four

written "gospels."

We can sympathize with a desire for a

genuine renaissance of "Primitive Christianity

revived." Indeed, to get back, or rather

forward to that, in its purity and simplicity is

the mission and profession of our religious

Society from its beginning. We can moat

wholesomely spare much of human tradition

with which the word of Life in ecclesiastical

hearts has been overlaid, choked, and made
unfruitful,—can well be cleared of most of

that media'valisni whose stultifying and dark-

ening spirit has been getting exposed in our

columns in the articles entitled "Confessors

of I'eace, "—we can dispense with the school

systems and theologies of men,— but without

Him, "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to-

day, and forever," we can do nothing. And
so by all means let us get back to Him, to-day

abide in Him, and forever get forward with

Him, in the true sense of a revival of I'rimitive

Christianity. For never will Christianity past,

present, or future, be found to be anything

but Christ,—who "was then, is now, and ever

shall be," the unchanged Saviour.

But the motive of the cry " back to Jeaus."-

with many seems to be a desire not only to

disown a degenerate church, but to get rid of

the doctrines and epistles set forth by Paul

and the other apostles. In the simplicity of

the expressions of Jesus only, there would

seem to be less religion to be burdened with.

There certainly would be enough to fulfill,

were one faithful to all that is involved in his

words. He well-knew there was much that

had yet to be developed to men's understand-

ing. They could not bear all of it then, but

it would be revealed by the spirit of Truth as

they should be able to profit by it. He also

pointed forward to successors in the unfolding

of his doctrine, saying " He that receiveth

whomsoever I shall send, receiveth me.

"

" As the Father sent me into the world, even

so send 1 you into the world." "For this

cause came I into the world, that I might bear

witness for the Truth. He that is of the Truth

heareth my voice." So Christ's own living

and commissioned teachers of doctrine, in co-

operation with his own continued inward Voice

and immediate Word, are ordained to edify the

church, keep it watered and revived. And

the writer of the " third gospel," in beginning

the book which follows the fourth, distinctly

says that those gospels were written only "of

all that Jesus began to do and teach," up to

the time of his ascension. This clearly implies

a continuance of his doing and teaching by his

own spirit in us and in his apostles and com-

missioned ambassadors.
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So we in our day had best go back to Christ by

pressing forward to Him who is before,— who

goeth before us into all our Galilees, errands

and missions of liis spirit. "He that followeth

me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have

the light of life." We follow on to know the

Lord, inwardly satisfied that the Saviour of the

apostles, and of the New Testament books

which could have been written by no other in-

spiration than Christ's own, is our only satis-

fying Future, with whom we have never yet

caught up, and never shall overtake by looking

back to Him merely as an historical character

and deliverer of beautiful truths in the past.

We want a Christ crucified that is the present
' wisdom of God and power of God" unto

salvation. The world, even what is called the

Christian world, is still in that Old Testament

state, which needs to be looking forward to

Christ, to whom, though He has come, they

have not advanced. The expansion of all that

is good in civilization, of all that may be de-

veloped in the human mind and thought as an

instrument of Christ's spirit, of the spreading

of the reign of Love which is the fulfilling of

the Divine law from sea to sea till ihe earth

shall be filled with the knowledge of his glory,

— all depends on our faithful pressing "for-

ward to Christ," and running with patience

the race that is set before us, looking unto

Him who is inviting us forward to the measure

of the stature of his fulness.

Nicholas Gates.

Nicholas (Jates, of Alton in Hampshire,
England, son of William Gates, of the same
place, from the time he understood there was
a (jod who made the world and all things
therein, was desirous to have the true knowl-
edge of Him. In his childhood he took great
delight in reading the Holy Scriptures, and in

hearing the best reformed ministers, and gave
himself often to private praying to the Lord
unknown, uttering words before Him, until on
a time in his chamber kneeling down by his

bedside, in order to utter words, he was
stopped, and it was said to him in his heart,
as he declared and believed, by the Lord,
"Thou needest not utter words, for I know
thy heart and soul's desire." So remaining
kneeling awhile, he arose but uttered no words.

About the age of twenty-one years, he
came to join with ihose people in scorn called

Quakers, and was rejected by his father, and
became an alien to his father's house, and
many times threatened to be cast off, yet he
loved his father dearly. The Lord was more
to him than his father, and fitted him for his

service, and gave him a gift of the ministry,
and called him forth freely to preach the gos-
pel of the grace of God, and made him an ex-
perimental witness of the sufiiciency thereof.
He labored earnestly therein in divers parts of
England, to invite all to receive and come un-
der its teachings.

By the power and grace of God, he was sup-
ported under, and carried through, all the tri-

als and exercises, stonings, stockings, re-

proachings, imprisonments, and spoiling of

goods he met with for the Truth's sake, and
his testimony thereto. He was leligiously ex-

emplary in his family, and among all where he
traveled, preached sound doctrine, lived a holy

life, was just in his dealing, diligent in his

calling, a tender husband, a loving father, a

kind friend, a good neighbor, a follower of

peace, delighted in hospitality, sought unity,

and labored to preserve it in the bonds of

peace.

He was dilgent in attending meetings, both

on First-days and other days, and in the ser-

vice of Quarterly and Monthly Meetings, and
in taking care of the poor, and was greatly

blessed of God. This servant of Christ being

taken ill the tenth of the Tenth Month, 1707,
the first thing he expressed his care for, was
the church, and to have Friends preserved in

unity, saying he was well satisfied with the

Lord's dealings with him. "He hath been a

good God to me all along, and hath let me live

to good old age, and been my support from
time to time, and is so in this present exer-

cise." Another time he said, "My da5's are

expiring apace; but I have lived to see the

goodness of the Lord in the land of the liv-

ing." He then expressed his love to his wife

in a very tender, affectionate manner, and
prayed to the Lord that he would bless and
preserve her and his children to the end, desir-

ing they might live together in love, and watch
over one another Iherein. He said he did not

know, if he had his time to live over again,

that he could die better, having the evidence

in himself of well-done; yet he said, if the

Lord did see fit to restore him, and he could

be an instrument to gain more souls to God,
he could be glad; for that was his great joy,

when he considered how he had spent his time
in the Lord's service.

This honest, zealous old man gave good ad-

vice to many that came to see him, and for

their children, laying a charge upon such
Friends as had them, to keep their children

to the plain language, and to bring them up
in the fear and admonition of the Lord; ad-

monishing his own children to do so by their

children, and to ask them questions for open-
ing their understanding that they might know
what God is, and where he is to be found,

while they are young and tender; and said,

"Oh! that men, especially young men, did

know the comfort of living a sober life."

A neighbor coming to visit him, asked him
how he did; he replied, "Weak, and am going
apace out of this troublesome world, to a

place where there is neither sorrow, nor trou-

ble." After this he said "Friends were for-

merly known by their fewness of words and
keeping to their word in their dealings." He
very often desired Friends to keep to plain-

ness both in speech and clothing warning his

daughter Deborah to watch over her children

to keep them out of pride saying "There is

scarcely a worse weed than pride." A while

before he died he said "The door of entrance
is open into the kingdom;" into which it is

not doubted but he is entered. He departed
the twenty-first of the Tenth Month, 1707,
aged about seventy-four and convinced of the
Truth about fifty-two years.— .S'e/erfcrf.

"Levity in manner tends to laxity in prin-

ciple."

For "THEFRlEtt

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting at Eveshi|

In passing along the main street of Mo
town, N. J., to the eastward, the visiton

not fail to notice a broad and well const:

highway leading off to the southeast

;

wide stretch of open valley country, i

in the distance of its ascent of the

slope, some three miles away. Risinf

the verge of the elevated extremity oil

roadway is an elevation of much gr(j

height, which for miles around is a strij

object in the relief of the landscape. TlJ

Mount Laurel, or, more anciently Eveii

Mount; one of a series of mound shaped Is

extending across the State in a southwes 1-

direction, from Raritan Bay to the Delav

and interesting to the geologist as bein^ p-

parently the relics of the erosion to ti|"

the country was subjected in past i

On the morning of Sixth Month llth,jj

highway impressed even the casual ob

with its indications that something of i

interest was taking place. A line of tid

riages drawn by sleek, well-kempt hon

lowing each other at irregular inter

betokening the prosperity of the occup

was threading its way in the direction i

ted, as if all were actuated by a common
pose. Glancing for a moment at these la

we find a general look of intelligence a;

quiet cheerfulness. The dress of all is

kind that commends for its simplicit;

good taste : many, however, are seen to

the distinctive garb of the Quaker, and at

we realize we are in the midst of i

of Friends, young and old, delightfully

wholesomely intermingled; for this is the

of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting. VisitO

writer now become blended into one; th(

mer having already accepted a seat on o o

the commodious stages furnished by thet^

portation committee of the Quarterly I

ing. A casual glance reveals the fact T'

this particular vehicle at least is fumi*
|^;.

its quota of the "weight" of the meeting'

"gallery" friends predominate,

yet cheerful demeanor indicates that

thoughts of the day are shaded by a

sense of the occasion which confronts t

From his place of vantage beside the obi ';'

driver, our observer looks out upon a I ^

reach of meadow country, refreshed b]

recent rains, so eagerly received after

months' drought. We take in full breat

the soft summer air, laden with the 'D'

of ripened clover and succulent verdure. Oi

the one side we pass a herd of cows gr nf

contentedly within their enclosure; or hi

other a company of berry pickers gathei it<

boxes the scented luscious strawberri.

grateful to the palate at this season oj

year. The gladsome notes of various

of birds salute our ears— everything isbi'i

in a holy calm that is most fitting to our el-

ings and to the occasion that calif; us 1
i

Thoughts of the meeting now and then nii

flooding the mind; while desires are I'ed

that it may be one of renewed spiritual 1 *
ing; until, at last, just over the brow o'h

hill, where in its three mile reach mn

Moorestown the road passes from the vii w

the observer stationed there, and on the 3l-

ward slope of Mount Laurel, stands thi f
cient meeting house to which we are rt ir-

*
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ugl Built of conglomerate sandstone, a for-

lain of frequent occurrence in the neigh-

orj'od, the structure has a venerable and

ubjantial appearance; though decay is fast

etftg in. and the reduced size of the partic-

laJmeeting which regularly gathers here,

as ili'^ady given rise to the question as to

1(1 it is worth the while to spend much
s I rpair, since also, the t^uarterly Meet-

^r t no remote date, it is thought, will be

,.li II the new commodious house at Moores-

iv And yet the size of this house be-

I (lay of large membership; and, like

h.'is of its kind, it was built in two
the older, the western portion, be-

isc portal we alight, bears upon its

now barely decipherable date of

Ihf outlook is to the southward, upon

laie enclosure with ample accommodation

)r ;e large number of vehicles which enliven

le lene upon occasions like the present. A
ill-

10- feature of the yard is an immense

ii oak, upon the eastern verge, which, no

il has seen many generations of Friends,

(11 a silent witness to many changes in

ml equipage, as broad brim and drab

, idut horse and heavy carriage, adapted

I li needs of larger families, have slowly

ivejplace to things of lesser weight, lesser

iarity. But, let us hope, that as the spir-

il ted is just the same to-day as then, just

1 th; proportion a sufficient measure of the

;on?g grace is given to the humble worship-

'it enters these doors conscious of his

-hiy, to enable him to come forth

(i-L-red and inspired for life and its

uit as was the case with those who pre-

;dejhim.

Bejveen the oak and the meeting house is

1 aiient burial ground, long since disused,

jnejh whose mouldering turf

"lie rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep."

'!"vinff early, we enter the house to view
( i i(ir, which is most inviting with its

.
.^ at this season of the year. Scant

t;iil,s art'orded, owing to the small window
mejand the far projecting youths' galleries,

he |)odwork, also darkened with age, tends

) thsame effect. We observe that the side

allfiire neatly panelled, giving evidence that

le Qaker of a century ago was thoughtful

f reliving what would otherwise have been

toi severely plain effect. The benches,

)wel;r, like most of those of that period,

erely no means constructed to induce com-

)rt 1) the mind studious of physical ease;

jin^of that narrow formation of seat, and

lual' limited expanse of back-rail so con-

?ntiial to the older meeting-houses, but

jw ippily giving place to a more comfort-

ile jBsign.

Thj hour of assembling at length has ar-

ve^ and, mindful of its observance. Friends

n, until both ends of the house are well

But the visitor of twenty years ago

)w death's hand has wrought amid the

Tship. No more the commanding figure

'Riiard Esterbrook is seen to arise, with

ttin phrase to announce the conclusion of

le S3sion for worship. Edward Sharpless,

missing; than he none more facile in

iteied Scripture quotation, in the adorn-

entl.nd enforcement of the gospel message.

mre do we behold the benign face of De-

Jratehoads, as she used to arise and with

gracious voice plead for souls to come to

Christ. Hannah Evans, who sat near her, too,

is missing. David Comfort and Joseph Wal-
ton—they who for so long a period sat side by
side in their own meeting at Moorestown, the
latter e(iualled by few in so varied and untir-

ing industry for the welfare of the Society,

passed from our midst in close succession.

Nor can we forbear to speak of him, our be-

loved nestor, who but one short year ago, was
with us—Charles Khoads! Ever calm, judi-

cious, one whose presence at the head of the

meeting, gave to it a peculiar charm and dig-

nity; bereft indeed were we, when "like as a

shock of corn, fully ripe," he, too, was gath-

ered into the heavenly gamer. All these we
miss; and others, who, though not so promi-

nent, did, nevertheless, in their lives honor

Christ.

The meeting gathers into a stillness which

seems to indicate that the assembling is "of

one accord." Who amid the company will as-

sume the grave responsibility of breaking into

this silence, deepening as the moments pass,

mindful of the injunction of the Preacher of

old,
— "keep thy foot when thou goest to the

hodse of God, and be more ready to hear, than

to give the sacrifice of fools; for they consid-

er not that they do evil." At length a voice

is heard. It is that of a woman in prayer

;

and as the meeting arises, and stands with

bowed head, we feel to be in accord with the

petition for the Divine blessing which is

poured forth on our behalf. Soon after, we
listen to an eloquent plea for our lives to be

lived "by the faith of the Son of God" in

practical godliness,—which is clothed in schol-

arly phrase but delivered in a humility of ut-

terance, indicating that that scholarship has

been devoted to the service of Christ. "If

thou art a farmer, be a living farmer, such as

Christ would have thee be. Art thou a house-

keeper? Be alive in Christ to live thy life

amid thy round of duties, as He would have it

lived; Art thou a parent? For thee to live

is Christ. Fulfill thy duty in the faith of his

life, and as in his sight,"—was the sense of

the closing part of this forceful exhortation.

The next speaker was led to allude to the appeal

that is so often heard addressed to our younger

Friends, to be found fitting themselves for the

stations in the Church that have been left va-

cant by the faithful ones who have been called

away, leaving almost empty tenches as silent

reminders of .the solemn truth, that if the

young and middle-aged are not found willing to

yield obedience to a call for service, meetings

must decline, and the Society dwindle away.

The calling of the prophet Elisha was vividly

brought to our remembrance, with striking

application to the condition of some at the

present time, who, if found abiding in the

faith and zeal that led the prophet to follow

in the lead of his great forerunner—Elijah,

would find their work in our Israel of to-day,

and instructive application was made of the

recital that the mantle did not fall on Eli-

sha, but he caught the falling mantle of

Elijah. The speaker who followed referred to

two incidents in the life ot Elisha which had

not been already touched upon—where the

prophet Elisha craved that a double portion

of the spirit of Elijah might rest upon him,

and where he rent his owti garment before as-

suming to be clothed with that of the other.

These two speakers were in close harmony in

their exercises, and brought the meeting un-
der a solidity of covering which would seem
to indicate that not only a feeling of deep in-

terest had been awakened, but that a season
of close heart-searching was being realized on
the jiart of some, who fell ready to raise the

question "Lord, is it I?" "Search me,
God, and know my thoughts; try me, and
know my heart; and see if there be any
wicked way in me, and lead me in the way
everlasting," was the language next heard;

all the more impressive since it fell from the

lips of a young woman in the body of the as-

sembly. "As the hart panteth after the wa-
ter brooks, so i)anteth my soul after thee,

God!" accompanied with an appeal to the

younger members to not overlook the import-

ant duly of being faithful in attendance upon
meetings for worship, where they might have

opportunity to realize somewhat as to the

meaning of that soul thirst to which the

Psalmist alluded, was (luoted in a feeling man-
ner by an Elder. Sui)plication was again of-

fered; in which it was craved that the many
gospel truths set forth during the meeting
might find a sure place in the hearts of the

peo])le assembled; after which, the session for

business was opened.

The reading of the extracts from the min-

utes of our late Yearly Meeting elicited much
excellent counsel with reference to the sub-

ject of biblical criticism, which is therein

opened by the insertion of the minute upon

the subject adojtted by our Meeting for Suf-

ferings. The young were cautioned against

allowing a doubting spirit to arise, which in

the end might lead to the weakening of their

faith in the Holy Scriptures, and finally wreck
the same; as was instanced in the case of a

young man who in a letter to a Friend ad-

mitted that by giving way to doubt he had

now nothing upon which to build a ho])e of

immortality. A young Friend— a minister—

having expressed a concern to visit the wo-

man's meeting, liberty to do so was feelingly

granted. The character of his message to

that body, and the Divine favor that appar-

ently accompanied its delivery, as was after-

wards learned, beautifully illustrate the good

order that obtains amongst Friends, as well as

the importance of yielding faithful obedience

to intimations of a call to sen-ice.

A sense of the blessing that had rested up-

on the meeting throughout, the brotherly love

that seemed to abound, the deep interest man-

ifested by the younger members, as betokened

by their reverential attitude and close atten-

tion to the various exercises, culminated in

a supplication on their behalf; wherein the

longing was fervently expressed, that the God

of all mercies, without whose quickening

power no human word can avail the deadened

soul, might so fix upon their hearts the im-

pressive lessons of the day as to incline them

more steadily to seek the way of righteous-

ness in their homes and at their business.

And so we passed out of the dim venerable

structure, still aglow, as it were, with the

heavenly light of the ble.ssed gospel, into the

common light of day, yet energized and quick-

ened with a renewed sense of the responsibil-

ity of life and of those duties which w;e owe

to one another as fellow members of a distinct

branch of the Christian church, which has its
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own peculiar views of doctrine, of worship,
and of the ministry; which will be weakened
by compromise, and dwarfed by half-hearted
attempts at maintenance, but which will be
perpetuated so long as men and women, en-

forced by the tender spirits of their obedient
children look constantly forward with prayer-
ful anticipation towards the help that may be
realized by such exceptional opportunities for
the growth of the soul, as, through the con-
tinued extension of the Divine mercy, have
been extended to Haddonfield Quarterly Meet-
ing at many of its sessions during the past
decade.

"The King of the Cannibals."

Such was the title given by iSpurgeon to

John G. Paton,—a man who has had perhaps
the most thrilling experiences of all the mis-

sionaries of the island world. We take from
the Christian Endeavor World the following
sketch of his life:

He was born in 1824, the son of a pious
Scotch stocking maker and colporteur. After
successful work as a city missionary in Glas-

gow in 1858 he was sent to the New Hebrides
by the Reformed Presbyterian Church. Land-
ed on the small island of Tanna,he spent four
years among the most blood-thirsty men on
the earth. In 1848 John Geddie, of Nova Sco-
tia, and in 1852 John Inglis, of Scotland, had
gone to the island of Aneityum and in a few
years had won them marvellously to the gos-
pel, The natives saved for fifteen years, un-
til they had the six thousand dollars required
for a Bible in their own language. It was a
native teacher from Aneityum, faithful old

Abraham, who stood by J. G. Paton through all

the desperate scenes on Tanna.
' 'After three months the missionary's young

wife died, and Patteson and Selwyn, calling in

their mission ship, wept with him over her
gave. The treacherous natives compelled him
to pay three times for the site of his house.
They stole every thing he had, and only the
chance visit of an English ship of war induced
them, with comical haste, to bring back their

plunder.

"Paton made a bold stand against wife-
beating, widow strangling, the eating of hu-
man flesh. Iniquitous traders, with the fiend-

ish purpose of killing off the natives, kid-
napped one of them, exposed him to measles,
and sent him back to introduce the plague,
which swept away a third of the island's popu-
lation. Thirteen of Paton's party died, and
the rest sailed away in despair, leaving him
alone with old Abraham.
Maddened Tannese, confounding together

all white men, determined upon Paton's de-
struction. In 1861 came the news of the
martyrdom of the Nova Scotian missionaries,
the Gordons, on Erromansa, and Paton seemed
destined also to perish.

"Time after time he grasped the war clubs
raised against him, avoided the killing-stone,

or struck up the levelled musket. A dying na-
tive thrust a murderous knife at him. Some-
times his faithful dog, Clutha, saved him;
sometimes friendly natives; more often mys-
terious, direct providence of God, as when,
for instance, a raging band of savages sur-
rounded his premises and set fire to them, and
were dispersed (the fire being at the same time

quenched) by the sudden downpour of a tropi-
cal storm.

"Amid a thousand perils the missionary at
last escaped from Tanna, only to pass to the
nearby island of Aniwa, which has been trans-

formed by his labors into a Christian commu-
nity, whose godliness is an example to many
more favored lands. It was the sinking of a
well—the unheard of rain from below—that
broke the back of the heathenism of Aniwa.
The native gods never helped them in that way!

"Now, through the labors of the mission-
ary Watts, even Tanna has been won to Christ,

and, largely through Paton's words and writ-

ings, heroic missionaries have changed the
character of all the southern portion of the
New Hebrides."

Fortune Telling.

The desire of penetrating into the future is

deeply implanted in the human species; on the
other hand says Cicero, "there is no people or
nation, however civilized or cultivated, or
however wild and barbarous, but have deemed
that there are antecedent signs of future
events, and some men capable of understand-
ing and predicting them." If by chance any
of the vague predictions happen to come true,

then it is said the cards have foretold it, hut
should nothing occur answering the prediction
the failure is not further thought of. We tell

of the one number dreamed of that was fa-

vored by fortune with a prize, but people
never speak of the thousands of numbers seen
in the dream, but drawn with a blank; and in

this false booking, where only the profit ac^

count is credited and the loss account is

never charged, is the secret of the unshakable
belief in fortune telling. Man hopes as long
as he lives, and fortune tell'ng is a means of
strengthening his hopes. Now that the ora-
cles of old have been discarded, astrology has
been made impossible through scientific astron-
omy, and divination from the grounds of cof-

fee is being taken as little seriously as the
revelations of the departed in the spiritualistic

seances; fortune-telling by means of cards—
this improved casting of the Runic wands—as
become the general method of penetrating the
future. The two principal colors of the cards,
red and black, correspond to the light and
dark, day and night, yes and no, fortune and
misfortune, the primitive simplest elements
of divination. Everything that in magic point-

ed to light or could be referred to the gods
of light was considered as an affirmation and
a_ promise of success; all that pointed to the
night and the infernal deities was considered
as a negation and omen of evil. The four
signs of the cards allow various gradations,
the figures and numbers make further distinc-

tions possible, so that the fifty-two cards of a
deck contain a whole code by which the for-

tune teller is guided. Since, furthermore, the
importance of a card is enhanced or decreased
by its position and the surrounding cards, in-

numerable combinations are obtained, the in-

terpretation of which sometimes corresponds
with the events, especially so if, as generally
happens, the commonest occurrences are pre-
dicted in vague phrases, such as, "You will

obtain what you desire;" "You will be an-
noyed by something;" "Good news awaits
you;" "Y'ou will receive a gift;" "A jour-
ney is in view;" "Something unexpected is

going to happen," and the like. No w( er

that some of these predictions come true
Originally the oracle was an essential

.j[

of religion; nay, was religion itself, inasitli

as it is conceived as an intimate spiritual
[a-

tion between man and the Deity. Amoni'lie
Jews the Urim and Thummin of the Eoij
was consulted by the high priest to fine iut

Jehovah's will, and among the Greeks the'jl.

phic Oracle guided with its predictions
jie

most powerful rulers and the life of peoia,

for it was believed that the gods sjjij

through the oracle. With the awakeniniof
intellectual activity, with the developr

its

of philosophy and the growing rampant (ibt

in r,he existence of the gods this belief dip-

peared, but the desire to know the futuriiilj

remained, and fortune telling, in league Jtb

the crassest superstition, supplanted the jg.

inal purer view. The inspired seer w; no

longer regarded as indispensable for lea 'ng

the future; also animals and inanimatiib-

jects could, if permeated by tne invis as,

become predictors of impending events, /oi

the demons and souls of the deceased, Je)

reasoned, likewise possessed a knowled o;

the future; nay, every human soul was ip.

able of penetrating it, provided it beioi

blinded by passions and sensual appetite, 'iii

train of thought led them to use children, jo.

by means of various manipulations, weripu

in a trance condition, as a means of satis n)

their curiosity. But the stammering cihi

hypnotized and narcotized children diciia

satisfy them. Soothsaying from the intef|iei

of sacrificial animals was extended to chil ijD

To such abominations did the once pure ig

ious belief degenerate.

In Rome they divined from the wateuh(

wind, the air, the stars, the lightning tin

flight of birds, etc., and conjured the ad

Pliny tells us that Nero, who tested a tin

necromantic arts, obtained theindubitable co

of their falseness, and the more he th.j;b

to realize that the gods did not care

man's destiny the deeper he sank into cr

and murdered, fearless of God's judgmeiij

Christianity, to be sure, put a stop to

excesses, but did not eradicate the supsti

tion of fortune telling. The church dimo

deny the oracle and magic arts of the hec en

it only attributed them to the devil, whw
thought to tell sometimes the truth so ib

lead the imprudent the more thoroughl nb

error and perdition. Nay, professing (ns

tians often consulted the pagan gods, im

even to-day, in spite of our much va tei

civilization, in spite of steam and electiitj

Darwin and Huxley, fortune telling has an;

adherents, even in the ranks of the woi -bi

enlightened classes of society.

—

The Trine

I saw a smile—to a poor man 'twas given,

And he was old.

The sun broke forth ; I saw that smile in he a

Wrought into gold

—

Gold of such lustre was ne'er vouchsafed to .

It made the very light of day more luminou.

"Wrought into gold!" We that pass dow iff

hours

So carelessly

Might make the dusty way a path of flower

If we would try.

Then every gentle deed we've done, or kin. ion

given,

Wrought into gold, would make us wondrc rm

in heaven.

II
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I

Obli^iDg People.

Bnce was a wedding guest where the clergy-

a' venerable and fatherly, exhorted the bride

I :e a kind and obliging wife. The latter

tj;tive seemed extraordinary and a little

srlath the dignity of the occasion, but the

oj I have reflected upon it, the more the

0! and what it stands for have grown upon

e' It is no slight thing to be obliging, ac-

)niodating, ready to put one's own desires

iji and to live for others in little services,

tt things of daily gentleness, and little

lUlenials. Husband and wife dwell together

I
lie's tenderest intimacy. Unless both are

Idling, they are in peril of that tiny rift

hii may widen to a great chasm in time.

Viat is it to be obliging? Is it not, pri-

iai|y, to look rather upon the things of

[h^s than upon one's own, to wish for the

•iers pleasure rather than for one's own
18^ to give up rather than to hold fast? The

bling maid in the kitchen is not upset when
lelaster of the house, arriving too late for

incleon, requires a meal prepared in the

id(8 of the afternoon. The obliging boy or

irl heerfuUy lays down the book, or the pro-

len to go on an errand. Nobody enjoys

iki c a shopping-list to town for a friend and

rocjjding from store to store to match rib-

msmd braids, but the obliging woman does

ai bears the fatigue without complaint.

(llige another when it costs nothing is

ier«amiability. To oblige when the act in-

olvi a sacrifice is pure unselfishness.

"i forty years of my life with my husband,
'

'

lidjlady "I never knew him to be disobliging

ithi in large things or in small. He has

eve'omitted the small courtesies which add

D m^h to the pleasure of one's home." It

'as igh praise. Would that we might all

eseie it. All cannot he generous in be-

towl especially of money all cannot be equal

) t^ sudden emergency all cannot, always

e bive, but all may be obliging.

Peliaps one way in which this excellent

nali' may be illustrated is in the habit of

sinjat once when one is called in the morn-
ig, lid of coming promptly to meals when
ley "e ready. Few of the minor transgress-

ins ( good manners cause more real confusion

id f^noyance than the objection to prompt
sin} which lavs its paralyzing hand on the

eepj' who prizes the morning nap. Drowsily

i olshe turns on the pillow, far away and
.int'jund the tap at the door, heavily drift

'er |ie eyes the waves of slumber. Reluc-

BCtiiolds the brain, habit binds the limbs,

eqiiit indulgence blinds the conscience,

owrjtairs everything is at a standstill be-

iuaqhe lazy member of the family tarries

Wj The omelet, that should be feather

jhtjsflat, the warm biscuits grow too brown,
e clik's temper crisps alarmingly, and the

lildin will probably be late at school. A
tlelpice of obligingness about getting up
sejJDn would save all the needless fuss.

•^nithen, here is a word for the man of the
usewho is much too apt to linger than he
ed ji the way home at night. Business, he

iici«,exacts his staying later than the clos-

l hjir, or, when he does start, he thinks a
Jk

j

the brisk air will be refreshing, and
it ivolves only the taking of a train a half
nr |:er, he avoids the street car and tramps
irdi' to the ferry. Had he arranged at

home for the half hour's margin on his return,
it would have been all riirht, but most men
have an impression that meals spring up at

the wave of a mag'c wand, and no thought oc-

curs to them of soggy potatoes or overdone
meat. An obliging man takes care to consider
domestic arrangements. lit is as punctual as he
possibly can be about the hour of his return at

nightfall.

Obliging people are sunshine-brir.gers in a

world where shadows throng. Their spirit of

universal good-will is contagious, and they
make people happier because they are them-
selves happy. (Churlishness his no room in

their scheme of living. They grudge not,

they put themselves out, they take trouble

and pains that they may confer pleasure. A
genius for obliging others is as valuable a

natural possession as any other great and fine

endowment; but when it is not natural, it is

easily acquired, for it may be cultivated by

prayer and painstaking.— Cliri>tti(in Iiddli-

gencer.

Brother, the angels .say.

Peace to thy heart!

We, too, brother, have
Been as thou art

—

Hope-lifted, doubt-depressed,

Seeing in part,

Tried, troubled, tempted.

Sustained as thou art.

Brother, they softly say,

Be our thoughts one
;

Bend thou with us and pray,

"Thy will be done!"

Our God is thy God;
He willeth the best;

Trust Him as we trusted

—

Rest as we rest!

Ye, too, they gently say.

Shall angels be;

Ye, too, brothers.

From earth shall be free:

Yet in earth's loved ones

Ye still shall have part.

Bearing God's strength and love

To the torn heart.

Thus when the spirit, tried,

Tempted and worn,

Finding no earthly aid.

Heavenward doth turn

—

Come these sweet angel-tones.

Falling like balm,

And on the troubled heart

Steals a deep calm.

I. Worship— II. Ministry.

Part I.

The Church, or body of time believers, is

spoken of in Holy Scripture as the body of

Christ; the tabernacle, temple or house of

God; for in them God dwells and abides. The

individuals composing this church are spoken

of as members (of the body); living stone.s,

vessels of the sanctuary; terms having rela-

tion to their several service.

The Eternal Word who was in the beginning

with God and was God, himself the Creator of

all things, who made man in his own image,

came into the world as Christ ,Iesus, that He
might restore all things as they were in the

beginning, ere through sin man had lost the

Divine Image and holy communion with God.

No temple but man was there, no appointed
formal worship though man wa.s made to glo-

rify (jod. Life, communion and happiness
were conditional on obedience to God's word.
To hear and obey this gave peace and joy, and
thus dwelling with God they dwelt in love.

.Ages subsequent to the fall of man, did the

Lord first give permission to men to build an
earthly tabernacle for his name to dwell in;

yet though the temple was reared under Di-

vine direction, and all its altars and vessels

formed, as well as a priestly order of men set

apart, and a ritual service particularly de-

.scribed, the Lord, by his prophets, foretold

that all these could not contain nor satisfy

the infinite, everla.sting Go<l, and that even-

tually they must give i)iace to a more heaven-

ly temple and service, wherein God should be
worshipjied in spirit and in truth, for this un-

answerable reason, "God is a Spirit, and He
seeketh such to worship Ilim."

The sacrifices, services and the priesthood

and ser\'itors all typified better things to come,
anil were all to pass away and give jjlace to

the more glorious dispensation of Christ, like

as the morning star is but the herald of the

sun in its fulne.ss of glory.

God by his prophet declares, "I will pour

out my Spirit upon all flesh;" again, "all flesh

together shall see my glory." No more shall

Israel alone have the monopoly of (Jod's man-
ifested presence and glory; no more shall all

people liave to wend their way to .Jerusalem

to worship the God of the whole earth. "For
from the rising of the sun even unto the going

down of the same my name shall be great

among the Gentiles; and in everj' place in-

cense shall be offered unto my name; for ray

name shall be great among the heathen, saith

the Lord of Hosts" (Mai. i:ll). Lut under

the symbol of the ritual law incense could on-

ly be ofl'ered by an anointed i)riest, and such

alone could enter the holy place, where the

golden altar was; ami the fire used must needs

be the holy fire taken from the altar of burnt

offering. There must then be a change in the

priesthood, a change in the tabernacle, with

its sacrifices and incense. Such is the case

in this, Christ's dispensation. We who are

Gentiles are called to worship not in any house

built by human hands as being the temple of

God, nor do we require any anointed Aaronic

priest with genealogy intact from their father

Aaron, neither altar for burnt off'ering, or

for incense. These had all to pass away, nor

are any such now to be found, even amongst

the .Jews themselves. Hut we, both Gentiles

and Jews, enjoy the substance, their counter-

part, which are not to pa.ss away but to en-

dure while time remains. Christ Jesus is

made to us a High Priest, "after the power

of an endless life" typified by that of Melchi-

sedec antecedent to the law. He wa.s anointed

of the "Holy (Ihost" both as King and Priest,

and to all tlio.se who believe in Him and obey

Him as their King and High Priest, he gives

of his Holy Spirit, a mea.sure of the anointing

wherewith God his Father anointed him; and

all true believers are made by him priests af-

ter the same power of an endless life, for as He
.said, "He that believeth in me shall never

die." All the sacrifices for sin had their

counterpart in Christ's offering himself on the

cross of Calvary as a sin offering offered once

for all, a propitiation for the sins of the
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whole world, nor can any other sin offering
be offered according to the Divine will and
prove acceptable to God. The burnt offer-

ings, the peace offerings and free will offer-

ings have their counterpart in the whole-
hearted obedience of God's people, when they
immolate self on the altar of the Divine will

and by the motions of God's Holy Spirit do
works of righteousness or of worship, which
as works of the obedience of faith find accept-
ance from God. Incense the Scriptures them-
selves declare to be the "prayers of the
saints," prayer having the unction of God's
Spirit which itself is symbolized by the essen-
tial taking of fire from off the great altar, and
all prayer lacking this and made alone in the
will of man, is but offering strange fire.

(To be continued.)

Science and Industry.

In a late address before the Homeopathic
Medical Society of Chicago, Dr. Arthur G. Sax
is reported to have said that anger and fright
lead to the secretion of poison in man, no less

surely than in a reptile ; the latter, however,
has an advantage in the fact that he can store
up his deadly venom and so remains uninjured,
while man inevitably poisons himself with the
product of his desire to injure another.

Learning to Use Tools.—A boy ought to
be at home in a barn, and learn to harness a
horse, tinker up a wagon, feed the animals,
and do a hundred useful things, the experience
of which may be of special service to him in

after-life when unlooked-for emergencies be-
fall him. I have seen an ex-president of the
United States, when an old man, descend from
his carriage, and rearrange buckles and straps
about his horses when an accident occurred,
while the clumsy coachman stood by in a kind
of helpless inactivity, not knowing the best
thing to be done. The ex-president told me
he had learned about such matters on a farm
in his boyhood, and he was never at a loss for
remedies on the road when his carriage broke
down.

It is a pleasant relaxation from books and
study to work an hour every day in a tool

shop. The learned and lovable Prof. Oliver
Wendell Holmes finds such comfort in "mend-
ing things" when his active brain needs re-

pose, that he sometimes breaks a piece of fur-
niture on purpose that he may have the relief

of putting it together again much better than
it was before. He is as good a mechanic as
he is a poet; but there is nothing mechanical
about his poetry, as you all know who read his

delightful pieces. An English author of great
repute said to me, not long ago, ' 'Professor
Holmes is writing the best English of our
times." And I could not help adding, "Yes,
and inventing the best stereoscopes, too!"—
James T. Fields.

"Audubon societies for the protection of
song and other birds were organized in twenty-
four States between 1897 and 1900. The Bird
Protective Society of America was organized
in 1900. In 1896 the late J. Sterling Morton
inaugurated a movement among children in the
interest of bird protection.

"For several years all these societies work-
ing together had little influence on the public.

There was an increasing demand from fashion-

1
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li

able women for bird plumage for the omamen- should "blaze their way" by hacking the W
tation of hats and bonnets and millions of of trees here and there, or breaking Zsong birds, gulls, herons and humming birds some brush as they pass along. In this v!were slaughtered every year. man may be able to tell whether he has cr LThe sportsmen m the several states came his own track, and which way he is goin:

Persons who learn the positions of the
can tell the time of night by the stars a

as accurately as they could by a clock,

knowledge would be exceedingly useful to m
a man who loses his way. The stars an jfj

guides, and he who is lost in the world's ide

waste of sin can hardly find a safer guidf .^
"the bright and the morning Star" 'icj

shines for the redeemed of the Lord. BI led

are they who are guided by its light, am
shall come safely through the desert wai

til they reach the city of the Lord, and :

more out forever.

—

The Common People.

portsmen in the several states came
readily to the support of bird protection laws,
but the agents of milliners penetrated every
district frequented by birds and killed without
regard to law or popular sentiment. In one
year a single New York house handled one
niillion five hundred thousand plumages from
birds slaughtered in a campaign of two months
in the South. Another house handled as many
heads and wings from birds slaughtered in In-

diana and Illinois.

"The slaughter was carried to such an ex-
treme that people of all the States joined in

the protest. Protective laws were passed in
nearly every State and still the slaughter con-
tinued. Then appeal was made to the milli-

ners and women of fashion. The Millinery
Merchant's Protective Association of New-
York came to an agreement with the New
York Audubon Society and the American Or-
nithologists' union not to import, purchase, or
use in manufacture the plumage of gulls,

terns, grebes, humming birds, and song birds.

"This agreement was endorsed at the re-

cent meeting of the Millinery Jobbers' Asso-
ciation in Milwaukee and the milliners who
three years ago were the instigators of bird
slaughter are now on the other side, or in

league with other bird protectors."

—

Chicago
Inter Ocean.

Don't Get Lost.—Persons who get lost us-
ually wander around and around in circles,

probably because one leg is usually a little

longer or a little stronger than the other.
Hence while they suppose they are going
straight forward, they are going in a circle,

and persons thus lost may travel around and
around within a narrow space till they grow
weary and faint and die.

A traveler journeying through a wilderness
should have a good pocket compass, a watch
and a map. Persons who are walking or riding
can then usually judge of the distance they have
gone by the time it has taken. If they travel
three or four or five miles an hour, they can
easily judge about where they are. At night
every one knows how to find the north by the
north star, if it is visible; and in the day time
the sun is sufficient guide if one knows the
time of day. In cloudy weather in the forest,

one can find the north by looking on the trunks
of trees, the moss which grows on the bark
being thicker on the north side, the bark
also is thicker on the north side,—that is in

the northern hemisphere. In Australia the
moss and bark would be the thicker on the
south side.

A general knowledge of one's direction may
be obtained by noticing the flow of the streams.
In certain parts of the country all streams
flow southerly; in other parts they flow north-
erly or easterly, and a person having a gen-
eral idea of the "lay of the land" and of the
water-shed can easily tell about where he is,

and w-hich way he is going.

Sometimes mountains or hill-tops can be
seen by climbing trees, and there is less dan-
ger of being lost traveling on the tops of
hills, than in the valleys.

Persons going through forests or brush

John Banks.

. John Banks was born in the year 161 ii

Sunderland, in the county of Cumbeioi
England. At sixteen years of age, he,as
by the great power and pure Spirit of Goi,iii(

the revelation thereof, in and through thepn

Jesus Christ in his heart, brought ttb
knowledge of God and the way of his b ^
Truth, before ever he heard any one cal 1 j

Quaker preach, and in himself was direct
go to the meeting of the said people, it ioi

shown him that they were the Lord's p )lt

So he went the next First-day to a meet
Pardshaw, where very few words were st

but through waiting diligently in the lij

Christ, and keeping to the power of G
came to experience the work thereof, th

faithfulness to the Lord. In the year

he was drawn in his spirit to visit some)
boring counties, and labored in the wi

the ministry.

In the year 1668 he was made will

forsake all, to answer the Lord's requi

and he travelled into the south and w

England in the Lord's service. Afte:

from year to year he labored zealou!

preach the gospel of peace, not only ji,

land, but Scotland and Ireland. Hi

the sea twelve times, and often

difficulty and danger of life by s

tempests and storms, and by robbi

He was made instrumental to turn

zealous labors in the gospel of God
eousness, who remain witnesses of

and seals of his ministry. He had

fering by loss of goods, imprisoi

hardships, which he was enabled to

for the Lord was with him, and

him, and blessed his labors, so tl

both men and women, were convincei

firmed in the Truth by him and became
ful and able ministers of the gospel,

j

He was concerned in the love of

month or two before his death, notwittj

ing his age and weakness to visit Pric

divers of their meetings, and had ci

seasons with them both at their

public worship and at their Monthly

held to take care of the poor an

'

children and widows, for he was
good order and Christian disciplli

church, and that those things that

est, just, pure and of good report

followed. Indeed, it was admirable 1 1*

who knew him, and the weak condition i^
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, iw in his last journey he was in a meet-

'fr\, Somerton which was very large, ena-

lec!:o preach nearly an hour and a half and

jrfi sound testimony to Truth and against

it^ie shows that wanted substance, with

nc presence, and with good distinction in

a jictrine. His preaching was refreshing

idjdifying to the meeting, earnestly press-

g j-iends to be faithful to the small appear-

ic^of Truth, encouraging such as were

ea|to a holy zeal.

A'er meeting it was a sufficient task for

o ien to lead him to his quarters, yet he

rv cheerful and signified great satisfac-

i
his service and travail . . .

jjLhf -:2nd of the Seventh Month, 17G0,

ve;l Friends being present, after some time

w;ting in silence upon the Lord, he said

irc to this effect: "Dear Friends, I coun-

I yli in the love and fear of God, to keep

lU^neetings for the worship and service of

)d,!both First-days and week-days, (mind

atland also monthly and quarterly meet-

gulvhich were set up by the power of God,

k^p things in good order amongst us . . .

Iti'iigh I am weak in body, and do not know

heler I may live much longer or not, yet I

1 ri'ong in the Lord, and in the power of

! B?ht, and have nothing to do but to die;

r lira rich in faith and good works towards

id.nd my cup is full of the love of (jod.

heier I live or die, it will be well with my
ttl;!or blessed be the Lord, I can say with

eiily apostle Paul, "I have fought a good

ht,j have kept the faith, henceforth there

la^ up for me a crown of righteousness
'

id 'd the apostle say for himself only? no,

t
I

all them that love his appearing."

.
I
To a young man lately convinced, dear

hnlanks said, "Art thou the young man
ieljconvinced of the blessed Truth?" He
3WtDd, "Yes." "The Lord be with thee;

d ijesire thee in his love, to give up in obe-

: incite the working of the Spirit of God in

I hlirt, and then He will do great and glo-

ua'aings for thee. And do not thou stum-

)a|;he cross; for the more thou lookest at

an puts it off, the harder it will be for

» I take it up."
' To bother Friend at parting, he said, "My
ii |ve to thee and all that are faithful unto

d.'i. . . A great deal more good advice,

tWIiving and eternal power of God that

enJd him he gave, which is not noted; but

th[ delivery thereof, the hearts of many
jrel'ndered, and tears ran down from their

s!8.! . . The day he died, being the 6th

. tH Eighth Month, 1710, he said to a

: en "It is well with me, and I have noth-

. tdlo but to die; and said, "I shall end in

.: thlis I began" ... So there is no doubt

hiiportion in the everlasting kingdom of

; rn^ glory for ever, to sound forth praises

i Jllelujahs unto the Lord God; and the

ab hat sits upon the throne, who is wor-

K ie as aged seventy-three, convinced fifty-

: enland a minister forty-seven years.

nkil you speak, but speak not all you think,

ouits are your own; your words are so no more.

er^Visdom steers, wind cannot make you sink.
' ip.liever err when Wisdom keeps the door.—Delaunr.

I'E is a light set above nature."

The Boy in the Home.
A good boy is the natural product of a good

home. If there is one thing that a boy cannot
bear it is himself. He is by nature a com-
panion with others. The great and over-shad-
owing peril of a boy's life is not, as many sup-

pose, his bad companions, or his bad books, or

his bad habits; it is the peril of homelessness.
I do not mean merely houselessness—having
no room or bed which can be called one's own,
but that homelessness which may exist even
in luxurious houses- -the isolation of the boy's

soul, the loss of roots to hold him to his place

and make him grow. This is what drives the

boy into the arms of evil and makes the street

his home.
If, therefore, a boy is normally the product

of a home, what kind of a home is likely to

make the right kind of a boy? I answer:

There are three marks of a good home, which

a boy will recognize before he will think his

home good, which, if recognized as marks of

his own home, will mark the boy for good.

The first mark is simplicity. I do not mean
meagreness, or emptiness, or lack of comforts,

or even absence, of luxuries. Some good

homes are luxurious, and some are bare; and

bad homes are to be found both among the

poor and among the rich. A simple home is

simply a home— not a step to somewhere else;

not an instrument of social ambition or rest-

lessness; not a mere sleeping place, like the

box a dog creeps into at night; but a center

of an affectionate self-denial and mutual for-

bearance, an end in itself, as though it was

enough for a family to make simply a home.

The second mark of a good home is consis-

tency. It is not a place of many precepts,

but of consistent conduct. A boy is not eas-

ily formed by exhortation, but he is reached

with extraordinary ease by contagion. A boy

is in many respects immature and unobservant,

but one trait in him is highly developed— the

capacity to detect anything that looks like

humbug. If he observes any considerable in-

consistency between precept and example, be-

tween exhortation and character, all the w^ell-

intended efforts of his home are likely to be

in vain. 1 remember hearing a father say, as

he took up his cigar in the evening, that he

did not smoke in his boy's presence for fear it

might be a bad example; and I wondered what

the boy would say the next morning when he

smelled the study and saw the stumps.

Xo greater mistake can be made than to

suppose that a boy is naturally inclined to go

wrong, and no mistake is so likely to make

the boy go where he is expected to go. The

fact is that anything is natural to a boy. You

can bend him either out of shape or into

shape; and the chief reason why goodness

does not tempt him as much as sin is that

goodness is seldom made so interesting, he-

roic, and consistent as sin. In the Oriental

picture of the shepherd and the sheep the

shepherd goes before the sheep and the sheep

hear his voice and follow him. That is the

only way to be a shepherd of boys. They are

hard cattle to drive, but easy to draw. There

is nothing they like better than a consistent

single minded, straight going leader, and

when they hear his vo^ce they follow him.

Out of the simplicity and consistency of the

good home issues its third and special charac-

teristic; it is that relation between parents

and children whose hi.-<torical name is piety.

I'iety in its Roman usage was the original

name for the natural, confident intimacy of

children with their parents, and came to be a

word of religion only as religion became, as

Jesus Christ pictured it, an expansion of the

ideal of the family. Man is God's child, and
turns to God the Father precisely as the hu-

man child turns to a true home. This, then,

is the kind of a home that makes the right

kind of a boy— a home where simplicity and
consistency open into piety; a home where
children think of parents not as taskmasters,

or fault-tinders, or money-getters, or house-

keepers, so that the first business of the boy
is to keep out of the way, but as companions
to whom it is a happiness to go, and advisers

from whom it is safe to learn; a home which

in later life, as the mystery of experience

makes one again a little child, seems to the

man the best picture both of the necessary

discipline and of the abiding love of God.

—

F.

G. I'cnhody.

Things Above.

The apostle tells us that if we are risen

with Christ we should ".set our affections on

things above, and not on things on the earth,"

and this is a result of the new life^our affec-

tions centering themselves on heavenly things

and our whole being resting on the sweet assur-

ances of a heavenly Father's love. He who
has come to this blessed experience in Chris-

tian life will have his walk and conversation

in heaven; his life is hid with Christ in God
and as he goes up and down through the high-

ways and byways of life, it is a great relief

when, here and there he finds a heavenly

minded person; one who lives in a divine at-

mosphere, and whose words and thoughts are

imbued with the spirit of truth, of peace and of

love.

It has often been our happy privilege, in

our intercourse with the people, to meet per-

sons of this kind, who seemed, like Enoch of

old, to be walking with God, whose hearts were

overflowing with love to God and their fel-

low men; who seemed to enjoy blessed fellow-

ship with their heavenly Father, and whose

conversation would bring us closer to the

source of Divine love and grace, and give us

an inspiration to better things.

Andrew Murray, in his "Like Christ," gives

some beautiful illustrations of this subject.

In his comments on "Abiding in the love of

God," he says: "Our blessed Lord not only

said, 'Abide in me,' but also, 'Abide in my
love.' Of the abiding in Him, the principal

part is the entering into and dwelling and

being rooted in that wonderful love with

which He loved us and gives Him.self to us.

'Love seeketh not its own,' but always goes

out of itself, to live and be one with the be-

loved; it ever opens itself and stretches its

arms wide to receive and hold fast the object

of its desire. Christ's love longs to possess

us."

"The abiding in Christ is an intensely per-

sonal relationship, the losing ourselves in the

fellowship of an Infinite Love, finding our life

in the experience of being loved by Him, be-

ing nowhere at home but in his love."

"Abiding in Christ and walking like Christ;

these are the two blessings of the new life,

which are here (1 John 2: 6) set before us in
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their essential unity. The fruit of a life in

Christ is a life like Christ.

To the first of these experiences, abiding in

Christ, we are not (or at least ought not to be)

strangers. The wondrous parable of the Vine

and the branches, with the accompanying com-

mand, 'Abide in me, and I in you,' has often

been to us a source of rich instruction and

comfort. And though we feel as if we had

but very imperfectly learned the lesson of

abiding in Him, yet we have tasted something

of the joy that comes when the soul can say:

Lord, Thou knowest all things. Thou knowest

that I abide in thee. And He knows, too, how
often the fervent prayer still arises, 'Blessed

Lord, do grant me the complete unbroken abid-

ing.'"

"The second expression, walking like Christ,

is not less significant than the first. It is the

promise of the wonderful power which the

abiding in Him will exert. As the fruit of

our surrender to live wholly in Him his life

works so mightily in us, that our walk, the

outward expression of the inner life, becomes
like his. The two are inseparably connected.

The abiding in, always precedes the walking

like Him. And yet the aim to walk like Him
must equally precede, any large measure
of abiding. Only then is the need for a close

union fully realized, oris the Heavenly Giver

free to bestow the fulness of his grace, because

He sees that the soul is prepared to use it

according to his design. When the Saviour

said, 'If ye keep my commandments, ye shall

abide in my love, it was as if he said this: the

surrender to walk like me, is the path to the

full abiding in me. Many a one will discovet

that just here is the secret of his failure in

abiding in Christ, he did not seek it with the

view of walking like Christ.

—

Herald of Truth.

EMMAUS.
dismal darkness when our lamps went out,

Our hopes are buried in the silent tomb,

Art Thou the only one with eye undimmed?
Tarry, and let us hear thy tidings strange,

Let us break bread and come to sweet discourse.

A light, a glory on the dimness shone,

The guest transformed to host is seen no more;

steps retraced with speed and wondrous joy.

H. T. Miller.
Bea.msville, Ont.

If we crave to be released from labor, we
may get our desire and also leanness to our

souls.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The town of Heppner, in Morrow
county, Oregon, was almost destroyed on the 14th inst.

by a great flood, following a heavy rain, which raised the

stream flowing through the gulch in which the town was
situated with such rapidity that what is described as a

wall of water 15 feet high rushed through the town car-

rying all before it. The bodies of 200 persons who were
drowned have been recovered, and it is believed that

many more perished. The flood came about 6 o'clock in

the evening, when most of the inhabitants were in their

The railroads of the United States added 5234 miles to

their total mileage during the last fiscal year, a record

of construction greater than for any year since 1890,
This brings the total single track mileage on Sixth Month
30,1902, to 202,471. The numberof passengers carried was
649,878,505 and the number of tons of freight, 111,089,-

347. The total number of casualties to persons on ac-

count of railway accidents, as shown for the year, was
73.250, including 8588 killed and 64,662 injured. Of
railroad employes, 2969 were killed and 50,524 were in-

jured. One passenger was killed for every 1,883,706
carried.

Booker T. Washington has lately received a request

from the British South African Company to visit South

Africa and make a study of racial conditions in British

territory, and report to the company and to the British

Government his plans for the betterment of the indus-

trial, educational and moral conditions of the people. He
has declined the invitation, in commenting upon which

the director of the company said that had he accepted

the invitation it was hoped it might have been possible to

establish in Rhodesia an institution somewhat similar to

the Tuskegee Institute.

A call has been sent to Chicago by the farmers of the

West for laborers to harvest the maturing crops. It is

reported that 42,000 men will be required to care for the

bountiful yield of the Kansas grain fields, and that other

thousands of men will be needed in adjoining States.

The United States Supreme Court has restrained th9

Pennsylvania Railroad Company from interfering with

Western Union poles, pending a decision in the case now
before the court.

A dispatch from Chicago of the 21st says : Servant

girls are not to be had in Chicago at any price. The
scarcity of kitchen, dining-room and general utility maids

is declared to be unprecedented. As a consequence the

kitchens and pantries of a thousand stately mansions are

barren of edibles. Scores of families who were forced to

seek sustenance at neighboring hotels and cafes are now
in dire distress, for the inns are without waiters and the

cafes lack cooks.

It is stated that 500,000 Jews have come to this coun-

try from Russia during the past 23 years.

The attention of the Attorney General of the United

States has been called to a system of peonage which, it

is alleged, exists in Alabama and Georgia. In Macon,

Ga., a case of this kind has been under investigation by

a jury in an United States Court. A despatch from
Montgomery, Ala., says : United States District Attorney

Warren S. Reese, acting under instructions from Attor-

ney General Knox, is putting in operation the legal ma-
chinery with which it is expected the men employed in

the terrible peonage system, which virtually holds in

slavery hundreds of negroes, will be brought to justice

and the whole trade broken up. Twenty-two men have

already been indicted for violating Federal laws relating

to peonage, kidnapping and the constitutional rights of

citizens. Against these twentv-two men eighty indict-

ments have been found.

A dispatch from Berkeley, Cal., of the 18th says :

Through a series of investigations at the University of

California, Dr. Joel Stebbins has made the remarkable
discovery that the variable star Omicron Ceti, which has

been known to vary at uncertain intervals since 1596, is

at present undergoing extraordinary fluctuations, and a

variation of brightness of many hundred times its ordi-

nary intensity.

Professor Arthur W. Goodspeed, of the University of

Pennsylvania, has recently announced that the human
body emits a certain kind of light by means of which he

has succeeded in photographing objects.

A dispatch from Pittsburg, Pa., says : Pittsburg and

other Pennsylvania shops will turn out the bridge ma-
terial, cars, etc., for a new railroad to be constructed in

China by American capitalists. The road is to be built

between Canton and Hankow. The system is to be oper-

ated by the American syndicate for fifty years, after

which period it is to be turned over to the Chinese Gov-

ernment.

There were 420 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 10 less than the pre-

vious week and 12 less than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 198 were males and 222 fe-

males: 61 died of consumption of the lungs ; 45 of in-

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membranes
;

9 of diphtheria : 14 of cancer ; 14 of apoplexy ; 25 of

typhoid fever ; 8 of scarlet fever, and 4 of small pox.

Foreign.—The accession of Peter Karageorgovitch as

the successor of the King of Servia has been proclaimed,

and notwithstanding the fact that it was the outcome of

the murder of King Alexander and other members of that

family, his accession appears to have been recognized by

Russia with but little hesitation. The Emperor of

Austria in acknowledging Peter I as King of Servia refers

to the heinous and universally reprobated crime which the

country has met with. An official note by Russia issued on

the 18th says : it " can nevertheless not refrain from ex-

pressing the confident hope that King Peter will be able

to give evidence of his sense of justice and firmness of

will by adopting measures at the outset to investigate

the abominable misdeed which has been committed, and

to mete out rigorous punishment to those traitorous crim-

inals who have stained themselves with the infamy at-

taching to regicides. Of course the entire Servian na-

tion or army cannot be held responsible for the crime

which revolts public conscience, yet it would be danger-

ous to Servia's internal peace not to exact expiation for

the revolution carried out with violence by the mill

Such neglect would inevitably react in an unfavo ,

manner on the relations of all the States with Sc 1

and would create for Servia serious difiiculties a j

very commencement of the reign of King Peter the F: '

The British Government has instructed its ministf
')

Servia to withdraw from Belgrade, its capital, npoi
j

arrival there of King Peter, and in the meanwhile
t j

nothing which could be construed as a recogniticf
the new Government. I ^

The U. S. Government it is stated, has decided uX]^
send a diplomatic representative to the Servian ca'

''

in order to emphasize its disapproval of the assassin. \^
of King Alexander.

A late election in Germany for members of the R .

stag has resulted in a large increase in the nnmbi
(

socialists in that body, which is the result as is stat
(

a strong feeling of discontent of the workingmei ij

middle classes, with the militarism and class privi ^

now prevalent in that country.

The report of the chief sanitary office of the isla

Cuba states that there has been no small-pox on t:

land since Seventh Month 1900, nor yellow fever

Ninth Month, 1901, and the progressive decrease ii i.

laria has continued without interruption.

A contract has been signed with the Governme if

Ecuador to bring parties of Italian emigrants to set j

the eastern part of that country.

The whaling ship Gjon with an expedition under
t

Ammundsen left Christiania, Sweden, on the 17i.it—-

search of the North magnetic pole. It has bee i"
nounced that the Ammundsen expedition will first ,i(

King William Land, on the east coast of Greenlant k

thence proceed for Behring Strait. If Captain AmLd •

sen is able to follow the course projected it will tab

almost across the Pole.

The Suez canal was formally opened in 1869;

stated that during the first year of its operatjpn

486 ships passed through. In the first ten y^
number was 12,454 and in the second it was 31,2K
gross receipts for these twenty years were aboot<

000,000. The traffic of 1900 yielded a net profit d
400,000.

A dispatch from the City of Mexico states ^M
Government proposes to compel all signs and a^
ments on walls to be in Spanish, with, if desired,l| i%
tions into other languages. It is considered (

the dignity of the nation that English

numerous, should not have their Spanish count! , ,

It is said that .America has furnished Japan im .v,

out of its 1200 locomotives.
•^»'

IS, no*
nter^ Vl

NOTICES.

Correction.— " That sounrf/ess voice whicb tk

utters when its appeal is to the invisible," is the it

posite of a "soulless" voice which our types m;

say in last week's number, bottom of its first pagSj

Friends' Library. 142 N. Sixteenth
Philadelphia.—During the Seventh and Eighth 1

the Library will be open only on Second and Fiftl

from 3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall I

the School will open on Third-day, Ninth Month 8th

Friends who are intending to send children at t'

will confer a favor by making application beL—

,

Month 26th, if the matter has not already reoei?:

tention. I

Wm. F. Wickersham, Print-

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, AbnerS i«

man, in Beloit, 0., on the Eighth of Fifth Month «

Edwin Holloway, aged 89 years, 8 months and 1 ff

A member of Upper Springfield Particular and l ill

Meeting of Friends. With the assurance that t Hi

deemer was near to sustain him by His everlasting •

a brief illness peacefully closed the life which h8|«

so lengthened out.

, Fifth Month 21st, 1903, at her resideM

Mount Holly, Lydia H. Darnell, wife of Charles I|»

in the 76th year of her age. A consistent membM

when health and weather would permit, a regular W
ant of Mount Holly Preparative and Burlington JH

Meeting of Friends, New Jersey.

, on the 15th of Sixth Month, 1903. at he M

Southland, Ohio ; Elizabeth Morris, wife of ™

Morris, in her eighty-fourth year of her age. A
:

*

of Plymouth Particular and Chesterfield Monthly U"

of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTER
No. 422 Walnut Street

I
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iclaratioDS of Independence of Christ.

It 5 averred among our exchanges, in view

t! Servian's acquiescence in the work of

^ n itary assassins, that that people has ap-

le ly to learn the fundamental lessons of

a'Uiiiiient, if not the primary lessons of

i itinii Such language would appear cor-

i,it' it means that the fundamental and

n V K'sson of both government and civili-

is tlie spirit of Christianity,—the wit-

' f Spirit of iife in Christ .Jesus as

i,^ in the hearts of citizens. There is

I oter Name given under heaven or among

en hereby government and civilization can

.«ed or permanently prospered.

- 'hiistianity we do not mean the deliver-

. 01 the religious machine of that king-

iin, T of any other State. We do not mean

e tjnporizing travesty which an archbishop

,11 dal out when, in gorgeous vestments and

rndaded by the bishops of the Cathedral

lafjr, he ministers the Te Deum, and thanks

eS'vian army for what it has done! Nei-

er !o we mean by Christianity the opera-

meof any religious functionaries who do

latjhey are paid to do or expect to be paid

-r, i temoural values. A hireling syndicate

rel;ion will naturally pass its blessing on

e Inning side. But by Christianity we

ianjthe possession of the Spirit of Christ,

iioljif any man have not says the apostle, he

inojhristian.

Th|"reeking with the barbarism of niedi;e-

: list)' is po.ssible to sin in any country, our

D lit excepted,—not because if is of Rus.-

tit Kischeneflism is the product, or of

ii-'ia, north or south, that Lynchism and

-'-tiiture is the offspring, or of Belgium

it jongo-rubber diabolism proceeds,— but

:au; it is sin in the unregenerate heart of

n, lid sin makes the human heart desper-

Iv icked and man the same brute, any-

where. To this the one antidote everywhere

must be Christ and his gospel in the heart,

—

not merely the language of his gospel, but its

power, and that power obeyed.

A sore need for more of his ambassadors

everywhere, even in the most loudly profes-

sing Christian countries, is by recent develop-

ments opening up to view. Not only is his

Spirit h>s own ambassador, but he has need of

humble instruments to call men's attention to

his Word in their hearts and his redemption

for their sin. The sight of the need which

we see is not, indeed, our commission, but the

inward hearing and authority of his word "Co"

ajjplied to himself individually, is one's com-

mission.

Between the endorsement of regicides by an

archl)ishop and the urging on of lynchers by

a pulpiting minister, there is not much, in

point of principle, to choose. As long as men

will put "reverend" in front of their names,

and of any irrespective of Christian or moral

character, so long me \Vitne.ss for Truth is

advertised as no radical part of the popular

notion of Christianity. Let us drop the pre-

sumptuous title altogether. Only one in all

the Scriptures is found good enough for that

holy adjective.

Not for the date of this day, but for his

own soul's and his country's sake, who is will-

ing to avouch in Christ his Saviour, a holy de-

claration of Independence of the World, the

Flesh and the Devil, and his faithful depend-

ence henceforward on the love and grace of

God in Jesus Christ his Lord?

That's Why We've Come.—A missionary

family was returning recently, after a rest in

America, to the work in Tabriz, Persia. As

the little party came to the crest of the hills

that shut the great plains of Tabriz off from

the Aras Uiver, and Mount Ararat, and Rus-

sia to the north, its members stopped to look

off across the gray plain, to the gray city,

and the great red. rocky hills beyond, which

gather up the sun and fling it down like .iave-

lins into the city. It was a dreary sight after

the green fields of home, and one of the little

girls at last looked up into her mother's face

and said, "It's not nearly so nice as America,

mother, is it?" "No, my child," the mother

replied, "that's why we've come." There was

love in those hearts, and so there was loving

service in those Uvea.—Children's Friend.

"A Man of words and not of deeds, is like

garden full of weeds."

I. Worship—II. Ministry.

Part II.

Having iiriefly traced the teachings of the

ritual law of Moses, the honored servant of

Christ, with reference to what they pointed in

the true house or tabernacle of Cod, wherein

Christ Je.su.s, as the Son and Heir to Cod's

l)ower and glory presides, let us turn our at-

tention to its ministry and their service.

The |)riest under the law not only needed to

be truly called in Aaron, and to be washed,

clothed and anointed, but he needed to keep

himself clean and holy, el.se would it incapac-

itate him from fullilling his service in (Jod'a

house which was holy. Now, I'aul the apostle,

sjieaking of Centile Creeks who at one time

were defiled by sin, goes on to say, "But ye

are washed, ye are sanctified, ye are justified

in the name of the Lord .Jesus, and by the

Spirit of our Cod" (1. Cor. vi:ll;. But this

is just w^hat the priests under the law needed

to fit them for service in the temple. The

Lord calls all. Whoever hears and obeys. He
gives to them of his grace or spirit. By its

oi)erations they are washed and sanctified. He
clothes tliem with his own righteousttes»i Not

a mere imputative one, as some claim who

themselves have not fully submitted to its

cleansing oi)erations, but the imparted right-

eousness of Christ, the fruit of his Spirit, a

true holiness; for He command.s, "Ye shall be

holy, for I the Lord your Cod am holy" (Lev.

xix: 2), and I'eter quotes this as applicable to

all Christian.s, "Be ye holy, for I am holy" (1

I'eter i: IG); and without this "holiness no

man can see the Lord," no man can offer in-

cense in his tabernacle. But the Holy Spirit

given by Cod to those who believe, coming in

the name of Jesu.s, having all power in heaven

and in earth, is able to cleanse from all sin

and to make the heart. Cod's dwelling place

clean. Is it then requisite that every Chris-

tian needs this preparation as a priest? Truly,

it is; nor are we left in doubt. Isaiah fore-

tells of the Gentiles, "1 will take of them for

priests and for Levites, saith the Lord" (Is.

Ixvi: 21); and John, in the Revelations, thus

speaks of this being accomplished: "I'nto Him

that loved us, and washed us from our sins in

his own blood, and hath made us kings and

priests unto God and his Father" (Rev. i: 56),

(that is, I apprehend, priests to Himself as

our High l'rie.st, and prie.sts by virtue of his

anointing, to (!od the Father). All true Chris-

tians then are priests, all called in Christ as

were those of old in Aaron, all anointed by

Christ with his Spirit, all cleaned and made

holv by the power of his Spirit.

Their offerings are "holy, spiritual sacri-

fices," "prayers, intercessions and giving of

thanks for all men," indeed as every one

abides under the anointing whatsoever he does

in word or deed as done in the name (i. e. the
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power, the love, the Spirit) of Jesus is as in-

cense of a sweet smelling savor to God ac-

ceptable through Christ Jesus, our Lord.

This is walking in the Spirit, walking with

God as Adam did in Eden; and not only does

Christ restore to us this holy worship and

communion, but "To him that overcometh

will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is

in the midst of the paradise of God" (Rev. ii:

7). And who, reading the all embracing ful-

ness of Christ's loving invitation to all, be they

sinners or saints, to partake of the Divine

life which man through sin lost, and Christ

through death restored to man, can fail to see

the far-reaching efficacy of his atonement, or

the universality of the saving grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ? Its glad tidings are ever

fresh. "The Spirit and the bride say Come.

And let him that heareth say. Come. And
let him that is athirst come. And whosoever.

will, let him take the water of life freely,
'

'

As priests then, Christians have a service

to Christ in their walk and conversation among
men. Their light, like that of the wise vir-

gins must ever shine, that men may through

their holy walk and good works glorify God;

thus are they witnesses to Christ's power to

redeem from sin, and of his Spirit being one

of good will to man. Like their holy Mas-

ter, walking in his Spirit they will go about

doing good to all men. But gathered in his

name with his fellow believers as the house of

God, here each and every one has a special

service, a special ministry under the super-

vision and direction of Him who has promised

to meet with them there, as they draw near to

the presence of God. It being a spiritual work,

a spiritual worship, there is no absolute necessity

for words, for God looketh on the heart and

knoweth every thought. We of ourselves

know not our own needs truly, until his Spirit

makes it clearly known to us. Incense in old

times was holy worship yet were no words

spoken. So even now the sigh, the groan, the

thirst, or the desire begotten of the Spirit are

all comprehended by the Omniscient One and

come with acceptance to Him through our me-
diator Jesus Christ. It may be, and generally

the ministry of the larger number is this silent

introversion of mind, this holy travail of soul

and wrestling in spirit, for the blessing of

God. How often have we proved the blessing

vouchsafed in this silent, patient waiting upon
God. It is God's appointed place, like to that

between the altar and the tabernacle where
stood the laver; wherein to wash as a neces-

sary preparation for the priests, and even the

high priest too, in order to offer at the altar

or to enter into the presence of the Lord in

his tabernacle. Here it is. Divine strength is

infused into the worshipper, that he may know
of being brought to the place of true wor-

ship which is "in spirit and in truth." But
other members may be called to voice, not

their own thoughts, but the voice of the Spirit,

that the assembled church may with one heart

and one voice glorify God. And as face an-

swereth to face in a mirror, so does the lan-

guage to the feelings of each individual soul.

Christ himself is the Shepherd, He knows all

their needs. He gives the food suitable for

each; these eat and are satisfied, for the wit-

ness of God's Spirit sets his seal to what is

spoken in prayer, praise or exhortation as com
ing from the fountain of wisdom.

These thus called to a vocal service or to a

more public service to watch over the flock,

have received a special call, and need a spe-

cial preparation. I have said that all are

called to be priests, under our one Great High

Priest, who is head over all, our Lord and

Master, and beside Him we own no man as

such. All we having received the anointing

are priests, and as such are brethren, on an

equal footing: members of the body, wherein

the mouth is no more an essential to the wel-

fare of the whole than many of the other or-

gans of the body. All have received the gift

of sonship, and as such their names are writ-

ten in the book of life. Gifts confer not more
grace, but they do add responsibility to the

recipient. Personally they confer no author-

ity over the brethren ; and even Apostles dis-

claimed having any right by virtue of their

ofiice, call or gift, over other member's faith,

any more than as the Lord was pleased to use

them at times, as he might and did use them
and others, whereby to make his will and judg-

ment known. Thus Ananias of Damascus,

whom the Lord used to make known to Saul

of Tarsus his call, himself held as far as we
know, no public office in the chui'ch there.

And Paul afterwards reproved Peter, though

he was an apostle, for "dissembling" (Gal.

ii: 11-14).

Having in common with all true Christians

received this anointing, by virtue of which all

are called to seiwice, he who receives a spe-

cial gift still needs (as the priests of old

needed to wash in the laver every time at every

service) to know a preparation of heart in or-

der to worship God, and he needs a particular

and special revelation of the Divine will in

his more public service to the church since no

man can of himself know another's thoughts

or spiritual needs but God alone. And as un-

der the law no vessel had to be used twice

without a thorough cleansing to fit it for any

subsequent service, and in the case of an ear-

then vessel it must be broken after once us-

ing, so this latter is the simile used by the

Apostle Paul of his own ministry as a pattern

of all other Christian ministry. It is so, that

the excellency of the power may be known to

be of God and not in the man or even of his

office. When as a church we meet together,

we must all be as empty vessels. Yet withal

clean and ready for the Master's use, emp-
tied of self and self sufficiency. "Our suffi-

ciency," said Paul, "is of God. Who also hath

made us able ministers of the Word, not of

the letter but of the spirit." These must
needs then be filled, as at first on Pentecost's

day, with the Spirit, and "speak as the Spirit

giveth utterance." So Peter, "as every man
hath received the gift, minister the same one

to another." "If any man minister, let him do

it as of the ability that God giveth." And
wherefore? Because it is a gift of the Head
of the church to the church, and as freely min-

istered, God and Christ receive the glory. If

the church be hungry (a fit state to receive

the blessing of bread from heaven) the minis-

ters will be hungry, if the spirit of prayer be

poured out on the church, the ministers will

receive of the shower; if all are (as the pro-

phet states he and his hearers were) brought

by the Lord into silence, the ministers will be

silent. If one member suffer, all suffer with

it. If one rejoice, all rejoice together. The

Spirit is poured as it were from vessel to

sel, thus the Word of the Lord has free ea

and is glorified. Sin and transgression chi

that flow, as did the sin of Achan.

A "Minister" or "Elder" more than all

ers needs often to retire before the Lord«

counsel and wisdom. God has given to all;

to be rightly used by the man of God, the I

Scriptures; and these will seldom lack

gentle motions of the Spirit to do as Fault ]^;

horted Timothy, "Give attention to read

to exhortation, to doctrine." But above

i

they will do, further, as he says, "Neg
not the gift that is in thee" (1 Tim. iv:

14).

In this gift Divine openings of Truth •

be unfolded to thy view, which no wisdor

man could see. It moves as life mov^,
spring of action in Christ who is our life, i

not in nor from the will of man. A g
frame of mind, every thought hushed
brought into obedience to Christ, is the t

ting attitude of him who would be tangly »*

Christ. Art thou commanded to go, as Pj _

to Caesarea, go, and the Lord who sent

with thee. He to thee will be wisdom, m
and utterance; and as his servant, thy

done, thou wilt be fed, thy Master's peacei

joy be thine.

As there is a growth in Christian stat-

so is there an enlargement in gifts of ser
' 'If I wash thee not thou hast no part

me," said Peter's Lord to him. Butthi

prayed for and amply warned, how soont
Je-

ter's faith did fail. Bold Peter quailed

fore the maid and denied his Lord. He ne

then to be washed again, and washed he

for on the day of Pentecost, foremost cl-,-

as spokesman, he was chosen to declare |-
that this outpouring of God's Spirit wa* 1-

a heralding of those gracious showers wl.

never throughout time should fail to fa I
God's heritage. As we grow in grace dtiei

draughts will be vouchsafed. If our ci i

made to run over, a larger one will be g n

So as by the angel of God's presence weB
led along the path that girts the river o h

water of life, the stream becomes deepeipi

deeper; first, as described by the propheti

the ankles, then to the knees, the loins I i

became a mighty flowing stream, whicii

man could pass over. "It is accordin.ti

God's mercy He saves us, by the we

regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Gh '..

And "he that is faithful in that whi'i

least will be made ruler over more.'

gift and its increase are both from Hiirj|

Him alone, who "ascended on high

these gifts to men, that the Lord God

)

dwell among them." Alas! how few

realize the fulness of the blessing in C)

that the Lord is come, and gives to the _i||

understanding to know this and to know in

aright, as He truly is the Councillor, P ^
and Ruler of his household; whose housW

we, as we abide in Him, under his anoinj

which teaching all things. W. W. .

" that mine eyes might closed be

To what becomes me not to see;

That deafness might possess mine ear

To what concerns me not to hear;

That truth my tongue might always <

From ever speaking foolishly : i

That no vain thought might ever res I

Or be conceived within my breast." ,^

IhV

I

i
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I
BY M. D. TOLMAN.

I We view the star-sown heavens, and say,
:" God's work is infinite," and pay
[Adoring homage. By this sign

j
We claim our heritage divine.

IFor we--are we not born to scan

jHls wide domain, his wondrous plan?
IWe are the children of his care.

For us he made this world so fair.

He i^ave us mind. He gave us heart,

[•\ir what if not to do our part?
lui' little measure of his will,

<ij uoiid to know and to fulfil.

'ur lach his work—the earth goes round;
)ni' liuilds a boat, one tills the ground;
)nr sows a seed, one finds a star

;

inu seeks new continents, afar.

)ne digs for precious gems and ore;

ine makes a compass, and one more
liscdvers gravitation's laws;

Ine seeks of rain and dew the cause.

Ine studies flowers, one studies creeds;
Ine seeks to know the world's great needs;
ine writes a book, one preaches well,

ne does a kindness. Who can tell

f all good works—these and the rest—
U God's great wisdom, whose is best?
I —Buston Transcript.

Jones' Alphabet.

eruf Washington Jones was nineteen
Mil ai,'e before he learned his alphabet.

liiined but three letters and they were
- line. He was an orphan who man-

' ive in spite of being a waif, homeless
iilless. He had learned to read by

-i aiisje chance, exactly how, he never
xjilain. The little which he had read had
iimI lofty ambitions in his boyish mind.

,.' .ly'-dreams would have filled with laughter

1 wj) knew him had they but known them.

e tpsurea his purposes as the secrets of his

vn part and brain and patiently and con-

ntey toiled, living from hand to mouth un-

I bejiad reached the age of nineteen years.

Hiinineteenth birthday was his emancipa-
)n (iy. He was going to his daily work
henle saw a fragment of a newspaper flit-

ig 'jfore him, driven by the wind. He
appjl and caught it and read

:

"Pjih with energy; plod with patience; en-

re rith pluck; and you can do anything
at |od approves. With these P's, push,

tieije, pluck, as your alphabet, you can
ell j'ery word but fail."

Thejboy became a man in a flash. He
aidtened himself to his full height and
3ke|loud.

"I jive learned my alphabet; now I will

ijinb spell."

Hejioked again at the paper and saw that
t wj'ds were a brief extract from an ad-

!S8 v the president of Walden University,

sal to himself, "I do not know where
'Idej University is, but I will find it."

Jneveek from his birthday, he started on
t Ij: Walden ('niversity. He carried in

had a small bundle containing his scanty
fdrie. In his pocket were a few cents,

toll fortune. His journey was filled with
enlre, but he triumphed over all obsta-

5._ le asked nothing and would receive
hin' in charity. He earned his living by

the way, but ever kept moving toward his
goal. It took many weeks but he was ever
cheerful and courageous. His smile was a
sunbeam; his laugh was rich music; his song
was a trumpet blast. He worked and smiled
and sung his way, until wearied, foot.sore,

shabby and gaunt with hunger he entered the
city. He found the man whose words had
changed the current of his life. He quietly
stated his desire to secure an education and
exhibited the soiled fragment of paper con-
taining his alphabet.

lie was encouraged and assured that if he
would continue to spell as he had begun he
could not fail to succeed. Disdaining to ac-

cept aid, Jones began to seek work to pay his

way. He tried scores of places only to be re-

fused. He bowed, lifted his fragment of a
hat when each said, "No!" One man who
had been unusually curt and surly was so
amazed at the smile and bow that he mut-
tered to himself:

"If he can do that when 1 say 'No' what
would he do I were to say 'Yes!' I'll try it as

an experiment."

When Jones was recalled, the man said,

"What kind of work can you do?"
"Anything."
"I have work, but it is hard."
"I am strong."

"It is dirty."

"I have soap in my pocket."

"The pay will be small."

''I do not need much."
"Follow me!"
Jones had a job.

The cellar of a large warehouse was as

gloomy as a dungeon. It was filled nearly to

the ceiling with boxes and barrels. Refuse of

every kind was jdled up in heaps.

"Clear this up. Break up the barrels and

boxes that are useless. Tile neatly those

that are good. Put this rubbish in barrels on

the sidewalk. I will give you one dollar for

the job. When will you begin?
"

"Now!" said Jones. "If you will let me
sleep in the room we came through, I will not

leave until the job is done. I saw an old

blanket on the floor that will do for a bed."

Permission being given, Jones had a job

and lodging. A few wisps of hay and a dis-

reputable old horse-blanket served for a bed.

Three nickels, his total wealth, purchased

three loaves of bread. A faucet in an old

sink furnished water, and Jones had a job,

board and lodging. It took three days to

complete the task. When it was finished the

employer was asked to pass his approval upon

the work.

Every bit of rubbish had been carried out

and filled a row of barrels on the sidewalk. In

one corner, boxes all ready for use were

stored. In another corner, a similar pile of

barrels was placed. In another corner, kind-

ling wood from the broken barrels arid boxes

was heaped. In a box were two pailsfnl of

coal picked from the ashes; in another box

were scores of bottles taken from the rubbish,

all assorted as to sizes and carefully washed.

The windows that had been obscured with

dirt and cobwebs were washed clean and wiped

dry and bright. Hy the aid of an old white-

wash brush and a pail of discarded lime that

had been discovered in the rubbish, the cellar

had been carefully whitened, it was swept.

light, clean and almost fit to live in. The
owner looked about him silently for a few mo-
ments and said:

"If that is the way you do your work you
will never want for a job. I have a pile of
wood in my back yard that you can tackle and
it is big enough to keep you bu.sy for a year.

I'll pay you the market price for the work."
Jones looked at the silver dollar, smileil and

bowed his thanks and asked to be shown the
way to the wood pile. He worked hia way
through two years' jireparatory training, four

years' collegiate study at Walden University

and three years' training at<Iammon School
of Theology. He applied his alphabet to hia

books as he did to his work, and earned hon-

orable recognition in every study.

He became a speaker and a writer of more
than average ability. He developed in an all

round physical culture without a peer in his

class. He could sprint faster on an errand;

lift harder on a heavy load; knock out more
tough obstacle.-! and surmount greater difficul-

ties than any man in either institution.

The day he received his diploma from (!am-

mon Theological seminary he sat down in hia

room and carefully read the words on the

fragment of paper that contained his alphabet

and spelled out the words that were to form

the motto of his futuie work in the world.

—

South western Christian Advocate.

nuoTHEKi.Y KiM)NK.s.s.—A leBson of broth-

erly kindness can well be learned from the

following clipping, taken from The Young
Evaiii/rlist:

A few years ago. a gentleman, going through

the crowded part of the city of Clasgow no-

ticed a pale-faced little boot-black waiting for

a job. Touched by the delicate look of the

child, he thought he would give him the black-

ing of his boots to do. Accordingly he gave

the little fellow the signal. The boy at once

crept lamely toward the gentleman, and as he

pulled himself along was nimbly supplanted by

another bootblack, who was immediately at

the gentleman's feet and ready to begin.

"What's this for?" said the gentleman to

the intruder, somewhat angrily.

"It's a' richt, " said the newcomer, bright-

ly. "Jamie's just a wee while ooto' the hos-

pital, and the rest o' us take turns aboot o'

iirushin' for him."

Jamie smiled pleasantly by way of assuring

the gentleman that his comrade's story was

true.

The gentleman was so gratified by this act

of brotherly kindne.ss that he gave Jamie'a

friend a whole shilling for his work, telling

him to give a sixpence to Jamie, and to keep

the other sixpence himself.

"Na, na, sir." quickly replied this little he-

ro, giving the shilling to Jamie and hurrying

from the spot. "Na, na, sir; nane o' us ever

takes ony of Jamie's siller."

" A little thing, a .sunny smile.

A loving word at morn,

And all the day long the sun shone bright,

The cares of life were made more light.

And sweetest hopes were born.

A little thing, a ha.sty word,

A cruel frown at morn,

.Vnd aching hearts went on their way.

And toiled throughout a dreary day.

Disheartened, sad, and lorn."
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Clara Barton and the Dawning Opportunities

for Womanhood.

Woman is apt to attach too little import-

ance to her individual resources and power.

And the world might be induced to acquiesce

in her own standard of excellence and possi-

bilities of achievement were it not that now
and then the feminine mind and powers are

flashed forth with astonishing brilliancy in the

presence of some great crisis.

The ability to meet an emergency or rise to

a great occasion is not limited to a few. It is

one of the good gifts of Providence which is a

part of all true womanhood.
At every fireside sits some woman, some

girl, whose gentleness, sympathy and love may
at any moment be forged into a cable of power
that shall save the home, glorify the State and

bless the nation.

Tornadoes, wars and pestilence, persecu-

tion, fire, famine and flood follow each other

in quick succession. Pear creeps into men's
souls, the heart is faint and weak, the arm of

strength is crushed, governments are inactive

or paralyzed. It is a time that calls for the

strength of gentleness, the powers of sympa-
thy and the healing agencies of love.

The ability to apply these forces is more
generally distributed among women than they

themselves suppose.

The most conspicuous example of this re-

sourcefulness and power appearing among
women for many generations is still among us.

Her name—but who does not know her name
—a name that has gone to the uttermost parts

of the earth.

Wherever great calamities have fallen, or

misfortunes have gathered, there the name of

Clara Barton has been known and loved.

Her ministry has not been bounded by any
country or limited to the people of any creed,

nationality or color.

She recognizes only the citizenship of suf-

fering, and her call to service and duty is the

cry of human need.

She does not send anyone to the field of

suffering—she goes herself. To find Clara

Barton at almost any time during the present

generation it would have been necessary to

look for her in the track of the storm, in the
wake of the Galveston hurricane, at the Johns-
town flood, in the famine stricken districts of

Russia, in the iungles of Africa, among the
hills and swamps of Cuba, or on the field of

battle after the thunder roll of war had writ-

ten the anger and passions of men in blood

and death.

To many a dying soldier boy, she and her
workers have appeared like the "Angels of

Buena Vista" in Whittier's poem:
" Was that pitying face his mother's ?

Did she watch beside her child?"

She has nursed the sick, found a way to

house the homeless and feed the hungry.
When the gaunt hand of famine clutched at

the throat of thousands of Russia's subjects,

and the Government was powerless to carry

relief, this gentle little woman found a way
to transport supplies to the remotest province
and went herself to the field, disregarding all

trials and escaping dangers that would have
shaken the courage of the bravest of men.

Rulers have decided to confer upon her
badges of honor and the benefits of royalty.

but she chose the Red Cross as her badge of

honor and flag of allegiance.

Women always work best under the shadow

of the cross, even though it is a red cross-
stained with blood and wet with tears. But

He whose blood first stained the Cross shall by

and by wipe away all tears, and there shall be

no more crying, no more disease, and no more
death. Even now it appears that physical ills

can be greatly diminished, suffering lessened

and death postponed.

Science has advanced so far and made such

headway in preventing and stamping out dis-

ease that a popular dissemination of the prin-

ciples of sanitation and the care of the sick

would greatly lessen suffering and lengthen

the span of human life.

Some eight years ago a substantial move-

ment was made in this direction by the Phila-

delphia School for Nurses. It teaches the es-

sential principles of nursing to all women, and

conveys the benefits of hospital knowledge to

the humblest citizen. It is the Red Cross

work in time of peace.

The school has established a vast system of

nursing service in behalf of the sick poor

which reaches nearly five thousand homes every

year.

It gives a brief, practical course with lec-

tures, demonstrations and actual handling of

the patient, together with experience in nurs-

ing under skilled leaders in the homes of the

sick poor.

The school is now probably the largest

school for nurses in the entire country, and in

its still larger development Clara Barton feels

that its trained workers may become of more
importance to the country than the entire na-

tional guard.

—

Selected.

For "The Friend."

A Visit to the Christiansburg Industrial School.

It was my delightful privilege last summer
to meet Professors Charles L. Marshall and
E. A. Long, the principal and treasurer respec-

tively of the Christiansburg Industrial school

of Cambria, Va.

I was more than pleased with their manner
of address and intelligence evinced in the class

rooms of the Hampton Summer Normal, the

place of our first meeting, and consequently I

gladly accepted the invitation which came to

me some months later, to visit this school, and
make the commencement address.

1 had, of course, heard of the Christiansburg

school, and of the great work accomplished for

the negro by the beloved and lamented Cap-
tain Schaeffer, but on seeing the place, and
going about among the people, I was compelled
to say, like the Queen of Sheba, "the half had
not been told."

I was met at the station by Professor Long,
and driven through the beautiful mountainous
country for about a mile, when a splendid,

well-watered and sloping farm fell upon my
vision. The rocky soil would have impressed
one with difficulties of cultivation, and jet 1

found the farm under excellent cultivation,

with the crops well under way. A commodi-
ous barn, built after the latest pattern at a

cost, I believe, of some two thousand dollars,

contained a number of horses and cows, and
an abundance of the most improved farm im-

plements. The pig sty, with a natural stream
running through it, showed some of the finest

est

specimens of its stock that it has ever I

my pleasure to see.

We visited the well equipped indusb

building where we found specimens of bU
smithing, wood-working, shoe-mending, (

making and printing. A laundry, operate'!

the students, turns out a fine class of w
while the specimens of cooking, as testei

the school banquet that evening, would sat

an epicure. A large ten thousand dollar bi

ing was presented to the people in an ej

lent speech by Henry Comfort, of Penns;

nia, on behalf of the Friends' Society of ill.

adelphia, and responded to in an inspiig

oration, full of deep feelings of gratitude,

a

breathing hope to a down-trodden race, ly

Lawyer Oliver, of Roanoke, Va. Every Lit

in the large audience present was deeply n.

pressed by the occasion. This buildin'ij

modern in every respect, with hot-water, at

and sewer connection, and is in every 'jj

suited to the purpose. The students' r w
were neat and orderly, and everything eqj

the school was uplifting. Principal Mars!|

cottage is a thing of beauty, while

an ideal hostess.

The refining influence of the school

be seen reflected in the face of each c.hi

two hundred and forty-seven students, ''b

class-room work held in the Mansion Houio

the farm, once owned by a slave driver a
of itself a demonstration of what Go(ia

wrought. The Commencement exercises »
held in one of the school buildings, on m'

Hill, which was filled with an eager and »l

ligent audience.

The exercises were of a high order, 'ii

cipal Marshall is doing a truly great woifo

his people, in the very locality where os

good can be accomplished. He is a la

whose only ambition seems to be to ser h

race and his God. Christiansburg is de ne

to be to the western part of our State k
Hampton is to the eastern. Already .

much more than a promise. Real, su ;ai

tial work in agriculture is being done ; or

and for a people who make their living ro

the soil, and this is the hope of the racti"

noticed that the most kindly ieeling sj

to exist between the white and the c|

people, and this is as it should be.

On Zion's Hill the foot-prints of tj

mented Captain Schaeffer were visible

where, and nowhere more prominently ti

the hearts of a grateful people. Wec;|

the residence of his widow who is still ifi

nest and dearly beloved worker amoi'^l

colored race, and felt that the ground wra

we trod was holy ground.

Captain Schaeffer has a worthy succe x

T. J. J. Mosby, a graduate of the Unio Ul

versity of Richmond, who is carrying W

religious work begun by Captain Schaor

a most acceptable manner.

God bless the Friends' Freedmen's >(0

tion of Philadelphia! They are indeedW

great things for our race and making J*

ments in developed human souls, that palm

dividends of gratitude in this world, a**-

pay still larger, yea infinitely larger, di I*

in the mansions above, when they sha 0*

Him who has said, "Inasmuch as ye ha #
it unto the least of these my brethren, ^
done it unto me."

D. Webster D
;

1
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m Worlds Yet Remain For The Explorer ?

' BY MARK SULLIVAN.

"(e ambitious explorer of to-day would be

rrBt absurd fellow and as ig^norant as Alex-

ndr, if he were to sit down and weep because

he were no more worlds for him to discover.

ledit news despatches plainly show there is

lilrnuch interest and even romance in the

xflirer's life, although the dark spots have

iirtit wholly disapjieared from the maps. In

;g}t, Theodore M. Davis of New York has

lai a discovery of epoch-makinfj; value to

ri'i'iiloirists. After working for two years

nrvanied, he uncovered in Third Month a

, 'j^f cut into solid rock, which he believed

lI liad to the tomb of another F'haroah.

,
liisrd his excavations temporarily, sum-

1011(1 a council of eminent Egyptologists who
hold be able to record scientifically every

etil ; and, at, their convenience, broke the

eaiof the tomb and stepped into a vault

/Ml had been closed for three thousand

eai. The reward of his labor was unusually

iclj-there were paintings and inscriptions,

a8( of vaViegated and opaque glass, tapes-

riej containing hieroglyphic inscriptions,

ndjibove all in interest, the actual chariot

n \|ich this Pharaoh rode at Thebes, de-

critid as the finest specimen of art which
aspme down to us from antiquity.

Sirich a reward for an explorer's labors

hoi that even if one may no longer discover

n\- continent, he may still find something
;iis important to the intellectual world.

.j liii^ is far from being a lost art. As a

latr of fact it is just becoming an art and

asijig out of domain of blind strength and

orcj If you wish to go into the Arctic, you
filllnd in the Royal Geographical Society's

oeili in London data as to just what clothing

omnes the greatest heat with the least

rei|.t ;
just what dog food constitutes the

sasjburden with the greatest kinetic energy,

nd!:her invaluable information. If you wish
Cjiss the Sahara, there are scientific facts

8 1| exactly how much food a camel of a

ivf age must have and just how many days

ndiours he can safely go without water,

hiscarefully compiled information makes
jcpl-ing a fine art. The explorers of to-day

rj; fill the public eye as Livingstone did,

artj- because their work does not appeal to

le lopular imagination, but chiefly because
leilare a hundred times as many of them.
T: great explorers, it is true— the pictur-

sqij ones who could name continents after
' patrons and seas after their intimate

s— are necessarily of the past. A naive

rd freshman at a reception to Stanley,

he the great explorer was last in America,
lid "I should like to be as famous as you
re,|nd in the same way; how can I do it?"
taij^y replied bluntly, "Try the moon."
hisifas Stanley's way of saying he is the

i8t f his kind. In the Valhalla of explorers
ler is room for just two more—the discov-

eriof the north and south poles.

B1 granted, a young man who, realizing

leHare no more vast worlds to conquer, is

illb to do the best he can and take the
•rg t piece of land yet remaining unexplored
.-wj;re shall he go ? Let him go first of all

1 tl Royal Geographical Society's rooms in

.»n(|n. He will find there a series of maps

on which the known world is marked white
and the unexplored black. The largest solid
black spot now left is a miniature one placed
in the southern half of Arabia. It is curious
that the largest uncrossed area should remain
in Asia, first known to the human race, while
those continents recently discovered are thor-
oughly exi)lored.

Hut while Arabia furnishes the place where
you can walk farthest in a straight line with-
out crossing the track of any other white man,
it is hardly fair to speak of it as the greatest
unknown area. Its edges have been touched
at every side and its character is thoroughly
well known as a barren, sandy desert, the
crossing of which would be of no importance
or interest except as a bravado test of endur-
ance.

(Jenerally speaking, central South America
is the least known section of any continent.
On the Royal (ieographical Society's maps,
the Amazon river basin appears as a solid

black stretch, with narrow white lines, like

the fingers of a spread hand, following the
tributary rivers. This means that explorers
have gone up the rivers and come down again,

but have not penetrated any distance overland
across the jungle-covered watersheds.

"The Great Sahara Desert," as the old

school geographies used to put it, is to the
popular mind a land of awe-inspiring mystery.
r«ut there are now four broad white trails of

exploring caravans across it from north to

south, and while there is still plenty of unex-
plored area between the lines of travel, it is

in small tracts. The centre of Africa, too,

is pepper-dotted with black spots, but there
is a railroad to Victoria Falls and telegraph

wires cross the sources of the Nile!

Australia still promises mystery, as well as

hardship without limit, to those who attempt
to cross the western part of it; and in North
America there are yet two small black areas;

one is between Labrador and Baffin's Bay, not

far south of the Arctic Circle. Indians go in

there every winter and come out in the spring

with furs for the Hudson Bay Company's fac-

tors on the coast. The other North American
terra incognita is in the hinterland of Alaska,

just west of the McKenzie's River's mouth.
While it is said there are no more worlds

for explorers to conquer, the Arctic and the

Antarctic are not considered, as they involve a

special difficulty quite apart from the ordinary

problem of land exploration. There is, about

the North Pole, an area of unknown land and
water as large as the continent of Europe,

and twice that area lies about the South Pole.

Abruzzi has dragged his sledges 86 degrees

33 minutes north, and Borchgevrink has been

78 degrees 50 minutes south; but, generally

speaking, all north of 73 degrees and all south

of 68 degrees is terra— and aqua- -incognita.

While the interior of Asia contains no more
secrets for the geographer, it is still a land

of human mystery. Although it contains only

a few very small black spots on the Geograph-

ical Society's maps, it is yet the most prized

goal of adventurous travellers. It is still

possible for explorers to come back from Cen-

tral Asia and name their books "Across For-

bidden Lands" and "Through Closed Gates."

Not a dozen Europeans have been into Thibet;

not one has been in Lhasa, the sacred city of

the alleged reincarnation of Buddha. Last

year a Buriat Buddhist, who had been a stu-
dent at the University of St. I'etersburg, by
virtue of offering to be a pious follower of the
faith bent on a holy mission, succeeded in

reaching Lha.sa and in bringing away 31 it vol-

umes, written by renowned lamas during the
past nine centuries containing an exposition
of philoso()hy, astronomy, history and geogra-
phy, as these sciences are understood by the
lamas of Thibet. Sven Iledin also has just
returned from an informing journey acro.ss

Central Asia, including Thibet. These, how-
ever, are but .scratching the surface of mys-
tery with a pen. In their customs, their
mental attitude and their habits of thought,
the people of Thibet are to-day creatures of
that sort of mystery which the ancient geog-
raphers intended to imply when they scattered
centaurs and unicorns about the unknown
edges of their maps. Kipling was happily
placed. In the mysterious Is'orlh, back of the
Himalayas, he could lay the scene of any tale

he cho.se, even that of the "Man Who Would
be King," and none coulii say it was impossi-
ble.

(,'ompare the (ieographical Society's maps
of the areas still unknown with maps that

would have been similarly constructed one
hundred years ago. Australia was all black
not even the outlines of its coast were known;
around Africa there was a narrow white band
scarcely wider than the space between high
and low tide the vast interior was virgin

fields for Mungo Park and Livingstone; North
.\merica, west of the Missi.ssipj)! and north

of the Rio (irande more than half the con-

tinent was waiting for Lewis and Clark. To
put it in figures, in lUOO le.ss than one-
eleventh of the world's surface was unex-
plored; in 1800 less than one fifth was known.
The nineteenth century exjilorers had all the

land for themselves; similarly, the sea had
been the harvest of Magellan, Raleigh, Drake
and Captain (.'ook; for the future the dark
continent is the bottom of the sea, which
Maui-y and Murray and the cable surveyors
have only touched. There is, however, but
little romance, little excitement and little

poetry in this field. You drop a dredge
two or three miles to the bottom of the sea

and bring it uj) full of fish, mutilated; for

fish which live normally under a pressure

of several tons of water burst on being
brought to the surface.

But if romance has gone, plenty of interest

remains, exploring has ceased to be extensive

and has become intensive; you may no longer

have a continent or a sea named after you,

but you may be immortalized in the name of

a new variety of butterfly. The old advent-

urers had no object but land, more land, and
yet more land for the glorj' of the king. If

they happened to see something monstrous it

was mentioned; otherwi.se, flora and fauna

were not even incidents. It is these, how-
ever, that furnish work for the modem ex-

plorers. For them there is still an occasional

prize. Only two years ago the okapi, an

African mammal almost as large as the giraffe,

was discovered by Sir Harry .lohn.son; but at

the present stage of progre.ss explorers must
usually work with a microscope. In this field

the things to be done are practically bound-

less. When all the varieties of monkeys have

been differentiated and described there will
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still remain the butterflies; when the butter-

flies have all been labelled and the amiable

tourist with a green net disappears, there

will remain, to paraphrase Lowell, the big

fleas with other fleas upon their backs to bite

'em, and these fleas will have other fleas,

and so on ad finitum.

In ethnology no future explorer is likely to

be startled by a new race or by a tribe of

dwarfs, but there is an untouched field in

which men may study primitive manners,

primitive religions, primitive tongues, and

from the data thus gained determine race

origin and race relationship.

Professor Uelitzch and Sven Hedin have

demonstrated that excitement has not entirely

disappeared from the explorer's life. The
archaeologists at work in Syria are uncovering

facts as important to the intellectual and re-

ligious world as a new continent to the phys-

ical. There may not be danger, but to an

imaginative mind there must be rare romance
in uncovering, by a stroke of the pick, the wine

cellar of an Assyrian king, with the red dust

of the wine dry in the bottles.

—

Boston Trans-

cript.

New England Yearly Meeting of Friends held

at Westerly, R. I.

.Job 8. Gidley and Amos O. Foster served as

clerks of the Men's Meeting, and Mary A. Gardiner
and Anna Gardiner, of the Women's Meeting.
The loss by death of John W. Foster and ,Iesse

Tucker, Senior, was felt, to make a great blank in

tlie Yearly Meeting.
The various sittings of the Yearly Meeting,

though a little smaller this year than usual, were
thought both by the visitors and the visited, to be
remarkable seasons of Divine favor.

Those in attendance from other Yearly Meetings
were Harvey H. Haightand his companion, Samuel
T. Haigbt, irom Canada; Marianna V. Wood, ac-

companied by her husband, Edward Wood, from
New York State, Thomas C. Ifogue, Susanna Leeds,

and Joseph Leeds, from Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing.

The Select Meeting convened Sixth Month 13lh.

The feeling of gospel love, one lor another, was
spoken of as being most delightiul to the humble
devoted servants and handmaids of the Lord. At
4 I'. M. the Meeting for Sufi'erings convened. The
importance of waiting upon the Lord for best wis-

dom, for the transactions of all the business, both
temporal and spiritual, was alluded to; He would
lead and guide his humble devoted followers, even
to an hair's breadth, if He was only looked to and
waited on for his blessed help.

First-day, Si.rlh Month 14/A.—Meeting for Di-
vine worship was held at 10 A. m. The meeting
was felt to he a very favored one. The (treat Head
of the Church condescended to be very near and
round about his people, verifying his ])romise as

recorded in Holy Scriptures, " that where the two
or the three were gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them." The need of

being born again, of being washed in the laver of

regeneration, was proclaimed. Also the great dan-
ger of hearkening to the insinuations of the evil

one was held up to view ;—that this cruel enemy
deceived our first parents, and is very busy in this

day trying to frustrate the great work of salvation

in the children of men. The congregation was
lovingly, but most earnestly exhorted not to yield

to the wiles of this cruel enemy ; there were those

present w ho could testify that they had wandered
far from the Father's house, as upon the mountains,
where there was neither dew nor rain nor fields of

otfering, and had tasted and knew what the bitter

works of repentance vi'ere for disobedience to our
Heavenly Father. All were invited to close in

with ofl'ers of redeeming love, that they might wit-

ness a change of heart, be prepared for the solemn
close of life, and be able through the mercy of God

in Christ Jesus to enter the pearl gates and enjoy
a world of never-ending bliss.

Another meeting for Divine worship was held at

4 o'clock. It proved a precious, baptizing oppor-
tunity, in which the dear Master condescended to

be very near and round about his people. Prayer
and praises were offered unto the Father of all our
sure blessings, in that He had condescended to

meet with us, unworthy as we felt ourselves to be,

of the least of his favors.

The beautiful and comforting language of the
dear Saviour to his beloved disciples, sliortly before
He was offered up, " Peace I leave with you : my
peace I give unto you ; not as the world giveth,

give I unto you," was revived in our hearing.
The assembly was kindly and affectionately warned
against a luke-warm condition. The messenger
stating he had been brought to the point of trem-
bling, but in remembering how it was with the
prophet of old who was not obedient to his Master
and was slain by the lion, he could do no other
than deliver what was given him for the people.

The danger of being too much occupied with the
things of time was brought to view. To seek first

the kingdom of God and his righteousness was the
all important work, trusting that all things needful
would be added. That the cattle upon a thousand
hills are his, and He can distribute them to whom-
soever He will. The Lord would not accept of a

divided heart. Many gospel truths were brought
to view, to the edification and comfort of those as-

sembled. All were pointed to the Lamb of God
as our Mediator with the Father, whoever liveth

at the right hand of the Majesty on High inter-

ceding for poor, fallen man, and is, as the Scrip-

tures of truth testify of Him, " the way, the truth,

and the life, and no man cometh unto the Father
but by Him."

Second-day, Sixth Month lUth.—Meeting con-

vened at 9 A. M. Earnest prayer was offered that

He who is head over all things to his church,
would condescend to meet with us, and enable us

to transact the weighty affairs of the church to his

praise and glory. The reading of the Epistles from
the five Yearly Meetings, Canada, Ohio, Western
(held in Indiana), Iowa and Kansa.s, with which
this Yearly Meeting is in correspondence, was very
interesting and instructive, bearing as they did, the
words of counsel, of warning, of tender sympathy
in the great loss the meeting had sustained of late

in the decease of several of her beloved older

members ; also words of good cheer and comfort
and encouragement to press on amid the discour-

agements that surround them ; that though their

numbers might be few, we might remember with
instruction, that Gideon's army of old, was very

small compared with the host of the enemy ar-

rayed against him, yet the Lord gave him the
victory.

The Epistles received from other Yearly Meetings
brought consolation to our drooping spirits. ( )ne

of the visitors said in substance that he had at-

tended many Yearly Meetings, but never before

had been more deeply impressed by the reading of
the Epistles.

In the afternoon session the state of society was
considered by the reading of the queries and
answers. Valuable counsel was banded forth dur-
ing the consideration of the state of society, and
although deficiences were apparent. Friends were
encouraged to maintain all our doctrines and testi-

monies as handed down to us by early Friends.

The flood of literature coming from the press of
late, some good, some indifferent and a large por-

tion positively injurious, was spoken of, and par-

ents, especially were cautioned to be on their

guard as to the kind of literature that entered their

homes.
The committee having charge of Epistles reported

that they had concluded to write Epistles to each
of the Yearly Meetings they were in correspond-
ence with.

The reading of these next claimed the attention

of the meeting. It was felt and expressed, that

the committee had been favored in the preparation
of these essays. Friends were encouraged in their

correspondence with other Yearly Meetings to

wait upon the Great Head of the Church for his

help and guidance. Allusion was made to a dear

departed father in the church, when it had
to his lot to write an Epistle, he had retired

the company and had been heard craving he
strength of his Heavenly Father in its prepar

Epistles prepared and sent forth in this way,
and with Divine permission, would edify am
blessing wherever they went.

After some further business had been tran

a visiting Friend requested that the meetings
close in joint session, which was united wi

Men's and Women's Meeting.
" The messengers sent amongst us by the

Head of the Church," says one corresponden
great humility of spirit were enabled to pn
the truths of the gospel in the demonstrat
the spirit and with power, at times it seeme
a stream to swim in."

The business of the Yearly Meeting bavin;

transacted in much love and condescensio

toward another, then adjourned to meet ag

the usual time the next year if consistent wi

Divine will.

The meeting in joint session proved a teni

opportunity. Thanksgiving and praise asc

to the Great Head of the Church for his

blessings and that he had condescended tc

with us from meeting to meeting. His w
ancient goodness had been felt to be extende

all, and we had been favored to sit together

heavenly places in Christ Je.sus, to the conii

and rejoicing of many hearts.

T. C,
West Chester, Pa., Sixth Month ISth, 1903.

Items Concerning the Society.

New England Yearly Meeting which was 1

Portland tliis month, adjourned to meet at

dence, R. I. next year, two weeks later t

would have met at Newport,— in order to

teachers and scholars of the school at Pro?'

to attend the sessions of the Yearly MeetiiH

is believed that the commodious new gymr
and other school buildings will amply ser.

convenience of the Yearly Meeting.

Among the interesting incidents was th«

ing of a message of love " to our aged friei

minister, Phebe R. Gifford, of Providence,

who, for many years was so efficient in thi:

of the Society, and who has just passed he

dredth milestone."

Albert Cook Myers is about to go to Engl

collect material for another book, which i

entitled, " The Immigration of the Enj

kers into Pennsylvania, 1682-1750."

They've got a bran new organ. Sue,

For all their fuss and search
;

They've done just as they said they'd d

And fetched it into church.

They're bound the creature shall be SM

And on the preacher's right

They've hoisted up the new machine

In everybody's sight.

They've got a chorister and choir,

Again' my voice and vote
;

For it was never my desire

To praise the Lord by note.

But death will stop my voice, I know

;

For He is on my track
;

And some day I to church will go.

And never more come back
;

And when the folks get up to sing—
Whene'er that time shall be—

.

I do not want a patent thing

A-squealing over me ! — WillGm

The following appears in a New Bedford
" Portland, Me., June 1.5.—The appealed

Miss Flora B. Hoxie, of Lewiston, was hea.

special committee of the New England I

Saturday, but a decision was not reached,

port is expected to-day. Miss Hoxie's ca
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p ii appeal from the ruling of the Falmouth
tuierly Meeting, which sustained the action of

ierjiureh in disowning her. The trouble .started

veithe raising of money for a piano for the

ri^s' church in Lewiston. Mi.ss Hoxie was
•eirer of the fund. Before a sufficient amount
asjaised some one presented the church with a
DiJorgan. Miss Hoxie declined to hand over
lejoney for any other purpose than that for

hii it was subscribed, and the church voted to

iSO'H her.

• i>s Hoxie was defended in the hearing by
hi; I'dster, of Portland, formerly of the supreme
nil The leaders of the organization deplore

le i;uation, and have tried to have it cleared up
iqptly as possible."

P,L—Further news has been received that the

fft^r Meeting reversed the decision of the Quar-
tljind Monthly Meeting.

Notes from Others.

A ty missionary states that the pagan popula-
>ii New York city exceeds, by more than one
ud|d thousand, that of Tokio, Japan.

A iUeetion of the early English Bibles from the
nejhen such Bibles began up to comparatively
oeil period, is being made for the library of Har-
rdjailege.

Th English Baptist Union has taken decided
spsbwards putting an end to the flaunting by
cljgy of degrees from cheap American institu-

iBSif learning.

Ih| Patriarch of Constantinople says: From
ae^liest times the Greek Church prays andsup-
cai; in every one of its solemn services for the
iomf all the churches.

"n r T.ow, of New York, has refused to license
missionaries as street preachers in the
iction this season. Last year these

..';,i.-- were very active.

Ih«iOndon Examiner publishes the names and
irejss of one hundred and twenty Congrega-
nshinisters who have declared their intention
refje to pay the education rate.

rh^British Weekly prints the " Passive Resist-
se Utechism" which has been prepared by the
8i\l Resistance Committee. There are twenty-
r cj'stions with their answers.

D i) State of Baroda, India, the young chief,

)Mji educated in England, has given a decisive
w . the cruel custom which has doomed child
owto life-long disgrace and misery.

omof the younger clergy of the Episcopal
re find themselves unwilling to use the third
odfViday" collect of the Book of Common
yeiin which ".Jews, Turks, infidels, and here-
"

aj: classified together.

Ut Ewing, of Chicago, is carrying on a cru-
' Jainst brutal teamsters. She co-operates

I

tj Humane Society and goes into court and
ifieagainst the men she has arrested. She has
ee'd in all her prosecutions.

liejiual high estimate of the merit and proper
ttc'or military service, disparages self-deny-
OM and women who consecrate their lives to
Bfft to lift up and save their fellow men, and
egjfalse standard of excellence.

lejilatians "fell from grace" in part through
Wvance of "days." The Lord is thus robbed
'id more of his days. We are scarcely
ogjwith one before programs are sent to put
spiially children, in training for another.—
• J rvin.

Bes.sie Johnson, the poj-uiar .society woman and
daughter of Mayor Johnson of Cleveland, Ohio, has
been commissioned as an official mother in the Ju-
venile Court. The appointment was at her own
request after several days' visiting at the court and
istening to the stories of poverty and want told
by the children brought there by the police.

The Nonconformists of Derbyshire have suffered
the first persecutions for resistance to the educa-
tion act. F. B. Meyer travelled down from London
by the midnight express to be present in court when
the cases were called. The first Friend to receive
a summons for non-payment of the rate is said to
be Joseph G. Alexander, of Tunbridge Wells.

The Patriarch of Constantinople has replied to
Archbishop Davidson's official communication on
the occasion of his elevation to the primacy. The
Patriarch's letter is "verbose even beyond Orien-
tal wont," says The Churchman, and "abounds in
expressions of good will." The Greek text of the
letter is printed in The Guardian of Fifth Month
13th.

Julia Eraser, a popular San Francisco woman,
first suggested that a woman's face be put on one
of our postage stamps. So Endeavorers congrat-
ulate themselves on having furnished the initiative
that put Martha Washington's face on our new
eight-cent stamp, for Assistant Postmaster Gen-
eral Madden has written that Julia Eraser's article
suggested the idea to him.

The numerous .summer assemblies, Northfield,
Winona, Chautauqua, and camp meetings to be
held this summer show that the people like out-of-
door services. In one of the western villages last
summer the five churches unitedly hired the fair
ground and held union services every first-lay
evening. The new plan brought out more than a
thousand people, while before not over one hundred
were present at all the churches.

The oldest Protestant church building, in Ponce,
in Porto Rico, was erected by an English Church
parish twenty-five years ago. While Spanish Do
minion lasted the bell was not permitted to ring
When the American troops landed in Ponce ir

1898, .some Brotherhood men of an Illinois regi-

ment cleaned out the building, which had been
closed for several years, and set the bell to ring-
ing. Services liave been held there ever since.

A contemporary believes that the modern exten-
sion of the gospel up and down through society,
the effort to Christianize industry, art, politics and
family life is not a departure from the original of
Jesus. It is carrying to completion, it is making
infinitely more valuable and significant that go.s-

pel whose professors have stood too long with their
gaze fixed on a heaven only in the skies, or in the
here-after.

The Daihj Mall of London says: "The Turkish
censor at Constantinople has objected to the ap-
pearance of the word Macedonia in the Bibles of
the American Bible Society and insists that the
words, "the vilayets (provinces) of Salonica and
Monastir" be .substituted for Macedonia in 1 Thes-
salonians, i: 7, 8. The American Bible Society has
had trouble for some months in passing its goods
through the various custom houses of Turkey, be-

cause of the presence of obnoxious words in their
publications."

Various religious bodies are undertaking radical

departures in African evangelization. These de-

partures are along industrial lines. American
Methodists have under Bishop Hartzel, entered up-
on an extensive industrial undertaking, comprising
twelve thousand acres and their development, and
now a large number of Disciples of Christ are set-

I

trial colony. Those behind the enterprise claim the
new way to be an improvement upon the old in
missionary method.

It was not the fear of poverty. Dr. liurrell said,
or reluctance to lead a life of self-sacrifice that
kept young men from the ministry. It was the
awful doubt, the enervating theological unrest
which was planted in the souls of the people by the
learned professors who taught that the supernat-
ural birth and life of Jesus Christ was a myth and
that the doctrines so dear to the hearts of church-
men were untenable and unreliable. The religion
that was taught as a science, he said, would never
appeal to the student whose heart was in the work.

"I have profound faith in our Chinese Chris-
tians," says J. Mc(Jowan, of Amoy, "for 1 know
they are easily stirred when some case that affect*
the interests of Christ's kingdom is concerned. . .

All the churches in my district are self-support-
ing this year. I feel there are largo resources
among our churches that we have not yet touched.
The Chine.se are a money-loving people almost as
much so as the English! but when their hearts
are touched they can be as lavish as though money
had no hold upon them whatsoever."

The religious organization which sends mission-
aries to foreign nations to preach the gospel of
peace and good will and the duty of self-surren-
der and obedience to i',w\, and rests its claims for
support on the value of the human soul, and at the
same time approves of and advises its members to
enlist for war, occupies a position so absurd as to
be e.s.sentially grote.siiue.

Ministers and others who teach the co-ordinate
obligation of religion and [the heathen kind of]
patriotism have no warrant in reason or Scri[iture,

and the i)ractice largely acc(junts fnr the dimin-
ished moral tone and tendency to skepticism among
the people.

—

Havemcycr.

An in.scription on a stone tablet found in the
ruins of an old synagogue in Kaifengfu shows that
the Jews first entered China during the Han dy-
nasty, from I!. C. 200 to A. D. 220. The records
of the Jesuit fathers, who seem to have made a
thorough study of the subject, fix the period of
their coming at about the beginning of the Chris-
tian era.

The Jews who entered China many centuries
ago have, it is said, become so transformed into

the Chinese character and modes of living as to
be hardly distinguishable from the native Chinese,
except for their Hebrew features, which are still

marked.

Officials of Protestant missionary societies in the
United States have been consulted, during the past
two months, concerning a movement in Cuba to

create in that island a Catholic Church that does
not acknowledge the supremacy of the pope of
Rome. That such a movement exists in Cuba and
has made some headway is certain. About a month
since it began the publication of a periodical
called the Acolyte. Copies of this jiublication have
reached this country. Contrary to expectation it

contains practically no denunciation of the Church
of Rome, but for the most part on patriotic grounds
it advocates a church that shall be national in

scope and control. It states that President Palma
was waited upon when he first arrived in Cuba and
urged not to identify himself too conspicuously
with the Church of Rome. The paper claims he has
followed the suggestion, and that at heart he is a
Protestant. It is stated that there are a large
number of Itoman Catholic priests, all Cuban born,
who favor the undertaking and that only a leader
is needed to make in Cuba a protesting church sim-
ilar to the one already launched in the Philippines.

These Protestant officials in the United States
have, so far as can be learned, discouraged this

ting about the organization of an African Indus. ' anti-Roman movement in Cuba. Grounds for the
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arguments against the movement are two. One
is that further divisions among followers of Ji

Christ are undesirable, and that unless Protestant

or Reformation ideas can be accepted, Roman Ca-

tholic ones had better be adhered to. The other

is that religious reformers have need to be very

brave, and that, frankly, there appear nowhere in

Cuba leaders such as can hold out to the end.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—On the 15th instant a negro named
George White committed an aggravated assault upon a

young white woman and murdered her, near Wilmington,

Delaware. He was shortly afterwards arrested and lodged

in jail in that city. On the 22nd instant the prison was
surrounded by a mob, and the prisoner forcibly taken

out and burned to death at the stake. But little effort

was made by the authorities to prevent the removal of

the prisoner on the action of the mob. A man who was
arrested as the leader of the mob and taken to prison

was released on bail the next day, under threat of a

mob of 5,000 persons that they would slorm the jail.

The coroner's jury returned a verdict that the negro

died at the hands of "parties unknown." This outbreak

of lawlessness has been condemned by many of the citi-

zens, and the following resolutions were adopted at a

special meeting of clergymen held on the 23d instant

:

"Resolved, That we put on record our sense of sorrow,

indignation and shame at the lawless and anarchistic

demonstration that has brought reproach upon our Com-
monwealth.

"Second. That we call upon all classes and condi-

tions to condemn and repudiate such lawlessness and

inhumanity as have shocked not simply our own people,

but this nation at large."

A feeling of great apprehension lest further acts of

lawlessness should be enacted has since prevailed in

Wilmington and the Governor of Delaware has authorized

the military authorities to render assistance in preserving

order if called upon by the mayor of Wilmington.
In the year 1882, the number of immigrants entering

the United States was 788,992, the largest on record.

This number may be equalled the present year, but a

great change in the character and nationality of the im-

migrants has taken place. The Commissioner General
of Immigration has recently stated that " The great bulk

of immigration in 1883 was composed, as it had been
since the foundation of our country, of the Teutonic and
Celtic races of Western Europe, while the people who
are now seeking our shores are mostly of the Slavonic

races of Eastern Europe and Italians. This change in

the character of our immigration has increased the il-

literacy rate from about 7 per cent to 25 per cent."

The Board of Conciliation, which was created at the

suggestion of the Anthracite Strike Commission, met at

Wilkesbarre, Pa., on the 25th, formed an organization

and gave out a statement, including rules, under which
all grievances between operators and their employes are

to be considered.

General Manager Henderson, of the Reading Coal and
Iron Company has lately said: "The local demand, or rather

the local pressure to fill orders, has fallen off since it

has been understood that there will be no strike. We
are now sending coal to Chicago, for the first time in

many months. The New England market is not yet sup-

plied, but we hope to soon be able to fill all our orders

from that section."

In a late address before the Henry George .Association,

Clarence Darrow, the labor .leader and attorney for the

miners during the anthracite hearing, warned union labor

that strikes and unreasonable demands were ruining

them and the unions. Promiscuous boycotting and strikes,

the mad rush of crafts to increase their own wages with-

out thought or care for the rest of mankind and the

limiting of production by trade unionists, he said, were
the present perils of trades unionism.

At the National Colored Immigration and Commercial
Association meeting in Montgomery, Ala., the Committee
on Resolutions adopted a resolution recommending the

chartering of vessels during the year 19(14 for carrying

colonists to the Republic of Liberia, Africa.

The water taken from Niagara River above the Falls

for developing electrical power is stated to be producing

113,000 horse power on the American side, and water
capable of developing 100,000 horse power is being taken
on the Canadian side. Competent judges report that the

volume of water passing over the Falls is not apprecia-

bly diminished thereby. It is stated franchises have

been granted to divert 105,000 more horse power on the

American side and 200,000 more on the Canadian side.

Snow is reported to have fallen for a short time at

Asbury Park, N. J., early on the morning of the 23d ult.

The Superintendent of Police in Philadelphia has or-

red the police to arrest persons who spit on sidewalks,

public conveyances and in places of public resort.

The National Educational Association lately meeting
at Indianapolis has recommended the adoption of a form
of spelling twelve '

Progran
Tho,

Altho,

Thoro,

Prolog,

Decalog,

follows

Thorofare,

Thru,

Thruout,

Catalog,

One of the earnest advocates of this new spelling says

"The hope of the reform lies largely in our newspapers
and magazines. If the leading newspapers and magazines
would agree to use the amended spelling for one year the

problem would be solved. The eyes of the public would
in that time became accustomed to the new forms, and
the people would not be willing to return to the present

method. Here, I think, is our only hope of bringing about
the change."

The city of New Orleans has lately begun a system
of sewerage which is expected to place that city from a

sanitary standpoint, abreast of the foremost cities of the

world. It is expected to cost $18,000,000, and to be

completed in five years.

It is stated that the United States consumes nearly a

third more coffee than all the rest of the world pat to-

gether.

A despatch from Washington of the 25th ult says:

President Roosevelt decided to-day to transmit to the

Russian government the petition of the B'nai B'rith re-

garding the treatment of Jews in Russia, and more espe-

cially the Kischeneff massacre. Immediately after this an-

noucement was made Count Cassini, the Russian ambas-
sador, who, several days ago, in a formal statement, said

it would be impossible for Russia to receive any repre-

sentation regarding the Kischeneff incident from any for-

eign Power, called upon Secretary Hay, and was informed
officially of the President's decision.

In diplomatic circles it is said that the petition will

never reach the Czar, but will be received by Russia and
dismissed with a polite note of acknowledgment and a

verbal discussion between the American ambassador at

St. Petersburg and the Russian minister of foreign af-

fairs.

The President did not come to a hasty conclusion, how-
ever. At first it was decided that the petition should not

', because it might be resented by the gov-

ernment of Russia and lead to a response that would
cause a break in the relations of the two countries. This

course was reconsidered, and by direction of the Presi-

dent the petition will now go forward.

The petition is to be signed by leading citizens of the

United States outside of Federal office holders. It is ex-

pected that it will take about two weeks to secure these

signatures, work along that line already being in pro-

ess.

The following paragraph is said to be contained in this

address to the Czar:

"Far removed from your Majesty's dominions, living

nder different conditions and owing allegiance to an-

ther government your petitioners yet venture in the

name of civilization to plead for religious liberty and tol-

erance; to plead that he who led his own people and all

thers to the shrine of peace will add new lustre to his

reign and fame by leading a new movement that shall

commit the whole world in opposition to religious perse-

cutions."

This action of President Roosevelt is watched closely

in Europe. "An Austrian paper remarks, the Russian au-

tocracy can not remain unmoved by the fact that the

President, as an advocate of humanity, reminds it in the

face of the whole world of the duties it owes to humani-
ty and justice."

A recent despatch from Tacoma, Wash., says: Hosts of

army worms in a solid column, one hundred and fifty

yards wide, and nearly three miles long, are marching
through Walla Walla county. The worms are from one

a half to two inches long, and are brown and fuzzy,

with green stripes in some cases, and are like caterpil-

lars. The ranchers are alarmed for their garden truck

and wheat.

J. Edward Cutler, a post graduate student of Yale, is

reported to have found that the number of persons

lynched in the United States in the last twenty-one years

First Month 1st, 1903, was three thousand two hun-

dred and thirty-three. The number of negroes lynched

"uring the period named was one thousand eight hundred
,nd seventy-two, and the number of whites one thousand

two hundred and fifty-six. Since 1892 there has been a

steady decrease in the number of lynchings, but they are

still numerous in the South, and, with the steady growth
f the anti-negro sentiment, threaten to increase.

There were 466 deaths in this city last week, reported

the Board of Health. This is 46 more than the pre-

vious week and 23 more than the corresponding week of

1902. Of the foregoing 249 were males and ; f^
males: 64 died of consumption of the lungs; 34

, i,.

flammation of the lungs and surrounding memtlej.
1 of diphtheria; 22 of cancer; 10 of apoplexy i)^

typhoid fever ; 3 of scarlet fever, and 2 of small p ,

Foreign.— In accordance with instructions fro ,liej,

governments, the ministers of the United States rtu
Britain, France, Holland and Turkey left Belgrade,

fotj

King Peter I. was installed in office. A dispat( irjij

Paris of the 25th says, "The French minister to \ni>

has reported the circumstances attending the de i^n
of the ministers from Belgrade as follows:

"All the ministers received similar instructions,
.

act,

together. Accordingly, an understanding was
;hj(|

that they should depart, this step being regardec tlu

most emphatic method of expressing the Powers' ^itej

against the assassination of King Alexander andaea
Draga. The Russian and Austrian representati ' m
parently shared in the principle of the protest, l t*-

did not withdraw because they feared another

The German emperor has sent a dispatch t :

Peter, recognizing, it is said, in cordial terms, hi xu
sion to the throne of Servia.

The recent elections in Germany for members 'tli

Reichstag mention that Socialists polled three Ijio

eight thousand votes, an increase over the preced 'ga

eral election of nine hundred thousand votes, nej fa

ty-two per cent.

A dispatch from Berlin says: "The result of t ^W
tions leaves the Reichstag practically unchanged

j
&-

as the questions of the army, navy and commerci lr«

ties are concerned, though the Socialists, encouridl

the enormous increase in their popular vote, wit J-obi

bly offer stronger opposition to naval and militar lej

ures than ever. i

Reports from Naples state that on the 22nd '.
t!

volcano Vesuvius was in full eruption.

Arrangements have been made for the Presi •

formally open the new cable to Manila on the mo !_

the fourth instant.

Four-fifths of the inhabitants of Canada arei

live to the eastward of Lake Superior.

RECEIPTS.

Mark Nichols, Ind.; Mary B. Reeve, Phila.;

Brown and for J. Morton Brown, Pa.; Benj. C E.

J.; Lewis Forsythe, Pa.; Amos Thomas, Ind., to

Vol. 77; Sarah Richie, PhiU., and for Arthur 1

Pa.; Joseph C. Newlin, N. C; Chas. Ashbridge for

Ashbridge, Pa.; Thos. H. Whitson, agent, for

Walter, Pa.; Louisa Cameron Ray, 0.; Joel Bea

E. Thos. Snipes, N. C, to No. 27; Richard T. 0.'

Y., $6, for himself, Edmund L. Post and Isaac D.

Harry Alger for Elizabeth B. Alger, R. I.

iS^" Remiltrmcefi received after Third-day tumh

appiar in the Receipts until ike following week.

NOTICES.

The address of Davis Garrett is desired.

Friend who can do so, kindly inform

Wm. C. Cowperthwaite, No. 304 Arch 5

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth
Philadelphia.—During the Seventh and Eighl

the Library will be open only on Second and P
from 3 r. M. to 6 P. M.

Died, at Crestline, Cherokee Co., K;

16th, 1903, Hannah (Bales) Hobson, widow ri

K. Hobson, in her seventieth year. Deceasod

long member of the Society of Friends, an earn

tian, a faithful wife and a devoted mother. Si

survive her.

, at her home in East Everett, Mass., Si

19th, 1903, Ellen L. W. Willson, widow o

Samuel S. Willson, and daughter of Moses aBi

Whittier of Dover, N. H., aged seventy-six ye

loved member of Boston Monthly Meeting of Pi
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The Boy in the Church.

1; excellent article by F. G. Peabody en-

itli "The boy in the Home," printed in The
Ki :d Si.xth Month 27, 1903, suggests nat-

ral the corresponding consideration of the

nil in the church. It has been said with

[ti; terseness that "Mankind is incurably*

lis." That a boy is "by nature a corn-

with others," is not more correct than

..iiL- is naturallyt religious. The "peril of

amessness" is second only to the peril of

)t iving a place in a home-like church. A
Mciome may do much, it is true, towards
ttd|g a child to appreciate the need and the

ilujof a church, but it is beyond the power
'aiingle home to make a church homelike,

3e lurch and the parent each owes a duty

I ti child. If a good boy is the normal pro-

ictf a good home, it is in a similar sense

aeiat a good Christian is the normal pro-

,ictjf a good Christian churcht. What, then.

i\ kind of church that is most likely to

odiie good Christians? The requirements,

:: wdld seem, are the same that make a good
mt-" simplicity, consistency, piety."

Asn the home, so in the church, simplicity

3synonymous with "meagreness," "emp-
" "lack of comforts," or even "absence

jries." A church appeals to a child in

letj proportion to the amount of compan-

(bIJ) of spirit he finds in it. It appeals to

-«Cult in the same way. A simple church
Bijply a real church—a family of God's
il^iD, varying in age and degree of experi-

celj'et none the less a family. "It is not

iUrument of social ambition or restless-

»•! "It is not a mere sleeping place"

Tilpast core.

i- jBysome susceptibility to the Divine nature or light

'fOTiarily of its Head, and co-operatively of its mem-

where we may recuperate, "but a centre of
affectionate self-denial and mutual forbear-
ance." The "little tot" is never forgotten,
but feels itself to be a recognized fa<-tor in the
household.

Consistency is the second mark, we are told,

of a good home. How extremely important
it is in the church! Consistency between pre-
cept and example, between exhortations and
character is the only safeguard against the
"humbug," that a child is so quick to detect.
Finally we have that filial relation designated
"piety"—"the natural, confident intimacy of

children with their parents"— "an expansion
of the ideal of the family." Man being God's
child, and the church being, presumably, an
association of loyal children, it is as needful
for the little Christian to have a good church
as for the boy to have a good home.

This, then, is the kind of a church that fos-

ters the right kind of Christians—a church
where "simplicity and consistency open into

|

piety;" a church where the children think of

the adults "notas taskmasters or faultfinders

or church-keepers, so that their place is in a

corner or out of sight, "but as companions to

whom it is a happiness to go, and advisers

from whom it is safe to learn."

Reader, what are we doing to make the So-

ciety of Friends home-like to boys and girls

and little children'? What are we doing to

make them feel that they are a part of the

family? What are we doing to make them

feel at home in the church?

Sad indeed, is the picture of parents weep-

ing for their homeless children—homeless be-

cause they had never been made to feel at

home in the house where they were clothed

and warmed and fed, but not shepherded.

Sad also is the spectacle of a church bereft

of younger members because their childish

souls are permitted to become isolated and the

roots are not nourished that would "hold them

in their place and make thom grow." W.

Visit to the First Home of Old Colony Qua-

kerism.

Our last editorial was penned amidst en-

deavors to depart in season on a religious con-

cern to attend the meeting of an unusual com-

pany. Descendants of the widely scattered

family of the name of WixG, whose American

existence began in Sandwich, Massachusetts,

of Quaker parentage, nearly two and a half

centuries ago, had planned for a general re-
union in the place of their origin. They would
virtually begin by religiously honoring the
faith of their fatberg in a Friends' meeting
for worship in the old Sandwich meetinL-house.
on Sixth .Month 2,Sth. Some of the same de-
scendants had done this one year ago, find-
ing Friends' manner of worship and some of
their doctrine "a new and inspiring discovery
to them in religion," and "the one part of
their visit most preciously remembered." So
charmed had they become with their whole
pilgrimage and the historic as.sociations inci-

dent to their visit, that they resolved to call

all their tribes from far and near together
again in the present summer, that this season
might be to them as the last season, and yet
more abundant.

As two of their visitors we found them in

their hall,—frsm New York State, from Wis-
consin and Iowa, from New Orleans, Califor-

nia, I'enn.sylvania,—two hundred pilgrims in

number, men and women of character and in-

telligence, each with whom we conversed, in-

terested to trace their kindred with us,—

a

kinship which we could claim better than lo-

cate in those "endless genealogies" which lay

unfinished on the table. A public gathering

ensued, in which speeches of introduction and
welcome were exchanged between otticers of

the association and men prominent in the af-

fairs of the township. The clergy of Sand-

wich did not stint their laying of the credit of

stalwart character, as there represented, to

the moral outcome of Friends' principles and

early struggles in that colony. George W.
Wing, of Wisconsin, the leading spirit of the

reunion and the first invoker and shaper of

the .Association, emphatically ascribed to the

town of Sandwich, in its first harboring of the

(Quakers and tiJing them over the period of

persecution, the honor of the introduction of

religious liberty into America. The Friends,

he might have said, first purchased that reli-

gious liberty for America, by their blood and

sufferings, while Sandwich made it possible by

their hospitality and sympathy, for Friends to

have a foothold in .Massachusetts long enough

to take the brunt and buff the shock of the

battle for toleration.

On First-day morning the wing of ancient

goodness seemed spread over all visible na-

ture. Ocean and forest, hills and meadows
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seemed to savor of the excellent glory, and

the Creator to be having the praise of his own
works. It was a priviUge to enjoy this in a

three miles' walk to Spring Hill, while barge

and carriages passed to and fro to convey the

other pilgrims from town to Friends' Meeting.

Proceeding up the hill which is surmounted
by the old and well-kept meeting-house, the

third since the Society began, one beheld the

green graveyard dotted over with groups of

men and women studying the names and dates

on the headstones, and sometimes scraping the

moss from the marble with pen-knives to en-

able them to decipher the letters or figures.

At length the waving handkerchief of Henry
N. Hoxie convinced us that the hour of eleven

was at hand, and all gathered towards the

house, where the one hundred and eighty-five

were soon seated. A profound silence settled

down upon the meeting, full of a living solem-

nity that was eloquent with the unspeakable
gift of grace from heaven. It would have
seemed a sacrilege to interrupt the living

voice of that stillness, and no one could, until

an opening came for words which were uttered

in trembling by a visitor, whose marriage in

that house half a century ago was brought
vividly home to his deepest feeling, accompa-
nied with the language once heard at Cana of

Galilee, "Whatsoever He saith unto you, do
it." Th's opening became, as it were, the
key note of the meeting, as borne upon an-

other to rehearse it in the form heard by
Ceorge Fox as the beginning and substance of
his apostleship of primitive Christianity re-

vived; namely "There is one, even Christ .Je-

sus, that can speak to thy condition." The
offices of Him crucified, set forth as the word
of God, the wisdom of God, and the power of
God, became enlarged on unexpected lines to

the meeting's view, and the true inwardness
of the Word of Truth testified. Afterwards
the vouchsafing from on higji of the spirit of
prayer in the closing solemnity, baptized the
as.sembly into a dispensation of silence from
which it was not easy to rise and go forth.

The place seemed once more to have become a
Bethel; and some strangers, later in the day,
declared a willingness to join our religious So-
ciety if tney could be sure of meetings always
being held in that way. But sad complaint,
during conversations at other times with those
visitors, members of other denominations, was
expressed at the degeneracy of Friends' meet-
ings in their parts of the land, by being changed
from our older and legitimate mode of wor-
ship, into mere imitations of the course of
other churches, based on a difl'erent principle
of worship. Whatever modes these strangers
acquiesced in in their own churches, one would
have thought they were conservative Friends
to hear how they laid down the law of true
consistency for Friends. Their thanks for the
privilege of enjoying a real Friends' meeting,
repaying their journey hither, were unmistak-
ably sincere. But there had been nothing to
be thankful for in the meeting but the Lord's
work, and the measure in which the occasion
was left open for his own work solely.

Preferring to repace the road to town on
foot, one of us halted with others on a part of
the same hill which was the site of some of
Friends' first meetings in the year 16-57. Near

,

the dwelling-house standing on the spot is the
'

ancient burial ground of the early Friends,

now well protected by an iron fence with gran-

ite posts.

A woman from Iowa of large frame, heart,

mind and character came along, who was also

preferring to walk to town ; and as a devout
Methodist, could bewail the degeneracy of the

modern pulpit in its resort to intellectualism

in the place of spirituality, to lectures instead

of preaching, to scientific expositions of things

of the day instead of feeding the flock with
the bread of heaven. She pined for the aged
ministers who were now not allowed to serve,

though best qualified by experience to help in

the paths of life, but must be displaced by
the young and brilliant speakers whose learning

and culture might for a time draw the enter-

tainment-lovers, but were not ministry.

We soon passed the pools of water which
first gave to our country the beautiful pink

water-lilies which began to come into notice

about thirty-five years ago. A single pink
lily appeared as a sport of nature in a pond in

Centreville, a few miles away, in this Barn-
stable county, and on coming to the notice of

William Chipman, residing near Friends' Meet-
ing-house on Spring Hill, he bargained for the

root of the lily, which he transplanted in a

meadow pool near the roadside where we were
passing. From this came the pink lilies which
are now obtainable in many parts of our coun-
try. But we remember when his Sandwich
neighbors had to pay William Chipman seventy-

five cents for a single lily, and have seen pink
lilies growing in New Jersey, for the first root

of which ten dollars were paid. Dr. Faunce,
of Sandwich, paid the same for his first roots,

and proceeded also to raise in his ponds the

most beautiful varieties of water-lilies to be

obtained from France or elsewhere, including

fine specimens of the Egyptian lotus. These
now also being obtainable from so many flor

ists, Dr. Faunce has turned his attention to

rare varieties of roses. He planted several

of his lotus and rare lily roots in Shawnee
Lake by the public roadside, for the delecta-

tion of the people. But there are rarities also

among summer visitors, who, the night before
leaving for the season, would get amongst
those lotuses and lilies and abstract, some a
trunkful and some a tubful of the roots, and
take them home to plant. Thus was he dis-

couraged. But William Chipman, the intro-

ducer of the pink pond-lily to America, became
discouraged by his own act. For the fertili-

zation of his lilies he insisted on dumping into

his ponds material which he could buy up from
the hen-roosts of the neighborhood. Dr. Faunce
warned him that that manure must kill the
plants, but the warning had no eflfect, while
the ammonia had a disastrous effect. Chip-
man's pink lilies were all destroyed, but they
were no longer needed to spread abroad in the
land a beautiful gift to man. William Chip-
man's work blooms on, in a world from which
he has passed on, from considering the lilies,

how they grow.

We were glad, near the Sunset of that day,

to hail with pleasure the sight of some rem-
nants of Dr. Faunce's lilies, as we passed
Shawnee Lake on a stroll to visit at its upper
end the old home of our cousin, AsaS. Wing,

—

a home this summer closed in the absence of
his invalid mother, who is cared for by a
daughter near the home of our poet Whittier.
Last summer this aged Friend was much re-

vered by the pilgrims who came to visit le

,

ancestral Wing house, and take photogrjjig;

of her, as she stood at her flower-garden g'j.i

way in her distinctive Friends' bonnet and g i
These views were this year deemed to ha'ia

ten-fold value, now that the Wing house ili.

lent. i

Though the great brick glass factories^-
tk..

built up Sandwich as once a much more pi-
lous town, are now becoming ruins, yet it le

building a glass-cutting industry is maintj fed

with fine success for its exceptionally ae

work. The Tiffany house, of New Yoriis
said to accept no American cut glass foils

trade, except that which is adorned l.'e.

From inspecting the process of this woii—

after seeing the tribes depart by rail for , ;ay

in Harwich to locate the ancient residenc lof

John Wing and John Dillingham,—we tiled

towards the forest hills, and a mile's ilk

brought us through pasture lands to the ;de

of the upper lake, where stands an ancient -lat

tree, said to have been planted by Edird

Dillingham, one of the first year's settle at

Sandwich, and one of "the ten men of kn-

gus, " who took up land there in 1637. ra-

dition dates the pear-tree from the year k
making it now two hundred and sixty in

years old. But half its trunk is left, the iiei

half being split off by a wind and lying litl

its branches there dead on the ground, '.'hi

erect half seems to support a vigorous ^ei

growth, and even hardy pears, above a ml

which is hollow like a canoe, and ]ierff te

by woodpeckers. One wonders, from ye t

year, how it can still be standing. A via ju

growth of new shoots keeps springiiij:;- up oi

the root, so that when the old trunk fali tb

tree is likely to continue many years it

children. The remains of the cellar ( th

first Dillingham home are very evident ea

the tree, which stands as our earliest ant In

monument in America. A photograph i m
served of the last Edward Dillingham ,vli

was a Friend and minister, stamiinc: iid

that tree some four years ago, shortly 'oi

his decease.

It is with peculiar feelings that

away from the site of perhaps the first M I

Meeting in America, which has assembl

Sandwich at its appointed times from th /

1658 till now, but having more families b):

ing to it in its first year than members
>

Thirteen families joined to form a Fit

meeting in 1657 at Sandwich, under the pi

ing of Christopher Holder and John Cof 8

The number of families in membership
j

wards increased to sixty, at least,

to postpone an intended walk to "CI
pher's Hollow " in the woods, where C|

pher Holder, in 1657, preached from tlf

side to an open-air Friends' Meeting gaS

in the hollow below him. From Bost

a few weeks later, with John Copela

companion, he issued the earliest exta

claration of the Faith of Friends, and i

peared recently (Fifth Month 15th)

columns. A valuable book prepared by

his descendants residing in California ha

been published, entitled "The Holderso

erness, " which gives much carefully-

information concerning this earliest of

to get room to preach on Massachuset

'Practice puts an edge on prece]

i
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A Letter of William Penn,

The following letter from William Penn to

Tljinas Lloyd, Deputy Governor of Pennsyl-
lia, has recently come into the posses.sion

othe writer, who is a descendant of the lat-

t<. Whilst it has before appeared in print,

bing published in Proud's History of I'enn-

ayania, its interest to Friends seems to be
suicient warrant to justify its repetition at

tiji time.

in order fully to understand some of the
r^;rences in the letter it must be borne in

jnid that in the winter of 1688-89, William

an Mary had been proclaimed King and Queen
offreat Britain, King James having withdrawn
in; France. Penn was naturally viewed with
gmicion, as the friend of James, and was
th e times arrested charged with disloyalty

tojhe new sovereigns. To another attempt to

ar st him, made on his return from George
Fc|s funeral First Month (January) 16th,

, he refers in the latter part of this letter.

is probable that Penn had in mind the
)ijms created by George Keith, where he
iks (if George Fox escaping "the storm
,: i^ riiming.

"'

le letter itself is old, faded and stained.

It nmprises about four-and-a-half pages of

smtl quarto letter paper, and is addressed
For my esteemed frd. Tho: Lloyd keeper

al and mr. of ye Roles in I'ennsylva-

Geokge Yavx, Jk.

i; N MavVi:, Pa., Sixth Month 24th, 1903.

"Eng. 14th 4 Mo., 1691.

•L. Fkiend T. L. :—
illy love, in the unchangeable truth, sa-

iiU; thee and thine, and the friends and fam-
ioJ, in those parts, desiring your tem-
lul everlasting welfare, with an un-

.(i atfection.
'

;y this time thou wilt have heard of the

encal of my troubles, the only let of my re-

un being in the midst of my preparations,

'itlia great company of adventurers, when
he) 'ell upon me. The jealousies of some,
Bd aworthy dealing of others have made way
)r jem; but under and over it all, the an-
en'Rock has been my shelter and comfort;
iJ hope yet to see your faces, with our an-

-atisfaction. The Lord grant, if it be
^lory, w'hose 1 desire to be, in all con-

^
; for this w-orld passeth away, and the

rnand beauty of it fadeth ; but there are

erjl habitations for the faithful; among
lioil pray that my lot may be, rather than
Qoj; the princes of the earth.

"pope 1 need not urge my circumstances,

care and concern for me
interest, in that country. 1

;hou hast better learned Christ and Cato,
I ^ly so say, and wilt embrace such an op-
rtvity to choose to express thy friendship

d ncerity ; nor is uncertainty and change-
leijss thy fault; wherefore I will say no
i lut desire that my afflictions may cease,

"ure your animosities, or discontents,
ai; yourselves, if yet they have continued;
1 tat thou wilt both in government, and to
' Ummissioners of property, yield thy as-
ta^e all thou canst. By all this God may

• me to be iitter for future service, even
'here. 1 ask the people forgiveness
long stay; but when I consider how

e:|ite thy love,

d ly suffering ir

owhou hast bett

much it has been my great lo.ss, and for an un-
grateful generation, it is punishment enough.
It has been :iO,000 pounds to mv damage, in
the country, and above 1U,00U pound.s here,
and to the province r,UO families; but the wi.se
God, that can do what He plea.seth, as well as
see what is in man's heart, is able to re(|uite
it all; and I am perswaded, all shall yet work
together for good, in this very thing, if we
can overlook all, that stands in the way of our
view Godward, in public matters. See that
all be done prudently and humbly, and keej)
down irreverence and looseness, and cherish
industry and sobriety. The Lord (lod Almighty
be with you, and amongst you, to his praise
and your peace. Salute me" to John Simcock,
K. Turner, A. Cook. T. Janny, Ph. Pemberton,
S. Richardson, W. Yardly, the Welch Friends
and Plimouth Friends, indeed to all of them.

"Thou hast heard of our great loss of dear
John Hurnyeat, and Robert Lodge, one in Ire-

land, and t'other in England, in about the
same week; Robert Barclay, Th. Salthouse,
and dearly beloved (ieorge Fo.x since. He died
at Henry Gouldney's, by Gracious-street meet-
ing-house; where he preached his farewell the
First-day, and departed the Third, at Night,
between nine and ten. I was with him; he
earnestly recommended to me his love to you
all; and said, William, mind poor Friends in

America; he died triumphantly over death,
very easily, foresaw his change; he was buried
on the Sixth-day; like a general meeting; 2000
people at his burial. Friends and others: I

was never more public than that day; 1 felt

myself easy; he w^as got into his Inn, before
the storm that is coming overtook him; and
that night, very providentially, as ever since,

I escaped the messenger's hands: 1 shall add
only, that Friends have had an extraordinary

time, this General Meeting; so that God sup-

plied that visible loss with his glorious pres-

ence. R. Davies there, but not thy brother.

In sincere love I bid thee, thy wife and family,

and friends, farewell.

"Thy true friend,

"Wm. Penn."

The Help of H.\kdship.—When Nansen
was but a lad, he had the purpose of polar ex-

ploration in his mind. To train himself for

it, he constantly exposed himself to cold and

hardship, long marches through snow, baths

in the ice-covered fiords and every other trial

of endurance that he could devise. When Peary

started for the Pole, his accident— the break-

ing of his leg just before he landed in the icy

wilderness of Greely Land

—

did not daunt him,

because he also was trained to hardship. Car-

ried helpless on shore, he directed all the de-

tails of the camp, used his enforced rests in

studying the Eskimo methods of life, and

gained, rather than lost, by the experience.

Hardship is not meant to crush: it is meant

to help toward victory, and most great vic-

tories are conquered out of it and through it.

Are we complaining of our cross, or bearing

it bravely and hopefully, and growing strong

in the Lord? Sickness or strength lies in our

own choice. W hich shall be ours?

—

Forward.

If we allow wrath never so little room in

our thoughts, it lays hold of the mind, and

enkindles that which destroys the likeness of

God in us.

Life and Literature.

There is a worldy minded apprehension of
the facta of human life which, however super-
ficially extensive and however minutely accu-
rate, must lack of sound comprehension and
sure direction from the want of a spiritual in-

sight and a deep exjierience. To it the facts

and observances of religion can be kn^wn but
as a detached department of an at best shal-

low, though engrossing attainment; and reli-

gious duty and secular duty must accordingly
become contrasted phrases and competing
facts. "The double-minded man is unstable

in all his ways;" and such instability must
mark the worldling until he shall, by the re-

newing of his mind and the rectification of his

standpoint, recognize that identity of sanc-

tion and aim whereby his so-called secular

duty is completely absorbed or translated into

religious duty.

The professor of religion, while of course
bound to repudiate any detachment of sanc-

tion and aim between the religious and the sec-

ular life, may need to beware that he do not

enjoin or even admit the like divorce between
a truly religious literature and a truly secu-

lar one. In origin and essence the truth of

literature is one with the truth of life; and
they are one also in their contention with a

false inspiration and a laggard aspiration.

That which is unreasonable and inconsistent

in one must be so in the other; and we thus

seem to encounter some incongruity in the

fondly inveterate tendency, even among Chris-

tians, to attribute an unapproachable, and a

therefore more or le.ss exclusive, sanctity to

those writings of the past, which by the tra-

dition of the best life of the past have come
down to us as "The Holy Scriptures."

However important such a compact record

of the salient events and lessons of human his-

tory may have been and may still be as a creed

for the testing of novel pretensions, and as a

stimulus of the stirring of the pure mind for

continuous advancement in the Divine life, the

function of such a record must be in a meas-

ure aborted if the inference be tolerated that

an advanced life will not be accompanied and
certified by an advanced literature. In the

growing light of that Divine life to which

those Scriptures testify, it may be increasing-

ly incumbent upon Christians to observe and

to emulate the holy boldness with which the

inspired writers over-rode the limitations of

the letter, in their confidence that the necessity

for such license would be recognized by the

earnest seeker and diligent searcher, who would

be sure to be led, in some way, beyond the

vague but all-pervading suggestion of meta-

phor and symbol, to the direct apprehension

of substantial spiritual truth. The necessary

blindness of an inexperienced faith in the con-

descending "foolishness of God" is thus both

justified and .superseded by the awakening of

that clarified imagination and that "perception

of resemblances," in which the previously

mystical is recognized as the eminently prac-

tical.

The advancing revelation will evolve a more
copious diction and an enlarged expression; but

it will have no occasion to stoop to the de-

finition of its own terms. It will presume the

hearer to have been seasonably familiarized

with these in the growing light and current
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usage of the advancing life. Did it do violence

to the best correct usage in the use of terms,

it would be denotabie as a mystification rather

than a revelation, and would foster rather than

check the tendency of theology to repose in a

stereotyped cant.

However slowly, that "form of sound words"

for which we need to contend, is surely an ad-

vancing form, in correspondence with the

church's advancing insight. Most timely for

our day would appear that restored version of

Col. ii: 18, in which the danger or the effect of

self-conceit is declared to consist not so much
in the teacher's desire to apprehend "that

which he hath not seen," as in the temptation

to "dwell in that which he hath seen." There

seems large prophecy in that testimony of the

Psalmist. "Righteousness shall go before Him,

and shall set us in the way of his steps."

The element of water seems to be largely, if

not universally, employed in Scriptures as the

symbol of Divine intelligence, and it would ap-

pear that the continuous precedence of the in-

spired life over the inspired literature may be

fitly illustrated by the priority of a natural

river over the canal which is made derivately

though artificially to flow by its side. Scrip-

tures and canals are alike beneficial as con-

ventional institutions. In the service of both

there is an early stage in which the derivative

current visibly or practically preponderates

over the originative one; but in both this re

lationship is reversed as the kindred streams

approach the illimitable ocean of their desti

nation.

There seems a significant shortcoming in the

otherwise copious vocabulary of that wonder-

ful language which was the providentially or-

damed medium for the deliverance of gospel

truth, in that then necessary overlapping and

partial identification of superstition and reli-

gion which have not even yet been wholly elimi-

nated from our church life. The untimely su-

percession of the weaker element would be as

the putting of the new wine into the old bot-

tles. As the aspiration for an ideal faith shall

but be duly cherished, we may haply find that

the primary and enduring sanction of Divine

authority rests not so much in the truly expe-

dient tradition of either literature or organi-

zation, nor yet of ritual, as in that self-evi-

dence of the Spirit of Christ in the true fol-

lowers of Christ, which while indeed "hidden"
from a groveling worldly apprehension is ever,

to the unsophisticated sensibility of the ear-

nest inquirer, a twin fact with the demonstra-

tion of the contrary spirit in confederate pre-

sumption and the counsel of the ungodly.

R. R.

There are certain boggy places in business

life, and politics, and social life, where you can-

not set your foot without sinking in; there is

a certain line beyond which a Christian can-

not venture without betraying his Master.

Never venture a single inch into any business,

however lucrative, or any speculation, how-

ever attractive, or any social circles, however

fascinating, if you cannot carry Christ with

you and a clean conscience. Remember that

Christ is our life, and without Him "no man
can keep alive his own soul."

—

Cuyler.

"He does not care for his character who is

not careful as to his companions."

William Rathbone.

William Rathbone, of Liverpool, was born

there in 1726 of parents who were members
of the National church. His mother died be-

fore he was two years old, and his father

being, soon after, convinced of Friends' prin-

ciples, he was carefully educated therein ; and

being in a good degi-ee obedient to the visita-

tions of Divine grace, he became, while young,

an example of sobriety and industry. About
the seventeenth year of his age, being under

discouraging circumstances, he formed the in-

tention of going abroad with a view to acquire

wealth ; but when he thought himself on the

point of carrying this design into execution,

his mind was brought under a weighty exer-

cise, and he was impressed with a persuasion

that his appointed station was in his native

place, where a field of religious labor was
opened before him; and that if he persevered

in his intention, his religious interests would

be subverted and the Divine will concerning

him be opposed. In this state of conflict he

was convinced that, if his sole dependence
was fixed on the Almighty arm, it would supply

all his wants and be an unfailing support in

the various trials that might be allotted to him.

Through the continued extension of Divine

regard, he was enabled to yield obedience to

these convictions; to enter into covenant with

a covenant keeping God; to limit his desires

after perishing riches, and to bear the turning

of his hand upon him. As he was favored to

enter on the active scenes of life w-ith faith

and dedication of heart, so he was supported

in his passage through it, to bear his portion

of disappointment and' affliction with Christian

fortitude.

The gracious Being, who had directed his

feet into the right way, was mercifully pleased

to be with him from step to step, so that he

increased in stability and usefulness : and about

the forty-ninth year of his age he was con-

cerned to bear a public testimony to the suffi-

ciency of this Divine grace, which had been

the stay of his youth.

For some time before his decease he was
more than commonly enlarged in his public

testimony, and accompanied two women Friends

in visiting the families of Friends in his own
and a neighboring meeting. The minds of

some of his friends were singularly impressed
with the exercise he was under the First-day

preceding his illness, when he had to express

in the morning meeting the necessity of having
oil in our vessels and our lamps trimmed; call

ing upon some present to remember in what
awakening manner this exhortation had been
sounded in their hearing; saying it was given

him afresh to believe that there were those

present who, when the solemn summons should

be issued, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh,'
however diligent they might have been in hav

ing their vessels replenished, would find they
had nothing to spare. The following day he
was a little unwell but cheerful; on Third-day

complained of a violent cold that affected his

head, and in the afternoon was obliged to go
to bed. He was confined to his chamber about
a week, during which his patience and forti

tude were exemplary; and although through
the extremity of his bodily illness, he was at

times delirious, yet at intervals his understand-
ing returned, in one of which he expressed
audibly, "Who would not love and praise thy

mg

name, thou King of saints?" and continii

with solemn prostration of soul for a cons t-

erable time, and then said very intelligen- i,

'

' 0, poor creatures ; called upon to offer n

offering in righteousness ; who can, who d je

but obey the call! " It was a season of ai^^l

quietness ; his spirit was again powerfully U
gaged in fervent prayer for full two hoj,

except once or twice when raised up to 1 ie

something, he let fall a wandering express
5,

but when he was laid quietly down, he ja

again favored with the renewed influencfftf

the spirit of supplication. Through the we Jit

of his illness his voice was much interrup a,

but sundry expressions were at times distir ,ly

heard, "Most Holy Father, Lord God, il-

mighty; I have known the rod and bless iie

hand.
'

' What followed could not be distir ily

heard, but it is not easy to set forth the a ful

solemnity of the occasion.
j

In the evening his wife and children ling

in the room, and one of his daughters h jde

him, he took her hands in his, looked at ler

with a most sensible expression of affec pn,

then closed his eyes, and without a sif-or

struggle breathed his last. He departed his

life the eleventh of the Eighth Month, ^89,

in the sixty-fourth year of his age, and a |in-

ister about fourteen years. I

Cannot be Delegated. i

A widow school teacher through thiSt.

Louis Globe Democrat makes the foil

strong plea for co-operation between p;

and children:

What we need in our schools is the co der-

ation of the parents with the teacher. ,ani

sure this is too much neglected to mallour

schools a grand success, many times. '

In speaking of the importance of tl
'
co-

operation of parents with the teacher
\

the

work of the school-room, 1 shall assumjthat

I am addressing the parents themselves, t be-

gin by asserting that parents are more rge-

ly responsible for the education of thei chil-

dren than are the professional teache the

community at large, or the state. T'gire

every child a physical, intellectual and loral

nature, is a duty imposed on every pan t. If

for convenience or for the sake of getti 'bet-

ter results, we delegate any part of thi work

to others, if we commit the child to thi teep-

ing of nurses, and to the curative art of fhysi-

cians, his intellect to the guidance offeach-

ers, and his soul to the tuition of the 5 ibatb

school instruction and pastors, we mflthus

delegate the work, but we cannot dbgate

the responsibility. We shall be held a bunt-

able for the education our children iieive.

The teachers are responsible to us, we »
pos-

terity.
_

;

We have, then, arrived at a very imfrtant

and far-reaching parental duty in coiectioD

with secular education. Parents being iWayt

responsible for their children's ed'jation,

must always watch and superintend it. WheD

we send our children to school we do )t •>»

cannot, as some think, transfer to olirsall

the care and responsibility of their ed ation,

Unless we send with them our watc ful so-

licitude, wrapping them about as a prectioB

against evil influences, and attracting >
them

all possible influences for good, we "e un-

natural and recreant parents ; and it }
more

than likely that in future years the liitbuf
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i of duty which we would not bear when our
clildren were subject to us will come back a
bvy load of unavailing sorrow, and will sit

al brood on our hearts, when their ignorance
sill rebuke us, or their misdeeds shame us.

![n this day and generation we can ill afford

t: leave the "education" of our children to
t:i school.

ifhere is a crying necessity for a greater
s;iipathy between parent and teacher.

Phis can only be aroused by a better mutual
ulerstanding, and this mutual understanding
\vl follow, as the night the day, if each will

t;ie the initiative, lovingly forbear with one
a 'ther, honestly confer together and studi-
ly work for the salvation of the earnest co-

ojration.

it ought to be an abiding thought in the
eld's mind, spoken or unspoken, that my
faer, my mother, are very anxious that I

sluld do well at school. This one influ-

eiie, if the child loves and respects his pa-
rties, will do more to make and keep him in-
diStrious and faithful than all other influences
C( bined.

he parent will secure this object in a great
vaety of ways; in fact, if he really has the

- chl's welfare and success at heart, there will
ortnarily be no great danger of the child's
fa ng to perceive it and to be affected by it.

St ,
there are judicious and injudicious ways

ofpcomplishing the end which the parent has
in jew.

,

hen this subject is brought before parents,
gr(t stress is generally laid on visiting the
sclol. I am inclined to think that undue im-
poance, is attached to mere visiting. Some
b;o'. results may come from it. Both teach-
er iid pupil may be made to feel that the pub-
lic ye is upon them, and may be thereby
ipved to make some exertions to satisfy the
,m\c, but a far more healthy and a more ef-
'eCjre supervision would be secured if each
iai;it should keep himself in constant com-
nucation with the teacher and the school
hr,.gh his own child by watching his pro-
ire!, by interesting himself, so far as he is
bl( inhis studies, by correcting the misap-
re'Hsions that are always arising between
jaier and scholar.

11 me ask the parents: Are you watching
nd;irecting with care the technical skill of
tiu;children? Do you keep in mind that the
ita intuitive emotional impressions of your

,

Is.ing are most governable while he is
.)u,-? And more, that the time will soon
.>m| when he will have no such intuitional
ipiity if it is for long neglected.

i

-^ '
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woman her rights in the kitchen, from whichshe IS being driven by men cooks and waiters

".rtf r?°'' '"^ '^°*^'^- The syndicate as-
serts that experienced women cooks cannot
set places and that women who want to fit
themselves for the place of "chef" are unable to
find opportunity. It has, therefore, oetitioned
1 aris hotel keepers to consent to employ reg-
ularly a certain proportion of "apprentice girl
cooks" in their kitchens.

The Versatile AiiERicAN.-The English-
man has none of that all-around mental activ-
ity which distinguishes the American He
Knows only one thing-that by which he earns
his living; and he does not desire to know
anything else; far less is he ashamed of not
knowing it. A London policeman if you ask
him about some distant street or building of
importance, will reply civilly, but unabashed,

1 cannot tell you, sir; that is not in my beat "
An American policeman would know the fact
and if he did not know it, he would feel called
upon to apologize for his ignorance.

In a remote Maine village there was recent-
ly some occasion for a plumber, and a very
good one was forthwith improvised from a car-
penter. Such a thing would be impossible in
England. Many a New England farmer can
build or repair his house, "tinker" his mowing
machine, shoe his horse, doctor his cow. break
his colt, row or sail his boat, "butcher" his
pig. shear his sheep, skin a fox, track a deer,
hive bees, serve as a guide or lumberman'
solve a problem in arithmetic, make a good
speech in a town meeting, and do a hundred oth-
er things besides. There is probably not a man
in all England who can do half so many things.
The American is quick witted, has far more
general intelligence and information, and is

therefore by far a better workman. —Harper's
Magazine.

I Science and Industry.

^*
1 l*^""'

'^^'o"Sing to the class known
^|;ol, has been discovered by a woman
ml Coraski, of Moscow.

M!n- E. Pretty, of Philadelphia, has been
(Kjited typewriter and stenographer in the
«; office at Washington. She has made
i i;traordinary record of writing seventeen
'Ujnd five hundred words in six and one-
tjours [t is believed that no one has
irjxceededthis speed.

'ais has a newly-formed "syndicate of
ct3 maids," whose object is to restore to

National Characteristics in Tool-Mak-
ing.—"Show me a piece of machinery or a
tool, and I'll tell \'ou what nation made it,"
said a member of the steel trust. "Every na-
tion's character is very strongly marked upon
the tools that it turns out.

_
"The English and the Scots are conserva-

tive. They cling, in their machines, to safety,
to rigidity. Hence their output has for its

earmark a heaviness that might be called cum-
bersome. These machines are very reliable,
and strong, and massive, like a dray horse.
They have no finish, no style, no elegance.
The English and the Scots leave such consid
eralions out of their minds altogether. The
French are a nervous, delicate, sensitive peo-
ple, with a highly-developed sense of the beau-
tiful. Hence their machines and their hum-
blest tools have style, an air of elegance. The
finish of the cheapest Frerch tool is good. For
elegance and good taste the machinery of the
French is unsurpassed. This trait the French
automobile shows. German tools are good,
but not elegant and not light. They incline

to curved surfaces. This trait is well known
in them by contrast with the angular, race-

horse-like contours of the American tool.

American tools and machinery are character-
ized by their direct, plain, simple design; by
the use in them of the lightest, best alloys

sible; by a race-horse leanness of appearance
In simplicity the American tools are by far the
best. In elegance and finish they excel the
tools of all other nations but the French."—
/'/( tillddjih ia Presn

.

Picturesque Astoria—Astoria is one of the
most picturesque of American towns, quaint
and old, having been founded by the early ex-
plorers and trappers who came to this country
nearly a hundred years ago. Long the outpost
ot John .Jacob Astor's trading comjiany, it was
once taken by the liritish and held as a fron-
tier fort. Placed here on the steep river edge
where there was rightly no room for a city,
and finding it difficult to crowd its way up the
hill, the town has reached over the river, many
of the streets, banks, stores, hotels, canneries
and warehouses being set up on piling, with the
tide sweeping through underneath. Step off
the sidewalk and drop twenty feet into salt
water; look through the cracks in the little
court of the hotel, and see the dark river
swirling beneath, and smell the barnacled pil-
ing. Even the railroad that now reaches the
to\vn comes in on legs, a long, centipede-like
bridge of piers across a river bay.

It is a strange, interesting, not unambitious
old town, set about with net-drying platforms,
slippery fish wharves, canneries exhaling the
odor of cooking fish, the little, low homes of
fishermen and net makers of many nationali-
ties, from Norwegian to Portuguese; the crowd-
ed tenements of Chinese and Japanese workers
in the canneries; and, higher up the hill, the
more pretentious homes of the packers and
business men. Here and there an Indian or
two, remnants of a passing tribe, look on im-
perturbably at the usurpation of their ancient
fishing places. When the tide favors, the
river beyond the wharves is busy with the heavy
boats of the fishers, and often, more distant,
on the mighty river one sees an ocean craft
bound up for Portland or down again to the
sea.— Century.

Pacts About Patents.—Some one has un-
earthed the interesting fact that the first pat-
ent ever issued in this country was granted to
one Samuel Winslow, in 1641, for manufac-
turing salt. The grant was made by the Mas-
sachusetts Bay Colony for ten years, and was
conditioned on Winslow's completing his plant
within a year. Later, under the articles of
confederation, the States were permitted to

ue patents independently, as the original col-
onies^ had done. The first patent granted by
the United States as a nation was issued to
Samuel Hopkins, of Vermont, who claimed pro-
tection for a method of making pot and pearl
ashes. According to recent estimates by the
commissioner of patenLs, from six to seven-
eighths of the manufacturing capital of the
United States is based more or less directly
upon patents. Incidently, it may be noted that
the number of applications filed at the patent
office in sixty-five years, from 1837 to 1901,
reaches the enormous total of one million two
hundred and one thousand three hundred and
forty-six. The number of patents actually is-

sued in this country, from the time of the ear-
liest records to Twelfth .Mo. 31, UiOl, is seven
hundred thousand three hundred and forty-

and the newest steels; by a saving of weight one. The nearest approach to this by foreign
that results in hollow structures wherever pos- countries is France's record of three hundred
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and thirty thousand nine hundred and seventy-

seven grants, from the most ancient records

(extending, of course, much further into the

past than those of this country) to the close of

the year 1901. Great Britain follows with a

record of two hundred and ninety-four thou-

sand seven hundred and tifty-eight, while Ger-

many's total is only one hundred and forty-

four thousand two hundred and thirty-nine.

Although this comparison would seem to re-

dound to the credit of American alertness and

enterprise, it should be remembered that it has

been, until recently, much less difficult to se-

cure patents here than abroad. The grand

total of patents issued by the nations of the

world up to the time of the last compilation,

in 1901, is two million eighty-seven thousand

eight hundred and twelve.—Harper's Weekly.

The Pet Toad.

It had been a long, cold spring; but, now

that a really warm day had come, summer
seemed to have arrived at last, and, taking

with her a diminutive spade, the little girl

went out into the yard, for she dearly loved

playing with the rich, brown earth and the

few seeds which she had all winter kept among
her choicest possessions gave her a good ex-

cuse. Placing the envelopes containing the

seeds on the ground, she began her excava-

tions with the greatest enthusiasm, stopping

after each spadeful of dirt was thrown out of

the hole to examine the wriggling worms and

insects whose homes she had so ruthlessly in-

vaded.

Presently she paused and drew back, half

curious, half fearful. A clod of earth, which

she had thrown to one side as containing noth-

ing of any interest, was in motion, giving cur-

ious little hops and jumps, and seeming about

to throw itself back into the hole whence it

had been taken. The little girl was so sur-

prised that, for a moment, she quite forgot

to run away, and then something happened

which prevented her doing so; for tiie lump

of earth fell apart and there, squatting upon

the ground and looking up at her, was a little

creature with a crooked back, wide mouth and

shining eyes.

With a cry of joy, the little girl, quite re-

gardless of her clean white frock, knelt be-

side her visitor, for she saw at once that it

was a toad. Ever since she could remember
toads had been her greatest delight, though

few enough of those fascinating creatures

were to be found in the city where she lived

She at once picked it up and brushed the

remaining dirt away; then, quite forgetting

her gardening, she ran into the house to show
her find. But, sad to relate, she encountered

her nurse in the kitchen, and that worthy wo-

man, shuddering at th= sight of the toad and

predicting that the hands of her young charge

would be covered with warts, flatly refused to

allow the new pet to be taken upstairs. The

little girl could not help shedding tears of dis-

appointment, but she knew that an appeal to

any other authority would be useless; nurse

had been with the family for many years, since

before the birth of the little girl in fact, and

she must be obeyed.

The toad, for his part, appeared relieved at

finding himself back in the warm sunshine, and

when the little girl put him down beside a

clump of ribbon-grass which, after a survey ,

of the yard, she had decided upon as being the
^

most fitting place for his residence, he at once

disappeared amidst the vegetation; and the

little girl, fearing that she would never see

him again, sadly completed her planting.

The next day, on approaching the clump of

ribbon-grass, what was her surprise to see the

toad sitting before his home, basking in the

warm sunshine. He did not move when she

drew near, but graciously allowed her to

scratch his back, evincing his satisfaction by

blinking his great goggle eyes. The little

girl was delighted by his tameness, and when

day after day went by and she found him every

morning in the same spot, she decided that

her pet, even though she might not keep him

in the house, must have a name. After much
thought, she named him Charley, after a friend

of her sister, a young man who lived next

door and who was a great favorite with the

whole family. The next time this gentleman

called on her sister, the little girl told him of

his namesake, and she was surprised and hurt

to find that he did not seem at all pleased by

the honor done him, even tnough she assured

him that the toad in question was the very

nicest one she had ever known!

Charley the toad (naturally enough) cared

nothing about the displeasure of the man
whose name he had been .t^iven, though the

little girl explained it to him most carefully,

and he appeared to listen with the greatest

attention. He soon learned to know the call

of his little mistress, and, if not already sun-

ning himself, would come from his lair in the

ribbon-grass at the sound of her voice. He
learned to eat from her hand, and the little

girl often caught flies or dug worms in order

to give him a treat, for she loved to see his

long tongue come out and wrap itself about

the article of food before he swallowed it.

One day the little girl had a surprise. She

had often secretly felt rather ashamed of

Charley's dingy appearance, though she would

not for the world have said as much to any-

one, for fear of hurting his feelings. She had

noticed for some time that he seemed rather

dull and languid and, on this particular morn-

ing she was dismayed to find him lying quite

limp on the ground and taking no notice what-

ever of her approach. She hastened forward

and, on examination, found that her pet's

skin was split all the way down his back!

Speechless with horror and indignation, she

was just about to rush avvay and discover, if

possible, the offender who had been guilty of

such cruelty, when the toad began to twitch

and jerk his legs. She could not leave him

in such apparent agony and, with a heart ach-

ing for his sufferings, she seated herself upon

the ground beside him. And then something

happened which appeared to her little short of

magic.

Charley was still struggling violently, but

she now saw that his contortions were not due

to pain. First the head and then the body of

the toad emerged through the slit which had

been along his back; then pulling out his legs,

one after the other, and with as much exer-

tion as a oerson would make in removing a

very tight glove, Charley stood before her in

all the glory of a bright new skin! Nor was
this all; taking up the cast-ofl" skin which lay

on the ground beside him, Charley rolled it

between his forepaws until it was in a tiii

little \vad, and then popped it into his mo h

and swallowed it! This happened late in i

summer and, with the approach of cool wf.

ther, Charley seemed to become uneasy, h,-

ping constantly from place to place and (,-

ging shallow holes here and there about ^
yard. Whenever the little girl found omi
these holes, she filled it up carefully, until r

big sister caught her thus occupied one c ,

and told her the toad was only looking f( a

place to pass the winter, and, then, gi\[g

over her attempts to keep the yard in onf,

the little girl teft Charley to his own devi
^.

That night there was frost for the first tte

that season, and when the little girl went [it

into the yard next morning, no Charley c)e

to her call. Nor did she ever see him ag^,

though whether he came up in one of thed-

joining yards the next spring, or perisjd

during the severe winter weather, she n-.^r

knew.— The Churchman.

The Curse of Discontent. i

An Arabian guide once told an Ameian

traveler a story, which, in a condensed \ja

is related in an exchange. Itsapplicatioihe

reader can readily make.
j

There lived on the banks of the Indus 'er

an ancient Persian by the name of El H:?d.

From his beautiful and comfortable cotta.i'on

the hillside, he could look down upoiihe

gleaming river, and over the glorious sea tie

was a man of wealth. His fields and orcltds

yielded plentifully, and he had money ijin-

terest. A beautiful wife and lovely chi:en

shared with him the joy of a happy horaej ,

One day there came to the cottage 8|er-

sian priest. That priest sat down with I'Ja-

fed and told him how diamonds were i de.

"If you had a diamond." said the old pest,

"as big as your thumb, you could puriase

many farms like this, and if you had a tihel

you could own the whole country."

That moment El Hafed became poor. .All

his possessions seemed to lose their val. as

the feeling of discontent filled his soul He

said: "I must have a mine of diamonds, 'hst

is the use of spending one's life in this /ay,

in this narrow sphere? I want a mine, nd

.

shall have it!"

That night he could not sleep. Earl dexi

morning he went to the priest and asked lieri

he- could find those diamonds. "If yo Ivan

diamonds," said the priest, "go and get t m.'

"Won't you please tell me where I coilge

them?" said El Hafed?" "Well, if ;i g'

and find high mountains, with a dee' me

running between them, over white s<3,-S

this white sand you will find diamonds.'^

The enthusiastic, restless and dissisfiei

farmer sold his farm, took the money aiy*"

off in search of diamonds. He began fou,

Egypt and Palestine. Years passecwj

he was pursuing his useless search.
;

he went over through Europe and o >-

broken-hearted, in rags, a hungry "P^

stung with humiliation and crushed by si

ter disappointments, he stood on the 'M

the bay of Barcelona. He looked at e i

waves as they came rolling in, and lis'ie":

the whisper that invited him to peace .M'

the moment of despair, threw hinisel n l(

sank, never to rise again.

The man who purchased El Hafed j:

J
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ji his camel out one day to the stream at the

jge of the garden to drink. While the camel

tried his nose in the water, the man noticed

i;white flash of glittering, glistening, spark-

ig something at his feet. Out of curiosity,

li reached down and picked up a black stone

J,th a strange eye of light in it. which seemed

t' reflect all the colors of the rainbow. He

ti)k the curiosity to the house and laid it on

t> mantel, and soon forgot all about it.

bne day the same old priest came to visit

iHafed's successor. He noticed the flash of

I ht from the mantel and sprang toward it in

aazement, and exclaimed: "Here is a dia-

nnd! Has El Hafed returned?" "Oh, no,

t t is not a diamcnd. It is a stone we found

o; in the garden." "But I tell you that it is

aliamond," and the two men went out in the

giden and stirred up the white sand, and there

c;'ie up in their hands beautiful diamonds

m"e valuable than the first,

''his is all historically true. It was the dis-

C(>ery of the wonderful mines of Golconda,

ail the founding of the line of Great Moguls.

TJ guide swung his cap and said, "Had El

H'ed remained at home and dug in his own

"lien, he would have been the wealthiest man
nf if time, and the most honored!"

Items Concerning the Society.

^e learn of our friend Elizabeth C. Cooper's re-

tui to West Grove from her religious visit per-

foiied in Eastern Quarterly and subordinate meet-

iii> in North Carolina. In the Select and Quar-

i Meetings the Word was preached by a number
ii nt, in some favored communications. As here-

stated, the discussion of some features of the

-eipline against which the meeting had be-

;t;sted, resulted in no report being sent up

Yearly Meeting. She attended Up-River

'.'J,.
Cedar Grove and Rich Square Meetings,

/that held at Piney Woods on the First-day

..mg the Quarterly Meeting; and called on a

jutjer of families in the several neighborhoods,

Uitj especial interest in the aged and afflicted.

rhe| were some refreshing, tendering seasons wit-

)es>i and felt, which are precious, but we cannot

if o-selves command. Friends were very kind to

lerji every place, and the help and protecting

aruf our Heavenly Father, all throughout, is ac-

tio edged with thanksgiving.

Notes from Others.

Aravedigger in Holland claims to have buried

, .igli' thousand people.

' Itjost the Presbyterian Church $73,000 to pay
le ipenses of delegates to the General Assembly
stjonth.

^ Rijert F. Coyle, says that Presbyterianism has

., Wc|i had a spinal column. It has given up
'erjhing but principle.

A liter to the Christian Science Sentinel says:

Uihe wicked bitterness shown by religious

i-t.'owards each other might be extinguished by
l)r;d and sympathetic considerateness for the
icti' convictions of others."

Tl Presbyterian Creed Revision is to omit the
I'l lying of the creed of 1648 against the pope.

' lid works of unregenerate men, and the sin-

'H of refusing lawful oaths, and adds chapters
tl Holy Spirit, the love of God and missions,

ili.:i Macmillan, one of the most eminent p.

- 'A writers of the United Free Church of Scot-

d,us recently died at the age of seventy. He
til d a high place as a student of nature and
na nature.

R. J. Campbell says, "The more direct and sim-
^.e the style, and the more rich and real the spirit-

ual experience of the preacher, the more the people
welcome the message. They crave the note of cer-
tainty."

Principal Forsyth says: " The minister's author-
ity is not that of the person, or his talents, or his

order, but that of his gospel. The true minister
seeks more hospitality for his word, than sympathy
for himself."

Dr. Nassau, from the west coast of Africa, af-

firms that the recent barbarities allowed in the
Congo Free State by the syndicate engaged in col-

lecting rubber, " exceeds the worst features of the

worst days of slave hunting."

The Presbyterian Evangelical committee of Brook-
lyn has procured a portable church building, built

in sections, so that it can be placed in a city mis-

sion field where no suitable hall can be secured,

and when no longer needed there it can be taken
down and removed to a new mission field.

The famous bell at the cathedral of Rouen,
France, known as " Rouvell," has become cracked.

The bell has rung the curfew for a period of six

hundred years without interruption. It is impos-

sible to repair it, and the townspeople are much
distressed at their loss.

The Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of

Ministerial Relief, makes the statement that only

twenty-five hundred Presbyterian ministers receive

a salary of one thousand dollars or more; the re-

maining five thousand receive from three hundred

to one thousand, the average being about six hun-

dred dollars.

Baroness Bertha Von Suttner, author of "Lay
Down i'our Arms," who is known sometimes as the

Harriet Beecher Stowe of Germany, is soon to

make an extended visit to the United States. She

will give a series of lectures in the interest of

universal peace, the cause of which she has pleaded

during her whole life.

The Belgian authorities in Africa have threaten-

ed the American Presbyterians with forcible evic-

tion unless they vacate their station on the Kasai

River, and other missionaries have been expelled

from Juapa, because of the activity of Protestant

missionaries in exposing the horrors of the awful

barbarities for which Belgian authorities are re-

sponsible.

But for the Endeavorers the colony of lepers on

the French island of Lifou, in Asia, would have been

annihilated. They were ordered by the Govern-

ment to leave Lifou, and to take up their abode on

a small, uninhabited island some sixteen miles

away. No adequate provision was made for their

temporal wants, and some lost their lives trying

to escape the hardships of their new life. Many
others would have died of starvation had not the

local Christian Endeavorers carried boat loads of

food to them. After two years the Government

prepared another island and ordered the chief to

bring the poor fellows back. He refused to con-

taminate his vessel, and the lepers might have been

left to perish had not members of the Christian

Endeavor Society near obtained a small vessel by

traveling many miles. They carried the helpless

lepers down the steep rocks in their strong arms

and saw them comfortably landed and safely hous-

ed. Then they burned every scrap of their cloth-

ing, washed themselves in the sea, and returned to

their homes, unconscious of having performed one

of the most heroic deeds in the annals of man.

—

Boston Transcript.

May End Era of Higher Criticism.— It is the

theory of evangelical leaders that the present ser-

ies of .lohn Wesley memorial meetings will do

much to put an end to the higher criticism discus-

sion. These meetings were begun last spring and
will continue to be h^eld to the end of the summer,
the actual anniver.sary of Wesley's birth being Sixth

Month 2S. Leaders say that thousands are, for the

first time, hearing of the beginning and achieve-

ment of that positive evangelism which started

with John Wesley's work. ISeing thoughtful per-

son.s, they inquire the cause of the movement, and
learn it to have been a positive gospel aggressively

preached. There are signs that the era of higher

criticism is passing, and leaders in both England
and America are not few who scent an evangelical

revival. The laity declares itself to be thirsting

for a straight gospel story, it is said, and it is held

that the Wesley memorials will make a finish of

the opposition, perhaps set the new movement un-

der way.

America's REsroNsiuiLiTY.—The following, re-

garded in its day as one of Chief .Justice Story's

masterpieces, is worth reproducing as an ideal

which our country may not lose sight of, tho'

Christ is the needful and higher ideal whereby it

must be saved :

—

" We stand the latest— and, if we fail, probably

the last—experiment of self-government by the

people. We have begun it under circumstances of

the most auspicious nature. We are in the vigor

of youth. Our growth has never been checked by

the oppression of tyranny. Our constitutions have

never been enfeebled by the vices or luxuries of

the old world. Such as we are, we have been from
the beginning—simple, hardy, intelligent, accus-

tomed to self-government and to self-respect. The
Atlantic rolls between us and any formidable foe.

Within our own territory, stretching through many
degrees of latitude and longitude, we have the

choice of many products and many means of inde-

pendence. The government is mild. The press is

free. Religion is free. Knowledge reaches or may
reach every home. What fairer prospect ot suc-

cess could be presented? What means more ade-

quate to accomplish the sublime end? What more
is necessary than for the people to preserve what
they have themselves created? Already has the

age caught the spirit of our institutions. It has

already ascended the Andes and sniffed the breezes

of botfi oceans. It has infused itself into the life-

blood of Europe, and warmed the sunny plains of

France and the lowlands of Holland. It has touch-

ed the philosophy of Germany and the north; and,

moving onward to the south, has opened to Greece

the lessons of her better days.

"Can it be that America, under such circum-

stances, can betray herself? Can it be that she is

to be added to the catalogue of republics, the in-

scriptions upon whose ruins is: 'They were but

they are not?' Forbid it, my countrymen! For-

bid it, heaven!"

The Presbyterian comments on the following ut-

terances of Bishop William Lawrence at the recent

Protestant Episcopal General Convention in Bos-

ton:

"The ministry is increasing neither in number

nor in power. Infidelity is all about us. The tests

of life are social and financial success. Sport and

amusement have made inroads. Gambling is un-

settling habits of industry. Below these are the

lower standards of taste and gross immoralities.

Temptations are undermining our youth. All these

influences are potent enemies of the Christian

faith."

All his statements are doubtless true, yet it is

not a condition that can be charged, especially to

the twentieth century. The same words would ap-

ply equally as well to the centuries that are past,

and would doubtless aptly express the state of

things in decades to come. They are the fruits of

sin, and since sin entered into the world and death

by sin, these conditions have existed. The Church

needs not be discouraged. The wheat and tares
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must grow together until the harvest. The sow-

ing of the seed, the cultivating of the crops, the

gathering of the grain, so far as possible (to every

man that hath received a gift to minister the

same) is the Church's business. The results must

be left with God. Meanwhile there is this assur-

ance: His kingdom shall never perish from the

earth, "and like as there were found the seven

thousand who had not bowed the knee to Baal in

the time of the apostacy of God's chosen people, so

the faithful ones will prove again the salvation of

the kingdom, and in God's own time ultimate, final,

complete, glorious victory will be the result."

Rest Cottage.—Isabel Shipley, formerly a teach-

er in the public school, but for some years past a

worker among the colored people of South Camden,
carried out the idea nine summers back, of giving

a brief outing amidst wholesome rural surround-

ings to some of the ill or infirm among her poor

friends. A number of her guests have been slaves,

to whom after lives of hardship and toil, this rest

seems a veritable heaven on earth.

At first she boarded them in private families,

but four years later rented one or two cottages at

Sadlertown near Westmoht, Camden County, N. J.

This plan was followed for several seasons with

good results, but as the renting was only for a part

of the year, the possibility of getting proper ac-

commodations became very uncertain.

She accordingly determined to make a strong ef-

fort to overcome this difficulty by providing a cot-

tage especially for the purpose.

A piece of ground having been purchased, a

small house was built and partially finished last

year.

It was finally decided that it would be of advan-

tage, in forwarding the good work, to place the

property in the care of a board of trustees; who
were appointed Tenth Month 4th, 1902. John B.

Rhoads, 239 Market street, Philadelphia, serving

as President.

The board feels that the present unfinished con-

dition of the cottage is not satisfactory. The placa

as it now stands is paid for with the exception

of a small balance of less than one hundred dol-

lars. The trustees wish to finish the interior of

two rooms, which have not been ceiled, to add a

small side porch, a kitchen and a room over it.

They appeal to the friends of such work to sub-

scribe the needed sum to approximately five hun-

dred dollars.

The house when thus completed would accommo-
date twelve people. Some of the guests remain

about two weeks, others longer, as their cases re-

quire. They greatly enjoy the pleasant change
aiid the beauty of their surroundings, and almost

invariably return home improved in health and
with thankful hearts.

Contributions may be sent to Catharine B.

Rhoads, Treasurer, Haddonfield, N. J.

Sixth Month, 1903.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.- In a recent address at Louisville,

Ky., Booker T.Washington said: "In the present sea-

son of anxiety and almosi of despair, which possesses

an element of the race, there are two things I wish to

say as strongly as I may: First, let no man of the race

become discouraged or hopeless. There are in this coun-

try. North and South, men who mean to see that justice

is- meted out to the race.

"Second, let us keep before us the fact that, almost

without exception, every race or nation that has ever got

upon its feet has done so through struggle, and trial and

persecution.

"No one should seek to close his eyes to the fact that

the race is passing through a serious and trying period of

its development; a period that calls for the use of our

ripest thought and sober judgment.
"Let nothing lead us into the extremes of utterance or

action. It is in the long run. the race or individual that

exercises the most patience, forbearance and self-control

in the midst of trying conditions that wins its causo. Let

nothing induce us to descend to the level of the mob.
There should be meted out equal justice to the black man

and the white man. Whenever the nation forgets or is

tempted to forget, its basic principle the whole fabric of

government for both the white and the black man is

threatened with destruction. This is true whether it re-

lates to conditions in Texas, Indiana or Delaware."

President Roosevelt has signed a formal order making
reservations of lands in the island of Porto Rico for the

purposes of this government. The section was taken un-

der the provisions of a law passed at the first session of

the Fifty-seventh Congress, which authorized the Presi-

dent to make the reservations 'before Seventh Month,

1903. In the aggregate more than ninety thousand acres

of land were involved.

It is expected that from the sale of the lands the island

will receive about five hundred thousand dollars. This

sum will be devoted largely to educational purposes.

The first of the series of experiments to test the effect

of preservative chemicals used upon foods, which the Sec-

retary of Agriculture was authorized to conduct by act

of Congress, and which have been continued for about six

months, have ended. The preservatives used thus far

are borax and boracic acid.

Speaking in general terms. Dr. Wiley said: "Our ex-

periments have been conducted with a view to ascertain-

ing the effect of the preservatives on digestion, and our

observations have covered the effect on the digestion of

carbo-hydrates, or fat, and on the digestion of protein

and gluten. We also have observed the effect on the as-

similation of food, and carefully noted all increase or

decrease in weight following a certain prescribed course.

We have recorded with care the effect of the preserva-

tives on the composition of the blood.

The results of these experiments, it is stated, will not

be published for several months.

Salicylic acid will be the next article experimented

with.

The recent subscriptions by the stockholders of the

Pennsylvania Rail Road of 1,500,000 additional shares at

sixty dollars a share within a few weeks is regarded as a

very significant proof of the high esteem in which this

corporation is held in this community.

A dispatch from Austin, Texas, of the 1st inst. says:

A deadly enemy of the cotton boll weevil has appeared in

the cotton fields south of here, in Caldwell county.

It is a small green bug, which has a voracious appetite

for the weevils, and does not harm the cotton plants. It

is estimated by United States experts that the cotton

boll weevil caused a financial loss of twenty-five million

dollars to Texas cotton planters last season.

At the Philadelphia School for Nurses certificates were

recently given to twenty-one young colored women who
had graduated at that institution.

A late dispatch from Santa Barbara, California, says:

An oil well in the northern part of this county has proved

one of the most remarkable discovered on the Pacific

coast. The first flow was at the rate of forty barrels per

minute, the oil shooting fifty feet above the top of the

derrick. The depth of the well is about two thousand

feet.
-^

The past month in Philadelphia was the coldest Sixth

Month ever recorded by the weather Bureau. The aver-

age daily temperature was one and a half degrees lower

than the coldest previous Sixth Month of 1881.

A sudden change to high temperature occurred on the

2nd inst. which was followed by a number of cases of

heat prostration in several of the large cities.

The statement is made by the Public Ledger of this

city that in 1902 five hundred thousand dollars worth of

property was destroyed by fire due solely to the foolish

celebration of the Fourth of this month. 31 persons

were killed by it and 2,649 are known to have been s

iously injured.

Discoveries of fossils and bones of prehistoric men ;

animals are being made in the Fish Creek country, Mon-

tana, by Professor M. S. Farr and a party of students from

Princeton university.

In the remains of a city belonging to the stone age

Professor Farr found the bones of animals of immense

size, and various crude instruments, many of them orna-

mented with gems.

A dispatch from Washington says: During the fiscal

year which closed on the 30th ult., one hundred and

thirty-two thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine claims

were allowed by the pension bureau and one hundred and

thirteen thousand seven hundred and twenty rejected.

The number of allowances e.\ceeded those of last year to

the extent of eleven hundred and fifteen.

In a recent report to Congress, in reference to the

Pure Food Bill, it is stated that enormous quantities of

glucose are used in sininlvi^Bdie demand for molasses,

syrup, and^nMf a^Bvi^ Certain additions is made
into so-call^yrgfftkHysfend fkms.

There vggpjTiLftanfS'in this city last week, reported

to the BoarTof Health. This is 13 more than the pre-

vious week and 77 more than the corresponding week
1902. Of the foregoing 246. were males and 233
males: 58 died of consumption of the lungs ; 31 of

flammation of the lungs and surrounding membrant
7 of diphtheria : 13 of cancer ; 19 of apoplexy

; 20
typhoid fever; 4 of scarlet fever, and 8 of small-pox.

Foreign.—The cable ship Anglia arrived at Honol

on the 3d instant, bearing the Honolulu end of the tra

pacific cable now extending from Manila, via Guam i

Midway Islands, to that port.

On the 4th instant President Roosevelt sent a mess:

from Oyster Bay on Long Island to Governor Taft

Manila. From there it was forwarded by other C3

lines back to this country, circling the globe in twt

minutes. The new cable is nearly 8,000 miles long fi

San Francisco to Manila and passes through the Has
Islands, thence to Midway Island, thence to Guam,
thence to the island of Luzon. The rate to Manila is s

to be not over $1 per word. ,,,

Treaties have lately been signed at Havana betwi

the United States and Cuba, by which two naval

coaling stations have been obtained by the United £

at a nominal rent, and the Isle of Pines placed i

under Cuban sovereignty.

The British Board of Agriculture has prohibite

landing in Great Britain of any hogs from the Dn
States, and also the importation of caKle from

England after Eighth Mo. 1st. The prohibition relai

to cattle from New England is caused by the recent i

demic of hoof and mouth disease among the cattle im
Eastern States.

A despatch from Vienna of the 1st says : Med
circles here are greatly interested in a report, comiff

cated to the Viennese Society of Physicians, to the el

that a long standing case of cancer was cured by ra( :

rays at the clinic of the late Professor Gussenbsi-,

The patient, who was 61 years of age, had long suff d

from cancer of the palate and lip, and had repeal y

been operated upon fruitlessly, until the autumn of 1 !,

when one physician determined to try radium rays d

treated the afflicted parts by exposing them to the it

of radium bromide, the strongest radium preparatic D

existence. He was rewarded by a gradual and com «

disappearance of the tumors.

The Jewish Journal Voskhad states that the regula is

now in force in Russia has caused nearly all the is

living in the rural districts, amounting to about 21 ir

cent, of the whole Jewish population in 1882, t le

driven into the towns and cities. The number of t is

open to Jews has continued constantly to diminish id

the Jews, more and more cooped up, have been d m

hard for a subsistence. As a result, the towns ih

Jewish populations have been officially pronounced b d-

ing places for physical and psychical diseases, le

Ministry of the Interior, in view of the dangers froD lis

hungry proletariat, has decided to open 101 new
i

es

to Jewish settlers. The regulations forbid Jews to ve

into cities and towns where they had not been living en

the regulations were issued, to remove from one ban to

another, or to acquire rent land.

It is said that the most thickly populated island

world is Malta, with 1,360 inhabitants to the square

Barbadoes comes next, with 1,054 to the square mi

Mary C. Satterthwaile, Pa.; Anna P. Chambers a

Alfred Sharpless, Pa.; M. A. Forsythe, Pa.; David J.l

G't'n; Mary K. Masters, Pa.; Josephine L. Cadmos,

J. T. Ballinger, N. J.; John W. Tatum, Pa.; David J

and for Mary Scott Kay, Pa ; David E. Cooper a

Samuel R. Cooper, N. J.; Caleb Wood, Phila.; Ed»l

Lowry, Phila. ; Stephen W. Post and for Henry E

N. Y. ; George P. Stokes and for Sarah Pike, N. J

8®-iJe)Hi«a7ices received after Third-day nown

apptar in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth £

Philadelphia.—During the Seventh and Eighth «

the Library will be open only on Second and Pift*

from 3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Westtown Boarding School.—The fall !

the School will open on Third-day, Ninth Month 8t!
j

Friends who are intending to send children atthij

will confer a favor by making application befoH

Month 26th, if the matter has not already recei

tention. .

Wm. F. Wickersham, Pnni

willIam^h7fIi.k's sons, frintkb
No. 422 Walnut Street

M














